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PREFACE

IN issuing the second volume of the DICTIONARY OF CHRIST AND THE GOSPELS, the

Editor desires, first of all, to thank his colleagues and contributors for the interest

that they have taken in the work. He desires, further, to express his gyjititmlc for

the reception which the first volume has met with. All concerned in it are ready to

confoHH that the tank of producing a Dictionary which could be spoken of as really

worthy of itR subject has been beyond them. And they have felt this only the more

UB the work haw proceeded, But reviewers have generously recognized the fact that

no trouble has boon spared to make the Dictionary as worthy as possible ;
and the

public everywhere, but especially preachers of the Gospel,, have responded. It is

hoped that the second volume will be found to be not inferior to the first.

The Appendix belongs to the original idea. It was felt from the iM'frinnmjr

that the articles which it contains should be placed in a group, apart from the

general alphabetical order.





LIST OE ABBREVIATIONS

I. GENERAL
Alex. y=s Alexandrian,

Apoc.. == ApoealypHC, Apocalyptic,
A pour, = vpociyph.i, Apocryphal.
Aq, = AquiLa.
A rah. =s Arabic.
Aram, = Aramaic.
Ansyr. Assyrian.
Bah. = Babylonian.
n. -sv'irctt, about.
'Can. ?~Cauaauito,
cL ~s compare.
<tt. = contrast.
I) & I Kiuteronomist.
K = Klohist
odd. "-oditionH or editors.

Kth. - KUiiopic.
f. and following verne or pa#e : as Ac 10:ME

".

if. 3 and following verneK or page** : m Mt ll 2811
"*.

(Jr. 3% Greek*
H SSK Law of
Hob. s Hebrew.

U<*\.

Isr.

J iTllllWIHt.

J" rlrliova.il.

Jos. --- JosephuH.

LXX= Septuagint.
MSS = Manuscripts.MT= Massoretic Text,
n.=note.
NT = New Testament.

ly. = Onl^elos.
= Okl Testament.

P =a Priestly Narrative.
Pal. = Palestine, Palestinian.
Pent. = 1 Vmtateuch.
Perw. = Persian.

Phoen. = Phamician.
J^i*. Bk. = Prayer Book*
Ii= Redactor.
Jiom. = lioinan.
Sam. = Samaritan.
Sem. = Semitic.

Sr)>i. --Soptuji^inl.
Sin. =Sin:iiiic.

Syiuui. 2= Symmachus.
Syi\ =Syriac.
Talm. ss'TalmucL

Targ. =Targ*um.
Theod. =Theodotion,

tr. =tranBlato -i i i;ui-l;iiii>ii.

VBB=VersionB.

Vulg. = Vulgate.
WH=Wetoott and Ilort's text

II. BOOKS OP TOE BIBLE

Old Testament*

On= (Genesis.

Ex =
s Canticles,

TSfussi Numbers.
I )t= Deuteronomy.

Jer Jeremiah.
La = Lamentations,
Kzk^Essekiel.
Dn= "Daniel.

Itu Kuih. JlwJoeL
I H, 2 S M l and 2 Samuel. Am
I K, 2 K a I and 2 King*. Ob * Obadiah.
I Oh, 2 Oil sal and 2 Jon = Jonah.
01 1 n i i <! *s. Mic as Micah.

= Nohcmiah.

. . Hag=Maggal
P ~ Psalms, Zee= Zcuharial

Pr SB Proverbs M al=Malacbi .

ficseEoolesiaates*

Apocrypha,
I EB, 2 Es = l and 2 To*Tobit.

Eadras. Jth = Judith.

Ad. Est = Additions to
Esther.

"VVis = Wisdom.
8ir = Siraoh or Ecclesi-

Bar=Baruclu
Three = Bong of the
Three Children.

New
Mt =5 Matthew.
Mk^Mark.
LksLuke.
Jn 5= John.
Ac=Acta.
Ro=Romans.
I Co, 2 Co = I and 2

Corintbiann*

Eph = Ephesiaris.
Ph = PhilippiaiiK.
Col =

the
Sus= Stiaanna.
Bel SB Bel and
Dragon.

Pr. Man = Prayer of
Mariannes*

1 Mac, 2 Mac = 1 and 2
Maccabees.

1 Tb, 2 Th a= 1 and 2
Thensalonians.

1 Ti, 2 Ti = 1 and 2

Timothy.
Tit= Titus.

t

Philenx= Philemon.
He as Hebrews.
Ja James.
1 P, 2P = 1 and 2 Peter.
1 Jn, 2 Jn, 3 Jn^l, 2,

and S John.
Jude.
Rev= Revelation.



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

III. ENGLISH VERSIONS

Wyc.=Wyclif's Bible (NT e. 1380, OT c. 1382,

Purvey's Kevision c. 1388).

Tind,=Tindale's NT 1526 and 1534, Pent. 1530,

Cov. = Coverdale's Bible 1535.

Matt, or Rog.==Matthew's (i.e. prob. Rogers')
Bible 1537*

Cran. or Great = Cranmer's
' Great' Bible 1539.

Tav. = Taverner's Bible 1539.

Gen. = Geneva NT 1557, Bible 1560.

Bish.= Bishops' Bible 1568,

Tom. = Tomson's NT 1576.

Rhem.=Rhemish NT 1582.

Dou.= TV ::- > OT 1609.

AV= \ . : ''/ -, Version 1611.

AVm= Authorized Version margin.
RV= Revised Version NT 1881, OT 1885.

RVm= Revised Version margin.
EV=Auth, and Rev. Version**.

IV. FOR THE LITERATURE

AHT Ancient Hebrew Tradition.
AJSL=American Journal of Sem. Lang, and

Literature.
AJTh=American Journal of Theology.
AT= Altes Testament.

5i=Bampton Lecture.
~ British Museum.

Biblical Researches in Palestine.

Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum.
C7Zr= Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum.
GIS= Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum.
COT- Cuneiform Inscriptions and the OT.
#J9= Dictionary of the Bible.

DCA = Dictionary of Christian Antiquities.
ESi= Encyclopaedia Biblica.

EBr^z Encyclopaedia Britannica.
MGT- Expositor's Greek Testament.
EHH*=Early History of the Hebrews.
ERE Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics.

ExpT= Expository Times.
GAP C.-

,

""
les alten Palastina.

GGA : ., Gelehrte AiiAM^en.
GGN \<< : der konigl. (;<,-dMi!H'i der

Wissenaehaften zu Gottingen.
6r/F=Geschiehte des Judischen Volkes.
(rF/~Geschichte cles Volkes Israel.

HEA = Handworterbuch des bibliachen Alter-
tums.

SCM- Higher Criticism and the Monuments.
Jffi^Historia Ecclesiastica.

HGHL = Historical Geog. of Holy Land.
HI= History of Israel.

JTJP=History of the Jewish P- *>>.

f=TTiM-ory, Pro|-lie( v, jiii . s ^l : i :, .

^ ILohreiv Jropoi Vnin-s.
-

H,iri<l\v-iJricrlHiHi.

= International Critical Commentary.
J/ff=Israelitische und Jiidische Gesclii elite.

JTBZ=Journal of Biblical Literature.
JDTh Jahrbiicher fur deutsche Theologie.
JE = Jewish Encyclopedia.
JQR- Jewish Quarterly Review.
JEAS=Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.
JSL~ Journal of Sacred Literature.
JThSt^Journal of Theological Studies
.OT^Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Test.
7fF=Keilinschriften u. Geschichtsforschung.
KIB= Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek.
ZJ5=The Land and the Book.
LOBl Literarisches Centralblatt.

i6>r=Introd. to the Literature of the Old Test.

jLr=Life and Times of Jesus the Menniah

[Edersheim].
u* Nachrichten <L

cieutschen Fal.-VereinR.
^ Neuhebraisches Wdrterbuch,

kirchlichc Zeitschrift.

NTZG = Neutestanientliche Zeitgefichichte.
OJV=Otium Norvicense.
OP= Origin of the l^alter.

OTJG^'the Old Test, in the Jewinh Church,
PJ?=rol\.-lm>nio Bible.

PEF^ Palestine Exploration Fund.
P77F>/- Qiuiriorly Sutement of the name.
J'ftt. \ - I *i'oci't'Iiil^- df Soc. of Bibl. Archaeology.

fur protest. Theologie

QPTl
und Kirche.

,, 5rs
j

Bible.

EEJ-- l?<;\ no do- riui'lc- Juives.
JP= Records of the Past.

JR8= Religion of the Semites.
JRWE= Realwttrterbueh,

. Books of the East.
U 1- Sacred Books of Old Test.
"or TSK=Theol. Studien und Kritiken.

SP= Sinai and Palestine.

^
N r M.-i.i,.

1

!-- of the Survey of W, Paleatma
'/''/. '; "'/./ Theol. Literaturxeitung.
J%r=TheoL THdsohrift
TS= Texts and Studies.
TSBA = Transactions of Soc. of Bibl.

r{7=Texte und Untersudiurigen.WAI Western Asijsnr T:i-' ni-si'-n-.
XoiiM-iirir i.,' Kunde den

ZA 7.'i
r
H-'ii ifi f-ir AsByriologie.

ZA\Y or /.I'/' I r=Zeitschrift fiir die Alttont
Wissenschaft.

ZJDJ/6=Zeitachrift der Deutschen Morgen-
landischen GesellHchaft.

ZDPF^Zeitschrift des Deutechen Pateatina-
Vereins.

ZKSF-Z^itBGhiili fiir KeilschriftforBclumg.ZKW or ZKWL = Zetochrift fur kirchlkshe-
Wissennchaft und kirohl. Leben*

fiir die Neutest.

ft f. Theologie u. Kirohe*

superior number designates the particular edition of the work referred to ; as KAT\ LOT*



AUTHORS OF ARTICLES IN YOL. II

Rev, KOBERT M. ADAMSON, M.A., Ardrossan.

Rev. WALTER FREDERICK ADENBY, B.B., Pro-
fessor of Theology and Principal of the
Lancashire Colleges Manchester.

Rev. GROSS ALEXANDER, S.T.B., late Professor of
New Testament Greek and Exegesis in Vander-
bilt University, Nashville.

Rev. WILLOUGIIBY C. ALLEN, M.A., Chaplain,
Fellow, and Lecturer in Theology and HeDrew,
Exeter College, Oxford.

Rev. FREDERICK LINCOLN ANDERSON, M.A.,
TXIX, Professor of New Testament Interpre-
tation, Newton Theological Institution, Mass.

Kev. BENJAMIN WLSNER BACON, B.B., LL.D.,
Lit, I)., Professor of New Testament Criticism
and Exegesis in Yale University, New Haven.

Rev. P. MOKDATOTT BARNARD, B.B., late Rector
of Headley, Epsom.

Rev. J. VBRNON BARTLET, M.A., B.B., Professor
of Church History in Manalield College,
Oxford,

Late Kev. FRANCIS II, BKATTIE, Ph.D., D.D.,
LL.I),, Professor of Apologetics and Syste-
matic Theology in the Presbyterian Theological
Seminary of Kentucky.

Very Rev. JOHN HENRY BERNARD, B.B., B.C.L.,
Dean of St. Patrick^ and Archbishop King's
Professor of Divinity in the University of
Dublin.

Rev. TlARiiv TiissF.KKK, M. A., The Leysian Mission,
London.

Rev, ANDREW BOGLE, M.A., Leith*

Rev. ALBERT BONUS, M.A., Alphington, Exeter.

Rev. GKORGE H. Box, M.A., late Hebrew Master,
Merchant Taylors' School, London, Rector of

Linton, BOBS.

Eev. E. P. BOYS-SMITH, M.A., Vtoar of Hordle,

Rev. J. B. BRTSTOW, B.D., Rector of Cloixdalkin,
Co. Dublin.

Rev. MOUIHON BRYCE, Baldernoek, Milngavie.
Rev. A. E. BURN, D.T)., Rector of Handsworth,

Birmingham, and Prebendary of LicMeld.

Rev. ADAM G. CAMPBELL, M.A., Afton, New
Cumnock.

Rev. ,R. J. CAMPBELL, M.A., City Temple,
London.

Rev. WILLIAM M. CHRISTIE, Aleppo.

Rev. DUGALD CLARK, B.D., Glassary, Loch-
gilphead.

Rev. JOHN S. CLEMENS, B.A., B.D., Principal of
Ranmoor College, Sheffield.

Rev. CAMDEN M. COBERN, Ph.D., D.D., Pro-
fessor of the English Bible and the P : "o- i-.liy
of Religion in Allegheny College, M--;;u\ ik'.

Pa.

Rev. ARTHUR W. COOKE, M.A., Newcastle-on-
Tyne.

Rev. JAMES COOPER, D.D., Professor of Ecclesi-
astical History in the University of Glasgow.

Rev. HENRY COWAN, D.D., Professor of Church
History in the University of Aberdeen.

Rev, HUGH H. CURRIE, B.D., Keig, Aberdeen-
shire.

Rev. EDGAR BAPLYN, Child's Hill, London.

Right Rev. CHARLES FREDERICK D'AROY, D.B.,
Bishop of Clogher.

Rev. EDWARD CHARLES DARGAN, D.D., LL.D.,
formerly Professor of Homiletics and Ecclesi-

ology in the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville, Ky.

Bev. PERCY DEARMEE, M.A., Vicar of St. Mary's
the Virgin, Primrose Hill, London.

Kev. FRANCIS BRIGHAM DENIO, D.B., Professor of
Old Testament L: 'i;ii, ;: ,--!id Literature in

Bangor Theolog:-, ; : >-" i-i-.
1

v, Maine.

Kev. JAMBS BENNBY, B.B., Professor of New
TY-i M r.uiir LM M.IU.'-^C, Literature, and Theology
in iliv I iiMcu l

vro ('hurch College, Glasgow.

Kev, MARCUS BODS, B.B., Prlncijml and Pro-
fessor of Exegetical Tiunlo^y i'i the New
College, Edinburgh.

Kev, JAMES BONALD, B.B., Keithhall, Inverurie.

Kev. HENRY E. BOSKER, B.B,, LL.B,, Professor
of Ecclesiastical History in the Presbyterian
Theological Seminary or Kentucky.

Kev. F. HOMES BTJDDEN, B.B., Fellow of Lincoln

College, Oxford.

Rev, ALEXANDER A. BTOCAN, B.B., Auchteiiess,
Aberdeenshire.

Kev. HUGH BUNCAK, B.B., Garturk, Coatbridge.

Kev. W. H. BUNDAS, B.B., Kector of MagheragaU,
Lisburn.

Kev. WILLIAM HENRY BYSON, Edgerton, Hudders-
field.



Xll AUTHOES OF ARTICLES IN YOL. II

Rev. GEORGE BOARDMAN EAGER, D.D., LL.D.,
Professor of Biblical Introduction and Pastoral

Theology in the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville, Ky.

Right. Rev. ROWLAND ELLIS, D.D., Bishop of

Aberdeen and Orkney.

Rev. CYRIL W. EMMET, M.A., Vicar of West
Hendred, Berks.

Rev. W. EWING, M.A., Edinburgh.

Rev. R. A. FALCONER, D.Litt., D.D., President
of the University of Toronto, Canada

Rev. J. H. FARMER, B.A, LL.D., Dean in The-

ology and Professor of New Testament and
Patristic Greek in M'Master University,
Toronto.

Rev. C. L. FELTOB, D.D., Rector of Duxford,
Cambridge,

Rev. ADAM FYFE FINDLAY, M.A., Arbroath.

Rev. J. DICK FLEMING, B.D., Professor of Syste-
matic Theology and Ethics in Manitoba
College, Winnipeg.

Rev. FRANK HUGH FOSTER, Ph.D., D.D., Pro-
fessor of History in Olivet College, Michigan.

Rev. WILLIAM BARRETT FRANKLAND, M.A.,
late Fellow of Clare College, Cjimuiiil^e. and
Assistant-Chaplain at Giggieswick school.

Rev. ROBERT SLEIGHTHOLME FRANKS, M.A.,
B. Litt. , Birmingham .

Rev. NORMAN FRASER, B.D., Edinburgh.

Rev. HENRY WILLIAM FULFORD, M.A., Fellow of

Clare College, Cambridge.
Kev. ALFRED ERNEST GARVIE, D.D., Principal

of New <""" ,;!] T -ofessor of Ethics,
Theism, :

i

; rr -:
Religion in New

and Hackney Colleges, London.

Rev. OWEN H. GATES, Ph.D., Librarian and In-
structor in Hebrew in Andover Theological
Seminary, Mass.

Rev. LUCIEN GAUTIER, D.D., Ph.D., Honorary
Professor of Old Testament Exegesis and
History, Geneva.

Rev. ALFRED S. GEDBN, M.A., Professor of
Biblical Literature and Exegesis in Richmond
College, Surrey.

Rev. RICHARD GLAISTER, B.D., Kirkcudbright.

Rev. CALVIN GOODSPEED, D.D., LL.D., Professor
of Systematic Theology in Baylor University,
WacOj Texas.

Rev, GEORGE PEARCE GOULD, M.A., Principal of

Regent's Park College, London.

Rev. THOMAS GREGORY, M.A., Kilmalcolm.

Rev. Canon CHARLES T. P, GRIERSON, B.D.,
Rector of Seapatrick, Banbridge, Co. Down.

Rev. G. H. GWILLIAM, B.D., Rector of Remen-
ham, Henley-on-Thames.

Rev. JAMES 0. HANNAY, M.A., Rector of Augh-
aval, Westport, Co. Mayo.

Rev. J. M. HARDEN, B.D., Headmaster, Kilkenny
College.

Rev. CHARLES HARRIS, D.D., Vicar of Claverley,
Wolverliampton, late Lecturer in Theology in
St. David's College, Lampeter.

Rev. D. A. HAYES, Ph.D., S.T.D., LL.D., Pro-
fessor of New Testament Exegesis in Garrett
Biblical Institute, Evanston, 111.

Rev. W. J. HENDERSON, B.A., Principal of the

Baptist College, Bristol.

Rev. R. TRAVERS HERFORD, B.A., Stand, White-
field, Manchester.

Rev. JOHN HERKLERS, D.J3., Professor of Church
History in the University of St. Andrews*.

Rev. W. W. HOLDSWORTH, M.A., Professor of
New Testament Language and Literature in
Handsworth College, Birmingham.

Rev. A. MITCHELL HUNTER, M.A., Cardross,
Dumbartonshire.

Rev. H. L. JACKSON, M.A., Vicar of St. Mary's,
Huntingdon.

Rev. ARTHUR JBNKINSON, Tnnellan, Ureenock.

A. J. JENKINSON, M.A., Fellow of Hrasenoso

College, Oxford ,

Rev. M. P. JOHNSTONE, IJ.TX, FraserTbnrglu

Rev. E. GRIFFITH-JONES, B.A., Principal and
Professor of Theology in the Yorkshire United
College, Bradford.

FRIEDRICH WILHELM FERDINAND KATTJKNIWSCU,
D.D., Ph.D., Ord. Professor of Dogmatics in
the University of Halle.

Rev. JOHN KKLMAN, DJX, Edinburgh.
Rev. W. S. KKRR, B.I)., Vicar of Ballywaller* (*<>.

Down.

Rev. DAVID M. W. LAIRD, M.A., Edinburgh,
Rev. J. C. LAMBERT, D.IX, Feuwic.k, Kihuarnock.

Rev. HARRINGTON 0. LKKS, M.A., St. JolmV
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Rev. ROBERT LEGQAT, Berwick-ou-T\vood.

Rev. JOHN ROBERT LEGGE, M,AM Bnddnirst Hill,
Essex.

Rev. THOMAS M. LINDSAY, D.D., Principal and
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Rev, CHARLES SCOTT MAOALPINK, B.I)., Man-
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DICTIONARY OF CHRIST
AND THE GOSPELS

The verb Komav in NT Greek signi-
fies not only the weariness produced by constant
toil (see Jn 46 /ce/coTna/ofo), which is the idea attach-

ing to the word in classical writ in<^ (cf. Liddell and
Scott's Lex. $.?;.) j

it also haw reference to the toil

itself (cf. Mt 628 II 38
,
Lk 55 12a7

, Jn 438
), and some-

times to its resxilt in the field of operations (5 o#x
6/xets KKoirtdKar=T^v Kbirov in Jn 438

). This ex-
tension in the use of the word is not confined,
however, to the NT, and it is probable that it is

borrowed, from the LXX. We find it employed,
for instance, in Joshua (24

13
). Nor is it unlikely

that Jesus had in His mind this passage and was
oven conscious of a parallel between Himself and
the waiiike leader or Israel's .n-nio. \\lin 1m night
the nation into a land on iii< k !r\ ('!>;.nii-m of
which they spent no wearisome toil (<-q> ^v oik

<?K07rtd,<rare, <c.-.\/. Th- j }}* ii.n of Christ's
human natin-- i- <-'r.i ; i,i-i/-'i 'y (\\^ use of this
word in the I'liKiC'i.Hit nnrri:i\i.k 01 ihe woman of
Samaria (Jn 46

), and it is worthy of note that the
record of this incident is peculiar to that writing
(see Westcott's Gospel of St. Johny adloc,).

Closely allied to this word is fyydfca-Qat, and its

cognates, gpydrys which occurs frequently in the

Gospels, and gpyoLcrla almost peculiar to the Lukan
writings. The last mentioned word not only im-

plies the business or trade
"

.

* *
. their

livelihood (Ac 1924
), but : . -aning

the resultant gain o:
1

:

"
.-. - .";: (see Ac IB16 - 19

),

and sometimes the :;. i-i
: Involved in the

pursuit of an object (Lk 1258 ). An ethical content
i- imported into the word by St. Paul (Eph 419

),

ju-i
;i- I-* lorn; in St. Luke's Gospel where a Latin -

ism (dbs gpyafftav) is employed to emphasize the

warning of Jesus with respect to the conciliation
of an adversary.

' In medical language it was used
for the making of some mixture, the mixture itself

the work of digestion and that of the lungs,' etc.

(Hobart, The Medical Language of St. Luke, p.

243). At the same time it must not be forgotten
that this word is found in the LXX (cf. e.g. Wis
13ll)

), where St. Luke may have become familiar
with its uses. A similar spiritual significance fre-

quently attaches to the words /coTriSv, /CQTTOS, and
dpydrr)* in the Gospel narratives (cf. Jn 438

,
Mt 937<

=Lk 102, Mt 1010=Lk 107 1327
).

Considerations like these show us clearly in
what spirit Jesus claimed the active support of
His followers. Theirs was to be no half-hearted
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allegiance. They were expected to work in His
cause ceaselessly and in spite of weariness, for the
field of

'
'

was large and the toilers few
(ol dpydrai o\lyoi, o depia^s TroAtfs, Mt 9li7=Lk 10").
The conditions as to remuneration which obtained
in the case of the ordinary field-labourer held good
in the case of those who preached the Gospel (#tos
y&p 6 <ipydT7j5 TTJS Tpoffis atfrou, Mt 1010

, cf. Lk 107).
His disciples were reminded that they were the
successors of a long line of toilers who sowed the

seed, of which they were about to reap the fruit

(\\OL KeKOTrtdKCLffw, K&l jj/xeTs ets rbv K6wov atir&v aVeX-^-

MSare, Jn 438).
This is a thought which has a large place in the Pauline

conception of Christian work, and the C" "-.
".;.-. --f 5

. P. ."

enhances the dignity of
, as it supplies tt , . :> * i v i -.

guides and <f" -tl"
1

. *::-. i\e toiler M ". T',>; / "^". ':- . lv Kuala.
Bo 1612; 8e it ,

>
< ., .,.

j
Gai 431, | , ji-.

;
< . -. i Th 512).

With this conception of laborious effort as the norm of Chris-
tian life we may compare what is told of Bahbi Judah in the
Midrash on Genesis, who sat labouring

'
in the law * before the

Babylonish synagogue in Zippor (Bereshith Rabba, 88). We
are reminded of V

"

-r .

"

hose * who labour
(ol xaTtuw&i) in tl: : . Ti S1?). It may
not be out of pla ;

"

) those incidental
sLaremontb wliich .

'

> the Gentiles and
his companio" -

* -"r-' 1 .^ f\
n
y by day to supply their physical

necessities (I >
-

,- r. .
,

-
,
ct" 96

,
i Th 2, 2 Th 38).

Not only does the life of Jesus exhibit the great
example of self-sacrificing labour for the sake of

the souls of men ; it furnishes, moreover, the prin-
ciple that Iranian life in all its phases is, at its

best, a life of service. In its earliest stages obedi-
ence to parental nuthoniy (al fy ^Troracr^/aevos
atirots, Lk 251 ) lead- ilie \vav to willing obedience
to a primal and fundamental law which, conditions
man's living to the full his present life (see Gn 319

v Idp&Ti rov trpocrthirov crov <fidyfl rbv &prov <rov, K.T.\.).

The question of His GJ
""

;, : i :li^ ." who
were familiar with the "i: .!<- .-i' -lesus'

early life,
*
Is not this the worker in wood ?

*

(6 rtKTw, Mk 63 ), shows clearly how fully He
adopted this principle as regulating the prepara-
tory discipline of His young manhood. Nor must
we forget that it was amongst that class which is

dependent for its livelihood upon its capacity for

physical labour and endurance that Jesus gained
His most thoughtful, whole-hearted adherents (cf.

Mk l 16
"20=Mt 418"22

,
Lk S8

*), while many of His
most beautiful and effective bimiles are taken from
the surroundings of the busy life (cf. Jn 435ff

-, Lk
102f

-, Mt 937f - 201'15
etc.). On the other hand, He

reserved His profoundest commiseration for those



LABOUR LAMENTATION

upon whom superfluous wealth had imposed a
selfish idleness (see Mt 1923tr- =Mk 1023ff

-, Lk 1619ff
-),

and perhaps the most caustic remark in connexion
with the life led by the unjust steward was that
in which he confessed his inability for honest

physical work (O-KOLTTTGLV OVK iV%*;aj, -Lk 163
).

The remarkable apocryphal addition to Lk 64 found in Codex
Bezos (D), while primarily having reference to the Sab"bath

! )t be without its bearing
1 on this question.

- that Jesus '

seeing- a certain man working
1

on me toauoaiii aay said to him,
"
O, man, if them indeed

knoweat what them art doing-, thou art blessed ; but if thou
knowest not, thou art cursed, and art a transgressor of the
law."

'

Westcott believes that this saying
'

rests on some real

incident' (see his Introduction to the Study of the Gospels,

App. C) ; and, indeed, the spirit underlying
1 these words is not

out of harmony with the general tenor of Christ's known atti-

tude towards the actn e life of busy service. Whether any man's
labour is a blessing or not to himself depends, of course, on
whether he knows what he does and recognizes its bearing
upon his whole life and character (cf . & elects in the passage just
quoted, where there is evidently a reference to the relation
between the work done and the doer of that work [see Cremer's
Biblico-Theol. Lexicon of J^T Greek, p. 229]).

A charge, which has been brought again and
again against the Christian religion, is that it is

too exclusive in its other - worldliness to be of

practical value in the midst of life's stern realities.

Enough has been already said to show that such
an accusation misinterprets completely the moving
spirit of Christianity. At the same time, we must
not forget that at a very early period of the
Church's history there was a grave danger of pro-
fessing Christians degenerating into idle dreamers
and useless busybodies (ireptep-yoL, 1 Ti 513

, ef. 2 Th
311

). Against this abuse St. Paul felt compelled
!' ,-

', ,: , to contend (cf. Eph 428
, 1 Th 4n ), while

i example in his own life of unflagging
industry (see Ac 18s etc. ). There can be no doubt
that in his restatement of the law of social econ-
omics

(

e
if any will not work, neither let him eat,'

2 Th 310
) St. Paul was profoundly influenced by

the life as well as by the teaching of Jesus.
No thoughtful student of modern problems can

fail to note how completely the future of the
Christian Church is bound up with her attitude
towards the labour question. Year by year that

question assumes graver proportions as tlie danger
of a complete breach between employer and em-
ployed becomes more formidable. Nor can there
be any serious doubt in the mind of a loyal subject
of 'the Kingdom of the Incarnation,' that in the
trne intercut*, of Christian development and pro-
gress a real active harmony of aims and aspirations
between

capital and labour must be established.
T>

-j.f
..,.-.- i *\... of both must be taught that the

>. '..! ->f problems which seem to baffle
them lies in the recognition of the truth that at
bottom all human life is true and sacred according
as it may be measured in terms of service. Jesus,
who employed labourers in fields of activity selected

by Himself (cf. Mt 105 ), points out distinctly the
complete identification of employer and employed
as being the root idea underlying all vital progress
(6s av 04\ri v tiiuv elvat rrp&ros <rreu ti/UL&v SoOXos, Mt
2027, cf. Mk 1043 ). Nor is the Incarnation above
the sphere of this universal law. The Son of Man
Himself (&cnrp) came not to be served but to serve
(diaKovijcrai), yielding up even His life for the sake
of His fellow-men (\tirpov avrl irokXtiv, Mk 1045=
Mt2028

; cf. Lk2226f
-).

* The labourer is worthy of his hire '

(Lk 107
) is

a basal principle both broad and deep. It does
not mean either that the employerV liability to his
servant is discharged when he has paid him his

stipulated wage, or that the latter's duty to liis

master ends with the outward fulfilment of a set
task. Personal relationship involving mutual re-

sponsibility forms an essential part in the Chris-
tian solution of this economic problem. For the
labourer is no longer in the position of a bond-

servant but of a friend, and is to be reco^niso-d as
such (ovK^rt \<~ya> {r/&a$ 8oti\ov$ . . . {'jutit <V c./^j/va

<[>i\ovs, Jii 15lfi

).

LITERATURE.-Met
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"."service

by Westcott in his '
^ ',, ,

tlwt. on
'The Christian Law,' in which ho quotes from Ui.shop Tucker of

Ug'anda the salutation ordinarily addressed in that country to i\>

man engaged in manual labour, 'Many UuvnkM ;
well done.'

Consult also Westcott, Social A^pecia of Clirfuthnrtt}/ ; \V. II,

M. H. AJtken, Temptation ami Toff, p. ii()0 ; K. Grimih-.lonon,
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S. E. Keeble), esp. ch. vi. with the bibliography <> V* 1-'S.

,L if. AVlLLLS.
LAKE OF GENNESARET.SeeSKA OFCJAULKK.

LAMB. See ANIMALS (vol. i. p. G4!l

),

AND TITLES OP CHRIST, and

LAME. -This word, perhaps originally meaning
bruised, signifies a crippled or disabled* condition
caused by injxiry to or defect of a limb or limbs ;

[-
'. T,' , ^\ v ..nvi'iL v. i.*- difficulty, inollicient from

IM
V

,; \ (! di < < :
^

-..-i . u:i.i. or impaired in strength.
It is applied mciaphoiically to all kinds of in-

efficiency, such as inadequate excuses, or verses
which offend against the lawn of vorsilication,
The term embraces all varieties of defect in walk-

ing arising from various causes, and includes /w/y

ing and 'maimed (see artt.), which are separate and
distinct species of lameness.

The Greek word iH ^wAof, from obsolete %u or yot^Kw (h>

loosen, ulaeken), which is tr.
' lame '

in Mt ll 15 lf> :* () - :" i21 i l
, IA 7'*

1413 ; but in other passages for no apparent rcanon tlic name
word is translated 'halt.' In Jn fii* yuhw in rendered Miult'
without any indication that a hpe-'ial ^pccirs <>f lameneHH in

intended, where the description i
1-

(|uin' UCIMM..I an in the nbovt

passages. In Mk 94$" it IH . 7 -
. -

"

with xtiMtut)
where a.va,T^pos inijyht have be< < \' "UHeH, Heehijj;
that the injury referred to IH : :

''

of the him* I

or foot. zvjiXos is, however, most eoiuiuonly asHoeiated with
the hand, whilt.- ^w/.cV more specifically haw to' do with lainem'Ks
in the foot or iroi. In Mt 18^ we have x&i&av % wfXXtfv InwiH"

posed in the authorities followed by RV, making the corre-
spondence between %tip and KwXAo^, and vue an

Healing of the lame wan a characteristic \vork
of Christ. Among the mxiltitudes that &'atherod
round Him -rckin^: ie-lov;ii im for various ailnittnts

were probably sufferers from many diflercnt kinds
of lameness (as Mt 15ao, Lk 7-a

). Jn 5:t

gives a

comprehensive list of such sick persons, including
the feeble, the blind, the lame, and the withorod
(7r\7j6os r&v &<r0voi'>vro)v.

> Ti/</>XcS^ 3 %wXw^j ijp&v). Prob-

ably these miscellaneous cases would include* those

suffering from chronic rheumatism and from in-

firmities having a nervous origin, many of which
resulted in a withering of the limbs and of tlw

bodily frame. It is -p-nlfii .n.-: that Jesus in

never said to have u-iojiii ili<- d^dTr^poi, the
badly mutilated deprived of their Imibn (sets

MAIMED). T, IL WKICIHT.

LAMECH. Father of Noah, mentioned in our
Lord's genealogy, Lk 3s0.

LAMENTATION
(QftfjrQs, <9pwye^). -An exprension

of -.ii-inv. .'iccmi.ih'iiiicil by wailing and othor demon-
sti.'i 'i(;!i- of ^rrici'. fi is associated in Jn 10s0 with
weeping, and also in Lk 23a7

, in the cane of the

wopaen jMconipiniymi' the Saviour to the Cruci-
fixion. 1 1 i

1-
njipliol equally to sorrow for the

dead and horrid' for approaching disaster (Mi- 21H
,

Jn 1620
,
Lk

->:*'-), mid it is referred to by the Lord
as one of the common games of children.
"When a death occurred, it was intimated at onoo

by a loud wail which is described (Mk 5M ) as accom-
panied by a 'tumult,' and this lamentation wa
renewed at the grave of the deceased. Oriental
demonstrations of grief are very vivid, Mournern
hang over the lifeless form and beg for a response
from its lips. "When a young person diew un-
married, part of the ceremony of mourning IN a
form of marriage (see art. -Moruxrxr:). Lamenta-
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tion for the dead was also JUVM i| !!: *! by beating
the breast and tearing the hair, as well as by rend-

ing the garments (see BENDING OF GARMENTS)
and fasting. W. H. KANKIN E.

LAMP. There are two words in the Gospels
translated 'lamp,

3

\tixvo $ &lld AajUTrds. The former
(IIV 'lamp,' AV 'candle') is used Mt 515

,
Mk 4- 1

,

Lk 81G of the usual means of lighting a house. In
Mt 6y2 the eye, aw the source of light, the organ
by which light is upprodiilcil, is called the lamp
(iiV;

^

AV '

light ') of the body. In Jn 5:i5 the same
\\ mil i- Mpnlii'd to John the Baptist, who is not the
un in. I lv.ii i (ttSis, Jn I

8
), but the burning and shin-

ing lamp kindled by it and bearing witness to it.

The word Xa/wrds occurs in Jn IS3
, where it is

rendered * torch.' It is also used in the parable of

the Ten Virgins, Mt 25, where it would be better
translated 'torch.' In Eastern countries the torch,
like the lamp, is fed with oil, which is carried in
small vessels constructed for the purpose (dyyeto*',
Mt 254

). See CANDLE, LIGHT, TORCH.

LANB.See STREET.
C. H. PRICHARD.

LANGUAGE OF CHRIST. Recent historical
and critical research has narrowed the groxmd
which it is necessary to cover in the discussion
of the question aw to the language spoken by
Christ. It has ruled Hebrew out of court. The
practically unanimous verdict of recent scholars
IH that, considerably before the time of Christ,
ihou-j-h \\hen is uncertain, Hebrew had ceased to
IMJ .-.pokon in Palestine, and its place as the ver-
nacular had been taken by Aramaic, the language
represented in OT by Ezr 48"16 V12"26

,
Jer 10U, and

Dn 2 [

-l~*} and mistakenly named *Chalclee.
?

The transition from Hebrew to Aramaic in-

volved no great lingxtistic revolution, as it was
simply a transition from one Semitic language to

another, and that a closely cognate one. It was,
however, only very gradually effected, and was
chiefly due^u ;h-- \-\\ '.-1:1.;!!, PI- : ! -.'."lich Aramaic
attained in AN ,--! :: \ i.i liiiriF

1

^ !: I Vrsian period,

coming, as i; ii-!
;

( i
k

;
\ i:

1

: <ii:.i<-- :i<;:l differences,
the lingua eommunis from the Euphrates to the
Mediterranean. While, however, Aramaic thus

.r.-irliijilly -nperseded Hebrew as the living tongue
!" I *:!'-": in 1-. and by the time of Alexander the

Greab had probably reached a position of ascend-

ency,
if it had not gained eriliro pu-M^ion of the

field, yet Hebrew remained, i hough ^ iih -onae loss

of its 'ancient purity, the langxiage of sacred litera-

ture, the language in which Prophet and Psalmist

wrote, and as the language of the, book* ultimately
embraced in the OT Canon, continued to be read,
with an accompanying translation into Aramaic,
in the synagogues, and to be diligently studied by
the professional interpreters of the Scriptures. It

is, therefore, quite possible thai Christ possessed
a knowledge of Hebrew, and had thus aceess to

the Scriptures in the original.
With Alexander the Great, however, there came

a fresh disturbance of the linguistic situation.

Thenceforward Greek entered into competition
with Aramaic. And though, as a non-Semitic

language, the adoption of Greek could not come so

readily to the Jews as Aramaic, yet the circum-
stances were such as to tend in no small degree to

counterbalance the disadvantage under which
Greek thus lay. For not only was it the official

language alike of the Lagid, Seleucid, and, after

the Maccabaean interregnum, of the Idumtean-
Roman rulers to whom the Jews were successively

^
'' '

: "'Hi its cause was furthered by the
i

' '

.

'

policy which these rulers generally
loiioweci, and by the existence, more or less, all

through of a party among the Jews themselves
favourable to that policy. The result on the
linguistic situation of the political conditions thus
obtaining cannot be certainly determined from the
historical data bearing directly thereon. It is,

however, clear that whatever headway Greek may
have made before the Maecabsean revolt, whicli
was a revolt against the IT- ^c-

'

/
:

:i,. |

- -Iky referred

to, as pushed to extreme -

'

>\ \ i , :i 1 ,: Epiphanes,
it sullered a decided set-back, and was practi-

cally expelled the country during the Maccaboean
regime. And though ii had again made consider-
able progress by ilu ; time of Christ, and especially
through the influence of Herod the Great, who
;;. '. "-. .."I,

1

r\\ affected Greek culture, there is nothing
.1 -!:* ; ii i the political conditions were such as
to secure for it the ;i-( cn,"!-ii( y claimed by some
scholars, and notably by Dr. .Roberts in his book,
Greek the Language of Christ and His Apostles.
At the time of Christ, then, Palestine was bi-

lingual, Greek as well as Aramaic being, to some
extent at least, spoken. The question, therefore,
to be answered is, Which of these languages did
Christ speak, or, if He knew and spoke both, which
of them did He mainly, if not \. *'."; -

as the vehicle of His teachi: : ! , ,
.

need be given to the question only in its latter
form. For, as undoubtedly spoken by some of

the Palestinian Jews, as the language of perhaps
the great majority of His countrymen scattered

throughout the Eoman world, as the predominant
language of the representatives of the Gentile
world in Palestine and of that Gentile world itself,

1 .
r

* -. *s wide, was not yet wider than He
<

'

scope of His mission to be, and as,

"besides, the language of the Septuagint Version
of the OT, which had no doubt acquired consider-

able popularity, it may reasonably be assumed
that Christ would acquire some knowledge of

Greek, and be able, in some measure at least, to

speak it. Was it, then, Aramaic or Greek that
Chri-i ImbiliijilU on i ployed in His public ministry ?

The (jno-iion le-ohc-- itself into that of the rela-

tive prevalence of the two languages in the

country at the time, so far as that can be deter-

mined by such evidence, direct and indirect, as is

available. And this evidence, though somewhat
meagre, is decisive for Aramaic. That furnished

by the reported words of Christ Himself does not

go very far, "but yet goes some length towards that
conclusion. All that it certainly establishes is

that Christ knew Aramaic, and, apart from His

employment of Aramaic terms and proper names,
on which perhaps little stress is to be laid, as these
terms and proper names may have formed part of
the ordinary vocabulary of Greek-speaking- Jews,
expressed Himself in Aramaic on three diflerent

occasions. Tin 1 fJn- .' -//. o are: (I) ra\#<i

,, the Gr. mm -Us I'lMi-.i:
'

i is- -Aram. N$e or

Mk 541
; (2) <p<pa,6d, euphonic for the Aram.

Mk 784 ; and (3) r)\d ^Xei \a/*d <ra{3ax&aj'i

(Mt 2V46
), or according to Mk 1534 <Xwl, Awl, XeM

aaSa.xP^vfi, the Aram, wpy? t*$ r^g *n^*f or 7$ 7*.
Ilowih(i^o three Aramaic expressions alone came
to be preserved is matter of conjecture. An
obvious explanation is that they alone were

preserved because they were exceptional, Greek

being the language for the most part used "by

Christ. That, however, is not tho only po.-Mhle

explanation. More probable is it tlint they Ume
were preserved because associated with moments
of exceptional emotion on Christ's part, and there-

fore felt to be exceptionally precious. The cry

upon the cross was peculiarly a cry de profnndis.
In the case of the deaf and dumb man, Christ, for
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some reason or other, was unwontedly moved, for

it is said that * he looked up to heaven and sighed.
'

And, though it is not stated, the spectacle of

Jairus' chihl-daughter lying cold yet beautiful in

death, was calculated to touch profoundly the
heart of the great Child-Lover.
The two main sources of direct evidence con-

clusively proving the predominance of Aramaic as

the popular language, are the Book of Acts and the
Works of Josephus.

1. In Ac I 19 it is said with reference to the
suicide of Judas in the field which he had pur-
chased ' with the reward of iniquity,

3 ' And it was
known unto all the dwellers at Jerusalem ; inso-

much as that lield is called in their own tongue
(TTJ 8ia\4KTtp atiruv) Akeldama. 3 Now Akeldama is

tlio Aram. Man bpn, and points not only to the fact

that Aramaic had superseded Hebrew as the ver-

nacular, but that at the time of Christ it was the

popular language, even of the inhabitants of Je-
rusalem. Equally conclusive on the latter point
are two other passages in the Acts. In describing
his conversion to Agrippa, St. Paul said, 'And
when we were all fallen to the earth, I heard a
voice ,

i \* 1

:.
1 UM!-I me, and saying, in the Hebrew

tongu
'

s -; 'I:,--

1

,

- StaX^KTv), Ac 2614
. By 'He-

brew s

St. Paul undoubtedly meant Aramaic. The
terms *Ej8/)af5i and 'B/S/xao-ri, as is generally ad-

mitted, are used both in the NT and by Josephus
when not Hebrew but Aramaic is meant. Thus in
Jn 1913 it is said that e Pilate sat down in the

judgment-seat in a place that is called the Pave-
ment, but in the Hebrew Gabbatha' ('E/Spcucn-J 5

Taj3(3oL0d) ; and ra/3/3a#d is not Hebrew, but Ara-
maic. That the ascended Christ shoiild have
spoken to Saul in Aramaic is s,

1 : -

"'
"*! except

on the supposition
that that had been the language

which H- "
-,"

1

-\ when on earth, and that it

was the -
-\ ,\ i i guage of Palestine.

Quite as signiiicant is the circumstance men-
tioned in Ac 222 that Paul addressed the infuriated
Jerusalemites in Aramaic, and that when they
ascertained from his opening words that he was to

speak to them in that language, 'they kept the
more silence

3

( /
uaAAo;> Tra/x^o** fyrvxiw), the refer-

ence being to the fact that Paul had not attempted
to speak until by a gesture indicative of his desire
to be heard he had stilled the uproar, and, as it is

said,
{ there was made a great silence.' It does not

necessarily follow, as has been maintained, that
the people UN poet "<1 Paul to address them in Greek,
and that the LK-I iluu they were prepared to give
him a hearing when they expected him to speak in
that language, proves that tfiey were familiar with
it. The simple fact that, as his gesture indicated,
Paul was going to address them was in itself

sufficient to secure their quiet attention. And in

any case, even though they had expected to be
addressed in Greek, the deeper silence into which
they settled when they found that they were to be
addressed in Aramaic, proves that they were more
familiar with the latter language than the former,
and that the latter was the language generally
spoken by them.

2. The evidence of Josephus is as direct and con-
clusive as that furnished by the Acts of the pre-
dominance of Aramaic. In JBt/v. vi. 3, Josepnus
records how during the siege of Jerusalem the
Jewish watchmen warned their compatriots of the

discharge of the Roman missiles by crying out in
their native tongite (r$ Trarptqj -yAticrcrfl), 6 6s ^pxercu.
In the same work, vi. ii. 1, he tells how in his

capacity of intermediary during the same siege he
communicated the proposals of Titus to the be-

sieged in their native tongue (r% w&rptip 7XdW$).
In the preface to BJ he records how that work
was at first written in Aramaic and afterwards
translated into Greek.

T- !.!-:'! have proposed to myself, for the wike of
sr, . : , government of the Komann, to tnuiKlato
these books into the Greek tongue, which I u-i \* t rh M pi

-. .1

in the language of our own country, and sen 1

.- ;r" I )-]>"i I;, i

barians,' i.e. to
"

'

.' . "." :

"

v.'.oi.- !vl< ! K

in the following ^
-

; ,"::< l:.*i.r. !i-iii.*u<-, il .

remotest Arabians, and those of our nation JDoyonu Euphrates,
with the Adiabeni.'

That a Palestinian Jew ,such as Josephun, who
was of a distinguished priestly family, who re-

ceived a careful rabbinic education and studied in

the various schools of the Pharisees, Saclduoees,
and Ewsenes, should not only characterize Aram ait!

as ' the language of pur own country,' but should
write his lirst book in that language, iw in itself

conclusive proof that Aramaic had not then been
nuu-iinHy driven from its position as the vernacu-
lar of Palestine, Suggestive also in this connexion,
and giving added weight to the case for Aramaic,
is Josephus' own confession of the difficulty he ex-

perienced in ji[nimi,L: such mastery of Greek as
that which he ultimately attained. In the preface
to his Antiquities he tells how he found the writ-

ing of that work a hard and wearisome task,
*

it

being,' as he says, 'a lar^e subject, and a difficult

thing to translate our history into a foreign and
to us unaccustomed language' (et's aKXadair^v y/ufiv

Kdl %v7)v SiaK^KTov a-wtfdeLCLv), and how he was able
to continue and siccomplNh the task only by the
MI ';.: !.': r; ( j:i and help of a friend, Epaphrouitus.
To the same diilu-iiky ho refers in the closing
paragraphs of the

'
I am so bold as to say, now that I have completed tho taak

set before mo, that no oLlu-r IK r-on, either Jew or Crock, with
whatever pfood intention--, would have been able to set forth
this history to the Grccka as accurately ay I have (lone : for I

am acknowledged by my countrymen to excel them far in our
national learning', I also did my bent to obtain a knowledge of"

\" i "-'.- *f
*

the grammar, though native habit
;'

i .
i

. I- .- ;. accuracy in itn WHO.'

Josephus' difficulty ^yith Greek is very
ficant. For if that difficulty obtained "with him,
what of his count ryiuon ^tynorally? Stress has
been laid, as, e.g., by Dr. llol>crt>, upon the attain-
ments in Greek of such men as Peter and JamOH
and John, as shown in the speeches* or writings
attributed to them, and it has been argued there-
from that a knowledge of Greek must have been
common among the rank and iilo. But oven
though Peter and James and John were the
authors of the speeches and writings referred to,
and did speak or write such Greek as is found
therein, which is open to question, they cannot
fairly be regarded as representative of the people
generally in this respect. The very fact of their
not only being of the ntxmber of tlie Twelve, but
forming the inner group of that favoured circle,
differentiates them from the crowd. * Unlearned
mi i^nov.mt men,' the Council at Jerusalem dubbed
them (Ac 413

) ; but the contemptuous epithotB were
but the expression of a twofold prejudice, the

prejudice of antagonism and the prejudice of tho
Schools. In virtue of their <1ij-rijil'.sli'ip, Peter and
James and John have to be plju-cd in a dillbrent

category from the mass of ilo pcupl<- of their social

rank, who, as compared with them, must have
been * unlearned and ignorant

3

in the broader
sense of the terms.

3. The case for Aramaic as the prevailing lan-

guage of Palestine in the time ol Christ, and the
language, therefore, which Christ must necessarily
have employed generally in His teaching, is thus

incontcs-tab/y established by the direct evidence of
the Acts and of Josephus. And though less direct
and certain, there is other evidence to the same
effect to which 'reference uuiy be made, and speci-
ally that furnished by the 'Tary'trmft and what IB

known as The Aramaic 0-ospel.

(a] The Targums are Aramaic translations or

paraphrases of the OT books, and cover the whole
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of those books with the exception of Daniel, Ezra,
and Nehemiah. The two principal Targums are

(1) that on the Pentateuch, known as the Targuni
of Onkelos, which is characterized by its almost
slavish literalism ; and (2) that of Jonathan ben-
Uzziel on the Prophets, i.e. the Historical books
and the Prophets properly so called, which is

largely paraphrastic. The dates of these Targums
are uncertain, and by scholars they have been
made to range from the end of the 1st to that of
the 4th cent. A.D. The important point, however,
is that they undoubtedly embody material from a
much earlier time, and were the outcome of the
practice, >:

i,

1

*
1

!,*'*!
;

:: ij-j gradual disuse of
Hebrew - 'no \ "ii,:' ;i '.,;, of translating the

synagogue >, V-:;-- of the OT into Aramaic for
tne benefit >' ; li-

|-
!! ancrlly. "Written Tar-

gunis were at first forbidden. The translation was
required to be oral, the translator dpanrip) giving
his translation after each verse of the Pentateuch
and every throe verses of the Prophets. Whether
the rule which forbade written Targums had fallen
into desuetude by the time of Christ cannot be de-

finitely determined. Probably it had. But even

though it had not, and there were no written

T.nyjin- sT! .\ later date, yet the existence of
v. \\\\ "\\ I"? i ;_:, i- at that later date points eon-
'lu-iu'K i" i

1

1-
1

prevalence of the practice of the
oral translation of the synagogue lessons into

Aramaic, and therefore to the prevalence of that

language as the vernacular.
As against this, the supporters of Greek hold

that the Septuagint version was in such general
use that it may be described as the People's Bible.'

The special arguments in favour of this theory are :

(1) that copies of the Scptu;igmt could be had at a
much smaller cost than Hebrew- or Aramaic MSS,
that indeed the price of the latter was prohibitive
HO far as the peoj;"

1

"*V were concerned ; and
(2) that the OT : . :

"

in the NT point to a

very general familiarity with the Scptuagiiit, in-

asmuch as the majority of them are*verbatim or

practically verbatim, or show unmistakable traces
of the Soptuagiut, and particularly as in some
cases the Septuagint is followed when it differs

from the Hebrew. The price argument scarcely
deserves notice, and very little weight is to be
attached to the ttu.frf.ttt.iitn, argument. For while it

imiHti be admitted iliiU iho^o \vlio were responsible
for the quotations were familiar with the Septua-
gint, it by no means follows that such familiarity
obtained with the people <.: IMIOV: illy. And while it

was to lo oxpcch'il that ilu* AM-LKT- of the NT
books vuMild nut only be familiar with the Septua-
gint, bin: in <[uoim;/ from the OT would take ad-

vantage of a' translation ready to hand, it is yet a

signiiicant fact that that translation was not always
taken advantage of, not a few of the quotations
showing an entire independence of the SepniajariL

(b) The question or an Aramaic (Jo-pd (LJr-

EwiH.tp'UHtn'), while important chiefly in connexion
with the Synoptic? problem, bear.--

i-losely upon that
of the language spoken by CJirUt. Ft Christ spoke
Aramaic, such a G-ospel was to be expected, and at

fcae same time its existence would furnish weighty
proof at once of the prevalence or Aramaic and of

the une of that language by onr Lord. And the
labours of recent critical scholars, if they have
not conclusively established the existence of an
Aramaic Ur-Emngriliiwn, have at least made it

much less open to question. Of special interest in
this connexion is the series of articles in the Ex-

positor (Sor. iv.), by Professor Marshall, on *The
Aramaic Gospel.' The theory .which Professor
Marshall in these articles works out with great
ability and skill is that the variant Greek words
in parallel passages of the Synoptic Gospels can be
traced to one original Aramaic word ; and the

result of the application of his theory is that the
Aramaic Gospel contained, -nojiki'.i: i^'ierally, the

ministry of Christ in (i.ili-'cM-. inar Professor
Marshall's theory will ever find ,\\\\\ OM.L: like

general acceptance is perhaps ir'Iiki'ly. But
whether or not it may be possible by his or any
other method to recover with certainty and to any
extent the precise Aramaic words used by our

Lord, there can be no cloubt that Aramaic had the

supreme honour of being the language in which He
gave expression to His imperishable thoughts.
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'
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.
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LANTERN (<<xv($$) occurs in Jn 18s, where the
band of soldiers accompanying Judas is described
as provided with lanterns and torches (see LAMP).

LAST DAY. See BAY OF JUDGMENT.

LAST SUPPER. Although the relation of the
Last Supper to the Jewish Passover is treated
with more or less fulness elsewhere (see DATES,
vol. i. p. 413 ft, and LORD'S SUPPER (I.)), it appears
advisable to handle the whole subject in a special
article.

The PiiM-lm! < uin >.> <> . which agitated the first

ages of (:;' -:i,r:i.\ ><' CALENDAB), has only a

general connexion with the inquiry on which we
are entering. We note * that the trend of opinion
at first was towards the view that Christ was cruci-

fied on the 14th day of the Jewish month Nisan,
and therefore on the day on which the Paschal
lamb was killed; from which it follows that the

Last Supper (whatever was its nature) preceded the

Jewish Passover by several hours. In the 3rd cent,

the view that our Lord kept the Passover with the

Jews on the 14bh, and was crucified on the 15th,

began to come into favour. When we approach
the sacred records, we find that the lii^i throe

Evangelists so express themselves, that, in the

opinion of some, they repnjMjni our Lord as eating
the Paschal Supper -\\ \..\\ Jii- di^-iples on the night
of His betrayal It is certain that St. John (IS

28
)

represents some of the Jews as not having eaten

the Passover several hours later. On these prem-
ises, there appears to be a discrepancy between
the accounts in the sacred narratives. When an
hones: ,ii;' k

Mi;' i- made to arrive at a conclusion, a

great ,) '\\ "'<>: i: v <;-i the history of Christ's ministry
is compelled to confess his inability to solve the

heads of the Jewish people cioi'onvu I'-icir Passover

in order to have time to apprehend and condemn
Jesus. The object of this article is to show that

the first three Gospels preclude the notion that the

*See art.
' Chronology

*

(Turner) in TTri>tm;.rs' 7)7? i. 411 f.

( Sec Handav, art.
' Jcsrw Christ' in J)li ii. tW-i 1'.

tThis seems to bo the view which l>r. Saiwlay, on tho vrh^le,

favours; see art. quoted in urcfi'driji nolo. For the uo\v that

the Last Supper was an ,vttieipmo<l Pa-*-ovor meal, re-einhlinjj:

the ordinary Passover in f.u-m a-ul orrlor, nnd held hcfore the

statutory date, see artt. '.TOW. rhrNni-,' (Zo'.klw) in PRE^
be. p. 82*; 'Eucharisc' (J. Arniui'jro TJoljMison) in F.tti. col. 1419.

A good summary of ar^nments and opinions is given by Ellicott

in lectures on the, Life, of our La-rd, pn. 322, 323, nn.

The Passover might be deferrwl for a month for those who
were legally debarred from observing it on the proper day

(Mt 265) ;
further notice of it is superfluous.
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Last Supper was a Passover, and therefore, as St
John certainly seems to represent the Passover as
still to come \\hile the Supper was proceeding,

"

that tkere is no discrepancy in the accounts, t
1. In examining the evidence afforded by the four

accounts, we iind, with satisfaction, that they liavi

been handed down to us intact, and that no attemp
\yas made to harmonize the records, as by the omis
sion of the words rb Trauma from Lk 2215

, which seem
at variance with the statements in St. John. Ther<
is one critical problem in St. Luke the retention,
or omission, of the mention of a second cup, anc
the order of the Bread and the Cup in the Institu
tion ; but the solution of this problem will not
affect the chief thesis in our position. Herein IH

another proof, if proof "be needed, of the honesty
and faithfulness of the ancient scribes, who, in the
midst of one of the greatest controversies of the

early Church, resisted the temptation to accom-
modate the records to particular views of the event.

2, The live following indications of time may be
collected from the several accounts :

(1) When Jesus had finished His great eschato-
logical discourse, and the rulers .*- -, f. i-

plan for His apprehension and "m. ;,.,! ;.,..,-.. it

wanted two days to the commencement of the
Paschal Feast //,er& 8uo Jjjutpas rb Trdcrx^ "five

( Mt 26 J
, Mk 141, Lk 221

}.
f After two days

' must
be '".i'iinnviii'1 according to the reckoning which
makes *

after three days
"

equivalent to ' on the
third day.

5 This Jewish usage is well known, and
is found, e.g., in Mt 2019

parallel with Mk 1034 and
Lk 183y

, where ry rptrr) Twtpq. in the First and Third
corresponds to ^erfr rpels -^a^pa? in the Second Evan-
gelist^ Now the Passover was slain late in the
afternoon of the 14th Nisan, and some hours earlier
leaven was put out of the houses, in preparation for
the 'days of unleavened bread,' which, strictly
speaking, began with the eating of the lamb in
the early hours of 15th Nisan.

|j The terminus ad
qiwm of the 'two days

3 must be the last hours of
lith Nisan. The terminus a quo may be any hour
after 12th Nisan had been succeeded by the 13tli.

(2) In arranging for the ,.-. V !*: >M of Jesus,
Ilia rulers decided that it -'i ,! .., I- 1

attempted
on the Feast Day (Mb 2G5

,
Mk 142

). If they carried
out their intention, it follows that the night of the
apprehension and trial was before the slaying of
the Passover j and that the Last Supper, whatever
it was, did not coincide with the Paschal Feast.

* Jn 1329. Edersheim (Life and Tiin-'a, H. r>GQ ff.) evplain-, the
$<x,<yv TO vxa-xx, of Jn 182 as referring- to .sncufi^os ot the I'n^ohal
-

^-">\ TI'O )') ::ion of such a writer dem.vrK n .|U><i.''(i
1

.'0!--
- .<-vM :

'Mi. ,-v 1 ',\ s-:- uhr f
\";>' vs.I

: vi -.-! , ^-l i. n ..".-. pro 1

,:

2 Oh 35 we learn i ir*l o.h' r"- r i 'i ~ ., r- OIK r-'il ;ii : iil'Vnscjm'l
season besides the lambs ; see vv/'- w.

i T::- !>,',-'; n ru i:i'ained in
'" ^ .-:' *. '-. -.Isntical with the

;
> liv >he late .. U .'

! i>
, / in fh& Gosp&ls

> ,.' "<
t>oint of -. J. IJ. birth a Jewf of

"U. ;. '-i Cambridge yraduato, and an Ang-licanf" -. '\-jr and pvoround loarniug, Peiritz had, to
\ ent, the ability to form a correct opinion on

id in *o-)dd. Orsec. et
viipc-,'! p. 121) i.e.

>'i "i '

iding
1 the old

'" grounds. The OASC

f . I

th

1

.

V-'
s or ''' on

(i btiU' e " LWO

ncud

-
MSS, and those who

:i-,''rao-i. v.

says:/A\ e .'aiinor doubt thai both ! ^,- ;M.
early in Lho 2nd i-oui Citlwr uuu- L -,i..... ini

?^hose cases xvhere internal V .-1 -i
' N ^

of the text which we call Western. The iMiptaon to evinnrlwas much stronger than to contract; and che double menSon

The hurried proceedings of the night surest an
attempt to secure a condemnation within a limited
time. This is .'Mii'lli^lM-

1 if the Feast hud not

begun; otherwise ii i- ii.ird to MO why men who
were, in that case, willing to try a prisoner on the
lii'tit day whould have scnipled nbout extending lh<*.

proc'CKx-luiLi* to any necessary louglh.
(',})

r

l'lic third indication of time prvnculrt souu^

difficulty. Ou a day called
* the first day of

AzuMM 7

preparations were nmde for the l
(1

casi,
jiu.)i.li:i- to Mt. C36

17
) and Mk. (U'

a
), ut the sug

jo-ii'>u of the Twelve; according to all three (iUt
:
:,i

',
MK 1413" J(5

} Lkaa7 - 13
), with tho(Mmsout.m<l at

the command of the Master. Strictly speak iug, th<!

Trpwry rQv dgtiftuv would indicate the 15th Nis;m,
for the period during which hwivou was jnhiliiinl
commenced with the Paschal meal, following the

",;,!! o" '. he Pascluil lamb in the (dosing hours of
! i

N
i -. '. So late a date for the irptir-r) is pre-

cluded by the ciroutustancx^s of the nnrrntive ; but
it is incredible that Mt. could make an erroneous
statement in a matter connected with the greatest
solemnity of the whole of the .Jewish sacred year.
The reasonable conclusion is, that, in a popular
way of speaking, a day before the legal day had
acquired the name of 'First day of AZUM*\* and
not unfitly, if on that day early .mv.ii.-'.oiiirMi-
were commenced for the complete -\iii-i,iii ui

leaven from the houses.* Mk., bearing in mind,
as often, the needs of non-Jewish readers, a,dds,
6Ve rb 7ra<r^a gQyov. The point of time need not IKS

pressed too strictly ; the gloss is no more than an
explanation that the season of AZMMM was the time
of the offering of the 1'asnover. The expression
in Lk. is more dillicult. In 227 we road, tyXOtv ^
i) Jijutpa, r&v &fi'iju,uv, fr f ?? ^et QfacrQat, rb 7rd<TXa.. But
there was more than one day of Azitintt. In v.

1 ho
had written ijrr/^v d^fy ^opri) r. &. It looks as if

fjptya, below was equivalent to eopH above -not
24 hours, but a period ;$ or <^lse t.h<.rc is some* little
inexactitude in a mere reference to an ohservauw*
which

^

it was imiiecessary for the purpose of the
narrative to dcacriho preiusely.

(4) The fourtli note of time, is given by the d^as-
vo^vris of Mt 362(> and Mk 14 17

. Tliese vorwon

immediately follow the statement that, (.ho disdpjon
uute ready the P.issov*^.' Tlu^ natural inter <

pretation IB to take them as indieutivo of th

evening of the day when the Upper Room was on*

gaged.' We have therefore another date, from
which we may argue backwardH to the limitations
of the 7rp&T7) T. &$". It ended with sunset on the
night of the Betrayal. It began with the pnxuwU
ing sunset. At any time during thone ;i4 hours

(ay Jjeforo tho Pasaovor was made roady*waH ro(!kcm(,ii

M

ttM l!"-

pnginj? to the Feast o* XTnloavoncd "Bread. B<K) C/tirtwntMilwl
toynopufa of the, Four Gotnwti, tr. Vcnabl(^, pp. iu<4* H!J5 mid art
PASSOVBR in Hastings' DB (W. J. Moulton), \ol fil. n, (HHS,
Peiritz (op. dt. pp. 38, 29, 38, 34) ili-K-nln-.s dic-
nade by Jews on Ihe dcty before tho loyral
adds: 'There is

n,

^n
ctav, t^ j ^ ews on tke d(*V t>(>ff)re tho 1(^l Pwpawviiftn ctav, tunt

u
8^ ?iere ia a v

?r-y ^t5ol%il>1o reason why that Tliuwlnv
aould, in . si -.r-ivr ;,., -!-<-. iii-oiy, wo may allow, -"bo
alled the './v' ((,- < ? ',> ,<>; > lt >

i,i m

'

ffris OM.'.-^I -, ..in- :i:-!..,r-i.,-; ! ., : . 4atln H In-
affioiem. r-orv.oiM ii u ,v:-- n ;,ir.

-
-!. ;-v!.- >

l

'

to evinnrl

k :ext isi certain.

.,, .f-..-r r. -r. , t ,:,",, i X\'x,,
I Many exampl^ orour of the im- of ;.V for n |,,.riuT of 1,,n .

auration
; but it is then r^an led in rmilra i(M-nrnl:i',,, r i v. Ircl

may be described as 'nifrhi/ -/v/ iio i:;i-
; ornsiii,. Li:u<; whr

certain conditions are roalized,-ft.0r. '2 C 1o C5'^, to whloh la-tt-n
sense belongs the oft-recurring oxprowriftn *dfty of Ww Tx>r*I
or 'my day '(JnSW); but there seoi^ i... .-x.,.-i* I.-M ,1M l(> ',}

use we have supposed of 5t*'/* as --:'. ii-n; <> ..., ..... \ ,.-

if we limit the term to the '

first <Iny.' t'u r"!i-:i-:i-l.- >',\ ti>. ,..r,

tenoa is inexact, the lamb hoinur Hlai'n before tho Icffal
4

'first (lav
1

oeean. It seems impossible to treat tho ncjitcncc- its rH.Uy an

tons*
10* acourate

>
in the tennH in which the text to 'tsowt

8 Of the 'two evening/ it is bettor f,<> Luke this .IH the
rather than the^wr, which would lw our Mate afternoon.
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it is permissible to place the commencement by
the disciples of preparations for a Passover whicli
would bo kept m circumstances they never antici-

pated. According' to our present argument, the
Master had pn^-rd into Paradise before the Passover
was eaten. That would not prevent the disciples
complying with the requirements of the Law,
except in so far as some might have contracted
ceremonial dclilomuiit during the events of Good
Friday. But this would not apply to all

; and
here may be found the explanation of the prepara-
lions. I'he Master permitted the disciples to make
ready for what was ._. '"; :. ,'-" : but He made
this the occasion of ,".: ::'.*:'. for the new
Passover which 11(3 designed to provide, but of
which they, as yet, knew nothing

1

.

Parallel with 'the 6\j/la of the first two T\ j.is^oli-
-

is an intcre-iiing r\pu's.Mon in I As. '2'2
W

''..''

&/>a. Whihi in itselr ,-sli-nluirlv \ji^nr, in connexion
with the preceding v, uiu,-., 'they made ready the

Passover,' it would naturally indicate the com-
mencement of 15th Nissan, when the lamb was
eaten ; but hi view of considerations already stated,
we must reject such interpretation, and read the
term in connexion with what follows, and i*. peculiar
to Lk. , 'with desire 1 have desired to eat this
Passover with you before f suiler.' The <&/oa was
the Master's time for one of the great acts of His
incarnate life, not a particular division of a par-
ticular day in the Jewish calendar. So it is used
in v. fi:! bofoNv a0r?? fy&? (TTLV 4] wpa, 'your time,

1

*

opportunity.'
*

(.">) The :" V. 1

. 1- in , ' MM/MUG allbrds yet another
mark of time, There wore parasJwAWti before
various days. Tn connexion with our present in-

quiry wo note the IS-i.,-.-, ;i .-i

" *

^;i"!bath

(Mk* 154a
, Lk 2W), .": ; i" I'" : .",v IUM ,.f the

Passover (.hi 19 14
).

< i .!>
'

i

1

.
fi1 /",'./ ' our

Lord stood before !':": ( ;"'! was condemned
(Jn, J.r.). Therefore .

'

I*.- -<' < s

- had not yet been
eaten; much JOSH could the day before have been
the Day of the Passover. But the day of the
oondomimUoii and crucifixion wan also the pro-
whlxtton (Lk 2304- M

,
of. Mk Lr>42 ). In that year the

two paravhutcu coincided, and the Jfrst day of
wnlfiwtwn&d hnxul was also the Sabbath ; hence
St. John calls that Sabbath 'an high day

9

(19
31

).

Tho /
7

"

was our Friday, t Nisan 14, and
the i . \ erueiiixion.

3 (i.) hu John was one of the two disciples
who wore specially charged with the Paschal pre-
parations. It is rooogni/od that the evidence
afibrded by IUH narrative is Absolutely plain and
conwKtent, It haw been said that lie siU'iil ly cor-

rects the otlxorH.$ From our point of \ic.\v, as we
hold that they preclude the notion that the Last

Supper wan a Passover, St. John adilw the emphatic
irinnuMy of :in rye witness to our conclusion.
'1 ho supper -\vji-* b'J'nrr. tit*

fcnst^ of the Passover

(li)
1

); it was supposed that io inight be necessary
to buy what there was ncc-d of against the feast
(l.T- ); several hours later some of the rulers had
not yot eaten t-ho Pasnover (IS

3
*) ; the following

* Of, the Baine tine of ttpu by Christ at Gana (Jn 24), and a
similar SOIIHO in 1 Jn 2^.

f Pft-rasfeuf! to rendered in the Posh, by 'arufykta, which m
from a root moaning' to net (of i/ho ^MU). It, hcrnnie the name of

f-'ii'tmt in the u-o 01 tlu> S.vrjJin>,
'

bccaiiM- on Lli;a <J:iy ihoun
s. I ;m<l d.'irJuic^n'i^ni'd' (scr l\'i\ nc-SmiLli, The*. .*?///'. col. L")M).
Heroin is preserved a trwliiion or l^<- dav of ilic Crucifixion,

accepted With such oonfi<k'iu i

i- Unit From ii tlvc MXih <l,y de-

rived its luinu-, OH the llrst day In- \>n n k- o\\n rn^in c.'.rl'i -l

times as tin; Lord's day, boisauso il w.'i^ I'.i
1 <lin !' ir.o l{(*.uin-i -

(/"on. (7. Mr. Turner's r<Miiarks, t.r. i>. 411 i.

} So Mr. Turner in art. quoted above.
S The PiiHHovor, wlnoh was slain

* between the evenings' of

N"te:m 1 1, \vas usually eaten in the early hours of tho nijyht

following, for linns must bo allowed for taking
1 the lamb to the

bouse and ronHtinpr it. This would be tho commencement of

Nisan in (sro IX 12*). Hut Ex IS1
", Nil O"12

,
and T)t 10* surest

the possibility of extending tho time of eating, providcc^ o!l wa

day, when Jesus was crucilied, was the preparation
of the Passover (19

14
). Language could hardly be

more distinct ; and some evidence, which seems
to support a different view, can be explained.
Taking St. John's words in their natural sense, and
reading them without

;
s- j ,-!

:

- -. ao one would
gather from them that .

! -

^'-i
1

!

11 described by
him was the Passover. It seeing reasonable to
demand that the less distinct and somewhat in-

exact l.ui^ii;!^* of the other three should be inter-

preted I.M i in 1
l

:

-!ii of the last account.

(iL) It has been claimed by some that the account
of the meal in the three Evangelists agrees with
the ritual of a Passover ; by others, that no trace
of a Passover can be found in it. To us, we
confess, it seems that the details of a Paschal
celebration have been discovered after the impor-
tation of ideas which are not on the surface of the
narrative. The initial statement that Jesus sat
down with the Twelve (totxetro, Mt 26" ; cLvtwecrev ,

Lk 2214
) is against the usual interpretation of the

directions given in Ex 12n : it is supposed that a

change of posture had been admitted in later times.
The two cups of wine are regarded as two of the
four or live which were handed round at the feast ;

but in view of the serious difference of opinion
amongst critics as to the genuineness of the reading
in Lk., which gives the notice of a second cup, it

seems unfair to press this identification. The dish
in which the sop was dipped is identified with the
dish of Jiarosath, a kind of sauce,* which was an
adjunct of the Paschal meal ; but this is an
assumption, rather than a deduction from evidence.
The hymn sung on leaving the upper chamber is

identilied with the Hallcl (Pss. 115-118) sung at
the conclusion of the Passover ritual ; but biw&v
(Mt 2630

, Mk 142(J
) does not necessarily denote the

use of a [>ariieu\ ;];" .-ind in Eph 519
,

Col 316
, tijAvoi are '. ; t//aA/zoL

(iii.) Those wh"
'

. -.' races of a Pass-
over meal in the accounts of the Last Supper, who
point to the absence of allusion to a lamb, and gener-
ally to the weakness of the evidence adduced, may
reasonably claim an argument e siZentio for what
that is worth. It may be added that the supposi-
tion of the disciples, that the preparations for the
feast wore not complete (Jn 1329

), seems strange
indeed if they were already keeping the feast.

Preparation for the Passover was so i'i !-iri..ni iu
the eyes of the Jews, that the day !

<'.! !.; had
derived its appellation of paraskcue from their

scrupulous care ; see Mt 2762
.

4. We can now tabulate the order of the sacred

days in accordance with the conclusions at wlm.h
wre have arrived. It will be convenient to use the
modern names for the days. In the early morning
of Sunday oxir Lord rose. This tradition is xixii-

vernally accepted, and further discussion would be

-r,|i--j
'^li-'-.j-. The ^ai md;i\-A\ii> the *

first day of un-
ii-;r. IT-! IMVJU!

'

(for the eating of unleavened bread

began legally with the Paschal nieal),f and was
Nisan 15. Friday, Nisan 14, was the official Pre-

paration Day, Between it and the commencement
of Nisan 15 the lamb was slain and eaten. Thurs-

day evening was the beginning of ihr //^/v^/lv,^r

and some hours before that the c-xoluVmn of Icnreu

commented, from which OHM on i. as we have sug-
gested, the day hnd .!<<( ii'm:d iho popular appella-
tion 01 * fust day of A&uma. 3 This was the 13th

consulnod boforc morning
1

li'jrht. But it was already
OH 27 1 2)^iiori tho Jfws objected to enter the Judgment Hall

(.fn 102S) lost thoy should bo debarred from eating the Passover.
There fore they could not have contemplated eating of a lamb
slain The afternoon before. They must have anticipated a Pass-

over in the hours lo follow. Kvery scrap of evidence tends to

(onfirm thu view for which we contend.
s Tls Tiatnru i" dwttiribcd in Buxtorf, Lex. Talmitd. col. 831.

t JC* 12 ]X
; but in lutor practice, for greater strictness, leavn

\vns evchuled earlier. See note *, p. 6h above.
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of Nisan, and began with sunset on Wednesday
evening. T)

'

^ e 24 hours which followed

Wednesday :
, the .'""";'

"

.
, to make

ro,ulv for "the Passover. '
\ . . evening

(Mt "2620
,
Mk 1417

) Jesus sat down witli them for

the Last Supper ; and this, according to St. John
(13

1
), was before the Passover.

5. But our Lord called that Thursday evening
meal a e

passover' TOUTO rb Tr&crxa, Lk 2215
. As

we have shown that the meal preceded the legal
Passover by some 24 hours, there are but two
explanations of the words recorded by St. Luke
(i.) an anticipatory celebration was lield, or (ii.)

?rdcr%a, is used in a mystical sense.

(i- ) An anticipation of the Passover might have
been either (a) from a desire to keep with the

disciples a rite which, on the legal and customary
day, would be precluded by the crucifixion ; or (l>)

with the intention of reverting to a more exact

date, and correcting an error in time which had
crept into the Jewish calculations.* The im-

possibility of procuring the sacrifice of a lamb
except on the day commonly observed, would have
been fabal to any such plan. (1) Our Lord was
not a householder, but a guest. It would "be usual,
perhaps, in such a case, to share in the lamb
offered by the householder. This would require
the assent of the householder to an abnormal, and
...... J

\. "Uegal, arrangement. Or if (2) we
.

' '
"

the thirteen were to constitute a
'..'

'

,

-
1
- iave their lamb to themselves, there

would still be, as there would be in the former case

also, the insuperable difficulty of getting the lamb
killed by the priests before the legal cfay. (3) It
has been s-uppo^o-! ilini there was a difference of

opinion hut \\ccu Jewish schools as to the date of
the Passover; bu! Hii- rir^uiiinil, if it has, which
'is doubtful, any foiiu<l;ui"ii, i- of no value in the
present inquiry. One party only was paramount
at a time: there i- -i >

;
......

" Mat there was a
choice of dates for .; <'>.; i'l-i.f If, however,
by ^

an < \ i : i
:

\
., :

.
-
\ Passover '

is meant an imi-
tative M.ii

a
v i 'i

! "-bs and unleavened bread and
wine, but without a lamb,$ this is nob forbidden
by the second explanation of our Lord's words ;

yet ;vve
doubt whether such an imitation of the

reality would have been contemplated. It seems
so utterly alien to Jewish sentiment, as to be
inconceivable for the deliberate act of One who
held the Law in honour. Moreover, the act could
hardly have been kept secret, even if the 'good-
man of the house' lir.d vr-^.oi ( ::;1V submitted to
what would have ;jivfi\ -'I-M-IV'"'! his religious
sentiments. Some i- 1 i iV 1 1 1 , i

-
\ \ in ve reached the

ears of those who were willing to bear witness

* The Rev. Matthew Power, S.J., in fcis lv:u-il and elaborate
essay, Anylo-J V ">'-, .. -. . -. ,//; 6V r

',-, says,
?4L Ij

?
r keepuig- w me lunar-le^al computation, partook

of His la -I -iipp'-r o-i Thursday evening-, Nisan 14. ... The
Jews, in obi -In. -i

-..- ;o -lie popular reckoning, had their Paschal
Supper on Friday evening. . . , The Svuoptists adopt, like our
.Lord, the strict lunar-legal mode ot reckoning: the Fourth
Gospel elects to follow the popular style.' Even if the rule of
Ttadhu \\MS already in ionsc, as F !'

** ':"- IM .....
"

>
remains the diificultiy, which \vr ! . . i '. ;.l >.-' *

the sacrifice of the lamb before the hour appointed by the
priests. Stapfer H one of the f--. \vbo roco:rnixr the difp-jlr- ;

but he overcomes it by reject MIT l'io Joinu'ivu- j.<vo7int mVl
accepting the others. See Pti/'<ttt',t* !, ih-> !,,, ,,/' Cf> /-.'
p. 323*. Cf. JK ix. 553.

' '

~ aml Parallel3 compared with Jn 133- 2 do not suggest
611 f practice as to tlie date of observing the

against Jesus. On such evidence a most dnma^m^
charge could have been founded ; yet not a word
of such charge is found in the reeord.s of Che trial.*

(ii.) Seeing then that a literal inlcrprHaMoii of

( /wm - r
*?P'- J^wfe**.), referring to Ptsadhtm x.,

supposes the Supper to have been a MazzotTt meal, of which the
essential element was unleavened cakes (,'n*txotJt\ \\ith or with-
out a lamb, eaten everywhere, and bv all for all were requiredto eat unleavened bread, thoiurh onlv the- ceremonially clean
were permitted to partake of the lamb such meals beimr still
observed m the present age.

fJ'
Je

2
VS

"JV-
would cona^er it a shockinff piece of profanationto enact anything- resembling- the great Paschal meal the eveningbefore its time.' Peiritz (himself a Jew), op. cit p 30

here used in a mystical .seniso.t Ju -such SCUHO

undoubtedly He spoke when He calhul tlie brond
His body, and the wiue UiH l)loo(L Whaltjvor

opinion may be held of tlie nature of the pviwm*o
in the Eucharist, the bread and the wine wm*
then before His Bacriiice, aw tliey Jire now ait or

His resurrection, His body and His blood iu u

mystical and spiritual SOIIHO. His promise to drink
wine with them in the Kingdom of (Jod (Mt H(r (

\

Mk M25
,
Iik 2218

) was conveyed iu the samo ternm
of mystery; for in the kingdom of H'di-iMpi'mii
there is no place for the J ewish I

>
asK< >vor, i 1 1 ;i i \\',\^

waxed old and vanished, -and still lews can a lit oral

fulfilment be conceived as having hereafter a plains
in the kingdom of glory. Yet in that kingdom
there will be a feast, the mystical and spiritual

supper of the Lamb, where the host will bo the
real Passover, of which the annual victims wove
the figures ; He who is therefore called by St. Paul,
* Christ our passover.' ;*:

6. It has been tbougbt that the Last Supper,
while not an imitation, A\as celebrated with somo
outward features which connected it with the
annual Passover, although the chief characteristic,
the lamb, was absent. It may have been so.

Perhaps there was unleavened broad, and the dish
of bitter herbs

;
but the narratives contain not a

word to favour such a supposition. They soem to

describe an ordinary Eastern meal, ||
witfi the one

dish in the centre, into which all the guests put
their hands. The usual custom of giving the com-
plimentary sop -vyas observed, and wine wan passed
round. We believe that the Last Supper was in

form only an ordinary repast, but that it wan
attended by the c\rr|'i:i)iijil circumstances of the

w;s-Vmg of tlie fee i l>y ill*- host, the mystic acts
\\iili brond and wine, and the strange, prophetic,
and spiritual utterances of a long discourse. AH
we attempt to portray the scene, the outlines

* The Rev. G. H. P.^v u- - J
*u<lod with much ability Iu an

article in JThSt, \\ '.. ',,t not th PaHMovw, but tlui

weekly %iddush t

- !. i the meal on tho ovo of th<

Sabbath, is the antiecedentj or Tiho Eui'harM;. In thiB ciie (Htr

Lord must have celebrated it 24 hours earlier
; but Mr, IJox

^!n|i<)-c" ]; 1 1 TTi- often celebrated $idfiw>$h> th<?rft wan ffMdttnh
(M'

-

!'--' \--r irul of Pentecost, and othor <X5cuiloitw, IKMKJPM tlui

weekly S.'in."L
i

ri(.,iir.n. In the January nntnber of JThR1 tin*

Rev. f>r. I 'I'libi-i", n plying to Mr, Box's artfumont, that tlu 1

o\ideij< i

( 01 iho l"r- throe Evangelists is HoW-ooninwlIctory,
follows Clm olson by supposing ati error in tho text, \W nmlvo
no supposition, but olier an explanation of tho traditional
evidence.

Dr. J. Annitage Bobinson expresses hinwolf tn hanuon.v with
our view: 4 Th> n-i.-l jsr-i h.nl. :, !-. (.'i-i!

:
i M fri: an clcinicnt In

' ' !."' "i :i ..--.' .''. .f -ii, vJ-.-cvv-.-sHiftiifltliflcd by
.

'
!
. .' _'-.! . i- -I and over uho ottp. , , Our

'.''". ;

:

.:

' '..... mxiBt not bo domtmtwl by
t ho consideration of t lit- c1n.hornti c-crciuoninl of tin- rnssovcr (< !

bi-alion. Surli a oon^id(r:ition Ijclou^s i-nllx-r to tin- sub- i'i|i-i i i

development; of the Dirliurist.'Lsa (.hrisiinniiic '(art.
'

Fucl'iui t

'

in . BibL coll. 1410, 14QO).
t Our Lord was pleased to veil Uio inclining of ITtn wordH in

many ways. n<"-idos prophocic-N ot Hi^ tlt'iali, whioll woyo JuiM*
understood (Mk !)'

{2
), and parables, \\lich \v<-rf not c\i'la

:
i:<'fl i'

all (Mt IS1 ^), and fljfiiroM, as sleep for de:i!li (.hi 1 1
!1

). '!
.">]<.]

<

in mystery of His bodv ,-m a leinp^'O^ "-
)i!<X <>f birth liy v,,ner

and the Spirit (S
r>

), of eating His fl(Mi and drhikmy, Ifi-' li!i-l

(6
5
^). So, we believe, Tfe called tlie Sipper 'tliis J':IH--OV r,' jnii

in the literal, but m . inyhtKil ^ot^e.

I This title of tho Saviour, although of such frequent oreiir-
ronoe in oo.i'l esiaslie.nl and thoolojjfioal lan^ua'.vs tH'iiurs iu the XT
onlv at 1 Co ."", Iho writer bcuijr St, Paul, \\h< wan imiiuatc-ly
associated \v ith the only EvangoliHt \\lio records (Lk ^") that,

our Lord -spoke of THs Last Supper a.s ra'-JrD T# trda'^^
See note t on preced. column.
Soe the, account, from personal experience, of an Eastern

supper, given by Peiritz, op. ct't, pp, 1.V15 arirl not6 (Mid th@
similar account 'by Thomson in T/M Land and the Mwle, ptt.
126-128.
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are simple, homely, ordinary ; but the whole is

pervaded by an air of mystery. It was not the
Passover of Moses, but it was the initiation of the
Passover of Christ.* Brit sec PASSOVER (II.).

7. When we pass from the sacred narratives to
Patristic tradition, we encounter controversy about
the date of Easter which lasted for several genera-
tions, but produced no decision as to the nature
of the Last Supper. The early separation of the
Church from the Synagogue, nil hough inevitable,
was a loss to tho former. (Jen tile converts found
themselves the inheritors of rites and Scriptures
derived from Jewish believers whose language
and ideas they understood but imperfectly ; hence
the opinion obtained some credence, that Christ
celebrated an anticipatory Passover ; for they over-
looked the insuperable hindrances to such an act
which the Jewish customs would present. But
one tradition has an important bearing on our

inquiry. The Primitive Church had no scruple
about "the use of leavened bread in the Eucharist.
Such has been 'the immemorial custom of the im-

changing East; while in the West (as few would
now deny), the use of unleavened wafers was
brought in during the Middle Ages. If our Lord
instituted the Sacrament at a Paschal Supper, He
used, of necessity, unleavened bread. The desire
to imitate His actswouM. -unly. if He had con-
secrated in unleavened, IIMVI- fnuinl oxpre^ion in
an opinion that ordinary bread was iiuidiiii.-sihlo.

There is no ancient tradition, of universal accept-
ance, that the sacramental bread must be un-
leavened. The rise of ordinary bread is an un-
conscious admission that the Last Supper was not
a Passover, f

8. The discussion of this question is not merely
academical. The practice of some Christians has
been a/looted by the views entertained of the nature
of the Last Supper. On the supposition that it was
a Passover, it has been contended that the use
of unleavened bread is obligatory

in the Eucharist.
The teetotaller extends the exclusion of leaven to
the chalice, and demands the use of unfermented
wine. Many love to think that they can find the
words sunp^ after the Supper in the iXsalms of the
Paschal Ifallel. Bxtt the conclusions at which we
have arrived loud no authority to the exclusion of

leaven from the Lord's Table, and are inconsistent
with many expressions in well-known Communion
Hymns, and in books of Sacramental devotion. 3.

Tl'iere may bp practical reasons for the use of

wafers in "]
lvl

"

or<MU '
(

' to cubes of ordinary bread.
AH to what is called * unfermented wine,

3 a pre-
viou- inii'-iioii jirisoH, whether mere grape juice is

tr;ie \viii". IJ-.u whatever may be deemed most
suitable for the sacramental elements in preBent-

day use, our contention is that the Holy Mysteries
we're first adminintered at an ordinary meal, and
with ordinary broad and wine for their outward
and visible form.

LITERATURE. See under DATKS and LORD'S RUITRH.

(r, II. GrWILLIAM.
LATCHET (IpAs, Lk 316

, Mk I7
, Jn I 27 ), The

leathern strap attached to the sandal, which, pass-
* Compare the remarks of Isaac Williams in The H<% Week,

pt. iv. ii. It is intflrpHLhiK to note that two writers so widely
separated by antecedents and education, and to some extent by
sympathies,' us wore he and Points, arrive from different poiias
at tlie sanio conclusion. In one onso it is the: opinion of .1 mind
Htccped in Patristic lore, in tlie other of a very learned Bab-
hin foal scholar.

t See full account of tho Enoharistic bread in art. 'Elements'
in Diet. 0/CJirint. Antitj.(^mith and Oheotham), i. p. 601 f.; cf.

ttinglmm'H Antiquities bk. xv. oh. ii. r>. Koine heretics of

early days, the Aquarians, Encratitcn, and Ilydroparastatm,
who wore teototallerH, consecrated in water

;
see Bingham, ib.

7.

t The Anglican Liturgy in the Proper Preface for Raster

rc'CognisseH Christ as 'the "very Paschal Lamb,' but throughout
the .Service there i not an expression or allusion which implies
a particular view of the nature of the Last Supper,,

ing several times across the foot, was secured
round the ankle, thus fixing the vsandal securely.
See artt. SANDAL and SHOE. The most menial
service which can be exacted from an Oriental is

to remove o- carry his master's shoes. Hence,
too, the greatest honour a host can show to his

guest is to stoop down and remove his shoes.
John the Baptist counted himself unworthy to per-
form this service for Christ. J. SoUTAR.

. See TITLE ON CROSS.

LAUGHTER.
The two words found in NT for *

laughter' correspond almost
exactly in bi^hijlcnucc with the two commonly occurring' in OT.
xct.ru,yt\M (.ML 1>-^

,;
Mk 5*> and Lk 853) = ay 7, which always

means scornjul, derisive laughter (e.g. Pr 17^, Is 3722 , Ps 24).
On the other hand, yt'ka.ca (Lk 621)=pn'y, which is the more

feneral
term, and while sometimes implying derision (as in

ob 301
, Pr l2(

->), is more usually found in the sense of inerty
laughter, as opposed to the gloom of sadness (e.q. Pr 299

,
EC 3*

22 low, pr 141;*). But, while in OT these words and others
denoting mirth a, ! ul< Yi :i - ,sre often found, their parallels
are very rare in _vi. I! r-i ! TOG two passages already men-
tioned, there is o: \ < v (,:. , >

- which laughter is referred to,
and this is obviously a reminiscence of Christ's saying's as

reported in Lk o21 2
"
J
, mid one other in \v"

"
:

_ (il^pet-

srsA/tt)
*

is forbidden to the Christian by St.
'

. . . The
word which does occur in NT, and which is , . of it,

is %a.pa. (53 times), Kuipu (C times) ; but this is almost always a
restrained and chastened joy rather than one which breaks out
into laughter describing the condition of the mind rather

joy by outward signs ;
the word in I41 - 44 C-3 (ff-Kipra.cu') is

stronger still, and can hardly be used except where almost
extravagant demonstrations of pleasure are intended.

It lias "been too readily inferred from the com-

parative absence in NT of allusions to mirth, that
Jesus was characterized by a certain sobriety of

demeanour which precludes us from thinking of

Him as ever laughing or even smiling, and that

Christianity from the first discouraged anything
in the form of l.v,:,

(1
i : jn\oK:'!;- mirth. Thus

the statements- V\ , .-;;< isr\i: :<'! that (Jesus)

laughed, while we are once told that He wept
3

(Farrar, Life of Christ, p. 242) ;
' we never read

that Jesus laughed, and but once that He rejoiced
in spirit

3

(Jar. Taylor), and similar statements are
based on nothing more than a dim and untrust-

worthy tradition/)" &nd convey an impression
which is far from being warranted by the general
tenor of the Gospel narrative. The common use of

the title
' Man of Sorrows,' dictated no doubt by

the deepest motive^ and the conventional portraiU
of Christ, showing Him always pensive mid oi'ion

sorrowful, have been responsible for fostering the

thought of a Christ who was constantly grave, if

not sad. A writer like Benan goes to tin-
>;

*":,

extreme ; but there is at least as much :-i:;-| I :"

his representation of a teacher whose e sweet gaiety
constantly found expression in lively reflexions

and kindly pleasantries.
5 What evidence there

is, indeed, is on the whole against the traditional

view. Jesus dclinuoly dissociated Himself from
the aiiHtorer school of' His time (Lk S33

*, Mt 9W,

Mk 21S
) ; He made it a habit to enter convivial

assemblies, and was a guest at feasts where

laughter, jest, and song were a part of
,

the order of

the clay ; He watched, if He did not join in, the

merry games of children (Lk 7-}. and loved their

company. He chose, as an analogy Kir the joy of

God over a redeemed soul, the exuberant merry-

* See Trench, Sirnonym, s.v.i and cf. 'the pleasantries of

fools
*

(xdpives fjuup&v}, Sir 20-18 .

f The alleged Ep. of P. Lentulus, Procons. of Judsea, to the

Roman, Senate.

J Tie de Jtsus, 1879, p. 196.

I Bdersheim, describing marriage-feasts, says,
*
Nofc a few

instances of riotous merriment ana even dubious jokes on the

part of the greatest Rabbis are mentioned '

{Life and Times oj

Jesus the M&ssiah, i. p. 355).
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making (Lk 1523 * 25
) of a father to whom his son

was restored,* and in l;i"iu:ir_: His disciples rejoice
in. their very iii'iuljiiion-. uses a word which
suggests vehement demonstrations of joy (Lk 623

).

There is nothing in the Goapels to encourage the

supposition that He frowned upon innocent mirth
or checked its exhibition in His followers. On
the contrary, on one occasion at least, He declined
to interfere with a spontaneous outburst of ex-
hilaration on their part (Lk 1937

). He bade them,
even when they fasted, not be of a sad counten-
ance (Mt 616

), and His chief concern was not so
much to regulate the manner of their joy as to

purify^its motive (Lk 1C'20 ).

Against the a priori view that Jesus never
laughed, a view which is based upon a misdirected
reverence and a one-sided conception of His nature,
has to be set the consideration that such a view
tends to dehumanize the Son of Man.' The faculty
for laughter, as recer:i -.-.U I'M

1

;"-; have shown,
is eminently human, , i

': - ,,i.Vi.-, , is a defect. t
There may l.i -,i

*" A men to whom anything like
boisterous M.!,;!':\ i-s impossible, but he whose face
is never lit with' a smile, and whose voice never
has the infectious ring of joy, is lacking in full-
orbed humanity (cf. Carlyle, Sartor, ad init.}. If
Jesus ^showed the natural emotions of sorrow,
there is every reason to suppose that He showed
those of joy.
There is as little support for the view that the

NT encourages a religion in wh'
"" "* ' '

finds
no Vii'in, Mir- place. The first . Jesus,

like^ those of St. Francis, who became known
as joculatores Domini, appear to have shown a
vivacity and cheerfulness in complete contrast to
the rigid and frigid demeanour engendered by
Pharisaism; and this attitude was n- :!,. .n* by
their Master, who did not expect 'tn-- ->M- [" the
bride-chamber '

to mourn so long as the 'bride-

groom' was
-\yitli

them (Mt 915
, cf. 151 - 2

).

But there is more to be said. Nearly all the
world's greatest teachers have employed laughter,
in one or other of its subtler forms, as a means of

gaining a hearing for the truth they had to deliver.
Was Jesus an exception to this rule? Is there
any real reason for refusing to apply to His case
the saying, jRidentem dicere verum quid vetat?
Can it be said that He never used the Soeratic
method of proving the reasonableness of His
teaching by showing the incongruous and even
ridiculous position in which those who rejected it

involved themselves? It has been very generally
assumed that such a method was beneath the

dignity^ or foreign to the nature of the Son of
God. Thus it is said,

* He brought peace wher-
ever He came, but He never awakened mirth . . .

The inquiry whether Jesus had the sense of
humour is not simply trivial and irreverent,* it

betrays a fundamental misconception of that holy
life of redeeming love.

3

t The question, however,
cannot be so easily disposed of. In the Gospels
there are sayings of Jesus which a rational
exegesis finds it almost impo illo to explain apartfrom the n>-umption ilu-r ihov show a vein of
humour. fn^coiJ, Clio MUK-I

jii^r, quoted admits
that Jesus *

deigned to make use of tie quaint and
often humorous maxims so dear to the common
folk. It i\ flowed by writers of the most
orthodox school that irony and satire were used

Jesus uPon occasion
; if He saw fit to employthese sterner weapons, the gentler one of humour

would not be beneath Him. When Jesus says to
the Jews, 'Many good works have I showed you

IM^llS)'*
1^"' in Lk> is 8Pecially use(i of convivial mirth (see

t See James Sully, r .
. , j ,.. .r

t Seeart. 'Our Lor-,' -
, _. ^;. i'l^L-.j.,, Expositor,

JL/6C. 1902.

from my Father ; for which of these works do ye
stone me?' the touch of irony is unmistakable
(
Jn 1082),* as it is also in the expression

l over-

lasting tents' (Lk 1G9
). When He ways to His

di-ci[/k--. ''Slrip on now' (Mk 1441
), it is in a tone

01 i:oiiLh' rnilli-ry ; t and His conversation with tho
M iiipliuMu< ;,iu woman is in the same lone (7

yr
'"'*).

Hib answer 10 the lawyer, *ThLs do and thou
shalt live,' eems to be most naturally inter-

preted as ironical (Lk 10~H
). The reply* to His

critics,
C
I came not to cull tho righteous, but.

sinners' (Mk 217
), is in the same vein, as is Urn

passage,
' Full well (/caXcus) do ye reject the <tom-

mandmeiit of God 3

(7
9
). In Ml 0-, literalisls have

sought in vain to prove that it was a practice
among Pharisaic {ilm-^iviM-. to * sound a trumpet' ;

obviously the passage is satirical* Tho element of

satire runs through the scathing denunciations of

the Pharisees and scribes ('23, etc,). Bui, tho
crucial instance is the parable of the Unjust
Steward (Lk 1G1 "

). Commentators have exhausted
their ingenuity in devising all possible and im
poss"

1
-

1
' \: I. '.a'"""- of Christ's commendation of

the i ,!.., !,_',! failing to HOC that tho whole

passage is sarcastic, pouring laughter upon tho
futile trust that men put in tho power of
mammon

j
v. 9 in particular is

* a sudden turn of
the sublimest and most crushing irony.':!;
But if it was in keeping with tho mission of

Jesus that He should XIKC irony, still more natural
was it that humour (wli. HOC) should enter into
His speech. Humour is in. its nature both human
and humane. Th<- gii.m-i humorists have boon
the best lovers of men ;i;u di* most endowed with

and riuirlow

toaohors have
sympathy (e.g.

*

gentle'
Lamb). The foremost
almost invariably been possessed of humour, and
have proved the truth of Milton's dictum (Preface
to Animadversions upon thu l^mmutmnl] that
'the vein of laughing hath ofttimes a strong
and sinewy force in teaching and confuting,' 1 1

is probable that tho reluctance, which has existed
from early times, to admit any tone of raillery or

playfulness in Christ's teaching, has boon respons-
ible for the loss of 1h<> 01114111. il force of some of HIM
sayings. Jesus ha- -ullon'il from His reporters.
Yet enough passages remain to show that linn
element was often present. The pictures of a
man endeavouring to serve two masters at oneo
(Mt 6~

4
), of another who feeds swine with pearls

(7
6
), of a camel trying to get through a no

'

eye (ll)'
24

), of a light being put under a bushel
(5

15
), of him who wees a splinter in his brother's

eye, but fails to notice ilio beam in his own
(7

3
), of Beelzebub at variance with Oeelwbub

(12-
4ff

-), of men who have eyes but do not see (Mk
818

), of one blind man guiding another (Mt in 14
), of

a father who should give his son a stone Instead of
a loaf (7

9
) these are all instances of that per-

ception of the incongruous which is the soul of
humour. We know that Jesus sometimes used
words with a play xipon their meaning (Lk 5 to

, Ml
419

, Lk 9GO ). The ready way in which llo
a question by propounding another which at tat
seems irrelevant (Mi :>()-' &lw ), His iun'\pcriiMl
manner of turning tho tables upon a <-iihr -l.k

736ff
-)j His use of illustrations which would oaUHo,,

by their homely aptness, an involuntary smile
(Mk 221

, Lk II6
),' His epigrammatic way of putting

a truth so as to give a sudden satisfaction (Mk
227

), and His use of daring hyperbole (Lk 104i)
),!l

*
Westoott, in toe,

t Of. F. W, Robertson, ffertn. (2nd ser.) xx, Tha Irreparable
Past/

t Sec Expositor , Dec. TSOfi
; Good Word*, Oct. 1H7.

Cf. the Logwn of Crenfcll and Hunt: "Tliou hcan-Ht with
one ear (but the other thou hast dosed).*

[| Cf. the obscure saying, reported by Paplan and quoted, hy
Irenaaus (adv. Ilcer. v. 3.'J. 3). of the vine with im thournuul
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arc indications that Jesus thought it not beneath
Him to laugh with those that laugh.
On this whole .subject >", !!_ ;" !< more just

than the words of A.*J>. iJ- n--i- / '-
. >, . Teaching

of Christ, p. 149) :

'With pathos often goes humour,
* *

*.
* *

.
i ,".",

. . . The upiriti of JCHUS was too -.-..
mirth

; but just becaiwo Uowaaao >

lie expressed Himself at times in a manner which 'provokes a
smile

; laughter and tears, as it were, mingling in His eyes as
lie spake. It were a f, -, i ,.!'. -. "jh took for granted
that an expositor was i -i v ,' ..i .... : rack, because in his

interpretation^! these p.-iai-l
- :in -,

. m- , of holy playfulness
;!!< .11- V, .] 1 with tho deep seriousness which pervades
: ! ii !i r-!! ; "i.:.'

t i, , i: \.- i." ^1 .r:. n-. !. Chf. Ethics, i. 186 ff. ; D. Smith in
BJ: /'/.-. .^ v,:. i '-. .!.;; Expositor, n. viii. [1884J92ff. : Well-
do-. J ./ / /,',; / I ///,

,
LOG

; Q-. II. Morrison, Sunrise, p. 43.

J. Itoss MURKAY.
LAW. The nutation of ChrNtV relation to the

Jewish law is one ot nuulainonuil importance for
the origin of r>;* ,:,,'.;,.. "but at the same time
one of peculiar ..i '' :!. i.

'

The difficulty arises, to
some extent, jrpm^the tact that His own teaching
marks a pi-rim] of Transition, when the old was
already ;niii.ni;ii--.i. while the new was still un-
born. A further difficulty is created by the rela-
tion in which the actual conduct of Jesus stood to
the principles which He laid down. Moreover, the
question arises whether His attitude remained the
same through the whole course of His ministry, or
whether He came to realize that His fundamental

principles carried Him further than He had at
first anticipated. Lji^tly, u hen we remember how
bitter was the si rife \\hich thin very question
aroused in the primitive Church, the misgiving is

certainly not unreasonable, that this may have
"been reflected back into the life of the Founder,
and sayings placed in His mouth endorsing one of
the later partisan views. Our present subject is

that of the Ceremonial L&w.
It must be clearly recognized that tho distinction between

moral, and r. /<"/,//"
*

iw is uot one sanctioned in the Law
itself. All :;- JMK- };* were the command of God. The dis-
tinction has maintained its vitality in virtue of a praiseworthy
ethical interest. The antinoinianism of St. Paul seemed to

("ulcuitftT moniliiy, and those who could not rise to his point" '' "

iy that morality was
...:: -

< j?alumi, and explained
-' : . . . . . i- . mean that Christians

were no longer compelled to piac.i^e Jewihh ceremonies. This
wa, of ciourHC, to reduce mu-h Uui he s:iul to the unmeaning.
It IB precisely tho moral law that Sfc. Paul had chiefly in mind.
The Decalogue is described as * the ministration of death written
and engraven on atones' (2 Go B? KV) ; and, to illustrate the sin-

producing effects of the Law, St. Paul quotes one of the Ten
('om)ii:iii(1m(!MiN (llo 7?). His doctrine was unquestionably
ili;u tlic LSIW .is a whole was done away for all who were in

Christ, inasmuch as they had crucified the flesh, which was the
home of sin, and thus had lost everything u> which the Law
i-Hi'-l 'ipiuji* :i- its

1 Mi'-n ) -;:, w
*

> il..\ "-MM i -:aped into
: !u i'i '1-nM-i- (lu-^p.iii. MM-I .-i'il 'li'u ''o )> hi'iii- rl>e under
the constraint of the Law. But even St. Paul was forced to
recognize that his magnificent idealism was not milk for babes,
nonce moral exhortation found a large place in his Epistles,
side })\ si<K- with

" " "

a Christian's freedom
Irom MII, flesh, .in< \. :

-
!' il is quite explicit that

this frei 'liMii i*- i-> 'V' -inirii'i*\ piaMii-r-u*! in ihc --ph< n* of
Jewish ii'ii.fiii!' -. i "sHi".. !

i .-n IMI 1-10:1, jii'd -,n ml dv .-:ind

Kcoaons. on lih 'Vh.-i !;,!,'] ; t pjiri ,'i :'u- l.iii:\ C'h.nVli in-

sisted p.i I"ii:i
- "

. <^i. : h"
i

i ni'vi-
'

x.-I-dri 01 I'v I.rpv. :>'>d

OHpeciall/ --ir .--i
-.-i.)::, n- , , .|-' : ,| i', ,.j/i ;i :i.->n. T: :< - Ixs-

yond our liinits to trace the history of this controversy, but a
reference to it is necessary for the reason already indicated.

Jesus was Himself born into a Jewish home,
and the rites prosmlxul ly the Jewish law were
scnipuliMi^ly Fulfilled in Mis case. His parents
did not belong to the, rank.-, of the Pharisees, hence
His early training

1 was healthier than that of St.

Paul ; but He, like Hiw great -Apostle, was born
under the Law (Gal 44

), and initiated by circum-
cision into the Covenant on the eighth day (Lk2

21
).

His mother presented Him as her firstborn male
child to the Lord in the Temple, and offered the

stems. In its exuberant playfulness of fancy it exceeds any-
thing- in the Gospels ; it is probably based on an actual saying
of Ohriat (see Wesbcott, Introd. p. 433).

sacrifice of purification prescribed in the Law (Lk
2~-~24 )j and thus '

accomplished all things that were
according to the law of the Lord '

(Lk 2<J9

). Joseph
and Mary went up each year to the feast of the
Passover at Jerusalem (Lk 241

). So far as we can

see, Jesus Himself was a strict observer of the
Law. Whatever His attitude towards it during
His ministry, we may assume without question
that, till He was conscious of His Messianic voca-

tion, His obedience to the Law was scrupulously
and heartily rendered. It lay in the nature of the

case, however, that the old bottles of Judaism
should be unfit to receive the new wine of the

Kingdom with which He knew Himself to be in-

trusted. The question whether this was clear to
Him from the first, or whether it became clear

only in the course of His controversy with the

scribes, cannot be answered with certainty, in view
of the doubt which hangs over the chronology of

the ministry. And His conduct here was regu-
lated by much the same need for reserve as He
practised in reference to His self-revelation as
Messiah. A premature declaration would have
created an extremely difficult situation. All He
could do wras to utter His principles and leave the

practical inferences to be drawn, when the time
was ripe, by those who shared His spirit.
On one great branch of this question, however,

Jesus expressed Himself clearly and without com-

promise. The morbid anxiety of the scribes to

make a hedge aboxit the Law so that all possible

approaches to its violation might be blocked, added
to the li.iii -|ililtin>i casuistry in which moralists
of their oype delighted, and the lawyer's instinct

for precise and exhaustive definition, had led to

the elaboration of the precepts in the La\v into a
vast system of tradition. Moreover, the heavier
the burden grew, the greater grew the temptation
to find a literal fulfilment which should be an

escape from the spirit. All this apparatus of

piety demanded leisure to master and perform,
such leiaure as no man with his daily bread to earn
could command

;
hence arose a morality unfitted

for the normal human life. Against all this tra-

dition Jesus enterrd ;ni cmplifiiu protest. His
attitude towards it UM-- \\liolly dili"<;u:ni from that
which He assumed louiiui- ilie \\iiiii n Law. The
scribes made void by their tradition the word of

God, and every plant which His heavenly Father
had not planted He said should be rooted up.
Nevertheless, in \iiuli<-a( in^ tho law against the

tradition, He OIIIIIH ijnod piiiiriplo> which pointed
forward to the .lUil'iiiou oj' i.i>ih. The points on
which He came into conflict with Jewish cere-

monialism were Fasting, the law of Uncleanness,
the Temple service, and 1" . ': "I:

1

:

"

primary
human duties by feigned i< ;;:. to Goa.

1. If the order of incidents in the Gospel of St.

Mark could be accepted as chronological, the first

collision of Jesus with the representatives of the
tradition was occasioned by His eating with pub-
licans and sinners at the house of Levi (Mk 2' 5flr

-).

Although stress cannot be laid on the order in

which the incidents are narrated, this furnishes
us with an excellent illiistration of the way in

which the fundamental ideas of Jesus brought
Him into conflict with the religious prejudice- of

His time. His doctrine of the Fatherhood oi Ood
and of the incomparable value of the human soul

were fundamental convictions. To this was added
the consciousness of His own mission to restore
the lost children to their Father. Hence He
met the criticism of His conduct in associating
with the degraded by the explanation that He was
a physician, and where was the physician's place
but in the midat of the sick? There is indeed a
terrible irony in the words, for there were none
whose moral and religious health was, to the eyes
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of Jesus, in a more desperate condition than that of

His critics. But scandalized as they might be by
conduct so unprofessional on the part of a teacher,
there was an obvious conclusiveness in the reply of

Jesus which could have been evaded only by the
assertion that the salvation of such people was not
desirable. The two types of holiness emerge in

clear contradiction the type which seeks to avoid
all contact with the contaminating in order that

personal purity may not be compromised, and the

type that is entirely forgetful of self in its zeal

for the regeneration or oDliov-. It is in connexion
with a similar accusation that St. Luke relates the

parables of the Lost Sheep, the Lost Drachma, and
the Lost Son (Lk 15). Similarly Christ's lodging
with. Zacchaeus the publican gave rise to criticism ;

and here again Jesus explained His action by His
mission :

* The Son of Man came to seek and to

save that which was lost' (Lk 19KI
).

2. The second point in which the new type dis-

played a contrast with the old was in the matter
of Fasting. Wonder was excited that, while the
Pharisees and the disciples of the Baptist fasted,
the disciples of Jesus neglected this religious exer-

cise. The Pharisees fasted twice in the week, on
M 1;i\ ,>V: Thursday. What fasts were observed

'

'''' ' ""' U 1
' "" John we do not know. BUD the

distinction was not one simply between disciples,
it went back to the leaders. The Baptist was an
ascetic, clothed in camel's hair and a leathern

girdle, with locusts and wild honey for his food ;

his congenial home was the desert, his message
one of judgment to come, the axe alreach 1\ ;:; . i

the root of the tree. He came neither <'.i: is-.: "->i

drinking, and this unsociable iV-po-ii i"!i <,:Lleci

forth the charge that he had a d--\ :. -I .1-. on
the other hand, was no ascetic; so little of an
ascetic, in fact, that His enemies taxed Him with
over-indulgence :

c The Son of Man came eating
and drinking, and they say, Behold a gluttonous
man and a winebibber, a Mend of publicans and
sinners' (Mt ll 1

^). Jesus defends His disciples
against *!' I.i- !- \ "n

j-'ii-'"

1

. i". the question,
*Why

do John - !,'-<
ij
!- , 'i-i . ii<- disciples of the Phari-

sees fas . i.:

'

,y il-.-'ij-lf.- iV,st not?' (Mk 218
) by

the answer,
* Can the sons of the bride-chamber

fast while the bridegroom is with them ? as long
as they have the bridegroom with them they cannot
fast.' The principle underlying this is that the
external practice must be a -poriijmcon^oxpre-Mon
of the inward feeling. J-'a-iin^

1

i- out of phu:e in

their present circumstance-, ilioy luivo ihe bride-

groom -\\itli them, therefore all is joy and festivity.
It \yould be a piece of , \ * i 'itrodn.ce into
their present religious . "i .". so incongru-
ous. But He proceeds :

c The days will come,
when the bridegroom shall be taken away from
them, and then will they fast in that day.' The
reference is to His own death j and possibly the

foreboding expressed should lead us to assign this
incident to His later ministry, after the declaration
of Messiahship had been made and the prediction
of death had "been uttered. On the other hand,
the veiled allusion makes it possible that those
who heard it would not catch His meaning, and
we can, in that case, assign it to a late date only
if^we are clear that Jesus Himself "became con-
scious at a comparatively late period in His mini-

stry of i he death that awaited Him. The incident
itself rather makes the impression llm' :1 I.i1.i'i- -

to the earlier period of Christ's a<-ti\Ii\. TV:-
was one of the respects in which failure to"conform
to conventional piety would early attract attention.

"Wellhauseii regards the incident as unaubhentic. He points
to the curious fact that the question is OTIC between the dis-

ciples of the Baptist and of Jesus, and draws the inference
that it is a justification for the deviation of the later practice of
Christ's followers from that of Jesus Himself, who in practice
conformed strictly to the Judaism of His time. lie confirms

this by pointing out that as a matter of fact the bridegroom IH

not taken away from wedding festivities, and hero therci'ore

the choice of expression has been determined by the actual fact
of Christ's removal by death. However plausible

1 thiH sug-
gestion may be, the sayings bear rather the stamp of Jesus
than of the early \|--- .

"'
'i. .' 1 . T:-< iiticism of the <UK-

ciples rather than '
' -

. .:.. .- }-.>:,l'i '. : tho iwidont ot tin*

plucking
1 of the e'- .- r- ;, .;

*
; .-...n and tho disciples

eating- with unwashed hands, and the temper of the Master was
much freer than that of the timidly legalistic disciples.

In the Sermon on tho Mount tasting is loeo^nii^'d
as a fitting religious exorcise

; but, as In th< i e!i- of

prayer and alm-.uiviug, it is essential, for its true

eviscerated these exercises of all their value. They
were to he a secret between a man and Iris (*o<L

In the most rigorous fasts washing and anoint IH.M

were forbidden (Tftawith, i. (>), while ihey ur'<-

allowed in the loss severe (ih. i. 4 L). Jesus bids

His followers anoint the head and wash the i'nee

when they fast, that no one may be able to detect-

that they are fasting (Mt G I(!" 18
). See FASTI N<i.

Immediately follov ini: the defence of the dis-

ciples for not Li-film, v- 1- have in all the Synoptics
(Mt 91CS Mk 2-lf-, Lk5:5(iL

) the sayings about the
undressed cloth and the new wine in the old wine-
skins. The parables are difficult ; the lesson

taught is clearly the incompatibility of the new
with the old, anil the disaster that will inevitably
follow any attempt to combine them. But it i

%

s

by no means clear with what * old
' and l new *

should be identiiied, nor again can we assume that
both parables express the same truth. It is pos-
sible, though improbable, that Jesus may intend

by
* the old' the ancient piety of the Old Testa-

ment, and by *the new 3 the new-fangled regula-
tions of the scribes, His sense being tliat the old

Divinely-given mode of life is being ruined by tho
tradition of men. But it is more likely that tho
usual view is right, according to which 'the old'
is Judaism and * the new '

is the gospel. Even
so, however, various inierpivt;i(ion:- aro possible.

Usually it has been thought that in both sayings
Jesus is defending the attitude of His disciples :

you cannot expect the new spirit
of tho gospel to

be cast in the old moulds ot Judaism ; ihe new
spirit must create new forms for itself, Weiss,
however, considers that both parables constitute
a defence of the attitude of John's disciples, they
cannot ^"- -\' ri--'", to combine tho spirit

of tho

Gospel VIM ilui'
1

legalist and aneetic habit of

life (Bill. ThcoL of NT, i. 112), It is possible,
however, that l>oyschhig is correct in thinking
that the parable of tho undressed cloth on tho
old garment is a justification of John's disciples in

fasting, while the [mr.-ihle of tho iiovv wine in the
old bottles is a JIL-I ilir;i ion <>i the diseiplos of JCMUH
for refusing to

lollow^ their example (JNT TJnwL
i. 114). The two sayings are connected by

4 an*l f

*

it is true, but this conjunction ban in the Synop-
tics a wider range of meanixig than in English,
Wcllhausen finds the sayings difficult. Ho in not
disposed io <pie-iion their authenticity, though, as

already mentioneil. ho striken out' the sayingB
immediately preceding.

3. Another point in which JOHUH came into con-
flict with the

'

tradition was that of Ablutions
(Mk 7lfr*

li). To secure that nothing ceremonially
unclean should be eaton, the JOWH were very
scrupulous in washing tho bands before uicalA,
The laws of cleanness and tmclecumeHH touch life

so much more closely than any others, that the
casuistry of the scribes naturally finds in thiH
matter a large field of exercise-.

'

Tho largest of
the six books of the Mishna is given up to this

topic. The purification of vessels alone occupies
thirty chapters of this hook. Tho Pentateuch
itself exhibits more than the unual tendency to
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casuistry in this matter, but the tradition left

the Law out of sight in the elaborateness of its

regulations- In the time of Jesus tradition had
become very strict with reference to the washing
of the hands. The practice originated with the

Pharisees, but was adopted by almost all the
Jews. Even when the hands were ceremonially
clean it was necessary to wash them, no doubt
to guard against the possibility of unconscious
defilement. If they were known to be unclean,

they had to be wasted twice before a meal ; they
were also washed after food ; and some Pharisees
washed even between the courses. The hands were
held with the lingers up, so that the uncleanness

might be washed down from them ; and for the

ceremony to be effectual it was necessary that
the water should run down to the wrist (though
we should probably not translate irvywi, Mk 73,

* to the wrist
'

; see Swete, ad loc. ). In Jn 26 we
read of the six stone water-pots for the water of

purification at the marriage in Cana ; and the same
Gospel tells us how the Jews purified themselves
for the Passover (II

53
), or took precautions against

defilement which would disqualify them from eating
it (IS-

8
).

It was therefore natural that the neglect of some
of the disciples should evoke criticism ; and this

criticism was uttered by officials from Jerusalem
, who had come down to watch the new movement
(Mk 71

). No mention is made here of any viola-

tion of the tradition on the part of Jesus Himself ;

though in Lk II38 we are told that the Pharisee,
at whose house Jesus was eating, was surprised
r .

'

TT-- !
V 'I this ceremony. Jesus defended

!! * :

'
-

:> a complete -.I' ,":i of the
;,.,. : . II-,

';

-in tod out th- ; ,
< . was to

nullify the L;i\v raihcr than to establish it; and
He illustrated this from the

;;

.

" " 1

edicating
to God that which ought ;" i:

1

. used by
a man for the support of his parents. To this

point it will be necessary to return. But in con-
nexion with the question of hand-washing Jesus
enunciated a principle of f.-u II-JH lii-i-: importance
which not only set aside :lu- ii-;.'!i i"'i. but even

abrogated a large section of the Law. He asserted
that not that which is without a man can, by-

going into Mm, defile him, but the iliin^.- \\liicn

proceed out of the man. The heart is i In- o*em ml

tiling,
food cannot come into contact with that ;

but it is in it that evil thoughts, words, or actions

have their rise, and it is these that make a man
unclean. Not what a man eats, but what he is,

determines the question of his purity. Thus Jesus
lifted the whole <-.nci-|;i.>M .f rlesmne-s and un-
cleanness out of i In 1 'niuniiil into the ethical

domain. But it is plain that this carried with it

revolutionary conclusions, not only as to the tradi-

tion, but as to the Law ; for much of the Law was

occupied precisely with the uncleanness created

by external things, and it is not improbable that
St. Mark has definitely drawn this inference in

his Gospel.
It is possible that the usual view taken of the passage, ac-

cording to which the words '

making all meats clean
*

(Mk 7^)
are the concluding words of Jesus, should he accepted. This
involves. ho\\o\iir, a grammatical irregularity, and we ought
purl laps lo adopt the view taken by Origen, Gregory Thaunui-

turgus, and (Jhrysostom, ably defended by Field \Not,cs on tlte

Tra illation of the, NT, pp. 31,

-

^2) and adoptedby EV, Wcizsacker,
Swoto, Gould, Salmoim, that they are the comment of the

Evangelist, and that we should translate
* this he said, making

all meats clean.' On the other hand, the notes of Menzies and
Wcllhauscn on the passage may be consulted.
The evasion of the Law by the Tradition here asserted by

Jesus has been affirmed by s'oine Jewish scholars not to have
existed. (The reader may consult an appendix on '

Legal
Evasions of the Law,' by Dr. Schechter in Montefiore's Hibbhrt

LMturfig, pp. GJ57 5(W; an article by Montefiore on 'Jewish
Scholarship and Christian Silenre' in the Ilibberf Journal for

Jan. 1003 ; the rejoinder to this by Menzies in July 1003, with
a further rejoinder by Montefiore in Oct. 1903 ) It is urged
that the reference iii the Jewish treatise Nedaritn does not

confirm, the statement in St. Mark about Corban. Dr. Menzies

.

'
" *

: but when that is said, the matter is by no means
the present writer it seems that the evidence of

St. Mark is quite good evidence for 1 *.

'

mi.

If the assertion about Oorban is un1 ,

- '.. > be
ascribed to Jesus, who could not hav e quoted, as a conclusive

proof that the Jews cancelled the Law by their tradition, an

example which His hearers would know to have no existence.

Accordingly, if the statement is mistaken, it would have to be

put down to the account of the Evangelist, though how he
should have hit upon it unless such a custom was actually in

vogue would be difficult to understand. T f -i
'

",*_-

ment on a question of this kind certain . . . . :
:

s

be kept in mind. The contemporary Judaism is most imper-
fectly known to us, and the documents which we have to use
as our sources of information are, in many instances, centuries

later than the rise of Christianity. Further, the -u u o ;'.!'

of Judaism must not be blindly accepted as if it I.:IIM I .d
that doctrines or practices for which we have only late_ literary
attestation were already developed in the time of Christ. We
must remember that Judaism did not live in an intellectual

vacuum, but in an atmosphere saturated with Christian germs,
n >><. 'K" .

- \. ("."M'-,t forget that controversy went on between
.ii - .! I r r- : . and under its pressure it is by no means
unreasonable to believe that Judaism may have undergone a

las no nesnatiori in regarding ihe
"

evidence for the existence of the
i of Christ.

& The next question touches Christ's relation

to the Temple. His personal attitude towards it

was that of a loyal Jew. Not only did He as a

boy of twelve year& i / it as His Father's

house (Lk 249
), but, .1

"
!l- 'iad entered on His

ministry, He cleansed it by driving out the money -

i-1i!iniM:iv, imd 'H-r !r:iri' the stalls of the traders

i ML :2I
J -'-

i. .\--i.>Hi
:

'i;.'
i" the FM :' O.M.. 1. His

visits to Jerusalem were largely '
< -n i' ,

* \ A i i the

feasts. In His Sermon on the Mount He assumes
that His disciples will offer sacrifice, and only
requires that, b. :"< 'iu- o.'tV

1

--. a man shall be recon-

ciled to his brc; li'-v .M i "r \. In His great indict-

ment of the scribes and Pharisees He rebukes them
for their ruling that an path by^

the temple or by
the altar counts for nothing, while an oath by the

gold of the temple, or a gift at the altar, is binding.
The temple is greater than its gold, and makes it

holy ; and similarly it is by the altar that the gift

is sanctified. To swear by the altar is to swear
not only by it, but by the offering placed upon it ;

while to swear by the temple is to swear not only
by it and all that it contains, but by Him who
dwells therein (Mt 2316ff-

1|). But all this loyal re-

cognition of the place filled by tlio temple and the

honour due to it was combined with an inward
detachment from it, wh*

*

. i
-

-

. of the

ultimate deliverance of
' '

i
;

s its con-

nexion with it. This comes out very clearly in the

story of the stater in the fish's mouth (Mt 1724
f-)-

The very doubt which was implied in the question
whether Jesus paid the half-shekel which was
levied as ;i tcmplis-lnx i^ most sionifioani as to

the drift to\vr<U mwloui, which was already de-

tected in His teaching. That He had not repudi-
ated the toll. Peter is aware ;

but the reason for

His obedience comes out plainly in the conversa-

tion He has with Peter on the subject. Taxes are

taken by monarchs not from their sons, but from

strangers. Therefore, since Jesus knows that He
and His disciple^ arc not aliens to God, but His

children, the inference is that no juiym-Til of the

tax can be legitimately expected from ilie chil-

dren of the Kingdom. Jesus, however, bids Peter

pay the tax for Doth, to avoid giving offence. In

other words, Jesus regarded Himself and members
of His Kingdom as released from every obligation
to pay the half -shekel for the service of the

temple, even if, in tender concession to the

feelings of others, they did not avail themselves

of their liberty. The temple-due in question was
not definitely commanded in the Law, though it

was a not unnatural deduction from Ex 3013
,

which was itself a development of the rule of
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Nehemiah that there should be an annual pay
ment of a third of a shekel for the temple service

(Neh 103-' 311

). The temple itself, Christ predicted
would be destroyed. However we imi.> c.Nplni
the saying, 'Destroy this temple, and I \\ill bull*

it up in three days
'

(
Jn 21{)

) ?
He certainly foretolc

iii His . -ch,:i'M( L'( ; 1 discourse (Mt24-)"the over
throw o. iiv-li u i lemple, and therewith naturally
the cessation of the Jewish cultus.

It is not_ improbable that the saying-, 'Destroy this temple,
should be similarly interpreted. The authenticity of the utter
ance is guaranteed by the use made of it in the trial of Jesu
(Mk 14,5H) 5

and the similar accusation at the trial of Stephei
(Ac <JW) 7 as well as the taunt addressed to Jesus on the crofi.

(Mk IG'-B'). it is true that the author of the Fourth Gospe
interprets the saying

1 as a reference to the "body of Christ
fulfilled in the death and the resurrection. But this inter
pith {'on did not at the time occur either to the Jews or to
il c ui-rnuir* The retort of ",i ",! i

'

< . .", thai (he.* uiidi-i

stood the reference to be to >
i .! . \ ^> .

,
\\l,iK- L/U- l.\,ui

.
i -'. \tt\-t -~* - /s that the inK.ipicLfil'u'11 IK adopts occurrer
11 . !- I

-
i-:ily after the- u-nirrcciion. It i->, in fact, verj

" '

(!,-> that the sajing
1

referred to the death am
resurrection of Jesus. In its connexion with the desecratioi
and cleansing" of the actual temple the allusion could naturallj
be nothing

1

less than, to its destruction, unless Jesus made Ills

meaning' clear by pointing to His body. But in that case the
misunderstanding

1 on the part of the Jews and !' -1i ".

would h , .

*

< i i

;- 1 -i*
"

. even if \ve leave aside .

>j
, 1

that so : , : ; i> 'u- o-i to His death and resurrection at
this early period is most unlikely. Moreover, the contrast
with the temple made with hands (Mk llr

'S) does not at all

suit the human body. A difficulty, however, is raised by the
Johannine version of the saying. We ma^, perhaps, assume
that the latter "'-

' '

;

i\ i,<~ * he version of the witnesses
at the trial, in I , , i >' : < -

'

. : :^ of destruction not to Jesus
Ilimself, but to the Jews TV "

..-! M !, < ,,-:i - <. desecration,
if they persist in it, will lea-l i i .', -in , oc the temple.
But it is not easy to believe that Jeans can have said that He
would rebuild the temple that had been destroyed. Here the
version of the witnesses is intrinsically the more credible, that
He would build another temple in its place. And the contrast

, between the temple made with hands and the temple made
without hands bears

" "

-', of :.'.")' Vi
. the new is

not simply to be a --i :>f t"-i ',', >. '- to be not a
maurkiljbui a spiriiunl, structures. We may therefore conclude
\\iih ;Miinu confidf-ncf liuit Jesus definitely anticipated the de-
struction of the centre of Jewish worship "and the substitution
of a spiritual temple in its place.

In the conversation with the woman of Samaria
(Ju 4), Jesuy is represented as dealing specifically
with the question of the Ic^itini.'iic sanctuary as

against tlie Samaritan temple (vv.-
v'~24

). He gives
His verdict in favour of the temple at Jerusalem,
but He asserts that the hour has already come
for both sanctuaries to lose whatever exclusive
legitimacy they may ;

- T rue worship
of God transcend* all .

: -

'

, i
j for God is

spirit^ and as such cannot be localized ; and the
worship He desires is a worship in spirit and in
truth. There is no reason whatever for supposing
that here the rv-iii^oli-i is putting his own doc-
trine

_into the mouth of Jesus. The pregnant
aphoristic form and penetrating insight of the
saying stamp it as authentic. Moreover, it is

quite in the line of the other teachings of Jesus
with reference to the temple. TTc recognizes that
the temple is His Father"-* house, and yet looks
forward to its destruction; and similarly here He
asserts the legitimacy of the Jewish a% against
the Samaritan temple, and yet looks forward to
the speedy termination of worship in it.

5. It is certainly a very striking fact, in view of
the immense importance attached in Judaism to
the rite, that Jesus nowhere raises the question
of the poi influence of Circumcision. Had He pro-
nounce'l upon it, i lie Line- controversy excited by
the question in the primitive Church could hardlyhave arisen. But, naturally, occasion for discussing
it did not so readily arise, and it was part of the
method of Jesus to leave questions of practice to
be settled by His disciple^ under the guidance of
the Spirit and in the light of principles with
which He had imbued them. There can be no
reasonable doubt that St. Paul drew the true
Christian inference. The great principle, that

LAW

the external was unimportant in comparison with
the inward, expressed in the abolition by tle.sus ot

the Levitical laws as to unclean food, ami in His
doctrine that for worship in the material temple
there was to be substituted worship in spirit and
in truth, carried with it the conclusion that a,s a

purely external rite circumcision could have no
place in the religion of the spirit. Moreover, it

was the sign of the Old Covenant ; but Jesus know
that His blood consecrated a New Covenant. This
implied the abolition of the Old Covenant, and
naturally the abolition of circumcision, which \\as
its sign. Indeed, the Old Testament itself was on
the way to this, not simply in Jeremiah's predic-
tion (3 l"

3m
-) of the New Covenant, but in the pro-

phetic demand for a circumcision of the heart
(Jor 44 9-6 ; ef. Bzk 44 7

, Lv 264I
) Horu, a* elw.

where, the attitude of Jesus linked itself closely
to that previously taken by the prophets. Nor
must we forget tliat Jesus <"onl'in|i!i.(< d that His
religion would become universal. Thus in itself

suggested the abolition of a rite which possessed
no spiritual value, and was at the saiuo time an
almost LiiMipi'iMhU; barrier to the wide acceptance,
among the cultured of a religion that required it

for full membership. See, further, art. CIRCUM-
CISION.

6. We have left till the last the much-debated
passage Mt 537"ao

, since it is helpful in our inter-

pretation of it to have before u^ I he ;jpplir:iii<ni
of the principle in detail. The opening \\ord>f
the passage,

* Think not that I am conic-' to destroy
the law or the prophets,' show clearly that Jesus
was conscious that His .'i.-i*."-- m"". 1 :, not uu-
jiisii.fi.ihly seem to carry -!i- M!|>",<M !, with it,

There was ^an element which suggested a revolu-

tionary attitude, but it was a mistaken inference
that He meant to destroy the. Law or the Prophets ;

it was His intention to fulfil them. It is important
to observe here and elsewhere the way in which
Jesus combines the Prophets with the "Law. Un-
like the current theology of His time, His teaching
brought the Prophets into equal prominence with
the Law ; and it is of the OT system as a whole
that He is thinking, and not simply of the legal
enactments which constituted for the'Kabbis almost
the whole of religion. Yet it would fee a mistake
to infer that the Levitical requirements aw here
left out of sight. It is true twit both the Rabbis
and Jesus rm>gniy<<l degrees of importance- among
the laws, though their emphasis wan very differ-

ently placed. Yet the Lovifcical laws were' equally
with others regarded by Jesus as laws of <*od, M
ihat, in a cominehrn-i\e statement of (.ho relation
of His lem-hiiiM io ihe religion of the OT, Ho could
not leave them out of account. Now, we have
already seen that the teaching of Jesus came into
conflict

j
io. - in- j.ly u \\ : the Tradition of the Kldors,

jut with i h<- I ..'\ ".; it ji ! laws of purity ; that He ex-

plicitly abolished the laws of clean and unclean
:

ood, and looked forward to the cessation of the
temple worship. Accordingly, we muHt give wich
a sense to His words as will harmonise the ex-
planation of His intention not to destroy tho Law
with the fact that He did abolish some of its

>recepts, and comemj-lair the impossibility,
/hrough the de-mi<-tioii of tho temple, of "a
arge part of its injunctions. The unifying con-
ception is contained 'in the word c

fulfil' (ir\ypQffa,i).T
esus does? not mean that He came to render a
ierfeot obedience to the Law and the Prophets
n His own life. The fulfilment forms an anti-
hesis to the destruction. The destruction was
uch as would be accomplished by His teaching,
lot by His action, arid similarly the fulfilment in

omethin^ effected by His teaching. Besides, it
s very difficult to believe that with the freedom
f His principles, Jesus should have attached any
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iiuportaiice to the perfect carrying out in action
of the Law and the Prophets. What is meant is

that, to use a familiar illustration, the gospel
fuliils the Law as the flower fulfils the bud. Jesus
sees in the Law a Divinely ordained system, but
He is conscious that it is stamped v "'i i-nm, ; :; i ; \

and defect. His function is to > -: :, :.- '-

trinsic ! -.'/.':.
'

by^ disengaging and carrying
to perfection me principles entangled in it. Thus
Ho does not abrogate the Law, but He transcends
it, and, in doing so, antiquates it. In Beyschlag's
words, it is

' confirmed and. transformed in one
breath.' What this means is admirably explained
by Stevens in the following words :

c Jesus fulfils

the OT system by rounding out into entire com-
pleteness what is incomplete in that system. In
this process of fulfilment all that is imperfect,
provisional, temporary, or, for any reason, needless
to the perfect religion, falls away of its own
accord, and all that is essential and permanent
is conserved and embodied in Christianity' (The
Tkr.olofft/ of the New Testament, p. 19).
The two following verses (Mt 5 18 - 10

) create much
difficulty. They seem to assert a permanence of

the Law and its minutest details, and to affirm
the insignificant place assigned in the Kingdom
to any who should set aside one of the minor
commandments. In view of the ,'".'' ,*..'.*

by Jesus towards the law of uncleanness, the
Sabbath, and divorce, it is not surprising that
doubts have been expressed as to the genuineness
of the saying. It is out of the question to argue
with "Wendt that ' the law '

is not a written law
but an ideal law, for the reference to the jot and
tittle implies a written law, and there is nothing
to indicate that 4 the law' is used here in two
different senses. Beyschlag argues for the genu-
ineness of the saying, which is also attested by
Lk 1617 It is easier for heaven and earth to pass
away, than for one tittle of the law to fail.

3

If it

is genuine, the best explanation is that given by
1Vy*-i'li1;iM. that we must explain here of spiritual
i'ullilments. No commandment, even the most
trifling, is a mere empty husk

;
each has a Divine

thought which must come to its rights before the
husk of the letter is allowed to perish (NT Theol. i.

1 10 f . ). It is, however, very difficult to believe that
this interpretation is correct, inasmuch as it would
l)e hard to understand what Divine idea Jesus could
think was latent in innumerable trifling details of
the Law. The immediate impression made by the
-words is surely that the Law, to its minutest
details, was to be regarded fi- ]>i-!nm:iriii. W> :

we remember how bitter '..- ii!- < MM io\ci-v

created by the question of the Law in the Early
Church, it is not easy to avoid the conclusion
that here we have an <

k \: ir-^ior from a Jewish -

Christian point of view, according to which Jesus
is made e\-pliciil\ to disavow the movement led

by St. Pjiul. not intlml that St. Paul is regarded
as outside the Kingdom, but as one of the least in
it. It would, however, lo poi-lmp^ too far-fetched
to connect the words 'lon-i in Uie kingdom of
heaven ' with St. Paul's designation of himself as
the 'least of the apostles.'

T.I mi vi i m:. The vf>jiu i-. di- 1

:i-(rt in the New Testament
Tli.'ol.'vrit'-:. i he ircaii-o -"i ilic 'lYa-'l.iri^ of Jesus, and in the
Lhes of Christ, and iho nnniiiciii.mr"*. A vov\ able monograph
T>y K. .Mackintosh, Clu'ir 1

/,'/ Un' ,//'</ tS'/r Law, ih dieted to
the subject. Other \vorkMhn1 nva\ be mentioned, arc: Schurer,
Die jPivtifft Jt'xit in iJwtii r>//WMv>-,' zi>m alteu Tfttamrnt
und zutn Juclenthum (1882) ; Eousset, Jew. rrvdint 'in. iJtrfii'i

Gegetisatz zum Judenthum (1S92) ; Jacob, Jenu Stcllunrj zivm,

mofiaischen Gesetz (1803); also the section ' Christus und das
mosaische Gesetz '

in Ritschl's Die Entstehunrj dcr altlcatholi-

xchcn Kirche 2
(1857) ; cf . also Hastings' DB iii. 73-76. and Extra

Vol. p. 22 ff.

See also following article.

A. S. PEAKE.

LAW OF GOD. We are not entitled to gather
from the teaching of Jesus in the Gospels that He
made any formal distinction between the Law of

Moses and the Law of God. His mission being not
to destroy "but to fulfil the Law and the Prophets
(Mt 517

), so far from saying anything in disparage-
ment of the Law of Moses or from encouraging
His disciples to assume an attitude of indepen-
dence with regard to it, He expressly recognized
the authority of the Law of Moses as such, and
of the Pharisees as its official interpreters (Mt
231 -3

).

One great aim of His teaching being, however, to

counteract the influence of the Pharisaism of the

time, under which zeal for the Law had degenerated
into a pedantic legalism, which made outward con-

formity to the letter all-important and caused the
true interests of religion ziiid morality to be lost

sight of amid the Sliil>l)oloi.li^ of national ritualism,
He sought to concentrate the attention of His
hearers upon the true meaning of the Law. In

doing this He practically ignored the distinctions

of the scribes between greater and lesser com-
mandments of the Law, and between the Law, the

Prophets, and the Psalms (or
( the Writings '), and

insisted upon the authority of Scripture as the
word of God. What God says in Scripture, the

inspired record of Revelation, is for Jesus the final

court of appeal.
' The Scripture cannot be broken '

(Jn 1035
) is a principle never once lost bight of in

any controversy.
At the same time, as Jesus Himself taught as

One who had authority (Mt 720 ||
Mk I 22

}, quietly
but none the less emphatically asserting His riglit
to explain the -| !:"' ,: -i-l meaning of the Divine
word, He did -,i-ii

:,
::>! and teach His disciples

to distinguish between letter and spirit, that which
was permanent and universal in the Law and that
which was partial and temporary. It is therefore

possible, and even almost necessary, with a view
to a clear uiidorMJMuliii^ of Christ's attitude to-

wards the La\s . iv) ilUiiis^ui-li between the Law of

God, meaning by the term that which is of uni-

versal validity, and those elements in the Law of

Moses "which are merely associated with a par-
ticular dispensation, a temporary manifestation of

God's will.

1. A typical illustration of the propriety of such
a distinction is found in that

;
, . i-

"" * ""

Jesus, dealing with the questior ": : ; -i

divorce, treats the Mosaic law
'

-
.

j

an instance of accommodation to an imperfect
state of society (Mt 193

'8
1|
Mk lO2'9

).
^

< For the
hardness of your heart he wrote you this precept.
But from the beginning of the creation God made
them male and female,' etc. (Mk 105"6fr

*). Here we
see at once a distinction made between the Mosaic
precept and the Divine law. The former allowed
divorce upon certain well-understood grounds.
The Pharisees put their own lax interpretation

upon this precept, and multiplied ihe cau>e* of

divorce to an extent far beyond what the precept
actually justified. Christ's reply to the question
of His adversaries on this point was simply to

remind them of the original Divine ordinance,
according to which the marriage bond was made
indissoluble. The Law of Moses permitted divorce,
but the Law of God maintained the sanctity of the

marriage bond, and this repre-onLed the point of

view from which the whole <]
HUM ion ongl'i to "be

regarded.
*

They twain shall be one flesh.

What therefore God hath joined together let not
man put asunder,' In this connexion the Law of

God and the Law of Moses are to one another in

the relation of the spirit to the letter. This

typical instance illustrates the principle upon
which Jesus proceeded in His interpretation of the
Divine law. His aim throughout was to call at-
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tention to the true spirit and purpose of the Law,
to that in it which was of essential and permanent
value. That the spirit of the Law, of which the
letter is hut the necessarily inadequate expression,
is the Law of God, the manifestation of the Father's
will for the moral and spiritual good of His
children.

2. The attitude which Jesus adopted towards
the whole question of the Law, considered as the
Law of Gotl, is well exemplified in the Sermon on
the Mount, and in |iavLic:ilW in those words which
may "be fitly taken as the motto of His teaching :

* Think not that I am come to destroy the law or
the prophets. I am not come to destroy, but to
fulfil' (Mt517

; see preced. art.). In the contrast
between what ' was said by them of old time ' and
His own emphatic

* But I say unto you,
3 we find

the distinction between the Law of Moses and the
Law of God. In the^latter case He clearly speaks
as God's i cj'ri:-i-ii:^i i\ r. MI.! we are reminded of
John the li.ipi.Ni'.- il!u>Li:rJon of the difference
between Christ and himself, the last of the
Prophets :

* He whom God hath sent speaketh the
words of God; for God giveth not the Spirit by
measure [unto him]

'

(Jn 3a4). In the one case,
the statute which Jesus quotes, we have to do with
the letter of the Law, that with which alone the
scribes occupied themselves and upon which they
founded their M-;: : -"I <il ::"!,' I.--L -. In the other
ease, the words BUD 1 say unto you

' bid us go
behind the *",.! . ;. at the root of the matter,
'for the letter kiiieiii, mit the Sp:"

11
:: ;;i\M^ life

3

(2 Co 3). Thus, in proceeding to :-\-\ I\ :

!
;.- prin-

ciple which He has just laid, down
s
M i ,"> ~,, Jesus

starts with the coMijpxlK-u-ivo statement of v. 20

6 For I say unto you, That except your righteous-
ness shall exceed the righteousness of the scribes
and Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into the

kingdom of heaven. 3

From this point He goes on to deal with typical
instances of the difference between letter and
spirit in the Law. He begins with a command-
ment of the Decalogue, the Sixth, coupled with
a corresponding passage from the Mosaic legisla-
tion,

* and whosoever shall kill, shall be in clanger of
the judgment

'

(5
21

). He says in, effect,
* The spirit

of the commandment is this : Anger is murder.
I say unto you, That whosoever is angry with his
brother . . , shall be in danger of t" :" .

'

(v.
22

). And then, as if still further to

point that the Law is not satisfied I.
formal obedience, Jesus shows that oreturen ai
variance must give effect to the positive law of love
before they can render acceptable worship at God's
altar (Mt 523'26

). Nor is this enough. At a later

point in His discourse, in connexion with the law
of retaliation, He returns to the subject and insists

upon the Divine
principle of love, showing that

the aim of God's Law is to make man resemble
God Himself. The law of love leaves no room
for enemies. A Christian has no enemies ; for

by loving and praying for them he makes them
friends (vv.

38-45
).

So again, in another place, Jesus shows that the
neighbour to whom the Law of God refers is any
on in need whom one c,-m "help (Lie l<vjfl "-,. Again
Jesus takes up the Seventh Commfrndment. Ac-
cording to the letter it forbids the sin of un-
chastity, unchaste actions, unlawful intercourse
between the sexes. The spirit of the command-
ment has a far higher aim. It is only one aspect
of the grand law of purity. It demands purity of
heart. Every impure thought, everyunchaste look,
are transgressions of this law of 'God (Mt 527'S2

).

Jesus deals with the Ninth Commandment upon
the ^ame principle. According to the letter, it
forbids false swearing. According to the spirit, it
is just a form of the law of sincerity and truthful-

ness. Its real meaning is that God desirelh trutl

in the inward parts (vv.
3:)" 37

).

Proceeding (Mt Glin
) to the subject of religious

exercises, Jewns shows thai questions of ritual and
outward form, upon which the Pharisees founded
their ideas of 'righteousness* (oLKaicxrvvrjv . . . irouTv,,

v. 1

) and meritorious service, are of trilling im-

portance in comparison with the question of the
heart's approach to God. Religion is not a per-
formance, to he judged by what men cnn sec and
pronounce their opinions upon, and involving such
trivial points as ritual, excellency of speech, pro-
priety of form, reverence and decorum of posture.
It is a matter of communion of spirit with spirit,

needy souls, humbly conscious of their needs,
confessing their wants and dcwiics to One who
seeth in secret, the poor in spirit, hungering and
thirsting after ii<Jite<mMic-v, and so convinced
of their entire dependence upon the "' !! -

and u'lnjui-- ion or the A 11- Merciful . I

that in-
1 - ihoui 10 claim the mercy and giace of God

is to bind themselves by the law of love to the

duty of forgiving as they would themselves he
forgiven. From this point of view the essence
of worship is prayer, not sacrifice and offering-
the humble, fervent outpom in <j of contrite hearts

(cf. Lk IS10"14
), and cordial surrender to the

will of God not |U:-ii<-ii> of posture or of such
material things as- iih

(
<Lin- (Lk 21 !J ' 4

,
Jn 42B- ~4

)-

Prayer is the kernel ; all external ordinances, whole
burnt-offerings, sacrifices and the like, arc but
the husk (Mt 6 1 "18

). So the prayers even of the
Gentiles are of infinitely more consequence than
the temple offerings, and God's house is a house
of prayer for all people (Mt 21 12ff-

||
Mk II 17

1|
Lk

1945 " 4G
,* cf. Jn 214 "16

).

In connexion "with Christ's teaching on the sub-

ject of heart religion js: ! i i.i:i11i\. and the true

meaning of the Law ^ <:-"<;. i .i ,. -
": 'n Law of (Jod,

an interesting case suggests itself, in which Jesus
seems to anticipate the abrogation of the Old
Covenant with its laws and ordinances, It is that
of His controversy with the Pharisees with refer-
ence to the ceremonial ablutions which the dis-

ciples were accused of neglecting (Mt 15 1 "110
1| Mk

7 1 "23
)- Jesus defends His disciple-* by turning tho

tables upon the Pharisees, whom Ue taxes with
setting their traditions above the cxpie--. com-
mandments of God Himself, and with m-JiM-im;;
in the interest of mere technicalities Uie weightier
matters of the Law (cf. His denunciation of Phari-
saic -i-ini.iilo-.iiy in Mt SS4'80

1|
Lk IP7'47

), and cites
a an hi-rmico iheir treatment of the Fifth Coin-
mandment and the law of filial affection, I Jut
what calls for notice is, in particular, tho circum-
stance that what .xjicciMlly offended the Pharisees,
and startled evm ('Ini-t'-. own disciples, was His
'.; : : '.:)<>i 1 1 1 it- point immediately in dis-

; .
v

A
.:-

"

of ceremonial ablutions, and the
whole Leviticol lo^i-l.-itiou on the subject of the
clean and the imrlc;m. In view of the fact that a
large port ion of the Mosaic law is taken up with
and deals nihvutcly with these very points, in viow
also of tho fact that the controvernios in tho Early
Church itself between Jewish and Gentile Chris-
tians turned xipon thoHO things, our Lord's treat*
ment of tlio question is very remarkable, and
illustrates cl early the nature of the distinction

which, in His revision of the Law, He cmphjisi/cd
between lettered spirit. He practically teaches
that the principle of those Lovitical pfoccptH IB
Rimply the Divine law of holiness, Bightly under-
stood, they only rosta,to in another form the com-
mand, 'He holy, as the Lord your God IB holy*;
and they arc truly obeyed only 1>y those whose
hearts jiro, renewed in every thought by the Spirit
of God. The scribes who, 'for|nrtfiiifjf the teaching
of the prophets (for here Jesus made no essential
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addition to Jeremiah's doctrine of the New Cove-
nant or Ezekiel's doctrine of the renewed heart
and the washing of ii-^i-iu r.uion. Jer 31 aiflt

, Ezk
SB25 "27

), made the * MI-LSI,;! riiu.Ml everything, and
took no account of heart-religion, were' on that
account compared to those who should cleanse the
outside of the cup and the platter, and be utterly
careless as to the condition of the inside. If, on
the other hand, the heart were purged from evil

thoughts and wicked inclinations, then the life

would correspond, as the tree is known by its

fruit, and God's law would be ful tilled in the spirit
of it. The Law of God appeared thus as the per-
fect law of liberty, the worship of God in spirit
and in truth. In a word, true religion and true

morality, the teaching of which in all their par-
ticulars is the grand purpose of the Law of God,
are from first to last a matter of the heart. Let
the heart be pure. Let it be truly turned to God,
in simple faith casting aside every care and anxious
thought of the world and things of time, and trust-

ing that God will deny His children no good thing,,
temporal or spiritual, of which, as their Father,
He knows them to stand in need, and there is the
secret of the fulfilling of the Law. All else follows
from that. The pure in heart see GUM. Iho poor
in spirit are ji1ua<Iy inheritors of the K'inguom of
heaven (Mt 0-

" <ji
7 '"'~).

Jesus taught essentially the same truth when,
in controversy with the Pharisees, He summarized
the teaching of the Law and the Prophets. So
far from repudiating as a mere matter of Pharisaic

casuistry the question often agitated among the
scribea as to whether there were any command-
ments which in themselves summed up the teach-

ing of the whole Law, He was ready to discuss
such <|!u>Mioii- with them; and when, in response
to Hi- < I din it ion of love to God and one's neigh-
bour as the essential commandment of the Law, a
scribe commended His answer, and said that such
love was *more than all whole N:PI " oil'- >'"i:-. - and
sacriliccs,' He declared that he w,i- no 1

i,-r from
the Kingdom of God (Mk 122 -a4

).

On the same principle, Jesus at once defended
His disciples against the charge of Sabbath-break-

ing, and vindicated His right to perform works of

beneiicence on the Sabbath day, by npiioaHu^ to
the spirit of the ordinance. Like oilu-r p.Mii- of

the Law, He showed that this was only an expres-
sion of God's beneficent will for the good of man,
a provision for his UMiiporal and spiritual welfare.

Therefore in the c<i-o of ilio cripple at Bethesda,
He declared that, as God's providential govern-
ment of the world recognized no distinction be-

tween the Sabbath and other days, so Christ Him-
self, as Son of God, must, like the Father, seek
man's benefit even on the Sabbath. Again, as
Son of Man, He no les* einphai icallv asserted His

right to interpret the Sabbath law in the interest

of man, for whose benefit it was framed (Jn 517ff
*,

Mt l^- || Mk &* 1] Lk 61 '8
). See also artt. AC-

COMMODATION, AUTHORITY OF CHRIST, LAW, etc.

LITKKATPKK. Cremcr, Eff>.-TJteol. Lex. s.v. vo/uof, Grimm,
Lt*r. Soiii TeAtnm&titi, s.v. vouot

;
Cnmin. of Meyer and Alford;

Wemlt, The Tfacfnnff of Jesus, i. 261-313, ii. 3-2G
;
H. J. Holtz-

mann, Lc/irbuch ch'r NT TheoL i. 20-45, 110-146 ; Beyschlag-,
NT Thwioiw, i. ,'VT-l". 07-120- Weiss, Bibl Tfitol. of NT, i.

1 D7-1 -21)
; Brings, l.tlnsn' T'.nch'-nn of Ohrixt, 143 ; Gore, Sennun

o?f Mount; Bmoe, Kingdom of God, 08-84 ; Dykes, Manifesto of
the Knuf fed. 1887J, 203-320 ; 'o. also Literature at end of pre-

article. HUGH H. CURRJE.

LAWLESSNESS. The service of God becomes

perfect freedom through the "work of the Holy
Spirit restoring the Divine image more and more
in the heart of man. This liberty cannot there-

fore be a licence for lawlessness. St. Augustine's
maxim, 'Love, and do as you like,' derives its

truth from the principle that love is not the
VOL. II. 2

abolition but the recapitulation of all the Divine
law for mankind. The love of God and the love
of man constitute the essence of the Law's de-
mands and the Prophets' promises (Mt 224U

). It
is not the Law which Christ denounces., but

tratlitional^excrescences and empty forms (Mk 7 13
).

These traditional excrescences gave opportunities
for hypocrisy, a condition detested by the Lord
(Mt 15 7'9

). The empty forms distracted attention

from^ vital concerns (Mk 74
). The scribes and

Pharisees were losing all sense of proportion in
the duties of the religious life (Mt S324

,
Lk II 42 ).

The exponents of the Law were erring, yet the
Law itself stood as a Divine ordinance (Mt 233

,

Lk 1617
). The commandments are necessary to

eternal life (Lk 18-). Nay, not one tittle can pass
away from the Law (Mt 518

). Perfect and com-
plete obedience will be demanded of men (Mt 519),

Not less but more will be expected of the disciples
of Christ (Mt 5). And yet Christ's yoke is to
be easy (Mt II 30

). So there is a paradox, the
solution of which lies in the recapitulation of the
entire Law as consisting in the love of God and
the love of one's fellow - man. The revelation
of the guiding principle summing up the Law
renders light a burden which the Pharisees made
heavy (Lk II46

'). Mechanical conformity to a legal
code is thus avoided. The conscience of man finds

exercise and discipline. This point is emphasized
in the Western addition to Lk 64 ' O man,
blessed art thou if thou knowest what thou
doest.' In His technical breaches of the Sabbath
the Lord knew what He did (Lk 145

). Yet the

legalists took n.<lvaiitjic of these to charge Him
with lawlessness (Jn 9iu

). Nevertheless, He came
fulfilling all rightoou-iie.-^ (Mt 315

), and appealing
to the Law in the face of temptation (Mt 44 '10

).

When He cleansed the Temple, He vindicated His
action from Scripture (Lk 1946 ). There was no
lawlessness in His pattern life of perfect obedience
to God (Jn 1510

). Lawless efforts at good, however
strenuous, are not acceptable (Jn 101

). Indeed,
St. John sums up the matter in the words,

' Sin is

lawlessness' (1 Jn 34 ).

I-Hummr. TTa-^i 1

if-' DB, art. 'Law (in NT)'; Bruce,
T.

'
' 7 <>'." pp. 67-95; Kwt'" i" '' r-

7.1-1 -. 6S-S4 ;

\\ : : /- /. if Jesus, ii. 1-4&
; I'\'vo, '!/". > ' of the

Dale, Christian D -;,:
"

.
f r." ise,

'
- iii. \\

. IJ. i l!.\\'kl 'Mi.

LAWYER (vojuLLKds) or ' teacher (doctor) of the
law 5

(yoyuo5t5cicnca\oy) is found occasionally, almost

exclusively in Lk., for the more usual 'scribe'

(ypa/jt,juarfa}. The identity of these terms is shown
by the ." "'''. -i .

; -,,, . 1. Lk517
, Pharisees and

doctor*
t,

' '' I,
1
'- 'itting by; but (v.

21
) the

scribes and Pharisees begin to reason (so j| Mt.,
Mk.). 2. Lk H 87fr- is a denunciation first of Phari-

sees, then of lawyers; this is i>jnllcl (> Mt 23

against scribes and Pharisees ; ami at ii -
< iu-c (v.

53
)

' the scribes and Pharisees began to urge him vehe-

mently.' The TK reading (v.
44

)
* scribes and

Pharisees, hypocrites,
5

which, when compared with
the next verse, might imply a difference between
'scribes

3 and 'lawyer*,
3

is omitted by critical

editors on the authority of KBGL "Vulg. etc. ; and
is obviously an assimilation to Mt 2327 . 3. Mt 2285

,

a lawy&r questions Jesus as to the greatest com-
mandment ; in Mk 1228 it is 'one of the scribes' j

cf. also Lk 10-'
5 * a certain lawyer.' & The martyr

Eleazar is called in 2 Mac 618
l one of the principal

scribes,* in 4 Mac 54 he is a lawyer. Tims these

titles are equivalent, vpawarefo (

f scribe
5

) is a
literal translation of the Heb. 1510 (a literary man
or a student of Scripture), while *>o/u/c6s ('lawyer,

1

'

jurist,' a regular term for Roman lawyers, Vulg.
legis peritus), and, still better, vojULodidd(rK<L\os, are

more distinct descriptions of this class, explain-
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Ing to Gentile leaders their character and office.

Hence their comparative frequency in Luke.
*

Rabbi,' the title by which, they were addressed, is

perhaps for us their best designation.

Mt. has ypa.fru.u.'rBCg 23 times, vo/juxos once only (22#>, where

Syr-Sin omits). JVIk. In.- y^u.^.*.-?-',- only, 21 times. Lk. has

ypc&i*?jLu,Ttv? 14 times . iK'-idc'- (<ir l
i wi-.li scribea) twice in Acts;

valves 6 times (7
;{

1 ( '
J "' H 1 "' J" ''

I

[''). vof&03dei<r9ueA.os OUG6 (5*7,

and in Ac 5M of Gamaliel). Josephus also, while once using
1

These titles show that the great sphere of their

activity was the Law, whether contained in Scrip-
ture or handed down '. '. 1" ! , "\ . They studied,
of course, the other b< "!. *-

rip, ;;'< besides the

Pentateuch, but these were regarded an merely
supplementary to the Law of Moses, and as them-
selves prc-M-V in;: a revealed rule of life and con-

duct ;
-> i h;. i i hi: term 'Law '

is applied sometimes
in the NT to the whole of the OT (Jn 1094 15-5

,

1 Co 1421
). So also in the Mislma (see Buhl,

Canon, 3).

Tneir work, in all its departments, is sketched
in the saying ascribed to the 'Men of the Great

Synagogue,
'

their traditional predecessors :
* Be

careful in judgment, raise up many disciples, and
set a hedge about the Law' (PirJce Aboth, I. i.).

They acted as judges ; they gave instruction in the

Law, and trained disciples ; and they interpreted
and developed the Law, Though anyone might be
a judge, the office was naturally most commonly
held by those learned in the Law ; and we find

the leaders of the Scribes an integral part of the
Sanhedrin (Mk 15 1

etc.). Their leaders gathered
disciples round them, and ^"v

1 J " M i'n- tradi-

tional law, instructing thei i n\ i < 'u: ''eal or

imagined legal cases ; and t \\ \ ! *

'.ip.-. 'i. Law,
applying it to all actual and possible cases, and
laying down rules to secure against its being
broken. See SCRIBES.

LITERATURE, Schiirer, HJP rr. i. p. 312 ff., and literature

there mentioned ; Edersheim, Life and Times, etc., i. 93 ; artt.
*

Lawyer' and 'Scribe' (by Baton) in Hastings' DB, and litera-

ture there. HAROLD SMITH.

LAZABOS. A common Jewish name, meaning
*God hath helped'; . <uT"-'i,n:ii* abbreviation of
Eleazar (cf. Liezer for /." . .-,.

1. Lazarus the beggar, who, in our Lord's par-
able (Lk 1619-S1

), lay, a mass of loathsome sores,
at the

jisitcwjiy
of the rich man, named tradition-

ally NincuK \Eutli. -Zig.) or Phinees (Clem, lie-

cogn.}. The notion that he was a leper (whence
lazar-hous,, lazzaretto} is impossible, since lie must
then have kept afar off, and durst not have lain at
the rich man's gateway.
This has been pronounced no authentic parable

of Jesus, but an evangelic discourse upon His
words ** that which is exalted among men is an
abomination in the sight of God " '

(Lk 1615
),t on

the following* grounds : (1) Its introduction of a

proper name. Nowhere else in the Gospels is a

parabolic pei-oiuijio named, and the idea prevailed
in early limr- \\r.\\. this is not a parable but a

story from real life (cf. Tert. de Anim. 7 ; Iren.
adv. Hcer. iv. 3. 2).

(2) Its alleged Ebionism. The contrast "be-

tween the two men on earth is not moral or

religious. It is not said that the rich man got
his wealth unrighteously, or that he treated
Lazarus cruelly. The difference was merely that
the one was rich and the other poor, and their
dooms are a reversal of their earthly condition-.
In this parable/ says Strauss. 'the rnea-ure of

future recompense Is not the amount of good done
*

Jv.cha.fiin, 81. 1 :

' In Talnxude Hierosolymitano xmusquis-
que R. Eleazar acribitur, absque Aleph, E, Lazar.'

t E. A. Abbott in JEncyd. JSibl. art.
*

Lazarus,' 2.

or wickedness perpetrated, but of evil endured and
fortune enjoyed.'

(3) Its Jewish MMtgcri/. () 'The beggar died,

and he was carried away by the angels/ It was
a Jewish idea that the souls "of the i i^'liteou* wore
carried by angels to paradise (cf. Targ. on (-ti4 u

' Non possunt ingredi I'aradisuiu nisi justi, quorum
aniniiw eo k-i u ni in poi an^clo^/ (b) The.JewscalkMl
the unseen world Sheol ; and so Closely Identical

was their conception thereof with that of the

Greeks., thatSheol is rendered by the LXX I laden. H

It was the common abode of all souls, good and
bad alike, whore they received the clue reward of

their deeds ; and it
'

was an aggravation of the,

misery of the wicked that they continually behold
the felicity of the righteous, kmminn all thn
while that they were excluded from if. See Light-
foot and Wetstem on Lk l(r'

1

; cf. Kcv M ln
. So

in the paral'ilc
* the rich man in Hades lifts up his

eyes, being in torments, and seoth Abraham mini
afar, and Lazarus in his bosom/ (<t) There were
three Jewish phrases deM-ri;>thr of the state of

the righteous after dealli: 'in the Garden of

Eden '

or ' Paradise' ;

' under the throne of glory
'

(cf. Rev 69 7 !)< 15
) ; 'in Abraham's bosom/ The. last*

appears in the parable (vv.-
2 - 2:{

). The incnning is

that Lazarus was a guest at the heavenly tests t.

Cf. Lk 1415 and the saying of K. Jacob: * Tliis

world is like a vestibule before the worhl to coiue :

prepare thyself at the vestibule, that thou mayOKt

be admitted into the festal -cham her/ Lazarus

occupied the place of honour, reclining on Abra-
ham's breast, even as the beloved disciple at the
Last Supper reclined on the Master's (Jn U)'-'

8
).

These objections, however, are by no means
insurmountable. The name Jjrrxwwv is perhaps
introduced significantly, defining the beggarV
character. He was one who had found his help
in God. It was riot because he was poor, but
because God had helped him, that the beggar vya,s
carried away into Abraham's bosom ; and the rich

man was doomed not simply because he hud been

rich, but because he had made a selfish use of his

riches. The parable is an illustration and enforce-

ment of the moral which JOKUH deduces from the

preceding parable of the Shrewd Factor ;

* Make
to yourselves friends by means of the mammon of

iii/'ijL^ii i-i.-i.- "i.e, earthly riches, unsatisfying
",. .!., 1. 1.:. 'iicj , that, when it- failclh, they may
receive you into the eternal tents' (v,

s>

).

*

Hall
the rich man befriended the beggar, he, would have
laid up for himself treasure in heaven. He would
have bound Lazarus to himself, and would have
been welcomed by him on the threshold of the
unseen world,
As for the Jewish imagery, it conHtituteB wo

argument against the authenticity of I In- p;n.-.bl'.
Jesus was accustomed to speak the laiiyiin^i' uf

His hearers in order to reach their understandings
and hearts. He often spoke of the heavenly
feast : cf. Mt 8- 32

(Lk 1^- *), Lk \W!l 'm (M 1 7'-
'-

"'),

Mt 221 ' 14 (Lk 1416'24
), Mt 25 l

-w, Lk 22 .^Mi ^<P^
Mk H25

. And it is noteworthy how, when He,

employed Jewish imagery. He was wont to in-

vest it with new significance. Thus
3 the Habbis

taught that the abodes of the righteous and the
wicked in Hades were nigh to each other ; accord-

ing to one, there wan only a span between them ;

according to another, the boundary was a wall
(Midr. johel. IDS. 2: e

'I)euH ntatuit hoc juxta
illud (Ec 714), id est, Geherinam et Paradisuuh
Quantum distant? Palmo. K. Jochanan dicit :

Paries interponitur/) But what Hays Jaun?
* In

all this region betwixt UH and you a great chasm
has been iixed, that they that wish to pass over

Cf. Schuliz, OT T/ifol. II p. HSJiflf.

1 Cf. Ps238 p^-|J

?:j;o, vpi&w ktx*i*ftvw> in contrast to * de-
lusive tracks which lead nowhere' (Oheyne).
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from this side unto you may not be able, nor those
on that side crows over unto us.' The sentence,
He would indicate, is linal, the separation eternal.
See GULF.

2. Lazarus of Bethany, brother of Martha and
Mary. There was a close and tender intimacy
between Jesus and this household (cf. Jn II 3 - n - 8G

).

From the Feast of Tabernacles (October) until
the Feast of Dedication (December) Jesus so-

journed in Jerusalem, making His appeal to her
rulers and people. The former proved obdurate,
and finally proceeded to violence (Jn 108L *9

). It
was unsafe for Him to remain among them, and
He retired to Bethany beyond Jordan (v.

40
, cf. P8

KV). A crowd followed Him thither, and, un-
disturbed by His adversaries, He exercised a

ministry which recalled, while it surpassed, the
work of John the Baptist on the same spot three

years earlier. All the while He was thinking of
Jerusalem. He would fain win her even yet, and
He prayed that God would bring about some crisis

which might persuade her of His Messiahship or
at least leave her without excuse (cf. Jn II 41 - 42

),

lie saw not the way, but He was waiting for God
to open it up ;

and suddenly a message reached
Him from the other Bethany that Lazarus was
.sick (Jn II8

). He recognized m this turn of events
God's answer to His prayer. It afforded Him just
such an opportunity as He had craved. 'This
sickness,' lie said, 'is not unto death, but for the

glory of God, that the Son of God (i.e. the Messiah)
may be gioriiied thereby.' He did not hasten to

Bethany and lay His hand upon the sick man, nor
did He, abiding where He was, 'send forth His
word and heal him,' as He had done to the
courtier's son (Jn 44(i"54

)
and the Syiophconiciau

woman's daughter (Mt IS*1 '28 - Mk T-
M - :!IJ

). He
<!i'liui'r:u<*ly remained where He was for two days,
and iiK-n -et out for Judaea. On His arrival at

Bethany, Lazarus was dead and buried, and a large
company, including many of the rulers from the

adjacent capital (v.
19

), had gathered, in accord-
ance with Jewish custom, to testify their esteem
for the good Lazarus and condole with his sisters.

The situation favoured the Lord's design. He
repaired to the sepulchre, which lay at least 2000
cubits outside the town,* and in presence of the

assemblage recalled the dead man to life and sum-
moned him forth in his cerements.

It was an indnbitable miracle. In the sultry
East it was necessary that the dead should be
limii'il hiiMH'dinu-ly .Vf. Ac 55 * 6

), and it sometimes

li.'ippi'iH'd * lull ii -\VUOM was mistaken for death,
and the man awoke. The Jewish fancy was that
for three days after death the soul hovered about
the sepulchre, fain to re-enter and reanimate its

tenement of clay ; and the bereaved were wont to

visit the sepulchre to see if haply their dead had
come to life. After three days decomposition set

in, and when they saw its ghastly disfigurement
on the face, they abandoned hope.f Had Jesus
arrived within three days after Lazarus' death, it

might have been pumounred no miracle; but He
arrived on the fourth day, when decomposition
would have already Ret in (v

m
).

If anything could have conquered the unbelief
of the nil iT 1

-, thU imrnole must have done it
j but

they hardened choir hearts, and all the more that
the people were profoundly improved. The $an-
lirulrin met under the presidency of Gmpluis the

higli priest, nnd resolved lo put Jesus to death, at
the ^ime time publishing an order that, if any knew
whore He \vn-o, ihoy >hcmld givo information for

His arrest. He did not venture into the city, Jbut
retired northward to Ephraim, near the Samaritan
frontier. There He remained until the Passover
was nigh, and then He went up to keep the Feast

*
Lightfoot, " P- 424 - + Lightfoot on Jn 1139.

and to die. Six days before the Feast
"

!

'"_;;i:i. TT>

reached Bethany, and in defiance of liu- s.in-

hedrin's order received an ovation from the towns-
folk. They honoured Him with a banquet in the
house of Simon, one of their leading men, who had
been a leper, and had perhaps been healed by
Jesus (see art. ANOINTING, i. 2.). Lazarus of
course was present. The news that Jesus was at

Bethany reached Jerusalem, and next day a great
multitude thronged out to meet Him and escorted
Him with Messianic honours into the city. It was
the raising of Lazarus that had convinced them of
the claims of Jesus (Jn 1217 - 1S

). The Triumphal
Entry is a powerful evidence of the miracle.
Without it such an outburst of enthusiasm is

unaccountable.
It might be expected that Lazarus of all men

should have stood by Jesus during the last dread
ordeal ; but he never appears after the banquet in
Simon's house. His name is nowhere mentioned
in the story of the Lord's Passion. What is the

explanation ? Enraged by the impression which
the miracle made and the support which it brought
to Jesus, the high priests plotted the death of
Lazarus (Jn 12 l - n

) ; and it is probable that, ere
the final crisis, he had been compelled to withdraw
from the vicinity of Jerusalem.

It was a stupendous miracle, the greatest which
Jesus ever wrought ; yet it is not the supreme
miracle of the Gospel -

story. The Lord's own
Resurrection holds that place, and one who is per-
suaded of His claims will hardly hesitate to be-

lieve in the raising of Lazarus. e He raised the

man,' says ^t. Xu^u-tinr.
1*

'v. ho made the man;
for He is llmi-r-li ilio Hiilicr"-* only SOM. ;1 >

.;

whom, as ye know, all things were iii.i-! . I
1

.

therefore, all
'

: made through Him, what
wonder if on- i the dead through Him,
when so many are daily born through Him ? It is

a greater thing to create men than to raise them/
Naturalistic criticism, however, has assailed the

miracle. Much has been made of the silence of

the S\n<|ili.-N. who must, it is alleged, have re-

cord* -i ii lisul they known of it, and must have
known of it had it occurred. Their silence in this

instance, however, is merely part of a larger problem
their -11- IK- 'vsr'i'iip/ : M--T.i ii

.7sJud8oanministry
generally, and their peculiar reticence regarding
the family of Bethany.

It is no exaggeration to affirm that the desperate-
ness of the assaults which have "been directed

against it constitute a powerful apologetic for the
miracle. (1) The earlier rationalists (Paulus, Ven-
turini), in spite of the K\ migelihtV specific testi-

mony to the contrary, >uppo-ed than Lazarus had
not really died but only fallen into a trance. He
had been buried alive, and he awoke to conscious-

ness through the combined influences of the cool-

ness of the cave, the pungent odour of the burial

spices (cf. Jn 1940
), and the stream of warm air

which rushed in when the stone was removed.
Jesus, looking : s. s

-

"

^ that he was alive, and
bade him come \

(2) According to Strauss, the -'<>! \ . li'v the two
earlier stories of resuscitation %

Mi !" 1"26=Mk
521-5*4.

:j5-43= Lk 84 -42 - 49"M
; 711 '17

), is a myth, originat-

ing in the desire of the primitive Church that the

Messiah should not only rival but surpass His

great prototypes in the OT. Elijah and Eliaha
had wrought miracles of resuscitation (1 K I7 17ff

%
2 K 48ff

-), and Jesus must do the like in a more
wonderful manner.

(3) Renan regarded the miracle as an imposture,
' Tired of the cold reception which the Kingdom
of God found in the capita], the friends of Jesus
wished for a great miracle which should strike

powerfully the incredulity of the Jerusalemites.'
* In Joan. JKu. Tract. \lix. 1.
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And the sick Lazarus lent himself to their design.
Pallid with disease, he let himself be wrapped in

grave-clothes and shut up in the sepulchre ; and
when Jesus, believing that he was dead, came to

take a last look at his friend's remains, Lazarus

came forth in his bandages, his head Covered with

i\ '\ In.li'i'j -I!'
1
--! . Jesus acquiesced in the fraud.

k
JS

T
ot. by any iault of his own, but by that of others,

his conscience had lost something of its original

purity. Desperate and driven
to^ extremity, he

was no longer his own master. His mission over-

whelmed him, and he yielded to the torrent. .
._

.

He was no more able than St. Bernard or St. Francis

to moderate the avidity for the marvellous displayed

by the multitude, and even by his own disciples.'

(4) Later criticism is still more destructive. Not

only was the miracle never wrought, but there way
never such a man as Lazarus. The story is

' non-

historical, like the History of the Creation in

Genesis, and like the records of the other miracles
in the Fourth Gospel ; all of which are poetic de-

velopments.
3 * Keini finds the germ of the story

in the Ebionite parable of the Rich Man and the

Beggar (Lk 1610"31
). If,' says Abraham in the

parable,
* to Moses and the prophets they do not

hearken, not even if o e rise from the dead will

they be persuaded
5

; and the Johannine narrative
is this saying converted into a history : a man
rose from the dead, and the Jews did not believe.

Lazarus full of corruption corresponds to the

beggar full of sores. The story is thus doubly
divorced from reality, being an unhistorical de-

velopment of an unauthentic parable.
LITERATURE. 1. Hastings' DJ5, art. 'Lazarus and Dives';

Trench, Bruce, Orelli, and Dods on the Parables ; Flummer,
4

St. Luke '

(1(7(7), in loc.
; Bersier, Gospel in Paris, p. 448 f.

2. Hastmg-s' DZ?, art.
' Lazarus of Bethany

'

; the standard
Lines of Chriat ; Elmslie, Expository Lectures and Sermons,
p. 92 ff. ; Maclaren, Vnohmiymf/ Christ, p. 282 fC. On the
rationalistic objections to the miracle sec the chapter on 'The
Later Miracles

'

in Fairhairn's Studies in the Life of Christ (or
in Expositor, 1st Ser. ix. [1870] p. 178 ff.), where the theories of

Paulus, Strauss, Baur, and Benan are fully dealt with.

D. SMITH.
LEADING-. 'Lead' is used in the Gospels in its

ordinary senses : intransitively in the description
of the ways that lead to life or destruction (Mt
7 13> 14

), and transitively often. The OT metaphor
of Jehovah as a Shepherd leading His people like
a flock (Ps 231 801

) is repeated in the parables repre-
senting Christ as a Shepherd whose sheep recognize
and obey Him (Jn 103 * 4 - 27

). The general concep-
tion of God's leading His people, so frequent in
the Psalms and in Deutoro-Isaiah and elsewhere,
is assumed in the petition

* Lead us not into

temptation' (Mt 613
, Lk II4); for the true life is

along a right path wherein God leads His children.
The, leader-hip of leligious authorities Is referred

to in the do-rripiion of scribes and Pharisees as
'blind guides' or ' blind leaders of the blind' (Mt
2316 15 14

) ; the metaphor being based on the sight,
familiar in Eastern cities, of rows or files of blind

persons each holding by the one in front. But,
as this saying is placed by St. Luke (6"'

9
) in im-

mediate connexion with tlie ."ppoiiitnifiil of the
Twelve, it maybe presumed ili;ii Jon-* preyed on

i< di-ciplos the necessity of their recognizing and
ualifying for the duties of true Ifader-hip. They-hip. They

are required to have light and to lei ii -Inn-', to be,
in short, 'men of light and leading.'
The position of Jesus as a Leader is most fre-

gncntly expressed in terms of following. The
imperative

* Follow me 5

is addressed to individuals,
as Peter and Andrew, James and John (Mt 419 - 21

),

Matthew (Mt 9 S)

), and Philip (Jn 1 4S
) ; and to un-

named disciples or listeners (Mt S22 19- 1
). It is

repeated in the fundamental law of the Kingdom,
where self-denial or cross-hearing

1

is enjoined (Mt
1624, Mk 834, Lk 9''

s
, Jn 12*) ; but here the refer-

* E. A. Abbott, art. 'Lazarus,' 4, in XHncya. Mllioa,

ence is to Jesus as a supreme example rather than
a present guide, and the instruction is primarily
spiritual. It may be said that (luring His whole

public ministry Jesiis was leading and training
disciples to carry on His work ; while the risen

Christ is the Head of the Church and the Loader
of the Christian army (Mt <281H--).

Four times the term 4 Leader' (dpxvyfo) is applied
to Christ: in the EV" phrases

* Prince of life,'

'Prince,'
*

Captain (IIV 'Author") of salvation/
'Author of faith; (Ac 3 1B 531

, lie 2 10
12'-); and a

similar meaning is expressed by 7ryoo5po /u,o$,
' Fore-

runner '

(He 6-). In these passages the leadership in

through death from life on earth to life in heaven.

LITERATURE. I-I, Buahnpll, The New Lffe> p. 74 ;

Brooks, Mystern of Iniquity, p. 171; B. JB. Warfleld, tttwro
God unto salvation, p. 151. J_{, SCOTT,

LEARNING. To what extent did learning pre-
vail in Palestine in the time of Christ? and is it

correct to say that He Himself and Ills Apostles
and disciples were illiterate ?

Higher education existed at least in the col-

legiate institutions of the capital. From the
restoration following the epoch of the Exile there
was a class of men who are known to UK as
'scribes' (suphSrhn). Their point of union was
their 1. -' "! -

1
of the Law, and Scriptures,,

and Traditions. So far they are parallel to the

shastrix, who are the authorities on Hindu litera-

ture. Ezra, the second founder of the thoocraey
and a

pi
an ot priestly birth, is designated a seribo

(Ezr 7). From his date measures were taken,
directed to the establishment and maintenanee of

the sacred authority of the Law. The ncnbo was
an interpreter to the people. The period of higher
m-pii.'i ion was giving place to an ages of didactie
liii-ur, mv. And a succession of able ne-ribes arose
who expounded Ihe sacred books, cherished aud
enlarged tradition, determined the details of re-

ligious observance, and wrote the Law in its ex-
cluHivoneHK on the mindw of the people. They were
at their bent in the 4th or 3rd cent, n.oj ; but

they continued for many centuries. Pharisaism
A\;I- a <l<jvt lopmeni of them, and they an* also
<-onneele<l \viih lln i later books of Wistlow, while
in the post-Christian period their chief men arc
the KabbiH. Part of their work coiiHiHted iu the

training of young scribes, and for this ond schooln
or colleges were formed. In those the Hcripturcw
formed a literary and theological basis, the Law,
traditions, and national history were expounded,
and judgment was given on 'the problem-^ jn<l

practical Cj
ncations of the time. This edncution

was profe^ioiial, and contained no secular culture ;

and it was intensely national or Jewish. Yet here
as elsewhere there were varieties of opinion and

diverging tendencies. The schools of Hillel and
Shammai were rival institutions in the years pre-
ceding the birth of our Lord. A generation later
Hillel was succeeded by his perhaps more liberal

grandson, Gamaliel, to whose classroom Bt. Paul
came from Asia Minor to be trained in the Law.
Other schools less exclusively religious, more

akin to Greek institutions, are known to have
existed in Jerusalem and other towns, where
especially the sons of men noi, opposed to tho
Boman '"( 1

!j-.
'!.:! i-i:-- 1

;: be liaim'd lor
public

life. Je^ -
!' ;', l>:-|' -i" 11 were at home m UKJ

Greek laii^sii'^r. JHi-i h. <i :>.oro immediate accws
to Greek literature. About the time of Chrint
several of the later apocryphal books were written.
Culture was widespread, and at least two JOWH
belong to general liternture : Philo the philosoplu'r
of Alexandria, who endeavotired to re<-oneile Hel-
lenism and Judaism * and Josephus the hiHtorian,
who was brought up in Jerusalem.
But the work of the scribes was not confined to
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higher education.
* In every village they had

planted a synagogue, and in connexion with every
synagogue an elementary school was ultimately
opened. For many centuries the training of the

young was a duty enjoined upon |-,iivrii-. \born,
B.C. 75, Simon ben Shetaeh, a -<. liU- iiiiil IMmri-oc,
is said to have carried a law requiring hoys to
attend ' the elementary school.' Probably before
that date a lower school system (such* as was
known to exist in the Greek world) was tentatively
tried in all leading centres. Now education was
made oompuKoi y. The schoolroom, known as
the l house of the book,' was either part of the

synagogue or of the teacher's house. The teacher,
or hazssan, belonged to a humble rank of the fra-

ternity of scribes. Lk (5
7
) refers to a gathering of

teachers of the law (vo/j.odiSda'KaXoL) from every city
and village of the land. Whether or not school-
masters are included, the reference implies a wide
diffusion of education.
The instruction given in these schools is con-

sidered by Ramsay (Education of Christ] superior
to that of Greece or any other ancient land. The
subjects of study and methods of teaching were
calculated to call forth and develop the best
mental faculties of the boys. In the choice of

subjects the theoretical and practical were suc-

cessfully combined ; and
pupils were taught both

to think and to act, while maxims of duty were
graven on their memories. The standard of aver-

ago intelligence was therefore high. And while in
most cases no regular secondary education fol-

lowed, it is to be remembered that the syriMgoguo
remained a place of instruction rat,her tli'.-m of
formal worship, and also that talented young men
could carry reading and study farther than public
proxision YUMS made for. Whether any of the
leading disciple were educated in Jerusalem can-
not be definitely known. But they were not
ignorant. On the contrary, they were men of
keen intelligence and ardent spirit, who had been
cherishing the Messianic hope and found in Jesus
the realization of their dreams.
Ancient literature was mainly religious ; and

j

learning is founded on literature. But though the
circle of learning had religion as its centre, it in-

j

eluded some study of all the obvious phenomena i

of nature. Modern discovery is proving that not

only famous countries such as Egypt or Baby-
lonia, but also peoples whose very names were
formerly unknown, had a developed civilization

and system of thought. AMHMI^I :he Israelites

Moses and Solomon are rii-iiin-il

'

\<- 722, 1 K 429 "M
)

with all the knowledge the world then possessed ;

arid to the latter are attributed not only poetry and
liliilii-iii-

1
!!, but also an exhaustive knowledge of

V i MUM I 'History. The people ^oro skilled in
music and in works of ardiitcciuro. But while
Israel was producing it * prophet-, the imaginative
genius of Greece was nwuinir -ocular literature

and founding sciences. (ovuhi.'illy Greek influence
extended to all lands, li N'N*- iVU in Jerusalem
even in the days of greatest exclusiveness. Greek
was the language of the Hellenistic Jews, and the

Septuagint was their Bible. Greek ideas were
thus diffused over the surface of Hebraic religion,
and helped to enrich the thought and life of the

planters of Christianity, Of the NT writings it

may confidently be said that they are not the
work of unlearned men. St. Paul was probably,
much more learned than his letters show (Ac
26s- 24

). The Johannine writings are artistically
conceived, and studded with gems of thought and
expression. The Epistles to the Hebrews and
Ephcttiang show an imaginative scope and a rhe-

torical power scarcely surpassed. St. Luke had a

literary faculty rare amongst physicians. It is

true that Peter and John are styled
c unlearned

'

(Ac 4ia
) ; yet this is but the technical description

(aypdjufj,aroi Kal tSt&rat) of men who had not gradu-
ated in the colleges of the scribes. If not many
noble were called (1 Co I 26

), there were at least

some who combined spiritual insight with literary
culture,, and who were able to express the new
ideas in forms whose beauty is partially hidden

by their Divineness.
Of Jesus Himself His enemies asked (Jn 7 15

),
* How knowefch this man letters (y/^/x^ara), having
never learned?' No doubt it was true that He
had never studied Jewish theology at any of the

great Rabbinical schools. But not only did He
have a thorough knv>\\l< id_: k of the letter of the

OT, as He repeatedly showed (see, e.g., Mt 521 -4 *

IgM. 40ff.
j jji4f. 154. ?f.

19-iff.
r?ff. 21 11J ' 1G< 42 2232t 37ff* 43ff*

2415. 37ff. 2654 27 4({

)> but He revealed an insight into

Scripture and an expository skill (and this was
what the Je\v^ >i>eciallv meant by His 'knowing
letters') at which they were compelled to marvel
(Jn 7 15il

). This learning
'

of Jesus, for ypd^^ara in

Gr. (like Lat. literce, T":.j. "! .'ters') is synonymous
with 'learning,

5 had ,
> .11.111- side without doubt.

His education in Scripture would begin in tlie

family circle, and most probably be continued in a

synagogue school. In early youth He showed His
interest in the synagogal instruction (Lk 24fi

), and
ever afterwards it was His 'custom 5

to frequent
those services of the synagogue at which Moses
and the Prophets were read and explained (Lk4 16

).

But His *

learning
' and *

teaching,' on
the spiritual side, as H( : declared, came
from an inward and Divine spring (Jn 1

1S - 17
), a

saying which helps to explain the statement of

two ol the Synoptists (Mt 7*9 II
Mk I22},

' He taught
them as one having authority, and not as the
scribes

'

(ypa/^arm). See also art. EDUCATION.

T.I i" 1
! vn IM . -TTn- I.Mur-

1 D/> :\n. 'Education* ; Schiirer, HJP
II, i. ;;' J .>:', ,i.^7 :. >. :' ].<! r-H in.. Life and Times, i. 228-234 ;

stills i-, i,,..fj. t c/iivV/s ip. i i:-ic.i. R. SCOTT.

LEAYEN. The effect of leaven upon dough to

which it is added is due to minute living organisms
disseminated through it in great numbers. These

organisms are one or more species of yoa-i-fmi'ji.

They are the most "liii-orMMi ;.:<"*: - i-f 1 1io nlcohoin-

fermentation, wliio'i : i-\
]

< i i. << i;i dough as well
as in solutions of sugar. W hether lodged in sour

dough (leaven) or collected free out of fermenting
vats (compressed yeast), they cause the same effect

when introduced into bread sponge. At the pre-
sent time leaven is not so muclx used for the light-

ening of bread as yeast, because it is apt to impart
to bread a sour taste and a disagreeable odour.

V'--- f , .'i ',:< is--. ". _ -/.-'I !' 1

Lei. : i .
*

: i

1

-; .1 ". < i ''.<'. :'

' '

:

beer. With his imperfect lenses he wa- ;,' 't i- 1
!

-
. '., <

their structure beyond the fact that they were very small

globules. They are now known to be single
- celled plants,

fun ing for Lho most part an oval or ellipsoidal shape. The in-

dividual veastKi" i
1" 1 ''- of -i .- -f !< n !-. enclosed in

a delicate wall 01' < !. . Ts !-"o'
' -'

-
' '" the case of

all the fungfi, . :" * *i !;.. .
!l. ana is, accordingly,

dependent upo :.:.' i ri-r -r
'

s nourishment. It is

granular, and usually shows one large jioN-comivH'-'lr vacuole
or several small vacuoles containing' water. It has also a

miclcns, which, however, can be brought into view only after

special treatment. The size of the yeast-cell varies from I "5

microns to 15 microns in diameter. (The micron equals p^rr
inch). During the inactive stage the cells are isolated, but in an
activelv fermenting medium they occur in groups or families,

organically united and coribisring of from two to six or eight
members "in varying stages of development. When the mem-
bers reach maturity, they separate from one another, each one

having the capacity to produce a new group. This is the
method by which the plant propagates itself. An isolated cell

sends out a little pimple or bud on the surface. The bud is

destined to become an independent cell of the same size as the

cell which produced it ; but, before it is mature, it may itself

form a bud which in turn may form another bud of its own, the
mother-cell in the meantime forming a second bud at a different

point. A sort of chain of sprouts, usually curved, is formed as

the result of this process of budding or gemmation. The suc-

cessive buds round up and finally separate themselves as in-
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dependent individuals, Pasteur, to whose elaborate investiga-
tions we

"

".
' ' our

'

i />,- "*.:. .

"

the agents
and the -

- i. found 1

, ivo-t - produced
eight in

1

two hours at a temperature of 13 degrees 0. The
ii! LlMii</iiif>n is moro rapid at a higher temperature.

Vt,v-i-n;ii:> secure iheir food for the most part from weak
-ol u t i > i i

- " r grape-sugar. They convert grape-sugar into alcohol

and carbon dioxide. This conversion is known as the alcoholic

fermentation. The same ac-ion t.il.o^ plsux in moistened whcat-
"lo.ir '.]]< n ven-i' is mixed \\i\.l\ ii. TJio wheat grain contains a

i'( fi-icii, tifnf.trff t whose function is the conversion of the in-

soluble starch of the grain into soluble ^rape- sugar for the

nourishment of the embryo when the grain germinates. Dias-

tase is present, of course, in wheat-flour, and when the condi-

tions of moisture and temperature are supplied, as in a gently
heated b-< -1 -> ': . it effects the same conversion as under
natural '

! i
'"- i'i the germinating grain. Some of the flour

starch is changed into ginpo-Migav, in which the yeast-cells
excite the alcoholic formemm ion. The bubbles of the gas
carbon dioxide produced m the fermentation are entangled in

"

u'lii'i
1

'. ii sponge, and, expanded by heat, puff it up or

'.s: > i !. i:, now, more flour is thoroughly mixed with this

sponge so as to scatter the yeast-cells of the sponge throughout
the mass, the whole will shortly be leavened by the gas which
continues to be given off by the agency of -.h-- rigidly isirVpV-
ing cells. A practically indefinite quantit^ <>i 'lour -o Lix.Mfl

can be leavened by 'a little leaven.'

The week which began with the Passover is

called ' the days of unleavened bread '

(Mt 2617
,

Mk 141 - 12
, Lk 221 - 7

), from the practice enjoined in

Ex 2315
,
Lv 236

,
Dt 163- 4- 8

.

The efFect of leaven in raising a mass of dough
(see above) is the basis of our Lord's parable of the

Leaven (Mt 1383, Lk 1320- 21
), which sets forth the

gradual and pervasive influence of the Kingdom of

God upon the whole of human society.
The fermentation produced by leaven was re-

garded as a species of putrefaction, and this,

together with the tendency of leaven to spread,
explains the figure in which { the leaven of the
Pharisees and Sadducees

' stands for their corrupt
teaching (Mt 16* n, Mk 815), or, as St. Luke puts it

more specifically in the case of the Pharisees, their

hypocrisy (Lk 12 1

).
' The leaven of Herod ' (Mk S15

)

similarly denotes the policy of the Herodian party.

jr. - Ts
". A" i

Is. T>>1- l>i: ;e, Orelli on the Parables;
'

. //.'/ fi, 70; Drummond, Stones
.

i s -II ",- ;! '/C'7'" fi:+l" n 'i*** M*,cmillan,
f,- /.- ; j f.'. i ). : . iro.

\\". I.. I'. - 1 1 \r ji-n. -I -MI I'-. : /

LEAVES. -The tree is often used in NT as a

symbol of the life of a man. Leaves are the in-

dication of the existence of life in the tree. The
barren fig-tree was cursed by our Lord because it

had leaves only (Mt 2119
,
Mk II18

) and no fruit.

See FIG-TREE. We have here a type of religious
profession unaccompanied by practice, a spiritual
condition which always drew from our Lord the

strongest condemnation.
The putting forth of leaves by the fig-tree is

referred to by our Lord as one of the indications
that summer is nigh (Mt 243a, Mk 1328). See
Robertson Nicoll, Ten Minute Sermons, 59.

C. H. PRICHARD.
LEBB^US. The name 'Lebbseus' has com-

pletely disappeared from the KV ; in the AV it

occurs (Mi 103) in the list of the Apostles : *Leb-
beus, whose surname was Thaddeus.' [On this

spelling see Scrivener's Paragraph Bible, p. Ixxxi,
note 3]. This is the reading of the Received Text,
which is still maintained in the Patriarchal Edition
of the Greek Testament (Constantinople, 1904),
and supported by most of the Greek MSS, to which
was added lately the Palimpsest of Cairo. The
modern critical editions are unanimous in the
omission of ' whose surname was,' but are divided
about the name itself, reading either '

Thaddseus,'
as Lachmann, Tregelles, WH, RV, or '

Lebboeus,
5

as
Alford, Tischendorf, and "WH in the margin. The
question of reading is here of singular importance ;

for the name is one of the test passages of textual
criticism in the NT. WH ( 304) adduce the read-

ing
' Thaddaeus * found only in NB as proof of the

unique excellence of these MSS, and are inclined
to attribute the name ' Lebbajus

'

to an attempt
to bring Levi (Mk 2 14

) within the number of the

Twelve. But if so, why was this attempt not
made in Mk 318 ? There * LebhauiH

"

is attested only

by I) and the Old Latin MbfcS a. i) d ff i q r, whoruaVt

in Mt. D has the support of at least one Ureok
minuscule (122), of k the oldest Latin witness,

spelt iebbceus [the others, a, b y h <j(tt, read in Mt.
' Judas Zelotes '] and of all witnesses for the Til.

The reading of the latter is .

;
:-."--i

'

*\ a coiiilalion

of the name Lebbtwuw (Mt.) wiui i/ue name Thad-
da3iis (Mlc.) ; while D, as is its custom, assimilated
Mk, to Mt. Allen (EBi 5032) HOGS in ( LebbuniH '

the c Western '

gloss of a copyist, who conneet-cxl

the name Thaddams with tkfda^mmwmn, and
wished to substitute a not dissimilar name, which
should be more appropriate to an Apostle and IOHH

undignified.
A trace of the name * Lebbaeun '

is also found in

the list of the Apostles as given in TatianVt Din-
tessaron according to luhodad; but here *LebbaiUH'
is inserted between * James ' and * son of Alphai,'
and Judas Jacobi ia added afterwards (nee Zalm's
Com. on Mt.j and Burkitt, Evangelion da~Mephar
reshe, ii. 270). The Syriac lexicographer Bar
Bahlul explained that Judas Thomas wan called

LeUbc&us and Thaddwus on ac.count of IUH wisdom.

Very curious is ill-- :<-": "'i\ !" fcho MS8 of tho

Eva.ngeliarium //"!>'. ';,/.. ./ .. The MS8 AB
give 'p pD^o nxn npn^i pnn ov:rVi

C has 'p p*o npm pnn oiv
1

?
1

)

Here onrbi seems to be a combination of *
I^eb-

baeus
' and * JiidaK3

5 and npn a confusion of * Thad-

dpeus' with was surnamed.' In the Ap* Cotwt.
vi. 14, cod. h spells Aei/cuoi?, viii. 25, cod. d A^atos ;

it is a pity that the new edition of Funk docs not
contain the lists of the Apostles ^iven by de

Lagarde, p. 282 f. In ^A Const, vii. 46, Judas
Jacobi is mentioned as third bishop of Jerusalem.
The list of Lag. p. 283, lMin^ui>ln;s Judas Jacobi
as the lomli Apo-ilo from BadSalos 6 AejMos K&l

'Ioz/5ay as the eleventh. In the Synaxarios of tho
Greek Church (1) Judas (in Lk.), *\vho in called by
Mt. and Mk. Thaddseus and Lebbanxn,' the brother
of Jesus after the ilesh, is celebrated OB the 19th

June, and, together with the other Apostles, on
30th June, as the last of them. From him in dis-

tinguished (2) the Apostle Thacldams, who is alno

Lebbflous, one of the Seventy, celebrated on the 21st

August ,-
and (3) Judas ^elotes on the 22nd May,

Aa supplement to tho art. ,Ti i>\.^(i. OOfi), it ni.'iybc sUm-d that,

this strnnj^o coinhinaiion '.linlns Xiloii"-,' moixtiontfi abovo a
the reading of the Old Latin MSS in .Ml in"., tH attested for Rom
bv tlicchronojrrjipb.L-roi iVio >t':ir:!:ti.b\ tiu- llHt of the canonical
book." of liu' AC-JU ,^-2; n<lVor [f:i\(nn:i by the IUUHJUC-M of (hi!

great Baptistry (6th cent.). From tho oldest MSS <>t tin- /Vor-

tyrologium TT /'.-; m"", -i.-n it woul<l ai>pi
i :ii* ih.u alfiio In tho

name of i :^\-\ .

'
>.<. Simon "/'<' Ji"fi- A/ty JCJ/th@

latter name is not an abbreviation of -fii'ln^ ./<f>W, but ol
JucLcbi Zeloten.

The meaning of the name * LeWbfleus
J

IB equally
doubtful. The explanation twrwiluin. by Jerome
(after the surname of Scipio Nasiea^is 3io<. IH-OVIM!.
For relationship with Levi the H]>olliii An^atov JMK!

Aa/3t5 might be addxictid, n^aiiiHt it tho douhlo hh.

A ^at the beginning of a, name; may liavo tho Haiao

origin as the L in Lulianus- Julisiinis, Ixmtunas

Justus, etc. J. Lltfhtfoot (TTor. ITcl. 3i25) dorivod
* Lebbaius

' from the home of the man, and HO

already Ishodad. JoHeplniH (Ant. xiii. ^ 07) men-
tions a town L&mbft in Moab, Avhich ho calls Llhhd.

(xiv. 17 [v. I. Libitis]). Dalman ( Words of Jvsuft, 50,

GrammatiW, 178) compares riuxm. *& (CM \. 147),
and Sinaitic 'wa? (Euting, Hin. Inxchriftr.n, 4i21)
and denies affinity with Ltwi. Kinally/tho namo
Labbu (

= Nebo) may be compared in the Syriac
Doctrine of Addai.
That there was another Judas benidoH tho traitor

among the Twelve is attested by Jn 14aa, and it IB
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possible that later his name was less used to avoid
remembrance of the traitor and confusion with
him, and that his original name c Judas ' was re-

placed by
* ThaddaHirt

3

in Mk. and by
i Lebbseus '

in Mt. (if this be the true reading for Mt.). In
Ac I 13 we have three names Joseph, Barsabbas,
Justus ; in a similar way we should get here three
or even four Judas, son of James, Lebbams,
Thaddttjus. The icMimony of Origen (c. Cels

:
i.

62 [Berlin ed. i. 113J) is rather confused. Against
Celsus, who mentioned <

publicans and sailors
J
in

i lie plur.-il among the ten or eleven followers of
Jo^ii^. Oiigen says that by the sailors Celsus may
mean the sons of Zebedee ; but of publicans there
was only Matthew among the Twelve. Even if

the publican Aei/ijy (so cod. A, Aei/fr P) followed
Jesus, yet he was not of the number of the
Twelve, el IJL^ /card rivet, r&v dvriypdffxav rov Kara

MdpKov evayyeXtov. Did Origen knov- Pv niKi 1

;;:

of D and its Latin allies in Mk., and M"ir.",iy I.--.)

bieus with Levi ?
*

LITERATURE. See vol. i. pp. 103, 457, 908; a-nl liim ;n end
of art. TIIAMMEUH.

] jj. >^ [ ^TIJ-.

LEGION (Xeyidjv [Xeyedv], a loan-word from the
Latin

leyio,
which meant originally a *

gathering'
of the citizen army of Rome). The word 'legion'
occurs in two contexts in the Gospels. One is in
the scene at Gethsemane, when Peter cut off the
ear of the high priest's slave (Mt 26W ) ; the other
occurs in the narrative about the man with the
unclean spirit in the country of the Gerasenes
(Mk 58

-J
8
f Lk830

; but not in Matthew's account,
which gives two men). In both cases the reference
is to the large number of persons who compose a
legion : in the one case the legions of angels are at
the disposal of Jesus, if He asks for them ; in the
other tne great number of evil spirits can be de-
scribed only by the name 'legion.

3 The present
writer cannot recall any such use of the word
*

legion
'

iri non-Christian authors. It seems certain
also that in the NT the word is not a translation
of any Aramaic word. The conclusion is that, if

Aramaic is behind the passages where the word
occurs, the expression was imported into that lan-

guage from Greek, and reveals the great im-

pression made on tlxe minds of Orientals by the
vast organized unity of ihe Roman army, with
which they bad become acquainted since the
Roman occupation of ?\ria by Pompey (B.C.

64-63). At leiiht three ;nnt of: on mure (see Hardy's
St^ldi&s in Moman History, 181 ff. ) legions were
quartered in that province during the whole of
the 1st cent. A.D., and the sight of these mag-
nificent troops, as they marched in column along
the great roads of the country, must have power-
fully impressed the natives with the numbers
and power of the Roman people. An innumer-
stble number of persons came to be spoken of as
st legion.
The full .strength of a Roman legion was about

5000 men, or about that of a modern infantry
division, but the subdivision was different. In-
stead of brigades, battalions, companies, and sec-

tions, there were 10 cohortes, each commanded by
a- tribunm militum, 3 manipuli in each cohors,
sind 2 centurice in each manlpulus. The uniform
of all ordinary legionaries was the same. The
legion was commanded by a legatiis legionis

[lieutenant-general). See also BAND.
LITERATURE.--W. Ramsay, A. Manual of Roman Antiquities,

revised and partly rewritten by E. Lanciani, 15th ed. (London,
1894) ch. xii. (on p, 459 f. there are references to other literature).

ALEX. SOUTER.
* On the reading Bot,^ett6s o s*n#^0;V Aep@at7os for Mt. see

v. Soden, i. p. 1074, and ib. p. 1818 for the reading- of D in Mk.
What, according to v. Soden, the true reading

1 in Mt. is we
have not been able to discover. The MSS KB represent, accord-

ing to him (and others), the recension of Heaychius.

LEGS (Jn 193lf
-).~-The breaking of the legs with

a heavy club or bar (<r/ce\o/eo7ria, cirwrifragiwM,) was
inflicted as a capital punishment on slaves and
others who incurred J '

. i : ." iiTc*>poiir-ihlc
masters (for reft', seeW !

,
. The victim,

with legs broken, hands cut oft', and otherwise
mutilated, was thrown still alive into a pit ; often
the deathblow was given, in some other way
(*fractis eruribus occiduntur/ Ammian MareelL
Hist. xiv. 9). Onirifragrium formed no part of
crucifixion itself, but was perhaps usually added
in Judnea to secure a speedy death, as otherwise
those crucified might linger for several days (ef.

Lactantius, iv. 20,
' His executioners did not think

it necessary to break His bones, as ivas their pre-
vailing custom'). Death would then ensue in one
of the following ways (1) From shock; in which
case it would be immediate. (2) From haemor-

rhage ; such hi-
'

by a heavy bar might
cause complete ; i , . the skin, producing what
is known as e a compound fracture,' which would
speedily result in bleeding to death owing to the
tearing of the blood-vessels. This would be especi-

ally likely to occur from the upright position in
which the victim was --.i-j ! ".. (3) From gan-
grene, which would n-m- i. n-dther shock nor
liM-Miuirli.'i^c were fatal, and would make recovery
impossible. Thus the bodies might be removed.
Bdersheim says (Life and Times, ii. 613) :

* The
breaking of the bones was always followed by a

co%(/p d& grace by sword, lance, or stroke (the
perforatio or percussio sub alas), which immedi-
ately put an end to what remained of life. Thus
the "

breaking of the bones " was a sort of increase
of pinn"-' MI-HI! by way of compensation for its

-liorivniiu I iy
i ii'- final stroke that followed. 3

Of.

Ciumetilian,
' cruces succiduntur : poivu^o*. sopcliri

carnifex non vetat.' But Meyer i<oi opinion thar
the addition of a finishing blow by \\liicli (mid
therefore not by '

rut-'f, <!</?/. in itself) death was
brought about, onm:<ii \K- -isown, and least of all

from Jn 1984. '"V
-.'/'/

'" ..;.swell as crucifixion,
was abolished i-\

'"

i i-i,i:.
- :

. the
fir_st

Christian

emperor. The Jews did not make their request to
Pilate with the desire to intensify the sufferings of
Jesus and the robbers, but because only in this

way could they have the bodies taken down. They
had in view Dt 2 1-

3
(though this law did not refer

to crucifixion, a punishment unknown to the

Israelites), more especially as they feared the
pollution of the coming Sabbath, which was a high
day (v.).
Jesus being crucified

* in the midst/ the soldiers
would naturally begin with the robbers who were on
either side, and so come last to Him. This is better
than BerigeTs explanation ('cui destinatum cruri-

fragium di^tulerant, diuturnioris doloris causa')-
His legs were not broken as He was already dead,
but a soldier gave the spear-thrust to make sure.

Thus the type of the Paschal lamb (Ex 1246 , Nu
912

), and the declaration of God's protection of the

righteous (Ps 3420
), were remarkably fulfilled (Jn

1936
) ; and the sacred body of Christ, which had

previously bc^en subjected to insult and abuse, was
preserved from the last indignity when once His
work was finished. The omission of the crurifra,-

giutn is very important, showing that the execu-
tioners were convinced of the reality of the death
of Jesus. The Synoptists make no mention of the

incident, probably (as Godet) because Jesus Him-
self was not affected by it and His Person alone was
of consequence to them, not those of the two male-
factors, ^either would St. John have mentioned
it but for the relation of the fact to the prophecy
which struck him so forcibly. *To understand
what John felt at the moment which he here

recalls, we must suppose a believing Jew, familiar
with the OT, seeing the soldiers approach who are
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to "break the legs of the three victims. He asks
himself anxiously what is to "be done to the "body
of the Messiah, which is still more sacred than the
Paschal lamb. And lo, simultaneously and in

the most unexpected manner, this body is rescued
from the brutal ojjeration which threatened it,

and receives the spear-thrust, thereby realizing
the spectacle which repentant Israel is one day
to behold. 5

The so-called Gospel according to Peter has a
curious perversion of the account, iepre**oiiiin: the

cj'n,-t,f,'ftfjiitm as omitted not in the cu-o of J c,sus,

but in that of the penitent robber. 'One of the
malefacTors reproached them, saying, We have
suffered this for the evils that we have done 5 but
this man having become the Saviour of men, what
wrong hath He clone to you? And they, being
angered at him, commanded that his legs should
not be broken, that he might die in torment '

(see
Robinson and James, Gospel ana Revelation of
Peter ; also the edd. by Swete (p. 7) and by the
author of Supern. Rel. (p. 63)).

"~
r

"

e of Christ] Edersheim, Life, and
>

'

Godet, St. John ; Keim, Jesus of

Nazara, vi. 253 ; Lipsius, de Cruce, ii. 14, iii. 14
; Hastings' DB

iii. 94a. W. H. DUNDAS.

LEPROSY (XArpa, Mk I42, Lk 512
; and

[leper] Mt S2 108 II5 26s
, Mk I40 14s, Lk 427 722 1712).

The name of a disease common in Palestine in the
time of Christ, for the cleansirii: -if v.liMi -sumy
:

-

i". V ' \- i
. performed. 'I m yr< .-r, <iilii--;ili\

'. !*' ': \:act nature of the disease from
which the leper suffered lies in the fact that the
word 'leprosy' is used as the Trs^lNii equivalent
of three different foreign v.-o:,i- -i!i.- Heb. nmy
(zardat7i), the GT. \irpa, and the Gr. \t<pas and
t\<f>avTta(ri$. And the subject is further compli-
cated by; the fact that the term last mentioned,
elephantiasis, is used to-day for a disease of quite
another nature from that described under that
name by the early Greek medical writers.

(1) nsny (zardath] is the word tr. in EV f

leprosy' ;

the root meaning is to smite. The symptoms of
zdrdath are fully described in Lv 13, ami we have
other scattered references to the disease in the OT,
To enter into a full examination of OT leprosy
would be out of place here, but it may be said that
neither true leprosy (in the modern sense) nor any
other known disease answers to all the signs de-
scribed. We must either suppose, as is conceivable
but not highly probable, that the disease described
in Lv 13 has disappeared or greatly changed its

character from new environment, or"that the term
zardath included a great variety of skin diseases,
some infectious in the modern sense, but all of
them regarded in ancient times as rendering their
victims ceremonially impure. Of these diseases, to
take a few examples, we seem to be able to recog-
nize psoriasis in the expression

' a leper white as
snow'; favus (a common disease among Eastern
Jews to-day) and perhaps 'ringworm

3

in the de-

scription
of the '

plague of the head and the beard '

(vv.
J0"3(>

) ; and the disease vitiligo in the symptom
termed 'freckled spot' (pnii, v. 3J)

), the exactly

equivalent word
<J^) (bohak] being used for this

condition in Palestine and Arabia to-day. On the
other hand, there are in the references to zardath
an extraordinary absence of the symptoms of true

leprosy which will be mentioned lower down ; the
extremely slow process of this latter disease, and
its practically hopeless outlook, ill tallies with
either the frequent examinations at intervals of
seven days or the elaborate directions, evidently
meant for use, for restoration of a cured person to
the community.
The history of medicine shows that in the un-

developed state of medical science many diseases

which a later age learns to differentiate are Classed
as one disease; of no department has this been
truer than of diseases affecting the skin. In the

Middle Ages many persons affected with syphilis
were put in the lazar hospitals of Northern fcurope

through the mistaken idea that they were lepers,

(2) \irpa (meaning 'rough
3 or 'scaly') was the

name given by the (Jreek physicians to a disease
known to-day as paoriaslft. It is a iioiL-eonta^ions,

irritating, but by no means fatal dUen :-<, in \\hidi

white scales form on various parts of, and occa-

sionally all over, the body. In such eases the ex-

pression a leper white as snow '

might be not in-

appropriate. The disea.se i.s not hereditary nor in

any marked degree repulsive, unless, as is unusual,
the face is attacked ; m this respect it. is the very
opposite of true leprosy, with which, moreover, it

cannot be confused.

In the LXX ;UT/W is used as the equivalent of pmi'ath ; and aa

the former was well known, the translators* apparently regarded
this disease as the nearest equivalent to that/ cloHWibwi in tho
OT. In the same way the Synopllsts, and amon^ them Lulu*,
the * beloved physician,' in lining XIT/JOC and Ar/?oV, were unlnjf
words which had a deilnite meaning to the ontaide world.

(3) True leprosy the <*\etf>aj'Tla<n$ of the Greeks
is certainly no new disease, and references to it

are found in Egyptian inscriptions:? many centuries
before the Israelites left Egypt. It is also ^said
that it was known, in India at an equally primitive
period. IT- ..<!,: . .. : , to refer to it under
the name ' i I' > disease,* and Galen,
under the name 'elephantiasis.' It is stated by
Pliny that it was brought to Europe from Syria by
the army of Ptolemy (61 B.C.). From tins time
references to it are common, but alwayH under the
name 7- ',/,./, /,". ,.\-.

It if- -v i'l.'si:. 'In iviniv, that at the time of tho

Gospels, \irpa in the classical medical Heiisewas
primarily the well-known skin disease jMw//m.y,
At the same time it is highly probable that the
disease ^Ic.phantlftitlft true Ie|Mo-y together with
other skin affections, e.g. mtUiyo^favw, etc,, were,
from the point of view of ceremonial micluaimoHM,
included in the term Upra^ the word having, an in

usual with medical terms, a much, wider nign id-

eation among the lay public than among the medi-
cal authors. The fact that tradition has from tho
earliest period pointed to true leprosy an the disease
of the Bible, certainly makes it probable that it at
least was one of the diseases recognized by tho
Babbis as gardath ; and doubtless its specially
horrible and fatal character has caused it to gradu-
ally displace all others in the popular mind,

It might he thought ihatRahhinieul roinmi'iitunoH oi- <-\.iM imj
Jewish custom might hi-lp to i.hrovv a litflu, <m Mi<> subjrri, Uit
neither of these i-. any real help. Tin* T.-ihiiuil lc:i"'lir>, I hit
zarrfath refers to any disoaKc \\iih cntunrnii'. rrniitions or
sores, and indeed some rofen-nccs appear to <li>iiiriiii-lr.i;i- ili.i:

the writers considered the disease iioii-roritnuiioiis ; HM, l.u*

example, the rule that a l>ri<tearoom, suspect inu: hiiuHcll iifl't-cied,

mif^ht wait till se\en (lays atler his auirriMj^,
1 hefore report 111^"

his condition. The Ral)hmio.al ctoiuincntH, instead of oorreMlttjif
the Lcvitieal description with Known mccluutl f;icth, nro,

in impresHinf? the importance of a literal adherence
to the text of the Mosaic law.

Modern custom among the JOWH in fcho Kawt. doon
not seem to view true leprosy with Mm iiv<vnion of
even Moslems and (IhriHtianH. Of six CIIHOH of W( k ll*

marked leprosy among tho JOWH of Jerusalem which
the present writer can recall, only one of Umm, a
stranger from India, was in any way isolated, and
he only after he had been in the English Hospital
for some days among all the other patients ; when
he could no longer be kept ho was sent to tho Lepe.r
Hospital, where he died. The other eases, a Russian
Jewess, three Spanish Jowewet*, and a Spanish
Jewish boy, all lived at home and mixed freely
with thejir friends ; the boy, indeed, long after he
had marked symptoms of anaesthetic leproay, (ton-
tinned to attend a large Jewish Imyn* school with-
out any sign of opposition or trouble. The Eastern
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Jews, on the other hand, manifest at times great
fear of 1 110 con; ..-Ii-u-M.'-- of tuberculous, or as they
would popularly be called,

* scrofulous
3

affections
of the skin and of the lymphatic glands. These
seem by traditi"-i i-i

"*

i. ..;/,."; as contagious.
When it is " '.. . , i is only in very

recent years, in the life of the present gcioration
of medical men, that the true nature both of lop-

rosy (elephantiasis] and of ' scrofula
' has been

discovered, it is difficult to believe that the Jews
of Palestine, even in NT times, recognized the

^Imrpiy-dofuK'il varieties of disea.se we do to-day.
It i- I'lifivforc probable that, while the leprosy of
the NT certainly included some developments of
the disease we now know as psoriasis and allied

affections with a scaly eruption, and almost cer-

tainly a '
.

''"
. cases of 'true leprosy,

3

it

may also .

" '

, . cases of 'lupus/ 'scrofu-
lous' (i.e. tuberculous) glands, and varieties of

parasitic skin affections, such as e

ringworm* and
fawus, both of which are very common among the
Jews of the JEasI > ].: \ .

True leprosy
'

iv-i. /" has for so many
centuries peen "n MI

:

I:M| -.\i,'i the disease now
called by that name, and, indeed, is likely to be for
so many generations, that some description of this

disease, especially as it occurs to-day in the Holy
Land, is here not out of place. It is a disease of
world-wide distribution, nun:: 1

! ,-ipparently dying
oxit of most European !.!>-, v lu-ii. as in England
and France, it was once rampant. India, China,
South Africa, and the Sandwich Islands are to-day
the great habitats of leprosy. f"I i 1 1 1 , ( < ;i

; ;
ica r lx>

have no real effect on it. It i- i!"-. lion-mury ;

the children of lepers, if removed to healthy sur-

roundings at an early age, seldom take the disease,
while advance of the disease usually produces
sterility. There is no doubt that it is contagious,
but only by close personal contact ; attendants
on lepers run very little risk if they are careful ;

and they cannot, as was once nippo-cd, carry
the contagion to others. Although ilio almost
world-wide custom of isolating lepers is founded

upon the doubtful tradition of this being the

special and peculiar disease described in the Mosaic

law, yet from every point of view this is desirable

both for the poor victims themselves, who are

always to some degree incapacitated and suffering,
and for tl^e sake of their healthy neighbours. Al-

though a leper in the street is no danger to the

]mss.<;r-ly, he must in his home be a clanger to his

family, and no other disease reduces a human being
for so"many years to such a hideous wreck.
With respect to the ultimate cau^c of leprosy,

Hansen ha* demonstrated (1871) that it i> due to a

special micro-organism, the bacillus leprcc, similar

in appearance, and to some extent in the -action on
the human tissues, to the tubercle bacillus. How
the poison enters the body is not known. The
disease occurs so sporadically that there must be
some cause other than contagion ; but what this

may be has never been proved. The theory recently
revived by Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson, .F.R.C.S.,
that the disease is due to a diet of fish, is not borne
out by the facts. In Palestine, in particular, the

great majority of the lepers have never eaten fish

at all, as they come from inland villages : fish is

very seldom eaten by the Moslems in Palestine,
and the only people 'who eat it the Jews regu-
larly, and the Christians at their fasts when living
in the cities suffer least from this disease.

Leprosy manifests itself in three forms : (I) the
tubercular or nodular, (2) the anesthetic, and (3)

the mixed. Chronic cases, however they begin,
tend to assume in the later stages the third or

mixed type.
(1) In the tubercular form, after a prodromal

period of indefinite duration during which there is

a if'M^:,; 1 ""nss of power and vivacity, obscure pains
in ;'v '. : ,- and joints, feverish attacks and loss
of appetite, the first definite signs to appear are
symmetrical discoloured blotches, especially over
the back. These blotches are at the first most
marked during feverish attacks. Soon afterwards,
definite tubercles, at first pink but later brownish,
arise; the skin in these places is thickened and
found to be infiltrated. The tubercles have a
special tendency to form on the folds of the cheek,
the nose, the lips, and the forehead. At this time
some amount of ulceratipn about the soft palate
often assists the rfiii^no-N. Th< nodules enlarge
and from time to timo HM-CIMM! and become en-
crusted with discharge. In cases where the face is

!,!' I i--!;l. i '1y attacked the expression is entirely
altered, and a most characteristic * lion-like' or

satyr-j'V:' -\; :-- :

--'! is developed. The lepnti-
asis of \ > . .- :,:x i-- satyrias (^satyriasts] of
Aristotle (de Gen. Animal, iv. iii. 22) are both

supposed on these grounds to have been true

leprosy. As a rule the eyebrows fall out, and the

eyes, "in acklition to suffering from keratitis., be-
come

' "

L appearance through scarring
about }... The voice is often hoarse, and
the 1 "i ;

:
( 1

:
! i : ^ > ", cl and wheezing through ulcera-

tion :' il.<> \"i- I chords. The hands and feet,
sometimes the first to suffer, always in time become
ulcerated, though the most severe changes in them
are probably secondary to nerve lesions. The
disease from first to last has an average duration
of nine years j if it runs its full course and is not

terminated, as is usual, by the onset of tubercu-

losis, it leads to gradual mental decay, coma, and
death.

(2) The anaesthetic^ variety, if not complicate <1. is

not nearly so horrible nor so fatal. Here the
incidence of the disease falls on the nerve trunks,
which may quite early in the disease be felt

thickened from inflammation due to bacterial in-

fection. The prodromnl symptoms are similar

to those described, but tlie 6n>et of the disease is

often not remarked until the patient finds that
certain parts of the body are without sensation.

Thus it is narrated or Father Damien that,

although he had vague symptoms which made him
suspicious, he was not convinced that he was a

leper until he found he had placed his feet in
-'

iil'lin^ ur.l'-r v.-
:thout feeling the heat. As the

(i :-<!;-; p-oji'x '--<-. the nerve lesions cause various
discoloured patches and blisters on the skin,

wasting of muscles and contraction of the tendons,
a peculiar claw-like appearance of the hands,
the result of partial paralysis disfigurement, of

the nails, deep chronic ulceration of the foot, and

finally progressive loss of various fingers and toes }

and even of the feet and occasionally of the hands.

Many of these later changes also occur in the
tubercular form as the nerves become affected.

An anaesthetic case which keeps to this type may
last 20, 30, or even more years, and some such
cases become *

cured,' that is, the disease actually
ceases to progress, though the results of its work
can never oe remedied.

(3) In Palestine, as has been already suggested,
the great majority of cases are of the mixed form ;

cases of pure anaesthetic typo are exceptional.

Leprosy in modern Palestine is not a common
disease, "but is prominently to the front from three
causes : firstly, because of the interest excited in

Christians of all Churches, and the special appeal
made to their charitable feelings from the tradi-

tional view that these sufferers are the veritable

lepers of the OT and NT ; secondly, because its

results are so manifest and repulsive, and its pro-

gress so slow, that a comparatively small number
of cases are very much in evidence ; and, lastly,
because practically all the lepers in the land are
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-
,: ,1, !] together by order of the Government

.i ,. . def towns, all resorted to by travellers.

There the lepers, "being unable to work for a living,
sit in groups in prominent places, and endeavour
by an exhibition of the miseries of their condition
to touch the sympathy of the passer-by. In Jeru-

salem, at any rate, they collect in this way large
sums for their community. They live in huts pro-
vided by the Government at Silwan (near Jeru-

salem), "jRamleh, and Nablus. At Damascus also
there is a community, some members of which are
also drawn from Palestine, but the majority from
Syria and aroundDamascus ; the traditional * House
of Naauian J

is their home. In addition to these,
there is the voluntary community now number-
ing nearly 60 at the excellent Moravian Hospital
in Jerusalem ; the patients there are not allowed
to go begging, and are employed, in various ways
on the premises. Including these last, there must
be between 100 and 120 lepers in Jerusalem, some
25 at Ramleh, about 40 at Nablus: ,!';_< ;V
allowing for some Palestine lepers in i 'ir i ),<:n;s-(

community, there are not more than 200 known
victims of this disease in the country. It is quite
possible that sometimes cases may be hidden away,
as with the Jewish cases above mentioned, by their
relatives ; but this cannot often happen in the
villages, as the village sheikhs are very prompt in

detecting early signs of the disease, and a sus-

pected case is soon expelled from the community.
Sometimes the heads of the village make mistakes ;

cases of this sort have come to the medical officer
of the Leper Hospital in Jerusalem, and their
friends learning that they have been mistaken,
they have been restored to their rights.

It has been mentioned that one of the striking
things about leprosy is that it occurs so sporadic-
ally. It is not the rule in Palestine, at any rate,
that whole villages or families become leprous, but
a case arises here and there. To illustrate this, we
give a list of villages, from which came some 60
cases that were in the Moravian ITo-pihil during
1903. They are as follows : From 1 Jama Ihth and
'Ain Arlk, 3 cases each

, from 2eta, Bait Ammar,
Nahaltn, Saidna Ali, ed-Dlr, Deir Diwan, and
Nazareth, 2 cases each

; from Abu Dls,*Ain Kairem,
Btr Zait, Bait Ummar, Bait Jebrln, Bettir, Beita,
Biddu, Bait Hantna, Bait Jala, Bait Safafa,

'

Aslrek,
Dura, Jerusalem, Feddar, Yastneh, 'Allar, Mesar'a,
Fara'un, Marassa, Kefrenji, Kefr Akab, Kefr
Haris, Shafat, es-Salt, and Jummain, 1 each. In
addition there were 3 Bedawtn from scattered
tribes,

^

one
gipsy, one case from Mosul, and two

from Greece. Any one who will consult a map of
modern Palestine will appreciate from how wide
an area, both W. and E. of the Jordan, these cases
come. Probably there is no district that does not
furnish cases at some time.
The only kind of treatment that can alleviate

the disease is a well-managed Leper Home. In
the Jerusalem Leper Hospital (founded in 1867 and
formally taken over by the Moravian Brethren in
1881) all that medical science and Christian kind-
ness can accomplish is done.
LEPROSY IN THE GOSPELS. -It has been often

pointed out that, whereas the cure of disease in
general is called 'healing' (i'a<r0cu), that of the
lepers is called 'cleansing' (Ka.eapifav). This was,no doubt, appropriate on account of the veryevident restoration of cleanness of skin, but
primarily because the miracle enabled the leper to
become ceremonially clean. Doubtless the lepers
drifting about the land had intractable skin
diseases, and as they were shut out from the
temple, the synagogues, certainly in all the towns,and to a large extent from the social life of their
fellow-beings, their lot was truly pitiable. Their
*

cleansing' meant much more tlian getting rid of

a dimjuiee-ablo :md often, doubtless, painful disease,

repulsive to all their fellow-men ; it meant restora-

tion to the worship and service of (Jod.

Of lepers mentioned in the NT wo have but one

named, Simon of Bethany (Mt 2G ({

,
Mk M :{

), prob-

ably a grateful recipient of the Saviour's mercy.
Tradition has made the Lazarus of the parable a

leper, and the terms Ittzzaro for leper ami Ittztir-

house for leper hospital wore a result of this.

Also the order of the Knights of Laxarus, founded

during the Crusades, made the care of lepers one
of their special duties, and they had always a leper
as their Grand Master, But though Lazarus was
'full of sores/ the very account in the parable that
he lay in such intimate contact \xi:h p.i--er- b\

would, apart from the express OHM-MOH i ih< i

statement in the parable, make his being a leper
highly improbable.

In spite of the great prominence given to the

cleansing of lepers both in Jesus' account of His
own works (Mt II 5

, Lk 7aa
) and in His directions

to His disciples (Mt 10K
), we have only two actual

incidents described, (1) The incident of the man
whom Jesus touched, with the words,

*

I will, be
thou clean,

3 and whose grateful excess of zeal pre-
vented Jesus from entering that *

certain city,' and
drove Him to seek seclusion in the wilderness (Mt
82

1[ Mk I42
II
Lk 5 1Ji

). (2) The story of the nine
thankless lepers and the grateful tenth, who was a
Samaritan (Lk 17 llff<

)- It is noticeable that he
turned back because he was healed (laa-flon.) ; but he
was not yet finally cleansed (/ca^ap^'a^), because he
had not yet been to the priest ; unless, indeed, it

is because he was a Samaritan that he is spoken of
ae healed rather than cleansed.

LITERATURE. This iw enormous. Hero only a olttntion of
modern articles in English in given, whitsli will furnish all nooo-
sary information nn.l r< iVi i-n.-'-- 'or I'-'T-.-u :i:-. up tli<> Hiihjottt :-
P. S. Abrahan: ..!. : MliMM 1

*- .<& '/// "/" MttHoMw.
ii. 41; J. R. l;-i /-.-.. of the MM?, H.TH. 1887; T.

Chaplin, 'Disc i
''

. /Vowcd/wflw <{f I'Marta /nntf*

tute, vol. xxxiv.
; u. V. uarwr, trfprmtnuml Mbyt/wntitwiii, 1874 ;

Hansen and Looft, Leprosy in. ita (!linn ia/ a.tul /*(tthotoffiwtt
Aspect*}, 1805; A. M:u-alisi<T. ..i . r., IT '":! Hu#tiliffH''/>/?;
do. by 0. Oroighton in Klti

;
!.' I-IM ! ..v I. r OommiHHUm

to India, 1893
; A. S. WaUlati -i'. , i . 1 i,- .

'

Jewixk /frV

cyclopedia. On the moml a.sj i I !:-. -i \T, BIW JftUtrH*

heim, Life and Tinn-f, u null.
; MxpoMtoir, iv. VL ji8t)!4) 44!) If.

K W. (Jr. MAHTKRMAN.
LETTERS. The word ypd^ara (Jn 7 1S

) may Im
intended to indicate literature in general, AH it

might do in Ac 26U4
. But to the ordinary Jew yp*

were practically constituted (ixehisivcly by i he
Sacred Scripture^, coHiiin esteemed Apoeryjihal
books, iinil i he Kabhinir;il counuentarieH upon
them. The surprise of the queHtiou rcoordod in
the reference auggestH eonHideration of the amount
of human learning Jewus possessed.
With the rudimeutn of the J^avv every Jew wan

made thoroughly jnid intimately eonvewant from
his earliest intelligent years (sec EDUCATION).
The education of the Jewish child had the primary
purpose of enabling him to read the passages which
it was essential for him to know tor the proper
discharge of his religious duties. Beyond this

elementary knowledge comparatively few carried
their studies. It was, indeed, the ido'al of Judaism
that every Israelite should have a professional
acquaintance wi'ii the Law in its details. I Jut

only a small fra -in a attended the wc.hools of the
scribes at which a.>'inced instruction was given in
its more recondite III.*.T, r and the comment-arms
upon them contained JL* the Midrash ami other
Rabbinic bpoka. It would Heeui from the surprise,
expressed in this quewtion that Jenus had not.

prosecuted such studies, at least in the recognized
schools, whether from disinclination or from poverty
which prevented Him from paying the focw exacted
in spite of the understanding that such instruction
should be gratuitous There are convincing iudiwi-
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tionw, however, that Jesus was to some extent
familiar with the literature studied in the schools,
both from His direct reference to passages con-
tained iu it, and from striking parallelisms in

language and thought between various sayings of
His and maxims of uncanonical hooks such as
Sirach and the Wisdom of Solomon.* He is also

evidently acquainted with the kind of teaching
supplied by the .scribes. In the

*

Gospel
of the Infancy, Jesus is creditec

"

. . itimato
,'! Ji-ioiuuri 1

': . ..

"
' ""

*

learning, 'partly
<! i i\vd I'r.nn il:-

'

. ,s. The bestowal
of the title Itabbi' upon Him implies that, though
not haying studied after the usual manner, He was
m-o^ni/ed to possess learning. But He Himself
in 1 1 is i cjily accepts the implication of the question
that llis tench ing W.M> not derived from any human
source, but was the immediate communication from
His heavenly Father. See also LEARNING.

A. MITCHELL HUNTER.
LEVELLING. 1. In mountainous countries like

Palestine landslips are not uncommon, and in this

way roads are blocked, or obstructed by falling
rfdbrift. The drenching rains loosen the stones on
the hillsides and send them rolling down to the

plains, and the swollen burns and torrents cut new
channels for themselves, and dam up old ones, so
that familiar paths not infrequently become ob-
literated. Besides that, the farmers in some places
are in the habil of -.Hlicriu.^ the stones from
the fields and ilirouin^ ilmn out on the highway,
thus making the roads both dmu^-rou^ and un-
comfortable for travellers. It was needful, there-

fore, to have the roads restored by removing the
obstacles and iilling up the inequalities. When a
sovereign rode forth, a company always went
before him to clear the way ; hence,

'

Prepare ye
the way of the people : cast up, cast up the high-

:_.: *:,''" out the stones '

(Is 6210
), and,

eA voice

;,"

'

wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the

Lord, make Uis pnHi- Miaight
'

i'Mt3s
, adapted from

Is 403
). When rhrnlum I'a^ha proposed to visit

certain places in Lebanon, the emirs and sheikhs
sent out a general i>rn('"ii!ii;i(:<-

i
i (Mrnanding the

people to prepare ill-- \\t\\. 'Pi- 1 -H me took place
in 1845 when the s-.li;;ii \'i-ii<-! P.r:i-:i.

2. Of the Temple, Jesus said,
* There shall not

be left one ntone upon another, that shall not be
thrown down' (Mt 242

, Mk IS2
, Lk 216

). This

prophecy wa fulfilled when the Temple was de-

stroyed in 70 A.D. With the levelling of the
sacred building to the ground there came an end
to the Ceremonial Law so long cherished by the

Jews, and UiN paved the way for a wider accept-
ance of the gospel of Christ (Bo 512

, 1 Co 323).

R. LEGGAT.
LEYI.- 1. The name occurs twice in our Lord's

genealogy (Lk 324 - 20
). 2. See LEVITES and PRIEST.

3. See MATTIIKW.

LEY1RATE LAW (Lat. Icvir,
f a husband's

brother 3

) regulated the marriage of a man with
his dead brother's widow. In the story of Tamar
and Judah (CJn !>S) there is record of a marriage of

this type, and at certain stages of civilization the
Levirate marriage was a widespread custom. t

Among the Jews the law was laid down that c
if

brethren dwell together, and one of them die, and
have no child (son), the wife of the dead shall

not marry without unto a stranger : her husband's
brother . . . shall take her to him to wife

'

(Dt
255

). It almost seems, however, that the Levirate
ciiHtom was not permitted by later legislation (Lv

* With Mt 67, cf. Sir 7"; Mt &* (Mk 1126) cf. Sir 282-4; Mt 620,

cf. Sir 29U; Mt 7^, ct. Sir 3110; Mt 1912, cf. Wis 3"; Mt
2748. 66, cf. Wis 218-M. 20 Mk 944, of. Sir 7" ; Lk 1141, cf. sir 3o ;

Lk 1210 20, of. gir 51 Ilia- ^ ; Jn 17^, cf. Sir 36*.

t Weatermarek, The History of Human Marriage, London,
1891, pp. 510-614.

1816 20" 1
) ; but it has been suggested (1) that the

forbidden marriage of that Inflation was one
between a man and the wife of lu^ living brother;*
and (2) that the custom consecrated in Dt. was the

exception to the general law set forth in Leviticus, t
The object of the Levirate marriage (Dt 25G

) was
to secure that the firstborn of the new union should
succeed in the name of the dead brother, whose
name thereby

" Y .

' "
.

^

"-';ted out from Israel.
In the earlier '

, . . i there was no clear

conception of personal :..:! ,-i ,.,li: \ -. . nd the Levir-
ate law was doubtless , '-.!r- . >> ";:, ; there might
be the survival through posterity of the name of
the icpre-eurauv e of a family.
For the statement of a problem regarding the

resurrection, propounded to Jesus {Mt 2223"3i
% Mk

12ls-~7
,
Lk 2CF-38 ), the Levirate law was used by

the Saddueees, who are described by the Synoptists
as saying that there is no resurrection, and by
Jpsepnus (Ant. XVIII. i. 4) as holding

* that souls
die with the bodies.

3

Regarding as obligatory only
those observances which are found in the written

word, they rejected those derived from the tradi-
tions of their forefathers. The Pharisees, on the
other hand, accepted such traditions, and with
them a belief in the doctrine of the resurrection

(cf. Jos. Ant. xill. x. 6). This doctrine, taught
clearly in Dn 12, was made popular in Jewish
theological discussions by the Book of Enochs
arid suggested the problem set forth by the Sad-

ducees, who evidently sought by the authority
of Moses to discredit a doctrine held by the
Pharisees and taught by Jesus. In stating their

problem they brought forward a case of seven
brothers who one after the other married the same
woman. It is not necessary to take the case as
one of actual fact, since the phrase Trap' yfuv in Mt,
may have been used merely for literary effect.

In each of the Synoptics the setting forth of the

problem is prefaced by a statement of the Levirate
law as spoken or written by Moses (Mt. has MojuV-JJs

elTre, but in Mk. and Lk. it is Mwuo-^s $ypa\}sev TJJUUV).

In none of the three statements are the ipsisswna
verba of Dt 25s

used, and Mt. borrows the words
^VLycL^pe^crec Kcni avacrrtfcreL <rTrp/JL& from the LXX
version of Gn 388 .

The problem propounded by the Sadducees may
be thus stated : The Levirate law was enacted by
Moses, and there was a case of seven brothers who
in obedience to it married, one after the other, the
same woman, who herself died after the death of
the last of the seven. In the resurrection, since

they all had her, whose wife shall she be of the
seven ? Jesus in His answer to the Sadducees did
not discuss the justice or iivjii.-tuie of the Levirate

law, or examine the purpose of Moses in decreeing
it ; but, asserting that they had erred, not knowing
the Scriptures ox the power of God, He showed
them that in the resurrection men neit" ;

nor are given in marriage, but are as the ..
,

<

God in heaven
;
and then He proceeded < '<:<

that belief in immortality is involved in our con-

sciousness of the being of God. J. HERKLESS.

LEYITES. According to one line of tradition,
the Levites were appointed to assist the priests
(Nu 39 819 IS1 "6

), but were not themselves, like

Aaron and MH sons, to approach unto the most

holy things (4
1<J

) ; yet according to another repre-
sentation the priesthood belonged to them as an
inheritance (Dt 338

'11
,
Jos 187

). Whatever may
have been the origin and date of the distinction

between priest and Levite, it existed in the post-

* Note to Dt 265ff. in Steuernagel,
' Deuteronomium und

Josua '

(Nowack's Hdkom. zum AT, Go"ttingen, IDOp).
t Driver, Deuteronomy, p. 285 ; note to Lv IS*6 in Dillmann,

JSxodus wnd Leviticus, Leipzig, 1897.

j Charles, The Book of Enoch, p. 52 (Oxford, 1893).
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exilic period, since it was recognized in IsiT times.

The Levites are to be classed ,1111011.1: MUJ Temple
officials, and to their office with ii^ -pec Hie duties

(Nu I
30 - 51 3s

) they were formally set apart (8
6 - 7

).

Among their duties was the instruction of the

people* (Nek 89
, 2 Ch SO-2 358

)
and 'the killing of

the passovers for every one that was not clean,' as

also the handing of the blood to the priests to be

sprinkled by them according to the Law f (2 Ch
3016 - 17

).

The relation of assistantship which associated
the Levites with the priests was similar to that
which connected deacons with bishops in the Chris-
tian Church ; and it is not improbable that that
connexion was suggested by the arrangement of

the functions of the Temple officers with which the
Jewish converts to Christianity were familiar.

In the Gospels there are only two places where
the word Levite '

Is found. In the first of these,
the parable of the Good Samaritan (Lk 1030 *36

), a

priest and a Levite, -
i .- , i of the religion

of Israel and at the v-.-' i-- i-\<. tuples of Jewish
traditionalism, are unfavourably contrasted with a
Samaritan, one of a people with whom the Jews
had no ""

,"" The parable is the answer of
Jesus to ; vho asked,

e Who is my neigh-
bour ?' a evident that the Levivo, de-
scribed by Jesus, when he looked on the wounded
man and* passed by on the other side, recognized
that he was not a Jew, and therefore not a neigh-
bour to be humanely treated according to the com-
mandment, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as

thyself (Lv 1918
). The Levite, it may be con-

cluded, accepted a Jewish traditional conception of
4

neighbour* which excluded all those who were
not of Israel. Clement of Alexandria wrote that
Jesus,

f on His interlocutor inquiring,
6i Who is my

neighbour?" did not, in the same way with th'e

Jews, specify the blood-relation, or the fellow-

citizen, or ^the proselyte, or him that had been
similarly circumcised, or the man who uses one
and the same law.'
In the Fourth Gospel (I

19
) the distinction between

priest and Levite is made by naming lOgeihcr the,

repre^miitLNe- of '1
'

-. . who wero">em m>iu
Jcru-.iloni Co ask '

'

-luestion, 'Who art
thou?' The Levites, as teachers of the people,
would be deemed qualified to judge of claims of

Messiahship (so Tiengstcnbcrg and Godet, but see
B. Weiss, ad loc.) ; but it is significant that the
mission to John of priests and Levites, who were
officially connected with the Passover ceremonies,
is recorded, and in it alone, in the Gospel which,
according to the theory held by many critics,
identifies Christ with the Paschal lamb. They
were told by John that he was not the Christ ;

and immediately after the account of their inter-
view with him there is the statement that he,
seeing Jesus, said,

* Behold the Lamb of God,
which taketh away the sin of the world' (Jn I

29
).

Lm:K vjf UK. Scluirer, I1JP IT. i. 223 IT., 265 ff. ; Milman,

Hasting*' J. HERKLESS.

LIBERALITY. 1. This may be considered to

begin when the requirements of the Law have been
fulfilled. Thus the payment of tithe, which in
our Lord's time was evidently regarded as an ideal
(cf. Lk 1812

), cannot be described as liberality,
though it seems certain that many of the wealthier
among the '

dispersed' regarded it as a duty to

* Cf. Schiirer, HJP n. i. 306 ft.

t Cf . Keim, Jesus of Nazara, v. 276.
i Cf. Hatch, The Organization of the Early Christian

Churches, 52.

Ante-Nicene Christian Library, xxii. 205.

send, by way of Temple tribute, generous and
even munificent contributions, far in excess of the

legal requirement. These were collected at dif-

ferent centres abroad, and then sent by certain

.<;.!"
M

\ ,

j-; "i'lted 'ambassadors' to Jerusalem,
v : -. '.- \ .". placed in three large chests within
tlie Temple, winch were opened with great solemnity
at certain seasons of the year. Apart from tins

Temple tribute, the treasury was enriched h,v

voluntary offerings of different kinds; nnd out of

this grew the abuse which' our Lord denounces in

Mt 155 - 6
. It seems probable that the faithful

rarely visited the Temple, at least, on Sabbaths
and "feasts, without making some contribution to

its revenues. Though votive offerings cannot be
"'".

' ''"
peaking as Instancesof liberality,

. ,

"

: against which the more devout
Rabbis protested, the motives which prompted
them may not infrequently have been generous
and sincere.

Jn the Court of the Women, within the Temple,
were the shopliaroth, or 'trumpets,' vessels whose

shape is indicated by their name, iu which contri-

butions for religious purposes and for charitable

objects might be placed. The contents of those

were at fixed times placed in the treasury ; and in

addition to these there was a chamber where
donations to be applied to the maintenance and
education of poor children might bo given.

^
There

is reason to believe that, whatever the motives m
individual cases might be, there was a constant
How of liberality ihrouuli these channels (ef.

Mk 1241
, Lk 21 1

).'
On the wealth of the Temple

treasury aud the pious pnrpo.^es for which it was
partly intended, ef. 2 Mac. :J

" 10
. Whatever may

have been the greedy and grasping spirit of the
Pharisees, whose extortions our Lord denounees
(Mt 2314

), it is probable that the Deutcrcmomic
precept (Dt 157

"1
*) received a generous fulliiment

among all classes.

2. Christ's teaching as to liberal Ui/. *-(n} Of mind.
The whole life and teaching of 'Christ may bo

regarded as a jiroto-t n gainst prejudice and narrow-
mindedness, find ihoivroie as an appeal for liber-

ality. His injunctions to love enormoH
(
Mt f44 '^ 4(t

,

Lk <3
27- 28

), to refrain from passing jmlgnwnt on
others (Mt 7 1 '5

,
Lk 687 ), and imlhWl.ly, the partible

of the GJ-ood Samaritan, afford instances in which
He condemns the spirit of prejiidice and ineulcat en
an open mind and generous bearing towards otheiN

(b) In the use of wealth, etc. The claim to which
no follower of Christ is to turn a (loaf par is that of
need. Need, as evidenced by asking, i a suffkkmt
ground for giving (Mt 542

) The VIWMHW of our
giving is to be in proportion to the extent of our
own blessing (Lk 11"

J1 12a:i

),
and althoti^h the com-

mand *

freely ye have received, freely give
'

(Mt W)
was spoken with reference to the tise of tho
miraculous powers given to the disciples, we wumot
doubt that it extends also to all endowments of
wealth

_or talents wherewith God has blowtttd UK.

Liberality in the form of almsgiving is to be
witfaut oxtGntfition (M*t 61 * 3- 4

); it.H rtuntrrf is the

heavenly treasure 'that failelh not^Lk lii
:!:i

), ainl
a generous return, liere or hereafter, for t.h ri;bl
use of wealth (Lk s * 1 I0 fl

). The c,omple.l.o beslow;i!
of earthly possessions on the poor, aeeompani'Ml bv

'taking up the cross 'and following Christ, whi<h
is required of the rich young ruler in addition to
the observance of ,tfte commandments (Mt 10SMk 1021, Lk IS38

), xs not necessarily a nilo of
universal obligation, but evidently iritcndiwl to
meet this special case ; underlying it is t he. iden,
never absent from our Lord's teaching as to the
use of wealth, that wealth is a trust from Uod,
and to be renounced when it becomes a hindrance to
spiritual life. While liberality in oaaurod of a
reward, the reward, or even return, is not to be
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the object of the giver (Lk 685 , where
aTreXvl^ovres may be '

hoping for nothing again,' as
in AV ; or ' never despairing/ as in IW ; or, if

read wdfra,
'

driving no one to despair,' or '

despair-
ing of no man,

5

as in ItVm).*
There are three utterances of our "Lord with

reference to liberality to the Temple and the pur-
poses connected therewith. The gift is to be

brought to the altar only after reconciliation to an
oflended brother (Mt 5a3- a4

); outward liberality

being thus shown to be unacceptable to God unlews
the Heart be filled with the spirit of love. Natural
duties are not to be set aside by a liberality which
becomes sinful (Mt 15s

) in devoting to the Temple
what ought to be given to the support of parents.
The teaching of the incident of the widow's two
mites is bent summed up in the words of Ambrose :

4
It is not considered how much U ^hc-ii, but how

much remains behind.' The sm^wer oi John the

Baptist (Lk 311
) may be quoted as in accordance

with the teaching of our Lord : liberality is here
shown to be an evidence of repentance, and a

practical testimony to a change of heart. See also

artt. ALMSGIVING, GIVING.
LITKRATURK.J, 0, Dykes, Manifesto of the King, 351 ; J. LI.

Davies, Spiritual A/f/ii-fJK'iivf'm, 244; S. Cox, Biblical Ex>
/..-'.* i..-. I0r>; W. M. si i ida ir, Christ and OUT Times, 270 ;

\\. h.-Ai, Oultum of the 5V/-."'"':-' Li'fe, 183; Edersheim,
Tii'- 'I u.it',. Its Ministry "it-! !.><*, works on Jewish

Aatiqq. ; the Oomm. in loo.

S. J, RAMSAY SIBBALD.
LIBERTY. Christ and His iirst disciples clearly

Hoarded liberty
as an essential of the highest re-

ligious life. He begins His mission at Nazareth
with the words of Iwaiah that His work was ' to

set at liberty them that are bruised' (Lk 418
). By

His contrast of the Mosaic law with His own 'I

say unto you
'

of Mt 522 - 28 - 89
,
He declares His dis-

ciples to be free of the ancient law ; their worship
no longer fettered by place (Jn 4ai ) ; their very
Sabbath, which had held them together in the

Captivity, an institution to be sanely used for any
kind of good work and any sinless pleasure (Mk
227

, Mt 128 Lk 5 1"5
). New wine-skins must be

made for the new wine (Mk 22S
, Lk 6s8 ). The dis-

ciple must hold himself entirely at
liberty

from
the things of the world for the world's sake; he
must stand *with loina girded about and lamp
burning' (Lk 1235 ), unhindered by multitudinous

possessions (Lk 1215
), not anxious as to the lesser

matters of clothing, food, and shelter (Mt 625,
Lk

12^), taking 'no bread, no wallet, no money,'
whereon he may come to depend too much (Lk 9s

1C 1
, Mt 10 , Mk 68 ). If the rich young man would

be perfect, he must learn to be the free master of his

riches, not their slave, even though ,he may have

entirely to disperse thorn in order to assure himself

of his 'spiritual liberty (Mt H)- 1

,
Lk 18*-). In all

things the disciple must be absolutely free for his

mission, and 'leave the dead to bury their own
dead' (Mt 8--, Lk 9<i()

). HIM utterance itself must

partake of the same liberty, not crippled by the

slow movement of the intellectual faculties, but

made vivid by immediate contact with the Holy
Spirit :

* Settle it therefore in your hearts not to

meditate beforehand how to answer '

(Lk 21 14
, Mk

i:V l

,
Mt 10 1

'-'). Christ promises that the disciple

who prices HIM word shall come to know the greater
fulness of truth, and that revelation shall liberate

him ; ho shall no longer be a bond-servant of sin (it

would be impossible, having once seen the light) ;

he shall be free with all the liberties of aonship (Jn
s

JesuH Himself exhibits the surprises which the
* law of liberty

'

(Ja P5
) has within it. He tells of

the master who, iinding Ms servants alert and

faithful, flings conventionality to the winds,
'

girds
* One of the few sayings of our Lord quoted outside the

Gospels commends liberality (Ac 2035).

liimself, makes them sit down to meat, and him-
self serves them '

(Lk 1237
). He tells His host that

it were a higher thing to dare to invite3 not his

relatives and wealthy friends, hut the poor, the

lame, the blind, who could never recompense him
(Lk 14la

). In dealing with the woman taken in

sin,* He takes the course of the moment, as novel
as it is searching in its free way (Jn S1 "11

). The
cruse of precious ointment is looked at as the

symbol oi an affectionate impulse, more to be
valued than a calculated act .f

1
1 i!;<' ;1. >>>- - 11

ing and giving to the poor s
Mk i I

,
Mi -!

"

. -h.

125
). Pharisees are startled at His frank inter-

course with publicans and sinners (Mk 216
,
Lk 530

15'J ). In vain He likens the liberty of the Spirit to

the wind * that bloweth where it listeth
3

(Jn 38
) ;

few can understand the variety of the workings
of the Divine Spirit in man, Wisdom only being
justified by^

'all her children' (Mk II 19
,
Lk 7 s5

), to
the confusion often of those who cannot com-

prehend a John the Baptist abstaining and the
Son of man 'eating and drinking.

1 There are

times when Christ seems HC-I'M (!\ (
1- .id His

hearers, and especially the f"! :n,ir,-i MI. >:!,_ them,
into problems tlit JTm<l no -!uii- :s -UP- Law/
but that compel an exercise of liberty of judgment,
as in the ' Render unto Caesar the things that are

CoesarV (Lk 202S
, Mt 2221), 'the baptism of John,

was it from heaven, or of men ?
!

(Lk 204 ), and the

question,
' Is it lawful to heal on the Sabbath day,

or not ?' (Mk 34, Lk 69 14s
). The principle of true

liberty, as our Lord taught and lived it, would go
far in encouraging the believers in * the reunion of

Christendom,' especially such a command as 'For-

bid him not : lor ho th'iit is not against you is for

you'(Lk9
5()

).

That the Apostles so understood Christ can hardly be ques-
tioned. Throughout the NT liberty (Ifavtfwae,, and its even

more confident form i|0y<rv) runs as a golden thread, distin-

guishing the New Dispensation from the Old.
^
There is the

same joyous exercise of the power of a new life that Christ

foretold. The writers have met one of the deepest problems of

philosophy (man's freedom of will), and have boldly pronounced
upon it. 'St. Paul hati no hesitation in, asserting man's natural

hbci-t\ in the I'fthl of Jie spiritual liberty nowjoiacle known
through Jesus GhrKt [fc claims tho. right (=-:-'-.') of free

action in the common affairs of life, in ICHM!, in mnrri.igo, in the

pastor not necessarily labouring manually, but sharing
1 in

i, MI i'il :

" "

in return for his spiritual toiling (1 Co
.!

- i.'.! - "
'. John will claim for the purified soul the

same Iioeruy (&oart#) of approach to the tree of life and entry by
the portals' of the eternal city (Kev 221*). Perhaps this par-
ticular word is most suggestively used in 1 Co 89

' Take heed
lest by any means this liberty of yours become a stumbling-
block to the weak/t.e, lest ihe very -t i nu'ii ."'Mil ,i-.-i:r:.p< t rf

the new-found liberty may load \ou t!c,ir .-i i; i-Mi-Vi!!.
1

.,

thus courting" tempi iition yom-eli, and pernaps ruining the

weaker brethren, v\ho, seeing > on able to join in certain prac-
tices unharmed, will be tempted to copy you, to their own
hurt. It is clear that in the first days liberty was fundamental
with the Christian. Each man has to

' \vork out ins own salva-

tion
'

(Ph 2^2), to be 'fully assured in his own mind,' to 'give
account of himself to God' (Ro ]4<

r
>

i'2). Christians are the free

citizens of the heavenly Jerusalem, children of HH n.t CG.'u -'')

For abiding- freedom did Christ set them fxv (,V). "iir'jiji thcr
into liberty (v.**). Henceforth no Mosaic veil of past tiaditions,

laws, rites', can bind them. When Moses is road, it shall be

with no hindering timidities (2 Co 3"fl ) of the lettei, but in the

reverent freedom of the spirit (vv.-). The disciple feels him-

self freed from that yoke 'which neither we nor our fathers

were able to bear' (Ac ir,i0). The Law has but led into a

larger world, in which is prized
' the liberty which we have in

Christ Jesus' (Gal ;>-4 2-*). The escape hay been from the

bondage of a reliefion of fear into the liberty of a faith that

discerns in God tho Eternal Fatherhood (Ro tf5). go St. Paul

prays that tho word may have *
fr<je course,' ma}'- run (Bv)

(TP&'J), spreading the gospel abroad with a free unhindered

spirit (2 Th 3 1
), and leaving each worker to develop bis own

methods (1 Co 9^) and rules of conduct 'Why is my liberty

judged by another man's conscience V (10
2

). But this does

not imply licence. That his liberty is Christian implies a

limitation. He is to be 'as free, yet not using his liberty for a

cloak of maliciousness, but as the bond-servant of God* (1 P 216),

having no part with those worldly ones so ready in 'promising
liberty while they themselves are bond-servants of corruption

(2 P 2i). He knows that he will be judged in his speech and

~~*
Although no part of the correct texc of Jn 8, the Pericope

Adult&rw probably embodies a true reminiscence of an incident

in our Lord's ministry.
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conduct by the law of liberty which has taken the place of the

ancient law <Ja 2-12). Being made free trom sin he is still a

servant, but of ri-hioo.^iu^, a * son ant to God' (Ro G* '*> 22
),

and from the !>MI<]UI^ 01' corruption' has entered into the

'liberty of the glory of the children of God' (Ro S21). This

liberty has been the exchange of a hateful for a precious

bondage. If you were actually a slave, you are now * the Lora'a

froedman,' if you were free, you are now '

Christ's bond-servant'

(1 Co 721. 22
), and that service is the ministry of the brethren, a

bondage into which St. Paul boasts and glories that he had

brought himself (1 Co O1^). He has found a new law in place of
' .'', ]aw of sin and of death,' and this 'law

.
-

;

'

' Jhrist Jesus ' has made him free (Bo S2).
. .

, Of
-

~>

'

e of the

Gospels indicates also the
'

Chris-

tianity to that principle of liberty with which Christ; inspired
His disciples.*

See also artt. FREE WILL and NECESSITY.
EDGAR DAPLYN.

LIB, LYING. See DECEIT.

LIFE (fan}). The term applied by Jesus, alike

in the Synoptic and the Johannine records of His

teaching, to the supreme blessing mediated by
Him to men. Certain elements in the conception
are common to the two records, but their differences

are so marked that it will be necessary to consider

them -<M , i-,.

1

!

";.
.

1. 2/w idea of Life in the Synoptic teaching is

substantially that of the OT, unfolded in all its

potential wealth of meaning. Hebrow ilion^lif.

averse to metaphysical speculation, (onooivud of

life as the sum of energies which make up man's
actual existence. The soul separated from the

body did not cease to be, but it forfeited its

portion in the true life. It either departed to the

shadowy world of Sheol, or. ;u:c.;idhii! to the later

view of Ecclesiastes, was ronb-urbi-d (?) into the
Divine Being, 'returned to God who gave it

s

(Ec 127 ). Thus the highest good was simply
'length of days/ the continuance of the bodily
existence right on to its natural term. Two
factors, however, were latent in the OT conception
from the br^imiinir. jsnd became more and more
jironrrn-ni in shis <'oiiv-(; of the after-development.
(\) The radical element in life is activity. Mere
physical being is distinguished from that essential
1

life
* which consists in the unrestricted play of all

Jt "

especially of the higher and more
In the loftier passages of the

Psalms, more particularly, the idea of {
life' has

almost always a pregnant sense. It is associated
with joy, peace, prosperity, wisdom, ". V : : :

man *
lives

'

according as he has free <; ;';.

activities which are distinctive of his* spiritual
nature. God Himself is emphatically the 'living
One,

3

as contrasted with men in ilioir limitation
and helplessness. (2) Since God aloiir-

|><
>...(--(-.

life in the highest sense, fellowship \\r\\ !! i:ii i>

the one condition on which men can obtain it.
' By every word of God doth man live

'

(Dt 8s ),
e ^ith thee is the fountain of life' (Ps 369

). In
the higher regions of OT thought, life and com-
munion with God are interchangeable ideas. The
belief in immortality is never expressly stated,
but, as Jesus Himself indicates, it was implicit in
this conception of a God who was not the God of
the dead but of the living. See art. LIVING.

Jesus accepted the idea of life as it had come
to Him through the OT. To Him also life is

primarily the physical existence (cf. Mt 6-5
* Take

no thought for your life, what ye shall eat and
drink,' etc.), and He advances on this conception
along ethical and religious lines, in the same
manner as the Psalmists and Prophets. (1) He
distinguishes between the essential 'life' and the
outward subsidiary things with which it is so

easily confused. 'The life is more than meat'
* The various terms used, and the many English equivalents,

will toe found fully treated in Hastings' I)J5, artt. 'Free,'*

Freedom,' etc.

(Lk 1238
).

'A man's life cons'iHloth not- in the

abundance of the things which ho posHwsscth
'

(v,
lfi

).

'What shall it proiit a man if he gain tlmwholo
world and lose his life?

5

(Alk 83U ). (2) Thus He
arrives at the idea of .something mitral and in-

alienable which constitutes l"i :." - 1H<>.

This He discovers in the moral . '..:;.
i body

with its manifold faculties in only tho or^an b
}
\

which man accomplishes his true task of obedi-

ence to God. Meat, raiment, and all the tvst nr<i

necessary,
( but seek iirst the kingdom oMJod and

his righteousness.' (3) In i\i\^ u.sv Ji< 1

*

:
>*<

1<\I
t<>

the conception of a higher, -iiiiiiii.-i
1

life, piiwd
through the sacritiee of "the \w <!.

'

Ii a man hate,

not his own life, ho cannot be my dinciplc
'

(Lk M-' 1

}.

'He that findeth his life whall lo.se it, find
ho that

loseth his life for my sake shall find it
1

(Mt
1039 16s5

).

Here, however, we become aware of the. difhnilty
which meets us under diilereut forms throughout
our Lord's teaching- In His account of the sujimuo
blessing for which lower things nmst be wwnlHM'd,
He seems to pass abruptly from ethical to oschato-

logical ideas. 'Life* is a reward laid up for the

li^hh'ou- in the world to come. Tt is regarded
-oincrime- as a new state of being

1

(Mt *25
4<l

), Howe-

times as a sort of pme that can be bestowed in iho

same manner as SLOUHOH and goodn and lands (Mk
1030

). The precise meaning to be attached to M.ho

world to come' in which this 'life* will be im-

parted, depends on our interpretation of the

general conception of the Kingdom of God, < )ur

Lord would appear to waver between the idea of a
world beyoncf death and that of a Messianic age
or aeon, .:i-- . 1\ :.; ;-

1
l

i

\ revealed on earth, Tn

either can-,. 1 1 '. IT. '!! thinks of 'life
1

as of

something still in the future, the peculiar blessing
of the realized Kingdom of God.

This future
;

-- - '- defined more particularly in Hrvtral

passages as (icrnal fiit
' and the opil.het inifjciit appear at

first sight to imply a distinction. "VVc ttnd, howuver, on c*Uwtr

examination that the term 'life
1

itself uauully !uvlvH tho

emphatic meaning-. 'This do and thon tihalt live'(Lk It*H) m
our Lord's reply to the inquiry oowsowihujf *ottt*nal life.' Ho
when He says,

*
It is better to enter into life halt or mnintfd '

(Mfc 188, Mk 0^3), or ' Narrow in the way that letutoth unto Hfc"
'

(Mt 714), it is evidently the future hluHftlnft that in In HiH niliuU

There is good ground for the uonjccturo that J< (Hns Ifliuwlf
never used the expression

* eternal lift?.'

Since the ethical and eMchatolotfica ideanethical and eMchatolotfica iean aro
denoted hy the name word, wo are juHtiitod in

assuming that in the mind of JeBtiH they wora
bound up with one another. Tho f

lifc^' wkioh IH

projected into the future and <leHcrilxl iipfurativoly
as a gift bestowed from without, in in tho last

resort the life of moral activity. Thin hccotucH
more apparent when we take account of certain
further elements in our Lord*n teaching,

(a) The condition on which the future* reward w
given is faithful performance of the moral tank In

the present. Those shall '

live
' who keep the com-

mandments. The narrow way that leads to life i

the way of obedience and sacrifice. By voluntary
loss of earthly things in (he cause of Christ, Ih'c

disciples will gain
*
life

'

(Mk 1030 )- Tlus n-pot-n iypi it-

imagery does not conceal from uw^the OHHontiai

thought of Jesus, that the promised 'life* in

nothing Ibxit the outcome and fuUihwmt. of a
moral obedience begun on earth,

(b) Life is not omy ;i future fulfilment, Init IIIIH a
real beginning in the present. Thus in the saying
'Follow me, and let the dead bury ilutir <1<vi,d

'

(Mt 822=Lk 9(f

), Jesus implicH that tho ilwiM]>Is
even now enter into pOKSOH.sion of a JKJW an<l lii^ln'r
life. They are the 'living' as oppowod to \lu\

children of this world, who are spiritually dttad.

The same thought appears in t;he paral>l<^ of fho

Prodigal Son: 'he was dead and is alive a^iin'
(Lk 3 5s3

). Life in its full reality i.s the blessing of

the Avorld to come, I*-' '*, ^\ l>o, (liiltM-cnt in
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degree, not in kind, from the present life of true

(e) One clement is common to the two types
c

life/ and marks their ultimate identity. I
of

The
future consummation, described by Jesus in vivid

pictorial language, is in its substance a closer

f"llr.\v-hi|i with God. In the Kingdom which He
;i ii i KM

|
;;!!<<!. the pure in heart were to see God

vMi r>
; ;

iuose wno hungered and thirsted after

righteousness were to be satisfied with God's

presence (v.
<5

). This perfect communion with God
is the supreme reward laid up for the believer.
Jt constitutes the inner meaning and content of
the future Life. In like manner the present life of
moral obedience is in its essence a life of fellowship
with God. The aim of Jesus is to bring His dis-

ciples even now into such a harmony with the
Divine will that they may be children of their
Father who is in heaven, re-cm blin^ Him and
holding real communion with Him. The eschato-

logieal idea of life thus resolves itself at its centre
into the purely ethical and

religious. The King-
dom is already come when GodV A\iII is done on
earth as it is in heaven.
Jesus is Himself the Mediator of the new life.

He imparts to His disciples His own consciousness
of GotPs pii-< m-' ;iiul Fatherhood. He inspires in
them a iniih ;m<i obedience which without Him
would have been for ever impossible. Through
knowledge of Him and

\>.
"I

1
-

i ..!'!' in His spirit,

they enter into that fellowship with God which is

eternal life. See MKDIATOK.
2. In the, Fourth Gospel the idea of Life is much

more prominent than in the- Synoptics. The Evan-

gelis
1

\i :- K -tates (20
81

) that he has ' written

those ii.ii ili: i believing ye may have life/ and
this -i.'i'i'siii.-ur "! his main intention is fully borne
out by the detailed study of the Gospel. The
teaching of Jesus, aw he records it, centres wholly
on the stibject of Life.

This in itself need not be regarded as a breach with the
authentic tradition. We have seen that in the Synoptics also

the idea of Life lies at the heart of our Lord's teaching, since

life is the petmliar bloating of the Kingdom of God. St. John,
after his manner, detaches the essential thought from the

eschatological framework. The future 'kingdom' becomes

simply 'life.'

The idea of Life an a present possession (already

implicit in the Synoptic teaching) becomes in the

Fourth Gospel central and determinative. 4 He
that believeth on the Son hath (even now) ever-

lasting life
'

(&*).
* He that heareth my word . . .

in pawned out of death into life' (S
24

). The whole

purpose of the work of Christ, aB conceived by the

Evangelist, was to ronmmnic.Mt*' to His disciples,

here and now, the <
i
i <M n.'i i I i iV. To those who have

received Hin gift
the death of the body is only a

physical incident, a *

falling ; i -1 1
|

'

'11"). The
true death is the state of win ni i'i"n.iii"ii. oiit of

which they have been delivered, once and for all,

in the act of surrender to Christ.

laolatod i>;i*iSN!jfi"i in ilic <*J<^ic
i

l might seem to conflict with

this, the chararU'miic and prevailing view. In the 6th chapter
more especially, the conception of Life, as a spiritual possession
in the present*appears side by Hide with repeated allusions to a

resurrection 'at the, last day' (030.44.fi4). These, allusions are

partly to bo explained as reminiscences of an earlier type of

dootrmci, not completely in harmony with the writer's own ;

flvush
'

concflBsioriH
'

to a traditional belief meet ua continually in

this Gospel At the same time, they serve to emphasize, a real,

though secondary, aspect of John's own teaching. TTcs antici-

pates in the future world a full uianifoHtaiiion of the Life which
under earthly conditions is necessarily hidden. For the believer,

a# for Christ Himself, the escape from this world and its limita-

tions marks the entrance into a larger activity and 'priory* (cf.

142- ).

The Evangelist nowhere attempts to define las

conception of Life. The great saying,
' This is life

eternal,
3

etc. (17
3
), cannot be construed as a defini-

tion. It only declares that the knowledge of God
through Jesus Christ carries with it the assurance

LIFE 31

of life (cf .

' His commandment is life everlasting
'

[12
50

]). The nature of the life is indicated only in

vague and l>,iif-ii-isir.ii\ o terms. It is indestruc-
tible (6

s8 I!
1

',, -nii-i'n^ all spiritual thirst and
i: iin-.-r ('V

r> 414
), is the source of light (I

4 S12 ). But,
nlrii' Inili x is said by way of express definition,
the general import of the Johaimirie conception is

sufficiently clear. The Life \yhich Christ com-
municates is the absolute. Divine Life. 'As the
Father has life in himself, so he hath given the
Son to have life in himself (5

2t5
*, cf. 1*). It is

assumed that in God and in the Logos, who is one
with Him, a life resides which is different in kind
from that of men, and is the real, the e eternal

'

Life.
The i '!; arises from the blending in the

Fourth <:- i <-i Hebrew and early Christian with
'*.< K--,| slo-ij-! i ,-"! influences. Hebrew thought

i i-'ii v i,!in- i! i -
i" with questions n\L;;i nli ILL: the

ultimate nature of God. He was the :

living

"

< ,<xl,

who could be known only through His activity in
the creation and moral government of the world.
The Greek thinkers, on the other hand, tried to

get behind His activity to His essential Being.
He was the absolute and self-existent, over against
the world of phoiioinriiii. His Life, so far as Life
could be pv<

i'!i<v to<l 01 I lici. was an energy of pure
thought, abstracted from every form of sensible
manifestation (cf. Arist. Matnph. xii. 7). The
Fourth Evangelist, carrying out more fully the

suggestion of Philo, combines the Hebrew and
Greek ideas. He thinks of God as the only true '

(17
a
), the absolute Being who is eternally separate

from the world which He has created. Neverthe-
less He is a living and personal God. The Life
which He possesses is analogous to the life in man,
but of a higher order, spiritual instead of earthly.

It follows from this attempt to combine Hebrew
with Greek ideas, that the ethical moment falls

largely out of sight. The difference between the
human and the Divine Life is one of essence. Till
man has undergone a radical change, not in heart

merely but in the very constitution of his being,
there can be no thought of his \\\\\i icipi( in^ in the
life of God. St. John thus involves himself in a
conception which may be described as semi-

phy-icnl. The Divine life is regarded as a sort of

higher substance inherent in the nature of God.
How can man, who is

c born of flesh' (3
6
), become

partaker in this substance, and so experience a
new birth as a child of God ? This is the religious
problem aa it presents itself to St. John.
The solution is afforded by the doctrine of the

Incarnate Word. Jesus Christ, as the eternal

Logos, possessed
*

life in himself,' and yet assumed
humanity and entered into our lower world. He
therefore became the vehicle through which the
life of God is imparted to men, or at least to those
elect natures wno are prctlNpoHMi to receive it.

He not only pos-,osse^, but i- liim^ If the Life. To
impart His" gift lie must also impart Himself, since

life is inalienable from the living Person. This
idea, which lies at the very centre of St. John's

thinking, determines his theory of the communica-
tion of Life through Christ.

The subjective condition, apaii from which the

gift cannot be bestowed. i> belief in Jesus as the
Son of God. Tliis belief is primarily an act of

intellectual nssent to the claim of Christ ;
but such

an act implies a religious experience which has led

up to it and gives it value. It runs back in the
last resort to the *

drawing by the Father '

(6
44

), the
work of God's Spirit in the heart. Through the
act of belief a man is brought into such a relation

to Christ that His power as Life-giver becomes

operative.
Three means are indicated by which Christ im-

parts the gift to those who have believed. (1) It is

conveyed through His word, regarded not simply
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as the medium of His message, but in the Hebrew
sense as active and creative. The words spokei
by Jesus are of tlie same nature as the quickening
word of God. They are '

spirit and life/ carrying
with -^/v fn* -p/v*.*^*. r* His own being. PI*

can '.

" "'
M

. V shall abide in you
and ' i shall abide in you"' (15

7
). It is this impart

ing of Himself through His words that renders
them c words of eternal life.' (2) The gift is con

veyed likewise in the Sacraments, more especially
in the Lord's Supper. The Eucharistic reference
in the 6th chapter appears to the present writer

unmistakable, and, \yhile
the Supper is interpreter

in a -pirii?i;il M'nse, its real valictity is also empha-
sized . lariat iu-. writing in the same age, describes
the Eucharist as the <pdpju,aKov adavaa-las (JEphes.
20), and St. John accents this current belief, anc
harmonizes it with his own doctrine of Life

'Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of Man anc
drink his blood, ye have no life in you* (6

53
).

Since Jesus in His own Person is the Life, it can
be given only through an actual incorporation of

His s flesh and blood,
s and this is offered in the

mystery of the Eucharist. The idea of Life as a

semi-physical essence here comes to its sharpest
expression. (3) In this same chapter, however, we
have the indication of another and still more
mysterious means by which the Life is imparted.
The Eucharist, while it possesses in itself a real

^ilir.iU, i> "typical of an abiding union of the be-
lir 1 (r '-\

i . ii Christ. He is like the vine (15
lff

*), out
of which the several branches draw their nourish-
ment. He is united with His disciples in a relation
so profound and intimate that thejr feel themselves
to be one with Him. They abide in Him and He
in them, and the life which He possesses becomes
their life, springing up within them like a per-
ennial well (4

14
). This doctrine of a mystical union

with Christ in which He imparts His Divine life to
the believer, contains the central and character-
istic thought of the Fourth Gospel.
Thus far we have considered the Johannine idea

of Life as it is determined by the Logos theory.
It becomes apparent, however, the more we study
the Gospel, tnat the writer is working throughout
with two conceptions, o-^entinlly difluucnij from
each other and never completely r<:cuncilcd. The
incarnate Logos is at the same time the historical
Jesus, who revealed God and drew all men to Him-
self by the moral grandeur of His personality and
life. Doctrines which ure present <-d theologically
on the lines of the Logo^ hyporhc.-!:- are also

capable of a purely religious interpretation. They
require to be so interpreted if we are not to miss
their underlying and vital import.

Life regarded from this other side bears a mean-
ing substantially the same as in the Synoptic
Gospels. Jesus was the Living One, inasmuch as
He realized in His own Person the love and good-
ness and holiness which constitute the inmost
nature of God. The life He sought to conimuni-

subsequent _

ciples. Even in the Eucharistic chapter in which
the theological view of Life is expressed most
forcibly, we can discern this other view in the
background. To partake of Christ's flesh and
blood is to become wholly conformed to Him,
absorbing into oneself the very spirit by which He
lived. We cannot read the chapter 'attentively
without feeling that St. John is always passing
from the metaphysical conception to this moral
and religious one. Both are present in his mind,
and he endeavours to fuse them, though such a
fusion is in the nature of things impossible.
The cardinal doctrine of union with Christ

assumes a new meaning in the light of this other

aspect of St. John's thought. What is elsewhere
described as a mystical indwelling becomes a moral

fellowship.
' Henceforth I call you not servants,.

but friends ;
for the servant knoweth not what

his lord cloeth ; but I have called you friends
'

(15
15

). The disciples are to enter into a perfect
harmony of mind and will with their Master. 1 1 is

spirit is not to act on them from the outside,

through set commandments, but inwardly and
spontaneously. The relation of disdpleship thiiH

passes into one of
*

friendship,' a friendship HO
close that they lose all sense of separateness be-

tween themselves and Quint. lie ' abidow i

them/ and replaces their
>yill

with HIM own.
To the Synoptic teaching 8t. John adds on&

element of priceless value. He perceives that Uw
new Life proclaimed by Jesus was bound tip hulls-

splubly with His living Person. * In him was
life' (Jn I4 ), and it is not enough to render some
vague obedience to His teaching, There must be
a real and personal communion with Christ, HO that
He may impart His very self to His diBciplo, In
his presentation of this truth, John avails himself
of m<M,ipli\-ic<il modes of thinking which aro not

wholly , i!i-.j:i,;h i<. the Christian message. The
concepti

"'i <:' <
,

V. i-i as Logos obscures the trxio

Mgnilu'aiico of His Person and of the higher life

imparted through Him. But the essential thought
of the Gospel is independent of the form, borrowed
from an alien philosophy, in which it is exprosst^d.
Jesus Christ is not only the Life-giver, but in Him-
self the Life. He imparts His gift to" those who
know Him by an inward fellowship, and become
one with Him in heart and will. Sr.t; also LiviNO.
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LIGHT Apart from tho ordinary two of tliw
word to denote outward light (as in Lk Ilm

1 Mfc
172 2429 etc.), there are tjn.-r :ij.|,li.-;>-iu!^ of tlw
metaphor of li^ht in the ^vimp-.'u- Cn.pi-N which
demand attention,

1. The first occurs in the figurative and
what enigmatic saying preserved in Mt (F^s
II34- 85

, where the eye is called the lamp of tho
body, the symbolism pointing to &wwrity of mmt
as the decisive feature of life, Each P/vangeliHt
gives the saying a different Retting. Tn Mt.'n
version of the Sermon on the Mount it occmrs in
a context laying ^tross unon the supremo need of
the heavenl^ mind in religion ; and as Uio wain
rival to God in man's affections i the world, in tlui

shape of material wealth, the pursuit of the Hingle
mind is naturally <-<iToljitc<l with Lh< k iivoldanco'of
covetousnesB. Tlii- *.h;il of niwuiiii" ia rellectol
from vv. 19 '21 and

'M- m
(nee MAMMON) upon Urn in-

tervening loffion. The soul is to human Iif< what
the eye in to the body (so Pliilo, de, Oi>if. Mum/t,
17, 'reason |>oOs] is to the w>ul what the syo i to
the body

7

); it is a lamp, by moans of which the
way and work of life aro ninminaiod. AH Uw
functions of the physical litV depend In,rgo1y upon
the soundness of the organs of vision, by inojuis of
which men move nattily and frwly in i'lui <>utisid<t

world, so the mental an<l nior,I fmalt.h of man w
Dound up with tho condition of his in nor life. Th<>
inward disposition (of. Jn I1 1(

>) is tho koy l',o all
cf. Kuskiri's Qwwn of the Air, <M ; fltuf&'ti ^-.v/,

106-110). The employment of *

light' in Mii*
connexion is thus one illustration of t.h inwardiu\sM
of the teaching of Jesus. He brought mon from
jhe circumference to the centre, laid nuprome strewn
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on motive, and sought to cmplin.*.izc -> in this

saying the vital importance ot the inner spirit
for conduct. The symbolism turns on the ethical

meaning implied in 'single' (aTrXoDs) and 'evil'

(irovyp&s), the former suggesting 'liberality,
5 the

latter '

niggardliness' in the moral sphere. Hence
4

light
' means that condition of life "which is void

of covetousness and the .uuL-pin^ spirit. Such a
spirit confuses life by diverting it I'roin the supreme
inward and heavenly aim which is its true pursuit.
The hoarding temper, which absorbs men in out-
ward possessions, is pronounced by Jesus to be
a flaw in the moral vision, a speck that blurs ' the

light that is in thee,' i.e. the inner light of con-

science, the heart, or the soul, "When the latter is

darkened by the intrusion of a divided affection,

especially in the form of some appetite such as
covetotisness or worldliness, then { how great is the
darkness

*

! For religion, as Christ taught it, is

not admitting God into life. It is putting Him
lirst in life. Faith is not thinking Him good, but
hailing Him as best. And nothing can be more
ominous than when the soul, which is man's
delicate faculty for seeing and choosing Gocl, is

diverted to double - mindedness or to an attempt
to reconcile the competing interests of God and
of the world. The outcome is compromise and its

inevitable product, liv|iorrU\ -ihni. sin which a
Frenchman once called the hrstiruits of English
society ripening under the very breath of con-
ventional religion. The logion may be, as Brandt
suggests, a Jewish aphorism based on Pr 2027

,

which Jesus here quotes and applies.
The introduction of the saying in Lk II 33'86 is

due to the key-word Af/x^os. Here, as often, Lk.

groups sayings together less from their internal

i-tniv-jioijurnue than from some verbal common
element. He sharpens the point of the saying by
introducing v, 35

. As eyes may become injured by
the blinding glare and dust which make ophthalmia
a j-rcvjilvM! complaint in the East, so, it is im-

}.!) I. i iir inner cusposition lies exposed to risk and
disease, against which it is a man s duty to guard.
For if the heart rules the life, the life, on the other

hand, can stain and spoil the heart. Yet the
stress of the saying falls on attention to the in-

ward life as determining the course and value of

the outer. * "Take care of the little things of life,

and the great things will take care of themselves/
5

is the maxim of tlie trader, which is sometimes,
and with a certain degree of truth, applied to the
service of Gocl. But much more true is it in

religion, that we should take care of the great
things, and the trifles of life will take care of

themselves. "
If thine eye be single, thy whole

body will be full of light." Christianity is not

acquired, as an art, by long practice ; it does not
carve and polish human nature with a graving
tool ; it makes the whole man j first pouring out his

soul before God, and then casting him in a mould'
(Jowett'H Panly ii. 117). The point of v. 36 is not

easy to grasp. It Reems a somewhat tautological
expansion of

y.
84b

(so Blas). D, Syr clu
'etc., omit

it, while Syr Bin has a different form of it; yet, as

Wellhatisen observes, it does not read like an in-

terpolation, and probably we must be content to

suspect, with Westcott and Hort, e.g., and J. Weiss
(in Meyer 8

, pp. 476-477), some primitive corruption
of the text.

2. The connexion of v. 3:) with the saying is not
immediate. Lk II 38 is simply an equivalent of

Mk 514"16
, which is incorporated here under the

rubric of *

light,' and Luke has already more ap-
propriately used it in 836

(
=Mk 4S1

) in the second

phase of the light-symbolism in the Gospels, viz.

that of influence. The disciples are cautioned

against the tendency, whether due to modesty or
to cowardice, to refrain from letting their faith tell

.VOL. ii. 3
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upon the world. In Lk II 33 it is impossible to
trace any very obvious connexion between this
and what precedes, any more than between it and
what follows, unless the idea of the editor is that
Solomon's wisdom and Jonah's preaching were
frank and open to the world (hence v.w), while no
sign (v.

29
) is needed if the inner heart be pure and

true
(vy.*

4 -80
). The context in Mt 5 is much more

congenial. Jesus is warning His disciples that
while their relation to the outside world is often
full of annoyance and suffering, yet this bitter

experience (v.
lof

-) must not drive them into a
parochial and secluded attitude of negative protest.
* You are the light of the world,' He urges. You
owe it a duty. Your faith lays you under an
obligation to let your life tell upon your environ-
ment (cf. EBi, 4377, 4384-4383), instead of weakly
relapsing into some esoteric or Essene-like seclu-
sion. The allusion to good works is peculiar to
Matthew. It emphasizes that frankness of spirit
and '"".'

" ""

conduct which the saying
upor .

- the sole reasonable position
for i

, . to assume. The vocation
of a Christian is to be visible. And visibility
means influence. The reference is not to Apostles
but to Christians in general, nor is preaching in
view. What Jesus inculcates is an attitude of
consistent goodness, void of monasticism and osten-
tation alike, as corresponding to the nature of His

Kingdom, whose property and destiny it is to be-
come manifest to the world (cf. Mozley's Parochial
and Occasional Sermons, p. 212 1 ).

This latter idea, without the moral counsel, is

reproduced by Mk 421
(
= Lk 8 1(i

) as a sequel to the

interpretation of the parable of the Seeds, as, if to

suggest that such knowledge as had just been, im-

parted to the disciples was not to be kept to them-
selves but to be diffused like light (cf. Menzies,
Ear^'- -'

'7',. ,

7
.

;. 112-114), the placing of the

lam^
: -

i
- :!; )osition perhaps

""
,

(so -I i, :!', u- (l. fruitful and us- .
-

A
. ,

of the good seed in the good soil (v.
20

). Others,
like Wrede (das Messiasgeheimnis, p. 681), prefer
to read the saying in the light of the Apostolic
age, as if it meant that after the Resurrection all

reserve upon the Christian mysteries was to be
thrown aside (v.

n
). This, however, cannot be the

original sense of the saying, and there is no reason

why one should give up the interpretation which
nialces the lamp here equivalent to the teaching of
Jesus or the knowledge of the gospel I-M-O /?'//>.
Nov. 1900, on 'The "Peril and the Ouiiion of'

Exposure*). The point i.-- ILV- general than in Mt
o14" llj

. But the essential bearing oi" the saying is

the same, viz. that as the fum'iioii oi light is to

radiate, so Christian privileges imply the duty
of propaganda. Similarly, Mt 1027= .Lk 123 (cf.

Jiilicher'^ Glcwhnureden^ii. 861). In the fourth
of the New Oxyrhynchus Logia, we have the
words: 'for there is nothing hidden which shall

not be made manifest, nor buried which shall not
"be raised.

5

3. If Christians, however, are to arise and shine,
it must be because their light has come. Conse-

quently revelation is also embraced under the light-

symbolism of the Gospels, in Mt 416
,
Lk I79 [Is 92

]

2a2
,
where the reference, based on OT quotations,

is to the redeeming life of Christ. This semi-

mystical application, which associates light with
the Divine effluence, runs far back into human
history. 'Heaven means both the world of light
above us and the world of hope within us, and the
earliest name of the Divine beings is simply "the

bright ones.
" Such names are more than metaphors.

But if they were simply metaphors, they would
show how closely the world without is adapted to

express and render definite the yearnings and the
fears of the world within' (J. Wedgwood, The
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Moral Ideal, pp. 63 7). It is needless to illustrate
from ancient thought how light was almost in-

variably, if variously, allied to the conception of
heaven and the Divine nature, the latter being
conceived as radiant and glorious. The gradual
evolution of the religious idea slowly purified the

.symbol Uni, especially in the deeper reaches of faith
within the later Judaism {notably in. the Book of

Enoch). The -ini-pli\^uv.l element, '""MM
""

!.

entirely exclud* ! rx'on' iVom the NT k. , : r
-

!':>
and spiritual phenomena., came to he subordinated,
to the moral and mystical. The purity, the noise-
less energy, the streaming rays of light, all sug-
gested religious qualities to the mind, until the

light of God came to "be an expression for the

healing influence and vitalizing power exercised

by Him over human life. The light of Christ,
the Messiah, was thus His ministry (see Bruce' a

Galilean Gospel, p. 131). His person formed the
creative power in the life of the human soul.

Through work and word alike, His being operated
with_ quickening effect upon the responsive hearts
of His own

people.
This implication of the metaphor of light to the

Divine revelation in Jesus is developed especially
in the Fourth Gospel, where 'light

7

is reserved
almost exclusively for this purpose. John the
Baptist is indeed described once as 'the burning
and shining lamp/ in whose light (cf. I 7- 8

) the Jews
were ^willing to rejoice for a season' (5^, cf. Sir
481

), with all a shallow nature's <K1i-lii in transient
s'lijii.- ;..> (see Martensen's //,'/"W""/ Ethics,
p. :5*M,. And Christians are incidental I v called
'sons of light' (12

36
, cf. Lk 168

). Ihu, if John the
Baptist is the lamp, Jesus is the Light ; if Chris-
tians become sons of light, it is by believing on the

Light. It is not Christians but Christ, the in-
carnate Logos, who is the Light of the world (I

4 812

95 1245
). Already in the ancient mind the supreme

God had been frequently defined as the God of

light, and the later Judaism had expressed its pro-
founder consciousness of this truth in the colloca-
tion of life and light (e.g. Ps 369

, En 583
) and in

the employment of 'light' as a summary expression
not only for cosmic vitality* but for the bliss of
mankind, chiefly, though not solely, in the future
(cf, Volz, Judisehe EV7,"^7o///.!, 328 f.). In the
Fourth Gospel, however, this idea is developed
with srngi.l.u- py-vMu'i and breadth. The Logos-
Christ is .,</!ii;i.i in ; -|, Prologue not only as Logos
but as Life and Light, the former category being
confined to Christ's being as a Divine factor in the
creation and in the essence of God (I

1"8
), as well as

to His incarnation (I
14"18

), after which it is dropped.The intervening paragraph (I
4 '13

), dealing with the
Logo>-Chri*vt as a historical phenomenon, is sub-
sumed under the category of Light and Life, which
afterwards dominates the entire Gospel, except
(curiously enough) the closing speeches (14-17),where the symbolism of Light is entirely absent.
In mm was life, and the life was the light of men. 3

This profound sentence really gives the keynote to
the Gospel, in which Christ as the Light representsthe essential Truth of God as revealed to human
knowledge. The Messiah (e. q. En 484

) and the Logos
(as in Philo) had already been hailed as Light.
13ut here the metaphor of light denotes much more
than the self-revelation of God in the person of
Jesus (Weiss) ; it describes the transcendent life

streaming out on men, the absolute nature of God
as truth, as the supreme reality for man to believe
in, and by his belief to share. Tn sharp antithesis
to this Light is tha Darkness, by which the writer
symbolizes all that is contrary'to God in human
lite, whether unbelief or disobedience, all that
resists the true Life which it is the function of the
Light to produce in humanity, all the ignoranceand wilful rejection of Christ which issue in

practical consequences of confusion and rebellion.

Historically, 1 his opposition emcr;;**l dm inj Christ's

lifetime in the Jews' rejection <>t 5 i i- mi-Mon. But,
as the present tense <f>a.tvet, seems to imply, the
truth is ^cnev.il ; the same enmity pervades every
age a <.-oncepnoi' to which there is a remark-
able parallel in the LuLi-.---^.-'-']!!" 11

. of llonu'lilus

(cf. Plleiderer's Urchr^ 1

.- li. X:\\i
;

. This antiUwMH
means more, however, than a metaphysical dualism

running through the world. The hostility of imm
to the Light is described as Until" own choice

and fault (3
19 - 20

), and this concept ior naturally
permeates the entire Gospel. TUo determinism
is apparent rather than real. Whether positive
or negative, the attitude of men to (Jod in Christ,

is run back to their own wills, although the writer
makes no attempt to correlate this strictly with
Divine prescience. Nor, again, is the conception
purely intellectual, though the terminology would
seem occasionally to suggest this view, Light and
darkness represent moral good and evil an those
are presented in the spiritual order introduced by
Christ. To love the li;_;h\, (:j

l:i-JI
j is not a theoretical

attitude, but a practical, equivalent, to dttintj t/n*f

truth. The light has to be followed (H
I<J

, cf. !&*') ;

Christ's revelation i an appeal to the reason and
conscience of mankind as the controlling principle
of conduct; *the light of life' is tho light which
brings life, and life is more than mere intellectual-

ism (17
3
). To walk in or by the light Is to have

one's character and conduct determined by the
influence of Christ, the latter being as 'indis-

pensable to vitality in the moral and rdigiouM
sphere as light is to physical growth (cf. 2 H i34

,

Ps 4919 56 13
etc.). See, further, art. TRUTH.

These and other Mpplicju.ions of thin metaphor
ihroiiLihoui tho .Fourth (iospel arc all BUggenled
in the somewhat abstract language of the Prologue.
Three further points may be selected, an typical of
this mode of thought.

(a) The function of Christ an tho Light is de-
scribed as bearing not only upon the creation of
the Universe, but on the spiritual nnd moral lit'o

of men (yv>
4
). In this sphere it encounter* an

obstacle in the error and evil of man's nature, but.

encounters it
successfully.

This is pmh-piir.-ilh
described in v. 5

(cf. 1 Jn i#), where ot> ,-i.i :i'\nitv
JM<

bably means 'failed to overpower, or octinguwh'
(cf. 1285

, Sir 157 ) j despite the opposition of miiitV

ignorance and corruption, the true Light makw it**

way. The climax of this triumph in history in

then described. It was heralded l>y tho prophetic
mission of John the Ti:ipii-i. iliealmnkm to whom
is, like 538

, carefully plumed in order to bring out
the transient and Mibm-dinah- character of MB
ministry (of, Lightfoot'a Ctdtutttittmt, p. 401) ; when**
iipon the historic function** of tho real Light are
resumed in v.w\ * The true light, which fightoiiH
every man, was coining into the world '

j Le, had
arrived, even when the Baptist was prcachm;-, (of*

v.26). Later on, thin in frankly staled hy Jomi*
Himself at the feast of Tabernacle^ when iirilUant
illumination R were held ovory ni^ht,-- a tiyniholimti
which may have Hug^OHtotl tlio cry,

'

I a,m* tho. li^'ht
of tlie world

'

(8
1

-; cf. IH 60l
). fho dm-ription in

I 9 is ]>rohahly an echo of Twt. Lcvi UJ4
{* (,hc. li^fhl*

of the Lord was given toli^hton ovo.ry nuui").
(b) While the Light is the Christian rcvHat-ion,

it is
_
implied that already (3-

1

), not m<*ivly in
Judaism but throughout humanity (cf. 11^ lii'

1|r
-),

there were individual K whoMu lioncsty and sincerity
had prepared them to reocivu tht' truth of (loll

(lii.w) mentally and morally. Wln-n the light,
fell on those who sat in darfcncHH, soino w<r<j con-
tent to sit still. But other** rows to wcflconx; Urn
fuller knowledge of God in the perfect revelation
of Christ's person, men like Nathanael and the*
Greeks. For it in characterise of the Fourth
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Gospel that good ju-oj-l''. lather than sinners (as
in the Synoptic :j,,i v;,,I\i . Hock to Christ. The
I.*--,.-. ;.- HaiiHiath puts it, draws GodV children
M ! 1 i< : i -j : ! , as a magnet attracts metals, while mere
stones are left unmoved by its presence. And God's
children are those who respond to Christ by the exer-
cise of their moral instincts and -/I'^'nM!- iiV-H io ;-.

Unlike Philo, the author refuses to trace back this

lack of susceptibility towards God to any source in
the material constitution of mankind (cl. S44 ) ; but
the semi-Gnostic idea of a special class remains.

(c)
%
Upon the other hand, Christ, the Light, came

to His own people ; and there are repeated allusions
to the brief opportunity of the Jews (9

4 II9 * 10 12iM}),

in sayings which warn the nation against trifling
with its privilege, a privilege soon to be taken
from its unworthy keeping. Here the author
is reflecting the period in which he writes, when
the Jews' day of grace had passed, with tragic

consequences
*

to themselves. *

Light, accept the
blessed light, if you will have it when Heaven
vouchsafes. You refuse? Very well : the "light

3?

is more and more withdrawn, . . . and further-

more, by due sequence, infallible as the foundations
of the universe and Nature's oldest law, the light
returns on you, this time, with lightning* (Carlyle's

LftMor-Day Pamphlets, iii. ad Jin.).

LITERATURE. In addition to the references already given, see

NorriH, the Cambridge PlaUmist, J^'aumi dii' 1 tt''ZIriin, p. 2-2 f.;

Berkeley, Siris, 210: and, for the u*.e 01 UK- i<U-n in morals
and religion, Fisko, MyMut aud Myth-Making, P. 10-1 L, and
I>. 0. Brinlon, Religion of Primitive Peoples, p.

73 f . The use
of the symbol in the Gospels is analyzed by Titiusi, die Johan.
f \ii*d.n.,n,,, ,1. $ *;/;& (i9oo'>, !. i::f.: n.. 1 /vu-m v. /' ./

rh'-,!- "/.
, n n

, v.o(.; amlU ;
> i..l'\ tin I. /"/ '/,> "/.,</

.iVf th" J'.-i^'/'t'i"! I'M vtertti''l.'t' lt 'i. (I
1

.- :>. |-p. 1 ,11. :>17-

J.:", _".!) -171, ::' I. 'NI-( ,]-<> P:ili :-;ii, \\~'n /' ) .-'', I. i l>jf. ir.)

iv. $5 3; and Urimnonrl. //,*"' ,/n.//ri/,j, i. ^i; i. r,, r ,!.e moral
UHCHOf the word -!< I'M lli]i-. JSrooks, O'li'//-' '// V.". L' fd, 305,

Light of the ""<./,' -. I ; I!. \\. Clruvh, I WHIP <</* , <, 1 290,
iii. 40; B. F. \\i-i--oi!, Jt 'tti>' ii '/t/,,- />///'/-. 4.'i : r. Temple,
Jtugbi/ Sermons, Jird series, 149 ;

G. Macdonald, tTnstitticcii frcr-

mons, ill. 16S; G. A. Smith, forgiveness of Sins, SO ; 11. Hainy,
Sojourning with (rod, 64. J. MOFFATT.

LIGHTNING (d<rr/>a7rtj). There are 3 references
Id iy Hiring in the Cu-poU, one of these being
duj'Iu-aiod (in Mt. ami l.k.'i.

i. MC in 11" r .

"

.

*

r<i
'

'".:> i,-
1

'.

1

'; r--.!.

heaven.' The worct * Deheut ^foopowj, being in

the impf,, indicates a continuous contemplation.
Taken in conjunction with the aorist participle
fallen' (HO RV, not *

fall' as in AAr
,
the (Jr. being

Trec^ra), this cannot mean that in a nre-existent

state JOSUH beheld the fall of Satan taking place,
i.e. when the devil was cast out of heaven, as de-

scribed in Paradise Lost, The meaning of the ex-

pression should be arrived at through the context,
where we read of the Seventy returning to Jesus
with joy, and exclaiming, 'Lord, even the demons
a/re subject unto UK in thy name 3

(v.
17

), in reference

to their successful exorcism. This meaning seems
to be that the HOWS brought to Jesus by His dis-

ciples did not take Him by surprise, because at

the very time when they were carrying on their

successful work He was looking at the prince of

the demons lying fallen (so Holtzmann, Plummer,
etc.), a highly figurative expression which need
not point to an actual vision. Jesus had the intui-

tive assurance that His arch-enemy was defeated

already. Therefore the disciples were able to cast

out the demons. The situation may be illustrated

by the parable of the strong man bound by a

stronger so that his house can be robbed (Mk 327),
Satan being the strong man, Christ the stronger, the

demons the vessels that are taken from the house,
which may be either the world or the possessed
victims. There is no indication when Satan fell (as

perhaps at the Temptation of Jesus). He is contem-

plated as fallen. Still the aorist points to a definite

action, and the comparison with lightning empha-

sizes this point. Possibly our Lord was alluding
to Is 1412

. A similar idea appears in Rev 12y.

Wellhausci ;

' ' "

^e in Lk, as apocry-
phal ; but .'.

. . used apocalyptic im-

agery. In
' -

72) the demons are

cast out of heaven at tlie coining of Mohammed,
the angels I'tMnbiinlin^ them with stars.

2o Mt 24- ; For as the lightning cometh forth
from the east, and is seen even unto the "west ; so

shall be the coming of the Son of Man '

(cf . Lk 17-4 ).
The idea seems to be that of widespread and un-
mistakable evidence. The coming of the Son of

Man will be seen <-\ i'\ v hci--. ,*,!nl that very mani-

festly (so Plumni'-i. "\\"<:Ui,i:iM'!, etc.). A second

thought, the suddenness of the flash (Plummer), is

not s- !';.
'

: i. if it is even present at all, in

this .ij-j-

1

:!', 1
i- ! of llu- iu< ?i cf li-jhl !:-!:. to the

Parousia. Jfor the iipimriiii c>i:i ni.iios io:i between
this i .!". : : : :'iat in Lk 17-u see OnyEitVATioisr.

3. '!

'

,
<' '"'i

'

Gospel reference to ll;
i hl i m".r : -

in tin* doM-ription of the angel of the J-^r:rn < ['.-. n

(Mt 28 <!

), whose appearance is
e as lightning,' the

idea being dazzling brightness.
"VT. F. ADENEV.

LILY. The lily (]&w, nj^a?, KP'WQV] is mentioned
by various OT writers (1 K 7 19

,
2 Ch 45

3 Ca & etc.,

Hos 145
). In the NT there is but one reference

(Mt 628 and
||
Lk 1227 ). From the ex pro ,-ion lilies

of the tield,' we gather that they^ were wild llowers,
while the comparison of them with the regal robes
of Solomon (Mt 629 ) implies that they were not

white, but coloured (cf. Ca 513
). The plant that

best accords with these conditions is the scarlet

anemone (A. coronaria), with which., in the spring
of the

y^ear,
the Galilacan hillsides are clothed.

(See Tristram, Fauna and Mora of Palatine,,

p. 208 5 Nat, Hist, of Bible, p. 462). The nature of

the reference might, however, favour the suppo-
sition that our Lord used the term '

lilies' in a

very general way, and that it should be taken as

comprising a variety of flowers,, such as anemones,
poppies, and tulips. HUGH DUNCAN.

LINEN (pticro-o$, crwd&v). Cloth of various kinds

prepared from the iibre of flax was largely used in

Egypt and Palestine for under-garments. It was
preferred to cotton or wool, as being cleaner and
cooler in the hot climate. It formed an important
element in priestly dress, and in the Toinplo hang-
ings-.

Vr. :: -,.
*

. -th purple ii conMifuicd
the ':.!,.' i

-
i

'

: of the wealthy (Eat 815,

Lk -I ,-!-,:-. '..' -oyalty (Gn 4142
). Linen

was used in ifigypt to prepare the bodies of both
men and animals for burial, and in Palestine it

was the common wrapping of the dead. Wool
was avoided, the belief being that it tended to

breed worms. To this day linen is used for these

purposes in Palestine by all who can afford it.

Coarser cloth was made in the country, but the
finer sorts were imported, the products of Egypt
being held in high esteem. As an .article of mer-

chandise, linen ranked with gold, silver, precious
stones, silk, etc. (Rev 18ia

).

etvS&v (Mk 1481 ' 02
) probably corresponds to the

Rabbinic sadin or sedina, a linen cloth, or loose

linen wrapper ; although possibly it may also

mean a night-dress (Edersheim, Life and Times of
Jesus, 1000, ii. 545). In this garment the body of

Jesus was wrapped when taken from the cross

(Mt 2759
). It may have been torn into strips to

form the odbvta in which, with the spices, the body
was bound (Jn 1940 205ff

-). Probably, however,
these were the bandages fastening the o-iv8dv.

W. EWING.
LIP. This word, in the plural, is found in the

Gospels only in Mt 158
1|
Mk 76, where it stands for

xefaeo'LJ' in a free quotation from the LXX. It is

rendered by AV,
'This people honoureth me with
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thsir lips, bat tlieir heart is far from me' (cf. Is

2913
}. St. Matthew, who quotes oftenest from the

LXX, does so here (v.
8f

*), even though it departs
considerably from the Hebrew, But he modifies
its phraseology so as to improve it, and to bring
out the prophet's thought more clearly than would
be done by a literal translation of the Hebrew.
(See Toy, NT Quotations from the OT). The ex-

pression
* lionoureth me with their lips

'

is ex-

plained by some as an allusion to the Jewish custom
of putting the tassel of the tallitJi to the lips during
worship, as a sign that the 1. :: .. v ,

- ,. <(.! >'.
''

as of duty only, but as the or,' In; -i -;Y pi'- "'f^
of the heart (cf. Job 31 27

, where putting the hand
to the lips is an act of astral worship ;

and the
Oriental salutations in which putting the hand to

the lips is supposed to have been originally a sign
and assurance of sincerity ; vSee Jewish Encyc. art.
'

Lip '). Others explain this clause, in relation to

the entire passage, as intended to put in sharp con-
trast a worship of God, or a form of religion, that
is taught of men (cf. 'teaching teachings which
are precepts of men,' v. 9

),,
and a worship that is

really according to the teachings of God's word,
i.e. which springs from a devout and trusting
heart (cf. "But their heart is far from me, v. 8

,

with the suggestion of emptiness in v. 9 l In vain
do they worship me/ etc.).

It would seem from the OT that the lips had come to be
* *

'. of originating centre of life and morals. We
, >s' (Ps 3118), of * the lip of truth* (Pr 1218), of

i. it ,u n i:;i- ^ia 6s), and of 'the poison of asps' as 'under I/he

l:p" Opioit'l in Bo 313) ; and in the NT also, of ' the fruit of
IL '

ii*?,' i Ik- 1313), and of 'lips that speak no guile' (1 P 310),
etc.

But whatever be the implied allusion or exact

meaning of the words here, this much is certain,
that pur Lord in speaking to His own contem-

poraries sai<!l. *T T

|
! \

"
Isaiah was con-

cerning you' ! ! : .
- \-i. . seem to require

us to interpret the passage so as to make it include
and describe the unbelieving Jews of His day, and,
probably, all people of all times who were, or are,
or will yet be, guilty of offering to God a worship
in which they do not draw near to Him in heart.

GEO. B. EAGER.
LITTLE ONES.--The phrase

' one of these little

ones '

occurs in the records of our Lord's discourses
in the Synoptic Gospels six times (Mt 1042 IB6 - 10< 14

,

Mk 942 ,
Lk 172 ), although, to satisfy these refer-

ences, it need not have been employed by our Lord
on more than two or three different occasions. It
seems to have been used with marked solemnity
and to be charged A\iih high emotion. To under-
stand its implication*, we shall need to inquire
whom our Lord designates as '

little ones/ whence
the designation was derived, and what its sig-
nificance is.

1. It seems to be quite generally assumed that
at least in some of the instances of its occurrence
the phrase designates, quite simply, actual children.

Thus, multittad.es of Christians appear to be accus-
tomed to read Mt IS 10 as a declaration that the
angels of children

'

(whatever these f

angels
'

may
be) hold a particularly exalted place in heaven.
The connexion of this whole passage with the
opening verses of the chapter, whore a '

little child
'

is presented as a type of the children of the King-
dom, seems to many to require this interpretation,
and the parallel passages, Mk 937 - 42

,
Lk 948 17 2 to

add their support to it. A careful scrutiny of the
passages in which the phrase occurs, however, will
show that its reference is never to actual children,
but in every case to our Lord's disciples.
The earliest recorded employment of the phrase

is reported in Mt 1040-*2. Our Lord is here bring-
ing to a close His instructions to His Apostles as

He_sent them forth on their first, their trial, evan-
gelistic tour. His words are words of highest en-

couragement. 'He that reeeiveth you,
1 He says,

'receiveth me; and he that recoivcth me, re-

ceiveth him that sent me. 3 Our Lord makes
common cause with His messengers : that is the

general declaration. Then comes the enforcement

by illustration. It was a matter of common under-

standing that * he that reeeivoth a prophet in the

name of a prophet' that is, not in the naino

of another prophet, but on this sole ground, that

ha is a prophet, or, as we should say in our

English idiom, as a prophet
' shall receive a

prophet's reward ; and he that receiveth a right-
eous man in the name of a righteous man' that

is, again, merely because he is "a righteous man
'shall receive a righteous man's reward.

3 The
broad principle, then, is that the receiver shall b(5

put, in the matter of reward, on the level of the
received ; by his reception of the prophet or right-
eous man, lie takes his place by his side and bo-

comes sharer in his reward. Now COIUCH^ the

iipplirntion. marked as such (and not the contimia-
uon ot ihe examples) by a change of construction.
* And whosoever '

perhaps we might paraphrase
* Likewise whosoever ' * shall give to drink unto
one of these little ones a cup of cold water only in

the name of a disciple, verily I say unto you, he
shall in no wise lose his reward.* The parallelism
of the clauses here with those in the preceding
sentences compels us to read f one of those little

ones' as a synonym of *a disciple/ The sense

is, as the receiver of the prophet Hhall share the

prophet's reward, and the receiver of the righteous
man the righteous man's reward, so the receiver ot

the disciple shall share the disciple's
reward. The

general purport of the declaration, moreover, de-

mands tliis sense. Its object was to hearten and

encourage the Apostles on their mission. For that,

they needed assurance, not that goodness to chil-

dren would be marked and rewarded, but that

they, the Apostles, were under Divine care. The
very variations from the phraseology of the earlier

sentences which are introduced into t lx* nppKrnt ion

have their part to play in emphasising ilii* m-cdod
lesson. These variations are live in number, In
the first place, instead of the simple

* he that*

receiveth, we have hero the emphasi/ed universal
6
whosoever'? there is no danger of failure here*

Next, instead of the simple, eomprcheiiBive
*
re*

ceiveth,' the least conceivable benefit is here

specified 'shall give to drink a cup of cold water
only" : the slightest goodness to the disciples shall

be "noted and rewarded. Next9 instead of the

simple statement that the benefiter fthall Hhare
the reward of the benefited, we have a solemn
asseveration that in no case will a due reward be
missed : the nature of the reward is left in largo

vagueness, and it is hinted only that it shall be

appropriate, treated as of obligation, and surely
given. Lastly, instead of the cold *

disciple/ we
have the tender 'one of these little ones*' The
disciples our Lord has in mind are Ilia own di-

"ciples *. His own disciples He cherishes with a
devoted love ; and this love is pledged to their

protection. The effect of these variations from
the formally exaol purallrl i- to raise the saying
to its emotional climax. The lesson eonveyed is

that Christ's disciples are under the watchful i-are

of His jealous love;.

The case is similar with that in the paragraphMt IS5
'14

. It is important that the relation of thin

paragraph to the preceding one (IS
1
"'1

), and the
nature of the transition made at v.

B be eorrec.tly

apprehended. The Apostles had boon disputing
about their relative claims to greatriesw in the

Kingdom of heaven ; and the Lord teaches thorn
a much needed lesson in humility by tins example
of a little child. Setting a little child in their

midst, He exhorts them to see in it a type of the
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children of the Kingdom, and to seek to become
like it if they would be greatest in that Kingdom
(cf. art. CHILDREN, vol. i. p. 304). With v. 4

, how-
ever, this incident closes, and the lesson from it is

concluded. The discussion that follows in the
-u coaling verses is no longer an inculcation of

lmmility; It is an exhilarating pledge of the
whole Divine power to the sustaining, protection,
and glorification of 1 Christ's disciples. The con-
nexion between the two paragraphs seems to turn
on the idea that, though men enter 1 he Kiugdom like

helpless infants, they are not therefore abandoned
to the adverse forces of the world : the power of
God is outstretched for their salvation. *Such
little children

3

fv.
5
) God takes under His own pro-

tection, rewarding those who do them benefits, and
visiting with the severest puni.-.hmeni those who
evil-entrout them

;
their angels ever behold the

Father's face in heaven ; if they go astray every-
thing is left that they may be recovered ; the
Father's will is pledged that no one of them shall

perish. The force of these great assurances is in-

definitely enhanced by the individual note that is

thrown into them. Throughout, the stress is laid

upon the individual, as distinguished from the class,
as the object of the Divine love (vv.

5 - 6 - 10< la> 14
) :

not a single one of them shall be without the
Father's care, no single one of them shall perish.
The passage is in

""
J

'

\ ',

'* Q
\ noptic parallel of

the seventeenth "..". ' ".. or the IGvangelic
parallel of the eightii chapter oJt Romans. Christ's
*
little ones' in it are, in short, just

* those that
believe on him/ of whom '

it is not the will of the
Father that on should perish,' whose 'angels in

heaven do always behold the face of the Father
which is in heaven.'
The declaration of Mk 942 is parallel with that

of Mt 18(i

,
and is immodiaii-1\ i-ivmliM by a verse

the thought of which is i-.-suih-l \\i:h that of Mt
1042 . This passage gives u* ins- ;; iir-h in a single
context the two primary statements we have met
with in Matthew. The variations of the phrase-

ology in v, 41 from what we have seen in Mt 1042

supply commentaries on the meaning of the phrases
in the latter.

* Little ones
'

in the one becomes

y0n>
' that is, Christ's disciples, in the other :

e in

tfie name of a disciple
'

in the one,
' in the name

that ye are ChristV in the other. Thus the in-

terpretation suggested o"
'*

;'- in Matthew
is confirmed by the very .'.', :. * <i he passage in

Mark. But this language in v.*A settles the mean-

ing also of the plmiso in the succeeding verse,

The *

you/ i.e. the <lisciph;>, of
y.

41 is replaced in

v. 42
by 'these Hlilo ont^ thai, believe,' winch must,

therefore, mean the same thing. This indeed would
bo

iiujcptMiilorilly true, since these 'little ones' are

speeiiieallyddinVd here not as
'
little ones' simply,

but jis llio^e 'liUle ones' 'that have faith.* It is

quite clear, therefore, that * these little ones
'

in this

passage means not children, but believers.

The only other passage in which the phrase
occurs, Lie 172

,
is parallel in its assertion with Mt

186 and Mk 94a , and repeats in eflect their language.
There is no allusion to children in the entire con-

text, in which our Lord simply warns His 'dis-

ciples' against sins against their brethren. In
this and the parallel passage in Mk., in other

words, we have merely renewed manifestations of

the Saviour's concern for those He calls 'these

little ones.' He pronounces the sin of causing
those for whom His love was thus pledged to

stumble, almost too great to be expressed in

words.
On every occasion of its occurrence, therefore, the

phrase
* these little ones' evinces itself independ-

ently a designation, not of children, but of the

disciples of Christ. In these circumstances, we
cannot permit doubt to be thrown on its mean-

ing in the palmary passage, Mt 185f
-, by the cir-

cumstance that certain passages in Mark (9
38'37

)

and Luke (9
46"48

)
which are parallel to Mt IS1 ' 3

might easily be so read as to make literal children
the subject of their declarations (Mk 937, Lk 948 )

parallel to Mt 18s
. The account in Matthew is

the fuller, and permits the connexion of the clauses
to be more exactly estimated. It seems as if it

were merely the compression of Mark's and Luke's
reports which tempts to the identification of the
'
little child

'

of the earlier verses with the ' one of
such little children' (Mk.), or 'this little child*

(Lk.) of the closing verse : and the pressing of this

language literally is not free from difficulties of
its own. In any event, we cannot permit any
difficulties that we may feel in explaining Mk 93%
Lk 948 to affect the determination of the meaning
of a phrase which does not occur in them, when
we meet it in other passages where its sense seems
clearly indicated.
We may take it as established, then, that the

phrase
' these little ones ' on the Master's lips

means not 'children,' but distinctly and always
* my disciples.' The question still remains open,
however, whether our Lord means by it all His

disciples, or only a specially designated class of
them. The latter has been quite commonly sup-
posed, and interpreters have busied themselves

defining the characteristic qualities of the par-
ticularly designated class. Halm, for example,
.irjriie-* -i ivnuou-ly iliac the disciples at large cannot
be meant; but that th--

'' "

: pi supposes
gradations among the -. Lk 7^), and
the essence of the exhortation in Lk 172 at least

is that the greater must not despise the lesser.

Godet similarly supposes that the *
little ones '

are
'

beginners in the faith,'
c those yet weak in the

faith.
5

Surely, however, such distinctions are

foreign to the contexts in which these phrases
occur, and even inconsistent with

^

them. In Mt
1042

,
for example, the broad identification of ' one

of these little ones a with * a disciple
' excludes

from thought all divisions within the body of

disciples ; and the definition of * these
J

as the

disciples to whom our Lord was speaking, as
He spoke of them as ' these little ones,' looks in

the same direction. In Mk 942
, again, the phrase

* these little ones * takes up broadly the *

you
'

of

the preceding verse, and therefore designates just
the disciples at large. 'These little ones' are,

moreover, defined here as * these that believe,
5 that

is to say, as 'believers/ in their essential char-

acteristics as such. Much the same may be said

of Lk 172 ,
in the context of which there is a dis-

tinction between brother and brother but no dis-

crimination between greater and lesser, while the

whole drift of Mt IS '*4 is to exalt the '

little ones
'

and to identify them with that body of chosen
ones to whose salvation the will of tlie Father is

pledged. It may be taken as exe^eiically certain,

then, that by '"these little ones
'

our Lord does
not intend to single out a certain section of His

disciples, whether the weakest in faith or the
more advanced in that humility of spirit which
is the fruit of a great faith, but means the

whole body of His disciples. This is therefore just
one of the somewhat numerous general designa-
tions which He gives to Mis disciples by which to

express His conception of their character and
estate, and the nature of His feelings towards
them.

2. Whence this particular designation of His

disciples was derived by our Lord remains indeed
somewhat obscure. It used to be quite generally
supposed that in it He had simply adopted and

applied to His own disciples an ordinary designa-
tion for their pupils current in the liabbinical

schools. This idea seems traceable to J. J. "Wet-
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stein, who illustrates the phrase 011 its first occur-

rence (Mt 104J
) by the following quotation from

the Bereshith Rabba (xlii. 4) :

' Where there are no little ones, there are no disciples ; where
there are no disciples, there are no sag-es ;

where there are no

sages, there are no elders ; where there are no ciders, there are

no prophets ;
where there is no prophet, there is no God.'

Following this suggestion, commentators like

Bolteii, Kuinoel, Bloomfield, Fritzsche have

accordingly explained the phrase as simply a
Ii< 4

I>:' f .i-m for ''disciples.'
It was early pointed out, however (e.fj. by Meyer,

ed. 2, p. 215 note ; Bruno Bauer, ii. 241), that the

currency in the Rabbinical schools of such an

employment, of 'little ones' as a
"" ' "

: f

'iLNciplo-*' is neither shown by th ..-,

the Rcreshi 1
'
7
' /?'"/ ,>! -;.(,',," 1

>y any other
evidence. \ ...i i i-j.\ is- ;,".,- ,- , quite gener-
ally died ... (i. \'|.';.--\\N . -I. 8, 1890).
Its place has been largely taken by the very
natural supposition that our Lord has done for
Himself what the Rabbis had been supposed to
have done for Him, applied ;

""

''M-.I'I^ !>

His disciples a designation app:->;-:
i: .nr !':

'"::il;

only to children. The difficulty" of this sup-
position, otherwise most satisfactory, is that the

particular il^-i.-jiiMiion in question 'little ones'
is not a l>ii>!i(ji! ik^i^iiiuion of children, and

not one which would readily suggest itself as
a term of affection. Neither the Hebrew (jap) nor
the Greek (/j,LKp6s) lent itself readily to adoption
as a term of tenderness; and .^> i

-"i
i

-.-Iv neither
in the Hebrew nor in the Greek Bible 'does the
term e

little ones '

(D^wprr, ol ytu/cpot) ever occur as a
periphrasis for children. Where we read of

'
little

ones
'

in the English Bible in the sense of children,
this is an imposition of an English idea upon a
totally divergent Hebrew conception (*]$ Gn 3429

43* 4135 etc.). It is quite true that in Rabbinical
Hebrew o^ap has become a standing term for chil-
dren ; but not as a term of affectionate feeling so
much as with the simple implication of immaturity.
The katan and ketrtnna were to the Rabbis merely
the *

boy
' and '

girl
'

as undeveloped and imripo,
in opposition to the mature man and woman. And
although this term was occasionally transferred by
them metaphorically to their pupils, it was not, if

we can trust the lexicographers, in a very pleasant
sense. The '

little one *

among the disciples was
just an abortion'- -ono \vlrn uNro^.mk'd his
teacher and sethis imm;uurii\ a^ain-i hi- master's
ripe learning ; or one who, while yet lit only to
be a learner, wished to set himself up prematurely
as a teacher (cf. Levy or Jastrow, sub VOG& pap,

quoting the tract Sota 22a ; but consult Sota 246,
where we are told that Samuel was surnamed jtapn
'the Little,

3

-cf. 'James the Little' in th NT,
and *Klei<renes the Little' in Xc-mophon, because
he made himself little, that is, bore himself humbly
hovo n o<ul sense seems to be attached to the

meiMjrioncMl use of the word). It was assuredly
7ior noiu ilii^ circle of ideas that our Lord derived
His use of the phrase, even if we may suppose that
this Rabbinical use of it was already developed in
His day.
Only two OT pas-sages suggest themselves as

offering natural points of departure for the framing
of such a phrase as our Lord employs. The one
of these is Is GO22 and the other Zee 137. In the
former, the terms employed, from which our Lord's
phrase may have been derived, are fbj?o in the first
clause and rj;yr in the second. In the latter the
Hebrew term employed is r^knr, translated in tho
LXX ol fiuKpoL Botli po^afres are Me^imiic, though
only Zee 137 is adduced in the NT and ^iwn ovpliVic

'

application to Christ (Mt 2681
, Mk M-T

;. In no'uliur
i- there any allusion to children ; but in both the
reference of rhe dimirmtix c term is to the smailness

of the beginnings out of which the Lord in the dayn
of the coming blessing shall recreate His Church. I f

we may believe that the Master had these passages
in mind when He called His disciples

* these little

ones,' then the application of the term to thorn

obviously meant to point them out as those *
little

ones' who, Zechariah had promised, should be

refined as silver and tried as gold, only that they
might for ever become the Lord's people; who,
Isaiah had promised, should be the unassuming
nucleus out of which by gracious expansion should

be developed the newly created city of (lod

which should be to Him ?m evei l;i.-.iin^ possession.
The consonance of this imphraiion of the term
with all the allusions of the contexts in which it.

occurs, and with all I'M- tin Lui^ix-inr n nini; IHs
'little ones

3 which our Lord makes, lies on the
f;'.., .," .'"_-. And on its assumption all the

[':!, 'I.!- -
:' the form and use of the phrase at

once find an adequate explanation.
3. If, now, we ask why and with what moaning

our Lord designated His disciples 'these lit.tle

ones,' a twofold answer seems indicated. It* is on
the one side His chief Messianic designation of His
followers : it is on the other side the chief of His

hypoeoristic designations of them. Other desig-
nations of each order exist. When Jesus speaks
of His followers as 'children of the kingdom,' for

example. He is applying to them a Messianic

designation; or, to confine ourselves to the circle

of ideas most closely related to the passant ss of the
Old Testament supposed to be in His mind in the
instance holding oxir attention, when He ('alls tlu*m
His '

sheep
5

(Mt 26:u
) or more pointedly His *

little

llock' (Lk 123i2

), these are Messianic designations
which He is applying to them. Similarly His

language with reference to them was full of
*

hypo-
coristicw. They were not merely His 'children*

(Mk 1024
, Jri i21

5
), -but His *

little children' (Jn
1383

). They were not merely His * flock
5

(Mt 2 81
,

Jn I0lfi
), but His little llock' (Lk Ii2

a
). Thoy

Avere not merely His *

sheep
*

(Mt !()")> but. His
'
little sheep

'

(Jn 107tl(J
) ; not merely His * lambs*

(Lk 10a
), but His '

little lambs' (Jn 21 W ). hi
the designation 'little ones' both these linos of

expression reach their height. In calling His dis-

ciples the <
little ones' of Is 6<FJ , J&ecj:*

7
,
He

points to them as the true seed of the l\in'dmn,
the branch of God's planting, the work ot Hi.-,

hands in which He shall be glorified (of. Sehwnrta:-

kopff, The ProplwcMM of Jesus (JhnHl, pp. 199->2(W),
In calling them 'little ones* (ot fjuKpoi) fie applies to
tliL-in ilie'liypoc ori-i ic by way of eminence, -so puns
a hypocoi-i-Lu- Uuii ihe very substantive is lacking
and nothing persists Imt the bai*e endearing diminu-
tive. There is combined, therefore, iu this desig-
nation the expression of our Lord's doe])- reaching
tenderness for His disciples and the <lo.clam1.ion i>f

His protecting care over them a * the retuuant of
Jacob.' The ordinary suggestion* of the meaning
of the phrase as applied to the dUciples may doubt-
less be neglected as artificial. Ketiss, for example,
thinks they were called *

little ones '

because tutjy
were drawn from the most humble, the least dis-

tinguished section of society ; de Wette, because

they were despised and meanly esteemed for
Christ's sake; Dr Kiddle, in nico^niiion of their
weakness in themselves in tins midst oi" the per-
secution of the world. These are all secondary
ideas. Primarily our Lord*'- <li.-<-iple- were callccl

by Him 'little ones' l>eoim-e ihi- \\M- the natural
utterance of the tenderness of JOHUB' love for
tluMii. mid the strongest inode of expressing the
^ lorion- destiny that was in store for them. The
I!i--siji0i in which the epithet oce\irs are full of

j.lio
noie of pledged protection, and they run up

into that marvellous declaration thai" no man
and no thing can snatch them out of the Father'*)
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hand. We shall not go far wrong, then, if we
way simply that our Saviour calls His disciples
* these little ones 3 because lie thinks of them as
the peculiar objects of His protecting care,, and
sees in them already of the travail of His soul
that He may be satislicd. The greatness of His
love for them, the greatness of their signiiicanee
as the seed of the Kingdom, these are the two
ideas that combine in this d< i

-i^uili>u.
BUNM \\iiv IS. WARFIELD.

LIYINGL 1. Bos = '

livelihood,'
{ means of liv-

ing.' Tt is often used in this sense in clans. Or.,
t'.f/. rbv (3iov Krdcr&aL, TroteZcr^cu, etc.

; Plato, Gorg.
4S(> L), (men) oty e-cm teal fttos /ecu d6$-a /cat $XXa TroXXct

dya.&d; Phocylides, Fray. 10, ed. Bergk, 8Lfa<rOai

(^LorrjVj aperfyv 5' ftrav rj J3lo$ 7/^77 (like Hor. ]p. I. i.

53,
l

qtiierenda peeunia primum est, virtus post
niuumoH 3

). Tt is rendered 'living 'in fMii
pji -jiun-

in the Gospels. (1) Mk 1244
(H Lk21- ; i?*\:y ,'.\>,v

rbv ftiov at/T???, Vulg. totiim victuni wwwrr' all that
she had to live upon until more should be earned'
(Swete). Jesus knew that this was the case, and
that she might have retained one of the Xerrd when
she cast in both (Nestle, Expos. Tim.es, xiii. 562,
who adds that 2 Co 8 1" looks like the moral drawn
from tlii- p:i-?*ji<i< ; cf. Holtzmarm, Hand-Corn-
itwntd)', 2">0). (Compare the praise of the virtuous

woman, 1*1' 31 14 (LXX <rw&ye<, <5 avrtj rbv (3Lov). (2)
Ijk 84;5

iarpois Trpocraj/aXctJeracra tt\ov rbv jStov,, Vulg.
otHwwi ttubtitrfHtuMi SMtwi i the wp6s implying
that besides what she had suilered, she had ex-

pended all her means of subsistence (cf. Plummer,
^:U ; Holt/maim, 157 ; Hastings

1

J)B iii. 322*).
( ^a 8^ IjXJK!, &v Sty &V7JQ TT&vrc/L rbv Siov otttirou v TT?

ay&Trf], ^ovddv^fr^i, i-t-Qvdcvdffoixnv avrdv, forms a MUg-
gostive parallel. (3) Lk 151

'2 5taXe^ ai5roty rbv fttov,

Vulg. diviait ill'm $ubfftantiaiii : 6 pics being equi-
valent to i] oticrta ('his estate

3

). Such a division of

property in the father's lifetime w; pcrluipn not
uiKtommon. What precise rights the i';ilher re-

tained after the division is not clear. The words
Trdr/ra r& <fycd crd crrw (v.

3J
) are not spoken in a legal

souso, but are an oxprewHion of fatherly alfection

(of. Plmumer, 372; Simcox, Ifoposiior, 1880, ii.

124, 127). rb <:7ri(3d\\ov /x^pos was a technical form-

ula, as appears from the papyri (Peinsuiann, Bible

tititftit'Si 230). The share of tlie younger son would
be a third (Dt 21 17

, cf. Julicher, Glciuhnwrcden,
338). (4) Lk 15IW 6 Karafiaydv <rov rbv ftiov. Plummer
thinks there may be bitterness in the crov, when
avrov might have been more fairly used. But the
trov rbv Stov may have been due to correct feeling ;

the elder son not ivii!inliii!r the share which he
himself had received ;i- briiijn Mb-olutely his own
as long an his father lived (cf. Jiilicher, Gleichnis-

rt>thm> 337). pitos is used in the same sense : 1 Jn
317 6s S' &^

^XT/
rbv j-ttov rov K6<rfAQii, where it is

rendered 'thin world's good' (AV), 'goods' (RV),
and includes *

all the endowments which make
up our earthly riches, wealth, station, intellect'

(Westcott, in loo,). For the distinction between
far) and /Mos, in NT and in the writings of the

Apostolic Fathers (fonj the prinoiplo of life, vita

qttft mvimn$ ; plos the pi'oces^, the circumstanceH,
the accidents of life, in its social relations, vita

quam vivimw ; cf. Lk 814
), see the valuable note

of Lightfoot, Ignat* ad Ttom. vii. 3
iAjMnttnlic

Fft'thQrSi -econd \r<\n, Ji. ]. 225-220) ;
and cf. JHanpt

on 1 Jn 2 lfi

,
and Trench. Xt/iion. xxvii.

2. Z&v.-~~(l) as applied' to God: by St. Peter,
Mt 1616 b vlbs rov &eov roO &VTQS j by the high
]ri("<t, Mt 2009

eopKtfa ere tcar^ rov &. r, . ; by
Christ Himself, Jn 87'6f^ irar^p.

The title 'the living God' occurs in OT in the following

passages : D^n D'nStt Bt 5^ (2), 1 S iTM-se, Jer lOio 28^
;
D^rj

1

^
'D 2 K 10*. 3' (|| Is ;}7i- ") ;

*n ^ Jos :jio, Hos 21 (]10), ps 42 (2)

84.U (2) ; ng Nrr^N T>TJ O21 (- )-

>
>

f'
2ft

)- Ifc in found besides (in

LXX) Dt 4:;J
, To'i;^, PsL (^ 1;<

,
I Mi ^ I0 ft21 !'^7 , Hcl -

r
>, ;^ Mac ($*, A

study of the OT passages shows that God is called ' the living
God,' not only as contrasted with the dead idols of the heathen,
but also as the God of active Providence, as Israel's Protector
and Helper, as He who is Life, and the never-failing' Source of

spiritual life to men. It is perhaps the title of God that comes
nearest in significance to Jaliweh, and it seems to have been
used at times of great emotion as a substitute for it, particularly
when the name Jahweli had r-i:-|-j ri-1 i-oni popuiar ti^ ^ i.

JJalman, W'on/.s- of Jesus, 195). -ris.i />/.. la!).{, ]>. J,~>:l a 1-Jl)

justly calls attention to the richness and dc-pili or LhK ])ic'plk-ui:
title as 01111*11 1 I'd \\'\]\ modern terminology : -vhe M>-dulc, Llic

Infinite, tiic I :u omin ion--d, the First Cause, the Moral Gover-
nor,' and so on (ei. Flint, Sermons and Addresses, 170).*

'The living God' occurs often in NT, and tlie

writer of Hebrews uses it with special force and
emphasis (see A. B. Davidson, note on He 312

). On
the lips of St. Peter (Mt 16 1(s

) it amounts to a con-
fession that the living God is now revealed in

Christ, who thus becomes the Source of eternal
life to His followers (Jn 66

'

8
; cf. Hastings' DB iv.

574b
). The high priest's use of the tifle adds a

certain dignity to his adjuration ; and Jesus
answered on being thus solemnly appealed to.

'The living Father 3

(Jn S5
") is a remarkable ex-

pression, combining as it does all that was sig'ni-
lied by

* the living'God' in the OT with Christ's
revelation of God as the Father who sent His Son
(or, of God as the Source of life on the side of

love). The meaning of this verse may be briefly
stated as fallows : our Lord's words,

c
I live by

(Sid, KV 'because of) the Father' are to be re-

ferred to the personal life of human weakness and
suflbring now in progress. In living this life Jesus
i- dependent upon the support and sustenance which
He is receiving at every moment from the Father
who sent Him. A like dependence exists in our case

upon Jesus Himself. Being Himself -i : r- i

1

-.*-
1

i.

He becomes the source of strength to us. It is the

very fact of His coming and living this life of
human weakness and suffering on earth that puts
it within our power to take Him for our spiritual

support and sustenance. When we take home the
truth of His self-humbling love for our sake, and
assimilate it to ourselves as the bread we eat, we
receive into our souls the true life that cannot die

(cf. Beysehlag;, NT Theol. i. 272 ; and for a similar

profound saying as to the relation between the
Father and the Son and believers, see Jn 10 M< 1S

).

(2) As applied to the Risen Lord: Lk 24s ri

tre rbv f&vra, /xer& rQ>v venp&v ; the angels' ques-
tion roM vt'yod n reproof to the women who were
come lo i hi: pl;u<

j where the dead was laid, bring-
ing the spices which they had prepared : it was
like asking them,

e Where is your faith ?
'

They
had heard the announcement Christ made to the
circle of His followers before leaving Galilee, that
He would rise again the third day (vv.

6 * 7
). At

the same tirue. 1m* <puj-lion \vas spoken sympa-
thetically, and (.oim-joii

10 tlu-m the first intima-

tion of the astonishing truth, oik %<mv <S5e, dAA&

tfytp&'r}. Here 6 &v simply implies that Jesus lives,

ana is not now to be sought in the place where the
dead are, i.e. continues no longer under the power
of death (cf. V. 23

&yy\(*)v . . , ot \yovcrw atirbv ffiv}.

But as spoken at the empty sepulchre, it un-

doubtedly has something of the exaltation of

meaning with which it Avas afterwards used by
oxir Lord in His glorified state (Eev I38 ^7^ *fy * - -

6 {Qv 'the Living on<;,* TIV). There is compre-
hended in it the completeness of that tiiumph over
death which ^ns a[te.r\\aixN so ri-hl\ nnfoMed. to

the mind of the Church by the Sluly >pirii . MS, for

example, when St. Paul used ilus o \uluuir lan-

guage of Ro 69t 10
, or spoke of Christ as a Tr^eu/ua

toO^ (1 CO 154S
),

As applied to Water and Bread in the Fourth

* *O Thou Infinite, Amon,' was the form of prayer Tennyson
used in times of trouble and sorrow (Memoir ly his SVm, i. 324)*

The language of the founder of the Gifford Lectureship may also

be recalled,
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Gospel : Jn 410 * n
tiSup <Zv ; 738

&VTOS ; 651
eyti) eijjLL 6 dpros o &v. a. Jn 410 - n

,

'

Living water '
is spring water, as contrasted witl

that collected in a well or cistern. It is the ov o D\t

of the OT (Gn 2619
[see Driver's note], Lv 145 -"6

5 -52
s Ca 415

,
Jer 213 IT3

, Zee 14s ; also LXX Gn 21 19
:

Nn 517
). The woman of Samaria was familiar witl:

the expression, and her question was quite natural
and appropriate,

i Art thou greater than our fathex
Jacob?' 'Here is an ordinary man offering to

supply better water, spring water, in the place
where the patriarch Jacob had been obliged to
content himself with building a cistern and drink-

ing cistern water' (Wendt, St. Johrfs Gospel,
124). The water in Jacob ,s Well (wh. see) is be-
lieved to be due to '

percolation and rainfall
'

(cf.

Hastings' D^ii. 536, Encyc. Bill. iv. 4829, Smith's
DB* ii. 1503). Jer 213

especially illustrates the
difference between the spring or fountain, gushing
forth with its unstinted and unfailing supply,

' over-

flowing, ever-flowing,' and the cistern, so liable
to be destroyed by cracking (Land and Boo7c

3

287), which at the best cannot afford a refreshing
draught like that of the bubbling spring, and which
cannot permanently retain the water collected in
it. Christ does not call Himself ' the Living-
water/ as He calls Himself the Living bread.

3

What He means by
' the living water '

is the word
of salvation which He preaches (cf. vv. 41 - 42

). This
word, He says (v.

14
), enters into the inner personal

life, and becomes there a gushing spring, a peren-
nial fountain (707777 tidaros),

f

springing up into
eternal life/ i.e. persisting to now upwards till
we reach our end of full communion with God.
C. Wesley's 'Spring Thou up within my heart,
Rise to all eternity,' is quite in harmony with
Israel's wator-drjiwing song, in which the spring
is addressed as a living being (Nu 21 17

. cf. Encyc.
BiU. i. 515, iv. 4778).

b. Jn 738 .

e

Pouring out water before the Lord *

was a primitive ritual }3ractice, of which the origin
is uncertain. It was * in all p'-o^abilii y a survival
from a time when water (in MM; *k-W'i; was con-
sidered an article of value '

(Kautzaeh in Hastings'
DB, Ext. Vol. 620a ). It is mentioned as a prayer-
ottering, 1 S 76

; as a thank -
offering, 2 S 2316

.

There are no traces of it beyond the time of David
(a reference to it in 1 K IS is not probable) ; but
the practice of pouring out water as a drink-offer-
ing continued to be observed, or was revived, in
connexion with the Feast of Tabernacles. Every
morning during the seven days of the feast water
was drawn from the spring of Siloam in a golden
pitcher, and was poured into a basin at the top of
the altar (Encye. BiU. iv. 4213). The libation of
water was probably a prayer-offering for abundant
rain for the new seed-time (ib. iv. 4880, cf. iii.

3354). Rain was an emblem of Messianic blessings
(2 S 234

. Ps 72e , cf. Hps 63
) ; and we may well be-

lieve that the symbolical ac'
*

;/.., . b water
gave occasion to our Lord's . . .to the
abundant showers with which He was soon to
water the earth. Further, this joyous festival
brought to our Lord's mind the Rock at Horeb
(Ex 176, Nu 2011

, cf. 1 Co 104), and perhaps more
especially those OT sayings in which it had been

Sredicted
that living water should flow out from

eru^alem, or from the House of the Lord (Ezk

difficult to say. But may it not be the case that,
in our Lord's view, what had been spoken concern-
ing Jerusalem and the Temple was now to be ap-
plied to the inner personal life of the believer,
enriched by the entrance of His word, and renewed
by His Holy Spirit ? This sanctified personal life
was what now answered to the sanctuary from

which it had been foretold that living waters
should flow out. Our Lord's application of the
term KoiXLa to it was in keeping YMih ilio use of 195
in certain passages of the OT, where it denotes
the Avhole of man's emotional nature and sympa-
thetic affections (Pr 2027 - yo

,
Hab 3 10

, cf. Sir 11)'-

51 21
; cf. also the expression 'his bowels yearned,'

Gn4380
, 1 K386

). The words KO.O&S ':-.
', -,,-O.'.

/c.r.A,, are thus a terse and eloquent |y.r;iph";i-i'
'

the scope of the passages above referred to. It

need hardly be said that the clause KaO&$ elirn' ij

7pa07? cannot possibly be connected with the pre-
ceding 6 irurretiuv ets e/&<? ('there are not diHeront

ways of believing,' Principal Campbell, Tfw Four
Gospels, in loc.). This saying of our Lord supple-
ments and extends that of 4 14

. The word of sal-

vation which becomes a *ju-.hin^ spring when
received into the inner pci.-imal liie of the be-

liever, and rises up there unto eternal life, Je.sus
now announces, is to become a ruwhing stream, and
is to flow out from the believer in rivers of blessing
to others (iroTa/jiotis f-KtiXecrev, ovx ^a irorafA&v, d\Xd
dfidrovs, Chrys. in loc.). The limitations to its

diffusion that at present exist will be removed
when Christ shall have entered into 11 is #lory. 1 1 is

sending His Holy Spirit upon the company of be-
lievers will enable them to proclaim His word with
full power, and will make their holy lives a means
of spiritual replenishment to nil mankind. The
saying was fullilled after Pentecost, when ' rivers
of living water' flowed out from the Lord's wit-
nesses e unto the uttermost part of the earth,'

4

be-

ginning at Jerusalem ' *
(cf. D> *.-

"" '

>, 1890
(i.) P- 127 tf.). When the water from Hiloam was
brought to the Temple, priests and people sang the
words,

' Therefore with joy shall ye draw water out
of the wells of salvation *

('Is 12
a
).

'

But in the verses

following {vv.
4-6

), it was implied that the water
so drawn was not to be Israel's exclusive posses-
sion, but that the salvation which it symbolized
was to be communicated to other nation's (v,

fi *

let
this

^
be known in all the earth,' KV). With the

leading thought of Jn 7 :ia may be compared what
St. Paul says about Christians lirst rereivinn and
then giving forth c the light of the knowledge <>f

the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ
1

(2 Co 46
).

c. Jn 653
. Two things the manna and the

bread of the miracle which He had just wrought
were present to our Lord's mind when H^pn-aHird
at C.'ipenumni, and also to the minds <>r Hi*
hearers. They had said, after Hw feeding the live

thousand, 'This is of a truth the Prophet that
cometh into the world '

(v,
14

). But the earthly and
n.iiii ri:il

(
L!iil '.\lii-i il-ey e\|i" i,-d to follow not

l-'iii'.'j'iiiin-i.ijij'.-lx i<i!i]K-i>iniii;/.;irii the iirnt favour-
able iinpre--ioTi produced bj the miracle having
worn oil", they began to criticise and liml fault,,
'After nil, Hi- multiplying the loavea is not any-
thing so very wonderful. Can He "rain down
manna upon us to eat, and give us of the corn of
heaven" (Ps 7824

) s that we may see and baliovo
Him (v.

30
)? The manna,' said they, 'supplied

the wants of all the hosts of Israel for forty years,
but He has furnished UB with no more than one
meal.' This led Jesus to Ret forth the dilleroneo
Between the manna and 'the true bread from
leaven '

(v.
82

). Inasmuch as the manna was sent
down from above, and was continually renewed, it
was a type of the true breml. I Jut, )hnt bread it
was not, Toeing simply n

]
.n .\ = /. .n which was made

:ora special purpose, ami \\lii,-'-i lasted only until
that purpose had been fulfilled (cf. JOH 6vl) ; nor

The Patri-Mic c\po*iioi>, ti] .plied the saying m.'ihily to the
ffusion of Ih" miv onions ^11*, or' the Holy Spiril (Uarw, Mlttlmi
f the Comforter. Note H, whore a passage is quoted from a
ermon preached by Luther in ir>31, in which h<> statw the
ight sense with his usual vigour).
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had their fathers' having eaten it eventually de-
livered them from the power of death (v.

49
). Jesus

also showed that His hearers had failed to per-
ceive the true purpose of the miracle He had
wrought. The hread of the miracle was intended
for * a sign

'

(v.
2B

), which they had not had faith to
discern (v.

3(;

), that He could supply them with the
true hread of the soul. Inasmuch as the multiply-
ing of the loaves was due to His love, and involved
the repeated action of that love in the gift of a

-'Mii.-fyin.u meal to each of 1hrMi -t \v rally < f. Swete,
A'. Murk, 127'"), it was 'a sign' that should have
led them to believe that He could give them the
true broad. But they had sought Him at Caper-
naum, not hungisvmg for thib bread, but hanker-
ing after more earthly good, like that which they
had already received. Accordingly, Jesus spoke
of the bread of the miracle as 'the meat which
perisheth,' and contrasted it with 'the meat which
endureth unto eternal life' (v.

27
). These distinc-

tions of the bread of the miracle as well as the
manna from the true bread of the soul are im-

portant and vital, and they assist us to lay hold
of our Lord's meaning when He said,

'

I am the

living bread.' This expression has no p;n,ilh'l in

the <)T, but it is in close affinity with ihr *
li\ inn

water' in <.h. 4. As 'living water' is water that
never ceases to gush forth, so 'living bread' is

bread that Jesus never ceases to multiply for the

supply of our spiritual wants, bread, therefore,

by which our npiritual sustenance is perpetxially
roiiowed (cf. I)od, Expositor*s Bible, in too.). It is

bread in ever-multiplying, unmeasured store, that
can never be exhausted by the mmi-hiug. As
Jesus speaks of 'giving 'this bread (v.-'

7
;, ii must

mean, in the lirst instance, the same thing as the
better water which He also spoke of <

giving/
namely, His word. This view is in agreement wiili

the teaching of vv. (ia<<{8
,
and is also supported by

our Lord's use of I)t 83 (Mt 44
,
Lk 44

).
But He

not only speaks of 'giving
3

bread, He also
sajjrs,

4
1 am the living bread.' The key to His meaning

is found in the Prologue. Jesus not only utters
the word of God, but IH 'from eternity the very
Word of God, by which God manifests Himself.
He is not one wlio leads to the way, but Himself
the Way ; not one who preaches truth, but Him-
self the Truth' (I

1 14" H'M&rt Journal, Oct. 1905,

]).
6), So here Jesus not only gives the bread, but

is Himself 'the living bi*ead,'~
' the actual source

of nutrition.' He *

speaks of Himself not as re-

sembling, but as
bonify the veritable vine, the

veritable bread, the veritable light of the world ;

implying that lie in the absohite truth of all these

things ; the supreme reality which, they partially
manifest in their several spheres

'

(rilingwovih,
Divinr. fnun<t>nc,w*e B

, 135, cf. 137). Jenus adds,
* which came down from heaven.' As in the phy-
sical realm, so, too, in the spiritual, the food that
sixstairis us comes down from heaven, and to pro-
cure it is beyond the reach of our own powers (Is

5510. 11
j a ^ ^|lc Uoaven-given bread which feeds

our bodies ultimately assumes the humble form of

the baked loaf, winch, inasmuch as it nourishes

life, retains the life of the living wheat, and can

impart it, HO Jesxis, in order to feed our souls, must
humble Himself and 'be found in fashion as a

man,
5 be born, and that in a low condition (v.

42
),

undergo the miseries of this life, and at the end of

His earthly course even 4

give his flesh for the life

of the world' The power of this truth of His self-

Irambling' love for our sake enters into pur inner

personal life, and we are enabled to assimilate it

to ourselves as the food we eat, by means of His
word. His word is the * bread wliich strengtheneth
man's heart' (Ps 10415

), because it is the embodi-
ment of Him who, having humbled Himself to

death, now for ever lives. Through it the repeated

action of His love still ministers the gift to each

hungering soul. The Bread of heaven, in heaven
itself, will be the word which Jesus speaks to His

people. It is the same trath respecting Christ as
our Living Food and Slivn.'tli that is 'represented,
sealed, and applied' i> n- m liio Lord's Supper.

(4) As applied to the Patriarchs : Mk 12^ (|| Mt
22ya

,
Lk 20y8

) Q&K gffrw 6ebs veKp&v, dXXa fibvrcw.
In

^expounding this cardinal saying, wre have first

to incjiiire what doctrine our Lord is here vindicat-

ing. Religious minds among the Jews had already
arrived at the clearly defined hope of a future life

(Driver, Sermons on OT, 92), which life they con-
ceived of ,i-

-

(iii|ir< liondiujj
'

the deliverance of an
existent porMM;ili:y fn-m ^lu-ol, and its re-endow-
ment with life in" all its powers and activities

'

(Hastings' DB iv. 232a
). Sadduceeism, which

represented the old Jewish standpoint, rejected
these doctrines. The Sadducees were liostile to
our Lord's whole teaching respecting

c the king-
dom

o_f God,' which carried the consummation of
the Kingdom into a future life, and accordingly
implied thai there would be a resurrection of the
dead. It was with reference to the resurrection
thai 1 ln ky < ho-e l.heir line of attack on His teaching.
In Jli- <Ii-i -lull with them, it was our Lord's

object not only to maintain that there is a life

after death, but also to reveal what deliverance
from death really implied. Had He made use of
Ex 3 -imply n prove the continued existence of
men JHUM tlrjiili, He would not have met the

objections of His opponents. It was their attack
on the resurrection that He successfully repelled
(cf. Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, i. 222). The
Saclducees, although not actually rejecting the
other books of the OT, considered them as being
very inferior in value to the five books of Moses
(cf. Encyc.. BibL iv. 4240). It was from the latter,

""

that they drew their objection to the
. Founding on the law of the Levirate

marriage (see LKVIKATI] LAW), llu-y (lnniglii to

put our Lord in an i
i n 1 i.iri,>--ir

;_ j-n-'iiuii uy pro-

pounding the case <: -'-MM :-. !s-< . who, after

having married the same wife in succession, had
all died childless, and then asking,

* In the resur-

rection, when they shall rise, whose wife shall she
be of the seven?' The story of Glaphyra (Jos.
Ant. XVII. xiii. 4; cf. Add'ison, Spectator, No.
110) was probably much canvassed about that
time (Holtzmann, Hand-Gommentar, 245) ; and in

it the marriage-relation was conceived of as still

standing in the world beyond death. Our Lord
took the opportunity afforded Him by the dis-

putation which had arisen to set free the doctrine
of the resurrection from such grossly materialistic

notions as these, and to show tlaat the resurrection
life is not a continuation of the present life of the

body, or of human relations as they now exist

(v.
2
^). As to the main point at issue, He met

the Sadducees on their own ground. He directed
their attention to a passage which they had over-

looked in one of their revered books, and prefacing
the quotation with the words, 'As touching the
de:id that they rise,' thus showing that it was
the resurrection He was vindicating, He asked

them,
' Have you. considered the bearing of this

passage upon the doctrine in question ?
' As to

our Lord's use of this passage of the OT, all that
need be said here is that the revelation given to

Moses at Horeb, and made by Mm the ground of

Ms appeal to the Hebrew tribes, the revelation,

namely, of Jahwelx as the God of their fathers,
lies at the very root of Israel's religion (cf. W. B.

Smith, Propht 32, OTJC* 303,- Kautzsch in

Hastings' DB, Ext. Yol. 624, 625
a
). Our Lord's argu-

ment, "based on the passage quoted, may be stated

as follows : The words of Ex 36- 1S* 1S - H
spoke of

the relation of the patriarchs to God as a still
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existing relation, and set forth a fellowship with
God in which they, being dead, yet lived. But
their fellowship with God contained in itself the

promise and the pledge of a more complete life and
more perfect fellowship which should hereafter be

granted them by God. It followed, by an inner

principle of necessity, from their- being united to

Him who is
' the God of the living,' that He would

not leave any part of their being for ever Bunder
the destructiVe power of death, but would in the
end awaken them to a heavenly life with Himself

(Wenclt, I.e. i. 223; cf. Bengel, note on Mt 2232
;

Salmond, Chr. Doctr. of Tnin^rt^lU^, 366 ; Swete,
St. Marie, 206). Or, to state the argument in a
more compact form : God is Life. The patriarchs
are in God, therefore they partake of life. But
life cannot die, therefore they must continue living
for ever. But a purely incorporeal existence does
not give the full conception of life in man's case.

Each patriarch is soul plus body. Therefore the

body, as well as the soul, is secured in an ever-

lasting life. Compare the remarkable treatise on
the Resurrection by the apologist \

"

(c. A.D. 177), especially chs. 14-17
,
!' .

,

Critical History of Chr. Lit. and Doctr. iii. 116,

136ff.). The ground of the resurrection-hope
Avhich our Lord found in this passage was beyond
question contained in it, seeing that He found it

there and set it forth. He could see all that God
meant when He called Himself ' the God of

Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of

Jacob.' He could discern the full witness borne

by this title to the certainty of the hope which He
defended. ' He who spoke in the OT was God,
and from the first that which He spoke about was
the consummation which filled His thought' (A. B.

Davidson, Expositor, 1900 (i.), 15 ; cf. OT Prophecy,
14). Further, in the Resurrection of Christ Him-
self we have the conclusive proof that communion
with God involves the restitution of the whole
of our personal being. What the proper viewr of
the resurrection body is we find later on from St.

Paul, whose doctrine of a a-fywi TTVGV^TIK^V as con-
trasted with a trw/Act i//v%iK6v (1 Co 1544

),
and of a

o-w/xa TT)$ 86^5 atirou as contrasted with a <rw/m rrjs

raTretj'ctvreajs ?)fj.G>v (Ph 321 ), was no doubt evolved
from our Lord's saying.

(5) As applied to the manner or course of life :

Lk 1513 Qv ao-tirois, 'with riotous living' (cf. Jos.
Ant. xii. iv. 8, dcrtirws %v). Contrast '

holy living.'
From this phrase is derived the title 6 do-wroy ut6s,

films prodigws, by which this parable is gonor;illy
known (Trench, Par. 8 393 ; Julicher, Gleicfinisr.

337, 341).* See also art. LIFE.

".' '' '

- T- i 1
"

:
' -i '. n this art., see Dale. The,

L' .. .'/,. -,
'

'
: , .,., -: : >rsyth, 77 7T

'

r-'her
<M- ,'.. / '/.'<. . i-, I) . . /' Rectlit, -. /,'

'
.- .p.

121; : !!,, ./'.. ,
' " -,,.-,. 244.

' ' *

JAMES DONALD.
LOAF (fyroff). -The Eastern loaf is not at all

like the bread in rj^> r.ir MJ ourselves. The Pass-
over loaf a large r.)T!i: i-iin ,,-kr pr./SMbh pre-
serves the shape of the loaf in '.i-- ,1 M^-IV. "^ -lows
of our Lord's time. The sansr -!i;';-i''nr i.,"f is

found to-day among the Bedawln ancl fsllaMn as
well a- ir :.!;* viM.i^es and towns. 'The loaves
are of M"!-,."-. 'M-: -i/<-. 18in. or more in diameter,
and are of an extreme tenuity and of ;i peculiar

but not unpleasant toughness. They mo b,-iked

usually on a convex girdle, very often on the im-
plement which is used for roasting coffee hence
the name f

girdle bread.' They may also be baked
on heated stones or on the outside of a jar within
which a fire has been kindled. Such without
doubt would be the kind of bread baked by the

*
Chrys. (de Poenitentia, Horn. i. 4) calls the younger son

o Mff-uTos^ but the sermon -
'

. -,~ Z ;--.-,. ..

'

f : ~\ \ by Jtilicher
is omitted as spurious, eci. V.p

::',.. .

%
I "..'- ;.y i

children of Israel in their desert xvaiidorin^h. And
at the present time one may see this loaf in almost

every part of Palestine. Even where other kinds
of bread are used, this is still highly relished. If

there is a guest in a native house, the loaves are

often folded up in quarter size and- laid beside- his

plate, and more than one European traveller has
mistaken them, when so placed, for table napkins !

In all probability the loaves in Mk (>
:}H 8 I$

, etc.,

were of this kind, inasmuch as such bread is almost

always carried on a journey, and by workmen, be-

cause of its keeping properties. The loaf is never
cut ; it is broken or torn asunder. Small scoops
are made of the portions, with which the meat,
rice, or lebvn (curdled milk) is scooped up spoon
and contents being eaten together. A man will

eat three or four of these loaves at a meal (Lk 1 1

5
).

Another loaf in common use at the present day
is smaller in circumference and considerably
thicker, and very imich resembles in appearance
the *

scones,' baked on a girdle, so common in

some parts of Scotland. Bread of this kind is

found only in towns where there are .-i.
1 -'! us.

See also art. BREAD. J. **<! 'i >:.

LOANS. There are frequent references to money,
and many illustrations suggested by (inancial obli-

gations, in the teaching of Jesus, 'these have been

gathered together as indications of * the economic
.-Y" -.;,": of the F-. ,!,.-

r
i ,1

history
5

(Hans-
iiLuh, j\ 2 2*fi)iesi i. p. ISM"., i^iuLcd also in full by
Bruce in Parabolic Teaehinij, p. 24 #f.). W<i loaru
from Tacitus that the year 17 was marked by
great discontent in Judica and i 1 1 r < 1

1 - 1 1 < 1 1 i Syr i <* i
,

on account of the burdensome i;i\.uiiin, .nul that
the year 33 was one of financial cri-i- iliLiu^liou 1

the "Empire. There is thus ftill ju-iilMa imi fm-

the numerous Gospel intimations of hardship and
debt, and impoveri-.hmcm generally. See DKBT.
But the relation of debtor and creditor is so

obviously adaptable to moral obligations, thai
under any social condition the use of this figure
is to be expected. The very terms for financial

obligations are freely used to express 11w obliga-
tions of moral life. Thus the same (Jr. verb
(6(pel\u) is variously rendered in the liV * owed/
*

owest,' 'that was due '

(Mt 18-8 -

*, Lk 7*
u HJ8 - 7

of linaneial ..M :

, i;..-,
;

f

del>tor'(Mt 23W - 1H
['AV

6

guilty']), 'duty' (Lk 17 10
), Bought' (Jn L'i 14 ID7 ),

* indebted' (Lk II4 ; all of moral obii-anon- ; and
the noun (i^etX^s) is translated ^owod' (Mt 18-4

of money debt),
* debtors' (Mt G12 of moral debts),

'offenders' (Lk 134 [AV 'sinners'] of guilt beforo
God). Financial obligations afford alno a roa<ly
measure of moral indebtedness ; our wris against
one another are as debts of 50 or 5 (Lk 74

'), but
our sin against God runs into c nullionn Hterlimr'
(Mt 1824

).

The very naturalness of these illustrative UHCH
of money values and financial relations makes it

obviously wron^ to press them inin ihc ^np|)n-' of
economic theories, e.g. the jii^iiiu.'ition 01 com-
mercial loans from ' Thou oughtest therefore to
have put my money to the bankers, and then at
my coming I should have received back mine own
with interest

'

(Mt 2537= Lk 19s8
). In parables any

relations may hold which the story domandn. In
Christian economics only moral relations are to bo
tolerated. Because then, in the Gospel narratives,
debtors and creditors, borrowers and lenders ii^ure
largely, we are not able to say that the teaching
of Jesus either supports or comlemuB modern com-
mercical arrangements. The true basia of Christian.
economics must be found in the ethical teaching
of the n,,^|i..% ;i- M \\ *n)V.

Apan i''-"in ii.c'<ii-Mi>il references in parables,
there is one saying of Jesus which calls for fuller
notice. "If ye lend (Swetfa, lend upon interest;
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contrast K^P^^I, of a friendly loan, Lk II 5
only)

to them of whom ye hope to receive, what
thank have ye ? even sinners lend to winners, to
receive again as much. But love your enemies,
and do them good, and lend, never despairing ;

and your reward shall be great, and ye shall be
sons of the Most High : for he is kind toward the
unthankful and evil' (Lk GWh ,

of. Mt 54
~). The

ditliculty, in part one of textual reading., but

mainly of interpretation, ihids adequate repre-
sentation in c

hoping for nothing again
5

(AV),
* never dopairing

'

(IIV),
'

despairing of no man '

(IIVm). This uncertainty cannot, however, ailect
(lie moaning, which is determined by the preceding
verses, and though the rendering of the AV must
bo rejected on critical grounds, it may well stand
as an adequate gloss. On the authority of this

saying the unlawfulness for Christians of receiving
interest on loans has been based ; and, rightly
understood and applied, the inference is just. The
commandment is one of benevolence. Christian

charity is not to be by way of loans at interest.

It. is the duty of giving Jesus teaches, as if He
said, 'Let yonr lending be giving' a rule of

charity which experience"justifies, and which, from
the would-1 >e borrower's side, receives support in
St. Paul's saying,

* Owe no man anything, save
to love one another 5

(Ro 138
).

W. H. DYSON.
LOCUST. 1. Zvologiml rfwrifrfiuH. Locusts

belong to the natural order Orthoptera. The
members of this order are insects which undergo
niiK ;. pariiiil iiuM.unM'phu-U : the larva is scarcely
<i , -; in^iil-im iili'.n mil ; lie ;i!uh , un!eu.s by its smaller
i'n :i: :'inl li\ i iie .nmpliy 01 it -. wings, which develop
only gradiially in proportion to its growth. Ex-

cepting thin dilUnvnre, it luih the same form and
the same habits an the adult. In its perfect state,
the first pair of wings, though remaining supple,
have a certain coii-i-H-ix-y. They cover the mud
wings, which MH- ni'-nibiviiiuii- ;uiil transparent, and
folded under the upper wings in the form of a fan.

The mouth is of shape suitable for mastication,
and the jaww act like a pair of scissors. Formerly
the Orthoptera were divided into runners and

//vtyxt/w, but this division has been abandoned.
Locusts were classed among the leapers. Accord-

ing to the present nomenclature, we must class

them among the (Jrtfaopte.ra yenuina. Among
these appear :i':ini: o! :,- '

'a) tlie family of Locus-

twfaW) to whk ! i i u 1
I i, in; . ,:! ^r;i^-iiopp''i^ ('(lie -ub-

family of the /.v -*''
'', 'Ion- ;

;IIK]
flj-o -/y; jhe

family of AcriditHlfiw t wliieh includes in its various

Bub-familios the principal locusts 'of Palestine. Tt

is of the highest importance to avoid the confusion
which may arise from this misleading terminology,
according to which the 'locusts 'of the Bible do
not- belong to the Hcientiiic fjimily Lorustodew,
We are, then, to treat of the family Acridiodeat.

Their antenna are relatively short, scarcely exceed-

ing the length of the head, whereas the antennae
of the LocMfitodcM are very long, as long as their

bodies. Their hind !<--, .ul;ip te< 1 fur leaping, have

very .strong thighs mmi-hcil \\ith indentations,
which are easily seen if slightly magnified. The
head in vertical" The first pair of wings arc more

leathery than the second, but both present the
Bame reticulated appearance. The rapid brushing
of the thighs of the hind logs, furnished with in-

dentations, against the nervures of the front wings
produces, when the insect IB at rest, a stridulation,
the tone and height of which vary according to the

species. The Acrirfforfctr sire generally diurnal,
and their food is essentially herbaceous. In the

females the abdomen eiuU in a pair of short pin-

cers, whereas in the LocMstodfics this appendage is

greatly prolonged like the blade of a sabre. These

pincers serve to bury in the earth, one by one, the

eggs, which are disposed in cylindrical masses and
held together by a frothy secretion.
The insect moults six times, but the principal

stages of its development are only two larva and
imago (perfect state). The intermediate state

(jntpa) which we tind in other orders of insects is

imperceptible in the Orthoptera. In their state of
larva 4

, locusts, having no wings, or more correctly,
merely the rudiments of wings, hop on i he ;_pM:nd ;

even at this stage they are extremely !-, -in;<-ii\c.

Later, with the succeeding moultings, the wings
develop, but remain enclosed in a membranous
case ; the insects now advance walking. At last, at
their sixth moulting, which takes place from six to
seven weeks after their coming out of the egg,
locusts attain to their perfect state, and, unfolding
their wings, flu through the air, producing what
travellers describe as e a hissing or a buzzing
noise.

'

In Palestine as many as forty different species of
Acridwdcce have been noted. The most important
of these belong to the sub-families of the Tryx-
alid<%) the (Ediporfitht', and the Acrldiidas properly
so called. The commonest species, those which
are rightly associated with the locusts mentioned
in the Bible, are the PcwKytylus .^ /'/,-'///,, -;,/^ (for-

merly called (Edipoda nilat-'tihri't) and the tichisto-

ccrca pcrcgrina, (formerly called Acridiu'itt, pore-
grinum). The colour of these insects ii= :. ;:lly
brown bordering on green, but with a -'in ii ii' i

round the mouth, and with black spots on the

body and green spots on the wings. The males
are coloured differently from the females. In re-

gard to their dimensions, locusts are as much as
three or even four inches long when they are full

grown.
Locusts are migratory insects, as the qualifying

words, miyratoria,, puregrwu, applied to them de-
note. Tliey are produced chiefly in desert regions
on the lofty plateaux of the East, and, carried by
their wings and driven on by the east wind, they
invade western Palestine in compact bodies.

2. Biblical names. The OT mentions locusts
under at least nine dillerent names. These are

(1) rr;jr]fc >arbe.h, Ex 104- 12 "14' 1J>
,
Lv II 32

, Dt 2S38
, Jg

65 7 12
, 1 K 8a7, 2 Ch 6-8

,
Job 3920

,
Ps 7840 10534 109 s*

Pr 3CF, Jer 4623
, Jl I 4 2*5

,
Nah 315- 17

. (2) n^rr

ftagab, Lv U 22
,
Nu 133a

,
2 Ch 7 I3

3 EC 125
, Is 403\

(3) DJ/?9 sol'&ni, Lv llaa
. (4) h^n Iwrnol, Lv II 22

.

(5) pV ye,Mc, Ps 10534, Jer 51 14 -' 27
,

'

Jl' I
4 2^5 , Nah

3wt . (6) V>pci Mfd, 1 K 8OT
, 2 Ch 6-8

,
Ps 7846

, Is 334,
Jl 1* 2-5 . (7) QT3 gazam, Jl I

4 2-5
,
Am 49

. (8) 33,

3ia, ^ia <ycb, qob, gobai, Is 334, Am 7 1
, Nah 317 . (9)

^? zelCtml, Dt 2842
.

It would naturally be a -matter of the greatest
interest to know if these various names correspond
with as many different species. But "before reply-

ing to this question, (a) we should have to be cer-

tain that the ancients, the Easterns, the Hebrews
in particular, were capable of making a distinction

similar to that of genus and species used by modern
scholars ; (b) we should have to be equally certain
that Biblical writers employed the terms in their

language in a strict and rigorous fashion (a thing
which even modern writers do not always do) ; and
(c) we should require sufficient data to enable us
to assign Buch and such a Hebrew name to such
and such a particular species. Now these three
conditions cannot be fulfilled, and in such a case
it may well ^ceni chimerical to demand a system

-

aiic eta >hilic,n lion, in accordance with present zoo-

logical principles of the various locust -s mentioned
in the Bible. \YV must remember that Oriental
^i,

11
. :;i.. -. ,uch as Hebrew and Arabic, possess a

. i- i.< ',!!'' choice of synonyms to denote one and
the same animal. We note that the LXX pro-
ceeds on no regular system. It translates the
Hebrew by using the terms dtf/>/s, /3/>ou%os,
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(drreXe/3os), epvo-i(3rj (epifftiprj), arrays,
.s> etc., in a purely arbitrary and, it would

appear, conjectural manner, without taking the

least care always to translate the same Hebrew
by the .same Greek word. The same is true of the

version of Jerome and of translations into modern
huiLiuaLie^. The EV has had no "better success

\viih i'l-s varying use of 'locust/ *^i
i

;i^. 1

h)|i|ior.
)

*

canker-worm,'
(

palmer-worm/ 'caterpillar,' and
even 'beetle' (for liagab, manifestly a false trans-

lation).
We must also avoid the error of thinking that

the various terms employed, for example, by Joel
and Nahum refer to locusts at various stages in

their development. The fact that the order of the
four terms gazami, 'arbeh, yeleto, basil in Jl I

4
is

followed in '225 by the order *arbeh, yclek, hasil,

ffdzam, in itself disproves this theory. Besides, it

would be difficult to perceive in the development
of the Orthopteroua insect four stages easily dis-

tinguishable by every observer, since, as we" have
seen, the insect changes very little from moulting
to moulting.* We must add to the passages of
the canonical OT cited above Jth 220

,
Wis 169

, Sir

4317
. The term used in these three texts is Anpls ;

the Hebrew Sirach has *arbch.

The names that the Hebrew language gives to

locusts prove that these insects were peculiarly
feared (a) on account of their great numbers, and
(b) on account of their voracity and their power of

destruction. In fact, *arbeh probably goes back to
a root meaning to be m^nerous, to multiply. On
the other hand, //":'', /. ///'~7. ycl&k, and soPavi all

have the sense 01 *^A/,-I// //./,/ (literally to clip, to

cut, to devour, to swallow).f The sense of geb (ffdb,

gobai) and of hagab is a problem. Hargol appears
to signify one who gallops,, and z&lcizal is a more
harmless term, referring to the humming of the
locust's wings, or rather to the stridulation it

makes when it is at rest (a word akin to this is

used to denote cymbals).
3. Locusts in the OT. In the books of the OT

the locust is sometimes used 1 .:, ii\ --U
; o denote

sniallness (Nu 1333, Is 4022
), \\ \ !, 'L- 125

, but
the passage is obscure and in dispute), and great
numbers (Jg 65 7 12

, Jer 4623). But, as a rule, when
locusts are mentioned, it is usually as an instru-
ment of destruction or as food,
The former of these last two usages is much the

more i*
-

'

:

"
OT. Particularly forcible,

vivid, . . :*, i descriptions of the destruc-
tive power of the locust are given in the passages
quoted above from Exodus, Joel, Amos, and
Nahum. The fear-inspiring character of these in-
sect invaders, as they a-l\\ *-I-e i'i r-v.l.ir companies
(Pr SO37

), is in no way OA.r.^e'.v !'. I ocusts are a
veritable plague. We find graphic descriptions in
the writings of travellers or residents in the Holy
Land, such as Wilson, Tristram, Thomson, Van-
Lennep, as well as of other writers in various coun-
tries. Their accounts have, among others, been
collected by Driver (loc. cit, inf.}. Van-Lennep
even says of locusts Jp. 314) that ' their voracity is

such that in the neighbourhood of Broosa, in the
year 1856, an infant having been left asleep in its
cradle under some shady trees, was found not long
after partly devoured by the locusts.' See also the
singularlygraphic passage in which Thomson relates

*
Perhaps one might instance, to prove that the Hebrews had

noticed the successive stages of development in the locust, the
fact that in Jer 51^ yelek is qualified by ip samar (EV
*

rough ') : this might be understood to apply to the state of
the insect before it has the use of its wings (?>.

t Tt is striking to note, ill vlewo* i 1 <-' n.'ii.usof ^nou*-iirulr\ori
ternblc iiiiport, that similar in-'f-

1 - >n Kiropc (ihc /.'/<;",-'''Int)
are tricked out with such innocent names as *rT. 1--r*vi '

(German, HetischreGfae, from Heu, 'hay,' and 1-. < M H.>ri
scricchan,

' to leap
'

; in French sauterette) ; note also the
German Heupferd and the Italian mvaletta, due to the
blance of the grasshopper's head to a horse's.

his personal experiences (Lit ii. p. 21/0 f.). On a

sculptured stone found at Babylon is an exact

representation (reproduced in Van-Lennep, I.e.) of

two locusts devouring a bush. The present writer

has seen on both sides of the Dead Hca, and also in

the neighbourhood of Jericho and Uadara, lomsts
at the various stages of development devastating
the country and making all verdure disappear in an
instant. He has also been a witness of the e Hurts

of tliefcllftMn, under the direction of the oilicials

of the Turkish Government, to check the advance of

the insects by lighting along their track (ires fed

with petroleum. Another device is to compel the

Beclawfn, proportionally to the number of members
of each family, to bring in a iixd weight of the

eggs or larva? of locusts. The wind, which brings
the swarms of locusts, also driven them hither and
thither (of. Ps 109~:3

), and sometimes carries them
into the sea {Ex 10, Jl 2-). One who has read,
for example, Jl 1-2, or has seen with his own eves
the ravages of the locusts, is not surprised to imd
in Rev 93 " 11 this insect playing an :MH>< ,i]\ ]' ic,-il

part and
"'

.

' iision of i<^i : 'KMD'I.

4. Loot '

^
. But in the (Jospels

-

with which this Dictionary is principally con-

cerned locusts are never mentioned as devastating
insects. In Mt 34 and in the parallel passage Mk
1" they appear only as an article of food. It Ls in

this character, then, that we have chiefly to study
them here. The word used is d/cpts ; it Ls said that
John the Baptist fed on * locusts and wild honey

'

(see art. HONEY). An ancient tradition of tin*

Christian Church held that the locusts eaten by
the Baptist were not insects, but the pods or
husks of a tree, the carob or locust tree (UcrutwHiw
siliqjua, Arab, fckarnib). Curiously enough, thin
uld : -

.1 1

1
n-.j-.'iii 1 has been resuscitated in our own

,;,.- - i.\ ( u-\'ir (Encyc. Bibl. ii cois. 213(5, ^40U),
who sees in the locusts of John the Baptist

* enrol)-

beans,
5 but for reasons which do not seem to UH

roM\-'iK-in!. In fact, locusts are a well-known food
in Eastern countries. Herodotus mentions this

(iv. 172) ; Thomson says (LB ii. p. 301] :
* Locusts

are not eaten in Syria by any but the Bedawtn on
the extreme frontier. By the natives, locusts are

always spoken of as a very inferior article of food,
and regarded by most with disgust to be eaten

only by the \<T\
|
"<< -! people. John the Baptist,

however, was 01 chac class ... he also dwelt hi
** the wilderness" or desert, where Much food was
and is still used.' There are, according to travel-

lers, several ways of preparing loeuntM for food.
* The Bedouins eat locusts/

"

says Burekhardt
(p. 239),

* which are collected in great quantities in

the^beginning of April. After having been roasted
a little upon the iron plate on which bread is

baked, they are dried in the sun, and then put Into

large sacks, with the mixture of a little Halt.

They are never served up as a dish, tmt everyone
takes a handful of them when hungry. "The

>f Syria do not eat lociintH. . /, There
poor fellahs in the Haouran, however,

who sometimes, pressed by hunger, make a meal of
them ; bxit they break off the head and take out
the entrails before they dry them in the Him. The
Bedouins swallow them entire.

5 * The wingH and
legs are popped off the body,' says Wilson (p. 380),
* and fried with salt and pepper.'

*

They are
roasted and eaten as butter upon loaves of broad,'
says Van-Lennep (p. 319), 'resembling shrimp** in
taste, or they are boiled in water with 'a little Halt,
dried in the sun, and, being deprived of their
wings and legs are packed in bags for use. They
are beaten to a powder, which is mixed with flour
and water, made into little cakes, and used an a
substitute for bread when flour is scarce. Dried
locusts are generally exposed for Bale in the
markets of Medina, liagdad, and even Damascus*
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Pulgxave gooK so far as to say (p. 346),
' Locusts

are here an article of food, nay, a dainty, and a

good swarm of them is begged of Heaven in Arabia
no less fervently than it would be deprecated in
India or in Syria. . . . When boiled or filed they
are said to be'deiicious, and boiled and fried accord-

ingly they are to an incredible extent/ It would
appear likewise, to judge from Thomson (I.e.), that

occasionally dried, boiled, or fried locusts are eaten
with honey. Even horses (Blunt, ii. p. 79) and
camels (Daumas, p. 258) are fed on locusts.

The Law of Israel, which strictly forbade the

eating of creeping things, insects, etc., made an
exception in the case of locusts, which are men-
tioned under four different names, two of which
(MFd'Hi and hargol) are found only in this one

passage (Lv II22
). The Law characterizes them

in this sentence :

* Yet these may ye eat of all

winged creeping things that go upon all four,
which have legs above their feet, to leap withal

upon the earth.'
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LOGIA
1 . Ancient use of the term,
2. Modern use of the term ; (a) of Jesus' Sayings ; (6) of

compilations.
3. Tradition on trruiMiii^ion of the Sayings.
4. Criticism of ilu- inulnion: (a) Internal evidence of the

tradition ; (b) Internal evidence of the Gospels.
5. Conjectural reconstructions of the source.
0. Conclusions.

Literature*

1. Ancimt use of the term. The Gr. Xoyiee. is the plural of

hoyiav 'a brief utterance,' 'apothegm,' 'saying:' (so Schol. ad

Arintoph. Ran,. 969. 973). According: to Liddell-Scott (Lex.}
and Meyer (on Eo 32), Mytov is the neuter of Mytos** learned,'

'rational,' and hence means *a wise saying.' More correctly,

according to Grimm-Thaycr and others, it is a diminutive of

Kayos 'word,' like fitflMtv from piptee 'book,' plur. v* Btpxioc,
* the (nacred) books/ Eng.

' Bible.' In secular writers (Hero-

dotus, Thueyd,, AriMoph., ft al) it is applied to the Divine
oracles (because biiot uttcraru'es), as those of the Sibyl of

Dodoua, of I)elpli
:

. : . T ..>,...-..... i ,-, of sacred utter-

ances attaches to :' .- < < I :-:' i -I to the Hebrew
^ '

.-. ; V \';} .,,.,! , -i -. '!-, - contents of the
i"| . , / ': i .

~
,". , ,".*. \ :*.}",.*. --.7

"
.7, In par-

.". "|. : \\i i.'- 1 1 u. -Ti ( - I- '!. -".arecalled
! /' **. , I M: .-'. .

- *
. !>;. NT writers

: . j,-.i. ! . -.-. : .'- generally, as oracles' of

(. -i . r I . . .-. i . ..-ranees of prophets, pre-
Christian or Christian (Ac 78, Eo 8\ He 5, I P

4*1).^
In

KcM^esinstifJil writers of tlie .

1 -A 1 -,
""

_ vr. &oyt *ov Qeov

is used of the admonitions of i- "i x P ' (Clem. Bom, ad
Cor. lill. 1, in parallel with *i i&pxi yputpati}, and rot,

Ktyi*^
wu

y/);ou, or simply T* Xcy/o6, of the precepts of -1 - - '"."
embodying" narrat'-r. >> ( -in.v','iV.\ TVv r'i " /' -.

denouncing
1 horeti<

-

-. '\"lu) ])4r\'
i is ilu- \>r\ ivio 01 . h^ Lord

IM I'-ips-is ili<- ;-.'/.-* !i uuido oquu.'ilcm to *iho
.-

. , .i:s . -
^

-,. v
%

! '..'! by ili- Lord inthr
I'liij).

1 nud

of heretical teacher-, ixiul ilsc 'lonM-i'-rv ^vi^rln
m ilu 1 niu

1

,

1
.'-

tl7flo
'

(tip' MtrTtp &i Tf.ft.6t -re.' TO, "itisx. '/ -y
f.\>>r.', =>_rc-,). Tin LriC

iiitoinrclntioiiof those to^"< is matter of tradition trariamiDted

through (1) the Apos-tleh, (:J) the Elders 'the disciples of these '

ARISTOj. fn n. JJWi. V. V. 1 ; W tfpt<r$v<r&f>Qi [.ol] v%v &irte"ri>.vv

ftocfaTatf, Orij-on rr^. Tus. : 01 ;?;<: 0^ TV KT'^TC^U^. Compare
Polycart) (l.v.\

' Wlicrcrorc leaving the vain talk (ustrotiGrrrct) ot

the'multiuide and the false teachings (
' - ~* -* * n '-" '"f "

turn to the word handed down by tradition from the beginning
'

(TOV s apfflS vt/uuv *rz>.pie>ofcv'T(X, Xoyov).
At a much It .,'," . -'.".-. ^'--i

"
r VT -

_,

ture generally r- , >. >id '.
*

.

iii. [longer fo:"> i i i ij
:

; i : .; '
' -

. _ il

'~
'

. vicon, s.v. Xcywv, and Lig'ntfoot, (^ont&mp.
! '

.
'

.p. 399 ff. On Papias* use see Hall, Papias,
ioi*b, p. AV&.

2. The modern use of the term e

logia' is partly
(a) conformed to the Patristic application to the

precepts of Jesus conceived as * brief and pithy
n potho^ms

3

(Justin M. Apol. xiv.) of sacred

autliority ; partly (b) designates a compilation, or

compilations, antecedent to or parallel with the
canonical Gospels, supposed to have been entitled
or called rd \6yia, ; cf. the use of * Bible '

(Lat.
Biblia= rcL ptpXLa), to mean ' the (sacred) books' of
the Canon.

(a] Of the former (correct) use it is enough to

say that science has no better designation for the

apothegms of Jesus in the form wherein tradition
has transmitted them, whether in the Synoptic
Gospels or as uncanonical agrapha. The connota-
tion of sacredness in the

" '

:
,

'

"
"

" "

vve

have regard to the later x , is

not inappropriate. The^ cherished utterances of
Jesus soon obtained such currency independently
of our Gospels (Ac 2035

, Clem. Rom. ad Cor. xiii. 1,

xlvii. 7, Polyc. ad Phil. vii. 2
v

i ,-- :;Mix to deserve
it. The term is appropriate i l'< ''.u-iv ;> the sacred
,.I"M :"i:- of Jesus as preserved in the Synoptic
<", -i !- : independently. As against the simple
\,-,<;. ii i-5 probably a later form iruolviu^ tacit

comparison with the (sacred) precepts or' flic OT.
It is less common than \6yot, and certainly much
less applicable to the discourses of the Fourth

Gospel, where, even if traditional logia are em-
linilH'il. lir.ln: ii-, the favourite form for philosophic
;in<l '(li./MMi- reposition, predominates, and the
1

1 : i -, i
i

i
< M -. ; i \ iin erest is subordinated to that of

<'\]i<Hi
i

.ilmJ' the r :<!, ;

1 "..-" rhristology.
(0) The use of

*
I -:.! i --i r Logia' to designate

a certain type of (lo-jel-<
p

<)inpt*-iiH>n is open to
serious objection. The di-covory by Grenfell and
Hunt of papyri of the 2nd or 3rd century, in which

Sayings attributed to Jesus are agglutinated with
no more of narrative framework than the bare

words,
* Jesus saith

*

(X<fyet l^o-ou?), proves that such

compilations actually circulated, fulfilling a func-
tion similar to the Pirke Aloth, or c

Sayings of the
Fathers* in the contemporary and earlier Syna-
gogue. But the later discovered -\i|>i-r-"i]ii!M uf

ill- O\vli\ n. -'m-. collection itself ,i-i:;>li-! "i I(>"1

u!i>i( 'lir,- i IK (-liitors' hasty . !-V . 'i"
11 of the title

A6yta 'lycrov to the fragment
''

-...
!

,y using the

-ilu] -1o Xi>. -. u.' Cn. ,: \6yoi, /c.r.X).* There is, in fact,

ah-olnioly ru <-\ ;!!!< < that any book ever received

the title "X6yta, though there is a certain signifi-

cance in the use of the word by Papias and Poly-
carp intorebrtiiproably with A67oi to designate the

|-n e<|'i- of Je^u-, Whether in literary embodiment
< nihorw-No. For Papias these precepts are * com-
mandments delivered by the Lord to the faith'

(frro\al TT; Trlo-rei deSoptvcLi), and hence comparable
with * the oracles of God committed to Israel

*

(eVt<r-

rt#7)<rav TV Xoyta rov Beov, Ro 32 ) ;
but he^ refers to

just the same precepts as X6yot, when in a con-

nected clause he declares that Peter had no design
of making a syntagma of the 'sayings

5

(ovx &<nrep
cri

f

'vra^Lv T'J> KvpiaKuiv iroLotifAGvos \6y(av}. Indeed, in

all the earlier evidence we possess of the formation
of such syntagmata, the expression used is always
X6yo<, and never X6yta. Thus, besides the references

already given to Acts, Clem. Rom. ad Cor., and

Polycarp wl Phil., the Pastoral Epistles have
two" reference* to 'wholesome words' (vyiatvovres

* This of course is ungrammatical. The editors propose to

delete the first l. Professor Swete prefers to read o$<roi for ot

ro'toi (see ExpT xv. [1904] p. 490).
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\6yoi) which are more closely defined as 'sayings
of the faith

'

(\oyoi rijs trio-reus, cf. Papias, ez/roAcd

TTJ 7r/<7Tet deSopfrcu) of the excellent teaching,' and
even explicitly as c the sayings of our Lord Jesus
Christ' (ol ~X6yoi TTJS Trta-recus /cat TT?S /caX^s StSacr/caXtas,

ot i/ytafroj'Tes \6yot, ol rov KVpLov JJJJ.QV 'I^crou Xprrou,
/cat ?? /car' eiW/9aaz' Sidaa-KoJXia, K.T. X.

,
1 Ti 46 6 l}

).

More important for "K 1-v.nv.i: on the question
of the name to be !:pp!i-, ! '> the Matthoean

syntagma are the structural phenomena of the
canonical Mt., to l>e discussed later. At present
we note only that, opart from the Markan nar-

rative outline, the mam framework of this Gospel
consists of five great agglutinated discourses, eacli

marked off by the resumption of the narrative in

a - 'MI yjsi'fl formula, 'And it came to pass when
Jesus had finished these words.

5 In this formula
the <

k
.\']ir(

<--ioii \6yoi is varied only by the expres-
sions '"pavalMO

3 and 'directions to the Twelve,'
where the context requires (II

1 1353
)
while the final

group concludes :

' And it came to pass when Jesus
had finished all these words '

(Travras rous \6yovs
rofoovs, Mt 261

), in spite of the fact that the nar-
rative continues :

* he said to his disciples.
5

In view of this earlier evidence it is manifestly
unwarrantable to infer from the use by Papias of

the term AtVyia alongside of Xcvyot, that ' he refers

to three documents, (1) St. Mark's version of St.

Peter's teaching, (2) an . collection of

Sayings of the. Lord, (3) t7t
' -St. Matthew'

(K. Lake, Hilfart Journ. iii. 2 [Jan, 1905], p. 337).

Papias is defining his authority for c the com-
mandments given by the Lord to the faith.

3

If he
refers to these now, with 1 Ti 4^ 63

,
as *

sayings,'
of which Peter might have made a syntagma but
did not, and now, with Polycarp ad Phil, vii., as
*

oracles,' of which Matthew did make a syntagnw,
the difference is only that in the latter embodi-
ment they seemed to him comparable with the
* oracles of God '

given to Israel (Ac 738 Ko 32
, He

5'
3
, 1 P 411

).

The V '

:

"!> late date of Par>ias (145-160 A.D.
)

makes . < .:
<-

i that for him, if not already for

Polycarp, ra \6yia meant the precepts of Jesus as
embodied in narrative Gospels, piv-cjni'iomfy in
canonical Matthew. In later amlif'iiiu 1

-:, 'who
take over the tradition, the term i^ gradually
extended to cover the embodying namum- i\^

well, until with Irempus and Tertullian the Divine
utterance is coextensive with the canorii'\-il Go -pel

( ait Spiritiis Sanctus per Matthaeum,' :i|i|ili-d 1-y

Irenseus to utterances of the Evangelist). Whether
at a stage anterior to its adoption by Papias the
tradition regarding the X67*a had a narrower ap-
plication, must be settled by a consideration of the
ovproion in iis context.

3. r ff',lt'".i> on transmission of the Sayings.
The frapfinonU from the preface (irpoolptov)

of

Papia-' \\-ork in five books, entitled F.-/,- - *',>, VF
of the Oracle^ of the Lord, as given .\, I.'i-'-lii'.i-

(HE in. xxxix. 2. 16), are closely related to one
another, and to the passage already referred to in
the Epistle of Polycarp, Papias' earlier contem-
porary and friend. As regards the * command-
ments ' which Papias sought to hear and to

expound as 'oracles/ th~ h'i.iim-n' -i.t-V- as a
tradition (probably froiaii:<- -,",MH M:;!|.n:\ .

'

John
the Elder, who gave tlu iv !.':n-lin^ Mr'rk that
' Matthew made a compend (a-wera^aTo, v.l, crvytypd-

^aro) of the logia in the Hebrew (Aramaic ?)

tongue, and every man translated them as he was
able.' Por Papias, and a fortiori for the later
authorities who repeat the tradition in partly
independent forms, it was a testimony to our
canonical Matthew. This to them represented the
syntagma of which the tradition spoke, though it

was admitted not to be identical with it. That
was in *

Hebrew/ this in Greek. Possibly a differ-

ence of contents as regards the narrative frame-

work was i:"

1

, /' \ inc'O Papias has no

scruple in ... : .- ^ 37'
8
" 10

(of. LitfliU'ool-

Harmer, A- '. >. :
. xviii.), and Ieromu

.1 1 ..
:
.:';

; /v- the inde])cndencti of what lu^ iv&ardod
as the ipsum ncbruicunt, and which was in his da,

%y
c called by most the authentic ({ospcl of Matthew/

by translating it anew into both (iroi'k and Latin.

Siirv!*"
1

i"

"
'

however, jjrovc this work,
the '-

.

'

-i
'

t
according to the, /AiA/vsw, i<>

have been another and nmch la/tor ]>ro<lut^
Su

Papias
3 time the Hebrew MfHttiy-um luul disap-

peared from use
'

'/*';' i '-'. IT ever known in his

region; his idea >'! i:- n-I,iJ:i to canoni<* 4
il Mt.

was probal)ly as vague as his succassors". lit*

valued the tradition because; it gave him Apostolic

authority for the (lospel on which ho relics in ail

known instances for his lorjm of the Lord (FrgU
xi. ibid, is wot related, as Lightfoofc supposed,

to

Lk 10j8
3 butto Mt 12-2"-9 ; see Jlwufa at/n

MI tit ('tfittx,

Frgt. v., and cf. Apollinaris, Frgt. ii. in Chron.

Pasck.). It also gave him a couvonicnt oxpla.ua-
tion for their variation of form in the Greek

Gospels current in his own day (ML, Lk,) ; both
went back to a common Apostolic original, hut
were more or less

;
f

"*,;
-lated.

4. Criticism of'
'

i '*... .--Modern critics

attribute great value to the tradition reported by
Papias, partly because of its inapplicability to

canonical Mt., which shows it to be in his hands
an heirloom, not a manufacture ; partly because it

is independently attested ; partly because it seems
to be connected internally with the tradition con-

cerning Mark explicitly ascribed to 'the Klder"

(John of Jerusalem [cf. A.D.
1J7]),

and m thut,

relation becomes both i-;'- n : - \~?* :
- d historically

probable in view of knov 'i ,!:. i -s: in the Pales-

tinian Church.
Its inapplicability to canonical Mt. appears in

that our Mt. is not ti translation, whether from
Hebrew or Aramaic

,*
not (strictly

'- M .v/'"''' ".t*
11

<if

the Oracles; and, as concerns ilciixMiimi irom
immediate 'followers of the Lord/ Mw authoiilic

in its 'order* than Mk., since practically iU
entire historical outline is borrowed from our
Second Gospel with arbitrary alteration (in c.hs.

1-14) of the order (see the jfnlro<fawti(ms to A"/
1

).

The tradition is also attested, however, by Pan-
toonus (op. Ens. HE V. x. 3), Irenu k

us, Orig<ni

Cyril of Jerusalem, Eusebius, Chryw^hnn. Theo-

pliylact, Jerome, Augustine, and Knihyin'ms Xiga-
benus. Not all of these can have derived n,ll

their data from. Papias, BO that the tradition
cannot be his invention,, although ho clearly
MM,- 'i, . ii in liis own use (cf* cus HQriv in tha Mli.

:",:. 'jip-r. r ferring ])roba.l)lv to an infenmee of
V '..v :. ''i 1 P ,">"

|:J

LIOus. Jfli n. xv. 2, 1JL xxxix.

16]. Finally, the intenml <jvidenc(j of the tra<lition

itself indicates a close relation to the icsi imony nf

*the Elder' as to Mk., and agrees wi'li i-jup.ui

conditions in the Palestinian Church,
(a) Hoisten has pointed out (Dm itrspr. JSwmff*,

ad init.) that the original motive of the Mark
fragment is apologetic and harmomstic. It ac-

counts for the incompleteness and lack of system
in Mk. by contrast with some other writing which
could be rojrimlcil as a complete vvvTafa r&v Kvpteuc&v
\6yuv. No such compendium did Mark make, but

only a transcript of certain discourses of Peter,
accurate and complete so far as secondary testi-

mony could go, but suffering from the inevitable

limitations^ of one who had been a follower, not of
the Lord (like Matthew), but,

* as I (Pnpi:i>) -aid,

of Peter, afterward/ The result wa-^ a m in-, I'M

account of narratives about Christ, now a saying,
now something done ($ Xe^^^a, ^ Trpaxtora),
incomplete (&ua, #<ra iwr\y.bve\i<rev} and withoxtt

system (ou ^vroi r&ei), because Peter's preaohiBg,
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Mark's only source of knowledge, had brought out
the material in sm-h mo^iil:ironlrt aa the occasion
demanded (irpbs rr\v xpaay).
Our first concern must he with the motive of

this conception of Mk., reserving the question of
its historicity. Clearly, while unwilling to reject
the narrative Gospel, "it contends for the superi-
ority of some other, whose characteristics may easily
be inferred from what is denied to its rival. This
authority of Mij>orior -landing in the region whence
Papias obtained his traditions ( Palestine) emanated
from one who had been a follower of the Lord Him-
self, not (like Mark) of an Apostle. It was more
complete, and afforded a systematic, not necessarily
chronological^ arrangement of the Lord's words
(crtivTa&v r&v r v KvpLov \6ywv, crvv<:Ta$~v ra \6yia,, OTU

IJL&VTOL rd^et) serviceable to those in search of the
' commandments given by the Lord to the faith.'

For, as soon as the gnu-nil point of view is con-

sidered, the real Mguilicaiu-o of the complaint
against Mk., so puzzling to modern critics, and
perhaps not clear to Papias himself, becomes in-

telligible. The deficient rdts of Mk. is explained
by the contrasting statement.-- ivgnidin;: Peter and
Matthew respectively, the former ot whom did
not aim at a cnWai-w r&v KVPLCLK&V \bywv \v*l*

\oyiwv], whereas the latter actually made such a

compend ((nwerd^aro ['#./. crvveypd^aro'] TO, ~\6ytci).

The two fragments are parts of a single tradition,
and the ^cru-Nil pMiit of view is that of a church
to whicli i IK; (nMu-l wn- piiisuii ily a new Torah,
wherein the object of M.-irm x.

:^' is complete-
ness in piv-^n

1

] \'.i

' the commandments given to
the i'iiih." Tin* historian - ev;in L:rli.^t\ idea of
'order' as li'ir-i'ln..

1
-..^ - i;.

i \\- t
. in the biography

(/ca^e^s Lk I
,

i- "i.ii ;iv, i .n consideration. In

short, the tradition of Papias reflects the attitude
of the Palestinian Church towards the rival claims
of its own autochthonous Matthrean tradition,
and the Petrine or Roman, It aims to adjust the
two with recognition of the merits of the latter,
while holding to the superiority of the former,
just as the appendix to the Fourth Gospel (Jn 21)

adjusts the secondary Petrine to its own primary
nut hoi i i y. the Johannine (Asiatic).
Looked at thus, from the point of view sug-

gested by its own internal relations, the tradition
of Papias becomes not only intelligible but prob-
able. It defines (no doubt correctly) the primary
authority for the \6yta Kvpiattd whicli Papias pro-
I-CMM! l<> expound in ihe 1-ighi of the traditional
mil lun'iiie-. If the (-o-pil of Lk. does not come
into Papias' consideration, and Mk. i treated as

cjuite Hill>ordinate, it is because the object in view
is the frroXat delivered by the Lord, and tradition
and Church u-.v v.i-n ;:;. one in pointing to Mat-
thew as the iMinr.Yiii !u-.-,<! for such purposes.
Nor does the tradition stand alone in its dis-

tinction of v////<' //////"/'< of the Logia of the Lord
from (.'o-pi-U 01 Vlic Markan type. Ac I1 refers

to its author's * former treatise' a- L> |

in^ v.hat
* Jesus began both to do and to :<! !i / .<". re

Kal Sidda-Kew), thereby properly I!M-HII^ Lk. with
Mk. and similar Gospels made up 01'

' both works
and teachings' ($ Xe%^^ra 4) Trpax^ra). More-
over, the implied distinction from syntttg'intitfi of

the Sayings is precisely what we -JiouM expecr in
a church whose institutions and traditions were
almost invariably based on the practice of the

Synagogue. The teaching of the Synagogue was
divided into (1) Halacha, i.e. 'the Way,' authori-
tative applications of the Mosaic law, precepts of

life, and (2) Haggada, i.e. 'tales,' nnaiithoritative

preaching, basecl mainly on OT narrative. Just
so in the primitive Palestinian Church we soon
find two types of Gospel composition (1) the cate-

chetic, for" the converted, generally connected with
the name of Matthew. Then (2) the evangelistic,

for the unconverted, similarly associated with the
name of Peter. To the latter type would belong
the *

testimony of the cross
'

(rb i^apTtipiov rov

a-ravpov) rejected by the opponents of Polycarp
(I.e.); to the former not only the 'Sayings of the
faith

'

or ' of the Lord Jesus '

( 1 Ti 46
b'
y

) compiled
by Matthew and others, but examples of Christian
catechesis1

, such as the little manuals of ethics or
:

teaching- of baptisms' which survive to us under
Mich liih 1 ^ as 'the Two Ways,

5 or the '

Teaching
3

(Ai5a%?7, AiSacrKctXta) of the Apostles. These were
primarily of Jewish origin, and were intended for
the instruction of neophytes and catechumens.
Such writings, on the other hand, as the Preaching
of Peter, of the apologetic or evangelistic type, are

clearly addressed to the unconverted, and if we go
back to the examples furnished, in Acts of this
evjing el i-iic preaching, still attributed to '

Peter,'
we may identify the already .stereotyped outline
of Synoptic story in Ac KP8"4

*

1
, the so-called e lesser

Gospel of Mark. 3

Long ago the resemblance of
this Synoptic outline to the haggadic type was
observed by Jewish scholars such as Wiinsche and
Hirscli. Both tyx>es accoidiugly were current in
the Palestinian Church. We might, in f.u-t, pre-
suppose it from the nature of the" simat ton. But
both would not there be equally esteemed. The
indigenous product, adapted to the requirements
of a church more given to the perpei.nation than to
the propagation of the gospel, a church where
Jesus w ,".." '

e e

Prophet like unto
Moses,' ^,. '.

|,- law of liberty,
5 would

be the authoritative syntagma of the Lord's Say-
ings, halfichic in the fundamental sense of the
term. The Greek version of the Preaching of
P-'f' r. impoitcd j-i--

1
; M\ from Rome, would be

rccvhc-d
; Liu ii ui-iM -i",,':-i upon the lower foot-

ing of haggadic narrative. The lateness of the
combination is attested not only by the reluctance
manifest in the tradition, but by the fact that
when Mk. was added to the Matthsean syntagma,
the editor had so little else to add.
The correspondence of Papias' tradition of the

Matthsean syntagma with known Palestinian con-
ditions is strongly confirmatory both of the tradi-
tion itself and of that interpretation of it which
emphasizes the distinction between catecheticworks
and Gospels of the evangelistic type. It is

' char-
acteristic of the Gospels which continued to circu-
late in Palestine independently of the canonical
four so late as the time of Jerome and Epiphanius^
that, while they conflate material drawn from the
Greek Gospels with their own, they continue to

represent their tradition in all cases as delivered

by the Apottle Matthew I'Prui-V'i-'M. .I/-''
7

- '/,- / ma,
Frgs. 2. 3. 1-2 ol Er. JLrbr. ,n..s ! ni''/>. A

'

.....

(#) The internal evidence of 1-1.1 Q \ ;'" 0-os-

Eels
is the decisive factor in i.- ,' !! \ the

istoricity and meaning of the . . ',!.. 1 1 < we
have only to subtract the material coincident with
Mk. from Mt. and Lk. respectively, to see that
what is left is in Lk. to a ;_!c;ii <\i-'iii. m ATI.

almost exclusively, a mass <-i d."-Mi-r is;:,!- n.-.l.

much of it reproduced in common by the two.
So con \im-iug is this general result of an applica-
tion of the representation^ of early tradition to

the actual structure of our Synoptic Gospels, that
since the time of Schleiermacher the so -called
* two-document *

theory of the Synoptic Gosgels,
'which rests upon it, has won wider and wider

assent, and is to-day in its general outline an
almost universally accepted canon of criticism (see
art. GOSPELS). Synoptic tradition consists in the
main, of the Markirn ^tory, filled out and expanded
"by masses of discourse-material which are other-
wise almost devoid of historical setting.
But there is a great and significant difference in

result when the subtraction is made from Mt. and
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when it is made from Luke. Subtract Mk. from
Mt. and the narrative material which remains is

exceedingly meagre in amount, somewhat apocry-
phal in character, and unconnected with any other
source. It includes the Genealogy and Birth-
stories (chs. 1. 2), Peter's walking on the sea

(14
28-31

), the stater in the flairs mouth (17
34-27

), and
a few traits in the story of the Passion and Resur-
rection the suicide of Judas (27

3" l

), Pilate's wife's

dream, and his washing of his hands (vv.
19"24

), the

earthquake (w.
51"33

), watch at the tomb (vv.
6-"6(5

28n ~1B
), and ;ippiMi;:n> Jo the women and to the

Eleven in (i,i!i!i"j ,~
s' "

'
' 16'2

). A few other ap-
parent Matthcean additions to the narrative of
Mk. are illusive. The story of the centurion's son
(gs-io. is) is iie pne great exception in character and
attestation, being shared not only by Lk. (7"

2 " 1()

), but
even by Jn. (4

46-54
). The real surplus of Mt. over

Mk. consists pre-eminently in great aggregations
of <sc0%re-material, grouped in the live princi-
pal masses already referred to. These groups of

agglutinated Xo-yot consist of
(
1

) the Sermon on the
Mount (chs. 5-7), showing the new Way of Right-
eousness ; (2) the Mission of the Disciples (ch. 10),

showing the duty of "Witness - bearing ; (3) the
Parables (ch. 13), treated as fulfilling the Scripture
Is 69ff*

against a gcner;Uum which had rejected
both the Baptist and Christ ; (4) Rules of conduct
towards brethren in 'the church' (ch. 18); (5)

Warnings of the J- -"!_ I-I-M ; '<;h. 25) attached to
the -

" '"' :
.

"
< v|. ;_>], parallel to Mk 13.

Each -, .! i groups is marked off by the
formula K(d eytvero #re MXecrey 6 'lycrovs, /c.r.X.,
where the narrative is resumed ; but groups (3)
and (5) are enlarged b^ ]:< fi \iiij: the two denunci-
atory sections (chs. llA-2 nml -28 . which are unac-
companied by the formula, and expand the total
number of discourses to seven (cf. the seven par-
ables of ch. 13, seven woes of ch. 23, seven petitions
of the Lord's Prayer expanded from five of Lk.).
Thus our First Gospel, minus the Markan bio-

graphic outline and the few late narrative accre-
tions, really consists of a systematic compendium
of the teachings of the Lord, once framed in the
favourite pentad structure of Torah, Psalm-book,
and the Christian At5ax^ } but later expanded to a
sevenfold form.

^The same process applied to Lk. yields a very
different but equally enlightening result. The
subtraction of Mk. leaves a much more consider-
able narrative element, including, besides the
Centurion's Son, a whole series of incidents else-
where unknown, of kindred animus. Such are the
Penitent Harlot and Penitent Thief, Zacchseus, the
Ministering Women, the Samaritan Leper, the
Crooked Woman, the Widow of Nam. But more
important than the new incidents is a series of
parables and teachings in the same vein, of which
the Prodigal Son, Good Samaritan, Rich Man and
Lazarus, Pharisee and Publican, JMV * \nms.lr*.
The so-called Infancy chapters of l.uko -SIOA' ilu>
same favour towards the lowly, and partake other-
wise to so high a degree of the linguistic and
stylistic peculiarities of this material, that we must
either suppose Luke to have had at command a
'spec:?:

r (V-~.-r :.,
Tt

\ abundant in narrative-
ai*d . - I:--.,-',

, ,ind characterized by the
humanitarian interest so manifest here, or else
ascribe to him an extremely one-sided selection
from a much more copious stream of tradition
than would seem probable from Matthew and
Mark. Thus the great out M muling difference in
structure between the non-Markan element in Mt.
and

^
in Lk, is that in the former it is almost ex-

clusively the \6yoi., arranged in groups as such ;

whereas in Lk. the logian material does not stand
apart from narrative, but is connected with and
framed into a narrative independent of Mk. and

found in no other Gospel. Moreover, the combina-
tion of discourse with narrative in Lk. is not, as
sometimes stated, a mere adaptation by the Evan-

gelist of logian material to narrative settings of

his own composition. There arc examples (14
1 "7

)
of

such fictitious settings, but who would dream of

so i\> - 'ilij'. the incident of the Repentant Harlot

(Lk 7->"-'
w

), which forms the wetting of the parable
of the Two Debtors? No explanation will here
suffice but an admission that narrative and dis-

course have come down together from the earliest

and most authentic sources. The same conclusion
must be reached when the relation of thin

*

pre-
canonical Luke '

to Mk. and to the added sections
of Mt. (11 f. and 23) is studied (see art. WISDOM).
Priority will be found to belong in both cases to

the Lukan source.

Luke's distribution of his discourse - material
under various heads of narrative description, and
his disposition of the non-Markan material at vari-

ous points of a shorter and longer journey (Lk
6 12-SJ 951-18U ), indicate in what sense we nhotild

take his proposal to write * in order* (/ca^d-^s, la ).

He aims, like the historian that he is, at chrono-

logical sequence ; but certainly not without Home
better authority than hiw own conjecture. For
while his discourse-material is sometimes without
true connexion, it has a basis of order which indi-

cates that, in the region whence thin Gospel is

derived, narrative and teaching had been c.onibined

at a much earlier time and with better resources
than in our Matthew.

Critics who have attempted to reconstruct the

Logia from Mt. and Lk. have unfortunately
nt,-_:l"c;UMl i hi- fuul<mn'MtMl distinction, reconstruct-

ing their ultimate source, without regard for the
difference in type (with Mt 28- cf. Lk l'

A
,
Ac

I
1
), from the mere coincidence of Mt. and Lk.

in a certain part of the discourse-material. Thin
ultimate source, however, cannot be readied from
the side of Lk. without first taking account of the
so-called

*

special source
' from which some ele-

ments seem to have passed into Mt. (fi.ff. 37" 13 41-n

619-34 gc-io n 1'27
}, ana Can even )>e shown "with great

probabiUiv to have affected canonical Mk. (With
Mk !', 'of. Lk 7wn.3Sf. . with Mk I i3

3
Lk 4>la

with Mk 21-22
, Lk 7m ; with Mk 3M, Lk H 14"-J

;

with Mk 7
1 "23

, Lk IP 4
. Comparinon with Mt.

will in all these cases prove dqnMuliMii'.o by Mk.
upon the source more fully recoverable from Mt.
and Lk.). But the elements mowt naturally to be

sought in a purely logian common source, nueh an
the Sermon on the Mount and the ParabloH, diH-

plav a very different degree of resemblance in Mt.
and Lk. respectively, Instead of the exact verbal

identity of long sentences in the Hectiontt exit/Hide

the Mattluiean pentad, there is within it for the
most part an extreme divergence from the Lukari
parallels. Tn general it wotild be difficult, if not
impossible, to prove from this material any dirw.t
;

I

1

..:, -: : h the Logia on the part of our
I' .'! I i :i. !..

>.
'

.

'

''.' reconstructions of the $ourw.~~
Lost works have nevertheless been BO fn-|iii'inly
reconstructed in modern tinier by proo<^> of ex-
traction from later documents into which they had
been independently incorporated, as to otfer a
standing challenge in this supreme instance of
the Matthaean Logia. If Krawutzky (to cite a
single example) could reconstruct the Tefwhwy of
the Twelve from the Apostolic Constitutions and
Apostolic Epitome^ in advance of its discovery by
TJryennios, why should not pur First and Third
Go-1 )els yield up out of their common diacourno-
material the substance of the lot Logia 1 There
have been thus far but two notable 'attempt** io
meet this challenge. Wendt's Lehre J'^H (lSS(i)

presents in the first (untranslated) volume the
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author's attempted reconstruction from Mt. and
Lk. of the (Greek) Logia, of Matthew. Unfortu-

nately no account is
*

taken of the third factor,
Luke's *

.special source,
3 which certainly afforded

lunch discourse -material not likely to have been
connected with the Mattluiean Login, and may even
have contained all that Luke shares with Matthew.
Equally unfortunate was the failure to distinguish
the difference in point of view between a *

syn-
tagma of the Lord's commandments '

in which
* order' must Tbe topical, and a drfyijcris /ca^e^y
such as Luke's, where the XJJQI are \6yoi rrjs xdptros
(Lk 42

-) illustrative of the message of the Divine
wisdom. The problem must not be treated as if a
mere question of arithmetic : Elements common
to Mt. and Lk., min-n-a Mk. = the Logia. As a
pioneer in the lield, Wendt deserves credit for his

work, but a process so simple could not be expected
to solve so complicated a problem. Weiult him-
self could find no place for a non-Markan ditfyrjcris

such as the Centurion's Son, Lk 7-" 3() = Mt 85~ 13=
fin 446

"r'4
s which could not naturally be connected

with the Matthrean Logia, but falls into place at
once when account is taken of its relation to the
Lukan context. Wendt's results were not un-

justly pronounced
* a heap of interesting ruins,

without beginning, without conclusion, without
connexion' (Reseh).
A much more elaborate and detailed analysis is

that of Alfred Kesch, Die Login Jcsu nach dem
ffrlt'fhixrJit H utid hc>bmiwJwn> Text wiaderhergestellt,
Leipzig, 1808 (Hebrew te\"i -<'|'<n;iu-U j^s?; nn^'in npp
:o'PCf 5^". "1^., r& \6yLa

'

\ rx'/C
;

hYi'v the attempt
is made to restore the original Apostolic source
not only in the ( Sreek form assumed to be utilized
in common by Mt. and Lk., but to retranslate into
the Hebrew (sic,) assumed to have been employed by
the Apostle as the classical religious language in

preference to the colloquial Aramaic spoken by
Josus Himself. Resell brings to his task an im-
mense amount of learning and patience, especially
in the accumulation of all possible (and many im-

possible) traces of extra-canonical logia. Unfortu-

nately the process is j\g;un \itiatcd, not only by
an oxiriMiioly iinliM'.rimiiuac use of unsifted ma-
terial, bur, by highly nn<Tiiic?il assumptions. Of
these one of the most fatal is that the order of Lk.
must be nearest that of the Logia because, in Resch's

judgment, nearest the historical ; while another,
wherein may be traced the influence of B. Weiss,
attributes to the Logm the features of a narrative-

gospel. As will be apparent torn our criticism of

the tradition, and criticism of canonical Mt., all

the evidence we possess should commend precisely
the reverse principle. The Apostolic syntagma of

Matthew was not a narrative, and cannot have had
a historian's order, and the structure of Mt. and
\\. n -!< ii\ \y shows that in the one case the

'

/"' . in i
1 other the haff</afttc t principle was

predominant from the iirst. On the other hand,
Kesch's g;ithoring of the material was indispens-
a,le. 11i*< renewed consideration of the careful
and scrupulous work of B. Weiss (MattJiau$eva,n~
ffelwit/i, 1870 ; Jl/V//

1/ wr/o/flr/tf/M/n., 1872) looking
toward an Apostolic (?) source utilized in common
by these Gospels, (lid better justice to another
factor not to be neglected, namely, use of the

Log la (?) in Mk. ; and his tracing of the tradition
of Mai ili.v;m ;imhor-hi[ to a direct claim embodied
in ;u K-a-i one 01" i ho early Palestinian Gospels
(JSv. Naz. Frg. 6 [Preusvh.] er rbv Martfatoy), are
-.rontributions of iM-ininiirrii -or \ ice. The experi-
ence of both W( k inh jnid liu-oli, however, should
warn Mgjun-i indiscriminate combination of Mt.
and Lk., \\ irhoui regard for the structural evidence
of the Gospels as we have them, or even for the
avowed purpose of the Third Evangelist him-
self.

VOL. ii. 4

Besides Wendt and Resell, mention should be
made of the disposition of material in the Greek
.S'y/.'y, /'/'"./' of A. Wright, who devotes Division 2
<>i hi- presentation to material -.,. T;

.''. -l/ed
from the Logia of Matthew. 1 of
the dealing with the Lukan material is amply
demonstrated by the two supplementary divisions
which follow. Tin v < \ k N tm f< r 1 1 1 1M i

< -K js iTected

by inadmissible pio MJ JMMMOM- n ij:;mlm^ oral
tradition.

6. Conclusions. These may be briefly sum-
marized in the following outline :

(1) The term login, was applied to the Sayings
of Jesus early in' the 2nd century by those who
held them as Divine utterances, but not as dis-

placing the earlier \OJQL.

(2) The same individuals report a tradition of
Palestinian derivation which contrasts the Markan
type of Gospel with another, of Matthsean origin,
consisting of syntagmata of the Sayings.

(3) Our present ..
, of the Matthraan

tradition, diwemb* > i. Markan frame-
work, displays this type-form, < i

""

p i i
'

i
.'

'

i * ;

teaching of Jesus in five agglutina. '!!- i' ' iri--

tian precepts corresponding to the five books of the
Torah.

(4) Our Third Evan^olihi presents the discoiurse-

material which he holds in common with Mt. from,
the historical point of view, and seems to have
received it in a collection wherein narrative and
discourse were intermingled from the first, the

agglutination being etlected with an eye to illus-

trate Jesus' mission of grace rather than to form a
new Torah (see art. WISDOM).

(5) If the actual work of the Apostle Matthew
(Matthias ?) be not too remote for recovery, it

should be sou V
: lii.i.u'^x in, or rather under, the

accumulated .-,-;
n

> "'!- " logian material in the
live discourse groups of our First Gospel, with

secondary comparison of the added groups (chs. 3f.
llf. 23) which have sp 1 :T

*

\ by language
and content with Lk., . : , the rest of
the Lukan material. It is not probable that the
Matthoean .^n-h^jm-t can have been lost in any
other way limn ihiough superimposition of new
material.* To extricate it from the mass of super-
imposed accretion is a task which still challenges
the utmost skill of the critic.
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LOGOS. The conception of Christ t
' ""

T

or eternal Word, is peculiar to the Fo 1

.

1

i. * - .

In the Epp. to Colossians and Hebre i" .-

which are likewise touched with the \I--x .. :

influence) the Logos theory of Christ's Person is in

some points implied (cf. Col I 15
"18

, He I 2
"4

). In
Revelation (19

18
) the 'Word of God' is announced

as the new and mysterious name which Christ
bears when He comes forth to execute judgment.
But only in the Fourth Gospel is the conception
deliberately adopted and worked out in its full

significance.
The idea of a Logos, an immanent Divine reason

in the world, is one that meets us under various
modifications in many ancient systems of thought,
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Indian, Egyptian, Persian. In view of the reli-

ious syncretism which prevailed in the 1st and
ncl centuries, it is barely possible that these

extraneous theologies may have indirectly influ-

enced the Tv-.n^i'li-i ; but there can be no doubt
in regard to the main source from which his

Lagos doctrine was derived. It had come to him
through Philo after its final elaboration in Greek
philosophy.

In the 6th cent. B,C, Heraelitus first broke a\vay from the purely

physical conceptions of early Greek speculation, by discover-

ing" a Aoyos, a principle of reason, at work in the cosmic process.
From the obscure fragments of this philosopher that have come
clown to us we gather that he

" *

account-

ing
1 for the aesthetic order t .In the

arrangement of natural phenoruena, in the adaptation of means
to ends, he discerned the working of a jx>wer analogous to the

reasoning poxver in man. His speculation was still entangled
with the physical hypotheses of earlier times, and on this
account dropped out of sight, and had little influence on the

greater systems of Greek thought. Plato and Aristotle were
engaged in the development of the theory of ideas, with its
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the
after history of .Logos /":, - ,o a
different philosophical movement. It was in the reaction from
Platonic dualism that the Logos idea again asserted itself, and
was worked out
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The Stoics, ani '; j tought to

connect the world of true being, .
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with the
actual world of man's existence. They abandoned the theory of
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trvaded in all its parts by

an eternal Reason. Man in his individual life may raise himself
above all that limits him, and realize Ms identity with this

Logos, which resides in his own soul, and is also the governing
principle of the world. The Stoic philosophy not only furnished
the general conception of the Logos to later thinkers, but also

emphasized the distinction which became of prime importance
in

" *

i 1

"

. The faculty of reason as it exists in
ma -

: i i i- jeech, which is denoted by the same
Greek word, ho^os. To the xiniversal Aoyo? Stoicism ascribed the
two attributes that niark the reasoning- power in man. On the
one hand it is \oyos Ivdt&favef, reason in its inner movement
and potentiality, and on the other hand hoy-os Tpo<papitco$,
n :.-(-- i-'-n. (1 and made concrete in the endless variety of
thi' \ i-iii

1

.- <\()i- (i

1. Phito appropriates the main Stoic conception,
but combine- ic with other elements borrowed
I'flo'siuMlly from previous systems of thought.
The Logos idea is loosened from its connexion
with Stoic materialism and harmonized with a

thoroughgoing Platonism, which regards the visible

things as only the types and shadows of realities
laid up in the higher world. It becomes identical
in great measure with Plato's idea of the Good,
except that it is further regarded as creatively
active. Philo's grand innovation, however, is to

press the Logos theory into the service of a theology
derived from the OT. The same problem whicli
Stoicism had tried to solve had m a different
manner become urgent in Jewish thought. Here
also all progress, alike in the moral and intellectual
life, _was like to be arrested by an overstrained
dualism. The effort to conceive of God as abso-
lutely transcendent had resulted in >opnr;itin<i
Him entirely from the world, of which I Jo luid viA
to be roiijmlod M- the Creator and Governor.
Already in the laier books of the OT, much more
in Babbinical speculation, we can trace the idea of
an intermediary between Cod and the world.
( Wisdom '

is described in Job and Proverbs, with
something more than a poetical personification, as
God's agent and co-worker Peculiar significance
was attached by the later expositors to the various
OT allusions to the 'word' of God. By His
'word 3 He had created heaven and earth and
revealed Himself to :lio pv|.hv,-. The actual
hypostatizing of the \\irii in \\M> doctrine of the
Memra was subsequent to the time of Philo, but it
was the outcome of a mode of thinking already
prevalent in Jewish theology. God who was Him-
self the TTigl: iul Holy One, of purer eyes than to
behold in iq ni iy, modiHUN I His action through the
Divine Word. It was natural for Philo, with his
Hellenic and philosophical culture, to advance a

step further and identify the Word of the OT with

the Stoic Acryos.

The Logos of Philo requires to be understood in

tho light of this* double descent from (3 reck and
OT thought. The Stoic conception, as \ve have

seen, took account of the two meanings of /\<vycs

as reason and uttered speech, but the distinction

was of little practical importance. What
a

(he

Greek thinkers sought to alliria was the ration-

ality of the world. The Lo<;'os under all its aspects
was simply the principle of reason, informing the

endless variety of things, and so maintaining the

world-order. To Philo, on the other hand, the

idea of reason is combined with thai of the out-

going of Divine power. \V"iil<- -ii'-criliip^ his Logos
in terms directly borrowed trom L'lalo ami the

Stoics, he regards it as in the last resort, dynamic,
like the creative word in Genesis, Thin diller-

ence between Philo and the Greek thinkers is con-

nected with another and still more vital one. To
the Stoics the eternal lieason was itself an ultimate

principle,
and the i

"

;
.

- .ot felt of explain-

ing it as the reasc". -r\ '
. i doctrine of the

Logos may, indeed, be regarded as an attempt,
more or less conscious, to escape from tho belief in

a Divine Creator. Philo could not content himself
with this notion of an absolute Logos. Ik* started

from the Hebrew belief in a supreme, self-exist.ing
God, to whom the immanent reason of tho world
must be related and subordinated. To this clash-

ing of the primary Greek conception with tho
demands of Hebrew monotheism, we may lur^rU
attribute one of the most pernlexing peculiar! ii->,

of the Philonic doctrine. The LO^OH nppoars,
sometimes as only an aspect of the activity oi ( Jotl,

at other times as a 'second God,' an independent
and, it might seem, a

ijersomil being. There can
be little doubt that Philo, who never ceased to be
an orthodox Jew, had no intention of maintaining
the existence of two Divine agents ; and dim pas-

sages in which he appears to detach and nornonify
the Logos must be explained mainly in a hgiuut ivo

sense. The Word which is described as speaking,
acting, creating of itself, is the word of ( Jod,

vividly realized by an inia^inamc thinker. But
this separate existence a^M^nod l<> tho LO&'OH may
also be set down in some measure to the composite
origin of the idea. The {Stoical doctrine of an
independent Reason could not bo ^ I mil \ i < <* u i l<-d

with the Jewish belief in one supreme CJotl.

2. The Fourth Gospel sets out from a conception
of the Logos which to all .ippo.-ir.-mrr i-. ,-loHdy
similar to that of Philo. In ilir lYolo^in 1 the
main features of the Philonic doctrine* are repro-
duced one by one ; the eternal existence of the
Word, its Divine character ($)v 0e6s), itn relation
to God as towards Him, and yet distinct (?r/>&& rbv

fabv), its creative !'-tiviiy, its function in tho
illumination and doLivt?r;mrs of men. The Evan-
gelist assumes that the idea of the Logos is already
a familiar one in Christian theology. It i intro-
duced abruptly, as ;"

"

o expl.'m.-iiion. and
its different aspects- ;i--- 'i

;.
iiidn:n'd, i>\- way

of reminding the reauer oi
'

truths .Miinclcnily
known to him. We can, thus infer that) the con-

ception of Philo had already naturalised itself in
Christian thought, but there IB reason to bolitsve
that the author oi the Gospel was . < :,:i:- -<'. uonj
or less directly with the Philoi .. \ :.:.. and
consciously derived from them,*
To what extent does the Logos idea of Philo

change its character as it assimilates itself to the
theology of the Gospel ? Before an answer can be
offered to this question, it is neeewaary to consider

preliminary difficulty with which Johaunine
iticism has been largely occupied sine the ap-
* Of. the list of parallel pas9ags collected by (Mil (jpp, 111-

138).
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pearance of liarnack's famous pamphlet.* Is the

Prologue to be regarded as an integral portion of
the Gospel, or is it, as Harnaok contends, a mere
preface written to conciliate the interest of a

philosophical public? The idea of Christ as the
Divine Logos is nowhere resumed in. the body of

the Gospel. .\lfln;:i^h the term Logos is con-

stantly used, ii ::i\\;i\ - bears its ordinary .sense of

spoken discourse, while the categories of Light,
Life, Love are substituted for the Logos of the

Prologue. The work, as we have it, is no meta-

physical treatise, such as we might expect from
the opening verses, if they truly set forth its pro-
gramme, but a historical document, the narrative
of the earthly life of Christ. In spite, however,
of Harnack's powe f .1 "3 almost
unanimous voice of !,: .i

'

has de-
clared against him. The statement of his view
has led to a closer examination of the Prologue
in its connexion with the Gospel, resulting in

multiplied proof that the ideas presented at the
outset are woven in with the whole tissue of the
work. The Prologue supplier the background,
the atmosphere, which are necessary to a right
contemplation of the history. Nevertheless, while
Harnack's main argument cannot be accepted, it

serves to remind us of one fact which cannot be

emphasized too much. St. John is not concerned

merely with the Word, but with the Word made
flesh. After the first few verses, in which he treats
of the pre-existent Logos, lie passes to the his-

torical Person of Jesus, who is more than the
abstract Word, In Him it had become visible,
and acted on men through a human Personality.

St. John therefore accepts the Philonie con-

ception in order to assimilate it to his account of
a Historical Person, through whom the Word de-
clared itself under the conditions of human life.

It is evident that the conception could not be so

adapted without submitting to profound modifica-
tions. (1) The Logos, which was to clothe itself in

flesh arid act on men with the force of a per-oiKiltty.
must in its deepest ground be a personal Being.
We have seen that Philo, par'h in in-.. ';_*':; i

:
\

fashion, partly because of the "ir| '>-ii<' '-ir. i-s :

Iris thought, attributes a .-omi -independence to the

Logos. This prepared the \\av Tor a Complete
])<-i>onific;ition ; but Philo himself thinks only of a
IJivme principle, the creative reason of God'. St.

John, however, makes it an essential moment in
hi- roiirr|ifi<m ihni the Logos has a ground of

independent hein^i \\itiiin God (Trpbs rbv fabv, stand-

ing over against Him as a distinct Being). His
view even of the pre-existent Logos is coloured by
his knowledge or the ultimate Incarnation. (2)

The creative activity of the Logos, which in Philo
is central and all-determining, falls into the back-

ground. Only in 1 s ( A11 things were made by
him') do we fmve any clear trace of this aspect of

Logos doctrine, and the -c<|Ui-nco of thought would
still be complete if the Iirk-i" M)hi-iin were omitted.
It is thrown out, apparently, by way of acknow-
]><i"ii.erii if the recognized." theory. Some refer-

in-': ii i in- cosmic significance of the Logos was
necessary if any link with previous speculation
was to be preserved. The Go-pel, in point of fact,
knows nothing of the absolute transcendence of

God, which Fhilo's whole theory is designed to

mitigate. It assumes that 'the world' is the
direct object of God's love and providence (3

10
).

It maintains that God act* immediately on ihc
human soul and so make-* possible the redeeming
work of the Logos (6

44
17*''). (3) In the Gospel,

much more emphatically than in Philo, the term
\6yos denotes Word as well as Reason. The Greek
philosophical meaning is, indeed, discarded, or

* ffber d&s rerhaltniss des Prologs des vierten Evgl. zum
ganzen Werk (1892).

retained only as a faintly colouring element. The
Word is regarded throughout as the expression of
God's will and power, the self-revelation of His
inward nature. It does not represent the Divine
reason but the Divine energy. Its sovereign at-

tribute is Life, the life which it derives from God
and transmits to men. Under the form of Alex-
andrian speculation St. John preserves the essen-
tial Hebrew conception of the living, quickening
Word.
Tims, in accepting the Philonie idea, St. John

does not commit himself to the precise interpreta-
tion that Philo placed on it ; on the contrary,
whether consciously or not, he departs from the
characteristic lines of Philo's thinking. The differ-

ences, however, do not alter the main fact that he
rested his account of the Christian revelation on
a hypothesis which was metaphysical rather than
religious. The Jesus who had appeared in history
was identified with the Logos of philosophy, and
this identification involved an entirely new reading
of His Person and life. St. John does not, indeed,
press to its full extent his theory that the Logos
became manifest in Christ. Behind his speculation
there is always the remembrance of the actual
life, which had arrested him as it had done the
iirst disciples, and been to him the true revelation
of God. His worship is directed in the last resort
not to the Logos whom he discovers in Jesus, but
to Jesus Himself. Nevertheless the acceptance of
the Logos idea imposes on him a mode of thought
"which is often alien to hK deeper religion- instinct.

On the one hand, he conceives of J esus as reveal-

ing God to men and lifting them to a higher life

by His ethical personality. On the other hand,
he is eom|>ellc<l id in u.-rpret the work of Jesus in

terms of niijiji|ih\-ie. l-odwas manifest in Him
becauM 1 IU: \v.-i- Ilim-oli" the Logos, and the life

He imparted was the Divine life, different in
essence from that of man. The Gospel wavers
throughout between these two parallel

*
'

lion-* of the life of Christ, that sugges
1

. -. I

j
i :

lii-'nrv jii:-l ihat reqi;:
1 ' >: M\ .'!. T..-.L-I.- \\ <'!" -:-.

>li|-t
i '.< i;i!i\ the tw<' 'i.;ii'|. ;m;- ,:se MJIVFI lu

gi , ii< :. i-i:
1

i hey arc <ii-|-<iiv<<- !>\ 'li"h \tn r,",:i:i-

and will not admit 01 ,-i M-- i' . <>\\< !!;!: '.

St. John does not concern himself with the

questions that arose in later theology regarding
the nature of the union between the Logos and
the human Jesus. He assumes the union as a
fact incapable of further definition.

' The Word
became flesh,' appeared in Jesus as a human per-

sonality. How and when this Incarnation was
eifectedj to what extent the Divine nature in

Christ coiilcl be i"INimruNlHi(l from the human,
these ar<s <nie-tion- which he does not try to

answer, and \vbv-h lie probably never asked him-
self. His silence is mainly to be explained by the

practical intention with which he wrote his Gospel.
It was not his purpose to discuss the Divinity of

Christ as a theological idea, but to impress it on
his readers ;>- M im-i, by the knowledge of which

*they might have life
5

(20
31

). At the "^ame time,
the problems which came to light in the course of

later controversy are all legitimately suggested by
the simple thesis 'the Word became flesh.' From
St. John's silence in regard to them we are com-

Selled
to infer that he did not reason out his

octrine with any fulness or clearness. He bad
set himself to combine ideas which in themselves
\vero radically incompatible, smd succeeded in doing
so only by a "certain cuinuMun of thought.

3. The 'Evangelist, then, set.-, out from the fact

that the historical Jesus was also the Divine

Logos, In the body of the Gospel iliis hypothesis?
is never directly alluded to, but it is assumed

throughout and" modifies profoundly the whole

picture of the earthly life of Jesus." (1) Peculiar
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stress is laid on His miracles as the signs
3

by
which He 'manifested forth his glory/ The
motive of compassion, to which the miracles are

for the most part ascribed by the Synoptic writers,
falls into the background. They are regarded as

sheer exhibitions of power, intended by Jesus to

inspire belief in His Divine claims. The marvel-
lous element is uniformly heightened, in such a
manner as to preclude all natural explanations.
(2) Apart from direct works of miracle, certain
attributes are assigned to Jesus which witness to

His possession of the Logos nature. He partakes
even on earth of the Divine omniscience (I

48 2-5 417

II 14
). He appears where He will, with something

of a Divine omnipresence (6
19 859 935 ). There is a

majesty about His Person which quells and over-

awes (7
4(i 12-1 18 6

). An impression is borne home
on us in every episode of the history that, while
He dwelt with men, He was a heavenly being,
who could exercise at will the prerogative- of God.

(3) The aloofness of Jesus, as of one who belonged
to a different world, is everywhere brought into

strong relief. In the Synoptic narratives, what

separates Him from other men is His matchless
wisdom and niur.il puM \ . St. John ascribes to Him
a radical liiMoiviM i- or" n.iture. He does not parti-
cipate in human weaknesses and distresses (even
His sorrow over Lazarus is that of a Divine being
who stands apart and contemplates the tragedy of
our mortal lot). In His intercourse with the dis-

ciples He is conscious all the time that He has
come from God and returns to God (13

3 - 4
). (4) A

still more striking emphasis is laid on the absolute

freedom, the self-determination of Jesus. While
Hr-iniUing for a time to earthly limitations, He
M'nlu.ur- His higher nature b\ u-img ip every-
thing on His own sovereign \\ill. wirli-;iis com-
pulsion from without (2

4 65 - 6 7s li33
). From the

hrMJmij|._, He has fixed His 'hour,' and Himself
ordains all the conditions that will lead up to it.

His enemies are impotent until the hour willed

by Himself has come (7
30 820

), and meanwhile He
goes about His work in perfect security (II

9
). In

this well-marked strain of Johannine thouglit we
have little difficulty in discerning the influence of
the Logos idea, penetrating the actual reminiscence
of the life of Christ. (5) The Logos character of

Jesus, which is thus illustrated on various sides

by His actions, comes to clear expression in His
spoken words* These are concerned almost wholly
with the assertion, under many different types
and forms, of the Divine significance

k <f i ho S]nal^'.r
Himself. Hence the peculiar value \v 1 1 i<- 1 1 N ,M M ri I n I

to them (6
63> w 153). They convey more clearly and

emphatically than actions could do the inner secret
of our Lord's personality. Being Himself the
Logos, one in o^eiioo wit.]) God, He had power to

impart the higher life (see WORD).
In all these directions, therefore, St. John gives

effect to the idea of the Prologue that the nature
of Christ was a Logos nature. His acceptance of
this doctrine involves him in a new reading of the
Gospel history a n , .I'l-.. v hich in some respects
is artificial and in;- .-^ !;-. The life of Jesus
becomes that of a heavenly being, and all traces
of moral struggle (as in tlie Temptation and the
A

.-.
i i \ M i

-
j 1

1 1
M ', : r from it. The attributes of faith

"'' <<"! ' |r '' '"li'iite -\nipfiihy with men are re-

placed by metaphysical minimi.-., which are sup-
posed to belong more essentially to the Divine
nature. Jesus is the revelation of God because
He is the eternal Logos, who manifests in an
earthlv life the absolute being and self-dependence
of God. This, however, is to divest the revelation
of its real worth and meaning. What we desire
to know and what was actually revealed to us in
the life of Jesus, is the moral character of God,
and of this the Logos doctrine can render no

account. In so far as the Fourth Evangelist has

subordinated his conception of Christ to a philo-

sophical speculation, we cannot but feel that he
defeats his own purpose. He desires so to assert

the majesty of Christ that men may bo drawn to

believe in Him as the Son of (rod, and enter into

life-giving fellowship with Him. But in the endea-

vour to exalt the Lord's Person by moans of the

Logos hypothesis, he obscures those very elements
in the TJivine life which constitute its true &'lory.

4i. It is necessary at the same time to recognize
that much was gained for Christian theology by
the adoption of this hypothesis. (1)^

A middle
term was discovered between Christianity and the

forms of Hellenic thought, and a ^\ idor <lr\r1up
ment was thus rendered possible. Theno\\ roli^mii
could now interpret itself to the Uiwco-Uomau
world, and assimilate whatever was condemnH.o
its spirit in the intellectual life of the time. With
the help of the categories which it henceforth
borrowed from Gio'K iiliilo->|ih\. ii; was enabled
iu many ways to roil \ i '\ ii- IIM"*-.M^

I more clearly
and adequately, (2) The claim of Christianity to

be the absolute religion was definitely formulated
in the Logos doctrine. Jesus was identified not

merely with the Jewish Messiah, but with the

eternal Word who had been with God from the

beginning. His revelation wan not one out of

many, but the supreme and Until revelation. This
idea is prominent throughout the Prologue, in

which the e true Light' is contrasted with the
manifestations of God through John the, Baptist
and Moses. These, although burning and shining
V !'- i- "e only 'for a season' (5

ur>
). (3) By

!.,'. i" \ ii:.. Him with the Logos, St. John declared,
in a manner that could not be mistaken, the

uniqueness of Jesns, and :i--iL!m*'l Him HiHtxvritrai

place as the object of ("Ini-i i.-ni iniili. The Logon
category was in itself insufficient, and tended to
confuse Christianity with iin-i;i|>lix -i- ;il issues
which were alien to its real import.

'

But it pro-
vided a form within which the innermost truth of

the religion could maintain itself for ages follow-

ing. Jesus Christ in His own Person is the revela-
tion of God, and believing on Him wo have life

through His name.
5. The vital and pcrm;meui message of the

Fourth Gospel is little affected by any estimate
we may form of the value of the Logos liypothosis,
It is evident that, while the Evangelist "ostensibly
sets out from a philosophical theory, lie dorivoH in

reality from a religioxis experience, From the im-

pression created in him by the earthly life of Josus,
still more from the knowledge ho had received of
Him in inward fellowship, he haw arrived at tho
conviction that this is the Christ, tho Son of God.
He avails himself of the doctrine of tho Logos, the

highest that the thought of hiw time afforded him,
in order io i-x^io*^ dns conviction, and in Home
measure cxphmi ii. But the speculative idea

belongs to iho form, not to the essence of Ht,
John's teaching. It represents the at,tempt to

interpret, in terms of an inadequate philosophy, a
truth which has been grasped by faith. Boo also
art. DIVINITY OF CHRIST, vol. i. p. 478b

.

T-m:u \r-RK, Aall, CfwJiirfitt* tf&r LoflMMee (2 VO!HM 1800,
lt>P9); 1-Jcmzf, Dnt /,uhri' \'(,m Logm -i- i , .i..'.v/i. /VfV>W 'i /;///"

(1872); Drummoncl, r !
"

f '/. ,
: i. K v,!!,-. /,. t

t
n>m ,,.-.
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/*./.,, .'.i, */. ', /;.,/,../.

et dans lex ceuvres / -- 1

.'<: r, r,,.1
. , - /-/- in '/.'-.

ub&r d> T'> ferren Enang, (1902) ; Hou.vicl, />/V

Relig.
-

/ '
'

'.
-.-..!-.;. 405-431); Simon, for /^/^(I'Mi-');

Meyer, Av Prolog ?> - ./',>/,;,,-."/,. / (',-") I laiabnHiwrtfwr,
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iSGfien '>" ,'! i I. . /, (i '.'!,; . ,m I.M^I.S' hi HaHtintfS'^- '

IS? F. SCOTT.

LONELINESS. To speak of the isolation of
Christ would give a wrong impreshdoni us far an
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the everyday circumstances of His life are con-
cerned. Pie was moat often either in crowds, teach-

ing
1 and healing, or else seeking loneliness without

success ; He was lonely in the same sense as that
in which Nazareth and Syria were lonely- -placed
close to the world's '!

'

,u . yet living a lii'e

of their own (ef. G. A. smith, HGHL, p. 432;
Edersheim, Life and Times of Messiah, i. 147).
We may notice four aspects of what may he called
the loneliness of Christ.

1. Solitude for the, purposes of prayer, 'medita-

tion, and rent. The <nii-i.Miidmu instances are
the Temptation in the \V ilderness (Ml 4\ Mk I 12

,

Lk 4-), the retirement after the excitement con-

sequent on the feeding of the five thousand (Mt
14^, Mk 645

; cf. Jn 6i5
), and the retirement for

prayer, soon interrupted (Mk 1 s5 ; cf. also Lk 6 1
-,

and* 918 where Mk S-7 has 4 in the way he asked Ms
disciples'). It should he noted that at times of

peculiar spiritual intensity Jesus withdrew from
the other disciples, but kept by Him Peter and the
sons of Zebedee, as at the Tijiu^iiyiiijitioii (Mt 17 1

,

Mk 9a
,
Lk 928 ) 5

at the raising of J aims' daughter
(Mk 5;t7

), and at Gethsemane (Mt 2637 e watch
with nie,' Mk 14^, Lk 2243

).

2. lietirement from possible persecution, or from
miwished for notoriety: e.g. after the death
of John the Baptist (Mt 14 iy

'j in Mk 631 this re-

tirement immediately follows the return of the

Twelve) ; from the opposition of the Pharisees

(Mt 16 13
,
Mk B-7

,
Lk 918

; also Mt 15ai
,
Mk 7

s

**).

Similarly, He was extremely anxious that His
miracles should not become known (Lk 543

, Mt S4
,

Mk 82(J 99
; the chief o\<o|iiion. v. here there were

special reasons, is in Mk r> ",. I in i

opposite reason
for solitude and concealment is given in Jn 6 lf>

('perceiving that they were about to come and
take him by force, to make him king'). On the
other hand, it must be remembered that (a) Jesus
was constantly accompanied, at least in Galilee

and at the end in Jerusalem, by twelve friends and

disciples specially appointed (tft 10'
2
, Mk 316

, Lk 10 1

imply a larger oirde uom s\ hLcli to draw) ; to these

we must acid a number of women (Lk 8s ; cf. Mt
27 155

,
Mk 1540

, Lk 234a
).

Tn connexion with the visits

to Jerusalem recounted in the Fourth Gospel, the

disciples are hardly mentioned ; Jn 7 10
3 coupled

with the absence of reference to the disciples in

clis. 7 to 10, seems to make it certain that Jesus
wa alone; we find the di-cijilr- with Him again
in Jn II 10

. (b) In the c.-nlk-r
juufc

of His ministry
Jesxis was constantly inconvenienced by the throng-
ing of the vast crowds drawn to His side (cf. Mt
4# gw g309 Mk 1*11 jLk 4 12l

; see Swete, St. Mark,
p. Ixxx) ; in the last visit to Jerusalem He sought
retirement at night by leaving the city either for

Bethany or the Mount of Olives (Mt 21 37
, Mk II19

,

Lk 21 87
). (c) His conduct was social enough MS

distinct from that of John and of the Essenesto
give rise to the slanders about c

n Lilulionoii- man
and a wiriebibber' (Mt II 19

,
Lk 7y*j ; He went to

the marriage at Cana (Jn 21
) j He was found at the

feast in Simon's house (Mt 26, Mk 143
,
also Lk

736 ) ; with Matthew (Mt 910
,
Lk 529

),
and Zacch&us

(Lk 196 ) ; and contrasted Himself with John as one
who 'comes eating and <1 linking

'

i'Mt II19
, Lk 7

34
).

3. The inevitable revr?' '//' If*'* own attitude.

The question in Mt 1248 seems to be that of one
who wilfully cuts himself otF from human ties ;

as He faced death more nearly, isolation could not
but grow on Him (Mt 1712

, Mk 980, Lk O22- 44
, cf.

also Mk 1082 ) ; as early;
as the feeding of the five

thousand, 'many of his disciples went back, and
walked no more with him '

(Jn 666
). The disciples

remained with Him till the end, when the arrest

proved too much for their loyalty, although we
find John, with the women, at the foot of the cross

(Jn 1925 - 2fl

, Mt 2755
, Mk 1540).

$. The uniqueness of Christ's Person. This is

emphasized chiefly in the Fourth Gospel ; though
that it was soon felt is shown in Lk 5s

('Depart
from me ; for I am a sinful man, O Lord '

; com-
pare the timidity of the disciples in Jn 21 12

) ; and
easily gathered from the manner in which the

disciples misunderstood Him and His purposes for
themselves (Mt 2021

, Mk 1037
; cf. Lk 954 - 55

, and
Mk 9 ;i

~, Lk 94f) 2224
). When Christ speaks of His

own iiearnevss to the Father, distance from man-
kind must n.uiir, lly follow; see Jn 5 18ff- S16 - 37 - 29

10:)0 2017
. OM i i.c * 'i in M hand, this special relation

of Christ to the Father is one which is, through
Christ, to be shared by His disciples (see Jn 104,

ch. 17 passim, and 2017
). The extreme of loneli-

ness, as it is heard in the cry upon the cross (Mt
274G

, Mk 1534
, cf. Lk 2346,

Jn 1930 ), lasted, it would
seem, but for a moment. See DERELICTION.
LITERATURE. In addition to the Commentaries and Lives of

Christ, see F. W. Robertson, Sermons, 1st Series, p. 220; J.

Caird, Aspects of Life, p. Ill ; H. P. Liddon, JPassiontid&

Serynons, p. 138 ; J. Martineau, Endeawicrs after the Christian
L'i/e, p. 159 ; E. B. Pusey, Sermonsfrom Advent to Whitsuntide,
P- 188. W. F. LOFTHOUSE.

LONG-SUFFERING (jj,aKpo0vfjLta.) 9 like another
fruit of the Spirit, love (&ydvrj) t has almost entirely
non-pagan connexions. The Gr. word occurs 14
times in the NT, while its cognate verb is found 10

times, and the adverb only once (Ac 263
). Only

the verb occurs in the Gospels: Mt IS26 - 29 (EV
' have patience'}, Lk IS7 (Av 'bear long,

3

IrtV 'is

}
..: !,r< ! i

; '). It is both a, Divine attribute and
,, < i ii : ;, \irtue. The word 'long-tempered* as

opposed to *

short-tempered
3

is not in ordinary
English use, but it expresses with fair accuracy
the central thought in jMx.KpoBvp.ta,. The Latin

equivalent is longanimitas (Vulg.), and Jeremy
T,, \ j"!

1

,-j'ii" 1

";
-i others tried to transplant the word

!.'' i.'
1

-,
!' : --il under the form of (

longanimity,
"

but witliout success.

OT use. Long-suffering- is one of God's noblest attributes,
and is made the subject of a special revelation in Ex 34^. The
Heb. phrase 'ereJc 'aph (n^

1

"s|"I^) is found fictjuencly in the books
that follow, and Joel (213), Jonah (4

2
)5 ami Xalmm (I-*) specially

dwell upon this element in God's character.
NT titS'fi. It is significant that the word ^KJcpoQuf^toc, is rare in

l-i\ -fTi '- i-;ii Greek. In the NT it occurs several times in con-
it x, v ...si ..-'^OVTJ (patience, ? f

; -i. IM "
f'-om which it must be

carefully distinguished (2 C, -, ", (.<-lJ -, 2 Ti 310, ja 5^-^).
Trench (Synonyms) says f*a&%potitfjMct. is used of persons, and
vTofAovv/ of things. As regards NT _ ," . jhis is near the
truth (but see Ja 57 , and cf . in l-l

I

" "

! \ \ 1
"

\ i

1 Mac 84). Perhaps we may more truly v , i i < -

a man from breaking down in despa- . . :-'.
keeps him from breaking- out in word or action because of some
unsatisfied desire. This latter distinction is probably the key to

several passages where /^ax/soOuf^ia, has bee -."1 .

;

'
. ', :.

to the meaning of ysro/Aov^. InHeG13- 15
,

i . o-.. .. i

not only waited patiently for the promise ;
he did not in heart

or word, break out into K !*:> ui" :i_;!ii'iii God's delay, and this

right attitude won him !
- nv.nu. :-> in Ja 5^ the husband-

man without patience would break down w_ith despair, but if

his long-suffering gave out h --.,---- eak out into

pulling up Hi * irm plu^S
'

-
'

. is a passive
virtue, and \.i"- (ofl - hi-u k i- uo ^ ^cacc opposite of hasty
action orliMrud -p (!>. N^'.riliclc -.?>. it is not carelessness,

If God is If'Ma 'illur i c? M< v.i !- 10 \e further opportunity
for repentance, and chis may IIOL be presumed upon without
risk (Bo 24 922, 1 P 320, 2 P 8).

1. Christ's li'tiy-^iifT' r'mcf character. The word
itself is not ol'ion n-od of, or by, Christ Himself,
but the virtue which it expresses is frequently ex-

emplified in the Gospels. It was His lon<r tolera-

tion of manifest injustice that puzzled John the

Baptist (Mt 11 s
), and there is long-suffering too in

His quiet reception of John's complaint (v.
4
). In

long-suffering He refused to call down fire from
heaven.-: :-i ..-iij. -,1-V Sii:.-i, :". (Lk 954 ). It was
lonir-rmilering too tliar maue Mini yield to arrest

without resistance (Mt 2652 - 58
, Ja 56- 7

), and refrain
from returning scorn for scorn or threat for threat
at His trial (Mt 27^). And after His ascension we
see Him exhibiting the same long-suffering spirit
towards those who persecuted the disciples as they
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had persecuted the Master (1 Ti I 16, Ac 94 ; cf.

2 P 3L1
).

In His teaching He bid His people l>e partakers
of His own long-suilbring character. ^The tares are

not rooted up, but grow together with the wheat
until the harvest (Mt 1330

). In the parable of the

Unmerciful Servant the prayer of that unworthy
man was for Ion <>'-suffering (Mt 1820

), but a full

pardon was given instead, until his subsequent con-

duct caused the withdrawal of the boon (v.
aa

). In
the parable of the Unjust Judge the word fjt,a,Kpo0v/j.i

{Lk IS7
)
occurs in connexion with a difficult piece

of interpretation, for the full discussion of which
we have scarcely space here. Christ possibly had
in mind a verse in Sir 35 18

[Gr. 32s2
]. If ^TT' atirols

refers to the elect, we may say that /jLaKpo&v^ei here
means the vindication of the cause rather than the

punishment of the foe. But if we may refer the
words to the enemies of the elect, the phrase will

be parallel in thought to Ro 24
.

2. L',n>t-M'?..i''i,,'m t -, Christian diity.-~~li\ Mt 182

f-

2t)

we n<'c (I ili-; oM^iumi resting on those who enjoy
Christ's 1 1 1

(

ir- -M I1\ r i M n i o exhibit it to others. This
habit wi- ii-iJ e:u"< >!<*.<! in the Epistles (1 Co 134

,

2 Co 6 ff

, Gal 522
,

1 Th 514
, 2 Ti 310

). It is not a
natural characteristic : it has to be acquired (Col
332

). In Eph 4a it is explained as forbearance, or
cessation of hostilities (dvoxr}). This implies that
there may be wrong on both sides. But there is a

gower from without (Col I
11

,
Gal 52

-), the Spirit of

God, who will enable Chriwt's people to reproduce
His I

"
'..'Vi'-.j in face, for instance, of opposi-

tion
'

'",i i- they teach (2 Ti 42
). In Ja 57 '10

the word occurs four times. The Christian who is

persecuted is to be as '--i, -t:C ;.: towards his
foe as the farmer who waits till tlie unproductive
field bears a crop after fertilizing showers. There
is, perhaps, in addition, a thought of man's atti-

tude towards God in times of trial. Christ's long-
suifering man refuses both to rail at his enemies
and to question the dealings of his God.

LITERATURE. Trench, Synonyms ; Cremer, Lex. s.v. ; art.
*

Long-suffering
1 '

in Hastings' DJ7 ; Pagel, Studies in the Chris-
tian Character, 177 ; Morrison, Unlighted Lustre, 3 88.

H. 0. LEES.
LOOK (CHRIST'S). The Gospels give no direct

information as to the look of our Lord, if the
word ' look ' be regarded as a synonym for His out-
ward appoanince. The first natural request of a
child* You are going to tell me about Jesus,
then tell me what He was like

J

;
i .:'-::<

|
i ; i i > i the

E\ .M.M^olNi*. do not even begin to' answer ; and in a
tale generally so frank and childlike this fact is

not without significance. No description of Jesus'
* face

'

is ever given in the Gospels, except when, in
the story of the T i->" ; "., , it, is said that the
fashion of His face was altered (tyfrero rd etflos roO

irpotrdnrov avrov Prepay, Lk 9s9
). Even then, it is

stated to have become like the sun (Mt 172
) ; and,

as it happens, the figure is of something which,
though it lights the world, is not in itself directly
to be gazed upon (cf. Rev I 16

). While it may be
possible, therefore, to deduce from the "Epistle- a
message figuratively termed 'the Gospel of the
Face' (see IJuslmclI, Sermons on L*

'

*
" '

*'..

73fF.), the Evangelists afford no .-\ \ :

making this study of Christ c
after 1 '..'."-.,.

art. CHRIST IN ABT.
It is further to be observed, in the same con-

nexion, that even the more vivid words for looking,
as a synonym for 'seeing,'

<

beholding,' are never
used of Christ so as to draw attention to the
manner of His look. Such a word, e.g., as drevtj*w,
*to gaze fixedly' (employed to describe a congrega-
tion <rn7inr tf't Je-n-. Lk t-

1

; the maid staring at
St. Peter, 22 ; St. Paul flashing an indignant look
at Elymas the sorcerer, Ac IS9), is never associated
with our Lord. Even faapMirca, a milder though

still pictorial word, is not connected with Him. Tt

is as though every mental image of Christ's out-

ward appearance were designedly excluded, We.
must be content, therefore, to study Christ's look
in the more objective sense in which it expresses

simply the act of vision. Here we may roughly
divide the references into four classes.

1. The look of Christ is sometimes disclosed as an

up'wardloolt, expressing <U pciuiniro <m the Father.

This uplifted glance is recorded on four occasions -

during the miracle of the feeding of the 5000, while

giving thanks and blessing the loaves (Mt. 14'*') ; in

the healing of a man deaf and dumh, when Christ
looked up to heaven and sighed (Mk 7"

ai
[in J>oth

passages dva,p\4\f/as els rbv otipa,v&v\} ; in the raising
of Lazarus (Jn II 41

fyev TOI>S o00aX/*oi>s #PW) ; and

during the great High-Priestly prayer (Jn 17 l

eirdpas rot)s 6<j>0a\{AQti$ cuVou els TOV ovpa,v6v} In all these
instances the action and gesture must have im-

printed themselves very deeply on the memory of

the disciples. They were an" outward sign of a

lifelong inward attitude. They evidenced the
direction of the appeal which Christ made in His
human nature to Cod. Of Him the words are pre-
eminently true, 'Mine eyes are ever toward the
Lord '

(Ps 2515
).

2. The look of Christ is often disclosed as an
outward look of calm clear fyed discernment on
the world around Him. '

lie in-lp id (^et&pa) how
the people cast money into the treasury* (Mk 1241 )

n p; 'rc( iii'l ML: noi only the matter of their gift,
IMII iho nii'mii''! ofit. lae

* entered into the temple,
and looked round about upon all things' (Mk llu

irepij3\^dfj.ei'Q$ Trcfo/ra) ; and it appeared on the fol-

lowing day how piercing and fomprehiMis'm'. His
^l,'uiceh;i(fbeen (v,

isir
-).

* He looked U}>
'

(dvapXd^as)
and saw Zacchams in his post in the tree (Lk 10 fl

).

When the scribes brought Him a crafty quowtion,
'He perceived (Karavoijcras) their craftiness

'

(Lk
20'-

3
)

~ s saw at a glance,' the word might be ren-
dered. If there were -space to oiler a complete list

of those things which Jesus is said in the Gospels
to have beheld or seen, the impression woula at
least be strong that thoBe calm o.yt

1* tiiia.\r.tt nothing,
Ketaining God continually in tlie lield of vision,
Jesus' sight was not thereby dimmed, but only
purged an*" purified for all otlier exercise. On one
occasion Hi.-- 'ii-ripU;- were permitted to share a
deeper gaxe into the work! behind the veil* And
He said unto them, I beheld (gGe&pow) Satan an

lightning fall from heaven '

(Lk I0ia ).

3. A special look of Chriat is recordo<l as directed
to a man or an audience during the utterance of ROULO

statement^ or address. The simplest record of thin
is when it is said that He * looked round '

before

speaking (Mk 334 102:J

irepip\e$&tAwos) ; or that * he
belief

'

7
'

and said" (Mt H)20
) ; or when

more .
s

! . .ates in r(i])oi
i

t,Liig the Sermon
on the Mount, 'And he lilted up hi.-. eyeH (<*irdp&$
roi)s 60^aX^oi5s) on his disciples, and Baicf

7

(Lk 6ao
).

This
is^the

look of the sower scrutinizing tlie field.
It is .'

T
->--^ , 1 "!

:

ersonality to the word spoken.
It is -

,,:-::j . Vuii
1

.^ . verilv, f say unto you.' More
individual instances of tliis look are when Jesus
beheld 3

(^u/SX^ay) Peter, and said, 'Thou art
Simon . . . thou shalt be called Cephas* (Jn 1<3

)

a look sealing the new name upon Poter'H heart ;

or when He * beheld '

(faff\tyas) the chief priests
and scribes, 'and said, what is this then that in

written ?
'

(Lk 2017
) -a grave look of reproach,

* to
mlrl .solemnity to His reference to their own Scrip-
tures/" Christ and His words can never be separ-
ated. He is Himself the Word made flesh tlie

greatest utterance in the greatest Person ; and the
language of the Apostles is

e what we have wen and
heard declare we unto you

'

(1 Jn I8 ).

i. A few postages form a group by themselves,
wherein strong feeling is expressed or implied as
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accompanying some look of Christ. The most
notable instance of this is when ' the Lord turned
and looked upon (frtpXe^ev] Peter' (Lk 22t{1

),

< No
word, no gesture of reproach

'

; but
' Oh to render plain,

By help of having- loved a little and mourned,
That look ot sovran love and sovran pain'

(Mrs. Browning
1

, Sonnets).

Akin to this is the look directed by Jesus upon the

young ruler, 'And Jesus beholding (cftftXtyas) him
loved him '

(Mk 10-1
) ;

or the look of the King upon
Jerusalem, on ' what should have been the City's
bridal day,' 'lie beheld (iddv) the city, and wept
over it' (Lk 1941 ). As a last instance, though
pxpvo--in (n a very different emotion, we may
adduce Mk 35 * lie looked round about on them

avrotis} with anger, being grieved for

the hardness of their hearts.' Of Christ, too, might
the words have been written, He

' loved well because he hated,
Hated wickedness that hinders loving

'

(Browning).
R. STEVENSON.

LORD. This title is xisecl as the translation of
three different words in the Or. Gospels : (1) 6

dea-iroTTjs. This word occurs only once in the

Gospels, in the prayer of Simeon, 'Lord, nowlettest
thou thy servant depart in peace, according to

thy word 5

(Lk 2- S)

), It is the proper coi relative
of dovXos. m thus addressing ( *od

3 Simeon thinks
of himself as His slave. (2) ol fteyicrraves. This
word also occurs but once in the Gospels, in Mk
6ai * Herod . . . made a supper to his lords.

5

It

describes the chief men or nobles of a city or

kingdom. (3) /citynos, 6 ictpios. Except in the above
instances, this is the word which stands for c Lord '

and 'lord* in the Gospels. It occurs with great
frequency. "With or without the article, it is

found at least 244 times. The frequency of its use
iw concealed from readers of the English versions.
It is sometimes translated 'master' ('Yet the dogs
eat of the crumbs which fall from their master's
table,' Mt 15a7

), or 'sir' (

( I go, sir, and went not,'
Mt 21), or * owner' ('the owners therefore said,

Why loose ye the colt ?' Lk ID88
). FimdamenUlly

the ^title describes one who has power or autliority
(6 drxwjt/ Kvpos] over persons or things* Strictly ^peitk-

ing, it implies ownership, Imt it is also used as a
title of reverence or lusi'ir-x. In the Gospels it

is applied in a wide \;n i i\ *!\ > lr. :mi 1pp.
1, It is frequently xised as o >>/<, '.vr

. (1)
In most cases as a name for God, it is used without
the article. It occurs in all 59 times (17 in Mt.,
8 in Mk., 30 in Lk., and 4 in Jn.). It is found in

quota iioiih from the OT, as 'Thou shalt not tempt
(the) Lord thy God

'

(Mt 47
) ; and in phrases of OT

origin, as 'the angel of (the) Lord"
5

(Mt I20
1| Lk

I 11
) ;

* the law of (the) Lord '

(Lk
nft
" "*

of (the) Lord' (Lk 517
). It is

the only instances in the Gospels where the title

is used in direct address to God, are found in the

prayers of Jesus :
*
I thank thee, Father, Lord of

heaven and earth
3

(Mt 11
|j
Lk 1021

), In both
cases the title is found in exactly the same phrase.
(2) The une of the name with the article is in-

frequent, occurring in all 11 times (twice in Mt.,
once in Mk,

,
and 8 times in Lk. ) : e.g.

e Perform
unto the Lord thine oaths' (Mt 588 ) ; 'Tell how
great things the Lord hath clone for thee

*

(Mk 519 ) ;

'Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest' (Lk
1C2), tn the application of this name to God, with
and without ilio anicle. the Goftpels follow the

usage of the LXX.
2. It is also used with great frequency as a

general title of courtesy ,
or as a name for a master

'or owner. (1) Without the article, it is employed
in direct address, as the salutation of a son to a
father, 'I go, sir' (Mt 2P) ; of servants to their

master,
*

Sir, didst not thou sow good seed in thy

held ?
'

(Mt 1327
) \

'

Lord, let it alone this year also
'

(Lk 138
) ; of the Greeks to Philip,

c

Sir, we would
see Jesus' (Jn 12-1

) ;
of the Pharisees and priests

to Pilate,
'

Sir, we remember that this deceiver
said' (Mt 27 ({a

). This use of the title, as a general
term of -M. -\ "n direct address, is not found in
Mk., but i. > V 9 times in Mt., 8 times in Lk.,
and twice in John. As the name for a master, with-
out the article it is found only in Mt 624 * No man
can serve two masters,' and in Lk 1613

, the parallel
passage. (2) With the article, it is a frequent
name for a master or owner, as * the lord of the

vineyard' (Mt 20s
), 'the lord of that servant

1

(Lk
124H ),

' the servant knoweth not what his lord
doeth' (Jn 15 15

). In Lk 16 8 it is the 'lord' of the

unjust steward who commended his dishonest
method of providing

> for himself.
3. Ti i

- pii i- i I"N : -i \\ of all employed as n li/Jr. (>f
cour -

f ,
'',/ *r- ,.* to, or as a net/mefur Jexux.

(1) Without the article, it is used (a) by His
disciples, as 'Lord, if it be thou, bid me come
unto thee on the water' (Mt 14128

). This title in
direct address to Jesus by disciples is never found
in Mark. It is most frequent in Jn., as is to be

expected, since he records most of the private
intercourse between Jesus and His disciples, (b)

By others than disciples, as *

Lord, if thou wilt,
thou canst make me clean' (Mt 8-). In Mk. it is

employed only once in this relation, by the Syro-
ph coriician woman, *

Yes, Lord '

(Ml In most
cases, the title as used by others than disciples is

found in narratives of miracle, (c) By Jesus Him-
self, as 'Not every one that saith unto me. Lord,
Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven.

'

(Mt721
). (d] It is also found in the words of the

angel to the shepherds, 'Unto you is born this

clay ... a Saviour, who is Christ (the) Lord '

(Lk
2 11

). This phrase (xpurrbs K&PLOS) is found in Ps-Sol
173(J

. Briggs (McssiaJi of the Gospels, pp. 34, 35,

notes) says it is piohnbU i o be interpreted on the
basis of TIN Ps 1 1" !

/ Vlio LOED said unto my
Lord*} 9 but adds that Sohiirer, Ewald, Wellhausen,
and W. B. Smith regard the phrase in Ps-Sol as
a mistranslation of m.T rrspo ('Anointed of (the)

Lord,' a phrase which is found in Lk 22(J "

(the)
Lord's Christ'). Dalman, on the other hand
(Words of Jesm, T. & T. Clark, p. 3031), thinks it

incredible that a translator should have made such
a mistake. We agree with him in u;.;ni'i

1

*^ -Jpios

(Lord) as a word added by the l^.n^oli-i to

interpret the Jewish title Messiah (^purris) to his

Gentile readers. (The same necessity of interpreta-
tion accounts for the phrase

*
Christ, a king

'

(Lk
23y

), in the accusation made before Pilate. The
claim that Jesus was e the Christ

' had no political

significance to the Gentih: goM-rnor. It had to be

interpreted to him as 'kiri^' before he could re-

ceive the charge as an ;i-Tii'-;iiion\ In Ac 230 the

phrase
* God hath made :'!. si -;pnoJ<-::- . . . both

Lord and Christ
'

(Ktipwv teal xpto-r6v), is to be ex-

plained in the same way.
* Lord '

is an addition

by the Evangelist, to interpret
' Christ '

to Gentile
Christians. We may add that the saint lu-co-iiy
of interpreting 'Christ" to Gentiles c<ount- KM-

the curious phrase in the address of Peter to Cor-

nelius, which has been found so difficult e Jesus
Christ (he is Lord of all, rr&vrw /ctf/nos),' Ac 1C36 .

The clause in brackets is added to interpret the
confessional title

* Christ.' It may be due to Lk.,
but it is more likely that it was added at the time

by Peter. He was speaking to a Gentile, who,
though he was ' a devout man and one that feared

God/ may not have understood the confessional

significance of the term '

Christ.' Without the
addition of the iiit-erpreiauon. Cornelius might
have regarded it as part of the name of Jesus.

The title
c Christ

'

did become a proper name, but
that use of the term did not arise till a later date.
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If the interpretation was given by Peter when
^j leaking io Cornelius, it provides an interesting
iUu^ijaiion of the way in which the iirst preachers
of Christianity adapted themselves to the new con-
ditions in which they found themselves, when they
began to preach to Gentiles. The Saviour of the
world must not have a local or national con-
fessional title, (cf. the words of Paul and Silas to
the Philippian jailer as they are given in KAB,
and accepted by Westcott and Hort, Tischendorf,
and other critical editors,

* Believe on the Lord
Jesus (i.e. believe on Jesus as Lord), and thou
shalt be saved,' Ac 1631

. Also, No man can say
that Jesus is Lord but by the Holy Ghost' (1 Co
123 ), and 'every tongue should confess that Jesus
Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father,

3

Ph 211
). To the Jewish Christian, Jesus was the

'Messiah,
3

to the Hellenistic Christian Jew He
was * the Christ/ and to the Gentile Christian He
was ( the Lord.' The Hellenistic and Gentile terms
are combined in our familiar name ' the Lord Jesus
Christ.

5 The interpretation of
' Christ

'

as ' Lord 3

enables us to understand that the essential idea of
the first term is that of Sovereignty or Lordship.
The Saviour is the Lord, the Possessor and Ruler of
the Kingdom of God.

This title readily acquired its highest ^nifujuK-e
as one of Divine honour among the Cent.ile ("hri-.-

tians, especially in the East. ' Oriental religions
are fond of expressing the relationship between the

divinity and the devotee, as that of the ' ' Lord "
or

"
Lady

" to a slave
'

(Deissmann). The higher sig-
nificance of the title ,.- i-i"

"
:
1> V-.-i-ird ,i1.-nby

the fact that among Hellenistic J ewish Christians

Ktipios was in use as a Divine title applied to God.
(2) With the article, the title is applied to Jesus

(a) by Himself, directly, as * Ye call me Master and
Lord '

(more literally,
< the Teacher and the Lord ')

(Jn 1313
), and indirectly, as <

(The) LORD said
unto my Lord (rf Kvpi<$ /^ou), Sit thou on my right
hand till I make thine enemies thy footstool

?

(Mt
2244

). (b) The historical application of the title,
with the article, to Jesus is specially M^nifi<;ini.
Tischendorf and Westcott-Hort omit ilio liilo

in this form, in the only place where it is found
in Mt. (28

G
). It occurs twice in Mk. (16

19 - 20
), i.e.

in that part of the Gospel which is regarded by
critical editors as not belonging to the original
MSS. Therefore it is only in tTie Gospels of Lk.
and Jn, that the title in this form is applied his-

torically to Jestis. This is a strong* argument for
the earlier composition of Mt. and Mk., for the
title became so common in the Apostolic Church
that its absence from these Gospels can. be explained
only by their early date. The title occurs 18 fcimes
in Lk. and 12 times in Jolm, Twelve of the in-
stances in Lk. are found in passages which are

peculiar to that Gospel, as 'the Lord appointed
other seventy' (Lk IO1

). The other instances may
be regarded as editorial additions (7

13 II89 1242 175-' 6

24s
). Three of the instances in Jn., which are

found in the early part of the Gospel, are plainly
editorial additions (4

1 623 II 2
). The remaining in-

stances are found in the last two chapter* of the
Gospel, and in passages which are peculiar to it.

They deal with the risen life of Jesus, and were
written at a time when the higher conceptions of
His personality gave a deeper significance to the
title, and when its confessional meaning was uni-

versally known. The adoring cry of Thomas,
' My

Lord and my God '

(6 Kifyu6s f^ov Kal 6 0e6$ jmov) Jn 202^
is an illustration of how among Jewish Christians
the title of respect addressed to a teacher became
one of Divine honour. Yefc, as Dalman says,

*
it

must
B

. . . be remembered that the Aramaic-
speaking Jews did not, save exceptionally, do-in-
nate God as "Lord," so that in rlio llebraic -ecriofi
of the Jewish Christians the expression "our Lord"

was used in reference to Jesus only, and would be

quite freh from sun biguiiy' (p. 321)}.

4i. In i-ompjirlng parallel passages in which the
title occui>, n i^ io be noticed that other titles arc
-OMK I iiiu.^ <MM |lo\ i:d as equivalent terms in address-

ing Jesus.

i.

" -----

Lk S24 (s

Mfc I
1

?4 (x
Mk 9r> C
Lk 9y:5

(e-

here.'

-
d, save us: we perish.'

'

Teacher, carcst thou not that WG perish ?
'

-TO)
' Master (teachoi*), we perish.'

'Lord, it la good for us to he here.'
1

)
'

Rabbi, it in good for UH to he here."

-Tw)
' Master (teacher), it is good for ua to he

iii. ^11 li'P-t*: .-) 'T !; T, Lord?'
^is >., (I'-*/, rl- HI, llabbi?'
,hi [ ,-

(,.-v } I. ,-id, who is it?'

The variety in the title used in addressing Jesus is

not confined to the parallel passages. It is t.o be
seen throughout each of the Uospels,
the titles in the order of pix'iVmu-r, Mt. uso>

SiSdcTAraXoj, and 'Kafipel ; Mk. tJiotur/caXos,

\ovvel 9 and Ki'ipios ; Lk. /ctf/>to$, dtddur/caXos, and <

Sometimes the variety of the title is seen even in

the same passage. It cannot be without intention or

meaning that in (iii) Mt. represents the eleven dis-

ciples as asking,
e
Is it T, Lord V while Judas, the

traitor, says,
( Is it I, Itabbi ?

'

(Mt 20aa- a5
). Possibly

Judas indicated his position of detachment or opposi-
tion by using

' llabbi
9

instead of the lillo oiuplo.t <>d

by the rest of the disciples. Tt is only by Judas
tl'iat Jesus is addressed as c Rabbi' in Mt. (26-

fl * 4S!
).

There must also be some difference of feeling
1 in the

use of different titles in Lk 5s * Master (teacher,
eTncrrdra), we have toiled all night

3

; and Lk 58
, where

Peter, after the miraculous draught of fishes, falls

at the feet of Jesus with the cry,
*

Depart from mo ;

for I am a sinful man, Lord' (Ki'ipte). But it is

possible that the variation of title in the parallel
passages may have taken place in the process of oral

transmission, or in translation from the Aramaic.
5. The variation of title hi addressing Jesus sug-

gests that in the original language of the ( Jospols
at least two titles were employed. Of these

'PctjS^ was one, cf.
*

ye call me Si aster (teacher)
and Lord/ Jn 1313

,
and the frequent use of 4 Uahhi'

in the Gospels, "fividcinly 'teacher' (5t5ctr/caXos) is

a translation of 'Kabbi 5

in some of its forms (3*1,

31, JTI). In 7 places Lk. uses -7narcir?5fs as a synonym
for St8AffKa\os (5

5 8a4Z *- O38 - 4l) 17W ), and, without
doubt, some form of an lies behind this also. As to
the title Ktpios (Lord), which is \iscd so frequently
in Jiddiriiu: Jesxis, it is most probably a transla-
tion of *"- or Njiip. It was a common name for a
master, and was used as a title of courtesy. It
was used by a servant to a master, by a debtor to
a creditor, and by a layman to a learned man. It.

is possible, however, since many of the people of
Palestine were bilingual, that /ctfptos was used by
itself when one who knew Greek s|>oko to Jesus.

6. We thus suggest a twofold origin of the title
as applied to Jesus. First, as the translation of
the Aramaic titles in u,-c among the disciples ,* and
second, as the substitute for xfHO

"
r('> s with confes-

sional meaning among Gentiles. These distinctions
of origin and meaning were soon lost in the gradual
but rapid adoption of the title as u- c \ pic- -i' . .f
Divine honour* Tt is possible thai liii-iiM-m UP- iilr

first became common among Eastern Christians.
7. In regard to the application of Ktipios to (Jod, it

may be said that this was entirely duo to the
influence of Hellenistic Judaism. It is very un-

likely that it was in use amon^ Aramalo.--|>i';iUmg
Jews at the time of our Lord. In m-iding ih<-

Scriptures in the synagogue in Hebrew, the name
(Lord) was read wherever the sacred name mm
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In quoting from the Scriptures ^IK was not em-
ployed for the name of God, hut cayfj ('the Name')
in Hebrew, and ND$ in Aramaic. In phrases of OT
origin like c the angel of (the) Lord,' the name of
God was entirely omitted or merely hinted at.

LITERATURE. Dalnian, The Words of Jewis, 324
; Bruce,

Apulogetictt, 398 ; Naville, The Chrittt, 144 ; Bomerville, St.

Paul's Conception of Christ, '295
; Spurgeon, The. Messiah, 649 :

Expository Times, vol. xn. [ 15)01 j p. 425 ff., vol. xiii. p. 230 ff., vol.

xv. p. 29G ff. ; Deissmann, ibid* vol. x\ iii. p. 195 ff. ; Lexicons of
Cremer and Griiimi-Thayer, s.v. xvptos. JOHN liEID.

LORD'S DAY. See CALENDAR (THE CHRISTIAN).

LORD'S PRAYER (I.) 1. Place in NT. Mt 6iM8,

Lk II 1 "4
. The former passage has heen more in-

ihiential in the later history of the Lord's Prayer,
but the latter seems to give it in a more historical

Netting'. In the Sermon on the Mount, the Prayer
is, to all appearance, a later insertion ; Lk. leads
into the neighbourhood of Bethany (1C

;*8 "4
-) or Geth-

semarie ; .see J. A. Robinson,
4 On the Locality in

which the Lord's Prayer was given,' in F. H.
Chase,

c The Lord's "Prayer in Early Church '

(TS iii. [1891] pp. 123-125). Not far from the
traditional site of Gethsemane, on the slope of

the Mount of Olives, stands to-day the Church of
the Paternoster, showing in the quadrangle the
Lord's Prayer engraved in thirty-two languages.
The Lord's Prayer has

" " " "' " '

Polyglot
editions; the oldest at P :

'

-; then by
II. Moftiscr, Frankfort, 159,'?, in 40 [2nd ed., 1003, in 50 ; 3rd eel,

Unx, 1CL(J, in f>2J ; by Andr. M filler, 1(560, in 100 ; Chaiuberlayne,
1715, in 150 lan^uaycH. J. Addling (Mithrulaten, 1804-1817)
made tho Lord's Prayer the basis of a scientific classification of

languages. Further P " "
: -1 "T- ! ;""*.. .

T
. J.

Marol (Paris), Auer * -I 1 /- ! i- r_ -7), in
108 lanjjuages of lliaat ,.

-
\; . -

,:. !*.<!
,

100

languages, published for the benefit of the poor Cretan refugees
now in Greece) ; The Lord's Prayer in Three Hundred Lan-
ff naffen . . . with a Preface by ileinrieh Kost, 1891

; in 300
dialectal of Africa, 1000. But most of these compilations lack

scholarly supervision. A pleasant task would be for a united
band of scholars to trace the historic development of those

languages for which this is possible, on the basis of the Lord's

Prayer, and to show the character of the rest on the same basis.

The Lord's Prayer has also been fn-iM'iil n.rM'l '. \\iQfnetre

and 'rhyww. Whether there exists- :> v *! trii'in n\ - kind in

English, i- unknown 10 ","- '' |-
.

'

German, cf. Das

den Vateruwtern, -

of the Melody of the Lord's Prayer/ !/
ed. by W. Victor, x. 0.

For early English translations of the T

8. Cook, ''Study of
"

T. - V- Ps .

'

i I

PhiloL vol. xii p--. ." -.;.! /;

.

Qitritntmmt '/
English Prone Writers (London, lK9i>, pp. xx\, hii, lix,

147 ff.). Cook refers to Wanley's Catcupffutt, where sejoarate
versions of ilio Lord"-, Pvn\r>r nre either gi

1 rn an .Tu ; r v-ur\ o

noted, pp. 51, lOd, Hi-), i<i~, .'id, 221, 224, -'.!(> -','". -'I* (.-^ix

gives the fliM- irom Ms. Hodl. Jim. 121. Three poetical para-
phrases of the Lord's 3*raj

l- : <" i

1
"

date are given by
GreiHS in liis niblurfhek <lcr \ . .,-

'

. Poeste, ii. 285-290

(newed. ii. 2ii7-u:)iO, the lasi; f p.- : t-!
"

vi~;
"

ey, Cata-

//;!"'. pi . !" a"<l 1 ;7f., and by I u. - - Bocera,s t

Pp. .i.;-' .";T: the !nst by Thor;- .
'' < / p. 4681

on
1

1. l ;,, r.|.i*h- iriM". the Lord's*Pr.'iy- 1 "i : .T"" 1
! '-T*

""
.

and an isolated quotation in (.'nut'b /'-,- i .

AngelmGhMn> p, 270). We may quote :
*
iirne daeg-hwamlican

hlaf,'
*
xire gyltas,'

' on costnunge
*

;

* fram yfele,'
'

hlaf userne

oferwistlic,'
*

mstondenlice,'
'

scylda
'

(Cook, pp. liii, lix). For the

expression
'

costmmge,' it is interesting to note that the corre-

sponding German word '

Bekortmg/ was declared by Luther
better than the received *

Versuchung;.'
TD I'm IKV. :i'nl enlarged edition of Tic T.m'j"^ p,n , ; JJ'iw

,-'. / i ,,'t Li'i.'.'-'t,. , d,. t i

' / I!
/:-',

..'/',' tl,<- /V,/,;.",,

( IS - old Kost (London,
L !'. -

I 'vj. is given in English
s i- r -. v L 1

: Ch:n - ,i. Prayer-nook, 1002 ;
Efh\sird

. !-!',
'

. l : .:* f-fs! !
*

i Borne by Pope Adrian, an
r /:- .-.' : in-, ^o MSS of the 13th cent.;
from W-. "". :; .; ';/- ; T"-, I .! . '".,; i

; Cranmer, 1575
; Rheima

Version. :.".': \^. ,'.',. ll\, ! : ; Tfte Twentieth Century
NT ; further, m Anglo-Saxon.

A disciple it is not said whether one of the
Twelve asked Jesus, as He was praying in a
certain place, when He ceased,

*
Lord, teach us to

pray, as John also taught his disciples.
5 That the

disciples of John were wont to make prayers or

supplications, besides their fasting, is told by St.

**

- / L<t

their P,-''r,<'i'i,'tf

where .'//'/ // :

Gilbert v Ji!' u:gi<m, '',

"

-V.

Luke only (5
33

). On a form of prayer ascribed to

John, see ' Lord's Prayer
'

(by present writer) in
EBi 2817, n. 6, and th- r

.

'

.'
.

- of the Syriac
MSS preserved in the !. ,

;

'

the University
of Cambridge (p. 529). There it begins :

e

Bright
Morning, Jesus Christ, Who was sent by God the
Father.' Where fixed forms of prayer are in use,
as was tlie case, it seems, with the Jews in the
time of Christ, it is but natural that petitions on
particular subjects should be added to them ; such
additions are mentioned as made, for example, by
R. Eliezer and by R. Johanan (see Lightfoot, HOT.
Hob* on Mt 6, and art. ' Schemone Esre 5

in Ham-
burger, RE ii. [1883] 1098).

2. Sources. The source* whence our Mt. and
Lk. took the Lord's Prayer are quite unknown.
The Gospel of Mk., which, according to the
common view, was used by our Mt. and Lk.,
does not give it. On Mk 1124L , where Mk.
speaks about prayer, see A. Wiiglat, Synopsis

2
,

1903, p. 115, and' Wellhausen, who thinks that
Mk. may have known the Lord's Prayer as a

prayer of the Church, but did not dare to refer
it in its wording to Jesus ; the expression (6 Trar^p
tf/M3?) 6 Iv TOLS o-upavois, occurring there, is not
found elsewhere in Mk. If the LLr^t Gospel was
originally written in (Hebrew or) Aramaic, its

author may have had the Lord's Prayer before him,
written or oral, in (Hebrew or) Aramaic,, and given
it in one of these dialects ; then the translator may
have formed the Greek under the influence of Lk.
(cf. the hapaxlegomenon ^riorfo-ios). This is the view

especially of Th. Zahn. The opposite view, that
^TrtoiVios was first coined by Mt. or one of his fellow-

workers, is maintained, for instance, by A. Wright,
The Gospel ace. to Luke,, 1900, p. 102.

3. Text of the Lord's Prayer. As there are two
traditions about rho ]'lju-c <>c origin of the Lord's

*Prayer, so even ii ^ v. m-diiig i- given in two different

forms. In the Received Text, it is true, they differ

very little ; in the AV, for instance, the variations
are but four :

Matthew. Luke.

(1) in earth as it is in heaven. as in heaven, so in earth.

(2) this day. day by day.
(3) debts, as we forgive our sins, for we also forgive every

debtors. one that is indebted to us.

(4) For thine . . . Amen. omits.

In the Greek TR they differ even less, the first

of the above variations lias nothing to correspond
in Greek. (In Mt. the AV preserved the order of

the Pi\ Bk. version, which differs both from Mt.
and Lk. in the fifth petition,

'

trespasses
3

against
* debts ' and ' sins ').

There can "be no doubt that in the TR the form
of Lk. has been assimilated to that of Mt. The
modern critical editions agree almost to the letter ;

see the editions of Scrivener, Weymouth, Nestle.

Weiss retained in Mt. the form \0ra> instead of

A0erw, and the article T^S before 777?. The critical

apparatus of Tischendorf and.WH [the 2nd ed. of

1896 is enriched by some additional notes] may be

supplemented by the following notes :

(1) The Didache (8
2
) has the singxilar r olpw$ ; the Apost.

Const, in both places, 318 and 724 (here reproducing the Didache),
the plural.

(2) On the form * veni ad regrmm ttmm *

in the oldest
Latin MS ''<"- 1. r,. \'-\ i -K, see F. 0. Burkitt (Cambr. Vnw.
Reporter, i M .

>;
i L,

-
>.

(3) Syr<" .'.-.< I :.< \' r. 4.cts of Thomas have the plural

for
*

thy wiTT as the first hand of Cod. K in Mt V2* (r* Q&v>f*rct.').

(4) On the article for
' on earth,' see EM 2818 ; on the new

punctuation of the third pcMlion, -c o he-low.

(5) With *w fyeiMy ot T'HO 7> ///,<? Of. Mt 1832, and the

difference of the singular and plural in German and Dutch;
Schuld and Sohulden. Two MSS of the Apont. Con*t. give
T* ;-*TTi,r 54= 'trespasses,' xetQfa for As, and omit the verb.
SiTian foniH I'on.bino 'debts' and 'sins'; see, besides EBi
2^1S, Hurkitl in l.i- <".l- <i li

1

--
1 7.\Ti '/"' >u it'i-VpfJurniflt*. Mrs.

Gibson's ed. of tl.c h-ii-c 1^ a
t Mid Mrs-. Louis' M* or \ht Acts

of Thomas.
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(6) In some Oriental translations 'deliver' is rendered by
different roots in Mt. and Lk., and then both are combined in

liturgical use of the Lord's Prayer.

(7) Of the Doxolog-y the Didaclu* omits ' the kingdom and ;
in

le Apost. Count. (7'
2%i

) one MS, on the contrary, omits ' and tlv

final quotation marks after -r&wptv, implying l>y this that he

does not regard the Doxolog.y as part of the quotation from
the OT. Compare with this the above statement about the

MSS of the Constitutions, and Brightman's Liturgies Eastern
and Western, p. 353 f.

In Lk. the modern editions differ even less than
in Mt. only in a single letter, We*ss retaining
here also tlie spelling eX#<fro>. "With this unity
contrast the judgment of Dean TUI-;MM 'The Re-

vision Revised, pp. 34-36; The /,/.//,/,'.,/.// Text,

p. 84) ;

'"The five Old Uncials" (KABGD) falsify the Lord's Prayer
as given by St. Luke in no less than forty-five words. But so

little do they agree among themselves, that they throw them-
MIVO- "silo-ix different combinations in their du-paiLuro^ from

and their grand point of union is no less than an
article. Such is their eccentric tendency, that in respect of

thirty-two out of the whole forty-five words they bear in turn

solitary evidence.'

Any one who is unwilling to believe that the
TR, of Lk. is due to assimilation with Mt. may
compare the critical apparatus of the Latin Testa-

ment of Wordsworth-White, or of the pre-Lutheran
German Bible as edited by Kurrelmeyer. There
he can watch the same process for the German and
the Latin texts. Even the Vulgate of Sixtus v.

(1590) has the addition in Lk., Fiat voluntas tua
sicut in ccelo ot in terra j but not the rest.

The chief question about the Lord's Prayer in

Lk. is, What about the petition eA^rw r6 dyLov*

irvcvj^d <TQV tcf? reacts Kal /caflapicrdrco TJ/xas, which is

witnessed for Marcion and found wince in one MS
(604, or Scrivener's b, Gregory's 700, von Soden's
e 133, pub. by Hoskier, 1890). Perhaps a trace

of it is found in D, which has ayi.ao-6^ro} tivo^d a-ov

$ 4/**s, X#<;TW crov 77 /JacnXeict, etc. Another read-

ing of Marcion is
(

thy bread 3
for e our '

; whether
lie read the second clause of the fifth petition we
do not know, the sixth (and last with him) had the
form /cai fjir) #<5&es rjfA&s etVej/ex^Tpcti *te ireepa0>*6u. The
same or similar forms are found :ii1")-i'Mlriiilv
from Mareion down to the present d;>v. I Inn us- 'v.

(Sitsntngsber. Acad, BerL 21st Jan, 1904) was in-

clined to see in the petition,
e

Thy holy spirit come
(upon us) and cleanse us,' the original for Lk.,
comparing II"13 vlth Mt 711

.

4. Arrangement of the Lord's Prayer. Augus-
tine tells us (JSnchir. 116) :

* Lucas in oratione
doniinicn poiiiioTie- n '

-,d quincjue corn-

plexus e-i"; ilm*- it custom in the
West to count seven petitions ; but Origen, Chryso-
stom, and the Reformed Churches count six, con-

necting-; *but deliver us from evil' closely with
what precedes. WH print in Mt. the Lord's

Prayer in 2x3 stichi, in Lk. without strophical
arrangement, seeing in c as in heaven, so on earth'
the common burden for the first trip"

1

-
!
'" !

""

clauses; see 421. This has been , .;.-.;

for the Pr. Bk. version by Parliamentary Papers,
1903, No. 53, removing the comma from behind
f on earth' to behind 'done. 5 For the AV, the
editions of the Parallel NT give a comma after
* done 3 as well as after e on earth' ; but Scrivener's
P' <>t

'
'
7
> Bible (1873), the Two Version Edition

I. 1" i
. ; ! the Interlinear Bible (1906) omit the

first comma. Whether the KV agrees with WH
is not quite clear from its comma (in this case we
flu.iii-1 II,M. L-vpf !<! t\ colon). This arrangement
v ,i- alu-.'ui \

|
',! ; i\-rv. r. i by the Opus imperfeetiim in

Ht. (Migne, Ivi. 712): Communiter autem awipi
debet quod ait, Sicut in eoulo et in terra,' /'..

4 Sanctiticetur noinen tuuiu, sicut in cculo et in

terra.

Adveniat regnuni timm, sicut in c<rlo ct in terra.

Fiat voluntas tua, sicut in coelo et in terra.'

On the fact that in mediaeval explanations the

1,. i ,
- istrued * Pater uoster qui es. In

,
-

, . ',. mmieu tuunx,
3

see below.

5. Contents. (ft) The. c.xordlum. ~~~ rrhe whorl

TTCLTep in Lk., the fuller Trdrcp ij^Qv in Mt., would
both correspond to an Aram. N3N, which is con-

nected with 6 Trar-fjp in Ito 8 jr
', Hal 4(!

,
Mk H ;{(>

,

Cf. J. H. Moulton's ProlcffouiMHf, pp. 10, 233, and
art. ABBA in vol. i. That wdrep fyutDi/ may also

correspond to N2N and does not : :.'.i\
J
-re-

suppose the form with suilix (w^?^ i
il !'

.

-

"f in

Aram., K:UX; in Galilean), is shown by ^Dalnian,
Worte Jcsu\ 157, though for the beginning of a

prayer the more solemn form appears to him more

probable. Asr '>;_; -lows it is customary to add

D!#3^ in "' K-'MI-U '"* "--" in Aramaic) to 3^ where It

is'iised of God, but the 'isolated x$# is not innisual

In the NT 6 ev ro?s otpavo'is is alino-
1 hs-i. i-\\

used in Matthew. On the question -,..<' i'-n:-i

Bo 815
,
Gal 46 an acquaintance of St. Paul and his

churches with the Lord's Prayer may be concluded,
see Gerh. Ittndemann, Dttti Qcbtt itm fatfltirhn Ver-

gcbunff der Sundtn in der IIc.ilti'wrkihuliffUHfl Je,fM

und in den Briefen dcr Apoatcl^ Giitersh)h, 1902.

(b) On the iiuperatives ayLaaBtfru, yejfij&'fyrw, see

Prayer,
iiuper. is almost r\cln-i\cly used. Tt is the true

tense for "instant" prayer.
3 Moulton adds: *To

God we are bidden, by our
^

Lord's precept and

example, to present the claim of faith in the

simplest, directest, most urgent form with which
1. . applies us.'

v\ the first petition cf. 7* 3, and the

beginning of the Kaddish N$n rrptj? Ehpn:} ^3^1: ; after-

wards eight more such verbs are placed together
about e

tlie name of holiness (Blessed be it).* A
benediction without mentioning n$g (=amn*) is no
benediction at all (Ber. 40b).

(d) Likewise a benediction with no ntopp IH no
benediction at all (ib, ; cf. 8JE 11, in opponition to

12, 14, 17, faddish).
(#) yewr)6

f

?)Tu> is tr. fi^j/; by Shemtob, T)olitxHcli,

Salkinson - Ginsburg, Resell
; CTJ by Alexander

(McCaul-Hoga), INIargoliouth, b^r the old 8yria
versions except the Hyro-Palotinian ; from ME cf *

13, si^ix"] tyy ; in the jfcaddi&h:
*

May your prayers
be accepted, and may your petition be done.* To
jte-j of Biblical Hebrew would correspond ]\^"$ in

po.^t-Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic.

(/) Tor lirLo'uortos the remark of Origen, tie

Orat. 27, still holds good, that the word it* found
nowhere else in the whole ranj-o. of Greek literature,

Jero'-n 1 1 ni.'-.M 1 '' - it with the LXX 7re/>toi5(rioy ; but
this -u'.'i- !.: -I everywhere for

rrjp^p (a$>. Aquila,
Gn 1421 for ^13^, Ps JO14 for 1$). On Trepdo^to?,
see Jerome's remark (Anec-d. Mareds. iii. 1, p, 92) ;

* Verbo 7re/>ioi5cros, i.e. snbstnntialis f oxce])tis Banctin

scripturis nullus foris disertoruni UHUR esV The
Gospel according to the Hebrews had foi* ^TT. * JIB

Jerome states, mahar (=nqjp). His most explicit
statement has been published by Morin, Anwd*
Mareds, iii. 2, p. 262 : In Hebraico evangelio
secundum Matthaeum ita habet : Parietu nostrum
crastinum da nobis hoclie.' This lends a strong
support to the view that ^Tiotfcrtos is formed from

, *the coming day/ even if this

* SS
t
used hereafter as abbreviation for Sfipmonti JBtaftt. th

daily Prayer of the Synap:oi?uo ; sec the oclition in Halnnan, Wort
Jesu, p. 299 fl. ; and cf. on it, <.., Tlirsoh in JE x* 270*282,,
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were nothing but a retraiLslation of the Greek.
But another view is that it is the original word
used by Jesus and preserved by the Jewish-
Christiau communities. This is the view of Zalui,
Gcsch. Kan. ii. 193, 703, End. ii. 312; Ambrose:
k LatinuH hum i-.i'n m //',/.'///'//*', dixit, quern
( Jriooi dicunt ""' /",' //*. (\\^>\ dr.iii dieunt TT\V

Girtovffav Tj^pav (tdvenicnt&m dievb* ; Athanasins :

rav 6. tipr. TOVT^CTTL TOV ^\\cvTa ; Cyril Alex. : oi /zej>

elv&i xpacri rbv TJ^OVTG;
-~ -- v

Sodijcro/jLevov /caret, roz> cLi&va.

rbv ^XAoj'ra : ^, .: Version, on which wee

Lagarde, Mitt. ii. 374.
But the Oriental versions took another view :

Syr
cm NTDK pn

1

?, 'i.e.
e our continual bread,' in Luke

Syr
l%wram and Acts of Thomas '

the continual bread'

(sirDx NDn 1

?) ; the same tradition seems to be fol-

lowed by the cotldirmus of the Latin, the swteAnan
of the Gothic ". "; by 'Tisn wars'? of Sheiutob
hen Shafrut,

'

of. Nil 47 Tpnn nn^
' the

continual bread.' [The Armenian version ot"2 Mac
I
8 used for the shewbread the same expression as

in the Lord's Prayer, wherefore Holmes -Parsons
remarked :

' ires codices tioyii ftprovs frriovelovs,'
which remark led Deissmanxi (Neue itibelsfaulien,

p. 41) and llil,urmVld (in his Ztscht\, 1899, p. 157)
to the belief that 7noi'><nos was actually found in

some ISrook MSS. This was corrected by the present
writer in ZNTW i. 250, MBi 2820, n. 1 ; but it is

repeated by Wellhausen in his Com. on Mt. and
not recalled in that on Lk.]. The Vul^jiic .'.Vimm* ?)

lias si(pGr$'nhstctMti<dis in Mt. and ///'/./// ./v in i.k.

How the Peshitta (llabula?) came to translate 'the
bread of our need,' ppjicn NDn 1

?, is not quite clear,
while the translation * our bread of richness' in the

Syro- Palestinian version rests on confusion with
TTGpioticnos.

The following is a conspectus of the different

renderings that have been tried :

(1) Shiantob : n"Dn ^on 1

?. (2) ,T. B. Jona, Komc, 16G8: i:or6

DVpn ?i?, : "",\ s .^ n :.

"

blic- tft^Jfitii^laiittuun of the

Vulgate, :.-.>,.. '.'' c-dii -ons of Hie pro-Lutheran
German Bible. (3) Delitesch, Salkiuson, Uesch : Mgri DnJ? 3 after

Pr 30*. (4) Taylor: Tp Dnj? or N"no xvrh. (5) Schultze:

lalnna di gorledna (=sPcsh.). (6) Bonsch: ^D^Jp onj?,
like the

Syro - Palestinian version. (7) Am. Meyer : nglp (sufficient),

(s) Chase :

' our (or tlio) bread of tho day/ The Varionnn Bible

quotew the reading ; 'our bread in aulHcioney,' 'the bread

proper for our suHtcuance,
1

*tlio bread for the coining day,'
'needful bread,' or 'bread for the life to come,' Others tr.

'broad of second quality,' 'the bread that we shall need'
(Twentieth Cmt. NT) ; see on the word, MxpT ii. [1891 J 184,

24:2, 254', iii, [1891-02J 24, 31, 77.

The meaning of the word in certainly not far

from the ^tojjtwpos rpo^ of Ja 215
. The change of

<r^ap0P into K&&* iifji^pav (and of 56? into SiSov) haw
been r\|.\-iiih-i I by the daily use of the prayer;
but t;.-- '///''" ', which already enjoins the nse of

it three iinn-^ a mix. d.nc- u^ci C.A ;i!nl n-.'^^ov.

(</) In ilo liiih in-iiiiuii .f,-^tVwara i- iJirluT

(Sliemtob, DelitzHch, Mnr^olioutli), not

(Salkinson, KeBch). On the variant dfaiXfy and
the dogmatic <-h;ni^o^ of eleevtyKys, nee above. In
the Latin Church it became customary in the
time of Jerome and Hilary to say 'in tentationem

quani ferre (or, sxiiforre) n!m ]M)--iinm-/
(k) Thcl;i-i ambiguity N ruv-n,,^. m"1',. which also

in Heb. , Ai*am. and ISyr.' ui,-iyb<i m.-i-cnliix-oi-nouifr.

The tr. of Bhemtob, i?n Vr- * funii ;II <j\il.' liiuU in

parallel in Ethiopic (nee Brightman's Liturgies,
p. 284), 'Deliver us and rescue us from all evil,'

while the Nestorian Liturgy equally combines the
two verbs by which the Pesh, (not Sinow )

renders

pCcrcu in Mt. and Lk., 'Save and deliver us/ but

continues,
* from the Evil and his host.

' The neuter
is found (in a different connexion, 10B

) already in
the Diddche : /u^c-^rt, Ktf/we, rqs KK\y<rlas arov,

frtiaracrOai atirfyv avb wavrbs irovypov. Nevertheless, it

seems to the present, writer, on the whole, more
probable that it should be taken as masculine.

For the Greek NT see the exhaustive ; <--!
:

-

; '!<:

of Chase, and cf. Ac 1038 where cua/ .' ,(".. ! -

o-ara^a) its rendered (by Shemtob) N'iyN3 'the Evil
One.' The most decided view that the word is mas-
culine is in the Clem. Horn., where Peter uses the

passage as one of his proofs for the fact that his
Master fre-quuntry spoke to them of the existence of
an Evil One (i9

a ev y Tap8tjKv TJ/MV etixv ^x ^6^

ipr}jj,vov
'

pvcrai Tj/mas dirb rov irov^pov, along with
Mk I 13

,
Mt 12*, Lk 1018

,
Mt IS39 537,

as proof for
tlie statement : ToKXdias olSa rbv 5i5d<rKa\6v JJLQL

eiTrdvTa Given, rbv Trovrjpbv riva, Kaiclas 7)yefJi,6va). Zahn
and Wellhausen take it as neuter, as in 537 .

(I) That the Doxology formed no original part of
the Lord's Prayer needs no longer to be proved,
iii spite of Dean Burgon. The very discovery of
the oldest witness outside of the NT, the Didacke,
where it occurs, corroborates the view that it

originated in ""'', "<,.! use. Its peculiar form
there does not ._<'

' '

i any of the forms known
to occur in the . . .-.- for the text of Matthew
(see The NT in the Apostolic Fathers, by a Com-
mittee of the Oxford Society of Historical Theology,
1905, p. 28 f. ). The statement of WH on the Doxo-
Icgy in the A post. Const, must be supplemented as
above from the new edition of Funk. See also
art. DOXOLQGY in vol. i- p. 492.

6. The Lord's Prayer as a whole. True prayer,
says Wellhausen, is a creation of the Jews, and. so
the Lord's Prayer follows Jewish examples, though
it is not a mere composition

' ex formulis Hebrse-
orum.' On the latter exaggeration, put forward

by Grotius, Wetstein, and others, and strongly
maintained by modern Jewish writers, see Th&
Lord's Prayer wo Adaptati ',,"

.

'

''. Jewish
Petitions, by the Kev. M, \\ . :. London.,
T5.-:: -i. 1876). The faddish, which is

justly
.-..i^o. !! comparison, does not begin with '

Abba,'
i-i:. ii. <, has as first petition, 'Hallowed be thy
name,' with the addition, however, *in the world
to come. 3 The national, eschatological, or Messi-
anic element which goes through the Ifaddish and
the SE from beginning to end is remarkably
thrown into the background in the Lord's Prayer.
A petition like ' Give us this day our daily bread *

would In 1 impo ible in the faddish, though a
similar pi-mion i> HOD wanting in SE.

It is, however, wrong to deny completely the

eschatological character of the Lord's Prayer ; see

esp. the Com. of Th. Zahn, who insists on the force
of the aorists aycacr&'/iTu, ^A0dru>, yevr)6-f)TU, Even
the first petition looks forward to the time when
the name of God, which in this world is so much
blasphemed, especially among the heathen, through
the sins of Israel (Ho 224 ), shall be glorified, w7hen
He brings about the inward purification and out-
ward restoration of His people, separating the

godless out of their midst. Zahn declares it

erroneous to believe that the Lord's Prayer had a

specifically Christian character. A Jew knowing
nothing of Christ, and having no wish to have any-
thing to do with Him, was able and is still able

to-day to pray it. The saying of Mt 517
,
that He

' came to fulfil,' is true also of the Lord's Prayer.
That the first three petitions touch Gocl and the

rest refer to man is too clear a point to be missed.*
The second half may ic-rlsap* 1-r jinvi

.'_<
d under

the heads --f /.,/' -roily Irt.ii. . //' debts of

the past), f''
fl1 " ,;n,'p!;i:i'ii JIM-. .< i

:

\ri.'im <., ; but
a reference to the last trial (Mt 2422), the hour of

temptation (Hev 310
) and deliverance from it, does

not seem to be implied in the words.
'

Thy kingdom come
'

is again the second petition
in the Jjiaddish.

Instead of the third petition, which Wellhausen
calls hard to understand, we have in the Kaddish,

* It is, however, wrong to accentuate the word 'thy*; only
codex D has in Lk. the emphatic order of words, erev
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* Your petition be done.
' Whether it was under

the influence of the fact that il. i- n-.i-i-i^ ii I lie

true text of Luke or not, at all ovnii -
i

1

i- HMM;-. i k-

able that Luther, in his Catechism, gave to the
third petition no contents of its own, but treated
it aM a mere combination of the first and second

('Wenn Gott alien boweii Rat uud Willen bricht

und hinder t, so mis den NcwiGn Gottes nieht

heiligen und seiu Rcirk nicht koiumen lassen

wollen/ etc.).

DojjiiLMf ic-s and Ethics seem to be combined in

c\cry ono OL these three petitions ; That we do not
dishonour the name of the Heavenly Father (1) by
mistrust, (2) by disobedience ;

that His Kingdom
may come (1) with its blessings, {2} with its tasks
and duties ; that we (1) gladly accept all that is

God's will concerning us, and (2) willingly do what
He demands of us. "To take the fourth petition as

merely spiritual, like Marcion and afterwards
Luther in his monkish days, is certainly wrong.
The sixth petition reminds us much more of the

temptation of Jesus Himself at the beginning and
end of His work, in the wilderness and in Geth-
semane. The Jewish morning prayer contains the

petition JVM ^-r
1

? . . . us-ran SN '

Bring us not . . .

into temptation
5

; but the age of this part is un-
known. Jesus speaks, however, throughout in
the second person, sidvi-m^ TTis disciples, not in-

cluding Himself; on the oilim hand, He could not
have taught them such a prayer if He had not
Himself lived in that atmosphere which the prayer
breathes. When He bids them pray after this
manner (oflrws), Pie gives them an example from
which they might learn with few words to say to
God what the pious soul has to say to Him, 'and
He did not prescribe the use which was made very
early of this prayer, so that it became, to use
Luther's expression, the greatest martyr.
7 Later history of the Lord's Prayer. Only

a few hints can be given here. It is very sad to
observe how early a mechanical use of the Lord's

Prayer set in. The same Didache which turned the
warning of Mt 61R into

'

* Your fastings
shall not be with the lor they fast on
Monday and Thursday, . ,

,
. on Wednesday

*ind Friday,' goes* on to write :

' Nor do yc pray
as tl- \\ ..-'-. but as the Lord commanded in
His -.-,

JL
,:. MI Father, etc. Thrice in the day

do ye pray so.'

This was enforced by the Apost, Oomt. (iii.

18) : TTpOKara.crKvd^ovT'3 eauroi)s aj-tovs rrjs uto#xras
rov <7rarp6s, lest Mai 1 <! and Is 525 iind .ippli-Miimi
to the Christians. Tertullian styled the Lord's

Prayer breviaritun, Sotim eiwngelii, and pronounced
the judgment :

* Oratio htec quantum sulMriu-it ur
verbis, tanluin diffunditur sensibus/ Cyprian
called it ccslestis doctrintv compendium ; Origen
wrote on it the treatise de Oratione (vol. ii. in the
Berlin edition). On its use in the Liturgy, Bright-
man (p. 58) says :

'
It occurs in all liturgies except

Apost. Const.
as_

the conclusion of the central
action and summing up of the great prayer (533-
534), and the transition to the communion, with a
proem and a conclusion (EniboUsmos) ; it is also
otherwise used,

5 For instance, in the liturgy of
the

Nestorians^
it is three times repeated.

Of m^li.v ,11 i>\-|il.i- i !->>. the Glossa ordinaria
draws : y.-ii

! i" ; i . iM i.,1 \- nv,Uel between the seven
petitions of the Lord's Prayer and the seven gifts
of the Holy Ghost (Is II 12

) and the seven Beati-
tudes. The Com. of St. Thomas Aquinas has been
translated from the Latin by Edw. Male (1893).
Of special interest is the block-book of Henricus ex
Pomerio (Henri van den Bcegaarde, 1382-1441),

tio figuralis super Pater noster.

See on it Alvin in Bulletin de l'Ac(t^mie R.
"

ft
r

>.*.-
> ^ r

vol. xvii. C74-04 ; Monuments ?>',/i ',//. .'
',.// -,-. /.":/ />,:

t~h$que JR. de Bolgiqu&\ and I*. \Vci/s;ickci
'

>i r/in"- '.'/<'

KunstUatt, 4t2 (1UUO), Nos. 4, 5. It is characterized by joining fti

vatUs with the lirst petition/ and u thoroughgoing tripartitiou

('In cwlo tra# sanctorum aifectiones
,

in t
>ni'

t
in,nnt> In-* anhu-

artim aiilietiones ; in saiculo twa virorui:i iuu < none:-. ;
tws

panea in via necessaries (natural, graiizw, ^lori.i
>. />/ > >lr!.i-

tum (commissionia, omissionis, remiHsiomn) ; luj'lt* irm.um;
damnandoruni triplex imilum ;

aalvaudoruui tn^lcx, Ixmum.
The Illustrations remind one of the task \\hich luus yet l<> Ie

executed, of writing a monograph on the artistic* illustrations to

the Lord'a Prayer.

RK. The literature ou the Lord'ti I*ra>or iM immense.

Strangely enough, an art. 'Lord's Day
'

is found in Smith, but
not one on k Lord's Prayer.' Under 'Paternoster,' Murray
mentions that the first example of this term in Kn^hHh i.s one
from about 1000. Of i^ueon Mary the Baying is quoted that she

'got the crown by Our Father and held it b,> Pater uostor,'

The Latin designation was so frequently used, esp. in tumm-xlim
with the rosar.v ,

that it was taken over into the language of

architects, engineers, and anglers (nee Murray). In Ueruuin
both its components in the form * Patter

' and l Nunter ' became

expressions tor collar-chains. As a measure of tune, cf, a
' Paternoster cricket.

'

Out of the literature on the Lord's Prayer, Th, Xahn in his

Com, on Matth. (1903) selects: Tertull/ da Orat. w. l-U);

Oypr. de Orations JJomiiu'ca (Vienna ed, i. !^07) ; Origen, -nfn

&%fa (Berlin ed. ii. 346); Gregory of Njssa, Or. ^~r>, de Ontttttiw

(Opp. ed. Paris, 163S, i. 723-701); K.impha'.iM-n, />,,s- (lehrt
</jw

Uerrn, 18CO ; Chase (see above); I" '. . d. uoli/,, Dan Gcbct hi

tier ultesten Chriatenlwit, 1905, pp. 35 -5 ; KBi 281(5 it VV< k may
add Plummer in Uaatmgs* DB iii., and the following lint of

writers which is arranged chronologically OH far aw possible ;

1G2G, Alex. Huish ; 1798, N. J). Cadogan ; 1814, Isaac Mann;
182G, Samuel Saundcrs ; 1832, J. Knight; l&'tfi, W. Howt'llH ;

1846, Henry Alford ; 1840, H. Caunter ; 1852, Dan, Moor*-;
1854, Thomas Hugo ; 1855, Charles Parsons keiehel ; 1H5S,

Hope Robertson; 1801, Navison Lorain, Rob. llemlev, W. II,

Karlslake, F. D. Maurice ; 1803, Geo. Wagner ; 1804, W! Donton ;

1865, Jos. T. Parker; 1800, Octavius Winslow
; 18(M), C'laudc

Bosanquet; 1870, Ad. Saphir ; 1872, J. W. Lance, Kdw. .1. Rob-
inson ; 1870, C. J. Vaughan (Dean of LlandatT) ; 188,'J, Newman
Hall ; 1884, Charles Stanford ; 1885, Marcus Dodn, W. S. Carter ;

1886, A. M. W. Christopher, Wash. CJ hidden ; 1885), Uilb. Karne> ;

1890, H. N. Clrimley, A. HastingK ttosa ; 1802, Rob. Kyton ; IKJKJ,

Alb, Stolz; 1804, Arth. 0. A. Hall, R W. Farrar ; iS9f>, U. Mulli-

gan ; 1808, Dean E. M. Goulburn, Eliis. Wordsworth ; 1900, ,J. M
Roberts; 1902, John Wakeford ; 1903, J. D. JonoH.- With<m(
date (.ilphnlieLiojllO: F. C. Blyth, J. J. Busfiold, Rich, (Jlovcr,
Thorn. Critlilh, .Vn-. W. Hare, J. Knight, K. Lambert, J. \V,

Lance, Rob. Leighton, Thorn. Manton, MarciiK lUunyford, Rigaut,
!>(.',: i S I-.:K. C Vi Webb, Will. R. Williams.

Pi /.':-./'-/'. 'i .1 - the passages already quoted, maybe com-
po-.d : . l-.'i , 50, 140, 140, 11)0, xiii. llOOaj 378, 431, xvi,

[1905] 5, 10."

See also '. P"). v n- D-i.s VatenttiRer : ffMrixwyit enter ^w/<.
(fas- (-feficts .' '/ " j '(vnd mtttleren Kirc/u; (JicsHi-n, li)o:j

(chiefly pp. 50-72 'Die Aufifassutipc dcs Vatertmsers bei j^riwh-
ischen ^ -

"
". FT. v. d. G cite in Thcol. bitzty. 1JHM,

No. 2) .

'

.
j I' JBaitraye zwr Cfesch, Uttd tyfkhn*'

'iimjde- ^i . pp. 05-08 f I leinrici is inclinod to

agree with 1-Iarnack as to the petition, 'Thy holy npirit come
upon ua,' ^j - I.M, r

*

f:,,- r-ie OT, (nicHtions direct* relation
to /SuRJ, an-! ! :';-(' ' '}./ the explanation of tlus Lovd'H
Prayer aHcribed to Petrus of Laodicea (publinluHi by Mai, JtfM,

Patrnm, vi. 543, Mi^ne, Patr. Ur. 8(5-, p. 3331)1 ; tog-et.her with
Fed. Morelli^ Intat'preUs n>rf., Notw ad om1iwi(>m> tloHuniefiut.
Petrua oxplainn : iTioupiov Y, rov ervvtakfrJv<TQi, TO erwfAott ^,M.wV, Towrf,0'<rt'' 'g/TS TDV TlJVT, TOV

stands of the S;/3<3Ao?" KMT l%o

#>Vy,f>OV I'Otl'UH

.

On the Lord's Prayer on a papyrus of the (Sth wnt, an amulet,
brought to n :< ; '

wniicen, but destroM'd by /Ire in Ham-
burg, sec l.i .o.'K'r .- liep. 1902, p. l:i, 1003, p. 13; sKyt ,

(frkwiden (tits ttertfn, iii. No, 954
; on the cluv tablet, from

Megara, containing' the Lord's Prayer, siee XSTW \\ _!.^, ;!."7.

Kit. N KSTLK.
LORD'S PRAYER (TL).Thi name for tho

Erayer
which Jesus taught HIH diHciploK (Mt 6i)-KJ

T

k II 2 '4
), though used wo generally b

ty Ohrintians,
does not occur in the NT, "and objection to it has
sometimes been offered. It might wnggettt that the

'

prayer was one which Jesus Himself employed,
while not only is there no evidence of Ilia having
done so, but the petition for forgiveness in a Hnfli-

cient assurance that He cannot have made it His
own. { When ye pray,' He said to His disdplon,
*

pray thus '

; out His own manner of praying
would be different how different we may jud^o
from the recollections j-'v---! \<-d in the Fourth
Gospel of one of His ).iV.\.M- --Iss 17). And so it
has sometimes been suggested thai we should
speak not of * The Lord's Prayer/ but of * The

* 0. Dibelius, Das Vaterunscr (1903, ]

construction, only Theodoricus of
"

J>om. M. 147, 333 f.

, for this

.erborn, Gom in On
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Disciples' Prayer,' or that we should content our-
selves with l(-i-jii,ili!i^ it by its first two words,
calling it the Uur father,' just as German Pro-
testants call it the c Vaterunser ' and Roman
Catholics the ' Paternoster.' But apart from the
consecration of long and hallowed use, the name
is appropriate as giving expression to the fact that
the prayer conies to UK from the very lips of our
Lord. In this sense it is the Lord's Prayer. When
we use it, we are approaching God with no words
of our own, but in the very words which our
Master has taught us.

. Occasion. Of the two accounts, in Mt. and
Lk. ri^pec,ti\ oly, of the occasion when Christ gave
the prayer, it i- generally agreed that if we must
chooHO between them, Lk.'s is to be preferred as
the more historical. It may be that the author of
the First Gospel, after icvordiiig the Lord's in-

junctions will i u:^;ml in ihc>nirit and manner of

prayer (Mt (>~-
1

!. ihoujjn this a suitable oppor-
tunity to set down the prayer-form which was
really given at a different time. And yet there
seems no positive reason why we should set aside
Mt.'s statement as to the connexion at least in

which the prayer was spoken. If Jesus gave a
form of prayer at all, and meant it to be used as
He gave it, it seems likely that He would repeat
it, more especially when dealing with different
sets of hearers. And if it was natural that He
should impart it when one of His disciples, not

necessarily one of the Twelve, asked to be taught
to pray, it was also natural that, when He had

just been warning His
disciples against hypocrisy

in prayer and the vain repetitions of the Gentiles,
He should instruct them to pray after the brief,

wimple, and lilial manner of this model of approach
to God.

2. Structure. This is exceedingly simple. Apart
from the Doxology, which occurs only in Mt., and
even there forms no part of the original, but is a
later insertion due to liturgical IJ-M :>. v.v h, \ e only
an invocation and a series of six j-

'

;i"'i- Since

Augustine, the number of the |-r . 1"!'- ii.:- com-

monly been reckoned atseven, the last clause in Mt.'s
version being regarded as two separate requests.
But the view that now commends itself to most
scholars is that the two members of the sentence
are to bo taken as one and the same petition nega-
tively and poMih cly expressed. This view is con-
lirmed by the fm-l that in the critical text of Lk.
(see KV) the petition runs simply,

*

Bring us not
into temptation,' and it is further borne out by the
RV rendering (almost certainly correct) of Mt.'s
rou TrovypQij by

' the evil one '

instead of
'
evil.' The

petition is that we may not be brought into temp-
tation, but may be delivered from the Tempter ;

and these arc two aspects of the selfsame request.
Looking now at the six petitions, we observe at

once that the lirst throe have a Godward, the
second three a manward reference. Because of

this the prayer has often been compared to the

Decalogue with its summation of human duty first

to God and then to man (ef. Mt 2240
,
Mk 1231

).

But beneath this resemblance there lies a great
difference between the Ten Words and the Lord's

IVsiver, tin* f:imiliar difference between law and
^r,i('-L'. lu'iwi-un the Old Testament and the New.
l-'ur M liilc in i he one case our debt to God and to

man is laid upon us from above as a commandment
that must be obeyed, in the other we look up to

God, crying like Augustine, 'Da quod jubes, et

jube quod vis' (Conf. x. 60).
When we examine the prayer more closely, a

beautiful conlinuily and .-yimneiry of thought
becomes npp:uTnr.

'

In the invocation God is ad-

dressed bjr His new name of * Father '

; and it is

with a petition for the hallowing of this name that
the prayer proper begins. If we take the three peti-

tions of the first group, God appears to be ad-
dressed : (1) as the Father whose name must be
hallowed, (2) as the King whose Kingdom is to

come, (3) as the Lord of heaven and earth whose
will must be fulfilled. And when we pass to the
three petitions of the second group, the same three-
fold view of God may be traced, coming, too, in
the same order, so that the successive clauses of
this group correspond respectively to those of the
lirst. For I ho pir.xor for brcnd naturally sug-
gests the iv<ju<-i oi iln child to the Father, the

prayer for Fm^m-iK 1
* the petition of the subject

to the Kin-. ;.nd iln> prayer for deliverance from
the Tempter the cry of one who feels in the pre-
sence of the world's evil his utter dependence upon
the strong and holy will of his Master and Lord.

3. Contents. Without entering here into the

questions raised by the twofold text (see preceding
art.), we shall for convenience follow Mt.'s version
as the one which has passed into general use in the
Christian Church.

(a) The Invocation :
( Our Father which art in

heaven. ' These words mark a new epoch not only
in the history of prayer, but in the history of
revelation. In the OT, God is occasionally spoken
of as the Father of the Jewish people (fit 32s

,
Is

6316
etc.), but individuals do not venture to address

Him by this name (Ps 103a3 is only a comparison).
And though in some of the extra-canonical writings
there appears a dawning consciousness of a per-
sonal relation to God as a Father (Wis 21G

, Sir 231 - 4

etc.), it was Jesus Christ who first turned the dim
hope of pious hearts into the assured certainty of
faith. c Father '

is the distinctive Christian name
of God, the name which Christ taught us, and
which, apart from Him, we have no proper right
to use (cf. Jn I 12 , Gal 46

). The Fatherhood here

appealed to is not the general Fatherhood of

Groatorship, but the special Fatherhood of grace.
It is for those who are the children of God by
Christian faith that this prayer is meant, those
who turn to Him with lilial hearts, prepared to

say :
* Hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom

come. Tlr$r will be done.
J

But God is called not ' Father '

only, but ' Our
Father,' and thus the invocation

* '

the
brotherhood of man as well as : -of
God. There is a human brotherhood which rests
on the Divine Creatorship (cf. Mai 210

). But just
as there is a special -on -hip, ihe sonship of be-

lievers, so there is a di-iincrho brotherhood, the
brotherhood of saints ; and it is this brotherhood
that finds immediate expression in the invocation
of the Lord's Prayer.
Our Father is

*
in heaven.' The phrase speaks

to us of His greatness and holiness, of the rever-
ence we owe Him, of His power to bless. But it

also reminds us that if we are the children of the

heavenly Father, His home is the true home of
our souls, and that, as always, so evSpecially when
we bow before His throne with our requests, we
must set our mind on the things that are above.

(b) First Petition :

' Hallowed be thy name.'
In the OT the * name '

of God is a constant expres-
sion for His revealed character (cf. Ps 910 20s Pr
1810

). Without doubt it is in this sense that the
word is used by Jesus. But His immediate refer-

ence here must be to that character of Fatherhood
under which He had just presented God to His
disciples. It is our Father in heaven whose name
is to oe hallowed. To hallow that name is to set

great store by it, to exalt it and revere it and
glory in it. To pray that it may be hallowed is

to pray that God as revealed to us by Christ may
be accepted and honoured by ourselves and others

that we may turn to Him as our Father with

loving, trustful hearts, and give Him the honour
that is due.
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(ej) Second Petition :

'

Thy kingdom conso." The
Kingdom of God was the hop*-- o! !.>rad before

Christ's advent, and when He came it formed the
constant and central theme of Tlis teaching. When
we examine the Synoptic Gospeia to learn what
His teaching upon the subject was, we iincl Him
speaking of the Kingdom of God in two ways.
(1) It was a prewiL roaliiy set up on earth (Alt
12"28

,
Mk -I

15
,
Lk 17ai

; ^.iiii'-n'i;.: round His own
person (Mt IS41 1628

-2-j
-'"

tit.,, the coining of

which meant its entrance (which is really His own
entrance, Mt 810ffi H'2*'30 etc.) into the individual
heart (Lk 17m 21

,
Mt IS3 [| 5 Jn 311

), its steady growth
(Mk 4 J(i " s;2

}, and its gradual spread like leaven

through society (Mt 133:)=Lk I3~of
-). (2) But

again it was a hope of the future, a Kingdom not
realized as yet, but one day to be revealed in power
by the Pavousia of the Son of Man Himself (Mt
1341f- 49f- 2213 25:JO

). And so, when we pray for the

coming of God's Kingdom, we are praying that
Christ the King may enter into our hearts, that
He may take full possession of them, that the

gospel of the Kingdom may spread throughout the

world, and that its principles may work in human
society with subduing power. But we are praying
also for the hour of the final consummation when
the Lord Himself shall appear in His glory, when
the kingdom of this world shall "become the King-
dom of our Lord and of His Christ, when out of

that Kingdom there shall be cast all things that
offend, and God shall be all in all.

(d) Third Petition: (

Thy will be done.
3 This

may be described as the dominant note of the
Lord's Prayer, The petitions that precede lead

up to this, and those that follow must be brought
into hiirmony with it. We fr<>.|uriith use these
words a^ ii' thoy were nothing IMOM- ilmn a prayer
of submission and resignation in the day of sorrow,
an echo of the Saviour's cry in the Garden of Getli-
semane (Mt 2639

||). And no doubt this is part of
their meaning, and one of the tises to which they
may be applied. They are a cry to God to enable
us to bear what He sees lit to send, and to make
us meek and patient under His chastening hand.
But while this is implied in the petition, it is

not its first intention. The added words,
' as in

heaven, so on earth,
' should keep us right here,

since from heaven all sorrow and sighing have fled

away. This^is the prayer of active rattier than of

passive obedience, an obedience like that of God's
angels who excel in strength and do His command-
ments. Before we think of Jesus in the garden of

shadows, we should think of Him as He sat by the
well of Sychar and said to His disciples,

' My meat
is to do the will of him that sent me, and to

accomplish his work' (Jn 4M ). When we pray
this prayer we are asking that we and all men,
being delivered from the spirit of wilfulness, may
attain to a joyful alacrity like that of angels in

doing the will of God.
(0) Foiwtfa Petition. 'Give us this day our daily

(&no&ricw>) bread.' We pass now from the Godward
to the manward aspects of th-"- i.-j y-\ The first

petition of this second group -!'."'\ - ',:; it is right
*""/

"'' " '

:ay for material as well as for
*

'"

'

'

i The prayer is not to be spirit-
ualized, with most of the Fathers, into a request
for the Bread of Life ; it is literal bread, bread for

bodily sustenance, that Jesus means us to ask for.

The ,

".[!
f

gJT/OUOS, wixicii uas ueeu caned "
.'*: s M-'I

the NT.' It appears Ixere (in b *
.- M . , I I . ;

.
.

time in Or. literature, and wSthin the NT occurs nowhere else.
Of the three principal renderings'' daily

'

(EV text), *for the
coming day' (RVm), and 'iiK.ifil' (VM.U-. RVm, alternat,)
there is least to be said t^r i hi fir-i. i ir-,i!i.-ir as it is. It repro-
duces the Old Ti.it. quritifHanvin. hiu finds no support in etymo-
logy, and may bo ivLf.irdcd perhaps as nothing more thim a pic^i
suggested bv what the sense of tho passive apiiwirc'l IP ivrmiro.
For ihe coming dav' ia more likely from iho i-t> in't'ovru :*1 io rr

-ae, [. ^M, c
/9]~

' the coniini>' <lu> ,' fr.

&t,
' to y?o or conic ')) but sec'ui^ oui,

of view (i*rioiicrios t'r. v

iviuv, pros. part, of ITS,, ..
,

.

of keeping' with Christ's teaching elHowhore in the horinou on

the Mount (Mt '). 11' this n -id, i iiu i- .i.-.vpn <!, CMi.i^i 's \ lew

('Lord's Prayer in Early Chm-h,' T'*'? '/ ^t,i,t,,*, U;un-

bridge [1SD1], */w ^>6\) is plansil)le, that the word wan a liturjLyn'ul

insertion intondod to adapt tho pniyer for UHU at evening soi-

vice. In the morning
1 the petition would run, .'ujr-ordiii^ MMIS

original form,
' Give us tins daj our bread,' while in the t'Vt'iiinj;*

there would be substituted,
' Givo UH our bread for the fwtniitf

day.' Of. Lk.'s 'day by day/ which obviates any inappropriate-
ness in asking- at night* for the bread of the day.

Perhaps, however, there is most to be aaid for the view that

imAfunas is a word specially coined, after the analogy of the LXX

(Ex ID5 ,
Dt 7" 142 2(ii, for Ueb. n^p, EV 'peculiar.'

dant or superfluouH. If this ia the proper rendering ot the

word, the petition would correspond nlnuwt exa<'tly witiv the

prayer of Ag-ur,
( Feed me with the food that is needlul for nu> '

'

(/) Fifth Petition.
(

Forgive UH our debts

(dtf>i\tffjuira,) t
AH we forgive our <lel>t<)rH.* Lk.

t

has

^siiifs
3

(d/uaprfa?), while in the explanatory addition

jjjiven by Mt. (vv.
14 - J5

)

*

tre*spas,ses
'

(TrapaTrr^ctra)
in used the Avord which in the Bk. of Uom. Prrtt/t'.r

is subfttitutcd for 'debts* in the Lord\s Pray(r
itself.

e Debt--
H

i- ]vi n i< ni.'ily Buggastivc. In the

first place, it i^mind- n- of rlie personal account-

ability to Go<l into wliich we are brought by every
act of sin. Wo may look at sin in many aspects
as the transgression of an ideal law, as a wton&"
done to our neighbour, as a harm inflicted upon
ourselves. But most Boleimi of all is the thought
that sin makes us debtors before (Jod, debtors \vho

have wasted our Lord's money and are called to

render account. But further, '"debts' reminds us of

a class of sins we are most apt to forget- our shis

of omission. It is when we ask ourselves,
l How

much owest thou unto thy Lord?' that the full

extent of our .shortcoming begins to appear. IVr-

haps we have striven hard against v. lun^iliMii.u. but
what of the things we have lefi is'idum- v In

Christ's great vision of the Judgment.
* Inasmuch

as ye did it not' is the preface to the sentence of

condemnation (Mt 2545
).

By teaching us to oiler this petition our Lord
teaches that God is ready to forgive all our debts.

But a condition is laid down. Those who pray for

fov^ivcnii:*- must be ready i<i fm^iM 1

. Ou this

Jc.-ii!- j>ljiced great empliasis, -U^II-MI ilmi He docs
for the liith petition what !! "i-.c^ S,T no other,

adding at the end of the prayer (vv.
14<ir)

) a sen-
tence of explanation and enforcement, in which Ho
makes it perfectly clear that if we will not forgive
those who have h<>i'<i .! a^ain-i us, neither will

our Father in heaven forgive our trespasses, f

(g] Sitolh Petition. 'Bring us not into tempta-
tion, but deliver us from the evil one.' This peti-
tion follow-, natmally after the iifth, for the recol-

lection of past fallH makes UH conscious of weaknesH
and fearful of future possibilities. But IH it not an
iii>|iijK:ii(iilile petition? How can wo hope to

o-cjipe from being tempted? The world and tho
(lc-h jind i lie devil are ever with UH, and still 'in
the midst of the garden

'

; just where all life's daily
cro<-.-|>aih-> meet, the tree of temptation grows anil

the Tempter himself lies waiting. Ana in it not
also a mistaken petition? IH not temptation a
means of grace, an opportunity of Winning our
souls '

? Does not St. James write,
' My brethren,

count it all joy when ye fall into divem tempta-
tions'? (Ja P). Yes, but there is another side to

* In support of this inii-rpri :;r ", sea A. N. Jannam !n

Cont&mp. Mw., Oct. 1894 : />'/' i.
i lSf)4] p. 51. Of. also tho

preceding article.
w

t If the view is taken that vv."14 - 15 have been iuiportcd licrc

by the Evangelist from anotihcr cjonnexion such as TH: '

(NO Mfy( r-

\Veiss and Bruce ; cf. Hollanann in Hand-Cmn.\ the words
testify at all events to the fact that Jesus was accustomed to
lay stress on the relation between human and Divine forgive-
ness; see Mk 1 1--15- -'. r,k G-^, and esp. the parable of the Cn-
inerciful Servant, M

''
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the question. Temptation is a means of grace, "but

it may prove to be an occasion of stumbling and
even of utter destruction. Blessed is the man that
endureth it (Ja I 1

*2
) ;

but what of him who is drawn
away by his own lusts and enticed, and so falls into
the snare of the devil? By putting' this petition
into our lips Jesus reminds us that the hour of

temptation is always a dangerous hour. He hangs
out a red lamp of warning on the dark and crooked
road alomr which we have to pass, and summons us
to ' watch and pray

'

(cf. Mt^fi^Mk 1438
).

And yet temptations must come, we cannot hope
to escape meeting them, and this petition, like

every other in the Lord's Prayer, is subject to the
rule of the guiding petition of all, 'Thy will be
done.' But *"' Deliver us from the evil one' is a

prayer that Satan may not gain the victory over
our souls. That ' the evil one '

is the right render-

ing of TOV Trovrjpov is now commonly accepted by
scholars on grounds of exegesis. It is in keeping,
too, with our Lord's teaching about the presence
and influence in the world of a hostile and male-
volent will, an ' enemy ' of God's Kingdom and its

King (cf. Mt lo-5"'3!)

). From him we may well

pray to be delivered. Jesus Himself prayed for
Simon that in the hour of Satan's - ? :V,'_i ui- faith

might not fail (Lk 22 ;!11
'-). And we lei. .-. i'i (! i faith

need never fail. God will not suffer us to be
tempted above that we are able (1 Co 10), and
this petition IKS an appeal to Him for strength in

the evil day to endure and to overcome.
$. Uses. (1) This is a breviury of: Christian

pray or, in which all Christian petitions are sum-
marily comprehended. As the commandments of

the moral law are all gathered up in the two tables
of: duty to God and to man, so the pHilioiK of the"

goBpel are all represented in the two dhi<ion> of

this little, prayer. Apart (Voni rt^-u-U of a per-
sonal and particular kind, cvcniiii'm i!i;ii the uni-
versal Christian heart need ask for is explicitly
stated or implicitly enfolded here, whether things
on earth or things in heaven, things human or

Divine, things of the body or the spirit, things of

the life that now is or of that which is to come.

(2) It is a mmW, or-"" /./

*

"ayer. Accord-
ing to Mt.'H account, -I ->, : He gave it, had
just been warning His disciples against the for-

malisms of hypocrites and the vain repetitions
which the Gentiles use (vv.

5~K
), and it was in con-

trast with these that He said,
c

Aft#r this manner
pray ye.' Looking at the manner of the prayer we
are struck by its direct sincerity, its brevity, its

simplicity, its calmness and quietness of spirit, its

entire submission to the will of God. It teaches us
that we are not heard for our much speaking. Hint

long and elaborate prayers are ixnnecessary, that; a

simple request like that of a child to a father is

enough. It teach os also the right relation arid

proportion in prayer between what belongs to God
and what concerns ourselves. The earthly has its

claims, but the heavenly comes before it
;
and all

requests must be made iu subordination to the
Divine will.

(;]) It is & form of prayer. The :rypr which
John the Baptist taught his d^-ii-l-^' 'Lk II 1

)

must have been forms; and \vlun n di^iplo of

Jesus, reminding Him of John's custom, said,
'Lord teach us to pray,' it was cluuliili-^ a r-rn Mr-
form for which he asked. And .Ir-u-* juviiiit-d slu*

request by replying,
' When ye pray, say, Our

Father,* etc. Not that He wished His disciples to

restrict themselves to this form or to repeat it in-

cessantly. It is significant that, apart from these
two passages in Mt. and Lk., we do not hear of the
Lord's Prayer in the NT again. The recorded

prayers of the Apostolic Church bear no resem-
blance to it. When God sent forth the Spirit of

His Son into men's hearts, they prayed with freedom
**Copyri(/ht t 1908, by Charles Scribner's Sons

as the Spirit gave them utterance. And yet from
the first this must have been, and must ever con-
tinue to be, a specially consecrated form of prayer,
which no one can sincerely use without being con-
scious that, in presenting his petitions in the very
words that Christ has given, he is asking accord-

ing to the will of God (cf. 1 Jn 514
).

(4) It is a prayer especially for social use. There
are prayers which can be offered only in secret,
and Jesus had already spoken of these. ' Thou,
when thou prayest, enter into thy closet,' He said

(v.
4

*). But this was a prayer for the whole Chris-
tian society :

' After this manner pray ye,' 'When
ye pray, say.' The invocation is addressed to 'our
Father,' the requests are on behalf of others as well
as ourselves :

i

give us^
'

forgive w-V
'

bring utt not,'
'deliver us."

1 And so this prayer, which is an
appeal to the Fatherhood of God, is also a constant
reminder of our human and especially of our Chris-
tian brotherhood. It teaches us to join our desires
with those of the universal Church as we pray for
the coming of the Kingdom. It teaches us when
we ask for bread, or r-.r_i. (-i : < -s. or gtiidance and
deliverance, to bear tin 'luci** 'i' others along with
our own on our hearts before God, and to remem-
ber that the , .","',,' I

'

of intercession
is of the very essence of *

"

jrayer.
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Introductory. The Lord's Supper has "been for

centuries, and is to-day, a theological storm-centre;
though the blasts have shifted, recent critical

-'. "is

'

!

":> having occasioned a new incidence of

torces. Former controversies raged round the

meaning of the institution. At present the dis-

cussion is even more vital, for it is a matter not
of interpretation only, but of the trustworthiness
of the sources. The Gospels as they now stand
are said to owe so much to the thought and

practice of the growing Church, that it is neces-

sary to read between the lines in order to detect

the simple form of the Eucharist on the day of its

first celebration, when 4 it signified rather the abnv
Mti'-Mi of tl'.. oJ<" \vf,r-l iji and the near approach of

il:c Kint.tio:n i";ii! ilu- institution of a new wor-

ship.' l is denied that Jesus, with His views as

to the speedy consummation of His Kingdom,
could have instituted the Suppt r ^ a pu-nel'i;!

1

.

memorial of His death
;
and the cvmu \ion LH-IVU en

the T.,-i <2u' >!<-! and the Passover in the Gospels
is ri-i::ml("l .< a later overlying deposit, which can

be easily detached from the primitive stratum.

To take an example, Jesus is supposed to have

uttered the words of the Supper recorded in the

Gospels on the impulse of the moment. Feeling
Himself already victor over death and the world.

He wishes to inspire His disciples -with His own
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conviction, and by an act of vivid imagination con-
ceives Himself as already dispensing the blessings
of the completed Kingdom, their simple farewell

meal having been transformed into the great Mes-
sianic banquet of the future, which commonly
served as a figure for the joys of Messiah's sove-

reignty. Professor Gardner is even more drastic

in his treatment of the Gospel tradition, eliminat-

ing all evidence except that of St. Paul, who, he

thinks, was the real originator of the rite, having
' turned a pagan ceremony to Christian use ' in a

moment of ecstasy under the influence of what he
had seen of the Greek mysteries in Corinth. But
the great majority of impartial scholars who have
discussed the question do not adopt such a highly
critical attitude towards the narratives of the
institution of t-

i S,.
1

. or reverse so coinploiuly
the ordinarily s

'

'.
;>

. iews as to its origin and
purpose. No sufficient treatment of the Lord's

Supper can pass in silence these problems which
have been raised with great learning and acute-

ness, but they must be discussed in relation to the

method of Jesus the Messiah, who brings Israel to

its fulfilment.

1. The Sacramental in Hebrew worship. The
term * sacrament ' denotes an outward and visible

sign of an invisible spiritual reality. By means of

symbol, which is metaphor transformed into action

or concreteness, truth is conveyed to the partici-

pants in a sacrament much more readily than by
the bare word. Language conveys truth, but

symbol does what language cannot compass. The
worship of the OT was full of the symbolic, for it

is almost certain that the cultus was in its essence
no arbitrary prescription of meaningless forms.
The sacrificial system was held to be a means of

grace, of Divi
'

-/hereby the wor-

shipper could
"

It must have
been educative. , , sdient and leal-

hearted Israelite became in the actual observance
more receptive of moral and spiritual truth. In
that sense the sacrificial system of Israel was truly
sacramental. But whether the average Hebrew
recognized the sacramental character is doubtful,
for tbe great prophets constantly warn the people
that the mere ritual performance of sacrifice is in-

efficacious. Some, especially the earlier prophets,
often seern to disparage offerings entirely, as though
the only worship with which Jehovah is well pleased
is the spiritual service of moral character and a
contrite heart. And yet the prophets employ
symbolic action again and again in the service of
an ideal >piriL;a1';\, so that in itself symbol has
been a A\ idespre.ul and perfectly legitimate means
of grace. The transcendental element in worship,
however brightly or faintly the contemporary life

of Israel may have been illumined ". r . *>>''" : i

truth of the prophets, had all but -,r "-
i : !:

the official Judaism of our Lord's day. There was
no open vision. No prophet or seer was abroad in
the dull day of rationalism. Heroic faith had been
displaced by a shrewd but < -i. ::.-!

-

i,i--, conduct.
The Law had c ''i

1

-, IMI/O! - i- Ic'inpu- .-*TV ! V. and
ritual was observed as an ordinance. The average
Jew, having become a deist, could not feel sky,
earth, and sea palpitate with the Divine Spirit,
and so was impervious to sacramental conceptions
W. P. Paterson, art. 'Sacrifice' in Hastings' DB

iv. 341
; Bousset, Eel. des Ju&enlhums, pp. 182-

184). II was to the c

poor of the land ' who cher-
7 i_ _-, i, , ..

, ,.
t ^eaj t^ ^ parabolic, the

i i
'

:
; vmbolical i*1 th teaching of

Jesus would appeal.
2. The Method and Teaching of Jesus. The

Gospel narratives represent the Supper as a solemn
final act in the life of the Messiah. But the
Messiah of their delineation is a Person of startling
originality. He penetrates through the crust of

unimaginative moralism to the living prophetic
stream which in His day found its way to the sur-

face only in tiny rivulets. On His own authority
lie claims, while purifying and enlarging the hopes
of p'.v>hfpy. io full',! all that was traest in the reli-

'..i MI of 1 -'! i. having accepted in His Temptation
r><> I)'. in.- i-i/al of a Kii : ,.

"
1

:

any
earthly H-'-irfiii-i 1

!-*. He -
: : :'-:' to

Himself i!:" :I v -Son ol M .,".. '

' of

His position inaugurates changes in religion which
constitute a breach with the past, for His doctrine

concerning worship, foreshadowed by the prophets,

antiquates bloody sacrifices and opaque ritual.

To say that Jesus could not have instituted the

sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's Supper,
because He looked for a speedy realization of the

Kingdom, is to deny that He had the complete
vision of the destiny of the Servant of the Lord
whose function is assumed by tho Son of Man,
whereas it seems certain that lie foretold a spiri-
tual inheritance among the Gentiles in return for

His faithful service even unto death (I 4^ liT - 6U 1"11'-

02"*-, Mk 1", Lk 41(W1
,
Mt 12 l

,
Mk 104

"'). Another

unique prophetic ideal was the consummation of

the Kingdom in the Day of the Lord. In respect
to this also we mast assume- that Jesus was a

creator of spiritual truth, for the consistency of

the Synoptic portraiture of Jesus, and tho purity
of His own views as to His mission, demand that
our

'

.!i r;-r--i;!ii MI of His outlook into tho future of

the Kii.L'i-ii'L s : n:uld not bo limited by tho current
ideas of ,Iev> --li apocalypses, or by tho literal

symbolism of OT prophecy.
Wo infer from the Gospels, (1) that before the.

close of His ministry in Galileo Jems had looked
forward to His death as tho goal of His serviee

(Mk 8* 1

) ; (2) that this death was to remih; in the

redemption of the new Israel to which the pre-
rogatives of the old would be transferred (Mk 104r*

l^ 1
-^) ; (;)) tha- II- < N- i 1 an earthly future for

His Kingdom .. i- .. . > earthly Jerusalem,
and ! .

' *

:

"

i establishment iiinmin tin- (JontileK

(Mk 1 I-' -' 13w - wtt
-,
Lk I:V : -'""

I

LM-"'"';. No
less evident, however, was the inability of tho <lin-

ciples to understand that the road of service even
unto death was the road to the crowning glory of

the Kingdom, For Him thus steadily to net HIM
face towards Jerusalem, was, they thought, a nlieer

and fatal fascination (Mk l() ;j^:ti
,
Lk 18;!I1T

-).

Nor is the institution of tho sacrament of Iho

Supper inconsistent with the method of JOHUH.
The day for symbolism was not past, provided tho

symbolism was adequate ;
nnd t.his Supreme Teaeher

surpasses all others in the. use of parable* tiud

symbol. Every meal with His di-iMpli--. IUTMIIICH

sacramental through its prayer <>i i!i:mU-uv:i:u. a
symbol of the spiritual truth thai iu Una t*uu was
giving to the world the food that wan real indeed

(Jn 65WH). Nor would such a procedure bo alto-

gether strange to men who would remember that
in the OT the common meal wan the symbol of a

completed covenant (Gen 21^ ttiw, Kx a4, 2 S ii"
;

see Konig,
4

Symbols, Symbolical Actions' in I hutt-

ings' Z>2?, Ext. Vol., I7L 1

').
In order to understand

the significance of this institution, it must bo borno
in mirid that the disciples had committed all their
fortunes to Jesus. Their faith had been for them
a heroic venture, and tho death of tho Messiah
meant little less than His desertion of them. That
night, death like a dark shadow hovering ovor
them v .-"" _ "ieir lovod one within its portal.
They . that a glorious light was whin-

ing on His back, that He was in reality an angel of

blessing. They needed a pledge ol love significant
of the future and yet full of tender memoricB.
This the Lord's Supper becomes to them. That, it

was a mark of supreme wisdom thus to p<-rpHuMi<>
the significance of His death for the completion of
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His Kingdom in concrete symbolism, is evident
from their misinterpretation of their Lord's pro-
mise as to the future of His Kingdom on earth
and His own return

;
but we are led to expect

only such words and symbolic action as would
illuminate the spiritual idea of the Kingdom
not precepts and ritual ordinance for its external

3. Passover Eve. Jesus came into Jerusalem
on the morning of the first day of the week, and
for several days escaped the plots of Ilis enemies.
But Judas entered into a conspiracy with the chief

priests apparently two days before 'the Passover
and the feast of unleavened bread 7 (Mk 141 - 10 - 11

).

Ignorant of this accomplished treachery, the other

disciples, observing that Jesus has as yet made no
arrangement for the celebration of the feast, say
unto Him 4 on the first day of unleavened bread,
when they sacrificed the Passover, Where wilt thou
that we go and make ready that thou mayest eat
the Passover? '

(14
12

). Now we are embarked upon
a sea of difficulties. The Gospels separate very
distinctly the Synopiics on the one side, the
Fourth on the oilier. Did Jesus eat the regular
Passover with 7TN d:-< i

ipV<. or did He not? At
first sight the ^yr."p,!<: (n'-pcls seem to say that
lie did. But, according to John, Jesus died on the
afternoon when the Passover lamb was slain (Jn
131.20 XQ28).

(a) The Synoptic Gospels. (a) Evidence that the
last meal was eaten at the conclusion of the regular
Passover meal is offered by Mk 1412 - 14

,
Mt 2(517-19,

f,k 227-8-u.i5.i<>, the last verses laying especial
stress upon the desire of Jesus to eat this Passover
with His disciples. Many features of the meal
also suggest the Passover, the family group with
Jesus fjiv-h'iM-j, the prayers of

"

".*"". the

cups ^Lii -2
m

2 l

"-";, the breaking c , . . the
solemn demeanour, the exposition, the conclusion
with a hymn.

(p) But the Synoptics contain hints that the

Supper was not a regular Passover meal. It is

stated in Mk 14L 2
, that two days before the feast

the priests resolved to capture Jesus, and to execute
Him before any sympathizers among the populace
could interfere

; and, since nothing is said to the

contrary, it is reasonable to conclude that the pur-
pose was carried out. It would appear that, accord-

ing to contemporary Jewish, practice, Passover, the
14th Nisan, was spoken of as the beginning of the
feast Mazzoth, though

" ' "
V-

"

-.avened Bread
began on 15th Nisan '\ :". JSvangelium
Marti, 116; Schurer, TliLZ, 1st A^il 108. pol.

182 ; as against Chwolson in Das let
-

'-, /* /.-.- './("A ')

Bat only work necessary for preparing food was
permitted from sunset on the 14th to sunset on
the 2 1st, and it would have been illegal or contrary
to custom to arrest Jesus that night with swords
and staves, to hold a meeting of the Sanhedrin, to

release a prisoner, to purchase arjivo-clotln.^, and
to take the dead body down from the cross, if

He ate the regular Passover meal on Thursday
evening Nisan 14. further, there is no mention in

the Synoptic narrative of their eating the lamb

(Jewish JKncyc. x. art.
' Passover '). Jesus died on

a Friday, so that we may probably assume from Mk
141 - 2 that Passover (Nisan 14) fell on the Sabbath,
which began on Friday at sunset. Nevertheless
the preponderating impression of the Synoptic
Gospels is certainly hi favour of this meal having
been related in some way to the Passover feast.

It is distinctly so stated, and it is difficult to

suppose that there were not good grounds in the

primary sources for such united testimony.

(6) The Fourth Gospel From Jn ] 8-s we must
infer that Jesus died on the afternoon before Pass-

over 'between the two evenings' (I)t 166). This
inference is so strongly reinforced by Jn 13*- 29

,
that

VOL. II. ^

Dr. Hort, with whom Dr. Sanday and Mr. C. H.
Turner agree, believes that the Fourth Evangelist
is silently correcting a false impression left by the

Synoptists (Expos, iv. v. [1892] p. 182
; Hastings'

DB i. 411 a
. On the other side see Edersheini, Life

and Times of Jesus the Messiah, Bk. v. ch. x. ).

St. John neither here nor elsewhere refers directly
to the institution of the Supper, but in G53-59 his

conception of the truth that underlies the Sacra-
ment is set forth in the conversation of Jesus. He
states that the miracle of the feeding of the 5000
took place at Passover time (64 ,

so true reading),
probably seeing in it a figure of the Christian
Passover. Notwithstanding, therefore, his fixing
of the day of our Lord's death before the regular
Passover, there is goc ". ." .: 1

"

r holding that he

implicitly relates the I .- *.,.- -to the Passover

(Westcott, j$t. John, pp. 9t>, J13; Holtzmann,
NT TJieol. ii. 503

; Wendt, St. Jolirts Gospel, 137-

139). See, further, artt. DATES, vol. i. p. 413 ff.,

LAST SxiPPEPv, PASSOVEU (II.)-

(c) The Apostle Paul. Though 1 Co 57- is often

interpreted so as to make St. Paul agree with the
Fourth Evangelist, that Jesus died when the lambs
for the feast were slain, it is very doubtful whether
this idea was in his mind. He is comparing the
Christian life with the old Passover upon which
the Feast of Unleavened Bread followed (Ex 1219

137
). So now, since the Christian Passover has

begun through the sacrifice of Christ, all impurity
must be removed from their lives. Perhaps I Co
10i. 2. 6. is. 16 have the imagery of the Passover

;

* the

cup of blessing' (v,
16

) was one of the most sacred
elements of the Paschal meal (Edersheim, op. cit.

ii. 510 f .
;
but for opposite view, see Holtzmann,

op. cit. ii. 184 f.).

The /IprMVO of 1 Co 57. 8 may refer to an actual celebration of
the Chrioiiun Pns^ou r in the Corinthian Church, for we know
that in the middle of the 2nd cent. Easter was the most im-

portant annual festival of the Catholic Church, and there is no
<

:
"< * >";,-"

'
' "i ,en introdviced after the Apostolic age.

i
. _ ; i .- .. controversy (c. 1G5 A.D.) was not con -

cerneu wuu dooinnui (inferences, but with the date on which
the universal Christian feast was to be held whether the Jewish
date, Nisan 14, or the Sunday of Easter week. No inference
can be drawn from it as to the connexion between the Eucharist
and the Passover, inasmuch as the Christian Passover was not
a memorial of the Passovor only, but of redemption in which
Christ's death and resurrection both were the essential factors.

Tl.i PI:|>;M
- wtujii

1
. be at most one element in the celebration, and

j.o-*
1

..\-
'

.11! i ill- direct Paschal significance. The Church of

the last half of the 2nd cent, assumed that there was agreement
among the four Evangelists with regard to the time of Christ's

death, and apparently accepted
" " "

Origen
and Eusebius making- definite . ito con-

formity with the other Gospels. Zahn, however, holds that the

V,-

"
. the latter in accordance with the

r . .191). For a fuller discussion, with

p. cit, i. 1. 180192; J. Drummond,
r,fi wit,,'

"'
'

" "

'.

"" " K .//
"

1 1 1 -513 ;
8tanton,

7''<i '//.-';

"

, iT" ..": Preuschen in

P tlL .\ i \ . T -jr-7. J-J takes a different view.

The easiest explanation of this conflicting evi-

dence is that Jesus did not eat the regular Passoyer
feast with His disciples, but that He did eat a meal

by anticipation on Nisan 13, the night before the

regular Jewish celebration, which was in some
sort a keeping of the Passover by this little group
(but see Robinson, art. * Eucharist ' in JEncyc, Bibl*

i. 3). The words of Jesus in Lk 2215 - 16 become

intelligible when we remember what the Passover

meant, and also His method in promiil eating TTis

Kingdom. Passover was the iir(-nu;?i usui-mal KJIM,,

. .J

1 "

i
-

to itself whatever was most sacred in

:
.

:

"
:.-. life of Israel. It was the memorial

of national redemption. Through its families

each a part of the larger whole Israel entered

annually into renewed covenant relationship with

Jehovah, who had graciously preserved and ran-

somed the people. It was a sacrificial feast allied

with the she?aw im or peace-offerings. The sprinkled
blood denoted atoning efficacy (v. Orelli,

'

Passah,'
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in P.KE3 xiv.
;
art.

' Passover ' in Hastings' DB iii.

and in Jewish JEncyc."). Now Israel is on the point
of being transformed. A new redemption is to be

completed, Jerusalem and the Temple, with its

bloody sacrifices and ritual worship, are soon to

disappear. But while the Messiah is Mlirn^iJl'ii.;

the letter of the old, He fulfills its spin;. !U- i-

supplying new wine-skins for the new wine. Just
as He has provided the new Israel with a new
conception of worship (Mt O 1'18

,
Jn 421 -4

), a new
standard of righteousness (Mt 5 17 -48

), and a reinter-

pretation of the Sabbath (Mk 2-'"~
;5(5

ii
1

^)? so now Ho
transfigures, while yet He preserves the identity

of, the central institution of Israel's national litV.

By 'a masterpiece of practical skill as a teacher'

Jesus enshrines, in this symbolic action, for the

spiritual representatives of the new Israel, the

memory of its ransom through the death of Mes-

siah, whereby a new covenant relationship with

Jehovah is possible.
4. The Institution. Mk 14 a2-- (!

,
Ml #>-'-', Lk

2215~20
,
1 Co ll-'-^:

Mk
Mt
Lk

And as they were eating
And as they were eating

1

And

lie took broad and xvhen lie had blessed

Jesus took bread and blessed

Ho took bread and when lie had givi'ii thanks
1 Go In the nifflit in which He was betrayed the Lord Jesus took bread and when lie had given thanks

Mk He brake- it and gave to them and said, Take ye this is my body
Mt And brake it and He gave to the disciples find said, Take eat this is my body
Lk Ho brake it and gave to them saying this is my body which is given for vou
1 Co He brake it and bald this is my body which is for you
Lk This do in remembrance of me.
1 Oo This do in remembrance of me.
Mk And Ho took a cup and when He had given thanks He gave to them and they all drank of it. Ami Ho said unto them
Mt And He took a cup and

J " ' ~ * ^ "- "" " r'"'" T " "*"'

Lk And the cup
1 Go And the cup
Mk This is (covenant) my blood of the covenant
Mt For this is (covenant) my blood of the covenant
Lk This cup is the new covenant in my blood
1 Go This cup is the new covenant in my blood

Mk which is shed for many
Mt which is shed for many unto remission of sins

which is shed for you

gave thanks and gave to them saying drink ye all of it.

in like manner after .supper saying
in like manner after supper

Lk
1 Go
Mk
Mt

Verily I say unto you I will no
But I say unto you I will not

This do as often as ye drink it in remembrance of mo
drink of the fruit of the vino
drink of this fruit of the vine

more
henceforth

Lk (v. 18) For I say unto you I will not from henceforth drink of the fruit of the vino

Mk Until that day when I drink it new in the Kingdom of God
Mt Until that day when I drink it new with you in my Father's Kingdom
Lk Until the Kingdom of God shall come
1 Co adds : For as often as ye eat this bread and drink this cup ye proclaim the Lord's death till Ho como.

"We read in Matthew and Mark that, during a

meal, Jesus took bread and brake it. Possibly it

was one of the unleavened cakes used at the Feast,

though the foregoing discussion renders unneces-

sary any attempt to fix this action into the order
of the regular Passover. The procedure was pecu-
liarly solemn, with an added gravity, because for
the first time, a few moments before, Jesus had
announced that one of the little group was a traitor

(Lk 22 21-2S
,
which puts this after the narrative of

the Supper, is probably a displacement). TCuin

without, treachery within, the <l"-"i
'

v,:" of

the brotherhood may well have -';! ;, -xave

already begun, and collapse was staring them in
the face. Nothing but the serene assurance of
Jesus could brace them against such disaster.
Like a father presiding at a family meal, He
rallies them, in full view of His own death, by
such a ". \>.V , as they had often heard from
Him beuui'w ^Mt i419 158(S

, Jn 611
). There is no

suggestion here of exaltation or ecstasy. His
demeanour is that of confidence, subdued by
sorrow for His betrayal and the hatred of His
enemies. The :-.

-
L-M;. ii-

1

: from the order of Mk
1418-21 anc| jn ].;

:
;

s ;;o j.inst the traitor having
remained throughout the Supper.

(a) The common .? .
i7;/\/ Tr- 'lition. The

action of Jesus in -r i

:ri; Irvu 11
!., bread and

handing it to His disciples must mean that His
body is likewise to be broken,

"' '

1
"

y men
;

but, when assimilated by His -i .-.::' in His
complete Person will become their .^pirir.inl food.
It is parabolic, or rather, it may be i

1

,ln<iru;orl

by the allegories of the Fourth G-ospel, as e.g.
Jn 161

, where Jesus claims to "be * most really and
yet not materially the true vine' (Westcott).
Quite . 'I-'

"
! the question of its historical

value, ,! .- of Jesus in Jn 64WJ9 may be
used to illuminate this procedure, because the
same truth is expressed in Jn. in words as in the
Lord's Supper by words and symbol.

The second part of the Slipper is another sol-

emnly acted allegory. Old i- p.i^::m over into

new. At Sinai sprinkled V.M..I i l(-i'L ratified a
covenant (Ex 244~8

). Jeremiah, all but submerged
in the Hood which was carrying on its surfaee the

fragments of the old system, seen like a rainbow
of hope the new covenant which, with its pmmisr <n"

for::! '.cm -< of sins, was to bo established on a pri IVi-i,

kiui\\!i(i,e of God; and later came the profound
ii

1

., T!I Hi.ii this new covenant between God and
man could be inaugurated only by the death of

the Servant of the Lord, whose suffering.- would
bring salvation to the whole world (Is 42 f! 4i> H

52i3. 14. 15 r>:ju. 12
;
sce Kautzsch,

4

Ttolfgion of Israel,
'

in Hastings
1

DI?, Kxtra Vol. 708).
The new covenant is about to bo ratified by

Messiah's blood. The many arc to be ransomed
(Mk 1045), these representatives of the true Inracl

being but the first to appropriate the benelltn of
the new covenant. Parabolic or symbolic tM
meal was, but both parts do not convey the name
truth. The first action is a vehicle for the truth
that Jesus Himself will continue to be for JIw

disciples their heavenly food unto eternal life
;
the

second that, in virtue of Messiah's death, salvation
from sin is possible through the covenant grace of

God. To attribute the conception of the wound
half of the institution, as it is it-corded in Mk,, to

the influence of Pauline thought, IB to do injiiHtiee
to the fact that its roots are deeply imbedded in
OT prophecy, although, like many other ideaa, ite

flower first appears in the teaching of JCHUS*
His closing words have a future outlook. Death

will end in victory, and when the Bay of the
Lord shall usher in the Kingdom, He will again
hold fellowship with His disciples at the eternal
Messianic banquet. That Day began to come with
power as the Spirit-filled Church received the Gen-
tiles for her inheritance, and the eagles gathered
upon the carcase of official Judaism.

(b) Differences in detail. The records, as pre
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served in the TR, divide Into two types Mark-
Matthew and Luke-Paul. In the shorter recension
of Luke, to be referred to later, there is an inde-

pendent narrative. We begin with the Markan
tradition, reproduced mainly in Matthew, as the
earliest source.

(i.) Mark-Matthew. The words 'take (eat)" may
perhaps be intended to emphasize the representa-
tive action of the disciples. As those who are to

sit on twelve thrones, they are not eating a com-
mon meal but accepting this blessing for Israel.

Some justification of this view may be found in the
fact that in Luke and Paul the addition k which is

(given or shed) on your behalf '
is qualified by the

words ' do this in remembrance of me,' whereas in

Mk.-Mt., which omit this injunction altogether, the
words run ' which is shed for many,

1

as though the
meal had a wider reach than an ordinary supper.
The omission from Mk.-Mt. of the command to

repeat the meal as a memorial is the most remark-
able difference between the two sources for the

Supper. Mt. differs from Mk. in minor points, the
most important being the addition of the words
* unto remission of sins,' which may have been a
current or ritual interpretation, but in any case

merely render explicit the idea of the new covenant

(Jer 31*).
(ii.) Luke 22 1*-20

. The difficulties of the text are
such that so far no final decision has been reached
with regard to them, some scholars indeed think-

ing that the textual problem is involved in the

Synoptic problem. The evidence is as follows:

(1) The TH is supported by KABCL. (2) Old Latin
b e (k defective) have the order 16. 19a . (mi \afi&v

&f>rov . . . rb crw/ad yU-ou) 17. 18, and omit 19b
. 20.

< )ld Syriac (Syr
siu and Syr cur

) agree in the main
with old Latt., though with interpolations. Their
order is 10. 10. 17. 18. 21. ' And he took bread
and gave thanks for it and brake it and gave and
said : This is my body which is for you (Syr

siri
4-

^
is given') : do this in remembrance of me. And
(Syr

8l" 'after they had supped
1

) he took a cup
and gave thanks over it and said : Take this and
share it among yourselves (Syr

siu + ' this is my
blood of the new covenant 1

). I say to you that

from this time on I shall not drink of this growth
of the vine (Syr

Hin
'fruit') until the kingdom of

God comes.' The Pesh, omits 17. 18
; Egyp. omits

10-18; Marcion omits 10. 18. 19b
,
and after 19a

comes the cup, but there is only one. (3) D a HP
i I omit 19b and 20. Hort, with whom Nestle

agrees, is strongly of opinion that vv. 11)b ' 20 were not

part of the original text of Luke. Weiss, Schiirer,

Zahn, and others also believe in a shorter text, but
Zaun looks to the oldest versions rather than to

B a, etc., for the proper order. Their testimony
is uniform for the order of Mk.-Mt. -Paul (for 1 Co
1016 even with the DidacJie can hardly, in the face

of 1 Co II 2
*, be cited for primitive practice) and for

only one cup. However, Mark and Paul seem to

have influenced the oldest Syriac directly, in its

additions 4 this is my blood,
7

etc., and the command
for repetition. If the longer text be accepted, as

it is by many scholars, the mention of the two

cups may be due to the recapitulatory propensity
of Luke (Thayer), or the first cup may signify the

close of the Old Covenant in the last Passover

(10-18), while the second cup belongs to the New
Covenant (19

a
. 20), In favour of the latter view

it may be observed that * a cup
' occurs in v.17, but

in v. 20 c the cup,
1 as though well known in the

Church (TToltzmaini). There is, however, other

evidence in iliU chapter of unsuitable order if not

disarrangement, as e,g* vv. 18- 21-23
,
where a change

of position would fit the narrative better : and if Jn
131-- may be taken as a guide, it would seem that

Lk 22 24-27 should come before the institution of the

Supper. Hence Hort's excision of vv.19^ 20 is as

yet the simplest solution of the difficulty. In that
case Luke did not intend to give the detailed ac-
count of the institution of the Supper, but rather
its meaning. Whatever the original order may
have been, there can be no doubt that he desires to

lay stress on the Paschal character of the meal.
The old dispensation is closing. For the last time
Jesus hands His disciples the Passover cup : in the

coming Kingdom lie will provide for them a

heavenly vintage (cf. Jn 151
). (See Hort, 'Notes

on Select Readings,' p. 08 f. ; Nestle, Textual Crit.

of G-T. Test. p. 276 f.
; Zahn, EinL in d. NT, ii.

357 H
; Sanday, Hastings' DB ii. 636

; Plummer,
St. Luke, 496.)

(in.) Paul. 1 Co II23-20 is evidently drawn upon
by the author of the longer account of the Supper
in Luke. The Apostle gives unimpeachable author-

ity for his view of the Supper, claiming that he had
a revelation from the Lord, though it is highly
probable that he derived it indirectly through the

Apostles (0,71-6 seems to involve a remote source
;

see Schmiedel, Hand- Com. ii. 162). Of the varia-
tions from Mk.-Mt. the most important aie the

repetition of ' Do this in remembrance of me,
7 and

the change of l This is my blood of the covenant '

into ' This cup is the new covenant in my blood '
:

while the common Synoptic prophecy of Jesus that
He will drink the new fruit of the vine in the

Kingdom with His disciples, gives way to a Pauline

interpretation of the forward aspect of the Supper
i

ye proclaim the Lord's death till he come.'
In 1 Cor. the subject is introduced incidentally.

There is no formal description of the first Supper,
with full historical detail. The narrative is in-

tended to correct abuses among Ikht-lu-nru d

Greeks, who seem to have degraded the Supper to

the level of their former heathen club-banquets
(crvo-cr/rta, epavoi). They had few such sacred asso-

ciations as the Jews, whose annual Passover was
a valuable discipline in reverence for Jehovah their

Redeemer. These Corinthians had poor ideas of

the awful cost of their redemption, when they
failed to recognize the meaning of this memorial
of Christ's redeeming death, and by their selfish

party-spirit profaned the Lord's Supper, instituted

as it was at such a time as the night on which pre-

parations for His betrayal were "being matured

(7rape55ro). The rite as described here is essen-

tially the same as in the Gospels ;
but in the Gospels

we have the historical account of its creation
;
while

1 Cor. describes an ideal celebration for the Chris-
tian brotherhood.

According to 1 Co II 23-26
,
the ruling idea of the

Supper is the symbolical display of redemption
through the death of our Lord, and the same con-

ception, under the figure of the Christian Passover,
is involved in 1 Co. 5 7

. Another truth also under-

lying II 23-26
, but especially taught in 1016-22

,
is that

all those who partake of the spiritual food and
drink in this Sacrament are brought into fellow-

ship with Christ Himself, and are thus united into

one body (vv. 3.4.13.17).
i U-osipel. 1(iv.) The FourtJi CfospeL Though the institution

of the Supper is not found in Jn., the final dis-

courses of Jesus (13-17) are coloured with the

thought of it and of the love-feast, like brilliant

clouds irradiated by the sun which they hide. It

is in a measure true to say that, while the Synop-
tists are concerned with the Supper, St. John

lingers xxpon the memory of the love-feast, for the

conversations have the one great theme fittingly

introduced by the deed of humility on the part of

Him who having loved His own, loved them unto
the end. He had exhibited the new law of love of

which His death would be the crowning expression,
and He becomes at once their example and their

Sanctifier (see esp. ch. 17). The Evangelist, as we
have seen, seems to correct the Synoptists as to the
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day of Christ's death, but he relates the discourse

of ch. 6 to the Pjissover, and in the theme he agrees
substantially with them, for the words ' this is uiy

body . . . this is my blood,' with their symbolic
;! :

;
,

'"'
.,-. find an excellent interpretation in

Ji. ;

'

'", ,v. iv.: can hardly be dissociated from the

later institution of the Supper (see Westcott, /S7.

John, 113; Holtzmaun, XT Thenl. ii. r>01-503
;

Loisy, Quntrieme Evany He, 702-7:42, 700, 811).
ItKSULTS. (a) The Lord's Supper was instituted

by Jesus as a perpetual memorial of His death. It

is true that the words ' Do this in remembrance of

me 1 do not occur in the oldest tradition, and may,
perhaps, in their present form be traceable to St.

Paul
;

but it is incredible that he should have

originated this sacrament, and that it should have
been adopted from him by the Jewish Christians.

The ordinance was in existence among the Jeru-

salem Churches before his conversion, and the sym-
bolism and narrative which he received must have
been invested with a peculiar sacredness, for, as

preserved in the written Fetrine source (Mark) at

least twenty years later, while different and dis-

tinctly more original, they are essentially the
same. It is difficult to see how the early Chris-

tians would have turned every meal into a com-
memoration of their Lord's death without His

command, for even after the death they failed for

a while to understand its full significance. After

Pentecost they might have found their meals to be

symbols of His perpetual presence to nourish them,
but that they should have- combined with this the

necessity of His death, which remained a solemn
mystery, would be inexplicable except under the

example and instruction of their Lord.

(6) The Evangelical records relate the Supper to

the Passover either directly or indirectly, but no
such transformation of the original feast as we find
in the Supper would have been made by the primi-
tive Church, which remained thoroughly Jewish,
except under the guidance of Jesus.

(e) Like all other teaching of Jesus, this does not

prescribe new ritual dependent for its validity upon
a set of fixed terms. Possibly freedom was allowed
even with regard to the order of the action (see
shorter text of Luke, 1 Co 1010 and Didache*): cer-

tainly the spirit was not to be enslaved "by an
inerrant repetition of sacred words. Complete
verbal accord is not to be found in the re-cords, nor
even in St. Paul is there a fixed liturgical formula
such as might be repeated by a presiding officer

;

but the import of. the Supper v 1 -1

conveyed mainly by a generally : < :

practice.

("') The Lord's Supper was a * visible word ' con-

veying the truth of the awful mystery of Redemp-
tion. Until He carne, however long or short might
be the interval, His followers, Jew and Gentile,
would in this acted parable read their Master's
mind in regard to His death, the culmination of
His service of love on their behalf. 4 The Passion
of Christ was itself a sacrament or mystery of an
eternal truth: it w? -

" ,.,..... sacrament of
human history ; the . . sible sign of a
great supra-iemporal fact* (W. K. Inge, Gontc.ntio

Veritatis, p. 298
;
see also art. FELLOWSHIP, ii.).

5. The Apostolic Church. (a) The Jewish
Christiw

~
.

"

. 'To break (or
c the break-

ing of) ."
v

',';
t
K\d<ri$ rov &prov) is almost

a formula in the NT (Mk 86 ||, Mt 26ae
, Lk24**, Ac

242.46 207- ", 1 Co 10 16 -

11*). The term does not
seem to have been employed* for the ordinary
meals of the Jews or their sects in any formal
way (see Jer 167- 8

,
La 4*). Undoubtedly sacri-

ficial feasts shared in by fellow-worshippers were
common not only in heathen circles but among
the Jews

; they were consecrated "by thanksgiv-
ings and other religious ritual (Schlirer, ThLZ,

1891, 32), and it would have been quite, natural

for the Christians thus to associate; themselves

together ;
hut a widespread religious custom is

not sufficient to account for the usage, and its

nomenclature among the early disciples. Why
was it distinguished from the '

fellowship' (Koivtovlo.)

and singled out by a different terminology ? Partly
because of the memory of their Lord's constant

table-fellowship, to which His .

1

,u '-_': . >. with

their intense reality, had given religious signifi-

cance, but much more because of the Last, Supper
carrying His command. That Supper ma.de every
common meal more sacred. Enshrining the love

of their Master in the symbolism of its closing

scene, it gave new meaning to the communion of

brethren at their common board. It became the

source of a renewed joy, and the daily in-spiratiuu
of a richer hope. So'the term 4

breaking ot bread'
covers more than the observance oi the Eucharist.
It designates the meals of which this ordinance
formed an integral part, the action of breaking
bread, which was the largest factor of their meal,
being used to denote the whole feast. Wo may
assume that the disciples followed their Lord's

example, celebrating a love-feast, which would bo

enriched with memories of their Master and teach-

ing from His nc arest disciples, and i* -': .

:
:"

the more solemn thanksgiving for : 1 )

body and the cup of blessing which Jesus had con-
secrated.

(?>) The Pauline, Churches. There are signs in

the letters of St. Paul that there was a widespread
doctrine and practice to which his own churches
would conform (Ko 617

), so that his influence over

any churches but those of his foundation must not
be exaggerated, especially in matters HO vital as
the sacred observances on which the personal
disciples of Jesus would be regarded as primary
authorities (cf. 1 Co Pa

). Nevertheless the Church
underwent a profound change when it passed from
Jerusalem and the village churches of Judaui to

the large cities of Syria, Asia Minor, and Greece.
All ranks now contributed their share to the
brotherhood. Thus of necessity the disciples could
no longer meet daily, and their regular iii't \ :": .

were held on the first day of the week (Ar '"", I ("'

16'2 ,
Kev I

10
). Probably the conduct of the service

at Troas (Ac 207"-11
) was that of the. average, (Jen tile*

congregation, but little can bo gathered from it

except that there was a weekly meeting of the
church on Sunday night, followed by a common
meal, at which, in this case, St, Paul presided,
and protracted the discourse till daybreak. The
Lord's Supper may have boon observed at some
time during the common meal.

Thank-giving was such an outstanding feature
of the- moiil iluii already in 1 Co 10W there is men-
tion of c the cup of blessing which we bless '

(some
think it is so called in distinction fi'om the cup at
heathen "banquets), and afterwards the meal is

called ' the Eucharist '

(Ignat. JPhtlad. 4, Hmyr. ;

Justin Martyr, ApoL i. 64-60, Trypho, 110, 117).
This Supper, originated and presided over by the
Lord (rb KvpiaKbv <5el7rwp), did not owe its validity
to any official president or to any Apostolic blessing,
It was a celebration of the "brotherhood as a whole

j

indeed, the sacrilege of the Corinthians consisted

partly in destroying the bond of love which united
into one body the brethren who ate one bread
(1 Co lo^ ll20

*-) . Only brethren seem to have been
admitted to the Supper; though unbelievers and
strangers attended other gathi rings of a hortatory
or didactic nature (14

28
). It is

'

noteworthy that
the direct references to the Lord's Supper in the

epistolary writings of the NT arc confined to 1 Cor,,
so that we may possibly attach a larger import-
ance to the function of 'the Lord's Supper In the
Christian life than the Apostle Paul (see 1 Co
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I
14-17

), though he did undoubtedly regard it as a

powerful means of grace (1 Co H) 1 ' 1-21
).

(c) The Agape and the Lord's Supper. While
the word 'Agape' occurs only once in the NT
(Jude

12
, for the reading of 2 P 213 is almost cer-

tainly curarcus), there can be no doubt that the
common meals of the primitive Christians, and the

table-fellowship which the Corinthians abused,
answer to the later Agape. A new name was
given to what was really a new thing, for there
is nothing elsewhere like the spirit of love which
called into existence and pervaded the common
intercourse of the brotherhood. The occasion for
the origin of the name may be found in Jn 18-16,
though the technical term probably did not come
into use till long after the brethren had been en-

joying the reality.
What did ' the Lord's Supper' (rd KVPLOLK^V delirvov,

I Co II20) precisely mean? Was it the concluding
part of the Agape, later called the Eucharist, or
did it include both the Agape and the Eucharist ?

Or was the Lord's Supper a distinct Eucharistic
meal separate from the Agape? The decision
turns partly on the interpretation of 1 Co II 20

.

Julicher is of the opinion that 4 the Lord's Supper'
was quite unlike all other o

'

;

" *

gather-
ings, and holds that St. Pau" , . ,' : , with the
Corinthians because by their greed they turned a

meal, which was meant to serve the brotherly

unity of the Church, into a means of satisfying
their appetites (see Stewart, Expos. July 1898,
and also Drews, PRE* v. r>C2f.). But there are

two decisive objections to this view, (a) The
Apostle says that the ordinance was instituted
4 after supper

'

OGT& r6 SctTrj^crat, II25 ). (/3) Bread
and wine would not occasion tho Jn'l'sy which
he rebukes. It is much more <\\\ culi > decide
between the other views. Those who hold that

the Agape culminated in the Eucharist, and that

the whole- was called 'the Lord's Supper,' explain
that the selfish conduct of the Corinthian cliques
rendered impossible any table-fellowship like that

of the Ihw Lord's Supper, when the feast of love

culminated in the Eucharist (Keating, Agape and

Eucharist, Appendix B; Robertson in Hastings'
J)B i. 4 (JO b

). Perhaps this agrees with the term
'

breaking of bread,' and the practice as outlined

in Acts, but the words of St. Paul seem to separate
this part of the feast from the rest. It is a ; Lord's
meal ' because of the institution by the Lord which
he proceeds to relate.

* It is impossible for you to

eat a real Lord's Supper when yoxt have acted so

disgrawfulK in the Agape.' Further, the institu-

tion 'jifiov'rfupper,' and the subsequent history of

the ordinance, seem to be most easily explained on
this view (Woizsftcker, A,.>n>t. ,l'/.j, Kng. ir. vol.

ii. 283 fl; Zahn,
'

Agapen,' in 1>11E A
i. 230 f.)- /PLe

abuses which led eventually to a M !-:iv;i i MI < f the

Agape from the Eucharist were ni>n:'d,uu :n Cor-

inth, though ;lie p '<)--< of dissociation proved to

be slow, and \nri< d in ninVivnt localities.

6. The sub-Apostolic Church. O) Clement of
Home. To counteract the disturbances resulting
from the Corinthian rivalries, Clement urges the

necessity of order and reverence in the service,

which will be effected by every one abiding in.

his own part (14). The l>M;oi>* must offer
* the

gifts blamelessly and holi'.y
*

(-1 1}, i.e. 'the prayers
and thanksgivings, the alms, the Eucharistic ele-

ments, the contributions to the Agape, and so

forth' (Lightfoot). His stately prayers and in-

sistence upon orderliness may point to a develop-

ing liturgical service, but the epistle sheds no real

light upon the place or meaning of the JBucharist in

the worship of the Church.

(6) Pliny's Letter to Trajan (A.D. 118).--Tbia
letter is of importance, but raises vexed questions.

How far the practice described extended beyond

the Church of Bithyaia, and the trustworthiness
and interpretation of evidence which he drew from
apostate Christians, are doubtful. lie says :

4 Essent
soliti stato die ante lucem convenire carmenque
Christo quasi deo dicere secum invicein, seque
sacramento non in scelus aliquod obstringere, sed
ne furta, ne latrocinia, ne adulteria committerent,
ne lidem fallerent, ne depositum
parent : quibus peraclis inorem ...
fuisse, rursusque coeundi ad capiendum ciburn,
promiscuum tainen et inuoxium' (J&p. US. 7)*

Just what is involved in the word ftaeramention has divided
scholars.

' ' " '
i. 50 ff.) ami llamsay (Ch. in Horn.

Jm<i)h'<&, hat the Eucharist arid the Agape were
separated at this time, and that the social meal, which was held
in the evening, had been repressed in accordance with the
Human Imperial policy against associations (Keating', 5-i if.).

Weizbucker is not wry clear (op. cit ii. 249, 285), but Zahn
PRE* i. 230, art. 'Agapen

1

) and J. A. Robinson (Encye* Mbl^
'

Eucharist,' IT) are unwilling' to draw such a conclusion.

Possibly the abolition of the A^ape was local and temporary
(Mayor, Clem, of Alexandria Strom, vii. 870 ff.). In any case,
undue emphasis should not be placed upon the Imperial policy
as a uniform influence, for there were other contributory local

forces at work, introducing changes into worship ; and when
Ignatius wrote, the Eucharist and the Agape were still united
" in some parts of Asia Minor, and probably at Antioch '

(Light-
foot).

(c) The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles. The
uncertainty of the date and local origin of the
didache renders its witness doubtful. Quite differ-

ent in tone from Paul, and not influenced directly,
it would appear, by John, it may be taken as a

"typo of widespread Jewish Christian life within
the limits of Palestine, and possibly Egypt, about
the end of the 1st century. The Supper, called

the Eucharist,
1 and associated with * the breaking

of bread,' is mentioned in chapters 9, 10, and 14.

The Eucharist is not yet *, ".
: from the

Agape, if, indeed, they are no
'

. i ;,
;
for the

latter is not mentioned, though some take ch. to

contain the closing prayers of the Agape, and ch.

10 those of the Eucharist (Zahn, "Weizsacker,

Weiss, Loofs). It is held on the Lord's Day, and
is preceded by confession, for only pure hearts

make praise and Uianks^i \incr possible. The
order, as in the shorter form of Luke, is cup and
bread

;
but nothing is said as to the method of

celebration, except that, while a set form of

prayers is given for ordinary use, prophets are

allowed freedom. There is no sign of a priest,
and the celebration is the common act of the

whole Church. Only the baptized are to partake
of the Eucharist, which is that holy thing that

cannot be given to the dogs, though not because

the Eucharistic elements are regarded as convey-

ing some mysterious power, or are, in any sense,
sacrificial ;

for there is not much advance on
Ro 121.*

The Didache is mystical, like the Fourth Gospel.
Life and knowledge coine through the ai>pi\>vna-
lion of Jesus Christ as Messiah, but no reference is

made to redemption through His "blood. A unique
figure that of the grains of wheat being brought

together to form one loaf is applied to the sanctifi-

cation of the Church in a unity. Thanks are given
for knowledge of God, for faith and immortality

brought through Jesus the Servant, and for daily

food, bm < -: -I- '.,:!',y for the spiritual food through
Jesus. .\i;<r lie" stress of the present evil age,
which may soon close with the advent of the Lord,
will come the peace of perfect mystical union in

the Church of the completed Kingdom (Bartlet,
4

Didache,' Hastings' DB, Extra Vol. 439 11
;
Drews

in Neutest. Ap<>7m/j>h(>n. 182-188).

(<?) Ignatius. The Lord's Supper assumes large

* '

evxap"rTia in Christian usance has two concrete senses

besides the abstract SCUM- : i'l n th:iM
1

<-nvm<i- in word-, and

('>) a thanksgiving in oP'o'-ii-jri . nul PI <uiv lunf ^ ir app.:i"- to

denote always the offVrinir ov t^injir ort'-L.l ':-<-ii', MOT t!u- << re-

xnony or service, or the institution
'

iHort, JTbbt, vol. m. Oy5).
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importance. By a transference of the name for

the prayer o"
(1

. \
' '

the \vholo meal It Is

called ''the I. , :

'

. K], Phil. 4,

G, 8). It is stiu associated, witli the Agape
8. 1, 2), and the term 'breaking of bread' seems
to include both (JUph. 20). His utterances often
stand out untoued in the atmosphere of contro-

versy with the JDocetists, against whom he is never
wearied of insisting upon the reality of the human
nature of Jesus Christ which is essential to salva-
tion. Only in the one Church is this full truth

preserved, and the Eucharist is the symbol of unity,
for there the gifts of salvation which are the full

fellowship of life with Christ find fleshly expression.
So, to be valid, it must be celebrated by the bishop,
who, as opposed to all heretics, performs the sacra-
ment as an act of the Church aw a whole. For
Ignatius the spiritual supi'r.M^nsiblu world is in-

tensely real, but it becomes illusory without an
earthly or material form, and only through the

appropriation of the flesh and blood of Christ do
believers enter into mystical union with God,
This is most fully realized in the breaking of

bread, an action efficacious as an antidote to

spiritual death ; a medicine for immortality*
((frdpHCLKov d0avacras, Eph- '20). 8ouie hold that

Ignatius regards tne elements of the Supper as

purely symbolic, for in Phil. 5. 1, the gospel is

called the flesh of Jesus'; in Trail. 8. 1, faith
is ' the flesh of the Lord,' and love is

' the blood
of Jesus Christ 1

;
and in Ttmn. 7, JSph. 5,

4 the
bread of God '

is an image of the blessings of salva-
tion without any reference to the Lord's Supper
(v. d. Goltz, lynatitis von Antiochien, pp. 72, T,\

Lightfoot, ty n. ail limn. 7
; Loot's, PliEJ^ i. 40).

Harnack\s most recent view is that in Ignatius,
sixty years after St. Paul, the whilom clear theology
has become fouled by the Mysteries and their lore

(JSxpanvioii of Christianity, i. 280). Apparently
Ignatius does not think of magical powers as being
inherent in material elements, but, influenced by
Johaunine mysticism, holds that the material
forms must be interpreted by a spirit of faith,
love, and thanksgiving in order to convey spiritual
gifts. Yet he is ambiguous, and his realistic

language, partly due to a mind more inuiginatiu'
than penetrating, opens the door for the' f ruder
conceptions which "follow. IV.rh,ip^. wo may go
further, and see in his use of (he UTIM 'medicine
for immortality

1 the first evidence of the later
view of Greek theology, which laid the chief stress
of redemption rather on the annihilation of physi-
cal c I:T i;;,i-i,i l.y the infusion of the Divine Nature
of the Son of i*ocl, than on spiritual regeneration
through the eternal Divine Person (Lightfoot,

Igji.
\i. 45, 171, 258; Inge, Christian Mysticism,

257, and Appendix C; Swete in JThftt, Hi. 108;
Sanclay, Tit p. AV>,/Y/f (?>*/ n>7. -241-245),

(e") Jktstin Martyr. The ecclesiastical term for
the Supper is henceforth ; tho Eucharist.' Justin
makes no mention of the Agape. The Eucharist
ceases to be a meal of the congregation and be-
comes a regular part of the Sunday service, and
seems to require the presence of a bishop or some
other official for its valid celebration (ApoL i. 05-
(57). Under the growing tendency towards ritual
it began to gather to itself some of the Jewish,
or perhaps heathen, sacrificial ideas centring in
a special priesthood. Indeed Justin sees in the
mysteries of Mithras a demonic imitation of Chris-
tian symbolism (Apol, i. 54, 02, 05-67

; Dial. c.

Trypho, 70, 78). The ideas of Ignatius are in Justin
losing their purity. He continues to speak of the
Supper as a spiritual life-giving food, but holds
that a material change passes upon the elements
of the sacrament, so that they nourish our bodies
and make them incorruptible, the Logos becoming
united by the Eucharistic prayer with the bread,

as He took flesh and blood when lie became in-

carnate in Jesus (Apol. i. (5(5
; Loofs, 1*11KA

i. *IO,

41, 45, 46; Swete, JThSt, iii. 1<><> i'.). Ilarnnek

put forward a theory that bread and water were
the usual elements in the Eucharist at the time
of Justin, but it has received little- approval, for

tho most that can be said is that the praetiee
existed among- some small seclw in Afriea (77/vii.
2, 117-14-1, outlined by Stewart, j^/^.s-. July 38DS,

A variety of causes led to the. dise.ontinuauee of

the celebration of the. A#ape iilouj;
1 with the- Lord's

Supper, (a) The increase of abuses as they are
found already in 1 Cor. and Judo. (/>) The &To\\th
of the Church in large cities, where it. became im-

possible for the Christians to meet together in

house-celebrations, (c-) The inereasing power of the

bishop and clergy, who found in house-gatherings a
menace to the unity of the. Church, together with
the development of! the dogma/ that, the presenen
of a bishop was necessary to make a S,:

1

.-;
i .;'.>",

(d) Charges of child-murder and -,;:ii!"M ;.-'n

(Ovta-reia dGiTrva, otSnrodetovs jul^cts), (>) Tin 1
, en-

forcement of
'

I
1

i ,int associations

(see Drews, .y '.''/.* I ,

'

') The, e,hang(>,

already widespread in the time of Justin Martyr,
whereby the Supper is definitely willed ' the
Eucharist' and becomes the central part of public,

service, was of vast consequence, and gradually
spread over the whole Church, tnin>forming the

conception of worship. In TertulliaifH circle the,

Kueharist is celebrated in the early morning and
the Agape is held in the evening

*

(Apol. JJ9, rfp

Corona^ 3). But authorities differ as to the com-
pleteness of the separation at Alexandria in Clem-
ent's day, Bigg, <?.'/., saying that 'the Eucharist
was not distinguished in time, ritual, or motive,
from the primitive Supper of the Lord' ((.^mtfmM
PiatottiutXi 102, ](K>), while Mayor is doubtful
(Clem. Alex, tilrum. vii. 882), and'Zahn is strongly
of the contrary opinion (PRE* '

Agapen,
7

2'M).
7. The Lord's Supper and the pagan Mysteries.
l)r, Percy Gardner may be taken as a repre-

sentative of a few scholars who trace tho inlluouee
of the pagan Mysteries oil St. Paul.

'Tho groat difference beUvoon tho teaching of tho Synoptic,
Josua on tho one hand, and tho teaching of Paul, of tlu
Fourth I : m "

- -.-i I of tlio author of Uobix'WH on tho othor,
! just t

1

... < .-;.,.',.- .- .bnuor is not, by tho
ideas of .spiritual -,. i . . i.-

1

-
. .-, of juHtiilratlon, and

mediation idens which had found un uttenmoo, howowr 1m-
porfoct, in the teaching of Ihrt f/ifa^l. . . , ('hrlHtlann aro, liko
tho Pag'siu Mytu i

, called upon to bo otwuind aytou Tin- I:IM I-M-

of tho Paulino and Johannino writ in^Trt wlioxvs tho nunsiMioii oT
OUristlanlty on to a now lovol by the musptlon and IwptLsm Into
Christ of a sot of Ulww which at tho ttmo, coining (Voiu tt Divim*
source, wore :n .\" ,^ 1

"

n . into lln" MI'HMI-, roli^lonH of tho
human raco ' L ,,-- ./.'"/./. p. rJio ll

1

.! 11,-J H-.'i/-: .; ..,"-.,

holds that in -. n-. 1

,.: -..laiuont as ft --ti.-;
1

c-. \- n- .... -
.

act unrvlatotl i.i ilio kcnu-l <>r his jjroHpol, Paul <n>uno<j, tho Jraton
to 'mystery

'

<-oMc.'p;io:> ^.V7' Thttol. il, ISO, 187).

But the sacrament of the Supper wan in exist-
ence before St. Paul, and its ini|>o-i \\i-ji <>Htab-
lished in the Jewish section of ili-' c In ,ivli bcioro
the gospel went to the GontilcH, who for many
decades were not sufficiently influential to atawp
the sacrament with '

mystery
'

conceptions even
if they had so cleared. All this type of thought
was alien to the Jewish mind, the only section
of the nation that was in sympathy with tliOHO
ideas being the Esseues, who'derived their Haora-
inental meals in some sort fc

mystery' aHHocia-
tions from foreign souroes, and they cannot bo
regarded as a factor in the shaping of the Chris-
tian rite (Bousset, 1M. ties Jurtt'nthwnn, 4:il-44;i).
It is quite gratuitous to say that the idoan of
spiritual communion, salvation, justification, and
mediation are especially Pauline or Johaimmo,
They had, in fact, a long history in Hebrew thought,
and while they are frcMniout in *

myntorv
'

ritual,
their import is dUferont. Tho paan *" '-
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even in their purest expression, were tainted with
the religious conceptions of old nature-worships.
Fellowship through sacraments with the Divine
was thought to bring an infusion of the subtle
material essence of the god, who thus held present
communion with the initiated, and vouchsafed
im mortality to him. This was the result not so
much of a moral act of faith as of an impression
produced upon the character "by the vision of the
Divine drama. Contemplation and ecstasy crown
the course of the initiated, A rigorous ethical

discipline was also required by way of preparation
for the vision of the Divine, but inasmuch as the

purpose was to free the soul from its prison-house
in the flesh, the purifii'ini.m was chiefly of a cere-
monial character. The soul cleansed of earthly
impurities would ascend after death into final union
with the Supreme (see Dill, Roman Society from
Xero to Marcus Aurelius, Bk. iv. chs. v. vi.). Of
sin in the Christian sense there is little trace in

pagan thought. Such sin as the worshipper was
freed from in the heathen Mysteries was inherent
in him by reason of human frailty, or was an
outward taint of the body (Anricli, Das antiJce

Mtistfirtenwescn, 88). When in the 2nd cent, these
subtle shades began to colour Christian thought,
it was a sign that the full summer was pass-
ing.

St. Paul is ruled by the Hebrew idea of sin as it

became heightened by the life and death of Jesus.
God is for him the -I^-IVM.V /. Miui'iu Person, and
sin is treason again-i !!;< ^.u :-i :_:':\. On His
Son, the Kedeemer from sin, he lavishes all his

loyalty and worship. Indeed, Christ becomes his
intimate personal friend and Lord. EOT him it is

Christ to live, which Is only another way of saying
that Christ is his spiritual food as it is symbolized
in the Supper (1 Co 104 - 17

). lie does not, it is

true, lay inordinate emphasis on the celebration
of Baptism or the Supper (1 Co 1H-1T

), but he finds

in the common meal of love the most perfect
earthly expression of the fellowship of the saints

with the Head of the body. The living Christ
draws the believers, who have abandoned their

former pagan fellowship, into a new communion
with Himself. He is the most real of all per-

sons, dwelling in the hearts of a loving company
as their thought is focussed upon Him by the

symbols of His redemption, and pledged by this

memorial of II is death to return (see Dobschiitz,
7^-obleme d. apost. Zeitalterts, 72, 73

; Ramsay,
AV^>,s>., Dec. 14)00, Jan. 1001). Even the use by
St. Paul of such words as *

mystery
' and * to

initiate' (rcXewi/v), 1 Co W- 7
,
2 Co I**, Ph 312

,

hardly justifies the assumption of conscious influ-

ence (Heinrici, Com, [1887] zu $ Kor. 121
; Anrich,

112), Kor is there any more reason for discerning
'mystery-doctrine' in John, for the I-OIIA pi lop. of

(Joel and of true worship which rule-> :hN (n>s-:u*l

is unsurpassed (4
2J
-^), while in 6^ words which

mi^'ht be thought to have a materialistic sense are

expressly said to be spirit and life. In the final

discourses of Jesus the conditions for receiving the

Spirit of Christ are ethical. Those abide in Christ

who show their love to Him by obeying His com-
mand to love one another. In the First Epistle
the final vision of God is promised for the world to

come, but only those can know God now who love,

and who have had their sins taken away through
the Lamb of God who is the propitiation for the

wins of the whole world (1 Jn 22
,
cf. Jn I-9).

* Faith '

in Paul,
* love ' and *

knowledge,' almost convertible

terms in John, are the subjective conditions for

communion with God, who dwells in the individual

heart attuned to the loving fellowship of the

brotherhood.
It may be partially true to say that without the

sacraments Christianity would not have conquered

Europe, and yet such a judgment should be quali-
fied by the fact that non-sacramental Judaism was
the most effective -

' * - of all the religions
of the old world. Widespread as the 'mystery'
cults were, the Jews became a church within the
Roman Empire, exceeding other foreign worships
in numbers, the attention it attracted, and the

privileges it extorted from a hostile power. Philo,
the only

'

mystery
'

philosopher of the Jews, was an
isolated phenomenon (Bousset, op. cit, 78, 79).
T -

! .

"

'; . the heathen Mysteries satisfied

many deep religious longings. The
of impressive ceremonial and a Divii
cealed from all but the initiated, the litany, the

rhythmic music, appealed to the feeling of the wor-

shipper, and swept him into an attitude of mind in
which he enjoyed Divine communion and received
a pledge of his immortality. By means of a com-
mon meal he entered into mystical union with the

god, and began the process of deification through
the infusion of the imperishable Divine nature.

Degraded though these Mysteries often were by
magic ; "!

- -.'*;. -Jiey were felt by their

purest ..'!-.> , : guarantee of salvation
here in fellowship with God and of a blessed future
life (Anrich, pp. 89, 40, 47

; Dill, 009-614). And
yet Judaism was the most powerful factor in that

religious world, because it satisfied more perfectly
than any

'

mystery
' cult the more insistent ethical

and spiritual needs of human nature. But Chris-

tianity brought to the world a richer boon than
either Judaism or the heathen Mysteries. It

offered all that was best both in the Mysteries
and in Judaism. By its sacraments it disclosed
its *

open secret ' to Jew and Gentile
;
and in these

sacraments the believer, as one of a brotherhood
ot" saints, was brought into perfect communion with
the eternal God who had redeemed him.
The most sacred symbol of this ^vdi- 1 :* 1i-.n. the

core of religious worship,' was tho I.onlV >,,;] u 1

.

and it remained truly symbolic unt :

i, sifici: tl:( 1'r-L

decade of the 2nd cent., the stream of Christian life,

making its way through pagan soil that was satur-

ated with ideas drained oft' from mystery practice
and thought, began to grow discoloured. How far
in the succeed! n years there was direct imitation
between Christianity and the mystery religions," or
how far resemblances were due to ideas that had
"by a long process of religious development become
almost essential to the thought of the early cen-

turies, is a problem that still awaits solution. But
it was the Gnostic sects that were first invaded and
overcome by distinctly heathen influences. The
Christian Church, with its immense reserve of

spiritual power, performed a masterly and slow
retreat from the more exalted positions of the

Apostolic age (Harnack. />,;'/ ,<*;>, t> of Christian-

ity, i. 285-299 ; Hatch, Hibuert Lectures^ 283-309
;

Mayor, Glement of Alexandria, ch. iii.
; Tnge,

Christian Mysticism, Lect. ii. and Appendix 15
;

and esp. Dill and Anrich, ut supra).

LITEBATTTRE. Schulteen, Das At>endma7dim .fiTT, 1895; J.

H. Thayer,
' Recent Discussions respecting the Lord's Bupper

*

in /B/xviii. [18991 110-131
;
Gremer and Loofs,

'

Abendmahi,'
i, and ii, in PIllS* i.; Drews,

'

Eucharistie,
1

ib. v.
; SSahn,

*A#apen,' ib. i. ; Hummer, 'Tlie Lord's Supper,
1
in Hastings'

J)\iL ; J. A. llobiiison,
' Eucharist' in J&wyo* J3MI. ii. The

dews of Harnack, Julicher, and Spltta are oKin-*\ >,, ..lined

I ,/,,/,/, ,/> <,r ( < Lr- ,...' ! -,,
-

-
-I . C. Lambert in

,/'/"/,*/ in!-. '.). iv.: II l
-

'*, 'I : -'i Belief in the
N-i-ovl :>! Tl.-ir. <!in'rs. -.' ib. \ ol. i i.

;
W. B. Frankland,

The Earhf K>u;u<trist, lyusi [useful for textual material] : Bishop
A J . Mjiclo,:iTi ,

nrt '

Agape
' in Hastings' forthcoming- JKncye. of

Jteliyi&n and MMes. B. A. FALCONER.

LORD'S SUPPEK (II.)- The NT passages bear-
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ing on this subject may conveniently be divided
into '. \ f-.'Iu.

1

'

^i !!]
* -

1. Pi'ttDavciiCi, J'or Institution. (1) Feeding of
Five thousand, (M.K 641 - 42= Mt 141U - 20

, Lk 9lb>- 17
, Jn

0n. 12^ jn connexion with this miracle it is im-

portant to observe that (a) it is recorded in all four

Gospels ; (h] the record contains the following sig-
nificant phrases, which it is well to compare with
the phraseology in the accounts of the institution :

\aptbv (Mk., Mi., Lk. ; Aa/3e*> 3 Jn.) 5 ^\6y7)ffev (Mk.,
Mt,, Lk. ; e^xa/ucrr^cts, Jn. ; of. Jn 6~3 evxapta'Ttfcrav-

TOS TOV "Kvptou), Ka,TisK\acrev (Mk., Lk. ; /cXcuras, Mt. ;

Jn. omits), edldov (Mk., Lk. ; ZStuHcev, Mt. ; Sutduxev,
Jn.

} ; (<) the event carried on and emphasized the
idea of a sacred meal, which, as a means of com-
munion with God, had been profoundly impressed
on the minds of the Jews by the sacriiicial -\ -i . ii.

(2) Feeding ofFour thousand (Mk 86
~8= \ i i

'

I r>
",

.

In connexion with this must be observed : (a) the
same type of phrases as in the Feeding of the Five
thousand: Xafttibv (Mk. ; ^Xa/3e^, Mt.}, etf^aptcrr^tras

(Mk. , Mt. ), *ic\acrey (Mk. , Mt. ), idlSov (Mk. , Mt. ), euXo-

ytf<ra$ (Mk. only) ; (b) the same idea of a sacred meal
as iii the Feeding of the Five thousand. With the

Feeding of the Five thousand and the Four thousand
should be compared the meals after the Resurrec-
tion in Lk 2430 - 31 - 38 and Ju 21 13

, where, though
neither appears to have been the Eucharist, the
idea of a sacred meal is maintained, and the phrase-
ology should be noticed (Xa/3cl)^ rbv &prov ev\6yf)crev
Kal K\dcras eiredtSov atirdis aixd & TTJ /cXdcret rou tiprov
in Lk 24m 3'"3

, and \otp(3dvei
rbv dprov /eoi SLSucrLV ai)ro?s,

Kal rb dij/dpiov ofAoiuts in Jn 21 38
).

(3) Discourse in th& Fourth Gospel in connexion
with Feeding of Five t/Mtwancl. This miracle, like

others, is called crripelw in the Fourth Gospel (Jn
0i4. 26j ?

^ j ]ias a place in the group of *

signs which
are so called because '

they make men feel the

mysteries which underlie tile visible order '

(West-
cott). The peculiar significance of this

c

sign
'

in

particular was drawn out by our Lord in the dis-

course at Capernaum which followed it. That it

was an acted parable of Divine truth He asserted
to the multitude which sought Him at Capernaum,
in the words ;

' Ye seek me, not because ye saw
signs, but because ye ate of the loaves, and were
filled. Work not for the meat which porisheth, but
for the meat which abicleth unto eternal life, which
the Son of Man shall give unto you : for him the
Father, even God, hath sealed

'

(
Jn 686- 27

). Thus
it ,-uppIied the starting-point for the conversation
with i lie multitude, in which our Lord identified
* the bread out of heaven that is genuine/ which
* the Father giveth/ with Himself as * the bread of
God which cometh clown out of heaven, and giveth
life unto the world/

< the bread of life/
* the bread

which cometh down out of heaven, that a man may
eat thereof, and not die/

* the living bread which
came down out of heaven '

; and further declared,
* the bread which I will give is my flesh, for the
life of the world '

(vv.
82-w

). As the conversation
proceeded, our Lord spoke, in still clearer terms, of
the reception of His flesh and blood as the means
whereby there was to be participation in Himself,
and as requisite to the possession of life :

*

Except
ye eat the fiesh of the Son of Man, and drink his
blood, ye have not life in yourselves. He that
eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, hath eter-
nal life

'

;
* My flesh is true food, and my blood is

true drink. He that eateth my flesh, and drinketh
my blood, abideth in me, and I in him '

; 'He that
eateth me, he also shall live because of me. This
is the bread which came down out of heaven '

;
* He

that eateth this bread shall live for ever
'

(vv.
sa"5

8).

Recognizing the difficulty caused to His hearers
})j this teaching, our Lord laid stress on the deep
spiritual >igniiicance of what He had said: 'The
Spirit is the life-giver ; the flesh profiteth nothing :

the words that I have spoken unto you are spirit,

and are life' (vv.
6i "U3

). By this conversation, the

idea of a sacred meal is carried further than it had
been in the miracle itself. An act of eating the

rtesh and drinking the blood of Christ i> ant icijuilol

as the way in which His disciples will participate
in the life which is in Him.
To dissociate this teaching from the Eucharist. Is

to take away the key to its meaning which is .sup-

plied by the comparison of the phraseology used
in it with that employed by our Lord at the In-

stitution. This fact may be illustrated by the

view of Arthur Wright (tit/iwjwitf of the GottfH'ift in

Greek-, p. 140, NT Problems, pp. 134-14(5) that

the Eucharist had been observed by our Lord from
the first as 'a covenant of service

3

or 'union/
wince the language of Jn 6 would not have boon

intelligible unless the Eucharist had been already
in common use. Wright's view must be rejected
as (a] lacking positive support; (b) not

really^

affording a parallel to the existence of a rite of

baptism {3
2- 4 1 - 2

) before the institution of Chris-

tian Baptism (Mfc 2819
) ; (c) beintf contrary^ the

tenor of Jn 6, which implies that, to the disciples
as well as to the multitude, the teaching had the

element of difficulty which shows that the Kuehar-
ist was not yet instituted ; and (d) as contrary to

the parallels by which the discourse about Baptism
in Jn 3 is prior to the institution in Mt !28

U
', and

the teaching about forgiveness in Mk 2fWI ("-Mt
92 "8

, Lk 520 --4
) is prior to Jn ^O-1

-'^;
but its plausi-

bility at first si^ht is a significant indication of the
truth that the discourse in Jn 6 \vas destined to

find its explanation in the Institution of the
Eucharist. Thus the teaching may be taken as

anticipatory of the Eucharist. As sueh it suggests
a- ;\ re.il -|"irii mil participation on the part or the
'omimiimMMi in Uie human nature of (ifirirtt by the

power of the Holy Ghost, and Ji CMii-e<|ii.'Mi union
with His Divine Person; ((3) rnMiu-xii'ii uiil> His

death, indicated in the words * the broad which I

will give is my liesh, for the life of the world/ and
with His resurrection, indicated by the references
to * the bread of life' and *the living bread/

Consequently the communicant feeds on (he living
risen body and blood of the Lord whieh have

passed through death.

The
" " "

c disconrne which need be*

are ihi there in no (Connexion with tlw Holy
Communion, but the feeding i'-;- C" i" i--" n 1 to in nimply
acceptance of His teaching- os ;r u" - i.. a view which
ohviously fails to allow for i!

,i-
'

. . rnctw of tho

phraseology ; (2) that the primary and special rcfmtiuw w to
TT "'. '">: . . ". ;

iterpretdtion which h i
si. sul isficM , II

' '-',,' '

teaching, while not fvcItMlnn; Uu>
1 1

"

> r "to thcj gouoftil verity of H^lrltual
:

.

'

"
.

!
> i I i than spticiflcally to tho Holy Com-

luunion, a view which, though it uitiy bo cxprcHHtnl HO an to
come very near the interpretation here owtfyvLcd, does* not
account for the peculiar ihrn-ii'-i uinl in the diHuoumi and tht'ir

romarkablG likeness to, n i I oxptonmion by, tht* xvonls nsotl in
the Institution of the Liichurist. Thf objectJon thai, i!' lh

primary reference were to tho Eucharist, Jn <V' <J "'ft A\onld re-

quire that inero reception of Communion, even by ono who
should receive unworthily, would confer tho gift of lifts in not
weighty, since any reasonable treatment of tho pannae* rtiivdM
it as referring to those who coiuiuunioate witli Huc.h
as may preserve them from receiving

1

unworthily.

2. Accounts of the Institution, (1) 1 Co
The earliest history of the Institution which \v

possess is that here given by St. Paul. It rtwordM
our Lord's words with reference to tho bread :

f This in my body, which i for you : thiH <lo aH my
memorial' ; and with reference to the cup :

* Thin
cup is the new covenant in my blood ; thiw do, aw
oft

as^ ye drink it, an my memorial/ The inter-

pretation of these wordw is concerned with two
subjects :

(a) The meaning of *This is my body.' The
word * this

'
is the subject of the entence.

Viewed in connexion with the introductory wcwlw
* took bread/

* He brake it and said/ it' cannot
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reasonably be understood to denote bread in

general or anything else except the actual pieces
of bread which our Lord gave as He spoke. The
word '

Is
'

is the logical copula between the subject
' this

' and the predicate
* my body.' In the

Aramaics sentence which our Lord spoke, the pre-
dication was probably expressed simply by the

juxtaposition of the subject and the predicate
without any copula. Either the Greek copula, as
used in the record which we possess, or the

juxtaposition in the Aramaic sentence which it

probably represents, denotes that the subject
(* this,' i.e. the bread which our Lord gave to His
disciples) and the predicate (

f my body ') are viewed
as identical. The interpretation of the sentence
then depends on the sense in which the word
(

body
'

is to be understood. It must be remem-
bered that (a) the idea of communion with God
by means of a sacred meal was familiar, as in

many religious rites outside Judaism, so also in
the literature and the religion which were well
known to the disciples, as shown in the Levitical

p<,,iiv-ufVerm!_i- with the threefold division into the

portion lor i,ud, the portion for the priest, and the
portion for the worshipper (Lv 3 7 21) '34

) ; the bread
and win< 1 ':_ 1 1

'

f- ; i

'

: by Melchizedek, the '

priest
of God \l-.-i IILV Vjrii 14 18

) ; the eating of the
lamb in tiie Passover (Ex 12) ; the meal of Moses
and Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, and seventy of the
elders in the presence of God (Ex 241"11

) ; the pro-
phecy by Isaiah of the feast to be made by the
Lord of hosts (Is 25) ; and the invitations to a
meal evidently of jinifoiip'l ]' ritual -i^iiniumce
;
IV--M -'\ i he perM)r,

; i;"i "U i-.'..,"i' of the tSapien-
: ,i, i-.."..x. (Pr I)

1

""', Sir 2415)-S1
). () This idea had

been 4-inpli.>>*i/<?tl in o\ir Lord's ministry in the

Feeding uf ih<- l-'iu* thousand and the -ulMqiioi\t
discourse, and the disciples had been taught ihai
in eating His llesh and drinking His blood they
would have participation in Divine life (Jn 653"57

).

(y) There is nothing to indicate that the word
*

body
'

is used in any unreal or metaphorical sense,
and the added words,

e which is for you,' alluding
to the sacrificial efficacy

of our Lord's body, appear
to identify that which IB spoken of with His actual

body. (8} The close connexion of the words * The
Spirit is the life-giver ; the llesh proliteth nothing

*

(6
t?8

)
with the teaching about eating the nesh of

the Son of Man and drinking His blood, suggests
that in the rite which our Lord was irO'ii i'ij:

there would be the operation of the Ili-iv i-lio-i

and a work of spiritual efficacy, (e) Sowever
accomplished at the Institution, as in the parallel
instances of . IS'M

!;.,'
ii-n in the walking of our

Lord on the v.-'rr ->'ii II:- Tran-fi^nv.nion during
the days of His humiliation. Lin- gin i-<inu'iii]l.i(<

iu

in the rite instituted must be viewed in ilioJi^hi
of the spiritual natxire and powers of ilio ri-on

body of Christ. (^) The assertion of this spiritual

aspect of the body denoted is confirmed when the

language in which St. Panl describes Christians as

'the body of Christ' (1 Co 12-7 ) is compared; but
this comparison would be pushed

""

-
' '

force if it were held to imply tha
the two passages is the same, si-

a
,

*
! .

teaching the gift in Baptism, which makes men
'the body of Christ' (12

18
), is not identified with

the gift in the Holy Communion. The exegesis of

this part of our Lord's words at the Institution,

then, as recorded by St. Paul, indicates that the

gift in the Eucharist is the ^piriiual food of the
risen and ascended body of oxir Lord. The same
method of exegesis involves a similar interpreta-
tion of the words * in my blood/ though, in view
of the spiritual nature of the risen body, it is

impossible to make a sharp severance between the

body and the blood.

That this line of exegesis, which is that which

is naturally deduced from the study of the
^
Holy

Scripture by itself, is right is strongly confirmed

by the traditional interpretation in the Church
from St. Ignatius onwards.

Other interpretations are (1) that the words ' this

is my body
'

mean,
f This conveys the efficacy of

my body but is not my body
5

,* (2) that they mean,
' This represents my body but is not my body.'
Both of these interpretations are vitally distin-

guished from that which has here been adopted,
namely,

' This not only represents my body and
conveys its efficacy, but also is my* body.' To
adopt either of them involves putting aside the
cumulat' .

>

'

which has already been
briefly ,

,
main argument by which

they have been supported is the supposed, merely
metaphorical character of certain phrases, alleged
to be parallel, in which our Lord described Himself
as ' the bread of life

'

(Jn 63B - 41 - 48
),

l the living
bread 5

(6
51

), the light of the world '

{8
1S 95),

' the
door of the sheep

3

(10
7 - 8

),
i the good shepherd'

(10
11 - 14

), 'the way
5

(14
6
),

' the true vine' (15
1 - 5

).

In regard to these phrases it must be observed that

(1) neither the phrases themselves nor the circum-
stances in which they were used were i .'.11 \

j
v i,l\ 1

to the words and circumstances at th'- I 'i-i i.
1 ;"

;

and (2) the phrases in question are as a matter of
fact very far from being simply metaphorical. In
each of them an actual fact about Christ is set

forth, Christ in -i-iiiinn) reality feeds Chris-

tians, and gives liiciii li.Lilit. and admits them
into the Church, and tends them, and affords
them access to the Father, and unites them in

Himself. Similarly, in spiritual reality the bread
which He gives in the Holy Communion is His
body.

(b] The meaning of * This cup is the new cove-
nant '

;

c this do, as oft as ye drink it, as my
memorial.' The* iiilrr[)icl.iili<m of these sentences
turns on three \vouU: v i-J "covenant/ (**)

f

<lo/

(iii.)
* memorial. 1

(i. ) The sentence i This cup is the new covenant in

my blood/ u liilo iv< Jilling the phraseology and pro-
mise of Jer 313K>1 , inevitably suggests a comparison
with Ex 24 1 '11

. The making of a covenant between
the Lord and Israel is there described. A sacrifice

was offered by the slaughter of oxen and the sprink-
ling of part of the blood of the victim's on the
altar. After the reading of the book of the cove-
nant in the audience of the people by Moses, and
their promise to be obedient to all that the Lord
had thus spoken, the rest of the blood was
sprinkled by Moses on the people with the words,
'Behold the blood of the covenant, which the Lord
hath made with you concerning all these words.'
The sacrifice was consummated, and the covenant

completed, by the sacred meal wherein ' the nobles
of the children of Israel

' * beheld God, and did eat
and drink.' The analogy between this series of

actions and the Eucharist which the words * This
is the new covenant in my blood 7

suggest, is

worked out with some detail in He 9n "28
. The

death of Christ and His entrance into heaven with
His own blood are there represented as the high-

priestly actions of which the slaughter of the
beasts and the >prinkliiig of their blood in the
Mosaic sacrifices, alike m lle covenant of Ex 241 "11

and in the ceremonies of the Day of Atonement in

Ex 3030
,
Lv 16, were an anticipation. The words

* This is the new covenani in iny lluo<]
"

thus bring
the Eucharist into close OOMTIOM.IM \\uli the high-
priestly work wherein Christ offered Himself a
sacrifice in His death on the cross, and His entrance
into heaven at the Ascension. They denote that
the gift by Christ of His body and blood, and the

reception of these by Christians, are the means of
a covenant relation in the sacrificial action ; aiid

that Christians by participating in this rite are in
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contact with the death of Christ and His high-
priority acts in heaven.

(ii.) 'The command ' this do '

conveys the injunc-
tion for the perpetuation of the rite instituted "by
our Lord in the Church. It has been much dis-

cussed whether the word ' do '

(iroi&rc) suggests
sacrificial associations. The truth appears to be
that in itself iroitu is simply negative as to this

point. Apart from other indications of sacrifice, it

would not suggest any such thing, since in the very
large number of instances in which it is used in
LXX and NT it is in a merely general sense. In a
sacrificial context, however, like the Heb. n^jj, it

acquires the idea of 'sacrifice' or e

offer/ as, e.g.
in Ex 2939

,
Lv 97

,
Ps 6615

, where n'yy (LXX TTO^W) 'is

rightly translated '

offer
'

in AV and RV. In NT
cf. Lk 227

. In this po^.-ibillty of a special use, side

by side with the ordinary use, TTOL^W is not greatly
dissimilar from the Shakspearian use of *

do,' by
which ' do '

constantly has its ordinary general
sense, but in a sacrificial context in Jul. Cws. II.

ii. 5 acquires the sense *
offer

'

(

i Bid the priests do
present sacrifice,

3

i.e.
*
offer sacriiice immediately'),

r, ,!-,:
|

,. \\ . ! word 'do,' as used by our Lord
r. i ji' !: i:,::i !.. is in itself wholly negative,
and does not suggest or deny the idea of sacri-

iice. In relation to the context, however, it will
be held to be appropriate or inappropriate to the
idea of sacrifice according as the suggestion of
sacrifice is recognized or ignored in the general
surroundings of the Last Supper and in the words
* covenant ' and memorial.'

(iii.) The primary thought suggested in the word
' memorial '

(dpd/^crcs)
is that of a memorial before

God, though withou' .'"'" "5 idea of a
memento to man. It : in the LXX,
namely in Lv 247

, Nu 1010
, Ps 371

(
= Heb. 38 1

) 69 1

(
= Heb. 701

), Wis 16s. In Wia 16 (J it denotes a
reminder to man ; in the other four passages it

denotes a memorial before God. The only place in
NT where it occurs besides 1 Co 1 124 - 25

, and the
same phrase in Lk 2219

, is He 10s
, where it refers

to the remembrance of sins in the Jewish sacri-
fices. When all the circumstances are taken into

account, the thought most naturally suggested is

that of a memorial of Christ presented by Chris-
tians before the Father, which is at the same time
a memento to themselves. If so, the idea differs

little from that way of rep :>r<l in ir fche Eucharist in
much Greek theology, uhnol^ it is viewed as the
act in which the Church remembers Christ and in

remembering Him makes the memorial of Him
before the Father. In the sentences ' This cup is

the new covenant in my blood : this do, as oft as

ye drink it, as my memorial,
3

then, our Lord
associated with the command for the observance of
the rite which He instituted, indications that by
means of it Christians would have access to His
high-priestly work on the cross and in heaven, and
would possess a memorial before God and a
memento to themselves.

(2) Mk U8*38
. As here recorded, our Lord's

words at the Institution were :
f Take ye : this is

my body
'

;
'

this is my blood of the covenant, which
is poured out for many. Verily I say unto you, I
will no more drink of the fruit of the vine, until
that day when I clrink it new in the kingdom of
God.' The words in connexion with the species of
bread are the same as those in 1 Co II 24

, already
discussed, and do not need further comment, except
to notice that Mark does not add ' which is for

you : this do as rny memorial.' In connexion with
the cup Mark differs from 1 Cor. in that (1) he has
* this is my blood of the covenant '

instead of *

this
is the new covenant in my blood '; (2) he omits
f
this do, as oft as ye drink it, as my memorial '

;

(3) he acids
' which is poured out for many

'

; (4) he
adds '

Verily I say unto you, I will no more drink

of the fruit of the vine, until that day when I

drink it new in the ki'i^lom <>f God.' As to these

differences, it may lie i.ot'nvti : (a) The blood in

Mark's phrase is described as being Christ's and
as being

' of the covenant,' i.e. it is Christ's

because it is the blood which Ho pei>onally took
in the Incarnation, and it is

* of the covenant
'

because by means of it the covenant between God
and man which Christ makes is ratiiicd and scaled.

Consequently the meaning of the ovpiv -ion is not

substantially different from that used by St^ Paul
in 1 Co H2j

; (j3) the consideration of the omission
of 'which is for you: this do as my memorial,'
'

this do, as oft as ye drink it, as my memorial/

xpialory
power of Christ's blood. Similarly the words
'which is poured out' (rb Kxwv6(Aevov) are con-

nected with the sacriiice of His blood. In the
LXX ^/cxew is often used both of the shedding of

blood in slaughter and of the pouring out oi the
blood of slain victims at the altar. Instances of

the latter use are Ex 2919
,
Lv 47 - 1H- ~3 - yo" 3* 8 15 9 ; f . 1 K

(
= 1 S) 7B . The close connexion with the word

' covenant '

in Mk 14'
24

,
and UK-, 1:01101 al swnUcial

surroundings, give strong prnhahilii.y I hat the

meaning here is
(

poured out
~

rallicr ih;m 'shod/
and that the sense is

* this is my blood/
* which is

sacriiicially poured out/ as in tlic Jewish siM'.riiiuoH

the blood of the slain victim was poured out as the
culmination of the sacriiice ; (d) like much else in

the Gospels, the words ( when I drink it new in

the kingdom of God '

appear to have, a twofold
reference. They refer in part to Christian Kuohar-
ists ; the "kingdom of God 1

is the Christian
Church ;

the ! r \!"_ 'new' is in the ' now cove-
nant* of I Co 1 1 : s i :- is denoted the fellowship
between Christ and His people in the KuchansUc,
feast. In a further sense they refer to the

'marriage supper of the Lamb' (Rev 19 s

*); this

'kingdom of God' is the consummated Kingdom
of glory ; the drinking

' new '

in in that wtato m
which * all things

'

are made * now '

(Kov fc21 f>

), new-
ness being a characteristic feature of tho future an
well as of the present Christian life. See art.

COVENANT.
(3) Mt 26ao - a

. As here recorded, oxir Lord's
words were :

*

Take, eat, this is my body
'

;

* Drink
ye all of it ; for this is my blood of tho covenant,
which is poured out for many unto remission of
sins. But I say unto you, I will not drink honoo-
forth of this fruit of tlie vino, until that day whott
I drink it new with you in my Father's kingdom."
There is little here different from Mark's account
which calls for comment : (a)

* unto remission of
sins' is added to *

poured out/ specifying dis-

tinctly the object of the sacrificial olloring of our
Lord's blood ;"(/3) the words * with you

1

are addod
in the

'

-
ij

""
:" the future ( now '

drinking of
' this :" -,

'

vino'; (7) tho .
|%i

.

Father's kingdom
'

is used instead of '.:

of God/ both phrases alike being doscnptm 1 oi

both the Christian Church and tho future perfected
Kingdom.

(4) Lk 2214 -20
. The account hero given is an

follows :
* When the hour was come, he Hat down,

and the apostles with him. And ho said unto
them, With desire I have desired to eat this

passover with you before I suller ; for I say unto

Eu,
I will not eat it, until it be fuliilled In tho

ngdom of God. And he received a cup, and
when he had given thanks, he said, Take thin,
and divide it among yourselves ; for I say unto
you, I will not drink from henceforth of the
fruit of the vine, xxntil the kingdom of God shall
come. And he took bread, and when he bad
given thanks, he brake it, and gave to them,
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saying, This is my body which is given for you ;

this do for my memorial. And the cup in like
manner after supper, saying, This cup is the new
covenant in my blood, even that which is poured
out for you,

' From the point of view of exegesis,
this account of the Institution does not need
further comment than what has already been said
in connexion with the accounts in 1 Cor., Mk., Mt.
From other points of view it would be necessary to
discuss (1) the cup which our Lord * received

'

(cJefci-

/xez>os) before He * took bread '

(Xa/3cbz/ dprov) ; and
(2) the short (ii rending of the text according to
which some jiuihoriiios omit from ' which is given
for you

'

to ' which is poured out for you.'
3. Pauline teaching. (1) 1 Co 10 16 ' 21

. The cup
of blessing which we bless, is it not a communion
of the blood of Christ ? The bread which we break,
is it not a communion of the body of Christ?

seeing that we, who are many, are one bread, one
body : for we all partake of the one bread. Be-
hold. Israel after the flesh : have not they which
eat the sacrifices communion with the altar ? What
say I then ? that a thing sacrificed to idols is any-
thing, or that an idol is anything ? But I say, that
the iliinjj- \\ hit li the Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice
to demons, and not to God ; and I would not that

ye should have communion with demons. Ye cannot
drink the cup of the Lord, and the cup of demons ;

ye cannot partake of the table of the Lord, and of
the table of demons.' The following points here
call for comment : (a) St. Paul describes the ' bread'
and the '

cup* as being the means by which Chris-
tians participate in the 'body of Christ' and the
c blood of Christ'; (/3) there is nothing to suggest
that the phrases

f

body of Christ
' and * blood of

Christ
'

are used in any other sense than that in
which they would ordinarily be understood ; (7)
the phrases

' which we break,'
' of blessing which

we bless,' seem to connect the efficacy of the ele-

ments as means of conveying the body and blood
of Christ with the consecration of them, not

simply with their reception ; (5) this participation
by Christians in

e the one bread' is a means of
tfieir unity, HO that they are ' one bread, one body

'

;

(e) this
" " "

the ' bread
' and the '

cup as
the ' bo

' and the ' blood of Christ
'

must be compared with St. Paul's description else-

where of Christians being made by mcan> of bap-
tism the body of Christ (see 1 Co 1212 - 13 - 27

, Eph 530 ) ;

({*) the communion of Christians is analogous to

the Jewish sacrifices and to the sacrifices of the
Gentiles. As the object of the Jewish sacrifices

was to hold communion with God, and as the

object of the Gentile sacrifices was to hold com-
munion with the false gods who are more properly
regarded as demons, so also the Christian feast

aims at communion with Christ.

(2) 1 Co IP'5
'29

.

* As often as ye eat this bread,
and drink this cup, ye proclaim the Lord's death
till lie come. Wherefore whosoever shall eat the

bread or drink the cup of the Lord unworthily,
shall be guilty of the body and the blood of the

Lord. But let a man prove himself, and so let

him eat of the bread, and drink of the cup. For
he that eateth and drinketh, eateth and drinketh

judgment unto himself, if he discern not the body.'

(a) Christian communion is here declared to be a

;

.

'

.

'

M of the death of the Lord, a setting
:

-.. that it may not be forgotten between
the time of His visible* departure from the earth

and the time of His return. So far as the indica-

tions of a sacrilicial aspect which have already
been noticed are held to be of weight, this pro-
clamation may be regarded in a double manner as

a memory among Christians and as a memorial
before God. (P) The reception of communion
unworthily is said to be an offence of so great

gravity as to make the offender 'guilty of the

^

and the blood of the Lord,' so that his com-
munion is an act of judgment upon himself in his
failure to discern or appreciate or estimate the
significance of the Lord's body.

(3) 1 Co 1213
.

' We were all made to drink of one
Spirit.' This probably refers to the gift of the
Holy Ghost in Baptism, though the use of the word
'drink' has led some to refer it to such a gift in
Communion.

4. He 138 -16
.- The starting- point in ilii- i-.i-sige

is the assertion in v. 8 of the micimM^mKciK oi

Christ :

' Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, and
to-day, yea and for ever.' From this is derived the
thought of v. 9

, that since Christ, the centre of
Christian life, is unchangeable, Christian belief
must have stability and consistency. Hence i divers
and strange teachings,' such as those in Judaistio
forms of Christianity, and the externalities to
which Judaizing teachers would have led Chris-
tians, are to be avoided ; and the power that
stablishes the heart is to be sought in Divine
grace. This contrast leads on to v. 10

, the point of
which is to emphasize the sharp line which divides

Christianity from Judaism ; since Christians c have
an altar, whereof they have no right to eat which
serve the tabernacle.' Vv. n - 12

pass on to the like-
ness between the Jewish sacrifices and the sacri-
fice of Christ, in that in the former bodies were
' burned without the camp,' and in the latter
Christ 'suffered without the gate.' V. 13 notes the
conclusion from the sacrifice of Christ that it is

right for Christians to abandon what is distinct-

ively Jewish. Y. 14 takes up the frequently-implied
thought of this Epistle, that the old covenant is

earthly, and that the new covenant, both now on
earth and in its future perfection, is heavenly.
The Christian gets beyond the old earthly cove-
nant. He reaches the new heavenly covenant in
the city of the living God, which on earth he does
not realize as an abiding possession, though even
now he has the life of Christ which makes his

citizenship, and through which he is evcniujilly to
reach perfect holiness and fruition of Go. 1 . V v ."'

"

16

point out that through Christ Christians can offer

up to God a 'sacrifice of praise,' and that with
this are to be associated the '

sacrifices
'

of doing
good and communicating, with which * God is well

pleased.' These two verses, then, describe the

worship and life of Christians as being a sacrificial

offering to God. The Epistle as a whole regards
the heavenly centre of this earthly worship and
life as being the hi .-h

[ ii.-ily work of our Lord in
heaven. If the fc altar' mentioned in v. 10 is the
altar of the Eucharist, this implies that the earthly
centre of the sacrificial worship and life of Chris-
tians

ft

is in the Eucharist. This would be in

harmony with the traditional Christian view of the
Eucharist as the means whereby Christians enter
into ;! -I

|-r,
i \ t \\t- -,'f the heavenly offering of Christ.

The i 1 1 < i
i>t

i
! , 1 1 i

> n :
- of the word * altar

' which need
be mentioned are that it denotes (1) Christ Himselfs

(2) the cross of Christ, (3) the altar of the Christian
Church. Any one of these three interpretations
would give a good meaning to the verse. It might
be truly said that the Jews have no

\
;i

i- ii'
";

i"u:i

in Christ, or in His cross, or in the Christian altar.

But the use of the word ' eat
' makes it difficult

to suppose that a reference to the Eucharist was
not at any rate included by the writer. Thus
there is the idea of the prie.-thood of Christ as an.

abiding priesthood, and the ^a<-riiice of Christ as
an abiding and continually pleaded sacrifice in

heaven, and of the Eucharist as the means of enter-

ing into and pleading that heavenly sacrifice on
earth, and as the earthly centre of the sacrificial

worship and life of Christians.
5. Rev 56

.
'A larnb standing as slain.' The

offering of our Lord's living ('standing') created
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human nature (

' lamb '), which had passed through
death (* as slain '), is here represented as the centre of

11 10 heavenly worship. This paysage, therefore, has
an indirect" relation to the Eucharist as tho corre-

spond iii.n cart lily centre (see above on He 138'16
').

6. Summary, The results of the exegesis of the
NT passages

"

relating to the Eucharist may be
summed up as follows : (1) En the reception of Holy
Communion there is a gift of Christ's body and
blood to sustain and increase His life in those who
receive it. (2) The consecrated elements are the

spiritual body and blood of the risen and ascended
Christ. (3) those who receive the communion, grow
thereby in that I:-.

: - n i

"-'i with Christ which their

baptism confers .
. I, I ": feast of communion is

also a sacrificial presentation of Christ. (5) It is

important to observe that the tradition found in the

teaching of the writers of the Church corroborates
what is thus seen to be taught in the NT.
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DAIWELL STONE.
LOST. The word c lost

5 has come to be invested
with a, sinister theological Mgni(icMnce. A moral
sen - 1

1 -
-

1

-.
- -1

;.
! (

, xaded, a" sxillen abandonment
to .-..', ,i p'-i-i ii-n closing of the heart, and a
future determined beyond the po ibiliiy of altera-
tion are some of the ideas v. \\\c\\ ii t'-.mipoN in the
mind. As it fell from Christ's lips, however, the
word did not, as a rule, convey any such harsh

suggestions. It was rather a worcl of infinite

pathos and of Divine pity. Used in its Middle
voice, the verb d7r6XXi4tu denotes irretrievable ruin,
as in the great text, Jn 316

(cf. also 1712 { None of
them is lost, but the son of perdition' ; see JtJDAft

ISCARIOT) ; but as a
pjirlicijjlo used passively, the

form in which we Uiul i; in Lk 19 l
, and in the

group^of
: ; r. '-I-'- in Lk 15, which bear especially

on this -
il-j . I; -!:_ ::>- simply a condition of

peril, grave, yet \ i '. li<- ^!ad prospect of recovery.
What moral condition of humanity is meant by

the word ' lost
'

appears from the character of those
to whom Jesus directed His message. Broadly
speaking, the society of His day was split up into
two classes. There were those who, with the
advantage of wealth, or, if wealth were denied
them, with praiseworthy self-denial, contrived to

satisfy the demands of the Law ; and, on a plat-
form in finitely lower, stood those who had neither
the "ill nor 'the means to bear so heavy and BO
doleful a burden. These latter comprised the
sinners, the lapsed, and those recreant Jews who
so far forgot themselves as to take service under
the conquering Power. They had no share in
Israel's hopes; they had ceased to cherish the
ideals of the race. It was precisely to this class,
called by the Pharisees in a bitter hour f an
accursed multitude which knoweth not the law'
(Jn 740}, that Christ mainly appealed. He ate
and drank with them : He made the conditions of
entrance to His Kingdom such as were possible for
them all. With a profound sense of what they
had missed in life, He summed up their imper-
fections under this term, 'the lost.' Keviving a
beautiful OT figure, He r. . ". ': : with sheep
that had gone astray, r '-'.> of the case

demanded sterner language, His supreme pity
covered that fact from His eyes. They wore

simply 'lost'; and the word, sorrowful as it was,

yet with a ring of hope in it, expressed, while at

the same time it concealed, the hchxousness of their

sin. It was a moral condition full of danger* be-

cause they acquiesced in it, and won*, hi some
measure content to abide under the shadow of the

contempt of their fellow-men. It was a condition

full of hope, because it was due partly to circum-

stances that were invincibly against thorn, and

partly to a merely ihonghtle^ divergence from the

true way of human Inc.

But the delicate shades of meaning which (>hrist

imparted to the word may best be appreciated
from its use in the trilogy of parables in Lk 15,

From them we learn that, however Minister may
be the suggestions which the word carrier to our

minds, it did not, as employed by Christ, indicate

any supreme or singular degree of vice. To bo
lost was to wander, ;miil- -*'!> and thought h"--.K

,

or in wantonness an<i -rli-vill. ft was tx> live in

vain, as a coin that lies hidden among the dust ; U>

turn aside from life's true way, and therefore miss
life s true end. There is a Huggention in the term
of the lost ideals that one used to hold, and of the
forlornness of the mind from which tho,se ideals

have fled. There is a hint of the entanglement <>f

the wandering soul in influences that hold it back
from wifely. There is the generous implication
that sin is always in a greater or less de^iee ihe

result of ignorance, of a thoughtless and wild pur-
suit after unknown pleasures into unknown paths,
until the true path is lost fco

vie\y, and the unhappy
wanderer does not know whore it lies. The term
leaves also upon the mind the impression that to

be lost one does not need to wander far, A man
need step but a little way aside to lind himself

among circumstances that stand up about him and
shut out the light, and then, equally with him
whose c

feet stumble on the dark mountains/ he is

lost. But the singular and .ij-i.:-". beauty of
the idea lies in the prospect ! :} which it

implies. Whatever is lost may be fouwl, if in its

ignorance it cannot lind itself. It may be found

by him who has lost it, and whose heart, tortnred

by anxiety and thrilled with exquisite devotion,
will carry him in his search over difficult and
perilous roads.
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A, (i, OAMPUKLL.
LOT. The suddenness of the Divine Parousia

and the unprepared no-.^. and want of expectation
on the nart of the world, find illustration from ( tho

days ot Lot' (Lk 1728 ), when the people of Sodom
continued their social and commercial activity
until ' the day that Lot went out

5

(v.
2l>

).

Lot's wife to whom in Jewish tradition the
name my Edith is given is recorded in (u 19 to
have been turned into a pillar of salt as a result of
her looking back upon Sodom while oscapmp: to
the mountain. Her fate, as one failing to escape
imminent and foretold destruction, i rofevrwl to
in Lk 17sa

. though without Hpeei lie mention of the
form in v liirh di'.-iruoi im overtook her.
Our Lord's word 'Remember* neither confirms nor

rejects the tradition. It is with the spirit uul fact
and its lesson, not with fche memorial, that !lo in

concerned. The folly of unreadinosH, of th long-
ing for things left behind, of th desire to retain a
transient little in the face of impending judgment
and at the cost of a greater an<l etornnl loss, in the
lesson He would teach in connexion with His
Parousia, from the remembrance of Lot*H wife,
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J. I. L. MAGGS.
LOTS (Casting of) (Xayx&vu, K\rjpov /SdAXei*/).

Among the Jews the lot was in frequent use (see

Hastings' DB, art.
*

Lots'). It was the recog-
nized method by which the order of service and
most of the individual duties of the priesthood
were determined. The order of the 24 'courses'
or priestly families was arranged by lot. The
* course

'

to which Zacharias (Lk I
5"9

) belonged was
that of Abijah, which stood eighth on the list

(1 Ch 24 1 "19
). Each family or 'course' was on

duty for a weok, from one Sabbath to another,
twice a year (2 K II 9

). The priests from whom
the officiating ministers for the service of the day
(<p7)fj,Gpta} were to be chosen, ha-, to present them-
selves 'washed 5

(Ex 4012
"15

) before the officer who
had special charge of the lots. The lots were cast
in the 'Hall of Hewn Polished Stones' in the

Temple. The distribution of duties for a day
among the prcsts required that the lot should be
cast four times. The priest who had to offer

incense was chosen by the third lot. This duty
was regarded as one of special honour, and the lot

by which it was assigned was cast after prayer find

confession. The decision was accepted a^ indicat-

ing the man whom God had chosen to offer the

prayers of the people. The third of April or the
lirst week of October is by some reckoned as the
time when Zacharias w;> - ?i |-i- JM' <! to offer incense

(Lk I
9
). It may have '< < n ;<i ilu 1 morning or the

evening service.

At the Crucifixion the soldiers cast lots for the
clothes of Jesus. As they were divided into * four

parts, to every soldier a part' (Jn 192S), it was evi-

i,":iily j ijii;uT!iin:i of soldiers that was on duty.
1 ..- "^viH-j.'.i-i simply record Iho p;ni"mg of the

.i.niu-iii- l.y Lit (Mt 2735
, Mk 1-V;,

I.k i>:V"). In
Jn. special reference is made to His s coat.

3

It is

ii:i;ii>--:li1i to say whether the * coat' was added to

o.-ir i-i' i'u- four parts, or if -rpaialu lot was east

for it. The precision and del ;iil of ilu narrative in

Jn. have been regarded as proofs that the Fourth

Evangelist was an
;

- ! '. of the things which
be records. In the ":

"

:<he lot for the * coat '

he saw the fulfilmo- : --f the predicted woes
of the Messiah (Ps 2218

). The quotation is in the
exact words of the LXX. Critical editions of the

NT omit the quotation in Matthew.
There is no indication as to the particular method

by which the lot was cast in the two incidents in

which it is employed in the Co.-pels.
It may be noted under thi> heading that the

idea of the lot as giving expression to tho Divine
will runs through all the words which relate to

inheritance (/oV^/joW^ew, -o/t^a, -ov6/jio$). With this

fundamental significance all such words become

part of the language of grace. The right of jm-
heritance in the Kingdom of God, or to eternal life,

does not spring from legal enactment or personal
merit, but from the will of God.

LITKKATVHE. Edoi'slicim. Lift and Times of Jesus the
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JOHN REID.

LOVE. In the word 'love' is concentrated^ we
may say, the essence of the Christian religion.

It is love that is the outstanding feature in the

revelation Christ has given us of the nature of

God, love that is the controlling power in the life

of the Son who claimed that he that had seen Him

had seen the Father (Jn 149
). On the two com-

mandments to love God and to love our neighbour,
Christ declares that all the Law and the Prophets
hang (Mt 2240

). In the commandment to love one
another as He has loved them, He sums up the
new law which He lays upon His disciples, de-

claring that by their fulnlment of it the faithful-

ness ol their discipleship shall be known (Jn 13m ).

We propose to exhibit from different points of view
the place which love holds in the doctrine of Christ.

i. The loYe of God for man. It is certainly
true, as lias been pointed out, that Christ does not,
in the Synoptic Gospels, speak directly of the love

(aydirr)) of God. But if He does not thus expressly
predicate love of God, it is because He lias already
endowed Him, as subject, with this love in the

highest degree. The doctrine of the Fatherhood
of God, which is the foundation of the whole gospel
of Christ, contains within it the fullest recognition
of the love of God. If the Apostolic writers of the
NT expand with greater fulness the doctrine of
the Divine love, they are only making* explicit the
truth involved in the assurance of the Fatherhood
of God set forth on every page of the Synoptic
Gospels. The God whose love is the constant
theme of St. Paul's preaching is the Father-God
of Jesus Christ (so H. Holtzmann interprets the
Pauline formula 6 Ge&s Kal TTCLT^P rov Kvptov TJJUL&V

'I^crou XpLo-rou, N&utest. Theol. L 171). In the one
word c

Abba,' which Christian lips
have learned to

repeat after the Master, there lies to St. Paul the
assurance of the Divine love which can banish the
-" " "

f b.-n.^i^i- and inspire the spirit of
: ;

',.
'Ill-: Johannme doctrine that

Jn 48
) is but the statement in abstract

terms of the truth to which Christ has given con-
crete expression in the doctrine of the Fatherhood
of God. For it is the love of God that Christ will

express by this name which is so constantly on His

lips. He speaks of God not only as His own
Father ('My Father 3

), or as the Father of those
who are members of the Kingdom of God ('your
Father'), but as e the Father' absolutely (Mt II 27

,

Mk 1332S
Lk II13

). The title suggests more than
the relation in which God stands to mankind as

their Creator. In Mt 544
~48 Christ urges His hearers

to become God's sons by showing a love like to

that of their Father in heaven,
c for he maketh his

sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth
rain on the just and on the tinjust.' Did Father-
hood mean 3 <'. \\ r'

1 -.
'

t -\' there could be no

question of
'

/ of God. All men
are God's creatures. Xne tact that Christ speaks
of our becoming God's sons, proves that He is

using the terms 'Father' and 'sons' in an ethical

sense. By Fatherhood He indicates the love which
God cherishes for men, by sonship the love by
which they may prove themselves like in character
to this Father whose nature is love. This love

suggested by the name e Father '

is the very essence

of the Divine nature. It is not merely one among
the various attributes of God. It^is the supreme
and dominating eleinent in the Divine character.

It is in it that the Divine perfection lies ; and when
Christ ur-o- u- to be perfect as our Father in

heaven i-> povfiiri (Mt 548
), it is evident from the

context i liar \\ H of the love of God that He is

thinking, a fact ivcogni/ed by Lk., who substitutes
* merciful

'

for the 'perfect
3

of Mt.'s version (Lk 63C).
This love of the Father in heaven is the founda-

liur. si !>i! v.hieh the gospel of Christ rests. It is

jJl-.-n.'nuiciMi:. God is the Father not only of

those who are members of the Kingdom of God,
i. e. of those who by the love which animates them

prove themselves to be His sons (Mt 545 ), but of all

men. The evil as well as the good, the unjust as

well as the just, are the objects of His love
(ib.\ ;

and if the facts to which Christ refers, in this
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connexion, In proof of the universality of the
Father's love, do not go beyond such natural bless-

ings as the sunshine and the rain, that is ex-

plained on the ground that these blessings require
for their appreciation no special receptivity on the

part of those who enjoy them (Beyschlag, JWcntcst.

Thopl. i 81). The Father cares for all. Each
individual is precious in iliw sight.

* It is not the
will of your Father which is in heaven, that one
of these little ones should perish' (Mt 1814

). The
very hairs of our head are all numbered (10

80
).

There is joy in heaven over one sinner that

repenteth ('Lie 157 - 10
). In the fact of God's Father-

hood there lies the assurance that He will cer-

tainly give good things to them that ask (Mt 7 11

IS19
), and that He will welcome the penitent

sinner who turns to Him (Lk 15n "3:3
). It is the

Father's good pleasure, Christ assures us, to give
us the Kingdom (12

33
), that greatest of all blessings,

to obtain which a man might well be willing to
sacrifice everything else (Mt 13**-46 ) ; and with it

He gives us all such material blessings as He sees
to be necessary for us (Lk 1231

, Mt 6Si
*). When we

'i 1 !!-
i-

1

.!'
1

'
:

-

together the various utterances of
n-"-. .- i. regard to the God whom He reveals

to us as Father, when we think of the assurance
that name breathes of bountiful providence, of
watchful care, of forgiving love, when we remem-
ber, above all, how Christ points to the Father's

unfailing LM>O'!:I<.> - i uwards the undeserving as an
instance <>i i.io I)i\rio perfection, we must confess
that though the Synoptic Gospels contain no direct
mention of the love of God, the Being whose char-
acter the Saviour seeks to reveal to ns by that
name l Father '

is one whose very nature is love.
In the Fou r!l i Oo-in-l it is the same representa-

tion of the n.'iniip t>t God that meets us. Here,
too, Father 3

is the favo .

" ' *
'' :

It has
been questioned, indeed,

' Father'
has the same >iuni(icanco in the Fourth Gospel as
in the Synoptics. H. Holtzmann (Neutest. T/teol.

ii. 433 f.) maintains that in the (m^uuiily recur-

ring designation of God as 'the IM ho r" "there is

sihvay* either an express or a tacit reference to the
Son. [For a full discussion of the use of the word
'Father' in St. Jo1m, see Westcott, The Epistles
of St. John, pp. 29-34]. But there are occasions
on which we feel that the title is ntsecl in a manner
which suggests a reflexion on the love of God quite
in the manner of the Synoptics, as when Christ says
to the disciples that whatever they shall ask the
Father in His name He will give (15

16 1628 ), or when
He tells them that He does not say that He will

pray the Father for them, for the Father Himself
loveth them (16-

(5f
-), And in any case the question

of the significance attaching to the title
' Father '

in the Fourth Gospel is of minor interest in our
present inquiry, since that Gospel contains many
express declarations of the love of God, the ab-
sence of which makes the <[iii

k-ii<m of the signi-
ficance of that title in the Syrinpiii- matter of

importance. Tho.-o (A'pro- references to the love
of God in the l-'niirili dispel occur -i'

i

'-i.illy \\\

connexion with that aspect of the I >i \ in<> '!.
which we proceed to consider under the following
head.

2. The loye of God for man as manifested in
Christ The highest proof of the Father's love is

given in the mission and Person of the Son. This
;!

(

-|-.<i uf the Divine love, which is
"

(

(
! ie I "i mi ili Gospel, is notunknown in i !< ^\nop:ir-.

though it is rather implied than expressed, li the
love of the Father is manifested in the bestowal of
the Messianic Kingdom (Lk 1232), that Kingdom
which has been prepared for His children from the
foundation of the world (Mt 2534), and which is now
about to come with power (Mk 91

), then the send-

ing of the Son (Mt 1040 2187
) to inaugurate the

Kingdom must in itself be an evidence of the love

of God. All things are delivered unto the Son of

the Father, and He alone can reveal the Father to

man (Mt II-7 , Lk 10--). And this revelation is not
eoniined to His preaching. It embraces the whole
of His Messianic work. That work was from be-

ginning to end animated by the spirit of love. He
pointed to His works of healing as proof that the

Messianic era had arrived (Mt 1 1
5

12'
JH

). He de-

scribed His daily work on one occasion us 'cast ing-

out devils and doing cures
1

(Lk l$ Ja
). He called (o

all who laboured and were heavy ladon to come to

Him and He would give them rest (Mt 1 1-
H

). As
He had assured men of the forgiving love of Hod,
so He declared that He came not to call the

righteous but sinners (Mk ii
17

), and on oeeawion

announced the for^ivrne-^ of their sins to those

who approached Him (Mk "2-
1
,
Lk 747L ). Hin whole

ministry was one continual mission of love, culmin-

ating in the willing sacriiice of Jlis own life as a

ransom for many (Mk 10 15
). If we look for the

revelation which the Son gives of the Father, not

only to His preaching but to His Person and work,
then we must admit that that revelation is one
which confirms at every point the assurance oi

God's boundless loye for man c<nvr\'-d by the

gracious tit^-- \. .'.V- \\ Christ designat.es Him,
But this M-p- i . !:' matter is not cniph.'i^i/rd

in the Synoptics as it is in the Fourth UospeK
Here the mission of the only-begoiieu Sou for the
salvation of man is o\pns-ly cited MS a proof of

the vastness of the love of God (tt
ltiu

); and what-
ever question there may be as to the metaphysical
relation suggested by that word *

only-begotten,*
there can be none as to the depth of the love in-

volved in the sacrifice of the JSon so designated,
We may note not only the depth but the widtjuess
of the love here proclaimed, (rod gives His Son for

the salvation of the world. This wider outlook in

connexion with the work of Christ in characteristic
of the Fourth Gospel (0. lioltzmann, JnlumHw*
c.r.a.ngdliun, 49 f., 80 if.). Christ is the Saviour of

the world (4
4a

), the Lamb of God which taketh

away the sin of the world (I
29

). He speaks to the,

world (S
26

), gives His ilesh for the life of the world

(6
5J

), is the light of the world (9
B 1248

). Into this
world burdened with sin (I

129
) and animated by a

spirit of hostility to Himself (12
:u J7 14

), God in Ills

infinite love has sent His Son for its deliverance

(3
17

). Throughout the whole Gospel there is far

more prominence given than in the Synoptic^ t

the fact that Christ has been sent by UH- Kalhcr
(537 710 8 i0. 28 eicj t j e repeatedly refers to lUniHelf
as Him whom the Father hath -e'nt. (3* 6^ K){W 17 ;}

).

He is not come of Himself (7
28

), but IB come in the
name of His Father (5

48
) from whom He haw come

forth (8
4a 1627 178

). Not only does the Son, as in

the Synoptics, claim to reveal the Father as none
other, He asserts that He is in the Father and the
Father in Him (10

88 14- ao 172La8 ). He and the
Father are one (10* 17 a2

). The words that lie

speaks have been given Him by His Father (7
l<"'

124M- H30 - 24 178
). The works that He does are the

works of His Father who dwelleth in Him (14
HI

).

He that hath seen Him hath seen the Father (I4
J)

).

As it is love that has inspired the Father in the
mission of His Son, so it is love that in the animal-
ing principle in (he life of the Son who in ono with
the Knrher lo\*o to the Father on the one hand
(14

S1
), and love to Hi own in the world on the

other (13
1 151S

).
^
As the Father has loved Him, HO

He has loved His di-ciple- .'15
01

. He sets His love
before them as an <:\:un|Ie. MIK! bids them love one
another as He ha** lovod them (13

34 15ia
). The

highest proof of His love is given in His death
(10

1C 151
*). The Son lays down HIH life willinply

in obedience to the commandment of the Father
(I0

17f
-). For this the Father has given the Son (3

W
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e, if not to be restricted to the giving to the
death, may "be taken, in view of 314

, of. 1232 , to
include this reference) ; and the result will he the
consummation of the gracious purpose which ani-

mated the Fathei "\r, iiir j;'\
; n^ uf (ho Son. The

cross will become i ii<
1

<
i :n -si of ;i I ; i; <-i i -n. Through

it Christ will draw all men unto Him (12
32 8~8 H 5:i

3

cf. 1015f
*), a I'M -jiiin iho \i<tory over the prince of

this world \
i

m

2- ;.

"

!
i is: - \\

:

i 1 the love which impelled
the Father to the sacrifice of Liu; Son iijiiu tlie end
it seeks to attain, man's ddm'umoe horn the
destruction which threatens him, and participation
in the blessing of everlasting life (3

15f- 640 ).

Such is the aspect under which the love of God is

presented in the Fourth Gospel. It is in the Person
of Christ that we have the full and complete revela-
tion of that love. He is God's love incarnate.
The Prologue gives the keynote to the whole
Gospel. Christ is the Word become flesh, the

perfect revelation in human personality of the
Divine nature. He is the ouly-bc^oUuu Son (or

only-begotten God, if we adopt the reading 6e6$

instead of u6s), who has declared the Father to us

(I
18

). With God in the beginning (v.
3
), He was

made flesh, and dwelt among us (v,
14

). The glory
that we behold in Him is a full revelation of the
Divine glory, for His relation to the Father is that
of an only won who receives the whole of Ms father's
inheritance (ih.}. And that glory is the glory of

one who reflected in His own person the Divine
love, who was full of grace and truth (ib.}, &&& of

whose fulness we have received, in ever increasing
measure, participating in the grace which flowed
from Him.

3. The mutual love of 0od and Christ. The
words * Father ' and * Son '

as applied by Christ to
God and man in their relations to one another
have, as we have seen, an ethic, il H^nifi<

k!in<-r. It
is by His love that God prove ^ Ilim-Hf ilio Fnihcv.
It is by exhibiting a love like to that which God
displays that man becomes the son of Gocl (Mt S45 ).

The terms do not lose their ethical content when
used to describe the relation in which Gocl and
Christ stand to one another. The God whom
Christ revealed to men as 'the Father' He had
known first of all as His own Father. Such He
had felt Him to be from His childhood (Lk 24S ).

So Tie addressed Him in prayer (Mt llm
,
Mk 1436

,

Lk 2S4(l
) ; so He spoke of Him to others (Mt 1032f-

11 s7 18 iy-

, Lk 22s

").
^

He knew Himself to be in a

special sense the object of the Divine love. He
had been anointed of the Spirit for the performance
of the work for which He was sent (Mk I 10, Lk
418"ai

), and endowed with a power whereby He
might triumph ox or every lio-i ilo influence (Lie 1019

11^). In ;i uMiiinknlilf mi(.-vimco(Lk KP, Mt IP7
)

Christ describes the intimate relationship in which
the Father and He stand to one another,

f All

things are delivered to me of my Father ; and no
man knoweth who the Son is but the Father ;

and who the Father is biit the Son, and he to
whom the Son will reveal him.' The mutual know-
ledge which Father and Son have of one another
is based upon that mutual love indicated by the
terms Father and Son. Christ claims to be able
to reveal God in His character of Father (rts <mv
6 Trar^p) as no one else, for none can have such
knowledge of the Father's love as the Son, who
knows Himself to be in the supreme degree the

object of that love (Mk I 10
), and can say of Himself

that all things are delivered unto Him of His
Father, i.e. all things necessary for the fulfilment
of the Father's gracious purpose. And the Father
can reveal Himself thus to the Son because of the
love with which that Son responds to His love,
and the meekness and submission with which He
surrenders Himself to the Father's will (Mt II 29

,

Mk 1486). It is evident that in this striking word

of Christ's i-r^j.-u'iiL' i'le mutual knowledge of
the Father {,(: >iii ^.-!. the words 'Father* and
'Son 5

are not mere names to denote the persons
concerned, but are used to suggest that mutual
love upon which the kno\\h:d^e is based. And
indeed all through the bynoptic Gospels there
is always a suggestion of this relationship of
mutual love in the manner in which God and
Christ are spoken of as Father and Son. Whether,
when Christ is spoken of in the Synoptics as the
Son of God, there is more than this ethical relation-

ship implied, is a question npon which there is

difference of opinion. But it is admitted, even
by _those who attach a deeper significance to the
clcM^naiion. that, in the first instance at any rate,
it has an ethical content, and that, when Christ is

called the Son of God, whatever more may be

implied, so much in any case is suggested, that on
the one hand He is the supreme object of the
Father's love, and that on the other He exhibits
in His Person in its perfection that loving obedience

whereby man may become the son. of God.
In the Fourth Gospel the references to the love

of the Father and the Son to one another are more
frequent and more express. Christ is the only-
ii, -j-.H.i -on (3

16
), loved by the Father before the

HI-:;I, , lit.'- of the world (17
24

), and now returned
to the bosom of the Father (I

18
). He and the

Father know one another imimnu'ly (10
15

). The
Father loves Him, and has given all things into His
hand (3

35
). As in the Synoptic account of the

announcement at the Baptism, Christ is called the
beloved Son in whom God is well pleased (Mk I 11

),

so in Jn. the love of the Father is occasionally
represented as being based upon the Son's obedi-
ence to the Father's commandment (15

10
) and. will-

ing sacrifice of Himself (ID
17

). The Father never
leaves Him alone (16

32
), for He does always those

J

Y-. (1
. i please Him (8

29
). Because He keeps

i I i '<. commandnients He abides in His love

(15
10

). No higher estimate can be given of the
Saviour's love tor His disciples than to say that He
has loved them as His Father has loved Him (15),
nor of the love of God for believers than to corn-

pare it to that of the Father for the Son (17
2S

).

Sometimes the love of God for believers is repre-
sented as based upon that of the Father for the

And as the Father loves the Son, so the Son
loves the Father. He alone has seen and known
the Father (3

11 - 32 646 729 S56 101B
). He does nothing

of Himself, but only what He seeth the Father do

(5
ia

). He speaks only as His Father hath taught
Him (8*

8 12go ). His meat is to do the will of Him
that sent Him (4

34
). It is love to the Father (14

31
)

no less than love to His brethren (13
1 1513

) that is

the motive that animates Him in the fulfilment of

His vocation. In virtue of the love which unites
them one to the other, each may be said to be in

the other, the Son in the Father and the Father
in the Son (10

38 H10- 2U 1721 * 23
). They have no

separate interests. "Whatever belong to the one

belongs to the other (17
1(>

). The Father and the
Son are one (10

80 1722
).

ft. The loYe of man for God. There is com-
[.,,,,' \\ \\ little under this heading to be found in
!' i.0'|i- 1-. It is true that Christ has Himself
given as 'the first commandment of all, that which
enjoins the love of God with the whole heart and
soul and mind and strength (Mk 1228ff'), and in the
same spirit in the Fourth Gospel He finds the final

expbmntion of the unbelief of the Jews in their
lack 01 tliN love of God (5

42
) But so far as the

former of these passages is concerned, it is evident
that Christ's answer to the scribe is purposely
couched in language borrowed from the Old Testa-
ment ; and it is a noteworthy fact that at other

times, when He has no occasion to conform to OT
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modes of expression, Christ does not give pro-
minence to the duty of love towards God.

Ritschl has drawn attention to the fact of how small a part
the love of man towards God play-- ihio'.mhouii the NT as a
whole. * Love is reserved as the oh, rnrurisiir of God and
God's Son in the foundation and guidance of the I_MI j,./ .

while of its members faith or trust, in God an-i II - v <-' ii

demanded 1

(Itechtf. u. rew. ii. 100 f.>. B. Weiss thinks chat
Christ keeps the commandment of love to God in the back-
ground, because where the love of God does not awaken such
love in return it would be of no avail to demand it {Sib. Theol.

of NT, 256). Wendt, while r- -o^r/i-iir ii.,-' the idea of love

correspond * well, on the v, '!!<, v
'

. '.Hal relationship,
believes that it is too general, and does not give sufficient

prominence to the relation of subordination and complete
dependence in which man stands to God. To express the feel-

ing- of whole-hearted devotion to God suggested by the idea of

love, while at the same time giving full recognition to His
infinite love and power, Christ selected the term * trust

'

(T/^T/?)
as the one most suitable to describe the disposition man should
display (Lehrc Jesu, ii. 227).

Whatever the reason, we must K-C'-L-I-V*' MM-
fact that neither in ilic Synoptics nor in : ! 1 .1 !

Gospel, with the o-xcaption of the passages referred
to, do we find Chr -*\ """ -m the love which
man should cherish ;.... But though He
speaks of man's trust in God rather than of his
love towards Him, we must not overlook the fact
that this trust which Christ seeks to inspire is but
love under a slightly different form. It is the
response of the human heart to the infinite love of
God, love on the part of man awakened by the
love of God, yet humbling itself in the presence
of One who. though the Father, is yet Lord of
heaven and earth. Without love there can be no
such trust as Christ seeks to inspire. The prayer
in which this trust finds expression must be the
nsf: ii-iu of a heart full of love to God and of

''""' ! ''i- 1 establishment of His Kingdom. The
righteousness which becomes the members of the
Kingdom must be righteousness not of outward
conduct alone, but of a heart which takes delight
in the performance of the Divine will. The be-
liever is to seek first the Kingdom and the right-
eousness of God (Mt G33

), to have his heart fixed
on the heavenly treasure (6

21
), to be filled with

whole-hearted devotion to the service of God (G
24

),

and to renounce, no matter at what cost, wliatever
may hinder him in the attainment of the great
end set before him (Mk 94*-48

,
cf. Mt 13***). Though

there may be little explicit reference in the teach-
ing of Christ to the love for God which man is

required to cherish, we feel that in the case of the
believer no less than in that of Christ Himself, it
is the source from which springs all the strength
for th-? r.orfi.n-'in 'n-( of duty and the endurance of
-.ill<-rin;j. ,mii (!i,i . just as Christ accounted for
i ho mf,M!lioi' !' i '10 Jews by the utter lack in them
of this love of God (Jn 542), so, if we trace back to
its beginnings the faith which the gospel inspires,
it will be found to issue from the love to the

j

Father who has revealed Himself in Christ.
5. The love of man for Christ. Of love for

Christ there is almost no mention in the Synoptics.
In one utterance, indeed, Chri-t r.-|ii;i,^ TIN fol-
lowers to love Him more than ilii-,ii !,. M \?\\\\ Kv
relatives (Mt 1037). But the purpose of that saying,
as is proved by the parallel passage, Lk li28, is
not so much to insist on a personal affection for
Himself as the condition of discipleship, a fc to em-
phasize the supreme worth of the good represented
by His own Person, compared with which the joys*
of family life are to be esteemed as nothing. 'The
nearest approach to any reference to love of Him-
self as a motive for conduct is to be found in
those passages in which He puts His own Personm the foreground, requiring of His disciples a
readiness to sacrifice themselves for His sake (Mk
835 1029

), and attaching high importance to the
most trivial acts done in His name (Mk 987- 41

).On these occasions He identifies Himself with

LOVE

His cause. When He requires devotion to Him-
self, it is only another way of requiring devotion
to the truth "revealed in HIK Person. Thus Ue
wpeakw of sullerings borne for Mis sake and the

gospel's {8
:35 JO-9

, cf. Lk 18-), and of being ashamed
of Him and of His words (Mk 8:w , Lk 9-()

). In this

spirit He welcomed the love displayed by the
woman who anointed His feet in the Pharisee's

house, as a proof of the sincerity of the repentance
which filled her heart, and of the vastmiss of the

blessings she was conscious of having received

(Lk 747 ).

In the Fourth Gospel, where the personal rela-

tion to Christ is so strongly emphasised, there is

more direct reference to love as the disposition tho
believer may be expected to display towards Christ.
Jesus tells the Jews that if God were their Father

they would love Him, for He iioc"cili-l forth and
is come from God (8

4a
). Of i!u- ili-rijili'- He says,

on the other hand, that the Father loveth thorn bo-
cause they have loved Him, and have believed that
He came from God (16

27
). Something is, indeed,

still lacking in their love. He tells them in HIH
farewell address that if they loved Him they
would rejoice becatise He Raid that He went nnto
the Father (14-

8
). But though their lovo bo not

perfect, He ."*.'* reckon upon it. lie
would only . /.is He docs more than
once in the course of that address, that a true
love for Him will manifest itself in the keeping
of His commandments (14

2L23L
) So it had boon

with His own love for the Father (14
:{1

). Ko lot it

be with the disciples. Let them prove the sin-

cerity of their love to Him by tho loyalty of their
obedience. Such a relationship to Himself, love

manifesting itself in faithful fullilment of 11 IB

commandments, is the condition upon which the
giving of the Parapet o i- promi-cd (I4

iwn
). Where

it exists, Christ promises ilio enjoyment of the
closest communion with the Father" ;md Himnolf
(14

S1 - 23
). It is quite in keeping with the emphasis

that has been laid upon love (lirou^huni ihc

Gospel as the relation which musi i'\Ut li'i,nocn
the disciple and Christ, that in tho iinal scene
with Peter in i* T'C~- .- Ho should thrice
address to him i. -.:. 'Lovewt thou mo? 1

(21
15"17

), as if to -. ;',; such love in tho in-

dispensable qualilication on tho part of one who
would be a true shepherd of Christ's Hock.
In vie of OIL-.-*' i|ii >!:.iion-. ii is difficult to midmtaml

Ritschl's -i;i' MI..M (Mr/.n. u. iVi>. iii. 560), that, apart from
Jn 2118- J<>, there is no reference in tho NT to love towards
Christ. Certainly it is the case that, for the mosi ^wirl, fail h in
the usual formula to indicate tho relation of tlie believer to
Him. But) it is quite in accordance with tho general character
of this Gospel, \\ith ii*, conci-mion of a myntical union Iwtwoen
the believer and Chri-t (U">

ln
), to use warmer colour- to mint

the devotion ot the believer, and to desf-nho that, ctompktto
si'lf-surrcndcr to Christ, which is the true relation to Him, aa
ihe \\ork ot love.

6. The love of man to man, Alongwde of tho
first great commandment to love the Lord our
God, Christ |,IM,- ,- -i-cond,

* Thou shalt love thy
.:!-, .->- :!,N^ir Mk 12?1

). The high im-
l

11
' ' " H 1

.

s 1 ^ .-'H
1

'! i thin duty is evident from
the place Ho ; in- ;i ,-ilongside of the command-
ment to love Uod. * There is none other com-
mandment greater than these' (if).). Both are
ethical in their nature. The ceremonial observ-
ances in which Christ's contemporaries thought to
find the fullilment of this first commandment are
never to be allowed to stand in the way of the
performance of the offices of love toward** our
fellow-men. These latter, because they are ethical,
are the weightier matters of the Law which are
on no account to be omitted (Mt 2S2g

). To refuae
to support one's parents, on the plea that one
desires to make an offering of the money that
might be used for this pxxrpo&e, is to make a
travesty of religion (Mk 7to

). The ethical stands
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above the ceremonial. God desires mercy, not
.sacrifice (Mt 127 ). The lirst commandment may be
to love the Lord our God, but when it is a question
of showing love towards our brother man or per-
forming some act of worship towards God, there
can be no doubt which is to come lirst,

' Leave
there thy gift before the altar, and first go thy
way ; be reconciled to thy brother, and then come
and oiler thy gift

3

(5
23f

-).

'

In the enunciation of this second great com-
mandment, Christ specifies the love which men
are required to show for one another as the love
of one's neighbour. Doubtless the word was sug-
gested by the precept from Leviticus which I~Ee

quoted, just as the form of the first commandment
is based, as we have seen, upon the language of

Deuteronomy. When we inquire as to the wide-
ness of the circle denoted by the term *

neighbour,
5

we seem to find an answer in the parable of the
Good Samaritan, which was told, according to

Lk., in respon-i- ! -V.- -!! -:!!! that had been put,
'Who is my u :-l .,: '. I :> lO29

'37
). But in its

present form that parable gives no satisfactory
answer to the question. After telling the story of
what befell the traveller, how he was maltreated
by the thieves and passed by in his miserable

plight by the
priest

and the Levite, and how at
last the "Samaritan took compassion on him, Christ
asks,

* Which now of those three, thinkest thou, was
neighbour unto him that fell among the thieves ?

'

The answer is, the Samaritan ; and the conclusion
of the I-, '.jr-l .

* '>" i
1

, ;; it was the traveller's

duty
'

:<'" Is-- "-.i
1
.-, .i .n, i.e. that the term

'noiiihbonr' is wider than the lawyer who had put
the question seemed to imagine, and must be held
to embrace any who by their conduct prove them-
selves worthy of the name, whether they be Jews
or not (so Wendt, Lchre Jesic, ii. 268). This is

certainly the logical conclusion from the parable as
it at present stands, but it is questionable whether
this can have been the lesson Christ desired to en-

force by it. It starts with the object of proving
wlio is one's neighbour in the sense of diligendns
(v.

21)

), and ends by proving who is the traveller's

neighbour in the sense of (tiliflens, v. 3B
(Julicher,

])lc> Gleichnisredvn Jes'U, ii. 596). The nearest

approach that it reaches to a definition of the
term '

neighbour
'

in the sense required is contained
in the * Go and do thou likewise' with which it

concludes. The usual method of interpreting the

parable is to find the answer to the question
in the practical lesson enforced by that exhorta-

tion, and to conclude that our neighbour is anyone
,,,! our help. But in view of the
"./i preceding statement that the neigh -

. .',> raveller was the Samaritan who had

compassion on him, it seems utterly incongruous
to conclude that the design of the parable is to

teach that one's neighbour is not one's benefactor,
but anyone that one can beneiit, i.e. in this case
that the traveller was the neighbour of the
Samaritan. So we can only conclude that Lk. is

responsible for the introduction of the parable in

connexion with this question of the lawyer's, and
that whatever the original purpose for which it

was related, it was certainly not designed to give
au answer to the question, Who is my neigh-
bour? 3 in the sense of ' \Vho is the person I am
required to love ?

'

But the piv--i-i -cope of the term,
e

neighbour' in

the mouth of Chri-i i- of the less importance, as

it is only on the occasion of His interview with
the scribe (Mk 1228

-34
, Mt 22y5

"40
) that He thus

defines the limits within which one is to show love

towards one's fellow-men, and there, as we have

seen, He is evidently formulating His answer in

the language of the OT commandment. In opposi-
tion to ifus narrow sense in which the term

VOL. ii. 6

'

neighbour' was interpreted by His contem-
poraries, who could add to the injmu linn to love
their neighbour a corollary to the eliect that they
were to hate their enemy (Mt 543

), Christ enjoined
a love which was to embrace both friend and
enemy (v.

44L
). The Golden Rule which Christ has

given men to guide them in their offices of love
takes us far beyond the circle of neighbours in
the narrow Jewish sense. The command runs,
' All things whatsoever ye would that men (not
your neighbours^ should do unto you, do ye even
so to them' (7

i2
). We are to show love" to all.

'Whosoever shall smite thee/ *if any man will
sue thee,' whosoever shall compel thee,'

f he that
asketh thee,'

' he that would borrow of thee,' these
are the phrases with which Christ introduces those
to whom He commands His disciples to show
love (S

39'42
). Sometimes He describes them as

4 brothers' (5
22 - 24 73'5 1815 - 21f 35

) , not in the sense
of those who are bound to us by natural ties, in
which sense brotherly love is practised by the
Gentiles as well (5

47
), nor in the sense of fellow-

citizens of :' TCi- ;.^-ii- of God (so B, Weiss;
Westcptt, 7 /. ,."'

'

',
*

;/ St. John, note on 1 Jn 29
),

in which sense the word would reproduce in a
new form the limitation that attached to the
Jewish interpretation of the term c

neighbour,
' but

in the same wide sense as He applies the term
Father '

to God. He is the Father not only of

the members of the Kingdom, but of all mankind
(5

45
), and by using the term 'brother' to denote

the objects of our love, Christ will suggest that
it is to be a love as wide and all-embracing as
that of the Father in heaven, who bestows His
bounties on good and evil, a love not only of

those who are members of the Kingdom of God, but
of all who have the right to look up and claim God
as their Father in heaven (Wendt, Lekre Jesu, ii.

270 f.). The command to forgive our brother his

trespasses (IS
35

)
is interpreted^in the widest sense

in G14
*-, when, in place of forgiving our brother,

Christ speaks of forgiving men their hv-p,i o-.

From various occasional utterances of <
s

hri-i we
can form a general idea of the nature of the love
which He expects men to display in their relations

to one another. Its unselfishness on the one side,
and its interest in the welfare of others on the

other, are features which continually appear in

the exhortations in which He seeks to inculcate it.

In illustration of the unselfish spirit which He
commends, He urjio- TTi- hearers to invite to their
"!, ,

'

->t their friend- and kinsmen who may
: - : I- in return, but the poor, the maimed,
the lame and the blind, who cannot recompense
them (Lk 14m -). In the same spirit He bids

met \i.1. '",, for nothing (6
35

, according to

the ", 'i ..- ":i jAjjdtv a7re\7riQVTe$ best suited to

the context). V..'
1

.!- ,.'( of the unselfish-

ness whicli is ''.*.'. r !' the spirit
of love

Christ would instil, is the suppression of those
vindictive feelings which are prone to rise when
we experience ill-treatment from others. We are

required to forgive those who have wronged us, not
.seven times "but seventy times seven (Mt 1821f-) ;

to be so far from resenting injury we receive from
another that we turn the other cheek to the

smiter, allow him who would take away our coat
to have our cloak also, and go two miles with him
who would compel us to go one (5

38~42
) j to love

our enemies, and to pray for them that persecute
us (S

44
). \..-

:
-. '"is unselfishness will exhibit

itself in I.;- :- !' of all self-assertion or desire

to attain pre-eminence among our fellows. Such
self-exaltation is characteristic of the scribes and
Pharisees (Mk 12m , Mt 235ff

-), and of the Gentiles

(Mk 1042, Lk 2225
). But the follower of Christ,

who came not to be ministered unto but to

minister, and who was among His disciples as he
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that serveth, will be ready to stoop to the lowliest

service (Mk lO4*'45
,
Lk &**), and will seek for

self-exaltation only through self-abasement (Lk
M11

).

But while love is thus regardless of self, it will

ever seek to advance the good of others. It will

give readily to supply their demands (Mt 542
,
Lk

630 ). Nay, ib will be quick to anticipate them.
It will teach us to put oiirselves in their place and
realize what they stand in need of. 'All things
whatsoever ye would that men should do to you,
do ye even so to them' (Mt I 12

,
Lk 6:J1

). We shall

not hesitate to share with them our earthly goods.
' It is more blessed to give than to receive

3

is a

saying of Christ's preserved by St. Paul (Ac 2035
)

which is not recorded in the Gospels. In the

picture which Christ has painted of the Judgment.
He claims as offices of love performed towards
Himself acts of kindness done to our unfortunate
fellow-creatures (Mt 2534'40

). That is the wise use
of our riches whereby we make to ourselves friends
of those whom we benefit (Lk 169

). But we shall

care not only for our brother's worldly interests,
but also for his spiritual welfare. We are solemnly
warned to give heed lest we cause him to stumble

(Mk 94a , Lk 17 lf
-). It is riot the will of our Father

which is in heaven that one of these little ones,
i.e. the humblest member of the Kingdom of God,
should perish (Mt IS 14

). And while we are careful
to avoid the censorious spirit wliich takes delight
in uncharitable judgment of the faults of others

(7
lf

*)> \ve shall still ieel it our duty to rebuke our
brother when he trespasses, and to endeavour to
reclaim him from his sin (1S

15L
).

One other point worthy of notice in connexion
with the duty of brotherly love which Christ

inculcates, is the light in which this duty is pre-
sented in view of the love which we experience at
the hands of God. At the root of all that Christ

says regarding the love which we should display
to one another lies the great truth of the Father-
hood of Gocl. That word of St. John's,

' We love
because he first loved us' (1 Jn 419

), expresses the

position which Christ takes up. To forgive another
his trespasses and to recompense an injury with
kindness, to love one's enemi'es and to pray for

them that persecute one, appears the heiglit of

magnanimity from the standpoint of the natural
man. But Christ puts the matter in a new light.
He reminds us of the love with which God treats

man, undeserving as he is, and of the readiness with
which He forgives us our ofiences. In the parable
of the rnfor/ivhi- Servant (Mt IS28'33

) He exhibits
in its true lUJii i ho* conduct of the man who, freely
forgiven at the hands of God, yet refuses to for-

give his brother who has offended Mm. And as
our indignation burns at the behaviour of the
uuToi^ix inr servant in the parable, we realize that
^o Tar f 1 01 n the forgiveness of those who have
offended us being the Mi^iwiimnis- conduct we
had imagined, it is a -i:n|-h- iim\. the non-fulfil-

ment of which calls for severest condemnation.
In the Fourth Gospel the duty of love to our

brother is laid down with the utmost distinctness,

though the references are comparatively few. As
in the Synoptics Christ had summed up the Law
and the rrophets in the Golden Rule to clo unto
others whatsoever we would that they should do
to us, so here He concentrates His ethical teaching
to His disciples in the new commandment to love
one another as He has loved them (13

3* 1512 ). It
was a new commandment in the new emphasis
with which it was enjoined, in the new place
assignee! to it as the one principle in which the
Law and the Prophets find fulfilment (Mt 712 517fl

%
cf. Bo 139

, Gal 5 14
), in the new sanction it received

through the appeal (o Christ's own example. He
declares thai the keeping of this commandment is

the sure test whereby His disciples may be recog-
nized by others (13

i!;5

). It is by their fuliilmont of

it alone that they may enjoy such close communion
with Him as He enjoys with His Father (15

10 - 11!

).

He has given them an example in His own Person
of the love they are to practise. At the last meal
with His disciples, at which this new command-
ment was given, He had Himself washed their

feet, to enforce the injunction to lowly service

which He laid upon them (I3
14m

). But this act of

condescension on the part of the Master was

typical of the - \\- 1< > !.; I--
1 which He hud dis-

played throng! !::, !i"- ..... intercourse with
them, that love which reached its culmiii:itin,u

point in the willing sacrilice of His life, li i-- i

this that He points when Ho urges them to love

one another as He has loved them. * Greater love

hath no man than this, that a man lay down his

life for his friends
'

(15
18

).

It has been urged that the brotherly love which
is thus commended in the Fourth Gospel falls short
of that enjoined in the ^\ n-|ii ii--. in respect that, it

is limited to the circle <! the < ttiristiiui brother-

hood. While Christ in the Synoptics commands
us to love our neighbour, and insists that the love

which He enjoins must embrace not
only

our
friends but our enemies, we read in the fourth

GoMpel of a love for one another (18
:M- SB 15 1 -- l7

),

The reciprocal pronoun points to a limitation of

the love to the Christian brotherhood. The Chris-

tians are known not by their love for others, but

by their mutual love amongst themselves (II.

Holtzmanu, Handcom. on Jn 13 ia
,
Wentcst. Throl.

ii. 388 f. ; O. Holtzmann, TnJitttmt'mwttiitf. 70,
4

JO<>),

And as the love which the believer \* exhorted to

practise is limited to the Christian brotherhood, so

also, it is maintained, is that of Christ Himself,
which is held up as an example. The Fourth

Gospel and St. Paul both cite the death of Christ

as the highest proof that can be given of His love ;

but St. Paul iinds in it a proof of His love for 1 1 is

enemies (Ko 5l5ff

*)> whereas the KvangeliM adduces
it as a proof of His love for His friends (15

W
),

Such love of friends, it is maintained, is the

highest love the Gospel recognizes. Of love for

one's enemies it knows nothing (O. Iloltxtnaun,
ib, 87, 276; H. Holtzuianu, Hfwidwtti. on Jn 15 l:!

,

Neutvst. Tfool. ii. 477).
We must admit that there is HO much truth in

the contention that, as a matter of fact, the love
referred to in l3!J4f- 15 12- 17 is a love of Christian
brethren for one another. It would be quite un-
warrantable to lind the novelty of the command*
ment 1334 in the wideness of Its scope, to which
there is no reference at all in the context. But it

is equally unwarrantable to expbiin that novelty
as consisting in the narrowness of the circle within
which Christ, in the context, insisted ou its fulfil-

ment, as if this commandment to practise brotherly
love were an advance upon the old injunction to
love one's neighbour. (SoCkotius:

l
Is ovum autem

dicit, quia non agit de dilcctiono conuuuni om-
nium, sed de -!< i:l

: nmstianorum inter HO, <jtia
tales sunt';. ei. K"li.i'i_. 8K, 1845, pp. 085-094).
It is a mistake to take the commandment in

any exclusive sense, as if there were any con-
trast implied to the wider commandment *o the*

Synoptics. Christ speaks of the love of Chris-
tian. brethren for one another, either because fie
had had occasion immediately before to #ivo His

disciples a lesson on the manner in which they
should be ready to render loving service to one
another (13

4" 17
), or "because it was natural to look

for the display of tins spirit of love Ho would
inculcate first of all within the smaller circle of
those who stood in close relation to Him and to
one another. It is not a <jueMion of confining
their love to their Christian brethren, but of din-
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playing it towards those with whom they come
Into closest contact.

In the same way as Christ urges them to show
their love to those who stand nearest to them, He
represents His own love as issuing in the sacrifice
He made for them, His friends. He does not
mean that it was because of the love they had
shown Him as friends that He responded with this
mlmin.ii in^! proof of love in return. On the eon-

imiy. !!<: i.il
1

- them friends because they are the

objects of His love (15
15f

-). His sacrifice has not
been evoked by the friendship they have displayed.
It is rather their friendship that is the response
to the love He has cherished for them, of which
that sacrifice was the culminating proof.
While we roco^ni/r. then, that in this farewell

conversation \viih Hi* disciples, the love which
Christ urges them to display is in the first instance
a love of one toward another, we cannot admit that
i

]
i , i ; iy intention on the part either of the Evan-

-. ,' .. ... Christ Himself to limit the practice of
it to the Christian brotherhood. The circumstances
in which the address was spoken sufficiently ex-

plain the form in which the commandment is

^iven, and the manner in which Christ's example
is appealed to. The Teacher who had inculcated
a love which was to embrace friend and enemy
alike might well feel constrained to give His own
disciples the commandment to love one another.
And He who had given His life as a ransom for

many might well remind those who stood nearest
to Him that they were among the many for whom
the sacrifice was made, and appeal to them to love
one another as He had loved them.
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LOWLINESS. The 'modest attitude of mind
and demeanour which characterized our Lord as a
man. It is in contrast with, though not in contra-
diction to, the greatness both of His station and
of His claims. He describes Himself (Mt II29

) as
*

lowly in heart,
5 and the word employed (ra7ret^6s)

is accurately translated by the Eng.
*

lowly
' and

the Lat. humilis an denoting that which is near
the earth, low as opposed to lofty, bowed down as

opposed to erect. Though sometimes xised in a
bad sense, as indicating meanness of

spirit,
thin is

not at all its necessary or common signification.
In the moral &ense it i opposed, to proud, haughty,
fielf-assertive. The adjective occurs elsewhere in
the NT (Lk 1M

,
2 Co 10 l

,
Ja I9 46

,
1 P 55

) ; and the
noun TOLTreLvocfrpofftivr) and the verb TaTra^w are even
of more frequent occurrence. Both noun and verb
are used by St. Paul (Ph 23- 8

) in lo-mliiu^ the
K&wcns of Christ, where a twofold lowl'mc-- is

declared of Him : (1) in hwnilrty man, (2) as& man.
In the prophecy of Zeehariah

'

(9
V)

) the Messianic

King is foretold as being
(

lowly and riding upon
an ass

'

; but in the pa^age-. wliere the prophecy
is quoted (Mt 215

, Jn 12 13
), tho action is given in

both cases. The adjective is altogether omitted

by St. John, and is rendered 'meek' (rrpafo) by
St. >liiuhe\v. See also artt. MEEKNESS and
HUMILITY. E. C. DARGAN.

LUKE. The only reliable sources for the life of

Luke are his Acts of the Apostles, and, in a very
slight degree, his Gospel, and the Epistles of St.

Paul. The biography found in many MSS of the

Gospel in Latin, and printed, for' example, in

Wordsworth and, White's Novwm Testatnentum
Domini Nostri lem Chnisti Latine, Pars i. (Oxonii,

1889-1898), pp. 269-272, can hardly be considered

reliable, by whomsoever composed. Some of its

statements will be quoted below.
1. NCMW. The name Aowcas appears to be unex-

ampled elsewhere. The modern accentuation is

no doubt correct, and this at once proclaims it as a
contraction or shorter form of some other name.
It belongs in fact to the class of pet names
{Lallnauien, Kasenamen in German), as a glance at
the long list of such in Jannaris' Historical G-r.

Gram, (London, 1897), 287, will show. The NT
itself is not without examples of such names ; StXas

(2iA^as) for ^i\ovav6$, 'AyUjrAias (Ro 16s
) for 'A^TrXtaros,

'OXv/wras (Bo 1615
) for 'OXvpiriddcapos, A^as (Col 414

)

for Avj/jrfJTpiQs, 'EiTra^pas (Col 4 11!

)
for 'JBTra^potftros

1

,

'ATo\\c6s for 'A-TroXXtuvios, Zyvas (Tit 313) for ZT^^OJ/OOS-,
'AyrtTras (Kev2 13

) for 'Avriirarpos, Sre^cwas (1 Co 1615
)

for ^r<pajf7j(p6pos. The shorter names are less

technical and more fHomily than the others. There
can be little doubt thai; \OVK&S is short for AovKav6$9

and indeed this latter form is very frequent in the
oldest forms of the Latin Bible, in the title of the

Gospel. There appears to be no example of the
nominative in MSS, but the accusative CATA
LUCANUM is regular (see C. H. Turner in JThSt,
vi. (1904-1905), pp. 256-258). Monsignor Mercati,
of the Vatican Library, has found an instance even
of the nominative, on the sarcophagus of Concord-
ius at Aries, MATTEUS MARCUS LUCANVS IOANNES
(ib. p. 435).* The name Lucanus suggests

e Lu-

canian,' a native of the district of Southern Italy ;

it also suggests the Latin poet, a member of the

gens Anncea, nephew of Seneca the philosopher.
But neither of these suggestions seems to lead us
further in the attempt to trace the ancestry or

family of the Third Evan^eli-t.
2, Origin. The Latin -biography above referred

to calls Luke a Syrian of Antioch, This is almost

certainly due to a mistaken interpretation of Ac 131
,

where a different person, with a different name,
Lucius, is mentioned. If that be not the explana-
tion, the selection of Antioch may be due to a

guess, which sought to connect him with an im-

portant city. Some have thought that ' Antioch-
ensis

3

is right, but that *

Syrus
'

is wrong, and
would claim him for Pisidian Antioch, a place of

much less importance. In the absence of other

evidence, this second theory would be possible, as

Pisidian Antioch is much nearer the historical

scene on which he first appears and figures promi-
iifiiily in the missionary journeys of St. Paul.
The liook of Acts itself, however, seems to yield

up the secret. If we concentrate our attention on
that part of the iiMrnilivc which tells of St. Paul's
visit to Philippi, we oVerve certain peculiarities
about it which distinguish it from the other parts.
In the first place, we observe that in lo9 'a
certain man of Macedonia' (-m implies that the
author could name him if he chose) is mentioned

to St. Paul in a dream at Troas, and
biiri to cross over into Macedonia. In the

following verse> the first 'We 'passage begins:
*we sought i

1 !:"!", ';.." The Macedonians did
not differ fr<-! i i- '' '% - in their appearance
or dress, and why should the author conceal the
name of the Macedonian, if not from modesty?
The present writer can feel no doubt that Luke
and Paiil met in Troas, and conversed together,

expectant of a sign of the Spirit's will ; that, as

the result of their impressive talk, St. Paul saw a
vision of his companion of the previous day, who
appeared to be ,'Hldre^ing him in the words of

v, 9 ; and, in accordance with the belief of the

time, considered who shall say wrongly? that
the Spirit had spoken through this dream. V: 12

of ch. 16 is even more important in this connexion
for the information it supplies :

{

Philippi, which
* The present writer has recently seen it on the mould of this

sarcophagus at the Museum of St. Germain near Paris.
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is a city of Macedonia, the first of its district, a
Human colony,' The characterization of Philippi

might almost be styled gratuitous. Wince the
battle of B.O. 42 this place was well known to

all persons of any education. Further, one might
judge from this passage that it was the only
Roman colony mentioned in Acts. This is far from

being the case. Corinth, Lystra, Ptolemais, and
Pisidiaii Antioch, to mention 110 others, were also

Homan colonies; yet the author affixes the title to

Philippi only. Again, we know that Philippi was
not regarded by all as the chief town of its district.

The author is clearly taking a side as against those
who regarded Thessalonica or Amplripolis as the
chief town of that district. The rivalry between
cities was a characteristically Greek quality, which
finds a parallel in the more modern rivalry between
Dole and Basan$on. An instance in Asia Minor
was that between Smyrna, Ephesus, and Perga-
mum. We shall not be wrong in regarding the
author as a native of Philippi. His fondness for

the sea and all matters nautical, as well as his

choice of a profession almost entirely confined to

Greeks, already proclaim him a Greek. There are
other indications that point to Philippi as his

native place. V. 13 of ch. 10,
' where ^oe thought

there was a place of prayer,' is quite natural, if

the author, being a Gentile, had only a rough idea
where the Jewish place of prayer in Iris

^
native

town was. Again, when Paul and Silas go to

Thessalonica (Ac. 17 1
), Luke is left behind in

Philippi, and reappears in that neighbourhood
afterwards (20

4-5
).

3. Notes on his Life. Of Luke's early life little

can be said, and that little is inference derived
from his two books. If he were the son of a Greek
freedman of a Roman master, this would account
both for his name and his history. Prom the
character of the language of his writings it is

evident that he had a good education, both rhe-
torical and medical. It is impossible to say where
he was educated, as higher education was wide-

spread in the Greek world. About V- il"*
1

.- -V -i

something can be said. Prom the
'

: ;

ences to the poor in his Gospel .!!-. r '. . ':M

attachment to Paul, as well as his self-effacement,
it seems not too fanciful to picture him as a man
of modest, tender, sympathetic, and constant
nature. His circumstances appear to have been
good j

otherwise he could hardly have followed
Paul as he did, ministering to his ailing body.
The present writer has little doubt that the reason

why Titus, though a valued coadjutor of St. Paul,
is not mentioned in Acts, is that he was Luke's
brother, especially as the only natural way to take
the words rbv aSe\(f>6v in 2 Co 1218 is as '

Iris brother,'
i.e. the brother of the man previously mentioned,
that is, of Titus. Luke as a teacher was not so

prominent as Titus, and hence is not named there.
T ; ( , ! :_ of the passage would have been
i! -

I i _ ago, had it not been for the
obscuration produced by the ecclesiastical sense of
the term * brother.'

The only part of Luke's life of which we know
much is the part he spent travelling in St, Paul's

company. They met first at Troas, and journeyed
toother from there by Samothrace and Neapolis
to Philippi (Ac 16 I(w2

). In Philippi Luke remained
after Paul had gone, and they appear to have been
separated for a little over five years (according to

Ramsay's chronology). Afl.er nveting again, al-

most certainly at Philippi (Ac :20 -'), they appear
to have remained together till the death of St,
Paul Certainly they were together on St. Paul's
last journey along the coast of Asia Minor and
Syria, up to Jerusalem (Ac 2 1 15), and on the
eventful voyage to Puteoli and Rome (ch. 27), In
Rome be appears with St. Paul (Col 414

, Philem 24
).

**Copyriffht, 1C08, by (

It is probable that ho devoted himself mainly to

medical and literary work, and not so much to

evangelization. The Latin biography mates that
he never married, and that ho di< d at the age of

74 in Boeotia (some MSS., Bithynia). Another
tradition has it that he, died at Constantinople,
and his sarcophagus, said to have been brought
from there, is now pointed out in the Church of

Santa Giustina, at Padua.
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i. THE SYNOPTIC PKOBLKM. To a student of the

Synoptic Problem St. Luke's Gospel is the inoHt

i.'iK s\ -; in : of the three. Indeed, we may confidently
isiirn '.

: ii . but for St. Luke, the Synoptic Problem
would never have existed. For the connexions
between St. Matthew and St. Mark are compara-
tively simple and are easily explained. It is only
when we read St. Luke that the pciplrxing ques-
tions which constitute the Problem arise. We have
first to explain the fact of his omissions () of

Markan matter, (?;) of Matthtoan
; next, his addi-

tions (a) of narrative, (ft) of discourse ; thirdly, his

variations from the other Gospels in arrangement,
(rt) of Markan matter, (ft) of Mattlucan

j
then we.

must examine his editorial work, which consists

() of prefaces to introduce a section, (/;) of conclu-
sions to wind it up, (r.)

of explanatory notes, (</) of

corrections, alike in fact, in style, and in grammar ;

lastly, we must consider cases whore he agrees with
St. Matthew against St. Mark, and cases when* ho
alone of the Synoptists has some 1

, contact with St.

John. Anyone who attempts to solve the Problem
by neglecting one or more of the.se factors, may
fascinate the reader by the simplicity of his pro-
posals, but ho does so at the rxp^M.>c of Mieotm
He has not really grappled with the Problem, and
therefore has not solved it, If, on the other hand,
the reader thinks the proposals which are hew
offered too intricate

;
if he accuses the writer of

vacillation, because two or more solutions tire fre-

quently offered of the same difficulty, let him
reflect that in mathematics the most exact of

sciences a similar fact may bo observed. For
every qua!"!

*

< ;'.'!

'

.: has two solutions, and
when the II, .r,

'

<

'

: published his calcula-
tion of the distance of the sun from the earth, the
answer came oixt as a double quadratic, with four
variations. Similar complications should be ex-

pected in an intricate literary problem like this.

Let th beginner cultivate patience and suspense
of judgment. He will have made good progress, if

he learns to suspect the man who is too simple or
too confident.

i. Solutions offered in the past, Augustine,
bUhop of Hippo, at the close of the 4th cent., WSIH
'/.//,- ,-> ( . >< s Sons
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the first writer who made a serious attempt to
solve the Synoptic Problem. He was guided partly
"by tradition, but chiefly by a careful examination
of the internal evidence which the Gospels offer.

In that age it was perhaps inevitable that he
should assume, what modern critics are almost
united in denying, that the Apostle Matthew was
the author of the First Gospel in its present form.
From, this fundamental error it inevitably followed
that lie assumed the *". ^ '

. Matthew, and
spoke of St. Mark as -,,' '.. , \- and humble
follower of St. Matthew.' St. Luke he held to

have copied from the other two. Augustine's in-

fluence in the Western Church was so transcendent,
that his opinion on these intricate questions was
accepted without examination until quite modern
times. Strange to say, the founders of the famous
Tubingen school in theology, though they reversed
most of the traditional beliefs, adhered to this.

They upheld the priority of St. Matthew, not for

any literary reason, but for a dogmatic one. The
miraculous element is somewhat less prominent in

St. Matthew than it is* in St. Mark
; therefore,

they argued, he must be the earlier writer.

2. Priority of St. Mark. The notion of the

priority of St. Matthew has, however, been so com-
pletely beaten off the field, that we need not spend
time in refuting it. Suffice it to say that even so

conservative' a writer as Dr. Salmon, the late

Provost of Trinity College, Dublin, admitted that
St. Mark's is the archaic Gospel. And no wonder,
for it is simple where the others are complex ;

it is

meagre where they are rich
;

it is a chronicle while

they are histories
;

it contains Latin and Aramaic
words which they have translated or removed.
Eor example, in Mk 15a9 we find the Latin word
Kevrvplcov, but in the parallel passages St. Matthew
writes <hrar(Wapx0$ and St. Luke eKaroprdpx^s. Both
Kvangislisis felt that they must not disfigure their

pnges wiili St. Mark's c

barbarism,' and the different

forms which they used indicate independent action.

Who, on the other hand, could suppose that St.

Mark found (kcmWapxos in St. Matthew, and de-

liberately altered it into KevrvpLw, or that St. Luke
found &car6*/rap%os, and deliberately altered it into

eKCLTovrdpx'ns ? For these and other reasons it is

maintained in all orthodox schools of criticism that

St. Matthew and St. Luke made use of St. Mark.

Indeed, St. Mark's Gospel furnishes the historical

framework for the others. Equally certain is it

that St. Matthew and St. Luke were unacquainted
with each other's writings. Whatever agreement
exists between them in non-Markan sections comes
from their use of a common source. Augustine
therefore is wrong in ev

"

3. The doctrine of a ppow-MnrU, of a deutero-

Mark, and of a trite-Mark. It has, however, long
been debated whether St. Mark's Gospel in its

>^\\\ i( r--rra lay before St. Matthew and St.

i.;,,M. M:i: \ critics have held that St. Luke, at

any rate, had only an Urmarkus a term which
has been used in Germany to signify a document
shorter than our St. Mark, earlier in date, and
free from those ."ui:*- ;;

"

additions which
strike the reader <-i x. M,r./^ Gospel. Of late

years there has been a growing tendency, both in

Germany and in England, to repudiate the doctrine

of an Urmarkus. Dr. Swete, without arguing the

question at length, expresses the opinion that we
can dispense with it. The Dean of Westminster
is more positive in setting it aside. Nor is this

surprising. Those who reject the oral hypothesis
are beginning to feel that they cannot multiply
documents at pleasure. Litera scripta mnnet. If

St. Mark's Gospel circulated in the Apostolic age
in three widely different editions, it is impossible
to believe that the first and second editions

perished without being noticed by such scholars

as Origen and Jerome. Nor is it conceivable, as
some maintain, that St. Mark entrusted his first

edition to St. Luke, who incorporated it into his

Uo.spd, but allowed no one else to make use of it.

No wonder that with men who have an historical
sense such hypotheses are unpalatable. But the
oral hypothesis readily admits of, nay requires,
these gradual growths in St. Mark. Under it

there is no difficulty whatever in believing that
St. Luke's (oral) St. Mark was much shorter than
St. Matthew's, and that St. Matthew's had not
received the final touches. In fact, the oral hypo-
thesis solves the Synoptic Problem. The docu-

mentary hypothesis fails to do so. Both are

equally hypothetical. And those who declare the
oral hypothesis to be incredible have never, as yet,

fairly tackled the arguments on which it rests, or

sufficiently taken into account the habits of the
East and of that age. This, however, is not the

place to plead for the oral hypothesis, nor has the

present writer any wish to do more than demand
for it a dispassionate consideration. In the ex-
amination which follows he will not assume its

truth.

ii. ANALYSIS OF ST. LUKE'S GOSPEL ACCORD-
ING TO THE SOURCES USED. 1. First Source St.

Mark. St. Mark's Gospel (oral or written) was
not merely used by St. Luke, it forms the back-
bone of his Gospel. It is hardly too much to

say that withoixt St. Mark there would have been
neither a St. Luke nor a St. Matthew. But, as we
have already intimated, there is strong reason for

concluding that St. Luke used a much shorter

work, not merely than our St. Mark, but than the
St, Mark which lay before the redactor of St.

Matthew. In short, he used an Unnarkus or an

(oral) proto-Mark. By adopting this view we
account at once () for his omissions, (6) for his

variations from St. Mark's order. He omitted

nothing which his St. Mark contained : he ad-
hered to St. Mark's order in every section which
he took directly from St. Mark. The marvellous

simplification of the Synoptic Problem which this

view offers can bi; .i|
ncisurd only by those who

have seriously ciidi<i\.Mir< 4
<l to explain to them-

selves and justify to others St. Luke's omissions
and his order.

But St. Luke's omissions are so important that
we must consider them at some length. In the

Synopsis St. Mark's Gospel is divided into 223

sections, of which St. Luke omits 54. A group of

sections is omitted between Mk S22 and 41
. A

much larger group amounting to more than two
out of St. Mark's 1(5 chapters is omitted between
Mk 617 and 826

. The remaining omissions consist

of single sections scattered over the rest of St.

Mark's Gospel. Only from Mk 2 and 5 are no
sections omitted. It is manifestly the duty of the

critic to account for these omissions, and attempts
have been made by harmonists to do so. Thus
they have suggested (1) that St. Luke omitted
what his readers would not value : being a Gentile

himself, and writing for Gentiles, he naturally
omitted sections which dealt with questions of

Jewish interest
; (2) that he objected to repetition,

and left out what lie vtpivd-, d as dittographies ;

e.g. having given the id din.: or' ouOO, he thought it

unnecessary to narrate the fading of 4000
; having

described the anointing of our" Lord's feet, he
deemed it superfluous to record the anointing of

His head. These reasons, however, are quite in-

adequate. St. Luke is pjiriiculnrly fond of allud-

ing to Jewish customs, and Gentile Christians have

always taken a deep interest in them. Further-

more, the great majority of his omissions cannot be
accounted for under either of the above heads.

Thus he omits 25 out of St. Mark's 86 proper
names. He does so in defiance of his instincts as an
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historian (Wright, JYT Problems f>0-9Q). Again, he
omits the healing of the Syrophoonician's daughter
(Mk 7 24-so

j the only case in which our Lord is

recorded to have healed a Gentile. He omits
the on*

' * '

',h our Lord is said to have
taken - lands

(7''
n-8 1()

). He omits
our Lonrs leauiuu^ about the inferiority of he
moral precepts of the Old Testament to those of

the New (Mt 527--L ^- 3s
^). All these, topics were of

overwhelming interest to Gentile readers, and we
find It impossible to believe that St. Luke deliber-

ately rejected them. The only satisfactory hypo-
thesis is that he was not acquainted with them, as
he would not be if he used a shorter recension of

St. Mark and of the Logia.
(a) Now, if St. Luke used an earlier recension of

St. Mark, whether oral or written, it is reasonable
to suspect that in several places he has preserved
for us the primitive Petrine wording. He will

..'.-: .,V. be nearer to St. Peter's teaching than
'- > Matthew or St. Mark. For, if the
trito-Mark has made many additions to the primi-
tive records, so also has he sometimes altered the
tradition. In the index to the Synopsis nine

passages are pointed out in which St. Luke's
account is held to be the oldest, but there are

probably many more. At any rate it is of the

greatest advantage to the critic to feel that he is

not always bound to vindicate the priority of St.

Mark in details, however highly he may value it

on the whole. And although subjective reasoning
must always be received with caution, it ought not
to be altogether discarded.

(/)) Although St. Luke omits, as we have seen,
5-i out of St. Mark's 223 sections, he does not

always omit them entirely, but has preserved short

fragments or *
scraps

' of 24 out of the 54. These
'scraps' are always ir.N- l.ircil in his Gospel. In

fact, the departure fnm 1 N. M,nVs order is our
chief means of detecting them. (They may be
seen in the Synopsis, Table I. a.) No one is likely
now to maintain that these 'scraps' were copied
directly from a written St. Mark. It is surely
incredible that they should have been torn from
their context and misplaced. But if these 'scraps'
came to St. Luke orally, is it conceivable that he
was so careless as never to have discovered that he
had a full account of them in writing before him ?

To Lhc present writer's mind the very existence in
St. Luke's Gospel of these 'scraps' is conclusive

proof that he used an abbreviated St. Mark.
When, therefore, these 'scraps' reached him, he
was not aware that they were Markan. For, if

we mistake not, there were in the Apostolic age
two kinds of oral tradition, both of which contri-
buted much to the composition, of St. Luke's
Gospel. First there was a vast body of uncodified

fact, rudis indtgestaque moles. Striking sayings
were remembered apart from their surrounding,
striking deeds were recorded without mention of

place or person. These passed from mouth to
mouth informally. Secondly, there was the regular
course of catechetical teaching preserved by those
catechists to whose ill-rc<|uitod toil St. Paul bears

testimony in Gal 66 . Fmau ihese men St. Luke
derived the sections of the proto-Mark in their
invariable order: from the former source he de-
rived the 'scraps

7 of the deutero-Mark together
with much other matter.

(c) St. Matthew's redactor frequently introduces
non-Markan material into a Markan section, mix-
ing the two together to the reader's confusion. St.

Luke avoids doing this, as a rule, rightly feeling
that his sources ought to be treated with respect.
But, of course, all the *

scraps
' are amalgamated

with and lost in other matter.

(d) There are cases in which St. Luke corrects
the proto-Marfc or forsakes it in favour of other

sources. Not only does he polish St. Mark's stylo
in a multitude of instance's, but in his third chapter
he gives (with some additions) the account of tho

Baptist which he found in the second Sources, pre-

ferring it to the much shorter account which is

found in St. Mark. The same thing is done in
Mk 323-2(S

. lie differs from the proto-JVIark in hold-

ing that only one of the malefactors who were
hanged reviled our Lord, the other turned to Him
for help (Lk &3']0

). In the, account of the KucharLsb

(according to the true text) ho puts the. adminis-
tration of the Cup before that of the Bread (Lk
22 17-11

'), following in all probability a local litur-

gical usage of which several traces remain. Theso
changes must have been made deliberately. And
in all cases in which St. Luke- or St. John corrects

St. Mark, it is reasonable to believe that they hud

good warrant for doing so.

(0) It used to be argued that the testimony of

four men is true, and those passages which are
found in more than one Gospel were held to be

doubly or trebly attested.^
Criticism has consider-

ably altered our view of this matter. No doubt
the 'Triple tradition' deserves special respect.
When three Gospels agree verbatim (as they seldom
do for more than a few words at ti time), they are

reproducing a source which must be as old as, and
may be considerably older than, any of them.
Tradition assigns St. Mark's Gospel to St. Veter'H

teaching, and we are entitled to claim that at louflt

tht --M ."I* may in large measure be regarded
as :

-

"
i. I

1

this there is scope for apologc tics.

But it is evident that, if three JKvangoiiHtH arts
' v "!

! '
. the same Sources they may bo xv.pro-

. .. .. infects as well as its excellences. Their
agreement proves the antiquity, but not the infalli-

bility, of the original. Now Papias expressly as-
serts that St. Mark's Gospel is defective in ordor.
And when we examine it rri,ir:f\\ v.v find that it

is arranged topographically. It mucs us lirst to
the Jordan valley for our Lord's Baptism, then to
Galilee for His ministry ;

after that comes a jour-
ney to Jerusalem, followed by the Passion. .Finally,
the lost verses must have contained a journey into

Galilee, for such a journey is expressly enjoined
on the disciples. All three Syimplies "adopt tins

arrangement, except that the~ liual journey hito
Galilee is omitted by St. Luke, belonging,* as it

does, to the deutero-Mark. Can we accept St.
Mark's ;::!.; ':!-. .-,:; !:.-.!. a it is, by St.

Matthew and hi,. Luke ? Is the testimony of three
men true ? No one until quite modern "timen has
ever thought so. The traditional account is that
it is partly true. The Galilean ministry was
broken by visits to Jerusalem, which St. John
alone records. Jn ignoring them tin- Synoptisis
were wrong, But the ministry in .Jerusalem which
the Synoptists give is assumed to have been un-
broken by visits to Galilee, and must therefore
merely be adjusted with Jn 12-20. This is im-
probable.

4
St. Mark assigns 300 verses to the

ministry in Galilee, which is commonly supposed
to have lasted three years, 261 to the ministry in

Jerusalem, which lasted about a week, Events in
real history seldom move so rnpidU. Our conten-
tion is that St. Mai'k is, as I'.-ipins >MYS. and as his

contemporaries probably well kne\\-J defective in
r.vv.r _*:iv:'\ x

i only ought the ministry in the
N ->';-:

'

i-f I ' ;><!! by several visits to Jerusalem,
but St. Mark's account of the ministry In Jeru-
salem ought to be broken "by soveral visits to
Galilee. Both ministries must be split up and
dovetailed together, if we would attain to the true
sequence of events. St. John corrects St. Mark
by putting the Cleansing of the Temple into the
first year's ministry (Jn 2IM2) instead of the last.
The traditional view that there wore two cleans-

ings is discredited in every other case, and is parti-
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cularly incredible here. But if St. Mark lias

misplaced it, he has misplaced also some other
sections which adhere to it. And although we
cannot with any confidence decide at which par-
ticular visit to Jerusalem each of the recorded
events happened, it is an enormous gain to the
historian to "be at liberty to distribute them.

2. Second Source St. Matthew's Logia. When
Papias wrote that ' St. Matthew compiled the

Lo<jia (or Utterances of our Lord) in the Hebrew
dialect, and each man interpreted them as he was
able,

1 he cannot, as the traditionalists suppose, be
alluding to our First Gospel, which was written

(at Alexandria ?) in Greek. Critical opinion is fast

I'-'j-i'iiL, rr.i-'d ." ,he view that St. Matthew com-
!'..'l. : n a :-KT,il Gospel, but a collection of our
L.-u'- IVi- 11

,!
1

:! i s, which was incorporated into
our First Gospel, and formed so distinctive a feature
of it, that the whole book was with some justice
called * the Gospel according to St. Matthew.'
And if this collection was originally oral, as many
who deny an oral Mark are ready to admit, there
is nothir

*

L our contention that St. Luke
used it,

- much shorter : in fact, he used
a proto-Matthew. In that way we explain his

omissions, which are more glaring even than his
omissions from St. Mark.
The question of order, which was complex in

the case of the first Source, is simple here. For
St. Luke's order is entirely different from St.

Matthew's. Except on the rare occasions when
St. Mark furnishes a clue, as he does in the
account of the Baptist and of the T ' *

. .
G

Luke .irrfi
':;.:*.- ihe Logia in one wa^ .

** M
in another. Which, then, of these arrangements
is to be preferred? Which TAMiurili.si i ;,. ! .n*!

St. Matthew's order? Not ihe i-cduc-; <>\ \\.\-

Gospel according to St. Matthew, for he has
massed most of the Logia into five huge Dis-

courses, which are impressive for Church reading,
but can hardly correspond to any actual Sermons.

Many critics, however, incline to believe that St.

Luke has preserved the original order, because he
has so scrupulously followed the order of the proto-
Mark. Even if he has done so, we must not
assume that he is any nearer the truth, for we
have no right that St. Matthew, any
more than St. M . . . regard to anything else

in arrangement than convenience in Church teach-

ing. It seems to us, however, that there is con-
siderable evidence to show that originally the Logia
were piled one upon another in confused disorder,
as they are in the Oxyrhynchus fragment, with no
other prefaces than 'Jesus said' or 'John said.'

Their arrangement into speeches was the work of

later hands ({Synopsis, xxv). If so, this was done
by the art of conflation, which consists in picking
out all the Utterances which dealt with one subject
and arranging them into an artificial speech 011

that subject. Such speeches, of which tlu 1 Sermon
on the Mount is a typical example, do not corre-

spond to any Sermon that was ever preached,
but are compiled for the simplification of teaching,
and for the preservation of impi-ruini Utterances
which were in danger of l,viu,L

r losr. Si. Matthew
prefers long conflations. One OL i lie-so covers three

chapters (Mt 5-7), another two (24. 25), and three
more one each (10. 13. 28). St. Luke's conflations

are shorter, never filling one chapter. They are
therefore more numerous (we reckon nineteen of

them) and more compact; for, whereas it is difficult

to say what is the subject of the Sermon on the
Mount or of the Charge to the Twelve, there is no
such difficulty with -St. Luke. In St. Matthew's

Eschatological Discourses (24. 25) the prophecies
respecting the dcstrucrion of Jerusalem and those

respecting the Second Coming of the Son of Man
are inextricably "blended together, as though the

redactor regarded the two events as synchronous,
whereas St. Luke separates them (Lk !7--37 21 5~'J8

) ,

and it may well be that our Lord habitually did so.

The hypothesis of conflations may corne as a
shock to those who have been brought up in the
belief that the Sermon 011 the Mount is a single
discourse. We credit the EviinaclUts: with some
audacity. Their literary morality must not be
judged by the standard of this century They
were composing Gospels and not formal histories.

They wen 1

providing for the need of an age which
lived in daily expectation of the return of their
Lord. The work was done wisely and well, for it

has stood the test of time
;
but we must under-

stand its limitations if we really care to attain to
the truth.

That the art of conflation was a real thing,
actually practised by the Evangelists, can be fully
proved only by a detailed examination into all the
conflations ; and for that we have no space now

;

but it may help to remove prejudice if we compare
St. Matthew's Sermon on the Mount (Mt. 5-7) with
St. Luke's Sermon on the Plain (Lk 6-

-49
). Both

begin with Beatitudes, and both end with the same
Warning. We conclude, therefore, that the source
contained the nucleus of a sermon. But the proto-
Matthseus had only three short and one long
Beatitude, for St. Luke gives no more. In St.

Matthew five others have been added by the
deutero-Matthseus. St. Luke's Beatitudes, short
and long, are all expressed in the second person,
owing to an editorial change made by him for the

purpose of securing literary uniformity. In St.

Luke, Woes follow the Blessings. St. Matthew
contains Woes, but not here. Either, therefore,
St. Luke borrowed these Woes from another source
unknown to us, or they are mere editorial work to
enhance the Blessings. Their close uniformity to
the Blessings favours the latter view. The word-
ing of the Warning, with which the Sermons end,
has been slightly altered in St. Luke to suit the

compn hoMsi'-n of readers who did not live in Pales-

iiiu, r.n'l vAild not know the action of winter
torrents on a wady. Between the Beatitudes and
the Warning the Source must have contained some
Utterances setting forth the Law of Love. Besides

these, St. Matthew has collected much material, St.

Luke coiiivnranvolx little; for St. Matthew's Ser-
mon contains Io7 verses, St. Luke's only 30. Yet
we cannot : 1 v T ike's Sermon as an abbre-
viation oi ^ ^J ;

:

":. True, he reproduces 26
out of St. Matthew's 107 verses

;
but he repro-

duces 32 more of them in other parts of his Gospel,
spreading them over no fewer than seven chapters.
Ajrain, he anes in Ms Sermon four passages (Lk
(j24-^>.i7 34.;ir>

ar..te) which are not found in St. Mat-
thew at all, and therefore do not come from the

Logia. He adds two (6
39 - *) which are given by St.

Matthew in a different context. We are justified,

therefore, in regarding the Sermons as in large part
independent conflations. St. Luke's subject, as
n-Uiil, IsTpivcHo. being simply the statement of the
Lsnv of !,<>\e : Imi the most that we can say for St.

Matthew is that he seems here to be setting forth
the duty of Christian laymen, while in the charge
to the Twelve he gives our Lord's teaching about
the duty of the clergy.

It is a further proof of the fact of conflation
that in some cases, where the subject-matter is so

clearly marked tbat two Evangelists have collected
the utterances respecting it, which may have been
widely separated in the Source, into one conflation,

they have nevertheless arranged tlie sections in
different order. Thus in the Temptation. St.

Matthew gives the second and third Temptations
in one order, St. Luke in another. In the passage
about the Ninevites, and Solomon and the Queen
of the South (Mt 12*-^, Lk 11**-3S), two such
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differences of iiiv.'.-ui'Mi. ;i; occur. In the Woes on
the Pharisees, tot. Luke's order (Lk II3 '-54

) differs

-.'."*
"

^t. Matthew's (Mt 23 lsff
-), and the

". .
. supplies fresh Woes, it is, of

course, possible that St. Luke was dissatisfied with
St. Matthew's order, and thought to improve upon
it

;
it is more probable that he was not acquainted

with it.

In cases where the subject is less clearly marked,
the Eu.i'L'ilN- collect the utterances into inde-

pendent conflations. But there is one very instruc-

tive example. Both Evangelists have gathered
together our Lord's teaching on the subject of

prayer. St. Matthew has put it into the Sermon
on the Mount (Mt G 5-13

), St. Luke into an inde-

pendent conflation (Lk II1-13
). St. Luke, however,

has very properly included in his conflation the

utterance, 'Ask, and it shall be given to you,' etc.

St. Matthew has put this also into the Sermon on
the Mount, but in a different department (Mt 77-11

).

Why is this ? The words '

pray
' or '

prayer
' do

not occur in it, and the redactor of St. Matthew,
acting, as we are all liable to do, mechanically, did
not perceive that this Logion dealt with prayer.
St. Luke was more observant.
That the original Logia had no prefaces beyond

1 Jesus said,' etc., is shown by four remarkable
cases in which St. Matthew (3

7 1224 - 3S 16 1
) applies to

the Scribes and Pharisees, i.e. to the ruling class,
denunciations which in St. Luke (3? lH*-29. W)
are addressed to the lower orders. Plainly the
T>,vr_;i Vi-!s were left to gather from the contents
oi the Lugion the persons to whom it was ad-
dressed. St. Luke's pronounced dislike of the
rabble made him incline to them, while St.

Matthew's indictment of the upper class led him
into the opposite direction. It may well be that

/ F. . i

"
were mistaken. At any rate the

; .; which they worked must be
acknowledged by all seekers after truth.
The contents of the second Source may be seen

in the Synopsis, 18723i>. St. Luke's parable of
the Pounds is identified with St. Matthew's parable
bf the Talents, and St. Luke's parable of the Great
Dinner with St. Matthew's of th- M :

'

:
r ,gt.

3. Third Source a Pauline ^oiienioii. ! the
first Source contained *

"" "

/ >f triple tradition,
and the second Source ; , ; i! of double tradi-

tion, the remaining sources consist almost entirely
of single tradition. Again, St. Mark contains a
small quantity of single tradition, added (we be-

lieve) by the trito-Mark. St. Matthew give- a
considerable amount; but St. Luke surpasses t.hc:'.n.

both in respect of quantity and interest. And
first we must recognize in his Gospel a collection
of nineteen discourses, parables, and stories which
stand by themselves, and may be called Pauline
from their character (Synopsis, 241-250). We do
not mean that St. Paul had much, if anything, to
do with their wording ;

but some one in aynmntliy
with Pauline teaching must have cdiio'.l thein.

Our Lord spoke the words, but credit must be given
to the collector '!> -. 1 them from oblivion.
And if in St. J-

i

i!*-> d .<*! ; it is more and more
recognized that .'. -!ii:!<l >.' the Evangelist cast
the utterances of our Lord into the peculiar form
which they there hold, the same process of redac-
tion may be observed in St. Luke, who comes
nearest of the Synoptists to the methods of St.
John. The story of the Prodigal Son is the crown
of this division, but the stories of the Good Samari-
tan, of the Pharisee and the Publican, of the
woman who washed our Lord's feet with her tears,
are scarcely of inferior interest, while the parable
of the Unjust Steward, .* \ r

; ";.

*

-iterpreted,
is full of interest, and , r i' : 1J"; Man and
Lazarus of difficulty. The more we consider this

collection, the more entranced we are with it. It

is the very cream of the Gospel, and yet (strange
to say) it is peculiar to St. Luke.

In all cases, but especially in those o the single

tradition, the question arises, How near do our

records come to the actual words of Christ? The
traditionalists, although they are forced to admit
that in the triple and the double tradition soino

doubt may exist through the divergences in three,
or two, Gospels, quietly assume that in the Hingle
tradition we have a verbatim report. To thin

assumption the critic is unable to assent. If the

triple tradition was first taught by St. Peter, and
confirmed by the general consent of the ChurehcH

;

if the double tradition was taught by St. Matthew
and diffused extensively, the single tradition wa.s

later in formation, lays no claim to Apowtolie

origination, and must have been known to few, or

else by its intrinsic interest it would often have
found its way into more Gospels than one. It, i

possible that St. Philip the Evangelist wan the

worker to whom we are indebted for the third

Source
;
but it is mere guesswork to say so ; there

are no solid grounds for argument. We do not
therefore claim for the single tradition the same
authority that we claim for the others. The work
of an editor is often conspicuous in it, and always
to be suspected. And yet it would bo mere Heepti-
cism to throw much doubt on these uttoranottK,

many of which vindicate their claim to have been

given by Him who spake as never man spake.
When a witness recollected only one or two sayings
of our Lord, his memory would be specially triwt-

worthy. TVe njvloi:!-! has no cause to fear, but
he must neo;; i-ve ilu human element which play H

its part in all Soil] -hue. In this division the
human element, if \\- ;nv not mistaken, may be
most clearly seen in the narrative of the washing
of our Lord's feet by the woman who had boon a
sinner (Lk 736-50

). Our view of this most perplex-
ing section is that its groundwork belongs to the,

deutero-Mark, being identical with the Markan
account of the anointing of our Lord's head. It

has been misplaced by St. Luke, but he misplace s

all the deutero-Markan sections which he given.
St. Luke agrees with St. John in saying that the

feet, not the head, were anointed. In thin, accord-

ing to our contention, St. Luke and Ht, John are

simply following St. Mark's original narrative,
In the Gospels according to St. Matthew and St..

Mark the feet have been changed into the head,
because the Psalmist wrote, *Thou anorntent my
head with oil' (Ps 285

). The early Christians were
always searching for fulfilments of Seiii-nnv. and
in some cases the primitive ivr<.r<U lm\r been
changed to secure a more complete fulfilment.
Such changes appeared legitimate to the literary
morality of that ago, and we have no right to

object (Synopsis, 269).
%. Fourth Source Anonymous Fragments*

To this Source we assign 80 fragments of St. Lxiko,
of which nine axe found also in St. Matthew, but,
of course, in a different context. If the sections in

the third Division lack Apostolic authority, still

more probable is it that these do so, Nay, to BOUIO
of us it may appear their chief glory, as it is of the

Epistle to the Hebrews, that their authors arc
unknown. Hundreds of Christians in Palestine
had seen our Lord in the days of His flesh, and
every one of them would treasure up some personal
reminiscence. The great majority of these have
inevitably been lost, but a few were so widely
known and so much valued that they forced their

way into local Church tradition and so passed into
one seldom into two Gospels. All this is quite
certain to the historian. But, of course, difficulties
about chronology arise. Probably most of these
fragments are widely misplaced. Thus St. Luke
(6

1-11
) by a conflation blends the Draught of
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fishes with the deutero-Markan account of St.

Peter's Call. St. John places it (in what \ve be-
lieve to be its true position) after the Resurrection

(Jn 2]>14
). Now, as St. Luke leaves no room

either in his Gospel or in the Acts for a visit to
Galilee after the Resurrection, it is at last being
confessed that he was not aware of such a visit,

and therefore it was quite natural for him to infer

that the Draught of fishes belonged to St. Peter's

Call, and indeed explains his readiness to rise and
follow Christ without question. But, if this had
been the true connexion of events, it is incredible
that St. Mark, if he gives St. Peter's account of
the call, did not mention it (Synopsis, 13).

If in the deutero-Mark and in the Logia St.

Luke was content to find a literary connexion for

many of our Lord's Utterances, it is no wonder if

he did so in the fourth Source. lie certainly en-
deavoured to write, as he says, 'in ( .: .' :,r>

order,
7 but in many cases he had not the detailed

information which was necessary for doing so. St.

Luke's Gospel is probably the least chronological
of the three (as we shall show hereafter more fully),
but in all the Gospels criticism teaches us to value
the picture more than the frame

;
to treasure the

Utterance, but esteem at a much lower value the
sen ing which the Evangelist has given it.

5. Fifth Source a Private Collection (from the

Holy Family?). St. Luke's first two chapters,
together with the Genealogy, the Sermon at

Nazareth, and the Raising of the widow's son at

Naiii, form our fifth and last Division. Marcion re-

jected the first i V'- ; :- MI 1 many other sections

from his canon, \\-
.

- " "inits them from his

edition of St. Luke. The Bishop of Ely infers

from Ac l Ly2 that they were no part of the first

edition of the Gospel. The present writer has long
taught that they are among the latest additions to

the Gospel, and that they never were part of the
oral teaching : beyond that we can hardly go. The
idea that St. Luke issued two editions of his Gospel
has gamed few converts, and Dr. Blass, its chief

advocate, assigns these chapters to both supposed
editions. That they proceed from St. Luke is

shown by the literary connexion which Sir John
Hawkins has traced.

This Division bears testimony to the fact, which
Iremeus records, that there was difference of opinion
in the early Church on the i|\u -;ion ir ihe Virgin
Birth. St. Paul is silent on ilun --iii j ,;, showing,
perhaps, that it had not been raised in his day.
St. John alludes to it in his own peculiar way
(1

4G
). Both Genealogies seem to have issued from

Ebionite circles, in which onr Lord's descent from

Joseph was affirmed. They have been altered

with some rather clumsy editorial changes, to

make them square with orthodox belief. But the

trito-Mark has altered the wording of a passage

(6
f}

) with a view to support the Virgin Birth

(Synopsis, xli), while St. Matthew's first chapter
and St. Luke's second >; ri m\< !.*!> assert it.

There can be no doubt liini, \\:-('ii once the

question was raised, it was answered in widely
different Churches in no hesitating way. East
and West, at Rome and in the provinces, belief in

the Virgin Birth became a test of orihotluxy.
In St. Matthew, Joseph is the hero, and all action

is taken by him. Mary is kept in the background,
in accordance with Eastern feeling. But in St.

Luke, Elisabeth and Mary are brought forward.

Honour is claimed for women, as it is throughout
the Third Gospel.

It is obvious that the story told in these chapters,
unless it be regarded as a free invention, must have

been derived, directly or indirectly, from the Virgin

Mary herself. The style is strangely Semitic, in

striking contrast to the four verses of preface.
Not only was the original narrative told in Ara-

maic, but the translator has closely imitated the

language and manner of the LXX, feeling that he
could thus best convey the meaning. .Few parts of

the Gospel have been more popular than this. The
Sermon at Nazareth (4

10--9
) is conflate, much of a

(misplaced) deutero-Markan section having been
worked into it. But it shows additional informa-

tion; and long ago the observation was made, that
St. Luke's knowledge of events at Nazareth is

unique. If he had intercourse with some member
of the Holy ITamily, the mystery is explained.

6. Editorial Notes. The editorial element in all

the Gospels is very great, for ancient authors took
immense pains to reduce the crude chronicles
which they used into literary form. In. Hero-
dotus, Thucydides, Livy, and Tacitus the charm of

style is all their own, and it must have been gained
by unsparing labour. Nor did inspired authors
deem it unnecessary to take pains. Nay, the
Divine treasure which they held in earthen vessels

demanded and received all the skill which they
possessed. Both St. Luke and the redactor of St.

Matthew are artists of a high order.
Editorial changes, however, though they often

improve upon the original, do so at some sacrifice.

The substitution of a more elegant word alters the

precise meaning of the original. The critic's en-
deavour must always be to recover the primitive
wording. And in the triple tradition he can gener-
ally feel sure of his ground; in the double tradi-

tion there is more room for subjective preferences;
while in the single tradition he has little else to

guide him. Just where the records are most
likely to be obscured, the means of verifying them
disappear. We cannot attain to greater certainty
than God has given.

St. Luke's editorial contributions are manifold
and important. He had sources of information
which are closed to us. Even his own opinion is

of high value. But, nevertheless, he worked under
limitations, and an exact scrutiny throws some
doubt upon many of his assertions.

Let us first consider the general arrangement of

his Gospel, which, as we have said, depends almost

entirely on St. Mark. The first thing which
strikes us is the extraordinary fact, that whereas
St. Mark describes our Lord's last journey to

Jerusalem in 52 verses, which St. Matthew ex-

pands to 64, St. Luke devotes to it no fewer than
408 : more than one-third part of his whole Gospel.
How are we to understand this amazing dispro-

portion ? First, let us look at the ' Travel Narra-
tive

' in itself. It contains a very few and slight
Markan '

scra,ps
'

: so few, that we are entitled to

call the whole of it non-Markan. There is a good
deal of matter which has been taken from the
second Source ; this, of course, is arranged by St.

Matthew in an entirely different way. But much
of the material is peculiar to St. Luke. For ex-

ample, sixteen out of the nineteen sections of the
third Source are embedded here.

Harmonists say that St. Luke is giving 11? a

Parian ministry, in which our Lord ropoatod
much of what He had taught in Galilee. But who
were these Perseans, that the wealth of the third

Source should have been reserved for them ? St.

Luke gives us no help in answering that necessary

question. Not a single town or village is named
until we reach the Markan Jericho. If there was
a door open to our Lord at all in Peraea, it would
seem to have been among those Galilsean pilgrims
who passed V uiJi Pergea on their way to keep
the Feast. Hiu lit-p-- are other difficulties. We
are distinctly taught that our Lord gradually
withdrew from public teaching, first speaking only
in parables, and finally confining Himself to the

training of the Twelve. But here within a fort-

night of His death (though harmonists try to
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lengthen the journey, and, indeed, change it into

several journeys, with visits to Jerusalem and
retirements into Galilee of which St. Luke says

nothing) some of the simplest and plainest of His

teaching is set forth. Again, why does St.

Matthew put so many of these sayings into the

Sermon on the Mount or the Charge to the

Twelve ? The theory of repetition is entirely
unsatisfactory (NT Problems, 30-39).
We have little ckmbt that a different explana-

tion must "be found. If St. Luke's sole guide to

v 1 1 1 rii'.y was St. Mark, what was he to do with
non-Markan matter ? The difficulty confronted
him continually. New materials reached him,
while he taught at Philippi, by every ship which
arrived. Seldom did the new fragments contain

any clue to their date or occasion. If they were
not worked into his oral teaching they would soon
be

"
r 1

! it't n. Some niche must be found for them.
And he '. euaii. it would seem, by placing them,
into this last journey. Slowly they accumulated
until they reached their present \

-"' :

-. The
famous ; Travel Narrative ' is , -,'" i . ally a
collection of undated material. The extraordinary
vagueness which characterizes this Division favours
that view. It is discourse matter, but quite inde-
terminate. Some of the most striking parables
have no further preface than * He said,' and there
are no indications of locality except that He was
still on the journey. St. Luke's idea was that our
Lord brought forth the best of His treasures as
the time of His departure drew nigh : it is a noble

conception, but not in agreement with what we
learn from the other Gospels. The matter (we
believe) is scarcely arranged at all, and always
wrongly.

If this be so, it is no wonder that we attach low
historical value to those editorial prefaces with
which St. Luke introduces so many sections in this

'Travel Narrative,' and, indeed, outside it also.

Such prefaces appear usually to be inferences from
the contents of the passage or transferences from
other occasions. Thus the parable of the Marriage
Feast according to St. Matthew (22

1-34
) was spoken

in the courts of the Temple. But the parable
of the Great Dinner, which we identify with it,

"...-.'
"'

, to St. Luke (HW-), part of a long
. . a Pharisee's dinner table : the

machinery of the dinner table is made much of

by St. Luke in binding the conflation together.
St. Luke stands alone in telling us that our Lord
on three occasions (7

86 II37 141
) accepted hospitality

from Pharisees. There is reason to think that the
last two of these occasions are due to transference
or assimilation.

St. Luke, like the other Synoptists, seems to
have thought that our Lord's ministry lasted one
year only 'the acceptable year of the Lord'
(NT Problems, 18^-19-Aj. He appears to have
placed our Lord's Birth after Herod's death,
though St. Matthew distinctly places it before
that event. For a discussion, of this difficult

question the present writer may be allowed to
refer the reader to his edition of St. Luke's Gospel.
Suffice it here to record the conviction that, though
St. Luke has done much for us in connecting our
Lord's life upon earth with secular history, his

Gospel is very far from being arranged with the

chronological accuracy at which he aimed. He
was working in a place and amid surroundings
which precluded historical research, and, when he
visited Palestine, it was too late to recast the
whole work of his life.

Philosophy was sedulously cultivated among the
Gentiles for whom St. Luke wrote. All the "more
earnest thinkers, who were attracted by Christi-

anity, had beeu hnuiyhT rp MS neo-Platonists or
Stoics. They vou'd. of cuiirse, bring their philo-

sophy with them into their new religion. Christi-

anity became to a considerable extent loavewd by
Hellenistic thought. This is what our Lord fore-

told in the parable of the Leaven, rightly inter-

preted. Now Plato taught the indestructibility of

the soul. But in Ml 10-8 God is declared to bo
* able to destroy both soul and body in hell,

1 which
is the usual Biblical doctrine. Si! Luke (12

f)

) has
altered this into 4 him who has power to cast into

hell.' It would seem that he, or his informant,
did tins to avoid giving offence to the Platonists.

In the Markan account of the Agony in Geih-
semane (Mk 1432-42

) there is much to perplex a Stole,
who believed that a good man is never perturbed.
All trace of agony is absent from St. Luke's ac-

count (cf. KVin at 224{tf
-) ; perhaps because the

pr-'.-u
1 Murk did not contain it; more probably

because 5St. Luke has deliberately struck it out,

St. Luke has long been accused of Kbionism,
because the rich are severely handled in his pages,
and because he oxpres-lv commands us to part with
all our property (l'>--"*) ;

whereas St. Matthew
(according to the Greek) bids us only think more
highly of the heavenly than of the earthly treasure

(010-21), St. Luke was certainly not an Kbionito,
or he would not have defended the Virgin Birth or

pra*- ! .T. .-i-"
1

- of Arimatlwea. In speaking words
of - "'". 'hast the rich he is probably faith-

fully reproducing our Lord's words, which were
wont to be incisive. The strongest of all these

sayings against the wealthy is preserved in the

proto-Mark (Mk 102^), and it is followed by a
declaration in which our Lord Himself cautions us

against interpreting His utterances with prowiic
literality. Nor have Christians generally supposed
that He intended us to pluck out our right eye or
cut off our right hand and foot.

The most striking example of editorial addition
in St. Luke is that in which he attributes the
three hours' darkness to a solar eclipse (2,1

46
).

In saying so he cannot be right for many reasons

(Com/>. of the Gospels, 110).
ill'. PoiN'l*, OF CONTACT "WITH S'I\ JOHN, -If

St. John's teaching was esoteric, intended for ad-
vanced disciples only, we shall better understand
the rarity of the occasions on which allusions to it

are found in the sub-Apostolic ago. But that it

existed orally for many years before it was com-
mitted to writing, is indicated not only by Its own
characteristics, but by several cases in which it is

simpler to assume that one of the Synoptists
learned a fact from St. John than that St. John
learned it from him. Many passages arc pointed
out in the index to the Synopsis in which the trito-

Mark is held to have drawn from St. John's oral

teaching. There is one case where St. Matthew
does so. And we have now to consider cases where
St. Luke appears to have followed their example.We have already seen that St. Luke agrees with
St. John that our Lord's feet were anointed and
not His head. But in that matter we held that
St. Luke is reproducing the original deutero-
Markan statement which has been corrupted in St.
Matthew and in the trito-Mark. The trito-Mark
tells us that the day of the Crucifixion was Friday
(Mk 15*a). This statement St. Luke repeats
(23

5
*), but in a different context and in different

language. The simplest explanation of these
poonliaillio- and of the absence of the words from
Si. Mfit;!u\v is that both Evangelists, directly or
indirectly, derived their information from St. John.
Finally, St. Luke and St. John tell us that the
sepulchre in which our Lord's body lay was a new
one,

c where no one had yet lain '

(Lk 286*).
iv, ST. LUKE'S OUAHACTEKISTIOS. St Liiko th

Gentile was cosmopolitan in his sentiments, St.
Luke the belo\ed physician had sympathy for the
sorrows of mankind. The words of pity which h@
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ivcords were drawn from the ii.--i M. ,:-- -^i;,.-

heart of the Saviour, but to St. L M i- uiii- , i.v

credit of primer \ mi; them from oblivion. To his

literary skill we are probably right in ,.

"
:

some of the beauty of their form. St. ! .-

disciple of St. Paul tells of the publican, who durst
not so much as lift up his eyes to heaven, but

kept smiting his breast and saying,
* God be

mercitul to me the sinner' (18
1!>

'). He tells of the
traveller by the wayside, stripped, wounded, and
half-dead, and how the good Samaritan had pity
upon him (10

30-37
). He tells of the Prodigal,

wandering in thoughtless levity from home, spend-
ing his substance in riot and revelry, and then
eating the husks which were thrown to the swine

;

and how the father had compassion upon him and
welcomed him home (15

11

-'^). He tells of the

poor woman who had been a sinner in the city,

coming behind and washing the Saviour's feet with
her tears (7'

JO~5()
) ;

of the robber's appeal on the

cross,
' Lord, remember me when them comest in

thy M -1

*

(23
:5i)
-

i;J

). These and other passages
wiiic *

i the freeness and fulness of pardon-
ing love have been preserved to us only in the

writings of St. Luke, who had more pity for the
weak and for the suffering, for widows and for the

poor, than any other NT writer.

St. Luke was no idealist. He had a literal,

matter-of-fact mind, which blurted out facts

without glossing them. We have seen how lie

records without reservation the command to part
with our posM'ssu >n-;. as St. Barnabas and others in
their first love did (Ac 4t<)(J - yr

). Being a physician,
he nevertheless had the strongest belief in the
truth of demoniacal possession, understanding
literally what was or*

"
:

. as a burst of

insanity (Mk 5 with . I ! stands alone
in affirming that our I.

.,
-I! resurrection,

ate a piece of broiled fish before His disciples

(24
4I~* 1

). To this lie refers, probably in Ac 1*, cer-

tainly in Ac 10
1* 1

. Many persons in modern times
have felt some difficulty in reconciling this with
the general Scripture account of the nature of our
Lord's resurrection body. It may be one side of

the truth which is apt in these days to be ignored ;

in a coarser age it was the only side that was
accepted. Ignatius supports it in the saying which
he preserves :

* I am not an incorporeal demon '

(Suiyr. ill 1).
v. DATE OF WTIITING. St. Luke's Gospel is

not, like St. Mark's, a bare record of our Lord's
deeds and words, but, to a considerable extent,
a theological exposition of their meaning. St.

Luke, like Ms master St. Paul, has reflected on

them, and is anxioiis to impress on the reader his

own ideas about them. Such action demands time.
In spite of 1 Ti 618

,
we cannot admit that St. Luke

wrote before St. Paul's death.

AIM'.U. if wo observe the treatment in his pages
of the do-.! nii'iion of Jerusalem, contrasting his

precise language (21
20

) with the vague predictions
in St. Mark (13

ij
-), we can hardly doubt that

he wrote after the event, and edited the word-

ing accordingly. The end of the world was not
with him, as it was with the redactor of St.

Matthew, synchronous with the burning of the

Temple. He carefully puts our Lord's teaching
about the last clays into a separate conflation,
which he prefaces with a remarkable saying which
warns us against a literal interpretation :

i The
kingdom of God is within you

'

(17
21

}.
But there are no 2nd cent, ideas in the Gospel,

xior anything to throw doubt upon the unanimous
and early tradition of St. Luke's authorship. Nor
would so obscure a member of the Church have
been selected as author if there had not been good
ground for the belief. Probably his name stood

on the original title-page.

We are, therefore, probably right in assigning
the date to about 80 A.D.

LITERATURE. PJuiuiner's Commentary (T. & T. Clark) is g-ood
on the i-im ii-no ^ do The Commentaries of Meyer (German)
and of (MHitL v.ru-i.di) have been published in Kng-lish by T. &
T. Clark, but the later German editions of Meyer, edited by
B. and J. Weiss, are preferable. In the Expositor 's Greek Testa-
Mte)it the Synoptic Gospel-, are treated from the side of the
higher criticism by A. J). Jirmv, but unfortunately the Til is

used. Wellhausen has translated the Gospel into German with
a few critical notes. For comparative study Wright's St. Luke
and his Synopal* may be used. In IIor<& BynopticCK Sir J. C.
Hawkins has collected statistics of great value. Hobart's
Medical Language, of St. Luke needs some weeding" out, but
has never been refuted. A. Besch, in JDas Kindheits-Evan-
gell urn, as in his other writing's, collects an immense quantity
of illustrative matter, but the critical standpoint which he
adopts is not generally acceptable. Eamsay ( Was Christ born
at BethleJiem f) successfully defends St. Luke as an historian of
high rank, but insists too much on his accuracy m editorial
details. Blass, in his edition of St. Luke's Gospel and ol the
Acts, follows Lightfoot in .

'

. ;"
^ T \e published

two editions of his works *
; another for

use by the Church. In this way he accounts for the Western
readings, which, however, are found in other books of the NT.

A. WEIGHT.

LUNATIC.
Introduction,
i. Difficulty ofclassifying NT cases.

1. Prom the medical side.
2. Prom the Biblical side.

ii. Leading caseh reported in Gospels.
1. Capernaum lunatic.

2. Case at foot of Mt. of Transfiguration.
3. Gerasene victim.
4. Other cases.

iii. Question as to possession bv evil spirits. Prevalent mis-
conceptions. Truer conception.

iv. Our Lord's method of restoration. Kinship with modern
medical treatment.

Literature.

The word lunatic ' in the AV of NT is the tr. of

creXijvidfccrdai (from <T\*f)vri, 'themoon') which occurs
in Mt 424 17 15

,
and nowhere else in the NT or in

classical or Biblical Greek. Literally its meaning
is 'to be moonstruck. 1 The Vulgate translates it

limatieus, and in Mt 17 15 lunaticus est, where
Tindale gives

*
is frantick,' and other versions

*, ". follow the Vulgate. Sir John Cheke
s

!
-

,
..} the expression 'ismoond' as ihi ii.irxji-

lent of 4

lunatic,' putting into plain II : filial the
ancient thought expressed by the word. The
influence of the moon on persons was believed to

be injurious, and to "be able to cause them to

become moonstruck (T?s 121G
), an idea which has

been widely prevalent and still persists. The fact

that certain forms of insanity are periodical, no
doubt gave rise in part to the idea. Dr. Menzies
Alexander says :

* The popular idea that there is

some connexion between the moon and epilepsy is

partly due to the confusion of epilepsy with, epi-

leptic insanity. The ": r"j" , r oonlight of the
Orient has a curious - :i>.../i:

:

- effect on such
creatures as crows and dogs, making them restless

and noisy. It has an exciting effect also on those
afflicted with epileptic insanity. In both cases

darkness acts as a sedative.'

The BV of the two passages in Mt. above cited prefers
'

epileptic
' and *

is epileptic
'

.

*

,

' ' "

- u-i.-'iii'i* u.ii-iiu.1. The g
:<> /><//<. />*' t' i- that a

gives 7riAi7rTijc<$9 as tne correct scientific term for the disorder
referred to, and that Saijuovt^ju.ei'os

1 and creA7]viao|u.ei><K were the

popular terms for the same disease.

But the word ' lunatic
*

covers more than the

cases in which Mt. uses creX^idfeo-flcu. The men-
tally deranged also are described by the Evan-

gelists as Scu/Aoyi^ojuej/ot, and no kind of doubt is

possible that the latter term included many sufferers

who are now called lunatic, as well as simple epi-

leptics and epileptic idiots. The uncontrollable
explosions of nervous energy which characterize

these cases were not unnaturally attributed solely
to demonic agency. The explanation is so simple
and direct and apparently so adequate, that none
other was sought for. But the term 'lunatic 1
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must "be restricted in its use to those who were

mentally deranged, and ought not tc
*"

".

those who were simply epileptic, or

mental feebleness or imbecility.

The attempt to trace a differentiation between mental diseases
on the part of the Evangelists cannot be pronounced successful,

being based T. -if - -" '*
i -i i in a simple NT passage,

Mt 42-i, wher- ;'.,/',,.'-.,-
.', : i :

-

/ . * lo/u.svot are placed side by
side. (1) We have no 'grounds for expecting such

Pi-ici^ioi^ i_n

writers like the Evangelists. (2) The same writer u-i- (>L I / *'*)

the word ft?wtoi%to-l)ati of a case which is not simple epilepsy (see

below). (:*) He does not use the word for the Gorasene de-
moniacs of Mt S2H , where we have undoubted cases of lunacy.
(4) Luke the physician knows nothing of the distinction so far

as his own usau,-e is concerned. (5) It is not to be thought that
JNIt. alone of the Evangelists traced a distinction between the

epileptic and the possessed, or that he would not attribute an
attack of simple epilepsy to the domination by evil spirits.
The Evangelists class all the cases together, and use both

words to cover the same trouble of mental derangement, while
the latter word b.jMvi%cju,evoi is also employed with a wider
signification. The fact that the description given in the Gospels
enables us to classify the instances under the broad types of

mental disease is e\ idence of the
" --, , *.

,

tioii of what the Evangelists ha. :,

having* any scientific understanding- of the phenomena in ques-
tion.

i. DIFFICULTY OF CLASSIFYING NT CASES.
The Gospels record and describe three clear cases
which may be included under the general head of

lunacy. Others are probably indicated with no
kind 'of description ; or only the very vaguest
is given. But the task of determining

1

to which
particular class of lunacy the cases described are
to be assigned is not without difficulty, and perhaps
cannot at present be accomplished without Home
degree of uncertainty. The difficulty is twofold.

1. The current classifications, in vogue amongst
alienists, of the various insanities are very numer-
ous, and by common consent far from being final.

Certain of these systems, some adopted by Inter-
national Congresses and others determined by
representative associations, and generally in use

among the leading mental physicians of Great
Britain, are valuable chiefly as giving facilities,
the one for international conference, the other for

national comparison and correspondence. Clouston
in his Clinical L&ctures provides a good working
classification. Following the example of many
illustrious predecessors, he divides mental diseases :

(
1

) according to the men! ;, "! -; : .
\>

m

i . manifested,
and (2) ; o-.V-i- :'> :!:e .!!-- <-f , disorder and
to the 'viui.'-i-- j- "f the disease to the great
physical i--: iu .- : !i and to the activities other
than mental. But the researches of the present
day, and especially in respect of the causes of
mental derangement, with their suggestions of
toxic and bacteriological origin, are profoundly
modifying tin- <v!'eiali/aii<'ii-> \\hi<-h unly a n-\\

years ago were u-i ep'.r-I ,i- -{iii-fai'iury. hilll'iam

and entlni^u-cu: iii\t-ii^aioi^ in Ii'.ily, France,
Germany, America, and in our own country are
*

settling much and unsettling more' (Clouston),
and while this condition of science is full of prom-
ise for the ultimate goal of all such research in
the alleviation and recovery of the malady and the
removal of its causes, the piwalent iinoeri.muy
does not lessen the difficulty of ola^hyiiu: the JN1

1

cases. The difficulty arises largely from the facts
that (a) the symptoms from one class are combined
in ever - varying proportion*, with symptoms of
other classes, icnderin^ ihe la-k of il--< i-iin : which
is the predominant symptom jh-i-ui-li'i^ ;.< whiclx
the malady must be classified well-nigh impossible ;

and (b) a similar combination is discovered among
the causes producing the disorder; Accordingly
some have scoffed at the attempt to classify mental
diseases with all the divisions and technology of a
botanical or zoological system. And perhaps it is

more important to mark carefully all the symptoms
in each case and study the predisposing and actual
causes so far as they can be ascertained.

2. The difficulty from the Biblical side lies iu

the following facts, (ft.) The descriptions^ of thy

cases mentioned in the Gospels are non-scientitic.

They do not prof-
-

'

'v . complete methodised
account of the . i-,<- . . which the power of

Jesus dealt. The Evangelists give no sign that

they themselves understood what they describe.

(b) They deal only with -ymphmi^. Causes of the

disorder were not sought tor, the prevalent theory
of demonic possession being to them adequate to

account for the trouble, and this possession tin*

only possible cause. Our Lord Himself speaks and
acts as though upon the whole He shared the con-

ceptions of the time. Possibly because in this

realm, as in others, He in His incarnate condition

shared the limitations of the race, or because He,

could not take upon Himself the task of correcting
and remoulding the deep-lying misconceptions of

that generation with respect to these matters,
without withdrawing His strength from Far more
vital concerns on which in the short

^

time at His

disposal He must concentrate all His attention.

(c) The Evangelists' descriptions probably do not

give all the symptoms which a modern alienist

would have rioted, but only those which for one
reason or another were pressed particularly upon
their observation.

ii. LEADING CARES OF LUNACY RKPORTKD IN

NT. 1. The case in tlic si/nttffwftiif'. (t,f (^tpcniffnin

(Mk P 1 --8
, Lk^1 ' 87

). The symptoms indicated by
the Evangelists are

(1) The predominance of unclean habits and in-

stincts. Mk. speaks of the man as being under
the influence of an unclean spirit ; Lk. of the

spirit of an unclean demon. This might possibly
mean no more than that the victims of tins

malady habitually haunted unclean places* as

tombs, and desert regions believed to be, the habi-

tation of demons. But the greater piohabiHU is

(hat ii poim- :'>
'

in oral alienation,' whieh Kwijuirol
..I/,,/ ///,.., I/.-,,////, s declared was the proper char-
acteristic of mental ''.:: ::' i.i.

* The subtle
influence of epilepsy, <' i.ii'-i-i' : i :a condition of

the nervous system which gives rise alike to epi-

leptic seizures and certain mental symptoms, is

most strikingly manifested in the change which
takes place in the moral character' (Bueknill and
Tuke).

(2) Convulsive seizures. This feature in not
made prominent in the case before us, but is indi-

cated 1>y the words of Mk P, 'Arid the unclean
spirit tearing (liVm 'convulsing,' <y"irapd%av) him
and crying with a loud voice.'

(&) Uncontrolled impulse, leading the victim in

defiance of all that was litting and customary lo
burst into the assembly at the hour of worship,
^(4) Tlji |.,:(i.-'n" In lief in and identification of

himself \\\\'\ ;>n , !'t .! evil spirit. He speaks of
himself and the evil power as one * What have
we to do with thee?' This may be explained as
an example of a well-known delusion classed as

demonomania, but the question must not be fore-
closed (see below). At feast, however, an element
of delusion may be traced in the feeling of entirr
and inevitable subjection to the monstrous control

(5) The acknowledgment of Messiah, This 1ms
been claimed as the classical criterion of demon ic

possession, all cases where it in not found being
regarded as not due to this cause even although
the Scripture so attributes them (Mermen Alex-
ander). But . . ! from silence is always
perilous. .

!."_..-,
- :

,

'

\ so in dealing with tlie

Gospel ".i -'i 1

"

-. \r.-! other canen might yet be
genuinely demonic where the confession is appar-
ently or really absent. And, on the other hand,
the acknowledgment might reasonably be regarded
as the last vestige of rationality in the otherwise
deranged nature.
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Attempting to classify the above, it may be

ranged -\ in:no i njiii(,il1\ under Clouston's head
* States <>!' !><.'i\Tii\ o inhibition, or Impulsive In-

sanity,' the chief characteristic of which is un-
controllable impulse, and which includes general
impulsiveness, epileptiform impulse (indicated by
the convulsions), animal, sexual and organic im-

pulse (pointed to by the term e unclean
'

applied to
this and other instances). Clinically considered
', !<( mlip.ji to the causes) it most nearly approaches
r|'i!c|ii ic insanity. This 'means insanity with

epilepsy, whether the convulsive affection lias pre-
ceded the insanity and has seemed to be the cause,
or whether it has appeared during the course of
the mental disease only as a symptom or complica-
tion '

(Buckriill and Tuke). The ]IOMMHO of epi-

leptic insanity is not always iruiic;uo<! by epileptic
(its but by the character of the mental disturbance,
flici pnroxyMiial gust of passion, the blind fury.
And therefore Defective Inhibition is difficult to

distinguish from Mania. Out of 385 epileptic
women observed by Esquirol (Maladies Mcntales,
vol. L), only 60 were free from mental derange-
ment, and nearly all were unstable, peculiar, easily
enraged.

2. The case at the foot of the Mt. of Transfigura-
tion (Mt lyw-ao, Mk 9 17 -2^ Lk 937

-4
). Two 'sides

are plainly marked in this disorder: (1) The
physical, uncontrollable paroxysm - accompanied
by foaming at the mouth and ^im-h'iij: of i< i ill.

succeeded by utter prostration. The .illlii lion had
been from infancy, pointing to some congenital
disease involving the other physical features
deafness and dumbness. (2) The mental. At
least idiocy, but more probably lunacy, a feature
of which was the suicidal mania manifested. The
indication is that during the time while he was
free from convulsions and their effects the patient
was not mentally disturbed. The suicidal impulse
was apparently spasmodic and periodical, but no

very solid ground is given to theorize upon.
The epilepsy is more pronounced than in the

previous case, and the suicidal tendency is added.
But "V. If the previous instance had been

fully

'

. it mignt more nearly approximate
to the one under consideration. The classification

must be under the same general head Defective
Inhibition or Epileptic Insanity (rather than Epi-
leptic Tiliiii-v- 11- Alexander).

3. '/// 'r-V"*'.i.: mctwi (Mt 828"34
, Mk 51 ' 20

, Lk
8utK{9 ). The physical symptoms, the convulsions,
that characterize 1 and 2, are here absent, and
the features of mental derangement become all-

prominent. The victim is possessed by an un-

governed violence, having the command of a
morbid muscular energy. This uncontrollable

power was one that increased, for the description
implies that in the earlier stages they had been
able to control him in some measure by binding,
btit that the binding had increased the violence
of the power so that he could no longer be bound
(Mk 5a 4

). 'The tenses used (8e34<r8<u, &C(nra<r0ac,

trvvTerplfidai) denote the relation of these past acts

to the present, inability" (Gould, Internat. Grit.

Com. on 'St. Mark"), 'the malignant power con-

trolling the life drove him into the tombs and
mountains, causing him to utter frenzied cries and
leading to impulses of self-mutilation, Jippju-oinly
also to homicidal tendencies (Mt S28

). Lo.- of

porsormliiy is the dominant feature of the case,
c\ idoneed'by the absence of the sense of all fitness,

causing him to destroy his clothing and rush about
in nnkoilno -, and by hi* positive feeling of being
|iM--e-<i'il by a legion of doviU which tore his life

asunder. At times he thoroughly identifies him-
self with the power that controlled Ms life ('we
aie many ')> and is terrified by the fear lest he and

they should be driven from their hiding-place. A

.: feature also wras the homage paid by
'

[ v-er, or by the man in spite of the evil

power, to the authority of Jesus (Mk 57
,
Lk S28

).

The case belongs to those described by Clouston
as 'states of mental exaltation or mania,' which
includes the varieties simple, acute, delusional,
chronic, ephemeral, homicidal ; and the indications
all point to acute mania with delusions. The fixed
idea of plural possession would lead to the medical
classification Demonomania3

5 a variety of 'religions
mania. '

4 Other cases. (1) Tl
* * '

of the Syro-
phoenician woman, Mt 7

24"30
. (2) 'The

dumb demoniac, Mt 982
'34

,
Lk II 14 - 15

. (3) The blind
and dumb demoniac, Mt 12-2

"24
. These cases are

not described except in most obscure terms. In (2)
and (3) the interest of the narrator was fixed upon
other elements of the occasion. And they would
all be doubtfully classified as cases of lunacy. (4)

Mary of Magdala (Mk 169
,
Lk S-), with whom are

classed other women healed of evil spirits and in-

firmities. Mary Magdalene is said to have been
delivered from seven demons. The expression may
be due (a) to the Evangelist's sense of the violence
of the derangement to which she had been subject,
or (b] to the current idea of manifold possession
among the disciples, to which Jesus gave no
sanction, or (c) to mania and delusion of manifold

possession. But nothing can be determined beyond
the fact that Jesus had delivered her from grievous
bodily or mental distress, or a combination of
these.
The l\\!iu^cli-i- give full prominence to the

physical .-"n!o of these ilMsc-Miii: ;ifTU<-tions, not
because they understand the -^ nipt o in- they de-

scribe, but because they testify simply and artlessly
to what they had themselves witnessed, or what
had become part of the common tradition from the

testimony of eye-witnesses. But the pln-hal is

not the only side. Even in bodily tl'-o'vji-r- u is

being more fully recognized that there is the
mental or psychical factor in the i--"

11
-

. ,,s it

faces the physician (see art. CUBES). \ . NT
pin inly n:i - forth this psychical element in the cases
now b'cioro us. They ascribe the trouble directly
to an intangible spiritual influence which possesses
the being of the sufferer, takes the use of the

bodily organs, and controls the will. And thus

emerge;?
iii. Tin-: QUHSTIOX AS TO POSSESSION BY EVIL

SPIRITS. How far does the NT in attributing
these disorders to demonic possession give a true
account of the phenomenon? The question is

not to be determined by invoking authority, either

that of the NT or of our Lord Jesus Christ,

The authority of the Gospels is of a totally differ-

ent order, and moves in a higher sphere than that
of writers who were '

supernaturally
'

lifted above
<he current io'i- : "or- "" ;h-dr yenoration. We
have no warvm fo v "" M'.iv the Evangelists to

have been granted knowledge of mental disease in

advance of the scientific attainments of their own
day. Nor can inquiry be silenced by the appea]
to the fact that our Lord Himself habitually spoke
and acted as if He recogni/od the presence of evil

spirits in mental disease. The Christian apologist
takes unnecessarily perilous ground when lie de-

clares that for our Lord to have been limited in

kno\\led^e invalidates His authority as Prophet
and Saviour. In His condition as incarnate our
Lord did share the limitations that belong to our
human lot, and advanced in knowledge of human
affairs and scientific problems by normal human
processes.
But it is, equally important that the matter should

not be dogmatized oil the roll of discussion by those
who claim to speak in the name of science and
declare that the NT explanation is 'impossible

3
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on the ground that spiritual agencies do not exist.

The question, if left open, must be open on both
sides ; and there are certain considerations which
must be borne in mind while we examine the pos-

sibility of spirituaj. agencies being concerned, as

concomitants of the physical disease or nervous

instability, in cases of mental derangement,, whether
in NT times or in the present day.

(1) We must guard ourselves from the conception
of these evil spiritual agen-cies as semi-sensuous

beings, possessed of bodily form. ;|.|, ii!e- MUM

passions. The conception has \ i i i ;;;< i 1 1 1 1 m < i n

thought from early Semitic times, in the NT age,
through the Middle Ages down to the present, when
it is even yet strangely persistent. The popular
thought of Satan is grotesquely dominated by that

idea, and much of the prevalent disbelief in the
existence of a spiritual adversary can be traced to
that gross misconception.

(2) Kindred to this i-^ rho though 1 of a multi-

plicity of demons being concerned in ilie possession
of a human life. This idea has been responsible
for much false conception in the case of the Gera-
sene sufferer. And it cannot be too strongly
emphasized that nowhere does our Lord give the
least sanction to any such notion. He never

speaks of more than one evil or unclean spirit (see

Alexander, Demonic Possession, ch. vii.).

(3) In place of misconceptions, a right concejation
needs to < i: ra -

j
-e,l of the malignant powers that can

make a p'vy <>i n-i otherwise disordered human life.

So far from the idea of semi-sensuous
"

sentixig the truth, it would be far true : Y , \

possession as akin to the condition seen in intense
..,'! ie fear.

*

Anything is a possession
. . . . the man of himself, from whatever

(Bnshnell). We are yet far from
being able to define the nature of mind or spirit.
We believe in mind on the ground of its manifest
action in the directing of our human activities,
because of the things it creates and destroys. But
what mind is, passes our power to conceive and
define. And the same is true of spirit. But we can
make no progro^ in understanding the Universe
and our human Jife within it, except on, tlie as-

sumption of a Supreme and Holy Intelligence and
Will behind all physical and mental j-

1
i on.- i:,..

We believe in a living Personal God, .,
!i <- mi i:

illumines all life and being. Moreover, we are
ourselves personalities constantly acting upon, and
being acted upon by, oth :

-
), I!

1

'. *. A moral
world is inconceivable <:: ;

".> il-<r si-rms. And
is it unreasonable if we <.!!! :> ; <!i:ili the impos-
sibility of other superhuman pei-ori;iliii<-~. some of
them centres of benignant niui oilier*- of malignant
moral energy, being present and active in and upon
our life here ? Who can reasonably deny that such
evil agencies may conceivably take advantage of
an unstable nervous system or a disordered physical
constitution, and possess and control the whole
being ?

(4) It must also be made clear that the physical
disease may be the effect of a poteni ] -y< ": Y,"1 dis-

order. The whole mischief may < OM-- I'-MIM the
side of the mental or psychical. A long-continued
yielding of the mind or spirit to evil agencies may
result in physical deterioration, just as truly as

physical deterioration may give the opportunity
for an evil spirit mil p<> O-IOH.

"

Prolonged meinnl
enfeeblement i- iollo\u-il b\ brain jilrojilu, and pro-
longed mental disturbances by structural brain
changes

'

(Clouston). A consideration of our Lord's
method in dealing with this disaster in humanity
will increase our unwillingness to bar out the
* demonic' element in lunacy. See also artt. AC-
COMMODATION", vol. i. 20f.

?
and DEMON, il. 441 ff.

iv. OUR LORD'S RESTORATION" OF THE 'LUNATIC.'
The Synoptic Gospels all ascribe to Jesus a unique

command over these afflicted persons and over the
alien power that possessed them. lie was able to

restore the lost self-control and also to deal "\\l\\\

the disease which was commonly the physical basis

of the mental i I;:MIM I IHOML. The latter portion of

the process is akin to our Lord's healing of bodily
diseases (wee CUREP) ; but the action of eJesus is

upon the body through the mind, and upon the
mental or psychical directly. Mental physicians
who treat lunacy from the physical side yet fully

"

the existence of the psychical, and the
!

;
and actuality of alleviation being

brought by action upon that side of the ailment .

"The action of " mind on mind" in healthy brains

is direct, intense, and most subtle. The same is

the case when the brain is disordered, and hence
in psychiatry mental therapeutics are a most, im-

portant means of treatment' (Olouston). Such
facts are truly illuminative of the action of Jesus,
and we may not unreasonably attribute JHs restor-

ing power to a master-influence which, while it

transcends all that is known of the human, yet
is not on a totally different plane. Tn Jesus the

power of mind was fit its fullest and finest by
reason of : (I) His intense and penetrating sympat hy
with mankind

; (2) His vigorous will to bring help
and deliverance to all human sufferers; (3) Ills

continual and perfect alliance and moral union
with the Divine Power in which lie lived and
moved and had His being. The Divine Will can
and docs manifest itself in every human, unselfish-

ness and sympathy and generous helpful impulse,
and through a human personality healing tureen

of God Himself are at work amidst all human
distress arid oppression. And in our Lord that
Divine healing might find full scope and un-
hindered freedom of activity, HO that the Name
of Jesus was a healing, restoring, life-giving Name,
even empowering feeble disciples to east out dm*Us
(see art. MIRACLES, c.).
The method of -le-n- tU:;irl\ suggests the exer-

cise of a Holy l)h im ly-infonm i Will and Person-

ality upon other wills and personalities. The
features which most impressed those who wit-
nessed His action were the rebuke, the command,
the authority which claimed and obtained unhesi-

tating homage and obedience (Mk 1 U1 ""J7
,
Lie i)

U7" 4;t
),

inevitably reminding them of * the majesty of Hod.'
IV < i, 1!\- does His dealing with the- \jJcrawne
i!'.";'ir .:idicate His secret. He goes direct to
the lost self-control, seeks to recover the sub-

merged iM-r-ou.iliiy. and to remove that *elf

identification \\\\\\ ilu- evil power. He endeavours
to awaken the man to the true Bonse of his own
individuality and to 'net it free from an alien
domination. 'What is thy name?' He asks. By
the efficient co-operation "of the man IFe wouTd
break up that terrible sympathy and alliance
which caused the victim to say, *"Wo are many.'
(The suggestion of Schmiedel that in asking thin

question Jesus was, like a modern alienist, Hooking
to discover

the^ delusions of the patient, amounts
to an anachronism). And the unique Personality
of Jesus had the power to evoko, and give ouco
again its commanding controlling place to, thin
essential energy of the man.
Modern treatment of the insane bears a most

suggestive likeness to the method of Jesus* By
cheerful surroundings, by healthful labour, by
the encouragement of all

existing faculty in the
patient, by amusement and mtwic and religious
exercises, and not least by human .-ympniliy, the
endeavour is made to conserve every vestige of

self-po*sesHion, to keep alive and lo" develop all
available capacity. The constant effort in to

penetrate through all physical and p^ydiical dis-

abilities to the real and effective personality. It.

may fairly be said that medical skill and inveati-
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gatiori into causes and remedies of this distress-

ing malady are yet in their preliminary stages, and
the progress of the years may be followed with
the utmost hopefulness because in all such investi-

gation the Divine Spirit energizes.
LITERATURE. Griesinger, Mental Pathology and Thera-

peutics (tr.), 1SC7 ;
D. Hack Tuke, Dictionary of Psychological

Medicine, 2 vols. 1892
; Bucknill-Tuke, Manual of Psychologi-

cal Medicine, 1874
; Maurtsley, Physiology and Pathology of
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Pathologic Mental,?, by various writers, ed. Ballet, Paris, 1903
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'
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i. 1!. \\. -..in.

LUST. The noun 'last' (^rifl^a) occurs only
twice in EV of Gospels (Mk 410

,
Jn 844 ), and the

verb 'to lust' (^TriOv^u) only once (Mt 5a8
). Both

noun and verb, however, are of common occurrence
in the rest of the NT. In modern usage,

' lust
'

is

confined to sexual desire ; "but, when the AV was
made, the word had a much greater elasticity of

meaning, corresponding in this respect to eTttfu^a
and ^TnBv^cj. In NT, as in classical Gr., these
words properly denote strong desire whether good
or bad, then evil desire in particular, and finally
sexual Mi-sire -|>cri (lordly Even in in< v

Oo-p.M- we
nnd iMu-i v.ni'ni- /i' ihe-o varying roinujialiuii- of

both the Gr. and the Eng. terms. When our Lord

says of His desire to eat of His last Passover

girtBvfjLtq. ^7T0i5jiM7<ra (Lk 22]5
), He simply oxpre^cs- a

deep longing. When Ho speaks of the ^eed of the
word being choked by the lusts

(e-m&yutaL)
of other

thingvS (Mk 41J
M, these lusts are desires not neces-

sarily evil, though the taint of evil is beginning
to enter, because, while in themselves they may be

harmless, these desires are allowed to hinder the

operation of the word. When He says to the
Jewish leaders,

* Ye are of your father the devil,
and the lusts (tmOvfilas) of your father it is yxnir
will to do,

5 both ' lust
' and tV:;?' ,Ja Imus

p.'i
od imo

a distinctly 1 <! !: .m: 1

!
1

'. Anil in Ml ^-"I'nclir. snul

the Eng, word are alike equivalent to lascivious

desire. See also art. DESIRE, vol. i. p. 453.

Very little is said explicitly about lust in the

Gospels, because little is needed. Lust is not
to be dallied with or compromised with ; it is to

be totally and continually shunned and avoided.
Inward lust is as heinous" as outward adultery to

the eye ot" God, which views alike the inside and
the outside of man (Mt 5*8).* The lustful eye will

make the whole body full of darkness (Mt 623
).

The single eye and 'mind are free from lustful

fancies and thoughts (Lk II 34
). The honest and

good heart brings forth only good fruit (Lk 8 15
).

Either the heart must be pure, and its fruit pure ;

or else impure, and its fruit impure (Mt 128 ).

Adulieiios-, covetings, lasciviousness, these defile

a man (Mk 732
). And lust, in its very nature, is

unholy. Hence Christ's Holy Spirit is opposite to,

arid inconsistent with, the "lustful demon which
makes its foul abode in the neglected heart of the
careless or heedless or wanton. There is no limit

to the iniquity and abandon men! to which such
evil possession or coirupi ion inny dwg the blinded,
besotted soul intent upon hrni'Mi delights never
realized. Herod'- conrn.' vn- impeded only a little

by the rebuke ot M .Jolm ISapiNi (Mk 618
). No

man can serve two masters (Lip 1618
) ; and he that

comrnitteth sin is the bondservant of sin (Jn 884 ).

W. B. FBANKLAND and J. 0. LAMBERT.
LYSANIAS. This mime is given by St. Luke

(3
1

) among those who ruled in tlie various parts of

Syria and Palestine at the time when John the
* See discussion of this passage in art. ADULTERY.

Baptist entered upon his public work. The name
does not again occur in the NT. A Lysanias is

mentioned by Dio Cassius (xlix. 32) as having been
made king of Ituroea by Mark Antony and after-
wards put to death by him. This same Lysanias
is also spoken of by Josephus (Ant. XV. iv. 1), who
adds that Antony was moved to the step of put-
ting Lysanias to death by Cleopatra, on the ground
that he had conspired against her with the Par-
thians. The same Lysanias and his connexion
with the Parthians are alluded to also elsewhere
by Josephus (BJ I. xiii. 1 ; Ant. XIV. xiii. 3).
The data agree in making him the son of Ptolemy,
and locating Ms reign between B.C. 40 and 36. A
Lysanias is mentioned again by Josephus in Ant.
xviil. vi. 10 and xx. vii. 1. In both of these

passages the territory over which he ruled is

designated a tetrarcliy (cf. BJ II. xi. 5, xii. 8 ;

Ant. XIX. v. 1).

The question raised by these data is, Does
Josephus know two men of the name or one ? If

he knows two, the 1. \-.\-''- nf St. Luke is evi-

dently the second, ,r:-! ii
-

, "< difficulty exists.

If, however, he has the same man in mind through-
out, the question next emerging is as to whether
St. Luke knew and alluded to another and younger
Lysanias, or erroneously identified the only ruler
of that name with the times of the public appear-
ance of John the Baptist and Jesus. In favour of
the latter view, it is alleged that Josephus never
gives any intimation of a difference between the
two men of the name, and in fact does not at
first reading seem to know two. His readers were
bound, it is argued, to suppose that the Lysanias
who was executed in B.C. 36 is meant wherever the
name is used. St. Luke was acquainted with the

writings of Josephus, but did not use them with
accuracy, and an error is quite probable. He
makes an error in defining the limits of the realm
of Philip, Iturasa. It is not held that an error
can be demonstrated in his statement regarding
Lysanias, but the probability is said to be for
such an error, and the ground- for believing in a
second Lysanias nro ro^-miiM as unsatisfying.
This view was propounded ly Strauss, and has
been supported by Kcirn. Kienkc!, and Schmiedel.
Per contra, thtat there were two men of the

name is argued from various considerations. (1)

Though Josephus does not explicitly say that he
is speaking of two distinct persons, his descriptions
imply such a distinction. Lysanias the son of

Ptolemy was not a tetrarch, but bore the title of

king (so he is also called by Dio Cassius). (2) The
limits of the territories over which the Lysaniases
of Josephus ruled are different. The elder T.y -; i 1 j i ; i

-

inherited from Ms father a kingdom in-lndin^
Chalkis on the Lebanon. This was not, however,
included in the realm of the tetrarch Lysanias. (3)

Abila was associated with the name of the tetrarcli,
but not with that of the son of Ptolemy. (4)

During the reign of Tiberius, or at least 50 years
after the death of the first Lysanias, a certain

Nyinpliseus built a road and erected a temj>le, and
leit an account of these acts in an extant inscrip-
tion (GIG 4521). In this inscription he calls him-
self 'a freedman of Lysanias.' It is impossible
that he should have been the freedman of the son
of Ptolemy. He must be regarded - li\ In^ mid ti-

the tetrarcli. (5) AnoUn-r in-mpiioi! M ISeliopoii-,
whose lacunce have been tilled out by Kenan, renders
it exceedingly probable that there were more than
one ruler bearing the name in question. (C-) A
coin discovered }yy Pococke at Xchhi-Abel (Abila)
bears the superscription Av<ravtov rerpdpx- Kal dpx<-e-

ptws. But as Dio calls the first Lysanias a king,
it is at least doubtful that the lower title of
tetrarch should appear on his own coin. In that
case the coin irfust have been struck by the
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second Lysanias. (7) Finally, an inscription (CIG
4523) informs us that Lysanias the son of Ptolemy
left children behind him. It is probable that the
names Lysanias and Zenoclorus were dynastic
names, and that the second Lysanias was given
the name of him who was put to death in 36.

This is the view supported by S. Davidson,
Wieseler, Renan, Scliiirer, Plmnmer, and others.

An earlier
eti'prt

to establish the historical accu-

racyof St. r.rAo*- -uti-iiHMH lo^.p-ilii'L: Lysanias \yas
made by Paulus (Com. i. 1) through the suggestion
that the word Terpapxouvros should be erased from
St. Luke's text, or that it should be connected
with <E>f

'

i l.
:

Philip the ' tetrarch of

Itursea, {' -:,.-,
" the Abilene of Lys

i.e. of that province of which Lysanias had been
tetrarch in his day. But this has always been
considered an arbitrary way of dealing with the

text, resorted to solely for the purpose of saving
the historical precision of the Evangelist, and has
not found much favour in any quarter.

LITERATURE. Strauss, Lebcn Jesu, 1835, pp. 330-31 i!J
; 8.

Davidson, Intr. to NT, i. pp. 214-221 ; WicHcler, Chroti. fiyiwp.
d. vicr Evany. 1843, pp. 174-18:1, Beitr. s. W'ftrtli'tnMiJ </w

Evany. 1S(>9, pp. 194-204; Ilerisog
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'Abilene'; Renan, Mfm. d& I'A cad. d'lmcr. 2(>. (5, 1870, pp.
49-84 ; Kemi, (lesc/i. Jem von Nazam, i. 6LS, ii. 384

; Kronkcl,
Jos. u. Lucas, 1894, pp. 95-98; Schurer, (VVT!*, 1001, i. pp.

, 716-720 [HJP r. ii. 335] ; Hummer, Com. on St. Luke
t 1900, p.
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A. C. ZENOS.

M
MJULTBL An ancestor of Jesus (Lk 326

).

MACHJERUS. A fortress on the east of the
Dead Sea, in which, according to Josephus (Ant.
XVIII. v. 2}., John the Baptist was imprisoned and

put to death by Herod Aiitipas (Mt 14:Ma ,
Mk

617-29
,
Lk 319

). It had been originally fortified by
Alexander Jannams (Jos. BJ VII. vi. 2), and after-

wards destroyed by G-abinius (ib. I. viii. 5 ; Ant.
XIV. v. 4). It was restored by Herod the Great,
who used it as a residence (BJ vil. vL 1, 2.). On
his death it passed into the hands of Antipas, as

it lay in the Persean portion of his tetrarchy. At
the time of the Jewish revolt it was occupied by
a Roman garrison, which was constrained to
abandon it in A.D. 66 (ib. n, xviii. 6). After the
fall of Jerusalem it was recaptured, and linally
destroyed by the Roman general Lucilius Bassus
(ib. vil. vi. 4). The ruins, called MJmwr, on a

projecting height near the Dead Sea on its

eastern side, are supposed to mark the site of the
fortress.

LITERATURE. Hastings' DB> art. *Mach86rus,' and the Lit.

there cited ; to wh. add FRE3 ix. 326 f.

JAMES PATEICK.
MADNESS. Tt is somewhat remarkable that the

OT ideas about madness should differ so much from
those of the Gospels. In the OT madness is due to
the influence of a spirit from God (1 S 1614 IS 10

), in
the Gospels to a demon ; in the OT it is conceived
of as being closely connected with the 'spirit of

prophecy
'

(which likewise came from Gocl) ; this is

clear from such passages as 1 S 10- 1<M3 1923 - 24
,
Hos

97
, 2 K. 911

, Jer 2926
; there is no sign of this in the

Gospels.* It was, no doubt, owing to the belief
that madness was a sign of the indwelling of a

spirit from God that a madman was looked upon
(in the OT) as, in some sense, sacred ; f in the

Gospels the reverse of this seerns to be the case, if

one regards the demoniac described in Lk 826
"39 as a

madman [see DEMON].
There are very few references to madness in the

Gospels ; in Lk 6n the word &VQI& is used (the KVra
renders it 'foolishness'), its nu-nnin^ i- certainly
nearer to ' foolishness

' than ro the uiodoni notion
of madness ; perhaps its meaning is best expressed
by the German ausser sich, lit.

' outside of oneself,'
rcMiHmg in n li'inporjiry loss of mental balance;
in -2 Ti ;i

!l
i ho SNI no M oid i- translated '

folly,' which,
taken with the words *

corrupted in mind '

in the

preceding verse, brings out the sense more fully.
Another expression, used in Mt 424 17 15

,
is creX??-

*
See, however, .

t This is still the case in the East.

c to be lunatic,' or *
moonstruck,** but

from the context in the second passage there can
be no doubt that this was epilepsy. Neither of

these expressions answers to modern ideas of mad-
ness. There is, however, one other word (fia.iveo'Oat,

Jn 1020 ) which seems to correspond with what would
be understood by madness nowadays, viz, to be
bereft of reason ; in the passage in 'question it. is

certainly used in this sense ; at the same time it

must be remembered that /AatvearOcn is connected
with ^aj/rezWflcu, which implies possession by sonic

supernatural being. t The same word, as well as

fACLvta, is used in Ac 2624 " ~5
,
where dX^ltaa and <JOK/Y?O-

fftivr) are placed in opposition to it, which confirms
the meaning in:plir<l in Jn ICP.i [Sec

k

, further,
DEMON, l.r\ \ n j.

On two occasions in the Gospels wo iind madness
or insanity definitely attributed to our Lord Him-
self. Once by His own friends, among whom,
appjimuly, His mother and brethren were included

v-MU 3-'. <-'r. v. 31
). We read that *

they went out to

lay hold on him : for they said, He is beside him-
self

5

(^(rrr)). Commentators arc for the most part
agreed that i i "li"

\
,

""'
~y denotes insanity >

or at least a - -

.

"

: bordering upon *it

(cf. a similar use of the word by St. Paul, 2 <
1

o 5 U{
).

The other occasion is that already referred to,

when, according to St. John, certain of tho Jews'
said of Jesus, 'He hath a devil, and is mad'
(daifjt,6viov &x i Ka l /^verae,, Jn HP). In this Wise
the madness is evidently ascribed to Satanic

possession, and is not regarded merely as a de-

rangimient due to overwork and excitement. It

is worth noting, however, that /Aabo/wu is applied
to St. Paul in a less offensive way (jAatwfl, Ac, 2624

)

by Festus. AV renders, 'Thou art beside thyself/
which KV consistently change into,

* Thou art

mad,' to correspond with 'I am not mad (ot'>

ywa^o/acu), most excellent Festus,' in the next
verse. The charge of madness brought against
Jesus is characteristic and significant, and has
many parallels in the history of Christ's followers
in the early (cf. Ac 21S as well as 21J-

4 - 25
,
2 To 5W )

and in the later Church. Tt is an illustration of
the inability of the natural man to receive the

* Macalister (in Hastings' DB ill 328*) quotas Vicary, who
says of the brain that

'
it mouoth and followoth tho mcming; ot

the Moone : for in the waxing of the Moone, the Brayno fol

loweth upwardes : and in the wane of the Moone the Brayne
discendfJh <IOVTI^:.IO- and vanishes in subntance of vtn-tu0
. , .'; a"..'i)riliMif !> F lK ,Ti'ui<-h oorifcinifiii, which conricc.tB

epilepsy with demoniacal )v>-i SMOM (Mu I7 11
-), the %htof th

moon d'-civi.- dfin.ni^ au.n <( (, DBMON],
i Sot. Tti-n - :

i. -//.' it-,;,!* nftln MTU, pp. 21, 22, cf. Ao 10W-iB.
I .\ -OMICV h.fi

1 - inil.ii ii'-'iiunitv belongs to ^MPMAOOV^V in20o
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things of the Spirit of God (2 Co 214
; cf. Jn 1518

1716
)

W. O. E. OESTERLEY and J. C. LAMBERT.

M&GDALA. The word *

Magdala
'

occurs once

only in the TH of the NT (Mt 15Ji)
). In B and J*

the reading is 'Magadan.' This reading is fol-

lowed by Tisch., Alford, WH, and is MUOJ-ICU in

the RV. In the parallel narrative in M. Mnrk i

Gospel (8
10

) the place to which Christ came is

doMjzn.'iti'd as ' the parts of Dalman utha '

(wh. see),
These names evidently refer to the same district,
but not necessarily to the same place. They seem
to have been in such proximity, however, that
the adjacent district might be named from either.
With respect to their location, various sites on the
south and south-east border of the Lake of Galilee
have been suggested, but none of them can be

regarded aw satisfactory. There is no site in this

locality whose name bears any resemblance to

Magadan ; and the only place which suggests a
resemblance to Dalmanutha is a village known as

ed-Delhcmiyck, near the mouth of the Jarniuk
river. Apart from the name there is nothing else
in or about the place to justify its identification
with the town to which Si.. ^I;nk refers in the

pa.^ago nbove cited. Caspar! and Edersheim would
place Magadan within the limits of the Decapolis,
but do not assign it to any definite location. The
suggestion of Ewald that its site is identical with
Megiddo, on the southern border of the Eadraelon

plain, does not harmonize with the facts of the
narrative, and apparently rests upon a very slender
foundation.

In the light of all the information attainable
at the present time, the probabilities strongly
favour the view, which has long been held Iby
eminent writers and explorers, that the district in

which these places were located was on the western
shore of the Lake of Galilee, and that Magadan
vcpiv-eiiL- the village now known as el-Meidel>
the traditional site of the town of Mary Magdalene.
While the words in their present form are not
identical, they may be regarded as variations of

the same name. Stanley's suggestion is worthy of
note in this connexion :

'

It may be observed that,
as Herodotus (ii. 159) turns Megidclo into Mag-
dalum, so some MSS in Mt 15s9 turn Magdala
into Magadan' (SP 451, note 1). It has been sug-
gested also by another writer, as a possible ex-

planation of tlie substitution of one name for the

other, 'that owing to the familiar recurrence of

the word Magdalene, the less known name was
absorbed in the better, and Magdala usurped the
nam- r.'K \ \*.l\ also the position of Magadan'
(art -M, .,'- '.-. Smith's DB ii. p. 1734). On
the -

,j
: .-"! i s':. Magadan was on or adjacent

to tilts' ne oi ui-jxieydel, the probable location of

Dalmanutha is at or near "Am el-Barideh, where
the ruins of an ancient village have been traced
and described by Porter, Tristram, and other

explorers. This site is about a mile south of

el-Mtydel. An incidental testimony in support of

this identification is given by Kabbi Schwarz, who
asserts that the cave of Teliman or Talmanutha
was m the clilfs which overlooked the sea behind
the site of el-M&jdd. In the same connexion he
identifies Migdal (Mejdel) with Magdala (p. 189).
To tliis may bo added the testimony O

t
f the Rabbins,

that Magd'iila was adjacent to the city of Tiberias

(Otho, Lfx I!bl). 353). In the travels of Willibald

(A.D. 722),
'

Mjigdalum' is located between Tiberias
and Capernaum ; and in the time of Quaresmius
(17th cent.), Mejdel is mentioned as identical with
the Magdala of Scripture (ii. 866).
The generally accepted view that the descriptive

iBurname of Mary
'

Magdalene
5 used several

times in the NT, and by all the Evangelists, was
VOL. II. 7

derived from her home or birthplace, is confirmed

by the testimony of Edersheim, who asserts that
several Kabbis are spoken of in the Talmud as
'

Magdalene
' or residents of Magdala. From the

same source h--, ;'N - ;).* - J

.

'

:iients that Mag-
dala, which . .1- ,i *vi .

:
, y's journey from

Tiberias, was celebrated for its dye-works and its

manufactories of line woollen textures, of which
eighty are mentioned. It was also noted for its

wealth, its moral corruption, and for its traffic in
turtle-doves and pigeons for purifications. The
suggestion made by Lightfoot, that the name meant
'curler of hair,' is rejected by Edersheim, who
regards it as founded upon a misapprehension
(Life and Times of Jesiis the Messiah, vol. i.

p. 571).

Magdala is favourably situated at the S.E.
corner of the plain of Gennesaret. It is three miles
north of Tiberias, and almost the same distance
south of Khan Minyeh. Before it lies the north-
ward expanse of the Plain and the Lake ; behind
it rises a dark ba< \ . ;

"

f
" ' ""

""fis, broken
in one section by '. the Wady
Hamam (Valley of Doves). Its precipitous sides

are honeycombed with eaves, which for centuries
have been the refuge of robbers and outlaws.
Mt. Ijjattin, the traditional mountain of the Beati-

tudes, is a conspicuous landmark on the plateau at

the upper end of the wady. Through this natural

passage-way the caravan route from the Mediter-
ranean coast follows the line of the old Roman
road to Khan Ml'iy

1

'. and thence northward over
the hills of V pli

1
', Ii. A perennial stream, which

waters the southern portion of the Plain, finds its

way to the Lake a short distance north of the out-
skirts of the town.

Mejdel, which has little in itself to commend
i>: "!! 'i- . ,!* it, is the only place of permanent
':.,:;, ".:,", the once densely populated

e land of

Gennesaret.' It consists of twenty or more low,
flat-roofed, grass-covered hovels, built of a con-

glomeration of dried mud, shells, and pebbles.
Ti- .]cii!u inli inhabitants are the only resident
I'iiriiH-i- of til'- Plain, and go out from the town to

cultivate a few patches of ,, ',! '>}
*

f i vour-

able locations. Near the < r- ,
i

.;ge a

palm-tree rises ':.!: \---\\ above the objects
around it, and ; n i<

;
set thorn-trees on

the outskirts affo 1

. .,.:;. . i !

'

>hade to the loungers
of the place in the heat of the day. A watch-
tower on the north border of the town is a present

suggestion of the derivation of the name Mejdel or

its Greek form Migdol. It is possible also that

Migdal-el (Jos 1938 ) stands for the same place. The
tower gives evidence of a date of construction com-

paratively modern, but it is doubtle.ss the successor

of an older outlook or watch-tower, which com-
manded the gateway to the southern section of

the Genne&aret plain. The remains of substruc-

tions of a substantial character, hidden beneath
the earth and its dense covering "!

J1
.

afford satisfactory evidence of the . .
;

'

*

site.
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ROBERT L. STEWAET.
MAGDALENE. See preceding art., and MABY,

No. 2.

MAGI (jicdyoi, AV and BV * wise men'). The
only reference to Magi in the Gospels occurs in

Mt 2, where we have the well-known story of the
visit of the Oriental Magi to the infant Jesus.

The following article will deal with (1) certain diffi-

culties in the narrative, (2) the historical value of
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the narrative, (3) the legendary additions to the
narrative.

1. The difficulties are occasioned chiefly by the

vague and indefinite character of the record. The
first question that suggests itself is, What class of

people had the Evangelist in his mind when he
used the term pdyoi

*> Now. ;< n
"

:

/ to Herodotus

(i. 101), the Magi were a '.i<-:
:

. . iibe which in

the time of Gauuiata, the pweudo-Smerdis, made a
determined attempt to substitute Median for Per-
sian rule (ib. iii. 01 11'.; Ctesias, Pcrs. 41 (10) ft'. ;

Justin, i. 9, 10: \-:,i -si,!-. P. 26). Through Mil-

failure of this v\ >i i ilio M , ..: i lost ;i ! i JM >) i i i < . 1 1

importance, but they were influential as the

priestly caste (Herod, i. 132
; Amin. Marc, xxiii.

6 ; cf. the Levites among the Hebrews, SBE iv.

pp. Ixii, Ixiii), and as religious instructors of the
Persian kings (Cic. de Divin. i. 41 ; Philo, de

Special. Leg 18 ; Pliny, HN xxx. 1). The intro-

duction of this Magian. priesthood is ascribed to

Cyrus (Xen. Cyr. viii. 1. 23) ; and classical writers
conversant with Persian affairs use the word vnagus
as -\ lU'My Miou-* with '

priest
'

(Apul. Apol. i, 25, 26 ;

cf. fcitrabo, pp. 732, 73.3 ; Philo, Quod omn. prob.
lib. 11 ; Dio Chrysost. Or. 36, p. 449, 49, p. 538;
Diog. Laert. prooem. 6 ; Porphyr. de A bstinent. iv.

16 ; and the lexicons of Hesych. and Suidas).
Darius Hystaspis made Mazdaism the religion of

the Empire (Behistun inscr.
,
and Sayce, Ancient

Empires of the East), and from his time, at any
rate, for how long before, if at all, is disputed,
the Magi are identified with the Zoroastrian wor-

ship, and are represented as the disciples of Zoro-
aster (Plato, Alcib. i. 122

; Plutarch, de Is. et Os.

46, 47 ; Pliny, HN xxx. 1
; Apul. Apol. 26 ; Diog.

Laert. prooem. 2 ; Amm. Marc, xxiii. 6 ; Agathias,
ii. 24 ; Aug. do Civ. Dei, xxi. 14). In the Avesta,
however, the priests are called, not magi, but
dtkravans ; though even in the sacred texts the
word *

magi
'

is found in a few instances. Finally,
it may be noted that these Median magi are
credited with skill in philosophy (Strabo, pp. 23,

24; Nicol. Damasc. r. GO ; Diog. Laert. procem. 1),

natural science (PMlo, Quod omn. prob. lib. 11 ;

Dio Chrysost. Or. 49, p. 538), and medicine (Pliny,HN xxx. 1, cf. xxiv. 17). They are also described
as interpreters of dreams (Herod, i. 107, 120, vii.

19), a^trologeis (ib. vii. 37 ; Pliny, HN xxxvii. 9 ;

Amm. Marc, xxiii. 6), soothsayers and diviners

(Cic. de Divin. i. 41 ; Strabo, p. 762 ; Pliny, HN
xxx. 2

j Diog. Laert. procem. 7 ; Aelian, Var. Hist.
ii. 17 ; Amm. Marc, xxiii. 6).

In a technical sense, then, ma.ffi denoted the
members of the sacerdotal class 'in the Persian

Empire. But in the LXX Daniel the word is used
to render the Heb. 'as/ishapkim, AV *

ji^trologer-,'
of Babylonia (Dn I 20 22 - 10 - 27 47 57- u -

. Some
would explain the title Rab-mag in Jer 393 - 1S as=
* chief magian,' but viiVn; i p-'ilisil-ili' \ ".. More-
over, classical writers -mc:ivi^ <-'IMHI- I

'

Mie words
magi and Chaldcei (Ctes. Pers. 46 (15) ; Justin, xii.

13). The latter term, however, is properly used in
Daniel (I

4 22- 4* 5- 10 47 57- 1L
) and by classical authori-

ties (Herod, i, 181, 183 ; Diod. Sic. ii. 29-31) to

represent a class, or the class, of Babylonian priests
or learned men (Driver, Daniel, pp. 12-16), re-
nowned for their skill in astronomy, astrology,
and sorcery (Cic. de Divin. i. 41. d'<\ Fato, 8, 9 ;

Diod. Sic. ii. 29-31 ; Strabo, p. 762 ; Curtius, v. 1 ;

Apul. Mor. 15 ; Porph. Vit. Pijth. 6
,* Diog. Laert.

procem. 6 ; cf. Lenormant, La magie chez les Chal-

dfens -,
R. C. Thompson. Reports of the Magi-

dans and -I.^/V^y/vy <//" Nineveh and Babylon;
W. L. King, Babylonian Magic and Sorcery ;

Chantepie de la Saussaye, Lehrbuch der Religions-
gesehiehte ; Jastrow, Religion of Babylonia and

Lastly, the words magi and Chaldcei came to be

applied not only to the members of a sacerdotal

caste, but in a secondary sense to all those who
cultivated magic arts (Soph. (Ed. Ti/r. tt87 ;

Tac
Ann. ii. 27, xii. 22, 59; Juv. tittt. x. 414, with

Mayor's note
;
Dio Chrysost. Or. 36, p. 449). In

Rabbinical writers this bad sense is predominant
(Edersheim, Life and Timex, i. p. 210), and the
same may be said of the passages in the NT
(other than Mt 2) in which magi are referred to

(Ac 89- ll Simon Magus, liV
1-*

Klymas). hi the
LXX the Egyptian conjuring is described as ftayitcfy

rtyvij (Wis 1*7
7
). And Jerome says:

l Oonsuetudo
et sermo communis magos pro maleiieis accepit

'

(Hieron. Com. in Dan. 2, cf. Isid. Ety. viii. 9).

In what sense, then, did the author of Mt 2
understand the term ? The majority of the Fathers
affix the worst interpretation, and lay stress on
the idea that magic was overthrown by the advent
of Christ (Ign. Jklphes. 19 ; Justin J\l, DiuL 7H ;

Tertull. de Idol. 9 ; Origen, c. 6W,v. i. 00 ; Max.
Taur. Horn.. 21

;
Hilar. dv Trin. iv. 38. (foui: hi

Matt. 1 ; Aug. Serin. 200, 3 ; Theophylact, in,

loc. ); and this was the common opinion even in

the Middle Ages (Abelard, in Kpiph. wrwi. 4 ;

Aquinas, SumHist, III. xxxvi. 3). But the con-
sensus of later commentators rejects this view.
There is no hint or suggestion of reprobation in

the Gospel narrative. On the other hand, there
is no indication that the Evangelist is alluding to

any particular class of magi. He appears, on the

contrary, to use the term in the general sense of

sages from the East, who busied themselves with

astronomy (yv.
2- 7- 9- 10

) and perhaps with the inter-

pretation of dreams (v.
12

). There is certainly no
attempt in the narrative to contrast Christianity
with Zoroastrian or Babylonian worship.

Closely connected with the above is the further

question of the region whence the Magi are

supposed to have come. Mt. calls them nimply
jmdyoi cbrd di/aroXu)^, i.e.

* Oriental magi.
9

Tlie

expression is quite indefinite (cf. Mt 8U 24*%
Lk 1329

, Hev 21 13
). Various attempts have been

made, however, to identify the particular part
of the East whence the Magi may have come
(Patritius, de Evany* iii. p. 315 IF.

; Spanhdm,
Dub, Evcing. ii. p. 291 ft'.). The oldest opinion in-

clines to Arabia (Justin M. Dial, 77, 78 ; TortuIL
Jud. 9 ; Epiphan. Exp. Fid. 8, and most Roman
commentators, e.g. Corn, a Lapide, in IQC.)> partly
on account of references such as Ps 7210

,
Is (iO*

partly on account of the character of the gifts,

partly by reason of the close intercourse that Hub-
sistetl between Arabia and Palestine (Kdornhoim,
i. p. 203). On the other hand, Arabia in to the
south rather than the east of Judtwi (cf. Mt 1242

(3aa-t\L<rcra v6rov}^ and in the NT it in usually speed-
tied by its ^cMi.Tajhi<-al name. Other places mi|^-

gested are Persia (Clem. Alex, titrow* i. 15
;

Chrysost. in Mt. Horn. 6. 1, 2, 3, 4 ; 7. 5;
Op. Imp. in Mt. $ rtp. Chrysost. vi. ; Diodorun Tarn.
ap. Phot. cod. 223 ; Theophylact, in Iocs, Juvencus,
Mvancf. Hist. i. 276), Chaltoa (Max, Taur. How*
21 ; Origen, c. Gels. i. 58), Parthia (Wetstoin, in
loc. ; Hyde, Eel. Vet. Pers. c. 31), and Egypt
(Moller, Neue Amickten}. Biit the language of
the Evangelist is *too indelinite, and perhaps in-
triifiiiimlU i?o indefinite, to jiistify any decision'
,
I'rci.rii. "/" of the Wise Jfrcn., p. 4), and it is

unsafe to draw any inference from the nature of
the presents (Weiss, Life of Christ, i. p. 266), One
thing alone seems clear the Magi were heathen
and not Jews Noe rofeiviH-e- in Aloyer. Com. in /<%"*),

The form of th<'ir question v
\li >-) would be Hiiffi-

cient to establish this, apart from the ecclesiastical
tradition which represents their homage as the
first-fruits of the Gentile world (Aquinas, Swnma,
in. xxxvi. 8).

The cause of the coming of the Magi is roughly
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indicated in tlie words,
i we have seen his star in

the rising' (&> rjj dvaroXfi). It soeius clear that

they were induced to make the journey by
some sidereal appearance ; but what exactly this

appearance was IK not conclusively determined
(see art. STAR). From thia IMKIMWIIILMIOII. however,
whatever it may have been, tiie Magi inferred the
birth of a^U 1 - i.-h-^i-i- of the Jews. \Ve cannot

say precisely by what means they arrived at this

inference, 'it "is unlikely, for chronological and
other reasons, that their <ixpL\ (iuL.ni* had been ex-
cited by the Zoroastrian prediction of the coming
of Soshyos (SUE iv. p. xxxvii) ; nor is it probable
that an independent tradition of Balaam's pro-
phecy (Nu 24 l7

) had been preserved by their an-
cestors and handed down to them (Origen, c. Gels.

i. 60, Horn, in Nuni. 13. 7 ; Op. Inip. in Mt. 2 ap.
Chrysost. vi. ) ; nor in there any historical evidence
that there was at this time among the nations any
widespread expectation of the advent of a Messiah
in Palestine (Tac. Hint. v. 13 and Suet, Vesp. 4
are derived from Jos. BJ vi. v. 4, and refer to the
Flavian dynasty). On the other hand, the Jews
lll<MM-i l1\ c- \\Oru Mul'inuKnTi 1/* \:;-'c;i 1

i
i
'j i^oAfo i;:1l

(Charles, Jsc/iatology, p. 3ui ; i'oy,
Judaism and

Christianity, p. 330), and a lial>l>iuical tradition,
which may be previous to Christ's birth, declared
that a star in the East was to appear two years
before the Messiah's advent (Edersheim, i. pp. 211,
212 ; Strauss, Life of Jesus, Eng. tr. p, 174 and
references ; cf. the name Bar-Cochba). Hence the
source whence the Magi derived their inference
that a king of the Jews was born may well have
been the Jews of the Diaspora, whose tenets would
doubtless be known to the wise men of the lands
in which they sojourned.

The time of the visit of the Magi is quite un-
certain. By ancient writers it was usually sup-
posed that they arrived at Bethlehem on the 13th

day inclusive after the birth of Christ, i.e. Jan. 6

(Aug. Serm. 203. 1). Most commentators, how-
ever, place their coming after Christ's presenta-
tion in the Temple ; and some, as an inference from
Mt 21(f

, delay it till Jesus had reached or nearly
reached His second year (see Patritius, iii. 326 If. ;

Spanheim, ii. p, 299 It.; Trench, p. 109 It; Ramsay,
Was Christ oorn at Bethlehem? pp. 215-220).
Here also the evidence is insufficient to warrant
a definite conclusion.

2. The historical valtce of the narrative has been

frequently impugned, the principal objections being
as follows. The account of the Magi is found in
the First Gospel only, and is not corroborated by
either Lk. or Josephus or any pagan historian.

(The references in Macrobius Sat. ii. 4. 11, and
Chalcitliufl, Tim. 7. 126, cannot be regarded as in-

dependent evidence). Moreover, it is not easy to
see how Mt.'s narrative can be harmonized with
that of Luke. Many of the details, again, are

suspicious ; the conduct of Herod, as here repre-
sented, seems inexplicable (Meyer, in loc. ). Finally,
the story in general is vague, and on a priori
grounds may even be held to be i:i!|'!-M\i1iIp. These
objection^ are not without fo 1 -'-. iMiliilo--' too
much stress has been laid on the absence of con-

firmatory evidence, and i.h< nr^mnttnt from the
silence of Josephus can -ramily be sustained

(Edersheim, i. pp. 214, i>ir>; Trom;li. p. 102ff.).
The difficulties in connexion with Herod's attitude
have also been overestimated (Weiss, i. p. 269).
Yet the divergence between Mt. and Lk.

, though
certainly not incapable of explanation (Ellicott,
Huts. Lect. p, 70), is sufficiently serious; and the

positive evidence for the truth of the narrative is

slender. It may be urged, however, that there is no
reason for denying the existence in the narrative
of at least a substratum of historical fact, though
possibly the facts have been treated with a cer-

tain amount of freedom. Such a view, at any
rate, appears to account for the story better
than any rationalistic explanation hitherto put
forward.
Of these attempted explanations the most important may

briefly be summarized, (a) The older school of critics sought
for the basis of the history man 1 -11,. ." _vi, - ,,* the <>T.
Thus ytrauss laid great stress . V '

", -\i- i\- empha-
sized Is GO. TOroiii these and other prophet'- .' . . n -

( . ..

Iti S)2 42 49- ?, Ps 0829 31 r'
n
\~ ',, ,,: <] ]_,.,-' ,' l-

u ,1. .-I

or pagun tradition, the I , ^
' - -i: -.nosed, to have built

up his story. But it is incredible that the history could ha^ e
been constructed from such material, or that such a fulfilment
could have been deliberately devised for prophecies which at
the t/ime were understood to have so different a significance
(Edersheim, i. p. 209). Moreover, it should be noted that ' the
Evangelist who at other times searches zealously for the fulfil-

ment of OT pjvdi' tion-* nowhere refers in this narrative to one
of these propuuufil pxssages, from which it is said to have
arisen

'

(Weiss, i. p. 267). (6) A different, and very fanciful ex-

planation has been offered by W. Soltau, Usener, and others
(Soltau, Birth of Jesus Christ

;
Usener in Encyc. Bill. art.

'"
iV 'lifftonsgeschieJitliGhe Untersuchwngen, i.

-. According" to this. ML's account is the
outcome part.. <- !

. < >;-i
1

!, >!' i ii -v - crstitious ideas>
partly of the i

1

.

1

.- n \ .. n <-i ,< -.'; MOIO '! by Dio Cassius
and Pliny. Thus, for the incident of the star, Soluui i\\ ipoal- to
the widespread belief that such portents we to nam,r-.; cd in
connexion with the birth and death of kings and heroes (for
instances see Wetstein, in loc."t Winer, JBiblisches JRealworter-

buch, vol. ii. p. CIS) ; and, for the Massacre of the Innocents,
Usener refers to the story of Marathus concerning the birth of

Augustus (Suet. Aug. 94). The visit of the Magi is represented
as a Christian transformation of the story related by Dio and
Pliny about the visit of Tiridates and his Magians to Nero (see
the pM^-auc

1- quoted by Poluiu, <yi. c/it. pp. 73, 74). In the year
A. ix o'i ilic- Pan '.ian kirii; Th-ula^o, the Magus, bringing other
Magi with him, journeyed to Home, worshipped Nero as the

sun-god Mithra, and afterwards travelled home by another way
through the cities of Asia. Now to the Christians of the East
Nero was Antichrist : hence it is argued that just as, in the
early legends tho miraculous events of Christ's life were trans-
ferred 10 Amu'hnsi, so the story of \iC\ '.i %'.-i- :

i

!

|>i> -i by Magi
may have been transferred from th< \ ii-

-liis - \<i- to the
Christ. The whole narration of the Magi, then, Soltau dis
misses as an insertion * of Hellenistic origin

'

(pp. cit. p. 49).
But he does not explain how this insertion received so char-
acteristic a Jewish form, or why such alien elements should
have 'crystallized themselves in just the most markedly
Jewish part of the New Testament, while they are passed
over in silence elsewhere' (Interpreter, Jan 1906, pp. 195-
207). On the whole it is easier to suppose that the events
recorded actualh look place, than to believe the far-fetched

c'xv]:inaiions of them offered by Soltau and Usener. (c) Other
critics, again, resort to a mythological solution, and regard
the adoration of the Magi and the attendant events as * not
history, 1- :L pio 1 - : ransformations of current mythic stories.'

Reville I .(':<.-. - I'-'.ai it was suggested by the Mithraic legend,
though he admits th,1

,

*
- -.* |

"' -
~--.~ roof

(77* i '.'* i.'i'jT- * en i i

'

. de
Mt, t<fi'',tt,

,
ll'i-L. p. S.-.-il.;. I'

1
- -I':.- :>' < Cheyne maintain

. Kv i hi -.nr,
'

.
i -*

",
<>' the wise men, and the persecution

of the Holy s '
I

'
'

my prototypes in tales concerning
heroes of old, and

" "

'"-hristian international myth
of the Redeemer S

'

'
.' ly Christian Conception of

Christ; Cheyne, /.
' on which it may be re-

marked that although striking parallels can undoubtedly be

produced, yet resemblances do not necessarily presuppose an
imitation. (d~) Another suggestion is that the narrative ex-

hibits the characteristic features of Jewish Midrash or Hag-
gada, and is governed by an apologetic purpose. The writer's

object is ro K)IO\V that the prophecy of Dt 181& was fulfilled in

Jesus, and he endeavours to do this by drawing a parallel
between the early career of Moses and that of the Christian
Af -iah (-=e" the Midrash ttabba to Exodus in the section which
d< ;iK \nVn :\n birth of Moses, and cf. Jos. Ant. ii. ix. 2). Jesus
is throughout represented

" .-^--- '"Moses. This is

(lu- :iii<lirhirir :ii<M!t> <f may be added
'mo:h< r nf'-u" 11 nl i'lcn. viz. the desire to suggest the homage
of i no f ',1-11 1 sic worM (*.. H. Box in Interpreter, loo. cit.). The
simplicity of the Gospel story, however, seems to be at variance
with this hypothesis.

Allusion may here be made to the theory that
the history of the Magi was added to the Gospel
as late as the year A.D. 119. The evidence for

this is a Syriac document, ascribed to Eusebius
of O-.'iren, which was published with an Eng.
imn-lnrion by W. "Wright in the Journal ofSacred

Literature, vols. ix., x., 1866, from a 6th cent.

British Museum codex, Add. 17, 142. The title is,

'Concerning the *tar; -hoAvinpr how and through
what the Magi rooo^m/e<l (lie -rar. and that Joseph
did not take Mary as his wife.' This tractate

relates that the prophecy of Balaam about the star

was recorded in a letter written by Balak to the
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king of Assyria, and preserved in the Assyrian
archives. At lawt, in the reign of king Fir Shabour,
the star appeared, and the Magi were went with great
pomp to do homage to the Me^iah. The colophon
at the end states :

e And in the year 430 (
= A. D. 119),

in the reign of Hadrianus Caesar . . . this concern
arose in (the minds of) men acquainted with the

Holy Books ; and through the pains of the great
men in various places this history was sought for

and found and written in the tongue of those who
took this care.' As to the meaning of this state-

ment, however, critics are not agreed (see F. C.

Conyheare, Guardian, April 29, 1903 ; and, on the
other side, Church Quarterly Review, July 1904, p.

389). The more probable explanation seems to be
that ' the Holy Books *

refers, not to the OT but to
the narrative in Mt 2, already, therefore, incorpor-
ated in the Gospel in A.D. 119; and that the

'history
3

is not Mt 2
3 but the legend about the

preservation of Balak's letter and the coming of

the Magi in the reign of Pir Shabour.
To conclude this part of the subject, it may be

pointed out that the story of the Magi must stand
or fall with the other Matthoean narratives of the

Infancy. All were ! li,
i

"i]\ drawn from some
written source, Jewish :! i-.n in character, and
perhaps originally Aramaic in language. The value
of this source cannot here be determined (see artt.

BIRTH OF CHRIST, MATTHEW). It is sufficient to

point out that if a Palestinian or semi-Palestinian

origin of the narratives can be sustained, the

hypothesis of direct pagan influence in their forma-
tion must be rejected.

3. Of the legendary accretions to the story of the

Magi, the following deserve notice. From the 6th
cent.

,
if not before (Tert. Marc. iii. 13, Jud. 9 are

not decisive), the opinion prevailed that the Magi
were kings. This belief is first

stated in a sermon ascribed to Coo

(Aug. Ojpp. v. Append. Sorm. 139. 3) ; and it pre-
vailed universally during the Middle Ages (cf.

Paschasius, Exp. 'in Mt ii. 2). Hence the festival
of Epiphany received the name Festum Trium
JReyum. The idea would, of course, find support in
such passages as Ps 6829 - 81 7210

,
Is 497 - 23 Gd- w- w

;

but tnere is no suggestion of it in the Evangelic
narrative. (For discussions see Patritius, iii. p.
320 ff.; Spanheim, ii. p. 273 ff. ; Barradius, Com.
ix. c. 8).

The number of the Magi is not specified in the

Gospel. Eastern tradition fixed it at twelve (Op.
Imp. in Mt. 2 ap. Chrysost. vL; cf. the curious MS
fragment quoted in Classical studios in honour of
Henry Drwler, p. 31 'Twelve kings set out from
Persia to go to Jerusalem,' etc.), or thirteen (Bar
Bahlul in Hyde, Eel. Vet. Pers. c. 31). But in the
West tlie number of the Magi was reckoned at
three (Max. Taur. Horn. 17, 20; Leo M. Serm. 31.

1,2; 34. 2), probably on account of their three-
fold gift (Abelarcl, Serm. 4 :

'

Quot vero isti magi
fuerint, ex numero trinse oblationis tres eos fuisse
multi " i , .

" *

ugh ;ill(;uoij( M! reasons
wereal . . /'. .

, iii. 318 ff.).

The familiar names of the Magi Melchior,
Gaspar, and Balthasar first occur in Bede, where
also is given a remarkable description of their

persons, derived most probably from some early
work of art.

e Primus fni^c dicitur Melchior,
senex et canus, barba prolixa et capillis . . . aurum
pbtulit regi Domino. Secundus nomine Gaspar,
iuvenis imberbis, rubicundus . . . thure, quasi
Deo oblatione digna, Deum honorabat. Tertius
fuscus, i'-i<-:ji> 1 1, ni ni i>. Balthasar nomine . . . per
myrrhaiii li'inin h-Mimiis morituriim professus eat

'

(Collect, v. 541. For the association of the gifts
with the several Magi, contrast the familiar verse,

'Gaspar fert myrrham, thus Melchior, Balthasar
aurum'). Other names are found, e.g. Appellius,

Amerius, Damascus: Magalath, P.in^.il.ith. Sara-
cen : Ator, Sator, Peratoras, etc. -J\.i i ii ii:-. iii. p.

326; Spanheim, ii. pp. 288, 289; Hebenstreit, </c

Mayorwin nomine, p,tria et atatii <tlw,rt,, Jena*,

1709). Hyde quotes thirteen name-, among which
the three familiar to Western i nidi i ion do not
occur (ltd. Vet. Pert*, c. 31).

Symbolical meanings were early attached to the

gifts. Thus Iremeua says :

' Mattlui'us auteni

Magos ab Oriente venientes ait . . . per ca <juao

obtulerunt munera ostendisse nuis erat qui adora-
batur : myrrham (juidem quod ipse erat qui pro
mortali h'umano genere moreretur et sepeliretur :

aui iim vero quoniam rex, CULUH regni finis non est :

thus vero, quoniam Deus, <jui
et notus in Judtoti

factus ewt, et manifestus eis qui non quarebanl
eum' (Hccr. iii. 9. 2, cf. Max. Taur. Horn. 21 ; Leo,
Serai. 34. 3 ; Origen, c,. CW.v. i. 60 ; Ambros. in Lk.
ii. 44; [Aug.] Serm. 139. 2; Hilar.

(Jom.^
in Mt. 1 ;

and Christian poets, Juvencus, EV. Hist. i. 285 ;

Prudent. Cath. xii. 69 If.
; Sedulius, Cann. Pfw/i .

ii. 96 ; [Claudian] Cann. Append. 21). Mediaeval
tradition invented histories for these gifts. The
gold consisted of thirty pennies, which had once
been paid by Abraham for the cave of Machpelah,
and which were afterwards given to Judas. Homo
of the myrrh is said to have been administered to
Jesus on the cross (Quarterly Jfavicw, vol. Ixxviii.

p. 433 ff.).

Miraculous elements were increasingly intro-

duced into the narrative, and the whole* history
was gradually ampliiiecl. Thus the star in allege! I

to have shone with surpassing brilliance (Ignat.

Ephes. 19; Leo, Semi. 31. 1 ; Protewwg. Jacob. 21 ;

and pass, quoted in Barradius, Com. ix. 9), having
the sun, moon, and other stars as 'chorus' to it

(Tgnat. loc. cit.}. According to Eastern tradition,
there was in the star an appearance of the Virgin
and Child (Lightfoot, Ap. Fath. ii. 81), or of a
young child bearing across (Op. Imp* inMutt. X? up.
Chrysost. vi.). The star was alleged to be an
angel (Suicer, Thes. S.K. do-r-^p) ; and ;i<-conlin^ io

Greg, of Tours it was Rtill, in his time, i<> !>' ^-'ii

in a well at Bethlehem (Mime. i. I). Similarly a
mass of details were invented about the Magi
themselves, their journey, and their later life and
death. Here it need only be noticed that they are

reported to have been baptized by St* Thomas.
(A full account of ihck

Mnii-lc^onil^ \\ill, ,
t>e found

in Crombach's moiiumont.ii inoii<i^r:ipli. Primitiw
gentium sive historic^ et encomiwni $$. Triu,'in<

Magorum. See also the epitome in the Quarlwly
Review, vol. Ixxviii. p. 433 ff., of the mediaeval
stories collected by John of Hildesheim ; and the
Boll. AA. MS. Jan, d. i. vi. and xi.).
The bodies of the Magi are said to have been

discovered in the East in the 4th cent, (according
to one tradition, by St. Helena herself), and to have
been brought to

~
i M :i"--sO- , .1 O-j.oBitod in

the Church of St. ^ t \n. \\~- I. ;! ;: became
bishop of Milan, they were transferred to that
city, whence, in the year 1162, they were again
removed by Frederic BarbaroBm to Cologne (Moll.
AA. SS. Jan. d. vi.). The festival of Epiphany
(the celebration of which in the West is mentioned
first by Amrn. Marc. xxi. 2) commemorated origin-
ally Christ's manifestation to the Magi, together
with His baptism, His miracle at Cana (Max,
Taur. Horn. 29 ; Isid. de Off. EccL i. 27 ; Abelard,
Serm. 4), and the miracle of feeding 1 1 1< ,"> M H >

([ A ug !

Append. Perm. 36. 1). But Boon tli< ni:mil<Mil-
lion io the Magi became in the "Went, if not ex-

clusively, yet principally, dwelt upon (see, e.g.,
Leo's Epiphany Sermons] ; and the common Western
synonym for Epiphany was Festum Trium Reqnm
(Binffhani, Ant. xx. 4; DCA i. p. 617 IE ; Jiaft,

AA.
m

SS. Jan. d. vi.). In the Middle Age tlio

Magi were considered the patron aaintw of trav-
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ellers, arid inns were called after them. Their
names were also used aw charms to cun: i/pili'i^y
and snake-bite (Spanheim, ii pp. 289 3 -2\'n,. NV
also art. STAR,

LITERATURE. Besides the books referred to above, see Hast-

artt. ti/Socvos, f*<x.yo; ; Winer, Biblisches Realwurterbuch, vol. ii.

artt. 'Magier,* 'Stern der Weisen'
; Hone, Everyday Book,

Jan. 6 ; and the various Oomm. on Matthew. An English
monograph by F. W. Uphani, The Wise Men, is of little value,
The discussions of Spanheim and Patrilius should be consulted,
while Crombach's elaborate study is a treasury of curious
information. J\ HOMES DXJDDEN.

MAGISTRATE. This English word occurs only
twice in the CJo-poK (AV), viz. in Lk 1211 and 5

",

where the KV gives the same translation. By our
use of the word we usually mean one entrusted
with the duty and power of putting laws into

force, but the Greek ttpxuv (of which '

magistrate
3

is the translation in the passages before us) has a
wider meaning, and may denote ruler, captain,
chief, king. In the Gospels, ttpxuv (as well as the
similar word ffyefjubv) occurs r

'-<
k

(|iionil i

v. ,mu will
be referred to in the articles Ilri.i find' Hi i.i.it.

In the first of the instances to be noticed here
our Lord prepares His !'' .^ -:". -n- persecutions
that await them. Oni- : p- ; i-nution will be
arrest and accusation before uinui-tvuto-. In such
an event, however^ Christ's followers are not to
concern themselves unduly about their defence,
for the Holy Ghost shall teach them in the same
hour what they ought to say. Their presence
before the ma^i-h-ato- and their utterance in
such a situation will constitute a twofold testi-

mony a testimony against the nnbelief and in-

justice of their, accusers, and \- ?'v;.- nl-o of the
inatri^triile-. (Mk 13 11

) and a - ii:'-m\ to the
truth of the gospel and to their own fidelity (Lk
21 13

). The LortK pi edict ion and promise were
alike fulfilled. JVr-*o-mi>n- did ensue, and no-

thing is more remarkable than the dignity and
wisdom of the "I- - .-\. by disciples thus
accused before --i . . Holy Ghost being
a mouth and wisdom unto them (Lk 2115

; cf. Ac
^

Tliifr- :""! \ :" jubmiHsively trusting to the Holy
Ghost .....

; is not to be taken as justifying
Tolstoi's theory of non-resistance. But our Lord's
counsel indicates that He looked upon existent

magistracies as a part of the pro viden rial order,
riot to l>e overturned in any revolutionary way by
His first disciples. Similarly, Christ taught that,
the political circumstances being what they were,
tribute should be paid to Coesar, the supreme
magistrate (Mt 222i

). The capital instance of
submission to the magistrate is Christ's own de-
meanour before Pilate (styled ^ye^v in Mt 272

,

Lk 31
). The subject of the relation between Christ

and the magistrate runs into question** of Church
and State, the spiritual and the civil power, indi-
vidual conscience and public law.

In the second instance (Lk 1258
) Christ seems to

warn againsi i\ li
:

: ':-! :','. ,-d to commend
that 'sweet :.-,i-': , .;.<-..' !.': is one of the

gifts of His own {Spirit, and which may obviate
the necessity of going before a magistrate. This
does not condemn as un-Christian all reference to
a magistrate, but Christ hints that to agree with
an adversary quickly may prove to be the highest
pniM<Mu-<> 3 well as the most Christian-like con-
<lu*-i. Tim advice is sometimes spiritualized to
mean that the sinner ought to settle accounts with
God quickly. K. M. ABAMSON.

MAGNIFICAT. Our primary interest in the

hymn Magnificat (Lk l46^5
) is centred in the ques-

tion of (1) its authorship, upon which must largely
depend the scope of (2) its interpretation. Then
(3) the history of its liturgical use may be briefly
summarized.

. Authorship. Opinions are divided as to the
source from which St. Luke derived the materials
of his first chapter. V nl i

"
-nyy i-i < that it is based

on an Apocalypse, of Zaeharias, a Jewish document
which has been edited by a Christian, who found
the Magnificat attributed to Elisabeth, and trans-
ferred it to Mary. Weizsacker thinks that St, Luke
simply inserted an early Christian hymn. A more
satisfactory view is that of Sanday (Hastings' DB
ii. 639, 644), who suggests that St. Luke was sup-
plied with a special (written) source, through one
of the women mentioned in Lk S3 2410

, possibly
Joanna, who, being the wife of Herod's steward,
may also have supplied information about the
court of Herod. We know from Jn 1925

(cf. Ac
I 14

) that the Virgin Mary was "" V 'o contact
with this group. Ramsay ( born at
Bethlehem? p. 88) calls attention to 'a womanly
spirit in the whole narrative, which seems incon-
sistent with the transmission from man to man,
and which, moreover, is an indication of Luke's
character ; he had a marked sympathy with women. '

On the supposition that St. Luke used an Aramaic
tradition or document, it is possible to account for

all the characteristics of style by which Harnack
(see below) seeks to prove that he was the author
both of the Magnificat and of the Benedictus.

Having described the visit of the Virgin Mary
to Elisabeth, and Elisabeth's salutation, the Tit
has Kal el-irev [Ma/xa/t] with the variant reading
'EXtcra/3er. Then follows the hymn, the text of
which has been excellently preserved, the only
other doubtful reading being f*.yd'\a, for which we
should probably read /^aXela.

Mapid/w- is the reading of all Greek MSS, of the

great majority of Latin MSS, and of innumerable
Patristic testimonies, back to the 2nd cent., when
Tertullian wrote (deAnima, 26):

' Exsultat Elisabet,
Johannes intus impulerat, glorificat dominum
Maria, Christus intus instinxerat.

'

'EXtcni/Ser is the reading of three Old Latin MSS.
a (Vercellensis, smc. iv.), b (Veronensis, sc&c. v. ),

rhe fllhedigerimu^Vratislaviensis, scec.fere viL ), in
Burkitt's phrase 'a typical European group,' to
which may be added the U'-iimom of Niceta of

Bemesiana, de Psalmodice ./>//<"/. i . 1> :
' Nee Elisa-

beth, diu sterilis, edito de repromissione lilio, Deuni
de ipsa anima magniiicaTe cessat ; c. 11: Cum
Elisabeth Dominum aninia nostra magnificat.'
So also Origen, or his translator Jerome, in the

5th Homily on Lk. 5 (Lonmiata^ch. t. v. p. 108 f.):

'Inuenitur beata Maria, f-umbin aliquant!:- exem-

plaribus reperimus, pro])hetare; non enim ignor-
amus, quod secundum alios codices et hsee uerba
Elisabet uaticinetur Spiritu itaque sancto tune

repleta est Maria/ etc. Harnack thinks that

Jerome, if he had been responsible for this refer-

ence, would have mentioned whether the reading
was in Latin or Greek MSS. But as Jerome was
writing in Latin, and the evidence of Niceta shows
that the reading Elisabeth was more ).<";!

-!.-'!
1

,"IH

widespread in the very district from \
l-
.i- Ii .li-rn'iso

came, having been born in Pannonia, not a great
distance from Remesiana, it must be considered
still possible that he interpolated the reference.

Lastly we come to Irense,us, iv. 7. 1 (Cod. Clarom.
et Voss.} : 'sed et Elisabet ait: Magnificat anima
mea dominum,' etc. Cod. Arund. ' Maria.' In
iii. 10. 1 :

'

Propter quod exultans Maria clamabat

pro ecclesia proplietans : Magnificat anima mea
idominum/ etc. Here the context proves that
Irenseus intended to write * Maria.' * Thus it

*In iii. 14. 3, Irenseus refers to Lk I*2-45 as exclamatfo
Elisabet.
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seems probable that It was the translator of

Ireritjeus, or a copyist, who introduced the reading
Eltsttbct from his Old Latin Bible, and we may
safely carry it back to the 3rd century.*
How then are we to account for the reading"?

Bardenhewer thinks that, Maptd/x having dropped
out, 'EAi<rd/3er was supplied by a copyist. But most
critics (.Burkitt, Harnack, Wordsworth) ;i

(

_i!vr IINU

the original text must have been /ecu et-n-'./ \ Mm:,
either name. Burkitt puts it concisely :

' "
Mary

"

was read by Tertullian as well as by all Greek and

Syriac texts. This is fatal to " Elisabeth 53

; yet, if

"Mary" were genuine, the actual occurrence of
" Elisabeth" in the European branch of the Old
Latin would be inexplicable. But if the original
text of the Gospel had /ecu eiTrev INLeyaXtivet, /c.r.X.,

without either name, all the evidence falls into

line.
J

On the question, which is the right gloss, critics

are divided. Harnack and Burkitt argue for
c

i Elisabeth,
' Wordsworth and Spitta for '

Mary.
5

(
1

)

Harnack does not think that the exclamation of

vv< 42-45 covers all that is implied in v. 41 /cat ^X^a-fl??

Tnyetf/iaro? aylov ij 'EXtcrd^er. In v. 67 similar words
are used about Zacliarias, and are followed by the
Benedict us. Nothing is said about Mary being
filled with the i> i !*!'! spirit. It does not seem
necessary, on i'-.r !: i hand, to resort to the
extreme remedy of Spitta, who refuses to consider
that the Benc&ictus supplies a parallel case, be-

cause he thinks that it lias been imeipoljncd at
this point. The c

glowing words' of Elisabeth's
address need some reply.

' Could St. Mary, who
answered so freely and so bravely, yet so humbly,
to the angel, have been silent at such a moment
when addressed by one whom she knew so well ?

3

(Wordsworth). Though undoubtedly she is kept,
or more probably keeps herself, in the background
of this history, and is not spoken of as '

tilled with
the Holy Ghost,' there is no ([uestion of deepest
co 1 1 : i , 1 1 1 H L 1 1 <: with God ( Gottinnigke it, Spitta) , and
this sutlices to explain the outpouring in devotion
and faith of a mind stored with OT phrases.

In the OT 'when any question is addressed to
a person or persons whom the reader knows to be

present, the formula of reply is frequently and
perhaps generally without proper name and with-
out pronoun*; cf. Lk 2 4i)

. Later in his Gospel Lk.

generally uses 6 5 elirev
; but the first chapters have

4 a special OT colouring' (Wordsworth), in view of
which Harnack 1

s argument, that *

if in v. 4fi the

subject was to "be changed, Lk. would have written
elTrev 8$ Mapict/^,' falls to the ground. Further, the
words fj,oLKa>pLovcri jue Tracrcu al yevsui of V. 48 seem to be
a reply to Elisabeth's ^a/capta i] Trtcrre&raa-a. On the

other^ hand, it is only fair to point out that Prof.
Burkitt seeks to prove that St. Luke was *re-

markably fond of inserting Kal el-rev or <-lirev 4

between the speeches of Ids characters without
a change of speaker. 't (2) Another argument has
been based on the words Reiver de Maptd/* cn>*> atfr??,

which are said to make it probable that Elisabeth
has been the speaker, otherwise Lk. would have
written 'faeivev 5 M. <ri>v T*Q 'B. or $JAGIVG S <nV TTJ *B.

'The Peahitta as well as the Sinai Palimpsest
renders, "Now Mary remained with Elisabeth"
But the Greek has retained "the tell-tale cu}r#"'
(Burkitt).
In the OT the personality of the singer is, as a

rule, sunk in the song, and the name is mentioned
at the end as if to pick up the thread (cf. Balaam,
Nu 24a5

: Moses, Dt 3244 341
etc.). It is true that

Hannah's name is not mentioned in 1 S 2U
, but it

has been mentioned at the beginning. The name
* Prof. Burkitt still adheres to Ms view, that '

Irengeus
regarded JSlfoabeth

t
as a

t.yrjo
of the ancient Jewish JBcclesia

prophp^iri^r U\ a Divine Spirit about the Christ.'
t .//V^Mn.'p. 223.

marks ' the whole section vv. 3J) "Ri as what we may
call a "

Mary section/" the Syriac reading buinj;
an attempt to clear up ambiguity (Wordsworth).
On the whole, then, so far as external evidence

goes, the balance of probability is in favour of the

reading- or gloss 'Mary.' But the more diflicult

question of internal evidence remains for dis-

cussion. Does the M<i(jnijic<ti seem more suitable

on the lips of Elisabeth' ?

Harnack thinks that it was modelled on the lines

of Hannah's song, that it expresses the feeling
of a mother from whom has been removed what
Jewish women felt as 'the reproach of childless-

ness.' Burkitt suggests that l the Acryos curd 2iyrjs

7rpoeA#c6j> more corresponds to the (itness of things
than a burst of premature song.'

Apart from the question raised by Wellhausen
hether Hannah's song has been interpolated in

S 2, Spitta thinks that it is the song
1 ol a warrior

rather than a woman, and looks elsewhere for

parallels to the Mftgnifitvit. Any way, either

Mary or Elisabeth would regard it as tlie song- of

Hannah, which is the main point before us. We
cannot do better than quote the text at this point-,
with Harnack's parallels, to introduce his argu-
ment that St. Luke is thereby proved to he the
actual author of the hymn which he puts into the
mouth of Elisabeth.

w. 4< >

JC^ f*otl CO 1 ^ ^' 'ft

MrEv TO t s&i>pie> t

t*eu ivt ru
Oscjj

TM (hS> (AQ'U,

V.'iH 6<TI T
v&icriv <r'/is

tx,T6 TOV vvv [&ex.x<xlptau<riv /u,&

TOCiTMi Ml <ySVUi'

V.49 5>V; \<rQiYi<riv {JLQI [A&'yuXoc, a

SiivosW?, xoc,} ciytov ro
o\>6fjt,(A

MUTOU, '
"

v, 5() %o6i TO eA&w avTov e/s y&vta,$ (4) I*

favt (5) I'H

%<po

f o&vre/Sv"

ia'Toc.f OC.TO Qpovcuv (0) Job

;
(Jil U0''

,}6CtfH%6

.

rT'Tis i

jAot. I*S l

(7) 1 B 27

IV, !>
ll> TOVJrOWWVTet

S U^Qi?,

u/M6i "rTW%<v' *'
T'WVO/' </

vw^oi.
^ 4<ur^v TKvwVflcv iv;

': /"r .t \ itjn> i|.

Sos" (8) Is 41 H tru Si, 'J>/9<wiA, TO&'I;

...
'sv TOO; roue (0) MlC 720

' '

trvs.pfAtx'rt ot,urou ei? ii H
"'

_"/-,

Tfii! y"Tip(J,(X,'Fi
t . : < 'if' .

'

In regard to these parallels Hpitta argues with
some force that there are nearer parallels in tho
Psalms ; e.g. Ps 333< 4 &v r$ Kvplq tiirawe&'fyrfTa.t, r) ^vxtf
JJ.QV . . . jAeyaXtivare rbv Ktipiov crbv ^ol ; 34 l)

^ 6 ^t'X^/

JULOV &ya\\Ld<rra,L M rf Kvpic^, rep^O^o-^ran ^l rf
ai)roO ; S437 = 3917= 69 dyaXXidcrai^ro Aral ci'/0-

croc Trebles ol ^rovvrh & tci'ipm, Kal
i& irajjf

r6$, MeyaXw&tfrtit 6 /ci^pios
1

,
ol d'ya-

Trcoi/res ro ffurtfpifo <roi/.* Thin is true ; but at the
same time we cannot doubt that a Jewish woman
would turn to Hannah's song as, HO to speak, a
model, even though the phrases of the psalms
which she used often in devotion would conic more
readily to her lips while working out her idea.
Harnack picks out certain words as having no

place in his parallels, and suggests that they arc
not found in the LXX, and being characteristic of
Lk.'s style, prove that he was really tho author
of the hymn. Spitta, however, proves that the
phrases in question are not only found in tho LXX,

* He quotes Ps O1^. i2-*- 30H as parallels to v.M,
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lUCtrlGD VV1J.JLV/LJ. HjO 1J.V7U M\5^1A IU.C11 U-LWilCJV.1
,

tl.lj. L/JUC

enedictions of the Synagogue (quoted by
en, Liturgy of Antc-Nlcene CViiur.k, p. 243).

but are not so characteristic of Lk.'s style ; e.g.

(1) /5oz> ydp is found not only in Lk I
44 2 10 6-3 17'^,

Ac 911
,
but also in 2 Co 7U ;* (2) d-n-o roO vuv, said to

be found in Lk 510 1253 221*- 6
<, Ac 18(i

only, is also

found 2 Co 5 lh
.f These instances alone will suffice

to prove how unsafe the foundations are upon
which Harnaek's argument is based.
There is one other possible source for some of

the phrases which has not been mentioned, i.e. the
18 Bei

\Varren
;

v.49 Sen, 2 :

' Thou art mighty, O Lord, \vorld without end.'
v.5i Ban. 12 : 'Let 1 li*

1

p-p.:-! -i ." "i lie uprooted, broken,
crushed, and n;n '> --i -M <-i

';.
-n our days. Blessed

art Thou, O Lord, who breakest down the enemy and
humblest the proud.'

v\\54. 55 Sen. 1 :

' Blessed art Thou who rememberest the pious
deeds of our fathers, and sendest the Redeemer to
their children's children. Blessed art Thou, O Lord,
the shield of Abraham.'

On the whole, then, in spite of Harnaek's argu-
ments, there is still room to believe that St. Luke
translated, or perhaps to some extent worked up into
a Greek hymn, the materials supplied to him in an
Aramaic tradition or document. There was no
unnatural seeking after effect. In reply to Elisa-
beth's address no conventional answer would seem
in place. On the other hand, Prof. Burkitt regards
the whole of Elisabeth's words as the K 1 .--/

'

-^-

ment of Mary's salutation, and finds .' - s'ivi _

parallel in Lk 225 "35
, Lc. the conversation 01 Mary

and Simeon. In both cases Mary's interlocutor is

aid to have a holy Spirit, in both cases the whole
of the words recorded is assigned to the inter-

locutor, and the words themselves consist partly of

pious meditation, partly of words addressed ex-

clusively to Mary
3

(Jfhtit vii. p. 225). This is

a question perhaps of sentiment. But few devout
believers in the Incarnation would hesitate to

express their profound gratitude for the words of

simple faith and hope, grounded, as Spitta has

certainly shown, aw much on the Psalms as on
Hannah's song, a -pond-moon^ offering of praise
from a lowly spirit cuiMiiiii;illy in communion with
the Divine, and therefore never lacking words of

praise. We may regard these words as spoken in
substance by the Virgin Mary, and yet maintain
the truth of the phrase of Ignatius about 'the
Word proceeding from silence.' The silence re-

mains unbroken. No personal dread of the possible
reproach not of childlessness but of shame, no per-
sonal exultation in this transcendent blessedness

among women, find expression.
2. Interpretation. The scope of interpretation

varies in accordance with the view held concerning
the authorship. Harnaek's description is correct
so far as it goes :

' The artistic arrangement of

the pronouns, which governs ihe
hyjtnn, expresses

exactly the progress of thought, :H;\..IU i!*;.
fi-'n

the subjective to the objective in "-ii< \- i> return

again to the subjective, though in a higher form.'
But he fails to express the situation so clearly
described by Liddon (p. 13) from the internal
evidence.

' Like the songs of Zacharias and Simeon, it is something
more than a psalm, and something less than a < ompklu Chris-
tian hymn. A Christian poet, living after the Ko^uiTcction of

Christ,
" onld -iiit-lv li.i >e said more ; a Hebrew psalmist would

havesa"! N -- ;iwi Maiy. In this Hymn of hers we observe a
consciousness of nearness to the fulfilment of the great pro-
mises, to which then- "- no |...ri,rl tu-n in In

]M;<-I
of the

psalms; and yet even .Mar <!"< -i-ii *\m\\\ "i iiu Promised
One, as an Evangelist ->r .us \p-- \ u----i!d n.'ii- -j>o!iui of Him,
by His Human Nairn-. nn<l v.ili (I;-- <! ivr< ivr,r<- to the
mysteries of His Life .'i

1 ul IK 'i
1 h :i I'd Hi^um- M-:I. !!< Hymn

was a native product of one particular moment of transition in

sacred religious history, and of no other
;
when the twilight of

the ancient di-pen<<iriori \\as melting, but had not yet melted,
into the full da\litrhi or

1

the new.'

* Ps 507- 8 536, is 327 ssi 7 4 122 r>2" C635.

t On 460, 2 Oh 169, TO 10U 1 1*', Is 48, Dn 1017.

lu Strophe I. (vv.
46 - 47

)
she offers praise to God as

His clue, with all powers of the soul, that is, of

imagination and impulse; and of the spirit, with
the faculties of reason and memory and will.

In Strophe n. (vv.
4S - 49

) she dwells on the distinc-

tion vouchsafed to her in becoming the Mother of
the Incarnate Son. She is to live in the memory
of mankind not because she deserves it, but be-
cause He whose Name is holy so wills.

In Strophe m. (vv.
51 * 53

), turning away from self,
she rises, as in moments of spiritual enlightenment
any one may rise, to larger views of God's purposes
in the shaping of human history. His presence
and power are vindicated ir i

1 ." Ir.:
1

!,"

1

1:!"j of the

proudest dynasties and the i: ,

.;-!i
""

i iv meek.
This thought is characteristic of a group of psalms
(9. 10. 22. 25. 35. 40. 69. 109 ; cf. 4 Ezr (2 Es) ll4^
Ps-Sol 513f

*) which must often have been in the
minds of the little group Joseph, Mary, Zacharias,
Elisabeth, Simeon, Anna who were looking for
the redemption of Israel.

In Strophe IV. (w. 54 ' 55
) she comes back to the

thought of the Messianic time now beginning : the
assurances given to the fathers should be fullilled.

The source of the Incarnation is found in God's
attributes of loving-kindness and truth.

3. Liturgical use. In the Eastern Church the

Magnificat is sung as a morn ing canticle. This
also was its use in the West at one time. In the
directions at the end of the Rule of Aureliau, bp.
of Aries, c. 540, it is mentioned as iised in the
Office of Lauds * with antiphon or with alleluia,

following OT psalms and canticles, and followed

by Gloria in- excelsis.
3 *

In the treatise of Niceta, de Psalmodice Bono,
to which we have already alluded, the primary
reference is to Vigils, to the use, therefore, of the

Magnificat in the evening. The list of canticles-

mentioned corresponds to that in use in the Church
of Constantinople at that time. When the later-

hour offices were developed in the West, it was, in
accordance with such usage, attached to Vespers,
with varying antiphon. Thus it passed into the
first Prayer-IJook of Edward VI., and has since been
used in Evensong after the first Lesson.

In Julian's Diet, of Hymnolofjy there are refer-

ences to several metrical versions which found
favour from the 16th century. But these are of no

importance.
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Remesiana,; T. D. Bernard, Songs of the Holy V- '"

."
.

=

pp.
56,65. \. i;. V.i i:\.

MAHAL&LEEL. An ancestor of Jesus, Lk 337.

MAID. The English words * inaid,' 'maiden 3

represent three Greek words : Kopd<riov (Mt 9'
24f-

AY 'maid,' BV 'damsel') ; ^ wls (Lk 851 AV and
IW 'maiden 3

; v. 54 AV 'maicl,' KV 'maiden');
and TraLdlffKy (Mt 2669

, Jn 1817 AV '

damsel,' KV
6 maid '

; Mk 148* 69
,
Lk 22*5 Ay and KV ' maid '

;

Lk 1245 AV 'maidens,' RV '

maidservants'). The
first two clearly signify 'young girl,' answering
to the Aramaic talltha (cf . Mk 541 and Lk 854 : for
a discussion of the Aramaic form see art. TALITHA
CUMI). Talltha seems to have been frequently
employed in the sense of *

young woman.' In
the Targums it is used of Dinah, Miriam, and
Esther, It and its Greek equivalents have almost
that meaning jis applied to tho djnijilil'OT of Jairus.

KopAo-Lov seems to have lost ii< (liiiiimuivo force in
*
Migne, Pair. Lat. Ixviii. 393.
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later Greek and to have been no longer employed
as a familiar term, but to have been virtually
equivalent to rc^py. TraiSLffKy,

the feminine of

7rcu5i'cr/cos, originally a diminutive of Trows, meant in

the first instance *

girl
' and then ' domestic female

servant' or 'slave.
3

It has the latter meaning in

the Gospels. In some passages in the LXX (Ex
2010

,
Lv 2544 etc.) it represents 'timtih (cf. art.

HANDMAID). It seems to have been used especially
of a doorkeeper (Gospels, Ac 12ia

, Lysias cited by
Wetstein). That it often referred to a slave, not a
hired servant, is evident from the passages quoted
by Wetstein from the grammarians, and seems to
be implied in the contrast between TroLLdia-Krjs and
e\ev6pas in Gal 422

.

LITERATURE. Wetstein on Mt 2C<; Levy, ChaldatMkes
Wortcrbucfi, L 303& ; Swete on Mk 14<>G.

W. TAYLOR SMITH.
MAIMED. This term signifies disabled by

wounding or mutilation;
1

.-|- ".M-! of the use of
a necessary constitutive j !, 01 ':e body; muti-
lated ; rendered unable to defend oneself or to

discharge necessary functions. In Mt 1580 and Mk
943 Kv\\6s is the word employed and is tr.

' maimed '

in both AV and RV. It is kindred with /cotXos,
'

hollow,' and signifies originally
'

crooked,'
*

bent,
5

and so crippled and halt. KV\\TJ x^tp in the hand
with its lingers bent so as to make a hollow palm.
fytjSaXe KvX\rj (&c.. x lpl)

= '

l)ut it into the hollow of
the hand. 3 In Lk l413> 21 the word used is dva-n-ypos,
i.e. irypds =' deprived of some member of the body'
(Lat. manc'us), : -T.

"

il by dvd intensive. The
composite word iniir,'iii~ an extreme form of

bodily mutilation, and Jesus is never said to have
restored one so suffering. The word is not em-
ployed in connexion with our Lord's miracles, but
only in His invitation to the ble.^ing^ of the King-
dom, to which all outcast sufferers were with
Divine compassion called. T. H. WRIGHT.

MAJESTY. 1. The term. In the NT the word
'majesty' is associated with Christ in three
different connexions. (1) In RV of Lk 943a we
read that the people 'were all astonished at the

majesty (/weyaAenSr^y,
AV *

mighty power ') of
God.' The immediate occasion of their astonish-
ment was the healing of the lunatic boy, but v. 43h

,

and esp. the gwoUi which critical editors substitute
for ^wol^ffev of TR, seems to show that the miracles
of Chvi-t Amorally are to be thought of as pro-
ducing i hi- impression that the Divine fteyaXeLdrys
was m at life*- lii in ii-olf through Him.

(2) In 2 P I16 the writer, who claims to have
been present with Jesus on the Mount of Trans-
iigurai,ion, says of that experience,

* We were eye-
witnesses of his majesty' (AV and RV; Gr.
/jeyaXei&nyy). The word jueyaAettfrijs is found in

only one other passage of the NT, viz. Ac 1927 ,

where it is used to describe the 'magnificence'
(AV and RV) of the great goddess Diana. It is

thus an interesting coincidence that the two
instances of its use in connexion with Christ
belong to the episode of the Transfiguration and
the incidr"

J * J
T---' -..'"., of the lunatic boy \\hich

followed :\- I-..J :* ,-
. -. On the holy mount'

the favoured three received a revelation of Christ's
inherent fusyaXeifrnjs (the word 4ir6vro,i, 'eye-
witnesses,' is a technical term denoting those who
had been

^
admitted to the highest grade of

initiation into the Eleusinian mysteries). And
when He came down from the mountain, the

peyaXetdrys of God shone forth through His works
in the eyes of all the multitude.
A comparison of the uses of ai;>/*A/*W in Lk 943, Ac 1937

and 2 P 116 raises a doubt whether '

majesty
'

is the most
adequate rendering of the word in the first and' third passages,
and whether '-

-iir'*- i:v
'

.'.-
'

V-, 1027 EV) or 'splendour'
\vouldnotinor, <-<rii

'.
i

;
<: - lie original idea. This is

suggested by ' .''<!--,i!\ :-. < ii.. adj. f*ey<x,Xe7os in class. I

(jreek, and even by the two instances of its employment in the

NT (Lk 1-w, Ac 2'"i). The evidence of the LXX alao points in

the same direction ;
for while fAtycttetivw is used in Jer 33 to tr.

mxrn (AV 'honour,' E.V 'glory') a word which is usually

rendered by &!* the terms ordinarily taken to express the

idea of greatness or majesty are fAsyot^aervvv) and /-t^aAoT/^T^*

(<\<y. 2 S"73S, Ps 145 [LXX 144] 6-0
*~).

With this idea of Christ's miracles, or of Ilia miraculous

being-, as an effulgence of the T-"\ -. -i l^t.<j. ir or nia^nifuvnco,

compare the statement of Jr. ' '
i ::"

!
- :: miracle of (

1ana
Jesus 'manifested his glory' (s<pajv/3<w<rH rv,v doifev MUTOU"). (]f.

also

the IT&TVKI rfo sxtbou /Asyati.uo'niref of 2 P 1 with what is said

in v.i7 of the 'glory' (5c) which Jesus received upon the

mount from God the* Father.

(3) In He I
3 S 1 we see Jesus seated 'cm the vi^ht

hand of the Majesty- on high.' The word for
c

Majesty' in these two cases is fteyaXua-foii, a term
that does not occur again in the NT except in the

doxology at the end of Jude (v.-
r>

). The^ idea of

Christ as Heated at God's right hand, which is HO

frequent in the NT (Mt 2604
"||, Ac 2:J3 7 55f

-, Ito S:i4
,

Eph I 20
, Col 31

etc.), was no doubt taken in the

iirst case from Ps 1101
(cf. He I

8 with v. i:J

). I>
seems always to be used with reference not to His

pre-existent dignity, but to the exaltation Unit

followed His incarnation and suilermg.^ Moreover,
in the two passages in Hel>rews there is no direct

ascription of the Divine majesty to Jesus. The
idea is that of His exercise of a supremely exalted
office as the Great High Priest who is the Mediator
between God and men.

2. The quality of majesty in Christ.- Apart
from its infrequent use of the word, the NT
affords abundant material for a consideration of

:he nmj'.^u of Christ, whether in His estate of

]iiiiiiili*r,ion or of exaltation.

(I) With regard to IJis lifo on earth, (ft) it is

evident that there was nothing of the majestic in

His outward circumstances. From Urn birth in a
stable to His death on a cross, it was a life of * no

reputation/ His form being that of a servant and
not of a king (ef. Ph 28 ). And on the one occasion
when He assumed a kind of royal state, and
suffered the multitudes in the streets ami the
children in the Temple to hail Him with Ilosannas

(Mt21' lw>
), His majesty, after all, as the Evan-

gelists snb>e<iuomly .."
". -"as but the

majesty of meekness, ft- /.- l\ came to her

gates, as the prophet had said,
*

lowly, and riding
upon an ass, ana upon a colt the foal of an ass

'

(Mt 21 lfr-
3
Jri 12l4ff

*; cf. Zee 9).
(b) Was there no majesty, then, in Tli- i'r.v>n'it

"/.// /.",".;? The Gospels are completely -ilnu
CM ilii- poi'M. and in the lack of any trustworthy
ir;ii;iim :iu- Fathers seem to have fallen back
chiefly on the prophe::- ;

:-." the Messiah,
with the result that a v. i. .'.-, i .

w
of view came

to exist, according as one passage or another was
taken as the norm. The earlier tendency, inspired
without doubt by prevailing ascetic ideals, was to
fasten upon the wonN of JDeutero-Tsaiah with
reference to the Suffering Servant (53

a* 8
), and to

represent Jesus as utterly devoid of all beauty and
dignity of faee or form. * Base of aspect

'

(ouVx/x^
rty 6^Lv)

is the verdict of Clement pi Alexandria
(Peed. iii. 1), who was preceded in his estimate by
JIM in MViriyr, and followed by Tertullian. There
came a reaction by and by, represented in the
East by Origen and in the West by Jerome, when
men bethought themselves of sxieh a prophetic
Psalm as the 45th, with its vision of One * fairer

than the children of men' (v.
2
) and girded with

glory and majesty (v.
8
). Jerome in particular

maintained this high view of the majesty of
Christ's outward aspect. There was s

something
starry' (sidereum guiddam], he affirmed, in the
Saviour's face and eyes (JBp. ad Priwipinm) j *the

brightness and majesty of His Divinity . . . shed
their ray- over His Iranian countenance' (in MnM*
i. 8). This wa-j the view that ultimately prevailed
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in the Church, and iinds expression in the so-called
'Letter of JLentulus' (see vol. i. p. 315). It gave
rise to a type of presentment that haw dominated
Christian art ever since ; but it is right to re-

member that this conventional conception of a
Christ who was tall in stature, beautiful in

countenance, dignified and even majestic in figure
and bearing, rests upon no real basis of authentic

tradition, as it is supported by no single word of

the NT ; and that \niMi-Miim liiis stated the simple
truth when he says. -<,Ji;a HH-IIL ille facie penitus
ifiiiorjnnu.-.' (de Trin. viii. 5).

(c) But there is a moral majesty, a majesty of

purity and truth and goodness, that is indepen-
dent of all outward seeming ; and the Gospels
give abundant illustration of Christ's endowment
with this majesty of soul. Milton tells us how,
face to face with the cherub :

* abash'd the devil stood,
And felt how awful goodness is

'

(Par. Lost, iv. 846).

And no one can rea,d the Gospel narratives with-
<:!:

jii-i'-'.-i

1

. !!;_ MOW good men and bad alike were
:ii .i' 11

1
"'

, i!ii"* with a sense of subduing awe as

they stood in the presence of Jesus Christ. This
was the experience of the Baptist when he ex-
claimed,

'
1 have need to be baptized of thee, and

comest thou to me?' (Mt 314
). It was the feeling

of Simon Peter when lie cried,
*

Depart from me ;

for 1 am a sinful man, Lord' (Lk 58
). This

majesty of Christ's character forces itself upon us
at every point, rising higher arid higher until it

reaches a culmination in the awful scenes of the
judgment-hall and the cross. Was it not this

majesty of a pure soul that arrested and troubled
Pilate himself in the midst of his keen concern for
his own seliish interests and his lofty Roman con-

tempt for a mere Jew? And was it not this same
majesty of holiness that smote upon the heart of
the very centurion who carried oiit the sentence of

crucifixion, so that he exclaimed,
'

Certainly this
was a righteous man' (Lk 2347

)? Sometimes we
see Christ's moral majesty flashing out so over-

whelmingly that it works with a kind of physical
effect, as when the profane traffickers in the

Temple cringe and flee before Him ; or when, in
the Garden, as He steps out of the shadows, say-
ing,

c
I am he,' His enemies go backward, and fall

to the ground (Jn 185f
-).

(d) But besides the unconscious majesty of good-
ness, we see in Jesus Christ throughout ilis public
ministry a consr.ioux majesty of the most positive
kind. This man, so meek and lowly in heart, does
not hesitate to make the most astounding claims.
He claims a personal authority that sweeps aside
in a moment all the traditional learning of the
nation's religious teachers (Mt 7 28 - 29

). Never,
surely, in the world's history has there been
another series of utterances so clothed in the

majesty of spiritual power as the Sermon on the
Mount. And this poor Carpenter of Namreth
further assumes without the least hesitation the
name and dignity of the promised Messiah of
Israel

; He affirms, in a sense altogether unique,
that He is the Son of God, unto whom all things
have been delivered of the Father (Mt II27

, Lk
1022 j cf. Jn 14-17) ; He invites every burdened
and weary soul to come unto Him for rest (Mt
II 28

). And what could be more majestic than the

language in which Christ assumes the office of the
universal Jud^e of men, and describes the events
and issues of that solemn day when the Son of
Man shall come in His glory, and all the nations
shall be ^athored before Him ? (Mt 2531fr

-).

(2) It is urmece.^ary to d \vell in any detail upon
the majesty of thv

'

&mltwl CJiristl From St.
Peter's first sermon on the Day of Pentecost (Ac
28sff

) down to the last utterance of the Apostolic
Church, the Christ of the NT is the Christ en-

throned in glory, dignity, and power. His fol-

lowers do not think of Him c

according to the
iiesh' (2 Co 516

) as the Prophet of Galilee or
the Man of Sorrows. The Christ of whom they
do habitually think is risen, ascended, glorified,
and set down on the right hand of the Majesty on
high (cf. Ro 8W

, 1 Co 15I4ff
-, Gal 2-, Ph 2yff

-, 1 Th
4lyrt

', He I 2ff- and passim). Apart from the evi-

dence of their own writings, no better proof of this
can be found than, the fact that for more than a

century after the death of Jesus the Church
appears never to have concerned itself in any way
as to His earthly appearance, or to have had any
desire for pictorial representations of His human
face and form. And is it not highly ^iiifi ';)!<

that, on the one solitary occasion on which a N I
writer has set himself to describe the Lord's per-
sonal appearance, the attempt is based upon no
recollections or traditions regarding Jesus of Naza-
reth, but upon a splendid <-um opl ion of the

majesty of the exalted Christ Hi- o\ ( sis a flame
of fire, His voice as the sound of many waters, in
His right hand seven stars, and His countenance
as the sun shineth in his strength (Rev I 13ff

') ?

LITERATURE. The Lexx. and Comm. ; Farrar, Christ in Art,
bk. ii.

;
P. Dearmer's art.

' Christ in Art '

in vol. i.
;
Dora Green-

well, Patience of Hope, pt. i. ; Seeley, Ecce Homo, ch. iv. ;

Denney, Stud, in TMol 169. J. C. LAMBERT.

MALCHUS (MaXxos). The name of the man
whom Peter wounded in the right ear at the arrest
of Jesus (Jn IS10

).

Malehus was a common Semitic nam< . thoiiJi not certainly
met with among the Jews proper. By \M* . I>< I i/-c ! and Sal-

kinson it is vocalized Dia^p, which is no more than a trans-

literation. Josephus (see Niese's index) mentions five persons
who bore it under the form of M^X^o? or M*x/x0t, whence an

original rp^D has been inferred (Dalma-n, Gram. Aram. 104).

But the true Greek form seems to have been Mat/u^ce? (Periplus

maris Erythrc&i, cf. Mull. Geogr. Gr. Min. i. 272) ; and ID^D,

pronounced "O^B, appears in three inscriptions (CIS ii. 158,

174, 218) that "may be dated with some confidence between
B.C. 40 and A.D. 40.' In these inscriptions the name is Nabataean ;

but the root "J^D is common to all the Semitic languages, and

appears to belong to the unhistorical period prior to the separa-
tion of the various peoples. In Assyrian it is a designation of a
subordinate ruler (ISchrader, COT i. 23), a prince rather than a

king vr " ~

,,-.:, i -.'- of its use in relation to a god
(cf. Boci- -.! / ji /'.. xvi. [1905] 473 ff.), there is no
need t<

'

'. , i ^ --re than an allusion, serious or

playful, to superiority in rank or in pretence.

The bearer of the name in the Gospel narrative

held a position of trust in the household of the

high pricH. prubnbly Caiaphas (Jn 1813
). It has

been a uined ilm'the other Evangelists sup-

pressed the name (Mt 2651
, Mk 1447

,
Lk 225l

>) with
a view to protect Peter from revenge or an action

at law on the part of the Jews. It is at least as

likely that they were ignorant of the name, or of

opinion that no purpose was to be served by its

mention. There is no evidence that Malclms was

exceptionally active in the arrest, or anything
more than an onlooker. Peter's forward rush,
when his indignation could be restrained no longer,
towards the group of which Jesus was becoming
the centre (Jn 184

), suggests rather that Malchus
was on the skirt of the group, and not immediately

engaged in binding Jesus. He happened to be in

Peter's way in his attempt to rescue his Master,
and may well have been personally unknown to

the majority of the disciples. If "John was the

unnamed disciple who was * known unto the high

priest' (v.
15

), possibly because lie supplied the

family of Annas with fish 'su-covdinji to an old

tradition; cf. David Smith, />"//* of Ifis Flesh,

465), he would be acquainted \\irh both Malchus
and his kinsman (v.

2
) ; and the mention of the

name in the Fourth Gospel may be taken as one of

the undesigned indications of Johannine author-

ship. The healing of the ear of Malchus is re-
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corded by Lk. alone,, but is an essential part of

the story (of. Expos. Times, x. [1898-99] 139, 188),
and exactly such an incident as would be likely
to attract the notice of a physician, and so to calm
the soldiers as to make the subsequent remon-
strance preserved by each of the Synoptics pos-
sible. The natural order of events was lirst the

healing of the wound, followed, while Malchus'
friends were crowding around him, by the rebuke
of Peter, and then, as soon as the people were

ready to listen, by the taunting protest in regard
to the manner of the arrest. Thereupon Jesus
consented to be seized, and in perfect self-posses-
sion passed on to His trial and death.

E. W. Moss.
MALEFACTOR. T\yo G-r. words, whose shades

of meaning are indistinguishable, are thus trans-

lated in NT : (1) KGLKOTTQL&S or xaKbv TTOLUV (lit.
'

evil-

doer '), Jn 18, 1 P 212 - u 4W ; (2) /tcwtoC/yyos (lit.
*

evil-worker'), Lk 23J{a - y3 - 39
,
2 Ti 2. AV renders

KCLKoiroibs
' malefactor '

iri Jn IS30
,

* evil-doer
'

else-

where ; but RV gives
c evil - doer

'

throughout.
Again AV renders /ca/cou/oyo?

* malefactor
'

in Lk
233a.33.39 9 'evil-doer

5
in 2 Ti 29

, while 11V makes
it always

e malefactor.' This illustrates the NT
R< \ IM i-j/ unifoi ml IN in the translation of words.

In l.k-# >J
ilie he-'i attested text is t-repoc KCLKOUPJQI

i'>o, not #repot Stio Katcovpyoi (Til). Hence it is main-
tained by Alford and others that we ought to read
* two other malefactors' (without a comma after

'other') instead of * two others, malefactors' (AV
and RV). There is really no difficulty about-

adopting this rendering, which does not imply that
St. Luke absents to the judgment that Jesus was a
malefactor, but merely states the fact that He was
led to execution as such.

TX A. MACKINNON.
MAMMON, or more ;u rur.urly

:

Matnon,' is the
transliteration of the (o. e<Li;ivaleiii for a late

Aram, or Syro-Chald. term d-Mot'mg 'wealth' or
"riches* or treasure/ whose etymology is still a
matter of dispute (of. the articles #.?;. in Hastings

5

DJ3 and Eiicyc. Bib,}. Tn the Gospels it means
worldliness in the form of wealth, and occurs twice

(tt) in Mt 6a4=Lk 16 18
(

f

ye cannot serve God and
mammon'); and (b) in Lk 1G- 11

, where it is de-

fined, or rather described, as wirif/htcoy<s t
the latter

epithet being
1

applied to it not only in theTargmus,
but as early as En G'3

1
'

1

('our souls are satisfied
with the mammon of unrighl.eouMiex-., yet for all

that we descend into the llame of ISlieofs pain "),

The -i Mi^'ir'H - of the logion () there is no
need to (]:< -ii<-ii. although its present position is

probably due to editorial .- r i :_ \ \ ".:.. Of the two
settings, Matthew's see*' - ;- !., i.Ii- Mammon
here represents a sort of personified worldlinoss, a
Plntus of the age, and Christ exposes the impossi-
bility of combining devotion to this end with de-
votion to the true God. The spiritual life, He
explainH in 610"144

, must have the two notes of in-

wardness and unity, rinuproini-c- here in out of
the question. The object of a man's confidence
determines ultimately his character; and single-
minded -i"

: -
i IK -i, -I- 1 n i' ro-'-lition of health and

effeetiv i e- in !':!i_':n. .! ->- 'warns them that it

is impossible to be at once high-minded and just
and wise, and to comply with the accustomed forms
of human society, seek power, wealth, or empire,
either from the idolatry of habit, or as the direct
instruments of sensual gratification

'

(Shelley).
Objection is .sometimes taken to this counsel an

inapplicable to a group of good disciple?-. But Jesus
had rich people among His adherent-., and besides
it la not tne rich alone who are tempted to make a

god of their money. Poor people are just as prone
in some ways to attach an exaggerated importance
to wealth, to overestimate its power, and thus to
let it exercise a control over their desires. No

written comment on the verse, however, can equal
the impression made by Mr. G. K. WuU.V picture
of ' Mammon,' with its coarse, gross limbs crushing
human life; to which one pendant

is the snme

painter's picture entitled,
* Kor ho had great po.s

sessions.
'

The Lukan setting is us apt in it^osui way,

placing
the same lotion amid a cluster of rhararter

istic (see TnKOPinur.s) sayings and parables on the

dangers and abuse of money (<!'. v,
11

), Lk IU t: '

forms one of several nit her heterogeneous fringes
to the parable of the l'nj\isi Steward (Ui^or Hi 1

"'"),

arranged with almost as little connexion as the

logia in 16 Uit
*. So far as it stands, hovsever, it- has

the same mejuiiii*' as in iMt (r 4
. The main ditlteulty

is to correlate it' with what iiuute<liatel
t
v preeeiles,

and this opens up the unpersonilied use of mammon
in the second class of passages (h]. The point of

lO 1
"^, which is certainly a genuine parable of Je**us f

is to inculcate the wisdom of making pnnhion in

the pro-sent life for the life which is to eome. The
temper commended by JeMis is (hat of a man who
has wit enough to see that his future prospects

depend on his present exertions, and who infer

entially has no illusions whatever about luuiM'tf.

He is open-eyed to the present sit tint ion. lie <lo-

not ilatter lumself into a rosy view ot !UN ease, or

look to some happy chance to hear him through.
A prudent rega-rd* to self-inlerest IN the Muing
f<mature of his cha,ra<:t< k

.r and conduct. So much is

clear. The trouble is to adjust. vv. n n to thin

standpoint. If, with critics like. I. WeKs, Weritie,
and Jiilicher, all live verses are regarded s edi-

torial glosses, the soluliou becomes t'jurl^v Dimple,
the original parabl< hsiving nothing to do\\tth the
use of money at a.ll, as Christ meant it. Hut v, 1 '

may well he the, original sequel to v. H
(H> \Vi*l!

hausen recently), in which CUM* M he nwtmmm ot'

unnghteousnt kss
'

there mid in v. 11 Is explained by
' what belongs to another* in v. l% Wenltlu IeMiM

teaches, does not really belong to a Christian. It

is .-omcihing alien to* him. Vet, as tin* nte^nnl
used wealth that was not his own for bin own emU,
so the (Christian ca,n ami must employ hin \\ealth
in order to promoUv his et-ernal int<4"e,st.x Money
given in alms makes friends for him in heaven, junt-
as it lays up a treasure for him there 1 1 1

41
I*J"

;;3 etc,L
Instead of serving God and mammon alike, h* 1 v* t

use matumou wiscsly in the interest^ oj' hi.n reliilioit

to (jlod and the heavenly KSng<tom tin* wisdom
consisting in the practice/ of elmrity {vL v. IMt

l, tf

not, the prospect held out IH omituats, Mtotl,
1

aw

Kingsloy once said,
'

will yet take account o}' tin*

HolliwhnosH of wealth; aiuf Ilin <|Uftrrel has }<*t t*

be fought out.* This is true to the spirit <!' lite

Lukan sayings, except that they threaten an
csehalological ruin rather than one wrought out
on this hide of the grave-

In any case vv. HHy (v.
10

(Miminu; from MM7
) form

a loii^luiiieNiie appojujix, lulded to prevent mit*'

coiM-i-piin.
1

'-,
* another tUKtaneo of ediforliil wilict

ni>!e on i In- part of an HvuutfcJu*t ever careful to

guard the character ami ttmchlug of }<*HU** it-giiitihl

misund(3rstaniUng' (Bruce), V. li
, 4*hjeciidl5\ iitdi-

eaten the right um of money (DM in the* pamtjle of
the Talents) : Use it faithfully, Lc. for th** #<! of
the needy, insteiul of hoanlintf it nt* M^lfUhiy,
Honesty in money mat.ters (vJ

u
) /,v vital to tut*

ChriHtiaiu And hononty, iu thin pnrHntfar upplf,
cation, in viewed under tlw light oj lil>rialit

t
\ (v,

u
| f

in Hcoordance with the tenor of Ltikts'w mK*inl hym>
pathies throughout. IUH CiiOH|wL Tlnw the, uw wf
mammon brings out two ohmumtM in the teiu?liiiig'
of JCSUH upon money (//) the nwd of iwlmiiUHter.

ing it wisely, and (/>) tho <*ssent tally inforltir and
even irrelevant po-ilion of money in tli

life. The latter i.- Inou'-lii out by the epithet /i

riyhtcom (almost (Hjual to 'Heoular' hare) ; money I
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less by far than a Christian' s other interests (v.
10

),

alien, (v.
12

), and unreal
(y.

11
), even when it is not

allowed to be a positive rival to God (v.
1

*). By its

nature it belongs to the present (i.e. this evil)

</'
i

//'
>

/v//
r

///y/, not to the real order of things which
form-* ihe sphere of the children of light , i.e. Chris-
tians. Yet even so it is a test ; it furnishes oppor-
tunities for the exercise of certain virtues (of.

Morley's Voltaire, p. 107). Christians are trusted
with money, as the steward was. But what in his
case was fraud, in their case is both honest and
shrewd. Forethought is the quality commended
by our Lord, as opposed to a selii>h ,\\\\\ -\\\\\ 1-iiihit .1

\wlicy . Faithfulness in dealing \\\\.\\ \ i s
. r, t \ i i t , . n ^

. vay. And the two, faithfulness and
. are different sides of the same habit

pretty much as in the proverb, 'What I gave, I

have** (cf. Pr II 24
). The steward dispensed his

goods ; no doubt, for selfish ends. Still he dis-

pensed them, and so proved his wisdom at least.

On this interpretation
* the mammon of unright-

eousness
'

does not mean money or worldly advan-

tages wrongfully gained, as though the point of the

parable were that wealth, m-l'niuny rome by,
should be disbursed in rluiviiy i^o ^LUUI--. and
O. Holtzmann in Stacle's G-esckichtc Israels, ii. 584-
585). The steward is not commended because he
atoned by beneficence for ill-gotten gains, as if he

represented a sinner who insured fur i\- MI -- and
welcome in heaven by means of i ,,.'i:

<

\ > his
fellows on earth, find in- i( impossible to restore, as
Zacehreus did, liU fuuuinli-ni profits (so even Bruce,
Parabolic T><"-l<u<<i <>f ./>.ws. pp. 373-374). 'The
mammon of Tuiri-liifnu-m^-

1 means money as
<

i

-oMiii'illy secular and unchristian (cf. Weinel's

Wirkuncfen dcs Geistes, 1899, p. 15), pertaining to

the order of the Evil One. Jesus does not deal
here with any cjuestion of reparation. The object
of the parable is to point out how one may best use
this tainted possession in view of the future, and
the teaching is on the lines of the later Jewish
Rabbis, who attached high religious significance to

alms (cf. Lk 1215
"21 182~

etc.), though it must be
borne in mind that some allowance has to be made
for St. Luke's e ascetic' bias in estimating some of

Christ's sayings on wealth in the Third Gospel,
where logia, perhaps originally genuine, have been

sharpened (e.g. in 6"
24fg

) into exaggerated emphasis.
In calling mammon ff

inm;jlii'ou*,' Jesus means
that great wealth is seldom gained or employed
without injustice. The stain of abuse is upon it.

The mark of the evil world is stamped on it. At
best, then, it is a means, not an end, for the Chris-

tian, and a means which demands care and con-

science for its wise employment, !<M life <!<;:< nerau;

into the mercenary and narrowing spirit which
devotes itself to what Bacon called

c a {Sabbathless

pursuit of fortune,
5 a culpable love of acquisition

and material goods, and an insi-"!i"ii- <*\*\-
!i'V T-J-

^o1f-^r<iii.fi<-<t(i>i) which deadens' !! iii .In '

:.i< uiii---

of the soul and stunts the instinct of self-sacrifice.
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J. MOFFATT.
MAN.' 1. Christ's relation to men.~-(l) The first

aspect of Jesus in His relation to men, is the re-
lation of a Master to His disciples, and of a Brother,
who is also Leader and Teacher, to His brethren.
This relationship is unmistakable. ' Ye did not
choose me, but I chose you

'

(Jn 15). The disciple
is not above his master, nor the servant above his
lord

'

(Mt 1024
). They were not to accept the title

* Rabbi '

; they were brethren ; they had but one
teacher, even Christ (Mt 238-10

). The relationship
was no external one. The disciples were not simply
the servants of Jesus; they were His friends (Jn
1514 * 15

), and knew His thoughts and purposes. To
them He was about to show the very height and
greatness of His love by laying down His life.

The best way for them to show that they were His
friends was by keeping His commandments (Jn
1514). They were also under His Father's care ;

they were the Father's flock, and no one should
snatch them out of His hand (Lk 1228 - 3

-, Jn 1029
).

They were called to a vocation in some respects
similar to His own : they were to be ' fishers of
men 3

(Mt 419
) ; they, too, would know persecution

and trial and death ; but these, in their essence,
were but temporal things, and could not really
injure or

^
destroy (Mt 1017 - J8 - 28

, Lk lO19
^.

As con-
trasted with others who were f wise ai.'

1

\-~
i.i'i i:

1

.

1

the disciples were but e babes' ; but it v - -
> 1 1 1-1

that God had made the revelation of Himself in

Jesus Christ (Mt II25 - 26
). The disciples responded

to this attachment. When they found the teach-

ing of Jesus difficult and obscure, and wrere almost

tempted, like many others, to go no more with Him,
He asks them plainly,

' Will ye also go away ?
3

and the answer rises within them with all the

strength of passionate loyalty and conviction :

*

Lord, to whom shall we go ? Thou hast the words
of eternal life' (Jn 6G6~te

). It i- -i^nific.-mt ,-ilso

that one of the strongest utterance 01 <l(;\ociou is

recorded of Thomas. Other references to this

disciple show him as a practical man, who lives

on the earth and not in the clouds, and who with-
holds his faith and support until plain proof be
shown (Jn 2024- 25

). But when Jesus expressed His
determination to go up to Bethany and wake His
friend Lazarus out of his sleep, it was Thomas who
first saw his Master's danger, and that death was
near at hand, and who exclaimed with vehemence,
' Let us go up also with him, that we may die with
him 5

(Jn II 36
). Peter is called blessed when, at

Ccesarea Philippi, he answers Christ's question and
confesses,

' Thou art the Christ of God' (Lk 920
) ;

and John is the disciple whom Jesus loved (Jn 1926
),

the man who at the Last Supper sat next to His
Master and leaned upon His breast

(
Jn 2120

), and
the one to whom Mary the mother of Jesus was
entrusted by Jesus as He hung on the cross (Jn
1926- 27

). When His disciples are weary, Jesus bids

them go with Him to a desert place and rest awhile
(Mk 631

) j and after their last meal together, He
kneels down and washes their feet, thus teaching

*
a,v&f>cafrof and uvwp are used by Jesus with the ordinary classic

distinctions. Generally )>0/,w<r=a human being-, male or

female (e.g. Mt 44 516); a,vw, a man as distinguished from a
woman (Mt T24- 2

,
Lk 1424). In keeping -\\ith this distinction,

and by a Hebrew idiom (cf. the use of BTN), He employs

&vQpaavos in the sense of the Gr. ?, Lat. quidam, to denote
*

someone,'
' a certain, one "

(Mt 21^3 22*1 etc.). As the converse of

this, it may bo noted that not infrequently (esp. in Jn.) where
T;,- occur* in the teaching of Jesus, EV renders it 'a man.*
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them the duty of service (Jn 133'5
). The discourses

recorded in Jn 14-16 are doubtless in some measure
ideal ; but they are true to the main lines of Chris-

tian tradition'. The relationship between Jesus

and His disciples was very intimate and sacred, and
the disciples were tilled with sorrow at the pros-

pect of that relationship being snapped.
(2) But Jesus was also a Jew and a citizen. His

mission was, first and foremost, to the lost sheep of

the house of Israel (Mt 15-4 ) ; and it was only when
they repeatedly rejected Him and His doctrine

that He turned and went elsewhere. Jesus found
that His own people were spiritually dead. They
had now no prophets, and scarcely any teacher who
might quicken their interest in things beyond the

present hour and day. They had made the Temple
(which was to Jesus His Father's house) a den of

robbers (Mt 21 13
), and they had forgotten that

mercy was better than sacrifice (Mt 9J3
) ; and Jesus,

in the strength of His moral indignation, upset
the tables of the

*

nd drove those
who sat there o t

His "people
honoured the prophets, but in their lifetime they
stoned them ;

, -1

'

:.

' ' "'
he prophets

had come, and
.-.

, ^\ ..:; ,LklF9 - 32
).

He had come to His own, and they that were His
own received Him not (Jn I 11

). There was woe to

come upon Chorazin and Bethsaida. Had Tyre and
Sidon seen the things which they had seen, they
would have repented ]ong ago in sackcloth and
ashes (Mt II-1

}. Jesus looked upon Jerusalem and
its people with a citizen's and a patriot's love, and
was moved even to tears (Mt 2337, Lk 1941

}. Let
them weep for their city, themselves and their fate,
and not for Him ! .'TA 2-V* r

'

. How often would He
have gathered !M i < ; :i -.r-'M together as a hen
^aihoivih her brood under her wings !

(3) It seems certain that the Jews, as a body, could
never have accepted Jesus as their Messiah. It

was the Pharisee who, with all his faults, had
remained true in some measure to his national
tradition ; and it was in him that the teaching of
Jesus fou.'K M- -. <' |

i

i

.
i "-i opponent. It was, above

all, the '-.:."'". <-i Jesus that the Pharisee
could not bear. He despised the Greek and Roman,
and especially his kin and neighbour the Samaritan,
as * Gentile

5

folk outsiders. if the God of the
Jews should show Himself favourable unto such,
it would have to be by some special act of grace.
But Jesus followed out the prophetic ideal. He
submitted to be baptized by John, and He expressed
in no stinted way His feeling about the Baptist
and Ms work. In His first public utterance Jesus
reminded His hearers of the nature of Israel's God.
He was the God of mer?., no matter what their
race and no matter what their moral character. It
was this God who despatched Elijah to Zarephath
on an errand of mercy, when there were many
widows in Israel. Elisha also was sent to heal
Naaman the Syrian, although there were many
lepers nearer home (Lk 425 "27

). It was by utter-
ances such as these that Jesus -gained at the outset
the opposition of the national party. Men felt
and felt rightly that if Jesus triumphed Judaism
was undone. The Pharisees were also deeply
troubled by Jesus* manner of life. He received
'sinners/ and ate with them

; He dined with tax-

gatherers, and spoke kindly and compassionately
to a woman of ill fame (Lk 527

"3y 10 1
' 10

, Jn S 1 '11
).

The official class the Saddueees and priests also
felt that new wine like this would burst the old
skins, and that a new society might arise, in which
they themselves might be anywhere save at the
top. And from the moment Jesus set foot in Jer-
usalem, the priests and Sadducees, as the ruling
official party, set themselves to work, not to con-
fute Him, but to compass His death (Mt 2123 268- 4

Lkl947 - 48 20. 22).

It follows from this that Jesus was a lover

of man, irrespective of his race or condition. Ho

tegan His ministry with teaching and healing. Ho
was often moved to compassion by the multitudes

which followed Him ; they were as sheep without

a shepherd ; they heard Him gladly, and even

tarried with Him a whole day, and that in a desert

place (Mk I 41 630 ' 3b
'). On one occasion they would

have made Him their king (
Jn 6 1 ' 10

). And to Jesus,

though He refuses their ;. >IK m! -<M >MMniy. they
were as 4 fields white unto the harvest

3

(Jn -i
85

).

Many of the most striking sayings of Jesus, how-

ever, occur in utterances addressed to individuals.

It was while sitting and talking with a Samaritan
a Samaritan woman that He said :

* God is

Spirit
'

(Jn 424) ; it was in the house of Zacchams
that men first heard that 'the Son of man came to

seek and to save that which was lost' (Lk 19 10
) ;

while it was in answer to 'a certain lawyer' that

Jesus related the parable of the Good Samaritan

(Lk 1025 "37
). Men were amazed at and charmed by

Jesus' power of speech ; they
' wondered at the

words of grace which proceeded out. of his mouth '

(Lk 4'
2
-). Police officers on one occasion were dis-

armed by it.
' He taught/ says the V. . :

-

"" '

.

' as

one ,:'. S_ authority, and not as the scribes' (Jn
r45-47 \|

- -

I , J<:L~ , f.

What was it that led Jesus to teach and to asso-

ciate Himself, not Dimply A\ith Jews, but with men
as men? What A\a<- it thai carried Him willingly
and of set purpose into all classes of society, and

especially among the outcast and unfavoured folk ?

What led Him to seek, not the righteous, but
sinners, and not the whole, but the sick? To
answer this question we must pass to

2. Christ's teaching on man, With Jesus the
doctrines of God and man are closely akin. They
pass into each other, and are deeply interfused ; so
much so, that at times we seem but to have been

looking at different sides of the same fundamental
truth. Central, basal, a pole around which every-
thing else centres and revolves, is His conception
of God. To know Him is to share His life, and to

seek His Kingdom and His :!il.,Yini-iu>- i- alike
the highest duty and the '..:. u-i i>\ uf i-i.-rfi (Jn
173

, Mt633
). He is Spirit ..I-: I

,.

'

\'\i,ii..i. Him
nature would cease to be ; its beauty, its order, and
the creatures which have within it their home,
derive all their life and sustenance and joy from
Him. The hairs of a man's head are all numbered ;

not even a sparrow falls to the ground without His
notice. The common flowers and grass owe their
life to Him (Mt G*5

'84 1C29 - 80
).

What, then, does Jesus, with this high doctrine
of God, say about man? He tells xis tliat man is

distinct from the natural world and natural crea-
tures ; he is God's child ; God is his leather ; he is

God's son (Mt 543
"48 62WM ). Such words may not

define man's present condition ; they look at him
in the light of the ideal

; they describe his duty,
his highest destiny and ambition. The loftiest

hope and purpose that any man may cherish is

to become a son of his Father who is in heaven,
and to become perfect as his heavenly Father is

perfect (Mt 58). It is noteworthy that Jesus
never mentions the fall of man, nor is there any
very conclusive passage in which He speaks of
man as a sinner. But He implies that man is such
in that He makes 'Kepent*^ the keynote of His
opening ministry (Mt 417

). There is but one who
is good, even God (Lk IS 18 - 19

) j yet men, who are
evil, can render good gifts to their children (Mt 7

u
).

It is possible for a man's eye to be evil, and for
his whole body to be filled with darkness rather
than with light (Mt 623

). Men cannot serve two
masters, mammon and God (Mt G24). A rich man
can with difficulty enter into the Kingdom of God
(Mt 1924). Ultimately, too, men are sifted out and
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their destiny is determined by their attitude to
Himself and His "brethren ; some will sit clown
with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the King-
dom of God; others will be cast into the outer

darkness, where there shall be weeping and gnash-
ing of teeth (Mt 25-J1 -4tJ

).

But, generally, it is the ideal which is present
with Jesus ; He prefers to look at the possibilities ;

He does not see capacity for evil ; He tries rather
to discover the latent powers and potencies of good.
An incident such as that recorded in Jn 8 1 ' 11 is

striking proof of this. Jesus there sees not simply
the sinner, but the possibility of good in the
sinner. His final word to her, therefore, is not
one of condemnation :

' Neither do I condemn
thee ; go thy way; from henceforth sin no more.'

Man, therefore, is crowned with high dignity and
solemn grandeur because he is akin to the Divine.
If Jesus had not believed in the capacity for good
even in the m-- ,' i:

1

"

1 "1

-

""

and unexpected people,
what we read -

-i Him and His work would
never have happened. Of set purpose He turned
from folk who were reputable, respectable, and,
in the conventional sense, righteous and holy. He
came not to the whole, but to the sick

;
not to call

the righteous, but sinners to repentance (Lk 531 - 3
-).

He turned to those without repute, to the so-called
'

sinners/ in the faith that goodness lived within
their hearts ; and history tells us that He was not

disappointed. He sought for the common man,
unsophisticated, unconventional ; and we read that
He was often surprised and astonished at what
the common man revealed to Him (Mt 85

"13
) ; Jesus

may thus be said to have been the first to discover
the true significance of common men and common
things. They were significant because they led

up to and implied more than themselves; at the
base and heart of each there was God.
But to Jesus man was not one object or thing

among other objects or things in the natural world.
He was not simply a part of Nature. * How much
then is a man of more value than a sheep !

'

(Mt 1212
). If the recovery of one sheep brought

joy to the shepherd in charge of the flock, a man,
by his choice and pursuit of the good, could bring
joy to the heart of God (Lk 15-7

). He was of
value, as a lost coin is of value, for which a woman
sweeps the house and searches diligently until she
finds it (Lk 158

" 10
) ; or as a son is of value, who,

even if he has left home for a far country and
there wasted his substance in riotous living, is

still dear to his father's heart (Lk 15 11 '32
).

To Jesus, man, as a spiritual being, made in the

image of God, who is Bpirit, took precedence; of

all material things. The death of iho body was

merely a temporal event ; but to think and b*elieve

and act as if the material woild was all, was the
death of the soul (Lk 1218'21

). It was to deny God
l-\ f"'_< li" 1

!;." Him, and at bottom meant the
- :<.,.. r <' one's life as & person and the en-

deavour to become a thing. Such was the act of

a fool. To Jesus the spiritual side was all ; or, in

relation to other things it was the central, con-

trolling principle, the fons et origo of all besides.

The life is 'more than the meat, and the body
than the raiment' (Mt G25 ). 'A man's life cpn-
sisteth not in the abundance of the things which
he possesseth' (Lk 1218

). What shall it profit a
man if he gain the whole world, and forfeit his

life?'(Mtl6
a

).

From a strictly niornl <%lrul point the same truth
held good of man ; lie alone 1 of nil natural crea-

tures was capable of good and ill; things could
not defile ; they were unmoral, and knew neither

good nor bad; defilement could come only from

spirit, from man, and it proceeded from the

thoughts and purposes of his heart (Mt 1510 - ll - 1S-20
).

If the inner life was watched, and its waters and

streams kept pure, all was well ; from without
there was no danger, because things had no power.
It was similar in regard to the nature of the true

good. It was an inward possession; moth and
rust consumed material things, but they could
not touch spiritual treasure, which made up the
wealth of the soul

; this was treasure in heaven,
and as such would abide (Mt 6-). It was the good
incorporated, as it were, into the very life and
spirit of man. Such also was the T\ir ,!_^-'i' of
heaven. Men could not see it; it -, i !!. <->me

by observation ; it was within (Lk 1720 * - 1
).

There is a revelation of God in Nature ; there
is a revelation of God in man ; above all, in the
moral consciousness of man. People often asked
Jesus for a sign or miracle to show them that His
teaching was true. But Jesus gave no sign.
The teaching itself was its own sign and witness
(Lk IP9 '32

) ;
its presence was also an argument;

it
e doth both shine and give us sight to see.'

The rich man in the torments of hell-fire might
ask that a messenger be sent to his brethren
that some one should rise from the dead to warn
them from his fate ; surely at a miracle they
would repent? But the appeal of Jesus ever
addressed itself to the moral consciousness of
man. 'They have Moses and the prophets; let

them hear them. ... If they hear not Moses and
the prophets, neither will they be persuaded though
one rise from the dead 5

(Lk 16 19"31
). In this aspect

John also, in the Prologue to his Gospel, defines
for us the nature of man. There was a light which
lighted every man as he came into the world. The
source of this light was God. Its supreme mani-
festation was in Jesus; in Him*was life, and the
life was the light of men (Jn I 1 "9

).

Man, then, a- -pi ritual, takes precedence of

everything else iliai i^. lie is not a means or a

thing; he is an end in himself. In the time of

Jesus, however, as has also happened in other

periods of history, the customs and institutions
which man had made had become his master, were
obscuring his vision and keeping him from his
true good. One of these institutions was that of
the Sabbath. A man might not heal another
man on the Sabbath ; yet if a sheep had fallen into
a well he might get it out, or if his ox or Ms ass
were thirsty he might lead them to the pool. Jesus
enforces the true order; the Sabbath was made
for man ; it was a means for his good ; it was a
custom, an institution, a thing, and, as compared
with spirit, occupied a strictly subordinate place.
It was similar with every custom and institution
man had made (Mt 12 1 '21

, Mk 2s3-28
).

In saying this, Jesus stood emphatically for

pro-iv . Tie practically said also that there was
-OHM tiling in the life of man which neither insti-

1 1 1 , i o 1 1
- '

i i the social order nor civic legislation

could ever fully express ; man bore the infinite

within him ; deep and ineradicable, within his

life, there was the life of God. Man was there-

fore immortal. If we admit the premises, no
other conclusion is possible. The fact, said Jesus
in effect, that we can stand in relation to God,
that we can speak with Him and commune with
Him, is itself the promise and pledge of im-

mortality. Because He lives, we live also (Jn 1419 ).

God c
is not the God of the dead, but of the living,

for all live unto him 3

(Lk 2038
). And thus the

chief end of man was to know God and Jesus
Christ whom He had sent (Jn 17s) ; his true voca-
tion was to seek the kingdom of God and His

righteousness (Mt 6s8 ). Because he was made in
God's image, and was able, in some measure, to

represent Him and reveal Him, man was endowed
with a peculiar dignity. But here again Jesus

spoke in the language of the ideal. Immortality
was a possibility for man ; it was in some sense
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an achievement
;
it was also something that could

be lost. But it was something of which every
man was capable.

In conclusion, the strongest argument for the

dignity and worth of man is to be found in Jesus
Himself. He called Himself the Son of Man ;

whatever touched man and Ms well-beiny, was
His concern. His teaching and Hi^ life wore such
that men find it impossible to regard Him from
the ordinary human standpoint. "They have con-
ceived of Him as Divine

; they say that His entry
into human life to share the common pain and
toil and death was a purely voluntary act. Such
is not only a view held by theologians, but one
which is entertained to-day by men of science.

Sir Oliver Lodge speaks of Jesus as being willing
to share the life of a peasant, and as being the
best race-asset that men possess (Hibbcrt Journal,
Oct. 1904). From whatever standpoint, however,
He is viewed, the presence of Jesus in humanity
can only add incalculably to its worth and dignity.
In set doctrine Jesus taught very little as to the
nature of man. To really see what He thought
about man and the value He set on him, we must
look at Jesus" life. He came to do the will of

His Father and to accomplish His work (Jn 63S 94
) ;

He came to give life, and to give it abundantly
(Jn It) 10 ) ; He came not to be ministered unto, but
to minister, and to give His life a ransom for

many (Mfc 20'28 ). That He loved men is a common-
place. He, beyond all other teachers and leaders
whom we know, stood stoutly for the human/
and made the cause of man the true well-being
of man take precedence of every other thing and
cause. It was n6t that men were better in His
than in any other age ;

it was that He ever saw
men in the light of the ideal, and ever found at
the root of man's life the life of God. To say this
is to say also that among all the benefactors of

humanity, Jesus of Nazareth is, par excellence,
the Friend of Man. He thought that the common
weal man and man's true cause and good was
worth living for with absolute devotion ; should

things so require, it was also worth dying for.

And, as Jesus Himself has said, greater love hath
no man than this (Jn 15 13

).

I\\rhol;_rivMlly. man, in the thought of Jesus,
is made up of DWO parts, soul and body, or spirit
and flesh." But He speaks, as a moral teacher,
of man in his broad general aspect, and is not
concerned with minute ]H\Hiu1<>Lioiil distinctions

(cf. Mt 1028- 39 162d 2641
, MkV", Lk 16^).
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MANAEN (Marajir, Ac 131 = Menahem, OCUD,
'comforter,

3 2 K 1514 etc.). Two facts only are re-
corded in Scriptu-T- r -".-. r. : - "MV-iaen. In his
old age he was a : "'., .- in youth he
was foster-brother of Herod the tetrarch, i.e.

Antipas (Ac 131
). But this must be read side by

side with a statement of Joseph us. who tells us
(Ant. XV. x. 5) that, some few years before, another
Manaen (or Manaern.) had come into touch with
another Herod, the Great. The <l.-ui!,l.j \n\\t lie-

appears too striking to be mere <-<i!iriu< m-<. h
seems more reasonable to assume a connexion be-
tween the two stories, and from them we may
inferentially derive much light.

. The connexion between the Manaen of Josephus

and Herod the Great. When Herod was yet a

schoolboy, he was one day greeted in the street by
this Manaen, who patted him on the back, and
saluted him as future king of the Jews. As Anti-

pater, Herod's father, was only a military governor,
the prediction seemed absurd, But Manaen was
an Essene, one of the stalwart Puritans of that

day, who had a reputation not only for austerity
but for predictive powers (Jos. BJ n. viii. 12) ;

and the words induced the lad to make further

inquiry. Manaen persisted, adding T 1 1 , . i 1 1 1 r < < > 1 1 1 1 i _:

dignity would not be accompanied !>" MUM-
'{-

living,' and that God's punishment would visit his

later life. About fifteen years later (B.C. 37), when
the first part of the prophecy was fullilled, Herod
sent for the old Essene, and ever after honoured
him and his sect. If, as Lightfoot conjectures, he
was the same Manaen who, being vice-president
of the Sanhedrin under Hillel, led away eighty
others to the service of Herod, and iimuirumt< i

<l a

system of laxer living, then the connexion did not
issue in the moral proiit of the older man, and he

may have been alluded to (as Plumptre thinks) by
our Lord under the figure of the shaken reed (Mt
II 7

), and as a soft-clad thyeller
in royal households.

Perhaps, too, this defection was the origin of the
sect of the Herodians (Mk 3 rt

, etc.).

2. Connexion between the later Manaen and
Herod Antipas. The facts related above seem to

constitute an intelligible foundation for the circum-
stances of Manaen's life noted in Ac 131

. Antipas
was a son of Herod the Great, arid if the old king
had an elder Manaen living in his household,

nothing would be more natural than that a young
Herod and a young Manaen (perhaps a grandson,
since Manaen the elder was a man of standing
when Herod the Great was a boy) should be

brought up together. What this 'implied it is

difficult to determine, since * foster-1 >rother
1

(cnV
rpo^os) lias both a narrower and a wider meaning.
It may only indicate that the children were much
together. Manaen may well have shared both the
home-life and the subsequent education, under a

private tutor at Rome, which Antipas and Arche-
laus enjoyed (Ant. XVII. i. 3). On the other hand,
Archelaus is not mentioned here, so perhaps the
narrower sense of crzWpo^os may be pressed, that
Manaen's mother was also nurse to Antipas, In
either case it is suggestive to contemplate the
murderer of John the Baptist and paramour of

Herodias, side by side with the man of ascetic
Essene stock, subsequently a teacher in the Church
of Christ.

3. Manaen's religious development and influence.
One wonders how the companion of' Herod

became the servant of Christ. His name (* con-
soler

J

) may indicate that his parents were of that
spiritually watchful circle who waited for the con-
>o hition of Israel (Lk 2-6 ). According to the
Talmud (Jems. JBer. ii. 4), Menahem was to be one
of the titles of the Messiah, anct indeed it became
so (see 1 Jn 21

Trapd/cX^ros, used in Job 16y
[Aq.

Theod.] as tr. of DDJE). The name was sometimes
given to children at this period, with Measianio
thoughts and hopes. Manaen is like a ferry-
chain whose ends are visible and whose centre
is submerged. We know of his childhood and
old age : his mature manhood we can only con-
jecture. But we know at least that he passed
through the Gospel period of John the Baptist's
preaching and Jesus Christ's ministry. He may
have been amongst the number of those who
listened on the Jordan's banks, and brought
tidings to Antipas. At a ny ra t u, in II urod's house-
hold he must have heard the stirring words of
the rugged prophet of the old Essene type, and if

Herod * heard gladly,' how much more Manaen !

The twin-texts,
'

Repent ye' and c Behold the
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Lamb,' may well have become the head-lights of

his course, and the forerunner's words have led to
Christ one more fruitful servant. There is much
to indicate that the lonely ministry in the castle of
Macluerus was not barren of results. Besides

Manaen, we know of spiritual interests kindled in

Joanna, wife of Herod's major-domo (Lk S3
), in the

king's courtiers (/3a<rtXi/c6$, Jn 44(i
), perhaps in Hero-

dion (Ro 16 11
), whose name indicates court con-

nexions ; we know, further, that there were servants
to whom Herod talked on religious topics (Mt 14lf

-).

And among these Manaen may well have been one
of those unseen influences for good which alone can
account for some of the better impulses of Herod's
inconsistent life. What passed between the foster-

brothers after John's murder? Was Manaen a
silent or

jir-r.^-ii'i^ spectator when Jesus was
mocked ? I )! i i ho u<-,-i i !' of Christ complete a work
of grace already begun nL the death of John ? Did
the Resurrection of ClirUr (no rumour this time,
Mt 142 , but a well attested fact) seal for ever the

allegiance of a halting disciple ? Did he remain in
the train of his foster-brother till the latter left for
Rome in A.D. 39? If so, he may have gone to
Antioch at that date, and been one of the founders
of the Church in that city, which comes into view
about A.D. 41 (Ac II 19

). He would then rank
amongst that honoured tomj.jmy v.iipse

consistent

practice of the faith they proio^rd first won them
the name f

Christian,' Christ's man, honoured since
with world-wide acceptance wherever the gospel
message has spread. At Antioch, in any case, we
find him four years later occupying a position of

authority (Ac 13 1
). If he was a prophet, we have

an 1 11 1 1 iv-li:i^ link with the old Essene foreteller
of Ilrroil i MO < n'i'u"-i reign. But perhaps the copu-
lative particles, strictly pressed, rank him as
teacher and E I ,

^
]

o
j
>\ i . TT- must by this time

have become -:. i-'^i,:: ; i'.\;nfii. in years. If St.

Luke also came from Antioch (Euseb. HE 3. 4), it

may have been from Manaen that he learned
certain details << ! - - "! :I

:L Herod and John which
are peculiar to 'ii- <

-! . We last catch sight of
Manaen in that hallowed gathering when he and
his fellows in the ministry willingly surrendered
their two ablest men, Barnabas and Saul, for the

evangelization of the world. He who was called

by his parents 'the comfort
' * "

i

.

T

\\ \

* "" ""

"!.

to the "higher voice of the .....
';

'.-.'.
'

(Ac 13-), and tarried by tl -\\'\ v '! ........ *

went forth to the fight.
*
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MANASSEH. The well-known king of Judah,
mentioned as a link in our Lord's genealogy,
Mt I 10

.

MANGER. The AV and RV tr. of 0<r/ in Lk
27- 12- 16

. In Lk 1315 , the only other place where
<f>drvr) occurs in 'NT, AV and RV both render it
*

-tall.' llioiijrli EVm gives
'

manger.
9 The precise

i iion n i 11^ of f
r)drvrj is somewhat uncertain, opinions

differing as to whether it denotes a stall or a

manger within a stall.

Tristram (Land of Israel, p. 73) supposes that Mary and
Joseph, who could not find room in ihc Z.KTU./.'JU.X., were obliged
10 go lo some poor house hard by, uhcre there was * an upper
plattorm' for people and 'a lower platform

'

for cattle, and
that * in the lower portion allotted to the cattle the Infant when
born was naturally laid at once in the long earthen trough
which serves for a manger, and into which the fodder is pushed
from the floor.' If the xa.r,)MfMx, was like a modern Eastern

khan., and if the <prv^ belonged to it (see below), Mary and
Joseph went to one of the stalls for cattle and beasts of burden
within the outside wall, and there the babe was born. Meyer
(on Lk 27) favours the view that $.rvvt means a feeding-trough
placed in a stable. In any case, q&rvvi, as its derivation implies,

designates a feeding-place for animals.

Opinions further differ as to whether the <pdrv7j

in question was a cave or grotto in the limestone
rock of the m/i^-lniHi-Minnl used as a stable, or an
enclosure fenced in.

The former view, which has the weight of persistent tradition,
is due to Justin Martyr, who tells us that Christ was born ' in
a certain cave near the village,' which cave, he says, had been
pointed out by Isaiah as ' a sign.' For this latter circumstance
he founds upon Is 3316 LXX,

* He shall dwell in the lofty cave
of the strong

1 rock' (Trypho, 70 and 78). A similar statement is

made by Origen, who affirms that in his day there was shown
at Bethlehem ' the cave where Jesus was born, and the manger
in the cave where He was wrapped in swaddling bands '

(c. Cels.

i. 51).

There is, of course, nothing improbable in this

traditional view that the place where Mary sought
shelter was a cave, for throughout Palestine such
caves or grottoes were and are commonly used as
stables. The other view, that the <pdTvy was an
enclosure, is favoured by many. According to

Schleusner, it was the open courtyard attached to

the inn and enclosed by a rough fence, into which
the cattle would be shut at night, and where
poorer travellers might lodge, when from want of

room in the inn, or want of means to pay for room,
they could find no other place. This view is sup-
ported by the Vulg. (jorcesepium) and the Peshitta.
It is, moreover, siumlicmit that the earliest Chris-
tian artists represent the Nativity as in an open
courtyard.
Stanley, who opposes the view that the QKTVVI was a cave,

does so partly on the ground of Mt 211 and partly on the

ground of the -
i

" " "

associate sacred events
with caves. J --,"''; ','

"
^ soon as the religion of

Palestine fell into the hands
" r-

" " "
-much

to say that it became " a i J*u -
'

! r notes
that when the Convent 01 '.-IL- V 1"

.
;

A;,> 'i>* iiii'ii\-<! during
the invasion of Ibrahim Pasha, it was found that the traditional
cave had been, in pre-Christian times, a place of sepulture, and
was therefore not at all likely ever to have been used by Jews
as a manger.

It has been commonly but too readily assumed
that the precise meaning of <p&rvri in St. Luke's
account must be determined by our interpretation
of KardXujjLa,. This appears to be a groundless
assumption. It is not said by St. Luke that the

(parry was connected with the inn. In 27' 12 the
definite article is not used ; for, though it appears
in the TR and a few MSS of minor importance, in

which it was probably inserted to designate the
well-known cfrdrvT], "''':

~ i:"
r evidence is alto-

gether against it.
" s the best MSS

show, in v. 16
', but there it clearly refers to the

(pdrvij spoken of in vv. 7 - 12
. It is at least possible

that the (f>drj>T] did not belong to the /cardA^o, at

all, and it is worth noting as subordinate evidence
for this that the Protevangal of James and the

Arabic Gospel of the Infancy do not connect * the
cave *

of which they both speak with the irm.

Our conclusion, then, seems clear that, whether
the 4>dTvy was a cave or an enclosure, it was cer-
'

" 1

:>lace where cattle were housed or fed.

I be maintained tl^at there is anything
improbable or unreasonable in the continuous
Christian tradition which goes back to the first

decade of the second century. Nor is the pious
sentinier

'

.I"
1 ' * '

has pictured the birth

of the ",'
ll in circumstances so

humble, and has lingered in loving and grateful
meditation over His manger cradle. See also artt.

BETHLEHEM and CAVE.
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MANIFESTATION. 1. The historic manifesto,*
tion . We shall not attempt in this article to say
anything about such manifestations of Christ as

those alluded to in Jn I9, where He is spoken of

as the Light which lighteth every man coming into
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the world. Our first point
' ' *

:\.
* ' '

nianifestation in the flesh of ^
. !

'

'

1
'

his letter to Timothy (1 Ti 310
). We are so accus-

tomed to its outward form that to some extent we
have lost its .-j<iuincance. Not in the court as a
king's son, not in the Temple as the member of a

priestly family, not in the wilderness as the son of

some aged solitary who had given up the world,
but in the familiar commonplace -nn'oumim^- of
a peasant family, as the Son of Mary, the wife of
a village carpenter. This was the presentation
of God to the world. Any of the other forms
would have been more in accord with human ex-

pectations. But we are learning more and more
every day that God loves the natural, not the out-

of-the-way, as a means for manifestation. And
this manifestation, first in the manger at Bethle-

hem, then in the home at Nazareth, was the out-
ward setting of the Divine Life, both simple and
natural. There Avere no miracles, no strange
exhibitions of unseen powers, no external signs
that led the men of Nazareth to mark out that
home as being specially remarkable. Mary and
Joseph, who alone knew the secret, read the
wonder of it in the spotless life which from infancy
to manhood unfolded new beauties every day.
Nothing like it had they ever seen or heard.

2. .V",
""

/ ''",. by signs. But this manifesta-
tion 01 God in human character, though the only
one seen during thirty out of thirty-three years,
was not the only one. His mother evidently ex-

pected something further. When He left His
home to begin His ministry, she felt sure that this

reserve and silence would be broken. It might
come at any place, and at any time. And it was
in accord with the humility and kindness of her
character that she should believe it might come at
a small village feast to meet a temporary social

need. It is plain from our Lord's reply (Jn 24
)

that she was looking for some manifestation, for
He told her that the hour for such had not come.
It is < ;: "v ; 1 / that she read in His words
only a ":' '

; her eagerness and supposition
that she best knew the occasion. She had no
doubt that He would help, and gave directions

accordingly. And in that secret miracle, appar-
ently unperceived at the time, and discovered only
when there was an opportunity to ask the servants,
He manifested forth His glory.
This is typical of the many manifestations tha,t

followed during the three years. They were not
wonders wrought to force men's belief, but signs
of Divine character. They were bits of teaching
by illustration, object -l<v-on^ as we should call
them. He never \\ould work a miracle for the
sake of astonishing men, though He was often
asked to do so (Mt 12S8ff> 16lff

-). They were all

signs of God's sympathy with the needs of men,
and the desire He .had to relieve them. (See
Wace, Some Central Points of Our Lord's Ministry ,

3. Manifestation of the TransfDuration. For
some eighteen months there had 'been wonderful
manifestations of Divine character and power, but
no personal manifestation. Like any one else,
Christ was seen tired, hungry, asleep, and in pain
through the infirmities and sicknesses of others
that He carried. He did not strive nor cry, neither
was His voice heard in the streets (Mt 1219 ). All
was -infillnrly quiet and unassuming, and men
might well wonder what there was at the back
of this astonishing teaching and these wonderful
works. But once the diselosiire was made (Mt
17lf-

(I
Mk 0^, Lk 9**). See art. TBAN-SFIGTOA-

TION".

4. Mcwiftstrttions after the JResurrection. It is

very difficult to realize the character of these
revelations of the Kisen Lord. In Qne He is like a i

gardener (Jn 20 15
), in another, a traveller walking

to a <-*m!\iry \ 'I;,i-e (Lk 2415
), in another, a stranger

standing on the beach of the Lake (Jn 21*). Mk.
speaks of the appearance to the 1"

" '

on the
road to Emmaus as being in .

'

(Mk
161

-). They were manifestations marked by sudden

appearances and disappearances. His home was
elsewhere, but He came and went according
to the disciples' needs. The body was real

could be touched as well as seen. Indeed, He was
anxious that they should not suppose Him to be
mere spirit, and actually ate a piece of broiled fish

before them in order to show them the reality of

His bodily existence (Lk 2442
). But these mani-

festations are characterized by two features : ( 1 )

they were made only to His friends ; (2) they were
not jippjircntly surrounded with glory and majesty.
With regard to (1), we may believe that only

His friends could have perceived them. They
might have seen something, as St. Paul's com-
panions did on the road to Damascus (Ac 97), but
not the face of Christ. Faith and love were neces-

sary to interpret the manifestations. (2) They
were not Jipptn-enily surrounded with glory and
majesty. Tlnty turiturbed and frightened, not
because they were c-\]-ro iin- of Ills eternal

majesty, as that of tli< k

TiMn-iipurai i>n was, but
because they were unexpected and sudden. This,
we think, is singular, and certainly IIKI of the
marks of the truthfulness of iho IIMITMI ivo. We
expect it to be so different, as is shown by the

shining figures that represent the Risen Lord in

picture and -.' .'*i < 1 ;_ I- - window. But just as the

graciousness i* Kir;: leads him to adopt the
dress of his guest so as to make him more com-
pletely at home, so our King, when He conies to
those poor labouring folk whom He had chosen
for His Apostles, comes as one of them.

5.
"' '".-"" .

disciples since the Ascension.
Th < "-. .- |ii-i"-i- In the words oiir

Lord ^\, .
.- i' r !.;i-- *'I:-|<T. in which He

declares that He will manifest Himself to the man
that loves Him. That this does not refer to the
manifestations of the Resurrection, which were so
soon to follow, is clear from His reply to Jude's
very natura1

|U<'-M<iii ,-.- (.how He woxild manifest
Himself to ili .ii-cij.!*^ ;md yet not to the world
(Jn 1422

). Ii N in i no-! in;, to note that St. John
does not use the ordinary Greek word (<pavp6u) for

manifestation, but takes another word (tyQavlfa),
which is employed in this sense in only one other
passage (Mt 27s3

), where the dead bodies of the
saints are said to have appeared to many in the
holy city. T .

'

,-

- would seem to indicate
a bodily .;: .' : our Lord's explanation
contradicts such an interpretation. When asked
how He could appear to the men who loved Him
and yet not to the world, He

replies that in the
first place the man who loves Him will keep His
word, i.e. will give his mind to Him, and observe
His teaching, and then in his fixed contemplation
and obedience will realize not only His own pres-
ence, but the presence of the Father. Such mani-
festations as the;e, then, are secret, personal reali-
zations of Christ's presence, according more nearly
with the revelations of a friend's character that
we have in his letters, or in his pictures if he is
an artist, in his music if he is a musician. Not,
however, that we are to think of them as entirely
subjective. The words fWe will come unto Mm '

teach an actual spiritual movement on our Lord's
part towards those who love Him, which they will
feel and enjoy.
To St. Paul, who did enjoy some actual appear*

ances of Christ, the spiritual revelations were every-
thing ; and in one difficult passage he declares that
though he had known Christ after the flesh, i.e. in
bodily form, henceforth he knew Him no longer in
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that way (2 Co 5 1 '5

), evidently finding more in the

indwelling manifestation of Christ than he had
known in the joy of Christ's visible form.

6. 1 />/.""/* -'<>/.'',/, of the Second Advent. In 2 Th
28 , where AV" gives 'with tli- hri-lil <- of his

coming/ 11V renders 'by the m<m \> -i,uou of his

coming/ the Gr. word being eiri,<pd,veLa. Similarly
IIV substitutes ' shall be manifested *

for AV
'

shall appear' in Col 34
,

1 P 54, 1 Jn 228
3'
2

,
the Gr.

word in each case being <p&vep6u. See artt. PAB,-

OUSIA, SECOND COMING.
G. H. S. WALPOLE.

MANLINESS. To the Christian, Jesus is the

perfect man, and therefore in His character is to
be found the perfect type of manliness. At the
same time, when we speak of the manliness of

Jesus, there is an element of challenge in the
phrase, and we make an assertion that is felt to
require justification. This is due partly to the
fact that the conventional idea of manliness seems
too poor a standard to apply to Jesus, and partly
to the fact that the courage of Jesus is not often,

emphasized. Gentleness, meekness, and forgive-
ness are the qualities by which His character was
pre-eminently distinguished, and it is too often
assumed that these preclude the possession of

courage. A somewhat complex problem is thus
raised by the discussion of manliness in relation to

Jesus, which involves two questions: (1) What is

the conventional or worldly conception of manli-
ness ? (2) How far do the character and teaching of
Jesus agree with this, and how far do they modify
it?

1. The conventional or worldly conception of
manliness cannot be described in a word, for a
number of qualities go to make up what the world
accepts as a manly man. (1) There must be a
basis of adequate physical strength. Men have
always admired the athlete, and they reject the
claim to manliness of those who are puny and feeble
in body. The vigour and energy of a strong, well-

disciplino-^ n-i-lx rorm the substratum of the world's
idea of 'ii.mliMc*- A proof of this is to be found
in the many efforts made by Christian people to
remove the prejudice that there is an opposition
between Christian faith and bodily strength. The
combination of Christian faith with athletic vigour
has seemed and does sec in (o inniy extremely
desirable (cf.

* muscular r!ivi-iiimii \

"
:

. (2) There
must be a su'"

* *

of intelligence. As,
however, the .

intelligence demanded
for manliness is not very high, this element is not

greatly emphasized. (3) There must be the 'moral

qualities of courage, temperance or self-control,

perseverance, and love of personal honour. Of these

courage is fundamental, and it majr be denned as
the assertion of self against opposing influences.
It is recognized by the world in many forms, from
the animal quality of bold disregard of physical
danger up to steadfast adherence to oon-rior'niou-*

conviction. At the same time, however courageous
a man may be, the world holds Mm to come short
of true manliness if he is not able to control his

impulses, whether of mind or body, to persevere
patiently in any course of action he has adopted,
and to be scrupulous in guarding his personal
honour with life itself if necessary.

There are three points which may be noticed in connexion
with Uiis analysis of the conventional idea of manliness, (a) All
the wmu." involved are compatible with pride, and indeed are
c-onceived as ministering to and supporting

1

pride. This is

obvious in regard to courage arid love of honour. Self-control,
ag-ain, is desirable largely because its opposite brings ridicule :

and perseverance, because to give in is intolerable to the proud
man. (&) This idea of manliness corresponds \ ery closely to the
ideal of the perfect man of the Greek and Roman moralists.
The starting-point of pagan ethics is the analysis of the term
'happiness' (syfowwoj./**), regarded not as a subjective state
of feeling, but as' an objective form of being. Happiness is ,

held to be found in the harmony of character and experience. I

Hence the qualities which give a man rule over his circum-
stances are to be desired as good. By Plato arid Aristotle an
optimistic view of the world's capacity to satisfy the require-
ments of a good man is assumed. With the Stoics, and still

more with the Cynics, pessimism about the world leads to
strong emphasis being laid on the power of the individual to be
sufficient to himself. With the Epicureans the optimistic
assumption that the world will not fail to give the gratification
necessary to happiness, leads to the emphasis being laid on the
regulation rather than the suppression of desire. The ethics of
Greek and Roman writers may be generically described as the
science of the relation of man to his environment. The varia-
tions in theory are determined by the view taken of the
i ( spo'M i o'u * of the environment to man's needs. Thus, from
liio pincacal point of view, all the various theories aim at self-

development. St
" ' " ' "

if pag-an
ethical thought. -3 largely
accidental. The virtues
of the pagan are 'inflated and arrogant' ( Vi _ :-l:-u). '.-"i

where they inculcate the same conduct as the l ": - :;n -. i . .i< *

(cf. Luthardt, Hist, of Christian Ethics, i. 25). (c) This idea of
manliness corresponds very closely to the ideal of manhood to
be found in the Ethics of Evolution. Phrases such as the
4 survival of the fittest

' and the *
struggle for existence.' which

suggest that men are engaged in a constant war from which
only the - indicate at once an ideal of manli-
ness of the fundamental quality.

2. Rowfar do the character and teaching ofJesus

agree with the worldly conception of manliness, ctnd
Jiow far do they modify it? Was Jesus a manly
man according to the world's idea? To this the
answer must be that His manliness can be vindi-

cated in relation to all the qualities which go to
make a manly man, but that allowance must be
made for the very different ideal in relation to
which these qualities were exercised. About
physical strength and intellectual ability it is not

necessary to say anything. There is a degree of

human excellence which makes even the latter in-

considerable, and we have passed that degree when
we discuss the character of Jesus. Courage, how-
ever, is on quite a different plane, and the courage
of Jesus can be triumphantly vindicated. The
cleansing of the Temple (JMo 21 1-- 13

,
Mk II 15-18

, Jn
213"16

), the attitude of Jesus towards the throng
who would have made Him king (Jn 615f

*), His
denunciations of the Pharisees (Mt 23), His woes
r:Mi!>i ;Ii< cities of Galilee (Mt ll30'2

*), His acts
r h-i li'iL. upon the Sabbiuh. His rebuke to the

people of .Nazareth .Lk -I'
;il

,. His statement about
the Temple (Jn. 218"2

^), His refusal of a sign to the
scribes (Mt 1238

'42 161 '4
,
MkS11 - 12

,
Lkll isf

-), His last

journey and entrance into Jerusalem (Lk 951
), His

demeanour before the lii^li priori and before Pilate

(Mt 2657L
,
Mk 1453f

-, Lk >*-, Jill show courage of
the very first quality. He is undismayed before
an unparalleled combination of adverse forces.

And the overwhelming forces opposed to Him give
an added lustre to His courage in dealing faith-

fully with those who took or were ready to take
His part. His disciples are fearlessly rebuked
\\lien lliey are in the wron- 'Lk 954-56

, Mt 1623
3
Mk

8-*, Mi IS'
1

"-, Mk933
, Lk ';>

l<
"J-!'

s -,Mtl914,Mkl013-15
,

Lk 1815'19
). He never modifies His demands in

order thereby to secure influential supporters (Jn
3lff

-, Mt 1916f-

} Mk 1017f
-, Lk 1818S Mt 819 -2

f, Lk^
57"62

).

Moreover, the inevitable result of His faithful-

ness was clear to Him from an early point in His

public career. So there was not lacking in His

courage that element which arises from the vision

of the cruel and shameful death awaiting Him.
The self-control of Jesus, again, is very apparent
in His life. We see it in the fact that He remained

subject to His parents (Lk 251
), and was 30 years

of age before He began His ministry. It is dis-

played in a different relation in the temptation in

the wilderness (Mt 41 '31
,
Lk 41 ' 13

), when neither tlie

pangs of hunger nor the r-plondid pro-poet of world-
wide dominion could o\proom<: Hi- resolution. And
once more, before the high priest, before Pilate,
and in the brutal hands of the soldiers, He never

spoke one bitter or unworthy word, even though
Peter denied Him and the other discinles had for-
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saken Him. Of His perseverance it is only neces

sary to say that He was ' obedient even unto death
yea, the death of the cross

'

(Ph 28
).

It is in regard to love of personal honour that
the transcendent difference between the world's
idea of manliness and the manliness of Jesus be
comes apparent, just as also very varying views
are to be found even among worldly men as to
what honour really is. However, an Integra!
element in honour in the worldly sense is the gooc
opinion of a man held by his fellows. To be an
inconsiderable person was regarded by Aristotle as

incompatible with happiness. High-mindedness is

one of the virtues winch go to make the perfect
man, and *

by a high-minded man we seem to mean
one who claims much and deserves much '

(JNic. Eth.
iv. 3, 3 ; cf, Mt2312

). Even the proud indifference
of the Cynic to the opinion of his neighbours by its

vehemence betrayed its hollowness. It is the last

refuge of pride to desx3ise all who do not acknow-
ledge th" :}- ;.i i

j

\ on which it is based. In the
life and i--. 'is-.- '-'esus the centre of morality is

'

".:<! i' .! self to God. Right conduct consists
!-i -)'; i M- . to the law of God. The essential
nature of the Law is to love God and one's neigh-
bour (Mt 2237 -40

, Mk 12*30-

, Lk 1CF). The approval
of God is thus the supreme practical consideration
for the Christian, while his relations to others are
to be governed by love and a desire for their good.
There is no exception to this rule. It is to guide
the conduct of Christians towards those who have
injured them. Now the right and duty of aveng-
ing an affront or an injury have always seemed to
men bound up with the love of honour, and the
division of others into friends and enemies has
seemed inevitable. But Jesus teaches that His
followers are to forgive injuries, and to love their
enemies (Mt 539L IS-1 - 22

,
Lk 627f- 173 4

). Moreover,
they are not to meet violence with violence. And
of these precepts He has given a perfect illustra-
tion (Lk 424-30

, Mt 2652-56
,
Mk 1465

, Mt 2730
, Jn 859

I039 1917
).

It is in regard to this duty of forgiveness that
the world has found the greatest difficulty in assimi-

lating the views of Jesus, and has been inclined
to treat them as counsels of perfection which cannot
be put in practice. Three degrees of opinion on
this question may be distinguished : (1) that of
those who altogether ignore the teaching of Jesus
'

''!''
' 1

'

1
'

: (2) that of those who find in His
'

'

, idemnation of all resistance to
evil, whether private or public, and so condemn
alike war between States and private quarrels,
whether settled by physical force or by an appeal
to courts of law, the decisions of which ultimately
rest on force

; (3) that of those who find in the
teaching of Jesus primarily the inculcation of a
spirit of love the manifestation of which is deter-
mined in every case by the circumstances, and
which accordingly condemns neither war nor an
appeal to force, nor an appeal to courts of law,
apart from the occasion which gives rise to them.
With the first of these opinions we are not con-

cerned. The second has always been held by many
Christians. It is based especially on Mt 518'48 265^
Lk 62? 17s. In the early church it led to a strong
feeling^ against the propriety of Christians serving
as soldiers (cf. Tertullian, de Idol. ch. 19 * the Lord
in disarming Peter unbelted every soldier

3

). In
later times

^
the Society of Friends have been the

most prominent adherents of similar ideas. And
Tolstoi, among modern writers of distinction, holds
such views in their most extreme form. It has to
be remembered, however, (a] that the illustrative

^P1^8 of Jesus cannot wisely be generalized into
universal |r< i

'

-. To do this is to ignore the
clearly j,!-Vv, i". ,\ ..*< of His teaching, in which
He aimed * at the greatest clearness in the briefest

compass.
3

(6) If Jesus said, 'To him that smiteth
thee on one cheek offer also the other' (cf. Mt 265

~,

Jn IS11
), He also told His disciples to sell their

garments and '

buy a sword '

(Lk 22M
, cf. Mt 1034 - S5

).

(c) Jesus laid down a method of dealing with one
who has trespassed against another which cannot
be brought within the boundary of strict non-
resistance, though, indeed, the motive of this deal-

ing is .-l.ii.Mt -V; i be a desire for the good of
the offe 1

: i
V
M ! ^

,. The third opinion is that
which has generally prevailed among Christians.

According to it, the rulrn.n principle of a Christian's
conduct is love towards all. Tlii.- involves at once
and without question or limit the forgiveness of
all injuries and the crucifying of the spirit of
emulation and self-esteem which so often leads to
strife. But the manifestation of heart-forgiveness
is to be regulated by a wise conception of the

insurer's welfare and the welfare of others. These
principles, in their mutual interaction, condemn
all personal vindictiveness and malice, such an
appeal to violence as duelling, that lituiiou- spirit
which aims at getting the better of Jinoilior in a
law-court, and all wars of aggression, as well as
those which spring from national or personal pride.
They do not condemn, however, the establishment
of

jjust government by force of arms, nor an appeal
to justice and a desire for its vindication by force,
nor the use of arms in the protection of the'weak.*
There is thus open to the Christian a sphere for

the exercise of aggressive courage consecrated to
the furtherance of noble ends. To right wrong
and to protect the weak are the natural aims of
Christian manliness. At the same time it remains
true that the Christian is called upon to exercise
the courage of endurance much moiv, fn-MiiorJh
than that of aggression. And the onilm/nuc oi

the martyr shows a quality of manliness which
transcends all others, inasmuch as his courage is
made sublime by self-sacrifice.

LITERATURE. Sidgwick, Hist, of JSthics
; Paulsen, A System

of Ethics ; Knight, The Christian Ethic
; Martensen, Christian

Ethics
; Luthardt, Hist, of Christian Ethics ; Bcniamin Kidd

Social Evolution ; Ecce Homo, chs. 20, 21, 22
; Wendt, Teach-

"^g o/ Jesus
; Speer, The Principles of Jesus

; Tolstoi. The
Christ

; Hughes, The Manliness of Christ :

; !-
,
The Candle of the Lord, p. 253.

ANDREW N. BOGLE.
MANNA. The miracle of the loaves and fishes,

by which Jesus fed five thousand men, stirred the
multitudes to fanaticism (Jn 61 "15

). Their first im-
pulse was to make Jesus king by force. On the
morrow they followed Him across the sea to Caper-
naum, hoping that He would feed them again in
some supernatural way, and -n^t-i :i _ the giving
:>f bread from heaven as a -nil a Mr -ign in con-
firmation of His high claims. Would not the pro-
phet of Nazareth imitate the grea! lrv.. : *\ ,>r. who
^ave their fathers bread from li-;m-L v Jesus
iurns their thoughts away from Moses to God :

* It
was not Moses that gave you the bread out of
leaven, but my Father giveth you the true bread
out of heaven/ As God gave the fathers literal
Dread from heaven, so now He is giving to their
children spiritual food that nourishes the soul
eternally.

< I am the bread of life
; he that cometh

to me shall not hunger, and he that believeth on
me shall never thirst.' * Your fathers did eat the
manna in the wilderness, and they died.' God has
a far better gift than the manna that was gathered
lay by day in the wilderness. C I am the living
)read that cometh down out of heaven : if anyman eat of this bread, he shall live for ever ; yea,and the bread which I will give is my flesh, for the
ife of the world '

(v.
51

).

Tolstoi, with remorseless logic, declares that a Christian
hould not interfere with force to prevent murder a preceptwhich ignores the moral nature of the murderer no less than
he claim of the person attacked for protection.
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In Rev 217 the spiritual blessing "':i :
-. -1

'.; the

glorified Christ to the victor in i
1 - i-,,

1

'

is

called 'hidden manna. 7 JOHN K. SAMPEY,

MANSION }, Jn 143 - 38
). 1.

'

Mansion,' like

,
is properly an abstract noun, meaning

1 ' a

in^.
5 'an iilii'lrn^.' In Engliglish literature it is

liv-T fou ml in ILihipuli'
- Psalter, 5. 8 (c. 1340 A.D.),

'

]mi entire in ill (looi- house of heuen and takis

Jjaire joy and J>aire
..

" ""

"re perfeccioun.'
So in the B text of ./'

'
'

'

, Langland says
of Pride (B xiv. 26) :

* Arst in the maister than in
the man some mansioun he hath '

(he dwelleth in
the master rather than in the man). The C text

(c. 1393) keeps the word while it extends the limits
of Pride's abode (xvii. 59) ;

' Other in the maister,
other in the man, some niancion he shewith.'
TJ

1

. TT
*

, ". T
i [1420) also use 'mansion'

ot a < i \\ oiling jii.ii-o. A tmarter of Henry VI. (1444)
uses 'n of a lio-K-!. and Fabyan (1512) of the chief
residence of a lord, whence it gains its modern
meaning of

' an imposing abode,' which is seen even
in Slink-pearo (2 Henry IV. ill. ii. 351). Bacon,
however, still uses the word in its abstract sense in
the Advancement of Learning (1605), and both
Shakspeare and Milton use it of 'an .il.-ii"!

1

-:,. '";:''.
3

without the suggestion of a building (Iwnon of
Athens, V. i. 218 ; Paradise Lost, i. 268, viii. 296).
From the Vulgate mansiones it is used by Wyelif
for '

halting-places
3

in Ex 17 1
,
but in translations

from the Greek (as Winston's Josephus, 1737) this

meaning represents crraO^, not /AOV/), and so has no
bearing upon the sense of Jn 142 . The Vulgate
also uses mansiones in Jn 142

,
and is responsible

for TTnnpilr,'- use of the English form of the word
in the sense of '

dwelling-places.
5 That sense was

confirmed in the language, partly by Chaucer
(Knight"s Tale, 1116), but mainly by the influence
of Tmdale's Version of the NT (1526), 'In my
fathers housse are many mansions,

3 and (2 Co 5 l
)

S
0i.: :;V -n i:

1

- i'-i:
11 wherein we now dwell,' copied

by M : l:-! : :: /' /* - -eroso, 92.

*2. But while the English 'mansion' and the
identical French word maison have retained from
their common original only the developed meaning
of '

dwelling-place,
3 the Greek y,ovf) is nowhere in

extant literature found with this meaning, save

only in Jn 142 . Westcott (with Liddell and Scott)

explains its use in this verse by the supposed
occurrence of the word in Pausanias (x. 3 1

7
)
in the

sense of 'a hailing pLioc for the night.' But the
ordinar 1 1-

'.'
'" ':':> passage seems impossible

Greek, ".

' "

'* corrupt (see J. G. Frazer's

note) : reryu^rcu d 5i& r&v pov&v TJ o56s? is not an in-

telligible expression for the traditional meaning,
* there are halting-places at intervals upon tlie

road.' One MS reads ivriv&v, from which W. M.

Ramsay conjectures t& r&v M.ypyv&v,
' the road

has been carried through the country of the M.

(beside Minos' tomb).'

Apart, then, from Jn 142 , porf remains a purely
abstract noun, meaning (1) abiding, (2) continuance,

(3) rest. The ease with which it passes from the
first to the last of these meanings can be seen.

from Plato, Orat. 437 B, where pyfiw is defined as

a povfi, and not a 0o/>d ; Ar. Phys. v. 6. 8 (&rre

Kivfi<rei fj^ov^i fravrLa) ; Polybius, iv. 41. 4, 5, where it

is twice coupled with <rrd<n.s ; and most of all in

Plutarch, whose writings (A.D. 80-120) are contem-

porary with St. John's Gospel.
T.

:V .' - I.,-"-.
1

; -. !' - T* .''-r
-*

-f:
"

uses ftovy.in the literal

sen-, '' 'il -'
i; -r '. -o-i ..:

' -vre t&ovr.v i* ra fiiea rots

a.~f '*-*.S c-^-.-s Iz't'sM'/f. 'f'.S y<x.xi~.i (I
1

'-:! D). i/./ x*i r'.^rs.: -&',. /v

t,.',:r'A. xstUxnriti ;**. SMtx,.*'i' .'',*,'/':, HUM I). H"L in 1'tfl T.

though *v< uiLiwor.-Tun -i, 1'Juian h oppo#(" iu like ArisioTli 1
,

to xiv^fts : ttTfi yots I, UEI> tore-is ray noZtro; x^y.ffi? ffpi vo f&svoi, r.

Sg So^Cfr jttOVJ; TCD .V'JC6V(JM.EVCO TtSt TO 3tVflittVfiV. SO 111 927 V thO

material elements as conceded by Einpedoclc! are reduced to

order by the introdviolion of the ^miciple
of love (S.AO'T*:S

' *
-

. . . CLp/Ltovfctv x,} saoivuvtoc-v os.vp?6t(rvl
'ret,i rav TKvro?, where fMVsi

has the complete meaning of rest as opposed to motion. And in
747 G he uses the plural of '

rests
' m dancing ;

IvruvB* St a.1

l*&vu.t <ripa.ro, iuv fit^trsav s/V/v.

In Jn 14'2 , however, the immediate mention of * a
place

3 seems to demand a concrete meaning for

/jiovai, though it has no parallel elsewhere. If so,
the senses of 'abode 3

in vv. 2 and 23
,
concrete and

abstract -
i

< i .

'; ,
will be derived from the idea

of rest that has become attached to the word, as
well as from the original idea of remaining. The
difference is seen at once when the ,uoz>V Troielcrtfcu

of Jn 1428 is compared with the same phrase in
Thuc. i. 131 : Pausanias the victor of Platsea, in-

triguing with the Persians in Asia Minor, was
'prolonging his stay to no good purpose' (OVK tir

ayaOf TT\V povriv iroi.otifji.evQs), jAovrfv, as the Scholiast

remarks, being practically equivalent to apylav,
'idleness.' In Jn 1423 the phrase combines, like

fjiovai in v. 2
,
the meanings of 'abiding' and 'rest'

with that of the ' home '

in which the rest is found.
All the same suggestions are found in 1 Mac 7

38
5

the only passage in the LXX where tiovf) occurs :

lAV/icrByTi rQv dvcr<p-rin,iQiv aurCjv, Kal ju,?? <5<f s aurois

y,wf)v ( and suffer them not to live any longer/
EV).

3. The i^ovf) of the Christian in the spiritual
world (v.

2
)
and the ^0^-37 of God in the Christian

(v.
23

) are evidently intended to be correlative :

* Abide in me, and I in you
*

(Jn 154 ). Their eon-
summation realizes the ideal of Jn 1721 * 23

; mean-
while they are the NT fulfilment of the two OT
ideals of rest ;

* Best in the Lord and wait patiently
for him '

(Ps 377
), and '

Arise, Lord, into thy
resting-place ; thou, and the ark of thy strength

'

(132
s
). Jn 1423 that is, refers not only to the per-

petual
{ rest

'

or * home '
in the life hereafter, tut,

like v. 23
,
to the 'abiding' fellowship with the

Divine in this life (Mt 2820
, Rev 213

). See artt.

ABIDING, and FATHER'S HOUSE.
LITERATURE. For the English word see Oxford Eng, Diet.,

.

'

-"': r -"!". illustrated
; Aldis Wright's Bible Word-

i. ,1* ,---;!..-
' DB iii. 238. The Greek word is very

i , ". bh in Sttphamis and in Liddell and
Scott ;

for Plutarch's uses see WxluubaehS Index, where, how-
ever, some references are * '-i>f""iuT. Reference may further
be made to Expos. Times. \" 'l^ 1^ 196, x. [1899] 303; Ex-
positor, n. ii. [1881] 281,
Maclaren,
and the

Pulpit, i. (1899), p. 259. FBANK BlCHABDS.

MANUSCRIPTS.- The aim of the present article

is to give a select list of the more ancient or in-

teresting MSS of the Gospels, with a description
of the most important or interesting of these. The
simplest course will be to divide them into the lan-

.

"

-vhich they are written, premihinjr that
'. : '. were originally written in Greek, and

that the versions in other languages are transla-

tions, generally direct, from the Greek. The
symbols employed to indicate these manuscripts,
whether letters or numbers, were invented for the
sake of brevity, when they are referred to in an

apparatus of variant readings. The standard col-

lection of variants contained in Gospel -ur.' u-< rii-U

is that of C. Tischendorf (Novum '/ V"/,^ <', .

Greece : Editio Octava Critica Maior, vol. i., Lipsise,

1869), and the standard lists of MSS are those con-

tained in the Tewtkritik des Neuen Testamentes

(2 vols., Leipzig, 1900, 1902) of C. E. Gregory, an
American scholar domiciled in Germany, The new
numbers which von Soden (Die Schriften des Neuen
T^t'iHwnts, Band L, Berlin, 30^2') h,i- <:iven lo tlio

Greek MSS are added for the s-ako of complct^no--,
but it is very doubtful whether they will gain wide

cnrivru-y. Capital letters are used to indicate MSS
w irli n no in 1 writing, which is never later than the
1 CM Ii corn .

; numbers, for those in minuscule writing
(9th to 15th centuries and later).

e to xpos. mes. \" ^ 1 1, x. ; x-

n. ii. [1881] 281, ". .-*>) {::. iv. vi. [1892] 209; A.

n, The Holy of Hc ! >-, (;-!'"). i>. 12; B. W. Dale, Christ
Future Life (1895), pp. a^-84; J.Parker, City Temple
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I. GREEK MSS : (a] Uncials :

& (
= 52, von Soden), Codex Sinaiticus (of the 4th

or 5th cent.), now in the Imperial Library, St,

Petersburg, with !: \< ,">:."; small portion,
which is in the 1 < -! \ I ', ^ , Leipzig, con-
tains OT (with considerable losses), NT (complete),
followed by Ep. Barnab. and the Shepherd. The
MS, found by Tischendorf in the Convent of St.

Catharine, Mt. Sinai, in 1844, consists of 3464 (NT
147i) leaves of line parchment, measuring 48x37*8
cm., with four columns to the page and 48 lines to

the column. The ink is now brownish ; the letters

are not very large, and are painfully regular, with-
out 1 -v,

"
i"_- or accents, the use of which is

only |"
l-

.'i
|

: y''.- the 9th century. The hands of

seven ^revisers, dating from the 4th (5th) to the
l*2th centuries, can be observed in the MS. This
MS shares with B the honour of being considered
the purest MS of the Gospels. Tischendorf has
been charged more than once with having stolen

this MS, but the charges are successfully refuted

by Gregory.*

A (
= 8 4, von S.) 3

Codex Alexandrinus, in London,
British Museum, Beg. I. IX v.-viii. (the NT is in

showcases). This MS is of the 5th cent.
,
and con-

sists of 773 leaves (NT 143 leaves) of parchment,
measuring 32 x 26 "3 cm., with 2 columns to the

page and 49-51 lines to the column. It contains,
with some losses, the whole Greek Bible. It was
probably written in Egy^t, and came in 1098 into
the possession of the patriarch of Alexandria, from
wh'

'

1
1\ .< i; '_

'- r *<; -. Cyril Lucar, patriarch
of i '-i

1" - .v ]/!, 'i ! ler patriarch of Alexan-
dria, sent it as a gift to Charles I. of England in

1628. About a century afterwards it was pre-
sented to the nation. A few lines at the beginning
of each book are written in red. The following
portions of the Gospels are lost : Mt P-256

,
Jn

6st>-832
. It is quite clear that Jn 753-8n never

formed a part of the manuscript. A complete fac-

simile was published in 1878-1880.
B (

= o 1, von S.) Codex Vaticanus, Vat. Lib. MS
Gr. 1209 (in showcases). The MS is of the 4th cent. ,

and consists of 759 (NT 142) leaves .-f |.;-.!:.
measuring 27 cm. square, with 3 -!!:!- J i

page and 42 lines to the column. The pjirdiinent
is very soft and fine. The uncial letters are small,
simple, and written without breaks between the
individual words ; the first hand wrote no breath-

ings or accents, and punctuation is very rare.
The MS is of uncertain origin, and, when com-
plete, contained the whole of the Greek Bible with
perhaps the ^.M.-'iiLion of (In.- Books of Maccabees
and the Prayer of A Fa mi *-<- . No gaps occur in
the Gospels. It has been twice revised, once by a
corrector contemporary with the original scribe

(called B2
), and again by another of the 10th or

llth cent., who worked over the letters and often
added accents and breathings. WH consider it

our very best MS, and regard the combination
BK as practically infallible. A splendid facsimile
of the NT part was published by Hoepli of Milan
in 1904 (see the notice of it by Nestle in the Theol.
Litemturblatt for 6th Jan. 1905), superseding the
inferior photograph issued by Cozza-Luzi at Koine
in 1889.
G (

= 53, von S.), Codex Ephrsemi rescriptus, Paris
BibL Nat., gr. 9, a palimpsest of the 5th century.
Contains, in present form, 209 leaves, written in

single columns. The NT portion consists of 145
leaves, and contains parts of every book except
2 John and 2 Thessalonians. Edited by Tiseh.
(Leipzig, 1843 and 1845).

pew.
act, (-$5, von S. ), Codex Bezse, in Cam-

bridge University Library, Nn. 2, 41 (in a showcase
in Cockerell's Building). This MS is of the 6th
cent, (according' to Burkitt, of the 4th), and is

bilingual (Greek and Latin). It is on parchment,

26 cm. in height and 21 -5 in breadth, and con-

tains now 415 (406 + 9 added later) leaves, \\ith

one column to the page. When the book is open,
the left side is Greek, the right side Latin. Ori-

ginally it contained probably Mt., Jn., Lk., Mk.
(the regular Western order of the Gospels), Aj>oe.,

1, 2, 3 Jii.
?
Acts (Dom Chapman in JS&jwsitor,

1905, ii. p. 46 if,). Now the (Jospels and Acts are

almost complete, the A;>-;r\ j-.- and 1st and 2nd
Jn. have disappeared, ,':! '! :> Jn. there remain

only a few verses in Latin. Many hands have
been engaged in

'*
:

'"' MS. It was pro-

bably written in i .'
:

. "" "* ..li France, where it

was when Beza acquired it and gave it to the

University of Cambridge in 1581. The MS is the

only representative of the Western text in Greek,
a form of text which \

"
-

'

jady hi

the 2nd century. It . many
original elements, which have been worked over at

a very early date. In spite of this revision, it

often agrees with the neutral MSS, KB. Scrivener

published an accurate and handy edition of the
MS at Cambridge (1864), which retains its use side

by side wiih the gorgeous facsimile published by
the r 1

,! "s
1

.: ".! .- University Press in 1899.

N (
= e ly, von S.), Couex Purpurexis Petropoli-

tanus, incomplete and mutilated, the parts being
distributed between St. Petersburg, Rome, Patmos,
London, and Vienna. It is an uncial, probably
of the 6th cent., measuring 32 by 26*5 em. ; has
2 columns to the page, 16 lines to the column, and
227 leaves. The leaves are stained with purple,
and the writing is silver, the Divine names being
in gold. The MS is very like 2> both in text and
external character. The only complete edition is

that of H. S. Croninin jT5, vol. v. No. 4 (Cambridge,
1899). He considers N and 2 to be cojnes of the
same lost original. The text is of a mixed char-

. a sort of transition stage be-
1

. v of the older uncials and the
. x

'

majority of cursives. While it

sometimes supports the former, it also at timew

provides the earliest known authority for readings
which are -ul^ciquontly almost universal. For par-
ticulars see Crouiir* valuable introduction.
I (

= 6 18, von S.), Codex Purpureus KoHHanensw,
in the charge of the Archbp. oJt Kossano, S. Italy.
An uncial of the 6th cent., probably later than its

brother MS N, it is, like it, purple with silver writ-

ing. It measures 30*7 by 26 cm., has 2 columns
to the page, 20 lines to the column, and comprises
188 leaves. It contains Matthew and Mark (the
latter without 1614

-end
). Edited by von Gebhardt

(Die r.-- <
;/

"
/ des MattTiaus und des Marcus am

dem cod. purf). Hossan., Leipzig, 1883). See under
N. The credit of the discovery of this MS belongs
to von Gebhardt and Harnack (1879), It contains
eight pictures of Gospel scenes, the oldest known.

vp
(
= ^6, von S.), Athos, Laura 172 ( 52), an

uncial of the 8th or 9th cent., measuring 20 '8 by
15 cm., has 31 lines to the page, and comprises
262 leaves. It contains the greater part of the
NT, but lacks Mt., and Mk. down to 98

. The
ending of Mk. is like that in L and T 1

. After 168

<f>oj3ovvro ydp, it proceeds as follows : Trdvra 5 ra
fji.&ci roitr irepl rbv Hdrpov <rvvr6fjLU(r* tfy-
MercV d ravra, Kal avrbo" Irjcrovs (-(pAvy &7rb
/cat ^%/ot dticreucr ttfrirterefav $t? at)rwv rb

lepbv Kal 8,$6apTQV /n$pi/y^a TTJV alwvlov crwT7ipLa<r dyU,?^ :

$<rnv Kal ravra ^epd^eva ju,era rb <fio(3ovvro yap :

'A.m<rra$ d, /c.r.A., up to v. 20
, and at the end J&tiayyt-

\iov Kara MapKov. It is only in this Gospel that the
text is of interest. The character of its readings
is set forth in Lake's edition (Studio, Biblica et

Mcclesiastica, vol. v. (Oxford, 1903) pp. 94-122)
[pp. 89-186 can be obtained separately],
Tx (

= c 02, von S.), Oxyrhynchus Papyri, vol. ii
No. 208. We mention this papyrus uncial frag-
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ment of the 3rd cent. (Jn I23
'31 - S3"41 2011 '17 - 19-25

),

because it is probably the oldest fragment of Gospel
MS in existence.

(6) Minuscules :

1 (
= 50, von S.), Basel University Library, A.N,

iv. 2 (formerly B vi. 27), of the 12th (others say
10th) century. This MS was used for Erasmus' Gr.

Test., the first published edition. It gives a good
text, which is often in :\nreenuMii with 118

(
= e346,

vonS.), 131 (=5 467, von b.), and 209 (
= 5457, von S.).

Lake has edited the four, taking 1 as the basis, and
showing the variants in the others ('Codex 1 of the

Gospels and its Allies
'

in TS, vol. vii. No. 3, Cam-
bridge., 1902). He has also discussed with thorough-
ness the relations between them, The reader will
iind his Introduction a valuable lesson in textual
criticism. It is sufficient here to quote his con-
clusion with regard to the text in Mark, which
escaped a good deal of the assimilating process
which affected the texts of Matthew and Luke :

*

(1) fam 1 in St. Mark seems to form part of a

larger family of which the most certain members
are fam is

22, 28, 565, 700; (2) this larger family
seems to represent a local text or local texts whick
were current in a <ompar;ui\ely limited region in

the East ; (3) the only definite localities which
there is any reason to suggest are Jerusalem and
Sinai, and even for these the evidence is insufficient

to justify confident assertion
3

(p. liv). The most
noticeable features in the other Gospels are an
element akin to KB and a "Western element (cf.

p. Iv).

13 (
= e 368, von S.), Paris, Bibl. Nat., gr. 50, of

the 13th century. This MS is one of the group
13-69-424-346-543-7S8-S26-82S-983-e 1053 (von S.)-
e 1054 (von S.), <' MV oiui'.niK named by Lake/am 13

.

The group is al-o rnlk-il ilTo Ferrar group, because
the relation between 13, 69, 124, and 346 was dis-

covered by Ferrar of Dublin (A Collation of Four
Important Ji/"/''/vv///^ of the Gospels, by W. H.
Ferrar and T. K. Abbott, Dublin, 1877). The
studies of Rendel Harris (On the, Origin of the

p , .
', /7 . . C Abridge, 1893 ; Further Researches

i
'

*.' \ I

'

of the Ferrar Group ^ London,
1900), Lake (JThSt, vol. i. [1899-1900] pp. 117-120),
and von Soclen have shed further light upon this

group. The archetype appears to have been in

Calabria or Sicily in the Middle Ages. Its most
remarkable characteristics are the fvi's-i-iMfi"'' of

Jn 753-8n to Lk 21 38
3
and Lk 244S - M; tfi

;
(on

the first transposition see von Soden, Die Schriften
des Neuen Testaments, i. (Berlin, 1902) p. 486 ff.).

The importance of the group lies in the great sup-

port which it gives to the Western text.

II. SYKIAC MSS :

(a] of the Old Syriac translation (Evangelion da-

McphfirrcshG,
c

Gospel of the Separated Ones') :

1. London, British Museum, Additional MSS,
No. 14,451 (No. 119 in Wright's catalogue), and

Berlin, Royal Library, Orient. Quart. No. 528.

This MS, Codex Nitriensis Ctiretonianus (Bur-
kitt's C), consists of 824 leaves in the British

Museum and 3 leaves in Berlin ; and came from
the great Library of the Convent of St. Mary
Deipara in the Nitrian Valley, west of Cairo.

The greater portion of the MS reached England in

1842. In its original state it contained Mt., Mk.,
Jn., Lk. (in this unusual order). The portions
still extant are Mt P-823 10*-2# Mk 1617

-20
,
Jn

Jl-42 35_gl9 1 410-12. 15-19. 21-24.
26-29^ JJ^ 248-3*6 733_Jgl2

171-2444. The early part of the 5th cent, is the

L-iL.i-M ])(>>Mble date for it. Each page has two

columns each with lines varying from 22 to 26.

Kncli leal" measures 30 by 24 cm. The first edition

of this MS is that of Cureton (London, 1858) sup-

plemented by Rodiger (Berlin, 1872), but the

definitive edition is that of F. C. Burkitt, who has

edited this MS and the following together, the

vol. ii. opposite p. 7, also p. 38 two pages ; also in

Kenyon's Our Bible and the

only representatives of the Old Syriac version,
with an English translation, copious Introduction
and Notes (Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, etc. , 2 vols. ,

Cambridge, 1904). From this work the details
here are taken. A pliutu^riiph of a page of C is in

8 two pages ; also in

Ancient MSS, facing
p. 155.

2. Sinai, Monastery of St. Catharine ; Syr. 30,
Codex Palimpsestus Sinaiticns (Burkitt' s S). The
MS was discovered by Mrs, Lewis and Mrs. Gib-
son, of Cambridge, iii 1892, and has been since
studied repeatedly by Mrs. Lewis and other
scholars. The MS consists of 182 leaves of vellum
(one leaf was stolen in 1902, but afterwards re-

stored ; see Exp. Times, xiii. 405 ; xvii. 396). The
upper writing is of the 8th cent., and consists of

Lives of Saints. Inits--i:
"

"" r

the MS had
166 leaves, containing tl: ; ! in the usual
order. Its date is early 5th, perhaps 4th century.
Each page contains 2 columns, with from 29 to 21
lines each, and measures 21 -9 by 15 "8 cm. The
Gospels are nearly complete. Of the two MSS
this must be !;.""! -1 - ':he better representative
of the tiri^inal i !:" I, r. ".!. Complete photograph^
of it arc 'MI C<".iiilai<i;j*t Timoi^i! \ Library ; West-
minster Colk-^o. (.\nnbricLge; liylands' Library,
Manchester : photos of separate pages in Burkitt,
vol. ii. pp. 28, 257 3 and elsewhere.

The Evangelwn da-Mepharreshe was so called to distinguish
it from. Tatian's Diatessaron or Harmony, in which form the

Gospels were regularly read in the Syrian Church at first. This
Church had its centre at Edessa, near the Euphrates, and its

language must not be identified with the Aramaic our Lord
T' ,'

"

the Old Syriac Version consists in the fact
111

I Greek text current in Antioch at the end
01 me 2nd ceiiu,, wnn a certain amount of contamination from
the use of the Diatessaron, which is in origin Italian. It is of

the first authority for the constitution, of the text of the Greek
Gospels. T\ ; ,

"
p

1 v n - ( -i
1

--cted with it the reader is re-

ferred to \\ :i -(: i :.-.

(b) of the Peshitta ('simple'} translation:
2. Earl of Crawford's MS 1, now Rylands'

Library, Manchester, of the 6th cent. (Gwilliam,
No. 11).

13. London, British Museum, Addit, MSS 14,470,
of the 5th or 6th cent. (Gwilliam, No. 17).

15. London, British Museum, Addit. MSS 14,453,
of the 5th or 6th cent. (Gwilliam, No. 14).

22. London, British Museum, Addit. MSS 12,140,
of the 6th cent. (Gwilliam, 31).

There are many other codices, co-no 1
* IK or 'ucomplete, of

equal an
...... "

^fi <TW|!I,I"! - INi. of 42MSS
in Lhe : by Pusey and Gwilliam

(Oxonii, lyul), wmcn is me uesi euitioii of the Peshitta, arid is

provided with a literal Latin translation. As to the date of the
Peshitta itself, Burkitt's view tli .

'

.- .. :
"

.
T i" .K

hp. of Edessa from 411 to 435 A.I .--.<: ,: . |- .'

He regards it as * a revision of /
.'

'

' -*/ .''-, , .

undertaken mainly with the object of conforming the trans-

lation more closely to the Greek text as read at Antioch early
in the 5th century

'

(Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, vol. ii. p. 5).

(c) of the Palestinian or Jerusalem translation :

1. Rome, Vaticanus Syr. 19 (formerly 11), of the

year 1030 (Codex A, Lewis-Gibson).
6. Sinai, Monastery of St. Catharine^ of the year

1104 (Codex B, Lewis-Gibson).
7. Sinai, Monastery of St. Catharine, of the year

1118 (Codex C, Lewis-Gibson).
Edited by Mrs. Lewis and Mrs. Gibson in the

Palestinian Syriac Lectionary of the G-ospels

(London, 1899). This version is perhaps more

closely related to the Old Syriac than to the

Peshitta, and may be a revision of the former.

(d) of the Philoxenian-Harklean translation :

1. Belonging to the Syrian Protestant College in

Beirut, but lent to the Union Theological Semin-

ary of New York. Of the 9th cent., and somewhat
defective.

22. Florence, Laur. i. 40 (
Assem. 3). Of date 757.

25. Borne, Vat. Syr. 266. Of the 7th century.
26. Rome, Vat. Syr. 267. Of the 8th century.
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This, the youngest of the Syrian versions, is a revision by
Thomas of Harkel (Heraclea) in the first half of the 7th cent,

of an earlier version made at the instance of Philoxenus,
Monophysite bp. of TT'

;.
".

""
century.

The earlier translati r
"-

i
1

.
-

I shitta by
reference to the *

co- .

'

% . Thomas
found in Egypt older Greek MSS, which had escaped the en-

thusiasm of ilie <k-ircncr-, who favoured the 'corrected' text,
and inserted sumo reathr-y* from them, adding others in the

margin.

III. EGYPTIAN (COPTIC) MSS :

(a) of the Bohairic translation :

Complete manuscripts are all of late date, nofte being earlier

apparently than the 12th century. On all ''! i

J

]

with this translation and its MSS, see The '' : .

New Testament in the Northern Dialect [ect. G. Hornerj, 4 vow.

(Oxford, 1898-1905).

1. Oxford, Bodleian Library, Huntington, 17,*
Homer's A, printed entire by him as the basis of

his edition. This MS was written in 1174, and
contains the Gospels complete, both in Bohairic
and Arabic. It is on paper, contains 457 ( + 5)

leaves, and 2 columns to the page, with 20 lines

each. It measures 34*5 by 26 cm. The MS has a
number of omissions : see the valuable tables of

omissions in the chief Bohairic MSS in Homer's
edition, vol. i. p. exxviff.

21. Paris, Bibl. Nat., copt. 16, Homer's C. The
MS was written in 1196, and contains ihr Oo^prU
almost complete, both in Bohairic and -\niliu-. Ir

is on paper, contains 369 ( +2) leaves, and 2 columns
to the page, with 26 lines each. It measures 28 '5

by 21 cm. The text is perfect, with the exception
of a small lacnna, Jii 166

'"18
.

33. Paris, Institut O.iiholi.jiie. Homer's H.
This MS was written iu. 1230, *md contains the

Gospels complete, both in Bohairic and Arabic.
It is on paper, contains 235 ( + 2) leaves, and 2
columns to the page, with 33 lines each. It

measures 25 by 17 "5 cm., and contains some
beautiful pictures.

(b} of the Sahidic translation:
Of this there exists only a considerable quantity

of short fragments (Gregory gives 91). Some are
as old as the 5th century. One is still older (No. 48
Rome, Propag. 65).

(c) of the Fayyum translation :

Gregory gives fragments of 5 Gospel MSS only,
one (No. 2), in the possession of Blinders Petrie, of
the 4th century. Of (b) and (c) there is as yet
neither a comprehensive edition nor a complete
study. Further fragments of both are certain to
be discovered.
The F ].

:
-

: i . \ ::'":,. Georgian, Persian, and
Arabic . . !,, "-:- i.;\ ! here passed over.

IV. LA.I.N U^ .

'

(a) of the pre- Vulgate (otherwise called 'Old
Latin/ or 'Itala') translation(s) :

a: Vercelli, Cathedral. This MS is of the 4th
cent., measures 25*5 by 16 cm., has 2 columns to
the page, and 24 lines to the column* The order
of the Gospels is Mt., Jn., Lk., Mk., the regular
Old Latin order. Much is wanting in Mt 20-27 ;

Jn. is slightly defective ; in Lk. much of chs, 1. 11
and 12 has disappeared ; in Mk. chs. 1. 4. 5. 15. 16
have suffered greatly ; a second but ancient hand
ha,* supplied Mk 167-* . The text is good, and was,
according to tradition. eorviH hy the famous bishop
Eusebius of Vereelli/Mi.iriyivM in ;>7I. The book
has suffered greatly from neglect and bad treat-
ment. Editions by G. A. Irico (Sacrosanctus
E^anyrtioruni Codex S. E-usebii Magni, Milan,
1748), J. Bianchini (Evanqeliarium Quadruples,
Rome, 1749; very accurately reprinted in Migne's
Pcttrologia Letting vol. xil), and J. Belsheim
(Codex Vercettensis, Christiania, 1894).
b : Verona, Cathedral Library (Biblioteca Capito-

lare). The MS is of the early part of the 5th cent,
(or of the end of the 4th), and is written in silver.

*
Gregory wrongly

'

Huntingdon 11.'

follo\\iii'j parts are wanting: Mt I
1 " 11 IS12 '23

-7
,
Jn 7--8 12

,
Lk 19-6-2P9

,
Mk 13-1B 1 3s*-16s0

.

Edited by Bianchini (see under a) and by J.

Belsheim (Codex Veronensis Quattuor />"/;/'/".
Prag, 1904). It was probably a MS like this which
was the chief basis of Jerome's revision known^as
the Vulgate. It is perhaps the best representative
of the European Latin versions of the 4th century.
There is a |ili<ihuni|li of one page in Monttuienta
J

' ''

bacra (Turin, 1899).

c : Paris, Bibl. Nat. 254 (Colb. 4051), of the 12th

century. Edited by P. Sabatier (Bibliortmi Sacrp-
rum Latince Versiones Antiqutc, vol. iii., Paris,
1751 ; there is also an edition with * Reims ' on the

title-page), and by J. Belsheim (Codex Colbcrtimis

Parisiensis, Christiania, 1888). The work of P.

Sabatier is still unsuperseded as the most complete

repertory of the readings of the Old Latin Bible.

d : This symbol indicates the Latin side of Codex
Bezse(D).

e: Palatinus ; all that is left is in Vienna (Kais.
Lat. 1185) except one leaf, which is in the Library
of Trinity College, Dublin (N. 4, 18). The Mfc
is of the 5th cent., and is, with k (see below), rep-
resentative of a form of text used in the Roman
province

"

V
" "

i modern Tunis).
It is very , ,

"
.. rut half of Mt.,

nearly the whole of Jn. and Lk., and about half of
Mark. A copy of the MS made before its present
mutilation exists in the Vallicellian Library, Rome,
as U. 66. The Vienna part was edited by Tischen-
dorf (JEvangelium Palatinnm, Leipzig, 1847), the
Dublin leaf by T. K. Abbott (Par Palimpsestoruvi
Dublinensiiim, etc., London, 1880); reports on the

copy in the Vallicellian Library were published by
H. Linke ( ^// ://////% 'V //'// ^ der Konigl. bayer.
Akad. der Wissenschaften [Phil - Philolog. und
Hist. Classe], Munich, 1893, Heft 2, pp. 281-287).
See also Belsheim (Evangeliitm Palatinum, Chris-
tiania, 1896), and Old-Latin Biblical Texts, vol. ii.

(Oxford, 1886), gp. Ixvii-lxxxv, by W. Sanday.
f : Brixianus ; in the Capitular Library of Brescia.

It is of the 6th cent., and is written in silver. It
lacks the last quarter or so of Mark. It was edited

by Bianchini (see under a), and is also printed under
the V .""

' "

"VT -dsworth and White's edition
(Oxf- . -*>. as in the opinion of these
editors and Hort the type of text which Jerome
used as the basis of his revision. The other view
with regard to it, namely, that of Burkitt, is that
it is an Old Latin text deeply contaminated with
the Vulgate (see JThSt, i. [1899] pp. 129-134).
With Burkitt's view the present writer agrees.
If it be correct (see under q), the result is the dis-

N|n-.'jii!:M'v <>f Tluri"- :

Italian' class ."; , I":- '-.

ff : M. IVror^lMiry. Imperial Lib 1

.;
1

;., lui'm--'^
Corbeiensis 21 (10th cent.) : Matthew.

Iff
2

: Paris,' Bibl. Nat. 17225, Connolly Corbeiensis
195. It is of the 5th cent. (C. II. Tin iier in JThSt,
vol. vi. [1904-1905] p. 257), not the 7th (Tischen-
dorf, Gregory, and the Paris authorities). The
folluwm-.: parts of the four Cio-nol- are wanting:
Mi I'-ll", Lk 948~102"-- : N-1

-"'-]^- 7
, Jn 17w-l"89

2022-218
. Published reports of this MS are incom-

plete and inexact. An exact edition is expected
from Rev. E. S. Buchanan, who has made a very
caroful ^tiiily of the MS, and has already published
a uvjm<huio)i of its text of some Gospels (e.g. The
Latin Gospels in the Second Century, Part I.
*
S. John/ Sevenoaks [1904]), and prolegomena

(JThStvil 99 ff.).

g
1

: Paris, Bibl. Nat. 1155".
f *

Sanger-
manensis 15, of the 8th cent.

, ; Bishop
of Salisbury (Dr. John Wordswortnj in uvd-Latin
Biblical Texts, No. I. (Oxford, 1883).
k : Turin, Nat. G. vii. 15 (formerly of the Irish

monastery of Bobbio). This perhaps the most
precious of all Old Latin M.8S, is of the 4th
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(Burkitt) or 5th cent., and represents the text

habitually used by St. Cyprian in the early 3rd

century. The MS measures 18 "7 by 16 '7 cm., and
consists now of 96 leaves. It contains Mk 88"11 -

14-16 8i9_16s j jvjt ^310 42^141? 1520-35, Tlie oniy re _

liable edition is that of Wordsworth, Sanday, and
"White (Old-Latin Biblical Texts, No. II.

, Oxford,
1886), which is enriched by discussions of the

greatest value for the study of all Biblical texts.

Side ~by side with this edition should be consulted
the article of Turner and Burkitt,

{ A Re-Collation
of Codex k of the Old-Latin Gospels

'

(JThSt, vol.

v. [1903-1904] pp. 88-107).
m: Rome, Sessorianus Iviii. This MS, of the

8th or 9th cent.
, contains the so-called Speculum,

falsely attributed to St. Augustine, a series of
extracts from nearly all the books of the NT. The
compilation appears to be of Spanish

'

,"

text closely resembles that used by "M.
'

heretic Priscillian. Edited by F. Weihrich in the

Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticormn Latinorum,
vol. xii. (Vienna, 1887).

q: Munich, Lat. 6224, formerly of Freising. It

is of the 6th cent.
,
and contains the Gospels, except

Mt 315-425 525-64 628-78
, Jn 10n-1239

, Lk 2322"36 2411- 39
,

Mk I7
"22 155

"36
. This, like f, belongs to Hort's

4 Italian
'

class, and stands or falls with f (see

above). Edited by H. J. White as Old-Latin
Biblical Texts, No. III. (Oxford, 1888).

(b) of the V'idgate revision (made by St. Jerome
in 383), the two best MSS out of thousands which
exist are :

am: in the Laurentian Library, at Florence,
formerly in the monastery of Monte Amiata, No. 1.

This MS was written aoout the year 700 in the
North of England, probably by an Italian scribe,
and was taken by Ceolfrid, the abbot of Jarrow,
to the Continent as a present to the Pope in the

year 716. It measures 50 by 34 by 20 cm. (with-
out the cover), and comprises 1029 leaves, with
2 columns to the leaf, and 43 or 44 lines to the
column. It contains the whole Bible. The NT
was published by Tischendorf (Leipzig, 1850, and
again 1854), but not with perfect exactness. (See
Nomim Testamentum Domini Nostri lesu Christi

Latine, rec. Wordsworth and White, Pars Prior,

Oxonii, 1889-1898, p. xi; and Studia Biblica et

Ecclesiastics, vol. ii., Oxford, 1890, pp. 273-324).
Wordsworth and White's A.
fuld: in the library of Fulda, Prussia. The

MS was written about the year 540 at the wish of

Victor, bishop of Capua, The Gospels are written
in the form of a harmony. Edited by E. Ranke
(Codex Fuldensis, M.iH'ii!;.'

1

,ni-l
T.r-ipzi^,

1868),
with specimens of i

; io 'uMi'.v.-rlii'v. (bee Nov.
Test. etc. Latine, rec. "Worusworuh and White,
Pars Prior, p. xii). Wordsworth and White's F.

V. GOTHIC MSS :

1. Upsala University, the 'Codex Argenteus/
The MS is of the 6th cent., and now consists of

187 leaves, which are stained with purple and bear
silver writing. The contents are fragments of Mt. ,

Jn., Lk., Mark. (The translation was made by
Ulfilas (Wulfila) in the 4th cent. ,

and all surviving

fragments are collected in Gabelentz and Loebe's

Ulfilas (Altenburg and Leipzig, 1836-1843).

LITERATURE. Most of the important literature 1m* nlrrarh

been indicated in the course of the article. Kofui-rico should
also be made to The NT in the Original <i,'f>k- Tin' IV xr

revised by Westcott and Horfc, vol. ii. Introduction and Appen-
dix (London, \^'. a- 1 "=0", : 1C* ".-.on, Uandlnmk to the Textual
Criticism oft/, \ V"i I . I i

1

i; Nestle, ntrod fiction Lo the

Textual Criti-- .< '.',,' \ T (London, 1901) ; Hammond,
Outlines of Textual "Criticism applied to the XT (Oxford, 19O2).

ALEX. SOUTER.
MARK. -1. Name and identity. One, two, and

even three Marks have been discovered in the NT.
But the identity of the ' John Mark ' of Acts with
the f Mark '

of St. Paul's Epistles is clearly proved

by Col 410
, where he is called the cousin of Barna-

bas, and his identity with the ' Mark '

of 1 Peter is

clearly proved by Ac 121
-. These two passages

show that in all the nine places where the name
occurs (Ac 1212 - 25 135 - 13 1536ff

-, Col 410
, 2 Ti 4n

,

Philem aa
, 1 P 513

) the same person is referred to.

The curious notion has widely prevailed that the

'young man' of Mk 145L 5
'
2 was the Evangel i.-i

himself, but there is no evidence whatever in ii<

support. Indeed, the words of Papias,
' he neither

heard the Lord, nor accompanied Him/ would
seem to exclude this and other similar suggestions.
In accordance with a well-known custom (ef.

' Jesus
Justus/ Col 411

), Mark had both a Hebrew and a
Latin name, and the Roman jprcenomen Marcus is

of frequent occurrence. From Ac 12 llff- we gather
that Mark occupied a position of some prominence
socially in the Church at Jerusalem. His mother's
house was evidently a well-known rendezvous for
believers. When St. Peter is released from prison,
he turns naturally to this place, and on his arrival
finds a <:!,! \ of Christians at worship. Several

slight i: iii- - ii-' :- in the <i<--< ri: (!<>;: suggest the
house of a person of means (the porch, the slave-

girl, the large upper room). The only other infor-

mation we possess as to Mark's family history is

his connexion with Barnabas, who seems to have
been a man of standing in the Christian com-
munity.

2. Relations with Paul and Barnabas. When
Paul and Barnabas, returned to A ntioch from Jeru-

salem, whither they lul ^<>ne with the offering for

the poor, they took M;iiic uiih them as assistant,

perhaps owing to his kinship with Barnabas (Ac
1225 ). A little later, he ,M-,I"I r.> -;-i| .-MM - them
on their first missionary j-'-i-sny ;i- ;h- i- -atten-
dant 3

(13
5
). This word (u7nrjpT7)s} emphasizes his

secondary position and function. Probably his

work was of the nature of business management.
He had to look after such matters as lodging,
routes, conveyance, and the like. At Perga, Mark
withdrew from the mission, for what reason is not
stated. That Paul deeply resented his conduct is

shown by the refusal to employ his services on
a later occasion. It has been assumed that he
shirked the dangers of the enterprise, or that he
tired of the work. But Ramsay (Oh. in Rom. Emp.
p. 6If.) has taken a more favourable view of his

conduct. He holds that there was a change of

plan at this point, that the journey into the in-

terior was not in the original arrangement, and
that Mark might consider this a good ground for

refusing to go on. He had not the same necessity
laid upon him. as those who had been solemnly
designated by the Spirit for this service. He was
an ' extra hand/ taken on for casual labour. Bar-

nabas, at any rate, judged Mark's conduct more
leniently than Paul, and later on Paul himself
modified his attitude. At the outset of the second

missionary journey, however, his objection to

MVV' ,'" vas so strong that it led to

a himself and Barnabas (Ac
153GflS

). The latter took Mark with him on a
mission to Cyprus, and we hear no more of him in

the Book of Acts. When Mark next appears (Col.
and Philem.), it is as the 'fellow-labourer

5

of Paul,
who had by this time

"" T '

\ ' 3iled

to him, and had found
'

-
1 '

/ Col
411

) in his imprisonment. Paul speaks in Col 410 of

a projected visit of Mark to the Colossian Church,
and urges Ms friends there to receive him kindly,
e
if he comes ' to them. If is probable, therefore,

that Mark's previous desertion jmd created an un-
favourable impression over a wide area. Harnack
thinks the visit was paid, and that, when St. Paul
wrote to Timothy to bring Mark with him (2 Ti
411

), Timothy \vas to pick him up at Colossae on his

way from phesus. Paul had evidently missed
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the attentions which Mark had been able to

give.
3. Relations with Peter. St. Peter refers to

Mark in his First Epistle (1 P 513
) as *my son.

3

This may imply only a peculiarly close intimacy,
but more probably it means that Mark had been
converted through Peter's influence. Peter was
evidently a frequent visitor at Mark's home
(Ac 12), and the friendship had begun there which
afterwards became so deep and fruitful. St. Peter's

reference in his letter shows also that at this date
Mark was with him at '

Babylon/ which most
writers now consider to mean Rome. From the
familiar words of Papias (see MARK [GOSPEL ACC.

TO], ii. 1) we learn that Mark had become the

'interpreter' of Peter, and that Mark * accom-

panied
'

or * attended
' him. Swete thin ks he acted

as Peter's dragoman, and translated the Apostle's
words for his audiences. Peter, it is supposed,
would not be fluent in Greek. It is not easy to lit

in this ministry to Peter in Home with the ministry
to Paul. Swete thinks it occurred after Paul's

death ; but it is at least doubtful whether Peter
survived Paul. Harnack and Lightfoot may be

quoted, to the contrary. It is by no means im-

possible, of course, that Mark may have l attended '

Peter in Rome, and transferred his services to
Paul. It would be much simpler, however, to

suppose that the ministry was exercised much
earlier, and in the real, not the spiritual, Babylon.
In any case, Mark's association with Peter was a
fruitful one, as it resulted in the composition of

the Second Gospel. In this matter Marie seems to
have been little more than an amanuensis. Accord-

ing to Papias, the Gospel is really Peter's, and
Mark was simply his *

interpreter
3 on this as on

other occasions.
4. Character and position in the Apostolic

history* Mark was thus associated with three
notable men in turn, and always in the same sub-
ordinate capacity. Jiiliclier calls him '

Aposfcel-
schiiler,

3 Swete thinks this humble position de-

cidedly implied in the terms used of him in Acts
and the Epistles. The <rvvir<tpa\a,&6vres of Ac 1225

suggests an assistant ' of inferior rank. 3 The
inrrip&njs of 135 indicates personal art! i:<>l

-j *ri !,::,!

service. Ramsay (St. Paul the
r
j / /

,, [>. 71,
holds that Mark's subordinate character is dis-

played by the '

haphazard reference '

to him in
Ac IS5 . The same conclusion may be drawn from
St, Paul's language in 2 Ti 411

(* he is useful to me
els didKovLav '). His services to the Apostle in prison
probably concerned his comfort and convenience.
If, again, Mark was Peter's dragoman, he exer-
cised very much the same 'ministry' for Paul
also. We gather, then, from these references, that
Mark wn^ ;i por^ori \\iih ;i Ifirge capacity for being
useful in pra<tic;il m.urcr-s but \\ithont any
special -pirilufil irirV. find probably without any
very gre.u roivc of Hiarnctor. This opinion may
be regarded as receiving confirmation from his con-
duct at Perga, on the most charitable view of
that incident. He does not appear to have been

fitted^
for heroic enterprise, or for a separate re-

sponsibility, or for spiritual functions. It is only
fair _to say, however, that- a more favourable
opinion has been expressed by writers like West-
cott (Introd, to Study of Gospels] and Jiilicher (in
PEE*}* Julicher point < out ihm r. Paul ultimately
came round to the Ionium judprmorir of Barnabas,
that Mark never lost his missionary zea!3 and also
that he remained unaffected by the prevalent
party spirit, serving both St. Paul and St. Peter
with equal loyalty.

5. Traditions. Tradition has been busy with
Mark's name. The most widely spread is that
which assigns to him a mission in Egypt, and the
evangelization of Alexandria. This mission is re-

garded as occupying the gap between the history
in Acts and the later ministry to the Apostles.
It was also widely believed that he died at Alex-

andria, M <-''.: _ ', -.ording to some versions) the
crown -. '..'. These traditions cannot be
traced back further than a hundred years after

the supposed events. One curious fact is preserved
in some of the Western traditions. Mark is said
to have been /coXo/So^ci/cruXo?, which means either

mutilated or stunted in one or more of his linger*.

Explanations of
*

--'.".- i ",\ "iave been ottered

which possess no ! M ..',:;. i '.; . the reminiscence
itself may quite

- :

.

';. ;
i o a genuine fact ;

and it is not impossible liiai tins defect may have
had some influence in determining the possibilities
of Mark's career.

LITERATURE. The best accounts of Mark are given by Swete
(Gospel acG. to St. Mark, 1898) and Lindsay (' St. Mark '

in

T. & T. Clark's Handbook series) in their introductions. The
following may also be consulted : Harnack, art-

* Mark '

in JKHr

(esp. for its good account of the traditions concerning the

Evangelist); Julicher, art. 'Marcus' in PJKJtS tA
\ Moriuon and

Salmond in introd. to their Comm. on this Gospel.
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-
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(i) Correct iori- for precision.
()*) Doubliul cast:?.
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"

. 'diction.
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iv. Authorship, Date, and Place of Writing.
v. Aramaic 01 Creek original,
vi. The la-l tu elve -v erses.
vii. Is our Second G(.-n.. (i.- or'jp-.al Mark?

I l* iviinvt

i. THE PROBLEMS TO BE DISCUSSED. No book
of the NT has experienced such a change in public
estimation as the Second Gospel. Formerly re-

garded as ,-.-,;. ,

j
'

.

\-. unimportant and receiv-

ing little : , . I.
1

. ., cominentators, who in
eftect re-echoed Au^u-lino'- opinion that it was
but an abbreviation of Liu; First Gospel, it has of
late years been n:orr o.vcfulu studied, and has
received a juster ;i|.j.i-< in; h.-i'. It has now been
recognized as a book of supreme importance, as
giving us the narrative of the life of Christ in a
most primitive form, and as b*

"

r.-
!:.;. <'-. ^\

the foundation
, if not directly :",.* i ....;' \ .';"

all the Gospels. It will be necessary, then, in"tlxis
article first to investigate the statements about its
COT nj'o^irion in the earlier Fathers and their use of
LI. niul Then to examine the Gospel itself, to see
what picture it gives of our Lord's Person and
work, and what relation it bears to tlie other Syn-
optic Gospels. We shall then be able to come to a
conclusion about quol'ion- of date, authorship,
and place of \\riiinjr, or the original language, and
of the integrity of 'the Gospel. Finally, we will
consider the ^question of an '

Ur-Marcus,
s that is,

if the Gospel in our hands is the original work of
St. Mark.

It will be^ convenient here to state the results
arrived at in this article with regard to some
points. The present writer thinks it most prob-
able that the Second Gospel as we have it, or at
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any rate with the very slightest differences, was
in the hands of all the other T.\ ;"-, li-i - when
they wrote; and that the latter ii-v!\ ii-ed the
material before them, altering it, or adding to it,

or omitting parts of it, as they thought right when
following other guides. The theory put forward
by Alford (Prolegomena to his Greek Testament,
i. 2) and other holders of the ' oral hypothesis,'
that the later writers would not have so treated a
book which they regarded as inspired or even as

authoritative, does no-
'

\. amend itself, as
it appears to interpret )f the Christians
of the 1st cent, by thos age. The very
style of Mk.

,
with its roughness and

"

of great value, and still more is i ;
-

i

of the Saviour in words which were often in
after times misunderstood, of the utmost import-
ance as showing a very early record. For these
and other reasons a date at least before the Fall of
Jerusalem seems to be probable. Further, it is

considered likely that the Gospel was written in

Greek, and primarily for Roman readers, the last
twelve verses being an appendix, not composed as
an ending to the Gospel, but having once had an
independent existence, and being added later to
the Gospel to Mipply a lo-t leaf.

ii. THE Snuoxn GOSPEL IN THE EARLY CHURCH.
1. Statements as to its composition. We will

first consider those i-. --._'> ,>" early writers which
may be thought to : > !1- > on the composition
of Mk., before !< -

i--!"- those which only quote
or refer to it ;

I-: <
- *

\
. -we will consider whether

the Gospel known to these writers is the same as
our Mark.
The first passage which may refer to Mk. is St.

Luke's prologue. This shows that some who were
not from the beginning eye \\ inn; M-- and ministers
of the word had already "wriu en narratives of the

Gospel history, and by implication avers (Lk 1 s )

that these narratives we -". -""' in not be-

ginning
' from the first

'

v
. .

,
: we perhaps

gather that they were not in St. Luke's judgment
in good chronological order (/catfe^j, cf. d/cpt/Sco? just
before). Internal evidence leads us to think that
not improbably St. Luke knew Mk. (see below,
iii ), and. if to', we may have here the first criticism

on the Second Gospel ; it has some striking re-

semblances to Papias' account, for which we are
indebted to Eusebius (HE iii- 39 }. Eusebius says :

'A.^a.'ii vuy frpQtr6vitro{Av race's trpatXTtfteJa'aif e&ufov [sc. rav

llof.'r.'x'^ ^'j x,.- fratpeidoo'iY, ty tcipi ~M.oc.pxov TOU ro tu ryy$Xtov
$i rovT6jy.

' K; rovro o # '

QV u.ivr<n rdi|/, roe, t/jro <ra X ..-.-'
~

, .

Y
i%6VG't YOU K.y/3/oy, ours. *. /...*",-= v . .' . ', -,

, ,

HfeT^w, *o$ Trpb? Tot,$ %f>&toc, zvrotsiro rots f>ioct,o'xa,'h.lat,j o&AA.' ov% tier-ftp

<rvvr%iv ruv xuptMKav fruoufASvos /.oyiuv [v.l. Xoyaiv], wa-re ouSiv

Mot/wo?, oi'-rau? svtot ypu.tyo.S us u.z't
lu.v'/i/ji.6tEvarev. ivos y,f>

ot.r6 ypovoitx.M, rev ju-r^lv Sv vjxovo-t sra.pot./.iTtiM v, *^$.vff<x,(r8a.t rt

\v Muro'is.' TotyTot jU&v otTv lffTopY,fi ru TLsttrtu, trsp} TOU ~M.ix.pxov.

Lightfoot's translation (Apost. Fathers, compend. ed. p. 529) is

hovi- uj*i n^i'il. iV..d '-onic ]^-iiu ^ v.l.t rv ^I'liiMH'dtl fT7') f
';:c. Bibl.

*'.. M;I'I-I>II- ) <!rh-i- iron* rr>' uic u-Mid. 'Tor oi:r present
purpose we will merely add to his [Papias'J words which have
been quoted above, , i .T

'

"."

" "

- been set forth through
these sources conce ^ ^1 . r . i ote the Gospel :

" And
the Elder said this also : Mark, having become the interpreter
of Peter, wrote down accurately everything that he remem-
bered [Schmiedr1

:
c nvn!ifi' cd", without, however, recording

in order what uu*- uilior -ii'd or done by Christ. For neither
did he hear the Lord, nor did lie follow Him ; but afterwards,
as I said, (attended) Peter, who adapted his instructions to the
needs (of his hearers), but had no desitrn of giving a connected
account of the Lord's oracles [v.L 'words']". So then Mark
made no mistake [Schm.

' committed no fault* ; but see Light-
foot's JEssays on Sup. Rel pp. 8, 163], while he thus wrote
down some things as he remembered them [Schm. 'repeated
them exactly from memory *], for he made it his one care not to

omit anything that he heard, or to set down any false state-

ment therein." Such, then, is the account given by Papias con-

cerning Mark.'

Here Papias vindicates Mark from inaccuracy,
and from errors of omission, as far as his know-

ledge went, but finds fault with his chronological

order, which was due to his being dependent only
on Peter's oral teaching. If this is a correct inter-

pretation of Papias, which account of the Gospel
story did he prefer? T.i^l'i fooi (Essays on Super-
natural Religion,, pp. U>">. :>"">f.) thinks John,
Salmon (Introd. Lect. vii.) thinks Luke; while
Schmiedel, in a not very convincing .' v i", 1 - 1

!

1

.

thinks that Papias did not !<<_ '*'. -Tu. and Lk.
as being of equal authority , i M . and Mk,
(Encyc. Bill. ii. 1813 ; see, further, vii. below).
Schmiedel takes no account of T :

' !"'" espay
'On the Silence of Eusebius'

.

S -

A". .'.' ii.)-

However this may be, Papias describes the Second
Gospel as being limited to Peter's reminiscences,
the writer being the *

interpreter
'

of that Apostle.
This phrase may mean (Zahn, Einleit. ii. 209, 218)
that Mark, being Peter's scholar, made Peter's

teaching widely known through his written Gos-

pel, or (Swete, St. ]\Iark
s p. xxiv) that he was the

secretary or -V ;' M who translated Peter's
words into a

'

:_ i -ngue during the Apostle's
lifetime. Papias does not call the work of Mark
a *

gospel,
' and the word cvayy&cov is not un-

doubtedly found in the sense of the record of good
tidings before Justin (ApoL i. 66, see below),
though some rind this sense in Ignatius, Philad.

5, S s and in the Didache 8, 11, 15. In these places,
however, it is probably not the written word that
is referred to. [For a complete discussion of the

Papias fragment see T.V 1 r---'
. /?-*. on- Sup. E>eL

v. 3
vi.

3 and Sanday, ''- v " Xl
'

'

Cent. v. 2].

Justin Martyr (Dial. 106) says that Christ

changed Simon's name to Peter, and that this is

written. c in his memoirs 3

(v ro2V ^iro^vri^ove^^^iv

atirov), and also that He changed the name of the
sons of Zebedee to (

Boanerges, which is Sons of

Thunder. ' But these last words actually occur only
in Mk 317, where we read of both names, Peter and
T>i>mu:r^c>. together, and in no other Gospel. We
may probably dismiss the idea that az5roy refers

to Christ, as if Justin meant * Christ's memoirs,
5

and conclude that Ji:-4 in N *!<: Icinjr of a Petrine

Gospel. Harnack (AV'"Wf'/v //. Ev. . . . d.

Petrus, p. 37) proposes to find this in the apocry-
phal AM i

*
i F , . .

.!'
,
<- -

\\- <M. Voter's

name, . -. *. . ,\
"

ilJ,'::, Vvi: Lec-

tures], ;
. \\' ,..- :

'

\ ': :secL p-cudo-J Vi <r.

But as'there is no other reason to suppose that
ilii- iiiri-'-yith^

1
O<--|n"l ', ; contained the passage

nt n
ii--;i-"n.- !

: :v: i-.iL'.i-.* "i lately discovered "be-

ginning in the middle of the story of the Passion,
and as Justin elsewhere probably refers to our

Second GO-|K:! -oo below), it is more reasonable to

suppose \\ iih !>uete (G-ospel of St. Peter, p. xxxiii),
Salmond (Hastings, DB iii. 256), and Stanton

(JThSt ii. 6, and Gospels as Hist. Doc, p. 93 ff.)

that he refers to it here. If so, we have another

authority for regarding St. Peter as a chief source
of Mark. In considering the question whether
Justin refers to Mk. or to the apocryphal Gospel,
we must note that while some points of contact
are found "between pseudo-Peter and Justin, there
are also some considerable differences (see esp.

Stanton, loc. eit.}, and that if one borrowed from
the other, it is as likely that psendo-Peter is the
borrower as Justin. The Evangelic narratives are
in Justin commonly called l memoirs 5

e.g. ApoL
L 66, 'the memoirs composed by them [the

Apostles] which are called Gospels.' From Dial.

103 it appears that he included in the term some
not composed "by the Apostles themselves but by
their followers. He speaks of * the memoirs drawn
up by the Apostles and by those who followed

them,' and in this context recalls the (Lukan ?)

account of the Agony and the drop_s
of blood.

Tatiau
,
Justin's pupil, affords evidence that Mk.

was received in his time (c. 170 A.D.) as one of the
four Gospel narratives pre-eminently above, and
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on a different platform from, all others. His Dia-
tessctron is now known to be a harmony of our
four Gospels, and probably it was not the first

of its kind.
Irenaeus is the first explicitly to expound the

doctrine of the necessity of a fourfold Gospel (tStaicev

ij/juf T6Tpd,/j,op<po^ TO eua'yyeXioj'j iii. 11. 8). As the
world has four quarters, and as the Church is

spread over the whole world, and as the pillar and
ground of the Church is the Gospel and the Spirit
of life, so it is right that there should be four

Gospels. Irenseus finds other equally fanciful
reasons for a fourfold Gospel, and identities our

Evangelists with the fourfold appearance of the

cherubim, St. Mark being the eagle (see iii. 1
below). This reasoning, however erroneous, shows
that our four Gospels had a position entirely by
themselves in Irenseus' estimation ; and Dr. Taylor
conjectures that he borrowed the idea from Hernias
(Witness of Hennas, 1), In an earlier passage
(iii. 1. 1) Irenseus says that Mark was Peter's

disciple and interpreter (typ-qvevr'/js, as Papias), and
that he handed on to us in writing the things
preached by Peter, after the departure of Peter
and Paul. In iii. 10. 6 (where the Greek is want-
ing), Irenseus calls Mark 'interpres et sectator
Petri.'

^Tertullian (adv. Marc, iv. 5, Migne, P. L. iL 396)
gives similar witness (' . . . licet et Marcus quod
edidit, Petri affirmetur, cujus interpres Marcus').
The Muratorian fragment (r. A.D. 170? or perhaps

a little later) begins in the middle of a sentence

thus^:
e

. . . quibus tamen interfuit, et ita posuit.
Tertium Evangel ii librum secundum Lucan . . .

Quarti (\,, i i^"1: -.I'M Johannes ex discipulis. . . .'

Thus the writer had been speaking of two Gospels,
which were neither Luke nor John. It is gener-
ally recognized that the >poni'i^ words of the
fragment refer to Mk. railier Than to Mt., and
that the latter had. come first, as in Irenoeus ; but
there is some difference of opinion as to their

meaning. Swete, Lightfoot, and Chase interpret
them to mean that Mark was present at some
discourses of Peter ; he reported Peter's teaching
as far as he had the opportunity. The first word
'quibus

3

may be the second half of 'aliquibus'
some; Chase (Hastings

3 DB iii. 24) takes 'quibus
tamen 5

as the equivalent
" ' " ^

*? 84 for
the fragment i* a Latin - Greek.
Zahu (EM felt. ii. 200 f.) thinks that the author of
the fragment had quoted Papias as saying that
Mark was not a hearer of our Lord, and then
qualified Papias' assertion by saying that Mark
had been present at some of our Lord's discourses.
Compare this with the idea of some later writers
(e.g. rim-lum-i-.. TT'er. xx. 4, Ii. 6) that Mark was
one o: rii<- <.\.v\ (Seventy-two) Disciples; and
with the modern opinion that the young man ofMk 145i was tin F.v.Mi^tli-i. But, as Svvete shows
(St. Mark, p. \\\i :

i . : ,1- u ji^in-i \\\^ words that
follow about Luke: * Neither <li,i ii< [Luke] him-
self see the Lord in the flesh,

3

Clement of Alexandria (Hypotyp., ap. Euseb.HE vi. 14) says that while Peter was preaching
the gospel at Rome, many of those present beggedMark to write down what was said. Peter neither
forbade nor ur^l it. There is a story similar to
this told

^in iho Mnrmoi-ijiTi fragment about John.
In HE ii. 15, Eusebius says, on the authority of
Clement and Papias, that Peter confirmed the
writing; but the passage afterwards quoted Tby
Eusebius from Papias does not bear out this detail.
Origen (quoted by Euseb. HE vi. 25) says that
Mark

^composed the Gospel at Peter's instruction
(a?? He'rpo? ti<pr}ytfcraro}, being acknowledged as Ms

It is unnecessary to quote later writers, who ;

could scarcely have other means of information i

than we have ; but we may notice that Eusebius

(HE ii. 16) makes Mark go to Egypt and found the
Church at Alexandria after he had written his

Gospel, and says (ib, 24) that Anniarms succeeded
him as bishop there in the eighth year of Nero, a
statement which Jerome improves upon by saying
that St. Mark died then (de Vir. Illustr. 8). It is

also desirable to quote Au^u-tino, as his opinion
has had sucli weight in the ^Church. He says (de
Consensu Ettti)t/i

t

lt*i.'tt
>

n.m, i. 3, aliter i. 6) that
of the four Evangelists, Matthew wrote lirst,

then Mark, and that Mark was, as it were,
Matthew's follower and abbreviator (' Marcus eum
subsecutus tanquam pedissequus et breviator ejus
videtur '). Seldom has one short sentence had
such an unfortunate effect in distorting a judg-
ment on a literary work ; and largely in conse-

quence of it Mk. has been generally neglected.
The Second Gospel seems hardly to have engaged
the attention of commentators ; and the writer
known as Victor of Antioch (quoted by Swete, St.

Mark, p. xxxiv) in the 5th cent, (or later), says
that he had not been able to tind a single author
who had expounded it.

2. Early quotations, references, and use. The
use of Mk. by iho V.po-1 olio Fathers is not certain,

though in soim- OMM I - nuiu; probable. The quota-
tion in Clement of lipme (Cor, 23) and pseudo-
Clement (Ancient Homily, 11), which in the latter
is introduced by Ay -yap Kal 6 Trpo^nKbs Xd-yos, is

more likely to be from some lost Christian writing
than to be a fusion of Mk 426ff- and other NT pass-
ages ; but Poiy<Mrp. Phil. 5, SidKOvos irdvrwv, seems to
come from Mlc i)"

1

. In other cases it is probable
that one of our Gospels is referred to, but we
cannot be sure that it is Mk. in particular that is

before the writer. As an example we may take

Polyearp, Phil. 7, which quotes Mt 2641 and Mk
14 8b

exactly, and both in Polycarp and in the
Gospels the context is about nm jin'-i^ inio tempta-
tion. Pseudo-Clement (2). ,-r" -i-s-ni'i^ Is 541

LXX, continues: t Another S 'ipisnv -n:Hi. I came
not to call the righteous, but sinners/ exactly as
Mt 918

, Mk 217
, where ' to repentance

*
is not in the

best manuscripts, but comes from
||
Lk 532

. But
Mt. and not Mk. might have been before Polycarp
and pseudo-Clement, though in the latter case the
omission of the yap of Mt. makes Mk. more likely.And so with Clement of Home, Ignatius, and
others. The Didache apparently refers to Mt. and
Lk., and the name itself seems to be derived from
Ac 242 but though a probable reference (x. 5) to
1 Jn 418 makes the writer's \

" "

of Jn.
likely, there is no trace of his knowing Mark.
For the possible references to the last twelve verses
in Barnabas, etc., see below, vi. The use of Mk.
by Hernias is very probable. He apparently refers
to Mk 329

10f
4 where they differ from Mt. and Lk.,

in Hand. ii. 2 (otfrus odv &>o%os &r# bjuaprias rov

KaraXaXouvros), and Sim. ix. 20. 3 (rots rototfrots
5ti<rKo\6v ivriv els rfy (3<x,cn\ela,v rov eoD dcrdKQeiv).

Indirectly the Shepherd of Hernias supplier a great
argument for the antiquity of the Gospels, because
it shows the uniqueness of our Lord5

.- parMbli^ ii>

there narrated. Hennas essays the >iiiu' inei Iiod
of teaching, but his attempt is utterly feeble. If
the Gospels were 2nd cent, productions, and the
words of^our Lord had been handed on only by
oral tradition, the parables could never have been
kept so pure. They would in the course of time,
before the narm mo- reached us in their present
form, have assimilated features such as we find in
Hernias. [For further references in the Shepherd
see Zahn, Hirt d, Hermas, p. 456 ff. ; Stanton,
Gosp. as Hist. Doc. p. 45].
To Justin's probable reference to the Boanerges

passage (see above) must be added DiaL 88, where
he speaks of Jesus as (

supposed to be the car-
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penter
J

(re/cro^os vo^o^evov ;
but Otto's text has

1/0,0,. 'Io>0"?70 rod refer, vlov vTr&pxew}- Only Mark
(6

3
) calls Jesus a carpenter (see iii. (j) below).

Justin also probably quotes from the last twelve
verses (below, vi. }.

The use of Mk. by heretics is presumed from
references to it in Heracleon, the Valentinians,
pseudo-Peter, and the Clementine Homilies (the
Erst two as reported by Clement of Alexandria
and Irenseus), for which reference may be made to
Swete's St. Mark, p. xxxi ; and Sanday's Gospels
in the, Second Century, ch. vi. p. 177 ff.

The Gospel is found in all the old Versions
Curetonian and Sinaitic Syriac (of the former only
1017-20 is extant), Old Latin, Bohairic, Sahidie ; and
in all catalogues and Greek manuscripts of the

Gospels.
P.; '!>.: together the statements, references, and

Hi'-i;". ii-'i-, and deferring the question of an editor
later than the original writer of the Gospel (see
vii. ), we may conclude, (a) that there is valid

evidence that Mk, was in circulation before the
middle of the 2nd cent. ; (6) that ecclesiastical
tradition almost uniformly connects the Second
Evangelist with St. Peter the Apostolic Constitu-
tions (ii. 57, Lagarde, p, 85, c. A.D. 375) being the

only writing which undoubtedly connects him
with St. Paul (at <rvvpyol Ila^Xou . . . Aou/cas /cat

McLp/cos, cf. Philem. 24
,
CoL 4n

) ; (c) that there was
a difference of tradition as to whether he wrote
while St. Peter was alive or after his death (see
iv. below). Further, (d) the Alexandrian Fathers

Clement and Origen do not mention Mark's preach-
ing at Alexandria a strange silence ; and (&} there
is no hint till Hippolytus that there was more than
one Mark ; apparently the other writers identified
the cousin of Barnabas and the disciple of Peter.

iii. THE CHARACTER OF THE GOSPEL AS SHOWN
BY ITSELF AND BY COMPARISON WITH THE OTHER
GOSPELS. If we had no information from ecclesi-

astical writers, we could have made no conjecture
as to the authorship of the Second Gospel, as we
can in the case of Lk. (by comparing it with Acts)
and Jn. (by comparing it with the ^

"

.

But from internal evidence we should !
.

the author was either an oy<i-\vilm-x of the events
described or at least that liLk lm<l lir-t-luunl infor-

mation. Further, a close examination of the

Gospel makes it exceedingly probjibh; that the
writer's informant was St. Peter. So that, while
we should never from the NT itself have arrived
at the name Mark, yet the internal evidence fully
corroborates the external, that the author was the
*

iiitorjirolfT of Peter.' The impression left from a

>mdy ui Mk. is that we have here in effect, though
not in form, and not without some additions due
to the Evangelist himself, that Apostle's Gospel.
It begins the narrative at the point when Peter
could give his own recollections at the preaching
of the Baptist and the baptism of Jesus. This,
not the Birth-narratives, as in the case of Mt. and
Lk. , nor yet the account of our Lord's pre-existence,
as in the case of Jn., was to Mark ' the beginning
of the go-pd of Jesus Christ the Son of God' (I

1
),

whether these words are part of the record or are
the tiilf* piofi\<

kd by an early scribe.

1. Presentation of Christ's Person and work.

Beginning with the preaching of John and our
Lord's entering on His ministry, St. Mark de-

scribes at length the Galilaean ministry and the
slow unfolding of Jesus' claims. Our Lord, for

example, does not at once proclaim His Messiah-

ship, nor does He allow evil spirits to proclaim it in-

opportunely (I-
5 312

, cf. I 44 etc.). Even after Peter's

confession at Csesarea Philippi, when the Galilaean

ministry was nearly ended, the disciples were

charged to tell no man (8
30

-).
At first Jesus begins

by calling Himself the Son of Man (2
10

). Then

the crowds begin to see in Him a prophet ; His
own people and the learned scribes from Jerusalem
think Him mad. We might even think, at first

sight, especially if we have the Matthsean account
(16

16
) of Peter's confession chiefly in mind and not

the Markan, that the disciples then and then only
found out that Jesus was Messiah. But this deduc-
tion would be precarious. The account in Jn.,
which makes the Baptist begin by calling Jesus
the Lamb of God and the Son of God, and makes
Andrew, Philip, and Nathanael at once recognize
Him as Messiah (Jn 129.34.41.45.49^ bears all the
marks of i-

1 -

' M 1

:

1

;.. A Juclsean ministry, as to
which the *\

'

; -:- are almost silent, must have
been carried on simultaneously with the Galilaean

]reLchin^. We should expect Jesus, as a religious
Jew, to visit Jerusalem frequently ; and indeed, if

the last Passover were His first' visit during the

ministry, we could not explain the sudden enmity
of the Jerusalem Jews, or the fact of there being
Judsean disciples Judas Iscariot (probably from
Kerioth in Judtea), Joseph of Arimathasa, the
owners of the colt at Bethphage and of the room
where the Last Supper was celebrated (these evi-

dently knew Jesus), the household at Bethany,
and Simon 'the leper.

5

Also non-Markan portions
of Mt. and Lk. imply visits to Jerusalem or a
wider ministry than that in Galilee (Mt 2337

5 Lk
444 BGK, IS21 - 3'1

**); and in Acts the Apostles at
once make their 1 ' .-.il r,.. \ - at Jerusalem, which
would have been .11 -:K- !\ i, they had only just
arrived there for the first time. On that occasion

they were perfectly familiar
"" ''

i- - ,.i -""

j
le.

But if this be >o, \ve should < NJ .> .- of

proclaiming the Person of Christ to have been
adopted for these two quite distinct people, of such
different characteristics, and separated by hostile

Samaria. In Jerusalem, where religious contro-

versy was rife, the question of Jesus
5

Personality
and office could not be postponed ; this is shown
by the way in which the Pharisees questioned the

Baptist. But in Galilee this was not the case,
and the revelation <

iM i

<|ii<.
t|i

L'ly was much more
gradual. The Apos;! -. dosil-! i- . had heard the

questions asked in Judgea, and did know the claim
of Jesus to be the Christ, though perhaps they did
not fully realize all that it meant until the inci-

dent at Ceesarea Philippi. Thenceforward Jesus

speaks to them of F1K t'unirc glory (8
38

, cf. 97 ) and
of His Passion (8

81 912- 31
etc.). After the Galilsean

ministry (which ends at 950 ) Mark gives some short
account (eh. 10) of journeys in Judsea and Persea,
and it is only on the final approach to Jerusalem
that all reserve passes away. In common with all

the Evangelists, Mark gives a detailed account of
the last days at Jerusalem.

In describing our Lord's Person, Mark emphatic-
ally brings out His Divinity* Jesus claims super-
human authority e.g. 228

'

(lord of the Sabbath),
8s8 and 1462 (coming in glory, the latter in answer
to Caiaphas' question, *Art thou the Christ?'),
126ff*

(the beloved Son and Heir) ; and especially
authority to forgive sins, 25- 10

(the paralytic). He
is a supernatural Person : I11 97

(

' my beloved
Son '), P4

('the Holy One of God 3

), 311
(

s the Son of

God'), 57 ( Son of the Most High God 5

), 1539
('the

Son of God 3

or 'a son of God 3

). He knows the

thoughts of man, 28 817 1215, and what is to happen
in the future, 220

(fasting), 881 and 931 etc. (the

Passion), &** (the Second Advent), 1039 (the suffer-

ings of the Apostles), 132
(destruction of the

Temple), I310
(the universal gospel), 1427

(scattering
of the sheep). His death has an atoning efficacy,
1045 (Xtirpov avrl TroXXw*/), 1424 ('my blood of the
covenant which is shed for many').
But still more striking is the emphasis laid on

the true humanity of our Lord. The reality of

His human body is referred to much as in the other
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Evangelists e.g. He is wearied^ and sleeps (4
38

;

sleep is perhaps implied also in I 35
) ; He eats (14

3
)

and drinks (15
3 '

1

) ; His 'touch' is
'""

of (I
41

etc.) (see GESTURES) ; the ; , :

';

is dwelt on in 1543ff
*. But Mark pre-eminently

describes the human soul and spirit of our Lord.
Note especially His human compassion (I

41
)
and

love (1C-
1
), and the more painful emotions (I

4a 35 6U

1014 1433f - 1534
), for which see below, iii. 3. Note

also the reference to our Lord's human soul and

spirit in 28 14n4
, and to His human will in 143(i

.

Mark also refers to the sinless limitations of Jesus
5

human nature. Q .

'"' '

. '; asked apparently
for information

w
.- ^

,'
,

.-."in these cases an
' economical '

questioning seems scarcely worthy.
The Evangelist also records the one perfectly
certain instance of Jesus' ignorance qua man, 13a2

(the Day of Judgment M> Mt. ). It is because so
much stress is laid in Mk. on our Lord's true human
nature that St. Augustine assigns to the Second
Evangelist the symbol of the man. Other Fathers

vary much in assigning the four symbols, but it is

remarkable that each one of the four is assigned to
St. Mark in some one or other of the leathers,
Irenseus making him the eagle, Victorious the lion,

Augustine the man, pseudo-Athanasiua the calf

(see Swete, St. Mark, p. xxxviii).
2. Autoptic character. In many passages Mk.

shows, equally with Jn. and much more than Mt.
and Lk., clear signs of first-hand knowledge. In
these places Mk. often gives a lifelike touch,
though Mt. and Lk. in their parallels have lost

it. Such are the stooping down of the Baptist
to loose the shoe-latchet (I

7
), the heavens in the

act of opening (<rxiop.vov$ [present], I10
), the 'in-

coherent and excited remarks of the crowd 5

at
the healing of the Capernaum demoniac (I

27 best

text, see KV; they are softened down by later
scribes of Mk. and by Lk.), the 'house of Simon
and Andrew 3

(I
29

, -where
|| Mt. and Lk. omit

Andrew ; in the East it is common for several

brothers, even when married, to live in one house,
but it required first-hand knowledge to know that
Andrew and Peter lived together), Simon starting
in pursuit of Jesus (I

36
), the breaking up of the

mud roof to let the paralytic down through it,

with other details (2
4
, where Mt. tells none of

the small points, and Lk., writing for a Roman
nobleman, as ha- !-..-. i .>;.

i i u, -."I. translates
these, to him, !,s

'

:'V :' <;,.!!- into the
language of Western Europe, and says that the
man was let down through the tiles

,-
see Ramsay,

Was Christ "born at Bethlehem? p. 63), the single
pillow, rb Trjoo<rKe$cAatoj>, probably a wooden head-
rest, in the boat in the storm (4

38
, Mk, only),

Jesus turning round in the crowd to see who
touched Him (so Mt., not Lk.), and His glance
at the woman (5

30fF
*, Mk. only), His not allowing

the crowd who were with Him to come near
Jairas' house, a very probable and lifelike detail
(5

37
, Mk. only ; Lk. makes Jesus dismiss the crowd

on His entering). The scene at Jairus' house is

especially vivid in Mk., and is instructive as
showing who the Evangelist's authority was. It
must have been one of the inner circle of Apostles,
i.e. Peter, James, or John (Andrew was not here
present). As James died early, and another Gospel
was writ ren by (or, at least, depends on) John,we are led to think of Peter as the source. Fur-
ther instances of lifelike touches are: the five
thousand arranged 'like garden beds' irpocml
-n-paa-iat (Mk. only) on the green grass (6

40
), the

details in the account of the Transfiguration (9
2ff

-,

where Mt. and Lk. also are vivid), but especially
of the healing which followed, where the story is
told from the point of view of the three Apostles,
not of those who remained behind (9

U \06i>res
. , . tWov $xXoj>, Mk. only), and where Mk. only

has the delicate touch (9
17

) that the man brought
the cataleptic boy to Jesus and applied to the dis-

ciples only \vhen he found that Jesus was absent,
and other autoptic details ; Mt. and Lk. greatly
abbreviate this narrative. So Mark alone relates

that in the dispute about precedence and in the

blessing of the little ones Jesus took the children

into His arms (evayKaXiffd^vos, 9 <!6 10 lff

), and in the

latter case that He blessed them fervently (KarTjv-

Aoyet)- Notice also how Mk. alone tells us of the

searching glance of love cast by Jesus on the rich

young man and the clouding over of the young
man's brow (1Q

3H<
)> and of the colt tied at the

door without in the open street (II
4

; probably
Peter was one of the two disciples sent), of Jesus

refusing to permit vessels to be carried through
the Temple (11

1(J
), of the command to bring a

denarius, the Roman coin, into the Temple (where
only Jewish coins were current) at the question
of paying tribute (12

15
).

For the Agony in the

Garden, see below, 3 ; but here again we note
that the source must have been Peter, James, or

John. The account of Peter's denials is indecisive,
as he must have been the ultimate authority for

all the narratives ; but the eTrt/SaXc^ of Mk 147a

(see below, $ (h)) argues the priority of our Evan-

gelist. Exception,
' V " !', \- \i-lonced by

the mention of the .' --'! j .,
'

i [AlphfBiis,
214

), of the father of the blind man at Jericho

(Tinxseus, 1046 ), and of the sons of Simon of Gyrene
(Alexander and Eufus, 1521

). These and other
instances lead us to see in the Second Gospel a

graphic account of one who had first-hand know-
ledge at his command, and, to a large extent,
confirm Papias' description of Mark as Peter's

interpreter. Mk. consists almost entirely of things
of which Peter had personal knowledge. As
Eusebius noticed long ago (Devnonstr. E'oangel,
iii. 5, Cologne ed.

p.
120 f.j, it is silent on matters

which reflect credit on Peter. It alone records
several Petrine touches. We have, in fact, here
in all particulars the Petrine tradition in a far
more exact form than in the other Synoptics.

3. Description of the inner feelings of our Lord
and of the Apostles. This is found in Mk. to an
extent which argues an early narrative based on
intimate personal lviio\\ It <!;:<! of Jesus and of the
Twelve. In Mt. and Lk. the painful emotions
of our Lord are not mentioned, except in the case
of the Agony, and even that disappears in the
Westcott-Hort text of Lk. (22

43f
-) ; a fact probably

to be accounted for by a feeling of reverence due
to a slightly later age. In Mk. we find a more
childlike boldness in describing Jesus' feelings.
See the following instances, which are found in
Mk. only : I

43
^pi/wjcrdjKepos (denoting sternness :

not necessarily anger, but deep feeling) ; 35

righteous anger and grief ; 66
wondering at the

1
!"'

'

: ^belief (here Mt. retains BL& r^v &7ri<rTiav

. . omits 3datifj,a<rv ; on the other hand,
Mt 810

, Lk 79 have the wonder of Jesus3 human
mind at the centurion's faith an incident which
was not part of the Petrine tradition and is not
inMk.); 1014, i-.Mif-Yi-.ioM wh-n (V> r.i-i]l kept
back the little children; and <^i.<-<-i?ill;. 'l r -, the

Agony in the Garden, where -ML ;:loi.t"' -;',iks of
the surprise (&c0a/u,er0ai) added to the distraction
from grief (tiSy/Aovetv) of Jesus' human soul. Mt.
changes the former to Xv7rei<r0cu while retaining
the latter, and Lk. omits the whole passage. If,
as seems probable, the passage Lk 2248f - is not an
original part of the Third Gospel, it is perhaps
a fragment older than Lk. and reflects the same
staoc of though! as Mark. It is referred to in

Justin, Dial. 103.- It is not unlikely that the
difference between Mk 1018

(the rich yoiing man)
and Mt 19m in the best text (BDtt, Origen, etc. ;

see Westcott-Hort, Notes] is due to the same
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feeling. Possibly when the First Evangelist wrote,
the M arkan phrase,

* Why callest thou me good ?

none is good save one, even God/ may have been
misunderstood to imply a merely human Christ.

Or perhaps the Westcott-Hort text of Mt. is not
ori'.'iiNil. but is due to an early scribe or editor
\\li; uNikt-d the Markan form of the incident.
Another example is the 7rrcD/m of Mk 1545

(so KBDL ;

Westcott-Hort with AC, etc., read crcS^ct). This
was a word used of the carcase of a dead animal
or of a human being, with a touch of contempt.
Mt. and Lk. have therefore altered irr&fjca, to cuD/m,
as also have some scribes in Mk., from feelings
of reverence.
The same thing is true of andther matter almost

peculiar to Mk.
,
the account of the inner feelings

of the Apostles. See 438
, showing the Apostles'

resentment against the Lord (* Carest thou not?'),
and similarly 441

, showing their awe or holy fear
at the revelation of Jesus' po\yer and Divinity (cf.

,

however, St. Peter at the miraculous draught of
fishes in Lk 5s

) ; so 103J, showing their amazement
and fear, apparently arising from our Lord's
manner as He went before them ; and 145 &e-

ppiflGvro, here (unlike I 43
) of anger.

A similar result follows from the passages where
Mk. tells us that Jesus ' could not '

do a thing. The
inability is, doubtless, relative and conditional.
Jesus ' could not ' do that which was inconsistent
with His plan of salvation. Yet here the other
S\ no])!UK. feeling that the phrases might be mis-
understood as taking* from the Master's glory, have
altered or omitted them. See I 45 724, and the

specially significant 6
51

-, where otf/c edtvaro 6KT Trotfarai.

ajuuv el
yU/fy, /c.r.X., fcal tBatifJUttrev 5td TTJV

UJp ==Mt 1358 otto eTroirja-ev ^tce? dvvd/^ets

rfyv d,Triari&v afrr&v, the two possible causes
of offence being removed in Mt.
& Comparison with the other Synoptics. The

indications given in the last two subsections will

lead us to believe that the Second Gospel, either
in the form in which we have it now, or at least

in a form very like that which we have, is chrono-

logically (lie first of the Synoptic--, and that it lay
lit'fonj j'lio writers of the First and Third Gospels.
This impression is greatly strengthened by the
considerations which follow. We still postpone
the question whether the Markan Gospel known
to Matthew and Luke is the same as our Mark.

(a) Scope of MarJc. Except about thirty verses,
all the narrative that we find in Mk. we find also

(and in the same order) in either Mt. or Lk., or in
both. This might tell both ways. If Mark were

only an abbrevi;>io!. !>: n.v. i::-^ fiim M 1

-. and Lk.,
without much IriiiiM.oTiiior.i iriiurm.Mic'i. it would
stand to reason that he would have little to tell

us that was not found in them. But, then, Ms
Gospel would not be the fresh and vivid, first-hand
and autoptic, composition that it is. Therefore
we are led to the conclusion that Matthew and
Luke borrowed from Mark, and that one or other
of them took almost everything that was found in
his Gospel.
That Luke borrowed from Mark is seen from

another fact. In the Third Gospel there is a long
section which is not in the Second (Lk 951-1814

).

For this, Luke is dependent on some other source.

Tint. 1i!i\ln^ followed the Markan order somewhat
clo-cly up io the point where the section begins,
he goes back, when the section ends, to within a
few ^verses of the place in Mk. where he dropped
it. Thus, Lk 950 =Mk 9391 -

; Lk 18 15=Mk 1013
.

This looks as if Mk. (or something very like it)

was lying open before the Third Evangelist as he
wrote.

(b} Diffuseness and redundancy of Mk. as com-

P'trul with parallel passages of Mt. and LirJce.

The idea that Mark is an kbbreviator of Matthew

is at once shown to be wrong when we compare
parallels. When we do so, we shall find, in almost
every case, that Mk. is much fuller than either
Mt. or Lk. taken singly. The greater bulk of
the two latter is due to their relating many inci-

dents and speeches which are not in Mark. The
style of Mk. is somewhat diffuse, and it was neces-

sary for the other Synoptists, if they were to make
room for the new matter which they desired to
introduce, to prune it considerably. This they
did. Instances are : I 32 (Mt. omits * when the sun
did set,' Lk. omits 'at even'); I35 irpul ^vvvxa Xcw
(
= Lk. yevofjLevTjs ijjiiepas) ; 215f - 4ljf>

, where the shorter
form in Mt. and Lk. really omits nothing from
the sense; 522f- 35

(Mt., abbreviating, puts together
the arrival of Jairus who said that the child was
dying, and of the messenger who said that she
was dead) ; 525 (Mt. omits all the Markan details
about the woman with the issue of blood, Lk.
omits some of them) ; 617ff-

(the parenthetical ex-

planation about the Baptist's death interrupts the
course of the narrative in Mt. and Mk., but is

greatly abbreviated in the former
;

in Lk. the

story is put in its proper place, but abbreviated
to one or two sentences ; note Mk.'s redundant
evQbs fj,era c-Trovdys, 6'

25
) ; 81

(the feeding of the four

thousand, shortened in Mt.
,

left out in Lk. ) ;

8U (the omission to take bread, abbreviated in

Mt., whence we should have gathered, if we had
not had Mk. ,

that they discovered the omission only
after landing, instead of when in the boat, as Mk.,
which is much more likely) ; 988f-

(the stranger
exorcist, omitted in Mt., shortened in Lk.) ; IS19

cnr' dpXTJs Kricreas ty ^KTtcrev b Beds (
=Mt. cfor' ap.

#607x01;, Lk. different). Many other examples might
be

'

- tt. r ? S15 - d7
{cf. Lk. ) 12 1*- 44 1468 15 1 16s

.

See ,.:- i (i: . \." -
;
Horce Synopticce,, pp. 100 ff., 110.

A similar instance of redundancy is the use of

pleonastic forms in Mk., e.g. K iratdtbGev 921

(A omits K, D has e/c 7rat56s)", airb jiatcpbdev 56 8s

II 13 1454 1540
. These are very seldom found in Mt.

and Luke.
(c) Correction of Markan details in Mt. or

L^tke. In two or three instances we find a small

slip of the pen corrected, as when Mark (I
2f

-) cites

as from Isaiah a passage which is really partly
from Mai 31 and partly from Is

40^, perhaps through
using a "book of quotations in which these passages
followed each other, with c Isaiah

' at the top of

the page; here the othes ^ omit the
Malachi passage (though \ elsewhere,
Mt H 10=Lk 7*7 ), thus silently correcting Mark.
So Mk 22<5 has ^TTL 'AfiiaQctp apxtepecoy, which can

only mean 'during the high priesthood of Abiathar'

(AC, etc., insert roD, which might give the mean-
ing 'in the time of A., who was afterwards high.

priest
5

; D, syr
sm

, and some Old Latin MSS omit
the whole phrase ; these are scribes' corrections).
The II

Mt. Lk. have the Markan sentence almost

exactly, with the exception of these three words
which they omit, no doubt because it is not correct
to say that the events happened when Abiathar
was actually high priest. In the account of the
women at the tomb (Mk 16J

) there is some con-

fusion of time (\icLV Trpwl . . . avareiXayros rov

ijXiov), probably due to compression, different

events being put together, unless, indeed, we
accept WrigTit

3

^ suggestion (Synopsis of the Gos-

pels'
2
, in 1o<:.} that JU^TTW has dropped out before

avarcLXavTos. In
|j
Mt 28 1 there is a similar obscur-

ity :
e late on the Sabbath day, as it began to

dawn toward the first day of the week, came
Mary Magdalene.

3 But this is corrected in

II
Lk 241

. The women came on the first day of

the week SpQpov /totfews (so Jn 201
Trpwt, <r/eoras #rt

ofiffvi s).

Cases of explanations, or corrections of matter,
as opposed to corrections of phraseology, may be
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seen in Mk 128 , where the killing of the heir

precedes the casting out of the vineyard, the order

being inverted in Mt. and Lk. to make the

parable fit the heavenly counterpart ; in Mk 1314

(* abomination of desolation') where
\\
Mt 2415 adds

(

spoken of by Daniel the prophet,
3 and

||
Lk 21 20

explains by altering to 'Jerusalem compassed
with armies ' and Mk 1539 where the words
'Son of God' (so Mt.) are explained by Lk. as
* a righteous man. 5 In this last case the Markan
phrase is probably original, though the centurion
would have "borrowed it from the Jews without
understanding it ; Luke gives what the centurion
meant in his own mind.

In several cases additions in Mt. or Lk. imply
the priority of Mk., the added words probably
coming from a non - Markan source, as in the
confession of St. Peter, where the account in Mk.
(8

29
) could hardly have been derived from Mt. by

abbreviation ; and in the warning (Mk 1318
) to

pray that the flight be not in the winter (xet^tw^os),
where Mt. (24~) adds fvqdk a-ajSpdry, changing the
case. Or, in some instances, the added words are a

gloss ; e.g. Mk S34 (taking up the cross Lk. adds

'daily^'),'
104U (to sit on Jesus' right hand or left

hand is for those for whom it has been prepared
-Mt. adds '

by my Father'}, 121
(the owner of the

vineyard goes away Lk. adds xpovoi/s iKavofc,

showing special knowledge of viticulture, as it

would be several years before the grapes were
allowed to ripen).

In some cases, by a turn of phrase, Mk.'s accu-

racy in minute points is lost in Mt. and Luke.
Thus in Mk 43S our Lord was already in the boat
(4

1
) ; the other Synoptists, by an oversight, make

Him embark here. In the Charge DO the Twelve
Mk 6s has take nothing , . . save a staff only

'

;

II
Mt. and Lk. show an early exaggeration of the

command (see Swete, St. Mark, in loc.). In
Mk 101 Jesus comes 'into the borders of Judaea
and beyond (K&I ir4pa,v) Jordan 5

; Mt. (19
1
) omits

teat, as do some lesser MSS. in Mk. (A, etc., have
end TOU TT^pav) ; but doubtless Mk. is right here,
Jesus went both into Judsea and into Persea.

The p<i>sa<:e is not in Luke. On the general
question of the alterations and omi.-v-ions of
Markan matter in Mt. and Lk. see Hawkins,
Hor, Synopt. p. 96 ff. He suggests that several
Markan passages might be misunderstood as de-

rogatory to Jesus or to the Apostles, or might
otherwise cause offence ; and therefore were
altered by Mt. or by Lk. or by both.

(d] Correction, of Markan phraseology in Mt. or
Litke. The Second Gospel is distinguished by a
rough and unpolished style, reded ing ihe Greek
commonly spoken by the Jew- in i IK*' ] -r century.
In the parallels of the other Synoptics there are
numerous instances of toning down and pruning
Mark's unliterary forms of speech.
As an example, take Mk.'s frequent use of

diminutives, often altered in Mt., almost always
in Luke. Such are dvydrpiov 523 725

(not elsewhere
in NT)==<9v7d-n?p Mt. Lk. (no Lukan parallel to 725

) ;

TraiSiov, Kopdviov (the latter a late colloquial word
condemned by the Atticists) 539ff* = Kopdo-iov Mt. bis= ?rcuV Lk. i iraidta 10IS

(so Mt. }
= $0^97 Lk. ; tx0tiSia,

87 Mt. has it once, but soon corrects to Ix^a* (not
in Lk.) ; irKoidpiov $P (so Jn.), not in Mt. and Lk.
(all the best MSS in Mk 4s6 have *-Xo?a as in Mt.
and Lk., not vXoidpia as TR) tirdpiov &BD 1447

(also
in Jn.) =&TLQV Mt. = 0j5s- Lk.

; ircudlcrKy 146fL 69
(so Mt.

Lk. once, but Mt. soon changes it to &\\i), Lk. to
repos) ; Kwdpiu 7m (so Mt., no Lukan parallel) ;

y/ixta 7s8
(so Mt., no Lukan parallel : tiiyt&v in Lk

1621 is not in the best MSS}.
(e) Other colloquialisms are fix-ipicr-l in Mark,

These are often corrected in Mi., oi:i-n<r still in
Luke. [Those here marked with an asterisk are

expressly condemned by the Attieists]. Such are

jcpdjSjSaros* or Kpdparros* 24 * 9 * n
(Mt. and Lk, K\lvf) t

Lk. also K\ivl8tov) and 655
(Mt. omits, Lk. IUIK no

parallel, Jn. also has the word) ; <rv/ji,poti\iov edidow

I'W.IL eTToi'^craz', eTrotow] 36
,

<r. irorfo-avTes 15 1
, neither

elsewhere in NT (Mt. has <r. \a.fj.pA,veaf tive times,
Lk. different) ; 6p/ct^w

*
57

, avoided by Mt. and Lk.

(Mt 266
'

3 has eop/ao>) ; ecrxarws $x l
* &> corrected

byMt. and Lk. (Josephus has ev ecr^d-rot? elvcLt, Ant.
IX. viii. 6) ; crcpvpis* [best reading] 88 - i>0

(HO Mt.),

colloquial for crirupis (see Deissmann, BibL Stn.tL

p. 158, Eng. tr.); /3X^7rere and 815 1238
, probably

colloquial or coined by Mark, corrected or avoided
in Mt. and Lk. ; Ato^tfaX/jos* 94Mso Mt., Lk. has
no parallel); rpi'//-aXta /a0t5os 1025=Mt. rp-JJ/aa p. =
Lk. rpTjjua jSeXuv^s best text (rpuju,. is a late rare

word, doubtless colloquial; pa<j>i$* is colloquial);

Ko\\v(3i<rT'r}s
* II 15

(so Mt. and Jn. ; Lk. omits;
Jn 2uf* has Kep/narLcrr^s in addition) ; ^/ce^aXtwcra^
124

,
&TT. \GJ. in Greek, altered in Mt. and Lk.

(see iii. 5 and vii. below) ; &ypeti<r(a(riv 12 ia

(
= Mt. irayLdei'/crcacrLV, both CITT. Xey. in NT ; Lk.

lias <?7nXc/3wfraO ; /cardXu^a 1414
(so Lk., but Mt.

omits), a """. though the verb /caraX^w is

classical :. -f
{

halting to rest'; els /ca<9'

(/caret) els 1419
(altered in Mt., no parallel in Lk.,

a colloquialism, els being made an indeclinable

numeral, or else Kara an adverb, see Deissmann,
BibL Stud. p. 138) ; rfoewov* 1444 (

= Mt. cr^elov} ;

pdTTicri&a* 1465 (so Jn., but altered in Mt. and Lk.) ;

etfox^ow
* 1543 in the sense * rich

'

or e
of honourable

estate' (altered in Mt. and Lk.). It is noteworthy,
however, that Luke is more particular when co'r-

recting Mark than when f-oinjio-iiiv! his later

treatise, for we find /cpd/Sarros in Ac 5 15 933
, 6p/c^w

in Ac 1913
(cf. 1 Th 527

fyopxlfa best text), and
eiVx?fcia?j' in the above sense in Ac IS'*

50 17 13
.

(/) Mark's so-called Latinisms must probably be
reckoned as being in reality colloquialisms ; see
% iv. below. Such are Kevrvpiw canturio 1539 - 44

(
=

Ka,rovTa,pxos, e/caro^rdpxTjs Mt, Lk,
) ; ^crrrjs SGX-

tarius 7*, not in the best text of 78
(Mt. omits,

abbreviating ; no i-,,r, llvl IM Lk.) ; crTre/couXdrwp

speculator 6-7 ^TT. X<; . s-s i.;. .-U (omitted in Mt., no
parallel in Lk.) ; /co5pdvT7?s quadrans 124a

(omitted
in Lk., no parallel in Mt., but the word is found
in Mt 52S

) ; Xeytc&y or \eyetiv legio 5* 15
, i.e.

' a large
number/ which seems to have been its meaning in

colloquial Greek (the ||
Lk 830 has it, but

|| Mt 8-9 - 34

omits it ; Mt 2653 has the word in its literal, mili-

tary sense) ; KT)V<TO$ census^ 1214 (so Mt., but Lk.
06pos) ; rd iKavbv irou-lv satisfacere 15 1S

(omitted in
Mt. and Lk., cf. Ac 179 XajS6i/res rd itcavdv satis ac-

cipientes). To these must be added Syvdpiw denrt*
rius 637 1215 145 and At65ios? modius 421 ,which both
the other Synoptics have retained.

(ff) The Aramaic transliterations in Mk. are a
source of some perplexity when we ask the cause
of their presence (see V>elow, v.). But in this
connexion they are significant, because almost all
of them have been removed by the other Synop-
tists. Even in Mk. they are nearly always accom-
panied by an i*'.!' vpri'liitinn : i>,e other Evangelists,
writing later. |T'.!,MM\ il-.-i-l), it useless to retain
them.

_ They are marks of an early hand, desirous
of retaining the ipsissima verba spoken.

(h) Corrections of grammar, awkward and dif-
ficult phrases, etc. Under this head we note many
instances of smoothing an unpolished style. Thus
in315ff- Mark writes Kal 'IdKufiov, K.T.*. ". .

:
::

that he had added a clause about Peter .

'

, N I !

etc.) Kal 3-iroiyffev rous S&SeKa (Westcott-Hort insert a
bracket in endeavouring to make Mk. L,"-;nii!n,V i-r.l

surely a desperate expedient) the -iiilicjih v ,ii-

appears in MTt. and Lk. ; in 4=
n

fytfr r6 fivvrfipiov
dtSorcu is awkward in Mt. and Lk. yvQvcu is in-
serted and makes the phrase easy this probably
is not a correction proper, but a case of taking a
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smoother phrase from the non-Markan source of

Mt. and Lk. rather than the rough phrase in Mk.
(see vii. 2 below). Note also 415 obroi 54 ei<n.v oi

TrapcL rty odov . . . /cat 6'rai>, /c.r.X., for oi' tirav simpli-
fied in Mt. and Lk. ; 421 where pxercu is very
awkward Luke removes it, as also Matthew, who
narrates the passage in a different connexion ; 4a4

p\Trere rl aKotitTe Luke's gloss is TrcDs (for ri),

doubtless a true one (no parallel in Mt.) ; 431
,

anacolouthon, removed in Mt. and Lk. , which both
insert Bv Aa/Hcbj' cLvdpuwos, here probably following
in preference their non-Markan source (as in 411

) ;

tjiif. gfav 471-17 &vdpb)7ros . . . l&opfidv . . . o^K^ri dtpiere

avrov, K'.T.A., which is grammatical enough though
the sense is rather strained this is smoothed in Mt.
(no parallel in Lk.) ; 91 ei&iv rives <S5e r&v ecmj/cdrcuz/

more awkward than the ]| Mt. r&v &. e. or the
||
Lk.

r&v aOroO e. ; 9U - 28 6'n in the sense 'why?
3

(i.e.

'how is it that . . .') = Mt. ri or did ri, not in Lk.
(so 6'rt, in 216= Mk. Lk. Start) ; 912

,
no 84 correspond-

ing to jtt<:7>, Aral TT&S being used instead in Mt. the
order is inverted and the X^yw d provides the re-

quisite antithesis ; 941 & ovdpari #re, an awkward
phrase for because' = Mt. ei$ 6vofjL& /uatfijTov (the
converse change would be impossible ; Swete finds

a classical parallel to Mk. in Thuc. iv. 60 ; there is

no parallel in Lk.) ; II 8 the words in the best text :

c And straightway he will send (dTrocrre'XXct, historic

present) him back (irdXiv) hifcher,
5

are part of the

message, "i'
1

,' '.
*

,' -..-" ":". ambiguous) have been
omitted in LK., and altered in Mt. to a prediction
that the owner of the colt would comply with the

request ; 13 14
{38\wy{jt,a is made ungrammatically

masculine (ec-r^ra), because it is taken to be a
man (the participle corrected in Mt. to e<rr<5? Lk.

completely different) ; 1319
,
the harsh phrase

' those

days shall be tribulation
'

(softened in AV to in

those days,' etc.) is altered and smoothed in Mt.
and Lk. to < there shall be,

5
etc. ; 1465

, the difficult

phrase paTrt'cr/utcrtj' \a{3ov is omitted in Mt. and Lk.

(the iviiuinu of TR !/3aXXoz/ in Mk. arises partly
from cmmi-ion of /3aX- and Xa/3-, partly from the
harshness of the original) ; 1472 , the difficult eTrt-

ftcXaicv altered both in Mt 2675 and Lk 2262 to
X0tbj> l|w $K\aLVcrJ> irticp&s, but Westcott-Hort

bracket the clause in Lk. as doubtful (it is wanting
in some Old Latin MSS) if it is genuine in Lk.

(and it has almost <' <
i l.i-n i:u iii> -., '.ion) we

pr<il>;il-ly lui\v here {i ,!- '< >, ^i-r
- :

- n proper,
but fn<' licfnro; of both Matthew and Luke pre-

ferring their non-Markan source to the ambiguous
Mk., which was perhaps misunderstood in early
times as much as now ; whether it means c when
lie thought thereon he wept,

3

or '

covering his head
he wept,' or as D and the Latin, Syrian, Armenian,
and other versions have it,

f he began to weep.'
The corrections under this head are most sig-

nificant, and appear to be conclusive as to the

early date of Mk. as compared with the other

Synoptics. For no writer, having before him a
smooth text, would gratuitously introduce harsh
or difficult phraseology, whereas the converse

change is natural and common.
(i) We may notice some changes made for greater

precision, especially by Luke, who, as one would ex-

pect, uses more correct medical lnniuijrc. Of. Mk
23ff

-,
Mt 92ff-

7ra/>aXuri/c6s
=Lk 518ff< TrioaVM u<Vos ; Mk

217, Mt 912
&rxtfoKT6S=Lk 531

tyiabovres. [In Mk 542

= Mt 923=Lk 855
,
Lk. Mk. (not Mt.) add the com-

mand to give the maiden something to eat, cf.

Lk 715 where Jesus gives the widow's son back to

his mother :
* in each case He intimates that nature

is to resume its usual course
5

(Plummer, St. Luke,
on S55

)].

Similar c<-nv-/ (ion- for precision are: Mk 614 6

s 'IK.y-s s f. 622' 26f
*)
= Mt. Lk. 'H. o rerpa-

(though Mt. has retained
^6 jScur. in^

149 ) ;

perhaps also 622
rijs ffvyarpbs aurov 'HpydtdSos if the

reading of KBD (so Westcott-Hort) be right, in

which case either the girl was not Salome but her

half-sister, or perhaps more probably avrov is used
in a loose way to denote that she was Herod's
-tcp-dc'i lighter Mr 146 has i] Qvydryp rTJs^HpcsjSiddos,
which is more likely to be the truth (the Markan
reading is, however, very doubtful); I 16

etc.,
where Mark calls the Lake of Gennesaret * the
sea (0dAac7<ra) of Galilee

'

(so Mt.), but Luke always,
with his superior nautical knowledge, changes the
word to

XLyvT] ; and 1532 which says that *

they that
were crucified (pi.) with him reproached him' (so

Mt.) the plural is perhaps used only impel -o'mllx .

or possibly both robbers began to"rovilo fii"l oi'.o

repented ; but Luke, who had independent know-
ledge of this incident (for he alone relates the

penitence of the robber), emphatically corrects
the phrase to els d r&v KpejULaadevruv KKKotipyuv (Lk
23*).

(/) Doubtful cases. We must finally consider
some passages in which it is doubtful whether we
must attribute to Mk. priority or posteriority. In
Mk 6s we find o$x odros tariv b rethrew ; where Mt
1355 has 6 rou r^Krovos vi6$ and Lk 4-2 ULOJ

?

Io)cn$0.
Here " "

.

" "

\beon the part of the First
and 1 I , , ho disliked the name ' the

carpenter
'

being given to Jesus, and the fact that

they use different phrases points to the probability
that they are not here borrowing from their common
source or sources ; while the correction might be
on the part of Mark, who thought that the phrase
'son of Joseph

3

might be misunderstood by his

readers, inasmuch as they had not the birth-

narrative before them to explain it. Origen
asserts that * in none of the Gospels current in the
Churches is Jesus Himself ever described as being
"the carpenter'" (adv. Cels. vi. 36), and perhaps
this reading was not in his copy of Mark a few
authorities now extant have a different phrase
(but see Westcott-Hort, Notes on Select Headings,
p. 24)* If the correction is on the part of the
Second Gospel, it is probable that our Markan
reading is the work of an editor later than Mt. Lk.

(but see vii. below). In 1430 * 68* 72 the cock is

said to crow twice, according to the usually re-

ceived readings; in Mt. Lk. Jn. only one cock-

crowing is recorded. Some MSS omit SL$ in Mk
1430 , many (&Bc syr

sin
etc.) omit /cat dXe/crwp

etfx&vycrev in 1468, some omit e/c 8evrpov in 147
-,

others omit 1$ in 1473. If a .

"
. - \ : -

was in the Petrine traditio- , , .

understand why the other F\ ,i >,,

" :
-; - should have

so completely omitted al] !M--.- ,' it; but it is

equally difficult to understand why, if it belongs
to the original Mk., and if that Gospel was later

than Mt. and Lk., the Second Evangelist should
have introduced it; or again why, if it is an
editorial addition to Mk., the editor should have
introduced it. Perhaps Dr. Salmon's solution is

the right one (Textioal Criticism ,
ch. y.)

that

originally Mk. had only one cock-crowing, that
of 1472 (i.e. not in the same place as in Mt. and

Lk.); that the omission of KB, etc., in 1468 is right ;

and that some early scr :V \,r ir
;
_ by error put in

these words, without iri.r 1

i,'."^ o introduce two
cock-crowing:*, other --i:.i- . -.ded Bis and &c

devrepov in the other places
to produce consistency.

On the other hand, it must be remembered that
the omissions in some MSS of Mk. are easily

explicable on the supposition that a Imrni'irimn-j

scribe, not finding two <-<><-.k <-ro\viu^> :\\ il-o <il.< r

Gospels, omitted these words in Mk. ; if this be so,

the enigma is inexplicable. In Mk 14&8 the words

xeipoTroi'Tiroi', dx^poTrolTirov may be a comment of the

Evangelist's, the simpler words of Mt 26el
being

what^the false witnesses really said (Lk. has no
parallel). If so, the Markan form would probably
be later than the Matthaean (see Schmiedel in
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Encyc. Bibl. ii. 1851). But the introduction of

comments such as these, however much in the

style of Mt., is not in that of Mk., and there is no
reason why Jesus should not actually have used
the words, and, if so, why the false witnesses should
not have quoted them ; their false testimony lay
in giving a wrong sense to our Lord's words, rather
than :

,;":''
: '

TT'- i wrongly.
A -" --I /> correction of Mk. may be

briefly noticed here, though it does not concern
Mt. or Luke. In 1525 we read that the Crucihxion
took place at the third hour ; Jn 1914

says that the
trial was hardly over by the sixth hour (&pa fy &$
r

KT7}) 3 and this looks like a correction of Mk. as to

time. Bu, j-

1

*

"'. this is no correction, whether
we take V.'<-..i> - solution that John's 'sixth
hour* is our 6 a.m., or that of Ramsay (Expositor,
4th ser. vii. 216, 5th ser. iii. 457) and others that
the word * hour }

is used in a loose and ill-defined

way, or the more probable and ancient view (Euseb.
ad Marin.

)
that there is an error of the digamma,

F (=6) for T
( =3) or vice, versa, in the text of the

Gospels. If so, our copies of Jn. ;
'

i"'..
i V

i

wrong, since Mk. has three separate !: -
; : '.:''

which hang all together, 151-25.33 (see Bright,
Synopsis*, in loc., and New Test. Prob. p. 147).

(7c) Conclusion from the evidence. The detailed

comparison of Mk. with Mt. and Lk. leads us to
the conclusion that either Mk. as we have it now,
or at least a Go>i>el which differs from our Mk.
in unessential parti c-iilarh only, lay before the First
and Third "Evangelists when they wrote. If the
doubtful eases mentioned above, and the instances

given below in vii., be held to argue the priority
of Mt. or Lk. over Mk., that would apply only to
editorial additions, and the main conclusion would
not be affected. Some of the deductions made
above may be questioned, yet the cumulative force
of the whole is very great. And a careful study
of them will at once dissipate the idea that Mark
is an abbreyiator of Matthew, and will lead us to
the conclusion that here we come much closer to
the bed-rock of the Gospel story than in either Mt.
or Luke. This is the great value of Mk., and it

has been left for modern scholars to discover it.

5. Other characteristics of diction in Mark.
The style of the Second Gospel may be gathered to
a large extent from what has preceded. For its

Aramaic tinge see below, v. A few favourite
modes of speech remain to be noticed. The use of
the historic present is especially common, and this
contributes largely to the vividness of the narra-
tive. Yet there is great freedom of tenses ; we
find changes ^

in the same sentence from a past
tense to a historic present, and vice versa. Of a
few particles ^T' *\ \- \ "v fi >r"l n. evQfa 41 times ;

Tro\\d as advor i, I ;i
- '-

1320 ^gL 92fJ 153 ;

-ir&Kw 21 * 1S 31 * 20 etc.
; TTO.S is used in exaggeration,

e.g. I5 213
; accumulated negatives are common,

e.g. I44 22 3s0 - 37
. In ch, 4 KOL! ZXeyev or KO! \y

is *o frequent (8 times) that Swete has raised the
question (on 42]

) whether Mark had before him a
number of detached sayings of Jesus which he here
introduces.
Our Gospel has about ten somewhat striking

words which are, as far as we know, #7ra \ey6fjLeva
in all Greek literature. Such are : ^i/u%a I39 (ef.

a A, etc., have &MXOV) ; girLpdyret 221 (D has
j

cforreO ; <nre/couXctro^cc
627 (see above, iii. 4(6));

fj.jj as adv. 7s ,
i.e.

* with arm and elbow 5

(a late
Greek meaning in classical Greek fwith the fist'),
so 'completely

3

or '

diligently
3

(D has WKMJ, K
TTvtcvd frequently/ and so several VSS, obviously a
correction) ; ti7rpTrpt<r<r&s 737 (D has tiirepeKir. ) and
tiarspurirQs 1431 (A, etc., have <*K 7repi<r<ro{?) ; T7j\air/us
S25

, i.e.
f

clearly, though at a distance' (>**CLA
have &/X-) ; ^Tna-vvr^xeL 925

; &e0aX&<roV 124 (v.l,

), see below, vii. irpo^epi^vare IS11. There

are also about 70 other words which occur nowhere
else in NT, though many are found in the LXX.
This, as compared w iili i l'io oilier Gospels, is a small

number ;
Lk. has some 250 words not found else-

where in NT (see Swete, I.e. p. xliv, for careful lists

of words peculiar to Mk., or used by him in com-
mon with one or more of the other NT writers).

6. Matter peculiar to Mark.The Second Gospel
relates very few incidents not given, or at least re-

ferred to, in Mt. or Luke. We have only one parable
peculiar to Mk., that of the seed growing secretly

(4
36ff

-), and only two miracles, the healing of the
deaf stammerer (/u.oyi\d\o$ the v.L /AoyyiXdXos, from

ju,6yyos
f thick-voiced,' is not well -upj-orl'-ili (7

31ff
')

and of the blind man at Bethsaiun ^a-

"
,. Other

paragraphs peculiar to Mk. are : the questions
aboub the dulness of the disciples when they
forgot to take bread (8

17f
-), and about the disciples

disputing (9^) ; and the incidents of the young
man with the linen cloth (14

wf
*), of the smiting of

Jesus by the servants (fonyp^rcu) of the chief priests

(14
65

), and of Pilate's wonder, and his question put
to the centurion (15

44
). See also vii. below.

iv. AUTHORSHIP, DATE, AND PLACE OF WEIT-
ING. There is no reason to dispute the Patristic

statements ( ii. above) that Mark, the tiiriiptrijs of

Paul and Barnabas (Ac 13s
) and the disciple of

Peter, was the author of the Second Gospel. And
there is much probability that the statement of
Clement of Alexandria, that Mark wrote in Itome,
is correct. We cannot, indeed, argue from the
Latinisms (see iii. 4, (/)) that he wrote for the

Romans, for these words are probably mere collo-

quialisms in common use in the whole Empire,
and, moreover, the Christian Romans undoubtedly
spoke, at least in the ordinary way, Greek arid

not Latin (see v. 2). But that it was written
for Gentiles appears from the general absence of
OT quotations, except when our Lord's words are
citedf (I

2f> is an exception ; 1528 must almost cer-

tainly bt: <-.\|un >
i^'d from the text, being omitted

by KABC "

JJ k syr
oai etc. ) ; also from the interpre-

tation of Aramaic transliterations and the expla-
nation of Jewish customs : e.g. 7 fiir%

(washing of

hands, etc.) 1242 (two mites making a farthing;
the Xe7rr<5z/ ..'."* .->. being a Jewish coin,
has to be \\ . v . . i> 'the Preparation, that
is, the day before the sabbath') ; from the absence
of mention of the Jewish law ; and from the

geographical description of 133
('the Mount of

Olives'" over against the temple'). rhry>o^lonr&
statement (Prowm. in Matt.}, that Egypt was the
place of writing, is negatived by the silence of the
Alexandrian Fathers Clement and Origen, and
is probably a mistaken inference from EuBehiun,HE ii. 16, which says that Mark was sent to

Egypt jiil
i
!,,< i i"l there the gospel which he

had i o:ii|><jM <!. .*NIIII<- moderns have supposed
a doir./c puM :<,vinn. one in Rome and one in
Alexandria,
The question of date is more difficult. From

internal considerations we should certainly assign,
an early date to Mk., at any rate before the Fall
of Jerusalem. The Discourse on the End (esp,
13isf. 24. so.

S3) is reported as if the fulfilment were
only in prospect, and in a manner that would be
hardly possible if the siege of Titus had already
taken place. This conclusion becomes still more
I

; K.'I\ \\ni-ts we compare Mk. with Mt. and Luke.
"J'lu- ui*<->iii!--i- seems to join together two separate
things, the destruction of Jerusalem and the end
of the world. All the Synoptics begin with the
destruction of the Temple. In Mk. and Lk.

* M"k. tts<?<; TO Sst 'E?u4ji> here and in 14^ ; but in II1 we

Bibl. Stud. p. 203 f., and Swote,"tff. Mark on ill."
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follows a discourse wliich apparently speaks of the
destruction of Jerusalem, and then the passage
Mk 13-4

"27 seems to refer to the end of the world.
But Matthew in his accustomed manner weaves

together Jesus' sayings which in the other Evan-

gelists are distinct, and mingles together the two
events spoken of. Thus the compiler of the
Matthsean discourse (we need Leg no question as

to authorship) evidently thought that the two
events would be synchronous, and therefore must
have written his

'

account of the prophecy (not

necessarily the whole Gospel) before the Fall of

Jerusalem. If so, the Markan discourse is earlier

still.

So the reference to the shewbread (2
26 oik ecrrc,

present) seems to imply that the Temple was at
the time of writing still standing, and that the

presentation of the shewbread still went on. Also
the considerations mentioned above in iii. 3, 3, as
to the description of Jesus' inner feelings, the

style and details of the Gospel , point strongly in

the same direction. If, again, we were to hold the

theory of an Aramaic original (but see v.), we
could hardly avoid supposing a still earlier date.

We have then to consider if the external evi-

dence contradicts the internal. The date of two
other NT books affects our ; :"!:/!.<";. (a) If we
adopt the early date for Acts' ". ..'. iW . i.e. if we
suppose that St. Luke tells us no more of St. Paul's

history after the two yee :- sii TIMI:I" ~':i'i-\\ because

nothing more atthetim-- ui' v ri::::_ i:,ii, :Mppened,
we must assign a still .! :!:<! -.'; : I k., and a

fortiori to Mark. There is much to be said for

this early date of Acts, though many hold that
Lk 21 20

(

c Jerusalem compassed with armies
3

),

when we compare it with Mk 1314, Mt 2415

(

e abomination of desolation'), betokens a writing
after the event described. (1} P, i";

""

y implica-
tion, and Ireneeus (iii. 1. 1) \

'

!;
. say that

Mark wrote after Peter's deaoh ^ee. 'ii. above)
Irenaeus also asserts that Matthew wrote first

while Clement of Alexandria and Origen say that
he wrote in Peter's lifetime. Now, if we take the
former statement as true, the date of 1 Peter is a

difficulty in the way of accepting the internal

evidence for the date of Mark. For we can hardly
assign a very early date to it (e.g. IP 416

'[suffer]

as a Christian'). There is no great reason for be-

lieving that St. Peter died in me same year as St.

Paul, and it is quite possible that he survived him
for some considerable time, during which St. Mark
acted as his interpreter. The indications of a later

date in 1 Peter do not then militate against the
Petrine authorship of that Epistle. But if Mark
wrote his Gospel after Peter's death, the early
date to which the internal evidence leads us

becomes difficult. While, therefore, we might
li.'sn- ,^iv>tl \\ilh Swete (St. Marie, p. xl) that the
win u 1 -'- of Ircri.ni- and Papias is more probable
than that of Clement and Origen, if we had

nothing else to go by, yet, in view of the strong
internal indications of an early date, we are

perhaps led to prefer rhe Alexandrian view that

Mark wrote in Uio lirVmno of Peter. Neverthe-
less Swete's date, just before A.D. 70, is chrono-

logically possible (the order would then be 1 Peter;
death of St. Peter ; Mk.), but it allows very little

time for the Mt. Discourse on the End to he written.

Possibly the theory of a double publication might
reconcile the Patristic testimony ; but, if so, the

second edition probably differed hardly at all from
the fir^t (see vi. vii. below).

v. THE ARAMAIC CHARACTERISTICS AISTD ORI-

GINAL LANGUAGE OF MARK. The external evi-

dence would not lead us to any other conclusion

than that the Greek St. Mark as we have it is an

original composition, and not a translation from

any Aramaic document. We have, however, to
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consider a noteworthy phenomenon which the

Gospel itself brings out the strong Aramaic tinge
which goes all through it. This tinge haw led some
to postulate an Aramaic original, and to suppose
that the Gospel which we possess is a translation.
We may first collect together and comment on
instances of this characteristic, and then consider
how they bear on the question of the original

1. Aramaisms. A characteristic of Mk. is the
retention of several Aramaic words transliterated
into Greek. Such are: poavrjpyh 317

(
= 141 '??,

the o or the a being probably an intrusion in
the text, or fiwypoyes being perhaps the original
reading, see Dalraan, Words of Jesus, p.' 49,
Grramm,. d. Jud.-Pal. Aramaisch, p. 112; the

syr
sm *>sh is .. ..... m .....,t5 ^..x.1 ..... 3, which the Nestorians.. ..... m .....,t

pronounce bn& raysh, the Jacobites bne [or bnail]
ryesh, both with niu1-

.

-
77

- ,"" ;i -ossible origin
of these forms see !!,'." ; . /.'"./ da-MepJiar.
iL p. 280 ; the Armenian is

*

JBanereges ') ; raXeiQci

541
(
=

X - -

- > Vno p JA.,1......N^ with

y^ldh quiescent, syr
sin

wanting: some Greek MSS
read KOV^I ; see also below) ; Kopp&v 7 11

(
=

f715,

$Q-O being
the usual Syriac name for the Eucharist) ; 6<j><>add,

734 (
= nn^i) ; &ppd 1436 (

= *$*, again in Ro 815
,
Gal

46
, see ABBA). These occur in Mk. only of the

Gospels, as does the redundant Bct/wZ/wuoy (6 vlbs

Ttyuatov Bap.) 1046 (Mt. Lk. give no name; Barti-
nueus could not be the blind man's own real name,
though he may have been known by it ; cf. Bar-

jona, Barabbas). Two others are found also in Mt.
and Jn., poppet Mk 95 II21 U46

(
= '51, syr^^^

,
txrewxi II9

(
=

a third in Jn., Mk 1051
(
= 7Q-}5 syr

sin

J
"

i^j syr
cu
wanting in Jn. also, syr

v**1

syr
hkl

*-*JICL!D5, perhaps a diminutive) ; these

three are not found in Luke. The Heb.-Ararn,

syr ) is retained by all the Evan-

gelists, but much less often by Luke than by the
others ; note also that Mk S28 djaV \y<>> becomes
in Mt 12S1 && rovro \4yu, and so sometimes else-

where. The Aramaic Word from the Cross is

remarkable, 'EXu, 'BXw, Xayua <ra,pa,xQa,vd Mk 1534

with both yudhs quiescent ; vv.ll.

are tfket D and some old latt., Xe/cc and ?a<p6a.vi D,
za: : i:,.- i ". /,".'.r:ii: 7*. The Divine name here is

a ll<- -M /. -"I'l: : 'Jie pure Aramaic s

n^x (syr.

'EXw recurs in the KB text of Mt 2746

(so Westcott-Hort), but the AV and RV text,

following other MSS, have fj\d or 7}\i (so syr
sin

^ ^.X*). syr^
11

^->1; syr
cu

wanting), and-this would

be a correction by Matthew, or (as Westcott-Hort,
Notes, p. 21) "by a Matthsean &cribe or editoi 1

, to suit

the Hebrew form -^N, which was no doubt familiar

from liturgical worship. Thi^ raiding i- probably
confirmed by pxmdo-Peter, for it nppaivrnly under-

lies his strange phrase 7? 5$vau.ls uoj,, r) 5., .sra rt \ttyd s

*.> y

[*., being mistaken for V:D (syr. |..N >
;
K>) Strength.'

The object of the Matthsean correction would be to

make it more obvious why the people thought that

Elijah was being invoked, the form 'EXwt being
much farther from 'HAet'as than 'HXe is ; and this
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consideration would point to our Lord Himself

having used the pure Hebrew form of the Divine
name rather than the Aramaic.

Certain Aramaic (or Hebrew) proper names
should also be noted: K<waz>cuo? 318

(so Mt.,=Lk.
t>

Ac. Zi?Xwri}s; = Aram. KftJp, syr
sm Psh p> ......I.1.Q) ;

i&e 319, also -CO'TTJS (so also Mt. Lk. ; Heb. v*x

nrs?, syr
&in psil

; syr
c in Lk 223

) ;

otfX or, as B, Bee^SotfX 322
(so Lk. 5 and so

Mt. elsewhere), a word of uncertain meaning,
perhaps

'

lord of dung
'

or ( lord of habitation
'

X .

(syr
cu S1U Psl1 ^QJ3\^*2 e lord of Hies

!

) ; perhaps

Ad\fjiavov6d S10
(els TCL fj^pTj A. = Km3D^n NnuoV, the

second word being inadvertently repeated and the

real name being dropped (Harris, Htudy of Codex

Bezce, p. 178 ; but see Dalman, Words of Jesus,

p. 66 ; D has MeXe7a5<, d Magidan, syr
si

syr *>sh
; in

jj
Mt 1539 the best Greek

text has Mayaddv, syr
8in as above, syr

CTl

syr
psh.

f Ap) .

roX7o0cti> 1522
ttR, etc. (67ri r6z/ FoX-

TTcy) =roX7o0( Mt. Jn. (Mt. Mk. translate it

by KpavLov T^TTOS, Jn. leaves it without translation,
Lk. has mpaviov only; the Aram, is K$^V)a, syr

sin

.P.7X
|AJ\-.CL<| in Mk. but in Mt., and so

syr psh throughout, syr
sto is wanting in Jn. ; syr

cu is

wanting in all these places ; in Lk. syr
sm cu *** have

The frequent use of a participle and the sub-
stantive verb in Mk. may well be due to Aramaic
influence, the Aram-r*

]
,:'( :u;-l. with a*in, for

example, forming an i.r ( i '< . ,
4

W. C. Allen in

Expositor, 6th series, vol. i. p. 436) ; e.g. I 6
fy 6

*I<t)dvT]$ Gvdedv/JL&os., I22 -^i/ diddarKW (so Mt. ), I
33

^irt-

ffWfTYfAevTj fy, and so 26- 18 55 652 94 1C22* 32 1325 144 - 40 - 64

X57.as.48.46. an(i in some 'Western' texts of I 39 (fly

/o/p&rcroji/ for ^X#ei> K.) 2
4
(fly /cara/ceijuo/os for /car^/cetro) ;

similarly also perhaps a participle with ty&ero, as
93 yvero crr^XjSayra, 97

^-y. eiria-KLdfrovcra., both altered
in Mt. and Lk. ; and so whichever way we read I 4

(Hy^vero 'Iwclf^s 6 pairrLfav . . . /c^ptJorcrwv, V.^. ^y. 'I.

jSaTrr. . . . Kal Kyp. t altered in Mt. and Lk.).
The use of some propo-ition- after verbs, etc., is

thought to be due to rlic -nme cause (Allen, loc.

cit.}, as $px<era<, M<ru 175 ev <rol ti$6Ki]<rcL I 11
, Trto-ret/ere

ev I15
, X^youcrt irepi I30, ^j-^et ^erd 216

, farcu (X7r6 529
,

fJ-n-aye e^s dpfoyv 5s4
, ^74^? d7r6 S34, 5td rcDy %et/>w^ a^roO

63
(but the Aramaic would have the singular),

e\d\7}a-e /terd 650
, Xd^ d7r<i 122

. Similarly also pre-
positions repeated after compound verbs, as ^eXBe
& 12S, and so I26- 43- ^ 21

5^- 8- 1- n 554 7-17.
as. 29. si

925.28.45.47 jQw etc> . the suggestion apparently
being that these represent Aramaic forms like
JD pS3, h h%.

PErases like 5i5o 5tfo 67
, cru^Tr^o-ta <7fyU7r6<ria 639

,

-, : rt!
,?_
c- ;.' 640 are Aramaic or Hebrew idioms.

\l-o -(;x r.il other Aramaic phrases have been
noted, as 'sons of the bridechamber ' 219

(so Mt.
Lk.),

f sons of men 5

S28 (see | vii. 2 below), elTre

So^^at 543, ^ct rtDy o-afipdrcM 162
(positive for super-

lative), ylverou. KO.L 215
(SO Mt., not Lk.), ^y^yero

^X^ep I 9 (Mk. only) ; and the indefinite use of els=
nrj (for rw) 9" 1017 12 13* 14. (Allen, ^oc. ctY.).
Dalman also has made a collection of Hebraisms
and Aranxaisms in the Gospels ( Words of Jesus,
p.^20rT.), though he considers that they do not con-
stitute a proof of a Hebrew or Aramaic original.
Of these the following are found in Mk. : e'Xtfoutra

redundantly used with a finite verb 7s5
( TT^OCT^-

Treo-e) ; dcpds with a term signifying departure where
the idea of '

leaving
'

is not emphasized 4M S ia 12J -
;

KaQij^evov and (rr^Kere where they are superfluous
2i4 ips ; foao-rds used redundantly 214 7-

4 10 1 * so

(AC) ;

; answer and say
3

33y 7-8 95 1051 II 14 12^ 159
,

often when no question has been asked ; ^d\rjcr^

. . . KO.I \eyei 650
(?) ; tfp&ro (-avro) with infinitive

when nothing follows de\ eloping the action, 26

times ; etftfews or evOfc, a lavouribe'form in Mk. (45

times) =Aram. 1:9 ; the use of Tr/xkrwTroj', not only
in a r,;ioM.iiiM like 1-, but in the phrase j3\47rets els

irp. ..{.. !,-.- .:' I-J
',
and some others.

2. Original language of Mark. The Aramaic

tinge in our Cu-pcl i- (nought by some
, e.g. Blass

(Philology oj
//' *i',-

f
i '-. ch. xi.) and Allen (^oc.

ciY.)> to sh AX l ' !;il ll v>as originally written in

Aramaic. A large number of the real or alleged
Aramaisms given above are found in Mt. and Lk. ;

but it is argued that as they had ax hypothcsi Mk.
before them, they merely retained a certain number
of the Aramaisnis of their source. Moreover, the
Araniaisms are found not only in the words of our

Lord, in which case they might be explained as

being due to the faithful reporting of His ipsisaiina

verba, but also in the framework of the Gospel.
On the theory of an Aramaic original, Allen ex-

plains
the frequent use in Mk. of mi as a connect-

ing link (cf. Aram, i), and of live particles constantly
used, eddtis (see above), TrclX^, <W, ydp> dXXd, other

particles being rare. He also explains the favourite
historic present in Mk. <i- < oniin^ from the use of

an Aramaic present p;m iciph- ir this purpose. In

Syriac it is so found only in the verb &\ 'to
n

say
5

(N5ldeke, Syr. Gramm. 274, p. 190), except
in syr

hkl
,
where it is a literal translation. But

in the other Aramaic dialects this usage is not so
limited ; the idiom is found with other verbs, c.y.
in Daniel and Tobit, and its presence in an original
Aramaic Mk. would bring us to the frequent his-

toric presents in the Greek Mk. The inc^nbriiv
noticed above ( iii. 5) of their being mixni up \viih

past tenses occurs also in Aramaic. It is also

thought that the difficult els rpidtcovra Kal els (v.L v

Westcott-Hort) e^Kovra Kal ets (v.L & WH) ^Karbv
in 4s

(cf. 420
) is explained by the et? (i.e. ets) repre-

senting -in, cf. Dn 319
(but equally well els might

represent an Aramaic 5
4 at the rate of ') ; and that

the pxera.i of 421 and iv bvb^wri tin of 941 and ^TTi-

paXtiv of 1472 (see above, iii. 4 (h)) come from a miH-
translation of some (unknown) Aramaic original.
In the JThSt ii. 298, Allen suggests that the word
3K<-<pa\tu<rw (12

4
) is due to a confusion of i^tt^K c

they
injured' with WN-IN, which would be a puzzle to
the translator, who rendered it by this coined
word, ',,IIM- i' fio'n Aram, tftn *a head.

1

Simi-
larly, IIOL M, ir-li!! II (Expositor, 4th series, iv. 377)
thinks that Mk 510

<* rrjs %c6pas and
||
Lk 881 e^s

r^v^vao-ov (Mt. different) are the result of trans-
lations of one Aramaic original, jns$ meaning both
' earth '

or e land * and * below/
Blass brings different ar^u merit* on the same

side. They run in two lines, (a) He suggests
that St. Luke in Ac 1-12 used an Aramaic source,
while the rest of the book was his own independ-
ent work. In these twelve chapters Aramaisnis
abound, while in the rest of the book they are
comparatively scarce ; and the style of the twelve
chapters is rough as compared with St. Luke's
own. Blass oonjcohiro- that Mark, who, as son of
a i'ii'iiiin'ni Christian lady in Jerusalem, was well
fiii.-M for i lu- task, wrote the Aramaic source.
[With this we may compare Weiss's idea that Mark
ended his Gospel at 168 because he went on to
write a second work, which began with the Besur-
rcction appearances]. If so, the first work, i.e. the
Gospel, would be in Aramaic. (6) Blass thinks that
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the various readings in the present MSS of Mk.,
and those shown by Patristic quotations, are relics

of different translations of an original Aramaic.
In reviewing these considerations, we must re-

mark that Dr. Blass's first argument rests on pure
conjecture. Why should Mark he the writer of the

supposed Aramaic source of Ac 1-12? And if so,

why must he have written two hooks in the same
language? He was confessedly bilingual, able to
write in both Greek and Aramaic. This argument,
then, is a halting one. And the second seems
scarcely less precarious. The suggestions of Mr.
Allen are more substantial. But these also appear
to be inconclusive. They certainly show that the
Aramaic tinge, strong in all the Synoptics, is

strongest in Mark. But this need mean no more
than that Aramaic was St. ATurV^ 'i.'.i h o LMJI^IM^I-.
that in which he thought, as most of the 'Pales-
tinian Jews would do. The Greek spoken in Pales-
tine was doubtless saturated with Aramaic forms
and idioms, and Mark, whose style is compara-
tively unpolished, discarded them less than the
other Synoptists. The theory of an Aramaic ori-

ginal has some formidable difficulties to overcome.

Papias had evidently never heard of any but a
Greek Mk., and no ecclesiastical writer suggests
that the latter is a translation. The external
evidence is all against the hypothesis which we
have been examining. But so, also, when we look

closely, is the internal evidence. It is true that
there are many Ararnaisms in Mark. Of these,
however, we may dismiss, for our present purpose,
the proper names, which would be used in Palestine

equally whether an author wrote in Aramaic or
in Greek. The influence of Aramaic grammar and
diction may also probably be dismissed, seeing
that the writer doubtless thought in Aramaic-
There remain, then, the suggestions of mistrans-

lation, which, however. !!< !> iii_< i:"ii:- for veri-

similitude, and the ii..u~!',ic!.i;\i:i- likt: Talltha
Cumi. But the fact that practically in each case
of transliteration a Greek interpretation is added,
is fatal to the idea that we have here traces of a
conservative translator who incorporated bodily
the words which he found in the book before him.
As Swete remarks (St. Mark, p. xlii), a translator

might have either translated the Aramaic or trans-

literated it; but transliteration followed by in-

terpretation savours of an original writer. A still

more fatal objection is the freshness of the style of

pur Gospel. Even the best translation loses the

individuality of the author. But here we have a
book in which the individuality is most strongly
marked. It can hardly be a second-hand repro-
duction of any one's work.

If the Aramaic-original theory be true, we must
put back the date considerably, as Mr. Allen (loe.

cit.) sees, probably to a date before A.D. 60 ; and
then the Gospel is not likely to have been written
in Rome. In this last detail the ecclesiastical

testimony is again
1

.contradicted by the theory;.
There is a line of argument which, though inter-

esting, does not really bear on this question. In
541, for raXetdd or ra\M, D has dapt-rd, supported
by Old Latin tdbitha, or thabitfia, or thabita, as
if the girl's name were Tabitha (cf. Ac 920

). In

a Syriac text the transition from \h ^A^ to

(AjuJEi^ would be easy. The Old Latin MS e

has the curious reading
e tabea aeultha quod est

interpretatum puella puella tibi dico exsurge.
5

But these variations show nothing as to the ori-

ginal language of Mk. ; they show only that D
and the Old Latin MSS were directly or indirectly
influenced by the Syriac versions (see Chase, Syro-
Latin Text of the Gospels, p. 109 f.).

Finally, we must consider the statement of some
cursive fereek MSS, that the Gospel was written

in Latin fPw/Aarr). They add that it was written
in Rome, and this is no doubt the explanation of
the other statement. It was supposed that if

Rome was the place of writing, the Gospel must
have been written in Latin. But this deduction is

known to be without warrant. Those in Rome for
whom the Gospel was written would speak Greek.
St. Paul wrote to the Christian community in
Rome in Greek, and St. Clement wrote from Rome
in the same language. Further, even a cursory
examination of Mk. shows that, whatever it is, it

is not a translation into Greek from Latin. Thus
this idea may be very briefly dismissed.

vi. THE LAST TWELVE VERSES. The question
of the end of the Gospel is one of great difficulty,
whatever view we take of the paragraph which
now brings it to a close. An endeavour will be
made in this section to state and weigh all the

principal arguments ; it would seem that neither
the supporters nor the impu^ner- of the present
ending have quite done justice to the strength of
the arguments on the other side. The facts to be
considered are as follows. There are three ways
of ending the Gospel. The first, here called the
'Short Ending/ stops at 16s efiofiovvro ydp. The
second, here cited as the '

Long Ending/ is that of
our ordinary Bibles (16

9'20
}, the last twelve verses.

But there is also a third, here called the Inter-
mediate Ending/ which runs as follows : Trdvra, 5

ret TrapyyyeXjLieva TOIS irepl TOP Il^rpov crvvrdj&ws ei-tfy-

yei\av. pera d ravra KCLL atirbs 6 "I-rjcrovs [etpdvrj avro'ts

/cat] airb d^aroX-j^ /ecu a%/3i dtfcrecas ^av^<rrei,\ev 8f adr&v
r6 lepbv /cat d<p6aprov Ktfpvypa rrjs alwviov crwrTjptas.
'And they immediately (or briefly) made known
all things that had been commanded (them) to
those about Peter. And after this Jesus himself

[appeared to them and] sent out by means of them
from the East even to the West the holy and in-

: 1

1
,:V'r

pleaching of the eternal salvation.'
T:i : -

i MI "I'M. ,3 found in four minor uncials, L
< i. \ I.'-.' 1.;- Sthcent.), "i

1 -
.'"Fi;i'.-ii)i is'i.sii Sinaiti-

euni, 7ih cent.), p (Fragm. I'.vi-'i.-::-' . v 1

- cent.) 3

and ^ (Codex Athous Laurse, 8th or 9th cent.)* in
all of them as an alternative to the Long Ending,
though it would appear that the iirf-liolypo of the
first three, at any rate, ended at liF. TIic Inter-
mediate Ending is also found in the Old Latin /,

standing alone, in several MSS of the EtMopie
prefixed to the Long Ending, and in the margin of

syr
w*1

, of two Bohairic MSB, and of a cursive Greek
MS. No one maintains its ^MI;U:,\ u< --

: it is

clearly written as an end to the '-

lo-j. ]. j :. is not
an independent fnigment. It is probably due. to
an early scribe, \vlio v rote it either because he had
before him the Long Ending and objected to it, or
because he had before him the Short Ending and
thought it abrupt. Swete (St. Mark, p. eviii) con-

jectures that he was a Western^ because of the

emphasis laid on the West. Nestle makes him an

Egyptian, without giving reasons (Hastings' DB
iii/13). Dobschutz (TU xi. 1, p. 731, quoted by
Swete) thinks that the ending is part of the
Proa i-li

in^r
of Peter' ; but the internal evidence is

fig.'iiriM i hi- (see above). It is not found in any of

the K;ithei>. Its presence, however, bears materi-

ally on the whole question. The 'only variation in

the readings that need be mentioned is that <j>dvrj

which the sense clearly demands, is

omitted by In, aih-ocs Kal is omitted by "&", and teal

by all the Greek codices, it has to be supplied
from the versions.
The Short Ending is found in KB, syr ^ and

also in the oldest "MSS of the Armenian and

Ethiopic versions. EuseMus says (ad Marin*
Qusest. 1, vol. 4) that the Long Ending was not in
the ' accurate copies

'

of his day ; later writers

copy Kusebius, and do not add to our knowledge.
TertulJian, Cyprian, Athanasius, and Cyril of
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Jerusalem are silent about the Long Ending ; and
this would be very significant if it were not that

Cyril of Alexandria and Theodoret are also silent,

though they must have known verses which were
in wide circulation in their time. Here we must
note, further, that the fact that the Short Ending
could scarcely have "been the original close of the

Gospel (see below), is i'<> fir^iriM-ni f-*r the genuine-
ness of the other two c-\ , .: -r, o-ii! ii.^.
The Long Ending is found in practically all

the auUioriuc^ except those mentioned above in

almost all the uncials and cursives, the lectionaries,
in the great majority of versions. It is explicitly
quoted by Irenfeus as a genuine part of Mk. (iii.

10. 6 :
e in fine autem evangelii ait Marcus, Et

quiclem Dominus Jesus/ etc. =Mk 1619
), It is also

probably referred to by Justin (Apol. i. 45 : ee\-

Bovres -jravraxov eicypv^CLV Mk 1620
) ; possibly by

'Barnabas' (xv. 9, cfr&vepwdels &vifir\ els otipavovs ; cf.

Mk 1614
.<pavp&0T)) and Hernias (Sim. IX, xxv. 1,2;

cf. Mk 1615
). But these last two cases are quite

uncertain, and there is no evidence at all that any
Father before Irenseus knew these verses as part of
the Gos2Jel ; they may have known them from some
other writer. Dr. Salmon argues with some force

(Introd.^ appendix to Lect. ix.) that though >B
have not got these verses, yet in this part they
are copied from one archetype which probably
did contain them. The scribes seem to have pur-

posely omitted something which was in the arche-

type, leaving a blank or distending the writing,
and that something mus"1

) have been of about the
same length as the Long Ending. Salmon con-

jectures that the scribes of K and B were of the
school of Eusebius, and that they left out these

verses, though they had them in their original,
because Eusebius disapproved of them. No writer
before Eusebius is known to have rejected them,
and their presence in all later MSS shows that
the successors of Eusebius, in spite of his great
authority, did not follow his judgment in the
matter. If, however, ^ T

'-,.: : i on this

part of the subject is sou.au, anu u" NB wnen cross-

examined give evidence, as he says, for the dis-

puted ending and not against it, yet the absence
of the ending in syr

sin and in Eusebius' * more
accurate copies

' remains a J "" * " " "" *

to

accepting- the further infere 1

; .- !<ong
Ending is genuine. Mr. F. C. Conybeare lias sug-
gested '77. .'',-t'f ,-; 4th series, viii. 241) that these
verses s:--<i ; ln k -\vrk of the Aristion mentioned by
Papias as one of our Lord's disciples. In an Ar-
menian MS. of the Gospels written A.D. 986 (only
discovered in 1891), the Long Ending is said to "be
* of the presbyter Ariston/ and it is not unreason-
able to understand Aristion to be meant, the
iota having fallen in transcription into Armenian.
But the evidence is too late to be of much worth.
The internal evidence is important. It is freely

admitted by the supporters of the Long Ending
that its style and \ocnJmlnry are entirely different
from those of the main part of the Gospel ; and
this r *v- .".I. ',;!. is decisive against the author-

ship ,- ! :i - ,me. But this does not at once
bring us to a solution of all our difficulties. As
far as style goes, it does not necessarily follow that
the Long T^id'm^ is not by St. Mark. "Salmon (loo.

cit*} ^iiggci^r^ r I nit our Second Gospel is, in its

im-scur, form, ''ho hut^L of the S\noptii-s St. Mark
luning, indeed, rollouod the ^\ riitx-u Potri no tra-
dition more

faithfully than the others, and having
Incorporated it in his Gospel almost in its own
words, prefixing I 1 "19 and adding IG9

^, inserting
also various? editorial touches (for which see vii. 2
below). Certainly both the first fifteen and the
last "twelve verses of our Gospel show the same
system of summarizing events, Salmon suggests
that it was these two passages which, led Augustine

to call Mark an abbreviator of Matthew, and sc

far they might be by the same author. Yet tli

style of the 'preface' and that of
^

the 'appendix
are not similar. A greater objection to this view
is that it supposes in reality a Peter-Gospel not

written by St. Mark ; but ecclesiastical writers

never represent St. Peter as writing a Gospel,
either by himself or by any scribe or *

interpreter
'

except S't. Mark. For we notice that this theory
will not bear the weight of the additional hypo-
thesis (not Salmon's), that St. Mark wrote a first

edition, perhaps at Kome, and afterwards a later

one, with added matter^ perhaps at Alexandria.
7"

'
"."',.* "y against this; more-

.

' "

o al !/ "_ v ui:V, r. i ve

survived, and the Church to which h<> ^:\\ ids nrst

edition would have preserved the woid- v ii h which
that edition closed.

There is one consideration which seems to the

present writer decisive against Dr. Salmon's view.
The Long Ending could not, like the Intermediate

one, have been written whether by Mark or by"
\ 'o finish the Gospel left un-

: the b.'-iuniii;: of v. 9 is not
continuous with v. 8

. The ^nbjoci oi ty&vy had evi-

dently been indicated in the sentence which had
preceded ; yet the necessary

* Jesus ' cannot be
understood from anything in v. 8

. Further, Mary
"Vh/M. V"'- i- ":' reduced in v. 9 as a new person,
-!i" i- :.:'.:! as one Trap' tf$ Kpe(3\tfKei. eirrh

5cu/x<fcta, though she had just been mentioned by
name in 1540 * 47 16 1

, and though she was one of the
women spoken of thwughoni the eight verses pre-
ceding th< T T

1

!' . T" :

"agraph, then,
must be a ,

.

" 1
- \. and could not

have been composed on ;-v| -< i end the Gospel.
It is, indeed, too much ; -<i\ i n.-ii it is a summary
of events of the Fortj PJI\ -. complete in itself,
but at least it fits very badly on to the rest of the

Gospel.
The presence of the Intermediate Ending also

militates against the last twelve verses being the
work of Si. Mark. It shows that in very early
times, how early we cannot say, these" verses
were not unanimously received. The evidence of

Irenseus, however, shows that they were adopted
as an ending to the Gospel not later than the
middle of the 2nd century.
We musj

}
!, "-> '": .."!'!

"

the idea that
either the I . . : i I- * <-. ,,te Ending was
the work of :

^--
'. I .,; !:-. We have, how-

ever, still : ,::: .'
j
i..;.!.-:ii suggested by

the Short Ending.
It is^inconceivable that 168, with iN abrupt and

inauspicious gfiopovvro ydp, could po--il>ly be the
end of a Gospel ; indeed, it seems to stop in the
middle of a sentence. Against this it is said that
abrupt terminations are not unknown in Greek
literature (see Salmond in Hastings' DB iii, 253).
Yet in this case such an idea is hardly tenable. It
is very unlikely that the Gospel should deliber-

ately end without any incident of the risen life of
our Lord and with a note of terror. We have
therefore to suppose a lost ending ; and the diffi-

culty of accounting for its total YlK-r-|.< jii.-mcc i>

the strongest argument of the -\\\^ i-i- 01 ! lie-

last twelve verses. It is not sufficient to pass it

by, as is often done by those who impugn them, as
a matter of little importance.

It is suggested flint the la^t leaf of the original
was early lost, and that the other extant endings
were supplied to take its place. The last leaf of a
MS is undoubtedly the very one which is most
likely, after much use, to disappear. Dr. Salmon
points put (loc. cit.} that this idea is based on the
supposition that the original completely disappeared.
The hypothesis of a lost leaf would account for a
partial circulation of shorter copies, but for the
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complete disappearance of the old ending only if it
was Mark's own muuia'.'iph that lost its leaf before

any copy was made from ir. But it is difficult to

suppose that only one MS of the Gospel existed in
Mark's lifetime, and that his autograph was not
copied till he died ; and if the leaf fell in Mark's

was copied, why didlifetime before
not Mark write ;

There is an equal difficulty in the kindred sup-
position that the Gospel was left accidentally un-
finished at 16s

. Salmon asks why, if Mark died
before completing his work, th "".*"' '

, gave
the work to the world did not ;

'

, end-
ing, as Tertius added something to Romans (16

22
),

and the presbyl- i
-

'}
--.":.. ".\

*

'., Tie Fourth Gospel
(Jn 2124

)? If -,: ,-:,',. , -,'
:

, i ere added after-

wards, why nol i ,' -
:

':< v :

-.-i the Gospel was
first published? And this supposition is against
the ecclesiastical testimony, which makes Mark
finish his Gospel, and in some cases makes him
take it to Egypt.

It cannot be said that these difficulties have been
very satisfactorily met. Perhaps in our present
state of knowledge the best solution of them is

that of Dean Arrnitage Robinson, who suggests
(Study of the Gospels, p. 5) that the Second Gospel
was not highly; esteemed in the 2nd cent., and that
all 'copies perished but one, which lost its leaf.
"We know that the Gospel W, -

.

"" ' '

later on
(see above, ii.), chiefly on , its short-

ness, and because it ai-pavo'iily adds little to our
information. This may well have been the case

early in the 2nd cent. ; and if that be so, the circula-
tion of it would not have been nearly so large as
that of the other Gospels. It is not, however,
necessary to put the loss of the leaf so late. The
same state of things might well have existed im-
in- -I:,'!. -

T
\ : if: - ^i. Mark's death.

l". i"v. ;',; - ..-I neither side can be neglected.
But our verdict must be given after weighing
probabilities, and to the present writer they seem

oxorvlichiiiii^lyioiiK'iKiiirijijiicnj'.'iiii^i ihr.Sinrkan

authoi>liip of the last twelve verses, o- * \ -:i ;i.:;iir-;

their being n roal onliu;j of the Gosn
'

;; , '. ii:;

they are, m-v <;i i IK 1.^-., lik.- the Pericope Adulterce,
an exceedingly ancient and authoritative record of
the words and deeds narrated in them.

vii. Is OUR SECOND GOSPEL THE ORIGINAL
WHICH LAY BEFORE THE FIRST AND THIRD
EVANGELISTS? Those who in the present day
answer this question in the negative usually take
a different line from that taken by Baur and his
school. They regard our present canonical Gospel
as an edited and augmented for 1

: of {"; -''"^li..'^.

yet as retaining almost all the < 'M.V.H ; !-, i- : Js

tures of that original. T' N "bv |i'*i-^*- is much
inore tenable than the T : i ';.'' i '<:>, which
made all our Synoptic Gospels 2nu ceiiu produc-
tions, and held that the Mk. known to Parcias was
not our Mk. 3 but something entirely different.

These two hypotheses sire, in reality, incon-d-tonl,
and must be con-ddcred separate! y. \

For an n ttempt
partially to combine them see Handay's Gasp, in
See. Cent. v. 2, written in 1876, and not since re-

printed^ It is not known if Dr. Sanday would
still maintain the opinions which he then held].

1. Banr, Schleiermacher, Wenclt, Davidson,
Renan, and others substantially agree in holding
the latter hypothesis. Papias says that St. Mark
wrote Christ's words and deeds "'

accurately
' but

'not in order' (see above, ii). From this it is

concluded that the Mk. of Papias ('Ur-Marens')
was not written 'in order,' but was a disjointed
collection of speeches and anecdotes ; and, further,
was not a Gospel in our later sense of the word,
but something of the nature of the Clementine

Homilies, a record of the sayings and teachings of
Peter. Again, Papias says that Matthew com-

posed the ' oracles
'

(Xoym) in the Hebrew language,
and each one interpreted them (^p/^ewre, aorlst
the i'llo 1

. j-n ii'i-j did not go on in Papias' own day)
as he could. We need not here discuss the ques-
tion of the original language of Mt. ,

but the argu-
ment which we are now considering is that, whereas
our present Gospels !<.-< :i:

n

>]tj<;:< HPO:' < i: in.-
1

c. \J

plan, and to a great o\;ru i'i de-nil, ihc'.M.. <>i'

Papias was very different from his Mk. , the former
being a collection of discourses, the latter a narra-
tive of the words and deeds of Christ. Renan ( Vic
de Jesu$t p. xxii) supposes that Matthew wrote the
discourses and Mark the anecdotes about Christ,
and that by assimilation our present Mt. and
Mk. took their shape, the former , ! "!.. '! the
anecdotes and adding them to th- :-::,- '-. the
latter adopting the reverse process. A further

argument on the same side has been drawn from
the evidence of Justin Martyr (see above, ii.),

who constantly quotes the Evangelic narrative,
but in words that in many cases differ from our
canonical Synoptics, so that if he had the latter
before him, we cannot always be sure which he is

quoting; we need not here consider whether he
used the Fourth Gospel. The conclusion which at
one time used to be drawn from Justin's quota-
tions, and from his mentioning one or two things
not found in the canonical texts, e.g. that Christ
was born in a cave, and that the Magi came from
Arabia, was that he used Gospels different from
those which we now have. Perhaps also we should
insert under this head the fact llir, i si < oi"p,i '< i

- v i ly
long section in Mk. (6

45-826
) i- oinined by .r.k,

from which it is argued by some that Luke's Mk.
was not the same as our own. It is also argued
that the records of the Two Feedings show that our
Mk. is a compilation from l.\\o -.piii'Mli originals,
one of which narrated ilu* fowling of i-io 5000, the
other of the 4000, and that it cannot be the work,
directly or indirectly, of an eye-witness.
When we consider these arguments, we are

struck by the fact that they assume several dis-

putable points. It is not at all clear that Papias
meant that his Mk. was an unconnected collection
of anecdotes ; it is quite as probable that he meant
that he did not approve of the < - ohv

:
'J order

of Mk.; and, as we have seen ? ",. .
**

. J.,.ice was
peiliapa of the same opinion. It is also assumed as
obvious that Papias meant only

' discourses' by
\6yta. Certainly that is the primary menn"M;rof
the word. But its use in the sense <>t' oni- !

'.

b

-/
i.e. the inspired Scriptures, is quite common in

early Christian times. In Ro 32 rot X67ta TOU Qeov

may, indeed, refer only to God^ saying (as Sanday-
Heudlum, in loc.-3 see also Sanday*, Gosp. in Second
Cent. p. 155), but it is more natural to refer it to

the whole of OT. Sanclay-Headlam remark that
from the time of Philo onwards the word was used
of any sacred writing, whether discourse or narra-

tive. Thus, then, we cannot assume without argu-
ment that Papias meant only discourses by A&yta.
Eusebius (HE iii. 39) tells us that Papias' own
work was called Aoyluv KupiaK&v e^riyfiaeis (v.L e^-
7770-4$), and Papias clearly did not deal only with
our Lord's sayings. It is at least quite possible
that Papias uses the word \6yto, as equivalent to

our c

Gospel
'

(>so Westeott, Canon, p. 80 n.; Light-
foot, &,?. on Sup. Mel. pp. 155 n., 171

f.)-.
If so,

the argument from the dissimilarity of Papias' Mt.
and Mk. breaks down. But even supposing (as

living scholars are more willing to grant than were

Lightfoot and Westeott) that \6yia in Papias means
1

discourses/ his words do not necessarily mean
that Matthew wrote sayings only ; and we shall

be led to the contrary opinion by a great difficulty
that meet* the hypothesis in question at the put-
set. There was no time for the process imagined
by Renan to take place. Such a process would
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take a very much longer time in its development
than can by any possibility be allowed. And a
fatal objection to the hypothesis is that the result

would not be that which as a matter of fact

has taken place. We should have had a great
number of variant Gospels, and the earlier the

copies the greater would have been the variations.

We should have had no certainty as to which

Gospel could rightly claim any given incident,
and there would have been in an aggravated form
the textual conditions that we find in the case of

the Pericope Adulterce, which appears sometimes
in one Gospel and sometimes in another. In reality
the four Gospels are perfectly distinct, and have
been so as far back as we have any copies of them,
the earliest MSS showing as distinct a division
between them as the later ones (see Salmon, IntrocL
Lect. viL; Lightfoot, op, cit. p. 172 ft'.). Justin
MJ:I i \ i .el"!- 11- .hat the 'memoirs of the Apostles'
\''.t. i'!'C ">-|- \ Avere read at Christian worship in

his time (Ajtol. i. 67). If the Gospels then read
were our canonical Gospels, there is not sufficient

time between Papias and Justin for such a revolu-
tion to have taken place as is supposed. If, on the
other hand, Justin used the supposed

4

original
Matthew' and *

original Mark,' there is not time
between him and Irenseus for the same thing to
have happened. As a matter of fact, it is now
jciii- -.illy ln-ld that Justin knew at least our Syn-
op: ic ( o'-p"N. This does not mean that he had no
other sources of information, such as oral tradition,
or even that he did not borrow from an apocry-
phal

'

Gospel ; the * cave '

at Bethlehem, for ex-

ample, may well have come from some one or
other of such sources. But a careful analysis of
his quotations from OT shows that he varies from
the true text in these quite as much as in his

Gospel quotations; and most of the variations

probably arise from his trusting to memory. The
difficulty of

'

i :r ii
!

i

i i > a manuscript without
divisions, ever r'.-r v<v.j... is so great, that the

memory would be trusted in a far greater degree
than with us who have printed Bibles. And, as
we should have conjectured, Justin is much more
accurate in his longer -"i ;,. in: 1

,-, u'lire he would
be obliged to refer to 'i - 'lii-iu.-i i ).. than in his
shorter ones, where it would be less necessary to
do so (see, further, Sanday, Gospels in Second Cent.
eh. ii.; Salmon, Introd. Lect. vi.). Moreover, we
may remark that an <

original Mark ' could not
have disappeared without leaving any trace ; we
should ha\ e found some quotation-* from it, or
some reference to its being ''.>: "! by a more
modern successor. And : .

;
i argument

(above, iii. 2) comes in here witliVu ml lir"ji
force. Our Mk. could not have had i i i n - 1 1 , i : i 1 i ! ,

character, its evidence of first-hand knowledge, if

Benan's idea were true.
The argument from the omission by Luke of a

Markan section is inconclusive. He had a long
section to introduce ( iii. 4 (a) above), and it was
natural for him to omit something, to make room
for his new matter. The section of Mk. is found,
in the same order, in Mt., and therefore, if this

argument held good, it would be necessary to

suppose that, while Luke used an *

original Mark,'
the Fir>l Evangelist used our present one. Also,
two incidents in^this section are referred to shortly
in Lk,, the seeking of a sign and the leaven of the
Pharisees (Lk nfc 12 1

). The conclusion from
f doublets' is very insecure. There is no reason
why there should not have been two Feedings.

2. The hv"]iorln
j -i-* that our present Mk. is an

{ edited' form of the Gospel which was used by
Matthew and Luke, is in reality quite different
from that which has just been considered. For it

supposes that pur Second Gospel is very like the
original, differing from it only by the insertion

of a few editorial touches, at the most by the
addition of a few

j

i

:..-i; r.ijili-*; whereas the other

hypothesis supposes our Mk. to be entirely differ-

ent from the original Gospel. Dr. Salmon pro-

poses one form of the hypothesis which we have
now reached (Introd. Lect. ix. s.f.). He suggests
that our Second Gospel is at once the oldest and
the youngest of the three Synoptics ; the oldest
as giving most nearly the very words in which
the Apostolic traditions were delivered, the young-
est as respects the date when the independent
traditions were set in their present framework.
This opinion is largely influenced by his view
that the Long Ending is really Markan (see above,

vi.}. He supposes that Mark added, besides the
first fifteen and the last twelve verses, some other

slight portions ; and that the remarks about un-
belief 35 6- M , which are not found in the other
'^v '..

j-:

: are by the writer of the Long Ending
l<ii. 10"- "") i.e. by St. Mark, as the editor of the
Petrine Tradition. From an opposite standpoint,
Schiniedel (Eiwyc. BibL ii. 1844, 1848, 1850 f.)

thinks that the canonical Mk. is a later edition,
and that several things in it are *

secondary
'

to

Mt. and Luke. O'i" 1 ;\S'. i

i.. consideration urged
by him (also by **, "!..'.>-

'

jsp. in Second Cent.

v. 2, p. 149) is that Mt. and Lk. often agree
against Mk. ; therefore, unless the First Evan-
gelist knew the Third Gospel, or the Third
Evangelist the First (both of which suppositions
are oonrV cdly improbable), they must have had
a form of Mk. which is not ours. But this assumes
too much ; it supposes that the First and Third

Evangelists had no other source (besides Mk.) than
a collection of discourses, i.e. that the *non-
Markan document 5 could not have been a history
parallel to Mark. As Schmiedel himself rightly
says, tins assumption is not necessarily true. But
if so, his argument, given above, has little weight.
There is no reason why Mt. and Lk. should not
have got their agreements as against Mk. from
the non-Markan source. There is no reason to
believe that the latter carefully avoided every-
thing Contained in the Petrine tradition; and if

ii inolumsl some things which were in that tradi-

tion, there is no reason why Matthew and Luke
should not sometimes have followed it in prefer-
ence.
As this question of agreement of Mt. and Lk.

'

against Mk. is of great importance in forming a

judgment about the Second Gospel, it is necessary
to consider some details. As examples, it will

suffice to give instances from the first few chap-
ters : Mk I 8 TrvGtfjwrL ayty=M,t. Lk. irv. 0-7, teal

TTvpL ; I31 , Mt. inserts ^y^pdij Kal, Lk. avacrracra ;

I
40 and 23, Mt. Lk. insert (but in different ways)

idoti ; 2s
0<-pofres, Mt. Lk. insert (but in different

ways) <~irl K\ivr)$ ; 212
e^jjXBev fyt7rppcr0ej>

7rdvrwy = Mt.
Lk. &Tr7)\0v e/s rbv OIKOV atfroO ; ib. e^c'crracrtfcu

= Mt.
e0o^(97?ra^ = Lk. fjrXifja'&ya'av (p6{3ov ;

22a 6 oft/os dbrtfA-

Ai/rcu, K.T.A., Mt. inserts &c%arcu, Lk. ^/cx^^erat, and
both transpose a,7r6\\. ; ib. dXV olvov vtov, /c.r.X., Mt.
inserts /3<fAXoi/m, Lk. fi\f}rov, but both come from
the fid\\i (Mt. @&\\ovffi) which had just preceded ;

318a, Mt. Lk. insert 'his brother' (Mt. nomina-
tive, Lk. accusative), and both transfer Andrew
to a place just after Peter ; 323 , Mt, inserts eld&s

T&S vQ\)[jd)a'ei$ airrcui', Lk. cu/rds 5 e5cbs a&r&v r&

Siavo^cLra ; 411
, Mt. Lk. insert yvuvac (see above,

iii. 4 (k)} ^
431

, Mt. Lk. insert v \aj3&v &v0puiro$ ;

537
ij^/aro rov IjuLariov ai/rou, Mt. Lk. insert rov /cpacnr^-

Sou. The other chapters ^ive similar results; e.g.
Mk 1465 , Mt. Lk. insert -Hs <TTLV 6 iralcras ve ; 14*2,
Mt. and (?) Lk. insert /cat t&\$&i> <!%u $K\avo-ev TrtKp&s
(but see iii. 5 (h] above). These changes, or most
of them, could not, as Sanday (loc. cit.} points out,
have been accidental. The same cannot be said of
the great majority of the instances often quoted of
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supposed agreement of Mt.-Lk. against Mk. ; most
of them are so minute and unimportant that they
do not argue any common bond between the First
and Third Evangelists except common sense.

Now, the argument which we are considering
suggests that these inserted phrases were originally
in Mk., but were omitted or altered by a later
editor. Is this in the least probable? There is

no reason that we can conceive why they should
have been omitted or altered. In some cases it

is most improbable that rr^yililii^ of the kind
should have happened, for 11 vmilti mean the
introduction by a later editor of harsh or difficult

S'lrases

not found in Mt. or Lk. (see iii. 4i (h ) above),
n the other hand, the theory that the non-

Markan source or sources used by Matthew and
Luke contained narrative as well as discourses
has all the marks of

j

'"" ;''
-*

1 "
\ to put the matter

at the lowest. See,
'

<'-\<
|'

: --. the non-Markan
I'aiVijjr.ip

1

'^ collected in the* second division of
\\ right's Synopsis, which contains the narratives
of the Temptation and of the Baptist's preaching ;

and there are many others. If this be the case,
the result is exactly what we should expect.
Matthew and Luke sometimes follow Mark rather
than the non - Markan source ; sometimes one
follows the one and the other the other ; and some-
times both follow the non-Markan source. Pro-

bably no one would have thought otherwise but for

presuppositions founded on the \6jia sentence of

Papias.
But Schmieclel (loc. tit.) finds in certain passages

indications of our Mk. being 'secondary' to Mt.
and Luke. Such are 328 irdvra d0e07j<rerat rots VLQLS

r&v &v6p&irw, where
[|
Mt 1231f- has dv&p&irois, but

goes on to say: 'Whosoever shall speak a word.

against the Son of Man, it shall be forgiven him. 3

:

' ,...*;, is that the editor of our Mk. did
*

"

tier phrase, which had been common
to Mt. and the original Mk., and omitted it, but
kept the words ( Son of Man '

by altering the

d^^pc&Trotsr of Mt. to rois utots T&V avOpibirctii'. It

seems much more probable that Matthew got the
additional sentence from the non-Markan source ;

and Mark's * sons of men '

as equivalent to f men,
5

a common Semitic idiom, is on a par with his
other Aramaisms (see vi. above). In T27 occurs
a phrase, 'Let the children first be filled,

3 which
is not in Mt., and is thought by Schmiedel to be
an insertion in pur Mk., showing 'some aversion
to Jewish particularism/ as toning down our
Lord's answer. Yet Mt 8n shows much more
c aversion.' In 91 the phrase 'the kingdom of God
come (e\7]\v0viav) in (with) power

'

is thought to be
a correction of ' the Son of man coming (epx^vov)
in his kingdom,' Mt 1628

, as postponing the
Parousia, which the result showed to be not so
near as was at first believed. Here Luke (O

27
) has

' the kingdom of God J

simply, which at least shows
no priority to Mark. It is much more likely that
'the kingdom of God,' with or without the addi-
tion * come in (with) power/ wras our Lord's own
phrase, and that Matthew, as is his wont, gives
the explanation, no doubt prompted by the belief
of the first age that Jesus would return in the
lifetime of those 'standing here 3

(see Sanday in

Halting-' DB ii. 635). The awkward turn of the

wording in 912, used above ( iii. % (h)) as an indica-
tion of Mk.'.- priority, Matthew smoothing down
an awkward phrase, "is held by Schmiedel to show
our Mk.'s 'secondary' character; he thinks that
our Mk. has introduced a e

sense-destroying paren-
thesis

*

surely a very strange thing for an editor
to do, whatever an original author might have
done. In II25 we find 6 irar^p bfj,Q>v 6 fr rots otipavois

(where ||
Mt. has 6 TT. v. 6 ovpdvios), the only Markan

instance (perhaps 1 126 of TKis an interpolation) of an

express characteristic of Mt., and it is thought to

be an editorial addition. This argument, however,
would necessitate the supposition that the first

clause of the LordV P v,\. .,-,'.. n in Mt., was
an invention of the !

"
.'!.,<'_< - which is very

unlikely. It is true that the shorter or Lukan
form shows much of Luke's style, and some of the
differences between it and the Matthaean form
seem to be due to Luke himself (>ee Plummer on
Lk II 1

), the Matthsean form being probably nearer
the original ; and Dr. Chase supposes that the
first Christians adapted the prayer for liturgical
use (TS, Camb., i. 3). But it is quite unnecessary
to suppose that the phrase

e Our Father which art
in heaven 3 was first found in Matthew. From
Mark's account of the Wicked Husbandmen (12

2ff
-),

where one messenger is mentioned on each occa-

sion, and then,
' in a quite unnecessary and even

i

1 "

>,'',. V -i
-

i , , , . i .' many others, Schmiedel argues
uie prioriby ox Alt., where several servants are
sent on each occasion. It is hard to see any force
in this. Matthew is as likely to have corrected
Mark (if it be a correction) as our Mk. to have intro-

duced a gratuitous inconsistency (if it be an incon-

sistency) under the influence of Matthew. In the
discourse on the Coming of the Son of Man, after

the account of the afflictions, Mk 13-4 has :

* In
those days, after that tribulation, the sun shall be

darkened/ while
||
Mt. has 'immediately after/

etc. This is said to show the posteriority of a

supposed Markan editor who desires to postpone
the Parousia, as in the case of 91

(above) ; but as

there, so here, it is more probable that Matthew's
evQews is an explanation, and Mark's ev ^etmts TOLLS

Tjfj^paLs is our Lord's own phrase, or nearly so.

Thus, although there is *! '-i-;.. i: 'he nature of

things why our Second <.-[;
- : -"n .!: not be an

edited form of the original document that lay
before Matthew and Luke, the reasons alleged

by Schmiedel will hardly convince us that this is

the case. Salmon's argument really depends on
the view taken of the last twelve verses (see above,
vL ). If on other grounds we believe theni to be

by the writer who part our Second Gospel into its

present shape, then we may accept his theory;
but if otherwise, the theory falls.

If, however, we were to accept the hypothesis of

a later editor, it would be of interest to trace the

portions due to him. We may put aside Dr.

Salmon's suggestion (see above) of I 1 ' 15 S5 66 - 5 - 169ff-

unless we accept the appendix as a real ending to

the Gospel. But we might hold that several para-

graphs peculiar to Mk. are due to this supposed
editor; such as 319b- 20 - 21

(accusation of madness

by Jesus' friends : though here we might equally
hold that the omission in Mt. and Lk. is due to

the same feeling as in iii. 3 above),
>

426 '29
(the

seed growing secretly), 73f-

(explanation about

washings), 732 "37
(the healing of the deaf jacrytAdXos),

S22 '26
(the blind man of Betlisaida), 1451f-

(the

young man who fled naked), 1521
(the names Alex-

ander and Rufus). It might also be thought that

the Aramaisms and Latinisms were due to such
an editor (but see above, iii. $ (/), (g), v.). These
are points which are peculiar to our Gospel.
But a consideration which militates against such

a hirgc amount of odiKpj: i- ihat our Mk. retains

at once the ori^inr. i nujjmr and the original
freshness of Lyle. li the canonical Mk. is later

than and influenced by Mt. and Lk., why did not
its editor correct the mistakes and prune the

vulgarisms and M
OI;-;I IK <- as did Matthew and

Luke? While, i ow iwr. i!i'- seems to forbid the

idea of any large amount of editing, it is certainly

po.s.-ib1e that a later editor has introduced a few
1

phrases. Sir J. Hawkins (Nor. Synopt, p% 110)

suggest* the following as additions : I1 'I??<roi/
'

so I'loO Geou?], 518 u>s 6i<rx&iOL }
6s7
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(but see above, iii. ^ (A)), 10
29 ml Sveieev rov

1030 jtterd dLwyiJ.uv, 145 eTrdvw Syvapluv rpLaKOffiuv, 145b

/ecu i'crcu at /mpri'pt'ai oik ^crap, and so in 145i)
, But

even this hypothesis is not necessary ; and on the
whole the more probable solution seems to be that
our Second Gospel is that which was used by the
First and Third Evangelists ; in fact, that Mark
wrote first of all the Foura and that his work was
known to the others.
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A. J. MACLEAN.
^
MARKET, MARKET-PLACE (dyopd). 1. Local-

ity a*'? rtftfn'in-'inf.'. The landscape of Palestine
was i-iuu'HcUri/cd by the number of Its villagesand the absence of isolated dwellhig-liou^ on
the cultivated lands. This was due to the joint
ownership and tillage of the village fields and to
the importance of living together for common
safety. The Oriental always lived in the, midst of
neighbours (Lk 156*9

), and sought his home in f a
city of habitation

9

(Ps 107s6
). The Palestine

village had a path of communication leading
through it to other villages, and this thoroughfare,
or the widest and most central part of it, became
the market-place. A few small shops opened
upon the roadway reprefsentin^ the simple village
traffic in food and clothing, and the manual skul

of the carpenter and the blacksmith. In the larger
towns the single shop of a kind became 'a street,

row, or enclosed square devoted to the manufacture
and sale of particular articles, each being thus
known as the fruit-market, the shoe-makers' street,
or the khan of the silver-smiths (Jer 37al

, Jn 5-).

2. Uses and associations. Beside the fountain
or large tree of the market-place to which the

village often owed its name and choice of locality,
muleteers and other travellers rested their baggage
animals, and told of what had happened by the

way. There the elders of the village could be met
with (Ac 16 19 *

-), and the children naturally col-

lected and played where there was most to be seen
and heard (Lk 73

-). In the market-place, day-
labourers gathered at dawn from different quarters
and waited to be engaged (Mt 20y

). There men
met and greetings were exchanged, a scale of dis-

tinction being carefully observed, from the recogni-
tion accorded to equals and iHi^hlionr- upto1.be
salutation offered to those v hum ii v. ;i,s prudent
or becoming lo hold in honour on account of

seniority, family connexion, woildly prosperiiy, or

ruligiouV position (Mt 237
, Lk 11 4S

). On account
of the coming and going of strangers and the im-

portation of foreign wares, the Pharisee washed
liis hands on returning from the market, as he
might have unavoidably or inadvertently touched
Muncthinti that was classified as deliling, or that
luid it>eh previously come into contact with what
imparted such ceremonial defilement (Mk 74

).

3. In Gentile towns Under the Giu4co-Koman
influences the market-place of an Oriental city
became a broad paved way, with a colonnade on
each side marking off two side-walks for foot-

|i.j
< ';-<.'- Such was the agora of Ephesus (Ac

111
'

IT'
1

,, leading in a direct line, with branching
side streets of the ordinary kind, from the canal
quay to the ,'iM|.Y.l.. >-;itthe other end. The
street called ^i i : ;-. ii in Damascus was thus
laid

^out. In Jtiome, the Forum was a similar

localizing of trade and municipal business.
G. M. MACKIE.

MARKS OF JESUS.-See STIGMATA.

MARRIAGE (I.).- 1. Oriental estimate of mar-
riage. Of the three great events in family life

birth, marriage, and death that of marriage
was renderri-1 ii..!i.y{.i:i.' by the amount of con-
sideration ,. v,.i,-,; [,i ;. choice of son-in-law or
daughter-in-law, to the settlement of the custom-
ary financial conditions, and to the mvan^oiiKtm^
connected with the wedding festivities. It was
m-ognized as a step leading to grave consequences,
foi, in i ho cas- .if <i <','n;;hi<-r. if the marriage
should prove iin-.-.i-.'.u or\ . -ii.- would likely
return, to her lormer home discredited and un-
happy, and there would be a feeling of irritation
and injustice between the families concerned. An
almost equal anxiety attended the arrival of the
young wife to live with her husband's parents, and
to perform her duties under the often exacting
superintendence of her mother-in-law. In a deci-
sion thus affecting the whole circle of relatives, it
was considered natural and inevitable that both
the selection of the individual and the settlement
of all financial matters should be decided by the
parents and guardians of those about to be married.
The impulsive self-will of Esau which showed
itself in the contempt of his birthright, led him
bo set aside the above tradition by marrying two
of the daughters of Heth (Gn 2634 - ** 274f1

). Woman
was not thought of as having a personal existence
at her own disposal, but as a unit in the family,
and under the protection and authority of her
male relatives. In marriage she was practically
}he purchased possession of her husband, becoming

ali to him as her ba'al, or owner and master.
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2. Betrothal. This was a binding transaction

declaring the fact of prospective marriage, and
specifying the terms agreed upon by the contract-

ing parties, that is, by those acting on their be-
half. Although in both families the intention of

marriage might have been decided upon by the

parents from the infancy of their children, yet the
;'>'',

"" "
.

v
"

betrothal was not proceeded with
':". ,>! _ could be regarded as a ii>--P;ii;\-
in the near tuture. On the one hand, u u.-i^ un-
desirable to make gifts or pay an instalment in
a compact that might never be implemented by
marriage, and, on the other hand, it was equally
undesirable to dedicate a daughter to one who
might not live to undertake her support, and thus
cause her to be regarded as a widow. During a
prolonged interval the man might move to another
part of the land or fail to carry out the betrothal

stipiilations, and then the intended bride would
require to get a writing of divorce or separation
before she could be betrothed or married to
another. While the act of betrothal by the pre-
sence of witnesses and the assemblage of friends
had the importance of a ceremonial function, yet
the spirit of bargaining was generally so keenly
aroused, and the process of compromise so pro-,
tracted and complex, that the situation scarcely
admitted of mime-din te marriage rejoicings. Be-
sides, it frequently happened that an interval of
time was needed in order that the bridegroom
might render the stipulated service, or acquire the
sum of money agreed upon as the present to be

flven
to the father and brothers of the bride,

hus there was usually an interval of a year or

two, or it might be of several years, between the
betrothal and the celebration of marriage.

3. Ceremony of marriage. As a welcome sequel
following in due time upon the discussion and
settlement of the marriage portion and similar

matters, the wedding itself was always an occasion
of joyful festivity and congratulation, (a) Place.

While in ancient times the marriage doubtless
took place occasionally in the home of the bride,

yet the fact that the l>rideaoom came to claim
one who had become hU by the fulfilment of

assigned conditions, and further, the widespread
tradition of forcible opposition to her removal
from, her people, point to the greater frequency of

marriage in the house o :

"

. 1 1 1 : I u i

: !
-

: i
\ parents.

Thither the bride was <<'. :

i

i' v-.i '.'\ ,: upanyof
friends, carrying also her personal outfit and house-
hold belongings. If her people were of the peasant
class, and she was merely passing to a neigh-
bouring village, she would be already in her bridal
dress and seated upon a led horse or mule, while
in front of the procession young men and maidens
iii'liviiljuilly on^iiLM't! in sword-play and dancing.
I n r ho In rgtir \ il 1,'igc-. such as Bethlehem and Naza-
n:i h. i ho robing of ihe bride was more elaborate,
and was carried out by the help of women after her
arrival at the new home. On that day, the bride-

groom, instead of following the primitive custom
of going to claim his bride or to meet her proces-
sion on the way, remained absent from the house
with his relatives or friends until all preparations
had been fullv made.

(b) Tim&. The marriage generally look place in
the evening, so that tho>o coming from u distance

might not fail to arrive, mul iho-o A\ ho i\ ere occu-

pied during the clay might have liberty to attend.

During the evening, as he sat among his friends,
the bridegroom, in the exercise of his prerogative
as the chief person concerned, signified his desire to
move homewards. Upon this the wedding proces-
sion was formed. Lanterns and torches were lit to

guide him and his companions through the dark,
silent streets. Those who were waiting to see the

procession pass raised the peculiar Oriental cry of

in.Mrrifi^o festivity, and thus, as the cry was taken

;ip, the fi i of his approach was known along the

path in front of him up to the house in which the
bride and her attendants were waiting. Owing to
the stillness of the air and the slow pace of the
illuminated procession, the cry might be heard
half an hour before the arrival of the bridegroom.
Then those who had merely come to do honour by
joining in the procession returned to their houses,
and the relatives and invited guests passed in to the

wedding ceremony and festivity. These rejoicings
were maintained for several days or even a week,
<\t i o'viii 1

.:' i<> /ii- v o- Ml\ iu-'iin-i ii'uv'-iiL the family.
Many ot these marriage customs are alluded to

by Christ in His teaching, as the subject was
familiar to His hearers, and any parabolic lessons
deduced from it would be easily understood.
Thus the bridegroom could excuse himself for not

attending the weeding of another, seeing that his

own invited guests were returning to pay visits

of . .

'

,.]. '*'. and good-will, and would feel

ofife-> I ': :. , .< \ found him absent (Lk 1420). It

was ,i i-,, 11 !!/" and honour to the guest to be
inv" . >

: ;>
'-edding feast, and an affront to

those who invited him if he failed to attend (Mt
223 - 9

). It was late when the wedding guest
returned to his own house (Lk 12>;u

j. It was for

the bridegroom to tarry until he was pleased to

appoint the hoar of his coming (Mt 2442 25 ff - 13
).

The reference to marrying and giving in marriage,
with the Flood at the door, exemplified that pre-

occupation of the mind with worldly interests and
ambitions by which men forget the transitoriness
of life and "the precariousness of its possessions.
One of the marks of the new Kingdom was to be
its power of carrying disruption into the closest

and strongest family relationships at the call of

loyalty to its larger and higher citizenship (10
35"37

12"4*5
"49

), With such a b;u-kground of tradition and
custom Christ gave to ^Mvriairo iii(; support of His
own presence, and spoke of its Divine origin and

temporary nature (Jn 2*, Mt 194
'6 22s0

). In the

Epistles it is evident that the higher conception of

marriage prevalent among the Jews was gravely
( i M, !!,:_ '< !

"!;.
t"!>e inherited views still familiar to

i!ii srri-i. \\n\\\ 's condemned by the conscience, in

;'i' 4 \. r/iL i

."iiibejrship
of the Church (1 Co 7).

The marriage relationship was used to typify the
intimate vital affinity between Christ and the
Church (Epli d-2

'33
). In Rev 21 3 the comparison of

the New Jerusalem to an Oriental bride adorned
for her hu-U'iiid. njipmprialely -Hs forth the pro-
inicrod d( i

\c!o]']ii(>rn ,-mil prri<:ri^i beauty of the

Kingdom o?" God.
The bridegroom's friend (Jn 3^) must be dis-

tinguished from ' the children of the bride-cham-
ber 5

(Mt 915
), who were simply the inv;!.-l :: -*i-.

In Judsea there were two such 'friends.' <! ,-
:>

-j

for the bridegroom, the other for the bride. Tiiey
conducted all the preliminary inquiries, made the
I-! 11 rri'i- -> i" .lov. v, etc., arranged the betrothal,
,.!!-. !ir.,,;:\ '": li- '-etrothecl couple to the bride-

chamber/ They were responsible fo- r "I
.

1

I
t

>_

of the whole proceedings, and were :
"

"

the bride's virgin chastity. The bridegrooms
voice, in converse with the bride, assured them

jiloa-tmily
that their work had been successful.

Tin' (iiM-linr^i- of the * friend's' functions was liable

to gross abuses (see Mishnic tractate Middoth).
There was no rorro- ponding funci ioniin in Galilee,
and so there is no allusion to him in the account of

the marriage at Cana. Similar orifices are dis-

charged by the friends of would-be bridegrooms in

Pal estine to-day. An ardent suitor once sent to the

present writer a sum of 40, with the request that
it be given to a friend, on condition that he should
secure the goodwill of a certain maiden, and the
consent of her parents to his suit.
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The bride-chamber is probably= Heb. heder,
c the

nuptial chamber' (Jg 15 1
), in which stood the

hiippah, the bridal ( bed with a canopy
'

(Jl 216
;

Gesenius, s.vf ). In all the lands of their dispersion
the Jews still apply this name, liuppah, to the richly
embroidered canopy under which the contracting
parties stand during the marriage * i : MHI\ .

G. M. MACKIE an., \V ! u.\-..

HARRIAGES (II.). Jesus does not treat of the

family from the point of view of the sociologist, but
from that of the teacher of religion and morals.
The high estimate which He places upon it is to be

seen, not alone in His regard for His mother, but
more particularly from His use of the institution as

His most characteristic analogy for the Kingdom of

God. As far as the condition of its future members
in the present evil age is concerned. He describes
the Kingdom as a social order in which the rela-

tionship of men to God is analogous to that of sons
to a father ; and their relation to each other, there-

fore, is like that existing between brothers. Jesus
also frequently uses figures drawn from marriage
customs to illustrate His teaching concerning the

coming of the Kingdom. It would be a mistake
to see in this use " r IN- '. :'

" -1
,\-\-l filial relations

a survival of that j
ri :" i

"

\ ,' t

: :!- concept which
made members o 1

'

;i < !. .i,- --. its gods* The
3 contains no reflexion of such a primi-
but rather

"
'*"

-n His high
; A -of marriage t \ in the con-

ventionalized civilization of the Jews of His day.
1. As an institution J -u- r<v.urd^ marriage as

essentially physical, and //', /''/*,"' <>i /' for the pre-
sent age. Those who were to share in the blessings
of the eschatological Kingdom would neither marry
nor be given in marriage, but we- ,""

" ""

<
1

of the non-physical body in the ,-..'" M
22-w

s
Mk 12lS -23

,
Lk SO^-36

). His teaching at this

point is not an endorsement of the view that im-

mortality is to be without personal relations, but
is rather a relegation of physical relations to

]'li \v-un] ( munitions.

Tho S<i<iJuf-ec-. in their c[uery which gave rise to
this teaching of Jesus, raised the question of the
levirate marriage. Jesus' answer does not touch
unon that peculiar institution, but deals rather
with the nature of ninn-in^i* iKolf. He was no
social reformer. In all ;li<- re< mvK of His teaching
there is nothing to indicate that He gave to mar-
riage any new social content or custom. Like His
Apostles after Him, Jesus accepted marriage as an
fix i-tin in>lihiiion which gave rise to practical
jnunil (jiKvoiiorK. His use of the customs of the
ii r

<: (if. Mi 2*2-"-, Jn 2m ) was for the purpo>e of
illustration rather than in the way of either

approval or disapproval. It follows that Jesus did
not look upon marriage as psychical or spiritual.
Such transcendental teaching U foreign to the

practical temper of (.'IrriMiimiiy. In its place is

the assumption that the family. 'like all other mem-
bers of social life, conn 1 -! \\itliiri tho region of the

great commandment of love. Jesus assumes that
the father loves the child, and that brothers love
each other. Farther than this His discussions do
not go, but the inference is imperative that the re-
lations between husband and wife fall within the
great teaching of Mt S44"48

quite as truly as other
social relations of individuals. If quarrelsome
brothers are to be reconciled, most assuredly should
there be reconciliation between husband and wife.

2. Marriage as a social institution Jesus regards
as of Divine origin. It is one of the primal facts of

humanity, established by God before the giving of
the Law (Mt 195- 6

, Mk 106'8
). Jesus grants that

because of the exigencies of social development
Moses modified the institution to the extent of per-
mitting and regulating divorce ; but such moditiea-
tion Jesus evidently regarded as out of harmony

with the institution. V vi^ir- to the original
Divine purpose, man anc, !

''
< 'v no longer two

persons but one flesh. That is, marriage was to

be , . Any form of polygamy is thus
exc , .

"

ideal.

It is noteworthy that Jesus in His quotation of Gn 224 does
nob follow the Heb. reading-, in which ol luo of the LXX has no

equivalent. Polygamy is not excluded by the Hebrew, but is

obviously inconsistent with the LXX statement, and even more
so with the inference drawn from the passage by Jesus. It is

from this point of \ ie\v that one must approach the subject of

divorce. (Sue DIVORCE).

3. Jesus, however, docs not make marriage en

supreme good. Rather is it one of those great
goods of an imperfect age which are to be sub-
ordinated to the supreme good of sharing in the

Kingdom of God, i.e. eternal life. Yet at no point
is the sanity of His teaching more in evidence than
here. He Himself was unmarried, but He never
counsels celibacy. He does not even take the

mediating poaition^of St. Paul (I Co 77- m
f-
MO

). In
this particular, as in so many others, He is in such

opposition to the Essenes of His day as quite to
overbalance any of those superficial resemblances
which have been discovered between His teaching
and the ascetic doctrines of that sect. At the same
time, just because marriage, though a good, is one
which must pass with the present age, He teaches
that in some cases it must be avoided. Mt 1912

speaks of those who have made themselves eunuchs
for the sake of the Kingdom of heaven, i.e. who,
because of exceptional circumstances, have become
celibates. In certain other expressions He dis-
'"-

'\ nizes the necessity for some among
! i . to leave their families in the interests
of a devotion to His cause (Mt IS25 , Lk 142(i

). These
sayings, however, are not to be interpreted as in

any way a prohibition of marriage, or as an eleva-
tion of the unmarried state to a plane superior to
that of marriage. To draw such an inference is to

misinterpret the entire tendency of His teaching,
and to elevate into a controllii

.

" "
II IK recog-

nition of exceptional and
;

.

"

"\ difficult

situations in which one is compeiiea to practise a

supreme self-sacrifice in order to remain loyal to a

supreme ideal. The . \" !i
.

. to be interpreted
in accordance with !i in which Jesus
concedes the fact that the family circle is not proof
against evil influences sayings which aroused

hostility against His followers (Mt 1034iS Lk
1249-08)/
The Early Church under the influence of extra-Christian ideals

moved along the line suggested by St. Paul towards the approval
of the highest state of celibacy. Rev 14'* gives the highest
honours to those men who have not been married. Clement of
Alexandria (Strom, iii. 9. 63) refers to the unautlientic Haying
of Jesus preserved in the Gospel of the Egyptians,

*

I came to
destroy the works of the female.' Similarly Clement (tfc. 16)
rep., ris ,T - :- a- 1 .v.i-iir -f.i'l. 'T.-ii < M ry herb, but that which
h.'uli Iwr< 1 1 v

--
(' i

1

. nunon'SiN.) c;u MOI.'

A consideration of this teaching of Jesus leads

naturally, therefore, to the genuinely Christian con-

ception of marriage as a relationship which, though
in the very nature of the case limited to the phy-
sical mode of existence, is yet aacred. The ascetic
ideal

_
is thus utterly lacking here as in all the

teaching of Jesus, and in its place is to be found
all that is normal in the so-called Greek ideal of
life, together with the ennobling Christian ideal
of love. See, further, ADULTERY, CELIBACY,
DIVORCE.
LITERATURE. Westcott, Social Aspects of Christianity ;

Mathews, Social Teaching of Jemis, ch. iv.
; Peabody, Jesus

Christ and the Social Qii'?t" .,. cii iii. : M. .F. Savage, Jesus
and Mod. Life, p. 162: W. CunM'i-l-^iu. '/'///- Path towards
Knowledge, p. I ; cf. also ihe- t-intid.iMl iroMi-r- <> the teaching
of Jesus- SHAILEB MATHEWS.

MARTHA (of Bethany, sister of Lazarus and
Mary). The name Ooi 'mistress' or 'lady'),
though unique in the Scriptures, is common in the
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Talmud.* She appear.- in the Gospel -story on
three occasions: (i) when she entertained Jesus
on His way to Jerusalem at the season of the
Feast of Tabernacles (Lk 1038

'42
) ; (2) when Lazarus

died and was revived by Jesus (Jn II 1 "46
) ; and

(3) when Jesus, on His way to the Passover from
His retreat ^at Ephraim (Jn IP4

), was honoured
with a public entertainment at Bethany in the
house of a leading man named Simon the Leper
(Jn 12a -n= ^lt 2G- 1J=Mk 14-8

). Being a notable
housewife, Martha was entrusted with the manage-
ment of the banquet. See ANOINTING, I. 2.

The idea that the scene of this entertainment was Martha's
house has given rise to the unfortunate surmise that Martha
was a widow, Simon the Leper toeing her deceased husband.
On the supposition that Kvpia, in 2 Jn * $ is a proper name, the
Greek equivalent of Martha,,

*

lady
'

(Volmar), it has been sur-
mised that St. John's 2nd Epistle is addressed to our Martha.
This is ingenious but untenable, since (1) 'the elect Kyria'
would be, notkxtex'ry Ku/s^Cv. 1

), but l&vpiu, ryszteriry (cf. 3 Jn 1
);

(2) the Epistle is probably 'addressed metaphorically to a church
and not to an individual.

Martha and Mary exhibit a peculiarity fre-

<|iii:iitly ob-ervable in families. They were, like
the broil KM-- Jacob and Esau, utterly diverse in

disposition and iCMijMiij.nionf. While Mary was
impassioned and inm^iiiiiiivo, Martha was un-
emotional and practical. t When Jesus visited her
house at the season of the Feast of Tabernacles, He
found her busy preparing the festal cheer (see MAEY,
No. 3). His arrival redoubled her housewifely
solicitude, and it angered her when she saw her
sister seated at His feet and listening to His dis-

!. -I . li-;.\ i'l.:
! her unaided hands the offices of

i -!".;,!;: y. \ :u i when Jesus came to Bethany in

tardy response to the sisters' appeal,
*

Lord, behold,
he whom thou lovest is sick,

7

Mary was in the
darkened home overwhelmed with grief, but Martha
had repressed her emotion,, and, when word was
brought her that Jesus had been sighted making
His toilsome approach by the Ascent of Blood, the

steep and robber-haunted road up the <;IM<M n -lopo
of Olivet, she went out and met Him cio He
entered the village. She greeted Him calmly, not
without upbringing for His delay; and when He
assured her ilmi nor brother would rise again, she

took His words in her matter-of-fact way as a
reference to the current doctrine of the resurrec-

tion of the righteous at the last day, seeing in

them merely a commonplace of pious consolation.

Very different was her sister's behaviour. When
Martha returned home and told her that the
Master had arrived and was calling for her, she

sprang up and ran to Him, and, in a passion of

love and sorrow, flung herself at His feet.

It were, however, unjust to disparage Martha.
She was of a practical turn, but she was very far

from stupid. She was mistress of the house, and
she was as a mother to her unworldly sister. There
was evidently a close sympathy between them.

During the dark days which succeeded their

brother's death, they had been each other's com-
forters and had unbosomed their grief one to the

other. Their constant plaint had been,
* Had the

Lord been here, our brother had not died
J

; and
this was the cry of each in turn when they met
Jesus (Jn II21 -'82

). Martha was calm and self-

possessed, but a great tenderness was concealed

beneath her unemotional exterior. She wept less

than Mary, but she mourned as deeply. Nor was
-Is.- 1; <"ki,'i;_ in love and reverence for Jesus. Her
iiniui; u':i<-i

i uf Mary's inactivity amid the bustle of

K"K.!;i: f : s!n- meal was due less to resentment at

being left alone to serve, than to anxiety that

nothing should be wanting for the comfort of the

dear Master. And she believed in His power to

* See Lightfoot on Jn 111.

t Euth. Zig
1

. on Lk 10-*"-1 $uo u,ipftj& xttfawtots ttfouvvrou, % fj&v

help even when Lazarus had been dead four days
(Jn II 22

). She lacked some qualities which Mary
possessed, but she had others of her own, and Jesus

;i| )]
i.-n'i.-n the excellence o c her character. He

loved Martha no less than her sister and Lazarus
(v.

5
).

It U no ^-li^nr aLuC-'aiioM of the historicity of the Lukan and
Johniinl'ir narmi i\c.- or me family of Bethany that they faith-

fully accord in their delineations of the t\\o sisters. On the
pajfess of St. John each sustains the character which she exhibits
in 'the little scene so exquisite

1

.
<',* '..] *y St. Luke. Here

are no : i" but inj",.i.. *' - \> real personages.
St. J .

,.
-

. village where Martha and her sister
dwelt was Bethany ;

but St. Luke does not name it, and he has
been charged with placing the incident of the meal in Martha's
house in (Galilee. This idea, however, arises from a misconcep-
tion of his literary method. Like the other Sy- -,r*:=t sf

. St T 'ftc

was not an original author but an editoi
'

01 \iu H :-i uJio
Tradition, and his aim was not

" " "

accuracy but the
exhibition of Jesus. He sifted .

'

; taterial at his dis-

posal, and . . topically rather than historic-

ally. Thu.- ,
,

> -icr wW befell in Galilee, he
records the Lord's rebut- < ; I i! - <]- n' -' mistaken zeal ; then,
finding another incident which teaches a like lesson (w.si-56),
he inserts it in this connexion, though it belongs to the last

journey to Jerusalem (cf. v. 5*). Having begun this section of
the Tradition, he continues it, giving

1 various other incidents of

the journey, down to the close of eh. 12. Then he returns to
what befell in Galilee, resuming the narrative of the journey
to Jerusalem at 1711 . DAVID SMITH.

MIRY. 1. Mary the mother of James the Little
and Joses, one of the women who followed Jesus
from Galilee, stood beside the cross, watched the

burial, and visited the sepulchre on the Resurrec-
tion morning (Mt 27 5S - S6=Mk 1540 * 41

, Mt 2781=Mk
1547

, Mk 16 x=Mt 2S 1= Lk 24"). From Jn 1925 it

appears that she was wife to Clopas. This name
is cListinct from Cleopas (Lk 2418

), and is perhaps
identical with Alphseus, both representing ^n.
Cf. J. B. Ligktfoot, Gal. p. 2.16. W1I write
*AXcuos (see NT, vol. ii. 408). If this identifica-

tion bealloAved, then (1) James the Little was prob-
ably one of the Twelve (Mt 103=Mk 318=Lk 1615

) ;

(2) he was perhaps brother to Levi (Matthew), the
son of Alpliaeus. The latter inference is favoured

by (a) the v.L "IdKuftov for Aeveiv in Mk 214
; (b) the

tradition that James, like Matthew, had been
,i i;i\ { i"

1

-, i,-" (Chrysost. in Matth. xxxiii. : 5tfo

-V: "', M .: >t,.;< xal'I&Kwpos; Euth. Zig. : Mardcuos
d Kdl 'Id/co/3o$ o rov 'A\(f>aiov} reAcuj'cu}. Bee artt.

ALPHJius and CLOPAS.

Hegesippus (in Eus. HE iii. 11. 32, iv. 22) mentions a Clopas
who was brothv-r \-) .!.-< oh. o;u T. )'-d's foster-father; but there
is no evidence iK-u 1'.* N\S:- i'li "i < - 1 with this Glopas. Jerome,
in support of his theory of

* the Brethren of Jesus,' construes

M/J<^ $ TOU K?I<W<T in Jn 1925 as in opposition to 4 &&&4vi tvf

fMjrpte <x,i>re>v r thus reducing the number of the women by the
Cross to three, and -n.'.Vr ^ :T.,-v the [wife] of Clopas' the

Virjrin's ftNior. See J It. L j,,,'<-l, Gal. p. 265 fl. But (1) it is

improbable tlu: two sisters oore ilie same name, and (2) *the
--. ,"- '*

i

"

\ ,
- ,. -! n

. Salome, the mother of the
- .

, /. > : i
;

VI.
"

V :.-;.

2. Mary Magdalene. She is first mentioned (Lk
82 ) as one of a company of women who attended
Jesus on His second mission through Galilee in.

the course of the second year of His ministry.
She is *li*tin<!iii->hed by two significant epithets:

(1) 'the Magdalene,' i.e. the woman of Magdala
'*r. 't 7' ". a town on the Lake of Galilee, some 3
ii :! - .-os." Capernaum, at the southern end of the
Plain of Gennesaret. The modern Mejdel is a
miserable village, but the ancient Magdala was a

wealthy place, one of three cities, according to

the Talmud, whose tribute had to be conveyed in

waggons to Jerusalem (cf. Lightfoot on Jn 123).

It had, however, an evil reputation, and was de-

stroyed, .'K< oroiinjLr to the same authority, for

harlotry, M> thai
;

Mary the Magdalene
3

might be

equivalent to '

Mary the harlot
*

(cf .

' Corinthian

Lais'). It is only fair, however, to add that many
regard this as very precarious.

(2)
* From whom seven demons had gone forth."

In Jewish parlance, immorality was a form of
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demonic possession,* and, just as the grace of the

Holy Spirit is called s

sevenfold,' t so sevenfold

possession might signify complete abandonment
to the dominion of unclean passion. Cf. Mt 1245

=Lk II-6. It is possible that Mary had been a

harlot, that Jesus had rescued her from her life of

shame, and that she followed Him out of gratitude.
She was one of the devoted women who stood by
the cross (Jn 1925

, Mt 27M=Mk 1540 ), watched His
burial (Mt 2761 =Mk 15 47

), and came on the Resur-
rection morning (.<> the sepulchre (Jn 201 =Mt 28 1

=Mk 16 1 = Lk L'4
1

";. Finding it empty, she waited
beside it weeping, and was rewarded with the
first vision of the risen Lord (Jri 20n ~18

, cf. Mt
289- 20

)-

3. Mary of Bethany. - She is first introduced by
St. Luke (10

3S
"*~), who tells how Jesus, probably on

His way to the Feast of Tabernacles (Jn T1 ' lC)

) in

the third year of His ministry, reached ' a certain

village,' and \. .'s-lio-niiahK received by *a certain
woman by name Martha/ who had a sister called.

Mary. The Feast of Tabernacles was a season of

feasting and friendship.
'

They ate the fat and
drank the sweet, and sent portions unto them for

whom nothing was prepared, and made great
mirth' (Ex 2S16

, Lv 23s3'44
, Nu 29ld-3S

, Neh 8y - 18
}.

Martha, a good housewife, was busy making
ready the festal cheer ; but Mary, oblivious of all

save the Lorii
9
*-

priM-m--*. seated herself, in the

Sosture
of a (iiMipV, ^-f. \<; 22s

), at His feet and
stened to His discourse. Martha,

' distracted
about much service,' interposed :

'

Lord, dost thou
not care that my sister left me alone to serve ? Tell
her then to lend me a helping hand.' 'Martha,
Martha,

5 He answered, gently protesting against
the sumptxiousness of His hostess's preparations,
* thou art anxious and troubled about many things,
but a fe^v are all we need ; or rather,' He added,
f

only one thing ;$ for it is the good "portion"
that Mary chose, one which shall not be taken
away from her.' At that season, when they were
all feasting and sending

*

portions/ Mary was
-" " Y ..

i .ot of the meat that perisheth, but of
endureth unto eternal life.

St. Luke does not name the village where Martha
and Mary dwelt. St. John tells us that it was
Bethany, and that they had a brother named
Lazarus (Jn II 1"46

). Some months later, when
Jesus was at the other Bethany beyond Jordan,
whither He had retired from Jerusalem to escape
the fury of the rulers (Jn 1040 ; cf. I

28 RV), Lazarus
fell sick, and his sisters sent Jesus word. For two
days after He heard the news He remained where
He was, and only when Lazarus died did He set
out. His approach was reported to Martha, ap-
parently the elder sister and mistress of the house ;

and she went to meet Him and sorrowfully up-
braided Him :

e

Lord, hadst thou been here, my
brother had not died.

3 Assured of His sympathy
and help, she returned home and, finding her sister

among the mourners, whispered to her that the
Teacher had come. Mary arose, and, hurrying to
Him, fell at His feet, crying in the very words
which Martha had used, the words which had been
on their lips all those sorrowful days: 'Lord,
hadst thou been here, my brother had not died.'
Cf. art. MARTHA.
Mary appears a third time six days before the

Passover, when Jesus was entertained in the house
of Simon the Leper at Bethany, and she came in

during the feast and anointed His feet (Jn 12f-lx ;

cf. Mt 266~13=Mk 143
-9

). See ANOINTING, I. 2.

*
Lightfoot on Lk 82. Of. Jer. Vvt. HiL Erem. : a virgo D&i

at Majumas possessed by amoris daemon.
t Cf. Od. Clun. Hytnn. de S. Mar. Magdal. :

1

Qui septem purgat vifcia

Per septiformem gratiam/
t NBL, WH fatyay $i i<r>nv ^pilot, # bos.

LITERATURE. Lightfoot, HOT. Heb. ii. pp. 23, 388, 652 ; Heng-
stenb. on Jn lli-*s ; Andrews, Life of our Lord, pp. 281-280 ;

artt.
'

Mary
' in Hastings' DB and in Encyc. Bibl.

DAVID SMITH.

MARY, THE YIRGIN. Historical data for the
life of the mother of our Lord are astonishingly

meagre. Legendary matter there is in abundance*
with regard to her life both before the Annuncia-
tion and after the Ascension, but this art. will

not touch on this except incidentally.
. The Virgin Mary was born, we may suppose,

at Nazareth. Tradition names Jerusalem (Cuinet,

Syrie, Lilcm, ct Palestine, p. 523), but this is quite

untrustworthy. Her parents, according to a not

improbable tradition, were Joachim and Anna
(Protev. Jacob.). There is no reason to doubt that
the Virgin, as well as Joseph, belonged to the tribe

of Judah and to the family of David (Lk I 3--
',

Ro I 3 , 2 Ti 2s
,
He 714

}, although it is almost certain,
on the other hand, that both Mt, and Lk, give,
not her genealogy, but Joseph's.
The statement of the Test* X/f. Patr. (Simeon vii.), which

makes Mary a woman of the tribe of Levi, is clearly an erroneous
inference from the relationship between her and Elisabeth ((if.

Plummer on Lk 127 36), Syr M reads, Lk 2^,
' because they were

both of the house of David.'

Only one member of her immediate family is

alluded to in the NT, viz. her sister (Jn 19-5 ).

This sister of the Virgin was most probably Salome,
wife of Zebedee, and mother of James and John.
We know from the other Gospels (Mt^7

5

f,
Mk 15*)

that Salome was present at the Crucilixion, and it

is quite in accordance with St. John's manner to

allude thus to his own mother without mentioning
her name. The other opinion, that this sister was
Mary e of Clopas,' would (cf. Westcott, in loc., also

Mayor, St. James, pp. xix-xx) 'involve the most
unlikely supposition that two sisters bore the same
name. 3 The family of the Virgin was connected
in some way with Elisabeth (?) crvyyevLs crov, Lk 1 3(}

),

but what the degree of relationship was cannot be
known. According to a theory brought forward
in connexion with the harmonizing of the two

fenealogies
of our Lord, Mary was a cousin of

oseph her husband (art.
'

Genealogy of Jesus
Christ' in Smith's DB}, but such a theory has
little to recommend it. That her family was but
a humble one may be inferred from her betrothal
to Joseph 'the carpenter,' especially if there be

any;
truth in the tradition as to the disparity of

their ages
2. Some time after their betrothal, which came

generally among the Jews a year before the mar-
riage, the angel Gabriel was sent from God to
Nazareth to tell her of One who was to be born of

her, and who should 'be called holy, the Son of
God' (Lk I35 ). The simplicity of the narrative
bears on it the stamp of truth. Mary was troubled

(5iera/}dx#7?), we are told, at the saying, yet she
believed at once. Her words,

' How shall this be ?
J

ought not to be taken as an expression of doubt,
like the words of Zacharias, 'Whereby shall I

know this?
3

They are rather to be regarded as
an 'involuntary expression of amazement' (Grot.
4 non dubitantis sed admirantis'). Equalh im-

possibl-- i-
:

i 10 -:,!.].'... that she believed that the
child pi iii i -(! v. -iiii: lie the fruit of a future union
with Joseph. The words of the angel forbid any
such idea. Yet, on the other hand, we need not
suppose that the full meaning of the angel's words
was at once grasped. There are evident signs in
the narrative that this was not so, but nothing
that we read mars the exquisite simplicity of her
words of humble submission,

' Behold the handmaid
of the Lord ; be it unto me according to thy word. 7

Soon after (
c in these days,

3 Lk I39 ) the departure
of the angel, Mary set out to pay the visit to her
kinswoman, which his words would naturally sug-
gest to her. The supposition that her journey was
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due to the intention of Joseph to put her away is

a baseless one. Rather, as it has been said,
' the

first but the ,'
" '

desire in the heart of

Mary, when ': ,v . her, must have been to
be away fro:-i V;/, '. and for the relief of

opening her heart to a woman, in all things like-

minded, who perhaps might speak blessed words to
her 3

(Ederskeim, Life and Times, i. p. 152). She
arose with haste and set out to seek that relief in
the house of her kinswoman in the far-off' hills of
Judah.

What the city of her destination was we cannot know for
certain. Whatever it was, it was distant from Nazareth by
alniost the whole length of the land. According to a tradition
which may be correct (cf. ExpT xv. [1905] 245 1), it was Ain
Karim, a village an hour and a half west of Jerusalem.
The opinion held for so long that this city was Juttah is,

according to Buhl (GAP p. 103), quite worthless, having origin-
ated with Reland in the beginning of the 18th century.

When Mary reached her kinswoman's house, a
fresh surprise awaited her in the greeting of Elisa-
beth :

c Blessed art thou among women. 5 No longer
is Mary to Elisabeth simply

*

kinswoman/ she is
' the mother of my Lord. 3

Doubtless what she had
heard from Zacharias of the promises made in

regard to their son would fill Elisabeth with hopes
of a >pccdy ;,|'!"

k
!'-",i

i r of the Messiah, and now,
by inspiration vLk I

1

,, she knows that the mother
of her Lord is before her. Her greeting is in

reality a psalm, brief though it is and overshadowed

by the still more wonderful hymn which it called
forth in response. The '

Song of Mary
'
is

c mod-
elled on the OT psalms, especially the Song of
Hannah (1 S 21"10

), but its superiority to the latter
in moral and spiritual elevation is very manifest.'
That Mary should fall back on the familiar ex-

pressions of Jewish Scripture in this moment of
intense exultation 3

is very natural (cf. Plumnier,
St. Luke, p. 30).

Niceta, bp. of Eemesiana, in his treatise de Psalmodice Bono,
names Elisabeth as the author of t:.-. .Vif.'.v. .V":T/. TH- is

supported by the Old Latin MSS A or"^
1^"- 1

-, Voi-onon-i-*,
r : "_-,' . .- .,!" /Irenseus. "'!*.'. ." ". .

""
r, ,Y-*j.

o :. . * . ! :i
'

.'.cceptit. "1
'

; !,. .-, r,

does not seem sufficient to override the verdict of all the rest
of antiquity, that the Hymn is Mary's and not Elisabeth's. See,
further, art. MAGNIFICAT.

3. Mary remained with her kinswoman in Judah
* about three months,' probably waiting (cf. Lk I56

with v. 36 ) till after the birth of John the Baptist,
and then returned to Nazareth. It is probably at
this point that we ought to put the commencement
of the narrative in Mt., which records Joseph's
intention to put Mary away privily when her
condition became known to him, and speaks of his

subsequent marriage with her in obedience to the

angeli'- iiic--,
1

!:. <-. The marriage would afford * not

only f.iiiu.iii I -in moral protection' both to the
mother and to the unborn Babe. That the Virgin
is still spoken of as gfjLvyffTev/j.&v) in Lk 25 is not to
be taken as in- -<< nly i!nl!c,i1i'i^ that the marriage
had not yet taken place. Had she not been Joseph's
wife, Jewish custom would have forbidden her

making the journey along with him. When Joseph
went up to Bethlehem to get himself enrolled,

Mary went also, not because it was necessary, but
because i she would be anxious at all risks not to
be separated from Joseph" (Plinmner, in loc.). At
Bethlehem, perhaps in the cave where now is the
Church of the Nativity, she brought forth her first-

born Son, and there, too, she received the visit of the

shepherds, whose words as to the sign given them
from heaven she *

kept,pondering them in her heart. '

4. There is no need to linger on the next events,
the Circumcision, the Presentation and Purifica-

tion in the Temple, the visit of the Magi, the

Flight into and Return from E^ypt, for these all

belong rather to the life of Christ than to that
of Mary. Before leaving this part of her history,
it may be well to emphasize how much of what we

know of the Birth, Infancy, and Childhood of our
Lord we owe to accounts given by His mother.
That St. Luke's source in the first two chapters of
his Gospel was one connected with the Virgin is

generally admitted. Whether he received his in-

formation directly trom her, as Ramsay supposes
(Was Christ born at Bethlehem? p. 85 it), or
whether the information came to him indirectly
through another (perhaps, as Sanday conjectures,
Joanna), may not be determinable. At least we
can say that St. Luke believed that he wrote what
he wrote on her authority.

'He does not/ writes Ramsay (ib. p. 7-4), 'leave it doubtful
whose authority he believed himself to have. "His mother
kept all these sayings hid in her heart" ; "Mary kept all these

sayings, pondering them in her heart
"

; those two sentences
would be sufficient.'

5. The Return from Egypt was followed by a life

in retirement at Nazareth. Very little do we know
of those years. Two verses in Lk. (2

40 - 41
), which

tell us of the growth of the Child and the custom
of His l

parents
'

to go every year to Jerusalem at
the Feast of the Passover, are all we have in the

way of direct statement. Here in Nazareth it was
that those brothers and sisters of the Lord, of whom
we read in the course of the Gospel narrative, were
born to Mary and Joseph (for other views see art.

BRETHREN OF THE LORD). Four brothers are
named (Mt 1355, Mk 6*3), but the sisters are men-
tioned only once (Mk 63), without any mention of

their names.
The silence of the life at Nazareth is broken but

once before the commencement of the Ministry.
The scene in the Temple (Lk 242~50

) would claim a
fuller consideration in the Life of Jesus Christ. As
regards its relation to His mother, we have to
notice only two points which emerge from St.

Luke's narrative. Mary did not yet understand
all the meaning of the angel's words to her regard-
ing the Child that was to be born. The Child's
own words would be a reminder to her of His true
nature. He must be e about his Father's business

*

(or 'in his Father's house ') Then again we see
from the passage the lasting impression which the
scene left on Mary's mind. *His mother kept
(a-wer-ripei.) all these sayings in her heart.' The
tense of the verb covers a long period, up to, and
even during, the Ministry. Yet of the Virgin's
life during the interval between our Lord's twelfth

year and His Baptism we know nothing but what
is contained in these words and those which im-

mediately precede, as to her Son's -ul-jwHon io her
and Joseph. It is, however, an crc-i!^ <!in\\n in-

ference from the absence of any mention of Joseph
in the later Gospel narrative, that he died during
this interval. Beyond this it is useless to con-

jecture.
' The Arabic Historia Josephi (cc. 14, 15)

places his death in our Lord's eighteenth year,
when Joseph had reached the age of 111

J

(Swete
on Mk 63).

6. The remaining allusions to the Virgin in the

Gospels may be briefly recorded. She was present
at the marriage feast at Cana (Jn 21

), after which
she went down to Capernaum (v.

12
) with Jesus and

His brethren and His disciples. She would seem
to have been among 'his friends' (ol -rap* atn-ov) at

Capernaum, who e went out to lay hold on Mm'
(Mk 321

), for the next paragraph tells us of the

coming of His mother and His brethren (v.
31

). She
is mentioned by the unknown woman out of the
multitude (Lk II 27

),
' Blessed is the womb that bare

thee, and the breasts that thou didst suck.' She
was present at the Crucifixion, whence the loved

disciple, into whose care she had been committed,
took her to his own home (Jn 1923ff

-)-

"

it is not a
little remarkable, in view of later developments,
that no fewer than three of these allusions seem to

guard against an undue feeling of veneration for
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the mother of our Lord, In the story of the feast

at Cana, His words, though not wanting in respect,
' show that the actions of the Son of God, now that
He has entered on His Divine work, are no longer

dependent in any way on the suggestion of a woman,
even though that woman be His mother. . . . The
time of silent discipline and obedience is over 5

(Westcott, in loc.). In the scene at Capernaum
the lesson is much the same, though the inter-

ference of Mary and our Lord's brethren on this

occasion seems to have arisen from a different

motive. They are seeking to oppose His work.
Before they reach Him He understands their pur-

pose, and declares that the true kinship to the Son
of God consists in obedience to the will of God,
and not in mere earthly ties. It is, of course, as

Swete observes (tit. Mark, p. 70), 'a relative atti-

tude only, and is j<Tf<-dK consistent with tender
care for kinsmen, r,'- i IK *!

yi.'ijj on the cross shows.'
These two scenes ;n (.'.'.ru;',;

1
!!! Capernaum belong

to the ".i L": ".
:i

: of the Ministry, and similarly,
almost i 11 -

] -. we have Christ's words, during
the last journey from Galilee to Jerusalem, in

answer to the saying of the woman above men-
tioned,

*

Yea, ratlier (fj&vow), blessed are they that
hear the word of God and keep it (Lk II28

).' This
adds to and corrects the woman's words. There is

no denial of the Virgin's blessedness, only a declara-
tion of that wherein her blessedness consists, a
blessedness which may be shared by all who, like

her, hear the word of God and keep it.

Why it was that the Virgin was committed by
our Lord on the cross to John can be only a matter
of conjecture. It may be, as Mayor suggests (St.

James, p. xxvii), that her sons, as married men (1 Co
95

), were already dispersed in their several homes,
while John her nephew was unmarried, and so
could more readily accept such a charge. All we
know is that 'from that hour that disciple took
her unto liis own home (Jn 1927 ).

7. After this the only ._"
i

n|.*" 'M' get of Mary is

in Ac I
14

, where she is \-\\ rsio'icd as continuing
(M If, -I

1
y in prayer with the other women and

. ! .' I 'Mi* is and Apostles of the Lord, after the
Ascension. Whether she lived the rest of her life

in Palestine, or accompanied St. John to Ephesus,
cannot be known. Traditions there are, but they
vary. According to one, found in Nicephoras
Callistus (HE ii. 3), she continued to live with
St. John in Jerusalem, and died there in her fifty-
ninth year. Another tradition, found in the Syn-
odical Letter of the Council of Ephesus (A.D. 431),
makes her accompany St. John to Ephesus, and
speaks of her as having been buried in that

city. J. M. HAEDEN.

MASTER (Lat. magister from root of magnns=
*

great.
' Hence < master 5

-
\

;.
} ; pa lib i which

is from 21 'great' ; and in AV'/iajtfjttei is J'recjuontlv
tr. 'master/ e.g. Mt 26=*, Mk 95 , Jn 431

, ihoiij-h in
all such cases KV retains 'rabbi'). The word
most goncially rendered master' Is SiddcrKoXos,
which <tri< T!V iiH'iin^ teacher ; and this meaning is

given in every case as an alternative reading in
RVm, e.g. Mt 819 2216

, Mk 5s5 1017, Lk B13 849
, Jn II28

1313 - 14
. In Lk 824 and 9s3 the Gr. word for * master '

is ^7ricrrdT7?sr, a word generally n^ed in the sense not
of 'teacher' but of -chief ""or

*
overseer.' In Mt

2310
Ka&7]y7}Ttf$f rendered

t

master,
3

is more correctly
tr. 'leader

3

or 'guide.' 'Master' was the ordi-

nary title of courtesy and respect paid to a religious
teacher. See art. RABBI. DUGALD CLARK.

MATTATHA. A grandson of David, named in
our Lord's genealogy, Lk 331.

MATTATHIAS.~~Occnrs twice in onr Lord's gene-
alogy, Lk 325- 26

.

MATTHAN. Grandfather of Joseph the husband
of Mary, Mt I15.

MATTHAT.- 1. The form of the name (Mt.
Matthan) of Joseph's grandfather given in Lk 3-4 .

2. Another link in our Lord's genealogy, Lk 3-<J
.

MATTHEW (Ma00cuos, Lachm., Tiaeh., \VH ;

Marflcuos, TR) is to be identiiied. with LeYi, son of

Alphceus, since the fcjynoptists agree in their de-

scription of the feast associated with the publican
who is named Levi in Mk. (2

14
) and Lk. (5-

11

), and
Matthew in Alt. (9

9
).* Levi, according to the ana-

logy of Simon and Peter, may have been tiie ori-

ginal name and Matthew the acquired ; though,,'* .

'

"nderftlieini (Life and Times, i. 514),
v ,

- .-I in Galilee for a man to have two
names, one strictly Jewish and the other Galihvan.
Matthew was chosen one of the Twelve, and is

placed seventh in the lists in Mk. and Lk., and
eighth in those ir? Mt. and Acts. When called to

be~ a disciple, he "VN^ MUhij: at a toll-house, his

place of business. Aluii^ ilio north end of the Sea
of Galilee there wus a road leading from Damascus
to Acre on the Mediterranean, and on that road
a customs-office marked the boundary between the
territories of Philip the tetrarch and Herod Antipas.
Matthew's occupation was the examination of goods
which passed along the road, and the K:\jmi- <f
the toll (cf. Hausrath, NT Times, ii. I7!J. 'I'iir

work of a publican excited the scorn so often shown
beyond the limits o/ Israel to liscal officers ; and
when he was a Jew, as was Matthew, he was con-
demned for impurity by the Pharisees. A Jew
serving on a great highway was prevented from
fulfilling requirement.^! the Law, and was com-
pelled to violate the JSabbath law, which the Gen-
tiles, who conveyed thtvr goods, did not observe.
Schiirer makes the statement that the customs
raised in Capernaum in the time of Christ went
into the treasury of Herod Antipas, while in Judaka

they were taken for the Imperial fscus (HJP I.

ii. 68). Matthew was thus not a collector under
one of the companies that farmed the taxes in the

Empire, but was in the service, of Herod. Yet the
fact that he belonged to the publican class, among
whom were Jews who outraged patriotism by
gathering tribute for Cassar, subjected him to
the scorn of the Pharisees and their party (cf.

Edersheim, Life and Times, i. 5W) ; and his occu-

pation itself associated him with n?en who, every-
where in the Empire, \\oir. MO-I !--<) for extortion
and fraud, and were *.%.<<! ;uc<l >o. Cic. de Offic.
i. 42; Lucian, Menipp. 11). Even Jesus Himself
named the publicans w^th harlots (Mt 2131

). See
PUBLICAN, and SEA OF OALILEE, vi.

Before the call of Matthew, Jesus had resided
at f,:j.< -i; in. had left it, and had gone back to
it ^Miv 1

-''* 2 L

) ; and it is safe to conclude that
Matthew, a dweller in or near the city, had heard
the fame of Jesus, and perhaps he may have been
among those who sought Him (Mk I

37
). Jehus,

too, may have noticed the publican, and the fact

may have led to the call. According to the narra-
tive of that call, which is almost identical in the
Synoptics, Jesus said to him,

* Follow me,
3 and he

arose and followed Him (Mt 99 ). After the call
and the answer there was a feast, probably to cele-
brate the new departure in the life of the publican,
at which Jesus met him and his friends.

Oertam^cntics (cf. Keim, Jesus of V, /,/. vV* j -,' e
Words %Mt lysfSTtf airou cc.,a.x*, u,i; r,>j -. ~. t >,.Y.'t.i\\' \\ (. i

.

ing that the house was that of Jesus'; but the/ can bear this

interpretation orih if ta\.-:i ! connexion with, the preceding
uorrK Kitt K-.xrry,' ixst c-J'-y,--! M-y,. It is, however, not neoarar\
to establish this, connexion, as the writer may pimply hnvb
made a sudden iransinon to a paragraph beginning **) "iymra.

* Levi's father was not the -father of James the Little i,fc ahn,
Einleitung, ii. 263).
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If, on the other hand, the connexion must be made, then It is

possible to take the narrative as recording that Matthew rose
and followed Jesus to the house which belonged to Jesus. Mk.
does not indicate the ownership of the house, while Lk. says
distinctly that it was Levi's. If we accept the description of

Mk. or Lk., we need nofc conclude that the feast followed imme-
diately after the call, since it may ha\ e taken place just before
the assembling: of the Twelve (Mk 3", Lk G^), in the period
between that event and the calling of the indi\ idual disciples.

At the feast were Jesus and His disciples, and at
the table with them were many publicans and
sinners. These disciples were also many in num-
ber (Mk 215

), and they must therefore have included
others beyond the individuals wl - .

* "* * " "
,

called. The sinners mentioned ,

'

licans at the feast were those who violated the
Law, or did not try to keep its innumerable com-
mands as set forth by the scribes or interpreted
by the Pharisees. Certain scribes and Pharisees
had been spectators of the feast, and they asked
the disciples concerning Jesus' eating and drinking
with sinners ; and Jesus Himself, answering them,
declared that He had not come to call the righteous,
but sinners to repentance. The call of Matthew
and the feast with publicans and sinners were the
comment of Jesus on Pharisaic separatism ; but
the action itself did not prevent the separatism
which showed itself in the primitive Church, and
which involved the rebuke of Peter by Paul.

Beyond the call and the inclusion of the name
in the list of the Twelve, there is no mention of
Matthew in the NT. On the question of the

authorship of the First Gospel, see following-
article.

LITERATURE. Expos. Times,
" risa^ KOQ. Expos, i. i, [1875]

80, in. ix. [1889] 445, v. viii. .. \\< e, Chr. Tear, <S.
Matthew the Apostle

'

; W. B. t A . -, 7
'

e Son of Man, p.
141 ; J. D. Jones, The Glorious Company of the Apostles, p. 150.

JOHN HBEKLESS.

MATTHEW, GOSPEL ACCORDING TO < The
power of God unto salvation to the Jewfirst, and
also to the Greek.' The Gospels of St. Matthew
and St. Luke may be character!" "!

"
V -

the Gospel of the Jew and 1 :- '

Greek. St. Luke gives us the
Christ as His Person presented ".

'

. i , . !,

Churches of the West. To them Christ was the
Saviour of the world, the Divine Redeemer, whose
Good News was equally available for all the
children of men, niganllc of distinctions of race,
or class, or sex. Si. Mniihi-\\-. on the other hand,
presents to us the Christ as He was conceived by
the Jewish Christians of Palestine. To them.
Christ was the King of Israel ; and the glad
tidings of His coming Kingdom were intended first

for the Chosen People. It was true that He had
foretold the coming of many from the east and
the west to sit down in the Kingdom of God (8

11
),

and had bidden His Apostle* baptize all nations

(2S
19

) ; but then it had always been a part of the
Divine plan to suffer aliens to enter as proselytes
into the fold of Israel, and to partake of the bless-

ings promised to the Chosen People. So it was to

be with the new Israel. In the period of pre-

paration for the Kingdom, the gospel was to be

preached to all nations for a testimony (24
14

), and
those who entered by baptism into the Christian
Church would become members of that new Israel,
which in the days of the Kingdom should be

judged and governed by the twelve Apostles as

viceroys of the King Messiah (19
28

).

Of course the distinction here drawn makes
itself felt in two respects. First, in the selection

of material by the two writers. Each Evangelist
has a certain amount of matter peculiar to himself ;

and it will be found that whilst in the First Gospel
this is very largely matter which lends itself to

the Christianity of one who was glad to emphasize
the prior clainTof the Jew to the blessings of the

Kingdom, that in St. Luk< "-
i

1

-,

" *

1
.

11

";
material capable of a more ..",-'-

'

:

pretation. Secondly, in the treatment of the large
amount of material which is common to the two

G_ospel. A good example is to be found in the
discourse on the Last Things. Whilst St. Matthew
emphasizes the close connexion between the fall of
Jerusalem and the Coming of the Son of Man
(24

29
), thus limiting the period during which the

gospel could be preached to the Gentiles, St. Luke
expands this period to an indefinite length, during
which Jerusalem was to be trodden under foot

(Lk 21 24
), thus making space for a long and pro-

tracted preaching to the Gentiles.
In the present article we propose to discuss the

chief features in the
;

":

'

.-- ."

"
PI .. -i .if Christ

drawn for us by the i ir I
'

;. v ':-!. ;, 'd to con-
sider the bearing of t '! ;; i/:--- imi- of the
author, the sources, the elate, and the historical
value of the Gospel.

1. Theology of the Gospel.- (1) The Messiah.
Jesus the Messiah was legally descended from
David, and 'JroutJ 1 hiiij from Abraham, the father
of the Israel in- pcoplr- J }. He was the culminat-

ing point in the history^ of His family. In David
it tad risen to monarchical power (I

6
), but at the

period of the Captivity it had lost this dignity.
But now again in Jesus the anointed King it had
regained it (l

lb
). He was therefore born *

king of

the Jews '

(2
3
). As King He entered Jerusalem

(21
5
). As King He suffered the death of crucifixion

(27
38 - 42

), and as King He would sit to judge all

nations at the Last Day (25
31ff

-)- But He was no
mere scion of the Davidie stock. Though legally
descended from David through Joseph ben-Jacob,
He was also in a unique sense Son of God. As
such He was born of the Holy Spirit from a virgin
(I

18-25
). Hence He was ' God with us' (v.

23
), and

this Divine Sonship placed Him in a unique re-

lationship to God. He could speak of God and
of Himself as ' the Father * and ' the Son/ as

though these terms could only be applied to this

relationship (II
27

) ; and David himself had recog-
nized by the Divine inspiration this Divine Son-

ship of Ms promised descendant, when he applied
to Him the Divine name < Lord '

(22
44

). The his-

tory of the supernatural birth was, of course, an

easy mark for Jewish calumny, but nevertheless it

was a fact which had been Pivinolj foreordained

(l
2
^); and in the history of iilu? Da \ iuic f;i;-',r\ '..'nre

had been women of 'old time (Rahab, i>.:i !-.::>.:.

Tamar, Ruth) whose lives should have taught the
calumniators of the Virgin that God overrules and
uses circumstances for His own Divine ends.

Moreover, if in Jesus the prophecies of a Coming
Davidie king, supernatural^ born, had found at
last their fulfilment, so also in Him were summed
up all the many strands in the web of Jewish
n ni i<-i]>ation. He was ' the Beloved' (3

17 175) whom
Ciotl 1 1 ;i< I OT oraally chosen (3

le 1218), and to whom
God had eternally given all things (II

27
) and all

power (28
13

). He was the supernatural Son of

Man, who was to come upon the clouds of heaven
(16

28 2664 243a
) ? arid to sit upon the throne of His

glory to judge all men (16** 1928 2531
). And the

events of His life down to the minutest details had
been foretold in the OT. Thus Isaiah had fore-

told the circumstances (I
22

), and Micah the place, of

His birth (2
5
). Hosea had foreseen the flight into

Egypt, Jeremiah the massacre of the infants at
Bethlehem (v.

17
) ; and the settlement of His parents

at the ill-famed village of Nazareth had been the

subject of prophecy (v.
23

). His herald John had
been fore-announced by Isaiah (3

3
), and the same

prophet had foreseen the Christ's ministry in

Galilee, with Capernaum as His headquarters
(4

14
). That He healed the sick was in accordance

with a prophecy of Isaiah, and the contrast "be-
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tween His gracious and gentle work and^the^ noisy
clamour of His opponents, found anticipation in

another passage of the same prophet (12
17 "21

).

Zeehariah had foreseen His entry as King into

Jerusalem (21
s
), His betrayal (26

J4
), and the de-

sertion of His disciples (v.
31

) ; and the whole
course of His tragic end had been Divinely fore-

ordained, and foretold in Scripture (16-
3

[ra rov

Beov] 2654 - 56
).

Such was the Person of Jesus. He was the

Divinely foreordained Messiah, the supernaturaliy-
"!>>! :i Km^ of Israel, the unique Son of God. What
liu-ii ii.:u been His work? It is clear that the

editor of the Gospel is much more concerned with

Christ's doctrine than with His work, with what
He had said than with what He had done. He
is interested in the events of the life chiefly in so

far as they proved Jesus to be the Messiah of the

OT, and with His actions either as proofs of His

supernatural power over all the known forces of

life, or as illustrative of His attitude towards the

orthodox Pharisaism of the day. He could, e.g.,

heal disease, even leprosy, without use of drugs or

medical appliances, by the simple exercise of His
will (S

8 *

Speak the word only,
5
v. ls with a word '),

the cure being immediate and complete (v.
13 922

1528 1718
). He could control the forces of nature

(gss. 27^ and could drive out demons from the un-

happy beings of whom they had taken possession
(VV< 28-34^ ge exercised upon earth the Divine pre-

rogative of forgiving sin (9
1 '8

), and raised the dead
to life (9

25
). He could feed multitudes with a few

loaves and fishes (14
13-21 IS32

'39
). On the other

hand, He associated with people who w- i ..:,
-

1

.' !

by the leaders of religion as Ul friends i. r ;i d- M> i-

man (9
n

), and seemed negligent of the rules which
the Pharisees had framed as the guides of a pious
life. His disciples did not fast (9

14
), and broke

Sabbath regulations (12
2
). He Himself performed

acts of healing on the Sabbath day (v.
10

) 3 and His

disciples neglected the regulations about purifica-
tion of the hands before meals (15

2
). After a

ministry marked by acts like these, He had been

put to death by the Bomans at the instigation of

the Pharisees and Sadducees. He had expected
this fate, and had foretold it to His disciples as

being ordained of God ai ": j.'-Mph'-i-"! in Scriptiire

(16
21

Set, v. 23 rd rov 0eou, 17'"
'

'2>j'''
19

). He had

promised that on the third day He should be
raised again, and this was fulnlied ; and He had
ascended into heaven.
Now it is clear that the details thus sketched

furnish a very small part of the significance of the

Gospel to the editor. The miracles proved Christ's

power, or illustrated His attitude towards Phari-

saism, or showed Him to be the Messiah of the OT.
But to what end was He powerful, and, if the

Messiah, where was His Kingdom? We might
have expected to find a good deal more emphasis
laid on the significance of Christ's death, but such

emphasis is strikingly absent. The death is rather

regarded as without significance in itself, but as a

necessary stage in the revelation of the Messiah.
He had come to found a Kingdom, but in accord-
ance with the Divine plan had been put to death.

Clearly then the Kingdom remained yet to come,
and the death was a necessary prelude to glorifica-
tion. The insistence on the fact that the death
had to take place, because it had been foretold in
the Scriptures, suggests the inference that to the
editor it vas a fact which required explanation, a
difficult phase in the history of the Messiah rather
than the central fact which itself explained every-
thing else in His life. In two passages only is the
death referred to as having any purpose or effect,

rather than as being simply a thing which had
happened as a necessary transition stage from the

earthly life to the heavenly monarchy of the

Messiah. In one of these Christ is represented as

saying that He came to give His life as a ransom
for many (\vrpov dvrl 7roAXj> 3

201'8
) ; in the other He

speaks of His blood as shed for many for the re-

mission of sins (26-
8
). It is easy to see how say-

ings like these could be made the foundation of a

theology which would explain the whole of Christ's

life from the significance of His death. But it is

equally clear that the editor of the First Gospel
has recorded them because they formed part of

the tradition which had come to him, without

seeing in them an explanation of the^entire earthly
life of the Messiah. They are incidental rather

tlian fundamental to his Gospel.
Thus the facts of Christ's life as here recorded

would have been meaningless to the editor without
the teaching which he records. It is in that that
he iincls the explanation of Christ's life. The facts

alone were obscure and difficult. Jesus was the
Davidic Messiah and also the Son of God. He
had entered into human history through the

Virgin's womb. He had evinced His supernatural
power in all that He did. But then He had allowed
Himself to be put to death, because, as He said,
the Scriptures had foretold it ; and rising from the

dead, He had gone into heaven again. But how
then was He the Messiah, and where was the

Kingdom? The main object of the Gospel is to

explain this, and the explanation is given in the

great discourses which the editor has formed by
massing sayings or groups of sayings.

(2) The Kingdom. The central subject of Christ's

doctrine had been the ne.-:
11

f;-!-i-M h ->f the 'king-
dom of the heavens/ \\is-i . ".

- Me began His

ministry (4
17

), and wherever He went He taught
this as a good news (v.

23
). The Kingdom, He

taught, was coming, but not in His lifetime.

After His ascension He would come as Son of Man
upon the clouds of heaven (16

27 - 28 19-8 2480
), would

send His angels to gather together the elect (24
81

1341
), and would sit on the throne of His glory

(16
28 1928 2531

). This would happen in the lifetime

of the generation to whom He spoke (16
28 2484 1023),

immediately after the great tribulation accorn-

i-;i !'>!'!_ i he destruction of Jerusalem (24
29

) ; but
! a i. :,! knew the exact day and hour (v.

80
).

Then the twelve Apostles should sit on twelve
thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel (19

2
).

In the meantime He Himself must suffer and die,
and be raised from the dead. How else could He
come upon the clouds of heaven? And His dis-

ciples were to preach the good news of the coming
Kingdom (1C

7 2414
) among all nations, making dis-

ciples by baptism (28
19

). The bod> of ili-c^ilr-
thus gained would naturally form a -*- :

( i \. lnr,iii-l

by common aims (16
18 1S 17

)% They would be dis-

tinct from the existing Jewish polity, because the
Jews as a people, the 'sons of the Idngdom,' i.e.

those who should have inherited it (8
12

), would
definitely reject the good news (21

82- 42- 45
22?).

Hence the disciples of the Kingdom would form a
new spiritual Israel (21

43 ' a nation ') which would
include many who came from east and west (8

12
).

In view of the needs of this new Israel of Christ's

disciples, i.e. of the true sons of the Kingdom
(13

88
), who were to await His coming on the clouds

of heaven, it is natural that a large part of the

teaching recorded in the Gospel should concern the

rjual illcations required in those who hoped to enter
the Kingdom when it came. They were still to
live in allegiance to the revelation of God made
in the OT, which wa^ permanently valid. Not a
letter was to pass away from it '(5

18
). Its per-

mission of divorce still held good (v.
32 193ff

*) Christ
had not abolished the Mosaic distinctions between
clean nnd unclean meats (see notes on 1520

)- His
disciples were still to take two or three witnesses

(IS
16

) ; and the Sabbath was still to be held sacred
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(24
20

). But they were to search beneath the letter
of the OT for its spiritual meaning. Their '

right-
eousness

3 was to exceed that of the scribes and
Pharisees, because they were to interpret the Law
of Moses in a sense which would make it more far-

reaching in its effect upon conduct than ever before
(5-

1 '48
). In particular, their 'righteousness' was

to be less a matter of something done that men
might see it, and more a right relation to God,
taking effect in action known only to God Himself
(6

1'34
), In relation to their fellow-men they were

to cultivate humility, and to suppress self-assertive-
ness (IS

1 '14
) ; to exercifr

r

*.' (vv.
15*-1 -35

) ; to
be slow to judge their

v ".
, , to do to others

what they would have done to themselves (v.
12

).

In relation to wealth, they were not to hoard up
treasure upon earth, but to trust in God's care for
them (6

19 '34 192S
), seeking first His li-liluou-tu'^

and Kingdom. In relation to sexual niunilitx.

they were to be chaste in thought (5
28

) ; marriage
was an indissoluble bond, broken only by adultery
(19

9
). But some were called to live single lives

for the Kingdom of the heavens (v.
12

). In relation
to God, they were to pray to Him for their daily
needs, for His forgiveness, and for deliverance
from the evil that is in the world (6

9'13 77'11
).

In the above sketch of the picture drawn for us in the First
Gospel of the Person and teaching" of the Messiah, we have
purposely omitted the parables. Most of the parables in this

Gospel are parables of the Kingdom. With the exception of
1S'21-J5, they do not, as in the case of many of St. Luke's
parables, inculcate some Christian virtue or practice, such as
love of one's neighbour, or earnestness in prayer, but convey
some lesson about the nature

"

T\
'

. 1 and the period
ot preparation for ii. Their

"

.: often depend
\'.'u"-\ .'|.<>M rp<- mi' pi-on < i U i_ /ith which the
r (1- iiipr '*'! i

- I- :'.. N\ are not now concerned with the
meaning- which they were intended to convey when they were
originally spoken. But it should be sufficiently obvious that if

we ask what meaning they had for the editor of the First

Gospel, and why he selected them for insertion in his Gospel,
the answer must be that he chose them because he believed
that they taught lessons about the Kingdom of the heavens in
the sense in which that phrase is used everywhere else in his

Gospel, of the Kingdom which was to come when the Son of
Man came upon the clouds of heaven. Thus 1 :

i< j-ur.il It- of the
Sower illustrates the varying reception met HI; is b; ii good
news of the Kingdom as it is preached amongst men. That of
the Tares also deals not with the Kingdom itself, but with the
period of preparation for it. At the end of the age the Son of
Man will come to inaugurate His Kingdom. A phrase here,
*
shall gather oiu of his kingdom,' has been pressed to support

the interpretation that the Kingdom is thought of as present
now. But it need convey no such meaning. The '

good seed *

is interpreted as equivalent to the ' sons of the kingdom,' i.e.

according to Jewish usage, not they who already live in or

possess the Kingdom, but those who are destined to inherit it

when it conies. Ic is not inaugurated until the 'end of the

age.
1 Then when the ' Son of Man '

comes, the *

Kingdom
*

comes ; and the method of its foundation is not a gathering of

the elect out of the mass of mankind, but a irathoring or the
',

"

1 ": ;, >

'"
-

*
t

'

a gathering of them out or the
1\ '. . ;, i

t

'

.- lay inherit it and shine forth in
it. There is nothing here or elsewhere in this Gospel to suggest
that the scene of 'lv K'-itrilo 11

, i- other than the present world

renewed, restored, ,-i'vl pir. :i< i (<;f. vKXivysvKrjK, 1928).
The parables of the Mustard Seed and of the Leaven describe

the way in which the good news of the Kingdom spreads
rapidly"and penetrates deeply into human society. Those of

the Hid Treasure and of the Goodly Pearl emphasize its value,
and teach the lesson that a man must give up all else to enter
into it. That of the Drag-Net has much the same application
as the parable of the Tares. The doctrine of the Kingdom
attracts good and bad alike. But at the end of the age, when
tho Kingdom is. inaugurated, there will be a separation.

In SO1'--1 '5 on i ir^ the paiable of the Labourers in the Vineyard.
In its pfi'wnt context this seems to be intended to teach the
lesson thai in di^iplo^hip of the Kingdom prioritv, whether in

date of entrance upon <li^-i]>le.?hip or of position HOT;, will not
carrv with it pe-"ial pihilege \\iihin the Kingdom when it

comes. .All shall receive the same reward eternal life.

Of the other parables in the Gospel, l821-35 does not bear

directly upon the doctrine ot the Kingdom, but emphases
forgiveness as a qualification in all who \\i-h to enter it. *21-S-.'>'2

illustrates the pen-tree attitude of the Pharisees towards the

Baptist's preaching. 2133-w and 221-10 are historical forecasts

of the fate of the Jewish nation. 22"-i-* emphasizes the

necessity for all who hope to enter the Kingdom of pos=-es->ing
the necessary qualifications. 2f>i-^ and w.J4-,w teach the
suddenness of its appearance and the necessity of watching
for its coming. Vv.^1-46 describes the test by which the King
when He comes will admit the righteous into His Kingdom.
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Of several of these parables it will rightly be felt that, as
originally spoken, they had a wider meaning and scope than
that here +\\ t P. und one which is inconsistent \\ith the narrow
limits of the Iv.-imJo'n to be inauy mated immediately after the
fall of Jerusalem. That is quite true. Bat the question is not,
What did these parables mean when they were originally
spoken? but, What interpretation did the editor put uponthem when he incorporated them into his Gospel? He every-
where seems to use the phrase

'

kingdom of the heavens '
in its

eschatological sense. In four or five passages he has, instead,
the *

kingdom of God/ In 6^ rou tis.su is probably not genuine
(omit KBgik). As regards 19-4, a passage borrowed from Mk.,
the fact that Mt. in 13 other places where 'kingdom of God 3

occurs in Mk., substitutes '

kingdom of the heavens/ or omits or
paraphrases the passage, makes it very probable that '

kingdom
of the heavens' should be read here also. In I2-s 21**1 - ^ the
editor has retained 'kingdom of God/ not because he regarded
it as equivalent to 'kingdom of the heavens/ but because he

mark the difference.
kingdom (

Thus the conception of Christianity as expressed
in this Gospel may be summarized as follows.
Jesus was the Kin^-Me^isUi of the OT. He was
also the Son of Man of apocalyptic anticipation.
But how could the functions ascribed to these two
ideals be combined ? Only if the King passed
through death that He might come again on the
clouds to

*

,

'

His Kingdom. And to those
who coulc OT aright, all this had been
foretold. Hence the Crucifixion. When Jerusalem
fell, the end of the age would come, and the Son of
Man would appear. In the meantime the good news
was to be Breached, and men were to be gathered
into the society of disciples of the Messiah.

2. Date and place of composition. If the
dominant conception of the book has been rightly
sketched, very important conclusions can be drawn
as to its proven&nf'e and date. It must have been
written by a Jewish-Christian, probably by a
Jewish-Christian of Palestine, and it cannot date
from long after the fall of Jerusalem. For it is

inconceivable that any one should so arrange the
words of Christ as to convey the impression that
He had taught that He would return as Son of
Man immediately after the fall of Jerusalem, if

many years had elapsed since that event. And
this conclusion as to the early date and Palestinian

origin of the Gospel is supported by other features
of the book. It is markedly anti-Pharisaic, and
strongly Jewish-Christian in outlook.

(1) Its anti-Pharisaism. This already underlies
the stories of the first two chapters, which are most
easily explained as a narrative of facts written to
rebut Pharisaic calumnies. Christ was born of a

virgin, but He was legally of Davidic descent, and
the Virgin Mary's marvellous history already found

prototypes by contrast in the history ot "women
connected with the ancestors of the Christ. If He
went into Egypt, it was in the days of His infancy,
and He brought no magical arts thence. If His
parents settled at Nazareth, it was that the tenor
of prophecy might be fulfilled.

So far the anti-Pharisaic polemic of the writer
has been defensive and implicit. In the third

chapter it becomes manifest and open. The say-
ings of the Baptist are so arranged as to form a
sermon of denunciation of the Pharisees and Sad-
ducees. They are a 6 brood of vipers/ who pride
themselves on their descent from Abraham. But
right action based on repentance is the only ground
for hope of God's favour. The Messiah is at hand,
and will sweep away all such false claims with the
fire of jmljimoni. In the Sermon on the Mount
the san'io jmri-PIi/u-i.-aic polemic is found. Their
*

righteousness
* mil not admit them into the King-

dom (5
20

). They are 'hypocrites' whose religious
observances are based on desire for personal credit

(6
1 ' 17

). In S12
they are * the sons of the kingdom,

3 but
nevertheless they will be cast into the outer dark-
ness. It was the Pharisees who complained that
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Christ ate with tax-gatherers and sinners (9
n

), and
it was they who ascribed His power to cast out
demons to Beelzebul (v.

M 12-4
). They accused His

disciples (v.
2
), and Christ Himself (v.

10
), of doing

illegal actions on the Sabbath. They plotted to

destroy Him (v.
14

), and asked a sign from Him
(v.

38
). They condemned His disciples for eating

with iimyashen hands (15
2
), and were shocked at

His teaching about things clean and unclean (v.
12

),

being themselves blind guides (v.
14

). The disciples
were to beware of their teaching (16

12
). In the last

days of the Messiah's life the Pharisees took a

prominent part in the events that led to His death.

They plotted with the chief priests to arrest Him
(21

45<
). They planned to entrap Him in His speech

(22
15

). They tried to entangle Him in argument
(vv.

34 - 41
). All this leads up to the tremendous in-

dictment of the scribes and Pharisees in ch, 23. In
the narrative dealing with the Crucifixion we read

naturally rather of the chief priests and elders than
of the Pharisees ; but it is the latter, with the chief

priests, who effect the sealing of the tomb (27
6

'

2ff>
)-

(2) The, Jewish-Christian element. Of course the
whole conception of the Kingdom of the heavens as

sketched above is Jewish-Christian in character.
But there are other Jewish-Christian features in
the Gospel, (a) One is the interest shown in St.

Peter. He was one of the earliest of Christ's dis-

ciples (4
18

), and Christ had healed his wife's mother
(8*

4
). He was in some sense '

first' of the Twelve
(10

2
), and it was he who walked on the waters at

Christ's command (14
28ff

-). It was he who first con-
fessed Christ's Messiahship (16

16
), and received the

promise of high rank in the Kingdom {v.
19

}. By
inserting this passage the editor blunts the severity
of the rebuke (v.

23
), which St. Luke altogether

omits. It was Peter who was prominent amongst
the three who were privileged to be on the Mount
of Transfiguration (IT

4
), and ic was he to whom the

t?;\ .:.i
jl TI- ( ame as to one who was the repre-

-"'ii. ^ 'u other disciples. It was Peter who
acted as the spokesman of the rest (15

15 1821 263a -

^J,
or who was addressed as representing the others
(v.

40
). It was he who penetrated into the palace,

and there denied that he knew Christ (vy.
58^5

). If
all the Apostles were to sit on thrones in the new
age (19

J8
} 3 Peter was to have administrative and

legislative power in the Kingdom (16
19

).

(b) Anoilier Jewish - Christian feature in the
Gospel is the presence in it of sayings which seem
to limit Christ's mission and doctrine to the Jewish
nation. In His own lifetime He had expressly
asserted this of His own activity.

e
I was not sent

save to the lost sheep of the house of Israel
3

(15'
24

).

On two occasions He had extended His mercy to

pagans (8
5'13 IS21

'28
), but on the latter occasion He

made it plain that the ^ui-r ihr.s extended to a
Gentile woman was only ,1- i;, \\. n> a crumb which
had dropped from the table of the Jews, to whom
He was sent, and had been devoured by a Gentile
dog.- He bade His disciples

*

go not to the way of
the Gentiles, nor to the cities of the Samaritans,
but to the lost sheep of the house of Israel

5

(10
6

) ;

and said they should not have exhausted the cities
of Israel before His coming (v.

23
). In the new age

the Apostles were to rule over a new Israel (19
28

).

Of course, side by side with these sayings from his
Palestinian sources, the editor has incorporated
others from other sources, which prove that he
himself was well aware that Christ had on other
occasions foreseen and commanded the admission
of Gentiles to the discipleship of the Kingdom.
Many were to come from east and west' (8

11
), and

the tb-'i- j;:,M.- :M 2I 28-2214 seem to convey the
same 'n.: . l'!:-:!i-:. the good news was to be
preached among all nations for a testimony (24

14
),

and the Apostles were to make disciples of all
nations (28^). But there is nothing in any of these

passages to suggest that the editor anticipated the

admission of Gentiles to discipleship save on terms
similar to those on which

|

;< -!> h- had boon
admitted to the old Israel ;

*
ii'-u i, i- !< <>r that he

the period of great tribulation accompanying the

siege of the city, followed "vsiuuniijiU'ix by the

coming of the Son of Man (v.
a
).

(c) A third Jewish - Christian feature is the

insistence on the permanent obligations of the
Mosaic Law ; see above, p. 144b .

Now all these characteristics of the Gospel point
irresistibly to Palestine, and to Palestine in the

period before or very soon after the fall of Jeru-

salem, as the place and date of the composition of

the Gospel. The most obvious feature in this

connexion is the belief that the coming of the Son
of Man would immediately follow the period of

tribulation ,-';, si;.
*. _ V.:e siege of the city.

But the oth- i .,!<.:* ,
- mentioned point in

the same direction. The prominence given to St.

Peter is natural enough in traditions which had
been collected and preserved in Palestine in the

early (lays of the Church at Jerusalem. The
limitation of Christianity to Jews or pL-n-.-K U-.
and the insistence on the permanent vjil: iii\ ui

the Law, reflect the same primitive Christian

atmosphere as we breathe in the first few chap-
ters of the Acts, before the pressure of circum-
stances had compelled the Apostles to recognize
that St. Paul must be right, and that under Chris-

tianity Jew and Gentile stood on the same plane
in the sight of God.

Lastly, the anti-Pharisaic attitude of the editor
would be natural in one who knew something of

the difficulties of the Jewish-Christian Church in
the early days when Pharisaic hatred pursued its

members from city to city.
The date thus arrived at affects the whole

Gospel and not os K in-l !!- of it. It is a liter-

ary unity, and rpasi , I-M'-I a few possible later

interpolations, c.y. i>
v
;ii<.- doxology) 2248 233S

(

s son of Barachiah '), belongs to one editor, and
to one period of final composition. The attempts
made to argue for a late date for the composition
of the whole book from isolated phrases, or to
mark large sections as late additions, fail to ac-
count for the unity of idea and '.< O|-(.

:
>M that

Tm 1 ^ih-'iiji the whole work, a-ui m*;- !<;! the
' nM iv. tit t vidence of the conceptions that char-

acterize it for an early date.

118-25 has been claimed as late because the idea of virgin-
birth is

'

quite foreign to Judaism.' As a matter of fact this
'.:-,'-'' -.i . ". r.

'

' '.
"

j. Western), and must have
< . -.1 "< : i*. -

; ,'
" who had read the Septua-

. . \--l r -, -
: . !-,.

:
-<

: - -T. "-'
-igh-

out;. 1'ne occurrence of the word *.-,,>(,
'' ..! the

Baptismal Formula (BS
1
^) have been said to betray late elate.

But there is no possible reason why a Jewish Christian writing
about the year A.D. 70 should not have used baeKviri* to repre-
sent whatever Aramaic word was orit-iiialh ul LI rod ; and if the
Triune name in y.

19 is not a In tor gltv^, u may \\ull have been
used by a Palestinian Christian who w.-i^ conlompotnn' with 8t.
Paul (cf. 1 Co 123, 2 Co 131*, and 1 P 1-, 1 Jn :*u ).

3. The Sources. If, then, we take the year
A.D. 70 as an n|i]-ru\;i, !.'!( date for tlio eompo-i-
tion of the ('O-i-rl. ilio 1 --- remain the quot'iuii.- or
its sources, its author, and its historical value.
The facts about the sources are these :

(1) The editor has borrowed the greater part of
the Second Gospel, and has made it the framework
of his narrative. He has altered the order of Mk
1-724 in order to group the material under subject-
heads. Ho h,'\< <r really expanded the discourses.
He makes omission- and alterations in phrases re-

lating to the Person of Christ, -,
:

' '

i VTy
expressions which attribute to II

"

i :

"

:
- \ . > . v

* At least the Mosaic Law. was to be binding upon them.
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sire for information, and terms of human emotion ;

and makes a series of somewhat similar changes in

clauses relating to the Apostles. For the details
of his editorial revision of the Second Gospel, see
art. MARK (Gospel), and the Com. on ' Matthew '

in ICG, pp. xiii-xl.

(2) The Gospel contains, besides this Markan
material, a good deal of matter, almost entirely
sayings, which is found also in substance in the
Third Gospel. It is generally supposed that this
was borrowed by the two Evanyoli^t.- from a com-
mon source, viz. a collection of Gospel material

compiled by the Apostle Matthew, and referred to

by Papias (Ens. HE ill. xxxix.).
The present writer has elsewhere attempted to

prove that, so far as St. Luke goes, this is not
a very probable theory. Besides these sayings
which he has in common with St. Luke, the editor
of the First Gospel has also a number of sayings
found only in his Gospel. The probability is that
he borrowed these peculiar sayings, and most of
those common to him and to St. Luke, from the

Apostolic collection of sayings mentioned by
Papias. If so, it is not very likely that St. Luke
had also seen this collection. Rather material
from it had passed into some of the many sources
which he had used (Lk I 1

), and were borrowed by
him from them. See '

Matthew,' I.e. pp. xli-lxii.

Thus Mt.'s second source was the Matthaean Logia
or collection of discourses.

(3) What remains of the Gospel, when we have

put aside the matter borrowed front Mk. and the

sayings drawn from the Logia, consists of a num-
ber of narrative traditions. These deal with
Christ's Birth and Infancy (chs. 1. 2), with a few
incidents connected with fet. Peter (14

28'31 IT24"27
),

and with some details connected with Christ's trial

and Resurrection (27
3-10 - 19 - 2*- ^ 51a-53 - 62'66 28 1 *-"15

).

They were all drawn, it may be supposed, from
current Palestinian Christian tradition.

(4) Lastly, a number of quotations of a peculiar
type, which are introduced by a special formula
/pa. 23 25- 6 * 15 - 17 - 18- 2s 414

~1 817 1217"21 1335 214m 5 27 9
},

were drawn from a catena or list of OT Messianic

passages, which had already been translated into

Greek when the editor borrowed them.
&. The Author. Now, who was the "writer who

thus welded together the Second Gospel, the
Matthfean Logia, a number of Palestinian tra-

ditions, and a series of OT quotations, into our

present Gospel? From the end of the 2nd cent,

the work has been ascribed to St. Matthew. But
there are the following difficulties in this ascrip-
tion :

(1) The same writers who attribute our Gospel
to St. Matthew state that he wrote it in Hebrew or

Aramaic. Now it is clear that our Gospel was com-

posed in Greek, and is based upon Greek sources.

This is certain so far as the material drawn from
the Second Gospel is concerned, and probable for

the sayings drawn from the Matth?ean Logia.
(2) It does not seem very probable that the

Apostle Matthew should have written a Gospel
from second-hand materials. The work lacks that

freshness of presentation which we should expect
from an eye-witness of many of the events.

How then explain the ascription of the Gospel
to him ? Because the book, in a sense in whicii the
statement is not true of St. Luke's Gospel, is based

directly upon the collection 01 saying-
5 compiled by

the Apostle. We must, therefore, suppose that

the author was an otherwise unknown Jewish
Christian of Palestine, who about the year A.D. 70

compiled his Gospel, using as his framework the
Second Gospel, but borrowing largely from the

Matthasan Logia, and inserting also some Pales-

tinian traditions with which he was familiar. The
Gospel, as it left his hand, represents the concep-

tion of Christ's Person and work which was domi-
nant in the Palestinian Church in the middle of

the 1st cent. A.D. To Christians there Jesus was
the Jewish King-Messiah. His life on earth was
only the prelude to His sovereignty. For He was
to come again as Son of Man at the end of the age,
and that was imminent, and would follow immedi-
ately upon the iinal downfall of the Jevri>li polity.

5. Historical Yahie. So far as the question of
the historical value of the detail given in the

Gospel is concerned, we may set aside for our
present purpose all that is drawn from St. Mark's
Gospel, The value of that is a consideration for
a writer on the Second Gospel (see above, p. 133 ff.,

and cf. the Dean of Westminster's Study of the

Gospels, and Burkitt's The Gospel History and
its Transmission}. The sayings drawn from the
Matthaean Logia have behind them Apostolic
authorityy ami. nllovir;: for some change of

emphasis and po--iii(
k jicc.retion in the process of

transmission, may safely be taken as representing
actual utterances of Christ.
The Palestinian traditions peculiar to the Gospel

are probably not all of equal weight. The nar-
rative of the supernatural birth is best attested,
because the main fact of the story is supported by
the tradition known to St. Luke. Of the rest

it is difficult to say more than that they are early
Palestinian traditions, and wre must abstain from
condemning them upon purely fanciful grounds as
lc ^i mljiry.

I5iu ilio tjuo*i ion of historical value can be raised
in a different form, and one of much greater im-

portance. Aliovxin^ i he substantial at-curacy of

the bulk of ilio ti-'inil in the Gospel, and -without

discussing the precise value and importance to be
attached to each separate tradition, how far do
the main conceptions of Christ and of His doctrine
which run through the Gospel correspond to the
historical Christ? Bid He teach what is here
ascribed to Him ?

Something may be learned in this connexion if

we consider the method of the Evangelist. He
presents to us selections from Christ's, sayings,
arranged in what is clearly often an artificial and

literary manner. A good example of this is the

Charge to the Twelve. The nucleus of this con-

sists of a few sayings, recorded by St. Mark,
addressed to the Twelve when Christ sent them
forth on a journey

"

|.-
< <-,< Iri.L: in Palestine. But

the editor of the*!':: -. (n
*]_.

! -s so little concerned
with the actual historical facts that he omits alto-

gether the statements descriptive of their going
forth and of their return. The local and temporary
mission in Palestine merges itself in his mind in

the wider and universal mission to all nations.

He draws from his sources many other sayings
which had reference to this wider mission work,
and adds them to St. Mark's short discourse,, re-

gardless of the fact that some of them were not

spoken on that particular occasion. Now, selec-

tion and artificial grouping of this kind, useful

as it is, inevitably involves over-emphasis. Teach-

ing, which would have explained and counter-

balanced that which is recorded, is left out, and

impressions are given which would be qualified, if

the selection given had been larger, or the group-
ing less artificial. And combined with this feature

of arbitrary selection and artificial grouping may
be linked the local character of the Gospel, and
the early date of its material. For it is clear that
the Jewish-Christian disciples in the early Church
stood too near to the life of the Christ to be able

to form any adequate conception of the true mean-

ing of His person or His work. Jesus had, we may
be sure, said many things that were obscure at

the moment of utterance, had spoken sometimes
in parable, sometimes in symbol, sometimes in
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paradox. And the first Christians of Jerusalem
did, it is clear, what, after all, others since them
have often done, i.e. they interpreted the life of

Christ in the light of their own historical sur-

roundings, and selected from His teaching those
elements which enabled them to adapt their ideas
of His meaning to their own lives, without making
an absolute breach with all that life had hitherto
meant for them. The development of history is, as
we now see, the truest interpreter of much that
Christ said, and not until Jerusalem fell could His
teaching about the future of Christianity become
clear.

We shall expect, then, to find in the Gospel
an over-emphasis upon certain points arising from
artificial grouping of sayings, and from omission
of other aspects of Christ's teaching. We shall
also not be surprised to find interpretations of His
sayings which the later developments of history
have proved to be mistaken. Let us apply this to
the chief conceptions of the Gospel.

(1) The permanence of the Law. If we may
judge from the general tenor of the NT evidence,
Christ laid down no hard and fast rules for dealing
with the difficult problem of the obligations of the
Mosaic Law. But on special occasions He seems
to have given expression to the idea that par-
ticular precepts or sanctions belonged to a by-
gone age, and had lost their validity. St. Mark
(who is here supported by St. Luke and St. Paul)
represents Him a- !-,;. 1 "M_- that the tacit sanction
of divorce by Dt iV' ' should be set aside as a con-
cession to weakness, and should, from a Christian

point of view, be superseded by an ideal view of

marriage as a tie which could not be broken. St.
Mark s-^t I- r< ' - ;^ Him as implicitly annulling
the M>-.ii( -,. -. i- *

: iri- between clean and unclean
meats, on the ground that defilement was moral
and internal, not external and ceremonial. And
the fact that He taught views of the Law which
were not those of orthodox Judaism, is suggested
by the statements that the Pharisees attempted to

entrap Him into some statement about the Law,
or upon subjects with which the Law dealt, which
could be used as an accusation .ipnin^t Him (Mk
103

[Va/><{Ywrs], Mt 2235
;

, ; , wi/j.. But the
historvr of the early Church proves that it was
difficult for the first Jewish disciples to suppose
that the Messiah had ever countenanced the view
that any part of the OT Scriptures had lost its

original hold upon the consciences of men. This
is the standpoint of the editor of the First Gospel.
Christ had taught that not a letter should pass
from the Law until all had been fulfilled, and that
anyone who relaxed the authority of the least
commandment of the Law should be least in the
Kingdom of heaven (5

17'20
}. And not only was

there this general statement of the permanent
validity of the Law in general, but special laws
had been sanctioned and reaffirmed by Christ as
still valid and obligatory. Divorce must be sanc-
tioned when there had been fornication (iropveia)
(5

32 199
). The saying about clean and unclean

had reference not to the Mosaic Law, but to the
Pharisaic traditions about eating with unwashen
hands (15'

JO
). The Christian disciple who had a

case against his brother was to take two or tlaree

witnesses, that the Mosaic Law might be satisfied
(IS

16
). And in the great tribulation Christians

were to pray that their flight might not fall on
the Sabbath, lest the Law should be broken (24

20
).

It is clear that the editor regarded the Mosaic
Law as still binding in all its details on Christian
men. Now it is probable that we must make
allowance here for some ovcr-om^ha-i.-. due to local
and, national prejudice which interpreted Christ's

sayings in the direction which the history of the
Jewish people seemed to warrant, and which took

effect in the selection, and arrangement, and in-

terpretation of such of His sayings as lent them-
selves to the impression which it was desired to

produce.
The most obvious instance of this process may be found in

Mt.'s treatment of Mk 101-12. That narrative is perfectly clear,

coherent, and decisive. The Pharisees, who knew well that
Christ taught a doctrine about the sanctity ot mairiage which
seemed to set aside the sanction of divorce by the Law (Dt
24i-4) came to test Him, i.e. to get from Him a direct statement
which would enable them to say that He was smacking 1ho
Mosaic ordinance. He met their challenge with ihr expected
answer. The permission of divorce by the Law was a concession
to human weakness. From an ideal standpoint, the marriage
tie was indissoluble. The man or woman * who p!inr.\ax their

partner committed adultery. Nothing can be c;lo:uer il:in thi--,

and it is in accordance with the tradition of Christ's teaching,
preserved by St. Luke (1613) and by St. Paul (1 Co 710 -

H). But
the editor of the First Gospel has introduced hopeless confusion
into the narrative. He represents the Pharisees as asking for
an interpretation of Dt 241 -4

. The Jewish theologians were
divided upon the point. Some the school of Shammai argued
that by "m rmj? some act of unchastity was intended. Cf.

Gittin> 90a :
' No one shall divorce his wife unless there be found

in her something unchaste' (rrny ~iin). They thus placed the

emphasis upon the word rmj;. But others the school of Ilillel

allowed divorce for any idle pretext, emphasizing
1 the word

"m. Accordingly, the Pharisees in Mt. ask,
' Is it lawful to put

away a wife for every cause?' Christ answers, as in Mk., that
from an ideal standpoint marriage is indissoluble. The Phari-
sees appeal to Dt 24. Now clearly Christ should be represented
as ua r

SM :

".r i'.nd supporting what He has said by declaring
(as :s M j C -. the permission of Dt 24 was a concession to
human weakness, and that a higher principle was to be found
in the purpose of God as declared in GnA But, instead, He
is represented as saying that sropvtice, constituted an exception
to the ideal principle. Thu^ He is made to reaffirm the Law of
Dt 24, interpreted in the sense of the school of Shammai, and
to acknowledge the permanent obligation of a sanction which
He had just criticised.

It seems clear that the editor of Mt. has confused Mk.'s con-
sistent narrative by introducing into it a clause which entirely
confuses the point at issue. Now, if we ask why he has done
this, we remember that earlier in his Gospel (5

32
) he has inserted

a saying (probably from the Matthroan Loc/ia) in which this
sam ",- ,o the general rule occurs. The words are
not i !

"

533 they are xuptzro; Xoycu Topvuate, but in 109

(s<) ,4t*j Itr) fropvtia, (but EDS3 33 latt have <rc<,{>Exro; Xoyau <topvtiu.$

here also). The two clauses look like alternative rendering's of

the phrase rmy "m, which the school of Shammai declared to
be the ground of divorce. That is to say, in 198 the editor has
blended with Mk.'s narrative another tradition of the Lord's
words, which was furnished to him by his Palestinian source ;

and we have a clear case of a sa}ing of Christ altered in process
of transmission to bring it into accordance with the Mosaic
Law. Of course the saying of 5^ may be as genuine and
original as Mk 1QH- 12. it is quite possible that Christ should
have on one occasion taught as Mk. represents Him, and on
another have sanctioned the necessity of divorce for irpvtf#.
But there is a

g.
.* :

" *:.*" *' "

supposition that,
as a matter of , . view of marriage
as a principle ; _- ng it to the com-
mon sense of His disciples to realize that when the sin of men
makes^a breach in the ideal law, such sin drags with it the
necessity of divorce. In this case the clause which allows an
exception will be an accretion to His words, added in the early
Palestinian Church to His simple statement that no man must
divorce his wife and no woman her husband, iu order to har-
monize it with the supposed teaching of the OT, and then
transferred by Mt. into Mk.'s narrative.
Another -',n< -.'-.i -:m:iar -VIM- inrU fmi-d in Mk 714-23=

Mt 15-10-20. TI,I r .

dLiijf ,n.i 'MU rpi < vu '<>M ot M v 7^ are obscure.
According ro 01 -. iv.ifli'i-r. ^ *-..**.. TX.T* U, fipu^atra, may
be a comment <M ih< l..ai!^i 1 -i. 10 UK i-Cfi ct that Christ's

K-li'"^ on :h : - o< '.-i-'o'i -purged all meats/ i.e. cancelled
M< M'i-iii <li-i i' on* I*. \\> i :i clean and unclean meats. But
h'

s.Hv\r ill-- in-.x 1 1. . I'm- narrative leaves on the mind of
the reader the impression that the inevitable effect of such
teaching as is here recorded would be to make null these dis-
tinctions of the Mosaic Law. Now the editor of Mt. clearly
wished to avoid this inference. He omits the clause *Kfap%6n>
vrotvrct, r<* jSpM^otrot, and at the end of the discourse turns the
mind of the reader from the inevitable inference by adding the
clause, 'But to eat with unwashen hands denleth not a man.'
as though the whole discourse had been dealing with the Phari-
saic regulations about ceremonial hand-washing. Thus he
carries the reader back at once to the previous question, and,
so far as possible, prevents him from drawing the natural and
inevitable conclusion from the discourse as recorded by Mk.

V -'uncttiih: -iriii-n- d-'i to avoid words which might seem
ou: ii- liiirr.-.oMy \\i.h <)T regulations has probably caused the
omission in Mt 128 of the clause, 'The Sabbath was made for
man, and not man for the Sabbath,' found in Mk 2W.
Lastly, an example of over-emphasis due to arrangement of

* For divorce by a woman amongst the Jews, ct
Papyri fikcorereti at Asman, p. 12 (London, G. Moring, 1906).
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sayings may be found in Mb 517-20. It is quite probable that
vv. 18 - iy are g-enuine sayings of Christ spoken on some occasion
when their meaning

1 could not be mistaken, as a paradoxical
expression of the permanent value of the moral elements in the
OT. But as they now stanc

"

;

"
-" confuse the plain

tenor of the Sermon. The , < -n in vv.2i.43 make
it clear that the '

fulfilling' of v.17 meant to make clear the true

spiritual meaning
1 of the Law. But vv.18.19 interpret TKvip$itra.i

in another sense ; namely, to reaffirm and carry out in detail,
\\hich is indeed in harmony with the teaching of Rabbinical

Judaism, but is inconsistent with the plain meaning- of the rest
of the chapter. If vv.ia 19 be omitted as extraneous to this con-

text, and due to the practice of the editor of bringing loucLlic'r

sayings which in any way bear upon the same %i:hjofi, cho

meaning of vv. 1 ?. 20-43 is quite clear. Christ did not, as His
adversaries argued, subvert the Law. He reaffirmed its spiritual
i- "i

, i

'

. . to it a deeper meaning than that arrived
, .'!. jgesis. The '

righteousness
'

of His disciples
was to exceed that of the Pharisees, because it would be based
upon a more spiritual understanding of the principles under-

lying the OT revelation.

(2) The near approach of the Kingdom. A still

more difficult problem is raised by the question,
Did Jesus Christ promise that He would come
again on the clouds of heaven within the life-

time of the generation to which He spoke ? The
Palestinian Church, as represented by the First

Gospel, certainly believed that this was the case.

But did they misunderstand Him ? And the ques-
tion may be raised in an earlier form. Nearly
all the terms used in sayings of this nature were
familiar ted':!-- ;.^ i

1 v\._- :

.vl terms in use in the

apocalyptic v. i. i.- -. v
' '

, xpressed one side of

contemporary Messianic expectation. E.g. 'the
Son of Man,' 'the clouds of heaven/ the '

coming'
of the Son of Man, * the throne of glory/

c the

coming age/ 'the day of y.i-l^n "'^-
J

the division
bet- .

" ' ': and u i ';%<':, .' condemnation
to '

.!,.
' nheritanee of the Kingdom by

t
1

'"./
'

: the feast in t'i T\""
"

.

'
'

\\

'

-all these formed
]_
,... '

-i, . -\

mental equipment of every writer who tried to

express the hopes of Israel under apocalyptic im-

agery. Did the Lord use them of Himself, or did
the Palestinian Church try to express her faith

and belief in Him as the Divine Messiah by
transferring to Him i1i<* i/hrii<i> nnd i he imagery
of current Messianic Viler : \irompi> have been
made to show that the second supposition is the
more probable,* but, so far as the present writer

ing the credit of the Gospels as historical records.

This kind of imagery and metaphor is, of course,
more accumulated in the First Gospel than in the

others, and one or two phrases, as, e.g. , the
' end * or

consummation of the age/ and * the throne of

glory/ occur only in it, but still all the Gospels
contain a good cleal. If Christ did not speak of

Himself as the * Son of Man ' and of His f

coming
'

at the Last Day, and of other similar things, then
we have no solid ground for believing that any
saying recorded of Him. is genuine.
But if we assume that Christ did use of Himself

(hi- !!i'uv,l\ |ifi< l,iii.Liiij:r. what shall we say of the
moiu imi'Oi'ian: \\\u*-\ io-i, Ire, then, the conceptions
which His sayings, as they ;

' .:",<' .

""

in the
First Gospel, seem to convey, -: ?,.-.- n .

- a part
of the real teaching? And here we shall neces-

sarily have to take into consideration the following
facts amongst others.

(a) It seems clear that Christ must have given
utterance to words which left upon the minds of

the early disciples the impression that He had

promised to come again shortly. For this con-

ception not only pervades the Synoptic Gospels,
*
E.g. it has been argued on linguistic grounds that Christ

could not have spoken of Himself as the Son of Man,' and that
much of the apocalyptic imagery in Mk 13, lit 24, is due to

the blending of a Jewish Apocalypse with genuine sayings of

Christ. But the former theory is still unproven, and the second
is an unsuccessful exegetical device to solve a difficulty.

but is found in almost every part of the NT litera-

ture.

(b) It was, however, inevitable that any expres-
sions of time to which He gave utterance should
have been interpreted by His Jewish adherents to

imply a short time literally. For if we grant for
a moment, for the sake of argument, that He
had foreknowledge of the future development of

history, it is clear to us now that it would have
been inconsistent with His methods of teaching to
have unveiled to His disciples the historical details
of future ages. On the other hand, He may well
have wished that His return should be, as it has
been, the soul's pole-star of His lovers in every
successive age, and have left the period of His
Coming veiled in ambiguous language. In that
case the early Jewish Church has been influenced

by the contemporary Messianic belief which always
placed the coming of the Messiah in the near
future, and has selected from Christ's sayings
those which were most easily interpreted to con-

vey the impression of the nearness of the Kingdom.
This will partly explain the large part which

sayings referring to the near approach of the

Kingdom play in the First Gospel. Some of these
occur only in this Gospel, as, e.g., 1023 13-4

'30 m ~43- 47-50

1928a 251-13. si-46. jn other casesa saying, (I'c-nrVnal
form of which was found in the Second < lO-piJ, m *

been modified so as to make it express clearly this

idea. For example, in Mk 91 occur the words
' until they see the kingdom of God come with
power.' Although a reference to the immediately
preceding verse would naturally suggest that this

coming of the *

kingdom of God ' was identical
with the coming of the Son of Man with His
angels, the words taken by themselves might be

interpreted by the reader to refer to the Trans-

figuration which follows, or to some later event,
such as the Day of Pentecost, or the Fall of Jeru-
salem. The editor of the First Gospel has been

unwilling to leave them in this ambiguity, and by
changing them into 'the Son ot Man coming in
His kingdom/ interprets them rcinm-uilwibU of
the coming in glory with the angeU v lt/-;, \\ hieh
he then believed to be about to take place during
the lifetime of some to whom the words were
originally spoken. Again, in Mk 1462 occur the
words *

you shall see the Son of Man sitting at the

right hand of the power, and coming with the
clouds of heaven. 3 The editor of the First Gospel
(Mt S664

) inserts before '

you shall see
' the words

dTr* dpri,. This phrase is difficult, because the words
should mean * from this present moment '

(cf.
4 Matthew/ I.e. ). But since the period between the
Crucifixion and the Resurrection must on any
interpretation be excluded, it is probable that the
words mean 'you shall soon, shortly, see/ etc.

That is again an expression of the belief of the
editor that the Second Coming was near at hand.
A similar case is found in Mt S4"29, where the editor
inserts into Mk.'s discourse the word * immedi-

ately/ thus again linking the Second Coming
closely with the Fall of Jerusalem.
These facts suggest i-v^'iiVix IK 1 conclusion

that the editor or the I'M-iii "nm uMii: he follows
hit-, by ii<<:ii!iiu1.ii:ri; siyings of one kind, and by
p!<"!i!yinL! uiliiT- io -n'li'i; slight extent in order to

gi\ti I'IKMII ilio !v<jiii"ivv meaning, given the im-

pression that the Lord taught a nearness of His
coming to inaugurate the Kingdom, which goes
beyond what He Himself originally intended. He
spoke, no doubt, of the coming of the Son of Man
in glory, usinii r.pix-iil .\plic language, which He
may or may run lm\o ir.HTulcil to be taken liter-

ally. The early Jewish Church has interpreted it

quite literally,"
and read into it that element of

immediacy which is presupposed in all apocalyptic
writings. He forecast, no doubt, the catastrophe
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to which, the shortsighted policy of the Jewish
authorities was hurrying that ill - starred people.
The early Church linked together these two classes

of utterance, and believed that "both would receive

their fulfilment at the same period.
If, then, we must allow for some over-emphasis,,

some foreshortening in the presentation of this

conception in the First Gospel, we shall naturally
ask if there is not evidence that Christ's teaching
anticipated, in fact, a longer development of his-

tory than that here hiv-in-p'-c'!. Even within
the First Gospel itself many of His sayings suggest
a different interpretation from that put upon them
by the editor (e.g. the parables of the Mustard
Seed, the Drag-net, and see below). And when
we pass to the writers who have "

; ', .,'<! them-
selves from Jewish theological %!< - 1 ,',>!'-. we see
that Christ's words were regarded as ;-!v-i:; !->!.

a longer development of historical events than that

suggested by the First Gospel. This, of course, is

true of the later Epistles of St. Paul, of the Fourth
Gospel, and of St. Luke. And the verdict of the
historian must be that the Jewish-Christian inter-

pretation of Christ's words upon this point is not

likely to be most accurate, because it is Jewish
and because it is early. Rather these two factors

would, in the nature of things, concur to impel the
first Jewish Christians to an interpretation of
His sayings which is one-sided, and in part over-

emphasized, just because it is local and early. The
best intorpr-ili of much that Christ taught has
been, he I,nor development of history.

(3) The scope of the Gospel. It is known that the
later Jewish theologians had no strictly formulated
views of the relution of the Gentiles to the future
Messianic salvation. In some fo.\v pa M^O*- of their

writings, especially in the >ih\liino Oracles, it

would seem as though, they looked forward to the
admittance of Gentiles into the Kingdom on equal
terms with the Jews, simply on the ground of
obedience to God (cf. Sib. Or. iii. 740). But the

prevailing tendency was very different. When the

Kingdom came, the Gentiles would be annihilated ;

or they would be condemned to everlasting punish-
ment in Gehenna ; or they would, if tlicy were
righteous, participate in the Messianic salvation,
but only as proselytes, or as subjects of the Jewish
people.
To the early Jewish Christians, who had been

trained in such conceptions as these, it was inevit-
able that Christ's teaching, if it were universal in
ultimate scope and intention, implicitly rather than
explicitly should seem to point to a national rather
than a universal Kingdom. That this was the
belief of the first disciples at Jerusalem, the first
half of the Acts bears witness. Only the pressure
of circumstances could force the Vp.*-' 1

,
-

;

;o go
back to Christ's words, and to see

'

.
-\ bore

within them the seeds of a belief in a universal,
-il'mii'l inoiLiiP'liy. which was quite unlimited in

scope. It needed a vision to convince St. Peter of

this, and Gal 3 shows how difficult the lesson was
for him. In this respect the First Gospel has a
twofold outlook. Underlying the surface there
may clearly be seen, in the words of Christ which
are recorded, expressions which would naturally
convey the implication that Christianity was in-
tended to i nth iwnro all mankind. The gospel \v as
to be preached to all nations (24

14
). The disciples

were to make disciples of all nations (28
19

). Many
were to come from east and west, and sit down
within the Kingdom (8

11
). The Kingdom was to

be given to another nation, and to be taken from
the Jews (21

43
). But these sayings have all the

appearance of words which were interpreted in a
limited sense by the editor of the Gospel. If the
Kingdom was to come immediately after the fall
of Jerusalem, then the preaching to the Gentiles

could be but a VupuiTuMn.1 process. It was
^

to be
( for a testimony.'' Moreover, there is nothing in

the Gospel to suggest an unconditioned equality of

Jew and Gentile. The supposition is rather pro-
bable that the editor assumed that such Gentiles

as became Christians would do so a proselytes of

the Jewish - Christian Church. They were to be
'made disciples,' that is to say, to be merged in

the Jewish- Christian Church. If they had not the

litting wedding garment, they would be excluded
from the Kingdom; and the garment probably
symbolizes, in the editor's mind, the '

1 1.Y :-

ness' which was to be greater than \ ,: ! i
!

i':

Pharisees, only as being based upon ,.'< i-- i-Y
into the spiritual intention of the Mosaic Law,
which by no means permitted any relaxation of

its obligations.
Here again we must, as it would seem, make

some allowance for over-emphasis, due partly to

artificial arrangement of Christ's sayings, partly to

a limited insight into their true scope and meaning,
which was due to past religious training. Some
lapse of time, some clearing of spiritual vision by
the actual facts of life when Christianity came into

contact with pagan peoples, was needed before it

could be realized that if Christianity was intended
for the Jew first and also for the Greek, it never-
theless was to include them both in s\ position >/

absolute equality, and to appeal to mou wiilioui

respect to differences of race or creed. See also

GOSPELS, LOGIA, LUKE (Gospel), MARK (Gospel),
PAPIAS, SERMON ON THE MOUNT, etc.
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MEALS. The prevalent custom amongst the
Jews in the time of Jesus was to have two formal
meals in the day. Both these are referred to more
than once in the Gospels by the terms dpi-crrov and
SeiirvQj' (cf. Lk 1412

,
where both words occur in the

same context), and we know from these writings
that it was to either of these meals tluil ;:ur-i-
were invited to partake of the festive ho-pii.'iliu
of their friends (cf. 1412 II37 14m ). Besides these,
it was customary to have an informal meal at an
early hour of the day (d/cpcfcrttr/x.a or dptcrrov irpfaCv6v} 9

which was a very light repast, consisting of a
piece of bread, or bread with some accompanying
relish, such as oil or melted butter (Bobinson,
BliP* ii. 18). This" meal is only once referred to
in the NT (Jn 21 12* 15

), and there the word used
is the same as that which occurs in the Lukan
namiti\c of Jesus 'dining

3

(apurrw) in the Phari-
sou's liou^e (Lk H37f

*).

It is probably this meal which 'the virtu ^*i a VO'-M,' r.f

Proverbs rises so early to provide (Vr 29-'^ [IjX.\ {'> II,K -,

and which at. the ^resent time constitutes the breakfast of the
populace in Palestine. It is, moreover, probable that it is this
meal which is called in the Talmud the '

early snack
'

(
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though EdcuhoiiM refers this descriptive title to the topi of
I ho NT OL-G hi* L\j& and Times of Jesus the Messiah, ii. 205 n. 3

;

cf . also Plummer,
*
St. Luke,' in Internat. Grit. Com. on Lk

1137).

The mid-day meal, corresponding somewhat to
the modern luncheon, was partaken of at hours

varying -

1 "" '

\ and occupation, from
10a.m. k

"
-

, lOrt). It was partaken
of immediately after the business of the forenoon
was concluded, whether in the market-place (Mk
7
4
), in the synagogue (Edersheim, vol. ii. p. 205 ; cf.

1 K 137
), or during the heat of the middle of the

day, when the labourers were compelled to desist
from their field work (cf . Ku 2U). Josephus informs
us that the Jews were required by their Law to
make their breakfast (dpt<jro7roiet<r#cu) at noon on
Sabbath days ( Vita, 54, cf. also Gn 43 16 - 25 and 2 S
2415

,
where the LXX has ws &pa$ apia-rov, which is

rendered by Pesh. 'till the sixth hour 3

). This,
too, was generally a meal of a simple character,

consisting- of bread with parched corn, the former

being moistened with a little vinegar (Ku 214
), or

of bread broken down into a bowl of pottage,
together with some weak or diluted wine (orcfywov
O'LVOV Keicepafffjutvov, Bel 33 [LXX, Swete"s ed.]). Fish

grilled by laying it upon the hot charcoal (wOpaKid)
was also a common article of food accompanying
the bread (see Jn 21 9

).

The principal meal of the whole day was the
Selirvov, which was eaten after the day's" work was
finished (see Lk II1

}. This would naturally be
about the time of the going down of the sun,
which will explain the Lukan narrative of Jesus
and the two disciples at Emniaus (wpos e<T7nfpcu>, Lk
24-9 -)- This was the time of the day when Jesus
is recorded by the three Synoptists to have mira-

culously fed the multitudes (&p& TroXXif, Mk 685
;

dijsLas d y&Ofi&yjs . . . Kal TJ &p& ijSTj Trap7J\6ev, Mt 1415 ;

77 5
^fj^pa, tfpZaTo K\lvew 9 Lk 912

). The Passover
\vras

' ':/:"_ ." '."ng, and it was at
the- ' "",, ' - '

I (/J.GTCL TO fctirvtyoui)

that Jesus instituted the Feast memorial of His
death.
We find numerous references to the SeTTvov in the writings of

Josephus, from whom we learn incidentally that this was
usually an elaborate meal and closely connected with sacrificial

feasting
1

; that sometimes it was prolonged to a late hour, which
may explain the Preacher's reference to the dang-erous hahit of

over-eating "before iviiri'iir l" -\ ' p (T" ,">"!, cf. To 8* ; Jos. Vita,
44, 63, Ant. vi. iv. I, \s\ . \v. 1 !, u :.

; ,t Mac 5^).

The principal constituent 'of every meal was
bread, which was regarded, indeed, as the meal
itself. So much so was this the case, that the word
* bread' (on

1

?) was used by the ancient Hebrews
either for bread in particular or for food in jronornl

(see Encyc. Bibl. art.
e

Bread/ vol. L col. 604). It

was over the bread that :S ltK--mt. ws pro-
nounced which was thus -iiH'O-n! 10 'ifnc been

spoken over all the rest of'iiio -oli-1 looil eaten

during the first part of the meal. So strongly
was this held by all Jews, that for them bread
assumed a #w^m-sacred character, and elaborate
rules were devised for its treatment at table (see

Edersheim, op. cit. vol. ii. pp. 205-210).

The B>v'rr,
!
*ti" ?*/& #

"
o^urs again and again as a

synonym : -r :r ' r-.i-m \. .0, ! < M- IS2, Mk 72 ,
Lk 141-15, cf. Jn

2113, Gn :-
:

'

l..\\ . l\ :,- 1 \\ . etc,, see art. BREAD above
and in EL-

"

_-' ///', .".. p ,11 ) Keeping this fact in mind,
we are enaoled to reel she ior<v of JCHU-' \vonK hi ITIs tjreaf
sacramental discourse (Jn 626-' J

), and al-o lo i:iikr>ian<I the
true reason for the rejection hy iho Jcwi of Jl * nucraud
claims. It was not that their ifuerpiviuiicn or TLi \u>r<K \\JLS

carnal (cf. w.^2-58
).

< There was no gross misunderstanding on
their part, but a clear perception of the claim involved in the
Lord's words *

(Westcott, Gospel of St. John, ad Zoc.)- The
phrases in which He couched these claims were such as \\ould

On three different occasions we are told that
Jesus was the invited guest of a Pharisee ; and, so

far as the circumstances in each instance testify,
it was at one of their ordinary meals that He was
present. It is remarkable that it is St. Luke who
records all these occurrences, and at the same
time it is noteworthy that he uses three different

expressions in his wording of the formal invita-
tions (IVa <pd"yy yaer aurou, Lk 736 J

Q'TTCJS aptcmycrT; Trap
9

ar, II37
; craJQjSar^ <payelv dprov, 141

). Not only are
the invitations couched in varying* phrases, but St.

Luke uses different words when referring to the
attitude of the guests at the meals (/care/cXttfo?, 736

;

CLvtirecev, II37
; crwcLvcLKei/uevui', 14 15

). There is every
Iro1jil)ilii.y that in each case it was the mid-day
meal to which Jesus was invited. It became
customary aniongst the Jews to make three elabo-
rate meals on the Sabbath day (

( Observa diem
Sabbati; non Judaicis deliciis/ quoted by Plummer,
op. cit. p. 354). So much so, indeed, was this the
case, thai .-iwirtllv devised rules were made for

carrying out ilu* observance of the Sabbath feasts,
and special spiritual benefits were supposed to be
conferred on those who, <A <:< omii:p ihc difficulties

interposed by poverty, ^iip[!i< ii l!u Tn^cht- with
i he; clioic' 1 -! procurable food for th

Bread, which is the representative and symbol of all earthly
food, is the type of Him who is the Representative Man, impart-
ing- life to all who will partake of His Spirit.

that day (see Peak,
viii. 7, and the examples quoted from Shabbath by
Lightfoot in his HOT. Heb. et jTm/onLk 141

;
cf.

Edersheim, op. cit. ii. 52, 437 ; Farrar, Life of
Christ, ii. 119 n. 2

). It was on the occasion of one
of these Sabbath meals that a fellow-guest of

Jesus, on hearing Him speak, answered -\\ii\\ the

exclamation, Blessed is he that shall eat bread

(0d7ercu &PTOV) in the kingdom of God* (Lk 1415),

referring, of course, to the popular Jewish idea
that the MessiauY Kir.;^1'ii' was to be ushered in

by a banquet, ii'iii ilus: roasting was to be the
chief occupation of those who shared^its glories
(cf. Is25

6
), an idea which finds a place in the illus-

trative touching of Jesus on the universal char-
acter of ilio mimv Kingdom of God (cf. dvaK\iB^-
a-ovrai fr ry jSatriXeZ^ rov 6eav, Lk 1329

; see Wendt,
Lehre Jesu, Eng. tr. vol. i. pp. 217, 221).
At first sight it may seem strange that Jesus

should countenance the Jewish custom of Sabbath

banqueting, which was carried to such excess that
its character for luxury became proverbial. At
the same time we must remember that the prin-

ciple which lay at the root of this method of feast-

ing was the honour of the Sabbath day (cf. three

quotations from Shabbath illustrative of this in

Lightfoot, op. cit. iii. 149). Nor was this practice
out of harmony with Jesus' views and teaching on
the Sabbath rest, so long as it was conducted in a

spirit of humility, mutual toleration, and charity
(cf. Lk 147'14

). It is of interest, and in this respect
not without significance, to notice that, on the

last Sabbath spent by Jesus before His Passion,
He was the chief'guest at a festive meal (gTrolycrw

oVv a.i>r$ StTnrvov (?/ceT, Jn 122 ). This was probably on
the evening of the Sabbath day as i! \\;,- IJ;;U;M^
to a close and passing ;iv ,'iy. ulun f< -:it iii< u< i;

of the most liberal ais'l ''l/.U-'-JiU- character (epuloz

lautiores) ; and it is evident from the three narra-

tives (St. Luke's story of the anointing of Jesus by
the ' woman who was a sinner

'

[7
37

] can scarcely
be a record of the same event [see, however, Heng-
stenberg, Com. on St, John, Eng. tr. pp. 1-33, etc.])

that it made a deep impression on the minds of

Jesus' followers (cf. Mk 148, Mt 266f
-, Jn 12s

).

From the way in which St. John dispenses with
the use of the nominative before the verb, it would
seem that this meal was of a semi-public char-

1

acter, designed to do honour to Jesus, and that
the house of ' Simon the leper

' was made the

meeting-place for all who wished to meet Him (cf.

AA'e^tcolt, r'd loc., and Edersheim, op. cit. ii. 3571).
It is impossible riot to be struck with the way in
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afforded
to

which Jesus makes use of the opportunity afford

by His presence at these meals on the Sabbath,
inculcate lessons of large-hearted

'

i \' \ \ "-i

when His host is inclined to be the '.- !,'<.,-

critic (Lk 789 H 38 - 45ff- 14lff
-, cf. Jn 127f

-). There is

no appearance of disapproval in His attitude to-

wards what was tending to, if it had not already
become, an abuse, because there were latent possi-
bilities for good in the joyous and festive Sabbath.
It was to these possibilities that He directed His
attention.

Acting on these principles, we can understand
His words and deeds on the evening when He
instituted 'the Lord's Supper' (KvpittKov Sebrvov,

1 Co II 20
)- -^ s AVe nave seen, the Jewish custom

was to constitute the bread the representative
food at their meals. In the same way wine was
considered the representative drink. Many and
elaborate rules were formulated as to the manner
in which blessings \vcre to be said over these, and
the discussions arising out of the etiquette to be

observed degenerated into i.se.t'iiM^lo-- verbalism

(see B&raktioth, 35a, 36i, 41&, ivicvcv, 10 by Eders-

heim, ii. 206). In spite of this spiritual decadence
and barren ritualism, Jesus did what was charac-

teristic of His general teaching. He rescued the

primitive act from its debased -urroundmgs. and
the wine blessed (rb Trorripiov TTJS euXoyias) became
the means of a participating of c the blood of

Christ' (Kotvavia TOU afycaros), and the loaf blessed

and broken (rbv dprov dp /cXtD/xej/, dprov v\oytf<ras)

became the ioyful (etfYaprn$tras) communion of
' the body of Christ

5

(cf. 1 Co 1016f- ll-3
'27

, Lk 2219S
Mk 143-f', Mt 2626f>

). In a spirit somewhat similar

He dealt with the elaborate ceremonial washings
which His Jewish contemporaries sought to

elevate to the rank of a compulsory icli;Jiu-* rite

(Mtl52=Mk7 2ff% Lk II38
; for a ilw ipiion of this

Jewish practice during meals, see Edersheim, ii.

207). 2s ot the least remarkable of the lessons,

objective and spiritual, inculcated by Jesus was
that in which He transformed what had become a
tedious and worse than meaningless sei ies of forms
into a beautiful example of 'social service and
l.or-oii.il humility (see Jn 134ff

-, cf, Lk 2227
). By

i 1 1
i
- .^i 1 i u ! <

i act H- i ; . ; 1 ; -1 ; ; i into one the various
customs of His -I -y.

: .":!: si;: the hospitable one
r "

.

' '

feet' being washed by their host's
- . i they sat down to eat, and taught

His disciples the dignity of labour in the service
of humanity (of. Mt IS1 ' 14

, see Westcott on 134,

and Plummer, 'St. John 3

in Camb. Gr* Test, ad
loc.). Nor must we oinit to note here that the
Church's Eucharistic meal constitutes the most
emphatic object-lesson of the essential oneness of

all Christian people in a brotherhood as extensive
as her own borders, as intensive and real as any
of the claims of Jesus to rule within the sphere of

human thought (cf. irdvres d ujuets ade\<j>oi ecrre Mt
23s

; and Philem 16
).

Several different words are : -"J ;"! by the

Evangelists to denote the bod.i>. ;,

'

, of the
Jews at their meals, all of which s however, imply
that the custom was to recline with the body
stretched put (cf. Edersheim, ii. 207). In this

respect it is interesting to note the differences in

usage, and the preferences for one or more of these
words which characterize each of the writers. St.

Luke, for example, uses a word no fewer than 5
times which occurs nowhere else in the NT (/cara-

/cX^rat, 7s* 14s 2430 ; KOfraucMveuf, 914' 15
). Hobart

states that in his use of the active voice St. Luke
is employing

* the medical term for laying patients,
or causing them to lie in bed, placing them in
certain positions during operations making them
recline in a bath, etc.' (The Medical Language of St.

Luke, p. 69 ; cf., however, Luke 27 1237 ). As might
be expected, this Evangelist exhibits a richer and

more flexible vocabulary than the others. On the

only occasion of his using the verb KaraKeto-Oai

(Lk 529 [D has here dvaKewevcw]) for sitting at meals,
he seems to employ it because he has already, in

the immediately preceding context, made use
j>f

the same word to express a different idea (ef. 525
).

The same might, of course, be said of St. Mark,
who has this word in the same two senses in the

parallel narrative. It is not probable, however,
that St. Luke sacrificed his customary literary

independence by a verbal copying of St. Mark,
who, moreover, uses the same word for Jesus' re

clining at Supper in Bethany (Mk 14s
).

Of the 5 different words employed by the four Evangelists
when speaking of sitting down to meals, ^

St. Luke uses all

(otvctztivsiv twice, MvctTi'TTssv 4 times, ce,vas,fiit<rQot,i with its com-

pound ff-uv- 5 tunes, xac,ra(,%iia-8<x.( once, ##rA/vg*v 5 times) ; St.

Matthew uses three (Aw^m/v twice, v^irruv once, wotx&7irOat

and its compound a-uv- 7 times) ;
St. Mark uses four (vctz*.fi>stv

once, *y*T<TTEjy twice, abawssiV '<. .,'nl
" J

- !.-.' .ri ,-. r times,
suuraxiiffQett twice) : St. John :- .n * :

- i
;il'; '! . <l in his

use, and '.iio'o - o"
1

. ... > <>" these words (AyaT/rre/v 5 times,
faeue&ffQa* P'- - \ VL'.ii i'-v employment of its compound).

In the narrative of the conversion and call of

Levi (Matthew), which is common to the three

Bynoptists3 St. Luke is the only one who expressly
states that Jesus was the guest of the new dis-

ciple (Lk 529
) ?

the latter having made a feast in

honour of his recently discovered Master^ St.

Matthew uses the vague expression. v rjj ot/a#

(Mt 910
) 5 which may mean 'inside

3 as contrasted

with outside' (eirl rb r&Aviov, 9y
), where lay the

scene of Levi's call (cf. Plummer, ad loc.}. St.

Mark, on the other hand, seems to have under-
stood that Jesus was the host and not the guest
(cf. KafraLKeio'6aL atirbv v ry oiicLq, aurou, Mk 15

, where
his use of the same pronoun in the same sentence

would point to this interpretation ; see also <rw-

1410 ; rots <rvvavaKGi/jifOis \sc. ry "Hpcidfl], Mk 6'
J2

).

On the other hand, it does not seem at all certain

that either of these two writers connected the
conversion of Levi with the entertainment (cf. /cat

e'7<^ero, Mt 910 ; /cat ylverai, Mk 215
,
which marks

the commencement of a fresh narrative). It is

improbable that St. Luke acted merely the part of

interpreter by introducing his categorical assertion
as a gloss (/cat iroli](rev Soxty /AeyaKrjv A.vel$ OLVT^

A:.r.X. 5 Lk 529
), thus doing away with a previous

<-i i
> ii >i

f
i: : f \ . It is more likely that he had sufficient

01 nl, i" MO! documentary , authority to justify his

statement (the word 8oxtf is peculiar to St. Luke,
and is used by him only once afterwards as a

general equivalent for &PL<TTOJ> ?) Setirvov, 1412f
*) ; and

we have St. Mark's authority for connecting the

conversion of Simon and Andrew uiih lio-|iii,'ilii\

to their newly-found Master and IJi- other <IU-

ciples (Mk iwfl--*
1

^). Whether, however, this

partaking by Jesus of a Sabbath-meal in the house
of Simon Peter was secondary to the purpose of

healing the fever - stricken vrevdepcL roO "Ztj&tovos,

would be difficult to determine. Nor must we
forge-

'

s

"

i r- -
* " 'r '

\ that St. Luke's authority for
the '.-.-!

'

Jesus was the guest of Hk
latest convert Levi may have been influenced by
the parallel case we are here noticing the con-
version of the brothers Simon and Andrew and the

subsequent entertainment in their own house of
the newly discovered Messiah (cf. Jn I 41

).

Ts! '
; r ^ "

r tr---.--i r
.
ri.- <T 1* c ! .-'' -mentioned ques-

ti( -. u _' . .^t- /
-

.
' / '' .', '

pp. 16 f., 23, etc.;

Plummer, 'csii. JUuu.e u /.-'/ 1 >'. < ' ''
,. p. 159 f. ; Gould,

'St. Mark,' ib. p, 41; O. ILuiu/juuun. /JKUKII, Jesu, Eng". tr. p.
206; cf. art. 'Matthew 1

in Euci/c. RibL col. 2986 f.; B. Weiss,
The Life of Christ (T. &. T. Clark), \ ol. il p. 125 n. 2

; Bengel,
Gnomon of the NT on Mt 9*0 ; and, for the problem aa to the
identification of Matthew and Levi, which is g-ermane to that
we are discussing, see Zahn's Einleit. in das -VT, ii. p. 264.

J. R. WILLIS.
MEASURES. See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
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MEDIATOR. Introductory. The title ' Medi-
ator *

is applied to our Lord in the NT only by St.

Paul (1 Ti25
) and the author of Hebrews (8

6 915 1224 ).

In Gal 319 * 20 St. Paul's argument implies that there
is an important sense in which Christ cannot "be

fitly called a mediator. Here Moses is described by
this title, and the mediator (generic) is sharply dis-

tinguished from God. Moses was a person coming
between two contracting parties, God and Israel,
with the consequence that the law administered

by Moses is apparently in opposition to the pro-
mises of God which'depend upon God only. Ob-
viously Christ is not such a mediator as Moses.
He does not come between two contracting parties,
for He Himself is the representative human re-

ceiver of God's promise, and the Divine Son
through whom we receive that promise. He in-

cludes both parties in His own rerson, instead of

coming between them. He is not the instrument
of a contract, but the embodiment of a Divine gift.
This passage implies that Christ united God and
man, two parties previously at variance, in a

wholly unique manner. And the same truth is

asserted in the verse which calls Him c the one
mediator between God and men' (1 Ti 25

). In
what sense St. Paul calls Christ a mediator will
be shown more fully in 3.

1. The Synoptic Gospels. Al
1

>.<>! tv these do
not employ the title in -i.i.i.iir.' i

! i-\
""

-..'

imply that the teaching, life, and .* .
'

were* mediatorial. The familiar old division of
His mediatorial functions into those of Prophet,
Priest, and King ;- ro::i_hlv (---rreet, though it

maybe better to <'.(>'. ,\\,\;^ M< ir, as those of Pro-

phet, King, and Ked.eem.er. By such a division
we are able to find a more natural place for those

passages in the R\nop lie Gospels which speak of
His atoning work.' i liau ii \u k use the word * Priest.

3

We are also able to do more justice to the truth
that He revealed Himself as already the Messiah
during

f the days of his flesh/ and did not teach
that His Messianic Kingdom was only an affair of

the future.

(a) The ( wisdom '

of our Lord impressed His
hearers at Nazareth, and when they were offended
at the difference which they noted between Him
and His humble family, Jesus said,

' A prophet is

not without honour, save in his own country, and
in his own house' (Mt 13s4

"58
). Here He seems in

some way to claim the office of a f/i'ti/Jftf. And
there are several P. >-,::* which <h<m dial the

ordinary people r:< -i> M! 10 regard Him. as a Pro-

phet. See, fully, under art. PROPHET.
(d) He is also King. He claimed to fulfil the

Jewish expectation of an ideal King, the Messiah.
This cannot be reasonably disputed, in spite of the
fact that this claim did not represent all that He
was and all that He demanded. The confession
of His Messiahship by St. Peter, the dispute be-

tween His disciples for places of honour, and

especially the desire of the sons of Zebedee to sit

on His right hand and His left, cannot be thrown
aside as l<\i:oii<laiy inventions. Nor can we fail to

see the Messianic"meaning of Hi - I ri un i
]
A in 1 en I ry

into Jerusalem, His trial and an-ucr 10 the liijrli

priest (Mk 146a
), and the inscription

' TIio Kinji
of the Jews' upon the cross, Apart from His
Messianic claim, His life and His death become

unintelligible, although He used the actual title

very seldom, and rather avoided it on account of

the political associations which clung to it. See,

further, artt. KING and KINGDOM OF GOD.
(c) Jesus, who is Mediator in revealing God, is

also Mediator in redeeming wnn. He offered to

the Father a sacrifice of perfect human obedience
which effected a new relation between God and
mankind. It was a reparation to God for the dis-

obedience of man.

In dealing with the redemptive work of Christ,
we have to consider as of primary importance the

place occupied by His death in the theology as well
as in the history of the ^x i:opi ic- It is frequently
asserted or hinted thai' M<; <

-

i<; not foresee His
death until an advanced period in His ministry,
and that, when He found that it wvas inevitable, He
did not attribute to it any power of obtaining the
remission of sins. These two theories do not eluci-

date the Gospels, but simply contradict them. All
the accounts of our Lord's baptism represent Him
as hearing the words which declare that He is the
Son in whom the Father is well pleased (Mt 3 17

,

Mk l
n

, Lk 322
). He was, therefore, from the first

conscious that He fulfilled the Isaianic picture of

the Servant of the Lord, who dies as a guilt
-

offering for the people. In Mibmittin^ to baptism,
He identified Himself with a race thao has sinned ;

1 '

the subsequent temptation, He
!

. !

'

with a race which suffers when
Satan lures it to sin. He also predicted His death

early in His ministry. He is the ! ih>;_i<K.m who
will be taken away in the midst oi" jo\. <ird His

disciples will fast at that day (Mk 2ly -

-). Later,
He tells how He has to submit to the baptism of

His Passion, and feels anguish until it is accom-

plished. He dreads it ; but He desires it, because
it is the necessary preliminary of His kindling a
sacred fire on earth (Lk 1249 ). With these words
we must compare the question addressed to the
ambitious sons of Zebedee, whether they can drink
of His cup and be baptized with His baptism (Mk
1038 }. The baptism and the cup represent the will

of the Father with all the -nttc-iin;.' which the

doing of that will entailed, \\hai ilmi suffering
was the story of Gethsemane tells us. It was there
that He, with a final effort of His human will, identi-

fied Himself wholly with the Servant *wounded for

our iir, M- ^v ''!.-.' But this identification had
"been M Si'.ix 'CMV before in the words, 'Whosoever
woul- 1

! i i -i ,r-:-ng you shall be servant of all.

For verily the Son of Man came not to be ministered
unto, but to minister, and to give his life a ransom
for many' (Mk 1045 ). This acceptance of death
was not a mere example of perfect resignation.
He had taught His disciples not to fear those who
kill the hody (Mt 1028), He had assured them that
4 he that findeth his life shall lose it ; and he that
loseth his life for my sake shall find it

'

(10
39

). But
the disciple who loses his life for Christ's sake does
not necessarily win any life except his own, whereas
Christ's death avails * for many.* With this pre-
diction we must connect the words used at the
institution of the Lord's Supper. Assuming that

Christ did institute this sacrament, we may also

assume that He who taught His own not to fear

those who kill the body, did not mean that when
His blood was shed * for many

'

it was shed to save

them from being killed by the Jews or Bomans.
Whether He did or did not add the words ' for the

remission of sins/ He must have meant that a new
covenant was being made between God and man.
His death had some special value in itself, or else

the Church would not have continued to show
forth the Lord's death (1 Co II20

). The special
value which He attached to His own death is made
plain by the account of the Lord's Supper con-

tained in the Petrine Gospel of St. Mark no less

than in the Pauline Gospel of St. Luke. The
#lKj<Min;i of Christ's blood seals a covenant similar

to i ho miti.'il covenant made by Moses between
God and the people (Ex 243

"8
) ; it consecrates a new

people to God. It also fulfils Jeremiah'
: j

r >
]

-1 1 t-ov

of a new covenant, of which the very foil rent ion

wji- iho forjih cries* of sins (Jer 3131
). And, like the

blood of Uic J'ji-clial lamb, the blood of Jesus saves

His people from a destruction that comes from
God. With this sacrifice of Jesus His disciples are
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to hold communion. They appropriate the atone-

ment, and as they appropriate it, it becomes for

them a propitiation.
2. Acts of the Apostles and Epjp. of St. Peter,

St. Jude, and St. James. The simple teaching
about our Lord <>!! M yol in Acts, more especially
in chs. 1-12, and in tlie First .Epistle of St. Peter
and that of St. Jude and of St. James, justifies us
in placing these books in a class by themselves.

They represent a theology which in character, if

not in date, is primitive, and in close touch with
Judaism.

(a] In Acts Jesus is set forth as Prophet, Messiah,
Son of God, and Redeemer. From the first He is

the Lord Jesus (I
6* 31

). And at Pentecost St. Peter

proclaims that < God hath made him both Lord and
Christ, this Jesus whom ye crucified

'

(2
36

). He is

the Prophet whom Moses had foretold, and those
who will not hearken to Him will be utterly de-

stroyed (3
s2 - 28

). His Messianic lordship is re-

peatedly preached ; He is the Holy and Righteous
One, the Prince of life, the Saviour, the Stone or
foundation of the true temple, the Stone now
exalted to be the Head of the corner (3

14- ls 531 411
).

He is Lord of all (10
3G

), and there is salvation in
none other (4

12
). Miracles are regarded as His

work, though He is no longer visibly present. He
is preparing for the f

Day of the Lord,' when the
Divine Kingdom will be vindicated, and He has
Himself poured out the Holy Ghost to fit the dis-

ciples for that day (2
33

). Moreover, His unique
Sonship is implied in the oxpro ion 'the Father'
as used in the bop'immjr of i iio honk (I

4- 7 233
).

Fitly does St. St.Mnen iliivci to Him his dying

g:ayer,
and Saul declare that He is the Son of

od (9-). The whole mission and work of Jesus
is therefore mediatorial. His death has also an
atoning mediatorial worth. Of great importance
in AG S is the identification of our Lord with the

suffering Servant of the Lord in Is 53. Our Lord
had so identified Himself, as is shown not only by
the quotation in Lk 2237 but by the whole tenor of
His life from the time of His baptism. In Acts a
keynote is struck by St. Peter's words, *the God
of our fathers hath -l-riV 1 Y - Servant Jesus' (3

13
).

When Philip meets uie Ethiopian eunuch he finds
that he is reading Is 53, and resolves his doubts by
explaining that the vicarious sufferer is Jesus.
Acts shows plainly that the Christian Church of
the most primitive period applied to Jesus this

prophecy.
e Of a truth in this city against thy

holy Servant Jesus, whom thou didst anoint, both
Herod and Pontius Pilate, with the Gentiles and
the peoples of Israel, were gathered together, to
do whatsoever thy hand and thy counsel fore-
ordained to come to pass

'

(4
27* 2S

).

These Apostolic words show precisely how the Church re-
garded the death of Christ. He thud, not as any ordinary martyr,
but as the Messiah and the atoning Servant.

"

The death was a
necessity, not because it was simply inevitable from the sur-

f

'
"

_- '
i V >~i T - .-

"
-.-1 ,- ] _ .": which He struggled,

i * -i : I- > i II ,' > '' ' i !! -,- ;;! indispensable means
' :

'

-
'

! ii- -

"
- Ct took place by His

foreknowledge (223), it was foretold by His prophets (318).
Further, it would have been impossible for the Apostles to
attribute this meaning to Lhe (loath of Christ, unless they had
been able to point in the empty <jrave, to assert that the Messiah
lives, and that a direct lolai ion ran be established between Him
and His sinful p---

1 - T - ..
, ^ :.

isaiah, thoug-h he died,
lived again to *i i ; .-. -. Vi : because they were able
to assert positi- , .

.
:. : -tsen, the first Christians

were able to ma '

<<!'. < r- a fundamental thing in
their gospel. Repentance, faith, baptism, the gift of the Holy
Spirit, aro the distinctive gifts which flow from the death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ. St. Peter exerts himself to deepen a
sense of sin in his hearers by pointing TO the cro*^. They tried
to destroy '!.* i * \> -r. 1m: 0-xl thwarted their effort by raisingHim from U o J< 'il. T i--ir js t. so far from accomplishing what
they desir< d, f'.l'i'.Vil G -i'-i . t, u-]. U-t '.hoi,, rt m : while
there is time, before Or r,<~; rcnsir-. i<> -ud -nu-nr f >l -i 319-20
410. 3i 530.31 1Q36-43). Ocl 1(ff(

. r , r
,,rtf \iMH~. so i.M<W u'ho are

baptized in the name of -l< -, .- t 1 r- ,'riTul lh k
< (Tc r- UK- bestowal

of the Holy Spirit to ma'o.e a nt-,\ lire pj-aibK* (-*")-

If we compare this very early doctrine with that

of St. Paul, we see that, simple though it is, it

is radically the same. And against all modern

attempts to represent St. Paul as the first man
who inseparably joined together the thought of

Christ's death, of sin, and of atonement, St. Paul's

own words protest :

'

I delivered unto you first of

all that which also I received, how that Christ died

for our sins according to the Scriptures' (1 Co 15*).

He affirms that he received it, and his testimony is

true.

(b) In First Peter the mediatorial character of

Christ's death is always present to the writer's

mind. The doctrine of this Epistle may possibly
liave been influenced by that of St. Paul, but it is

considerably less developed, and is such as we
might well expect from St. Peter. The doctrine
with regard to our Lord's Person is simple. It is

taught that He existed before He was born on

earth, for He was not only
* foreknown indeed

before the foundation of the world' (I
20

), which,

might not necessarily imply a personal pre-exist-
ence, but His Spirit was in the prophets before^the
Incarnation (I

11
). To Him, as to a Divine Being,

glory and dominion are ascribed (5
11

). In conse-

quence of His resurrection, baptism
* saves

' us

(3
21

). It has an inward power to cleanse the soul

in response to the V
,..

; "! ,-: a good con-

science, because Chr"-i -,- <." i 1\<.
But it is the Passion of Christ, the 'precious

blood,
3 that fills this letter with its peculiar glow.

By that blood,
* as of a lamb without blemish and

without spot,
3 we were ( redeemed '

(I
18* 19

). It is a
moral redemption, changing a former ' manner of

life' into a better type of conduct. His action
involved a patient endurance which it is the Chris-
tian's duty to imitate (2

21 4X 3 17 - 1&
). But it is,

nevertheless, an objective external fact before ii

become -nV.-.-Mii' and inward. Christians are
e
elect ,:r.i np ! the fon;knoulr:<l,ue of God the

Father, in sanctihcation uf the Spiiii, unto obedi-
ence and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ

'

(I
2
). The life of obedience involves sprinkling" with

the blood. As the Israelites were received mto a
;

"

.-}"{' with God at Sinai by
" " -l "

1

i .'. .

'

, blood, so by the bloc . . ,

vary, a new elect race is dedicated to God. It is

this blood that has an ,'""!;.. . : to cancel
sin. What Christ did r Hi- i', : is clearly
stated, *His own self bore our sins in his own
body upon the tree

*

(2
24

). The w^ord
* bear

' means
both e

endure,
3 and *

carry
} a sacrifice to the altar.

So Christ both endured the consequences of our
sins, and carried them to the cross as if they were
His own. He suffered for sins which were not His
own, and He did it that we might be '

healed,'

Again, St. Peter says that Christ ' suffered for sins

once, the righteous for the unrighteous, that he
might bring us to God' (3

18
). He is urging his

readers to bo prepMml to suffer for ri-..hi .'ni-m 1 --*

sake; he hopt^ that their conduct may silence

opposition, perhaps that it may bring others to
Grod. But all the power to suffer rightly rests on
an event now past. It is the solitary death of
Christ * for sins

' that enables us to go to God and
sets us right with God. Like St. Paul and like the
author of Hebrews, St. Peter regards the death of
Christ as the supreme event which established for
mankind a free communion with the Father.

(c) The Epistle of St. Jude and the Second of
St. Peter do not add to the doctrine of Christ s
mediation. The lascivious -< i n-n'n-i which the
former is directed seems to litu i- ilrii'njil the reality
of the Incarnation and of the Lordship of Christ
(v.

4
), which the writor r<^;inl> as essential. He

mentions the Holy Spirii, Cod, and our Lord
Jesus Christ together (v.

1* 1

), and ascribes glory to
'God our Saviour 3

through Jesus Christ. 2 Peter
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also -imply <> nines the Divinity and mediatorial
work of (''lui-i. The writer describes himself as
' the bond-servant and apostle of Jesus Christ

'

(I
1
), describes Jesus as 'Lord and Saviour' (2

20
),

speaks of growing
' in the grace and knowledge of

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ' (3
18

), and of
entrance into His 4 eternal kingdom

*

(I
11

).

(d) In the Epintle of St. J<ti\u'n little is said, yet
much is implied, respecting the Person of Christ.
He is 'Lord' and 'the Lord of glory' (2

1
). His is

the ' honourable name '

(2
7

) which was named over
Christians in baptism. He is unquestionably re-

garded as the Mediator of salvation. For the
'word of truth,' 'the "implanted word* (I

18 - 21
),

which the Christians have received, has come to
them through Christ, and He is called 'the judge

3

wiio ' standeth before the doors '

(5
8 ' 9

). More-
over, the opposition manifested by St. James to-

wards a misuse of Christian freedom is of a kind
which implies that he, like the people whom he
desired to refute, believed that faith gains bless-

ings from God through Christ. He illustrates the

necessity of good works by instances in which
'works' can hardly be iH-Cni^ui.-licri from faith,
but are its necessary expression. He insists that
God requires a good life ; but, no less truly than
St. Paul, he insists that a living faith is requisite
for salvation. There is no developed Christology,
but the writer who calls himself a * bond-servant
o*f God and of Jesus Christ,

3 and is so faithful both
to the letter and to the spirit of Christ's moral

teaching, must necessarily have believed that He
is the Mediator between God and man,

3. The Pauline Epistles. (a) St. Paul's doctrine
of the Person of Christ is fundamentally the same
in all his Epistles. And his v *,!, i- . ,

1
> : -

.; con-

cerning the work of Christ is
ii -

;.,
-'

! the
doctrine of His Person. Jesus is the Son of God,
who, as such, possesses a superhuman and Divine
nature. God is 'the Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ

'

(2 Co 1s), and the Son shares in the spiritual
immaterial nature of the Father. In his earliest

Epistles, those to the Thessalonians, Jesus is called
* the Lord Jesus,' and each letter closes with the

prayer that His '

grace
* or unmerited kindness may

be with His people. It is assumed that Jesus is

exalted to heaven, is the Lord ruling the Church,
and that He will return 10 judge ihe world. In
the second group of Kpi-ile- ]";nid 2 Cor., Gal. ,

Horn. there is much teaching about our Lord's

Person. He is God's 'own Son' (Ro 83), and to

Him alone belongs the privilege of being 'the

image of God J

(2 Co 44). St. Paul applies to Christ

passages which in the OT refer to Jehovah (Ro
1013

, 1 Co 218 1022), and in Ro 98
says that He is

4 over all, God blessed for ever.^ Tlie Son of God
is more ancient than all creation, and 'through
him all things were made' (1 Co 86

). He existed

in heaven before He was * sent forth
' on earth, and

this coming to earth was for Him the humiliation

of exchanging riches for poverty (2 Co 89
). The

last two facts are fundamental in the next group
of Epistles (Col I 15

'17
, Ph 25'11

}.

The third group of Epistles Phil. , Col., Eph.
illustrates these doctrines more fully. Ph 25~ir

lays

special stress upon the self-sacrifice involved in the

Son of God taking 'the form of a servant.' In

heaven He had ' the form of God,' but He *

emptied
himself, taking the form of a servant, being made
in the likeness of men.' This likeness is elsewhere

called 'the likeness of sinful flesh' (Ro 88). In

Colossians, St. Paul attacks a superstitious theos-

ophy which taught that worship ought to be paid
to some intermediate beings who come between
God arid the world a theory which implied that

God could not come into direct contact with
matter. Against this St. Paul insists upon the

mediatorial work of the Son of God in both crea-

tion and redemption. He declares that the Son is

the *

image
'

or adequate counterpart of the Father,
and the 'firstborn of all creation.' i.e., not the
first being created, but, as the context shows,

4 born
before all creation

1

(Col I 15 - 16
). All things were

created in Him, since their existence was con-
ditioned by His thought; by Him, since it was
through His power that they came into being ;

unto Him, since all creation finds in Him the
summit of its evolution. All things cohere in
Him (Col I 17

), and it was God's purpose that all

things should be summed up in Him (Eph I
10

).

The sum total of God's attributes dwells in Him
bodily (Col 29

). And the Church is a: i^r :;!

without which Christ deigns to regard M :II I-O!" .-

incomplete, because without the Church His incar-
nate life would not continue to be manifested. It

is an extension of the Incarnation. It is a body
in which Christ Himself lives and works (Eph I 23 ),

the suffering of its members completes His own
(Col I 24

) by making possible a further application
to mankind of His waving power.
The Church therefore exists to promote a certain relation be-

tween God and man. That relation is one of union and com-
munion. The new confession which Is taught to us by the

Spirit of God's Son is expressed in the words *

Abba, Father.'
The very Aramaic word used by Jesus in His communion with
the Father in Gethsemane (Mk 14^> is used by St. Paul to
describe the Christian's attitude towards God. The p i oini nenoo

given by St. Paul to the love of God for man, for all men, tor

sinners,* is uricea^in^ His certainty of God's love rests on all

that Jesus did and does, but the most fundamental proof of it

was that Jesus died. By this God commends His love toward
us (Bo 58). This makes it obvious that God will give us all

things (832). And this equally proves the love of Christ (2 Co
51*, Eph 52. 25). The death of Christ is, therefore, the highest
proof of the love of the Father and the love of Jesus for man-
kind. The mediatorial work of the Son of God is a process in-

volved in the whole relation of His Divine Person to the world.
But it was focussed in one great event His death.

(b) St. Paul's teaching about the death of Christ
is entirely consistent. He teaches that there are
two great elements in the process of the individual
man's reconciliation with God. The first is Ms
faith in Christ, who died as a sacrifice on our
behalf. The second is that inward, vital, ^and
ethical union with Christ, the *

ii(V r'*\in.r Spirit*

(1 Co 1545), involved in our bapti&m iri< ( 'hri-l.'

To suppose that hi- V-j :M: .ili--.:: <:. "i x "- '' '"'' ->""

'price' (1 Co 620 723, i 'I
- -

,
J : -J

1

', -!:- i . < i.r n , -I

of identification wit
1

-- T -. ..-- -.-i
! r :: : : .: :Vi,:..:

excludes the need ci ::
- i-.'> i ri

1

'!:' >.', .
-

. > 'ii.i

an imaginary false antithesis. Sacrifice, rightly understood,
implies communion with the object sacrificed. And sacraments

convey uhr jwi i-r uhfoh is taken and used by that moral choice

which is ",il!nl 'faitii.' Baptism begins our new supernatural
life (Ro 64f-)i the Lord's Supper imparts to us sustenance for

tha* life (1 (Jo 103ft
) In both we enter into union with a Christ

who died, and died 'for us* and *for sins' (e.g. 2 Co 514
, Gal I4

,

Ro t;j>
. KI>' .">-') That death had a special meaning for man-

kind a-. A vi hole, for God the Father, and for Christ Himself.

(i.) The death of Christ effected a reconciliation.

By it we were reconciled to God (Ro 59 - 10
, Eph I7).

This is because God was in Christ reconciling the
world unto Himself (2 Co 519

), and those who were
alienated and enemies' Christ has reconciled in

the body of His fleJi Uircm-li death (Col I22). The
action of Christ is uLoiuical \\ itli the action of God.
In Christ living and Christ dying God was present,
'not reckoning trespasses.* He canie to pardon
when TTc nii^lii have punished. T1-M <>. there-

fore, i-wi.ii"' 1

-! - che love and pity <?! l^oil. \nd the
reason why the love of Christ specially

' con-

straineth us* is 'because we thus judge tliat one
died for all (therefore all died) ; and he died for all,

that they which live should no longer live unto
themselves, but unto him who for their sakes died,
and rose again

3

(2 Co 534f
-). We feel the constraint

of love when we see that Christ died a death
which was a substitute for our death. If the Son
had not died, we should have been left to experi-
ence the death of a sinner who is alienated from
God. The work of reconciliation was done by the
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Father tlirough the Son, clone outside us before
it was done in us.

(ii.) The death of Christ removes the wrath of
God. Sinners are exposed to God's wrath {Ro
j.is.32 23 510 II28

). This wrath is not vindictiveness,
but the attitude of a loving Father towards that
which destroys the very life of His children. The
wrath of God is removed when,

'

through faith/
the sinner accepts Jesus as a 'means of propitia-
tion' (Ro 3'-

5
). God justifies, acquits as righteous,

those who avail themselves of that force which

wipes away their sins. In providing this means of

propitiation, God did something to counterbalance
all His previous forbearance towards sin. He
manifested His righteousness, His disposition to

treat men according to a perfect moral law. When
sin is passed over, righteousness is not manifested.
But it was demonstrated when God showed that
He could not forgive except at the tremendous cost

of sending His Son to be a means of propitiation by
His blood. The death of the Son was an oblation
and a sacrifice to the Father (Eph 52

}, wholly accept-
able to the Father on account of the sinlessness
and love of the Sufferer ; and it is wholly adequate
to the needs of the human soul, because it simul-

taneously removes the sinner's sin and his fear of

the /ii'l^i'H"
1 of God.

v

:

:.; (V'/vV is not regarded by St. Paul as liter-

ally punished for the sins of all mankind. These
sins are not transferred to Jesus, for men who do
not accept Him as their Saviour have still to answer
for their sins. They are still under the wrath of

God (Ro I18 ). Nor were the sins of those wlio God
foresaw would repent l:ii-\ilh ir;.M-.f(-nv<l to Jesus.
In the Hebrew conception 01 die sin-offering, the

offering was 'most holy/ which would have been

impossible if sin had been transferred to it in any
literal manner. At the same time, Christ is said
to have been made ' sin

'

(2 Co 521
) and to have

been made ' curse '

for us (Gal 3-
3
).

The first passage may mean that Christ was made a sin-

offering ; the second may mean that Christ in some way ful-

filled the type of the scape-goat (Lv 162i), which symbolized the
tV-viMc i

1

,""-: -rt'Mi ;
i*'

,-.*. i
s

(- r" the children of Israel. Both
:> -i.

-
r :; i:-/

1 -
, rsu-A :{ i uncertain. What is certain

is that in 2 Co 521, Gal 313 St. Paul means that Christ was
treated as a sinner in order that sinners might become right-
eous ; that He chose to die by crucifixion, a death which in
Jewish eyes was symbolical of God's curse ; and that in dying
He realized God's curse or condemnation on the sins of the race
of which He had chosen to be a member. There is no question
of a literal personal punishment of Christ. It was a voluntary
entrance on His part into a state in which, by a profound sym-
pathy, He felt our calamity as though it were His.

Our Lord Himself had shown the connexion
between His death and the forgiveness of our sins.

The primitive Church had believed and experi-
enced the reality of this connexion. And St. Paul,
in preaching what he calls the word of the cross

'

so fully and vividly, was 'faithful
3

to * the much'
which was committed to Him by the risen Christ.

He^preached, as no other man has done, the Name
which means that Christ saves His people from
their sins.

3. The Epistle to the Hebrews. (a) The subject
t

of the Epistle to the Hebrews is the world to
'come *

(2
5
). This world to come already exists and

has existed from the Creation. But it is regarded
as still to come, because it has not yet been fully
realized in time. It is a heavenly spiritual
counterpart of this temporal material world in
which we live. The material ivorld, and the
Jewish system of worship which belongs to this

world, are not, in the strictest sense of the word,
real. Christianity is the perfect religion, and is

superior to Judaism, because its origin, worship,
and priesthood belong to the heavenly world of
which Judaism is only a shadow. The Revealer
of Christianity belongs to the heavenly world,

j

It is on His mediation that the existence both of
i

the material and of the spiritual world depends.
He is the *

effulgence
'

or ' radiance
'

of God's glory,
i.e. of God's nature as shown to things created,
and the impress of His essence;

:

ii).ln-l.";i:;- all

things by the word of his power' (I
!

> ''"IP- >on,

through whom the Father made the worlds, was

appointed heir of all things prior to creation. By
His almighty word (cf. 'God said' in Gii 1) a

word which is itself an act He carries the world
to its goal. This Son, as essentially, Divine, is

above the angels, and is the object of their wor-

ship (I
7
). He is above Moses, as the son of a

house is superior to a servant, and as the founder
of a house is superior to one who is only a part of

the edifice itself (3--
3
).

(b) But Jesus is especially our sympathetic High
Priest ' who hath passed through the heavens "

(4
14

). Great stress is laid upon the fact that He
endured all that we endure, sin apart. Having
taken flesh and blood, and become in all things
like His *

brethren,' He passed through tempta-
tions, shed tears, suffered death. His human
prayer to God, offered during His agony, was
heard on account of His l

godly fear.' He was
strengthened to bear His burden, and was made
perfect for His saving work by the discipline of

His sufferings. He manifests the highest degree
both of sympathy and of probation, and is therefore
the Representative of man to God. Pie is able to
enter with full sympathy into the lot of ignorant
and erring man. He also . -

: he other
essential qualification of a ll

:

;.!i 1'ii -
. for He

was Divinely appointed. He who proclaimed Him
to be His Son, declared Him to he a priest for

ever after the order of Melchizedek (5
5- 6

). In the

reality of His human experience and sympathy,
and in the fact of His Divine calling, He resembled
the Levitical priests. But He differed from them
profoundly. They were sinful : He was sinless.

They must offer sacrifices for themselves : His

offering was solely for others. They served a tem-

porary sanctuary : He ministers perpetually in

heaven. He further differs from them because He
is a priest after the order of Melchizedek. The
priesthood of Melchizedek had these two great
characteristics : it was especially royal, and it was
independent of any genealogy ; whereas the priest-
hood of the Levitical priests was not more royal
than that of all the Israelites, and their title to it

rested on their descent from Levi. Christ is King
as well as Priest ; and as His Being had no begin-
ning, the silence of Scripture about the ancestry of
Melchizedek assimilates him to Christ. And since
Abraham the father of Levi paid tithes to Mel-
chizedek, he '> ekiHA\ lr

]:_:<
d his inferiority, and

compromised the Levitical priests by so doing.
Their priesthood is lower than that of Mel-
chizedek, which was an archetype of that of the
Son of God (7

1-10
).

(c) The sacrifice of Christ had these notes, (i.)

It was the expression of the perfect obedience ofHis
will to the will of the Father. No animal sacrifices
can take away sins. They rather bring sins to
remembrance than purge them away. Bulls and
goats cannot give to God a conscious, voluntary,
moral sacrifice. This the Son gave ,*

He satisfied
the will of God by so doing :

* When he cometh
into the world he saith. Sacrifice and offering thoxi
wouldest not, but a body didst thou prepare for
me. . . . Lo, I am come to do thy will, God '

(10
5~7

). By the ui^-iM-i of rhrist's body, which
was prepared byCo-i 10 JIM !<: this great sacrifice

possible, the will of God was satisfied, and by that
will we are *

sanctified.' (ii.) It is one., and need
not be repeated yearly. Every day the Levitical
priests offer sacrifices which cannot cancel sin.
In contrast with the ineffectiveness of those sacri-

fices, offered by priests still standing day by day,
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Christ offered one sacrifice on the cross, and then
the adequacy of His offering was proved by His
sitting down on the right hand of God (1C

12
). His

offering is valid for both past and future, and
delivers men from the J

"
J

;hat were
under the first covenant ';, ,, . to giving
a new power to those who live after the Incarna-
tion has taken place. (iii.) It is the basis of a
'new covenant

'

between God and man.
The best commentators differ somewhat with regard to the

meaning
1 of 915 - 16. But the natural explanation is that since

the word 1>tee.8v,i4 meant both covenant or alliance and testa-

ment or will, the word is used in both senses, and the author
\\ixs conscious of no logical difficulty in so using it. He means
that Clod'-, people, their sins haying been taken away by Christ,
are alilr 10 onu'v upon that inheritance, that rest of G-od,
bequeathed to them by Christ, who Himself removed the en-
cumbrance of past sins which barred access to it. But the
idea of covenant is more fundamental. The only sacrifice
of the Old Covenant which the Jews never repeated was
that which established the original relation between God
and the Hebrew people (Ex 24^-). This was dedicated with
blood. So was the New Covenant, the blood of the Son being-
' the blood of the covenant '

(102^). And by it the whole region
of man's approach to God, the system of 'the heavenly things*
themselves, was cleansed from the taint of sin. In 102^ the
writer has in mind the words spoken by our Lord in instituting-
His Supper.

(d) The effect of Christ's death on man is

>]ttoiMlly described by the ritual words 'purify'
lxa.8a.pi{iv).

'

sanctify
J

(ayidfew), and 'make per-
fect

3

(reXeLovv). These words do not exactly cor-

respond with the terms of later theology. They
are primarily ritual words, though they involve a

truly ethical conception as used in this Epistle.
They mean to remove the sense of guilt (9

14
) or

'evil conscience/ to dedicate to God (10
10- 29 1312

),

to bring to that full enjoyment of spiritual privi-

leges which the Levitical priesthood could not
effect (7

11
). The result of this work done by Christ

is our sense of forgiveness and free access to God
through Christ (4

16
).

(e) The Ascension is the oiilminanrig point of

the Atonement as offered by Christ to God. As
a High Priest after the order of Melchizedek, i.e.

with an eternal priesthood which belongs to the
world to come, Christ offered Himself upon the
cross (7

27 9-4
-28

). But as the Aaronic high priest
carried the sacrificial blood on the day of Atone-
ment into the Holy of Holies, so Christ entered
heaven '

tlnon;jh his blood' having obtained
* eternal rodo.inpiiou' (9

12
). He now exercises a

priesthood which is after the order of Mel-

chizedek, but at the same time fulfils the type of

the Aaronic high priest's action within the veil.

He still remains High Priest and acts as such (6
20

).

Because He abideth for ever He hath His priest-
hood unchangeable (7

24
). He manifests Bumself

to God for us (Q
5

"),
'

* '
'-

"
'

' odin^ on our
behalf (7

25
). Into ,

'

li -

'

I lie viihu* of

His offering is put, so that He is
e the minister of

the sanctuary above. His work is still of a
sacerdotal nature,

e
it is necessary that this high

priest also have somewhat to offer
3

(8
1 "5

), The
' somewhat 3

is His blood or life. His blood retains

its sacrificial efficacy, pleads to God for pardon, and

speaks peace to man.
' We have an altar

'

(13
10

). Unlike the Jews,
even the Jewish priests, who were unable to par-
take of the ftin-oflering offered on the Day of

Atonement, Christians may partake of Christ,

The * altar
'
of which they eat has been variously interpreted

as the cross, the altar in heaven, and the Lord's table. The
first seems to be excluded by the fact thai ,, 1" ' -

*
*

\y\ itor*- argument the cross corresponds witl. \ .
\
;':

the I'fimp whore the sin-offering was burnt,
*

: . i ! '.;' r

in the tabernacle. Whether the altar here is the heavenly altar

or the Lord's table (cf. Mai 17. 12, Ezk 44*6 41^2), a reference to

the Eucharist is included. And in that rite the pleading- of

Christ's death In the Church i- joined with the present inter-

cession which He makes in hea\ en.

The special value of the Epistle to the Hebrews
is that it presents to us the mediatorial work of

Christ as a work of Divine worship. "Without
worship, Christianity would be merely a philo-
sophy. And the author satisfies one of the deepest
needs of the human soul when he teaches us the
relation between Christ and His people in the life

of intercession, a life which is for the Christian
one of faith and confidence by virtue of all that
Jesus did and does. The author also teaches us

something of the philosophy of religion. St. Paul's
view of Judaism is .-"iii^lx ini'\ but it is not the
whole truth. And ilii- J

'.]_!
-i !o, with its peculiar

dignity and calm, and a devotion to Christ not less

real than that of the Apostle of the Gentiles, gives
us a fresh insight into the Divine wisdom which
made Judaism * a sacred school of the knowledge
of God for the world.'

5. The Johannine writings. (a) The Apocalypse.
Whether the A] >oojilv] >*<.! be the work of John

the Presbyter, or, as the present writer believes,
the work of John the Apostle, its doctrine of the
mediatorial work of Christ is of high importance.
The book is full of the exaltation ot Jesus. He is

the Messiah, the unique Son of God {I
6 35 141

),

the Divine Word (19
liJ

). He is the lion of the
tribe of Judah, the root ai'-l o:-!-":i r David (5

5

2216
). He is the Lord's M- - :

->i- \ \ .. By His
resurrection He has become Iluler of the kings of
the earth, many royal diadems are on His head,
and He is King of kings and Lord of lords (I

5 1912

1714 1916
}. He has all uutliuiily, an authority

given Him by God (3
21

). HiV terrible might is

suggested by the description of His feet, His voice,
His eyes, and the sound from. His mouth (I

14ff
-).

With God He shares the throne of heaven (22
1 - 3

),

with Him He receives ascriptions of praise from
the angels and the redeemed (5

13 710). He comes
seated on a white cloud, like the figure in Daniel's
vision (14

14
). He is the Morning Star who brings

in the day of grace (22
16

), The coming of Christ is

the o,om in <; of God, and when the coming is accom-

plished (loil is called He e who is and who was/
and no longer

* the coming one '

(I
4 - 8 4s, cf. II17 165 ).

He holds the keys of death and Hades (I
18

), He is
* the first and the last, and the living One,'

' the

Alpha and the Omega
'

(I
17- 18 2213

).

Frc 1 'i
"* "

!*' . to the end the book contains

deep .
; i 'si '

' the mediatorial work effected

by Christ's death. (I.) It s a great demonstration

of the love of Jesus (I
5
), (ii.) It is a death which

implies that a redeeming work was then accom-

plished, and that the Christian enjoys a liberty which
was won by that death ;

' He loosed us from, our
sins by his blood ; and he made us to be a kingdom,
to be priests unto his God and Father

'

( I
s- 6

). And
in 56"14 the Lamb is praised in the words,

_

c Thou
wast slain, ancl didst purchase unto God with thy
blood men of every tribe <m<! toiijMio.* The Lamb
is

*

standing, as though ii luui lieui slain' ; it is

not dead, but has the virtue of its death in it.

(iii.) The abiding power of the death of Christ
_
is

shown in this, that it is the source of moral purity
and of moral victory under persecution. Even the

virgins who follow' the Lamb reach heaven only
because Christ 'purchased' them (14

3* 4
), And the

martyrs slain by por-oonlin*; pagan Korae over-

came the dragon beciiu-e of the blood of the

Lamb, and because of the word of their testimony
*

(12
U

). The blood of the Lamb therefore did some-

thing in the past, for it released mankind from sin

by the ransom paid to God. And it does some-

thing now, for it enables us to live and witness
^as

Christ lived and witnessed. The mediatorial

power of the blood of Christ is therefore a power
without which the Christian life can be neither

begun nor continued.

(6) The Prologue of St. John's Gospel contains

an assertion which is of essential importance for

all subsequent Christian theology. The Divine
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A6A
/os, the 'Word who ' v,as God,

3 became flesh, and
was incarnate as Jesus. This Word is both the

expression of God and God expressed. The origin
of the title is t-

'
- ..'

'

mainly in the OT and
in Palestinian .',. , , . But St. John's use of it

was probably partly determined by its common
occurrence in Greek j.V.loMi.il'; , and more especi-

ally in the writings ui [in- NSexandrian Jewish

philosopher Philo. His doctrine of the A6yos is

more moral and less iiu-i.mhy-ii al than that of

Philo, more Jewish ami i- "(.VecU. Philo's domi-
nant idea is that of the Divine Reason, St. John's
is that of the Divine Word,, the manifestation
of the Divine will. The Jewish Targums use
the phrase Mcmra or Word for God as manifested
in His action on the world, and in Wis IS15 the

almighty Word of God is described as leaping
down from heaven to smite the Egyptians. The
term as used by St. John denotes inherence in

God, as a thought or conception inheres in the
mind mediatorship between God and the universe
of a kind which implies that God Himself comes
into touch with the universe and it requires as its

complement the other title
4

only-begotten Son.
3

In Philo the A6-yos remains a vague cosmic force,
in St. John it is a definite Divine Person who
becomes Man. See, further, art. LOGOS.

(c) Although in the Fourth Gospel the word
A6yo$ is applied to the Son of God in the Pro-

logue only, the same doctrine pervades the whole
book. We beheld his glory

:

(
I14

) is shown
to be true by the record which follows. In the

Synoptics, Jesus seems to speak most of His own
ministry and of men; here He rather speaks of
Himself and His relations to the Father. There
He frequently distinguishes Himself from His dis-

ciples in His relations to the Father ; here He
takes the same attitude more dc</i>ive3y. He
declares Himself the Son of God

(,")-'" IF"*7 etc.), the
Son in a unique sense (3

16 * 35 519"33
ete.). Distinct

from all others there exist the Father and the Son
(335.

as
519-22). The Father is the Source of the Son's

being and action (5
19 * 26

). He does works in the
Son ; the Father and the Son know one another
(10

15 8s5 ). They love one another (5
20 1431 159

) ; they
abide in one another (S

29 1410 - u
). They are one, &

(10
80 1711 - 2L 22

)- As the Father has life in Himself,
He has given to the Son life in Himself (5

26
). So to

see or to reject the Son is to see or reject the Father
(S

19 149 1521'24
). Men must render similar honour

to the Father and to the Son (5
33

). The Son existed
before He came into the world : He was before
Abraham (S

58
), He was glorified with the Father

before the world existed (17
5
) : He came from

heaven and returns to heaven (6
6

"
2
). The Father

sent Him into the world (3
16

) to fulfil a certain
mission (o

36 1431 etc.), to speak, judge, and act in
His Name (8

36 10s2- 87
).

But the chief object for which the Son came was
to save the world (3

17
) and to give it eternal life

(316.
as 4i4 eto> ) p And jesus is Himself the life (14

6
),

and came that men might have it more abund-
antly (10

10
). He is also the light of the world (3

19

813 1246 ), because He teaches men to know God and
His Son, and this knowledge is eternal life (17

2- 3
).

Jesus is therefore the Mediator of the life and
the

light of God for men. How are they to re-
ceive it ?

We receive eternal life by attach ing ourselves to
the Person of Jesus Christ. We must believe on
Him (3

16
). We must obey the Son if we are to

escape from the wrath of the Father (3
36

). We
must believe His claim or die in our sins (8

24
).We must abide in Him, as the branches in the vine,

and abide in His love as He abides in His Blather's
love (15

1*10
). Other conditions of salvation remind

us of our Lord's teaching in the Synoptics. It is

necessary to be born again of water and. the Spirit

(3
3 -7

), and to eat His flesh and drink His blood

The last injunction reminds us that the Divine

life which is in Jesus becomes available
^

for the

Christian by virtue only of His death. It is some-

times held that Jesus is represented in this Ojrospel

as saving men by revealing to them the truth

about Gocl, a revelation made in His own Person,

But it cannot be said with justice that the media-

torial work of Jesus in this Gospel is only of this

prophetic nature. St. John records a great deal

about the death of Jesus which implies that the

death has a propitiatory character in the Gospel as

well as in the First Epistle. In I 29 the Baptist
describes our Lord as the Lamb that taketh away
the sin of the world. This must have a sacrificial

meaning, for only by sacrifice could a lamb be con-

ceived as taking away sin. In three passages (3
14

g^s i23-) our Lord speaks of Himself being
'

lifted

up.' Men will look to Him for life as the Israelites

looked to the brazen serpent which Moses uplifted
in the wilderness. Again, after He has been lifted

up by the Jews, they will know that He is the
Messiah. Lastly, He says,

*

I, if I be lifted up
from the earth, will draw all men unto myself

s

;

the Cross, followed by the Ascension, will be the
means of attracting Gentile as well as Jew. So He
is the Good Shepherd, whose very vocation it

is_
to

lay down His life for the sheep (1C
11

). His laying
it down is wholly voluntary, but i; : G...V- p-irji-.-i

and His own for His earthly life .1 ,. ^i. '..

regards Caiaphas as unconsci r. -li {'" ': ;:.
that Christ would die for the v. !! i ::,: ; ; ,! .

union of all God's children (II
52

). In 1227 He dreads
the appointed

* hour '

or crisis, which He neverthe-
less knowrs to be the hour when He will be gloriiied
(12

23
), this glory being the manifestation of His

character in the great passage from His trial and
death to His Ascension (cf. 17C

). He ascends to
heaven by the way of the cross ; and this ascent

shows, as nothing else can, what He is. He also

compares Himself in 1224 to a grain of wheat which
bears fruit only if it dies, otherwise c

it abideth by
itself alone.

3 Here our Lord makes His whole
influence depend upon His death ; because He is to

perish, He will be the source of life to others.
4 Greater love hath no man than this, that a man
lay down his life for his friends' (1513

* His death
is therefore the fullest revelation of His love. And
in 1719 He sanctified Himself, deliberately dedicated
Himself to the Father in death, that so He might
establish for men a dedicated relationship with
God.

Ch. 6 throws further light on our Lord's teaching
about His Atonement. The jral di-i-cmr-e Uiorciti

contains three sections, tho lir-t Clni-tulo^ ir.il

(6
36"40

), the second more definitely JSoteriological
(6

41 -51
), the third Eueharistic (6

52'59
). In the first,

Jesus requires belief in Himself as the living Lord,
toad bread of God. In the second, He asserts that
He is the living bread, and that He will give His
flesh for the life of the world. In the third, He
speaks of the necessity of eating His fl&sh and
drinking His blood. The flesh and blood must
mean not Himself merely, but Himself as affected

by a violent death, and a death endured, as He
has declared, for the life of the world. The act of
communion is represented as an exalted act of
faith by which man appropriate* Christ's atoning
self.

_
All this implies that the death of Christ is

I '.:"'; '-.", : the sacrifice is dedicated to God, and
...,.-,. .an's sin when mar *t, If

we consult S34 and 3s6, we see .

'

that
the result of this sacrifice is ,th is

removed. The sin of the world is exposed to His
wrath, and this wrath on His part means death on
man's part. It is such wrath as can be felt only by
perfect love. And the saving effect of Christ's
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death is this, that it established between God and
man that relationship which enables individual
men to escape from sin, wrath, and death, and
attain a vital union with God.

(d] In St. John's First Epistle the doctrine of
Christ's mediation is clear. The Apostle insists

upon the historical truth of i^o <i'>Mini: v. ork of

Christ, and upon the existing M iru -- o\ ; ii;ii work.
In 5* 8 he opposes the Doeetie theory concerning
Jesus and His work, and declares that the cruci-
fixion was as true an experience of Christ as His
baptism. He who by baptism associated Himself
with repentant sinners, by crucifixion endured what
that baptism foreshadowed. The Holy Spirit
makes these two saving events penetrate our hearts,
and the water of Christian baptism and the blood
of the Eucharistic cup bear testimony to His
witness. In 21 - 2 4&> 10 I7 it is shown that the death
of Jesus has a direct relation to the sins of the
world, for it is their propitiation ; to His own
righteousness, for only the perfectly Righteous
could establish God's law of '

:

^
1

-

1- >'<--; to His
present intercession for man, for He is tne Advocate
of man by virtue of what He has already done for
us. The Apostle further implies in I 7

- 9 that the
Christian needs a continuous purification. He is

vmfor^iven and uncleansed unless he continues to
* walk. ' His salvation is ethical. It is made
possible by -orm-rim^ which he did not do, and
could not do. foi hi HIM li. But it is not something
which he can secure eternally by a momentary
choice.

Conclusion. The writers of the NT unite in
various ways in teaching that Jesus is the Mediator
between God and man in the whole work of recon-
ciliation which the human conscience requires. In
the whole of His teaching and His contest with
evil He satisfied the Divine law of Righteousness.
Further, by His perfect sympathy He entered into
the situation and the misery of sinful man; a
truth which is ;in"'i lli^

:
1li when regarded as an

external legal i I:M-''I :!!< 01 guilt, but intelligible
and moral when regarded as the voluntary act of

love. In giving Himself for man, He gave Him-
self to Gocl, offering in His own Person to God all

that devotion which God, who is holiness and love,
could desire from His children. In so -urrc'uloiin-

Himself to death, He acquiesced in ilu JIMU-OOT"
God's condemnation of the sins of the human race,
of which He had chosen to become a member. All
sin inevitably tends to death, not by any arbitrary
appointment but by its very nature, and Christ

accepted death as the symbol of God'- jnd^monl on
man's sin. Lastly, Christ is our iivopiii.'iiiim. be-

cause He gives us inwardly that pmvcv. iliiii, <om-
munication of His own life, which cleanses us from
sin. He enables us to die to sin, and thus within

us, as outside us, does not suspend but establishes

the law of Righteousness. All this is possible if

Jesus is truly God and perfectly man ; having an
actual original solidarity with our race previous to

the choiccTof any individual member of it, and that
new solidarity which He establishes between Him-
self and all who consciously come into a moral and
sacramental union with Him.
See also artt. ATONEMENT, DEATH OF CHRIST,

PROPITIATION, RANSOM, RECONCILIATION, RE-
DEMPTION, and the Literature there referred to.

LEIGHTON PULLAN.
MEEKNESS. 1* The quality defined. The

Christian virtue of meekness has suffered the mis-

fortune of being seriously misunderstood. In the

popular mind it has been so conceived as to forfeit

the right to be considered a virtue at all, being
regarded as the equivalent of weak compliance
the temper of one devoid of manly vigour, who
tamely allows himself to be slighted and injured
without protest or resistance. That this concep-

tion is a caricature of meekness, is apparent in
view of Christ's Beatitude (Mt 55

) ; for not only is

it incredible that our Lord should have pronounced
a blessing on those of feeble character, but the
nature of the promise attached to the Beatitude
implies that in some sense meekness is a strong
and victorious quality. Whatever it be, we must
presume it to be a virtue replete with energy,
robust and manly, the very opposite of everything
that is weak. Otherwise Christ's words are re-
duced to an absurdity.
In the NT use of the word, meekness (Trpatfr^s,

) is -."! !!] -}\ interpreted as meaning
-- of ;

;
,-' .-. peaceableness of temper

'!; , e of provocation and wrong. It is the
spirit of one who is not easily provoked, but keeps
under control the natural instinct to assert oneself
and to retaliate. It is the opposite of irascibility
and the spr:

J

f . . That is to say, it is

conceived a: ,
- "- -estrictedin its exercise

to a man's iis fellow-men. But in

reality meekness has a deeper and wider signifi-
cance. It is, to begin with, a disposition towards
God, the humble submission to the Divine will,
the quiet acceptance of the discipline of life as

coming from One who in infinite wisdom and love
directs the destinies of men. This is made clear

by the Biblical history 6f Trpafo. In the LXX,
irpavs is most frequently employed as the tr. of

"\$l one who bows himself down in lowliness be-
neath the hand of God. The irpaecs are the class
of afflicted ones who accept their sorrows without
murmuring, and yield themselves in trust and in

hope to the will of God. When Jesus pronounced
His blessing on ' the meek,

3
it was this class of

humble, uncomplaining. d^-IV ;:rii:^ sufferers that
He had in view. His , ;;!<: :;, '.!! of the words
in Ps 3711 is conclusive p-ui>.' >;" ili,-.b. That * the
meek' of the Beatitude have so often been ex-

clusively conceived as those who are peaceable
and unvindictive in their dealings with their fel-

low-men, is due to the fact that the Greek concep-
tion of "irpatTy?

* has governed the interpretation,
instead of the conception represented by the under-
IviTi^TTiilm \\ xvonl. At the same time, this common
inrerproiiitiori or Trpaftrys is not to be rejected as
alien to the NT meaning. The attitude of humble
submission to the will of God carries with it of

necessity a disposition of gentleness and forbear-
ance towards men who are harsh and provocative
in their dealings, not only because they are to be
regarded as the instruments of the Divine discip-
line, but because only through the loving restraint
of angry and vindictive feelings can the gracious
will of God be done in human relationships. The
primary significance of meekness is the calm and
trustful acceptance of God's will, when it is ad-

verse, as meaning our good ; but this involves in

regard to our fellow-men the quie! ::r.-l J-I-MML
endurance of scorn, ininoymiru. and opi'^i :-r.

2. Meekness in relation to God.- -"R^nnlcil ."is

the submissive attitude of the soul toward- (lo-i.

meekness has its root in a humble, childlike faith.

To use the words of Gregory of Nyssa, humility is
' the mother of meekness. 1

Humility and meek-
ness are kindred virtues ; hence they are often
mentioned together (Eph 42

, Col 312, cf. Mt II29
).

Humility is the sou?s attitude induced by a proper
sense of one's creaturely weakness, ignorance, and
unworthinc^ in. presence of the MoM; High ; meek-
ness is the attendant disposition, born of humility,
which constrains the soul to bow without com-

plaining before the will of God in the hard and
perplexing experiences of life. The soul that thus
bows meekly beneath the Divine discipline is not

open to the reproach of feebleness or insensibility ;

*
See, for the Greek conception of trpxvTK9 Aristotle, Nic

Mh. iv. 7.
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it is meek, not because it is too callous to feel the

pain of sorrow and misfortune or too spiritless to

protest against it, but because it bends in lowly
and childlike trust before the unsearchable wisdom
and love of God. Where there is faith in the uni-

versal operation of the all-wise love of God, meek-
ness shows itself in the unmurmuring surrender to
the Divine will and in the patient endurance of
that will. And from this attitude towards God
there flows the blessing of peace. Meekness is the
channel by which the gracious love of God is com-
municated to the soul as waters of refreshment
and rest. This is the truth taught under a dif-

ferent figure in Mt II29
. Meekness is the easy

yoke of Jesus which enables the weary and heavy-
laden to bear the discipline laid upon them with-
out chafing and complaining. Amid outward
conditions which are hard and oppressive, they
who like Jesus are * meek and lowly of heart,

3 who
bow before God with a profound sense of His in-

finitely wise and perfect will, find ' rest unto their
souls

*

; they are freed from that inward restive-
ness anid discontent which aggravate the outward
burden and wear away the strength. Not only
is meekness a strong and heroic quality which
curbs the natural impulse to fume and rebel

against God's will, but it is the means whereby
the soul is reinforced by a Divine power to endure
life's discipline with courage.
Meekness before God is, then, the natural ethical

outcome of humble faith in the Divine Father who
in unerring wisdom and holy love orders the life of
men. It is seen in it^ crovk ning manifestation in
Jesus Christ (cf. 2 Co 101

), for whom alike in the
tasks which He undertook and in the sorrows which
He bore the Father's will was supreme. When
faithfulness to His mission brought upon Him
unmerited suffering, He endured it in meekness,
assured that it was God's holy will for Him. That
His meekness was not merely a passive virtue,
but one that was pervaded by a moral vigour and
strength of purpose, is made clear by the conflict
in Gethsemane. In the prayer of lowly submis-
sion,

* Not my will but thine be done,' we see the
meekness of Jesus, in respect of God's dealings
with Him, in its Divinest light. The agony and
the bloody sweat, the prayer,

'
If it be possible, let

this cup pass away from me,* not only set in vivid
relief the moral grandeur of Christ's willing accept-
ance of His Father's will, but they show with con-

vincing power that true meekness is not the easy
outcome of insensibility or tameness of spirit, but
the victory of a strong nature over personal desires
which conflict with the will of God.

3. Meekness in relation to men. When we think
of meekness in regard to the wrongs and opposition
of men, we find that it is characterized by the same
heroic qualities and is attended by similar blessed
results. It is a virile and noble thing. The out-
ward garb of meekness may, indeed, be worn by
HIen

^
in whom there are none of the robust and

gracious <pu;li(io- \\hich make true meekness so

worthy i" a 1 1 n mi t i. MI and honour. There are tliose

who, by natural .lN|....]'i--'i. ,ire timid and com-
pliant, who have n-- i i-i'l'-c^ enough to resent
injustice, who do not retaliate when they are
wronged simply because they dare not. Similarly,
there are those who, when slighted, show no sign of
resentment, because they are too dull to feel an
affront, or because they are controlled by feelings
of scorn or by considerations of self-interest and
policy. Of none of these can it be said that he is

meek, nor does Ms conduct deserve our admiration.
True meekness, which is worthy of all honour, is
seen only in those who, with an acute sense of

wrong, control the natural impulse to show anger
and to retaliate, not from fear, or pride, or policy,
or scorn of others, but because in obedience to the

will of God they accept the provocation or wrong as

discipline, and as an opportunity for showing the
Divine spirit of patience and love. The meek man
is not quick-tempered or vindictive, because, swayed
by feelings of benevolence and love, he remains
master of himself. Where there is no love, there

is no meekness. ' Meekness is the power of love to

quell the ebullition of anger, to restrain the violent

and hasty temper' (Martensen). The irritation

may be keenly felt ; the temptation to retaliate

may be very strong ; but love keeps the upper hand
and imposes calmness and self-restraint. It follows

from all this that true meekness is not open to the

contemptuous charge, so often brought against it,

of softness and mean-spiritedness. It is a strong
quality, for it means victory over the hot desire to

retaliate ; it is a gracious quality, for it means love

triuuiphing over the selfish ancl self-assertive im-

pulseh of oneV nature, in its anxiety to avoid the
,

.
, ;
v v , i

'

..
, ,

r **
i

-.1-

dly relations and to subdue ill-

l\.,."-" ;,\ r -
. >|, ,. and kindness.

Meekness, then, is an expression of the love which
'is not easily provoked' (1 Co 13^). It is the self-

restraint imposed by love when one is irritated or

suffers a personal wrong. But this gentle and

peaceable disposition is not inconsistent with a

burning indignation at the injustice and evil con-
duct of men, when wider interests are concerned.
The meek man is not bound over to keep the peace
at any price. Meekness does not mean IIHM|I;-< iiy
for indignation. When the interests of the Divine

Kingdom are at stake, in the face of flagrant and
defiant wrongdoing, the duty of the meek is not
silence and self-repr----!":

- "* : "MIJ : ;

'

and active

opposition to evil. 1 1 : . . i i : i . < ^ . stly greater
moral value and influence when it pron IM!- nmn
one who in personal matters endures provocation
with calmness and self-restraint. It is the meek-
ness of Jesus that makes His anger so terrible.

When He was subjected in His own person to
insult or wrong, He bore it with patience and with

compassion on those who wronged Him (1 P 238
).

When He was wounded to the heart by the

treachery of Judas, and the betrayal was sealed

by a hypocritical kiss, His answer to the traitor
showed how superior He was to the natural resent-
ment of men :

*

Comrade, is it for this that thou
art come?' (Mt 2650

). When He hung upon the
cross in agony, He was so far master of Himself
ami -o dcM-jly m<\ oil by compassion for His enemies,
that He found some ground for extenuating their
conduct and prayed for their forgiveness. But
when the interests of the weak and li^l|lr \\:u k

involved (Mt 186
), when the sacred DMIHO m loli^ion

was profaned (Mt 21 12
), and the Kingdom of God was

thwarted by those who were so blind as to imagine
they were defending it (Mt 2318ff

-),
< the wrath of"the

Lamb ' fiamed on the heads of the wrong-doers. So
far from anger being inconsistent with meekness,
it is only when meekness is associated with it that

anger has a pure moral worth. The wrath of an
irascible and violent man is deservedly discounted ;

that of a meek man scorches where it falls. Even
when it is most vehement, the huli^rmiiori that is

associated with meekness is kepi within bounds.
It is not allowed to degeiieiate into uncontrollable
and self-willed passion. Behind its severity there
is the moderating power of love, which even in the
act of showing indignation regrets its necessity
(ef. Mk 35

).

In the matter of personal wrongs, meekness is

shown in the refusal to retaliate in the spirit of the
aggressor. It will not requite evil with evil.

Much rather will it endure the wrong and yield no
room, in the heart to the spirit of revenge. The
motive for this meek endurance of wrong is love,
which does not suffer us to forget that the wrong-
doer is a brother-man, whom we should strive to
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win to penitence and friendly relations by patience
and forbearance (Gal 61

,
2 Ti 225

,
Tit 32

}.

Whether there should be any bounds to this acceptance of

personal wrong is a question which has been brought into great
jFiuimufnre in our day by the teaching of Tolstoi. According-
to me Rn--iiin moralist, who has preached with great power
the Quaker doctrine of non-resistance to evil, the old right of

requital was abolished by Christ ; not only should there be no
private retaliation against wrong, but there should be no re-
course to any legal tribunal vyhen one has suffered injury or
injustice. The law of non-resistance in Tolstoi's view is abso-
lute ; when we are wronged, we should suffer meekly in the
hope that through our meekness evil will be overcome of good.
Against this interpretation of the law of Christ in an absolute
sense we have to set not only Christ's own example, when in
the sacred name of justice He challenged the man who smote
Him at the bar of judgment (Jn 18^), but also the whole tenor
of the Christian law. When Jesus, i

"

." .

"

.

"

\\

love to our enemies, said
5 'Resist nc

"

' %

shows that He \vas not laying dov. , ,

'

.
-

, i

rigidly interpreted according to the letter, but that He was
requiring* a new spirit the spirit of forbearance and love in

dealing with those who wrong us. Christ's aim in requiring
meekness of His followers was a moral aim the furtherance of
the Divine Kingdom, the lessening of the amount of evil in the
world a result which the meek endurance of wrong often brings
with it in the disarming of enmity and in tK i'.( in'"'

:

:'jr -f '^' fk

fires of ill-will, whereas retaliation adds to *, K '. ; SUM! '"iiarr*s
the bitterness that already exists ; but when it has become clear
that forbearance and patience with a wrong-doer only confirm
him in his evil courses, Christian love not only does not forbid
but actually requires, in the interest both of public righteous-
ness and of the wrongdoer himself, recourse to a civil tribunal
that requital may be given. So long as there is any reasonable

hope that meek endurance of wrong will turr
"

* "

a better frame of mind, we should be willing u

but when that hope has proved itself vain, there is nothing in-

consistent with the spirit of meekness and Christian love in

securing that justice shall be done and evil defeated by the

procedure of civil law.

$. The dominion of meekness. Meekness,
though feeble to all outward seeming, is

* a world-
< ,.

"

principle
'

(Tholuck).
* Blessed are the

meek,' Unrist said,
l
for they shall inherit the earth.*

To inherit the earth 3

(or, rather,
c the land') was

oriiii'i/ilh- HIP formula for the Israelitish possession
onlii* iVomi-oil buni (Gn 157

,
Dt 4s8 ). InOTtimes,

however, it had already, as in Ps 379 * M
, become * a

symbolic expression for the totality of Divine bless-

ing and Messianic happiness
'

(Holtzmann). On the

lips of Jesus the phrase has M -Tii'-'J'.ijil -i^nifiojiwf
1

:

it expresses the highest go^i n!n r

ig vi'ii rho <-u!-

lateral idea of world-wide influence. The inherit-
ance of the earth by the meek does not come through
outward possession, but !> -| !:!!,;;!] sovereignly.
The meek, in Hoi-epliii<: (inl> \\r\ in His discip-

linary dealing Miili rhem. are not in bondage to

earthly things, but are their true masters. They
derive from, life the high<-f ;:o"l That it can be-
stow. They who rebel :\^

i
.\ :r -:. [

] *>

appointments
of Providence miss the real gains of life. Only
when the conditions of life are seen to be instinct
with fpirituiil ?i^nific;iiice and intention as the ex-

pression of God".- -\\ill. do they yield up the purest
blessings that are hidden in them, and become the
means of inward enrichment (cf. 1 Ti 66

). Further,

they who are meek under provocation and wrong
have a large spiritual dominion. They are the
true rulers of men. Human hearts are won only
by <:on lion (-.? and love. God's Kingdom on earth

prow < nor liy- requiting evil with evil, but by over-
.011) in^

1

ovil with ^uori. Tlini N ihe sovereignty of
t lio Cro . And i IK> mi uro i.- w irh the meek. They
are destined to have a world-wide dominion. Be-
cause God reigns and they accept and do the will
of God, they are on the winning side. Meekness
will one day claim the whole earth for its own,
when men, conquered by the meek endurance of

the Cross, bow humbly before God and live together
in peace and brotherhood.
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MELGHI. Occurs twice in our Lord's genealogy.
Lk324- 28

.

HELCHIZEDEK. See PRIEST.

MELEJL An ancestor of Jesus, Lk 331.

MENN1. An ancestor of Jesus, Lk 331
.

MENTAL CHAR&CTEKISTICS. There can be
no full appreciation without some analysis : the
friend who is understood is loved the better. That
6 love is blind

'

is singularly false, save when the
word is restricted to an unworthy meaning True
love gives insight always ; and the power'it gives
of divining what to others is invisible is a species of

analysis. There is no question, however, of analyz-
ing Divinity. Divinity realized in humanity is

what we know in Jesus Christ. In God Incarnate
there can be nothing which is not human, though
nothing which is human only. An attempt to

analyze the mental characteristics of the Lord
Jesus is therefore an attempt to appreciate the
human manifestation which God has made of Him-
self. The first condition must be reverence, and
the study is best undertaken with St. Paul's teach-

ing ( 1 Co 25"16
) in mind, for success is to be reached

only if
* we have the mind of Christ.'

1. Perhaps the first characteristic to notice is the

way in which the mind of the Lord Jesus was
always so thoroughly alive t

ft '

around
Him. In the single glimpse , Eis boy-
hood this appears >mkingly ; for no one can read
Lk 241 '51 without feeling the caserne.-* with which
He looked on Jerusalem for tin* \\\>\. time con-

sciously, and threw Himself into the best life of the
festival. He was instantly at home in the Temple,
and ready to listen and to inquire of the Kabbis
there with a keen grasp which amazed them.
Later on, the same ready observancy, which not

merely noticed but entered into every phase of life,

is again and again to be remarked. Now it was
the flowers of the country side that won His
attention (Lk 1227), now the games of the children
in the market-place (7

33
), now the habits of the

wild creatures (9
58

), or their unconsidered treat-

ment in captivity (12
6
), now the details of the yeo-

man's employment (Mt 133
'8 12U, Lk IS11

), now the
unnoticed self-denial of a poor woman in a crowd
(Mk 1243}. Just as readilyiHe gave keen attention
to the life of long ago told in the Scriptures of His
race. For Him the characters appearing in the
stories of the past were all real and vivid ; e.g.

Naaman (Lk 427
), David (Mt 12s), Zachariah (Mt

23s5
). With no less alacrity He noted the current

events which made a popular impression (Lk^lS
4
),

and the far more momentous movements of national
life which others too often overlooked (2l

20
, Mt

161 '3
).

2. In close connexion with the foregoing char-
acteristic stands tJie fulness of vital force in the
Lord Jesns. Of most persons it is true that the

emotional, or the intellectual, or the volitional

faculties dominate and give the general colour to

the temperament, but in Him all were s-upromely

strong. The vehemence of His feelings ^\.'is s-uoJi

as would have overbalanced the will or nn-
steadied the intellect of another ; but He never lost

balance or clarity. The lucid understanding which
never failed in things great or small would have
subordinated feeling, or even sapped its strength, ia

most ;
but the calm sweep of His discernment never

made Him less warm-hearted towards s one of the
least of these my brethren/ and He condemned afc

once any use of reason which restrained responsive-
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ness, as when His disciples were inclined to check
the children brought to Him and He was * moved
with indignation

'

(Mk 1014
), or when He promptly

defended the woman's ' waste '

of the costly oint-

ment which her i.:-< ,ili iT.il i
11 - love so gladly spent

on Him (14'
;

), \ *\ n i> Vr uarmth of feeling nor
reach of ;iini(jT^rjnuiiii

v
ii ever warped His will to

excuse or palliate in any wise, or made His resolu-

tion waver. Nothing could be sterner or more un-

sparing than the way in which He turned on almost
the best-loved and aptest of His disciples, and this,

too, directly after His whole heart had gone out to

him in welcome and in grateful sympathy for the
trust ,-

-

T

^^i.
1

;

1

e had just shown (Mt 1617 - 23
).

The !. , ..-.,.' Temptation in the wilderness,
which must have been derived from the Lord Him-
self, can hardly be paralleled in its dauntless deter-

mination, except indeed by the narrative of how
He followed out in His work the ideal here reso-

lutely formed, and never faltered in following it

still when it led Him through the valley of the
shadow of death.

3. What has been said of the poise of these three
mental factors, which are found in every living
action of every living soul, though hardly ever
balanced evenly, must be extended in Jesus' case
to a wider range. There is

' v remark-
able than the perfect propci''' , /" //' nature.
Those characteristics which are found singly in

others, and which are commonly antithetic and even
incompatible, are found alike, and at one in Him.
He was passionate :

* He looked round with anger
'

(Mk 35
) ;

< Jesus wept
'

(Jn II35
, cf. Lk 1941

) ;
' Jesus

looking on him. loved Mm '

(Mk 1021
) ;

' Ye serpents,
ye offspring of vipers !

J

(Mt 2333
). But who was

ever so patient ? cf. Mk 440, Jn 1612, and the whole
scene of His trial and crucifixion. He was full of
reverence for the past; scrupulous in His respect
for authority] (Mt 232

), and very sensitive to the
sacred associations of ancient institutions (Mk
II15

-17
, Lk 194U 42 2215

). But He held Himself entirely
untrammelled by either precedent or outward en-
actment (Mt 517 - 18ff

-), and appealed without hesita-
tion to the conscience and instinct of every man, as
to a sufficient and trustworthy test (Lk IS15 - 16

).

His was an inM^hiaiivo and contemplative mind;
He loved to \\iUulnj\v to the desert country by
Himself, or with a handful of intimate friends, and
to spend long hours in personal devotions. Even
when work pressed upon Him, and He had no
leisure so much as to eat

3

(Mk 631
), feeling the

harvest waiting to be reaped was far too great for
His little band of fellow-labourers to cope with, He
still spent what seems to have been an astonish-

ingly large proportion of His time in seclusion.
But never was a dreamer of dreams so intensely
practical. Hard and prolonged work He undertook
with zest, then slept at once and soundly, and woke
ready for any effort <n- <.-IO I

,.<-M< \ ,it the instant
(4

1- 2 33-30
).

|
And 1 1 ,- HIM. i ii ;.! ,-. ,.]VM \ is strikingly

apparent in other v j \ -
:

. .</. I It- ^ \- so sure in the
handling of men (Lk 9w-to

, Jn 31' 15 ll 6
^'), so capable

of picking out and dealing with the precise thing
needing to be done at any given stage or moment
(Mt 1724-27

, Jn
7f-

8 ll6
" 1

*). He was remarkably
tolerant, and again and again gave offence to nar-
rower minds by the width of His sympathies arid
the leniency of His judgments, Partic,ularl v is this
illustrated by His relation* with publican*, mid
sinners,

5 which exposed Him no <1 ^graceful calmrmy
(Mt II 19

), of which He rocked nothing: Inn Mi's
tolerance was also too great for His own followers
to understand it (Mk 938

'41
), and great ononjrh >ome-

times to shame the bitterest opponent^ into -Hence
(Jn 8?-n

). Yet no one could be more rigid on occa-
sion, as in His treatment of the Phoenician mother
(Mt 1528

"28
), or more inexorable in condemnation

&$***, Mk a28 - 2
*}. His humility was profound,

and has changed the estimation of this quality in

the eyes of mankind. ' I am in the midst of you
as he that serveth

'

(Lk 2227
) 3 He would say, or show

them even more vividly in deed (Jn 13 ljr
). 'I am

meek and lowly in heart' (Mt II 29
) was what He

felt as He welcomed the weary, and gave thanks
that the highest wisdom was ' revealed unto babes.

3

Yet never were such tremendous assertions made by
any one about himself, or such :.-.",

n '

- i : emphasis
laid upon the place he must -, i

1

i ^ eyes of

others, and the claims he made upon them :

' He
that loveth father or mother . . . son or daughter,
more than me, is not worthy of me. And he that

cloth not take his cross and follow after me is not

worthy of me' (1(F-
38
); 'The Spirit of the truth

1 " "
'

"". me, for he shall take of mine and shall
'

into you. All things whatsoever the
Father hath are mine '

(
Jn 16iy '15

). Again, the stern

independence which would not bend to make a
'hard saying

3 more easily acceptable, but would
let all who would not receive it go their way, even
if His closest intimates were to be included (6

6ti"y8
),

and which justly called forth F. W. Robertson's re-

joinder,
' Don't care was crucified on Calvary,' was

no less characteristic of Him than that craving for

*.;.
: j-^r-y i h went with His sensitive and affec-

/:.',!.: ';, r->. and led Him to beseech the com-

panionship of those whom He could best trust in

such hours of ,:'.--i i/i ! j-v.v-ir as are recorded on
the Mount of T r - i.,::

1

.- ;'" and in the Garden of

Gethsemane. i > ! :.< 'land, He always saw
things just as they are, undistorted by His own
feelings, unconcealed by custom or convention,
neither excused nor glorified, if faulty, by then-

associations, nor hackneyed ci iV r;<:'1
i
i'i by their

common abuse. This holds
</.::.

:!\ >i : lie smallest
details of the natural world (Mt II 7

) or of human
life (Lk 147 15s- 9

), and of the greatest forces at work
in the world (Mk 132

). All this marks Him out as
a genuine realist. But, on the other hand, beyond
all others He was an idealist. For Him the most
real world was that Kingdom of heaven which He
always felt to be at hand 3

within direct and
instant reach. It was His own most positive ex-

perience not to 'live by bread alone,' but to satisfy
the needs of His nature with food and drink that
were spiritual (Jn 41JJ - 14 - 84

). The story of the
Temptation is perhaps tin .

". ilism ever
written : but glimpses into II

'

which are

subsequently afforded show how the habitual work-
ing of His mind was on no lower level of idealism
(Lk 1017-24

). Again, He was intensely individual-
istic in His point of view (Mt 6s- 6* 17

), and, even in
the widest sweep of forecast on the fate of the
world, did not fail to regard each several individual
in and for himself ; in fact, His influence has given
the world a different and a deeper conception of the
worth and meaning of individual lives, and has
gone far towards the making of the best modern
thoughts of por-on:iljty. T$ui none the less He was
(juite^free from tlie -ogrogiuivo and <li-inte^rafni^
individualism which has been the bane 01" Pin ium-
ism and Benthamism and other phases of thought
in which the individualist standpoint has been pro-
minent. And the aims He set forward were always
communal. E.g. His followers were described as
' a flock,'

' a church,'
c a vine,

5

in which the sever-
ance of a member involved its utter futility. The
Kingdom of God ' was the one great end for which

all were to live and work (6
s3

), careless of personal
needs ; and no condition for association with Himself
was more imperative than that every one should
' disown himself *

completely (Mk 834
~37

). But what
is most remarkable of all is not that these and
other antithetic characteristics, which are in other
cases met with singly, were found in concurrence
and in full development in the mind of the Lord
Jesus, but that in Him they were in such perfect
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proportion and such intimate relation that they
were not opposing tendencies at all. To say that
it is impossible to indicate which way the "balance
of contrasted impulses inclined, so stable was the

equipoise, is not enough. These things, which in
other natures are conflicting, were in Rim mutually
supporting and at one. In nearly all minds one
can detect more or less cleavage and internal strain,
but that of the Lord Jesus was wholly annealed,
showing only the finest temper without any tension.

The fulness, balance, and unity of the Master's nature make
it impracticable to use in His case what is the commonest and
readiest way of portraying a person. This is to throw into the
foreground of the picture those features in which the character
is exceptionally strong, or those deficiencies which mark it off
from others, and to leave as an unelaborated background the
common stuff of human nature. Thus by sketching the idio-

syncrasies, and casting a few high-lights, the man is set forth
sitnlciently. But what traits are there in the Lord Jesus which
stand out because more highly developed than other features ?

Where are His foibles or defects? Nothing truly human was
wanting in Him, nothing was exaggerated. The fact which
distinguished Him from all oth " r" ".. at all

points, so that in the first and ' _ oration
of His followers the greatest have ueuiareu, ui ins miness we
all receive

'

(Jn 1W). And this surely is what we must expect
to be its mode if we try to conceive of a Divine Incarnation.
KVCM fi s Ch visiV power find pre,-"t

jnee give to such as trust Him
t'iu"-?.

'

(TS., >,/ t/*f.rz.u.\ ra-uT'/iv^ Ac 316), so thhe power
and prc-teiu't ai ihc Infinite realized in humanity is disclosed
in a *

perfect wholeness ' which raises every human feature and
faculty above itself, arid ,..-.:;.."- / confession., 'In him
dwelleth all the plenitude o- , ! i)(>il ,,iL bodily-wise

'

(Col 2a).
It is difficult to mention more than four features which can
", ""' I'OcaVn'l pu--'

1

il traits of the Lord Jesus. These are:
' '..- w M ;ij>]tt ," i

iL
i .''i i : the beauty of the natural world ; His

fondness tor little cmldren, whom again and ..mi'ii TT
"

(-V :>

for ;*\c n . o ix 1 1 v v ( p" His disciples, and whom 1 1 , 1 1 1 -i
' "

< <Ku I

upo". v. .;.) ii ui!::::r akin to awe (Mt 1810); His love 01 Demg
on a height (many of the cardinal points in His career were on
the hill-tops, just as the crises of temptation were on 'an
exceeding high mountain,' and when He was 'set on the pin-
nacle of the temple,' cf. Mt 51 1423 1529 171 3316

jj
Mk 3*3) ; and

His love of being often alone. On the other hand, if one seeks
"

r "
'

-
T

"

.:

"

- due to the marked absence of any-
!

'

.. :>-' < ! there is nothing that can be named,
<\ p .:,.:'< - He was without ' the defects of His
qualities." Thus exaltation never passed into ecstasy ; zeal
never into rashness or one-sidedness

; sympathy never into

sentimentality ; determir-. *.' ; -
'

_
;

.
"

,

never into scrupulosity ; > ,'. , . n-...r

into casuistry ; standing :.;_.>- : - -
:

the day never made Him censorious ;
a wonderful tenderness of

heart left Him stern and uncompromising ; and an energy which
rejoiced i \\ork, r.ii-1 ' V,IM',V fron MO'.Vp.j. IU'M r Ivl TTi" 10 bo-
ron i< _xaoi!!^ loua^'lsoi 1 :*.!:- or I'hVpj-'cK u.;c o: li-i T \\i .'ilviu-i.

In this connexion a word must be said on His
relation to the stock of Israel, All His personal
habits and customs, all His information, His re-

ligious premises, found their starting-points in the
national life and customs of Israel, and in the Scrip-
tures and other current ideas of its noblest minds

belonging ;
"

|

!:: -'";. \ . And He never hesitated
to adopt &",: .: !\

''

practices and religious

language
'

:

'

l! '.:.
: n the Israel of His age.

But it is impossible, for all that, to regard Jesus
as a typical, or as a perfect Jew. He had indeed
all the best characteristics of the greatest sons of

Israel, and notably of the prophets of the past ;

their zeal for righteousness, tneir fear of God, their

tenacity of purpose, their noble scorn of the little-

ness of the earth and all that is in it in comparison
with * the high and lofty One that inhabiteth

Eternity, whose name is Holy
'

(Is 5715
). But He

was likest them just where they were least repre-
sentative of the race from which they sprang, just
where they towered above their fellow-countrymen
and were least appreciated by the latter. He rose

above them all ; and while nothing truly Jewish
was discarded or denied, the Jew was left below.
He was fully conscious of this Himself, and so the
term by which He continually named Himself was
at once the simplest and the greatest that a human
being can bear He was the Son of Man/ It is

a title all can use, but He alone exhausts. And to
this day it continually receives corroboration from

many quarters, for His disciples, drawn from many

races, never find Him alien to their own needs. To
the Oriental believer Jesus is an Oriental, to the
Western He has all the Western nature. The
ancient Greek philosopher, the modern Hindu, and
the Negro slave, no less than the British subject,
see indeed different aspects of Him salient, but
none feels in Him a national character which makes
Him a foreigner from their several points of view.

4<. A few negative observations are required, as

they serve to define more clearly some of the char-
acteristics of the Lord Jesus, (a) He was sinless.
Amidst men whose e3

Tes were sharpened by envy
to detect the least fault, and who tried many tunes
to ensnare Him in His words because they despaired
of tripping Him in wrong conduct, He threw down
the challenge without misgiving :

* Which of you
eonvicteth me of sin?

5 And none dared take it

up, either then or later (Mk 1455) : nor in the sixty
^oi;' lion* that have passed since then have any
HI- 1 1 01 ''.;< ,il advances been made that, looking back
from our present vantage ground, we can point to

anything as sin in Him. But His sinle&sness did
not consist merely in the fact that no act of full-

grown sin could be discovered. There was no
taint anywhere in Jesus' mind. E\eryihin^ bore
the bloom of perfect spiritual health and maturity.
Spiritual disease could find no foothold whence to

spread its poison, not even in the hours of spiritual
conflict and internal agony.

* One that hath been
tempted in all points like as we are, apart from
sin' (He 415

), is the only possible description of
Him. (b) He made no itse of limiting qualifica-
tions in His sayings, or siinilar reservations in His
action. He did not use *

ifs
' and '

buts/ but spoke
\vith simple decisiveness on the most complex ques-
tions. At times He would carry this to the length,
of

|

,!.: ilnv. s-nd bid a man struck on one cheek
torM ! -M !<' to invite a blow. At other times
He would restate a problem to strip it of those
adventitious difficulties with which it is enveloped
in common minds ; as when He met the unuttered
question whether He would break the Law by
healing on the Sabbath, by putting the inquiry,
f IB it lawful on the Sabbath, day to do good, or to
do harm ? to save a life, or to kill ?

*

(Mk 34}. But
more often He went straight to the centre of the
matter in hand with a simple directness which
made all qualifications needless ; His dealing with
the Sadducees 3

puzzle (12
18'27

) is a striking in-

stance. This can be done only by one whose
*

eye is single/ (c) Jesus ions never critical. More
nearly than anywhere else one seems here to dis-

cover a deficiency in Him ; for the critical faculties
are of great value, and in some minds are in
admirable vigour. In Him they were in abeyance.
And yet it is plain this resulted from no want of

faculty. He could on occasion prove Himself
matchless in dialectic ; and in more than one
controversy with skilled opponents He used this

dialectic power with crushing effect. What could
be finer than His appeal to the image and super-
scription "of the tribute-money when plied with the
insidious question,

' Shall we give, or shall we
not give?' (12

14
) ; or than His rejoinder to the

challenge of His own authority, *The baptism of

John, was it from heaven, or from men? answer
me' (II

30
), a rejoinder which not only silenced

objectors, but went to the root of the question
they raised as to the criterion of *

authority
J

? His
dialectic skill sometimes passed inio Vnm^ -iiivn-hi.

as when He pointed out how ihc -crilx'- ?;m<i Phari-

sees witnessed to themselves that they were the
sons of them that slew the prophets, by the way
they garnished their tombs (Mt 2329'31

). Here are
all the faculties for critical efficiency, but the Lord
Jesus was never critical. The fact seems to b
that His mind was too creative. In minds of lesser

stature, criticism may hold an honourable place,
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and often serves a very useful purpose ; but it is

always a second-hand way of winning truth. The
truly creative mind does not need it, and does not
use it, but reaches truth by direct intuition, or

makes it spontaneously. He did so.

5. The last observation leads on to the mention
of three mental characteristics which can hardly
be separated, and which are all inwoven in the

very fabric of Jesus' mind. His ihnn^-il^ \*.'v

always concrete, not abstract; Hi- ;
:i., lioi \\,\ I

processes were intuitive, not argumentative ; His
views were ever positive, not negative. It has
been very truly pointed out that c

only the widest

generalizations and concrete facts are definite
'

(Hort) ; whatever lies between these extremes is

more or less indefinite. Most minds are occupied
mainly with this intermediate region, adding
some degree of generalization to each fact of

experience, and qualifying the lar^.' ! :_
i n"v,l"/.;

tions by some accommodation to ^' '"!- 'i i.'-- -

observed. And to this is due not a little of the
indefiniteness of most men's J ""

.

* '

. But it was
otherwise with the Lord Jesuo. i* 11 v dealt with
gene ivili/ni: ion-; at all, TT--

;_
i'""

l

,.
1 :/V'1 out and out,

dropping all half-way :
-

i p. !'- -;
1 d limitations.

He did not, therefore, -''-"vir '"! i i-i- f ,i
:

";_ |.rin-

ciples which have oft- " -I 1
:

'

'

x
'- l-oVi: on

the ground that they are not of universal applica-
tion. E.g.

' Give to him that asketh of thee
'

(Mt 542 ), though experience shows too surely how
much moral mischief may be done by indiscrimin-
ate charity ;

' Ask, and it shall be given you
'

(77)? though prayers by no means alway^ win
what has been prayed for ;

' It is easier for a camel
to go through a needle's eye than for a rich man to
enter into the kingdom of God' (Mk 102S), though
wealth used worthily is no such bar to entry, and
must itself be regarded as a e loan from the Lord.*
There is a definiteness in these unrestricted duties
which could not have been attained by any care-

fully qualified rules of conduct. But more often
the Lord Jesus adhered to concrete facts, and did
not generalize at all. So, when any case came
before Him, He dealt with that, and did not treat
it as a precedent to govern others generally similar.
Thus He told the rich young ruler to '

sell all he
had and give to the poor, and foliowhim' (10

21
).

He certainly meant this to be done literally and
at once ; but it would be ruinous to turn this
counsel into a command binding upon all rich men.
It was never so intended, but was the particular
remedy for the 'one thing lacking' in that one
young man. No rule is to be directly drawn from
the Lord's treatment of the woman in the Temple,
or of Zacehseus, or of Judas Iscariot, which would
apply to all adulteresses, or renegades, or traitors :

each was dealt with as the particular need required.
TMi-A,1

.- i: l
. V -.-.*;

'

use of parables was such
a- x "1 < '! !

-
i '.'i 1 1 I.- *"

Beaching; they have been
said, in fact, and not without reason, fco be the most characteristic
of the Lord's recorded sayings. They enabled Him to put the
lesson He desired in the concrete instead of the abstract. So,
when asked,

' Who is my neighbour ?
*
TTo j::\ i n*. i^i-i' nil ur.-.vrr,

but an actual instance occurring on '
< ro: 'I (I ic M '

'). Lr-
bably the scribe to whom, this was first spoken never found
himself in circumstances that were similar

; but if he gained
the higher standpoint which this story gave him, and saw into
the very heart of truth in that one case, he would be able, like
thousands of others who have heard the story since, the better
to answer his own question in his own circumstances.

It was a consequence of this love of the concrete,
and avoidance of that vaguene--- \\hiili lipl'iMj!- io
all that lies short of the widest j_rpr;;

'

I /-. \<i*\^\ 1:,. \

Jesus never gave definitions. Instead, He fixed
the type, in some particular fact or instance. In
His teaching there was no theorizing, no abstract
discussion, no systematic theology. Nor was there
any care

to^ lay down prmoiplo- for iho organiza-
tion or policy of His Clmrdi in irno< to come.
The nearest approach to this last is in such pass-

ages as Mt IS15'17
,
or the directions given before

the first mission (lO
5 '23

) ; but in these nothing is

more noticeable than the utter absence of all

abstractions, and all provisions for distant contin-

gencies, every idea being expressed in concrete form,

and in immediate connexion with the conditions of

the work in hand. And yet in all this there is no

mere particularism. Each single fact on ^vhich
He looked was seen by Him in its real relations to

all else, and in the light of the highest and widest

principles. There is true insight into human needs

in the saying that '
little thoughts do not suit with

little duties. It is in the fulfilment of simple routine

that we need more than anywhere the <\ .' k< ri-s;.

of the hii;he-t thoughts' (Westcott). \* i.'s -I- -r-

that wa/ instinctive'. Any fact in His sight was

serious, was sacred ; for It was not merely an
illustration of a wider truth, rather it was an
actual embodiment of eternal reality. He looked

on the 'flower in the crannied wall' no more
and saw it with such penetrating insight that to

Him it was eloquent of '-\vlut Ood and man is.*

He showed just the same intuitive recognition of

truth in His estimate of a man, or His grasp of a

religious principle. Whether it were the purpose
and use of the Temple, or the religious customs
and conventions of the day, or practical problems
involving n'l'1

!-

"
;^ o ^derations, like that set

to Peter 1 3 'i. ; in- : !.
c Doth not your Master

pay the half-shekel ?' (17
24

), or inquiries on the

outer confines of human thought, such as those

concerning eschatology and the life beyond death,
the Lord Jesus always looked into the very heart

of the facts before Him, so that all accessories and
accidents seemed to drop away and leave the truth

in its naked simplicity under His eyes. He com-

pletely disregarded the
11 "

1

1
;.

V ' "
r most minds

overlie and confuse the ".,

"

->s, and fixed

His gaze on those positive points round which all

the rest was accretion. His mind therefore con-

cerned itself but little with negatives in any case.

One most important consequence of this was that

He always saw whatever good there was in any
man, and paid comparatively little heed to the
evil which might be there also. He did not stay
to combat or correct the latter, hut freed and rein-

forced the former so that it grew till no place was
left for the evil, and it was expelled. In His hands
all the old negative commandments were trans-

formed into positive ideals ; and all were summed
up in the oy.- ,ui<>< i V-ial of loving God and one's

neighbour M k l-J-
l-Jt

. which was itself set forth

in no lower form than the very highest,
* Ye shall

be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect'
(Mt S48). And in full accordance with this habit
of mind, the judgments which from time to time
He passed on men about Him were determined
rather by what moral worth they had or lacked,
than hy what faults were in them. The most
unsparing condemnation fell upon the Pharisees,
who^e lives were strict and reputable, and free
from the gross and careless vices of the multitude.
He denounced their whole moral and religious
activity as an '

hypocrisy,
3 because it was one

great negation. They were not * sinners
'

; but
with all the opportunities for good which more
than others the;* poe-v-ecl. ilieir hearts and lives
were empty. Bo ponrayod liiem, and showed the

futility of their \\ hold velL^io'.i-* method, by describ-

ing a man out of whom the unclean spirit has been
driven, and whose house is then cleaned and left

vacant. The I'-ani"-^ mil : - "!i '. but
all the more -r- iy !>*- i ! . . new
tenants; and ii i < ;_>'. -j

:

-"i occupies the house
forthwith,

c th< '.s-t -\s\ o
'

that man becometh
worse than the first

'

(Lk II 26
). So in His pictures

of God's final judgment the condemnation falls

not usually on those against whom crimes may be
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alleged (though these find mention, e.g. Mk 129
,

Mt 227
), but on the thoughtless maids found with-

out oil ;
on the servant who took good care of

his talent but never used it ; on the guest \yithqut
a wedding garment ; on those to whom it is said,
* I was an hungered, and ye gave me no food ;

I

was thirsty, and ye gave me no drink ; I was a

stranger, and ye took me not in ; naked, and ye
clothed me not ; sick, and in prison, and ye visited

me not' (Mt 254af
-). The whole point of view of

Jesus in this is in strong contrast with that of the

Judaism of His age, which aimed at attaining
holiness by an earnest and elaborate endeavour to

eliminate unholiness and defend the shrine of the

soul from trespass.
One aspect of these last -mentioned characteristics may be

summed up in a word, by saying- that the make of Jesus' mind
v."

" "

"-" 1
: - / _" :

- They all combine,
, . s. , , : -.ealist. Their ideas

are concrete, not abstract. Their minds work by intuition, not

by argument. Their interests and thoughts are positive ;
and

they are all more or less insistent that
* The evil is null, is nought, a silence implying

1 sound.'

And much of
""

T '
" .""-"., - 'L

j "(1 I'n ."i i

1
-!!- l

'

- i
'

_ !
' ii - 'I

j. u', .u .a,/,-. <. . I' -
.

- -..!-
His own personally, nor yei une auuauance 01 wnau He said, Out
also in part the music of its expression, that enabled Him so

often to throw a spell over His hearers : e.g.
' All bare him

witness, and wondered at the words of grace which proceeded
out of his mouth '

(Lk 422) ;

* The people all hung upon him,
listening

'

(1948) ;

* The officers answered, Never man so spake
'

(Jn 74fi
). There is, of course, the truest poetry in many of His

sayings and in His parables ;
and His teaching teems with

flashes of imagery such as only the highest poetry presents.
Even in form of language some of His sayings lack little of

the rhythm and music .

"

." s:pression. But we have
to remember that He '

: that remains, and that

nothing has been
;

s

J

i is jinal words. The best we
I'.'IM t xp-.-i L LO find \ I . ! and faithful translation;
i.'i-l ' * --uM translate poetry/ But a doubt must remain
whether any literary vehicle could carry the fur

"

tion of the Lord Jesus. Poems, however truly ,

reflexions of life. The Life itself was inherent i

and He came to impart it, not to reflect it
. ,

'poems' (iW^osra) are the souls which, generation after

generation, He has created anew, the ideals which have trans-

formed, and are transforming, the world : even as St. Paul said

of his disciples,
* Ye are an epistle of Christ ministered by us,

written not with ink, but with the Spirit of the living God*

(2 Co 3&). See, further, art. POET.

6. There are some J1 '*' "

'; '"';
""'

"'""",

perhaps, as features '., ,-

'

j <'.
characteristics, but the distinction is such a narrow

one, being a difference in the point of view and
not in the facts, that they must be mentioned,

though as briefly as possible. The profound rever-

ence of Jesus' mind is one. Not only does this

appear in every relation to His Father in heaven,
and in the way He taught His disciples to look

xip to Him, but also in His delicate respect
for all

those who sought His help, and the sensitive regard
He showed for the spiritual re-pon-

:

biliry of each

person, on which He never trenched. Another is

His simplicity. He loved a simple life in outward

tiling, i oil-Am:- MV. rtha for her too ample provision
v. iic-i -., linlo vs:- needful (Lk 1041 ), and teaching
His followers to spend little care on the wealth and
comfort which He held so lightly, and to pray only
for '

daily bread.
' But -implicity i^ still more strik-

ingly characteristic of the nature and process of

His mind. Though more than any other that has

ever lived He was e

many-sided,' He never gave
the impression of a complicated nature. With the

directness of a child He always turned to the point
in hand ; and no one was ever more free from that

hesitancy which is so often found in those who are

the best able to see both sides of a question^ With
sympathy unfailing and unlimited, He still was

simple, and could put the loftiest thoughts into

simple terms. That is always a characteristic of

a really great though not of every great mind :

never was an instance of it comparable with this

one. Closely akin to this is the fact th&t Jesus
was never <lisconc.Gt'ted or bewildered, nor did He

ever lose presence of mind in the most difficult or

dangerous situations. Rather, in times of trial,
there was a heightening of His serenity of mind ;

for trial and sorrow made stronger appeal to His
faith, which was always responsive. /U,TJ juerw/>-
frcrde was a counsel most characteristic of Him
(Lk 1229

) ; and it was this habitual trust in the
Father that enabled Him in the very hour of

impending agony to make His followers the be-

quest of peace His peace (Jn 1427 16s3
}.

7. Two matters of importance remain to be men-
tioned, distinct but by no means unconnected (a)
Jesus' characteristic outlook upon life, and (b) His
method as the Saviour of the world.

(a) One cannot escape the feeling that while
others look only at the surface of life, the Master
looked through its surface and saw its depth : we
see life usually in two dimensions. He looked at
it in three, and so saw

reality. Of course, from
His standpoint all its proportions were very dif-

ferent from those which appear to us. The most
striking expression of what is meant is to be found
in Browning's description of Lazarus as given in. the

'istie of Karshish. But while Browning had
learnt the nature of this larger view, converting
all proportions, from Him \vho called back Lazarus
to earth, 1i* rvpi^i-.m- !i as a double

;
-i . :

Lazarus, w\!: IK.MO or ciMt translucent : \ \.I
:

.

is its essential feature in the Lord Jesus. The
Beatitudes are an instance. Their chief effect,
and it cannot be doubted their chief purpose, is

to set the hearer on a new standpoint, and so

enable him to gain a new view of life. It is no

paradox that the poor are blest, while all men
congratulate the rich ; and this is not said to give
emphasis to the aspect wliich is too much over-
looked. It is Min ply ihe truth, of life, seen as the

eyes of the LoiJ .)<^u- saw it when He looked
round on His disciples gathered there, all destitute
of earth's po.-^c i<m>. but with a light in their

eager faces as they
i

hung upon him listening
3

which told of the 'a'f,
14^ ::t i -I peace and

joy in holy i's-j-i
1
'.
1 !!!": !

i !," , that theirs

was the K M-J.;.I: <l God (Ro 1417
). All whose

reading -, * \M-siv: :M goes deep can see. or pjirtly

see, why He counted sorrow blest, and gomhiTio-s
mercy, purity, and love the treasures of man's real

enrichment. Another instance is the prayer He
gave to His disciples when they felt the need of

being taught how to pray. There is an unearthli-

ness in it, and a grasp on the real depths of life,

such as no other prayers disclose. God's glory,
and His Kingdom, and the joy of fulfilling His

will, fill up all the foreground ; and the remainder
of the view includes brief mention of bare needs

here, and then fuller appeal for the deeper needs of

forgiveness, and of the shelter of Him who is our
e shield and our exceeding- great reward.

3

Hardly
less striking is the way in. which He enforced the

duty of simple truthfulness, His words calling^up
vividly the awful picture of the Evil One leaning
over the soul that talks loosely, to ply it with

suggestions
* which then find iinsu-peocing utter-

ance as readily as those which thu hypnotist gives
to Ms unconscious 'subject' (Mt 587

,~ with which
cf. Lk 2231

). There were times when the Lord

expressed strongly this contrast hetween the view
which men took of life and that which He took

(Lk 1615 ), but more often His reference is a mere
allusion. The difference culminated in that most
characteristic and central idea on which He so

often dwelt, that a man must ' lose his life to

find it' (Mk S34'37
!),

cf. Mt 1039 ,
Lk 173*, Jn 1225 ).

Death itself was accordingly transfigured in Jesus'

eyes : it neither put a liniit to life nor made a

breach which destroyed its continuity. Death
was for Him '

sleep
:

; a sleep from which He
awaked more than one, and from which 'in the
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last day
3 He would awake and raise up

e

every
one that beholdeth the Son and believeth on him '

(Jn 640
). For Himself, He looked through death

to His own resurrection, which He again and again
told His disciples to expect as the day of His de-

parture drew nearer; and for the rest, He recog-
nized death with all its miserable anl r i-1 "!""_

associations as little as might "be, and :*;
to speak of it if this could be avoided (II

11 *14
).

With His strong sense of the continuity of life

there went, however, a verjr remarkable reserve
about the future. Concerning it He disclosed

nothing of detail ; nothing that trust in the love

of God and the assurance of life's '"."
'

..
do not

themselves imply. He plainly >ai<l M
'

. know
the course of the future. <iixl Hi-* disciples must not

expect to do so (Mk 1333 , Ac I7). But He never
showed Himself averse to adopting the current

relig-n
1

,;- 1, 1:1^11, -._:' which rested on the prophecy
and

,-:i
H i iilyiuii"*

1

<.f the past, to clothe those ideas
which He wished to impress about the life to come j

though it may well be that the eschatological pass-
ages in the Gospels are considerably coloured and
confused by the fact that they have come through
the medium of disciples who were not equal to

following their Master's higher thoughts.
It is in connexion with this far profounder view of life which

we find in Him that \ve are bast able to understand the '

powers
that worked in.' the Lord Jesus (tv&p-yovo-tv &! %wtx,f,6t? \v uT<5,

Mk 614), and His consciousness in regard to them. The term
c miracles ' can hardly fail to prove misleading

1

, as it is so closely
associated

,

ted with the 18th cent, point of view, which considered
-

.

" ...'..!. wing- their evidential

dim luipoayioie now to a '

" ""
That view is quite

- i' "I ; fi" " I:IM " " '.-

_
"ilorr'1

! -i. There
'i

1

"

> <! . "i .ksii- Mi 1

:> felt complete certainty that
He did wield powers of an cxtraordinaiy and practically limit'

less kind (cf. Mt 2651-53), and lhat His contemporaries never
dreamt of disputing- the fact. But to Him rhey \\ urt, ceiTtiinly
neither * unnatural' n

' ""
The disjunction drawn

by the latter term is . mind, and inconsistent
with His point of view ; for Him the continuous character and
flow of liie was a fundamental idea, and

"
.

'
. / 1 .

- "
r

included equally what we describe as . ,!- t
> -

natural.
1 The 'powers' of which He was conscious had their

proper place and scope in life as He saw it; and if it is not
possible for us to assign this, or to explain them, that is due
probablv to the single fact that, as already said, we try to see
the reality of life from the standpoint of two dimensions, and
can succeed so little in seeing- it from that of three as He did
(cf. Mt 1619 1818, Jn 2023).

{) The method which the Lord Jesusi followed
in carrying out His purpose as the world's Saviour
was no less unique than His outlook on life, and it

was the direct result of the latter. In the ordinary
sense of the term He was no reformer ; He did not

try to make the institutions which He found serve
their end better, nor did He seek to substitute one

expedient for another, to attain more -! f ?.\\

the aims before Him. He felt that Hi- K ...>'
was 'not of this world,' and all He sought was to

open its portal to believers. He did not pit His

Kingdom against those of the world to overthrow
the latter ; rather He refused to let His followers
do this or to do it Himself (Mt 26s2"84

). Nor did
He attempt to withdraw His followers from the
world, as other religious leaders often have done,
that they might nerve God with less distraction.
Even III- piM,yor- wore not for change of the world
itself, or ili <loli\ery of His disciples from it (Jn
179

-21
). Though His whole life was sacrificed to

save the world, He just left the world alone. As
in His teaching there was little that was negative,
so in His work He tried to undo nothing. It is

very surprising how content He always seemed to
"be to accommodate Himself to the use of any means
or circumstance that lay ready at hand, while so

unbending in aim
throughout. Thus He spoke the

religious language of Judaism, practised the customs
in Israel, and respected its institutions, however
much they were degraded ,-md abused. He paid His

- to tlio Sanliwiriii and Hfis tribute-money

to the Caesar without protest. Browning again

brings out witl -li'Y _ effect this feature of the

Master's in his ;". Lazarus, whose 'especial

marking _ . . is prone submission to the heavenly
will/ so that he tries to change nothing ; but here

again this characteristic, being isolated, lapses into

quietism as it never did in Lazarus' Master. For,

however willing Jesus was to use and leave unre-

formed the things around Him, none of these ever

bound Him. If there was fault or falsehood

mingled with what He borrowed for the moment, He
left that on one side and moved on towards His

goal unaffected. He saw the trutli too clearly to be

diverted by aught else, and the truth made Him
free. And He led His followers into the freedom

that was His own. So, while He abstained from

all political intervention, and declined to be mixed

up with the ordinary business of life (Lk 1214), and
left religious institutions and traditions where He
found them, He nevertheless revolutionized all life.

There is no department of human activity in the

world i -r, -\ v--. in some of its backwaters

which have not yet telt His influence which is not

profoundly altered in consequence of His life and
work and words. His confidence that it would be

so never faltered ; He saw here the supreme scope
of the law of 'life through loss.' So He declared

beforehand the result which is yet in pn>^io
under our eyes 'I, if I be lifted up 0111 of ilio

earth, will draw all men unto myself (Jn 123a ).

Of what import are the foam flakes which float

upon its surface to him who plunges into the

mighty stream of life? Jesus' view of life, and
His method of saving men, 1--II' -

!,
i's.'i. ooth

so characteristic, are both \ <-..... s:- i-i'l by
the results. They are alike summed up in the

joyous conviction which many and many a soul

has uttered when lifted to His higher plane, and
which even the world itself has been forced to

suspect, though not to share :

* If any man be in

Christ, there is a new creation !

'

(2 Co 517
, Gal 6 16

).

LITERATURE. Bernard, Mental Characteristics of the Lord
Jesus Christ ; Adamson, Studies of the Mind in Christ ; Latham,
Pastor Pastoruin ; Du Bose, Gospel in the Gospels ; art. CHAR-
ACTER OP CHRIST, and the Literature there cited.

E. P. BOYS-SMITH.
MERCHANT See TEADE AND COMMERCE.

MERCY. 1. Mercy of God. Morcy is 'that

essential perfection in God whereby He pities and
relieves the miseries of His creatures

'

(Cruden). In
the OT the mercy of God porr, n'pn-i ; |jp

c to show

mercy ') is sought and celebrated in view of distrewH

caused by sin (Ps 5 1
1
, La 322), or more

*

where no connexion with sin is exprewf- .'' -.

1181
). Sin and the distress which is the con-

sequence of it are not always separated in thought

In the NT a clearer division can be made of

places where the mercy spoken of is temporal or

spiritual. Those who came to Christ for help
asked for mercy, that is, for pity and relief (Mt Q3

*

7

15s2 1715 2080
; cf. Mk 519

). The word used is Aetfr,
while Christ's twofold response is expressed by
<nr\ayxy<'<rQ[s9 'moved with compassion,' and by
His act of healing (Mt 2034

). Along with these

may be placed Lk I88, Ph 227, 1 Co 72{S
, where

particular instances of mercy are mentioned. On
the other hand, the words 2A<ros, 4\G?v are used of

the whole of God's saving work in Christ (Lk I72- 78
,

Bo II80
, 2 Co 41

, Eph 24, 1 Ti I 18 - 16
, Tit 3s

'7
,
Jude **).

In the publican's prayer,
c

God, be merciful to me
the sinner' (Lk 18 13

), the more exact translation is

'be propitiated
3

(IXdo-^rt), as also in He 812
(S9vos).

In these places the obstacle of sin is recognized,
and the mercy described is sucli as overcomes sin.

Generally in the NT sin is described not only as

the source of human misery, but as itself the
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greatest evil from which men need to be delivered ;

and accordingly the work of God's mercy is to save
from sin (see Eph 24

"10
, Tit 33

'7
). In Ho II30 -3-

*

> said of the Divine purpose in per-
so that we may believe that the

God's; ." '- .ire not inconsistent
with 'that essentia A ':'. : of mercy whereby
He pities and relieves the miseries of His creatures/
But of this as civatures we have no't the final right
to judge (Ro 915 - -y

). A deepened sense of the hope-
lessness of separation from God brings it about
that no other deliverance is to be for a moment
compared with salvation from sin (Eph 21 "4

; cf.

Gal I 4
, Jude 21

).

This is also seen to be the meaning of mercy
when the method of God's mercy in the Gospel is

considered, and the aim of it.

(1) Its method. Christ's work teaches us that
God's mercy seeks a higher good for men than the
relief of temporal distress. We must think of
Christ a^ !ibldjn<4 in the constant sense of the mercy
of His Father, and ("iniiiiinif.'u \~\^ the same to
men in word and deed. ' Be ye therefore merciful

(oiKTipfAoves), as your Father also is merciful' (Lk
63G

). 'Love one another, as I have loved you.
Greater love hath no man than this

'

(Jn 15la- 13
},

That is to say, the mercy of God beginning with
compassion went on to

a_ction ? in the Incarnation
and Atonement. ' This is he that came by water
and blood

3

(1 Jn 5s
). 'I lay down my life that I

may take it again. . . . This commandment have
I received of my Father' (Jn 10 17- 18

, cf, 1 P I3).

Following upon the work of Christ, it is said of
believers that they have obtained mercy (2 Co 4 1

,

1 Ti I 13- 16
, 1 P 210

) ; and that they look for the

mercy of the Lord Jesus Christ unto eternal life

(Jude
21

). And mercy is still continuously needed,
asked for, and received by believe/us (lie f1

", Ph S27,

2 Ti 1 1G
- 18

). Also the prayers in 1 Ti I2
, 2 Ti I

2
,

Gal 616
, 2 Jii *, Jude a

, indicate that it becomes us
:,.

: "
i , M s

1

'o seek the mercy which it remains
.

'

;;-.; i' ,.,.,; to bestow. It is noteworthy that

mercy is added to the usual (

grace
J and c

peace
'

of
the salutations just in those places where some
more intimate affection and tender ^ympd I'liy i->

naturally to be expected (e.g. Gal 616
,
'iln 1 Lcii^r-

to Timothy, and Jmltf- "F^Uile;. "Whatever there
is painful in the < \prnomv of Uli<-vor- constitutes
for them a new need of the Divine mercy, and is

to be explained as a part of God's purpose of greater
good by saving them more and more completely
from sin.

(2) Its aim. The aim of God's mercy is expressed
in Christ's words,

* That ye may be the children of

your Father which is in heaven '

(Mt S45
). The

parable of the Unmerciful Servant (Mt 182S
) sets

lorth the purpose of God !" ';;!'. i\\ . ,ivd in 1 Jn
2s 432 - 17 the positive side is gi\ ). i <; - mercy or
love to us conies to perfect realization when we
have learned to be like Him. Because He loves us
He will have us to be merciful, that we may be at
our best. In this way also the progress of the

Kingdom of God among men is assured, as we see
in a concrete instance in 2 Co 4-7 (cf. Ac 2018

'35
}.

2. Mercy of man to man. We have seen that
it is the aim of the Divine mercy to reproduce itself

in the spirits of men. As mercy has two parts,

pity and active beneficence, we are commanded to
love not in word, neither in tongue, but in deed
and in truth (1 Jn 318

). This is Christ's teaching
in Mt 91S 127 2323

, and in the parables of the Good
Bamaritan (Lk 1030 ) and of the Sheep and the
Goats (Mt 2581

), as well as in that of the Un-
merciful Servant (Mt 1823

). From these we learn
that if gratitude to God does not avail to make
men merciful to one another, they will be dealt
with by penalties (see also Ja 213 3 1

*, 1 Jn 29'11 315
).

This right disposition of heart is a product not so

much of enlightenment of the mind as of such ex-

periences as touch the springs of affection. The
passage in 2 Co 4-9, beginning as we have ob-
tained mercy' (and, indeed, the whole Epistle), is

a treasury ot evangelical motives to philanthropic
conduct. * Our mouth is opened unto you, our
heart is enlarged

;

(6
11

). Similarly, in the case of
St. Peter, 'Thou knowest that 1 love thee. . . .

Feed my sheep' (Jn 21 17
; cf. Ro 12 1 <l beseech

you ... by the mercies (olKnp/^oi) of God that ye
present your bodies a living sacrifice*).

Selflessness, and the constraint that Christ's love

lays upon a believer, are the important features
of his behaviour in this matter of mercifulness.

'Though I be nothing
3

; 'I will very gladly spend
and be spent for you' (2 Co 12 12- 15

).

*

*"1 am debtor
... as much as in me is, I am ready' (Ro I 14 - 15

).
1 The love of Christ constraineth us J

(2 Co 514
).

* We ought to lay down our lives for the brethren J

(1 Jn 3le
). When we look at Christ's own life for

an example, we do not find in His case the indebted-
ness of one who has been forgiven, but we do
find the readiness of unreserved surrender to His
Father's will. 'I came not to do mine own will

*

(Jn G38
).

e My doctrine is not mine, but his that
sent me '

(Jn 7 1G
).

* I have not spoken of myself
*

(Jn 1249
). Thus the mercy of God does not work

in vacwo, but in the concrete example of Christ
and of men possessed by His spirit, and made
vehicles of His mercy (Ro II 31

, 1 Jn 41
-).

In the OT the word icrr
'

mercy
'

is used of the
duties of piety between kinsmen (Gn 2013

), or

persons who are in covenant with each other (21
23

).

And it :>.**. i in conflict with this that one of
the mo- v , 'istances in which an appeal for

mercy i , . in the NT is that of the rich
man to his father Abraham (Lk 1624

). Similarly,
Christ subordinated the ties of kindred (Lk 14**)
even with Himself (Mk 3s3

, Lk II-8) to the higher
bonds of the Kingdom of God. Nevertheless the
effect of Christian faith is to strengthen, and not
to weaken, all the ties of human affection, raising
them into the region of religion. The early motto
of Christ's ministry was,

e I desire mercy and not
sacrifice* (Mt 913 127

) ; the same thought pervades
the later chapters of the Gospel of John (13-17)
and his First Epistle, passim, while both in Acts
(20

38 21 13
) and in his Epistles there is evidence

of the overflowing, self-forgetting affection of St.
Paul for the Christian Churches. The rule of pity
and of active helpfulness is the teaching and the

practice of Christ and His disciples. Mercy is the
note of the Christian temper. See, further, artt.

GRACE, KINDNESS.
T.I r IM :

' HI. Cn r> f r. />-.<>',..,, *.#. l^eor
; Hastings' IXB, art.

'^I.-1

!
i

\ '; s><'"f.\. /->'' //'; 'it". ch. xix. xx. ; Dykes, Manifesto
<-j tj

'

Kii.'j. ! "H" n : l'j"JM, ^H'lfs in the Christian Character,
p. -'-.'I tT.

; "Hfiiloi', .* i n>. \. \ ' i\. -vi. xii. ; Browning, Ring an&
the Book, x. ; O. Watson, Mrst JBp. of John ; Dean. Stanley
Corinthians, vol. ii. T. GREGORY.

MERIT. The idea of nierif i-
;

r< ,"! i-> one
which attaches to human <-<.i:ii.< *>" inr pre-
supposition of the existence, in the first place, of a
moral law; in the second place, of free-will in

man, enabling him to obey it ; and, in the third

place, of some system of rewards and punishments.
by which the worth of obedience to the Law is

recognized, and equally the unworth of disobedi-
ence is demonstrated. That conduct is meritorious,
or possesses merit, which corresponds with the
moral law, and at the same time is voluntary ;

and, as meritorious, it claims honour or reward.
This is the general ethical conception of merit

(cf. Martineau, Types ofMhical TJwory*, ii. 80 ff.).

The theological use, however, of the conception,
and still more of the term ('merit,' meritum),
involves further specifications, which follow, on
the one hand, from the connexion of the idea with
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other theological ideas, e.g. those of God, of His

grace, and so on
; and, on the other hand, from the

different analogies under which, from time to time,

the relation of God to men has been conceived.

Here we have two special cases of the use of the

conception to consider : (1) its use in the Gospels ;

(2) the use not only of the idea, but also of the

i'io "!()'.: ir.ii term * merit
3

in reference to the work
of Christ.

i. The idea of merit in the Gospels. We note,

first, that the use of the conception is frequent in

the Gospels in connexion with a general view of

God as tlie Judge an_d Rewarder of good and evil

deeds. This conc'sjition of God was in fact that

dominant at tho liine <>f the ministry of our Lord,
God's relation to men being commonly viewed
under legal analogies. Compare the statement of

Schultz (op. cit. infr. )
:

* When Christianity entered into the world and found its first

expression in the dominant Jewish circles, as well as among
the spokesmen of the idealistic Hellenic popular culture, the

thought of a Divine repayment deciding according to legal

standards, and therefore of a merit or demerit of men accord-

ing to which their fate was to be settled, was a self-evident

axiom. . . . With faith in God as the representative of the

moral order of the world, there appeared to be self-evidently

given the faith that He rewards and punishes according to the
rule of human law.*

This statement of Schultz may "be -

with regard, in particular, to the dorrine of I"M

Pharisees, which forms at once the background
and the contrast of the teaching of Jesus, by the

accounts of H. J. Holtzmann, NT TheoL i. p. 62 ff.,

and of Weber, Jud. TheoL 2
p. 277 ft'. In the Phari-

saic theology the legal conception of God takes the

sharpest possible form. The Law is thought of as

the sum of so many precepts, the performance of

each one of which establishes a separate and de-

finite merit or claim to reward (Weber, p. 380 ff'.).

J
.T

""
".

, ~,
t

"

>ook-keeper, God reckons and calculates
;.

'

! _ -. .
-

: ! I quantitative as well as qualitative
here the sum o > run ;v\ t - <>\ . tu i;i .v- and meritorious works,
there the sum 'of transgressions and misdeeds' (Holtzmann,
p. 63).

The idea of merit, however, does not end with
the performance of the Law : it also attaches to
'

good works/ i.e. voluntary acts beyond the strict

requirement of the Law, but which are taken
account of in the same way beforr H -,-]'; "V ,-

-. >'.

seat, and avail to make up the '.:
'

,

man's account. The principal of these good works
are alm-*<rivin and works of charity (Weber,
p. 281). Finally, the idea of merit i- bronchi
specially into connexion with the quo-lion 01

ultimate salvation.
* The judgment on men before the heavenly court of justice

takes place with reference to the question whether ihi- man
shall live or die whether he shall be found worthy of the future
Kingdom of God or not* (Weber, p. 278).

The teaching of JeMi*> now proceeds in n^roo's:""::
with the theology of die Pharisees, in so T.-ir ,;- ll<>

not only o.onliimally speaks of the tvu-.-mlinii of
our works by ( lod. 1-iit also represents the Kingdom
of God itself under the point of view of a reward,
which is awarded to the performance of '

righteous-
ness.' We have the general idea of work and
reward in Mt 6*-

2* 3 - 4- 6* 16* 18 1041 - 43 201 "7 2445"51
<?5

14-2s

Mk 941, Lk 63S 107
, Jn 436. For the Kingdom of

God (life, or eternal life) as reward, cf. Mt 620 1917

2531'46
, Mk 1029 - so

.

The limitations set to the idea of merit in the
teaching of Jesus, as compared with its use in the
theology of the Pharisees, are, however, very
striking, (a) First of all, \ve have to notice the
change involved by the difference in the conception
of God. While with the Pharisees the idea of God
as Lawgiver and Judge is dominant, with Jesus
this idea is subordinated to the conception of God
as Father. The idea of reward itself, in fact, is

connected with that of God's Fatherhood (Mt
61.4.6.18}. What this implied is thus stated by
Schultz :

' Since Jesus has taught His disciples to see the true under-

standing of their relation to God in the figure of child^and
father, then the thought of merit in the sense of the law is in

general completely irreconcilable with the figure
'

(p. 15).

Only an ethical, not a legal, < <'< ;-!io:i of merit

is therefore possible along the \'n* - <. , ';. teaching
of Jesus.

(b) Jesus criticised the Pharisaic doctrine of

reward according to strict legal merit, by teaching
that the reward which God gives is not according
to debt, but according to grace. We have here to

remember that when Jesus illustrates, as He fre-

;|U.'Mily dors, the relation of God to men by^
that

01 a iIi.-.-iu
1 and his household servants (cf. Mt

2445-51 2514-30
,
Lk 17y

), this excludes the idea of legal
merit.

' A servant in the sense of antiquity cannot win merit. He
is SoZxos M^psjas, even when he has done all he should (Lie 179).

The Lord can reward him., but that remains at bottom an act of

g-ood-pleasure
'

(Schultz, p. 15).

The point is made still clearer by the ouo p;n able

where Jesus introduces a relation in v. I IK li nioui.

and reward are possible, speaking not of household

servants, but of hired labourers (Mt 201"16
). Here

' He emphasizes in intentional paradox that the lord in his

g-oodness will not bind himself to this rule that he indeed

redeems his promise, but reserves to himself the right to tran-

scend the measure of the law in free sovereignty' (ib.).

Cf., on the same point, Holtzmann (i. p. 196) :

' This remarkable parable annuls the idea of reward in apply-

ing it, completely destroys the relation of merit and right, of

performance and reward in general.'

We note, finally, to the same effect, the gracious
abundance of the reward in Mk 1030

, Mt 2446- 47

25a1 -23
,
Lk 638

.

(c} Another criticism which Jesus passes on the

legal idea of merit is that it is too external. God,
the Father, looks at the heart. The better right-
eousness, which admits to the Kin^-loiii. is an
inward righteousness (cf. Mt 52C

'-i> ",. I'm this

affects the whole conception of merit and reward.
* The reward belongs to the personality which reveals itself

in the work, not to the performance as such, , . . Thus, what
appears as reward is at bottom the -

i

: srth of
"-'-'

i r-
"

> ,"
J

. . T '- the condt; ! / . .which
. ! ,i

'" ;, i- and is re "MI i
' M "/ . . . as it

is cne love shown TO the brothers of Christ which is recognized
in the judgment (Mt 2534ff.)' (Schultz, p. 14).

To sum up, then, we do not in the teaching of
Jesus get a !

* '

\\ .

:
"-:d doctrine of merit,

but we get , .: ,\ i of the Hnes which
such a doctrine must follow. It must he ethical
rather than legal ; must connect itself with the

conception of God's Fatherhood, and with the idea
of Hi r

rather than with that of His
strict

' '

. iccordinfir to law ; and must have
regard not to -A.- .' .

-

only, but to the
inward motive. The conditions are fulfilled if

we recognize human merit as the worth to the

Heavenly Father of the conduct of His sons when
judged by the inward motive of filial obedience,
and its reward as the recognition of this worth by
His r,i:i i'il\ To 1

'.. \\liich gives to His children who
seek II i- K'i/r..-,,-ii! ,oth this chief good and all

thin 1.- ! 'M IIM- I- y need (Lk 6al - *2
), As regards

the i-i'Mxii'. 11
,,!! r,'-! in'"- of God's children, the idea

of merit is not to be connected with them apart
from the general context of filial conduct in which
they stand ; nor is the idea of reward to be con-
nected with particular Divine gifts apart from the

gift of the TC" 1
1

I-.
i

'i Only on the background of
the genera! : ,"..-i of the reward of filial con-
duct by th" . ? -'ie Kingdom can particular
gifts appear as the reward of particular actions.

2. The merit of Christ. The definite theological
doctrine, in which the term ' merit

'

is employed
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as a terminus technicus of the subject, lies beyond
the NT. But it is anticipated in the latter, in so
far as we there have a doctrine of Christ's work as

man, in which ethical standards are applied to the

subject, (a) In this doctrine it is above all upon
His death that attention is concentrated, as the

point in which the character of His saving work
specially appears. We have first the idea of
Christ's death as an act of obedience to God (Ro519

,

Ph 2s
, He lO5 '10

). Further approximation to the
idea of a merit of Christ is contained in the refer-
ences to the worth of His death in pv<< nr'm^ the
salvation of men. It is a ransom '

V
M k l

;r'

; ,
a price

(1 Co 620
). In the idea of sacrifice once more we

have both the idea of the worth to God of Christ's
death as self-surrender, and of its worth for men
in procuring salvation (Eph 5 2

,
He 105"10

)
. [The

important series of passages further iK-finiM^ the
sacrifice of Christ as an expiatory -.smiiee i- not
brought in here; since these passages, so far as

they contain this additional idea, belong properly
to the Scripture proof of the doctrine of Christ's

work, not as directly meriting salvation, but as
..-, \ :-,!_ -',{', ': -faction for sin, and so making salva-
; : I- --i.il-. In virtue of the general idea of
sacrifice contained in them, apart from the specifi-
cation of it as expiatory, they may, however, be
added to the proof of the doctrine of merit]. We
have, further, references in the NT to the recogni-
tion of Christ's death by God. On account of it

the Father loves Him (Jn 1C 17
) ; because of His

obedience in it God exalts Him to universal lord-

ship (Fh 29'11
). [Compare the Divine i--i'. n" :'

of the worth of the work of the Suffering Servant
in Is 5310"13

]. (b) The conception of the work of
Christ is not, however, confined to His death. His
life is a ministry to men (Mk 1045 ). His work (Jn
17 4

) includes the manifestation of the Divine name
to the disciples (v.

6
), the giving to them of the

words received from the Father (v.
8
), the keeping

of them from the evil in the world (v.
1
-), as well

as His final sacrifice (v.
19

). Moreover, it is not

only the death of Christ, but His woik throughout
His life, that God recognizes in jjoriiyiiifi in

turn the Son who has glorified Him (vv.^j. And,
finally, both Mk 1045 and Jn 17 implv that the
work of Christ in His life and death is all of a

piece ; since in both passages, but especially in
Jn 17, there is no break in the way in which the

i-jM.'j-in.iii'i^ work of the death is added on to the
work ot the life.

Summing up our results, we have in the NT the
basis of a doctrine of Christ's merit as the worth
to God (and men) of His human work carried on
through ou I His life, and culminating in His death.
This worth of Christ's work is estimated by God
along the lines of Christ's obedience to His will

(the work of Christ being that which the Father
has given Him to do (Jn 4^ 174)). It is recognized
by God in the special love with which He regards
Christ in the

" *

i of His work, and
outwardly by li r glorification. It is

to be noted, however, that while the position of

lordship is viewed as the reward of the work of

Christ, the salvation of men is not viewed in the
NT as its direct reward, but rather as itsfruit or

effect (Jn 1234 ). Christ saves, Mot-onling LO NT con-

ceptions, by His earthly work, hui not Ly means
of it as a qiwnttim which can be detached from
His Personality, and rewarded by the salvation of
men [a> in tl'ie conception of the ecclesiastical

doctrine of Christ"*- merit, presently to be dis-

cussed]. Instead of this, we have the conception
that through His work He becomes a saving Per-

sonality, or, as Rothe puts it, that through it He
*

qualifies Himself to become a Redeemer' (Theol.
JEtkik.*2 iii.

p. 104). Our salvation follows from
His work

; since the Christ, who lived to minister

to men, to make knowrn to them the words which
the Father had given Him, and to keep them from
the evil, and itji>evereil in His work to the deatli
in perfect obedience to the will of His Father, thus

ottering up His life as a sacrifice to Gods by this

very work and the Personality achieved through it,

exercises a saving authority and influence over
men

(
Jn 1233

j cf. the similar idea in Is 5311
, where

the righteous Servant justifies many through his

knowledge, and thus sees of the travail of his soul
and is satisfied). But the .!<" .,._*." of
Christ's work by God in the c\;:.i;: :

;
-

\\ ( -ist,
which begins with the Resurrection, also con-
tributes to His saving power over men (cf. Ro 425

'raised for our justification'); inasmuch as a
human

personality influences us not only by its

inner worth, b,: ,' i"- iV-i*..h ilie outward mani-
festation and i-

. ;j; ? =
i

; worth. Thus in
the NT the Saviourhood of Christ is connected
specially with His Lordship (Ac 531

5 2 P I 11
). The

name which is above every name (Ph 211
) is the

name of salvation (Ac 513
). Cl also the use of the

name Christ, which implies both Saviourhood and
Lordship, in special reference to the state of exalta-
tion (Ac 2s6 ; St. Paul also always thinks of the
risen Lord as the Saviour). It is at this point that
the way in which human salvation can be regarded
as the ' reward 3

of the work of Christ becomes
clearest, inasmuch as the exaltation which is His
direct reward puts Him in the position to reap the
full fruit of His travail in the salvation of souls.

Two more points are necessary to complete our
outline of the suggestions of the NT towards a
doctrine of Christ's merit. In the first

j^lace,
there

is required (c) a closer definition of Christ's saving
power. What is the work by which He saves?
It is, above all, the revelation of the holy love of

God in Christ's life and deatli, which moves men
at once to faith in God as revealed in Him, and
to repentance (/x.er<vota, change of mind from love
of sin to love of God), and thus brings them into
that communion with the Father which is the
essential ground of all the blessings of salvation.

Christ's love towards men and His holiness, in the
absolute unity of His Person, are a manifestation
of the love and the holiness of God, as existing in

a similar absolute personal unity ; and the trust
and repentance which Christ inspires are directed

through Him to God. For proof of these state-

ments, the following passages. amorig>t others,, may
be referred to. According to Jn l 14- 1* the grace
and truth of Christ declare the invisible God. In
Ro 51S the grace of Christ is equivalent tu the grai-e
of God. In Ro S35

"39 the love of Christ reveal* the
love of God. Further, in Jn 1711 - 25 the Father
whom Christ reveals is the holy, the righteous
Father. Jesus awakes not only trust in the love

of God (Ro 5s 8<JS "39
), but also repentance towards

God (Ac 531 ; cf, the Pauline idea of baptism into

Christ's death and resurrection as involving a
death to sin and new life unto God, Ro 61 "11

).

Finally, to know God as revealed in Christ is

eternal life, or the sum. of all blessings (Jn 173).

(d) In the second place, the above definition of

the work of Christ as the revelation of the holy
love of God V- ", 1

'

1
""^i-

1

ipon the ' reward '

of Christ. A\
,

s i,
'

"
meant primarily

the recognition of Christ's work by God in His
exaltation, it involved indirectly the fruit or effect

of the work of Christ, as realized through this.

But now it appears that the whole conception of

the reward of Christ by God is subordinate to the
idea of the immanence of God in His work. The
work of Christ is not only the work which God
has given Him to do (Jn 434 174), but God works

through Him ; so that the value to God of the

work of Christ consists ultimately in His voluntary
self-surrender to be the personal instrument in the
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world of the saving revelation of God, and the

recognition of this work "by God in the exaltation

of Christ, which yields Him the fruit of His work
in the salvation of men, is, at the same time, in-

cluded in the execution of God's own purpose of

salvation. Thus the ethical doctrine of the work
of Christ culminates ultimately in the wholly
religions view of it (2 Co 3iy

; cf. the subordination
of the work of Christ to the grace of God in Ro
324-28).

Such is the outline of a doctrine of Christ's merit,
as sketched in the NT. The agreement of it with
the ethical lines of Christ's own general teaching
on merit, as previously stated, is apparent. There
is the same stress on the inner motive of obedience,
the same domination of the whole subject by the
idea of God's Fatherhood ; while the exaltation of

Christ is the analogue of the gift to His people of

the Kingdom, in which they share His Lordship
(Lk 22, 2 Ti 212

).

Very different is the ecclesiastical doctrine of Christ's merit,
which, beginning with Anselm's Cur Deus Homo, extends
i* i re. .if* , , ; "i . a the Catholic and the Protestant scholasticism.
II OM :. Mi i or merit is applied to the work of Christ, which
is essentially the same as that of the Pharisaic: thcolo^\ ,

re-

jected by Jesus. T 1

'-.*';, ., v .. . t
," lonocpvon illus-

trating- the relatio ,
i : ,iine of Tertullian

onwards, who introduced from the vocabulary of Roman law
the term mert&tw, ant!

'

- ,
-

. '.

'

de-

inereritto define it (cf. il .-
'

>. 16,
11. 1). As . , . irist,

it includes (1) The work of Christ is re-

garded as a voluntary work or performance, lying outside of the

sphere of Christ's proper obligation to God. Anselm. thinks of

Christ as bound as man to obedience to God in His life, but as
sinless man, free from obligation to die : hence His voluntary
death is a work, which He can and does offer to God to procure
the salvation of men. (2) The value of this work to God is

est:i:uri-(1. i . . j.J'i.i
"

..V :. its motive, but quantitatively
by:!- (;u-< o: .' INr-ci: ".)< performs it. (8) The reward of
Christ's work follows from God's justice, and the conception of

this is equally external with that of the woi k itself, the reward
being

1 transferable from Christ to His people just like a sum
of money.

* Whom could He more justly make the heirs of His
debt (i.e. the reward which God owes Him), which He does not
Himself need, than His relatives and brethren?' (Gur Deus
Homo, lib. ii. cap. 9).
The Catholic schoolmen after Anselm, and the Protestant

schoolmen after them, continue the Anselmic doctrine of merit,
not, however, without many chang-es. Of these the most im-
-rV I s'K i.f fr "*.-, ,. Peter Lombard, following Ph 28Jl, adds

. ; f,'hr:*i !'Kr (! MOL only sahation for us, buc exaltation and
glory for Himself (Sent. lib. i,i. di-r. IS) Th - -,'...- 1

Duns Scotus no longer deduce the reward of , i -. ; s

God's justice, as does Anselm, but either from a relative justice
or equity, such as that implied in Roman law by the relation of
father and son, or lord and slave (Aquinas, Summa Theologice,
ii. i. 104. 1), or from God's mere good pleasure (Scotus in Sent.
lib. Ii'. dist. 2n qn. l). By the Protestant schoolmen the material
content of C'hriats merii is enlarged by the addition of the
general obedience of Christ's life, - ' 1

i

J

.
.

'

I

T
' -

1

voluntary obedience of His death v
- .

.-'-.... ....
a gift to God, but as an endurance of the penalties of sin). None
of these changes, however, essentially alters the Anselmic con-
ception of merit. Two points in particular stand fast throughout,
\iz. ihe idea or Christ's work as something voluntary and uu-
owed, and the entirely external conception of it as ^quantum,
wli'H -i" i- i-H'ihi ;.-- lj::'li .\ .rtl 'i >. , -other quantum of
orr--]^.Ml!>:.rt; I i". '>-i'^ "i i

! " ul."i. T- ." -i >

'

~\ ,.' r

l. r.v _\i r'L- :i:-i|

'

|
.

, . ;

-

>

l-' LroiTt IIUOUVJTA. !.. \ ".r.i
1 -. ..... -. -

:

His people is mediated through His mystic unity as Head with
them as His members, is the hard, juristic outline of the Anselmic
doctrine transcended (cf. Sumina Th&iL ill. 40. 1). By the end
of the Protestant scholasticism, however, the disparateness of
the traditional idea of merit from anything" in ihe ^s"T had be-
come clear to the theologians \\itlrin ProUsrnnlism of a critical

tendency. Thi Anniman L,mibor< h says of this irten, along with
that of satisfaction :

* Since they do not stand in Scripture, but
have been invented by men, no one is bound to the meaning of
them any further than it can be construed from the phrases
o! ^(iMil.:-!

'

c-1 .. i.lr.
1

, >.c sense of which they have been
r.!V.'v I /// '.-.,,M' fftfi .'fun, lib.iii.cap. 21. 1). In the period
'-

. f.iug
'

.' {..- - ;, :
' -i since Schltiiurriuichfr, the general

to"drr rtv -f *-h~ lv ;'i"-- -" '".r.'.i '* -.x Kv.\ n.-i Dimply repeated
old T "r.li: -. 01- !'.*<' . -! .!.< '^/vi'i.o pJ i

1

o-)p 1

i>. has Loon citlier
to reject the term 'merit' altogether, as being too much associ-
ated with the scholastic conception of it, or, if it has been
retained, to reinterpret it along more ^ i ij>' nr.i ^m s. Ritschl,
above all, has succeeded in transform !-_- i > finn dogmatic
conceptions the outlines of the NT doctrine, as above stated.
See his exhaustive treatment of the whole subject in Justifica-
tion and Reconciliation^ voL iii. [Eng. tr. p. 434 ff.j.

LiTBRATiTRB.---Schultz,
' Der sittliche Begriff des Verdienstes

un."
" " "

las Verstandniss des Werkes Christ!'

in ' Rechtjertigung und Versbhnung^ t

3 vols. 1889 [Eng. tr. (Justification and Reconciliation) of 1st vol.

from 1st ed. 1872. of 3rd' vol. from 3rd ed. 1902] ; H. J. Holtz-

mann, NT Theol. 1897 ;
Wondi. />J"/v J,>sy

2
,
1901 [Eng. tr. from

1st ed. 1893]; Anselm's Cur b<'<'^ H<u,*<i in Mig-ne's Pair. Lat.

torn. 158, also in separate ed. (Nutt), 1894.

EGBERT S. FRANKS.

MESSENGER. The word is formed from 'mes-

sage' with intrusive nasal. It is used as the

equivalent of &yye\os in its primary meaning of

one sent on a message or to make an announce-
ment. So it occurs frequently in the OT (repre-

senting ^D of Heb. and tiyyeXos of LXX), and in

the Gospels" in Lk 724 952. It is to be observed,

however, that in
*

I-IO>MMI^I r' the emphasis is on
the sending or mission, while in &yye\os it is on the

message or proclamation. P* !"'".! ,"^\ a truer

equivalent is d7r6<rro\os ;
an-! ,.," '\ in two

instances (2 Co 8-3 ,
Ph 225

), where missionary
preachers are so described and where some special
mission is in view, the latter is the Greek term
used.

1. Towards the close of the OT the term seems
to have acquired i

'

: i ! _ of a special or inspired
teacher. Thus in Hag I*" one prophet styles him-
sel"

:
i- ;

'

i"
'

,
- the bearer of Jehovah's message.

A -"-. ,: '-, , .'
,.

is at least probable in Job 3323
.

And this usage is in some degree paralleled in the
modern tendency to seek a definite *

message' in

the literary works of distinguished poets and
thinkers. The most important use of the term
is in Malachi, a prophet whose name [if ^JOD be,

indeed, his name ; cf. Mai I 1 and the Comm. ad loc.]

means ' my messenger.
3 He uses the term three

times and in three applications. First, it is a

designation of the true priest, whose work is to

conserve spiritual knowledge and teach the law
of God (2

7
). Secondly and thirdly, in 31

it is ap-
plied to a forerunner, and to the *

messenger of the

covenant,' who seems to be identical with the
Person Mxlnl -'ihe Lord whom you seek.' These
two npp!.\.!Mion- are in the NT interpreted of the

Baptist and the Messiah iv-- '.'
';.

. T 1

:-- \.ords
of the prophet with referee ; i ! :. !;,' r are
with a change of pronoun (*thee* for e

me') re-

peated in identical form in each of the Synoptics
(Mk I 2

, Mt II 10
, Lk 7 27

). In these quotations, as
in Lk 9s3, the messenger is one sent before to pro-
claim or to prepare. The direct jipplkvih'on of the
term to Jesus is not made in the JNT, though a
kindred idea is frequently expressed : in the siying
which occurs in all the Gospels,

* He that receiveth
me receiveth him that sent me '

(Mt 1040, Mk 937
,

Lk 948 1016
, Jn 1320 1244

) ; in the frequent Johannine
phrase 'whom God hath sent,' and in the com-
mission (Jn 2021

) ; and even in the term '

gospel'
(etayygXiov), which is expressive of what Jesus de-
scribed Himself as anointed of God and sent to

preach (Lk 418
). The conceptions of Christ as the

Hevealer of the Father ana the incarnate Word
are also kindred ; and it might be argued that
the language of Malachi was in the mind of the
writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews in I

2 31 722

and throughout. R. SCOTT.

2. In He 620 our Lord is spoken of as our Fore-
runner (Trp&dpojuos) 'within the veil.

3 This is the
"_.

:
i

1 "

-i theNT where the title is used. A 717)6-

, .

'

/ literal sense) was a messenger sent in
front of the main army to examine the ground,
clear the front of obstacles, or notify the presence
of an enemy to the main body advancing behind
(i.e. a scout, light-armed soldier, or spy). Here it

is connected with the priestly work of our Lord.
He has entered within the veil 'for us,' as our
*

hi^h priest for ever after the order of Melchizedek,
i.e. in our interest, namely, to obtain pardon for
us (9

12
), to represent us in the presence of God
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(v.
24

), and to open up for us an entrance into
heaven itself (10

19
)' (Lunemann in Meyer's Com.}.

Probably, however, the military connotation is not
to be entirely ignored. Just as an army advances
securely under cover of its scouts far in front, so
the army of believers moves on through the valley
of the shadow of death without fear, knowing that
our great Forerunner is in front. He has en-
countered and conquered death for us, so that we
have no need to fear anything. This thought is

beautifully elaborated from another point of view
in Jn 142 -

&. When Jesus came back for a moment
from the silent land, it was not with an air of
terror or defeat, but as a conqueror, crying

e All
hail !

'

(Mt 289
). There is nothing to fear in the

Beyond whither Jesus has gone before us * to pre-
pare a place for us.' E. GRIFFITH-JONES.

MESSIAH is the English word based on the
Greek representation of the original Hebrew or
Aramaic. The Gr. reproduction assumes the varied
forms Me<n'as, Mea-0-tas, and Mecre/aj, com -pnn<] irijj

to the Hebrew OT-P and the Aramaic OTP. The
Heb. is the normal kattt form, meaning

'

anointed,
3

which is tr. into Greek in the term "which has be-
come so familiar, xpi<rr6s, the agnomen of our Lord.
The Heb. rpt?D was a term applied i-n'-'-ui'iuMitly to
the king, who was lo

";
,.'! to ortice by the cere-

mony of anointing ( 1 ^ 'j I-j
,
2 K 92 - 3- 6

). Priests
were consecrated to office in like manner (Lv S12

,

cf. 43- 16
).

L ANOINTING OFKINGS.- The custom of anoint-

ing the king, from which his designation as * mes-
siali

'

arose, is connected with magical usages of

hoary antiquity, based on the conception that the

smearing or pouring of the unguent on the body
endows the human subject with certain qualities.
Thus the Arabs of Eastern Africa believe that an
unguent of lion's fat inspires a man with boldness,
and makes the wild beasts flee in terror from him.
Other illustrations may be found in Frazer's Golden

Bough*, ii. 364 ff. The Tell el-Amarna in-< vipl un-
show that this custom of anointing the knij: \\ ii Ii oil

prevailed in Western Asia at least as far back as

B.C. 1450. The passage to which we refer occurs
in a letter from a certain Ramma-n - nirari of

Nuhassi in Northern Syria addressed to the king
of Egypt, in which it is stated that a former king
of Egypt [Thothmes III.] had 'poured oil on the
head 5

of Ramman-nirari
1
- jiv.Mi'f.-.i

1 " and estab-

lished him as king of N il.M--
; ." I'-azer's great

work has rendered us familiar with the super-
natural endowments of a king who was regarded
as a 2''""s '' deity, t That ancient Israel also be-

lieved that the royal dignity involved supernatural
Divine powers, and that the oil poured upon the

king conveyed these powers (like the *

laying on of

hands J

), can hardly admit of doubt. Tlie oil, like

the sprinkled bloo'd in a covenant-rite (Ex 246ff
-)>

possessed a magical virtue.

Like the priest, the king was regarded as a
"Divine intermediary, and assumed the supreme
ritual functions of a priest in his own person.
Among the ancient Semites. -: V.TK (he Baby-
lonian.-; arid \^yri<xus, the < .virile ; i

1

.-
|B or king

was eon>i(leiel to he the supreme (Jod's representa-
tive or viceroy. {Sometimes he declares himself
the * son of tlie deity' (e.g. in the opening line of

Ashurbanipal's cylinder-inscription he calls him-

*Wmcklor, Thoiitn^-ln, von Tell el - Amarna (vol. v. in

Schrader's KJty, Letter 37 (p. 98).

t Golden Bough 2, i. 137-156 ; cf. also his Lectures on the Early
History of the Kingship (1905).

I According to Westermarck, the blood shed possesses a

magical power of conveying: a, curse ('Magic and Social Ke-
lations' in Sociological Papers, vol. ii. p. Itffl). In The case of a

covenant the curse falls if the covenant be not fulfilled.

Thus shields were smeared with oil to render them or

their owners immune (2 S I21
,
cf. Is 215. Saul's shield was un-

anointed, and so its owner perished).

self Mnutu Ashiir u Belit,
'

offspring of Ashur and
Beltis

'

; cf. the language of Ps 27
), or ' favourite of

the deity
'

(cf. the name of the Bab. monarch
Naram-tiin,

( beloved of Sin.
3

Sargon calls himself
in the opening of his Nirarud insc.

c the favourite
of Anu and Bel '). Further parallels in the case
of Nebuchadrezzar may be found in Schrader, COT
ii. J05 ff. 8ee also "Tiele, Bab. - Assyr. Gssch.
491 ft*. Ti'-lsiili-pilts-er I. (B.C. 1100) eails himself
USakku (I'A-TL-^i) of the God Ashur (Prism-Insc.
col. vii. 62. 63), i.e. Ashur's plenipotentiary. That
in this sacred function priestly office was involved

may be readily inferred. Thus Ashurbanipal (like

Sargon) calls himself not only the Sctkmi or vice-

gerent of B&L, but also the ictngu or priest of
Ashur. Similarly the Homeric kings offer sacri-
fice on beli all of the people. As Robertson Smith
remarks (* Priest' in jEBr 9

), the king in both
Greece and Rome was the acting head of the
State -

religion. So also in ancient pre - exilian

Israel, David and Solomon offered sacrifices (2 S
617ff-

5 1 K 863
)
in accordance with the tradition of

the age.
ii. UNIQUE POSITION OF DAVID IN HEBREW

THOUGHT. Among the Hebrew anointed kings
or messiahs, David came in course of time to have
a special B-i^nificancc. His importance was en-
hanced by the history of the three centuries that
followed his reign. No Israelite or Jew living
in the year B.C. 730 could have failed to note the

J

"!/ ':rast between the unbroken continuity
: of the seed of David sitting on the

throne of Jerusalem and the succession of brief

dynasties and usurping kings who followed one
another on the throne of Samaria. The swiftly
passing series of short reigns terminated by vio-

lence which filled the space of 15 years in Northern
Israel from the close of the th nn.-U of Jehu (which
lasted nearly a century) to ili'i ;K co-.xion of Hoshea,
Assyria's nominee, to the dismembered kingdom,
deeply impressed the prophet of Ephraim, who
exclaims :

*

They have appointed tings, l>ut not from me (i.e. Jahweh) ;

Have made prince.-, but I knew them not' (Hos 84).

It is not surprising, amid the rapid changes of
rulers and the disasters wrought by foreign in-

vasion, that Hosea should have prophesied the dis-

cipline of exile for his faithless countrymen, and as

its final issue that they should return and seek
Jahweh their God and 'David their king/* For
amid all the vicissitudes of the last three centuries

the seed of David had survived every peril. The
* sure mercies of David *

to which the Jews still

clung, though with feeble hope, in the dark days
of exile (Is 55s

), began in the age of Isaiah to take
root in the national imagination. Though Judah
was destined to suffer terrible chastisements, yet as
a result of the disciplinary trial

f a remnant would
return' (i.e. be converted) to Jahweh, and Jeru-
salem would be preserved from the onslaughts of

TM-; \ \ ;,.: f- . The Iminamiel prophecy, which
<>!! .r.'-i-i

1

. ;!.' .insurance of God's presence among
His people, delivered to the doubting Ahaz and
his unbelieving court during the dark days of

B.C. 735, .became the germ of a great series of Mes-
sianic passages which are found in Is 91 '6

[Eng.
2-7

],

which vt>.
T ^ ""

-

iposed soon after B.C. 701.,

in II3--9
, - . ,

;

'

:'--
1"s

. In the first the Messiah
is portrayed as a military conquering hero, 'break-

ing in pieces the oppressor's mace
'

;
in the second,

the sounds of discord cease, and He, sprung from
Jesse's -loc.k. i- tlio ruler of justice and peace in

God's 'holy inoiiniain
'

of Zion, where even the
41 There is not, a s-lired of evidence to show that this clause is

not crenainc in Ifos 33. It is difficult to see why, if the idea

'had its roots In Isaiah's time' and not in. that out of which
Ezk 34-J Ji7-4f- 458 ** and Jer 309 arose (Harper, ad loc.), we
should follow Wellhau&en in rejecting the clause. Kfowack

rejects iho entire verso.
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powers of violence and injustice are turned into

submission to a Divine authority. In the last He
is again the King who shall reign in righteousness,
4 a hiding-place from the wind, a covert from the

tempest.
5

All these i -
- well as Is 22-4, are regarded by Duhm

as Isaianic. <
" hand, Cheyne, Hackmann, and Marti

hold that they are post-exilic,* but on what the present writer

considers to be insufficient grounds. The subject is discussed

by Cheyne in his Introd. to Isaiah, pp. 44 fie., 57 f.> and 173-

176; also by Hackmann, Di& 7 t"
'

- .'esaia t

pp. 126-156, ai :

" '
T <

. . pass-

ages ; cf, also ' ..- Religion 4^. 191 footn., 255 ff.

On the other . ,

" '"
'" ,"'" .

*"

Kittel (1898) < ,_ -
.

'
.'-' -

'Isaiah' by t ;, ". '\ -
.

' -
:

' ;;

'

Religion of Israel ' in Hastings' DB (Extra Vol. p. 696*), admits
the reasonableness of the view here advocated.

After the gleams of hope awakened by Hezekiah
and the deliverance of Jerusalem, and after the

glowing anticipations of an ideal Messianic King
clothed with Divine powers, to which Isaiah in the

early years of the 7th cent, gave expression, there

followed a time of reaction when these high hopes
suffered temporary eclipse. Men's hearts became
sick of waiting. The long reign of Manasseh, fol-

lowed by the brief reign of Amon, was a period of

religious as well as political decline. On the other

hand, the reign of Josiah reawakened the hopes _
of

the faithful adherents of Jahweh, and it is sig-
nificant that Messianic expectation revives in the
oracles of Jeremiah. In 235

'8
(cf. 309

) he foretells

the coming days when a righteous branch or shoot
shall be raised unto David, who shall reign pru-
dently and execute judgment and justice. In his

days Judah shall be saved and Israel dwell secure,
and the name by which he shall be called is
6 Jahweh is our righteousness

J This fragment
probably belongs to the earlier utterances of Jere-

miah, and upon it Zeehariah in the opening years
of the post-exilic period bases his well-known

prophecies (3
8 612 }, in which Joshua and his com-

rades are addressed as tokens of the coming of
Jahweh's servant ' the branch '

(3
s
). In 613 it is

made clear that Zerubbabel of the seed of David is

meant, who is destined to complete the building of
the Temple,f With the passage in Jer 235

"8 cf.

also 309 3315 as well as Ezk 2132 3423'31 3724. In
Jeremiah less stress is laid on the personal and
material features, more emphasis placed on the
ethical. Also it appears from several passages
that Jere-'i"..

1
' J V- :_:'ii ruther of a succession of

rulers of M,.v". :

, ,|. ,.,. than of a single ruler.

But in .',, i-ri'-i.j -Y. question the utmost
critical /,: n'"M : -

i-|Mi'-< i Thus 3S14"24 is re-

garded b\ -I-II-. ii :^ <
-

;, later addition to the
oracles or Jeremiah (see, e.g., G-iesebrecht's Com.,
and Cornill in SBOT). Certainly after the time of
Jeremiah the personal features in Messianic pro-
phecy became fainter, * There shall not be cut off

from David one that sits upon the throne of the
house of Israel

5

(Jer S317
), points to a succession of

rulers at a time when the hopes of Israel still clung
to the * sure mercies of David. 5 But this utter-

ance, as we have already seen, belongs to a later
time than that of Jeremiah. Zephaniah and ba-
diah make no reference to the Messianic King.
When we consider their historic environment, this
is not surprising. For royalty in Judah was rapidly

*
Recently Prof. R. H, Kennett has discussed Is 91-7 in JThSt

(April 1906), and would assign it to the Maccabtean period.
The epithets are referred to Simon the Maccabee.

t Duhm deals very arbitrarily with these passages. Jer 235-8
was not the genuine utterance of Jeremiah, but a post-exilic
addition, Zee I*"

1
(i

1 - are
~

. V ". editors have
sought to eliminate the / . the original
oracle, because Zechanah's prophecies with respect to him were
not fulfilled.

Probably Mic ."i-?, like Jer 235-8. maybe as-sljjnerl to the earlier
years of the reign of Josiah, when the religious and political
outlook; of Judah appeared more hopeful, and the overthrow
of Asvria seemed as probable as it did to Isaiah after B.C. 701
(Is 93 *

[Heb.]). AVc ma} assign Nan 22-3*9 to the same period.

declining in power and prestige. ^

The last kings
of Judah "became mere puppets in the hands of

foreign princes, who pulled the strings from the

banks of the Nile or of the Euphrates. Under these

circumstances the ideal of a Davidic ruler ceased

to appeal as powerfully as it did a century earlier,

and r
1 "

1 !.:! V gave place to another. It is mar-
vello . .;-i

' continued to survive after the rude
shocks of a hundred years.

Its survival is "'..

"
-

1
\ ':!"

J

~o EzeJdel, the priest-

prophet, herald -., : '",.
,.
of hope and of re-

constructive effort. This prophet was an earnest

student of Israel's past, and read its records and
its oracles. The influence not only of his great
elder contemporary Jeremiah, but also of the ear-

lier prophets Hosea and Isaiah, is unmistakable.
The influence of the first and the last is clear in

Ezk 3423-31 ' And I will set over them a shepherd,
and he shall feed them, even my servant David

;

. . . and I the Lord will be a God unto them, and

my servant David a prince in their midst. ?

Here,
as in the case of Jer 235"8

,
David represents a suc-

cession of Davidic descendants sitting on his throne.

When we turn to Ezekiel'a ideal scheme of the

restored Jewish theocracy (chs. 40-48), we find that

the secular prince of Davidic lineage falls into the

background, and his functions are subordinated
to the ecclesiastical routine. The same fate in

the early post-exilic period befalls the somewhat
shadowy, if stately, figure of Zerubbabel in Zee
4 and 6 (cf. Hag 22

-}, who was soon destined to sub-

side into the background in the presence of Joshua
the high priest, the nati:"." 1 .::] 1<

,
*. "n .< head of

the newly constituted ( I ::!' -\ -!;i,
:

"'i. l:i truth,
the Messianic King rapidly becomes a vanished
ideal of prophecy. In tl)' ilo-in;.- ^.-r-tj- ,'W-ao) of

Zephaniah (obviously an <nl<iiiion Ix-lon-ini: to the
late-exilic or early post-exilic period) it is Jahweh
who is Israel's King in the midst of His people,
their mighty Hero who wards off the nation's foes

(vv.
15 -19

).

' When we turn to the Deutero-Isaiah (40-55), we
find that an entirely new ideal, to which reference
has already been made, had displaced the earlier
and older one created by Isaiah. In place of the
national - MessiahV Kim*1 we have +he national-

prophetic ideal ni' i ln> ^invrrs;. x -" \ ;'!', of Jahweh,
through whose h'i'.'ili.Kiui; ,:' ,

- i !'i\
i the sinning

nation shall find peace. God's anointed king, who
is not of Davidic descent at all, but the Persian
Cyrus, is the chosen instrument for accomplishing
the Divine purposes with respect to His servant
Jacob (44

28 451 "4
). We shall have to note how

profoundly I ho Doutero-Isaianic portraiture of the
Nuir* krinr SM \\jin came in later times to modify
the Hebrew ideal of the Messiah, and to constitute
an entirely new conception which the Hebrew race

only partially and very slowly assimilated, and
whose leaven worked powerfully in the Messianic
ideal of the f Son of Man *

in the consciousness of
Christ and His immediate followers.
When we pass to the Trito-Isaiah (56-66), which

probably arose in the years that immediately pre-
ceded the advent of Nehemiah, we find that the
old ideal of the Davidic Messiah, which Ezekiel and
Haggai attempted with poor success to revive, has
altogether disappeared. Not even in the lyrical
collection (60-62) is the faintest note to be heard
of a Messianic Jewish King. The prophecies of
Malachi are equally silent. We have to wait for
centuries perhaps as late a- ih< rii'dinin.: :,"\-

of the Hasmonseans before iho l)::\
:

ni<- \i.---
:

.;pjn

King definitely and clearly reappears.
Before we pass to the r

" " " " ----- .
,

necessary to refer briefly !

*
. .

or reputed Messianic: character, (i; (Jen iJA<J (belonging to tne
earlier Jahwisiic document, Ji) can only by a strained interpre-
tation he regarded a^ IVfesMjnio ai all. The seed of the woman
arid the serpent (representing the power of evil) are to be en-
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gaged in prolonged conflict, in which both suffer injury. In
this struggle it is not expressly stated which side will triumph
(so Dillmann). (2) Gn 49*0 is exceedingly obscure. The ren-

dering,
* as long as one conies to Shiloh '

(Hitzig", Tuch), is doubt-
ful in point of Hebrew usage, and difficult to sustain historically ;

' until one comes to Shiloh ' seems quite as difficult to sustain

historically. The Greek versions attribute to the phrase an
obscure Messianic reference, but interpret rhw as a late Hebrew
compound form with a relative, which can be accepted only
after making violent assumptions.* Giesebrecht ingeniously

proposed to read in place of rrW the form rf^i'D 'his ruler.
1

He rightly argues that to read rfc% as the LXX presupposes,

immediately followed by T
1

?!, constitutes a very awkward and
intolerable combination, f If we accept this emendation, the

passage may be i- : ."<lt. \ .
- M -- :

i," ; - But it is mov-t probabh
an insertion niou <! <: >! I./ . >''-, i< t it stands in no uir.ned'iue
relation to the verses that precede or follow.! (3) 2 S 7^-17.

Here vv. 15- 16 are the fxpios^iou, placed in the mouth of the

prophet Nathan, of me -entuu^nt of reverence to the House of

David, which took its rise in th<= latter part of the 8th century.
Budde refers this speech of Nathan and the following prayer of
Da , .

'

!

'

:

"
an the other more primitive sections

of
"

-
.

' and we may reasonably follow him in

ascribing this passage to the *" "

.

"

period as that in which Jer i , ,

' A star hath marched (? gleamed) out of Jacob, and a sceptre
hath arisen out of Israel, and hath broken in pieces the sides

(temples) of Moab, and hath destroyed all the sons of Seth '

(?).

The text is here difficult, and many points are uncertain. The
entire series of Balaam's oracles are brought together by the
redactor of the J and E documents, and the reference of the

lyric passage just cited may be either to David (2 S 82) or to
Omri (cf. insc. of Mesha, lines 4-8, and art.

( Omri '

in Hastings'
DH), li Its Messianic interpretation by early Christian writers

(Justin Martyr, Irenseus), as well as by Eabbi Akiba, who re-

ferred it to Bar Coohba in the days of Hadrian (cf. also the
2t-_ . n i,* =.-.

i T-
v - n

it detain us. (5) Dt 1813
'A

;

-
"

'
.

< ' - up unto thee from thy
m" \~

" '

'.
i

' me. To him shall ye
hearken.' This passage is quoted in Ac 322 737 as having an

"

reference. But the context (cf. the verses
recede) clearlv pro ;*. fnrr. the reference is

general,,"- : s . I. 'I l-rn IM
\\ - ;ir<. not to pay heed

to the magician or soothsayer, but to God's true ]>rm>iu-i. in c

Moses, whom He will raise up in Israel from time to \\-**i (- o-

Driver's Coin, in ICC). (6) Lastly, we have a series of Psalm
passages. Pss 2 (esp. v.5ff ). 72. 89. 110 may be taken as the most
conspicuous examples of the revived Messianic expectation.
They all belong t" 1'io GJC-O^ pcr'ocl P- 2, like Ps 1 (both
without superscrip:'0'!\ -A as c\-di-i^l; plat < -1 by the redactors
at the head of the I'-al-n colkvi ion, NTH I '>o!ongs to a late period.
Ps 2, like Ps 110, originate-) from the Maccabsean days, when the
old conception of rhe national deliverer from foreign enemies,
which was created by Isaiah after Judah's emergence from a

desperate crisis, once more revived.

Before we come to deal with the later phases of

Messianic expectation, we would here note the his-

toric evolution of three distinct lines of anticipa-
tion respecting the human agency \\lnM'i'1>y Israel's

salvation and the establishment of n Dh'mo and
righteous rule would be effected. (1) The righteous
Messianic warrior-king of Davidic descent. (2)

The prophetic sufferer jiorlrsiyod
in Is 40-55, and

esp. in 5213-5312 a oom-ppiion which may also

underlie the obscure passage Zee 1210 - ". (3) The
prophetic ideal, based mainly on Dt IS15

, which
came to be identified with the heraldic prophet of
' the jrreat and terrible day of the Lord,' the Elijah
of Mai 44f -

[Heb. 322f
-], or was identified with the

Messiah Himself (Ac 322H Cf. Mk 615 82
*, Jn I21

614 740
, and Wendt's Teaching of Jesus, i. p. 67 f.

iii. TRANSFORMATION OF THE MESSIANIC
IDEAL THROUGH APOCALYPTIC. The kingdom
of righteousness* and the fear of the Lord, or what
is cxpies<ed in the Biblical phrase the Kingdom of

* LXX va, a.*oxstftsv a. MUT, 'that whichJs reserved for him.'
The LXX in some variants has

r

i<u; .v Ixtiy u KTOKurutt, 'till there
comes he to whom it (? the sceptre) belongs,' which is the ren-

dering of the Targ
1

. of Onkelos and also of Jerusalem. This
most clumsy and almost impossible construebion is apparently
due to the influence of Ezk 2132, where, however, we have a

subject for the relative clause, viz. QB^srj.
t Beitrdge zur Jesaiakritifc, p. 29, footnote. It is difficult to

understand the acquiescence of Gunkel in the construction pre-
supposed in the alternative rendering of the LXX variant (cited
in t-he previous footnote).

i See Driver in JSar/ww/for, July 1885 ; EBit art.
* Shiloh '; and

Benneit's 'Genesis' (Ce-ntvnj fliWe), ad fac.

Budde's Corn, on the Books of Samuel (J. 0. B. Mohr), p.

233; cf. also liis Rwfitrr u. Snniitrl, pp. 244, '247.

I,
The Com. of Dr. Buchanan Gray (jfCO) should be consulted.

God, was not to be attained without a struggle
against opposing forces political and moral, or
without the instrumentality of a personal leader,
sometimes an anointed king of Davidic descent,
through whom the victory was to be won ior
Israel. For throughout we find that Israel, or a

purified remnant, stands at the centre of the whole
movement towards '_

] '->: -i- -. and becomes
more or less identifie . \. i'" '.. \ceordingly, the
closest connexion subsisted between the national
Messiah and that future state of blessedness, a
restored theocracy, which became the steadfast

expectation of the Jewish race since the destruc-
tion of (Solomon's temple in B.C. 587. At first it

was believed that the desired consummation would
not long be delayed. The ex"

'
"

' "

and
the earthly scene in which tht ; . ould
behold the great day of the . . vent
of the salvation foretold. But ever since the

days of Amos, and still more after the discipline
of the Exile, the horizons of time and space ex-

panded.
1. After the Exile and the return of the Gdlah

(exiled Jews), the advent of the fulfilled hopes of
a Divine kingdom of righteousness was still de-

layed, and the Mes<siani<- age seemed as far off as

ever, even after Nehemiah and Ezra had worked
at their task of reform. As time went on, the

disappointed expectations of post-exilic Judaism
bred among the spiritual leaders a spirit of hope-
lessness as to the political outlook, and this is

echoed in their religious hymns: 'Does Jahweh
cast off in abhorrence for ever ; will he no more be

gracious ? Is there an end to his kindness for ever-

more' (Ps 773- 9
[Heb.]) ; cf. Pss

22._37,
etc. Trust

in Jahweh still survived, and His faithful followers

clung to the Tdrah (Ps 198-1 -

[Heb.] and 119 passim),
but Messianic expectation languished. The out-
look of the present time was hopeless. But amid
the enlarged horizons of time as well as space to
which we have referred, the thoughts of some of
the most spiritual minds in Judaism were directed
to the transcendental and ultimate. Tn that world
God would finally vindicate Himself and His ways
to the expectant faith of Israel. A distinction be-

gan to be established between the present and the
future age or aeon. The former is corrupt, and
hopelessly delivered over to Satan and the powers
of darkness. Victory will come in the latter. As
we approach the time of Christ, the distinction
between the present age (n|rt oViy or ul&v oSros) and
the age to come (KID nf\y or al&v jjt,l\\uv} becomes
sharply contrasted, and the transcendental feat-

ures i

"

<

"

i . i . . which invest the latter, and the
final &'! .'',!! the heathen or demonic powers
(Gog and Magog in Ezk 38. 39, attributed by some
recent critics to a later hand than, Ezekiel) charac-
terize the new and later phase of Messianic ex-

pectation. This final agony or conflict, called in
later times the 'Messianic sufferings or pangs'
(rp$3n ^nn), which was to usher in the new age,
was' no longer confined to earth. It was universal
and cosmic. These jipKal\ ]{.:< features (which
first meet us clearly in ihj'i liirest addendum to
the Isaianic oracles, Is 24-27) now impress' them-
selves on Messianic expectation, though by no
means always ; cf. Mk IS6'37

, Jn 1611 - -^.

2. Another feature of cqiuil importance, which
begins to emerge in .ipocuhptic literature, left its

impress on Messianic expectation, viz. the belief

in the resurrection of the dead. The first clear

intimations of this faith are to be found in Is 261&,

Dn 122
. In the older apocrypha (Sirach, Judith,

Tobit, 1 Mac. ) it is absent. In the later (2 Mac
79.

i4. 23. 29. 35 J243-

<*) it is obviously present. In the
Wisdom of Solomon it takes the form of a happy
life after death for the just (3

1'9 47 516 620).* It is

* Sdmrer, GJV* iL 50S.
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hardly necessary to emphasize how profoundly
this belief in the resurrection of the righteous
(the most primitive form of the doctrine

^
limited

the resurrection to them) moulded the <~"
*

'

of St. Paul. For to St. Paul, Christ is - -

Adam, endowed with the irvev^a '{UOTTOLOVV (I Co
1545

) 3 in whom all His faithful followers are made
alive (v.

22
) ; cf. Ro 63 ' J1

. See Volz, Jud. Eschato-

logie, pp. 237-248.
3. The pre-mundane existence of the Messiah

was another mode of the larger transcendental
mould of thought whi "i

,'] ..\\ ]>.!< reveals. Be-
lief in the ante-natal r\ -, 1 r< t 01" i Me Messiah was
only part of a general tendency of Jewish specula-
tion. The new Jerusalem, the Temple, and Para-
dise existed before the creation of the world

(Apoc. Bar 43 594
, Assumpt. Mosis I 14 - 17

). The
Midrash on Pr 89 even goes beyond this, and ex-

pressly mentions the Messiah among the seven

things created before the creation of the world, viz.

the Throne of Glory, Messiah the King, the Torah,
ideal Israel, Repentance, and Gehenna.* The
pre-mundane existence of the Messiah is also

certified in the Targ. on Is 96 and Mic 52
. In these

metaphysical conceptions, stimulated, as we may
v, iili ooYi-sulonil>le * "\.vrj y

1

elieve, through the
Platonic doctrine /<

;
,

'

ideas which passed
in the great stream i ir !! I ! influence over the
Jewish Diaspora, we clearly discern what Charles

aptly calls a Semitic philosophy of religion, f By
this doctrine of pre-mundane existence the things
of God were lifted above the universal lot of change
and decay, and brought into the realm of adaman-
tine permanence. As T,YicM^;i<-r;.<T acutely re-

marks, it became, in tho ri"n<i- of reflective and
pious Jews, a guarantee against loss.$ We need
not labour to set forth how profoundly it affects

NT thought, especially Pauline and Johannine
(2 Co 89

, Ph 27
;

cf. 2 Co 44, Col I5
,
He P 210

,

Jn I
1'3

).

4. Messianic titles. (a) Among the most sig-
nificant for students of the NT is that of * Re-
storer,' which is probably involved in the epithet
Ta'eby which occurs in the ap'.KT.Ivp^ of the
Samaritan liturgy for the Day ur AioMemoni. In
the day of Ta'eb it was believed that the sacred
vessels of the Temple would reappear which had
been concealed on Mount Gerizim, and it has been

conjectured that this same idea of Restorer under-
lies the epithet Taxo (Greek rdu>) in Assumpt.
Mosis 91

. In the literature of the time of Christ
we frequently meet with this conception of the
Messiah. Thus in the Testaments of the Twelve
Patriarchs (Test. 'Levi, 18), which may have
originated about a century before Christ's birth,
the Messiah is regarded as the corning restorer of

the Paradise lost by Adam's transgression. In
Ac 321 the Kaipol d-ro/carao-rao-ew? clearly reflect this

tradition. This function of Restorer' was evi-

dently ascribed to the Messiah and not to God's

messenger Elias, referred to in Mai 31 - &*-
[Heb.].

(b) Other significant epithets, as e Son of a

woman/ prob. in allusion to Is 7 14
, appear, if the

text be sound, in the Book of Enoch (Similitudes]
625 69s9

.
i|

This is of interest when we compare the
Pauline * son of a woman '

(Gal 44
). On the other

* Edersheiip 77 fr ";? T-n - t,f Jesus the Messiah, i. p. 175.
t Book of /.V/o.'f, L-rro-l p j;{. in his description of Apoca-

lyptic generally f' -,4ir. p( --. ble that we have a trace of it

in that profoundly speculative Psalm. !,>:) (nole vv is.
16). With

reference to the pre-cxisience of \>e Ales.'-iah (rot His name
only, as Volz seems to assume in Jud. "F.^rJiatolwjie,* p. 217), see
Enoch 482-6, and of. Charles' notes (arid (.>?"). 'Name' here
connotes existence as in the BabyL Creation Tal-1^' (Hue- 1. -^

On the other side, as against the Jewish !>"i ..i .11 ML-ssiamo
pre-exisierioe, see D.alman, Worte Jesu, p. 245.

t Selbbifjewustitsein Je$u%t p. 89; Volz, Jud, Uschatologie,
p. 218.

Bousset, Religion de* JMdcntwmP, pp. 258, 267, 274.

|j Here, however, it should he noted, in both passages Charles
adopts the reading *Son of Man,'

hand, the 1-'i'.:i
>

{i'.'0
v

! 'horned,
5 or * two-horned

}

(Bereshith liaboa, 9UJ, based apparently on Dt S317
,

belongs to Jewish literature subsequent to the 1st

cent, and need not detain us here. Far more
-" "*..

' "- 'he title which plays so large a part
; \ -,.

"

Gospels, viz. :

(c) *San of Man.' The cm ployincut of this

phrase as a Messianic title dale- Mom rlio Macca-
bsean period, and in this specific sense meets us

for the first time in Dn 713 . Its earlier occurrence
in the OT requires no exposition here. At the

time when the Book of Daniel was written, Jewish
,.- , il \

'

! V.M - -1 i i (' i '1 to the conception of a great
:",,! i')i\ "

j:st,^i,u ".i at the close of the present
age, whereby the coming age was to be ushered
in. We no longer see the figure of a Messianic

King of Davidic descent. His place is taken by a

mysterious symbolic portraiture which, as Volz

correctly argues,* is not angelic. It stands con-

trasted with the four animal symbolical shapes
L'ovioM-h described, and especially with the last

iiOii-i M :

! I
1 the ten horns,

l dreadful and-exceedingly
strong/ which had *

great iron teeth that devoured
and brake in pieces.' In sharp distinction from
these monstrous and bestial world-powers which
are finally to be destroyed, wre have a mysterious
figure in human shape.f In v. 27 its significance is

explained. It represents
' the people of the saints

of the Most High.' As H. J. Holtzmann correctly
observes, it is intended to express

* a world-empire
which is human and not brutal, which is ethical

and noble and not immoral, which is Hke man,
stamped with the likeness of God' (Gn I

26
). That

this human and humane world-empire was to be
Jewish and not Gentile, is obvious to the reader of

Daniel's ;t]iu< iilyp-o.
The e Son of

'

Man J has a yet more definite and
'*'*

I"
1

1
vAT

; in the Similitudes of the Book
01 .hnocii (chs. #7-71), written probably after B.C.

100. Here He is obviously a supernatural person-
ality and not a symbolic figure, or indefinitely

expressed as 'like a son of man.' The Son of
Man is not mere man. This is clearly shown in

ch. 39, where a cloud and whirlwind carry Enoch
away and set him down at the end of the heavens.
There he sees the mansions of the holy, and among
these latter 'the Elect One of "'^hl'-ou-iu--- and
faith,' which is another name for i lie ^on 01' Man '

(v.
6
). Moreover, He sits on God's throne (51

s
),

which is also His own throne (69
27 * 2l)

)j possesses
universal dominion (62

G
), and all

"

: 1 ' "s com-
mitted to Him (69

27
). Various , titles

are given to Him, viz.
' the Righteous One '

(38"'
8

536
), and 'the Elect One 3

(39
6 405 453L ). We note

meanwhile that the Son of Man is also Judge.
Accordingly, we conclude that while the term in

Daniel is symbolical of the human rule of God j

s

people Israel, in Enoch it is the designation of a

supernatural i
.i-i--.iv 11 i \ . who holds universal em-

pire and wielas the omce of Judge.
When we pass from this apocalyptic use of the

title 'Son of Man' to its employment in the Syn-
optic Gospels, we observe a great uiiti _-<. T was
without question Christ's favourite 1 1 1 -

i :." i , i : i < of
Himself. It is noteworthy that in the JSynoptics
the term relatively occurs twice as often as it does
in the Fourth &ospel. It occurs 30 times in

Matthew, 14 times in Mark, and 25 times in Luke.
In John it is found only 12 times.

Christ's employment of the term is by no means
uniform. Consequently we are in danger, as Bous-
set points out, of giving a one-sided isMrri !< ?"!!
to the expression, either by taking it

|
rv< i <> 1 1 i r i ; ! i 1 1y

in the < "-. S^-.
"

-,

1

-o of Daniol ' \\ ^ linuu
of Enov-'.. = -

-":.'
:
,\ :r;r ideal typical man (as

* Jud. Eschatotogie, p. 10 f.

t On the element of mystery attaching to the use of the pre-
position ? (in t^K 139), see Volz, ib.
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Schleiermacher assumes).* Probably Charles is on
the right path when he interprets the Synoptic
use of the phrase as '."'

"

. ,: < i.bhiation of
two contrasted ideas ,- , : -. "i :

-

conception
'-,"* ,'..., \

"'
; "! the Deutero-Isaianic ideal of

',! ': ^'i ;':' Servant. f It is certainly pos-
-"! s - '!.,- r was the prevailing conception
in Christ's personal consciousness rather than the
former or eschatological use of the phrase ; while
the former was the interpretation of the title which
dominated the thought of the Synoptic writers, and
came to be impressed on the utterances of Jesus.
This view seems to be sustained by the fact that

P

in Aramaic the term < Son of Man '

( [-<
.1

5*0)

means -imply
' man.' On the other hand, it is

difficult 10 belief that Jesus could have employed
so colourless and vague a designation of Himself ;

and Bousset is probably right in his contention,
as against Wellhausen, that such a term, employed
in Aramaic, could easily come to acquire a special

eschatological significance.^: In all
|

\?\*C. Pi';. .

Jesus on certain momentous occasions r.-(. ",.

How far it was weighted with the significance that
the phrase conveys in the Book of Enoch, when the

expression was actually employed by Jesus, it is

difficult to say. It is hardly necessary to believe
that in the personal consciousness of Jesus the

superadded notion of pre-mundane existence was
attached to the term, though Jn S58

(* Before
Abraham was, I am') would fairly point in this

direction. We certainly have no clear right to
infer it from Mk 126

. Moreover, there is some

weight in the suggestion which a few scholars,
1 1-

"H- isset, have put forth, that the term
* ' has been placed in the mouth of

Jesus in many cases when He simply used the
first personal pronoun. That He did, however,
employ the phrase in an eschatological sense of

Himself, and with a full consciousness of the sub-
lime dignity wrhich it conferred, cannot be denied.

Thus, in answer to Pilate's question (Mk 1462 ;

cf. Mt 2664
, Lk 2269

), He quotes the well-known
Daniel passage (7

13
), declaring that men would see

Him, the Son of Man, sitting at the right hand of

power (i.e. of God), and coming in the clouds of

heaven. This utterance is certified by the three

Synoptic Gospels ;
and all three agree in giving it

a decisive influence in the trial of Jesus before

the Sanhedrin. TV- i-M :

siy. li-.weyer,
carries

us one step fui' :
:- . \\ i- li.m.lx '.-ossible to dis-

sociate in the <. SMr.-ri--- uf l:i the assump-
tion of this high -.'I-

'"'
..'.

1

dignity without

including in it the
;

.-
! r on. The Oriental

king was also judge. As King or Messiah, Jesus

had, with full consent from Himself, been already
acclaimed (Mk Il7~n

), and, with the title of 'King
of the Jews' placed on the cross by the Roman
governor, He was crucified (Mk 152 ; cf. vv. 12- 18 - S2

).

Moreover, His preaching of the TC :

!^ilimi of God
was closely bound up with the <'( cp:

;on of im-

pending judgment.
' Just as He could "

"! :

with the ideas of the kingdom and th-- :
i !:.-:

if He wished to make Himself intelligible to His

countrymen, so He could not dispense with the
Messianic idea if He wished to be intelligible to

* J&8U PrrfJi'll -ill 'l,i'',n Gi'fl'iiflli* Z"ifl JtlfonttiWa. JV. 1121
t Book of ll'ifx'h. .\p;x nd':\ It. p. ::> IV

;
cf. aUo Kartlet,

Expositor^ I)ec. IbJ^.

t Reliction cfas Jude'ntiunt,-, p. 305, foorriote.

Bousset's JeiiUii (Eng. cd.), p. 1SS. Bousset thinks that it

was not rill the closing months of His ministry that this title

was assumed ;

' in face of the threatening doom of final failure

. . . only briefly and sparingly did He adopt the name '(p. 192 f.).

Some colour is given to this vie\\, that the Synoptic writers

have frequently supplied the phrase in Christ's discourses, by
comparing E'VCXEV lu.< in Mt 510 with the parallel \vtxa, vov vlov TOV

etvOpAfo'j in Lk &&. But in the extremely severe limitation im-

posed by Bousset on Christ's employment of the term we are

unable to concur.

Himself 5

(Bousset).
w It is easy to draw the neces-

sary corollary. In the designation
* Son of Man '

.. ;'"
"

\\ Jesus to Hinisel"
"

.

*

- -
,

' was involved the '\

meets us in the Siwifititdes ot tne BOOK 01 Jbnocn,
that of universal judge, t
But the eschatological side is not the only, nor

is it the most important, aspect of the conception
of * Son of Man '

in the mind of Jesus and the Syn-
optic writers. Far greater, viewed from the ethical

standpoint, was the human aspect of the lowly
Suffering Servant suggested by the Deutero-Isaiah.
This certainly could never have been invented "by
the Synoptic writers. It is of the very essence of

Christ's thought respecting- Himself. It is never-
theless remarkable that the locus classiciis of the
NT writers who reflected on the mystery of the
Messiah's crucifixion, viz. Is 53, was never, so far

as we can gather from the Synoptic writers, quoted
by Jesus Himself, with the doubtful exception of
Lk 2237

. That this prophecy, however, must have
been in His mind, seem-- i.'iirlv clear from Mk 1045

126"10
; cf. Jn 1312-17 and Lk 2425 - *6

. Accordingly,
the title 'Son of Man 3 had a twofold significance.
It is employed when Christ's claims to power and
authority are asserted, both now and in His future

Kingdom and glory. The ' Son of Man ' has power
to forgive sins (Mk 210

). He is Lord over the Sab-
bath (Mt 128). He will appear clothed in power at
the last day (Mk 1462). But the title is also used
in immediate connexion with His human nature,
lowlines . . .

'

. . .

fY '

ring, and death. ' The Son
of Man -

, ,

'

; drinking
'

(Mt II39
, Lk 734) ;

* the So: *!
'

'. not where to lay his head '

(Mt S-, Lk 95S
) ;

<
is betrayed

' (Mk 1421
) ;

' came
not to be ministered unto but to minister

3

(Mk 1045
) ;

suffers and is condemned (Mk 8S1 ). The paradox
of this twofold antithetic- - j-nPr,' M < is solved by
the positive truth which !:<!<. v

1

:t,- i : . The peculiar
and special function of dignity and privilege which

belongs to the *Son of Man 5
rests on an ethical

basis. He that has come to serve, suffer, and give
His life a ransom for many, will pass through agony
and death to His place of exaltation in the clouds
of heaven (cf. Ac 318 S32 17s 2623

). Uoon this basis

St. Paul and his successors have built. We also

are to suffer with Him, that we may share in His

glory (Ko S17). The Kenotic doctrine of Ph 26- 7 is

reared on this foundation of the losu-hing- of Jesus

le-jpecting Himself as 'Son of .Man," _wlioitilA- we
learn Ih.-iL He was made pi T .Vc i (Icv-M-h -iiP

r
i"i i ii'^.

3

and became 4 the leader 01 uur &ciiv aiiuii
"

^llu '2 ;.

(d) 'Son of God* is a designation frequently

applied to Jesus in the Gospels, and is applied

by Jesus to Himself as the expression of His vivid

consciousness of God's presence in His life, and the

intimate bond that united Him to the Father (Mt
II27

). In His native Aramaic, Abbd was the mode
of address in prayer that came most naturally to

His lips, and became a tradition in the worship of

the early Christian Church (Bo S15 ). That_the re-

lation claimed by Jesus was a special one, is indi-

cated by His use of the expression
cmy Father'

in Mt II27 1835 2023
, whereas in Mt 632 1029 God is

spoken of to the audience before Jesus as 'your
Father.

3 More significant still is the designation
of Himself as * beloved Son 3 in the parable of the

Vineyard let out to Husbandmen (Mk 126), and
also by the voice which spoke to Him from heaven
at His baptism (Mt 316- 17

, Mk I10- 11
, Lk 3*- ).

Upon this unquestionable basis of language em-

ployed by Jesus respecting Himself, the frequent

application of this designation 'Son of God 5

to

* Jesus, p. 178. Bousset, however, refuses to, include in

Christ's conception of the title 'Son of Man* the idea of His

own iudgeship (p. 194).

t Cf. Mk 13*6 27, Mt 25*1-32, 2 Co 510. See also Friedlander,
Die religiosen Bewegungen innerhalb deb Judentums im
alier Jesu, p. 325.
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Christ in the Pauline Epistles, and of the same

phrase with the epithet p,ovoyevr)s in the Johannine

writings, was obviously founded. In the memor-
able scene at Coesarea Philippi, when Jesus ques-
tioned His disciples as to their belief re^pectm^
Himself, Peter, according to the Matthew tradi-

tion, replied, 'Thou art the Messiah, the Son of
the living God' (Mt 16 16

). This would seem to

imply tliat the expression
e Son of God ' was a

Messianic title. But in this connexion two things
should be noted : (1) Mk 829

gives Peter's reply in

the briefer form ( Thou art the Messiah.
5

(2) There
is scarcely any evidence in later Jewish literature

to indicate that the phrase
' Son of God ' was used

as a Messianic title.* This is the more remarkable
when we remember Ps 27 ( Jahweh hath said unto
me, Thou art my son, this day I have begotten
thee,' and the old Semitic conceptions of divinity
which attached to kingship, reflected in Assyrian
inscriptions (see above, p. 171). Probably the stern
monotheism of later post-exilic Judaism tended to

suppress language which seemed to attribute Div-

inity to an earthly human personality.
(e) 'Son of David' is the most characteristic,

as it is the most traditional and historic, designa-
tion of the Jewish Messiah. It expresses the
most representative type of Messianic expectation,
if we understand by that term an anointed Jewish

king who was to be the national deliverer. This

conception, as we have already seen, had its roots
in the days of Isaiah of Jerusalem, and revived in

the age of Jeremiah and Ezekiel, and even survived
in attenuated form to the early days of post-exilic
Judaism. But in later Jewish literature belonging
to the Greek period we notice a remarkable absence
of any allusion to a Messianic king of Davidic
descent who at the end of the ages will erect his

throne. That the expectation still survived, and
at times found expression, especially as we ap-
proach the period of the Maccabsean struggle, seems
fairly clear from such Psalms as 2. 72. 110. On
the other hand, we find no reference to a Messianic
deliverer of the seed of David in Joel, Is 24-27,
Sirachj Daniel, Enoch (chs. 1-36, the Vision of
"Weeks and the hortatory discourses), Book of

Jubilees, Assunint. Mosis, Sib. Or. 336
'91

. The figure
of the Messiah is absent also from Tobit, Judith,
1 and 2 Maccabees, Wisdom, Baruch. It is true
that we do find mention of the Messiah, or allusion
to Him, in the visions of animals in Enoch (chs.

85-90), in Sib. Or. 3, in Philo (de Prcem. et Pcen. 16),
and also in Apoc. Bar 29s SO 1 and 2 Es 728f* ; but the

figure holds a secondary position, and is far more
shadow than substance.

Bousset, in reviewing this literature (both prc-ClinsJ-ian a'hl

OMii-'li ijr i< ^i*- I 1

'["')
endeavours to solve the prol.li.in of tii-.s

;i ,-(.} --f- of .Mt .si-anii' expectation. t The causes are twofold.
First conies the patent fact to which reference has already been
"M- : .-. sr. V .- \t.jr . Tiv ,T<- ,-.'! . . ;d into a larger

' ';.:!--'. ; \:> , -'-,- p, :> <i on these larger
<!' !-"-,- >; ii-i ; i

-p-.
. .:i . 1-1 iinal catastrophe

was to be vast and world-wide. The world of the Jew was no
longer Palestinian or e^ :. w , r- \ *].,, it was the world
ruled by ;'ic s^vi^-or* < i \. *.. -I- <\ . yet greater world
ruled by i.n 1

(

I
'

( -,ir-*. Moreover, Greek (."I'nitv Kid In^ui 1 to
enter rleeplv into the mind of Judaism. To the cultured Jew
the Jiiyuru of a l)a\ idic-ilessianic king -i-( \\\\ d r:v< ngru'in- ,v <\

i*-'>\-n ,L'. j.tui
'

i
1 - -, |-ii r p i

:
-.1 aid I'l.t'i.'T.i.il hoi:7DM

>' ,."'., i .< -'.. Is.1 .:-.. :.. ,-: ; s L.^e of Maccabsean rulers left
1

"
'

"
' T

i content. In the latter part of
. -the days of Simon and Hyrcanus.

*The
(728 1332. 37. K

is where the term *Son' occurs in 2 Esdras
as well as i:

~
(728 1332. 37. 52

140) as wen as [n Enoch (105
2
) are all extremely

doubtful. T '

i -i,! 1 <>"/" ,/ ;"_- ; and it is held by many
>,'w ,v-* 'T

1 - D ( '.
<*

", ;i (Zur Gesch. und Lit.
-v /V.;'-*^'. ./'/,.-.-, 11. yj, as well as Charles, that Christian

hands have worked over these texts and have inserted the
expression 'Pou.* Q "' v-v T >\ 7^, .7 > ;,.', , .._ 2" 1. .

'

regards Drummon ; -. . . -p. ;-
j i-o: . *

-. ., .
. ."in;...

'Son* of Cod may x. 11
". ,

'
;.

'

<,:.! i

sracTs- for * servant' (1^). See also N. Schmidt's art. 'Son of
God'Tn EBi, ool. ^^04

t J!< '.>?'<, -.'- /" i-'i 't' llt^ ',n ,i.,nt,.,f m Zettalter, p. 255 f.

the Jew might well have believed m the advent of a Messianic

ag-e. Now, the Maccabees were of priestly descent, and came,

therefore, from the tribe of Levi. It is ." '. "

that the seed of David of the tribe of
'

. . . :

"

into comparative insignificance ;
cf. Charles' note on Enoch 90^'.

But th' "<] liop-j- honnd up with the Messiah-

king of fV,\ii"- liru 4 were by no means extinct,

though they appeared sometimes to be dormant.

There were Palestinian Jews as well as Jews of the

Diaspora, and there \vere uncultured Jews both in

the countryside and in the towns, influenced by
old traditions and the expectations still kept alive

by the Law and the Prophets read in the syna-

gogue, as well as the literary Jews who pored
over the Book of Wisdom or consoled themselves

with the Visions of the Book of Enoch amid their

blighted political hopes. Moreover, the spell of the

Hasmonaean line of princes did not last for ever.

The 1st century B.C. witnessed a great changers
compared with the second. Life was no"

1

-

_.. \-i'

Aristobulus I. and Alexander Jannt .

'
'

was in the great days of Judas, Simon, and John

Hyrcanus. The Hasmonsean princes were regarded
as usurpers, and the political aspirations of the
race began to turn once more to the seed of David.
The ordinary uncultured Jew did not trouble him-
self wi'

T

,."';
"

dreams of new heavens and
a new : ,.!.,.' [ -bably there were many culti-

vated Jews who had little taste for the Book of

Enoch. These would read with r
; .''" satis-

faction the Psalter of Solomon, ; : \ T> I75ff
',

with its references to the familiar words of Prophecy
and Psalm :

should not fail before thee [2 S 713-16, ps 89*. 6]. Then, through
our sins, sinners* arose against us, attacked us, and thrust us
out. Those to whom thou didst make no promise took away
with violence (our honour t). . . . They laid waste the throne of

David with insolent shouting-. But thou, O God, wilt cast them
down and remove their seed from the earth, when one that is a

foreigner J to our race arises against them. Acooidinji to their

sins wilt thou recompense them, O God ...(. .'-'). JichoNI, O
Lord, and raise up for them their king-, the son of David, at
the time which thou, God, Jcnowest, that he may reign over
Israel thy servant ; and gird him with strength that he may
break in pieces unjust rulers. Purge Jerusalem with wisdom
and rij-hncousriesis from the heathen that trample her down
with destruction. May he thrust out the sinners from the
inheritance, utterly destroy the pride of the sinners, arid as

potters' vessels with an iron rod break in pieces all their sub-
stance '

[Ps 29].

The Psalter of Solomon, not inaptly called by
Eyle and James ' the Psalms of the Pharisees/
clearly reveals by its contents that it belongs to
the period B.C. 70-40. Its chief interest for us
consists in the strong indications which it gives of
the reviving Messianic hopes of Israel at this time
under the Roman yoke. Palestine was ready to

respond to any bold or able adventurer like Judas,
Theudas, or Bar Cochba, the last of whom was
-

:; ;

-I ,*! by the distinguished Babbi Afeiba.
'I

1

-*; . :-:: Gospels furnish clear evidence that
the national expectations which were directed to a
Davidic Messiah in the middle of the last cent. B.C.
still prevailed in the days of Jesus. The very form
of the Matthew and Luke traditkr ..!,.-. '.-..;
Lord's birth exhibits an endeavour .- . . ;

prevalent expectation that the Messiah would be
of Davidic descent, (1) The divergent pedigrees
in the two Gospels trace the -,

7
- i of Joseph,

the reputed father of Jesus, fr- -."I >., .' .':. (2) Both
lay stress on Bethlehem, as Christ's birthplace, in

conformity with the oracle In Mic 52.

Quite apart from the form of the Gospel narra-
* A reference to the Hasmonsean princes who usurped the

high priesthood (so Byle and James).
t The Greek KQ&fovro has no object, and these words may

probably be supplied.
! Pornpev is undoubtedly men nl. See the interesting and full

dissension in Rylo und James' Ctna. on the Psalms of Solomon.
Introd, p. xlii ff.
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lives and the predisposition of the writers, the
facts of the life of Jesus furnish conclusive evidence
of this strong current of Messianic expectation.*
We know that on repeated occasions, especially
towards the close of His career, He was acclaimed
as Son of David : Mt 927 (cf . Mk 1C47 - 48

) 1223 15-3,
Mk II 10 (Mt 219 - 15

). A survey of the facts, how-
ever, leads to the conclusion that Jerusalem in
South Palestine was the centre of this national
movement of Messianic anticipation, and that its

pulses become weaker as we pass to the Jewish

populations farther removed from this centre.

(/) We also find the title 'comforter' (orup

Hienakem] bestowed on the Messiah of Davidic

lineage. In Jn 1416- 26 1526 167
TrapctArX^ros is for-

ensic in origin= f

advocate,' hence comes to mean
*

helper* (see AVeiss, ad loc.). It has therefore

nothing to do with the above Messianic title. See
Wiinsche, Leiden des Messias, p. 112; Bousset,
Itdig. des Jud? p. 261. We find a Menahexn, son

"

Jerusalem as
overthrown

of Judas the Galilsean,
a messiah, and after a
(VoLz, Eschat. p. 210).

iv. ATTITUDE OF JESUS TOWARDS TEE
MESSIAHSHIP. This subject involves some deli-

cate problems which do not admit of easy or
immediate solution. Several questions present
themselves, and the answers to these enable us to
deline approximately the attitude of Jesus towards
the Messiahship. (1) What was the popular im-

pression created by the Personality and ministry of

Jesus? (2) In what form did Jesus regard Himself
as Messiah, and how was this related to the popular
impression or the current Messianic expectation?
(3) At what time did the Messianic consciousness

possess Jesus, and when was it proclaimed ?

1. In reference to the first question, the follow-

ing facts may be noted : (a] During tlie Galilsean

period of His ministry Jesus was designated a

prophet*, and of this He was plainly conscious

(Mk 64
).

V- i \-\ :.>:.-;"!ir stimation He was con-

sidered to MI- ')'.>*. .; . i.ii powers so remarkable
that some supposed Him to be Elijah (6

15
), the

precursor of the Messiah (Mai 31 45 ), or one of the

great prophets returned to life (Mk 828 ; perhaps
Jeremiah or Isaiah, cf. 2 Mac 25 1514f% 2 Es 218

).

This seems to have been the general opinion
io-|Hj<-iin>: Jesus down to the close of His life (Lk
24iy ' a prophet mighty in deed and word '). (b) On
the other hand, when Jesus passes into Judaea, He
is confronted by the powerful current of Messianic

expectation which looked for a king of David's

line (Mk lp
48 II 9- 30

). Probably an attempt to

draw Him into this path of Messianic claim and
revolt '.

" TI ,

'

:

* ""

authority underlies

the question as to tnl*ul<,-niomy (Mk 1214 ).

2. As to the form of Christ's own Messianic
consciousness and its relation to the popular im-

pression and the South Palestinian oxprotation, w
note: (a) That the narrative of rho Toinpiaiion
(Mt 45ff% Lk 46ff

-) points to the conclusion that

early in His public ministry the path of a material
or worldly Messiah - king was deliberately re-

nounced (cf. Jn 615 1836 ). (b) At an early period
Jesus promulgated the fundamental principles

of

the Kingdom of God, and was fully conscious of

His plenary authority to declare them even in

opposition to the sacred Mosaic Ttirah which He
announced Himself prepared to fulfil (

4 Ye have
heard how it hath been said . . . but / say unto

you'). Yet though the expression
*

kingdom of

God (or heaven)
'

is often on His lips, He does

not name Himself as '

king.
9

(c) He was evidently
conscious of a higher vocation and dignity^

than
the designation

c

prophet' involved. For (i.) He
never called Himself 'prophet,' though popularly
acclaimed as such j (ii.) the prevailing designation

*
Of. Keim, Jem von Na?am, i. 244, Iii. 103.

VOL. II. 12

of Himself which He adopted was? according to
the Synoptics,

' Son of Man,
3

which, we have

already shown, implied a high eschatological func-
tion and dignity ; (iii.) He also IVIMMU u ITim-rlf as
* Son of God' (cf. Mk I 10- 11

), though He restrained
the announcement of the title (Mk 311 - 3

-). (d) He
was wholly out of sympathy with the popular
national and materialistic conceptions of Messiah-

ship with which Southern Palestine at this time
was rife. This we can clearly discern in His warn-

ing against false prophets and messiahs (Mk lb'22
,

Mt 2411 "24
), who attempted by violent revolutionary

means to force on the advent of the kingdom of

God' (Mt ll 1
^). From these data the conclusion

may be derived, that Jesus from very early times
even as early as the date of His baptism, according
to the triple tradition of the Synoptic^ was con-
scious of His unique relation to God as His Father,
and of His Messianic dignity and mission, but that
He filled it with an ethical as well as upoi-alyptic
content. It was for this reason that He he-ii.'ued

to declare Himself as Messiah at the opening of
His public ministry, knowing the perils of the
material and unspiritual (Mjn<(.]^i<-n- with which
the national expectations \i\ iho -h-n-. invested the
name. The true representation of His Person and
of His mission was to be found in the apocalyptic
title Son of Man.' He was thinking of ihe
exalted cosmic spiritual dignity which attached to
this title when, in answer to Pilate's question, He
acquiesced

* in the ambiguous honour *

King of

the Jews J

(Mk 152). The name connoted to Him.
the same personal authority as He claimed in the

previous reply to the high priest (Mk 146
-). So the

Fourth Gospel interprets the enigmatic answer of

Jesus to Pilate (Jn 1836, cf. also 1921 ).

3. With reference to the time when the Messi-
anic consciousness possessed Jesus, and when His

Messiahship was proclaimed, few will dissent from
Bousset's dictum, that it is highly probable that
the tradition is right in dating Jesus' awakening
to the Messianic consciousness from the moment of

His baptism, that is, before the opening of His

ministry, t As we have already indicated, there

were, nevertheless, powerful motives which dictated
the withholding of His claims from immediate

public announcement. It is evident that the sig-
nificant declaration which He drew from Simon
near to Csesarea Philippi, that He was the Messiah,
and more than prophet, marks the decisive point
after which His Messianic title was

,

. ,,"

11

;.

claimed. Though He still imposeu. upon Hits

followers great reserve (Mk S30), we find that

shortly after this He is hailed by the blind Barti-

mseus (Mk 1048) and by His enthusiastic followers

(Mk II 9* 10
)
as c son of David,

9 a title which He
probabl \ i _ j \ i ! t C\ \\\\\- TIixed feelings.

v. FJ ///'/' / i:\'i /;/-' IN THE MESSIANIC
EXPECTATION CURRENT IN TEE TIME OF
CHRIST. 1. That the Messiah of Jewish tradi-

tional expectation would be endowed with the

virtues of justice and /

*
/ '*'/ "*/' *'''/ >"^h the

Spirit of God, was an ol\in:-i\ H!!-... uMi.i' con-

sproduced , .

Test, of the XII. Patr., Leyi 18.
^

In this last

passage the Hasmonsean wriest-princes seem to

hover before the writer's imagination. In this

portraiture the Messiah is kinj mid priest of the

whole earth ; the nations of the earth and the,

angels in heaven rejoice over him. All iniquity

disappears under his sway. He again opens Para-
* The present writer, though with considerable hesitation,

differs from Swete's comment upon the words tn> *.&&$ in

Mk 152 (Mi 2711 ). For Pilate appears to have understood these

words as an affirmation of his own suggestion (Mk 159) ; so also

the Roman soldiers (Mk I5is, cf. T.^). ot- Lk 2270f, with 233.

(Eng. ed.), P- 1T4.
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dise, and the devil (Beliar) is bound by Mm.
^

It

is not easy to be quite sure whether Christian

elements have been interpolated here as elsewhere

in the Test, of the XII. Patriarchs. Moreover, in

the Sibyll. Oracles (3
36'92

) the Messiah is called a
'

holy king
'

of universal sway. In the Psalrn^ of

Soloinon (17^-
41- 42

)
the sinlessness of the Messiah

is emphasized, and expressly referred to his endow-

ment with the Holy Spirit (cf. Mt 316 - 17
,
Ro I4).

2. The element of tnystery and marvel shrouds

the appearance of the Messiah, ef. Apoc. Bar 293

(text, however, somewhat doubtful ; see Charles)

32J
,
2 Es 728 ,

Test, of the XII. Patr., Levi 18,

Sib. Or. 3652
. According to Targ. Jon. on Mic 4s ,

the

Messiah is already in the world, but is concealed

owing to the sins of the people ;
see Sclmrer, GJV*

ii. 531 ff. With this tradition cf. Jn 7-7.

3. The Messiah is to be preceded by a messenger of
God who is to purify Israel (Mai 31 * 3

). This angel
of the Covenant is identified by Malachi (or per-

haps by an interpolator) with the returning Elijah

(4
5f-

[Heb. 3-3f-]). This passage, we know, exerted

",. T *

influence over later times ;
cf. Sir

!-
, I

'. 1710
"13 (Mk 911L ).

$. The scattered tribes of Israel are to be gathered

together to Jerusalem, and Jerusalem and its Temple
rebuilt. Often we find that the apocalypticfeatures

of a heavenly Jerusalem usurp the place of the

terrestrial lineaments of the older forms of Messi-

anic anticipation ; cf. Rev 74ff- 21 lotf
-. Here, again,

the sources of these traits are found in the OT,
i.e. in exilic and post-exilic literature : Ezk 3927ff

-,

Is II11 - 16
(which tell of the gathering of the Dia-

spora from Assyria, Babylon, Egypt) ; cf. Is 27 12 - 13

358ff-
5 Mic 712

,
Is 604- 9 66-. In many cases these

expectations may be called by the general term
'
Messianic,' but are without the presence of a

Messiah. God brings about the blessed change,

thrown without
'

', :. ,my human
or superhuman

'

> !

'

'- the most
characteristic passage is lb 2V - lii bnat day the

great trumpet shall be blown, and all who are

being lost in Assyria, and are driven into Egypt,
shall come and bow to Jahweli in the holy mount
in Jerusalem.

'

Similarly in the earlier Enoch 9033f*
,

Ps-Sol 11, and Bar 436-59
,
and even in Philo (de

Exsecrationibus, 8-9, de Prcem. et Pcen. ; see

Schiirer 8
, ii. p. 515), where the ethical traits are not

forgotten.
Moreover, tlie rebuilding of Jerusalem is the

reflex of the Deutero-Isaianic utterances, and also

of Ezk 40-44. 47, Sir 35 13ff
-, To IS15'18 145, Enoch

9028
. According to Ps-Sol 1733 , this restoration of

Jerusalem is to be the work of the Messiah.
5. The Messiah as a martial personality is based

on tho poniaimro of Is 93 - 4 II 4
,
Ps 27'9

,
and this

trait froonfiitlv recurs in the literature of the 1st

cent. B,C. and "later; cf. Sib. Or. 3652
, 2 Es 1231 - 33

(where the Messiah is the lion which is to destroy
the Roman empire), also Apoc. Bar 709

,* and

esp. Ps-Sol 1722-25. It is significant that this

trait is absent from the NT except in Rev 1911 "21
,

in which the atmosphere is Judaic rather than
Christian.

6. The conception of Messiah '/;/'-r/w/'/' or

Ephraim belongs to much later Jcwi-li

and need not detain us. See Bousset, EeL des

Jiidentums^, p. 2641
7. The ethical and universal traits of the Jewish

Messiah and of Messianic ^expectation are, how-

ever, meagre and even '<.< ttftl" "**'*
'//' their absence.

The blight of material] -?! <> \\i\\ i'-i:,-:' exclusiveness

* Bracketed, however, by Charles as an interpolation ; it

comes in abruptly and forestalls the reference to the Messiah in

ch. 72.

rests upon most of the later Jewish literature of

Messianic hopes. We scarcely have a hint of the

Messiah as the bearer of a new and higher revela-

tion of God's nature or will to mankind, or of

His function as a redeemer from sin. The horizons

are the horizons of the Jew. With the exception
of Philo and the writer of Sib. Or. 3, who were

evidently Hellenic in sympathy and culture, we
have but little to remind us that the Jew felt any
interest in other nationalities and their future.

Jewish
1- '*

presents a singularly contracted

world, e an entire universe. For that

univers . s not limited to Palestine, is to

be governed by Israel only. The visions of the

Book of Enoch suffer from these painful limita-

tions. The Similitudes in the description of the

last struggle with the heathen restrict the scene

to the Holy Land (Enoch 56). Similarly in the

Psalms of Solomon the eschatology is limited in its

scope to Palestine. Seldom do we meet with any
hint or suggestion of the conversion of the Gentiles.

Is 496
,
with its glorious ideal of Israel's mission as

a light to the Gentiles, is almost wholly forgotten.
The might of the Gentiles is to be broken, and

world-empires are to be destroyed. The heathen

nations are to be tributary vassals to the new
Israelite power which Jahweli will erect, and of

which the restored Jerusalem will be the centre.

The Gentiles may make pilgrimages to the Holy
Land, but only Israel may dwell there. See

Bousset, op. tit. pp. 268-270.
The features of the '^

.,!>"';. SM\;:VI "portrayed
in Is 53 are almost tot; ,'.y

..1 M- i
: n ; li-- version of

the Targuni of Jonathan, composed in the first two
centuries of the Christian era, when the influence

of the Maecabsean age still affected the Messianic

toiireiiiion- of Judaism. The traits of Is 53 and
49J are quite foreign to the Messianic ideals of

Judaism in the 1st cent A.D. The cross of Jesus
was to the Jews a >tunibling-block (1 Co I

23
) ;

cf.

Volz, op. cit. p. 237 ; Dalman, Der leidende und
sterbende Messias, p. 6 f . ; Schiirer3

,
ii. 554 f .

vi. JUSUS THE TRUE SPIRITUAL FULFILMENT
OF PROPHECY AND ISRAEL'S REAL MESSIAH.
The volcanic uprising of the Jewish race under
Judas Maccabseus and his brothers against the

efforts of Antioch;:- Fj-ii-l./.i <- to suppress the

national worship, lAi-'ci-ru n profound influence

upon the Hebrew nation and its ideals. For the

future spiritual progress of Israel the results were

permanently iiijnriuii-. Religious ideas became

warped by pjiviic ulari-m, and the ii u 1

,!;
1; of the

race diverted from the noble i . s ii i i -, '
! i

-
, con-

ceptions of prophecy, especially of the Deutero-

Isaiah, to the study of the Tarah, as Israel's

national heritage, with its ever growing mass of

legal requirements and ceremonial
j
:i:u iil:-'-.

Piety then became a rule of thumb, and ;i' i !al-<-i -

ated endeavour to secure merit took the place of

the old prophetic ideals of 'i;Ji{i UI;-FM --. All

this is summed up in the singir vm>. /'/' !"''/. .

Pharisaism was born of the strong national move-
ment of which the heroic episodes of the Maccaba^an

struggle were the outward embodiment. Out of

this movement emerged, on the one hand, a vehe-

ment rea^t ; -^i ,ixv,ir:-< Hellenic ideas and usages,
and the i-x;i!i;ui"". of the TOrah as Israel's pal-
ladium; while, on the other, there emerged the

Xi.j. !<' >!ii<- legend of the Jewish race, which
!!(,mi* i In; prolific source of messiahs whose
abortive careers were qucnclicd in blood, until the
final heroic effort of Ifcir CoohbM. hailed as the
fulfilment of Balaam's prophecy by Rabbi Afciba,
was extinguished in the reign of Hadrian. But
the noble spiritual ideals of Hebrew prophecy of

Jeremiah and the Deutero-Isaiah could not l>e

entirely suppressed by Pharisaism. As Fried-
lander in his recent stimulating work has pointed
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out,* the liberal movements which prevailed in the

Jewish Diaspora which was surrounded and pene-
trated by Hellenic influence, prepared the way,
especially through the writings of Philo, for the

advent of Christ ;
and the same writer enables us

to discern more clearly how the highest ethical

ideals of the Hebrew Messiah were realized in

Jesus. The husk of nationalism, which clung
to Jewish <ipocalyjjtic and left no place in its

Messianic conceptions for the redemption of the

Gentile world, was remorselessly cast aside by
Jesus :

'
I say unto you, that many shall come

from the east and west, and shall sit down with

Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom
of heaven, but the children of the kingdom shall

be cast out into outer darkness
'

(Mt 811 * 12
). What

the Messiah-prophet of Nazareth declared in His

oracles, St. Paul, His greatest disciple, fulfilled.

For Judaism had been diverted by Pharisaism from
its true prophetic mission marked out for it in

the dark clays of its exile, but was enabled at last,

by its greatest latter-day Prophet, the Divine f Son
of Man,' and by His great Jewish disciple and

Apostle to the Gentiles, to <,< i :

" '

-
T

I

'

- real voca-

tion in spite of itself ; cf. I- !-*
',

'J < :> .

LITERATURE. This has been partially indicated in the course

of
" " "

.

~"
e article on * Messiah '

in Hastings* DB and
in /''- ! /'.'.'/. should be consulted. A selection only of

the most important works need be given here : Drunimond,
The Jewish Messiah ; Edersheim, Life and Times of Jesus
the Messiah?, 1 100-179, ii. 434 ff., 710-741 ; Stanton, The Jewish

Jesu Wellhausen, IJG* (1895), pp. 198-204 ; Charles, Book of

Enoch(see esp. Introduction). The Y-^ ";i".o<1 .vrilLr'si <K{
:
.i"<*

of the Apocalypse of Baruch and hi*- ;!ii.. "i llu^ :i.r-' />'>' -'I'l'l

the EBi will also be found useful. ^jM'K!
1 ' PI-HOIMIM-. ". ;i--j

section ( 29) entitled 'Die Messianis -.1- Flo-lT"..r.a
'

> <] ''
"'

l *

GJV* ii. 4^7-556; cl also Bousset. 77'V"-V ** J "l-> r ms
imneutest. Zeitalter*, pp. 245-308; n-ui 1';,' \ \ <.,}/, J.t. E*t:>,<i,-

toloafe von Daniel bis Akiba, pp. 213-237, also pp. 55-68;

Dalman, Der '/ ,! n-l *r>:i'bende Messias ; Castelli, IlMessia,

secondo gli L-',f': Vt.u>sr.-:- and Driver, The Jewish Inter-

preters of Isaiah liii. For a more complete list the reader is

referred to Schurer, op. tit. p. 496 ff.

OWEN C. WHITEHOUSE.
METAPHORS. A metaphor is a blossom of one

tree on the branch of another ; it is a figure of

speech by which a word or phrase is lifted to a

meaning to which it is not literally entitled.
^
A

simple trope is a metaphor condensed.

are metaphors explained. Parables and allegories

are similes or metaphors elaborately extended, and
do not come into the scope of this discussion (see

PAKABLE). In this article we shall not attempt to

catalogue or classify the metaphors used in the

Gospels, or to distinguish in any technical way
between the metaphors and other closely-related

figures of speech, but shall use the word in its

broadest sense.

Af. .- i|(V" >V . ? Virth of Literature) restricts the term
-,, ;;,.. .('<: I:.

1 '

-. Uardiner, Kittredgr a:wl \rn<l<l V- //;//

/..,-/, i;. .. u (Lehre Jesu), n.>Lw'
i

,

1

p-iftiul-ir
i

i:<

classic character of his general treatmev of \\w li-r^v.
1

".-,*

language of the NT, does not give spec'nc ai'tni'on u> ib*

mcinphois 'ii ilic >>i> <vh of Jesus and their relation to the more
(Aifidul .'.':>()!': .'md parabolic teaching of the Gospels.

\<uu\. 'M iis> wilual)]:' art. 'Sermon on the Mount* in Hast-

in<'-' J)tt. K\;. Vol.. i-hssifies NT figures <: p<lia<- 'iMiii)'
1 (> r-

cal, x\i,i)'i:i"al. hvpcvbolic, and figuratv.c JJ'.-r < xl< nily Uv
last linn i'i:l::(lo.s :ill the classes previo,i-l.\ iMniio-itd, win
many of the hyperbolic expressions, even in the instances citecl

by Votaw, contain veiled metaphors. Every one uho listener!

to Jesus mentally supplied the resemblance between the 'gnat'
and the ritual peccadilloes which these men, so scrupulous of

their meat and drink, 'strnined out,' and between the ' camel'

and ihc trroM ^ins acrainst the moral law which they swallowed

so compiii'-onth . So the '

eye
' which was to be plucked out (Alt

o-s>) find iho -beam' which was not plucked out (7
3
) evidently

were tiie man's pet sins.

A simple metaphor expresses the resemblance

(or identity) between two dissimilar objects or ideas

* Die religio'sen Bewegungen innerhalb des Judentums im
Zeitcilter Jesu, pp. 237-264.

by applying to one a term which can literally

designate only the other, as 'This is my body
3

(Mt 26-6 ). An abbreviated or veiled metaphor is

one in which the assertion of resemblance is not

expressed but implied. Sometimes a veiled meta-

phor sparkles in a phrase, as: 'water of life,
1

* sons of thunder '

; or even in a single word used

in a non-literal, ideal, or peculiar sense, to be

determined by the context or by current usage, as :

'cross,' 'yoke,
5

'grace,' 'flesh,' 'the Bay,
3

'the

Wrath,' 'darkness/ 'to wash,
5 'to sleep' (cf. use

in Synoptt., John, and Paul, of ?. :TV:O.\
|

fo drink,
5

'to walk' (TrepiTrareoj), and SCOM-- a- uii'tv words

constantly used in the NT with an ethical meaning,
the force of which is grasped only after the mind
has made the connexion between their literal and
non-literal meanings. All the Gospels refer to

'death' as a 'sleep.' This was not uncommon
among the Jews of that era. But John's Gospel
uses a different and more tender word (/co^do/icu),

and adds to the usual metaphorical conception
the idea of sleep being an i iv!^o"':~o'' v.

rhich brings
health to the sick and make- Vi<- i"Ki*i man ready
for the work of a new day (Jn II 12- 13

). Other ex-

pressions, such as { Get thee behind me, Satan '

(Mt 1623
),

'

Destroy this temple, and in three days
I will raise it up

'

(
Jn 219

), may be taken at random
as examples of veiled metaphors, the Connexion
between the literal and spiritual meanings being
, i.-ij,,

1

^ -upplied. Many of the deepest teachings
. .. 's. \ I

1

are embodied in words or phrases which
cannot be fully understood until their metaphorical
meaning is grasped.
All Oriental language is pictorial. This is es-

pecially true of the words of Jesus, not only as re-

ported"in the NT, but in other sayings reported by
the early Fathers and in the reccntly-discovered

Logia. To insist upon taking the Sermon on the

Mount e

just as it reads,
3 would often mean to insist

upon taking it as no one listening to Jesus would
have understood it. This metaphorical method of

speech was habitual with Jesus (Mt 1334,
Mk 411

,

where Trapa^oX^ does not mean *

parable
3
in the

modern sense, but mot.'iphoricjil comparison), and
was used, so His ui.-i-iplc* iln>u<Ji(, to hide the

. ,v
"

,

- r T|-,, Wor,l< J'I-.MII ail except the inner
.;'.,. .

. T .

' \ however, as Wendt
has suggested, i * . attention of His

hearers, and enabled His teaching to be carried

more easily in the niiMiiory
Notwithstancling T lio jnnrkcrl difference in vocab-

ulary, style, and thought found in the various

Gospels, they all gree, A\lion reporting Mio >|HVr.h>
of Jesus, in putting a metaphorical -p'mn;il mann-

ing into evon the ^iinple&t words, such as *

sheep-

fold,' 'door,
5

'key,' 'lamp,
5

'bread,* 'water,' 'fish,'

'life,' 'birth,
5

'travail,
5

'death/ *love,
J

'hell'

(yeevm), 'paradise/ etc. This is true even in the

case of reporters who themselves n- \ !
-_':

and

spiritual niM.uht, and who not .
';

mis-

umlei^ood the inner meaning of Jesus' words.*

Sometimes, as in the reference^ to "meat 5 and
'leaven' (Jn 4s2- 34 e27 ' 55

, Mt 1612, Mk 817, Lk 121
),

'

h-r .! ..-p"*- -aeaning of our Lord's words was under-

sh-o !< ! the Gospels came into existence. In

other cases it is plain that even the Gospel writer

did not catch the meaning of the morels which he

reports.
In all parts of the NT, social, civil, ^and regal

terms are applied, often with a new u' 1

]-}
1

! of IIKMSS-

ing, to our Lord and His Kingdom. "Nn only -IK:!I

terms as 'king,' 'Lord,' 'Master,
5

<i'<., UH ^^
&eov and ear-tip are titles given to the Hornan

* Such misunderstanding does not seem so strange after one
examines the contemporaneous literature. In the Talmud

(Pejachitri) an entire section is gi\ en to the discussion whether
a man may eat the leaven of a Gentile, and with what kind of

water dough must be kneaded.
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emperors of the 1st and 2nd cents., while
was the common term used for members of various
heathen esoteric associations of that period, and
'
"birth

' the technical term for the rite 01 initiation.

So the papyri have shown / ;
-

1 \ .'
f

scribe/

'prophet,' etc., were technical terms used for

officials in the heathen temples. This means only
that the members of the early Christian community
were accustomed to use the ordinary language of
their times. It is difficult to tell what new
ecclesiastical colouring was originally given to the
titles of the early Christian officials, or what new
ideas were from the vt

_.

"

,' i

1

'

. --xpressed by
the old terms 'faith,' '.'., . . That the
latter terms, though identical in form, expressed
ideas radically different from what they did when
used in the LXX, is ii-\ io\

""

il^v"
1

by all critics

how much more, ther, i!ii ,'- 'leas differ from
those conveyed by the same terms when used in
the heathen Mysteries ?

*

The command to baptize or believe on, in, or into
the name of Jesus, found in all parts of NT,
receives a new force from the papyri, where, in
heathen tempi >. ili<. jiroporiy iM-.iglit 'into the
name of God' (iiipli,i-iAr t lie l)iv :no ownership, f
The different NT writers are marked by certain

striking peculiarities in their use of metaphors.
St. Mark, in his peasant's Gospel, rustic but pic-

turesque, uses many metaphors which all writers

following him could but repeat. So his simple
metaphors grow into extended metaphors or illus-

trations in the later Gospels. Yet certain strong
expressions, evidently metaphorical, are, either be-
cause of their uncouthness or implications, ignored
by the later and more reflective writers. That the

disciples are to be ' salted with fire
'

(9
49

) 3
and that

even in this life they are to be rewarded with a
hundred *

mothers,
3

etc. (10
30

) are peculiar to Mark.J
But when the force of these metaphors is caught,
each statement strengthens our Lord's argument.
So the statement that Jesus spat on the blind man's eyes and

on the dumb man's tongue (S
23 733), though omitted for obvious

reasons from the of 1 G >- *-. 1-- -
"

'", '-i --"

when we remember -
: . i.

'

:

'

^
'

'
, > . . .

represented the essence < ;!.- " -
, tne quintessence

of himself, and therefore I. . -liest ages, a lead-

ing- part in magic and witchcraft. By this acted metaphor Jesus
proclaimed symbolically that it was His very essence that
healed. Of. also Jn 96, where the action of Jesus possibly
receives a new meaning when we rememember that in the
Talmud the dust of certain districts in Jerusalem was clean and
of other districts unclean not because of the district being in-

sanitary, as is suggested in the Talmudic text. If, instead of

spitting on the tongue, He 'spat out.' this would receive ex-
pL.na "> "i ) ilu-i i-torn of the Jews to spit in contempt when
i'l"S v. C.P. 'i ."!oi "'1

,
as also in the earlj Church, where con-

verts coming to' :
"-

-(, it as a sign that they renounced
the kingdom of S.. i . i . ,

'

/
,
art.

* Alenu.'

In Mk.
, believers who have * salt

' within them
(9

50
) have brotherly love ; in Mt., those who love

their enemies are salt (5
10"13

). In Mk., the word
is a lamp (\tixvos) which must not be hid (4

21
,
cf.

Lk 816- 1S
) ; in Mt., it is the believer (5

15
), or Ms

*

eye
'

(spiritual vision or intent), if clear and
healthy (dTrXoO?, 6-2), which is the lamp shining
forth from the inward centre of life (0cDs, 514

)

which Jn. sees to be the eternal Word, Christ
Jesus (I

4
). In Mk., disciples are compared to

sheep (G
34 H-7

) ; in Mt. they are sheep (10
6 1524 2631

3

cf. IS12
), while in Jn. (lO*

2

-*) a long, elaborate dis-
course is based upon this well understood metaphor. [|

*
See, e.ff., Deissmann, Bible Studies, 1901, pp. 73, 233; Percy

Gardmi. 7-T.t, ,~..rcf'-t r"ii **'"? (!fiV : "!?-.. : C-
"

<*

Early ("!:< ! uncl Paisnn Kn i.-.l

'

(L 7 -.7 '* - !-.
'

t Set* !) ffc-r-irm, |>;.>. l-J-2,
'

i:. I;7 :
\i :.!

,
*,... \'v,

(1906), i ,'- .ho-.M MiiH ,h<i vr. i-^'i OM-. arc practically identical
in mea' --.r n- u-( d ii 'ho imp* ii

I Mt J.)-'
1

i- (\t ui>.i!!l .uu'l :u iinv ran- i~. is omitted.
Compare the proverb yet to be heard in Jerusalem,

* What
vV*" *- !

t lli.'it \( .'!>- PO" ov jr'Vil
*>* \M-\\VT :

'

Charity/
i -I si ( f.r (h>- frt- f'-Jtn //.* ?' n ,/a->i p. 1->0) looks upon the

nanr, \'-,-i >'\\n\'\\:\<,r\ um: -U-IIK-OM*.. i-.-c'a'i-e at one time
./( -i:- ! - mm -i iulii-iLu Door ,'iii<J M ruio-r era- the Shepherd

Both Mk. and Mt. teach that he who ' findeth
his life shall lose it,

5 but Lk. enlarges the mean-
ing of tyw)ch until it includes the whole man
(9'

J5
). Mt. alone says, Have no anxiety for your

life,
* for each to - morrow will be anxious for

itself
3

(6
25 -34

), though both Mt. and Lk. remark
that even the birds, which have neither farming
implements nor granaries, are cared for (6

2(i
8-, cf.

Lk 12J2"24
). The metaphorical allusion to new

wine in fresh wine-skins, Mk 2-2
,
is explained in

Mt 917 and enlarged in Lk 537
. The patch which

in Mk. and Mt. tears out a larger hole from the
old garment, is in Lk. condemned for two alto-

gether different reasons (5
38

) the necessity of

tearing a new piece of cloth in order to get the

patch, and because it would be a different kind of

cloth. Every one who heard this remark in either
form would be caught by the unspoken metaphor :

Judaism cannot be patched by this new doctrine
of Jesus ; it must be replaced by it. The gospel is

no patch ; it must replace the old and worn-out
garment. In Mk. there is only a brief allusion to
the coming of the Son of Man (13

24'27
), in Mt. an

extended description.
' Let the dead bury their dead 5

(8
>J2

) ;

' Cast not

your pearls before swine '

(7
G
) ;

* Do men gather
grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles ?

'

(7
16

), are some
of the striking expressions found in Mt. alone, as
also the declaration that no man should be called

'father' (23
9
) ; ef. the acted metaphor (17

26
), no-

where else recorded, by which Jesus '.
""

'

";
claims that the God of the Temple I!

1

!

when He declares His legal exemption from the

Temjole tax. There are a number of peculiarly pic-
turesque and humorous metaphors for which we are
indebted to Matthew. The Pharisees are * white-
washed tombs '

full of putridity (23
27

) ;

' blind

guides of the blind
'

(ir>
14 23 1 "- -4

) ; 'wolves in sheep's
clothing' (7

15
). One who truly exhibits the law of

ri<iliteovi!>nc-s (which is unselnshness and love) does
not let his left hand know what his right hand
doeth (6

3
) ; but these men blow a trumpet before

them, not only when they give alms, but when they
pray (cf. the remark in the Teaching of the Twelve

Apostles [xii. 1], that a teacher of the true doc-
trine is known to one who ' has understanding of
the right hand and the left'). They make long
prayers and ' devour widows5 houses (23

14 or 18
?).

These'
"

,

*

r-C'-l-^'r,'.-. so particular in
their <>,:' ;

! K ^rut but swallow the
camel (23

24
).* Christ's yoke does not gall (II

30
),

but these men lay upon the shoulders of others
burdens which they will not move even with the
finger (23

4
). For such is the '

weeping and the
gnashing of teeth

3

(8
12 1342- 50 2213 2451 2530

, else-
where only Lk 1328

). These satiric pictures of the
tl)<;o1o<jmn- of the day are peculiar to Matthew.
Both Mt. and Lk. re'fer to the same individuals
;i . i\ *-, 'i-*ilr-. vli. ,-i-e greatly disturbed by the
ii-iiT/" it; -lii-i.- !irinii<-i\ *>

1J1
::

'

"ley have
a beam in their own. ]'.. :'; ": own in-

firmity and need of immediate surgical assistance,
they use the other eye, which must also have been
-\ (!!;. i

T
u-;i'. nT!\ afflicted, in spying out and ridi-

'iliii^ 'no -;<
i k of dust in the eye of their neigh-

bour (Mt 7^= Lk 641f-). Nothing in Hogarth is

better than that.

In Lk., several of the Beatitudes coiu-crnin- the
poor and hungry take ~~ r -1 J- :--* 1 -r different

meaning from what they ^-i / the words
'poor' and (

hungry' (6
20- 2S

) having perhaps ob-
tained a settled ecclesiastical, non-literal meaning.
who enters it ; but no Oriental would have criticised the use of
these varying metaphors.
* All the Syriopti^Ts report the saying of Christ that it is

easier for a camel to go through a needle's eye than, etc. (Mk
1025, Mt 19H Lk 1825). The Talmud has the same expression,
excepting that an elephant iakt< the place of the camel (quoted
by Arthur Wright, Some .\T Problems, p. 127).
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partly to keep the edge of the skirt away from the

cloth spread for the Hour, they usually draw up
the dress to the knee (Is 47 1 - 2

). The sound of the

hand-mill grinding the Hour for the daily bread
was suggestive of home life under conditions of

peace an ] ,
* i

'

. and its cessation betokened
turmoil , '. <.:--'- (Ec 123 - 4

, Jer 2510 - il
).

>
The

/jivXos oviKbs, or donkey stone of Lk 172, may simply
mean the revolving upper stone of the common
hand-mill, as having the more active share in the

work of grinding. If the reference be to the

laiger kind of stone driven by animal or water

power, the allusion would be a case of emphatic
hyperbole, like the passage of a camel through the
slit of a needle (Mt 19-4

}. In Rev 1821 it is a strong
angel that is described as ^r^t^r ^-."

u
r -^one.

See, further, art. 'Mill,' ', ', ", in

Hastings
3 DB. Gr. M. MACKIE.

MINA. See MONEY.

MIND. See MENTAL CHARACTERISTICS.

MINISTER, MINISTRATION. 1.

I 2
7r??/><:Teu roiJ \6yov, 4

"
'"

'
'

(from epetra-tu, the vvo pointing
..... of the xvpspvtirvis or steersman,

n'-i * '\a- '.'
" 'i!.

1
Ju'^t ":* o'f r : JSncyc. J3rit.9xxi. 808). It is com-

JIMM I\ I:-L.'S ri . '*^-. (r. -ie sense of 'a doer of hard work,'
1 an assistant

' or '

apparitor/ or *
inferior officer/ but still retains

the meaning of ' one who is under the direction or control of

another' (e.g. u-rvipivKi is the term employed by Xenophon for

the adjutants or orderlies of a general).

In Bibl. Greek c the word covers a wide range of

offices/ but still retains this meaning: e.g. Mt 525

(the officer of a court of justice = Trpd/crajp/Lk 1258 ),

Mt 2658, MkH54- 65
, Jn 732- 45 - 46

18*-
12- 18- 22 196,

Ac
S22 - 26

(the Temple police, or apparitors of the San-
hedrin ; cf. TT,i-lii"j-

s DB iv. 715b ; Encyc. Bibl. iv.

4650; Sweto, &. !/"//
,
xiL 329, 335). In Jn 1838

our Lord says,
*
If my Lui^lom v. ore of this world,

then would my binipeT&i (
uf]i< or-/ KYm) fight

5

;

with which cf. (for a similar connexion of InrypeTai,)
LXX Pr 1435 SeKrbs ftatrtXei tiTrijp^r-rjs vorffjunjv, Wis 65

(kings) tfmjp^rai 6vres rrjs OUTQV (i.e. God's) {SacriXelas.
In Ac 261&

tiirypeTTiv points to the service of com-

plete subjection into which St. Paul was called to

enter, when Jesus appeared to him as the Risen
Lord. He and Apollos and Cephas are tiwiptrai

X/xo-roC (I Co 41 ). Lk.'s faniprai rov \byov may be
due to his having heard St. Paul use this 'and
similar expressions, and describes the atfroVrcu T&V

TreTrXypoipopTjfjLfrtov Trpayjudrcjv in their service of
entire subjection to the gospel (here rot? \&yov=
' the gospel

'

as in other Lukan passages, Ac 62< 4

84 1044 IP9 1425 166 17 11
).

'

inrtif^r^ and 8<,a.Kovo$ are
often used interchangeably* (Hort, Ecclesia, 210;
cf. Trench, Synon. ix. (near end) ; Hastings' DB
iiL 378a).

In Lk 420 the ^Tr^p^TT/s is the synagogue official

called the hazzan, who during public worship
'hands the copy of the Scriptures to the reader,
and receives it back from the hands of the man
who has read the final lesson. . . . The hazzan

rolls^up the Torah roll after the reading, and", after
1iol<liu<r it up to view, deposits it in the press'
(Mf^tin^

1 DB iv. 640b ; cf. Edersheim, Life and
Times of Jesus3 i. 438). Chase conjectures that
John mark was originally a hazzan or ^yruigopio
attendant (Ac 135

; Hastings' DB iii. 213").
2. XCITOVpyia : Lk I 25 at i)jLUpai TTJS \eirovpylas ai/roD,

* the days of his ministration,* i.e. the week during
which he was on priestly duty in the Temple.

\tivaupyta. is of common occurrence in LXX in the sense of

ritual service (=rrp Nu 822 ie9 is*, 2 Oh 312; Cf. Dk>d. Sic. i.

21 (of the Egyptian priesthood), rs rv 8euv 0epK#e/e6s re xau

Xstravpyict?'). At Athens the fajvovp'y'Hx.i (from obsol. spyaa=
Ipye^fMt.^ and titraf, Xvs'tTos [fr. *.oc.fej) were State burdens of a
peculiar kind laid on the citizens, e.g. defraying

1 the cost of

',,./. .
t

! . -e of Xwroup'yici' in a
ritual sense is not peculiar to LXX, the Papyri having shown
that it was common in Egypt, arid in particular that the services

in the Serapeum were designated by this title (Deissmann, Bible

Studies, 138 ; cf. Moulton, Expositor, vi. vii. [1903] 116).

Lk. speaks of the prophets and teachers at
Antioch \eirovpyofoTwv r$ Kvply, by which prayers
to Christ are probably meant (Ac 132

). \etTovpyeiv
and the group of words connected with it are used,
as in LXX, by the writer of Hebrews of the ministry
of the tabernacle (9

21 10 11
) ;',:! i' , li\

,
of the

more excellent ministry of ( V 1 ,- li
: !i Priest

in the heavenly sanctuary .
!

> \ . re also

applied to the ministry of angels (I
7- 14

}1 St. Paul

speaks of civil rulers as \firovpyol 6eov, thus ascrib-

ing to them a sacred function (Ro 136
). Evidently

the ritual sense of this group of words is always
present to the mind of the Apostle when he has
occasion to use them (Ro 1516 * Paul the minister-

ing priest, the ,

* * r "
'

gospel^his priestly
function, the i his if: nil _

"

jTi
:

i

f..-.i\ T>,, iga-, :.. ,,
;

,
\'

> 7 tb.- IMsihi
|-

: r-

i-ic !!<--. their faith the sacrifice, the apostle's
life-blood the ; i < v i > : -r.

*

> '.. libation
'

[Lightfoot],
Ph 225- so

; cf. Westcott on He I
, p. 231). Those pas-

sages also show that Christ's ministers are sacri-

f > .

"
'

inly in the same sense as the rest
..'

'

, of the Christian brotherhood, who
render \eiTovpyicu to God and to men by

c the work
of faith, and the labour of love' (cf. Hastings'
DB iii. 377a ; Lightfoot, Philip* p. 182). The
application of \etrovpyia to the prayers offered at
the dispensation of the Lord's Supper is a com-

p.'usihi'lx late ecclesiastical usage (Cheetham,
!>'. *.:.'... Antiq. ii. 1018; Lightfoot, I.e. 261;
Trench, Synon. xxxv).

3. SlttKOVOS, 8l0.KOVlV, -l(T0ttL

later impf. and aor. for

The derivation of duxxovos is uncertain. If Buttmann's con-

jecture is right (Lexil. i. 218), that the root of the word is an
obsolete verb ^iKxu^tuxea^ it mav have originally meant *a

messenger." Prellwitz (Etymol. Wurtafhiiclt, 74) connects it

vfith=l<yxovsu :

' to be active,' the long being explained as arising
from ;<-f =a weak form of the Iv in iyxovsa. The original
i -i-

: - x \ . M then be 'one who is -."".!..' i" 'i -
r \ .'

T c i.r- . '-tg-e of the word is '.:.' .. \>\ Nor:

(/.": -"Jr. .' '".), who quotes, amongst other passages which
bring out Us menial associations, Plato, Gforff. i. 518 A, where it

is said that, except gymnastics and medicine, 'all other arts
which have to do with the body are servile and menial (*.-
xovtxois') and illiberal.' Hort also shows that by later Greek
writers it was sometimes used in a lofty figurative sense, e.y.

by Epictetus, JDissertationes, iv. 7. 20,
* For I think that what

God chooses is better than what I choose. I will attach myself
as a minister and follower ($ia.xovos xoA acxfaovQoi) to Him ; I have
the same movements as He has, I have the same desires ;

in a
word, I have the same will (^vfl&a).' T <>

.
,- '1-1. ,-

" "

, , . ,'',

=
.

-

"
.

'The iru< proper On ck PI rx.
'

is '<'. i.\'\ \\'\..f\ v. !-< i.. i: "-

to wait on hi- maoitr ni rrilI< .'

In the Gospels, SidKovos and its derivatives are
used in the sense of preparing or serving a meal,
Mk I13

(II Mt 411
), Mk I81

(||
Mt 815

, Lk 439
), Lk 1040

1237 178, Mt 2213, Jn 25- 9 122 ;
in the same sense,

fi
-

11 i-Ji i \ .'1\ . ATk O35 (not exactly ||
Mt23u, Lk 2226- 27

),

Mk 1""'-
:

'

VI ,
Mi 2026- 28

), Jn 1226
; of iiiiiii^U;rin

service generally, Lk 83 , Mk 1541
, Mr iZT

1 "" 2.V 1

. Sia-

KOVOS does not occur in St. Luke, who uses 6 SLCLKOVUV

(226. 27).

The passages in which *

minister,' *to minister,'
are the renderings adopted in AY and RV, are the
follo\\iii<r -. (i.) Of the ministry of angels, Mk I18

( Mt 4 1
i ol dyyeXot Bi-qicfoovv atrf, cf. Gn 2812

,
1 K

19J
, Dii 1C31, Jn I51, Lk 22^, 3Be I 14, 1 P I12. Christ's

nativity. His temptation, His agony, His resurrec-

tion, His ascension, were all accompanied by
their sympathetic ministrations. (ii.) Of Peter's
wife's mother, Mk I31

(||
Mt 815

, Lk 480) Svqrfvei
avrciis at the Sabbath meal immediately after the
fever left her. * Et nos ministremus Jesu '

(Jerome,
quoted by Swete, in loc.).-~(iii) Of the ministering
women, Lk 83 (Mk 1541, Mt 2755

) atrwe
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CLUT< \avToZ$~\ K T&V itircLpxbvT&v avTcus} and continued
doing so till the close of Christ's life on earth.
a'lTLves (

= tales quce) may imply that they had the
heart as well as the means to minister to Him.
Lk. has much to tell us about the women friends
of Jesus (e.g. 1038

'42 II27 2327 2422 ). (iv.) The great
sayings about service being the path to true great-
ness, Mk 935 TTCWTUV dt.a,Kovos,

' minister of all,' RV
(not exactly |]

Mt 2311
, Lk 22-G- 27

), Mk 1043- 45 (Mt
2026- 28

, which is followed by an extensive inter-

polation of a similar tenor in D<2>, Hastings* DB,
Ext. Vol. 345a

) OTCU b{j.&v diaKovos . . . /ecu yap o vlbs

Promotion to true greatness is not effected by such
methods as are adopted by 'the princes of the
Gentiles ' to gain or to retain supreme power ; nor
does it depend on an act of partiality, such as the
sons of Zebedee :

-.
.-.

"

"! 'night be exercised In
their favour if t]*-*\ .: !'! for it in time. It is

regulated by fixe-. -;' , \.< laws, or by
' 1

i r<il

principle that honour comes in the iv' 1

;:..' o r

God by disinterested love. As 'to get pleasure
you must forget it

'

(Setli, Eth. Principles, 66 ;

"VV". L. Davidson, Theism, 372), so to be great you
must cease to think of greatness and humble your-
self to serve others, which includes the being quick
to discern and open-hearted to minister to their

needs, even to the sacrificing of yourself for their

good. They who shall have the highest place in
God's household are they who take the duties of its

humblest member, the SoGXoy, upon themselves ;

and they who shall be qualified to sit down at the
feast of salvation are they who fulfil the work of
the SidKovos at table, who wait upon those whom
God" regards as His guests, and minister to their
wante (cf. Menzios, Mark, 200). Jesus sets forth
this principle in the most touching manner as that
of His own life (cf, Ac 1038 ). He is Himself the

living embodiment of the truth which He teaches.
In saying that He 'came not to be ministered
unto, but to minister,' He does not mean that the
ministrations He is receiving are not welcome,
but He defines the main object of His -.ojoimihig
in this world, and speaks of Himself not a^ iho
Guest whom the whole world will delight to

honour, but as the humble attendant upon those
who are in want ; not as the Benefactor who is to
be raised by men to the highest earthly glory, but
as One who is come to serve them (seeing that
on account of the state they are in there is no
other way in which He can effectually and com-
pletely serve them) by the surrender of life itself

(cf. Mk 1531 ). This was Jesus' path to the most
exalted greatness. It led to there being given Him
by God ' the name which is above every name ?

(Ph 29
, cf. He 29

),
and also to His receiving from

man the undying homage of his heart, together
with the confession of the tongue that his highest
ideal of human goodness and service is now realized
in Jesus. So, when we follow His example and
are lifted out of ourselves by Hi- Spirit of minister -

ing love, everything that came to Him will rome
to us, according to the measure in which we, who
are infinitely inferior to Him, will be found meet
for it, God's approval of our life,

" "
:

"

ence for good, that true jrrcjiLno^ .-,.,
in our becoming better ablo ro oNyi-ato and bless
our fellow-men (cf. Caird, Univ. Serm. 260), and to
minister to them in the highest way by leading
them to righteousness (Dn 123), and \\liich. may
also comprehend the power to minister to them
in a higher state of being (cf. Mt2521

,
Lk 1917

).*

(v. ) Mt 2S44 7r6re . . . otf 8nr)Kovr}<ra,jJLv era ; those
words supplement in a solemn way the sayings just
commented upon. Ministering love is not only the

path to true greatness, it is also the indispensable
* ' My idea of heaven is the perpetual ministry of one soul to

another
'

(Tennyson, Memoir by his Son, ii. 421).

condition of future exaltation with Christ. He
who 'for our sakes became poor,

5 who turned
the light of His infinite pity upon the world of

hunger, poverty, and misery, still calls the hungry
and. poor and miserable 6 His brethren,' and accounts
their cause His own. Not to have ministered to
their needs is not to have ministered to His (cf.

Lowell, The Vision of Sir Launfal 3

; and 'The
Legend of St. Martin's Cloak,

5

Farrar, Lives of the

Fathers, i. 630). At His coming in glory, Christ
will declare His love to those who have loved, and
will admit them as e

joint-heirs with Himself 3

; but
He will reject as unmeet for companionship with
Him those who have not taken the position among
their fellow-men which He showed them how to
take when He said, 'E-ytb 5e efyti eV /x,ecr<^ VIAWV u>s 6

StcLKov&v (Lk2227
, ef. Jn 135

}. Thc^e >aying> of Jesus

virtually create a new standard of social ethics.

They give to the prophetic teaching of the OT on
considerate and brotherly conduct (ion, see W. K.
Smith, Proph.

1
160, 407 ; Driver, Sermons on OT,

221, 232) the breadth and completeness which it

yet lacked. e If we wish to feel the contrast of the

Pagan and the Christian ideals of ^greatness, we
have only to compare the Aristotelian picture of
the

yu.e-yaXdj/'uxo^
the proud aristocrat who lives to

prove his independence and ^njicriorily, \\lththat
other picture of a Life thai po'.irul ii-i-lf out in
the service of others' (Seth, Eth. Principles, 264).

Later Stoicism * sometimes expressed with much warmth the

recognition of the universal fellowship and natural mutual
claims of human beings as such' (Sidgwick, Hist, of Ethics,
120), but this was really inconsistent with the hard isolation
of the individual that was the fundamental basis of Stoicism

(Lightfoot on Ph 2
, *St. Paul and Seneca,' 296)> and the

practical results of such teaching- were small (Lecky, Europ.
Morals 12

, ii. 78-79). Numerous coincidences are found between
the teaching of Jesus and the humane sayings of Seneca,
Epictetus, and Marcus Aurelius. But, as Lightfoot observes

(Lc. 291),
* an expression or a maxim, which detached from its

, , \; ,'" -
,'

- *'V - r - 'il>" i." '<

'

" "
':

-
, ii ; > : -i \i il. 'I : i ; ! . ; i -i

its proper relations.* JStoicism was wholly wanting in humility,
which is the very foundation of ministering love a- tiucrl.t hv
Jesus (cf. Westcott in Smith's DB ii. 857^, in. I, !-)-

'

^iih
TT':". =;"~h lov.- *s ~^t in < ',. ! nl p- \\ f benevolence, but,
.

- li' r u \ -"; 0' '
"' ** '-''"""*

'
i-

;. .>,.. it is 'the religious
maxim.'
The following passages will show some of the results pro-

duced by our Lord's teaching in Christian thought and life.

There are differences of "bnx.xovie&i (1 Co 125), but the manifold
faculties for *the work of ministering

"
are gifts from the

Exalted Lord (Eph 4i2)} and each disciple ha*. iv< ^ i\ o<l a gift of
some kind to be laid out in Christian service (LI'S "). Some
are called to the ministry of the word (Ac 6* 2 Co 36 6^, Col 417,
1 Th 32, 2 Ti 45), to testify the gospel of the grace of God (Ac
202*) and win men to faith (1 Co 3^) ; God has committed to
such 'the ministry of reconciliation' (2 Co 5^8). Some as
attendants and comrades can strengthen the hands of those

engaged in this work : St. Paul was thus helped by Timothy
and Erastus (Ac 1922), by Tychicus (Eph 621, coi 4?), by Onesi-

phorus (2 Ti 1*8), by Mark (2 Ti 4^), by Onesimus (Philem 13).

Some can render invaluable help in the local churches, as

Stephanas and his household at Corinth (1 Co 16^5), and Phoebe
at Cenchreae (Ro 161). Ministering to the wants of the poor,
the sick, the stranger, the prisoner, was constantly called for

(Ac 61- 2, Ro 127, He 6l, cf. 1034, Rev 19). \ >.* ;:. J'I-A.-.

arc mentioned) is a dtatxtvia, (Ac 1129 1225, Ro :; .-_:'* : -M

j)L ]'_>
iu), a ,,(i st. Paul speaks of his journey in charge of the

lv< r :..> 1
-' ir

.'. J'-ar >" 1 ; ministration (E.O 1525 ^ropsuofrcou . . .
'

.**',. , '.-'. /-'".-' '
" riV- ,< M- .. TIL- aboM 1

i>.'i
&< MO\\

,-: a r. :! :".:"- . r : < H - " '! ", Ot. 1 Ti I
1

')
". on- who

-, .". >< - .M ! i < .r 'J ministry of the gospel the service of

his fellow-men ITI things temporal and external. Thus S^suovas,

oix-wiiv, in sho\\ iiipr men rhe path t^ jrtntnf-^. liavc- themselves
attained to greatness. It is true of ico/f/A a \\^\ > of persons^
that God as revealed in Christ *hath exalted them of low

degree '(Lk 152).

LITERATURE. Stephanns, Thesaurus (Hase and Dindorfs ed.) ;

Hastings' and other Dictionaries of the Bible; Diet, of Anti-

quities i Diet, of Christian Antiquities; Hort, The Christian
JBcclesia ; Lightfoot, PhilippicLn* ; Deissmann, Jhlle Studies ;

Swete, St. Mark; Menzies, Ifaik; Trench, Synon ix, xxxv ;

F. W. Robertson, Human Race^ 148 ; It. VV. Dale, J-'eUtnc^hip

with Christ, 247 ; P. Brooks, Mystery of luiqvitt/, 327 ; R. W.
Church, Human Life, 125 ; \V. Sanday. Conception of Priest-

hood, 35. JAMES DONALD.

MINISTRY. The word *

ministry
' as now used

in English has two leading senses : (a) service ren-
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dered, and (5) an official class, c-piM-ijJly n <.-!.-:-

astical. The latter lias no place in ! iii- ui-i-u ion,
which has regard to the public service rendered "by
our Lord during His life on earth. In this con-
nexion it describes both the period of the service
and its contents. The word comes from the Latin
minister, properly an. adjective, but in its substan-
tive u-o

->:;_:
u i f\ TIL: ii'i

' attendant' or servant 5

who u-.iiilly IM POM -10. 1 services of a personal and
more or less menial nature. It was also some-
times used of public or religious functionaries.
In Greek there are three words which more
or less nearly correspond to the Latin minister,
namely, SidKovos, \eiTQupy5$, tiTnrjpgrTjs. See pre-
ceding article.

L The Nature of our Lord's Ministry. In the
mind of Jesus Himself there lay the ideas of both
sacrifice and service as the essential principles of
His mission among men.

1. The first element to be noticed is service.

This presents a threefold aspect : (a) It was not-

ably and characteristically a ministry of teaching.
The frequent mention of His teaching, the reports
of His discourses and sayings, and the fact that
He was often called *

Teacher;' emphasize as all-

important this function of JHis ministry. The
varied character, the weighty contents, the mar-
vellous power and the sweet charm of His teaching,
are familiar thoughts to students of His life. But
we must remember also the arduous nature of this
work. The bodily toil, the mental strain, the

spiritual intensity, all were great ; and these were
increased by the constant opposition of critics and
foes, and by slowness of comprehension on the part
of His friends, (b) But incidental to and accom-
panying this work of teaching was Chr-f- :: I

ministry of kelp and healing. All the -MI-, ii /.
show how large a place this occupied in His public
life. Here, too. His labours were vast in sum, and
made extraordinary demands as many indica-
tions show upon His sympathy and strength.' ' r'" j \ n-'ated to His teaching, but not exactly
['.-'

' i -s it, was our Lord's
ministry^ offound-

ing His Church. The selection and training of His
Apostles and other disciples, involving many de-
tails of precept in regard to both the prini-iplo-
and the positive institutions of the Kingdom of

God, were elements of the first importance in the
earthly work of Jesus.

2. The other element is that of sacrifice. This
was no less proimnru in the ministry of Jesus
than service* (") Luilio Sy:iiji'.K-. (liere is a pro-
gress of thought in regard ;'> i i< ;"fici and meaning
of His sufferings. After Peter's confession near
Czesarea Philippi, Jesus began to impress on His
disciples the certainty of Hi- approachin" death
(Mt 1616- 21

); at the Tnin^Uriirauon, MOM-, and
Elijah talked with Him of His 'decease (o5osr)
which he was to MC< onMi'Mi at Jerusalem' (Lk
931 ) ; soon after ^1: 17 --, Ho again spoke of His
coming death. The self-giving character of His
sufferings is indicated in the manner in whch they
are spoken of in Lk Q22"24

, Mt 2022
S as compared

with Lk 1250
; and the severity of this experience

as being something more than death alone, how-
ever painful, is indicated in the passages noted,
an.!

]
nui'-rnrv enforced by the Agony in Gethse-

I'lario Miii !(; events of the Crucifixion. Finally,
the atoning value of Christ's sacrifice is pointed
out in Mt 2028 the words 'and give his life a
ransom for many/ and in the accounts of the Last
Supper (Mt 2627- Mk If

4
, Lk 2219 *

). (t>) In the
Fourth Gospel the sacrificial note is even more
distinct. It appears in the announcement of the
Forerunner (Jn I29 - 36

), in the great saying to Nico-
demus (3

14-16
), irf the discourse at Capernaum

(6
32. 33.48-5i

)} in the paral)ie of the Good shepherd
(10

11 - 15- 17- 18
), in the remarks on the visit of the

Greeks (12
20 "33

}, and in the words of comfort to

the disciples (15
13

). (c) How strongly the Lord
must have impressed this view of His ministry
upon the minds of His disciples, is shown in utter-

ances of Peter and of Paul in their addresses and
in their Epistles, in the elaborate argument of the

Epistle to the Hebrews, and in the representations
of the Lamb in the Apocalypse.

ii. The Extent of our Lord's Ministry. In

regard to the extent of the public ministry of

Jesus, three main questions present themselves :

How long did it last ? How much territory did it

cover ? How much labour did it include ?

1. Duration. On the point of duration the

principal things to be considered are the limits,
the dates, and the resultant theories of scholars.

(1) The limits of the public ministry of Jesus are

properly placed between His baptism and His

burial, leaving out at thii b^-jinnin^ the thirty
years of retirement and |>ivp;ii;iiion at Nazareth,
and at the end the forty clays of occasional ap-

pearances after His resurrection. The determina-
tion of the time between is a hard problem.

(2) The principal dates to be determined in our
Lord's life are those of His birth, baptism, and
crucifixion the duration of the ministry depend-
ing upon the latter two, but involving the first.

If it were possible to fix with certainty any two
of these, the problem would practically be solved. ;

or, if even one could be placed beyond doubt, it

would be greatly simplified. But as a matter of
fact scholars have never been able to decide posi-

tively on any one of the dates. A full discussion
is not called for here (see art. DATES), but the
salient points must be presented.

(a) For the Birth of Jesus, we know that it

occurred in the reign of the emperor Augustus
(Lk 21'6

), and not long before the death of Herod
the Great (Mt 21- 19

). Herod died probably not
later than B.C. 4, as is made out from statements
of Josephus (see DATES), and thus it appears that
by an early error (of Dionysius Exiguus, an abbot
of the 6th cent.) the generally accepted era of
Christ's birth has been irrevocably fixed a few
years later than the actual time. The probable
date of the Nativity is somewhere between B.C. 6
and 4.

(b) For the Rv,Vi-m. -sre know that it took place
at some time v ii iii'i . V 'fifteenth year of Tiberius
Csesar

3

(Lk 31 - 2
), for this was the 'time that John

began to baptize, and Jesus was among those who
received the rite at his hands (Mt 313

,
Mk I

9
, Lk

321
) ; but none of the accounts gives any definite

note as to the exact point during the ministry of
John when the baptism occurred. St. Luke states

(&f) ^
that "Jesus when he began (presumably His

ministry or teaching) was about thirty years old.'
But neither His exact age nor the exact point of
His *

beginning
'

is indicated. The probability is

that He was either just thirty, or from one to
three years past that hardly under thirty. So
that here we have no certain number of years to
add to the already uncertain year of the Lord's
birth. If we take B.C. 4 as the Birth date and
add thirty years, it brings us to A.D. 26 as the pro-
bable year of the baptism; but if St. Luke's 'about
thirty

3 be extended two years, it would be 28.

Now, as to the 'fifteenth year of Tiberius,' that
was probably the year 28, but may have been 26.

Augustus died in A.D. 14 (Aug. 19), and, if the
1 "n'-'r: n" Mie reign of his successor Tiberius be
-

* ^i- 1
:---: , that date, the 'fifteenth year' would

*

"i \. -2^. and the baptism of Jesus would be
. the twelve months foliowing. But

it is possible that St. Luke dates the l'i",:ii.".' of
Tiberius' reign from the time he was ji--'. !*', < -i in
the government with \r.;: :!::-. /*.-. in A.D. 12;
and so the 'fifteenth y< r. r ,!-. Uvin in Aug. 26.
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On this, however, it is proper to remark that
the more common mode of reckoning would be
from the actual sole reign, and not from the
previous association of an emperor in the govern-
ment.

(c) For the Crucifixion, we know that it occurred
during the

_

:

* " "

Pontius Pilate in Jutea
(all the i .

, nd this administration
covered about ten years, from A.D. 26 to 36.
Other data (see DATES) help to fix upon near
the central part of this period as the time of the
Crucifixion, between 28 and 31, more likely 29
or 30.

(3) These uncertainties have given rise among
scholars to a number of different theories of the
duration of our Lord's ministry. It will be suffi-

cient to mention three, among which choice, accord-
ing to what seems to be the greatest probability,
should be made.

(a) The short period theory. This a-- i;:n- out a
little over a year to the ministry. Acio'uiny to
it, the Baptism probably occurred early in the
year 29, that is, during the fifteenth year of
Tiberius, reckoning that to have begun in Aug. 28,
and the Baptism to have taken place early in the
year following. The first Passover (Jn 213

) came
soon after, and the last Passover just a year
later. Between these two Passovers lay the whole
ministry, hence this theory is called the Upaschal
view. To obtain this result, the feast of Jn 51 is

held not to be a Passover; the text of Jn 64 is

regarded as incorrect (on slight documentary evi-

dence), and read as omitting 'of tluj pn over,
3 and

so leaving this also an unnamed iVa.->r. Ait or dis-

posing of these two feasts, the order of feasts men-
tioned in John is fixed as follows : Passover (2

13
),

A.D. 29 ; Pentecost (5
1
), nameless or omitted (6

4
),

Tabernacles (7
2
), Dedication (10

22
), and Passover

(II
55

), spring of A.D. 30. With this scheme de-
rived from the Fourth Gospel, the data furnished

by the Q \ '!
"

5 made to harmonize by slight-
ing the !.'.: of a time of nearly ripe grain
(Mt 121

, Mk 2^, Lk 61
), which it is hard to locate

if there were only two Passovers in the whole
series of events. But this theory is defended (see
von Soden in Encyc* BibL) on the following
;_

,"': "*
That the correct interpretation of

: ':
:

'

- year
5

of Tiberius is from the date
of his sole reign, and therefore is A.D. 28-29.

(ii.) The events of the Gospel narrative are too
inen^io to luue extended over more than a year.
(Hi.) Tin- \ie\v r was held by many of the Fathers
as early as the 2nd century. The only one of
Ihe^o ^ rounds that has any real force is the first,
iind TO thai it may be replied that we are not
compelled to put the Crucifixion in 30, and thereby
limit the time to one year. The second ground is

entirely subjective to many other scholars it

seems
_
far too short a time for all the events (with

their implications of others and of intervals) to
have taken place. As to the third ground, it may
be said that the Fathers were not unanimous, and
they had only the same data for forming opinions
that modern and more accurate ehronologers
have. Besides its inadequacy to account for" all

the facts, this theory deals in an arbitrary way
with the text of Jn 64 and with the indication
furnished by the incident of the grain fields (Mt
121

etc.).

(b) The long period theory. This holds that
there were four Passovers in the ministry, and is

hence called the quadripaschal theory. It dates
from Eusebhis in the 4th cent., and is held by
many modern scholars. This takes the nnnamed
feast of Jn 5l to be a Passover, holds to the com-

monly received text of Jn 64, puts the Baptism early
in 27 and the Crucifixion in 30, thus making the

ministry extend over three years. But there is

difference of arrangement of details even among
those who hold this view, and it is not at all
certain that the feast of Jn 51 can be fixed as a
Passover.

(c) The mediuin period theory. This holds that
the feast of Jn 5 1 is not a Passover, and that there
were only three Passovers in the ministry so the
tripaschal theory. As to what feast it was, and as
to the arrangement of all the details, there is much
difference among the advocates of the medium
period. But from a year and a half to two and a
half is the time allowed by those who reject both
the other theories. If the Baptism occurred in the
autumn of 28 or early spring of 29, then to get in
three Passovers it will be necessary to put the
Crucifixion in 31 to which there are serious ob-

jections. But if the Baptism was in 26-27, then
the Crucifixion could be assigned to 29, which is

not improbable. It must be said in view of all
these difficulties, that no positive convictions in

regard to the duration of the ministry are, in the
present state of knowledge, tenable, but the pro-
babilities are upon the whole in favour of a ministry
of more than one and less than three years' dura-
tion.

2. Localities. In regard to the topographical
extent of our Lord's ministry we have a much
simpler question to deal with. His labours ex-
tended throughout Palestine, and on a few occa-
sions to contiguous lands, (a} Judaea, in several
different places, and more especially Jerusalem,
Avitnessed some of His most important deeds and
teachings, (b) Galilee, however, was the principal
scene of His teaching and healing work. The
Lake and its cities, Capernaum with others,
Nazareth, Cana, and other towns and a number of

villages, the plains and mountains of populous
Galilee shared in the deeds of His busy lifo. T\vo

certainly, and probably tliroo. sopjiniie tours of
the whole of Galilee are iiieniiopod : (1) Mt 423,Mk 1s9

, Lk 4"
; (2) Lk 81

; (3) Mt 935
, Mk 66,

though it is possible that (2) and (3) are the same.
(c) In |-n in;; through Samaria several times (Jn
44ff

*, Lie 0"
"

17 ') He paused to perform some work
of mercy, (d) Into Phoenicia,

' the region of Tyre
and Sidon,* He went at least once (Mt 1521

a Mk
724). (e) Several visits to districts contiguous to

Galilee, to the east and north, are mentioned,
namely, the visit to Gerasa or Gadara during His
Galilean ministry (Mt 828, Mk 51

,
Lk 826

), to Deca-
polis (Mk 731

), to the unknown Magadan (Mt 15s9
)

or Dalnianutha (Mk 810
), and Csesarea-Philippi (Mt

1613
, Mk 827}. (f) In regard to the region beyond

the Jordan commonly known as Persea, there are

interesting notices, but some uncertainties. The
first notice is in the account of John's baptism as

taking place at Bethany beyond Jordan (Jn I28 ).

Much later there was a ministry of uncertain
duration in Persea (Jn 1040, Lk IS22 - 32

), and still

latei' .1
: ;,"- . 'Vi,-:gh the same region on His

last vi-i' i-. .!<' .- '.- ' (Mt 191
, Mk 101

).

3. Labours. The extent of our Lord's ministry
is also to be regarded from the point of view of
the labours Ho performed during its course, (a)
The actual labours recorded by the Evangelists
are considerable in sum. (b) That these were only
samples and specimens of His work is distinctly
and re.peu I odly implied, (c) Pointed allusions to
the magnitude of His work are frequent (Mt 423

"35
,

Mk I
32- a4

,
Lk 414* 15

,,
and many similar passages)*

(d) There are many indications of the insistent
demands upon His attention (e.g. Mk I85

-37 21* a

37-9.
20 an<j similar ones), of His weariness and

need of rest (Jn 46, Mk 435ff- 630"33,
and others),

once of the anxiety of His relatives (Mk 321 * 31
).

(e) The enormous amount of His unrecorded
labours is distinctly asserted (Jn 2125

).

The following conspectus may serve to present
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in clearer view some of the points already dis-

cussed :

II.

The Thirty Birth to Bap-
Years. tism.

Bethlehem.
Egypt.
Nazareth.

Opening
Scenes.

III. Earlier

Ministry.

IV.

VI.

VII.

Baptism to
First Miracle.

Beyond Jordan,
Wilderness.
udcea.
lana of Galilee.

First Miracle to

Beginning
1 of

Work in Gali-

lee.

Central
Ministry.

Preceding1

Events and
FIRST TOUR in

Galilee.

Later
Ministry

Closing-
Scenes.

The Forty
Bays.

Events con-
nected with
SECOND TOUR
in Galilee.

THIRD TOUR,
and Depart-
ure from Gali-

lee.

Close of Gali-

Isean Ministry
to Triumphal
Entry.

Triu mp h al
Entry to
Crucifixion
and Burial.

Resurrection to
Ascension.

Capernaum.
Jerusalem.
Samaria.

Nazareth.

Capernaum.
Other Cities of

Galilee.

Cities and Vil-

lages of Gali-

lee.

Gadara.
Nazareth.

Cities and Vil-

lages. The
Lake. Caper-
naum. Tyre
and Sidon.

Decapolis.
Csesarea Phil-

Galilee.
Judsea.
Persea.

Jerusalem and
vicinity.

Jerusalem.
Galilee.
Olivet.

B.C. 5 or
4 to A.D.

26 or 28.

26 or 28.

Between
27 and 29.

Probably
23, 29.

Probably
29 or SO.

iii. Results of our Lord's Ministry. When
we attempt to sum up the results of our Lord's

ministry, we have to <li-UngiiMi between those
which were gathered during His life and those
which have been maturing through the centuries

following.
1. r'i '"."'/ His life. Briefly, we should here hav<

IM mii'.u : /') the multitudes who were reached by
His personal influence both in His teaching anc
TT>

l

.''" ; (b) the number of particular ad
-.

- i . including the Twelve and all other

disciples MU-MI :o:io-". in the Gospels, together with
those mentioned or alluded to in the early chapters
of Acts ; (c) the training of the Twelve for their

work after His departure ; and (d) the establish

ing of the institutions of the Kingdom of God-

preaching, the ordinances, the Church.
2. Since His ascension. The history of Chris

tianity for nineteen centuries only partially de
scribes the outcome of Christ's short ministry upon
earth. It is indeed a commonplace, but withal a

glorious truth, to say that no other term of service
in any man's life, whether longer or shorter, wa
ever so potent an influence or so formative a force
for all that is best in human affairs.

LITERATURE. The Lives of Christ, esp. Andrews, The Life q
our Lord ; Broadus, Harmony of the Gospels, with Notes o:

dates by A. T. Bobertson ; art.
*

Chronology
*
in Hastings' DB

Turner) and in Encyc. Bibl. (von Soden), and the literature

dduced ;
art. in The Biblical World (Chicago) for Dec. 1905,

>y Professor Votaw. E. C. DARGAN.

MINSTRELS. See FLUTE-PLAYEHS.

MINT (JidfofffMv, mentka] is mentioned only in

Mt 2323 and the parallel passage Lk II4"
2
,
where

t is represented as being subject to tithe. It is a
:amiliar garden herb, belonging to the natural

order Labiatse. The species commonly grown in

Palestine is horse-mint (M.
' '

''. and there

can be little doubt that this is tlie mint of Scrip-

ture. It is extensively used for culinary purposes,
and is also highly valued as a carminative. Mint

was probably one of the bitter herbs
' with which

the Paschal lamb was eaten.
HUGH DUNCAN.

MIRACLES. The process of thought and re-

search, both ! licolo^icMl and scientific, has led to a

position whero bcl"'
"

T '.."'';' -\ the career

of Jesus, of those . . .

'

and mani-

festations summed up under the comprehensive and

popular term 'miracle/ is made possible if not

inevitable. The prevailing negative attitude of

science shows signs of being abandoned in view of

enlarging '"."" of the possibilities both

in Matter . , *\ ,
and theology is coming ^to

see that the miraculous events recorded of Him
who was the Son of God and the Regenerator of

the Race must not be conceived of as in any sense

or degree a violation of the order of Nature ; and
that viewed in this way they become, instead of

difficulties and stumbling-blocks in the way of

faith, some of its most convincing reinforcements.

It is scarcely too much to affirm"that a belief in

these occurrences as vital parts of the Christian

revelation is rising, compared with which all

previous belief is feeble and superficial. Without

being unduly optimistic, we may ;i
i

!

l

.

! -i!rt> ^int
the 'ages of faith' in every depart

1

: -MI 01" < Iri

tian truth, and not least in that of miracle, are

yet to come. This consummation is being pre-

pared for in modern conceptions of the Order of

Nature, of Human Personality, and of the Divine

Being.
1. Modern conceptions of the Order of Nature.

Christian advocnir- SPV "- <is"n^ thoroughly dis-

posed to accept nun -' ru <.,y : .> -vlerii ific
(

'

^i^o
of the Unity of Nature, carefully ^.i.i'-i MJ ii^

admission from being read as the T. ri
:

f""iiL;y uf

Nature. They recognize and take account of the
inalienable connexion between cause and effect by
which the Universe consists. They do not regard
the miracles of the Gospels as in the least degree
arbitrary

* ' '* -
- f the Order of Nature,

but rathei , -of the infinite extent of

that order. The ancient antagonism between the
Natural and the Supernatural has broken down,
and the two spheres are seen to be one, regarded
from opposite poles. Grave objections lie against
the term supernatural/ which is entirely un-Scrip-
tural, and many modern thinkers prefer the term

'spiritual
5
to express 1 lie, tuiimtit ing ar-1 *i;-';iirinjr

Power which pervade- all tiling. U"ii!i"i;i i!io

spiritual the physical universe has no ground of

being, and nothing exists, not the least fraction of

the material, still less anything of human affection

and sympathy and personal life-force, apart from
the Uruveisai Life. If the term *

supernatural
* be

retained, it must be on the distinct understanding
that while all things may be conceived of as super-
naturally sustained, it may with equal propriety
be asserted that the whole Universe, including
not only the physical but the mental, moral, and
spiritual in human personality, is a part of the
Order of Nature. The powers and sympathies that
work in man cannot be separated from that order,
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2. The nature of Hitman Personality.
searches, ,m! V-.Mi.iliyi.a'i ,:'id psychological, i

'

and it is most natural, most agreeable to the whole
constitution of human nature, that it shall be

animated, sustained., and governed by the Divine
Power and Life. Men of science, moreover, are

increasingly willing to admit the necessity of the

spiritual and rational as the ultimate ground of
1

"

\ '.'*; and recent investigations into the
, ; ,

: '-- so-called f

atom,
3 and the vast poten-

tialities of Matter, will further develop the distrust
of all dogmatic assertion that nothing in the nature
of the events recoidecl in the Gospels and called
4 miracles

*
is possible or credible. Sir Oliver Lodge

(Hlbbert Journal, October 1902) writes :

'The root question or outstanding- controversy between
science and faith rests upon two distinct conceptions of the
universe : the one, that of a self-contained and self-sufficient

universe, with no outlook into or links with anything beyond,
uninfluenced by any life or mind except such as is connected
with a visible and tangible material body ; and the other con-

ception, that of a universe lying open to all manner of spiritual
influences, permeated through and through with a Divine spirit,

guided and watched by "living minds, acting through the medium
of law indeed, but with inteUigence and love behind the law ; a
universe by no means self-sufficient or self-contained, but with
feelers at every pore groping into another supersensuous order
of existence, where reign laws hitherto uuluui^im-d by science,
but laws as real and as mighty as those by which me material
universe is governed.'

Re-
into

the naturi; .''-, p.> ''-in :>- of man have greatly
multiplied during the present ^(MiovnLinn. and
something of the vast region of poi>nuiili! y lying
above and beneath and beyond all that is actually
realized has been revealed. The conception of the
ideal human pet-onality ha> Imoii immeasurably
enlarged and o.xalicd. fVv chuloiiical investigation
is only in its infancy, and yet enough has been
arrived at to make it certain that the powers
of humanity remain essentially unfathomed. Be-
neath or above the ordinary consciousness of man,
and beyond the powers which at present his will
controls and organizes, are other and l<irjer ]i<mci>
at present uncontrolled and iinor^ariizcil by the
personal force, but manifest in oxcupiionnl phases
of human life, such a- liv,"n-. Im-ii -!-. clairvoy-
ance, clairaudience, -o:iii!inir;;..i-'!i. or unwonted
excitement and spiritual

'

exaltation. We may
call man, as we are acquainted with him, a person-
ality, a living centre of original will and action,
made in the image of the Deity. But yet it is far
truer to regard him as a personality which has not
yet arrived, the mere rudiment of a p^r-onjilily
whose powers, as he controls them, loaHi oiu

beyond his control to regions of potentiality as

yet unrecognized, and showing that the true per-
sonality is vastly greater and mightier than the

present actual. * Man partly is, and wholly hopes
to be.

3 The powers at present possessed and con-
trolled by man are the veriest suggestion of the
powers that are his -by right of nature, made as he
was for intimate alliance with the Divine Being.
But the perfect Personality was realized in the Son
of Man who was also Son of God. The perfect
Por-oimlU\ o.mMol be conceived of apart from the
Divine IVr^onaliry. for it is of the very essence of
the Ideal Man that his nature shall be possessed and
controlled by the Divine. By the Divine power
the human nature consists. And, the Lord Jesus
plainly marked it as the essential condition of His
po \ver that He was morally and spiritually one
with God,

3. The Divine Nature. A wholesome feature of
modern conceptions of the Being of God is their
sense of mystery. Holding fast, on the one
hand, to the essential knowableness of the Deity
and to His self-revelation as the centre of all

Divine action, theologians, on the other hand,
admit the impossibility of giving dogmatic expres-
sion to the mode of the Divine Being.

* In mys-

tery the soul abides,' not only the Divine but even
the human soul. But taking the teaching of the
Lord Jesus, interpreted as it was by His life before
God and man, and as it is by an iiu-n.,,-ing Chris-
tian experience, they conceive Oi" -NO" a,- "the In-
finite Will and tu llijjt 'iv that animates while it

transcends the whole creation, visible and invisible,
a Divine Presence ever seeking self-realization and
self-revelation in His creation, in some true measure
expressing Himself in all the works of His hands,
even in the non-human creation ; but most really
of all in human life with its manifold r-ympjithie-,
and powers, actual and potential, conscious and
sub-conscious (or Mipor-M>ii-''iou-l. The concep-
tion is of a Living doil jri>eni. :ind active in all

life, but -u.]irtMiK
kl\ in the nobler impulses and

humanities thai glorify mankind. In the life of
men as they are, in their poor actual, the Divine
Mind finds a real though feeble and fragmentary
expression, and as that nature is developed and
it> latent powers are evoked and made part of the
conscious life, is destined to find a fuller channel
for its living action. And the nature which was
fitted to be a complete channel, and more than
channel an active co-operator with Himself the
Divine Being, revealing Himself as Father, finds in
Him who was perfectly one with man and at the
same time morally, spiritually, and essentially one
with God.

In this fact, that the Divine Power dwelt in its

SV'K 1 -- i:: il'i
i r^i.-ialiiy of Jesus, we find the

lisxiv pri'K "|'!- f"' ,i i i .ie miracles of the Gospels.
The" master-principle of them all is contained in
our Lord's own declaration,

* If I by the finger of
God cast out devils, then is the kingdom of God
come upon you* (Lk II20). This declaration is in

complete harmony with His repeated affirmations
that the ultimate power by which He wrought
His beneficent and mighty works was the same as
that by which He knew and taught the truth the
Divine power ^ \\i-llin;. In TTin. (Jn 519 - ^ 1410).
The great ,<<(:- 01" ii-a!in;z and of revelation

were due to tiu an 1

--.'-: ,'n-i'nn of the Infinite Life
and active Power by which all things consist (1) on
the nature of Jesus, and (2) through Him, so em-
powered, upon the life of man and upon the world.
Our Lord makes it perfectly plain that the mirac-
ulous deeds were morally conditioned, were there-
fore a moral achievement, and depended upon His
living faith in and union with God. Of Himself
He could do nothing (Jn 519 ). But He also has the

feeling and knowledge* that in His own nature
there was a porenrialiiy of superhuman work-
ing. And the chief point to emphasize is that the

Personality of Jesus cannot be conceived of even
rii'iMKMilarily - aPar^ from the Divine Life* He
!Mi-i(< ily !i\';<l in God. The purpose of all was to

accomplish the Divine will by the establishment
of His Kingdom among men. Here and elsewhere
the miracles are represented, not as an arbitrary
putting forth of a supernatural power altogether
out of relation to any human capacity or possi-

bility, but as arising spontaneously out of the

unique relation He sustained to the Infinite Life ;

not as something given, while it could have been
withheld, for the sake of commending tlic moral
and spiritn.il find ]><-roritt1 claim-- of .Je-*u-, hut as
vital and e^oniial pari-s of the Divine Revelation.
The evidential value of the work was secondary,
the need of man and the Divine impulse primary.

In order to get an intelligent faith in the Gospel
miracles, it is of great consequence at what point
we approach the problem. The important matter
is to begin with the less obscure, with those works
which are most closely and obviously related to
what may be called the innate forces of human
nature. This gives us as our starting-point the

healing works of Jesns. Careful study must be
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given to the principles and methods employed
in these cases of restoration from sickness, in-

firmity, and distress. A growing disposition is

evident to receive these as genuinely historical, on
the ground that they are not in themselves incon-

ceivable, related as they are to the forces per-
ceived to be at work in the complex nature of man.
Psychical research has brought, and is more fully

bringing, to light a vast wealth of resource in the

depths and heights of human per-oiuilii y. And a
close study of the method of Jesus convinces us
that He worked upon this complex nature (see art.

CURES). His miracles were not simply the output
of an alien force, but the living exercise of a Divine
force, deeply akin to all human powers, already
working in the capacities, sympathies, and life-

ties of humanity, utilizing the known in all their
unknown ramifications, and also the unknown and
unsuspected. These works are no less Divine be-
cause they are not emphasized as supernatural,
the Divine energy being more truly conceived of as
the normal and natural. If these deepest prin-

ciples which our Lord followed are duly recognized
in our faith and conception, then the remaining
miracles, most of which are rejected by many^ who
receive the healings,

"

\
"

- """".

but inevitable as tl ; ,

otherwise essentially incomplete. One who has

gained a rational and imaginative faith in the heal-

ing of body and mind, by the incarnate pity and
power of God in Christ Jesus, will be prepared to
believe that it is extremely unlikely that Christ
should so freely reveal the power of God in this

sphere, and not go beyond to give visible expres-
sion to the power that resides in and animates
and at the same time controls all Nature. And
those miracles which are associated with the life and
career of Jesus, being ..' > > much by the

power of our Lord, as
-^

Power acting
upon Him, have a strong presumption in their

favour, congruous as they are with the whole
method of His mighty works and with the one
revelation given in Him.
A. MIRACLES OF JESUS.!. Our Lord's own

description of them. A distinction must be made
between what Jesiis Himself said of the miracles
and the description given by the people of the time,
who were under the influence of low and vulgar
ideas of a Divine revelation, and by the Evangelists,
who were not altogether emancipated from current

concept ions. (1) It must be borne in mind that
the Synoptic?- give very few specific terms which
our Lord applied to Hi's own supernormal action.

They are the record of His deeds, not of His speech
concerning them. But the Evangelists

9

description
may be taken without much deduction as a faithful
reflexion of the Master's usage. Jesus does refer
to His works, as in Mt 169 - 10

; He speaks of casting
out demons by the Spirit of God (Mt 1228 ) or by the
finger of God (Lk II 20

), and declares that * this kind '

(rovro TO y&os) goeth not out except by prayer
(Mt 1721 TR). He refers to the deed itself and
its blessed result, withoV-

'

.

'

'/" . it by any
specific term. (2) His - :

: for them,
ucc,orliiig lo th<i Fourth Gospel, was fyya,

' works'
(
Jii >-

li;

1'J-
- '" :{v He uses the same word also

of the good and beautiful acts of others (Ka\bv
gpyov, Mk 146). He makes no great distinction
between His ordinary works of mercy and the

extraordinary, r<\ii;ml ing them all alike as wrought
simply and naturally in the way of His life and
vocation. The miracles were not the highest
works ; they belong to a lower level of manifesta-
tion as compared with His moral and spiritual
revelation of God (Jn 1411). But He also qualifies

gpya :
l the works that none other man did '

(Jn
l-T?r . j-rol-nMy including under that category the
'son 1 MIL: Jin! .ifcher mighty deeds. Utility was the

chief element in His view of all His deeds and
actions. (3) He also calls them 5wipeis ('powers'
,,r 'mj^lijy works'), emphasizing the striking
"MiiIiV -;,'.; i"<-n of Divine Power .,

"

all

human capacity (Mt II 31
). The \ also

<oi!'moM?y employ this term (1\! ,
*! 65

).

-!, lie ,-!-(> speaks of His works as ey^eTa, 'signs'

(Jn 626
), carefully separating Himself from the

popular estimate of what constituted a Divinely

significant act (see art. SIGN), The Fourth Gospel
consistently applies this word to the works of

Jesus. Probably we must see in the fact a feature

due to j''<,l<'ii;_L<l reflexion on the events in the

light of iiiio'-lii-iury. But the term is singularly

fitting to describe the Divinely significant works of

our Lord as signs of another and higher order^ of

things, leading on the thought and imagination
to higher spheres of being, fuller powers of soul,

Diviner possibilities for humanity. (5) The word
repara ('prodigies') is never applied by Jesus to

His own working. Only once He uses the word,
and then to disavow tlie idea involved in it and
to sever His action from it (Jn 448). In the Apoca-
lyptic discourse these repara are associated with
false Christs and false prophets (Mt 2424

,
Mk 1333

).

(6) The popular use of crypdiov was most akin to

the repas. With this the English word * miracle
'

has most affinity. It is not the equivalent of any
word used by Jesus. The AV uses it to translate

G-rjfj.elov and dfoa/jus. The KV" practically abandons
it. The idea of the word 'supernatural' also is

not found in the NT or in the whole Bible, and
the term should be relegated to the region of the
obsolete. The word *

spiritual' is an excellent snb-
'"

.'

'

;

'""

idea expressed by it with -

-. ! ind to any untenable and
".-! x

'

;
\

2. Characteristics ofour Lord's miracles. Briefly,
the features of the miracles which commend them
to our judgment and affection may be stated as

(1) Spontaneity. They arise out of the occasion
are never deliberated, unless the raising of

Lazarus be an exception (Jn II4), but spring from
the present practica"

"

;

* ..". '

desire to help man, ar ..-,.-. ., , i>

Spirit (Jn 24ff
-, Lk i- .

.,. ;J, \\'J

purpose. The miracles of Jesus ever sought the

highest and Divinest ends, and were never ends in

themselves. In all His works there were no signs
of any ostentatious exercise of power. Sternly He
forbade any public advertisement of Hi- healing-.
etc., which might rouse the popular excitement.

(3) Strong restraint in use of supernormal power.
The Temptation of the wilderness witnesses to
what was characteristic of all His life, His constant
refusal to use His power for personal ease, gratifi-

cation, or convenience. Nothing was done by ex-

traordinary which could be done by ordinary means.

(4) Moral dignity and congruity with the whole

spirit and life of J esus. His miracles spring out of

His innermost nature, and reveal the moral har-

mony and winsomeness of His Person. Herein
lies a most fruitful compari-on ^iih other alleged
miracles, ecclesiastic,- 1 ?m<I mediae al and modern.
The vast majority of these latter fail to commend
themselves to us as worthy exercises of a Divine
power. The criterion must not, however, be un-

duly pressed, for natures differ widely in what

they regard as morally fitting and suitable for

Divine action. But, employed broadly, it may
help us to discriminate between alleged miraculous
events as to how far they are worthy of credence.

(5) Helpfulness to mankind was the abiding char-
acteristic of our Lord's miracles. In most cases

they were wrought for the immediate succour of

suffering humanity, and for the revelation, in and
through this, of 'the Divine love and pity. In
His works on the non-hnman world also the need
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of man was continually served, more especially Ms
need for vision of the higher facts of existence.

His action never issued in meaniiiglej-s marvels or

needless wonders and in those that seem farthest

removed from the requirements of mankind a
revelation was given ot the kind of power which
animated and sustained all naturea and ordered its

course.

3. The whole texture of the Gospel narratives
is complicated with the supernormal. They pre-

suppose a unique relation to God in Jesus, and His

possession of a ",.'" '*." power. 'Inmost
of the reports tl ,:

:
-

-

'

is so interwoven
with unmistakably authentic words, that the two
elements cannot bo -ojijinitnl

*

(A. B. Bruce, art.
4 Jesus '

in Encyc. Bibl. ). If excision be made from
the Evangelic records (1) of all that directly nar-
rates His unique action as a healer and wonder-
worker, (2) of all that pro-nppoM-> the possibility
and actuality of such unique H 011011. (3) of all that
testifies to TT* ; .

'
'

";.,*' --VQY due to a unique
relation to * - ' \

"
le^ "bald and bare

and mutilated beyond description. The very warp
and woof of the fabric is destroyed.

As an example, apply the process to Mk 1-3. As a residue
we have

1. The account of the Baptist's preaching
1

(without the refer-

ence to the prophetic witness).
2. The Baptism of John (robbed of the spiritual endowment

Of
~

- -
. -1" - '..*,.

! . i '.ation in the wilderness (with
" ",in N v v *

:<li 1. The story cannot he filled up "by reference to
.'. :-,<r 1 ..vii'i .-- -. for their account presupposes a miracle-

working power in Jesus).
4. John's imprisonment, and announcement of the Kingdom

by Jesus.
5. Call of Peter, Andrew, James, and John.
6. Teaching of Jesus in the synagogue, and spread of His

fame (the latter left like a pyramid on its apex without the
restoration of Hie demoniac)

7. Entrance co house of Perer (healing of wife's mother ex-

cluded).
8. Account of solitary prayer (with no action of Jesus to

account for such prolonged prayer).
9. Preaching in synagogue (mere repetition apart from heal-

ing of leper and casting out devil).

10. Account of sudden popularity (with no adequate reason

given for it).

11. .\7:-'-:>(r HIM lf :o" of the statement that He taught the

peopl- (."-''
- all'ins! j excised as entirely complicated with

miracle).
T2. Call of Matthew.
IS. Conflict with scribes and Pharisees in regard to eating

and drinking with publicans and sinners, and fasting, and His

i :> i !_ .- -,".<" Nixon.
I . l'i .".i i t

- j.-.'i Il : 'Jinn : iKi counsel to kill Him (but no
reason j.'-" In ii-jinir 1 - u . . i red hand being removed).

15. Withdrawal 01 Jesus (following by multitude being
omitted because of motive given in v.8).

16. Call of disciple- ( up':i-I i'-p redut i-<I :o vn-n-'lfsin and

teaching. Teaching in ,;-"
'

v-u: out as e-'T-Mi;. <] iLii(U'5"t on
His exorcism of demons).

17. Teaching of true relationship to Himself (strongly savour-

ing of presumption, apart from reasons which have disappeared
in process of excision).
TH ui.i"< M.'iir.'u:\c > r<.M:<k r< r! v.Vrr'lc^ JIM! (Ti-Vcdt'l. tin"

<nh -(.' rtp \\] ;<!> i-, '< 'Vi i-'.v v!Mi..'.',.i(.:l l.< i"y
*'

;-"-*.
'
r.ui:

the* healing ministry was not only a fact, but a great outstand-

ing fact, is attested by the popularity of Jesus and by the
.- .,

:
. j" - '**' "\

'' " ued to account for the remark-
.,.. -, \ I! r.r.1

. J. The above analysis forcibly

4 Chronological list of miracles of Jesus.

(a) PRELIMINARY PERIOD, FROM BAPTISM TO
CALL OF LEADING- APOSTLES.

1. Water made wine........ Jn.

2. Clear 1 * 1

i.r of il:<. Tcmplo ...... Jn-

3. Son o r '.olikmuri rt-ioro'l ...... Ja.

($) FIRST PERIOD OF GALILEAN MINISTRY,
TO DEATH OF JOHN THE BAPTIST.

FOUND IN

Escape from hostile crowd
Draught of fishes

Capernaum demoniac
Peter's wife's mother

. Leper
10. Palsied man

11. Impotent man of Bethesda . . . .
|

. . . . Jn.
12. Man with withered hand
13. General healings and exorcisms
14. Centurion's servant
15. Son of widow of Nam raised
1C. General healings and exorcisms
17. Dumb demoniac healed
IS. Tempest stilled

19. Gadarene demoniac or demoniacs
20. Raising of Jairus' daughter
21. Issue of blood .

22. Two blind men healed

(c) SECOND PERIOD OF GALILJEAN MINISTRY,
TO ITS CLOSE.

23. Five thousand fed .

24. Jesus walks on sea .

25. Daughter of Syro-Phcenician woman
26. Deaf and dumb restored .

27. 01 ( "M.r:
"

ML.:"_'
"

infirmities
28. FO-.P- i

: c. ]-:.:<! '_(! .

29. Blind man restored .

30. Deaf ai u cl ppV p"
1

- ;,K'
31. Stater J-M" -):".- i-< .Hi

Mt.
Mt.
Mt.

ait.

Mt.

Mt.
Mt.

FOUND IN
Mk. . Lk.
Mk.

i

Mk.
Mk.

I

Mk.
I

Mk. i

Mk. Lk.
Mk, I ..

Jn.

(d) MINISTRY IN JUDMA AND

32. Man blind from birth restored,

33. T ->; jstored

34. v -.' i <.- : Jaled

35. :'!
36.!- .

37. Two blind men near Jericho

(e) CLOSING DAYS OF LIFE.

38. Withering of fig-tree . . . Mt.
39. Cleansing of Temple . . . Mt.
40. Healing of Malchus.... Mt.
41. Falling to ground of soldiers .

FOUND IN
Mk.
Mk. Lk.

Lk. Jn.
Jn.

the above list, we may remark
(1) The same event is probably referred to in 2

and 39. Possibly also, but on the whole not prob-
ably, 3 and 14 refer to same healing.

(2) Instances which seem to come so near to

familiar human experience as to need no assump-
tion of miracle are 2, 4, 41.

(3) In 31 no indication is i!'-. in l-:;:t the com-
mand of Jesus was meant to M.- -MX '-.. It may
readily have been understood by the "disciple as a

parabolic expression of the surety of providential
care.

(4) Cases where the reporting of the healing i>

so casual that nothing as to the method of Je.suh

can be securely built upon the narrative are 10, 12,

33, 34, 40. The chief interest of the Evangelist
lies in the other part of the story. In the case of

Malchus, St. John, who reports the injury, makes
no mention of any healing, and the interest of St.

Luke is o\ jui^rolicMl rather than medical, empha-
sizing the geTKM*-ii y and compassion of Jesus.

(5) 'Nature miracles' are found (a] in each

period; (&) in the Fourth Gospel; (c) in the Syn-
optic tradition, both in the Double and Triple

Synopsis. They are therefore as well attested as

the works of healing. The usiRinjr on the sea is

found in the Double !M no].<U : die 'stilling of the

storm and the uiilu-fin^
of rlio iig-tree in the

Triple Synopsis; 11i I'eociin^ of cho multitude in

all four Grospels.

(6) The healings of nervous diseases, which many
are more willing to accept on the ground of their

likeness to well-known medical facts of to-day,
are not better attested than those involving physical
disorder and disease. Tl in lionlm^ of fVvor. leprosy,
issue of blood, and lilimliio^ an* all recorded in

the Triple S\ nop^fc. The raising of the dead is

found in all tour (!o-poK; one case, the daughter
of Jairus, is attested by the three Synoptics. The
NT makes no distinction between these classes of

miracles, but the evidence for all the classes is

equally strong (see art. CURES, 11).

5. Classification of wirwles of Jesus. As a
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typical example of the customary classification of

miracles, may Toe given that of Westcott (Introd.
to the Gospels]

I. Miracles on Nature. 1. Miracles of creative power : ()
water made wine, 03) '.) ^ ." i

'

i!
:

:< r. (/-) A.iIVM'j ,
;

i-> water.

2. Miracles of Provi-h- * : (
x

, i i '.. >- <> s -r'ir (1) first

draught of fishes, (2)
-- i .,( \?

-
- i M ."- J

i
" <-uth, (4)

second draught of fishes ; () Miracle of judgment : withering of

fig-tree.
II Miracles on Man. () Miracles of personal faith : (1)

organic defects (blind) : (a) faith special (Mt 929-31), (6) faith

absolute Bartinueus restored ; (2) chronic impurity : (a) open
(leprosy) faith special, the one

"

contrasted, the ten lepers ; (6)

Miracles of intercession : (1) organic defects (simple interces-

four. (; ,

ness (Jn 9) ; (2) disease-

(d) impotent man, (e) wor " - -i-
.

(,) death chamber, (6) tne Dier, (C) tne lomo.
III. Miracles on Spirit World. () Miracles of intercession :

(1) simple intercession (a) dumb man with devil, (6) blind and
dumb man ; (2) intercession based on natural ties () Syro-
~v " " ' " ''*)''' T ""racles of antagon-
> '

.

'

- -
;

-
. (2) in tombs the

lepers cast out.

The chief defect in the above is its endorsement
of the term f Nature miracles '

as applied to the
first class. If ' Nature ' be rightly measured, the
term may 1

"' :i
.

'

\- be used to cover the whole

ground of our Lord s working, for the complex
nature of man cannot "be severed from the uni-

versal order. Moreover, the distinction is, apart
from that consideration, an arbitrary one, for

several of these so-called * Nature miracles *

are

wrought in the sphere of our Lord's human nature,
and are conceivably extensions of human, mental,
and psychical faculty ; and some of them are

wrought in and upon the bodily form of Jesus
Himself. The walking upon the water is an ex-

ample of the latter. The draught of fishes is a
miracle of vision, an extension of human percep-
tion, as well as an example of Divine control of

the animal creation. A similar element must
be traced in the instance of the coin in the
fish's mouth, if we are to understand a miracle
here.* Other defects are: ' Miracles of Provi-

dence/ 'Miracles of Blessing* and of c

Love,' are
terms that may be applied to other than the

A truer classification may be suggested as fol-

lows :

I. Healings of bodily ailments as blindness, leprosy, lame-

ness, dropsy, deafness and dumbness, fevers, and manifold ail-

ments and infirmities.
II. Healings

" .-.-...-
epilepsy, possil

'

her ailment be physical).
III. Healings of nervous and psych

:
,

'
' T; - "1 - -" /

associated with kliof.i or insanity, and
IT. Revelations of power in the nature of Jesus walking on

the sea.

V. Revelation of Jesus in nature and upon the organic world
a* drr.vipr'it* rf fishes, and stater in fish's mouth,
\ I lYiv.rr upon the organic world multiplied loaves and

fishes, water made wine, fig-tree withered
VII. PoMiir -ipon i ne inorganic world srillin^of the tempest.
VIII. Hn-vupot ihi dead Jairus' daughter, son of widow of

Nam, Lazarus,

B. 'MIRACULOUS' EVENTS
CAREER OF JESUS.

1. Annunciation by angels
2. Virgin-birth ,

3. Angels' song .

4. Other ni>]> trmfr- <-f nnsrols in pro
tectio" OT Uu-Ch :

-l(l

5. Star of Magi .

6. Voice at Baptism of Jesus
7. Descent of dove

ASSOCIATED WITH

Mt.
Mt.

Mt.
Mt.
Mt.
Mt.

FOUND IN

Lk.
Lk.
Lk.

Mk.
Mk.

Lk.
Lk. Jn.

* The power of the rnind over the "body may reasonably be
conceived as at work in these iii*-

1

finc
ic. fcr il ^ irripo-^'blo.

with IMC irro.V'r'j-\-:io'\'f<l .'f- of :'no 'ir -r-n-laiioMs of in-irl and

body, 10 sf i .'ID nrl> \n\ li.'nsi
p o I.TH :'irl ,:-! ico.

8. Transfiguration
9. Voices at Transfiguration

10. Opening of graves after death
Jesus

11. Bending of veil of Temple
12. Darkness over land .

13. Earthquakes ....
14. The Resurrection .

15. The Ascension

o

Mt.
Mt.

Mt.
Mt.

Mt.
Mt.

Mk.
Mk.

Mk.
Mk.

Mk.
Mk.

Lk.
Lk.

Lk.
Lk.

Lk.
Lk.

Jn.
Jn.

In the above, noteworthy facts are

(1) Only one Evangelist in each case records 3,

4, 5, 10, 13. Number 10 stands by itself, and is

not found in other Gospels, although these speak
of the rending of the veil of the Temple. The
latter event (11) is also possibly an ,,' < < ..ir-i.- ,'

of the reins-'. .'

' *

,

"
]

\" ".! \\\\ \'2 , -, ':>.

which were Cu- !--v M" our Lord's

death. 1, 2, 12 are recorded by two Evangelists
only.

(2) While the historicity, as objective events, of

1, 3, 4, 6, 7 cannot be reasonably denied with any
dogmatism, especially if the principles enunciatecl

above be intelligently accepted, yet we aie free to

admit that they are such as were not unlikely to

be added to the Gospel tradition by disciples and

by the first Christian community, who were not

entirely freed from Jewish preposseSvSions (see art.

SIGN). It would be . \ -

1 "

proportionate to

give the same weight . \ to the details of

the Birth, 15,'iptism, and Death of Jesus as to the

personal experience which He underwent, and to

the significance of the Incarnation, Spiritual En-
dowment, and Atonement for human salvation.

(3) The Voice at the Baptism is well attested,
but it is not clear if we are taught to regard it

as more than subjective to Jesus Himself. Mt.
and Mark seem to attribute the whole experience

the vision of the opening heaven, the seeing of

the dove, the hearing of the voice to Jesus ; and
the Baptist's vision of the Descent (Jn I

82
) may

express his special insight into the whole event
as it affected our Lord at that critical time and

experience. It is noteworthy that Luke simply
records the facts.

(4) The chief events that demand consideration
are the yirgiii-lnri.h,

the Transfiguration, the

Resurrection, and the Ascension, for which we
must refer to the separate articles on these sub-

jects.
C. MIRACLES WROUGHT IN THE NAME OF JESUS

BY HIS FOLLOWERS. Tin T\ JITS;. <-n -i - !ivk< 11. plain
that the disciples and <; '.<, n-ll^u i-

11 - ui' J< -in were
commissioned by the Master to go forth in His
name to com" : "- 1-

1 "
1 and exorcism with the

teaching and ;.

"

.

'

the gospel (Mt 101 - 7- 8
,

Mk 314"16 67
,
LK. nr). Iney also declare that a

signal success was achieved by the Seventy, for

they return to Jesus rejoicing ;."<}! ily in the

power of His name, extending < u-n 10 iK control
of the evil spirits (Lk 1017). Of this great suc-

cess our Lord was aware, and it became to Him
the occasion of a spiritual exultation, in which He
saw, as already accomplished, the downfall of the
Satanic power with all its accompanying ills and
afflictions of mankind (Lk 10lg).
The evidence favours the idea that Jewish exor-

cists had a certain measure of success in their arts,

even although much charlatanry may be believe4
to have mingled with their practices. The names
they invoked, including the Ineffable Name, to-

gether, no doubt, with the drastic physical reme-
dies they applied, were possibly efficacious in

some cases (Mt 1227
,
Lk 949 ). And we may be con-

fident that the Name of Jesus, which was of vast

import and of awful and mysterious significance
V-pod ally n fi or the Resurrection), would make for

hrwliii^r rind for liberating disordered minds and
evil-controlled natures. There is reason, also, to
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make a distinction between these
"

.

*'
, 1

exorcisms and the other works of Jesu .

is said of these latter supernormal powers being
possessed by the disciples and first Christians.
It must also be remembered that St. Paul's Epistles
are clear witness to somewhat kindred phenomena
having been experienced in the Charismata of

Apostolic circles (1 Co 12, etc.). The closing sec-

tion of Mark's Gospel, too, is a reflexion of 2nd
century belief in the continuance of these mirac-
ulous enclowr ! "\- ;:!- '

e Apostles. Coming
down to sub- \ ;>*! ,.!-. the evidence is too

strong to be discredited that the same powers
"th prophecy were familiar to those

" and the question cannot be entirely
avoided, as to whether we have any sufficient

reason to draw the line at the close of this age,
or, with other apologists, at the time of Constan-
tino, and declare that, beyond it, all assertions of a
manifest and direct Divine action through any
servant of Christ are due to chicanery, or illusion,

ignorance, or supers! ii ion.

Ii ihib jiu>iioii be loft subjudice, and the story
of the Christian Church of the following centuries
be read without prepossession, an impression may
well be produced that some of the alleged super-
normal phenomena are far too well attested to
be scornfully and summarily dismissed. In all

generations of the Christian era, certain natures,
specially God-sensitive, i i

-
i

i , : ]y < -nsecrated
to God' and sympathetic v. :' 1 i.i"',:ii<, with all

living things, appear to have wielded a real though
imperfect control over the physics .1 ,-- - uf "

fr .

Both through them and in them n ir-'x, !<' i":ri-

have been at work which we cannot but believe
are God-sustained and God-energized, producing
supernormal phenomena. In regard to all these,
as well as to kindred manifestations of modern
times, the right attitude is that of a watchful but
\': _",.'!"% and patient examination. Forces

,,'.- or healing undoubtedly lie in human
nature, in certain gifted souls, and in others not

<OM-JH< uoii-ly gifted spiritually, but 'sensitives
5

;

mi<i in limci of great spiritual awakening, when
the sense of the reality of the Unseen and Divine
is quickened and God's presence is freshly and
acutely realized, startling manifestations of these
sub-conscious or super-conscious forces may occur,
and need not surprise any who understand how
closely the Divine power has access to all forces
of human life. Such phenomena, and indeed all

things that belong to the human race, must not be
met with a non possuwMs, but with careful, scien-

tific, and withal reverent, investigation. The
miracles of Jesus are available as a criterion, and

basing our judgment upon them we may demand :

(1) an adequate and worthy moral purpose to be
served [this must be clearly distinguished from

personal or ecclesiastical convenience, advantage,
or ambition, traces of which, together

^

with offer-

ings at the shrine of the saint, discredit so many
mediaeval miracles] ; and (2) a]>i<]ici nionil (ligniiy

in which rn.i"\ ,MI".'I 1 working- o; i lie i Jifiiiiua-

turgist are <>! ;" -iMis-K wanting. It is by no
means easy to say how far healings and other

powers kindred to those wrought by Jesus are
meant to be expected in our human life on earth.

It seems natural to make a distinction between
the healings and other restorations from human
infirmity on the one hand, and works of revelation
in the non-human sphere. The latter may not be

expected in this earthly scene, although they point
to large powers of soul in the evolution of our

psychical capacities in some further stages of being.
But the healings and exorcisms we have

^
good

reason to expect among men on earth ; for in all

investigation and experiment and self -devoted

labour/ in all spiritual prayer and aspiration for

the physical, mental, and eternal welfare of the
race, His presence is ever active who said,

*

Lo, I
am with you always.

3

LIT*? iTH 1" ro _r. :( i-i.
7

. (}.. <

1 "
1 _ with the various themes

<Vir;i- -MJ -
, ;,.! > ,>".,

-
< },.

'

.-.:!;. Lives of Christ, Commen-
taries on the Gospels, and artt. in Hastings' DB, Mncyc.Biblica,
and other Dictionaries. For the argument concerning

1 the
miracles in general and in particular

(1) Adverse on whole : E. A. Abbott, Kernel and the Hu&k,
The Spirit on the Waters, and Philo/nyUm* (a reply to New-
man's Essays on Ecclesiastical Miracle) ;

}L Arnold, Litera-
ture and Dogma ; Percy Gardner, Historic View of JYT, and
Explomtio Evangeliea; Harnack, What is Christianity} and
Christianity and History.

(2) In favour of miraculous : Origen, contra, Celswin, ; Pascal,
Penseet> ; Row's, JVlozley's, un(TTi.mi)!(.-\ r>nt,\piti Lectures ; A.
B.Bruce, Miraculous JStetiU'nr i,i >hc faiwl^ and Chief End
of Revelation; Trench, Miracles; Lytcelton's Hulsean Lec-
tures; Fisher, Ground of Theistic and Christum Belief; The
Supernatural in Christianity, by Drs. Rainy, Orr, and Dods
(a reply to Pfleiderer's Gifford Lectures); Lias, Are Miracles
Credible ? ; Thomson, Miracles and Modern Science ; Illing-
worth, Personality Human and Divine, and Divine Imman-
ence ; to which may be added The Finger of God, by writer of
the present article.

For larger and wider discussions bearing closely on the con-

ception of the miraculous, consult the works of John Fiske, esp.
The Idea of God ; Dr. E. Caird's Evolution of Religion, 2 rols.

(Gifford Lectures) ;
and Human Personality by F. W. H. Myers.

T. H. WEIGHT.
MIRACULOUS CONCEPTION. Bee VIRGIN-

BlRTH.

MISSION. The following article deals with the
mission, of the Lord Jesus Christ only as presented
in the Co>pel narratives. The Lord Jesus fre-

quently miin.ife.-TeJ consciousness of being com-
missioned by Gfod. Nov the jjrm ml -V^TW) and
now the specific term

l
c-.o-;r'- \\t-v i"o' sending is

used in reference to His work, the latter word
signifying an intimate connexion between sender
and sent (Cremer, p. 529); As God's trusted mes-

senger He felt that there was a decree (Sei) for
Him to execute (Lk.249 443 922 etc.), that He had
His Father's authority (Jn 543 842

), and that as the
Father had sanctified Him and sent Him into the
world (Jn 1036), it was not for Him to do His own
pleasure (6

38
). The Fourth Evangelist, deeply im-

pressed with the idea of the commission received

by his Lord, mentions the fact repeatedly, and in
one place stops to brood over the mere name of a
place because it suggests a mission (9

7
). Instead

of considering Himself as being merely one among
a number of Divine messengers, Jesus knew Him-
self to be the Messenger-Son (Mk 126- 7

). The
Lord's consciousness refers to (1) the objects of His
mission, (2) the means to be adopted to gain His
wondrous ends, (3) the extent, and (4) the credentials
of His mission.

1. The objects of the mission. These are ex-
hibited in various forms. T 1

. ."'-..
"*

;. to be
fulfilled (Mk 1210- u 1421 - 27- 49

, I \ i i
: "

', Jn 54*

1318). It is the function of Jesus to be the King (Ps
2), the Son of Man (Ps 8 3 Bn 713- M

), the Servant of
Jehovah (Is 42. 53), the founder of a New Covenant
(Jer 31 31 -94

) ;
and thus to glorify God (Jn 1228 174

)

and save men (Mt I21
, Lk 211 1910

,
Jn 317 1010 1247

17- 2031
) by attracting men to Himself (Mt II28

, Jn
540 1232 ) and by giving Himself as a sacrifice (Mk
1045, Jnl29 651 "lOr'

12").
2. Means to the ends of the mission. The nature

of these aims required that the Heavenly Apostle
(He 31

)
should manifest the Kingdom and the

character of God, together with the greatness of
man's calling. The sacrificial death at Calvary
sums up all the revelations. The speech, the

life, the death of the Lord Jesus are the means
whereby He discharges His unique mission to
mankind.

(a) To succeed, it was imperative that Jesus
should ensure the recognition, of the sovereignty of
God. The Kingdom of God must be established

upon the earth (Mt 417
, Lk 19llff

-). "Where there
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are minds that gladly defer to God's will, there the

Kingdom is. Submission may be incomplete (Mt
1324-uo.

47.
48} an transient (vv.'-* "). In Jesus alone

were the claims of God fully and constantly
heeded : therefore the leadership of men is His

prerogative (Mt 2310
). He called men to Himself

in order to make them loyal to the heavenly
throne. God's subjects renounce evil habits (Mt
417

), enjoy pardon (Lk 2447
), possess sincerity (Mt

721 '27
), are plastic and trustful as children (Mt IS2

'4
,

Lk IS16' 17
,
Jn 3t!

), are willing to render costly
service in meekness (Mt 2025"28

) ; they transcend
national distinctions (Mt S 11

) and set all interests

below those of the Kingdom (Mt 633 1345 - 46
,
Lk

957-02 ISM-BO). The presence of the Kingdom is

known by its conquering power (Lk II 20
). Its

growth cannot be accounted for unless the ac-

tivities of God are adduced ; albeit man's co-

operation is required (Mk 426~~9
). A river (as the

Nile) may not :

;_

*

r j i

'

o i
' '

"

i land that it waters,
and yet may ~K M!'-I< r -:::': thereto; similarly
Christ's Kingdom is the blessing the world needs

most, and its coming must be uppermost in prayer-
ful minds (Mt 69>10 ), yet it takes its rise in the
unseen heaven (Jn 183f5

). Diseases, defects, ex-

crescences of all
" '

'.

*

"

';
*

.

"

. ental, spiritual
are foreign el^^*^** uo v IJ.v ^.o \ Lk 13 16

). It

was the function of the Lord Jesus to reveal

verbally and in His life the nature of God's reign.
Hi** loving and uii-\v< rviriji devotion to the Father's
will is the cen'nil <>'-b of the moral world, and all

human wills should be planets ruled and lighted

by His filial homage. Union with Him, harmony
with Him, would bring about union and harmony
among the races of mankind, and earth according
to the great prayers (Mt 69- ia

, Jn 1720 - 21
), would be

a province of heaven. In all its particulars its

purity, might, obedience, joyful loyalty, friendli-

ness, -..
rVi . catholicity the Kingdom of

God .'!
'

. Christ expanded. It was His
task to give mankind, on the scale of His earthly
experience, a clear and distinct < :'"" r

ib-

jection to the authority of God. T !\ i . is

where He is
;

it is He working through the wills,

intellects, affections of His people. The laws of

the Kingdom are those to which Christ conformed
His purposes and deeds. The Beatitudes (Mt 51" 152

)

are songs that first were sung in His own heart.
IT- !. \ \- '","' of the Kingdom ;. 1

- *'".
1.

1

-

i ,,(
-

.-. Jesus from the ; ;

:
-

belonging to duty and common service. If the

precepts of the <:M^JK-I -vhleli were indeed cita-

tions from His ovni book of life as child, friend,

artizan, preacher, sacrifice were heeded in home
and Church and State, we should see the Kingdom
of God an organism with Christ as its soul, devout,
righteous, beneficent.

(&) He to whom the human will ought to be sur-

rendered must be known to be supremely worthy
of reverence, trust, and love. Inasmuch, then, as

"knowledge of God is essential to eternal life, it was
one of the aims of Christ to imp;:i i ih:- k':ov 1 >,

(Jn 173)- God had often been I>
IVM MM'U \\ - ils--

Father of the Chosen People, and here and there
individuals had thought themselves to be sons of

God; but in the teachings of Jesus the Divine
Fatherhood is asserted and illustrated so copiously,
that some chapters of the Gospels consist almost

solely of variations to the music of these good
tidings (Mt 5. 6. 7). Jesus made men think of God
trustfully as well as reverently, with love as well
as with awe. The revelation 'could be made only
by the Son of God (Mt II27 , Lk 1022), and it was
contained in Himself (Jn I18 147

'10
). the love and

obedience of the Son have as their counterpart.-*
the Father's love and instructions; rmd >o the

paternal and the filial <li-po-i(,ion> nro mutually
illuminating. The purpo-o- of ilio Vntlior are exe-

cuted by the Son, and therefore to come to Jesus,

to receive and honour Him, are acts that reach

to God (Lk 948 , Jn S22-*8 IS20
). Th is

the Messenger. Not merely does a -
, piu

before the Divine character; for Jesus, standing
where the veil had stood, manifests the eternal

righteousness and pitying love that cannot be

content unless men are rescued from unrighteous-
ness and wrath. Salvation is man's progressive
advance (Jn 17s

jLvJxrKi*)} to God, his growing com-

munion with the Father, his i;i( ni-in faith, love,

and reverence. The Saviour inviir- men to come

by penitence and trust to Himself, that they may
become one with Him and, through Him, with the

Father (Mt II 28
,
Jn 1721

), whose holiness He dis-

(c) The fulfilment of Christ's mission required
the revelation of man. What is the moral con-

dition of men ? What is man in God's idea ? What
can make man's sin to be seen and hated ? What
can make God's thought and purpose concerning
man attractive to sinners ? Inasmuch as penitence,

faith, hope, love are essential elements of a

true life, to create them was included in Christ's

gracious task. To produce the consciousness of

guilt was an indispensable preliminary. ^

His

speech made sin exceeding sinful, and in His con-

duct there were presented such contrasts to man's

misdoings that the evils were exposed. A sense

of sin actually was produced (Lk 58 737ff- 197 - 8
), and

men learned to trust God's Son and to desire to be

taught His life (Lk II 1
). He encouraged men to

hope that His <'.\it-vi<-nt of pleasing the Father

(Jn S29 ) might lw.<omo ilu-ii-. seeing that they
could become as intimately related to Him as the

branches are related to the vine (15
1 "8

). The ap-

pearance of the Son of Man was a gospel, because,
while it condemned sin, it affirmed moral evil to

be an intrusion into man's nature, and it invited

the sinful to receive f^iu^ 1'"''- and enter into

union with that victorious life which from the

first had overcome the world (Mt 4^
n

, Jn 829 1683

174). Corrupted man rejected and killed the Holy
One, thereby disclosing human guilt and need ;

man, as God intended him to be, and as he may
become by 'believing in him 5

(Jn 211 316
), is re-

vealed in Christ's meekness, devoutness, filial

obedience and fraternal service.
* The Son of God '

gives men authority to become God's sons (I
12* 18

),

;*";., .

"

men fully to unfold their manhood.
(d) 1/ie mission of the Saviour involved His death.

His death was a chief part of His work. The
Evangelists record sayings which prove that the

great sacrifice was present to our Lord's mind at an
early stage of His ministry, so that there is no
need to regard the explicit references to the death

by violence made near Ceesarea Philippi (Mk 831fft
)

as s'lilirnmi'* a new outlook to the Lord's own
mind. The tragic note that is heard early in the
Fourth Gospel (2

19 -21 314- 15 651
) is not left to the last

in the Synoptic accounts (Mt 915
, Mk 219 - 20

, Lk
534 - 85

). Moreover, the saving purpose of the sacri-.

fiee (Mt 2628 , Mk 1045 1424, Jn 10U i^* 24- 8*- 33
), its

necessity (Set Mk S31
, Lk 2426

'), and its voluntary
character (Mt 2653

,
Jn 1018

), are affirmed.
'

Through
death to life' is illustrated in His experience. The
enjoyment by Him of a fuller life in countless
redeemed ones is conditional upon His uttermost
self-renunciation (Jn 1224 ). The life of the Saviour

passes to men through His surrender, and it enters
into them so far as they adopt ii^ prirn iplc. Tim
way of sacrifice is thus the v i i y\\ 1 1 < -re- 1 >y 1 1 1 c Sn v i <>u r

gives and the saved receive (Nil 10-" -";. Tho Now
Covenant (Jer 3I31

"34
) is connected with the shedding

of the Lord's blood (Lk 2220
), and it is necessary

that the saved should participate in this funda-
mental law of Christ's being (Jn 653"57

). It was the
Son's gracious will to come to earth on an errand
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"'V "-J- ;;"' \ ;-. '; . :tation (and therefore
< \ -;.' nf , .j i '..; . i He might not return
to heaven) in order to 'destroy sin and to allure
mankind to the paths of rectitude and peace. It

was not the purpose of the Lord to ascend to God
unless He could do so as the head of a new race,
a race healed (Jn 314 * 15

), vivified and nourished by
His sacrificial offering (6

5i ~58
). This death, with its

victory over death, and its sequel the return to
the Father were intended to provide, through the

gift of the Holy Spirit, those saving resources

whereby the true life is initiated (16
7~13

) and sus-

tained (14
16-*3 1526 1613'15

).

3. The extent of Christ's mission. While the

regeneration of men was His first concern, His
immerous miracles evince His care for man's
physical needs. As all departments of life were to
be purified and enriched by His example and teach-

ing, so all men were to feel that they could be saved

by His grace. It has been supposed that Jesus
had no outlook beyond the Chosen People, and
that the universalism of the Gospels is an inter-

polation ; the catholicity^ which the Church sub-

sequently manifested being read back into the

teachings of the Lord. This conjecture is applied
to the Fourth Gospel, to the world-wide commission
(Mt 2S18-20

, Mk 16 J5
), and to the universalism of St.

Luke. True it is that at first the area of labour
was restricted (Mt 1524 ), but this was a iic< - ii\ of

the situation, and is no indication that the ( '<
kimlr-

were to be excluded from salvation. Sin is not
local or racial, and Jesus hated it ; and man, as
man, was loved by Him. Any devout Jew would
think that somehow the Gentiles were to reap
advantage from the Messianic reign (Lk 230'32 ), and
though it was deemed absurd to suppose that

preference could be j^i von by i he Alessiah to heathen
men (Jn 785), even the Hun.-!-^-* were zealous in

making propelyte (Mt 2315
). Why should it be

thought incredible that Jesus hoped ulliuinicly lo

win men of all nations? Was not oxclu^hi-ne^

distressing to Him? Was He not ready with a
reference to mercies granted to the woman of

Zarephath and to Naaman the Syrian (Lk 4s5-27) ?

The outer court of the Temple was the only part of
the sacred structure to which a Gentile had access,
and all the Evangelists report that Jesus insisted
that this enclosure should be kept clean and quiet
c for all the nations' (Mt 2112- 13

,
Mk II15'17

, Lk
1945 * 48

,
Jn 214"16). Jesus rejoiced in the centurion's

faith not found by Him in Israel (Lk 79
), and the

Syrophoenician woman cheered His heart by her
trust and loving ingenuity (Mt 1528 ). At first the

disciples were forbidden to preach to Samaritans
(Mt 1'Ti. Though, \\licii ihey were fully equipped,
the vo-Tiic lion \\;i- wirlulrji\\n (Ac I8 ) : H"e Himself
laboured in Samaria (Lk 951 '56

,
Jn 4), and called

attention to the beneficence of one Samaritan (Lk
1033*35

), and to the faith Mini ^niiilu-ic of pnollier

(17
15-19

). It is quite in liannony \\r\\ tho Simony's
love for the outcast ana despised, the publicans
and sinners amongst the Jews (Mt 99

'13
, Lk 737

-50

15i. 2ff. 189-M 19i-io }j that He should foresee the ap-

proach of all men to Himself (Jn 1232
), and antici-

pate a time when He should be the Shepherd of one
flock consisting of sheep gathered from far and
near (10

16
). The interest manifested by the Magi

(Mt 2) and by the Greeks
(
Jn 1220- 21

) is not alien to
Christ's mission. Moreover it is clearly declared
that strangers will become workers in the vineyard
(Mt 21 a ), and that before His throne all nations
are to be assembled for judgment (Mt 2531- S2

}.

' The
Saviour of the world '

(Jn 442
) has grace and power

wherewith to meet the needs which belong to every
man in every age and country ; for He is the Light
(I

9 8* 95
12^), the Water (4" 7s7), the Bread (6

s5- 48-51
),

the Life (11
2S 146).

3. Credentials of the mission. Jesus entered
VOL. ii. 13

upon His task with the confidence that He was
anointed with the Holy Spirit (Lk 418

). John the
Baptist declared that he saw the Spirit rlcs !"*"_

upon Jesus, and that he had been prepait <: 'n--' \
i -

sign (Jn I33- 34
). The testimony thus borne by the

last of the Old Covenant prophets is referred to by
the Saviour together with other credentials, as
the witness of His works, that of the Father and
that of the Scriptures (Jn 5S2

~47
). Messengers came

from the Machaerus prison, saying, 'John the
Baptist hath sent us unto thee, saying, Art thou
he that cometh, or look we for another ?

'

In that
hour Jesus wrought miracles which He adduced,
together with His habit of announcing good tidings
to the poor, as proofs of His Messiahship (Lk 7 18

-2*).

The deeds were signs (o-^eTa) that the Divine
me.v-euu'er could quicken body and soul (Mk 54L 42

,

Lk 7 14- 15
,
Jn 11*5.43. 44)

. cure physicai an<i spiritual
diseases ; render efficient withered powers (Mk 31'5

,

Jn 55
"9

) ; add faculties, contrary to what might be
expected, as in the case of the man born blind
(Jn 9) ; redress evils caused by circumstances for
instance the fever due to th- r<

i
-

, district

(Lk438 - 3y
); cleanse all the ..'...- life, as in

cures wnmoM for lepers (Mk I 40 '42
, Lk 1712'14

);
bestow ;il/i:ni( i -. '.'v j-'i-

i -'Mlc g32
"25

) and com-
municative (Mt !

"
,

\\ i-i!" the miracles were
wrong

1
'

1 > !:::< kindness, they afforded evidences
to the i ;>!. As .1:. of the validity of Christ's claims
(Jn 32

7
iJ

It-"-
- 1411 15-4), and they were intended

by the Lord to give assurance to men of His re-

Lk 750, Jn 317
), even a* the Worker shows Himself in

reference both to the inner and the outer life to be
the Great Physician (Mk 217

). Some | '!* HI- v. !:

allowed to have extraordinary aid to i In ! l>f i -'ju

Jesus came from God, for they were with Him
when He was transfigured, and heard a voice say-
ing, 'This is my Son, my chosen: hear ye him'
(Lk 9 35

) ; nevertheless there was adequate support
for the faith of all men in the remarkable interest
Jesus took in the neglected (Lk 7s2- 23 15lff

-), in His
readiness to pray (Jn 171

) and to serve (Mk 634, cf.

v. 31
), and in the union of qualities of character

which are rarely found together. The credentials
of Christ's mission are in Himself. The grandeur
and simplicity of His life, the meek and beneficent
use of marvellous powers, the sinless One's friend-

ship with sinners, the strength and gentlone-s. the
zeal and patience, the ardour and puriu of His
character prove that He came forth from the
Father (Jn 668- 69 1627). Believers in Him discover
with more and more clearness, as they trust Him
more and more fully, that His gracious promises
are fulfilled. He is to their consciences the Good-
ness, to their intellects the Truth, to their hearts
the supreme Beauty, the Way, the Truth, the Life.

<tf

; Wendt, Teaching
W. J. HENDERSON.

MISSIONS. . n- pi-"/.?-,','' baikffround.Th*
missionary spirit

Jir.ii ji::n- 01 Christianity have
their beginnings in the history, literature, and
character of the Jewish people. The OT, especi-

ally in the portions which express the ideals and
spirit of prophecy, is full of principles and promises
which find tlicir fulfilment in the worid-wide
mission of Christianity (Horton, The Bible as a
Missionary BooJz). The proselytizing energy of

the Jews m the last cent. B.C. and in the time of

our Lord ( Ye compass sea and land to make one

proselyte,' Mt 2315
) is a partial outcome of ideas

and instincts which were long inherent in the race.

These wide and lofty prophetic aims had to struggle
against particularist tendencies, which made the
Jews one of the most narrow and exclusive of the
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races of mankind. It is one of the paradoxes of

history, that the missionary propaganda which
aimed at the conversion and blessing of the world,
sprang from a people whose predominant character-
istics were pride in racial privileges, expectation of
national Ljieatno-s, and contempt for all who were
not of ih u -oeti of Abraham. But the missionary
activities and aims of Christianity cannot be rightly
understood apart from the gradual development of

missionary ideas which took place in the course of
Jewish history. The words applied to John the

Baptist in relation to Christ might "be applied to
the Jewish race, 'Behold, I send my UN ^Mi-Ln-r

before thy face, which shall prepare thy \M\\ :> i\-n-

thee' (Mk I 2). These !;."; :

ssionary"concep-
tions

_ancl movements ".,. : ' end and fulfil-

ment in the Person and work of Jesus Christ, and
in the work which He originated. He absorbed
and- "".

""

"lem, giving them such definiteness
and

-^
. , they appear to be derived entirely

from Him ; for the spirit, aims, and motives of
missions are distinctively Christian, and Chris-

tianity is essentially a missionary religion.
2. The missionary character of our Lord. He

regarded Himself as a missionary. At the begin-
ning of His work in Galilee He applied to Himself
the words of Isaiah (6 1 1

),,

' The spirit of the Lord
God is upon me, because he hath anointed me to
preach . the gospel to the poor, he hath sent me to
heal the brokenhearted,' etc. (Lk 418 - 19

). He fre-

quently describes Himself as one * who was sent/
as when He says,

* he that receiveth me, receiveth
him that sent me 3

(rbv ^Troa-TeiKavrd jue, Mt 1040
) ;

4 as the living Father hath sent me' (A7r&rret\& /te,
Jn 657

) ;

' the Father which hath sent me *

(6 vfyfas
jtte, Jn 644

). The references to His being
4 sent '

are
most frequent in John.

It may be remarked that the verb sarsWis/ is applied to
Jesus 17 times in Jn, and 10 times in the - '

-
" * ' Tm 25 times in Jn.,but onl -

}
' between the two verbs is !, |r -." ,

i-i ,'>< G< -.'("- T' .!:=.. .'li.jt'i"-, to the sender and <TOO-TS;UU<V to
!:'< i, "-01, -i ". (.(". -\"5 ii'ri-he: 1

, ,sl i- -.-:L (ire- M/A-)'-!'---'^ r
than he 11 ,1' M s

^(T-
/-;. .*. ) \\-\\. \-\ l.j; '): l.;i ii.r <!,:, -i MUII

is not aV
:_. ivjl'<,^l j : A~ JM-M hast sent (anro-TaA.<K?) me

into the world, even so have I also sent (^ecr^Jiat) them into
the world *

(Jn 17J-8). Wilke and Grimm distinguish aiuvetv as
the general term, which may imply accompaniment (as when
the sender is God), while &<rofr&A.etv includes a reference to
equipment, and suggests official or authoritative sending). But
the frequency with which both words are applied to Jesus in
the Gospels (at least 53 times in all) is an emphatic indication of
the missionary character of His work. (Under this heading ib
is not necessary to discuss ihc- dtetineii\c aims and character
of His mission. See am. KINGDOM OF GOB, ETERNAL LIFE
SALVATION).

3. In the call and training of the disciples the
missionary idea is also strongly emphasized. They
were to be <

fishers of men '

(Mk I 17
j|
Mt 419

), Jesus
ordained them that (

they might be with him, and
that he might send them forth to preach

'

(Kypfoa-eLv,Mk 314
). The training was not only educative but

practical. After a period of private intercourse
He sent the Twelve forth two by two, as heralds
to proclaim (/C7?prf<ro-eti>) that *the kingdom of
heaven (or of God) was at hand' (Mk 67

|| Mt 105-7
]jLk 9s). There is recorded by Lk. (10

1 - 17
) another

niNnoii of Sfvonty, also sent forth two and two, who
v.-orfc to go \i-it Ji the same message to every city and
place to which He Himself was about to come.
From the words *

also others '

([/cal] ertyovs, Lk 1C1

)
it is probably to be understood that the Twelve
were not included in this mission. In both missions
of the disciples, the work they had to do was evan-
gelistic in relation to the people, and educative in
relation to themselves. There may have been other
missions which have not been recorded, for Mk.
uses the suggestive phrase,

' He began to send them
forth two by two '

(6
7
) ; but the influence of such

work on the training of the disciples, especially in
giving them a firm grasp of the gospel they had to

preach, is incalculable. Not a little of the teach-

ing of Jesus which we have in the Gospels may
have taken its present shape from the frequent
repetition of their me--*ige.

4. The limits i'-itki,i whl'h, the personal work of
Jesus was confined loere declared by Himself:

f
l

am not sent but unto the lost sheep of the house of
Israel

'

(Mt 15'
j4

). During the time of His personal
ministry the work of the disciples was similarly
limited. In sending them forth, He said,

' Go not
into the way of the Gentiles, and into any city of
the Samaritans enter ye not : but go rather to the
lost sheep of the house of Israel

'

(Mt 105 - 6
). This

restriction, given at such a time, is of great im-

portance, for it is an indication that the idea of a
mission outside the bounds of the Jewish people
was in the minds of the disciples when they were
sent out on their first missionary journey. The
restriction would have been needless if the dis-

ciples had not thought of such a mission as a

possibility. It is an entire misreading of the

Gospel history to imagine that the
"" -"

.

tion of a world-wide mission was , . > .

which only occurred to the
discipj.es,

or was sug-
gested to them, after the resurrection of our Lord.
The limitations which were so carefully laid down
were I'j'iij-or.iry. and were evidently regarded as

U:ni])oisu-y. Even in <' V,ri:';.' iliat He was sent
Inn iu i iio lost sheep ov . '! Im-.i-i- of T-rm-1. Tie had
also said,

' Let the children first be lillml
"

i M k 727
).

The reasons for the limitation were adequate. The
disciples had to be fully trained ; the Kingdom of
God had to be preach* -\

'

ili- |n !! who had
been disciplined by the

\-
< . i

-
. M - < \ ( '. , i to receive

it ; the gospel had to be completed bjr the full dis-

closure of the redemption of grace, in the death
and resurrection of the Saviour.

5. Indications ofa world mission in the teaching
of Jesus. Apart from the essentially universal
character of J

-Ii--
. n-j.il. vvhich isu-

1

ll.il-U involved
lii- i'i are ii'i-.i' ?ii

:

u'i - that the
-

"! ::: Y before the minds of
i

'

i
, . when the great com-

The disciples were to be 'the
salt of the earth ' and ' the light of the world '

(Mt
5 13

*/
4
). When Jesus praised the faith of the cen-

turion of fV. ".-;.. He said, 'Many shall come
from the . . .

. '-n the west, and shall sit down
with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom of
God 3

(Mt8n ; cf. also the same passage in Lk. in
another connexion, where He adds, as if in refer-
ence to the preference which the Jews had received,
* Behold there are last which shall be first, and
there are firstwhich shall be last,

5 Lk 1329 - 30
). So

also, when (lirferulin*; the woman who had anointed
Him with the box oV ointment, He said,

'

Verily I

say unto you, Wheresoever this gospel shall be
preached in the whole world, this . . . shall be
told for a memorial of her' (Mt 2618

). Then He
warne-"

1 ll "" *

saying,
e Ye shall be brought

before w . kings for my sake, for a testi-

mony against them and the Gentiles' (Mt 1018
).

Many of the
]
nimbi e^ h.ivo references to or sugges-

tions of a fumro evicn.-ion of work among the
Gentiles. In the intern v!;i!:..n of the parable of
the Tares (one of iho um'i'r parables) it is said
that < the field is the world '

(Mt 1338). In the later
series of parables, as in that of the Vineyard and
the Husbandmen, it is said,

' The kingdom of God
shall be taken away from you, and shall be given
to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof

'

(Mt
2143

) ; in the Marriage Feast the direction is found,
f Go ye . . . into the highways, and as many as ye
shall find, bid to the marriage

'

(Mt 229
,
Lk 1423 ) ; in

the Sheep and the Goats there is .< |-M i::--- of the
judgment of 'all nations' (Mt *->.. Di-ect in-
timations of a world mission are not awanting,
as in the apocalyptic discourses in the Synoptics,

a universal
world-wide view v <,

the disciples prior \

mission was given.
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which are prefaced with a declaration of the de-
struction of the Temple (

' There shall not be left

one stone upon another which shall not be thrown
down/ Mt 242, Mk 13-, Lk 21 6

), and contain the
announcement that 'this gospel of the kn^do-n
shall be preached in all the world, for a u ii no 10
all the nations

'

(Mt 24 14
1|
Mk 13 ]

). In the Fourth
Gospel the evidence of a world view as part of the
instruction given to the disciples is very plain.
After saying that He lays down * his life for the
sheep

'

(Jn 1015
), Jesus adds,

* Other sheep I have,
which are not of this fold : them also I must bring,
and they shall hear my voice' (v.

16
). In connexion

with the visit of the Greeks, He uttered the preg-
nant and impressive prophecy,

'

I, if I be lifted up
from the earth, will draw all men unto me 3

(12
32

) ;

and a little further on in the same chapter we find
the words,

'
I came not to judge the world, but to

save the world '

(12
47

). In the private converse of
our Lord and His disciples, in the last clays of the

earthly ministry, the vision of the world is re-

peatedly brought before the minds of the disciples
as the object of the Saviour's thought and the

scope of the disciples' mission, as-' That the world
may know that I love the Father . . . even so I
do '

(Jn 1431 ) ; As thou hast sent me into the
world, even so have I also sent them into the
world 5

(17
18

; also 124B-48 168
'11 172 - 21

). Judas (not
Iscariot) is even represented as asking,

' How is it

that thou wilt manifest thyself unto us and not
unto the world? 3

(14
22

), as if the limitation of His
work was a source of perplexity to him. Unless
we are to regard the Gospels as entirely un-
historical, and all such universal references as due
to the mind of the Church (which would then be
greater than its Lord) at a later time, it must be
admitted that the disciples were aware of the
world-wide character of the work they were to
undertake. The frequency of the world references
in the on rt-ily ministry may to some extent account
for ill'" ,* i that tne missionary commission is

mentioned only once in each of the Gospels (Mt
2816-20

1|
Mk 16lh

||
B

Jn 20n
Ii
Lk 2446 -48

), and in Ac I8 .

For it is !<'> nv'-l lhat it is only in the brief
records of i!:-- ! -s !!P of Jesus that the universal
mission of the disciples is explicitly expressed in
the form of a command. But that is no reason for
i'.if!-.

:
",i!i- (Jiat it was an aftor(liou;:lil of Jesus, or

it". ,;',!;. ;''i put into His mouth by followers of a
later time. The universal commission is given
then, because that is the time to which it belongs.
The work of redemption had been ' finished

*

; the

gospel was completed ; the limitations which had
restricted its extension were no longer necessary.
The intimations of a univers_al mission, which had
been given before, were carried to their inevitable
conclusion in the majestic commission :

* All author-

ity is given unto me in heaven and in earth. Go
ye into all the world, make disciples of all nations,

baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Ghost : teaching them to
observe all things whatsoever I have commanded
you : and, lo, I am with you all the days, unto
the consummation of the age

'

(7rd<ras r&s y/jigpas $ws

TTJS o-wreXetas TOV ai&vos, Mt 2816'20
). The universal

note predominates the whole passage. There is

(i.) the claim of universal authority; (ii.) the
direction to a universal field ; (iii. ) the universality
of what is to be taught ('all things whatsoever I

have commanded you') ; (iv, ) tlie promise of a uni-
versal presence,

*

Lo, I am with you all the days,
unto tne consummation of the age.

3

6. The genuineness of the missionary commission
has been gravely questioned. In Mk. it appears
in the closing section (16

9~ 20
), which is now gener-

ally regarded as an addition by a later hand, pos-
sibly by the presbyter Aristion, who, according to

Papias, was e a disciple of the Lord 3

(F. C. Cony-

beare, Expositor, IV. viii. [1893] 241 ff. ; but see

ARISTION). All critics admit the antiquity of the

passage, and it may be accepted as f *

"! .

"

a
*"<:* V.. . ',.r, tradition

5

(Balmond in ',
I

'

*B
5 ". j. -'"> ,.

The passage in Mt. (2S
1S-20

)
is characterized as 'a

later appendix
'

(Moffatt, Historical NT, p. 647)

entirely on account of its contents. The indica-
tions (in a different order) of its lateness are said
to be (i.) its incipient Trinitarianisnij (ii.) the
Trinitarian formula of baptism, which is found
nowhere else in the NT. To these is added, (iii. )

that the first disciples could lu-'^lv ^.v. e known of
the universal mission, or else ill- y'ii\ ! in flagrant
disobedience to their Master's solemn command,
and only reluctantly recognized its fulfilment in
the Pauline gospel. But it may be said, on the
other hand, as to (i.), that the incipient Trini-
tarianism of the NT is such a daring conception,

especially to men who had been trained in the
strict monotheism of Judaism, that its existence
can hardly be explained without some word of the
Lord Jesus in relation to it, such as that which Mt.
records. How are we to account for the *

incipient
Trmitarianism '

of the Pauline benediction *The
grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, the love of God,
and the communion of the Holy Ghost '

(2 Co 1314
)

if there were no words of the Lord Jesus to

justify it? As to (ii.), the baptismal formula, as
it has been called, may not have been a formula.
It may have been the mistake of a later time to

regard it as such. If it was not a formula, there
was nothing to hinder the Apostles and others from
baptizing in the name of the Lord Jesus ('The Bap-
tismal Formula,

3

by J. H. Bernard in Expositor,
VI. v. [1902] 43 ff.). (iii.) The apparent inaction of
the disciples may not have been due to ignorance
or disobedience. The command as given in Lk.
and Acts indict ii - ;; ,.iv.",.;."!]y widening sphere of

operations, in )< \ \\-<\ ;<.::. ; M-:" Judaea, in Samaria,
and unto the uttermost parts o^ the earth. The
difficulties and persecution which the Apostles en-
countered at the beginning of their work may have
been to them a proof that the time had not yet
come when they could leave the nearer and
narrower fields and go forth to the Gentiles. If

any reliance is to be placed on Acts as an historical

document, it is abundantly evident that the first

disciples did know of the world mission, and that

they were moving in the line of their instructions.
For in his first recorded utterance St. Peter strikes
the universal no-r \\ \n t\'.vn\\. He quotes the
words of Joel in \| i.'ji.-i i i<r: -i what had happened
at Pentecost, saying,

* It shall come to pass in the
last days, saith God, that I will pour out of my
Spirit upon all flesh* (Ac 217), 'And it shall come
to pass, that whosoever shall call on the name of

the Lord shall be saved 5

(v.
21

). He closes his

appeal to the people with the assurance that c the

promise is unto you, and to your children, and to

all that are afar off, even as many as the Lord
our God shall call

'

(v.). Then in 3**- there is the

n-'-u^i iliui: of the coming, of Christ as a fulfilment
of

|
-r<'!l i '<>. as a carrying out of the covenant

ii!ji-:<; \\\\\\ Abraham ('And in thy seed shall all

the families of the earth be blessed *) ; further, in

the words,
* Unto you first God, having raised up

his Servant (TTCUS), sent him to bless you,
5 there is

the recognition of a wider field to l>e entered in

due time. The jrroji i <1c<-lai fl 1 1011,
* Neither is there

salvation in any other : for there is no other name
under heaven, given among men, whereby we must
be saved' (4

12
), is meaningless, if there was not

behind it a consciousness of the universal character
of Christianity, and, as a consequence, the con-

sciousness of a universal mission.
The disciples are also seen to be moving in the

line of their instructions. They certainly preached
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the gospel in Jerusalem and in all Judeea. It Is

also "seen that they preached it among the Samari-

tans, towards whom Jews had as strong an anti-

pathy as they had towards Gentiles (

'

Philip went
down to the city of Samaria and preached Christ

unto them. . . . (Peter and Joh
'

'. "! the

fospel
in many villages of the ^

"

.' Ac
3 - L'5

). In a few years after the Crucifixion (Har-
nack says 1, Ramsay 3, Liglitfoot 4, Turner 6 or

7 [in fixing the date of St. Paul's conversion, see

Hastings' DB, art.
'

Chronology of the NT '])

the faith of Christ had spread to Damascus, and
had gained such hold there, that Saul was sent

thither hy the Sanhedrin to bring 'any of the

AYay,
; whom he might find, bound to Jerusalem

(Ac 9-). Lastly, some of those who were scattered
abroad upon the persecution which arose about

Stephen went as far as to Antioch, and preached
the word to the Greeks ("EXA^a?, the reading
adopted by Tischendorf, Nestle, etc. } ; and when
tidings of these things came to the Church at

Jerusalem, they sent forth Barnabas to visit and

help them (which he did by finding Saul of Tarsus,
Ac II 19-26

).

Taking Turner's estimate as above (though we
prefer Ramsay's), the gospel was firmly established

in Damascus (and in Antioeh) 6 or 7 years after the
Crucifixion. The trouble which arose about Stephen
marked the close of the comparatively peaceful pro-

gress of the Church. The hidden cleavage between
Judaism and Christianity then became apparent,
and an entirely new situation resulted, which
affected those within and without the Church.
The sympathy of the Jews (Ac 217

) towards the
Christians had bee--*.' ,-,'' ,.'!;. (12

2 - 3
). The

persecution created , \ ;' naturally ab-

sorbed the attention of the lead- -. r*. ,
. j

.. "',

did when the Church had been \ :; i . .

out Palestine, the persecution may have arrested
the forward movement which, in accordance with
the line of progress sketched out in Ac I8, had
then become due. A little consideration of the
difficulties which affect the progress of modern
missions in different countries might lead to a
better understanding of the situation in the Apos-
tolic age, and to a higher appreciation of the
results which the first missionaries achieved.
The dispute in the early Church in relation to

the Gentiles, regarding which so much has been
made, was not about pre.u-hing the gospel to

them, but about the oond'uion- on which they
were to receive salvation and be admitted into the
Church. No instructions on these matters had
been given by the Lord Jesus, and difference of

opinion was inevitable until the truth was made
plain. St. Peter's reluctance to go to Cornelius
did not arise from any unwillingness to preach to

him, but from the natural shrinking of a strict Jew
from entering the house of a Gentile. The accusa-
tion which was brought against him at Jerusalem

by those who were of the circumcision was, not
that he had presidio.! the gospel to a Gentile, but
that he had gone in to f men uncircumcised and
had eaten with i hem '

(Ac 11s
). It was '

they of the

circumcision,' and not the first disciples, who glori-
fied God, saying, 'Then hath God also to the
Gentiles granted repentance unto life

3

(Ac II 18
).

These considerations are sufficient to establish the

knowledge of the missionary command by the first

disciples, and to account for the apparent delay (if

any) in carrying it out.

7. The progress of mission work within the NT
record. The order is admirably given by Turner
in his art.

*

Chronology of the NT" in Hastings'
DB. He says that e the picture in Acts is cut tip,

as it were, into six panels, each labelled with a

general summary of progress
J

; and his arrangement
is adopted here. First stage, the beginning at

Jerusalem (Ac P-G7
) ; second stage, the extension

of the Church throughout Palestine (Ac 68-931
} ;

'V.
'

: . the extension of the Churcli to Antioch

v
\. -.i-

1

iJ ; fourth stage, the extension of the

Church to Asia Minor, as a result of St. Paul's

first missionary journey (Ac 1225-165
) ; fifth stage,

the extension of the Church to Europe, resulting
from St. Paul's second missionary journey (Ac 16G-

19-) ;
sixth stage, the extension of the Church to

Rome (Ac 19al-2S31
). While that is the view of

progress which is presented in Acts, it is not to be

taken as complete. It exhibits for the most part
the movement as connected with the great mis-

sionaries, St. Peter and St. Paul. The labours of

the majority of the company of the Apostles are

not recorded, and their activity might to some
extent modify the above order of progression.

Missionary enthusiasm also was not confined to

the Apostles. Unnamed disciples, as in the case of

Antioch (Ac II20
), and certainly also in the case of

Rome, may have carried the gospel into many
places of which no mention is made. But for

general purposes the sketch as given above repre-
sents the line of advance up to the year A.p. 70.

Progress after that belongs to the general history
of missions.

-.:*' Bible as a Missionary Book ; Bruce,
T1

. Latham, Pastor Pastorum ; Hort,
Judaisttc Christianity - \i ''.-.. of the Lord Jesus,

pp. 86-118; Moffatt, //
'

-.

'

*'. ii-- 647-650; Lambert,
Sacraments in the NT, pp. 38 fie., 234 ff. ;

F. C. Conybeare, Ex-

positor, iv. vi -;," '

; J. H. Bernard, ib. vi. v. [1902]

43ff. ;
H. B. >--,-..!. . [1903] 241fE. ; art. 'Baptism' in

Hastings' DB. JOHN REID.

MITE. See MONEY.

MOCKERY. The Evangelists relate in the

Passion history a series of narratives describing
the brutal mockery of Jesus by the authorities and
by their soldiers and servants. The passages are

the
" " : -

: (a) Mk 1465=Mt 2667 - 68=Lk 22s3- 64
;

(b) Lk 23- ; ic) Mk 15 18-20=Mt 2727-31= Jn 192- 8
.

There is no necessity to regard these stories as duplicates.
A person who was condemned for the claims that Jesus was

supposed to put forward was likely to meet with derision and
brutality at every turn. Of course, if the story that Jesus was
sent to Herod, which is peculiar to Lk., is unhistorical, the
second of the stories would have to be struck out. If, however,
that narrative is historical, and there is no cogent reason for

doubting it, it was perfectly natural that Herod and his guards
should mock one who claimed to be king. It is possible, in,

deed, that the narratives may have exerted an influence upon
each other, but nothing compels us to affirm that any of them
is unhistorical.

The first narrative records the mockery and ill-

treatment inflicted on Jesus immediately after His
condemnation by the Sanhedrin. Two stages are

mentioned in Mark, The first consisted of spitting,

blindfolding, buffeting, and the request that He
should prophesy. Then, following this, we have a
statement as to the attendants, the meaning of

which is not perfectly clear. The better reading
in Mk 1465 is 2\a/3o*>. Several MSS, however, read

!/3a\Xoi> or $pa\ov (see Field). It is not quite clear

how we should translate or explain the better

reading. Swete renders 'they caught Him with

blows,
5 others 'they took Him in charge with

blows.' pawlo-pao-iv means blows with the o^en
hand, not blows with the rod. Another question
touches the authors of this oulrage. Ac-cording to

Mt., it is the members of (ho Snnhoilrin. This
seems to be Mk.'s meaning also, except that he
limits it to *some.

} He mentions the servants at
the close. Lk. represents the attendants who had

charge of Jesus as alone concerned. Difficulties

are also raised by the command to prophesy. Mt.
and Lk. both explain it as a challenge to Jesus to

prophesy who it was that smote mm. This in

itself is perfectly natural, but it implies that Jesus
was blindfolded, though there is no reference to
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this in Mt. , and it is omitted by D and Syr
sin in

Mark. Even if original in Mk., it may
*

Jesus was condemned to death (cf. 'they covered
Hainan's face,' Est 7s), rather than that He was
blindfolded so that He might be asked to prophesy
who struck Him. Accorclingly3 the meaning may
be * foretell the future/ eith^*

- *

"_, or with
a specific reference to His , ,

'

<r to the
destruction of the Temple, which He had been
accused of predicting.
The second mockery, that before Herod, is free

from the element of physical ill-treatment. Jesus
is simply arrayed in royal garment-*, and a mock-
ing homage is paid to Him : then Ho is sent back
to Pilate. Lk 23i(M2 is omitted, it is true, in

Syr
sin

,
and is regarded by Wellhausen as a later

addition (see his note on the passage and on 23 15
).

The third mockery is that by the Roman soldiers

after the condemnation by Pilate. This narrative
is omitted by Lk. but recorded by John. The
soldiers take Jesus into the Pnetorium and sum-
mon the whole of their company. Then they
clothe Him in purple and put a crown of thorns

upon His head; then they do homage to Him,
saluting Him as king of the Jews. They keep on

striking Him on the head with a reed, spitting
upon Him, and bending the knee to Him in mock

To this account (of Mk.) Mt. adds, first,

clothing Him in the robes they divested
Him of His garments, and that they put a reed in

His right hand, and -rib-otjuoufly look it from Him
and struck Him on TIK> litsul \\ii\\ it. HereMt.'s
account deserves preference, for it is intrinsically

probable that the reed should have been given
Him as a sceptre before it was used to smite Him.
Jn.'s account is brief; he does not mention the

reed, but says that they gave Him blows with the
hand. It is a mark of historicity in the Gospel
narratives that the Sanhedrists are represented as

mocking the claims of Jesus to be a prophet,
whereas the Roman soldiers, quite uninterested in

His prophetic character, mock His claims to be a

king, which would not be so ready a subject of

jesting with the Jews, though they mocked Him
lor His pretensions to be a king of Israel as He
hung upon the cross.

In recent years quite new significance has been
attached to the mockery. "Wendland in his art.

'Jesus als Snl IP M,<MI r T\".':i-_'
*

(Hermes, xxxiii. 175-

179) put forv.M p

'i !:<; \ i"'\ . ii.i the Roman soldiers

ridiculed Christ's royal and Divine claims by at-

tiring Him in the dress of king Saturn. J. G.
Frazer urges as an objection to this that, while it

is possible that the Saturnalia may have been
celebrated in Jerusalem at what seems to have been
its original date in March, it is much more^ likely
that it was really held in December, which, of

course, does not harmonize with the time of year
at which the Crucifixion took place. Frazer himself
thinks that it resembled much more closely the
treatment of the mock king of the Sac5ea. He
translates Dio Chrysostom's description as follows :

'They take one of the pri-onurj condemned to

death and seat him up^on
the king"- throne, and

give him the king's raiment, and let him lord it

and drink and run riot and use the king's concu-
bines during these days, and no man prevents him
from doing just what he likes. But afterwards

they strip and scourge and crucify him' (Frazer,
Golden Bough 2

,
iii. 187).

Frazer argues that the Jewish Feast of Purim was a continua-
tion of the Sacaea, and he conjectures that the Jews regularly
compelled a condemned criminal to play a tragic part in that
f<*i

:

\al, and rlmi Jc-us peri-hod in the character of Haman.
He admits tin 1 difficult \ caused by ihe fact that Purim fell a
month before Pa&kovor, but he puts forward various suggestions
to mitigate this difficulty. He thinks that possibly the Christian
tradition may have shifted the date of the Crucifixion to coincide
with the Passover, though he admits that this is perhaps not

possible. He points out that the Bab. festival seems to have

fallen near the time of the Passover, and that the date of Purim
was altered to a month earlier so as not to clash with it. He
conjectures that the Jews may have sometimes, for a special

reason, celebrated the Feast of Purim, or at least the death of

Haman, at or near Passover. A further suggestion is, however,
that possibly the licence of thirty days allowed to the mock
king of the Saturnalia was allowed to ( ""i 'i-.'i .V i\.j.i<-.- ", ..:'.*

of Haman. Yet as the mockery in <|
:.' io:i ..!- :j> -^ Jv'.\-

but by Roman soldiers, the question arises whether they would
have been likely to take part in a Jewish celebration. To this

Frazer replies that they may have fallen in with the local cus-

toms, but, quite apart from this, it was natural that without

sharing Jewish beliefs they would be quite ready to join in the

sport. He points out, however, that according to Lk.'s account,
ib was Herod's soldiers who mocked Jesus, and they were pre-
sumably Jews. Thus the Crucifixion on this view was not a

punishment specially designed for Christ, but merely the fate

which annually befell the malefactor v.lio '!! . \ < -1 TLvman. It is

argued that certain difficulties in the ".i -M * < i .'. :-i gain relief.

Pilate was reluctant to give un Ju-i^ and vei nciiu^-ced. though
he had the power to release il.i'i. This is dac to th<_' lact that
someone had to be gh en up to play the part of Haman. Again,
would Pilate have ventured to put over the cross the inscription

declaring that Jesus was king of the Jews with a tyrant so

i

1oo*"v f '
(1 -i. -i ". V i- ;.- TM r is, unless it had been a formula

o 'i_i -i..' C r r '! i !,'.-'
.

" "

OTIS? Since Jesus
r. MII-. !;<' IhiPi:.", i: .-

'

i ibbas represented
Mordecai ; and if so, he w . in order to play
the part of a buffoon ki u f the mockery of

Carabas in Philo, ado. Flaccum, ii. 520-523, and the ' Ride of the
Beardless One '

in Persia, referred to by Lagarde in his Purim}.
The name Barabbas, Frazer suggests, was an official title mis-

takenly regarded as a personal name. Originally Haman and
Mordecai were the same, but one personated the dead and the
other the risen deity. The same per-v \ r\ ji";. !' .; -.d both

parts, he who was Mordecai one year \\ .- I !a: ,.' J < <-.

This ingenious theory is open to the most serious

objections. Some of these have been stated by
Mr. Andrew Lang in the very elaborate investiga-
tion he gives in Magic and Religion. It is very
difficult to make good the identification of Purim
with the Sacaea even if Frazer's interpretation of

the Sacsea could hold good, which is very doubtful.

It is also very improbable that a victim was actu-

ally crucified in the character of Haman by the

Je\\ s. There is not a shred of evidence to make
such a suggestion plausible. And when we come
to apply it t" I -ir G'

:

-

</ l'
:

story, the theory be-

comes more \\\ j 1 I ,<.-'i.r lis.J
1 ever. The licence

allowed to i the'Beardless One 'was such that he
was permitted, if the shopkeepers did not give him
what he wished during his ride through the city,
to appropriate everything they h'i<i in iMoir shops.
It is not easy to see any real parallel between this

and the overturning of the iiMUsrv-.l..
1

.
1

';
!

-" ..:bles

and driving out of their sh< <; MM. oxr* f M-I' the

Temple by Jesus. There is all the difference be-

tween a raid on the shopkeepers for personal

plunder and the cleansing of the Temple from an
intolerable abuse. Jesus would not have been
asked by the autJ. !":

' : o- 1\- v.lmi r^ i TT-- rl i
L

<
-'

things, if it had ; \ : }, iVnVri'y l";.'i:iv.;iir y :-

cise of a power !!<* |..^^--i ! <i
- '!: <!/<-< ".:. 'o

of Haman. Moreover, Frazer's theory involves

our ivjt-Hioii of ihe Johannine date for the cleans-

ing of rho Toriiiilcj nl Muriel > i-hat date has much
that can be said in i:- :,ivu!ir. Apart from this,

however, one insuperable difficulty remains. It is

quite possible that Jesus should have suffered in

any character chosen for Him by those wrho com-

passed His death. In that respect He was a pass-
ive victim. But it is quite incredible that He
should have participated in these ceremonies of

His own free will, or have given any colour what-
ever to superstitions of that Mud. It; is accord-

ingly out of the question to interpret the cleansing
of the Temple as Frazer does, since that would imply
that Jesus lent Himself to this festival. Moreover,
unless the Gospel narratives are altogether mis-

leading, Jesus was not in the hands of His enemies
till the night before His death, and therefore His

triumphal entry and His attack on the desecration
of the Temple could have been no part of the pro-

gramme of a Purim festival. There would have been
no need for secrecy through the fear of the people,
or for the services of the traitor, if the mockery
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and death were but the last acts in a longer drama.
Nor are the difficulties in the Gospel narratives

really mitigated by this Iiypothe>i>. The ordinary

explanation of Pilate's vacillation and surrender
is perfectly adequate. The procurator was so un-

popular that he dared not risk the charge of treason

that might have been launched against him before

Tiberius if he had let a claimant to Messianic dig-

nity go free. However convinced Pilate may have
been that Jesus was harmless to Home, nothing
would have been easier than to bring a very dam-

aging charge against him before the emperor. Nor
is the title over the cross to be interpreted along
Frazer's lines. To have let Jesus go would have
constituted a much more valid basis of accusation
than to write the title 'This is the king of the

Jews ' over His cross, for that meant c This is the

king of the Jews, and thus I serve pretenders to

the throne.' It mocked Jesus and exasperated the

Jews. To imagine that by one course Pilate would
have escaped the charge of treason which he would
have incurred by the other, is indeed to strain out
the gnat and swallow the camel. If, as Frazer

says, Pilate was obliged to give up a prisoner, and
all he could do was to choose him, he had others

whom lie might have chosen besides Jesus and
Barabbas. It was a choice that was dictated by
his position. He was in the grip of his past and
of his dread of Tiberius. Another point that de-

serves mention is that the mockery of Christ's

prophetic claims is precisely parallel to the mock-

ery of His royal claims. In the one case they bid
H" 1

i

'

>1. * - \ . i the other they dress Him up as

a -I-'-- \ ivri,! ', -. pay Him a ribald homage. The
"

I shows us how unnecessary it is for us
Is . far-fetched reasons to explain the con-

duct of the Koman soldiers. Nothing was more
natural than that the supporters of an alien em-

pire should mock royal claims put forward by one

vyho belonged to the subject people, and no de-

rision was more effective than the dressing up of

their victim as king. The sceptre served to beat

Him, and the jest of the coronation was all the
more piquant that the crown was studded with
thorns. As Mr. Lang reminds us, 'Wallace was
crowned at his trial with laurel

'

; and Atholl, who
was a pretender to the crown, 'was tortured to

death with a red-hot iron crown '

(Magic and Re-

ligion, p. 203).

Lastly, it should be observed that the passage
from Dio Chrysostom will not bear too much \\ oi^hl .

There is a resemblance in the clothing \\\\\\ royal
robes, in the stripping, the scourging, and the

death, but there is no resemblance to the royal

privileges accorded to the 'I, -Mi'sfl
|
'i-^ri'-r. and

it is also not clear that . !u, \ir : "i v,:- or.-.i-ified.

The Greek word used (Kpfj,a<rav) may mean simply
that he was lumped, though the other view is more

probable. Xo stress can be laid on the scourging
in the case of Jesus, for it was the usual preliminary
to crucifixion, and crucifixion was unhappily among
the Romans no exceptional form of execution.

Li ran vrmii. In addition to the Commentaries and Lives of

Ohr>L, *-c:e i'mzfir, Golnt-,1 Bwyh \ iii. 186-198 ; A. Lang-, Magic
an<! Jti'liffiwi, 7G-'J04. :9S-3'V> ; Vollmer, Jesus und das Sacce-

ent'i\fcf ; "Reich, JDcr K''nug ntit ff ( >,r X>orne^iJcrone.

ARTHUR S. PEAKE.
MONEY. We propose to treat first of money in

general as referred to in the Gospels, and after-

wards of the definite sums or coins which are there
named.
L MONEY IN GENERAL. In the AV six Greek

words are rendered f

money/ 'tribute money,* or
*

piece of money.' In two cases this i-* a mistrans-

lation, and is rectified by the RV. The words are
as follows : 1. bpytpiov (Mt 2518- 27 28 12- 15

, Mk 14n,

Lk 93 1915< 23 225
). (In three of the above passages

it occurs in the plural without the sense being

altered ; thus, cf . Mt 2518 with 2527
). This word

originally means silver, hence silver money (also

tr.
c

pieces of silver/ Mt 273< 5 - 0>' 9
; see below, under

' Stater ') ; finally, as silver was the chief medium
of exchange in the ancient world, money in general

(cf. Fr. argent}. 2, x^Xtcos (Mk 68 1241
). This

word originally means brass, hence coins of brass

(or copper), and, as copper money circulated largely

among the common people, money in general. 3.

KepjAa (Jn 213
) comes from a verb meaning to citt y

and means originally change or small coins. It is

appropriately used in this passage for the stock-in-

trade of the money-changers, a part of whose busi-

ness it was to supply change for larger sums. 4.

jjiio-pia (Mt 221U
) comes from a verb meaning to

*.
T '"' as customary or lawful. It means,

<-r. ,.';,. money in the sense of lawful coin.

'ihe vo/jMTfla TOV Krjva-ov, or tribute money, was the

currency in which the Koman tribute had to be

paid, that is, the denarius. 5. TO. StSpaxp-a (Mt 1724

AV f tribute money,' RV * the half-shekel
3

). As is

yi ^

.!.- - atecl by the RV, this word is the name
,. .. sum of money which was levied for

the maintenance of the Temple (see below, under

'Didrachm'). 6. crra-rift (Mt 1727 AV '

piece of

money,
5 RV 'shekel

3

). Here, too, the AV is at

fault, the word meaning a definite coin (see below,
under * Stater ').

To the above words used for money in general

(though under slightly different aspects) may be
added the <-<ui]iicIu5!i-ho description of money
in Mt 109 is i i-M'iii- \>i tiie three metals used as

specie gold, silver, and brass (or copper). This

verse may be taken as evidence that gold as well

as silver and copper coins circulated in Palestine

in the time of our Lord, although no gold coin is

mentioned in the Gospels. The current gold coin

was doubtless the Roman aureiis, frequently re-

ferred to in the Mishna as a "' ' "

. In
silver there was more variety. ! . !.' . riits

was, of course, largely in evidence, and was pro-

bably the silver coin in most common use. But
there were also coins of larger size, bearing Greek
names. When Pompey nv.O- ^\ : < a Roman pro-
vince (B.C. 65), he found in

'

\ \\\.\ ( ;!! tetradraclmis

of two different kinds. There were those issued

chiefly from Antioch by the Seleucid kings on the

Attic standard, weighing 262 grains troy. There
were also those issued by the semi-autonomous
cities of Phoenicia on the Phoenician standard of 224

grains to the tetradrachm. Tetradrachms of both

standards we ' '"/ 1
*

.. Pompey as equiva-
lent to four . ^i"

'

; Gesch. des Rom.

Munzwesens^ 36, 715).' Both would still be lawful

coin in the time of our Lord, though, as Mommsen
surmises (ib. 72), the heavier royal tetradrachms
would tend to be driven out of circulation by the

lighter Phoenician coins, which, besides, as corre-

sponding exactly to the Hebrew shekel, were in

special demand in Palestine for religious purposes
(see below, under 'Didrachm 3

). The supply of

silver from the mints at Tyre and Sidon, which
continued to issue tetradrachms and didrachms
under the Emperors,* was reinforced from the
time of Augustus onwards by the tetradrachms
coined in large numbers at Antioch for circulation

in the province of Syria. These ranged in weight
from 220 to 236 grains, and were no doubt reckoned
for ordinary purposes as equal to four denarii,

although, in accordance with the regular practice
of the Romans of giving a preference to their own

*\ . ..T: .', "->i :- i., -

1 y- . n \rj7v. Y'...

675)*,^ '' it.'.
'> !...: -

-, ^
-; .',-<

possessa plentiful scries of Tyrian tetradrachms and didrachms.*
On the othor hand, Momm^en (op. ctt. 36) holds that from the
time of Pompey the Phoenician cities lost the power of issuing
sih er money, and points out that the extant Phoenician tetra-

drachms never bear iho names of Emperors or anv other indi-

cation of Roman sway.
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silver, they were tariffed for purposes of taxation
as only equal to three denarii.

A vexed question, which cannot be held to be yet decided,
is whether prior to the time of the "f- T .;>.'.. ,*; "v silver
coins had been produced in Palesti . .-*; . I p; i-j-

r

it has
been usual for numisniatologists to assign to ^ v "

.

"

, -

certain silver shekels and half-shekels struck
'

\

standard, and bearing- the inscription in Hebrew, 'Jerusalem
the Koly' (Madden, Coins of the Jeivs, 65-71; Head, Hist.
Num. 681, C82). Strong- historical reasons, however, have been
brought by Schurer 'HJP i. ii. 379-383) and others for dating
these coins rather in the time of the revolt under Nero

; and the
opinion seems to be making headway that at the time of our
Lord, and previously, the Jews were 1

*
'

"

:

' *

*r silver
money upon foreign sources. (For ,

- of the
case, see Kennedy in Hastings* DB, vc .-.. ..." 5).

On the other hand, the supply of copper money
must have been almost, if not quite, exclusively of
native production. There were the copper coins
of the Hasmonsean princes, those of the various
Herods, and those which had been struck since
A.D. 6 by successive procurators of

Jud_sea. Unlike
the foreign silver money, they have, in deference
to Jewish feeling, no Imperial effigy or the likeness
of any living thing ; even those of the procurators
have only the name of the reigning Emperor, and
innocent ears of corn, palm-trees, lilies, and the
like. As to their denomination we have no sure
evidence. Schurer holds that the Romans imposed
tt .-

:

v-.i.-,i.^trr;. -i."i-l;:'.* i-i.^i--
7 -..

;:.-> i-:"Vestine
"'

> i-" .. "S <!' ! -
: .ii! o-v," ii" 1 1 -'"-:":: coins

followed the Roman system. (HJP n. i. 38). Other
writers consider it to be more probable that the
copper coinage of Palestine followed the subdivi-
sions of the drachm common in Greek -speaking
countries. The extant coins contain no indication
of value, nor can any safe inference be drawn from
their weight, seeing that, where a silver standard
prevails, the copper coinage must always be very
much of the nature of token money. (See, fur-

ther, under (

Assarion,* 'Kodrantes,' and 'Lepton/
below).
Before pr<>'-(-0']iii^ '> -I-MK n detail of the coins

named in I'H (JM-:"/-. r v iii be well to give in
tabular form i'io *i.t\

:

i\ \ l.-'n-"-;- of the two systems,
the Greek and the Roman, which obtained concur-

rently in Palestine at the time of our Lord. For
convenience of reference the average value in ster-

ling money is put opposite the larger sums.

Greek system.
1 Talent (240) = 60 Minas.
1 Mina (4) =100 Drachms.
1 Drachm (9*d.)= 6 Obols.
1 Obol = 8 ChalkL

(To this system ..belong also the stater of four, and the di-
drachm of two, drachms ;

and the lepton, whose relation to
the chalkus is uncertain. See below, under *

Lepton ').

Roman system.
i v , r

-
1= '2^ <>:> r>- -iirii.

i Ii, !.!...- v...')
' \ -

1 As = 4 Quadrantes.
The point of connexion between the two systems is found in

the identification of the Roman denarius with the Attic drachm.
This identification was rendered easy by the fact that at the
time when Rome began her career of conquest in the East
nhe drachm of the Attic standard had fallen to a weight which
only slightly exceeded that of the denarius-, but there can
be little doubt that it was made deliberately by the Romans
as a matter of policy. Alexander the Great had made the
Attic drachm the unit of his Imperial coinage, which he in>
po-^d upon all the1 lands he had conquered: and in adopting
the Alexandrine drachm as equal to their o\\n JpAariut, the
Romans wished to indicate that they served thcm-ehes heirs
to hi.* kingdom In the East (Mommsen, op. tit 691). In Im-
perifil Limes the identification was so complece1> established
that Hellenistic writers regularly refer to the Jeiiarius as

' the
Attic drachm.' This identification enables us to assign values
to those coins which follow the Greek system. The wuicrhc of
the gold aureus is known, and its value admits of easy calcula-
tion (see Hastings

1

DJS iii. 427), and the other values, as given
above, follow at once. This method of ascertaining the value of
the silver coins of the Gospels docs justice to the fact that, in
the Roman Empire then, as in Britain now, the value of silver
coins was legally defined in terms of the gold standard.

II. DEFINITE SUMS OF MONEY AND COINS
MENTIONED IN THE GOSPELS. These may most

conveniently be treated of under three heads:
money of account, silver coins, and copper coins.

(i.) Money of account. Two sums of money, to
which no actual coin corresponded^ receive a special
name in the Gospels. These are the talent and the
mina.

1. Talent (rdXwrov, Mt IS24 2515 - 16 - 20- 22 - 24 - 25- 28
)

is originally the name of the highest weight in the
various systems of

antiquity^, hence the sum of

money represented by that weigh t in gold or silver.
The talent of the Gospels, which, is, of course, a
talent of silver, Mii;J:i euru-ol val -1y be the Phoenician
talent, but is far more probably to be identified
with the talent on the reduced Attic scale which
had been formally I-COO^IM/H! by the Romans (see
above). It contained 0' )( > \ ; i !< drachms or denarii,
and was thus worth 240 attrei or 240.

The talent is mentioned twice by our Lord. In the parable
of the Unmerciful Servant (Mt IS2^) the one servant owes the
king 10,000 talents, or nearly two-and-a-half millions of ourmoney
an enormous sum, of which the 100 denarii (=4) owed him

by his fellow-servant represents but a*> ii a-i.-'iifV.iv. fraction

(*W)' (It maJ t>e remarked that the ,i.\ jio-:i">u in this

parable of the talent and the denarius '-
L <'. r .;! of the

view that it is the Attic talent that :.-
*> (.. ^ I:* i

:
< pv.v-',

of the Talents (Mt 25^30) the master i r s-; - l -<.! i i ; r i .1 r !

talents or 1920 to his three servants in sums of 1200, 480,
and 240 respectively. It will be seen that even he who re-
ceived but one talent had ye' '

"'
; .

' v i-ipital to
trade with, so that the excuse -. s - - -

. . by com-
mentators on his behalf, viz. that he was cli-^oi rv/" cl by the
smalmess of the sum committed to him, is ..- V.T'I \: 'i-'

1

.^ that
which he offered for himself. The real reason for his conduct
was, of course, just his slothfulness.

2. Mina (ftvS,, Lk 1915.16.18.20.24.25 Ay and Ry

Eound)
is the sixtieth part of the talent. Like the

itter, it is to be calculated on the Roman-Attic
scale. It contains 100 denarii, and is thus equal
to 4.

The only mention of this sum in the Gospels is in the parable
of the Pounds (Lk 1912-27), where a nobleman, going to a far

country to get a kingdom, gives one mina to each of his ten
servants, bidding them trade with it till his return. The small-
ness of the sum in such a connexion is remarkable, especially
when compared with the companion parable of the Talents.
Tl:c< M-Tu-irn'on (as far as the story is concerned) seems to be
i vn ; 'ic MIS.- .' is not in this case a trader making* provision for
the suitable employmen-

"
; >".

<
i !*..!" ""-". 1. : .ne

who, having in prospect ;. .*!." tic- r- to
test the capacity of Ms servants tor high office in that kingdom.
Ingenuity and diligence would be more thoroughly tested in

multiplying a small sum than a large one.

(ii.) Silver coins. Of these there are mentioned
by name, the denarius, the drachm, the didrackm,
and the stater. The *

piece of money
'

of the AV
in Mt 1727 is the stater, the *

pieces of silver' in
Lk 158 are drachms, while the pieces of silver

s

in
Mt 2615 arc; probably staters, and are discussed
under that h ( ;i <i in tr.

1. Denarius
f (8yvdj>u>v 9

AV and KV penny;
American Revisers, more hnpj'ily, shilling).
This is the most freqiicullv mormoncd coin in the
Gospels (Mt 1828 20 u- 1 '- l4 22-. Mk ir7 1215 145

, Lk
741 1035 2QM Jn 67 125). It is the name of the most
important Roman coin, which circulated through-
out the Empire, and in terms of which all public
accounts were made up. It received its name from
being originally the equivalent of ten copper asses,
but from B.C. 217 onwards it was equivalent to
sixteen asses, and weighed -^ of the Honian pound,
or 60 grains troy. Under Nero (c. A.p. 60) it was
reduced to $ of the pound, or 52^ grains. At the
time of our Lord its value was fixed at -fa of the
aureus, which may be taken under the early
emperors as equal on the average to our sovereign ;

thus the denarius was worth 9 '6 pence, or roughly

\Ve find the denarius used in the Gospels for the reckoning of
even fairly large sums. Thus in the parable of the Unmerciful
Servant (Mt 13-3 , see above under * Talent ') a sum of 100 denarii
is mentioned, while in the parable of the Two Debtors (Lk 741)

the two debts are stated at 500 and 50 denarii respectively (20
and 2). In Mk 637=jn e? the disciples estimate that it would

i need bread to the value of at least 200 denarii (8) to provide
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for the five thousand. (There is no probability in the suggestion
that this figure was named as the amount of money then in ' the
bag-.' It is intended to indicate a sum far beyond the means of
the little company). In Mk 145= jn 120 the vase of ointment
with which Mary anointed our Lord is valued at 300 denarii
(12). The *

exceeding costliness
'

of this loving tribute is

realized when we remember that the sum named i r|n -i - ,\;

least the annual income of a labourer of those days. Inis ap-
pears from the parable of the Labourers in the Vineyard (Mt
2Q1-15), where a denarius is evidently looked upon as liberal pay
for a day's work ;

for \ve may be quite sure that the employer
who dealt so generously with the labourers engaged late in the
day had struck no niggardly bargain with those hired in the
morning. (A i .

" "

"i may be quoted in confirmation is

To 5H where ; . ingel is promised by Tobit a drachm
a day at tha '

'.

'

less than a deuai'ius for acting as
norinniiion to his ton. It is true that this was to be exclusive
01 iuV iK-ee*iiy expenses; but, on the other hand, the position
was one of trust, and would naturally be more

" " "

ated than field labour). In the parable of the
(Lk 108(W7) two denarii are given to the innkeeper as a reason-
able payment in advance for the keep of the wounded traveller
for a day or two, to be ^upp1emcured if necessary on the return
of the Samaritan. (This is rht> mo^i natural way to explain the
reference; see Julicher, Gleichnisreden, ii. 591. On the other
hand, Raman* i-i TTi-f- --/ 7)77. Evl. Vo* "r. i\>lds that the
two denarii Y-Y,- -T!:)'\ Muyri-ni for;, 1 <>>. n-yhj that the two
had spent in the inn)."

Of special interest is the reference to the denarius
in Mt 2219=Mk 1215=Lk 2024 in connexion with
the Pharisees' question as to the lawfulness of pay-
ing tribute to Csesar. The denarius was 'the
money of the tribute* (Mt 2219

), all Imperial taxes
l>einji -payable in terms of it in accordance with a
rc<t-iipt of Germanicus (c. A.D. 18). It bore upon
it the name and title of the reigning Emperor,
along with the effigy either of himself or of some
member of the Imperial family iho c

image and
superscription

'
to which our Lord alluded. It was

is>iifed by the Imperial authority, even the Roman
Senate having only the right to mint copper coins,
and could ilnm most appropriately be spoken of as
'that which is Csesar's.

3

2. Drachm (dpaxpj, Lk 15s - 9 AV and RV piece
of silver). This is the name of the unit of the
Greek system of silver coinage, and, as such, might
be applied to a great variety of coins from different
mints and of different standards. In the Gospels it
occurs onty in the parable of the Lost Coin, where,
of course, it must be understood of some coin cur-
rent in Palestine. Few coins of this denomination
were issued from the Phoenician cities or from
Antioch, and the city of Csesarea i-i r.-^ij.juloi \,\

had only recently begun to coin *;i,..-V- .in ,j|.>

Phoenician standard (of 55 grains) for use in the
provinces of Syri,i and Gappa'locia (Mommsen,
op. cit. 734, SOT ; Ucsul, op. uti. 634j. Thus, while
it is not impossible that the coins in question may
have been drachms of the Phoenician standard,
they are with greater

-
-1-r ;1 "\ , \. .". *f

*

with the e Attic drachms
'

II- ',. i
. \

'

*!

that is, with Roman denarii. In any case, the
value for ordinary purposes was the same about
9d. of our money. The 'ten pieces of silver

'

pos-
sessed by the woman thus amounted to eight
shillings.

3. Didrachm (SlSpaxfAQ", Mt 1724 AV 'tribute
money,

3 BV '

half-shekel'). As the name implies,
this is a coin of the value of two drachms. r&
SLdpaxfM in the passage quoted refers to the tax of
half a shekel (Ex 3013

) levied each year in the month
of Adar from all Jews above the age of twenty for
the maintenance of the Temple. The only coins
then current in Palestine which answered exactly
to the 'shekel of the sanctuary* leaving out of

* It may not be put of place to remind the reader that the
word

\
Attic' in this connexion implies only a remote associa-

tion with the coinage of Athens. In his Jfotes on the ParaMes,Trench assumes that this drachm was Athenian, stamped with
*an owl, a tortoise, or a head of Minerva/ and reluctantly
surrenders 'the resemblance to the human soul, originally
stamped with the image and superscription of The great King'/which earlier expositors had delighted to trace. A sound
method of parable exposition will indeed dispense with this
fanciful sug-gesrion, hut not for Trench's reasons (see Bruce,
JParabolfc Tectchinv, 279).

account the shekels commonly but probably er-

roneously assigned to Simon Maeeabaeus (see above)
were those which had for long been coined in the

Phoenician cities ; and the Temple tax, along with
other sacred dues, was paid in this currency.

The well-established correspondence of the didrachm to the
half-shekel has been obscured for some writers by the fact that

the LXX regularly translate *?$& by $ftpxjMv. From the nar-

rative in Mt. it is evident that the tax was a voluntary one,
although the Mishna declares that the goods of those who had
not paid it by the 25th Adar might be distrained (Edersheim,
Life and Tl'tnes, ii. 112). After the destruction of Jerusalem,
Vespasian made compulsory a poll-tax of the same amount to

defray the cost of rebuilding the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus.

3. Stater (o-rar^p, Mt 17'
27 AV piece of money,

BV shekel). The word crrar^p is derived from the
verb Lo-TijfAi in the sense of to weigh. It hence means,
in the first place, a stand, "! *'!..,

""

then deriva-

tively a standard coin, i s \ , -is at first ap-
plied to the didrachm, which was looked upon as the
standard coin of the monetary system, but after-

wards to the tetradrachm or piece of four drachms.
It is evidently so used in the passage before us, for

the stater to be found in the fish's mouth was to

pay the Temple tax of a didrachm for two persons,
our Lord and Peter. The tetradrachm of the
Phoenician standard corresponded to the Hebrew
shekel, and is no doubt the coin here indicated.

Josephus refers in one passage (BJ II. xxi. 2) to
c the Tyrian coin which is of the value of four Attic
drachms/ and in another (Ant. ill. viii. 2) he gives
the value of the Hebrew shekel as four Attic
drachms. The stater would thus be worth 4s. 2d.
of our money.
In Mt 2615 Cod. D reads rpiuxovret, rrevrypus ; and though this

reading is rejected by critical editors, it probably embodies a
correct '

..: >

" "
/.;'.' l

,f~ , \ 7.v - :

'

s of silver')
of the T:.' :

'

: \-
- . -

.- 'I the traitor
as the i' '< '\

** *,.{- ,

-

.
! i vi standard.

This appears fro-v fi POM par*-i*i of the passages in Mt. where
they are spoken of v, i; !i / II !-'

>'<*, in which shekels are plainly
intended. It hi.* \ ,

|-

"

. 1 .
.: (0. Holtzmann, NT Zeit-

gesch. 110) that ;
-

i-'/ i
1

'

word ^fDiy does not occur

but is suggested by the word 1^p^l so also the word errMrfy is

latent in the verb vmteota in Mt 2615. Reckoning the stater at
4 denarii, the sum paid to Judas amounted to 4, 16s. Thirty
shekels of silver was the price that had to be paid (Ex 2132) as

blood-money for a male or female slave ;
and this coincidence

has frequcnuK been used as a striking illustration of the truth
e\pre*jed in Ph 27 that our Lord took upon Himself the form of
a servant.

(iii.) Copper coins. There are three copper coins
mentioned in the Gospels : the assarion, the kod-
rantes, and the Upton. The last is tr.

' mite
'

in the
EV, while the two others are called, without dis-

tinction, by the name *

farthing.'
1. Assarion (aa-a-dpiov Mt 1(P, Lk 12e

,
AV and

RV farthing, Amer. BV penny). The name is
derived from the Latin assarius, a variant of as.
It may either be the name given in Greek-speaking
countries to the Roman as, or else the name of
some local copper coin which in some way corre-

sponded to it. Both views have been taken, by
different scholars, of the significance of the word
in the

abp"u-, j'aajjrc-. On the one hand, Schilrer
(HJP IL i. ;i; juid oilier* hold that it is the Roman
as that is here mentioned, in value the sixteenth
part of the denarius. In support of this view, it

may be urged that copper coins were issued, by
authority of the Senate, from the Imperial mint at
Antioeh for circulation in the province of Syria,
that these coins bear Latin inscriptions, and that
of the two sizes in which they are found one has
been identified (e.g. by Mommsen, o%. cit. 718, and
Madden, op. cit. 301) with the sestertius or quarter-
denariiis, and the other with the as. Moreover,
the Vulgate not only renders d<r<rdpt.ov back into as
in the passage in Mt., but in the corresponding
passage in Lk. has dipondio, thus identifying the
'two farthings' which are named as the 'price of
two sparrows with the Roman dupondius or piece
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of two asses. Schiirer points out, besides, that the
name "IDK ('issar, evidently the Heb. form of do-crdpiov)

occurs frequently in the Mishna, and is sometimes

expressly called 'pSo's* "IDK or Italian assarion. If

this view is correct, the assarion of the Gospels \yill

represent '6-
1

. '!. r

1
-

1

y a halfpenny in English
money, or \,;- . \ -",-

' German pfennigs. On the
other hand, this simple solution of the problem is

<
: i.:1V' .'-\ and chiefly on account of those very

', i i in the Mishna to which Schiirer apj3eals.
The qualification of certain assaria as ' Italian

'

which is also found in Greek on certain Cretan
coins of the time of Claudius (Head, 384) and in a

quotation from the Kescript of Germanicus in the

Palmyra tariff seems to imply that there were
other coins of the same name, but of different value.

And, as a matter of fact, the Mishna speaks of the
dinar or denarius as < .lii.iiuiih: 24 'issartHi, which
cannot therefore be Konian asses of 16 to the
denarius. If this distinction existed already in

the time of our Lord, it is
' ""

. "! that He
used the word in the more :

;
. < , . In this

case the price of the two sparrows (Mt 1029
)
would

be "4d.
, or rather less than a halfpenny almost

exactly 4 centimes.
2. Kodrantes (KoSpdmp, Mt 526

,
Mk 1242, AV,

EV, and Amer. KV farthing). There can be no

question as to the identity of the coin that is in-

tended in these two passages. It is the quadrcrns
or quarter -a^, the smallest coin in the Roman
system, equal in value to f of a farthing, or a
little more than the pfennig. It may, however,
reasonably be doubted whether any coin known by
this name was in circulation in Palestine in the
time of our Lord. The word does not occur in the

Mishna, and it has not been found in any of the

inscriptions in ^rook--poakin^ provinces (see ExpT
x. [1899] 232, 3:U)

5
wlio'ro Sir \V. M. TJ.-.n'..'\ iakes

Prof. Blass roundly to task for :i--!i:i i>^ 'i;:i the
name Kodpdvrys was familiar in tihe East, and that
the provincial cities coined copper money with
Roman designations). Nor are the allusions in
the Gospels conclusive. Mk.'s explanatory note

(Xe-n-rot 5i5o, 6 ^CTTLV Kodpdvrys) is obviously intended
for non-Palestinian (possibly Roman) readers. As
for the use of the word in Mt., the fact that the

parallel passage in Lk. has TO &rxaT0i> \eirr6v instead
of rbv ^crxarov A 00 ,".*; -??.'. -uggests that it may have
been inserted ly ilio fir-r Evangelist a5? the name
of the smallest coin in the Roman system in place
of the lepton, the smallest coin in the Palestinian

system. It is, however, open to us to suppose that
there was a local coin which for some purposes
was identified with the qurrdrans, though rarely so
named. A coin of Agrippa n. has been found
bearing the name xa^K v* (Madden, 146). In the

ordinary Greek system the ehalJcus is equal to ?\ of

the drachm ; but if we suppose that for pnrjiOM.^ of

taxation local copper was only accepted -nbjeot 1o

a discount of 25 per cent., the chcrlkus would be
tariffed as equal to the quatlrans, which is % of

the denarius. (Cf. note to last paragraph, and see
the already quoted art. by Prof. Kennedy, who
works out in detail the relations of the *

tariff' and
( current

J

values of the various coins).
3. Lepton (Xrr&>, Mk 1242 ,

Lk 1259 212
, AV and

RV mite). This name is originally an adjective
meaning 'thin/ or 'small.' It hence denotes a

very small coin, but is otherwise indeterminate.

* Prof. Kennedy in Hastings' JDJ5, s.v.
*

Money,' 8, draws an
interesting- and instructive distinction between the 'tariff' and
the 'current' value of the local copper money. Just as the
tetradrachmon of Antioch was tariffed as only equal to three
denarii for purposes of taxation, so he supposes that the local

assarion (& of the drachm) was rated as equivalent to half of

the Italian" assarion or as. But this does not affect the calcula-

tion made ahove, for of course the purchase of sparrows would
be one of those *

ordinary purposes
*
for which the coin would

retain its current value.

In the Oriental provinces of the Roman Empire,'
says Babelon (Monnaies Grecqucs et JBomaincs, I.

L 466),
' the word Xerrrov regularly denoted local

copper money as distinguished from coppers of the
Homan mint.' At dih'erent times and in various

places it was used of coins of very different value.
As used in the Gospels, however, there is no ambi-
guity. It is agreed on all hands that it denotes
the smallest coin current i!ji,ip 11 if- Jews, known
to the Mishna as the TOTE ,i^ /"/"/ . of which we
are expressly told that it was an eighth of the
Roman as (see reft*, in Lightfoot, ii. 453, and
Schiirer, II. 1 40), a statement which exactly
agrees with that of Mk. about the value of the

lepton. If, therefore, the quaclrans is to be identi-
hed with the clialkus> the lepton is a coin of half
the value.

Nevertheless, the statement of Mk. (ASTT Suo, o ierrtv xGp<x.y<rvi)
has given much trouble to

" J

'.."-'-. ."<
'

* ' lote the
words of one of them, *hax<

"

, i

' " !:.- among
the small coins of Judsea separate denominations lor chalkous
and lepton

'

(G. F. Hill in EM, s.v.
4

Penny ')- Accordingly,
many attempts have been made to identify the lepton with the

i

'

-. Thus M.t:-:.." "(.:!',..
:

jrCavedoni, cuts the
1 '

< _ Mk. to 1 ; . ( :i t 'j .
!

<. '.vrt to apply to the
AsTTflv and not to the XBrra tilo (Coins of the Jews, 304), and
.' I."-"- -. to the correspondence of the kodrantes

'

I . Lk 1239. Hill, on the other hand, fol-

lowing up the suggestion of Prof. Kennedy referred to in the
preceding paragraphs, contends that the difference between the
2epton and the chalkus-quadrans was only a matter of account-
ing. The difficulty, as stated by Mr. TIT, -KM- .:> I!|",M il.i

assumption that the chalkus-quadrans v .
-

,-. c- ITU- F" . _- I.'M:

coin. This, however, has not been proved. Agrippa's chalkus
need not have been considered as equal to a quadrans.* As
stated by Mr. Madden, 'it is impossible to get over the fact
that at this period th

-|
.-':. of the Empire, which still

retained the name of v/,' ,-,' the same weight as the
lepton of the time of the Keleucidse

'

(Coins of the Jews, 304).
The difficulty depends, further, upon an inference from weight,
an inference which, in the case of coins which were little more

than tokens, is unusually precarious. In any case, the argu-
ments advanced would need to be much stronger in order to

upset the positive statement of St. Mark.

The value, then, as men reckon values., of the
widow's gift was little more than a farthing. But
the fact that it consisted of two tiny coins, a fact
which we constantly o"bscure "by talking, in our
careless way, of e the widow's initej is full of sig-
nificance. She might have kept back one.f But
of her penury she cast in all that she had ; and so
of her, too, as of another woman who from her

larger resources made an equally lavish gift, it is

true that, ulien-x c-r the <j<^pol is prone:! icd through-
out the whol<; world i

v
.Mi -JO

i!

;, thi* th<u she did is

told as a memorial of her.

LITERATURE. Madden's Coins of the Jews (vol. ii. of Nutnis-
ynata Orientalia) contains an exhaustive account of all the
extant Jewish coins, and an appendix (289-310) on the money
of the NT. The subject is treated briefly, but clearly, in

Schurer, HJP ii. i. 38-40, and O. Holtemann, NT 2eitge&ch.
110-116. Mommsen's Gesch. des Mom. Munzwesens is a mine
of information on all that concerns the money of the Empire.
Articles on 'Money' in the various Bible Dictionaries can be
read with advantage, esp. the admirably comprehensive and
lucid art. by Prof. Kennedy in Hastings' DB.

NORMAN PHASER.
MONEY-CHANGERS. See preced. art. and

BANK, No. i.

MONOTHEISM. At whatever period in their

early history the people of Israel may be supposed
to have passed tlnou^li Hie obscure and uncertain

stages of belief tli;ii pivc(>d<i a clear and reasoned

theism, that period had been left behind long
before the days of Christ and the NT \\riters.

The bitter experiences of exile and sullering on
the one hand, and on the other the lofty teachings
of prophets and men of God, had eradicated all

tendencies to polytheism, and had fixed immov-
ably in the conscience and conviction of the entire

nation the faith that Jehovah was the one God of

* Babelon (606) identifies the quadrans with the
the x,*xov$ with the lepton of the Gospels.

t
* Quorum unum vidua retinere potuerat' (Bengel).

and
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the whole earth. If Israel's early beliefs, as some
contend, were henotheistic, and conceded a place
and right to other national gods, as Chemosh,
Molech, or Rinimon, as equal an-,

1

. ]- .I.-'UIIM'. lords
of their own peoples, such i <._" :' -.f ex-
ternal divinities had long since ceased to he per-
missible. There were not really gods many and
lords many ; there is one God the Father, and one
Lord Jesus Christ (1 Co 86

).

This monotheistic belief, however, is assumed
rather than formulated or defined in the Gospels.
The doctrine that God is one, universally supreme
and without rival, does not need to be explained
or defended, for it runs no risk of being assailed.

Like the belief in the existence of God, it is an
article of faith accepted on all sides, by;

Jesus and
by His opponents, and is rather implicit in the
".: /-I '.""lan explicit in the teaching of Christ
;;. : ,' i ! :- disciples.

While, lii.\ .\ o!, iii- is true, and all the more so

because His controversy with the Jews turned

largely upon the question of His claim to equality
with God, and the blasphemy which this claim

appeared to them to imply, epithets and phrases
may readily be quoted from the GospaLs which
have no meaning except as presupposing an ab-
solute and pure monotheism. Such phrases, as
would naturally be anticipated, are mor<; ;.;<Mi"",;.11\

employed by St. John than by the SXIMI^MM-.
Thus the Prologue of the Fourth Gospel, tracing
all things back to God with whom the Word is

one (Jn I 1
), asserts nothing less than the unique-

ness as well as the eternity and sovereignty of

Him from, whom they proceed ; and the true Light
entering into the world enligliteneth not this or
that nation only, but every man (v.

9
). To the

same effect and with the same background of

accepted and common belief are the repeated
declarations of His oneness with the Father (Jn
JQSO.

ss 14io
5 !72i. as). The area and claims of the

Divine Kingdom, the Kingdom of God, are ex-

plicitly enlarged beyond any mere national limits,
and made to embrace the whole world (Lk 1616

,

Jn 421ff
-), and so the disciples are taught to pray

that it may come upon earth, as it is in heaven
(Mt 6 10

). It is indeed not bodily or material (Lk
1721

), but transcends the world (Jn IS36
). In the

T. -

T
} s i again, all nations are gathered be-

'
i

1

: . and all receive sentence. ' The
field' in which the seed is sown is

' the world' (Mt
13s8) ; and the final injunction to Christ's followers
is that they are to go into all the world to make
disciple* of all the nations (Mt 2819

).

The same teachr . I
.

-

1
ith more or less

directness in the ,

" '' '

subordination
and judgment of the prince of this world (Jn 1611

) ;

in the stress laid upon the unique obligation and
importance of love to God as ron^rinning ihc first

and greatest commandment -Mr '2'2'*~ Mk 1230

Lk 1CF7
) ; in the appeal made by ClmM ilim-t:li' to

a similar unique obligation of worship and service
to the one only God (Mt 410

11
Lk 48

) ; in the em-
phatic affirmation of a common Fatherhood and
Godhead (Jn 2017, cf. 84i

) ; and in the solemn
declaration of tho pcminnuncc and inviolability of

the words of tin* son i
t\k '24*>

\\
Mk 1331 , Lk 2133

),

while elsewhere there is ascribed to Him that
omniscience which is an attribute of God Himself
(Jn 1630

).

There are also passages in which the epithet
* one ' or e

only
'

is directly applied to the Divine
Ruler, thus claiming for Him with more or less

emphasis the sole dominion and the exclusive

right to homage.
e The Lord our God is one Lord '

(Mk 1229 from J)t 64
,

cf. v. 33
). The God who for-

gives sins is els (Mk 27), or POVQS (Lk 521
} ; He is

unique in goodness pit 1917
[|
Mk 1018

,
Lk 1819

) ; the
sole Father (Mt 239

) ; and the only God (Jn S44).

Some of these expressions might, it is true, be
satisfied by a wide conception, such as the ancient)

prophets had formed, of a God of Israel to whom
the sons of Israel were a first interest and charge,
or even of a Sovereign the limits of whose sway
left room for other ^

-
:..

- beside Him. Not
all of them, evidently , i ; apart and by them-

selves, will bear the weight of a full monotheistic
inference. Taken together, however, and in their

context, their joint and several significance is un-

mistakable. They assume on the part of speaker
and hearer alike a belief in the sole supremacy of

one God. Nor is this inference as to their mean-

ing seriously contested.

Moreover, in one passage (Jn 173 )
there is found

a perfectly distinct and unequivocal assertion of

monotheistic doctrine ; eternal life is to gain a

knowledge of the only true God (rbv JULOVOV dXyBLvbv

dew). Other phrases, in themselves less definite

or comprehensive, must clearly be received and

interpreted in the light of this, if an adequate
conception of Christ's teaching concerning the
Father is to be reached. The principle's appli-
cable to other elements of His instruction than
that under consideration. The whole is to^be con-

strued and expounded by means of the loftiest and
most comprehensive statements of doctrine, not
to be attenuated to those which may be more par-
ticular or obscure.
The conclusion, therefore, is that a monotheistic

belief is everywhere assumed in the Gospels ; and
if it is rarely formulated, the reason is to be sought
in the universal assent with which it was received.

Christ did not need to teach with definiteness and
reiteration, as though it were a new truth, that
thei*e is one only Lord of heaven and of earth ;

for

this belief was common to Himself and to His

hearers, and formed the solid and accepted founda-
tion of their religious faith.

LITERATURE. Treatises on the Theology of the NT discuss
the conception of God, and the general doctrine is treated in

works on Theism ; cf. Ed. Caird, Evolution of jRetigion't, 2 vols.,

Glasgow, 1894 ; Orr, Christian View of God and the World 1
,

pp. 91-96. A. S. GEDEN.

MONTH. See TIME.

MOON. In the NT the moon (a-eX?^) is part of

the established natural order. So when Christ

prophesies the end of the world,
e The moon shall

not give her light' (Mt 2429
,
Mk 1324 ). Twice in

the Gospel of Matthew (4
24 1715

) <re\yvi&fr(r8ai (liter-

ally to be moonstruck) is used to describe mental
-

1
- .._ i

' as in our c

lunacy/ 'lunatic,
3 from

i , . .

' the moon.' See above, pp. 91 b ,

9(S
b

.

The Pa-rover Jil\\.'i\-> took place at full moon, for

it was held on the 14th 01 the month Nisan, and it

was the lunar month that was used, as it is still

used by the Jeivs (Jos. Ant. III. x. 5 ; cf. Col 216
).

Thus there was moonlight in Gethsemane when
Christ went there with His disciples, and when He
was betrayed. Also, the darkness which lasted
for three hours during the crucifixion could not be
due to an ordinary eclipse of the snn by the moon.
See also art. TIME. T. GREGORY.

MORALITY, MORAL LAW. See ETHICS, and
LAW.

MORNING. Mt 163 201 27 3
,
Mk II 20 1335 162

; cf.

Mt 2S1
, Lk 241

,
Jn 20 1

. There was no exact
division of the day into parts among the Jews
until after the Exile, The broad divisions current
wer^ 4

evening/ 'morning,' and '

mid-day,' which
follow ed this order usually, after the Jewish method
of reckoning tlie clay prevailed 'with the triumph
of the Law.' The Roman division of the night into
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four (

watches,
3

extending from six o'clock to six

o'clock, is brought into striking view in Mk 13y5
j

where 6^e (in the evening), ^eaov^Knov (at mid-

night), and a\eKTopo<p(avias (at cock-crowing'), are

given in connexion and contrast with irpui' (in the

morning). The passages in the Gospels in which
ITput (morning) plays the most in,V:i-fM^ and
si//lii'^ ]<irt are those connected \v ; ih !': visit

<.i ;h- \\IMIM-M to the sepulchre after the resurrec-

tion of Jesus (Mt 28 1
, Mk 162

,
Lk 241

, and Jn 20 1

).

Here Mt. has 'late on the sabbath 5

(KV), while
Mk. says

e

very early on the first day of the week,
3

and Jn. 'while it was yet dark.' No explanation
will prove satisfactory to all. But Mt.'s 'late on
the sabbath' may be taken as reckoning the

following night as a part of the Sabbath a depar-
ture from Jewish usage (Meyer). In short, we
may suppose that the Babylonian method of adding
diurnally the night to the day, rather than the day
to the night (Israelitish), had come at this time,
more or less, into common use among the Jews, so
that there were two ways of reckoning complete
astronomical days : namely, first, by

'

night-days/
and, secondly, by

'

ilsiy-mjiUt-*.' Then we need only
to suppose Mt. to be thinking of the f

day-night/
and the difficulty vanishes ; for *

late
'

in that
'

day-night
' would mean about the end of the night

which followed the end of the Sabbath. This
would accord perfectly with Mk.'s note of time,
'

very early on the first day of the week.' Another
solution of the difficulty is suggested by J. II.

Moulton (Prolegomena, p. 72), that, according to
the usage represented in the papyri, Mt.'s words
rendered in feV 'late on the sabbath,* should be
rendered 'latefrom the sabbath,

5 which is equivalent
to saying 'after the sabbath.' This, too, would
bring the words into harmony with those of Mark
and John. GEO. B. EAGER.

MOSES (Heb. n^D in accordance with the deriva-

tion from HBWD
e to draw,' given in Ex 210 j LXX

and NT usually MuUo^s [Vulg. Moyses], followingg.
the derivation adopted by Philo and Josephus from
the Coptic wio

' water 5 and iiske
'

saved, occasion-

ally, however, Mwo-^s in conformity to the Hebrew.
On its declension see Blass, Grammar of NT, 10).

For an estimate of the position occupied by
Moses in the Gospels, and his relation to the
Person and work of Christ, a good starting-point
is afforded by the words of He 32'6

, which may be

paraphrased thus : Moses was intrusted by God
with nn influence which was to affect and permeate
not only his own generation but the whole of the
Old Dispensation ; and he proved himself worthy
of the trust. Christ was similarly faithful, but in

two ways He far transcended Moses. (a) Mose?,
for all the influence which he exercised, was ^et
a member, a portion, of the 'house' throughout
which that influence extended ; but Christ is God,
the Builder and Maker of the * house.' (b) Moses
had a delegated authority in the house ;

he acted
under orders as a trusted servant in the early
stages of man's spiritual evolution

,*
but his author-

ity vanished when the Son came into possession.
Moses may thus be considered raider two aspects,
which, however, are not entirely distinct, but
blend into one another. (1) He is not so much
a person as an instrument. He represented the
Old Dispensation because he was the instrument

through which the Law was given. (2) He is an
1 1 1 tori c-al person ality . But, because he represented
the Old Dispensation, many of his acts, and of the
events of his career, and of the characteristics of

hi* person, prove to be types inferior and pro-

phetic counterparts of various factors in the

Kingdom and the Person of Christ.

1. (a) It was the opinion universally held among
Jews and Christians in Apostolic times, that Moses

was the author of the Pentateuch. (On our Lord's

acceptance of this opinion, see below).

The passage in Exodus relating
1 God's appearance

in the bush is said to occur ' in the book of Moses.' And in

1 Lk 2037 Moses *

pointed out' (tu,^ua-ev) the truth of a resurrec-
tion of the dead in the passage about the bush, 'when h
calleth the Lord the God of Abraham . . .' It was God Himseli
who used these words (Ex 36), but Moses is spoken of as the
author of the passage,
Mk 1219

II Lk 2028.
~ - V ,.

*

i r
*

:

' " Levirate

law, claim that ' Mose- .,,,: "
- below,

Jn 1^>. Philip speaks of * him of %\hom Moses in the law, and
the prophets, wrote.'
Lk IC. si 3427. Moses being- the author of the Pentateuch,

his name stands as synonymous with that which he wrote.
To these must be added the passages which speak of

c the
law of Moses' : Lk 2^2 (the offering: after childbirth), 24-M

('the law of Moses, and the prophets, and the psalms')* J*1 ^23

(circumcision ; cf. Ac 15* 5
). See also Ac 1339 2622 2823, Ho 5"

105, i Co 99, 2 Co 315, He 1Q28.

Besides this somewhat impersonal use of the
name of Moses, there are passages which invest
him with a more conscious responsibility and
authority in connexion with the Law.

Mt 8-i H Mk 1*1, Lk 51*. The healed leper is told to offer the

gift which
' Moses enjoined/

Mt 19? || Mk IQSf-. The Phai
'

' ' " *

"esus, argue
on / '.- .'*

"
:

'

'""'-es to give his

wif .- . i .
'

< And our Lord answers them
Moses allowed you to put away your wives (Mt.), he wrote
you this ,

*
, i :"*"

' "

. 'ew to (*pc?) your bard-
ness of h ' "' - of as looking out with
a propheiic e\ o o\ tr the ac>os, and seeing that all future genera-
tions or Israel wo- i'd alike liairlen their hearts ag-ainst God;
and that it would therefore be advisable to permit divorce as
a necessary evil under certain circumstances, in order to limit

and check man's sinful disposition. The words *

recognize the

validity of the husband's act, but do not create the situation
*

(Swete). In Mk. our Lord anticipates the appeal to Moses by
saying, 'What did Moses command you?* Mt. misses this,

putting the rf IverE<Ar<j into the mouth of the Pharisees (see
Swete on the whole passage, Mk lQi-6).

Mt 2224. In citing the Levirate law, the Sadducees claim
that 'Moses said' for which the other Synoptists have the
less personal

* Moses wrote/
Mk W Our Lord guotes the Fifth Commandment of the

Decalogue, tog-ether with Ex 211
?, with the words 'Moses said.'

li Mt 154 has ' God said.'

Mt 232. Moses, as the great teacher of the Law, used to sit

(cf. Ex 181
), and deliver ex cathedra decisions. And the recog-

nized teachers of the nation, the scribes and Pharisees, took up
the same authoritative position Q.^1 rye M. xee,Qs.^>f>ocs is66ttr.v)

when they became the exponents of the traditional rules by
which the old Law was 'hedged.' Jesus does not find fault

with the position ; He says, in effect,
* as interpreters of the

Law of God, show them all due reverence ; as keeper* of the

Law of God, beware of following their example
'

(ioe Hayings'
DB iii. 74*).

In the Fourth Gospel this view of Moses* authority appears no
less prominently.
Jn 117. T'K Lawas given through Moses.' But this very

fact places him and ii on a lower plane than Christ and the

Gospel. Moses was merely a channel, through whom the Law
which was something separate from himself was given;

\\hereari 'grace and truth came into being (lyevsro) through
Jej.'is Clirsbt,

1 because He Himself was, and is, grace and truth ;

so that we received the fulness of grace and truth * because we
all -sceived of his fulness' (see Hort, The Way, the Truth, and
the Life, p. 43 f.).

Jn 545. The national adherence to the Law is the resting
of the national hopes upon Moses ('Moses on whom ye have

placed your hope')- But (v.46f.) this adherence on your part

ought to mean a loyal acceptance of his words, even though
their true meaning is at variance with national expectations.
Moses' words accuse you, for belief in his writings really involves

belief in My words. ' He wrote of me/
There are two senses in \\hioh it may be said that Moseswrote

of Christ. Christ said (Mt 2-2tt-4u
J
c f . 'Dt 65 , Lv 19*8) that on the

two commandments love to God, and love to man '
all the

Law is hung, and the prophets/ So that the true underlying
meaning and motive of the whole Law was reflected in the

spirit of Christ (see 'Christ the Ti I-' rprr
A
'-r of Propiseoy.* by

Kennett, Interpreter, Jan. 1906). Hi. 1

, ll.i- ]Vnii.iu:c con rains
more than the laws. A further S^TM- Ti ul" ! "ii .M"-<> wrou* of

Christ is indicated in the whole o- ^ 2 <v iK pu-tvi i.n-cle.

Moses was quite unconscious that he wrote of Christ when he

'hung 'the Law upon love; and he was similarly unconscious
of it when he i-elattd e\cnts \\hich were afterwards to receive a

spiritual fulfilment in the religion of Christ.

ju 71-1 2j. our Lord shows the Jews that a strict observance
of the letter of the whole Law is, in practice, impossible ; and
that He is therefore, from their own standpoint, entitled to heal

on the Sabbath. ' Did not Moses give you the law? and yet
not one of you carries it out in actual practice (trust vav v<fc*av)/

For instance Moses has given you circumcision ; but in keep-

ing that ordinance, you do not hesitate to break the letter of

another, for you circumcise on the Sabbath. There is irony in
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the "vet, p/i Avtiy ('that the law of Moses be not broken') of v. 2^.

But a further thought seems to be implied in the dice, TOVTO (' for
this cause') with which v.aa opens. Not only did Moses give
you a law which it is impossible to keep with rig-id exactness,
but he gave it to you on this very account, i.e. that you might
discover bj' experience its weakness and unprofitableness. A
parenthesis, however, is thrown in to modify the d&caxsv. Moses
' has given

'

you circumcision in the sense that he has authori-

tatively endorsed it as a binding ordinance; but it did not
originate from him ;

it was handed down ' from the fathers,'
i.e. from the days when Abraham circumcised himself and his
sons. (Our Lord uses a similar argument with regard to the
Sabbath in Mt 125).
Jn 928t. The Pharisees taunted the man who had been healed

of his blindness with being a disciple of Jesus, while they were
1 Moses1

<1
:^ 'p

1 ?^.' In their eyes Moses held a position analogous
to that or MiiLi:i:ui.'d or Buddha, or any great founder of a
religion. They were Moses' disciples because they revered his

writings and < >\ c w<l b > 001 umands. But Christ's true followers,
while they are !:* (lis-'iple-, are at the same time far more,
because they are partakers in His Divine life.

See also Ro TV ^
''/ L \ -

i \ >\ .

' Moses saith
'

introducing the
words of God, I). -.2- .. k : .

The thought of this section finds concrete illus-

tration in the narrative of Mt 171'8
1! Mk O2'8

,
Lk

9-8
-36

. Moses and Elpjili. (lie two grandest figures
of the OT, who l i/si'ii'-ioci forty days and nights,
who were both privileged to behold a theophany
on Mt. Horeb, and who were both taken from the
earth in a supernatural manner, represented

' the
Law and the Prophet-*.' And they appeared to
Him who was the fulfilment to which both pointed,
and conversed with Him (Lk.) concerning His im-

pending departure (ggodos). Among other factors
in the vis-ion which taught a lesson to the watching
disciples was the vanishing of Moses and EJijali
when 'Jesus alone' remained. * It helped them
to see that the OT being fulfilled by Christ is done
away in Christ' (Plummer in Hastings' DE iv.

808*).
In all the above passages, both in (a) and (b),

Moses does not appear strictly as a personality.
He is not a man. po^e-^ed of individual character

of moral or spiritual attainments. He is the
instrument through whom the Law was given to
Israel (Ac 738 ) the hand which wrote and the
voice which spoke. And Jesus, together with the
Jews of His day, thought of him as such. This
fact is held by some to cut away the ground
from the critical .ir^.u I/'-M - which go to prove that
Moses was not tii-' .Miih-ir of the Pentateuch as it

oart of the
later than
been very
hat only a

If, as Hebrew scholars

stands, and, indeed, that
Pentateuchal law is in its

the age of Moses. The
fully discussed by many
brief notice is needed here.

contend, the evidence is o\or\\ helming that the
Pentateuch and the Laws i">m.,iincd in it are the
result of a long growth, which was not < -,

"" '

]

until a period after the return of the .).-.'.
exile, ii i> imjiOMlilc for us to shut our eyes to
this ei ulciioo OH tlio assumption (for it is only an
assumption) that our Lord's use of the name of
Moses precludes further argument. An explana-
tion sometimes given is ihat Jesus must have
known the exact truth about the authorship of the
Pentateuch, but that He made a concession to the
ignorance of the Jews of His day. But a growing
body of students rejects this as untenable, oecause
it detracts from the complete humanity of our
Lord. If, as man, He had a full knowledge of the
results which modern study has reached with
regard to the literary problems of the OT, He
must also, as man, have known all future results
which will be reached by the study of generations
to come. In other words, as man He was omni-
scient. But this conflicts alike with our concep-
tion of complete manhood and with the explicit
declaration that He ' advanced in wisdom '

(Lk 252 ).We know that He could feel hungry and thirsty
and weary, that He could be overcome with sleep,
that He could manifest surprise ; and on one occa-
sion at least He spoke of something which *no

one knoweth, not the angels of heaven, nor the

Son, but the Father only
3

(Mt 24s6
, Mk 133

~). He
was subject, therefore, to the ordinary limitations
of manhood, and, as man, He acquired His know-
ledge by the methods which other men follow.
The problem is a part of a larger one the problem
of uci-nu':iin^ iu what extent, or in what sense,
His i)i\inc pi\\rr- and "." were in abey-
ance during His earthly me. ^i.iuiough fully and
I-,

1

--:-"!-
'

"";. man, He did not cease to be God, and
Mr <:: : cease to be conscious of His Divinity.
'

It is this continuous self-consciousness of the Son
of God the

'

-I* -
!

7
--

J

r :e measure of His transcen-
dent humi-i v

k
i

"

- 1 .. The Incarnation, p. 90).
We can venture the statement with respect to His

knowledge, that though, as God, He never ceased
to be omniscient, yet He refused to know, as man,
anything which could not be learnt by human
means. But when we have said that, we have
only enunciated and not solved the problem. This
is not the place to enter into it further. But there
can be no doubt that it 1- <:]); i MI- line of thought
that we must move, to jn-tiiy inodoiii criticism in

denying to Moses the authorship of the Pentateuch
which our Lord and His Apostles ascribed to him.
See also artt. HUMANITY OF CHRIST and KENOSIS.

2. But because Moses was the representative of
the Old Dispensation, Jesus and the NT writers

thought of him as something more. He was an
historical personage of Mich unique prominence
in Israel's history, that his whole career affords

parallels to spiritual factors in the New Covenant.
The history of the old Israel repeats itself in that
of the new. To say this is not to affirm that the
OT writers had the slightest idea that the events
which they described were one day to receive a

spiritual fulfilment. The mind of God alone knew
it, when He guided the events and inspired the

writings.
The series of Mosaic events which NT writers

'" Jv :
-
fT

""

points of comparison with things
'

'. -i an extremely ^uoiv-r'i;: study,
since tliey cov(-v -.1

'ii.i-syof fie -!
:

-i"'ir: >. features
of the New I )"-].,., Min-:. and illustrate in a
striking manner : ! o U-M n. ',i ! unity of the i Divine
Library.'

(a) 2 Co 37-18. The centre of Christianity is the Incarnation
'lu tl^cli'nir of God - ^-ny among

1 men in the Person of
l<- :- ("in,"-! (Jn 1 l

)- A'lil *>t. Paul argues that the 'glory*
isi'.Mi "\lo-tj!" VK'I .' A'liK'li ;,-'.'oi ipanied his reception of the Law,
vj.- -.ifiiv.'u i'-;.i TIT l-iju :!<. could not bear to gaze upon it,

although that law was merely a ministration of death, and of
condemnation : much more will the ministration of the spirit,
and of righterm-ne-. be of surpassing glory. Again, Moses
realized that the -ylory

' on his face was transitory, and so he
could not boldly leave his face uncovered. And the veil which
he wore still lies, spiritually speaking, on the hearts of the
Jewish nation, and will not he removed till they

' turn to the
Lord,' as Moses used to remove it when he returned to the
Divin- 1

pic^ri'i. But we Christians can speak boldly, and
with i.'iioiJul fji'v -i.:*1

"-.< *\ / of the Lord. If we are

age,

'glory of God,' which i-, i:i iaVi. ti'.r> Incarnate dhrist, from
dawning upon them.

(b) Jn 8H. The Incarnation had its issue in the Passion.
The connexion of this verse with v.33 by the opening

*

and/
and the repetition of the title '.^oii o* Mnn,

1

.\-pi<- fri-
ilio',i't (...(.. \w-i o.i '"; /" : ). TherliiKc i': !<, is- arruV'.i ai il-o
id'-i- ;ii'ii"l'Cil TO lin lr/( M serpent in i/he <"_-" ." -

'

- -'V

217-9), and of our Lord's application of it. are _" , I'.s

writers deal with it in a \anctv of wayssome of unem deeply
suggestive (see Westcott. p. (53 If.).' T\vo points stand out
<'*

'* r
"" *

ji p of the Son of Man upon the Cross, and
: h< -;

"' :''; - of those who look up with faith to Him.
BUD two others suggest themselves, though we cannot esti-
mate the exact part which they pla\ed m our Lord's thought.
(l)The serpent on the pole svmbohzed the evil from which the
people had suffered ; and Chiisr identified Himself with sinful

humanity so completely, that when He was crucified He took
sin { out of the way, nailing it to his cross

'

(Col 2^, cf. Gal 318,

IP 224, with RVm). (2) The word 'be lifted up'
* His use of the narrative is rendered easier by the LXX,

which renders pp (* shone ') by l&*rveu and 3e2o%<iru,evvi (Ex
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life

ites

exaltan) is applied elsewhere, not only to the Passion (Jn 82S

liiawi), but also to the Ascension (Ac 2<** 531, cf. Ph 29 usrsp-

L'^ucrtv). Christ '

reig ned from the Tree '

in the supreme
moment of victory, but that was only the first stage in a

triumphal progrt^ ii]>\vai(l-

(c) Jn 19<*6 . ChriM'- d^un and the shedding of His blood

procured atonement This, in the minds of all Christians, has
its counterpart in the Passover (He 112S). St. John traces a
fulfilment of a particular detail m the fact that no bone of our
Lord's body was broken. And see 1 Co 57f .

(ci) Christ's sacrifice is more clearly connected with the cove-
nant sacrifice at Horeb (Ex 24'i-8

). Our Lord explicitly refers

to ]t in the words of the institution of the Eucharist (Mt 2628,
Mk 1424, Lk 22^0, i Co 1125 ; see also He 9i-20, i p 12, with
Hort's note).

(e) He 1218 -24. Though pleading- in heaven, Christ is still pre-
sent among men ; He is still incarnate ; hence the existence
of the Church which is His Body. In these verses the position
and condition of the Church under the New Covenant is con-
trasted with that of the Israelites at Sinai, the characteristics of

the two covenants being summed up in the words '
terror

' and
'

grace
'

(cf . Keble s Christian Year,
'

Whitsunday ')

(/) 1 Co 102. >,i riir < i.-;
"

:

i

.-A"|i( i-a-io:: ": ,o Christ's Divine
!&~ I'- >. . c-'-U . -P <,'-" '.

,
allthelsrael-

v . : /

'

; in the cloud and in the sea.
J

Jr ".. "
great sacrament, the Divine life

is fed and nourished in the members of the Church. Our Lord
teaches that

'

it was not Moses, but God revealing Himself
r 10 ._''. M--1 ->. who gave the manna ; and again the manna
. :-, i \ .-:,;.)'.' bread was not in the highest sense "bread from
heaven," but rather the symbol of spiritual food.' [It is not
here asserted that our Lord's discourse had reference exclusively
to the Sacrament of the Holy Communion, which He was after-

wards to institute. But it must have been impossible for St.

John and it is impossible for us haying heard the words
spoken at the Last Supper, not to see in the present passage
their fullest and ~.

-
, i-

" * "

1 Co 103. 4. AS- - - i: -, of Life, so He is the Water
of Life. The Israelites, in the mind of St. Paul, did not eat and
drink mere physical food and water, but spiritual. The two
accounts of the striking of the rock

* ^r
-

~
*

"

\>' '.. :" >

of water (Ex 176, Nu 2011) gave rise
-

.1: v "

-\

that the rock which was struck followed them through the
desert, affording a continual supply. That rock, says St. Paul,
is typical of Christ.

0;) Ac 322 737. Besides the spiritual nourishment, which
fosters the Divine life in the soul, Christians need a Teacher,
who will at all times reveal the will of God. Both St. Peter and
Si. ^'. I.V-M -e !'i Christ the fulfilment of the declaration in
]>r I*--' 1* r lia: Cod would raise up a prophet like unto Moses.
And John the Baptist, in his truthfulness and self-effacement,
declares that he himself is not ' the Prophet,' but only a voice

heralding His coming (Jn I2iff-). And see Jn 6^ *jW [Lk 739].

(A) While the Israelites are the counterpart of the Christian

Church, their enemies who opposed Moses (cf. 2 Ti Stafford
ho obey not the gospeL In Rev b5

"
a O--4

the symbolism of punishment is clearly
based on the plagues of Egypt. On the other hand, those who
have been redeemed from the slavery of sin can, like the
Israelites rescued from Egypt,

*

sing the song of Moses the
servant of God *

(Rev 153).

LITERATURE. Besides the works mentioned in the article,
reference should be made throughout to the principal commen-
taries on the NT. See also, for our Lord's relation to the Law,
artt. ACCOMMODATION, AUTHORITY OF CHRIST. LAW, LAW OF GOD.

A. H. M'NEILE.
MOTE. See BEAM AND MOTE.

MOTH (<r$$). The Bible frequently makes refer-

ence to the destructive action of the nioth as a fit

symbol of theperishableness of man and his earthly

possessions. In Oriental countries, where so large
a part of ' treasure

' consisted of costly silken and
woollen fabrics, the figure was peculiarly appro-

priate and impressive. Specially referred to Is the
'clothes' moth,' one or more (not readily identified

as to its particular member of the family) of the

genus Tinea, which may be said to have an almost

cosmopolitan distribution. The larva of this moth
feeds on wool, silk, hair, fur, feathers, etc. Out of

the material on which it feeds it forms a portable
case or house, supposed to be alluded to as an image
of instability (though Cheyne \EBi,

* Moth '] denies

this) in Job'2718a
. The moth first finishes its case,

which is often motley-coloured on account of the

variety of material from which it draws supplies,
and afterwards feeds voraciously on the substance
from which the tent or house has been produced.
For building purposes it selects the long straight
fibres, but for food the shortest and thickest, and
in order to get the latter it eats down below Hie
surface pile to the fabric itself. The feeding pro-

cess is therefore the most destructive to the fabric.
The yellowish-brown pupa is either formed in this
structure which the larva constructs, or in a slight
cocoon. Before the perfect insect appears the
mischief is accomplished, for large patches are
eaten in the clothes, carpets, or tapestry where
the parent moth has laid its eggs. If the action
of the insect is undiscovered, or by carelessness
allowed to be completed, it makes the fabric into
a mere flimsy shell which falls into -i-'

1 "

;;::(-- on
the least touch or breath. 'Crusneu beiore the
moth '

(Job 419
) is a faithful description of this

most effective destruction an apt figure of the
insidious, deadly work of evil in the human char-
acter.

Our Lord refers to this well-known phenomenon
in the Sermon on the Mount (Mt 619"-

, Lk 1233).
Along with the corroding work of the rust due
to chemical action on nietals left unused and ex-

posed He classes the ravages of the moth, as
illustrations of the inevitable corruption and decay
which overtake all earthly things apart from the

heavenly and Divine. Men are not to set their
affections on things that belong to the earth

(things which contain no higl c' v.
J

M<-J, u fly
element), are not to make these i ": ;

I

,'.H: !_-, ]

in that case their heart, the centre of their life, set

upon these decaying, perishing things, is itself sub-

ject to similar destructive forces Where your
treasure is, there will your heart be also.' All

earthly things are to be valued, not in themselves
as ends, but as means to the higher spiritual life.

The affection is to be positively IJxed on the en-

during things of human virtue, knowledge, and
character, formed and obtained by fellowship with
the Divine elements which all lower things are

adapted to subserve, and which themselves s neither
moth nor rust can corrupt.' T. H. WEIGHT.

MOTHER. Concerning the relations of Jesus
with His mother, and her influence upon His train-

ing, we can but infer that the mother of such a son
must herself have been an oxco]>1io:i;il i-i-i'-MirjiT \.

See art. MARY (VIRGIN). IVo/e^or \V. M. llj.riVv.
in his Education of Christ, shows li<\v iliiiuii^l:
was the instruction given to the Jc^Mi voir'.li.

With this the mother had much to do. Granted
that religious genius is not to be accounted for by
environment, there still remains the overwhelming
probability that the feminine qualities in the
character of Jesus His graeiousness, gentleness,
and -.ymjiiilliy found a congenial setting in the
home at iSaz'areth. Had it been otherwise, some
hint of the fact must have been given in the
records of His public ministry. It has been con-
tended that such a hint is given in Mk 331ff-, an
incident which also finds a place in the other

Evangelists. Another is Mt 1035'37
11
Mk 1C29

,
Lk

1233 14-6. But it should not be overlooked that
these hyperbolical expressions by no means involve
the repudiation of the filial tie. They are rather

designed to mark the thoroughness with which
the religious life should be embraced, the higher
love absorbing and transforming the lower. The
emphasis with which, in other <! <-\i- "-. Jesus
denounces contemporary sins aga'r:-!

;l o : I in I rela-

tionship is a proof that with Him the ideal life did
not consist with holding it in contempt (Mk 710"13

,

Mt 154
' 9

). The filial relationship is to be super-
seded only by the greater sacredness of the con-

jugal '(Mt 195
, Mk 107). In His response to the

question of the rich young ruler Jesus emphasizes
the command to honour father and mother (Mt 1919

etc.), but (Mt 1929 ete.) loyalty to the truth as

expressed in Himself is made to take precedence of

all other ties. The reason for this insistence is

obvious, and has been abundantly illustrated in

the history of the world's benefactors.
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Concerning our Lord's dealings with other
mothers than His own, few details are given in the

Gospels. It is noteworthy that the mother of

Zebedee's children (Ml 2n-; goes unrebuked, as

does the action of the mothers who brought their
children to Him (Mk 1013

). His sympathy with
motherhood may be inferred from these incidents,
as also from the healing of the

""

.

*
-1 of the

Canaanitish woman (Mt 15Ji
,
Mk ", ,. ^.^^ same

is implied in the pathetic phrase (Lk 23a8
) uttered

on the way to Calvary. In nothing is the unique-
ness of Jesus more clearly seen than in this kind
of reverence for womanhood, so unexpected in a

religious teacher of His time
(
Jn 427

). See WOMAN.
LITERATURE. F. W. Robertson, Senn. 2nd ser. xviii. xix.

;

Rendel Harris, rWo,/ n >'l Wrt, ( ii. \\: ; Stalker, Imago Chr&ti,
oh. ii. ; A. Morn- aicwtsri, Injuney /</ Youth of Jesus, p. 105.

R. J. CAMPBELL.
MOUNT, MOUNTAIN (0poy). Mountains figure

often in the narratives of Christ's life. This is

natural, considering the highly mountainous char-
acter of the country in which He lived. At no

point in His journeyi rigs were the mountains out
of sight; and" ii He'was not actually on or among
them, they were never a great way off.

The Mount of Olives (wh. see) alone is named in

the '"i

* "
: mountain that rises beyond the

Kiel *
, . oast of Jerusalem, from the S.E.

slope of which Bethany looks out over the wilder-
ness. In two passages we see from the context
which mountains are referred to. In Mt 2 121

* to
this mountain 3

points clearly to Olivet, on which
Jesus and His disciples stood, viewing the cursed
and withered fig-tree. In Jn 420 * this mountain' can
be no other than Gerizim, on whose rocky summit,
amid the ruins of ancient splendour, the remnant
of Samaritans still annually chant their weird
service at the feast of the Passover. In other

places, such as Mt 2416
,

* mountain J must be taken

generally as = r -,:'!. -,lie wilder and more in-

accessible par;-, i"! -'li, natural places of refuge,
Judaea itself being almost entirely mountainous
(cf. Rev 615

). So also with the haunts of the
demoniac (Mk 55

). The ' mountain' on (Lk 832 ) or
near (Mk 5 11

) which the swine were feeding must
have been the western edge of the great plateau
which stretches from the desert to the lip of the
Ghdr, and drops a distance of some 2000 feet to
the eastern shore of the Sea of Galilee. The place
intended is probably a little north of the old
fortress of Gamala, where the foot of the swift

slope runs almost to the water.

IYM.li.ip- only men familiar with the steep cliffs

and beetling crags of Palestinian mountains
would think of calling in their terror upon the
mountains to fall and cover them (Lk 2tS

3a
).

Regarding the position of three mountains there
has been niuc-h discussion the mountain of the

Temptation (Mt 4s
,
Lk 45

), the Mount of Beati-
tudes (Mt 51

), and the Mount of Transfiguration
(Mt 171

etc.).

The c. 5 1-,"K<- -.vc JK-- <-- !- r-i,'ii-;l\ i <
<t
raT ; \<.. nending to show

."'". '.. : : '. .-! . .-
.;.

.\- the first,
" ~

.. I * . > "".;. .'''" /r i' '*'", with its

care-fretted brows froAifnjr our ,T< richo, and the district to
the south, are bleax nn'l i".h<i-piLul> c enough, and there cer-

."". '<'
-

"

, r r i iff-.
1 Ao-iU ',, 'with the wild beasts'

fM
'

"I. i! - MI > neigntiat all suggesting the descrip-

The tradition nK-r.i
';.

;

i',u
r K"ift Hatpin with the scene of

the Sermon on the Mount dates only from Crusading times.
To the traveller journeying- towards Tiberias from Nazareth or

Tabor, the double-peaked hill seems easy of approach. But
from any part of the seashore the ascent is steep, and from
Gennesaret, where our Lord was at work, the way, as the
present writer knows from much experience, is both long- and
toilsome. With so many height mat ;l:o p'ah 1

. qiii I < suitable
for the Master's purpose, the I'L-^o-^n;

1 lor t'n^ fl'THmli journey
is not apparent. Further, certain traces of ancient buildings
lend colour to the idea that, in our Lord's time, the hill may
hive been occupied.
The Roman and Greek Churches still maintain the traditional

identification of Mount Tabor with the scene of the Transfigura-
tion, and, in accordance with their separate calendars, that

august event is annually commemorated there. It must be

remembered, however, that they have much valuable property
on the mountain the great monasteries which an admission
of error would render worthless, while the contributions re-

ceived from stream ":'" ild be diverted. Most
modern students of - the Transfiguration on
Mount Hermon ; if - it itself, on one of the
lower spurs. This would satisfy the requirements of the
narrative ;

whereas the journey south to Tabor, through
Galilee, and back ag,' ;'><";.: - -i : . vithm the time speci-

fied, while possible, it-
'

_-,' ."ii.i.m >< The present writer

spent some weeks in -
-:

'

-.' on the top of Tabor,
and was led to emphatic agreement with ihe opinion that the

presence of a town or fortress on the nio'ininin in Lho days of

Christ makes the traditional identification utterly impossible.
See art. TRANSFIGURATION.

On a mountain in Galilee the risen Jesus gave
His disciples their great commission (Mt 28 I(i

). The
circumstances suggest some height familiar to all,

not far from tlie scenes of the Galilaean ministry,
(:<iMiii?!i!'lin

%
i: a wide prospect. Certain identifica-

tion is, of course, impossible, but these conditions
are well fulfilled by Jebel Kandn t a bold head-
1

"!
.

"
'

"

.

'
"

, ird from the great bulk of
\ i 3 view ranges from Carmel

,

'
.

.

*
l to the eastern ridges of

Bashan, and from snowy Hermon to the dim
mountains guarding the Bead Sea. In the great
hollow below sleep the blue waters of Galilee, the
white-sailed fishing boats recalling imperishable
memories.
In hours of devotion Jesus seemed to long for

the solitude and stillness to be found only on lonely
1

-Vi'- "V night (Alt 1423
3
Mk 646

, Lk 612 928, Jn
"i . I i a mountain at last He passed into the
invisible (Lk 24503 Ac I9 - 12

). See also art. HILL.

LITERATURE. G. A. Smith, HGHL, p. 47 ff. ; W. M. Ramsay,
Education of Christ, cf. ExpT xiv. [1903] p. 194.

W. EWING.
MOUNT OF OLIYES (TO 8pos r&v eXaiuv, Mt

21 1 243 2630, Mk 13s 1426, Lk 1937 2239
,
Jn 8 l

; and
ro 6pos TO KaXotpevov <*\aiwvy Lk 1929 2137

), One of

the universally accepted holy sites around Jeru-
salem. It is to-day known as Jebel et-Ttir (the
mountain of the elevation or tower)

"

by the

Moslems, and as Jebel ez-Zeittin (the mount of

olives) by native Christians and, indeed, also by
Moslems. By the Jews, besides the above men-
tioned, the name ' mountain of light

3

has also been
given, from the fact that here used to be kindled
the first beacon-fire to signalize through the land
the appearance of each new moon.
The mount due east of Jerusalem forms the

culminating height of a range which, -ch,;:-.- i': .

itself from the central plateau near the \'*\.i '

Shatphat, runs for two miles, first S. and then
S.W., and terminates beyond the village of Silwdn
at the Wady en-Ndr. The be^ inning of the range
has very generally been Mccoprod H- the Scopus
(prospect) of Josephus, and the part running S, VY.

Batn el-Hawa considerably lower than the part
east of the city and not higher than the Temple
area itself, has by many been identified as the
Mount of Offence. Although these have been
described by some authorities as parts of the
Mount of Olives, there seems no real reason for

including them in the description, and to do so is

confusing.
The natural boundaries of Olivet are to-day well

defined "by two ancient roads. To the N. a very
ancient highway to Jericho, after imu-r-in^ a

deep bay* in the range, which from \\\\- <i',\ -ide

seems to separate the range into two, crosses "a low
neck cutting off the northern part, now crowned
by the house of Sir John Grey Hill, from the

* This open valley, in which <!.': ;, !

"
\
- '.:'d a 1 -

. ;

least one ancient olive press, * <
,'i i . .*-- " <.-,'-. -

mane (which see), though it m :- !' :.!" >..! ''mr ;r.i<l :.o!' i-

all against it.
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southern loftier mass the true Mount of Olives.

To the S. the road which runs to Bethany forms a
convenient if somewhat arbitrary division, cutting
off' Olivet from the so-called ' Mount of Offence

'

and from other spurs to the south. To the W. the

boundary is sufficiently plainly marked off by the

deep valley of the Kiclron, while to the E. there
are indications (see Lk 19-9 2450

; cf. Ac I 1
-) for

including within the limi
" *

,, '-ur on
which Bethany stands.

'

, were
never '^.-liiird ^.I'o^iviplik.i'ily, but the whole area
was <ii-i:ii^ui-:K'(L H- ii :- i'o some extent to-day,

by its thick plantations of olives, figs, and palms,
hence the names "Bothphage (house of tigs) and

Bethany (house of dates). This fertility, though
no doubt most constantly observed by the city
dwellers, to whom the beautiful slopes, then as

they do to-day, would appeal most refreshingly as

viewed from the dirty, squalid streets, must also

have held out to the tired and thirsty travellers,

ascending the dry and dusty wilderness from the
Jordan to the city, an enchanting prospect of cool-

ness and refreshment. For this alone it would

appear only reasonable to include the sites of the

villages on the eastern side, with their abundant
_.-! >" . s-n essential part of the Mount. There
'.:: '- !'::', doubt that in the days of Christ the

hill was thickly spread with verdure over parts
which to-day are given up to churches, hovels, and
extensive cemeteries.

Viewing the mountain thus, two principal sum-
mits and two subsidiary spurs may be described.

The N. summit is that known as Karetn es-Sayydcl

(the vineyard of the hunter), and also as the Viri

Galilasi ; it reaches a height of 2723 feet above the

Mediterranean, and is separated from the S. mass

by a narrow neck of land traversed to-day by the
new carriage road. As far back as 530 this hill is

spoken of as Galilee, and in the Acts of Pilate

(about 350) a mountain near Jerusalem called
' Galilee

'

is mentioned. It is said to have first

received its name TaXi'Xaia because the Galileeans

aiioiulin^ I ho feasts used to encamp there, or as

ba-\Milf .1 ]u*2) says, it "was called Galilee because
the Apostles, who were called Galileans, frequently
visited there.'* The 8. summit, of practically

equal height, is the traditional Mount
of_

the

Ascension, and has for some years been distin-

guished by a lofty tower erected by the Russians.

Here, too, Constantine erected his Church of the

Ascension in 316 on the site where now stands its

successor (erected 1834-5) of the same name. Here
also is the Church of the Creed and the Paternoster

Church, the latter a modern building on the site

of one of t 1
:,

1

.
' r:,r-i-i1t -

'>>!<": ^ong ago. Scattered

over the -IMISH.M i- <-, :IIM<',<"! Moslem village

Kefr et-Tdr which combines with the noisy con-

duct of 'its rapacious inhabitants in spoiling the

quiet beauty and holy associations of this sacred

spot.A small spur running S. is sometimes known as

the Hill of the Prophets, on account of the interest-

ing old < Tomb of the Prophets'a sepulchre gener-

ally believed, until recently,t to have been origin-

ally Jewish which is situated there j
and the

other somewhat isolated spur to the S.E., on which
stands the wretched, half-ruined village of el-

*Azartyeh, on the site of Bethany, should, for

reasons given, be included in the Mount.
^

Along the W. slopes facing the city lies the

reputed Garden of Gethseniane (part, too, of the

*
Attempts have been made to harmonize the accounts of the

appearances of Jesus after His resurrection by supposing thai

this was the place where He appointed His disciples to meet
Him. A recent discussion of the subject 'by Lepsius will be
found in Das Reich Christi, Nos. 7 and 8 (1902).

t According to Father Vincent and M. Olermont-Ganneau
it is not Jewish, but belongs to the 4th or 5th cent. A.D. (see

PEFSt, 1901, pp. 309-317).

Mount, cf. Lk 2239
; see GETHSEMANE) of the

Latins and its Greek rival ; and a little higher up
;he hill to the S. the great Russian Church of St.

M;i^<l alone. The greater part of the slopes of the
JS. \V. pai t of the hill is filled with a vast number
of graves, those from the valley bottom till a little

above the Bethany road being Jewish, while

ligher up are some Christian cemeteries. The
Jews have a strong sentiment about being buried
on this spot, i In- -li-:-< - of the '

Valley of Jehosha-
:>hat' being i ;:<.!! "t.i'jsiU , with them and with the

\loslems, the scene of "the resurrection arid final

Traversing this side of the Mount are three

steep pat
1 .." : -i"

1

,

^

\ ancient. The most evi-

dent and i
11
;-

1

i . '< N. one, which continues
the line of the path from the St. Stephen's Gate
and the Tomb of the Virgin. It runs along the

depression between the two summits, and is the
direct route for travellers *.. !!, . *, Mount from
or to Bethany. Too steej . M.- it is essenti-

ally the short cut for the pedestrian. The second

path, still steeper, branches oft' from this just above
jhe Garden of Gethseniane, and after passing the
traditional scene of the lamentation of Jesus over
bhe city, leads to-day to the Russian tower and
buildings. It is the 'path of the modern pilgrim.
The third, more gradual in ascent, starts from the
"arden of Gethseniane and ascends the hill through
RUSH JIM ]iio|XM'i\ in a S. direction, pii-Misi; near
the i'omi) 01 i lie Prophets.

5 Whether i
: io hr-t or

second of these lies most in the direction of our
Lord's frequent passages from the city to the
Mount of Olives and to Bethany, it is difficult to

say, but it can hardly be supposed that He came
by such a path on the : ":

" His triumphal
entry into the city. Tl ^ v \ course for the

highroad of Roman times must have been in the

general direction of the present Bethany and
Jericho road ; and, as Dean Stanley has suggested,
the jp^st natural site for the scene of the lamenta-
tion over the city is the point where

" '

"./ ..'

crosses the S.W. shoulder of the M-- , /. '.

first full view of the city is obtained. A viaduct

appears to have connected the Mount with the

Temple hill, probably on the site of one of the two
bridges which to-day span the dry torrent bed of

the Lidron.

The Mount of Olives in the days of Christ must
have presented rural fertility, verdure, and quiet
\ry ^ r:i 1(; fnl 1<> country visitors to the great
tiioiropoli- ; m'-li mountain breeziness in contrast
to ilio ch-i no-.- and foulness of the city atmo-

sphere, and a view of the beloved and sacred city
in which all that was sordid was lost, and only the

beauty and grandeur remained. This view is,

when the historical associations are taken into

consideration, probably the most fascinating in

the Holy Land. It is seen at its best about the
hour of sunset. In its essential details it is one on
which the eyes of Christ must frequently have
rested.

To the immediate W. is the Holy Ciij . -epnrnt ed

from the onlooker by the deep Vi'illisy of JeJior-lia-

phat ; just within the wall lies the 'JL)ome of the
Rock' and the al-AJcsa mosque, and in the open

space of the great Temple area figures of people
may be discerned moving about. Beyond this

enclosure lie, pile above pile, the domed houses of

the modern city, interspersed with the minarets,
the synagogue domes, and the church towers of

the followers of the three gieat Semitic religions :

most prominent of all are t-he two domes and the

massive tower which go to make up the Church of

the Holy Sepulchre. Far to the W. lie the battle-

ments of the so-called Tower of David, and behind

that, on the horizon, the W. mountains of Judeea

shut off the distant sea. The roar of the city is
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deadened, "but the fresh breeze carries the chiming
of many bells, the blast of a military bugle or the
roar of a salute from the barracks, .visii'nlliix the

onlooker that it is 110 dead city of ilio in" ]/'ist he
is looking at. Somewhat to the N. the eye passes
from the close-packed streets of the Moslem and
Christian quarters, past the long line of the N.

wall, to the many buildings of the newer Jeru-

salem, chiefly mean Jewish houses, but among
them many handsome buildings like the great
French Hospice, the Russian Cathedral, or the

Abyssinian Church. Here lies all that is progres-
sive and of promise for the clays to be. Beyond
again, against the sky line to the N., rises the
outline of Nebi Samwtl crowning the height of

Mizpelx.
Turning S. the spectator sees the bare slopes

south of the city Avails, once thickly covered with
the houses of the poor, !oTinitti''!injj in the two

deep valleys of Kidron and Hinnoin, while on the

opposite slope some of the houses of Silwdn may be

distinguished. Far to the S. in a gap in the hills

lies the convent of Mar Ellas on the road to

Bethlehem; and to its left a w.iUM-^.npod hill

the Herodium the burial-place of Ucrod the
Great.
As the eye passes gradually E. over the wilder-

ness of Judsea, it is caught by the still beauty of

the Dead Sea lying nearly 4000 feet below, but in

the clear atmosphere looking very near, while
behind lies the long level line of the beautiful hills

of Moab. More in the foreground a few houses of

Beth, ny .';' -"-'id behind them the village of

Abu //> r :J

'

'. by the hereditary robbers of

the Jericho road. Northward of the great lake,

beyond a vi-ta of tumbled hills and parched valleys,
lit-'- i ! 10. t Ionian Valley, through the centre of which

may be traced, by a serpentine line of green, the
course of the famous river it-elf. Eastward of this

the line of Moab is continued N. as the mountains
of Gilead, with their one distinct summit Jebel
Osha almost directly E. of the onlooker.

Gospel incidents connected with the Mount of
Olives. Although, with the single exception of

Jn 81
, all the incidents expressly connected with

the Mount of Olives belong to the Passion week,
there can be no doubt (Lk 2 137 ) that this quiet spot
was one beloved and frequented by the Master.
Here He withdrew from the city for rest and medi-
tation (Jn 81

) and for prayer (Mt 2630
etc.). Once

we read of His approach to the Mount from the
Eastern side e unto Uethphajre am! TJeiliiiny, at the
Mount of Olives' (Mk II 1

1
Mt >!' Lk 19-'-> Over

a part of the Mount He must have made His

triumphal progress to the city (Mt 21, Mk 11, Lk
19), and on this road He wept over Jerusalem

(Lk 1940'44
). During the whole of that week ' in

the daytime he was teaching in the temple ; and at

night he went out and abode in the Mount that is

called of Olives' (Lk 2137
) the special locality on

the Mount being Bethany (Mt 21 17
, Mk II 11

).

Crossing over from Bethany, Jesus illustrated His

teaching by the sign of the M itheriiig of the barren

fig-tree (Mt 2118 - 19
[|
Mk IP--14-

-"--), and on the

slopes of this hill, with the doomed city spread out
before them, Christ delivered to His disciples His
wonderful eschatological discourse (Me 243f -

1! Mk
133f

-). Then here, in the Garden of Getliaemane,
occurred the Agony, the Betrayal, and the Arrest

(Mt 2686-56
, Mk U2/;-"2

,
Lk -22

39- 53
',
Jn IS 1'12

). Lastly,
on the Mount, not on the summit where tradition

places it, but near Bethany, occurred the Ascen-
sion (Lk 2450"82

,
Ac I12).

To these incidents where the Mount of Olives is

expressly mentioned may be added the scene in the
house of Martha and Mary (Lk 1038

"42
), the raising

of Lazarus (Jn 11), and the feast at the house of

Simon (Mt 266'13
, Mk 143'&, Jn 121-19

) ; for, as has

y minute. The
v
ren days, during
to work, wash,

been shown, Bethany was certainly a part of the

Mount of Olives.

-LITERATURE. PEP Mem., 'Jerusalem' volume; papers by
Scliick and others in the Quarterly Statements (PEFSt) ; Groves,
art. 'Mount of Olives' in Smith's DB; E. Hofman, Galilcea auj
dem Oelbetg, Leipzig, 1S96

;
Porter in Murray's Handbook to

Palestine ; Robinson, BRP vol. i. (1S38) ; Stanley, SP
;
Socin

and Benzinger in Baedeker's Palestine and Syria ; J. Tobler,

Siloahquelle imd Oelberc/, 1852 ; VIUCCML (Pc-rfc). 'The Tombs of

the Prophets' in lievue Biblique, luul ; C. Warren, art. 'Mount
of Olives

'

in Hastings' DB.
E. W. G. MASTERMAN.

MOURNING. An expression of grief for death
or disaster. See also artt. LAMENTATION and
RENDING OF GARMENTS. Mourning is associated

in the Gospels (1) with 'the appearance of the sign
of the Bon of Man/ Mt 2480

; (2) with the removal
of the visible presence of the Saviour, Mt 915 ; (3)

with the death of friends. It is also one of the

conditions mentioned in the Beatitudes as hear-

ing a special blessing (Mt 54
,
but cf. Lk 621

).

The laws
"

,

'

-

:~~"~ rnl~~

general tin '

which the .-...
anoint himself, or wear his shoes. This last

provision might, however, be evaded by putting
earth or ashes into his boots. For seven days the
mourner might not read in the Law, the Prophets,
or the Talmud, because it was a *

joy
'

to do so ;

but a teacher could teach others through an in-

terpreter. The mourner was allowed during this

period to read only the books of Job, Jeremiah,
Lamentations, and the m^nK rro^n (Laws of Mourn-

ing). He had to sit away from his dead, with his

head tied up, and on the first day he might not
wear his phylacteries. He was forbidden to shave
his head or his neck, or do anything which might
be considered to be for his* comfort. He could
take no part in rejoicings, and the rent in his

garments was to be seen for thirty days. Even a

poor man, or one who lived on charity, was for-

bidden to work for three days ;
but after that time

he might dp work secretly, for his maintenance, or

his wife might spin in his house. Travelling with

goods was forbidden, and no business even at the
risk of loss could be transacted by himself or his

family or his servants. It wras allowable, however,
to have a business carried on, if he assigned it to

another before the departure of the soul. The
mourner was allowed to eat only in his own house ;

he might eat no flesh and drink no wine ; nor could
he ask blessing before or after food. Extra-Tal-
mudical regulations enjoined that the mourner
should sit on the floor and take his food from a
chair instead of a table, and, as is still the custom,
that he should eat eggs dipj.od in nshes with salt.

He might not leave town for thirty days; and in

the case of II.OUMIUI^ fur a parent he might not go
out of towrn i-r MX* ii"-i year, till his friends told

him to do so. After the death of a wife, a widower
might not marry for a year (i.e. till after three
feasts had passed) ; but rr his wife had died child-

less, or if she had left young children, he might
marry after seven days. A mourner being

* free
'

musi atUrrnl ihe -ynngoguo : when he appeared,
theoonjjivgauon jju'od him si- ho entered, and said:

9:m nnro im * Blessed is He that comforteth the
mourner.' Immediately on a death, all water in

,
the house and in three houses on either side was

I emptied out, because of the belief that the Angel
1

of Death procured death by means of a knife which
he washed in water close at hand. Between death
and burial the mourner was free from all the Law,
because he was supposed to be beside himself
with grief. The following is rho ]ro-<-ribol prayer
before meat to be used in the hou-e of the mourner
after burial :

* Blessed art tliou, O God our Lord, King of the universe, God
of our Fathers, our Creator, our Redeemer, our Sanctifier, the
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Holy One of Jacob, the King of Life, who art good and doest

good ; the God of truth, the righteous Judge who judgest in

righteousness, who takeat the soul in
."

'

. -

in the universe, who doest in it acc<
His wa>s are in Judgment, and we are^His people and His
serv ants, and in everything- we are bound to praise Him and to
bless Him, who shields all the calamities of Israel and will shield
us in

"
"- .-

1
' :.: d from this mourning will bring us to life

and i-
"

< . ( < r i . O God our Lord, all the mourners of

Jerusalem, and all the mourners that mourn in our sorrow.
r -. ! .-' o-n'".r !-.,i. ..v ,-,> r-vV"-!! their
._ "; -n >.' '- "') '-( -I :

;.

'

- ' ':\r. Im m ,i' Thou,
O (Jod, the Comforter of Zion, and that buildest again Jerusalem'

(Jewish prayer-books from njn mr).

The practice of hiring mourners was common
with such as could afford it, and, as in the story of
Jairus' daughter, these hired mourners used flutes
to increase the sounds of woe. T 1 '

_.

"
,

member of the faniily was the
"

.

ing as for the dead, and a blasphemy spoken in the

presence of the high priest was also a reason for
a demonstration of muim-ir^. Sae also FLUTE-
PLAYERS, RENDING ci ( f \\i\i\ N r-.

LITERATURE. See under BENDING OF GARMENTS.
W. H. RANKINE.

MOUTH (Mt 44 1234 1511 IS 16 21 16
,
and Lk I 70 ).

In conformity with Oriental usage,
*

mouth/ con-
sidered as the organ of speech, is used in the NT,
as in the OT, in the sense of *

language,'
* utter-

ance,' etc. a notable instance of the primitive
employment of the concrete for the abstract. In-

deed, among the ancient Hebrews * mouth J

^yas
even personified, e.g. in such (:.\pro*H<>n^ as *The
mouth of the Lord has spoken i;," ( i<-. a usage
that helped not a little to prepare the Jewish mind
at last to apprehend the meaning of the Wordmade
fesh. Most passages of the Gospels wlmre

* mouth '

is found are quotations from the OT (LXX), e.g.
6

Every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of
God '

(&& crr6juflaros deov, Dt S3
) ;

* in the mouth of
two or three witnesses

* (M cr(fyiaros, Dt 176 1915
} ;

* out of the mouth of babes and sucklings
'

(e/c

trro/*., Ps S2 etc.) ; cf. Zacharias' words, Lk I70 'as
he spake by the mouth of his holy prophets

'

(OLCL

o-Tu/mros) ; and Jesus' words to His disciples,
' I

will give you a mouth (oro/ia) and wisdom '

(21
15

).

GEO. B. EAGER.
MULTITUDE. This word is used in EV to

translate 6'%Xos and ir\Tj0os.

(1) oxfas is defined by Grimm-Thayer as * a casual collection of

people, a multitude of men who have flocked together in some
place, a throng.' The plural at O-X.KOI, which often occurs in Mt.
ancl Lk., is found twice in Mk., viz. 633 [TR ; all the best MSS
omit] and 101 without the article ; once only in Jn. (7

12 where
KB Vulg. give sing.), meaning probably the various groups or

companies (cf. Lk 2^) which had come up to the feast. In AV
it is rendered * multitude ' and frequently

*
people/ also press

'

(Mk 24 527 30, Lk 8W 193) and 'cn-jr.\
*

(V.i 5%> 6" 93* [but
*

people
'

in v.37] 1218, jn 60). ftV ;i-- 1,1 i \ 'z\\^ *

multitude,' but
in some passages prefers

'

crowd/ from A.S. crudan,
' to push,'

*

throng/ apparently in cases where the o^Xos would cause in-

convenient pressure, Cf. Mk 39 (S;eb rov o'^Aox "VK /A/I 8X!{&u<rty

also Mt 928, Mk 24 527- SO, Lk 8*9 193 ; yet in Mk 531 where
ruyBJJJSovTet is used of o%Xov (tr. 'crowd* in the previous verse),
and in Lk 51 where the o%ho? is described as pressing upon Him
(lTtxs7<rdat), RV rather inconsistently uses * multitude.' The fol-

lowing phrases may be noted (a) fates !%o&vos, which RV in Mk
10^ translates 'great multitude' (AV a *

great number of

people'), yet in Lk 712 renders, as AV,
' much people/ probably

because in the preceding verse 'great multitude
1

is used for a

part of the multitude/ AV c a very great multitude/ Vulg.

v?n i nun tnrba- in Mk i 1 Z&.o; xrjwavos is read by NB, aL; (rf)

r'a-, u.t,pt&f,av ToZ cv> cy, Lk 12"1
' the many thousands of the multi-

tude' (RV), 'an innumerable multitude of people' (AV), multis
turbii (Vulg.) ; this o^Xa? appears to be the largest mentioned in
the Gospels, and the words ' in the mean time '

(sv T?) at the

beginning of the verse suggest that it was drawn together by
the conflict between Christ arid His adversaries which is narrated
*n the previous chapter.

^2) tr\yj6of occurs 12 times in the Gospels, of which 8 are
in Lk. (110 213 56 617 837 19*7 231-27), 2 in Mk. (37-8), and 2 in
Jn. (53 216); in only two cases is it used otherwise than of a
collection of persons (Lk 56, Jn 216 a multitude of fishes ') AV
renders the word by

' multitude *
in all passages except Lk 2S27

where it gives
'

company/ There is more variety in RV, which
VOL. II. 14

employs
' multitude '

in 9 places, but also
'

company
*

(Lk 231
),

'number of the people* (6
17

), and 'people' in 8s7
, where

Humphry {Commentary on the Revised Version) says it would
not be in accordance with English idiom to say

% the whole
multitude of the country' ; yet the latter is their, of AV, \\hich
does not usually err in this respect. 'People

3

is elsewhere
almost invariably reserved by RV to tr. le*. All three Gr.

great number of the people ')

The multitude occupies a distinct position in
the Gospels ; those of whom it was composed are
marked off from the disciples (cf. Mk S^, Lk 916- ls

,

and Mt 231
, where the disciples appear round Jesus

in the foreground, the multitude farther off, and
the Pharisees in the lac-kiioiiiid}. They are also"""

.** 1 from the ruling classes who despised
:

" :

'-. them in contempt, regarding them
as accursed through their ignorance of the Law
(Jn 749 ), and a prey to any designing teacher (7

12* 47f
-).

Thus the i multitude ' answers to'am ktfcirez, 'people
of the land,

3 * common persons/ which "was the
name given to those who were not Mbcrtm, i.e.

not strict observers of the Law (see Hastings' DB
iii. 743a , 826). Hillel used to say,

* No brutish man
is sin-fearing, nor is one of the people of the land

pious,' and Rabbinical writers used such con-

temptuous <vj'M *.-io"- as th' '^?i'"i
|

'
1 *- "s :',.-;

only the learned shall have !*, ! \\ ':, na-
tion' (Godet on Jn 749 ). Yet it was felt that the
multitude would be formidable from its very num-
bers if it were only united under a leader in one
common purpose. Accordingly we read that Herod
was restrained from putting John the Baptist to
death since he feared the multitude, because they
counted him as a prophet (Mt 145). lor the same
reason the chief priests and elders dared not say
that John's baptism was of men (21

25
), This same

fear prevented the chief priests and the Pharisees

people
the future &rrai, A\H< h >lmu tlioirpo-irhe expecta-
tion of trouble) ;

and they arranged with Judas for
His betrayal 'in the absence of the multitude'
(RVm ' without tumult/ drep 5%Xoi/, Lk 226

, cf. 1947f
").

The multitude, however, at ordinary times was
greatly under the influence of their rulers, looking
up to them as guides in religious^ matters, cf. Jn
7 1-* 13 ' there was much murmuring among the
multitudes concerning him : some said. He is a

good man ; others said, Not so, but he leadeth the
multitude astray. Howbeit no man spake openly
of him for fear of the Jews.' This whole chapter
is important as showing the relations between the

ruling classes and the multitude, and also the dis-

cussions between different sections of the latter as

to the claims of Jesus, and the gradual development
into belief or disbelief (see especially w. 25'27- *>-

and art. MURMUIUNG). Heru 1 1Uo pi -rl
\i\\>*> may be

noted Lk 121
. The violent -<( -10 of t h. 11 'had

found its echo outside ; a considerable crowd had
flocked together. Excited by the animosity of

their chiefs, the multitude showed a disposition
hostile to Jesus and His disciple^. Je^us feels the
need of turning to His own, and giving them, in

presence of all, those encoiira.gcmen.ts which their

situation demands' (Godet).
"

The power of the
same influence is seen in the account of the Trial,
cf. Mt 2720 c the chief priest* and the ciders per-
suaded the multitudes that they should ask for

Barabbas and destroy Jesus' words which suggest
that if left to themselves they might have listened

to Pilate's proposal, but their leaders turned the
scale against Jesus. It must be remembered that
this multitude which cried for His blood was mainly,
if not entirely, composed of Jews of Jerusalem.

It was therefore quite distinct from the multitude
which had accompanied Jesus at His triumphal
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entry, and which, largely consisted of pilgrims from

Galilee coming to the "iou-i. For the meeting of

the two multitudes see Mt 21 10 - n
, and note how the

answer of v. 11 is already
'"

lined from the

Hosanna cries of v. 9
. ..

the favourite

use of these incidents as illustrations of the pro-
verbial fickleness of a <>'. d- -liuiiimir Hosanna
a^-"

1

l

-
1

.:
1

.

: '- oalni branches one day, and crying
{

i -... i

' the next though attractive, is

without justification.
Jesus r. L.I V'1<-'1 nth deep pity the multitudes who

came to Him. VV e read that on one occasion He
had compassion on them because they were AntuX-

&evoi Kal typip/jt^voi, as sheep not having a shepherd.
(Mt 936 ).

If these words primarily describe IV'. I

who came to Him on this occasion, f <

they will' express mute misery, and a half unconscious appeal
to the T) '

1 ! "<>: ri.'
1

. -'<" :r <1 'hey are so taken by Meyer, and
Bruce ''

L'fi.;f. '/A '/' "i.i '/ /. But if, as seems more likely,

the expressions are mainly figurative, ifxv'h.&ivai will mean
',,-,] }.".' ,

""
' :J

,"
r --~ 'harassed by the tyranny

o
'

-.-
1

-
I

' -
*

heavy burdens '

(cf. Mt
234); and \pptf&u.*vot, 'scattered/ without true spiritual shep-

herds, John the Baptist being imprisoned and their regular
teachers shamefully neglecting their duties. This agrees better

with the Lord's remark in v.^7 that '
t"

' * .-,..,.-*--- *

with the commission of the Twelve :.'" .
"

ch. 10, as the result of His compassic ;
- ! :

-

scattered'; AV' they fainted
'

hich reads wteiv
f&svoi for kfffoj^ftzuoi, with very

" *

On other occasions His compassion for the multi-

tude led Him to heal their sick (Mt 1414
), and to

feed the 4000 (Mt 15s2,
Mk S2

).

The astonishment and wonder with which the
multitude regarded Jesus is a very marked feature
in the Gospels, (^piH'ir.lh in Mk. and Lk. (see art.

ATTRIBUTES or Cintisr, ii. 9). These feelings
were excited by the manner and substance of His

teaching (Mt T28 223a
,
Mk I22, Lk 432

), by His words
of grace (Lk 422), and also by His mighty works
(Mt 9s - 33 1531

,
Mk 212 520 737, Lk 436 52(J 716 943 II 14

).

The people never became so familiar with His
miracles as to take them as a matter of course.

It is noted that they received His words and acts

with gladness (ef. Mk 1237 and Lk 1317, where there
is a contrast to the feeling of His adversaries who
' were ashamed '). They greatly enjoyed the dis-

comfiture of His enemies when He easily replied to

their subtle questions and escaped their cleverly-
laid snares. Jesus was very popular with the

ordinary people; it is frequently recorded that

great multitudes followed Him (cf. Mt 4s5 B1 1215

192). At other times we read that, attracted by
His teaching and His miracles,

'
all the city was

gathered together at the door '

(Mk I33) ;

'

they
came from every quarter' (I

45
) ; their attendance

was so persistent that Jesus and the disciples
' could not so much as eat bread '

(3
20

) ; it was
necessary to address them from the boat (Mt 132 ) ;

they brought their sick and maimed to Him (Mt
1531

, Mk I32) ; they pressed upon Him and heard
the word of God (Lk 51

) ; and. their rapt attention
to His preaching, even during the last days at

Jerusalem, is described by St. Luke (19
48

) in em-
phatic language, 'the people all hung upon him,
listening

'

(<*e/<:/xfycaro atirov cLKotiw}. The feeding of

the 5000 produced such an effect that they were
c about to come and take him by force to make
him king' (Jn 615

) proclaiming Him the Son of

David (cf. Mt 1223 21 9- 3S
) ; and His enemies bore

striking testimony to His popularity when they
said, <Lo, the world is gone after him' (Jn 1219

).

Even in the region of Csesarea Philippi, whither
He had gone for retirement, we are surprised to

find mention of a multitude, which may indeed
have consisted mainly of Gentiles (Mk S34). Eders-
heim (LT ii. 45 f.) thinks there is a previous men-

tion of a non-Israelite multitude in Mt 1531 ' the

multitude wondered . . . and they glorified the God
of Israel

'

(but see Alford's note).
* By the reitera-

tion of this word we are constantly reminded that

our Lord, wherever He went, drew about Him
eager crowds of the common people, who some-

times thronged and pressed upon Him too closely,

sometimes followed Him far from their own homes,
and always heard Him gladly

'

(Humphry, Com-

mentary on the Revised Version, on Mt 728 ).

Christ, however, was not deceived as to the

depth of these impressions ; He did not court their

applause or seek their favour. On the contrary, it

is recorded that on several occasions He withdrew
Himself from the multitude (cf. Mt 818

,
Jn 6 15

),

and the expression dcpds roi><? 6%Xous, used in Mt 1386
,

Mk 43(i
,
means 'leaving the multitude' (KV), not

',...:: --M {V- r.way
'

(AV). Knowing that such
:., ;'<; -,\ .,.., ., not further th 1\"

' f (*.\

and would lead afterwards to

ment, He sought at times t A . . .

showed the danger and loss and self-sacrifice in-

volved in being His disciples ; cf . His teaching as

to the necessity of being willing to forsake every-

thing (Lk 1425f-). The parables of Mt 13 give a

very sober estimate of the value of the professions
of the multitude. Yet H* V.

'';.

"
J
'h the

/i ]. -Ijiv.'-- "> people of . : . until
1

.- .--...,-> ,-s shown at His triumphal entry into

Jerusalem.
Certain sections of Christ's teaching were speci-

ally addressed to the multitude, viz. the discourse

about defilement (Mt 15lof
-, Mk 7 14f

', where, turn-

ing from the Pharisees and the scribes,
' he called

to him the multitude, and said unto them, Hear
and understand '

; ^Kelvovs [;,? ^7ricn-o^<rci$ Kai /carcu-

o"x^as afiijtcev ws avICLTOVS' TpttreL 8 rbv \6yov wpbs rbv

ox\ov a?? a^LoXoytirepov, Euthym.) ; the first three

parables of the Kin^l-ini 'All 13) ; the passage
showing the need o 1 roiiurn-iiLiinTi and of counting
the cost (Lk 1425f

-[|) ; the section (hsilinjr with the

Bread of Life (Jn 624fO ; the quo-i'ior:- concerning
John the Baptist, and the statement as to his

character and mission (Mt l! 7f
-) ; and the passage

dealing with the scribes and Pharisees (Mt 23lf
*>,

which was spoken to the multitudes and to His

disciples ; cf. also Mk 213
. See also CROWD.

LITERATURE. In addition to the notes on ' T
i< \ arioi.-* p,i: JTLS

in. Commentaries, two suggestive sermons vi.v. ! p is; > ib -.l :

Vaughan, Earnest Words for Earnest Men :
' The Christian

aspect of a multitude '

;
A. K. H. B.

} The Graver Thoughts of
a Country farson :

* A great multitude a sad sight.'

W. H. DUNDAS.
MURDER. The observance of the Sixth Com-

mandment, as of the rest, is taken for granted in

the Christian system (Mt 1918, Mk 1019 ,
Lk IS20 ).

It concerns those who are outside of the society
founded by Jesus. Thus the guilt of murder is

predicated of Barabbas (MkJIS
7

,
Lk 2319 - 25

, Jn 1840

'robber'), and of the i:-iv. ""!: -uests (Mt 227
),

and Satan is designated !
! n- or.in,.! dvQpwiroKTbpos

(Jn S44). In the doctrine of J esus, the crimes of the
Mosaic codes are traced to their source in the heart

(Mt 1519
, Mk 721

), and murder to the passion of anger.
He who is angry with his brother, or who says to
him c

Baca,
3 or * Thou fool,' is accounted guilty

of murder (Mt 522
). With thi>

-a.yinj-
of Jesus may

be compared one of Mohammed, "' Whosoever shall

say to his brother, Thou unbeliever, one of the two
shall suffer as an unbeliever.

3

It is also interesting
to note that the Arabic verb katala, means both to
kill and to curse (Koran, Ixxx. 16). In the Koran
murder is atoned for by retaliation (cf. Mt 5s8

), a free

man dying for a free, a slave for a slave
;
or the

relatives of the slain may accept a money payment,
which in practice does not exceed 300 (Koran,
ii. 173 ; Lane's Arabian Nights, vi. 8). The Jewish
Rabbis distinguished between manslaughter and
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murder (Ex 2113 - 14
) : only in the latter case did

capital punishment follow (Edersheim,, History of
the Jewish Nation, p. 375 f. ; W. K. Smith, RS* p.

420). Self-murder is rare among Semitic peoples,
though cases do occur (Mt 275

, Ac I 18 ; Jos. BJ ill.

viii. 5). T. H. WEIR.

MURMUR, MURMURING (Lat. murmur, a re-

duplication of an imitative syllable mur ; cf. Gr.

fAop/jLtipu}.
A low continuous sound, as of a stream

or of bees, hence a whispering, something said in

a low muttering voice. The verb represents :

S)
yoyyuZ,iv, to murmur, say in a low tone ; according

1 to
ux and Phavorinus, it was used of the cooing

1 of doves,
like Ttfj^i^wand TovBopv^u of t : . C . It

is found in th- GO-IN"- itl
' said

(Jn 732), with
-

-- . .. '
vl' 64JUbJL 7^), XK.I-K. ?ivo$ (Mt 2011), trpo;

TIVM (Lk S^ ), and ^ 'AA^AV (Jn 643). (2) liwyoyy^'Cea only
in Lk (15

2 197), where &/< seems to give the idea of a general
Arhole assembly, or perhaps

' '

.
-

. 'iong one another, '/certandi
(3) lu,@pf[ciirt)ait is used in

yoyyverges occurs only once in the -I
'

-,

yoyyv^u and 2>tat,yoyyi>& are frequency usea in LAA 01 Israel in

the wilderness.

The word c murmur J

appears in itself to have a
neutral meaning*, the context deciding whether it

expresses favour, doubt, or hostility ; hence in

several cases
'

muttering
5

or whispering
'

might
be a better rendering. For its use in a friendly
sense see Jn 73L 32

,
where the murmuring was that

of per>on^ who believed on Jesus, and who said,
4 When the Christ shall come, will he do more
signs than those which this man hath done?' a

dangerous omen to the Pharisees. The noun
yoyyva-ft,6s, as used in 732

, includes both favour and
hostility :

' There was much murmuring among the
multitudes con corning him; some said, He is a

good man ; oilier- -aid, Not so, but he leadeth the
multitude astray.

1

It implies a discussion low and

whispered, not free and open ; it was hardly safe

to speak out plainly, for they feared the Jews (cf.

740 - 41
). The development of such differences of

opinion is recorded in Jn 652 *

they strove (&/JL&XOVTO)

one with another *

; 743
' there arose a division

(o-^^Ata) in the multitude because of him '

; cf. also

916 iQi9 ix45 - 46
. The sense of doubt and dissatisfac-

tion predominates in Jn 641 * 43
,
as also in 661 'his

disciples murmured at this,' namely, at the c hard

saying.* There is some uncertainty as to what
precisely is here meant : whether the new teaching
of life through death (Westcott) ; the paradoxical
nature of the words just spoken by Jesus, the need
of eating His flesh and drinking Btis blood (Godet) ;

His claim to have come down from heaven (Lampe
and others) ; the apparent pride with which He
connected the salvation of the world with His own
Person (Tholuck, Hen<^tenbcr<r) ;

or the bloody
death of the Messiah (de Wetae, Meyer). Dis-

satisfaction is seen highly intensified in Lk 530 152 ,

where the Pharisees and the scribes murmured
because He ate with publicans and sinners. Com-
pare also 197, where all, apparently even the Twelve,
shared in it with a sense of outrage done to pro-
priety ;

Edersheim calls it a murmur of disappoint-
ment and anger ; but perhaps Bcngel is ^more
correct, *ex hsesitatione potiu* quod ad majorcm
partem attinet qnam cum indi^natione.' Hostile

murmuring is found in the parable of the Labourer-*
in the Vineyard (Mt 20n ), and in the story of the

Anointing in the house of Simon the leper (Mk 145).
W. H. DTJNDAS.

MUSIC. The Jews cultivated music from the
earliest times, perhaps the more because sculpture
and painting were practically forbidden

^
(Ex 204).

It gave expression to all their emotions, and
found a place in all the chief events of public
and private life (cf. OT, passim).

. References in the Gospels are few and in-

direct, (a) Song : Mt 2630
||, Lk 1525

(?) seem to be
the only instances, (b) Instruments : Mt 9-3 ll i7

[[

pipe (wh. see) or flute (see FLUTE-PLAYERS) ,*
2431

trumpet (wli. see), probably the curved trumpet as
in Ex 1916

. In Dn & 15 (LXX) cru^avta is usually
taken to mean a bagpipe ; but such a meaning in
Lk 15-5

is unlikely. It is in the OT that the vari-
ous national instruments appear, of which the
following are the principal types : (1) Stringed :

lyre(EV 'harp'}, harp (EV -"; -;-.:.-
T

x
'

psaltery/
4

viol/ 'lute') ; (2) u-ind : pii-.

'

. ; curved
trumpet, of horn or (in later times) of metal ;

straight trumpet, of silver ; (3) percussion : hand-
drum (EV

'

tabret/
' timbrel

3

) of skin
; cymbals

(EV once [Zee 1420]
'

bells ') of brass, used, especially
the precentor as it appears from 1 Ch 165

,
no doubt

for rhythmi- ."* : ::' --.
Ci

.

reral others are men-
tioned, but -n < ,-. '<

;
and the nature of

the rest is unknown.
2. The general character of Jewish music in the

time of Christ is wholly a matter of inference.
There were no theoretical writers, as among the
Greeks ; of their instruments sculpture portrays
the silver trumpet alone ; and, notation not having
been invented, specimens of their music contern-

]'orr"u:o!i-y committed to writing do not exist.

\ ci \\iilpr. definable limits inference amounts to

certainty, (a) As to rhythmical structure, all

ancient music was of the free form, in contrast to
the measured form of modern music: e time/ in

our sense, was then unknown, (b) The variety
and combination of instruments employed, to-

gether with the musical arrangements generally
(e.g. 1 Ch 1516"22

), imply at least some definite

system whereby the intervals of melodic progres-
sion were regulated. The existence of scales or

modes, of some sort, cannot therefore be ques-
tioned, (c) They seem to have been in accord
with those in use at Babylon (Ps 137 1 "3

). More-
over, habitual contact with Greek influences in
Alexandria and elsewhen! proLnlily produced (or
at least goes to prove) .'in n'.nii\ with the Greek
modes, (d) The c traditional melodies* now used
in Jewish synagogues are, in some cases, similar
in kind to the music that we may infer to have
existed in the time of Christ. Tradition might
preserve melodies down to the invention of nota-

tion, much as it preserved the vo\vcl->y.sinn down
to the invention of '

poiiiiV IJut thci"Jew> them-
selves seem to have disc-on tinned the Temple melo-
dies after its destruction ; so that the synagogue
melodies, whatever their origin, would not be
those of the Temple. It may be -ii|)ji< '-<'! tl>;;l

Jewish Christians imported some of ilu-ir
F

Onn!-
melodies into the Christian Church. IVrlidp- Ii

was they who introduced antiphonal singing : and
even Greek liturgies are held to have been largely
affected by Mosaic rites

'

(Swainson, 6V. Lit^ir-

gies). It is therefore not impossible that a Jewish
element still survives in some of the ancient ecclesi-

astical plainsong. But no one can <*fry for corta;n
that this is so, or identify any ]-?n i ici.ljn- in^tiri'-e.

LITERATURE. Chappcll, Ui+ftn'v '[fMusic ; Stainer, The Music
of the Bible; Edi-r^ic^p, Th* T?'nipfp, etc.; art.

* Music' in

Hastings' JXB; Helmore, Plaitiianti, etc. The traditional

Jewish melodies can be seen in E. Pauer's Hebrew Melodies
( Vi-ii"

1

! i), ,!'! "s i'i- ''"'lection of music for the synagogue
id ;t'I IK On si.L'd !*.:>. K S. RANKEST.

MUSTARD. In a simile the word (crtvain) occurs
in Mt 1331

,
Mk 4*\ Lk 1319

; as a bold metaphor, in

Mt 1720 , Lk 17 6
. It used to be strongly contended

that the mustard referred to is not any of the
familiar wild species of the Holy Land (such as the

Sinapis nigra), but an arboreal plant (Salvador,

persica] found in the extreme south or sub-tropical

part of Palestine, and said to be called among the
Arabs by the same name (Khardtl) as mustard.
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This theory, however, may now be said to be ex-

ploded (cf. Hastings' DB, art. e

Mustard'). The

passages concerned clearly suggest, not a perennial
shrub, but an annual sown among and comparable
with other garden herbs ; and if the expression
* tree

' be a difficulty (

'

great
'
in Lk 1319 is of weak

authority, cf. BV), it is to be remembered that,

when Jesus spoke to the multitude, it was in

popular language. He meant that the tiny seed

became to all intents a tree. An accurate botan-

ist (Dr. Hooker) found the black mustard on the

bonks of the Jordan 'ten feet high, drawn up
amongst bushes, etc., and not thicker than whij>
cord,' And Dr. Thomson says that he has seen it
* on the rich plain of Akkar as tall as the horse and
his rider

'

(LB, D. 414).

Equally prosaic is the criticism that the mus-
tard is not 'the least of all seeds' (Mt), or 'less

than all the seeds that be in the earth,' i.e.

annuals (Mk.). Enough, as before, that the

language is not absolute and scientific. The
mustard was probably the smallest a gardener
ordinarily sowed. But the fact is, the saying is

proverbial (found as such in the Talmud and in

the Koran), and in good proverbs there is often

the suppressed note of poetic licence (cf. the Sem-
itic form of poetry in the introductory verse of the

passage Mk 430, Lk 1318
). The broad effect of the

image is plain, that out of a speck of seed there
was to come in due course marvellouslv great
growth a plant towering ,, r -

11
< : .

- and

pot-herbs like a Titan, and : orays
on which the birds of the ." i

1

. <
" and

rest.

The Arabs are given to special cultivation of

mustard as a condiment (Hooker), and there is

clearly emphasis on the statement that it was *a

grain
"

(not a handful) which was taken *

by a man
'

(Mt. and Lk.) and cast e into his own garden' (Lk
1319 RV)-~the garden ('field' in Mt 13S1

) being a

place where, as observation attests, wild plants
attain more than the normal size. Elsewhere this

is the thought of Jesus that God's Kingdom is

taken from the world and developed on lines of its

own (cf. the fig-tree favoured by being put in the
choice and carefully protected place usually de-

voted to vines, Lk 136).
The essential point in the application is not any

seeming rapidity of growth ; rather it is the strik-

ing contrast between the initial insignificance and
the amply beneficent result. Jesus, the spokesman
of the coming Kingdom, was derided in His teach-

ing, persecuted in His Person, doomed to violence
and degradation ; but He felt, and knew, and here
affirms that the cause v. a - -

1 :
|

i 1 1 1 1 \ ^ reat , and
that its greatness should l>o i.iip'ii'o-i-:*! to the
world.
The remaining passages (Mt 1720 and Lk 176)

describe the wonder-working power of faith, which,
within its own sphere, produces miraculous results

(cf. art. FAITH in vol. i. p. 569).
GEORGE MURRAY.

MYRRH (c-ptipva, Mt 2U
, Jn W). A gum-resin,

the exudation of a shrub (Balsamodentfron myrrha]
and some other allied species of shrubs growing
in the dry regions of Arabia, in Somaliland, and in
certain districts bordering on the Red Sea. The
myrrh shrubs are of a low stature, unattractive,
rigid, spiny, \iith scanty foliage and minute flowers
and small oval berries. Myrrh exude* from the

bark, or is obtained by incisions made in the bark,
and appears in resinous, yellow drops, which

gradually thicken and become harder. The smell
is balsamic, and the taste bitter and slightly pun-
gent. Myrrh has been known to mankind from
the remotest times, and was among the most pre-
cious articles of ancient commerce. It is used in
medicine as a tonic and stimulant, and was much

employed by the ancient Egyptians in embalming.
It is collected in great quantities to-day by the

Somali tribes and sold to traders. Theie luua been
considerable controversy as to the real nature of

the ancient myrrh, and particularly as to the

regions from which it came ;
but the cr^pva. of NT

appears, on the whole, to have been the substance

described above.

Myrrh was one of the gifts brought by the Magi
to the Infant Chriht (Mt 211

), and it was used, along
with aloes, by Nicodemus to anoint the body of

Christ before burial (Jn iysy
). All the ancient com-

mentators affirm that each of the three gifts gold,

frankincense, and
;

' rti 1

by the Magi is

replete with spiritual
" - Thus it was

widely accepted in earl^
'

the myrrh was
emblematic of the death of Christ, inasmuch as

myrrh was used for embalming. It was ' offered to

Christ as to one who is about to die for all
'

(Aug. ad
loc.). Others regarded it as setting forth His true

human nature, and therefore as teaching the morti-

fication of the flesh by abstinence. The well-known
ancient hymn, part of which refers to this, says :

1

Gold, a monarch to declare ;

Frankincense, that God is there ;

Myrrh, to tell the heavier tale

Of His tomb and funeral.'

Though we may admit that in the gifts presented
there was an unconscious fulfilment of prophecy
(Is 606 ), no symbolism of the nature referred to can
have been designed by the Magi. So far as their

intention was concerned, they simply offered to the
new-born King, whom they came to worship, the
choicest and most precious products of their

country, and thus expressed their homage.
In Mk 1528 we are told that there was offered

to Christ, probably just before He was nailed to

the cross, <rf*.vpvifrftvov olvov, 'wine mingled with

myrrh.* It was offered, of course, as an anodyne ;

but as myrrh was often infused into wine to give it

a more agreeable flavour and fragrance, it has been
held by some ihat Mt.'s expression otvov ^terd x^*i
'wine mingled with gall, is the

4
more correct,

because the mingling of gall with wine to render it

anaesthetic was a well-known practice. It is, how-
ever, possible that the gall of Mt. was the same as

the myrrh of Mk., the corresponding Hebrew words

being from the same root, and both signifying
6
bitter.' The mingling of myrrh with the wine

would certainly render it more potent as an ano-

dyne, and we must therefore accept the word given
by Mk. as conveying the purpose for which the

draught was offered. Such a draught, called by the
Komans sopor, was regularly offered to criminals

just before their crucifixion. It was provided by
an association of wealthy women in Jerusalem,
who prepared it -for the purpose. But, having
tastedi it and ascertained it> object, He would not
drink. This action is in contrast with what He did
at a later period of the day ; for when, in response
to His cry

* I thirst,' one of the soldiers soaked a

sponge in *

vinegar
'

and, holding it up to Him on
a reed, gave Him to drink, He received it. This
was not to soothe His agony, but only to moisten
His parched tongue and

lips, perhaps that He
might be able to ntter * with a loud/ voice

' His

triumphant rT^\e<mM, perhaps also to sanction and
^anctify the friendly office wnich is often the only
one that can be rendered to the dying, and possibly
in fulfilment of the prophecy of thirst (Jn 1928 , cf.

F.s 6931). However oliib may be, His purpose in

refusing the draught offered as an anodyne is clear.

He would ' look death in the face,' and meet the

King of Terrors in full possession of all His facul-

ties. He was dying of His own accord, fulfilling
His words,

' No man taketh my life from me '

(Jn
1018). His death was an act of voluntary self-

surrender, and He would * taste death for every
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man '

(He 29
}. He f endured the cross, despising

shame' (12
2
).

LITERATURE. Birdwood in Bible Educator, ii. 151 ; an ex-

haustive article by Hanbury,
* The Botanical Origin and Country

of Myrrh
3

in the Pli :."-' .'-'V J< >, ,.c\ ,!. .^n>-. i?78.

I. ( l.'iOl vl.'TV ^Ali: IF.

MYSTERY (fjivcrrrjpLov from juLtionqs
l one initiated

'

;

stem fjuju
e to close,

3 'shut 3

(cf. Lat. mut-us, Eng.
'mum'). 1. In classical Greek ^uwnjpioz' means a
hidden thing, a secret ; in Biblical writers primarily
a hidden or secret thing-, in the plural (usually)
individual matters of revelation or superhuman
knowledge (Mt 1311

,
Lk 8 10

S Ro II-5 , !Co4* Io51
j.

In the singular with the article rb juLvarripioj' is used,

principally by St. Paul, of the hidden counsel of

God, especially His redemptive plan culminating
in the final jiul^nuMif (Ro 1625, 1 Co 27

, Eph33- y
,

Col I26f> ). This counsel of God is further char-
acterized as the '

mystery of his will' (Eph I
9
)

1 which he formed' (Col 2* [1 Co 2 1
, text of WH])

'respecting Christ' (Col 4s
), and constitutes the

content*, of the gospel (Eph 619
). It is consum-

mated in the parousia (Rev 107
). In antithesis to

'the mystery of the faith' or 'of godliness' (1 Ti
39 - 16

) stands that of 'lawlessness
2

(2Th 27
), the

purposed impulse of an antagonistic power opera-
tive in the world.

Besides this primary sense, the word ^VCT^PLOV is

also used like n and "no in Rabbinic writers to

designate the hidden or mystic sense of^a Scrip-
ture (Eph 532), a name (Rev 175 ), or the image or

form seen in a vision (Rev I20 175}.
It is important to observe that the connotation

of intrinsic difficulty >>\ >'! !"* n-ii;-i.
obscurity,

which has become 'i i- >:i,:M< i'n:o i!u word in

modern use, is misleading. In Biblical and in

ancient use generally the *

mystery
*
i.< simply that

which is made known only to the initiated, be its

content easy or hard to understand, hence revealed

as against reasoned knowledge.
2. In a looser sense the "Derm 'mysteries' was

transferred from the teaching -jyniLuli/inl to (a) the
rites enacted in certain cults 61 ritual- known to

classic authors as reXeral (\Yis 1423), and (b) 9 still

more loosely, to the reXerai themselves. From the
former sense (a) the designation of the sacraments,
or even the Church service generally, as 'the

mysteries
* becomes common from the 2nd cent,

onward. From the latter is doubtless derived the

designation of mediaeval religious dramas or panto-
mimes as

c

mysteries
5

(cf., from the same stem,

'mummery').
3. The reAeraJ, loosely called 'mysteries,' are of

importance to our consideration as affecting the

application of the term.
*

mystery
3
to the gospel as

a whole in Mk 411
. They consisted of secret rites

in honour of certain divinities especially repre-
sentative of the drama of life, vegetable and

animal, annually failing and renewed. These
divinities are always chthonic, as against the

Olympian (national) divinities of the upper air;
and their worship, maintained by guilds, was com-

monly associated with the rites of ancestor- and

hero-worship. Mystery
-
religion transcended all

lines of mere nationality, substituting its own
brotherhoods of initiates, and offered the idea of

personal deliverance and immortality as the goal ;

as the means, it offered sacramental (instead of

sacrificial) union with a Redeemer-god (Beos trw-nfa),

who, in contrast with the Olympian divinities, par-

ticipated in the suffering and death of humanity,
and won for men victory over their spiritual foes.

Its strong monotheistic tendency, added to these

other traits, gave it an obvious resemblance to the

gospel as preached to the Gentile world, and made
it a much more formidable rival than the various

religionized forms ofGreek and Oriental philosophy,
in bidding for the adherence of popular faith in

the Empire, after the dissolution of the national

religions. Christianity; itself, in the transition
from a national to a universal religion, necessarily

passed through some of the same phases as the

mystery-cults ; for these had already connected
themselves in a syncretizing spirit with the myth-
ology of every people. Their influence is most
?; ![,; *,.{. ,!- v o should expect, in the development
01 ;iit- I'jni.Lih Church, supremely in the ultra-

Pauline or Gnostic. The resemblances were in

fact so striking alike in dogma, terminology, and
ritual, as to lead early apolo^ts to account for

them by the theory of "diabolic tiavesty (Justin M.
Apol. i. 66, Dial. Ixx. ). Some modern students of

the history of religion find it impossible to deny
a relation of dependence on the side of the Church,
especially in the Pauline and post-Pauline period.
[For an able pn -/)', if ion of the view that it is

impossible to ^.jiMMi any direct relation during
the Pauline or early post-Pauline period, see

Anrich, Das antike Mystcrienweseri]. This ap-

pears not only from terminology, but even from
the Pauline doctrine and ritual, in particular as

regards the theory of the sacraments. In the

Gospels this influence is scarcely traceable outside
the Fourth, wherein the type of the Spa/j.a {JLVCTTLKOV

and the sacramental interest are very apparent
(Harnack, Mission und Ausbrcitung, pp. 169-173
John and Origen the profoundest mysteriosophists
of the Church) ; but in the single passage Mk 411=
Mt 13xl= Lk S10 even the Synoptic writers must
be admitted to have been affected through St.

Paul both as to phraseology and as to thought.
4. Mk 411 seems to be earlier in form than its

parallels; for the context shows that the thing
given or withheld is not certain elements of the

gospel, conceived as pvcrrrfpLa and therefore uttered

only in parables (understood as enigmas ; cf. Mt
1335, Jn 1629

)
the sense conveyed by the use of the

plural in the parallels (rh. jj,v<TTtfpiaf Mt 13u =Lk
810

) but is the gospel as a whole conceived as a

'mystery' in the Pauline sense, i.e. a Divine rev-

elation (cf. Mt IS16- 17
). The teaching in parables

is regarded by Mk. (and still more by Mt.) as a
fulfilment of Is 69 conceived as a sentence of judicial
blindness. In answer to the question (Mt 1310

),

1

"Why speakesfc thou to them (the motley Galilaean

multitude) in parables ?' (i.e. onijrin,M*-\ Jtvis
answers that it is a fulfilment of iho piophoiic
curse of Isaiah upon a disobedient and gainsaying
people, of whom such fruitless *,,:* ". "i; } ">een

foretold, The inner circle (Mk ; . ."
,
are

alone intended to receive more than the husk.
The parallels, in altering to ra j^vo-T^pia, give a
dilution of this sense (cf. the secondary sense above
under 1).

5. Not the word alone, but the entire context of

Mk4and parallels are Pauline in aim. Ro 9-11

attempts a theodicy o the rejection of Israel the
covenant people in favour of the Gentiles, based

upon the same ide.i
'*,"

'*
".

*

hardening, and em-

ploying the same > -,: * ! Isaiah. In Ro 11 s

Paul writes after 3u years of rli-r.r.poinim.' >\-

perience in preaching to the Je\v- : // ,".- '..// ,-,

God gave them a spirit of stupor, eyes that they
should not see, and ears that they should not hear,
unto this very day.

3 To St. Paul, accordingly,
must be attributed the first utilization of Is 69

,

which henceforth becomes the locus classicus to

account for the rejection of the Messiah by His
own people (with Mk 411 and parallels, ef. Jn
1239

'41
, Ac 2S34-28

). Manifestly an interpretation
of parabolic utterance which supposes it adopted
in order to fulfil the prophetic sentence of judicial
blindness on Israel cannot be attributed to Jesus,
since the end sought in the parables themselves
is the reverse of intentional obscurity. Mk 4n

,

accordingly, which does not stand alone in this
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Gospel as regards its Pauline phraseology (cf. Mk
I 15 with Mt 417

), is equally Pauline in the employ- ;

meiit of this theory of the intention of the para-
bolic

'

,<

"

i
11

;.

6. ] _ . .

"
;.
the results are at least equally

conclusive. '1'lie word fLvcrrripiov occurs 21 times
in the Pauline Epp., elsewhere in the NT only
here, and 4 times in the \|'<n-;ily [>-<-. The con-

ception of the gospel itself as
'

a *

mystery
3

is

found nowhere else save in the Pauline Epistles.
With St. Paul it is fundamental (1 Co 21'16

, Eph I 9

33 - 11
, Col I 27

,
Ro 16-5-27 ), usually inxoixin- the con-

trast of philosophy versus i^\\ l<ui<>!i. L
: n> 'wisdom

of this world '

versus the spirit of prophecy. It is

noteworthy that the removal of vv. 11 - 12 from the
context of Mk 410~20 produces a simpler and more
Intelligible connexion (cf. v. 10 f asked of him the

parables ').

7. Th/- tiyi'ut >i'tn quoted by Clement of Alex-
andria (btrom. V. x. 69) from c a certain Gospel' :

' My mystery belongs to me and to the sons of my
household '

(^viTT'fjpLOV e^bv ejAoi ml rot? viols rov ol'fcou

AOU), and also found in Clem. Horn. xix. xx. in the

form,
*

Keep the mysteries for me and the sons of

my house,
3

is manifestly connected with Mk 411
,

but probably not dependent upon it, nor upon St.

Paul. This, however, does not counteract the
above conclusions. It is quite probable that Mk
411 rests upon a traditional logion of some such
form as this, rather than directly or exclusively on
Ro 1 18 . The utterance in this form is not indeed
attributable to Jesus, to whose doctrine its sug-
gestion of esoteric teaching is abhorrent (cf. Philo,
de Viet. Off. i. f., on the superiority of the Mosaic
to heathen e

mysteries
' as concealed from none ;

also Wis 622 ) ; but proper j;:. ;.!<:< ''ion of the
Pauline use of the word

/^varr^ptov
will show a

common basis in the real teaching of Jesus. Mt
ll25 '27=Lk lO'21

'22 is the canonical equivalent of the

agraphon, and affords the real point of connexion
between the Ic.,- lii"ji of Jesus and the Pauline and
post-Pauline |i|-!"h

,11 '>n of the term ^va-rripLov to
the gospel. 1 1: '-,< H to the superhuman, Divinely
revealed cl:;i i-,ic uf the one message, Jesus and
JSt. Paul are both emphatic. The expressions of
1 Co 21 "16 from this point of view are not only in
M -..' iV with Jesus' whole teaching as e with
an '.'".> and not as the sc-nlnis,"" but form a
striking' ,

" ""

> Mt II25-30
. However open to

suspicion
'

of Mk 4n may be in its present
canonical <>* j)"-i < .'i!i"ii"< ill form, the words are at
bottom M..;'I M-J i.mi< Hurt the translation into
Greek equivalents of a claim of Jesus that is un-

questionably historical, namely the claim for His
teaching to be by revelation, a wisdom of God
accessible to His 'little ones' though

e hid from the
wise and prudent.'
LITERATURE. On the word u,vo"rv>pi6v see, "besides Grimm-

Thaj'er, Hatch, Essays on NT tin-lc. p. .">S ; LLnnfooi, C-,i/i. on
Col. 126 ; Stewart, s.v.

'

Mystcn 'nil I.iv 1 rii->" /->/>' ; lium-a.i.i ,."''.
in Enc. Brit* and A. Julichor * i. in /;/>//"' yJiV-tfa. On ino
inflr.rn-e of tho Greek iiu^i-r'ts OM park ("SniMiarM \ . toe
I.-) < , k. i

;.'.'/', {.//HI iii's. K20; VlllK ! , lttif,ft'ntik,M}i^Li'i"n '".-/t

>,-, *rii.- 1,1 Hi i- 'in* 'i.d. '.Y,r'V' /,//, y, i, i^Di; ini>i \V'ol>l>cri|i*'i,
lit ''''!'<,,i. ^ ;'.' 7; t..7',','M'/> ^'fi<, >

it -ii r,*;"ii, il't^n ti'j -l'\-i f "//' 'is-

'/'/:// a. Vh'-f",-!-',!, ]*>('(;; \\^) <>o< :li;im, 7V/"'

in 1
-*

' '/.v</r I'll ix nti-l t,'ffit'K'* 7MV.i (!,, Vltftrf'-an, ^'///.7,,
en. \ On >.T iij-? of lermmoUv.v fniiu rho ia\-=r(-ri^-, ( c
C\iin:,ui IM /^V'V/V'c'/r >Vr"i-/r, i, (ISM). On :l l<(1 IKV-II rii*.

'_' m raiA .'i- a > ; h noinr MOI in ;h i

1'i-ioryof ivn'^Ton. -ot- Riiodo,
.

Ct-r. ]tJ.>, 15k. 11. di.
.

IJ \C()\.

MYTH. Neither the word ju0os nor the concep-
tion of a myth occurs in any of the Gospels. Out-
side of the Gospels the word appears in the NT
several times (in plur. ^v&ot) in the Pastoral Epistles
(1 Ti I4 47, 2 Ti 44, Tit I 14), and once in 2 Pet. (I

16
).

In all these cases a myth is a story unworthy of

credence, a foolish tale without sufficient founda-

tion in fact 01 significance in principle to make it

worth while to give heed to it. This is not, how-

ever, the ordinary meaning of the word in the

Classic period or in modern usage. A myth in the

Classic writers is either (1) akin to parable
^

or

legend ; i.e. a story constructed with a specific

design or " \ \

"

_ . : : al or philosophical truth

/Esop's j ", - : !

'' - Phcedo, 61 B, Prot. 320 C,
324 D; or (2) a story in which, through a process
of growth, has come to be embodied a truth of

nature or of conscience. Of this class of myths,
illustrations are such as those in Plato, Legg. 636 D,

Rep. 330 D (cf. Grote, Hist. Gr. i. 480). Modern
historical terminology would make myth a story
whose basis is past verifying. An account is said

to be mythical when external evidences
for^

its

being a true narration of facts are not forthcoming,
and when its internal characteristics render it

incredible.
In the Platonic sense of the word no myths can

be said to exist in the Gospels unless, contrary to

i." . . Tie parables of Jesus be called myths
,

.

"

cf. Trench, Parables}. In the modern
- been alleged that the Gospels are a

tissue of mythological material (Strauss, Leben

Jesu). This was the mythical theory of Gospel
history, which for a time d'^j-ul- -1 il"- ;"'*m:iu. \\ iih

the Tubingen hypothesis =
i -rt < \ * i

- \ I i .
" n> n , r .

on the one side, and the earlier traditional view
that the Gospels should be taken as precise and
accurate history, on the other.

With the rise of the critical method all these
theories have been compelled to yield the field to

the view that the Gospels are the sources of history
rather than history strictly so called; and that

they are to be used" as sources precisely upon the
same principles as all other first-hand documentary
to-uniony. But this view does not exclude the

pu-^iljilii'y of some mythical elements in these
sources. The question, then, is whether there

actually exist mythical accounts in the Gospels,
and, if so, whence and how they came there.

Whereas, therefore, the mylhiwil theory pro-

pounded by Strauss has beon on lively set aside, a
new one has arisen to take its place.
The grounds on which the Straussian theory had

been set aside were that the age of Jesus was not
a mythopceic age in the sense assumed by its pro-
pounder. No matter what the truth may be about
a mythology in the OT, where a prehistoric

Eeriod
certainly comes into view, the age of Jesus

Eills within a clearly lighted historic period, and
the conditions for mythological growth of the
nature assumed do not exist.

\r--ii''ilinuly PH* ii'-w mythical theory does not

P-MI iii.il i

!

i '-!'(, iMn-1 Miyths are the creation of the

period and country^in wnich Jesus lived. It rather
undertakes to affiliate the narratives with the

mythology of the environing heathen world. They
are not creations of, but importations into, the
Christian tradition. The age of Jesus was not a

myth-making age, but a large stock of myths was
already in existence among the peoples to whom
the gospel came. These myths were diffused in

the M,fruo^|)hen\ and could not but be absorbed
into the viry loxture of the history. The search
for the origin of Gospel myths is therefore not to
be made in the Gospel story itself, but in the field

of Comparative Religion.
The special pii ,ijio.^ of ihcOo-pol history where,

according to too no\\ myilrioal ilicory. tlio-c inyMi-*
were drawn in and found rojniy lod^'mom, are' llio,

account of the birth of Jesus, the accounts of His
miracles, and the accounts of His death and
resurrection. The accounts of the birth (Mt I18

"25
,

Lk I34f -) are to be regarded not as parts of the

original story of Jesus, but as 2nd cent, additions
to it. They owe their origin to Gentile-Christian
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imagination. Like all true myths, they embody
an idea, that of the Divine sonship of the founder
of a great religion. The conception and phrase
of Divine sonship are not foreign to the more
direct Hebrew and Jewish antecedents of the

gospel (Ps 26ff
-, Enoch 45-51, 2 Es 13). Yet it is

among the heathen that the idea was more com-
monly ascribed to great personages, especially
rulers and sages. In Egypt, even to the latest

days, the Pharaohs were regarded as incarnations
of the

deity (Wiedemann, Egyp. Ed. p. 92 if.).

Alexander the Great deemed it wise, upon conquer-
ing Egypt, to permit himself to be called the son
of the god Ammon-Ra. In Babylon, from the
time of Sargon I. onwards, the kings were con-
sidered emanations of

"
,

"
- 'Tiadau, Enrly

Hist, of Babylon, p. :
,

incarnations
are, moreover, often associated with a virgin birth.

Pythagoras and Plato were both regarded as born
of virgin mothers and the gou AJ>OIH- (Olympio-
dorus, Vit. Plat. p. 1). The inurlnT or Alexander
the Great was believed to have been visited by
Zeus in the form of a serpent before king Philip
had consummated his marriage with her. In the

narratives^ of the birth of Buddha (which are of

pre-Christian origin) there are some marked simil-

arities to the Gospel accounts of the birth of Jesus.
The myths alleged to have grown about the

career of Jesus as a wonder-worker are prefaced
by parallel accounts of a temptation and a con-

quest of the power of evil. The prince Siddhartha
was tempted by the spirit of evil, who urged Mm
to abandon his foolish and futile purpose of living
a simple and abstemious life, and to return to the
comfort, glory, and power of the royal palace ; but
he resisted. The prophet Zarathustra had been

urged by the evil spirit Ahriman to e renounce the

good law of the worshippers of Mazda,
3 and thereby

to win dominion over the nations of the earth.
But he had declined to do so. All the subsequent
miracles recorded of Jesus are said to be abun-

dantly paralleled in the legendary lore of the
Orientals. The miraculous element did, in fact,

persist through the Patristic age and down into
the mediaeval period.
The last portion of the Gospel story is said to be

specially overlaid with myths of this genus. All
that is apparently distinctive and remarkable here
is represented as the reflexion and counterpart of
the myths current iinioii^ pji^jiu".

The idea of the
death of Christ as the propiiunion for sin is paral-
leled by the numerous instances of vicarious
human sacrifices. The burial and resurrection are
the Christian equivalents of the Egyptian myth of

Osiris, who was slain by Ms brother Set,
* the

demon of the withering heat of summer,' and who
lives again in the person of his son Horus. Like-
wise the fabled death, resurrection, and translation

into heaven of Adonis, the rape of Persephone,
and her rescue upon the compromise that she
thereafter spend part of the year with, her mother

upon earth and part in Haaes, are expressions of
the same thought.
These cases are associated with mystic rites. In

fact, it seems to be a peculiarity of mysteries that
death and restoration to life again should be sym-
bolically represented in them. In their best form
these ntes occur in the Dionyso-Orphic festivals.

Here the death of the god was enacted in the
sacrifice of a bull, whose flesh was then torn and
devoured by the worshippers without being drained
of its blood. Thus, it was supposed, the immortal
life of the god passed into and conferred immor-

tality upon the worshippers (Clem. Alex. Protrept.
i. 12, 17; Frazer, Golden Bought ii. 165).

If the death of Jesus is pictured as a voluntary
descent into the realm of shades that He might
there conquer death, the same thought is seen

to run through the Babylonian myth of Ishtar
(fSclirader, ff-Jt- //'"/*// "7

. Istar], the Mand&ean
myth of Hili'l /;\a -J;";.

1

!:, Alandaische Religion,
p. 21 3 if.), and t*

;

" "

Orpheus and Herakles,
both of whom ,. > * v; \( , descents into Hades,
and, according to the Greek classical mythology,
achieved conquests there.
The Gospel account of the ascension is paralleled

first of all in the OT by the ascensions of Enoch
and Elijah, then in the Groeco-Koman legendary
lore by the ascensions of Romulus and Herakles.

Legends of ascensions were, in fact, common even
in the later periods. Some of the llonian emperors
were said to have been raised at their death into

equality with the gods (fthode, Psyche, p. 663).
The case of Peregrinus Proteus, recited by Lucian,
is quite noteworthy. Peregrinus took Herakles as
his ensaniple. As Herakles had made his exit
from the world by consigning himself to a funeral

pyre, so Peregrinus built a pyre and cast himself
into it ; but at the moment of his doing so a

trustworthy old man reports that he saw an eagle
issuing from the flames and flying up into the
heavens. Further, the same old man testifies that
he beheld Peregrinus clothed in a white garment,
and with a garland of victory on his head. Apol-
lonius of Tyana is also reported to have dis-

appeared quite mysteriously, either in the temple of

Athene at Lindus or in that of Dictynna at Crete.

Philostratus, his biographer, appeals to the fact
that nowhere on earth could a grave of him be

found, in proof of his ascension and deification.

To the question how these myths filtered into
the Gospel story there is no clear answer given.
It is simply assumed that they were in the air,

and that a new religion must somehow adopt
them, and embellish the life and personality of its

founder with them. This is a serious difficulty
with the new mythical theory. For it is precisely
the manner of their infiltration into the Christian
tradition that is the crucial point in it. The exist-

ence of the myths themselves among the pagans
has always been known, and is no new discovery,
It is not by simply re-telling these stories that the

theory can gain support to itself, but by substanti-

ating the claim that they actually passed from the
world of heathen thought into the Christian tradi-

tion. This difficulty is enhanced and made practic-

ally insuperable when it is further borne in mind
that the Hebrew antecedents of the Gospel had
resolutely and effectively resisted the incorpora-
tion of such myths for a thousand years. More-
over, there is no room in the time_ interval between
the life of Jesus and the writing down of the

Gospel accounts of Him for such a process as is

assumed, unless we except the "hirtli -narratives of
St. Matthew and St. Luke upon purely textual

grounds. Criticism has been busy with the origin of

the Gospel story as found in the extant narratives,
and the more light it throws on the subject the
more clearly it appears that the main data come
from eye- and ear-witnesses. The old Strauss

theory, assuming that the myths were constructed

by the disciples of Jesus under the power of an
excited and vivid imagination, was at this point
tftron^M

1 than ihe new one.
Jr'urrlim moro, when tho>o parallels ,-iro closely

scrutinized, the first aspect of p]au.-ihiJi!y given
to the mythical theory by thorn vnTiMu^. The
parallels arc in most caso^ far-fetched. Iri some
instances the resemblances are striking indeed.

But a relation of derivation of one from the other
or from a common source seems to be out of the

question. In other instances where a genetic con-

nexion might be possibly established, the parallel-
isms are forced.

In the case of the birtli-narrafcives (Mt I 18
'25

, Lk
, the question is one of evidence. The effort
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to reduce these to mythology is based upon the
a priori conception that they are mythical. If it

could be proved, apart from the theory itself, upon
purely critical grounds, that these accounts are of

later origin, a basis for the theory might be found ;

but, as a matter of fact, the assumption that they
are mythical furnishes the strongest consideration

for their critical rejection a process which can

scarcely be called scientific.
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NAAMAN (Lk ^ -Keefulv, TB ; ISatfuir, Tisch.,
WH

;
Heb. pjy =

<

pleasantness '). The famous

captain of Benhadad II., whose cure by the

instrumentality of Elisha is related in 2 K 5, and
who was referred to by our Lord as f Naaman the

Syrian' in His discourse in the synagogue at

Nazareth.
Whether our Lord's visit to Nazareth took place

early in His ministry as here related by St. Luke,
or later on as some think (cf. Mt 1354

-*58
, Mk 61"8

),

or whether there were two distinct visits, does not
concern this article, since the purpose of our
Lord's reference to Naaman is the same at what-
ever period of His ministry He may have made it.

He suggested to His audience that they were

ready to quote the proverb
'

Physician, heal thy-
self,

3 and to say,
* Whatsoever we have heard done

in Capernaum, do also here in thy country/ 'And
(better 'But') he said, Verily I say unto yoii,
No prophet is accepted in his own country.' His
hearers apparently inferred from these words that
He had determined to work no miracle among
them, and were irritated accordingly, although
perhaps our Lord intended to imply no more than
that He had little hope of being able to do so (cf.

Mt 1358 , Mk 65 ). Then, to justify and to illustrate

His action in working miracles outside the limits

of His own city, He referred to the eases of the
widow of Sarepta and of Naaman, which were
instances of blessings bestowed through the instru-

mentality of two of Israel's greatest prophets on

persons who were not of the house of Israel at all.

This afforded a complete justification of His own
action, aud was, further, a very pointed rebuke to
them if, as seems the case, they were annoyed
that He had neglected them for Cji JHM-IM JIM', which,
situated in that region known <M- M.;;!

1

!''-- of the

Gentiles/ might be considered as less a Jewish town
than their own. And, further, our Lord in these
words rebuked Jewish exclusiveness in general, and

n'be
clearly indicated the great truth that the

efits of His gospel, whether bodily or spiritual,
were not only for the Jew, but also for the Gentile.
It is piobable that it was this underlying sugges-
tion, coupled with His application to Himself of the

great passage from Is 61, which caused ihe final

outbreak of His hearers' wrath fcf. Ac 22-2 28-8 -

-').

ALBERT BONUS.
NAGGAL An ancestor of Jesus, Lk S25

(
=OT

Nogah, 1 Ch 37 14*).

NAHOR. Grandfather of Abraham, named in
our Lord's genealogy, Lk S34.

NAHSHON. An ancestor of Jesus, Mt I4, Lk 3s2.

NAHUM. An ancestor of Jesus, Lk 325.

NAIL. See CRUCIFIXION, and FEET.

NAIN (Nob KBCD Ti WH, etc. ;
"Kaetv EGPA,

etc., Naeljj, 1 and 209, al pauc) is named only once

in Scripture. St. Luke mentions it (7
11

) as the
*

city
'

to which the widow, whose dead son Jesus

raised to life, belonged. The miracle . -.:'

near to the 'gate,' and in the presen '..-!
people.' This Nain cannot be the same as the

village on the E. side of the Jordan mentioned by
Josephus (BJIV, ix. 4). Ro ,inson (BBP* ii. 361)

identified Nain with the modern Nem, a collection

of squalid huts on the N. slope of Jebel ed-Duby
(Little Hernion), 2 miles W. of Endor and about a

day's journey from Capernaum (cf. Lk 71 - n (^n
>).

Robinson's view has been generally accepted. ^

It

agrees roughly with the statements of Eusebius
and Jerome, both of whom place it S. of Tabor
and not far from. Endor. Eusebius reckons it

12 miles to the south (Onom. s.v. Naefr), Jerome

(ib. s.v. 'Nairn') says 2 miles. The situation

of the present village is bleak and uninviting,

though it commands a wide and interesting view.

A few hundred paces above the huts, to the S.E.,

are rock-tombs in the hillside. Ramsay (Educa-
tion of Jesns, Preface, p. ix) says he has *

little

doubt that the ancient city was on the top
'

of the

hill, somewhere above the modern village. He
expresses his belief that this site has more claim
to be the <

city set on a hill
'

(Mt 514
) than Safed.

It should be noted that Cheyne doubts the cor-

rectness of the reading "Nalv here (Encye. Bibl. Hi.

3263), and claims Nestle (Philol. Sacra, 20) as also

rec-o.i:nixiri^ 'the doubtfulness of the locality as-

-ijn<^l in Luke.'

T.: : % i TT-x
"

L*-* DB iii. 477 ; Stanley, P 357 ; Thom-
SGM. f " '?/r :

/.'

' '

,- ; Tristram, Land ofIsrael, 127 ; Buhl,
GAP 217; Gu6rin, GaliUe, i. 115 L; Neubauer, Gtog. duTalm.
188 ; Sanday, Sacred Sites of the Gospels, 24, 101 ; Baedeker-

Socin, Pal 346 ; Murray, Handbook for S. and P. 349.

A. W. COORE.
NAKEDNESS -, \*pvt,rw\ Oriental dress is gener-

ally si drtiping of tliti lijriiiT in one or more con-

tinuous gowns or cloaks. The clothing may be
drawn to the body by the waist-band or sash, but
the tendency is to avoid as far as possible any
exact shaping and rigid fastening of the costume,
as such close adaptation to the iigure is considered

both immodest and imdecorative, and in a warm
climate would cause friction nnd i^Ts-yiirnliori I'Tzk

4418 ). With Orientals, to a gn ,uor <-\:OMS ilum in

the West, out-door dress carries a meaning of in-

ro-titure and embellishment, with a consciousness
of

solf-jipprmatiori
and an expectation of com-

ment. This is partly because in the daytime, in the
retirement of the family, they undress more than
is customary in the West. In the OT, the gar-
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ments that were continually put on and off, as one
went out and returned to the house, were called

suits of apparel or exchange (Jg 17 10
,
Is 322). The

cotton or linen gown worn heneath these is the

permanent iiiiilcr-psirme-Mi. and any one wearing
only this is conventionally said to be naked or

unclothed. In this loose costume a long rohe

reaching to the feet members of the family, both
male and female, attend to their active household

duties, or enjoy the passive luxury of the unoccu-

pied hour. It is, however, unbecoming to receive

visitors in such undress, and hence the impropriety
of entering without due announcement and per-
mission received, or of looking down from the flat

roof of the house into a neighbour's enclosure.

The linen cloth mentioned in Mk 1451 - 52 was a
substitute for the ordinary under-garment. The
solitary fisherman when diving from the side of

the Lake of Galilee after his cast-net usually
divests himself of .CI -> V.i'i^. The same is fre-

quently done in yr M-I^" \\-,\ ,

' when fishermen
haul the drag-net into the boat (Jn 217

), or a loin-

cloth is worn, as in the case of the tanner and

potter at their work.
Nakedness thus means: (1) the state of undress

permitted in Oriental family life, and preferred as

an adaptation to the climate ; (2) insufficiency,

amounting sometimes to complete want, of cloth-

ing, involving discomfort and -ufro'-ing ii the case

of the poor and destitute (Mi -23"'
1

,
K 835,

2 Co
IP7

) ; (3) the nudity connected with immodest
behaviour (Ex 2026

), or inflicted as a humiliation
on prisoners of war (Is 204

) ; and (4) in a meta-

phorical sense, unnatural and shameless disloyalty
to God (Ezk 23s9

, Rev 318 ). G. M. MACKIE.
'

NAME (faopa.). . In the Gospels the word is

frequently used in the ordinary sense of a dis-

tinctive appellation or title, and especially to

denote personal proper names (e.g. Mt 102, Mk 522,

Lk I5 * 27
, Jn I6 ). S-f fol' iM;nx a'-'icle.

2. Barely it is f-n: 11
'! '.n >

! <- -<. -o of f

reputation/
'fame/ 'glory' the result of a person's name
being on every tongue. So it is said of Jesus,
' His name was spread abroad

*

(Mk 614
; ci * a

name which is above every name,' Ph 29
).

3. But especially 8vopa is used, like Heb. ot?, not
as a mere external designation, or distinguishing
label attached to an individual, but with^ the

suggestion of its significance as characteristic of

personality. Hence the importance attached, just
as in the OT, to the choosing of a name (Mt I 21

,

Lk jM.si.6S). iience also (cf. Gn 175 - 15 3228
) the

alteration of a name, or the addition of another

name, when some vital fact of experience has made
the character different from what it wras "before

(e.g. Mt 1617* IS
, Ac 139

). It is when we remember
that ' name '

stands for character that we see the

force of such an expression as 'to receive a prophet
in the name of a prophet

3

(Mt 1041
}. This does

not mean to receive him in the name or for the
sake of someone else, but to receive him in his

character as a prophet for his work's sake, and
on the ground or what he himself is.

$. This use of &>o/ia as significant of character is

of very frequent occurrence with reference to God
- corresponding here again to the employment of

QS in the OT. When Mary sings in the Magnificat,

'Holy is his name' (Lk 14 ), it is the revealed char-

acter of G-od that is meant. When Jesus teaches

His disciples in the Lord's Prayer to say,
' Hallowed

be thy name' (Mt 69=:Lk li2
), it is that Divine

quality of Fatherhood which He has just set in the

very forefront of the prayer that He desires them
to hallow. When He did works in His Father's

name (Jn 1025), He did them by appealing to His
Father's self-revelation, and hence by His Father's

authority. When He exclaims,
< Father, glorify

thy name' (
Jn 12-8 ), He is asking the _Father to

complete in the eyes not only of the Jewish people,
but of the great Gentile world represented by those
Greek seekers who now stood before Him, the
manifestation of His holiness and love given in the
Person and ministry of His Son. And when He
says in the Intercessory Prayer,

' I have manifested

thy name' (IT
6
, cf. v. 2fc$

), He is speaking once more
of that Fatherhood of God of which His own
earthly life had been the revelation and the

pledge.
5. Corresponding to the foregoing use of Svofia as

expressive of the revealed character of God, is the
constant employment of the word, not only in the

Gospels, but throughout the whole of the NT, to

denote the character, dignity, authority, and even
the very Personality of Jesus Christ. This is the
use made of it by the First Evangelist (Mt 1221

)

when he applies to Jesus the words of Deutero-
Isaiah . /."- to the LXX reading, 'And in his

name - !,:'' ;

'

( rentiles hope
3

(Is 424
}. The mean-

ing of the author of Acts is similar when he writes,
'The name of the Lord Jesus was magnified' (19

17
).

When our Lord speak? of those who 'receive a little

child in my name 3

(Mt 185
II), or gives a gracious

promise to the two or three who in His name are

gathered together (v.
20

), or assures us that whatso-
ever we shall ask in His name the Father will

bestow (Jn 16-3f-), He is certainly not speaking of

the use of His name as a species of magical formula
'"

.

"

"! 1 further from the mind of Christ
V 7 . .

. A service and worship and prayer
. ... ; \. i I ! sake or inspired by faith in His
Person. And when in the Johaimine writings the

very same blessings are assured to those who
'believe on his name 3

(Jn I 12 223 318
,

1 Jn 323 513
)

and to those who believe on Himself (Jn 31G 640
,

1 Jn 510
; cf. esp., as occurring in close juxta-

position, Jn 316 with v. 18
,
and 1 Jn 5 10 with v. 13

},

it seems plain that by 'the name of Jesus' is

meant the Personality of Jesus as that has been
summed up in *the name' the name, above all,

of '

only-begotten Son of God' (Jn 318, cf. 1 Jn 513
).

6. There are renuin pliran^ in which 'the name
of Christ 3

occurs* tliJil call lor more particular
consideration. (1) Persecution for the name.
When our Lord said to His disciples that they
should be hated and persecuted *for his names
sake 3

(Mt 1022 249
, Mk 1313

, Lk 622 2112* 17
); when

* for his name's sake * shame and suffering actually
fell upon the Apostles and the early Church (Ac 5*1

916 1526)
. an when St. Paul expresses his readiness

not to be bound only, but also to die * for the name
of the Lord Jesus' (21

la
) what are we to under-

stand by these expressions ? No doubt in several

of these cases 'name' i- i, "". / onymous
with Person ; and so to -.;" <" <

"

i name is

i-j\a1ci!i :" -nPVrinj: for TTis sake an alternative

plTJ>cu]!i<l>i--;iNo<-i : iio\<<i (Jn 1337 - 38
,
2 Co 1210

,

Ph I29). But sometimes it seems more natural to

think of the primary meaning of 'name' as an
external de-ignatiou. The expression inrtp rov

dv6fjiaTo$ ii-ed in Ac T>
41 (BV 'for the Name') and

3 Jn 7 (RV 'for the sake of the Name') suggests

one who bore the name of being a disciple of

Christ. It is true that the name 'Christian'

(wh. see) does not appear to have been originally
used by Christ's followers themselves. But

at^all
events it was employed by outsiders (Ac II20 26^),
and came to be employed especially by enemies

(1 P 416
). And if the name Xpurnavoi was not

current within the Church, there was a party in

Corinth that claimed to be distinctively 'of Christ'

(Xpiffrov, 1 Co I12), while St. Paul not only protests,
with reference to this claim,

* Is Christ divided ?
'
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(v.
13

) 5 "but says a little further on in the Ep., with

regard to the whole Christian body,
e Ye are of

Christ' (ujuew 8e XptoroO, 3'-
3
). When, again, St.

Peter writes,
' If ye are reproached for the name

of Christ, blessed are ye' (IF 414
), it is evident that

the reproach is brought not so much against the
name of Christ itself as against those who bear it

(cf. v. lb>

). And this view is continued when we
find St. James speaking of * the honourable name
which was called upon you.' (Ja 27 RVm), the
ref !*;_ apparently to Christ's name as
a "i. ; I that came to be applied to His
people probably from the fact that His name
had been invoked over them at the time of their

baptism.
(2) Working of miracles in the name. In the

Gospels references to the working of miracles (esp.
the easting out of evil spirir^ with the use of the
name are found in Mt 722 ,

Mk 938f- =Lk 949f-

}
Lk

1017
, and in the Appendix to Mk.'s Gospel, where,

before His Ascension, Jesus is represented as assur-

ing His disciples that those who believe shall have
the power of casting out demons in His name (16

17
).

In Ac 36ff-
(cf. v. 16 410 - 30

) St. Peter cures the lame
beggar at the gate of the Temple by c-'imi in rulingMm in the name of Jesus Christ of XJAMMM-I i

walk. In 16 18 St. Paul, with the invocation of the
same name, casts the spirit of divination out of
the slave-girl at Philippi. In 1913ff- certain vaga-
bond Jews, exorcists, take upon themselves to call

over those possessed by evil spirits the name of the
Lord Jesus, and the sons of Sceva in particular do
this to their own confusion ; but the implication of
the narrative evidently is that the '

special miracles'
which had just been \vrounM- by St. Paul himself
were accomplished wii li M I i Lo invocation (cf. vv. 11- 12

with v. 13
). In Ja 514 the elders of the Church are

told to pray over the sick man, 'anointing him
with oil in the name of the Lord.'
The view has been taken that this use of the

name of Christ for the working of miracles was
nothing more than the oinploynxMU of a theurgic
formula, which finds its <iriiilo^u<i in the invoca-
tions and incantations of siiirirrii magic (so esp.

Conybeare, JQR viii, ix). We may be sure that
in so far as such a use of His name was commanded
or approved by our Lord Himself, this view is

quite impossible (cf. Mt 722)* And as for the

Apostolic Church, while it is clear that the name
of Jesus was invoked by both Peter and Paul
before the performance of a miracle, Peter's prayer,
after the miracle at the Temple gate, that God
would accompany the use of the name by stretch-

ing forth His hand to heal (Ac 4a9- 30
), points to the

conclusion that the name of Jesus was invoked by
the Apostles in these cases simply because every
appeal to God was made through the Person of the
Mediator. The influence of Greek and Oriental

superstition soon brought into the Church a
!is;;girj.l };mi tlioiirjri'-i'l-.'i'pvii. which Bothered vpeci-
*ill\ ii-'ni-i i-io u-o <:" ( h" :

-i s name in formulas of
exorcism. But within the Apostolic s|>here, at all

events, it was not a formula, however sacred, that
was believed to cast put demons or work cures.
St. James, after onjoin ing I he use of the Lord's
name at a sick- IK*!, !i<J<U i lm(-

' the prayer of faith
shall heal the sick >

(Ja 51S). And in the case of
the impotent man, St. Peter, when the people came
crowding into Solomon's Porch, greatly wondering
(Ac 3n), said,

* By faith in his name hath his name
made this inn n strong . . . yea, the faith which is

through him hath given him this perfect soundness
in the presence of you all

3

(v.
16

).

(3) Baptizing in (or into) the name. Christian

baptism, as we meet with it in the Apostolic
Church, is performed in (or into) the name of
Christ (Ac 2^ 816 1048 195

, Ro 6s
, Gal S27). On the

other hand, in our Lord's parting instructions to

the Eleven, as given at the end of Mt., He directs

them to baptize
( into (or in

; but as is the preposi-
tion used) the name of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost ;

(28
1S)

) a formula that is

found nowhere else in the NT. This is not the

place to discuss the gcnuinem.
1^ of the logion (in

support of it see .Resell, 1'U x. 2, summarized by
Marshall in ExpT vi. [1895] p. 395ft'.; Bruce, King-
dom of God, p. 258 ft ; against it, Holtzmann,
NT fheol. i. 378 ff.; Harnack, Hist, of Dog. L 79;
Moftatt, Hist. NT, p. 647 If. See, further, art.

BAPTISM, 5). But if we accept the triple formula
as coming from the lips of Jesus, the fact that we
have no direct evidence of its use in the Apostolic
Church certainly creates a difficulty. The sugges-
tion that the shorter form is simply a designation
of the fact that baptism was administered on con-
fession of Jesus as Christ and Lord, and that the
Trinitarian formula would invariably be employed
in the actual administration of the sacrament,
does not meet the case, for we know that in the
3rd cent, a baptism in the name of Christ was still

common, and that in the time of Cyprian the con-

troversy about re-baptism gathered round this

very point.
The solution of the problem may lie in the fact

that at first the efficacy of baptism was not
attached to any^ set form of words. The Trini-
tarian formula itself occurs in different versions.

J ustin gives it after a paraphrastic fashion (Apol.
i. 61) ; Tertullian associates the name of the Church
with the names of the Three Persons of the Trinity
(de Bapt. vi.), and a like usage is found in the

Syrian Church (see Scholten, Tauffornml, p. 39).

Corresponding to this lack of fixity
"

T
form is the absence of anything like . \ ',

the shorter one. The name used is
* Jesus Christ,'

or 'the Lord Jesus,
3

;

* .,;-: . ""/ 'Christ'

(1 Co I 13
suggests t 1 ..,;'"" ' r-'-lation to

the name is variously expressed by ets, ez>, eirl (eiri

[or v~\
r 6v6{jLo.Tt, 'I^croO X/H<rro0, Ac 238

; els rb ftvofjLa,

rod "K.vptov 'I^croO, Ac 816 195
; & T<$ 6v6fia,rL rov "Kvpiov,

Ac 1048 ; els Xpio-Tov 'LTJO-OV^, Ko 63 ; els 'Kpurr6y9 Gal
3s7). It is hardly lo^il Iniii i v to simplify this diver-

sity by assuming, \\iih Dean Armitage Robinson,
that el? and eV are really synonymous in every case,
and that c in the name/ not 'into the name,' is

always the proper English rendering (EBi i. 473).
No doubt it is true, as he says, that c the inter-

changeability of the two prepositions in late Greek
may 1 -.--_ "lustrated from the NT' (cf.
J. H.

\\. ,

'

. ofNT Gr. i. 62, 66, 234 f.).

But this is far from deciding the question whether
in the case of baptism they are used indifferently,
and passages like Ro 63, 1 Co 1213

, Gal 327 strongly
suggest i 1 j ;

%u J 1u y s , re not.
All thN !i \i-r-ijy of usage seems to show that

slight importance was attached at first to the ques-
tion of a formula, provided that it "" "!,Hi
understood what Christian baptism \ ,- . n:

1

',

what it implied. Relation to Christ was the essen-
tial matter. And as Christian baptism in the NT
is invariably conditional upon confession of Christ,
so it was administered with an appeal to Christ's

authority (& rf 6v6^n} it depended for its reality
upon a faith that rested on His name (M r$
6v&pa.ri) ; and it was the outward symbol of an
actual union with His Person (els rb 8vo/j,a).

LITERATURE. The Lexx. of Grinim-Tliayer and Oremer, s.v,

ova/**,; Hastings' DB, art. 'Xamc': />HE*, art. 'Name';
Bohmer, Das biblische ' Im Namen '

(1898) ;

"

tian JDemonology* in JQR v^". 'v ^^^Iten
Beissmann, KibcMitdffn^ ::' /'j,,/' vi. US^J 4

^7, 895, xi.

[1899] 3, xv. [100+1 294; /V, /. O, i. 1902, p. 251 ff.; P. H.
Chase and J. A. Robinson .;. Jlt^i, July 1905 (vi. 481), Jan.
1906 (vii. 186), Jan. 1907 (viii. 161). J. C. LAMBERT.

NAMES. Jewish children usually received their
names very soon after their birth ; in the case of
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male children, at the time of their circumcision on
the eighth day (Lk I 59 2Ji

). The name was selected
in honour of a parent or relative (I

59
), or because of

some circumstance connected with the birth of the

child, as in the case of Thomas (Aram. Nci^n, G-r.

G&juas), meaning 'twin'; in the ease of our Lord
and of John the Baptist the name had been selected
beforehand by special Divine communication (Mt
I- 1

,
Lk 1 1S ). Indeed, Jewish names generally were

significant, referring to some trait in the child,
actual or prophetic ; some feeling or hope of the

parent at the time of the birth, though this was
perhaps not so generally true as in the early OT
period. Such old-fashioned names still survived
in names like Nathanael (Naflam^A, Heb.
* God gave

3

); Zachariah (Za%aptas, Heb.
1 Jehovah remembered ').

Surnames were quite common in NT times.

Frequently one person was
" " "''

I from
another of the same name by , of the
father's name, joined by the Aramaic word bar

(15), 'son of,
3

as in Simon bar-Jona (Mt 1617
), and

also in such names as Bartholomew, *son of Tolniai,'
and JBarabbas, 'son of a father.

3 The Greek idiom
is frequently followed, however, as in Jn 21 17

* Simon of Jonas 3

; or, written more fully with vi6$,
*

son,
3 * Simon son of Jonas *

(l
4
^).

The presence of two names for the same person
in the Gospels is sometimes to be accounted for by
the fact that many of the people of Palestine in
Christ's day were bilingual. Hence persons would
have an Aramaic and a Greek name, the second

trans-latin^ the first, or being quite similar in
sound. The Greek for Thomas (

' twin ') yra&Didymus
(Jn II 16

); for Cephas (Nsrs 'stone') it was 'Peter

(Ilerpos, I42 ). Many of the Jews mentioned in the

Gospels are known to us only by Greek names,
so widespread had the influence of that language
become; cf. &L\nnrosy Philip (I

45
), and 'Avdptas,

Andrew (Mt 4 18
).

A noteworthy feature of personal names in
Christ's day though the custom existed much
earlier and was widespread (cf. Gn 3228, Dn I7

)

was that of changing the name or adding a new
name at some important crisis in the life, or
because of some manifest characteristic of the

person so named (Mt 1618, Mk 316 * 18
).

Surnames were sometimes given from the place
where one lived or from which one came, as in the
case of Judas Iscariot (wh. see), Mk 319 ; or from
the party to which one belonged: Simon the
Zealot (Z;Xw7T&0 Lk 615.

On names applied to Christ see following article.

LITERATTKF. Hastings' -D-Z3, art. 'Kames, Proper'; JSJiz, art.

'Names'; Schurcr, IMP n. i. 47; A. Wright, Some N.T.
Problems, 56 (in St. Mark), 74 (in St. Luke).

E. B. POLLAKD.
NAMES AND TITLES OF CHRIST. That

special -i^niUc-HMoe is attached in the Gospels to

the imm<><* \\ liicli aie applied to our Lord, is clearly

suggested by the reason assigned by the angel of

the Lord for the name which he directed Joseph
and Mary to bestow upon the Babe whose birth he
foretold.

* Thou shalt call his name Jesus : for he
shall save his people from their sins' (Mt I21).

Thi* e\|)liiriMt,ion of the name Jesus suggests that
UK: olhor riilo^ rhat are used to distinguish our
Sax iour luive each its own didactic purpose, and
are intended to shed light on some special aspect
of Christ's mission and nature.

1. Jesus.- -The name Divinely bestowed upon
our Lord,

* Jesus '

('I^o-oOs. the Gr. equivalent of

the Heb. Joshua or Jeshua yvjhn:, &&:), 'Jehovah is

salvation/ was one of the commonest of male
names among the Jews. Its bestowal upon Christ

had, as is expressly stated in Mt I21, peculiar and

special significance. It meant that the bearer of

the name should in this unique instance of its

application be in the fullest sense all that the
word meant, the Divinely sent Saviour of His
people, and in particular that the salvation which
He should work out should be a moral and spiritual,
not a temporal deliverance. The name Jesus, as

being that by which He was commonly known
among His countrymen, is used by the Eviai^eli^U
as a proper name, with or without the addiiion of
other names or titles employed by way of distinc-
tion. See separate article and also SALVATION.

2. Immanuel. In connexion with the miraculous
birth of Jesus and with the assurance that in Him
should be fulfilled the promise of the Messiah, St.
Matthew applies the prophecy (Is 714),

'

Behold, a
virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a
son, and they shall call his name Immanuel, which
is, being interpreted, God with us' (Mt I 23). The
thought present to the Evangelist, in his use of this

prophecy of Isaiah, is that which was embodied in
the OT types of the Tabernacle and the Temple,
and may be compared with the use in the Fourth
Gospel of the expression,

e The Word was made
flesh and dwelt (ea-Ktfvua-ev, lit.

* tabernacled ')

among us* (Jn I 14
). The name Immanuel, as

applied to Christ in respect of His Incarnation,
thus denotes the union of the Divine and the
human natures in the person of the God-man.
See also separate article.

3. Christ. This name (X/Ko-ro's,
'

anointed,
5 the

exact equivalent in Greek of the word c Messiah '

OTD) holds a very important place among the titles

of our Lord.

The word is variously applied in the OT. It is used of the

high priest, who is called
* the anointed priest

'

(a lipm o ZPUTTOS
[rTEJcn jnan]), or more fully, a hp&>$ o xpttrros a reviXtttujAivos,

' the
anointed priest who has been consecrated," the participle
TiTsXs/^jttsvfl?,

*

consecrated,' being
1 added to the translation

apparently in order to call attention to T^U PU tin 1:14 of the
anointing (Lv 45} cf, 6-2). Its use as a cl<.>i_ri;;.; on <>r kin^s
is familiar, as in the title 'the Lord's ; Pvi'i:_u" (* %f>itrTas

7oZ Kupiou rrirr n\?D]) applied to Saul (2 S I14 etc.), to David

(2 S 1921, Ps 8938- sf 13210. 17), to Cyrus, in connexion with his
mission as the deliverer of God's people (Is 45^). It is applied
even to the people of Israel as a nation consecrated to God
(Ps 10515 |j

i ch 1622, Hab 313). It occurs as a title of the
expected Messiah in Ps 22 and Dn 925. jn the latter book it

occurs with special reference to royal authority, as a result
of which it came to bo regularly used as the recognised title of
T .

"
". 1 deliverer ; cf. us use in the Book of Enoch

>calyptic work which strongly influenced the
theology of ihe ITebrewa.

The word is used in the Gospels, "but very rarely,
as a proper name, in the first chapters of St.

Matthew and St. Mark, where the subject of
the narrative is mentioned in such expressions as
' Jesus Christ, son of David, son of Abraham *

(Mt I 1
), 'Jesus Christ

5

(Mk I 1
, where vlov rov

0ov is omitted by the best authorities), or where
Jesus of Nazareth is distinguished from others
who bore the same name, as in the phrase Jesus
who is called Christ

3

(Mt 2717- 22
, cf. Mt I16). It

appears as a proper name in the passage in which
St. Matthew, romnieiuin<j; upon the genealogy
of the family 01 Abraham, notes that 'from
the carrying away to Babylon unto the Christ*

there were fourteen generations (Mt I17 ) ; and prob-
ably also in the on<i J.M ;i.r !n which the word
occurs without the '.M

:

< !c ,MK 941
), where Jesus

uses the words c because ye belong to Christ.'

With these exceptions the name has in the Gospels
some special reference to our Lord's offices and
claims, or to the Messianic expectations of the

Jews. Thus It is said of Simeon (Lk 22 ' 5

) that it

was revealed to him that he should not yee death
till he had seen ' the Lord's Christ

*

(rbv x.9lffr^v

Kvpiov the familiar LXX translation of nirr oTP
'the Lord's anointed,

3 the title of all Hebrew
kings), and the angel announced to the shepherds
the birth of a Saviour * who is Christ the Lord '

(Lk 2n ). We learn from St. Matthew (2
3
) that

the Magi inquired in Jerusalem,
' Where is he
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that is born King of the Jews ?
'

Herod, who took
this as referring to tlie current form of the Mes-
sianic hope, and regarded the Messiah concerning
whom the inquiry was made as a possible rival to

himself, called the chief priests and scribes, and
put the question of the Magi in another form,
demanding

l where the Christ should be born.'
Herod and the Jewish rulers evidently considered
the title

' Christ ' as synonymous with that of
*

King of the Jews,' in accordance with the general
expectation current at the time. To them the
Messiah was a king who should derive his royal
authority from his Davidic descent and reign as
a temporal prince. The Jews, in fact, influenced

largely by the: ,-;
'';.

'1-. literature, had so
narrowed their !-, <;...--., the i-u ,",:: i LI of the
title 'Messiah' as to make it -i^nii" 1,'iic more
than a king by Divine right, and, leaving out
of account all other elements of the Messianic
promise, to associate it with thoughts of a kingdom
which was of this world. Our Lord, probably for
this reason, refrained from claiming the title for

Himself, and discouraged its use by others. He
forbade the demons whom He cast- out of those

possessed to confess that He was Christ (Lk 441 ,

cf. Mk I-5 * 34
etc.). AY lien Peter, in reply to the

direct question,
' Who say ye that 1 am ?

'

confessed
His Messiahship, Jesus strictly commanded the

disciples to tell no man that He was the Christ
(Mt 1620

). On the other hand, He revealed Him-
self as the Christ to the woman of Samaria (Jn
425. as^ jje answered the doubting message of

John,
e Art thou he that should come, or do we

look for another ?
'

by pointing in proof of His
Messianic claims to itis teaching and His works
of beneficence (Mt ll2"6

||
Lk 719

"-). Even at the

beginning of His ministry He accepted the con-
fession of the first disciples when they acknow-
ledged Him to be the Messiah (Jn l 41ii

-)> as
He afterwards accepted the confession of Peter
(Mt 16 lfJ

) ; and when the high priest adjured Him
to declare whether He was the Christ, He answered
in the affirmative (Mt 26^

\\
Mk 1461

1|
Lk 22 7

) ; and
before His final rejection, when -}^ J-v -

-, l!:
1 ".-

;_:<
"I

Him, 'How long dost bhou make us 10 doubu :' li

thou be the Christ, tell us plainly,
5 He replied that

He had already told them, and that His claim
was confirmed by the works which He did in the
Father's name (Jn 1024 - 25

). Th.- n,i:--!,i : in- of
the people when He spoke of the !i. , i" \.\

i.f the
Son of Man, showed that by that time the 'impres-
sion produced by His ministry was that He did
claim to be the Christ. Jesus had just said,

'

I, if I
be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men unto
me,' to which the people replied,

f We have heard
out of the law that Christ abideth for ever : and
how -axc-i. Miou, The Son of Man shall be lifted

up?' (Jn l:>-
i:

'-;; and again St. John tells us, in
connexion with the incident of the cure of the man
who had been born blind, that the Jews had agreed
that if any man should confess that Jesus was the
Christ, he should be put out of the svnasroerue
(Jn 922),

^

J to *

From these various instances the conclusion
appears to be, that Jesus discouraged the appli-
cation to Himself of the title

( Christ
'

in every
case in which it was likely to l>c misunderstood or
to lead the people, witli their narrow views as to
what the Messiah, should be, to form inadequate
conceptions of the nature and scope of His, actual
claims and His actual mission.
His aim throughout His ministry was to correct

the current conceptions of the expected Messiah
by calling attention to the spiritual significance of
the national hope, and to the true meaning of that
word which was so often upon their lips, thus
gradually preparing them to accept Himself as
the Deliverer who had been promised and whom I

they required. This explains, on the one hand,
His reticence on most occasions as to His personal
claim to be the Christ ; and, on the other hand,
His frankness at other times, as when He revealed
Himself as the Christ to the woman of Samaria,
who had learned to look upon the promised Messiah
as One who should reveal the Father and the
Father's will.

Jesus sought to effect His purpose in various

ways. To adduce one conspicuous example, He
called the attention of the Pharisees to a well-

known Messianv
; .M;MV\. evidently in order to

correct that im:;i.,r in ! ,-f which they shared.
He askecl them,

' What think ye of Christ ?

Yvliose son is ho?' (Mt 22"-, cf. Mk 12^ ||
Lk

2041
), clearly treating the matter as a question in

Biblical theology or Scripture interpretat ion. They
answered His question in terms of the belief then

current,
c The son of David. 3 Then Jesus, by

quoting from the Psalms a passage which they
understood to be not only distinctly Messianic, but
an utterance of David himself (Ps 110 1

), showed
some of the practical difficulties involved in the
belief that the Messiah of prophecy owed his

authority to his Davidic descent. ' How is David's
son David's Lord? 3 Thus our Lord suggested the
need there was of carefully revising the whole
question of Messianic prophecy, that the people
should ask themselves whether they had taken
into account not one element or aspect of the

problem only, but all that UK- i-mjilioN had spoken
concerning the Christ. I mil iiu \ ii,id done this
and were in a position to judge the Person, mission,
work, and claims of J -;.-> *>\ .*< I*L:*I shed upon
the subject by such a ,,.:.", I

- :,.:\ ! the whole
question, they must :':'< - ,;'i,\ I"N! "ot merely
the teaching and work of !--;!'. -:i, :

!

,. OT reve-
lation itself, a dark problem

'

full of insoluble

enigmas.
Thus -

T -
. . "":"; to lead His country-

men to - , . i .. views, and, instead
of making an "."* , 1 !_:

*
, ( use of words and names,

mere signs o:' ^iiiui.i! : ruths, to apprehend tlie

thing signified by them. Thus He taught them
that 'the Christ/

' the Messiah,
5

'the Lord's

Anointed/ simply meant ' him whom the Father
sanctified and sent into the world' (Jn 103G

) that
He might

* do the 3

Father's 'will and finish his
work :

(Jn 4s4
, cf. 174). The anointing which the

name denoted, and of which under the old economy
priests and kings, as types of the coming Deliverer,
were the subjects, was only a symbol of the Holy
Spirit by whose effectual ^ unking God'- will was
done. The Christ of God, ihe Anoimcd One by
way of eminence, the Antitype to which those

types more or less clearly pointed, was He upon
whom the Spirit of God rested and abode according
to the prophecy (Is II

2 " 3
. ,"!!! v. li.i v j- ; :iii-i-

:i:
i|.| M .,l

for the fulfilment of tV- IVli<"-. uill. \\ i-i; v

compare with this what we learn from the Fourtli
("o-iirl of Mie manner in which the Baptist knew
\\i\\ -lo-u- was the Christ. The appointed sign
was the descent upon Him of the Spirit in the
form of a dove. f

Upon whom thou shalt see the

Spirit descending, and remaining on him, the same
is he which baptizeth with the Holy Ghost '

(Jn I 33
).

That was the anointing which constituted Him
the Christ, and by which He was publicly set

apart for the perfect accomplishment of the
Father's purpose of redemption. This truth was
not fully learned, and therefore the name in which
the trutli was enshrined could not be used, with a
correct understanding of its meaning, even by the
most intimate disciples of Jesus, until after the
Kesurrection, when they knew that the doing of
the Father's will, for which He had been anointed
with the Spirit, involved the sufferings, death, and
resurrection of the Christ (Lk 24*), after which, and
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as a result of which, Christ should impart to His
followers the gift of the Holy Ghost, and so com-
municate to them all the beneJils of His redemptive
work. See also art. MESSIAH.

4. Son of David
; King of Israel

; King of the
Jews. These titles, < lu-c ly < omiocted with that of

'Christ,' and, like ii. ji <K imt ! in the minds of

the people with inadequate conceptions of Mes-
sianic prophecy, were little favoured by our Lord.

They had, however, their own significance for the

Evrin^cli^tn in respect of their hearing upon the
iullilment of prophecy. Thus St. Matthew in the

beginning of his Gospel calls Jesus son of David,'
and prefaces his narrative with a genealogical
table in which he notes Christ's place in history as
a descendant of the royal house of David (Mt l lff

-},

while in ch. 2 he calls attention to the general
expectation prevalent among the nations that the
Messiah should appear as a Prince of the house of

Judah (Mt 22
). St. Luke also traces t

1

of Jesus, and calls attention to His .
.

David, in connexion with which he explains how
i ( i :;-.

[
1

1
u.-i i od that He was born in Bethlehem, though

i

!

s<- i in: no ('i Mary and Joseph was in Nazareth in
Galilee _(Lk 2lff S^38

). Tl ' r ;.,-,
^ further

emphasizes the point of our L"'.'- h,. ;,,' descent

by recording the words of Gabriel at the Annun-
ciation :

' The Lord God shall give unto him the
throne of his father David '

(Lit I3-). The aim of

these Evangelists in noting these points is to show
that in Jesus of Nazareth, OT prophecy, and, in

particular, the promise that the Christ should
come of the house of David, find their fulfilment.

The connexion between the Old Covenant and the
New having been thus established, and Jesus

proved to be the subject of OT prophecies of the

coming Deliverer, the title
' Son of David '

ceases
to be used or referred to until the Gospel narrative
reaches the closing scenes of the life of Christ.

Then we learn that Jesus was addressed as { Son
of David '

by the two blind men (Mt 9-7 ), by the

Syrophcenieian woman (Mt 1522
), by the blind men

at Jericho (Mt 2030
1|
Mk 10*7- 4S

||
Lk IS38- 3fl

) ; and
that He was saluted as such by the multitude at

His triumphal entry into Jerusalem (Mt 219
[|

Mk II 10
}. Fl-iii iliopupul-u U-l lo finale the Davidic

descent of the Messiah an essential element, is illus-

trated by the exclamation of the multitude on the
occasion on which He healed one *

possessed with
a devil, blind and dumb,' 'Is not this the son of

David?' (Mt 12-3 ) ; by the objection raised
^at

another time by those who maintained that Christ
should come not from Galilee, but * of the seed of

David, and out of the town of Bethlehem, where
David was '

(Jn 742 ) ; and by the answer of the
Pharisees to our Lord's question,

e What think ye
of Christ ?' (Mt 2242

,
cf. Mk 1235

1|
Lk 2041

).

are
Jews.' Jesus is spoken of as *

King
Jews '

by the Magi (Mt 22
,

cf. Lk I82-

), and the
first recorded instance of HN bcin-: addre cd :i^

'King of Israel' is the confc-MOM of Niiilia.iiziL'1,
* Thou art the Son of God, ilm.i nvr ihe Kin^i of

Israel
3

(Jn 14&). All other in-tam-o- of tlio u-c of

these tilles belong to tiie unmune of iho la-i

week of Chiles ministry. He was hailed as
'

King of Israel
'

(Jn 1213
,

cf. Lk 1938 ) at His

triumphal entry, when He seemed to be on the

point of acceding to the popular desire, and_ when
He so far countenanced it by literally and in the
most public manner fulfilling the prophecy of

Zechariah (9
9
), riding into Jerusalem upon a young

ass, the use of which He had claimed on the ground
that * the Lord hath need of him '

(Mt 213

Jj

Mk 11 s

i;
Lk 1931 ). The title appears after this in direct

connexion with the sufferings and death of Jesus,
whose claim to be '

Christ, a King,' was the pre-

text used by the chief priests for delivering Him
over to Pilate (Lk 23-). Pilate, hearing this charge
brought against his prisoner, asked Jesus,

e Art
thou the King of the Jews? 5 (Mk 152

||
Lk 233

).

Jesus replied in the affirmative, b;.' \;/;;" :<-' that
the Kingdom which He claimed \.,;- -;ri,:..i . not

temporal (
Jn IS33

"37
). After this the titles

e

King
of Israel

' and *

King of the Jews '

are *

applied
to Jesus by Pilate, the Roman soldiers, and the
Jews, with associations of mockery and abuse
(Mt 27-9 - 4~

II Mk 15< 8 - 3-
i|
Lk 2337

||
Jn 193- 14- 15

) ; and
with the same associations the title

*

King of the
Jews ' was affixed to the cross (Mt 2737

II
Mk 1526

jj

Lk 2338
il
Jn 19iy

). The explanation already sug-

fested
of our Lord's avoidance of the name Christ

as special force here. Misunderstood as those
titles were, Jesus systematically discouraged their
use as being calculated to create a false impression
of His actual claims. The trial before Pilate and
Herod and the scene at the Crucifixion themselves
illustrate the reason for Christ's refusal to accept
the royal honours which the people would have
pressed upon Him. In the opinion of Jew and
Gentile the royalty of Jesus, and His crucifixion
as animpostor ;.-: 1 v,

" v ui
:

-;\o'
l

\(
"

;; ."-. <
-

E
i*o

contradiction, 'i i.
k i-\ t-. si. '-..", ii< i- i' <s

King of Israel, let him come down from the cross
'

(Mt 27 42
1|
Mk 1530), was but another form of the

popular belief that a suffering Saviour was a con-
tradiction in terms, that the Christ could not be

subject to death (Jn 1234). See also art. KING.
5. Son of God* This title, as it was known

among the Jews, had in it a very considerable
element of ambiguity. AVe can understand why
this was so when we reflect upon the fact that in

OT Scripture the expression is more than once
used of others besides a Divine Being. It is used
of angels (Gn 62- 4

, Job I6 21 387
), of kings, and

even of the nation of Israel (2 S 714
, Ps 826

, Ex
422

). In the New Test., again, it is applied to
Adam (Lk 338

), where the reference is to the rela-

tionship in which by his creation he stands to
God ; and Jesus Himself uses the expression

* sons
of God * with reference to believers, where He says
that in heaven '

they are equal unto the angels ;

and are the 'children (Gr. viol, "sons") of God'
(Lk 2036).
The use of the name as a title of the Messiah is

traceable to OT prophecies like that of Ps 27 ' Thou
art my Son ; this day have I begotten thee/ Thus
1 Son of God ' came to be synonymous with

c Christ.'

It is possible that it was so used even by Peter in
his confession at Csesarea Philippi (Mt 1616

,
ei Mk

S29 'Thou art the Christ,' and Lk 920 'the Christ
of God,' with Jn G69 'the Holy One of God,' o &ytos
TOU 0eoD), and it was certainly understood in that

sense, i. c. as strictly Messianic, by the Jews gener-
ally in the time of our Lord. To them the Messiah
as such was Son of God. Thus in Nathanael's
confession the latter name occurs in conjunction
with the Messianic title

'

King of Israel
'

; and
John the Baptist, after relating the incident by
\vhich the Spirit of God showed him that Jesus
was the Christ, concludes with the words,

* I saw
and bare record that this is the Son of God 3

(Jn
I 49

,
cf. v. 34). It is of rare occurrence in the

Synoptic Gospels. We find it in the Annuncia-
tion ;

* That holy thing which shall be born of

thee shall be called the Son of God '

(Lk I5*). In
the Synoptic accounts of the Baptism and ^the
Transfiguration we learn that on l>oth occasions
Jesus was hailed as God's Son by a voice from
heaven (Mt 317

||
Mk I11

1|
Lk 322, cf. Mt 17s 11

Mk
97 H Lk 9s5). A^ain, the Synoptists give

various
instances in which Jesus was called 'Bon, of God*
by others, as by Satan (Mt 43 - 6

It Lk 4s - 9
), by the

demons whom He cast out of those who were

possessed (Mk S11
,
Lk 441

), and by the occupants of
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Peter's "boat after the second stilling of the storm
on the lake (Mt 14J3 ). Again, as already noted,
Peter confessed 'Thou art the Christ, the Son
of the living God.' To these may be added the

testimony at the cross by the centurion and others

(Mt 2754
),

'

Truly this was the (a) son of God.' Of
its use by Jesus Himself the Synoptibts record
no direct instance, though they record allusions in
His parabolic i-'.ji-Yu^ v^ilrr clearly point to Him-
self as the Son ox uie King (Mt 222fn

) or of the Lord
of the vineyard (Mt 2P?:*>

H Mk 126'8
||
Lk 2013 '15

),

and take note of His acceptance of the title as in-

volved in His answer to the direct questions of the
chief priests and scribes,

* Art thou the Christ, the
Son of the Blessed ?

'

(Mk 14G1
) ;

< Art thou then the
Son of God ?' (Mt 2603

, cf. Lk 2267- 70
). Further, in

the baptismal formula Jesus instructs the disciples
to baptize in the name of the Father, the Son, and
the Holy Ghost (Mt 2819

).

In addition to the instances already cited in

which He was called Son of God '

by others, there
are those in which Jesus was challenged to prove
Himself Son of God by coming down from the

cross, though in the latter case the title is used in
its purely Messianic sense as that was currently
understood among the Jews (Mt 2740

).

In the Fourth Gospel, on the other hand, con-

siderable prominence is given to our Lord's claim
to be the Son of God, In the discourses of our
Lord as recorded by St. John, Jesus clearly con-

veys the impression that the Divine Sonship there

spoken of means very much more than was in-

volved in the popular Messianic use of the name.
But even in that Gospel the actual use of the title

is confined to a verj
"

, Jesus applies
it to Himself in the ,

' "

man who was
born blind (9

35-37
) ; again (10

36
) where He says,

* I

said, I am the Son of God' 5 justifying Tlis claim to
the title in that passage in which IJ says

c The
Father loveth the Son/ etc. (Jn 520

) ; in His re-

marks on the illness of Lazarus :

' This sickness
is ... for the glory of God, that the Son of God
maybe glorified thereby* (II

4
); and in the Inter-

cessory Prayer (17
1
). Elsewhere He is acknow-

Icd-o.l <-i- the Son of God by Nathanael (I
49

) and
by Mr.nliM (II

27
). Among the charges brought

against Him by His enemies this is specially
emphasized, that * He made himself the Son of

God' (19
7
).

The conclusion to which we are led by a careful
consideration of such instances as we find in the

Gospels of the use of the name * Son of God '

is,

that, as it had come to be employed by the Jews,
it was at best a vague and indefinite term. It did
1!

'

.

1

*\
1

. involve the conception of essential
I

'
i

;
. I participation in the attributes of

; . i object of the Gospels was to show
how Jesus appeared as the Kevealer of the Father,
and that salvation could come only through One
who was Himself equal with God assuming the
nature of humanity, dwelling among men, and
suffering in their place. Such a revelation so far
transcended the current expectations of the people
as to the nature and work of th M mni- M M -

-iah,
that the full realization of .' -i-.

i Mi:-;i of
Christ's mission could not be ; ,nrs. >\ -mil His
work was completely accomplished and Jesus was
revealed as the Son of God with power. This view
of the history of the title e Son of God 3

is well

i ho S>n or DM! I M,S such was the Messianic King.*
Here as elsewhere Jesus sought to enlarge and
elevate the current conception of the Messianic
hope, and to show that the Redeemer of Israel
and the world was none else than the Son of God,
by nature and essence equal with God, and not

in that secondary sense in which that name had
hitherto been understood. Such a revelation could
be made onlj ji.uhuilh . hence the sparing use by
Christ of the i

"

K k Son >f God.'
The Fourth Gospel gives special prominence to

the doctrine of the essential Divine Sonship of

Jesus. That indications of it are found in the

Synoptists themselves is evident not only from
the cases already cited, the testimony of the voice
from heaven at the Baptism and at the Trans-

iiguratiou, and our Lord's argument from Ps HO1

that Christ must be more than Son of David since

David himself calls Him Lord, but from such an
utterance as this of our Lord Himself recorded by
St. Matthew and St. Luke :

' All things are de-

livered unto me of my Father : and no man knoweth
the Son, but the Father ; neither knoweth any
man the Father, save the Son, and he to whom-
soever the Son will reveal him' (Mt II-7

||
Lk

1022
). But our Lord's claim to be Son of God /car'

eox7?y is one of the central features of the Johari-

nine discourses no less than of the teaching of St.

John himself. St. John identifies Christ with the
Eternal Logos, and calls Him 'th--

'

"",

*"

of the Father '

(Jn I 14 ) ;
and Jesus , A

-

A

'

i '.

self the same expression (3
16 - 18

)
in terms which

distinctly assert His essential Sonship and His

pre-existence, and declares that the unbelieving
are ' condemned already' because they have 'not
believed in the name of the only-begotten Son of

God 5

(3
18

). Jesus associates His work with that
of the Father (5

17
), and that in such a way as at

once to expose Himself to the charge of blasphemy.
So the E\jin^tiliM: tells us that the Jews sought
the more to kill Him, because c He said also that
God was his Father, making himself equal with
God' (5

18
), their interpretation of His words being

justified by His language on other occasions, as

when He said,
f Before Abraham was, I am '

(S
5S

),

an expression at once suggestive of the Tetra-
sacred name Jehovah itself. And
the fact that the Jews put such

:

'

upon His words, Jesus enlarged
upon the theme, and claimed for Himself power
and authority to give life to the dead and to
execute judgment (5

19~30
). In the same connexion

He declares it to be the Father's will
' that all men

should honour the Son, even as they honour the
Father '

(5
23

) ; and in other places asserts His
essential oneness with the Father (10

30
), and claims

to have shared His glory
' before the world was '

(17
5
). He claims, moreover, to have received from

the Father *

power over all flesh,' to
'

give eternal
life to as many as

'

the Father has '

given him
'

(17
s
) ;

while in more than one passage emphasis is laid

upon the fact that He came from God and should
return to Him (13

3 638 - 46 - 62 728 - 33 - 3S 814 - 16- 18 - 26 - 42

1628 - 30
). \;_, "!. x hile He teaches His disciples to

.

"
< :,-! in ; Father (so 2017

, where He says
M; ! and your Father'), ;!'! ; ii-.-ix :' TTi'n

as such (as He does also in the ^i noj : !
i -;;- .

1 He never places His filial relationship on a level

with theirs' (Weiss). On the contrary. He speaks
at times of the Fatherhood of God \vith exclusive
reference to Himself, as, e.g., where He says (6

46
),

e Not that any man hath seen the Father, save
he which is of God, he hath seen the Father,' a
i-r.-NiL1 -' ul'ich, as Holtzmann points out, 'shows
< li ,.' 1\ i !v.i there the historical appearance of the
Son is connected with the supra-historical being of

the pre-existent Logos.'
From all this it is evident that while the title

* Son of God/ which had come to be associated with

essentially theocratic ideas, as of the election of
Israel by the adoption of grace as sons of God, and
of the Messiah as King of Israel, and was there-
fore open to misunderstanding and misconstruc-

tion, was seldom used by Jesus or His disciples
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as a title of our Lord ; the testimony of all the

Gospels, and especially of the Fourth, distinctly
shows that Jesus claimed to be the Son of God in
the strictest sense of the term, as e-^entirilly and
eternally One with God the Father (cf. {St. John's

summary of the aim of his Gospel in 2031 ' These
are written, that ye might believe that Jesus is the
Christ, the Son of God ; and that believing ye
might have life through his name '). See also sep.
article.

6. The Word or The Logos. This name is

peculiar to the Fourth Gospel, and there it occurs

only in the Prologue (Jn I
1 - L4

). Much controversy
has arisen as to the probable sources from which
the Apostle derived his conception of Christ as
the Logos a controversy the more natural that the
term ' the Word '

as used by St. John represents the

meeting point of Hebrew theology, Hellenic philo-
sophy, and t

1

""". "
Jesus Christ. To that

controversy . need here be made.
See art. LOGOS.
The Logos doctrine of St. John may be sum-

marized thus. God's revelation of Himself in the

history of mankind is a complete unity. Creation,
Providence, and Redemption are parts of the same
grand purpose, whose object is the highest well-

being of God's creatures, and especially of man,
the head and crown of the creation. In each we
have God ivuiiliiii: TTim^lf, and that through a
Mediator. Thi- M'"iii i<>>\ more or less darkly
imagined by mankind from the beginning until
these last times, and more or less clearly revealed
to God's chosen people in the days of the fathers
as the Angel of the Covenant or the Angel of the

Presence, is the same in whom He has now mani-
fested Himself, the Christ by whom God has now
spoken to those to whom, the promise was given,
and who had long been expecting their Messiah,
and to all the sons of men, as many as will receive
Him. Thus is the Christ, the Redeemer of Israel,
the very Word of God, the last, the perfect
revelation of the Most High, and the Redeemer of

the world.
The Prologue of the Gospel is St. John's appeal

to ih<; njuion-. and speaks thus :
e ln Christ Jesus,

whom we knew, who as a man among men com-

panied with us, God has spoken, has manifested
Himself to us who beheld His glory, and to all that
have welcomed that Word of the Father. In
Christ the Word was made flesh and dwelt among
us. In Him was life, and the life was the light of

men.' This conception of Christ as the Logos, the
same that was in the bt-^i lining with God, neces-

sarily involves the doctiiim of ilio essential Deity
and eternal pre-existence of Christ. But the point
which St. John specially brings out by his use of

the term is that in Christ God perfectly reveals

Himself to man, and gives to all that receive
Christ that adoption by which they may become
' children of God '

(r&w 6eov, not viol, Jn I12 ; cf. 1 Jn
31

). Having in the Prologue established tMs point,
St. John makes no further use of the term Logos
in his Gospel, where ' Son '

or ' Son of God ' takes
its place.

7. Son of Man. This title seems to have been
most favoured by our Loid. and occurs with great
frequency, especially in the Synoptic Gospels. Two
typical instance* may be given of our Lord's

preference for this name. One is found in the

Gospel of St. John, where the title least frequently
occurs that of Christ's answer to Xathanael,
who had just acknowledged Him as Son of God.
Jesus, accepting Nathanael's confession, replied
thus :

* Because I said unto thee, I saw thee under
the fig-tree, believest thou ? thon shalt see greater
things than these. And he saith nnto him,
Verily, verily, I say unto yon, Hereafter ye shall

see heaven open, and the angels of God ascending

and descending upon the Son of Man '

(Jn I 50 - 51
).

The other is His reply to the adjuration of the
high priest, who asked Him whether He was the
Christ the Son of God, in which agair .

:
, -,]',

'

,-'y
after acknowledging that such was iii- -!,,

1

--. ;" >

spoke of Himself as Son of Man, and that in con-
nexion with a prophecy of His , .

"

the
right hand of power, and coming

"

. of
heaven (Mt 2663 - 64

||
Mk UG1 - tij

jj
Lk 2267"70 ). For

the origin and history of the title 'Son of Man,
5

see separate article.

With regard to the question as to the sense in
which Jesus used the title 'Son of Man,

1

the
answer is suggested by the connexion in which at
various times He so described Himself. It may be
briefly stated in this way : God manifesting Him-
self to man in a form which man as man can
understand. Comparing the passages in which
the title is used by Christ, the first thing that
strikes us is that He uses it in connexion both with
His humiliation and with His exaltation. We find
it associated with thoughts of the privation^ and
sufferings of Jesus, as where He says :

* I/oxes
have holes, and the birds of the air have nests;
but the Son of Man hath not where to lay his head 3

(Mt S20
1|
Lk 958

). It occurs repeatedly in connexion
with His sufferings and death, as where He tells

His disciples that as John was slain by Herod, so
shall it be done to the Son of Man (Mt 1712

11
Mk

912). Again, that the Son of Man must be de-
livered into the hands of men '

(Lk O44
1| Mt 1722

, cf.

Mt 2018
||
Mk 1033

||
Lk IS31

'33
, Mt 2645

|j
Mk 1441

)?

'and suffer many things' (Mk S31
1|
Lk 922

). Thus
also Jesus states this as the mission of the Son of

Man, that He e came not to be ministered unto,
but to minister, and to give his life a ransom for

many' (Mt 2028
||
Mk 1045

). Again, the title is used
where the thought expressed is that of the sym-
pathy of Jesus with human joys as with human
sorrows, in the contrast drawn between the asceti-
cism of John and the -<H",I!.)I- r.i>|:"-

:
'*'!' of our

Lord (Mt II 18 * 19 Lk 7 ,; while u,e same
thought appears in another form, where Jesus,

justifying His acceptance of the hospitality of

Zacchseus, says :

' The Son of Man is come to seek
and to save "that which was lost j

(Lk 1910
). In

other passages the use of the name suggests the
coexistence of Messianic authority with the lowli-
ness of Christ's hnman nature, as in the narrative
of the healing of the paralytic, in connexion with
which Jesus says that * the Son of Man has power
on earth to forgive sins' (Mt 96

1|
Mk 210

1|
Lk524

) ;

and St. Matthew notes the impression produced
upon the multitude, as that (

they marvelled, and
glorified God which had given such power unto
menS To this class of passages may be referred
also our Lord's saying <

: :

"

Blasphemy
against the Son of Man ani i i. .. the Holy
Ghost (Mt 1232). The Son or Man, 111 His humilia-

tion, veiling His Divine nature, appearing to men
like one of themselves, may not be recognized for

what He is. Blasphemy against Him, therefore,
a-* voMiKm^r onl> from ignorance and unbelief,
ii<inrii*> 01' ionju iu--<

; whereas blasphemy against
the Spirit of God, a presumptuous offence against
the Deity, cannot be forgiven. Again, the title is

used of Jesus in respect of His representative
character, where He asserts His right as Son of

Man to interpret the Sabbath law (Mt 128 \\
Mk

227. 28^
' Jesus regarded the institution from? a

)-hil,riluro|-if pnsni of view, and He claimed lorcl-

*lii]Mix<
r

i

1

f-.'i 'i e Son of Man on the1 ground of

His sympathy with mankind, which He deemed a
far more reliable interpreter of the Divine pur-
pose and guide in observance, than the merciless

rigour of the Rabbis 3

(Bruce, Kingdom of God, p.

174). A connecting link between these uses of the
title and those which specially refer to Christ's
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Exaltation is found in those passages in which
Jesus so calls Himself with reference to His
mission as Founder of the Kingdom of God. So in

the parable of the Tares. He that soweth the

good seed is the Son of Man' (Mt 1337 ).
' The

Son of Man shall send forth his angels] (v.
41

).

Here Jesus identifies the Founder of the Kingdom
of God in the world with the Judge of the world,

using the same title in both connexions. He
who as Son of Man seeks with all patience _and
forbearance to establish His Kingdom by manifes-
tation of the grace of God, is He who must judge
mankind according as they have accepted or re-

jected His message of salvation.

But undoubtedly the most remarkable use of the
name Son of Man is that which is 'directly and

specially connected with the thought of Jesus in

His Exaltation. We see this in all His predictions
of His Second Coming. Thus, speaking of ^the
suddenness and unexpectedness of His appearing,
He says :

' At an hour when ye think not the Son
of Man cometh' (Mt 2444

||
Lk 1240

). The Son of

Man is to appear with the suddenness of lightning
(Mt 2427

11
Lk 1724), and the circumstances of His

appearing are compared to those of the world in

the days of Noah and of Lot (Mt 2437
[|

Lk 1726'32
).

He is to come after the great tribulation (Mt 2430

i|
Mk 1326

II
Lk 2127

). His advent is to be announced

by
' the sign of the Son of Man appearing in the

heavens *

(Mt 2430
). He is to sit as a King upon

the throne of His glory; (Mt 25
31

), when His Apostles
shall be associated with Him, judging the tribes

of Israel (Mt 19-8, cf. Lk 2229 - 30
).

In the Fourth Gospel the name ' Son of Man 5

is

used in connexion with the pre-existence of Christ:
1 No man hath ascended up to heaven but he that
came down from heaven, even the Son of Man
which is in heaven 3

(3
13

,
cf. 66<2

). As Son of Man
He is Mediator between Heaven and Earth (Jn I51 ).

Judgment is committed to the Son of Man as such

(Jn 527
}. Special emphasis is laid upon associations

of this title with the ii-v i-:dgment (cf. besides
the passages just note i. Mi iM'- Mk 1462 || Lk 2269).

Again, Jesus concludes one of His discourses on
'The Last Things' with an emphatic warning to

His own disciples to watch and pray that they
*

may be accounted worthy ... to stand before the
Son of Man J

(Lk 218e
). T?he meaning of all this is

plain. The Son of Man as such is the Judge of

man. Man is, as it were, to be * tried by his

peers.* The Son of Man, as bearing the nature of

man, capable of understanding and -ym p.it hi/ing
with him, is to appear at last as the .ludgo 01" ilio

human race.

It is clear that the meaning of the title cannot
be limited to any of those . ": which have
been suggested of Christ as , i- ." f humanity,
still less to the

'
!

:;*'
"
the humanity as dis-

tinguished from i h . i- ->ofourLord. It was
rather used, as \v

-.

.

'

:

3, very much
' to raise

problems and to incite,' amon^ ChrUtS hearers,
'reflexion and the use of their own judgment.'
* It contained, m nuce, through reference to the

testimony of OT Scripture/ 'a solution of the

paradox of the coexistence* in Jesus 'of lowly
humanity with lofty Messianic dignity

5

(Wendt,
Teaching of Jesns, h. p, 148).

8. To these characteristic titles of our Lord may
be added those of Lord, Master (/crf/uos, tirurrAnis,

dt,8do-Ka\os), Rabbi, which are variously used. The
title 'Lord' appears most frequently as the equi-
valent of 'Master' TV: '----'..

' Tonoher' (StSda-

KV\OS) simply. So \lnrili.i Mi'iro--<i", Jesus as
'Lord' (Kzfyue) when <-onijtlainin<r of Mary's con-
duct in the household of Keilmny (Lk 10^). The
same word is used by the disciples in peril on the
Sea of Galilee (Mt 82

'

5
), in which case the parallels

'Teacher' in St. Mark's account (8i5do-Ko\) and

'Master 5

(TTL<rrdra) in St. Luke's, illustrate the

sense in which it occurs (Mk 488
,

cf. Lk 824 ). So

again, in the narrative of the Transfiguration,
where Peter says, 'Lord, it is good for us to be

here,' the word ictpie in St. Matthew corresponds
to 'Master' (eTricrrdra) in St. Luke and 'Rabbi'

('Pa$8e) in St. Mark. Peter addressed Jesus as
' Lord '

(Ktfpie) when he remonstrated with Him at

Ceesarea Philippi (Mt 16-2
) ; and the same title is

used by the di>ciple^ when they ask Jesus to teach

them to pray
' as John also taught his disciples

'

(Lk II 1
) ; again, when they say of Lazarus, 'Lord,

if he sleep, he shall do well' (Jn II 12
), and by-

Martha and Mary in the same narrative (Jn II3-

21 * 27
) ; and Jesus Himself uses the title

' Lord '

in

connexion with that of 'Teacher' (Jn 13 13
) : <Ye

call me Master (teacher) and Lord.'

The title 'Lord' (j$/>tos) is iKo ?tp|>l>.l to Christ,

especially by St. Luke, as an alternative for Jesus

or Christ, apparently by anticipation, ,,\>. : <-f

Jesus in the manner which became c- : s . i ,:.'

the Crucifixion. Thus we read that ' the Lord
said' to the widow of Nain : 'Weep not' (Lk 7 13

) ;

that ' the Lord said, Who then is that faithful and
wise steward?' etc. (12

42
) ; 'the Lord said, Hear

what the unjust judge saith
'

(IS
6
') ; and again, fchat

'the Lord appointed' the seventy disciples (10
1
).

Again, in St. John we read,
' When therefore the

Lord knew that the Pharisees had heard,' etc. (Jn
41

) ; that ' the Lord gave thanks '

(6
23

) ,-
and that

Mary of Bethany was she ' who anointed the Lord
with ointment' (II

2
). Occasionally also the title

' Lord '

(K&pios) is applied to Christ where text and
context plainly demand that it should be inter-

preted in the highest sense of the word, as where
Elisabeth calls Mary

' the mother of my Lord '

(Lk
I43 ) ; where the angel says,

* a Saviour which is

Christ the Lord J

(Lk 211
) ; where Thomas addresses

Christ,
' my Lord, and my God '

(Jn 2Q28
} ; and by

Jesus speaking of Himself in connexion with the
Last JiuloinenL (Mt 7 fll - 22

, cf. 2511
etc.). See also

separate articles.

9. The various figurative or parabolic names of

Christ do not call for any special remark, as their

use by Christ in the passages where they occur

sufficiently * -V Mi* 'heir meaning. Such is that
of the Good Shephcrc- (Jn 102 - n

etc., cf. Lk 153ff
-),

where He shows how, like the Shepherd of Mes-
-I,.N!I- i-i'*];'"

'-\ . He tends and protects the sheep
! -:i -;: '.''I:- care, and how He must lay down

His life for them ; and again, that of the Door of
the Sheep, an expression which means >lmply rlmb

acceptance of Christ by faith is the firM condition
of entrance into the Kingdom of God (Jn 107- 9

, cf.

146 ). Again, inipreesvnjj upon His hearers the de-

pendence of Hi> di-aciplo upon Himself as the
source of their spiritual life, He described Himself
as the Bread of Life (Jn 685ff

-). The same truth is

taught in the parable in which He calls Himself
the True Yine, with the added thought of fruit-

bearing as the lo^if inmtc test of life in all that
are joined to Him by f.-iith (Jn 15). Again, in

justification of His work among the outcasts of

society, He compares Himself to the Physician, of

whose ;ii<l onh (ho Mck <land in need
V
M<

'

Mk
217

||
Lk ,"r

!

. 'Spooking or the conflict of good and
evil in the IKMU-I 01 man when first he looks to

Christ for help, our Lord uses the similitude of a

strong man armed, successfully defending his

house against all assailants until there comes one

stronger than he who overpowers and binds Mm,
where the moaning of the passage is that Christ is

that Stronger One, who breaks the power of the

strong man Satan (Lk II31
, Mt 12^9

||
Mk S27

).

Lastly, Christ's mission to save sinners by His
vicarious sufferings and death is shadowed forth by
the words of John the Baptist (Jn I 29 ),

' Behold
the Lamb of God [see SHEEP, $] which taketh
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NAPHTALI (]N
T
a^aAec. 1. Description. With

the Captivities all practical use of the tribal
divisions came to an end, and, but for such a refer-
ence as that given in Mt 415 to the OT prophecy of
Is 9 1

, the lands of Zebulun and Naphtali could

scarcely appear a-s ^eojjiMphicfil names in the NT.
The boundaries of these divisions we can know at
best only approximately. Many of the towns
named in Joshua's description of the tribal terri-

tories are unknown to us, and, besides, the tribes
are not likely ever to have had the unbroken
compactness the maps would lead us to believe.

Villages among the mountains of Naphtali have to
this day their arable lands near the shores of the
Sea of Galilee, and similarly in Zebulun the in-

habitants of Nazareth cultivate portions of the

plain of Esdraelon. Thus the tribes mi^ht in many
cases possess detached portions, and difficulties

connected with their extent and boundaries may
sometimes be explained from this fact. This un-

certainty as regards the boundaries of these tribes
is of no consequence to our present purpose, as the
indefinite statement in Mt 41S cannot be used in any
argument regarding the site of Capernaum ; nor can
we fix the boundaries from any supposed relation-

ship to that city, as Relaml IIM.M sought to do (Pal.
p. 161). The lands of Naphtali then, generally
speaking, occupied the N.E. portion of Galilee,

together with the west and south of the Lake.

Josephus (Ant. V. i. 22) defines its northern bound-
ary as Mount Lebanon and the Fountains ofJordan.
The Rabbis tell us that *

Naphtali rejoiced in his

portion, having seas and fish.' They assign the
Sea of Galilee to the portion of Naphtali, and give
him also * a full measure "

to the south of the Lake
(Bab. Baba Kama, 816; Sifri on E>t 33s3

). In Naph-
tali were represented the three divisions of Galilee

of varying elevation (Mislm. Shebiith ix. 2) ; (1)

Upper Galilee, from Kefr TLiiuniyah (Kefr Anan)
northwards, which is described" a^ the portion
where (lie ^ycanuin^ do not grow'; (2) Lower

Galilee, o.\ lending <lou nuiirds till we reach (3) the
third division, which is designated mao Dirm or

pay,-!
'

ih<; Jcpre-Mon of Tiberias
*
or *the valley.*

For (Lc-r.riiirion ot ilio last of these districts, see
artt. JSEA OF GALiLEE, !and GENNESARET (LAND OP).
From the north end of the Plain of Gennesaret

and the Sea of Galilee (-682-5 ft.) the land rises

through a series of -ji-i-|. .i-vi:f- <IIK -'.Mil phiViiuv
to Safed ( + 2750 ft.- HI-.; -I-;*-! .!<.nk {-!'"'" ,'..,,

the" highest peak in "Western Palestine. To the
north of these points, and until the valley of the
Litani is reached, we have an undulating table-

land, with vast stretches that are arable and every-
where tilled, with swelling hills in view all round,
covered with prickly shrubs and trees and forests
of small oak. This 'district is broken into by two
deep valleys, somewhat like hut narrower than

Wady ^amarn. From the N.W. of the Plain of
Gennesaret the Wady Leimon, otherwise called

Wady Amud, and in ancient times |na nbyo, the
* ascent of Meiron,' extends to the neighbourhood
of the village of that name. It is a narrow gorge,
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for the most part enclosed by steep rocky walls
and natural pillars. It is now impassable, but in
ancient times it was accessible to passengers in

single file (Erubhin, 22b ; Bosh-hash., 16a). About
half-way up this ravine a smaller wady branches
off eastward, to beyond the great rock of Akbara
a cliff a.^ yivuiil iirul impre.^ivo as anything met
with in WiiJy H.IUUIMI. In later days there grew
up under its shadow a famous Rabbinical school,
and the district was renowned for its coverts oi

pheasants. Farther north, Upper Galilee is divided

by another valley (Wady Fara), almost equally
deep, but le.^ rucky. It extends eastward from
the neighbourhood of el-Jish, and opens out into
the plain beside Lake yuleh and the Jordan.

In the neighbourhood of el-Jish and Taitabeh
(said to be the Tishbe of 1 K 17 1

)
we meet with

three extinct craters and quantities of black volcanic
rock3 and by it the slopes to the IJuleh valley and
the Jordan as far as the Sea of Galilee are also

fringed. Between Kerazeh and Tell ljum great
quantities of basaltic boulders cumber the ground,

.. i ., ,. : .. ,
.. black. Volcanic

,',-, , . ;ast. They have
created for us these wild ^t/'-^o- j.i'-l

^i^.ii'Jc <--iffs,

and their continued exist* -n<-o i- piuvt d by tin; hot

springs, as also by the ir<j<j!h>
r ii o.iri jqii;ikc< in

ancient (Ant. XV. v. 2 ; Joma v. 2 ; Sota viii. 7)

and in modern times. Of these latter the most
terrible known is that which occurred on 1st Jan.
1837. Elsewhere the rocks of Napht.iV ,IT ..vr-MJ.Vy
a species of limestone, known in 3',;!- - .< uy .i -

name of nari. On the hills abov<- \\>- l.,:k<- 'i 'n--.

are great stretches of these white rocks, hard as

flint, bare, desolate, and painful to the eye, especi-

ally under the summer sun. But though the surface
is hard and glossy^ we lm\o only 10 ^i> below it to

find that the rock is i on I ly <on .

"

I i may be cut with
a saw with even greater facility than wood. All
sorts of trees olives, tigs, and vines can send
their roots through it and draw nourishment
thence, while the hard exposed surface is there to

conserve the moisture below. With little trouble
these rocky desolations may be turned into vine-

yards, -'i- 1 ;.- d orchards, and we have every-
reason ,; i . ; they were such in the early
Christian centuries (Bab. Megilla, 6a).

Naphtali will thus be seen to have, in virtue of

its lands of varying altitude and deep depression, a

greater variety of climate, scenery, and possible

variety of production than any other tribe of Israel.

To it more than to any other could be applied the
words of promise uttered ere the Land was vet
entered ' a land of brooks of water, of fountains
and depths that spring out of valleys and hills ;

a land of wheat and "barley and vines and fig-trees
and r T J - land of oil olives and honey

'

(Dt +
.. \i -m the barren stretches men-

tioned, these words describe most naturally the
state of Naphtali to-day. Different parts are
renowned for their varied products Rameh for the
excellence of its olives and its oranges, el-Jish for

its vineyards, the north and the 5^en valley for

their fine crops of wheat and barley. Elsewhere we
meet with the lemon, fig, mulberry, apricot, and
even tobacco and tomatoes, in great abundance.
As the Targum (on Gn 4921

) ha- ir,
'

X;iphtali's lot

was cast in a pleasant land.' From shortly after

the commencement of the rainy season it is brilliant

with flowers anemones of many varied tints, cycla-

mens, and lilies, while all its water-courses may be
traced by the red bloom of the oleander. The hills

are greener than those of any other tribe, and the

grass and the spring flowers continue among its

uplands long after the rest of Palestine is burned
black and bare. This arises from the fact that

Naphtali enjoys first and most of all the much
praised

* dews of Hermon that descend upon the
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mountains of Zion
'

(Ps 1333
). When the N.E. wind

has come gently blowing over the great mountain,
we have seen the dew-clouds rolling down in great
volumes over its fields, supplying all nature with
fresh vigour and sensations ot pleasantness. Modern
products, such as oranges, tobacco, and tomatoes,
were absent in our Lord's time, as was also another
feature that attracts the eye in these days, viz.

,
the

great hedges of prickly pear or cactus, by which

many of the villages .

'
; 1\ fortified. This

plant is of modern : .

A
. .hough, unfortu-

nately, it has often found its way into pictures of

Bible scenes. Compared with the present day, the
hills of Xr-jphiuli were much more wooded in NT
times. -)u -i a:"ior such another period of unrest
and unsettlement as Galilee had passed through
before the Advent, Arculphus, a pilgrim (A.D. 670),
found that the hills in his time were wooded down
to the shores of the Lake. The woods of Naphtali
are mentioned in the Palestinian Talmud (Baba
Bathra v. 1).

Of the productiveness of the soil there is arable
testimony. We are told that Gush IJalab (Gis-
chala

; el-Jish) was famous for the quantity of its

oil (Erokhin ix. 6 ; Menakhoth, 85&), and as this

was considered to be a border town adjoining the
tribe of Asher, the Rabbis saw here a fulfilment of

Gn 4920
, Dt 3324

. Jpsephus, speaking of the same
place, tells us that its people were generally hus-

bandmen, and applied themselves to the cultivation

of the fruitsof the earth (BJlY. ii. 1). The quality
of the wheat of Cliorazin and Capernaum is well

spoken of (Men. 85^). It is elsewhere stated that

Naphtali possessed vines and fruitful fields (Bab.

Meg. 6a), and we meet with incidental reference
to the honey of Safed, the indigo of

"*

T; "!

"

and
the raw silk of"Gush IJalab. And, as

productiveness is concerned, it must be remembered
that whatever may be said of the hills of Naphtali
applies with tenfold more force to the Plain of

Gennesaret and the southern shore of the Lake
(Jos. BJm. x. 8). If the evidence of Jo**ophu- and
the Talmuds does not all refer to tho rime of our
Lord's ministry, at least it shows us clearly what
the district was becoming during that period.

2. The people. Zebulun and Naphtali were in

the year B.C. 135 practically Gentile (1 Mac 5s3),
but from that time onward they became gradually
r-- -i

|
"-'I \\ a population of Jewish blood, and

f-. i

'
"

of this resettlement its people were

piv-r-r >< inly patriotic (Ant. xiy. ix. 2
J>
xv.

>
10).

Ii -An- j. <::-("ri
"

,

" ' '
'

""
^"-ries and inspiring

scenes, and the " k
- >!, i up to them. The

kind of immigrant-* tlio-u 1 who sought a freedom
unknown at the court ot Herod would guarantee
their quality, and, besides, there is something^ in
the free air of the :; -si -i '< \ I'V mountains
that have a past 'i

:

!." --!;.
'

,- goes a long
way to make heroes and warriors. In B. c. 4, Judas
the son of Hezekiah had made an unsuccessful

attempt to revolt, and again in A.D. 6, Judas of
Galilee and his Zealots (cf. Lk 615

), declaring
'There is no king but God' (Ant. xvin. i. 6).

[With this saying we may compare that in the
Jewish Morning Prayer, HJJIN KVx ^ vtj f% and its

repudiation in the cry of the Jews to Pilate (Jn
1915

), as well as the Galilsean Arabic proverb met
with in el-Jish to-day,

' Md fal .sW///?? ylt&r alia,*
* There is no king but God']. The milder govern-
ment of Antipas, and his presence, as a 'half-Jew,'
between them and their conquerors, kept the Zealots
at peace during a long period in the 1st cent.

(A.D. 6 -A.D. 66), and allowed the population to

grow, so that probably all the villages of to-day
represent cities of that time (BJ in. iii. 2). The
population did not in peaceful days sink into sloth
and indulgence. They were essentially sturdy sons
of hardy toil; and where commerce, agriculture,

and fishing did not afford employment, they en-

gaged in trades, as in dyeing at Magdala, weaving
at Arbela, and pottery manufacture at Kefr Han-
anyah. !" -

1 " "*

by the people ofJerusalem,
Naphtali , ming a centre of learning,
and, even before the Christian era, had given birth
to one in the direct line of succession as transmitters
of the oral law or traditions of the elders (Mt 152

)

Nitai or Mattai of Arbela who has left us this

saying, which is almost characteristic of the people :

1 [Remove from a bad neighbour, have no partner-
ship in evil, and despair not of reward 3

(Pirke
Aboth i. 7).

3. Christ's sojourn. Our Lord's settlement in

the lands of Naphtali began probably about Janu-

ary of the year A.D. 27 (Mt 413
), a short visit of

'not many days' having been made before the

previous Passover (Jn 212
). The time of sojourn

would then extend till Sept. A.D. 28 a period of

about 20 months ; but this was broken in upon by
circuits in Galilee (Mk I34

,
Lk S1 '3

,
Mt 935

, Mk 66
),

to Tyre and Sidon (Mt 1521
), to Decapolis (Mk 731),

to Csesarea Philippi (Mt 1613
), and a visit to Jeru-

salem to the Passover (Jn 51
). In virtue of Christ's

being asked for a^vl |-i;. :iv ; ibute in Capernaum
(Mt 1724

), we may u-r-< !:: !< li
1

;.
1 He was recognized

as a citizen there ; and the light thrown on this

transaction by the Talmud enables us to infer that
He had been domiciled in Naphtali one year before
the 15th Adar preceding the request for payment
(cf. M. Shekalim i. 3 ; Baba Bathra i. 6 ; Sanhedrin
112a). As the circuits through Galilee took
place for the most part during the hot season,
when the inhabitants are in the mountains, we can

see, when we consider the smaller Galilee of those

days, that the greater part of one year at least

would be spent among the people of Naphtali. It

was from among them that the Lord chose most of

His friends and disciples. It was in Naphtali, too,
that He made the selection. It was there that He
did most of His mighty works (Mt II 20

). Its towns
were the best known in Gospel history Capernaum,
Bethsaida, Chorazin, Magdala, and Tiberias and
it was over three of these that He uttered the sen-
tence of woe because they believed not (Mt II 21'24

).

It was in Naphtali that most of His teaching, as
recorded in the ^vv.oj.iio-. v. as given. Its flowers,
its fruits, its cro^*, i'- l-ini- and beasts, its moun-
tain torrents, its manners and customs, were all

used to illumine the Gospel message, and to bring
light first to its people, and then, through them,
along the world's highways to all that sit in dark-
ness. In this, Matthew (4

15
), and with him the

whole Christian world, sees the fulfilment of Isaiah's
old prophecy, and, apart from individual opinions
that it might be understood of the glory to which
Rabbinism attained here in the 2nd and 3rd cents. ,

the older Synagogue teaching is so far at one with
them thai all tlio midrasMm declare that the
Messiah ben Joseph should appear in Galilee. So
also writes Sa'adiah ha-Gaon in his work on Faith
and Kno^^}ledge, v. ; while the Book of Zohar on
Ex I8 clearly'states that the c Messiah shall arise
and be revealed in the land of Galilee/

LITERATURE. See the authorities cited under artt. PALESTINE,
C, \- . -i '"'< s \: M, etc. For homil. use, 0. H. Waller, The
V/y... . *. /, ', r.,'o/P0arZ3(1903), p. 129.

*VV IV^C CHRISTIE
NAPKIN. -The Gr. <rov8dpiov, tr.

'

napkin
'

in the

Gospels (cf. Ac 1912 'handkerchief
J

), is Lat. suda-

rium, and became current in the East through the
extension of the Roman Empire. The piece of

cloth, a yard or so square, of which the o-ovd&piov

consisted, was turned to variou* purp< ><*-. It

usually served as a head-dress to protect tho head
of the living from the sun, and to give a finish to
their costume, but it served other purposes as well.
Two of these are mentioned in the Gospels. In Lk
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1920 the unfaithful servant confesses that he had
wrapped up his master's pound in a napkin. In
Jn II44 and 207 we are told that the head of the
dead had been bound about with a napkin.
With regard to Lk 1920 the words put into the

lips of the unfaithful servant are an example of
Christ's irony, and help to show us the true
character of the servant. The fact that he admits
having put the pound in a sweat-cloth \- -V:.:f .i>!.

It stamps him not only as a man who \\ii- <:: *, i-

tented with his pound, but also as a man of in-
dolent character, unwilling to use the opportunities
of service which were given him. The misuse of
the napkin,

""
,.. *| does the lazy habit of

the man, is-
"

;- ,
. . the right understand-

ing of the parable.
The reference to the napkin in Jn 207 is worthy

of special attention in connexion with the Resur-
rection of Christ. Unfortunately neither the AV
nor the BV gives the exact translation of the
Greek text. The literal rendering of the passage
makes it clear that the napkin which had been
placed about Christ's head before burial was dis-
covered by the two disciples lying where His head
had been, in the undisturbed form of a coiled or
twisted head-wrapper. The verb &Tcrv\Lyfjufaov
should be rendered * coiled

' or c twisted up/ and
not '

wrapped together
5 as in AV", or * rolled up

3

as in RV, and implies that the napkin was found
coiled or twisted together in turban-like fashion,
just as if His head had somehow slipped out of it,
while the words %w/>te . . . els %va, r6iroj>, translated
in both AV and RV ' in a place by itself,

3 would
be better translated c

separately (not !,: Y ' ^
*

linen clothes which had been swathii .
'.

i>
into one place,' els &a TOTTOV being the equivalent
of els ratfro in classical Greek. This rendering of
the passage is confirmed by the impression made
upon the two disciples by what they witnessed on
entering the tomb. It is said that they

* saw and
believed ' saw something, that is, which persuaded
them so r-ii'i'iili nl\ that their Master was risen
from the dom! ilui: their doubts were nnmcdiiitcly
resolved, and they proceeded at once to iluir o\\n
home (Jn 2010

) to await the development of events.
For a full discussion of the ]<! ,-!;.( jml its bearing
on the Resurrection, see II. I.JIT ISM in. The Risen
Master, p. 40 ff.

Ti. - i : . Gt"- 1
.. 77 \- Land and t7ieBibU;Gr.M.M&e1tie,

/: '/' i/" .- /.- 7, / r i...
; Trench, Notes on the Parables

(Parable of the Pounds). MOKISON BEYCE.

HARD (Heb. T& from Skr. naladitrfi't. i.rolm'My
through Persian; Gr. vdpdos, Arab. v. /*'///- ////*///

[
= Indian spike]). The chief ingredient in the

costly unguents used in the East, and from thence
imported to Rome. The word is found in the OT
(Ca 1^4

13 - 14
), and twice in the Gospels (Mk 148

-5
,

Jn 12"""-. oocii 1

li'ip in both cases in the account of
the ;:r:oiiiiiii^ of our Lord, in a house at Bethany,
by a woman whom St. John identifies as Mary the
sister of Lazarus.* In classical literature there
are frequent references to nard. Theophrastus
speaks of it as a root (de Odor. 28), and says
it came from India (Hist. Plant. Ix. 7. 2). Dio-
scorides, a physician who flourished about A.D.
100, also tells us that it came from India, being
found in the Ganges district, and that it had many
shaggy (TToXtiKojws) spikes growing from one root
(1 6. 77). Athenseus (xv. HOI Hi. Horace (Od. n.
xi 16, IV. xii. 16), Ovid (Ar.-t. Ant. iii. 443), and
Tibullus (ii. 2. 7) make references to it. But
our chief authority is Pliny the Elder (Nat. Hist.
xii. 26, 27, xiii. 2). He speaks of its great value,f

* Mk. connects this incident closely with the last Passover,
but Jn. makes it clear that it happened on the night before the
tnumphal entry into Jerusalem.

t Mk. and Jn. mention 300 denarii (about 10) as the cost per

its adulteration, and the means by which genuine
nard may be ;"-

:

:i _..!-' -^

"

spurious. Genuine
(sincernm) n", : x ,. i '; is- li^htne.-^. its red
colour, its sweet smell, and it^ peculiar taste
(gustu maxime siccante os, sapore iucundo). He
also speaks of the use of alabaster boxes to pre-
serve it. (See ALABASTER).

It was formerly supposed by Linnaeus and other
botanists that nard was an Indian grass ; but Sir
W. Jones and Dr. Boyle, director of the Govern-
ment Botanical Gardens at Saharunpore from 1823
to 1831, have conclusively proved that it is to be
identified with Nardostachys Jatamansi, a plant
of the order Valerianaeese, found at great altitudes
in North India. This plant bears small spikes of

purple flowers, each with four stamens. The part
used fn 1 -

MI,.V-II: ihe perfume was the root and
lower | i in-: <>i ,

. stems, which are shaggy
s
like

tufts of ermine,
3 and to which the skeletons of

former leaves adhere, giving them a bristly appear-
ance. It is probably these stems, rather than the
flower heads, which Pliny calls spicce. The epithet
Trta-TiK^ applied in Mk. and Jn. to vdpdos may
possibly be an attempt to reproduce spicata, which,
in vulgar Latin, may have become spicita (see
Swete's St. Mark, ad loc., and art. SPIKENARD in

present work).
T: 'i-; A ,

; >,-.- r, -? .:.,.'., '..-. . ,-i
- -

..- -. . ,

A* an- /:, -/.. .. , : u_ i-
'

:./.,, -.-. ,..

"

Indim (1891). .',>-: I- :. \
( ..,.'/ . .

Bible, p. 485; ii. >_ ^ -i..: : ; .
-

'

;, rDB (by Houston), Hastings' DB (by j i ,

'

rby
Thistleton-Byer and M*Lean). jj. \\ . I i ;.!',..

NATHAN. A son of king David, named in our
Lord's genealogy, Lk 331

.

NATHANAEL (
= 9e6%)0?,

* Gift of God 3

[Heb.
Nu 1s, 1 Ch 214

etc.] ; cf. Adeodatus, Deo-
datus, Deusdedit}. We know nothing about him
except what is told us in Jn I45

-51 212
. On the

question of his identity with Bartholomew, see
art. BARTHOLOMEW, i. p. 173a. Th Y . ;

v
ich

Nathanael was found by Philip ,i- i-
1

-

:... s to
Jesus is not mentioned ;

bis-
1

ii i- rn t i:ii|>iol h ui].-

that Nathanael wasn i ir-niri^ \r**\\\ ii-:rriin^ i<> i h-
'H, 1

,'

1

,!
1

: of the Bj!|ii-i. I!'- rn;iv s-jiix- !> < :i

!-.'l-:

:

/--, by him. The very detailed account of
the calling of Nathanael leads one to suppose that
it was an important event, such as the calling of
one who was afterwards to be an Apostle. In any
case, the local laH'vli.-rLv -hown in v. 441- is very
real, and, so far ,i- ii ^.oo-, it tells in favour of
Johannine authorship ; tor tot. John would possess
this knowledge, and a later writer would not, and
A\ould not care to invent such details. Philip,
like Nathanael, was a Galilsean, the one of Beth-
saida, the other of Cana (21

2
) : they were there-

fore neighbours, and evidently friends. Like
Andrew and John, Philip no sooner finds, or is
found by, Christ, than he seeks to make Him
known to others. The plural,

' We have found
him,' etc., seems to imply that Philip, with
Andrew and Peter and John and James, was now
a disciple of Jesus. These five formed the begin-
ning of the Christian Church. The order of the
words in the Greek is noteworthy :

c Him of whom
wrote Moses in the law ' comes first, .

r and the
prophets

*

being added as an afterthought ; and
the whole of this comes with emphasis before the
verb,

' we have found.' It looks as if Natlianael
and Philip had at times discussed the OT descrip-
tions of the Messiah. At this time Philip would
know nothing of the virgin birth at Bethlehem :

he quite naturally describes Jesus as He was

pound of the unguent. Pliny (xii. 26) says that the 'spicae'
were worth 100 denarii a pound, and in xiii. 2 mentions the
price of a similar unguent as rising to 300 denarii per
pound.
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commonly known. The Scriptures to which he
specially refers would he Gn IT7 49 10

, Bt IS15
.

NatlianaeFs question,
' Can any good thing ?

'

etc., does not imply that Nazareth had a bad
reputation j hut that the iii-i^nifu ; ni village, so
close to his own home, was i:oi i, hlvt i\ hirthplace
for the Messiah. Wn* R ^Pf+y place," so familiar
to them both, thus !i- :,.'.' What prophecy
said anything- of the kind ? The prophecy alluded
to in Mt 2JS is not known to us, and was probably
unknown to Nathanael. In any case, Nathanael's
question confirms the statement that the miracle
at Cana was the first of Christ's signs. If Jesus
had worked miracles at Nazareth, Nathanael at
Cana must have heard of them.

Philip's
c Come and see

3

is in harmony with the
practical bent of his mind (12

21 148
), and is the best

answer to anything like prejudice.
< He that doeth

the truth conieth to the light
'

(3
21

, cf. I 9
) ; and

this is what Nathanael does, with good results.
It is part of his guilelessness that he is willing to
have any prejudice removed, and he at once
accepts Philip's proposal ; cf. 429* 30

. Christ praises
him as truly an Israelite, i.e. as one who has some-
thing more than the blood of the patriarch, viz. a
character which corresponds to the dignity of the
name (Ps 731

). In him the guile of Jacob the
supplanter has given place to the righteousness
which wins a victory with God. He is one whose
death a prophet may desire (Nu 23 1

).

Nathanael overhears the praise of himself, and
the question with which he replies to it has been
criticised as arguing a want --T

"

_

. i his

part. But his reply does not ''.

'
I V"-- 1 that

I am all that : but how do you know it ?
*

Rather,
he exhibits surprise that a total stranger should
express any opinion about him. He somewhat
coldly intimates that he doubts the value of praise
which can hardly be based upon -\

|.
::< >,,. J$u.t,

like Mary's
* How shall this b-j '.' ,1A ! his

question does not so much ask for proof as express
astonishment. In both cases the ^roof which was
not demanded was granted. Gabriel gave Mary a
sign that he could read her future, for he showed
that he knew all about Elisabeth's prospects of a
son ; and Jesus gives Nathanael a sign that He
could read Ms character, for He shows that He
knows all about his private conduct (cf. what we
read of Elisha in 2 K 526 612

). Nathanael at once
recognizes the ^igiiifiofinoo of this knowledge, and
in his reply 'the true Israelite acknowledges his

King.'
It is right to allow for the possibility that in

Nathanael's confession (I
49

), and in that of the
Baptist (v.

34
), the Evangelist may be putting into

the mouths of others language which had become
natural to himself, but was not actually nsed by
them. St. John was so full of the doctrine that
Jesus as the Messiah was the Son of God, that he
may have made those who accepted Him as the
Messiah express their belief in a form which was
not used until somewhat later. We must admit
that thus to antedate the terminology of a fuller

appreciation of the truth would be possible. But
P* 2fi - 7 will suffice to explain, the language which
the Evangelist attributes to the Baptist and to
Nathanael. This Psalm was generally recognized
as Messianic, and seems to have been very familiar
(Ac i25'28 1383, He I 5 55). In the fulness of his con-
viction "Vallum:! ol quite naturally uses the fullest

Scriptural designation of the Messiah with which
he was acquainted. Experience of Christ's mirac-
ulous knottlc-Hlire had convinced him, as it con-
vinced the Samaritan woman (4

s9
) and Thomas

(20
27- 28

) ? that Jesus stood in the closest relation to
God. Hence he uses this title of the Messiah
(11

s7
, Mt 266S

, Mk 311
!!
57

{|
1589

|j, Lk 44
*) rather

than the common f Son of David' (Mt Q27 1223 1522

2o*>. si 219-15 224
-etc.). Although

' Son of God ' and
*
King of Israel ' both indicate the Messiah, the

titles are not quite synonymous, as is shown by
the repetition of * Thou art.

' c Son of God '

gives
the relation to God a relation which would be

only vaguely understood by Nathanael ;

(

King of

Israel
'

gives the relation to the Chosen People.
Thus the two titles complete one another.

"^ |J1
:

'_ is gained by suggesting (Cheyneiii Enc.
/; '/ ,::. col. 3338) that ' when thou wast under
the fig-tree' ought to be * when thou wast making
supplication/ because the Hebrew for the one

(pnnp M5Ni iv&atta mithhannen) would resemble the
Hebrew for the other (rrs-r -7- X-N". weatta tahath

hattffena). What the I' \ ;.'_ .
- gives us is in-

trinsically more probable, as being more definite,
and therefore more likely to impress Nathanael.
Nathanael seems to have believed that Jesus knew
what he was thinking about under the fig-tree,

just as the Snmaiitan woman believed that He
knew all about her past life. Fresh from the
'.I'-

1

"".. <-f the Baptist, Nathanael may have been
., ,".;:'._: on the coming of the Messiah as near

at hand. It was under a fig-tree that Xuj^u-lino
heard the '

Tolle, lege' (Conf. vni. xii. I> bee
OTreff. to 'fig-tree.'

' Believest thou ?' implies homeLhiug of surprise
at the rapidity of Nathaniel's conviction (contrast
Mk 66

) ; but ' thou believest
'

is perhaps right.
Christ approves of his faith and of its basis ; and
He forthwith promises him an ampler basis, and
therefore the prospect of a loftier faith. This
wider basis of *

greater things
'

refers to the public
signs which are to follow, and which seem to be
alluded to in c the angels of God ascending and
descending upon the Son of man.' Angels are
instruments of the Divine power in nature (Rev
1418 165

). Nathanael has believed because of a
miracle of knowledge which could be appreciated
by himself alone : he is hereafter to witness
miracles of power which can be appreciated by all.

And here it is to be noted that, while the f
Israelite

indeed' enters upon a new life in ivu^iii/iii;! his

King by the sign granted to him, the Messiah
Himself enters upon a new career in granting the

sign. This private sign to Nathanael was a pre-
lude to those public miracles in which Christ
* manifested His glory

'

to the Jewish nation and
through it to all the world. The angels, who are
to be instruments of the manifestation, are repre-
sented as being already on earth, the '

ascending
'

being placed first. They are ready to carry men's

prayers to heaven, and to bring down the blessings
which prayer wins. But there is a reference to
Jacob's dream (Gn 2812

), suggested "!;. "! ;"!.
>

j)lace; for Bethel, Mahanaim, and .
I '-!,

all lay close to the route which Christ would take
in going from Judeea to Galilee ; and in the narra-
tive in Genesis the ascending angels are mentioned
first. What Jacob had dreamed was fulfilled in
Jesns. Heaven was opened and remained so (per-
fect participle) to mankind. Heaven came down
to earth in the Person of the Son of God, and, by a
regular intercourse between His place of sojourn
and His home, man became capable of attaining to
heaven. It narrows the meaning far too much
when the promise to Nathanael i^ inforprelod of
the .uiLM-l- v ho appeared after tho Toinptaiioii.
at <!!> \^opy, and after the Hc^urrociioii nml
Ascension.
The change in the designation of the Messiah is

-
i >!nn < :i n i . Nathanael had called Him ' the Son of

(lo-i
'

: II i calls Himself f the Son of Man,' and it

is the earliest occasion on which He does so. In
the Synoptic Gospels the title * Son of Man ' occurs
69 times, and Christ i- lepro-onted as using it

(always of Himself) on nbom 40 dillorent occasions.
In John the title is used 11 or 12 times, 935 being
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doubtful ;
and none of these passages is parallel

to nn\ tiling in tlie Synoptics. Here the point
may IK. ihir He is come, not to revive the old

theocracy, nor to - restore the kingdom to Israel
'

(Ac I6 ), but to redeem the whole human race. It

may also be that at this beginning of His ministry
Jesus will not definitely a_ccept the title *Son of
God.

3 Without rejecting it, He substitutes for it

a title which, seems to have been adopted by Him
to veil, rather than to reveal, the fact that He was
the Messiah. But here again we must allow for

the possibility that the Evangelist is wording
Christ's reply , 1" . language which lie had
often heard fr-

'

i x ,
but which was not used

quite so early in the ministry as this.

In Nathanael we have an instance of a good
man hampered by prejudice, but quite willing to

be enlightened. He conies to the Light, and is

searched, approved^ and illuminated. In Christ's

treatment of him we have an instance of His
knowledge of what was in man (2~

5
), not only in

the case of mankind in general, but with regard
to individual character ; also of the working of
the law that * whosoever hath, to him shall be

given.'
The narrative of the call of Nathanael, like the

rest of Jn 1, strongly confirms the belief that the
writer is a Jew of Palestine, well acquainted with
the Messianic hopes, and with the traditions and
phraseology current in Palestine at the time of
Christ's ministry ; able also to give a lifelike

picture of Christ's first disciples.

LITERATURE. B. F. Westcott, Gospel of St. John, 261, S3 ft. ;
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NATION. This wrord has two inojiiun^-. *:nrd-

ing as it distinguishes Israel from oilirr p^oplc.-v, or
as it concerns Israel within itself. In the former
sense it signifies a State more or less organized,
and its keynote is independence ; in the latter, a
race of common speech and religion, and its key-
note is unity. There are two pairs of Greek words
ooiTc-pOM<lin<: lu this distinction. 'lou&uot is used
im(i(;r ilio TOMiior category, and most frequently by
John, who wrote when the Jewish and Christian
communities were decisively separated from one
another ;

* whereas 'IvparfK is used always with
a note of affection and pride by those who count
themselves as its members, sharers in the Divine
choice and covenant. There is a similar contrast
between the words Wvos and Aaos, the former and
Wvq (in the phrase

'
all nations

3

) being used gener-
nl\v ->f ]i"1

:i'icl States, rk Qwr\ has the special
imvjiin-j o: *

: '< Gentiles,' the non-Jewish peoples
(Heb. nru), and ^r,i.:;ir-ll\ L'-rJ!:::'- < li". ally black-

ened, so that AV i-M j'ii : !\ ( \ iivM-Ln:- 'heathen'
(Gal 1 J6 29

, cf. Mt 67 tevucdt). But the common
noun, which corresponds with 'lo-pa^X is Aaos. It

conveys the sense of God's possession and purpose,
which are creative of the national unity main-
tained by the sacrifices and observances of the
Law. Its analogue in Heb. is 057. As %6vri sank
down into the meaning of heathen, so Aao's is at

length appropriated by the Christian conscious-
ness. The few exceptions to the above rules should
be noted. Tn Lk T

1"'

'23-', and throughout the Fourth
Gospel, gQvas is used in the place of Aaos ; for, as
was just stated, in the later Apostolic circles the
old prerogatives of Israel were claimed for the
*
Israel of Cod,' i.e. the Christians. In Lk 210 \aos

* St. Paul, too, puts 'louiauu on the same secular footing- as
XAsjvs? ; cf. the phrase xet* 'lorfeuois %} "E^wj xe&i *% txaOaie-.'tt

is translated in AV as if it were eQvf\ ; but RV
corrects it from *

all people
5

to e all the people.
'

1. "So-uSaioi, 0vos, 60VT], In so far as the Jews
constituted a body politic, they had lost their

7
'

since Pompey's occupation of Jems.
. . -."-. md the Roman hold was t^iiU'icd

by the rule of the Imperial xoii'v'
1 JIi-M-u ilio

Great, B.C. 37-4. He obtained "MOM; Ai^:^:;.- the
title of *king' in B.C. 30, and iaiy >1'<V- of ter-

ritory, first Samaria, Jericho, and towns in the
west, and afterwards the regions between the
Lebanons and the Lake of Gennesaret, and east-
wards. He greatly enhanced the material glories
of the Holy Land, especially by wealth expended
on the Temple (Mt 2316 241

,
Jn 220

}, by which he
hoped to secure the loyalty of the nationalists.

But, though he gave lavishly with one hand, h@
took away cynically with the other. He filled the

high jmest's office with his own creatures ; and
by building theatres and pa^an temples showed
scant respect for the national ideal. * He founded
KaLcrdpeLo, (i.e. temples of Csesar) in many towns'
outside Judeea (Jos. Ant. XV. ix. 5). His strength
lay in his bodyguard of 3000, who were drawn
from the Samaritan population, and in the fortified

palaces which he built at Jerusalem and Csesarea.

By intrigue and assassination he exterminated the
rival Hasmona^an house, including his favourite
wife and her popular sons. The frenzied act of
massacre of the babes of Bethlehem, for which
Mt 216 is the only authority, is quite in accord with
his temper in the later years of Ms life.

On the death of this Idumaean tyrant an even
sadder chapter from the standpoint of national

independence began. For Herod's kingdom was
I'

1

" 1 "' 1

, . 'reesons: Philip hnvinir tliti newly
,:-,... '-,.- of Trachonitis, Itursea (Lk 31

),

etc.; Antipas ^n* 1

evening to Galilee and Peraea ;

and Archelaus. jnn-r a Jong suit at Rome, obtain-

ing the most important part with an allotted in-

come of 600 talents. In A.D. 6, the last-named
was finally summoned for his evil courses to Rome,
and the unhappy people sank one stage lower in

the scale of national independence, Ui^-.' j-.r-'
1

under a procurator. This was an < \- !<;';_ "!

the worse, even from the tyranny of !I< s"'<

Great and the iniquities of Ms son. For although
these were only half Judaeans, and in subtle and
sometimes pronounced antagonism to the national-
ist party, they did not fail to give it some regard ;

whereas Pontius Pilate and Ms four predecessors
mostly gave up even the attempt to understand so
"

,

"
;,V- j people. No wonder f the revolu-

'

,

.
, '\ !'i

-i as !'!' r'ii; \ nicrea-n^ among
!

'

.

:

-,- < --inlin ,'"< nf Cliri-t" (fcM'hurer).

These procurators (jryefjubv in NT, girirpoTros more
often in Josephus) were not of senatorial or prae-

torian, but only of < i\'i* -J -ia 1
: IV.M^. and not abso-

lutely independent \ :\\- ^\ -1,-M v iivrernor3 though
their dealings wear ii:-^

1

'^ '-i. with Rome.
Their power included (a) military and police con-

trol. The Jews were themselves free from con-

scription for military service. But there were

plenty of Gentiles in the land to supply the small

garrisons required. The centurion (Lk 72 2347
) and

his cohort would be required only in a few of the

larger towns. The Temple was dominated by the
tower of Antonia. The pit KIT-JIT or had also (5)

judicial authority. His 00*1 livm.-u ion was required
for capital sentences (Jn 1831

), and his executive
force carried them into effect (Mt 2T27

). Ordinary
civil and criminal cases, however, affecting Jews
were dealt with at the sessions of the Sanhedrin,
and when they appeared to have the people behind
their verdict, Pilate was loth to deny them (Mt
2718 ' 24

}. He also used his powers of release with a
view to propitiating the populace (Mt 2715

). But
the name of procurator conveys a special reference
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to the duties respecting (c) the Roman treasury.

Being an Imperial province, the taxes of Judaea
were paid to the account not of the Senate, but of

Caesar (Mk 1214 ). The country was divided into

some ten toparchies for fiscal purposes. Tacitus

(Annals, ii. 42) speaks of Judoea in A.D. 17 as

fossa oneribus. The taxes (land and poll) were
collected "by State officers ; but the customs were
farmed to pwblicani such as Zacchseus (apxtreXuwTjs,
Lk 193

) of Jericho.

The rights of the procurator were also enjoyed
by the tetrarchs, as well as the right to issue

copper coinage. Herod Antipas built Tiberias,
S.W. of the Lake, for his capital. Like his

father, he tried to propitiate or rather seduce
national sentiment by his outlay on public works ;

and he was at any time ready to use it for his

own ends (Mk 36 12 18
). Jesus warned His fellow-

countrymen against the leaven of Herod (Mk S15
) ;

and, in response to a crafty attempt to get rid of

Him, described the tetrarch as a fox (Lk 133a ). John
the Baptist, whose

i>

v M- ii'u^ \\as in his territory,
was his victim (Mk o

1
'

-,. V,:u though his parti-
sans were hand and glove with the Pharisees in

their hostility to Jesus (Mk 36 12 13
), and though we

learn from Luke that he associated himself with
the condemnation of Jesus, he was not ready to

take that awful -

- -^
t ,. f

'

"mself (Lk
237 '12

). The adve- . ..' .

.
raised no

political excitement in the regions under Philip,
because the bulk of the population was non-
Jewish. But there was often danger in Galilee

(Lk 429
) ; and infinitely more in the furnace of

fanaticism at Jerusalem (Mk 1032f
-, Jn II 8

).

When Herod the Great died, his policy of getting
material benefit for the nation at th'e cost of its

religious ideals was continued by the priests, who
exercised the highest civil as well as religious
functions. They constituted the majority of the

Sanhedrin, which, as the supreme court of appeal,
professedly represented the remnant of Jewish in-

dependence. TBut it represented no cause so truly
as the vested interests of an order dependent first

on the favour of Herod, and then on the pleasure
of Rome. Thus in the name of a bastard inde-

pendence, which meant that they had leave to

grow rich and their country leisure to grow out-

wardly splendid, they opposed any national move-
ment which might provoke the Komans to take

away not only the nation, but also 4 our place
'

(Jn II48). It was, e.g., the high priest Joazar who
checked the threatened revolt in A. D. 7 on the taking
of the census by Quirinms. There were even some
of the Pharisees who, whetlier because they were
satisfied with the measure of religious liberty
accorded under the Imperial administration, or
because they shut their eyes to the facts (Jn S33

),

or because they saw in the foreign yoke the dis-

cipline of God, resented any movement towards
national independence ; and perhaps it was some
of these who associated themselves with the
Herodians in Mt 2216

.

2. McrpaijX, Xao's. But while the independence of
the Jewish people was irretrievably mutilated, and
the State as a geographical or governmental entity
about to perish, the other note of national exist-

ence, viz. unity as focassed in the word Xao's, was
very completely realized. Indeed, as the outer
huslc (let-aye* I. tin 1 inner shell grew, the harder and
tougher. The succession of Pharisees and scribes

proved a fax surer defence than the dynasty of
David. The soul of Judaism was not devoured
even by the omnivorous influences of Greek cul-

ture. The first steps in this movement were taken
by Ezra and Neherniah, who put an end to mixed
marriages among thosewho had. returned from the
Exile. The race was adulterated, however, even
so late as B.C. 125, when the Idmnseans, being de-

feated by Hyrcanus, submitted to circumcision.

And in respect to language, the Jews of the Dis-

persion spoke Greek, and read the Scriptures
therein ; while 4 the people of the land

3

under-
-;>"] V. !:,! ""^ 'V 21

f
). ^eli^ion-lv. however,

;!; i',.i"-->: .; - :!. ". -. after the l'\iK k
. f(.olij>^

itself to be the special property and in-i i imiMii <i,

God (Mt 26 39
,
Lk 1 (58

5
Jn S41 ). This unity was

expressed not only by the rite of circumcision (Jn
7 J

'J
), but also by the keeping of the Sabbath (Mk

34
), the abstinence from unclean foods, and the

worship, without images, of one only God. And
these distinctions wrere guarded by a multitude
of observances, which called into requisition the

school of scribes trained in the principles of the
Pharisees.
But although the scribes claimed to sit in the

seat of Moses (Mt 23 2
), their authority was not

jvco^'iizi-il in what may be called the outer circles

of .Mu'.iii-m. The Samaritans declined to follow

the national Church in its later developments.
Hence they were referred to with contempt (Jn
S 48

) as outsiders (Lk 1718
), because of their par-

ticular objection to the religious monopoly of

Jerusalem (Lk 953
, cf. Jn 430

). But for all that, they
were counted Jews, though grudgingly, as heretics

' the foolish people who dwell in SSichem
'

(Sir
5025f

-), and were proud of the Israelite strain in

their blood (Jn 412
). More than that, their doc-

trinal -M . r - received some countenance in

high i

'

-
:

'
. -. Sadducees say only what is

written is to be esteemed as legal . . . the tradi-

tion of the fathers needs not to be observed'

(Jos. Ant. xin. x. 6).

Taken as a whole, however, in despite^ of the
home-land being penetrated under Herodian and

priestly influence with Hellenistic speech and
culture, and ,

'" 1

.

v
""-at with Essenes on the

one hand, an -
'. on the other, they did

not all keep step, the people preserved such unity
that they became, if not politically independent,
socially isolated. On the one hand, their exemption
from military service, from Sabbath employment,
and their refusal of market food, drew out the dis-

like of
inl ""

and the contempt of the cul-

tured
, they were regarded as ' haters

of mankind/ On the o'ther hand, the word $6vy,

meaning the nations outside the Law of the chosen

Xa6s, gathered more and more of moral connotation,
as it passed through the meanings of '

Gentile,'
*

heathen,
5 and finally 'sinners' (Mt 2645

; cf. Gal
215

). The symbol of this rojiucnatod Judaism was
still the Temple, whither ilu iriU- went up at the
national festivals ; but its rallying-point was the
-v si: pi;/ is--, where men were instructed in the Law
and Hope of Israel, and where the Pharisees ruled

supreme. Their rivals, the Sadducees, had no in-

fluence beyond the aristocratic circles at Jerusalem,
in the Hellenized cities, and perhaps in Samaritan

villages ; and though they had a large place in the

Sanhedrin, they had to comply with Pharisaic
watchwords.
Thus the national life was knit from within, and

ruling functions were exercised through officers of

the synagogue, such as TrpecrpvTepoL (Mt 2 1 23 2647),

Trpwroi (Lk 1947), ypapjuLOLTe'ts (Mk 9n ) ? or vo^iKoL (Lk
1025 ). Although Palestine was not iMliiMil]\ il*-

mistress of her own territories, she u,i* \\ Ij^joii^lx.

the mother of a people throughout s-ir l.mpiiv.
The Jews of the Di>per>iori could b:;i i,ml\ \i-ii

the Temple, and they read the Scriptures in the
Greek tongue ; but in their separate communities

they maintained the precepts as to Sabbath rest

and clean food under the protec Lion of Roman
governors and the Emperor ^t-i. Ac 18 |M5 ). The
Jews could say with. Josephus,

' Even if we were

deprived of wealth, of towns and of other pos-
sessions, the Law remains to us for ever. And no
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Jew will be so far from his native land, or so

much fear a hostile ruler, as not to fear the Law
more than him '

(c. Apion. ii. 38).

If it was
"by

the hands of the priests, in the name
of national independence, that the Lord was be-

trayed to the 'nations/ so the chief antagonism
which He met in His ministry, and which His spirit
encountered afterwards in the Apostolic mission,
came from this close-knit theory and practice of

national unity. The Pharisees pursued Him from
the first because they m-(.im-U\< ly -<iv.' Piat the

tendency of His teaching -

V
M JC V\'i io.v \f.i ; v) was

to break the bonds their traditions had woven, and
to act as a solvent on the rigidity of national isola-

tion, which was the only thing left to their pride.
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f
in Hastings' DB.
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NATIONALITY. This term includes the char-
acteristics created by national ideals and facts.

The national environment of Jesus and His dis-

ci])!es has been set forth in the preceding article
under the two ideals of ijt'ffy'iiirfc-tH'r, and unity.
Of these ideals the former relied on the Messianic

Hope, the latter on the Mosaic Law, which were
the key-notes of the most ancient Scriptures of the
Jews the Prophets and the Pentateuch respec-
tively. They provide the clue to all that was
distinctive in the nationality which appeared in,

around, and against Jesus.
i.. The Messianic Hope, with its meaningfor inde-

pendence. The expectations aroused at the birth
of Jesus were by no means of a cosmopolitan char-
acter (Mt 1 21 26

, Lk210 'all the people,' not 'all

people'), even as they appear in the perspective of

St. "John's transcendental point of view
(Jn I29 ;

but of. v. 31
}. It was with the hope of keen patriots

that the disciples remained with Him to the end
(Ac I6, Mk 1U28

). St. Matthew especially represents
Him throughout with a glow of nationalist pride,
as son of Abraham and of David (Mt I 1 927 2115

),

and the heir of I!,, j.".!.
1

-.-:

1

- (Mt 215- 23
-i
14 817).

As to Jesus 1 1

"

: i
-

',

:

, annot be denied that
He so far shared the patriotic hopes of His fellow-

countrymen as to believe they were to be fulfilled

in His own person (Lk 421 723 2013
), We may even

venture to say that He counted it a temptation to
make His ministry succeed J1" ii-ii-i.i.MT'ir- 'AT' 45f-).
At any rate He withdrew :" i li-.u; 1".!- :! !!-. (Mk
I 36f ), and from the popular desire to make Him
king (Jn 615

), refused to give a c

sign
J

(Mk 8 12
) and

seemed to repudiate any claim that rested on suc-

cession from David (Mt 2243'45
). But He took as

the very keynote of His acceptable and authori-
tative preaching the phrase which the nationalists
used in the nnmc of independences the kingdom
of God *

or of c Heaven.' He spoke of HL? disciples
sitting on twelve thrones /ii-'-ji

1

-^ !
T te twelve tribes

(Mt 19"J8 ). And though Ho !;; i!! their material

hopes over and over again, and left them dumb.
He quickened enthusiasm to the highest pitch by
His entry into Jerusalem (Mt 21 5ff>

)
on lines

sketched uui by prophecy. And these advances
were no aoconrnoil.mon io the popular feeling;
they were the expression of His own patriotic con-
sciousness. He declared to the Samaritan woman
that salvation is of the Jews (Jn 422). He forbade
the disciples to address themselves to others than
the lost sheep of the house of Israel (Mt I05f

*)-

He was loth to discount the value of nationality
by admitting a Syrophcenician woman, an alien
both in race and in religion, to an equal claim on
His brief ministry with the elect people (Mt I534 - y6

).

Although He allowed the rights of Caesar (Mt 2221
),

and authorized His disciples to pay the tribute-

money that was due, He reserved the right to con-

sider *it an unrighteous infliction (Mt 1726 }. With
the love of a patriot He wept over Jerusalem
because it knew not the day of its visitation, and
was near its final ruin (Lk 1941 - 44

). Though re-

jected by those who had formulated their own
material notions of the Messianic Hope (Mt 1620S
Jn 745 "52 9s

"), it was after all on the ground of His

patriotism that Jesus was betrayed into the hands
of the Gentiles. When Caiaphas urged this policy,
he was moved more by fear for * our place

' than
e our nation.

'

It was on the charge of having spoken
against Ccesar (Lk 23-) that Pilate was induced to

condemn Jesus (Jn 191J- 16
). It was in the name of

the Messianic Hope that He was mocked by the

soldiers, and over His cross were written as accusa-
tion the words, 'The King of the Jews 7

(Mk^lS
26

).

2. The Mosaic Law in
its^

bearing upon unity.
National pride also centred in the unity which was
e| Jit 0111 ized in the Mosaic Law. Before the death
of Herod the Great, two Pharisees were burnt alive

for leading an assault upon the golden eagle he
had lixed over the gate of the Temple court. And
the passion for the Law was no less exaggerated
throughout the period of direct Roman rule, as

when there was a riot on the occasion of Pilate's

bringing the Roman ensigns within the city walls.

Jesus Himself was very conscious of the national

unity through the Law. He kept the feasts, being
found in Jerusalem at the Passover, the Feast of

Tabernacles, and of Dedication (cf. Mt 2635
). He

was a regular attendant at the synagogue at
Nazareth (Lk 416

) ; and His interest in these nur-
series of nationality was so far recognized that the

liberality of Jairus in providing one was assumed
to be a claim on His favour ^Lk 74* 5

). His works
of healing were kept so far as possible on the lines

of the Law (Mk I44 512- w
). He thought of Israel

as the Chosen People, and spoke of them as f the
children' (Mt 812 152G ). Indeed His reverence for

the Scriptures (Lk 44 - 8 - 12 1631 2425-27
), for the Law

(Mt 519
, Lk lO26

' 28
, Jn 545 ), and for the Temple (Mt

2317.^ jn 2^6. 17^ Went far deeper than was appre-
ciated l>y worldly-minded ecclesiastics (

Jn 218 74
^
49

).

But with all this tenderness for the obligation-
of Jewish religion as ties, He re-<;iue<i UKMII u^

bonds. His perfect allegiance to the truth and

grace of God (Jn I 17) made every lesser loyalty stand
in subordination. He withdrew Himself more and
more from the passion of nationality as embodied
in the religious pedantry and exclusiveness of the

Pharisees, until at last it was almost wholly
arrayed against Him and He against it (Mt 23*5

etc.). The disparagement of Gentiles with which
He began (Mt Gft

-, cf. 20J5
), turned to denunciation

of the false children and unfaithful servants (Mt
2128-44

,
cf. 8 12 II21

). And Luke especially records

His kindly attitude towards Samaritans (Lk 952

1Q33 ifi*) f In regard to the terms of the Mosaic

Law, He did not hesitate to act as Lord of the

Sabbath in the interests of humanity (Mk 34).

And, further, He taught that a man could not "be

defiled by the eating of meats (Mk 7 15
), or

cleansed by the washing of j>ans (Mk 78
). He dis-

tressed His disciples by sending away sorrowful a

young devotee ot the Law (Mk 10 17'22
), and offended

religious sentiment when He kept company with

pnhlicnn- and sinners (Mt 9 11
, Lk 152 197).

Thus at length the devoted Student of the Scrip-
tures and whole-hearted Champion of the Law was

ejected from the national party as a deceiver (Jn 712

9---
2S

, Mt 2763
), and delivered up to the priests and

the Romans. While He was finally accused to the

Romans as a pretender in the cause of independ-
ence, He was attacked from the beginning by the

legalists as an enemy to the cause of unity.

Though He embodied the Hope of Israel and ful-
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filled the Law of Moses, it was in the name "both

of the Hope which the priests mistook and of the
Law which the scribes misinterpreted, that Jesus
was brought to the cross.

But the essential attitude of Jesus in respect to

,

' :
.

' '
'

. . be better read in the varied witness
!

:
, ^

'

even than in His own. Within
the limits of His short career He conformed to the

Law, for He was born under it (Gal 44 ) ;
and He

spoke out of a Messianic consciousness (Lk 421
),

because He came unto His own (Jn I 11
). But when

He was departed, His disciples
' saw greater things

than these.
3

They perceived that the use of

current speech and even contemporary ideals was
compatible with a more perfect independence of

their limitations than the most -i M !;_-"*-! i- and

revolutionary attitude could express. The ideals

of Christ moved with such ease in a plane of

thought which is as universal as it is inward, that

they could be embodied in the contemporary forms
as well as in any other. Whereas the most ardent
of reformers, ready to deny

'

i

"" l-

/ery-

thing established, may be . ';-. the

product of his ag<-. ,:! u \i i "i '/ the most
pedantic ideas. T!: .-

'

_ -:.- 1 *ti -Irsus was re-

leased at once and :
-

, \ ,
\ ";:'"! i , -, nationalist

setting, with this unique result that it lost nothing
but gained everything by its liberation. It is trpe
the company of original Apostles remained Chris-
tian Jews ; but the leaders came to i"

*

t

they enjoyed no distinct! '. "V^-
1

"

K" ','-

doin which was withheld .'n 'v l.'-'iii---. And
St. Paul, son of Benjamin and pupil of Gamaliel
as he was, drew out to the full logical issue the
universal implication of the gospel.
The influence of Jesus upon nationality has been

of a composite nature. On the one hand, He has
loosened its bonds by enlarging the conception of
God an-

n

(
j-': ,-i/ru .he fact of human brother-

hood. \
i >ri. h \ *

.
- at first constituted under

the segis of the national deity, and provided the
"

-.' and range for social ethics. Thus
"

.

.-

'

I religion were virtually the same
thing, where either meant ; iiu'sin.. ,v.d where
Rome had not obliterated <!'<T i-n > by the

triumph of material force and the deification of the

reigning Emperor. It was to the sacred union of
these two ideas of nationality and religion that
Jesus was sacrificed. But the sacrifice enabled
religion to pass into the >!_:!!" -!.-;; of association
with humanity (cf. Jn I:?'

1

. f->r vhich, through
the providential advance of Rome, the world was
craving, and towards which in the region of philo-
sophy the Stoics had already felt their way (Ae
1726

). What nationality had hitherto done for
! ""ii:

1
''! 1

.

:
si providing the scope for its practice of

-i' idl -i!in -, humanity was to do henceforth. The
barriers had been broken down between Jew and
Gentile, Greek and barbarian, bond and free

; they
being brought by the blood of the Cross near to God,
and so to one another, in order that henceforth the
bonds of brotherhood might be of a purely human
character, and that the parables of the Good
Samaritan and of the ^isiM'1

!-
11
'-: Mjiluim m might

be the pattern and sanction for next-door philan-
thropies and world-wide missions.
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A. NORMAN ROWLAND.
NATURALNESS. Few terms are more fruitful

of fallacious thought than the group including
'
nature,'

'

natural/
' naturalness.' In modern usage

they are very frequent, and the range of varied

meanings which they cover is wide. Thus we speak

of natural instinct, natural conduct, natural re-

ligion, natural science, and the natural creation,

though the single epithet has a different sense in

every case. Two phrases like * the law of nature '

and e natural law J are verbally equivalent, yet they
are very different in -i-nifKMMci-. the one drawing
its connotation from Koman jurisprudence, the
other from modern science ; the one being con-

cerned entirely with human thought and conduct,
the other mainly with inanimate phenomena or

those re^ !.- ..." T)
"

S , which include creatures

of lower
*"

_./. !' "' man. It is always need-
ful to be on one's guard against the fallacies which
so easily arise through such changes in the meaning
of a term ;

for they are apt to be unnoticed when
the term itself is constant. But the danger becomes

greater when these terms are carried back to a

period in which they were in far less frequent use,
and when they covered a smaller range of meaning.
This was the case in the age of the NT. We
have now generalized our ideas, and we s>eak of
' Nature '

in the sense of the Cosmos. It is com-

monly with a reference more or less definite to

the observed order of the Cosmos as a whole tbat

we employ the words 'natural,' 'naturalness';

although there are many instances also in which

they have a narrower reference. But in antiquity
it was either a particular person or thing, or else a

particular class of persons or things a kind
which was in view ; and the nature of this group
of instances was the standard of naturalness. So
*
life according to nature '

meant, not what was in

harmony with the universe, nor even what corre-

sponded with environment, but what fulfilled the
nature of the man himself. What was '

contrary
to nature,' on the other hand, was not what put a
man into antagonism with his surroundings, but
what amounted to violence done to his better self.

The later Stoics, indeed, made approach to the
modern use in some directions, and in turn influ-

enced legal principles, and later movements of

thought which sought a 'return to nature/ such as
that with which the name of Rousseau is connected ;

but they afford no more than an exception to the

general truth that in ancient times the use of the
terms under consideration was particularist, while

to-day it is commonly generalized or even cosmical.

An examination of the passages in the NT in which natural-
ness is spoken of bears out this difference fully. In Ja 37

, e.g. ,

the ' nature of beasts '

($uo-i$ Qypiuv) is contrasted with human
nature (*J tpvo-ts % faBpuviw) ; and St. Paul opposes the teaching-
of nature in the case of the Gentiles to the teaching of law in
the case of Jews (Ro 214 27) ; while in 2 P l^ we read of ' a Divine
nature *

(0e/. Qu<rii). But all such instances which develop the
idea of naturalness lie outside the Gospels, and most of them
occur in the writings of St. Paul. It is not necessary, therefore,
to discuss them fully here ; it may suffice to refer to an instruc-
tive note by Dr. Arniitage Robinson in his Com. on the Epistle
to the Ephesians (on 23), pp. 49-51.

The words which are rendered by
c nature

'

or the
like in the EV are

^tfcrts, <f>va-iK6$, o^otoTra^s, and
^u%t/c6s, but the last is only translated 'natural

3

where it stands opposed to irvev/MariKds, and there
the^i i',>|M|_ : * r.-'M .-,fi-

r
;!i '"iy though none better

is <M-iiy !'.!. -I. No."<- *-r' i!io-r words, however,
occurs in the Gospels at all : and the entire absence
from the G-osnels of terms directly expressive of

naturalness is in itself a warning against attempt-
ing to bring the facts of Jesus Christ's life under
this category without care and caution.
There is, however, profound truth in Tertullian's

saying, 'Anima naturaliter Christiana,' and it is no
false extension of this if one speak of the natural-
ness of Jesus Christ as perfect, since in Him the
best and highest nature of man is shown complete
and unalloyed for once. Such a mode of expression
would only serve to heighten the supplementary
aspect of the truth which comes out in the contrast
that St. Paul emphasizes between the first Adam
as the { natural man :

(^i/xt/c6s), and the last Adam
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as the 'life-giving spirit' (1 Co 1545
). It is along

this line that the explanation must be sought of
what some have felt as a serious difficulty, namely,
that few principles in Christ*-* ieM<-hing can be in-

stanced to which parallels of earlier ddie may not
be adduced. Not only the writings of the OT
Prophets and Psalmists, but also the religious
teachers of other races, such as Gautama, Epie-
tetus, or those collected in the Tao of China, aftord
numerous anticipations of the Lord's words. It
could not be otherwise if the true nature of man be
realized in Him ; if God purposed

f to sum up all

things in Christ' (Eph I10); if He was 'the true

light which lighteth every man
'

(Jn I 9
). A similar

consideration enables one to understand the re-

markable fact that Christ's appeal is to men of
all races. ' One touch of nature makes the whole
world kin '

: apart from this, the fact, to which
ever-widening experience bears witness, that in all

races * his sheep hear his voice/ would be most
wonderful, not to say inexplicable.

It is quite in keeping- with this view of the facts,
that the Lord Jesus never hesitated to appeal to the
natural instinct of men on questions of conscience.

E.g. 'Doth not each one of you on the Sabbath
loose his ox or his ass . . . ? And ought not this
woman to have been loosed from this bond . . . ?

(Lk 131BS cf. 145 ). He also employed expressions in
reference to Himself which may be said implicitly
to make naturalness the criterion of conduct. E.g.
'Thus it becometh us to fulfil all T:;

^ J
-,: -i <--*

(irp^Trov <jriv r)[uv, Mt 315
) ;

* Behov- \\ \ : t'-.o

Christ to suffer ?
'

(ou%l ravra 5ei iradetv rbv ^.pLffr6f )

Lk 2426
). This last usage is very characteristic of

the Ep. to Heb. (cf. 217
&<j>ei\ev . . . d/wiwfl^ai ; v. 10

Zirpeirtv avrf ; and the similar expression in 726

ijjuuv Kal g-irpeTrev apxi-epetis, which bases on the nature
God has given us the natural exi'OcfMtion v.hidi
must be formed of Christ). Sen !No\uium Smyth,
Old Faiths in New Light, 105.

E. P. BOYS-SMITH.
NATURE AND NATURAL PHENOMENA. 1.

The inquiry as to the attitude taken up by Jesus
towards the natural, visible, tangible world which
is the physical environment of the soul, is affected
and limited by the fact that our Lord was not a
philosopher or a scientist, but a spiritual teacher.
His only mission was to preach the doctrine of the

Kingdom of God, and to this He rigidly restricted
Himself. Thus He nowhere enunciates a cos-

mology ; He gives us no explicit theory of the

providential order ; He leaves the scientific con-

ceptions of His day where they were, correcting
no current mistakes as to the meaning of natural

phenomena, and ^ivin^ m> inioTN'ohinl -yTilliesis of
His own of the f.-n > uf ilu; pliy-ical ufmrrse (see
Wendt's Tertchh^r ',/" /'-,"*. i. pp. !.">]-! r>.V This
at once both hampers us and frees us in dealing
with our special subject. It hampers us because
we have to glean such hints as are possible for our

purpose from scattered references to natural pheno-
mena and to the order of nature as a whole, which
occcur incidentally in His teaching. But it also
assists us by enabling us to understand that no
sinister or misleading suggestions lurk behind the
silence of Jesus on the innumerable problems
that try the modern mind in its outlook on
the natural order. The revelation of Jesus does
not contain a complete conspectus of the facts of
the world in all their aspects : it is a spiritual
rewliirion. \\lno1

! Him-* at the enlightenment of the
soul a*- 10 ils<; \iuil tnith^ of conduct, and as to
the ideal relations between it and its Heavenly
Father. Every element in the teaching is subordi-
nate to this central consideration. In seeking for
such light as is possible on the attitude of our
Lord to the physical world, we must, therefore,
bear this limitation constantly in mind.

2. AVe also mid here the key to the kind of refer-
ences which are made by our Loid to the facts of
nature. These references a^o. fus l-injih-Jy for our
purpose, very numerous in j^icp >; ! >!i i/,he bulk
of^His teaching as it has come down to us, and
this for a leason we shall presently deal with.
But they all belong (1) to the class "of facts that
were quite familiar to His hearers. His aim was
always entirely practical, and His illustrations
and references to nature are thus extremely
simple and obvious. We seek in vain for any re-

condite, or technical, or unusual allusions ; they
all lie consistently in the path of common observa-
tion ; so much so that hardly any of them need
interpretation to the simplest modern minds. And
(2) they are of that class which lend themselves
obviously to the uses of illiihtration,, being vivid,
pictorial, and frequently recurrent in the lives of

ordinary men and women, so that anyone familiar
with His teaching could not fail afterwards to be
reminded of the spiritual truths He had taught,
because no one could go through a single day of

average experience without coming across one or
more of the natural facts used in His matchless
collection of illustrations. By this means He
turned nature into a whispering gallery of spiritual
truths, and filled each common day with perpetual
reminders of His central teaching, thus enlisting
both the li'i-lcr-tnTidiji^ j:nd the memory of His
followers n"r i!i- poi iMaiu in service as a revealer
of religious truth. Any devout and careful student
of the Gospels will readily find the justification of
these remarks in the pages of the Evangelists.

3. Incidental, however, as are the references to
nature and natural phenomena in the words of

Jesus, they are full of suggestiveness as to His
attitude to the material world. Through the rigid
self-limitation which He imposed on Himself we
catch the glow of His spirit ; through the narrow
windows of His imagery rays of liglit pour out in

many directions on the mysteries of life and
providence. It is i-.ii.

j
-!*,;:-. |.--:ir: ! con-

struct a complete ( IN:-! ;.' /," "/>//' '

, >i. or
'View of the World,' out of the scattered refer-
ences of Jesus to nature j but in the light of His
teaching it is certainly possible to suggest the lines

along which such a theory must run. His doctrine
of the Fatherhood necessitated an attitude towards
nature as well as man, and this attitude is con-

sistently maintained by Him in all His words and
habits of thought as recorded in the Gospels.

&. Christ's theory of Providence in the natural
order. (1) The first characteristic in the attitude
of Jesus towards the facts and arrangements* of
the organic world is a certain beautiful r/tlm/iefix

and serenity. The facts which so deeply disturb
us in our view of nature suffering, the greying
of one animal on another, death were just as
familiar to Him, who was an accurate and careful

observer, as to ourselves ; moreover, He who was
M> >ym]iiitlu < ic with men in their sorrows, must
have boon equally accessible to the sorrows of
dumb creatures. Yet there is no trace of any
disturbance of mind in Him as He met these
familiar facts. His profound trust in God's good-
ness to His creatures enabled Him to view their

sufferings with an equanimity in which there could
have been no trace of hardness or indifference.
It is the calmness of a mind so firmly centred in
the idea of the Divine love and care that it suiters

no shock at the most disturbing and harrowing of
natural events. His references to the Providence
that looks after the interests of flowers and birds,
which are * clothed

* and ( fed *

by God Himself, are
full of a sense of the Divine "benignity and good-
will towards His meanest creatures, and He uses
this fact as an argument to quell the needless

anxiety of men, who belong to a far higher order
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of being (Mt 1212 ), as to the sources and sureness of

the natural provision for their own life and well-

being. If God so * clothes the grass of the field/
and 'feeds the fowls of the air,' He will surely
much more attend to the temporal wants of His
children so that they may consider themselves
free to attend to their proper spiritual interests

(G-
5"34

). That the optimism of Jesus is not the
result of careless observation or lack of sympathy
is seen also in His acknowledgment of the evan-
escence and perishableness of

' V
< ind animal

life (v.
30

). Jesus teaches us -, ! .
. feeds the

sparrow and also attends his obsequies' (Lk 1224
,

cf. Mt 10'29 ). The sufferings peculiar to animal
life and the incidence of natural death are clearly
normal facts in our Lord's view of nature, and
need contain no problem for faith.

(2) Another feature of our Lord's view of the

providential order is His recognition of the order-

liness and faithfulness of natural law. There is

every indication that in realizing this He found a

deep and constant pleasure. The world to Him
was the home of order, and, as such, an indication
of the will and character of the Creator and
Sustainer of all things. He loved to notice and
draw attention to this characteristic of the natural
world (cf. Mt 513 716

-18 - 24-27
,
Mk 44-8- 26-28 950

, Lk 1018

12-4 138 1934 , Jn 3s 103"5 151'4
etc.) Specially inter-

esting to Him were all the phenomena of growth,
which He so often uses as a symbol of the laws of

the spirit (Mk 44'8- 26-28 - 31f- 132
*

8
,
Lk IS8- 21

, Jn 152
'4

),

and of the habits of animals (Mt 6^6 715 1016,
Lk

1334 1737, Jnl03 -5 - 12
etc.).

(3) This leads us to the most important of all

the characteristics exhibited in our Lord's treat-

ment of natural phenomena His profound sense
of the function they fulfil as suggesting spiritual

facts and laws. His purpose in using natural

imagery is not summed up in the fact of its pic-

liir^MiiieiH^ and mnemonic aptness. However
hr-ihly it nmy have been as a mould into which to

throw His teaching, He evidently believed that
there was in addition to this a real correspondence
between the laws of organic and of spiritual life.

He lived in two worlds, with an intensity of inter-

est that has seldom been H]>|iro.iclio<I iho world
of sense and the world or spirit. These two
worlds to most men are divided by a deep chasm

;

but to Him there were innumerable bridges of con-
nexion between them, and His thoughts traversed
these in a perpetual play of happy insight, finding
in both unending <'

~-\ "ii^ r-n <"- that were real

and true, each -ii'"-i.ii'!j I'di' iMi" the heart of the
other. Or, to \nry !'. -iriiV. v re may say that
to Him nature was the mirror of the

spirit,
in

which He ever caught glimpses of the profoundest
laws and operations of the higher life of the soul
and of the character of God as the Lord of both.
When He said,

' The kingdom of God is like ,'

He was exercising no mere ingenuity of f.n <_>.

neither was He inventing fictitious -ii'iil.uvi'o-

1 nil ween ili-oomiecfeil **phoro* of existence; rather
lie \vji^ hoM'mg up ilu; gold and silver sides of
the same bright shield of Truth.

(4) In entire consistence with this view of our
Lord's imagery, we notice the complete absence, in
His view of the W'trld, <

ff <*n;t v</ -I ///V/;,,. /;.../ ^^kas
been drawn by //toffer/* "'//"/./ ./>' /////./, // )>'i'ural

fi,)tl //if ,s tiiwt-ittititt-tti. Living, as He did, in the per-
pouiiil -cn><; of Hi- Father's presence and power
and love, such a distinction would be to Him
utterly unreal. In His cosmology there was no
third term, such as *

force,
5 or 'energy,' or *law,

J

coming in immediately between the Divine will

and its result. There was only God the Creator
and Sustainer and nature was the material ex-

pression of His loving care and energy. What
we would attribute to a secondary or efficient

cause He always attributed to the direct activity
of the Father. 'Your heavenly Father feedeth
them. . . . Shall he not much more clothe you
. . .?' 'Not one of them falleth to the ground
without your Father . . .' 'My Blather worketh
hitherto.' In this sense of the immediacy of the
Divine activity we find one of the most character-
istic traits of the religious attitude of Jesus towards
the natural world. The same consideration throws
a sug .

'

'\ewayinwhichHeexercised
His . To"Him there was nothing;
4

supernatural
'

or inexplicable in the wonderful
deeds He wrought. They were rather perfectly
natural t-iyn- of the activity of God in and through
Him :

* My Father that dwelleth in me, he doeth
the works" (Jn 1410

). Even in the case of an act of

healing which was performed without any overt
reference to the Divine power, as when He said,

'

I

will, be thou clean
'

(Lk 513
), the same attitude of

dependence on the Father's favour and power
must be presupposed (cf. Jn 519

). To Jesus, there-

fore, the wonderful works which He wrought were
but the expression of the will of God through Him,
and were as natural as the forces that eventuate
in the 'blowing clover and the falling rain.' If

this were borne in mind, perhaps the difficulty of
the miraculous would not be what it is to many
nowadays. The key would be seen to lie in the

region of personality rather than of a 'super-
natural' law over-riding a natural law. Jesus

being who and what He was, it was as natural for

Him to work miracles ' and to exercise an excep-
tional control over the '

forces
'

of nature, as it was
for Napoleon to do extraordinary things through
his gift of control over men, or for a great scien-

tist to initiate fresh '""
.

" (1
forms and con-

ditions of matter. I

'

. of the soul of
Jesus was an unbroken fellowship with God as His
Father, which manifested itself in all He did, and,
among other ways, in the power to use natural forces
in a unique way in order to fulfil His filial mission.

5. There is another aspect of the attitude of
Jesus to nature and natural phenomena which
must not be overlooked, and which, however inci-

dental it may be to His mission as such, is replete
with suggestion and helpfulness. We have pointed
out that His scientific and /.'.*'/

*.
i

.
7..' interest in

nature was merged into I'M- ,../'< interest
which always controlled His soui. Wliat of the
artistic interest which is so strong in the highest
type of mind ? Here again we must speak of the
subordination of all to the spiritual outlook and
iri;i| -. None the less is it clear that Jesus was
j'i-i<i;;ri,i\ sensitive to the beaiity of the world.
He loved is ature for her own sake, and because she
ministered to His love of what was fair and good
to look at. And if it is true that the ' function of
art is (1) to teach us to see, (2) to teach us what
to see, and (3) to teach us to see more than we see,'

then the discourses of Jesus reveal the artistic

temperament in all His references to the facts of
the natural order. See art. POET.

(1) His faculty of observation was extraordinary.
His eye took in the smallest detail of the outward
world with loving approcintion. We have refer-

ences to the march of the seasons (Mt 2432, Mk
1328

) ; to the orderly stages of growth (Mk 428
) ;

to the varying response of various kinds of soil

(4
4'8

) j to the mystery of dfvelopmonl (vv.
27- 31

) ; to
the habits and disposition - of nninmN (Mt 1016

,
Lk

958 1334^ jn 10ft-B.
is, cf. M t715

) ; to the customs
of the household (Lk IS21 , cf. the many references
to the law of hospitality, and to human intercourse
and social life). He was never at a loss, indeed, in

drawing upon the resources of His observation for
the purpose of illustrating His own teaching, but
was like a householder, 'bringing forth from his
treasure things new and old' (Mt IS"1-).
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(2) In the same way He teaches us what to see.

A wise selection must be made in storing the mind
with facts and impressions, so that the multiplicity
of Nature may not overwhelm the mind, or cause us
to lose our way in the confusion of her wealth. And
while, as we have seen, there was nothing too great
or too small to arrest His eye or interest His mind,
there is one interest which evidently dominated
His mind in His watchful observation of natural

phenomena. Thatwas;" ' "/
/

'* ' " w interest.

And this is always tr:,- .' \\\\ :

i=,_ :-: art. The
painter, the poet, the sculptor, are eminently and
broadly human in their approach to Nature ; what
has no reference to human experience and action
and passion lies outside the scope of Her appeal to

them. A glance at our Lord's parables and illustra-

tions at once reveals this dominant human interest.

He refers only to those aspects of nature that in

some more or less definite way intermingle with
the daily or occasional experience of human beings.
There was a practical as well as artistic purpose in

this ; for He Ayas thus able to interest His hearers
more readily in the lii-iVr truths which He was
anxious to impress i;p<'M ihuir minds and to com-
mend to their sympathies.

(3) He teaches us to see more than we see, for the
natural became in His hands a translucent veil

through which the spiritual poured its light and
inspiration into the hearts of men. Here art once
more became handmaid to religion ; and the beauty
of nature became a vehicle for th lii^Pior bo.mty
of holiness and truth. The -

. 1 1 1 it i *ir i i - 1 ie LI i 1 1 i
- MM u

in the beautiful, vivid, and UiJdMcoil /)//// in \\ iiicii

He clothed His imagery and parabolic teaching.
His language is wonderfully clear and pictorial and

apt : the mould into which He runs Hi> illustra-

tions is in keeping with the simplicity and beauty
of its content. There is the happiest marriage of

word and fact, type and antitype, in His teaching.
This reveals the Master both of material and of ex-

;.'.'.-ini'. The earthly forms in which the In-

carnate W ord enshrined His message have caught
something of His own Eternal quality and beauty,
and will stand for ever as unique and unforgettable
as the truth they embody. 'The worcU that I

speak unto you, they are spirit, and they are life
'

(Jn 6s3
).

T.iTMivTLHE. Mozley, Univ. Sermons, 122: SI li'rp, 5""7. in
Parli'H ami Phut*, .no; Expositor, in. it. 1 1 *-." '2

1

'!; F
1

. W.
Bobertson, Human Race, 163 ; J. Caird, Univ. Ser. 300 ; S. J.

Andrews, Man and the Incarnation, 105; W. G. Elmslie,
Memoir and Ser. 240; D. W. Forrest, Authority of Christ

(1906), 143. E. GRIFFITH-JONES.

NATURES, TWO. See DIVINITY OF CHRIST,
and INCARNATION, vol. i. pp. 481, 8121

NAZARENE. i. Introductory. 'Nazarene' is

a descriptive term applied in the Gospels and Acts
to Jesus and His followers. The epithet is also

regularly applied in the Talmud to Jesus J&&1
nsian Sank. 43^, 1076 ; Sota, 47) and His disciples

(on^n Taan. 275). As usually understood,
' Naza-

rene' in the first place meant *of [the town of]

Nazareth,
5 and indeed this explicitly appears in

some pa.-sa<re* in the Gospels (e.g. IVIk P * Jesus
came from Nazareth of Galilee,' Lk S4 etc.) ; but,

according to Cheyne, the name Nazareth in its

original -i^iiidciincc wa^ the designation not of a
town but of a district. nnd 'Nazarene'' is primarily

equivalent to 'GaliU-nn
1

(see, further, below, and
art. NAZARETH).
Sometimes a descriptive clause with &ee& followed by the

place-name appears : e.g. Mt 21" ' This is Jesus the prophet
from Nazareth of Galilee

*

(o iro Xpc0 rr,s r?u/.o?) ; cf. Ac

2. The two Gr. equivalents of
( Nazarene* In

the Greek Test, two words correspond to e

^Naza-
rene,' viz. NafapTfjvbs and Nafapcuos. In WH's text

the former occurs in Mk I 24 1047 1467 166
, also in Lk

434 (where it may be dependent on the Markan
source).

* In Mt., Jn., Acts (and j>erliaps originally
in Lk.}, Usafapalos is exclusively used. Probably
Na^apTjj'ds was employed in the earliest source, and
this was given up latci for Kaf

/wjvff is derived from NOJ/J, like M^doAws; from Ma?-
The forms N</?:, N/ssV, Ns^'0 imply Heb. forms

i'j, rils:.t The Talmudic form n?"u may be derived from
xJ (or its masc.) with change of a to 6 (6). See Dalman,

Grain, d. Jiid.-Pal. Aram.- p. 152 n. The same scholar thinks
o? implies a Heb. form nisi (connected with a by-form

of the place-name misj), op. cit. p. 178, n. 2. Does tXat&pouas
s

r i- ,".*,
'

'.- ..
'

T. .7
''

--.

Jn 19 .

'

.'
.1

"
-

:
- .',- \

, i .

below.

The exact relation borne by these two forms
to one another, as well as the significance to be
attached to this relationship, raise a difficult pro-
blem. The points involved come to a head in Mt
2P, where it is stated that the child Jesus was
brought to Nazareth that 'it might be fulfilled

which was spoken by the prophets, that he should
be called a Nazarene 5

(Na|"o>/?cuos). Of the various

explanations of this passage that have been pro-

posed the most important are: (1) those that
connect it with the Hebrew word nezer ('branch,

3

*

sprout
J

) in the Messianic passage, Is II 1
. (2) The

interesting view of Hitzig that Nafwpcuos (Ae 245
)

was suggested by s"nsj in the (unpointed) text of

Is 496
regarded as= <rw'6

/
uej>ot (

* those who are being-
saved 5

) in contradistinction to airoKk^^evoi (1 Co
I18

- 21 them that are perishing '). Later the word
HiKa was taken to be a singular to correspond with
the parallel "ny ('servant

3

), and ;r !]! !o Jesus

(with a play upon the place-name N, /< !; i ,. This
is very ingenious, but hardly convincing. It would
be better to suppose that the (unpointed) nisa of

the passage was read iisj, the Heb. form implied,
as Dalman thinks, by Na"o>/>cuos, and applied by
Jewish-Christian exegesis to Jesus. J (3) Cheyne
doubts whether Nazareth was '

originally the name
of a town (or village) at all.

7 The earlier and more
correct form of the word is Nazarct, implying a
Heb. form i^ (or rrns;, also desiderated by the
Talmudic nsu) : and this again is a by-form of the
same word which enters into the second element
of the name G-ennesar (G ennesaret). This Nazara is

really a name of Galilee, and ^ .'"

" r
4 .V , ..

The word of the 'prophets' r- . ". . ''

becomes, on this view, Is 9 lf-
{'the land of Zebulun,

and the land of Naphtali , . . Galilee of the Gen-
tiles') rather than Is II 1

.

It seems clear from the NT data that the term
'Nazarene' was an early designation applied to

Jesus and His disciples generally. It thus was the

Jewish (Oriental) equivalent of the specifically
Gentile term 'Christian/ 'Nazarene' wa& not tho

title given by the Christians of Palestine to them-

selves, but by others outside the Christian fellow-

ship. The names for, and used by, themselves
were much more probably such as 'believers,' ||

* It occurs again only in Lk 24^9, where, however, the reading
is doubtful (AD read N5^*0

t Of. such, forms as 115-$ (1 K 179) in Bibl. Hebrew.

J The ver- i M- Ir-T-'riTt-rocl \\<v:M r;in :
*
It is too light a thing

that thou 'io lUii-^i
l
)v ;.

t-t-r.,pi ro raise up the tribes of

Jacob, and (shouldest be) the Nazarene (niKJ) to restore Israel ;

I Avill alo give thee for a light of the Gentiles,' etc. This is one

of the Servant-passages which was undoubtedly applied to

Jesus in early Jewish-Christian circles. Cf. Lk 232.

Developing a theory suggested by Neubauer and Gratz.

See EBl, col. 33GO, s.v. 'Nazareth.'
I See FAITIT. It is alwavs important to distinguish the names

used by a bodv of itself from those given by outsiders. Another

case is probably 'Pharisees,' Heb. D'Z^ns = (?) -separatists.'

Their own name" for themselves in the earlier period may have

been hasidim, 'pious
1

: later, such terms as D'Dpq
e

wise,' TD?n

D2n,"an 'colleague,' were used. Cf. also remark on Ebionites

at end of article.
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e brethren' (e.g. Ac 930
), 'saints' (v.

13
, etc.), Delect.' |

In time
' Nazarene ' seems to have acquired ^

a

somewhat contemptuous or, at any rate, hostile

nuance (cf. Jn I 4ti
). The followers of * the Nazarene

'

had evidently been made to feel the reproach
of the alleged Galilean origin of their Messiah.*

Moved by these influences, the Jewish-Christians

seem to have transformed the title Na^a/o^o's
which had now become in the mouths of their

opponents an opprobrious one into the honorific one

"NoLfapcuos, and to have substituted the latter for

the former. In this way, at any rate, Mt. seems

to turn the edge of the reproach levelled at the

Christian Messiah in the characteristically Jewish -

Palestinian designation of Jesus as ' the Nazarene
'

(nsurj STi#'). Assuming, then, that the term Na^opa?os
is an honorific title educed in this way by the Jewish-

Christians themselves, it remains to elucidate the

process by which the form, was arrived at, and its

exact significance.

Nafwpaios may be a Greek form of naziira (K-i?s$),t

the Aram, equivalent of the Heb. Messianic term

raj 'Branch' or { Shoot.' The selection of this

particular Messianic term was dictated by the

necessity of finding a counter-term to Nafapijvds.

JXafapatos is thus an honorific title given by the

<!N,:iple- themselves to Jesus, and expresses the

conviction that He was the nezer of Is II 1 the

'Branch
1

of Messianic Prophecy. It-* ; 'i
11

-.,
15

-:

to members of the Christian community naturally
followed. See also following article.

3. 'Nazarene' as a community-designation. It

is clear not only from Ac 24s but also from Mt 223

that the Christian communities of Palestine, and
even outsiders, at first bore the name of 'Naza-
renes/ The writer of Mt 223

evidently belonged
to a community so designated. The name is, of

course, specifically Jewish, and it remained the

characteristic Oriental-Jewish term for Christians

generally (e.g. in the Talmud), though primarily it

was the Jewish Christians of Palestine who were

thought of. An interesting piece of early evidence

of this usage has in recent years come to light
in the Palestinian recension of the Shenwneh
Esreh. As is well known, the 12th of these
f Benedictions

' contains the famous imprecation
on * slanderers' or 'heretics.' In the Palestinian

version an explicit reference is made to ' Nazar-
enes and Sectaries' (minfan).$ Though the clause

(onf Mining these words may not belong to the
oiirliuM form of the prayer (early 2nd cent. A.D.), it

is, at any rate, not very much later. Jerome (Ep.

112) makes allusion to the use of this 'cursing'

prayer in the Jewish synagogues throughout the

East.
A Jewish-Christian sect of ' Nazarenes '

is re-

ferred to both by Jerv-r. -"! r- : \ \ ". . They
are apparently to be . i

1 :!. : Ebion-
ilo-. rl ioiigh very litt)- * \ . !... .'! extant

concerning them.j|
* The Galilean population seems to have been by no means

- "'
"

."I 1

.-
'

.'ertain legal enactments regarded as im-

_. t
'

"

i 'I, . A feeling of distrust, if not of con-

tempt, of"the Galilsean population seems to have prevailed in

Rabbinical circles. For a full and minute investigation of the
relevant data, see the valuable monograph of A. Biichler (Der
gaUlfLische 'Am~ha~are des zweit&n Jahrhunderts, Vienna,
1906).

t Or rather the adjectival form of this, K^SJ. The Aram.

word K"3^| is guaranteed by the Syr. \yO^l=
litt) ; see Payne-Smith, Thes. col. 2443.

^
'

J Discovered by Prof. S. Schechter among the Cairo Genizah

MSS, and published by him in the JQR, vol. x. [1898] pp. 654-
659.

See, further, an art. by the present writer in Chuarch and
Synagogue, vol. v. [1903] p. 167 ff. (* The Jewish Prayer against

Heretics').

|| Possibly 'Ebionites* (Heb. DM'r;m = '

poor men *) was a

more general term, and may have been given by Jewish-Chris-
tians to themselves. See art. EBIONISM.
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"
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/
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'
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f r 1 ..... - '

-

('. '!. IjOX.

NAZARETH (Nctfapd, Nofapdr, Nafap^0, Nai'ap^r).

The town of Nazareth, the modern en-Nmsim,
was situated in Lower Galilee, 5 miles almost due

west of Mount Tabor, and nearly as_far
in a south-

westerly direction from Kefr Kenna, the site that

is usually identified with Cana of Galilee. The
road that ascends from the latter place winds

through the high valley in which Nazareth lies,

and divides a short distance south of the town, the

south-eastern branch finding its way to Jezreel,

and thence down the valley to Beth-shean and the

Jordan, the western crossing the low pass of the

Samaritan hills, "by ancient Megiddo, to join eventu-

ally the great trunk road north and south, on the

plain by the sea. The town itself, however, lay
retired from the great highways of commerce,

though within easy reach, almost within sight of

them ; and its secluded position explains the

absence of any mention of Nazareth in the OT or

Josephus. The modern village, with a po[m',;i ii>n

of seven or eight thousand, clings to the IOUL m i ho

hill. But the ancient town seems to have spread

considerably higher up the slope, and from 'the

brow of the hill on which the city was built
'

(Lk 4-9 ), 1600 ft. above the level of the sea, one of

the finest views in Palestine is said to be obtained,

embracing on the one side the valley of the Jordan

and the mountains of Gilead, and on the other the

blue waters of the Mediterranean.*
That in our Lord's time Nazareth was a place of

considerable importance is indicated by the fact

that it is always referred to in the NT as a city

(TroAty, Mt 223
,
Lk I 2<i 2*- 8i)

) not a village (K&M).
It was in touch with, but not harassed by the

currents of popular, commercial, or political life.

And there appears to be no real justification for

the belief that Nazareth or its people were in

any sense inHj-iiilM-jiii! or despised.t The words of

Nathanael (Jn I 40
], which have given currency to

this view, are perhaps misunderstood. He must
himself have shared the universally accepted belief

that the Christ could come only from Bethlehem

(cf . Mt 25
,
Jn 742 ) ; and if his language is intended

to express disdain, it is no more than that of the

polished town-dweller for the uncultivated rural

population who know nothing of his artificial rules

of pio| -lie-TV and manners. As to the Athenian
CV<T\ rmiiv< of Bceotia was a dullard, so to the

refined habitue of Jerusalem the rustic of Galilee

may wr K".\ .i
1

-

1 M r - -1 uncouth and contemptible.
These i,;";i, i. i IM :

. - > night not impiob;ibl\ have
become accentuated in the case of N;i/;n< rh. owing
to its withdrawn position in a self-contained upland
valley. Under any circumstances Nathanael's
words bear witness only to a personal opinion,
and are no evidence of a widespread or general
belief.

With the exception of the events of the early

ministry recorded in Lk 416ff
% the direct references

to Nazareth in the Gospels are all associated

with the birth and boyhood of Jesus. It was to

Nazareth that the angel Gabriel was sent, to Mary
*
F. ,'. '1 -

"

|

>:" !" V ..-.n
J

"i and its site see G. A. Smith,
il'-ll ! I !: . I- :. i- !- I"

; Baedeker's Palestine ; PEP
i/..., ,. ..'.- i .>"-,- f. , -.. P. =

l .-*. ~P T .-,-.
-

.
- I : . \\. x ;.' .<< " -,-'/ /. ', ., '-,

uxrorci, lyud, p. 49 1, witn plates; l?<v -: : !.''" '', ,

p. 47.

t See especially Solah Merrill, Galilee in the Time of Christ,
Lonflon. 1&&C, ch-*. xvn. xviii.
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His mother (Lk l*
2ti

) , and thither His parents came
to tind a home after the flight into Egypt (Alt 2-J ).

From Nazareth they journeyed into Judeea for

the purpose of the Roman enrolment (Lk 24
), re-

turning to the same city when the requirements of

the Jewish law for the purification of Mary had
been satisfied (2

SS)
). Twelve years later a similar

visit to Jerusalem, in accordance with His parents'
annual practice i2

41f>
), and return to Nazareth (v.

51
),

make it evident that the home during this period
had been at the latter town. On the occasion of
His baptism, it, is from Nazareth that, according to

St. Mark (l
y
), Christ came to the Jordan ; the other

Synoptists merely state that the journey \va* made
from Galilee (Alt 318

), or name no place (Lk 321
).

His early life, therefore, was spent at Nazareth,
and only in consequence of the opposition aroused

by His preaching in the <yna^ogue and the
murderous attempt upon Hi& lire (Lk 4m ) did
He abandon Nazareth and take up His abode at

Capernaum (Alt 413
). Thenceforward He does not

appear to have visited, or to have had any direct

relations with, His former home. Its name,
however, continued to cling to Him, and by that
*. -V"' :i

; o'i He is known to the 'multitudes
3

at
Jerusalem at the Passover, the -hvm^er pilcjnui^
from Galilee His native province { U i -1 1

J

,i.
I

'

1 1 i 1 ip
uses the name when he calls Nathanael to Jesus

(Jn I45 ) ; and later in the history ir is employed "by
Peter at Ca?sarea (Ac 10*8 ) as a well-known title

with which Gentiles also would be familiar.

The precise form of the word and its signification are alike

uncertain. In two passages (Mt 413
, Lk 4 16

) the oldest MSS read

N</>a., and are followed by all recent editors. Elsewhere in
5- -

v..
JI - o-.'.r'-WTT r 1""^ V*r.e.'.-. ^ J -

< c\-""ptionof
V '

,'N. *: *. . \ T - '
- : r. .,:- S./" A -' . . r - . . .lyin all

,-._-< '!.:.! -\ ;.:'. \-- ;. S"/' ^. :.-.: Padding
......... v

.
; . j ... \ .,

-j
. i. k '26) that

on a comparison of all the instances in which the name occurs
in St. Luke, including Ac 1038, the decision must be that the

Evangelist wrote N/j0 not Natotpfc-, a variable usage between
the two forms being- inconceivable.* In Mark and John the
form Ntpir and in Acts N"/j|0 is accepted by all with the
more ancient MSS ;

and in Mk I9 the form NceZ&pa.r is found in

AP. Dr. i
i -..''- - -. - ," i,

'
!

.-". -.""" ',.-.;_-<-
in the Go: - ( x -... s \- N -/'*..-. .:. .i i

|-

form '
Ir.-

'

i
'

' :'..-' '
I \>< :

- ' V

that the -. ."!. .-
_: . < : . : . : . : <

dental, are due to local or dial- I i
*

.' '. - : .".; ~i f* be

ascribed to the transmitters o I !.':

'

',,."-,- of

the documents rather than to . -._-.;
:

;
- - :

The adjective also appears in t\\ o different forms. The Second
r, .1.

*
. . , ." V v

-< ,

'

or.
"" !"" 14 tf~lC'5) ; Matthew and

.. . ...I-.-! -V/
1

:,,. a.-, -M --'
.'

"

,
Jn 185- 7 1Q19). St. Luke

...
,

. i. - i, M - .' .
-! -:; ; -/w^o,-, 1837), but in the

Acts only N?>/>?o? (2--3fi 410 G" -2-2$ 2i5 2(5^). In no instance is

there any important difference of reading. Neither the noun
nor the adjective is found in the Epi*rh*s or the Book of Revela-

tion.

There is no agreement, again, with regard to the meaning or

derivation of the iinme. St. Matthew sees in the return to

Nazareth a fulfilment of the prophecy of Is II1
(' a branch

(ne$er) out of his roots shall bear fruit"), thus connecting
Nazareth with the Hebrew "TCI

*
shoot,'

*

sprout
'

; and some
havo therefore supposed that the name was given to the town
in reminiscence of Isii.iV- Ir-i'jr'iago. and on account of the

circumstances of our I/-H - ,.Mr ;\ ijjv fehere. Such an origin of

the term is perhaps not impossible, although it hardly com-
.]..

'

-
"

.- > "i." : and of course no such thought was in

: -. r - or is intended to be suggested by his

words. Others have sought a connexion with the root IXJ

in the sense of keeping watch or giut,rd ; e.g. Dr. Swete would
follow Delitzsch and Dalman in explaining Xazareth to mean
'watch-tower.' This would imply either that the town itself

* '

va&*pi*t c.tfBKLXII al permu e q. Conlatis omnibus hujus

evangelii locis (quibus accedit Ac 1038 -0 NECDE) Lucam
iu.*a,p:0 f-cripsisse atatucndum est non votZxpsr, nisi quod 4 16

formain cum vaZezcct. adhibuisse suadent tesles. Inter -&8 enim
et --r eundem scriptorem fluctuate mcretlihile cst.'

t Compare a/ifMoleth and ^Wtleth (Jg 12),

j I>r. Hort., however, writes :
-- T!KJ evidence (for the spelling

of the name Nazareth) when tabulated presents little ambiguity.

Na?/> is used at the outset 01 the Ministry in Mt Vs (4 ''0 and
Lk 1/5 (4

16
) ; N?^stf in Mt Vs (21

11
), the only later placc^in

the

Gospels where the name occurs, and in A^ts : and Na-^ots.-T

certainly or probably in all other places' (.Ve?f Tt>*t<un*nt tn

Greek, Notes, on Orthography, p. ICO).

See his note on Mk I9 ; Aram, msa, mxx Of. also Mer-

rill, loc. cit. p. 122.

was on the top of the hill, or that it took its name from the hill

on the slopes or at the foot of which it stood ; the former would
seem to be contrary to fact, and the latter improbable. It

would be preferable to understand the word in a passive sense

from 1S3, to preserve, protect (Old Aram, njfj, Assyr. nasdru)^
so that Nazareth is the - <""' "

.'the name
describes its position in :.,

,.
". The word

might also be explained as a Niphal participle of "nx, "ns, with
IIR -.i!io moaning of 'confined,' 'shut in'

; compare the adjeo
ir. n.1 101 in >. ^i.;a.cr. Heb. or Aram, a, however, usually becomes
er in Greek, e.g. jVK=2s^v, 2<wv, mN3i'-= 2^aiS53 nsjSD = 3M^-
c-vx., bi<x.trtrv$<, etc.

; or a dental, e.g. ms=Tw^. But ">^s is

represented by Ziyopa, in Gn 1310. A derivation from in,
denom. of l"T3, has also been suggested ; Nazareth would then

be * the town of the Nazirites.' Tt3 becomes in the Greek of

the Septuagint vegtp, vaZ,ipeii'as. Compare the modern name of
the town en-Nasira. The latter, however, is more likely to be
a conscious or unconscious assimilation of the sound and per-"

.
- ." ,""' to a well-known descriptive title. See also

LITERATURE. In addition to the references given above, the
articles in the Bible Dictionaries may be consulted

;
add Edward

Robinson, BRP, London, 1841, iii. pp, 183-200 ; A. Edersheim,
Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah, London, 1888, i. pp. 145-

148, 456 f. ; Cunningham Geikie, Holy Land and the Bible,

London, 1887, ch. xxxix. ; G. le Hardy, Hist, de Nazareth et de
ses sanctuaires, Paris, 1905. A. S. GEDEN.

NAZIRITE (Heb. n&str), in AV spelled 'Nazar-

ite,' means etymologically *pne separated,
3 a re-

ligious devotee. The historical references are in

Judges (13
2ff- the case of Samson) and Am 2n - 12

;

the * law of the Nazirite
'

is found in Nu 6. A com-

parison of these passages reveals the fact that there
was considerable difference between the earlier

and the later type of Nazirite. Samson had been
* a Nazirite unto God from his mother's womb *

(Jg
1617

) ; his Nazirate was lifelong, and due not to

any vow, but to tlio npjioinhm-nt of God (13
1 * 4- 5- 7

).

In his case the <ib<-tinen<:e from wine, which is

emphasized in the *law of the Nazirite/ is not

specified, and the avoidance of contact with the
dead is apparently excluded. On the other hand,
great stress is laid on the hair being left unshorn
even from childhood (vv.

4* 7- 14
). This, which may

be taken to be the most marked feature of a
Nazirite in early times, rests upon the belief that
the hair is part of a man's vital being, and a

symbol of Iii- vim lily. Thus to let it grow un-

polled or to offer it in sacrifice was an expression
of the devotion of the entire manhood to God.
From the reference in Amos it may be inferred

that the Nazirites formed a numerous class in the
8th cent. , and that abstinence from wine was then a
marked feature in their outward life. According
to W. K. Smith (Prophets of I$r. 84), this prohibi-
tion f was undoubtedly a religious prot< -i ;IL:.-.!M-I

Canaanite civilization in favour of the -ii'ipl-- MI--

of ancient times. This appears most clearly in

the case of the Rechabites, who had received from
their father Jonadab the double precept never to

drink wine and never to give up^ their wandering
pastoral life for a residence in cities (Jer 31).'

The 'law of the Nazirite
5
describes the obliga-

tions of the Nazirite, the ceremonies to be observed
on the accidental

* '

.'*-- of his vow, and the
sacrifices to be . : termination. It is

clear that the vow is now contemplated as one
which might be taken for a specified time only. A
passage in Josephus (BJ II. xv. 1) suggests that in

his time thirty days was regarded as the minimum
duration of the vow. It included three points :

abstinence from into\i<-nlmj drink of every kind,
and from the fmii of thf; vine in any form,
avoidance of all contact with, the dead^and the

letting the hair grow with a view to offering it on
the sacred fire (Nu 618

). Accidental defilement
was followed by seven days of uncleanness, after

which the period recommenced, and the vow was
* Of. G. A. Cooke, Sorth Semitic J-nscriptiom, pp. 185, 189 ;

Oxf. Heb. Lex. s.v. nsj.
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renewed with elaborate and costly rites. In like
manner the termination of the vow is marked by
offerings and libations, and specially by the shav-

ing of the hair ' at the door of the tent of meet-

ing,' followed by its being
(

put on the fire which
is under the sacrifice of peace-offerings' (vv.

13~20
).

'After that the Nazirite may drink wine.* 'It

appears most probable that the combination of
observances in the law is not ancient, that in the
: i \Miiliii it* 1 :- for the Nazirite of later times we see a
MI- ion of 'veral originally distinct customs, which,
like many others, had lost much, and, in some
cases, all of their original i

i
: ,;iii' _.

'

.'0. P. Gray,
ad loc.).

*

Through this <
:

.,'::;.v. Im^ru \: it lost

its value ; in old times it was Jehovah who raised

up the Nazirites as He did the prophets. These

weremenpf God, ensamplesof the .ji^j'i'r.oT-Mi !!'^"
,

whole people. l"i * -u- !.-. i
:i --

Nazirate had sunk to a private practice of asceti-

cism,
J1 ' * " "*

'\e individual obtains favour
from . i I

Later allusions to one practice of the Nazirite
vow are found in 1 Mac 349

,
and in Jos. Ant. xix.

vi. 1 3 EJ n. xv. 1 (case of Berenice). John the

Baptist, in some respects at least, resembled the
Nazirites (Lk I

15
; cr. the account of James the

Just in Eus. HE n. xxiii. 3). It has been supposed
by some that the vow taken by St. Paul at

Cenehrese, and ili-'lijr.v-'! l.v him at the Temple,
was Nazirite in : > .!" >'" (Ac 18 1S

, cf. 2123-'26
) ;

bufc the information given in the Acts is not
sufficient to warrant the conclusion (see Knowling,
ad loc., in Expos. Gr. Test.).

T-iF >\\ .
- .....

. de Leg. Heb. rn. i. 6 ; G. JB. Gray,
* N : s i- /

'

. ". Crit. Com. ; W. R. Smith, Prophets,
p.

-' /.'- ". '. :_' .: W. R-. Harper, 'Amos and Hosea' in
/ '/

'
'*.

"

t" . i-. liff., 56 f.; Benzinger, Heb. Arch. pp.
429 ff.; art.

' Nazirite' in Hastings' DB. C. A. SCOTT.

NECESSITY. We exclude from this article all

problems not directly raised by the Four Gospels.
1. Necessity and the Divine nature. Meta-

physicians di^i'ijiii-li between (1) TO,.//.,//..,.
' ex-

istence, and (2) necessary existence. A thing
exists contingently, of which the beginning or
m<l or change can be conceived. A thing exists

Hvwril;/, of which neither the beginning, nor
the end, nor tho ' T

,* ,,! be conceived. The
Universe exists ..... . for we can imagine
its annihilation ; the laws of Nature also exist

i "- " Jl

;.
, for we can imagine them altered.

1 1-1
J

! hand, the laws of Reason, of Mathe-
matics, and of (fundamental) Morality exist neces-

sarily, for we can imagine no beginning or end or

change in them.
Thus there never was, or will be, or could be, a time when

things which are equal to the same thing" could be tmequal to
one another. Nor can, we imagine a time, or a world, in which
cruelty would be other than odious, and

lying- other than con-
temptible. If cruelty and deceit were seated on the throne of
the universe, they would still be what they are, odious and
contemptible ; and benevolence and truth, their opposites,
would still be what they are, admirable and praiseworthy,
Tune and the vicissitudes of things can make no difference to
the laws of Reason and the Moral Law. These are eternally
and immutably true, true not only to the human mind, but to
every rational mind that does or can exist ; valid not only in
this universe but in all possible mm------

There exists, therefore, a body of eternal and
necessary truth. But this conception of necessary
truth carries with it the further conception of

necessary Being, or necessary Substance. A truth
cannot exist as it were ' in the air,' or in an
infinite void : ifc must be true to some mind.
And since the truths in question are independent
of all created minds, there must exist some
Eternal Uncreated Mind, to which these truths
are eternally true. Moreover, since the truths are
partly moral truths, this Mind must "be moral, or,

to use the language of religion. Ihly. Now it is

obvious that to this I mimic M'nui the predicate
of necessary existence belongs in a higher degree
than it belongs to what is called necessary truth.
The laws or truths which are called necessary
derive their necessary character from the fact
that they are the laws of His Mind ; but He, the
Ultimate and Absolute Mind itself, exists with
a degree of necessity transcending theirs. They
inhere in Him, not He in them, and consequently
He, the Infinite, Absolute, Ultimate Substance,
is not only necessarily existent, but also self-
existent.

The self-existence, or necessary existence, of the
One True, Living, Personal God is a fundamental
doctrine of Scripture. It was taught, according
to the traditional exegesis of Ex 314

, to Moses at
the bush, and our Lord endorsed this view of"

'

'. :' of the Mosaic revelation (Jn 858 ).

\ :" the Johannine theology (with which
k

I '!,.' is in essential agreement), necessary
existence belongs

"

. "_. ,

"

d originally to the
Father, who is . 6 6e6s (with the

article), and the I i .

' &v Trartfp, Jn 657).

To Jesus also, as consubstantial Son, belongs
eternal and necessary existence (8

58
). He has *

life

in himself* (5-
6
), and is to creatures the resurrec-

tion and the life
3

(II'
25

). Yet He has this 'life in
himself by derivation from the Father (5

26 657),
and consequently is (in this aspect) an Effect, of
which the Father is the Cause*

2. Necessity and the Divine freedom. The
Divine freedom, though absolute in the sense
that God is free to achieve all that i- |"i--ilil<.

is limited by the laws of necessary truth ai*u

necessary substance as denned in 1. Thus, since
the laws of Reas-- 1 ,', "\ . ""d, He can-
not achieve the ..

M
. , !":,.. or (what

is really the same thing) the essentially im-

possible. For instance, He cannot annihilate the

past, or make the angles of a plane triangle un-

equal to two r:jjil :ni /!(*. Similarly, since He is

a necessary ^nl-uuM <. He cannot will His own
annihilation ; and since He is the supreme neces-

sary Good (Mk 1018), He cannot cease to be good,
or will what is evil.

The necessary character of the Divine perfections is fully
recognized in Scripture t (Ps 102^-27, Mai 36, Nu 2319, He 1S,
Ja 1^7), as also is the doctrine that God's freedom is limited by
His character. All that is worthy of Him, T" .

-
. but

deceit, cruelty, and injustice are to Him ,- 18-5 ,

Job 83 etc.).

3. Necessity and the laws of Nature. It is an
important corollary of the Divine freedom, that
the laws of Nature do not possess immutable and
necessary validity. So far from Nature being
a self - contained system of blind, inexorable,
materialistically determined forces, it is a realm
of Providence, in which a Bein^ frit'iu'ily ro man
guides the course of events |irovi<i(

k

ri:ially. with
the object of .

"

f ',- ;.. ,

'';.
i o . , . -i individual

Ms proper gov-. ^1, K- ,.

In both Testaments the laws and operations of Nature are
Ttjfiinlo'l a- o\}n S-'OMS- of Jehovah's free will (Gn 1, Ps 104,
,T<-t) -2\'. Mi ,""> <;-'>' de.). and consequently as capable of bem#
i s ."'* :

v*.; or miraculously interfered with (Ex 3-15, etc.).
"I"- < \T ];. - particular stress upon Christ's control over the
forces of Nature (Jn 21lff

-, Mt 1422ff. etc. ; see esp. Lk 82*> 'Who
then is this that commandeth even the winds and water, and
they obey him ? *)

4. Necessity and human affairs. The recogni-
tion of God as the sole Absolute and Ultimate
Being, excludes the heathen conception of an in-

scrutable Pate or Necessity (dvd~/K7!\ to which
gods and men are subject, but it does not of it-

*
Quite Scriptural, therefore, is the Greek theology which

regards the Father as oW, and the Son and Spirit as /V;r.
t The perfections of the Son of God have the same necessary

character as those of the Father (see He IS8).
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self exclude the doctrine of Theological Deter-
minism as taught by Calvin. The advocates of

this view can appeal plausibly to a considerable
number of NT passages.

Thus there are texts which teach that the general course of
events is predetermined from eternity (Eph 1* 3n , 2 Ti 19,
Tit I2, 1 P I20 etc.), and others which seem to deny human
freedom of choice. Most of these are in the Fourth Gospel ;

see, e.g., Jn 6s7
* All that the Father giveth me shall come unto

me '

(cf . 639) ; G44 ' No man can come unto me, except the Father
draw him '

(ixxva-y a.u<rov) ; 1Q28
'

they shall never perish, and no
one shall snatch them out of my hand'; 12^9 'for this cause
they could not believe, for that Isaiah saith again, He hath
blinded their eyes, and hardened their heart '

; 179 <
I pray for

them, I pray not for the world '

;
1712

4 not one of them perished,
but the son of perdition, tluifc T - " ;

!- . "_" be fulfilled*

(cf. 1318 1712, ML 262-). C\ en in ^.
' v - - tve Mt IS"*

' unto you it is given to know the mysteries of the kingdom of

heaven, but to them it is not given,
1

etc. ; 187 'it must needs be
that offences come '

(avetyxvi 'yotp kernv tiJBtiv TO, erxa.vdac.Xoz) ; see
also 246 and 2624.

But these passages of deterministic tendency are
balanced by others of opposite import.

Thus Christ's invitation to be saved is addressed not to selected

individuals, but to all men :
* Come unto me, all ye that labour

and are heavy laden '

(Mt 1128) ;

'
it is not the will of your Father

which is in heaven, that one of these little ones should perish
*

(IS14) ;

' And I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto myself
(Jn 1232) ; Cf. i Ti 24 ' God will have all men to be saved, and to
come unto the knowledge of the truth.*

Since, however, some reject God's benevolent pur-
pose, and refuse to be saved (Mt 2541 2624

,
Jn 1712

),

it follows that the human will is free, and that
the apparently deterministic passages of Scripture
must be so interpreted as to leave room for human
freedom. We are led, therefore, to some such view
as this, that only the 'main events of human history
are absolutely determined ?/ ;/>////> "it ft. The persons
by whom, and the times w/w/i, ihr, Dirim: purposes
are to be realized, are not predetermined absolutely,
but only conditionally. Thus God willed condi-

tionally that the Chosen People should play the

leading part in winning the world to the gospel
of Christ (Is 60-62, etc.), but, when they proved
unfaithful, the Gentiles were called (Mt 214S 8n - 12

etc.). Similarly the time of the T ,
-' -Is:

*
\ >.

not fixed absolutely, but only . .'-., \ M\
1332

compared with 2 P 313 RVm). Applying the
same principle to the interpretation of the ap-
parently deterministic passages quoted above, we
conclude that Eph I4 S11 etc. refer mainly to con-

ditional predetermination ; that * all that the
Father giveth me

'

(Jn 637
)
are simply those whom

the Father foresaw would be genuine believers ;

that the statement that *no one (i.e. no hostile

power) shall snatch them out of my hand 9

(10
28

)

does not preclude the possibility that they may
snatch themselves out of Christ's hand by unfaith-
fulness ; that the 'drawing' of the Father (G

44
) is

the attraction of Divine Love, not the Irresistible

Call of Calvinism ; that the * I pray not for the
world' of Jn 179 is to be read in the light of 1723

,

that the 'blinding' and 'hardening' of 1240 are a

penalty for past sin ; and that even the case of

Judas was not one of individual predestination.
The general principlt ! .

iSi -

upon the case of

Judas is laid down in \\ 1 ^ oe unto the world
because of occasions of stumbling ! for it must
needs be that the occasions come ; but woe to that
man through whom the occasion cpmeth.

3 That is

to say, in a wicked world great crime* are morally
certain to be committed, but there is no need for

any individual to commit them, therefore woe to

that individual by whom they arc committed. To
apply this to the case of Jucbi< - -the world being
what it was, alienated from God and full of

treachery and malice, some one was morally certain

to betray Jesus to death. But that some one need
not have been Judas. He freely undertook the evil

business, and therefore his condemnation is just
(Mt 2624).

5. The predetermination of the eYents of
Christ's life. Much stress is laid by the Fourth
"Dvi'pjiHNt

1 on the predetermination of the events
of ("iii-i"- life, even with regard to such details as
their precise dates and incidental circumstances.

See, e.g., Jn 24 ' Mine hour (for changing the water into wine) is

not yet come
'

[it came a few ." - V ri . 78 '
I go not [yet]

up unto this feast, because ru..
-

? et fulfilled
'

[it was
fulfilled a few days afterwards] ;

7^0 ' no man laid his hand on
him, because his hour was not yet come' (cf. S20) ; 1223 * the
hour is come that the Son ofMan should be glorified

'

[by death] ;

1227 ' for this cause came I unto this hour '

[of my death] ; 131
'

knowing- that his hour was come that he sh
"

-1 ; ; -it of
this world unto the Father' ; 171 'Father, ,'

-

I- . - [by
death and resurrection], that thy Son may glorify thee.' Cf.
Mt 26&>- 53, Lk 1333, which imply that the length of Christ's

ministry r \~
"'

' * r". .] :"*...- .:,.<
"

,
* alsoth-

very stro> ^ \i-- -' '

! . .'
'

*.: - "
. '! 2d goeth

as it hath been determined '

(W-ra TO ^tr/^svov). In all these

passages the language is strongly r*rrrV !=tii
i

r.ri:.!i. but, for the
reasons given in the preceding -<- i;lo i

~, no present writer
holds that conditional predestination is, for the most part,
meant.

6. The necessary fulfilment of prophecy.
* 1-

.,.

'

> the ordinary view, it is the nature
event that determines the nature of

;! [ 'nji'i.' -v. But often in the Gospels it is the
:!;;.i:--' W ih' prophecy that is regarded as deter-

mining the nature of the future event. This con-

ception is specially characteristic of the First and
Fourth Gospels, but it is not peculiar to them.

In St. Matthew, Christ is born of a virgin at Bethlehem, is

named Jesus, sojot:
1 -

"

r_- i> i:-M -, X./v<
'

"_r. -
;

~' "' g '' '

"

':i.. '! '." , :> j' .

Lord through the prophet" ".. t r: . *"? -"
', "\ .'- .-.7 Ku/;ay S/a

TOU srpo&'/iTou ?Liyovr0$, x.T.'h. :
-

,
- u1 l!

. > ! <
" - < phrase,

123 215. 23 817 1237 1^35 21^ 26 ;".-'> ' "'- - } ft milarly,
St. John regards the blindness of Israel as the result of a pro-
phecy of Isaiah (1239, referring to Is 69) ; the betrayal of Jesus
as happening

' that the scripture (i.e. Ps 4 1*
1
) might be fulfilled

'

"..*
'

,

"

: , . . Ti .

"
prevalent hatred of Jfsiis as coming

. . i r be fulfilled that is written In their
.' . . I tey hated me without a cause.* See

i

'

son of perdition* perishes 'that the

scripture misrht be fulfilled
'

; 1924, where the casting of lots is

necessitated bv the prophecy, <TK vp-irkd HIV garments among
them' (Ps 221^) ; 1936, where the pi< r< i-i-jr of Ciirist's side takes
,r.j..(. , .-.,- p.. ,-,;~" f and the refrainin.tr Cro-n hr.'Mliinir Tils li-,'-

^ :l'"l I A I
1

.'

'

. v i. also 189 and 20'J. For S\ nopii'J uumllpis M c

l.,-^;- '-.

Without entering deeply into the philosophy of

the question, we may point out that the two views
in question do not necessarily exclude one another.
"We may suppose that God has a plurality of

motives"for causing or allowing events to happen,
and that when events have been u '-Mil {<! ly a

duly accredited prophet, one of l!i- no;!\^- in

cfiu^ing or allowing them to happen, is to maintain
t ho cvcdit of the prophet. This, afc any rate, seems
to be the view of the r.\-jiror, :li^u. who esteem

prophecy so highly that i!',<
i \ iv^v.r*! a prediction

once uttered by a prophet i- sjn Ji sense) placing
God under a moral obligation to fulfil it. Jesus

Himself, on several occasions, acknowledged the

obligation of fulfilling the ancient prophecies (see
Mt 2633 1621 214? Jn 1928, etc.).

7. The necessity of means to ends. The * musts'
of Christ, of which there are numerous examples in

the Gospels, generally refer to the riece il\ Ho wa>
under (in order to fulfil the purpose of lli< Incarna-

tion) to do or to suffer certain things. His original

purpose to become incarnate, and to redeem the

world, was freely chosen (Ph 27
,
2 Co 89 etc.) ; but

the choice once made, a whole series of experiences

(many of them painful and humiliating) became

necessary.

As a child of twelve, He was already conscious, according to

one interpretation of Lk 249 (see KVm), of the necessity of being
about His Father's business, and the same idea frequently recurs

during the ministry. Almost at the beginning of it He declares

to Sicodemus that His purpose to give eternal life to believers

can be achieved only by His death :
* As Moses lifted up the

serpent in the wilderness, even so must (") the Son of Man be
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lifted up' (Jn 314).* He frequently declared the necessity He
was under of working during the appointed time ' We must
(5ei) work the works of him that sent me, while it is day : the

night cometh, when no man can work '

(Jn 9-*) ;

' Howbeit I must
(Sg/ ) go on my way to-day, and to- 'i 1 -\ ;.' 1

"

i:
;.

"!' '-:.

for it cannot be (oux IvSe^waO tha , , s i/ }:! ;
- o : o -U :-

salem' (Lk 13^) ; 'My meat is to do the will of him that sent

me, and to accomplish his work '

(Jn 4^, cf. 5i~ 19
etc.)- His

visit to Zacchaeus was determined by a redemptive purpose
(Lk 195 ' to-day I must (5s/) abide at thy house.' From the time
of Peter's

*'
-' r

;
'

T>
' "' "" ;

'

: '-"'
necessity

' - -
. !

'
- . '.

'Prom that time began Jesus to show unto his disciples how
that he must (SsO go unto Jerusalem, and suffer many things of

the elders and chief priests and scribes, and be killed, and the

third day be raised up' (Mt 16^1) ;

' but first must (2 7) he suffer

many things, and be rejected of this generation' (Lk 1725);
' Behoved it not (?v%, eSs;) the Christ to suffer these things, and
to enter into his glory ?

'

(2426).

Corresponding to C-" V- oV-;. <\ !' of doing and

suttering all that is : .. <',> '

"i.i'i's salvation,
is man's obligation of .M jjpn-pi i.itln;: (if lie would be

saved) the necessary means, frequent stress is laid

upon the latter obligation in the Gospels : see, e.g.,

Mt 417
(the necessity of repentance), IS3 (of conver-

sion), 22 7
(of love), Jn 35 (of baptism), 653 (of the

Holy Supper), 154
(of abiding in Christ), etc.
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NECK. (1) In the embrace of family salutation

the smooth part of the neck below the ear is the

part that is kissed, first on one side and then on
the other (Lk 152a

). This is implied in Hebrew
by the use of the dual form (Gn 46-9

). (2) Prisoners
and those condemned to punishment had the chain

attached to a metal ring around the neck (Lk 172 ).

(3) It was on the neck of the oxen that the yoke
was placed in ploughing. The freedom from all

other bondage, which is conferred and naturalized

by the grace of Christ, is conditioned by the yoke of

service to Him (Mt II29- 30
). G. M. MACKIE.

NEEDLE* Although the needle is of prehistoric

origin, having been made out of fish bones before

the discovery of bronze, it is mentioned only in one
i ;, ._'> in the Bible: 'It is easier for a camel to

;_

'

'V.ij-h the eye of a needle,
5

etc. (Mt 1924
||
Mk

lu-% Lk Is25 ). The eye of a needle is, in Hebrew
and Greek, called simply

' the hole,
3 but in later

Arabic it is also called * the eye.
: Thus one modern

Arab poet (Mej. Ad. ii. 231) asks, 'What animal
has its hoof in its head, and its eye in its tail?'

and another (ib. iii. 273) speaks of * the eye which
never tastes of sleep and is never filled with tears.'

The needle is often used as a symbol of
^
self-

neglect, in that it clothes all the world and itself

remains naked (Burckhardt, 563).
The phrase cited above from the Gospels was

used in the schools, with the substitution of an

elephant for a camel, to express -mi-i'iiii^ which
does not happen. Thus in Baba V :". os-<. in the
course of a discussion on dreams /.nil ;i:< ii inter-

pretation, R. Shesheth says to K. Amram, who
had tried to convince him of -.Mim-Tim^ in'TO'lT'lo :

*

Perhaps you are from IMin:iiiilii hi .V.IHMC ihin-
flourished a famous acini- my .\ ilio Itahylonifiri

Rabbis], where they can drive an elephant through
the eye of a needle' that is, can prove that black
is white. Similarly, Berak/ioth^ 5~>b :

' Xo one ever
saw a. jrolden palm, nor an (Irp'iimt on' (ig the eye
of a needle.

3 For other o< < m <<(- 01 i lie phrase,
see Buxtorfs Lex. s.v. x^s.f T. H. WEIR.

.

o 10 Mo MI

':. not ic.Tc-iis

ii'-rril<t Tfi' 1

]in>|>f'-!il- i 'ini :ij'{ biM-'i liiiinc 1 \n me MI i
1

; re ~

ii"< UK s

eye Mt'M'fM- -mrsll door in a 1;ir^o ci'o jjJiie, <^r 10 -ub-u;iii')
*

cable
'

(^a^aof) for * camel
'

(xa.fAviZ.os'), have nothing
1 In their

favour. See Hastings' DB iii. 505*, and Easp<>*. Times,
- /1 - r'-^

388, 474 ; A. Wright, Some N.T. Problems, 125.

NEIGHBOUR. To the people of Israel, God had

given the commandment,
' Thou shalt love thy

neighbour as thyself
5

(Lv 1938
) ;

but in their hard-

ness of heart they had put a limit to it. They had
deduced from the commandment, ' Thou shalt love

thy in i'l'l'oiu
'

its converse * and hate thine

enemy \ M t r> '; ; and they had made the latter as

binding as the former. To a people who regarded
themselves as the sole recipients of Jehovah's

favour, the limitation was not unnatural ; but
with the revelation of God as the universal Father,
who showers His blessings equally upon all the

world, just and unjust alike (Mt545
), the limitation

must of necessity be swept away. To make men
like to God was the essential aim of the life and

1 ' r Jesus Christ ; and as the love of God
,
the love of man to man must be no less.

All His doctrine in reference to man's treatment of

H- u< i-l'boui Tie summed up in the words,
{ Be ye

riiToi'oi'c pci U:oi. even as your Father which is in

heaven is perfect' (Mt 548
). 'Neighbour,' then,

upon our Lord's lips becomes a term synonymous
with '

humanity.'
* Who is my neighbour ?

' asked
a scribe ; and Christ made answer with, the parable
of the Good Samaritan (Lk 1CP"37

), seeking by a

picture of pure compassion to shame him of his

question.
* Dost thou ask,' He seems to say,

* who
thy

" " '

/ '
3 ? Set about at once to relieve the

mis( .-
;.
one thou meetest. Make thyself

the
*" 1 ""

. of all who need thy help.' It is to

be s . in the application of the parable He
does not ask which of the three was, but which of

the three became (yeyov^vat, v. 36
) neighbour unto

him that fell among thieves. In the Sermon on
the Mount He makes the same thing clear by
direct statement that '

neighbour
5 includes all the

world of men, even those who hate and persecute
ns(Mt543- 44

).

To the old commandment, f Thou shalt love thy
neighbour as thyself,' Christ gives a new and
striking form in the words,

* Whatsoever ye would
that men should do to yon, do ye even so to them '

(Mt 712
) ; and that the all-importance of this rule

may be made plain, He adds,
* for this is the law

and the prophets.' He thus makes a man's own
longing for love and kindness and compassion the
measure of the treatment which he should extend
to others. But this love and compassion must not
be the outcome of any selfish motive. To do good
to others that we may receive the same again,
is to miss wholly love's reward (Mt 546 ' 47

||
Lk

G32
"34

) ; for the joy of love is loving : it is more
blessed to give than to receive (Ac 2035

). To ask
to our feasts only those who can invite us in return
is no manifestation of love is but a bid for earthly
rocompeii-c. To obtain God's blessing we must
in viie the poor, the maimed, the lame, the blind,
who can give nought in return (Lk 1412

"14
). The

presupposition of our Lord's teaching, then, is this,
that love is its own reward, that to lose one's life

for love's sake is to find it (Mt 1039
1|
1625

,
Mk 835,

Lk 924). The true servant of the Kingdom, there-

fore, must be ever ready to give HIM intiiigly and
^.^TU'I .'! i

1

;
of all that he has and is; and* even

;., j .,. ... t- . would take from him by violence he
must offer no resistance (Mt 589

"42
).

It follows naturally that the Christian must be
as ready to forgive as to give. When a brother
seeks forgiveness, it must be granted gladly, even
unto severity times seven (Mt 1821

||
Lk 17s - 4

).

There can be no refusal of pardon to the penitent,
for so the Heavenly Father treats His erring chil-

dren (cf. the parable of 1 li^Pro.
1

.!^,!! ^OIL, Lk 15 1]11
'-).

To refuse to remit the oi!--:i'-r- 01" <>i !'rj-< means to
remain unpardoned by God ; for the Heavenly
Father cannot forgive His children if they will not
in turn forgive their brethren, who also are His
children : for thus they cut themselves off from the
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family of God, exclude themselves from His love

(Mt 612 18J5 ). The hatred of a brother becomes a
sin which cannot be pardoned except it be repented
of, except the hatred be wiped out and love re-

stored. The universal Fatherhood of Cod is thus
once more the basis of the argument (1 Jii 4-- -1 51

).

And not only towards those who are fellow-subjects
of the Kingdom is love inculcated : it must extend
even to those who are our enemies and the enemies
of God (Lk 637 - 38

) ; for Christ came to seek and to

save the lost, and the Christian must follow in his

Master's steps. Yet, on the other hand, forgive-
ness must in no case How from mere weak benevo-
lence which foregoes revenge for injury, and leaves

the matter there. An entrance must be won for

pardon into the heart of the offender before the
Christian's work is done; for pardon must be

accepted as well as granted. It is not for his own
but for his brother's sake that a man must for-

give ; and forgiveness is spiritually useless to the
offender unless he repent of his oilcnco. To win
souls for God's Kingdom is the Christian's noblest

work, and it is to that end that his whole treat-

ment of his neighbour must be directed (Mt IS15
).

Reproof, therefore, must not be wanting. The
ofi'ence must be pointed out, and the sinner urged
to amendment. In Mt 1815'21

(II Lk 173ff
-) a course

of treatment is prescribed for the :
:

! .l- ;: . He
is to be dealt with privately as a :. -; -,;;

"

that

fails, in the presence of witnesses; and as a last

step the Church is to be called in to aid in effecting
a reconciliation. Only when all has proved vain

is he to be regarded as a heathen man and a

publican. But even then love's offices may not
cease. The publican and the heathen still remain
the Christian's care, are still sharers in the love of

God. Love must still strive with him, by return-

ing good for evil, by ".i:-: 1

)j '-oals of fire "upon his

head, to win him b?--U ; <"i and love (Mt S44,

Ro 1220). When all else has failed, there still

remains the duty of prayer to God, who in His

providence may find a way to penitence.
It follows from the humble self-forgetting atti-

tude which this implies, that all loveless judgment
of the weaknesses and sins of others is wholly for-

bidden. To judge is to usurp the
p_M P-J^I K<- of

God, and to bring upon ourselves His condemna-
tion of our lovelessness (Mt 7L -). Yet men are

not to close their eyes to the characters of those

about them. They must certainly seek to find the

best that is in every man, and to draw it to the

light even as Christ did ; bit to treat the notori-

ously wicked man as if he were good and upright is

to make him a cause of offence to others, and at

the same time to tempt the man himself to greater
wickedness. To act thus is to cast pearls before

swine (Mt 76
). There is no more grievous sin

against love than to disregard or to play upon the

weaknesses of others. We must know others
3

weaknesses that we may avoid offending them and

causing them to stumble. But that we may be
able to do this to help the weak brother and to

save him from his dcioor- -11 is first needful that

we should be conscious of our own. If our own
eyes are blinded by the beam of self-righteousness
and pride, we cannot see clearly to ca-t out, the

mote out of our brother's eye (Mt 7s
'5

1!
Lk 641

1| Gal
6 1

}. In the very strongest terms our Lord warns

against the giving of offence to others, even to the

lea?t. It vere better, He says, to suffer the most
miserable death than so to endanger the salvation

of another, and sin against God's love (Mt IS6- 7- 10
).

In 1 Co 8 St. Paul treats of the matter in reference
to a ^articular instance, pointing out that even
Christian liberty must be willingly laid aside if it

in any way te'nds to hurt the conscience of a
weaker brother. Love for souls is so absolutely the
law of the Christian life that it makes right wrong

VOL. n. 16

and wrong right. Charity is the greatest virtue
of all, so that the want of it makes every other
virtue worthless (1 Co IS).
To summarize the doctrine, the revelation of the

new relationship between God and man, and the
new law which rests thereon, make of love the

highest principle in life, and make the love of
God and the love of man one and the same ; and
since love is the divinest element in human nature,
it must be love's object to beg'et and to increase love
in others. Hence towards all who are our brethren
in the Lord we must be humble and meek and for-

giving,
4 in honour preferring one another' (Ro

1210
)j

V- eatness not in dominion but in

service
w

x
'

. -
T

\\
Lk 22-6 ) ; for it is ever the over-

estimate of self that takes offence and causes hate

(Mk 7~
2
) ; and to the sinner and the unbeliever who

are ignorant of love, there is but the greater need
to make love manifest by unwearying self-sacrifice

and unceasing kindness ; for so the evil in the
other's heart will be overcome, and the Divine

germ of love within him will be fanned into a living
flame, and he also will become a true son of God
(Mt 5s8-48

II
Lk 62S

'31
||
Ro 12ly-21

). It is those whose
whole lives make for peace the peace that springs
not from indifference bur from love who shall be
called the children of God (Mt 59

).
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H Thorn, Laws of Life after the Mind of Christ, 330 ; M.

Creighton, The Mind of St. Peter, 38.
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NERL An ancestor of Jesus, Lk 327.

NEST, Orientals, while often indifferent to the

stud} .""<"! -ViY.i -.li-i" of natural processes, have
alwa\ .-ui .1 , i*

1,.'-^ -i > the provisions of instinct

for tfi- !

" -

x ,-it i<-i !'

;:imal life. They observed
the ]'"!-!' : kr !'i"i

: \c 'f rest and safety in the

selection and construction of birds' nests (Job 291S
,

Ps 84s 10417
, Jer 4S28 4916). In the Gospels the

word tr, nest 5

(/caracnoyj/wcrts) means generally the

place of night shelter for birds (Mt 820
), or where

they alight in search of food during the day (13
s1 - 32

).

Bv contrasting His own with the more fortunate

condition of the birds, Christ intimates that who-

ever, like the scribe, would follow Him to the

uttermost, may for His sake have to endure loneli-

ness, misunderstanding, and rejection;
The refer-

ence to the mustard seed, which in its wild state

produces a shrub reaching to the seat of a horse's

saddle, indicates that power of rapid expansion
inherent in Christ's Kingdom which has often sur-

prised both its friends and its foes.

G. M. MACKIE.
NETS. Nets were in ancient times used not

only in fishing but in hunting beasts and in bird-

catching. In the Go-peK they are mentioned only
in connexion with fishmg, which was an important
industry on the very prolific inland waters of Pales-

tine. See FISH. Three terms occur. 1. SLKTVOV

(perhaps from dtKew,
4 to cast '), Yulg. rete, is the

general term, including various kinds of nets. It

is found in the parallel accounts of the call of the

disciples (Mt 4^>-
21

, Mk F8* 19
, Lk 5'

2-5
) aluny- ns

the plural. In St. John's narrative of the j-j-oat

draught of fishes (21
6- 8 - n

) it is found in rhc -ini.,

possibly referring to a net of larger size. JSee 3

below.
2. djMf>ip\T)ffrpov (which may perhaps be an ad-

jective, SLKTVOV being understood), a casting-net

(deriv. a^/SdAXw, which verb stands, without a

noun, for the action of the fisherman in using the

net, Mk I16), bell- or pear-shaped, thrown bjr hand
from the shore or from a boat, which was skilfully

wielded so as to fall upon the water with its cir-

cular mouth fully extended. The edges, being

weighted, sank immediately to the bottom, and
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the fish within the area of the mouth were enclosed.
This net is still much used in Palestine. The indi-

vidual skill required in its employment is in point
if it was with this kind of net in mind that our
Lord invited the fishermen to become '

fishers of

men.' In the Gospels the word is found only in
Mt 418 and (in the TH) Mk 1 1G

.

3. a-ayrjvr] (Lat. [so Vulg.] sagcna ; French and
English, 'seine'), from crarrw, to load, fill': a
drag-net (Mt 1347 RVm) or sweep-net, often of
immense size (Manilius,

' vasta sagena '). Such
nets have been in use from early times clown to
the present day, and are extensively employed on
our own coasts, as, for instance, in Cornwall. A
common way of working the seine is to have one
end of it attached to the shore, while the other is

taken seawards by a boat in a wide circuit, and at

length brought to land again. The upper side of
the net is sustained by corks, while the lower,
being weighted, sweeps along the sea-bottom. The
ends are gradually drawn in till the whole net is

bi-'j-.rihi ;.p on the beach, carrying with it all the
!-! i in ils' area through which it has passed. The
seine may also be worked entirely from a boat or
boats. In classical Latin this kind of net is called
cverriculum (vcrro,

e to sweep'); cf. Horn. //. v.

487, \ivov Trdvaypov, a take-all net. o-ayyvri is found
in the Gospels only in Mb 1347 (tr.

'

net,' the word
' draw-net '

is not in the Eng. text, but only in the
AV chapter -heading), where the choice of this
term instead of SLKTVOV or dpfapXy

-

, i
,

'
""

\

strengthens the meaning of the *", .'. *

DRAW-NET. It occurs in LXX Is 19s
, Ezk 265

;

and a,i(j)L{3\T)o-TpQv and cray^vrj are mentioned to-

gether in Hab I15.

LITERATURE. B,. Flint, Christ's Kingdom upon Earth, 245 ;

H. S. Holland, God's City, 200 ; W. O. E. Newbolt, Counsels of
Faith and Practice, 169. j^f JfJ 4 RoSS.

NEW BIRTH. See REGENERATION.

NEW COMMANDMENT.- The definition of the
Christian law of love as a *new commandment'
is peculiar to the Johannine writings (Jn 1334 15 12

,

1 Jn 27 - 8
, 2 Jn 5

). In the Fourth Gospel the Supper
is regarded as the prototype of the Agape rather
than of the Eucharist, and the institution of the
' new covenant '

gives place to that of the * new
commandment '

of brotherly love. The command-
ment, like the covenant, *- i'T.-::

(
.1 :;.' -1 by a sym-

bolical ac'.
J1

,.>"*:!.<! . ii" <,';.,
":_i'.

-" feet.

^

In the
; j.

i (,..- .;- our Lord* repeatedly in-
sists on love for one's iiciirlilxmr as the paramount
ethical duty (cf. Mt .V^ Mk 1231

, Lk lO30'37
) ; He

contrasts this new conception of the Moral Law
with the rule il,,.* Wj ...": i- .].: i-ne

3

(Mt543-44
).

The words in i. !'.. , .' i i .- ..
. i

!

:!! -i sum up with
an exquisite -!!!

!
i< . y :

'

' ."! !i-, :< substance of
the social teaching of Jesus. At the same time
there are elements in the Johannine idea which
differentiate it from the apparent parallels in the
Synoptics.

(1) Jesus in His teaching, as given in the Synop-
tics, does not impose His ethic under the form of
1 commandment.* Accepting the moral code of the

indeed to replace the ancient Law by a new one,
but in this Christian law the idea of commandment
is altogether transcended. It is a ' law of liberty,'
which the r^li/i^ 1 ' MM-.-lence ori^num'- f,,r

itself. The I : li <;<-:..! s. verts to 'i ho i.ira of
' commandn:- s:

'

.,r ,i -., ,,-,.! law enforced from
without. Jesus as the Son of God has power to

impose a new law, equally binding with that of
the ^ .-

1
.

. and it is henceforth valid in virtue
pf Bi !,-,, : -. ..

(2) The divergence from the Q
;!:"

iJ
"- is still

more marked in regard to the - -y .he 'new
commandment.' The love which, it requires is the

<pL\a8\<t>ia that found expression in the Agape ; not
love to one's neighbour in the universal sense, but
love of Christians to one another. Here more
signally than elsewhere the Fourth Evangelist
betrays the influence of the later Church -idea
which had narrowed the original intention of the

teaching of Christ. A sharp distinction had grown
up between the community of believers and the
4

world,' and the duty of Christians was primarily,
if not exclusively, to their brethren. The passage
in the Fourth Gospel already contemplates a time
when mutual love within the Church was the

yvupicr/jia r&v XpLffTiavujv (Jn 13 >>r

\ cf. Tert. ApoL 39).
There is no indication of a wider demand, in the

spirit of the Sermon on the Mount and the parable
of the Good Samaritan.
The commandment is expressly called a noivone,

although in its Synoptic form it appears as a direct

quotation from the ancient Law (Mt 2239 ||Mk 1281

= Lv 19 1S
). The newness has been explained in

various ways, (a) According to the Greek com-
mentators (Cyril, Theod. Mops, etc.) it consists ID

the higher degree of love implied in /ca#cb? ^ydTrtjcra

vftas not f as thyself but 'more than thyself,'
with the self-forgetting love of Christ. This, how-
ever, overstrains the meaning of KaQtibs, which says
nothiM;,

1 uT I MC i;i;;ili(\ of Tliust's love, but states
the -iiiiplc i'ri( ; <[" Hi- <

4

\;;]>ip!e. (b) Several modern
commentators (c.rr. ATi-yei, Godet, Bugge) have
still sought the expl.-uiation in the worcls a& I

have loved you.' The love of Christ experienced
by the believer is to be the motive power to a new
and -.it. he."

1 kind of love. Our love to one another
is linu ,>!; Ii to be Christian love not grounded
in a mere natural instinct, but in an inward fellow-

ship with Christ. This idea is certainly present in
the Gospel, and in the Epistle it comes to definite

expression. 'Hereby we know love, because he
laid down his life for us ; and we ought to lay
down our

^
lives for the brethren' (1 Jn 31G

). The
love required in Christians is the greater love
which was revealed for the first time in the Cross

pf Christ. This, however, does not seem to be the
idea involved in the 'new commandment.' The
newness is ascribed to the commandment itself,
not to the motive or the quality of the love en-

joined in it. (c) An attractive explanation is that

suggested by Olshausen. The commandment of
love is new in the sense that it is for ever fresh,

always renewing itself. Su-
* :-." , to

be plainly implied in the . . in
the Epistle (1 Jn 27 * 8

),

*
I write no new command-

ment unto you, but an old commandment. Again,
a new commandment I write iinto you.

5 This
passage, however, is a kind of poetical expansion
of the idea of a 'new commandment,' and cannot
be construed as an exegesis, (d) The simplest and
most natural explanation is that Christ has in
effect established a new morality by His insistence
on love as the fulfilment of the Law. In outward
form the demand was an old one, and this is ac-

kiLowleuged in the Synoptic parallel,
1 \\ V-i .

tioii trom Leviticus.
"

But the place ,!-!.!,
by Jesus as the sum of the Law, the sovereign
principle of the moral life, invests it with a new
significance. The ancient morality is superseded ,

by the Christian law pf love. The worcls in the
Fourth Gospel thus give expression to the truth
which had emerged ever more clearly in the course
of later reflexion, that the teaching of Jesus,
based as it was on the religion of the OT, was
something radically new. The Law had been not
only fulfilled but abrogated. In its place there
was a new commandment, a new determining
principle for the moral life.
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As indicated above, the definition of the Chris-
tian ethic as a e new commandment' is in one

respect inadequate, and even involves a self-

contradiction. The true
"" "

moral
demand of Jesus consiste-.

"

away
from the idea of outward requirement. The Law
imposed from without was replaced by the inward

spirit of faith and love and obedience. In the
Fourth Gospel we have probably the earliest phase
of the reaction which ended in the formulation of

Christianity as nova lex. The development of the
Church as an institution was accompanied by a
certain externalizing of moral and ivl'^iou- ideas,
while at the same time the inflae-d 01" |! u- OT
favoured the relapse into a modified legalism.
Thus where St. Paul, in full accordance with the

Synoptics, demanded a new spirit (cf. lio 122
, Gal

5 1
'), the later Church was satisfied with obedience

to a 'new law.
3 The Fourth Gospel appears to

mark the transition between these two conceptions
of Christian morality. The true character of the
* commandment *

is still safeguarded by the pro-
fou 1

:-! !".:"; .- ;!
"

of the Gospel, but the idea
of u....1

,'
11
!! ""-.I '-'.' has begun to re-establish

itself. In a subsequent age, which had drifted out
of sympathy with the original teaching of Jesus,
the * new commandment ' became literally the
nova lex.

LITERATURE. The Comm. on Jn 1334f- 1512
, e.g. Holtzmann,

Hdcom. (1893) ; Godet (Eng. tr. 1S92); Oscar Holtzmann (1887);

Bugge (Germ. tr. 1894); Loisy, Le Quatribme Evangile (1903);
J. Beville, Le Quatribme fiuangile, 245 f. (1901) ; cf. also H. J.

Holtzmann, NT Theol. i. 494 f., ii. 344 f., 389 f. (1897); Stevens,
Johannine Theol. 266 f. (1900) ; B. F. Horton, The Command-
ments of Jesus, 319 ;

P. W. Robertson, Ser. i. 234 ;
T. T. Carter,

Spirit of Watchfulness, 206. E. F. SCOTT.

NEW TESTAMENT. The expression 'New
Testament' (ATCU^?; Stad^K'tj) has a double meaning.
(1) The New Covenant itself (Lk 222

,
1 Co IF5

,

2 Co 36 etc. ). See artt. COVENANT and TESTAMENT.
No other meaning is possible in the Bible. (2) The
books that contain the New Covenant. The latter
is the subject of this article.

1. The genesis of a NT literature. This is to
be assigned, humanly speaking, to the slowly
developing needs of the Christian society. The
Apostles were comniissioned not to write but to
preach. The OT, interpreted in the light of its

fulfilment in Christ, contained both for them and
for their earliest converts the whole deposit of
Divine truth (2 Ti 315

etc.). (a] Epistles, as a
class, were needed first, in order to settle questions
that soon arose on the conversion, of Gentiles (Ac
15). Many of the Epistles plainly show their
' occasional

'

origin (1 Co 71
, 2 Co 91

, Gal I 6 , 2 Th
2lf- etc. ). Formal communications were evidently
no new thing in Jewish communities (Ac 92 2821

).

(b) Narratives of Christ's words and works, such
as the Gospels, were not at once so necessary.
Men were looking for Christ's speedy return (2 Th
22

), and eye-witnesses of His ministry were at
first plentiful (Ac I22, 1 Co 156). The demand for
written and authentic narratives was forcibly
realized only when Apostles and eye-witnesses
began to pass away (2 P I 15ff-, 2 Ti 46jt

-), and irre-

sponsible persons took in hand to supply the want
(Lk llf-). Yet even in the next generation there
lingered a preference for traditional reminiscences,
cf. Papias (e. A.D. 140) ap. Eus. jS^iii. 39. On the
shortest reckoning no Gospel was committed to

writing in its present shape within twenty-five
years after Christ's Ascension.

2. The canonical reception of NT writings.
This may be said to have passed through three
stages, not wholly separable in point of time.

(1) Thu ih-rtt stage is that of collective recognition
(extending roughly to A.D. 170). Christian writers
of this period exhibit (a) Coincidences of language

with NT expressions : e.g. Clem. Rum. (c. A.D. 93) ;

Ign. (c. A.D. 110); Poly'c. (r. A.D. 116); Barn. (c.

A.D. 70-130); Dulfiche (f. A.D. 90-165); Herm.
(r. A.D. 140-153); Heges. [rqt. Eus.] (c. A.D. 155).

(b) Anonymous references which seem to have
been the set rale for all writers of *

Apologies/
whatever their custom in other works : e.g. Just.
M. (c. A.D. 150); ad Dlogn. (c. A.D. 170?); also
2 Ep Clem. (c. A.D. 140). (t*) Direct references :

e.g. Clem.., ad Cor. xlvii., alludes to 1 Co. ; Polyc.,
ad Ph. iii., to Philippians ; Pajjias (before A.D. 150),

rip. Eus. HE iii. 39, mentions a record of Christ's

words and deeds by Mark, and *

logia
'

'n!*^!
1

.i"y
in Hebrew) by Matthew ; Just. Si., ///. *,!.,

speaks of ' Memoirs by Apostles and tho*e that
followed them,' and refers to the Apo<M!y;^e (T)lnL
Ixxxi. ) by name. (d] Dogmatic reron^Ion-*: Tatuui,
Diatessaron (c. A.D. 150), harmonized the four Gos-

pels ; Marcion (c. A.D. 140) mutilated Luke and
(ackno\\lo<"ljiLii ten Pauline Epistles) rejected the
ilnv<i Prt-iui'jil Epistles. (e) <V ,

1
;: , -i.g. the

Muratprian fragment (compose , .
'

!> . which,
according to Westcott, gives

* a summary of the

opinion of the Western Church 011 the Canon
shortly after the middle of the 2nd century.'

(2) The second stage is that of unique authority.
(a) A. succession of contrasts is drawn by Christian

writers, (a) Apostles and themselves : cf. all the

Apostolic Fathers Clem. Rom. vii. xlvii. ; Polye.
ad Ph. iii. ; Ign. ad Bom. iv. ('not as Peter and
Paul ') ; Barn, i, iv (

( not as a teacher '). (/?) Apos-
tolic records and traditions : Justin M.

, Ap. i. 33,

says the Memoirs of the Apostles relate ' all things
concerning Jesus Christ.'

' These words (Westcott
observes) mark the presence of a new age. . . .

Tradition was definitely cast aside as a new source
of information.

3

(7) Canonical (ev8LadyKOI) and un-
canonical (a,7r6Kpv(poL) books : generally, e.g. Dio-

nysius of Corinth (c. A.D. 176), ap. Eus. HJ2 iv. 23,

says,
c the Scriptures of the Lord . . . and those

that are not of the same character'; and in detail,

e.g. Clem. Alex. (c. A.D. 165-200) ib. vi. 14 ; Origen
(A.D. 286-353), ib. vi 25; Dionys. Alex. (c. A.D.

248) ib. vii. 25 representing the opinion of Alex-
andria ; Tertullian (c. A.D. 160-240), de Pudie. 20,
that of Latin Africa ; Caius (c. A.D. 213), ap. Eus.
HE vi. 20, that of Rome ; Irenseus (c. A.D. 135-

200), ib. v. 8, cf. Iren. Hcer. iii. 7, that of Asia
Minor and Gaul ; Serapion (c. A.D. 190), ap. Eus.
HE vi. 12, that of Syria. These exhibit substan-
tial agreement, together with variety in detail.

From Tertullian's time the general estimate was
much ~~ ^ *t J~\ J

ry
(b)

"> .

"

f fY- <>-^( k
l

'

I- :' t onsciousness
are seen in two matter- i,

4> i-'
,,

".! constant use
of the books, (i.) The

'
'

v'"'
'"

' Barnabas,
Ep. iv., is the first to use* the formula ' as it is

written
'

in quoting words taken from the N.T.

[
= Mt 2214

]. In Justin M., Ap. i. 66, the term
'

Gospels
*

is first applied to books. Melito of

Sardis (c. A.D. 170), np. Eus. HE iv. 26, refers to

'the books of the Old Testament,
5

implying un-

doubtedly by contrast ' the books of the New.'
The latter description is expre->ly u-ed by Ireneeus,
Hcer. ii. 58, and the two Testaments are'from that
time on a level. Chrysostom is said to have been
the first to adopt the expression

' Bible' (ra /3i/2Xta)

for the two Testaments as one whole, (ii.) Public

reading. For some considerable time (varying
much in different i>l,"-<o. ///',/?/>//,/ >,/ sv seems to

have been the only a's^lmo i"-i minimi. Dionys.
of Corinth (c. A.D. 170-175), ap. $tis. HE iv. 23,

refers to the public reading of a letter from Soter,
as well as to the better known instance of the

Ep. of Clem, of Rome. Eusebius (ib. iii. 3) relates

that Hennas had formerly been read in public on
account of its usefulness for '

elementary instruc-

tion.* Apostolic nature (i.e. practically inspira-
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tion ') w,. -,,"-,
<1

/the
"

\st-.cf.Eus.
I.e. and i

;

' -' '!.,',. (c. . : Catech. iv.

33-36. Hence dti/moo-ieveo-dau, tinder the former con-

ditions refers merely to the fact of public reading ;

under the latter it is a declaration of canonical

authority.
(3) The third stage is that offorme? tf.

^,,'ji fllf

Diocletian's persecution (A.D. 303-.S 1 !
, ,

il.ivuou

against the Christian Scriptures, proves that their

unique position and influence was a matter known
to the heathen throughout the Roman Empire. It

also made the identification of those Scriptures, as

distinct from other Christian books, a vital matter

{cf. the history of the Donatist schism on the ques-
tion of

: traditores '). Eusebius, writing A.D. 313-

325, sums up the general consent of that time (HE
iii. 3, 24, 25}, in three classes of books * acknow-

ledged/ i e. of undisputed authenticity and Apos-
tolic power ;

' di -puled.
'

i.e. defective in either of

those qualities; and 'heretical.
5 The Emperor

Constantine (A.D. 331) caused to be prepared, under
the direction of Eusebius, fifty copies of the Divine

Scriptures for use in the churches of Constantinople
(cf. Eus. Vit. Const, iv. 36). These must have become
a standard in the Greek Church. It may be added
that the evidence of ancient versions, old Latin,

Syriac, and Egyptian, is of great importance ; but
it is of too complicated a nature to be briefly dis-

cussed. ^
.' ..... !" . Councils dealt with the Canon,

esp. that ''!, ; -i (e. A.D. 363) and the third of

Carthage (A.D. 397). The . i

1

.

1
-

"
anonical

books which bears the name < is held

to be spurious : to the catalogue of Carthage
Christendom adheres to-day.
LITERATURE. The NT (as a whole or its separate portions)

forms the' "-V < T >*." mentaries,
etc. For .

- -. ,.*
; Wright,

Synopsis . : .
' \

'

i Bible in
the C'hwrc., ,

"

..
,

'

'.

'

i'
'

. . \ ' he 'Canon
and Text of the NT' (Gregory) is to form part of the Inter-

national Theol. Library series. p. g.

NICODEMUS. One of the persons mentioned

only in the Fourth Gospel. He is described as a
Pharisee and a ruler of the Jews. He had an
interview with Jesus by ni^hl 'Jn 3

1flp '

; and though
he did not become an ,"i \.o\u-i I t!Ncipi<

k

;
he protested

in the Sanhedr : r .:_ i : :
-

i i ae hasty condemnation
of Jesus (7

50f<
) ;

'" " "'
' Crucifixion ln'livou^1i I

spices to embalm the body of the Lord JO 1
'' 1

,.

V.
"

.

'

C' \
'' "

'-,' ,' 1
"

-'conqueror
<

i . .' ....... I. .
*

. _ - \ codemus as

me name 01 an amuassauor iroui Amiouiuus uo jfompey. In the

Talmud we have the form pD^pJ as the name given to a certain

Bunai ben Gorion, because, it is said, of a miraculous answer to

his prayer. This ben Gorion was a rich man, and is reported
to have spent a vast sum on the marriage of his daughter, who
afterwards sank into abji-'i po\-_ru. TL- r.jnuM

1 - |.,'i.-t 1-ud

charge -"".-" "

\\\\ <r {> I'M,-
[ _r:

:

':?- v. .!: -: 1. -r :

and he" \ .- .

'

. eing a Christian. Some have identified

this man with the Nicodemus of the Gospel ;
but the positive

grounds of identification are insufficient
;
and there is the nega-

tive consideration that ben Gorion i- i-pokon of as living- till the

siege of Jerusalem, whereas Nicodemus, ahendy in Jn 3 an
elderly man (yipav, v.^), could hardly have survived to so late a

period. Some writers, who regard the Fourth Gospel as un-

historical, suggest that our Xicodomut* is himply a typical char-

acter, constructed by the E\ angelisi from ilic traditions of ben
Gorion, with the aid of the S\noptic references to Joseph of
Arimathtea. Thus E. A. Abbott (JEncy. Mb. art. * Nicodemus ')

says: 'Nicodemon ben C^-ii-in j),'i^-< in o the Gospel under the
shadow of Joseph of Vr' :.;'K'.:.'

;
iru] speaks of 'a conflate

ito two persons.* He says that N. ben
or four who were sometimes called

fiAvteura. ,

* rich men,'
'

great- men of the city/ and suggests that
as an ofli<-ial provider of \\ater ho was an appropriate character
for a dialogue on *(ur..... ration. lie concludes that Nicodomus
is 'a Johannine i"- 11^ pii.;!i representing the liberal, moderate,
and well-meaning Fnansee, \\hosc fate ir wat< to be crushed ouu
of existence in the conflict between Judaism and its Roman and
Christian adversaries.' This reconstruction can hardh bo per-
suasive except to those who on oilier grounds ha\e already
judged the Fourth Gospel to be without, historic \ulne. The
general discussion goes beyond the limit of this article. It is

enough to say hen i-n
1

'*i< n- : - no! 1
i"jr l'i Vi.if is related of

Nicodemus, or in : ".o i i. n -' ,M<" - "i '"'.i c.vir>t N on with Jesus,
which is in itself improbable, or out of harmony with what we

are told elsewhere. It is altogether probable that some men of

the upper classes and of the Pharisees would be attracted by
;.

>",.'
1

^'- ;>i t",i Vug of Jesus, and that they would
-

, .,

'

'. . i \
.-. <-JL ','. j-v ,

- <' caution to know more of Him. To
a certain extent tne &yriopcics confirm this (cf. Lk 7^6 g^ 195

).

We may add that the personality of Nicodemus stands out

clearly in spite of the brevity of the reference to him. The

protest in the Sanhedrin shows the same blending of courage
with caution as the interview by night. There was a sufficient

sense of truth and justice, and of personal interest in Jesus,
to enable him to risk the anger of the majority by a

protest,
but enough of caution or timidity to put the protest into an
indirect and tentative form rather than into a bold defence of

the Master. The personality of Nicodemus and the conduct
ascribed to him do not weaken the case for the historic credi-

bility of the Evangelist.

It has been urged with some measure of plausi-

bility that the conversation in Jn 3 bears the marks
of artificial construction. It

is^
said that^it

is really
a brief sermon by !* F , _*!!-, ; ,'\ -"ollows the

regular plan of the .)...- -.'-' ;. M -
: a preg-

nant saying by the Master ;
a remark by an inter-

locutor who misunderstands the text by taking
it literally and nor -pirii luiliy ; then a further

exposition by the -p^;>k" : ilio whole being a

ilio'oiiLj'.ly artificial construction on a set plan
5

(Uarcmer/ A Historic View of the NT, sec. vi.).

There is a very general agreement that the dis-

courses in the Fourth Gospel owe j-omi-iliin^ of

their form to the Evangelist. Dili'iMuin 1
.- of

opinion on that point are almost entirely confined

to the question of the extent to which the writer

has gone in condcn^iiig or re-shaping the Master's
utterances. AViihout Surrendering the conviction

that we have a faithful report of the substance
of a real conversation, we may readily admit that
the Evnn-eli^t has put his material into the form
which seemed best litted to make the truth clear

to his readers. He is, we may suppose, chiefly
interested in Nicodemus ' as instrumental in elicit-

ing from Jesus' the sayings which he records.

But this does not make Nicodemus a mere lay
figure, and his questions mere 'rhetorical artifice.

3

Dr. Gardner says of the question in v.* : 'Such crossness is
" " '

,,n nature.' Yet when we give due weight to

, ;

'

a V" -"- .

"

,

"
deadening effect

of respectable religi - rd to understand
the sheer bewilderment ot Mcodemus at the idea that he no

Gentile, no publican needed to be born anew. How common
it is for men of such a type to be utterly unable to understand
even an elementary spiritual truth, if it cuts across their con-

ventions and challenges their privileges. Nicodemus did not at

all suppose that a second physical birth was meant. He was

simply unable to conceive what kind of new birth could be
needed by one who was already a Jew and a keeper of the Law.
His questions are simply his bewilderment beating the air.

The last reference to Nicodemus (Jn 19s9
) appears

to show greater boldness and a more definite dis-

crpleship on his j>art. His gift of spices was cer-

tainly an expression of respect and reverence for

the Master, and its amount is the lavish gift of a
rich man. Whether it \:-". --! f,,

; lli in the

Me^iiih<hip of the Crucifi'-.. 'in- 1

>.i\ \>\\\ typified

by the brazen serpent which Jesus had explained
to him beforehand (3

14
)

3

(Godet), is less certain.

Nicodemus may have regarded Jesus simply as a

martyred teacher, whose cause had perished, but
who deserved to be held in loving memory. He
could hardly at that moment have initii-ipatcd
the Resurrection. He may even luuc; been en-

(onrajioil to bring his gift by the ih->u-hi Hint

Jr-u- ilojnl was no longer feared by the- amliorii io-,

and that it was no longer a serious risk to show

respect to His name.

Christian tradition records many legenc"
.""" 1

his name is associated with one of the :

but nothing further is recorded that has any historical value.
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NIGHT. i. Associations of the word night.'
(a] It was the season for all that demanded secrecy.
Travellers on a dangerous errand went by night, as

Joseph did, after he had received warning in a
dream (Mt 214

). Nicodemus for fear of his col-

leagues came to Jesus by night at the Passover
season ; the interview may have been on the roof
of s- :

"
=

''".' house, or in one of the tents used

by t

'

-.

!

"

.

'
i 'i; Jn 32 1939

) ; night was also the time
for i

:
--' :.. .'"' ! nmkenness, and revelling (Lk 123y3

cf. 1 Th 52 - 7
, Ro 1312

), and was convenient for j>lots
and stratagems (Mk 1411

). The chief priests bribed
the guard to say that the disciples had taken away
the body of Jesus by night (Mt 2813

J.

(b) Night had its peculiar dangers and annoy-
ances (cf. Ps 9 1

5
). Travellers might be delayed

through stress of circumstances till after nightfall,
and even till midnight (Lk II5

), and such journeys
were not without danger ;

c
if any man walk in the

night, he hlumblcth' (Jn II 10
, cf. Job514

). A modern
traveller has spoken of * the villages by night, with-
out a light, when you stumble on them in the dark-
ness, and all the dogs begin barking' (G. A. Smith,
HGHL, p. 99). Such annoyances would be en-
countered by the host in J1|

.-
k ;, liY. '.. coming

to beg bread, arrived at "!:",'' -" " ^ ambling
through the narrow strei ,

-
.' s \ "! , ^ (Lk II5

etc.).

(c) It was the season when Divine guidance might
be looked for. Joseph and the Magi were warned
in dreams (Mt 212 * 13 - 19

). Pilate's wife suffered

many things in a dream because of Jesus (Mt 2719
).

To the Israelites the thought of night would always
1 s

"

1 1 ir 1 1 h : 1 1 ! > .
iiy of visions and revelations of God,

^i\M i,) i !:<;: seers, ".-
"-

"

from the nights
when Jacob saw the .... : . , ; wrestled with the

angel.
(d) It was the season of rest (Jn II 9 94), but not for

all men; shepherd- ..

""

?

*

flock- 1\ i:"^M
(Lk 28

); though V . : to M!I"-<!I ,iio

sheep were probably in the fold. The fishermen
toiled all night (Lk 55

, Jn 213
), when the Lake was

often swept by sudden gales (Mk 437 ) ; the men who
could not watch one hour in Gethsemane were
accustomed to sleepless nights. In Palestine, as in
all Eastern lands, the marriage ceremony was
celebrated after nightfall ; lamps and torches were
always the accompaniment of weddings (cf* Rev
IS23

,
where the light of the lamp and the voice of

;

' " " '

.,; are mentioned together). In the

I
!,:

'

Ten Virgins the guests assembled
at mgliDiall, out they had to tarry till midnight
before the bridegroom came, the hour being chosen
for the purpose of the parable, because then they
would most likely be oft' their guard (Mt 256).

(e) Night was the season of surprises. The day
of the Lord was to come as a thief in the night
(1 Th 52

). In the night the soul of the rich fool

was required of him (Lk 1220). At the coming of
the Son of Man * in that night,' it is said,

* there
shall be two in one bed ; the one shall be taken, the
other shall be left

'

(Lk 1734 ). The disciples must
jiuaid Mgniusla surprise: 'for ye know not when
ihe Lord conieth, whether at even, or at midnight,
or at cock-crowing, or in the nionm 1

;:
: lest coming

suddenly he find you sleeping
" M k K> . Especial

stress is laid upon the mid-watches (Lk IS3^) ; it

would be oa-vy to keep the first watch, and almost

impossible to sleep during the watch before the
dawn.

(/) The phrases 'day and night,
9

'days and
nights/ are used to give a comprehensive idea of
time (Mt 4s

) ; or to give an impression of a con-
tinuous practice [as when we read that Anna served
God night and day (Lk 237

)], or to indicate the
monotonous passage of time : the sower '

sleeps and
rises night and day/ and nothing happens day after

day (Mk 42?).

2. Divisions of the night. It is important not to

seek the scientific accuracy of modern usage in the
NT. Time was divided by natural phenomena.
The night varied

' ?_ I

1
' ^

: T L the seasons of the

year; and the ! .' \ four watches into
which the nigL * !.".. must also have
varied (Mt 14-5

, Mk 648
, Lk 1238

). In NT times
four watches were recognized, in the OT only three.

The division into hours could not be made for the

night-season.
* The division of the day into hours s-pranjr fro^i the use of

the sundial, and its peculiar character, ihe varying length of

the hour, was conditioned by its origin; hours of the night
could be measured only by water-glass or some similar means,
which would give divisions of equal length during

1 all seasons of

the year, and not varying hours like those of the day
'

(Bamsay,
Expos. IV. vii. [1893] p. 219).

The watches of the night are indicated in Mk
IS35

: evening (6\f<ia) midnight cock-crowing
full morning. It was at eventide, for example,
that Jesus sat down with His disciples ; before
* cock-crowing

5 Peter denied Him. ; and in the

'morning
3 Jesus was carrit-u in,.y (o Pilate.

3. In the life of Jesus. -
I M.-furo'JoMi- called His

disciples, He went out into a mountain to pray,
and continued all night in prayer (SiavvKrepevuv,
Lk 612

). After the {

feeding of the five thousand '

also He departed into a mountain to pray (Mk
646 I!

Mt 1423), and not till the fourth watch did He
come to the disciples, spent with their ( bootless

toil.' From these and other references it is clear

that Jesus often made the night His season of

prayer. He whose mind was saturated with the
OT may have recalled how the prophets had with-
drawn to the mountains.

*
So, separate from the world, his breast

Might duly take and strongly keep
The print of Heaven.' (Keble, Chr. Year., 13th Sund.

after Trm.).

In the r!rii.lr".!i---l'.',,<l of the Lake, night was the

only time
"

-'", i \> .

* Save in the recorded hours of ' r T>,r "*- ; .-. .

"

. ^he history
of Galilee has no intervals of sil ' ,r 'i the noise
of a clos-e and Tmsv life is always audible ; and to every crisis in

the Go-- <

"

,v :

:
."< :>i .-..-.. ii-v.-'J- "- ,. 1" . '/swarm'

(G.A. -'
-.-.. /.",/// i

"
)

It may be urged that Jesus teaches by His ex-

ample the value of prayer in the silence of night.
There are many references to such prayer in the

Psalms (cf. Ps 11962
) ; and it is not without signifi-

cance that the time is midnight in the parable in

which Jesus teaches the lesson of i shameless '

prayer (Avatfla, Lk 11s ). 'The thing could never

have taken place in the daytime. It is a story of

midnight importunity
'

(Whyte}.
There is no reason to doubt the preference of

Jesus for an abode where He would be sure of

mountain solitude; we have no record that He
entered Tiberias, which was a walled city (HGHL
p. 449).

' He entered Jericho only to pass through
it,

1 'This freedom Jesus had from childhood 3 in

Nazareth, Capernaum, Bethany, and other resting-

places. When men did not need Him, He must be
free to leave them. It is -ub-tjuilially true that
* Jesus never slept in a walled <ity" <<ee Ewpos*
III. iii. [1886] p. 146). The scenes of rescue on
the Lake were in the night-time ; then it was He
walked upon the sea and stilled the waves (Mk
e49, cf. 439 ).

The closing incidents of the life of Jesus cannot
be pictured except ajMinn, the background of

night. It was dark when rliey sang a hymn, and
went to the Mount of Olives (Mt 2630). The ap-

proach of the soldiers was marked by their lanterns

(Jn 18s
). Peter warmed himself in the chilly air

before a fire of coals (Jn 1818
). It was possible in

the dark to follow undetected afar off (Mt 2658
).

The panic of the disciples owed something to the

night. It was at cock-crowing that Peter remem-
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bered Ms Master's warning, and wept bitterly.
The air of night is over all these scenes. It was
' the night in which Jesus was betrayed

'

(1 Co 11 J3
).

After the Resurrection, night was falling when
Jesus revealed Himself to the two at Emmaus in

the breaking of the bread (Lk 24?1
). They, on

returning to Jerusalem, found I *u ^i-ci| -li- JM i \ t'-vj"!

together, and -1 ->:-,, pi n . s

1

'--" M-.dn^-l, them. When,
for fear of the .J-'\\-. i

: h- i:
:

^-ij_-U^ i.-et at eventide,
Jesus came to them (Jn 2019

) ; and it was when the

day was breaking that He welcomed His weary
disciples to the shore (21

4
).

It is impossible to discover with accuracy the
character of these Syrian nights, so wide is the
variation in the climate between place and place,
season and season ; it is not clear whether, for

example, it is literally true to say,
' For thee I

trembled in the nightly frost.' Even when we know
the impression made upon the Western traveller,
we cannot tell how Jesus and His disciples, hardened

by the bracing uplands of Galilee, endured the cold
and the mists of night. It is clear that the nights
are often as cold as the days are hot (cf. Gn 31 40

3

Jer 3630
; see Geikie, The Holy Land and the Bible,

i. 73). At certain seasons in late summer Jesus
would be exposed in His i

1

-;\ \y to the dense

chilly clouds of mist of v !< i 'o >ong of Songs
(5

2
) speaks :

* For my head is filled with dew,
and my locks with tlie drops of the night.' For
modern descriptions of nights spent in the sacred

scenes, reference may be made to Warburton's
Crescent and the Cross, and T\I

-

i^l,,ki
'- F- then.

But in order to discover the colon 1'-. .

:

i< "',-''- and
the half-lights of the Syrian night, those modern
painters are the best guides who, like Hoiman
Hunt and William Hole, have studied the Holy
Land in the lights and shadows, which are the
same as when Jesus watched through the hours of

4. ttunpho:'i<;nl applications of *

night.' The
contrast between night and day, darkness and
light, belongs to the stock of ideas common to all

religions, to the most ancient vocabulary of

thought. It is freely used in the OT and NT.
(a) In the opening of the Synoptic Gospels, quota-

tions are used to depict as darkness the state of
the world before the dawn of Christ (Mt 416

, Lk I79 ,

cf. 2 Co 46
}. It is upon such darkness that the

gospel shines ; and at the consummation of the

Kingdom it is the outer darkness that awaits the
evil-cloers (Mt 812 2530 ). Between the two areas of

darkness there is the kingdom of light brought in

by Jesus, whose disciples were to be the light of

the world (Mt 514
). When Jesus was arrested, He

said that the darkness had prevailed (Lk 2253
), for

the high priests were the emissaries of darkness.
The

ni^'ht
was therefore an emblem of all that was

set against the Kingdom of God, of the ignorance
and corruption of the world which crucified Christ.

(b] The Fourth Gospel has a certain framework
of contrasts, amongst which is the opposition be-
tween the light of Christ and the darkness (I

5 S 12

Uio i235-35j x jn 28-n>. \Vhile Christ is revealed as
the source of light, His enemies are unmasked as
the story proceeds. Though

c darkness '

is used in
this connexion, it is impossible to escape from the

thought of this conflict when we redd of *'

nl.L'hr
'

in
this Gospel. It is used to denote rhe olo<e ol the

divinely appointed day of service (Jn 94
). The

healing of the man born blind \vas part of the
manifestation of God, for -which there was a set
time. This day being past, neither Jesus nor His

disciples could work. * In the jipplicMiion io Jesus
the night is His death, and His retreat into the
invisible world 1

(Loisy). When Jesus persisted, in

spite of the warnings of His disciples, in returning
to Judiiea, He said that the hours of the day were
given for work ; so long as it was the appointed

time, He would be safe. The one danger was lest

the day should be prolonged
*

beyond God's appoint-
ment. 3 So prolonged, the day would be as night,
in which the traveller stumbles. With both these

passages Lk 2253 should be compared. Night
stands also for the close of the day of grace in the
life of Judas (Jn 1330

). Judas went out, 'and it

was night.
3 The darkness is his place. Across

the darkness 'less deep than his own soul' he
moves from the light of Christ. Night stands for

the new environment which he has chosen,
'

loving
darkness because his deeds were evil.'

(c) In the Apostolic writings the night stands for

the waning order, which will be ended by the

coming of Christ. The day was at hand ; the

disciples must put off the garments of night, and
put on the armour of light (Ro 1312

etc.). The
difference in the metaphorical use of the night may
be seen by a comparison of the word of Jesus,
'the night cometh,' with St. Paul's 'the night is

far spent.' For those who are of the fellowship of

Christ the darkness is already past (Eph 5s
,
1 Th 54

,

1 P 29
) :

( Some daylight it is, and is every moment
growing.' The darkness and the light are alterna-

tives, and contemporary.
* But he that hides a dark soul, and foul thoughts,
Benighted walks under the midday sun.*

Night has other associations for the modern
mind. It is still the emblem of peril and evil, but
it speaks also of quietness and peace ; this value it

has had for poets from Milton to Whitman.
( Dear night ! This world's defeat ;

The stop to busie fools ; care's check and curb ;

The day of spirits ; my soul's calm retreat,
Which none disturb !

'

(Vaughan).

It is
"" -,"-

j

-.-t that the reader should not carry
such ,

"- into the study of the NT. There,
night has always a sinister suggestion. It speaks
of all that is hostile to God, who is light, and in
whom there is no darkness at all. The word has

changed its value in the commerce of ideas. It is

with the night as with the sea. In the OT and
NT both are emblems of fear and evil : In the City
there will be no night (Rev 21 25

), and the sea is no
more (21

1
). But in the modern mind they awaken

other thoughts of attraction and kindliness The
writers and teachers of the NT use the coinage of
their age ;

and though we may conjecture that
Jesus had other memories of night than those of

fear, yet He did not depart from the customary
usa^e, in which the men of His time took night as

significant of terror and evil.
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NINEYEH, NINEYITES The great city of

Nineveh was on the eastern bank of the Tigris,

opposite the modern city of Mosul. (For account
of it see art. in Hastings' DB in. 553 f.). In
Mt 12 and Lk 11 are grouped several logia of our

Lord, short pithy passages, each of which appears
to be a whole in itself. Two of these contain
references to Jonah and the Ninevites.

1. Mt 1238
"40

11
Lk IP9 - 30

. It would seem that on
two occasions, the second of which is narrated in

these passages, the Pharisees asked for a sign.
Christ's preaching and miracles were not enough
for them. They wanted Him to prove His Divine
mission by -onio overwhelming marvel that would
force them 10 hHiove in n. ii' if were truly Divine.
The first occasion is in Mk 8nf-

||
Mt 161"4

, where

they asked for
'
a sign from heaven. 3 This He met

with a definite refusal (Mk.). St. Matthew, how-
ever, adds to the answer words which really be-

longed to the second occasion e
except the sign of

Jonah/ The answer on the second occasion con-
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tains this exception in both Gospels. (In St.

Matthew the Pharisees are addressed, in St. Luke
the multitudes ' when they were coming crowding-
up/ 7ra6poi,'o[j.vui'). But the meaning of the ex-

planation which our Lord adds is somewhat ob-
scure :

e for as Jonah became to the Ninevites a
sign, so shall also the Son of Man be to this gen-
eration' (Lk.). It is important to notice that the
*

sign
' did not consist in the pr&aclimq of Jonah

and of the Son of Man. Jesus had been preaching
already, whereas the sign was still future (

( shall
be

1

). And the story of Jonah in the OT does not,
of itself, throw any light on the difficulty. Jonah
started from Joppa to sail westward (Tarshish),
and the storm occurred near enough to the shore
to make the sailors try to row back for safety.
When Jonah, therefore, was vomited up by the
fish on to the dry land, it was presumably near
Joppa. Then he received the second command to

go to Nineveh. According to the story, therefore,
Jonah was in no sense a sign to the Ninevites.
One of two conclusions is inevitable

; either that
there was a current Haggadic tradition about
Jonah and Nineveh which was known to our Lord
and His hearers but has been lost to us, or that
the word 'Ninevites

3 has supplanted some other
word in the original text of St. Luke, having been
introduced by the influence of v. 3

-. St. Matthew
obviates the difficulty by -

-,
'i-. name alto-

gether,- but he (or some ', -, cf. Sanclay,
Bampton Lectures, p. 433) represents our Lord as

teaching that 4 as "Jonah was three days and
three nights in the belly of the whale "

(=Jon I 17),
so shall the Son of Man be in the heart of the
earth three days and three nights.

3 The *

sign of
Jonah '

is thus the sign of the resurrection. That,
and that only, will be the supreme vindication of
Christ's Divine mission. [In St. Luke's passage,
after v. 30 D and some Latin MSS add the har-
monistic statement KCLL Ka6&s 'luvas e^ rrj /cotXt^t TOV

K^TQUS yevTO Tpecs ij/jLepas /cat Tpels VUKTQ,$ ovreas /cat 6

vlos TOV av8p&7rov v r?J 717,
e and as Jonah (was) in

the belly of the whale three days and three nights,
so also (is, or shall be) the Son of Man in the earth.*"

It is conceivable that this was the more original
form of the words in St. Matthew]. The question
whether tlii- pji^ago necessitates the belief that
our Lord ;uooph-d sin- story of Jonah as historic-

ally true is dealt with in art. JONAH.
2. Mt 1241

|i Lk II32
. The words in the two Gos-

pels
are identical. [D omits the whole passage

in St. Luke]. St MatthewT

places side by side the
two logia relating to Jonah, and then introduces
the one that relates to Solomon and c the queen of
the south.' St. Luke transposes the latter two,
' either for chronology, or effect, or both

'

(Plummer).
Our Lord again addresses the *evil generation.*
e Ninevites (tivdpes JS^eueZrcu, no article ; EV ' the
men of Nineveh') shall stand up (as witnesses) in
'"'

'

;
.

"

s with this generation and shall eon-
<!' i

1

.
* ;.use they repented in accordance with

the message preached by Jonah (eis TO K^pvyjua
*Iwpa),* whereas this ^TIM ::! io'i ha?- not repented
though a far greater iVnri .lovn : > is preaching to it ;
*

something greater (TrXetop, ef.v. 3i
, Mt 12s

) than
Jonah is here/ A. H. M eNElLE.

NOAH. The hero of the Hebrew version of the
Semitic tradition of the Flood ; mentioned twice in
the Gospels. In the genealogy of Jesus (Lk 336 ) he
appears in the ninth generation after Adam, as in
the OT narrative. The second mention is in Lk
1726- 27

1J
Mt 24s7-

w, where Jesus uses the Flood in
the days of Noah to illustrate the sudden and
unexpected coming of the Son of Man ; the in-

difference of the people in the time of Noah is

paralleled by the indifference of men to this

approaching event.

The use of the illustration show s the familiarity of the Jews
with the story of Noah. In the OT there is but the slightest
mention of him outside of the immediate Flood-story in
Genesis. The writer of Is 54*' describes the present distresses of

Israel
* as the waters of Xoah,' to be follow ed by peace, accord-

ing- to the unchangeable covenant of peace, as surelv as the
1 -

"

e covenant followed the Flood. Ezekiel (14
14 - -)

men, Noah, Daniel, and Job, efficient mediators
to deliver the people by tl

: -

',
1 J

-.<' ;-'!i -
: but in the present

case, even the three shall i> , >. * , <i '

-nly themselves (see
also He 117). O." H. GATES.

NOBLEMAN. This word is derived from the
Lat. nobilis (_.// .7--

7
/,W..

'

u ell-known,' 'notable.'
In usage the * n ri ,'ii^ v. n'. > makes a man notable

may come (a) ii" n im.iv inherited or conferred, (b)
from office, or (c) from character. With the mean-
ing (c)

c nobleman ' does not occur in the NT, nor
has it often this significance in English authors.
*
A. noble man' should be used, when it is desired

to convey the thought expressed in Dryden's lines :

' A nobleman is he whose noble mind
Is filled with inborn worth/

In the EV e a certain nobleman *

is the transla-
tion of two different Gr. phrases, viz. (1) avdpuiros
TLS euyerfs, Lk 1912

; (2) ris f3ao-L\LK6s3 Jn 446 - 49
.

_
. In the parable of the Pounds (Lk 19ntr-) the

literal rendering of the Gr. phr.'i^e is* 'a certain
well-born man,' or, more idiouijitii-aHy expressed,
e a man of noble family' (Weymoutli). The no-

bility conies from inherited lank. Inadequate
translations are those of Wyclif 'a worth! man,'
and of most early English versions e a noble man.'
The ' nobleman '

of this parable is probably Arche-
laus, who, on the death of his father, Herod the

Great, went to Rome in order to urge his claims
to the kingdom. An c

ambassage
J

of fifty Jews
followed Arehelaus from Jerusalem to the e far

country
5

in order to protest against his being made
king ; in other words, they went to Rome to say,
1 We will not that 11 ^ MI:,-I --, 1^:1 over us' (Lk 19U ).

2. The Gr. word used in Jn 4*- 4& means 4

belong-
ing to a king

3

(cf. Ja 28 '

royal'). Wy<;lif
< a litil

kyng,
3

like the Vulg. regulus, iullow*- the false

reading pao-LXicrKos. More adequate renderings are
AVm *

courtier/ or * ruler 3

; RVm 'king's officez*.
3

The nobility conies from office. Weymoutli ex-

presses the meaning well :
* a certain officer of the

king's court.' Josephus (BJ^ vn. v. 2, Ant. XV.
viii. 4) uses the word to distinguish the courtiers
and other officers of the king from those of Rome.
The *

king
'

in whose court this officer served was
Herod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee. The title
*

king
*

was not his by right, but was given to him
in courtesy (Mt 149). It is not known who this

king's officer was, nor whether his duties were civil

or military. He has wrongly been identified with
the c centurion

"

(Kar6vrapx<>s) referred to in Mt 85

and Lk 7"
2
j a Gentile officer in the army of Anti-

pas. To i<!<ii(ify fie healing of the nobleman's
son with i ) ':'' lin^ of the centurion's servant is

not only to manufacture discrepancies., but also to

lose the light which the earlier miracle casts upon
the later one. This is well brought out by Chad-
wick (Emi>oi*Uo'r, 4th series^ v, 443 ff.); the strong
faith of the centurion (Mt 8ia

)

* becomes intelligible,
without ceasing to be admirable, when we loflect

that he was evidently j : \v; . *-o , > f
""

i i :
: FT 1 .- f > i < "1y

wT

rought for another in'nahi;;. 1 " >" ;'"., ^,'s
1

',< ":y. S:H

eminent person, one of the court which his own
sword protected." J. G. TASKEK.

NON-RESISTANCE See RETALIATION.

NUMBERS. In this article it is above all things
necessary to distinguish carefully between passages
in which numbers are used only iu the ordinary
way and those in which they are connected with
some custom or belief, or have for any reason

symbolic significance, whether secular or sacred.
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Three facts must be borne in mind '... lj-

1

'n . the

inquiry: (1) the Oriental preference ot round
numbers to indefinite statements

; (2) the close
association in Western Asia from early times of
numbers and religion. It seems to be proved that
each of the chief Babylonian gods had his number :

Ann, for example, 60,'Bel 50, Ea 40, Sin 30, Marduk,
as identified with Jupiter, 11, etc. (KAT\ZW}4).
And it is equally certain that number often played
an important part in ritual. (3) The gradual
obliteration of the original reference from the

popular consciousness. By the time of Christ the

process by which certain numbers had acquired
special significance would be wholly or partially
forgotten by most of the Jews resident in Palestine.

They had received their use from their fathers,
and found it expressed in literature and ceremonial
and daily life, but knew little, if anything, of the

way in which it had on^i'ifilod. so that it is very
unsafe to credit them uiili conscious application
of ideas current elsewhere. The Jews who lived
in Babylonia from about B.C. 600 to the completion
of the Babylonian Talmud unquestionably adopted
in course of time many Babylonian thoughts and
expressions ; but this cannot be assumed, at any
rate in the same degree, of the Jews of the Holy
Land.

Seven. Of the significant numbers met with in
the Gospels the most prominent is that so freely
used in the OT and the other literature of the
Semitic area the number seven, represented in the
Gr. Test, by irr&, etrrdKiS, eirTCLTrXacrlwv, 2p5o/los.
In three contexts it must be understood literally,
:

'"''

.,

*

i ': ips in the first two with an under-

'; ;.' to another use: in the statement
that Anna's married life lasted 7 years (Lk 236),
in the accounts of the feeding of the 4000 (7 loaves,
7 baskets, Mt 1534 - 361

-, Mk 85 * 6 * 8
; cf. also the re-

ferences in Mt 1610 and Mk 820
), and in a note of

time, 'the seventh hour 5

(Jn 453
). In all other

passages; Mt 1245 18aif- 2225f - 28
,
Mk 1220 - 22f-

16^,
Lk 82 II26 174 1830 (a doubtful reading) 2029 - 31 - 33

; in
the number of the Beatitudes relating to character
(Mt 53' 9

) ; in the 7 disciples at the Lake
(
Jn 212

) ;

and in the grouping together of 7 parables of the
Kingdom in Mt 13 it has some kind of special
bignifi canoe. In the Apocalyptic passages which
come within the scope of this study, the literal

meaning combined with the -iiiPMijr may be
recognized in the 7 churches '

v it-j\ 1 '

,, the 7
candlesticks (I

12- 20 21
), the 7 stars (I

16 - 20 21 3 J

), and
the 7 angels (I

20
). Elsewhere, in the 7 seals (5

K 5
),

the 7 horns, the 7 eyes, and the 7 spirits (4
5 56

),

the use is purely symbolic.

This symbolic or, to speafc rr _ <','."] . non-literal use is

very frequent in the Jewish '. . .r- -.1 :. pen-xl < \ , !"'_
from about B.C. 150 to about A.D. 100, the period \'.\ '.

"
i I -

the time covered by the Gospels. The following are a few
examples out of many. We read of 7 heavens (Slav. Enoch
3ff. ; Test, of Levi, 2f. ; cf. Charles in EaspT vii. [18951 57 ft.),
7 angels (To 1215, Eth. Enoch 815), and 7 hicrh mountains. 7 large
rivers, and 7 #real islands (Eth. Enoch 77^ 3.

8). Man iss said to
have been made by ihe Divine Wisdom of 7 substances (Slav.
Enoch 308), and to have received 7 natures (309). Seven great
works were made on the first day of creation (Jub 23) ; Adam
and Eve lived 7 years in Paradise "(3^5) ; at the Deluge 7 sluices
were opened in heaven, and 7 fountains of the great deep in
earth (52-t) ; and Jacob is said to have kissed his dying grand-
father 7 limes (222G). ,

J fe s

In this non-literal use of the number, three
shades of significance can pcs-liMp- be traced, (a)
It was a favourite /'/'/'/ /<"//.','/. Instead of

'many
3
or f a considerable number,' an Oriental

in many cases preferred to say 'seven.' This is

l*robally Hie force of the number in Peter's ques-
tion about forgiveness (Mt 1821); in onr Lord's
command of sevenfold forgiveness for sevenfold

injury (Lk 174) ; in the promise (Lk 18-"', according
to some MSS) of sevenfold reward (cTrTair\affiova.
instead of the usual reading iroXXaTrXacrLova,) ; in the

references to the 7 evil spirits (Mt 1245
,
Mk 16t- )J

,

Lk S2 IP6
) ; in the question of the Sadducees about

the 7 brothers (Mt 22-5 etc. ) ;
and in tl .

alluded to in the Book of Jubilees.-
, ,

^

often expressed the idea of completeness. So in

7 churches, 7 parables of the Kingdom, the 7 Beati-
tudes above mentioned, perhaps in the 7 loaves and
the 7 disciples, and some of the passages referred to
in the Books of Enoch. This use of 7 in the ancient
East is directly attested by some cuneiform texts
which explain a sign consisting of 7 v, i d

jj
. - ,M

-
1 1 1 1 , n i

-

ing 'totality,
3 'whole' (Zimmern in ttusspsalmen,

p. 73). (
c ) Seven was for the Jews and all their

iioighbour^ from early times a sacred number. In
our Lord's day there were many features of Jewish

religious life which kept the saciedness of 7 con-

tinually before the mind : the observance of the
7th day and the 7th year ; the 7 days of unleavened
bread and of the Feast of Tabernacles ; the 7

sprinklings of the leper (Lv 147 ) ; the 7 -pri'iklin^
of the blood of the bullock in the Hol^ o; sin) ic-

on the Day of Atonement (Lv 1614
) ; the 7 he-

lambs prescribed as ;

"" ' c
or several im-

portant occasions (Nu > , ; the 7 days of

seclusion for uncleanness or suspected uncleanness

(Lv 134 - 6-6 149 1513 - 19 - -4 - a8
, Nu 121J - 15

etc.); the
sevenfold march round the altar on the 7th day of
the Feast of Tabernacles (Mishna, Siikkah iv. 4) ;

and the seven-branched candlestick in the Temple
(Jos. Ant. in. vi. 7, the Arch of Titus). For all

classes of Jewish society in the period of our Lord's

ministry the number 7 was inseparably associated
with the most solemn seasons and the most im-

portant acts of worship. There is no direct illus-

tration of this sacredness of 7 in the Gospels, but
it can be confidently traced in Apocalyptic imagery :

in the 7 candlesticks (Rev I 12
- 20 21

) which evidently
allude to the seven-branched candlestick in the

Temple, and in the 7 horns of the Lamb, and the
7 eyes which are the 7 -iii'ii

- of God sent out into
all the earth (Rev 56

, ef. I
,

. I :>:; r ; -canonical litera-

ture it is found in the 7 heavens and the 7 angels,
and in the remarkable description in the so-called
Fourth Book of Maccabees of the 7 brothers

put to death by Antiochus Epiphanes as a most
holy 7 (TTCLvayia crvjjL^xbvbJV adeXcfr&v e^So^ads), who
circled round piety in choral dance like the 7 days
of creation round the number 7 (14

7f
-, according

to the emended text followed by Deissniann in
Kautzsch's PseudvpigrtiiJtw, p. 169). The rise

and development of these shades of meaning, which
to some extent melt into one another (for the use
of 7 as the number of completeness was probably
connected with its sacred use, and its employment
as a round number may have been facilitated by
the other uses), are questions which hardly come
within the range of this article, as the process must
have been completed millenniums before the Chris-
tian era. Seven is distinctly a sacred number in
the inscriptions of Gudea the ruler of Lagash
some centuries before the time of Abraham (RPS

new series, ii. 83, 94 ff. }. Whatever the primary
impulse, whether the observation of the phases of

!

the moon, or of the 7 planets, or of the 7 brightest
stars of the Pleiades, or of the 7 stars of Arcturus,
or of the 7 stars of the Great Bear, which all

attracted the attention of early star-gazers, the
Jews of our Lord's age (with a few exceptions) will
have used the number simply as their fathers had
used it for many generations, as they found it in
ritus,\ i-i i.- -.,:,,! lore (Pr 616 - 31 91 2616- 2B

, Sir 73

2012 '*> ,">, i"
1

. in other literature, in history
(Jos 64, Jg 61

J16
7:

'

18
,
2 S 24^, 2 K 510

etc.),_and in
lif<common life (7 days of the marriage feast, To II19

;

j

ami 7 days of fasting and mourning, 1 S 3113
, Job

1

2--\ Mded Katon 27b). A few highly educated
11ion associated the number with astral pheno-

I mena ; the pseudo-Enoch, for example (Slav. Enoch
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SO3
), and Josephus, who affirms that the 7 lamps of

the candlestick imitated the number of the 7

planets (r&v TT\a,vrirQ>v rbv apiB/jLov /ULjJu,[jL7)jULvoi} Ant.
in. vi. 7) ; but most will have had little or no
acquaintance with such speculations.
One use of the number in the Gospels which has

been already briefly referred to needs fuller treat-

ment. In three or four passages, which are really
but two, mention is made of 7 evil spirits. Our
Lord cast 7 devils or demons out of Mary Magda-
lene (Lk S2

,
Mk IG^J), and He spoke of an evil

spirit which had been cast out as return inn with 7
other spirits worse than himself (Mt \

f
2-r>

,
Lk II-6 ).

It has been suggested, cautiously by Zinimern

(KAT[ZW\ 462-463), positively by R. C. Thompson
of the British Museum (Devils and Evil Spirits of
Babylonia, I. xliii.), that these 7 are connected in

some way with the evil 7 so often referred to in

Babylonian incantations, and identified to some
extent with winds and storms. That the Baby-
lonian belief was widely diffused in the regions
affected by Babylonian civilization is probable
enough, and that it lingered in one district at any
rate into Christian times is attested by a curious

Syrian charm cited by Thompson ; but there seems
to be no clear allusion to it in the extant Jewish
literature of the period inclusive of the time of

Christ. . The 7 spirits put by Beliar into man,
;.'- i1i-L ;'c the Test, of Reuben (2f.), are mere
,-

1 i - v, ; MM-. The whole passage seems to be a sort

of allegory. And it must be remembered that the
Test., as we have it, has been manipulated by a
Christian, who would be familiar with the passages
in the Gospels under consideration. The use of 7
in the latter can be fully accounted for without

any reference to Babylonia.
In the Holy T.aud and amongst Ihe Arabs there are still many

echoes of Uie an< ierir us-e or 7 a> shown in the preceding para-

graphs. Balman's Diican contais- -. * nil < xji-pph - of it as a
rouM'l "!':i'f < r in popular poetry (]i>. A'". 2^7. ,J ,<. i >;). Mourn-
ing -'01 icla LA - and marriage rejoicings extend amongst the
Arabs over 7 days (Forder's With the Arabs in Tent and Town,
216, 218). If the person is stained with blood, the stain is washed
7 times (Kobinson Lees, Village Life in Pn^-^'m . ">'!<] i '1. QI s\

A festival at Nebi Musa lasts 7 days (Cur :-*, /V/, . -," ' > /, ft,?.

Religion, To-day
r

, 163). These illustrations show that the modern
Oriental not only employs 7 as a round number, but sometimes
associates it in some measure with the ideas of completeness
and sanctity.

Three and a half. Of the symbolic use of the
half of seven there is one instance in the Gospels,
viz. the reference to the famine in the time of Elijah
as "!,i -!i::^ ihree years and six months (Lk 4^, cf.

Ja ">
,. \'\\'\- number, the half of the number of

completeness, seems to have been often used by the
Jews of periods of trial and judgment. According
to Josephus (BJ I. i. 1, V. ix. 4), the worship of

the Temple was discontinued in the time of Anti-

ochus Epiphanes for three years and six months ;

and. nooovdinjr to the Midrash on La I5, the siege by
Ve--]Ki-iim coririrmwJ for the same period (cf. Dn
725 927 i%7s Rev II2

, and Wetstein's note on the last

passage).
Fourteen. The double of 7 in the genealogy at

the beginning of Matthew can hardly be accidental.

When the Evangelist carefully divides the genera-
tions from Abraham to Christ into three groups of

14 each (Mt I 17
), he must intend the number to

have some meaning. He does not forget that it is

the double of a favourite round number which is

at the same time suggestive of completeness. This

multiple of 7 seems to have been common in old

Canaan, for scores of the Tell el-Amarna Letters
from Canaanites to the Pharaoh have some form of

the salutation :
* Seven and seven times I fall at

the feet of the king my lord.' A striking example
of the use of a multiple of 7 in a scheme of history
is supplied by a writing composed probably within

unv.^ A^ ^o^c, rt* our Lord's ministry, *thea hundred years of

Book of Jubilees
'

or Little Genesis/ The writer

arranges the whole period from Adam to the giving
of the Law in about 7 times 7

'"

interval
between two jubilees being- 7 "_'' (50

4
).

Seventy. Of another much used multiple of 7,

7 x 10= 70, there is only one instance in the Gospel
narrative, the sending out by Jesus of the 70 dis-

ciples (Lk ID 1 * 17
). It must be noted, however,

that WH read (with BI), acme OL, Vulg., Syr cur

and Syr sm ) 72, the multiple of 6 by 12. In either
case the use of 70, of which there are so many ex-

amples in the OT and elsewhere (Gn 503
, Ex I 5 15 s *7

,

Nu II 16
, Jg I 7 S150

, 2 K 101
,
2 Ch 29a-, Ps 9010

, Jer
2511

, Ezk S11
, Dn 9'

24
, Eth. Enoch 895y ' the 70 shep-

herds,' Teat, of Levi, e. 8, 2 Es M46
; Jos. Vita, 11,

BJ II. xx. 5 ; Bk. of Jub 11- clouds of ravens re-

turned 70 times ; Sanhedri.- '. }
1-V ( ourt of

justice with 70 members ai ,, ,-.<: ;,-., round
number for J

very many,
3

^ \ J_K

'

!
. i

-- < added
idea of comprehensiveness, may be safely recog-
nized as influential.

The Rabbinic idea of 70 languages for the 70 peoples is found
in the Mishna ($ota vii. 5), arid so may be as old as the time of

Christ, but can hardly be alluded to in a nnssion intended only
for Jews. Dr. A. Jeremias (Babijlonisehes tin NT, 93) regards 70
as used in the Gospel as * a round number with astral character ;'

but any reference to the stars is unnecessary and improbable.
Babylonian astrologers might be credited with it, but not the
Galilsean Jews of our Lord's time and the Evangelists.

Seventy times seyen. The 70 times 7 of Mt 1822
S

the multiple of 10 times 7 by 7, is a very strong
way of saying 'very; many times/ almost equiva-
lent to without limit.

' The alternative rendering
of RVm *

seventy times and seven,
5 which yields a

much less emphatic meaning, rests on the LXX tr.

of Gn 424 where the same Greek epSowKovrdFas eirrd

leproc-nU Hebrew words which clearly mean 77.
In MD. the familiar rendering is distinctly prefer-
able. "Wellhausen (Das JSvangelium Maithcei, 94)
notes that D reads eirroLKis for eirrd, which is strictly
correct (but cf. Moulton, Proleg. Gr. Gram* 98).
Ten (Se/fa, 6^/caro?, aTroSeKCLTstiw dTrodeKardw). The

number ten is probably a round number in the

parables of the 10 virgins (Mt 251
), the 10 pieces of

silver (Lk 158
), the talents (Mt 2528

), and the 10
servants who received 10 pounds (Lk 1913 - ltif* 24f

-) ;

and in the i !" ;'" the Church of Smyrna of
tribulation'! 1 -

,.\ !.' v 210
). In other passages

(Mt 2024
,
Mk JLU^/LK 14*^ 17 12- 17

,
and the references

to the payment of a tenth to God, Mt 23-13, Lk II42

If*
'

ii i- '..M-'l l\i \iCi }\. As a round number signifi-
cant of completeness (although wiilioui- tlic id< i of

sacredness associated \\ iih 7;. ii- u-c \\n- facilittiCLMi

by the decimal system, which may have been sug-
gested in the first instance by the number of fingers
on the two hands. Be that as it may, the Jews of

our Lord's day found 10 again and again in their
sacred books and in history ; for example, in the
10 patriarchs from Adam to Noah (Gn 5) ; the 10

righteous men whose presence would have saved
SJtlom (Gn 1832

) ; the 10 commandments (Ex 3412'26

and 202'17
, Dt 56

"21
) ; the 10 temptations with which

Israel tempted God in the wilderness (Nu 1422) ;

the 10 curtains of the tabernacle (Ex 261
) ; the 10

lavers (2 Ch 46 ) ; the 10 candlesticks (v.
7
) and the

1 tables (v.
8
) in Solomon"*' temple : ihe 10 servants

of Gideon (Jg (v
7
;. nri<i i iio 1" older.- 01" Boaz (Hu 42

).

The non-canonical literature of later times supplies many
additional examples. The Book of Jubilees knows of 10 tempta-
tions of Abraham (108), a thought, found also in. the Mishna
(?A"b6th v. 4), and the Test, of Joseph of 10 temptations of Joseph
(ch. 2). The fondness of the Rabbis for the number receives

striking illustration from the long series of significanp tena in

*Abdth v. 1-9. The number was also applied in daily life. Tea
persons constituted the minimum required for a community or

congregation (Mishna, Sanhedrin i. 6), and for a company at a
Paschal supper (Jos. J3J vi. ix. 3). Ijater authorities fix 10 as
the number of persons drawn up in a row to comfort mourners
(Sank. 19a) and as the number requisite for the utterance of
the nuptial benediction (KethMbotfi t 7b). The 10 virgins of the

parable may possibly receive illustration from an Arab custom
mentioned by some mediaeval Jewish writers. They affirm that
in the land of the Ishmaelites, when the bride was taken from
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her father's house to her new home on the e\ emng1

preceding
1

the completion of the marriage festivities, 1U torches or lamps
were borne in front of her. The authority is, it is true, very
late, but the custom described may ha\ e been of ancient origin
(_;!' r ii. in i"ie liloss to Keliin ii. S, 9fr, and in Latin in Wetstein's
T die or .\L i">i). The payment of a tithe or tenth to the Deity,
referred to twice by our Lord (Lk IS12

,
Mt 23-^

11
Lk II4-), must

hav e been connected in the first instance with the symbolic use
of 10. The custom has been traced among Hebrews, Baby-
lonians, Phoenicians, Greeks and Romans. The prominence
of the subject in later Judaism is attested 03" the great space
devoted to it in the Mishna, three treatises with 150 tialdkhtith.

FiYe. Five, the half of ten, is met with in a con-
siderable number of passages in the Gospels, in
some of which it may have more than mere nu-
meri , T

""
,

-i
. So perhaps in the 5 loaves

(Mt
'

m
.
\I, -38.41 S19

} Lk 9 13. 16
5
Jn 69.13)? a

great multitude fed by an amount of food strongly
suggestive of smallness and incompleteness ; the
5 talents which bring in 5 more (Mt 2515f- 20

); the
fivefold profit of the second servant in the parable
of the Pounds contrasted with the tenfold profit of
the first (Lk 1918f

') ; perhaps the 5 sparrows worth
two farthings (Lk 126

) ; and the 5 disciples of
Jesus at the beginning of His ministry (Jn I35'51

;

cf. the 5 disciples of K. Jochanan ben Zakai, c. SO
A.D. ['A both ii. 10], and the 5 disciples ascribed to
Jesus in a baraif/ia removed from the censored
editions of the Talmud [Sank. 43, see Laible's
Jesus Christies im Talmud, Ankang 15]). In the
other passages (Mt 232

, Lk I 24 1232 1419 16-8
, Jn 418

52
) it is safest to find only the ordinary meaning.

Five, as a small round number, is repeatedly met
with in the OT (Gil 4334 4522

, Lv 26s
, Is 3017

etc.) and
in the Tell el-Amarna letters. In one of the latter

(ix. 20 in Winckler's edition) it seems to
"

r- _ .; -n < }

as a number so small as to need an apology.
Forty. An important multiple of ten is 40,

found in the accounts of the Temptation (Mt 42
,

Mk I 13
,
Lk 42 ) and of the peiiod intervening be-

tween the Passion and the Ascension (Ac I3).

That it is in both cases more than a mere number
is evident. The 40 days of fasting in the wilder-
ness clearly point back to the 40 days spent by
Moses on Sinai (Ex 24:s 342S

) and the 40 days'
journey of "Elijah in. iho same region (1 K 198)

The 40 day?- OL '..oiMj/.jn iou remind us of the re-

peated use in the OT of the number 40 of periods
of testing or punishment. The rain at the Flood
fell 40 days and 40 nights ( Gn 74" 17

). The spies
were absent 40 days (Nu 1325). The punishment
and ( "i

,

"f
"

people extended over 40 years
(Nu

'

r \. \ : i was granted 40 days of respite
(Jon 34

). The Philistine oppression lasted 40 years
(Jg 131

), and Ezekiel predicted that Egypt should
be desolate 40 years (Ezk 2911

). That this applica-
tion of the number was not confined to Israel is

probable from the statement on the Moabite Stone
(lines 71), that the occupation of Mehedeba by
Israel lasted 40 years. Even if king Mesha in-

tended the number to be understood literally,
which is very doubtful, he may have recorded it

with a view to its special significance. In another
group of passages, also, 40 seems to be a normal
or ideal number. Three periods of rest from
foreign invasion, each of 40 years, are mentioned
in the Book of Judges (3

11 53t 828). Eli was judge
for 40 years (1 S 418

) ; and the reigns of David, and
Solomon are reckoned at 40 years each (2 S 54

,

1 K II42 : add from tradition the reign of Saul,
Ac 1321

, Jos. Ant. vi. xiv. 9).

How did 40 come to be used in this way ? The
most satisfactory answer is suggested by the

following passages in the OT and other Oriental
literature and history. Isaac and Esau married
at 40 (Gn 25ao 2634

). Moses came forward as a
friend of his people about 40 (tradition recorded
in Ac 723 ; cf. Ex 211 'when Moses was grown
up'), and began his work as their divinely ap-
pointed leader 40 years later (Ac 730 and Ex 77).

Caleb was 40 years old when sent out as one of

the spies (Jos 147
}. Hillel is said to have entered

on his Rabbinic career at 40 (Sifre referred to in

Jcwinh Encyc. art. 'Forty'), and Jochanan ben
Zakai to have exchanged commerce for study at

40 (Rosh ha-shantih t 316 : the same is affirmed of

'Akiba in the late writing^ the 'Aboth of Rabbi
Nathan, c. 6). Mohammed. .. oMlni^ to a tradi-

tion referred to by Konig i :,:-ii"--' DB iii. 563b
,

StiUstlk, 55; cf. Muir, The '
''/"/', ''- Composition

and Teaching, 11), appeared as a prophet at or

about 40. These passages suggest that 40 was

regarded in the ancient East as the age of in-

tellectual maturity, and there are not wanting
direct declarations of that belief. In the addendum
to the fifth chapter of 'Abuth, 40 is described as

the age of reason or ,.:" '.

'
:

: _ (mm
1

? D^JDIK p),
and a passage in the !>.,; >y Konig (ILcc.)

runs :
' until he reached his full strength and

attained the age of 40 years.
3

Forty years, there-

fore, represented a generation, and thus the number
40 became a round number for a full period, a

complete epoch, and more generally for 'many.'
It is still used in this way to some extent in the modern East.

There is a Syrian proverb :
'
If you live 40 days with people, you

will then either leave them or become like them '

(Mackie, Bible

Manners and Customs, 111 ; Bauer, }
rolksleben im Lande der

Libel, 236, gives it rather differently, but with the same use of

40). As the ancient star-guzers noted the disappearance of the
Pleiades for 40 days, some recent writers (Cheyne, perhaps, Bible
Problems and their Solution, 114 L, and Winckler cited there;
Zimmern, too, in KAT[ZW\, 389, thinks the reference possible)
connect the interval between the Passion and the Ascension,
through a pre-Christian myth, with this astronomical period.
This need not be seriously debated. The explanation given
above is quite sufficient to account for the 40 days of the

Temptation and ' the Great Forty Days.'

A Hundred (eKarbv, e/co,r0z/Tct7rXao-W).< That the

product of 10 by 10 should be frequently used in
a general Avay to express a large number, could
be expected only in a civilization which was ac-

quainted with the decimal as well as the sexa-

gesimal system. There are instances in the OT,
etc. : Lv 268

,
2 S 24s

,
Pr 1710

,
EC 6 s 812

, Sir 189

(KV:
* The number of man's days at the most are

100 years
3

), and the Moabite Stone (lines 28 f. :

'
I reigned over 100 chiefs '). In the Gospels

the number is used mainly in this way : in the

parable of th* Sower (Mt 138 - 23
, Mk 4s -

"

20
, Lk S8

),

in the parable of the Lost Sheep (Mt 1812
, Lk 154),

and in Mt IS28

\Q
W
(not WE), Mk 1030, Lk 16Gf

-. In
Mk 640

;
Jn 1939 it is employed in the ordinary way.

The division of 100 into 99 and 1 (Mt IS^Sf , Lk 15*. 7), with the

preference of the 1, is found in the Mishna, Peak iv. 1 f . The
same division is also met with in a remarkable passage in the
Jerus. Talmud (ShabbatJi xiv. 3), which, however, is not earlier

than the 3rd cent. A.D. Perhaps the contrast of 99 and 1 was
not unknown to the Rabbinic teaching of our Lord's day.

Ten Thousand. In the two |, -,!;_- in the

Gospels in which the multiple of I
' '

i \ I
' " ' occurs

(/uivptos, Mt IS24
; juvpt&s, Lk 12 1

), it is test regarded
as hyperbolical. The intention in the one case is

to name an amount quite inconceivable in ordinary
life, a debt which could not possibly be discharged
by a private person ; in the other', to impress on
the reader the enormous magnitude of the crowds
\\hidi jiiiili'iv(l round Jesus at that period of His
ministry. There are many examples of this use in
the OT (Lv 268

, Dt 3230
, 1 S 1S7S Ca 510

,
Ezk 167

R^in, Dn 11H , Mic 67 etc. ). In the Tell el-Amarna
letters 100,000 is used in this way. Dushratta, king
of Mitani, prayed that Ishtar might protect him
and his royal brother the Pharaoh for a hundred
thousand years (No. xx. in Winckler's edition).
Two. There seems to be no special -i^mfionii'-e

of the number 2 in the Gospels, unless, with Konig
(Stilistik, 51 f.), we regard it as, in some passages,
an equivalent for c a few.' This idiom seems to be
proved for the OT. * Two days,' in Nu 922

, may
well mean '' a few days' ; and ' the 2 sticks' of the
widow of Zarcphath fl K 1712) can hardly be under-
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stood literally. It may be illustrated in the NT
by the 2 iibhes (Mt 1417 - 19

,
Mk G"8 - 41

,
Lk 913 - 1(J

,

Jn 6 9
), and the 2 who agree in prayer concerning

anything (Mt IS10
) ; but the ordinary interpreta-

tion seems not inadmissible in both these cases.

The custom of sending out representatives in pairs,
of which there are several examples in the Gospel
story (the 2 disciples sent by the Baptist to Jesus

[Lk 719], the 12 sent out by two and two [Mk
6 7

], the 70 sent out by two and two [Lk 101
],

the 2 sent out near Jerusalem [Mt 21 1
,
Mk II 1

,

Lk 1929], and the 2 sent out to make preparation^
for the Paschal supper [Mk 1413

, Lk *2&; cf. the
2 going to Emmaus, Lk 24^ff- Mk 16^], the 2
nujicK at the sepulchre [Lk 244

,
Jn 20 1

"2
], and the

2 on Olivei [Ac I 10
]), was probably known to the

Jewish society of our Lord's time.

A comparatively early tiadition enjoined that the collectors
of charity should travel in couples (Uaba Bathra, 86). When
the son of Rabban Gamaliel (the grandson of St. Paul's Gamaliel)
was ill, the distressed father sent two of his diM-ipl^

1- u>
B. Chanina ben Dosa to s

'- -
'

- .ak., 'jih).
The 5 zugoth or couples of - of which
consisted of Hillel and Shammai, referred to In the Mishna
(Peah ii. 6, 'Altoth i. 4-16), may also be mentioned. The
expression

'

pairs
' was probably used of them in Eabbinic circles

in the time of Christ.
The two ways of Mt 713f probably represent a widely current

mode
" " "

y are met with in Jer 218 (cf. Dt 3015 ,

Sir 151' .. t i sho\\ ed him the two ways, the light
and the darkness* (cf. the note of Charles), in 'the Jewish
manual prpbabh '-^ <>nn nil r

1
"

i" , .,,'' f
1

.{!'-. o~ .!<V " '

".

~
o. !Ju'i:V: ,-,

!"
.. . -1 ti

" ii-i;! \ p
1 .-- -M-

i p. ;,, ; :

>

i,.

his deathbed, he said to his disciple .

'There are two ways before me :
>

. . ..

Eden and the other leading to Gehenna, and 1 do not know in
which I am about to be led '

(jBerafc. 28&).

Three. A number of peculiar interest to the
student of the Gospels is three rpeZs, rpls, rpLrov,

rpiros. It is purely numerical in the following pass-
ages : Mt 1532, Mk 82 ; Peter's words about the three
tabernacles on the Motint of i

"
.

"- (Mt
174

,
Mk 95

,
Lk 9s3 ) ; Mt IS16'20 - '

,
M , .-' 15-5,

Lk I
56 2^ 1238- 52 2012 - 31 2322

, Jn 21 - 6
. In a much

greater number of passage?- it obviously or p' obably
means more : in the allusion to Jonah v Mi l^ 1

'

), in

the parables of the 3 measures of meal (Mt 1333 ,
Lk

irV*. (lu i fiic-nd si^kin^ for 3 loaves (Lkl I5), the Good
NiMiariuin v

Lk I
1 *''"

1

;. and the barren fig-tree (Lk 137
),

in the 3 temptations (Alt 411), and the 3 prayers of

Jesus (Mt 2644
,
Mk 1441

), in the references to
Peter's threefold denial (Mt 26s4- 75

, Mk 1430 - 72
,

Lk 2234- 61
, Jn 1338 ), in the allusions to the 3 days'

interval between the Passion and the Resurrection

(Mt 1240 1621 1723 2019 26G1 2740- 63f
-, Mk 831 931 1034

1458 15-9, Lk 922 1332 IS38 247 - 21 -

,
Jn 219f-

: add
Ac 1040 , 1 Co 154), in the 3 manifestations of the
risen Lord recorded in the Fourth Gospel (Jn
21 I4

) }
and in the threefold question,

* Lovest thou
me?' addressed to Peter (v.

15ff
-)- In this latter

and larger group can be traced a reference to
the use of 3 as a -i^nifi'-nnl number, of which
there is a multitude of <

i\ampK-s in the OT and
other Jewish literature : ilic % feasts (Ex 2314

),

Job's 3 friends (Job 211
), the 3 times of prayer

(Ps 55n , Dn 610
), the threefold shooting of Jpash

(2 K 1318
), the 3 sanctuaries Eden, Mount Sinai,

Mount Zion (Bk. of Jub 819
), the 3 branches of a

vine and the 3 baskets representing 3 days
(Gn 4010 - 16 18

)> 3 <2n\-' journey -Xx 3 jV
, Nu 10*3,

Jon 33}, the 3 days' M <iar<-li for i'iu k

body of Elijah
(2 K 217

), Esther's 3 days' fast (Est 416
), the 3 days

of rejoicing for the honour done to Enoch (Slav.
Enoch 687 ), thr- perfuming and anointing of the

body of Abralinni for :> iln\ s (Test, of Abr. text A,
ch. *20), the 3 sayings of the men of the Great

Synagogue ('Abdth L 1), the 3 things on which the
world standeth (Shim*on the Righteous in

3Ab6th
i. 2, and Shim'on ben Gamaliel in 'AbOth i. 19), and
the 3 sayings ascribed to each of the 5 disciples
of Rabban Jbehanan ben Zakai ('Abdthii. 14 ff.).

It is not difficult to see how the number came to
be used in this manner. Several wholes which
are often met with can be readily divided into
3 parts : the head, trunk, and legs of a body ; the
source, stream, and mouth of a river ; the root,
trunk, and corona of a tree

( Konig, DB ill. 562b ) ;

the van, centie, and rear of an army; morning,
noon, and evening. Early Eastern speculation
grouped all things under three heads ; heaven,
earth, and the abyss (cf. the Babylonian triad of

gods, Anu, Bel, Ea). It will have been noticed in

very early times that 3 is the smallest number
with beginning, middle, and end. So it natur-

ally came to be used of a small, well-rounded
total, especially, as shown above, in reference to
time.
The 3 days' interval between the Passion and

the Resurrection may perhaps receive additional
illustration from the Jewish rule that evidence for
the identification of a corpse could not be received
after 3 days (Yebamoth xvi. 3). A reason for
the rule is given in a tradition ascribed to Bar
Kappara, who was associated with the compiler of
the Mishna (c. A.D. 200). This Rabbi is reported
to have said that for 3 days the soul hovers near
the body, waiting for an opportunity of returning
into it, but that at the end of that period, seeing
that the features are altered, it goes away (Mid-
rash on Genesis, c. 100 ; Midrash on Ecclesiastes
126

: cf. Bousset, Die Religion des Judenthums, 285
note). The resurrection of Jesus evidently took
place before the close of the period of identification.
Be that as it may, there can hardly be a doubt
that the belief expressed by Bar Kappara, or some-
thing like it, underlay the words of Martha : 'Lord,
by this time he stinketh : for he hath been dead
four days' (Jn II39

). The 3 days were ended, and
decay, she thought, had advanced so far that the
features would be unrecognizable. That the 3

days between the Passion and the Resurrection
had even the remotest connexion with the 3 days'
disappearance of the new moon in spring (Zimmern
in KAT[ZW], 389), is highly improbable.
Two <!'!

i
,' , ^- - cannot be entirely passed

over, ill :/ "\\.f. t or nothing can be said in
illustration : the reference to the Father, the Son,
and the Holy Ghost in the baptismal formula (Mt
2819

), and the words ascribed to the risen Lord in
the A ]'<n ,-iVv p-e : I am the first, and the last, and
the li\ini OHO" (Rev I17 ). There is no parallel
to iiu> UM: of ihe number in the former in pre-
Christian Jewish literature, and connexion with
Babylonian and Egyptian triads is out of the

question. The triple priestly blessing (Nu 624
*26

)

and the Thrice Holy in the song of the seraphim
(Is 63 ) are remarkable, but cannot be safely re-

garded as foreshadowing^ of the doctrine 01 the

Trinity. The number 3 is in both cases strongly
emphatic, but it is not advisable to find more than
emphasis. 'Holy, holy, holy' is a very strong
superlative. The pa^sa^o in the Apocalypse is, no
doubt, like the preceding words c him Avhich is, and
which was, and which is to come '

(Rev I 4
), an ex-

pansion or interpretation of the name I AM THAT
I AM (Ex 314), and has a partial parallel in Plato,
de Legibus,, 716 : 6 IJL^V Sfy &&$ (&a"irep /cat 6 TraXaco?

\6yo$) dpycfyv re /cai reXeur^y teal fJL^cra r&v &VT&V airdvTWv

&X.u>v, but must not be connected with it.

Four. The number 4 (rtcrcrapes, reraprcuos-, r^rap-

TOS, rerpd/u-^^os, rerpa7rX<5o$j is found in the Gospels
in the following passages : in the 4 months before
harvest (Jn 435 ), the 4 bearers of the paralytic (Mk
23

), the 4th watch (Mt 1425, Mk 648), the fourfold
restitution promised by Zacchseus (Lk 19?), the 4

da^s of Lazarus in the grave (Jn II17- w
), the

division of the garments of Jesus among the 4
soldiers (Jn 1923 ), the 4 winds (Mt 2431

, Mk 1327),
and the 4 kinds of soil in the parable of the Sower,
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with the types of character which they represent
(Mt 13Jff- and parallels). We may add the 4

Gospels, the number of which was early regarded
as -i^'iifii a MI. The four last references constitute
a group. The 4 winds, associated with the 4

points of the compass, are met with in the OT
and elsewhere in Oriental literature and symbol-
ism : 1 Ch 9-4 liVm, Jer 4936

, Ezk 379 42- RVm,
I)n 8s II 4

, Zee 26 65
5 Babylonian Flood Story, col.

iii. line 42, Book of the Dead, c. 161 (in Budge's
smaller edition, p. 531 f.). This use of 4 suggested
world-wide extent and then comprehensiveness.
So we find in the OT ; 4 heads of the river going
out of Eden (Gn 210

), 4 cherubim each with 4 faces
and 4 wings (Ezk 15L

, cf, Rev46tf
-), 4 horns (Zee I 18

),

4 smiths (I
20

), 4 chariots (6
1
), and 4 empires (Dn 240

jsff. i7ff.). An Assyrian royal title ran 4

king of the
4 quarters,

3

that is, of the world. Some of the
divine figures in Assyrian sculptures have 4 wings,
for example No. 1 in the Nimroud Gallery of the
British Museum. Adam's name is said to have
been given from 4 substances, that is, the east, the
west, the north, and the south (SI. Enoch 301S

).

Abraham is said to have pitched his tent where 4
roads met (Test, of Ab. text A 1). The 4 kinds
of soil in the parable, therefore, and the 4 types of
character which they represent, cover the whole
area of human life ; and the 4 Gospels give a com-
plete outline-portrait of Christ. The use of 4 in
the grouping of persons or things seems to have
been a favourite method with Jewish teachers.
There are several examples of it in Amos (I

3- 6 - - n - 33

2i. 4.
6) ancl in proverbs (30

15f- 18f- 21fr- 24fi - 29ff
-)- Later

instances are Sir 37 18 c

good and evil, life and death,'
Test, of Judah, ch. 16, 4 spirits in wine/ and the
remarkable series

'
. , :*

" ' " 7 *'\ v. 16-21,
in which people ,-,:

'

. "-. scholars,
almsgivers, college-goers, and those who sit under
the wise, are in each case grouped in 4 classes.

May we suppose that our Lord, in accordance with
His habit of utilizing current methods, adopted in
the parable a familiar mode of classification ?

Twelve. Twelve, as the number of the tribes
of Israel '""! o ancient tradition, became
naturally , , . number among the Jews,
especially as it carried with it the suggestion of
Divine choice and Divine faithfulness. So it

figured in religious ritual, symbolism, and history.
There were 12 jewels in the high priest's breast-

plate (Ex 2821
), and 12 cakes of shewbread (Lv

245
)., Solomon's sea stood on 12 oxen (1 K T25

),

Elijah's altar on Carmel consisted of 12 stones (1 K
183f), and the altar-hearth in EzekieFs visionary
temple was 12 cubits long by 12 cubits broad (Ezk
43ie

). It is, therefore, not surprising that the
number 12 is prominent in the Gospels. The 12

disciples referred to in Mt 10 lf- 5 II 1 2017 2614 - 20 - 47
,

Mk 314 410 67 935 1032 II 11 1410- 17 - *> 43
, Lk 613 81

91.
is 183i 22s - 47

, Jn 667 - 70f - 2024
(in 22 of these

passages simply as ot Swe/ca
} the Twelve '

; cf. also
Ac 6a, 1 Co 155

, Eev 21 14
), the 12 baskets of broken

pieces (Mt 1420
,
Mk 643 S19, Lk 917, Jn 613

), the 12
legions of angels (Mt 2653

), are all more or less
reminiscent of the 12 tribes. In the promise in
Mt 1928

il
Lk 2230 is a direct reference which puts

beyond doubt the association of the number in our
Lord's day with the tribes.

This use may have been aided by the constant recurrence
of the 12 -: --'V : .",

.
-,r ', .j it is not safe to follow Dr.

A. Jeremij..- . /.Vv
'

/ ' < \ / 88) in connecting the num-
ber of the Apostles even ii rl

:
ri clh with the 12 signs of the

zodiac. He does not, i*i'lol. \t -li-n-c ;o af'irm that this lay in
the consciousness <

"
." -

4

promise of
the 12 thrones (Mt . , ; but he is
confident that { the '

,

'
'

as he calls

it, lies in the words or trie writer ot tne Apocalypse about the
12 Apostles of the Lamb (Eev 21^4). However 'it may be with
the latter, it is unnecessary to find any allusion of the kind in
the Gospels. Men familiar in some degree with Gentile culture
and the astrological-astronomical speculations which were in

vogue about this time, such as Philo ,
i -

"

light con-
nect the 12 gems ot the high priest's , the signs
of the zodiac, and might therefore regard i^ as a perfect num-
ber (Philo, de Profugis, 33, cited by Konig, DB iii. 5G3a,
TA;e 5' a,piQu.os o UtlsXft.

', Josephus, Ant. in. vii. 7) without the
idea ever entering the minds of the majority.

In several passages a period, of 12 years is re-

ferred to. The woman healed by touching the

fringe of the Lord's _,: M- -Mi had been ill for 12

years (Mt 920
,
Mk r> -, i.k v ; . The daughter of

Jairus was 12 years old (Mk 542
, Lk 842

). Jesus
was 12 years old when found in the Temple (Lk 24

-).

In all these cases the number must be understood

literally, but the second and third, admit of illus-

tration from Oriental life. At 12 childhood ceased
for the Jewish boy. In the addendum to the lifth

chapter of 'Aboth two of the rules run :

* At 10 the

Mishnah, at 13 the Commandments. 3 A boy of 12,

therefore, was on the threshold of manhood. A
tradition recorded by Josephus affirms that Samuel
was 12 years old when he received the Divine call

(Ant. v. x. 4). Another tradition, found in a
Christian writing, but probably of Jewish origin,

represented Solomon as 12 years old when he gave
his famous judgment about the child (pseudo-
Ignatius, ad Magnesias, iii.). At 12 a girl was

. ", ,

"* *
. According to the Book of Jubilees

:>
'

-

, vas 12 years old at the time referred,

to in Gn 342.

One more passage remains :

* Are there not
twelve hours in the day?

5

(Jn II9
). Here, no

doubt, Babylonian influence can be traced, al-

though in the time of Christ most of the Jews
living in Palestine will have been wholly un-
conscious of the fact. The full day was divided

by the Babylonians, who in this matter as in so

many points set the rule for all their neighbours,
and through the Greeks for the whole Western
world, into 12 parts. As this day consisted of two
halves, the daylight portion and the niglii |.oi(.i->i!.

the division into twelve was applied to ea< h, \\ is.li-

out regard to the season of the year. An hour
was one-twelfth of the day or the night (KAT
DZTPF] 328, 3351). The old way of speaking still

survives in Syria. The day is regarded, as in the
time of Christ, as consisting of 12 hours (Bauer,
VoUcsleben im Lands der Bib&l, pp. 274 f.).

Sixty. The use of the number 60 in the parable
of the Sower (Mt 138

;
23

, Mk 48 - 20
, not in Lk 2413

)

may possibly have indirect connexion with the
-'\i

;.-,
- :

-i:i;l -ystem of Babylonia (for this, cf.

I >< /;;. \. t
i und Babylon, 90, 92), which must

have been current throughout western Asia,
especially through its use in the subdivision of
the talent (talent= 60 manehs ; maneh= 60 shekels),
and would rial unilly lead to the I

I'].IM\ n.-.-'ii "i" the
number -\\ i t h nuvc or less significance! Tnere are

many passages in the OT and other Jewish litera-

ture in which 60 can hardly be accidental : Nu 788

(60 rams, 60 he-goats, 60 he-lambs of the fnxi year-.
Dt 34 (60 cities, cf . Jos 1330

, 1 K 418
,
1 Ch 2 "-

h 1 K (r

(Solomon's temple 60 cubits long, cf. 2 Ch 3s
), 1 K

422
, 2Ch II 21

,
Jer 52->5 (60 men of the people of the

land found in Jerusalem by the T$nl-\Lvrrn-. cf.

2K 2519
), Ca 37 68, Test, of Jnd;\-\, \\\. :>

%
-:,one

weighing 60 Ibs.), ch. 9 (60 men slain), Test, of

Abraham, text A 10 (cherubic chariot attended

by 60 angels). The many examples in the Baby-
lonian Talmud (fire the 60th part of Gehenna,
Berak. 57b

etc.) will be 1 :-..";. >.- to the Baby-
lonian atmosphere of the ;:!, ..

Thirty. Thirty, the ixau' 01 sixty, may be
used in the same context (Mt 13*

1
- 23

, Mk 48-'20
) in

somewhat the same way, through the same associ-
ation. In Lk S23, where it is said that Jesus was
about 30 years of age at tlio beginning of His
ministry, there is probably an allu-ion 10 iho belief
that 30 years marked the attainment of manly
vigour. Joseph entered on his career as a states-
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man at 30 (Gn 41 46
), and David was 30 when lie

ascended the throne (2 S 54
). In the appendix to

the fifth chapter of 'Abuth, 30 is denned as the age
of strength (mh D'ffVi? p). The 30 pieces of silver

paid to Judas (Mt 2615 278 - 9
, of. Zee Il 12f

-) would
remind every Jew of the average value of a slave
as fixed in the Law (Ex 21 a

-), 30 shekels. The
Babylonian average was lower, but the Assyrian
coincided with the Hebrew (Johns in Babylonian
and Assyrian Laios, Contracts., and Letters, p.
182 f.J. In the remaining passage, Jn 6 19

, the
number is purely historical.

LITERATURE. Art. 'Zahlen' in Winer, JRWB3; Riehm,H WE 2
,
and Guthe, Bibelworterbuch

; artt.
*

Forty
' and * Num-

ber' in the Jewish Enoyc. ; art. 'Number' in ISncyc. Bibl. and
in Hastings' DB in. 560* ff.

; Konig, Stilistik, 51-57.

W. TAYLOR SMITH.
NUKC DIMITTIS (Lk 22

f-
32

), so^
called from the

opening words in the Latin version, is the third
and shortest of the hymns of the Incarnation pre-
served to us by St. Luke. Like the other two, it

speaks of Christ ; but whereas Benedictits, the Song
of the priest Zacharias, is naturally of His Priest-

hood, and Jf";; //{/?'/'. the Song of the royally-
descended "V irgin Mary, of His Kingdom, this, the

Song of Simeon (wh. see), as beseems the utter-
ance of a prophet, is of Messiah fulfilling the

prophetic function assigned to Him in the OT
(cf. Dt 1815 ), and especially by Isaiah.

The feature in Simeon's character which is to

the Evangelist the climax of his virtues is that he
was *

waiting for the consolation of Israel.' The
words are a reminiscence of Jacob's,

f I have waited
for thy salvation, O Lord '

(Gn 4918
} ; and they

describe what was precisely the attitude of Abra-
ham in regard to God's promise of the land (Ac 79

and He II 13
), and of David in regard to the king-

dom (1 S 269'11
), both of whom did not f fret them-

selves in anywise to do evil
'

(Ps 37s
), but waited

till the Lord would give what He had spoken. So
our Lord, speaking of those in danger of being led

away by false Christs, bids His followers 'in

patience possess their souls
'

(Lk 21 19
). This was

part of the faith of Simeon : his waiting for e the

Lord's Christ
'

(Lk 2) saved h"-
"

;

"

after

any turbulent pretender, or ..; the

Herodians, a mere king of this world. The ' con-

solation of Israel
' was a phrase with the Rabbis

for the times of Messiah : Lightfoot (Hor. Heb.)

gives five illustrations of its use.

The repeated mention of the Holy Spirit guiding
Simeon at each successive step evinces the fact

that prophecy, silent since the days of Malachi, is

again about to stir (de Wette, Oosterzee) ; yet the
difference also is to be observed between the re-

peated comings of the Spirit upon Simeon, and His

abiding on Jesus (Jn I33 ) and remaining with the
Church (14

16
). By what sign Simeon was taught

of the Spirit to recognize the child of Mary a* the

Christ we are not told : perhaps the Virgin" ?

poverty, evidenced by her offering of doves, was
the token to him, as the number- cradle had been
to the shepherds (Lk 212

). Anvho\\ iho Child was
pointed out to him ; he went iip to Him, received
Him in his arms, and, as he held Him, he ' blessed

God,' and uttered his Nunc dimittis. There are
no different readings in the text of it; but the

Syriac renders the verb in the first clause, which
in Greek, Latin, and English is in the indicative

mood, by an optative,
* My Lord, now release thou

thy servant in peace.' Tne mistake has been fol-

lowed by several in this country who should have
known better : e.g. by Logan, in the Scottish Para-

phrases (Par. 38) :

*Now, Lord, according to thy word,
Let me in peace depart.

At length my arms embrace my Lord,
Now let their vigour cease,'

and even by John Keble, usually so accurate :

* Whose prayers are struggling with his tears,
Lord, let me now depart.'

As a matter of fact, Simeon does not pray for
death. He thanks God for permitting him to see,
what many prophets and kings had desired to see
and were not permitted (Lk 10-4 ), the salvation He
had promised ; and having seen it he says that he
is ready to go when God wills.
The hymn is in three couplets :

_(1) ThfVik-Lihi'iLi for permission at last to leave
his po-. . ri- i ho -cni'i'i''! wh^n the hour of his watch
is over (G-odet). Death will be to him as sleep to

a*labouring man (Bruce).
* Now thoii art letting thy servant depart, O Lord,
According to thy word, in peace.'

The word,' of course, is the promise of v. 2G that
he should not see death before he had seen the
Lord's [own] Christ ; and the fulfilment of the
promise has brought him peace, because in Christ
there is sure sfilwtfiwi for him and for all God's

people.
There are two fine Patristic comment C\pniii]'- (On the

Mortality, 3), 'He bears witness that the >ci\uirb- "i Uo<3 have
peace, are free, and tranquil when, withdrawn from the whirl-
winds of this world, they reach the port of the eternal home,
and pass through death to immortality

'

; and Ambrose's (Ex-
position of St. Luke, Bk. n. ii. 59), 'Let him who wishes to depart
come into the Temple ; let him come to Jerusalem

;
let him wait

for the Lord's Christ ; let him take in his arms the Word of
God, embracing Him by the arms of faith.* Servant (boiJ^av),
Lord (SsWOT-*)-' slave,' 'master' are terms appropriate at all

times to express the relation between God and men, yet savour-

ing of the Law (Bruce).

(2) The reason of Simeon's peace in the prospect
of death :

* For mine eyes have seen thy salvation,
Which thou preparedst before the face of all peoples/

What we see with our eyes is sure (cf. Jn I 14 1935

and 1 Jn I2 ). And Jesus Christ is salvation (Is
496

), for salvation is in Him and in none other
(Ac 412 ). Moreover, He is the salvation which God
Himself provided, not which man might have
fancied. *

Preparedst' is a more correct rendering
than AV s hast prepared/ for the tense icfers to a
definite historical fact (cf. Lk I47 ) ; and this God
means for ctll peoples (2

10
) (plural) both the sec-

tions of mankind of whom, in the next verse,
Simeon is to speak, viz. the Gentiles and Israel.

The Greek word used (Aa6s) usually means Israel

only, the people [of the Lord], But now the privi-

lege is extended, and they who were not a people
are to be the people of the living God (Hos 21

, Ro
925. 26^ 1 p 2^3).

(3) The different prophetic functions Christ is to
<li-<lmi<:e towards the Gentiles and the Jews re-

-pociivoly ;

* A light to lighten the Gentiles,
And the glory of thy people Israel.*

(a) To the Gentiles who sat in darkness (Is 9
2
) He

is to be a Light (49
6
) ; but not only by giving them

light. The thought is greater than merely that
Christ is to reveal truth to the Gentiles. He is a

Light 'for their revealing' fet? d,7raKa\vipiv eQv&v)
to show what the Gentile-* are, how dear to

Almighty God (cf. Ro 329 }, and how capable they
are through His grace of producing saints. The
prophecy of Simeon is thus akin to that of John
the Baptist (Mt 37 ), and has its OT roots in such

passages as Is 257 and Hos 2s. How wonderfully
has it been fulfilled that out of Judaism He could

bring a Peter, a John, a Paul ; out of decadent
Rome an Au*iu-l!no and an Ambrose; out of the
wild Irish M Colnmbji; out of the Saxon ( knife-

men * a Wilfrid and a Bede ! We have yet to see
what He will make of China and Japan, when they
are Christianized, (b) Of Israel, who had produced
so many saints, prophets, and teachers, the e

lights
of the world in their several generations,' Christ
is to be the supreme Glory, of more honour than
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Moses (He 3), with a better priesthood than
Aaron (I'

27
), Himself the very T>: _:li(in>- of the

Father's glory (I
3
), which was brlu>!,i in ihv (Jn

I 14
). St. Paul saw, in the 1st cent., how true is

*'
-
1

,

;.
of Christ (Ro 94

'6
), and all subsequent

'

\
-

'

- confirmation.

A parallel is given by Carpenter (The Synoptic Gospels) from
Tli.'l' 1

!
- ". _" "\\ iiie who, discerning in a babe the signs of

i- i , . !>
M \ *Thou wilt be a Buddha, and remove the

\ ens or sin and ignorance from the world.' But the Indian seer
could not rejoice with Simeon, he could only weep that he
would not be alive to share the light ; which reminds us that
Simeon's peace is through the Christian hope of a better life to

come, when we shall be with Christ.

Simeon's attitude towards the Gentiles, while in
full accord with that of the OT (Gn 2218 49 10

, Ps
98s 1001

, Is 426 496 603
), is in striking contrast to

that of the nearest contemporary Jewish writings,
the Psalms of Solomon, in which, though there is

the same longing for Messiah and TT : - l\iMpl'Hn.
the lot of the heathen is not light or ^iU <-d ion. Inu

only judgment (Ps-Sol 164
).

The singular sweetness the calm beauty, as of
a perfect pearl of the Song of Simeon has always
been recognized ; and for ages it has entered into
the evening service of the Church. Both the
Roman Catholic and the Anglican Churches have
appointed it as a hymn at Vespers, teaching us (as
it does) to live each day as if we knew it to be our
last ; and, embracing Christ by faith, to thank
God for Him and be ready in peace to depart in
Him. In the Church of Scotland, while Knox's

Prayer-Book held its place, and again after the
introduction of the Paraphrases (1781),, it became
customary to use it at the close of the Communion
Service ; while in a few churches, both Episcopal
and Presbyterian, it is sung at funerals when the

body is being carried out of the church.

LITERATURE. T. A. Gurney, Nunc Dimittis (1900); A. M.
Stewart, Infancy and Youth of Jesus (1905), 5 : T. T

- T. ,-.
;

Songs of the Holy Natioity (1895), 120, 131 ; S.

(1888), iv. 1. JAJVII.- ( *t f.

OATHS. Christ's teaching on the subject of
oaths is set forth in one of the sections of the
Sermon on the Mount, in which He contrasts His
doctrine with that of the earlier dispensation (Mt
53y"37

). The position of the Law on the subject is

summed up in the statement,
' Thou shalt not for-

swear thyself, but shalt perform unto the Lord
thine oaths.' This is a combination of different

passages in the Law (Lv 1912
, Nu 30s

,
Dt 23-2

), of
which the first deals specially with oaths, the
others with vows. But in point of ! "".,

J !!
oaths and vows were ivoijuii/ei! in the Rauuimcai
schools as on the sann 1

:nomi;_L (Wimsche, Neue
Betimge zur Erlauteming dor 13wnujalien aits

Talmud itnd Midrasch, p.' 57), and the statement
in which Christ here represents the position of the
Law was, no doubt, the current formula in which,
in these schools, the doctrine of the Law on the
question was summed up. In opposition to this
dictum of the Law, Christ lays down an absolute

prohibition, 'Swear not at all' (v.
34

), and proceeds
to draw out the full meaning of the 'at all' (SXws)

by showing that His prohibition covers every
appeal to anything beside us in confirmation of
our word, and not merely such as expressly intro-
duce the name of Jehovah. The casuists among the
scribes made a distinction between more and less

binding oaths. The former class consisted of those
which invoked the name of God ; the latter used
such forms as *

by heaven,'
f

by earth,'
e

by Jeru-
salem/ 'by the life of my head.' An oath by
heaven and earth, for instance, was not considered
to be binding, because one did not require to think
of the Creator ; whereas if one swore by one of the
letters of the liivine name, or by one of the Divine
attributes, that was .s'y^-il n- binding, and he
who treated such an <!.',:> !i^!i;lv was punishable
(Wiinsche, op. cit. p. 59 ; bchiirerj HJP II. ii. 122).
Our Lord Himself gives other examples of such

casuistical distinctions in the matter of oaths in
Mt 2316'22

. He refers to them here because the
full import of His prohibition of oaths might not be
realized by those who were familiar with such dis-
tinctions. It mighl

*
. "..*!! hat He was merely

forbidding a direct i

;.
-. .

'

. name of Jehovah.
And so He proceeds to show how utterly different
is His standpoint on the question of oaths from
that of the Rabbinical authorities. They en-

deavoured to empty the oath of reference to God,
so as to narrow the scope of the commandment
against perjury. Christ sought to make explicit
the reference to God virtually contained in every
asseveration, so as to widen the scope of His pro-
hibition of swearing. With this object He takes
some of the common forms of oaths which were
regarded as less binding, and shows how, though
the name of God be not- expressly mentioned, they
are meaningless unless they involve an appeal to
Him. Thus to call heaven or earth to witness our
statement is an empty form, unless we be thinking
not merely of heaven or earth, but of the Power
they suggest, who will punish unfaithfulness (vv.

34<

35a
), i.e. God, of whom heaven is the throne and

earth the footstool (Is 66 1
). To appeal to Jerusa-

lem (v.
3513

} is meaningless unless we be thinking of
the great King, who has made Jerusalem His city
(Ps 48s

). And to swear by one's head (v.
36

) involves
an appeal to Him in whose hands our destiny lies,
and who alone can bring upon our heads the punish-
ment of perjury. For ourselves, we cannot make
one hair black or white. Black hair is here used as
the symbol of youth ; white, of old age. The very
colour of our hair, Christ would say, reminds us
that we are in the hands of a higher 'Power. It is

to that Power we ""

hen we swear by the
life of our head. !

"

;
- of asseveration, then,

Christ concludes, every appeal to anything beside
us in confirmation of our word, is an oath, for it

virtually involves an appeal to God. All such
forms come under Christ's prohibition. His com-
mand is : Swear not at all

; but let your speech
be, Yea, yea; Nay, nay' (vv.

34* 37
).

These last words have received different interpre-
tations. Beza renders them,

' Let your affirma-
tion be yea, and your negation nay,' an attempt
to bring 'the present verse into harmony with Ja 5 12

at the Micrilioc of grammar. Equally unjustifiable
grammatically is Grotius' attempt to secure the
same object by his translation,

' Let your yea and

nay of speech (oin^poihl to a yea and nay of

fact,' with the juldiiionnl fault that it is question-
able whether that is the mcmiin<r of the passage in

James. The simplest way of taking the words is

to regard the val vai, oi)
otf, as a repetition, such as

was common in actual speech (cf. 2 K 1015
,
2 Co I

17
),

to confirm a statement. 'Let your speech,' says
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Christ,
' be a clear and forcible yes or no. For

whatsoever is more than these,
' He continues,

1 cometh etc rov irovrjpov.' Again there is difference

of opinion as to these last words. Many take
them as equivalent to K rov 8ta(36\ov. But B. Weiss
(Matthausevangelium^ ad loc.) contends that such
a view is incompatible with the fact that the OT
requires oaths (Ex 2211

), and even puts them into
the mouth of God (Gn 2216 26s

). It is better to
take the irovypov as the gen. of the neuter ; so that
the statement will mean that the path springs from
evil, either in the sense that it is the presence of
evil in the world that leads to the oath in confirma-
tion of one's word, and that in the Kingdom of

God, in which truth prevails, the oath must alto-

>ear (so Weiss), or that the practice
one's statement by an oath springs

from the tacit assumption that when one does not
so confirm it, one is not bound to speak the truth

(so Wendt, Lehrc Jesu, ii. 210).
Before nr-H'-uli 11

!^ (> d'seuss the conclusion to
he drawn mm: i !>< |ii,i^r. we must note an inter-

pretation of vv.**"* which has gained considerable
, ':!,-. but which puts quite a different mean-
ing upon Christ's prohibition in v. r4 from what we
have given above. It is suggested that the pro-
hibition is not meant to embrace all oaths, but

merely the thoughtless swearing of everyday life

whereby the name of God is profaned (so Calvin,
Ewald, Tholuck, and many others). The o^ocrai,

6'Xws of v. 34
,
it is contended, does not include swear-

ing by God ; for, as Ewald (Die drei ersten Evcm-
(jclien, p. 267) says, that was done only in courts
of law, and Christ is not referring to this at all.

If He had meant to forbid oaths absolutely, He
would certainly have mentioned the direct oath
in which the name of God is expressly invoked.
As He has not done so, we must conclude that His

prohibition is not meant to apply to it, i.e. that
He means to forbid only such tliou^iiK oaths of
common life as He proceeds to oxci'inlirY.

This attempt to empty the 6Xa of its meaning
does not commend itself. It is evidently inspired
by fear of the consequences which seem to ensue
from the absolute prohibition Christ lays down,
and such a motive does not tend to sound exegesis.
It fails to do justice to the original. The only
permissible translation of JJL^ d/jLoirai. 6'Xws is that
which regards it as an absolute prohibition. Only
thus does Christ's position present a proper con-

trast to that of the Law. The Law forbids

swearing falsely ; Christ forbids swearing at all.

Thus we have a sufficient contrast to, and advance

beyond, the position of the Law. But on the present
interpretation Christ sets over against the com-
mandment against perjury in the name of God a

prohibition merely of frivolous swearing, and that
of a kind which does not mention the name of God
at all, which is somewhat of an anti-climax. It is

true, as the supporters of this interpretation point
out, that Christ does not expressly mention the
oath by the name of God in the instances He ad-
duces. But it is much more reasonable to suppose
that He omits it because it is evident that it is

included under the swearing He prohibits, wrhile

there may be doubt as to these indirect oaths
He specifies, than to argue that, when He pro-
hibits swearing 5Xws, He includes under the prohibi-
tion only those forms of oath which were hardly
regarded as oaths at all by His contemporaries,
and omits the one oath that was universally so

esteemed.
We conclude, then, that Christ's word in v. 84 is

to be understood as an absolute prohibition of

swearing, and that it cannot be restricted to the

thoughtless, irrelevant oaths of common life. And
it remains to consider in what spirit this absolute

prohibition is laid down, and what are the con-

clusions that follow from it. Christ has Himself
given the reason tor His prohibition of swearing.
Whatsoever goes beyond the distinct and forcible

affirmation and negation, He says, cometh of evil

(v.
27

). As we saw above, this saying may be inter-

preted in different ways. It may be taken to
mean that it is the presence of evil among our
fellow-men that necessitates oaths, to convince
them of the good faith of the speaker. So Augus-
tine (Sermon on the Mount}'-

' Tu autem non
inaluiii facis, qui bene uteris juratione, qua?, etsi

non bona, tanien necessaria est, ut alteri persu-
adeas quod utiliter persuades, sed a malo est illius,

cujus infirmitate jurare cogeris.' But, as Tholuck
(Sermon on the Mount ^ Eng. tr. p. 252 f.) remarks,
this is open to a twofold objection first, that in
such a case the evil in question rests with him who
requires the oath, whereas all the stress of the

prohibition is directed against taking oaths ; and,
second, that on this interpretation the fulfilment of
our Lord's command would be deferred to the
realization of that ideal state in which no evil

exists, in which case the present command would
stand on a different footing from the others of the
Sermon on the Mount, which plainly apply to
a world in which evil is prevalent. For this

reason we accept the other interpretation of the
words given above that whatever goes beyond the

plain affirmation and negation cometh of evil, in
the sense that behind it is the tacit assumption
that, when our word is not confirmed by ail oath,
we are not bound to adhere strictly to the truth.
This brings the present pa^.siro ?':fco harmony with
the general spirit of tlio >crino:i on the Mount.
The theme of that Sermon is

ij.-l

'

r.-
1

!-,
- f the

heart. When Christ opposes His commands to
those of the Law, it is to show that He requires
more than the Law demanded, that He insists not

only u 1
! 'V

1

I !;-!. --> of outward conduct, but

upon :
- 'i. !.-;. > - us" ;he heart. The Law re-

quired -: -i- 1 ; .' ':
''

!

'lever an oath was taken.
The tendency of the Pharisaic formalism of Christ's

day was to keep the letter of the Law by strict

fulfilment of one's promise and scrupulous adher-
ence to the truth whenever the Divine name was
invoked, but to break its spirit by assuming that
whenever such an oath was not taken, greater
latitude was allowed. Christ insisted upon such a

regard for truth that the absence of the oath
should make no difference. To feel that one is

more bound by an oath than by one's simple word
is to have the spirit of falsehood in one's heart. In
such a case whatsoever is more than the direct yea
and nay cometh of evil.

Once we realize what is the spirit in which
Christ's prohibition is j.:i\(:ii.

\\< 4 are in a position
to decide some of the qiu'-Lion- raised as to the

,
,-

,1.:!;^ of tjie observance of the command
\

"

.

'

-social conditions. If the prohibition
is absolute, on -\\lml jrioniMl mil the practice of

taking paths in v-oini- <i' la\v bo defended? The
answer is that the spirit in which the oath is taken
in such a case is very different from that which our
Lord condemns in the present instance. In a court
of law we take the oath to convince our fellow-men,
who cannot see our heart and judge of our regard
for truth, of our good faith. That is a very "dif-

ferent thing from thinking that we are not re-

quired to speak the truth unless bound by an oath
;

and it is the latter view that Christ condemns in

His dictum upon swearing. We may still keep
the spirit of our Lord's command though we break
the letter of it by taking an oath in court, just
as we may keep the spirit of miiny other injunc-
tions of the Sermon on the Mount. <t.y. that with

regard to praying in private (Me 6lJ

), though we
break them in the letter. Christ Himself, accord-

ing to the Gospel in which the present passage
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occurs, did not refuse to answer when the high
priest adjured Him "by the living God (26

s8
). And

though Mark omits the jiujuration, so that we
cannot with confidence appeal to the conduct of

Christ Himself on this occasio . ;

" n
* "'* Him as frequently . .'. .

i- ,' !::- by the solemn dfjrfv, which in the
Fourth Gospel becomes &vd]p a^fy. In a word,
while the prohibition of swearing is absolute, and
is on no account to be modified in the manner we
have referred to above, we must remember that
what Christ is aiming at is not the mere outward
oath, but the spirit of evil which inspired it, and
regard as an infraction of His command only such
conduct as cometh of the evil He seeks to destroy.
When we regard the commandment in that light,
there is no need to defer the fulfilment of it to an
ideal state. It does not describe the conditions
which should prevail between the members of the

Kingdom of God only in their relations to one
another, but lays down a principle which should

guide the member of the Kingdom in his relation
to all with whom he comes in contact. And
though, owing to the conditions of the society in
which he lives, he may have to depart from the
strict letter of the precept by taking a solemn oath
on occasion, so long as he does not do so from the

unworthy motive which inspires the oaths against
which Christ contends, he may still claim to remain
faithful to tlie command of Christ.
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OBED. Father of Jesse, mentioned in "both

genealogies of our Lord (Mt I5 , Lk 332
).

OBEDIENCE i. The Obedience of Christ.
1. Christ as a man (see HUMANITY OF CHRIST)
came under the obligations of men, and principal
among tlie-e was the, ol.lijMlioii of obedience. This
lie Him-elf recoini ;

/'><l 'jxpik-iLly. His parents had
Him circumcised (Lk 2JL

), and brought Him to Jeru-
salem according to the custom, to observe the law
of the Passover (possibly every year, Lk 241 - 42

),

i\hioli <;ii.-iom TTc: -nl)-'S'|iimrly< o'u i:r.ii<l pir-on;i'il v

(.rr, -2-'
{ 5

5
<i'. 7'-

J1
,
Mt -2ii"'- <ic... He iVk Mim-off

called upon to join in the great religious move-
ments of His day, though not commanded by the
Law (Mt 315

), as well as to observe the political
customs (Mt 1727 ). It was therefore more than a
mere expression as to a definite, example when He
said :

'
It becometh us [me] to fulfil all righteous-

ness' (Mt315
).

2. The fact of Ifis obedience. If we test this by
the Ten Cnimnniiilmrnt-n- ;ib^! ani i silly embracing
the whole inoiil lji\\, A\O li:ii UU oVdienee com-
plete. They are mostly prohibitions, and we do
not find Him iiifrin<aii<r ilieiii. Tt cannot be said
that this silence of the Sciipiures a* to transgres-
sions does not prove Ilk entire conformity to them,
and leaves room for the doubt whether His obedi-
ence was perfect; since He was surrounded by
watchful enemies who magnified variations that
were not disobedience, and would have mentioned
any real disobedience with eagerness. The honour
which He paid to Gocl was as perfect as His percep-
tion of the spiritual nature of Hi- -win^lmi AVH S
clear (Jn 424

). He observed the Sabbsnh. IxMri-j
found regularly in the synagogue on that day (Lk
416 * as his custom was '

). The fact that He did no
work that was contrary to the Sabbath command-
ment, is shown clearly by the fact that He was
repeatedly attacked for immaterial things and
for exercising His healing power upon that day,

for which He -!:: f-:ry -Wided Himself (Mt
12s.7. 11.

is). TO ... ,;.-., .- race and time He
may seem to have been lacking on one occasion in

respect for His mother, viz. at the marriage in

Cana of Galilee (Jn 24
). But the appellation

1 Woman ' was not disrespectful, for it was used in
the tenderest way at the cross (Jn 1926

) ; nor was
it disrespectful to reprove officious interference ;

nor was Mary left unsatisfied (v.
5
), but expected

His compliance with her hinted request. So much
for the negative side of the moral law. On its

positive side, as comprehensively stated by Him in
the words,

' Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with
all thy heart, and thy neighbour as thyself (Mt
2239

), none was ever so zealous of God's honour, or
of inv-i '

\
i'ij His own communion with Him (Jn 1030

17
--'-

s as Jesus. And love of ] V.. ,;. as

interpreted first fully by Himself J X !"
-,. He

exemplified in all His contact with - :fT' ;-iM:l ,-!"1

needy humanity. Nor did He fail ii> r ,,: ! ',
it
-..o

i -

sort of obedience which consists in quick response
to the personal will of God manifested in provi-
dence (Mt 44

,
Lk 249

,
Jn 12-7 - 2S

). His care for the
ceremonial law, besides the cases already cited,

may be seen by His recommending the lepers whom
He cleansed, on two occasions, to observe the law of
Moses provided in their case (Lk 514 1714

).

3. His sinlessness. We thus see in the life of
Jesus no offence n.iMin-i the law of right. There is

no evidence of -i 1
! nil !:. Bat this would not in

itself establish His sinlessness. Many a man gives
the impression of a perfect life, is, according to the

Scripture phrase, 'blameless,' who is not 'sinless,'
because he sees sin in himse"

"

with it. But Jesus claimed
He challenged the Jews to convict Him of sin (Jn
S46

) ; and He affirmed of Himself that the '

prince
of this world ' had nothing in Him (Jn 1430

). True,
this sinlessness was first attained through conflict

(ef. Mt 411
,
Jn 1227, Mk 1534

), and 'learned' (He 58
),

and Jesus Himself shrank from the application to
Him of the word e

good
3

in the absolute sense (Mk
1018

) ; but it was attained and learned, and this
without the experience of failure. Its necessity to
the work of redemption gives it its complete dog-
matic establishment (cf . He 97- 14 59 415

) 5 but the
proof i ifi

:_-;,<.
,,.",\ (j-jK-n-l-. fiii.-'lH. upon the word

o Jesu- il.jir- 'i. Were this the testimony of the
Jews, who were self-righteous, and thus incapaci-
tated for judging of their true spiritual condition,
it would have no value ; but it is the testimony of
a specially sensitive conscience, one which saw
deeper into the meaning of the Law than others,
which enjoyed perfect communion with God (Jn
149 1245). As such it stands, and is subject to no
diminution from our ability to point out defect
in Him. As a challenge, it was not met by His ad-
versaries, evidently because they could not meet it.

See, further, art. SINLESSNESS.
4. His superiority to the Law. His obedience

may be conceived, on the one side, as His perfect
subjection to the Law. But, on the other side, He
was superior to the Law. In respect to infringe-
ments of the law of the Sabbath with which He
was charged, He did not simply defend Himself by
saying that He alone rightly interpreted the law,
but He proclaimed His superiority to it.

* The Son
of Man is Lord even of the sabbath '

(Mk 228
). He

set aside certain of the
provisions of the Law (Mt

538 ) ; but He did a more significant thing in deepen-
ing the meaning of others (Mt &***). He revealed
the true meaning of the Law when He brought it

back to its foundation in the all-embracing law of
love. The element of the Law which He modified
was, therefore, the external, the scaffolding or

clothing of the legal principle, not the fundamental
meaning of the Law. He came also to *

fulfil
'

the
Law (Mt 517

); and this meant tofill out (7rAi7/>6w), and
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hence to set it aside as completed and its design
accomplished. In the later form of the Apostolic
doctrine Jesus was called the ' end of the law *

(Ro 104
), in the sense that He provided a new way

of salvation, which had formerly had to be attained

through the observance of the Law. This was
particularly through the sacrifice of Himself (He
1U8-14 ) by which He brought the whole OT system
to an end, and for ever cancelled the ceremonial
law. When the same idea appears in St. John's

Gospel (3
14 - lb

"

6s1 1017
), it may be thought to be-

long to the same stratum of later teaching ; but it

is reflected in the earliest form of the Gospel
(Mk 1045 ), it appears in the institution of the
Lord's Supper (Mt 26'28 ), and is accordingly to be

regarded as the primal and unvarying substance of
the Gospel. The Law, then, is abrogated because
its object has been attained, and its definite

and peculiar prescriptions may give way to more
general and spiritual forms of precept. The em-

phasis is hereafter to be laid not upon the letter,
but upon i':- -:-M, SfoS*5

). See LAW, LAW OF GOD.
5. The "vf '

' " '.'' .of His obedience the Death
upon the Gross. The later strata of the Gospel
history lay emphasis upon the fact that the death
of Christ was a subject of the Divine command.
Thus Jesus says, according to St. John,

* This com-
mandment [viz. to lay down my life] I received
from the Father' (10

18
). In 1227

, shrinking from
the foreseen suffering of the cross, He says,

* For
this cause [viz. to suffer the death of the cross, cf.

v. 3
-] came 1 unto this hour.

9 The same idea, that
His death upon the cross was the essential part of

His work which He came into the world to do, and
which was laid upon Him by the Father, appears
in many other texts in this Gospel, implied where
not explicitly stated (cf. 314 63 - 50* 51 - 58 S21 1011 1430 - 31

1713 19SO
). The same conception is fully developed

in the other portions of the NT which belong to the
same period of development with this Gospel, par-

ticularly in Philippians (2
s
) and the Epistle to the

Hebrews (5
7- 8 1010

). But it is also indicated in the
earliest strata. In Mk 1045 Jesus Himself says
that He has come,

c not to be mmistered ^unto,
but

to minister, and. to give his life a 3,1:1-01" fur 'i-ai >.*
The whole Gospel story is di&pLm-ii. > is \un-,

upon the black background of the darkness and

^ufTovM^ of Calvary.' Prophecies by Jesus Him-
-olf 01 If i- own death begin to appear at an early

period by intimation (Mt 1038, cf. 1624), and at a

period still long before the final Passion in more

explicit and frequent utterance (Mt 1621 '28
|| ; 173ff-

according to
II
Lk 931 ; 1722 - *

I! ; SO17' 19
|[). There

is evidence in I'M - '1,1 --,;_:<-. i,ik-'i a^ a whole,
and regarded ;i- !i;r,irii i

!_: . in- nvrrii'Mi and con-

sistent Evangelical iaea of the death of Christ, that

to Christ the burden of death consisted partly
in iK phyMonl pain, from which One shrank who
po^c^eil* i ho instinct of life among other human
qualities (see HUMANITY OF CHRIST), but still

more as something unbecoming to the pure and

holy Son of God, associated, as it was in human
history, with the idea of sin and condemnation.

Or, as St. Paul expresses it (Gal 31S ), it was a
curse which He did not lightly take upon Him-
self, Two things result from this method of con-

sidering the death of Christ; (1) that it measures
the highest degree of devotion to the salvation of

men ; and (2) that it was effective because it lay in

the will of God, to which Christ was obedient, not

assuming it Himself, as a desperate and uncertain

remedy, but accepting it as the God-designed path
of propitiation and redemption.

6. The relation of Christ's obedience to the salva-
tion of men. The relation of the sacrifice, which
was the main article of His obedience, to the salva-

tion of men is considered elsewhere (see ATONE-
MENT, PROPITIATION, SACRIFICE, etc.). No text

VOL. ii. 17

of the Gospels presents the obedience of Christ,

strictly considered, as having a connexion with our
salvation, except as His moral perfection was
among the qualifications for the office of Saviour.
The inference which has been made, that the obedi-
ence of Christ itself formed a part of His saving
work, has been drawn from such texts as Ko 5 lfl

("through the obedience of the one shall the many
be made ".' : -'). But this idea receives no
support .'< : i (.ospels, and none from the text
cited itself, when carefully interpreted. The
thought of the Apostle is unfolded here in a series
of parallel expressions, in which, on the one side,
Adam's 'trespass,' 'sin,' 'disobedience,

3

and, on
the other side, Christ's 'grace/ 'gift by grace,

3

'free gift,
3

';_* ..... -::< --." -act of i ijjhtroi:>p<^:-.'
t

obedience/ , ':i ".., I.- equal to one another;
and as contrasted, the one side with the other.
The obedience of Christ here considered is, there-

fore, His act of obedience, or His atoning death.
The act of obedience saves, not as obedience, but as
atonement.

7. T7 *'.:.:
"

,:^,-ist\<?. '-'
." .''>'',

arise- i

'

I ,!'< \ \,'",'. ,i<" which it an'oras or tne
Person of Christ. As the victorious contestant and
the perfect character, He calls out the veneration
and enthusiastic loyalty of His followers, incites

them to greater efforts, and fills them with loftier

courage than any imperfect prophet could do, how-
ever excellent otherwise, and thus becomes the true

'exemplar and leader' (dpx^os, He 122
)
of our

faith.

LITERATURE. Hastings' D t art.
* Obedience '

; Ullmann, Sin-
leasness of Jesus

; Forrest, Christ of Hist, and JExper, 17 ff. ;

R. Mackintosh, Christ and the Jewish Law ; Dale, Atonement*
Lect. ix.

ii. Our obedience. Christ came not only as a
Teacher and Redeemer, but also as an Example.
It might be said of all His life, as He said when He
washed the disciples' feet, *I have given you an

example, that ye also should do as I have done to

you
*

(
Jn 1315

). As the object of all His work was
to reveal the Father, and he that had * seen him
had seen the Father 3

(Jn 149
), so he who did as

Jesus did obeyed the will of the Father, which was
perfectly exemplified in Him (Jn 829). Indeed, this

was the necessary consequence of His teaching
office, for He always said in fact if not by word,
* Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me '

(Mt
II29

). It was Hi- ]i:n|n^<- in the world to bear
witness to the r-u:ii

v
-hi 1837), and to do this not

merely by word, but by right deed. Hence the
obedience of Christ is the standard of our obedi-

ence. "We are to be *

perfect as our Father in

heaven is [perfect
J

(Mt 548), and that perfection is

the perfection which is manifested in the Son. At
the same time, a> performance falls far short of

ideal in other human tiring, so here. There is no

<\nmpl< .urn n u- in UK- <">-] t is of the attainment

by i\ <ii*'< i|'li-
of -lit 1

. |iMf- -.'on as was in the
V]JM< r. IVii>r M : i<nl<-'iii'i 1 1 i > n

,
Thomas who could

not believe His resurrection, John and James who
were fired by an unholy ambition, were the chief

among the "Twelve, and doubtless as successful

as the others. Even after Pentecost, Paul and
Barnabas had a sharp contention. All had 'the

treasure in earthen vessels/
The obedience which Christ asks of us is an

obedience of the spirit rather than of the letter.

He says in one place, *If ye keep my command-
ments, ye shall abide in my love

'

(Jn 1510
) ; but

when we ask what the commandments of Jesus are,

we find few which, in tho form in which they are

given, have direct application to ihe conditions of

modern life. He refers to the Ten Commandments
\\lion Ihe younsj inun asks what he shall do to in-

lu'.rir eternal life, i-M> 1916 ) ; but when the youn
man is not satisfied, He gives him a test whie
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was not in any of the Commandments nor of any
general application to men,

'

Go, sell, and give to
the poor

'

(Mt 19'
21

). His own observance of the
Sabbath was not according to the customs of the
Jews (Mt 128). He went beneath the letter of the
Law to its spirit, and this was His demand of men,
that they should obey the spirit of the Law. Hence
He reduces the Law to its essential and compre-
hensive element of love (Mt 2237

"39
), which, if a man

observe, will constitute the fulfilling of the Law
(cf. Ro 13s

). And thus the attitude of one who is

evangelically obedient is not that of an anxious

inquirer as to every specific commandment and
consequent duty, but that of one who freely wills
to do the will of God, is animated by the spirit of

love, and out of its abounding fulness, by the in-

dwelling Spirit (Bo 8*, cf. Jn l(5
ij 17 17

), does what is

well-pleasing to God. Such a person might con-

ceivably err as to duty in some specific case,
because of lack of enlightenment, but if he has
the spirit of obedience, he has substantially obeyed.
The spirit will bring him into eventual accord with
the objective demands of reason and conscience.
At the same time, none of the specific commands

of the Decalogue are set aside. Even the Sa_bbath
was observed by Jesus Himself and by His dis-

ciples after Him. The ethical results of the Jewish
development were, therefore, conserved by Jesus,
who added to them the more spiritual interpreta-
tion of the facts of history and experience, and to
this extent made them richer and more compre-
hensive. Not merely judicial false witness (Ex
2016

-$$ 13;), but every form of lying (^evSos, as the
absence of all aKtfQeia, Jn 844}, come under His dis-

approval (as already in Pr 2628 ).

The great standard and guide of our obedience
therefore becomes the will of God as manifested
both in His written word and in His providence.
It is not so much the general will of God that we
are to seek to learn. This is generally easy to
understand and recognize. It is His specific will,
as manifested in the course of events, in the un-

foldings of our personal history, that we are to
learn how to understand and fulfil. Thus obedi-
ence rests upon the study of history both * \\i-\-\\\

and individual to ourselves (Mt 26s9, cf. -hi V- ,"> ,.

and consists fundamentally in submission to the
Divine will.

Sin is therefore not to be conceived of as merely
disobedience to specif

'
'

'

of the Law. It is

this ; but it has its ,.- .

'

failure to adjust
oneself to the will of God as such. Obedience is not
profession empty of definite good works (Mt 721 ) ;

it is not even nl \uiy- ( 1>< found with those who
'prophesy' nn-l p<.T:onM i iir;iH^(Mt 722). The em-
phasis in the Gospels is laid upon

* faith ' in Jesus
Christ as fully as it is in the Epis_tles.

This jjrrn.iited.
as the important and controlling olo.nu-nt of ilio

religious life, obedience follows from it as a matter
of course. Such obedience, however defective in

form, is genuine obodienoe, acceptable in God's
sight. This is bc<;mi-e God wants the man, not
his acts; his heart, and not any material gift.
With the heart will naturally be given to God
every other desirable service.

Hence the penalty of disobedience, since this is

essentially difference with God, is first of all separa-
tion from Him. It is

c darkness ' because men re-
fuse the (

light
'

(Jn I11 318
'21

), The sinner is in his
* own place

3

(Ac I25), the place fit for him because
he is what he is. The penalty involves pain (Mt
1350

, cf. Rev 1411
), is judicial (Mt 2331

etc.), and
involves the

i
-IT-OP..'.! Ji-;-pprovaI of God (Mt 25 11

) ;

but it is, in ;i hi^Ii -MI-C, natural and inevitable.
The wicked man. IHMMLI what he is, cannot meet
with any other lot than what he has. Obedience,
on the other hand, leads to reward. This is not

'deserved/ and so given as a matter of justice.

Sinners will always
e deserve

'

punishment. But
God. freely rewards f

" '

sinner whose heart
is right with Him, . His own goodness,
that He may express His favour. Thus the lot of
the saved man is the reverse of the sinner's, and is

a state of blessedness in the presence of God.

" ~~
'

DJ3, art. 'Obedience'; Martensen^
Ci .

, .
W. Robertson, Sermons, ii. 94

;
W. A.

Butler, Sermons, ii. 164 ; Charming, The Perfect Life, xi ; Dale,
Evangel. Revival, 104= ff., 125 ff., Laws of Christ for Common
Life, 273. FRANK HUGH FOSTER.

OBSCURITY Those who are called from dark-
ness to light do not perform the journey instan-

taneously, and so must be conscious of obscurity, in
various ways and to different degrees, in their pro-

gressive apprehension of the gospel of Christ. Yet
we are assured that nothing is hid, save that if

should be manifested (Mk 4"
22

) ; and the Holy Spirit
is promised us for guidance into all the truth (Jn
14^ 1613

). All four Gospels speak of a clouding of
the eyes and dulling of the ears of the perverse
(Mt 1313, Mk 412

} Lk 810
, Jn 1240

). To the heedful
and amenable the teaching will be made plainer
and plainer (Lk 818 1021 ). To the haughty and
cunning nothing clear can be vouchsafed (Lk 1332).
In teaching by parables there was necessarily an
element of obscurity ; but thi - -

1 1 1 n 1 1 -1 i n -j.
- hi < -ok

Christ frequently removed (Mt 13"-
1

), anu piomic-ed
the clearance of all hindrances to the perfect11

.

"
God (Jn 1613 - 25

). Obscurity was not

_.
'elt by the Apostles in their efforts-

. meaning of the Lord's other utter-

ances. The teaching about the eternal food of
His flesh and blood for the life of the wrorld was
felt to be < a hard saying

'

(Jn 66C ). The foretelling
of His cruel death and glorious resurrection was
not at first understood (Lk 1834 ). Indeed, the

Apostles experienced a signal opening of mind
after the Resurrection in respect of the prophecies
implying His Passion (Lk 2445). Thus in the Last-

Discourse they are found exclaiming, 'We know
not what he saith

'

(Jn 1618
) ; and a little later

they gratefully confess,
'

Lo, now speakest thou
plainly, and -pwkol no proverb

5

(Jn 1629). Ob-
scurity there HUM often be when spiritual realities
are expressed by the inadequate vehicle of human
vocabulary. Such an instance may be :

' This is

your hour, and the power of darkness '

(Lk 2253
).

The living spirit cannot be expressed by the dead
letter except in similitudes and allegories (Jn 38

).

When the Infinite strives to find portrayal in the

finite, there must be what we call obscurity.
Richness of significance and ttpplitriion is (laches
to heavenly truths which in ijrlu <u lir-i >coni ob-
scure (Jn 331). Obscurity mu*t cli -appear more
and more, for the darkrn -- ,-annoi <.<>niii:i! the

Light of the world within any bounds (Jn I5 812

95 ). The steadfast disciple will learn to under-
stand His speech (Jn 843), and release from obscur-

ity will convey increase of freedom (Jn 83-). The
gospel is not meant to remain obscure (Mt 516

).

LiTERATURB.Butler, Analogy, p. 269 ff. ; F. W. Robertson,
Sermons, ii. p 94 ff .

; Expositor, 2nd ser. i. [1881] pp. 372-387 ;

Ker, Sermons, 1st ser. p. 302 ff. ; Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, i.

io9f. w. B. FRANKLAND.

OBSEBY&TION, This word occurs only once
in the NT, viz. Lk 1720 'The kingdom of God
cometh not with observation '

(yuerd Trajoar-^crews).
The verbal form (Trapa-nw) is used : (a) for watch-
ing carefully, especially in a bad sense, as a spy or
with the object of finding fault (e.g. Lk 2020

) ;

(b) for keeping a religious ordinance (Gal 410
).

This second sense is impossible in the place where
the substantive occurs ; nor can the malignant
sense of (a} be here suggested. The meaning seems
to be that the Kingdom will come in such a way
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that even the close watchers ir. ay not discover its

approach. The reason given for this assertion is

that the kingdom of God is within [(evros) or

"among" (so Syr
8"1

)] you' (Lk Hf
1
). Whichever

meaning we give to the preposition, a spiritual
and therefore invisible presence is Indicated. This
statement appears to be contradicted by v. 24

,

where the Son of Man in his day
3
is compared to

'

lightning when it lighteneth out of the one part
under the heaven ' and c shineth unto the other

part under the heaven.'
Four explanations of the apparent contradiction

have been proposed : (1) that the earlier verse

refers to the Pharisees, who are blind to the signs
of the new age, and the later to the disciples, who
will have their eyes opened to see it (cf. 2 K 617

) ;

(2) that the i-oi.i"
1

';:
""

- e Kingdom is a different

event from M" k i\i'"!i- ,: of Christ, 'the Son of

Man in his day' ; (3) that there is no contradiction
between the two passages ; because while, on the
one hand, there will be nothing for the watcher to

discern as indicative of the drawing near of the

great event, this being sudden as a Hash of light-

ning, when it has come it will be :

* 11

/
jipp.'iro'it, ; (4) that the reference to th-

" ""

niJinifo-i.irion is an apocalyptic eleme 1

foreign source that has been inserted, with other
similar elements, among the genuine teachings of

Jesus. Against (1) is (a) the lack of any di-cri mi-
nation between two classes of hearers, and (6) the
breadth of I he liprhbiin^-like manifestation, which
does not im limit! a -tvri jevelation for the few,
but what all the world can see. Against (2) is the
fact that elsewhere the coming of the Kingdom
and the coming of Christ are regarded as the same
event (e.g. cf. Mt 1628 with Mk 91

). Against (3)

is the indication of signs, such as, 'Now learn a

parable of the fig-tree,
3

etc. (Mt 24s2
, Mk 1328

, cf. Lk
2129

). Explanation (4) is to cut the knot, and against
it is the fact that not this passage only but many
other equally inconvenient passages would have to

be removed by an arbitrary process. Thus all four

proposed explanations are beset with difficulties.

H, Holtzmann points out that Trapa-n^cris
should

be understood in an active sense ; it is not to be

regarded as a conceivable attribute of the King-
dom, but as associated with the bringing about of

the Kingdom. Accordingly, j

.....
't!i|i*.

ui k should
reconcile the sayings thus: ^"."qi, <"iii<v,l watch-

ing will not bring it. They who busy themselves
with this unsympathetic action will neither hasten
its coming nor perceive the first signs of its appear-
ance. In its beginning it is already present (evrbs

iip&v teriv}. Yet those who practise TrapartfpTta-is

do not perceive this. Nevertheless, the complete
revelation of the Christ in His Kingdom will be

universally manifest.

EiiAirirr'. YT." ,!

l ;j,>; II. T:. MI.- !

i&'f. ii. 107' K ( .

J /'. ;
. "!-v>; MxpT vi.

7'.' : ,'". il. Newman,
;/. i ';-. 196.

W. P. \DENEY.
OCCUPATION. This word is not found in the

Gospels. It occurs elsewhere twice in the AV (Ac
183 \r^Xvvf\ ari(i 1925 [wspi T^ TotaOra]).

e

Occupy,' in
the sense of * do business/

'

traffic,'
* trade

J

(so KV),
is found in AV of Lk 1913 as the rendering of -rrpc ,

/iareiJo/tat. Christ, as well as His reputed father,
was Himself an artificer in wood, or a carpenter
(TKT(*JV). Every Jewish boy, indeed, had to learn
a trade (r^xv-rj), that it might stand between him
and destitution if other resources failed. And
however far removed our Lord might be in later
life from quondam fellow-craftsmen, this technical
education kept Him in touch with His industrial

compatriots.
Our Lord's attitude towards the various occupa-

tions in which men are engaged is of more interest
than details regarding the occupations themselves.

Judaism in Christ's day had lost hold of the masses,
because its mi'ii-u-- ur^c'l a law viewed by them-
selves in false \n i-^o.t-; iv o. Christ denounced them
For

' ""
. '";'. anise, and cummin, v, liilc o:n:.i 111,1:

the i- _ . "-atters, judgment, m-3 \, jiui :<ul:

(Mt -'.";-,. i:- 'ice work and worship were largely
divorced. People indulged in pagan-like worry
over the question, What shall we eat, and what
shall we drink, and wherewith shall we be clothed ?

instead of seeking first the Kingdom of God and
His righteousness (Mt 631ff

')- ^ut ChiNt's strenu-
ous example proved the possibility of being diligent
in business, ferment in -\pirit, serving the Lord.
I must work the works of him that sent me3

while it is day: the night cometh, when no man
can work '

(Jn 94
), He never allowed danger

to interfere with duty
' Are there not twelve

hours in the day ? If any man walk in the day,
he stumbleth not, because he seeth the light of

this world. But if a man walk in the night, he
stumbleth, because there is no light in him' (Jn
II 9 - 10

). Christ poured :'( !,' :

J

.M,:t -^onastic

spirit which creates artif .

T
; ,

'

, .

:

i"-,". i ! exalts
""

,-. ,.\\ V. levoid of religious motives, at the

;
- who, though engaged in less

responsible callings, are more devout. He repro-
bated the Pharisee who thanked God for his superi-

ority to other men ; and justified the Publican who
was a butt for his fello\\ -worshipper's sneers (Lk
1810ff

-). He rebuked Simon, haughtily hospitable,
and commended the kindly woman, whose love

exceeded her pride (Lk 74^.). He held up the

priest and Levite to perennial scorn ; and crowned
with approbation that Samaritan who proved more
humane, if he did not profess to be as holy as they
(Lk 1030flr

*)* St. Luke relates with professional

delight how Jesus defended His own act of healing
on the Sabbath day, against the false spirituality
that saw in it a breach of the Fourth Command-
ment ( 13

15f- 143ff
).

\ l-'L-ii niuiii- inference from all this is that our
]..! 'M jiji lii- healthy outlook on life would
encourage all the honest occupations which mini-
stered to man's varied needs. The Apostles' teach-

ing surely reflected the mind of their Master on.

this subject. If eating and drinking could con-
tribute to the glory of God (1 Co 1031

}, then all the
!>< :i:-jii"ii- which provided food and drink could
c pii!--'.:c(! in the same spirit. St. Paul enjoins

on bishops and other teaeners of the gospel to in-

culcate upon Christians that they should maintain

good worts for necessary uses (Tit 3
H

). That means
for the support of themselves and families, and
relief of the needy. This is a duty as imperative
in its own place as the duty of the ministry, and
the Apostle lays great stress on it%

'This is a
faithful saying, and these things I will that thou
.iftirrn :!-'.-I ritly.t^nt t^ry which hf-.ve believed in

i;<xi nsi.L'lii I'Oi ip-<-i"r,li-iiPiMri!j>in <.'>((! works. These
ilmi>'.-uv ;./><(! ?:! pin'MimV imi-r men 5

(Tit 38),

i.e."of general benefit and advantage to mankind.
Thus a man's occupation, instead of being a hin-

drance to religion, is a part of it, that sphere in

which he can prove himself a doer of the word,
and faithfulness is required there as much as any-
where else (Lk 1610

). See also artt. BUSINESS,
CAKPENTER, TRADES.

LITERATURE. Besides Lexicons, see articles on *
Craft,*

*

Trade,' and
* Trades' in Ha&tiiigs' -Z>^?; TUlofcson, Sermon 101

vol. vi. ; Delitzsch, Jewish Artisan Life.
D. A. MACKINNON.

OFFENCE. This article deals with the ideas

connected with the words crKdvSaXoy and <rKcu>da\iw9

and, in so far as they are applied in the same
moral sphere, with those suggested "by irpo<r/c&7rreij>,

irp6(rKojj,]jLa, t
and dirp6<rK07ros. The literal meaning of

a-tcdvdaXov, which is probably the Alexandrian form
of <TKavd&\7}0pw9 may be the part of a trap to which
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the bait is fastened, and which, when it is touched,
springs up and catches the victim ; but in Scrip-
ture the sense is not so definite. It may be ques-
tioned, indeed, whether it is ever used literally ; and
the figurative or ethical use of it, which is peculiar
to Scripture, is what we are now to investigate.'
The one idea which is constant in every use of the
word, literal or figurative, is that of hurt sustained ;

it may even be of ruin incurred, by the person who
encounters the &Kdv8a\ov. It will be convenient
to exhibit the Scriptural view of the subject by
referring* (1) to the experience of Jesus ; (2) to the

teaching of Jesus ; and (3) to the application of
this in the Apostolic Church.

1. Experience of Jesus. When Jesus visited

Nazareth, and taught in the synagogue so that all
were astonished, astonishment soon passed into a
kind of carping criticism. f Whence hath this
man these things, and what is the wisdom that
has been given to him ? And these mighty works
that are being done by him? Is not this the
carpenter ?

' And so on (Mk 62f-

|j). The people had
been used to Jesus in one aspect or character, and
they could not adjust themselves to Him in another.
There was something in His present appearance
and claims wliichj.hey could not get over : as the
E\ anjrolist/- put it, ^<TKav5a\i^ovro v avrf. Jesus
Himself was the <rK&j>da\oj> with which, for the time
at least, they collided : it was to their hurt even at
the moment (He could do no mighty work there
because of their unbelief, 65 ), and "it would be
their ruin if it were their final attitude. Probably
before Jesus can become a a-Kavda\ov

} men must
have felt the attraction in Him : it is only when
closer acquaintance reveals something in Him, or
in the consequences of attachment to Him, which
is repellent to the natural man, that He becomes a
ffKdvdaXov, and those who were once attracted fall

away. They stumble at something which attach-
ment to Him involves

; they cannot get over it,
and so they desert Him. This is the connexion in
which o-KavdaXifro-Bcu occurs in Mk 1427- 29 and ||.

Jesus on the last night of His life recalls to the
Twelve the prophecy of Zechariah (13

7
)

: <I will
smite the shepherd, and the sheep of the flock shall
be scattered,' and applies it by adding, 'All ye
{TKav5a\Lcr6^cr6(rOe & g/mol & TT) VVKTL ratfrfl.

5

They had
felt the charm of Jesus, and continued with Him
in His temptations so far ; but a Messiah who
should be seized, tortured, and crucified by sinners
would be too much for them. In spite of all they
had seen and felt in Him, they would stumble at
this, and leave Him in the lurch. It is the same
idea, mutatis 'mutandis., which is found in Mk 417

and (1 Mt. ; the rooky ground hearers, who have
shown a warm appreciation of the word, are taken
aback when they find ths

1 ""

y ;.; * --ndure
persecution because of it, ;;., -''.M"- .":,; '\- they
are offended.' Lk 813

gives the correct interpreta-
tion :

i in time of temptation they fall away.' The
parable of the Sower, standing where it does, is not
so much n M - T

-. . M -.
! it is prophetic, as a

summary :' \ . i
-

: '-. i;:.. experiences of Jesus.
He had seen many eixtnusiasms chill, the moment
fidelity to Him exacted any sacrifice. In one sense
t-hU i-s

:

the offence of the cross,' though it is not
what St. Paul means by this expression. We are
in the same circle of ideas in Mt 249f

-, Jn lQlt\
Jesus warns His disciples of coming persecutions ;

they as well as He have the cross to bear ; and
while many will stumble at it, that is, find it too
much for them, a thing which they cannot get
over, and must simply decline, He tells the
Twelve beforehand, that being forewarned they
may be forearmed against the peril of apostasy.
One of the most -1 rikriir in-rarico- of <TKdvda\ov in

the experience of Jesus is that which is connected
with John the Baptist. John was evidently dis-

in Jesus
with our demands.
illustration of St.

mediate connexion
Jews

appointed somehow in Jesus. He had had reason
to regard Him as the Messiah, but He was not the
Messiah John had expected. Where were the axe
and the fan and the consuming fire ? Why, if the
Messiah had really come, were not all \ '"is -

irresistibly righted ? Why was a true --M,:!,. m
God like himself left to suffer for fidelity to his
Master ? It is to this temper in John that Jesus

says,
* Blessed is he whosoever shall not be offended

in me' (Mt II 6
,
Lk 723 ). We must not impose our

preconceptions on God, and dictate to Him the
terms on which He may have recognition from us.

This always implies the risk that we may stumble
atwhatl1

-,

'

. ". does refuse to recognize Him
manifestation does not square
The Baptist here is a perfect

Paul's words, written in im-
with his idea of Christ as

claim signs.' They say, Let
God signalize His presence ; let Him make bare
His holy arm, and break in pieces the oppressor,
and we will see and believe Him ; and when they
see nothing of this in Jesus, they stumble at Him.
He becomes a o-KavdaXov to them. And just as
Jesus in His acts may become an offence to those
who anticipated

" *

"5 different, so may
He be by anythi: . . . or too '"i.illrn^in-..
in His teaching. Thus the Pharisees in Mt 15 iJ

were offended, by the word in which He seemed to
abolish the distinction between clean and unclean
meats : they could not get over the idea that a
distinction on which so much of their sanctity
depended should be so summarily swept away. It

finally rebelled them from Jesus. And in Jn 6s1

we find disciples put out, as it were, by the hard
sayings about eating the flesh of the Son of Man,
and drinking His blood : it is almost more than
they can stand, and Jesus asks rovro fr/uas <TKav5a\t^L ;
c Doth this cause you to stumble ?' Almost anything
in Jesus may becom< ,

n

if ^.: i
r.

1
.

1

:
i

v
^

-

demands He makes, . vsV, 'i i-i-'li \ ;>

Him entails, His disappointment of our expecta-
tions, the paradoxical and ,\\t\

-.in-n sly impossible
elements of His teaching. And all these become
grounds of stumbling to those who have made
some acquaintance with Him, been to some degree
attracted and held by Him. To be offended in
Him is the sin of those who have had the oppor-
tunity of being disciples.

Even though the words o-xoivdotXov, a-xotv^^stv, are not used
at every point, the whole of the central division of the Gospel
according to Matthew (chs. 11-18) may be read as a series of
illustrations of them. In oh. 11 we have the Baptist, the whole
generation (v.ieff.), the favoured cities (20ff.), jind ^ponallv the
".vi -e and prudorir (v.

25
), offended in Jesus. In oh. 12 we have

iir-i IMP PhariMi'S and then His mother and brothers. In
ch. 13 the parable of the Sower gives the keynote : it ia the
experience of one who knows what it is to be an offence : cf.

w.21. 41. in ch. 14 there is the miraculous feeding with which
the great

' offence '

proved in Jn 6i4 66 is connected. Then cf.

1512 1623 1717. 27 isort..

There is another side to the experience of Jesus,
that in which the crKdvSaXov is not found in Him,
but presented to Him. In Mt 1623 He says to
Peter o-KdvdaXov el epov. He had been telling His
disciples for the first time of the necessity of His
death, and Peter had made a vivacious remon-
strance. He had tried, in short, to put Jesus at
fault about the path appointed for Him by the
Father. He had the human temper which avoids

suffering at all costs, not the Divine love which at

any cost is faithful to its calling ; and in yielding
to his human temper he had made himself a
stumbling-block in Jesus' way. It is a signal
illustration of 'a man's foes shall be they of his
own household. 5 But Jesus does not stumble : in

tiTraye birlcrtti fJLOv, craraya, He sweeps the 0vccb/5aAov

from His path.
2. Teaching of Jesus. It is remarkable that

almost the only thing approaching to a discourse of
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Jesus in our earliest Gospel (if we omit the chapter
of parables (ch. 4) and the L'-i^rti'uoyiiMl discourse

(eh, 13)} deals with the subject or oiiences, and this
in both the aspects in which we have seen offence

'

appear in the experience of Jesus : Mk 942fl\

(a) There is first the giving of offence to others.
The others are conceived as disciples

'

little ones
who believe

5

(Mt IS6 says 'who believe in me').
To ' offend

' such means to be responsible for lead-

ing them into sin ; and when we think what and
whose they are, it means to be responsible for their

separation by sin from Christ. Thus to mislead
* the little ones who believe

3

is for Jesus the sin of
sins : all th- TV. ;

" "

;
-

!

- record the terrific words in
which He .;. ,....!: .--: (Mk 94

-, Mt IS6
, Lk 17 2

).

It is singular that side by side with this both Mt.
and Lk. preserve a saying in Avhich the inevitable-
ness of offences coming is admitted, while unabated
woe is pronounced on him through whom they
come. Nothing is said by Jesus about how they
come, that is, about the ways in which the little

ones who believe are led into sins which put them
at fault about Him ; but what has been said above
about Jesus as a <TKdv8a\ov has its <i]'pli( diion lusre.

What is meant is in principle to M'u-.ict 1 liioni to

ways of thinking or acting such as led men to
stumble at Jesus while He lived. It is only in the
Christian society that this sin can be committed,
and there is something peculiarly solemn in the

picture of the Last Judgment in Mt 1341 : the Son of
Man shall send His angels, and they shall gather out

of His kingdom Trdvra, ra <rKOLv<Sa\a. There is in the
life of Jesus one very interesting illustration of
His own care in avoiding what might cause others
to stumble (Mt 1724'27

). Here we seewhat will
'

"_ come up later that an inconsiderate
. spiritual liberty as children of God may

prove a stumbling-block to those who do not under-
stand it ; and we are taught by the example and
word of Jesus that conduct is never to be decided

merely 1>\ i he aV( ract principle that this or that is

in itse]r'](virim,'u<-'
.

part of the motive on which
a Christian must always act is consideration for

others, and the moral Mprnificanco of his conduct
for them. Of course, there i-- the complementary
consideration of what the principle requires, and
though it is not to be pressed to the hurt of c

little

ones who believe,' it is not to be sacrificed to
obscurantist- m- 1

y| <"!- (see for an illustration
of this Mt '">

:
"

:

,.
* !

!

' ! ds will reappear in what
is sometimes regarded as the characteristically
Pauline part of NT teaching.

(b) Equally important with His sayings on

causing others to stumble are those in which
Jesus warns His disciples against allowing any-
thing to cause themselves to stumble,. There are
three of these in Mk (yy.4 are Spliri_

ous), and they are found twice in Mt. (5
29f- 188f*).

It is a fair inference from this that, though Lk.
does not give them, they were found in the col-

lection of discourses used by him and Mt. as well
as in Mk. (Mt. in-oriin.t: ihom in his Gospel from
both sources), nd Thor^fo'v that they belong to
the most surely authenticated words of Jesus.

What Jesus contemplates is that one's hand or
foot or eye may cause one to stumble in other

words, that something in his nature, something
which is in itself legitimate, may mislead one in
the spiritual region and alienate him from Christ ;

and He declares that to prevent such a catastrophe
no severity to nature can be too great. The right
eye is to DC plucked out, the right hand or foot
cut off and cast away : it is better to enter into
life halt or maimed or with one eye, than to go
with two eyes and feet and hands into the ever-

lasting fire. It is easy to argue against this from
the point of view of self-realization and the de-

velopment of all sides of our nature, but the per-

emptory and vehement tone of Je.sus does not
suggest arguing. For men whose nature is what
ours is, living in the world in which we live, and
called to discipleship to Jesus, situations will

emerge in which salvation depends simply on
whether we have it in u>s to subject nature to

summary and surgical treatment. If a man will
do no violence to his nature, but claims liberty for
it on every side, if he will go wherever his feet
can carry him, do whatever his hands itch to do,
look at whatever his eyes long to see, -the end will
not be a complete and rounded character, it will
be the forfeiture of all character ; it will not be an
abundant entrance into life, it will be hell tire.

This is the philosophy of Puritanism. It is rela-
tive no doubt to human nature as Jesus knew it

and as we know it ; but as that is the only human
nature we have to do with, it is absolute enough.
It is as much a matter of life and death in the

teaching of Jesus that we should not allow natural

impulses to put us at fault about Him, as that we
should not become responsible for putting others
at fault. The most passionate words that ever fell

from His lips deal with ffKavSaXifrtv and <TKav8a\Lf-
eo-Qai in both these vital aspects.

3. The Apostolic Church. When we pass from
Jesus to the Apostolic writings, we find new illus-

trations and applications of His teaching, but no
new ethical ideas. Thus the conception recurs

() of Christ Himself as <TKdvSd\oy. In the gospel
which presented a crucified man as the power and
the wisdom of God, there was something which
people could not get over ; they stumbled at it

and turned away, This was especially true of
the Jews (1 Co 1 s

*). They could not accommodate
themselves to a Messiah who had been hanged,
'-!.. vlJx v \, n they thought of Dt 21 23

. As the
:K i i. -,; -"\'M^ against an obstacle is often painful
vi' i

:

'ri ,i- MJT. it was this offence of the cross
which explained the persecution of St. Paul by
the Jews, and even by Christians who did not
know what Christianity meant (Gal 511

) : it was
the reaction of their soreness against what caused
it. The early Christians, who had naturally
liflfi'ifix i: .."ilerstanclmg how Christ could be a
-::;!!!!;: -

r i
'

/'.>. found relief for their minds in
this as in similar f \" v-i- -

l.y dip-covering that
the disconcerting i<\\ :

'

,M; lit --n predicted in the
OT. It lay not outside of, but within the Divine
counsel and plan. In Ro 9s3 , 1 P 2s

, Christ is

spoken of as \idos ir/)o<r/c<5Ja/xaros (a loose stone on
the road against which the traveller strikes his

foot= ?\ii p$) and w^rpa a-KCLvSdXov (a roek projecting
through the soil, over which he falls= Wzrp -ns).

[On the relation of these two passages to each
other and to Is 814 2816

, see Sanday and Headlam
on Romans, and Hort on 1 Pet.]. What it was in

Christ over which men stumbled, Peter does not

say ; but in Paul it is clear that what the Jews
could not get over was the demand involved
in Christ's atoning death, that they should re-

nounce the pursuit of a righteousness of their

own, and humble themselves to receive in faith

the gift of a Divri'* i \-/-~ '. <ri^r<-<-. It was the
cross that was a -' "rn!-

1

v,j-M >*>, and it was a
stiun'hlmjr-liloo'k to pride.

(h] In the mnin, however, a-KdvSaXoif is discussed
in the Apostolic writings in connexion with the

po-^ibility that Christians may cause others,

especially weaker Christians, to stumble 3 and so

to forfeit their connexion with Christ. The
danger of doing Uri< is the more serious that it is

possible to do it (so to speak) with a good eon-
science. It comes up mainly in 1 Co 8-10 and
Ro 14. In both these passages the central idea is

that of Christian liberty, and the problem is what
are the Christian conditions of its exercise. There
are minds which are intoxicated by it, and will
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not hear anything of conditions. They know
what the Christian principle is, and to determine
their conduct they do not need to think of any-
thing else. They know, for example, that an idol
is nothing in the world, and that is enough to
answer all questions about their relation to

idolatry about ^buying and eating meat which
had been sacrificed in a pagan temple, about
attending a pagan friend's feast in the temple,
and so forth. They know that the earth is the
Lord's, and all that it contains ; and that is

enough to answer all questions about eating and
drinking. In this region all things are lawful for
them. It is at this point that St. Paul interposes
in the spirit of Mt 17 24'27

(see above, 2 a). The
knowledge of the Christian principle, he insists,
is not enough. He accepts the principle, with a
half-ironical depreciation of it :

' We know that
we all have knowledge

' as if he would say, but
that does not carry us far (1 Co 81

). In dealing
with conduct we musi ,-il \\ ,-u - Consider its moral
consequences, both to 01 in/r^pid to ourselves ; we
must consider not only an abstract principle,
which may in itself be sound enough, but the

practical effect of acting upon it in given con-
ditions. We must consider, in particular, whether
it may not cause others or ourselves to stumble.
These are distinct questions, yet involved in each
other. If we cause another to stumble by what
we do, our own ruin is in-cpfirnble from his.

St. Paul accepts the priru-iplo of liliu-iy, but
qualifies it in both directions to avoid o-KavdciXifav
and (TKwdaXtfea'dat. Tims he writes,

C A11 things
are lawful for me, but all things do not edify,' so.

the Church (1 Co 1023) ; and the edifying or build-

ing up of the Church is the rule of all Christian
action (1 Co 1426

, Ro 1419 152
). To be Christian,

in other words, conduct has to be guided not
merely by knowledge, but by love. It has to
include a reference to Christ's interest in others,
especially in the weak ; a Christian sins griev-
ously when he asserts his liberty in <li-rojir<l of
that. The extraordinary vehemence <f St. Paul"-,

language in discussing this subject reminds us
vividly of our Lord's words in the same con-
nexion, ' For meat destroy not the work of God '

(Eo ir*i :

TVi-MLi"1
! thy knowledge he that is

weak p i-i-in ;!i, i ;,\ Brother for whose sake Christ
died' (1 Co S11

). 'If meat maketh my brother to

stumble, I will eat no flesh for evermore 7

(1 Co 8 13
).

'Who is made to stumble, and I am not on fire
with pain?' (2 Co II 29

). These are flashes of the
same fire which glows in Mt IS6 '9

. The use of
Christian liberty in an environment of paganism
no "'oklii '.r- i -< ri!<il many moral problems, all with
[>u.--ii>:lii

: .- .if r.^.'SaJKov in them. A false solu-
;!>'.

Jo^iiim.i i!^
<j

free relation to pagan worship
ari-1 ';- or-li-mrx festive and sensual accompani-
ments, which no doubt caused many to stumble,
is denounced in Rev 214

; possibly in the "Apostolic
decree

'

of Ac 1528f- we have a more considerate and
Christian solution for a special ^et of circumstances.
(For the interpretation of the decree, practically
in this sense, see Lightfoot, Gralatians, 306 ff. ;

Chase, Credibility of the Acts, 96 f. ). In the whole
region in which liberty can be asserted, it is to be
exercised only in subordination to love ; to violate
this rule and so injure others in their conscience

and^ in their relation to Christ is the most un-
Christian sin of which a Christian can l>e guilty.
But Paul is aware of the other side of o-Kavda\i&Lv
also that in which a man so acts as to lead to
his own stumbling, and the perdition of his own
souL e All things are lawful for me,' but not only
do all things not build up the Church, but * I will
not be tyrannized over l>y any' (1 Co 612

). A man
may be befooled by his wisdom : if he is puffed up
in the consciousness that he comprehends the

principles of Christianity, he is quite capable of

yielding to his natural appetites under the delusion
that he is - \ i-I:i ,1 fl-ristian liberty. St. Paul
dreaded t!..- --i- ---'i - ',. 1 Co 924'27

especially
after v. 1 'Am I not free?' is written in the very
spirit

of Mk 943
'47

,
and in 1 Co 10 the Apostle warns

his converts of the peril which awaits them, if secure
in their Christianity they slip into easy relations
with paganism. In the end of this chapter the
idea of offence is generalized,

' Show yourselves
d-rrpoo-KOTTOL persons in whom there is no occasion
of -..: "'l

:

'.-_ "-.'I. to Jews and Gentiles and
to t-i- '< .'' : - '->d' (1 Co 1033 ). This is a final
if nob the supreme maxim of Christian ethics;
there must be nothing in the Christian's conduct

action :
'
I have become all things to all men if by

all means I might save some '

(
1 Co 922 ) ; which

again is but one form of the Golden Rule. Hence
the teaching of the NT on * offences

'

can be
summed up in Mt 7 12

. The only passage in which
cfKavSaXov occurs in Jn. (1 Jn 210

) perhaps combines
the two references which it has elsewhere. When
a Christian loves his brother, there is no o-KdvdaXov
in him ; he does not cause others to stumble, and
he does not create difficulties in his own path.
The triumph of love is that it creates no prejudice

against the Truth 7

( Wescott, ad loc.).
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OFFERINGS.
In the technical sense, implying

1 a formal cerenionial act,
three Gr. words are represented by 'offer,' 'offering,' in the
KV: (1) ffpocrepspca, to bring to or near, the general term for the
act of worshipper or priest, Mt 523-24s^(=Mk l4^ Lk S*4), Jn,
162 ; (2) 3e.v*Qvi[Aet,t

a votive offering set up in a temple (Lk 215) ;

, to give (Lk 2, Cf.

The attitude of Jesus to the ceremonial law is,
in part, indicated in these references. Speaking
to Jews He i: !,. .; ,:;!!, to their con-

dition, and :

'

. . i I would teach
from their everyday life. He assumes that they
will bring' their' gifts to the altar, and so far * He
respects the practice,' hut He adds the all-import-
ant truth that the reconciliation of man to man
must come before th ; i ! 1 1

- I'M : ! i , . Forgiveness
of injuries (Mt 523f<

)> i'lir-1
J

ii i \ I-V'
,
and mercy

(9
13 127

) condition all acccpiiilVk --orvice of God.
In this Jesus takes Hi> MM ml \\iih the Hebrew
prophets, and fulfils their moral law. The com-
mand to the leper, now cle.'in- !. -lin i\\ -i-lf 10
the priest, and < IT- rllu-^ifl i

! in Miic~inrmii.!i:<ici:.'

Mt 84
(
=Mk 1 , i K ") ;, ou-lii not to be pressed be-

yond this. The leper was ostracized, and the priest
alone could remove the ban, and grant a certificate
of health (Lv 14). Freewill offerings, over and
above the requirements of the Law, were provided
for in the Temple treasury (Mk 1241

, Lk 214
). Of

the 13 t nnujiri -^hapi/d boxes of the treasury 4 were
for voluntary j*ifr-. i,Sot' Edersheim, The Temple*
p. 26; and "for lli-i ':--iL"rr.l subject, see GIVING;
ef., further, artt. I.\u ?,i:l SACRIFICE).

W. H. DYSON.
OFFICER. The term *

officer
7

is used in the

Gospels (and Acts) as a tr. of uTnjp^r^s in the ordin-

ary secular *ipi>1i<-Htion* of that term (Mt 5s5
, Jn

732.
45

, sa. ;2. in. - 10(5_ \ (i ,-jaa. 26). jn other two cases

(Mk 1454- 65
!|
Mt 2G58

, Jn 1836) the AV tr.
< servants 3

;

the RV in the former adhering to 'officers' and in
the latter putting it in the margin. In most of

these cases the officers are servants of the Jewish
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Council ;
in Mt 525 and Jn 18s6 they may !>c re,L

r<ii\le<l

more generally as servants of the State. In Lk 125d
4
officer

'

is the tr. of a still humbler term, irp&icrap,
a prison official, described in RVm as * exactor '

from his duty of collecting fines. In Jn 4^ RVm
4

king's officer
'

appears as an alternative to ' noble-
man '

for a term meaning
l

courtier.
5

It is evident that in the 16th or 17th century
4
officer' had a lower meaning than now.* These

viryptrai belong to the rank and file. They are
subordinate officials, with duties purely instru-

mental, virtually on a level with our policemen.
As emphasized in Jn. , they are the creatures of the
Jews, <.r<u]sp;-n\ in^ the chief priests for the doing
of their will ; or they may take orders from a cap-
tain of the Temple (Ac 526

), or they carry into
execution the sentence of a judge (Mt 5-5). St.
Luke in his narrative of the Arrest and Trial
and in 1258 avoids the term, but he uses it in Ac
522 - 26 as above (where, ;

..... :

1
"!;..

^ is following a
source), and four times , ''.""- service hi Lk
420 of a minister of the synagogue, in I 2 and Ac
^616

(Paul) of Christian preachers, and in Ac 135 of
John Mark, who was, in some sense, assistant to
Barnabas and Paul. So also St. Paul uses it in
1 Co 41

. In all these cases the AV renders
6 minister '

; in two (Lk 420 , Ac 135
) the KV, with-

out much lucidity, substitutes ' attendant.'

{>7n>jpT7)s, originally
*

rower,' was used in Greece
of an assistant or inferior ,-.,'; in ,->\ sort of work.
In particular, it was used in a military sense of
attendants on heavy-armed soldiers, and also of

adjutants to officers of rank. A similar indefinite-

ness, but always involving subordination, belongs
to the NT usage. The term *

officer/ owing to the
secTular and r-iio'-binx ^10 military associations of
the name, wi: < n:jp:i':o-i h unsuitable for the de-

scription of a Christian minister of any rank. Such
terms of ancient administration as awoo-roKos (com-
missioner) and ^7rt(TK07ros (inspector) were received
into modern languages, not by translation into an

equivalent, but by a process of <i(1o|i(1oii find adapta-
tion. But the frn-T/pe'-n/s, whose rifle, like I'MO-O, \vns

extended from the secular to the sacred sphere, was
too inferior in dignity and too indefinite in char-
acter for such distinction. "We have Indeed in

ordinary usage a somewhat similar jvv < \J-P>M
'

by the term 'office-bearer/ and th ' : -
-p<

iu,u

episcopal use of J
official

'

; while a still humbler

dignity, parallel with the secular use in Scripture,
is denoted by the designation

* church officer.
3 Of

such terms, and of the term '
officer

'

as represent-
ing the servants of the Sanhedrin, the interest

pertains merely to the study of language. No
"'

^esiastical idea is involved; and
-j or correctness the only duty of

new^ Revisers towards this term is to eliminate it

entirely from the sacred page. R. SCOTT.

OFFICES OF CHRIST. As the specific offices

of Christ are handled in this work under their
several heads, the treatment in the present article

will be general.
rt\ inologiofilly (lie word *

office
'

is from qfficium,
rlie -'horror form of <.}( :*-',/. !'ie root meaning of
which is *a doing >:",! v.i.-U (Gr. 7r/>ciis). The
meaning of officium being wide enough to include

any service or kindness, a more precise connota-
tion is supplied by munus, the technical term em-
ployed by writers like Calvin to describe the

capital functions discharged by Christ. In the
Bible the word is nowhere used of Christ's work,
though it occurs in other connexions in OT (rnos)
and in NT (Suucwto, Ro II 13 [RV '

ministry'
5

],

* The most frequent application of the term was not to com-
missioners in the army or navy, but to petty officers of justice,
as in ' sheriffs officer/

*

peace officer.* It is this usage that is

reflected in the NT.

7rpais s Ro 124
). The idea, however, abounds

in connexion with the Jewish Messiah and the
Christ of the Go&pel. Under the OT dispensation
the three principal offices were those of prophet,
priest, and king ; and l the innermost pulse, so to

speak, of the history of prophecy is to be found in
the effort to interweave tiie^e three offices together,
and to -, )> :.- }\ ;. them in the Messianic image
instead >: '.

- distribution among* several

persons
3

(Dorner, System of Christ. Doct. iii. SS8).
Jesus, being the Messiah, fulfilled these three
offices, as the supreme prophet, arch-priest, and
Divine king

1

. So repeatedly does He appear in
these capacities in the !N T, that it would be super-
fluous to enumerate loci.

P."--* 1 !.
'

I
!i

-

1

>', we may find beginnings of
the ;:. i.: : < : <M ", '," of Christ in the Testaments of
the Twelve Patriarchs, Eusebius, Gregory of Nyssa,
etc. Thomas Aquinas departs from the triple
division of the offices, and makes them coincide
with the two states of humiliation and exaltation ;

the high-priestly office, to which the prophetic is

merely introductory, coinciding with the state of

humiliation, while* the kingly is to be reserved
for the state of exaltation (Dorner, op. cit. iii.

391). Discussions as to the relations of Christ's
two natures (Eutychians and Nestorians) involved
different views as to the way in which He per-
formed official functions. But it was the Reforma-
tion, niii^iiifyiii^ the sufficiency of Christ in every
capacity^ ihaiu was most fruitful in the exposition
of His offices.

* The theologians of the Lutheran Church/ writes Hagenhach,
* further developed the locus de persona Christi by distinguish-
ing- between three different genera of the commumcatio idio-

inatujn, which were "-..",
"

s \" .

"

^ the two states

of Christ's exaltatio: :. .

"" " V -1 ' exaltationis et

exinanitioms). To this they added the theory of the three
offices of Christ, viz. the proi-lioru-al, priestly, and kingly offices.

These definitions owed tht.ii- origin in part to temporary con-
troversies within the Lutheran Chiucli, such as the controversy
between the theologians of Giessen and those of Tubingen, at
the con n>oMu:nH>i of tlu T7ii >,ent., concerning- the x&v&xrts

and *r--'y>- 'tf i In 1

i >i\ i'
1

*' a-i i r b-r i -. and the controversy carried

on by jEpinus in a previous century respecting the descensus
Ckriati a ."

" " ""' /'./ Hist, oj Doctrines, Buch's tr.

p. 3lT). T.. - .- I !_!. " that Christ in His humiliation

possessed omnipotence, omnipresence, etc., but that these

attributes were concealed ; whereas those of Giessen said that
Christ laid these prerogatives aside. JEpinus said that Christ's

soul suffered the punishments of hell while His body lay in the

grave, whereas Calvin said that the only hell suffered by Christ
was anguish of soul. The Lutherans, again, held that Christ's

visit to hell was a part of His exaltation. Such controversies
had a reflex influence upon ways ot stating how Christ exer-

cised His offices. Our subject is admirably treated by Calvin
in the second book of hi> Jii+tirute*

t
Christ's priesthood being

magnified as against Romish usurpations (ch. xv.). Arminius
is especially full and interesting in Lhe present connexion.

'Two things,' he writes, 'were necessary on Christ s part : that

He should undertake some offices for the sake of men to obtain
eternal salvation for them, and that God should bestow upon
Him dominion or lordship o\ er all things

'

(Private Disputa-
tions, Nichols's tr. ii. p. 380). Both th<.-i> iY':.r- .u-ro compre-
hended under the utle of Saviour and Mcdi-u ,-i . lr respect of

Christ's priesthood, the preparation consisted in imposition of

office, sanctification by the Spirit, obedience, sufferings and
death, and resurrection; and the discharge of the office oori-*

sisted in His offering His body and blood. /,V Chrsi a prophetic
office, Arminius raised the question as to whether tie received

knowledge from the Logos as well as from the Holy Spirit. The
functions of Christ's kingly office \\f-re itgiskition, giving of

remission of sins and of grace, and jmhnnem. The results of

Christ's official work are the gathering of the ^Church, the
obedience <: TTi^ p-'O]^. . the actual remission of sins, resurrec-

tion from J'* 'lifjJ. i'.nd life eternal. The means of Christ's

rule are His Church, Word, and Holy Spirit. To all this the

corollary is that no one is admitted even subordinately to

participation in Christ's proper offices ; therefore no pope can
be toleiuio'l.

Th( HV'.i'OM'^r Confession of Faith contains a chapter
(vi'i.) *uf Or iii ihe Mediator,' from which we give the third

section.
' The Lord Jesus, in His human nature thus united to

the Divine, was sanctified and anointed with the Holy Spirit
above measure ; having in Him all the treasures of wisdom and
knowledge ; in whom it pleased the Father that all fulness

should dwell : to the end that being holy, harmless, undefiled,
and full of grace and truth, He might be thoroughly furnished

to execute the office of a Mediator and Surety. Which office

He took not unto Himself, but was thereunto called by His
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Father ; who put all power and judgment into His hand, and
gave Him commandment to execute the same.' Along

1 with
this may be taken the answers to questions 43-45 in the Larger
CafeclunHi.

' Christ executeth the office of a prophet} in His
revealing

1 to the Church in all ag-es, by His Spirit and word, in
divers ways of administration, the whole will of God, in all

things umi-u'iiiiii; ilieir edification and salvation.
3

'Christ
executed HL- otlicu ci a priest in Hi

~ "

_ Himself a
sacrifice without spot to God, to be a or the sins
of His people ; and in making* continual intercession for them. '

* Christ executeth the office of a king
1 in calling- out of the world

a people to Himself, and giving them officers, laws, and
censures, by which He visibly governs them ; in bestowing
saving; grace upon His elect, rewarding" their obedience, and
correcting them for their sins, preserving and supporting them
under all their temptations and sufferings, restraining and
overcoming all their enemies, and powerfully ordering all things
for His own glory and their good ; and also in taking vengeance
on the rest, who know not G-od, and obey not the gospel.'

In our day it is less common, than formerly to

speak of the official character of Christ ; and this

for several reasons. Definite doctrine as to the
Person and work of our Lord is unacceptable in

many quarters, and a reaction from the termin-

ology of the schools is common. Questions as to
the metaphysical nature of Christ are thought
to be too abstract. That Jesus should embody
a fulfilment of OT prophecy as to the Messiah
is of remote interest to many. The richness of

Christ's humanity lias been so energetically un-

folded, that there is an aversion to contemplate
Him in any aspect which might be suspected of
<lv

v

hiL')iiiM!/i'i;.r Him by representing Him more in
: Mi I" jili i MI'.M formal functionary than of a loving
Son of Man and Elder Brother. Ritschl, eg-,
attacks the word 'office' as unsuitable, because
office is a special calling with a v"-

"
"! . '.

legal or moral community upon -i
: '! !,;.

(see Dorner, op. cit. p. 383).
As

'

-
: objections we would submit

that
'

category in question possesses
too much historic and intrinsic worth to be dis-

card- '. TTi-' )!* ;'

1

l i it has its roots in Scripture,
and < -M i . -'," 1 !y

:
. has served to clarify doctrine

and to safeguard certain aspects of Christ's Person
and work. But, above all, Christ in His official

character meets the entire needs of sinful man.
On account of that moral evil which blinds the
soul to the knowledge and perception of God, we
need a Mediator to reveal God and to enlighten
the conscience ; and here Christ, as the Light of
the world, appears in His prophetic office. Next,
the effect of light is to disclose the fact of sin and
awaken the sense of guilt and the fear of judg-
ment ; and here Christ, by putting away sin, by
""r

""

',: .: to God, and by blessing us from
'>; ..M

1

.-- the priestly office. Lastly, by
creating an eternal society in which we may live
as His loving subjects, serving Him willingly
according to His laws, He acts as a Divine king.
Xor is there any subordinate office performed by
Christ which may not be classified under one or
other of these constitutive three.

given. ROBERT M. ADAMSON.

OIL (foip, $\atov}, by which we are to understand
olive oil, was from the very earliest times one
of the main producK of Palestine, for already
in days prior to tin; lloln>\v -otflomciit. Canaan
was * a land of oil olives' (Dr S*

1

). The importance
of this valuable commodity cannot easily oe over-
estimated. It afforded light (Mt 25s) and nourish-
ment (1 K 1712

) to the household ; it was valued
for its healing and medicinal virtues (Is I 6 RV,
Lk 1Q34); it had its place in the Hebrew ritual

(Ex 2940
, Lv 21

) ; and it was an important article
of commerce (2 K 47, Lk 16s ).

The oil was obtained by subjecting the berries

of the olive-tree to pressure. The earliest method
of expression seems to have been that of treading
the olives with, the feet, to which allusion is made
in Mie 615

, and perhaps also in Dt 33'J4. This pro-
cess is unknown in modern times (Thomson, LB
pp. 207, 339). Van-Lennep, however, states that
the pulp from the olive-press is still

' trodden with
the bare feet of women arid girls

'

(Bible Lands,
p. 130). At what period this primitive method
was abandoned, and made way for more thorough
processes, we do not know. The OT has no refer-

ences that are clear enough to guide us : those that
occur (e.g. Job 24n 296

) are vague ;nnl ^oneral. and
in none of them is the oil-press ^n-ciiicaily men-
tioned. But from the Mishna (Mcnakoth viii. 14)
we learn that the processes commonly employed
were bruising in a mortar, and crushing in the

il-pri'--* ,-nid the oil-mill, these processes being
<>MMj

<Mui\c, not alternative.

The quality of the oil depended partly on the
time at which the olives were gathered, and partly
on the mode of crushing. The best quality was
that yielded by berries gathered before they became
black (as they do when fully ripe), and pounded in

a mortar. Of this kind was ' beaten oiP (Ex 2720

2940
,
Lv 242

, Nu 2S3
). This first quality of oil was

got by putting the pulp from the mortar into
wicker baskets, through which the sti*ained liquid
ran into leceptacles placed beneath. A second and
a third quality were obtained by further crushing
of the pulp in the oil-press, and then in the oil-

mill.

In the NT allusions to oil are not very frequent ;

those occurring in the Gospels have reference to

its use : (1) As an illuminant (Mt 253 - 4 - 8
). The

lamps in common use were of earthenware, and
small in size (see LAMP) . When they had to be kept
burning for any considerable period, it was neces-

sary to replenish them with oil from time to time.
"> Y T * '

-'
T

. (Lk 1034 , Mk 613
, cf. Ja 514

). The
, .' : i

1

.- of oil were highly esteemed by the

<,,,' -vas much employed by them and
by other ancient nations. It was applied, c.<7-, to
wounds (Is 1" RV) to soothe their pain and to
hasten the process of healing. A F

:I *," :: .
" is

found in the parable of the Good ** ,Lk
1034). In this instance, wine as well as oil was
oMhl'iN. <<]. ilio ji'l-^-d wine imparting to the mixture
rr ,vr.--prr I

L\U li:y (of. Pliny, fflVxxxi. 47; Talm.
Shabbdth xiv. 4). Oil-baths were sometimes used,
as in the case of Herod the Great (Jos. Ant. xvii.
vi. 5), The anointing of the sick with oil (Mk 613

,

Ja 514
) was doubtless based on the current belief

in its remedial powers, but may also have been a

symbolic ,-. !. - ": . !:!'' . of lepers (Lv
1415ff

*)- P l-
; !

- }'.,''. --^rved as a help
to the faith of the person healed

; perhaps also,
in the case of the Apostles, to that of the healer'

(

c
St. James' in Camb. Bible for Schools, p. 103).

(3) For anointing (Mt 617
, Lk 746 ). The custom of

anointing the head or the body with oil was a very
common one in ancient times, and was practised
by the Egyptians ("Wilkinson, Anc. Egyp. ii. 213),
the Greeks (Homer, II. x. 577), and otters (Pliny,
fflVxiii. Iff.). Among the Jews the niit'iir.j-^ "f

the head with oil seems to have accompanied the

daily
ablutions (Mt 617, cf. Ku 33

,
2 S 1220

), except
in time of mourning (2 S 142

, Dn 103
). It was also

a mark of honour paid to guests by their host

(Lk 746, cf. Ps 23s
). Anointing the feet (Lk

738 * 46
,
Jn II2 ) was very unusual. The dead were

anointed as a tribute of respect (Mk 161
,
Lk

2356 241
, cf. Jn 123 - 7

), aromatic spices being added.

(4) As an article of merchandise (Mt 259
, Lk 166

).

In common and daily use, and to the Eastern one
of the necessaries of life, oil played a large part
in the home trade of Palestine (2 K. 47 ), and was,

further, a most valuable export. We find special
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mention made of trading in oil with the Tyrians
jEzk 2717

), who i* u"! ;.! ^\ . exported it, and with
Egypt (Hps 121

). I. .,-!ii (i an important part of
the supplies sent by Solomon to Hiram in return
for the timber and other materials furnished for
the building of the Temple (1 K 5n ).

HUGH DUNCAN.
OINTMENT GLHJ/HW). Nard oil, from a plant

found especially in Arabia (nardus), and highly
prized at Rome. St. Luke mentions it in con-
nexion with the anointing of Christ by the un-
named woman in the house of Simon the Pharisee
(7

38 - 46
), and again (23

36
) as one of the things pre-

pared by the women for the intended completion
of the burial of the Master. See art. ANOINTING.

In the account of tl "'" of Jesus at

Bethany, St Matthew
'

undent as

ptipov papvrtnov,
'

exceeding precious ointment 3

(28
7 RV) ; St. Mark as fitipov vdpdov TTLO-TLKTJS iro\v-

reXovs,
' ointment of spikenard [marg. pistic nard]

very costly' (14
3 RV) ; St. John as ptipov vdpSov

7TL(TTtKTJs TToXuTt^oi/,
* ointment of spikenard very

precious' (12
3 RV, with ref. to Mk 143 [marg.]).

As this word TricrriKT} is found only in these two
places, it is rather difficult to give i'ts true equiva-
lent. It is used by Plato (Gory. 455) and by
Aristotle (Rhet. 1. 2), where it is synonymous with
retcrn /cos, 'persuasive'; but I 1 'm iMi'.nl 1

!^ uu'i'M be
irrelevant in this connexion. sc^li-j-T uould
translate 'pounded nard,* from -rrrio-o-ca,

e to pound,'
which is a possible rendering, but lacks analogy.
The RV has translated it

'

spikenard/ following,
-

'

'V "le Vulgate n..nd< ring of Mk 143
,

v would tran-lMU 'liifuhl nard,
3

de-

riving 7T(rrt/c6s from TTiVoj,
c to drink '

; others re-

gard it as a local technical term (see Mk U3 RVm ;

cf. Westcott, St. John, 123
). The most natural

rendering would appear to be f

pistic nard/ an
ointment prepared from the oil of the pistachio
nut, which is used to this day in Syria for similar

purposes. See especially a long note by Morison,
Com. on Mark, 143, and cf. artt. KAUD and SPIKE-
NAED. HENRY E. BOSKEE.

OLD TESTAMENT (I. Christ as fulfilment of),f
1. The ideals of life found in the OT by Jesus.
Jesus' conception of the life of the OT is that of
the life which is proper to the children of God
(Mt 5-7). It is the normal relation of fellowship
between God and His children, obedience to God
and to His iM<.~Mnir- -'7'"

4
). The life for which

the prophets ! a! K CHOI I, L'IMI which they represented
as the ideal, was adopted by Him as the ideal, and
their labours were continued by Him. He claimed
no less an authority to cariy on the development of
the ideal than the greatest of the prophets had
exercised. As the prophet taught {Is 5010

) that
those loyal to Jehovan should obey His repre^euta-
tive, so did Jesus when He combined such j-ayLn.ir-
as e He that doeth the will of my Father' (Mt 7H1

),

and c He that heareth these sayings of mine, and
doeth them' (v.

24
, Lk e46'-49

).

The OT ideal of religious life was the earlier

stage of a religious development which He came
to continue. It needed no essential change to
become that which He wished to establish. It was
characterized by an imperative demand for a right-
eousness which consisted in a thoroughgoing obedi-
ence to God, and this was just what Jesns demanded
and exemplified. Moreover, while Jesus taught
that the ideal of life was to be found in the OT,
He was far from teaching that all that was in
the OT contributed to this ideal. When He had
occasion, He o\-]ro<-1y taught that even the law-
giver, Moses, permit red practices which belonged

* In later Greek, however,, os- trustworthy, and the
meaning may thus be *

genuine,' 'unadulterated,' 'pure.*
the OT of Jesus see following article.t On

to a lower plane of living than that of the principles
contained ir the OI\ ""There was so much in the
human heart that was hostile to these principles,
that for a time a standard of life lower than these
ideals was permitted (Mt 198 ).

Jesus, like the prophets, was certain that the

religious life for which He laboured was to become
a universal religion. His claim of permanence
for His utterances (Mt 24-*5

,
Mk 13SI , Lk 213J

) was
also a claim that His '.''* ^ad the changeless
quality of the word of .

, the Old Covenant
(Is 408 55 10- u

, cf. 51 fi

), and of God's law under the
New (Mt 5 IS

, Lk 16 17
). Words uttered by Him

when the Greeks sought to see Him (Jn 123-), were
an assumption to Himself personally of the uni-
versal -in pi lie,;!!' I- for human history which the

prophets V JU 11 , llab 214
) had claimed for the re-

ligion of Jehovah. This claim to a unique place in
human history and identification of Himself with
those lofty utterances of the OT, show that in the
mind of Jesus the religious life of the OT had a
unique place among the religions of the world.
This is equally seen in His declaration to the
Samaritan woman (Jn 4J2

),
* Ye worship that which

ye know not : we worship that which we know :

for salvation is of the Jews. 3

Jesus addressed His hearers constantly as having
the true

"*' *

as nomiiijilly recognizing the
true and

"

!
: and a- needing to do no more

than live up to their own religion. He saw in
the OT a universal ideal of society, and the prin-
ciples for a programme of its establishment. The
ideal society was one in which the lost should have
been saved ; into which the called and chosen
should have been gathered ; in which the repent-
ant should have found pardon, the distressed and
scattered should have found comfort ; the members
of which should love God supremely, and each
other as themselves, and should be humble, meek,
and pure in heart. During the progress of the
establishment of this society, those who belonged
to it would be called upon to be merciful, to hunger
and thirst a ff or ri

(
n!i(e<m^Mo-.. to be peacemakers,

to endure por-ocuiion for i ighteousness' sake pa-

tiently^ to love enemies, to devote them^elve^ to
God without pretence ai

"
.
:
"

:

,

"

f mind ;

and yet to live lives of .." ;-- . ;o bring
forth an abundant frui:. -

'

. for the
sake of Jesus and in His name, to observe the
duties which grow out of the natural relations
of life, to lose their lives for His sake and the

gospel's, to seek first this ideal society and God's

rijiluo'Mi-'K"-.. ro go to Jesus and take His yoke
upon ihi'Mi-clxc-.. and look upon a life of lowliest

ministry as the life of highest honour.
In these conceptions Jesus was developing the

OT ideal, as will be seen later. An important
element in developing the ideal was a maturing

1 of
the conception of God. Since Jesus was an * OT
saint' (A. B. Davidson, Theology of the Old Testa-

ment, 520), the OT God was His God. Moses had
been able to add new elements of meaning to Israel's

conception of God in connexion with the name
; Jehovah.' Jesus made a further advance by using
the OT word ' Father '

as applied to God, making it

the dominant name in His own thought, and reading
into this dominant conception of Fatherhood all

the OT elements of the thought of God. Jesus so

enlarged the conception of God that He practically
gave a new revelation as the basis of the new
development of religious life which He was pro-
moting. This enlargement came in part from re-

placing (ho name e Jehovah '

by the name * Father.'

partly h\ flic assumption on His part of a unique
Son-flip" into which none of His disciples might
enter (Alt II-7), partly by the new place given to
the Spirit which was no more than adumbrated in
the OT.
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In these views Jesus was at variance with many
of the people among whom He lived. The Jews at

large were incapable of ii'i.lc i -t,nr.in^ them. For
Pharisees and Saddueees the UT was a finality.
It was a full and complete law incapable of further

development. It was to 1- \ ..* : ", "! -^ !. r.:""illed,

simply by obedience to ;
-

'

. . ";*
'

< x was
formal and literal, and their interpretations were
often puerile. The Apocryphal literature shows
how far short they fell of the ideals of the ancient

prophets in spite of their ethical zeal. There was
attachment to noble ethical ideals, and desire to

attain them, and yet blindness to the real nature
of these ideals. There was a lack of insight into

the nature of their own religion, and ar in- a; .' ily
to live anywhere except on the surface <;' : Y:': ';.;*.

2. Jesus and the Law. Jesus found in uhe Ui
not only the ideal of a life, but also command-
ments, moral and ritual, by which this ideal was
to be realized. It is certain that He regarded the
OT as ! i

1.
: '^loritative for the conduct of

life. !! :';-. it and used it. He empha-
sized it as giving an authoritative revelation of the
mind and will of God. He met temptation (Mt
44- 7- 10

, Lk 44- 12 - 8
) with precepts for life (Dt 8s

6 16- 1S
), which exactly fitted the emergency. He

also referred to the Ten Commandments as specific
directions for conduct (Mtl54

, Mk710a
; Mt 1918 - 19a

,

Mk 1019, Lk 1820 ). He treated the OT as giving
authoritative legislation when (Mt 2237 - 39

, Mk
1229

"31
, Lk 10'28 ) He quoted or approved other com-

mands found in the Law (Dt 64- 5
,
Lv 1918- 34

) as chief

rules for life. His practice is not the only indica-

tion of His mind. He made a definite declaration
of principles, ar.d ,!.,L-.

. !>undant illustration of

what He meant i>y i . '!']' Sermon on the Mount
is luminous on this point : Mt 517f- ' Think not that
I came to destroy the law or the prophets : I came
not to destroy, but to fulfil

'

; cf . Lk 1617
.

His words to John the Baptist (Mt 315 * Suffer it

now : for thus it becometh us to fulfil all right-
eousness ') show that His conception of fulfilment
included His own personal performance of any and

everyduty which was incumbent upon Him accord-

ing to the Law, so that nothing should be wanting
to His full performance of every human duty. In
other utterances, as Jn 434 536 174, His use of reX^cu

shows that His idea of fulfilment meant the cpnv
pletion of the tasks laid upon Him to accomplish.
It should be borne in mind that He considered,
and even claimed, that His conduct and will were
in perfect linnivmy \\ ith the will of God (Mt 721 12s0,
Mk 335, Mi i-\>

: -

', 'Mk 1436, Lk 2242
, Jn 530 6s8 846 ).

This is a real and important mode of His fulfil-

ment of the Law. If He did no more, it would be
small help to those who were to preach the gospel.
He did it because He was able to do far more, He
was able to complete the Law as a law, i.e. to

bring it to its perfection as a law. See, further,
artt. LAW and LAW OJF GOD.
One wishes to find a clear utterance of the mind of Jesus

respc'i-tfag the imprecatory Psalms. Perhaps it is to be found
in Mi "". fi bhe basis of the current Jewish morality respect-
ing revenge found support, as some think, in Ps 4113-

(
10

) (* But
thou, O Lord, have mercy upon me, and raise me up, that I

may requite them') and the imprecatory Psalms, then we find
the mind of Jesus in respect of those Psalms an expression of

feelings which belong to The individual relations in life. Hate,
divorce, and revenge are contrary to the principles of the
so"i(iv wh'on Jon-* came to establish, and they have no place
in H't nlrul K"ij^I--m.

'l"ii- OI
1

one i huil an ideal in solution, as it were, which in

the mind of Jesua was precipitated into rrysial-. of ponYci and
imperishable form. An illustration is the inchoate ideal of .lob

3129
*
if i rejoiced a.t the rtottruction of him that hated me, or

lifted up myself when o\il found him '

; cf. Pr 241
" *

Rejoice not
when thine eriemv fallot h. and let not thy heart be glud when
he is overthrown

'

;
2420 '

Say not, T will do so to him as he has
done to me, I will render 10 th< man n<y.ordin_f to his work'';
2022 *Say not thou, I will r< ^OIMIK-M-O < vil : \\nir on the Lord,
and he will save thee'; 26'!

1
It I'm ic OIUMH\ ~i*o hungry, give

him bread to eat ; and if he be thirsty, give him warr to drink' ;

Ex 23*- 5 *
If thou meet thine enemy's ox or his ass going astray,

thou shalt surely bring it back to him again. If thou see the
ass of him that hateth thee lying under his burden, and wouldest
forbear to help him, thou shalt surely help with him '

; 1 S 24^-8

the example of David in sparing the life of Saul when he had
IIP.) in liia. po\\_r : also the similar instance of Elisha in sparing
il'o Syrian-, (-2 K i.^2) ;

Ps 75b (
4b

)

'

Yea, I have delivered him that

without cause was mine adversary.' These were expressions of

an ideal as yet unformed ; passing through the mind of Jesus

they appear "in the form,
' Love your enc :'.-..' 1 1 i >i :

r r
' "

.<- i

that persecute you '(MS 5-^), or more '.'..-. 1 . t/
-

'Love your enemies, do good to them tl. . .i-
1 / '. .- : --

.
'

that curse you, pray for them that o > ? ." -. '-HI.' And
they .11- v --a 1 >"" I' 1 TT" sprayer <,, I .

'
-

'Father,

forgi
1
. -.

' ow not what they do '

(on this verse

seeW. - ..
-

1 1 ,,:-../.. / st ii. pp. 67, 68).

The ideal of true life found in the OT was fellow-

ship with God. The necessary condition of such a
life was perfect obedience to the law of love. Jesus
found these principles in the literature of the OT,
and their authority came from the Spirit, who
moulded the life of which the OT was a growth.

3. Jesus and prophecy. The recorded utterances
of Jesus seem to indicate that He laid as real stress

on the fulfilment of the prophecies of the OT as He
did upon the fulfilment of the Law. This was a

necessary consequence of the conviction that the
ideal was to be realized. In Law and Prophets
alike Jesus found declarations of the Divine pur-

poses in human history, and intimations of the
! i r..^!..

1
i iii i of the accomplishment of this purpose.

In respect to the latter He expressed a firm con-

fidence that the will of God as declared in the
Law should be accomplished. In the Law and
the Prophets He found intimations of Himself, of

His experiences, and of the relation of these ex-

periences to the establishment of the Kingdom.
'Ye search the scriptures, because ye iliink ilmi

in them ye have eternal life
'

(Jn 539). Were the
intimations which Jesus found in the Prophets
detailed and exact predictions which He was to

fulfil? How did He look at the OT in relation to

His own life? Did the Messianic conceptions of

Jesus come chiefly from predictions which He
found in the OT ? Early in His ministry (Lk 421),
after reading from Is 6 11 - 2 He said,

'

To-day hath
this scripture been fulfilled in your ears.

3 He
continued, and the contents of His speech are de-

scribed (v.
22a

), 'And all bare him witness, and
wondered at the words of grace which proceeded
out of his mouth. 5 What these words of grace
may have been is left to our conjecture. They
may have been like the answer sent to John the

Baptist at another time, which seems to show that
Jesus regarded the work He was doing in preaching
good news to the poor, healing the sick, restoring
sight to the blind, as the fulfilment of the utterance
of the prophet in th:

that He Himself was
Jesus as a fulfilment
reasonable to riVi|i'

i1

affirming that Mo ii^-ir
included within 'in: -

<
'

For I sayunlo you.

But also the fact

work was seen by
; )phecy. It is only

,'he words of Jesus as
- Himself personally as
i-f the passage. Again,

this which is written
must be fulfilled in me, And he was reckoned with
-.,: v -, ..*,,.. : for that which concerneth me hath
M 1 1

'

I ! s : r !

'

J . k 2237 ) .

c That which concerneth me '

probably means that which in the Divine counsel
concerned Him, whether written or unwritten.
The words quoted by Him from Is 5312 were a part
of the Divine counsel, according to the thought of

Jesus. He says in effect : This utterance includes
me within its scope and finds its culmination and

perfect realization in my experience. The same
may be said of the following,

' But that the scrip-
ture may be fulfilled, He that eateth my bread
lifted up his heel against me '

(Jn 1318
) ;

*
feut this

cometh to pass that the word may be fulfilled that
is written in their law, They hated me without a
cause' (15

25
), i.e. 'the words of the OT find their

completion in my experience.
5

All the most important utterances of Jesus con-
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eerning fulfilment of OT prophecy found In His
work or experience were attached to no specific

Scripture passage, and furthermore we are unable
to find a specific OT utterance as the basis. This
is a veiy j-i^riPoji

11
! fact, and deserves more

careful ;ii U.TLIMII ilwn was needed in the case
of the passages just mentioned; cf. Mt 2654

'How then should the scriptures be fulfilled,
that thus it must be?' ; v. 58 "But all this is come
to pass, that the scriptures of the prophets might
be rulfilled

'

; less fully in Mk 1449 ' But this is done
that the scriptures might be fulfilled

3

; Lk 1831

*And he took unto him twelve, and said unto
them, Behold, we go up to Jerusalem, and all

the things that are written by the prophets shall
be ;ec<mijili-'io<l unto the Son of Man.' Most im-

portant of ail are Lk 24-6- ^ 44-47 'Behoved it not
the Christ to suffer these things, and to enter into
his glory ? And beginning from Moses and from
all the prophets, he interpreted to them in all the

scriptures the
Jli

"
-

,

.

'

. himself. . . . And
he said unto tiiem, i'nese are my words which. I

spake unto you, while I was yet with you, how
that all things must needs be fulfilled, which are
written in the law of Moses, and the prophets, and
the psalms, concerning me. Then opened he their

mind, that they might understand the -mptuie-.
and he said unto them, Thus it is writter, thar, ihd
Christ should suffer, and rise again from the dead
the third day ; and that repentance and remission
of sins should be preached in his name unto all

the nations, beginning from Jerusalem/ In these

I
.,:

- -\\-- - -TV- u- taught plainly that the OT testified
;!,:; Hi- <:mth and resurrection were necessary
antecedents to the preaching of repentance and the

forgiveness of sins. In other words, according to

JCMI-*, the OT clearly showed that His death and
resurrection were a necessity in the Divine economy.
The exact nature of this necessity has not been
preserved in the record of the teaching-, of Jesus.
We may say that in harmony with Scripture we
should regard this necessity as not due to any
arbitrariness on God's part, or to any necessity
of a mechanical conformity to the utterances in
the OT. Rather, in the nature of things, it was
due to the hardness of the human heart, which
necessitated such experiences on the part of a
Saviour in order to overcome its hardness.

It is quite significant that no one passage is

quoted or mentioned in the reports of the teaching
of Jesus given by Him after His resurrection.

Yet He taught His disciples explicitly that His

sufferings, death, and resurrection were necessary
in order to fulfil the OT. Further, the disciples,
after they understood l!u k <v

-";-l
un-. ulso saw the

necessity of the death <\\\>'. '-;:: s-; !'. For the
most part, the early utterances of the Apostles, as
recorded in the Book of Acts, show the same
reticence respecting specific OT passages which
Jesus had shown.
We must believe that in its general tenor the

Apostles taught what they had learned of Jesus.
Is it not possible that the speech of Stephen before
the Sanhedrin gives us very nearly the character of
the teaching of Jesus ? Tliis is an argument from
broad historical im.'i1o<ric.- sind principle^ rather
than a use of pariiuibn pa-.<ji^e>. In Mipport of
this suggestion we may turn to the utterance** of

Jesus, before His crucifixion, respecting His suffer-

ings. See art. ANNOUNCEMENTS OF DEATH.
The only passages of the OT which Jesus is re-

corded as having quoted in any relation to His

sufferings are Ps 3519 419 (Heb>) 694
(Heb.

5
), Is

531
'2
, and Zee 137. Did Jesus see specific predictions

in these passages ?

Before Attempting- to answer this question, it will be well to
note what He said respecting the suffering- of others than Him-
self which was due to their religious activities. He affirmed

that in the past the world had been bitterly hostile towards
those who worked for the doing- of God's will on earth. In
Mt 5llf-, Lk 11^"-49, and similar passages, Jesus called to mind
the fact that God's messengers to His people had encountered
1" :J "L " ' "*" "

.* the past. In passages like Mt
',, -

: 030, Us i249-5,t i^ jn igia-23 1714. 15

T ;.
-

,

'

/ is inevitable in the progress of His
*y. _.\ .

~* .-..: -

.'..'. >f the world in the midst of
_ :

' - wholly alien to those of the
-

'
' j.i. j hostility, and so must His

;

"
"

: establishment of the King-dom was conditioned by a long- historical development which
had already been centuries in progress when He came.
A long-continued historical movement, however complex,

tending toward t-i ^.-i
1

'

.- a :.-i:.- /: I . -< , ,r I
T j>*;.,'ur in

all stages of
"

- <'
i.

1

!--,!-*-,.
r|

.-. \,.r .,!-.. ":',<:i.- ,.-- IM<I by
men towards the great features of such a movement are sub-
stantially t^c- sir^ V;" tr*.

1

: JVi to prrs :'" , from age to
age. Hui T :,.-'_- ] r---.. ..:!;. M !.-:*., ; (

'

attitude in
modes tha- :ii i :.. '.!' (!": '. Hence arise the oft-noted
historical P;.M.. :-.

"
i r:i ::. at one stage of a movement

be repeated, and nearly identical experience-.- will often occur.
More noteworthy than mere hi-ii, iral parulle':- is the sub-

stantial identity of moral attitude and conduct seen in the per-
sona \\ho-e experience*, confiture the li*toriL-al parallels. These
rar-r.< can be verified irons the political lire -i all peoples which
has been recorded and transmitted to us. Nay, even move-
ment.-, >epartned widely in time a-"i i.V.- * . ;":! not in the direct
lines of historical development, '.r.' i ",r:l. _ instances of his-
torical parallels, and substantial identity of human character
and conduct. This is "-it; In.i r v ""V 1'fW-. i

1 c entire history of
the attempt to estab!S ;

s :x" Yn ."' -" vo .
-.

, S i Moses until the
present day. Every attempt of men to establish the coming
p&rfect society had some likeness to the labours which were to
follow it. Every person, therefore, who shared in the earlier

parts of the work in some respect foreshadowed those who
should come later, including Him who should complete it. The
earlier is the tyjpe of the later. So the persons in the earlier

stages were typical of those in the later stages. So also were
the institutions which were auxiliary to the labours of these
persons, or instrumental in their hands, typical of elements
involved in. the final accomplishment of the work to which they
contributed. The later experiencef are more complex than the
earlier ones. For this reason we may say thai the tarlier ones
foreshadowed the later, but we do not say that thu earlier ones
ShoWV.* ;

_

'
I-

r "". , ,-
-. ^

-.

" ''
1'.:. *-.., A t r, , , be.

Nevers -
, v :

\ ',,. . ,-/; d jage
may often be used respecting them both. T r,v - r ~i\ - \~\>

tions of the earlier may, in a measure, fit t:- H . r. . ..-: :
-

that Jesus properly gave the name Elijah to John the Baptist
(Mt I"10 -1 - 1

), and appropriat- '1 f^r ^m tbc rftr-ranrc in Mai 4s

(Heb. 3S3), as- He had done i:-< rt: ( xi-hcii''. f Mi ] 1 J) in the use
of Mai 31.

It is a most noteworthy fact that men who would gain
power over others to secure their transformation of character,
must gain that power by self-denial and suffering. This was
the phitosophv of liSiorv gucn by Deutero-Isaiah. It was
recognized \>y Stephen in his addre&s before the Sanhedrin. Is
it likely Lhat Je&us had any le&s insight into the meaning of the
history of His race, and the nature- of the work which He had
to do,~than the prophet of the Exile? The teachings of Jesus
show that He saw that the ideal atate of society could come
only by means of a contest with human selfishness and victory
over it. The conflict presents essential^ the same aspects in
all stages of its progress. A successful issue of any long struggle
is the consummation of all the previous

' " " '

.

*

.

Any complete realization of an ideal so .

consummation of that ideal. Also any conflict or experience
h< ('('i-'i:'n!!Mi ;

< p of the ideal is equally the consum-
thos-f -<<."in'gu fruitless conflicts and ^-rifcriiTcr^ in

the previous stages of the striving after the ideal. 'Lin iii-rory
of redemption is organic. All the earlier stages typify the
later ones.

Among other things, two facts have come to clear

recognition at some stage in this discussion. One
is that Jesus knew that the society which He was
labouring to establish, the Kingdom of God, was
certain to be established, and that both the chief

place in the establishment of it and the supreme
place in it after its establishment belonged to Him.
The other fact is that Jesus recognized the inevit-

able and deeply rooted antagonism which He and
His society must encounter and overcome, and that
the way of suffering was the only path by which
He could reach the goal of success. The conviction
of the certainty of the establishment of the King-
dom of God must accordingly carry with it the con-
viction that all the conflicts and sufferings necessary
to the establishment of this Kingdom were equally
certain. Without doubt, Jesus saw in the OT Scrip-
tures those experiences narrated and depicted which
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were necessary as the conditions of accomplish-
ing the work which belonged to the establishment
of the Kingdom of God. He claimed that He was
-:rJill-1iiri^ the Kingdom, that the foremost place

in it belonged to Him, and that the position of men
in the Kingdom was determined by relation to Him-
self. Accordingly He, the pre-eminent agent in the
establishment of the Kingdom, in order to accom-

plish the purpose for which He was labouring, must
accept into His experience all the trial and conflict

which could befall any person engaged in the same
wor\. f)T

]>5\ iu!*y. therefore, as ..
-,.

'v.: ,- :' of
the '-j)Mi- 1

iiiii-i: <!' the Kingdom, . A i i--
:

') ex-

periences and labours of God's servants, which were
an unavoidable part of their work ",'.

1
-'- \

'-
-. '"v

results which they sought. The ^ v
'

.

the sense of Jesus
'" " "

prophesied in
connexion with the ., ->f the Kingdom
were necessary (Set, Mt 1621 et aL}. He saw that
the goal was certain to be reached, and that the
OT representation of the toils, -ni'u-ri 1 ^-. and ex-

periences necessary for the accomplishment of the
labour which He was to perform concerned Him
more fully than they concerned any one else, be-
cause the chief place in th-j T\ ii \udoi -i was His. So
all the partial successes M:I<! iho unsuccessful at-

tempts in past generations to establish the ideal

society were prophetic of what must come before
the goal should be reached.
We must believe that this typical nature of the

OT records and prophecy was that which Jesus had
in His mind when He applied the OT prophecies
to Himself. This is a principle, and the use which
Jesus made of the OT in < (1 I .\\i.-\-l -j.

: >-''
...1 -iiV-i- -.

was so prevalently that
'

} ]_>! i M, i. i- n"--.

natural to regard the use of prophecy as that of

principle. Like the Semitic mode of presenting prin-
ciples by concrete examples, so was His use of the
OT Scriptures by definite illustrations and allusions
to individuals. The instances noted above of the
use of Is 53 12

, Zee 137, Ps 41 9
(Heb.

10
) 35

19 694 (Heb.
5
),

may all without violence be interpreted as concrete
illustrations of principles, instead of bein* s "! 1

as citations of specific predictions of His . .

experience. Jesus saw in Himself the fulfilment of
all that belonged to the life of conflict which must
be met by any of the members of the "Kingdom of

blessing, and of all that belonged to tins MorU of
deliverance of the people from tho^e habits of life

which enslaved them, and which might render them
liable to re-enslavement after having once experi-
enced some release.

The view thus derived from the broad consideration of the
teaching of Jesus is supported by the various words conveying
the idea of fulfil:-.., in in i HXV otn. OT utterances and their
relation to thr - -- -

a ion of a process, as was the case in the use of

I .:-i" "H ,M i
'

I - M ( > i -. nothing was to
oe zacKing 01 the element; of suffer ni? \\hic.h uus the indivpens-able condition of His entering inro the ruinous of po\\ er noorled l>v
the Messiah. Since He was the One who should perfect the work
for which so many before Him had toiled and suffered He must

-- - '-ry type of suftermg by which
one must enter into power. He needed greater power than
others, hence He must "lifter much more than they.

It is to be nobed that the large and broad 'conception of
prophen.\ which is evident in the words of Jesus is not equally
e\ ident in the writings of the Evangelists. Mark and Luke
make little use of prophecy, and present no variation from the
method of Jesus. Matthew and John had much more use forOT prophecy. As Orientals, they also would naturally follow
the example of Jesus in the use of the common method of
teaching by illustration. Those passages which in the mouth
of Jesus would be of illustrative value were often stated bv the
Evangelists so as to seem the fulfilments of strict predictions.

The following are passages of this sort: Mt 122.23 2 1- 3 r?.is 23

817 1217- 31 2i4. o 27^- 10, Jn 21? 12^-itf 19-4 - Jtf 27. gee, further,
art. PROPUBCY.
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OLD TESTAMENT (II. Christ as student ancl

interpreter of). d. Importance of the subject,
In studying the (lO-pcl-, LI i- hardly possible to

exaggerate the importance of the subject of Christ's

knowledge of and use of the Scriptures of the OT.
These constituted the main part of the literature

of His fellow-countrymen, and by all of them were
regarded with a reverence second to nothing else.

In our own day it has become possible to study this subject
as no previous generation has ever had the opportunity of

doing. Careful textual investigation of the NT has enabled us
to be much more sure of the actual form of the text than ever

before, and the patient comparative study of the Gospels has
set forth their inter-relation and dependence upon one an-
other in a clearer fashion for the ordinary reader than at any
other time. Much more care has also been expended on the

study of the OT, both in Hebrew and in Greek, and, consequently,
the influence of the latter version upon the language of the NT
has been rendered clearer. Much study has also been given to
the language of the NT, so that we are better able to tell when
the LXX influences it, and when the vocabulary is less that of
the OT than it is of the common contemporary speech. The
discoveries of recent years among the papyri of Egypt have
given us much insight into the ordinary Greek of the period, so
that many words formerly supposed to belong- exclusively to
the LXX are now known to belong to the everyday language of

the market-place. Investigations of another order have made
us better acquainted than before with the vast amount of

literature current in the circles of Judaism, only a small portion
of which is contained in the Apocrypha of our English Bible.

The various Apocalypses in particular exerted an immense
influence upon the g-eneration to which our Lord belonged, and
much of their language and ideas can be traced in the pages of

the Gospels. Again, the mere improvement in the methods of

printing has made the study of this subject easier for present-
day students. Take such a copy of the Greek text as that of

Westcott and Hort. A cursory examination of it shows that
not only actual quotations, but even reminiscences, when these
consist of not more than a word or two, are printed in uncial

type, and so reveal at a glance the fact that there are traces of

the OT in the passage. It is very striking to run throuirh the

Gospels in such a form, and to find how large a poinion of ihc'n,

comparatively speaking, is made up of OT phraseology. A
similar- \- 1" "- ." 1 -. in the Twentieth Century NT,
save th - ! reminiscences from the Apoc-
11

.

" "
\ indicated. In^'i. .

*
'- "-''r 1

!.

i

1 "

i

"
\ >ch, the actual

'

- "T
are also indicated in special type, and more cleany still tnese
various sources are indicated in Weizsacker's German translation
of the NT. All these are indications of how thoroughly modern
scholars realize the importance of setting forth the presence of

OT language in the text of the NT. This, however, is not
mainly of antiquarian or historical interest, but derives its

greatest significance from the bearing that it has upon the

personal thought and action of our Lord. It is always of the

greatest interest and significance to discover the intellectual
forces that have moulded any great personality.

c Books that
have influenced me *

always constitute .' 'Yv :i - kT

the autobiography of any great think* :;.! .
-

cover that
"***

,

* "

-of our Lord
reveal to ui?

., .

'

.
5n which He''IF'' "

"
is a great help both in the interpre-

I the understanding of His message
and mission.

2. Difficulties of the siilijocl. T > ':- as
this study is, it is beset ,,;. : :". diffi-

culties, (a) First among these is the question of

language. It is now generally recognized that the

language our Lord spoke was Aramaic, the then
current colloquial speech of Palestine. This is, as is

well known, revealed in certain expressions in that

language quoted in the Go^els, a*, for example,
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the words upon the Cross and those spoken at the

raising of J aims' daughter. The fact that our
Lord commonly spoke Aramaic implies, of course,
that all the reports of His speeches and conversa-
tions are translations, and this at the outset

necessarily complic-an-h the question we wish to

investigate, for the references that are clearly
obvious to the OT or other writings may be the
work of the translator ; and, on the other hand,
many traces of OT language present in the original
address may now be lost sight of. It is a further

question whether and how far the existing Gospels
depend upon an Araniai- ";

'!;/ "
originals.

The well-known tradition, ,- -i^- -. i ''' Papias, that
Matthew's Gospel was originally composed in

Aramaic, has been taken at> a basis for various

theories, that seek to account for existing diver-

gences among the Synoptics by the supposition
that these consist of dilierent translations of the
same original.

(b) The second difficulty that attaches to the

preliminary investigation of the subject is as to
whether our Lord Himself quotedfrom the original
Hebrew text of the OT, or from the Septuagint.A knowledge of Hebrew was riot usual among the
common people, and in the synagogue services the

reading of the Hebrew text was always accom-

panied by that of an Aramaic paraphrase ;

*
but, of

course, it is impossible to tell whether in any one
individual ease a knowledge of the sacred language
might not in some wr

ay have been acquired. But
the evidence goes to show that the Greek version
of the OT was that most commonly in use, and
the majority of the quotations in the Gospels are
made troni it. Swete has pointed out that the

large number of citations common to the three

Synoptic-., or to two of them, are directly taken
m>n i ho LXX, while in the case of citations that
are peculiar to one Gospel a larger proportion show
independence of the LXX text. Some of these

peculiar instances will be examined in detail later

in this article ; but a curious discovery has been
made, namely, that certain quotations contained
in the Gospels reveal a *%-: n^ion-io'it with Corl.

A than with any other c\i-- ;M;.'
'\. <-r the Greek

OT- M leniency that has also been discovered in

the v, riling- of .Josephusand of Philo, while Swete
also points out that there is an * occasional tendency
in NT quotations to support Theodotion against
the LXX' (Introd. to the OT in Greek, p. 395).
It would thus appear that the NT writers may
have employed a form of text different from that
of the LXX as now known to us in what wre reckon
its best textual form ; but whether, of course, this
is only a peculiarity of the writer or was also the
form of text familiar to and used by our Lord
Himself, is impossible to decide.

An interesting illustration of our Lord's apparent intimate

acquaintance with the LXX, where that differs from, the Hebrew,
is jM'-r m T)r. Horton in the case of the Book of Proverbs.
In Pr -

t hore !K a long addition in the LXX text to that of the

ordinary Hebrew, the latter part of which runs as follows:
*Por he hath forsaken the ways of his vineyard, and gone
astray in the paths of his field ;

for he walketh through a
desert without water (dia,iropsCr,x.i iV avuftpw zp-tatou), and over a
land that is set in ihir-iv uljv. , ; and with his hands he
gathereth that which i*. \\ -Tl-o-n ir s'l.

1 The phrase used ahove
for

'

through a desert without water *
is that employed in the

description of the conduct of the unclean spirit in our Lord's

parable in Mt 12-1'. Again, in Pr 421 the LXX, instead of 'Let
them not clopart from thine eyes,' reads 'in order that thy
fountains may not fail fchee,' using a metaphor which recurs

frequently in the pages of the book (see 184 142: 1(5-22), and is

frequently employed by our Lor<l Himself in His language with
reference to the 'water of life' (of. Jn 7-w, and what is said of
that passage below).

(c) The third difficulty is that which attaches to

* It has been thought that a trace of this Aramaic paraphrase
of Pr 152?, which uses the expression 'mammon of unrighteous-
ness.' may be found in our Lord's use of the phrase, Lk 169

(see Expos, in. vii. [1S8S] p. 112).

llio '/" // '>'? '

:
fthe Evangelists in r ./'//'///// *> '-v Lord^s

sayings. For instance, in Lk 11 ' oui Lord says
that no sign shall be given to the men of His own
generation save the sign of Jonah ;

* for even/ He
adds,

' as Jonah became a sign unto the Ninevites,
so shall also the Son of Man be to this genera-
tion . . . the men of Nineveh shall stand up in
the judgment with this generation and shall con-
demn it : for they repented at the preaching of

Jonah, and behold a greater than Jonah is here.
3

It is obvious that in Lk.'s understand in<: of the

saying the parallel between Jonah and Christ is

that of the preacher of righteousness, and the result
that his preaching had upon his hearers ; but when
we turn to the parallel in Mt 1240, we find the sign
distinctly given as the fact of Jonah's being three

days and nights in the maw of the sea-monster,
and as a parallel with the Son of Man's being three

days and three nights in the heart of the earth.
But the close of the passage is the same as that

given by Lk., so that it seems pretty certain that
this fantastic and all egoi leal interpretation \yas
not due to our Lord Hiin.-elf, but to the Evangelist,
a fact that is made the more probable by the con-
sideration that He seems never to have hinted at
His resurrection except to the immediate circle of

His disciples. Another instance is to be found in
Mk 711 - ^ and its parallel in Mt 155 - 6

, where Mk.
in the explanation of the custom of Corban makes
our Lord say,

' Ye no longer suffer him to do aught
for his father or his mother,' while Mt. says,

* He
shall not honour his father (or his mother).' A
further study of these two parallel passages will
also reveal the fact that a passage from Isaiah

quoted in each of them has a different connexion
in each Evangelist, and that either considerable
freedom must have been used in reporting our Lord's

words, or the Evangelists have themselves intro-

duced the passage as appropriate to the occasion.
The well-known method of INJt., in particular, of

introducing OT passages as illustrative of incidents
in our Lord's nistory or as explicative of His
teaching, makes it the more difficult in the case of
the First Gospel to feel certain when we have our
Lord's own words and when the sayings are at-

tributable to the writer.

3. How Jesus learned to know the OT. Jewish
boys were from their earliest years made familiar
with the contents of the OT. pariienlsirly with ilie

books of the Law (see BOYHOOD, and EDITATFON).
They were not only taught to commit many pass-
ages to memory, but there seems to have been a

I nelly \\ idcspread knowledge of reading. While
r.hc piimary steps in such education were no doubt
carried outTin the home, there is pretty clear testi-

mony that everywhere schools for at least ele-

mentary education were established. Within the
home circle also children were accustomed from a

very early age to observe certain practices enjoined
by the Law, e.g. the keeping of the Sabbath, fast-

ing on the Day of Atonement, the simpler forms
"

prsi\or. and grace at meals. Boys at least, as
-con :i- ili:y could walk the requisite distance,
were required to be present at the chief festivals

in the Temple, and in particular were bound to

observe the Feast of Tabernacles. At the earliest

manifestation of manhood's estate being reached,
the full observance of the Law was enjoined upon
the youth, and, consequently, our Lord's appear-
ance in the Temple ai ihc HO of twelve is quite in

accordance with the regular practice of the time.

On this occasion the boy Jesus gained His first

insight into the Temple worship. Whether He
returned at all, or frequently, during His youth and
early manhood, to the Holy City, we have no means
of ascertaining ; but in Nazareth He would seem
to have been a constant attender at the synagogue
services, for such is noted in the Gospels as being
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His practice ; and when He returned to the town,
after His public ministry had begun, it was not
His presence in the ;'.._-"

"
,t surprised His

fellow-townsmen, bi:' .

' :

',..
of one whom

they had previously regarded as an ordinary com-
rade. In the services of the synagogue He would
be familiar not only

with the "<"
,.

*."/
*

wading
of the Law in accordance with t''<- ;:!- ".-. prac-
tice and order, and may even have been frequently
called upon in His youth to read, but in the

chief Sabbath service He would also become
familiar with passages read from the Prophets.
These might "be chosen at will by tlie appointed
reader, a practice of which Jesus probably availed

Himself (Lk 417
). The Scriptures were not only

read in these services, but we"- 1 i

.,'i,
i

.:,1"-,.-i-^ into

the popular language of the ^T-FJ/V. I

1

i- uncer-

tain whether the interpreter was a fixed official,

or whether his function was left open to be under-
taken by any competent member of the congre-
gation. It is at lea-; |K-r!i:NMliln

:

.<> think that
Jesus may Himself h;:\e bi.iyod .hi- part many
times in the quiet of tin; Nrtzjin-rh ^y!i;)p" (

uu^. ."ir.fl

by the exquisite appropriateness oi IiU IJI^MJI^K-
have nJrerdy -hown Himself capable of making
the word of God an attractive message to the com-
mon people. This is at least a possible fancy, and
if it is true, it would form an excellent training
for His subsequent service as a deeper interpreter
of the inner meaning of both Law and Prophets.

It is almost certain that our Lord would have
another advantage in gaming a familiar know-
ledge ol the QT, and in enabling Him to use that

knowledge for the benefit of His countrymen, the

advantage, namely, of being familiar with another

language that was then the common speech of the
civilized world, namely, Greek. The LXX was,
as we have already seen, the Bible most generally
used by the Jewish community, and it is quite
possible that Jesus Himself read it. In any case,
if He could speak Greek (see art. LANGUAGE OF
CHRIST), He would have the immense advantage
that belongs to any one wrho grows up able to

speak and think in two VM_'!;,--;..O- almost indiffer-

ently. It seems as if tK- < <"<!' i of affairs then

prevalent in Palestine was similar to that which
exists in many parts of the Highlarxls of Scotland,
or in Wales, at the present- moment. The people
will always read a book like the Bible by prefer-
ence in their own tongue, and its language will

naturally 1>e most familiar to them in that form,
:mc they <an at will translate it into English,
L! LOugh iiiju English may not, and very likely will

not, agree verbally with the version in use. Some
such process as tnis may account for many vari-

ants that are found in the Greek quotations from
the OT in the pages of the NT. But the alacrity
thus attained in mental processes and in the rapid
change, not only from the idiom, of one speech to
that of another, but also from the mental atmo-

sphere of one to that of another, is a great educa-
tion, and helps the man with a natural gift as a
teacher to develop his inborn genius in directions

very valuable for those he has to teach.
4. Jesus as interpreter of the OT. Having now

seen how Jons acquired His knowledge of the OT
Scriptures, the next matter of importance is to
discover how He attained to His position as an
interpreter of them. There was a class of official

interpreters, and neither by training nor by per-
sonal claim did He belong to this section. Yet
His methods of interpretation created far more
surprise among His hearers than did the teaching
of the orthodox and recognized men of learning.
It was not only that His methods possessed the
charm of novelty, but that they enabled the people
to feel that for the first time their Scriptures had
become a new and living- book, which no longer

pressed upon their souls like a heavy burden, but
itself enabled them to bear life's greatest loads.

He became, therefore, a popular interpreter of the
Book to the weary heart of humanity ; while He
became, on the other hand, a hated teacher to the

privileged class, who felt their profession endan-

gered both by His methods and
^

\ ". i '"i" J
*

, y
met with at the hands of the crowd. He regarded
the OT with much more real reverence than did
the scribes, and, indeed, He spoke of

^
it in a way

that might almost sound \
"

"ts praise,
but He also treated its .t freedom
that was surprising, and % the husk
of the letter till He fou: , . strength
and the sweetness of the kernel they had not
before tasted.

(a- "!" ,:.' '-fias that were regulative of the

OT /-"'"'', v.< ; also those wrhich guided the
conduct and practice of our Lord, ideas that were
central to His thinking, and loyalty to which He
demanded not only from all His followers, but
from the people who themselves professed to rever-

ence them. The OT idea of i.
' '': of oon-

duct as consisting in both : . *. .!"( to
the ceremonial observance of the Law and inward
obedience to its spiritual precepts, were the two
points round which His ov. n ioiiohin-- ,MIH! practice

appear to have centred. 1 1 vji- | li i-, c :; i o told (Mt
315

), that led Him to undergo the ceremony of bap-
tism at the hands of John, as it was this also that
on more than one occasion made Him quote the

great spiritual commandments of the Law as cpn-
, ;.r;

:
r _- v. V 1

' 1
- themselves the secret of eternal life.

//, \\ i- r-'t, of course, possible to .'!:!_:'? fully
from the scanty references preserved in

'

i<-
!_

'

-

as to how far
*

our Lord employed the histories of
the OT to illustrate Hi- Sv< YM-' ; l-:it inasmuch
as we have no material

!

\
* :."

'

i
-o upon which

to form a judgment, we must examine the records
that we possess. The difficulty is increased, more-
over, by our nricorfjjinfyas to when the statements
are clearly tho-e of i In' Master Himself, and when
they are due to the editing hand of the Evan-
gelist.

In the passage, for example, in which He refers to Noah's
flood (Mt 2437ff., Lk I726f-), He has been dealing with the ques-
tion of the future history of the world. In Mt. the words occur
in the middle of the great

- ,.''
J

"

v -sage, which is more
than likely to have been . i "by later ideas, and
more altered than many sections of the Gospel. As Lk. reports
the reference, it is contained in a short section of teaching to
the diftC-i^'j.- iKl V'lu'A- j'jj'.'i a question asked by the Phari-

sees; "ton ii i- p -J-.eJ"'! uh'-'h ;J-> bears upon it the impress of

apocalypse, and may be a passage extracted by the Evangelist
from what the present writer regards as most probably the first

collection of the sayings of Je^us, i.e. His apocalyptic utterances
about the future. Apocalypse was so favourite n. form OT litera-

ture in our Lord's day, and exercised so strong an influence

upon His contemporaries, that it seems more than likely that
the first series of His words to be reduced to writing would be
that which in form and substance most readily fell in with
current conceptions. Such a collection of sayings also best
accounts for the variety of form in which this particular section

appears in the first iliroc Gospels, and may also lie behind St.
Paul's well-known pa$>aos in the Epp. to the Thessalonians.
If the theory here suggested is a sound one, that collection of
our Lord's sayings would be in the hands not only of St. Paul,
Ijsu in.'O'i.'UiU aSd o~ }:- <">rrespondents ; and consequently his
!;iM-_"( :airc ,'i-ul i*iauirv would not only be familiar and intel-

1'jrinlo. !":! \<>*,iM have, the authority of Christ behind it. In
;he panilli-i mi--jir< in I k., above referred to, there is added to
the reference to JSoah a reference to the history of Lot, and the
fate of Sodom and the Cities of the Plain is again referred to-

by our Lord when He utiers His judjrmeni upon iMe L-C :t ri.i "on
that rejected Him, and declares that in the I in:: I .l-Kl-jfiiprl it.

shall be more tolerable for Sodom than for them (Mt 10-1-5 n24,
Lk 1012). In the same connexion He makes reference to the
fate of Tyre and Sidon. According to Mt 1240, our Lord speaks
of Jonah's being swallowed by the sea-monster, but from the
parallel in Lk. we should judge that the reference was made
only to Jonah's preaching and the subsequent repentance of
the Xinevites (Lk ll->9- 32).

All the Synoptics (Mt 12^., ilk 225*-, Lk 63f-) contain a refer-
ence to an incident in the life of T)a\icl, viz. his eating the sliew-

bread, and, according to Mk. and Lk., his fharing ifc with his

companions. The account of Mk. has a peculiar difficulty, inas-
much as 'Abiathar' is given as the name of the priest, \\here
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the OT narrative (1 S 23.18.) states that it \vas
* Ahimelech '

(see
ABIATHAR). To Elijah the prophet there is more than one refer-

ence. In answer to the question asked by the disciples as to
what is meant by the statement of the religious authorities
that Elijah must be the precursor of the Messiah (a doctrine
founded on Mai 4s), our Lord replies that the advent of

Elijah has already taken place a statement which in one con-
nexion (Mt II14) is directly referred by Jesus in its fulfilment
to John the Baptist, whereas in another place (Mt 171 -*) this

interpretation is given by the Evangelist himself. Another
reference to the history of the same prophet is that to his visit

to the widow of Sidon in the time of the great famine (Lk
425f )?

where also an illustration is taken from Elisha's cleans-
-\

,

^s :
" -

,- -oassage there is again
'

.

'

. the period of famine.
r '

, _ -
. ''Iress in the synagogue

or jSiazarein, ror wmcn, 01 course, we nave only the authority of
T ".. . !""" .

'

.' . of our Lord's using
.. '-''.. .

- His mission, though
: ..:. .'! .

-
i. . old have done so, as

'

;
...;'. ministry. We may

ifi.Tv ")! , iKirnjir-. r.. _.-> ul the fact of the reference as a correct
tradition, but the place and manner of it as due to the Evangelist
himself.
The glory of the court of Solomon is twice referred to in the

Gospels, and that in words of Christ. The first instance is the
unfavourable comparison between the splendour of the great
monarch and the beauty of the field flowers (Mt 629, Lk 122*).

The second occasion is the reference to the story of the visit of

the 'queen of the South* to the court of Solomon, and the
argument that inasmuch as c a greater than Solomon is here,'
she will bring into condemnation Christ's contemporaries. A
general reference to the ill-treatment of the prophets at the
hands of their countrymen is made in the pathetic lament over
Jerusalem, attributed to our Lord in Mt 2337, Lk 1334, while a
more specific reference is contained in the immediately pre-

ceding- verses in Mt. a passage, however, that is fraught with
"\ ,. ,y

- -

._ The whole section is that which contains
;: ... - *

: .'.gainst the scribes and Pharisees, and bears
considerable trace of later editing, even if it is to be attri-

buted, in very much of its present form, to the writer of the

Gospel. The passage referred to is contained in Mt SS^-^S,
.i M<"-:.n -jn)*:t.nof ,..- }<.-< \.no : 1;IM tru-

;\"i\ A <o -!ij . Ir \\t hu-i o c i-i ii:"Ua.\-* oiour fa,in.r*, we -

not have been partakers with them in the blood of the prophets.'
The passage then proceeds to a prophecy of what is to happen
later to further witnesses that will be sent, and of their ill-

treatment ; they are to be scourged and persecuted from city
to city an obvious reference to the treatment of the early
Christian missionaries, and, in all likelihood, with the knowledge
of their fate before the writer's mind. The conclusion of the

passage speaks of the judgment that is to come upon the men
of that generation for all the blood shed on the earth, from that
of

' Abel The righteous unto the blood of Zachariah, son of

Barachiah. whom ve slew between the sanctuary and the altar,'

It is ver\- difficult to decide what; is meant by this last reference,
the supposed original passage (2 Ch 2421) having a different
name for the father of Zachariah (see BARACHIAH). In John's

Gospel there is a reference (Si*) to the brazen serpent raised
b\ Mo=5f.s in the wilderness, and in IT"<3 controversy with the
Sadduoees our Lord snows His acquaintance with the passage in

the 1'fe of Moed that, relates the revelation at the burning bush
(Mk 122").

These historical references may seem very slight,
but they are sufficient to show Jesus' intimate

acquaintance with the history of His* people, seeing
that He was able to employ at will illustrations

from what one might consider remote and un-

likely incidents in the national story. We must
remember also that He was not dealing with
historical questions in His teaching, and that all

references to these are purely casual. He seems
to have accepted the history as it stood recorded,
and not to have dealt with it in any critical spirit ;

for what concerned Him most was its spiritual

significance, and this He could best show by
accepting the narratives as they stood in ttie

recognized Scripture.
(c) It is of extreme interest to discover, if we

can, what "books of the OT Jestt-s turned to tvith the

greatest interest and affection. So far as the avail-

able evidence is concerned, it would seem, as we
might expect, that the writings which were most
familiar to Him were those in" which the spirit of
the prophets reached its highest level, and on
which His countrymen and fellow-religionists had
most perfectly matured their own spiritual life

such books as Isaiah, the Psalms, and that most
spiritual setting forth of the Law, the Book of

Deuteronomy. There is another of the prophets
in all likelihood a native of Galilee, where our

'

Lord Himself was brought up who seems to have
influenced His thought and teaching not a little,
viz. Hosea. Out of the 39 books which compose the
OT, 14 are directly quoted by Jesus in the records
we possess. These are Gen., Ex., Lev., Num.,
Deut., Sara.-K'::^-. P-.. Is., Jer., Dan., Hos., Zech.,
MalachL Hi>

^.jtiMculjp' interest in Deut. is shown
in the fact that in the narrative of the Temptation all

the quotations with which He meets the assaults of
Satan are taken from that book ; and when He
declares the essence of the Law to inquirers who
ask for it, He invariably states it in the Deutero-
nomic form. Passages from the Psalms were ap-
parently not only frequently upon His lips, but He
used thoir Ini'.p -us^rc 0*1 various occasions to describe
the re<ii -i-: iii(,;!ii-o of His mission, as when He
refers Mi -2\ , :-, 7 lie

' stone which the builders
rejected

5
as 1 *<:: L. i^*T.<v,ri of Himself, and so

consecrated iho i-.-i^ii^L
1

tr. ;i(- later usage of the
Church. That; lie used, the Psalms to strengthen
His own spiritual life, is pretty clear from various
instances in His recorded language of their phrase-
ology underlying His own forms of expression ; but
most clearly"fiom His words upon the cross, where
it seems that one of the Psalms, the 22nd, was the
subject of His reflexion b-* t^ r,

J -:., i. hour. Of
the prophet Isaiah "He < \

:
-

;
; -, i. frequent

use. According to the narrative in Lk. (4
17f

-), His
ministry opened with an appropriation and inter-

pretation of the great passage in Is 61, which is

elsewhere (Mt IP) employed as part of the proof
that He Himself is carrying out the Messianic pro-
gramme. If the reference to the 'keys of the

kingdom of heaven' (Mt lt>18) be authentic, the
phrase probably conies from another passage in
Isaiah (22-), which reads,

c The key of the house of
David will I lay upon his shoulder, and he shall

open and none shall shut, and he shall shut and
none shall open.

3

In the case of Hosea it is not
only that the suggestive words from 66 are twice
quoted (Mt 913 127), but that the words in which
He is accustomed to speak of His resurrection are
also found in Hos 62

. Hosea is a prophet who is

fond of parables, and some of his illustrations from
nature are those also employed by Jesus; e.g.

husbandry (Hos 1012), grape culture (14
7
), the

flowers of the field (10
4
), the chaff on the threshing-

floor (13
E

; see, further, ExpT x. [1S99] p. 281). It
is very remarkable that the Wisdom literature of
the OT should not be directly quoted by JCMIS, and
that, in particular, there should be no specific quota-
tion from the Book of Proverbs, though it will ue
shown in a later section of this article that much
of its language finds an echo in His teaching. We
shall find, too, traces of the later Wisdom literature
in the words of Jesus, who came Himself to be
regarded as the incarnate Wisdom.

(d) Jesutf attitude to current modes of interpre-
tation. The teaching of Jesus was recognized "by
His contemporaries as being different in character
from that of the scribes ; yet He employed, to some
extent, the same methods. He based flis teaching
upon that of the OT, which He interpreted not
in their manner, but on authoritative lines of His
own. The objections that He urged against the
current modes of interpretation were that they hid
under an accumulation of worthless tradition the
real truths which the Divine word was designed to
teach ; while His own method, in the first place,
made clear the meaning of the original utterance ;

and, secondly, interpreted it in a clearer and fuller

manner to those whom He addressed. His method
of dealing with current interpretation can best be
studied in the records of His controversies with
His opponents. For example, they based their

teachings on divorce on the permission given in
the Law of Moses ; Jesus goes behind it to the
narrative of the Creation* and shows how husband
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and wife were destined to be one higher and dis-

tinct unity from the very beiiminy. This note
of idealism and spirituality is manifest in all our
Lord's teaching, and marks it out as distinct from
the verbal trilling of His contemporaries. He
was not afraid to tell some of those who prided
themselves on the subtlety of their arguments that

they were in error, and unable to understand those

very Scriptures which they professed to interpret
(Mt 22-9

,
Mk 12J4 - 37

). In His judgment many of those
who were the professional interpreters of Scripture
were doing more harm than good by their methods.
Ye have made void the word (or law) of God
because of your tradition

:

(Mt 156
,
Mk 7 13

), He said,

meaning tiiat what they considered to be an im-

provement upon the original commandment was
so contrary to its spirit as absolutely to make of

none effect its purpose. But in the case of His
own teaching, however revolutionary it might at
first sight appear, He claimed that it constituted
a fulfilment of the Law ; and not only so, but He
asserted that loyal obedience to the command-
ments, both in act and precept, would be the

ground of advancement in the Kingdom of heaven
(Mt 5 17 - 20

). There is even a stronger passage in
the same Gospel, where our Lord is represented as

enjoining upon His disciples observance of all the

precepts taught by the scribes and Pharisees, since

they are the legitimate successors of Moses (Mt
232

) ; but the whole passage in which the words
occur shows considerable traces of the influence of

later ideas, and can scarcely be pressed into the
service of a definite statement of Christ's own
personal teaching. There may be in it a trace of

Jewish prejudice in favour of the letter of the
Law ; but the immediate context, in which the
Pharisees are most severely criticised, proves that
the prejudice, if it existed at all in the mind of the

writer, cannot have gone very deep, and we may
be justified in seeing in the words at least an
accurate reflexion of the teaching of Jesus in this

matter. If we may so regard it, it is then clear

that He had the very highest estimate of the

spiritual and ethical teaching of the OT, and ob-

jected only to such interpretation of it as obscured
its meaning or altered its emphasis.

(e) We now turn to the very important and some-
what difficult section of our subject which deals
with Christ

3

s discussion or itse of special passages
in the OT. The first passage in which we meet
this is in the narrative of the Temptation. This
is, of course, a pictorial representation of an in-

ward struggle, which must have been related to His
disciples in the parabolic form in which we now
possess the story. But it is nevertheless extremely
important to find Him reverting time and again
to that one book in the OT (Pent.) which we have
already discovered was one of His favourites. In
its highest spiritual teaching He seems to have
found the best antidote against the poison of the
evil suggestions that reached Him from the current

conception as to the Messianic Kingdom preva-
lent among His contemporaries, and which also
affected even the inner circle of His disciples. In

following the course of the First Gospel, we next
come upon the long series of teachings contained
in the so-called ' Sermon on the Mount/ and there
(5

21
) the first passage to be considered is that which

consists of a condemnation of quotations from
Ex. and Deut. where the old Law had spoken
of killing. Jesus interprets its meaning as signi-

fying an attitude of the inward temper rather
than an outward act, and, according to the form
in which the saying" has reached us, increases the

severity of the Judgment in proportion to the con-

tempt shown in the expression of inward hatred
used against a brother. Here again, however,
the whole nature of the expressions employed

seems to point toward a colouring of this original

saying under the influence of a later Christian
tradition ; and it is probably a narrowed and in-

tensified form of some simpler word of Jesus which
the early Christian community edited in such a

way as to contain a severe and solemn warning
.^.".in-t C.IMJM -x

-|ic.( h a fault which, as is evident
i * t\'} i"

1

i!ii ; i K: ( ; o-j-
'

- and the Epistle of James (3
5 ~ 12

411 * 12
), was sadly prevalent. In the same passage

of Mt. (5--) we have the first reference to Gehenna,
a word which occurs frequently in the records of our
Lord's teaching. This name 'for the place of pun-
ishment of the dead had become familiar in the
literature of later Judaism, meeting us

fieiji-,.'
nt 1\ .

for instance, in the Book of Enoch (ee '2~- fc>"-Jt
J

90'26). A similar elevation and intensification of
the law of purity is found in vv. 27'32

. In Mt 533

we have quotation- from Num. and Deut. with
reference to false swearing. Here, in interpreting
the passage, Jesus goes much further than the

precept of the older Law, and inculcates such

perfect truthfulness as not to necessitate any form
of oath. Again we are reminded of the Epistle of
James (5

la
), so that we feel ourselves in the atmo-

sphere of the early Christian assemblies. But
there is nothing to prevent the statement, sub-

stantially as we find it, being attributed to Jesus.
Such teaching had already been given in Judaism,
and a close parallel is found in Sir 237~n

,
in the

course of which we read :

* Accustom not thy mouth
to an oath, and be not accustomed to the naming
of the Holy One. A man of many oaths shall be
filled with iniquity, and the scourge shall not

depart from his house.
3

In the book of the Slav-
onic Enoch also (48

1
) the sons of Enoch are taught

not to swear by heaven, by earth, or by any other
creature. The next citation deals with the law of
retaliation (v.

38
), and here again the interpreter

goes even further, a 11
"

:,,':-,,"; -^verses the

theory of the OT. Ii , \,
"

:, an equiva-
lent for any injury, I : < < i

i

"

. \ '. olcates the

principle of rox!i M:-^ voluntary service where
unreasonable o\mior. I;:- r.livnui boen practised.
To the next quotation (v. ; r.o li'ircu parallel can
be discovered, the nearest equivalent to the senti-

ment,
* Hate thine enemy/ being Dt 236 * Thou

shalt not seek their peace nor their prosperity all

thy days for ever '

; so that we are compelled to
assume that the form of the word here quoted by
Jesus either represents some traditional form of
the Law which has not been otherwise preserved,
or that it embodies in a succinct form an idea that
had hardened itself into ordinary practice.
In the eulogy of John the Baptist, reported in

Mt 11, Jesus is represented as quoting the passage
in Mai 31 with reference to His great predecessor.
Inasmuch as this verse is elsewhere used by the

Evangelists as descriptive of John, and as we have
other traces of the fact that they did not, till a
later time, understand pur Lord's reference to him
as fulfilling the function of Elijah, and as we
remember also Mt.'s fondness for introducing OT
quotations on every possible occasion, we cannot
feel certain about the attribution of these words to

Jesus, but they seem qnile probable. Later in the
same chapter (v.

23
) tho form in which the judgment

is pronounced on Capernaum is taken from the
Greek of Is 14ia~ 17

, and serves to show not only
how, on solemn occasions, Jesus would readily
fall into the familiar language of OT prophecy,
but how He was always prepared to apply its

teaching to the needs and moral issues of His own
time.
We pass next to the passage in Mt 154,

where
again our Lord is discussing a definite command-
ment of the Law, which He cites in a double form
contained in Ex 2012 and 2137

? combining the pass-
ages without strict verbal accuracy. Starting from
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this precept, He proceeds to discuss and to condemn
the casuibtical tradition that had been reared upon
t, and reveals perhaps ar. ,u-;ii:,

;
i I,:IT with Pr

2s24
, where the writer is in -\

:-']'*; !>y v. -r M Jesus in

condemning the man who regards* the robbery of
father and mother as being no transgression. In
the same context our Lord is made to quote Is 29 13

in a form that diverges even from the LXX. The
usual difficulty has here, of course, to be faced,
Did Jesus actually use the words, or are they in-

serted by the Evangelist in order to give a definite

completion to his paragraph, and to carry out his

theory of finding appropriate illustrative passages
from the OT for as many as possible of his events ?

The lebuke which our Lord gave to the defilers of
the Temple (Mt 21 1S

) consists of a combination of
Is 567 and Jer 711

, but does not call for more than
a simple note of the fact that here also we see that
intimate knowledge which could seize at once on
the phrases most appropriate for His purpose. In
Mt 22 we find three special discussions of passages
recorded. The first (v.

31f
-) is that of Ex 36

5 which
Jesus uses as an argument for tlie reality of the
life after death, "VVe cannot tell whether tliU was
His own : u- 1

!,-.

1

1- terpretation of the passage, or
whether i 1 ,- ,,-. \ giving His assent to some ideas
about it that were then current ; but in any ca-e ii

is a striking instance of the high level to v/hir'i He
was able to raise the frequently trivial discus-
sions of the literalists. In vv. 37'39

"

He shows Him-
self in sympathy with the most spiritual teachers
of His own day, insisting on the primary import-
ance of the inward precepts of the Law, and upon
Love as its most perfect and adequate fulfilment.

According to another version of the same incident
(Mk 123

-), His answer won from His interlocutor
the response,

* Of a truth, Master, thou hast well
said that he is one, and there is none other but
he : and to love him with all the heart, and with
all the understanding, and with all the strength,
and to love his neighbour . himself, is much more
than all whole bunii-oil'crir:^.- and sacrifices/ If

this, as it appears to do, represents the aetnal cir-

cumstances of the case, it shows how Jesus won
the sympathy of the finest spirits of His day, and
by His interpretation of the Law was enabled to

appeal to their better nature.
The final example in this chapter (v.

42
*-) is the

difficult one of Christ's question about Ps HO1
.

An altogether exaggerated importance has been
attached tolhi^ ti;i--jur<'. because of its supposed
bearing on ^uo^ion^ or" criticism. It is, of course,
obvious that Jesus speaks under the limitations of
the literary knowledge of His time, and that He
and His hearer* regarded the Psalm as representing
David's own personal sentiment*. But a matter
that is often overlooked is that the point of the

argument lies in David's being regaided as under
the influence of the Divine Spirit in what he said.

He designate^, the expected Messiah as his Lord,
and yet the Messiah is regarded as being, according
to tne flesh, David's son. This seems to involve a
contradiction in terms. All that Jesus does is

here to state the 'dilemma, and enjoy the discredit
of His adversaries when they were unable to solve
it. He Himself offers no solution. In this case it

nppoars that, as on one or two occasions. He was
Mitr.iresring to the thoughtful among His auditors
tliar the ordinary literal interpretations of Scrip-
ture were perfectly inadequate to meet the needs
'jf the religious soul, and that His main endeavour
vas to lead them to revise their methods, and to

understand that only the spiritually minded could
understand the Divine revelation. Cf., for the
same purpose, His statement that John the Baptist
was the Elijah spoken of by Malachi.
The difficulties that Ave have encountered in Mt.

are even more pronounced when we pass to the dis-
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cussion of several passages in John's. Gospel. There
the idealizing process lias been carried bo far that
we cannot be definitely certain, especially when
we are dealing with quotation*, that "v\e have the
words of Jesus at all. In B45

, where Je.su> is speak-
ing of the impossibility of any man's attaining a
kis!)\\!ed;e of Him without the previous influence
of Ui^ J\i.i:ior, this statement is supported by a
quotation from Is 54 13

, wherein the prophet speaks
of the people being directly enlightened by God.
This is one of the references that would suggest
themselves to a writer familiar with the OT, but it

has no special bearing or 1

;
1 >- .:-_M ; of the

passage, and has all the ,-:;,".;,
"

a gloss.
The next passiige is a very ciiilk-ult one, though
its very difficulty makes it more probable that
it is to be referred in its present form to Jesus
Himself, since it is not at all likely that a later
writer would have added to hia own problems by
quoting as Scripture something of which the origin
is so obscure. The words referred to are those in
yj8

c
jje that believeth in me, as the scripture has

said, out of his belly shall flow rivers of living
water.' Now the passages* suggested as the orijiin
of this >aiyir ir--i'.r/. Is 123 4*" 443~53 1 58n , Ezk
47 J-12

, Zer 3;-?
1

14% ,-nid Jn 414
have, it must be con-

fessed, very little resemblance to it. The passage
last cited, with its phrase,

' a well of water . . .

unto eternal life,' has the closest resemblance to the
form of the words, but we can scarcely suppose it

to be the actual source. One seems driven to con-

clude, with Hiihn, that the reference must be to
some passage in a writing not now known to us
(see, for some Interesting suggestions as to the
possible origin of the phrase, H. J. Holtzrnann,
Mdcom. ad loc.).*

(/) It is not only, or perhaps mainly, in such
definite quotations as we have already considered
that our impression of Jesus as a student of the
OT is most clear, but when we read through the
body of His teaching, and see how it is everywhere
permeated^ l>y OT ideas and coloured ly OT lan-

guage. "When, for example, we read the Beatitudes
in Mt 5, we can almost parallel them from passages
in the OT. For example, Fs 37n ' The meek shall
inherit the land '

; Pr 221 * The upright shall dwell
in the land, and the perfect shall remain in it.'

Again, as illustration of vv. 5"8
, we have the words in

Ps 24s ' Who shall ascend into the hill of the Lord ?

He that hath ... a pure heart *

; while the very
form in which these great utterances are couched
is reminiscent of OT languj^e, where the Beatitude
is a favourite form of stating great and precious
truths. When, again, we ivgard the continual

teaching of Jesus as to God's Fatherhood, which
many have considered to be the central point of
His revelation, we are reminded how widespread a
basis He found for this in the OT, in such passages
as Dt 32s, Mai 210- w ls 631

*, and elsewhere. The
idea of the catholicity of the Kingdom of God,
which is so often upon His lips e.g. in Mt 8H '

I

say unto you, That many shall come from the east
and the west,' etc. finds its prototype in such
massages as Is 435f

% and more closely still in Ps
07s. For the darker as well as for the lighter

colours of His picture He seems also to be depen-
dent on the words of His predecessors, since we
find that the foreshadowing of trouble within the

* Albert J. Edmunds (Buddhist and Christian Gospels) con-
tends that the words are quoted from a Buddhist writing, the
PatimmWiida-watTfio ("Way to Supreme Knowledge'). See
KxpT xviii. [1006] p. 100. Cf. also Clemen, Der Gebrauch des
AT in dt>n XT ftehrffttn, pp. 36, 37, who regards the words
as referring not to one passage, but to the general teaching of
the OT on the gift of the Holy Spirit. A third passage in
John's Gospel should also be noted where (10s*) Jesus quotes
Ps S26

,
where the words are applied afortiori to Himself. In

Jn 8<" we have a reference to the story recorded in Gn 4S 9.

Cf. Wellhausen, Enreitrntnacn vd Ae7idenmfreii im Viertett

Evangelism [1907], pp. 19-24. Cf. also Jn 1525 and 1318.
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family circle, owing to obedience to His message
as set forth in Mt 10-1 , has the closest parallel in

Mic 7
b
". One is sometimes tempted to think that

the actions of Jesus, as well as His words, were

prompted by reminiscences of the OT. For in-

stance, the story of Elisha, recorded in 2 K 44:i'44
,

may have suggested the providing of a meal for

the" multitude in the desert place, the words of Ps
699 the -.

'

.

"

*

r
:

*

: Temple (see Jn 217
), and the

memory-., ; >;'.*, 5 in Zee 99 may have been
the thought that prompted the triumphal entry
into Jerusalem. Sometimes also the OT seems to
hare afforded a thenie for a parable, as in the case
of the Vineyard (cf. Is 51 with Mt 2133

), or the
Lo&t Sheep (*Lk lo3 ) ; and the allegory of the Shep-
herd in Jn 10 may have as its literary origin Ezk
SI11

. Jesus' great utterance about the future of
His Church, as well as about the perils that were
about to come upon His fellow-countrymen, has

many points of contact with the OT (cf. e.g. Mt
2421 with Dn 121

24^, Dt 13-"4 ; 2429 with Is 13 ly
,

Am S9 2431 with Is 2713
,
Zee 1210

). A careful ex-
amination of the passage will reveal many more.

Very pathetic is the interest of the t-ayings recorded
from the Cross, where Jesus is reported to have
quoted, in the language of His childhood, the first

verse of the 22nd Psalm. The appropriateness of

the whole of this to the circumstances has been

frequently pointed out ; and. according to Lk 2S46 ,

His last words were an {uLipratioi! of Ps 3I5.*

These are to be taken only as instances of what a
careful examination of the Gospels, by the help of
such a guide as Hiihn, will reveal to any student
in frequently unsuspected places; and the great
significance of the study does not, of course, arise
from the interest or ;

n;.w,iiiy of the parallel that
can be drawn, but ffnn L'IO fact that such a study
reveals how thoroughly imbued Jesus was with the
iho-u--.it a-id -j/irit of the OT.

.// A MISIJOCC of wider reach, though also of

greater difficulty, is the endeavour to discover to
what extent Jesus was familiar with, and employed,
the Jewish literature that lies outside the OT. It
is only in comparatively recent times that much
attention has been given to this subject ; but the
more carefully it is investigated, the more clear
does it become that if He does not actually quote
from any of that literaturer He was either Himself
familiar with it at first hand, or its ideas and
language had so influenced Himself and His con-

temporaries that many of His ideas, and even forms
of speech, are practically identical with what we
find in that literature.

In the eidau-canomcal Wisdom literature we are familiar with
many personifications of Wisdom* and traces of this are found
in two passages given in Mt 11*9 and Lk 735, The ordinary
text of the former passage reads,

* Wisdom is justified by heV
works*; but some MSS read e

children' in place of 'works,*
thuss confonnhi'jr it 10 The po&a'.r< In Lk. where the verse stands,*
\Visdoiii N justified of all htr children,* and a comparison maj"

be inr.de with WU 7---S1 and Sir l 1-^. Again, the passage at
the close of Mt 11 has several reminiscences of the same litera-

ture, e.j. Sir -2i retwK Con c r TO IPL. vc that arc desirous of
me, arc! be vc filled with '!.; !'-r^<!;i -c-

'

-.'.T1--J Draw near unto
inc. \ e unlearned, Jir.ol lodge inrne hou.e of irisirucrion

*

; cf. also
17--*. The whole tenor ot tut passage auggusis the manner in
which Wi-dori speaks i" ih, lo-k- -, : rred to. Again, the
longer find six n- r'.Piorat? .ul'lrt. -*<> ::i .1". have a suggestion of
the speeches of Wisdom, and may well be modelled upon them.
In some such way the marked difference between the addresses
in the Fourth Gospel and the Synoptics may be accounted for.
Wisdom is always represented as addressing

1 her disciples, and
so These words delivered in the hearing: of the innermost circle-
of His chosen friends may have been modelled by che Incarnate
Wisdom on the Iinc- of TTi- jntat forerunners. In this con-
nexion there is one \try interesting rei'ererce also contained in

* Traces of the Book of Proverbs are to be discovered in
several places in the teaching o? Jesus, <?.';. the nietauhors of the
way and the %ht (cf. Pr tf& Jti- 4^-J"* with Mt 7 1

-", Jn ijiu
1235), those of hid treasure and merchandise (cf. Pr 24 gi*. 15 with
Mt IS**-4^). The germs of certain parable-* are also to he found
there: e.jr. Pr 3^8 as that or the parable "worded in Lk 11">-^ ;

Pr 9^-6, cf. Lk Mi, Mt 2210 ; arid even more clearly Pr 256, 7
<sL Lk 14W ; and Pr 24*7, cf.

'

Lk. (II
49

), "Therefore also said the \\isdom of God, I will send
unto them prophets,' etc. Xo OT parallel can be discovered for

these words, and we are driven to the conclusion either that

they are quoted from some work now lost, or that our Lord
here uses the term * wisdom of God ' in the most general sense
as indicative of the Spirit which moved in all the prophets. In
Jn 4<x there is a saying quoted, 'One soweth and another
reapeth,' which may, of "course, be a popular proverb, though
words of somewhat similar character are found in Job 318, and
they may have occurred in the exact form quoted in Jn. in
some writing now lost.

The well-known name whereby our Lord most commonly speaks
of Himself, namely,

* Son of Man,' though derivable from Daniel

(713), is so common a title in th
'

"
' ture that

there can be little doubt that His . thereby.
This is the more certain when we remember how in these

writings the glorious manifestations of the Son of Man are

paralleled by certain sayings in the Gospels, e.g. His coming in

the clouds of heaven, and in the glory of the angels. Such
ideas also as those of the imminence of the K< dominion, the

sitting on the twelve thrones, the authority ghoii LO the ^011 of

Man, and the definite doctrine of Gehenna, are all familiar in the
Book of Enoch, 'the influence of which on the NT,' according
to Professor Charles, 'has been greater than that of all the
other Apocryphal and Pseudepigraphal books taken together.'
To the same

"

in the doctrine
of Hades an-: ? . i appear in the

parable of Dives and Lazarus, and in such sayings as ' sons of

the resurrection,
5 and the answer to the Sadducees' question

about marriage. In the same book also are found doctrines
about demons, which throw light upon the conceptions of the
NT ; e.g. that they are disembodied spirits (of. .Ml 124-*

*"') ;
that

their punishment is to be deferred till the Final Judgment,
hence the surprise expressed by the Gadarene demoniac (Mt
8-9), who asks, 'Art thou come hither to torment us before
the time?* The ^.'..jri-.i

. <* .!
'

v.il spirits to Satan or
Beelzebub (cf. M: !-' -7

)
'> :i -

> r. d < LI-PC found in the Book of
Enoch.
Another interesting group r* -"= j--- - - j- 1 - - " - -*

Solomon," which at the latest w<
about half a century before the

,

exerted a very powerful influence on His contemporaries. It

may not be possible to point to any actual quotations froin
these writings in the NT, but they show the growth of certain

important ideas which have sometimes been regarded as unique
in our Lord's teaching ; e.g. the use of the word '

Chris*
'

as a
title of the expected Deliverer ; the definite statement that He is

to be a son of David (cf. Ps-Sol 1723 mith Mt 22*2-45). in the third
of these Psalms we find a careful description of * the righteous-
ness of the Bribes and Pharisees.' and tfu- germ of the parable
of the 'strong man' (Mt T2-'') ib found In IVSol r>4.

More important, however, than any reference to

special passages is the effect upon the general
intellectual atmosphere of the generation in which
Christ lived and worked, created and moulded to
a certain extent by the literature intermediate

betwe_en the OT and the NT. We have to read
I'ljii li'i ivu '.!' <> ss-'.'l^r-TiM^ :.". ny of the ideas that
v,<."v !*<'! r'.iM--: . JIM: ,o " the conceptions
that underlay much of the phraseology which to
us seems new and specifically Christian, but which
had been gradually evolved in the jin-ofilinjr cen-
turies. Jesus and His disciples \\ore, of ouiir-c?.

children of their time in this matter, and He was
bound to speak in term^ intelligible to Hi^ con-

temporaries. What is wonderful N ihe manner in
which He cleared these ideas of many foolish

interpretations, and delivered them from a merely
fanciful exegesis.

5. Traditional sayings of Jesus that repeal
dependence upon the OT. When we turn to a
consideration of the sayings that are attributed to
Jesus in sources outside the NT, our difficulties

are, of course, increased ; for here we are on less

certain ground of information, -and there is a
greater likelihood of the writers being influenced

by the literature with which they were familiar.

Still, it will not serve to allow any theory of
imitation to account for all these recorded utter-

ances, and some of the best authenticated of them
must now be examined in the light of our present
purpose.

There is, to begin with, the fair 0:1 > nv ?

i-,jr
from the Gospel

according to the Hebrews. In i>-is UOP'K Jt- :< Himself is the
speaker, and the saying referred to runs as follows: "The
Saviour himself says, Just now the Holy Spirit my mother took
me by one of my hairs, and bore me away to the great mountain
Tabor.' This seemingly extravagant figure is not so uniquely
grotesque as might be supposed, for in F./.k v* \v( ivad of the
Lord taking the prophet by a lock of i'.i-. huid, -ind th-.- spirit
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lifting him between heaven and earth ; and. in the Apocryphal
book of Bel and the Dragon the prophet Habakkuk is described
as being lifted by the hair of his head, while the notion of

transportation witho .J -JK
:O .'v- o" the method is by no

means uncommon in !>i :' n - r :. f\ *
- There is the ascetic

character of the passage quoted from the Gospel according
to the Egyptians, where, in answer to the question of Salome,
as to when the power of death shall end, the Lord says, 'So

long as ye women bear children ; for I came to destroy the
works of womankind.' These words do not seem at all in

agreement with the general tenor of our Lord's teaching,
though it must be confessed that the paradox is modified in
the later part of the section ; but the words as they stand have
a reference to such sayings as that found in Sir 25-4 and other
passages where women are spoken of with great severity. In
* *

J
" * J ' " '

"

. .'--. There is a class of sayings
found in one form or another in several of the early Christian
writers, and attributed to our Lord ; e.g.

' He that is near me
is near the fire

'

(Or. Horn, in Jer. xx. 3),
* He that is near the

Lord is full of stripes
'

(Clem. Alex. Strom, ii. 7. 35). Both of
these have a close parallel to a passage in Jth S27 ' For he hath
not tried us in the fire as he did them to search out their hearts,
neither hath he taken vengeance on us ; but the Lord doth
scourge them that come near unto him to admonish them.* In
the Clem. Horn. 19, 20, we find our Lord saying, 'Keep my
mystery for me and the sons of my house '

; and Westcott has
pointed out that Theodotion's version of Is 24*6 reads, 'My
mystery for me, niy mystery for me and mine.' The words
now found in 1 P 4 and there frequentlv taken as a quotation
of Pr 1012,

viz. 'Love covers a multitude of sins,' is by Clem.
Alex. (Peed. iii. 12. 91) and others attributed to Jesus. It seems
probable enough that He might have used the expression, and

e OT.not less so even if it is a quotation from the Another.

saying found in Justin (Dial. Tryph. xlvii.), and other authori-
ties, is, 'In whatsoever I may find you, in this also will I judge
you,' which is, of course, reminiscent of Jn 5^ ; and both of

these may j.

"

;

~
*'

- -"" i
~ ". \ j / remarkable

passage is g
' ;>.. ..... ' "

-oias, descrip-
tive of the d-

.
- ''

"o '.
'

J
' ' s>

' fruitfulness
of the viiius and grain, and also of the universal peace through-
put the animal creation. The passage, which is extraordinary
in character, has much resemblance to those found in Is 116-9,
Am 913, and a very close one to Apoc. Bar 209.

6. Christ's methods as suggestive of our attitude
towards OT problems. From (V- foii"_r-O.^ dis-

cussion of our Lord's study and r : n 1 * > \ r \\
* o ." the

OT we may be able to discover several principles
which seem to have guided Him in His use of that
literature. (a) He mibjct.tedHiinMJfto its spiritual
authority, but in no respect did He forego His in-

tellectual right to judge for Himself about details

of its teaching. The mere fact that words were
written in the Scriptures did not suffice to render
them authoritative for Him ; in fact, He selected

teaching which seemed in consonance with the

spirit of the Kingdom He had come to declare, and
in His interpretation of sayings that He did accept
He was not afraid to pass by altogether received

opinion or current explanation, if fie felt these to
be at variance with the true spirit of the original
declaration of the Divine will. Sometimes, as in

the case of the words, I am the God of Abraham/
etc., Jesus seems to support fanciful interpreta-
tions of the words, and even to give His authority
to tlio i

r
!<

ipri-N. But on more careful examina-
tion \\o. i:-,j :!>;>! His exegesis is really a spiritual
one, and that if the actual words can scarcely be

taken, in tin >ir origin ;il use, to !'..'
Jl

i<: liio.'i'iii'j TL k

puts upon them, ai all event*- III* pvilinj.' of livm
is not forced, but penetrates Vr!i-:i:h :')< -nn'ao" '>

the spiritual realities underlying them. (b) As has
been already pointed out, the critical questions
connected with Jonah or the 110th Psalm did not

emerge in His time, neither does His treatment of
either passage depend upon the judgment formed
as to the authorship of the original. Whatever
the character of the Book of Jonah, and whoever
wrote it, the hero of the book remains as significant
as a sign to Christ's contemporaries ; and in the
case of the Psalmist it i> the significance of his

words as the utterance of the Divine Spirit upon
which Jesus lays stress; and this is equally the
case whenever the Psalm was written, and who-
ever was the author of it. The same things apply
to our Lord's treatment of narratives in Genesis
and other parts of the OT. His treatment of these

passages is of immense significance for UP, there-

fore, as showing that it ib the truths embodied in
the writing which we have to discover and apply,
and that the mere outward form of the revelation
is of little significance. (e) Again, it is helpful to
find that Jesus recognizes the process of evolution
that took place in OT revelation. It is not only
that He sets aside certain precepts of the Law, but
that He sees clearly that those who in the past
were deprived of th ""'.

,
. that a later age

possessed would also
.

.
, -n accordance with

their opportunities
"

;.
and Sidon and the

queen of JSheba would find more lenient treatment
in the Day of Ji!<V*'<"-' than the cities that had
the opportunity 01 receiving Christ, but rejected
Him. This great spiritual principle carries us

very far in the treatment not only of OT problems,
but in that of the relation of God to heathen
peoples, and in the manner in which we regard the
revelation contained in other religious systems.
When He speaks of Abraham 'seeing his day,' it

is also an indication of the same mental attitude,
and '-" ''i/ - the reality of the apprehension of

grea: -]_.".:
: < truths, even when these are veiled

under forms of expression that render them difficult

of apprehension. (d\ Of great M^n:fWnce also
is the manner in ichich Jesus used the UT as the
source of His own .v/i

"/// / 7
life. It is not only, as

we have seen, i'>;ir lie was so imbued with its

letter and spirit that He could employ it at all

moments of temptation and trial, but also that He
based upon it His ^routr-* doctrines, developing
and purifying the i-Ica of iho Divine Fatherhood,
the Kingdom of ri^hicou^r*"*-. the Messiah, the
Final Judgment, the Holy Spirit, and the mission
of Israel (see Charles in Expos, vi. v. [1902] p. 258).
He found also, it would appear, the very forms of
His teaching in OT o\am jh>. The parable, which
has been so often ic^nnU'd as His n'< -

\ -i;.r ''",;:'

invention, is HOT pm-o<juenr in th< j-.-^r- <! ;

prophets. The a]hon-*iu- forms in \ : .i< ; -o MT* j
of His utterances are cast seem based upon the

language of the Book of Proverbs ; while, as we
have seen, the \w^- v*

\no] n--r> 1m i- ;i resemblance
to sections of . -\

i - \\ I-!o. \\ l";rs'!!:ii. He was
Himself reckoned by His contemporaries to be a
great prophet, so that they saw the resemblance
between His words and those of His great pre-
decessors. As a preacher, therefore, He found
His models \\\ MK M-Iijrloi:- literature of His own
people, and ,: ca:-*-:';.! -iijih of the use He made of

these, the m -<ii ,, r
: .)r- iitat He found requisite,

and the development that His own religious genius
effected, may all be of the greatest value to those
who have in the present day to apply not only
Christ's teaching, but that which He Himself
received and accepted, and which is implied in all

that He taught. (See for interesting and valuable
discussions of this latter point, Bugge, Die Hcnipt-
Parabeln Je$u ; and Fiebig, Altjud. Gleichnisse

und die Gleiehnisse Jesu}.

LITERATURE. The two best books for a careful study of the

subject treated in the above article are Hulm, Die Alttest.

Citate und R&mini$cenzen im NT,, and Dittmar, Vetus Test* in
Novo. Both of these works contain most careful references to
the OT parallels, and also to the passages in the extra-canonical
literature ; and, where questions of various readings or other
difficulties occur, Jl- -< a 1

-*- an- nored and dTsou^scd. ?'< T-V'>ly

the best work in H'L-i'-h '-f n similar nature i (". li. Tov,
Quotations in the $T. This ha^ the advantage i-- j.r-iiuijr n
important passages the Hebrew, LXX, and NT i< M- .-""!< by
side, and contains fuller discussions of many passage-, ihf.r iKo

German volumes. But. on t>ic other hand, its references are

not so full. An older, but o^ef'il book, is T;irpip's The Old
Test, and the Neu\ which lias imirh information, not given, how-
ever, in very careful rash ion ; and another work by the same
author bears on the question, The -\>?/- 7V?r. ric,< V tfit? Old.

A valuable chapter by S. Davidson on Quotations from the OT
and the XT is contained in Home's Introduction^, vol. ii.

l>t. 1. chs. 2S to 32. Or groat value is the discussion of the sub-

ject by Clemen in his Dt>r Gebrauch dex AT in den JVT
Schrifien, pp. 20-20. For a more popular treatment, see Rose
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Rae, How Je#un handled Hly Writ; Peters, 'Christ's Treat-

ment of the OT,' Journal of Btb. Lit. \ol. xv. pp. S7-1U5 ;

Laipoldt, EiLtstehung ties AT Canons [1907], 3. Eeterence

mav also be made to Grinfield, 2,'Qinun Testctmentum Greecum,
Editiu Italic-, li-tii'ii : i\i!fioy, The Delation between Judaism
and C'/ir/x ;/!,./. i'f"-' i,t

f
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G. CURKIE MARTIN.
OLIYET. -See MOUNT OF OLIVES.

OMNIPOTENCE. The infinite power that works
in and through, or above, all things towards the

realizing of Divine ends. It may he viewed either

intensively, as the power which makes its way
through all imite powers, finding in these no real

obstacle to its purpose ; or extensively, as the

power which gathers within it all finite powers,
and so achieves its ends throughout the universe.

1. As attribute of God. Power is a fundamental attribute
of Deity : it has even been called the Divine attribute par excel-

leuce., because it is found in all religious conceptions from the
lowest to the highest, and forms the basal thought, so to speak,
upon which all other conceptions are built. In primitive reli-

gion, however, the superhuman power is not yet conceived as
infinite : it is not even centred in one being, but distributed

among many. It is enough for the worshipper to be able to

regard the deity he worships as higher than himself and able
to give him what he needs. Even the polytheist, however,
often sets logic at defiance by ascribing to the god he is wor-

shipping at the moment an unrestrained power within his own
domain, and even auniversa"" - "< . "_*"* '<

J "..'.

is l<>crv:i'ly,..t:ir'ii;ir;J>V -i r\ i i

- ' '"
,

'

rie OMO D'viiu1

b^'ng >- iu\c^ed with all the powers formerly
distributed among many deities. Here the conception natu-
rally develop:; of a Being whose power is universal in space and
lir.io. and Tr>o,i!<]- all things and events irresistibly to its own
purposes. So, in the great days of the prophetic period of
Israel's history, all limiting conceptions are withdrawn from
the notion of God, and Jehovah stands revealed as the One
Being who has all creation in the hollow of His hand, maker
and controller of all things in heaven and earth, the supreme
>vK, r ...> "_: :

!-, ]-"-.",\ \n -Jp accomplishment of His great
,.,-.. : .x O-M ..! ,-

f

-

f, ,.-j-J8
i ps 33911 115,!). God is not

merely conceived as transcendent, the wonder-working God,
intervening when and where He will : the higher conception
also prevails that the ordinary as well as the extraordinary
event* of history are ordered by the Divine hand, and made to
effect His purposes. Not only the universal movement of human
life, but nature in all its forms, puKal o? \\ ith the energy derived
from God, is a channel of His revelation, and conforms abso-
lutely to His will (Ps 148). In the NT the teaching of the
prophei s !* accepted in its entirety :

J
.' ,\

"
, -.' , .

onlv the hiiriior attribute* or' God,* an- i
'- -. i i-. ; I

is the infinite power working above a . . .i

1

r .

Him is the power (Mt 61*), to Him all tmngs are possible (Mk lO^'

1438) t He is the Lord God Almighty (Rev 4 1117), with no other
limits than are set by His own nature (* He cannot denv him-
self/ 2 Ti 213) or by the moral ends He has in view (Mk 14&>- 38).

2. JLs ascribable to ChristyIt is ^--jK-rnlly <1-

mitted that the ascription to Christ of ilu; Divin*;

power has passed through a certain development,
which is partly traceable in the Gospels them-
selves.

(a) In the Sit'ioptii* Gospels we have to distin-

guish between the Divine power attributed to Him
in His earthly life, and the fuller power belonging
to Him as the risen Lord, and the future Judge
of the world. In His earthly life, while He passes
through a truly human development, and is sub-

ject to natural human weakness, He is clothed

\yith unique power for the fulfilment of His mis-
sion. The Bowers of heaven are at His command
(Mt 26^); Ho ha* i>>\ver r< lioal. exerted at will

(Mt 83}, and apparently n-i<Unt in Himself, though
ultimately dorhvd from (Jod bv faith and prayer
(Mt IT20

, Mk 9*J ). Sometimes th'is power is brought
into play unwittingly on Christ's part (Mk 527'30

,

Lk 619
). His wonder-working power extends over

nature : and even the winds and the seas obey
Him. The only limits to His power seem to lie

in the faith ot
%

those who receive blessing^ (Mt IS58
)

and in the conditions set to His Messianic mission

(Mt lo'
24

). It is a further extension of this power
of doing miracles that He can bestow it also upon
His disciples (Mk 3;

5
,
Lk 91

,
Mt 101

), to be used
within the same limits and under the same inward
conditions of faith and prayer the channels of the

Divine omnipotence. As the risen and exalted

Christ, He enters into a still wider range of Divine

power. He is now clothed with a limitless author-

ity in heaven and earth for the triumphant fulnl-

ment of the Messianic work (Mt 2S18
), and shares

in the omnipresent government of God the Father

(28-). When He conies again as Messianic King
to judge the world, He will come clothed with the
full power and glory of God (Mk 13-e 14y2, Mt
2531ff

-).

(b) In the Fourth Gospel the sphere of Christ's

Divine power ib still further enlarged. He is the
incarnation of the Logos, by whom the world was
made ; the source, Tinder Gfod the Father, of all

light and life. While the marks of human weak-
ness are still found, the Christ of this Gospel is

invested more thoroughly with the basal attributes

of Divinity eternity (8'
6
) 3 omniscience (

1
4S G64 1 14),

and omnipotence. Thus His miracles are ^mani-
festations of Divine glory, and are painted in the
most striking colours, as the miracle at Cana and
the story of Lazarus, He speaks as if He were

already at the right hand of power ; for all judg-
ment is already committed to Him, and life, even
life eternal, is in His hands (5

21 - ^ 1027f-) His death
on the cross is no longer a matter of untoward
circumstance, and human violence prevailing over

:;'

'

: Christ permits His seizure only after prov-
-..I!

1 - j-iwer to resist (18) ; and as He has freely
... . or 1

*
11 His life, so He freely takes it again

(2
19 1018

). It seems clear, then, that in the Fourth
Go- pel i he < orception of Jesus as a man subject to
or<:"mnr\ human limitations of weakness, ignorance,
and moral growth is giving place to the thought of

a Christ-Logos, who, even while on earth, is in-

vested with all the
' " " ""

attributes of

Divinity. At the sar inst be recog-
nized that the earthly Christ exercises His Divine
powers under certain limitations. His power
(^ova-ia is the word preferred) is a delegated power,
given Him of the Father ; and it is exercised within
the definite limits of His saving mission.

(c) Without following in detail the progress of

thought in the Apostolic teaching, and the develop-
ment in later ages, we may notice one or two points
in Christologj v. liorc 1h< ipie^tion of Christ's om-
nipotence como^ more prominently into view. The
Logos theory developed into tho Two-nature con-

ception of Christ's Person, which last remained as
the authoritative doctrine of the Church. The
problem of Christ's Person was not thereby solved ;

and evei -recurring <-ilteinpU wore nuule to harmon-
ize the f'icts of weaklier, i^noranoo. and growth
with a Divine 0i'-&;s pn-s-o-^ed of all Divine powers.
Either the human nature was conceived as exalted
to the Divine, or the Divine was conceived as

limiting itself, and so placing itself on a level with
the finite human nature. The boldest attempt in
the first direction was that made by the Lutheran
theologian- of the 16th and 17th cents., who taught
that all Divine powers were personally communi-
cated to the human nature of Christ, but that in
His earthly state the use of these powers was
ordinarily veiled, if not surrendered. The other
direction of thought is seen, e.g., in Thomas
Aquinas, who strives to bring the Divine omni-
potence of Christ into harmony with His human
life, by affirming that He shared in the Divine
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omnipotence only so far as He needed it in His

mission, and, further, that He ordinarily limited
His own power voluntarily so as to be able to

partake of human weakness. A more strenuous

attempt in the same direction is to be found in the
Kenotic doctrine of last century, which affirms

that Christ in Vu-> -*:.i. i!,, -t emptied Himself of

the attributes "" o 1
!, iip<ntr

ii
t

ir. etc., and so became
subject to the ordinary conditions of a real human
life (see IvENOSls). All such attempts to unify
inconsistent characters e---" I- -V-

1
. .'"

,.
the Person

of Christ either of His !.'!.
:

.._. some part
of His humanity, and so serve only to show the

inadequacy of the Two-nature theory from which

they start. The problem is to be solved only by
(1) a new conception of what constitutes Divinity,
i'

1

-^ '-2' I-;/
: .- -->:.!, \ bo the historical Christ as

|

-r-i-iM
'

"/i ^y. ,

"

Gospels. So long as God
is characterized mainly by His basal attributes,
the doctrine of the God-man is a simple unintel-

ligibility : it is here that the proposition finitum
non capax infiniti verifies itself to our minds. But
as religious faith presses on to a ri <: :i! I i<. :i of the
inner being of God, it comes up >" lUiriii-i

1

, o- that
are at once more central and at the same time
e--C'!i; ially coiiimurieable to humanity* Holiness,
iii-!ii<- ? liiiimuliic^, love, are the innermost attri-

butes of God, and they also represent the goal of
human life ; and in the measure man attains to

these, does he attain to union with God. It is

through the possession of these qualities that
Christ is one with the Father, and approves Him-
self as the Son of God. This must be the starting-

point for a revision of the thought of Christ's

omnipotence. Christ's power is not coextensive
with God's ; it is the power of omnipotent goodness
and faith, the omnipotence of One who makes
Himself the channel of the Divine will. Even His
miraculous power must be subsumed under the
same category ; it is a power granted to faith

(Mk II23, Mt 1730}. If it be said that this spiritual

power and sovereignty are not yet omnipotence,
we shall not quarrel about words. Christ does not

possess absolute omnipotence, any more than He
is God sitnijlicitcr. Hut He who lives in fullest

fellowship with the Father, who is one with God
in heart and purpose, and who <'>< :<M>:\ i:, ;iV-
Himself the instrument of the i)i\ir:-.- \\-\\\ "=;*

carrying out His work of grace among men, may
surely claim to share in the Divine omnipotence.

LITER* ri RiS. Ko^tlin, art. 'Gott' in PJIT^\ Sehultz, Gattheit
Chriiiti and OT Thtol. [Clark's tr.] ; Kaftan, 7>vr/^'. H-J7;
A. B. Bruce, Miraculous Element in the (fonf/pl't. t h. v--. : Tho>n:i*

Aquinas, Summa, iii. Qu. 13; B. B. Warfitid, The. frur+r <>/'iW
unto Sah'aiion (19u3), 01. J. DlCK Fl.KMING.

OMNIPRESENCE. The distinctive conception of

omnipresence which meets us in the Gospels may
briefly be expressed thus : God is able to exert His

activity anywhere. God's children cannot be where
He is not. He is spiritually present with all earnest,

seeking souls everywhere."
1. If this be so, it is evident that Christ's dis-

tinctive teaching on this subject was not meta-

physical. He does not speak of God in terms of

philosophy. Such terms as 'the Absolute,' or 'the

Infinite,* or 'the Unconditioned' are never found
on Christ's lips, and, what is more, the ideas im-

plied by these terms are absent from His horizon.

We do not find in Christ's discourses any disquisi-
tion on the nature and attributes of God. With
the exception of the solitary phrase

* God is Spirit
'

(Jn 4s4), which is certainly rich in implications,
but, when originally uttered, was meant merely to
check material and local conceptions of the Deity,
we have no instance in which Jesus expounded the
nature or even the attributes of God as such* His
method was rather to reveal the character of God

"by portraying His activities in relation to the lives
oi* men, and especially of Christian men. Not only
so, "but Christ*$ starting-point was different from
that of the j'ietjLTiK\>:rit.7i. To the latter, God is

a postulate oi the "jKeason. God is a necessary
assumption to explain the origination arid continu-
ance of the world. Eeason claims satisfaction ;

and therefore insists that God must essentially be
that which will subsume mind and nature under
the unity of an :

:>.< "^li.*. 'M-'Ioii. The meta-
1 \ -" : " -*.- "-( i, t

m
.'

;
/.N >.' ;

:> o existence of God
"

:"- i:
, -!' {' .- i.;.' ).e'i

:

T'<i the phenomenal,
the great First Cause behind the congeries of events
which seem to be effects. In the teaching of the
Lord Jesus, God is the postulate of the religious
consciousness. When religious experiences are re-

duced to terms of thfii^ht. and the religious con-
sciousness of the ii:d:\ iii::ti' and the community is

ex>ressed in terms which are irte-lli^Il^e to "the

intellect, it is at once recognized :i:nt hu God who
is so real to His n<..-:>Y. v. I. erever they may be,
who is the source - i".:

1
-\ and joy and light to

His people everywhere, must have the attribute of

omnipi esence predicated .(-I't-eirii"^ Him. Christ's

conception of the presence o:" < n.i i- tl'oiv-nghly le-

ligious. It is ahvay- ;? j-;c-e:.r f'- iN.k

:e:ig Ion--

consciousness, trust, j -.i^t". ,:*! ;".!:. ,v.>'.;..

2. The Lord Jesus 'never associated omnipresence
icitk infantude. Hebrew philosophy, in the person
of its supposed founder, might exclaim :

'

Behold,
heaven and the heaven of hea\ ens cannot contain
thee ?

(1 K S27) ; but no such hoii- 1
;: c\ ,-? -.-ame from

the lips of Jesus. To Him (he i::-::ri,-iiu' concep-
tion of omnipresence was : The child of God cannot

go where his Father is not. He did not associate

omnipresence with the infinitely great, but rather
with the infinitely little. He was chiefly concerned
to show that in the minute events of life God is

present and observant ; and that there is nothing
so trivial as to elude the vigilance of our Father in

heaven. The Lord Jesus left it for philosophers to

lash their weary imaginations so as to trace the

ubiquity of God in the infinite recesses of space,
and to prove that everywhere there are indications
of the same law and oider as in the world around
us, and that the indications of the presence of a

supreme Mind are as apparent in the sidereal
heavens as here. If we may so say, Christ's con-

ception was microscopic rather than telescopic.
To trace the tokens of the presence of God's work-
manship in the colours of the lily, or in the pro-
vision God has made for feeding the ravens, yielded
great joy to the Saviour's heart because "it sug-
gested so strikingly that God is

ft round about
us,' and enabled Him the better to impress on the
hearts of His disciples, when their faith was so

feeble, that God was very near to them, to sympa-
thize, to succour, and to bless, as well as to further
the interests of His Kingdom.

3. It is probable that Chri^tV loju-libig on this

subject was intended to be a <w 1

' // l<> muck of
the current Jewish theology of that period. An
outstanding peculiarity of the religious thought of
Christ's time was the emphasis placed on the
doctrine of God's aloofness. The Jews had im-

ported, probably from Persia, the belief that
matter is essentially evil. Hence it was considered
to be beneath the dignity of the Divine nature
that God should be supposed to have direct contact
with inert matter, or immediate intercourse with
sinful men ; and under the influence of this belief

God was gradually pushed further away from His
world. This conception was operative in two

ways : (a} To the Palestinian Jews God was con-

ceived of as enjoying the otiose majesty of an
Oriental monarch, who is kept informed of the
deeds of men and the events of the world by the

'angels of the Presence/ who c at His bidding
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speed o'er land and fc>ea,
3 and report what tliey have

seen and heard. (b) The Alexandrian Jews, of
whose beliefs Phllo was the chief exponent, treated
the matter more ]_'i:lo!-ophuvilly, and they pushed
the doctrine of God's k

separateness
' from all that

is material, earthly, and human, to such an extent
as to deny that God has any qualities at all.

Philo maintained, as some modems have done,
that to assign any quality or attribute to God. is to
limit Him : which is inadmissible, since God is the

absolutely unlimited, eternal, iiiiciuir.^eiible. simple
substance. *Of God,

3

said Pliilo, "\\e can only
know tJwt He is, not what He is' (Drummond,
Philv Judceus, ii. 23-30). Knowing as we do that
this was the trend of Jewish thought in Christ's

day, it is difficult to believe that Christ's teaching
as to the Divine omnipresence and fatherly care, in
the Sermon on the Mount and elsewhere, was not
meant to be a corrective of the current theology,
which in its endeavour to de-humanize God was in

danger of un-deifying Him,
And now we are prepared to consider in detail

the intimations of omnipresence which meet us in
the Gospels ; and we may conveniently arrange
them in three groups,, according as they refer to
the Father, Son, or Holy Spirit.

4. Pa&sage> which teach or imply Hi <J,I>H
/"///

'.s
i /" o

of God the Father* We know wluu kinii u;" in-

timations to expect. "We shall not meet with
much that will satisfy our intellectual, philo-
sophical nature, but with much that will appeal
deeply to our religious nature.

As Dr. Stevens says :
* He (Jesus) aims to rescue the idea of

God from the realm of cold and powerless abstraction, and to
make it a practical, living- power in the heart. He sought to
inspire ":. ."",

"" *-_ :L'i<: "!'-{:,{ - "-< of God's presence
and car>

'

('/'/./,'. >,j \T, ,;) ^ -.: :-i'.: . Dr. Orr teaches that
'
Christ's doctrine of i* ~~, "i

"

-,' "\ ."..":'....
He takes up into His . . _ / -"].... God,
He also takes up all . ; . ;!"-,_ : "-acter,

perfections, and relation to the world and man, already given
in the OT.* Bat * the attributes of God . * are never made by
Christ the subject of formal discourse, are never treated of for
their own sake, or in their metaphysical relations. They come
into view solely in their rclijfioW re-jiLiona

*

(Christian View,
77f.)i

The distinctive feature as to the omnipresence of
God in the Sermon on the Mount is to be found in
the words,

c

Thy Father who is in secret
3

(Mt 618
).

Others may expatiate on the fact that God tran-
scends the heaven of heavens, our Lord was con-
cerned to bring home to the religious consciousness
of His disciples, that God is in the secret place of
their lowly dwelling, where no other eye can see
them. To use the words of Beyschlag Christ
taught that

*God is as present and operative in the world as He can be,
without denying His absolute goodness, and ui'-houl '.{< rh rii^'
with the freedom of the creature^ which i-* tiu- ft^iciumoi'tal
condition of all development of good in the world. The world
is , . . His work and workshop. If the Judaism of the time
separated God and the world from t r-.c-'r: o.lvr ai 11:0-7 <L T-s-V./iv.
. . . Jesus, on the other hand, conct :.<<. .he rda: on or II 1

-,

Father to the world as one instinct with life. God has by no
means withdrawn Himself from the world He once created*
(AT Theol. L 95 f.)-

' Presence* and e

activity
*
are equivalent with

God, and therefore He ( who ig in secret
* must also

'see in secret' (Mt 618
}. He is actively present

with those who 'give alms* in secret (6
4
), who

'pray
J
in secret (6

6
), and who 'fast' in secret (6

18
).

The omnipresent activity of God. is evidenced also
in His unceasing care and fatherly solicitude over
His creatures. His children are encouraged to
rely on His care from the fact that the Heavenly
Father feeds the fowls of heaven (6

s6
), and clothes

the^grass of the field and the beautiful lilies (6
30

) ;

notices the fall of every sparrow, and numbers- the
very hairs of our heads (10

29
*-). Wherever God's

children may be, He knows what things they have
need of (6

s-
), gives good things to them that

ask Him (7
11

), and reveals the truth to earnest
souk (16

17
), "We learn from these passages that

wherever God's children are, there God is, without

any need of moving from place to place. All the
activities of God are available everywhere at the
same time. ' Whatever God can do, whether by
way of knowing, loving, creating, or controlling,
He can do anywhere, and everywhere at once'

(W. N. Clarke, Outline of Chr. TheoL 79).

5. \Ve turn now to the profound and really in-

exhaustible words which Jesus let fall in His con-
versation with the woman of Samaria :

* God is

Spirit
3

(Jn 4-4)j not'a spirit,
3 which ini-ht HUMU

that God belongs to the class of -piriuuil b(;in^>.
Jesus wished simply to describe what the essential

nature of God is ; it is spiritual. This declaration
of Christ, which, as Westcott says, is unique in
its majestic simplicity.' has many implications.
It certainly implies omnipresence. This is the

very fact which the words were employed by our
Lord to teach that God's presence is not confined
to any temple, Judsean or Samaritan ; and that
therefore in the new dispensation His presence is

everywhere operative, and equally real and near
to men wheresoever they may be.

Taking in our hand this clue that ' God is Spirit,' we shall
find it useful to guide us in regions which lie beyond the
immediate purview of our Lord in His conversation with the
woman of Samaria. For in*-Laieu, ii is a deputed point whether
we ought to say that ' God_/k all space.' Martenecrn expresses
himself thus : 'All is filled \\uh God. The omnipresent God is

the inmost fundamental being of everything that exists, the
life of all that lives the Spirit of all spirits

'

(Chr. Dogmatics,
93). Dr. S,n / s

;.
-: 'By-- ",-- ,an that God in

the ij,'i' ...
in '! - essence. . :" or expansion,

penetrates and fills the universe in ail its parts. Like birds in
the air, like fish in the sea, we niv Mirroi.M'lul -I"*'

: th God'
{Man. TheoL 132), Whereas, on ; .

' o'! r hi.nd. U. X. Clarke
teaches :

*

By omnipresence we do not mean a presence of God
that fills all space in the manner in which we think of matter
as filling certain parts of space. It is not a universal diffusion
01 Lhc esaenoc of l'i :

''
"."

"
-"

"
tlif- armosphere" (Outline,

7:>). I'ollowln^ il : - ,,.
-
x

"

/ we learn iliac \ve must be
very careful lest we fall into any statements that are strictly
applicable to matter only. Spirit is in every respect the
antithesis of matter. Every quality which belongs to matter
is, ipso facto, to be excluded from spirit. Matter Jills space,
and on that very account we may not say that *

spirit Jills

space/ or that * God Jills all things.' To introduce the idea of
God's filling- sp^ace is at once inevitably to suggest materialist

analogies, as air fills the atmosphere, or the
"

fills all space; and all such analogies ar

saving- <Vn>- i-ii-ijilu- d by Dr. S;r > s' '!! '

'

the uni". ( t -<
*

\\ i, ' v,r, <Lf .isio 1
! or \[><i'

- n." do< ^ not help us ;

it merc'i Mia-t- lie 'It 'ip'i'on *i \~-rr > L vi' i t j '!>. It is well
that we should avoid all metaphors which suggest that which is

extended and materialistic, and adhere closely to dynamical
T a substantial, but an .,/,//')/. ; pri -LN * of

God in creation which is suggested to us bv I'M \\unl *t]irit.'
It is God's almighty energy that is present everywhere. If we
could penetrate into the realm of ontology, doubtless God is

somewhat whic"
*""* * -- "7 our thought, but 'what

that is we lack , : ,

"

tagine.

Wliile ilm< riiainlainiiipr the Divine omnipresence,
we niiitot t>ry to lind room for those numerous
i>,'i. M-TO-S v.hldi speak of God as dwelling in heaven.
In the JL-'ir-u Gospel we have the frequently re-

curring phrase
*Your Father which is in heaven '

(6 IB. 45 61. 9
711.

21 1032 1250 Igl4.
19). In the prohibition

of oaths in the Sermon on the Mount, Christ

speaks of heaven as * Godj
s throne ' and the earth

as His c
footstool

1

(Mt 5s4). In the Fourth Gospel
Jesus says that He *came down from heaven' (Jn
313 6s3), and also that He * came forth from God '

(16
27*

). And in looking forward to His death, He
says :

* I came forth from the Father, and am in
the world : again I leave the world and go unto
the Father' (16

38
). So also in 1610 * I go to the

Father, and ye behold me no more*; and in 2017
* I ascend unto my Father and your Father.* How
in the light of the present article are we to con-
ceive of God's bein^ thus connected with heaven so
much more than with earth ? and of other passages
which assure us that 'in heaven the angels do
always behold the face of our Father who is in
heaven*? How are we to reconcile the statement
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that God's throne, or God's face, is in heaven, with
the doctrine of Divine omnipresence ? The follow-

ing seems to be the line along which we must seek
for light : "While it is true that God's presence is

everywhere, it does not follow that His presence
is ttittnifestccl everywhere alike. He is most fully-
manifested to those who are most like Him ; and if

we may believe in a home where there are assembled
the spirits of just men made perfect, and also the

varying ^r<idaiion^ of angels the holiest intelli-

gences whom God has created, vastly superior to

man in purity and capacity for knowledge that
will be the home where God is most fully mani-

fested, because those who can best understand Him
are there. There are the pure in heart

3 who * see
God.' But it will be said: *Is heaven s then, a

place ?
*

Perhaps not ; but so long as we are here,
and endowed with our present faculties, we are

compelled to think of it as a pierce ; and it must
ever seem to us probable that created spirits are

possessed of some enswathement which enables us,
more or less iimir.iirly, to assign locality to them.
This is pur ju-ii-ioui-ni for believing that heaven
is a region in which, in a manner more glorious
than we can conceive, God manifests His natural
and moral attributes, and reveals tokens of His
loving f,i\oui to pure and holy intelligences.

4 In

ul>y iiro-eive - fulness of joy; at thy right hand
there are pleasures for evermore *

(Ps 1611
).

Considerable controversy has been waged around the passage
\\e hr \ c quoted from ^Et .I34, which affirms that heaven is

* God's
throne' and the r-arih is *his footstool.' The early Socinians

interpreted it to mean that God's essential or substantial pres-
ence is in heaven, and that elsewhere He is present by His

efficacy only. To this it has been objected that *
it includes

God in the
"
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"

. ^
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space, and t ".' i
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abrogates the Divine absoluteness' (Dorner, System, L 241).
The Socinian interpretation is a fair illustration of the way in

which we become entangled when we introduce terms of space
into our descriptions of God's attributes. God's spiritual
nature refuses to be compared with terms of space, and hence
it is incongruous to say that God is existent in one part of

space and not in another. He does not, being purely spiritual,

t,ffi't,;' -.;>:i'v.'u si""
1

. but for fuller knowledge 01 Him we must;
i,. "i'sie-1, 10 ua,' till we have emerged from this state of ex-

istence, where all our perceptions are conditioned by space and
time, and have entered into that state where we shall see our
Lord 'as he fs,' and 'shall know' in the same manner as now
4 we are known* (1 Co 1312).

6. We have now to speak of those passages in
which the Lord Jesus speaks of Himself vs utlquit-
ow. In Jn 313 our Lord says:

* No man hath
ascended into heaven but he that descended out of

heaven, even the Son of Man who is in heaven.*

It must be noted that the words 6 &j> & r< otipavQ
are omitted in ABLTb 33, Cyril, Origen, and
several Fathers. WH consider them * a Western

gloss, suggested perhaps by I 18 '"; but our Re-
visers retain the words in the text, remarking
in the margin that 'many ancient authorities omit
them.' If genuine, as is very probable, they are

important, but not unique. They do but cause
Jesus to say of Himself what the Evangelist says
of Him in I18

' The only-begotten Son, who is in

the bosom of the Father, he hath declared him.
1

They teach us that Jesus was conscious of a state

of glory which from eternity He had with the
Father was conscious of it not as a past memory,
but as a continued reality. His earthly life had
not severed the intimacy of His fellowship with
His Father; and ontologically His presence as
Son of Man on earth did not remove the presence
of the Son of Man from heaven.

Beyschlag interprets the passage differently :
r Jesus thinks of

Himself as pre-existent, not because He knows Himself to be a
second God, and remembered a former life in heaven, but be-

cause He recognized Himself in Daniel's image as the bearer of

the kingdom of heaven, and because this Son of Man, as well as
the kingdom which He brings to earthj must spring from heaven.
That the ideal man existed from eternity in God is the truth
which He grasped, and to which He gave concrete intellectual

foiui'(NTTheoL i. 253).

Another important passage is Alt IS 20 'Where
two or three are gathered together in my name,
there am I in the midst of them.

3 The genuine-
ness of this passage has been denied, not because
it is lacking in any Greek MBS, but for a priori
reasons. Starting from a humanitarian '. u:'<".'[' io"

of Christ, some hold it to be improbable, i' noi im-

possible, that He should, as is here affirmed, foresee

the development of His Church, legislate for its

M U:I.I^C":.L-:". and promise His spiritual presence,
w!M kiv*OL i::v members of the Church were as-

sembled, however few in number they might be.

Our purpose is not critical, but exe^etical. If we
assume the yemiineiu;.^ of the words above cited,

they seem o -i:o\\- r ,i!ii Christ's Messianic con-
sciousness included the ability to fulfil such OT
predictions as J 1 2^ i Ye shall know that I am in

the midst of Israel
'

; Zeph 317 4 The Lord thy God
in the midst of thee is mighty/ As He was con-
scious of His identity as Son of Man before His
advent, so He is confident that such powers as He
has heretofore possessed will be continued to Him
in the days which He foresees shall intervene,
before the Son of Man shall come hi His glory.
Whatever the community of disciples shall bind
or loose, make lii!u!n^ or leave optional, shall

receive Divine rr.ii'ii^iriiHi, because the presence
of the Christ will be with them guiding and con-

trolling them,
If we have followed this interpretation and

surely, unless St. John and St. Paul have mis-

understood ard mi-interpreted Jesus Christ, there

is nothing improbable in the interpretation we
are quite prepared to expect that the Lord Jesus
after His resurrection should say to His disciples,
4

Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of

the world 5

(Mt 2P). This passage is also regarded
by "Wendt and others as a product of the develop-

ing Catholicism and Christolpgy of the Church ; but
it is surely a "blunder to ascribe so much to develop-

ing Christology, unless there were some germinal
utterances of Jesus which the Church proceeded
to develop. The eagerness of the primitive Chris-

tians to disseminate the gospel most probably rests

on a command of the Master, and the readiness with
which they assume the presence of Christ with
them wherever they are, implies as its K'lok^ronMd
some such promise and declaration as ili.u befuro

us. Christ's Messianic consciousness could hardly
fail to include the conceptions involved in Is 42l 496

as well as Jl 2s7
. If JPMIS, could appropriate to

Himself the statements of Is 61 1- 2
(cf. Lk 418f-), it

follows most naturally-- and IMI- i-
T.v-.-ci-Hy

what
the GospeN presuppose that He iip;iu:<l to Himself
all the OT predictions of the Messiah, and was
conscious that He possessed the properties and at-

tributes which the OT assigns to Him who was to

come King, Servant, Prophet, and Messiah in one.

It is perfectly hi accordance with this conception
that Jesus, in roiileiinflating the spread of His

Kingdom in */>ll 'union.-'."
'

i<> Lhe ends of the earth,'

should say,
*

Lo, I am with you alway.
3

In the Re-formation period there was bitter controversy as to

Lhe nliiquirv or Christ^ body. It arose chiefly from Luther's

interpretation of the words of Jesus at the Supper, *TMs Is my
bodv' (Mr 2tP 3

). Luther was persuaded that the word *s*
denotes real and essential existence. In vain did Zwingli

point out to him that Jesus alto ^aid,
' I am the door' ;

*
I am

the True vire.
1 Luther was immovable in his belief chat the

consecrated bread M in some sense The bodv of Christ. He had

repudiated the Romanwt dofrma that the particles of the 'oread

are transmuted into snbsi ., !
!i" i-ir/r'i - <" the veritable flesh

and blood of Chris-t. and \\ < rt 1
ii :. ivi. is-iod to him to con-

tend that the bodv and blood of (JhrisL are "in, with, and under'

the bread and the vine. In order to show that this is com-

patible with Christ's ascension, Luther fell back on the Scholastic
distinction as to the tPiree ways in which a body can be in a

place, localitcr, definitive, and repletire. Locally, when ttoe

contents exactly fill the vessel. Definitively, when that vrhich

fills has the power of occupying a larger or a smaller space.

Bepletivelj (or, to use Luther's word, illocally), when a thing
is everywhere, and yet measured or contained by no place.
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Luther maintained the ubiquity of the body of Christ illocally.

Then, in order to explain how we may without self-contradiction
ascribe omnipresence to bod ;. ";> ^<lo'.n.(_vl the theory known to
tlituLiiiian-, as cowtmtnicati > ''iniim" >'i<t. In other words, he
ui^'iiiti-.i-xl that the Deity of Christ imparted all its essential
attributes to Christ's hunianitj. And in this way Christ's body
received the attributes of omnipresence, omnipotence, and
omniscience. The body of C" "- "- :rv* -i .'>. Xr< .-- -

ally in the consecrated brea 1 .'..'.: .",.'.
^
>: (

i :-

cated by those who partake of the Lord's Supper. (For further
extreme and unreasonable positions of Luther's followers, one
should consult Bruce, Humiliation of Christ, Lecture in.).

7. AVe liave now merely to adduce the few ex-

pressions in the Gospels which imply the ubiquity
of the Hoi^ tfj)ir*it. We do not find any explicit
statement In the Gospels of the absolute omni-

presence of the Spirit. His attributes are dis-

closed in connexion with HIM activities in the

spread of the Kingdom. Wherever believers are

found, there
^

' the Comforter, who is the Holy
Ghost,

3

is present with His benign power over
human hearts. He will * teach

"

the disciples
* all

things, and call all things to their remembrance 3

(Jn 14-8 ) ; and will guide them into all truth, and
show them things to come (16

13
). But the activity

of the Spirit is not limited to those who have be-
lieved and have become disciples : it is exerted also
on those who are still in 'the world.' Our Lord
declares,

* He shall convict the world in respect of

sin, of righteoiiMiess, and of judgment' (16
s
). To

those who believe and are thus c chosen out of the
world 3 the Spirit

*
testifies of

'

Christ ( 13-
6
) ; He

'dwells with' them and is 'in them 3

(14
17
); and

they know Him, *

though the world seeth Mm not,
neither knoweth him' (14

17
).

Bitsclil maintains that our Lord limited the doc-
trine of God to its relation to the Kingdom of God.
This is not quite true with regard to the Divine
omnipresence any more than to the other natural
attributes of God ; for did not Jesus say that God
'causeth Ms sun to rise,' and 'sendeth rain

3

(Mt
S45}, and

* clothes the grass of the field and the lilies
'

(6
30
)? Still it is only j i -U^hi exaggeration of an

important truth. The < i i < i i r i < r i \-e teaching of Jesus
on the subject before us is that God is with His
people everywhere. They cannot go where He is
not present, to succour and to bless.

LTrERATCHE. In addition to the references given in the course
of the article, various points of \ie\v are presented in Charnock,
Exigence and Att^'butt* of Gvl ; Fairbairn, Phitm-. r>j T/IC CIu\
Religion, 58 ff. ; Martineau, Seat of Authority, SOf.

; D'Arcy,
Idealism and Theology, 157 f., 269 ff. ; and all treatises on NT
Theology and Dogmatics, J. T MARSHALL.

OMNISCIENCE (OF CHRIST). There are such
great differences in the mental grasp of different

persons, that no one can prove that all 1:^-- I,-.
1

..,-

niajr not have been open to the huma," :" . !

Christ. On the other hand, no one can assert that
because of His Divine nature in union with His
human nature He must have possessed and exercised
such powers. It seems to be left quite open to us,
unbiassed in the one direction or in the other, to deal
with each department of His knowledge, as of
history before His coming, of nature, and of the
future, and to come to the conclusion that His
knowledge included any matter or did not include
it, without introducing the dogmatic fallacy that
He must, because of His omniscience, have known
this or that. Apart from assurance of what God
has done, we cannot say what He must do. And
this applies to the conditions of tlio tuivllily lift*

which it seemed good to the I 'HI her ih;u ('"I-M
should live.

When we come to the testimony of Scripture,we find Christ growing in knowledge (Lk 2-), and
afterwards limiting Himself to be a teacher not
even in matters of civil justice (Lk 1214), but only
in the highest region of religion. In a sense, every
prophet who says what God will do, claims a
knowledge which dominates all the details of God's

providence in every department (1 Jn 2- 'Ye
know all things

1

). And in this s^nse, and in

higher measure, Christ was omniscient. In the
words of Luther,

* He was full of grace and wisdom,
and able to judge upon and teach all that came
before Him" (Dorner, Person of Christ, ii. 92).

Thus His disciples said of Him, * Thou knowest all

things' (Jn 1630 21 17
).

' He knew what was in
man '

(
Jn 2-5 ).

It is usual to refer to Mk 1332 ,
where Christ dis-

claims knowledge of the day of His coming, as
evidence that there were limitations to our Lord's
'. .

' "i "! .
-^ i the other hand, in His discourse

\, ,,".:
'

and with the woman ot Samaria,
He sli>>tM(l -r.ji'

1 cMiiirnl l\'Hi\\lcu^i . See, further,
artt. -Vu (Mi VH".S;AI.ION. KI.MJM-*.
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ONENESS. The term 'oneness 3

(GVOT^, tr.
*

unity ') occurs only in the Epistle to the Epke-
sians, where it is twice used (4

3* 13
) in what may be

called a moral sense, i.e. to express not a physical
but a mental or spiritual idea. In that Epistle,
where the writer has in view the Gentile world,
fundamental ideas of unity are set forth more dis-

tinctly and emphatically than anywhere else in
the Bible. There is one God, one Lord, one Spirit
(4

4"6
). Christ^ work is to '

gather together in one 3

(I
10

), or, as it may be rendered, unite under one
head, all created beings in earth or heaven. God
had made * of one 7

(Ac IT26) all nations of men,
but in the course of history divisions had prevailed
and walls of partition (Eph 214

) had been built.

These separations were to cease. In the Kingdom
of God, Jew and Gentile were reconciled, these two
types being made

* both one '

(2
14

) in a union based
on the deeper reconciliation of both to God (2

16
).

Hence the formation of one Body in which the
individuals resemble the Head, and the whole is

animated by unity of faith and character and life

(4
13- 16

). These conceptic-
1

.. ...
1

.
.

'"'; unfolded,
are piv-iippo-iiion- of , \. . . are im-

pliod, if not oxpliciily taught, in the Gospels. In

Luke, iu par.iculiir, emphasis is laid on the work
of the Redeemer in the saving of the outcast, the
sinful, and the lost. This is the subject of the
three parables in ch. 15 and of the parable of the
Banquet in ch. 14. To these may be added the

parable of the Good Samaritan (ch. 10), the story
of Zacchaeus (ch. 19), and the description of the

Kingdom of God as containing men from all parts
of the world (13

29
, cf. Mt 811

). These correspond
with the saying of St. Paul (Gal 328

), that '

all are
one in Christ Jesus.' In Mt., again, we have
the doctrine of the Church (16

18
), of the mystic

presence of Christ with His people (18
20 2820 ), and

of the power of union in commanding answer to

prayer (18
19

). And in the closing verses (28
18

) the
universal Headship of Christ is fully announced.

It is in St. John's Gospel, however, that con-

ceptions of oneness are most pointedly set forth.
"We note the following :

1. The oneness of Christ and God (10
30 149 1711* 23

).

The declarations, I and the Father are one,'
* he

that hath seen me hath seen the Father,' may or

may not be designed to teach identity of essence ;

they at least express a practical identity as far as
human relations are concerned. They imply the
moral perfection of Jesus so that His life and ex-

ample become the manifestation of the Divine ;

and not moral perfection only, for His character
and teaching constitute the revelation of the
Father. Other passages indicate the mutual
knowledge and love of the Father and the Son,
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and their mutual indwelling (17-
1"-5

) ; but the main
lesson is that Chil-r i-- lor us the revealer and
re? 'recitative ot God.

2. Ihe oneness of Christ and His people. This

thought is embodied in the allegory of the Vine

(13
1 "5

).
The branches are a part of the vine, and

when separated are dead. The unity is therefore

that of a common life, and it is indicated in the

phrases that express mutual i''.l\ I'llif.^. The idea
is substantially the same as in the hgure of the

Body which is the fulness of Him that iilleth all in

all (Eph I 23), and even in the figure of the Temple
or spiritual house of which Christ is the foundation
and His people are as living stones (1 P 25, Eph
2-1

}. This oneness is not of equality ; for the vine
is greater than the branches ; the head is the
source ot the life, and occupies a position of

authority. Jesus possessed the Spirit without

measure, and His life marks the ideal towards
which His followers are to strive (Eph 413

}. But it

is a oneness of life, though in the conditions of

normal human existence the Divine is often ob-

scured, and at best is only partially exhibited.

This oneness of Christ and His people is repre-
sented as parallel to the oneness of the Father and
the Son ; in respect of mutual knowledge (10

14- 15
),

community of life (17
23

), and the love which issues

from the Father and the Son (15
9
). Hence the

loving obedience of the disciple to his Lord should

correspond to the consecration of the Son to the
Father (15

]0
).

3. The oneness of Christ*s people as ioii-titii{ : Mii

a Body or Church, i-< expressed in the pic;;ipl:or of

the one flock (10
16 11 V), divided, amongst Jewish

and Gentile folds. And to the same effect is the
assertion that Christ is to '

gather together into

one 1 the children scattered abroad (II
52

). The
first of these texts contradicts the claim of a par-
ticular orgjiiiI/nMon to be the sole Church of Christ.

IJoili ot" rhem Ix'long to a far loftier sphere of

thought, which conceives the Church as a great
spiritual organism, embracing those of every land
and age who are redeemed and sanctified, and who
by the power of God live for His Kingdom and

glory.
4. But the conception of a catholic Church one

and holy carries us away from any visible condition

of things ; and the moral oneness of faith and love
which every company of Christians should exhibit

presents itself as an unrealized ideal. The first

years of Christianity were indeed a period of

singular oneness (Ac 432}. But harmony gave place
to discord as new questions of thought and practice
had to foe faced. Consequently we find St. Paul

pouring out his heart in pleas and prayers for one-

ness of mind and heart and soul (Ph 22). In an-

ticipation of such troublous times, Christ makes
oneness a main burden of TTI- 1i\*i j.rayer with His

disciples (Jn 1711' 21-26
) J ,i< Ho mako- mm IIH! love the

sum of His closing commandments (15
9~13

). Such
oneness, resting on the basis of Divine fellowship
and the possession of Christlike excellence, be-

comes a means of the attainment of perfection
(17

38
). For, without social relationship and the

mutual support of interdependent men, human
nature cannot truly realize itself or completely
fulfil the end of its creation.

LTTERATTB.E. A. Maclaren, Holy of Holies, 168 ff., 19$ ff. ;

Rendel Harris, Union with God, 41 ff., 127 ff.

R, SCOTT.
ONLY BEGOTTEN. 4. Meaning. There is no

doubt that the term 'only begotten* indicates a
nuance of the Greek povoyerfs which is very seldom

emphasized. As JEL Schmidt proves, the word
yiyveo-QaL has in general usage entirely lost the

early sexual sense of the root yev. It means
simply 'to arise,' *to become.' It signifies 'that
that which previously was not there and had no

existence comes into being
J

; pwoy&rfis is
c what

alone acquires or has existence/ it is merely a
fuller form for JUOPOS {as Trp&Toyevrjs^Trp&ros, ojuLoyevrjs
=

6'yU,oi0Sj der/ej^s= cuuWos). When we have to do
with living beings men or animals the meaning
'born,' 'begotten

9

iss of course, congruous but
there is no emphasis whatever attached to this
side. When Christ is (1equated fiovoycv^js vios, the

emphasis is laid not on ti.u f\K that He as Son
was 'bom' or 'begx>tten

j

(in contrast to being
'created* or 'made'), but that He is the 'only*
Son, that as Son of God He has no equal. The
Latin translators were quite right when originally
they rendered the expression uibs tiovoyevfjs simply
byjilitts unicits, not by Jflius unigenitits. It was
the dogmatic disputes as to the inner essential
relations between Christ and God, especially those
raised by Anus, which first gave occii>iori :<.r em-
phasizing the point that Christ as the Son of God
was a 'begotten

3

Son, i.e. that He did not form
part of the creation. After that it became a

general custom to render jj-avoyevfis by unigenitus,
'only begotten.

5 In the original form of the so-

called *

Apostolic Symbol
'

the s Old Roman
Symbol

*
"we read ; Kdl eh HLpiarbv ^I^croiV rbv vibv

CLUTOU TOP /jtovoyey?} rbv K&PLQV T]JJ.U>P ; and in the Latin

text, which in all probability belongs to the same
date (i.e. in any c\j.--c ^oiiie i iiie in the 2nd cent.) :

c et in Christum Jesum filiuin eius unicum dominum
nostrum.

3 In the Latin, there is nothing to dis-

tinguish whether ''unieutn
3

is to be connected with
*
filinni eras' or 'dominum nostrum/ The present

writer, in an exhaustive inquiry into the historical

meaning of iht* oilgii-j^ /orm of the Apostolic
Symbol (see i.iioi.ir;:io <

; u-(i at end), has defended
the hypothesis that the latter combination is the
correct~one. Then, of course, the rbv before povo-

yevy in the traditional Greek form must be an
interpolation. Such an ir.trrpuliition could easily
arise in later times, becau-t* the i itle vl&s ftovoyewfys

was well known from the Johannine writings as

an honorific designation of Jesus, whereas in the
NT the title K&ptos povoyevris does not occur (only
els Ktiptos occurs, 1 Co 8s). As far as the language
is concerned, there is absolutely no reason why
Christ should not be designated povoyevfa xfytos ;

and the thought, which then finds a place in the

Symbol, is a pjnticularly pregnant one. The com-
bination of fiovoyevys with Kupios, not with vlfa, is

favoured by two considerations : first, that in the

Symbol there is nothing that recalls Johannine
ideas (much, on the other hand, suggesting Pauline

thought) ; and. >ecoiulJy. l!il
' here are a number of

Latin text- wl-<!, iLTidonbiuiiSy, 'unicuni'is con-

nected with ' dominum nostrum. 7

2. NT usage. In the NT the expression vl&s

povoyevfy is used only of Christ by John (3
1S* 18

,

1 Jn 49). The passage Jn I14 is a contested read-

ing, and in any case conies only indirectly into

comparison. Elsewhere in the 2^ew Test, the ex-

pression occurs in Lk 712 (the young man of Nain),
S42 (the daughter of Jairus), 9s8 (the demoniac boy),
He II 17

(Isaac). In the LXX fLovoyerfs is frequently
the tr. of TC, especially wherever the idea of

uniqueness or aloneness seems to be emphasized :

Jg 11M, Ps S3? 2516 3517
(cf. also To 315 610

;
14

8^J.
The expression ^ovoyev^ acquires a qualitative

secondary meaning from the fact that \\hat is
*

unique
*
is naturally of special value. An e

only
son

'

is a specially beloved son. This secondary
meaning belongs in all likelihood to the expression
vlbs fwpoyev^ in Jn. also. Cremer compares with it

the term used by St. Paul in Ro &*tfbs
^tSux.

In
the LXX, where this secondary meaning is empha-
sized, the rendering aya.injr6$ is chosen for *rn;:

Gn 222- 1 -- 16
, Jer 6*, Am 810, Zee 1210. In the

Synoptics (in the narratives of the Baptism and
the Transfiguration), where Christ is called vlte
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d-ya7n?r6s, fjLQi>oyevr}s could hardly be substituted.
The expression here corresponds to the "ivrj of Is

421 [LXX K\eKT&s] (for dycLTryros in Lk 9s3 God. KB
and other MSS give eK In all the pass-

ages in Jn. a with the exception of I 14, it seems
we might substitute the expression dycnrTjTos for

jttoyoyei'TjS.

Jn lu+ This passage is of interest because the

question arises whether instead of vibs fjLovoyevTjs

we ought not to read debs ^ovayev^-s. Hort strongly
supports thib view with a brilliant display of learn-

ing, and has proved that the latter reading was
very widespread in the Ancient Church. It is to
be found in a number of good MSB of the Gospel :

KBCL 33 and in the Pesh. and Coptic versions.
He also argues, in support of it, that c the whole
Prologue leads up to it, and, to say the least, suffers

in unity if it is taken away.' Supposing that we
have to accept this reading, it appears to the

present writer probable that St. John, in applying
this predicate to Christ, was influenced by regard
to a non-Christian religious employment of the
notions of pi,opoyeP7js and &GQS povoyevri's, and that the

expression Ms lAQvoyevfis has thus in his writings
a special secondary meaning in addition. For
the term Mopoye^s occurs in the Valentinian

(Ptolemaic) system as the name of one of the seons

(Irenseus, i. 1 it*., ed. Harvey). Wobbermin, how-
ever, has shown that the term was of special sig-
nificance in the Orphic mysteries, seeing that it

occurs there as the personal name of a powerful in-

comparable divinity. Just as St. John took over
from the Hellenistic philosophy the title 'Logos

3

for Christ, in order to remove from the minds of
Christians the fear that there was beyond Christ
a higher mediator between God and man, so he
might have taken, over from the highly important
Orphic cult the title 'Monogenes,' in order to show
Christians that they knew Him who is in reality
the Qebs fjt,ovoyvr)$. "We should then have to suppose
that St. John has invested the expression with a
meaning which was foreign to general and popular
usage, but which probably corresponded with the
use of the word in Orphic circles. That is to say,
it is possible to interpret the term fjMvayejrfs as

designating Christ as K JM&VQV yev6^vos (cf. a#ro-

yevfy a name of an aeon in the fl '''

[Iren. I. xxix. 1], y-yyevris a descrip :

kind in Clem. Rom. [First Ep. to Cor. xxxix. 2]
etc.). Christ would then be the *God ; who pro-
ceeded from the 'only/ i.e. from the 'true God,'
the Son who sprang from the 'unique One.' In
that case the Idea of dyaTnjrds, noted above as the

secondary meaning which per se evorywlu^o best
suits the context, would recede inio ihc back-

ground. But the present writer does not regard it

as likely that St. John knew anything of Orphism.
In the whole Gospel there is nothing else to sug-
gest this. It might, indeed, be said that the con-

ception. of the Logos in tho Prologue i- the only
trace of Hellenism in the Fourih (".o-pel. But in
the first place this is not quite correct, and again
in itself it is much more likely that John [the
author of the Gospel is unmistakably a Jew] knew
the philosophy of Philo than that he was acquainted
with the Orphic system, Thus the present writer
believes that it was persons like Clement of Alex-
andria who were first reminded of the Orphic titles
of the j^eons by the predicate povoyevfo applied to
Christ as Son of God. He further holds that the
Church so far thought she was acting wisely in

making out of the nibs juo^oye^s of Jn lu a 0eds

/&ovGyevri$, in order to be able with more assurance
to meet both Orphism and Gnosticism.
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OPPOSITION. The reason for the opposition
offered to Christ in ].ni< V,i'nlr:;_: TTi- Kingdom on
earth was the hostilii\ <. i!io -trili*;-, Pharisees,
and others, who lepiv-ML-nrod the religious element
in the Jewish riiiiion. The profession of religion
was at that time fashionable among the Jews.
To make a parade of religious observance was
a sure passport to popularity, as the ostentations

display of wealth is in modern times. Christ
decried this parade of religion as hypocritical.
He inveighed against the Pharisees and scribes
in no measured terms (see esp. Mt 23). He told
them that their profession was a sham and their

religion worthless. He assured them that their
lineal descent from Abraham, on which they
prided themselves so much, gave them no special
plea for acceptance with God. It was the spiritual
descendants of the patriarch, who imitated his
faith and listened to the ii ,-.'.

!
. Y._: of God, who

were the true Israelites, i !:: r"i:"'- of the

promise. He insisted upon a religion of the
heart, and not the outward and formal rites and
observances, on which they laid such stress because

they brought them into favour with men.
The Sadducees, with the leading priestly families

at their head, had a special grudge against Jesus3

on account of His cleansing of the Temple and
condemnation of the traffic carried on in its courts,
a traffic in which they had a direct interest.
The opposition to Christ was so bitter as to be

satisfied with nothing short of His death. It
culminated in the illegal trial before the high
priest and the Sanhedrin, and the arraignment
before Pontius Pilate. Its strength is shown in
the preference for the release of Barabbas to that
of Jesus. Though the Romai \ j i \ i fully
realized that this opposition vjs- MM sic', by
envy, and that Christ was innocent of any thought
of treason against the Roman government, yet he
was afraid, from motives of personal interest, to

give a decision in accordance with his convictions.
As far as the people, as di-iiii^ui^Iicd from the

ruling classes, were concerned, their final opposi-
tion, or at least indifference, to Jesus arose chiefly
from the way in which He had disappointed
their carnal Messianic expectations. See artt.

POPULARITY, POPULARITY OF JESUS.
Christ in the Gospels warned His disciples con-

stantly of the opposition with which they would
inevitably meet (see esp. Mt 249, Mk 1030, Lk 21 12'16

.

Jn I5*j.
"

C. H. PJUCHARD.

OPPRESSION. The word does not occur in the
Gospels or in connexion with the activity of Jesus
except in the verbal form in Ac 1038 (

4 Jesus of
Nazareth . . . went about doing good, and healing
all that were oppressed [/caraSwacrrcuo^j/ous] of the
devil'). In 'breaking the rod of the oppressor,

3

Jesus delivered men not only from sin, but from
sorrow and sickness (Lk 418

, Mt H4f
*), from the

yoke of legalism (Lk II46), the tyranny of worldly
circumstance (Lk 124"7), the fear" of death (Ac 215)?
etc. Oppression of guilt weighing uj.on (lu^iiiMirrV
soul was a condition which never lulliiil -|ioci<Lllv
to elicit Christ's sympathy and piuy (Mu II "'"',

according to the interpretation that commends
itself to the present writer). The sense of this

oppression could not exist without an earnest
desire to be rid of the burden, and it was this
desire that was a sign of a tendency towards a
higher life.

It was the oppression of sin that Christ came
to take away, and not the yoke of the Roman
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government which proved so galling to the Jewish,
nation after their glorious past. It was partly the
mistake about the 0)3]eet of His mission that
stirred up against Christ the opposition which is

so marked a feature in the Gospels. See OPPOSI-
TION. C. H. PEICHAED.

ORCHARD. See GABDEN.

ORDINANCES. In the English versions of the

Gospels this word occurs only once, Lk I 6
, where

the parents of John the Baptist are described as

'v.uilxin^. in ,:11 (lui rommandments (evToXats) and
<j.\!i!iri:i( i> ./^ ..siil.ui'/., < ; theLord blameless.' From

j

its etymology the word Sueatujja means (1) a right-
eous enactment of rightful authority, and (2) a

righteous act or deed. Here, of course, the first

signification is the one intended, hut the strict

etymological force is not to be pressed, as the word
is simply one

^of
the off-rvrurrin^ practical syno-

nyms for the injunction-* t;i itie biviiie Law, both
moral and ceremonial. E. C. DABGAX.

ORCrANIZATION. In the N'T organization is

visible, but in a radirnentary and experimental
state. It lacks the rigidity of a fully systematized
religion, _

but it is thereby the better evidence of
the

^Inriyii.- vigour of primitive Christianity] and
its impiu UMH *' of all that might restrain and hinder
its mission. Christ imbued His disciples with an
ideal ; they accepted His declaration of a Kingdom
of God unfettered in plan and method and time ;

they knew it was to come imperceptibly ('the
wind bloweth where it listeth/ J& 38

), and" to one
the Kingdom will appear with the surprise of a
treasure found in a field (Mt 1344), while to another
it will be the pearl gained at the willing cost of all

else (v.
45

). In its eai inly realization it was to be
all-inclusive, a net that should gather of every
kind (v.

47
), a field for tares as well as wheat (v.

30
),

and this wide vision gave the Apostles zeal to
seek sinners as well as saints, Romans as well as

Jews, calling none unworthy or unclean (Peter's

dream, Ac 1028). Yet Jesus knew that organiza-
tion was the inevitable accompaniment, if not the

necessity, of this heavenly Kingdom's ::: .1 !:<<

on earth. The sea might be full !:, ''..;

fishers were needful (Lk 510
) ; the fields were ripe

unto harvest, but labourers must be found for the

reaping (Mt 9s7, Lk 102) ; the broadest corninanity
will need the power of exercising discipline, even
to the extent of o\-ctnnMiuuicatin<r if that will

inako, (!*: vroi-ji-doei
1

i\v! ilio <ii-taii<-e between his

proem and hi^ I>OE self (Mt 1817
) ; the tree must

have visible form if it is to shelter men in its

branches (Mt IS32, Lk 1319
), though its vital force

may be a hidden mystery, permeating, as it does,
the whole body, as the leaven does the bread (Mt
1333, Lk 1321 ). Jesus accepted the organization

of

the past, and made use of it. He referred to the

rights of the Sanhedrin (Mt 5s2), He honoured the

Temple-sanctuary and the altar (23
16-23

), He sent
the lepers to the priests to fulfil the Law (8

4
)3 He

attended the syna^o^rue on the Sabbath *as his

custom was *

(Lk 4). His race, had learned in jbhe
Captivity and the Dispersion the value of some out-
ward conformity, especially of holy seasons, holy
hooks, and meetings for worship and edification,
all aiming at that unity expressed in Ac 432 '

they
had one heart and soul.'

His first step was to form a circle of disciples,
learners (^caflTyraZ), those who would differ from the
crowd of listeners by their whole-hearted obedi-

ence, becoming imitators (fup-rrrai), actually doing
the things taught after the Teacher's example ('if

ye abide in my word, then are ye trulymy disciples,
Jn 831). Much of His teaching is given directly to
them : they are distinguished as ' the

3

disciples, or

'my
5

disciples (Mt 51 101 122
, Mk S-7 , Lk 89

5 Jn 3-

etc.); and, tln,ujj. i'.ey may ij.lai.Ki;fly almo&t
form a school of t:*u::r </:, ii.herl; :^ (v/nihi teach-

ings (Ac 24
~), btill they remain learners in the

school of Christ, rejecting the title of 'Rabbi 5

('teacher,
5

'master'), and keep their name of 4 dis-

ciples
3

well into the next generation (Ac 6- O3*5 II-6

214- M
). Jesus may call them k servants' (Mt 1024

),
< labourers

'

(Mt 95
S Lk 96J),

* the salt of the earth/
'the light of the^vorltT (Mt 5 13- 14

), but the two
most distinctive titles He bestows are *

disciple
'

and *

apostle.
3

They are first to learn of Him (Mt
II 39

) the secret of calm inward strength of peace,
and then they shall become heralds, i.-io^en^e:^,

apostles of that peace to the world. The Apos-
tolate has no status except for its missionary pur-
pose, and though the Apostles may have the power
to forgive sins (Jn 2023

), or to exorcize evil spirits
(Mk 67}, or to heal the sick (Mt 10s), these are

secondary to the work of preaching (Mk 612- 1S
).

In foiindintr thi- fir-i, threat order : *< Tlis C!. T( Ii. a whole night
or prayer H.r:rTej.jiriy piece ik>b u:c :.L- .i.iionu": * i.oice. Next
day ihe T^.tlvc a>x ohVstii, ;.ni viir lhe*>: s^t-ny for special
and local service, and sent to preach repentance and the
Kingdom of God, and to heal (Mk 3W- is, Mt 1C1

,
Lk 9*, Mt 111

[
f teach and preach/ as though to indicate the true fervour
which will gh e wings to the doctrine]). They are to lead men
to r^pi'iitanfe (ilk d13), over which the joy of the angels is in-

cri.'a>c'l ^Lk 15~- - u
r ending in the parable of the Prodigal Son).

They are to sow the seed of the word of life broadcast, on all

soils (Lk S4-1
^) ; and the thought which will sustain them, even

when the seed seerns utterly fruitless, is that they -ru IT"- r- ',>:- -

sentatives, and speak with His authority beliin [ HUT /jit.
that heareth you heareth me,' lit 1&, Lk 10. 19, Jn isao), for
are they not His 'servants/ and 'of his household'? (Mt 1025).
He po"-i' i> <-'!.. |-w-."

:
l/.' :- indicating aU, and says that upon

him, i,]o:. *, u .";, r<,-;. .:> human faith and enthusiasm, and
not upon the dead heights of Sinai or rock of Zion, will He
build His Church (Mfc 1618). That Church was to be disttn-

jrukred by :is component members. It should reveal to the
\\orlri a Tjpt. of character new in the comb?

".

'

> o f
i

1 ^ '... tir l
"' >

and representative of the Soc.'!tft\'f ideal. T: 1 "- MV r:t-' r * ciiih* :-

ship was of the future, arid noi in:pi dlir.it. I'^r 1

i* ii.k "su . r

circle of His associates Christ had to adn.il th<- kii^.> o: the

Boanerges or of Peter; they had to learn s-lo-.\i.\ v.hat ii :neani
to be members of the Church as Christ conceived it. The
<Iis< Ipie 'iri^t beer himself with c.n iinsv.i r\ Ing- uuitule Lo T.\c.n]s
T "n vVond, beirjj;- 5Ued with onn oxennasu-rinir itiea and sc-iv :<.-t>

(Mt 6^, Lk l(p), from which he must never look bark (Lk r,"'-;.

So rcianleie is to be his obedience and devotion, that the nearest
human "if:- must be broken if they conflict with this vocation
(Lk 1 r>*'. Me :037) .,",! .;." rf ..... ,.-!... of

* aH that he hath*
become his rule :. '- * :'._' : ,, .vith the impulse of a
blind fanaticism, uui wim tne caiui ana measured rti:bo:>ii>^ of"""

j.-

:
_ > '.'.'". -.r :

i jilder of a tower (Lk 14-" ""); for
-. ..... .

-
'

;< . -.
i of fretful anxiety, is the note of

;i< '-.& -iMifka disciple (Mt 628?
1
). Hence he win need to

rir.kc i'i> ''l-'ib-'-niit- apologies for his faith, for God will inspire
him when the time for utterance arrives, }>ropheo% being one of
the marks of primitive discipleship (Mt U*i^,"Mk 1S^, Lk 12").
As a soldier, he must look for hardship as bis lot, expect no
ready welcome everywhere, not bid the fire of heaven fall on
those w ho heed hiih not (Lk &&'), bufc anticipate the burden of
the cross(Lk 1427), submit to be 'hated of all n.-"> f -! ry sv o

pit 10~), fearlessly enduring persecution ex en Tit .> 'It;. .
:
. (. .-**).

As being on active service, ea^h nieriJTier ir.ust cruard against
encumbrances, possc^ions thai, aoo-.irniilatin'r. hinder. If the

rich^oung man would he a k

perfect
"

dist'iplf, he must part
with that'which now shares his care and attention (Mt 1921 Lk
!*--) : the disciple must go forth wasting no thought upon
purse, wallet, or clothes, losing

1 no +>"(. i" IM r( irfjj-.-:r>,
* saluta-

tions by the \\ay' (Lk iu 1
, Mk ^, xli !"

l

). IM rt-'ioances for
ihe sake 01 his high mission, not for the boastful and purpose-
less contempt of "an Essene. His aloofness from possessions is

consecrated by the louh simplicity of his spirit, which, already
dwelling in the Kingdom of heaven, proc^ims it with the arb-

lessness of a little child (Ms li^
5
Mk 0^, Lk fr*\ and with the

same g-enerous desire to share all his possessions, sv-iritual as
well as temporal, with others (Ac 2** 4'*- and the Pauline com-
ment Gal 29). He may find himself a lansb .'L'p.onir wohcs (Lk
10&), but he will stall show his disciplesHp bv thai "lo\c 01 men
which first commissioned him (Jn 13). lie will Itvirn to see
brothers in all workers for good, whatever name they bear, for

'he that is not against us is for us* (Mk iP8, Lk 950), and the
*
false prophets* he will easily discern by tiieir spiritual unfruit-

fulness, though they call on the Name aw! work miracles (Mt
T22). These signs of the perfect member of the body of Gbiist
will be the gradual outcome of the hidden inward life: no
school can make it ; it will spring from the inner sincerity of

devotion and character, the *

prayer, alms, fasting
' * in secret* of

In founding the Church, whose main purpose
should be the reconciliation of man to God, Christ's
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chief act of organization was connected with the
material that should form the Church, the primary
Apostles, and the larger group of disciples who
should foreshadow the ultimate attainment. To
perfect them was the chief necessity : to make
them the shining, guiding lights of the world,
who in the after-days should do e\en greater
things on earth than He Himself (Jn 141J

. Hence,
perhap>, the little He says about the elements of

external religion. He certainly accepted from
the past the act of baptism as employed by
John (Mt 21 23

.
Mk llsu

, Lk 2G4
}, and commanded

its practice | Mt 2S 1

-'), though not Himself actually
baptizing (Jn 4 J

), and clearly
*

Apostle with the minor importa
(1 Co I

17
) as compared with preaching~ the

baptism of the Spirit (Mt 311
",
Mk I

s
, Lk 3 lt}

,
Jn

l-M. He accepted the Sabbath of His people, but
only subject to the good and needs of man (Mt
i-jOlk 2-% Lk 65j, so that His followers afterwards
felt free to change the day. While He organize;!
prayer to the extent that "it should be always in
His ^nanie {Mt 18-, Jn 14M 1516 16-s), and slioweli the

spirit of that command In the prayer taught to His

disciples, He would have it liberated from the
formalism and * vain repetitions

'

of the past and of
the heathen (Mt 67). He avlopted -<> -y-ter.iatized

body of teaching, or of Technical Rabbini-, <!i-cipH
T
i<j,

and no casuistic expounding of Scripture. The one
new institution He delivered into the keeping of
His followers was in the consecration of that Last

Supper destined to be the Urst of an ageless series,
and to be the perpetual symbol of the vital union
of the Church and its Lo"rd in things visible and
invisible {Mt 26-^ >JT

,
Mk 1423

, Lk 2219
).

If, then, we ask what orgarization appears to
exist on the night of the Crucifixion, we seem to
find little that could satisfy the representative
ecclesiastical mind. There is throughout Galilee
and in Jerusalem a vaguely connected number of
believers in Jesus. These know, in more or less

detail, the kind of witness that is expected of them
before the world, a manifestation that, once realized,
would mark them out from the world more plainly
than Jew from Roman. They are bound together
by this unity of character, which, once attained,
will be the presence of the Kingdom of God to each
one. Their leaders are eleven of their Lord's in-

timates, chosen by Him as teachers and preachers
of His word. For outward helps they have the
institutions of Judaism, with the baptism of John ;

the continual remembrance of Christ through pray-
ing In His name, and in the prayer He had given ;

and In the communion of the Lord's Supper.
But in the Acts and the Epistles we meet with a

development of oi^,Mr:ix,'i;itrn arising chiefly out of
local necessities. tt'Ml-i remaining Jews and at-

tending worship at the Tom pie 'Ac 3 1

), the disciples
gradually became more <-oi>c3oii> of the necessity of

something in the nature of a separate community*
Meetings of sympathizers, which were also open to

any who would come (1 Co 1423), were planned, and
since they could not be held in the synagogues (Ac
69 } private houses were used (Ac 246 54~ IS7

,"
Ro 16s ,

1 Co 1615
, Col 4). Here were held gatherings for

common prayer, for the breaking of bread, for

Apostolic teaching and fellowship (Ac S42
), and

for the moral edification of those present. As the
first community at Jerusalem increased in numbers,
it was found to be necessary to organize a group
of helpers for the distribution of charity and the
general ministrations (teuro?lcu, Ro 127, 1 Co I25

) of

almonry (Ac 61'8
}, though for the full

* work of the
ministry

3

other Drifts and opportunities would enter
in (Eph 412 ). The Apostles continued to spend them-
<elves in preaching and in prayer; and as they
needed assistance in these, they would naturally
turn to their

*

helps
'

(1 Co 1228), those
* men of good

report, fall of the Spirit and of wisdom '

(Ac 63 ), who
would thus, by giving occasional instruction and

spiritual guidance, become practising ministers of

the word, though their almonry would remain the
distinctive duty of these c

deacons,
5 and the key^ to

thei -\ '"! ,:
M '

<

\ (1 Ti38ff
-) 5 especially during

the
"

[
. \; -'^tolic communion (Ac 244< 45

).

The Church still consisted of those called dis-

ciples, but slowly it assumed a more visible mem-
bership. Baptism became the recognized entrance ;

baptism
* into the name of Christ

'

(Ac 23S S 16 1048

1P, Ro 6J , Gal 3-7 ) in St. Paul's thought a

-pirHua! cleansing (1 Co 611
), a mystical burial

bor-'i-o Llm rising of the new life (Col 21
-). Each

member was to offer sacrifices of praise and thanks
(He 1315

}, might teach (Ja 31
), and pray with im-

mediate access to God (Eph 312}, and would receive
direct illumination (Jn I 9

, 1 Jn 2-7 }. Each was a

temple of the Holy Spirit (1 Co 619
), and was to

b-i -:\<'-i up entirely (mentally, physically, and
^ii

:

: -i.!.;::^ to God (Ro 121 - 3
), unto a renewed life

of righteousness and holiness (Eph 4-4). Their
common name steadily underwent changes that
marked a more organized body. From *

disciples,'
the followers and learners of Jesus, they became
more conscious of mutual bonds of faith and con-

secration, so that dde\<j>oi ('brothers') better de-
scribed them (Ac 2814

), since in the fellowship of

Christ they had abolished the demarcations of

nation, wealth, position, and sex (Gal 3-8, Col 31]
),

and had attained to that kinship which is as close as
that of mother and brethren (Lk 821 ). Afterwards
- T

- ^ .." :

.
'., ~,

-
., , ,f the brotherhood led them to a

: ".. i""
1

-

'

lembers, ol oiyiot, ('the saints'),
those who are striving after holiness (1 Co I 2

, Ro
I 7 ). They are already looked upon as a school,
a sect, a party (crfpr) by outsiders (Ac 245 - 14 2S2

-},

so that these first communities of l the holy ones '

were being welded together openly. Their govern-
ment was not sacerdotal, the name 'priest' oc-

curring in the NT only -when used of the whole
society (1 P 25 * 9

, Rev 1*510
). At their head were

still the Apostles, strong by their commission from
Christ (Mt 102, Lk 613

, Mk 314 * 67- 30
), and in-

creased In numbers through the guidance of the
Holy Spirit, Paul, Barnabas, Matthias, and others

being added (1 Co 96, Gal I 19, Ro 167 , 1 Th &).
Their faith and zeal had been renewed by the
vision of the risen Lord (Ac I 21 --2

, l Co 91 157
), and

in that faith they had wrought wondrous signs of
their Apostolate (2 Co 121

-). But with the growth
of the membership of the Church, and the forma-
tion of many Isolated congregations, superinten-
dents or presidents (Trpea-fiijTepoi) were needed and
appointecf, whose duties soon included that of

teaching as well as governing the general affairs

(1 Tl 3* 517
, Tit I9 }. Their equivalent title in

Greek cities would seem to have been '

overseers/
'

bishops
'

(ewta-KQTTo^ Ph I1
, Tit I7 ), and their duties

the same, namely, attending to the poor and the
sick, helping travelling brethren, exercising dis-

cipline towards v.roTi*r-doer-. and the general ad-
ministration of r!u k

community'-* business. So that,
although St. Paul mentions" many offices in the
Church (1 Co 1228 , Eph 411

}, two orders only stand
out clearly in the NT after the Apostles, that of
the presbyters or elders, and that of the deacons.
The prophetic office is too nearly allied to the
Apostolic to be easily distinguished, though Jesus
speaks of it as of something known universally (Mt
7^ 1041 23M ) ; St. John *peaks of the Church as ' the
sainte, apostles, and prophets

J

(Rev 1820 -

**) ; and
Acts names some (Ac II27 21 10 1532).

In the organization of the Church, doctrine began
to be more settled. While Jesus lived, and in His
own life could show the blessedness of the Kingdom
of God within, men could not go far astray. But
afterwards it was necessary to tell of Him, His
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sayings and doings, His warnings, His ideals, and
the purpose of His life. The Apostles would ques-
tion whether the future would guard these truly,
or add to, alter, or take away. So a body of things
needful to be taught was collected, and, for the
Gentile world, the OT added as an introduction to

the comprehension of Christ. To some such col-

lection St. Paul alludes in Bo 6 17
, 2 Th 215

; but for

the knowledge of this the whole NT is our only
source to-day. Thence we gather, besides many
conflicting modern readings of great doctrines, a

general agreement as to the practices of the early
Church. \Ve find them still meeting for a while
011 the Sabbath, the Lord's day comHiemoiating the
Iletourrection and only later becoming ihe re-i-day.
At theii 'isi-ilir^- would be eelehiau-ii tho Love-

Feast, MiMK'iijiu-> hardly distinguishable from the
Lord's Supper. Here would be the gathering for

common prayer, of the form of which we know
nothing, the Ej>istles quoting no regular prayer,
referring to no liturgical order, and not even allud-

ing to the Lord's Prayer. Afterwards the fund for

the poorer brethren would be collected (Ac 4J5
, Gal

210,Rol536
).

So that which comes to be known by the Greek
pagan title ^*cc\i7<rta, 'the Church,' is -;* dually
organized. She begins in the mind of (' h ii-;, nvo.

unlimited, the universal Kingdom of God, with no
sacred seasons, sanctuaries, or priesthood. But
her Founder knows that her work is among men,
and that she must be humanly as well as Divinely
developed. So the limitations of organized life are

lightly imposed upon her, not to hinder but to
increase effectiveness. Still will she cherish the

liberty to which the past h<v- 1>ioii<>]i( her (Gal 3"24),

and. receive both good and L-\ i! into her net (Lk 56
,

2 Ti 2'-), for she strives to save all. The outward
organization develops, but, while we keep to the

pages of the NT, the spirit of the Church is still

master of her organization, still looks to the In-

visible Church, yet to be, of those made perfect,
where the ;nm;_tlittf<i!i- have no place (1 Co 69 1550,
Gal 531 , Epl'i ~i'\'. ( lio i.-.^nilily uf lliu-<> made perfect

through love (Ja 2g
. iho e\eda-im;: Kingdom of

our Lord (2 P I 11 ), irio \\ ln< h ihe iV\\ have already
entered here upon earth

' Theirs is the kingdom
of heaven '

(Mt 53 - 10
,
Lk 620 ). See also CHURCH.

LITERATURE. For detailed treatment of the Church offices

and officer-, the following mavbe consulted out of the abundant
literature on these subjt <'[-. Hatch, Qrganiz. of the Early Chris-

tt'ttt Church**\ Lizliii'ooi Phi'ipp.. Dissert, i. (repub. as The
Christian Ministry), and Galatians, Excursus on 'Apostle'
Ramsay, Church in the Roman J7*.- .-//', TT.r. /7<-: ;",-/<i

Weizsacker, AposL Age, Eng-. tr. v->l ;i ,U. .. M-'O'ifi-:. P/nf*

tianityin the AposL Affe,M5tt. ;
Uni^ru '", \"7' '/'.h, v. M-!. -

.

Lindsav, Church and Ministry ;TM *
\r>o<;'ck .' IV -pop,

'Baptism' (esp. pp. 240-242), 'Ch;.r, .' -("-r^ dov, r^PM-ii't,
*

Deacon,' 'Lord's Supper,' and 'Lorri'- l).'j\ in ir;.-'
;

i^-," hR.
\".\)( Ai! D.xri ^ x.

ORIGINALITY. It is not -isii-ii-n- that at-

tempts should have been made ,<> ii-pirc Christ's

claim to originality. Under whichever aspect we

repaid His Person, whether we consider Him in

His historical relations, or contemplate the eternal

truth revealed in Him, on either si eta opportunity
presents itself for 1i-|nitiiij; t.he originality of His
doctrine. Under thj furnirr as]>e<c thi* i-^ niarii-

festly the ease. However fully we may be con-
vinced of the novelty of the doctrine of the Saviour,

nobody fancies that that doctrine was without
historical connexion with what had gone before.

As in the Saviour's Person the Divine revealed itself

in human form, so in His doctrine the Divine truth

which He had to communicate clothed itself in the

language and thought of the time in which He lived.

Though He was the Son of God, He was also the
child of His own age and people. Though the

truth that He revealed was eternal, it was ad-

dressed, in the first instance, to the people of the

country and time in which He lived, and linked

itself at countless points to the religions ideas and
hopes of those who listened to His preaching*. And
under this aspect of the Saviour's doctrine the ques-
tion presents itself, whether itmay not be sufficiently
accounted for on the lines of a natural development
of the religious tendencies of the age in which He
lived, and whether He has indeed contributed any-
thing new and original to the religious history of

the world.

But, on the other hand, the tendency to empha-
size the eternal truth revealed in the Person of

Christ, while it seems to rebut such attempts to
reduce Hia doctrine to the product of the reli-

gious developments of the age in which He lived,

may lead indirectly to the challenging of His ori-

ginality from another side. The religion which
Christ has founded is recognized as a universal

religion a religion destined not for any particular
people, but for all mankind. As such it must
appeal to the deepest cravings of the human heart,
and satisfy those yearnings which had found ex-

pression in the thoughts and aspirations of the
teachers who had gone before Him. Christ came
in the fulness of time. The course of the world's

history before Him had been one long preparation
for the revelation given in His Person. The Spirit
of God had been at work in the hearts of mankind
from tho "._ :

'
s "_!. _ uiding them gradually to the

truth. 'Mi-,

'

\-"j. - that the truth which Christ

proclaimed is eternal, may be regarded as a proof
that He can lay no claim to originality in the
declaration of it. There had been countless anti-

cipations of it in the teachers who had gone before.

He did but formulate the truth upon which the
mind of man had been brooding from the begin-
ning. 'Nam res ipsa,

5

says Augustine (jRetract.
i. c. 12), 'quae nunc Christiana religio mii:cii]iiitiir,

erat et apud antiques, nee defuit ab inii'u/ ^i-ncrLs
humani quousque Christus veniret in carne, unde
vera religio, quse jam erat, coepit appellari Chris-
tiana.' It is easy to understand how, from this

point of view, arguments might be urged against
the 01:;.

i ',!'"! i of Christ, in a spirit verv different

from ;
:

-.-.'. \. i-i'i animates Augustine in his remark.

Attempts have been made to prove that the truth
revealed in Christ had been anticipated by the

sages and religion-, teachers who had gone before
Hun. The literature of the ancient world has been
ransacked to discover parallels to the doctrine of

Christ. And on the strength of the occasional

points of resemblance, which have been thus col-

lected, between the teaching of the Saviour and
that of those who ha\c J..UM

- Vfpro Him, the ori-

ginality of Christ has i --,! i. -} ;: v<i. and His claim
to be the founder of a new relfgion denied.

We propose to consider some of the attempts
which have thus been made from different sides

to prove the indebtedness of Christ to those who
preceded Him, and to discuss the worth of the

charge of want of originality based upon the evi-

dence thus adduced. In some of the cases we have
to consider, it is the qiu-tMi <-f the 1

originality not
so much of Christ ?> of ('liri-tivii\ that is in-

volved, as the Person of Christ
^

is either left out
of account as a pure piece of fiction, or reduced
to such mean proportions as rob it of all histori-

cal significance. But inasmuch as in such cases

the attempt is made to disprove the originality of

that religious movement which we, at any rate,
associate with the Person of Christ, we may fitly
consider them here, so far, at least, as the criticism

in question involves the doctrine of the Master as

distinguished from the Apostles.
i. Christianity and Graeco- Roman thought.

Occasional attempts have been made to trace the
indebtedness of Christianity to Greek and Grseco-

Roman thought. We do not refer here to the
endeavours of such men as Hatch and Harnack
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to prove the influence of Greek i

l :ii\rMj!iy on the

development of Cliri&tian doctrine, but to the much
more revolutionary tendency of such writers as

Bruno Bauer and "Ernest Havet, who have sought
to account not only for the development of Christian

doctrine, but for "the origin of Christianity itself,

upon .such lines.

In his work, Chfitf>is v*id die Ctet>ctfi'ii: Der Vrsprung des

Chrtttt'litltiiMJi aus dem rvMiscIten Griechtmtkum (1877, 2nd ed.

1S?.))S
Bauer seriously undertakes to prove that Christianityis not

Jewish in its origin, but is really the product of Grseco-Roman
thought. Its birthplace was not Palestine, but the two cities

in which the blending of Bast and West took place, Alexandria
and Rome. Judaism in its monotheism did but give the skele-

ton : it was the West that gave the soul. Philo and Seneca
were its real founders. At Alexandria, Judaism was enriched

by a combination of the Platonic world of ideas with the
Heroclitic Logos. Philo made of this Logos a priestly mediator
who brings the extremes of the Divine and the human into

relation to one another. Seneca gave to this mediator reality,

of mankind, he is the real creator of the Christian Messiah. He
introduced to the masses the wisdom, of Greece, with its call to

self-denial and renunciation of the world, whereby man may
attain to God-likeness and eternal peace. It was Seneca who
laid the foundation for Christian Borne. In the contrast which
he presents between the old law with its formal requirements
and the new with its higher, more spiritualistic demands, he
has supplied the theme for the Sermon on the Mount. Many
of his sayings have been reproduced in the KT, sometimes in

a mariner which conclusively proves the secondariness of the

Scriptiire version. It is true that he is never mentioned by
name in the NT. This Bauer would explain by the fact that
the XT literature is so late in date that its compilers were

ignorant of the fact that Seneca was the author of the maxims
whVh were current amr.rnr iht sock-u for whom they wrote.
St'lL in >cfiie casts tne oorrc-w>n(le"ce between the NT parallels
and trie orl^irul ut- prance- i Seneca la =>o close, that Bauer is

of opinion that the NT authors must have had the writings of

the Roman sage before them.
Another factor to which Bauer attaches importance in ac-

counting- for the origin of Christianity, is the influence of the

political conditions of the time. Despair over the downfall of

the Republic, which seemed to portend the end of the world,
awakened the yearning for a new spiritual world. The levelling
of classes, which followed on the establishment of the Empire,
btjroT a fnirh :n human -i<rli:& 'tri'l inspired a feeling of mutual
'l-pt-nrUnco s-uc-h as the Republic r ad ne-. er awakened. Further,
Lhc en:peror-s thu-m-elves "conir-Iiined to the ideal which was
gradually taking sbape in the mind of the age. The Christian
Saviour ar..I "i- 7?-i .

-
< pf -'!> an. l-^i pi.' dsi 'S of T < -v:c

tendency, v.l
:
-*i -< -!::.; ,-> -",in iDi^v'^-'-'-sM^ i-. -"I ".i

i i:>:i.icri'Ll

goods of antiquity in one personal, all-powerful form. Augustus
was the prince of peace who healed the wounds of the Civil

War; Tiberius, the servant of the c*r. -"
i
ii% {v: Caligula, the

god-man and world-judge ; Nero, the p'i '.- ihri :i:-' who dedi-
cated himself to the service of humamiy ; V espasian caused the
Jewish oracle, which had called him to be ruler of the world,
to Je carried before h-s leiric.ns: Xenaand. his surve^r^n- jiave
to rho Rnr.iun \\orlrl an example of wildrioss and traiuiuiliirv.
The ce'icral iiyaro 01 tht, ne\v religion i-s a composite character
ooH^tm'zre-il out of tnt iisi/iniLioris arid ideai=> of Greek philosophy
nnci \anoizs trail-, borrow cil from the occupants of thu Iniporial
throne, in \\ho:n vie ltomai world recognized the mediators
between heaven and earth.

Such are the lines on which Bauer seeks to
ascribe the origin of r~

, -i -
, : ,m I ; \ fco Greece-Roman

influence. It is eviu-n: :
; i!i ill- theory involves

not only the complete overturn of all but the most
extreme theories as to the date of the NT litera-

ture, but also a very different reading of the course
of profane hi>iury from that which has hitherto ob-
tained. Bauer h,i> no hesitation in setting

1 aside
tho UMii.i'Miy if Tacitus, Suetonius, and the other
Iioni:iT! hi-;>nan-. A theory which represents
Nero in the character of philanthropist, and finds
in his i (Mirri ;m iuiiicipnt ion of thf M< k-vsianic blessed-

ness, MMki- (lie Mvori^'M iium;in<K on our credulity.
Bauei

"

\
: e\\ - fi- ro ill': u;i u of i iio NT writings are

wild in the extroiMC. Tin* E^i^le- to the Corin-
thians are a late <-<Miiio-*n ion of i lie 2nd cent. ; the

U'revangelium is ascribed to the first half of
Hadrian's reign ; the Apocalypse and Fourth
Gospel to the time of Marcus Aurelius, the latter

being" an attempt to carry put systematically the
Gnostic opposition to Judaism. The Jewisfi ele-

ment in the NT is j-<
''-M r'-ih -Ir'rcd. The author

of the Urevangelit' , "-;ir; linii.'iii by birth, who

was at home in Rome and Alexandria
5

; the author

of Matthew, no Jewish Christian, but 6 a Koman
nourished by Seneca's spirit.' Such theories

justify 11. Holtzmann's characterization of Bauer
as *a critical Herostratus

'

(EinL in d. NT, p.

183). If their very wiklness calls for no serious

refutation, it at any rate serves to demonstrate the

:ni[>rjicti-:-al)iliiy of the attempt Co at&ign a Hellenic

origin to Christianity.
Havet's \vork, Le Christirmisme et ses Origin es, is

on somewhat similar lines, "but much more moderate
in tone.

There are, Havet thinks, three elements to be taken into

account in considering the origin of Christianity, the Hellenic,

the Jewish, represented by the Prophets and the Psalms, and a

third which he calls the Galilsean, by which he means the senti-

ments and ideas \\hicli developed at fir
"

' turbulent

population ot Galilee under*the misery _
dominion,

and then raised up Jesus, and determined His action and

foL :

'

'
' but insists, o'n the other

hand, that however large may be the share of Galilsean Judaism
in the Christian revolution* far more considerable is that of

Hellenism in Christianity once it was established. We must

distinguish, he contends, between the essence and the accident,
between the OhrMian "-i/u-it and the Christian revolution. The
Christian revolu'.ion came iioni Judsea and Galilee. But the

Christian spirit is essentially that of Ci i < o-Tt< >':>.)
5

1 dlosophy
and rc-lUr'n

" "
' ' --

.
. i- not the

IL.II>. and 11 '-
:

L
, :! -' .

v-
'."> . :

"
Judaism,

but Judaism J-:.. vs.-s ^Vo-lj--d :
:'i;> the common beliefs of the

human race. Ir: or- it r ,o < -LJ. ":i-l. this contention, Havet gives
an- M';.:I-L \ t\,i' i ".'.:i'>"' 'TTi'l* ' : -V:- nr.nv r

r*iMi fri i-j.r"t-l

tiir -, : :.' "_' :> .v i '-Jr.
1
. > a.! :i- :>:-* ,:o - "'' 1 -

<
" *<>

breathe anything of the Christian spirit. In summarizing
1 his

"- -.*:,*'."' *
the heathen '^ r"'l <! -v 1"^ 1

. '

. . - .:. . i 3 Christianity |rl 'i- ''
'-'..- i-'ul

... :"'
'

. ': . the immortality of the soul, in

the resurrection of the dead, in a future life with_ punishments
and rew
faults <

coming- < _ . . .

their pr. . r-
'

: >-
. 1 - while there were not wanting

among
' -

-^ r ild that the divinity desired no
orher temple than the heart of man, nor other worship than the

prucLiie or \ ircue. Their moral code breathed the same spirit
of self-denial as Christianity inculcated ; taught men to despise
riches, honours, pleasures, yea, happiness itself ; inspired an
abhorrence of sin, a consciousness of pur moral infirmity, and a

passionate longing for salvation ; inculcated chastity, alms,
charity, a horror of war, submission to authority. How is it

possible, asks Havet, with such a picture before us, to speak of

Christianity as renewing the face of the earth, or to hail its

.-'., . ,- -- : "_ .-,- - ;: - v> r He believes

. i, ,...,. -
! . . iave remained

heathen, that its mythol '_ .'- ^''^ . u-onVl ^i-rd^ri^y
have vanished, and that . . : fnsirr'- , ii-ui riio

need of equality and justice would have developed more and
more and passed into its manners and laws. This natural

de-vc-loptr.enr it was not permitted to pursue. The Judaizers

l>rc*'i]vtaitd the crisis; the reform was carried through with
too great haste, with the result that the world, in becoming
Christian, remained more pagan than if Hellenism had retained
its mastery.

While Havet recognizes that Judaism thus played a consider-
able part in the origin of Christianitv, ho assigns but little

importance to the Person of Christ Himself in the movement
which bore His name. He believes that John the Baptist was
the principal personage in the religious revolution of which
Jesus has the honour. Of the life of Jesus Himself we know
almost nothing. Havet denies that He claimed to be the
Christ, and that He was tried before the Sanhedrin and con-
demned for blasphemy or any religious crime. He did not
break with Judaism, nor was lie the opponent of the Pharisees
in the way He is represented in the (Jo^peK He was a Jew,
ardent to fanaticism, a Galilsean zealot who had inflamed the
pc-ople of His country, and, in the end, so agitated Jerusalem
iiseif rhar the Jeui>h authorities, whom He had compromised,
handed Him over to the "Roman police, by whom He was put to
death as a disturber of the peace. At the moment of His death,
that which we call Christianity had no existence. He was Him-
-clf a Chris-Han only in Hi- manner of feeling ; otherwise He was
a pure Jiw, and there is ncurhor word nor act in His life that
is not thoroughly Jewish. He introduced no new dogma or

practice. He had no conception of the Trinity, or the Incarna-

tion, or other m\ srerie^,--no idea of Church or Sacraments. It

was not till after His death that some began to ask,
* Was He

not the Christ ? *, and the thought once started gained currency.
In order to give the Miiwerition any plau>ibiliij , it \\as necessary
to combine with it the belief that this Je^us who had perished
miserably had been mi-eel up from the dead to enter on a life

or glory. If Jesus was The Christ, then all was not finished.

He must reappear. TFo siti:-- COM o .".train a- i'ro (7hri<i on ilic

clouds of heaven 10 '\\ - "t>\ iiii-i \MK<'<luorld iuid r<-M-i.' Ui-isc-l.

The hope thus cherished was converted into actual fact. The
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step was taken from the thought,
' He must rise ajjain,' to the

belief,
' He has risen.' The lat^- >.prc;L'l aiuonjr the Jewish com-

munities scattered throughout the Roman Lmp:r, and from
them to the Roman world in the midst of which they lived, that
the Christ, who was to come to inaugurate the kingdom of the
God of the Jews in place ot that of the Romans, had actually
appeared, that He had been crucified, and had risen from
the dead, and was to reappear to destroy the shiners, arid
to raise up from the dead all the r-_i" foo---. v-d reunite them
in an eternal life with those who v.. : , -, n ; V ... With faith in
Christ and His resurrection, the Gentile converts to the new
f "< :

i i -
i

'

'. . *-o the worship of the one God alone, and the
('

.:_--.
(.,:* :.

; while in their turn they set aside, in the name
of Christ, the more icpuirnatic tic-incurs of Judaism, particularlv
circumcision. This -pin-iii, <i JucUxia-iD purified itself more and
more as it spread amon^

1 the Gertilc-, and became permeated
by the spirit of Greek philosophy. The two spirits came in time
to be confounded.

Such is Havet's account of the origin of Chris-

tianity. Although his theories are not so extreme
as those of Bauer, his attempt to assign Hellenic
culture as the main source from which Christianity
has sprung serves, equally with Bauer's, to illus-
trate to what desperate expedients such a theory is

reduced in order to give itself even some measure
of

]
il.uiM uilil y. Both essays result in the attempt to

o.xpliiin ChrLaiamty without the Person of Christ;
Tui ihoii^h Havet does not, like Bauer, deny the
existence of Christ altogether, there are few Chris-
tians who"""-

i

"/
"

' T

Jewish fanatic whom
he present . .

^
: whom they worship.We must allow to both authors to Havet especi-

ally a certain merit, in so far as they demonstrate
how well Greek thought had prepared the soil for
the seeds of Christian truth. As contributions to
the study of the early history of the Christian
Church and the development of Christian doctrine,
their works may prove of value ; but as accounts of
the origin of Christianity iNelf, we cannot assign to
them any won h (Hjirnaek, Hist, of Dogjac, Eng.
tr. i. 52 f.). They virtually recognize the imprac-
ticability of any attempt to trace the indebtedness
of the historical Jesus to Hellenic culture. What-
ever parallels they may bring forward to any of the
recorded utterances of Jesus, they make no attempt
to show in what way He could have been brought
into contact with the literature from which He is

supposed to have derived inspiration. Only by
critical theories regarding ilio Go-j>(JU \\liicli would
deprive them of all historic;!! \\onh. csni thry find

room to introduce that Hellenic intiuence which
they seek to trace.

ii. Christianity and Buddhism. From the side
of Buddhism, also, attacks have been made on the

originality of Christianity. It is an undoubted
fact, that long before the Christian era Buddhist
doctrine had penetrated to distant .> on-. ;i'!il ^ ?

po-^ibility of the indebtedness 01 ,'!'> (iiii-i:<:'i

Gospels to the Buddha legend is not so remote
as to be dismissed without careful consideration.

Various nHompN Iw\o been made to prove that
much of iho 'imirrnl in the Gospel narratives may
be traced to Buddhist sources notably by Bun&en,
Scydel. Lillie. and niorr recently by Stix, Pfleiderer,
ancl van don Bergh van Eysinga (for titles of works
see below in list of Literature). Among the earlier

group of writers, Seydel is generally recognized to

be the most scholarly ; and we may devote our
attention chiefly to htm. In his boolc, Das Evan-
gelium Jesu in seinen Verhdltnissen zw Buddha-
*sage und Buddha-lehre, he endeavours to construct
a * Buddhist-Christian Gospel Harmony' by draw-

ing up a list of the parallels
that may be traced

between the two religions.

In all, Seydel collects 51 such parallels, which he proceeds to

arrange in 3 groups. In the first he places those resemblances
which may be iLocidonlal

;
in the second, those cases in ^hich

we are forced to conclude that there has been borrowing on one
side or the other. The third group contains parallels in which
it is clear not only that there has been borrowing, but on which
side the borrowing has taken place. This last group contains

only five parallels, and in each case Seydel concludes that the
verdict must be given in favour of Buddhism. They are as

follows : (1) the presentation of the infant Jesus in Che Temple,
compared with that of Buddha ; (2) the fast of Jesus and of
Buddha

; (a) the pre-existence ot Jebus and of Buddha ; (4) the
fig-tree a-> the i>U<-e of Buddha's first com ereioD, compared u ith

Jesus'_ interview uiih Nathanael (Jn l^brf.) ; (5^ the question of
the disciples regarding the man who \vas born blind (Jn &2)}

which seems to imply a former state of existence whose sinful-
ness might account for present affliction. The verdict in favour
of Buddhism in this third group of parallels strengthens the
probability that in the second group also it is Christianity that
is the debtor. In this group the Mii.iiK r >f m.'j.ll* "- HHIK LO 23.
12 of which Seydel regards as of LMMILJ- ,'<-u-r' < :Kin :nt re-r.

Among the Gospel factb which he Tiicda- 1- i > i',j- ;'p_ <J ^ 1-101.
.'"" '

- ) may be mentioned the annunciation to Mary,
v-born child, the temptation, and the Beati-

.'.."' en in the first group of 23 parallels, \\hich
x

;
^

be wholly accidental, he belie-ves that in view
of the conclusions reached by an examination of the two other
groups, there is a possibility that in at least 15 cases the Gospels
may have been subject to Buddhist influence.
To account for the presence of *o intit-h material ii: the Gospeis

borrowed from Biidklnibt sources, fee\ del formulates the hypo-
thesis that, in addition to the. luo -oiin ** tr- rtniT\ re'-oir:"lz<.r:
as underlying the Synoptic i.o-*;*!- -Tin. <VU i rio:.' .f .ViVir ir*..

and the original Mark there niust also have existed a third
source, a poetic -

apocalyptic Gospel, in which the Christian
material must have been worked up after the pattern of the
Buddhist Gospels, with the incorporation of much that was
derived from Buddhibt sources. Tl : ' *

^ as used
by all the S^noptists and by the

" - ::.-_' as well.
That it has been lost is to be explained by the fact that the
available material which it afforded had been "vrjjy.yi -1 ">
the Gospels, whose more historical form and ge- . MI ",v

doctrine caused the earlj poetical work to be quite forgotten.

Seydel claims a certain apologetic value for his

inve^ti^ation^. If he has shaken our faith in much
in the Gospel narratives which he has shown to be
derived from Buddhism, we may comfort ourselves,
he thinks, with the reflexion that those features in
the life of Jesus to which he has found no analogy
in Buddhist tradition, such, e.g.., as the Passion
and certain fundamental doctrines and personal
characteristics of Jesus, are thus indirectly con-
firmed. In what remains after we have taken away
what may be traced to Buddhism, we have a kernel
of historical fact which is unassailable.
When we turn to examine the various parallels

upon which Seydel bases his contention, we find
that the resemblance between the Christian and
the Buddhist material is frequently exaggerated ;

that but little attention is paid to the underlying
difference between the two sides, which in many
cases is much more striking than the apparent re-
semblance ; and that, even where the resemblance
is strongest, Seydel has not made out his case, viz. ,

that the fact which he instances from the Gospels is

so unintelligible on Chr
:

}",
"

. that borrow-
ing from an external < only feasible

explanation. We shall endeavour to justify this
contention in the case of the five parallels upon
which Seydel lays the greatest stress.

(1) The Presentation in the Temple, Here Seydel's point is

that such presentation of the infant Jesus was not required,
and that Luke's appeal to the Law (2

1

-*) is a mere device to in-

troduce an incident Li-mri il

'

on' :\ \<-\ ( /j-i -
( ;.i < v. We admit

that it was not nece>- '.r\ : :/ r.- rr i' i s-
: >nlt! c presented in

person on the occasion of its I /Mg :: 'is-i^i 1 ' *! ; but we have only
to read the account of the {> - .::.! 'i> < : 'ie infant Buddha,
which Seydel thinks may have suggested this incident, with its

description of how 100,000 gods drew the waggon which bore
him, of how the earth trembled as he entered the temple, of
how the im'.'jfi*- oi ;h.'- jrr<K I; :' ilic ; r ij'.'.r - 10 C-\r(. A ir.i ir.- ~,i -j

at his feet, LO (-!', -net o..r-t :. i- ;'n;a
:ir,o.ui"< xriri'-..* nn-l\t ,

which migl". !< n--.iirntd o^ i'n( ric|.'iri.:'\ irri. 1

. ,C.L -L"C; IL.K.-*-

oftheLawri ih- :.>. <-r JO-JH, r. M'c.n. i-nl .. 'yoiu % );iii: l^rtl'.

be conceived I -i-: x <:(.-
: r. -,o :".!">. ;> isai.-il

1

,-

1

i'-":J, i''-a-i-
tastic story, to which the simple Gospel narrative offers the
most striking- contrast.

(2) Seydel nnds the 40 days' fast of Jesus in the wilderness in-

explicable in view of the contrast He Himself drew between His
own conduct a id Ii. a^'-.

s ' ; :sm i-r;ici
:

-i si !.. Jol.r ;
:se Baptist,

and suggests ".li'd : mi iiSv
1

r!t "t .s h.>rrri.\( f
\ TOP: :' example of

Buddha. Bu; : a:i\ purJlol !t- a 1 ..- r^, :
; rcd. wi <lo not need

to go so far af-c-M. Thi> <!.;
~ f>-' OT M<^c-,(K\ }S ". Dt99)and

that of Elijah (1 K 198) at" once suirjrost chcmsGlvcn us parallels
which do not take us beyond the limits of Jewish history.

(3) Keydcl finds a parallel to Christ'*, words to the Jews,
* Before"Abraham was, I am' (Jn yh), in Buddha's as^errion of
his pre-existence. But the resemblance at once disappears
when we realize what is the kind of pre-existence Buddha
claims for himself, not like that of the Johannine Logos who
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if-), but that of a
form*, of mcarna-

has been with God from tJ
"

.

" "

being who has undergone
tion.

(4) It was while sitting under the Bodhi-tree, which \\as a
kind of fig-tree, that Gautama attained Budda-hood, and im-
mediately thereafter converted two brothers, who became his
first disciples. Seydel finds a parallel to this in the words of
J2sus to Nathanael, 'When thou xvast under the fig-tree, I saw
thee* (Jn I48). But beyond the facts that a f^r"- r^d a d j =-

ciple are mentioned in both cases, there is :. r- v ,

'
:
:v: i

between them. It was not Jesus, but Xathanael, \\ho was sitting
1

under the fig-tree; there is no suggestion of the 'enlighten-
ment '

of Jesus ; and the disciple in connexion with whom the
fig-tree is mentioned was not, as in Buddha's case, the first who
was called.

(5) The question of the disciples with regard to the man who
was born blind, 'Master, who did sin, tilis man or his parents,
that he was born blind ?

'

(Jn 92) is brought forward by Seydel as

implying belief in the Buddhist doctrine of re-birth, according
1 to

which we are punished here for sins committed in a former state
of existence. But the doctrine of the pre-existence of the soul
was not unknown to the Jews (cf. Wis 8-), and it is ques-
tionable, further, whether even this doctrine is necessary to

explain the question of the disciples. They may have been
thinking of some sin committed in the womb (cf. Gen 2533), or

may have regarded the blindness of the man as punishment in

anticipation of the sins he would commit (cf. B. Weiss in Meyer's
JZommentar, ad loc.).

These are the parallels upon which, as has been
said, Seydel lays the chief stress. He admits him-
self that the force of the other analogies depends,
in great measure, upon the verdict we pass u^on
the evidence afforded by these five parallels, which
constitute his third group. And if, as we have
endeavoured to show, he has not made good his
case in these instances, much of the force of his

argument is gone. As to his hypothesis of the
existence of a poetic-apocalyptic Gospel imbued
with Buddhist doctrine, there is absolutely no proof
for the existence of such a document. Seydel can
bring forward no particle of evidence to support his

hy] i. t!ie< :
s. He merely invents this fictitious Gospel

e-> ^upply the lack of historical connexion between
Buddhism and Christianity, the want of which is

one of the strongest objections to his theory.
As remarked above, attempts have been made

more recently by Pfleiderer and van den TVr. I: v ;:-i

Eysinga to trace Buddhist influence on
"

'-;'!
narratives. Among the parallels which the latter
HvT- <i (

>

-c:;s::y important, maybe mentioned Simeon
in the Temple, the twelve-year-old Jesus, the bap-
tism of Jesus, the temptation, the blessing of the
mother of Jesus (Lk II37}, the widow's mite, the
walking on the sea, the Samaritan woman at the
well, and the world T

.

"

. Pfleiderer does
not descend so muc

"

> .- , ', but groups his

parallels together under gener<ii head-, such as
Chri>t as Son of Gol, T> miraculous Saviour, a< victor
over Satan, as King of kings, etc. Wills reg.trd in
these more recent works, the same < riticiMii iipplie^
as in the case of Seydel. Many of the suggested
parallel-, when closely examined, prove much less

striking than appeared at lii>t sight : and even where
the resemblance is clo<e^t, a much more natural ex-

planation can usually be given of the feature in

question on the Christian side than the adapta-
tion of Buddhist material. And due consideration
should here be given to the fact to which Oldenberg
has called attention (ThLZ, 1905, No. 3), that the
Buddhist literature which is drawn upon to supply
these parallels to Christianity is so extensive, so in-

Imtely rich in legendary lore, that the wonder would
rather be if we did not find occasional points of
resemblance between the Buddhist narratives and
those parts of the NT which deal with a similar
sphere of life. Finally, while we must admit in the
abstract the possibility of Buddhist influence upon
Western culuue, the fact remains that we have no
historical evidence of the spread of Buddhist ideas
to the regions in which Christianity 'had its origin
till a much later time. Clement of Alexandria is

the first who mentions Buddha by name. In this
connexion we may quote the words of Max Muller
(India, what it can teach us? p. 279} :

'That there are startling coincidences betvyeen Buddhism and
Christianity cannot be denied, and it must likewise be admitted
that Buddhism existed at least 400 years before Christianity. I

go even further, and should feel extremely grateful if anybody
would point out to me the historical channels through which
Buddhism had influenced early Christianity. I have been looking
for such channels all my life, but hitherto I have found none.
What I have found is that for some or the most startling- coin-
cidences there are historical antecedents on both sides, and if

we once know these antecedents, the coincidences become far
1

---!,.i !">..-. T
p
T ]'* d, in certain Buddhist works, doctrines

'. . ,-. '; .:- -.v '

'.- Christianity, so far from being fright-

ened, I feel delighted, for surely truth is not the less true
because it is believed by the majority of the human race.'

iii. Christianity and Judaism. When we come
to consider the relation of Christianity to Judaism,
we feel that the case is very different from what it

was in the above instances. There the possibility
of contact between Christianity and those influences
to which its indebtedness was alleged was remote.
Here we are in the line of direct historical con-
nexion. The roots of Christianity go deep down
into Jewish soil. Christ was a Jew by birth and
education. His whole thought and teaching were
cast in Jewish moulds. The very title He bears
the Christ is meaningless apart from the back-

ground of Jewish history in which it had its origin.
If we claim originality for Him, we recognize that

originality does not mean an entirely new start,
the severance of all the links which bind the new
Teacher to the religious development of the nation
to which He belongs. Such -j' r v.

1

:

J

y is an idle

figment of the i: ';i _:!:>:"".. Is x.- i' as existed;
it never can exi-i. ! i" \- original teacher is to be
a teacher at all, if he is to exercise any influence

upon the men he addresses, then he must live in
close contact with them and link on his doctrine to
the beliefs and hopes which they cherish. So it

was with Christ. He may be the world's Teacher,
but He spoke first of all to His fellow-countrymen
in Galilee and Judaea, and He used the modes of

thought and speech familiar to them. He preached
in their synagogue^ and taught in their streets like
the RabBis of His own day. That there was a
certain novelty in His manner of preaching is

proved by the astonishment with which the people
listened to it (Mk I22 6"

2
). But was the content

essentially different from that of the preachers of
His own day, or that of the prophets of old ? Had
He any new doctrine to communicate? Or was
He, as has been alleged by modern Jewish scholars,
merely a teacher who gave expression to the best
Jewish thought of His time ?

We proceed to consider more closely some of the
different elements in the Jewish religion to which
Christ's indebtedness is alleged to be so great as to
detract from His originality.

(1) The Old Testament. There can be no ques-
tion as to Christ's obligation^ ro the OT. How
much He was influenced by it in His personal life

is shown by the frequency of His quota tion< from
it. He seems to live in it. Parallel^ from it

suggest themselves at every turn. In critical

moments of His life His thoughts find natural

expression in OT quotation. So it was at the

temptation (Mt 4^ 7 * I0
), at the cleansing of the

TMM ! do ' "Mk II 17
). even when He hung upon the cross

iJ.V'
1

;. He recognized its authority in religious
matters. He appealed to it in defence of His own
conduct (2

m
). He quoted it in condemnation of

the Pharisees (7
6-I3

), and in refutation of the
Saddueees (12

S4f
-)- He claimed that He came not

to destroy, but to fulfil the Law and the Prophets
(Mt 517

}. And when He was asked by the rich young
man what he must do to inherit eternal life, instead
of imparting to him any new doctrine, He simply
referred him to the commandments (Mk 1019).

In view of the attitude Christ thus takes up to
the OT, and of His avowed intention of fulfilling
the Law and the Prophets, we should expect to
find great affinity between His doctrine and that of
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the OT. Is this affinity so great as to detract
from pur Lord's fX;../:;,

1 '

_.
? I; i- ,.]{,-. ,\ by some

that it is. Nay, it has been ^ :-,:; *',, indeed,
not only whether JCMLS has made any new contri-
bution to the relLiouw and moral teaching of the
OT, but whether fie even desired to do ,so (so B.

"Weiss, Lcbeii Jfuu. i. 274). There is hardly a
feature in the teaching of Christ, it is maintained,
to which there is not a parallel in the OT. The
constant theme of His preaching, the Kingdom of

God, is so manifestly not novel, that He assumes
familiarity with it on the part of His hearers, and
never even explains what He means by it. His
work as a Prophet, sent to announce the'coming of
this Kingdom and to call men to repentance, was

" ""
l \ ,,'V novel. The very woids by which
.

;', _ Christ is introcfnced by ilk. (I
15

)

are pracucany me &ame as Mt. uses to describe
the appearance of John the Baptist (Mt 32). The
God whom Christ reveals is no new God, but the
God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob (Mk I226),
the God of Israel (Mt 1531 , Mk 12-9 ). The Father-
hood of God ? upon which so much emphasis is laid

as the most fundamental and distinctively character-
istic doctrine of CluNi^sr.'ry. is taught in the OT.
The trust in thi- !': .In-:

1 v>hich Christ seeks to

inspire already finds most beautiful expression in

the Psalms. Ths new commandment of Jove which
Christ inculcates is so far from being new, that He
Himself formulates it on occasion in language
borrowed from the OT (Mk 1231

). Xot even the

widening of the circle of those whom we are re-

quired to love, so as to make it embrace our enemy
as well as our neighbour, goes beyond the teaching
of the OT (Ex 234L , Pr 2(F2 2129 2323f

-). How, it is

asked, can <! .'sll!;. % claimed for the teaching
of Christ, v

' "
I!-- I ll'-^i "f takes His stand upon

the OT and recognizes its authority ; when He
claims to revoal no other God than tlie God of the
OT, and to continue the work of the Law and the

Prophets ; when we find that even those which are
.

"*

-

n

,.' the most characteristic doctrines of
have been forestalled in the OT ?

-
.

:
- may be replied, that while it is true

that Christ generally recognizes the authority of

the OT, and appeals to it at times quite in the
manner of the scribes, still His attitude towards
it is one of freedom and independence. He dis-

criminates between the various parts of it, and
leaves aside much that does not appeal to Him.
In spite of what He says in the Sermon on the
Mount about ful fill in.ii the Law and the Prophets,
He does not IIOMUUO ri that same sermon to set up
His own authority In opposition to the teaching of
the Law. fit: fm !y criticises the Mosaic law of

divorce (Mk lu'-"-;, a'ud on the question of Sabbath
observance not only exercises a freedom which
scandalized His contemporaries, but claims to be
invested with authority on the question (Mk 2s8).
By His doctrine that that only could defile a man
which affected his heart, He brushes aside the
whole Levitical legislation as to cleanness, and
raises the question from the region of the physical
to that of the ethical.

It is true, indeed, that most of the elements of

Christian doctrine may be found scattered through-
out the OT. But they are found side by side with
much else which Christ has rejected, and wMch,
in juxtaposition with them, prevents them from,

having the significance they acquire in Christi-

anity. That God is represented at times in the
OT as a Father, e.g., is perfectly true. But the

distinguishing feature in Christ s designation of

Him as such, as compared with that of the OT, is

that with Christ Father is the. characteristic title

for God, and He is never represented under any
aspect that is inconsistent with His Fatherhood ;

whereas in the OT Father is only one, and not
VOL. n. 19

even the prevailing one, among various other titles

for God, and God is represented at times under

vtii.v different aspects. It is the >ame with the
various other elements of Christian doctrine that
have been found in the OT. They leceive a new
meaning from the place Christ <iive.s them, the

importance He assigns to them, and the consist-

ency with which He insists on them. That God
looks* not upon the outward conduct but upon the

heart, was a truth known to the OT writers no less

than to Christ ; but it is Christ who first consist-

ently follows it out to its logical conclubions.
That we should love our enemies is a doctrine that
had been taught even in the OT ; yet how much
there is in the OT that breathes an entirely differ-

ent spirit ! When we put, not isolated utterances
of Christ and of the OT, but the doctrine of Christ
as a whole and the OT as a whole, side by side,

then, in spite of the fact that we can trace the
roots of Christianity down into Jewish soil and
can find OT forecasts of much that appears in the

teaching of Christ, the conviction is forced upon us
that this doctrine of Christ as a whole, by the

consistently lofty spirituality of its tone, by the
inner coherence and harmony of its various parts
in spite of the unsystematic'form in which it was
delivered, by its indifference to much which held a

high place in the Jewish religion, is a new creation
as compared with the OT upon which it is based.
We feel too that only a mind of the highest origin-

ality could have evolved out of a religion in which
there was much that was imperfect and unspiritual,
a system so pure and lofty as that which we have in

the Christian religion.

(2) Later Judaism. 'But it is not to the OT
alone that Christ's indebtedness is alleged. There
are later developments of Judaism which are said
to have exercised marked influence upon Him. It

has "been the custom to regard Christ's position as
one of pure antagonism to the prevailing religious
tendencies of His time, and to represent Him as

standing in such irreconcilable opposition to the

teaching of the Rabbinical schools that there can
be no question of His being influenced by them,
save in the way of being repelled. But in spite of

the attitude of opposition that Christ took up to

the religions aui -loyitio.s of His day, there was, it is

alleged^ much affinity between them. Like the

Ilabbisj He preached in the synagogues and taught
in the market-places. Like the**.:. T" y,\S. v.l .1.

group of disciples roundHimwho < <'<'! i
^

i . .* .

]

.

and whom He sought specially to instruct. His
manner of teaching is modelled on theirs. He
uelights in aphorism. He makes frequent use of

illustration and example. It is from them that
He has derived the parabolic method of instruction,

which is so characteristic a feature of III- iojicliinjr.

But not merely the form of His io.'i< I: "<r, I'ift

matter also is in many cases similar to that of the
Ilabbis.

Many striking
1

pair.TK
1 - ;o f*nr-:\ s-s.i i>-'.r- h'LV<- l-een found in

Rabbinical literature. Ilil'i 1 suiiiMiia i:p L'-H* v, 1 elu Law in the

words,
* What thou \\ o i . < :

-
; ." r > i b '. \ e < lo 1' u t o ; b i -e . do not that

to others/ He baae men not judge their neighbour till they
came into his place.

* Raise not thyself above others." *If

thou art where no men are, show thyself ^a man,* *Be among
1

the pupils <

" * '

loved all ci

as servants . .

receiving
1 a reward.* * Do God's will as if i v .'-:! . '. il.-

1
.

He may do thy will as if it were His will/ *
I

'
:

.
o T '.*:.' - s

honour be in "dear to you as 5 our own/ Such are some or tne
more striking sayings of the Jewish Rabbis, which seem to

breathe as pure "a religious spirit as the teaching- of Christ,

Even the prayer which Christ taught His disciples, we are told,
is hut a shortened form of some of the older prayers of the
Jewish Liturjry. Iris true that in a great many cases the

suggesting that if there is any borrowing, the indebtedness can-

not rest on the side of Christ. But that argument would be

valid only if it were shown that there was any possibility of the
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literature in question having been, influenced by Christian

thought. But there is MO -u< h po--ib"ity. The Christian and
the Jewish literature, :i- HL'I.IP (f*-j<: of Jesus, ch. v.) says, had

-,

"
>ne another before the 13th century.

_, ;.
'

. fru:i* n TTorature ^iik'h iisid i.'omplkd
at a date later than the apiKaranoe o' Ciin-t, thoy are ihf 1 -

selves older than Christ, and represent a purely Jewish develop-
ment of thought.

One may dismiss this evidence .v %v" -t PM; o^ijj"-

ality of Christ In the words of V
'

I ;: i
- .1 (/./' /

-

,

Jewish scholars think that all that Jesus said is

found in the Talmud. Yes, all, f
""

. "! "eal

more. IIAeoz> 77/u<rv iravros. The
"

of
Jesus consists In this, that He had

"

, for
what was true and eternal amid a . of

rubbish, and that He enunciated it with tho jiioati

emphasis.' No doubt there are occasional parallels
to the words of Christ to be found in the Talmud,
but there is a vast amount in the Talmud to which
no parallel can be found In tkr pi-cjic! ':');_' of Christ,
for it falls lamentably short "i" ;Jic iof-.y spiritual
tone which characterizes every utterance of the
Saviour. Even if it be the ease that we can find

something f<,rre>pon<iin to every clause of the
Lord's Prayer in the Jewish Liturgy, It might still

be maintained that there was originality in select-

ing precisely these petitions and bringing them
together in such a brief and simple prayer. But
indeed we are not much concerned to defend the

originality of the Lord's Prayer. Christ's object
was not to teach His disciples some new form of

prayer, but to give expression to the deepest long-
ings of the human heart ; and it would be strange
if these cravings had not already found utterance
in some measure in the prayers of His fellow-

countrymen. When we turn to the
{
-.: i-;i T

7 ol - '. : : i t i

have been traced between ^avir.gs of Ch-i-i, ?;: <L

( ;. .

:
-;

1 :- f: <:'. -.

Tv .Tewi-h Tiabbi-s, it will be found,
<:: -"\;

* wi
'. ','.- !')". : 'v in many cases they are not so

striking as they appear at first sight. For instance,
the saying of Hillel which has been often quoted
as an anticipation of the Golden Rule of Christ

really falls far short of It. Hillel merely warns us
against doing to others what we would not that

they should do to us. One might conform to that
maxim on grounds of selfishness. At best it re-

ciuirftrs only that we do no evil. But Christ's maxim
is po^hive. It insists not merely that we do no
evil, but tliat we do good, and can be carried out
only by one who has his heart full of love for his
brother. And, further, with regard to the parallels
that are drawn between the sayings of Christ and
the words of the Rabbis, we must ask what place
the quotations occupy In the respective writings
from which they are taken. Quotations from the
Talmud which have a .-inking :-oniblnnce iotoino
words of Christ may pro\e, \\hiai we (x-r.^lcr the
context In which they occur, to bear a different

meaning ^
from what they assume when put into

juxtaposition with similar words of Christ, or may
lose a great deal of the impressiveness which
attaches to them when regarded as isolated utter-
ances. Upon the whole, we conclude that little

weight is to be placed upon the occasional parallels
which have been found in the words of the Jewish
Rabbis to say:r;g- of Christ. The general spirit
of the itabbinical teaching is very different from
Christ's. When sayings are found which seem
to approach to the teaching: of Christ^ they are
rather to be regarded as isolated utterances which
rise for the moment above the general level of
Rabbinical theology.
There is another"branch of late Jewish literature

which, it ifc> alleged, has had a marked influence

upon Christ, and from which He is said to have
derived many of His leading ideas, viz. the series
of Messianic-Apocalyptic writings in which the
hopes and aspirations of later Judaism found ex-

pression.

There are numerous points of contact between the teach-

ing of Christ and the literature in question. His eschatology,
.7-, is said to be almost entirely drawn from this source. Cer-

tainly the expectation of His second coining was a novel idea,
j.- ".. -.vi-

1

. <- vl r. \.r.-i rf - iccess on His first appearance
-. "c'l ''-: 'J "( r;:

% -
"

T " 1

, i by any of the later Apocalyptic
'..'"; <:=-. !*.:; <

" -
. <*.' most part, He simply accepts

the general eschatological programme which the 5 had outlined.
The sharp contrast ii

"" _" :\ -T .*""'*
2034, Mt 1232 ; Ixeupes- ,r--. :

>
,

.

- '
:,-. '. : . ..

Mt 1232 ; $ Kfo y j> \pxfa ,'.:,:> >< .

auguration of the new era by the miraculous intervention of

God, who is to bring- in the Kingdom of God with power, the
belief that the Kingdom thus to be set up is to come down
from heaven, whence also is to come the agent to whom is en-
trusted its establishment, the series of dire calamities which are
!>'""" *,"- -

iexy era> the great judgment
. .v : ' with which it is to be ushered

in, all these familiar features of Christ's :
=

'

/ '_ are to be
found in the writings referred to. In i . essedness
of heaven and the torments of hell, Unmi. uses me colours
which the Apocalyptic writers have prepared, Abraham's
bosom, the- uvta.1 banquet, eating

1 bread and drinking wine in

the X r"jri';isi or <^orl, the furnace of fire and the outer darkness.

Again, , . '! -
. ('; v ; -i -" Christ cherished was largely in-

fluence* 1 ;,\ ,'- ^;i .'!i! .'
: ch had found expression in the

Apocalyptic literature. There was much, indeed, that was sen-
suous in the expectation of those writers which could not npjH'iil

to Christ, and which ITo put a-ide. Oiiu ir.ulcr il.cir f'and-s the
"""

- : '
"

T
.,-<

f 1; oT uritx'is had undergone a transforma-
i . : way for the more spiritual conception

*,
""-

_ "."
;.

'

ad widened its scope so as to make it

embrace not only the nation but the world ; they had detached
it from earthly political ideas, and raised it to the realm of
the : i

""'
y had deepened and developed that

tend : : which had begun to show itself in the
later writings of the OT. In these respects they had prepared
the way for Christ, and in much of His teaching He was in sym-
pathy with the aims, and did but da\ elop the doctrines, of the

Apocalyptic writers of later Judaism.

One might admit the truth of most of what is

thus said, without in any way r^^rp^-r"* ^nrn tho

originality of Christ. It is n -J
:

-,;.-_'.: i. n, ;.)

that originality) as we have seei. ,., ;_" /o : 'v,i

Christ stands in close and vi ,;l <,., vnii v
"

!

those who have preceded Him, and uses the modes
r " ' ' and speech which they have made
,

'

. Whether, indeed, the connexion be-
tween the Messianic views of Christ and those
of later Judaism Is as close as lias been suggested,
is a question upon which there is a difference of

opinion. TJiilao^-por^or answers in the affirmative,
maintaining ili.ir wo. insist no longer regard Juda-
ism as the dark background against which Chris-

tianity stands out as .something quite different,
but

^
rather as a preparatory stage on the way to

Christianity. He lays special stress upon the
transcendent character of ifcs Messianism as an
advance towards the spiritualism of <~*

: Y,
*

y
(Die messian.-apocalyp* Hoffnung&n *' -.'

thum% 11)03, p. 232). This view of the relation
of Christianity to later Judaism has not been ac-

cepted "b^ other authorities. "WeKhausen finds in

Christianity rather a prote^r n^nin.-t, :"iu! j-icv ,i:l-

ing tendency of Judaism. (>7,-/^."// nnf7 \~t.,'"ri> "', /.,

p. 98). So also Bousset (Jesu Predigt in ihrem
Gegensatz zmn Judenthum, 1892), who has enumer-
ated a number of points in which tho triuliin,^ of
Christ Is in direct conflict with the -piri; oi L.ior
Judaism. In view of this difference of opinion,
it is evident that no very strong case has been
made out to prove Christ's indebtedness to the
later Jewish Apocalyptic writings. That He used
the eschatological data and many of the modes of

thought which are to be found in this literature,

may be readily admitted. But "beyond that, His
general line of thought must have been little in
*\ * -

.

"
\ with its spirit. There is a wide gulf

I
'

- :he transcendence of later Jewish Mes-
sianism, which is sometimes coarse and sensuous,
and the spirituality of the Messianic hopes of
Christ. Many of the most marked characteristics
of later Judaism, as Bousset points out, its with-
drawal of God from the world, its asceticism, its

world-weariness and lack of interest in the present
and yearning for the -future, are directly opposed
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to the spirit of the Saviour's teaching. In view
of these and other points of difference between the
doctrine of Christ and the tendencies of later Juda-
ism, it seems rash to attempt to trace the origin
of Christianity to a system of doctrine to which,
in spite of < <-nai;i Mipcrfioi^I points of resemblance,
it stands in devp ni! r.uii-ni -v '>">;! "'".

(3) Essenism? Attenij.
- i,'\i i'\.. .<n i\ been

made to connect Christ - : : -
: ? \'.-~> -\ -,",md to

account for many of the characteristic features of
His doctrine by deriving them from the practices
of this sect. But no evidence lias been brought
forward to prove that Christ had any connexion
with them. It is true He never refers to them,
while He frequent ly denounces the Pharisees and
Sadducees. But that fact may be easily explained
by the smallness and retiring character of the sect.

Ginsburg (Essenes, p. 24) argues that every Jew
had to belong to one of the three parties, Pharisees,
Sadducees., and Essenes, into which the Jews were
divided at the time of Christ, and that Christ would
naturally associate Himself with the Essenes as
most congenial to His nature ; but as his premises
are quite unsupported, his conclusion has no weight
whatever. The only valid ground upon -which any
plausible case may be made out in favour of the
view that Christ had some connexion with the
Essenes is, that there are several points in which
His doctrine bears a considerable resemblance to
theirs. Among these points of resemblance the
following may be noted : prohibition of paths, ex-
altation of poverty, simplicity of life, celibacy (Mt
1912), feeling of "brotherhood 'issuing in mutual ser-
vice. But most of these features merely represent
Mm lii^li moral tone which obtains on both of the
side-; tlm- compared, and no direct connexion is

required to account for the resemblance. On the
other hand, there are very marked features of
difference which preclude any direct connexion of
Christ with the Essenes. One of the most dis-

tinctive features of the sect was its withdrawal
from the world and adoption of a monastic life.

Contact with strangers was supposed to communi-
cate defilement. The conduct of Christ presented
a striking contrast. He mixed freely in the life

of the people. He told His disciples not to hide
their light under a bushel. And, so far from think-

ing that mere contact with strangers caused defile-

ment, He did not shrink even from the touch of

the woman who was a sinner, or hesitate to lay His
hand upon a leper. In their asceticism the Essenes
went to an extreme. ' The Son of Man came eating
and drinking.* In their Sabbath observance they
outdid the Pharisees. There was no point on which
Christ gave such offence to the rigorists. The Es-
senes stood aloof from the Temple, and offered no
sacrifice there. Christ repaired to Jerusalem to
some of the great festivals, and taught daily in
the Temple. The Essenes were scrupulous to a
degree on the question of purity. They had wash-

ings innumerable. Christ paid no attention to
such ceremonial observances, but esteemed only
purity of heart. The differences which thus separ-
ate Christ from the Essenes are broad and doep.
We cannot find any connexion between Him and
a sect which, by its monastic tomlciu-y, it exalta-

tion of ceremonial observances, its formal nrid pre-
cise rules, could have made little appeal to Him.

iv. The original element in Christianity. When
we turn from these attempts to disparage the ori-

ginality of Christ, and proceed to consider wherein
that originality consists, we find a great variety
of opinions upon the subject. Some would place
all the emphasis upon the Person of Christ ; others

lay weight upon His methods as a teacher ; others
think to find the original element in His doctrine,

selecting now its universalism, now its individual-

ism, now its practical moral tendency, now its

!';f, y -*:i I . -i: ;iiy, as the characteristic feature of it ;

\\i-i l<; ;>;! :-s, .-^ain, contend that the specifically
novel feature in the teaching of Christ is His an-
nouncement that the Kingdom of God is at hand,
that God is about to intervene and bring in the
Kingdom of God with power. We shall not confine
ourselves to any one of these points of view, but
proceed to indicf.*o v, ^jiL npnf.vr to us some of the
more important <.:'<' /<':( crL-Vie^ which go to make
up the originality of Christ.

1. Without doubt the fullest emphasis must be
laid upon Christ's personality. This is the most
striking

1

y ( . r :

-

f \ ' ;

1
feature in C I : -N :' : a:

:
i y . We

cannot .-iv,i:-{!-<: ;!,, doctrine from il:e !*.:-<}:: of
Christ. He taught by His life no less than by His
words, and it is His Person as much as His doctrine
that has converted the world. There could be no
more unsatisfactory method of attempting to esti-
mate the o'rigirri'i+Y' of Oliri^ 11.KR to -.iri'.le o;:i

. .- -.

that had gone before. It is not difficult to set
over against every article from the: picachir ^ of
Jesus an observation which deprives ir "oj "n> rri^!"-

ality. It is the Person, it is the fact 01 his life uiab
is new and creates the new' (Harnack, Hist, of
Dogma, Eng. tr. L 73). When we approach the

portrait of Christ presented in the Gospels, we at
once feel that we are in the presence of One who is

in the truest sense original. The moral grandeur
of His character alone bears witness to the fact.

It dwarfs the attainment of the greatest of human
heroes, and leaves the ideals even of our noblest
thinkers far behiiid. The very fact of its sinless-

ness stamps it with an : 1"
>

"iat cannot be

gainsaid. The perfect _

"

pervades the
whole life, the holy j>eace whieli no trial or <!,'";. (-2-

can disturb, the sublime faith, the nobio, ( pirni-n
1
.

the unquenchable love, the tender <y.'i sp.it h\\ il.o

meek humility, the genial, kindly -p]ii: v. l-jc-h

drew men to Him these are a few of the features
which go to make up that portrait which has pro-
duced such an impression on the heart of the world.
We feel we are^standing in the presence of One who
has given in His own Person the perfect revelation
of the Divine. One trait we may specially note as
characteristic of that oii^'fMlUy \\e are consider-

ing, viz. the tone of ar.iV.ori: \- -\\is1i which He ever
acts and speaks. Meek and numble as He is, there
is a certain majesty about Him that shines forth
all the more forcibly because of the lowliness of
the service to which He stoops. He sets up His
own anthorit y over against that of the Law :

i Ye
have heard that it was said to them of old time
. , . but I say unto you' (Mt 5m etc.). He speaks
of Himself as a greater than Jonah, a greater than
Solomon (IS

411
-). He claims to be able to reveal the

Father as no other can (II
27

), for He stands in a re-

lation of such intimacy to the Father that He can
speak of the hidden mysteries of the Divine will as

things into which He has Himself looked. Hence
the ring of absolute ceitainty about the revelation
He gives of God, Hence the tone of authority
in which He announces the Divine will. Either
He was the victim of the gro^se^t self-delusion, or
He stood in such a close relationship to God, and
knew Himself, as the appointed. Messiah, to be
endowed with such authority a^ justified Him in

speaking in a tone which in any other would be
nothing ^hort of blasphemy. There is nothing in-

compatible with this tone ofauthority, which marks
the teaching of Christ, in the fact that much of His
teaching, as we have seen, is closely related to the
OT. In a sense His teaching may be said to be
based upon the OT, in so far, viz., as in the OT
He found the food which nourished His spiritual
life. But it is out of the fulness of the spiritual life

thus nourished that He draws His doctrine, and
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not directly from the OT. He speaks that He
knows, and testifies that He has seen (Jn 311

} ; and
what of OT teaching is reproduced in Hib doctrine

is so transmuted and ennobled, bears s<> unmistak-

ably the impress of His own personality, that It

may he iitly called original. We may apply to His

relation to" the OT the words of the poet, and say
that He

* made nobly his what he did mould ;

What was another's lead, became his gold,"

Closely akin to this tone of authority which
Christ assumes in His preaching is another feature

which contributes to tlie ":- ;^ J i.i!
: ^ of His person-

ality, viz. the feeling tha: ', i;
!

: : L . a new era has

arrived in the history of the world. The time is

fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand '

(Mk
jiff) -faafc is the new message of which Christ is the

bearer. The hope which animated the prophets
has become a reality to Him, He told His disciples
that they were blessed in that their eyes had seen

the things which many prophets and kings had
desired to see (Lk 10^L ). His whole preaching

rings with glad tidings that the long expected time

has come. The period of waiting is past, the new
era has begun. Already the Kingdom of God is in

the midst of men (Lk 17<21 ). Even the tragic catas-

trophe to which His life is tending cannot shake
His conviction that with Him the Messianic age
has come. He longs for the baptism of suffering
which He has to undergo, as calculated to give a

mighty impetus to the movement He has begun
(12

J9ft
)- And when the hour came for Him to

lay down His life, so far from seeing in His death

any frustration of the gracious work to which He
had dedicated His life, He taught His disciples
to look upon His blood as the seal of the New
Covenant which, it had been His life's work to

establish.
2. The ; ,"" ;V- y \liich we have noted as char-

acteristic I
*.- of Christ, we should expect

to find reflected in ffis doctrine. It was in His
doctrine that He made His authority felt (Mt 729 }.

The Im>reLon made upon those who stood in the

closest relation to His Person was that He had a
wonderful and life-giving doctrine to communicate
(Jn Qm }. In place of His anointment to Messianic

kingship, He substituted His anointment to the

prophetic office (Lk 418"21 ), and addressed Him-
self to the work of |-<-;ih:ng Jn fulfilment of His
vocation as Messiah. \\~A-* rlioie anytiiin-j: original,
we ask, in His preaching, anything to justify His

feeling that with His entrance on His work' as a

preacher the new era might be said to have begun ?

The impression made upon the people who first

listened to His doctrine was that it was something
new. * A new doctrine with

authority,* they ex-
claimed {Mk I

27
) as they listened to His preaching

for the first time. Certainly there was much that
was old in His doctrine, much that did but echo
the teaching of the OT. The description He gives
in one of His parables of the scribe instructed in
the Kingdom of heaven, applies in the first instance
to Himself. He was like a householder who bring-
eth forth from his storeroom things new and old

(M!t IS52). But if there was much that was old,
there was much also that was new and original.
As compared with the teaching of the OT, to which
it stands in such close connexion, Christ's doctrine
was original, as we saw above, in the freedom with
which He selected only what appealed to Him,
leaving aside much which from the standpoint of

His contemporaries was equally, if not more im-

portant ; in the new emphasis with which it re-

states certain OT doctrines, and the new value it

assigns to them. It was original in the simplicity
of its requirements, as against the nmltitudiroii<
demand* which Judaism made uoonthe individual ;

in the consistency with which it pursued its few

leading ideas such, e.g., as the righteousness of

the heart as that which alone avails in God's sight
to their logical issues, not hesitating to enforce

the conclusions which follow, even when they con-

flict with tin.* RM-.>-nI/.e<l standards, as in the above

case with icieie'.u-'- :<i tiio Levitical law of clean-

ness (Mk 7 14'23
). It was original in the feeling of

confidence which it inspired in man in relation to

God, banishing that spirit of bondage which the

Pharisaic attitude to the Law had produced, and

putting in its place the spirit of adoption whereby
we cry, 'Abba, Father' (RoS15

),
I'-p-iriiiLi

man of the

love of the Father in heaven, of ;!u- pivrion-ne-.- of

each individual in His sight, of His willingness to

bestow blessings in rich abundance^ upon him, to

forgive his sins and give him the Kingdom. But,

indeed, to do justice to the originality of Christ's

doctrine, we should have to mention every feature

of it. Tin- i-;:'itv of the ethical tone, the loftiness

of the 'liv-.i 'ii sdV. before us, the comfort it breathes

to the sinful and the sinning, the depth of the love

it inculcates, the zeal for righteousness it seeks to

inspire, its indifference to the ceremonial in religion
and interest only for the spiritual, these are

among the features which contribute to its origin-

ality. If it is true that there is scarcely a single
doctrine of Christ of which we cannot find some
,.-.'

'
i-,i,

'

:-: in the OT 3 it is also true that there is

no U I
1

doctrine which Christ reiterates but receives

a new significance from the setting it obtains in His

teaching. This is the strikingly original feature

about His doctrine, how He makes the old new

by the new light in which He places it, and the

new value He assigns to it. Much that He taught
had been taught before. But never had it been

E
reclaimed with such assurance, never had it been

rought home to the heart of man with such con-

viction, as when it was taught by Him who em-
bodied in His own Person the truth He taught,
who, when He spoke of the love of God, could point to

His own i ri i - - M \ \ . , i <; men as the confirmation of

the me ,\i_-,>
; !>.,! '!" i e, and who sealed with His

blood the rriu u that He had proclaimed in His life.
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OYEN (K\l[3avos}. In the reference to fuel for
the village oven (Mt 630

, Lk 12-8 ) the term 'grabs'
is used generally for any wild produce ol the
fields, iiu ludLig tJiorns and thistles.
The Bible references to the baking of bread

correspond to the three principal methods now em-
ployed in Palestine. (1) The simplest is that in
use among the Bedouin or migratory Arabs of the
desert. It is to make a slight hollow in the ground
at the tent door, and burn upon it dry grass or

twigs until sufficient hot ash is made for the baking
of the bread cakes (Gn 18", 1 K IT12 196

}. An im-

provement upon this is seen in the small vir/i^c^.
where the conditions of life are more -ta.iioii.iry.
The hollow is deepened a little more, and covered
with large pebbles in order to retain the heat, and
the bread is either laid upon these after the ashes
have been brushed aside, or, without removal of
the ashes, the bread is laid upon a convex metal
disc or griddle slightly raised above the

fire-place.
(2) The next stage of advance is seen in the large,
pot-like hole dug in the ground, and lined with a
smooth coating of piaster. The same kind of fuel
is laid as before on the pebbles at the bottom, and
the thin cakes are fired by being placed for a
minute on the hot concave surface of the oven.
The work of baking is done by a woman who sits

beside the oven, and from time to time acids a few
hanclfuis of fuel. She has on one side the tray of

dough from which she tears out a small piece, and
after rolling it out into a thin cake she distends it

still further by capping it over one arm and then
over the other. JSle then lays it upon a circular
cushion-like pad kept for tlie purpose, and thus

applies it to the plaster surface of the pot oven.
As each loaf, about a foot and a half in diameter
and of wafer-like thinness, is rapidly fired, it is

placed upon the pile of bread on her other side.

This is the ordinary oven for home-made bread in

the villages, the tannur of the OT and the simpler
form of the klib&nos of the NT. In the warning
of Lv 2626

, the predicted scarcity of fuel and Hour
would be such that ten "women in one cluster or

section of the village houses, instead of using in

turn the same oven for their separate households,
would have to unite their little sux-lc of Hour to
make a baking to be done by one of them, and
then receive by weight the share of bread belong-
ing to each.

(3) The final form is that of the baker's oven.
The ordinary village usually has one of these, in

which baking is done on three or more days of the

week, and
the_

towns are furnished with a larger
number in daily use on account of the increased

demand. The oven recess, instead of being a hollow
in the ground, is now a vault about twelve feet

long, four feet high, and eight feet broad, built in

the bake-house. The pebbles of the primitive
form are represented by a pavement of squared

|

stone along the length and breadth of the senii-

I cylindrical vault. Upon it is laid fuel of the same

I

kind as before, with an addition of thicker twigs
.

"
\

'

. i - <" cleft wood, and the lire is kept up
.

"
.. heat has been produced. The hot

ashes are then brushed off and banked up on each
i side, and the bread is laid on this cleared space of

!
the hot stone pavement (Is 441S

',
Jer 37-1

). The
'

heat is considerably greater than what is needed
i for the more gradual firing of our larger European
1 loaf, and the Oriental oven thus became the em-

I

blein of vehement desire (Ho 76
* 7

) and the indig-
nant anger of God (P& 21). G. M. MACKIE.

|
OWHEB (xvptos). The word is found only once

! in the AY (Lk 19-3 'The owner.-, said (to the dis-

|

ciples), Why loose ye the eolt?
:

). Luke alone indi-

i eates that there was any question asked when the
} disciples prepared to take the colt away. Probably
j

the answer which the disciples were instructed to
! give (* The Lord hath need of him,

3 Lk 1931 * w
j \uih

i a prearranged sign between the owners and Jesus.
Elsewhere in the Gospels the frequency of the
occurrence of the word ' owner s

is concealed from
readers of the English versions by its translation
as * lord

*

(see art. LORD).
' Lord 3

(K&pios) has the
sense of * owner *

in the phrases
* the lord of the

vineyard
'

(Mt 208 2140
1|
Mk 129

}|
Lk 2Q15

). In the

phrases, *the servant is not above his lord 3

(Mt
lO24 },

* the servant showed his lord these things
'

(Lk 14al
),

< the lord of that servant 7

(Lk 12^), the

relationship is that of master (owner) and slave

(SovXos). By translating SovXos as e
servant,' the

fact is concealed from English readers that slavery
was an institution in the social life of the Jews.
It was not so common among them as among the

Greeks and Romans, and the condition of the I-la \ e

in the Jewish social economy vi< i-srn h 1 in !'" v

than in the Gentile world. Thei-rriiU ]:, )>!''< '
;

mentioned in Lk 12^ ('the lord of that servant
. . . will cut him in >uiicler [/n^oroueZi/], and appoint
him his portion with the unbelievers ') is probably
taken from the punishments which were prju-fWil
in the Gentile world. It is, however, mentioned
as a punishment in He II37

. On the different inter-

pretations of Lk I240 see Godet, ad loc., and Meyer
on Mt 2451

. See also art. SERVICE.
JOHN REID.

OX. See ANIMALS, vol. i. p. 63b.

PALACE. In the Gospels the word is used in

the text of Mt 2727 and Jn 1828- s3 199, and in the

margin of Mk 151S. In all cases it is the repre-
sentative of TrfKLiT&ptw (see PRJETOKITJM), which
was a term wide enough to include what would
now "be called a guard-room or the barrack-square
adjoining (Mt 27^, Mk 1516 ), as well as the actual

place (referred to in the Johannine passages) in

which a case was tried and the sentence pronounced.K W. Moss.
PALESTINE. The tendency, represented by

historians like Buckle and his school, to write

history in terms of environment, is one of those

remarkable exaggerations of a valuable truth in

which the 19th cent, was prolific. Every age which

produces elemental theories and sweeping changes
,
in the moat widely accepted and venerable views,

, is liable to this kind of exaggeration. New ideas

first stagger and then (viprivjito mon"< minds, and
; the new names which these theories introduce

j

assume magic powers for a time. The next genera-
tion smiles at the omnipotence of the catchwords of

the first years of evolutionary doctrine, and remem-
bers that other words 'sympathy

J and '

perpetual
motion J

among the rest had a similar vognie in

their day. Most of all has the power of environ-

ment received undue emphasis and been credited

with an influence far in excess of the facts, in the

case of Jesus Christ. There is nothing which has
doomed the work of His purely naturalistic bio-
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graphers to premature obsoleteness so much as this.

Nowhere was Carlyle's protest In favour of the
effect of great personalities so applicable as here.
If anything in history Is certain, it is that here we
hare a ea^e in which a unique ;ivr-i::ny..y is seen

mastering circumstances, rather iiiii:i (*! in which
circumstances are seen creating a conspicuous per-

sonality.
Yet the Influence of Palestine on Jesus Is equally

unquestionable.
* We must not isolate the story,' says Dr. Dale,

* from the pre-
ceding- history of the Jewish race . . . Many people seem to

suppose thai "'>.> : * :i;r>' .. "i ,he subject as if the Lord
Jeiiis Christ ! n: >. *<<! j >p.. or in China, instead of in
Judtea and v i ''. \ /.'"'.<.

f it vV and the Four Gospels, 89).
*!:. ,ur t" (. .' -.v ^ ,i.i .-'' ;

:

\ ' be self-evident that Jesus'
i::i--I'Ui ...!'; have assumed another character had He grown
up under the oaks of Germany instead of under the palms of

Nazareth, that the subject of "Arminius or Maroboduus would
have been different from that of Antipas, that the opponent of

the Druids would have differed from the opponent of the
Rabbis, so, positively, it is indisputable that for Jesus Himself
the facts of His consciousness were given Him under those
torms of viewing things in which Jewish thought in general was
cabt. Only by a freak of the imagination can it be supposed
that an historical personality becomes conscious of the facts of

its own inner life by conceptions other than those in which the
thought of the age in general finds expression

'
(Hist, of ST

Times, ii. 225).

Thus we may take it that there is no sentence in
the Gospels which can be fairly understood if it be

regarded merely as the remark or ^question of a
member of the human race who might have be-

longed to any :'si {!:! a lit \ . Every word derives

something of it- -i-"i \-nrn o from the place and
time at which it was spoken. Jesus is the Son of

Man, but He is also a Syrian teacher. It is Syrian
landscape, Syrian liLstory, and Syrian Iranian nature
with which ihe Incarnation work.- ; and we of ilie

West are confronted at every turn by the need
to Orientalize our conceptions as we study these
records.
In this article we shall consider the influence on

Jesus (1) of Syria as a whole ; (2) of the Gentile
elements in the land ; (3) of the open field and of
X.'.i 1:10 a- r-r-in in Syria ; (4) of the town and village
.f. s -.\I:! \v!i:rii H e was familiar ; (5) of the city of
Jerusalem.

1. Syria as a whole. Syria Is an Eastern land,
and the relations and differences between East and
West are the first aspects of this subject which
demand attention. No phenomenon of the kind is

so remarkable as the combination of Eastern and
Western characteristics in the thought and work
of Jesus. Such books as Townsend's Asia and
Europe and Fielding Hall's The Soul of a People
(to mention two out of many popular accounts of
East and West), though their generalizations are
not always convincing, are full of suggestive Illus-

trations of this. *

Though Asiatic In origin/ says
the former writer, Christianity Is the least Orien-
tal of the creeds,

3 To find lives most typically
fl i rM urn, w-j li.'ivo io look clm;n\ i> vToMorn
";.;:oii~, France ami (jermany, liriruiiiand Aiui-ru-a.
Ii cii-ju. i licaMoni-hhiLr fu-i i-o\ mom iluu in <-or:a'm

respects we have in Jesus an Oriental too Western
for Asiatics, so that to a certain extent they have
to Occidentklize their conceptions in order "to be-
come Christian. This strange fact has commonly
T.-PTI 1

-
;j-.ht a-* ii <-1 large against the methods of

( v -.sn i'i--i.ni,!"ir- In the East. But there can
be no doubt that in some measure it is due to the
niind of Jesus Himself. His doctrine of personal
Immortality, e.g., and still more the triumphant and
glad spirit In winch He proclaimed it, have a far
more congenial appeal to the West than to the
East. * Eternal consciousness 1

3

exclaims Towns-
end :

^

c that to the
majority^ of Asiatics Is not a

promise but a threat/ Similarly, the prominence
given in Christianity to the command to love our
neighbour as ourself, in the West will always find
at least a theoretical assent, for It will be backed I

by the sentiment or at least the conscience of sym-
pathy between man and man as such. The East,
whose religion is fundamentally a matter of saving
one's own soul, or at widest a matter of tribal

loyalties, will find that a hard saying, and indeed
has always so found It. Again, everyone must
have noticed that in the battles of Jesus against
the unintelligent and conventional doctrines of the

Pharisees, His constant appeal was to common-
sense and the facts of the case obvious to every
unprejudiced observer. But that in itself was an
instance of the Western type of intellect pitted

against the Oriental.

Yet, at the depths, Christianity rests upon dis-

tinctively Oriental foundations. The very publicity
of Eastern life has had its effect upon the Gospels.
The whole ministry of Jesus was performed among
crowds, in public places of assembly and on

thronged highways. ITU lliu'.i^iN wore flung at

once into the arena of inb'io tli-ni*-i<>n, and even
His protests and His disregard of ritual in such
matters as hand-washing, fasts, etc., were made
under the scrutiny of innumerable eyes. The
whole Gospel shows traces of this lack of privacy,
and the emphasis of its teachings is often fixed by
the angle at which its detail was seen by the on-

lookers. Again, {j- ;-

I M! Christian doctrine of

renunciation is <
- "/i, '.

: \ an Oriental doctrine,

typical of Hebraism as contrasted with Hellenism ;

so much so, that it is to the surprise with which
that doctrine broke upon the West that its con-

quest was in part due. The Oriental has been

kept from perceiving how Divine self-sacrifice is,

by his familiarity with it as a commonplace of

human life. 'Tlie qualities which seemed to the
warriors of Clovis so magnificently Divine, the

self-sacrifice, the self-denial, the
* "

the
sweet humility, are precisely tl- ^ ,

'

the

gernis of which exist in the Hindu' (Asia and

Europe^ 69). Consequently,
* the character of

Christ is not ... as acceptable to Indians as to

Northern races,
3

the former seeking in the Divine
a contrast rather than a complement to their human
thoughts. Again, that free play of imagination
touching even the most everyday subjects, that
direct statement of tru'K uvj v.r-Jv: by qualifi-
cations and unbuttressr- i \\

|,-.
><>'-. are Eastern

rather than Western }
\,\*.\l '-!- '. -. These are

but random instances, a few out of very many, and
varxino in Mnporfjince from the most casual to the
JHOM: funilaincnriil, yet they are enough to prove
that the thought of Jesus was cast in an essentially
Oriental mould.
The geographical features of Palestine are strongly marked ;

and they include, in a \ try small field, mountains, rivers, plains,
lakes and sea-coast. Tht stor\ of Je->us brings Him in contact
with each of these ; but the onK oness \\hicb can be said to have
left very distinct trace.s are tticj mountains. The Bible is full

of mountain scenery, and it owes much to that. The religious
thought of the great, plains of the v.orld is one thing, that of

sea-girt; islands is another, and that of mountain-land is a third.
The long ran^-h of Lebanon throw off their soutrern spurs in

Galilee, and the range ends suddenly in the line of steep
mountain-side which runs along the r

>,>-tV.i r n clcr.- of the Plain
of Esdraelon. Not far from this ed-r". n>!l-:r -n hollows or

crowning heights, lay the towns and villages among which Jesus
spent His early years. Hermpn is the one groat tuouni ain which
Antwbebanon rises to, standing off to the souih, and detached
from the continuous range by the deep-cut gorge of the Abana,
but sending on the ridire again unbroken, though merged in out-

line, past the Sea of Mr rom on the eastern side, to the shores of
the Sea of Galilee. Samaria lies to the south of Esdraelon, a
region of finely sweeping valleys and hills of soft and rounded
outline. But these hills grow less distinct as the road strikes
southward through Judsea. The general level rises to a bare and
lofty table-land, from \\hirfi, near Bethel, rounded heights ri?e
like iMijft lrva-ts of grey stone from the upheaA ed boom of The
".,'iTMj. So-lib OL rhat. sheer gorges (geological faults, or the work
of flooded winter-torrents) slash across the land from east to
west, and open grim and sombre through precipices upon the
sunken valley of the Jordan, where Jericho lies steaming in the
heat, 6 miles west of the Jordan's channel-groo\ e, chiselled

deep below the level of the valley. Soon Jerusalem is seen, like
a round nest among low mountain* a cit > thrust up from the
summit of the land, and moated by deep valleys on two sides-
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South of that, through the pasture-lands ahout Bethlehem and

feller to-day
had expected at sacred sites. Y <.">

'

"i -.'tirade is nowhere
so difficult as on the spot, where every detail of the scene seems
so uncompromisingly earthly. If, however, he will follow the

example of the Psalmist, and '
lift up his eyes unto the hills,' he

will find the realization of Christ an easier matter. The great
sky-lines are for the most :/

'

i
:
:."_' cl :>*<! the same edges

and vistas are to be seen *....'" _,!,. i _
- of Jesus. This is

not merely the result of the fact that local tradition and foolish

ways of honouring ."
"

Bgured and stultified
so many spots of

"
'

. fact that Jesus came
irom the highlands of Galilee, and that He chose to associate

many of the most outstanding events of His life with mountains.
From the hill above Nazareth He looked abroad on an endless
field of mountain tops. Hermon dominated the landscape on
the north-east, and Tabor thrust its irrelevant cone, con-

spicuous and unique, over the undulating
1

sky-line of the
mountains between Nazareth and the Lake a gigantic in-

truder which had reared its huge head to look down into
Nazareth from over the wall of mountains. It was there, with
countless mountain summits of familiar name about Him, that
the Youth first encountered those tremendous thoughts which
finally led Him to the Jordan. Driven thence by the Spirit
into the wilderness, He fought His long fighc with rival schemes
of greatness, in the tract which Judsea thrusts high into the
air from the depth of the Jordan Valley, and holds balanced
upon the edge of cliffs. Jericho looks up at that mountain
of Quarantania, and sees its angular and tilted platform of a
summit as a black space cut out of the brilliance of a living

1

.

starry sky. From the edge He looked down on Jericho (Me 4 1

etc.), and knew -Ji j>o.\< i >? \i<; rYf :M*"-- !.- Tic saw the palace-
life of Herod thin , ,vi! :'n> _;'

1

"i.:'
- of f- -:ive lamps among

the palm-groves that had been Cleopatra's. Mountains were
the congenial places for His ar.-i ;/ !

JiU rv^< - in which the Old
Law ^'hanged to the New, :.rd no rn *i:*iess as well as the
e \aitfUiop of thes-e words remind us from beginning to end of
them that they are a Sermon on the Mount (Mt 5*). Similarly,
by a sure instinct, it was to the heights that He went to find by

.

*

converse with His Father (MtW23
etc.).

j of the slopes of Hermon that such a
season of communion brightened to the wonder of Transfigura-
tion (Mt 171

etc.). Hermon's summit is always white, and many
a *

bright cloud overshadows '

it, until it shines upon the plain
for miles around, in a white glory of frosted silver. It is not
without significance that Matthew gives as the trysting-place
between Jesusand His disciples

* a mountain of Galilee
*

(Mt 2816).

There '-
.' :>

J ""1

;."r *
'

r
'"""'" in the words, as if after all

those - _:;-',: i .
-

!.",,
- of judgment-halls and shut

door* in upper rooms, of clouded cross and sealed sepulchre an
irv-sJstible longing had seized Him for the sunlight and the

T-- :.
*

'_" -
"

TT"- : n
*

: \r". .~.:\* -. Nothing fostered
: i '

. i-* u
'

- :.- r >,: itains. From time
immemorial they had Deen ner defences in war, and the plat-
forms of her worship. In the story of Jesus they are seen in

both these uses, and the feel of the heights is upon much that
He has said.

Palestine is a little and compressed country,
where not only

' " '

features a but the facts

and associations history ;iro jjn f iicro<l . so

close as to force themselves upon the ;iiK k n;iuii at

every step. "While travelling there, it is a constant
source of wonder that so much could have happened
in so small a place. These continual reminders
of the past history of the nation, which thrust
themselves upon Israelites everywhere, and kept
patriotism vehemently alive, hali their effect also

upon Jesus. The heroes of the past were much in

His thought, and His journeys from place to

place reminded Him of them continually. Elijah
and Elisha, Solomon, David, and Isaiah, were

figures not merely remembered from reading in the
sacred books. They were the unseen inhabitants
of the places where once they dwelt in the fle&h,

peopling for Him tracts over which. He led His dis-

ciples. His patriotism is evident continually (Lk
199 1316

). It was a great thing in His eyes to be a
son or a daughter of Abraham. Jerusalem, for

Him as for the Psalmist, is the f

city of the great
Kirijr' (Mt. 5s8 ). The ways-ides are hallo\\ed by the

fooi<utip- of the dead, the tomb* of the prophets
are conspicuous monuments to His imagination
{Mt 2329

). He lived among the dead, and they
lived unto God and unto Him in the land where
their bones had long crumbled to decay. He re-

ceives and is taunted with the title *King of

Israel' (Jn I49 , Mt 2T42 etc.). The accusation on
the Cross is

*

Jesus, the King of the Jews '

(Mt 27s7

etc,).

Two aspects of the land, taken as a whole, mubt
k>e remembered, especially if we would understand
what it meant to Jesus Palestine as an oasis, and
Palestin e as a foe us.

Palestine as an oasis. It is shut off from the
rest of the world by a complete ring of natural
barriers. Mountains on the north ; a vast desert
on the east, with the deep and long trench of the
Jordan Valley set as a second and inner barrier like

a moat ; desert again on the south ; and the west

wholly bounded by the alien sea which so few under-
stood these are the boundaries of Israel. And
there was also a double ring of national barricades.
At a distance had stood the great empires of the

East, the Partliianjs having taken in His time
the place of ancient Nineveh and Babylon. To the
south-west lay Egypt. An inner ring of wild
Arabian tribes wandered over the eastern desert,
and now and then raided the land. Formerly an
unbroken belt of neighbouring heathen enemies
encircled Israel, and even cut her off from the sea

by the Philistine wedge driven along her western
coast, stretching from the Pillar of Egypt to the
Phoenician seaports. All this was modified, and
much of it broken up, in the time of Jesus ; but
the religious meaning of it all was thus being only
the better understood.
The whole meaning of the land in OT times had been the

isolation of Israel for religious ends. For her,
'

to act like men '

(i.e. to imitate the nations round about her) was denounced by
he;

ever,
was L - _ . ..

Orientalism' of the great world - empires. Under Jeroboam
she had Bought to conform to the secular ideas of ritual then

fashionable, anc! had i ".:>'.',!: ^ '- '* tY~ T-.-.V of a
democratic system of _- J ".-.

-
:

! - -
. had

sought greatness in .^1 -- ' '>- l

" *' ' '-''
' -

< ! <i by
her alliance with Phoenicia, tried for the position of a great
commercial power. In every one of these : ii< !* -'

- had
found herself defeated, and driven back on : ': "-" she
could do as no other nation could. That one wmg was re-

ligion, and the meaning of Israel's isolation was that worship
of Jehovah which grew up with her Institutions, and of whose
revelations she was the destined recipient and repository,

For Jesus also Palestine was an oasis. It is

indeed true that the Palestine of His time was no
longer the 'garden enclosed' which the prophets
had striven to keep it. All its hedges were by this

time broken down and driven through by the re-

sistless march of Kome. In the heart of the
invaded country Jerusalem remained bitterly ex-

clusive and hostile to all the world, so far as the
Pharisees co:iY; k< rs if -<>. Galilee was much more
open to the v, "K.. r ':i';;i! 1

, of the time than Judaea,
and Jesus was in sympathy rather with the
Galilsean than with the Judsean spirit. Yet, so far

as His own work went, He retained and utilized

the oasis view of His land. His tJuoo t<-'i:iitsiioTi>

were an epitome of the nation's T< i

i':] i

iraiidi>
* to

act like men
"

for broad, or for fame, or for power.
In resisting them He was thrusting from His King-
dom the ideals of commercial prosperity, military
conquer!., ai:d political empire, ju^t a> the prophets
ofT-rael Iiiul louirlu. against the^e a> national ideals.

He remained, and set His speech and His works,

among those relationships where God had placed
Him. He confined. His own ministry and the
earlier ministry of His disciples to the land of

Israel (Mt 10s ) ; and that land was still sufficiently
isolated from the thought and life of the world to

provide a true cradle and fosteriiig-pLu-e for those

thoughts which formed the nucleus of the Kingdom
of heaven. Thus, in the earliest years, they were

sufficiently aloof to gain intensity.
Palestine as afoGus.li Palestine was no longer

an oasis in the full sense in which it had been so

in OT times, it was more a focus than it had ever

been before. In the Church of the Holy Sepulchre,
a little hollow place with a flattened ball in it is

still exhibited to the incredulous visitor as the
centre of the world. The cosmography of the
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Middle Ages took tlil> a* serious science, Jerusalem

being the'antipode^ of the inland of Purgatory at

the other pole. No doubt some such conception
was in tlie minds of many who looked in early
Christian times for new heavens and a new earth
mill a n^w Jerusalem. Such thoughts were true
in a wider sense than the thinkers knew. At
the time of Jesus, Palestine was the meeting-point
of East and West.

For many centuries Israel had been a buffer State between
".' .. > ." L" i_ .< :- <i' Egypt and Mesopotamia. Now Instead,
-: ."'_

'

. : ii-j*. > 4 i - K- me," at the height oi its military power,
and armed also with the spiritua

1

\\i'in >: - < f Uivei L-. whose
national power it had destroyed .I.IM "u\ iiii- i't.i-,1 IL.-I -Ltfree
\- - !i".t. Tl" eastern empires of X ; ;it\vli :n.<l ilr..

1

^''-
1

! were
_,. :i-% -.* <I

:

?i-:..:.d
p!
them were those changing

1 hosts of Persian
and Parthian warriors who were soon to dispute the world with
Rome. And behind them, more clearly visible since the cam-
paigns of Alexander the Clreat, though still dim in the mists of
vast distances, lay India and the Far East.
The Roman conquest of Syria had brought into immediate

and hostile contact two nationalities whose whole history and
thought placed them irreconcilably apart. Rome's ideal of
secular empire confronted the Jewish hope of the universal
reiim of Messiah. Down to the minutest detail of life the two
ideals were opposed. To Rome tribute was the obvious conse-

quence of conquest ; the theatre was at once a politic arid a

generous enrichment of the life of the conquered State. To
Israel tribute was a aerile^e, and the theatre which rose in
Jerusalem a blasphemv. So hateful was the Ro.iian to the Jew,
that Jews were a worthless commodity in the Roman slave-
market. ^ ,:'''' /'' . is the Jew to the Roman, that
Tacitus v- * - ' ..-' upven over to superstition, dis-
inclined to religion' (Hausrath, l~. I73-S6). These facts are but
illustrations of the wider principle, that when a nation with
intense national sentiments encounters a nation with strong
imperial sentiment, trouble of the most violent kind always
ensues. For confirmation of this, one has only to remember the
history of Switzerland, of Ireland, or of the Transvaal. In Israel
"M-J r.Lru.r.rlr v, t i>, .-n 1\ the more acute and inevitable, because
i lie Itoi-uLv/'ii.: iir>:',-\ or the Htnrods had lent to it the additional

aspect of a civii war. Nothing could be imagined more explosive
than this state of affairs a fact which was very clear to the
enemies of Jesus (Jn II48).

That Jesus also saw this clearly there can be no
question ; and this, among other things, must have
been in His mind when He spoke of Himself as

sending a sword (Mt 1034 ), and scattering fire on the
earth (Lk I249 }. Towards the Roman power He,
in contrast with such revolutionaries as Judas of

Galilee, maintained a strictly neutral attitude. It
is probable that no words ever uttered showed such
consummate diplomatic skill as those in which He
answered the question about the tribute money
(Mt 2217

etc.). His prophecies (24
2
etc.) show how

patent to Him was the coming explosion of the
forces then at play. His policy was to set the
word of the Kingdom so fully at the explosive
centre, that when the crash came it would send
Christianity across the whole world.

For 1 1 sat" difrosion everything was ready. Great
roads had long been open by land and t-ea for trade
and commerce. Even then f he Romans were laying
down those indestructible ca;i>ewaj> by which they
united land with land. The Sadducees who in
some respects read skilfully the signs of their times,
did all they could to encourage trade in Syria, and
to break down the Pharisaic restrictions which
hampered it ; and in this Jesus was their powerful
ally. From the heights of Nazareth He had seen
the march of the legions on the Roman road across
Ksdraelon from Acre to the Jordan, and watched
the long lines of laden camels moving slowly from
the coast to Damascus and back, along the road
that lies like a flung ribbon along the hillsides to
the north. When in after years St. Paul utilized
the Roman roads for the spread of Hie gospol, lie

was but carrying out the work \\ Iiu-li J e<iix inSriaroil
when He placed that gospel within the charged
mine of Palestine.
In the light of one further consideration we see

the extraordinary Providence whit-h watched over
the situation then. It is a commonplace of his-

tory, that civilization: and all higher developments
of htunan life spring forward at a bound at the

. (_-(.i
:

,i-p.int of national currents. ' The great
cl\ iii/'!:Io:i^ have always arisen in the meeting-
3
daces of ideas' (Martin Conway, The Dawn ofArt,

76). The Norman Conquest otters one of the most

conspicuous illustrations, but it is only one of many.
The supremely influential meeting of national forces

has always been that bet.veen the East and the

West. 'The contact between East and West has

always been the proliiic source of the advancement
of humanity

3

(op. cit. 59, 60). It was from this con-

tact, induced by the Pil^rimage> and the Crusades,
that the Renaissance arose. But Christianity itself

had arisen at that earlier point of contact, when the
Eastern factor was the Hebrew religion, and the
Western was Greece and Rome. At the focus of

the world Jesus set the light of the world.

2. The relations of Jesus with Gentiles. Not
only was Palestine in close proximity with Gentile

neighbours in the time of Jesus ; the land itself

was overrun with Gentiles, and no account of the

meaning of Palestine for Jesus can ignore that fact.

His home in Galilee must have given from the
first a very different outlook on the Gentile world
from any that would have been possible in Judiea.
Par from the centre of Jewish exelusiveness, crossed

by great high roads from the sea to the east, and
actually inhabited by multitudes of Gentiles from
various lands, Galilee was the most open-minded
and tolerant part of the land. Commercial and
other interests made the Galileans acquainted with
foreigners, and established much friendly human
intercourse. Tims at the outset it must be borne
in mind that Jesus was from His childhood accus-
tomed to a more or less cosmopolitan vroiid, and
to the ideas current in such a society. The tempta-
tion of <th: kingdom- of the world, and the glory
of them' (Mr -!

v

j. indicates no new discovery of

worldly grandeur, but a knowledge which had been
,inhering during the experience of thirty years.
One /--Let of great -": 'V, . <

: > the life of Pales-
tine was that it hac >' ^ in constant view
of the desert tribes to the east of it. Kni^lakc h,i-

described the Jordan as the boundary line VI\\><M!
roofs and tents ; and besides the tents of nomad
tribes there were also those cities of Edom and the
Hauran, where, in a rude kind of civilization, Aral)

kings ruled their kingdoms. The terror of the
desert Eedawln and the barbaric splendours of
these kingdoms both contributed a romantic ele-

ment, which was enforced by the eternal mystery
of the desert, in which all < !" v ;. (< in ,-!',. _'

light which magnifies the! -
i ;/: i , i , ; . . /, \

-'"'-

ates the imagination. IV: >>-

'

; :' .Ii--.:-
j_.,

,;:'. i-f

kings _and their wars (Mt 1823 etc.), and uMr,mi!y
His picture of a strong man armed gu<p-<!ing hi'--

house ajiain^t a Wronger (Lk 1481 II21 ' **
etc.), tell of

ju>t such a condition of unsettled $ro\ eminent and
expectation of surprise as existed on the border-
line between Arabian and Israelite territory.

In this border region stood the cities of the Deca-

pplis,
in which a \\cMhhy JIP.I: ^h-oiigiy doiVn<U;d

Greek life held its o^\ n, h\ Yuiv*Mif IIOIMMIL ^.IITIM >",*.,

against the desert and th<- -<nr.li. ThtMi'i.irvoiloiis
ruins of Jerash, the two theatres and ornate tombs
of Gadara, and the debris of carved stones above
the dam which retained water for the nmima-ehiai
at Abila, tell an almost incredible tale of luxurious
and ostentatious grandeur. The blend of civiliza-
tion and savagery which such places produce is a
phenomenon of the mot >tartling kind. The fact
that Jesus visited the Dewipolis (Mk 731 ; cf. Mt 425

and Mk 520
}, bearing His high and pure spirituality

into that region of the Syrian world, suggests some
of the strongest and most dramatic situations which
it would be possible to conceive. In this light we
see the extraordinary realism of the story of the
Gadarenes and their swine and their devils (Mt S28

etc.). It was inevitable that they should have be-
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sought Him to depart out of their coasts. And the
reaction on His own Tl-./u.uH was t'nu.ilh ; revit-
able. He saw the idcMi^ :\,\- which rle l';V',.-d and
was to die, not as spiritual visions remote from the
actual world, or as an advance on its honest en-
deavours after holiness, but against the background
of a life whose ^iidi-d *.\\ini-Iine-:s threw it up in all
the high relief o: tlio iiolhu.- of heaven against
earth at its most sordid. And yet it was to this
region that He often retired for refuge from the
Galilteans of the western shore, and through this
region that He chose to travel on His last journey
to the Cross. The relief Hi- -ou^ht :n It was not
wholly that of solitude, ilxoii tiu^c degenerate
races called for His sympathy; and bemir un-
prejudiced by religion, they at least let Him be
alone.

The sea-coast comes little into the story of the Gospels.
Afterwards, in the lives of Peter and Paul, Joppa and Caesarea
were to assume an important place. But, so far as we know,
Jesus visited it only once, when He retreated to the coasts of
Tyre and Sidon from the Pharisees who had followed Him from
Jerusalem. The few references which He made to the sea
appear to be all subsequent to that visit. They are in every
case characteristic of the inland Israelite's thought of the &ea
as a place of horror rather than of beauty (Mt 1S* ; cf. art. POET
below, p. 375k). It was natural that the part of the sea-coast
to which He went for concealment should have "been that of
Tyre and Sidon. We are not, indeed, told that He visited
those towns, and the word 'coasts' may even refer to the
landward district near them. Yet, obviously, no place could
offer Him better hiding tiian a : ;!

" '/ L- seaport town,
where He would be easily lost in

-

t ,- *<- workmen which
came and went about the d\ e-works and the glass-works and
the shipbuilding- yards, or in the many -coloured thi QUITS of
native and foreign sailors

' Y

. ~.

*
'

rharactei istlc of
Jesus that the record of . i

.

. whole splendour
of the wealthy life of Phoenicia; its temples with their sun-
pillars, its markets, and its ships micrht have been non-existent
for all the notice given to them. The one fact that has been
found worthy of commemoration Is that story where, in
inimitable sprightliness ;. '] \* .:, ";-. w- -i "i r -i moment the
foreign mother, and hea> i r ,i o <.- In. ":!! ^-i-i

Samaria (wh. see) divided Galilee from Jud&a "by
the alien race that is supposed to h<? \ < cri^Ir.'i { <! i i

a cross between Mesopotamians and I M ,u ! i i e- i f 1 < r

the fir.st captivity. During the centuries that had
PI lonelier! tlions had been time for this nation to
settle into a fixed and distinct type of its own, "but
the raee still bore all the marks of its bastard
origin. Luxurious and soft morally, with the fer-

tility of the land encouraging the effeminacy, they
seem to have relaxed their standards of purity in
all directions, and the life of the woman of Sychar
(Jn 418

) was probably typical of current views of
nexual relations. The palace life of Herod at the
central city of Samaria, and his intercourse with
Rome at Csesarea, upon which he had spent fabu-
lous sums, must have intensified the Bohemian and
foreign elements in the national character. The
tragedies of the palace, the wild story of the murder
of Mariamne and what happened after it, and the

Mibse^uen I strangling of her two sons in that same
palace, were matters within the memory of living
men. These, and the whole effect of Herod upon
the place, must have been all on the side of those
primitive and half-savage elements which entered

largely into the Siiniiiritiin character. In religion the
Samaritans had adopted a kind of blend of heathen
and Israelitish ^oiship, in which the centre of en-
thusiasm was a rival group of holy places set over

against those of Jerusalem, and a passion for relic-

htmting which, in Christ's time, took the form of
a search for hidden treasure in Geri/in\ ThK too3

reveals the primitive, in its frank Maiding of the

greed of gold with worship, and ii, rook ><> deep
a hold as to draw the vengeance of Pilate upon
a Samaritan religions assembly (Keim, ii. 334),
The claims of Samaritan religion, and its com-
promise with relaxed morality, are reflected in the
conversation of the woman at the well (Jn 41Sff

-).

The Jews of the time were always ready for

vigorous hatreds, and in their relations with the

Samaritans^ they .showed that extreme rancour
which religion* bigots keep, not for opposition, but
fur compromise. The attitude of Je>u> to Samari-
tans is one of the most illuminative of all the side-

lights thrown upon His mind and character by the
Gospels. On more than one occasion He took
the unpopular direct route through Samaria while
." ';_;" between Jerusalem and Galilee (Jn *).
:

_ '""'.'
w ^len ^ comes to be a question of locali-

-." . . 'olds by Jerusalem, and refuses to admit
that any other shrine can rival its claims (4--).
Yet the error calls for no anger in Him, inasmuch
as Hls^ thought of worship transcends all place-
limitations, and is as wide as the human spirit
and truth (4

s3
). He allows for the unthinking

brutality of inhospitable villages, and sharply
rebukes disciples who would meet it in a like
spirit (Lk 9s4 }. There is a most pleasant sense
of tolerant and kindly interest in the alien Samari-
tans and their ways'of thinking, which, while it

asserts the higher morality (Jn 4 17
} and the higher

worship, is yet ever friendly and gentle. He even
goes out of His way to show how much nobler as
a man a Samaritan may be than those Jews who
professed superior nobility of faith. The parable
of the Good Samaritan (Lk 10{J3

) and Jesus' words
about the grateful leper \l~

17f
*)> are direct protests

in the name of fairness against the common judg-
ment and attitude of His countrymen.A few words on the attitude which Jesus as-
sumed to Rome and the Romans are necessary
to complete the view of Palestine as He knew
it. Rome thrust itself then upon the inhabitants
of Palestine in two forms. In such ^(.vornoid
as Pilate it was seen directly, as the hostile im-
perial power ;

MM :". *

xovince of Syria.
From Aiitiocli :, -

.>.
- : -.- . s had subdued the

land, yet had never broken the spirit of its people,
or rjuei idled their fierce hopes of reprisals and of

deliverance. At every centre its tax-gatherers had
their stations. Its Prsetorium in Jerusalem was
occupied by the palace of the hated Pilate, whose
cruelties were held in check only by his fear of the
still more eruel emperor, and whose desire to quell
revolutions was hindered by the fear of complaints
on the score of his financial crimes. On the other
hand, there were the Herods, Idumsean princes
whose policy was that of Tt< n 1 1 .mixing. With them,
to a great extent, were the JSadducees, and under
them the outward face of the country had rapidly
assumed the appearance of a Western land. Archi-
tecture, commerce, JMMIM muiil-. ;>'<! wor-hip all
showed the work of itoiue I'n'or.^ii the Iitrodia:i
house. There was a I* on <i : i:ii-fUv in Jerusalem,
with lavishly appoin f e<! prame^ ; and a Roman eagle
was set up on the 'JYinpIe <,<ites. Fortresses had
risen along all the frontier* and in every part of
the land, and it was Herod the Great who had
cleared out the robbers from the Valley of Doves in
Galilee, and so had opened Gennesaret and created
Capernaum, thus unconsciously ImiMing the plat-
form for a *reut part of the nr.'ui>i_ry of Jesus. At
Jericho the palace -life was unrestrained in its

luxury arid licentiousness in Jerusalem, Herod's
palace overlooked the city from the Jaffa gate.
Tiberias rose by the shore of the Galilsean sea;
but as it was built on an old graveyard it was
avoided by religious Israelites, and Jesus never
visited it, so far as our records tell. But all round
the lake, villas had been built, and the shores of
Galilee seem to have been a fashionable watering-
place for Romans, a development which every
Herod must have found to his own heart. The
disciples, who were Galilnean fishermen, must have
found a market for their fish in many a Roman
household.
The attitude of Jesus towards Rome is very

clearly depicted in the Gospels. From first to
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last every point at which. His life touches any of

the Herods shows hostility of relations (Mk S15
,

Lk 133U 32 239, etc. ). He appears studiously to have
avoided Tiberias, Csesarea, and the city of Samaria.
Herodism and its effects He accepted without fur-

ther protest as the actual state of the world in

which He had to live ; but for that Herod with
whom He had most to do He showed open con-

tempt. To the popular mind, Herod was the mur-
derer of John 3 who would also kill Jesus unless He
sought escape (Lk 1331

). To Jesus he was hut
4 that fox,' by no means of sufficient importance to

make Him change His plans 1 133
-). He manifested

no admiration for the great stones and buildings of

Herod the Great in the Temple which he had erected

(Mk 131 - 2
). This scorn of Jesus reached its climax

in His silence under Herod's examination at Jeru-

salem, and the contemptible revenge of the purple
robe and crown of thorns (Lk 239

}.

Towards the actual Roman Empire Jesus assumed
another attitude. Galilee in Jesus' time was full

of revolution. Along with its tolerant cosmopoli-
tanism there always were elements of the most
violent fanaticism there, a combination by no
means unusual in the history of nations. Judas
of Galilee was the popular patriot and hero, and
the sons of Judas, who grew up as boys near Jesus,
were to perish on crosses after Him, for vain at-

tempts against the Roman sway. Thoughts of

such revolution may have been involved in the
third temptation ; but if so, they were immediately
rejected. Pilate's eager question, 'Art thou a

king ?
'

(Jn 1837), met with no response which could
be used ajrain^t Jesus as a serious charge. His

payment of ir:lu:o, and the words He spoke about
it on various occasions, show no sense of resented

injury (Mt 22-1
). His absence of bitterness towards

the tax-gatherers, and His ( .;

I
"
B

:".L;
r

n-io of them
to be a disciple, were amon^ sh-; :

-
:

. ("'-, sources
of the hatred borne to Him by the Pharisees (Mt
99

"11
). He saw the publicans as human beings, and

not as renegades and traitors. The absence of pre-

judice which enabled Him to adopt this attitude
has been explained on the ground that He took
* no interest whatever in the burning questions of
the times' (Hausrath, ii 210). It- would be more
accurate to say that, so far as the political condi-
tions were concerned. He accepted the facts and
their inevitable consequences. He saw the coming
destruction of Jerusalem with deep emotion (Mt
2S87

), and He spoke of it as about to be trodden
down by the Gentiles (Lk 2I24

}, but He put forth
no effort politically to change the course of events.
The words in which He spoke of Pilate's slaughter
of the Galileeans, who were no doubt a band of

revolutionary patriot:-, are certainly very remark-
able. N^)C only did rle refrain from any comment
on the tragedy, or any tribute to their daring or
their sacrifice; all He had to say of them was
that they were not sinners above other Galilseans
(Lk IS4).

By gathering these and other considerations

together, we may gain a fairly accurate idea of the
feeling of Jesus towards the "Gentiles, who played
so important a part in the Syrian world of His
time. Around Him there was the Herodian atti-

tude of Romanizing, and the Pharisaic and patri-
otic attitude which, delighted in branding Gentiles
with such names as *

dogs' and 'swine 5

; while be-
tween these two a considerable mass of the genernl
opinion of the time regarded them neither with
emulation nor with hatred, but simply accepted
them as facts *

uncomfortable, unaccountable
works of God,' as the Hindus are said to regard
the English (Asia and Europe}. To none of them
all had it ever occurred to say,

*

Suppose I were
a Gentile?* and to try to look upon the world
earnestly from the Gentile point of view a quite

different matter from imitating Gentile ways in the

Herodian manner.
Was this the attitude adopted by Jesus ?

^

What-
ever answer we give to that question, it is quite
clear that His attitude was a different one from

any of the three above indicated. Unlike the

Herodians, He showed no interest in Gentile archi-

tecture or commerce, literature or art. He accepted
their institutions in so far as these formed part of

the ordinary life of the land, but He passed no

judgment either of approval or of disapproval on

them. He almost exclusively, and evidently with

deliberation, confined His ministry, and that of

His disciples during His lifetime, to Israel. While
not going out of His way to avoid Gentiles, He did

not cultivate them. On almost every occasion

they came to Him, not He to them. On the other

hand, He expressly forbade His disciples to go into
1 the way of the Gentiles/ i.e. to utilize for the

spread of the gospel, as St. Paul afterwards did,

those great roads in which the ends of the earth

met. He even forbade them to enter any village
of the Samaritans (Mt 1C5

). In His initial words
to the Syrophcenician woman He contrasts the

children of the Promise with the Gentile dogs (Mt
1526), though probably there was that in His manner
which encouraged her to her clever repaitee. To
the woman of Samaria He pointedly asserted that
c salvation is of the Jews '

(Jn 4s2
). He saw the fail-

ings of the Gentiles, and spoke of them as a warning
to Christians. Hi=> disci pies were to avoid their vain

repetitions in prayer (Mt 67), their greedy search
and labour for food and clothes (Mt 632), their ser-

vility with princes, and their desire of honour (Mt
2025

). There is little doubt that His words (regard-
ing John) about those who are clothed in soft

raiment and who live in kings
3

houses, were meant
to be understood in scorn of Herod (Mt II 8

).

On the other hand, it is equally clear that He
refused to countenance the virulent spirit of an-

tagonism, either religious or patriotic. Nothing
met with more frequent or more unsparing condem-
nation than the sanctimonious exclusiveness of the
Pharisees, who made a ivl^'-iii < r

Avoiding their
fellow-men. Nor did !i<- r;<."'nnviiil^ with the

revolutionary politics or methods of His day. On
the contrary, He paid tribute ; and when the ser-

vants of the high priest came to seize Him, He
strongly condemned the use of weapons even in

defence, and with a quiet request permitted Him-
self to be bound. The general impression which
the narratives give is certainly one of kindly feel-

ing for Gentiles. His interest and appreciation
were always frank and open. He shielded His
Roman judge from e the greater sin' in His con-
demnation (Jn 19U), andpleaded the ignorance of
His actual murderers in Bus dying prayer (Lk2334

).

He evidently liked to point out cases of Gentile
superiority to Jews. At the outset of His ministry
He offended the Nazarenes by His words about
Naaman and the widow of Sarepta (Lk 426-

**) ; and
on a later occasion He made the men of Nineveh
and the queen of Sheba a foil to the unbelief of
His generation (Mt 12^-

42
). The phrase which He

used on several occasions of Gentile believers has
become proverbial,

C I have not found so great
faith, no, not in Israel' (8

10
etc.). The impression

which such conduct must have produced was cer-

tainly one of strong Gentile sympathies, and
Matthew aj>tly quotes regarding Him the words
of Isaiah,

c in his name shall the Gentiles trust'
(12=").

From this it is already evident that Jesus can-
not be placed in the third class, with those who
merely accepted the Gentiles as facts in the situa-
tion. Politically, that was His attitude towards
them, but as individuals He often delighted in
them. He appreciated their broader outlook and
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want of Pharisaic narrowness. He was frankly
relieved by their unconventional!ty and natural-
ness, which gave Him air to breathe after the

stifling atmosphere of Rabbinism. To Him, in

general, they ^tood for human nature, plain and

When we inquire into the reasons for that Jewish exclusive-
._'"'

" " "

T . "iuf proti ?
A

- ]. \\%. oo":e r\)ou a fact
'IM !': :!-- c- :-A mr-'H to justify

their narrow views and practices in the fear of heathenism. The
dearly won victory of the wi>v^'- ^\ '(} .Ir^rs, - i "."d to be in

danger of bfcin< undone ir. v-:,, I{I":^M ": Mi-'o-iof a new
heathenism. The old struggle renewed itself, and in Jesus*
time -'' "":! -

: n of Israel were keeping back the encroach-
ing *..

->-_ |)
-,-

',-{^\~
.vlin hoth hands. In Samson's country the

"i .. r'v"- '> -f >r .()
-

L ii, followers- o: Epiphanir-: t,ei!ieI lo the
. . ) '".u" i-.!'!: v ;. i ^-10 Xeua (Hauarai h, i. ^0;. H*.rot! \\as
known to have taken part in the completion of Jupiter's
temple at Athens (ib. ii. 4). Much of the modern style, with its

pictured art, must have savoured of idolatry to men who still took
the Second Commandment literally, and the religious men of
Israel were filled with the gravest apprehensions as they
watched the advancing tide. In the whole speech of Jesus
there is no attack upon heathenism to be found, nor any sense
of serious danger from it. At Caesarea Philippi He had seen
the temple raised by Herod to Augustus, and the rock-cut
niches dedicated to Pan and the nymphs where Jordan issued
from its cave, yet no word of His is recorded in protest. True,
He might upon occasion use such a current C-MHI --'(r as ' Let
him be unto thee as a heathen man and a ii-.-i'Va i

'

Oil IS^),
but His own attitude to publicans would be'suriicient; commen-
tary upon that for His enemies. Evidently He was not in the
slightest degree afraid of heathenism as a real danger, and He
set Himself systematically against those maxims and practices
as to clean and unclean things in which the Pharisaic spirit saw
onr of iS K"*t A". ff-.r .ard-.

'I IK i >).,!.!'!. ,f)-\ M .

, -)Q found in His further doctrine of the
Ki'-^c!-,

1
!. <' (n<i, ,v (i i ie methods of its coming. There are

two ways of opposing heathenism. The Pharisaic way was the
negative one of denouncing it and withstanding its encroach-
ment. Jesus chose the positive method of supplanting it by the
T\" ^

" "

heaven. That strong leaven He cast into the lump
. . well knowing that it must work eventually far

beyond the" Jewish regions. This is the ultimate point in His
relations with the Gentile world. When He spoke to Pilate of
His Kingdom, the Roman was relieved to hear that it was * not
of this world/ and at once set Him down as a dreamer. But
Jesus was no dreamer. He was deliberately setting an actual

Kingdom over against the existing empire, and history was
soon to show that this was in the region of the practical and
effective forces of the world. The <'nr"V,rn no* - of it i-> Ic-a^en

of the Kingdom could not possibly i.-- <, i*itiiu-rl 10 iiu- MUU r<> of

religion. They must eventually takt I'o'i'.'-'jii M^IM., a rl iiu'.oor]

afff ct c\ <.r\ de-part?uent of human life and interest, and spread
throughout L\ ery nation of the world.

All this was in the mind of Jesus. The Book of Jonah was a
favourite with Him, and it is the OT manifesto of the imperial
:

- : .. ''! ." : , :'*"' :
.

TT'. .arable of the judgment of
. .

- :'V >, -s : < "i- :-' :

" : = *>
f

J* t ?**
"

; of the
!

- ;..! ...... \ ...
-

..| -.,.--.,.. K" .., . M!od(Sll),
showed plainly His ultimate

'

-'a
-

- A
' <.!. world.

He spoke of other sheep beyond those of the Israelite fold (Jn
1016), and finally commanded His messengers to go out into all

the world and teach all nations (Mt ***'*. vr- T, -p.
"

,

r

Himself as the Light of the world (Jn *
'

; M s< I
' I" - !

for the world (6oi), it was the world ,. Mi \. ,- -i

and His hearers understood that it was so (cf. also Mt
55. is.

14).

At times there may have crossed His mind a

thought of making the wider appeal in person
before His death. The most striking instance is

that of the coming of the Greeks shortly before
the end

(Jn 1220). It may he, as has been held by
high authorities, that He saw in that event the
invitation to address to the Greek world the mes-

sage which the Hebrew world was rejecting. He
refused it, proclaiming, in the \\oncterful saying
about the corn of wheat (12

24
) 3
His knowledge that

it was through death that life must come. Yet He
rejoiced in it with a sudden glory (12

23
). and recog-

nized in it the fulfilment of His lifeV far-reaching

purpose. He rejected it only that He might attain

it. His own light, like that of His disciples, mu?t
be set upon a candlestick if it was to give light to

all that were in the house; and He reached the
Gentiles most effectually by concentrating His

ministry upon Israel.

3. The open field. In order to estimate the
influence of Nature upon the mind of Jesus, it is

necessary, first, to distinguish between the various

ways in which Nature has been conceived in relation

to humanity. At the two extremes stand material-
istic realism and the purely spiritual and idealistic

views. The former sees in nature mere masses of
l:viri or dead matter, arranged in various shapes,
(jiijintir>*-. and combination*-, and moved by forces

variously conceived. The latter sees in it the
visual and sensuous revelation of the Divine life.

It is
c the garment of God,

' whose tine drapery at
once hides and reveals the Spirit of the universe.
Between the&e extremes there are three main

points of view. Art, ^ctnvliin^ for beauty, has
discovered landscape, in v-iik-li ii:e detailed objects
are grouped into larger unities invested with a
larger and more composite character of their own.
The experience of individuals and the history of
nations have added to the facts of landscape or of

Dingle objects certain associations which give them
their human interest. Thought, emotion, and
Imagination have discovered (some would say
invented) a mysterious spirituality in Nature, vari-

ously described or confessed to be indescribable,
but perceived or felt as in some way a haunting
presence, a 'something more' than meets the eye
or ear.

Often we find more than one of these ways of

regarding Nature combined in the mind of a single
think _ . S !. TV r. ! .'.,:.

-
,

-
1 1 have had singularly

little :i-< '.''v :
' N;. : :.< :

. >. Lodern sense. There
is no landscape and. hardly any reference to detail
in his

' ""' "
ugh his travels had showed him

much scenery of the Mediterranean
and of Asia Minor. For him the open field ap-
parently represented nothing but a set of distances
to be traversed before reaching cities. Yet at
times the mystery comes upon him, and he invests
Nature with a dim life of her own, groaning and
travailing in pain towards some grand event (Ro
S22). Dante, amid much of the grandest scenery of

Europe, sees only obstacles to the foot of the
traveller. But for him every place has historical

associations, in whose light it lives in his mind.

Gray is the poet who discovered English landscape.
Wordsworth reaches the highest point in spiritual-

izing nature :

* Great God ! I'd rather be
A Pajran. Mii'liVd 'M a cicd o^L-Aorn.
So ni 1^ 1

". ^ - :i''i'*"_: .!. i'i ; - i>i("iSi!:t lea,
JliVkt -jrliii-p.-t-s r;siiL uo;il'i iii:i.:x PT 'f>s forli-rn ;

Have sight of Proi< s:^ ri- ;
"._:

frtrv t:i- *ia ;

Or hear old Trii on 'I'ow i .- \\ n iu.ru (! i or:i.'

WO&DSWORTII, Miscettamom Sonnets.

The age of Jesus was divided between the Greek
and the Hebrew view of Nature, and both of these
must have been familiar in Syria. The Greek view
was devoid of landscape properly so called. Ifc

saw brilliant and well-defined masses of detail

the temple white on its hill, reeds in the river-bed,
the numberless laughter of waves. Greece not only
saw but felt these, as charged with a spiritual

significance which could be apprehended only in

fragmentary hints and glimpses, with more wistful-

ness than iiiider>ta.ndirig- She sought to capture
and retain that spiritual s-igiiificance in the ex-

quisite imagery of her mythological creations of

in in pi i and faun, the dryad of the forest and the

goddo CM" the fountain. Yet these delicate incar-

nuiipri>
did not suffice for her expression of Nature.

Behind them lay those unaccountable moods of

delight and misgiving which Nature awoke in her
soul. The unsolved mystery of 'the^ beauty and
the terror of the world' emphasized in the main
the misgiving, and produced 'the melancholy of

the Greeks.
5 Death and change oppressed her

spirit, and seemed to be ever the last word that
Nature strove to say. The voice heard by the
steersman had been heard by Greece before
f Great Pan is dead,'

How much of tMs may have directly presented
itself to Jesus, we cannot tell. His answer, how-
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ever, to the Greeks who came to Him in Passion

\Veekj beeuis to "be an answer to the spirit of their

nation (Jn 12-4 ). It is to Natuie that He leads

them in His reference to the corn of wheat, and to

the element of death in Nature. But He reveals

in Nature what they had not '
" "*

"nd, the

promise of resurrection, and of life

enriched and fructified by death.

The Hebrew view of Nature differs from the Greek somewhat
as Browning's differs from Wordsworth's. To the Greek, Nature
has a spirituality which Is no doubt reflected, in. part, trom the

soul of her observer, yet is conceived as re^idin^ in herself in
" " '

-'
" ' ".".-. To the Hebrew,

'

. .
-

. . 1

'

own. She is the
too! of Jehovah or His weapon, according as He is working- or

warring against His enemies ; or she is visible as a background
over against human life, or at least as accessory to man and his

needs or works in some way.
*

i

"
'
"

'
'

.

"

.

Nature for the Hebrew has no
"

- '.

' ' *

her ou-ri. She shines ever in the borrowed light of human or

Dl-^rie intere-.!.

The KeLr-,;v view of Nature, in its three main aspects, has
been admirably described in the three expressions (1) A stage
for God, the '

place of His feet '

; ('2) a home for man ; (3) the
assessor at the controversy between God and man (Is 1-, MicG2),
a view m which the solemnity and austerity of Nature found a

fitting metaphor to express them. Of each of these_ three

aspects many instances might be quoted ; but at present it con-
cerns us only to remark that in none of them is Nature seen
in herself, but always dependent on an inhabitant, Divine or

human, who gives her soul. The third view indeed,, seems to

conceive of Nature as independent, her mountains judging- be-

tween God and man. But the personification does not go deep,
nor is the consciousness of its figurativeness lo*t. The moun-
tains, the heavens and the eartn, are witnesses in muehjkhe..... . .

....._.. ... _ .. . .............. ......... ___,

but because the human or Divine event is conceived as of such
\ ast import that even dumb Nature must feel its thrill, and for
once awake from her inertness to do homage to the higher forms
of being.

TT--- *-. ;*. ;..r'>-
- p.*

*

/, :,.-, :.-.' <:- :i,.. :
\ .-.. Bible. Ob-

. .:-,:!*-. '
''(.'*<. '.', it ;r.; it,,- ": ..' -. onexion with

. ::-
' r "r . - "

<
-

> iTiVr..:. :.
'"

. _r ;i cleft fissure

m a mountain range a glimpse I- i 1

. i.rV o ?
r; *"'.' nd that is very

far off' ; but it is as a destinatfrn r \\r\ r :' .- :: - a picture that
it is seen. The language spend- I .-. -.r i _ ,m those sharp
and clear-cue names for natural phenomena which express so

muchVottfrm, the down-rusher ; Ghtir, the scooped-out ; Oil-

gal, the circular, and so on. The Song of Solomon Is full of

e\''ii:
; -ire 'lu-tuil, with the aromatic scents of. the East lingering

ulioac ii voluptuous r"' -"I:"- a*"* cr\ -li.-. T> i
1
. i"~\J^ '- iir.-

]!apl.ui.-I:rc :}rr,
of .: . - : <-r i- : ,-f .!>- -..:.! - w i'" i-V..

so common in the<T->- .. -
^r

1
-

; r -<
k .-r }!;.", ;* . :: . CM c-""xi,

or a '4-jurd. It is characteristic of the Hebrew view of ^Nature
t

!v.t :'! I-Vsi^c or Tabernacles, with its booths and illuminations,
seemed to the Hebrew mind satisfactory as a piece of genuine
rural life.

The life of Jesus was much, spent in the open
air, and His thought was full of the breezy fresh-
ness of the hills and fields ; hut they were Syrian
and not European hills and fields, and their effect

is that of Eastern nature, not Western. Samaria
and Lebanon strike the traveller from England as
most familiar. But there is no word of Lebanon
in the Gospels, and Samaria was seen but casually
in passing through. It was in one of Samaria's
richest and broadest valleys that He told His dis-

ciples to lift up their eyes and look upon the fields

white already to the harvest {Jn 4s5
). The regions

with which He was most familiar were the hills

and Sea of Galilee, and the rocky heights of Judsea.
These are the very regions where the scenery is

most typically Oriental. The main difference be-
tween a Syrian and an English landscape is that
in Syria there is none of that c

atmosphere
' which

softens outlines and tones down a wide stretch of

country into a unity of vision. The colouring is

faint, in delicate shade* of grey and brown and
lilac, broken by the ino^t violently brilliant splashes
of high colour, where a water-spring flings a patch
of lush green vegetation upon the pale mountain
side, or where in springtime a long thin flame of
oleander blazer along the wirifling depth of a wa^hed-
out river-bed. The general impression of wide
views either in Judaea or Galilee is that of a land
sculptured out of tinted stones. In Judsea the hills

are bare grey limestone, whose stoniness is intensi-

fied rather than softened by sparse and dingy
olives. Along the bides of many valleys the strata

run in many-coloured parallel bands, giving-
^

the

effect of a gigantic but faded mural decoration ;

while the plateau on the heights round Jerusalem

and on to the north lies bare in whitish grey.
Galilee has more woodland, and some thin remains

of what may once have been forests, but it also

owes its general elfect to rock rather than to vege-
tation. Allowing fur the denudation caused by so

many centuries of war and neglect, it is likely that

even at its best the prevalent note of the land

was that of sharp outline in faint colour, and its

general impression that of imge-^cale sculpture-
work. Arriving from the \Vesc upon the edge of

the hillside above Tiberias, the traveller catches

his first sight of the Sea of Galilee. The writer

may be permitted to quote a former description of

Ms impression :

* This is not scenery ; it is tinted sculpture, it is jewel-work
on a gigantic scale. The rosy flush of sunset was on it when we

caught the first glimpse. At our feet lay a great flesh-coloured

cup full of blue liquor ; or rather the whole seemed some lapi-

r clear-cut and broken-edged. There was no shading or

variety of colour, but a strong and unsoftened contrast. To be

quite accurate, there was one break a splash of white, with
the green suggestion of trees and grass, lying on the water's

edge directly beneath us Tiberias,'

Of course, the colour changes with the seasons,
and we know that Jesus sat upon green grass

upon the slopes at the north end of the Lake. Wild
flowers of all shades cover the land with richest

colours in their season. By the shore, close to

Capernaum, lies the wonderful garden
t

of Gen-

nesaret, a reserve of shelter and of fountains filling

a level fold of the hills, some three miles by one
and a half in area, with exuberant fertility.

Such were the fields where the feet of Jesus
trod. His speech of Nature has no landscape in

it, but much clear vision of detail. There is

ftin^ularly little mention of colour. He speaks of

white sepulchres and a red sky (Mt 162
). He

refers to the purple in which the rich man is clad

(Lk 161& ) ; and those lilies of the field of which He
said that Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed
like one of them (Mt 628 etc.), were purple irises.

In the East every shadow turns to this colour, and
it may perhaps have been a favourite of His. If

so, the robe with which Herod's soldiers mocked
Him gains a new and pathetic irony. His refer-

ences to flowers (cl art. POET) are prc-Ravjliaclite
in their detail and delicacy. No Greek nyinph
\yas ever conceived more daintily than Christ's

lily. He often refers to single trees, such as the

fig-tree, but especially to the vine, from which He
draws symbolic lessons in great detail (Jn 151 ).

Thus He is true to that characteristic of Palestine
which has given to it the true and happy epithet
of l the land of the single tree.'

But it was as a stage for human activities that

Jesus chiefly viewed the earth. His delights and
His interests were with the sons of men. Some-
times the exigencies of His own life force thoughts
of Nature upon Him, as when the stones of the
wilderness suggest loaves of bread (Mt 4s ), or the
holes of foxes and the nests of birds are contrasted

with His own homelessness (8
20

). He speaks much
of those trees which grow fruit for the use of man,
and acquiesces in their doom when they are barren.

Yet there is a note of compassion in the parable

(

of the Barren Pig-tree (Lk 13s ) which reminds us of

Jonah^s *

pity
5 for his withered gonrd (Jon 410

), and
there is a sudden arid striking description of a tree

bursting into the full glory of its leafage. These,
however, are exceptions. Man is almost always
doing something to Nature as Jesus sees it,

ploughing, sowing, reaping ; fishing, tending sheep,
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.' '!*" "
11 against wolves. Hot journeying

' ' ?". cups of cold water, wayside mci-
ctents ot ail kinds, abound in His parables. He
sees the operations of the husbandman and fisher
in minute detail, touches of nature everywhere
telling of the keen eyes that let nothing escape
their observation. Gennesaret (Mk 6-

13
, Mt 14d4 )

itself may have furnished Him with many of those
vivid pictures of agricultural life and its occupa-
tions in which His parables abound.* He notes
the robbers lurking by the highways (Lk 1U3U ), and
the places where He stands are sometimes crowded
with sick folk laid there of an evening for His
healing (Mk Pa

). His world is always
* a field

full of folk.'

The open-air character of His ministry lends a
sense of freedom and of roominess to much of His
thought. There is a feel of wandering in it, and a
clean scent of cornfields and flowery meadows.
There are references to the weather (Mt 162

), and
He overhears His disciples ro:n;vkl

-,,.: that in four
months it will be harvest time -

v
Jn <:

",. In such
phrases as ' the birds of the air

*

(Mt 8'-) and
* the

lilies of the field
'

(S
28

), there is the delight in sky-
space and field - breadth. Nothing could better

express the leisurely and detached mood of the
wanderer, in sympathy with wide open spaces,
than such words as '

sufficient unto the day is the
evil thereof (6

34
). While His days were spent in

crowded
'""

. ,"

" " He felt tne need
of retrea . .

..'
, of solitary places

(14
13

). \Vhen no wider spa<e wns available, He
frequented the Garden of (lotii^oiiianc. But that
was at a time when the world had closed in upon
His life, shutting Him in with men and human
tragedy. There, in full view of the lights of Jeru-
salem, and with its murmur in His ear, He still

found among olive trees a certain solitude. Earlier,
there must have been many quiet days of retreat

among the mountains or across the lake, wiien He
felt the soothing and healing effect of Nature In all

its power.
Yet the message of the open field was not for

Himself alone. In contrast with modern views of

Nature, the freedom and the beauty of the world
filled Him with the most childlike and delightful

thoughts. There was no shadow of separation
between the Creator and His works, no sen?^ of

cruelty or -;M,,'_"-y. MI ]} il-i-"|n I/:/ conscious-
ness of the ;>'!<;::' -,

r: n:i,> :".,y. . <.i' - '. '.tifie doubt.
In all simplicity, with the eyes of a child, He saw-

in Nature the" handiwork of the Father. The
heaven is God's throne, and the earth His footstool

(5
34

etc.). Across the whole field of the world the
Father's care is lavished, on birds (10

29
) and beasts

and the children of men. As to the mysteries of

Providence, Jesus refused to admit the popular
view of God's interference in such accidents as the
fall of a tower in Siloarn (Lk 134). On the con-

trary, though without pursuing the subject to

further consequences, He reminds us that the Father
makes His sun to rise upon the evil and the good, and
sends rain upon the just and the unjust (Mt o4 ').

There is a mysterious fact of sympathetic re-

sponse between Nature and Humanity which has
been variously explained, and yet never satisfac-

torily understood. It would seem as if Nature
arid Humanity had some mysterious understanding
with one another, some subtle and occult system of

signalling to one another across the gulf which

separates the living world from the dead. In all

the ancient religions of Asia this was a familiar idea.

Baal-worship, in all its varieties, spread it across
the Semitic world. The OT is full of references to

spiritual presence associated especially with certain

places or natural objects, or spiritual agency pass-
* For a very full set of examples of this, see Hausrath, L 9,

10 ; ii. 134, 135, 136, 138, 139, 140, 191, 223, etc.

ing over from the deeds of man to the locality
associated with them. The ground is cursed for
man's sake in the story of Eden (G-n 3 17

) ; the place
011 which Moses stands is holy ground (Ex 35

j. A
hill of Jehovah '

may often have been NO called in
rhetorical religious speech when all that was in-
tended was emphasis on height or greatness ; yet
there can be no doubt that the words originally
were meant of literal and peculiar possession. Tlie
whole ritual concerning clean and unclean animals
is an instance of the same habit.

It would be enough, to prove that Jesus felt
and utilized this strange and intimate con-
nexion between Nature and the supernatural,
to point to the miracles which He openly per-
formed and. professed. The Jews have a name
for Him which is von ^griiican i in this connexion.

By many of them He has been called * The
Good Magician.' This interesting fact throws
light on the taunt of His enemies that He was a
Samaritan, and had a devil (Jn S48). Samaria was
famous for its magicians, who were for the most
part addicted to sorcery and necromancy. Such
mistaken interfusion of the material and spiritual
world was regarded by His enemies as of the same
kind as that which they baw and heard in Him.
H:> j.iophwies of f,. ':.-, .'i.'V'

1

'

(^ 2^31 etc.)

mingle ihmateri;il ,, ,
- ir

'

. M with spiritual
forces and thoughts in very much the same fashion
as they are blended in those fiim;-i)i<-luro> which
so interested Him in the Book of Daniel. His
miracles involved the blending of the two spheres
in every instance. On the other hand, He cut

through the doctrines of 'clean and unclean*
with a ruthlessness which stirred up the animos-
ity of His enemies (Mt 15n etc.). T?oai<lms
the food jiro\ :.-ioi*- of the Jewish law, I! -Jiiii

nothing, ihd-.iglj it is unmistakably His spirit that
we recognize in the vision of Peter a few years after
His death (Ac lO9

'36
}. But as for the curse of un-

cleanness which the Pharisees saw everywhere fall-

ing like a shadow over' the whole life "of man, He
would have none of it, and (proclaiming eloquently
His belief in the fresh wholesomeness of Nature j

declared all things clean (Lk II41 ),

Galilee was very superstitious, though in a more
naive and less repulsive form than the necromancy
of Samaria. On two occasions we hear of the dis-

cijjles mistaking Jesus for a spirit (Mt 1426, Lk 24s7),
in the former, apparently for the angry spirit of

the Lake. On both these occasions Jesus reassures
them, hut says nothing to dispel or ridicule their
views. On the other hand, there can be no doubt
that He accepted the universal belief in demons,
who haunted not men only, but places as well (Mt
1243 ['dry places

3

], cf. Mt S28, Mk 55).
Thus for Jesus Nature was indeed 'haunted/

The worlds of spirit and matter were, in His
thought, full of interchange. Yet it is very remark-
able how entirely He diller.- from the spirit of con-

temporary magic, as we know its development in
the JElabbinical doctrines of the time, and in the
later Asiatic and Egyptian schools. There is at
once a reserve and a freshness about the narratives
of the miracles of Jesus, They are not the dark
ultimate result of fearsome dealing with (lie occult.

They are the inevitable effect of the Divine love
set free on the earth and in full play upon the facts
of Nature that same love which in less startling:
fashion He has already recognized in sunrise and
rainfall (Mt 545). Consequently in Him the un-
wholesomeness of magic and spiritualism is entirely
absent. He calls the dead as simply, and they obey
as naturally, as we call the living and they come.
He heals the sick just as a mother might caress her
child.

One more note must suffice for this brief account
of His connexion with Nature as Palestine showed
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it to Him. We have already referred in pd--
:i

ij: to

some of His parables. It is very rsoieworiin tlusi

in so many of tliem He saw and used the symbol-
ism of Nature. It would seem as if for Him every
process of the field, the life of trees, the springs of
*

living water/ the softness of sand and the stability
of rocks, the saltness of salt, the shining and the

quenching of lights, were ' r -
! , .

'V suggesting
symbols of that spiritual lif- *:" U'M- : He was at
once the creator and the exponent. The earth was
interesting to Him in its own right, "but it was
doul 1y *i:U-ri-ii::i: >: account of its analogy with
the Ki'-.u'.o'p i'f !;i',;\cr!. Seeds of the earth, birds
of ti'o :;

;

r, v. lid j-V: -lowing water and burning
fire, were all unceasingly rehearsing under His eyes
the operations of the Ki'i^luni.
Nor did the analysi- M'io t IKTP. When the busy

and thoughtful work of man had touched the
natural world, new symbols sprang forth for His
use on. every hand. "We shall understand better
such a saying as e I am the way,' when we remem-
ber how through His childhood He had watched
the life of ihe gre<it world passing along a Roman
road and a caravan route in the north. We are
reminded of more than one of His sayings (Jn 151

etc. )when we find that in vine-growing parts of Syria
to-day the vine-plants are dug round and exposed
to the depth of more than a foot, and all rootlets
are cut off from the main root to that depth. If
this were not done, the sun would scorch the roots
near the surface, or the passing plough would bleed
them. It is the deep roots only that are safe. At
Hebron, a few years a<o, a traveller noticing the
fact that the - 1 iiHMij\'M- \\*-re circles of stonewall
broken by a ^:> in v. : *>h there was never any
door, asked a shepherd for the reason, and was
answered,

4
1 am the door.' The shepherd lies down

in the open space, and no wolf can enter nor can
any sheep stray except across his body. That was
a symbol worthy of the use of Jesus 1

i. Towns and Yillages. For the . V
of i.'rri^i^ i-oMiected with the life," i ..,;..
a Sor.iiiir !Muion j nothing is of such importance as
to study the growth and character of towns, and
the changes which they produce upon those who
iv\ a nomad for a settled existence. To
*. "/ ;'.' times of Jesus, and still more those of
the OT, we have to disabuse our minds of all that
the modern world means bv^ a city when we meet
the word in the ancient writings. It is not -without
a feeling of amused surprise that one conies to iden-
tifv those groio-<-| uo h.rnlt-; - ^ ii h the e

cities
5
of the

Bible, and to recall the tact that their kings
' must

have often occupied a humbler station in the body
politic of their times than the chairman of a parish
council may occupy in ours. Of course, there have
"been incalculably ^'v,:! .ir.^ro- r-\ i\ l-r.l which has
been under the ii'oi'^/lir-h.iTv- <:" \\,, i- for so many
centuries, yet the sites remain, and it is often pos-
sible to rebuild the past. The very forces that
have consigned so many of them to ruins have kept
the rest alive through everything. The want of

good roads, the uncertainties of government, the
ancient feuds and avoidance**, have preserved vil-

lage communities apart and with little alteration.
Of cities in the Western sense, there were none

in Syria. Yet Damascus, Beyrout, and Jerusalem
stand out from the towns of ?yria as places worthy
of the name. Jerusalem we shall consider at a
later stage. There is no record of any visit of
Jesus to Berytus or Damascus^ but Tyre and
Sidon must have rivalled if not surpassed them in
His time. G. A. Smith has suggested that in the
story of the Prodigal Son we may have a reference
to the fast city life where boys from country homes i

might be seen then, as in JBeyrout they may be I

seen now,
*

wasting their $ub>tauce with riotous i

living* (Lk 1513). It was in Beyrout, only a year J

or two ago, that an American, trying to persuade
a lad to come to America, received the answer,
*
Suffer me first to bury my father

' the father

standing by and acquiescing in the filial senti-

ment.
With several of the towns Jesus was familiar.

They have- < IM r^uu more than the villages, and yet
there is much i' 1

r
; M>:ii still which enables us to re-

construct the life He saw. There are about a dozen
of them, and they shine from far, white splashes on
the hill-tops, like Jaffa, perched with a conscious

pose above the rocks of its seashore; or Jenin,

gleaming like a white bird from its nest of palm-
trees. The streets are u . "..

-*
""; irregu-

lar, at once ancient and
'

. appear-
ance. The wider spaces, where tents are pitched
and camels and horses tethered, are full of noise
and colour, a patchwork of brilliant and crowded
human life. There are narrower streets, which
often become tunnels, in which laden asses brush
the wares of shopkeepers with their burdens, and
the shrill talk of men and women intensifies the
<lNfireeablene*s- of the smells. rL-. 1

\ l:i'Mled

together from the first, and kept i
1 ": ''. . -':;i; ex-

pansion by their walls and gates, and the dangers
of the open country outside, the houses are forced

upwards for expansion, and the sky of townsfolk
is a narrow strip seen between lofty precipices of
stone.
The villages are charming at a distance, but full

of disillusion as one approaches. The difference
between the distant view and the interior reminds
one of the words of Jesus about the outward and
inward appearances of whited sepulchres (Mt 2327

).

They are usually well set, on picturesque heights
or hillsides, and the angular outline of flat roofs
and walls lends them a suggestion of military forti-

fication. Cultivated oliveyards or L. , :

i

-.\ i: - ^
'

< the
promise of quiet prosperity, and V'""! 1 " ' rees
seem to have arranged themselves for a picture.
But, on nearer approach, the trees appear to detach
themselves and stand apart, and the houses to

decay before the eyes of the spectator into ruinous
heaps of debris. 'this is due partly to poverty, and
partly to the pretence of poverty as a device for

avoiding the rapacity of the tax-gatherer or of the
robber. Even in the time of Jesus ostentation was
dangerous. Those towns of which He speaks were
walled and guarded. Towns and villages were
eagerly watched by the tax-gatherers and some-
times ruined and burned by banditti, especially in

outlying or frontier regions. When He spoke of
an angry lord coming to avenge the murder of his
son and destroy the city of the murderers (Mt 2141

),

the words would awaken no surprise.
Jesus was a dweller in towns. His longest

homes on earth were Nazareth and Capernaum,
both of them among the larger towns of Galilee.
The significance of this fact is noteworthy. Most
of the Syrian towns are to-day the min^li'i;: |iV,

-

of the land, the crucibles wherein a < OIH|-IM><; M<
is molten out of many elements. One or two towns,
indeed, like Kablus and Hebron, are fanatically
Mohammedan, and the unwelcome alien elements
of the population are kept apart, while the life of
the whof- <--'i'iiii.i>:'\ -',i -Mates, immune to the
infection of i IHV !;:! i* <r'. | i'--. but unprogressive as
cities of the dead. But the other towns are open
to ^the world. It is said that the sanitary con-
ditions are such that if it were not for the freedom
of intercourse the population would die oft, The
inhabitants often emigrate, and there is much inter-

marriage with people" of other towns, so that the
life is varied and has other than purely local in-
terests.

From the earliest tunes the population of these
towns was recruited by Canaanltes, Arabs, and
Israelites from other districts. In the days of
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Jesus, Gneco-Roman life WJL- pouring iuto them,
and there was always the presence of the imperial
military contingent. The great roads and the
Eastern campaigns of Rome had opened up and
greatly developed foreign commerce, which found
markets in all the larger centres. Jesus was a
child and a man of the town. It was not, as in the
case of John the Baptist, in desert places that He
chose to teach, but in the crowded synagogues, clad
in ordinary townsman's tasselled dress.

Urban communities arose from three main causes, viz. com-
i; < )(>,> (' -'ii"

|
i'."'i\ commerce in connexion with agriculture), war,

;i'id ..or "i. hi its various phases, town life bears marks of

its threefold origin through all time. Christ touched this life

on all its sides, and came into relation with each of these three

aspects of it.

C'ltmiH'tfG Jesus knew from the first in Nazareth. The town
lies in the oval hollow of a higrh mountain valley. The car-

penter's shop there led Him doubtless to a knowledge of house
building, and He knew the reasons why some houses stood, the
underwash of rainstorms and some did not (Mt 72^). Tradition
mentions '

yokes and ploughs
* as among- the chief objects \\hich

He manufactured as a carpenter ; and there can be little doubt
that this is correct. For Nazareth was just the place in which
commerce was most sure to be closely connected with agri-
culture ; and He who said,

' Take my yoke upon you
*

(II
29

), and
spoke of

......
d the easy yoke, had doubtless in

His mine ^ of the choice of timber and of

accurate fitting of yokes to the necks of oxen. He knew the

markets, and may not only have seen children playing- in them,
but have played there Himself as a child. Capernaum was a

place of importance for the collection of revenue, being- situated
a great Roman road. Jericho, famous
Isam, was a still more important tax-

collecting: centre, where a leading- publican could ir.iiher many
of his friends to a feast (Lk S29;. Matthew and Zacchaeus are
l
:u\- (->"'!. i

: " r -T - :s with the receipt of custom. Capernaum
a'-o I'M I

- /-;"_- fleet, and its extensive fish-market, and
1>( i< r - : it* '< n -!<! there (Mt S14). The traveller coming in

from the eastern desert towards the Lebanon is astonished by
the aspect of the town of Horns (Emesa), whose loigh square
blocks of masonry and ",".:, * .V 1 *-:!"

1

--:*.!** "
j.'

;
.<

;
i a striking

resemblance to a iidliiTl IIv'-: !'."' ia'-t :i
i- !

:i'>
r town. No

<lo!i!>; ilsai i- a i"')n .A < '''i/chri ,,-il:i-!ry. V- I,
^ He looked

"ui.iit'.prtl TO"' JM-. <ii-i !?>' -
i-.'v.t, Jesus must have often seen

ih( Houl i* *-",u \' 1

r'-'i'i; s -o'n TririchesB, at the southern end of

the Lake, where in His time a large trade in fish-curing was
carried on.

War, also, had left its traces. As one advances farther and
farther to the north-east from Damascus, one is struck to find

the walls of oasis-towns grow thicker and higher, and to note

the pierced loopholes in them, testifying to the nearness of

the raiding Beda\A in, and the precarious terms on which town
life is possible there. Many such fortress-towns Jesus must
have visited on His journeys. Ever visible from Nazareth itself,

the crest of Tabor, to which some have seen an allusion

in the 'city set on an hill* (5
14

), was crowned by a fort and

occupied by a Boman garrison. The centurions whom Jesus
i :*, -

: 7'"" -
'.

'

.:.''"* were in command of

,'
,

. . ;:..". . '! an important feature
,

-> . *,
"

. . -. : -tes in friendly inter-

........ r
| .. f\ .

. - i
.

x---- r3Qf
'

' 'to

II

,]!

.. .

," ..i- of a great empire.
. ,., A ..-.. . ticient and ineradicable featore of town

life. Many towns owed their first origin to some holy place,
V.IIOM* jii-orJai'ops- u-iv "W T'i ;T , m)t rciv.rt'"' nnt-'qurfr, and
Ti!iri\-u(.re trl'-i.".<l\vli

:
-.:or' l

<'.'.

1

I--O' I

III.
:MI-O I

.Ji( n-l-jfio-ujpa-"-

S-n n iic\\ places \\rn M .'!' :< n ! ':j> i.i
1
'!

<*;*
?>

i_ls'
lrd. \t-i\ !!sj

}'i-iorvo"f Jr-M:^ or:n>'.- u- mo roni'i-:; <""- !ly with two of them
Jfu-o 1

! - \\ oil. noar Shi "].( PI.
;i;id

H< iN-.-fc.Mn, the city of David.

Tiit roiK'f-runuion of tlic rcl'ji'ou^ i
; .v or in-- nation in Jerusalem

ivrid'>(l "o di-courapv i \ i> aiic-U 1

'):! m !d 10 local shrines, and re

i- -ir.kiri'jr Miai uo \ i-ii, 1*1'- !orn.- or Lhe :up above mentioned,
.!< ,1- i.ud 10 journox-

: iiso ihr iv ur o" Sais'.-irla ; while, as regards

Bethlehem, we never hear of it after the stories of His birth. It>

A\o.ri the synagogue \\hicb ga\e its religions as-pett to the town
lire which Jeans knew. The first beginning or His ininibiry was
in the synagogue of Nazareth. It is in connexion with the ruins

of a costly synagogue that the controversy about the sire of

Capernaum still centres (cf. Sanday}. While the Temple still

gathered round it the national religious sentiment, the actual

religious life of the people owed more to the synagogues
than to the Temple. In them, religion was surrounded by
individual memories and family associations* In them the

Scriptures grew familiar, and the Law was expounded and

applied to the details of actual life. While the Temple revealed

to every true Israelite Jehovah as the God of his nation, the

synagogue kept about him the thought and presence of Jehovah
as God of his home. Thus the idea of the city was more and
more a religious idea in Israel, and her God was a city dweller.

There is an Eastern proverb which speaks of homeless strangers
as '

going to God's gate/ and the idea of the City of God, fostered

indeed by Jerusalem, yet hallowed every city of Israel. Not of

the capital only, but of all her towns she sang that 4 unless the

Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh but in vain' (Ps

1271).

e can be no question that the city conception
L !-L:-ir:!y i.'.'o Jesus' view of His Kingdom.

There <

entered '.

Josephus describes (perhaps in exaggerated terms)
the Essene conception of the Kingdom of God as a

spot beyond the ocean * which is oppressed neither
with storms of rain nor snow, nor with intense

heat, but soft, cooling, zephyr west winds always
blow' (cf. Hausrath, i. 164). That was Utopia
seen from the wilderness the Kingdom of God
seen from the desert. But for Jesus the desert was
but an occasional resort. It was the crowded
streets of towns that set His point of view ; and
the life not the retreat from life of men and
women, was the ideal of His Kingdom. In every
parable and prop! 1005* of His which describe it, we
hear the iiuv.l of man's activity, and see him busy
with human business.
The town life, however, which Jesus knew in

Syria was very far from the ideal. Of course, in

estimating such matters, a large allowance must
always be made for the different tastes of Easterns
and Westerns, so that many things which impress
us as c!5rNi<:vai.tfiire- may have been either unnoticed
or actually <_MJO\C<I by Orientals. Nothing, for

instance, Mrik*'-'ri:v traveller more than the con-
stant publicity of life in the East, to which refer-

ence has already been made. There seems, at
first sight, to be no private life at all. Every one
knows everything about everybody. Tlse intimacy
of family life appears to be everywhere, Inn wit! iout
its affection, and the unceasing sound of speech
keeps up an unbroken and unseemly exposure of

private affairs. That Jesus felt this oppressive at
times is proved by those periodic retreats to desert

places and to mountains which are so familiar to
< ,; >- >' i

1 '-- CT i-:if.. The note of intimacy, the
'-< ;,'!'

;
i;:!

:

ry ',;' i";ercourse even in crowded
.1*1. ._'! .'!<-. )ij.

!-;:' "n countless touches of the
-

;. i\ '. ! S-,
1 1 1 :!." refers to it when He gives

it as a thing to be counted on, that that which is

told in the chamber will be proclaimed on the

housetop (Mt 1<F, Lk 123), (from which at least

ten families would hear it). There is, behind the
main speech of the Gospels, the sound of an eternal
chatter among the rustling crowds.

3 Remarks of

disciples and bystanders are often overheard either

by Jesus or by the reporter (Mt 1355*

*, Jn 435 etc.).

Sins of speech are more frequently referred to and
rebuked than other sins.

T\\\< y.uV. icily, however, is but one^part
of the

goiionil .-en-'C or "/////%/-i?7'
>

'>

1^" "V which doprc>-c-' the
Western visitor 1*1 "rho LHM:. Vi one: timo, vhen
Jesus was homeless, He evidently felt this, con-

trasting Hi^ o\\n wandering
1

life with that of foxes
and of birds (Me S-l)

j. But- the homes themselves
are often such as to seem very comfortless to the
traveller. Of course, comfort is a matter which
very largely depends upon custom, and the apparent
want of it is often illusory. The streets are filthy,
and often untidy in detail ; but the inhabitants
seem to have a singular lack of sensitiveness to

smells, and the sordid litter of odds and ends ap-

pears not to distract their eye from appreciation
of the fine building that rises out of it. In many
houses the floor is on two levels, the upper portion
being for the human inhabitants, and the lower
for cattle, whose manners are hollowed out of the
raised floor along its edge. Even in better houses
the rooms are bare; and jars for olives, oil. or

water, along with corn -baskets and agricultural

implements, give to the reception-rooms the ap-
pearance of outhouses. The main desiderata seeni

to be heat in winter and coolness in summer, so
that the interiors are generally daxk a state of
matters which is not conducive to cleanliness.

There is no glass, and the strong sunlight pene-
trates the rooms in shafts which end in brilliant

jewel-like flames of colour where they strike upon
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;
<
u^/:-'^ ! t or a piece of coloured pottery, and.

I!L:-;\,> iiio rafters and walls Into shadows of the
richest "brown and indigo, while all recesses and
muck of the iioor are In darkness unrelieved. That
this was the state of matters with which Jesus was
familiar, is strikingly "borne out by His parable of

the Lost Coin, wherVthe womr*! "I"]!-

1

.-.:,. i."o and
f-earehes the house (Lk LJS

). 'L '::: '.'.< 1- ;'i"king
of .l{

i

,yii_
1

:t ^proved by the fact that the candle has
to !;.'' IV !:-' L It is narrated by Conder of a visitor

to the "cave of the Holy House at Nazareth, the

reputed home of Jesus in His boyhood, that he
remarked to the monk who showed him It, that it

was dark for a dwelling-house. The monk answered
that ' The Lord had no need of much light.

3 Yet
it is evident from many sayings that Jesus was
peculiarly sensitive to the contrasts of lie-lit and
darkness. The ( outer dark' (Mt 221U

) of unlit

streets affected Him with a sort of horror ; and He
gloried in the claim, which He often repeated, that
He was the *

light of the world/ or the light of

men. In the still more >r i-:kl.iL: :-hrase,
" the light

of life,' we see something : \\liui light meant to
Him. It may have been suggested by the contrast of

the dark interior of a tomb with the sunshine that
struck upon its whitewashed outer walls. Cut these
words could have been used only by One to whom
light meant quickened and exhilarated vitality.
However much custom and race may have miti-

gated the trials which these matters would impose
on Westerns, we know that there were other char-

acteristics of town life which were wholly distaste-

ful to Him, and which He denounced. From His

sp_eeeh we can gather that He was often in conflict

with that sophisticated provincialism which was the

besetting sin of country towns. Mlnglmg-places
of the national varieties, the towns were yet suffi-

ciently complete in themselves, and apart from one
another, to foster jealousy and local conceit. In

places like Ccesarea PhilippI, for instance, where
to this day any passer-by may pick up larjiG frag-
ments of itoman mosaic floors or panels,

i he wealthy
and luxurious life had given rise to a system of

servility. Jesus had noted this, and warned His
disciples against the Gentile practice of encour-

aging ^yooivh.iMi^ to address them as * sweet lords'

(Lk -Ji}-
1

,.

"

"Nor are the objectionable ways and
manners of the town confined to the Gentiles.
There are the local hypocrites iimong the natives,
who love to pray; >ta Tiding at the corners of streets

(Mt G2
). There is that feature of country-town life

which appears to be ineradicable, that excessive
love for litigation (Mt 524), the combined result
of leisure and petty interests. Xothing !< more
sinking in the narniliv<-s of the Evangelists than
tlie frequency v. itli which litigation is referred to,
both by J esus and His hearers. Again, the littleness
and personal character of the habitual outlook on
the world are illustrated by the fluency with which
the Nazarenes enumerate the relatives of Jesus
(Mt 1355- w

) the speech this of tongues practised
in the eloquence of local gossip. And it throws
light on the meaning of Jesus when He spoke of

Capernaum as 4 exalted to heaven *

(Mt 1123). Caper-
naum physically was on the level of the Lake shore,
and 682 feet below sea-level. It was the self-im-

portance of the small provincial town of which He
spoke, Jerusalem haa its own sins, ajid the villages
had theirs ; but it probably was especially to the
towns that He referred when He warned the forth-

going Apostles of supercilious rejoc^on, and In-

structed them to meet it by a .-ymbol or' still more
emphatic rejection, shaking the du.-a < * them off

their feet (Mt 1014 etc.)-
Still worse, and still more obvious and common

in these narratives, are the tokens of the violent
contrasts of avarice and misery in the town life.

The selfishness of the town is there, in all Its

heartlessness.
\ oitmyj'd In such parables as those of

Lazarus and Dive?* (Lk IIP), the rich nian and his

barns (12
18

), and many others. Pio^pcrity and ad-

versity are in shameless and pitiless sight of one
another. Cruelty and oppression have become
the recognized convention of the powerful classes.

Disease is rampant, and a class of rapacious quack
doctors has sprung up to prey upon its victims (Mk
3-a). Tiro moral "tone of the town is such as to

permit a prostitute to enter the feast of a wealthy
Pharisee, and it is only when it appears that she is

penitent that any one is shocked by the Incident

(Lk 7 r>7

). The preference of Jesus for the towrn is

part of His principle that the true physician goes
where the sick are thickest, and the true saviour
where sin is most unblushing.
The villages of ^'yri.i are a class of communities

of a quite different order. The sheikh dwells in
his ruined tower, overlooking the huddle of brown
walls and roofs, and keeping his audience-hall

open for the elders to assemble in and discuss
the news of the countryside. They are Inhabited

now, as they have been largely all along, by fella-

liin, said to be to a considerable extent the de-
scendants of the ancient Canaanites, practically
unmixed in blood, owing to the almost unbroken
custom of intermarriages. With these Jesus must
have talked that Aramaic tongue which some five or
six villages In the Kalamun mountain valleys still

use as their vernacular, and which is heard to-day
among the bakers of Damascus who come down
to the city from the Syriac village of Ma'alula.
So conserv,. '". i- . TV: o life in Syria, that it Is

to vPlauo < ; V--- ,-. one that we look to-day,
in The a-Mired confidence that we are seeing the

very kind of life which Jesus saw. One result of
this conservatism is, that extraordinary combination
of ignorance and pride, superstitious fears and con-

temptuous effrontery, which is often the first im-

pression produced on strangers. They preserve
self-government of a kind, a hereditary rule within
an Imperial ; but they appear to be very helpless

against both nature and man. Usury and oppres-
sion cow the inhabitants, the insecurity of pro-
perty renders them suspicious. The writer has

accidentally roused a man sleeping through the

night upon his haystack In an open iichl, and seen
others sitting upon the top of the grain piled upon
a truck on the railway. They are almost exclu-

sively Jigrli-iiltural In their way of life, and their
method-"are primitive* and leisurely. They leave
their hardest work to be done by their women, and
spend many hours of each day in absolute idleness.
Over them hangs the acrid-smelling smoke of fires
whose fuel is camel-dung, that 1m-, been dried by
being plastered over the outside of ovens, which
break the monotony of flat roofs by their rounded
shape, and appear like blisters in the fierce heat
of summer. The dirtiness of the streets and of
some houses is incredible. The simple food and
habits of life produce healthy bodies, but disease
conies u]xn its victims unprotected by any skill
of medicine, and the sick and the whole dwell
together and mingle everywhere. The first im-
pression is one of universal gloom, and the faces
of the people are sullen and contemptuous. But
that is in many cases but the first instinct of self-

preservation In those who are accustomed to ill-

treatment. A very little tact and kindliness soon
changes the aspect of things, and threatening looks
'rlvo place to a smiling childishness.
Such were the villages with which Jesus was

familiar, although their life was then more pro-
sperous, and at least some of their homes more
habitable. To their inhabitants He spoke His
parables of simple life, such as that of the Friend
at Midnight ("Lk II5). In one of them He blessed
the children whom village mothers brought to Him
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(Mk 1013 ). In another He Ijiijuhrpneil the wedding
feast with good wine (Jn 2 1

). In the gathering
dusk, the two villagers at Em 1

TT *

a
in the act of breaking bread at

k

From a village gate was heard the sound of swift

footsteps, when a rich young ruler, within sight
of the squalor which had enriched him, asked the

question about eternal life, and was answered that
he must sell all that he had and give to the poor
(Mk 1017

). Beside another vi",:-_r ;,.>n- He stopped
the funeral procession of an -n 1

^ --' -

'

his mother,
and gave her back her dead restored to life (Lk 711

).

That was at Nam, one of the villages of that hill
of 4 Little Hermon/ on whose sides Endor and
Shunem also cling a hill of villages of resurrec-
tion. Bethany hardly counts among the villages,
being almost a suburb of Jerusalem, and differing"
from the rest in consequence. But of all the vil-

lages of Palestine none brings Jesus so near as the
little hamlet of Ephraim, perched far off on its hill
in the lonely uplands to the east of Bethel. It
was perhaps the remotest of the inland villages of

Israel, and its rustic inhabitants dwelt alone. It
was to it that He retired for His last retreat before
the Passover of Death (Jn II54). To Him the sick-
ness and helplessness of the villages of His native
land appealed, and drew forth compassion and heal-

ing. The sullenness that sometimes rejected Him
and would have none of His love awakened no
resentment, but only a great and pitying distress

(Mt Il 20ff-
etc., Lk 9***). The childlikeness of the

villagers refreshed Him after the sophisticated life

of towns, and found response in His constant

speeches in praise of children and the childlike

spirit (Mt IS3 ).

5. Jerusalem. For good or evil, no city in the
world has exercised so strong and constant an
influence on the world as Jerusalem. Some of
her visitors have been filled with an unbounded
enthusiasm, others have been depressed with a

shattering disappointment ; but in one way or
other the city has influenced all comers. It has
been the usual fate of sacred cities to gather to
themselves much of the worst along with much
of the best of earthly life. Jerusalem is no ex-

ception to the rule. It is the most sacred and the
most sinister spot on earth.
From the day when David took it, the last strong-

hold of the Jebusires, and the battle-beaten old
fortress-walls of rough stone opened their gates
to the God of Israel, it had been the focus of the
nation's life (2 S 6, Ps 24). Solomon glorified it

as the secular and religious centre, drafting into
it Ihott'ealih and nobilii y of T-raol until the Luid
ix'iMino hydrocophiiloii ir^ MILM ropolis iim^nLltac.Tir
and the "rest shrivelled and impoverished. In a
far more real sense Josiah made Jerusalem great ;

and now at length, after countless changes of for-

tune, Jesus found it a city of such unique import-
ance and significMiu-e that it stood over against
all the rest of i he Lmd, dividing the nation into
* dwellers in Jerusalem ' and * others

* a more
effective division than any other of the time.

In the visits paid by Jesus to Jerusalem, from
those of His infancy and the memorable first remem-
bered visit that paid when He was twelve years
old to the triumphal entry and the night Journey
as a captive from Oethsemane, there is an increas-

ing intensity of interest. His arguments here are
more of the nature of pitched battles than in

the country (Jn 6, etc.); His acts of authority
more decisive and dangerous (Mt 21 12

) ; even His

healing of the sick more of the nature of a chal-

lenge (Jn 510
). Tims the history of Jesus fully

confirms our sense of the importance of Jerusalem.
The thrill of patriotic enthusiasm in such a word
as His reference to e the city of the Great King

1

(Mt 5s5) has already been alluded to. But more
VOL. n. 20

and more irrevocably that loyal sentiment changed
its aspect as the facts thrust "themselves upon Him.
It was the impossible spirit of the city more than
any other thing that changed Jesus' speech from
the Sermon on the Mount to the terrible denuncia-
tions and warnings of the closing days. The sacred

city, which at the first had been for Him, as for

every religious nian of Israel, the goal of -
:
' "

'

;,,-_
-

:

and the embodiment and incarnation c
-]_

. ..:!

thought and dream, came to be the arena of His
life's supreme conflict, where spirituality would
fight out its M lt!fc

'

battle with 'the work;. :he flesh,
and the tie\ '!." Hciij love would try the final issue
with hate, and life with death. It is by a happy
inspiration that Langiand, in his Piers the Plow-
man, tells of Jesus '

going to a jousts in Jerusalem.'

Nothing could more exactly describe His own view
of the case during His later journeys (Mt 16*-

1
,

Jn 11 1S
). His spirit as He journeyed was that

of one who, having fought the battle of the Spirit
across the whole field, is now going on to the
storming of the citadel.

Such was the change in His own feeling as He
approached ti'o u'-.i^il. Xo: ]-* -:>'Tung is the
, \',\-, -.-" ,

. .|
r

j {* -

iio i^li; u" ;.- Mjcu i:
j:j,!id its fate.

!'; . '..
;.'

) .5 -KM, J. 'M-i!'--:! 1 \\.-i- l":-^,:,! ; and the
mediaeval view, expressed in such enraptured poems
as 'Pearl 5

(cf. Gollanez's tr.) and the Crusading
dreams of Gerusalcmme Liberate, were the natural
continuation of the ideas of which Ezekiel's visions
and the Apocalypse are the expression. Jesus ac-

cepted thi> estimate of its importance when He
deliberately chose it as the one place on earth
where the Messianic claim must be publicly made
(Jii 5

1& etc. ), but He did this in the full consciousness
that when it had served this purpose it would pass
away. To Him it was a doomed Utopia, doomed
beyond all hope of recovery. Had it known (Lk
19*3

), had it understood the day of its visitation,
it might have endured ; as things were, it was for
Him but a city o_f might-have-been. Yet, in the

very hour when it was rushing to its doom. He
seized upon it and forced it to fulfil the purpose
towards which it had blindly struggled through
all its eventful history. It linked on His work
and Person with the past, and in crucifying Him
sent on to the future the completed drama of

redemption.
Subsequent history, with ruthless and terrific

irony, has confirmed His view. The efforts of the
Crusades to revive Jerusalem have only the more
hopelessly marked it as the doomed Utopia. Every
traveller is impressed with the same sense of its

infinite loneliness and stony desolation. Ifc looks
like a gigantic fortress that has stood dismantled
for ages, but retains for ever a weird air of petrified

gallantry. It is a fossil city,
fossilized when far

gone in aecay. The savage liveliness of the bugles
which now shriek across its streets and houses, only
adds to the sense of ancient death. Built for

eternity, setting the pattern for men's dreams of
the New Jerusalem, it stands for the sarcasm of

promises unfulfilled, a city with a great future
behind it. 'What,

1 we cannot but ask,
f has this

relic to do with a blessed future for mankind?*
History and religion seem to mourn here together,
reiterating the lament of Jesus. One sees in every
remembrance of it those two weeping figures, the
most significant of all for its secular and religious
life, Titus, who gazed upon Jerusalem from
Scopus the day before its destruction, and wept for
the sake of the beautiful city so near its doom ; and
Jesus Christ, who, when things were ripening for

Titns, foresaw the coming of the legions as He
looked upon Jerusalem from Olivet,

c And when
he was come near he beheld the city, and wept
over it' (Lk 1941 ).

The appearance of the city, as seen from such a
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lofty vantage ground as that which the approach
from Bethany gives from the shoulder of the Mount
of Olives, must always have been to a considerable
extent the same as it is to-day. It is true that
there are now two Jerusalems side by side, the
ancient city packed together firmly, ana the more
li.i-V .- ,: ytered masonry of the new Levantine
'

"

;.

'

\ isas risen to the south and west of the
I,/!, , : . Yet to the north there is still the
mound of ashes said to have been carried thither
from the Temple sacrifices of old; and ancient
tombs fill the valleys and stretch along the northern

plain. It is easy for the 'n:i-^iniifo: io V. ch
the modern buildings, and : o n^iiiri '.' f:"::<.;nt

impression. It has been po
:

-';<:! ',;;:
k
ll,: ,:-.. 1 3 1, L

38, 39) that Athens stands on an unfruitful clrff ;

Rome between a marsh and a wilderness ; Jeru-
salem on a "barren. fo-i^iKi of stone, where f the
mountain land ^juhor.- ii-c!;" as to a natural centre.

5

The ' mountains stand round about Jerusalem,'
but they lift her up to their height, and she stands
as a mural crown upon the mountain land. The
Mir.roim<Iii., peak- are but little elevated above her
level, and she is tlie climax as well as the centre
of the land, set up to be ' the mountain throne and
the mountain sanctuary of God.' Ai:-1 "J

1 '" '

! "_

of land is so stony that even the .:

sieges and of centuries cannot very greatly have

changed the general aspect of the scene. There is

no river in her landscape to redeem the hardness
of the outlines. She is

* a city of stone in a land
of iron, with a sky of brass' (Disraeli's Tancred).
She has nothing in common with t';o \!

n

u !

^'- <."

Judsea3 the variety of her buildings i '>:'- rc : ! is.,
:>

L'

her from the rectangular sameness ot theirs. As
if to accentuate the contrast, the village of Siloam
still lies on the eastern slope of the Kidron valley,
a drift of square hovels seen across a field of arti-

chokes. Jerusalem 'sitteth solitary,
'

as she has

always sat ; unique in the land as she is lonelv in

history. The colours of her walls and buildings
change in the changing lights from grey with a
touch of orange to grey with a touch of blue. For
there is no one colour of Jerusalem. In the

changing lights of sunrise, noon, afternoon, and
evening, its colour changes. At one time it hangs,

airy and dream-like, over the steep bank of the

Valley of Jehoshaphat ; at another time it seems
to sit solid on it^ rock, every roof and battlement

picked out in photographic clearness ; again, in the

twilight of evening all is sombre, with rich purple
shadows.
"We have noted in the towns of Syria those moral

defects of petty quarrelsomeness and provincial
self-importance wliich appear constantly in the
records of Jesus' ministry. The metropolitan
pettiness which confronted Him at Jerusalem
the tenfold provincialism of the capital city, whose
modern counterpart is so familiar in many lands

to-day was a much more serious matter. All
the (lram? of Ftopia, religious and secular, had
run into personal print

1 ami vanity ; all those Divine
promise and guarantees on which the glorification
of Jerusalem rested were interpreted bylbhe citizens
as a species of nattering Divine favouritism shown
to themselves.

In spite of much disappointment, there were still

many things which mu>t Imve soonicd in some sort
the fulfilment of the ancient hopes for Jerusalem.
* The dromedaries of Midian and Ephah

J had come
to her, indeed, and they from Sheba bringing gold
and incense. The flocks of Kedar and the glory
of Lebanon were swelling her trade. Ships were

flying as a cloud and as doves to their windows,
making for her seaport with wealth for her (Is 60

6
).

And with that wealth came men also from east
and west, from north and south. The Dispersion
of the Jews had already made her Passover feasts

almost as cosmopolitan as Mecca afterwards be-

came. The Roman road, while it brought humilia-

tion, brought also much else to Jerusalu 1 1 . Foci i 1 1;_

its wray inland from the sea across the ISM n, 111,1111- o;

Judaea, it ended in the Jafla Gate. It was but one
of many roads from all points of the compass
which, as they approached the city, grew broader
and more thronged with passengers. From the
account of Pentecost given in the Acts (2

9"n
) 3 we

can see that at certain times the polyglot crowds
must have been like those which are now seen in

the Meidan of Damascus to welcome the return of

the Haj.
The wealthy and luxurious inhabitants were

"* "

. \
*11

by all this grandeur, and in all

of Eastern cities paraded it in

the face of the poverty they should have sought to

help. Those who favoured the Roman domination,
jiiul souji

1
!! to make capital out of it, like the

Jlor-xlitiu-. prided themselves openly in Jerusalem
as a Roman city, and did all they could to make
it so. Those who simply ju-^ui <.-(;< !, like the

Sadducees, in what their superior intelligence com-
vinced them was inevitable, found ,

-

, \
" Jl

"r

wealth and in their pride in their old
"

\ ,, . . /
connexions to keep a live their aristocratic spirit.
Those who, like the Pharisees, stood for the ancient

religion** and national claims, fostered a still more
bitter fashion of bigotry and exclusiveness. From
Jerusalem they too, in their surreptitious way,
tried to manage the wrorld. They spent their

strength in making proselyte* (Mt 2315
), and they

sent out deputations to interfere in local questions
as far off as Capernaum (Mk 7 1

,
Jn I 19

). The
crowd, who watched and copied the great ones
from below, readily caught their tone, and, in an
ignorant sense of superiority, were ready at any
moment to raise a tumult at their inanimation, and
to shout for the crucifixion of a selected victim

(Mk 1513
etc.)- Altopeilior, so mighty was the self-

importance of ilf:> liulo metropolis, that for its

inhabitants the rest of the world was practically
non-existent ; and, as happens in all poorly equipped
moral natures, their consciousness of their own
better privileges and good fortune ran neither to
interest nor to compassion, but only to scorn.

Of the more vulgar aspects of this metropolitan
superciliousness the narratives present abundant
examples. The contempt of Jerusalem for Galileo
is everywhere apparent. It was not only on the

ground of Messianic tradition, asking whether it

were likely that Christ should come out of Galilee

(Jn 752). The proverb was ready on their lips
about no jrmn: liiii'j- ('Mining out uf N;!/n-eth (I

46

741
). The- .'{( ilii y fur irsv* ni in^ ojiprobrioii- names,

and the unsparing use of themj had developed
with them into a fine art (S

48
), A man was an

ignoramus, a blasphemer, a lunatic, if he brought
any new thing among them from the provinces.
The maid in the palace of the high priest did
not show any originality in laughing at the accent
of country people (Mt 26ra). If a provincial
gathered crowds of a morning to hear his preach-
ing, and men felt in him the advent of the Spirit
of God, Jerusalem coarsely explained it all by
the supposition that he was intoxicated (Ac 213

).

Any traveller might have retorted that while they
were managing the world from a distance, they
were neglecting it at their own doors. The fisher-

men of Galilee were probably far le rude, either in

speech or manner, ihan tlie ^{Miii-biirbnious shep-
herds of the Judsean mountains. But that was
no concern of theirs. Their world was within their

walls, and the curious and shameful result of their

extravagant exclusiveness was that every Israelite
was a foreigner in the capital city of his own
country. Not Jesus of Nazareth alone, but every
countryman was in Jerusalem *

despised and re-
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jeeted of men '

; and every son of man felt home-
less when he entered the Holy City's gates.
The first Impression made upon a .-tranker visit-

ing the city in those days must have been that of an

extraordinarily Roman city. Herod, the greatest
of Ronianizers, had utterly disregarded the lessons

of past history, and repeated the mistaken j"'1uy
of Solomon, which neglected the land to glorify the

city. His architecture must have been as extrava-

gant in costliness as it was poor in art. One of

the grandest of all his palaces crowned the hill of

Zion ; his temple blazed forth its splendours from
the grand platform on which it stood along the
hillside of Moriah. The famous Tyropceon ;way
spanned the ravine "between the two, entirely
Roman in its construction and design. Here stood
a theatre whose Roman audiences listened to plays
on such themes as Susanna and the Elders ; there
an amphitheatre at whose games rich prizes were
offered. There was much barbaric splendour of a
kind in the aspect of the city, but it was Roman
splendour ; and everything that caught the eye as

impressive, led it back to the barracks and the
courthouse near the tower of Antonia.

It was this aspect of Jerusalem which one might
have expected Jesus to be most greatly influenced

by. One of the most famous of the many would-be

Messiahs, some years after this, went with a multi-
tude of followers to blow his trumpets as the priests
had blown their horns at Jericho. Jesus acted on

principles directly the opposite of these.
^

He saw
the Roman buildings without either admiration or

protest. His certainty of the end of all was no less

positive than that of Theudas and such rash men,
but it only made Him the more calm in His acqui-
escence until the providential moment should
arrive. That was so sure that day when the
Rome which ",.';.'

"
:

-

"

the city would destroy
it that the .-

,

'*
: 'listening the doom, or of

preventing it, never occurred to Him. Yet that

very fact embittered and terrified His enemies.

They did not, indeed, approve of the rebellious

patriots ; but that was because they regarded them
as Galilsean bunglers

who undertook work whose

gravity they did not understand. Had any of

them succeeded, Jerusalem would have welcomed
him with shouts. But here was a far more serious

oftence. Macaulay's New Zealander on London
TC '!?;.:; ivi ! ; riiN to British readers a familiar and a
::iiio !< ;.!!

im.'iro Li'id of speculation. To Pharisees
of .Io",'i-,iii:iM -mil Jvn idea was sheer treason even
to think of, far more to discuss in public.
Not less directly did the attitude of Jesus to the

Temple draw the nets of death around Him. Like
all religious Israelites, He directed His steps to

the Temple as to the natural seat and centre of

His religious life. From the first it was in His
Father's house that the Son of God found His

appropriate home (Lk 246
). But the pleasantness

or that boyish visit yielded in later years to slow
and deepening bitterness, as the accepted meaning
of the Temple became more and more unmistak-
able. The Jews have a legend that in the sacred

rock now covered by the Mosque of Omar there

was inscribed the mystic name of Jehovah, and
that Jesus alone of men had been able to discover

and to read it. The heart of every Christian

understands the unsuspected truth of that legend.
Jesus ever went to that Temple as one going to

His Father's house.
All the more tragic is the contrast, as it must

have come upon Him, between the real and the

ideal Temple of the Lord. The priestly families

were Sadducees, men in whom the national hope
had largely died out, and in whom His acquiescent
attitude to Rome would awaken neither anger nor

surprise. Indeed, it is probable that they mistook
His views, and carelessly classed Him among the

other revolutionaries of the time. At least the

iigh priest frankly avowed that it was necessary
that He should perish, to avert the Roman anger
,:i: iv\vr ;-<-. But if it was only by mistake or by
!<.!.i"i"i! :'li!Li they found this ground of accusation

jj:.i-i-t .Ti--;:^. iliere were other grounds on which

tis.-.y si'-ii Lie -
( ood In plti'

:
i: iind deadly opposition.

I'iie Sjx.liitv a:j pritr.-Lly iVi:iiie> were the chief

:

j

- '; >-c : t ;!. r ., of a spirit of scepticism regarding
-;>i:

:

:

1

. , ':,- (in reaction from the Pharisaic

['"'. .

.

'

V. 1 id lapsed into a kind of hard secu-

.arism, a lax morality, and an unconcealed world-
iiness which were indifferent alike to the glory of

worship and to the shame of its degradation. The
shadow of Herod had fallen across the Temple and
its sendees. Herod, who at one time had thought
of himself posing as Messiah, had built the Temple ;

and while the Roman idolater Agrippa had offered

sacrifice there, Herod had sacrificed to Roman
gods at Rome. With such a patron at its head,
secular life flowed into the Temple unchecked.
The courts were made into a market where fraudu-
.ent bargains were driven with country-folk in

connexion with the very rites of their religion, and
we see how Jesus resented this in the strange out-

burst of holy anger with which He drove these
merchants forth ~(Mt 2I 1

"2
}.

^
A large number of

synagogues had arisen within the precincts, but
there is no record of His visiting them. By pre-
ference He chose the streets for preaching in, or

He spoke in the open Temple court. In the East,

religion tends ever to degenerate into ritual pure
arid Dimple, devoid alike of meaning for the intel-

lect and of emotion for the heart (W. R. Smith,
EeL Sem. p. 16). Never had this taken place more
completely than in the Saddueaean priesthood at

Jerusalem then. From the abode of holiness and
the centre of truth, He found His Father's house
become a den of thieves, and a patent shanty of

ritual whose performers never dreamed of treating
it even as a symbol of realities. It is this that

explains that most strange and ominous of records,
where Jesus is described as sitting silently In the

Temple <1 :
i-; ' ^ !_' periods of the latest days of

His life .
i \,: I'^M: \\. ii. 250). What thoughts were

passing in His inind then we cannot know, and
we hardly dare try to Imagine. But one thing Is

clear. Just as He changed the conception of the

Messianic Kingdom from the outward to the Inner

region, so He did that of the Temple. When the

priests poured out the water from great JJJT- -i\ H <

feast, He cried aloud that out of those wlu> ix.i:c\ i

on Him would come rivers of living water (Jn 738}.

And the words of which He was afterwards to be

accused, as to the destruction and rebuilding of
* this temple,' were spoken

* of the temple of his

body'(2
21

).

From all these points of view, Jerusalem had
become a place of sinister prospects for Jesus,

From the populace He luul 10 oxpei-i the usual

reception given to all j>rov im-in.l<. and If more

powerful enemies should require their aid, they
might be counted on for darker deeds. By the

orthodox religionists He would be treated as a

heretic, disloyal alike to the traditions of the past
and the pressing needs of the hour. By the lati-

tudinarian priests He must be regarded with the

double antagonism of worldly ^
men to spiritual

aspiration, and of ritual to spiritual reality. So
Jerusalem came to be seen by Jesus under a death-

cloud. Home was free In her use of Crucifixion
for

the better ordering of Eastern affairs, and Jesus

must have seen many of His countrymen hanging
on crosses beside village gates. So the certainty
of the end would force itself upon Him, and the

shadow of the cross fall ever more deeply. Tombs
of prophets were everywhere to be seen, and many
of them were martyrs' tombs (Mt 2$-). But it was
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round the walls of Jerusalem that such tombs were
thickest, and for Hiin also Jerusalem was seen as
the place for perishing in. From the far North
He saw it so, saying at Csesarea Philippi that He
miibt go to Jerusalem to be killed (16

21
). The

iinal journey, eager and yet deliberate, had death
for it< goal 'in the Holy City. The disciples felt a
horror in the thought of Jerusalem, as if the City
of the Great King had changed to a shambles (Jn
11s

). Thomas, more ready than the others to face
the wor*t, boldly xirged them to go on and die with
Him (ll

lb
j. When He came near, and seeing the

city realized its hopelessness, and felt the flood of
oltf associations sweep over Him, He wept over it

(Lk 1941
). But He went on, nevertheless, when for

Him Jerusalem meant Calvary.
It is true that, in the memory of the early

Church, Jerusalem was the place of rising again as
well as the place of death, and of the New Evangel
that had the city for its starting-point. Yet as far
as the earthly life of Jesus is concerned, the associa-
tions of Jerusalem are of almost unrelieved antagon-
ism, sorrow, and shame. The modern aspect of the

city seems to the imagination of lovers of Jesus

profoundly symbolic. "What the first eye-shot
gives, as one sees it from Olivet, is this : a sharp
angle formed by the two valleys of Jehpshaphat and
Hmnorn ; steep banks rising from their bottoms to
the walls, which they overlap in an irregular and
wavy line; within the wall V '

back from
the angle which they form . junction of
the valleys, the eye runs up a gradually rising
expanse of close-packed building, which is con-
tinued more sparsely in the long rolling slope
Vyond. to the ridge of Scopus in the north, and to
the distant sweep of long level mountain-line to
the west. It is as if the whole city had slid
down and been caught ^y i -i.it great angle of
wall just before i; pnvinLiauo*! itself into the
gorges.
These gorges themselves are part and parcel of

the city, and they stand for the overflow of her sad
and desolate spirit. Their sides are banks of rubbish

t f V.-T- \-r.-ji- and debris of a score of sieges, the
.

'

. -.,',;;" . f three thousand years. One looks
from the lower pool of Siloam in the valley of
Hinnoni up a long dreary slope of dark grey
rubbish, down which a horrible black stream of

liquid filth trickles, tainting the air with its stench.
Far above stands the wall, which in old days en-
closed the pool. Here the city seems to have
shrunk northward*, as if in some horror of con-
science. The Field of Blood and the Hill of Evil
Counsel are just across the gorge to the south.
The valleys are full of tombs.
The impression of this is overwhelming, and

there is one point in the view which |)poir< more
than all else to embody and explain ii. Right in
front, as one looks from Olivet, is the lino of the
Teinple wall, and it is broken by a double gate,
built up with closely mortared masonry. That is
the ancient 'Beautiful Gate' of iho To MI pie. by
which the scapegoat, bearing the nation's -in<. was
led forth to the wilderness. It was built up because
of a Jewish tradition that Messiah would return
and enter the city by it. So Jerusalem has indeed
built up the exit for her sins and the entrance for
her Saviour. The land seems, as one travels over
its desolate mountains and valleys, still inhabited
by Jesus ; but He has forsaken Jerusalem.

Cf. also separate articles, such as GALILEE,
JUDJEA, SAMARIA, JERUSALEM, NAZARETH,
CAPERNAUM, JORDAN, etc.

LirLRATrRE. Sriiiiror, HJP,, passim; Hausrath. flf-it. of AT
Tfnits Timfg of ./<-i'*

; G. A. Smith, 1IKI1L ; Samlay, Sarre>t
Sites of the Gospels; Doughty, Arafo'a Dwrta ; Cornier, Tent-
Work in Palestine; Ramsax. The EtiHration, of Je&u*' cf also
the present writer's book, The Holy Land (illustrated bv Mr.
FulleyloveX JOHN

"

PJLLM. Palm tree:*, though frequently referred
to in the OT, are mentioned in connexion with
the life of Christ only once : viz. in the account of

the triumphal entry into Jerusalem (Jn 1213
). The

English name (Lat. jxtlma) is due to the similarity
of the leaves of tome kinds to the open hand. The
term in Greek (applied only to a genus) is <oti/t|,

which gave its name to a town in Crete (Ac 27 1
-).

The word also means c a Phcenician,'
c a purple

colour,
3 and the fabulous phoenix. In Kev 79

it

is used of the leaf (or so-called branch), which is

usually called fiaJiov.

The palm tree is amongst the foremost both in

beauty and in utility. It grows with uniform
trunk straight like tiie mast of a ship. The trunk
is in some kinds smooth., in others clearly annu-

laterl, in others rough with the roots of former
fronds. At the top the leaves (or fronds) spring
out in a spreading circle or crown, while beneath
them the flowers and clusters of fruit are formed.
The tree is endogenous, without bark and without
branch. The leaves vary in length from three to

thirty feet. And along' the stalk on either side

long leaflets grow close, presenting in many kinds

(pinnated) the shape of an enlarged feather, in

others, including most of the fan-shaped palms,
a rounder, broader form of palmate or webbed
\ t

'
: _ . :

i
< :

i
: , . bile in the bi-pinnate caryota

,'"-! ,', '.,' i,
1

they have a triangular (or lish-

tailed or wedge->haped) appearance. The fruit is

often valuable, and by incision the juice is obtained
that makes palm wine. Palm trees are tropical
and semi-tropical. Some grow near wells, as the

palms of Elim (Ex L5-7 ), but this may be attributed
to culture ; others flourish in sandy deserts ; some
are found in mountainous regions, and many rear
themselves erect on wind-swept ridges. Besides

yielding food, drink, and oil, they afford hoiise-

building material, and many ar< '*:!,./ "";.
-.vice-

able for the various uses to .!!;'! i"
- are

applicable.
Palms have been divided into five tribes, over a

hundred genera, over a thousand species ; but there
is a limited number of main kinds. The palm of
Palestine is the date-palm. This tree (phcenix
dactylifera, date being a contraction of dactylus,
e

finger*) rises gracefully to a height of from fifty
to ninety feet. It grows in various climates and
latitudes, but its fruit fails both in Europe and in
India. The female tree (for the phoenix, unlike
most others, is not hermaphrodite) bears a cluster
which may contain 200 <Uites>, arid it- may continue
to bear for two hundred years. These fruits, which
are hnlf Mi<-nr. are a chief article of food in Arabia
and Xoiiii Africa. From an incision near the top
the fermenting ^ji] flows so as to yield in one
mom h t\\ <iuy gallon- of wine or toddy. The pin-
nated leaves, which are of a deep green colour and
from 9 to 12 feet in length, are used to make mats
and baskets, and the fibres of their stalks make
cordage. The leaves also make thatch, and the
trunk is useful timber. This tree abounded in
the valley of the Jordan, but Jericho was speci-
ally the city of palm trees (Dt S43). A group of

palms, with their magnificent crowns, might afford

ample shade. Accordingly, we find that early in
the history of Israel Deborah dwelt under her
palm tree (Jg 45

) 3 while in the time of our Lord
many of the Essenes were said to live in palm
grovo-. Fructification is artificial or accidental ;

jmi forest < may be cultivated that in years of
famine will support the population of a country.
The palm, being upright, green, fruitful, and

imposing, was an emblem of the i-ighteous in th"ir

prosperity (Ps 9212 ). In appreciation of the boaut-y
of its form it was carved on the wall-* and door^ of
the Temple (1 K e28-

, cf, Ezk 4G16 41 18
). Its leaves

were borne as symbols of rejoicing at the Feast of
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Tabernacles (Lev 2340
) and also at the Maccatean

Feast of Dedication, of which the special feature
was the illumination. This tall, firm, unbending
tree, with Its magnificent crown of fronds, with
fruit and leaves that served for sustenance and
ornament, was readily reckoned emblematic of
moral qualities rectittu

1 " .:-,', . y. ;_-.. f..
1

* -.
usefulness such as are '- 1 *"- '; :' -.'-.. -.
The palm came to be regarded specially as the
symbol of victory and triumph. It is in that sense
that the name has acquired its metaphorical mean-
ing. The winner (we say} carries off the palm.A period of exceptional prosperity is remembered
as 'palmy days.

3 'Another race hath been, and
other palms are won >

("Wordsworth).
The carrying of palm leaves (ra fiaia rQv <f>otviKw)

by the people in honour of the Messiah (Jn 1213
}

was in accordance with the custom observed at
feasts and on great public occasions. Jesus was
saluted a- a It'n^ ^-ro. ceding to His coronation.
The ])jiliii-jyip"'ol:A-<I I !U triumph and the people's
joy. lit* uliov <.-d liu: iioiiiage of the multitude as
the spontaneous expression of pure-minded loyalty.
On the other hand, the Pharisees and officials

regarded it as a challenge of their authority. The
incident has been commemorated since the 5th
cent, by the Greek and Latin Churches in the
Palm Sunday (clominica palmrtrum, or feast of

palm-leaves), immediately preceding Saster, at
which palms are consecrated and a procession takes

place.
The supreme expression of the palm as the

symbol-
"

'. .

" "

'-\ the Apocalyptic
vision, where the innumerable multitude who "have
come through the great tribulation, and who serve
God day and night, stand before the throne and
before the Lamb, clothed in white robes and with
palms in their hands (Rev 79 * 14

).

LITERATURE, Artt. in Encyc* J5r*.9, C7, a't/t't* /#Vt /<<:,'*.. ;!><

EBi, 2*nd Hastings' X)B
; Historice Pa'awnim ]>y .Mf.n"r.# :

Griffiths' Palms of British East India is a volume cf illus-

trations. R. SCOTT.

PALM. The word occurs (Mk 1465, Jn 1822
,

cf. 193) in the tr. of pdTrtcr^ta, a blow with the open
hand. It refers to the stroke on the cheek (Mt 539

Lk S29), one of the affronts and indignities that

may have to be borne cheerfully in representing
and serving tl

1
- 1C"- '- of heaven. In Mt 26s7

,

Mk 1465, a ..'"." is implied between the

rough je^ n* >~**^r-~ ^vith the fist (Ko\a<j>lfa) by the
soldiers ., ;

'.
front of Christ and the smiting

with the palm by the servants of the high priests
as they stood behind and challenged Him to tell

from whom the blow had come. For all Christ

prayed that the sin committed in ignorance mi^ht
be forgiven (Lk 2S34 ). It is only by a Christian
that affront can really be put upon Christ (Ph 338).

G. M. MACKIE.
PALSY. See PARALYSIS.

PAPIAS. 1. Papias as witness to Gospels.
There is no early evidence as to our Gospels com-

parable to that of Papia.% bishop of Hierapolis, even
in the fragmentary and obscure form in which it has
reached us through the pa^es of Eusebius (HE iiL

39). Eusebius' own slighting estimate of Papias'

judgment was due largely to distaste for the highly
realistic form in which he set forth the common
primitive expectation of an Imminent reign of Christ
on a renewed earth, which Papias held, with the

Apocalypse of John (20
4ff

-), woiild last a thousand

years. But, whatever his mental calibre, Papias
5

importance lies rather in his endeavour to keep in

touch with historical witness, as far as possible
first-hand witness, to the true or original meaning
of the Lord's own teaching.
For realizing such an aim Papias had exceptional

advantages. There is little doubt that after the
destruction of Jerusalem and it> Temple in A.D. 70,
if not before, the Roman province of Asia was the
chief centre of Christian tradition outride Palestine.
The foundation for this had been laid by St. Paul,
with Ephesus as base of iniluence ; and hither were
attracted not a few of the leading personal disciples
of Jesus, including, perhaps, several of the original
Apostles. Chief of all, -we must reckon Johii^ the
son of Zebedee, whose presence at Ephesuw for a
period of years cannot be explained away by any
confusion with another John. The latter's* title,
4 the Elder.

5
itself implies the need

"

"!?-
:- ..;-'-

ing him from a greater namesake :.-'<;":_ ,M ;..

same neighbourhood.
The statement in certain late writers that John, as well as

his brother James, had been * done to death by Jews/ even if

correct, would not negative this. But it is \ery possibly a
mistake, since Eusebius, who was on the look out for all facts

bearing on the lives of Apostles, says nothing of the kind.
It probably arose from the misunderstanding of a passage in
wMch Pui'ias e\pimnl the 'cup

1

of Christ in 31k lu** , Mt^t,---
n> ' marrxHoip '

\\'\>h in James* case was unto death, but in
John's stopped short of that.

ierapoliSj Papia
} home in South Phrygia, was

well within the province of Asia and near the main
road to Ephesus from the East, while it actually
lay on another road running N.W. through Asia
to* Smyrna and Porgnmunj. A man so situated,
and with a passion for first-hand information as to
Christ's teaching, had special chances of intercourse
with such disciples of the first generation ( elders

*

he c,?l T - -.1*0:11 - ,s- v isited or worked in Asia, so far as
Ms yor..i: o 1 'Vi vly manhood overlapped their later

years. BUD how' far was this the case ? For an
answer to this question we have to rely on the

chapter of Eusebius already referred to, and par-
ticularly on certain of Papias

3 own words there
cited,

2. Papias' book and the situation It presup-
poses. Papias wrote a work in five books, entitled
*

Expo-ition of the Lord's Oracles (Logia)S Quot-
ing from \\\\^, Irenseus wrote, about A.D. 180:
1 These things Papias, too, who was a hearer of
John and a companioi

r "- ^

;<-'; '
'' an of the

old time (c.px<os dv-^p], ,,

"

",.- writing.'
This statement Eusebrus, anxious to dissociate John
from Papias' niillenarian views, challenges, Baying
that he does not claim to have heard Apostle**, btit

only associates of theirs. In support of this, lie

quotes a passage from Papias' preface which enables
us to judge how far Ms own reading of it is war-
ranted, In studying it, our chief care must be to
read it in the light of what we can learn as to the

scope of ite author's preface as a whole.

(a] The Lor(Ts " Qrnclrs
' and their recorcL We

gather that Papias felt constrained to write by
the needs of the times in the western part of
Asia Minor, where much diversity of view existed
as to the standard of Christian faith and practice,

owing 1,'irjii-Iy i<> uncertainty both as to the exact

wording of ('hn--r'^ sayings and as to their real

meaning. Some, it is true, took no pains even
to ground their practice in all things on Christ

1
*

own words as spoken to His pervoiinl "disci pies, but
deferred to l

alien precepts* coming through doubt-
ful media of Divine revelation, rather than direct
from this supreme source of truth. But, to Papias,
the only sure way of reaching the mind of Christ*
the Truth itself, is to start from the Apostolic
written collection of e the Oracles,' as he conceived
the Gospel according to Matthew to be, the one
directly Apostolic document of this character (the
Johannine Gospel is in any case of another type).
To this method some probably typical Greek or
* Gnostic *

Christians, to whom its markedly Jewish
and eschatological colour may have been an offence

might object that the accuracy of this Gospel
itself was not above question, pointing to the differ-
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enees between it and the Petrine Gospel by Mark.
To meet some such difficulty,* which, was perhaps
meant to lower the authority of both Gospels (since
Mark also had Jewish features of the kind in ques-
tion }, Papias cites a tradition derived from, a man
of the first Christian generation, 'the Elder 3

(? John,
see below), as he styles him

' And this the Elder used to say : Hark, indeed (alv), having
been Peter's interpreter, wrote down with accuracy, yet not
in order, e-verything- he bore in mind t*' 1 - .V _-. s~

~

. V r
said or done by the Christ (or Lord).

l
''-r .!. *. r n'.i MI '-;...

to the Lord nor did lie follow Him, but later on, as I said, Peter,
who adapted his instructions to the requirements, yet without
intending to make a connected account of the Lord's sayings
(itrvvrat^fv r:a\i x&ptetxuv TotetiuevoS Xoytuv or ^oyiav). Accordingly
Mark was in no way in fault in so writing- certain things as he
recalled them : for of one thing he took precaution, not to omit
anything that he had heard or therein to state anything falsely.'

Here we have a defence of the trustworthiness
of Mark's narrative, so far as it goes, save on the
score of the , of its material, which,
having originally been delivered by Peter In an
order determined "by the exigencies of Christian in-
struction (didoa-jcaXuu, as distinct from public preach-
ing, K7ipuyjjL<t}, was reproduced by Mark with simple
fidelity. A Gospel so composed made no claim
;> :*!;.ar : -<i!. as regards the order of the Lord's
-ay'.'ijr- -..-o -:\\- as it recorded them), with a Gospel
written by one of Peter's fellow-disciples on a
different principle, that of roTlih'iiMjjr ll'e weighty
utterances of the Lord (rd,X6v.n;, iji-pn-cci T'I orderly
grouping. Such, however, 'was the Gospel com-
posed by the Apostle Matthew, as we may infer
that Papias went on to quote the Elder 3

as saying
in effect.

Probably the sentence beginning 'But Matthew,' which the
'Mark, indeed OASV), . . .' of the extract in Eusebius seems to
imply, included a statement that Matthew wrote 'among the
Hebrews,' i.e. in Palestine. At least this is an element common
to Irenseus (in. i. 1), and the tradition preserved in Euseb.
iii. 24, possibly from Clement of Alexandria, whose account of
the GO-^JC-'S. a- co'iiaiiitd in

' a tradition of the elders of earlier
vines

"

(riv onixxbs* TS*!. MTifm) he ei-ewhore cites (vi, 14). Now
in ii. 15 Clement is cited by Euseb. for an expanded form of the
Papian tradition as to Mart's Go-spol, with the additional remark
;r:at C I <:menu's account > confirmed by Papias of Hierapolis.
Papias, in fact, was the nucleus of that tradition ; and so his
Matthaean tradition, as given already in iii, 24, is here omitted.

Thus the whole passage was a defence at once
of Mark's Gospel and of Matthew's, with which
Papias from the nature of the case Is mainly con-
cerned. Then in the extract which Eusebius im-
mediately subjoins, Papias sums up (ofo) the net
result of his discussion touching the accuracy of 'the
Oracles' as originally compiled by that Apostle.* Matthew, then, for his part, in Hebrew com-
piled the Oracles; but their interpretation was
determined by each man's ability.' In this render-
Ing, which keeps as closely as possible to the order
of the original,t emphasis no doubt falls on the
fact that Matthew's authoritative collection of the
Lord's Oracles was in Hebrew, or rather Aramaic,
and not in Greek. Yet Papias does not seem to
have said anything about the manner in which the
Greek Matthew, as current In the region where he
was writing, came Into being, else Eusebius would
have gone on to cite Information so much to his
purpose.

^
Hence we may Infer that the point of

the citation lies in the words actually given, and
that Papias is explaining why various versions of
the Oracles (in whole or part) were then current
side by side with the recognized Greek Matthew.
They went back, that is, to the time when
Matthew's collection of the Oracles existed only in
* Other views as to the exact reason for the comparison of

the Gospels of Matthew and Mark are possible ; hut the above

\xaurvo;. The Login, then, is Papias
1

description of 'the
main contents of Matthew's* Gospel in terms of his special in-
terest; m it, not the aciual title of any writing ever current
under that name.

a non-Greek form, various imperfect rvrulrn-i^- of

which passed into currency before the ''IM! (..fork

version was made. In this way he is able to set
aside rival forms of certain sayings to those on
which, as standing in the Greek Matthew, he bases
his own exposition of the Lord's teaching*.

While it is likely that Papias based on the Elder's testimony
his own assertion that Matthew himself wrote his collection of
the Lord's Oracles, it seems precarious to lean much weight
on the statement. Against this there are various objections.
Thus the Preface to Luke's Gospel seems to exclude any such
Apostolic record, and its disappearance would be hard to

explain.

(b) Papias' relation to 'the Elders,
9

t/teprime wit-
nesses to the meaning of the Oracles. So much for
the true text of such Oracles of the Lord as he
chooses for comment. But what guarantee can he
offer that his own c\<:^i'-i-. of tluMi- meaning is pre-
ferable to that of Miluv rim-iiaii teachers about
him, abler perhaps than himself? This is the

question to which the chief citation made by
Eusebius is a

rejpljr.
Its substance is as follows.

He is far from piquing himself on his own insight
or ingenuity in evolving, at no slight length,
plausible views as to the meaning of such Oracles
as may seem obscure even to a careful reader.
His one object being to reach the true -,"*".. ..f

Him who was the Truth incarnate, he .',"...

shame i:* *\\]\ o-^>ir his own *

interpretation
'

by
such ;,",;' i)' i ;".:u- .raditions as he had collected
in years gone by traditions derived from the men
of the first Christian ;joni_ ration. ]iiiiiculnrly per-
sonal disciples of the _Mu-i or FTim-oli". His xcal in

collecting such authentic oral comments, even at
second-hand, was due, he explains, to the feeling
that the vivd voce method of continuous trans-
mission was more helpful, for reaching the true
sense of the Lord's Oracles, than any books bear-

ing on their elucidation. But bef > ...... "!"

to draw further inferences from ]>,-;.
'

......
so far as cited by Eusebius, we .

'

;,
passage (HE iii. 39) to which we owe our know-
ledge of It

* But I will not scruple to set down for thee everything, too,
that once on a tune I learned right well from the Elders and
right well bore in mind in juxtaposition with the (=my own)'' ' .''.-- confirming their rrurh. For I used not to
'

'
'

'iiany, in those wont to have so much to say
(by way of comment), but in those wont to teach things that
are true ; nor yet in those accustomed to bear in mind the pre-
cepts of other masters (rots &xtorpi*s ivro;\.0, but in those (wont

'"'
'" ""V- " ..-* ,- ! I,-' ,-

-

r ,-.':-. .- -T -.I

, . ,,
;

-
.

careful inquiry into the discourses of the Elders what had been
said by Andrcu

,
or what by Peter, or what by Philip, or what

by Thomas or by James, or what by John or Matthew, or by
any other of the Lord's disciples, and what things Aristion and
the Elder John, disciples of the Lord, have to say (Asyatwv).
For I did not conceive that the contents of (the) books [of com-
ment] assisted me as much as vivd voce communications pre-
served continuously (T **pa, g&rqf $av%s %) fju^eW)*'

The exact exegesis of this famous passage is
still an open question. Much depends on the re-
lation of the clause, 'But if haply one also who

F \jj v*t*14.V*
XJLJ.J' **,> . \,\J ^>J.1CLU J.lUlHC U.-LtL tC 1 \

. If It expresses a"] ess direct contact with
i lie I

'

hi ors then Papia^ virtually claims himself to
have heard some Apostles or personal disciples of
Christ. But if, as seems preferabV. il o\j,r<^ ;i

more direct relation, Eusebius3
*

r.v<iiii'j .f j ins

passage will hold, and Papias implicitly resigns all
claim to have heard any Apostle, and so John in
particular. In favour of the former alternative
may be urged Eusebius' obvious desire to dissociate
Papias from the Apostles, as also the positive
statement of not a few later readers of Papias,who must have known of Eusebius5

challenge,
and so been the more careful in their own
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reading of Papias' I.H_- (J "";ILL fu-ith the full con-
text before them). IP pan ic:i!!ir, one might cite
the witness of ApoilinarU. bishop of Papias' own
Hierapolis,* \\irhin litilf a century of the date of
his predecessor's writing, when he calls Mm s

Papias,
the disciple of John.' Besides, was Eusebius en-
titled to assume that Ireneeus, in calling Papias4 a hearer of John and a comrade of Polycarp,

3

wlioinJ-- !>, .> ,-% \. : :t .i- i-vi'vMy- :.:;:';, - ;: ,'i-.<\\,\-
of Aposues and of John in'particular, was draw-
ing or

^ '

,;
. . .

' "
seeing that it does not

itself .
. of the two descriptions

nere
,

\. . . . Eusebius' exegesis of
the passage, viz. that P,.: i. * 1.,.,: heard e from the
Elders' only indirectly. ''.-i,ii MI certain cases at
only one remove, best -i.i, -

-.

:

>
i Detract as a whole.

Nor does Papias
3

date depend very much on ac-
ceptance of the one view rather than the other.
In either case he may well have been rather older
than Polycarp (whose birth was as early as A.D.
69), though, unlike him, he was won to Christ's
Gospel only after the death of His last Apostle.Yet even at that date two of His personal disciples,
Aristion and the Elder John, were still living,
most likely in Ephesus or its neighbourhood, some-
where about A.D. 100.

(c) Date of Papias* writing. Against the above
result nothing can be said on the score of the date
of Papias

5

book. Not only does Irenseus regard it
as the work of * a primitive worthy

'

(apxcuos dvtfp),
but Eusebius himself classes Papias with Polycarp,
Ignatius, Clement (in this order), and others of the
next generation after the Apostles (iii. 36 init., 37
init.j and ad fn.}, all of whom he regarded as

nourishing under Trajan (A.D. 98-117). Accord-
ingly he deals with Papias before going on to de-
scribe events at the end of Trajan's reign (iv. 2),
and the accession of Hadrian in 117, in connexion
with whom he refers to the Apology of Quadratus.
There is no external evidence, therefore, apart
from a confusion long ago cleared up by Light-
foot, to lead us to assign to TV, Ma-' reposition a
date later than about A.D. M.~>. M, -iy scholars,
indeed, point to the sentence,

*

Touching those
raised from the dead by the Christ, that they lived
until Hadrian,' following immediately on some
Papian matter in an epitome (Cod. Baroce. 142),
as though it also were based on Papias, so that
his work must be at least as late as Hadrian's
reign. But the epitome is really based on Eusebius
(with a few touches added directly from Papias in
this connexion), and here passes on from Papias
in Euseb. iii. 39 to Quadratus as cited in iv. 2, as
the very form of the sentence, Touching . . .

that they lived . . ./suggests.
With this agrees also the internal evidence,

as it seems to emerge from a comparison of the
erroneous tendencies implied by Ms work, on the
one hand, and, on the other, the Epistles of Ignatius
and Polycarp, which, fall about A.D. 115. The af-
finities with Polycarp, whom Irenseus makes
Papias

9 comrade at one time, are specially strik-

ing
* Let us therefore so serve Him [Christ] with fear and all due

reverence, even as He Himself gave injunctions, and the
Apostles who brought us the Gospel, and Lhe prophets who pro-
claimed hoforoharul th<. fou-in-jj or our Lord. . . . For every
one uhp shnll not muftis ihai Jovis Christ is come in the flesh
is aniichri**! kf. 1 Jn *- ]; and w no^oever shall not confess the
testimony 01 the Croj-.s IF of ih- <J< vil ; and whosoever shall per-
versely interpret the Oracles of the Lord (p-Goc^r. TO. f.o-yta. Tt

zvp!ot>) to his own lusts, and say that there is neither resurrec-
tion nor judgment, that man is the firstborn of Satan. Where-
fore let us leave behind the vanity of the many [**vain and
empty talk and the error of the many," ch. 2] and false teach-

ings, and turn unto the message which was delivered unto us
from the beginning. . . .' (chs. 6-7). Here we get the idea of

safety in close adherence to the injunctions (fvw&aJ) of Christ
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* Thus he, unlike most others, does not need to describe

Papias as
*

bishop of Hierapolis.'

and His Apostles, or *t> "
.-j -\f i

'

v.-is delivered
'

by them
'from the beginning-,' : ..,.;-._ o .

1M t u '---"b which
4 the many' were apt, in love of empty talk, .).. .- .. "i: j error,
especially through perverse interpretations of 'the Oracles of
the Lord.' The motive of such misinterpretation was Docetic
denial of the reality of Christ's human body and of the signifi-
cance of bodily self-control in the Christian, since ' there is

neither
_
resurrection nor judgment.' This comes out more

clearly in Ignatius, for instance in the warning-,
'

Keep your
flesh as a temple of God/ in his letter to Philadelphia, which
lay less than 50 miles from Hierapolis, on the main road to the
<",-.. T'" : -'- r :i-"., ",:.- :' . ^-i parallels to the situation im-
-'.- (3

-i_ l;:.i..
!-' ;>, T..- . i ^ al idea is that Christ Himself

-: ,p, L "".-'.- ,! - -:
'
t2r.nl. "'"- .-. \ of thought and conduct OZTOC

:-_ .-, -"j * .z.,, !
, . ; .. ;'..--:_ Christ as la\\%* xpttrrovatAos, ad

Jtom. inser.), and that all \< _.-"-. . <,:
'

s >.'!
:

i-;".r.j-, is to
be tested by this criterion. ( :'

. !_" \\ --.- ..-; : ~>\^, ,

;.~ rip:- the
supreme test differently. '."'.< V-- .- .":.;, V- -;"r:uu!.: V- the
notorious central facts of C

!
.- - -

'

< .'(,-( r'-.-jj i \peri-
ence : 'His Cross and Death and Resurrection, and the faith
that is through Him *

(ch. 8). Papias essa\ s the detailed task of
supplying a sta-" 3 ; ( -d -..v_ -'. o" :>. I.'.nVi (/.i-i P.- :-. >, \ ":'_-?.
in virtue of his sjKv

1

:.i -.v 'M :%
"

is--
1

. ->;
:
i' \-->. ..-< :

= 7
in Asia, The difference turns not only on the fact that the two
men represent different types of Christian attitude, but also on
their respective local traditions and ,

-
";" .

: ; 1
:

, <: 33
not point to any real difference in da" : .1

-

: .-_.
The milder tone used by Papias towards the

errors in question (which are largely similar, as we
see^from Polycarp, v;ho is a link betwr-<--i T^ sitin-
". ^ P.

"

'. as compared Tvith both ijn'ii:it- r.n i

'".' .

' '

.

'

against the notion of a considerably
;-

" '

>r his Expos-ition. Indeed, it is hard,
in the absence of any reference by Eusebius to

Papias as engaged, like Ignatius, in refuting any
rlemlly lieiv-y. to believe that Papias was writing
ar'ter JI/IIJLI iu<' polemic had sharpened, as it must
hii < don* 1

,
r

: :e .\-i,-i: Churches' sense of the gravity
of Doeetism in Chri>tifinity. Its prevalence may,
indeed, have led Papias to "lay special emphasis on

the_ realistic aspect of the millennium a feature in
which he was followed by Irenaeus and others, to
Eusebius' keen regret. But his attitude to gnosis
seems less severe than we should expect after A. B.
115.*

3. Gospels known to Papias. We have seen that
Papias knew our Matthew and Mark. Eusebius
tells us that he also used proof texts from 1 John,
probably, e.g., the anti-Docetic I Jn 42f- cited by
Polycarp as above; and this < f'-'iilnli >-.;ggests
knowledge of the Fourth Gosprl. ( v.'

1

I, : there
seem also to be traces in the fragments of Papia^

3 Ex-
position as known to us (ef. also AVestcott, Canon
(1889), p. 71, n. 2). Even the order in which he
refers to Apostles by name in Ms preface is that of
Jn I37ff*

3 while his reference to Christ as the Truth,
and, as such, the Fountainheac? of Divine precepts
(&roXa), points the same way. Probably, however,
he used trie Johannine Gospel only as a secondary
source of exegesis for the standard Matthsean
collection of '

t he Oracles '

as, in fact, a *

book/ and
so less

*

helpful
* than direct oral tradition. In the

Argumentum to John's Gospel in a 9th cent. MS.,
we read :

' The Gospel of John was revealed and
given to the Churches. . . ., even as Papias of

Hierapolis, a dear disciple of John, has related in
his five books. 9 His knowledge of Luke's Gospel
is probable both in itself (cf. Lightfoot, Essays on
Supernatural Religion, p. 186) and in relation to a
seeming knowledge of Acts, shown by his tradi-
tional amplification of the end of Judas as given
in Ac I18f*

s which he apparently tried to harmonize
with Matthew's account. But no doubt he pre-
ferred to cite Mt. where he could, as being to Mm
a work of direct Apostolic authorship, while Luke's
Gospel was not even, like Mark's, only one remove
from an Apostle's witness.

Some not only see in the phraseology of Papias' apology for
Mark's Gospel traces of the influence of Lk li-4

, buc also infer

*

Papias' very archaic use of at tpif3vv^i t
for the rrcn of the

first generation, particularly Christ's 'p r-onpJ disciples, is

another indication of early date. In Irenieus this phrase always
describes those of the second generation at least.
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that Papias is there meeting- the eriticifam of a party in Asia who
held to Luke's Gospel, if not exclusively (like Marcion later), yet
in so preferential a way as to make it, and not our Matthew, the
standard bv which to criticise Mark's work (so Bom Chapman
in Rui ue Benedictine^ Jaly 1905). This is more than dubious.

In a word, if our reading of the situation which
Papias had in view in writing be correct, his

attitude to our Gospels is just what we should

expect from other sources that it would be, if he
were writing in Asia about A.D. 115-120. At that

time, not the form, but the substance of Christ's

teaching, whether oral or written, was still the

prime matter. The Canon, or ' rule
"

of faith, con-
sisted of the Lord's words, however obtained, if

only it were in purity (cf. Polyc. ad Phil. 2, 're-

membering what things the Lord said when teach-

ing
1

). These constituted 'the Gospel" that lay
behind the Gospels, and secured their general use,
T artiYuIarly in public worship OUT of which can-
onical authority its".C .i-riulnr.ry grew (see B
Weiss, Manual of [ntrnfi. t', th<> NT [1887], i.

32 ft'.). This must be borne in mind in estimating
the use of all New Testament books in early
Christian writers, and makes the task of identify-
!.'_ E.';i i>.rc

1:r quotations so delicate an art (cf.
IN. -i<iy. 77" fri^f. t 7 .^ ;/ ///.-' St rond Century, and The
XT in the ^v'-s/-,,"/." /""..nv.. Oxford, 1905). But
once it is allowed for, Papias becomes a valuable

positive witness to our Canonical Gospels, as dis-

tinct from other Gospel writings which, no doubt,
existed at that time in considerable numbers.
Whether he used any apocryphal Gospel is quite
doubtful. Eusebius' statement th^t -he has set

forth another story also about a woman informed

against to the Lord on ; he scope of li'^ny sins, which
the Gospel according to the Ilebrew-s includes,' by
no means proves that Papias got his version of the

story from the Gospel in question (cf. Bacon In

Exciter. 1005, pp. 161-177).
4. General reflexions. Although we are un-

able to conceive in detail the exact character of

Papias' Exposition of Oracles of the Zorcl, even our

meagre knowledge of it, especially when taken
in connexion with other Christian writings of
the period, helps us not a little to realize the

way in which our Gospels, and Gospels generally,
were viewed and handled early in the 2nd cen-

tury. Both it and the Oxyrhynchus Gospel'
fragments of which have been found by Grenfell
and Hunt teach us not only that Christ's sayings
were the most prized part of the Gospel tradition,
but also how strong were the tendencies at work
making for change in their meaning and even
wording. They were heard or read in environ-
ments of thought far other than those for which
they were first spoken ; and just because they
were taken so seriously and practically as Divine
'oracles,' as religious laws of life, thiiir historical
or original meaning was apt to be lost as soon as

they passed beyond Palestine, and the fresh mean-
ings or glosses put upon them tended insensibly to

replace the .Master's ipstssima verba. Here the in-
stances afforded by the Oxyrhynchus Gospel of how
in all good faith such a process of transformation
took place, are most suggestive. They show how
needful sornt thing like a standard exegesis, based
on knowledge of the original historical sense, was
becoming to the genuine transmission of Christ's
own teaching, if it was not to be sublimated away
in terms of Greek idealism and Oriental mysticism.
Such a consummation was averted only by strenu-
ous insistence on the part of the local Church
leaders, that every care was to be taken to keep
in touch with the historic meaning of the Lord's
earthly teaching, as certified by Gospels histori-

cally known to be of Apostolic or quasi-Apostolic
authorship, and expounded in the first, instance by
the aid of continuous local tradition going back to
similar sources. Thus was the mass of Gospels

**Copyriffht, 1908, Tyy Charles 8cnbner>s Sam

once current in the 2nd cent, and varying as be-
tween Syria and Rome, Asia Minor and Egypt
gradually sifted out

;
until by the close of the cen-

tury, and a good deal earlier in some places, our
four authentic Gospels emerged as the Church's

standard, or Canon, of the Lord's own teaching
and its true significance.
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VERNON BARTLET.

**PARABLE. 1. Definition and Classification.
The word '

parable
'

is an oft-recurring one in the

Synoptic Gospels, appearing altogether 48 times.
Otherwise it is found in the NT only in He 99 11

(RV), where it has the -i-,. *_ ." -,ype' or

'symbol
1 (AV 'figure'), i . ! ;s _. '-.-"use of

it suggests that for them it was a technical term
designating a certain form of discourse or method of

teaching, and they report Jesus as employing it in

like manner. It is always introduced as something
well known, and nowhere defined. The readers
are assumed to he as familiar with it as are the
writers. This occasions no surprise, for we know
that the term had long heen current in the circle
to which the Evangelists belonged, appearing, as it

does, often in the LXX. The connexion between
the NT usage and that of the LXX is expressly
pointed out by St. Matthew (1335), who sees in
Jesus' use of parables the fulfilment of Ps. 782

.

In the LXX 7rapaj3oXi$ serves frequently, though
not uniformly, to tr. the Heb. mashal C*

7
?'!?). The

practice is sufficiently constant to warrant the
assumption that it had much the same range of

meaning. But, accepting this as true, we have
made little progress in determining the exact sig-
nificance of Trapa/SoX^, for as yet agreement has not
been attained with reference to the definition of
the Semitic original C?2, Aram. N^DC). By some
scholars the root is thought to mean i

I>:
T, :" to

represent or stand for something (so I' ,

:

*.v
;

i >

; cf.
Eranz Delitzsch, Com. zii Prov., Leipzig, 1878,
p. 43 f. ; Gesenius-Buhl, HWB ; Bu#ge, Die Haupt-
Parabeln, i. 20 f.) ; while others, following a differ-
ent line of derivation, make the conception of
likeness or resemblance to be fundamental (Kb'nig
in Hastings' DB iii. p. 661

;
cf. Julicher, Die Gldch-

nisreden Jesu, i. p. 36 f.). An examination of the
OT makes it evident that Hebrew writers employed
the term in the broadest and most inclusive way.
Allegory, similitude, parable, proverb, paradox,
type, and even riddle could be so designated.
Julicher concludes {op. cU. i. p. S7) that the most
that can be done in the way of definition is to say
that in the OT mashal is a discourse expressing or
implying compjirVm. The limitations thus sug-
gested are, :!i:n ii be a complete statement and not
merely a word or phrase, and that it employ or
rest on comparison.
The modern understanding of the word *

parable
'

has not as yet become well defined. One naturally
expects this to follow the Greek conception, but in

many definitions one finds a considerable infusion
of the Semitic point of view. 7ra/moX^ (from irapd
*

beside,' and pd\\Lv 'to throw or cast') signifies
literally a placing beside, and in ancient rhetoric
designates an illustration or comparison. The
fundamental idea is thus in agreement with that
which is found by some in the Heb. mashal.
Aristotle classes parable and fable together as
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means of indirect proof, more convenient and easier
to use than historical example for one who is able
to detect resemblances, but less effective.

That the Synoptists should entertain this nar-
rower and more definite view of Greek and Roman
writers is not to be anticipated. One expects to
find in them rather the wider and more indefinite
rs r " ."'

" ^ imitic authors, and in this one is
"

, ii .- Proverb (Lk 42
3), paradox (Mk

7 17
), similitude (4

3j
) 5 allegory (4

13
) ?
and example or

illustrative instance (Lk 12 lb
) are so named. The

word appears with sufficient frequency to make
evident its wide applies ion . This" does~ not prove,
of course, that in ihu ZS'T ii has a meaning identi-
cal with that which it bears in the OT. It is

Jiilicher's view that a new element entered in

during the period of the Jewish-Hellenistic litera-

ture. Besides being a complete thought and ex-

pressing or implying conr.ur^on. the parable is

now understood to veil a hidden meaning. The
real teaching is not in what the words seeni to say,
but in their deeper import. We shall have occasion
to return to this topic after reviewing the range of
the parabolic material.

It is not to be assumed that the Synoptists have
prefixed a title to all the sections that they
regarded as 7rapa(3o\ai. On the contrary, they have
done so only incidentally as occasion required,
since they had no particular interest in rhetorical

categories. In Mk. the word irapa^o^ is found 13

times, with reference to 6 different sections ; 17
times in Mt., with reference to 12 sections; and
18 times in Lk., with reference to 13 sections. It

is not used in. Jn., but Trapezia occurs with much
the same meaning. Deducting parallels, there are
20 passages in the Synoptic Gospels that are spoken
of as parables. How far short this comes of full

enumeration is made evident by noting the number
of parables -v" '>-r! !";.

" J

!ern expositors: e.g.
van Koetsv- ,-. ','.

:>
:.;

-

Jn.) ; Bugge, 71;
Welnel, 59

; Jtilicher, 58
; Heinrici, 39

; Lisco, 37
j

Bruce, 33, and 8 parable germs.
This divergence of opinion makes it evident that

it is not easy to determine the precise extent of

the parabolic material. Nor is it easy to discover
a satisfactory principle for classifying it. This has
been attempted from various points of view. Some
have sought to make the truth taught a standard
for grouping. So Bruce distinguishes (1) Theoretic

parables, or those embodying a general teaching

regarding the Kingdom of God
j (2) the parables of

Grace; (3) the parables of .TivlirMiLisi. Oilier.-,

have made the realm from which ihc niiu^rai'uii

was taken the criterion of division. More satis-

factory results are obtained by paying heed to the
form of the parable, that is, to the character of the
illustration and the manner of its introduction.

From this point of view a large portion of the
material falls within one general division. To this

belong all the sections in which a spiritual or moral
truth is established or enforced by the use of an

express or implicit comparison. An appeal is made
to common experience, to what is recognized and

accepted by all, in support of less evident truths

pertaining to a higher realm. The tacit assump-
tion is that the same laws are valid for moral and

religious as for daily practical life. If assent is

yielded without hesitation in the one case, it can-
not be withheld in the other.

At times the comparison is expressly made by
some formula, or by some word or particle (e.g.

tfjuoio*', wanrep, or &$). Attention is ia this way
directed to the resemblance between two distinct

relationships. The writer makes his readers aware
that a concrete experience is being used to teach

some moral or spiritual lesson. Parables of this

kind have been happily called Similitudes. The
passage regarding the Fig-tree, found in all the

Gospels (Mk 13-sf-, Mt 24-f-, Lk 21-^-), and desig-
nated in them all as a parable, is a good example.
1 Now from the fig-tree learn her parable : when
her branch is now become tender and putteth forth

its leaves, ye know that the summer is nigh ;
even

so ye also, when, ye see these things coming to

pass, know that it is nigh, even at the doors.' All
the dwellers In Palestine knew that the bursting
buds and tender shoots of the fig-tree gave unmis-
takable indication that summer was at hand. The
application is that the nearness of the Parousia
can with equal certainty be inferred from the signs
than immediately precede its coming. There is

here no thought of the resemblance of details, as,
for example, between summer and the Parousia

;

but in both instances it is pointed out that with

equal certainty, from the signs of the coining, the
nearness of the coming itself can be inferred. The
likeness is one of relationships and not of details.

In the pair of parables of the Hidden Treasure and
the Pearl of Great Price we have two illustrations

of like character to enforce the one truth, that to

gain a possession of greatest value no sacrifice is

too great. The Synoptic records afford evidence
that not !"fiv; vi^y Jesus thus employed a double
Illustration. The attempt to discover resemblances
between the Kingdom of heaven and the treasure
or the pearl may be homiletically admissible, but
it is exegetically beside the mark. Equally irrele-

vant are the ethical discussions regarding the con-
duct of the man who found the treasure. Jesus
no more approves the quality of his act than He
does that of the younger brother, or that of the

unjust steward.
The following inferences regarding the character

of a Siniilitiifli' are possible in view of what has
been said: (1) Fundamentally it is a comparison.
Often this is expressly indicated, as above. (2) Jt

is a comparison of relationships and not of details.

There may chance to be some suggestive resem-
blance in details, but this is immaterial to the real

purpose of the illustration. (3) In each Similitude
there is one main comparison and one application,
one truth that is unfolded. (4) Since there are
two parts, the statement needing proof and the
illustration supplying this, it is wrong, as is often

done, to speak of the illustration alone as the
Similitude, (5) The purpose of the Similitude Is

manifestly to elucidate or to prove, to win assent
for what is unfamiliar by an appeal to what is well
known.
A group of passages of lesser extent than the one just con-

sidered makes a like use of sayings which were apparently
proverbial. Lk 4s3 is an Instance of this :

* And he said unto
them, Doubtless ye will say unto me this parable, Physician,
heal thyself : whatsoever -we have heard done at Capernaum,
<li- iil-ol ( iv, In i

1 - :
.

p

i o\-'i < oij'ji-.. .' Jesus' conduct is likened
TU :h -i of ' ]>> -!< "jri l\\ .;i!( -.,vi. The piovc-rb by itself does
"t eo:i-:iiuii- T i\: puv/.t'c :> i- ru proverb u.^otl as an illnstra-

i:<i r
i *>i:i<v -i!L'

:

! :-r'>\( -li- f. i
1 o concise and pointed formu-

lations of the ti-.ir'j- <:' c >"irnon experience, we need not
differentiate these parables from those last discussed no
further, at least, than to make them a subdivision of the
Similitudes. Besides the passage quoted, others, such as Mt
5*4b* 62* (Lk 16**) 13" (Lk 6s9 ) &i28 (Lk 11*7), Mk 2 (Mt 9J2f-,
Lk S*-), would be included.

Often the illustration from experience is not
stated as a general inference, recognized always
and by all, "but is embodied in the form of a
specific Incident, in what was done by some per-
son or persons, or in what happened to them. Thus
Lk 1511-32

begins, *A certain man had two sons.'

and Mk 4 s-9 'Behold, the sower went forth to sow.'

In purpose and In the way the Illustration is era-

ployed there is close resemblance between this

group and the Similitudes. The difference is

mainly in the definiteness of the experience.
Here it is presented as a single occurrence. It

may still be, and no doubt usually is, wholly im-

aginary. All that is required Is a degree of natu-
ralness and probability sufficient to command
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unhesitating assent. Such a story, formed by the

imagination from the material of actual experi-
ence, might "be classed as a Fable, had not this

name gained in the course of time a restricted

meaning. By many writers it is looked upon as

applicable only to the small group of animal fables
in which the main actors are animals or inanimate

objects. Since such stories often serve merely to

entertain or to teach, worldly prudence and dis-

cretion, the difference between parable and fable
is made by some to consist in the kind of truth
enforced. The latter is restricted to the lower
realm of worldly knowledge, while the former is

assigned to the service of the higher truths of

morality and religion. TVe need not further dis-

cuss the distinction, because fable has become ex-

clusively associated in most minds with the type of

teaching attributed to JEsop. To connect it with

any of the discourses of Jesus would occasion mis-

understanding. Julie? u-r'ri prop-i^jil is to retain for
this group the name Paral'lt- In its narrower mean-
ing. Until a better designation is found, it will be
well to accept this.

The Gospel of Lk. contains at least four sections

differing in character from any previously con-
sidered. They have the narrative form, but the
illustration is taken, not from a different realm,
but from that to which the truth under discussion

belongs. A specific instance wherein this is ex-

emplified is recited to win the approval or call

forth the disapprobation of the hearer. The ap-
plication is made, not through analogy, not by
some word express: I^LT likeness or resemblance, but
bv simple arrirmari^n :

l So is it* or 'so should it

not be.' The Good Samaritan (Lk ID30-37)? the
Foolish Rich Man (12 1*-20

) ? the Rich Man and
Lazarus (16

19-31
), and the Pharisee and the Pub-

lican (ISy-
14

) belong to this group. Possibly, as
Heinrici suggests (PHEr

\ vi. 692), we ought also
to add the accounts of the Importunate Friend

(H5ff
-), and the Unjust Judge (18^-) ,

.since the
lesson Is gained in these instances by reasoning
a minori ad majus. It is often difficult, as here,
to determine to which division a given section may
be most properly assigned. Comparison enters
into this class only through the demand made
upon the listener to test his life and conduct by
that depicted in the story. The abstract truth is

commended to him in concrete form. We might
call such illustrations, which stand apart from
tin- Lrvoi;ps previously enumerated, Narrative JSx-
n

nitff'.-f.
>r pt rhaps it will be better to term them,

v, iiii Jiiiiohi-:
1

. Illustrative Instances.
On the basis of the reference in Mk 7 17 (Mt 1535

)

it has been proposed (cl Bugge, op. cit. i. pp. 50,

15, and 16) to regard the Paradox as a class of

parable. That the name might be so applied
may, in the light of Semitic usage, be assumed as

probable, though there is wide difference of view
TTirardii:g this particular passage in Mk. and Mt.
Expositors have not, however, generally made
paradoxes a distinct group in their treatment of
the parables.

It now remains to ask whether there is another
class of passages that should be brought together
under the head of Allegory. This question has
recently been much discussed, and opinion is still

widely divided. It is variously affirmed that, even

according to the Synoptists. Jesus never spoke in

allegories (Weinel, D>e Glfnchmi*se Jesu, p, 30) ; or
that He is mistakenly reported by them as so

doing- (Jiilicher, op tit. L 61 ff. etc.) ; or that He
did make use of allegories, and is oomvrh re-

ported in this respect (Bugge, op. Git, i. 40 ft'. (:<:.).

Mlegory (tiXXyyopta, dXX-jyyope**') comes from #XXo,
'other,' 'something else,

* and d7o/>etfew, 'to speak.'
The word occurs as a substantive nowhere in the
KT or in Biblical Greek, nor does the verb appear

except in Gal 4-*, where St. Paul makes use of the

participle dXX^o/wtf^ews. It is a mode of speech

whereby one thing is ostensibly described or nar-

rated, while the primary reference is to something
very different. It is thus closely akin to the meta-

phor (wh. see), differing from it in consisting not

of a single word or concept, but of a series of con-

cepts belonging to the same realm, and so related

as to form together a continuous and intelligible

narrative. Since the several details are intro-

duced, not because they are the component parts
of a vivid and artistic picture, but because of their

suitability to portray the desired meaning, the

best of allegories are marked by some degree of

artificiality "and incongruity. The attentive lis-

tener is made aware that the story is being told to

convey some deeper meaning and not for its own
sake. Often it will be impossible for him to de-

termine what this is until the allegory has been

wholly or in part interpreted. In other instances

the setting in which it occurs may afford the needed
clue. To understand it fully, he must be able to

translate the terms one by one and read their

hidden meaning. Naturally no one but the framer
of the allegory can be his infallible guide in this.

In the similitude and parable we do not feel the

need f - Vi _ "^r any meaning beyond that which
the v,. r .* .- < \. bear, whereas in the allegory the

deeper, hidden si-jriiPtmi^' is of first importance.
Are there section in i-u Gospels of which this is

true ? It seems to be, to some degree, in at least

five. Three are in the Synoptic Gospels, namely,
the accounts of the Sower (Mk 43-9- 14~20

, Mt 133-9-

i*-23, Lk 8*-8- 11-13
), of the Wicked Husbandmen (Mk

12i-i2t ]vit 2133-w, Lk 209-^), and of the Tares (Mt
1324-30. ~&-43)

. and two are from the Fourth Gospel,
the Boor of the Sheepfold (Jn ID1'16

), and the Vine
and the Branches (IS

1"8
). In each of these, except

the Wicked Husbandmen, an .." - !. :"

"

Vrpre-
tation is expressly added, whf-. ': , -..,:- the

setting, the comments, as well as the character of

the narration, suggest an allegory. According to

the definition given above, none of the five pas-

sages can be resardul as a perfect and fully de-

veloped allegory, because each has unimportant
details that are not, and clearly were not intended
to be, interpreted. They are introduced as natural

parts of the picture, without reference to a hidden

meaning. For instance, in the Sower no deeper
11

::

"

r, Cashes to the way, the thirty, sixty, and
; ->i 1

'

Vi. as would be the case in a carefully

developed allegory. The Wicked Husbandmen and
the Tares are better examples of allegory ; but
even in these there are several features without

alloguricfil .significance. The passages in the Fourth

Gof.jx-1 cl uter quite markedly from those in the

Synoptics. The literal and the figurative are
blended in such an unusual way that it has
not been possible for commentators to agree in
their classification. In ch. 10, following the first

interpretation (vv.
7"10

) comes a second (w.u
-16

),
which seems to presuppose a closely related but

really different allegory. Or we can regard these
last verses as a new allegory with continuous in-

terpretation. The discourse of ch. 15 is of exactly
the same type ; parallel to * I am the good shep-
herd ' we there have c I am the true vine.* Besides

lacking the unity that usually marks the allegory,
these Johannine sections contain many terms that
have no significance beyond that belonging to

them in ordinary speech. It seems, nevertheless,
more correct to das* them as allegories than to

call them, parables with an allegorical interpreta-
tion, or collections of related metaphors.

In addition to these passages there are numerous others
where little doubt can exist that the Evangelists understood
some details alleg-orically, for they surest, even if they do not
stive, such ar intcrprvra'ion. By way of illustration the refer-

ence to ihciihole rial the t-icfc (Mk 217) maybe cited, so also
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the taking away of the bridegroom 220), and the "blind who
lead the blind (Mt 1514, Lk 639). Julicher maintains that they
looked on all parables as allegories. They have given, it is

true, few allegorical interpretations, and have not often indi-

cated that they felt such treatment necessary, but this is only
because their 'practice is not in accord with their theorv.
Whenever they reflect (as they do in Mk 410-12. 33-04

{[
Mt 1310-13.

Wff., Lk 69-10),"they think of parables as always veiling
1 a hidden

meaning
1

, one hard to be understood and intelligible to the dis-

ciples themselves only after interpretation. This conception,
as was stated above, is not held to be their own creation, but is

thoug-ht to be one that came to them from the age of the
Jewish-Hellenistic literature. It was the product of scribal

activity. Such an explanation is open to serious question. It

inav be doubted whether existing evidence proves that the
notion of mystery bi-Mi!i.r d -o inclusively to this later period.
It is true that with i.ir drc-nli'iuv of prophecy men looked for

the message of God in what had been said rather than in what
was being- said, and that the allegorical method of exegesis was
assiduously cultivated. It may also be true that the Gospels
indicate that, at the time when the Evangelists wrote, the
words of Jesus received to some extent like treatment ; but that
it went to the length that this theory supposes is not attested.
Such a claim could be more reasonably made for the Church
Fathers and the interpreters of Inter avnc ration . From post-
Apostolic days even down to the pn ->i-nt tiu- i iwaihng method
of exegesis 'has been allegorical. (On its r>:\ \ ak-:n o in Alex-
andrian and Palestinian circles before and afu-r Chri-', see

Hastings' X>B, art. *

Allegory,* i. p. 64.) Representatives (e.g.

Chrysostom, Calvin, Maldonatus) of sounder interpretation
have not been altogether wanting, but they have been little

heeded. There is no parable or detail of a parable that has not
received many and conflicting interpretations. The judge of
!\ J

?
"

," '.
"

. to some stands for God, and

-
: . . hat in the' 17th cent." the thesis

-
A A

i aid not be used as a source of

doctrine^ but only to illustrate and confirm what was other-

wise established (" theologia parabolica non c : a"i*m vK mtinvi.*

cf Julicher, op. cit. I. p. 277). The form of tin- ui-cij.V-" qi-t i-

tion (Mk 410f., cf. 33-84) might at first incline us to agree that

the Church Fathers were but following the Synoptists, were it

not that so many parables are recorded without even suggestion
that they need interpretation. Julicher finds it a priori im-

probable'that a popular i- , ichor, who expressed himself without

any considerable V,eiii>cratiori or preparation, should employ
such a highly artificial, rhetorical form as the allegory. This
tends to veil rather than to reveal, and belongs to the writer

rather than to the speaker. He concedes that Jesus may on
occasion have made metaphorical or allegorical application of

certain suggestive details of some parable, but rinds little or no
evidence of His having done so. Everything indicates, rather,
that all the passages to which we have alluded derive their

allegorical features and interpretations from the writers.

Originally, as spoken by Jesus, the Synoptic accounts were

parablo- in \\\\. nariowr r iruuMinsr of the term.
This exlivno po.-ition o

%

l*rofi"-i<r J ulicher lias been oppo-t>d

by many, and unqualifiedly approved by few. Admitting the

proclivity of Jesus' hearers, by reason of their traditions, to

to existing conditions, still to deny to Jesus all ril

application of details and restrict Him to simple comparison,
is unwarranted. If along with comparison (e.g. Mt '23-37 [Lk

so extended as to become virtually u,i r.'ii'"". '- A- "."> JT as

such an interpretation of suggestive ^:v, >.< i :'..! <':'i"/v.a.i - in

a natural way to the enforcement of t3 j'i.i
;>i

'.^.--m, M o f not

be considered irrelevant or artificial. "VYeinel has pointed out

(Me Bildersprache Jesu in ihrtr Xftltithmri //"// illf Fr-

forsehung seines inntren Lebens\ 19t>> r>iat in its ]-y<ho!o<ri<Mi

origin the parable is closely akin to tbe .ilkirory. It s-pnn^
often from some suggestive analogy of detail which might well

be made evident in the progress of the discourse. Such an

.i-^i.niifo
1
! <W "of. to V *nre, account for all the allegorical

i

1

..iiir<- IM..I a -'lu.-Ml < x- L'I - - will discover in the GospeU, but
it enables u:> to underhand how Jt-js may, In t\\f- ca?e of some

parables, have added an apphcMrum du-Tinctly allrgorical. as, for

example, in ilic nccoisnf of thf Sower. And if He wished to

address to His enemies such thoughts as are contained in the

Wicked Husbandmen, could they have been more suitably pre-
sented 1 The great service of Julieher and" of B. "Weiss before

him in effectuallv discrediting false methods of interpretation
and establishing true, can hardly T-eceivfl too prroat recognition.
But past extravagances and present danger of thoir perpetuation
do not furnish adequate ren-on for denying to Jesus The n ef o*

allegoiy, or of parables so developed as to be hanllr distinguish
able therefrom. AYe accordingly admit alleprory a a division oJ

our classification.

2, Purpose. Why did Jesus make use of par
ables ? It would occur to hardly any reader of the

Gospels to-day to be in doubt as to their purpose
were it not for the statements of the Synoptists
Parables have been used by teachers of all ages t

unfold and enforce their instruction. Was it other-

wise with Jesus ? Is it otherwise, for example, in

His use of the story of the Prodigal Son? The

passage which occasions the perplexity is as fol-

ows :
; And when he was alone, they that were

about him with the twelve asked of him the par-
ables. And he said unto them, Unto you is given
he mystery of the kingdom of God: but unto
hem that are without, all things are done in

parables : that [i'w] seeing they may see, and not

perceive, and hearing they may hear, and not
understand ;

lest haply they should turn again,
and it should be forgiven them. And he saith unto
hem. Know ye not this parable ? and how shall

re know all the parables ? . . . And with many
such parables spake he the word unto them, as

hey were able to hear it. And without a parable
spake he not unto them : but privately to his own
disciples he expounded all things' (^Ik^

-12-^-
'^,

cf. Mt I3.wff.34ff., Lk8'JL)- These words are beset

with difficulty from any point of view. Taken by
themselves they affirm that parables lead to the

lardening of men's hearts, and were intended so
to do. Notwithstanding differences in statement,
all three accounts are in subst , 'V " " " ~ J ~

=

;o this. It is instinctively felt, ", .'.'
could not possibly have entertained a purpose so
at variance with the spirit of His whole ministry.
He went forth, to seek and to save that which was
.ost. To win, not to harden ; to enlighten, not to

mystify, was ever His endeavour. Otherwise, why
should He express surprise at the failure of His
learers to comprehend His parables ? TV

r
hy should

He exhort them to hear ? Can we think that He
would mock at their helplessness? Why should
He speak to His own disciples as well as to the
multitude in parables which they could nofc under-
stand without interpretation ? Does not the par-
able of the Sower, to which these words are joined,

imply an understanding on the part of all classes,
even though all do not alike heed and profit by
what is heard ? It is evident that the statements
cannot be attributed to Jesus in their most obvious

meaning. "While this is generally conceded, there
*

'K.-v,. :<<".''! as to how they are to be qualified
.: :''! <*x: . to which this should be done. A

few have resorted to text emendation for the re-

moval of the difficulties, but most have preferred
to keep the form and seek for a new interpretation.
Some expositors suppose that the truths needful for

salvation were not presented after this manner,
but in a way intelligible to alL What is here said

refers only to parables dealing with the mysteries
of the nature of the Kingdom of heaven, or the
one mystery of its gradual development. Or this

reference is limited to the parables of this chapter,
or to the parables of Judgment. Such teaching,

being suited only to those who are already disciples*
is so* conveyed "that they alone receive it, while
outsiders hear without understanding. The im-

probability and unnaturalness of such 'a supposition
are too apparent to need refutation. The harshness
of the view is softened by assuming that the un-

receptive and unworthy multitude already stood
self-condemned because of their rejection of the

message of salvation. Teaching in parables is

part of their just punishment, and serves also to

keep the door open for those who may become
receptive. Another way of removing the harshness
is to say that the parable, while executing God's

jud.gment, was at the same time a merciful pro-
vision, preventing an increase of guilt. Had the

unreceptive understood what was taught in these

parables regarding Jesus and themselves, or had it

been spoken openly, they would have added to

existing sins those of hate and blasphemy, and
fallen into a passion, making all hearing impossible
for themselves and others.
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A different explanation is proposed by those who
see here the enunciation of a pedagogical purpose.
Xo class of hearers, not even the disciples, can
understand the truth so presented, but the recep-
tive will reveal themselves by their questions as

to the meaning of the parable, while the unrecep-
tive remain indifferent, and thereby make clear the

hopelessness of their condition. Plain speech would
have been equally unintelligible to such hearers,
whereas the parable was calculated to quicken in

them a spirit of inquiry* if anything could. This,

again, is a very improvable supposition. Another

interpretation sees in these words a reference not

to intellectual comprehension, but to the inner

spiritual .

"
".,

:
' of the truth set forth.

Jesus seel-- " - :' the part of all. but finds it

wanting in those who were dulled and hardened in

their sli irt-^ichred self-righteousness and super-
ficial self-satisfaction. Their hearing is as though
they heard not. The parables are thus a summons
to the conscience of the hearer, and bring about
a separation between the receptive and the unre-

ce-ptive.
"i'roie-isor Jiilieher, together with other recent

writers, accepts the verses in their most obvious

meaning, but assigns them to the Evangelists.
When Jesus 1 words were collected after His death,
the large proportion of parabolic material attracted

attention. An explanation was sought, and it was
found in the character of those to whom the par-
ables were addressed, and in their attitude toward.

Jesus. The multitude had not accepted Him as

the Messiah. What had happened must have
been in accord with the Divine plan. This plan
had been fulfilled through the use of parables.
Paul's teaching in Ro 9-11 is here applied by the

I>-ar:rn-N !o the history of Jesus. J. Weiss,
iMMi.i, i!"-:< that Mk. was acquainted with

Romans, and followed St. Paul (Die Schriften des

2?T, i. p. 101). Whatever may be thought as

to the dependence, the likeness of conception is

obvious.
This explanation lias in its favour a full and

frank recognition of the difficulty as well as the
avoidance of forced and unnatural interpretation.

Many who think that the pa-wage goes back to

Jesus admit that the Evangelists in their report
have been in some measure influenced by the hos-

tility and opposition of unbelieving Israel, so pro-
nounced at the time when they wrote. The
explanation gains added support from the fact

that i IIP, existing difficulty is not confined to the
words of Jesus, but is occasioned in part by the

appended comments of the Evangelists. Still, it

cannot yet lay just claim to the validity of a
demonstration. That the Evangelists should feel

the need of accounting for the large proportion of

parabolic material in Jesus' teaching is not obvious.
The proportion in Mk., with, whom we have pri-

marily to do, is not striking. We should need to

postulate, what many deny, his acquaintance with
the Logia. Again, if the Evangelists evolved this

whole conception, it is certainly strange that they
should make so little use of it. Writers are not
wont thus to forget or neglect their own pet
hypotheses, as Mk. apparently did. even in the
course of eh. 4. Could he fail to notice, too, how
his theory was contradicted by the readiness
with which Jesus1 hearers understood the account
of the Wicked Husbandmen? With all their
freedom in transmitting Jesus1

words, is it prob-
able that the writers would venture upon an
entirely new creation of this kind at so late a
date?
There is greater likelihood that we haye to do

in this passage with a saying of Jesus that, in the
course of time, has been modified, or received a
false emphasis. At what stage of the development

of the Gospels the change took place we cannot be

certain. The lack of responsiveness on the part of

His hearers and the growing opposition of which
we learn in the Gospels, may have caused Jesus to

apply to His ministry the words of the prophet
Isaiah (O'

tt

-).
The outcome of His mission might

appear, on first thought, to be a repetition of this

experience ;
but a deeper insight revealed as true

what the parables of this chapter (Mk 4) teach.

The despair of the i-n j,
1

( :"- \\ !'> receives its

answer. That it wa^ ;l P./HiiL* '-.- who first

brought this OT quotation into such connexion
can be doubts 1. rinumh we can no longer be certain

of its exact application, and though the text does

not seem here "to be in order. If Jesus used the

words ironically, they might be cherished by the

Christians of the later days of conflict as a state-

ment of the Divine purpose. There is, in any case,

too much contradictory evidence to admit of our

receiving them as the deliberate statement of Jesus'

intention.

8. Interpretation. In what sense is it permis-
sible to speak of the interpretation of a parable ?

If we mean thereby an allegory, the need of trans-

| lating its terms into their equivalents is evident.
1

This will be required by the hearer in more or less

fulness, '!< (M^"! ;;>'_: i" ireumstances. The state-

ments of Ms.- S\ii.>};
:^- (Mk 410-13 - 83-84

II) are then

eomprelK'i.^lM \'> \<>r as they may refer to alle-

gories, but can the same be claimed if the remain-

ing parabolic material is likewise included ? By
some it is said that it can be for the narrative

parables, or parables in the restricted meaning of

the term. Similitude and Illustrative Instance are

excepted, as necessarily clear from the way in which

they are introduced, but narrative parables, being
complete and independent accounts, require inter-

pretation. The hearer is as little aware of their

real significance as was David when listening to

Nathan's story of the poor man and his lamb (2 S
12lff

-)- This view evidently represents Jesus as wont
to relate incidents that had no apparent connexion
with what was being said or done, and then to add an

application, as the moral is appended to the fable.

One. for instance, who heard about the Treasure in

the field (Mt 1344), or the Two Debtors (Lk 736-50),
would have no reason to think of the Kingdom of

heaven, or the duties of the sons of the Kingdom,
nntil it was demanded by the application. The
Gospels are not responsible for this theory, for

they do not give the impression that Jesus kept
His hearers in suspense. Either an explicit state-

ment, as in the first example, or the occasion, as

in the second, left commonly no doubt as to the

topic under discussion. Furthermore, there seems
to be no good reason for making such a distinction

between this croup of pn rabies and the SimiiiiJiJi *

and JUiisinnivo Examples. Two parts arc 1 I-M\

essential to constitute a parable, the illustration

and the truth illustrated. That the illustration ap-
pears in a slightly modified form does not involve
a change in the parable's essential character. And
can we suppose that Jesus ever told the people one

story, or a series of stories, and withheld all indi-

cation of His purpose? What could be expected
to result therefrom beyond a little entertainment ?

And even this would be of short duration, unless
the stories were longer than most of our parables.
How can we harmonize the fact that the parables,
as they now stand, set forth in unparalleled clear-

ness and beauty the deepest truths of the gospel,
with the assumption that they were used by Jesus
as a means of punishing the unrepentant by hiding
the truth ?

It is not improbable that oftentimes the illustrative

half of a parable alone was preserved by tradition.

In such cases we can speak of interpretation if we
mean thereby the discovery of the original setting
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ami j ".' :

"

. . "lether this service is performed
by t I . <:

"- * or undertaken by their inter-

preters. Such an understanding of the term is,

however, misleading, as it obviously does not re-

present the thought of Mk 4 and parallels. The
demand of these passages is satisfied only when
we assume that interpretation means an unfolding
of details such as is provided for the story of the
Sower. This would not "be required for all para-
bolic material, but only for those parables that
were considered to be allegories. We have found
above that it is not easy to decide how many were
included by the S\nir- :

-:.-. *-i such a point of
view. A priori < >".-O it M, : n'>- or ingenious con-

jecture cannot decide the question, but only the
internal evidence discovered by detailed exegetical
study.

4. Transmission and Yalue. Have the Evan-
gelists rightly understood and faithfully reported
Jesus' parables ? Had the tradition, upon which
they were i1i|-:iili it, preserved an exact recollec-
tion of \\'"* w )! ;s and their application? The
parables were quite certainly spoken originally in

Aramaic, and many of them, after being preserved
for a time by oral tradition, may have first been
written down in this same language. But even if

the bulk of them were first written in Greek, we
should, of course, still possess them only in trans-
lation. The possibility of modification accordingly
exists, even if an earnest endeavour at historical

accuracy, as we conceive of it, could be postulated.
A comparison of the records of even the shortest

parable appearing in all the Gospels, or in two of

them, reveals many variations. While the major
part are trifling, others may affect materially the

meaning and structure of the parable. In the

description of patching the old garment, for in-

stance (Mk 221
,
Mt 9^, Lk 5s8), the casual reader of

the English notes the striking variation in Luke.
The defenders of the validity of the several ac-
counts in all their details have been wont to ex-

plain the divergences by advancing the hypothesis
of the use of the same parable on different occa-
sions. In some parables common to Mt. and Lk.
such a view may be advocated with a show of

reason, but when these two Gospels are following
Mk. it has little support. There are parables,
furthermore, like the one just noted and the Sower
and the Wicked Husbandmen, that are spoken
under conditions and with applications so much
alike and at the same time so peculiar as to ex-

clude any thought of repetition. The differences
in the accounts of the Evangelists are unquestion-
able, and they leave the interpreter no choice. He
must seek to ascertain the original form of the

parable. If we say that these differences existed
in the sources, we simply carry the problem back
to an earlier stage and contribute nothing to its

solution
;
and even then the personal equation of

the Evangelist enters in, through the choice and

arrangement of the details of his narrative. "When
we observe Mt. 1s tendency to group material, re-

vealed in so many connexions, we can but conclude
that this purpose, rather than special knowledge
of ::s '!'!-:>), has often determined the setting
of '!'.- :vii;iu\v. A comparative study shows that

each of the Synoptists has peculiarities which reveal

themselves in his report. Lk/s interest in the
individual and his love of the beautiful are as
noticeable as Mt.'s regard for the OT and discovery
of allegorical meanings.

If the existing evidence proves that Jesus' words
were not at first treated as unalterably holy, it

does not, on the other hand, show that there was
such freedom as to cast doubt on all His reported
sayings, or justify giving them a value secondary
to that of the narrative portions of the Gospels.

Notwithstanding differences, the Synoptists show

such essential agreement that we feel little doubt
regarding most parables. The wonder is that there
should be so little divergence, even though so short
a period separated our "records and their Aramaic
sources from the original utterances. It can be
urged in explanation "that Jesus' teaching was too
well remembered to admit of the incorporation of
new creations. What He had said became early
a precious heritage for all believers, and, besides,
the parables are of a character to make them
especially well remembered. Their freshness,
beauty, and earnestness attest their originality
and faithful transmission, as does also, in a
special degree, their suitability to explain and
enforce the teaching in whose service they are

employed. That they can be so varied and at
the same time so simple, excites wonder. One
turns from Rabbinical literature to the parables
of Jesus with an increased appreciation of their

literary excellence, to say nothing of the marked
contrast iri dignity and grandeur of theme. Xor
is there any writer of early Christian literature

worthy of a place in this field beside the Master.
An observation of the details and relationships of
common life and an ap}iivi-i'ilion of their signi-
ficance is revealed that is KryinilVVi:. \W '.rain

an insight into the inner
"

V *

'

-,V-.:^ ill! <*':. as
well as into His teaching, that is afforded by hardly
any other ;. r'i-:

i '< > the Gospels. The parables
are rightly ;\-iririi-'si as a most valuable part of

the Evangelical tradition, and they will so continue
when their right to be heard in their simplicity is

generally recognized.
LI-; i*.i vri:r. Thr nio-t I'ttjiorfflnf
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-- !'_-. S. Goebel, Die Paraffin.
JtxwmeitwiiMCti awtqetegi* IT-IT na. l-i'D-^ [!>!*. tr (rdfrr. IS*.YI

The PttrftWex of JSMW] ; A. H. I5rii<v. T/IK /V/v/W/V 7>./<vi/"^y

of Christ^ London, lS8;i ; P. L Su-ii.inc-re'-, />/' /V/v/W//z '/<"?

frerrn, Berlin, 1SS4; E. Wint^rbothara, The Kingdom of
Hetzren (189*); A. L Liller, Atfveufu* Regni (1907) ;

artt. in

Hastings' JD, the *.#/, and tin- PRE\ vol. vi. pp. tiS*-708

(Heinrici) ; Commentaries on the Gospels, and Liveftof Christ.
For farther literature, see Julicher, oj>. cit. i. pp. 203-&22.

W. J. MOULTO3ST.

PARACLETE (Trapd/cA^ros) . The term is used
only in RVm; and is applied to Christ in 1 Jn 2 1

,

and to the Holy Spirit in Jn 1416-^ 1526 ^7. p r

an examination of the Greek word and its cognates,
see i Paraclete ' in Hastings' DB iii. 665 ft, also art.

ADVOCATE in present work. A passive meaning,
4 called to one's help,' is required by both the form
and the classical usage, in which generally the
word is technical, and denotes the adviser of a
defendant, or his representative and counsel in a
court of law, (gradually the two ideas of previous
engagement by a client and of action only in the
court or presence of a judge fall away, and the
word comes to denote one who, in something of a
representative character, carries on the cause and
promotes the interest of another.

In Philo the process of the widening* of tfoe "meaning of the
ward, used by him sometimes in a technical and sometimes in
a more general sense, m.iv almost hi- traced (cf. Hatch, JB&iays
in JSifrL &reefci 1SH9. *.! f. . viithoiu the assumption of uny
Johannine dependence upon Philo. In the Talm. and Targ. the

word is transliterated O**?i?!?
or K^rn?- In the TarS"- a* Job

SS28 )**^ is rendered '

paraclete." the idea being- apparently that

a special agency from G-od is noeded *to show unto man what
i* rijrht." and o produce repentance. Pirke Abotft, IT. 15, re-

prc-erit- obed:<^u-e 10 a .in<rle precept of the Law as a man's
juiacJoto, awrtini; |mni>hinent from him. In tfJtibb.SSa. the
technical use of the word occurs, and the passage proceeds to
assert that repentance and {rood works act in a 'similar way as

piracletes fora man. ensuring his salvation. Similarly B'uba
bathra, IQu. makes all acts of charity and benevolence paracletes
between Israel and the Father in heaven. The two daily offer-
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ings and the sin-offering (Zebahi)ti, 76) are paracletes, interced-

ing- for : . : <

7
-, !..-"' _ the favour of the King. In Talmudic

times, '' - -j .> i ...* process of change had been carried so
far ihi : T . .! ."*- ipable of an impersonal use, and even
the plants of Succoth might be spoken of as paracletes, praying
in man's behalf for rain [Ta'anith, i. 63c). An earlier stage is

occupied by the Johannine writings, where the word is still

personal. '. _'"

'

.-.!" > passive sense had already gone,
and the J . .. - _-:<.-

:
-

: --, was disappearing.
A Babylonian origin has been claimed for the doctrine of the

Paraclete on such ground ,' V ' *

- : C- -1
"*

y Ea
and Marduk to join in the

'

. -, . evil

genii. But Rusku was only a messenger of Bel (Jensen, ZA
xi. 29 ; Jastrow, Rel. of Bab. 220 f.) ; and though he continued
for some time to be known to the northern Semites (cf. the
Nerab inscr. in Cooke, Nurth-Semitic Inscr, ISO If.), his assumed
functions differed Lvn-.rrJly from those of a paraclete, and
entirely from ;ho&L- rt rent 4* to In the Fourth Gospel. The term
is certainly- not Babylonian in its origin ; and preparations for
its NT use may be found not only in Philo and the Targums,
but even in Ps 34? and Job 33^, though neither Jesus nor the
author of the Johannine literature needed such preparations.
Both had sufficient literary faculty to be able to pass without
guidance from the literal to a metonymous sense of a word, and
to place it appropriately amid new connexions.

The term is applied "both to Christ Himself and to
the Holy Spirit in meanings that may be classified.

Christ is referred to as a Paraclete in two passages.
1. During His historic manifestation (cf.

* another J

in Jn 1416
) He acted in two ways concurrently upon

men, j-roinoting the interests of God. Immanently
He was in them 'the light which lighteth every
man' (Jn I9 ) ; and olijevlivcly IT'. !'<;-.;_!, to hear

upon them from \vrjtou: ihe ; "i';:- r- <
;" His ex-

ample and teaching. It is in the latter sphere that
His provisional work as Paraclete, agent for God
amongst men, is to be found. Evidently He
regarded it as less permanently valuable for man
than the indwelling life, ^Idcl 1 the coming of the

Spirit would enrich, -onirin^ tliu- tho control and
tfie development o/ ilie ro^onoijiic heart from
within; and hence Ho *-on!<i -,iy. Ii is expedient
for you that I go away

:

(Jn 16")'. % Since Pente-
cost, Christ acts as Paraclete for man with God
(1 Jn 21

). In His immanence He represents all, as
His propitiation avails for all ; but specifically His
inunanental union with believers is made more
effective by their attitude of consent and devotion,
and He carries on their cause with the Father,
covering their sins and acting por-oTiallv in then-
behalf (cf. He T25

, Ro S34, Lk 2i>3
'-'

*23
M

, JnTT34
}.

On the other hand., the Spirit is the Paraclete of
God with and in man, sent to carry on His cause
and to make perfect the surrender to Him and the
service of Hi> people. The term 'sent' is used
officially of the Spirit,, as of the Incarnate in regard
to His historical manifestation. The distinction
must not be unduly pressed ; but the Paraclete's
work in the hearts of the disciples themselves is

the prominent assurance of Jn 14m26, His work
through them on the world that of Jn 167fir

*, whilst
Jn IS26^ is intermediate, and combines the qualify-
ing grace with the incitement to witness.
The Paraclete is not mentioned by that name

elsewhere in the Gospels; but His functions as
such are referred to not only in the intimate con-
versation on the evening of the betrayal, but in
such preparatory words as Jn I33 V381

*, And though
the wora is Johannine, the teaching has its parallels
in the Synoptics (Mt 1020,

Mk 13- 1

, Lk II 13 1212

2449) ; and the general idea which our Lord, accord-

ing to I lie t^fimony of all the Evangelists, sought
to coinmunioaec and to expand, seems to have been
that since He could no longer remain in the flesh
to promote the cause of God in His disciples. He
would act in heaven as their representative with
the Father, and the Holy Spirit would come to
dwell in them and to further whatever tended to
their perfection and to God's glory.

LITERATURE. To the work? cited in Hastings* DB iii. 65, add
AVelldon, Revelation vfth", lloh/ Spirit, 107 ff. ; G. G. Findlay in

Exp. Times, xii.(1901) 445
;
and Jastrow, Diet, of Targ. etc , t.v*

E." "W. Moss.
I

PARADISE. The word is a Persian one, and
was adopted by the Hebrews from the mildest
and most benevolent of their conquerors. Like
most words with sufficient impetus to find their

way into another language, it brings with it

Mmiethiiig' of the character of the race from
which it comes. It means something that the
NT receives *

Legion
' and

'

Prsetorium
' from

Home, and * Paradise ' from Persia. It seems in
its first home to have denoted a park-like garden,
an enclosure fenced in from evil influences out-

side, and yet not so artificial as to be solely the
work of man and devoid of natural landscape
beauties. Herds of deer and other wild animals
found a happy home in the old Persian paradises
(Xen. Cyr. i. 3. 14, Anab. i. 2. 7). But a word enter-

ing the speech of a strong nation does not remain
unaltered. The strength of Israel was religious,
and the word 'Paradise' became on her lips re-

stricted to the great garden where God at the
first had talked with man. Paradise became to
her the lost Eden, the garden of the four rivers
and the two mystic trees. It was impossible,
however, to the" Hebrew that anything s< "''_"

should remain a mere memory. In
]_!

K-I --
\

time it became a heavenly and an m-spirinjjr liopc.A cool and fragrant Paradise a^ait- i !'o faith nil

Hebrew after death. The Golden Age creates the
future home of the people of God.

It was to little purpose that the Alexandrian
Jewish school combated this conception as too
materialistic and earthy. The popular mind saw
nothing attractive in tlio jilloLim.i/iuiz \\lii<-li taught
that Paradise meant *

virtue,'
5 and the trees of the

11
r . :.

'
."

"'
: , -. TI I( MT'vV

:

' ' :-
.

"

- . ta^! on: ii
"

; i-

,'! ^.v-i!-. v. ".! not suffer a system which
ignores so large a portion of his consciousness.
This was its meaning to the mass of men in

Gospel times. It appears thrice in the NT, in
Lk 2343, in 2 Co 124

, and in Rev 27
, and its history

on the sacred page seems that of a spiral curve
upwards. St. Paul's reference is so mystic as to
remain somewhat indefinite, yet it is up to Paradise
he

is^ caught. But in Revelation the spiritual
meaning shines through ilic thin veil of the pic-
torial promise to rhc Kplioian

e

angel.
3

It is not without interest to observe that in later times and
outside Scripture the word seems in two directions to take a
downward slant ; first, among Mohammedans as applied to
their carnal heaven, and afterwards in the Mediaeval Church
as indicating a place (the Limbus Patnim) reserved for departed
souls who are onlv in partial and imperfect communion with
the faithful.

Our Lord's solitary use of the word constitutes

by far its greatest interest to Christians. He who
spoke of e the kingdom of God' or * the kingdom of
heaven' to the Apostles, used the word * Paradise

3

to the dying brigand on the cross. The connota-
tion of a term rises and falls with the mood of
the speaker. But with the Speaker on this
occasion. His mood is always regulated by the
reccjilivify of the hearer. This man never knew
nme 1 1 or" any world beyond his own world of
violence and rapine. He was dying now. What
he needed was a form of comfort real and true,
no doubt, but such as he could reach and relish.
He was writhing in thirst and agony, and the
simple, common, current idea of Paradise, with
its rest and relief, was to him, for the time being,
the chiefest good. The hope of such a change
was a simple hope ; but a plain thought may be
as true, as far as it goes, as a complex one ; just
as an outline may be as correct as a finished
portrait. Anything more advanced would have
meant nothing to the repentant robber. He who
* knew what was in man '

gave the promise. See,
further, art.

( Paradise 3

in Hastings' DB, and the
Literature cited there.
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LITERATURE. As bearing: upon Christ's use of the word, special
ref. may be made to Sahnond, Christian Doct. of I'limofialitu^
346 ff.

; Edersheim, LT ii. 600 L ; W. H, Brookfield, Sewnon's,
13 ff, ; Cairns, Christ Me. Ibn-iu'iiy Star, 270 ff, ; Maclaren,
Sermons Preached in 3Ianchfst*'f

t
':. 160 ff. ; C. H. H. Wright,

The Intermediate State, 152 ff. ; R. E. Htitton, The Soul m the
Unseen World, 155 ff. y[ t p. JoHNSTONE.

PARADOX. The paradoxes of the Gospels may
be divided into three kinds. (1) Truth may be
expressed in a way to shock opinion from its

dogmatic slumber. Brief and vivid statements
are made without qualification or explanation :

metaphors are used to arrest the attention and
stimulate the imagination, rather than to give a
definite picture of the truth; a contrast which
will force the hearer to think for himself is pre-
ferred to an argument which he need only follow.
4

Paradoxes,' it has been said, 'are the burrs of
literature they stick.' (2) Truth often appears
paradoxical at the time of its discovery, because
it runs contrary to current conventions. Our view
of men and things contains little knowledge. 1ml
much opinion. Custom alone make** u--' forget.
that we are living upon a volcano, until the
revelation of some new truth revolutionizes all.

So the fact that the world moves appeared para-
doxical enough in the 16th century. Its strange-
ness was due to the environment into which it

was thrust. (3) But sometimes the most adequate
expression of a truth that we can reach still

retains its paradoxical character in spite of time
and familiarity, owin^r to flio conflict of the con-

ceptions united in a- <-\pTV>- ion. We believe that
the opposition is harmonized in reality, but we
have as yet no clear and distinct idea of the
reconciliation.
Each of these three kinds of paradox may be

abundantly illustrated from the Gospels; and
some of the most remarkable of the sayings of
Jesus exemplify all three (Mt 5s9, Jn 1224-

}.

1. Much of the teaching of Jesus naturally
took the form of condensed and vivid anhorisms.

Systematic discourse, such as a moral philosopher
might attempt, would not have been appropriate.
It could hardly have been recorded ; it would not
have been understood. Moreover, Jesus was
setting forth fundamental principles which could
not be demonstrated, but appealed directly to the
moral intuition for acceptance (Mt 53ff- 39ff

-). Fur-

ther, He often suggested spiritual truths through
analogies or metaphors, which, however suggestive,
cannot be pressed in detail (Mt II 12 IT20, Lk 1825S

Jn 13s"17
). Again we find contrasts that were

clearly intended to enforce reflexion (Mt 71 "6

lO34
'39

, Lk 1428
, Jn 1512- l7

).
In short, Jesus would

naturally avoid expressions which could be taken

quite literally (Mt 538
'41 IS21- 22 6s4 251'13

). For He
came to give"a new spirit to the world, not to lay
down a detailed scheme of life and ! < Yi "f -o i--,' \ .

which in time must have become ,r.i i'j:;i
'\ ;<<,. >i" ivi

lifeless.

2. The moral and religious teaching of Jesus,

though foreshadowed by the Law and the Prophets,
came into sharp conflict with the formalism that

petrified Jewish life in His day (Mt IS10
'20

,

Mk 218-28 31-6
}. More paradoxical still must have

appeared His condemnation of the Pharisees

(Mt 23 1 '36
}, His friendship with publicans and

sinners (Mt 99
'13

, Mk 21S- 16
, Lk ID 1 - 1

"), His con-

ception of the Messiah (Mk 1045 S27- 8
).

3. Finally, there is the important class in which
opposite and apparently conflicting aspects of

truth, life, and duty are expressed in a form
which does not completely harmonize them. In
the teaching of Jesus we have unworldly simplicity
united with worldly shrewdness (]\It 7

]5 10lu- 17 166

182 - 3
, Lk 161 '32

), the universal beneficence and

compassion of God bound up with severe and

inexorable justice (Mt 545 1P} -S(I IS15-5 2Q 1-

we have the great and deep conceptions of life

through death, joy through suffering, love through
severance, JH-SU-U tLrou^i conliict, victory through
surrender, Mjif-resilLzjitiun llii-'jiiii'' -r! '"-renuncia-

tion, the conquest of the v.x-"M :ir'o-vj'i the cross

of shame (Lk 1-i
25'33

, Jn L-J-
i; i(r -' VJ B). Here

are the profoundest truths, and yet the most
paradoxical, for they are expressed through ideas
that are partially contradictory to one another.
"We believe that if we could apprehend the whole
truth, if we could understand through and through
the whole meaning and purpose of creauor', ^\e

could express hese truths in a manner that would
not shock our reason. But in the twilight of our

knowledge we must be content to hold fast to

hidf-truc'ii", none of which is quite free from
error or, at any rate, indetiniteness. Some who
prefer consistency to comprehensiveness would
sacrifice one part of the antithesis and elaborate
the other. But though these may play a useful

part in the dialectical movement or progress, they
appear to be further removed from the whole truth
than those who embrace the seeming contradiction,
unable to fathom its depths, yet assured that in it

is realized a perfect reconciliation. See also art.

PARABLE, p. 3l4a. A. J. JEXKINSOX.

PARALYSIS. In the NT the terms irapd\vruc6s

(Mt 91
-8

,
Mk 21-12

) and vapa,\e\vpvos (Lk^5
17
;
26

)

are employed to designate the nervous affection

variously known as paralysis or palsy. Palsy
commonly denotes loss of motor power in a muscle
or set of muscles, and is equivalent to motor

paralysis. When the power of transmitting sen-

sory impressions to the brain centres is lost, we
have sensory paralysis. The affliction is due to

disease of the cerebral centres or of the nerves,

owing to injury or morbid changes. In some cases

the paralysis depends on removable causes ; most
(oiMinonU. however, upon alteration of structure

involving permanent loss of function. There are
two forms"of paralysis : hemiplegia, where one side

of the body is affected ; and paraplegia, where the
lower limbs are rendered useless. In the instance
above given in 11 ic Syiiojr lt-< the term used by Lk.

(Trapa\e\v/j.evo$) inni<Mi<> Vn;u it was not a case of

hysterical .liiral .><> where a shock would be avail-

able to niii'iovo "i.!m trouble (Bennett), but that it

was rathe i
\
s\ri\1\ *]* arising from serious nervous

disease. Vli ;"'ii-< Evangelists make prominent
the impression of Divine power and majesty caused

by this significant healing work of Jesus. And
St. Luke prefaces his account with the additional
reference to the power of God. ( The power of the
Lord was with him to heal '

(ds TO lao-Bai). All the
accounts likewise record a mig*'i.i :\|:(-l"'ii i of

healing on the part of the friend-. leiu.ri;. .MI": to
overcome all obstacles in the ]_.; h 10 liv

^'eat
Healer an expectation which we may believe

energized also in the one to be healed. The com-
bination of ;i \jfflli7injLf faith on the part of the

people, and ilu* 'i(-:iv iry of Divine power and heal-

ing purpose in Jesus.' wa precisely such as was
most favourable to efficient curati\e action. St.

Luke's account may be placed side by side with
Ms record of our Lord's words ascribing His heal-

ing to the direct action of the Divine power (Lk
ll"M ), and the wVo1<- coii-.jia -."! with the state-

ment repeatedly si-ori :*<! ;o .Jt'-'i- in. the Fourth

Gospel, that the source of all healing power (as
of true wisdom) was in the Divine indwelling (a-oe

art. MIRACLES). For the question arising here as

to the connexion between the infirmity and human
sin, see art. IMPOTENCE.
The case of the Centurion's servant (Mt 85

-18
, Lk

72'10
) is marked by one feature which is significant.

The patient was 'grievously toimented'
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$), where, however, the description is

not given by Luke, but by Matthew. The indica-

tion may tlierefore not be medically so suggestive.
Bennett (Diseases of Bible] inclines to regard it as
a case probably of '

progressive paralysis attended

by muscular "spasms and involving respiratory
movements*,

* while Macalister (art.
* Medicine* in

Hastings" JDB), on the ground of Matthew's de-

scription of the pain involved, prefers to regard it

as one c

possibly of spinal meningitis/ The narra-
tives are, however, not medical, and their central
interest lies in the centurion's 'great faith' so

warmly eulogized by Jesus, and in his simple
straightforward conception of the nature of the

power and authority possessed by our Lord. He
compares it to the "authority conferred upon and
exercised by himself on the one hand being a

power derived from the supreme source of all

authority, and on the other being absolute in

enforcing and obtaining promptest obedience. It

is significant that our Lord accepts this conception,
and commends in the fullest fashion the faith of

which it was a part (see art. CURES).
T. H. WEIGHT.

PARENTS. 1. Jewish parents. A few intro-

ductory remarks on the conjugal relation are

necessary. The husband was supreme in the
household ; his authority recognized by the wife
and here it may be noted that, while polygamy

was permitted by the Jewish law, the pihicipie of
c one man one wife

3 had won general acceptance.
As for the legal status of the wife, the provisions
in respect to some things (see DIVORCE) were one-
sided ; but her position, if subordinate, was by no
means one of absolute dependence, nor was she

relegated to the seclusion common in other Oriental
nations. The husband ruled ; the wife's influence
in all domestic concerns was great. Fidelity was

expected on both sides. The match might !m\e
been arranged by other parties (see M_MiniA<M: ,

but the relations of the wedded pair would be
characterized by a growing love. The honourable

position of the faithful wife (Pr 3110'31
) would be

evidenced in countless Jewish homes. To the

strong attachment of husband to wife, of wife to

husband, there is frequent and touching allusion
in later Jewish literature. It would make itself

felt in the whole family life.

This brief notice of the conjugal relation should

help to a correct appreciation of the relations now
to be considered, viz. the parental, and, by conse-

quence, the filial. At once it may be set down
that the requirements of the Fifth Commandment
had taken deep hold in Jewish life. As Bousset
(Rd. d. Jud. 402) remarks, it was not forgotten that
in the Decalogue the duties of children to parents
follow immediately upon those which turn on
matters religious and ritual. The requirements-,
it should be noted particularly, place both parents
on the same level. In practice the supremacy of
the father as ruler of the household was, indeed,
recognized ; his power over his children was almost
absolute : at theVame time, the utmost respect and
obedience to both father and mother were de-
manded and yielded. Domestic discipline was
exceedingly strict ; the "behaviour of child to

parent would be marked by that courtliness of

eti'|ii'tfe which was once a feature of English
iVn.-'i'y life; there was, perhaps, little demonstra-
tiv(-rie-< of affection in the case of the father. Re-
straint is, in short, observable ; but it formed no
barrier to a love deep and strong which knit child
to parent and parent to child : the full pathos of
the love which linked a Jewish father to his son
cannot be set down in words. The joj^ousness of
child-life was in no wise cramped ; allusion is met
with to the readiness of parents to provide for, and
to enter into, the amusement of the children. Not

until the 2nd cent, was the maintenance of children
the subject of legal enactment ; fulfilment of the

duty hail probaCly been taken as a matter of

course. It was certainly expected that children
should minister to the necessities of aged parents.
See, further, BOYHOOD.

2. The home at 2^ftzttreth. Joseph was in any
case the legal father of Jesus (Dalman, The Words
of Jesus) ; hence the parental and iiiial relation as

illustrated in the Holy Family "uny V discussed

apart from questions treated * i-
1 - \.liorc (see

VIRGIN-BIRTH). The glimpses afforded are but
few : there are the stories iri the opening chapters
of Matthew and Luke, and some incidents in our
Lord's ministry. Fragmentary notices ; and yet
a great deal may be read into them when studied
in connexion with tin- pio< olirg paragraphs.

\Vhat, then, is ul-n -'linv in the parents of

Je&us ? Conjugal attachment ; so also a genuine
and simple-hearted piety. They are punctilious
in the observance of religious duties (Lk 221> 22

) ;

if attendance at the Passover was only demanded
of men, Mary is quick to avail herself of a privilege
which had been extended to women also (Lk 241

).

That the child Jesus 'increased in wisdom' (Lk
240. w) js a statement not to be interpreted without

the explanation points, in part at any rate, to

early training given by His mother ; to the care-

ful discharge, by Joseph, of the paternal duties,
-i. i-

1

--. ..!* 'si: Him for the eventful clay when,
; "\ i. :

'

'

age of twelve years, He would be-

come a * son of the Law. 3 There was the. further

discharge of paternal duty as the lad was taught
a rrade (Mk 6s). The strict discipline above spoken
of is implied in Lk 251 (/cat ^v inrora,ir<r6iJi,vos avrois) :

the respect and obedience which Joseph and Mary
claim as their due are promptly rendered by the

boy, the growing youth.
There the narrative of the early life of Jesus

breaks off ; of Gospel record of the next eighteen
years there is none. "With the resumption of the
narrative Jesus has arrived at manhood ; Joseph
disappears from the scene, and attention accord-

ingly centres on the relations of Jesus with the
widowed mother. No longer is He a member of

the family circle ; Mary is cared for by sons and
\". ; . ;

i;_
'

:
i -

: but the respect, the affection, the loving
-'!< '.iM'- of

f her firstborn son
3

is !"" ";
"

by her. He asserts TTi< independence, i- .

'

!
"

feet courtesy (Jn S4
;

"

; ho addro^ i- that of court-
eous respect, even of tenderness,

7

Westcott). He
is not to be understood in Mk S82

'34 as disowning
parental ties; rather as speaking of a. ftnniU of

God that is greater than the human family. The
touching incident recorded in Jn 19- : - -7 K >i<jnili-

cant of maternal and filial devotion to the very end.
3. Sayings ofour Lord. Attention must now be

directed to notes struck by Jesus where recorded

sayings of His have reference to the parental and
filial relations. Few in number, they are signifi-
cant. For Him parent- are the natural guardians
(Lk 856). He ha> scathing condemnation for the

legal fiction which affords means of escape for
children unwilling to contribute to their parents'
support (Mt 153

'6
, Mk 79

' 1S
) ; the Fifth Command-

ment, for Him. is paramount above other religious
duties (see COR BAX). He takes obedience to the
Fifth Commandment for granted (Mt 1919, Mk 1C19,

Lk IS*1

) ; its observance is a condition of * eternal
life.

1
If in days near at hand parent will betray

child and child parent, the unnatural circumstance
will be but evidence of tribulation predicted by
Him (Mt 10, Mk 13 12

, Lk 21M). What He says
in Mt 1037 (Lk 142S ) is tantamount to a recognition
of the strength of family ties. Very beautifully
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has it been said that His favourite Illustration was
drawn from the home. Thus in the Lord's Prayer
it is the idea of the home that governs the

Prayer. The relations between the Heavenly
Father and His children are set forth in terms

richly suggebtive of the human relationship*.
* Reverence and submission that the parent has
a right to obtain from the children ; support, for-

bearance, and protection that the children on
their part have a right to ask from the parent

J

(A. \V. Robinson, Church Catechism Explained}.
Two sayings may present difficulty. One of

them occurs in Lk IS-9 ; it must be compared with
Mt 19-9 - M

, Mk HTJa -

>, where descriptions of the

blessings of the Messiani< Ki'i^'ions are set forth
in terms familiar to the-fou- .-f our Lord's day.
Mention is indeed made of circumstances under
which the renunciation of earthly ties may be
demanded ; they are, however, exceptional cir-

cumstances, where the ties in question are in-

compatible with a higher allegiance. The other

saying occurs in Alt 8-1
(cf. Lk 95l>

). Bequest and
rejoinder have been explained of proverbial allu-

sion (Acleney) ; it has been held that the permis-
sion really sought was to remain and support an
aged father until he died (Theophylactjr ; and this
is possible. It is certainly hard to believe that,
with burial following so quickly upon death as
is the case in the East, a request so thoroughly
in accord with Jewish feeling" (cf. To 4-'4) was
abruptly refused by Jesus. His reply is, perhaps,
capable of metaphorical interpretation : Think
not only of the dead, remember the needs of the

living.
5 There may be, however, a reminder in it

of the exceptional circumstances above alluded
to. Besides, the teaching of Jesus had its sterner

aspect.

LiTERATURJE.~-Schiirer, HJP, n. ii. 27; Abrahams, Jewish
TJff* in the Ifi'ifffp An*?, which goes back to earlier davs ;

lo-cpii, ./' ; ft''*in -i* <//,'/ '//>"' Life; Maurice, Snctal Jf'jt'atitt/ ;

,1. Jt. x.L-ki-,
' T' v Ciiiir'-'i a- :, Teacher or Morality

'

in Lt'Ctttri

ami ,^'j.. t'->r 'hi- - ili.ynt in regard to modern lirV see

Mason, Home Education ; Turabull, Hints on Child Training ;

Mrs. Craik, Sermo7is out of Church. JJ. ,, JACKSO3ST.

PARONOMASIA (Gr. 7rapovop.a<ria y
Lat. annomin-

atio).* A play on words of similar sound. This

linguistic use, which ir ;

T
u' ' -!! T.tjris usually

confined to humorous \.-ri. "i^. - iotino in ancient,
and especially Oriental, works in the most serious

passages. In Hebrew it is frequent, largely with

proper names. There are many examples in the

OT, e.g. Gn Q27 25* 4S22
, Ex 210

3 Ru 1, Is 63 1
,

Mic l 1<J-I5
.f In the New Testament the writ-

ings of St. Paul, whose early training had been

Jewish, furnish some instances of paronomasia (e.g.
Pliilem 11

, ^Ov-^ff^uov axp^^-rov 6i'xpf}G"^ov) 3 but in the

Gospels it is rare, being found chiefly, if not wholly,
in the Hebraistic Gospel according to St. Matthew.
The l>est known and most certain example is Mt
16 18 crd el H^Tpos (a rock), /caZ eirl raih-y rj treTpq,

(? fragment of rock) oi*/co5o/w?<rw JJLOV r^\v ^KKX^utav.

If, as seems probable, ourLordspoke in Aramaic, the
word used would be Kepka (**Tf> cf. Heb. 0*32 Jer
4s9, Job 306= 4

rocks'). The pnronomn&ia makes
the reference to St. Peter certain, although there

may still be room for doubt whether Christ meant
that St. Peter, as the leader of the Apostolic band,
should be the human founder of the new Church, or
that it should be built on the foundation of the con-

fession, Sd et 6 XpLo-ros 6 vibs rovdeov rov H>TOS. The
former of these views is the more reasonable, and
would probably have been almost universally ac-

* Winer in his NT Grammar (tr. Moulton, 1882, pp. 793-796)
distinguishes between par&jiomasfa and annoniinatio, defining"
the former as * a combination of like-sounding words *

(e.g. Lk
21 il, Mt 214*), and the latter as *

having- respect to the meaning
of title words as well as to their similarity in sound' (e.g. Mt
161S). See also Blass, NT Grammar, tr. Thackeray, 189&, p. 298.

t Cf. also EC 7la DS?, |ps?.

VOI.. IT. ?JL

cepted had it not been for the extravagance of some
Roman Catholic commentators.
There are also possible examples of paronomasia

in Mt 2^ 3<J
. In the former of these im^-a^t;^ *Ii

words Xai'ojpcuos (=an inhabitant *;i ^iLZ-.n^ih)
are not found in any prophet, but it

not unlikely char they contain an allusion to
the language of Is II 1 where Messiah is called "m
(=a branch), a"u > .-" i/\ .Vso to the word nsj (to

preserve) ; cf. I - r
1

.! -. ! . Ai i :i
y
(ef. Lk 3s

) the Baptist
say a cSiVarat o debs e/c rajy Xt^ajf TOVTWV eyeipat T<EKVQ T(^

'AjBpadjLi.. The Hebrew words, for \idoi and reava are
similar in sound. There may therefore be
notnasui here :

* God can from these stones

\tbanim) raise up children (D*ay 6anitn) to Abraham.'
These passages have been used to support the view,
which is as old as Fapias, that parts at least of Mt.
had a Hebrew or Aramaic original.

*

LITERATURE. C. B, Miclj-.-r- ? - */'">"! .^,"v< (flal.

1737); J. F. Boettcher, de //,- ..'',>.. , ,m.^ .> ." wris
Paulo Apostolo fregwntatt*

'
. '-. .->_';* "I;.-

1

:ir- /- /'-
1

. ''\tra

Vol., p. 165 (by Koni^).
'

1!. \V. I- 1'IJ' )il !).

PAROUSIA. In eonnexion with the intimations
of His approaching death, Jesus frequently spoke
of His coming again to earth in a way that would
give proof of His indestructible life and power. It

is evident, however, that in those predictions of

the future it was not always in exactly the same
sense that He meant His coming to "be understood.
His sayings on the subject from time to time

obviously pointed to several comings, each of which
was to have its peculiar character and aim (see
COMING AGAIN). But there was one coining which
He foretold in language of exceptional emphasis
and impressiveness, His appearance in celestial

majesty at the end of the world, to perfect the
work interrupted by His death, but still to be
renewed and carried* on through the ages by His

spiritual energy. This was to "be the supreme
manifestation of His glory : jirnl to It the term
Farousia (wapov<rla} is? diMiiu-tivdy applied (Mt
24**. 27.

37^ j wj}j signaii/.e the lirut! iriumph of His

cause, and the complete establishment and con-

summation of the Kingdom of God. It is the great
crisis which has been designated in common usage
the Second Coming.

It was at Caesarea Philippi, after His first an-
nouncement of the tragic end awaiting Him at the
hands of men, that Jesus made also the first an-
nouncement of His future glorious return (Mt 1627,

Mk S38, Lk S26 ). He repeated it subsequently
under varied circumstances and to varied groups
of listeners, and towards the close of His ministry
the Parousia, or Second Coming, assumed a marked
prominence in His teaching.

In His utterances regarding it, as recorded in the

Gospels, there are three points which call specially
for consideration, its time, its manner, and its

decisive significance.
. Time. As to the time of the Parousia, we

find two classes of statements that are somewhat

perplexing to reconcile. In one set of passages
Jesus looks forward to its early, and even speedy,
approach. The existing generation was to witness
it i,-Mt 24-*-

1

). On one occasion He told those stand-

ing by that some of them should not taste of death
tul they saw the Son of Man coming in His King-
dom {MtlB^8

; cf, Mk 91
, Lk Q37

), and the same idea
of nearness i^ expressed in Mt 1023 and Mk 14a.

Yet we are confronted by another set of passages
that suggest a lengthened period of waiting* and

* It is, of course, possible that in our Lord's discourses, *poken
onfrinallx in Aramaic, there were examples of paronomasia
\v hicli hav L buau loi in the Ureek version. Eiefahoro (Binl. m d.

JVT, i. 504)and others have made conjectural attempts to restore

some of these, but they are not convincing-. Mt 1025 may con-

tain a paronomasia if Bu*gt3a&. is to be connected with ^nr
and made= * lord of the dwelling

'

(olxofoirre'r'*;').
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the probability of the Parousia "being deferred.

Such are the parables of the Ten Virgins (Mt 251"12
)

and the Tyrannical Upper Servant (Lk 1242'46 and
Mk I333

), Jesus did not Himself profess to define

the time ; indeed, in one memorable saying He
disclaimed with the utmost distinctness all positive
knowledge of the day and hour of the supreme
consummation (Mt 24 H Mk 1332 ). In the great
r^'-i;.; )!<'_'<. Discourse recorded in Mt 24 and
_v. .i ,:? .;". I.i-c 21), the subject is complicated by
the manifest reference in certain sections to the dis-

astrous collapse which threatened the Jewish State.

Some, taking the discourse it* :> n<'i" ^i-.>. <, ^ unity, have
been led to maintain that the jur-m, i <> i: .ii--is respecting
His coming were all fulfilled in" ;<_ lii.-ir ..M of Jerusalem
(Stuart Russell, Parousia). Many critics, however, find them-
selves unable to regard the discourse, in the form reported, as
one continuous and connected deliverance of Jesus. Wendt
and Charles, following Colani, contend that some parts of it

are interpolations from an apocalyptic document of Judseo-
v : -

-!.
1

. i'.'-.r-".^'"''., '-, *.i.:/' r : > the year A.D. 67-68. It seems
1 >!

' a- ri'.'i-'t ;o :.<uo. .. *iew, advocated by Professor
Bruce and others, that in this discourse the Evangelists have
gathered together in one place words spoken on different

occasions, and have connected future events more closely than
the utterances of Jesus justified. It is at least clear that certain

passages in the discourse point to the judgment on Israel as a
nation and the impending fall of Jerusalem and its Temple-
worship, whilst it is equally clear that other passages refer to a
crisis, certainly to be looked for, but still lying in the distance
(Mt 2443-50,

With the purport of these latter passages, indi-

cating a possible delay in the coming, there are
several other sayings of Jesus that distinctly agree,
as, e.g., the two parables already mentioned (Mt
251'12 and Lk 12*-*), and also tlie parable of the

riijji-t -TJI.V- (Lk IS 1"7
). We find, besides, that in

;s T'.-ii'icalar ;;roup of parables the Mustard Seed,
the Leaven (Mt 13ai

':c;

i, and the Growing Grain of
Corn (Mk4a6-20

) tlv T\'-: :! ;> TL- 1:1 sr- to establish
is represented as :"!/< Is- !;!". of growth.
Evidently Jesus was not unmindful of the prepara-
tory process it might be necessary for the world to

pass through ere He could usher in the Kingdom
in its full glory. His words can be interpreted as

indicating a recognition of the natural course of
human il'.'volopim-rii as an essential factor in deter-

mining rl-e rliiit- when the world would be ripe for
the final manifestation of His power. Moreover,
He spoke also of the evangelization of the Gentile
races as a work to be undertaken ere the end
should come (Mt 24*4 261S

, Mk 1310 ). The gospel
was first to be published among all nations, that

they also might have an opportunity of accepting
the offer of grace ; 'the times of the "Gentiles mn^t
be fulfilled' (Lk 2124

). Here again there is fore-
shadowed a lengthened process, requiring, not a
jii'noraiio'i only, but an era, for its accomplish-
ment. Mj'.niiV^ry Jesus took into account the

gradual e\ohi!ion'of human affairs in contemplat-
ing the triumph of His Kingdom, while at the
same time His faith in that triumph was so real
and assured, and His vision of it so intensely clear,
that it seemed to Him imminent, on the eve of
fulfilment ; and when He spoke under this feeling
His disciples gathered the impression that it was
close at hand, and they naturally understood the
supreme event to be synchronous with the fall of

Jerusalem, though in this, as it proved, they were
mistaken.

2. Manner. As to the manner of the Parousia,
a considerable number of passages represent it as

altogether startling and unexpected. It is to break
in upon the world as a sudden surprise, while men
are busied with their earthly affairs, like the Flood
in the time of Noah, or the destruction of Sodom
in the time of Lot (Lk 1726

'30-

*). Its approach shall
be as that of a thief, stealing into the house with-
out warning (12^-), or as the arrival of an absent
master at an hour when his servants are not look-

ing for him (vv.
42-46

), or as the return of the bride-

groom in the night-time. KMilir^ hi- bride and the

marriage party to the -xu-Miiii^-ieji-r (Mt 25 1"13
).

On the other hand, there are passages in the

Eschatological Discourse in Mt 24 and Mk 13
which seem to represent the final coming as pre-
ceded by certain manifest signs which shall give
evidence of its nearness the appearance of false

Christs (Mt 245
,
Mk 13* -), wars, earthquakes, and

famines (Mt 247
,
Mk 137

~10
), persecutions and tribu-

lations (Mt 249
,
Mk IS11 ' 13

), the darkened sun and
falling stars (Mt 24-9

,
Mk 1324- 25

>. If, however, the
view of the composite character of that discourse,
as we now have it, is accepted, the passages de-

i scribing such arresting phenomena may be inter-

|

preted as vivid pictorial forecasts of the calamitous
I state of things by which the threatened Jewish

]

crisis would be ushered in. But whether that

]

view is accepted or not, special weight must be
attached to the warning given by Jesus that even
the most striking and palpable signs might be
misread. The heralds of the great climax, He
declares, must not be taken as the climax itself ;
' All these things must come to pass, but the end
is not yet

'

(Mt 246
). After all, apparently, what-

ever may be the <Ml,>troplm' -ocial or other up-
heavals by which ii i.- pivhnieu, the signal event
is to come suddenly and unexpectedly, at such an
hour as men think not (Mr 24 T

% Lk 1240- 46
). Yet,

when it does come, there shall be no dubiety ; the

splendour shall be dazzlingly patent, like the

liLihiuin^-Ll.i-:) illumining all the heavens (Mt
si*-).

3. Significance. The decisive significance of the
Parousia was expressed by Jesus in words of pro-
found solemnity. What it will involve, according
to His teaching, may be briefly summed up as
follows :

(1) The Divine dignity of His Person shall then
be disclosed. He will appear in heavenly majesty,
attended by His holy angels, and His glory and
power shall be fully revealed (Mt 2430 253^ 2664

Mk838
}.

(2) His authority as Judge shall be put in force.
Entrusted by the Father with supreme judicial
functions (Jn S22- 23

), He will gather all 'nations
before Him to receive a reward according to their
works (Mt 1627 2532 ) ; the secrets of all hearts shall
be unveiled (Lk 122 ) ; there shall be a sifting and
separation of the good from the bad, the spurious
from the true (Mt T22

- * IS41 - 2532
) ; and the sen-

tence of nppruxal <>" of condemnation passed shall

depend on iho auiuide and spirit towards Himself
by which the life has been swayed (25

s4-46
).

(3) The future destinies of men shall be deter-
mined. The day shall at last have arrived ' that
day

'

(Mt 722, Lk 1012) so momentous to every soul
when there can be no more self-deception, and the
results of the law of recompense shall have to be
faced, the righteous and pure-hearted being raised
to eternal life and blessedness in the presence of
the Father, and the unworthy and insincere cast
into the outer darkness (Mt 1341

-43 2213 25s4
-46

,Mk S38).
Thus (4) the Kingdom shall be exalted to its

triumph and perfection. It shall be cleansed of
all things that offend, and them that do iniquity
(Mt 1341 ) ; the supremacy of riglit<M>u-no<s >hall be
vindicated by the elevation of "the jrodly 10 salva-

tion, the ingathering of all elect souls '(24
13

), and
the exclusion of tlie wicked from the eternal
inheritance.
Then (5) the existing world-order shall come to

an end. In the teaching of Jesus Himself there is
no trace of the thought than the Parousia would
inaugurate an outward visible sovereignty on earth,
when He should assume the reins- of government,
and rule as King in the realm of temporal affairs.
That thought arose among Hi* followers only at a
subsequent period. The idea implied in His "utter-
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ances is rather that His final glorious advent shall
mark the definite close of the long drama of human
life on the earth, by the removal of all His true

disciples to the heavenly state, and f-.t- .-!_ -

ment of the unfaithful to the doom jrijyv-. ':
them. That shall be the Last Day, when the
human race shall have had its full trial under the

dispensations of the Divine truth and grace, the

winding-up of the world's history.
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PASSION WEEK. What origin can we assign
to the sacred institution known variously as Holy
Week, Passion Week, or the Silent Week ? What
documentary evidence have \ve for the belief that
the Triumphal Entry took place on a Suiulay, so
that ,-

'"";
,' . eek elapsed between rhat event

and . of the empty tomb ?

1. Investigators of the Life of Jesus find a
fulcrum in Jn 121

. Even Keim, who puts no
faith in the narratives of the Fourth Gospel, least
of all in its chronology, accepts its testimony in
this particular passage (see Jesus of Nazara,
v. 274). It is there stated that Jesus 'six days
before the Passover (irpb ! ^epOsv rov Tra^a) came
to Bethany

'

; and (12
13L

) that He went to Jerusalem
next day. But it is a little difficult to understand
what the narrator means by the e six days

3

in

question. The idiom of -rrpb yiJ,epQi> rov Tr&<?x<*>

(ef. LXX, Am I 1
Trpb 5$o 4r&v TOV creur/Jtav), which

bears a resemblance to the Latin formula ante
diem tertium kalendas (cf. Inscr. Insularum Mar.
Mg. iii. 325, irpb le Ka\av5Qv A.3yotio~rt*>v), i^ genuine
primitive Greek (Moulton, Gram, of AT Greek.
L 100 f.). The question is, then, whether the
Passover day, the 14th Nisan, on which the
Passover was eaten, is or is not included in the
number 'six.

3
If it is included, Jesus must have

arrived in Bethany on the 9th Nisan ; if not,
then on the 8th. The latter alternative is the
more natural, since the six days are spoken of as

coming before the Passover; and on this assump-
tion Jesus must have entered Jerusalem on the
9th Nisan. Now, since ju'cording to Jn 1931 the
15th Nisan was a Sablwr'i, thr "8th must like-

wise have been a Sabbath, and the day of the

Triumphal Entry a Sunday. It is to these
Johannine data, that we trace our Passion Week.

2. Now the Johannine reckoning r. ::," :'< "--ii

corroborated by at least one of ." *;.
:

'
-,

viz. Mk. For one thing, Mk. ass ^"* .' . - ;,:'
of Jesus to the inxpaeneew} (15

43
, cf. Mt 2762,

Lk 2S54},

His repose in the sepulchre to the Sabbath, and
the finding of the empty tomb to f ho Sumlay (16

2
,

cf. Lk 241
, Mt 281

), and on-oqnenrly the, Last

Supper to the Thur.-day evening. Further, it is

obviously the d^iini or our Mk. to number the

days in proper order, as may be seen in its striking
succession of morning and evening, thus :

11*1 Evening of
^
Is*

day^ (the Triumphal Entry) : yea) mpt-
$X&$>KjU,sv0s jravrae, e^i %3yj ovtnjf -rtfc -".=-, Bjf/v.V' -*.V Itr.S&vtecv.

Ill2 Morning of $wJday: xou -ry -Ta-L^. '.jff/.fotr.*! tt&rSh #sra

iets . .

Evening of 2nd day : sex) ATV
.

II20 Morning of 3rd day : xou ir&fwyapeuaftevas repeat . . .

131 Evening of 3rd day(?): yuu sxurejfsuafA&veu <&vrt> l vtS

hpov . . .

To this point the enumeration is quite clear.

We may ask, indeed, whether the various col-

lo(uies of 1 1 27-12*4 all took place on a single day.

But in view of the care with which Mk. distin-

guishes the previous days, we can only infer that
the absence of time references in the disputations
is likewise a matter of design.
We must now inquire, however, how 141

is con-
nected with what precedes. Are the words -7jv de
TO 7rd&xa ^al rd a^"i?ia <uera QUO Tjj&epas meant to

imply that the foregoing discourse of Jesus on the
Mt. of Olives was spoken two days before the
Passover, i.e. on the very day the religious autho-
rities held their conference ? And must we suppose
the Anointing at Bethany (14

s Kal &VTOS avrou eV

"BjjBavia) to have taken place that day also, i.e. on
the evening of the third day, and a'fter the Par-
ousia discourse ? Again, on what day does Mk.
place the betrayal by Judas (14

10L
/cat ... d7rij\6ej>

. . . Kal ^TL . . .)? On the day following, i.e.

the fourth ? la truth, the Evangelist's chronology
in these passages is as vague as in II11 - 12- 19* 2U it

was unmistakable.
Nor is Mk.'s enumeration of the days between

the decision of the Sanhedrin and the^Last Supper
quite explicit. If we regard 1412 Kal ry Trpdyrg rj/^epg.

rQsv agtipwr, ore TO Traced Zdvov as referring to the
14th Nisan, then in all :.>:vl,; Wi \ i

1
-ytic^rmii*.-

with the 12th Nisan, a* ML ! u :; . s.iy. Jio ioili.

But this is not said in so many words. Neverthe-
less, the writer possibly had in his mind some such.

synopsis as follows :

1t rtoy. -H"1 -"17
: Sunday, 10th Nisan.

J-id <Ia\-. l.
! - '

Monday, llth
>(1 <l;i",

i -'-! I'': Tuesday, 12th

6m day, lo-1^": J -(!,>. :,";r'i ,.

Tchday, 16*a *.*'. ',u.
:
.' f ?',, t-x.-

:vn
8th day, 16^ ; riunday, ITtJi JS'isan.

It is also possible, however, that there is an in-

terval between ch. 13 and 141
, so that the Anointing

would fall on the day after the Parousia speech.
This would so far dislocate the above scheme by
making the first day coincide with Saturday, 9th
Nisan (as probably in Jn.), the second day^ with
Su n.(L-iv. n\i\ third with Monday, and the anointing
\\}\\\ Tue-diiy. If this be so, we must allow for a
iKiriod of int't days between the Entry and the
Resurrection. In point of fact, we cannot solve
the difficulty from Mk.'s data ; its mode of reckon-

ing still leaves a residuum of doubt. In particular,
we -are at a TO--* regnrrllri^ what Jesus does and
where He is iiurrn;: ihe <ijy ]>revio']- to the Anoint-

ing. But, r.oi \\-ith-mmirji.' th^e obscurities, it is

an unmistakable fact that Mk. makes an attempt
though by no means un entirely effective one to

distinguish and enumerate the day? between the

Triumphal Entry and the Resurrect ion. Especially
does the sequence of chronological references seem
to postulate a definite calendar of the interval in

question.
3. We turn now to Mt. and Lk. Mt. indicates

a clear break only at the close of the Triumphal
Entry day (21

17 Kal ;ftaraAt7ru>j' aurovs ^rj\&ev a? TTJS

TroXewff els T&TqQavL&v Kal 7)v\l<rQfi erce?). The second

day runs without interruption from 2118 to the end
of 25. In passing to the narrative of the Passion

proper, Mt. exhibit* the same ;i*i>bi^uity .is we
found in Mk. We cannot dec-Mo whether the
words of Jesus in 26lf- were spoken on the second

day, or whether we must assume an interval be-

tween chs. 25 and 2d.

Possibly, however, we err in looking for chrono-

logy at all in this section of Mt. We can under-
stand the narrative quifcc as well on the hypothesis
that the writer was not in the least concerned to
tabulate the days, but simply joined incident to

incident without regard to time. We find a similar
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Triumphal Entry and the Passover (cf. also 21 37

j]v 5e rds i^uepas ev TW ieptp 5i.da.ffKwv). This lack of

I precision admittedly extends also to the story of

j

the actual Passion. Instead of the ' two days
'

(Mk
141

,
Mt 262 ), Lk. says only ij-yyi^ev Se 7? eop^ r&v

d&'fLwv (221
), and in place of the precise reference of

Mk 141 "
r>5 TrpoJTT] ijpepq. T&V d.frvfJL&Vj ore TO Trdcr^a t-Qvov,

Lk. simply lias it that the day of unleavened "bread
* came J

('2:2
7
j. This loo^e way of Indicating time In

Mt. and Lk. strikes us as strange in view of the

generally accepted theory of their common depend-
ence upon Mk., which \ -:.,:

"V and explicitly

give** an all but complete vy ,-" die time. How
are we to explain the fac, :: ;

!v two Evangelists
who make use of the oldest Gospel are here less

precise in details than their common source ?

4 The recognized explanation, viz., that the later

writers did not trouble about such matters of detail,

is most unsatisfactory, as all pne-t:;j):li.-!i <>f the

growth and progress of tl- 1 LvMi^vui 1 Kvord

goes to show a constantly i^rvoji-:::^
:

:Liore-; In

such mlnutice as time and tour, place and^number,
name and personality ; witness, e.g., the NT Apoc-
rypha. In fact, had we not other grounds for

deeming Mk. the oldest of the (-kr-pei.-. IL> osten-

sible precision in such things would lead us to

regard It as the latest. The present writer is of

opinion that "we can best explain Mt.'s and Lk.'s

omission of the time references of Passion Week,
by the hypothesis that the recension of Mk. used

by them did not itself contain these references ( Ur-
lirtirkus Hypothesis}. Or, in other words, our
Mk.'s enumeration of the days is the work of a
later hand, a redactor, the Deutero-Mark. This
view is so far confirmed by the presence of a
certain j'rt:H< ia!iiy in the arrangement. It would
seem as ii M iiHi!<

: io scheme had been forcibly

stamped upon the material. Tlis first trace of this

appears In II 11
. While Mt. and Lk. quite simply

and naturally make the Cleansing of the Temple
succeed the Triumphal Entry, upon the same day,
Mk. has It that Jesus, having come to the city,

spent the rest of the day in seeing the sights (as
If He had not been often enough in Jerusalem

during His thirty years), and that then, as it was
late in the day (too late, i.e., to begin His great
work), He went out to Bethany with His disciples.
This apparently so exact piece of information

really strike* us as utterly trivial and pedantic.
What interest could Mark suppose his readers to

have In such a petty detail ? or what concern had
he himself, so indifferent, in general, to all chrono-

logy, in such exactitude at that particular point?
There is, as it seems to us, but one explanation of

the anomaly, viz., that the writer of II11 was
anxious to intercalate one day more than the facts

naturally allowed ; that is to say, he figured to

himself a definite number of days, and must dis-

tribute them somehow in the material before Mm.
A second trace is found in the circumstance that
Mk, divides the incident of the Barren Fig-tree
between two days (ll

13** 30
*-). Here, too, Mt. gives

the more natural account. For, granting the
miracle of judgment upon the ill-starred tree, it Is

much more in harmony with popular views that
;lii Ml-J-i should Instantly follow the curse (Mt
2\ "-,. i" Mark's report, according to which the
word of Jesus takes a day to work its effect, we
seem to discern a rationalizing tendency. The
Evangelist, with all his belief in the miraculous,
can more easily :.: r ,";-: HM phenomenon by allowing
for some sort*": r!.'.';n".ii process.* Further, the

partition of the Fig-tree Incident enables the

* A similar tendency emerges in the two miracles of healing
reported by Mk. alone, in which the spittle of Jesus comes to the
aid of His omnipotence (7&* S2*) ; in the healing of the blind, t*e
narrator pictures to himself a gradual advance towards perfect
vision (S-* 23).

redactor of Mk. to give a sharper distinction to

the two days (ll
1-'19 and 1FM31

) by means of the
two morning walks from Bethany to Jerusalem

(II
12--

). A third indication pt the artificiality of

Mk.'s arrangement is seen In 1449
,
where Jesus

speaks In such a manner as to imply that He had

taught in the Temple for several days. But
.1 1 /! . the said, scheme, again, the whole of

"

_ at this time occupies but a single
, j v

'

:.' ,, or, at most, two days if we include
also the day of the Cleansing. Hence we are

justified in inferring that the diary is not only not
orii.Miic to the eventfe, but actually at variance
\\ii\\ tl*.em. In fact, the sayings and discourses at
T. .-,". . ,

-
'

:'. i in Slk., give no hint what-
\ i < i i _<.; order. They are as exempt
"..I :

.- as are the five controversies
of Mk S1-^*5

. The true design of either series is to

illustrate the antagonism between Jesus and the

hierarchy, and they may have been uttered either
on one day or on several successive days.
We would therefore hazard the suggestion that

our Mk.'s tabulation of the interval under con-

sideration, and notably the passage II11 - 12
, is due

to the redactor, and that the latter was imbued
with the Johannine tradition. For our own part,
indeed, we have been able to collate a mass of

evidence in support of the theory that the text of

Mk. has been very thoroughly revised from the
Johannine standpoint, that a host of Johannine
characteristics were inserted into it at some period
subsequent to its use by Matthew and Luke. It

is, of course, impossible here to submit the detailed

proof of such a theory, and we can but invite the
reader to test it for himself. The design of the

present article does not carry us beyond the

advocacy and proof of the thesis : As originally
the Synoptic tradition neither contained a com-

plete diary of our Lord's last visit to Jerusalem, nor

implied that His stay covered exactly one week, it

is In the last resort to Jn. that we must trace the
order of our Passion Week. See also art. DATES.

LITERATURE. J. Weiss, Das alteste 77- "nn?i:nm. 1903; C. A.
TV_j- V /." " T Je of Je-"- (\\w\. lOlff. ; A. G.
y< r. ."

' '.* '! Passion (1903) ; R. Winterbotham,
Sermons in Holy Trinity Church (1900), 140-184.

J. WEISS.
PASSOYER (I.) (Heb. rig pesah, Aram. Knog

pasha, in Greek Trdo-xa, 0a<r^/c, and <j>da-Ka [Jos.],
NT Trdtrxa). The most distinctive festival of the
Jewish religion. Its origin, Hj.n:fira:f<'.

and
method of celebration are giver in l'\ l-2

-: '

2318

S425
, Lv 235-8

, Nu 91"14 2816-25
, Dt 161

-8.*

Modern, criticism, has discovered certain variations in the
ritual and significance, has distinguished layers and stages in
the ideas the festival was to suggest, and has sought to connect
it with earlier and ethnic rites. Without accepting all such
contentions, it may be granted that there is, at least, the union
of an agricultural feast with a commemoration of the Exodus
out of Egypt, in which commemoration certain of the circum-
stances which marked the historic deliverance are more or less

literally repeated. Jewish expositors distinguish between ' the

Egyptian Passover* and those which were subsequently ob-

served, *the perpetual Passover' or * Passover for the genera-
tions,* and narrate the points in which they differ from each
other ; in the former the impure partook, the blood was
sprinkled on the lintels, the fat was not burned, and no hymn
was sung ; with other details.

The references in the OT to the observance of
this festival are comparatively rare. There was
the observance at MJO time of" the Exodus, in the
second year after coming out of Egypt (Nu 95), at
the entry into Canaan (Jos 510- u

). The feast was
apparently observed during the reign of Solomon
(2 Ch 813

), Under Hezekiah there was a great act
of observance, but in the second month, when the
feast was prolonged by one week, and even the

* The derivation of the word is uncertain. It may be derived
from a root meaning to leap or pass ov&r, used of the sun at the
spring-time ; or to pass owr, in the sense of sparing, the tradi-
tional meaning.
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Levitically unclean were permitted to participate
(30

15"23
). At the period of the revival of religion

during the reign of Josiah, there was another cele-

bration that stood put con-j-icuori^ly among- the
memories of the festival (-2 K :#-'-, -2 Cli 35 1 '17

). One
Passover is also recorded as kept by tb- ::

' : '

-j

exiles (Ezr 619
), With the period of the \"v " ",-'.

of Josephus, and the Mislma, the feast has hecome
one of regular observance, drawing multitudes to

Jerusalem from many lands, and forming a strong
bond of unity to the scattered nation.
From the references outside of the Pentateuch

little can be learnt as to the details of the celebra-
tion of this feast. Nor is much to 1;; gal h<-iv,I lYou:

the NT apart from the history of die Last Supper,
regarding which there is doubt as to whether it

was a true Paschal celebration, and whether the

ordinary ritual was observed, or whether it was
purposely modified and departed from (see follow-

ing art. and LAST SUPPER). We are driven for

information as to the order and details of cele-

bration to the Mishna (c. A.D. 200), the Gemara,
an ancient supplement of the same, the commen-
taries of later Jewish Rabbis, as Maimonides and
Bartenora. There i- oo:i-i'i-;j< jiily a certain doubt
as to how far the ; M"tir- t-'ijo" "..; in the Mishna
were observed in the time of our Lord ; but, since
the traditions are for the most part very ancient,
the regulations laid down give a fairly accurate

representation of the feast as observed at the time
of the Evangelists.
One month before the feast, preparations for the

same were put in hand. Roads and bridges were
repaired for the companies of

pilgrims,
and burying-

plaees which were lying in the way, and likely to
be unnoticed, were whitened, that the travellers

might avoid defilement. Flocks and herds were
tithed, and persons (i.TivunihiJly unclean went up
to Jerusalem out of iiin (o-.irurv to purify them-
selves (Jn II 55

). As the time drew nearer, the

significance and laws of the feast were explained
in the academies and synagogues the last two
Sabbaths before the Passover being specially
occupied with this exposition.
The number of those who took part in this

festival was enormous. Every male Jew residing
within fifteen miles of Jerusalem, and not cere-

monially unclean, was required to do so, and in

addition, numerous visitors from other parts of
the Holy Land, and from other countries near and
far, travelling with their gifts, and with song,
swelled the number of residents. Women as well
as men were eligible for participation, and though
the observance was not compulsory, the privilege
was often embraced (IS 1

J -7
, Lk^41 - 42

, Jos. BJ
VI. ix. 3, Mish. Pesachim ix. 4). The nearest
4 -'."' , a census is that given by Josephus,
;" ,. '-:: ': certainly exaggerated, it shows the
vast concourse which the feast brought together.
He states that at the Passover of A.D. 65 there
were 3,000,000 persons present (BJ n. xiv. 3),

while in another place (vi. ix. 3) he relates that,
at the request of Cestius, the priests counted the
number of lambs slain as 256,500. Remarking
that the minimum number permitted for a lamb
was ten persons, Josephus calculate-* the number
at 2,700,000. An ancient Jewish tradition gives
the number of Passover lambs on one occasion as

1,200,000. It was customary to extend hospitality
to the numerous visitors. This was done without

charge, but ass a return the host received the skin
of the lamb and the vessels used by his guests.
Many must have tented ontside the city. In this

vast crowd, with the sense of nationality strong,
and its religious feelings at the highest tension, it

is easy to understand the dread of possible disturb-
ance which from time to time appears in the

Gospel narratives (Mt 265, Lk 2324
, Jn IS39 ).

of the 14th, though a
the limit at 10 o'clock. At

The feast proper began with the evening of the
14th Nisan ; it mii>t be borne in mind that, accord-

ing to Jewish reckoning, this was the first half of
the day. It was .succeeded by the day& of Un-
leavened Bread, which sometimes gave a name to
the whole festival (Lk *2'2

l
\. On the evening of the

14th it was the duty of the master of each hoiibe to
take a lighted wax candle, in silence thoroughly
to search all the house for leaven and to remove it

to a safe place. This investigation was preceded
and followed by prayer. A portion of leavened
food sufficient "for tfie family requirements had
been put aside, and it was lawful to eat this until
11 o'clock on. the mornin
stricter school drew
midday all leaven was to be completely and
solemnly destroyed, by burning- or otherwise. The
times of this obligation were notified in the follow-

ing way : Two cakes of thanksgiving offering
which had been desecrated were exposed on a
bench or gallery of the Temple. While they lay
there all the people yet ate leaven ; when one was
removed, they abstained from eating it but did not
burn it ; when both wereremoved, all the people com-
menced burning the leaven

'

(Pes* 1, 5). Secular work
was gradually ceasing. In Galilee the whole day
was one of rest. In Judsea work continued till noon ;

but only what had been begun could be finished ;

no new work could be commenced. Only tailors,

barbers, and sandal-strap makers were allowed to
follow their avocations. At 1.30 o'clock the daily
evening sacrifice was killed, and at 2.30 it was
offered up. In each case this was one hour before
the usual time of killing and ottering ; if the 14th.

Nisan fell on a Friday (i.e. Thursday evening and
Friday morning according to our reckoning), these
times were made each yet an hour earlier to avoid

possible desecration of the Sabbath, By the time
this daily sacrifice was offered, the lambs had been

brought to the Temple by those who had been
selected to represent each Passover group at the

slaughter of the victim. Each lamb was required
to be not less than eight days or more than one
year old. The great company was divided into
three sections, the ritual observed being the same
in each ease. The first section entered the Court
of the Priests, the gates being thereupon closed,
and the trumpets blown three ame-. Although
the priestly course on duty for the week attended
to the daily sacrifice, to meet the necessity of the
Passover the whole priestly body was in attend-
ance. It stood in two lines which ended at the

altar, one row holding silver, the other golden
bowls. Each man representing a Passover group
killed his own sacrifice, the nearest priest caught
the blood in his 1 >.**. [w --<' it to a fellow-priest
and he a^ain to trs-riv", \

: '
; .- each as he received

the full txnvl handed back an empty one. The
bowls were made without bases, and could not
stand if placed on the ground, coagulation being in

this way avoided. When the lxwl wji^
r^c-civeii

by the priest nearest to the altar, he cast it with
one jet at the base. Meanwhile the * Hallel

'

(Psalms 113 to 118} was recited, the Levites leading
the song, the people repeating the first line of each
Psalm and also tnree others of the closing Psalm,
but otherwise re-ponding

*

Hallelujah
*

to each
line. If the >acriik-e.s were not completed, the
Hallel was sun^i a ^t^-oiid or even a third time.

The preps) ration of the sacrifice now took place.
The lambs were hung on iron hooks fastened to the
walls and pillars of the court, and when these were
all in use, upon staves which rented on the shoulders
of two men ;

if the day were a Sabbath, the use of
staves was not permitted, and two offerers laid one
the left hand the other the right on his neighbour's
shoulder and so suspended the lambs. The sacri-

fices were then skinned, the portions appointed for
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sacrificial use (Lv 3 1 '5
) were removed and cleansed,

tlie fat separated and placed on a dish and then
offered with incense on the altar. The company
was then dismissed to their dwellings to partake
of the feast, the incense was burnt, the lamps
trimmed, and the Temple court washed. If the
sacrifice fell on a Sabbath, the first and second
divisions stayed in JMoc^fci1

parts of the Temple
until the whole of 1 o \ M ii'!- had been sacrificed,
that they might not profane the Sabbath by bear-

ing a burden.
It was required that careful attention should be

given to the cooking of the lamb. It was to be
roasted, in an earthenware oven ; a spit of pome-

*

/as to be put in at the mouth and to
the vent ; Justin Martyr (Trypk. 40)

states that a transverse spit was passed through the

victim, thus forming a cross. If any part of the
lamb touched the oven, it was to be pared off, as
was also the case with any part on which fat from
the oven had fallen. No bone of it was to be

broken, no part was to be taken out of the house
where the feasfc was held, and none of it was to be
left over.
The meal was partaken of, not as at the first

Egyptian Passover, in travelling dress,
e with loins

girded, with shoes on the feet, and staff in the

hands,' but in festive garments, and reclining on
the left side 'as free men do, in token of their

freedom.' The table was probably arranged as a
triclinium, and this explains the position of St.

John, the question addressed across the table by
St. Peter, and the unheard conversation of our
.Lord with Judas Iscariot (Jn 1323- 2\ Mt 2S25). See
art. UPPER ROOM.
A cup of red wine, mixed with water, was poured

out for each guest, not by the host but by a servant,
for all things were on this night to be done with
distinction ; and over it the following blessing was
spoken :

'

Blessed art Thou, Jehovah our God, who hast created the
fruit of the vine. Blessed art Thou, Jehovah our God, King of

the Universe, who hast chosen us from among
1

all people, and
exalted us from among- all languages, sanctified us with Thy
commandments. And Thou hast given us, O Jehovah our God,
in love the solemn days for joy, and the festival and appointed
seasons for gladness ; and this feast of unleavened bread, the
season of our freedom, a holy convocation, the memorial of our
departure from Egypt. For Thou hast chosen us, and hast
sanctified us from among all nations, and Thy holy festivals
with joy and gladness hast Thou caused us to inherit. Blessed
art Thou, O Jehovah, who sanctifiest Israel and the appointed
seasons. Blessed art Thou, Jehovah, King: of the Universe, who
hast preserved us alive, and sustained and brought us to this

The use of wine at this festival was compul-
sory, even upon the poorest ; it might be the

gift
of charity, or procured by selling or pawning
raiment or hiring out one's labour ; but used it

must be, even by persons commonly abstaining
and young persons. After this, eacli participant,
washed his hands, our Lord jippaiently varying the
custom and teaching a new arid <ioe'por lesson by
Himself washing the feet of His guests {Jn 133flr

-).

The Paschal table, with its appropriate viands,
was then placed in position. These comprised the
lamb, the bitter herbs (lettuce, endive, garden
endive (or succory), urtica, and bitter coriander
(or horehound)), and the haros-etk, a paste of

dates, raisins, etc., with vinegar, which was held
to represent the mortar of Egypt, and salt water.
The president of the company took some of the
bitter herbs, dipped them in salt water, ate a por-
tion the size of an olive, and gave a similar portion
to his companions. A second cup of wine was now
poured out, and this was followed by the Haggad&h
or 'showing forth' (cf. 1 Co 1 1

-6 <
\ o proclaim *). The

son of the family or the youn^e-a nicmlwr of the

company inquired the sign ific.-i nee of iho fea>r in
which they were participating :

*Why is this night
distinguished from all other nights?' *Then the

father instructs his child according to the capacity
of his \'.IM' \'V'. beginning with our disgrace and

ending v,
:

\ \, .> :r glory, and expounding to him
from "A Syrian ready to perish was my father"

(Dt 265
), until he has explained all through, to the

end of the whole section
'

(Pcs. x. }. This involved a
recital 01 the national history from the Patriarchal

times to the deliverance put of Egypt, and the
constitution of the emancipated people by means
of the covenant at Sinai. After this, the president

explained the significance of the Passover-lamb, of

the bitter herbs, and of the unleavened bread. In
ni kmm 1

'.];_:
i -"it of the great redemption, the first

part of the Mallei (Pss 113. 114) was sung, and a
benediction added :

* Blessed art Thou, Jehovah our

God, King of the Universe, who hast redeemed us
and redeemed our fathers from Egypt.' The second

cup of wine, which had been previously filled, was
now drunk.
After a second washing of hands, one of the two

unleavened cakes was broken, and pieces contain-

ing between them bitter herbs were, after dipping
in the haroseth, handed to each one in the company.
This was probably the sop which Judas Iscariot

received (Jn 1326). After this the Paschal lamb
was eaten, the hands were again washed, a third

cup of wine filled, a blessing said, and the cup
drunk. This was known as * the cup of blessing,'
and was probably that in which our Lord instituted
the cup of the Eucharist, which is called by St.

Paul e the cup of blessing' (1 Co 1016
). There re-

mained another cup to be drunk, for the number
four was insisted upon, and became the subject of
various interpretations ; the second part of the
Hallel (Pss 115-118) was sung probably the

hymn
'

after which *

they went out unto the
mount of Olives' (Mk 142

^) and the feast ended
with a benediction, 'the bh^ritr of the song.'
On the next day, the loili Nl^aii, sacrifices addi-

tional to those offered ordinarily were brought (Nu
2819

), and peace-offerings, the hagigah which on
this day was compulsory, but on the 14th needed
not to be offered except where the lamb would not
suffice for the feast were presented. On the 16th

day the barley for the omer (Lv 2311
) that was to be

presented was cut ; this was threshed in the Court
of the Priests, parched, and then ground fine.

When sufficiently fine, one omer by measure was
taken and mixed with oil ; frankincense was placed
upon it, and it was ' waved ' moved to and fro
before the Lord. The 17th to the 20th days were
the Md'ed Kdtont or '

lesser festival,' when no new
work might be commenced. With the 21st Nisan
the feast ended, the day being kept as a Sabbath.

In the case of persons Levitically unclean or

living at a distance, it was permitted to celebrate
the Passover on the corresponding day of the fol-

lowing month (lyyar), according to the legislation
of Nu 99 ~12

, 2 Ch 302 ; but in this case there was
no search for and removal of leaven, no Hallel was
sung at the supper, and no hagigah offered and
eaten.

LITERATURE. Comm, on Pentateuch, esp. Driver's Deut. ;

BibL Archseol. of Keil, Nowack, and Benzinger ; Buxtorf , Syn.
Jud.; TUlr.r<i. .1,,.'. ; the Mishnic tractate Pesachim, with
comm. : Mn..i-v>uK *. Tad Hachazakah ; artt. in Hastings' DJS,
Smith's /)/*, K no'-s C<t <"'>/,. r'i'i'Vr. the JBJK, Hamburger's REy

the JJE; Edersheim, 7 A-' T,>m ////-, etc.; Chwolson, Das letzte
PaKsamahl Christi; .}. P. l,i"i\, The Lord's Supper (1891),
as fl.

"

j. T. L. MAGGS.

PJLSSOYER (II. : in relation to Lord's Supper).
1. The historical relation. The chronological diffi-

culty raised by this topic having been adequately
discussed in previous articles (see DATES, vol. L
p. 413 if'., LAST RUPPKR, and LORD'S SUPPER (I.)),
it is unnecessary to reopen it here. It may be
assumed as certain that the Last Supper of Jesus
took place not on the night of the general Jewish
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Passover, but on the evening preceding. It does
not follow, however, that the Last Supper was not
a Paschal meal. To the present writer it seems
impossible to set aside the distinct evidence of the
first three Gospels on this point, reinforced as that
is by the language of St. Paul (Mt 2617ff

% Mk 1412ff
-,

Lk 227ff- 15
; cf. 1 Co 57 - 8 and II 23-26

).

(1) It has been objected bj Sp'iiM (^v ^e essay,
* Die urchristl. Traditionen uboi- 1. 1'-prn:*^ u. Sinn
des Abendmahls '

in his Zur Gesch. u. Lift, des
Urchristentums cf. G. H. Box, JThSt, Apr. 1902),
the most prominent representative of the view that
the Last Supper bore no resemblance to the Pass-

over, that the descriptions of it given in Mt. and
Mk. do not suggest a Paschal meal, and in parti-
cular that the lamb is never mentioned. This has
been called a e

^i^nifleant omission
3

; a remark
which assumes iluit, if Jesus had been observing
the Passover, the Evangelic would naturally have
given some account of the ]>:-'><-ci.'<nii^- ,\ \ the Jc\vi-l

meal. But, since they ha<i nlivaiy --r.iioii \% if !; ilu:

utmost plainness that the meal to which He sat
down with His disciples was an eating of the Pass-

over, it was quite unnecessary for them to describe
it in detail, since all Passover suppers were exactly
similar. What they were concerned with were
those novel and -!^<'"fr v' .:! and words of their
Master by which. \\ "ii-, ".. \ \r^ at the table of the
OT feast, He instituted the sacrament of the New
Covenant.

(2) A similar objection is that at the Passover

supper each participant had his own cup to drink
from, while in the celebration of the sacrament
there was only one cup. But this is to confound
two things that are perfectly distinct. The fact
that at the Jewish meal there was a cup for each

person present is surely no reason why Jesus, in

appointing the new rite of the Christian brother-

hood, should not have taken one cup and passed it

round to His disciples, saying,
* Drink ye all of it.

3

(3) A further ground of objection is found in
the fact that Jesus draws no parallels between
the Paschal meal and the Christian sacrament,
and in particular that, when He is choosing a

symbol to represent His body, He takes a loaf of

bread for the purpose, and not a portion of the
roasted lamb. To speak in this way suggests a

poor conception of our Lord's insight into the
nature and destiny of His own religion. For, un-
less Jesus was altogether lacking in this respect,
He must have foreseen, as clearly as we can see to-

day, that the broken loaf of bread was infinitely
better suited than a piece of the Jewish Paschal
lamb to serve to the Church of the future as the

symbol of His sacrifice of love.

Criticisms like these seem trivial at the best.

And it must be remembered, on the other hand,
that those who deny that there is any outward
connexion between the Passover and the Lord's

Supper have to meet difficulties of the most

pressing kind, and above all the difficulty of ac-

counting for the unanimous testimony of the

Synoptics on this very point. What are we to

make of this testimony, and especially of the

testimony of Mk., presumably the most original
of all ? It is suggestive that Spitta solves the

difficulty by : ;"< Tiv ' T>
- v.hole paragraph in

which Mk. ;rs-ri- -
, [V

,*' character of the

Supper (14
12'16

), to be an interpolation that stands
in no organic connexion with the rest of the narra-
tive (op. rif. p. 228). But even if there were any
<rwnn<i< of textual criticism for regarding the
statement*, of the first three Gospels as later inter-

polations, we should still have to explain how it

came to pass that at a very early date in the

history of the Apostolic Church a false tradition

not only sprang up but became dominant, according
to which the Last Supper of Jesus with His disciples

took the form of a Passover meal. Spitta admits
that in St. Paul's view of the Sacrament the con-
nexion with the Passover nieal i& evident (op. cit.

p. 265 ; cf. Box, op* cit* p. 365). How, then, are
we to explain this entire transformation of what,
according to this theory, was the original tradition

a transformation so early that it must have been
completed before Paul became a Christian and
received from the first Apostles the story of what
took place in the Upper .Room on that night in
which the Lord Jesus was 1>eti;:>vil ? It is hard to
see how, within a few year-* u: C-i -;"> death, and
at the headquarters of the primitive Church, there
could have grown up a tradition as to a simple
matter of fact that was an entire falsification of
what the Eleven knew to be the truth.
We regard it, then, as certain that, , .

the Last Supper took the form of a Passover meal.
And since it was held on the evening before the

general Jewish observance, it must have been an
auricipateti Passover (cf. Sanday, Hastings

9 DB ii.

p. 634 ; ZSckler, PRE* ix. pp. 32, 42}. It is some-
times affirmed that this view will not bear the

slightest examination (Box, op* cit. p. 360 ; cf.

Gwilliam, art. LAST SUPPER, p. 8a ), It is assumed,
e.ff., that it would have been impossible for our
Lord and His disciples to procure the sacrifice of
a lamb before the following day. But ChwoLson,
an expert in Jewish m:tij_uirie^, anticipates these
and similar objections, and shows how precarious
the grounds are on which they rest (Das letzte

Passamahl Christi, p. 37 ft'. ), And he further makes
the interesting suggestion that a very slight textual
error at this point in a supposed Aramaic source
would account for the apparent identification by
the ':!!> 5y:oi.

i: - (Mt 2617
, Mk U12

,
Lk 227) of

the <i <-:- i'l-i in': Last Supper with the regular
night of the Jewish Passover (ib. p. 11).

2. The spiritual connexions. In order to estab-
lish these, two things are necessary. First, we
must understand what the Passover meal meant
to Jesus and His disciples ; next, we must trace
the links between the Paschal supper in the Upper
Koom and the Christian sacrament that sprang
out of it.

. (1) What did the Passover mean to Jesus and
the Twelve ? For evidently it is with the Passover
of pur Lord's time that we have primarily to do.

It is not uncommon to meet with doctrinal con-
structions of the Lord's Supper (e.g. Gore, Body of
Christ, p. 12 if. ; Tiling-worth, Divine Immanence,

p.
126 ff.) in which a leading r61e is assigned to

ideas drawn from the modern study of Comparative
ft-

*"
! ,,' i<i '!< i;.i:"f'i;;!"-i uf (he ancient rite

u~ **<- :,
: '>M. <!\OM", :

;-i:i T:-;::i-!-t:!i. The Threshold
Covenant, p. 203 ff.), or as to a sacrificial

f

oiiLin^ of

the god* on the occasion of a harvest iV-rivfil (^ee
W. E. Smith, ItS p. 461 ; Frazer, Golden Bough*,
ii. ch. 2). But it seems safe to conclude that

archaeological considerations such as these were
not uppermost in the mind of Jesus when He said

to His disciples,
* With desire I have desired to eat

this passover with you before I suffer' (Lk 2215
),

and that what He and they alike were thinking of

was the Passover of Jewish history and tradition.

Nothing could be further from the minds of a pious
Jewish company at the dawn of the Christian era
than rim notion that God would partake of human
food, or that they could enter into communion with
the Highest by cfrinking the blood of a >l,'iin nr.imal.

or even bvrlrii living me considered a> ?i Mih^tirute

for blood' (cf. Ac 1 f>-"- *). What, then, did the eat-

ing of the Passover primarily mean for Jesus and
His disciples ?

(a} In the first place, it was the memorial of a
great historical deliverance that redemption of

Israel from her bondage in Egypt which was also

her birth-hour as a nation (Ex 123ff- 26i
-). (b) But
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further, the Pa-sover was rt covenant-meed based
on the fact of the corenant made by sacrifice at

tfinrti (Ex 243"h
). It is certainly impossible to find

within the circle of ideas suggested by the narra-

tive of the first Passover in Egypt a full explana-
tion of the words of Jesus at the institution of the

Lord's Supper. One of the special merits of recent
critical "i!i\t.- l i,i:;)t".<;J

! - into the nature of the sacra-

ment is ci'.-u ruey i'^ve brought fully into view the
connexion between our Lord's words about the New
Covenant (Mt 26^

1 ) and the story of the covenant
at Sinai, taken along with the great prophetic
anticipations (Jer 324U

, Ezk 34-5 37~B
, Is 55s

) of what
the author of Hebrews calls a better covenant
established upon better promises

*

(He 86 ). It does
not follow, however, as some have thought, that
the covenant idea excludes that of the Passover,
much less that the combination of them was
altogether impossible (so Schultzen, Das Abend-
makl im NT, p. 40). On the contrary, the narra-
tive of the first Passover in Egypt appears to

anticipate that of the covenant made at Sinai.,

while apart from the former the latter would have
no historical explanation. In any case, in the
time of our Lunl, the Jewish Passover was an
annual covenanting feast at which the nation's

covenant fellowship with Jehovah was solemnly
renewed. The narrative of Ex 24?-s makes it clear

that :he original covenant rested on the fact of

a <.o\e"izii:'L acTilioe, and there seems little reason
to question that in its essence this sacrifice was
of a piacular nature (cf. A. B. T\ .

" "* : - T
T,

'
:

DB i. p. 512). The annual re 1

.

'

at the Feast of Passover e\ident!y rented in like

manner on the sacrifice of the P^chu! lamb, and
that this sacrifice also was conceived of as having
a propitiatory effect it is hardly possible to doubt.

(r\ O r:ce more, the Passover was a joyful social

meal, the meal of Jewish brotherhood, in which the

participants, as members of the Divine covenant,
gave expression to their covenant fellowship with
one another as well as with Israel's God.

(2) If the Lord's Supper in its external relations

sprang out of an immediately preceding Passover
meal, and if that meal had for those who partook
of it some such meaning asr has just been described,
the spiritual connexions between the two are
evident. The thought of the Jeitnsh Passover
underlies the Supper, helping us to determine its

true nature and purpose and religious si^ni flounce.

(a) This outward relation between the Pii^ovor
and the Lord's Supper goes far to decide the

question whether or not the Supper refers to our
Lord's death. Spitta's elaborate efforts to dis-

sociate the Last Supper altogether from the
Jewish Passover find their chief motive in his

theory that the Supper had no bearing whatsoever
on the death of Jesus, but was meant to have a

purely e-chatological reference, as an anticipation
of the glorious Messianic meal in the heavenly
Kingdom (op. c,it. pp. 266 ft"., 282 ff.). But if, on
the other hand, it was at the close of a Passover
meal that Jesus broke the bread and gave it to
His disciples, saying, *This is my body for you/
the analogy between the slain lamb and the broken
bread can hardly be mistaken. (#) It bears, again,
on the question whether or not the Supper was
meant by Jesus to "be repeated* From the fact that
In the M."Mt. text of the institution of the Supper
we do not find that command for a repetition of
the observance which is given in Paul-Lk. (I Co
II24-

>, Lk 2219
}, a number of critical scholars have

concluded that Jesus never t^poke the words, 'This
do in remembrance of me' ; that He had no thought
of instituting a rite for perpetual celebration by
the Church ; and that His purpose in breaking the
"bread and passing the wine was merely to bid His

disciples a solemn farewell, to set before them a

'"V ", . -"ble in action, or at most to
^
point

,
* , : to the hope of a glad reunion in

the heavenly Ki-.L,
1

-;:. 1 Miilicher, Theol. AbhandL
pp. 235 ff., 24." ,:.'; >i

: r;-- op. tit. p. 301 ff. ; cf.

F. Gardner, Origin of the Lord's Supper}. But
^to

a Jew the Passover was < < Mtir.lly ,i 'iscmorial

feast to be kept by Isra ,ii"uu;!:hom ,-Jl her

;:r:u-,:f;, r:-. (Ex 1214 ). A:-: :: I'.K- ^mo< r was

^"''H'Vi.ii'ly set by Jesus in the closest relation to

the Passover, so deliberately that He even anti-

cipated by a day an observance which otherwise
His death would have rendered impossible, this

goes to confirm the view, supported not only by
the text of Paul and Luke, but by the unhe-i tilling

praxis of the earliest community from the lirst

(Ac 242 - 46
; cf. 207

,
1 Co 10 lt5

), and the Apostolic
tradition as that was handed on to St. Paul at the
time of his conversion (1 Co 11 2S

), that Jesus both
intended and commanded that the Supper should
continue to be observed in remembrance of Him-
self. (c) If the Lord's Supper sprang historically
out of a Passover meal, ii in( ur,ill\ falls heir to

the chief meanings and ".^'/'^"'"//^ of the more
ancient rite. It is not only a memorial of Jesus,
but a memorial of His sacrifice.

f Our passover
also hath been sacrificed/ says St. Paul,

* even
Christ' (1 Co 57 ) ; and he tells us that as often

as we eat the bread and drink the cup, we 'pro-
claim the Lord's death till he come' (II

26
). The

Passover was a renewal on the part of the OT
Church of the covenant with God that had been
made at Sinai ; and every Supper is a renewal by
the Christian people of the covenant made for

them upon the Cross. The Passover was not only
a renewal of the covenant fellowship with God,
but a festive social meal at which the links of

Jewish brotherhood were forged afresh. And the
Lord's Supper is the occasion of a glad spiritual
communion of those who belong to the household
of faith, both with Christ Himself the Elder
Brother and the Head and with their fellow-
members in the one family of God.
LITERATURE. Hastings' DB, artt.

' Covenant
'

(A. B. Davidson),
'Passover* (W. J. Moulton), 'Jesus Christ' (Sanday, vol. ii.

p. 634); PRfiS, art. 'Passah, isr.-jiid.' (von Orelli) ; Bickell,
Pa-,-'"*"/ ami fair'!'* 3,1,,,,-r: Sii-L:u rVr'n'V-ii'fw; Julicher,
7'/,cV. .1 wHi.'ti'i'i.'jptt : 1*. <.!in!"\ r. O/vv/.- '.' // Lord's Supper;
Schuli/LM. J)as .ifoii'! >i tifi' i-ti \ 'I : i"v*'N<'p, Jtm letztePassa-
i/i'tftl Ciirtf-i'i ScnaiM r, 1)",- ll-'i r- H'linii'.: Lambert, Sacrainents
in NT: GL M. Mackie,' 'Jewish Passover in the Chr. Church,'
ExpT xiii. (1902), 391; JThSt, Apr. 1902, p. 357 ff., Jan. 1903,

p- 184 ff. J.C.LAMBERT.

PAST. *Let the dead past bury its dead/ is the

unequivocal counsel we derive from the Lord's

reply to a lukewarm disciple (Mt 822). In Christ
no past is irretrievable; Divine; fori\oiH!^ may
blot out what men consider it impoiMc to I'or^ivo

(Lk 1827). Habit and custom may be burst asunder
in a moment, like the rocky tomb that could not

iiijpn.-or. tin; ri>on Lord. The motto of the Cliffords

(Dt'Mn
m

i*ittt$\ may rocsill i Christian truth of priceless
value :

4 Henceforward '

sin no more (Jn 8U ). God
gives a fresh start for Christ's sake to each one who
:;. f<

"
"'

'",':
'" !" the spirit of forgiveness (Mt

ij
i4

)i Tne tyranny ot the past led the Galila*an> to

ask,
*
Is not tliis "the carpenter?' (Mk 6s) ; but, as

signally in the call of Levi, the disciple of Christ
must be ready to throw aside the past altogether
for His sake (Mt 99

). There is a dead past to be

forgotten and forgiven, for God is God of the living
(Mk 12-7). And there is a living past to be re-

membered and commemorated. Thu-- all genera-
tions call her blessed who was the morhci 01 iho
Lord (Lk I48). The loving gift of a forgiven woman
who had been a sinner is still told for a memorial
of her (Mk 149). Yet the Christian hope looks
ever forward to the brightness of the coming day,
when the shadows shall flee away.

W. B. FRANKLAKD.
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PATIENCE (viro/jiovTi, Lk S15 21 19
,
and throughout

j

NT; paKpoBv/jLia,
'

iuMLi-^iifiur:');.;,
1

only In Epp. ;
\

verbal form appeal- Mi ia- 1- 1

, with bigniticance
'Give me time

1

). The moral attribute which
enables men to endure afflictions and to employ
strength wisely.

T '

"-
', "; a Christian yuice.

The classical '
1

J .

'
' rtue was mainly

active.
' The old pagan world meant by a virtuous

man, a brave, strong, just, energetic human being,
who might be, but who probably would not be, also

humble, submissive, self-subduing
'

(Liddon, Chris-
tian World Pulpit, vol. xxiv. 138). The Oriental
idea touches the opposite extreme, in which virtue
consists not in such qualities as patience, but in
the passivity from which feeling is expelled (cf.

Newman Smyth, Christian Ethics, pt. i. ch. 2, iii.).

As a Christian grace, patience is inculcated in the
NT (1 Ti 611

, Tit 2-, He 103
*, Ja I 4

, 2 P I6 ), and
exemplified in the life of Christ. His patience is

referred to directly only once in the NT, and then
: - ' '

.

"
(2 Th 35 AVm and BY) ; but examples
tentioned in the Epp. as incentives to

believers (He 12*, 1 P 2-3).
1 The patience of Christ may be regarded {1} in

itself. It constitutes one of the most remarkable
features of His manhood, ft is not visible upon
the surface of 'the Evangelical narratives, but it

becomes impre->ive the moment that reflexion

begins to deiil ^\ith His Personality in the light
of the events of His life on earth. \Yhatever His
consciousness of Himself, He was evidently aware
that extraordinary forces were at His command
(Mt43 2653).

c Just in proportion to the eminence
of a man's sphere and the genius of a man's endow-
ments, the quality of patience is necessary.

3 To
none, therefore, was it more necessary and more
difficult than to our Lord, and by none was it more
perfectly possessed. He set before Himself an aim
which marks Him as the supreme Dreamer of his-

tory ; yet, with the vision always before Him, and
the longing for its fulfilment pressing on His heart

(Lk 1250}, He moved unhasting, if unpausing, to-

wards the goal. The second temptation (Lk 45L )

was a trial of patience. In it He *
-*t

Al '

.'.

tion to accompli>ii His purpose . .
,.

"
.

superficially by means of an appeal to torces which
lay ready to hand in the temper and expectations
of the Jews. He preferred the patience that works

perfectly, and therefore slowlv, to the passion that
strikes swiftly and works |-,:r'i,i"y and i>-i:,--rf <-:ly.

At the same time, His te-"j.' ?:;'!<!: (r'.i'ii i:ui in*,

described as phlegmatic. Btis patience was not the

!!,!< hlity of a pool secluded by surrounding woods
from -lorni, it was rather the calm of an ocean
which refuses to allow any gale to rouse it to

anger. Not incapability of passion, but perfect
self-control, lay at the heart of the patience of

Christ.

(2) In its manifestations, (a) Asa man, He had
to endure the irritations from which none is exempt,
e.g. interruptions (Mk 521f- 6^, Jn46- 7

}, the sus-

picions (Lk 14lf
*) and the provocation^ (Lk 1025 II58)

of His foes ; the spiritual dulness (Mk 9 1S
,
Lk 10401-

242S
) and carnal expectations (Mk 9m lO381*) of His

friends. * He was subjected to trials of temper . . . ;

He was harassed by tempi !ili*m< caused by nervous

irritability, or warn, of -aronLrih, or physical weak-
ness, or bodily weariness ; unfair opposition was

c-ori^tantly urging Him to give way to undue anyer
f'ind iirm'-irainou passion ; or rejection and desertion

would, had it been possible, liave betrayed Him
into moodiness or cynical despair. The machina-
tions of His foes, the fickleness of the mob, even
the foolishness of His disciples, were scarcely ever

wanting to try His spirit, and would, often goad
Him beyond endurance' (Bernard, Mental Char-
acteristics of the Lord Jesus, cited in Stalker's

Imago Christi, p. 192f.). It is not enough to say

that our Lord endured these temptations without

showing any impatience ; there was a positive
radiance about His patience that makes it the

Philip (Jn I
45 65L :

'*
. i':i ,- (20~

7f
-), Peter (I

4
-,

Mt 14-fcS Lk 2-2
31f- w

^4^, Jn 21 15f
-) ; (ii.) in train-

ing the disciples, ".;;
v.iV,. >,;:; His parables to

them (Mk 4 10 - 13
) ; :L,": i:-\ij ,":!.. only as they were

able to receive the zr-.i.!
1

v
.V Jw- , Jn 16 12

) ; repeat-
ing lessons only partially understood (Mk 9S1 KFJbf

-).

It was through iii^ puirnce as a teacher that our
Lord was able out ot very raw material to educate
the men who were the founders and Anost!e of His
Church, (c) As a sufferer, Hi.- [-nrieiK.-^ :^ con-

spicuous in the scenes connected w::h Fli- passion
(seeesp. Mt 265Jf

-, Mk 14wf- 65
, Jn IS-1

-, Lk 23343

Mk 1529L ). Xo one ever suffered so terribly and
so patiently as He. There was the extreme of

physical pain, of mental torture, and of spiritual

agony. The suffering was unjustly inflicted, and
was accompanied by almost every po^il/Ic Ind:<r.iity,
but the patience of the Sufferer* ro-e jil-ovi* ii v. hli

a quiet, dignity that makes those scenes the most
wonderful in history.

(3) In its limitations. The patience of Christ
had. its limits, as every noble patience has. Those
limits were not where, at first, we might expect to
find them ; He was patient with His disciples'

dulness, . though it grieved Him (Lk 2425f
*}. He

never lost ',-,!" . r under the opposition of His
enemies -,---

'

-- V But when it was suggested
that He should avoid the cross (Mt 1622f

*), and
when He was confronted with i he >j.iriina". assump-
tions of the Pharisees, His j-.'irio.-K-o reached its

limits. Self-indulgence and 'self-deception were
sins with which Christ had no patience (see Stop-
ford A. Brooke, Sermons, 2nd series,

{ Patience
and Impatience ')

(4) In its implications. The patienee of Christ
is set before believers, directly (2 Th 35) and in-

directly- (1 P 221f
-), as an example and an inspiration.

There is in Christ * a type and fountain of patience
'

in which the po^ibflitic^ of endurance are ex-

hibited, and from which the grace for endurance to
the uttermost may be gathered. The patience of
Christ represents fho pa-^:ve side of Christian good-
ness,

e
it> deliberate, steady, hopeful endurance, in

the spirit of Him who was made perfect through
suffering' (Denney, Exjios. Bible,

f

JEpp. to Thess. J

p. 372).
2. Human patience is mentioned : (a] in Lk S15,

with reference to the perseverance with which the
fruit of God is brought forth in the "believer's life.

Spiritual fniitfuiness isnofceasiJy attained. A con-
Christian character is wrought only by

long patience. Christ sets the staying power of

vital faith in contrast with the passing fervour of

those who lightly receive and as lightly abandon
the word of truth (cf. Lk Sf ). (&) In Lk 21 39

,
in the

course of Christ's prediction of the sorrows that
should befall <lnrln;r rlns struggle with Rome, BV
is much the nivivi'.-ililo rendering. Its meaning
may be summed up thus*

4 Heroic perseverance
wins the crown

'

(Lindsay, Gospel of St. Luke, in

loc.).

LITERATURE. H. Bushnell, Tfte Sew Lift (1?(50) ; A. RifcschZ,

The Chr. Doct. of Ji

>t*f!fi<
>
<if''(ni, and JtrfftneiifntiOA (Eng:. tr.

1900), 625; J. T. Ja->b, 'Ohfttf the Iirft't'lUr (1902), 140; G. L.

Slattt-o ,
The Xct*ter of thA World (1906), 121 ; M. OreightoB,

The Mlid fifSt. Pet&r (1904), 22; M. E. Vincenfe, The Commnt
nj Peace, (1SS7;, 234. JAMES MURSELL.

PAUL. See APPENDIX.

PAYEMBNT. The word occurs only in Jn 1913

as one of the names by which was known the

locality otherwise called Gabbatha (\vh. see). In
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classical usaye Xt06<rr/>wro*' denotes a stone pave-
ment, and later a mosaic or tessellated pavement,
in which sense the word passed Into Latin. Of
recent years beautiful pavements have been found
in many places in Palestine

;
but so far there is no

evidence outside the NT that any locality in Jeru-
salem was generally known as either Gabbatha or
the Pavement, and no attempted identification of
the spot is quite satisfactory. The easiest course
is to regard the passage as unhistorical, and the
allusions as derived only from the writer's imagin-
ation and introduced to give verisimilitude to the
narrative ; but such an explanation is itself as

subjective as the pleas it adopts. That the refer-

ence is to the paved forecourt of the Temple, or to the
usual meeting-place of the Sanhedrin, Is rendered

unlikely by the absence of the (le-ijimuioii from
Jewish literature, as well as by the improbability
that Pilate would choose any partially consecrated

spot for the inquiry. On the other hand, there are
Latin usages which seem to connect the locality
with the governor's official or :oni| unary i\^ido".co.

Julius Caesar is described by Siusmiiis (I"?, hi.*.

JuL 46) as carrying about with him on his military
expeditions a tessellated pavement, which was laid
down in his encampments as marking the spot
from which judicial decisions and addresses to the
soldiers were given. Jos. (Ant. xvm. iv. 6) reports
that Philip the tetrareh similarly carried his
tribunal with him (rov Qp6vov ds 8v tKpwe Kade'fo/JLevos

& raw o5o?s eirofj^vov}, but there is no reference to a

portable mosaic. In the case of Pilate, It is possible
that he would be disposed to imitate the procedure
of the Emperor, or even that of a petty sovereign,
but in this matter no record to such an effect has
been found ; and whilst the course would not be
without danger, it is not easy to think that a
locality would derive its name from being one of

many places on which a movable pavement was
once or occasionally laid. That, moreover, there
were, as a rule, in the larger centres of population,
fixed places for the administration of justice is not
unlikely. The provincial basilicas were often law-
courts as well as exchanges, the tribunal being set
in the semicircular apse, of which the raised floor
was certainly payed, and exactly the kind of spot
to attract a designer. There may not have been
any such basilica at Jerusalem, or at least the
remains of one have not so far been clearly identi-
fied. Jos. (JSeT II. ix. 3 : KaBitras eirl ^jctaros v rq>

peydky ffTa.8i(f) has been cited in support of a view
that Pilate used e the open market-place

'

(so

Whistpn, followed by many) at Jerusalem for the
administration of justice ; but the passage refers
to Csesarea, and the rendering of crrddiov as a
synonym of ayopd is not well established. Each
stationary camp, again, had its tribunal, some-
times formed of turf but rPo-< fi

i
- L

i|iio
i il\ of -tone,

and from It the general r.iM-t t <: rho -ol'iirrx and
the tribunes administered justice. In Jerusalem
the garrison occupied the castle of Antonla, within
which would be the tribunal used in cases of
military discipline, but probably not for the hear-
ing of Jewish complaints and causes. Pilate him-
self would reside in HerocTs palace (cf. Phllo, ad
Gfamim, 31, and the practice of Gessius Florus in
Jos. SJ~ n. xv. 5), as did also the procurator at
Csesarea (Ac 23s5

). It was a magnificent building,
lined outside with spacious porticoes. Here it was
natural that the Jews should present themselves
when seeking the execution of Jesus (Jn IS28 194),

who was apparently confined in the palace (19
s- 13a

).

And one of these paved porticoes may well have
been known within the palace as the Pavement,
upon which stood the judgment-seat, under an
open cupola or within a rounded porch.
LITERATURE. Hastings' DJ3, art. 'Gabbatha'; %Bi, art.-

'Pavement.'
,

MOSS.

PEACE. . The word frequently occurs in the

Gospels In the idiomatic phrase
' to hold one's peace,

5

i.e. to keep silence, implementing (both in KV and
AT) no fewer than four ditlerent verbs im

"

o c i
i -j i

'
i , 1 1

7]<ru^d^(j}3 (TLydcij, crtwTrdoj, and <^ct6w. Tjcrvxagd} (Lk
144 ) is the most general term (fr. TJ&VXOS, 'at rest'),

denoting a state of restfulness in which silence is

included (cf. Lk 2356 TO pev a-dfifiarov ^o-z/xacraj/,
* and

on the sabbath they rested'). <nyd(a (Lk 202b%
) has

been (li-i'M-ju:-!:^' from c-iUTrdw (Mt 2031 2663
, Mk

34 934 i,,
-

i
j'.,

s ; j v i gay 19^) the former as referring
to a silence induced by mental conditions (fear,

grief, awe, etc.), the latter as a more physical term
!' : '_:-: iiply an abstinence from vocal utterance

t
^c :

-: ::.! in his Sytion. d. gr. Sprache, quoted
by Grimm-Thayer, Lex. p. 28 i). But in classical

Gr. such a distinction between err/do? and crtwTrdoj

can hardly be said to be ordinarily observed (cf.

Liddell and Scott, Lex. s.vv.), and in the NT
i]<Tvxdfa, fftydu, and <n&nrdw, when used in the sense
of holding one's peace, appear to be employed
without any real discrimination.
On the other hand, ^>t/*6o; is a stronger and

rougher word, which properly means 'to muzzle'

(fr. qbipos,
4 a muzzle 3

). It is noticeable that our
Lord addresses it only to an unclean spirit (Mk I25

=Lk 435
) or to the raging sea (Mk 4, where EV

gives
* Be still ! '). Once Mt. uses it to describe

how Jesus put the Sadducees to silence (22
34

) ; and
in the parable of the Wedding Garment it is used
(v.

12
) to express the speechless condition to which

the intruder was reduced when challenged by the

king (cf. Twent. Cent. NT 1
, 'the man was dumb-

founded ').

2. In the ordinary sense of rest or tranquillity,
In antithesis to strife and war,

'

peace
'

(elptivTj) is

found, e.g., in Mt 1034=Lk 1251
(note the contrast

with jctdxaipa), Lk 1432, Generally, however, elp^vrj
in the NT means more than this, and clearly in-

herits the larger suggestions of the Heb. D^#,
which primarily denoted a state of wellbeing,
safety, and blessedness, of which, however, peace
in the common acceptation of the term would be
one of the most important conditions. It is in this

way that we are to understand expressions like
e Now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace'
(Lk 229 ),

' his goods are in peace
*

(II
31

),
* the things

which belong unto thy peace' (19
42

). This also is

the OOTI norm ion of * Peace !' when used as a form
of salutation (Mt 1012 - 13=Lk 105- 6 24s6

, Jn 2039*

21 - 26
); though, n- ( !ii|i]nycil by our Lord, and by

His disciples ncroi.:
1

^'io His instructions, the
salutation is weighted with the larger Messianic
meaning (see below).

3. But in its predominating and characteristic
use in the NT, rip?)^ i- dUtiriciholy a Christian
word, being employed especially to' describe the
mission, the character, and the gospel of Jesus
Christ.

(1)^
Peace was a distinctive feature of Christ*s

mission. In prophetic anticipation the coming of
the Messiah was to inaugurate a reign of peace
(Is 97, Ps 72s- 7

), and He Himself was to be e the
Prince of Peace '

(Is 96 ). In the Gospel story of
His birth, the promise of peace heralds His ad-
vent (Lk I79), and

' on earth peace
'

Is sung by the
angels on the night in which He is born (2

14
). His

earthly ministry was a ministry and message of

peace.
' Have peace one with another' was one of

His injunctions (Mk 950), while of those who not
merely live in peace, but are peace-m&er$ (elprjvo-

toO, He said that they shall be called sons of God
(Mt 59

).
* Peace* was the salutation which both

the Twelve and the Seventy were bidden to use
when sent forth on their respective missions (Mt
1012f% Lk^KF-); it was the word spoken by Jesus
Himself in dismissing those whom He had healed
of their physical or moral plagues (Mk 5s4, Lk lm
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848) ; and again the greeting with which He met
His disciples after He was risen from the dead
(Lk 243G, Jn 2019- 21 - 26

). And in all these cases it

seems evident that s Peace be unto you !

' and Go
in peace 1

' are not merely conventional forms of
salutation or farewell, but refer to the blessings
guaranteed by Jesus as the Christ of God.
And yet there is a sense in which Jesus came

' not to send peace, but a sword *

(Mt 1034
,
cf. Lk

1251 ). For there is a false peace (Jer 614 S11
) ; and

with that He could ha\c noihhi^ 10 do. Jesus
would never compromise, < r peri i ! i i H U fo 1 i < >wers to

compromise, with falsehood or error or sin ; and so,
in a world where these things abound, His coming
inevitably meant division and struggle and suffer-

ing (cf. Lk 2s4- w
). Yet, for all that, peace was the

purpose of His mission, even though it had to be
attained by sending forth a sword sharp and two-

edged, as the seer saw it (Rev I 16
) a sword which

will ultimately secure the victory of the good in
the conflict with evil, and bring in the peace that
rests on righteousness (cf. Ps 727 85 10

).

(2) Peace was a quality of Chrisfs character.
The words 4 Peace I leave with you ; my peace I

give unto you' (Jn 1427) strike one of the funda-
mental notes of His personal being as that is re-

vealed to us in the Gospels. Men have been
known to make bequests when they had nothing to
leave ; but peace was a blessing which Jesus had
power to bestow, because it was Hisovn iiocul i;:r

possession. At the very centre of His IVLI ['lily life,

amidst all its vicissitudes, there always lies a pro-
found peace, which is quite different from impas-
sivity, for it is something vital and flowing like a

strong calm river (cf. Is 4818
). It was, without

"! \

' |1
'- 1

! _ v'*. --f this peace-possessing and
.- . ': :.' -i *:

:> of Jesus that drew troubled
hearts around Him ; and it was the consciousness
of having it and being able to bestow it that in-

spired that most characteristic invitation, 'Come
unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden,
and I win give you rest

?

(Mt II28).
This personal peace of Jesus must be distin-

guished, of course, from the peace of outward
circumstances. When He said,

i My peace I give
unto you/ He was just about to go forth to Geth-
semane and the juilgmciii-lial] and the cross. But
the peace He was <-orwious of lay deeper than all

trials and sufferings, for it came from the assurance
of a perfect union in thought and heart and will

with His Father in heaven (Jn 1411 - 20- 31
). Christ's

peace was like that of a white v./.ier V*>\ (ti^^\\\

to and fro by the surface waves ci '!io if'ki-. !i:r

unshaken from its place because its roots are buried

deep in the soil beneath (cf. Wordsworth, Excur-

sion, v. 555). All through His earthly life He
realized, as no other human being ever could, the
full impairing of the prophet's word,

f Thou wilt

keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on
thee >

(Is263).
(3) Peace is a characteristic blessing of the gospel

of Christ. Thus we find it constantly described
when we pass from the Gospels to the Apostolic
teaching. So characteristic of Christ's gospel is it

that this gospel is itself described by St. Paul as
' the gospel of peace

*

(Eph 615
)y and St. Peter in

the Acts 'speaks of those who publish the message
of salvation as *

preaching good tidings of peace
by Je^us Christ

3

(Ac 103{i
).

l

Peace/ indeed, be-

comes, like grace, a virtual summary for gospel
blessings, and so in the benedictory salutations of

nearly every Apostolic writer it is combined with
*

grace
'

as the distinctive gift of * God our Father
and the Lord Jesus Christ* (Bo I7, 1 Co 1s, 2 Co 1,
Gal 1s, Eph P, Ph I

2
, Col I2,

1 Th I 1
, 2 Th 1*

1 Ti I
3
, Tit 1, Philem 3

, 1 P I2, 2 P I3, 2 Jn 5
,

Jude 2
).

It is St. Paul, however, who works out most

fully the place of peace in the Christian gospel and
its immediate relation to Christ Himself. With
him e

peace
*

has two distinct meanings, correspond-
ing to two different facts of Christian experience.
(a) First, there is an objective peace the peace of

the same as the Kara\\ayij of v. 11
], Eph 2I4~17

; cf.

2 Co 5 18--1
). (#) Next, there is a subjective peace

the peace of conscious fellowship with God
which results from a living union with Christ the
Saviour. This subjective peace finds its ground in
the objective peace of reconciliation, but it is

clearly u:-|-:::^!:>\o-i from it. The other is
*

peace
with (TO /

;
Kt r>

, ; ; his is
s the peace of God which

passeth all :ir.<I'jrtii3ii!l!i^
'

(Ph 47 }. This inward
peace is one of rise f:i;ii- of the Spirit (Gal o~),
it forms part of our joy in believing (Ro 1513

), it

is a power that guards our hearts and thoughts in
Christ Jesus (Ph 47). And it is of this peace, as a
glad sense of sonship and trust wrought in the
soul by Jesus Christ, that the Apostle is thinking
when he writes :

c The Lord of peace himself give
you peace at all times, in all ways

'

(2 Th 316
}.

LITERATURE. The Lexx. of Griu:m-Tha\ er and Cremer ; Hast-
ings' DB, art.

' Peace *; WeK-, Wi,. 7'AW. of JUT, L 449 S.;
^ur-Ouv-TT' rn:-.. 1

.

: Romans* in ICC, on 51
; Beet, Jtamans, ib. ;

,J. T. ta-ob, '/.-- the Indicetter (1902), 209; J. Martineau,
Erttieavoitf- af'i-i the Cfir. Life, 54; F. W. Robertson, Sertnonsf

3rd -ser. TSu ~Tln> Human Race, 305 ; E. B. Pusey, Par. and
Cath. Ser, 1, 431 ; J, H. Thorn, Laws of Life, 9, 159, 172 ;

Phillip- TJroak!*, The Laic "/Growth, 219 ; J. B. Lightfoot, Serm.
a Si. Paul& Cath. Uti ; W. C. E. Kewbolt, Penitence and
Peace (1892). J. C. LAMBERT.

PEARL. This jewel, specially esteemed and
familiar in the East, is twice used by our Lord as
an image of the preciousness of the Christian re-

ligion : once in the saying,
* Cast not your pearls

before swine '

(Mt 76
}, and again in the parable of

the Pearl of Great Price (Mt I346}. A distinction
should be observed in the choice of this jewel as a

metaphorical expression. In the case of coined

money such as talents or pounds, the side of re-

ligion emphasized is the active life of good works,
and the lesson conveyed is that of duty. The
value of the pearl is not primarily a commercial
value ; it is something which appeals to its possessor
as a unique <i

?
!'I :':- <*V

j ^session, precious for
its own inlu 'v !

;'!, i;:i<- :" beauty and rarity,
onefh'7i<r fci \\l i: <' .ill \\\',\i a man has may be
*oU, iL-**If to be jealously treasured, not to be cast
at the feet of those to whom it has no meaning.
The pearl is not, from the purchaser's point of

view, merely a counter of commerce, it has a
beauty wliicft i-> its own, and which can be appreci-
ated only by him who knows. It stands not for

any utilitarian4 aspect of religion, but for the secret

shared between the soul ana God, which loses its

beauty and its value if it is paraded before those
who do not understand its sanctity. The main
points of the two passages would seem to be the
transcendent beauty ana preciousnesw of personal
religion, and the need of reticent reverence to

guard it. M. R. NEWBOLT.

PELECr. Mentioned as a link in our Lord's

genealogy (Lk 3s5 , AV Phalec}.

PENITENCE. See REPENTANCE.

PENNY See MONEY.

PENTECOST (% Trewrr}Koa"rtf} was one of the three

great national festivals of Israel at which all the
males of the people were required to present them-
selves every year before the Lord their God, with
an offering according to their means (Ex 2317 M2

,

Dt 1616 - 17
, 2 Ch 81S

). There is evidence that in
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the time of Christ multitudes assembled for tlie

Feast of the Favorer, the Feast of Pentecost, and
the Feast of Tabernacles, not only from all parts
of the Holy Land, "but al^o from the Jewish com-
munities* scattered throughout the Itoman Empire.
The attendance at the Passover would probably be
the largest, while the numbers at Pentecost would
embrace more Jews from

"

? ntries, the
season being more favourabl ,

'

All three
feasts have (1) a basis in tin ,;_:"V, .\ :; -,,1 T
of Canaan, (2) a reference to \>\\* !;

:

;ry o T

nation, and (3) a spiritual and t\ -
:

; .i
1 - :

^:V.
:

i ;i-(

Of the three, the Feast of the ! 'a- - <.. " ,::

in the natural \\ ,*;.". -". _!;'. Ivl.'j: the commencement
of the "barley ''i;;v\--; ,v:'' .

' dedication of the
first ripe sheaf by v:'\ Ing

'

before the Lord ; com-
- .".r.vrit :*:,* the <li ".

* r ".-.:
i of the people from

"_yri;!;;"
;

.ond.ago; anu pointing
1

forward, by the
lanib without blemibli -nc'.'Tiocd on the occasion, to

tiie Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of

the world. Of the series, the Feast of"Tabernacles
was the last, celebrating with great rejoicings the

completion of harvest and vintage ; commemorat-
ing, by the erection of booths in which tiie people
dwelt "for the week, the wanderings of their fathers
in the wilderness on the way to settled life in
r"

:

*
' "5 antitype in the rest that

'

of God, or, better perhaps,"
, Eonie yet to come, when

there shall be gathered before the throne a multi-
tude which no man can number, out of all nations,
and kindreds, and peoples, and tongues, clothed in

white robes and with palms in their hands.
Between these two national festivals came

Pentecost. As Passover signalized the commence-
ment of the grain harvest, Pentecost marked
its conclusion ; and as Tabernacles was a great
national J

h,::ik-
iL"\I'i,L' for the completed vintage

and fruit I JL!\^'. oi" the year, Pentecost was a

thanksgiving for the completed grain harvest.
1. Names. The actual word * Pentecost

*
does

not occur in the canonical books of the OT, but it

is found in To 2 l and 2 Mac I23-. Neither does it

occur in the Gospels, where the Feast itself is not
mentioned. It occurs in NT three times outside
the Gospels (Ac 21 2016

, and 1 Co 168), and in these

passages i i-- (MII]HMI"I not as a numeral adjective,
but as a -uu-: jirii\o. The Feast is called Pente-
cost because it fell on the fiftieth day counted
from Nisan 16, the day after the Passover Sabbath
(or festival day), and fulfilled the ancient com-
mand :

* Ye shall count unto you from the morrow
after the sabbath, from the clay that ye brought
the sheaf of the wave -

offering : seven sabbaths
(or weeks) shall be complete : even unto the mor-
row after the seventh sabbath shall ye number
fifty days, and ye shall offer a new meal-offering
unto the Lord 3

(Lv 23 15- 1S
, cf. Dt 169). The names

by which the Feast is known in the OT proper
exhibit its basis in the agricultur.il life of the

people. It is the s Feast of Weeks-," called from
the seven weeks reckoned from the morrow after
the Passover when they began

' to put the sickle to
the com *

(Ex 34s3,
Dt 169- i0

} 2 Ch 813
) ; the < Feast

of Harvest,' 'the firstfruits of thy labours which
thou hast sowed in the field

7

(Ex 23 Ifi

) ; the *

Day
of First Fruits/ a day of rest and holy convocation
(Nu 2S26

, cf. Ex 23*6 34*), although, like the other
Feasts, it was actually of a week's duration. By
later Judaism it was Styled Azereth (' conclusion *),

which appears in Josephus a&^Afmpfld; and *

"Day
of the Ghing of the <aw* in commemoration <*f

the revelation of the Divine Will to the people at
Sinai (Hamburger, ME, e Wochenfest '

; Edersheim,
TJie Temple, p. 227).

2. Agricultural basis. The distinctive features
of the ritual observed at Pentecost are those of a
harvest thanksgiving. When barley harvest was

begun at Passover time, the oiner or bheaf was
brought to the priest to be waved by him before the
Lord ; and this was followed by a ': '.i-o-Ti !l:.;j

< :

"

a " he-lamb without blemish of the !-. ye.:
1

." vi!i

appropriate meat- and drink-ofieri .^- ,-'
-"

'

When the grain harvest which had been proceed-
!- thuMi-h the following seven weeks reached its
-

.7;iiie..i!jii at Pentecost and the thanksgiving cele-

bration for it took place, a larger offering was pre-
scribed. Instead of the omer of barley whether

presented in the sheaf or, as would appear from
later practice, threshed and parched and made
into flour there were now two wave-loaves of the
linest wheaten flour to be brought by the people
out of their habitations and offered as"a new meal-
oiloring unto the Lord. In contrast to the Pass-
over bread, which was unleavened, these two
loaves, forming the peculiar offering of the Day
of Pentecost, were 4 bakeii with leaven,

3

which, as
the Mishna informs us, was the case in all thank-

offerings. These loaves are declared to be ' the
firstfruits unto the Lord '

(Lv 2316 - 17
), and formed

with the ^ <_..'.
""

:"-':.! >f two lambs the public
thank-offei'.'g <: ;'.; i,,ii.M to God for His good-
ness. Instead of the single lamb of the Passover,
there were now to be presented as a Ir.i- us .j:T_i".!!y
c seven lambs without "blemish of the lirss year,
and one young bullock, and two rams,

5 with ap-
propriate meat- and jivpik-ofreriiig* ; whilst a kid
of the goats was to be sacrificed"as a sin-offering
(Lv 23lb - 39

). It was in keeping with an occasion
of national thanksgiving that freewill offerings
were to be brought by the people, each as the
Lord had prospered him :

* And thou shalt rejoice
before the Lord, thou, and thy son, and thy
daughter, and thy manservant, and thy maidser-
vant, and the Levite that is within thy gates, and
the stranger, and the fatherless, and the widow,
that are among you. And thou shalt remember
that thou wrast a bondman in Egypt : and thou
shalt observe and do these statutes

'

(Dt 1611 * 12
).

Although the festival proper, as
\ye

have seen, was
confined to one day, it continued in a mir^r iVgn.-e
for a whole week, and was celebrated \viih ij'jni-

ness and rejoicing. All this made ir pc<Ti:i,';:i\

popular ; and the season of the year being favour-
able, as we have seen, for travel, it seems from
notices in Josephus, and from references in the
Acts of the Apostles, to have been frequented by a
large concourse of pilgrims from all the lands of
the Jewish Dispersion. It is now the custom among
the Jews to decorate the synagogue at Pentecost
with trees and plants and tiowers, a modern sub-
stitute for the harvest festival of former times
(see Jewish Ennjc*, art.

* Pentecost 3

; Rosenau,
Jewish Ceremonial Institutions, p. 86).

3. Historical reference. Whilst the notices in
the OT, mainly in the Pentateuch, regard Pente-
cost simply as a harvest festival, it came to be
regarded among the later Jews as c<( . ;(>,_
the giving of the Law at Sinai ! " 4 !;-.--\ :

Jubilee*, in the 1st cent. A.D. (Schtirer, GJV 3
iii.

277), makes the Feast of Weeks as old as Noah,
and associates it further with the later Patriarchs.

Josephus and Philo do not mention the giving of
the Law among the associations of the Feast/yet
many authorities, like Edersheim (loc. cit.} and
Ginsburg (Kitto's CycJopcccUa, Pentecost'), hold it

to be certain that the Jews as early as the time of
Christ commemorated the giving of the Law at
Pentecost. With this was incorporated the legend
of the Law "being delivered in seventy language,
the number of the nations of the earth, and there-
fore meant for all the families of mankind. (See
Spitta, Apostelgeschwhte, pp. 27, 28.)

4. Antitypical significance Giving of the Holy
Spirit. As the Passover lias its antitype in the
Lamb of God which taketli away the* .<in of the
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world, Pentecost has its antitype in the shedding
down of the Holy Spirit, by whom the Law is

written upon itehy tables o'f the heart, and the
bonds of intercourse between God and man are
re-knit in a spiritual anil enduring communion.
St. Paul describes the Pentecostal iit as < the fir^t-

fraits of the Spirit
'

(Ko S-J ), in accordance with the

purpose of the day. Of this momentous event we
have the record in Ac 2. If in Jewish tradition the
iirst Pentecost after the great deliverance from
Egypt was, through the giving of the Law, the

birthday of Judaism, in Christian history the Iirst

Pentecost after the true Passover Lamb had been
r>lain was, through the outpouring of the Spirit, the

birthday of the Church. The presence and work-
ing of the Spirit within the Church form the dis-

tinctive characteristic of Christianity. Gracious
and beneficent as was the presence of the Master
with His disciples, it was better, so He Himself
declared, that He should go away {Jn 167), and
that in His stead the Paraclete, with His threefold
conviction for the world, should come (vv.

8"11
).

*

Behold, I send the promise of my Father upon
you,

3

said Jesus to the Eleven and them that were
gathered with them as He was about to ascend

up into heaven ;

* but tarry ye in the city till ye
be endued with power from on high' (Lk 2&).
Then, as the Evangelist records, He led them out
until they were over against Bethany ; and while
His hands were lifted up in blessing, He parted
from them, and was carried up into heaven. * And
they worshipped Him, and returned to Jerusalem
with great joy : and were continually in the

temple, blessing God' (Lk 2-i"
J - M

).

The Temple was the chief resort of the disciples
during the period of tarrying which their Master
had enjoined ; but they continued also i ^v-.! 1.:'-:"

1

the Upper Room, now hallowed to 'i"in ^
memories of the Lord (Ac 1 13L ), continuing

6 stead-

fastly in prayer, with the women, and Mary the
mother of Jesus, and with his brethren.' And
so they waited and prajred; and, lest anything
should be lacking to their readiness for the pro-
mised blessing, they filled up, by the questionable
arbitrament of the lot, the place in the number of

the Twelve rendered vacant by the fall of Judas.
It was now the eve of the second return of the

Resurrection-day since the Lord had ascended,
and the city was crowded and astir with the pil-

grim bands which had come tip to Jerusalem for

the great annual harvest thank-giving. No doubt
they had counted the days ; and they may well
have divined that on Pentecost, the fiftieth day
since their Lord had suffered as the Passover
Lamb, their expectations would be fulfilled (Baura-
garten, Apostolic History, i. p. 41).

* The day of Pentecost was now come,
5 and at

an early hour the disciples, filled with anticipa-
tions awakened by the day, were all tojiuilior in

one place. That this place was the Temple seems
natural, considering the occasion. It is a fair

inference from the passage in St. Luke already
quoted (24

5a* 5S
), and in harmonizes with the state-

ment that 'the multitude came together' (Ac 2"*)

when the descent of the Spirit became known
abroad. It is said that the sound heard from
heaven filled

'
all the house *

(8\ov rbv QIKQV) where
they were sitting, an exaggerated form of expres-
sion if only a private dwelling is meant, whereas
'house* is the regular designation of the Temple
in the LXX and in Josephus. Hallowed as the

Upper Room had become by the institution of the
La^t Supper and the fellowship the disciples had
there enjoyed with the Risen Lord, there was a

significance bevond even that in the Temple, which
had been so long the earthly dwelling-place of

Jehovah, now being the place of the inauguration
of the dispensation in which the believing soul

is to Le the temple and dwelling-place of the
Spirit.
To those praying dixiipless, and to the Church of

which they were the representatives, came on that
eventful day the fulfilment of fc the promise of the
Father.

3

Suddenly a sound from heaven as of a
mighty ru&hing wind fell upon the ears of the
expectant band, and iilled all the house where they
were sitting. It does not appear that there was
an actual wind, hut only the sound of it per-
vading all parts of the "house. Then, as they
looked around, they beh- \1 '*:_ :.- like as of lire

distributing themselves i,.-i
.;;.

:

: ii.- building, and
alighting each upon a disciple's head. And they
were all filled -with the Holy Spirit, and began to

speak with other tongues as the Spirit gave them
utterance.

3

'They were all tn'ioil \\i~\i the Holy
Spirit

3

is the supreme and enduring blessing of
Pentecost. It is the central fact of this remark-
able narrative. Side by side with the Incarnation,
and the Atonement, and the .Resurrection, and the
Ascension of the Lord, stands the Mission of the
Comforter in the gospel scheme. As the Mosaic
dispensation was inaugurated with miracles and
supernatural signs, it was meet that the dispensa-
tion which replaced it should likewise be ushered
in with miraculous manifestations.
These manifestations must be briefly noticed.

Wind and iire are elemental emblems of the Spirit
occurring from time to time in the OT. * He shall

baptize you with the Holy Ghost and with fire*

(Mt 311) was the Baptist's prediction concerning the
Messiah, now clearly fulfilled.

e The wind bloweth
where it listeth . . . so is every one that is born
of the Spirit* {Jn S8

), was the Lord's own shadowing
forth of the Spirit's power to Nicodemus.
To the miraculous associations of Pentecost

belong the f

tongues' with which the Apostles
spake. Not unknown 1^1. .:",'{ -, l,ou.-\er, nor such
ecstatic utterances as :<';!! \-^ '".nsuliar afterwards
at Corinth and in the early Church, but tongues
in which the strangers from distant countries,
who had come to Jerusalem for the Feast, at once
recognized their own speech, and heard the mighty
works of God proclaimed. That the gift of t imbues
was a permanent endowment of the Apu>ilo- L'OI

their great work of proclaiming redemption to all

the kindred of mankind, cannot be maintained.
There is no proof that any of the Apostles of whose
labours we have a record in the Acts was thus
saved the trouble of acquiring fostrjin iun^uo-,
and supplied with the linguistic m:;ii I iiriii :<!:<-

necessary for ministering to people of other races
than their own. In fact, within the Roman
world of that day such tongues were by no means
indispensable. The Roman world, whithersoever
the Apostles went on their missionary journeys,
was to all intents and purposes of one speech, and
they could make themselves understood in Greek
in almost every ordinary case. It was only when
they travelled to the far East, or to the bounds
of the West, or away up the Nile, that their

message required another tongue. The Jews who
had come to the Feast afc Jerusalem, or perhaps, as
was the case with some, were sojottrners in the

Holy City, from out of every nation under heaven,
recognized at once the vernacular of the several

peoples among whom they were scattered the

tongue of Parthia, of Mesopotamia, of Phrygia,
of Egypt, of Arabia on the lips of one or other of
the Apostli>s ; but Greek was yet the fi/igunfrr'ncti

by which tliev could almost everywhere make
themselves understood.

'

The tongue?
' served the

immediate purpose on this historic occasion of con-

veying to the assembled multitudes the great facts

of
'

the completed redemption, in -familiar speech,

yet with unwonted impre^iveness and solemnity.
But they were, over and above this, a supernatural
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sign, not only affording a striking proof at the
moment of the presence and power of the Holy
Spirit with the Apostles, but also im-m^liin^ a

symbol of the universality of the new faii.ii, and

pointing forward to the proclamation of the glad
tidings of great joy to all the families of mankind.
Thus the legend of the giving of the Law in seventy
languages on Mt. Sinai was matched by the fact

of * the tongues
'

at Pentecost ; and the preaching
of the gospel, first in all the lands of the Jewish

Dispersion and then in all the earth, was emphatic-
ally shown forth.

5. Abiding significance. The gift of tongues
which marked the effusion of the Holy Spirit at

Pentecost was only one of several extraordinary
gifts bestowed at first upon the Church by the
Ascended Lord. These gifts continued through
the Apostolic Age, and were not only varied in

their character, but wholly distinct from the

ordinary quickening, sanctifying, and ministerial

gifts which abide in the Church through all her

history. They have passed away, and tlio,;-! 1 in

an Edward Irving and other saintly and ^if:vd .-* !*!-.

some of them may seem for a little while to re-

appear, it is His gifts of quickening, .-.im-iifvi:!^,

H ml er.nbliii*; that are the abiding bles iuy m" :lu>

Holy Spirit \o the Church, and that perpetuate the

grace of Pentecost. The permanent blessing is not
for a few, but for all believers. The Spirit had at

the Creation brooded over the face of the deep ; He
had moved holy men to utter the oracles of God ;

He had rested upon anointed kings, like Saul and
David ;

and He had dwelt without measure in the
Incarnate Son of God. Now the IM..--iuu \\ as to be
for all.

'

They were all filled with i lie ! i- >)y Ghost/
is the fulfilment of the prophecy of Joel (&b- 29

). It

is the realization also of our Lord's promise (Jn
T37

'39
}. And St. Peter in his discourse to the multi-

tudes on the day of Pentecost confirms the univer-

sality of the gift (Ac 238* 39
).

Whilst the experience of the disciples on the

day of Pentecost shows the universality of the

gift, it also attests the working of a new power
of spiritual quickening and transformation. The
Apostles themselves were transformed into new
men. By the baptism of fire they were made
courageous and brave ; their eyes were opened to

see the .-pirituality of Christ's Kingdom ; and they
were filled with a great enthusiasm for the sal-

Tation of men through the pro.K-hin;: of the cruci-

fied Christ. And such was iho no\\ or of the Spirit

accompanying St. Peter's words, that the multitude
who had assembled to see and to hear were pricked
to the heart, and cried, Men and brethren, what
shall we do ?

' And with three thousand souls

added to the little band of Apostles and believers, a
Church was born in a day. *With great power
gave the apostles witness/ and that power was the

gift of the Holy Ghost. Under the working of

the Pentecostal gift a new spirit of love takes pos-
session of them that believe, a new fellowship is

established, a new service and varied ministry in-

stituted. ThroiiiJioul the course of the Church's

history it ha-^ U:on ilio mission of the Comforter to
convince the world of sin, and of righteousness, and
of judgment ; to glorify Christ to His believing
people ; to lead the Church into all truth, and to
show her things to come ; to sanctify them that

believe; and to bestow grace upon all who serve
in any ministry according to the requirement of

the office whicfi they fill. It is His mission still ;

and the great hope of the Church and of the world
lies in the renewal of Pentecost, with its breath of

refreshing and its tongue of fire, in each successive

age.

Besides the works mentioned above, see the
Comin. on Ac 2, the articles

*

Pentecost/
'

Feasts,'
*

Pfingstfest,*
'Wochenfest* in the Encyclopaedias and Bible Dictionaries;

Benzin^er's Hel). Arch. ; Mackie's Bible Manners and Customs
;

Farrar, St. Paid, i. S3-1U4; Expositor, I. i. [1S75], 393-408;
William Arthur, The Tongue of Fire.

T. NICOL.

PEOPLE. This collective term, which occurs
about 120 times in the Gospels, is used to denote
sometimes in a lesser or mt>" ^(.i-

ii <i1 way the

people (Xads) among whom CiiiM ihvi and ful-

filled His mission, but oftener the smaller or

larger crowds of people (ox\os) who, from time to

time, and in the various scenes of His labour,
waited upon His ministry (see art. CROWD). But
*

people
:

(\a6$) is several times employed in the

religious sense that attaches to such phrases as
4 the people of God,' or *

Christ's people
'

(Mt la 26
,

Lk I17- 77 2J2
7
16

}. It is only in this latter sense
that the word calls for special notice, and as so

viewed it possesses considerable importance.
The most noteworthy thing in regard to the re-

ligious use of the word in the Gospels is, that it is

never in any of them employed by Christ Himself.
All the instances in u hit h it i> found are in narra-
tives connected with His birth and infancy, except
the one in Lk 716 ; and in this case it was the people
who beheld the restoration of the widow's son to

life who said,
* that a great prophet is risen among

us ; and that God hath visited his people.' The fact
that Christ discarded the use of the word c

people
'

in its religious sense cannot be regarded as a
matter of little or no consequence. In doing so
He must have acted with deliberate purpose, and
for reasons considered by Himself to be valid.

This view is evident from a variety of considera-
tions : (1) The religious sense of the phrase 'the

people of God 3 had occupied a place of high im-

portance in the historical relation between God
and the Hebrew race. (2) It had been oi^.-mk-nlly
associated by the OT revelation i\iili'ilic; pio-
spective advent of the Messiah and His Kingdom.
(3) .\ivni: -I;: to Messianic prophecy, the one

people of God would eventually consist of all the

peoples of the earth united in a common relation
to Him. (4) Christ was aware of these facts. He
knew that He was Himself the Jewish Messiah
and the Saviour of the world. And He was in-

spired and controlled by the idea that the object
of His mission was to bring the true and full sense
of the phrase

* the people of God '

to perfect
realization in the Kingdom of heaven. (5) If He
had chosen to do so, it wrould have been easy for
Him to express all the essential truths of His mes-
sage to mankind in terms of ' the people of God. J

Moreover, this phrase could not be without attrac-
tions for Him. Why, then, did He never let it fall

from His lips when JH! tiro-sing His audiences in

public and in private :

One of His reasons must have been the signifi-
cance of the phrase as it presented itself to His
own mind. The ideas with which He would charge
it may be inferred from the essential nature of the
truths embodied in the message He left behind
Him. In thinking of God and His people, He
would think of Him as a moral Being and of them
as moral beings. He would think of the relations
between Him and them as moral, and therefore as
founded in this direct inward relation to them as
individuals. He would think also of His relation
to them as absolutely impartial, and of their rela-
tions to Him as absolutely eq ual. And for all these
reasons He would thinly of the relation between
God and His people, as His people, as in no sense

legal, and as not permitting Him to show towards

any people in particular either national favour or

political privileges. Finally, all this implies that
Christ A\ould think of God and His people in terms
of purely moral nnhorsality. Hut if such is the

meaning that He would nt.iach to the phrase
alluded to, does not that seem to favour His use
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of it, and to make His rejection of it still more
difficult to understand? Quite the reverse, as
another reason shows.
As a teacher, Christ had to consider not only the

meaning that He attached to the phrase Himself,
but also the meaning attached to it by the Jews
uinony whom He taught, and who believed that
rhey tlicir..-clve t

s were the people of God, and they
alone of all the peoples of mankind. The people
of Israel were the people of God. This was one of
the most essential and distinctive dogmas of the

fully developed, orthodox, and official Judaism
with which our Lord everywhere and always had
to reckon as a teacher ; and this dogma, adhered to
and upheld by the fanatical zeal of the rigid and
conservative devotees of Judaism, \\as the most
embarrassing that He had to reckon with as a
teacher sent from God. For what did the dogma
in question mean and imply? It rested upon a
denial of the essential oneness of the relation of
God to all the peoples of the world, and of the
essential oneness of the relation of all the peoples
of the world to Him. It was founded in the notion
that the relation between God and His people was
national, and that the nature of the national bond
was not moi,;l ""-M! ,,!. For Divine righteous-
ness and the o , : * faith, the only real and
permanon {. because moral, conditions on which
the i o la Lion ^ between God and His people repose,
it substituted ancestral descent from Abraham,
and the observance of the national rite of circum-
cision. And the only way, it contended, for
Gentiles to obtain admission within the circle of
the people of God, was to become Jews by observ-

ing this national rite. It is manifest, then, that
the ideas of Judaism and the ideas of Christ on
the subject of

e

the people of God 3 were in direct
and complete antagonism to one another. This
fact Christ had to consider, and it was neces-

sary for Him as a teacher to weigh the question
as to what the inevitable consequences would be
for Himself and His cause, if He attempted in the
course of His teaching to present and explain His
ideas on the subject of

' the people of God '

in their
real and inherent antagonism to the ideas on the
same subject which had become fixed and hardened
in the perverted Judaism of His time. Evidently
He came to the conclusion that the handling of
this subject would involve Himself and the inter-
ests of His mission in great risks and dangers. It
is certain that such would have been the ease.
For if He had taught and insisted o'\

' T

,

'

ance of the iniih- of moral unity and .".
that belong to the relations between <'>' .. ! I

'

people as He understood them, the bigoted ad-
herents of Judaism would have forthwith resented
His teaching and made Himself the object of their
fanatical and malignant hostility. Fie ilicnsforo

persistently iirioi.'-l the phrase
c the people of

Go<L' It \\ji- hi niily expedient for Him to do so.

But the ,nii.|.ii.'i' of this course did not entail

any compromise of those truths of moral unity and
universality that are of the essence of the relations
in which God stands to His people and they to Him.
He showed His sense of the greatness and validity
of these as well as of other moral truths, and
secured the interests attaching to them, by two
other vastly important things that He did as a
teacher. In the iirsit place, He embedded all the
truths of moral unity and universality referred to
in His parables, which He spoke as illustrative
of the rich and diversified order of ideas presented
by Him under the designation of * the kingdom of
God.' His reason for couching these ideas in para-
bolic forms He Himself explained (Mt 131(>-16

). His
explanation implies that He would have preferred
to employ a more explicit way of communicating
the ideas in question if circumstances had per-

mitted ; that the hearts of the adherents of the

existing perverted Judaism had been blinded and
hardened by the influence of their system ; that
it was impossible for them to see the truth and
validity of these ideas ; and that they were not in
a mood to extend to them or to Himself toleration.

Such was His reason for speaking of the Kingdom
of heaven in parables. The true meaning of the
latter was veiled from the enemies of the truth

by the blindness of their eyes. But, on the other

hand, the parables, He knew, would preserve the
essence of the truth as He had taught it, and to
all who were of the truth the latter would in due
time become revealed.

But, secondly, Christ guarded and effectively

in the relations between God and His people, moral

unity and moral universality are founded on their
human side on moral individuality. In any case,

therefore, it would have been necessary for Christ
to give to moral individuality a place of supreme
importance in His teaching. And this is precisely
what He did. He knew and never lost sight of

the truth that moral unity and universality can
never come to actual realization in the Kingdom
of heaven, or, in other words, in the relations be-
tween God and His people, unless in so far as men
are saved, and become morally perfect as indi-

viduals. And therefore He not only gave His just
and constant consideration to the individual, but
held up before His disciples the moral perfection
of God, their Father in heaven, as the ideal which

they should strive individually to realize in their
own character and life (Mt "S43

"48
). This is the

basis on which moral unity and universality are
realized in the relations of men to God as His

people. W. D. THOMSON.

PERJ3A. 1. Name and extent. The name (?

Ilepcwa), while constantly used by Josephus, is not
found in LXX or XT, in both of which it is repre-
sented by the equivalent ?rpav TQV 'lopSdvov =
msnwz (cf. Is 91

[Heb. S23
], Mt 435

, Mk 101
). Judaea,

Galilee, and Peraea were reckoned by the Jews
themselves as the three Jewish provinces. The
division is repeatedly assumed in the Mishna
(Schurer, IIJP, 11. i."2; cf. Jos. BJy in. iii. 3).

The population of Persea was, however, never so

thoroughly Jewish as that of Judsea, or even of

Galilee. In"both Galilee and Peraea political vicis-

situdes had occasioned a large IriU:r:n:i;^li:i*r <?

Jewish and Gentile elements. Not\viti:sci!:tli"^
the close neighbourhood of the three provinces,
the differences of (*:<: r .\i>t-

ir:o i
:(-r. had produced

differences of custoi :
- iV-i I:MI <:-. which gave to

each of them an independent life of its own, and
caused them to be regarded as in certain respects
different countries (Schurer, I.e.).

The name *

Persea,
3
like the names of many of

the districts east of the Jordan, was somewhat
loosely used, having a wider and a narrower sig-
nification. Josephus (Lc.) states the length of
Persea as from Maehserus to Pella, i.e. from the
Arnon to the Jabbok, and its breadth as from

Philadelphia and Gerasa to the Jordan, limits

corresponding with those of the modern Belk&.
But in -BJ, TV. vii. 3, he calls Gadara ' the metropolis
of Persea.

* In what sense he uses this term there

is no means of ascertaining, but he must intend to
include under the name * Persea' the region ex-

tending north from, the Jabbok to the Yarmnk
(Hieromax), close to which river Gadara stood,
that is to say, aH that the Hebrews meant by
*

beyond the Jordan/ His usage may depend on
whether he happened at the moment to be referring
to the district which was more completely Jewish,
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or to the whole region, which was governed as one,

;uid which included the Hellenistic towns of the

Deeapolis (Ant. XIII. ii. 3, iv. 9). Penea in its

more limited sense corresponded with the kingdom
of Silion, or Keuben and a part of Gad. In its

larger signification it was from SO to 90 miles from
north to south, and about 25 from east to west.

2. Characteristics. As regards its physical
features, Penea consists for tlie most part of an
elevated tableland, rising rapidly from the Jordan

valley, but broken by frequent gorges and moun-
tain torrents. It was, ac<-</idi';^ to Mukaddasi, pro-

verbially cold. Josephus (BJ, "in. iii- 3) says that,

while larger than Galilee, it is mostly desert and

rough, and much less adapted than that province
for the cultivation of fruit. Still he admits that

it is in parts very fertile, and produces all kinds of

fruits, and its plains are planted with various trees,

chiefly the olive, the vine, and the palm. It is

sufficiently watered by streams from the moun-
tains and" by springs which do not fail even in

summer.

gra
He

Mukaddasi (c. 985 A.D.) says that the Belka district is rich in

ain and flocks, and has many streams which work the mills.

He divides Svria into four belts, from the Mediterranean east-

wards. Of the third and fourth he writes :
' The Third Belt is

that of the valleys of the Ghaur (the Jordan valley), wherein
are found mativ villages and streams, also palni trees, well-

cultivated fields, an-'i *:"l :_o \ V>s :-.-. . . The Fourth Belt

is that bordering or I-L ,. '-v-r;. 'I I", : .:.;*:- here are high
and bleak, and the c. :: a. <-<.?',

:

,"t - t.i.r. <,. rno waste; but it

has many villages, with springs of water, and forest trees.' He
also mentions the hot springs of the district, naming- those of

Al-ffamrnah. Guy le Strange, whose translation has just been

quoted, thinks that the hot springs of Gadara or Amatha in the
Ynnuu!: \allev are those referred tot and he adds in regard to

lisem, Tiiai
* round the large basin may still be seen the remains

of vaulted bath-houses. The sanitary properties of these

sulphurous waters are highly extolled by many ancient writers,
and to this day they have maintained their reputat:cn among-
the Bedawm and fellafyln of Palestine, so muoh so thai the

bathing-place is regarded by all parties as a neutral ground'
(Description of Syria, by Mukaddasi, tr. by Guy le Strange
{Pal. Pilgr. Text Soc.]). Of the Jordan valley Merrill (East of
the Jordan, p. 438) says :

* From the Zerka (Jabbok) to the Sea
of Galilee (i&.) it is exceedingly fertile ; and in any period when
the country was settled and a good go

1

.

"

\ >

must have been one of the most wealthy *["
.....

>'
' '

of Palestine for the raising of wheat and "i ;>*,. .-..'.

the foot-hills would afford excellent pasturage.'
"

3. Histo3?y, population, etc. Under the will of

Herod the Great, Galilee and Pereea were united
for purposes of govern rnprif under Antipas, and
this arrangement \\n- conLirnic'd by Augustus. As
these two provinces had but a very short common
boundary where Galilee touched the Jordan north
of Samaria, it might have seemed more natural to

combine Persea with the regions north of the Yar-

ittuk, or with Samaria. But affinities of race
and religion (cf. Jos. Ant, XX. i. 1 ; G. A. Smith,
HGrHL, p. 539) plainly suggested the wisdom of

governing them together. For the same reasons
Jews journeying between Galilee and Judsea often

preferred to "go by way of Penea, where they were

among their own countrymen, rather than pass
through Samaria (the more direct route), where
they incurred the risk at least of insult (Lk 9s3 , Jn
44 - 9

; cf. Edersheim, LT, i. 394 ; Jos. Ant. XX. vi. 1).

They used the fords opposite Beisan, north of

Samaria, and Jericho, south of it. The northern
parts of Peraea mingled with the region of the

beeapolis, where in the towns there was a vigorous
Hellenistic civilization, and apparently north of
the Yarmuk the Jewish element of the population
was inconsiderable. The strongly Jewish character
of Peraea is indicated in the Gospels. John the

Baptist worked there during part of his ministry
(Jn 3s6 1040). In Persea multitudes gathered round
Christ, among whom were Pharisees uho entered
into controversy with Him and displayed all the
animus of their sect (Mt 19^'}* Mothers, evidently
Jewish, brought their children to be blessed (Mk
1018

), and the ruler who had kept the whole Law

PEB-EA

sought an answer to his question (Mt 1916 ). The
mission of the Seventy was to Penua, and although
the restriction laid upon the Twelve (whose num-
ber corresponded with that of the tribes of Israel),

'Go not into any way of the Gentiles' (Mt 105 - 6
),

is signiiicfintlv absent in the ease of the Seventy
(whose number is typical of the nations of the

earth), yet the scope of our Lord's ministry makes
it evident that they were to encounter, at least for

the most part, Jews.
The iisi .ii., !;,:! / Greek settlers into the

country ;i-. 01 -1 01 :,.': probably began with

the presence there of Alexander the Great, and
the towns of Pella (no doubt named from^ the

Macedonian city which was Alexander's birth-

place) and Dion may have been founded by him,
as Steph. Byz. states in a somewhat corrupt

passage, or by some of Ms followers.
_

Besides

these towns, many other powerful Hellenistic com-

munities sprang into existence, and nourished in

the midst of a population from which they were

separated by their distinctive culture, and, in so

far as it was Jewish, by the practice of heathen

worship. The Maccabees (B.C. 166-135) en-

deavoured to withdraw the Jews (who presumably
were at that time the smaller section of the in-

habitants) to JudfBa ( 1 Mac S45'54
). John Hyrcanus

country from Lake Merom to the Dead Sea com-

pletely under his control (Jos. Ant. XIII. xv. 4;

Sehiirer, HJP, i. i. 192, 297, 306). He took Hippos,
Gadara, Pella, Dion, and other important towns,
and extinguished the Greek culture which had
nourished in them. He forced them to assimilate

Jewish manners and ideas, and those places which
would not submit he destroyed. In B.C. 64 the

Roman province of Syria was formed, and under

PoTnpe.y ;md Gabinius the :

:;

''' "
:;:*! 1

<-iii<> \\ore rebuilt, and the I !": " "
:

"

-

regained their independence. Indeed, the sym-
pathy of Pompey was long remembered by them,
as is attested by the numerous coins which have
been found impressed with his era. It was prob-

ably he who organized the Decapolis (the term

77 Ae/ccbroAis- is found first in the Koman period).
See DECAPOLIS.
In B.C. 20, Herod the Great obtained permission

to appoint his brother Pheroras tetrarch of Persea

(Ant. XT. x. 3 ; BJ, I. xxiv. 5). Pheroras after-

wards incurred the enmity of Herod, and retired

or was driven to Peroea, where he died, not im-

probably by poison (BJ, I. xxix. 4). At his death
-it.c. I/ 1 1 en i left Galilee and Persea to his son

Antipas (Ant. XVII. viiL 1). The tribute paid by
these provinces was 200 talents (Ant. XVII. xi. 4),

Antipas ruled with the title of tetrarch till his

banishment in A.D. 39 by Caius Csesar, who added
his tetrarchy to the dominions of Agrippa (Ant.
xvill. vii. 2). Antipas was therefore in authority
in Galilee and Persea during the whole lifelime of

John the Baptist and of Christ.

Among the towns of Persea, Pella has a special
interest as having been twice the refuge of the
Christians fleeing from Jerusalem, in A.D. 68, and

again in A.0. 135, when under Hadrian Jerusalem
was taken for the second time n rid it .-* namo '-handed
to jElia. The fact that Pella was a heathen city
may have been an inducement to the Christians
of Jerusalem to peek refuge in it, as it would not
attract the hostility of the Romans. Merrill (East
of the Jordan, p.

462 f.
)
thinks that Christ prob-

ably several times passed through the Jordan

valley and may well have visited Pella itself. His

preaching nuiy have been successful there, and
His connexion' with the town such as to suggest it

as a refuge to the Christians.
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LITERATURE. Besides authorities cited, above, see Hastings'
DB, artt. 'Peraea/ 'Gadara,*

*

Decapolis,' ^Macheerus'; Thom-
son, Land and Book. For later history, Guy le Strange,
Palestine under the Moslems.

"

A. E. HOSS.

PERDITION. See DESTEUCTION.

PERDITION, SON OF.See JUDAS ISCAKIOT

PEREZ. Mentioned as a link in our Lord's

genealogy (Mt I3, Lk 3W, AY Pharea).

PERFECTION (OF JESUS). Christian writers

generally take for granted the perfection of their
Lord. They point to the records, and declare that
such is the impression which they make on the
honest reader. And that is not the n c'v T

j.u"*:.
1

of the question which it seems. Me 1

; :.-
'

goodness by the eye. The vision of -,.
:

i; -i ;

first ; thought comes later with its justifications.
1. One note of perfection, though iMiMcK .< I'.t-^a-

tive one, is sinlessness. He 415
-<\\

- l:<u i 'i-jii^l- I j o

was tried in all things as we are, Christ remained
without sin. Can that be proved or made clear?
Certain difficulties suggest themselves. (1) Only
the merest fragment of that life is known. Before
His story begins, Jesus had lived for thirty years
in this world, which is full to overflowing of all

manner of sin. How can we be sure that no stain
ever touched the purity of His soul during all those
buried years, silent for ever now in quiet Nazareth ?

(2) There is also the whole story of a man's inward
life ; the dreams of the secret heart, the fancies
cherished in the recesses of fond

" "
'
"

.

1-I

converse which the soul holds wi V-
'

.
.

record can lay bare that hidden and withdrawn,
but most real and vital, region of the spirit's life,

with all its startling depths and ur:C-\pected ii^orie^ ?

One witness can testify of that tlv spirit"*- ov.n
consciousness in the presence of God, who has been
the unseen companion of all that life. And we
gather from the Gospels that Jesus was weighed
down by no sense of sin. It is the saints who have
the keenest sense of sin. Their inward thought
has always placed them in a line with the publican
in the Temple who would not so much as lift his

eyes to heaven, but smote on his breast and cried,
4

God, be merciful to me a sinner
3

{Lk IS13).

Jesu-. Misong tlm -j-:nS% is unique in this matter :

no \r?'tl of Mjli'-n'projiHs. no hint of any thought or

inward struggle which He deplored, ever falls from
His lips. See, further, art. SINLESSNESS.

2. Another note of perfection is that Jesus stands
above the various types and classes of men.

Humanity is parcelled out among men. They
have their peculiar excellences and differences;
but these are usually only a part of our human
nature. The most royally endowed among men are
but fragments. Our life is composed of three ele-

ment* --thought, and will, and feeling ; and accord-

ing as one or other of iln^c may prcponderaT^. wo
have men of action, meii of iliou;JiT. IIUMI <>f p*i ion.

Jesus eludes any such < !<'--<ili<-mioM : He.- i;;i^ nn'rii-

ties with each of them ; their excellences inhere in

Him with none of their defects.

(a] Jesus has affinities with the artist and the

poet. His eye rested on the beauty of the earth,

with the poet's joy and understanding. The
common sights mirror themselves in His teaching :

the lilies in their
glory^,

the birds among the

branches, the ravens seeking their food from God,
seed-time and harvest, sowing and reaping^ The
face of this goodly universe spake joy within His
heart. And H> looken 1 v itli loving, discerning eyes
on all the pageant of human life. When we read
His words, the life of His day flows past us. And
His glance was deep as well as wide. With what

irony He sketches the indecision of the Pharisees,

VOL. II. 22

in the story of the children who will play neither
at funerals nor at ^ o 1 l:ii^

-
! What deeper criticism

of a prudential ihorallry i> there than in the words
' he that saveth his life" shall lose it

'

? what clearer
' -:

t'
*

hopelessness of a man's attempt
- -i

" "

.. , than the parable of the house
swept and gar^i-ln-.: bi-: t inpty ? There is His
indictment uf tue I'iMvixC'e- (Mt 23). It is the
most passionate invective in literature. But the
marvel of it, the inner justification of it, is that
there with utter clearness and precision He lays
bare the essential evil of Pharisaism. Passion

easily contents itself with strong* denunciation.
The words of Jesus are a stream of lava seven times
heated from a burning- heart ; but they are full of

light ; they track the hidden ways of pride and
self-seeking in the religion-* heart. We see in them
the thinker, the seer j/eioie whose glance secret

things lie op_en and bare, as well as the prophet
with his passion for simplicity and truth.

Jesus was an artist also in His teaching. He
was not content to bring before men truths about
God and the way of life. He clothed His teaching
in beauty. He uttered the deep things of the King-
dom in parables. And these are simple, pellucid,
beautiful as with the loveliness of waters stilled at
even. See art. POET.

(b) There are the men of action, men in whom
the will is predominant. Jesus shows them their
ideal. He was no dreamer, but a man of deeds.
Will was as mighty in Him as thought. He im-

pressed all with a sense of power and mastery.
The people rea-gnmVi that note in His teaching :

He spake with authciriry, and not as the scribes.

It was felt at Nazareth when they took up stones
to stone Him and He passed through their midst

(Lk 430 }, and at Gethsemane when the soldiers fell

back before the majesty of His bearing (Jn 18).
He dominated friend and foe by the calm strength
of a sovereign will. And His days were tilled with
active service, teaching; and healing", so that St.

Peter summed up His life as that of One *who
went about doing good

*

(Ac 1088}. Men of action
have their limitations. Their energy outstrips the
illumination of their minds ; they work for the day
and its needs ; their outlook is narrow and dim.
But Jesus ever fed the *.""'_- "f action with

thought He was no less :'':' !.:-;. years of age
when He was baptized in Jordan. He had been
content to live with His thought^ and simple
duties, perfecting there, in patient obedience, mind
and heart and will for the great work. And even
after the baptism, when the call had come, He
went first to the wilderness, there in prayer and
meditation to understand His work and His own
heart. And often He stole away from the crowd,
from the blinding pressure of constant activity, to

gather light and balance in prayer (Mk I 35 G46
, Lk

612
, Jn 8 J

). Hence the crown which rests on His
activities'. He never turned aside from His path.
One purpose shapes every word and act from the

beginning. Will sits untroubled on its throne,
whatever dissonances of earth be round Him,
though world and friend and foe conspire to turn
Him aside. And peace rests upon all He does.

There was no hurry in His hands, no Irarry in His
feet. His life was full, crowded with incident;
but it flowed on quiet, unchanging, harmonious as a

poet's dxeam. The mountain with its peace and

quietness, its hours of prayer and stlil thought,
was His place of transfiguration. There He looked
into the Father's purpose, till the glory that lay

beyond and the love that shone through it kindled

their reflexion on His face, till He saw His way so
< loiirly that Tie could never miss it, never be in any
hesitation about, if.- -the way, amid the conflicting

passions of men, to His throne on Calvary.
(c) There remains another great class, the men of
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passion. Among them have been some of the

greatest and sweetest of the children of men-
gentle souls with the grace of sympathy and self-

forgetfulness ; generous and magnanimous souls

like David, whose inspirations have been to men
an abiding memorial of the beauty of chivalry;
heroic <*f uuili like Paul and Luther, who change
the current of human life. Jesus is the Lord of all

such. Men of thought or action grow great often-

times at the expense of their heart ; but in Jesus

the heart has equal sway with the mind or the will.

He was full of vnnpathy. The sick and the sorrow-

ful never appealed to Him in vain ; His hand was
laid gently and lovingly on the loathsome body of

the leper ; the sinful and outcast knew there was
.;! .!

'
:> and ;_<>!> j;i'",-.,ment with Him.

And His miracles of !

i
k
; :

"

i : .:

"

. <
* never demonstra-

tions, seals of His Mo-i.-i'i-l
1

:;. ; personal sym-
pathy was their source and regulator. But Jesus

does not throw the r
" '

;
-i ,\^ \. 'Hissanity

of judgment is as \ .>-.. \ . His depth ^of

sympathy
3

(Peabody, Jesus Christ and the Social

Question, p. 85). lie could not look on the adul-

terous woman brought to Him for judgment He
felt for her so ; but though He would not condemn,
neither did He excuse ; He said,

*

Go, and sin no
more '

(Jn 82 "11
). His gospel was that there is in-

finite patience and forgiveness with God ; and yet
there are no sterner words in the NT than His.

He who told the parable of the Prodigal Son told

also the parables of the Ten Virgins, the Man
without the Wedding Garment, and the Talents.

And the woman who bathed His feet^in Simon's

house, and Zacchseus who lodged Him for the

night, and Peter who listened to Him in the boat,
all bear witness how, in His gracious presence, the

sincere soul felt the evil of sin and the inflexible

order of righteousness as it had never felt them
before.

3. The law of His life, its ultimate value. It is

objected that an essential imperfection cleaves to

the individual, however balanced the elements of

humanity in him may be. He belongs to one age
and people ; and the ideal of his day, which is only in

a state of becoming, and is surely passing away into

some higher, fuller ideal, as the thought and experi-
ence of the race widen, inevitably bounds his

spirit. Growth is the mark of all things human.
The ideal of the good man grows ; it draws to itself

elements from different nations and different times ;

it passes through subtle clian-jc^ and permutations.
God speaks to men at sundry timo- and in divers

manners ; and not only great"men, but nations, are
His prophets to the spirit of the wide world which
is travailing with the perfect ideal of man. So the
individual can never have permanent or universal
value. As the Abbe Galieni says, 'One century
may judge another century, but only his own cen-

rury iiuiy jii'l^e the individual.
5

Tlv;J ( i\
"

true
of Iho ordinary man, or even of . ,'' ,.' -i" and
saints, whose character ever seems strange and

partially distasteful or even unintelligible to men
of other races and times ; it is

" "*

*
J

. 3

of Jesus. He stands not at th ,;' I
'

. \ .

He judges it and all times : He judges His own
people and all peoples. He took their highest ideas
of God and of moral duty and purified these, making
them the light of io-dny. Jehovah, the Holy One
of Israel, became i ho l-'ju hov in heaven whose name
is Love ; and the chosen people of God, all the
immortal spirits God has made in His own image.
And that idea wrought itself out perfectly in His
(iu(-liin.f ,iii-l r-niidii'"^. T+ is in penicillin-- that
Hut ini'iil'd'* i:i-i^li! Kir-ii'd. Jesus identified the
v. ill oMiul u iih jiii jii<nl

,if men; and He found
that good in the universal elements of human life.

He emptied religion of all national and accidental
elements. He passed by all customs and observ-

ances that were of His dajr and race ; He removed
all barriers and limits which men put to human
brotherhood. And so, though born among the

most exclusive of nations, a son of Abraham after

the flesh, He is no Jew : He is the first Citizen of

the world ; in Paul's revealing phrase,
' the last

Adam.'
Nor is the ideal of Jesus subject to time. There

is progress in all things, but not in_
the same way.

Knowledge moves from point to point. In mathe-
matics and in all the mechanical sciences we pass
with sure foot from one thing i.;ii': -M !> another.

But as we enter the region of r->> .:li > , all that

is changed. The art of to-day, whether in litera-

ture, painting, sculpture, architecture, is not neces-

sarily better than the art of even a distant yester-

day. There are creative times in the world's

history when a great idea is expressed, and it

becomes the task of centuries to understand and
assimilate it. Jesus is the Creator of a new spiritual
era. His work was to found a Kingdom, spiritual
in nature, world-wide in extent. Th.

'

ir-

is based on what is ultimate in our , .

Fatherhood of God, whose name is Love, and the

brotherhood of men. Such a Kingdom is the liner

breath and inspiration, the inner meaning and end,
of all the imperfect, transient societies of earth.

And such alone will satisfy the individual ; for the

end of personality is love. The ideal of Jesus may
gather content in and through all the experiences
and relations and offices of those who live in this

Kingdom. His spirit will bear fruit within the

Kingdom beyond what it could ^. -. ^-.'"i I* >,

days He lived on earth, revealing
"

: M i <? r < '. .

But never will the mind of the world pass beyond
the bounds of that ideal, or draw light from any
further source.

Jesus is the Lord of the new society, not only
because He enunciated with perfect clearness its

ultimate law, but because He Himself followed this

law unerringly in His own life
' without being let

or hindered, as we are, by the motions of private
passion and by self-will

'

(M. Arnold, St. Paul, p.

45). The absoluteness of this obedience is attested

by the trials to which it was put. T"
"

'\

good man must not merely show
'

",
obedience ;

he must be sifted as wheat ; he mut
meet trial and temptation in their extremest rigour
and subtlest form. Only so can the supremacy of

goodness in him be affirmed. Jesus was thus tried.

And the trial served only to make clear the perfect
identification of His mind with the heart and will

of the Father. (For the possibility of the tempta-
tion of a sinless Being, see art. TEMPTATION).

(1) Filial relation to God. In the wilderness
Jesus met the trials of the future.

^
He had there

to come to an understanding with Himself, to know
precisely what His mission was and what were the
means of its accomplishment. One suggestion was
to turn stones into bread. The loving soul will

be tempted from the side of pity. To the heart o

Jesus His countrymen's need of bread and of help
to a better social state WOT.' 1 .

1 be pre-enr.
But He turned aside to His ',

'

wa> to food

them with the words that proceed out of the mouth
of God.
Renunciations are the lowly gateways on the

narrow road of obedience. They are a measure of
a man's moral sagacity, Ms clearness of vision
both of his duty and of the means of realizing it, his

simplicity of spirit and freedom from vanity or
* elf- \vill.' Men are readily drawn aside, the lower
sort by suggestions of vanity an-"! "! f ": i

;

i '.,

the higher by the vision of some :/ ! ':-!;.! \ \

realized. The world of political and industrial
and social problems is a lower world than that in

which Jesus wrought. It is a realm of expediency ;

its conditions change from age to age. The leaders
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there are men of affairs, men of practical wisdom,
taught to discern what is immediately possible.
The world will never lack such guides, for riches

and honour and power gatlior <ii:i< kly io them.
Jesus kept aloof from such <|iK-i nm-. Mo walked
a more >olf-denying road, though one more fruit-

ful of good, to the world. He was not sent save as
MIO ]iii\ *i( i.i n of sick souls and the shepherd of lost
:"<-.

'

1 1 \\<i -. His to found a Kingdom not of this

world, the Kingdom of God : and to provide, by
His teaching and by the manifestation of His own
loving heart in suffering and in death, what would
quicken faith, and hope, and love in men through-
out all lands and all times.

The Messianic idea was another great tempta-
tion. Evil is here entwined in all things ; temp-
tation lurks within a man's purest and highest
aspirations. Men must always work with the
instruments at their hand. Jesus came with the
consciousness of being

' God's final messenger,
after whom none higher can come '

(Wernle, Begin-
nings of Christianity., Eng. tr. i. 45). He had to

appeal to the popular expectation, their hopes of
the Messiah soiled by ignoble thought. The
popular thought is ever on a lower plane than the

Divine, and becomes a difficulty and a temptation
to the servants of God. When Jesus saw Himself
as the long-looked-for Messiah, all the worldly
hopes that clung to the office in the thoughts of
Rabl'i or |n -M-M- flowed in upon Him, There were
the <'\i'<'< i<i;i-iii of political glory, and the worship
of force, in the popular mind. There was the
Rabbinic expectation of a kingdom of right obedi-
ence set up miraculously by God through the
sudden appearance of the Messiah a more refined,

seemingly pious expectation, full of trust in God
only and of zeal for His glory. These were the

thoughts and hopes which rose up at the claim of

Messiah. In the wilderness Jesus had to face

them : He had to come to a clear
*

', "'".
p

the nature of the M i- I- TO< . ,

means He had to use .'. : ,,. There every-
-* '

,
!;: ." ; -.-

:
. \ ,

1 fell from His idea of it.

T'i" r. i \ .Vi- ^ .

' ,me spiritual; the glory
of Israel became universal ; the way of its estab-

lishment was to be through an appeal to the honest
heart's faith in God as the highest good and the

convincing vision of goodno : m<l for Himself
not any success and jrlory. bin -iiU'crin^. and shame,
and death. These elements ot His purification
of the Messianic idea only emerged gradually in

His teaching, but they were present to His con-

sciousness at the beginning, when He determined
to worship God only, and to serve Him in simple
obedience to His highest Chor.'jli!. Making no com-

promise with the Prince of i iii- u*- 1 !; (Mt 4]0
).

Jesus had to meet again in the world all those

temptations which He had vanquished in His

thought. The people desired to in<i Kr 1 1 i n> \\ nv (Jn
610 ). He made it the occasion of -In \v ir-^cionrh the

spiritual nature of His mission, and reaped for His
faithfulness their disbelief. The temptation came
closer. Peter, in love, took Him aside and rebuked
Him when He sought to prepare the disciples'
hearts for the shame and death before Him. Peter
was the mouth -piece of the Prince of this world,

pointing out the lower way (Mt 1621-2S). From the

lips of mother and brethren the same temptation
came. His mother whisperer! ,

'

They have no wine '

(Jn 2s
) ; His brethren said,

' Go into Judsea (where
the great and powerful are), that thy disciples also

may see the works that thou doest' (Jn 73* 4
).

Temptation thus entrenched itself against Him
among the sanctities of the heart. Jesus, ^as

in

the wilderness, triumphed by simple obedience.

He put the temptation aside with the words,
* Mine

hour is not yet come '

(Jn 2~>-t). He had no ear for

any of the suggestions of policy or worldly prudence,

whose hour is alway ready ; He was a man under
authority, waiting for the call of the Father ; and
clear and sweet above the discordant voices of the
world that call ever came, and He followed it to

Calvary. There His obedience was perfected (Jn

(2) Brotherly relation to men. There were no
limits to Jesus' -ympatliy and love for men. (a) The

< I
1

;-
'-::- i.!< r:^

: 'r- : Hi*- day did not impair His
!; i ; iii-'-i M

'

sinful and the outcast. He
discerned clearly their worth. That is a witness
to His brotherhood. For interest and affection are
the lights which illumine the personality of others ;

only by them can we read their hidden worth,

especially when obscured by the dominant thought
and prejudices of the day. Jesus discerned the

spiritual soundness which mu;ht underlie sins of

passion, the capacity of generosity with its heal-

ing power, the quick and deep response to a gospel
of forgiveness in the humility of ""', '.:-,.
hearts, the sacred soil where love gi-~ ,, i vLlv .

IS13
, Mt 21-8-S2

). And He drew nigh unto men in

brotherly love as xho phy-Vir.r of sick souls, the
faithful shepherd -er^i'ii: ::i 'ost sheep of God,
though thereby He outraged the sentiments of the
Pharisees (Mt 9n II 19

,
Lk 152 197

) 3 though His
friendship with them was helping to raise the
cross on which He was slain. The *-im|.li<-ily of
Jesus' feeling of brotherhood for them i- v iint:--cd

by the fact that they drew near to Him gladly (Lk
151

, Mt 910
).

(b) 'No single social type monopolized the sym-
pathy or acceptance of Jesus 3

(Peabody, op. cit. p.

ii04). The zealot and the publican met in the
inner circle of His disciples: Mary of MV.^li la.

out of whom went seven devils, and J< <'! pa, '"ic

wife of Herod's steward, united to minister to Him
of their substance. He was equally at home in
Simon the Pharisee's house and at the table of
Levi or Zacchseus, with their different clientele ; in

private talk with Nicodemus, a master in Israel,
and at the wayside well with the woman of
Samaria. His help in sickness was for rich and
poor, in all circumstances and conditions the

solitary leper, and r , i. *; . ".^-i
1

. in the
streets of Wain ; the ,: .' ;

'

, i

:

: \ c
. years,

friendless and helpless, and the oonti-servaub of the
household of the Roman centurion, whose name
was held in honour throughout all Capernaum ;

the daughter of Jairus, a ruler of the synagogue,
and the daughter of a nameless Gentile woman of

Syro-Phoenicia. Arid His brotherhood went beyond
the bounds of nations. He made the Samaritan
the hero of His story of neighbourline^ ; He praised
the faith of the Koman centurion ; He pointed to
God's care of Naaman the Syri ',".

"'

widow of Zarephath. Jesus .

in express terms the doctrine !

man. That was not His way. He dealt not in
notions or abstractions. He rather inspired a

spirit which sooner or later would burst all the

swaddling-bands that confined humanity, and which
expressed itself in the words of him who under-
stood best the spirit of the Master,

* Where there
is neither Greek nor Jew, circumcision nor un-
circumcision, barbarian. Suliian. 1-ond nor free'

(ColS11
). Illumination i IH^ i T( ! i I'M- heart.

(c) In Him love won also its ultimate triumph,
viz. over wrong and hate.

' I say unto you. Love
your enemies,' etc. (Mt 544). That is an ideal which
thought may win ; but it has been fully realized

only in Him who suffered the contradiction of sin-

ners with unfailing patience and serenity of heart,
and who prayed on the cross for those who placed
Him there, and who reviled Him in His agony,
*

Father, forgive them : for they know not what
fcheydo'(Lk23

34
).

Jesus' filial relation of love and obedience to the
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Father and His brotherhood to man reach their

absolute expression on Calvary. That death was
no accident, provoked by the invectives against the
Pharisees ; it was seen afar off as the end of His
mission. It looks through the sad irony of His
answer to the Pharisees when they complained of

the religious 'LM !,
' V *-. of His followers and

He said,
4 Tlie days will come when the l-riih-Lii'toin

shall be taken away from them,, and then shall

they fast in those days
'

(Mk 220 ).
And as soon as

the disciples had come to clear faith in Him as the

Messiah, He began to prepare them for disappoint-
ment and tribulation and His death. This was the
inevitable end of the method He had chosen in the

wilderness, when He renounced all powers of per-
suasion but that of an appeal to the heart. The
Kingdom of loving and obedient souls could be
established only on the perfect sacrifice of love and
obedience, and Jesus gave Himself absolutely in

response to that vision of faith. In this sacrifice

the law of His life, ultimate law for man, declares
its victory.

4. As a result of His perfect love and obedience
the character of Jesus snows certain notes of per-
fection, qualities in which He is unique and un-

approachable among men. (1) There was in Him
the union of the loftiest self-consciousness and the
utmost -.'Vi-'x i-'" mind and lowliness of heart.
* I am i IL 'i the world 3

(Jn 813
) ;

* No man
knowet . ,') I ;, !! but the Son, and he to whom
the Son willeth to reveal him' (Mt II-7 ). A self-

consciousness more than human is in these words.
And this self-consciousness dominates all His work.
He brushes aside the teachings of the scribes and
the traditions of their schools ; He speaks to the

people as one having authority, who is ^rotitor than
Jonah or Solomon (Mt 1241- 4

-), who stands above
all the Law and the Prophets (Mt 517- 1S 2134"37

).

He made also the most tremendous claims on men.
He bade the rich man sell all and follow Him ;

His disciples were to hate wife and family for His
sake. The experience of failure and the approach
of the Cross availed nothing to abate these claims.
At the visit of the (Jrecks FTe said that, were He
lifted up, He would draw all men to Him (Jn 1233 ) ;

He told the high priest that He was the Son of God,
and that he would see the Son of Man sitting on
the right hand of power and coming in the clouds
of heaven (Mk 146

*). And yet Jesus ever showed
the utmost sobriety and lowly-mindedness. He
always prayed humbly and submissively to God
the Father. The Son did nothing but what He
learned from the Father (Jn 519

). And in the
wilderness He rouujriiized that He was to tread
life's common way. Savonarola and St. Francis

might offer to pass through the fire, but Jesus

expected no guarding or attesting miracle. He
must not cast Himself from the Temple. He must
accept all the ordinary conditions of life in His
work. And He accepted them. M;okly TTo went
down the darkening ways, acc-opiin^ iJnlun; and
rT-rspp"*:!!

1

\* r.i ,in-l lisi.hv-1 and shame as the por-
i i--ii .iphMi-iir-! l-\ i

!
<-' l-i-.ili'-; and there is no sign

*\-..."~. rebellion or amazement. He walked
God.

He was with men also in lowliness and meekness.
When the Samaritan villagers would not receive

Him, He restrained His disciples' indignation and
went to another village (Lk 95^56

') ; He took a place
in the lower seats in the Pharisee's house (Lk 147

'11
) ;

He was ir.1i*
*_

.,: -.,.' '". by all the outcast
and needj/ ! i ;: i II >- .aimed, when need
was, His , . :.- '.i ^ -n of God, yet He
turned aside from personal questions as to whether
He was the Messiah. His aim was to create in

men's hearts faith in God as their Father, and l!*

was content to let that faith come to its own
appreciation of Him and His claims. The man

' who would not follow Him, but yet wrought cures
in His name, was not to be rebuked (Mk 938

'42
) ; and

any l-\,-j
"' y .,_."nst Him personally would be

forgr. . \ M; \'2 ,. His greatness among men
was the greatness of service. This union of Ipwly-
niindedness and loftiest self-consciousness is re-

flected, as in a mirror, in His parable of the Last

Judgment. He sees Himself attended by all the

holy angels, and seated on the throne of glory to

;
.

""

i. But there His royal robe is the self-

humility of love. For there no wrongs
clone to Himself are thought of, no disbelief in His

claims, no offence against His majesty : it is the

helpless and the suffering forgotten by their

brethren who fill His mind. His glory vanishes
within the light of love.

(2) Jesus faced the sorrow and sin of the world,
and yielded nothing of His faith and joy. It has
been said that He was a man of melancholy, one
who never laughed, one marked and scored by the
world's evil, grown old before His time. That is

an a priori interpretation of His character. In the

r.M-|'l- it i- the note of joy that strikes us.

.Jo-ii- Miiii-'-Sr says to t'
1

- '""'*. ^ ''-.
1 Can the children of the

"

\*

bridegroom is with them ?
' The joy of the bride-

groom was in His heart. His life then was empty
of all the things in whose abundance the world
thinks that man's life consists. But the sources of

happiness are all within. And Jesus' joy reveals

His victory over the tyranny of things. He was
rich inwardly. That arose from His cheerful faith
* that all which we behold is full of blessings.'
This world, to His vision, was God's world. It is

He who clothes the lilv with beauty, and feeds the

ravens, and knows wlien a sparrow falls to the

ground, and numbers the hairs of His children's

heads. And He had. faith in man. He saw in the

Temple's outcast children marks of good. They
could love much : the authentic Divine seal was
still on their hearts. Such an outlook brings riches
of interest and joy to the whole nature.
But how did that faith and that joy fare in their

encounter with the world's sin and sorrow ? It was
tried to the uttermost. Jesus met with all the
sorrows of life in others' experience, which His

sympathy made real to Him, if not in His own.
I'fc met the world's sin ; He had to endure the dis-

belief of His brethren and the forsaking of His
followers ; He was led to see the very throne of
Satan in the hypocrisy of religious men, and in the

cruelty and inhuman jxri.de of earth's saints. But
that did not touch the inward joy and peace of His
faith. As He went up to Jerusalem, where alone
the blood of the

projpliets was shed, there was a

glory in His face which held His followers awed
and silent (Mk 1032

"34
). It was the inward rapture

of a heart that saw, beyond the darkness, light ;

beyond the hatreds and crimes of men, the love of
the Father turning sin to blessed account. It is

true that Jesus' latest words are words of judgment.
That could not but be; for the days of Judah's
visitation were hurrying by, and the truth which
the hour revealed must be spoken. The shadow of
Israel's rejection is over them. But peace,

* sub-

sisting at the heart of ('iiilu-- II'/MI'MM." v. ;i~ Tlis.

It is present everywhe 1 -- :. Ih- l,--i lii-'-'-nr-i' in
the Upper Boom (Jn 1331-1726

). Asobei
' "

of even is there ; but it speaks quiet . .

victory.
' Be of good cheer : I have overcome the

world. 5 That is its note. Peace breathes through
it, peace 'whose other names are rapture, power,
clear sight, and love.' Only twice during that

night was this peace greatly disturbed : in Gethsem-
nno when He prayed', 'Father, if it be possible, let

ilr- --ii]) pass from me' (Mt 2639
) ; and on the cross

when the cry buixt from Him,
* My God, my God,

why Imftt tliou forsaken rne?
3

(27
4(?

). These are
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mysteries where we pass beyond mere moral ques-
tions into the theology of the sin-bearing. Could
such an unique spirit pass through such an ex-

perience without striking notes too profound and
strange for our

" " "
But only for a brief

space rested His . the shadow. There
was peace in His heart after Gethsemane, when
Judas came, and when He stood before Caiaphas
and Pilate, which made Him the Lord of all that
evil night. And there was peace on the cross, that
throne of love and obedience ; peace before the

darkness, when sympathy for others filled His
heart, and He prayed for those who slew Him
knowing not what they did, and comforted the

repentant thief, and gave His mother into His
loved disciple's care ; peace after the darkness,
when He surveyed His work, and seeing it finished

thus in sacrificial death, commended His soul to
the Father, whose will He was obeying. There
is the perfection of Jesus' victory over the world.
He yielded no hostages of joy or faith. He con-
fronted the world's sin, the very darkness of evil

where God seemed not to be, and He remained
with inward glory crowned, His soul full of the

joy and peace of the vision that He and all His lay
in the bosom of the Father.
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PERFECTION (HUMAN). Perfection is one of

those * terms which, however they may have been

perverted to the purposes of fanaticism, are not

only scriptural, but of too frequent occurrence in

Scripture to be overlooked or passed by in silence
'

(Coleridge, Aids to Reflection, xli. c.). In the
Sermon on the Mount the second grand division

of the thought culminates in the command,
' Ye

therefore shall be perfect, as your heavenly Father
is perfect

'

(Mt 548 ). The verb in this sentence is a
future indicative, but practically all scholars agree
that it has the force of an imperative (Meyer,
Holtzmann, Bods, Weiss, Votaw, etc.). As a com-
mand of our Lord, this saying clearly sets before
His disciples the possibility and the necessity of

their perfection in conduct and character ; and it

becomes of supreme importance to know what the

adjective rAetos, perfect/ here means. It cannot
stand for absolute perfection, which is defined as
e entire freedom frora defect, blemish, weakness, or

liability to err or fail
'

(Century Dictionary). Such

perfection is clearly incompatible with finite being.

Every man must confess that he falls far short of

this glory ; it belongs to God alone. The NT has
little to say about this absolute perfection of God.
Tt IM everywhere a^umocl, but the word e

perfection
3

doc< not'umir in nny tlireci statement of it any-
where. When we are told here that the Father is

perfect, we know that His absolute perfection is

not in view, since the Master says that men may
and must attain unto a like perfection. The con-

text must determine the meaning of the word in

this command.
The first portion of the Sermon on the Mount

sets forth the character of the citizens in the new
Kingdom which Jesus preached (vv.

8-16
). The

Beatitudes are pronounced upon those who meet
the conditions for seeing God and becoming the

sons of God. Since those who see God become like

Him (1 Jn 32), and the sons of God are to be like the

Father who is in heaven (Mt 545), the character

pictured in the Beatitudes is one of God-likeness

(vv.*-
12

). The Influence of such character is next

presented under the figures of the salt which pre*
serves and the lamp which illuminates. The pre-
serving and i

1

"

1

^
1

'. 'i". work of the Heavenly
Father is to

"

i , , : i t -
, in the lives of His sons.

Their works are to parallel His. They are to

reproduce and represent Him. He is glorified in
the good works of His children, because their
works are like His own (w. 13"16

}. Like Him in
character and conduct, what will be the law of
their life ? That question is answered in the
second great division of the Sermon. It will not
be any code of external regulations. The Father
is governed by nothing of that sort. He is a law
unto Himself. His conduct is the spontaneous
outcome of His own being. Even so the life of
His children will not be measured

by^
the standard

of any written code, but by the unwritten law of a
heart in perfect -ymi^.nn with the will of God
(vv.

17"48
}. This l;:\v <>i il-.o highest and purest

possible motive will preclude not only the external
act of murder, but the cherishing of anger against
a brother (w. 21 -26

). It will render impossible
not only adulterous acts but impure meditations

(vv.
27"32

). It will render oaths unnecessary (vv.
33~S7

).

It will counsel the surrender of rights in the main-
tenance of peace (vv.

38~42
). It will demand the

constant exercise of love towards enemies as well
as friends, towards Gentiles as well as Jews, to-

wards the just and the unjust alike (vv.
43'48

). This
law of the inner life in harmony with the Father's
will is in no danger of coming into conflict with

any r
:

.].,' r,-,- system of legal regulations, and least

of V i
- \-\ L i lie Law of God as revealed in the OT.

It will not destroy this Law, but fulfil it in a right-
eousness far exceeding that which any mere legal-
ists can maintain (vv.

37-20
). It will lift the life

above the plane of morality into the realm of

genuine religion, in which tne thoughts and the
affections will be as pure as the outward conduct is

righteous. As all the Father's acts are the proof
that His thoughts towards us are of good and of

good alone, so all His children's deeds will evi-

dence their desire for the universal good ; and they
will be blessed as the Father is blessed, and active
for the good of all as the Father is active for the

good of all, and their motives will be as single and

pure as the motives of the Father Himself. In such

case, said the Master,
'

ye shall be perfect as ^our
heavenly Father is perfect.

3 The statement is a
ciiis-iipali^o -ummary of all that the Master has
s>"ni ;ip 10 : hi -

point. The citizens of the Kingdom
are to be the sons of God. The sons of God are
to be like God. The children are to be like their

Father in their character and their conduct and the
law of their life. In love to all and in doing good
to all they give the clearest and the most indubit-

able proof of their likeness to Him. In this their

perfection consists. In this the end of their being
is reached.
The root idea in the adjective r^Xecoy,

*

perfect,'
is that of rt\os, the ' end.

3 The perfect man is the

man who has reached the end designed in Ms
creation, the man who represents the ideal^

set

before his own being. The Father may be said to

be perfect, as completely and coTi.-lnntri realizing
the end of His own being, (iod i- love (1 Jn_4

8
).

His providence is the continuously perfect manifes-
tation of His love (Mt 545

). Jesus commands His

disciples to be perfect in the continuous mainten-
ance and manifestation of the spirit of love. They
must love the Lord their God with all their heart,
and with all their soul, and with all their mind ;

and they must love their neighbour as themselves.

On these two commandments hung the whole Law
and the Prophets (Mt 2237'40

). He who kept these
two commandments was perfectly obedient. He
met the whole requirement of loyal service. He
realized the end for which he was created.
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To many persons
l counsels of perfection

'

are

synonymous with 'demands of the impossible.' A
large part of ! :!'!* i." \ ; ^uch minds is relieved,

however, wh-i Is- M.,- > % limitation to perfec-
tion in love and loving service is made. This is

seen at once to be compatible with imperfections
of other sorts. The child may love his father per-

fectly, though he be weak in body and immature
in mind. Absolute perfection belongs to God, and
is demanded of no one of His creatures. Perfec-
tion in love God shares with man. He asks man
to love Him with undivid- ^

1 ""

_

and affection,
and to prove his love to

'

service of his

fellow-man.
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D. A. HAYES.
PERPLEXITY.^The w- < '

\

- 1
- x",

' "

occurs but once in the NT , I \ -2 \ . s

'

,

cence of Daniel which foretells the day of terrors
that shall usher in the presence of the Son of Man.
But the idea has remarkable associations with
Christ in the Gospels. Not only is perplexity dis-

cernible in His own experience, but He was then
(as now) a frequent cause of it in others. His
powers, and the amazing insight of Hi> wisdom,
were a continual occasion of ii>tonislimcut to the
mere onlookers (Mt 1354'58, cf. Lk 422

). To explain
His exorcisms, the Pharisees were driven to the
. .""..' . ;.

;.
f.j i -:\ :

'_

.- Af 'V||12
W

,

-Mi.*, o , JL.JX j.j. j. ULjuu ^iowxjjiOii ..uiiiU ju-i.^vju.11 to His
unconventional judgments with blank perplexity.
Had He not, for example, taught them the blessed-
ness of charity, and the law of love for one's neigh-
bour ? What, then, could they make of His defence
of f this waste' of a box of precious ointment
(Mt 26s

||
Jn 124

) ? It was hard for a disciple to
understand why He should resist an opportunity
of helping the poor: men are slow to loam ili'c

value of a rightful surrender of our most beautiful
and treasured possessions for the purpose of rever-
ence only. Not a little of the disci 1 1"-' |-er|-li \i-y
arose from their own materialistic { n <; \ < op t i i \

-
.

When Jesus used the language of parable or meta-
phor, they made no attempt to reach the deeper
and more spiritual i- ;

: -

. , when He spoke of
the Sower (Mk 413

||
IA -

! , the ' leaven of the
Pharisees and Sadducees '

(Mt 165 "12
1|
Lk 121

) . Once
the awful terror which is sometimes the accom-
pfr.i'nonl of perplexity seized them when Jesus
-poko wiili such dread certainty of the presence
of one among them who was ready to give Him
up, and they

' looked one on another, doubting of
whom he spake

'

(Jn 1322
). Yet, while Christ per-

plexed others, especially those who knew Him
least, they seemed powerless to perplex Him.
Perfect obedience to the will of God in all things
left no room for that flickering of -faith which blurs
the answer or the gospel of so many teachers.WT

io.'i i|.:e(i<i'iei< deliberately attempted to puzzle
HIM, lie uniMvelleii their tangles with instinctive
ease (Mt 95

[|
Mk 29

,
Lk 523 ; Mt 124 1| Mk 226

,
Lk 64

).

Sometimes in a phrase He re-tied the knot into
;i

1
1ml iii MII \\1iich they were unable to resolve, as

\\l >dT i
: n:\-ii-ked by what authority He did these

:hin;> -Ml -21
7 ||Mk II28

,
Lk 202), or ^ th--- .M;---.'

:
'.'I

01 i'ie inn:nc money being paid to < ', si- '\\\ _'_*

|| Mk 1217
, Lk 2025

), or the casuistry of the 'woman
with the seven husbands (Mt 2230

j|
Mk 1225

,
Lk 2085).

The
j

.ii' i-f i
.

-

i Vv!
1

\ seems to have come to Jesus

only , .,." :
i-> ,-i -.'of His life on earth, and then

it was more from within than from without. In those

closing days the burden of His mission, and all that
it would entail in the far future of the world, seemed
to weigh he.-ivily I:]">M Him. Near at hand He felt

the weakness of His disciples' loyalty, and was
especially

* troubled in the spirit
' about Judas (Jn

13*J1 ). As He looked forward into the days to come,
there fell upon Him the knowledge of divisions,

feuds, persecutions that would arise in His name
'to incarnadine the world.' He was face to face
with the baptism of all leadership : it would be His
to kindle the

"
.. issions of men, Prince of

Peace as He i J v !'.',. Is it any wonder that
on the threshold of such a task He should be dis-

tressed, perplexed (cru^xo^ai, RVm *

pained ') ? He
is moved to hesitate : at least the temptation arises
when He feels spiritual perplexity (Jn 1227

). And
in Gethsemane the overstrained humanity utters
the cry of longing for escape

*

Father, if it be

possible, let this cup pass away from me : never-

theless, not as I will, but as thou wilt
'

(Mt 2639
).

In that last sentence He reveals to us the key of
deliverance from a^ \- : perplexity, all that

uncertainty which -,

- .,-. enervates the will.

He shows the world the ,:'< \ -," , i'l re-

signed to God. It is the -

1 .'!'' : No
man can serve two masters : . . . Ye cannot serve
God and mammon '

(Mt 624
1|
Lk 1613

). Try to serve

both, and you have strife and confusion within and
around : life becomes a war of irreconcilable ideals.

But bend all thoughts, desires, will, towards God ;

learn the worth of Christ's word,
* Be not anxious '

as to food, life, raiment, and the rest, 'for your
heavenly Father knoweth that ye have need of
these things

'

(Mt 625"33
1|
Lk 1222 -3

6). There are no
more troubled hearts and perplexed wills for those
who rest in God and live in Christ (Jn 141

), for to
them the prayer, 'Thy will be done' (Mt 610

), finds
its invariable answer in a sublime and heavenly
peace. See also artt. AMAZEMENT, DOUBT.

EDGAR DAPLYN.
PERSECUTION. (1) Christ foresaw that per-

secution would be His inevitable lot and that of
His true followers. TN|n-ii(vi11\" He foretold the
main incidents of UN IV-i-m (Mt 1621 1722 - 23

2018.19 262
,
Mk 8S1 931 1032'34

). (2) Christ also fore-
" T

T"
" "

'.
"

-. must suffer perse-
< / '.' /! '

.
I .' 2112- 10,Jnl6 :i

"4 - 83
).

(3) Persecution was the test of true disciplcpLip.
It was mentioned in the parable of the Sower as
the cause of defection among superficial believers

(Mk 417
, Mt 132Z

). (4) It was the sure means of

gaming a blessing, and as such is particularly
referred to in the Beatitudes (Mt 510"12

).

The methods of persecution adopted against
Christ and His immediate followers were such
as coMirinpl an-l c!i -i-ri'.i^oi!'- :i

j

(Jn 848) ; ascrip-
tion 01" riiri-i"- rn.i',v--!r ; , power of the Evil
One (Mt 1224 ) ; expulsion of those believing on Him
from the \ >, . -. i:.- (Jn 922* 34

) ; attempts to entrap
Him in His words (Mt 2215

,
Jn 86

) ; -j
i- H.-IMI -

His authority (Mk II28
, Mt 2123

) ; (aftei

'

'i. i,r.l-:-o

of the former) illegal arrest and the !,!:-!., .f

every kind of insult upon the Prisonei . .!<..-
entitled to protection from the authorities until
the authoii/l jKMiiiTy was laid upon Him (Mt
2Q67ff. an(j p;uallcl-L So< also art. NAME, p. 217b.

It was the fear of persecution that drove the

disciples to forsake ilioir \l,'i-ier at the hour of
His arrest (Mt 2656 ami parallel-).

C. H. PRICHAED.
PERSON OF CHRIST. See DIVINITY, HUMAN-

ITY, INCARNATION, SON OF GOD, SON OF MAN, etc.

PERSONAL APPEARANCE.-See CHRIST IN
ART, vol. i. p. 314 f.

PERSONALITY 1. Definition and analysis
Personality is the substance and summary of a
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man's qualities, or rather it is the man himself,
discovered in the last analysis and in the highest
eateg"

11

;-
-- r

- hort of God. Indeed, 'com-

plete i

1

-.
;

" be in God only, while to man
can 1- !" !

ii;

'

a weak and faint copy thereof
(Lotz<-, '/" '-,- >. p. 72). The truth is that through
the limitations of bodily existence there are mental
and moral Y "

'.

"

do not at once cross the
threshold .-. but may at any time

surprise the soul, as in the flash of genius or the
turn of conversion. But personality implies a grip
of these things as our own. We know tliat we
exist when self is revealed to us over against
the world. There the self-conscious life begins.
But it is not until God is revealed over against
both self and the world that :

- /" y is fully
exercised. The "

!

J"< . ;"' author-

ity is the touchs-- -

.
. self-determined life.

Thus, for popular | ::; ivisonality may be
expressed in terms

"'

ii.:nu :<. 'It is made
up/ says F. W. Kobertson, 'of three attributes

consciousness, character, and will.' In other

words, it is the power of self-assertion on lines
of character. But, ;

" "" "" *

,"_. speaking, the
two chief factors in . x. "n so far as it

can be analyzed, are seir-consciousness and self-

determination, the contents of which it will be
necessary to examine. Put briefly, self-conscious-
ness is the soul's utterance e

I am '

, self-deterrnina-
tion is the soul's assertion *

I will.'

(1)
^ v. ..*.-, , . is the soul's utterance *I

am.' (a) I am myseir and nobody else (cf. Jn 99

<?yc6 et/ju). Almost the first sense of personality is

that it speaks from behind closed doors. ID can
look out on others, but they cannot enter un-
invited to share its life. This point is brought
out in Holman Hunt's famous picture

' The Light
of the World,' in which the door has no handle
outside. c Each self is a unique existence, which
is perfectly iim.o 1 ". i<:i- !o other selves Impervious
in a fashion ofV. lii'-ii i ',

:- i " '

.""-"Vy of matter
is a faint ;:n;:'ii^u-

1
'

.

x -

'.'

'

o.nd Per-

sonality, p. -Jhi,. ?> t
1 a"i i-.\-'-ir a:- id the varied

functions of my being, -^iiii'-/,- I *! pcMV-oiiiility
on the intellect, Sehleiermacher on ilui fooling.

Schopenhauer on the will. But
|
T- j n ; 1 i I y subtly

underlies thinking, feeling, and willing.' They
are only modes of the soul's self-expression. They
are unified in the intuition I am. 3 In Jn 620 there
is an illustrative use of eyd) cfyu, when Jesus assured
the disciples of His personal identify behind an
unfamiliar .

' '

T . myself in a

continuity *
! movement of

time and c" , e
- the soul still

knows itself as the same. We cannot get rid of

our own past ; it is with us still. And no sceptical

philosophy can dissolve this elemental fact. There
is a c onv-poniliiiir sense of yc& eifu in Jn 858

, where
Jesus says, 'Beiore Abraham was, I am/ and
reveals the wonderful secret of His self-conscious-

ness. These modes of the soul's utterance *I am 3

enter into the basis of our understanding, on which
is erected that faculty of the soul called reason,

by which we cognize and construe the world.
But the soul must be considered not only in this

static, 1ml iil^o in ii* dymimic aspect, in its

(2) Mf-rfcte i
mni hist fion, \\-Jiichis the soul's asser-

tion -'I

'

xx ill.* Th M>ul selects and pursues its

own ends at the bidding of its own desires.
^
It

has music of its own to beat out, by appreciating
and appropriating objects in its own environment.
The whole range of enjoyment in the pursuit of

happiness on the one hand, and of endurance in

the path of duty on the other, rests on the use of

this power of self-determination. But that which
moralizes the human will is that it responds to

two voices (a] 'I can.' The sense of liberty
therein expressed is an essential element of per-

sonality, and through the intuition of the soul it

has held its own as an assertion of free will in

spite of the affirmations of reason ;:

\yill
of God (in theology) or the , >,.-<

(in science). Our moral sense is strictly bound
up with this assertion of the soul, without which
there can

^

be neither merit, nor blame, nor any
accountability. It is this which binds up our
being with that of God.

* So near is glory to our dust,
So nigh is Goci to man,

When Duty whispers low,
" Thou must,"

The youth replies,
" I can." '

(Emerson).

(b)
c I must. '

Not, however, until ' I will
'

is con-
summated in '

I must 3

is the height of j r- >'!,!:;' y
reached, for its liberty of will is given

'' :

-< -j, k'ij

of its voluntary obedience. When the ]K-r-<r:;iHiy
has found its master, its resources are ;ilJ ^nliMo'd
on the side of self-determination, especially when
for love's sake we lose ourselves. In other words,
the highest outgoing and iiuvnmnii of personality
in self-determination is in iho o\Wc-Kc of love.

'Love took up the harp of Life, and smole on all the chords
with might,

Smote the chord of Self, that, trembling-, passed in music
out of sig-ht.'

2. Christ's influence on the conception of per-
sonality. The full extension of the possibilities of

personality is due to Jesus Christ. He opened up
new vistas for the soul's self-consciousness by re-

vealing the inherent but hitherto hidden natures of

God, the world, and the soul, whereby the value of
I'M-

;
! T \ has been infinitely enhanced; and

I". x the soul's self-determination by
bringing tie gift of the Holy Spirit, in the strength
of which the soul overcomes the world, submits to

God, and thus realizes itself. This is what the
world was waiting for. Prof. Bigg ( The Church and
Homan Empire) shows that the Eastern religions
of Isis and Mithras were being welcomed because

by their virtual monotheism and their proffer of

peace .,-1 1

" ;; "

y seemed to meet the needs
of th-

"
;.

: personality. Christ did
this '.

i ':";. II -'.pplied the key of know-
ledge to self-consciousness and the nerve of power
to self-determination. Henceforth the soul is a

possibility to be realized through knowledge in
obedience. These are the i\u> fi< ior- of faitn, for
* faith is at once a vision and an allegiance' (Hort).
Prior to Christ, and still apart from Him, the con-

ception of the world has largely absorbed both the
notion of God (in Polytheism, Pantheism, and
Fatalism), and that of the soul (in Naturalism
and Materialism). But through Christ, God and
man draw out apart from the world, apart from,
each other too (sin being the e sunderer 5

) ; and yet
more truly close to each other, under the common
conception of |i<-'--nivril x in which both share as

distinguished iron. :'ic v.-Wid. Tiling vortli has put
the whole point finely at the <rnl of hi- f>ih Bamp-
ton Lecture :

f As reason qualifies and conditions
our whole animal nature by its presence, so that
we are never merely animals, spirituality also per-
meates and modifies all that we call our natural

faculties; and or.r j-M^onjiliix itself is, in this

sense, as truly Mij
ii-MjiniMl ji-' the Divine Person

in whom alone it "finds its home.'
* God . . soul . . . the only facts for me.
Prove them facts? That they o'erpa-s mv power of proving
Proves them such.' (E. Browning, La Saisiaz).

Through Christ man has learned to read God and
himself as being gathered under the same cate-

<rorios, perfect and infinite in the one, derivative
ami fcttonid in the other. But that is only the
intellectual aspect of what we owe Him. And, as
Martensen has said (Dogmatics, p. 154),

* No intel-

lectual creation can ever be perfected by dint of a
mere psychological possibility; it must first be
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fructified and awakened by a higher inspiration,
3

Christ has shown us the way to the consummation
of our personality in the voluntary and glad sur-

render to tlod and in fellowship with Him through
the Holy Spirit (1 Jn I 3

), so that we learn to say
' Our wills are ours, we know not how :

Our wills are ours to make them Thine.*

There is such an utter absence of the language
of the schools in the speech of Christ, that one

might be tempted to think that He made no con-
tribution to the s-il'j'

i
<'( of ]<] *-<>ii:!lily. And it is

true He was no pli'i'^-'-pl'c,
1
'

ir i
1 !^ accepted sense

of the term. But He gave philosophy a new
world to discover. He roused and satisfied ex-

periences of the soul which at length called into

being a new terminology. The fact that the
f'iri?il\-i- of personality first went to the depths in
IViui"- I "-pM It

4

-, argues that the first perfect ex-

position of personality was in Paul's Master. For
a thing must be before it is thought upon. Where
even Plato and Aristotle had groped blindly because

they had no true conception of {><>,r-uii!ilii y. Christ
moved with perfect assurance. What was hidden
from them, 'the wise and prudent,

3 was all in all

to Him. li i -i :-_-ii ;.";/ be said that personality
is the pivot

"

I <_... >''.
e The gospel was in the

highest and most perfect sense a personal religion
'

(Bousset, Jesus, p. 164). It does not move in the

regions of mere intellect or will or feeling, nor
even in the field of their joint exercise. It moves
throughout in the region of the man himself, in his
self-consciousness and self-determination, and finds

its highest expression in the Divine passion for the
soul and the human hunger for God. Christ did
not coin terms, and yet there is what may be
called with Rothe, a 'language of the Holy Ghost.'
His psychological expressions do not travel beyond
the accepted antitheses of soul and body, flesh and
spirit, using the first to express simply the two'
elements in man's nature (Mt 1028

), and the second
to emphasize their distinction in origin (Jn 36

) and
divergence in character (Mk 1438 ). Indeed, Jesus
did not make use of the u-xi-iiM-r-x M\,;ilable in
His own day, e.g. /m/cd/ofo; \, o." .,:-/"-- ^ ^xh
atirov (Sir 14^), which is a plain reference to con-
science.

Although the word '

spirit
'

(Tveufcat) is reserved in the Gospels
chiefly for super- or sub-human agencies, it is also used indiffer-

ently as a synonym for 4-y%5 or 'soul/ to express the region of
the inner life whe- J

'i-
f ".- -. -i

""'
i

^i .

"

." i-' -. T-i

fourteen instances '-. :, .
!,

-. ,--^1- ,
-

. -^"
-

,

times in reference to Jesus), and *$>u%vi also seven times (in
reference to Jesus only twice), (With Paul, however, these two
words VI , . !!

|
-

. ..-hological connotation). The favourite
word o I.-, r _ :- -,, and presumably of Jesus Himself, is

xafitoc, which is r.> i oi:\\ iln. n -jlun of Tn<- kvli-i^-. Imfc the seat
of the will (0sxr-fx) ;m<l of tar iho:i'.rl.r- '^. -*/<:>,.<-/',,.). In fact,
throughout the Hililc it mean- !lu <TH'JL-S

* Uie personality
(cf. Hastings' D/>', .'in. IMcliologv V r ?*, by iln- way, sug-
gestive of the ii.or.il cr-ipluis^ of C-iri-:

1

-, La-l.injr tliat He
n.'\or ,'-> - ..- ',.*.. L.X.. /ruvBc-ts or their correlatives. But, while
Jos s-* <-ini !>.( -I : i si - >imply in their popular connotation, He
someiis-u:- :ru-i-.fii-wl 'hem with His own transcendental con-

Aji^oQtv^ one YVUJ. c#ea, iuj. i/utjy occ ^lo*"^ , J.J1C bUHlgip unity

proceed out of a man defile him* (Mk 720) ;

< He that believeth
on me, out of his belly (xc/>J) shall flow rivers of living water '

But Christ's exposition of personality was not
vocal, but vital. It was -<MiuialJy il<"' realm in
which He lived, moved, arid hrul II U Iwing : it was
the true life to which He invited the careworn
and heavy laden, and those who were entangled in
their material and worldly environment. Secure
in the possession of His own personality, His self-

consciousness being at one with God, His self-

determination being merged in the will of God,
He could affirm,

( The prince of this world cometh,
and hath nothing in me '

(Jn 1480
) ;

'
I am in the

Father and the Father in me 3

(14
10

) ;

' I do always
the things that please him

'

(8
29

). That personality

is the pivot of the gospel which Jesus lived and

taught may be illustrated in detail.

(1) The personal temptation, of Jesus is given as

the record of a unique struggle within the chambers
of !

,,,"! ry. It was associated with that en-

lian- '"^ "i II'- self-consciousness which was repre-
sented by the descent of the Spirit as that of a

dove, and the V ,,
:

:r_ ->f a voice,
' Thou art my be-

loved Son '

(Mk 1
,

. I'ho first temptation was over-

come by His affirmation that the soul is infinitely
more precious than the natural life, and that there

is eternal provision for it i$ communion with the
Father (Mt 44

). As Christ said afterwards to His

disciples,
'
I have food to eat that ye know not of

'

(
Jn 432

). The second temptation was resisted on the

ground that man has the responsibility^of
'

. i
-'

i \v
his life and using it wisely, as the vehicle > ;

*

given personality. To depend on the aid of angels
would be an act of presumption (Mt 4Gf>

). God has
chosen that they should minister only when per-

sonality has achieved its proper work (Mk I*8 ), or

before personality is permitted to begin it (Mt
IS10

).
A true man scorns the aid of impersonal

forces when affairs of the soul are at stake (26
53

).

The '" " '
'

"

. was met in the confidence

that i
' '

;
:

itself worth more than all

the world. It may subject itself only to God (4
10

),

by whose gentleness it is made
;

-,[ : \--" it is

;::i ;> ! !;",: of all, but i"i ;iii-::.. :
i the

/Ixro. 1

I--I-." i' i I- Satan (cf. 1 Co 3M). too Jesus

taught elsewhere, '"What shall it profit a man if

he shall gain the whole world and lose his own
soul ?

'

; but ' The meek shall inherit the earth
'

(Mk 83S, Mt 55
).

(2) The public teaching of Christ never moved
far from the personal character of true religion.

(a) The Kingdom of heaven is essentially the realm
of personality. It thus calls for no less an analogy
than a new birth, and the breath of the Spirit (Jn
37< 8

). Its boundaries are specifically in character,
for it is inherited by such as are poor in spirit,

pure in heart, and peaceable in will (Mt 5s- 8 - 9
),

and those who revert to the attitude of children

(18
3
). Deeds of themselves, however zealously

performed, are outside this realm (7
22ft

), for a
house may be swept and garnished, yet vacant
for evil spirits (12

44
). But even our words will

witness against us, for out of the abundance of the
heart the mouth speaketh (12

35
). The approach

of thi- Kin^Joiii, therefore, is a call to repentance
(Mk 1 ; : iia entry involves the 'binding of the

strong man' (Mt 1229
) ; and its extension needs

such a personal influence as the word or the gospel
incorporated in the lives of the disciples (S

1
^-).

(b) The inner righteousness is only another way
of stating that in true religion tbe pw-onalily
taust come to its own, as the character of t'mii i's

fixed by the tree on which it grows (7
17

). Nothing
done by rote or for show is worthy of the soul's

approach to its God (6
1 "8

). The only genuine
worship is in spirit and in truth (Jn 428

), in the
consciousness that the best things may be asked for
from a Father (Mt 711

), who in turn expects the
inward attitude of a believing (6

31
), lowly (Lk

1814
), and forgiving heart (Mt 61S

). The only de-

filing thing in life is the effluence of a man's per-
sonality (Mk 720 ). The only unforgivable sin is

the sin ajrnin-t the Holy Ghost, which is essentially
a sin riprin-r one"*- own personality (Mt 12-

11
). And

behind Christ's teaching were His miracles of

mercy, which were sacramental of this rescue of

fiCMxoruililyfrom its fetters (Mk 25fr
-, Lk 1316

). In
^liorr. u ith Christ, religion is positive because it is

^\>\ ri i u al . Saintliness is not by contraction, but by
expansion. Keeping the Law is acting the Good
SiimaritMn. In a word, religion is raised to per-
sonality-power.

(3) The private training of Christ was always and
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wholly exerted on the personality of His disciples.
He left behind Him no documents, nor any organi-
zation, only men who knew whom they believed

(2 Ti I
12

). He was satisfied, therefore, that they
should be with Him (Mk 314

), sure that afterwards

they would become 'fishers of men' (Mt 4iy
),

'lambs in the midst of wolves' (Lk 103), all be-
cause of His influence on their character. They
had nothing else to carry with them but the secret
of this wonderful change (Mt 107tL )- This change
was due to something deeper than even the per-
sonal magnetism of Jesus. It was due to a re-

velation at the core of a man's nature (16
17f

') 3

by an organ of personality undiscovered by the
wise (II

25
), and unappreciated by the rich (19

23
).

The Church rests on the confession of a convinced

personality (16
18

), in whom it has pleased God to
reveal His Son (16

17
, cf. Gal I15f-). And this reve-

lation !.!"!' <* , .-jiritual truth and the
criterk ...'' '...,,

'

. / (Mt 1034f- 239
, Jn 831f

-,

cf. 1 Co a-*-*, 1 dn a-'j LCI. art. AUTHORITY IK
RELIGION (iii.)]- It is worth while for a disciple
to 'lose his life 'in order to gain the hidden life

f
^'r.r-'"

1

;
I

11
" -"!-> (M^ 1623

); and if he finds
- .:-!

1

.." i

i

(

:.
'

.r's- .. ;"."- in Ins nature, he must act
with surgical severity (IS

8 - 9
).

On the other hand, there is an infinite range to
the possibilities

c
. *". clear to the mind

of Jesus, but
'

;

'

able to ourselves,
as where He says that to receive a disciple is to
receive One who is greater than he (10

40
), and the

service even of the helpless and forlorn is done to
Himself (25

40
, cf. 2611

). (Is it on this account
that s the least in the "M . ?

"
leaven '

is greater
than John the great '.'

'

::

'
:

-

,
Another great

saying which suggests that we are more than our-
selves through Christ, is,

* Where two or three are

gathered together in my name, there am I in the
midst of them' (18-

J
j ; and yet one more,

s

Lo, I

am with you all the days' (28
20

). In such utter-

ances, which give ample support to Pauline and
Johannine mysticism, Christ at least suggests that

personality, when once released, is not bounded by
the limits of the individual, but is only fulfilled

when lost in union with Himself, as the Spirit of

all Love. In the words of Dr. Moberly (Atonement
and Personality, p. 254),

c

Personality is the pos-
sibility of ii iv1 "MM" G<il. ilu* ",!( i slty of being a

living'reflexioii of
jin- u-iy jiiirioiiir- and character

of the MOST Ili^li." IS:n mr liio li rial expression of
this profound truth we turn to the words of our
Saviour in His intercessory prayer:

C
I in them,

and thou in me, that they may be perfected into
one (els &>)... that the love wherewith thou
lovedst me may be in them, and I in them 3

(Jn
J7&J. 20) ^

3. New factors introduced by Christ. The way
in which He directly met the needs of person-
ality was twofold by a revelation and a reinforce-
ment. (1) To man's V "

... TT- 1
! \- r.led

God as our Father, v ii \ . is;'! 'ii",
1

! ;

:
"'i of

man's worth, hopn. rmd do^tiny which this truth

brings. (2) To mini"- - '/"-''
' rn'in"t",i' He brought

the gift of th<- Holy Si-iiii. n- ;i power in aid

(TrcLpdicXyros} of the fettered personality. The essen-

tial conjunction, in the view of the early Church,
of these two elements of redemption, which are
ours through Christ, is well illustrated in the
variant of St. Luke's recension of the Lord's Prayer.
After the acknowledgment of the Fatherhood
stands the petition,

c

Thy Holy Spirit come upon
us and cleanse us.'

(1) Jesus made the soul aware of its high origin
and destiny, for the acceptance of the fatherhood

of God clears a path through Time and through
Eternity. The issues of life become of supreme
account to those who believe in One who lives and
loves, watches and listens, provides and controls,

and will at length either welcome or reject. There
is a place for the least, the last and the lost. The
angels of the little ones, who have achieved nothing
and possess nothing, are before the face of the
Father (Mt 181U

). Though uncounted in a nation
(Lk 199

), though unvalued by society (7
47

), though
classed -\\iih publican-; and sinners (15

1
), a man

is counted among the Father's children, and valued
in the Father's heart (Mt 12M-, Lk 1520f

-). 'It
is not the will of your Father in heaven that
one of these little ones should perish.

3 But the
greatest hindrance to the full emergence of person-
ality is not so much the lack ol outw.iid respect as
the loss of self-respect through sin. Self-conscious-
ness becomes thereby a conscience of slavery, of

impotence (Rp 7, esp. vv. 7 '11
). When St. Paul

speaks of having been once * alive apart from the
law' (v.

9
), he means a non-moral existence, before

true self-consciousness was born. In the words of

Schleiermacher,
' The sinner prior to conversion is

overlooked, and is not in this respect a person at
all in the eyes of God. He is a particle of the
mass, out of which the continued operation of the
same creative act of God which gave us the Re-
deemer does, through Him, call him into person-
ality

3

(A. V, s

*

.. . Works, vol. i. p. 87 ; cf. Aug.
de Pecc. Or. .',. '! process in the experience ol

many is a painful one. And although for others
it is gradual and apparently natural, there does
not seem to be much footing in the NT for those
whom F. TV". Newman designated as the 'once-
born 3

(cf. James, Varieties of Religious Experience,
p. 80 and Lect. 3 and 4).

* Thus conscience does make cowards of us all
;

And thus the native hue of resolution
Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought/

The tying to a dead past crarnps the soul's activities.
' Now

was I sorry' (says Bunyan in Grace Abounding, 87, 88) *that
God had made me a man, for I feared I was a reprobate. . .

Yea, I thought it impossible that ever I should attain to such

fjodness
of heart, as to thank God that He had made me a man.'

et as St. Paul implies in the'above reference, this humiliation

to Christ,
'

Depart
from me :" for I am a sinful man, O Lord '

(Lk 5s). The lost son
did not * come to himself '

fully until he was at home with his

father, reconciled. Here we come upon the yreat doctrine of
Justification (wh. see), which is St. Paul's interpretation of the
Father'*, forgn t ncs>s in forensic lerrus. In the experience of the
jn-tificd man. the 'con-riouce of sins* is transmuted into a con-
sciousness of

*

peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ
1

(Ko 5 1
)-

'

Actually and in fact Justification is only accomplished
by an act of human freedom, an act of the deepest self-con-

sciousness in man, appropriating the redeeming love of the
Son of God by the power of awakening

1 and life-giving grace
'

(Martensen, Dogmatics., p. 391).

Starting from this point, the revelation of God
as Father is the means of the enlargement of our

P'-r-Miuility in three ways, through (a) His forgive-
MI--OI ii-", (b] our imitation of Him, (c} the com-
munion "between Him and us.

(a) God's forgiveness, gratefully received, is the
first stage of man's moral freedom. It must always
be a factor in our filial consciousness, but at first it

may be said to be the only, or at least the chief one.
Thus it was the message in which Christ first ex-

pressed *1i'- im-NiPMir o r rn Patherhood (Mk 25
), and

which H< o\i'r i!rlpj :

i:i-ii u* bring to the children
who felt I!ICMI-<'!\O- :jin!u-i from home (Lk 154- 32

).

Their repentance made joy in heaven (15
7
), while

the Divine forgiveness woKe love in Pui" "! <-;irts

(7
47

). For it is the spiritual release ii.,!
-

JL.-
<

-= to
the root of our being, and sets free the wholesome
springs of goodness, long sealed and ignored (18

14

198
). But forgiveness was more than a 'word of

grace
J

: it was a gain for the world at the cost of

Calvary (Mt 2628
). And that cost was ultimately

met out of the treasuries of the Father's heart,
*who so loved the world that he gave his only-
begotten Son '

(Jn 316
, cf. Ko 832). Forgiveness in

the name of Christ is thus the measure of the
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so,

gra
tha

estimate in which our personality is held in the

sight of God.
(b) Our imitation of God. Sonship, being ours

potentially through forgiveness, "becomes ours actu-

ally
I1

.

|

.

1 " "
J

'""i. If one may venture to say
1

:
;

- undervalue the continuity of

.

"
'

- God pays our debts, in order
'

. may pay our way. We are

'made nigh' (Eph 21S
), that we may grow like our

Father who is in heaven. Having 'received the

adoption of sons' (Bo 815
, Gal 45

}, we are to become
imitators of God as dear children

'

(Eph 5 1
).

' Even
as God (or the Lord) forgave you, so also do ye

'

(Col
3 13

). For the standard of our new natu LM 1 1 1 < > i 1 1 i n^
less than /card 0e6v (Eph 424

). This lonnc.v.on <)/

thought is as clear in John as in Paul. * Herein
is love . . . that God loved us, and sent his Son.
. . . Beloved, if God so loved us, we ought to love

one another . . . because as he is, even so are we
in this world' (1 Jn 410* 11 * 17

). These words point
to their original in the tM< hiiijj of Christ, who bade
us give

c

mind, heart, will, and strength' to this

holy task (Mt 2237
). To ' be perfect, as our Father

in heaven is perfect
'

(5
48

), to forgive as He forgives
(6

12 1835 ), to make peace and love our enemies that
we may prove ourselves His sons (5

9 - 45
), is the

Christian standard of conduct, and the final chal-

lenge to our personality.
(c) Communion between God and man. If per-

sonality finds its release in the
"

''.' \- its

scope in the imitation, of God, it
: .

l^~
ment in communion with Him. *

Religion is

nothing if it is not the vital act by which the
whole spirit seeks to save itself by attaching itself

to its principle. This act is prayer
3

(Sabatier,

7V..".V',,o ;
/ of Religion, p. 28). But prayer, to be

real and eriectual, must rest on faith in the Father
revealed by Jesus Christ.

' He who makes prayer
simply a way to reach God " invents a god for him-

self, and one that does not hear." . . . There can
be no true worship unless we come through Christ
into the relation of children towards God '

(Luther,
quoted by Herrmann, Communion with God, p. 244).
This is the prayer that is surely answered by God
(Lk 11 9"13

5 Jn 157), the worship that is in spirit and
in truth, which He Himself both inspires and seeks
after (Jn 423* 24

, Ro 826- 27
). This is praying after

the manner of the Lord's Prayer, when * the storm
of desire dies away into stillness before God. 5 Yet
* whatever really so burdens the soul as to threaten
its peace is to be brought before God in prayer,
with the confidence that the Father's love under-
stands even our anxious clinging to earthly things

'

(Herrmann, p. 247). There is no higher employ-
ment of the powers of personality than real (Mt
65 - 6

), believing (Mk II 34
), consecrated (Jn 1413

),

persistent (Lk 181 ) prayer, from, a fo^M:!-! 1 ! ,,!

(Mk II 25
), when it throws itself \ii:lnni IV-<TV<

upon the loving will of the Father (Mt 2639 - 42
).

Such prayer is far more than an act : it invests all

the outgoings and incomings of life with the sacred
sense that the Father is

* over all, through all, and
in all

'

(Eph 46
). Thus prayer has * a natural effect

in spiritualizing and elevating the soul. A man is

no longer what he was beforo. Gnulually imper-
ceptibly to himself he has imbibed a now sol of

ideas, and become imbued with fresh principles.
He is as one coming from kings' courts, with a
grace, a delicacy, a dignity, a propriety, a justness
of thought and taste, a clearness and firmness of

principle, all his own' (J. H. Newman). Resting
on life eternal as a principle, a man cannot sink
into being the mere plaything of events, a puppet
in his environment. Christ has invited him to
ascend a higher storey of his being, whence he can
see the hosts of God beyond tho Mi<-ir*-linp onomy.
'Heaven lies about us in our iniVsiicy." An-l the
fulfilment of that truth is when the saint, with

the heart of a little child, endures as seeing Hin$
who is invisible.

On these ilmv -it ,. "'."*' 1
1 "

. : :

ness for
<4 ivories,

'
-

.
- !

stands the temple of immortality for the soul.

(2) Jesus made the soul capable of
J

'

"'';;'"
high destiny (in correspondence wit

'

I > %

"

origin) by the gift of the Holy Spirit. This was
the one great object of His saving ministry besides

ro,\"'ilp'!ii the Father. It is not that there was^no
J 1 1 >1 v :sp'i

ri i except for the ministry of Jesus Christ.

The Holy Spirit, we must believe, was as truly at

the centre and circumference of the universe as

the Father Himself. But none the less, for the

purposes of human personality, the Fatherhood
and Spirit of God were alike the creation of Jesus
Christ. On these twin pillars His Kingdom of the

redeemed is founded ; Justification being the result

of the Father's relation to por-onnlitv, and Sancti-
"

.

" "" "

the effect of ili< Spirir'- influence on

; ;-
both being secured through faith in

the Lord 'Jesus Christ. It were of little use to

heighten the soul's self - consciousness without

increasing its powers of self-determination. The
"k"ovl. .!.:<-> that God is our Father, with all it

i!iM>l!i'-. ii'-i-i be completed by our receiving the
'

spirit

"

of adoption
'

whereby we cry
*

Abba,
Father '

(Ro S15
), and the '

power to become sons
of God' (Jn I12 ). The connexion between this

Spirit of God and our spirits is too subtle for our

analysis.
' In the ephemeral and empirical Me,

there is a mysterious Guest, greater than the Me,
and to which the Me instinctively addresses its

prayer and its trust
'

(Sabatier, Religions of Au-
thority, p. 318). But there can be no doubt (and
this is the Mu-r :-.>._' uf Ro 8) that the result is an

enhancing ':' :ii-- -uii! - power to realize itself in

respect of character which is the real realm of per-

sonality. In other words, the Holy Spirit is pre-

eminently the inain^iriiui of the life inspired by
Christ (vis viearia, Tertullian), not, however, as
substitute for the will, but as its partner and
prompter (cf. Gal 220 with 525

, and Eph 316 with v. 17
).

* The Snirit and faith,' says Dr. Denney (art. HOLY
SPIRIT in vol. i. p. 738b), are correlative terms,
and each of them covers from a different point of

view all that is meant by Christianity. Regarded
from the side of God and His grace and power in

initiating and maintaining it, Christianity is the

Spirit ; regarded from the side of man and his

action and responsibility in relation to God, it is

faith.' The bearing of the Spirit on man's self-

determination (i.e. as a moral motive) may be
viewed in two aspects.

(a) There is the entrance of the Spirit, which is

sometimes called simply a gift (Lk II13
), but also

( a new birth '

(Jn 33ff>
), 'because its origin is behind

the will^of man (I
13

), and a 'baptism' (Mk I8 ),

because its outcome is in the will of man, in his

personal dedication (cf. Ph 212
).

* My heart was full ;
I made no vows, but vows

Were then made for me ; bond unknown to me
Was given, that I should be, else sinning greatly,
A dedicated Spirit' (Wordsworth, The. Prelude, iv. 334 ff.).

And cf. Paracelsus :

1 As He spoke, I was endued
With comprehension and a steadfast will ;

And when He ceased, my brow was sealed His own."

In any case, it brings the power of the Highest
(Stiva/ALs ft \plffTov, Lk I35 ) to those who have high
work to do. Christ began His public ministry (4

14
)

in the power of the Spirit, who first brooded over
Him and then drove Him forth (Mk I 10 - 12

). The
Spirit also endowed the behaviour and bearing of
Jesus with its unique characteristics (Mt 121̂ ff<

).

But this belongs more properly to the section
below. The most critical act of the soul's self-

determination is known as conversion, which is

the final acceptance of the will and love of God as
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revealed in Jesus Christ, so that the motives stored
in the gospel become henceforth dominant partners
in the life of the soul, 'In conversion 3

(says Star-

buck, quoted in James, Religious Experience,
P. 210)

' a person must relax, i.e. must fall back on
the larger power that makes for righteousness,
which has been welling up in his own being, and
let it finish in its own way the work it has begun.'
This is the true leverage of all moral possibilities ;

and it is due to th :

*

.

"

the Spirit, which has
its own heavenly

-
, \ I . 955 A v ), and releases

the soul from the encumbrance of habit and the

tyranny of desire. The entrance of the Spirit
thus brings the release of the personality.

* The
unseen region is not merely the ideal, for it pro-
duces effects in this world. When we commune
with it, work is actually done upon our finite per-
sonality, for we are turned into a new man, and
consequences in the way of conduct follow in the
natural world upon our regenerative change'
(Professor James, op. cit. p. 516).

(b) T-II *, '-
"'"/.;/ of the Spirit is the consumma-

tion <' !';' <. ii-i-.i'.ni faith, its distinctive feature
and peculiar power (Lk IP3 2449

, Jn 738 1416 2023
, cl

Ac 1 1 15
'18 191"6

, Ro S2,
2 Co 3, Gal 516ff

-). The human
problem is stated in a famous chapter (Eo 7) by
Paul, in a memorable sentence by Christ (Mk 1438).
Without the higher inspiration the mind becomes
carnal instead of the body being consecrated.
Christ Himself suffered from no division in His
nature (cf. Harnack, What is Christianity ? p. 32 1),
because He was filled with the Spirit (Lk 41

) : the
Prince of this world had nothing in Him

(Jn 1430
).

And this is the summum bonum to which He in-

vites His disciples :
' Peace I leave with you, my

peace I give unto you' (v.
27

). It resolves the
antinomies of flesh and spirit, body and soul,

whereby the self-determination of man is tested,

enabling us to believe, and live by the truth, that

pur bodies are *

temples of the Holy Ghost 5 which
is in us, which we have from God (1 Co 619

) ; or,
;1

",*
""

analogy of Christ, that we are
le yine, into which, and through

which, the sap of His ever-living word is to flow,

producing fruit to the glory of God (Jn 151"8
). The

fruitfulness of life in character, which is the crown
of personality, depends in short on the partner-
ship of our personality with the Paraclete, whose
dominion brings us liberty from the Law, as the
obverse of our obedience to Love (Ho 815 cf. v. 9

,

Gal 5s3- 23 cf. v. 1*-
M, 2 P I8 cf. v. 4

). All this is the

process of sanctification.
' If it has come to pass

that the saints of the New Covenant have a higher
idea of holiness, have walked by a more perfect
rule, have shown forth a more excellent and lovely
character, these are the fruits of the blessed Spirit

'

(Dean rimn-li. T7//.//K Sermons, p. 121).
The iiiiiiiiicMiLiiou of this spiritual fact was at

Pentecost (Ac 2), and it presupposed two prior
events the advent of Jesus, and His ascension.

And the meaning of these three events for man's
self-determination lies here.

(i. ) The Spirit as revealed in the earthly life of

Jesus was the unique illustration of a Personality
moving only in ilio dim/don of i ruth, holiness, ami
love, rid yet on rhe lines of luiiriH n nature. And this

was inMiiifu-ily duo 10 the unhindered operation of

the personal Spirit of God. I-JoTicoforth ilion^so-

eiation between Christ and the Spirit is so close for

us, that we may say that the Spirit is Christ inter-

preted in terms of our experience ; even as the
Father is Christ read into the Eternal. To use
the fine jinnlo^v of Man menu (Essays, in. 1, p. 50),
*
If it ha- plen-MMl (Soil, the < reator, to fit up one

system with one sun, to make the daylignt of

several worlds, so may it fitly have pleased God,
the Keyealer, to kindle amid the elliptic of history
One Divine Soul to glorify whatever lies within

the great year of His moral Providence, and repre-
sent the Father of Lights.

3

Only we must go on
to say that, in the name of God the Redeemer,
Jesus re])i events the sunshine as well; for it is

through Him the Holy Spirit is mediated to us.
'The truth is' (as agains: lV\--< ^I.ij. \ol. i. p. 279),
'not that the Spirit is !;< imr.r v

'

Christ, but
that it was from the first so entirely the principle
of TTU < i -<, l"i \ . and He was throughout so
I-M'I iN-i'-'y <>!. v. -ii it in His Divine humanity,
that He became its perfect organ and expression,
not merely in a temporal and impersonal sense, but
in a personal and abiding sense. . . . The Holy
Spirit as it comes to us in Christianity, therefore,
includes the personal presence of Christ '

(Walker,
Spirit and Incarnation, p. 85).

(ii. ) But it is equally true that the earthly life

of Jesus had to be superseded if it was to have its

full effect on man's \
' - -'ij Ji !

;.
. On the one hand,

He Himself said,
e

'\,

:

,' I !;' lifted up from the
earth, will draw all men unto me '

(Jn 1232
) ; and,

on the other hand, the response came from the

experience of an Apostle :
* Even though we have

known Christ after the flesh, yet now we know
him so no more '

(2 Co 516
).

' If any one have not
the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his' (Ro 89).
Faith is more than an outlook ; it is also an up-
look and an inlook. The Christ of history must
become the Christ of experience. Just as the

painter passes from the stage of imitation to

origination before he becomes an artist, so a
Christian is one who, ! ulv:_ n\vay to Christ,
loses himself in Him, ;:-<i -> I in-:- himself again
as a new creation (2 Co 517

; cf. Mk 835). Thus * the
Lord is the Spirit.' Christ in whose face was the

glory of God becomes 'Christ in us the hope of

glory' (2 Co 46, Col I27). 'He that descended is

the same also that ascended up far above all

heavens, that lie miirhl ail all things' (Eph 410
).

(iii) The ^nilicinice of Pentecost is, in brief,
that Christ is now to be made known to the world

through 'living epistles, known and read of all

men, written by the Holy Spirit on the fleshy
tables of the heart,

3

i.e. in the promptings of

conscience and compassion, which prove the work-
ing of the Spirit of Christ (2 Co 32* 3

). In other
words, the honour of Christ's name and the suc-
cess of His cause are thrown upon the personality
He has evoked, that personality which in part-
nership with the Spirit of God, and in union with
fellow-Christians, is to do even g ivnv t i

'

i i
i :_

- than
Christ in His earthly life could ;i <.'! pi i?-h. And
who is sufficient for these things ? But we have
the mind of Christ and the ministry of the Spirit

(1 Co 216
5 2 Co 216 36).

4. The redeemed personality For the re-

<l--rvi 1
|.i

ii -i",ili
j

\. J:i ! :iii<r i'.'r is its liberty;
s.i'-ii:'*.1

.

:"" ii i.bw. These great words were
invented to expre -

\>\
"; 1" 1 y ,",t its highest, and

in its fulfilment, V-:> !, ][' i of view of self-

consciousness and self-determination respectively.
It may fairly be said that this redeemed person-
ality has been the keynote of Christendom, the
secret of its history, the source of its progress
often misleading and misled, but having the power
of an ondlo life. This sketch of the subject may
be completed by a few* suggestions as to the

significance of the redeemed personality for the

bir-tory of Christendom. It has caused man (1)

to stand for his rights and liberties, (2) to recog-
nize his debts and duties.

(1) The rights and liberties of the soul. Modern
history is the steady unfolding of the powers of

the personality in answer to the challenge of
the civili/arion by which it is surrounded. The
world is so much with us through facilities of

knowledge, communication, and enjoyment, that
the inner life of the soul would have little chance
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indeed were it not continually replenished in spirit
and in truth. But because personality is conscious
of its eternal environment, it can 'oudiini ;i- .'<!!"_!

him who is invisible,
3 and must asseru ibseli in Uie

name of its Creator and Redeemer. Steadily it

has been rising to the height of its possibilities

against the ^oi-i't of ,LJI ,

" "
.

tradition

and venerabl- 1 ni-iiii;- ion-, '' that the
word of God comes most directly to this world

through its dedicated personalities. That ' word '

has always breathed Justice as the social, and

Liberty as the personal ideal. And reformers
have always found their inspiration for the former
in tiie OT, for the latter in the NT. Constitutional

history could not be explained but for the con-

tinual inilow of these principles upon the con-

sciences of the people from their springs in the
Christian faith. We cannot fail to observe that
the action of the Christian conscience through the
leaders of the Church had much to do with the

Magna Charta. The uprising from the condition
of villenage in the 14th cent, was vitally con-

nected with the Lollard movement and the dis-

tribution of the Bible in the English tongue. The
Peasants' Wars in Germany which followed, and the
national movements in all the northern countries
of Europe, found the secret of their power in the
recovered gospel. It is the testimony of all who
know, that the rights of the Christian man were
the first objective of our own Puritan Revolution.
Said Pym,'its typical exponent: 'The greatest
liberty of our country is religion.

3 The American
Commonwealth was founded, as to its true nucleus,
in the passion for 'freedom to worship God.'
And although the French Revolution triumphed
in an 'age of reason,' in defiance of Church and
creed, its passionate hope was derived from the
Christian conception of the rights of man which
had certainly drifted into the mind of Voltaire.

Finally, in religion itself personality has played
its true part only under the cegis of Jesus Christ.

In Mohammedanism the political and social bonds
are drawn very closely, and its military associa-

tions have tended to promote the type of the
devoted soldier (Moslems) Theirs not to reason

why, theirs "but to do and die.
1 Under such a

form of -
T " "

|

- '

T

'';.
has little chance. The

Hindu [
I v ' inderlies Buddhism re-

gards personality" as the chief seat of evil in the

universe, and works towards its obliteration.

Socially, this philosophy results in the caste system,
which is well calculated, to this end. The religion,
if so it may be called, of Confucius, throws the

weight of every moral sanction on the dead past,
and, by the worship of ancestors. !', lo-'ji!- io

the utmost extent the homage d"i- '> ilso li\
:

':.!

soul. Christianity has no doubt m.-ny pomi- of

contact with these and other religions ;"but in this
' " " " T '

:jonistic, in that its unit is

: Ms race, colour, or class, ,

on the sublime ground that God seeks him and
needs him. Hence its life has always been fed by
personalities, whose love to God has been with
the heart, mind, soul, nml strength. As Christ
founded His Church on Peter, t*o on the man who
adopts the motto of the Northern university
* Men say : Quhat say they : 3at them say

'

in the

spirit of Peter (Ac 4^), has the Church as a matter
of history always been refounded. By the touch
of Christ on the individual all bands and bars
have snapped, and in the inspired personality
the word of God has found free course and been

glorified. It might almost be said that no other

religion is anything but a framework. Only in
the religion of Jesus Christ do we see the face of
a renewed personality changed into the same image
from glory to glory.

(2) But the new-found personality has not only

rejoiced in righ1> ;uid liberties, political and social,

mental and Vpiriuml ; it has also made an ever

fuller discovery of its debts and duties. The
Fatherhood of God means the promise at least of

personality in every human being, and that means
the essential brotherhood of men.

^
The Incarna-

tion has drawn them into one by ! '.-"! I'M MI

one; so that each must bear the":'1

!'.-
1

: ':!-,
and so fulfil the law of Jesus Christ. The Atone-

ment on Calvary has focussed the conception of

vicarious suffering, and summoned Christians to

fulfil that which is lacking of th :" 1 1". 1 - ?

Christ (Col I
24

). In the train of ('-.-' i

-.,;-.-
tion mutual service becomes the truest expression
of the bond of union (Jn 13 15 '17

). So we are bidden

lessly in debt to God, we are to pay off all we can
on the altar of humanity's need. Our indebtedness
to God involves our forgiveness of others (Mt
IS32- 33

), our help of any one in every time of need

(Mt 108
, Lk 1037

), and especially our hope and labour
for their spiritual welfare (Mt 2S19

,
Lk 10-).

_

This consciousness of duty to humanity for

Christ's sake soon showed itself in the breaking of

yokes, although the yokes crumbled rather than

snapped under His humane influence. It worked

upon pagan notions of slavery and conquest, and
after abolishing the gladiatorial shows, iirst eased
and finally freed the human chattel. The rights
of woman, too, as partner rather than subordinate,
and the honour paid even to children, as against
the Roman practice of infanticide, have gradually
come into being through the changed standpoint
from which personality is regarded through Christ.

Continuing the story '1m- !.._ nn. (he recognition
of our debt and duty i < m.n ;- i; hi r- on account of

their personality has (a) secretly undermined the
resistance of racial barriers. More than this can

hardly be said in view of events East and West.
But at any rate the Christian Church, now a

fellowship of >

"

-. V- >eds,;iri-l
'

<>!. .;.

has to a larg-
* ,'

";
the "il.iliiiv! !

the ideal which leaped to the imagination of St.

Paul, when there shall be * neither Jew nor Greek,
bond nor free, male nor female j for all are one in

Christ Jesus '

(Gal 328 ). (b) It has slowly produced
an attitude of tolerance, i.e. a iv. '_ui!.k>i: of the

rights of others in thought. That is a position
far in advance of the claim to personal indepen-
dence. Liberty of ihonghi for others, with a

resulting equality of opportunity, is an ideal

hard of attainment. But because humanity is

I-- u-,-; 1 . 1'i-mgh men are not, it will at leugili be
- iiMMioii as the corollary to the ri^rln,-. or per-

sonality, (c) It has steadily permeated law with
the larger justice of mercy." This is another com-

paratively recent development of the Christian
consciousness. The criminal code and the service

discipline were both administered on brutal lines,
and the indv.-i i iul -\ -'Yii! v as beset by conditions

hardly less 'io-..!,!. i in.:. IJin the claim of person-
ality is steadily laying hold of the

; o|iul;ii im; -J:M,

tion and conscience, and asserti'i^ ii -!!' in i

acts of our statute-book, (d) It has turned older
methods of education upside down. The claim of

the personality is now respected even when in the
bud. The teacher now learns to sit first at the
feet of the child, who is no longer trained to be a
kind of imitation adult, but is desired to develop
on the lines of its own per-onaliiy. (e) It has

inspired all crusades of oonqia-nion." Christianity
has led the way, to the marvel of the world, in the

provision of hospitals asylums, orphanage:*, etc.

And this consideration for the blind, the insane,
the leper, and such afflicted ones, is the monument
to Christ's care of the body as the home of the
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personality. (/) It has been the fulcrum of foreign
missions ; for there are souls to be saved wherever

humanity is to be found. This is the most beauti-

ful and characteristic task of the Church of Christ.

These are some of the modern developments of

personality as to its rights and duties. By means
of their proper balance and mutual influence,
Christendom makes its advance. And this bal-

ance is maintained so far as man is in Christ. For
from Him alone comes the ultimate sense of human
dignity both for oneself and for all. At His feet

we learn that personality is given its full enfranch-
isement in order that it may co-operate with the
Father in the employments of perfect love.

T . T1
"- -"]

"

works alluded to above, see Illing-
w- ''

/ . ii
'

i and Divine
; Moberly, Atonement

c
'

'

c.
; Martensen, Ethics ; Dorner,

'.nd Personality, W. Richmond,
> > Christian Ethics; James, Prob-

I -
, Microcosmus, i. 248 ff. ; Green,

Proleg. to Ethics ; Augustine, Confessions, etc. See also A.
Chandler in A Lent in London (1895), p. 193 ; O. C. Hall, The
Gospel of the Divine Sacrifice (1897), p. 267; H. Rashdall,
Doctrin

" ~ '

(1898), p. 268 ; T. G. Selby, The God
of the - -l". Newton, The Problem of Person-

ality (1 , ,

'

,
Outline of Theology, pt. 2; Lotze,

Outlines of
'

Philosophy of
'

Religion, 30-35; Oman, Vision
and Authority, pp. 19-24

; Myers, Human Personality, i. 10 ff,

A. NORMAN ROWLAND.
PERVERTING (Stourrpfyw,

Lk 23- ; airoffrptfu, V. 14
).

The word oc- .
- "i "'v^

1

;.

"

he trial of Jesus
before Pilate,

-
-i brought iipnri-i

Him was that .: nation.' Such a

charge, though somewhat vague, implied that He
was a conspirator f .

:
' \. ^ . ."'._ ,

spirit of disaffection . .
;

'

=

;

and thus turning them against the Imperial Govern-
ment. The dm rge wfi> utterly false, but it revealed
the bitter malice of the Jews and their determina-
tion to bring about the death of Jesus. The power
of life and death was not possessed by the Sanhe-
drin : no merely religious offence could be visited

with capital punishment (Jn 1831 ), and therefore
the object which they clamoured for could be

accomplished only through the instrumentality of

the civil power. Accordingly, the leaders of the
Sanhedrin lay aside ;!i'- ^.i-i- lila^plicniv. which

really weighed with i. 'si- ,\- \. bur 01' \\-hicli they
knew Pilate could take no cognizance, and they
bring Jesus before the Roman governor as a politi-
cal offender, guilty of setting Himself and others

in opposition to the ruling power of Rome. A
charge of this character Pilate was in duty bound
to consider and examine. DUGALD CLARK.

PESTILENCE (\ot,u6$). The word is found twice
in the Gospels, in both cases i

1

.

'""

j
"-:'' '7- ".f

Christ regarding the last days V
M :''

fc
\ N. : II \,

following WH and others, omits], Lk 21 11
). In

the OT the word is used in a generic sense, and

usually indicates a direct Divine visitation (Lv
2625

, tfn 1412, 1 Ch 21 14
, Ps 7S50

etc.). The disease,

whatever its nature, is not rarely associated with
war and its consequences (Jer 24 10 2917 3417, Ezk
6u etc.). Thus it seems to be used by Christ in

the texts quoted.
The specific meaning of the word Xot/uds is not

easily determined. It seems to indicate a swiftly-
developing and mortal illness, contagious or infec-

tion^ in its nature, as we may infer from Ac 245
.

It may point to the glandular or bubonic plague,
well known and universallydreaded bythe ancients,
and the great scourge of the world in the Middle

Ages. (See Hastings' DB, iii. pp. 324, 755).

HENRY E. DOSKER.
PETER. The use of the names Simon and Simon

Peter in the Gospels is instructive. Mt., when he
first mentions the Apostle, calls him * Simon who is

called Peter' (4
18

) ; he uses the same -language in

his list of the Apostles (10
s
). Again, with most

obvious appropriateness he calls him * Simon Peter '

at the time of his celebrated confession (16
16

), while
on the two occasions on which our Lord addresses
the disciple directly, he is 'Simon bar-Jona 3

(16
17

)

and 'Simon' (17-
5
). In Mk. the name 'Simon' is

employed up to the selection of the Twelve, and
thereafter ' Peter

'

is used ; but when our Lord
accosts him in Gethsemane, He names him 'Simon '

(14
7
). In Lk. also he is designated

' Simon ' with a

single exception (5
8
) till the choice of the Apostles,

after which he becomes ' Peter
'

; but when our Lord
speaks to him he is 'Simon, Simon,' which is

softened to ' Peter '

(22
31 - 34

). His fellow-believers

give him the same name when they relate that our
Lord appeared to him after His resurrection (24

34
).

The practice of Jn. is equally notable. Before
Peter appears on the scene at all, his brother
Andrew is described as 'the brother of Simon
Peter

5

(I
41

). This double name is that which
the Evangelist chi-, n\ ,

i

'ii-
1 "\ -

: I
*

fact, he prefers
it except when its I ii<

' v -\\\-\ seem pedantic.
At the same time, i" "".i:-*: -

i learly that the

Apostle's original name was 'Simon' (I
42

), and he

places this name on the lips of Jesus just as the
other F-vMis-iolM- do (I

43
).

The 11 ic ; IVic- has a triple interest, (a] His
personality is attractive because of its naturalness,

buoyancy, and vigour. Belonging to the class of
men who are readily undeistood, his impetuosity,
candour, freedom of spe . i

1

.

'

_.
of motive,

his large and genial ."
;

, strongly
to our hearts. Peter is the Luther among the

Apostles* (b) Again, he is the most representative
of the Apostles. Were it not for him, our know-
ledge of their views, tastes, hopes, prejudices, and
difficulties would be scanty ; but, owing to his
words and acts, these stand out in bold relief. It

is in Peter that we see the kind of men whom our
Lord deliberately chose to be His closest friends
and the agents for the fullilment of His purposes.
The methods, too, by which the disciples became
qualified for their great functions are most 'fully
revealed in the treatment of Peter by Jesus the

patient wisdom, the boundless charity, the humour,
the severity, the perfect frankness, the unreserved

intimacy, (c) Again, the career of Peter after the
Ascension is the most striking evidence at once of

his natural capacity and of the transformation
effected in him by his friendship with Jesus. The
disciple is now worthy of the designation

l Hock. '

He snows himself to be the natural leader of the
new community : its most powerful and energetic
member both in counsel and in act.

The career of Peter falls into two great sections,
divided by the Ascension : his life as a disciple and

Apostle under our Lord, and his life as the first

leader of the Christian Church.
1. Prior to our Lord's Ascension. Simon Peter

was the son of a man called Jonas (Mt 1617 ) or
John (Jn I4

'2
), or possibly Jonas John, a fisherman

on the Sea of Galilee. His mother's name is not
recorded. The place of his birt'i ^ <i-

!

ViMv
Bethsaida (Jn I

44
). No mention is ;i ,'.. -i i!.< .'.,!'<

of his birth ; but, as he was a married man when
our Lord's ministry opened, it is likely that he was
born about the same time as Jesus. How long his

parents lived is not known : they may have died

before he became intimate with Jesns. It may be
assumed from his later life that he was brought
up by them in habits of temperance, frugality,

diligence, and piety. He could read and write,
and had considerable acquaintance with the Greek

tongue as spoken in (ialilee. He^ followed his

father's occupation, obtaining by it an income

adequate to all the wants of his household. By
the time he is first spoken of in the Gospels he is

married, and living in Capernaum, where he has a
house of his own, which at a subsequent date
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appears to have been the centre of the labours o:

our Lord in Capernaum (Mk I 21 - 29 933).
Attracted by the Baptist, Peter and his brother

Andrew became his disciples. Andrew was one of

the two disciples of the Baptist who heard him
declare that Jesus was the Lamb of God (Jn 1 35

X
and who, after their interview with Jesus, were
convinced that He was the Messiah. He com-
municated to his brother the great discovery he
had made, and brought him to Jesus, who, reading
Ms very soul, and

] >erceiving what he was and whai
he was capable of becoming, announced that he
should bear the name Peter or 'Bock' (Jn I 42

).

The acquaintanceship thus formed passed after an
interval of a few months, during part of which
Peter was with Jesus, into discipleship and per-
manent fellowship. When our Lord began His
ministry in Galilee, the two brothers Peter anc
Andrew were summoned by Him to become, in

His own striking language,
f fishers of men '

: and
this call was immediately follo\yed by that of two
other brothers, their partners in business, James
and John (Mk I16 - 20

). The final
' *

Peter's

relationship to Jesus was that \ A Our
Lord had determined to select a very few persons
from, the larger number of His adherents to be

constantly in His society, and to act as His mes-
sengers. Peter was the first to be chosen (Mk 313

).

This place was not given him by accident. He was
the first of the Apostles, not in authority or rank
or i :<'], -Mr- . for ideas of this description were
u!U'"ly fi '<:'. M to the mind of our Lord; but his

courage, resourcefulness, energy, and devotion con-
stituted him the natural leader of the newbodv.
He was their spokesman, the interpreter of their

wishes, hopes, desires, and purposes. Many words
specially uttered bv him or spoken by our Lord to
Mm are preserved in the Gospels, and in several
of the miracles of our Lord he has a unique
place. The perception of our Lord's character, and
familiarity with His views of God, of man, of

righteousness and of salvation, as well as with
His hatred of unreality and formalism, and with
the depth and range of His sympathies for the
common people anda even for social outcasts set

up an intellectual ferment in the mind of Peter
which ultimately engendered a fixed and definite
view of pur Lord's Person. On. two occasions
that conviction was expressed in memorable terms.
At Capernaum, Peter, undismayed and unmoved
by the rapid fall in our Lord's popularity due to
His refusal to become a political instead'of a re-

ligious leader, aifirmed Him to be the only possessor
of the words of eternal life, the Holy One of God
(Jn 666ff-). Then, not long after, when the common
people had ceased to regard our Lord as the
Messiah, and assigned Him only the subordinate

1. <
' of .\ forerunner, Peter, without a moment's

i
1

-

., i"'i, clothed in fit words the conviction which
had now attained isi.dviiily and consistency in his
mind the ripe irr.i. <!' lii- intercourse with our
Lord; he affirmed that He was the Messiah (Mt
1613ff

*). This confession was rewarded with the
famous promise, the sense of which is still in

dispute
* Thou art Peter, and on this rock I will

build my church.
9 The common view among the

Fathers that the rock is Jesus Himself has scarcely
any support among the interpreters of to-day. A
number of Protestant scholars agree with the
Roman Catholic Church in understanding the rock
of Peter himself; but this expl,-ni:\iioii fails to
answer two questions. Why, if 1'erer i- the rock,
did not Jesus simply say on thee '

? Whence, too,
the distinction in the present text between the two
words for 'rock' (vrtrpos and irfr-pa), a distinction
which must surely have been found in some form in
the original Aramaic ? But be the rock Peter him-
self or his confession, it is clear that our Lord was

"! \-

""
i"

1

with the declaration, and that He
' ' a spiritual insight and capacity

-

'

/,
:

'

ohe speaker for high office and ser-

vice in the Kingdom of God. But, thon-h P. icr

had grasped the truth that Jesus was i!ic Me-- mli,
he was still in bondage to the traditional concep-
tion of the Messiah as a conqueror. For hard]y had
our Lord, relying on his confession, proceeded for

the first time to announce plainly His impending
death, when Peter, shocked at His apparent de-

spondency, remonstrated with Him, and thus drew
from His lips the rebuke,

* Get thee behind me,
Satan' (Mt 1623

).

The prediction of His death was made by Jesus
at least thrice, in language which admits of but one

meaning ; but neither Peter nor any of the Apostles
appears to have believed that the words were in-

tended to be taken literally. Not one among them
seems to have accepted the truth that Jesus would
be crucified. But that event drew near, and Peter,
as was to be expected, figures largely in the closing
scenes. He refuses to allow his Master to degrade
Himself by washing his feet ; but when told that
this refusal involves forefeiture of all interest in

Him, under the impulse of the reaction generated
by this reproof, he wishes that his hands and head
as well as his feet should be washed (Jn 136ff

-).

Conscious of his devotion to his Lord, he declares
that though all men should stumble at Him, he
never will, but would die for His sake ; and draws
from our Lord's lips the sorrowful announcement
that he is about to deny Him thrice (Mk 14-9 ).

When our Lord is arrested in Gethsemane, he
has the courage, perhaps rather the rashness,
to draw a sword and seek to cut down the very
person who, it may be, was making the arrest

(Jn IS10
) ; he follows our Lord into the palace of

the high priest, and there, outworn, pevploxi/d.
thrown oft" his guard, unmanned,, he ihm; iiun>
declares that lie knows nothing of Jesus. Then,
having met the eye of his Master as He was led
from one room to another, the sense of his guilt
becomes intolerable, and he bursts forth into tears
of deepest penitence and self-abasement (Lk 2254ff

-).

What the Apct,le did after he quitted the palace
of the high priest, has not been told us. Whether
he was too overpowered by emotion to draw near
the cross we cannot tell, but it is certain that his

hopes were buried in the grave of Jesus. He and
the rest of the disciples mu^r hn\o poured out
their hearts to one another, -u^e-unji, doubling,
fearing, unable to resolve as 10 iho iniuro.
Not two days after the Crucifixion, Mary of

Magdala informed Peter and John that the grave
of Jesus was open and no body there. The two
disciples started off in hot haste to verify the
statement. John, the younger and fleeter, reached
the tomb first, but awe prevented him from enter-

ing. Peter, unaffected by this motive, went into
the grave as soon as he arrived, and then both
disciples sawthej-nivr-i-l'i

1

,V lyir.-.. in orderly array,
with the napkin which had bound the head rolled

up in a place by itself : facts which excluded the
view that the corpse had been removed by enemies.
The meaning of the words which they had heard
again and again from Jesus as to His rising again
:

rorn the dead began to dawn on their understand -

.ng : He was risen from the dead (Jn 20llr
-). Soon

the testimony of the women confirmed the infer-
ence they had drawn, and if any doubts continued
;o haunt the Apostle's mind, they were finally dis-

pelled by a personal appearance made by Jesus to
limself . The interview stands with no record save
;he bare circumstance, but is possibly on that
account only the more impressive (Lk 2484

). It
:ormed perhaps the most important event of Peter's
ife, and certainly produced on him the most extra-
)rdinary effects. What was soft and fluid in his
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Ideas and convictions now hardened into rock : his

courage acquired a new temper : his
]

-,i -
i . i

-

< i

loyalty to our Lord became measureless i r-i-i n:\-\

devotion, chastened Ibya new reverence and awe.
All that he had ever ventured to hope regarding
Jesus was now confirmed, and rested on a basis of
adamant.
Another scene is related in tho appendix: to the

Fourth Gospel (ch. 21), which form.- ilio fitting
close to the earthly relations of the Master and
His disciple. Here again Peter and John are the
two chief actors, and each exhibits his distinctive
characteristics. John is the first to identify the
solitary figure on the shore of the Sea of Galilee
with the Lord ; while Peter is the first to try
to reach Him, casting himself into the lake in
lii-

1^,1
. ru. x> welcome Him. There followed the

; rij.i- MI:M-I r-n to Peter touching his love for Jesus,
with answers from the Apo-ilc \\ Jiicii show that he
had now been purged of pro-uniprion, boasting, and
rash self-confidence. Then he in his turn is en-
trusted with the weightiest and most honourable
of all charges : he is commissioned and commanded
to feed and tend the flock of Christ. Finally, and
as if it were the natural sequel of the high trust

just allotted him, he is told that he will end his

days by martyrdom. Accepting this declaration
without a shadow of doubt, he ventures to inquire
as to the fate of his fellow-disciple John, but is

forbidden to meddle with such qm^liun-*. hi.- ia-k

being to concentrate his onor.iric- OH the fiillilnionr

of the duties imposed on himself.
2. Subsequent to the Ascension. If Peter was

the foremost of the disciples before the Ascension,
he was still more so, if possible, after that event.
He is represented throughout the Acts as the leader
of the Church ; and this view is confirmed by the
references that St. Paul (Gal 27 - 9

) makes to his

position, which prove that his was ^.- <-- n:. 1

!'/-
,.

personality in the Church. The ::.. -.iif-i i

1

, ;

successor to Judas shouLl V appoiiilt'd was made
by him, and at once axlopied by the body of
believers (Ac I15fft

). The explanation of the descent
of the tongues of flame at Pentecost is given by
him (2

14fL
). He performs the first Christian miracle

(3
6H The defence of the new < ,:"'> v hen

its leaders are arrested by the ^, :..;! V,,

'

on
him (4

8ff
-). The doom of Ananias and Sapphira is

I

-
:. "! by his lips (5

4- 9
). When the gospel is

I-
11
--,': i : Samaria, John and he are appointed

commissioners to investigate the new situation

(8
14

). He is the first to throw open the Church to
the Gentiles on the condition of faith only (ch. 10).
Herod Agrippa sentences him to death as the chief
leader of the sect of the Nazarenes (ch. 12). He
takes a foremost place in the deliberations of the
Conjrre-* at Jerusalem which determined the rela-
lioii- i Inn should thereafter exist between the
Gentiles and the Jews, pronouncing that the Gen-
tiles should be exempt from all Jewish ordinances
(ch. 15). At this point the account in the Acts
terminates, and the remainder of his career is

obscure. That he travelled about preaching the

gospel, accompanied by his wife (1 Co 95 ), is certain,
but the one place he is known to have visited is

Antioch (Gal 2n ) in Syria, the second capital of

Chri-tianiiy. He may have gone to Greece
(KuM'U ///: IL xxv. 8); he may have preached in

the provinces to which his firt letter i-< at Id rested

(1 P I
1
) ; it is possible that he spent some time in

Babylon (1 P 518). From the far East he turned to

Rome, where he died as a martyr according to our
Lord's prediction, but when and under what con-
ditions cannot be ascertained (Clem. Rom. Ep. ad
Cor. v. 7).
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"VV. PATRICK.
PHARISEES.- I. ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT.
1. Outline of history. The Pharisees present

the most characteristic manifestation of Pales-
tinian Judaism in the time of Christ, and His work
cannot be understood without a knowledge of
them ; for e later Judaism is through and through
Pharisaism and nothing but Pharisaism '

(Bousset,
Jesu

Predict, 1892, p. 32). The Pharisees were
the long conflict between the Jews
heathenism, from the Babylonian

1 '

"d. That captivity impressed the
following things upon Judaism : intense mono-
theism, the Synagogue service, the OT Sciipfuros
and Scribal interpretations of them, the- iN-JiiHiih

strictly observed as a sign of God's covenant, and
a Puritan hatred of heathenism, which put the
stamp of separation for ever upon Pharisaic piety.
The Reformers under Ezra and Nehe-miah were
forerunners of the Pharisees, as the priestly court
party under Zerubbabel foreshadowed the Saddu-
cees.

^
In these international relations Jews in

Palestine and in the TV.- i. ..'. -T.^,*,j. grew
1 V ".

"

ito a Churci-j < . . *:. '. j,-, ; :i inner
pious in contrast with mere adherents

f children of the world.' This transition cannot
be fully traced, I-IL

J

,ii.|.riir- v. oil marked under the
Maccabees (B.C. h>7- (;>). '1 \\<- Macedonian policy
of Alexander ma-lo ru: i:,-,- Greek; the Romans
made the West Latin; Persia and f

1

;,
1

! ,,.,.- \ . .-

overthrown; then Rome absorbed t '*.< il< .
-

East; and a world-system for the first time
appeared when Jesus was born under the first

Emperor. The denationalizing process prepared
by Greece and introduced by Rome affected even
the Jews, and helped t<> ]>ro<lu<c the $\M,i^or'm
church system. But Pharisaic Jud.'iNiii Ma<ii>.

strongly 'ijrain->l it at first, and under the Macca-
bees U'ltilwi for religious independence. When,
however, the Maceabaean princes fought further
for civil liberty, the Pharisaic party withdrew and
formeda 1ln *" ml-r^ioin*, dt-Mio- ratio in a measure,
which soon ^'I'liiu-ii I'-if* loiulor-hm of the innjoiity
of the nation. These Hdszdim, or Puriiain of ih'e

century before Christ, became the Pharisees of NT
times. They received the name 'Pharisees,

5 or

separated, when they withdrew from the Saddueee
court party of the Maccabasan rulers under John
TTyxiimi- iis.c. 135-105). They were the men of
oJi.f

~
.-_* Mr.r 1438) from ovorx tiling heathen and

impure. Their aim was in daily life to be as cere-

monially pure as tin: f-rioi- v.--rp In ilio TVi'i-li
1

2. Differences between Pharisees and Sadducccs.
The chief differences were the following : (1) the

Pharisees * delivered to the people a juxwit many
observances by tradition which are noi ^\rirte7i in
the law of Moses 9

(Jos. Ant. xin. x. 6). These
the Sadducees for the most part rejected. (2) The
Pharisees had an elaborate doctrine of immortality,
resurrection, angels, demons, heaven, hell, inusr-

mediate state, and Messianic Kingdom, about all

of which the Saddueee^ wore appMxtio. (& Tlie
Pharisees taught both predo^inaiion HJK! I'rec-N ill.

much as St. Paul did.- ^hilo iho Sad/liK-oo- liolii

the Greek doctrine of absolute free-will. (4) The
Pharisees had a high theory of the theocracy,
which led them to oppose foreign interference
from the time of the Syrian kings to the Roman
emperors, and reject also the Maccabsean rule as
inconsistent with the high priesthood, The Psalms
of Solomon are full of sharp utterances against the
Saddueee rulers (e.g. 41 3^ 94

). It was this theo-
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cratic spirit which developed national Judaism
into a Church, with a world-consciousness equal to

that of Rome and a spiritual unity not inferior

to that of Greece. (5) The Pharisees were also

missionary, and made many converts (Ant. XX.
ii.-iv. ; BJll. xix. 2 ; Mt 23 1

*). Hillel said :

' Love
men and lead them to the Law 3

(Aboth i. 2) ; and
the international Synagogue, inspired from Jeru-

salem, compassed sea and land in making prose-

lytes. The Sadclucees had no such interest. This
Pharisaic propaganda, however, when it met the
successful missions of the Christians, (<;, i -e-l 1 1.1 \ i i -i

converts, condemned the translation of the LXX,
and buried itself in the Talmud. (6) The Pharisees
differed from the Sadducees "by the wide distance
between the Synagogue, the centre of the one party,
and the Temple, the stronghold of the other. The
Temple was waning in influence. Jesus refers little

to it, and when it disappeared the
'"

."

Jews went on without a break. I

'

even prescribed rules for the priestly Sadducees in

the Temple (Ant. xill. x. 5), and had their prayers
introduced alongside the sacrifices. In fact, the

Temple services were regarded as meritorious be-

cause done in obedience to the legal i vicli i
'i.u*- of i lio

Pharisees (cf. Kohler, art.
' Pharisees

'

in ./ h\. >uino
Pharisees seem in theory to have even abandoned
the Temple worship (cf. Enoch 8958- 73 9028

, Ps-Sol
10* 171S

). (7) The Pharisees formed a fraternity
with peculiar vows, which separated them from the

heathen, the common people, and the Sadducees.
The great majority of Jews were Pharisees in

belief, but only about 6000 or 7000 were members
of the brotherhood. Edersheim compares them
with the Jesuits in the Roman Church (Sketches of
Jew. Soe. Life, ch. xiv,). They married, however,
and their fellowship included the families of mem-
bers. On entering the order, they took two vows
in the presence of three witnesses, one to tithe

everythi
1 '"

,

'

i. li-i-i.
1

'. --r sold ; the other not to

be guest : i
!

i
'

<
'"

'

.-
and to observe all cere-

monial i
;- ! i '"!. !"!

'-y were the true Israel,
* the saints

'

; their opponents were * the ungodly,'
'the profane' (cf. Lk IS9

,
Ps-Sol 141 1716

). (8) The
Pharisees were the religious power in Palestine in

the time of Christ. They represented the authority
of the Scriptures in home, school, *yiiixjjcojiue, courts
of law, and daily life. John almost identifies them
with 'the Jews' (I

19 218 ). Though an outgrowth
of the school of the Scribes, they eclipsed their
teachers. They were in business, and their goods
were legal tender everywhere. They were united,
zealous, dogmatic, patriotic, stood for the people
against rulers and hierarcke ,

"

"I the keeping
or the Law and the coming . Blessedness as
reward of obedience, and were everywhere active
in moulding Jewish life according to their prin-
ciples. In opposition to Sadducees and common
men, the Pharisees developed a new conception of

piety ; it was something that could be learned, and
they were its teachers. The wise men were the

d, and tookjhe place of li-ii
1

! i-r-'ii-n-l NMM priest.
" *

; but
good
HilleIllel said; 'The uneduca ;

4 he who acquires knowledge has attained eternal
life

3

(Aboth ii. 6, 8). All t,his made the Pharisees
more and more proud, formal

3
and uncharitable.

They despised the common people (Jn 749
) ; they

had reached the climax of their power in the time
of Jesus ; and, half-feared, half-hated, they were
declining in spiritual influence.

3. Pharisaic environment of Jesus. Pharisaic
Judaism in the time of Christ included the best, as
well as the worst, of the people. The Jewish saints
in the NT, the parents of the Baptist and of our
Lord, Simeon, Anna, and others, Hillel too, and
Gamaliel and Jochanan ben Sakkai, were noble

types of Pharisaic Jews. Galilee especially was
tne home of the more earnest Pharisaic piety, with

its severe living and strong Messianic hope. Here
the Zealots appeared, and the outbreaks against
Rome had their seat; and here Jesus grew up^and
began His ministry in an atmosphere of Pharisaic

devotion. He did not denounce all Pharisees, or

the Pharisaic Judaism amid '. Y-
'

IT-- -.. ,:-:

since it stood for the whole I'.i'-.-'-i'. <-s '<;!."
of Israel, for that salvation which was of the

Jews. He stood nearer the Synagogue than the

Temple, and in some respects presented His teach-

ing in the line of the Pharisees. The Rabbis

taught their disciples to honour the Scriptures, to

seek first after heaven and its righteousness (Ant.
XVI. ii. 4, v. 4, vi. 8), to look past the present legal
life to a future world of grace and glory, to make
pro-dyto-, to have baptisms and holy suppers in

their brotherhood, to pray, to fast and give alms
these three were *the chief pillars of the Jewish

religion
3

(Bousset, Rdig. Judenthums, p. 159), All

these things Jesus favoured also, and they passed,
with many others, from the Synagogue into the

Church. But Jesus was not a Pharisee. He
rebuked them for their ,-. i iij sr:

"

traditions,
as He did the Sadducees ! , .-! ,.! of the word
of God (Mk 79

). Neither was He a heretic ; the

Pharisees did not put Him out of the synagogue,
though He was called a Samaritan and possessed
of a devil. He preached from the common ground
of the Scriptures ; and, just because the Pharisees
held in theory so much that was true, He_castigated
the more their formalism and insincerity. But,
while opposing Pharisaic superstition, He did not
favour the njino^tioUm and rationalism of the Sad-
ducees. From the heart of Divine revelation,
illuminated by the Holy Spirit and in the full

consciousness of Himself as Son of God, in and
through and above all the Scriptures, He pro-
claimed the evoil;Mjng truth of the gospel, setting
aside everything in Pharisaic teaching and life that
was inconsistent with it.

II. THEOLOGY OF THE PHARISEES AND THE
TEACHING OF JESUS. Two views formerly held

re-pod is!:/ the relation of Jesus and His teachings
to t/he Pharisaic Judaism of His time may now be

regarded as obsolete. One was that botli He and
the Jews drew so direc.tly from the OT that their
ideas of the Messiah and His work were 0-^011 tinlly
the same, the chief question at issue being whether
or not Jesus was the looked-for Messiah (cf. Hchott-

gen, Hor. Heb. 1742; Bertholdt, Christ. Jud. 1811 ;

Gfrorer, Jahr. d. Heils, 1838). The other was the

theory that the gospel pioaoliwl by Jesus was only
a reformed Judaism (Grat^, f/'V/i. d, Jud&n t 1867,
iii. 217 ; Kohler, I.e.). But ' such a reconstruction
of history belongs wholly to the past' (Lucius,
Der Essenismus, 1881, p. 8) ;

* and we can set

forth the relation of Jesus to Pharisaic Judaism
better by way of contrast than of comparison (cf.

Bousset, Jesu Predict, p. 7 ; Chamberlain, Grund-
lagen d. 19 Jahr. 1900, i. 221). 'Jesus' appearance
was really not a fulfilment, but a contradiction of the
Jewish religion.' If there w.

1

, , 'i
1

'

the Phari-
sees lacked, it was religious

'

\ . Chamber-
lain says, 'The fable that the Jews had especial
<:ii.!

1|

j"h-, 1 !:!- for sx-li^iuM
:

i <i~ been finally destroyed
7

\. :>! . .ii'-n- iii'1 -'Mini v.pt-n the soil of OT piety,
and was in vital relation to current Judaism ; but
His unique Divine consciousness as Son of God led
Him to speak with absolute authority le^poctinp:
both. Whatever might have been said \o men or"

old time must yield to His '
I say unto you

'

: and
no word of prophet or scribe or 'Pharisee had any
authority for Him (Jn 717

). When He spoke, God
spoke, and all must hearken and obey (7

1
**).

The theology of the Phaiisees was crude and un-

*
Of., however, J. Weiss, Wernle, Wrede, Weinel, etc., of the

ni'lt''it'tinttwJn'<:iit''i'fi* -i-ho')!. who incline again towards the
]>O-IUOM of Konan, I..1 si/. (.< i^er.
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scientific, *a terrible mass of conflicting state-
ments and

""
"

.

"
:

. ,

'

(Edersheim, Life
and Times . , .

v mited by national
conditions. It was less reasonable than certain
views of the Sadducees, and lacked the mystic free-

dom from sacerdotalism of the Essenes. It had no
appreciation of that natural theology so dear to the
Greeks, or of the immanence of God aw Father
which Jesus saw in every flower of the Held. Art,
philosophy, science, history, culture were avoided
as secular and profane. The Pharisees ' killed
nature by legal

-
' " * 'V 7

ellhausen, Phar.
u. Sadd* p. 19).

:

. . teachings drawn
from the OT by traditional \<-:_< -"-.

"
-?e great

groups of thought may be .!- \\-
r

::-' i :; they
refer to God, His revelation in the Law, and the

hope of a promised Messiah. The thirteen articles

of the Jewish Confession of faith still show the
same division (cf. Landau, Die alten Gebete d. H.
1843, p. 120) as appeared in Rabbinical preaching
in the time of Christ. Honour God, keep His Law
as far as possible, arid through all failures hope for
the mercy of God in the Messianic age that is the

prevalent course of thought in Pharisaic Judaism.
NT writers follow it also. St. Paul teaches a just
God, His holy Law, and peace through faith in the
Messiah. St. Peter, when the Law convicted men
of murder, preached to them repentance toward
God and faith in the slain Messiah, Jesus (Ac 237> 38

319f
-). St. John sums up the contrast between Jew

and Christian in the Law of God given by Moses,
and grace and truth coming in the Messiah (I

17
).

And when the Jews atta--\ -I i:.i:1\ Ci'ii-i'j.'iljy.
their "] i]

iu<i ii< in lay along i i i ': '- (> . **<'J
: I''M

was -'.iiiu-il i'.r
lil;i*.j>1icim'n^ God, Moses, and the

customs of the Pharisees, and doing so in the name
of Jesus Christ. In like manner Jesus was accused
of blasphemy against God, violating His Law, and
claiming to fultil the Messianic hope.

1. Doctrine of God. (1) Pharisaic view of Divine
transcendence. The Pharisees had an abstract,
transcendental view of God, which gave rise to the

legalism that marks their icju-hin^-, and uilurd

colour to their Messianic hopoicL 15{ihiin-j'r!cr,
Selbstbewusstsein Jesu, p. -l,")i. Opposition 10

heathenism, coupled with Rjibbinical suuiyof ilio

OT, produced this conception. God was Creator in

the beginning, and will be final Judge at the end ;

but meantime He is a far-off ruler of the Universe.
His name, the mysterious rerpa^pdju/zaroj^ was no

,. . ,-, -. -i ( ...
. < , '-.i !' i

; i o

tabernacled in Israel was succeeded by 'the God
of heaven' (1 Mac 360,

Enoch 134 10611
,
2 Es 820

,

Ps-Sol 2s4, To 718 ). 'God 3 and 'heaven 3 became

interchangeable terms ; and in place of words about
the personal care of Jehovah, we meet cosmological
and rnf-toT<ii'i^>!!l u!- 'i

:MM- -.-f the stars and rain

and -:o". . vi-Ji -ii'_:iM:-iiur- <!' - :!
"''

(Enoch
7235 , Ps-Sol 213

-14 4H It was a .- i i -. of God
that became prominent. Two important views

grew out of this theology : one was the doctrine of

middle beings between God and man good and
evil spirits, angels, especially the Memra or mediat-

ing Word of Gocl, and the Holy Spirit ; the other
was a personal conception of God, which appeared
in belief in individual immortality and personal
resurrection as involved in responsibility to God
and hope of entrance into the Messianic Kingdom.
A further outgrowth of this

theology
was the

teaching that keeping carefully the Law of God
would hasten the coming of the Messianic King-
dom. Tims Divine transcendence, mediation, indi-

vidual piety, legalism, and the Messianic hope were

closely related elements in the Pharisaic teachings.

(2) 'Jesus' doctrine of God as Father. The theo-

logy of Jesus set out from the Fatherhood of God.
It had been foreshadowed in the OT (Dt 326

, Ps
VOL. II. 23

685
) and later Jewish literature (Wis 216

), but was
first taught in its unique importance and fulness

by Jesus. It was peculiar to Him because He was
related as none other to the Father. None but
God could know Him, as He alone knew the Father
(Mt II-7

). To Him alone could God appear as
Father without wrath against sin in Him. This
doctrine of God as Father is what was fundament-
ally new in the 'iio-sij-c of Jesus (cf. Bousset,
Jesu Predigt, p. 4 : llsiu-jv,

1

h, JYT Times, ii. 146).

Through it Gocl appeared everywhere in His love,

earing for flowers and sparrows, just and unjust ;

beholding sin and Satan in the world, but still

declaring it the happy home of God's children.
He here 'broke through, at the most decisive

point, the transcendental ascetic spirit of Judaism '

(Bousset, Eelig>. Jud. p. 65; ^..V- -!-". 225;
Wenclt, Teaching of Jesus, i. en. ^). This new
doctrine of God led to a new doctrine of man's re-

lation to Him. If God is Father, then men who
come to Him enter into all the liberty of children,
but at the same time are lovingly bound to be holy
and perfect like God. The confused view of the

Pharisees, that the Jew was partly in national rela-

tions to God and partly member of a holy congre-

fation,
disappears. His blurred hope of partly

coping (lio Law, partly being resigned to Divine
(]Hi*-ii-eiiK.Mii, and partly redeemed in a world to
come all rot;v

ic* ^ ^oyit is supplanted by a joy-
ful gospel \>\ ; <-!.. !<,:-e. Instead of the otlier-

worldlines- '.' M. :i': ,: piety, an attempt to

imitate the transcendent God, Jesus taught a

present joy in a present Father for all men, 'ani-

hctfarez as well as scribe and Pharisee. Here love
to God and love to man first met in reality. As
the Father in heaven forgives, so men are to

forgive ;
the latter is the proof of the former.

Religion and ethics were in perfect harmony.
Jesus did teach a certain separation from the

world, a selling all to follow Him, a bearing the
cross ; but it was not separation on ceremonial or
external groin

1

*!-*; it was a 'pie-lion of ^alues,
a putting the Kingdom of God IITM. thai <i1i other

things might be added thereto. So sunny and
natural was His relation to the world and common
life, that He was at once denounced as a gluttonous
man and a wine-bibber, a friend of publicans and
sinners. Next to the fundamental doctrine that
God is our Father, came this second dominating
teaching of man's social relation to the world about
him. Here is the great point of departure from
Judaism and the Ghetto, already erected by the
Pharisees in Jerusalem, towards Christianity and
the gospel of humanity.

2. The Law. (1) Written and oral. This was
central for Judaism in the days of Jesus. It

was regarded in both written and oral form as

coming from God through Moses (A loth i. 1). It

took the place of the God of heaven. Every word
was inspired, and he who *

gains the Law gains the
life of the world to come 3

(Hillel). Obedience to

God's Law under the awful Categorical Imperative
of Sinai, as applied by scribes and Pharisees, was
the dominant principle, the yoke upon the neck of

the Jews, when Christ appeared (Ac 15 10
, Gal 5 1

).

The Oral Law of tradition arose because prophecy
ceased ; cases arose not provided for in the OT,
and Rabbinical exegesis of the Scriptures sought
the cover of ancient names.

(2) Law as civil code. Here especially the OT
exegesis and tradition were necessary in using the

Bible as the source of civil law, when Israel

changed from a small pastoral people to become
a world-wide commercial race. The chequered
history of centuries under heathen rule broke up
many customs, as tho&e of tithes, offerings, Sabbath,

Temple service, contact with Gentiles, etc. Hence
from Hillel onwards the Pharisees elaborated a
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civil code by means of tradition an-": v.-.\r..- -I- from
the Scriptures. The great loss to Mh-ji.-" hi such
a process was in making it largely negative. The
Rabbis counted 248 classes of things to be done,
and 365 of things forbidden.

(3) Ceremonial law. This the Pharisees made to

touch every detail of human life. T*
_

""

nature and spirit as so related that

pass from one to the other. A
was impure, and to touch it would bring unclean-

ness to another man's soul. Adam's sin extended
evil to unclean beasts, and foods, and the dishes

holding them. There was no end to this defile-

ment and the consequent necessary purification by
various kinds of water or by breaking i :.

"
v

the unclean vessels. Twelve treatises 01 tne Mishna
deal with this subject. It is said :

' He who lightly
esteems luiii'l- -A,; -l.ii IL: will perish from the earth

'

(Sola, 4). Jesus fere the utter -uporlu ir.lily of all

this washing of the body while L!IO i:nn-v life was
unclean. Delitzsch says (Jesus und Hillel) 1879,

p. 23) there is no historical point of departure in

the time and land of Jesus for His method of con-

trasting the moral with the ceremonial. He here
4 turned His back upon the highway of Rabbinical

traditions, and opened a path which until then
had never occurred to any human heart.'

(4) Rule of faith and practice The Pharisees
bound spiritual and moral living also under law.

But law cannot produce affection, or win the heart,
or find place for the Holy Spirit, or be a vessel of

grace. The idea of religion as a supreme impulse
from the depths of man's nature, as Jesus taught
it, independent of both ^upcr^lition and ethics,
A' ,i^ ]>ocul",avly foreign to the Pharisaic Jew (cf.

( li,'imU'rLihi."ii. 29). He said: 'To do right and

wrong is in the work of our hands, and in Thy
i-y ilcoii-iio-- Thou chastisest the children of men.
He who works n^lsto^n-nc-- obtains life from the
Lord' (Ps-Sol 9'-

9
). Do the best you can, and

submit to God's punishment for your defects, was
the substance of such legalism. One sad result of

this national legal religion was that it had one
standard for the Jew and another for the Gentile.

Adultery with a Gentile was trivial compared with
such ( > flence against a J c\v. Pharisaic ethics taught
to haie Gentile5 - a- enemies; their morality had
no unifying principle of application to man as man

while Jesus taught love even to enemies and
Gentiles.

(5) Jesus and the Law. Even the best legal
maxims of the Pharisees fall far short of the

teachings of Jesus. Hillel's golden rule was
negative, while that of Jesus was positive, show-

ing all the difference between justice and love.

The greater principle of love to God and one's

neighbour, which the scribe (Mk 1232), and Jesus,
and St. Paul, and Akiba all regard as fundamental
(Gal 514

; Bacher, Die Agada d. Tannaiten, 1884,
i. 7, 285), became a new thing in the application of

Jesus. He made love to man a test of love to

God ; He united organically the two OT texts, Dt
65 and Lv 1913

; He put love to man on the same
level with love to God ; He widened the conception
of iK'iijfhboiir from /V'^,'/

1 to ^am-ha'drez, from V/?;?,-

h$<~'i"-z io Siiniariruii (l.k 1036), and to all men
thus moving in direct opposition to that separa-
tion which underlay all Pharisaic holiness. Jesus

dropped the whole Law as a way of salvation,
a way the Pharisees themselves could not keep
(Ro 7*), as ,!ii!.<Miv,l ii ili.-ir numerous evasions of

it, such as .'r-.-n.- MI' -

o-.irbs,
9 and their ostenta-

tious puttii
1

.

1

. of K'-'-V. '.;:< \\ in place of reality,
He threw aside the endless civil, ceremonial, and
ethical rules of the Pharisees, and >yent back to

the spirit mil ri-!I
(
.!oM of the OT as fulfilled in Him

and trau-tforiiM -i i" i
! o gospel. The Law was, at

its best, but a wufaywyte to the gospel. Salvation

by way of the Pharisees was impossible, hence
Jesus declared ': either blind or hypocrites
in fluiiiiiii" <(> .' i -in that way. The best

Je^ muni; "-I* this (Ps-Sol 99
-15 139 141 '6

). Jesus
led men to God as Fat'

"

:.

'

a new birth by
the Holy Ghost, into

;. loving children,

by way of repentance, ,'
,

'

-.nion with Him-
self (Mk I 14- 15

, Jn 3 5f
-). This gospel of the loving

father and the prodigal son, of the penitent publi-
can and the proud Pharisee, was as a honeymoon
compared with the funereal legalism of the Ph&ri-

sees (Mk 219
). Gamaliel said :

' Get thyself a
teacher that thou mayest be free from doubt '

(Aboth i. 16) ; but Jesus showed Nicodemus that
all Pharisaic learning could not give the new life

of the Spirit of God and the Son of God. He
brought a new cup of blessing full of the wine of

the Kingdom, a sweet blending of religion and
ethics as inseparable in thought as the inside and
outside of the holy cup itself. Here was c the

appearance of a new kind of humanity,' springing
from contact with Jesus, 'for through Him for

the first time humanity received a moral culture '

(Chamberlain, i. 204, 207). It was because the

fospel
was utterly incompatible with Pharisaic

udaism that Jesus gathered disciples, taught
them, gave them His Spirit (Jn 2022

), and sent

them out to evangelize the world (Mt 28m 20
).

3. Religious hopes of the Pharisees. -(1) Their
mews of the Messiah and His Kingdom. The void
between God and man was partly filled from Daniel
onwards by Apocfilyp-e- of the Messianic Kingdom.
This hope roused "the godly in Israel to greater
obedience, that the coming of the Son of David
might be hastened. Law and Messiah were two
centres of Jewish thought when Christ appeared.
The burden of the one led to greater expectation
of the appearance of the other. In this expecta-
tion, the nature of the Messiah also took a more
universal, and at the same time more personal
character, corresponding somewhat to the growing
sense of persona, to-j"! -i:-iy

;

\ in religion among
the Jews. The M- - i:l*

;
;,

> x --n of Man, appeared
sharing the majesty, glory, and licvi \<"ily -njunu1 >f

Jehovah (Enoch 473 and often). 'The i<l<MiHi<ji-

tion of Divine hypostases with the Messiah had
already taken place in pre-Christian Judaism,' It

was not related at all to Philo and his \6yos doctrine

(cf. P ," . ! -. p. 88). But there was also the
human Messiah, the Son of David ; and two con-
fused accounts arose among the Pharisaic theo-

logians respecting these two views of the Messiah
and His Kingdom (cf. Stanton, The Jewish and
Christian Messiah, 1886, p. 135f.). The one was
more earthly, national, material ; the other more
spiritual and universal. The material was usually
regarded as leading up to the spiritual, and the
millennium appeared as a transition from one to
the other. A full account of the ordinary expecta-
tion is given in Ps-Sol 1723-50

. The Pharisees had
no idea that the Messiah would be a Saviour of all

men. Even the Baptist thought He would come
only to separaio 1-x JU-^H'MII the evil and the good
in Israel, and*--., Mi-M PM- i.vtter in the Kingdom
of God. That He would bring a new revelation,
and by temptation and suffering attain victory, as
Jesus did, was ulforlv foreign to them. Especially
foreign was the <'OTicr|>timi <M' a suffering and dying
Messiah, as Dalman has shown (Der leid. u, sterb.

Mess. 1888, pp. iii, 22 f.). Even ilio Apo-tlc- did

(Mnot know it (Mk 831 912'31 1033
). Tlu: n-ual

tion of two Messiahs did not arise till two centuries
after Christ (Dalman, I.e.).

(2) Messianic teachings of Jesus. The teachings
of Jesus differed from those of the Pharisees on
salvation, first, by showing it was not "by law ; and,
second, by presenting the Messiah as a sin-bearer.

By repentance and faith in Him men would be
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saved. From the time of His baptism He looked
toward the cross ; for He was to give men rest by
becoming a ransom for their sin (Mt IP8 2028

). He
did not infer He must die from the fate of the

prophets a prophet need not be crucified, or

borrow the idea from the scribes they never had
it, and they thought that to kill Him would end
His Messianic claims, nor did His disciples invent
it ; they fought against it, and nearly forsook Him
when He taught it. Out of His Messianic con-
sciousness Jesus went forth to die as the great
Shepherd for His sheep (Mk S31 '38 99f- 10s2

). Messiah
and sufferer were in-separable thoughts ; and as
soon as He was confessed as Messiah and Son of

God, He declared He must suffer, be i
' "* ""

killed, and rise again (Mk 829f
-, Mt :'',. 1 1

-

preaching of the Kingdom, also, was very different

from that of the Pharisees. He proclaimed it as

present, not in the future ; a certainty, a reality,
not a hope ;

both within men, and yet to be fully
realized in the future. Much that the Jews
expected He grouped under a ne\y doctrine, that
of the second_ advent of the Messiah. He appro- i

priated to Himself the lofty Messianic conception
of the Pharisees ; He was * Son of God *

(Enoch
1052f

-, Jn 197 ) ; 'Son of Man' (Dn 713S Mt 1712
) ;

* son of woman' (Enoch 62); and Ktipios (Ps-
Sol 1723

). He adopted their view that He was
pre-existent with God (cf. Baklensperger, p. 87) ;

and on the ground of such consciousness forgave
sins, wrought miracles, and answered prayers. It

is little wonder that such words on the lips of

Jesus amazed the Pharisees ; in fact, nearly all

He said contradicted their teachings. He had no
dread of God, His law, sin, or death ; and invited all

men to share His rest and peace. He set aside

the Law, and turned Jewish eschatology into soteri-

ology. IL; ; !i] >' TCi ii
;-Mii:i were one; to have

Himwasi <;; t
11

< \

:

.;~:
ii!;.

I'
1

"-
1
. Jewish teachers,

leading av. 1

^ IM>I i Mini, !!" called thieves and
robbers, and "the Pharisaic conception of the Messi-
ji'iir TV i ". _!' i s was earthly and devilish (Mt 4s,

I I* l
: -

;
. i'Jio new heavens bent already above

Him ; the new earth was beneath His feet ; and
"i IT-

-.
,,"

'
*!

:

:ens of the Kingdom, men of

: .. i! i : . I-:,.' this lies the j^ivsite-i, |iu--i1>l

contrast to Pharis.;v ;,: Vr\>>* ; arid the gospel of

Jesus can by no
;

inili.v ie understood in the
framework of later Judaism (ef. Bousset, Jesu

Predigt, p. 65).
III. OPPOSITION o&THEPHARISEESTO CHRIST,

AND His CRITICISM OF THEM. 1. Pharisaic oppo-
sition to Jesus. The Pharisees quickly saw the

dangerous tendency of Jesus' teachings, and took

steps to crush His work. Messianic ideas were

abroad, zealots were appearing, and a false Mes-
siah could work ruin. Jesus arose as a prophetic
man in Galil. . i-i'l-'j-i-rn]. !>. ? them. From boy-
hood He had !<-M ''!.:' noi!ii:i^ from the scribes (Mk
I22 63

, Jn 71J
\, .mi! <u ry!! \ felt the authority

of His words. They questioned the Baptist (Jn
pa. 26^ w]10 added to their anxiety by declaring the

Messiah was at hand with a baptism of the Holy
Ghost and of fire. As soon, therefore, as Jesus

began to preach, a delegation of the Pharisees and
scribes went to Galilee to oppose Him (Mk 26 71

).

They roused the Nazarenes to cast Him out (Lk
416f

-) ; they called forth a reaction against Him in

Bethsaida and Capernaum (Mt II21
) ;

induced His
own family to think Him insane (Mk 321 - 31

)
and in

danger ; and formed an alliance with the Pharisees

of Galilee to oppose Him. His first public appear-

ances, cleansing the Temple and preaching in Naza-

reth, called for decisive action. He attacked money-
changers for disturbing the worship of Gentiles in

the outer court, and pointed out that the prophets

helped a Gentile widow and healed Naaman the

Syrian, while the people of Israel were passed by.

He talked with a woman of Samaria, and healed
the child of a Roman. He helped all in need,

publicans, sinners, harlots, lepers, demoniacs, and
told the multitudes that a sincere heathen was better
than a formal Pharisee. No wonder the Pharisees

opposed Him. They attacked especially (1) His
violation of the Law, and (2) His relation to God.

(1) He was assailed because He paid no attention
to the separation principle of the Pharisees, and came
in contact with the

'

'
. -7 ""'.

. Gentiles, and the
diseased in a way th,-. i

1

.--
1 '''. them (Mt 925, Mk

310
). It is very likely these 'lost sheep/ this ripe

harvest field, these '

poor
'

that Jesus refers to as
'babes and sucklings' (Mt 11 25 21 16

), perhaps also

as 'little ones' (Mt 1042 186). The Pharisees were
* the wise and prudent.

3

Jesus also violated the
Sabbath law, this second bulwark of the Pharisees,
and did so with such miraculous power as led the

people to hail Him as Son of David, and the Evan-
gelist to recall the prophecy that He would save
both Jews and Gentile--. U e spoke disparagingly
also of tithing rules (Lk II 42

). A crisis had come,
for the people felt Jesus could not be a sinner and
do such mighty works. This led to the inquiry by
what power He did these things.

(2) delation of Jesus to Jehovah. Jesus taught
that He v ;< M.jV Q.';,bbath miracles and all miracles

by the ll-.K '"v^l
1 and as Son of God (Jn 197

).

The Pharisees 'replied that He did wonders by
Beelzebub. It was the devil incarnate that went
about doing good in Jesus. His forerunner, the

Baptist, was also possessed by Satan (Mt II 38
).

No wonder Jesus * looked round upon them with

anger, being grieved for the hardness of their

hearts
3

(Mk 35). It was worse; Jesus called it

V - ?-
m

,,gainst the Holy Ghost (v.
28
^)- They

\l . I Holy Spirit to come with the Messiah ;

but when both came, neitherwas accepted (Ac 751- 52
).

It was an age
* in the highest degree religiously

excited, but it did not possess the Spirit" (Gimkel,
Die WirJcuHyeii d. H. G. 1888, p. 57). Jesus
claimed authorit y over all human affairs to regu-
late the Sabbath," forgive sins, and adjudge future
rewards and punishments. The claim to pardon
sins especially provoked Pharisee attacks (Mk 27

),

for it made Jesus equal with God (Jn 5 18
). He had

called them blasphemers of the Spirit; they now
called Him a blasphemer of God. The contrast
was complete. JCMIS" teachings and miracles pre-
vented the Pharisees from attacking TTini openly;
so they tried now to catch Him by <|iiL-tion-. on

purification, worship, the commandments, and
tribute to Caesar. He told them they were so

wicked they could not see a sign from heaven,
silenced them, and declared them hypocrites.
Then came His last visit to Jerusalem, and the
secret plotting of the Pharisees against Him. He
ii|[io.iiV'l r-iv.- openly as the Messiah (Mk II10).
\( n t f;i;!i

! M- asked
N

Him, 'Art thou the Christ,
bon of the Blessed ?

* He answered,
1 1 am '

(Mk
146J ' 62

). The Pharisees asked Him to rebuke the
crowd for calling Him Son of David ; they sent spies
to profess to be disciples and betray Him to the
Bomans (Lk 20L

') ; they casfc the blind man healed
out of the synagogue ; and led Jesus to ask,

f Why
go ye about to Icill me?* (Jn 71&

). They said He
had a devil, mocked Him, and look up -tmr< 1t>

kill Him as a blasphemer in the Temple Msi s--- *.

The Pharisees supported the ^nddiicoe lo.'i'ior- in

the last assault upon Jesus. 'I'liief prio.-i^ ,'md

Pharisees 3

(Mt 2762, Jn 18s) plotted to kill Him
(Mk 14-- 43

), sent men to seize Him and went with

them, judged Him in the high priest's palace,

sought false witnesses against Him, heard Him
say He was the Son of God and declared it blas-

phemy, spat in His face, smote Him, put Him on
a mimic throne and said,

* In this way let us honour
the Son of God* (so Justin M., 1 ApoL 35, and
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Evang. Petri), mocked His prophecies, and led tke
multitude to cry 'Crucify Him. 3

They charged
Him with being a false prophet, deceiver of the

people, a false Messiah chjimiuy, to be the Son
of God (Lk 2267

,
Jn 197), the euei'ny of Caesar, for-

bidding to pay tribute to him, and" claiming to be

King of the Jews, able to save others but unable
to save Himself, and a destroyer of the holy nation.
' Chief priests and Pharisees ' made His sepulchre
sure, sealing the stone and setting a watch over
* that deceiver

'

(Mt 2763~ 66
}.

2. Jesus' criticism of the Pharisees. Jesus'
criticism followed the line of Pharisaic attack, and
showed (1) the legalistic perversion of religion in
Judaism. He showed () that they were utterly
wrong in limiting the grace of God to the Jew
under the yoke of the Law. The man who was
offended at Him for helping the poor and outcast
was not among the blessed. The righteousness of
the Pharisees centring in themselves would never
admit to heaven. The R-oman centurion had more
faith than the best Pharisees (Mt 810

), and Gentiles
would enter heaven while they went into outer
darkness (vv.

11 - 12
). (b) Jesus told them their

ceremonial usages were worse than useless, for

they led to transgression of God's commandments
(15

3
). They not only killed obedience by legal-

ism, but made it impossible by putting small and
great commandments on the same level. He told
them they were doomed unless they abandoned
their theology and mode of life, (c) He especially
upbraided them ro<jec! i:iii ilie Sabbath. In heal-

ing on that day He i'nii.ncd David, the priests,
the prophets, the Giver of the Sabbath and the
Lord of the Sabbath, all of whom they ignorantly
opposed when they taught that a man could not
do good on that day. Their Sabbath theory sprang
from hardness of heart, which had no mercy for
the withered hand, the hungry disciples, the sick

folk, the demoniac. They were blind, and with
their follo\\<"-~ pi'-SY'u f-ir lack of the knowledge
He offered iiv.". !!< :!!: exhausted language in

describing their wickedness. He anticipated St.

Paul's uiiM-iiptioTi of heathenism and applied it to
the Pharisees (Mt 23, etc., Ro I-8

'32 2lf
-).

(2) Jesus upbraided them further for rejection of
God and ffis Christ. He told Nicodemus he must
be born again of the Spirit and Son of God. The
'""i '.' 1 TT :

" '

the old Serpent
* ! <

x -
> . - . . '.: i- .v>ds. They were

liars and murderers, and could not believe Jesus,
who was of the truth

(
Jn 844 * 45

). They could not
see the holy proofs that He came from God, because
they were wicked and adulterers. The darkness
could not comprehend the light. They were be-

witched, under demoniacal influence, and their per-
secution of Jesus was a matter of course. Having
no word of God, or love or life of God in them, they
could not follow Jesus (Jn 538(-

). Their rejection of
Him was proof that they had

"

, , .

"

\ f i , . \ f! , .."! .

Jesus had shown He did not b-- ,!v

'

-N -.-, I, - .

He then went on to tell the Pharisees they had no
authority to criticise Him, for His works were the
works of God (5

17
). But they did not know the

works of God when they saw them ; they did not
even understand Moses (S

46
), or David, or the pro-

phets, for they were utterly out of touch with
Divine revelation

;
and the Law they thought they

were defending would condemn them at the last

day (6
45f

-). They stumbled especially at Jesus'

forgiving sin as Son of God, and His calling men
to Him as the way to God ; but He told them that,
unless they accepted Him as Saviour, they would
die in their sins (8

24
). He mixed appeals and warn-

ings in His last dealings with them ; but all in vain.

Many of the common people accepted Him, but
none of the Pharisees (7^). His last words to them
were a series of ' Woes/ winch He closed with the

terrible sentence, 'Ye serpents, ye ^o>it iMti-iis of

vipers, how shall ye escape the judgment, 01 hell ?
'

(Mt 2333
).
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HUGH M. SCOTT.
PHILANTHROPY. Phihi n ill ro] -y (0iXa^pwira)

is the love of man as man. It is love uncondi-
tioned by self, or by partly selfish relations of

family and nation. It is love unto the uttermost.
The Greek word occurs twice in the NT. St. Paul
uses it of the universal compassion of God for

mankind (Tit 34), and St. Luke uses it to describe
the kindness of the ' barbarians

'

of Melita towards
the aliens shipwrecked on their coasts (Ac 282

).

In both cases the word is correctly used to describe
the compassion which -i

i-..:

1

',/ - no limitation. It

is the element of :i::.- I'M that transforms
humanitarian feeling into

]
: ril.-vn \ hi o| >y. We shall

not therefore consider here the kindliness that

belongs in some measure to all human intercourse,
nor even that special manifestation of it which is

seen in the charity of the early Christian Church.
We shall confine our attention to showing how
Christ infused into the common human sentiment
that which* '" "\ "::'!:. giving to it a
finer motiv< . ;. ": .....

"

.

"

\ . an absolute

sanction, until St. J ohn could venture to use his

striking paradox, and say that the old law which
they had had from the beginning was now

* a new
commandment' (1 Jn 27 - 8

).

Human pitifulness for human suffering belongs
to the nature of man. It has always made the
tender grace in human intercourse, "and not in-

frequently it has risen to such heights as to com-
mand the instinctive admiration of the world for
all that is heroic. But at best it has been spas-
modic in its manifestation, it has been uncertain
in its degree of intensity, and it has been strictly
limited in its range. Christ took the rudimentary
instinct and made it into a universal law. It is

limited now neither in the sphere of its operation,
nor in the time of it ,

1- "

. it is valid
over all the earth, and , generations.
It dominates all mank

,
. . man up to

those levels of life in which sacrifice is consummate
and eternal. It is the germ out of which has

sprung all the highest good in social intercourse ;

out of it have come not only the occasional
amenities of life, but even the moral usages of
men. It is the secret of civilization, and its hold

upon the imagination and conscience has become
so great that it is now woven into the moral con-
sciousness of men. It is a commandment as de-
finite and as binding as any in the Decalogue ; it

comprehends them all, and where it is not honoured
its neglect K visited with the nu-nijii ,vi<l censure
of the world, while he who i.'.il- 10 o!.i-\ ii realizes
in himself the ilojrrnoriitioTi which is the natural

outworking 01 n 1 1 I )i \ me l \v abused by men. The
Gospel story reveals the process by which this
transformation has been made good. The evolu-
tion by which compassion has been changed into
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i

" ""

is so subtly described that it may
, "'\\ . , A the notice of the superficial reader,

but to those who possess the necessary spiritual
insight and <"iii;:lno!nru"^ the story has all the
charm of a natural development. It establishes
the origin of the law : reveals Christ as its Author.

Philanthropy is the immediate product of the In-
carnation.

1. Jesus could scarcely have been born into a
less promising sphere for the proiiKi !,.:;;; JOM of such
a law. He could scarcely !mu: fouisu <i 'i-- likily
milieu than Judaism afforded for the i-ulilx,:, io-i i'i

such a principle of life ; nor could He have made
His attempt at a time when common human pitiful-
ness seemed at a lower eb"b, than in the days that
marked the decadence of the Empire of Borne.
The contempt of the Hornan for the conquered,
and of the Greek for the barbarian, has always
been recognized. Plato speaks with commenda-
tion of the pure and innate hatred of the foreign
nature/ and Aristotle condones the slavery of his

njr^. -
ori <! Complacently regards the slave as

' a kind
i >f si* i !!!,:: i- machine.' It is not until we eonie to
the Stoicism of the Christian era that we meet
with any teaching that approaches* philanthropy,
though even here we have ISeneca laying

1

down, as
motive for the high type of benevolence he incul-

cated, the 'consciousness
* *

. .

"

loble nature'

(do Bencf. iv. 12). Blood '

A
" have always

and universally laid down marked boundaries "in

the empire of love, and these have found a com-

plete and historic embodiment in caste as it may
be studied in India to-day. But it may well be
considered whether even this system is not left far

behind by the Jew, who held that the Gentiles
without the Law were accursed, thus excluding all

foreigners not only from the regard of man but
even from, that of God. Yet the fact remains that

Christ, born into such a system, created the phil-

anthropy that ignores all frontiers, and does not
hesitate to lay down life itself for those whose one
claim is that they share in the common humanity.
There are not wanting in the Gospel narrative

incidents which seem to show that Christ inherited

this feeling of His countrymen and of His age, at
least to some extent. He limits the ministry of His

disciples to the vilLi : - i.f -T.:->, ,-. M-li"!!- them
avoid the villages of ",!<,-,!, i .;,; n^ \\\ 1"

.
: anclin

His interview with the Syrop1urniein woman (Mk
726 ) He not only repeats i lie hinirjiiion given to His

disciples a* binding also upon Himself, declaring that
He was not sent save to the lost sheep of the house
of Israel, but speaks of the woman as a dog, and
claims for the Jews that they are the children of

the household. Contempt could no further go,
and the words fall strangely from the Saviour's

lips. But without for the moment setting against
these passages others in which the sympathy of

Jesus is seen to be as catholic as it was tender, it

may very well be argued that these two incidents

do not establish exclusiveness in Christ, and in

any case the exclusiveness broke down and gave
way to the very opposite feeling in Him.

^
But,

apart fromtl!:: 1

'. I
J

-.".iv 1-e - 1 town that the limita-

tion in the i-rum MMH -ji\t ! to the disciples was
due not to any narrowness in the Saviour's svm-

pathy, but rather to His recognition of the limi-

tations of His emissaries. The Apostle*, with their

prejudices strong within them, had scarcely the
tact and the culture necessary for those who would

open the door of faith to the Gentiles, and subse-

quent events show how after many a lesson the
leader of the band, St. Peter himself, was unable

fully to recognize the truth so clearly seen and

strongly enforced by St. Paul. At any rate it is

most significant that when the lessons of Christ's

life were drawing to a close the prohibition was
taken away, and the Apostles were instructed to

e

go into all the world, and make disciples of all

the nations
3

(Mt 2S19). A far greater difficulty is

seen in the story of the PA ro|.liui:i' i.n woman.
Here the Saviour's words are so entirely at vari-
ance not only with His own act on that occasion,
but with the tenderness and courtesy with which
at all other times He dealt with women, that

attempts have been made from the earliest times
to reconcile the contrast between the Spirit of
Jesus and His harsh and contemptuous words on
the occasion. The words can scarcely be justified
even on the supposition that it was a harsh dis-

cipline intended to bring out the triumphant faith
of the woman. We hold that Christ used the
words in irony, and that, feeling the utter false-

ness of the leaders and teachers of the Jews,
driven in utter weariness from them into Gentile

territory, He assumes for the time being the
narrow spirit which belonged to them, that His
disciples might see how Pharisaic doctrine looked
when reduced to act in dealing with the sorrow
and need of the world. He throws into contrast
with that doctrine the quick intuition of the

woman, as well as the humility of her trust as she
declares that even the Gentiles have a place in the

family of God. There could be no finer method of

revealing to the disciples the contrast between
that exclusiveness of spirit which He had come to

destroy, and the larger trust in the all-comprehend-
ing love of God which He came to fulfil.

Christ gave, then, to the hiimr.r. i\ elin.u of
pitiful

concern for another the m.i\iT-,*li.y which it

lacked. And He did this first by His full and
generous recognition of good in the alien, whether
He found him in the actual commerce of life or in
the imaginary scenes which He made to live in

parabolic 'i ;< ll
*'\_. He had not found in Israel

such faith ,;- Ii-- ir, -, in the centurion (Mt 8JO ' i:i

),

and He closed His tribute to that faith by saying
that many should come from the east and the
west and sit down with Abraham in the Kingdom
of God, while the favoured people themselves
should be cast out. When He was asked for a
definition of a neighbour, He pointed to a Samar-
itan, and described him as pos?easing qualities

lacking in priest and Levite (Lk 10 27rT
-)- He had

spoken of His own people with a great tenderness
as 'the lost sheep of the house of Israel' (Mt 106

1524), but He extends that tenderness to the Gentile
world when He speaks of ' other sheep not of this
fold,' He says that they too are His, and them
also He must bring (Jn 1016

). Whether He spoke
the words to Nicodemus or not, it is clear that
John learnt from Him that the love of God was
not the exclusive privilege of the Jew, but that
God loved 'the world,

5 and that His salvation was
within the reach of whosoever should believe (Jn
316

). In ' the Gospel to the Greeks ' He speaks of

'all men 3
as coming within the attractive power

of Himself crucified and ascended (Jn 1 32
). And

when He gave to His followers His final com-

mission^ there was no limit to the sphere of their

evangelic labours : tiiey were to *

go into all the

world,'
s to make disciples of all the nations' (Mk

1615
,
Mt 2819

). Christ not only widened the domain
of this law of love, pushing back the boundaries
marked out by social custom or selfish expediency
or fear, but Bte also enriched the law by giving it a

deeper note, an intenser spirit. The poor man for

neglect of whom Dives found himself at last in

torment, was '
full of sores,' he was licked by the

dog, the common scavenger of offal. Such was the
claimant upon the rich man's kindliness (Lk 1620ff

O-

Lowly service touched its lowliest when the Master

stooped to the feet of the disciple (Jn 125 ). Through-
out the East the touch of the foot brings defilement
and degradation. And when the service had been
rendered to His followers, He spoke to them of ' a
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new commandment' which He had therein given
them (Jn IS15 - 34

). He called upon those who would
follow Him to be ready to sell all and follow Him
(Mt 1921

). The gift that won the approval of

Heaven was not that which came out of the super-
fluity of the rich, but the widow's mite, for that
was '

all that she had ' (Mk I243 ). Last of all, He
declared that He Himself would give unto the

uttermost, for as Good Shepherd He was ready to

lay down His life for His sheep (Jn 1011
). There

was thus added to the length and breadth of

universal love the height and depth of sacrifice,
and these two elements wrought powerfully in the
instinctive love of man until the neecliness'of each
became the common burden of all, and philan-
thropy became a part of the spiritual equipment
of men.

2. The expression of that spiritual <" i" ''!' -

.

J
;

will develop from age to age. The fo-: -
,

: -

expression in the early days of the Christian era
are well known. Christ instructed His disciples
to heal the sick, and lionc-mlly to minister to the

physically distressed. I'ln- u-lici' of the poor seems
to have been another marked form of Christian

philanthropy from the first, and they were in
addition to minister in spiritual things, and to
seek to admit men into the Kingdom of God. It

may at first sight appear as if this was a strictly
limited form of philanthropy, but it is obvious that
the form of expression was accommodated to the

capacities of the agents chosen and to the sim-

plicity of the life which they were accustomed to
live. Such forms of ^yinpi ilu-lu- '-(-lief, we maybe
assured, existed long i-'Morc ("lin-i sent forth His
disciples ; that which He added was the twofold

vitalizing principle which made the charity of the

age a living reality. It became real (dX?7#<f?, 1 Jn
2y

) in them, as it was already^ in Him. The uni-

versality and the intensity wliich were His contri-
bution to the common love, the old commandment
of mankind, were also notes of life. Love without
limit in range or in intensity, such was the new
commandment illustrated in the washing of the

disciples' feet. It was now dyd-jry els T\O$, it was
love unto the uttermost (Jn 131

). And having
dropped into the human instinct the vitalizing
germ of a new principle, Christ was content to
leave the new law to find wider and fuller expres-
sion as the year& moved on. With the developing
powers of man, that vitalized law would be certain
to find a far more extended

""" " J1
i lay

within the compass of His In
that age the manumission of the slave, the educa-
tion of the poor, the enforcement of laws of sani-
tation such things as are the commonplaces of

jiliil;mfliro]>i< measures in pur time were not
\\iihin 1 1 ic power of the disciples of Christ. But
we can see that that which gives them the sanction
of law, that which comes into every social reform
that has any promise of permanence or of helpful-
ness, is just that with which Christ filled the hearts
of His followers as He sent them forth on their

simpler mission : all endowment is but a trust ;

'freelyj ye have received, freely give
5

(Mt 108 ) ;

there is no limit in love ; the neediness of each
is the common burden of all. All social re-

form, happily increasingly recognized, advocated,
accepted, in our age, i< but the working out in the
larger life of to-day of the vital principle contrib-
uted by Christ when He made love's range con-
terminous with the universe of God, and at the
same moment made it instinct with His own
passion and sacrifice.

But philanthropy a-> Christ has taught it in the

Gospel i-tory goes further than this. It not only is

the spring of all true social reform, but it possesses
the power to enforce observance. It gives the
sanction of duty to all such observance. It be-

comes not merely an added quality in human
intercourse, but a positive compelling force. It is

a new commandment. Neglect to feed the hungry,
clothe the naked, visit the prisoner and the sick,
or to translate these special terms into the general
terms for which they stand, to meet all human
need as it arises, such neglect is not in the eyes
of Christ a venial offence, a trifle of indifference ; it

is clear He took a far more serious view of it :

He taught His disciples that it meant rejection
in the judgment of God ; it excludes him who
so neglects from the Kingdom. Phi'ii'i'l'-ropy A\<' -

thus invested with the august po\ < - f M moMl
law. If we consider philanthropy to be the
common human instinct endowed with the range
given to it by Christ, the els reXos of His own
showing, we can see how this binding quality,
this sanction, is imparted. For such a quality
in love strikes at the root of that wliich is de-

structive of all morality, and that is briefly the

calculating spirit. The immoral compromises
which we so often make with ourselves become
impossible when love unto the uttermost is the
rule of our regard for our fellow-men. It opposes
every tendency to evade law where possible. It

adds strength and loyalty to obedience, and im-

parts to scrupulous observance the gladness of

enthusiasm. This operation so refines and enlarges
duty, that by the side of it all other duty seems the
merest travesty of duty, and to fail to reach this

height of moral observance becomes a positive
failure, a moral offence, a breach of law. Christ

accomplished this by striking clear and strong that

personal note which is the key to all His influence.
He attached men to Himself, and then exhibited
in Himself the very law which He promulgated,
until in after days the appeal might be made to
the Christian Church that its members should
bear one another's burdens, since only thus could

they fulfil that LAW which Christ was (ourws dj>a-

7rA??pc60"are rbv vb^ov rod Xpicrrov, Gal 62
). This love

unto the uttermost was lived ; and lived by Him
who by His own loveliness has drawn all men to
Himself. It is for this reason that words which
might easily have become the rules of another
futile Utopia, or the striking maxims of an original
teacher, have become instinct with the spiritual ;

and with the new law of love the power to realize
it we ,.

"

V.
T
hen to His setting forth of the

new i ;^. Christ added the words, 'Ye
have done it unto me' (Mt 2540), He endowed His
words with spirit and life.

This spirit the Christian Church has -un^ht h>

realize in what are called Missions. No il Niiuoi i< in

need ever be made between * Home ' and c

Foreign
'

Missions. Least of all should any be made when
we consider, as we do here, the spirit which belongs
to both. The resource and ingenuity of love wul

i- .

"
such <:MIOI pii-o. There is no power.' but will be pressed into service by

the love which rccogni7c- no limit to its operation,
no limitation to it> spirit. L</^i-l;nho POM or- will
be used for what they are worth. Social organiza-
tion, all that art or science can teach, in a word,
all the fulness of life, will be ,

'
"

.

-

1

freely
used by this great law of love. 1'Jiat law will find
its fullest application in the service of the alien
and thi- f"N i*:n- '. Here, if anywhere, the univer-

sality ,:" l'^- 1 v ill be seen; when the missionary
breaks every tie that makes the sweetness of his

life, to carry the burdens of

* Sullen peoples, half devil and half child,'

he reveals the intensest manifestation of that love
whose Divine note is sacrifice. It is no wonder
that the story of the triumphs of the gospel, or
of the devotion of the missionary in strange and
remote regions or in circumstances of peculiar
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physical peril and distress, lias so often come back
to the Christian Church with a breath as of the
ocean, a breath that infuses new life into the stale
observance and gives new stimulus to the jaded
servant, a breath that whispers of brc

"

if

elemental forces, of the fulness of the
"

.

'

Deep where all our thoughts are drowned.'

Missionary service must always be the perfection

i

"
!

' " T

'\ \ And philanthropy is love without
,

; "s of God, for God is LOVE.
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W. W. HOLDSWORTH.
PHILIP ($XMT7ros,

e lover of horses'). !. Philip
the Apostle. For the little that we know regard-
ing him, beyond the mere mention of his name in
the lists of the Twelve (Mt 103 , Mk 318, Lk 6U), we
are wholly dependent upon a few scattered notices
in the Fourth Gospel.

(1) The first of these tells the story of his call,
which took place on the day after the call of
Andrew and John with their n>|n.'<(i\o brothers
(Jn I 43ff

-)- And the fact that 11 i.- <>
\j_.n-ssly men-

tioned ^that Philip, like these men, belonged to

Bethsaida, would seem to point to a certain amount
of friendship as having already existed between
them, while his Greek name (a peculiarity which
am<- ."*.- '

shared with Andrew) makes
it a , i

"

-at he himself was originally
of Greek descent. Tl-i- , (>."!- -M:. !<' \ \ ; "i\vhat
we know of the mix- : ( t v ii

i-i,'|>::L !-" . Betli-
saicla. "Whether, however, this was so or not,
Philip would seem to have belonged to the growing
class of devout souls throughout the land who were
4

waiting for the consolation of Israel/ even if he
had not, along with <ho piv,\imi:-h named dis-

ciples, been an open fu!lo\\<jr of -John the Baptist.
For when Jesus 'finds' VIM <-\V. VV not by
accident but as the result o i' , i ! ! i : ; : j , , i

'

search
and addresses to him the first direct call which, so
far as we know, He addressed to any man, Follow
me,' Philip immediately responds, and once and
for all throws in his lot with Ms new Master. So
complete indeed is his surrender, that though as

yet his knowledge of Jesus is very imperfect (cf.

v. 45 'the son of Joseph'), he shows himself en-
dued with the genuine

"

'.

'

.
'

'

;-
-''.''

''

proceed-
ing in his turn to* fine V; ''. ,- together
they may rejoice in the discovery of '."st- |""!iii-i

i
<l

Messiah? The very precision and ns'risn-i'i-- of
the terms, moreover, in which Philip announces that

discovery, l>uiu: lic-furo us another aspect of his

character, for they -lio'w him to have been a man of
an anxious and careful turn of mi rid. jj^kmj: for no
conviction on the part of others -mini lio lu:- been
first convinced himself, and ever ready to submit
all doubts and prejudices to the test of actual

experience (v.
46 ' Come and see ')

(2) Of this latter trait of the Apostle's character
we have further confirmation, from a somewhat
different point of view, in the next incident in which
he is specially mentioned. For at the feeding of

the Five Thousand in the wilderness it was to

Philip that Jesus addressed the question,
' Whence

are we to buy bread, that these may eat ?
'

(
Jn 65

).

Some have thought that the reason of
^
this was

that Philip had charge of the commissariat of the

Apostolic Dand, just as Judas acted as their

treasurer; but of this there is no proof, and St.

John expressly adds that Jesus said this to '

prove
'

him. The Master knew His disciple's cautious

and deliberate disposition, and how little he had
yet shown himself able to make any of the bolder
efforts of faith. And He evidently hoped that on
this occasion Philip would rise from the manifest
inadequacy of the existing material resources to
the ^ilion^ht of the unseen powers which He (the
( 'luis; ) li;id at His command. But the hope was to
be disappointed. Philip was so occupied with his
own careful calculations as to what the actual feed-

ing of the multitude meant, that he could think of

nothing else. And even the matter-of-fact Andrew
showed more imagination when, after the mention
of the lad's little store, he at least hazarded the
suggestion,

* But what are they amongst so many ?
'

(3) _Tlie case is similar when we turn to another
occasion when we find the two Apostles together.

uiring
. . ... , Jemple

should select him as their ambassador to Jesus
(Jn 1220S-)- But it is equally characteristic that,
as he realized the greatness and : '". v f the
request, coming as it did from |::-.

i
. .!' -, lie

should hesitate to act upon it on his own respon-
sibility. He would do nothing until he had con-
sulted Andrew. And even when Andrew had
approved, it was only in conjunction with him, and

leavingjiim to occupy the foremost place (* Andrew
and Philip '), that Philip went to tell Jesus.

(4) This faith without continence '

is even more
marked in the last glimpse which St. John gives us
of his brother Apostle. When, in His farewell dis-

course to the Twelve, Jesus announced that He
was going to the '

Father,' and that no one could
come to the ' Father J

except by Him, it was left to

Philip to say, 'Lord, show us the Father, and it

sufSceth us' (Jn 14s
). With him 'seeing' was

'believing.' He could not believe that any real

knowledge of the Father was possible except such
as resulted from an actual Ih^ophany ; and so

proved how blinded he had boon 10 ilui higher
manifestation of which he had for so long been
witness in the words and the acts of the Son.

(5) With the pathetic personal appeal to him
which this dulness of spiritual vision called forth

(Jn 149 ), PI i iii
| r,U,L|i]i<-ju> from the Gospel story.

And we hear nothing more of him in the NT except
for the mention of his name amongst the Apostles
who assembled in the upper room at Jerusalem after
their Lord's Ascension (Ac l

w
). Various traditions

have, however, gathered round his memory.
The most interesting of these is the account preserved by

Clement of Alexandria (Strom, iii. 4, 25), which identifies him
with the unknown disciple who, when the Lord's call came to

him, asked that he might first go and bury his father an
"east in keeping with what we have seen of

'

. t . The apocryphal Journeying!} of Philip the

!^ v
s ) represent

~

: i :.- si .

~"
:

'
-." through Lj-dia

and Asia, and finally settling > i' *".\ - \ I it was there,

according to Polyerates (bishop of Ephesus c. 190 A.B.), that he
was 'buried' *

along with his ivoajii-sl IJPI'SJ dini/ir."!-*' (Eus.
HE iii, 31; cf. Lightfoot, <"-,,:, ,,.,-- p. i,n \. 'p.e same
authority adds that another daughter who * lived in fellowship
with the Holy Spirit* was buried at Ephesus a circumstance
that may perhaps point to Philip's o-vyn

residence there for a
time, anil consetjnciitlv to a renewed intercourse with his old
friend the Apos'lc John. If so, we have an additional reason
why St. John should have 'i)ir.

p wlr,"< <! P^t'ip"- name so freely in
the"* memoirs' on which ar i*(. i!n c b \!i- engaged. Of the
later connexion with ITierapolit atrcadv alluded to we have now
interesting confirmation in the ch^c^ orv of an inscription show-
mil that the church there \\ns dedicated to the memory 'of the

holy and glorious Ajjotiilo and theologian Philip' (?-< St-ytovxl

5o|;0y BV/FOC'TOKQV %& dsoXoyov &iXisFtrou
* see Ramsay, Cities ct/yici

Bishoprics of Phrygia, i. p. 552 f.).

In the West, St. Philip'^ Day is observed along
with that of St. Jamo** i \\(\ Los'on May 1st. In the

East, St. Philip's Day i- Nov. 14th, St. James',
Oct. 23rd.
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'
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GEORGE MILLIGAN.
PHYLACTERIES (OT 'frontlets'). The observ-

ance of -\
" ' "

'

is "based on Ex 139 * 10 and Dt
68 II 18

.

'
'

r
"

Ob. and Greek terms see Hast-

ings' DB, s.v. It is disputed whether the passages
in the Pentateuch are to be understood literally

(so most of the Rabbinic writers, and ~*i ^
ii;/

"

Kitto's Cyclop.) or metaphorically (s-> I : I./v.

Rashbam, the Karaites, Jerome, Lyra, Calvin,

Hengstenberg, Knobel, Keil, and Kennedy in

Hastings' DB) ; some assign a metaphorical mean-
; i

' "

,

: Ex. and a literal to those in

I

'

;
,'.-" the more legal and formal

interpretation and observance of the OT which
flourished after the Return, the literal interpreta-
tion became dominant. The exact date of the in-

troduction of the literal observance of the precept
cannot be given. No indisputable reference is

found in t?i OT : |-
< "Vr n

l

"
: -

' '

ive. From , \ . ..:.

refening t-
;.

i

'

.

' '

with the !

'

.

u
. \- . :

as early as the time of the Sopherim, the 4th or

at least the 3rd cent. B.C. (see JE x. 26). The first

explicit reference, and that to the hand phylactery,
is in the letter of the pseudo-Aristeas, the date of

which is variously assigned between 200 and 100

B.C., where they are regarded as an established

custom. They are also mentioned in connexion
with Simeon ben ^1 L 1

*
1 '

1 vother-in-law of Alex-
ander Janneeus (B. . i"">-7v Josephus (Ant. iv.

viii. 13) speaks of them as an established and recog-
nized custom. We may, therefore, n-^.ivd them as

having preceded by about two ccinuri'^ iho birth

of Jesus Christ. For our knowledge of the customs
associated with them we are indebted chiefly to the

references in the Mishna (for which see Schiirer,
HJP II. ii. 113). Though the collection of these

traditions took place in the 2nd Christian cent.,

they may be regarded, for the most part, as repre-

senting an earlier state of things.

In the later Jewish writers, phylacteries play a great part ;

their manufacture and use are elaborately described, and their

significance and importance dwelt upon at length.
* There

are more laws ascribed to delivery by God to Moses cluster-

la, they were significant of the wisdom, reason, and great-
ness of God. Phylacteries were more holy than the gold plate
worn by the high priest, since that contained the Divine Name
once, the phylacteries twenty-three times. The Mishna taught
that ' he who haa Tephillin on his head and his arm, Tsitsith on

pioi
. the 'people who knew not the law' (Jn

T-i f. L' s probably at first all day, they became limited to
the time of morning prayer. Careful directions are given as to
the person (women, the unclean), the times (Sabbaths and
festivals), and the places (cemeteries, etc.) where their use was
prohibited.

1*1 ivln cleric- are of two kinds, those for the hand
and flio-o for ilio head. In the case of the former,
a box or house (ma) was made of the skin of a
clean animal, which had been softened in water
and shaped and stiffened on a mould. In this was
inserted a parchment on which the Scripture pass-

ages, Ex 131'10 and n-is
, Dt 64

'9 and II 13'21
, had been

written in four columns ; the parchment was
rolled and tied with white, washed hairs from a
cow or calf, usually from the tail. This box was
then sewn on to a leather base, furnished with a

loop through which a leather strnp iwi^ocl. In
the case of the head phylactery a <i mil JIT l>ox was
prepared, but with four divisions, in which were

placed in order, beginning from the left side, the

four above named ]IM--,I^L- uf the Pentateuch. OB
the right hand ?]<lo 01 the I -ox of this \- \

'

was impressed .. i

1
- 1 -!> - 1 Shin (&},

left hand one '
I. . -i:- ; < * (). This, too, was

sewn on a base and provided with a leather strap

(see Illustration in Hastings' DB iii. 870).

In 'laying
3 to use the technical term the

liliyl.K-l'-vio-. that for the hand was adjusted first.

ih'e box part was placed above the elbow on the

inside of the left arm where it would press against
the heart, a fact to which i. --i- ;;,.- was given
(Dt66

). A knot in the shap. .'

'

ter Yodh (-)

was made, the strap was wound about the arm
four times and three times, and three times round
the middle finger of the hand. The box of the

other was placed on the forehead, where the hair

ceases to groAV, the band taken round the head
and fastened with a knot like the letter Daleth (i),

while the two ends were made to hang down in

front over the shoulders. The Shin on the box,
the Daleth knot on the head phylactery, and the
Yodh knot on the hand phylactery, made the
letters of one of the Divine Names ntf Shadddi,
<

Almighty.'
The following benedictions are said. At the

laying of the hand phylactery* Blessed art Thou,
Lord our God, King of the Universe, who hast

sanctified us by Thy commandments, and has com-
manded us to lay the Tephillin.' An almost identi-

cal one is uttered during the placing of that for

the head, and when it is finished * Blessed be His

name, whose
] "

Mngdom is for ever and
ever.' At the ,,

./
.

'' of the strap round the
middle finger, which is left till the last, Antl I

will betroth thee unto me for ever ; yea, I will

betroth thee unto
' "*.!. . and in

judgment, and in * : V -.-., : n mercy.
1 will even betroth thee unto me in faithfulness :

and thou shalt know the Lord' (Hos 219
). In re-

moving, the fastening of the hand is first undone,
the head phylactery removed, then that on the arm ;

they are kissed and placed in a bag, as to the

place and use of which careful directions are given.
It cannot be doubted that the Pharisees and

scribes in the time of our Lord used |-1:\ 'JM '! :i -
:

but how far the custom was followed i->
'!

j
< <]'"

generally is uncertain. In order to emphasize their

profession of religion, these people 'made broad'

(TrXartffovert, Mt 235
) these mementoes of their

Judaism, whether by enlarging the whole, the boxes
and the straps, or, as the Sinaitic and Curetonian

Syriac suggest, the sti'aps only. It was the vain
extension of the outward sign of an unreal religion
that our Lord rebuked; it marked the external-

ity and hollowness of <-onteinii<.>nny Pharisaism,
while this is the only NT rofon-nro il-

;

1>

;

"

, '".
their use by a certain class should i- s.. x *,

borne in mind by the reader, as it may add to
the vividness of the picture suggested by many
incidents. Thus in Mt 2234

||
it may be considered

as certain that the group of Pharisees with whom
our Lord held His '-'"is "MI cr-\ v i.n ilti-h- broadened
phylacteries and that the passage He quoted, the

Shemcf, the foundation of Hebrew religion, would
be found in the phylacteries they carried on their
heads and arms.

LITERATURE. Oomm. on Ex, and Pt-.u.. ii'(
1
i:rtir^ long note

in K-rNohV T *

: Y<t>l JIivf '!?/<>/,. Hilcoth
Y'.y/,//<Y y ,

;
v. ... .

,'
i n n^-j.,^' tjll. the EKi

('Frontlets'
4 -' / -

'

lets'), Kitto's Cyclop., the
JE, Hamburger's RJE, Riehm's HWB ; Schiirer, HJP n. ii.

113 ; Buxtorf, Lex. Chald. and Syn. Jud. (which contains much
curious information) ; Edershenn, Sketches of Jewish Social
Life, ; Margoliouth, Fundamental Principles of Judaism (much
information as to modern use). J. X. L. MAGGS.

PHYSICAL (<u<c6?, 'natural/
* inborn '). To

this word a distinctive and conspicuous place has
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been given in the terminology of modern science,
and that very

' *

; for the object of
science in every ranches is to acquire
sach a knowledge of the Universe as shall corre-

spond exactly to the constituted and established
nature of things. Neither the word c

physical
5

nor the word ' nature '

(0iW) occurs in any of the
four Gospels. But nevertheless many things
which fall under the description of both terms,
as scientifically used, occupy a large place in all

the Gospels ; and there high importance is neces-

sarily and designedly attached to them. It is true
that one lias only to run one's eye reflectively over
the pages of the Gospels to discover that in them
the moral order of things is the matter of supreme
and controlling interest. But while that is so, it

becomes f
1
--! ,-v"

1

-/ -:( 'hat this moral interest is
not only i" .),* : i'i ,' physical order of things,
but is inevitably and to a vast extent dependent
upon it. Thus, e.g., it is everywhere manifest in
these narratives of our Lord's earthly life and work
that He

(

. : ,,"1 ,-sinong men as an individual

Being.
'

i

'

i
-

:

, j^ . , that the physical order of
existence was epitomized in Him in the same way
and to the same extent as ib is in every individual
human being. It implies that His body was the
organ of the moral order of the world as the latter
existed in the spiritual constitution, of His being,
and as it came to manifestation in the moral or

spiritual activities of His life within the sphere
of His moral relations

to_
God and to men. It

implies, also, that His bodily constitution and life
1

placed Him in direct relations with, and in constant

dependence upon, the whole order of the physical
environment in which He lived and moved and had
His being as ' God manifest in the Jlesk

9

{1 Ti 3 16
).

And so it becomes obvious that if He had not
entered into these incarnate relations with the

physical order of things, He never could have be-
come the Son of Man, and if He had never become
the Son of Man He never could have revealed Him-
self to humanity as the Son of God (Jn 1, 2 Co 46

).

For these reasons, then, and others that sprang out
of them or were otherwise related to them, our Lord
was necessitated to make the physical order of the
world a subject of reflexion, and to embody in His
U ;( liin- -ucli idoas of it as He considered to be fit

f<n ( Dimmi'iK .u ion as a part of His general mes-
sage to mankind. That He did make it a subject
of extensive and profound, careful and sympathetic
study, is as evident as any other fact in the Gos-

pels. It is equally evident, too, that as the result
of this study He formed some very definite and
highly important conceptions .- ;_, ';'

;
V- order

of things in question, more tha ': v } i--'i were
entirely original. It may be affirmed, moreover,
that none of the ideas of this order, to whicli as a
Teacher of humanity He attached momentous im-

j-oi In: 1

.* ,\\\>\ value, car. :

1

1 by the
t-M h" 1

.;: <t, .jitlier Scie ! !'

'

;
. What,

then, were the leading :

'

,' lie as a

religious Teacher put upon the physical order of
the world ?

1. For one thing, this order of ihinp*- ^rc-onUsl
itself to His mind as a Medium o/y/.V//?/; ,"/ ////"/,/,

(e.g. Mt 544"48 6-5
"30

). The question as to the order
of things physical, and its -i^nifien.iu-0, mu*t have
shaped itself in His mind t\\ jin oarly -m <ic in His
life of observation and reflexion. XV'lui i t he result
of His inquiry was appears in His teaching. The
most general and important item in that result
was the discovery of the presence and activity of
God in the established order of organic and in-

organic existence. To His mind God was im-
manent and operative in nature ; and it is in the
same view of the relation of God to the physical
order of the Universe that modern Theism and
Philosophy have begun to rest. That such was

indeed His view appears from His o\\ n utterances
on the relation of God to the order of things
physical^; which show that nothing was further

from^ His mind than the reckless idea in which
God is conceived as existing only in a relation of

externality to this order and as acting upon it
from without. When, for instance, He saw the
sun rise and rain fall, and pondered on the exten-
sive and complicated orderly system of physical
means and ends to which sunrise and rainfall

belong, He perceived in these occurrences mani-
festations of the immediate activity of God (Mt
545

), and He was too unerring a thinker not to
know that God's will and therefore God Himself
must be immanent in the established system of

things in which He conceived the Divine activity
as displayed.

^

NOT is there any real collision here
between Christ and modern science in regard to
the system of activity to which sunrise and rainfall
are due. When He said,

4 Your Father which is

in heaven maketh his sun to ri&e . . . and sencleth
rain,' He used words whic1^ - "' 1

.'
"

con-
sistent with the strictest :

'.>f the
natural forces and laws

by_
which the same events

in the physical order of things are now explained.
For if the scientist is able to explain, and right, from
his own point of view, in explaining these events
by the action of physical forces and the laws of
their operation, this explanation does not account
for the existence of these forces themselves, for
their persistence, for the perfectly and constantly
.4-:Y- '1 r lode in which their respective forms of

, ! i -. i; \ ;,' manifested, or for tlio o^i^i:-:', t ri_' ( ;mse
ol the complicated and exqui-ir<- .s-iju-i MV:L? of
these forces and their activities to the ends they
serve. For these things there is only one satisfac-

tory explanation, and that is the immanent and
immediate activity of God. And Science and
Philosophy have been rapidly becoming ^ware
that no better explanation is likely ever to be
found.

But, further, for Christ the revelation of God and
His activity in the ::i\- :

-,r order of the world
possessed a moral * ''/.-

"

''/ '

. God as a Moral
Being and because as such He is perfect can
never act unless morally, even in the system of

things physical. This truth regulated the whole
of our Lord's ...-,.;'' of God's relation to this

order, and of His ways of administering its pro-
visions. And therefore it is that He sa\\ in

'i :';."..
'

events as sunrise and rainfall
1 : of God's beneficence and magna-

nimity. He * maketh His sun to rise on the evil
and on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and
on the mi jvi-i.

y

! Those words are a striking revela-
tion of I hi' poruvLly fresh, intension J., discerning
eyes with which Christ looked ii|-<m i!i<; physical
order of things, air

1
r 0*1 1 '. ''' '

"! G>,] ; sd His
activity as therein s i v i"r -

.
i . . "!

'
' '

- ^ -, i
*- when

three things are noted, (1) There Is only one
established physical order of things. (2)' This
order is constituted throughout on one and the
same T -:'-.- Ian, and it is necessarily
regula-'. ,-<- : -. (3) Therefore it is im-
possible for this order to be so administered as to
make distinctions of any kind in the distribution
of its provisions among men. Here distinctions
cannot be made even between the evil and the
good, between the just and the unjust. Therefore
as the Author and the Administrator of this

system of things God makes no such distinctions.
Within this sphere of the relations between God
and men, the good and the evil, the just and the

unjust, are the same to Him. His impartiality
to both sorts of men is as absolute and universal
as the rising of the sun and the falling of rain.
And God Himself has so ordered the physical
universe that it should be so, and that it cannot
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Tbe otherwise. And, so far as any one can
say,

Christ was the iirsfc to notice and fully to appreci-
ate the true meaning of these obvious but vastly

important facts. In sunrise and rainfall He saw
nothing but instances of the manifestation of

the lo\ in:-khulne of God to all men, good and
evil aiike, and of His iiiiimirM'Lri'y towards evil

and unjust men. For ii> was oiie of Christ's

governing ideas as a Teacher that God did not
need to punish evil and unjust men for their sin by
wiilihouliriu! from them any of the beneficent pro-
vNiou- or the 1

';
-

:

v .i
1 order of things. He knew7

and taught in r' : L

!

. it is with the onoral order
<f Ihi'i;:- ,vid God's unerring and all-sufficient ad-

i!i
: nl-n<!ii"'i of it, as the moral Governor of the

world, that evil and unjust men have to reckon ;

and therefore, in the exercise of the .

:

alike of His love and of His justice, <

"

;
'

to them, in common with good and just men, a full

and free share of His sunshine and rain. So Christ

understood this matter (cf. Mt521 "30 II 25 - 26
,
Jn 939

'41

with Mt 545
).

2. But, further, these views that Christ held
as to the physical order of the world suggest the
inference that He must have looked upon this

system as an order of law. That He did so regard
it is evident from His teaching, when the latter is

carefully and fairly examined from this point of

view. The term '

law/ as defined by science, is of

modern origin, and therefore it is never employed
in this sense in the Gospels. But the Gospels are

rich in recognitions of a large variety of those facts

for which the term 'law,' as scientifically under-

stood, stands ; and T'-'-o,L'Mii ion of these facts was
made by Christ Jlnn-i-li'. Tiic modern conception
of the order of things physical, which the term
' law '

is employed to denote, is, that it is an order
in which perfect constancy and regularity reign

universally and persistently, and that even in the
case of its minutest phenomena and its subtlest

processes. Bid Christ, then, perceive and acknow-

ledge the great features of the physical order on
which this conception is founded ? He did. In all

its essential forces and laws tb<- jn'.v -'.< .l o i-
d.- r was

the same in His time as it is ; li.'x . > i- 'i<- has
not created any of the forces or laws in question ;

it has only discovered and formulated them.
Moreover, it is evident that Christ's observations
and His reflexions on nature were prompted and
controlled rather by ivlii>iou< than by scientific

motives or reasons. Ic is to be admitted, again,
that He never made the physical order of things a
direct subject of teaching, but always made it sub-
servient to tlu' ivliLiHMis 01 moral ends He had in
view. Still Mr \\n> < looply convinced of the con-

stancy and n-jir.lavhy of The physical system of
existence in the midst of which He lived and
taught, and on which He depended (e.g. Mt 716 "20

,

Mk 43"32
). That it was so is evinced by the follow-

ing facts: (1) Alai- :
"'. of His teaching

was based on the
\

\'1 "'

'

comparison. (2)
The most of His comparisons were indications of
resemblances between the things of the physical
order of the world and the things of the Kingdom
of God, which are in reality the things of the
moral order of the world, considered as an order in
which the will and purpose of God are coining
to realization in the moral relations of God to
men and of men to Him and to one another in
Christ. (3) In Hit

*

it was His custom
to lay conspicuou s i those phenomena
of the physical n^s in which the

constancy and rojiularity of this order are pro-
minent. (4) Hi- niiinif'c-i reasons for doing so
were such as these His whole conception of the

Kingdom of God implies that He regarded it as an
order of perfect moral constancy and regularity,
i.e. as an order of moral law. But few, if indeed

any, of His hearers had any idea of the Kingdom
of God as being such an order. On the other

hand, however, they were familiar with many of

the phenomena of constancy ;.

'

/. ',; in the

physical order of things.
'

::i object
in calling the attention of His hearers to these

phenomena was to lead their minds up from the

things of sense to the things of faith, and thereby
to convey to them the conception, and to awaken
in them the conviction, that the things of the moral
order of the world, like the order of things revealed

to their sense-perception, were things that had
real existence, things that were indeed founded in

moral principles of absolute constancy and regu-

larity, and things therefore to be relied upon with
the utmost confidence. (5) These considerations,

then, all imply that the physical order of things
from which our Lord drew His comparisons must
have been regarded by Him as a system of order,
a system in which constancy, regularity, law reigns.
The whole principle of comparison as thus ex-

plained is applied, e.g., in Mt 715 " 3()
.

3. But the physical order of the world was re-

garded by our Lord as also a sphere of Providential
administration (e.g. Mt 544

'48 G25 '34
,
Lk 124'7

). It is

!":><. ,:'. to note the fact that all His allusions to

this branch of the subject here considered, imply
that He conceived of the Divine providence as

exercised within the boundarie_s of the physical
system of things. This system is, so to speak, the

machinery
"

.
"! "">y God in all the various

manifestatic- . i I providential care. But
if this system is an order of

] hy-irnl constancy
or law, all the exercises of iluj i)i\im provi-
dence mu ' "" "" '

-

1

. by this fact. So Christ's

''M'M :

-

'

;,s being. He never spoke
u. ;-io\ i ..: as in effect a system of Divine ac-

tivities in which God, iulcri-o-'iir,:
1

in the interests

of the objects of Hi- cjsro. oil JUT ignored the
established order of physical existence or made
breaches in its established {irmiuKmient-. All the

ways in which He saw the providential activities

of God manifested in care for His creatures were

ways in which the established orderliness of the

physical world came into effect, as in the case of

the rising of the sun and the falling of rain.

That is to say, in Christ's view the physical order
of the world Is constituted or :

- l| '*~ 1
-

1 "

in which a \* :viV<- (ly arranged , : , ., > .

of means i- .-nljii-inl to serve
n'i!' 'i:(l; !! \\" God.
V\ ii;-; * !---^ - ideas were of the leading features

of the administration of this system is suggested
by those passages of His teaching to which atten-
tion has been called. He believed the providential
activities of God to be at once universal and par-
ticular, and this belief is in accordance with the
nature of things. He believed also that God's

].-..
v. :

*

activities are not only immanent and
: . !

;
3ut persistent. They are as unslumber-

ing and restless as the physical energies or forces
in the activities and effects of which they are
manifested. He believed, moreover, that God's
i i.i\ :.>n:i;\l i'< -^t and care extended even to
'-i-ii- ;nni ,1-iv <

- ,M- well as to human beings ; and
this belief, also, is justified by the necessities and
arrangements of the physical order of things to

which they as living beings in common with men
belong. For they, as living beings, have each

physical needs according to their own respective
natures and places and destinies in nature ; and
therefore it was not unworthy of Christ to form
and take delight in the conviction that their
Creator was providentially faithful to them.
But withal, it remains to be added here, that

Christ believed that human beings have a higher
value for God as the God of providence than the
birds of the air. And this is why. The birds of
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the air have no place, or task, or destiny in the
moral order of the Universe. But it is otherwise
with men. They are endowed with a moral nature ;

their life is a moral vocation ; they have a moral
destiny to shape

: ' '

','' with God. And
this explains and perfect wisdom of
Christ as a teacher, in including all men within,
and in excluding all other living creatures on the
earth from, the moral

,'/'
-i //.-/ 'nl of God and its

system of administration. He constantly paid
truthful and perfectly wise respect to these two
great facts in His teaching : (1) The fact that
God is ever and always providentially and actively
related to men as physical beings, having physical
necessities and requirements in their life ; and (2)
the fact that He is ever and always j;u \v--ii IIK-I it, illy
and actively related to them as moral beings,
having moral necessities and requirements and
responsibilities in their life (e.g. Mt II25

). This dis-

tinction between the pruxMorilin] and the govern-
mental activities of < r<ni, in II N relation to men
and in His ways with them, has a determinative

place in the truth taught in the Gospels.
4. Finally, all Christ's allusions to the physical

order of the world present a deep religious com-

plexion. He saw in this order, and in the relations
between God and men as therein revealed, con-
ditions and opportunities provided for the mani-
festation of pure and high forms of religious life.

Men are dependent on the beneficent ministrations
of the Divine providence. As moral beings it is

their duty to recognize this fact, to pay due respect
to it, and to cherish and ma 'siTi -'

^r.i
'

ii -.-li to God
for all the various forms of Mi- p><n i,i":!,:.il loving-
kindness and faithfulness. Within the domain of

Providence, moreover, reasons constantly exist and
occasions are ever arising for men to exercise trust
in God. Here also as well as in their own hearts
men may find the presence of God in their life.

And here they are summoned to imitate the ways
of God's providential beneficence. In all these
various ways Christ related His religion to the

physical order of the world and its providential
administration. His Sermon on the Mount shows
that He wished and intended them all to have an
essential place in the life of every one of His
disciples. And in His own life they were all fully
observed and manifested. See, further, NATURE,
PROVIDENCE.

LITERATURE.
Nature and the

Sffii ft'i'al Woi Id
r IT. \u.

7 :
7

" ~ J . ..'. '-'ft.; Bushnell,
i

'
:

* ;t. Law in the
, pp. 122-144;

W. D. THOMSON.
PHYSICIAN. 1. Luke, the physician. It is a

fact of spe* i.,1 :ni|in: !iiii< <. in reference to Christ's
miracles of li< ai

:

: ;j. ih.i! i.rseof the four "T.\;m^<-li-i-
was himself ;i |il'y-u-i;.': (Col 414

). Traces of this

fact appear h: !ii-.'u.-|..'i (ct. 843
1) Mk 526 ), and still

more in Acts (cf. Hobart, Medical Lang, of St.

Luke). His training would probably be Gentile

(Col 4U- 14
,

cf. Eus. HE iii. 4), and his medicines,
like Gentile food, would be unclean in Jewish

eyes. See, further, art. LUKE*
2. Jewish phy-win'tn. Priests were inspectors

of leprosy (\U 84
, Lk 1714

), but they were not the

regular physicians, (a) The physicians whom a
sufferer had consulted before she was healed by
Christ are alluded to in one case (Mk 526

[|
Lk 843

).

Elsewhere physicians are mentioned in proverbial
sayings only (Mt 912

1| Mk 217
, Lk 531 4-a) : there is

no censure of them in Christ's words, on the con-

trary He implies that the sick should resort to the

physician ; but Mk 526 probably gives a fair im-

pression of their general value, (b) References
to remedies are few : e.g. a lotion (Lk 1084), an
anodyne (Mk 1523), both, we may assume, cus-

tomary amongst Jews, but in neither of these

cases administered by them ; operations (circum-
cision, Lk I5y etc.; castration, Mt 1912

). The
language of Mt 188f-

|| speaks of mutilation rather
than of surgical amputation. Superstitious cures
were much sought ; cf. the addition to Jn 5s, which
Westcott (ad loc. ) describes as f a very early
note added while the Jewish tradition was still

fresh.' (c) A special defect of Jewish medical
science was the want of a-

'

..
,

' :l

;
'.

volved in the ceremonial .
,

" '

.

with the dead (cf. Mt 23-7), i.e. (as explained in

Jewish Encye. art. 6 Medicine ') contact with a

complete corpse, or an * anatomical unit '

(a bone
covered with its soft parts), or a collection of bones

equal in bulk or number to more than half a
skeleton. An illustration of this want may be
seen in the fact that a young criminal's corpse was
dissipated by long boiling, in order that the bones
of the skeleton might be counted (ib.). The in-

spection of the bodies of animals -Liu^lii.oiotl for
sacrifice or food could be no real (.ninp'-n-.u''^ for
this want.

3. Christ^ the great Physician. Such a title is

not found in the Gospels, but is at least suggested
by Lk 423 531

||
1332. [The word Zdojuuu is used (liter-

ally) 20 times in NT, and always, except in Ac 28s
,

directly of Christ]. Indeed, the word. { Saviour 3

implies it (Mt 921f
-). The following points are ob-

servable in Christ's healings : (a) Variety : "blind-

ness (Mt 927ff- 2029ff-
1|, Mk 8-2ff-, Jn 9), deafness (Mk

731ff
-), palsy (Mt 9lff-

1|), withered hand (12
9ff-

1[), issue

(9
20

H), dropsy (Lk 14lff
-) fever 'ATI, s

11"- 11

'. i, M .-,.,y

(8
lff-

1)
Lk 17lkF-), wound (22

49fL
), i>

-i"'\ Mi * '.

Mk I 23flr-
1| etc.) ; (

7/
j)>ti'iit,*'',:

not merely works of

mercy (Mk 34, Jn I <r -',.
I in i also

c

signs
'

(Jn 454 etc, ),

parablesofa -,i.:- i,-,l :n,ili ,- (Lk 524-m
, Jn 925- 39

) ;

(c) unluewU, / : w ii ': ,-r pvi- (Mt 108,
ct. Mk 526),

: -.. . , -,
.

"
., (Mt II5

, Mk I 27 737
, Jn 932}, with-

,,,- -.; % 54. ae 9i8
) ; (^ conditions-, (i.) on

Christ's part, the (Divine) will (Mt 83 ) ; in some
cases is added the (human) ,-..

'M"\ 929
, Jn II41

) ;

(ii.) on the sick one's or the ; i . part, faith

(Mt 813 92- 22- 28 1528
etc.) and (though seldom requir-

ing mention) desire or will (Jn 56
; Lk 2250fi; is alto-

gether ,

"
.

""

(e) '/n-> 1 '"///'* /-"/v'-rt : (i.) ordi-

narily c , either personal (Lk 512 1713

IS38) or intercessory with (Mk 23 782 917
) or without

(Mt 86
, Mk 7m , Jn 447ff

-) the presence of the suf-

ferer; (ii.) often no application preceded (Mk S28,

Lk 1312 2251 and so always in Jn., e.g. 56 92ff*
[II

11
]) ;

(/) ..

"
. . ; ;: -lly immediate (Mt 8^*, Mk

S*
29

),
-

i .- ,

;

-

i (7
27ff- 921ff

-), rarely a gradual
proc v

?
t ; ^j t

'

ompaniments : a word (Mt
8s- 13 1213

), never otherwise in the case of possession
(8

16- 31
), a touch (8

s 918* 2S - 29
, Mk 528 656), a symbolic

action (Mk 73S , Jn 96f
-) ; (h) sequel : an assurance

(Mk S34, Lk 1719 1842
), a command (Mt 84 96 , Mk

519. 43)^ a warning (Jn 514
). See also artt. CURES,

DISEASE.

LITERATURE. In addition to tlie ordinary books of reference
and those already inci i 'i''iif -1 ^i<- following touch the subject:
Ebstem, />* Meui^i, . ST ,id im Talm., Stuttgart, 1903;
Bennett, Disease- <' r >- l^'"> !

; Trench, Miracles. See also

O. H. Spurgeon, The Messiah, 483.

F. S. KANKEN.
PIECE OF SILYER. See MONEY, p. 200a.

PIGEON. See ANIMALS, vol. i. p. 65b
,
and DOVE.

PILATE. Pilate's first name, that fey which, he
would be known in his own household, has not
been recorded ; we know only his second name
'Pontius,

5 and his third 'Pilatus.' Pontius may
be derived from pons (' bridge *), or be cognate with
irtvre ('five ') ; and Pilatus meant, no doubt, origin-

ally,
' armed with the pike

'

(of the Roman legion-

ary) ; but we are no nearer his origin. We know
nothing of his parents, his birthplace, or the date
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of his birth. He was a Roman citizen, and was
born probably in Italy. From the position which
he afterwards occupied, it is certain that he be-

longed in manhood to the middle or equestrian
class in the community ; but whether by favour of

the Emperor or by birth is unknown. Admission
to this class could be obtained only by those who
possessed 400,000 sesterces (equivalent to about
3000 of our money, but with much greater pur-

chasing power).
frhe question whether he in-

herited this property qualiiication or not cannot
be answered.

In order to reach the position of procurator of

the Koman province of Judaea, he must have passed
through a course of earlier appointments open to

his order. He must have had considerable military
experience, and have held one or more of the follow-

ing appointments : prefecture (or tribunate) of an

auxiliary cohort, or a legionary tribunate of the
second class (those of the first being open only
to the senatorial order), or the prefecture of a

wing (ala) of cavalry (Cagnat, Cours d?$pig. Lett. 3

p. 109 if.). The earliest age at which one could
become a procurator was between twenty-seven
and thirty years. T", <

;
i v \ '"/ liHer^cl

in standing (see V'\ i'::\'-i |1
. ,!"-. i,;

1 of a

province like Judaea was not bii higiitjbo. Further

promotion was open to one who did well in that

position. The date of the birth of Pilate cannot
have been later than about B.C. 4-1. In Mt 27 19

he appears as married, but whether he left any
descendants or not is uncertain.

In A.D. 26, Pilate was appointed by the Emperor
Tiberius procurator of the province of Judoea.
This province comprised the former kinpdo-n of

Archelaus, roughly Samaria and tlio tvmL'v^
south of it to Gaza and the Dead Sea, and the

procurator's duties were both administrative and

military. He was in a position of subordination
to the governor of the province of Syria, but the
exact nature of the subordination is not known.
For all practical purposes his rule over all in the

province, except Roman citizens, was absolute.
At the same time, it must be remembered that in

this, as in other provinces, certain communities
were permitted a large measure of

" "

one of the secrets of Rome's success as a world-

power. Thus in Jerusalem the Sanhedrin retained

many judicial functions ; death sentences, however,
had to be confirmed by the governor, and were
carried out under his supervision (Jn 1831 ; Jos.

Ant. XX. ix. 1, BJ II.
yiii. 1). The religious and

political zeal of the various sections of the popula-
tion made the task of governing the province one
of extreme

difficulty, requiring statesmanlike gifts
of no ordinary quality.
We derive most of our knowledge of Pilate's rule

from Josephus, from whom ^ iVT.r.u*! : i:i- i-'c i i-

repeated, to illustrate the statement above made.
The Jewish prejudice against images of gods was
incomprehensible to the other ancient peoples ; but
their attitude was officially ro-po< u-d by the
Romans, whose practice it wa*- t-> IOIUMH' from

introducing such into the Jews' country. They
carried their conci.1

'

. \
V- \

"
ir as to remove

the figures of the ^ 1 i

1

- ' those military
standards which bore them. In contravention of
this custom, Pilate caused the standards with their
usual decoration to be carried by night into Jerii-

salem. The people pleaded \vith him to romo\o
theobjectionable

4

inmg<;<. hut IIP miifiincd ohdnr.-nc,
and eventually ordered his soldiers to surround the
crowd and put them to death if they persisted.
This threat had no terror for men whose religious
frenzy was worked up to the highest pitch, and
Pilate had to yield, for it was impossible to
massacre so many. His action in this matter
showed want of tact, hot temper, and weakness ;

and as the occurrence took place early in his period
of .

'

it was an evil augury for his rule

(A'-'. v !! i.'. 1). On another occasion he used

money from the Temple-treasury for the building of

an aqueduct, and broke up the riot which threatened

by introducing disguised soldiers into the crowd

(Ant. XVIII. iL 2). Lk 13 1 is the only authority
for the mention of the Galilseans whose blood Pilate

'mixed with their sacrifices.' The cause of his

action was doubtless some riot. Pilate is repre-
sented in the worst possible light by a

j.;i
;i-c i"

Philo, which is put into the mouth 01 \-:i| \i\

(Legatio ad Gaiwm, 38).

[The Jews' threat to communicate with Tiberius]
*

exasperated
Pilate to the greatest possible degree, as he feared lest they

might go on an embassy to the Emperor, and might impeach
him with respect to other particulars of his government his

corruptions, his acts of insolence, his rapine, and his habit of

insulting people, his . .

'' '

'

i

"'

untried and unconc '

-

' '_.'.
and most grievous inhumanity.'

We do not need to go beyond the Gospel narra-

tives, and the fact that lie was retained in his

position for ten years by Tiberius, to realize that
this picture is grossly overdrawn.
For our knowledge of the part Pilate played in

the trial of Jesus we are dependent on all four

canonical Gospels. As it may be assumed that
Mark's narrative is the oldest, we shall take it

first, then proceed to Matthew's and Luke's, which
are probably almost contemporaneous with one

another, and, lastly, we shall draw on the Fourth

Gospel.
(1) \< "i'l- i-> lf"i-7j (14

53
), the chief priests and

scribes and elders, after Jesus had been brought
from Gethsenifine, led Him away to the high priest,
in whose residence they all assembled. This was
an extraordinary meeting of the Sanhedrin. The
Court sought evidence which would lead to the
death of Jesus, but failed to find any that was reli-

able. Such evidence as they had was false and
conflicting. Jesus' statement about the Temple
was repeated and misconstrued. Then the high
priest elicited from Him. a declaration that He was
the Messiah. This statement was decided to be

blasphemy, and as a result He was judged worthy
of death (Lv 2416

). After the verdict He was sub-

jected to every insult. The death sentence had by
law to be confirmed by Pilate before it could be
carried out. In their eagerness they lost no time
in bringing Him before Pilate's tribunal (15

1
). The

question was put by Pilate,
' Art thou the king of

the Jews ?
'

; to which Jesus answered,
' Thou

sayest
'

(v.-). The chief priests, being permitted by
Pilate to make their charges, brought many against
Him ; the accused, on being asked by Pilate if He
had anything to say, waft silent, and caused His
judge to wonder. It happened that the feast of
the Passover was at hand, and on such an occasion
it was the custom to release a prisoner. The crowd
which stood around called for the release of a
certain Barabbas, a robber and murderer. Pilate

proposed instead to release Jesus, knowing that
hatred had been the motive of the high prio-N ixi

handing Him over. The chief prie*o in.-ii gated the
crowd to beg for Barabbas. Pilate then asked
what they wished to be done with ' the king of the

Jews,' and they said, 'Crucify him.' On being
asked by Pilate what evil He had done, tlieir only
answer was to repeat the cry. Pilate, being anxious
to please the crowd, gratified both their requests.
SIK h is Mark's narrative of the trial, b;,1,"il\ -: , : i'-i.

It is so very brief that it is not r-urprUirig'that the
other Evangelist^ have been able to add to it.

Mark ha- nothing further to say about Pilate

except to tell that Joseph of Arimathsea begged
and obtained from him. the body of Jesus (15

48
).

(2) Matthew makes only two additions of any
importance to this narrative. One is the warning
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message sent to Pilate, when seated on the tri-

bunal, by his wife (27
i9

). The character of the
incident stamps it as a reliable tradition. The
second is Pilate's washing of his hands after he
had acquiesced in the decision of the Jews and the
wishes of the mob, and his proclamation of his

innocence, followed by the Jews
1

invocation of the
curse upon themselves and their children. At a
later stage in the narrative, Matthew alone (27

62ft
-)

gives the incident of the deputation to Pilate with
the request for permission to seal the tomb, and the

granting of that permission.
(3) LuJcQ) at the beginning of the accusation

before Pilate, mentions the charge (23-) : We found
this i ,, ; '". ur nation, and forbidding to

give . i ,-(<-,,, and saying that he himself
was an anointed king.' The first part of this

charge is directly contrary to the truth (Mk 1217=
Mt 2221 =Lk 20-5 ). It is Lk. also who mentions
(23

4"1
-) that when Pilate learned that Jesus was a

Galilsean he sent Him to Herod, tetrarch of Galilee,
to whose jurisdiction He belonged. Herod could
elicit no answer from Jesus, and sent Him back to
Pilate. This exchange of courtesy led to a renewal
of the friendship betwreen Pilate and Herod, which
had been interrupted for some reason or other. On
the return of Jesus, Pilate is represented as pro-
claiming His innocence and continuing it by the
decision of Herod.

(4) The Fourth Gospel makes the following con-
tributions to the story. The informal questioning
by Annas (IS

19"24
) is special to Jn., which gives also

(1S
33~38

)
a much longer conversation between Jesus

and Pilate than the others, in which Jesus explains
the nature of His Kingdom. It is quite certain that
Pilate realized that Jesus 7

Kingdom was not an
ordinary kingdom, else his conduct of the case
would have been entirtly different. The section
194

" 15 contains a further examination of Jesus, and
the terrorizing of Pilate by the Jews. The Johan-
nine account, as it is the fullest, is also the best.

It explains what is obscure in the others, and brings
the whole situation before us with

^liirtlin^
vivid-

ness. John makes Pilate the author uf i lie iiiM-rip-
tion on the cross, and mentions his repudiation of

the Jewish criticism of its wording.
The situation was for Pilate an extremely diffi-

cult one. The Jews in authority were determined
that Jesus should die. Assassination was impos-
sible, because of the people. They were therefore

compelled to resort to the governor's power. In
order to get him to sign the warrant, they had to

show that Jesus had committed a crime worthy of

death. They had to select a charge which in their

opinion would leave Pilate no option. They seized

upon that of treason, a chii ;; \\liidi Lv'-ngli! death

upon some of the most in-lin-M! -\\\ It, MI \\\\ < itizens

during that period, as the early books of Tacitus'
Annals show. Pilate examined Jesus on this

charge, and soon found that this was no case of

treason. A strong man might have defied the

provincials, and set Jesus at liberty. In doing so,

lie would have risked all his future prospects,

perhaps his own life. The procurator was in

reality only an upper servant of the Emperor,
and as such could be dismissed and ruined
without appeal. The Jews, when they saw that
Roman justice might win and Jesus be released*
held over Pilate the threat of a report to the

Emperor on his conduct. Pilate, as we have seen,
was not a strong man. He yielded, though he
knew the accused was innocent. It must pe re-

membered that Jesus was not a Roman citizen,

was, in fact, in the eyes of a Roman officer, merely
a subject, a slave, a chattel. The life of a Roman
citizen was precious, that of a mere subject worth-
less. That Pilate had a tender enough conscience

or a sound enough idea of justice to try to save this

*

slave,' should be remembered to his credit. He
was not of the stuff of which heroes are made,
though doubtless in many respects a competent
governor.

Little is known of Pilate's later history. He
used armed force to suppress a fanatical movement
in Samaria, which does not appear to have en-

dangered the Roman supremacy in the slightest
(Jos. Ant. XVIII. iv, 1). JSo many were put to death
that the Samaritans appealed to Vitellius, the then
governor of the |.r>\i7ii<: of S.\ ria. The ;<>\errior
ordered Pilate t<- I hum*, to* appear be/ore the

Emperor's council. Before he reached Rome,
Tiberius had died. The result of this no doubt
was that he escaped trial. Of his further career

nothing is certainly known, but legend has natur-

ally not neglected one of the most irlore-lin^
figures of NT history. In the Gospel of Peter,
which belongs probably to the middle of the 2nd
cent., lie is represented in a very favourable

light; the author shows also anti-Jewish ten-
dencies. V {} \

CI
Y;:I, .! of this Gospel is put

'o^vr << V ---i
"

". ^ i\ "!. - the canonical Gospels,
y K*. - ir. i

1 uerest to another apocryphal work
, .1 '*''.,'/' late. In the 2nd cent, the Church

began to busy itself with its own history, and to
build up a defence of its faith and practice on a
historical foundation. The person of Pilate was a
subject of special interest, and was pressed into
the service o the Church, as a valuable witness to
the truth of Christian i ty . In theA cts ofPila te he is

acquitted of all blame, and represented as in the end
confessing Jesus to be the Son of God (ch. 46). It
was widely believed in ancient times that an official

account of the trial of Jesus was sent by Pilate to
the Emperor Tiberius and preserved in the archives
at Rome. It is not impossible that such a report was
sent ; but this at least we can say with certainty,
there is no real evidence of its existence or its use
to be found in any apocryphal writing. Justin in
his (first) Apology (chs. 35. 48) refers more than
once to the Acts under Pontius Pilate. The Acts
of Pilate (Gospel of Nicodemus) which we possess,
however, with kindred pieces, is not of earlier
date than the 4th or 5th century. Tertulliaii in Ms
Apology (ch. 21) speaks of the report of Pilate to
Tiberius as containing an account of the miracles,
condemnation, crucifixion, and resurrection of

Jesus, with the story of the guard at the grave.
There still exists in various ancient works (e.g.
Acts of Peter and Paul} a so-called Letter of Pilate
to Claudius (or Tiberius], which, though possibly
interpolated at a later date, gives an impression
of real antiquity, and is no doubt the document
referred to by Tertullian. As to the date of it

nothing can be said, except that it is older than
197 A.D., the date of the Apology of Tertullian : it

was probably written in Greek originally, though
it is extant also in Latin. Tertullian says (ApoL 5)
that Tiberius, as the result of a communication
from Palestine, proposed to the Roman Senate that
Jesus should bo i< </! i/cd as a god, but that the
Senate rejected i

: u; ui i -u. He further states that
the Emperor held by Ms intention, and punished
those who accused the Christians. All this must
be regarded as pure legend.
Tradition has it that Pilate fell on evil clays after

the death of Tiberius, and nUi.mat.cly committed
suicide (Euseb. HE ii. 7, and No in hi.- Chronicle).
Another account has it that he was beheaded by
Tiberius' order, but that he repented before his

death. His wife is commonly reported to have
become a Christian, on the strength, no doubt, of
the warning which St. Matthew records that she

gave to her husband. It is told that Pilate appeared
before the Emperor to stand his trial, wearing the
tunic of Jesus, and that this tunic acted as a charm
to protect him from the anger of his Imperial
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master. His body is said to have been first throw
into the Tiber, but the evil spirits so haunted th

spot as to terrorize the populous vrVi'irf'U!'!"^,"
and it was conveyed to Viemie ir. *" ;

v", :,'' *

France and sunk in the Rhone. Here also the ev:

spirits proved troublesome, and the body was re
moved to the territory of Lausanne in Switzerland
where it was sunk and walled up in a deep pit sur
rounded by mountains. The best known legenc
connects itself with that country, and the mountain
still known as Pilatus. The corpse is said to res
in a lake on the mountain side, whence it come:
f-ril: i. !.."!' ;

*V and ,."- iVough the act o
" M I

: ". i ,.' i . 'I" . *
[ Church revere!

Pilate as a saint and martyr (June 25th).
LITERATURE. The art.

(

Pilate ' in Hastings' DB contains a
very full

ijibllcuiMijivi
. A few works only are mentioned here

G. A. Mullu, Pttitf'uKt Pilatus der funfte Prokurator von Judaa

Trial Oj

292 ff.

bLQumonj Visions of Sin, 185', , i
.. ,." r

see R. A. Lipsius, Die Pilatus-Akten kritisch uhiersucht (1871)
P. G. Conybeare,

' Ada Pilati
'

in Stud. Bibl. et Socles, vol. iv.

pp. 59-132 (Oxford, 1896) ; E. Hennecke, Neutest. Apdkryphen.
pp. 74-76 (Tubingen .

" *
I Handbuch z. new

test. Apokr. p. 143 ff. \ , 1904).

ALEX. SOUTEE.
PILGRIM. 1. Although the word is not found

in the Gospels, they constantly indicate the place
of the annual pilnpuu.uj- in the life and thought
of the people. There is always an air of move-
ment over the scenes, and a frequ*
setting in the lives of the men and
are constantly moving to and fro as
come round.

'

The parents of Jesus kept this cus-

tom, and at the age of twelve Jesus made with them
His first (?) pilgrimage (Lk 241 '4i)

). In the Fourth
Gospel there are many references to other visits
to the feasts (Jn 2r* 51 714 1(F II53 - 55

). No mention
is made of them in the Synoptic Gospels ; but it

may safely be assumed that Jesus had often made
the journey to Jerusalem with the caravans of

pilgrims (cf. Mt 2387
). The custom explains the

rapidity with which ne\ys spread ; the name of
Jesus had become a familiar word in such places
as Jericho on the main route (Lk 1837 - 38

). The last

journey to Jerusalem was made among pilgrims.
There is an implied contrast where it is said that
Jesus went in silence before His disciples ; pilgrims
marched with song and rejoicing (Ps 424), but
silence and fear marked, the disciples (Mk 1C32).
The multitudes who hailed Jesus as He entered
Jerusalem included many Galilaean pilgrims, not
without a certain local pride (Mt 219

,
Jn 1232

).

The rejection of Jesus by the Samaritan village
(Lk 17lL J2

)
was due to their \-i..-..l. .;_<> that Jesus

and His band, though taking the less tamiliar route,
were pilyrim^ i.o (he hated Jerusalem (Edersheim,
Jesus ?i,t> l/, vv-f/, [abridged ed. of LT}, p. 297).
In estimating the rapid pi..;_i-<-- <.f :'ie Christian
fnitii. c-jxv L-illy amongst in 1

!

ii-;..i -in-i, it must be
M-m<Muh<.Mvd rlmi many strangers, such as Simon of

Gyrene (Lk 232e
), would be at the feast, and would

carry away some knowledge to prepare their minds
for the Apostolic message.

2. These pilgrim experiences illustrate some of
the words of Jesus. The disciple must travel

i

through the world with heart detached and his
'

treasure laid up in heaven (Lk 1233
, LUt, Q [lJ

). His
must be the straitened way, not the broad path
(Mt 7 13

) ; to follow in the way he must give up all
'

(Mk 1029
, Mt 1929). In their mi-^ioiiary journeys the

disciples have the equipment and the mobility of

pilgrims (Mt 109
etc.). The would-be disciple must

expect to be homeless (8
20

). The disciple* are to

(cf. He 11 13
3 IP 2 11

, where the word 'pilgrim'
[TrapeTrLdTi/j.Qs] is used). In the Fourth Gospel Jesus
denies (Jn 421 ) that the annual iiil-'ir:i!i-. will be
an abiding necessity. Everywhere He speaks of
Himself as .-.ojournin^ in the world for a Divine
purpose (8

14 l(rs 13-7/; the disciples must so look

upon their life (12
35 1716

). They are in the world,
but not of it (17

15 - 18 1519
) ; their true home would

be in God. But even in their earthly life they
would be in one of the mansions (fj,ovai) of the
Father's house (14

iJ

). At intervals along the road
stood the caravanserais where travellers lodged.
The disciples were like travellers, and His com-
panionship had hitherto cheered them. Now He
must leave them that He might go forward ; but
when they arrived He would be waiting for them.
(See D. Smith, The Days of His Flesh, p. 449). To
complete the thought of lifr ,- ,

"*
\ it is

to be remembered that the
"

. the

outlying parts of the Fattier' s Ivingclom to the
centre. See, further, art. FEASTS.

*
!l - !

' T -. .*?/ vi. ix. 3; Schurer, HJPn. ii. 51, 220;
'

.
,
ch. vi.

;
A. S. Laidlaw,

' The Priest and
E. SHILLITO.the Pilgrim' in ExpT xi. (1900) 345.

PILLOW. Mk 438 eiri TO irpoa-K(t>d\aiov
RV 'the cushion.' The Gr. word occurs in LXX^
Ezk IS18- 20

(probably
e
fillets

' used as amulets, A. B.
Davidson, M&eJcid, 89), 1 Es 38

(pillow of Darius).
Originally it meant a pillow for the head, but it

came to be used for any cushion (cf. the English
use of *

kerchief,' originally a covering/or the hearl,
as found in '

nockorHiiev"' handkerchief). Pollux
(Onomast. x. 40) says that the poet Cratimis, in
his Horce, used it of the sailor's cushion (r6 VUVTIKOV

ant1 TTi-\^!i". . s.v. irorLKpavov, further
defines it as i-

1 (."iii'ii cushion (rb SGPIA&TLKQV
viryptviov} on which the rowers sit.'

To
"

"-
*

'- ." - * of the beams or other seats, every
rower . ; , -.- : . . cushion, which he carried about
w^th him from ship to ship' (Cecil Torr, Ancient Ships, 47).The following passage in the^ Stratiotai (v.) of the poet Her-
".-""'-' -

"

-
i is time now to come along with me,

' -,"!.". ,ushion, that leaping on board thou
!' -

'I :-,, i-
'

Little is known about O-"1

'"::- ID,): . in the time
of our LOM] 'TT;i-iin^' DB, Ext. Vol. 367b ; Encyc.
Bibl. iv. -USI

;
Mniiir- DB iii. 1285). The fisher-

men's l)clorijriuM mentioned in the Gospels are
:he boat itself (Lk 53

,
Jn 213

), with the accompany-
ing small boat (Jn 21 s

), the two kinds of nets (Sft
4la 1347), the hook (17

37
), the baskets (13

48
), the

isher's coat (Jn 217
), and the cushion. It is clear

shat the condition of the fishermen of the Lake of
Gennesaret was considerably removed from one
of absolute poverty ; we have other evidences of
Ms in Mk 1- J

('the hired servants'), Lk 8s,
VEk 1540f*

(Salome, one of those who * ministered of
.heir substance 3

), Jn 1927 (cf. Speaker's Com. i. 203,
276) ; Jos. Vita, 33, BJ in. x. 1.

The rt> before 7r/oocr/ce0d\ato^ seems to imply that
he cushion was one of the ordinary articles of the
>oat's furniture, while its position

'
in the stern

'

uggests that the disciples were in the habit of

esting on it by turns during the night fi-liiiiLr -'T.k
s
, Jn 21 3

). It is, therefore, not probable rl7nr ii

,i<l I<-M hi, ..) there specially for our Lord's
' MM. ,-:, M l;r ;:. On starting to cross the lake, He

eatecl Himself on ' the cushion in the stern
'

; and
here, being wearied with prolonged teaching, He
soon fell into a sleep so profound that not even the
tumult of the elements was sufficient to disturb it.

'Sleep is attributed to our Lord in this context
only ; hut it is probably implied in Mk I 35

, and in

pa*.sa<>ei. which describe His vigils as if they were
exceptional' (Swete, St. Mark, 85). Bushnell
compares in a striking way the sleep of Adam in

be sojourners who guard against the dangers of Paradise with that of Jesus in the storm (Christ
an alien world from which they must be detached and His Salvation. 127). See also art CUSHION
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LITERATURE. Stephanus, Thesaurus
and Dindorf) ; Cecil Torr, Ancient Sh ., .

other Bible Dictionaries. JAMES DONALD.

PINNACLE occurs only in Mt 45
1|
Lk 49 . The

word (irTeptiyiov) so rendered means 6 a little wing,'
and refers to some lofty point about the Temple,
from which Jesus is said to have been invited by
the tempter to cast Himself down. The word used
for *

temple
3

in both passages (Iep6v] denotes the
whole enclosure, and not merely the Temple build-

ing proper (va6s). The *

pinnacle
'

may therefore be

sought for anywhere within the Temple precincts.
It is evident, from the use of the phrase

* the pin-
nacle of the temple/ that there was a definite point
well known by this name when the Evangelists
wrote

;
but now we are in some uncertainty as to

where it was situated. Some understand the apex
of the roof of the Temple building to be meant.
Others suggest the roof of Solomon's Porch, on the
east side of tiie Temple area. But if

' the pinnacle
?

was not the summit of the Temple proper, the most

likely position for it is the battlement of the Royal
Portico, which ran from east to west across the
south end of the enclosure, on the precipitous edge
of a deep valley. Josephus (Ant. xv. xi. 5} says
of this portico :

e While the valley was very deep,
and its bottom could not be seen if you looked from
above into the depth, this further vastly high eleva-

tion of the cloister stood upon that height, insomuch
that if any one looked down from the top of the

battlements, or down both these altitudes, he would
be giddy, while his >i<;ht could not reach to such an
immense depth.

3

By
' both the.-e altitudes,' it need

hardly be said, Josephus means the height of the

precipice plus the lieight of the portico which
crowned it. As the top of the portico, according
to Josephus, was 100 feet above the pavement, the

drop from this elevation to the bottom of the
Kidron Valley would be about 300 feet ; and if

'"the pinnacle/ as some suppose, was a turret or

spire at the eastern end, marking the south-east

corner of the enclosure, then its height would
have to be added to this vertical distance.

The Church historian Ilegc^ippus (A.D. 160), as

quoted by Eusebius (HE i:. -Jo-, t/n - ,vi account of

the death of James the !. - '"H 1

-: lu-r. who, he

says, was cast down by th<' Ji-'- - ''i
1" 1

:' !n* pinnacle
of the Temple (va6s the Temple proper). If this

statement were reliable, it would be decisive in

favour of the first supposition mentioned above ;

but the accuracy of the whole story is doubtful,
and it may be questioned whethe 1

TT-
"

:. .

writing i) daily a century after the -.- .

"" '

the Temple, knew any better than we do where
'the pinnacle' really was. There is still, there-

fore, a choice of views. On the one hand, the apex
of the Temple proper would "!

" '

";.
"I

loftiest point of the whole grot.- ; . ". .
- ':

the other hand, the battlement
_

;
' J-;..'!': i ,

would afford the deepest and sheerest rail, and, on
the whole, it is most probable that * the pinnacle

'

was situated here. JAMES PATRICK.

PIPE (ai'Aew). The verb is found only in the

Gospels (Mt II 17
,!
Lk 732), where the children say :

* We have piped unto you and ye have not danced/
The noun atfXfo is found in 1 Co H7

. The {ripe was
a wind instrument. It was perforated with two,

three, or four holes, and was either single or double.

The single form was played vertically or hori-

zontally ; in the latter case the word '
flute

' would
be a better rendering. The single instrument was

played with two hands, the double with one hand
for each pipe. Its range was naturally limited,
its music monotonous. The word **Agab, also

tr. by RV '

pipe/ in the Targums was an instru-

ment of similar structure, and has been translated

by the Vulg. organum and AV c

organ
'

(Gn 4r l
,

Job 21 12 3031
, Ps 1504

). HEITRY E. DOSKEK.

PIT (/360wos, #/>&ip). In the Gospels {360wQ$ is

used only of a place into which animals or men
might stumble by accident (Mt 1211

), or in conse-

quence of blindness (Mt 1514
,
Lk 6s9

, AV <

ditch/
but KV '

pit
:

). This might mean any opening or
hollow dug in the ground. In Lk 145 II Mt 1211

,

however, fipeap is used, so that here we should,

perhaps, understand (

pit
*
as an empty cistern, or

artificial well. These are seldom covered in the
East or guarded in any way. In the neighbour-
hood of towns and villages, especially tho-e that
have fallen on decay, they are often the cause of
serious accidents to unwary pedestrians. In the

Apocalypse <$>peap appears as the bottomless abode
of

'

the beast
' and his unholy hosts (B,ev 91 178

etc.),
W. EWING.

PITCHER (KepdjLuov), An earthenware jar with
one or two handles, used chiefly by women for

carrying water (Gn 2415
, Jg 716

,
~a ; RV and AV

c

pitcher '). The only occurrence of the word in the
Gospels is in Mk 1413

|jLk 2210
, in the directions

flven
by our Lord for securing a room for the

aschal meal. It has been alleged (Speak. Com.
Lk 2210

note) that the sign of T
" '

was not
so accidental afrii ;

| ]
ioT/>.

'
\ r <o Jewish

usage, on the <-\(-uiMg 01 the A*>LH LUX uue month
Nisan], before the stars appeared in heaven, every
father of a family was to go to the well to draw
pure water, with which the unleavened bread was
kneaded. It was a real rite which they per-
formed. . - .' But apart altogether from the

chronological inaccuracy, the disciples must have
entered Jerusalem early in the day (Mk 1417

, Mt
2620

)j this statement is not confirmed by Mk 1414

and Lk 2211
, from which it may be inferred that

the head of the house, who has been identified in
turn with John Mark, Joseph of Arimathsea, and
ISIcodemus, is not the bearer of the pitcher.
There is, however, presumptive evidence that

the pitcher was being used in the preparation of

the unleavened bread, the making or which, to-

f
ether with the putting away of leaven from the

ouses, was part of the work in which many
hundreds in Jerusalem (Jos. BJ VI. ix. 3) must
have been . ". v T n that day ; but the demand
for water .'; \ purposes alone will suggest
the inference that in a city V.-'I-M p-'M/.-iiV'i \\M-

so enormously increased, the
[-iis-li-

Imii'r \<\ i- N
slave could not be distinctive/
Whatever the probability of recognizing or of

not i/
:
"..

'

fcJgi 1 , the most important
feati:

11 -
!

'

incident remains unaffected.

For all time the pitcher will be a sign not of the
need for secrecy and sealed orders, nor even of the

pro.-iio'ii i of Christ, though that is abundantly
pio\ .-(;. bin rather of the faith of the t\\ ; <1N' ::!< -.

Her' ,.!

'

;.... i
.' a beautiful i'!-i-i ],,:in *'

the
-|

< . , 'i i human will with the Divine,
the overruling of common events for Divine ends,
a demonstration of the power that is laid under
service to faith. Blessing in the ordinary affairs

of life, as in the greatest crises of the soul, is

sii himnlilo only by implicit and unquestioning con-
ridence in the Master mind.

LiiTRATrRK. Art. ''Pitcher' in Hastings' JDB; S. Cox:, Ex-
potstti'ina, iv. 321 ; the Commentaries on r.hc Gospels, ad locc. ;

the various Lir.es oj Christ. ALEX. A. DUXCAN.

PITY. This word occurs once in the Gospels
(Mt IS33 AV) as tr. of <?Xeew ; apparently in ac-

cordance with the practice of the translators ' that
we have not tied ourselves to an uniformity of

phrasing or to an identity of words,' since the same
word \& is rendered by 'have compassion' hi

the verse immediately before, as elsewhere.
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1. In the Synoptic Gospels four different words
occur which carry with them the notion of '

pity
'

or compassion
3

: <jTT\oJyx.v
'

L^ fJLCLL (<?7r\tiyxva), eXee'w

(IXeos and eXeT^uwz/), cruXXu?reo/xcu, and 0/crip/xwz>.

Of these, the first three are used with reference to Jesus : (1)

irTAay^vj^a^,
' moved with compassion,' found in Mt 9 3t> 1414

1532 is37, Mk I-*1 >*
S-, Lk 7i3 ; (2) ixesa, used in Mk 5*9 by our

Lord Himself to describe His own work in the cure of the

demoniac, 'and hath had compassion on thee,' ; viXtwcrtv a-s;

(3) ff-L>xXvrzou,<xi, Mk 35
,
tr.

l

being grieved (for the hardness of

their hearts).' The word occurs nowhere else in NT, but is used
by Herodotus and elsewhere with the significance of having
pifcy or compassion (see Liddell and Scott).

By their usage in these . .

'

Synoptics
plainly declare that in His

,
,, -of human

nature our Saviour was drawn towards suffering
humanity by that Divine gift of pity which has
ever been regarded as one of the higher feelings :

sickness, sorrow, being like tired sheep, even

bodily hunger, filled Him with compassion for

the suffering ones, while in the solitary use of

a-v\\virofjuu alluded to above to describe His feel-

ing at tb- 1

.i",
1

.
1 j" :

s _" -- of men to receive truth,
we can >, ". y v- \ :; to give to the word its

classical meaning of 'pity,
5 when we remember

the outburst of weeping which accompanied His
wail over Jerusalem (Lk 1941

). And while Him-
^olf 'nani fating forth pity towards men and in-

<MI 1 oa i in;.: liit* ^ame feeling on His disciples, He
also most clearly taught them to think of His
Father in heaven as One moved with n

;i,i
--'

r -
IT" ,

'"" ""

family. The 'tender ::u-"'\ <>\ -':r

1

"

Benedicts (Lk I 78) is the thought
illustrated in the parable of the Good Samaritan,
who was * moved with compassion

'

(&r7rXa-y%z'icr0'?7)

at the sight of the wounded man (Lk 1033 } ; as in

that of the king who forgave the debtor, being
* moved with compassion

'

(o-7r\ayxvt-(r0i>s, Mt IS27
) ;

and even more strikingly so in the description of

the father of the Prodigal, who, when he saw his
son returning, 6<nr\ayx j'''<r0'rj teal dpa/A&v tirtirecrev exl

rbv rpdx^ov airrou (Lk 1520 ). So also the solitary
use of oiKTip/juw in the Gospels (used n^.iin only in
Ja 511

) is found in our Saviour's e.xhoriaLion, 'Be
ye therefore merciful, as your Father also is merci-
ful

'

; ylvecr&e oitcrlp/jLOves KaBcbs 6 Trar^p vftuv olKripjULwv
tvrl (Lk 63S ).

It is true t"i:i! ;n <>})* aVi'jy of God as the * Merciful One' our
Saviour was n j^rinr. jf whai is a familiar thought in the OT.

D*m,
*

compassionate,' is there used exclusively as an epithet of

God (Dt 431), while in Sir 50*9 we already find the simple D=irn

as a name of God (see Dalman, Words of Jesus, p. 204) ; but in

our Saviour's teaching we recogmVe a new fulness and meaning-
in the thought that would ha\ e been impossible for men to

grasp before He came who could say,
* He that hath seen me

hath seen the Father '

(Jn 149).

2. The teaching of St. John's Gospel. It is strik-

ing that in St. John's Gospel w^e never find any word
used which conveys the meaning of '

pity
' or com-

passion
*

; Christ is never described as ' merciful '

or as *

showing mercy,' nor does He so speak of the
Father ; while even the exhortation to mercy as a

duty of man to man is not found there.
Can Ave give a reason for this ? or is the omission

purely accidental ? We believe the reason is found
in the fact that in St. John's mind the thought of
'

pity
'

is absorbed in that of love.
'

To St. John was given the task of presenting
the life of Christ u]3on earth in all its eternal mean-
ing. The Human idea of pity, as n feeling called
forth by man's needs, is but one manifestation of
Iove

;
St. John does not stop to show that Jesus

Christ both pitied and also loved men, but in pass-
ing at once to the thought of love as the bond of
union between God and man manifested forth in
the Saviour's life upon earth, he naturally ascribes
to it those actions that the Saviours contemporaries
had felt as acts of mercy. As m illustration of

this, we may take the story of the raising of Lazarus.
Here is a miracle performed for those who knew

more of Christ than merely that 'He pitied them.'
The familiar cry for help, found so often in the
first three Gospels (eXe'?7<joj> r/ju-as), is not the message
sent by the sisters, but instead, it is a direct appeal
to love ' He whom thou lovest is sick' (Jn il 3

).

The delay in giving the prompt relief which pity
would ask for is explained by Now Jesus loved
Martha and her sister and Lazarus' (II

5
). At the

sight of the sorrow of those about Him we are told
4 Jesus wept' ; but the T> , *i-i apparently has-

tened to add the remark ,
'. I ,.-,' Behold liow he

loved him,' that the thought of His love should even
here swallow up that of neve pity. And this fuller

presentation of Christ's uviiiu.- in men, he shows,
had also been accompanied by a teaching of Christ,
both as regards man's duty to his fellow and also

God's attitude towards the world, which went far

beyond what had been already recorded in the

Synoptic Gospels. St. Luke had preserved the

saying,
' Be ye therefore merciful,' but St. John

was the first to record how his Master had taught,
'An .-:.," >-i" ;

,
I'M I unto you, That ye love

one :i" .-: ;
-

I .,.-.o !'., you' (13
34

).

Christians had already in their hands the teach-

ing of Christ which spoke of God as the ' Merciful

One,' but now St. John records words which tell

them not of a merciful God, but of a loving Father
(Jn 316 1423 etc. ). It is true that even this concep-
tion of God is found in the OT, but a perusal of
the passages in which ( the love of God/ or God as

'loving,' are spoken of, will show that such are

always equivalent to the c

pity
'

of God, or God as

'pitiful,' that is, in direct j ,1.i! inn -]:') bo man as
a needy creature. In the F" .' i ii ( n-|-rl, however,
the tliought is altogether different : the Father
loves men with the same love with which He loves
the Son (17

26
) ; that same feeling of real affection

with which Christ had let them feel He regarded
them, H\: 1,-Miiilit (liom was also the feeling of His
Father tuv.,ml - them (14

21 - 23 16m ). The common
bond of fellowship between Christ and the Father
and between man and Gc

T ' *

.

' ' ' ^

power of the Divine love

may exist as to the meaning of the omission of the

thought of pity in this Gospel, its very omission
leads us to see how St. John ^iipplie^ \\1ui might be
felt as a want, in the first thivo (io-pcU. in auoihur

particular.
How are men to think of that pitiful, gracious

Saviour who in His own life was so
sorely tried

and afflicted? Now nowhere in the GV/ X nor
indeed in any passage of the NT is Christ pre-
sented to 'men as an object of pity. The thought
that seems to underlie the words of some well-
known hymns, and even Is 53, is not found in the
NT. Pity is the demand for help, and as an object
of our help Christ never appealed to men. On the

contrary, He said to the women, *

Daughters of

Jerusalem, weep not for me 7

(Lk 2328
) j

and to the

disciple Peter, *Thinkest thou that I cannot now
pray to my Father, and he - 1 ::I1 i-ii- nil\ ive me
more than twelve legions of jri^rl- ':

' M i 1*0 . To
the Father alone He cries,

'

] i' / !< |M-iMu, lot this

cup pass from me' (Mt 263
,. l!u; ii' \\o .-ire not

allowed to pitv the suffering Saviour, are we to
view His passion with indifference? St. John
clearly and r<b n"i,ir!

J

ly answers this Question.
While the ii-\ -:My nf 'pain is not revealed, the

message of i

:

i- Xiii'nir"- agony is declared to be
the proof to mankind of His and His Father's love.
f Greater love hath no man than this, that a man
lay down his life for his friends' (15

13
). That love

manifested in dying is the same love spoken of
in 316 1627 1726 .

It may well be doubted if any pre>onunion of
the Passion which moves our pity i- in iu-oordnnoe
with the Gospel (see, fora *-i.ron;r indict monr Jigmn-r
such, Buskin's Lectures '/// .!//, ji. ^ ,">(), oT,) ;

buL
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even if we hesitate to accept this, we must confess
that unless we are led through pity to understand
love, the message of pity has failed.

' We must
look through the suffering to the triumph. . . .

The crucifix with the dead Christ obscures our
faith. Our thoughts rest not upon a dead, but

upon a living Christ. The closed eye and the
bowed head are not the true marks of Him who
reigns from the Cross, who teaches us to see

through every sign of weakness the fulfilment of
His own words, I, if I be lifted up from the earth,
will draw all men unto myself (Westcott, The,

Victory of the Cross, vL, which see throughout).

LITKRATITRE. Trench, NT St/nan.*, 160 ff
-, 361 ; Westcott on

He 1()28 ; Lig-htfoot on Ph 18 and 2* ; Liddell and Scott, s.vv. ;

also Maclear on Mk
~"

i

"
,' .' Schools); Butler, Serin.

v. vi.
;
T. G. Selby, '/' -

;i902), p. 1.

J. B. BKISTOW.
PLACE OF TOLL. See RECEIPT OF CUSTOM.

PLAGUE. The word '

plague
1

is used in the

Gospels to render the Greek word /m<rn, which
means a whip or scourge (cf. Ac 2224

,
He II36

). In
the Apocalypse the word TrXyyr), from which the

English word is formed, is exclusively used. In the

Gospels the word occurs only four times (Mk 310

5-9 - d4 and Lie T21 ). In each of these passages it is

used of distressing bodily disease, and carries the

implication that such afflictions are Divine chas-
tisements. The word is therefore used in a figura-
tive sense, and there is no reference to the bubonic
disease which is the scourge of India to-day. See
art. DISEASE. W. W. HOLDSWORTH.

PLAN. 1. Did Jesus enter on His ministry with
<~t deliberateplan? If so, what was its nature, and
how far was it subsequently modified by the pres-
sure of events? These questions, of the first

Importance for a right !:!" i -i<"
i
-" : "

i
_ of the

Gospel story, are doubly i
i

i

!-!i- ,- , .iy the in-

sufficiency of our records and by the nvystery in

which our Lord's self-consciousness is shrouded.
The Fourth Evangel \>L looking back on the

Saviour's life when it, had nowr receded into the

distance, sees in it, from first to last, the unfolding
of a vast design. He represents Jesus i^ In-miiii^
outward circumstances to His will, and moving
forward, without haste and without rest, towards
the set 'hour' in which His purpose would fulfil

itself. He assumes, in like manner, that the
future development of the Church was foreseen
and directed by Jesus Himself. All had happened
in accordance with a Divine plan, already de-

termined on before the Word became flesh. This
Johannine view is largely the result of theological
reflexion, but it also arises in part from a feeling
which still impresses itself on every reader of the

Gospel narrative. There is a harmony and com-

pleteness in this Life by which it is distinguished
from all others. The events appear to follow each
other in inevitable sequence, as if they had all

been ordered beforehand in a conscious plan.
It cannot be assumed, however, that this inward

necessity which we now discern in the life of Jesus
was clearly present to His own mind. Such an

assumption seems to be precluded by the prayer
in Gethsemane, which appears to imply that our
Lord was uncertain, almost to the very end, of the
Father's will concerning Him. The absolute faith

in God which rinds its highest expression in that

prayer was at all times the chief motive in the life

of Je^ub. In the face of a great darkness He
surrendered Himself utterly to the will of God,
assured that it would lead Him wisely. What-
ever may have been the programme which He had
set before Him, He was prepared at any moment
to change or abandon it, if God should so direct

Him. This must always be borne in mind in any
VOL. II. 24

attempt to discover His inward purposes. The
dogmatic conception that Jesus knew the end from
the beginning, and gave mechanical fulfilment to a
lire-Jimmied plan, is not only untrue to facts, but

' "
whole moral worth and significance

". life.

At the same time it is at least equally unwarrant-
able to construe the lite as nothing but the un-
foreseen result of fortuitous circumstances. It has
been argued from the notices which describe the

beginning of the ministry (and more particularly
from Mt 417

), that Jesus at the outset had no dis-

tinctive plan. As a disciple of John, He took up
the Baptist's work after he had been cast into

prison, and awoke gradually to a new conception
of the Kingdom of God and to a sense of His own
special calling. According to this view, His Messi-
anic work was in a manner thrust upon Him, and
was never followed out deliberately except perhaps
for a brief season at the very close. Granting,
however, that the appearance of John may have
given the immediate impulse to the ministry of

Jesus, we have no ground for supposing that it, in

any sense, produced it. The connexion between
John and Jesus appears to have been at most a
casual one. There is no indication that the two
teachers ever met before the Baptism, and John's

imprisonment must have followed almost immedi-
ately afterwards. From the beg inni no. moreover,
the contrast between the work of Je.-us and that
of John was the subject of common remark. It

was ]<*(<;_: n i/e-1 that the new Teacher was not

merely concmuing the movement of His prede-
cessor, but had begun another movement, different
in its aim and character. The facts of the narra-
tive all bear out the only conjecture which is

-.y 1>..
T

... '. , 1\\ probable, that Jesus in His years
" < i'< !<'! had already planned out an inde-

pendent mission. What He owed to the Baptist
was merely the occasion of 1

*

I Himself and
carrying His purpose into -

2. We assume, then, that Jesus took up His
ministry deliberately, with a !'_:, n ."-i-. more or
less definite, already formed ;:i M - M :-.. Was
the Messianic claim an original part of this pro-
gramme? We have here the crucial issue on
which the whole question of the plan of Jesus may
be said to hinge.
That Jesus declared Himself the Messiah is

established beyond all doubt by the fact of His
trial and crucifixion. The process against Him
can admit of no other explanation than that He
had laid open claim to the Messianic office. It

has been maintained, however, by_
several modern

writers (e.g. A. Reville) that this claim was an
jificr-lhoiiLihi. The first intention of Jesus wa,
ilicy -;iy. -imply to proclaim the Kingdom of God ;

and" the assumption of Vi- ",,

"*'
ipas forced

upon Him by the failure II <

! message.
In order to retrieve His declining cause, He con-

sented, though against Mi- will, to bring it into

line with the national hope, and appeared in

Jerusalem as the declared Messiah.
It may indeed be accepted as one of the most

certain results of the modern study of the Gospels,
that in the earlier part of His ministry Jesus was
silent regarding His Messianic claim. But the
evidence is almost conclusive that He only held it

in reserve, and intended from the first to make it.

(1) The Messianic hope was inseparably bound up
with the idea of the Kingdom oi God. From the
moment that He knew Himself called by God to

inaugurate the Kingdom, Jesus must have recog-
nized His title to the office of Messiah. No other
form was possible, under Jewish modes of thought,
by which He might express to Himself His own
relation to the Kingdom. (2) The accounts of His
earliest teaching all lay stress on the authority
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with which He - 1

>\>-. \\^\\ liv.; in His manner of

utterance the u-'-r.-'ii-iLO ' 01 a unique personal
dignity (Mt 72t>

,
Mk I27 ). This sense of authority

is especially marked in the Sermon on the Mount,
with its repeated

' I say unto you.' It seems
evident that even while confining Himself to the
rule of teacher, Jesus was fully aware that He was
much more. As yet He made no open claim to

the place of Messiah, but the knowledge that it

belonged to Him coloured His whole action and
thought. (3) At Oeesarea Philippi, when He at
last broke the silence, He elicited a spontaneous
confession from His disciples. If the incident has
been rightly reported (and few passages in the

Gospels bear stronger marks of authenticity), we
are compelled to infer that, while .

1-1
.. TT\

claim, He had only been waiting tl "
1

should recognize it of themselves. In His previous
intercourse with them He had been leading them,
step by step, to this final recognition. His choice
of the title

s Son of Man '

may have been deter-
mined by a like motive. The title was ambiguous,
and did" not necessarily involve the more explicit
title ; but it served to a\yaken reflexion, and to pre-
pare the way for the definite claim A

-T
" "

We are justified, therefore, in

Jesus intended from the first to declare Himself,
and that His silence was part of His deliberate

plan. The two chief motives that weighed with
Him can be gathered, almost with certainty, from
the whole tenor of the Go-pel narrative. (1) He
had resolved on a mo; In ><1 of \vorking which would
have been impossible if the people li.-il inmieiliuiely
known Him as the Messiah. The Kingdom, n^ !!;

conceived it, was a spiritual magnitude, and He
could fulfil it only by effecting an inward change
in the hearts and minds of men. As Messiah, He
would have been committed at once to action of a

! ..- natxire, and could never have pursued
II- i K -f teaching, healing, comforting. The
story of the Temptation, which probably rests on
some authentic communication of Jesus to His
disci

1

.
"

' T
T* i as choosing between the

two which were open to Him
at the outset. He decided to trust Himself to the

purely spiritual forces, and His silence was the

necessary consequence of this decision. (2) He
desired to rid the Messianic idea of the national
and political character with which the popular
imagination had Invested it. By assuming the
title prematurely He would have awakened false

hopes and exposed His mission to a fatal mis-

apprehension. It was necessary, first of all, to
create a new ideal in the mind of the people by the
revelation of His own character and life. When
they had learned to replace their worldly concep-
tion of the Messiah by a truer and more spiritual
one, He would be able to declare Himself. It was
this that happened at last in the case of His
immediate followers. Through their intercourse
with Jesus they had attained to a higher knowledge
of the Divine purposes, and ic--n::'ii/'-il in Him
the true Messiah. But 'he 'ia !;:<! ;ii< ki n that

they should tell no man of hiiri ;Mk ^
,. The

nation as a whole was engro^ed with its hope
of a

political deliverer, and was still incapable of
iv-<-h in,.: Hi- secret.

I'lni- i.;-- \ve can regard our Lord as acting con-

sistently on a plan, formed, most probably, before
He commenced His public ministry. He knew
Himself to be the Messiah, but had determined to
conceal His claim until His teaching and His
personal influence should produce a change in the
minds of His countrymen. It is difficult, however,
to avoid the conclusion that from Csesarea Philippi
onward His original plan was set aside. Instead
of continuing His chosen work until the whole
people should spontaneously confess Him as His

own disciples had done, He resolved to go up to

Jerusalem and proclaim Himself openly at the
Passover feast. That this was the express pur-

pose of His journey to Jerusalem is indicated in

.^o .-..) .yi-'"."-!'' ,i,cts by which He marked His
..'iiv;:!- M !(;!. i! entrance in fulfilment of an
unmistakable prophecy (Zee 99

), and the cleansing
of the Temple by right of His Messianic preroga-
tive. The abrupt transition from a consistent

reserve to a studied publicity can be accounted for

only on the ground that He had entirely changed
His plan. It had become evident to Him that

the expectation with which He started had missed
its fulfilment. The people, so far from responding
to His message, had settled into a mood of apathy
or even of declared hostility. There was no longer

any pxirpose in ,

*
:

. silence, and He de-

termined to asse: ii , it the great gathering
of the nation, and bring His Messianic work to a
final issue.

3. A question rises here of the profoundest
interest and importance. When our Lord decided
on this second plan, did He fully realize that it

would involve His
sacrificial^

death ? To this

question we can offer no definite answer. That
He contemplated the possibility of His death at

Jerusalem appears certain. Apart from the actual

statement that He foretold the end to His disciples

(Mk 831 931 1032ff
-), a statement which may be in-

fluenced by later reflexion, we cannot doubt that
He knew the temper of the national authorities,
and consciously hazarded His life. His teaching
also in that closing period assumes a new char-

acter. He no longer speaks of the Kir.:iliiiii ,

immediately at hand, but prepares 111- .i-i-'u-i---

for an indefinite delay. He dwells much on the

thought that whatever may befall Himself, the

triumph of His work is certain. But while He
surmised, with an ever clearer conviction, that the
assertion of His MessiahsMp would involve His
death, it does not appear that He chose death
1 1-11 ' "

n- in 1
* ' --^I'N, (> His plan. We may

11 '-

f
fi--' i : i.<: !',: \ i- in Gethsemane, that

up to the very end He entertained the po iliiliry of

a different fulfilment. This only can be affirmed
with entire certainty : that He was resolved to

pursue His vocation to the very uttermost, leaving
the manner of its final accomplishment in the hands
of God.

4. We have dealt hitherto with our Lord's plan
as it concerned His personal life and calling ; but
there is a further problem which cannot well be

separated from this one. How did He intend that
His work should be completed? How far did He
contemplate the world-wide extension of the Chris-
tian community after His death? The answer
must largely depend on the interpretation of His
idea of the Kingdom of God, which is still in

many points obscure. If He believed (as is main-
tained by Bousset, J. Weiss, and other recent

writers) that the Kingdom would corne almost

immediately by a sudden act of God, there could
be no anticipation in His mind of the gradual
development of a Christian Church. If (as appears
more probable) He allowed room for an interval,
more or less pr-iiivu-'nl. before the dawning of the

Kingdom, we have still to question whether He
planned a <lo\rl<)pnion! on the lines which were
actually foMovi-d. Tin direct allusions to the
Church (Mt 1618 IS17) bear evident traces of later

modification, and it would be hazardous to employ
them as the basis of any theory. More considera-
tion is due to the sayings (Mt 81L 12 2 143 ) which
foretell the rejection of Israel and the opening of
the Kingdom to those of every nation who were
worthy of it. Such thoughts may well have been

present to the mind of Jesus, especially in the
later days, when the hostility of His own country-
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men became more and more decided. It seems
clear, however, from numerous indications in the

Gospels, that His original plan was confined to a
mission to Israel. He chose twelve disciples, with
obvious reference to the number of the tribes (cf.

Mt 1928=Lk 2230
). He hesitated to exercise His

healing power in the Gentile province, lest He
might exceed the limits of His mission (Mk 727 ).

He charged His disciples to avoid the Gentile and
Samaritan cities and confine themselves to the
( lost sheep of the house of Israel' (Mt 105 - 6

). These
indications are all sufficiently explicit ; and they
are confirmed by the actual history of the primitive
Church. Peter and his fellow-Apostles, on the day
of Pentecost and long afterwards, were still un-
aware that their Master desired them to proclaim
His message to the wider Gentile world. The
mission of Paul was a grave departure from the

accepted programme, and was sanctioned only
after long and anxious deliberation, and under
strict conditions. It could hardly have been so

regarded if the disciples had known that such a
mission had been contemplated from the first, in

the plan of Jesus Himself.
We can only conclude that our Lord made no

definite provision for the establishment of an out-
ward Church and its world-wide extension. He
delivered His message to His own people, and
formed no clear design of a work that should
embrace all men. None the less He had entirely
broken with Jewish particularism. Even the
Messianic title, as claimed by Him, assumed a
new meaning in which the traditional patriotic
idea was wholly lost. His message was in its

spirit universal, and made appeal to that which
is permanent and central in our common nature.

Whether TT < oi!-'-iMi^\ |.1,,'r "! the future expan-
sion of His Church is not, therefore, a matter of the
first importance. He gave the impulse which
could not but result after His departure in the
work of St. Paul, and in a missionary enterprise
which can never know pause or limit. The in-

ward purpose of Jesus, if not His express com-
mandment, is rightly summed up in the closing
words of St. Matthew's Gospel :

' Go ye therefore,
and make disciples of all the nations.'
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PLATTER (vapors, Mt 2325
, vlvc, Lk II39 ).

1. The dish. The words thus translated in the
above parallel passages referred probably to the
same kind of tray or flat dish. The latter word

(pincrx) is also translated f

charger
'

in Mt 14s* n
,

Mk 625 - 2S
. Originally a circular mat about three

feet in diameter made of closely woven wheat
straw in the natural colour or of variegated

pattern, it became a flat, low-rimmed tray of brass

or copper, which was laid on the stool or low
table around which the family gathered at meals.

Similar to this, only with the rim somewhat
deepened, are the smaller flat dishes, resembling
saucepans, made of glazed earthenware and tin-

coated copper, now used in Palestine for the serv-

ing of cooked food. The reference in the texts

above quoted was probably to a dish of this sort.

It is placed on the large tray, and into it each one
at the table dips with a small scoop of thin bread
torn from one of the loaves at his side, and thus
lifts out the required mouthful of food.

2* Ceremonial reference. Christ rebuked the
artificial scrupulosity that paid more attention to

contingencies of ceremonial pollution than to actual
and necessary cleanliness. A dish might be soiled

with dust and stains, and yet be technically free
of impurity, unless it were laid on a table 011 which,
for example, a few drops of milk had previously
fallen. The table itself also (Mk 74) had to be
washed, not out of regard for simple and whole-
some cleanliness, but to avoid the danger of such

law-breaking contamination. At the present day,
in a house or institution conducted on strictly
Rabbinical lines, the utensils for the cooking of

meat, and those used in th-
; j

<.: <;OM of milk
dishes, must be kept in ainereni: pares of the
kitchen. This is done not in deference to delicate

sensibilities with regard to taste and smell, but
because

'*
:\V *''

of such vessels might
create a s

'

i 'i it would be possible to

commit a conjectural
"

*"*.
'

of the prohibi-
tion against seething ; \ . i; mother's milk
(Dt 1421

).

Rabbinical !(, i^!
1

"" 11
, v Ith regard to food and

dishes, and thr < .,; "oss-M!- of Christ's disciples to
such ceremomv

"

|-(-
h:.io!! 3 "formed one of the first

difficulties encountered by the gospel. The eon-

cession on the Jewish side was a great testimony
to the power of the new life in Christ, for such

regulations were taught to Jewish children from

infancy, and were commended by the venerated
names of-teachers who had ingeniously elaborated
them. So great was the influence of such teach-

ing, that St. Paul on one occasion remonstrated
with his fellow-Apostle Peter for complying with it

to the detriment of the gospel, and added, in lan-

guage of personal *
i
:-

1 "

:'
" * 1

-- condemning
the dissimulation, . \\.\

"
. ;, was carried

away with it (Gal 213 RV). See also art. BlSH.
G. M. MACKIE.

PLAY. See BOYHOOD, voL i. p. 222, and GAMES.

PLEASURE. Not passing pleasure but true

happiness is to be sought by the disciple of Christ.

Pleasure as such is transitory, but Christian joy
and peace are continual and eternal. This life is

a preparation for the fruition of eternal happiness,
and not merelv a series of opportunities for grati-
fication to self and others (Lk 1237). In itself

pleasure is not evil, for all things were made by
Go-l tlirui:^

1

! His Son (Jn 1s). He sanctioned and
.-si r,r -i lin I .-"Cial festivity in due season (Jn 21- 11

J,
and said of Himself, in contrast with the ascetic

John the Baptist,
* The Son of Man came eating

and drinking* (Mt II 19
). But pleasures are not

always expedient, and may work eternal mischief

(Lk 814
). The days of Noah and Lot were days

of pleasure and self-indulgence, when God's visita-

tion fell suddenly on the devotees of eating and

drinking and marrying (Lk 1727- 2S
). Such sensual

pleasure absorbs too much of man's limited effort

to be truly profitable (Jn 627
). The sons of

this world lead effortless lives (Lk 2034), but
Christ's Kingdom is not of this world (Jn 1836 ).

The citizens of Christ the King must beware
of careless indulgence in pleasure, being ready for

His sudden presence (Lk 2134 12s6
). Yet^far more

than all this, the pursuit of ]]< a-'.nv* i'- d'-loxVty.
because it is the following ;ii ;.' v. ill M' -'lo-i.-'-j

-

(as it were) instead of the -II-JH! ,>i i -.'': "> i K-

Light of the world (Jn 812 95 ). It is really a folly
to accumulate the means of pleasure (Lk 1215 - 19

) ;

but for the Christian it is treason to pursue
pleasure instead of leaving all andfollowing Him
(Lk 5 11

). In return, the Lord has unfailing pro-
mises of blessedness here and hereafter (Lk 1829 - 30

,

Mk 1029 - 30
) ; but the true disciple must renounce

everything this world offers, to be counted worthy
of the eternal joy (Mt 1624

, Mk S34,
Lk 923 ). The

sensuous or sensual life of the soul (faxy) must
not be striven after (Mt 1625 1039

,
Mk 835

, Lk 924
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1733
,
Jn I225 ). All the pleasure the world can

afford will never compensate for what is lost in

such a pursuit (Mt 16-6 , Mk 8a6, Lk 925
). In this

comprehensive statement even intellectual and
aesthetic forms of pleasure are included. The
hahit of daily self-denial is to be adopted (Lk 9-3 )>

No delight in business, however laudable in itself,

must rival the call of Christ (Lk 1418
). A dreadful

reversal awaits the Dives who clings to the pleas-
ures of this age (Lk 16 J5

). Thus the rich are

terribly handicapped in their heavenly course

(Mt 19-4). Th '

. of this world may secure

the horrors of J . ,. No, the disciple must
be as Ms Master (Mt 1025 ). The Master's prayer
was always,

' Not what I will, but what thou wilt*

(Mk 143j
). Tlie i>leasures of popularity (Jn 1243 )

and of ostentation (Mt 61 ' 18
, Lk 2046

) are to be

avoided. Hand or eye may well be sacrificed for

the sake of faithfulness to Christ in the hope of

eternal salvation (Mt 52S - 30
, Mk 943 - 47

). The
blessed are those who 'hunger and thirst after

i i;_ih .(<)', -ru -*." not after pleasure (Mt 56
). The

.'.n.lii'il m-L-ijMO shall tind tribulation rather thaii

pleasure (Jn 1633), inward peace but an outward
sword (Mt 1034

), joy rather than enjoyment (Jn
15 11 162u"2:i 17 13

). W. B. FHANKLAND.

PLOUGH (dporpoit}. The plough is mentioned
but once in NT (Lk 902 ), and the act of ploughing
twice (Lk IT7

, 1 Co 9 10
). The Eastern plough

appears to have changed but little since ancient

times, the oldest representations closely resem-

bling the implement now in use. It
is^

almost

entirely of wood, and is of slight construction, the
furrow drawn being only 4 or 5 inches deep in

light soil. It consists of a pole about 8 ft. long,
in two pieces, with a joint in the middle. Through
the butt-end is passed downward and made fast a

piece of wood about 5 ft. long, the upper end slop-

ing backward to form the handle. The under end
is sharpened, and armed with a piece of iron.

This serves as both coulter and share. The handle
is grasped with the left hand, the right holding
the goad to drive and guide the oxen. To the
thin end of the pole is attached a crossbar with

yokes which drop upon the necks of the oxen, and
are fastened by the yoke-bands. See also art.

AGEICULTITRE in vol. i., and in Hastings' DB^ i.

49h
(where the plough is figured). W. EwiNG.

POET. It may seem unnecessary to protest at

the outset against the idea of any essential incom-

patibility of poetry with truth, as if, because a

saying is poetry, it lay under the Mi.-piciou of being
untrue, or even less true than pro^i. Vet that
delusion has clone so much harm even in regard to

secular writings, that it is necessary to refer to

it in the association of poetry with the most sacred

writings in the world. The fact is, of cour.se, that

poetry is often the only medium of <;X|]V--IOM for a
more direct and larger truth. MM ny i nu li- ,-ire too
subtle and too

" '

':.
"

e expressed other-
wise ; and it w . :

,

-
i , God should have

chosen to make use of poetry in TT> -
i|.-

i-'ur m !,

tion. Greek poets were prophets, and Hebrew
prophets were poets. In every age and nation the
connexion between religion and poetry has been so
close that it excites no wonder when Lecky (Hist,

of Eationalism, ii. 232, 253, 260) tells us that, in
the past, religion-, !ogma has been transformed into

poetry, or MM u I ie\v Arnold (Essays in Criticism),
that in the future this transformation will be com-

plete. It excites no wonder, for these writers were
so impressed with the interest and significance of the

connexion, that they did less than justice to the

equally clear plicnnnicii'in of the element of indis-

putable facts that are permanently claimed by
history and by science in the Christian religion.

No definition of poetry is here offered. Matthew
Arnold's definition of it as < a criticism of life

'

is

true, but inmleqiuitL'ly true. It is one kind of

criticism of life one 'which utilizes emotion and

imagination in a peculiar way. and often affects the

style of utterance in the direction of music, through
rhymed or rhythmical utterance more or less de-

liberate and formal. The result is that subtle and

yet unmistakable quality which differentiates

poetry from probe, the use of which is an art akin

to the graphic arts, yet often unconscious, and

generally instinctive rather than deliberate.

That Jesus was in this sense an artist is abun-

dantly manifest. We shall see how in Him the

poetic and the graphic qualities blended, and

nothing about Him is more evident than the delicate

and indeed exquisite sensitiveness, both of body
and of mind, which accompanies these qualities.
Even in His unusually speedy death (Mk 1544

) we
see the result of an extremely sensitive frame. It

was this that led to the constant perversion of His
words by coarse-grained and \ ul.M.ir j-i-

1 -u'l^ (Jn 2iy
),

and often led Him to keep silence (Mt 27 1
-) when

the .- '<, i "-v demanded speech ; He knew
that i .

'

v II* !. ight say, He could not have
made them understand Him.
At the beginning of the Gospels we find the story

of His life set deep in poetry. The stories of John
the Baptist's preaching are full of the poetry of the

desert, with its intense visual images of the vipers,
the axe, the stones, the fires, and the fan of the

wilderness (Mt 39
etc.). The infancy of Jesus is

cradled among songs of women and of men, in

which the narrative breaks forth into the music of

the earliest Christian hymns.
His bio-mpher:- are poets. The Gospel which

gives us by far the most intimate glimpses into His
inner life is written by a man who was a poet to

the very heart of him. Matthew, himself less

poetical*, interpolates his narrative \\ ith lun^ Mving-
ing quotations from the poets of his native land,
such as those recorded in 412"1G

,
or that tender and

appropriate fragment from Isaiah :< M."".; the
bruised reed, introduced with so great a pathos in

1220
. Even Mark, the most prosaic and almost curtly

practical of them, is turned into a poet when he is

writing the life of Jesus. The simple pathos of

such a word as * When he thought thereon he

wept* (14
72

), or the sudden reminder that Jesus in

the wilderness of His temptation had for His com-

p,u'i'>n- (lie wild beasts and the angels (I
18

), are
iiiimli ,i Me.

It has been wisely said that all children are

poets, and indeed there is no poetry so pure as that
of the naivet6 of the little child. Of the childhood
of Jesus we know practically nothing but what He
retained of its spirit through later years. In a

very true sense the childhood of Jesus lasted to the

end, and He retained a child's heart through all

His years. Children knew this when He was near

them, and seem to have come to Him without hesita-

tion (Mt IS2 ) as to one of themselves. No doubt
one bond between them and Him was that direct-

ness of vision and of thought and speech which
characterized both. But the poetry of their minds
and hearts must also be remembered.
Thus it came to pass that the Kingdom of God

which He established was procl;iimo,d a> ihe King-
dom of the child (Mt 1914

;
: TT-' . -M.'.^ ,- |.-,.phetic

verse in confirmation of Pl
: * -i,\ ,11^ i lii i lio praise

of God was made perfect U |-i'--i'i;: i!iiiii-'i infant

lips (Ps 82
,
Mt 21 1

) ; He t'!.n\.-.. Hi- IV ; iu-r speci-

ally for revealing to the instinctive minds of babes,
truths which were unattainable by the wise and

prudent (Lk 1021
) ; and, in the finest reference of

all, He told how the angels of the children dwell in

heaven, always beholding the face of the Father
(Mt 1810

). When to these utterances we add the
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fact that He was interested in the very human chil-

dren who played and quarrelled in the market-

place at their games of marriages and funerals (Mt
II 16

), we have said enough to show very plainly
His sympathy with the poetry of childhood.
Arrived at manhood, and having thoughts within

Him that had long been >crii^jJmK for utterance,
and had now come to their hour, Jesus deliberately
chose poetic forms of language as the medium of

His speech. The characteristic mould in which
Hebrew poetry was cast, was not rhythm as in the
Greek and Roman poems, nor rhyme in the later

Western fashion. It was a kind of measured anti-

thesis, in which, in each saying, there was a fall

balancing the rise. This antithetic I-,,
1

,,
1

' ni:
:
^

seen in most of Jesus' sayings. Each : 'M IJ.V i
"-

tudes in Mt 5 illustrates this mode, while v. 12 of

the same chapter adopts the more complex form of

the balanced triplet instead of couplet.*"
It is true i^.il ]><>

'

i \ . ;ir.(l art in general, are very far indeed
from being* . sTlh iiicr- of expression. There is to-day a
renewal of the thoroughly unreasonable fashion of exaggerating

' "

"in art, until the matter has come to

quantity. While both elements must
be recognized, i

1

v. IVOM:. ... '; ,- found that Johnson was far

nearer the truth when he said that it was impossible for a man to
be * the good poet without first being the good man,' than those
for whom style is everything and matter wholly unimportant.
You do not make poetry out of prose by dividing it into anti-

thetic or other kinds of couplets. There is, besides the form,
the subtle spirit, and much more, that really determines the
classification. Yet, when all this is admitted, it remains true
that form has much effect on matter, and there is an inevitable
and strong reaction of the style upon the thought expressed.
Thus when Jesus ch - ',

'' " "

His day and nation
for the utterance of

'

I --.! I '.* more and more com-
pletely within the line of poetry.

If it be true that it is not the form alone that di-stinjr iMies
'* '"

i
; from prosaic, it is equally true rhar IT. is not

Apart from what is said, and from the liter-

ary medium through which it is expressed, there is what we
have called a * subtle spirit

' which emanates from the tempera-
ment of a writer and gives the poc'ic qua" \ of ,Jie writing. It

is an elusive spirit to those -ilv) .*<:'] <! fipi it in scientific

terms, and it can only be ri]>jn.""anil *. < ocrete example by
those who are themselves in -> M^I \\i\\ v.-i'-i i:. All poets write
for po:-l- and for poets only ; they count upon the poetic intel-

liL'o-ico of ilioir readers, and shrink back' into silence when in

the society of those in whom that sense is deficient. Yet there
are two elements which certainly are never absent from the

spirit in question, and which may be taken as essential to the

building up of poetic work. T.- ,i .1
'

!'" emotion
and of imagination, not (as '. -.

,
!"." but un-

mistakable by all who are in sympathy with the poetic mood of

mind,.
The mention of emotion in this connexion recalls inevitably

the famous definition of religion as '

morality touched with
emotion '

(M. Arnold, Lit. and Dogma, ch. ii.). It is indeed a
meagre and inadequate conception of religion. Yet there is a

jfarge element of truth in it, and the emotional element in all

true religion allies it with poetry.

That the temperament of Jesus was i
'
" "

'
1

"

:
-

i

way emotional, is so familiar a fact
"

,

: .:-
little dwelling on. Christ as man of feeling is almost

top well known. Perhaps we should rather say
misknown, for anything of that sentimentality
which vulgar minds are accustomed to associate

with Him i- ."il-r^iy aVent from Him. His
emotion is ;il\ii\- ioiiv!:; and controlled, and
when it finds expression, it is always utterly real

and virile, without a touch of either the fantastic

or the effeminate. A splendid example of the
sensitive response to emotion which produces
literary effect of the most delicate though uncon-
scious poetic quality, is to be found in the story of

the Prodigal Son (Lk 15). From the beginning to

verse 24 no one can fail to feel the rising exhil-

aration, an effect manifestly produced by the

corresponding crescendo in the narrator's feeling.

Suddenly, on the entrance of the elder brother,
all is damped down, and the story drags itself to

the close like a stricken thing.

* This subject is discussed and illustrated in Griffenhoofe's

Unwritten Sayings of Jem* ; and in Briggs' articles in the Ex-
pository Times, viii. [1807] 393, 452, 492, ix. 69, which, however,
barry the matter further than all readers will be prepared to

'ollo'w the author.

There are many signs of the ebb and flow of feel-

ing in connexion with the events of Jesus' own
experience. At the critical moments of His life

this is naturally most noticeable. There is the
outburst on the occasion of His first appearance
in the synagogue of Nazareth, with the memories
of thirty years behind the exhilaration. One can
feel yet the thrill of the opening quotation,

' The
Spirit of the Lord is upon me,' etc. (Lk 418

quoted
from Isdl 1

). CM"! - -t-
'

:
-.

<

V- tleep is the depression
manifest in B . - -

i. '' to His disciples of

the inevitable cross whose shadow had begun to lie

upon His path. In the words,
' Likewise shall also

the Son of Man suffer of them '

(Mt 17la
), there is an

almost intolerable pathos. But the cross, as it

came nearer, changed its aspect for Him, and as He
entered on its terrific pathway at the end, one hears
a shout of exultation, almost of laughter, in the
words recorded in Jn 12-3

"31
, when we are told that

He *

rejoiced in spirit.
5 Yet unmistakable though

these instances are, there is even a more poignant
emotion in such little casual touches as the contrast
between the homelessness He felt and the homes of

foxes and of birds (Mt 820
) ; or in such a wayside

incident as that in which He defended the woman
who 'hath wrought a fine work upon me' (26

10
),

and whose gracious deed affected Him as with the
breath of burial spices.

Countless instances, and those of many kinds,
: Y " l1

'-- 1 from His speech to others. The
" " the fig-tree (Lk 138

} is a real
!! :. .- When He addresses the dead

damsel in the homely Aramaic tongue (Mk 541
), we

have the same tone in which a northern peasant
of pur own land might say

' Lassie J

' Nor can we
omit those words which must have seemed to the

disciple to whom they were spoken to gather up
' '

*: ;

" '

'ie tenderness of boyish memories with
, -.

(
!

" man's patient suffering, 'When thou
wast young, thou girdedst thyself, and walkedst
whither thou wouldest ; but when thou shalt be
old, thou shalt stretch forth thy hands, and
another shall gird thee, and carry thee whither
thou wouldest not' (Jn 21 18

).

Perhaps the point at which the emotion of Jesus
reaches its deepest fulness and tenderness of sug-
gestion is in regard to the men and women of His
nation. The metaphor of the hen and her brood

(Lk 1334 ) was spoken with sobs. But the figure
round which His emotion uTiiiue^Huiio.!'*; ;<.

JT
t' ':

most of all was the favourite r^iholho
' .> :

shepherd and the sheep. The OT image repeated
by later propliei- from 1 K2217

(*I saw all Israel

scattered upon iho hills as sheep that have no

shepherd ') had evidently touched His heart most

deeply. Carlyle points out in his Essay on Burns
how the shepherd instinct of the poet guts him in

the place of the suffering sheep ; and it was the
same instinct which drew from Ps 23, and from
the passage above quoted, so rich and wonderful a

shepherd poetry as the sayings of Jesus afford.

He knows the ways and the folding of the flock

(Jn 1C14- 16
). He is touched with compassion for

those lost ones of the House of Israel who are as

sheep without a shepherd (Mt 936 1524). His Good
Shepherd is seen in such detail as only the pitiful
heart could have suggested, 'leaving the ninety
and nine in the wilderness '

(Lk 154, Mt 1812
), and

'going into the mountains* in search of the
wanderer. When the Shepherd is smitten, the

sheep will be scattered abroad (Mt 2631 ), neverthe-
less He will *

go before them into Galilee
' (Mk 167),

bringing the scattered flock home.
These proofs of Christ's emotion are very familiar,

but His imagination has received less attention,

and to it we shall devote a somewhat more minute

study. That it was strongly in evidence is suffi-

ciently proved by the fact that some of the Jews
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on one occasion took Him to be a devil-possessed
Samaritan (Jn S48

). Nothing could be a surer

tribute to imagination than this judgment of the un-

iiii.i^l'i.ii l\ >. His actual experiences, His memories
of past events, and His thoughts about even ab-

stract truth, alike presented themselves in images
to His mind. Generally the images \yere visual,
and sometimes they were extremely vivid in out-

line. He thought in pictures, which rose either
from what He had actually seen, or spontaneously
in His imagination.

Scenes from the life plant and animal of nature occur in

all His parables, and in very many sayings, which show the
exactness and sympathy of His observations. The whitening-
harvest fields of the fertile valley of Samaria (433), sparsely
dotted with the few labourers whose brilliant garments shone
like flowers among the corn, is one of the very few instances of

landscape in His descriptions of nature. The mountain-lands
of both the north and south attracted Him,

' "
:

- -'
" '

^ *)

find Him making straight for the highlands < * <

'

-.

task of life was over (Mt 28io-*t>). But more frequently it is a
clear-cut piece of detail that He sees, sharp-edged and com-

plete in itself. A spring c"
" '

'Jn 4), the trackless

mystery of the night wind
'

. white upon the offal

heap where it had been thrown out as savourless (Lk 1434. 35),

two sparrows sold for a farthing
1 (Mt 1029), are wayside pictures

which He has engraved on the imagination of the world. His
favourite image was characteristic of that land where there were
lew forests, but where the single tree was so precious, either for

shadow or for fruit (cf. \V. B. Smith, Religion of the Semites').
His images of singletrees, the vine, the fig, and the olive, with
their roots, branches, leaves, all seen as it were in detail, will

occur to every reader (Mt 1233 etc., Jn 15 1
etc., Mt 2119, Mk 1323,

Lk 13^). One of the finest and tenderest of all His imaginative
descriptions is that mere touch of artistry which gives us in a

flash the life of the reeds bending before desert winds (Mt II?).

The picturesqueness of His metaphors is very
great. From the peaceful joy of the children of

the bridechamber (9
15

) to the storming of the

Kingdom by the violent (II
13

), we pass through a
wonderful gallery of vivid scenes. Who can tell

what great tableaux were before His mind's eyes
as He said such words as these f the Son of Man
is come to give his life a ransom for many

'

(20
2S

) ;
' for crisis have I come into the world '

(Jn 939) ;

' I

have overcome the world'? (16
s3

). One figure lias

become so familiar through His use of it that we
have almost ": hat it is a metaphor the

!VireoMlui<j:;. 4
M '

, Lk 2220- 42
, Jn 1811

). Three
times He saw *His appointed destiny in life under
the image of a cup held to His hands or lips by the
Father's hand ; and Christendom, and indeed the

world, has taken over the beautiful and great
-y ."!. i.

V> i MM i

1 instances of His visual intensity of

ima<!m;ii.ioM could be ^quoted than those which
re for LO the play of light and darkness. Such
references recur like a sort of chorus from, begin-
ning to end of His work ; and it is not without

significance that the stories of the healing of the
blind are told in such detail. This "' "".'"

blazes out in full splendour in the maginiicent
sentence,

'
I am the light of the world '

(Jn 812
), and

the figure is sustained and strengthened by the
assurance that those who believe in the light be-
come 'children of light' (12

36
) i.e. themselves

radiant, their upturned faces I-.-UIM- ','i:ight and
reflected the light to which ;!i-\\- v-n turned.
This is rendered all the more brilliant by the in-

tense consciousness of darkness to which it is in

oppu.-ition. John, in his description of the de-

parture of Judas from the upper room (13
30

), sig-

nificantly adds, 'and it was mght.
3 In the same

way Jesus utilizes the sudden contrast between
the flashing lamps of the b,'mr|uoi-room. reflected
from the vessels and from Ihe^hiu: garments of
the guests, with the * outer darkness '

of the unlit
street (Mt 2530

). To realize the full brilliance of
this contrast we must remember that the rooms
had windows only into the courtyard, and the
street walls were of blank impierced masonry.
The thought of darkness always moved Christ to a
kind of horror. No condition was described by '

Him with such frequency or with such depth of

feeling as that of those who ' had no light in them '

(Jn II 10
), or who deliberately loved and chose

darkness in preference to light (Jn 319
).

* How
great is that darkness !

'

(Mt 6-
3

)
He exclaims with

a shuddering pause. He hastened men's work by
the reminder of the night coming

' when no man
can work '

(Jn 94
), and as we read we feel the help-

lessness of hands folded in the dark. "When His

captors and their traitor guide had come upon
Him, looking through the torchlight upon their

faces, He said that this was l the power of dark-

ness
'

(Lk 2253
).

His words abound in bright little sketch-pictures
of the life and labours of men etched, one might
almost say, upon the margins

^

of the Gospels.
4 Fishers of men 3

(Mk I 17
), one with his hand upon

the plough-handle^ but his head turned back (Lk
962), some with loins girt and lamps burning, wait-

ing for the sound of their master's returning foot-

steps (12
35> S6

), another f

strong and fully armed'

(ll
al

)
these are among the countless images which

will recur to every reader. The hair upon men's
heads is

'

.

n

1 to it is seen as black
or white / i ',;": in the cups they carry
is cold water (10

42
). The pictures He draws, as in

a flash, of the unconsci .- !: -\ 'I
1

*-.- "f : -n and
women before the most ^ -.'.* : ''!, -. show
an extraordinary vivacity viA IT-

-
, ; a.!.-.!, -here is

a wonderful periectness about the description of the
farmer's life,

e as if a man should cast seed into the

ground ; and should sleep and rise night and day,
and the seed should spring .' . :. knoweth
not how' (Mk 427

). Ther
'

."

' '

xr in His

pictures, and the rich man ' in purple and fine

linen '

(Lk 1619
) is exceptional ; but nothing could

surpass the brightness of the scene where the King
pauses as he comes to see the feast, his looks
arrested by the dulness of the everyday garment
in the midst of the shining raiment of his wedding
guests (Mt 22U ). Not less remarkable, though of
a very different kind, are such realistic pictuio M-

that of the blind leading the blind into ilio <iiu-h

(Lk 639
).

These are simple pictures, bufc sometimes His poetry is more
elaborate. In the old Welsh songs there was a curious device
"by which, for mnemonic purposes perhaps, the lines of story
or sentiment were interlined with references to nature, con-

cerning
1 the reeds in the water or the wind in the trees. Was

it perhaps with the same instinct that Jesus interwove the
three denials of St. Peter with the two Growings of the cock
(Mk 14^0)? But some of the images are themselves complex.
How subtle, for example, is the imaginative insight that first

described * the branch abiding in the vine '

(Jn 15-*) ! Again,
who but the rarest of poets would have imagined the birds

sowing, reaping, and gathering into barns (Mt 62(
>), or have

separated in thought the idea of the lily and its robes, the
flower *

clothing itself according to its nature,' or rather 'God
clothing the grass of the field (630)'? in reference to this

nature-work, Dr. Sanday contrasts Tennyson's
* Flower in the

crannied wall' with the passage about the lily just quoted.
'The one,' he says, 'gives utterance to a far-off, unattainable
dream or wish the other is tho o\-

|r( "m 01 ptrfot". insight
and knowledge; it is not an n-p'r.u -OM ;v* r .' irli.i*r of God's

. r- '-I..
:
-, -. .1 but a clear unbounded vision of" that work -

:
'." V- :- Divinity of Jesus seen most plainly in His

<>.! -i . the simpleness rather than the grandeur of
1 1

-
!

' ...:>-.- and we learn of Him 'not by a planet's rush
but a rose's birth.'

<"' -" - 1
.','

1
"

i
""

_ - r elaborated into a pageantry, but
1

."- _'-., I!
.i

! '\eck. The triumphal entry into
.: ri -." i '! al pageant which He sanctioned ;

and that was only after the days of His life were numbered,
that the memory of the spectacle might impress men, and when
it could lead to no nxoTui'-Minrx cor -u|'uru-o- among enthusi-
astic crowds (Mt21* <'?.) IP- <li-<-iplr- u'.*u--l ibo ^pc.'iru -ilnr,

and perhaps even mi v.*l ii in Hi.- ullo'uhip. The riom-M of

two of them for places on n-srjylit hnml .iri'l nn FTi- Vfi (Mk I')-'*")

hints at gorgeous drea i- ^ on iruir pan I:* npptnl 10 Iliir.^lf

is portrayed in the temptation of the pinnacle of the Temple
(Mt 46), whose meaning undoubtedly was a magical display
before the eves of wondering crowds. Oc .>"* r.'li. ,-,- -.M,
Ho permitted His- images this elaboration "

; s i.' ,:i:r. . N/.-A

nnd then the cam as is crowded with ange"-. 'I' 1
- * Vj; !'.''- '

angr-K
"

wait mxm Phs praytr 10 the Father (265:
*) ; and by those

who look with opened eyes, ariels ina\ be seen daily
*

ascending
and descending upon the Son of Man' (Jn I"'*).

'

The twelve
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Apostles are seen seated on twelve thrones, judging the twelve
tribes of Israel (Mt 19-8), and for them and for all believers there
are '

many mansions '

in the Father's house (Jn 14-). As to the
connexion between the earthly and the heavenly life, whatsoever
thej binder loose on earth shall be bound or ]OOM '1 :, \ .;L, M

(Mt 1619). The accounts (Mt 24) of His Seco-ui C -Mii.r i.i.

!'"." .

"

the New Testanieni. Bui, now-
1

- i -^reted, they are brilliantly poetic
flame-pictures wl

" " " ' "

iselves much of the
wild beauty and .:.,. imagination then so
universal. A favourite scene is mat 01 tne Son of Man sitting
on the clouds of heaven (2664) ;

bu" .

' '"
,

-
|

" *

.'

which the same Son of Man draws o I. - -
, . .

among- His angels because of the \- -;
-

.

of His followers (Mk S^B). Nor could anything* surpass the
brilliance of the scene where 'the

" '

-
" "

"<!'.-, the
sun '

(Mt 13^), and we seem to see
j

, i _ ,
- the

cloud rack of Judgment Day passes, ana past its naming edge
are seen the seats of the giorified spirits in heaven.

It need not surprise us when we find the Imagi-
nation of Jesus reaching its climax of realistic

vividness in the field of the weird and the ghastly.
It is a tragic world, and he who, with his imagina-
tion in free play, dares to confront its facts im-

partially, will certainly see and tell gruesome
things. There is, accordingly, frequent reference
to loathsome things, \vhose loathsomeness had
evidently affected Him. A serpent or a scorpion
among t'ood (Mt 7 10

, Lk II 12
), a foul cup or platter

whose exterior gave promise of cleanliness (Mt
23a5

), the corruption of moth and rust among treas-
ures of garments or metal (6

19
), are among His

casual notes of observation. More deliberate and
(as it were) classical are such sayings as that
about the carcase and the vultures (24

J8
), and the

vipers crawling towards the flames (23
33

). The
bitterness of the spiritual life is driven in almost

upon our senses as we read that every sacrifice

must be * salted with fire
'

(Mk 949), that He is come
to bring not peace, but a sword (Mt 1034 ), and that

only those who eat His flesh and drink His blood
can claim to have life in them (Jn 653 ). The same
rises to its height in the wild picture presented in
the words, I am come to cast fire on the earth ;

and what will I, if it be already kindled ?
'

(Lk 1249
) ;

while the whole of His reference to Mammon (Mt
169 etc.) is so realistic that it used to be imagined
that this was the name of some Syrian god, such
as G. F. Watts has painted, with bloody feet and
ha? M!- |i<,-l::n^ out the life of humanity.

Ai' 1

!-:
1

^ .!' most conspicuous of His images of

the ghastly, are two that are drawn from human
life. The first is that of the cross-bearers (Mt
1038 ). It is but too easy to ascertain whence this

suggestion must have come, formen bearing crosses
to the public places of execution were common
enough in Palestine under the Komans. So we
have from Jesus the weirdest of all allegorical
pictures of the noble life. It is a procession of

men bearing crosses, and Himself at its head. The
procession is not staggering in weakness along the
via Dolorosa to Calvary. It is winding its way
through the, sunshine, by the waters of Galilee,
in and out of villnge^ whore men are working, and
women standing by wells, and children playing in

the streets. The other figure is that of a spectral
funeral procession, in which the dead are burying
the dead (S

2
-). The phrase has become proverbial,

but the imaginary scene in which it originated is

surely one of the ghastliest. The corpse of a dead
man is being carried to its tomb, but in place of

the many-coloured robes of an Eastern funeral

there are but shrouds like his own in the cortege ;

and the march of limbs bloodless and stark, and
the sunlight falling upon closed eyes, are images
which we may well believe never ceased to haunt
the minds of those who first shuddered at them. We
are not here concerned with the lessons which these

images conveyed. They are among the most im-

portant of all His teachings, and the point to note
is that He drove them deep into the imagination

of His hearers by the most daring and unrelieved
use of the ghastly.

Nature, too, lent her sinister suggestion. The
sea was always an object of fear and hatred to the
Je\vs. It was strange to them, as to all inland
nations, and for many centuries they were never
permitted to become familiar with it on account of
the Philistine and Phoenician Gentiles, who held
its harbours and its coast. In later days it was
significant to them chiefly as the path of the in-

vaders, whose maritime base for Syria was con-

spicuous from many mountains of Israel at Cae&area.

Only on a very few occasions does J esus refer to it,
and always in ominous suggestion. He speaks of
some who compass sea and land to obtain prose-
lytes, only that they may make them children of
hell (Mt 23 15

). Again, Ff -
,\ ,.

.-,
;

. . ,

.

tree or a mountain being 3
;.

'

:

", -. ,. ,

into the sea, as a thing . !.
"

(Lk 176
). The most appalling doom that can be

set against the sin of injuring His little ones, and
which were still better for the injurer than what
actually awaits him, is to be cast into the sea with
a millstone about his neck to hold him among the
wreckage and slime of decaying things in its bot-
tom ooze (Mt 18 6

). Amid the terrors of the latter

Day of Judgment we hear the booming of the
breakers as a torrifun*: undertone 'the sea and
the waves roaring

?

(Lk -Jl-\i.

Nothing in nature strikes so cold a fear into the

imagination as that strange and sinister combina-
tion which has been called the beauty and the
terror of the world. 5 In the sweetest sunshine and
under the purest light of stars, lurk * . r i !' -,;' . ;_

cruelties and the obscene put i<>fiu ;:!> MI r,'- -i.

This also Jesus noted v, hon Ho >po^< of 'the
whited sepulchres

'

(Mt 2327
) the brightest spots

on many a sunny landscape of the East, yet sug-
gesting a condition of j-\i ! .i"

1 '

-: -.vitnin, which
it needs experience t-- :i ;.

:

. -. IS,, the utmost
extreme of poetic power of this sort is felt in the
sudden introduction of the picture of a fig-tree,

blossoming peacefully in the
P

""!

*
i -.

J

\ of its leaf-

age, into the midst of the . . .

"
'

horrors of
the picture of the Day of -Tn- _. : :i . -J i- ..

The person of the devil i- vi >.y i"i-<n.or . ly ;
iv-t rn

to the mind of Jesus, and generally he is adaressed
or spoken of without imagery. At other times,
however, he is portrayed as a princely figure
'prince of this world' who vainly comes to find
his own in Him (Jn 1430), and who is, by the Cross,
cast out from his dominion (12

31
). There is one

picture, from which Bunyan probably drew some
of the imagery of his Holy War, of an attack by
the Lords of Hell upon the fortress of the Church
(Mt 16 18

). And once, in an hour of triumph, Jesus
c saw Satan fall as lightning from heaven' (Lk 1018

).

Yet no victory of Good over Evil is ever complete
on earth, and a deep horror renvr-

"*

;, .:
J

I-
J1

c

mind as it thinks of those who i 1

'

"i
;.

.1 <

the Good and choose the EviL \ ,.'
horror been more manifest than in the speech of

Christ, who tells men to * fear him that hath power
to destroy both soul and body in hell, yea, fear him !

*

(12
5
). He uses several figures to express this horror,

all of them borrowed from the OT and its concep-
tions. Now it is

' the outer darkness '

(Mt S12
) of

the unlit street which serves for an image of it ;

again, it is the offal-heaps of the valley of Jehosha-

phat, and the fires which were always consuming
them (Mk 944 etc.). But, for the most part, His

imagination pictures the l>vss of
Slicoj,

with the

'great gulf fixed' (Lk J(rl
'j benu-cn it and the

home of Abraham. It is an image closely con-

nected with that of the * nether deep,' into whose

dreary vastness the demons ray that they may
not be sent (8

31
). It is suggestive of the homeless,

empty spaces beyond the ramparts of the world,
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where in the thick darkness there is the sound of
*

weeping and gnashing of teeth
3

(Mt S12 etc. ). The
words are repeated again and again until we seem
to hear the low sound of that wailing which Dante
heard within the gates of the Inferno. It is the
undertone of horror which, even among merely
human poets, is ever heard beneath the laughter
and the voices of the world. But none has heard
it and told the sound with the mingled pity and
horror of the words of Jesus.

Hitherto we have noticed only the clear-cut char-

acter of the
' '

'

vork of Jesus. But there

is another s -
, vagueness and a sense of

, 'i- <!:'...: all limits and definitions which is,

a- I. '*, the poetic obverse of the clear edge.
This also enters into the true conception of the
mind of Christ.

Both in regard to space and time His delight in room, and the

spaciousness of His thought are evident. The most, familiar

example in regard to time is the much disputed word ultovio? (Mt
1929 2546 etc.). The whole p9int of that phrase is taken from it

when it become- i
,

"

:" .-,. "; ."

' "

?
: outation.

It neither fixes I .. ,-. - that the

stretch is eternal. In it the mind simply flings itself out into

the future, and is aware of the flowing river of the ages. It is

the poetic and didactic, but not the dounutif, purpo^' that is

aimed at and that is accomplished. The sense or enormous
duration is given with almost aching realization. The hope or

the denial of a terminus ad quern is not given.
His allusions to vague and immense spaces are so numerous

as to reveal a strongly marked and favourite habit of imagina-
tion. He seems to delight in the width of the world for the
mere feeling of its roominess. The sound of a trumpet (Mt 2431)
is heard, and a flash of lightning seen (Lk 172*) from one end of

heaven to the other. Even in His reference to the birds and the

lilies, already quoted (Mt 6-8), He is not satisfied till He has
" " "

* of the air
' and *

of the field
'

(S
20

). In these mere touches
'

- \ -
"

-" md earth opens and broadens to the
are the subtle touches which only a

ne feature of the Kingdom to

added
the -

.

hori- ,

poet's mm 1

which He :. journeying of ;

and of those of later days across huge distances '

(8 11
). 'They shall come from the east and from the west,'

to sit down at the table of Abraham, and the elect shall be

gathered from the four winds of heaven (2431). His memories
of the OT recall remote nooks and crannies of the world the
far-off home of the Queen of the South (1242), Sodom and
Gomorrah, Tyre and Sidon (Lk 1032. is), and Nineveh (Mt 12-11).

Many of the people of His parables are travellers who go long
distances and return (Mk 1334 etc.), and He speaks of Himself,
in one of the most wistful of all His utterances, as * a man going
a journey into a far country

'

(Mt 2514). These allusions are not
of so much significance in themselves as in their revelation of

the stretch and travel instinct in the mind of Jesus. They
become splendidly significant when we remember them in con-
nexion with such other sayings as that about the Father who
* maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth
rain on the just and on the unjust

'

(5-45) ; and that also about
the other sheep which

" " "
*"

" " "

h 'are not of
this fold,' which also H '

'

j
' ' /be one flock

and one shepherd (Jn 1016). In that promise there is the whole
breadth of His heart, who looks across the world and counts it

all I
1"- -!_>.. T *-

*
."

' C :' ." His mind throws
out -"!< (>;. i . ;

<
i ,1- -:-. to which it offers

a so" ^-.r:

"

!
" _ region or me pnysical as against the

literalism and preciseness of the Pharisees. While He was out
among

' the ages,' they were wrangling as to the number of stars
visible which marked the hour of <

*

j . hile they were
settling the inches permissible for ; : ! -'h/'s journey, His
heart was gathering- disciples from the ends of the earth.

Spirituality and poetry are connected in the most
intimate way, and the remembrance that Jesus was
a poet may I'M <1 u-> |-<-i 'n.i:iy fu'

: lo < <'ninversies
and into immy -M-i'Mii-.M i\c iiii';r|>r(-i-ui<ir-. Two
results may be selected as of very special value to
the :. T<-i-

4 IP r -

,.

' "
mind of Christ.

!.'/>
: ', .

" .Both His laws and His
gospel have suffered many things at the hands of

prosaic literalists. There are few things, for in-

stance, which have been more confusing and harm-
ful of late years than the perversions of Christianity
which literalists have extracted from the Senuon
on the Mount. Even to those who are willing to ac-

cept the doctrine thus presented in its naked literal-

ness, it becomes but a counsel of perfection, and life

in every act of Christian service leads down a blind

alley, until the ^
:
-'-^TIY: n-H-i' of constant and

inevitable failure oecomes altogether intolerable.
But on those who are repelled by the doctrine, the

effect is even more serious. To them Christ ap-

pears a doctrinaire teacher, whose precepts have
created an impossible situation ;

and they turn,
not from the doctrines only, but from Him.
The fact is that the poet's exaggeration is the

only way in which many truths can be expressed
at all. Life is far too complex for any words that

men have found in which to describe it. Spiritual

things have no adequate language which corre-

sponds to them ;
and the only way in which such

truths can be communicated is by stating one side

of them with such startling strength and vividness

that that phase of truth at least shall never be for-

gotten. Of this fact Christ took the most fearless

an^ .- .

''-'' \,
'

.
. trusting wholly to

the
_

or Mi- hearer.-. Even
in :

'

! i . . I ie seed of the mustard

plant is not the smallest of all seeds (Mt 133
-), and

there is no necessity for the zeal of commentators
who would search for some unheard-of variety of

mustard whose seeds are smaller than the spore
of ferns. No one would have been more amazed
at such defence of His veracity than He who spoke
the words. In the same way is to be understood
the saying, 'This is mjrbody' (Lk 22]9

etc.) ; and
if Luther had allowed himself to perceive this most
obvious of truths, what a world of unnecessary con-

.

;.
aid have been spared to the Ch'urch !

^
: ,' is demanded, not for poetry only, but

for the very continuance of human intercourse,
which otherwise would at once become a mere
interchange of pedantries. In the same way are
to be interpreted such passages as that about the
hatred of father and mother (14

26
), and many of

those commands about property, non-resistance (Mt
538 etc.), etc., which have been so grievous and so
unwarrantable a stumbling-block to faith in modern
times.

2. These considerations reach their hi -1 1 <^i XY.IIP"

when we remember that in the teaching of J esus
there is the spiritual idealism of the poet. The
incident of His praise of Mary rather than of Martha
(Lk 1042 )

has not unjustly claimed His sympathies
for the dreamers and the mystics whose world is

that of the ideal truth. At times this spiritual
exaltation showed itself in physical effects which
were recognized by onlookers. As He walked, they
were amazed and afraid (Mk 1032 ). It explains
many of His wonderful sayings. Without it, that

strange journey of the disciples would be wholly
unintelligible, when they were to provide neither

scrip, nor money, nor even shoes, nor any posses-
sions but their peace (Mt 109ff

-)* Similarly must be
regarded the command to take no thought for the
morrow, neither for food nor for clothes (6

84
). These

are ideal descriptions, not meant for the ears of

literalists, but describing that world of spiritual
conceptions in which His spirit dwelt. With these

may be compared the exnelmj! -j-iiiinnliiy nf His
doctrine of marriage (ID-'

1

-;* uliicli Mr I lim'-rli* sup-
plemented by the further statement that in the next
world the life of the angels supersedes marriage
altogether (Lk 2036

), and which leads on to St.
Paul's association of the marriage bond with the
union of Christ and His Church (Enh 5"22 etc.).
Such doctrine, He Himself declares, is for them
that can receive it (Mt 1911 - 12

). And indeed the
whole of Christianity introduces men into an ideal
world which does not at all correspond to the actual
world of public life, and towards which the indi-
vidual Christian is but now feeling his way in
isolated points of character. It is a life to lead
with one's soul commanding and guiding the body.
That is, if one has a soul ; for Christ (in His
poetic fashion) refuses to take it for granted that
a man necessarily has a soul because he is a man,
and reminds us that each man's soul has to be
won (Lk 21 19

). But for those who have souls, and
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are willing to live lives corresponding to them
rather than to the flesh, Christ constructs an ideal
world in which all things have suffered a '

change
into something rich and ^InnuM.1 .' The heaven is

God's throne, and the earth !1 1- s<,,i-.iool (Mt 534- 35
).

The body is a temple where the spirit dwells (Jn
219

). The life is sustained by spiritual food which
even the closest friends know not of (4

3-- 84
). To

live that life is to be citizens of the Kingdom which
is within (Lk 17 21

)
and of the other world (Jn IS36 ),

and which cometh not with observation (Lk IT20 )

the Kingdom of the truth (Jn 1837 ). The worship
of such souls is in spirit and in truth (4

24
), and

their work is to believe (6-
9
).

That ideal world so far ahead of the most spiri-
tual of us all, yet so persistently claiming us as its

children and beckoning us to the .';, _i-^u- re-

newal of our broken attempts to reach it is a
world which could have been constructed for man
only by God incarnate in One who was a poet.

LITERATURE. Various modern Lives of Jesus ; cf. Schurer,
HJP

; Hausrath, Hist, of NT Times Time of Jesus ; Peyton,
Memorabilia, of Jes^is. In Oscar Wilde's De Profundis there is

a passage in reference to Jesus as /
' " " " "

_"
'

-1

by the paradoxical excess and way , ! . . . . ".

which contains it, is yet brilliant and suggestive.
JOHN KELMAN.

POLICE. The traditional and unsettled charac-
ter of governmental relations in Palestine in the
time of Christ, and the scarcity of definite informa-
tion as to the organization of civil procedure in
the provincial courts, make it difficult to ascertain

exactly what were the ordinary provisions for the
administration of justice. We cannot positively
say, for instance, how far the earlier methods which
obtained under Jewish custom were overshadowed,
and at times overridden, by the interference of

Roman and military law. One fact, however,
seems to emerge, viz., that as a rule, and as a
matter of policy on the part of the Romans, the
Jewish courts were left free to administer justice
in their own way, and were permitted to retain a
sufficient force of subordinate officers to execute
the ordinary penalties of the law. It would only
be in times of considerable disturbance, or in cases
of the extreme penalty, that the Imperial power
would come into evidence, and that soldiers would

supplant the usual civil officers. 'The ordinary
administration of the law, both in criminal and
civil matters, was left in the hands of the native
and local courts' (Schurer, HJP I. ii. 57). Gener-

ally, it may be safely affirmed, the Mosaic law
still formed for the Jew the basis on which all such
administration was conducted ; justice was a de-

partment of religion, and the officers employed in

its execution were Temple officials or servants of

the local Sanhedrin.
There were two considerable exceptions to this

rule one arising from the arbitrary way in wrhich
the Herods exercised their power, and the other
due to the invasion of Hellenistic ideas. In a city
like Tiberias, e.g., where the Greek element was
vo.ry lar<;o. administration was on the Greek model.
Tin"! ciiy had a council (povXtf) of 600 members (Jos.
BJli. xxi. 9), with such officers as archon> hyparchoi>

i . etc. (see Schiirer, HJP n. i. 145). The
Ureek cities of the Deeapolis, while their local

authorities were always liable to be superseded by
the Imperial power (6. A. Smith, HGHL, p. 605),
had 'communal freedom, their own councils, . . .

the right of property and administration in the

surrounding districts' (ib. p. 594). Even in purely
Jewish towns, Greek influence was modifying the

old usage. The large number of Greek and Latin
words found in the Mishna (Schiirei*, HJP II. i.

31-32) shows that after the 1st cent. A,D. the ex-

ample of Hellenic institutions was producing a

change in the methods of conducting civil govern-
ment; and already in the Gospels we find traces

of this, c*cf.) in the passage in which Jesus makes
His most explicit reference to the processes of law
(Mt 5-5 - 26=Lk 125S

)
: whereas Mt. uses terms which

indicate Jewish usage (/C/HT?J$, ^Tr^per???), Lk. employs
j ;
- eiiiiiviiVnl- -\\ords which suggest the Roman

jHi'tvilmv i.-.^ur. TTpd/crajp) ; see below, and cf.

Holtzmann, Hand-Corn, in loco. In Mt 5 22
(' Every

one who is angry with his brother shall be in danger
of the judgment; and whosoever shall say to his

brother, Raca, shall be in danger of the council ')

Jesus is referring to the ordinary Jewish courts, the
1

judgment' (Kpicns) being the 'provincial court of

seven' (see EG-T, in loc., and below), the 'council'
the Sanhedrip.

In Jerusalem there appear to have been two
stipendiary magistrates, who were precluded from
engaging in other occupations, and whose special
province it v.:i- to Mip'"h]Jt.MM the observance of

the police regulation- !' il" k
< ity (see Edersheim,

LTii. p. 2S7/. The Unjust Judge
3

of Lk IS1 '8 is

probably an instance of a provincial police magis-
trate ; but, while his unprincipled character is only
too typical of Orient til iv,<1^i -. past and present (cf.

Bruce, Parabolic 7 '/</'//>'/ '// Christ ^ p. 158), it is

not to be inferred from this parable that Jesus
intended to reflect on the administration of justice
as a whole. The usual number of judges for each

city was, in accordance with ancient custom, seven

(Jos. Ant. IV. viii. 14). Josephus, when in Galilee,
*

appointed seven judges in every city to hear the
lesser quarrels ; for, as to the greater causes and
those wherein life and death were concerned, he

enjoined they should be brought to him and the

seventy elders
'

(BJ II. xx. 5).

The Mishna assumes the existence throughout
the country of local Sanhedrins which possess very
considerable powers. It is to these local Sanhedrins
that Jesus makes reference when He tells His dis-

ciples :
* Beware of men, for they will deliver you

up to councils' (Mt 1017 = Mk 139
). The supreme

court was the Great Sanhedrin of Jerusalem, before
which Jesus was tried, and in this body the religious
and hierarchical character of the Jewish courts of

justice was naturally more clearly preserved than
elsewhere. They had under their control a body
of Temple police, who were Levites, and were under
the command of crrpaTTj-yoi, at whose head was an
officer called a-rpar^ybs rov lepov (

Jos. Ant. XX. vi. 2 ;

BJ VI. v. 3 ; Ac 41 524
; the plural is used in Lk

22^. 52^ The latter office was one which would be
no sinecure, the numbers of people who thronged
the Temple courts, even at ordinary times, being
so great as to necessitate special provisions for

keeping order. These Temple police were not
armed or regularly trained ;

c the greater part of

them were unarmed and unskilled in the anairs of

war' (Jos. BJ TV. iv. 6; cf. Edersheim, LT ii. p.

540). During the great feasts the Temple was
guarded by a Roman cohort, which was stationed

in the Tower of Antonia (BJ V. v. 8). The force

which arrested Jesus in Gethsemane clearly con-

sisted of two parts : (1) a detachment of the Roman
garrison ; (2) a body of Temple police (Jn 18s

;

Westcott, in loc. ). As to the guard which watched
the tomb (Mt 2765- 66 28 11 '15

), there is room for doubt
whether this was a small body of soldiers detached

by Pilate at the request of the Sanhedrin, or a band
of the Temple gendarmerie. Pilate's words, $xeTG

Kovcrr&diav (2T
65

), are capable equally of the interpre-

tation,
e Take a guard

'

or * Ye have a guard.
9 The

fact that they report to the chief priests (Mt 2811
)

suggests that they were the satellites of the Sanhe-

drin, and that Pilate scornfully permitted them to

use their own measures ; but v. 14 'If this come^to
the governor's ears,' is in favour of the other in-

terpretation.
The usual name for the officers charged with the

execution of the law and the maintenance of order
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is VTTTJP^S (Mt 525
,
Jn 73 -- 45 ' 46 183 - 12

). It may
be variously translated 'apparitor,' 'serjeant,' or
1 warder.

5

They had the duty, among others, of

inflicting the punishment of scourging (Mt 1017=
Mk 139

,
Mt 23J4

), Jpsephus says that eachJudge
had two uTnjperai assigned to him (Ant. IV. viii. 14) ;

but in this passage the word :ivb<;ib!y isi }:n- 'clerks
'

rather than police constables. That the powers of

the latter were extensive is evident from the drastic

measures taken by Saul as the commissioner of

the Sanhedrin in his persecution of the followers

of Christ (Ac 8s 2610 - n
; cf . 518 -23

). Another term,
used apparently more particularly in reference to

cases of fines and debts, but also having a general

signification, is trpd-Krup (Lk 1258
)
= bailiff.' The

term <r7re/couAarwp (Mk 627 ), used of the executioner
of John the Baptist, denotes an officer

'

"- -.MM. to

the police attached to the military rulers. Trie

weight of opinion inclines to the view that the

speculators were soldiers (Sckiirer, HJP I. ii- 62) ;

but it is probable that Herod had armed satellites

about his court who did not rank as regular soldiers,

but would be called upon to play many parts, irom

apparitor to executioner. The 'plain-clothes detec-

tive was employed b^ the Herods (Jos. Ant. xv.

x. 4), and the despotic use which they made of

their power, backed up as it was by the command
of -'! lirry, !"ok little cognizance of the established

ci\il jiu.l'u-'i.i'!-. The centurion in Mt 85 " 13=Lk
72-10 was probably the captain of the troop qnartevod
at Capernaum and in the service of Herod Antipas
(Holtzraann, Hand-Corn, in loc.). These troops
served the purpose of clearing the country of gangs
of robbers (Jos. Ant. XV. x. 1).

J. Ross MURRAY.
POLITICAL CONDITIONS. 1. Reign of Herod

the Great. Christ was born nearly at the close of

the reign of Herod (Mt 21
), who died in the spring

of B.C. 4. Herod's relation to Rome was that of an
allied king (rex sod us), whose tit"

""

."
"

alike were dependent upon the

Emperor. He was expected to preserve order
within his kingdom, and to bring it into a fit jstate
for inclusion in the normal system of provincial
jiou-Minen'. and at the same time to protect the
i run i

: ur of the Empire. With foreign policy he
had nothing to do; and the right " r

< "ini'i; was

probably limited, the onty known !! M :

;:M coins

being of copper. A certain tribute was exacted,
which Herod raised on the other parts of his king-
dom than Judaea ; and instructions from Home had
to be strictly and quickly followed, the Imperial
consent being necessary also to any arrangement as

to the succession to the royal property or^
domains.

Within these limits his power was restrained only
by the necessity of not piou-kini: the people either

to rebel or to ;
;,|ic n

' Home.
2. Tetrarchy of Philip. Special permission had

been given by Augustus to Herod to bequeath his

kingdom as he liked (Jos. Ant. xvi. iv. 5), the will

being subject, of course, to Imperial confirmation.
Under the pressure of various palace intrigues,
and with a view to separate elements between
which at the time there was no possible cohesion,
Herod left Judaea to Archelaus, Galilee and Persea
to Antipas, and the north-eastern districts beyond
Jordan to Philip. This partition was eventually
accepted at Rome, with a few slight modifications.
To Philip, with the title of tetrarch, which origin-

ally implied the government of a fourth part of a
tribe or kingdom, but gradually came to be used

"
,

;.
\

' '

\ dependent prince, were assigned the
' !' ;''"' -

x ''* poor districts lying to the east of
the 'Sea of (Salilee, and extending northwards as
far as Mt. Hermon (Lk 31

). Over these he reigned
for thirty-seven years (B.C. 4-A.D. 34), when upon
his death the territory was incorporated in the

province of Syria, though without losing the privi-

lege of the separate administration of its finances

(Jos. Ant. xviil. iv. 6). Three years later it was

given to Agrippa I., with the title of king. The

population was predominantly Syrian and Greek,
with Jewish settlements in the south-west ; and

though Philip's sympathies were entirely Koman,
he respected the sentiments of the different classes

of the people, and his long reign was disturbed by
no outbreak of popular feeling, and no peremptory
interference from Rome. Like most of the Herods,
he had a passion for building; and to the quiet
and \M-ll-jjo\v no: city of Coesarea Philippi, near

the alleged source of the Jordan, Jesus withdrew

(Mt 1613
, Mk 8^7 ) when the multitudes were crowd-

ing upon Him and His enemies tempting Him
(M"t 161

) ; just as Bethsaida, another of Philip's

cities, was His refuge when news reached Him of

the Baptist's death (Lk 910
, cf. Mk 8J2

).

3. Tetrarchy of Antipas. The title of tetrarch

was granted also to Antipas, whose dominions in-

cluded the two districts of Galilee and Persea,

separated by the confederation of free Greek
cities known as the Decapolis Pera^a, east of

the Jordan and south-east of Galilee, bore a high
reputation for the purity of its Judaism, but politi-

cally was of small importance. Its population was
., i"'". ". Jewish; though Antipas found an

.
i .

:
. for the :

-

: .\-
" of his passion for

building in the ereeti--i >,-. '!.!:.-- on the site of the
ancient Beth-haram (Jos 1327 ), opposite Jericho.

But the main part of the tetrarchy, as far as num-
bers and industry are concerned, lay to the north
of Samaria, where the Jews formed the

^ majority
of a population estimated perhaps too highly] (see

art. POPULATION) at three millions, and comprising
almost every possible admixture of CanjijmitUh
and Greek elements. The administration of Anti-

pas must have been successful on the whole, for it

continued for more than
forty; years, though his

father's diplomacy became in him craft and mean-
ness (Lk 1332 ; Jos. Ant. XVIII. iv. 5). His private
"...".";, with Tiberius may be j>art of the ex-

;" ,.:" of the >r-_!h .--f :ds reign; in A. D. 39
he was banished ..y <.:'_ :.'.: to Lyons, and his

territories were added to the kingdom of Herod
Agrippa I. (Ac 121

; Jos. Ant. xviil. vii. 2).

. Ethnarchy of Archelaus. On the death of

his father, Archelaus succeeded to the lordship of

Judsea, with Samaria and Iduma?a. His accession
was opposed by some of his ovra family, and by
the popular party at Jerusalem, who aimed at the
restoration of the theocracy, but pleaded mean-
while for the investment of the high priest with

supreme civil power, in subordination to the Em-
peror alone. Archelaus went in person to Rome
(cf. Christ's allusion in Lk 1912

), whither also

journeyed an embassy from the people. Augustus
substantially confirmed Herod's appointment ; and
Archelaus returned as ethnarch of the three dis-

tricts. He was disappointed with the inferior title

(which denotes literally the ruler of a nation living,
with -M

4
!- 1!-,

1
: V '.i-l"M!-. in the midst of another race,

and was ]w.iiil\ chosen, in contempt, to identify
Archelaus \\ith "hi- unwilling subjects), and pro-
ceeded to make his administration (B.C. 3-A.D. 6)
one of revenge. Twice, if not thrice, a change
was made in the high priesthood by a ruler who
was considered as of mixed blood unclean in his

birth and unclean in his practice. The tyrannical
disregard of powerful sentiments was carried to
such an extent that at length the Jews forgot their

hatred of the Samaritans, and the Samaritans their

kinship with the ethnarch, and a joint deputation
proceeded to lay their complaints before Augustus.
Archelaus was fined and exiled to Vienne, and his

domains were made directly subject toRome.
5. The Roman procurators. The situation fo

Judsea, on the confines of Kjiypt and Arabia, was
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of such military importance that Rome could not
wisely concede the repeated request of the people
for the Investiture pi their high priest with all
the functions of civil government. Instead, the
country was made a kind of annex to the province
of Syria, with a governor (procurator) of its own,
of equestrian rank, who was charged

* T-ii. u^i--
with the control of the army and the :,, -, ,vi

with the task of uiniii!- miMl'i-im-i into a bulwark
of the Empire. The legate of JSyria was invested
with only a general supervision ; he was expected
to interfere at his discretion in cases of need, but
generally to remain in the Kv-'U .-..:.,] r~,s an
unseen support of the Roman rur. I \ \

-
pro-

curator was Coponius (A.D, 6-9), a knight whose
name is otherwise unknown. Accompanied by the
legate Quirinius, he appeared at Jerusalem, took
possession of the property of Archelaus, and turned
his palace into the official abode of the procurator
during the festivals, Cresarea becoming the seat of
government. Their next administrative act was
to arrange for the taking of a census, with a view
to control the incidence of taxation, and to estab-
lish Roman methods of government. The process
u * :o '

i "! schedules . .

"
the local

I"- :i':i !.:-, according .. ' ises or to
families, for the purposes of a poll-tax, and pro-
viding information for the levying of taxes upon
capital (originally, in Syria, one per cent., but
afterwards probably increased) and upon trade.
At the same time the produce of the field was
valued, and made chargeable to the extent of one-
tenth In the case of corn and two-tenths in that of
fruit and vine. This was the enrolment referred
to by Gamaliel (Ac 537

) ; and on religious as well
.

'
"

'

:
-

.' ;- - -! :

':. ::o involve even a
'.,.

"' io'j. !

i i"" 11
I'll- tithes, the result

was dismay on the part of the leaders of the

people, and an actual revolt, headed by Judas of

Gamala, who thereby founded the fanatical party
of the Zealots or Cananseans (Mt 104

). On the pre-
sent occasion the revolt was -ui'j>'---<s"i after some
furious fighting; but the :.;";,:.:<" .^mouldered,
and eventually broke out in the insurrection in the
course of which Jerusalem was burnt. The census
schedules, when completed, would be sent to Rome
for approval ; but in levying the taxes there would
be no delay. Such as were destined for the Im-
perial treasury were collected under the supervision
of t

1
- ,','. who made use of the Sanhedrin

and 1

- "::
' '

;ourts. The customs were leased
to collectors, individuals or syndicates, who paid
a fixed annual sum, retaining any excess in the
actual yield and making good any deficiency. The
contracts were then divided, and sublet to sub-
ordinate officials in the different localities, and
thus an entire class of publicans of various grades
(Lk 192 ) was constituted, wrhose averji ;.'*. inon-il^x
"

*\- )':-','liMl-U low, but is not to be \r,\**-i\ ?>: i

!

i'
i

v.'-i ijiiiui! in she popular hatred. Nothing more is

known of the procurator-hip of Coponius beyond a
breach in the temporary alliance between the Jews
and the Samaritans. The quarrel was brought to
an issue by a successful attempt of the latter to
defile the cloisters of the Temple on the eve of the
Passover. Through Coponius no redress could be
obtained, and the Jews had to content themselves
with more stringent regulations for the exclusion
of the Samaritans, and with a large extension of
the police system of the Temple, the night-watch-
men being increased in number to twenty-four,
and an official made responsible for a periodic
visitation of their rounds.
The successors of Coponius were Marcus Ambi-

vius (? A.D. 9-12), Annius Rufus (? 12-15), Valerius
P. r,i I ii - :i r> 2fi\ and Pontius Pilate (26-36). Of the
I'ITM i \\o i In- dates cannot at present be fixed with

precision, and no known change of administration

was introduced by them. Soon after his accession
in A.D. 14 to the throne of the Empire, Tiberius
adopted

_

the policy of lengthening the term of
service in these provincial appointments, in the
hope of protecting the people from rapacity, by
affording the governors a longer period over which
to spread their exactions. The theory was not a
compliment to this class of officials, and did not
work well in Judaea. Of the administration of
Valerius Gratus the least that can be said is that
it was meddling. In eleven years he changed the
high priest four times, and the changes would
have been more frequent but for the temporizing
character of the man (Joseph Caiaphas) upon whom
his final choice IV ' The example of oppres-
sion in Rome, \ ::;:' ,

" Jews were expelled by
Imperial edict, was imitated so closely in Judcea,
that several deputations were sent to Tiberius to
protest against the masterfulness and avarice of
his representative, with little other result than
that or additions to the army of occupation.
^A similar policy of oppression was adopted by

Pilate, who exceed_ed his predecessor in resent-
ment, but whose violence was apt to collapse in
the presence of a stubbo^- "(---.

fi
*\ -,;',- '"lan his

own. His first act was <
4

,!i\,. -i --] :.i !- of his

contempt for precedents and of Ms docility when
opposed. The new troops destined for the garrison
of Jerusalem were ordered not, as before, to leave
at Csesarea the medallions of the Emperor that
were attached to the military standards, but to
proceed in full equipment to their quarters in the
Castle of Antonia. To the JewTs the sacrilege ap-
peared of the worst kind, as involving them in the
crime of idolatry (Ex 204). From all parts of the
country people flocked to Csesarea, and, disdaining
the threat of massacre, extorted from the procura-
tor, by their superior resolution, an order for the
removal of the medallions. This bad beginning
was followed by an equally bitter quarrel over the
restoration of an aqueduct that brought water to
Jerusalem (cf. Lk 134). The scheme was of the
utmost value to the city, as the supply of water
conveyed through an older aqueduct at a higher
level was proving insufficient ; but the offence was
that Pilate proposed to throw the cost upon the

Temple treasury, and actually seized some of the
sacred funds. A riot was anticipated ; but the sol-

diers, dressed as citizens, were distributed among
the crowd, and at a given signal turned their

weapons against the people. The scheme was pro-
ceeded with, and the popular hatred grew savage.
So much did Pilate disregard Jewish sentiment,
that certain Galilseans were put to death in the
Temple, and their blood mingled with that of the
sacrifices (Lk 131

). By
' V- ominent part in

an insurrection, Barabb himself to the

people (Mk 157, Lk 2319
). On the death of Sejanus,

in A.D. 31, Tiberius assumed a more friendly atti-

tude towards the Jews ; and, soon after Vitellius
added the legateship of Syria to his other high
commands (A.D. 35), he found it necessary to inter-
fere. Pilate was ordered to proc-eoo to Rome to
answer for the wanton crnelly of hi- administra-

tion, and Marcellus was entrusted provisionally
with the duties of tl-c |-ro---.irjilnr-'ii|..

6. Administration, military and civil. !'i ^yiia,
as in Egypt, were regularly ^iiiiiprioil ilm (? nr'iour

legions, to which recourse could be had in any
emergency ; but the ordinary garrison of Palestine
consisted of auxiliaries, raised partially amongst
the non-Jewish inhabitants of the country. The
Jews were generally exempted at the time from
military service, on account of their temperament
and religious usages. The garrison was distributed
over the country in such a way as to make itself

everywhere felt. At Cassarea, the headquarters,
was a force of three thousand men, of whom five-
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sixths were infantry. A cohort of five or six hun-
dred infantry, with a detachment of cavalry and a

body of spearmen or slingers (Ac 2323
), was quar-

tered in the fortress of Antonia. Smaller garrisons

occupied Jericho, Machcerus, Samaria, and any
other centre whence an important district could
be commanded. There is no evidence of the exist-

ence of a police corps apart from the soldiery,

tliough a secret-service system upon a large scale

was maintained by Herod., and probably also by
the procurators. The military were employed in

keeping order, in the arrest of persons under sus-

picion (Jn IS 12
), in guarding prisoners (Mt 2727

) 5

and in -ujKM-'ii'c'i'.dii';.
1 1hc execution of a sentence

(Jn 19- i{

;. I'M- w.i'- ^o'm'i imo- made of the officers

of the local courts and of the armed retinue of the
native dignitaries (Mt 2647

). The Temple police
were under the command of a captain of high rank,
who probably controlled also the officers of the
Sanhedrin ; and these functionaries were recog-
nized and supported within limits by the military
authorities. There are traces also of the ex-

istence of a body of paid spies or secret police
under Jewish control (Lk 20-, Mt 2216

,
Mk 1213

).

In the provincial towns and rural districts order
was kept as in Jerusalem ; the administration
acted through the local courts and orgaiiiyatioiv*,
with soldiers at hand when needed. See also art.

POLICE.
Taxation was of two kinds Imperial and pro-

vincial. A poll-tax and a tax on landed property
were collected by the procurator, and the produce
remitted to Rome (Mt 2217

). Custom duties and
market tolls were collected by lessees, who paid
for the privil<\n<J a fixed yearly sum, destined in

the case of JuILea for the Imperial treasury, but
in that of Galilee for the tetrarch. Besides these

regular imposts, an arbitrary procurator might
enrich himself by a variety of exactions, as the

penalties of imagined offences or the condition of

official support; but in Judaea the expenses _

of

administration were met by authorized deduction
from the revenue of the taxes and tolls. Economic-

ally the province was poor, though a few courtiers

and ecclesiastical 'lu'iha 1 !- were of great wealth.
So heavy was the incidence of taxation, that in

A.D. 17 a deputation was sent to Rome to plead for

relief. Sixteen years later, the entire Empire was
visited by a financial crisis so severe that bank-

ruptcies multiplied beyond enumeration, and even
some of the public treasuries suspended payments
in cash. In this general distress Syria and Palestine

shared, though the busy industrial centres in Galilee
did not suffer so much as the crowded and unem-
ployed Y ": around Jerusalem.

7. Political parties (see the various articles under

separate titles). The Samaritans, though kindred
in race with the Jews, were regarded by them as

sectaries, and the bitterness on both sides was fatal

to joint political action of any permanent kind.
The Sadduce&t were a priestly nobility, tenacious
of the prestige of their own order, but tolerant of

anjr system of government that did not threaten
their prosperity. Opposed to them were the

Pharisees, whose national ideal was that of a

theocracy, and whose endurance of an alien rule
was reluctant or sullen. They were supported
sometimes by the Herodians, who favoured the

dynasty of Herod, but were not disposed to quarrel
seriously with any established institution. An ex-

treme party
"

, <s" ':.:11 \ formed of irreconcilables,
under the name ot Zealots or Cananceans (Mt 104,

Mk 3 18
,
Lk 615

), who were prepared to use the sword
without delay for the restoration of a theocracy.
In political theory the Essenes exaggerated the
views of the Pharisees ; but their comparatively
small number in the early pnrt of the 1st cent, and
their segregation from ordinary life made them

a force of little consequence except in times of

excitement.

T . -.;.: -Josephus ; references to other sources in

Sc .,',/' (or HJP), which is indispensable; Hausrath,
Hist, ofNT Times-, Derenbourg, Hist, de la Pal. ; Momrasen,
Rom. Provinces', Madden, Coins of Jews

;
the Archceol. of

Keil, Riehm, Benzing-er, Nowack ;
ITa-l inns' Dn, the EBi,

PRE, and the JE ; O. Holtzmann, _N T Xatf/, v:/'//'-// /<>
; Moss,

Scene of our Lord's Lije [a useful elementary handbook].
R. W. Moss.

POOR. See POVERTY and POVERTY OF SPIRIT.

POPULARITY. The word does not occur in the

NT, but the thing itself is not infrequently treated

of. There is a true and there is a false popularity.
The latter belongs to him who makes the praise of

men his object, and seeks it by ostentatious piety
and hypocritical charity (Mt 6a - 5 - 1S

) ; the former is

the accompaniment of that behaviour whose rul-

ing aim is to do the will of God regardless of all

worldly ends (Mt 6s - 4 - 7 - 8 - 17 - 18 - 2U - 21
). True popu-

larity is that love and admiration which unseliish

devotion to the welfare of others, springing from
the whole-hearted love of God, cannot fail to

arouse in the breasts of all who have eyes to see

and hearts to understand the good and pure.
'

They shall see your good works and glorify your
Father which is in heaven 3

(Mt 5 1(5
; cf. Jn 158

).

The hypocrites who sound a trumpet before them
when they do their aim?, who pray at the corners

of the streets for all to see, who disfigure their

faces that they may appear to men to fast, are

examples of those who seek and obtain the reward
of false popularity. Fasti t'^ ;i:i-l IH;\M- that
flow from a desire to hold < iHi'ii-r'-i'n v n > God,
charity that is the outcome of gratitude to the

Heavenly Father for His wondrous mercy, are ever
done in secret, so that there can be no suspicion
of any unworthy motive ; but the effect of these

things is revealed in the man's whole life and
character ; it must win for him the praise and love

of all good men, and for God the glory.
All this is in perfect harmony with the inward-

ness of Christ's life and teaching. His aim was to

change the world from within outward not to

attach good fruit to a worthless tree, but to make
the tree good, and to await the fruit which in due
time it was bound to bear. In the same sense true

popularity is inward ; false, outward. The latter

springs immediately from outside acts which may
not be probably are not the revelation of the true
man : the former is the effect produced upon the
world by the outspeaking of the whole man as he
is in himself in his relation to God. At the very
opening of His career Jesus rejected the outward,
the false, popularity as a means

" ' *

the
truth He came to teach. He A o be
the suggestion of the Evil One that He should
obtain the dominion of the kingdoms of the world

by the external method, by the force of His

authority, by the admiration which He could so

easily have produced. Even to employ His mirac-
ulous power to gain the ear of His own country-
men He put from Him as a temptation (Mt 41 " 1

'

1|

Lk 4 1
'13

) ; and when, aroused to enthusiasm by
their miraculous feeding, the multitude would fain
have taken Him by force to make Him their king,
He fled from them (Jn 615

). He would have nought
to do with any enthusiasm, however sincere, that
was based upon a false conception of the nature of
His Messiahship, that sprang from admiration of
His power and the hope of sharing its blessings,
and not from the clear perception of His holiness
and the longing to share it (Jn 2J3 ~-r>

). The kind of

impression which He wished to make was that
which expressed itself in such phrases as * Never
man so spake

'

(Jn 746) ;

'
TT- .

* ' "
> one hav-

ing authority, and not as .

t

M '^j'The
common people heard him gladly' (Mk 1237

), It
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was neither to nor by flesh and "blood that He
desired to reveal Himself and to win a place in the
hearts of men, but to the Divine germ within each

soul, and by the revelation of the Heavenly Father

(Mt 1617
). 'See following article.

And as with the Master so must it be with the
servants. As the world had hated Him, so would
it hate them. He had come to send not peace on
the earth, but a sword and fire (Mt 1034

|[Lk 1251
),

the sword which would part brother from brother
and father from son the lire which should try and
reveal the essential nature of each heart. This
hatred and persecution are therefore to be to the

cli&ciples a cause of rejoicing (Mt 511 - l
'2
), for these

will be the signs that they are in truth the fol-

lowers of Christ. *
If the world hate you, ye

know that it hated me before it hated you. If

ye were of the world, the world would love its

own : but because ye are not of the world, but I

have chosen you out of the world, therefore the
world hateth you' (Jn 15 18 - 19

). But the more the
world persecutes them, the more must they bear

testimony to the cause of Christ by their loving
fellowship one with another. '

By this/ He says,
* shall all men know that ye are my disciples, if ye
have love one to another

'

(Jn 1335 ) ; and again
'

(I

pray) that they also may be one in us : that the
world may believe that thou hast sent me' (Jr*

17"1
). Among the disciples there must be no sellish

.-i ri\ in^i For place or power. The truest popularity,
i lie i iiii-t greatness, is to belong to the humble
heart that ever preferreth other to itself, that

rejoiceth to minister and to serve, to give itself

freely to all even as Christ did (Mt 2028
||
Mk 1045).

LITERATURE. Comm. on the Gospels; works on NT Theol.

by Beyschlag- and by V.* *.. ^ ""
. jr.*.*? of Jesus Christ, ch.

iv. ; Pressens6, Jesus '
/ .

"

i\: _'., . '-.

W. J. S. MILLER.
POPULARITY (of Jesus). The general subject

of
popularity^,

as treated in the foregoing article,

i- -!.: iixin*:ly illustrated by the course of our Lord's

puiili<: mii!i.-m ;
and in the present article \ve

shall consider (1) the popularity of Jesus, (2) the

grounds on which it rested, (3) the value He at-

tached to it, and (4) the reasons of its decline.

1. The fact of His popularity. Although the

earthly life of Jesus began in a stable ^and ended
on a cross, there was a period in His ministry when
He was at once the most conspicuous and the most

popular por-uiiaiic in Palestine. From Jn. we
learn thai Hi- HIM definite, Mpponl !o the nation

was made in Jerusalem ;-2
: -'

/. Tlicio, however,
the dominant influences were hostile to His accept-
ance (vv.

18ff-
3--

12
). He soon felt that_ the^ nation

was not yet ripe for a direct Messianic ministry,
and so for a time He fell back in Judaea on a work
of preparation similar to that which the Baptist
was still carrying on (S

22 ^* 2
). But when John

was cast into prison, He knew that the time was
come to make His own distinctive appeal to Israel,

and having met with little favour in Jerusalem,
He now chose Galilee as the scene of His labours

(Mk I 14ff
-||). The; Synoplu- Gospels show that an

extraordinary pnpnl.iriiy \\;H the almost immedi-
ate result (Mk 1

'

f
. (Yo\u!> flocked to Him from,

every quarter (I
45 213 41 521 and passim), and fol-

lowed Him about wherever He went (3
7 633

). The

people were astonished at His teaching (I
22- 27

), but
also delighted with it (Lk 5L 15

,
cf. Mk 1237) ; they

saw His miracles with joy and amazement, and

glorified God in Him (Mk 212
1|).

The enthusiasm
and excitement ^oon spread far beyond the borders

of Galilee ; and from Jerusalem and Idum&a, from

beyond JoiVi;m. Jiinl t\rii fro:si the region of Tyre
and Sidori, muliii mio- <MIK' to see and hear the

great Prophet of Nazareth (3
s
). All along, it is

true, the scribes and Pharisees persistently opposed
Him (2

6ff- 16f- 24ff- 3'2ff-)> coming from Jerusalem for

this express purpose (3
2- 71

). But with the great
mass of His countrymen, during the earlier period
of His Galilean ministry, Jesus had a popularity
of, the most unqualined kind.

2. To what was this popularity due? (1) Much
must be ascribed to His personal qualities, and
among these (a} to Hi <. .."' "

-'.ess'ibU'dy and
entire naturalness. In ;!

: -
,' '-.'. to the people

there was nothing either of the supercilious con-

tempt of the scribes and Pharisees (Jn 74S* 49
) or of

the ascetic austerity of John the Baptist (Mt 34

II 18
). An;* <>m.' mi^ir approach Him at any time,

with the ceriiiiii;; ni being readily and kindly
received. It mattered not who came to Jesus,
rough fishers of the Galilean lake (Jn I 37ff

% Mk
lw ||), anxious parent- -eekinji* a blessing for their
children (Mk 52-ff> 7 J<V - 101JI

'-) 5 publicans whom
everyone else despised (Mt 910 103 llw,

Lk ID-*-),
sinful women from the city streets (Lk 7 37ff

-, Mt
21 31

), to all He presented Himself as a man and
a brother, (b) No personal gift conduces more to

iinpuliiriiy than the subtle, indefinable quality of

chami, and Jesus appears to have possessed this in

an exceptional measure. It may be that the x&pis
or '

grace,' of which St. Luke tells us in his account
of the sermon in the synagogue at Nazareth (4

3
-),

refers wholly to Christ's message, and not at all to

the manner of His speech. But the way in which
men and women and little children were drawn to

the Saviour, as if by a kind i

r
i :..,'n

J:
~-P. u stifles

to a winsomeness of nature I'M. ! i.- i . r gone
far to secure the favour of every unprejudiced
heart, (c) Still more the intense sympathy of Jesus
must have appealed to the people. A man may
make himself accessible for reasons of policy, and
e\i-n [MI* i|ii?ilil \ of charm sometimes proves to be
a Miiioi lk-iil n"iii <[' pleasing that is no guarantee
for ,'iny c \pemi i tin r of heart. But the Saviour's

profound sympathy for the sick, the sinful, the

sorrowful, could not fail to make an impression on
the popular mind. We can hardly realize, perhaps,
what it meant for Him to be besieged day after

day by a pressing crowd of men and women with
loathsome diseases and festering sores all de-

manding the touch of His hand as well as the pity
of His heart (Lk 440 ||). The nervous tension must
have been tremendous, the physical and spiritual

expenditure a constant drain upon His strength
(Mk 530 ,

Lk 619
). But the crowd, which not only

read in Hi- f.i'i- in..'. '!! M--!--' which was one of

His most .'!-,-: < !r:r::-t;.- M i,, i ic- (Mt 9s6 1414 1532,
Mk I 41

,
Lk 713

), but saw Him in the thick of His

daily deeds of grace, must have dimly perceived
.-oi :ic>tiling of that vicarious sacrifice which lay at

iho rout of the Redeemer's :>ympathy, as it lies at

the root of all true ^ympatliy, mul which led an
rvan-di-i to bethink himself of the prophet's
words,

' Himself took our infirmities, and bare our
diseases' (Mt 8", cf. Is 534).

(2) But the popularity of Jesus was due not

only to His perMH^l qu.'iVnic-, but to His methods
as a Teacher and the gospel that He broitght.

(a)
Much lay in His methods in the simplicity and

directness, the homeliness and |-

;
< \.\\ -.p- 'i---*- of

His language, and its entire freedom iroiu all the

.... literature, -

it must have been to hear those wonderful stories

as they first fell from His own lip>. (I) But these

things were only the outer swathings of His mes-

sagethe husk, not the kernel. The form of His

tcM(hing might appeal to the imagination, hut it

wa- 1 1 so substance the .joyful Galilnwm gospel of

the Kingdom of God that warmed and thrilled

the listening multitudes. Christ's words were
'words of grace' words about the Heavenly
Father's love and the blessings that lay within the
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reach of every one who was willing to be God's
child ; words of forgiveness for the sinful, and

liberty for the captive, of comfort for the mourner,
and rest for the weary

'*
. .* 'The

gospel of the kingdom in cnac ouris i s message
was all summed 'up (Mk I 14 ). And if the fore-

runner shook the nation to its centre when he

cried,
' The kingdom of heaven is at hand !

'

(Mt 32
),

what must have been the effect of Christ's pro-
clamation that the- !\i" M'-- i of God was already
come (Mt 53" 11 1228 i ,:i

'

>
k was the acceptable

year of the Lord (Lk 419- 21
).

(3) But it is in the 'miracles of Jesus above all

that we find the explanation of His popularity.
His miracles of healing were evidently wrought
upon a very wide scale much wider than the
enumeration of individual cases gives any idea of

(cf. Mk I34 310 655- 56
). And though there were un-

grateful recipients of His mercy (Lk 17 17t ls
), we

know that at other times both those whom He had
cured and their friends and relatives were filled

with a passion of gratitude and devotion to His
Person (vv.

15- 16
,
Mk 520 1052,

Jn II2 123 ). But these

gracious miracles stretched in their effects far

beyond the wide circle of the actual benenci-
aries. T-i-.-y iT-i-riir! -.ivi ,' expectations in the

popular nr-Vi .-\i ;; <!!- that were immensely
heightened by yet more .: 1

""
miracles, in

which Christ's 'compassio
1

'

-multitude
'

led

Him to make them in their thousands the direct

partakers of His bounty (Mk 634ff-

1|, 8lff-
1|,
Jn 65ff

).

These great miracles were taken to be 'signs'-
signs of wonderful events that might be about to

happen in Israel. Jesus, it began to be surmised,
was not merely a great prophet as His teaching
showed, but much more than a prophet; not

merely a marvellous healer of the sick, but the

expected Deliverer of Israel. Unfortunately,
however, in spite of all His teaching as

to_
the

nature of the Kingdom of God, the popular ideas
on the subject were still utterly astray. And so

His popularity, just when it seemed to be soaring
to its highest, was made to rest upon the least

worthy foundations. This brings us to the sharp
(IKMlnii line (see preceding art.) between a popu-
lariiy r hat is true and a popularity that is false, a

popiiLmly that Jesus could desire and welcome
and one that He inevitably loathed and repelled.
Jn.'s narrative shows that it was Christ's fame as

a miracle-worker, and most of all His feeding of

the Five Thousand in the wilderness, that raised
His popularity to its point of culmination (Jn
614* 15

).
But it was just then that Jesus rejected

most emphatically a Kind -;f |iji::l<ir:!\ He did not
want. And it was also inn:: 'iii.-ii H.IV that the
tide of popular favour which had swelfed so high
began to ebb.

3. What value did Jesus attach to His popu-
larity ?

* He did not care/ it has been said,
* for

the thin^ called popularity, but He loved human
beings' (Bruce, (fahlean Gospel, p. 10). And it is

quite true that there was a kind of popularity that
Jesus not only did not care for, but ninny- dc-pi-oil
and shunned. And yet, just because He loved
human beings so much, He desired ti popularity of

the right sort. Was it not in search of it Umil-lo
came into Galilee projiching the gospel of the

K:i;.--lnii. jsfi.M- He had 1oou coldly received by
; !;(. <*< l<".'j'-;

:
i j;| authorities in the capital? To

be popular is just to be beloved of the people, and
'1 o lii.Lli'--l kind of popularity is when a man is

H-|M\< I
<,

:

i>j the people on grounds which God and
his own conscience can approve. It is impossible
for one who loves, hot to wish to have his love
returned ; and Jesus, loving men and women as no
other human being ever did. .i-*"iil

":"!;.
-desired

them to love Him, and trust I lit '.;. !'!!' Him.
This is the meaning of His invitations to them to

come to Him, and of His words of sorrow and

reproach when they refused. His soul, ,i c<-onlin^l > .

must have filled with gladness and ilumkmliK
when He saw the multitude pressing upon Him to

hear His word, and listening to it with evident

joy, or when He received the assurance of heart-

felt gratitude from those whom He had healed or

enlightened or lifted from the depths of self-

despair. But, on the other hand, when men came
after Him in search of signs and wonders (Mt 12ys

161
!!, Jn 443

) something to confirm them in their

false ideals of the Kingdom of God, if not merely
to gratify their gaping curiosity ;

worse still, when
the multitude began to follow Him in the hope of

being furnished gratis with the bread that they
might have honestly earned (Jn 626

), and to look to

Him to set up by the use of His miraculous powers
a kingdom oi meat and drink and political privi-

lege, He knew that now, under the guise of a

dazzling j-n. -,l,ir:' \. the same temptation was re-

turning whicli He'had faced and conquered in the

wilderness at the very outset of His ministry
(Mt 41 " 11

) the temptation to love the praise of men
more than the praise of God, and to attempt to

set
*

up the Kingdom of heaven upon earth by
methods that were not Divine, but worldly and
Satanic.

4. The decline of His popularity. The miracle
of the Feeding of the Five Thousand was a great

turning-point in the life of Jesus. It marked, we
have said, the culmination of His poimbriiy, but
also the

"" " " c
its decline. And the reason

for this just that the popularity it

brought was of a kind that Jesus could not accept.
The people wished to take Him by force and make
Him king (Jn 615

), while He wished to win in their

hearts a spiritua
1
T\i ::! i for His Father. They

would have set Him on a worldly throne, and He
knew that His Kingdom was not of this world (Jn
IS36 ). The two ideals were utterly incompatible.
Henceforth, He who had sought the people and
welcomed ~i

"
:

". began to avoid them (Jn
615

, Mk 724 x : '

,, and, when they still came
after Him, spoke not only of the gladness of the

Kingdom, but of the i
'

"

, pathway of the
Cross (Jn 626

- 5
, Mk *

'

I -,. The result was
soon apparent. Nothing more <;i:

;-Uy co-.ls the
enthusiasm of the multitude thai: < ii |k i

1

-
1

"

1

,!-!!! of its

object to be popular on the popular terms. After
this many even of Christ's disciples went back and
walked no more with Him (Jn 666

). And though
Peter answered nobly for the Twelve to that

pathetic question,
* Will ye also go away ?

'

(vv.
fi7- U9

),

the Lord Knew that one of the very Apostles whom
He had chosen had admitted into his heart a devil

of dissatisfaction with his Master (vv.
70t71

). Soon,
with the vision of the Cross before Him, He ' sted-

fastly set his face to go to Jerusalem 5

(Lk 951 ).

The disciples, as they followed, were afraid (Mk
10s2

), and so He prepared them for what was coming,
by those great

* Lessons on the Cross
' which mark

;V -(ji-.'i^ ? TTi- in-o:ro- lowards the great act of
wiwri !:'". M!. 1G--

1-"
. -20

17-'-
. 266-13- 20-20

|| ; cf. Bruce,
Training of the Twelve}. Day by day the shadows

lengthened across the Saviour's path. And though
at His last Passover the raising of Lazarus (Jn
129 "11

) led to a transitory outburst of fresh en-
thusiasm among the Galila^ans who had come up to
the Feast (cf. Mt 21n with v.10), the time of His
national popularity was really over from the day
of the rjijiornjuim discourse (Jn 624ff

-)> and what
lay beforo Him ilioroaficr -

i
1

posi-
tion that could end only in -

;
. and

the death on Calvary.

LITERATURE. Sanday's art.
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POPULATION. Ancient statistics are pro-
verbially unreliable, and in no department are
they less trustworthy than in the reckoning of

population. Except for military or fiscal pur-
poses, the inhabitants of a Koman province were
not liable to be counted, while, even in such cases,
the estimate, when preserved, is at best approxi-
mate. The sole information, of any precise and
fairly contemporary character, as to the population
of Galilee in the days of Jesus, is to be round in
Jos. BJ, in. iii. The historian there observes that
the Galilseans have always been numerous. The
fertility of the soil induced the inhabitants to
cultivate it, and trading was carried on assidu-

ously. 'Moreover, the cities lie very thick, and
the numerous villages are everywhere so populous,
owing to the richness of the soil, that the smallest
of them contains over 15,000 inhabitants.' This is

probably an exaggeration, due to the historian's
desire of glorifying the country ; but even when
one discounts his statements fairly, a residuum of
fact remains, corroborated bythe occasional allusions
of the Gospels to the thirkly populjiled districts in
which Jesus lived and pi rao'licu. Lr" Jo-ephns could
muster 100,000 warriors from the province, some
thirty years after the ministry of Jesus, and if the

1

like Scythopolis, included over 30,000
: -

-, it is probable that the population of
Galilee, during the first quarter of the first century,
must have exceeded one million, if not two millions,
since it included over 200 towns and villages within
an area of about 100 square miles. Certainly, the
Galilee into which Jesus brought His gospel (Mk
I
14

), with its cities like Capernaum (Mk I21 ), its

country-towns (v.
38

), and country-districts, was no"
] T\ :

* *

tract. Crowds repeatedly gather
.- .. 1 1 s

k
! 213 3Tf* 41

etc.). His presence is the
signal for multitudes to assemble, and although
these were naturally drawn from the cities (ef.
Mk 633f

-), the same holds true of the rural districts

(cf. 653f<
). A motto for the Galilsean ministry might

well be found in the words,
* In those days again

there was a great crowd '

(Mk 8 1
), whether Jesus

was in the populous cities by the Lake or touring
through the inland synagogues.

' Save in the re-

corded hours of our Lord's praying, the history of
Galilee has no intervals of silence and loneliness ;

the noise of a close and busy life is always audible ;

and to every crisis in
"

-

""

, i -

n "

i .t . >sephus we
see crowds immediat-

f

\ i
v

. "'. ."/ /
, p. 421).

Eastward, it was otherwise. Gaulanitis, on the

opposite side of the Lake, was more bare and wild,
and to this quarter Jesus resorted at least once
(Mk 4S5f>

) for some privacy, when pressed by the
crowds of Capernaum and the neighbourhood. The
popxilation here was thinner. Villages were more
widely scattered, and, apart from the southern
federation of cities known a< ilic PoojijiolN, there
was a comparative lack of important icnvns. On
the later spread of Christianity in Persea, see
Harnack's Mission und J/^v////)/7 /7/w Christen-

tums, pp. 414 f. [Eng. tr. ii. 252 f.j. How far the
Christian churches in that district were recruited
from a mission of Jesus it is difficult to say, since
it is uncertain how much St Luke has grouped from
other sources under his account of the Persean

iournry '9M ck

tc., cf. Mk 10 1
), and since the outbreak

i if t lie Jt k \\ Mi War drove many Christians from the
west to the east of the Jordan. In any case, Persea
was less thickly populated than Galilee, though
larger in extent. Joseph UP. (loc. cit.) describes it as
' for the mo^t part de.-ert and rough, and much less

adapted than Galilee for the growth of cultivated
fruits/ Samaria, on the opposite side of the Jordan,
numbered a larger population proportionately. But
if Jesus worked here, it was only en route from
Galilee to Judaea.
The crowds which Jesus found at Jerusalem were

naturally drawn from the country-districts, so that
they afford no reliable clue to the exact population
of the capital, although, if we may trust the calcu-
lations of JuM'pim- ,'></ VI. ix.), it must have been
capable of inciudn 1

^. at the Passover season, more
than three millions of people. Over two and a
half million orthodox worshippers were reckoned
at one census under Nero.

T.i .? vi s ui .
x.

-

:
,. ,

. HJP, n. i. 2f.
; Selah Merrill, Galilee

in H, T ._ ',./-' '. Besant, The City and the Land,
p. Ll.i:. : k<_

:

!;-, J>f i-
..j Nazara, Eng

1

. tr. vol. ii. p. 6f.

J. MOFFATT.
PORTER (Qvpwpfc, Mk 1334

, Jn 103 1816L [in last

passage, 'she that kept the door 5

]). The English
word 'porter' is ambiguous, meaning 'burden-
bearer' as well as *

door-keeper.' 'Janitor' or
'

gate-keeper
5 would be a bet,'

" '

;
'Por-

ters' were employed to gua- -,

.;
. .,-d to

keep watch at the entrance o: i

'
'

i .

"

and
of private houses. It would

.-;
s- ." 816f

-,

where a ' damsel '

acts as door-keeper of the high
priest's palace, that in some instances women were
thus employed (cf. Ac 1213f

*) ; see, further, Hastings'
DB, artt. *

Gate,' Porter,'
' Priests and Levites '

(iv. 93a).
The identity of the porter of the sheepfold (Jn 103

)

has been much discussed. Obviously, he is the
guardian of the fold, whose office is to open the
door to any shepherd (Jn 102

[Greek and KVm])
\vhose sheep are in the fold. See art. SHEEP. Thus
the porter may be (1) God: so Calvin (Com. on
John, in loc.), Bengel (Gnomon, in loc.), and Heng-
stenberg (Com. on Johns in loc.) ; (2) Christ : so

Cyril and Aii^'-.-fii < -'quoted by TTrr:j-!^ % ij \
who remark ilu'i ( iir^ is His own

]_.'
:*-i ; s .'>,.

* '
:

Holy Spirit : so Stier, Lange, Alford, and others.
Others apply the figure to John the Baptist (so

Godet) or to Moses. The most natural interpreta-
tion is that given by Westcott (Gospel of John, in
loc.): 'The interpretation will vary according to
the special >ense attached to the "sheep" and the
"
shepherd." The figure is not to be explained

exclusively of the Holy Spirit, or of the Father, or
of Moses, or of John the Baptist, but of the Spirit
JH ,iij il-inii^!i TTi-,n ]]" :HIH i

v ii-u r- i" each case.'
!'' |;;n,"lic!- ;* :!:< -\IIMMM :

-I I I-T ih< i>assage, cf.

Vc LI-7
hi-, ._> (-,,._>

-

a
( ,,: ^ I;< . v :{

:

JAMES MURSELL,.
PORTION Cu<fpos). The different shades of mean-

ing which in the Gospels are assigned to the word
/jL^pos have their counterpart in OT usage ; it will,

therefore, be well to glance brief! \ s\\ those words
which express 'portion,' in it* varying meanings,
in the Hebrew.

?"r\l is the ordinary and frequently used word for *lots,".e.
little stones, or the like, cast into a vessel, or the folds of a
garment, for answering- questions, deciding issues-, etc. ; it is

used once in a different, tense, chat of '

retribution/ in Is 1714.

7 means, as a rule,
*

portion
' in the sense of a constituent

part of a whole; nj^n is used in the same way, but with

special reference to land. ruD and n;a are generally used of

portions of sacrifice. These
T

meanings" are, however, not in-

variably adhered to, cf. e.g. Ps 16^ ipcin n$N 'pin. p^n n:p nin*

1*13
' The Lord is the portion of my lot and my cup : thou

maintainest my lot.'

In the Gospels juepos
*

is used: (1) just like pj>0,
for a constituent part of a whole, e.g.

e Give me
the portion of thy substance that falleth to me '

(Lk 1512); it is used in the same sense in Lk
2442

,
Jn 1923 . In this use of the word, /tfyos can

refer to things material, as in the last two refer-

ences, as well as to something abstract, e.g Lk
II85 'If therefore thy whole body be Ml of light,

having no part (pepos) dark . . .* (2) It is used
much in the same sense, but with a somewhat
extended application, of districts of land ; when *

* The BV translates, according to the context, by 'portion/
1

piece/
'

part/
'
side.'
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this is the case, the plural form is invariably em-
ployed, viz. the '

parts' or districts (TO, fj-ep-r]} belong-
ing to Galilee (Mt 2s4

), of Tyre and Sidon (Mt
15- 1

), of Csesarea (Mt 1613
), of Dalmanutha (Mk

8 10
). In this sense the word would correspond to

the Hebrew np*pn. Once more, the word occurs in
a technical sense of the right-hand side of a ship
(TO, de&CL /j.pr} rod TrXoiou, Jn 21 B

). (3) fceposr is

used in the sense of. fate, destiny, or lot; as such
it occurs only twice in the Gospels : Mt 2451 ' He
shall appoint his portion with ill*.- hypocrites,

5 and
Lk 12 4S ' He shall appoint his poilion \\iili the un-
faithful.'

* The nearest approach to this in OT
usage would be in Is 17 14

,
where ^"pn has a special

and restricted meaning. There is a slight variation
in the force of the word as used in Jn 138 ' If I wash
thee not, thou hast no part (M^pos) with me'; for,
while in the two former passages the reference is

to a final doom, in this the meaning is rather,
'

If

I wash thee not, thou canst have nothing to do
with me.'
In one single instance '

portion
'

or '

part
'

occurs
in the unique sense of one of the ways in which
God is served ; but here the word is /jLepLs, not //.epos-

(Lk 1042 'Mary hath chosen the good part' ; the
context seems to demand the sense of i the best

part'). W. 0. E. OESTERLEY.

PORTRAITS (of Christ). See CHRIST IN ART,
vol. i p. 314 f.

POSSESSION. See DEMON, DEMONIACS.

POT. There are two words rendered *

pot
'

in

the Gospels, &<mis and tiSpia. The first is a cor-

ruption of the Lat. sextarius, and stands for a
wooden vessel holding about a pint and a half,
used at table for holding water and wine. This it

is that is mentioned by Mk. (7
4* 8

) when he is re-

lating how * the Pharisees and all the Jews
"

kept
' the tradition of the elders.

3 ' When they come
from the market,

3 he says,
*

except they dip them-
selves

3

(/3a,7rTi<ra;j>rat, v.l. papr&rwjmu)
{

they do not
eat' ; and, among the 'many o V r MM

:>;.:
which

they have received to hold/ lie -JM ill---

'

he dip-
pings (/SaTrrto-yU.otfs) of cups and pots

'

(geoTtav), etc.

This he mentions to explain why the Pharisees
and scribes came to ask Jesus,

* Why walk thy
disciples not according to the tradition of the
elders, but eat bread with unwashen hands ?

' thus
giving Jesus occasion to apply to them the pro-
phecy of Isaiah,

c This people honoureth me with
their lips, but their heart is far from me,

5 and other-
wise <:.\|)o>mLr ;md rebuking the" 1 : '

\
:

\ .*

When Jn. (4") tells us of the -*; ,' -s

'

- .- .

in the excitement of her new-found joy,
'

leaving
her water-pot/ he uses the words rty tiSpiav, point-
ing doubtless to just such a portable earthen
water-pot as women in Palestine are everywhere
to-day seen carrying on their heads. But in 26

,

where he gives an account of the miracle at the
marriage feast in Cana of Galilee, he tells of ' six

water-pots of stone
'

(\i0wai, tidplcu,), which were
clearly

'

pots
'

of a very different kind too large
to use at table, or to be ':, !< in ;he ordinary
way. Their size maybe IMI n .; n.-m the next
clause,

*
vu!i',u"i'!i; two or i .' I'-M'i-a piece'

about nil!-'- i ''_!;-: gallons. They were probably
just such huge stone pitchers as are slio \vn to
tourists to-day at Kefr Kenna, and as may be
found elsewhere in Palestine. Scarcity of drink-
ing water in Palestine made it necessary to keep a
supply on hand in large vessels that would serve
as coolers, especially in hot weather. Then a
copious supply would be needed according to
Jewish custom (* after the manner of the purifying

*
Ti i* "ir.criM'np: i-i inis ( onn* v^r 10 n cnll the fact that pipes

is connected r;ul.i;alh \\v\\ M.,:, I'nc jroiUlcss of Fate.

of the Jews '), for use in the washing of hands and
vessels before and after meals (Mt 152

,
Mk 73

).

GEO. B. EAGER.
POTTER. 6 The Potter's Field

' was the name
of the property in the purchase of which the chief

priests spent the thirty pieces of silver returned

by Judas, and which they proposed to use as a

burial-place for strangers (Mt 277
). Mt 278 states

that this spot came in consequence to be known
as * the field of blood

'

that is, the field bought
with the price of blood ; but a different reason for

that name is given in Ac I 18 - 19
, where Judas him-

self purchases the field, and commits suicide in it.

The t
field of blood,' or AKELDAMA (sn Spn), is

generally identified with a spot in which there are
numerous tombs, and where also clay is found,
lying to the south of Jerusalem, in the valley of

Hinnom, not far from the point where it joins' the

valley of the Kidron (Baedeker, p. 103). St.

Matthew believes that this incident of the pur-
chase of the Held happened in fulfilment of Zee
II 12 - 1S

, which he reads as a prediction, and ascribes
to Jeremiah. This may be a mere slip due to the
mention in the Book of Jeremiah of the potter's
house (18-) and the Potsherd Gate (19

2
), just as in

Jer 27 1 JekoiaJdm is a slip for Zedcldah. Or, as
Mede (d. 1638) supposed, Jeremiah may actually
have been the author of these chapters. It is

agreed that they are not byZechariah Although,
however, there is no doubt that St. Matthew has
this passage in his mind, his citation of it is quite
free, and diverges largely from the Hebrew, and
even more from the Greek, in which v. 13 becomes
an injunction to throw the silver into -, 1 MM "! ! .

pit (xuvevrypiov, thus reading some ,:., .<

ps; or of *p?) in order to prove whether it were
genuine. Neither does the T.M^UMI come any
nearer to the text of Matthew. Tl,<- Mi. of Zecli.

instead of 'potter
3

(nsv) reads 'treasury' (njfi),
which is generally accepted as correct.

LITERATURE. Hastings' DB, artt.
'

Potter,'
' Akeldama '

;

Edersheim, LT ii. 575 f. The difficulties of Mt 27? are dis-

cussed with especial fulness in the Cotmn. of Meyer and Morison.

T. H. WKIR.
POUND (pS). The value of the denarius (AN

c

penny') bein<i about 9|d., the mina (AY *

pound '),

which was 1UU ot these, was .-= 4 in our money.
It was the 60th part of a talent. The only Gospel
reference in this sense is in the parable of the
Pounds (Lk 1911 '27

).

' Pound' as a weight (Xtrpa =
12 oz. avoird.) is alluded to in Jn P23 and 1039

(see
artt. MONEY and WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
Modern commentators of repute (including

Calvin) treat the story of the Pounds (Lk 1911 -27
)

as a variant of the parable of the Talents (Mt
2514-30)

. an prevailing theories on the origin of
the Gospels as we have them tend to the con-
firmation of this view. In ML lh<; pjirnblo n\>pears
as part of the prophetic <ii-ruiii-r (iHht'inl at

Jerusalem, when days of disaster were impend-
ing, and our Lord's absence from this mortal
scene became naturally an impressive theme (see
art. TALENTS). Here in Lk., while activity
during that absence is enjoined as a duty, colour
is added to the story from local reminiscence.
Jericho (v.

1
) owed its magnificent palace to the son

of Herod tlie Great, Archelaus, facts from whose
history seem clearly drawn upon in the narrative.
The Herodian princes, on coming; to office (v.

12
),

went to Rome to receive imperial investiture (Jos.
Ant. xiv. xiv. and xvn. xi. 4), and this same
Archelaus was in such bad odour that an embassy
of protest followed him (xv. xi. 1, etc.). Compare
with this the action of the citizens,

* "We will not
have this man to reign over us' (v,

14
). As if to

accentuate the variation between Mt. and Lk., we
have a further modification of the figures in the

Gospel according to the Hebrews (c. 200 A.D.), where
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one servant wastes the goods of his lord among
1

harlots and flute-players, another multiplies the

pound, while a third conceals it ; in the end, one
i- iu ki 10 \\h id

t
!_: <..<!. another reproved, and the third

com in ii led to prison. That Jesus uttered the

parable is not to be doubted, but there seems some
uncertainty in the details. The harshness of v. 27

,

however, as coming from His lips, can be escaped,
on the theory that these words were used with
reference to Archelaus, who had proved himself

amply capable of cruelty.
The entire sovereignty of the Christ being not

yet manifested, the broad lesson stands forth, and
is unexhausted in our age, that the true note of
faithfulness is active zeal in His cause (v.

13
).

Means diligently improved yield rich results (v.
17

and v. 19
) ; and although these may vary among

individual men, rewards are in all cases mani-
fold (v.

17 and v. J9
). The highly informing contrast

comes when we turn to the Pharisaic class,

specially abhorrent to Jesus, who not only do no
; :': i

""

. i% but even glory complacently in
i--j:; '^.-

!! ]:! y (v.
20

). The ultimate reason of
their remissness is the wrong idea of God (v.

21
),

whom they figure as a taskmaster who exacts,
instead of a kindly father who bestows. Hence
the note of the c

austere,
3 which passes by reflexion

into their own sorry travesty of the eternal life.

Daily deeds of love are the familiar exchange
(v.-

3
), a mart which such -i :.'. M-'- i

1

oroughly
neglect, since none are har-.. v, ;;'i I'v 1 '

1

fellows.
But innate law must prevail (v.

26
), and indifference

never ends in itself the callous soon betray
diminished receptivity. Steel rusts when never
out of the sheath, and the saddest cases in religion
are seen in those who start fair, but achieve

nothing. The figure of reaping where one has not
sown (v.

21
), charged falsely against the master,

tells truly on the critics themselves. The seed of
truth lay to their hand, but it could not grow and
reproduce till it wn- plant oil in the soil. Cherished

mechanically, in nheir fashion, it was bound to
shrivel into a withered husk, from which the germ
of life had expired. Hence the verdict of the
Master, that in spite of all appearances to the

contrary, only the semblance of spiritual power
remained { even that he hath shall be taken

away from him' ,(v.
26

). Conversely, the more
actively men employ the graces of the Christian

life, the more susceptible their souls become to

higher things. Tt is in order to emphasize this

fact and for no other purpose that the gainers
of the ten pounds and the five pounds respectively
are specified and put side by side in the story.
The forfeited 100 drachms are awarded to the

former, not to the latter, for e unto every one
that hath shall be given

5

(v.
2tf

). Life for us all

means stewardship, an-' -\ '*_* ., and more
reveals a delicate and ; ;:

'

.

'

-i * of rewards
and punishments, under sanction of the One
Supreme Being, who is revealed in teaching such
as this, and who offers all men the saving presence
of His Spirit.

LITERATURE. Trench and Bruce in their works on the

Parables, in loc. ; Lynch, Serm.formy Curates, lOSff.

GEORGE MURRAY.
POVERTY. That the life of Christ was one of

poverty is an impression very generally derived
from the familiar words of Ts 53, and also from
Ph 27

('took upon himself the form of a slave')
find 2 Co 89 (' he became poor, that ye through
his poverty might become rich '). But the general
picture of the surrounding-? of Christ which we
lind in the Gospels is one of healthy active life.

Throughout NT times, until the final agony, the
resources of Palestine were well used, and the

population was able to bear considerable taxation
v itli comparative ease ; and though Judfea was

liable to scarcity (cf. St. Paul's care for the Jewish
Christians, 1 Co 16 1

, Ac 2417
), Galilee was a hive of

industry (see Swete, Gospel of t Mark, p. Ixxxii ;

and Buhl, art.
eNew Testament Times 5

;' 17:V \L
'

DB, Extra Vol. p. 45, with authority- -i ;-i 'it

end). In accordance with this distinction, the con-
tact of Jesus with the poor as described in the
Gospels is almost confined to Judyea and Jerusalem
(Mt 19 16

, Mk 1021 the rich young ruler; Mk 1242
,

Lk 21 1 the poor widow ; Mt 26, Mk 145 c this oint-
ment might have been sold for much and given to
the poor

'

; Mt 2030
, Mk 104l

>, Lk 1835 the blind

beggars outside Jericho ; cf. Mt 2535
).

1. The place of poverty in Christ's own life.

(a) The home in Nazareth. That Christ's parents
were not wealthy we gather from St. Luke's
narrative of the Infancy (2

24
), where the offer-

ing of the poor is brought at the Presentation ;

that * there \vas no room for them in the inn '

(2
7
)

does not in itself show that they were badly; oft".

ISTor does the fact that Nazareth was an inconsider-
able town [the question in Jn I46

, if implying
a bad reputation, is not quite borne out by the
facts ; see "Westcott, St. John, ad loc."] condemn
all its inhabitants to poverty (see Edersheim,
Life and Times of the Messiah, i. 183). Since we
are entirely without direct information on either

side, we can only conjecture that the form of the
io\ni--poopV- question as given in St. Mark ('Is
TI 01 ihi- the carpenter?' 6s ; cf. Mt 1355 ), and
the movements of His family (Jn 212

, where His
mother and His brethren are staying at Caper-
naum ; 22, where His mother and His disciples
are guests at Cana) imply a certain position of

m<1>-|-'-M-'< r:< (cf. Jn I38
c Where dwellest thou? ').

The story in Eusebius (HE iii. 19, 20) of the

grandsons of Judas c the Lord's brother' being
summoned before Domitian, and removing his

suspicion of them by the appearance of their

horny labourers' hands, can hardly throw light
on the circumstances of Christ's own home.

(b) The active Ministry. Christ and His disciples
certainly did not subsist on charity ; true, the Son
of Man had not where to lay his head (Mt 820

,

Lk 1058) j but this showrs only that Christ was con-
tent not to have a home of His own, not that He
could not have had one. The little party had a
common *

bag
'

or purse (Jn 126), from which they
purchased necessaries (Jn 48 ; cf. Mt 165, Mk 814

)

and gave to the poor (Jn 1329 ; cf. Mt 269
). The

disciples' question before the feeding of the five

thousand, as given in St. Mark (6
37 * Shall we buy

two hundred pennyworth of bread ?
'

cf. Lk 913
),

though, doubtless ironical, does not suggest actual

penury. It would seem that Jesus was in the
habit of paying the Temple tax (Mt 1724

). As
the firstborn, He would under ordinary circum-
stances have the larger share of whatever property
His father might leave. That He was not with-
out well-to-do friends, and used their hospitality,
is certain. Zebedee would seem to have been in
a good position (Mk 1

2(> ' with the hired servants
'

;

one of Ms sons is personally known to the high
priest, Jn 1815 ). Perhaps it was through his help
that Jesus was able to have a small boat con-

stantly in. attendance on Him when preaching
at the Lake of Galilee (tva 7rAo<,<p<w -rrpocrKaprep-g

atfr<, Mk S9
). The same thing may be gathered

of the household at Bethany (Lk 1038 ; and still

more Jn ll 3 - 49 and 12s ) j certain women, including
the wife of Herod's steward,

* minister
'

to Him
(Mk 1540, Lk 8s ). He is able to secure an ass on
which to enter into Jerusalem (Mt 213

, Mk lla
,

Lk 1931
), a lodging at night through the last week

(Mt 217
,
Mk if19

, Lk2137
), and the use of an upper

room for the Passover (Mt 2<5
ia

, Mk 1415 ) ; nor is

there anything to suggest that Christ's hunger
when He was passing the barren fig-tree was the
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result of inability to procure food (Mt 2118
,
Mk

II 1
-).

2. Teaching about poverty. The blessedness of

the poor is the subject of the first Beatitude (see
the "- V"

*

'Acle). In the same discourse occur
the A against taking anxious thought
(Mt 625 ) and laying up treasures (6

19
). Prayer for

temporal wants is to be for 'daily bread' ('bread
of the coming clay

'

or ' bread of sufficiency,'

apros TTLOUO-LO$ ; see LORD'S PEAYER) alone (Mt 611
,

Lk lla
). Christ bids the disciples of John ob-

serve that the poor have the gospel preached
unto them (Mt II 5

,
cf. Is61 K

-, Lk 4 1S
), and speci-

ally contrasts the widow with the rich donors
to "the Temple treasury (Mk 12, Lk 21s

). The
danger of wealth is ointed out

(Mt 19 23
,
Mk HP, Lk IS24 M ,

'

:. shall they
that have riches enter into the kingdom of

heaven J

; Mb 18s 'If thy hand or thy foot cause
thee to stumble, cut it off' ; Lk 1619 the parable
of Lazarus and Dives ; Lk 1216 the parable of the
Rich Fool, following on Christ's peremptory re-

fusal to divide the inheritance between the two
brothers). Cf. the command to the rich young
ruler,

' Sell all that thou hast,' Mt 1921
, Mk 1021

,

Lk 18223 in which there was evidently some per-
sonal appropriateness ; the demand was not uni-

versally mad< . V ~'
:
"-_

'

our accounts, the

Toi'i]-l<
k w<-> < !, M--I .\ - and sellers both

ju Uu' luv/uinipj: and the encl of the ministry (Jn
-2

,
ami \li -JI-, Mk II15

). That Christ had the
true Israelite contempt for money and commercial

prosperity is at least hinted in the story of the

Temptation (Mt 410
,
Lk 4s

), and shown quite

plainly in the parable of the Labourers in the

Vineyard : It is my will to give unto this last

even as unto thee/ Mt 2015
,

a principle which, as

Ruskin saw (Unto this Last], is a defiance of poli-
tical economy as ordinarily understood. Compare
the anti-commercial statutes in Dt 15lf

-, Ex 2310f
-,

Lv 251"15 as to the remission of debts and the re-

version f
* *

1
:

i . in the Sabbatical year and

year of ".' .

'

. faithful to the Law, it was
impossible for Israel to be anything but a com-

paratively poor nation (note, however, Dt 154
), as

would necessarily be the case with the Christian

community which obeyed the rules, 'Give to him
that asketh thee/ and 'Lend, never giving up
hope/ M$& &ire\irlfrvres (Lk 635

; cf. Mt 612
,
Lk

II4
). Peabocly (Jesus Christ and the Social Ques-

tion} points out the further opposition to current
Socialism implied in the parable of the Talents

(Mt 2529
,
Lk 1248 ; cf. Mt 1312

).

An : !

'"
i.

*
**

p 'Ms teaching on poverty,
or on ;

"i : is . .
- that must prevent the

(l.'m^crou- accumulation of wealth, is found in the

Gospel of the Hebrews (fragm. 11), where the rich

man who came to Christ in the attitude of the

young ruler is told that he could not have kejot
the Law, since people are dying of hunger at his

gates. What we do not find, however, in the

Gospels, is any eulogy of poverty for its own
sake ; it is enjoined simply as an almost in-

dispensable aid to serving God aright. And the
fact that Christ constantly mixes with what we
should call the middle classes and the well-to-do,
without rebuking them or bidding them give up
all, shows that poverty must be understood in a
relative sense, and not "as the equivalent of penury.
His life was one long protest against the attitude
of { virtus lauclatur et alget.

1 To take Mt 2611
,

< Ye
have the poor always with you/ to mean that the
existence of poverty must be acquiesced in, is to

forget all that was said about mercifulness and
liberality by Him who, when He saw the multi-

tudes, 'had compassion on them 5

(Mt 93 1414
).

Christ demanded the surrender not of money in

itself, hut of everything that could int erfere with

the interests of the Kingdom of heaven ; in this

sense the verb &<j>ivifu9

' to give up, leave
'

(Mt 1929
,

Mk 1028
,
Mt 420

, Mk I 18
; cf. Lk 9GO

), is character-

istic of the Gos>jiel.-, as characteristic as it is in its

other incaiihij; ol
b to forgive.

5 The ideal is not

poverty but service (Mt 2027
,

l Whosoever would
become first among you shall be your servant').
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POERTY OF SPIRIT. According to the
Matthcean version of the Sermon on the Mount,
our Lord pronounced the first Beatitude on the
4

poor in spirit
3

(TTTWXO* rf irvetifjutri). In the cor-

responding passage of Lk. (6-) the words r$ irvst-

JULCLTL are omitted ;
and there can be little doubt

that this simpler form of the Beatitude is the more

original. It may be gathered, indeed, from quota-
tions in the early Fathers (cf. Polycarp, ii. 3 ;

Clem. Horn. xv. 10 ; Polycr. 2) that the primitive

reading in Mt. also was ''Blessed are the poor,
3 and

that the <|iinlif\ i:i^ words were introduced later,

in order to isi'liiui i \\\\ sense more exactly. Though
formally an addition to the actual saying of Jesus,

they were felt to be necessary for the right trans-

lation of an Aramaic term which had come to bear
a peculiar shade of meaning.

1. Already in the later OT writings we find

poverty associated with a certain religious temper.
The 'poor' are also the contrite of heart (Is 662

) ;

they are the ' meek ones' who lend a willing ear to

the Divine message (Ps 37U ,
Is 61 1

). This estimate
of poverty is probably to be explained by historical

circumstances. The
" *'"

.1

* V "-egan
to operate in the pe~ . I \ had

chiefly affected the ' - -,,
"

poor
still clung to the ancient traditions. Poverty thus

acquired .

". which was reinforced

by the . ;

"

j in our Lord's own
time. As a result "of the externalizing process
which had long been at work in

religion,
the rich

were in a specially favoured position from the

point of view of legal ri-JilooiiMK'--. They alone
were at leisure to study the Law and to order their
lives according to its requirements. They were not

exposed, like tradesmen and artisans, to a constant
risk of Levitical defilement. They could afford to

give alms, and offer the stated sacrifices, and cast
much into the Temple treasury. The distinction
of wealth and poverty had, therefore, come to be a

religious as well as a social distinction ; and the
Pharisaic spirit of pride and self-sufficiency was
chiefly prevalent among the rich. In their con-
sciousness of strict obedience to the Law, they
could lay c"

'

.'" privileges, and look
down with .

"

ignorant
*

people of

the land' (J:. V ,. I. ; wi . Always be remenibered

that, when Jesus speaks of wealth or poverty, He
i- ilii: ilt if!/ not so much of a social status as of the

ivli^iuii- conditions involved in it. Much in His
teaching that has been supposed to bear on present-
day economic questions, belongs properly to quite a
different sphere.

2. It is thus apparent that the words r$ Tr^e^art,

although not literally uttered by Jesus, are neces-

sary to the right understanding of His thought.
He pronounce*- His blessing on the poor, in so
far ji

,

' " * "
.

'

oiper corresponds with
their :' Their poverty was
commonly assumed to entail certain drawbacks
which placed them at a hopeless disadvantage in
their relations to God. Jesus declares that, on the

contrary, it was their privilege. It served to foster
in them the disposition which could most readily
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understand the message of the Kingdom and re-

spond to it.
' Blessed are the poor who have

allowed their poverty to fulfil its work in them,
who are poor in spirit as well as in worldly cir-

cumstances.' The truth of the saying may be best
illustrated by the historical fact that our Lord's
earliest disciples were drawn, almost wholly, from
the poorer class. In this class alone He found
those who were capable of entering into sympathy
with Him and c-o oporl ing with Him in His work.

3. What, then, i- ili<j religious temper, the

poverty of spirit,' which was associated in our
Lord's mind with actual poverty? When we
examine the saying in the light of the general
context of the teaching of Jesus, we can discover
three main ideas which are implied in it. (1) In
the first place, poverty of spirit is the 'iwcjrfii:ity
for the Divine message. It corresponds, in this

sense, with the teachable, childlike spirit to which
the Kingdom is elsewhere promised (Mt 182ff

-).

The wealthier classes, in their scrupulous obedience
to the Law, had become enslaved to custom and
tradition. Before the new teaching could make
any appeal to them, they had '. -\-' >",".

J

- ,;v-

learn, freeing their minds entire!;.

'

>
t j. ,!'<

and conventional ideas which hacl encrusted them.
In the poor, the instinct for truth had never been
perverted by mistaken habit and education. They
could listen to Jesus with an open mind, and allow
His message to make its own impression. From
those who would enter into His Kingdom our Lord
demands this receptivity, which in His own time
He found, almost exclusively, among the poor,
the common people who heard Him gladly (Mk
1237). (2) The idea of humility is likewise implied.V '

,

.ind
"

_
are at all times

!' vie >alth ; and in our
Lord's day these vices bore a jrli.-jifm^ a^ well as a
social complexion. The rich man could boast, like
the Pharisee in the parable, that he was not as
other men, since he had fulfilled to the letter every
demand of the Law. His pride as a rich man
became, in the religious sphere, self riirlifoou-rH *-.

Our Lord perceived that to such a romper of in LIU!

no true desire for God or right relation towards
Him was possible. God could not bestow His gift
on those who had never, in a deep sense of personal
unworthiness, realized their need of it. The King-
dom of heaven was for the 'poor in spirit,

3

the

poor who are conscious of their poverty, and so

make their approach to God. (3) A third idea,
characteristic of the whole teaching of Jesus,
seems also to be involved in the words. Disciple-

ship is impossible without a renunciation of earthly
possessions. The natural result of wealth is to

hamper a man in his pursuit of the higher life,

since he cannot help reflecting, like the young
ruler, how much it is likely to cost him. The poor
have little to lose, and need have no hesitancy.

They can answer the call of Christ at any moment,
with an instant, unquestioning obedience. It is

not, however, an outward poverty that our Lord
demands, but a f

poverty of spirit,' an inward re-

nunciation. There may be no demand for a literal

abandonment of worldly po o^ion-. Imf Ihe true

disciple will hold them i'sKiifl'-rcsn. Mo v. ill not be
retarded in any Christian service by the fear of

losing them* Whatever be his outward condition,
he w3l have laid aside every weight, detached him-
self from all earthly considerations, and will act in

the poor man's spirit of instant readiness at the

Divine call.

The effect, therefore, of the added words in Mt.
is to attach a deeper, moral significance to the

original idea of poverty. Among the poor of His
own land and time our Lord discovered the truest

examples of the receptive, humble, unworldly
temper which He demanded in His followers. The

idea of social status was subordinate in His mind
to that of an inward spirit, which is not necessarily
confined to any particular class. By whatever
process the qualifying words were introduced
into the saying, they correctly interpret the real

thought of Jesus, and are necessary to guard it

from misconstruction.
4. The Beatitude as a whole is clearly reminiscent

of OT passages which comfort the 'poor in the
land' with the promise of Messianic blessedness
(cf. esp. Ps 37). As in the other Beatitudes, our
Lord arrests attention by stating His idea in a
bold paradoxical form. The poor, whom men de-

spised and pitied, were the truly rich ;
a wonder-

ful inheritance was reserved for them, and was
already 'theirs,' in the midst of their seeming
poverty. We may trace, likewise, an implied
answer to current Jewish theories of worldly mis-
fortune as evidence of God's displeasure. The
poor, so far from suffering a deserved punishment,
were to be regarded as * blessed.' Their hardships
wrere the promise and guarantee of their entrance
into the Km^'l^M.

5. Thi- JJoi'i \\\v\\\ is placed first in the versions
of both Mt. and Lk., and evidently with a de-
liberate intention. Poverty of spirit is the funda-
mental requirement in the Christian life. It

represents a condition of mind and heart without
which a man is wholly irresponsive to the Divine
influences. As Jesus began His ministry with a
call to repentance, so He pronounced His first

Beatitude on the 'poor in spirit.' He thus re-

I
,,'". i:"1- ;i different image, the great declara-

I- : . 1 '. \ . \,
' turn and become as little children,

ye snail not enter into the kingdom of heaven '

(Mt 183
).

'
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POWER. The term indicates the efficient force

by which personal commands and the claims of
law receive obedient attention and fulfilment.

In AV of Gospels
'

power
*

is used with about equal frequency
* r. :

-
:

'

.o words in the -,.:'_,-. .-^ *'-,'/ r
'" *

ifeiwat.
"I .

* v, "-.;. thus distinguis . .
;

'
r" -".".-.*:

'
SJv.

power, natural ability, general , :

:
i

1

<
i

1

,*,-. primarily
liberty of action, then authority either as delegated power or
as unrestrained, arbitrary power.' Cf. also Cremer, s.m In
RV, except in the three cases named below, 'authority' is

given as the rendering of l|ou<r/, usually in the text, sometimes
in the margin. Lk 22^3 r

*' '
i

'

vithout any marginal
alternative

;
Jn I12 gives : retains '

power/ but
has *

right
' in margin.

1. Power in the personal life of Christ. During
TTK oariliTy ministry, in the impression made both

upon Hi.- <li.-ci])l(?- and upon the hostile Pharisees,
as well as upon the mass of the people, there is

abundant testimony to the transcendent person-
ality of Christ. With this accords also the esti-

mate concerning Him in the Acts and the Epistles,
A vague attempt at assimilation likened Him to
one of the prophets (Mt 1614), and Herod saw in
Him the risen John the Baptist (Mk 616), but
otherwise His life and character were ever recog-
nized as unique and beyond comparison (see AWE).
In His works of healingj wrought on mind and

body, the evidence was open to all (Mk o13, Lk 943).
It was the same with His teaching (Mt T29). In

dealing with the most venerated religious precepts
and traditions, He acts with the ease and free-

dom of original authority, noting limitations and

supplying enlarged meanings and higher applica-
tions (Mt 583"48

). He rejects the otter of world

empire (Lk 46 - 8
), and warns those whom He sent

forward to tell of His approach not to rejoice even
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in the exercise of His delegated power (Lk 1020
).

The same qualities of range and originality are

recognized in Hi- -ym| aPix with the outcast and
Millbrmr (Lk 734 l:j ',

-!'i I ! ;, in His Vs...
'

";,.- of

the heart and its temptations (Lk 5-u 7*', Jn 418
),

and in His controversies with the Jewish leaders

(Mi 2215 '46
}. A still deeper insight into the unique-

ness of His character is afforded by what was in-

volved in following and serving Him (Lk 1425"35
,

Jn 141>J 15s ). His works were stated by Himself to
have been wrought in God (Jn 1410 )> who also had
sent Him (9

4 162b
) ; and His day had been foreseen

by Abraham (8
5S

) and Isaiah (61
1 - 2

), and by the

prophets generally (Lk 24a7
). His Kingdom Mil- to

be coextensive with the world and ii-< n.uion-iliiio-

(Mt 8 11 2613 2819
,
Jn 1016 1720 ). The gift of His life,

ottered freely and apart from external constraint,
was to be the bond of union among His disciples
(Mt 2626 -28

, Jn 1512 - 13
), and was to be the power

that would draw the world unto Him (Jn 314 1232 ).

The impression thus made upon His disciples be-

came in turn the testimony which they gave to

the world 4 The Word was made flesh and dwelt

among us (and we beheld his glory, the glory as
of the only-begotten of the Father) full of grace
and truth '

(Jn I14 ). See AUTHORITY OF CHRIST.
2. Power in the Kingdom of Christ. Christ

declared of His Kingdom that it Avas not of this

world (Jn 1836
), Those worldly kingdoms were of

the sword, established by and for physical dominion.
As every created thing must, by the inward neces-

sity of that condition, come to an end, so those
1."

"

uld perish by the sword (Mt 2652
).

i \ on the other hand, did not rise from
descended from above, having its

origin in the eternal thought of God, the Kingdom
of heaven. With the first grasp of this meaning,
its administration was spoken of as different from
the law of a carnal commandment, being

* the

power of an endless life
'

(He 716
).

Tn the prophetic intimation of its advent through
the mediation of the sorrows of Zion, the essen-
tial character and tendency of this Kingdom, the

requirements of its citizenship, the extent of its

dominion, the motive of its statesmanship, its

estimate of heroism, and its rewards of service,
were all so new and conflicting, that there seemed
to be two Messiahs, one who should reign and
deliver, and one who should serve and suffer (Is 53.

5916-19 611-3). Qniy tile accomplished fact was able
to reveal, and in new areas of its expansion is still

revealing, that for such a Kingdom the anointed
Head must needs have suffered in order to enter
into His glory (Lk 2426

). The new and wonderful
element that made its citizenship not of blood, nor
of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man (Jn
I 13

), consisted in this, that whereas ir 'N Vi . ^

of the world there had been an *-\- i :-...
scale of power, man living unto himselt, and
governments existing for the sake of the governing
c'la^e*, so there was in this Kingdom a correspond-
ingly descending scale of service in which all those
features were precisely reversed. Whereas pre-
viously in religion men were il'v ^njii-Ii' HIM-.

and sacrificed unto their deities, nn-i iii'oi-i;inL--i

them by gifts and promises of l<^o;iiTi. in il-i-

Kingdom God Himself was the chief sacrificer,

offering His only-begotten Son ; and the Almighty
sought to reconcile the weak unto Himself (Jn
310. 123v 1837). With this leading fact of the

Kingdom all the others followed in complete agree-
ment. He who would be accounted greatest must
qualify for that distinction by becoming the ser-

vant of all (Mt 2Q26 - 2S
). Women are declared to

excel in faith (Mt 1528), discernment (26
13

), and
courageous sacrifice (Mk 1241

-44
). Little children are

regarded with reverence, and the loving trust of a
ehilcl's heart gives direction to the wise, and ap-

points the duties of the great (Mt 183 - 4 1914
). The

constitution and aspirations of the Kingdom, as
embodied in the Sermon on the Mount, not only
surpass all similar requirements of ;jov< i-ninonr. bin
seem to invert all that the \\n\\C\ } i ,

g
1 1 i ; 1 u;n >

counted great and noble. The innermost instinct of

empire, the white ensign of this unique Kingdom, is

the joy of harmonious relationship to the will of

God. Government is by beatitudes. The crucifixion
of self for the sake of others is the <

" "

of its people. This pervades all -
,

society, for He who is on the throne emptied Him-
self, and what is done unto the least is regarded as
done unto Him (Mt 2540

). Instead of pride and
ambition, the lust of power and possession that
had created and controlled other dynasties, its

regalia and administration are entrusted to the

poor in spirit who claim no homage. The dispens-

ing of the beatitudes is given to those who have
become acquainted with grief and discouragement,
whose necks have felt the pressure of the harsh
forces and sharp limitations of life. Here also for

exalted office there is the i-.i!
J

; \i- _ --f the Divine

nature, but it is reserved
'

, i I:M: in heart.
So rich is the provision for i: - n V- i

,
that even

the cry of hunger becomes a feast, and to bear a
burden and cross with Christ is an immediate
Paradise. By its connexion with the One Name of

which the OT spoke it fulfilled the vision of the

prophets which Judaism had obscured, and, on the
other hand, included in due place and proportion
those gifts for physical need and circumstance that
had been the crown and consummation of Gentile
desire (Mt 633). These are both represented in the
familiar and venerated form of prayer which in its

first part lifts the language of our possession above
all gifts to God Himself, but makes it treason for

His Church to covet the Name, the Kingdom, and
the Will. In its second part it encourages the
claim of our continual frailty, ignorance, and de-

pendence.
Again, the same principle of looking and stoo]>

ing downwards and of uplifting what is beneath is

the main subject-matter of the parables of Christ.

The power that is seen exemplified in them is the
MIIM:<M j-;r;. of what is set forth in the Sermon on

i
! o Mi inn 1

. Under various aspects, in whole or in

part, they unfold the meaning of discipleship, the

power of the Kingdom, and the dangers that
attend its service. Here also, to be in the King-
dom is beatitude ; and when this privilege of

entrance has been pre\(
knted by any cause what-

ever, t1u k

roquet over ihe one wasted life and its

great opportunity is described as weeping and

gnashing of tooth' (Lk 1328).
Thus in His life and death, in TTi- (<

k
!icliin<_- and

labours, Christ conformed to the Vntiuil<^ r" the

Kingdom, and afterwards entrusted its advance-
ment to His disciples.

* Come unto me take my
yoke learn of me,' salvation, self-devotion,
sainthood, these were the steps into the Kingdom,
and the power of its service.

In His ';
'

!.. i" Tie disciples our Lord
gave two ',! ". ! about the Kingdom
they were to establish and extend in His name.
This communication was accompanied by a touch-

ing and solemn act of covenant, and endeared by
the mention of all that He had been and would be
to them. The first concerned the loyalty to Him-
self that was to carry with it the invincible power
of the Kingdom. It was, 'Abide in me and I in

you
'

(Jn 15*). In His cherished presence they would
know His purpose, and that would be their way of

power. This presence, however, could be granted
only where they loved one another as He had loved
them (v,

1
'2
). It was in vain to go out to the

conquest of the world unless this base of operations
was safeguarded. They were to tarry in Jerusa-
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m a va-i; mitaniin^ the fragrance of what is

longer \Mble. !i- power within the heart is

Jem until it became in each heart a conscious ex-

perience beyond the reach of doubt or discourage-
ment. This enabling supernatural power of the
Kingdom came to be called the grace of God. In
1 Co 13 its essential meaning is breathed forth as
from a va-i;

no
exhibited in K-o 8, and its energy of diffusion in
Ko 13.

The second charge affected the world that was
to be His possession, the nations that were to

bring each its special riches and glory into His
Kingdom (Mt 2S19 - 20

, cf. Mk 1615
}. It was His

greatest commandment, and is therefore the great-
est test of love to Him. He

;_
"/

"

the right
and claim of the world to ws. i ii s ; : I it received
sufficient evidence that He had been sent to be
its Ruler. He warned His disciples that the only
evidence that could carry such conviction would be
the sight of a Church so rilled with the spirit of
His Kingdom and so devoted to the fulfilment of
His command, that all things would give way in
order to the presentation of that proof. The world
that will say the Church is one will say that Christ
is Lord (Jn 1016 17-1 '23

).

See also art. FORCE.
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G. M. MACKIE.
PRJETORIUM. The word occurs in the text of

Mk 15 16
only, but in the margin of Mt 2727

,

Jn IS28 33 19, with Ac 2335 and Ph I13. In the
Gr. it is a transliteration of the Lat. prceforium,
which originally meant the tent of the commander
of an army, and then the official residence of a

provincial governor ; other senses, such as that of
the Imperial bodyguard or even of a spacious
country house, weir ^r,,^:i,il!y acquired. In most
of the passages in : h- ( < >-}(- it is used in reference
to a part or the whole of Pilate's official residence
in Jerusalem, which was probably the palace of

Herod the Great (see PAVEMENT).
Two other identifications are supported by comparatively

early tradition, but are not on the whole to be approved.
That Pilate's house was in the lower city, a little to the north
of ". T- ' '\

* *
_ "-'i i""." . The theory has failed to

be i

i. :see : I' - -.M ; , p -,. . .I. .!;-..'
built by Herod was available as the "ii. r

procurator. More can be said in favour of Pilate's occupation
of the castle of Antonia, which stood to the north-west of the

Temple area. It was a fortress and prison, and served as the

headquarters of the garrison at Jerusalem. Josephus (Ant*
xv. xi. 4

; BJ i. v. 4) describes it as a citadel, with abundant
accommodation, and connected :

.

:
"

i r
*

- ' f

"

T ].'

by a private way. But, again, I*
"

. ..- .

:
1 ..*: ..!

UK-IV, v.hui tl- -iimpi'-oii
1-

pa';i ': is !. : '.- i .r-i ;-

si'id ^iinqno iii'_r hall-, a as- :it his disposal. It is true that the
i>rn.\iimi\ of Yiuoma 10 i he Temple would be a convenience to

the pries"ts and Sanhedrists, and save them from the toil of

attendance at the more remote palace: but Pilate was not the
man to study the

" " "
-

"

T
" " "

lers at the
cost of any discor : favour of

his adoption of the <jastle as his residence have been accepted,
amongst recent commentators, hv Westcott (on Jn 18) and
S\vete (on Mk 1516) ; Imt, on iho other hand, Herod's palace hab
been preferred by Sehurer, F.dersheim, Sir C. Wilson, and < oin-

memalors such as Alford and Meyer. The practice at Jerusalem
would thus correspond wilh that at Cmsarea (Ac 2S33-').

Such a hypothesis leaves the passages in which
the praitorium is referred to without any serious

difficulty ; and it becomes possible to follow the

probable order of events. According to St. John,
the trial of Jesus took place in one of the porticoes
of Herod's palace. When sentence was pronounced,
Jesus was led away by the soldiers to Antonia,
where they were themselves quartered,

and where

prisoners were ordinarily detained. He was taken
into a court, to which also the name of prwtoriitm
is given (Mt 2727

, Mk 15 1($
), and mocked by such of

the soldiers as were off duty. In this connexion

prcetorium denotes probably the place of meeting
of the council of chief officers for the transaction
of the business of the cohort and for the trial of
offences in the absence of the procurator. Such a
usage of the term is anticipated, if not illustrated,
in Livy (Hist. xxx. 5, xxxvii. 5) ; and the existence
of

^
such a court would be necessary for the main-

taining of order in Jerusalem and the vicinity.
When the soldiers were weary of the mocking,
they led Jesus away again to be crucified.

R. W. Moss.
PRAISE. 1. Introductory. Both in the OT

and the NT the predominant idea of *

praise' is

that of a tribute of homage in utterance, publicly
expressed and rendered to God by His creatures.
It forms the essence of worship, whether as offered

by angels (cf. Lk 2 13- 14 - 20
,
Rev 146f

-) or men (cf. Lk
1937f-). The subject of this 'praise' is either the
excellencies of God's attributes and revealed nature
(cf. esp. Rev 19) or the beneficent action of His
providence, as shown more particularly in creation,
revelation, and redemption (thanksgiving) ; cf. Ac
247

, Rev 153f- In the Gospels Jesus is sometimes
the objeci / j.r;;

: -i- ; ad homage (Mt 2116
; cf. Lk

415
), and Hi- !- ! niur'i dispenses praise for certain

qualities of human nature or character (cf. Mt
810 II 11

etc.). The praise of man by mg-, : -.i-i.^lly

applied in the Gospels to unreal and *i\
;
<< ( i.i> nl

commendation, and is condemned by J- '-i:- Mi l>',

Lk 626
; cf. Jn 541 -44 1243).

2. Jewish usage. In Jewish worship the element
of praise occupies a dominant place, and has re-

ceived rich and manifold expression. The title of
the Bk. of Psalms in the MT, Sepher TehilUm

*
(and

its variants) = * Book of Praises or Praise-Songs,*
is an indication of the emphasis which was laid on
the note of praise in later Jewish worship. This
note is alrea-"\ siiosni 1 <"; \i\ \\ e Psalter itself (cf.

e.g. *O thou i
:

'i!,' ij'ii.-Mu - \'t- jpraises of Israel,'
Ps 223

). The close connexion existing between the
ideas of praise and thanksgiving (cf. e.g. Ps 1004
1 Enter his gates with thanksgiving, his courts with
praise') has already been pointed out in this work
(see art. BLESSING, 1). Indeed, thanksgiving
(Heb. hoddh] esp. for God's beneficence in crea-

tion, revelation, and providence is an essential

part of praise. If a distinction can be drawn,
praise pure and simple is rather to be associated
with extolling God's perfections and holiness, while

blessing
' J1 ,.'V "*'";* is connected rather with

thankful n -. ! :
--- :' His goodness, beneficence,

and mercy. JBuu uns is true only in a general
sense ; the two conceptions are so intimately re-

lated that one passes over into the other almost

imperceptibly.

For the Hebrew terms employed with the meaning
1

'praise*
and its cognates, reference may be made to the art.

* Praise

(in OT)' in Hastings' DB iv. 33 f. The most frequent are 77ii

*

praise' (esp. in the liturgical formula n;-?S^n
= Hallelujah),

Tijin
*

give thanks' (RV), 1)13.
*
bless,' "1ST

* make melody* ; rare

synonyms are 03^ ' laud '

(but very frequent in Jewish liturgy),

con 'exalt,
5

StU, ^"nsn 'magnify.' Cf. also such phrases as
*

Sing unto J" a new song.'

In the Synagogue Liturgy the element of praise
has received splendid expression. The most
classical examples of this are perhaps the great
'Benediction of Song* (VST' n=-a) f and the Kaddish.$.
The former of these, in its shortest form, runs thus :

* Be Thy name lauded for ever, O our King, the great and holy
God and King, in heaven and on earth ;

for unto Thee, O Lord
our God and God of our fathers, song and laud are becoming,

* The title of one of the late (synagogal) Psalms is Tr& nWr$,
Ps 1461 ('Praise-Song of David').

t Of. Singer's Heb.-Eng. Daily Prayer Book, pp. 36, 125-127.

See also an art. by the present writer,
'
S. Peter in the Jewish

Liturgy,' in the ExpT [1008], xv. 93 f.

J Singer, p. 37.
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praise and psalm, strength and dominion, victory, greatness
and might, renown and glory, holiness and sovereignty, bless-

,_-
"

; \- :
.

"' ..-."' even for ever. Blessed
.'

'
. ,... '

v _ _ . praises, God of thanks-

givings, Lord of wonders, who makest choice of melodious song,
O King and God, the Life of all worlds.'

In the Kaddish the following characteristic para-
graph occurs :

T' .

~
:

*

;

*

/
"* *

\.
" '

extolled and honoured,
.-.,: ,

. ie Holy One, Blessed be

of praise and .
-

,

: . I ! .

These ,i'

'

i .-; ecimens of what pervades the
entire Jt v. Ni i . !i,.y. In the Gospels the Angels

3

Song of Praise (Lk 2 i-i

) is an example of pure praise
in worship, parallels to which are to be found in

the Apocalypse (4
n 7 1 - II 17 147 19 lf

-). In Rabbinical

theology, it is to be noticed, piayer {iiul praise form
the spiritual counterpart and fultilment of the old

daily sacriiice in the Temple. The words of Hosea
(14

2
j,

' We shall render as bullocks the offering of

our lips,' were interpreted in this sense. Spiritual
worship thus becomes a * sacrifice of praise and

thanksgiving.' Cf. He 1315 '."Tlimsi^li him' i.e.

Christ 'let us offer up a sacrifice oi praise') with
Westcott's note ; cf. also our Lord's application of

the words of Hos 6G
(' I desire mercy, and not sacri-

fice') inMt 9 13 127.

For the close connexion of prayer and praise which are
sometimes intermingled in the Jewish Liturgy, e g. in the
*

"EiirhLcoii IVessings' cf. Cheyne's note on Ps 429 (Book of
P*r tiiis risSs] p. 118 f.).

3. Usage in the Gospels. The note of praise so

characteristic of Jewish worship also pervades the

Gospels. It is esp. prominent in the Third Gospel,
where it appears not only in the Jewish-Christian

Nativity-narrative (chs. 1. 2) [see HYMN], but also

elsewhere (cf. 1937). It is noticeable how often the

people (spectators, the assembled multitude) are

represented -
"

S-M" -"'!,.

'

or 'glorifying' God for

some great < x'.ii.i; '.! :" power wrought by Jesus

(see below).
The Greek terms for 'praise' and its cognates used in the

Gospels are e&hity 'praise'* (cf. Itiovau odtwv r #, Lk IS43),
used in LXX for 7 rrnn, 7 Vppi ;

3| 'glory,' &|fcsv
t

glorify'

[in LXX 2g most frequites ; several times for Tin, Tin, etc.;

So^a^u usually = 1213 in LXX] ; %t<5ovu.t doguv r dsaJ, Lk 1718
;

tiiXoytiv
'
bless

' [LXX usually for 1*13] ; l^of^o^oyttv
*
to celebrate/

'give praise or thanks to,' Mt II25 and 1|. See, further, art.

BLESSING, 2 and 4.

The following formulas of praise are to be noted :

(.) The Angels' Hymn (Lfc 2M>
'

Glory to God in the highest,
And on earth peace a1 '

" " '
'

".

'"

For the arrangement in . . i

Com. on *
St. Luke' in /o<_>, au/ we. xjLtjrw bVL-.-a^ju^^To/?

^D^o'in^s
*

in the heavenly places/ and refers to the adora-
tion of the angels in heaven (cf. Ps 1481 LXX: ,ivii<rt ^rov
(TOV xupiov) Iv rot's v^itrrois) ; cf. Lk 1938. With this should be
compared the doxological form ( v> $<>% . . sis robs 'wv?).
See below, 4.

(5)
' Hosanna in the highest* ; see art. HOSANNA.

(c)
' Blessed is . . .' ; especially in the phrase, 'Blessed is he

that cometh in the name of the Lord' (vj2.o-yviu.sM *

IpWIMves kv ovou,.n Kvpiov), Mt 2^ 23&>, Mk ll'J, Tjk 183"'

19^8
,
Jn 121-*. xhe use of

*
blessed

'

(fA<x,%Kf>ta;) in the
Beatitudes is also notable ; cf. also its use in personal
address, Mfc 161? (Lk 1127-28). io these may here be
added

(d) The use of the phrase
*

give God (the) praise
'

(or
'

glory ') :

SiSovou Sofotv TOJ flewsKmrP? USD D^b* (jHj), -invl lias various
shades of meaning, according to the context e.g. of

thanksgiving for benefits received, Lk 1718; by con-
fession (of sin), Jn 924; Cf. Jos 719. The phrase is

frequent in Bev. of celebrating God's praises (Eev 4*>

1113 197).

The fio<iu(Mit mention in f'> fu>-|il- of the
muli iiudc- Ji

'

i)!
-

,'ii-ing" or ^ji-ni'X
i

:'_
i trod, esp.

for the \\oiuiorfnl \\ork^ wrought by Christ, is

worth noting. It shows how deeply this element
of public worship had impressed itself upon the

* STOW viw occurs once in Gospels (Lk 16^ of the unrighteous
steward whose lord ' commended* him for his worldly wisdom) ;

i**ivost
never in Gospels.

popular mind and heart in Israel. A typical ex-

ample is Mt 9a (

' But when the multitudes saw it

[the healing of the sick of the palsy], they were
afraid, and glorified God, which had given such

power unto men 5

). Cf. Mk 21
*, Lk 525 - 26

; Lk 2*

(shepherds) 7 16 1843 2347
(the centurion at the cross) ;

cf. also Lk 1313
(healing of woman with

spirit
of

infirmity: 'and . . . she was made ;:,,".::'. ,.:!;

glorified God
3

) ; Lk 171M-

(healing of -
1 ! u -

is esp. notable, because the grateful one who re-

turned to give thanks to Christ, combined his

thanksgiving with 'glorifying God.' Our Lord's

words in this connexion are striking :

* Were there

none found that returned to give glory to God, save
this str.uiger?

3

(v.
18

) words which imply that the

duty of grateful praise to God was not always fully

recognized in individual practice.
Our Lord"- rni|ih,nii- word about giving 'glory

3

to God (Lk 17 ") ha& already been referred to. As
the spontaneous expression of a pure religious
instinct, this would naturally be

' "

;

Him whenever He met with it. \ .

'

.

541 '44
,
He reproaches the Pharise- .-.

honour from one another rather KUCLU JUUJLU uuti.

But He does not hesitate to accept praise and

homage offered to His own person when such is

sincere and spontaneous (cf. Mt 21 ll>

). He dis-

penses praise in a manner implying a unique claim
to appraise and publicly express moral jmljiiuoni-*
on human character : in this way He expresses His

approbation of John the Baptist (Mt II 11
), all acts

of faith (8
10 922 1528 168

,
Lk 79

), good and loyal
service (Mt25n- 23

,
Lk 1917

), all generosity of gift

(Mk 1243 146
), self - devotion (Lk 1041 ), prudence

(Lk 168
).*

Outside the Gospels (viz. in the Epp.) the subject of Christian

praise is, as is natural, mainly the great facts of redemption (cf.

1 P 210, RO 159-11, Eph 13-14, etc.). Creation and redemption
are combined in the Christian Liturgies.

4. Ascriptions of praise to Christ outside the

Gospels. It is noticeable that, in at least three

(and possibly more) of the Apostolic ^.V '

...

the address is directly to Christ, vi/ '

! ;

(' The Lord ... to whom be the glory,' etc.) ; 2 P
318

(

* the grace of our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ. To him be the glory,' etc.) ; Rev I 6

(

c him
that loveth us, and loosed us from our sins, . . .

to him be the glory/ etc.). He 13ai and 1 P 4n are

possible cases also. In two cases the ascription of

glory to God is made through Christ, viz. Ro 16^7

(

e to the only wise God, through Jesus Christ') and
Jude -5

('to the only God our Saviour, through
Jesus Christ our Lord, be glory, majesty, dominion,
power '), etc. See, further, W'estcott, Add. Note on
He 1321

(Com. p. 4641).

The doxology of the Lord's Prayer is probably a later liturgical
addition, inserted in the text of '"'. -)

"

i-

"

.1-- !
' the

influence of liturg-ical usage. Se- <
'

i-
t

"I i I.- i-l - !'i.
.
er in

the Early Church' (Texts and Studies)) pp. 168-174, and art.

LORD'S PRAYER, p. 59*.

See, further, BLESSING, HALLEL, HOSANNA,
HYMN.

LITI:R MPRL. Tii addition to the references in the text, see
the (+f. Te*L Lexicons of Grimm-Thayer and, Cremer(s.-w. 5og).

G. H. Box.
PKAYEB. For the Christian what is said in the

Gospels is absolute as to the duty of prayer for

himself and for others ; but he need not fear that
in fulfilling this duty he is doing what reason can-
not approve. It does not fall within the scope of
1 hi-: ;irticle to attempt to ftnd a scientific basis for

prayer ; nor need more be said about the reason-
ableness of prayer than to point out two considera-
tions : (1) The practice of countless races of man-
kind throughout countless generations is not likely

* Of. Lock in Hastings' DJ3 iv. 38 (' Praise [in NT] '), whose
summary is here adopted.
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to be based upon a complete delusion. Untold
millions of hum; : "! i-;_ '." ang a majority of
the most gifted < ,-.

i<:
', .' . have prayed and

continue to pray, because they believe that ex-

perience has taught them that prayer is efficacious.

(2) We have been placed in a world that is full
of good things which are suitable to our needs. Yet
it is certain that the world is so ordered that very
few of these good things can be enjoyed by us,
unless we take the trouble to appropriate them.
There is, therefore, nothing unreasonable in believ-

ing that the world has been so ordered that some
of the blessings which are within our reach can-
not be enjoyed unless Ave pray for them. In the
laws which govern the Universe, provision has cer-

tainly been made for the operation of men's wills
and activity-----. rVi-, .

,,
"

'].. fe is nothing
illogical or

_-:':-ii-
-i ; :

.. . \> _ that in those
laws provision has been made for the operation
of men's prayers. The cases are inn (ouij'lo < ly
parallel, because demonstration is po--iM^'in ;!K?

one case but not in the other ; for the connexion
between work and its results can be proved, while
the connexion between prayer and its results can-
not, for the obvious reason that faith is an essen-
tial condition of prayer, and proof would destroy
faith. Nevertheless, the analogy bet\veen the two
cases is sufficiently complete to show that there is

no necessary antagonism between knowledge of
the reign of law and belief in the efficacy of

J'VJ.yr
1

.

hi cNi'ii--ing the subject of prayer in reference
to Christ and the Gospels, we may consider these
topics: (1) the words used to express the idea of

prayer ; (2) places and times of prayer ; (3) atti-

tude in prayer ; (4) Christ's example ; (5) Christ's
doctrine.

1. There are a few words for '

prayer
' in the NT

which are not found in the Gospels : e^xo^at, efycfj,

gvruyx&vto, &>reuis, bTrepevrvyxdvu, iKerypia. But the
. words occur in the Gospels, and

is of interest.

(1) Tflto-toxoiuM.!, \*.r\ fit'!,:orii i" ihc Synoptics, not in John ;

Tpartvic.%, 8 times iii iMi >,>v !>,: -, not in John; (2) ksouMt,
Mt ;i8

,
8 times in Luke, not in John; Slsjer;?, Lk I13 2^7 53?;

(3) Ipuretv, rare in this sense in the Synoptics, frequent in John ;

(4) flwVea and xlrsofMu, in all four
; etivvsu.^ Lk 23H Of these

four sets of word-
" " *

*- *"; -.1 "..'
Jit- ii'n, ^Iti'p tif G i .. \:

l.iM\ur> Divine ', - '

I
1

j
'

' '*'
petition to God and man for the supply of a want. The 'third

(which frequently means to ask a. question), when used of mak-
ing request? . ." -"-.-. person co do something- (Mk 72\
Lk S :^, Jn ,

"

. Tlo Tomth indicates a simple
request to giic -omcLIiiiur (Mt 77-n, Lk 119-13, Jn 1413.14), the
middle voice ^ometinKl -^ lidding intensity to the request. All

except the first may be used of petitions to men, and have no
necessary connexion with the worship of God.

2. Places and times of prayer. The chief place
was the Temple :

' My house shall be called a
house of prayer

3

(Mt 21 1S
, Mk II 37

, Lk 1946
}.

Christ called it
' My Father's house '

(Lk 249
,
Jn

216
), and, as such, it is the type of heaven (Jn 142).

St. Luke tells of others worshipping in the Temple :

Zacharias (I
9
), Simeon (2

27
), Anna (2

s7
), the dis-

ciples (24
53

), and (in a parable) the Pharisee and
the Publican (18

30
). The worship in the syna-

fjoffues was frequently attended by Christ, especi-
ally in the earlier part of His ministry (Mt 129 1354 ,

Mk I 81 31 6s
, Lk 416 6s

,
Jn 659 1820

) ; and no doubt
His disciples frequently did the same. There is aJso
the inner chamber (ra^iov, Mt 66

), and the guest-
tl'imlri? ari.\?',"jt Mk 1 P4

,
Lk 2n ) or ?^;/W room

(dyn~t tuw t \\b !-l". i,k il'2-
1

), in ^hich the prayer of
the #reat Hiyh Priest >ecms to have been offered

(Jn 17, although some would place the scene of
this in the Temple, cf. 14S1

), and in which Jesus
and the Eleven "sang a hymn' (Mt 2630,

Mk 1426 )

before going to the Mount of Olives. Nathanael's
fig-tree (Jn I

48
) and Gethsemane (Mt 2638

, Mk 1432
)

lead lift to think of flnrdeux as places of retirement

for prayer. And there is also the mountain-top
near Betiisaida (Mk 64<5

}, and that other which was
the scene of the Triin.-liinanition (Mt 171

, Mk 93
,

Lk 928
), and which St. Luke tells us was ascended

for the purpose of prayer.
Not much is said in the Gospels about times of

prayer; but we read of Christ rising up before
daylight and going to a desert spot to pray (Mk
1s

*

3

), and of His c or,- :

iii,iii^ "V night in prayer
before the choosing of ilsi- i \vi-\o Apostles (Lk 6 12

).

The evening before His arrest is another recorded
instance.

3. The common attitude in prayer among the
Jews was standing ; and this our Lord assumes in
Hi- teaching (Mt 65

, Mk II-5 , Lk IS11 - 13
). But He

linn-olf 7;^'/' i"
-"

< ,_,,r"- :: (Lk 2241
) : and it was

perhaps in '-
j: , His example on that

occasion that in the NT the first Christians are

always represented as kneeling. Outside the

Gospels no other posture for prayer is mentioned.
4. Christ's example. Much more important

than terminology, or the mention of places, times,
r 1 !^ <M':I'--- for prayer, is the fact that Jesus
< i:i- . ii\ II.- own example, has taught us the

duty of prayer. Not that Ave need suppose that
He prayed merely in order to set us an example :

prayer was one of those things which became Him,
in order that He might 'fulfil all righteousness

5

(Mt 315 ). But example, as set by Him, is of the

very strongest. If in such a life as His there was
not only room but need for prayer, much more
must there be room and need in such lives as ours.
Nor were His prayers always prayers for others.
In most eases we are not told why or for what He

S:ayed
: this we have to gather from the context,

n one great occasion, in the garden, just before
His Passion, we know that He prayed for Himself
(Mt 2639

, Mk 1435 , Lk 2241
). An hour or two

before this, just after the Supper, we know that
He prayed for His disciples (Jn 176"19

) and for
the whole Church (Jn 17 120 '26

) ; and a few hours
later He prayed for those who nailed Him to the
Cross (Lk 23s4

, a verse which is historically true,
whether St. Luke wrote it or not). Moreover, He
has left us an example of intercession, not merely
for groups of persons, large and small, but also for
an individual. He assured St. Peter,

'
I made

supplication for thee, that thy faith fail not J

(Lk 2232 ).

It should be noticed that the instances of

Christ's praying which are recorded in the Gospels
are found just before or just after leading events
in the Lord's life ; also that the majority of them
are given us by St. Luke, whose Gospel is some-
times called * the Gospel of Pruyer.' There are,

indeed, three recorded iiistancea of His praying
which are omitted by St. Luke. St. Mark (1

s5
)

mentions His retirement for prayer after healing
multitudes at Capernaum, where St. Luke (4

42
)

mentions orilv (ho retirement. Both St. Mark
(6

46
) and Si. .\ljuiln\\ (14

23
) record His retirement

for prayer after the feeding of the 5000, where St.

Luke (9
17

) ornits both retirement and prayer. And
St. John (12

27--8
) tells of His prayer when certain

Greeks were brought to Him, where St. Luke
omits the whole incident. As we mipht expect,
the prayer for Himself in the garden of Gethsem-
ane is recorded by all three Synoptists (Mt 26s9

,

Mk 1435
,
Lk 2241

). X*thni- *in the Gospels i.s

stronger evidence of ;iic n-nlny of our Lord's

humanity than that prayer, and it evidently
established itself firmly in the earliest traditions

respecting Him. But there are seven instances in

which St. Luke is alone in relating that Jesus

prayed : at His baptism (3
21

) ;
before His first

collision with the Jewish hierarchy (5
16

) ; before

choosing the Twelve (6
12

) ; before the first predic-
tion of His Passion (9

]S
) ; at His Transfiguration
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(9
2y

) ;
before teaching the Lord's Prayer (II

1
) ; and

on the Cross (S3
34 - 48

).

There are three other cases where prayer on the

part of Christ seems to be implied, although it is

not expressly stated. He looked up to heaven

before breaking the bread at the feeding of the

5000 (Mi U1J/Mk 641
,
Lk 916 ). So also, before

healing the deaf man who had an impediment in

his speech, Jesus looked up to heaven and sighed

(Mk 734
). Still more clearly, before raising Laza-

rus, Jesus lifted itp His ei/os, and said, Father,
I thank thce that thou heardcst me (Jn II 41

).

We venture to count all three of these as occasions

on which Jesus prayed.
This gives us, in all, fourteen instances : two in

all three Gospels, one in Matthew and Mark, frsyo

in Mark alone, two in John alone, and seven in

Luke alone. They cover the whole of Christ's

public life from His baptism to the moment of His

death, and show His
" ''* TTis Father

for help and strengtl . . To say
with Victor of Antioch (Swete on Mk I35 ), that

Christ prayed oi}/c atfrds ratfrTj? deo^evos . . .

^dXX*
olKovofJUKus rouro TTOL&V, is not adequate, even if in

some sense true. He 57 -

places us nearer to the

truth. "We ought to beware of suggesting that

our Lord's '<;
- ^--re in any way unreal. It

was out of Vi
'

:,!: -- of His own experience in

a life of absolutely unique difficulty, toil, and

suffering that He said,
*

Ask, and it shall be given

you.'
5. Christ's doctrine. In addition to His weighty

example as to the duty and blessedness of prayer,
we have Christ's frequent sayings on the subject.
That men *

ought always to pray and not to faint
'

was evidently a marked feature in His teaching,
and it appears in three different forms: (1) On
two occasions, apparently, once -!' !.i::i > :-1\

(Mt 65~35
), and once at the request i" ; i I-inl

(Lk II 14
), Christ gave His follower- ,. "*/./'. form

ofprayer. If, however, as some iV"U, i'. "'-was

only one occasion on which this was done, then St.

Luke rather than St. Matthew gives the historic

setting. (2) He devoted certain parables to the

subject. (3) He uttered a variety of sayings,

enforcing and completing the teaching of the

parables.
(1) The LORD'S PRAYER is the subject of separate

articles, to which the reader is referred.

(2) There are five parables, three of which bear

directly and t\v- I'-"
1

:'*;. on the subject of

prayer. Two, : i"
1

i in St. Luke only,
teach that prayer must be importunate and perse-

vering. These are the Friend -ii MV.M 1

,,

1

'! -'II
5'8

),

which, follows the giving of the I.",.:"- ':::; -r. and
the Unjust Judgo (IS

1
"8

). So far as the two

parables differ, the former teaches that prayer is

never out of season, the latter that it is sure to

bring a blessing and not a curse. But we must
beware of supposing that either parable teaches
that by constant prayer we at last overcome God's

unwillingness. The argument in both pnr.'ihh- is

a fortiori^ and is strongest in the -ueond.
'

h'
^an

unrighteous judge would yield to the importunity
of an unknown widow, who came and

ppoko^
to

him at intervals, much more will a i" "':-. r,,i'

be ready to reward the perseveranc 1

'

II - ..

elect, who cr^ to Him day and night.' God's
desire to help is always present ; by perseverance
in prayer we appropriate it. In the helpful illus-

tration of the anchored ship, pointed out by
Clement of Alexandria (Strom, iv. 23), the sailors

who pull the rope seem to draw the anchor to the

ship ; in reality they draw the ship to the anchor.
The parable of the Pharisee and the Publican,

which also i- T>ro=vi \ <H! by St. Luke alone, and i>

placed by lii:n mim^i'mich' after that of the L'njust

Judge, teaches the frame of rnind in which God

must be approached in i>r?i\vr. \\z. a deep sense,

not only of need (as in i'ic o. 'u-.r two parables),
but of itnworthiness. Before Him we have^ no

chum* to merit, no ground for self-congratulation.
7" ,:::!!. "tidicates that downcast eyes and

.. \ '_'".' breast are natural accompaniments
-. ,i -.;,..- prayer. Less directly, and apart
from its main purpose, the parable of the Prodigal
Son teaches a similar lesson. The lost son's prayer,
as planned before his return

^

and as actually

uttered, is touching in its humility.
In both these cases, the Publican and the Prodi-

gal, the chief thing prayed for is forgiveness, as

must constantly be the case with sinful man. And
there is yet another parable which teaches what is

requisite, if this most necessary of all prayers is

to be rightly offered : the sinner himself must have

a forgiving spirit. The Unmerciful Servant (Mt
1 S'ai-ss) by asking for forgiveness for himself thereby
bound himself to be forgiving to his fellows. His

refusal to recognize this
"''" "'*' became fatal to

his own forgiveness. Tue great truth, that one

Christ"- i .s'
1 -'-- in Sir 2S2~5

.

(3) i>. -",- :!i<- parables, there are frequent say-

ings of Christ on the subject of prayer, and these

are found in all four Gospels. The necessity of a

forgiving spirit is repeated in Mt 614 - 15 and Mk
II25

,
with obvious reference to the Lord's Prayer.

Two other things are stated as necessary accom-

paniments of prayer:
'

"
"*. - (Mk'l3 H88

,

Mt 2G41
) saidfaith (Mk I !

,
"M 1

-'I .. This last is

specially : '.,; -'!'". as being the test of reality
and the !.'. i-/i 01 success. It is the result of

the human will being brought into complete union
with the will of God, producing absolute trust in

the fulfilment of His promises. And we
^may be

all the more sure of success in our prayers if others

join with us in making them (Mt IS 19
). Prayers

which are approved by many are more likely to be

right. Desires in which we cannot ask others to

join are likely to be selfish.

And there are two ihin-- -|KU-iiil1y to be avoided :

parade (Mt 65 - 6 23 14
,
Mk'l^w ,

Lk 2U47
) and pmtinty

(Mt 67
). In the latter passage the ' vain repeti-

tions
'

of AV and RV is apt to mislead. The
'bable

3
of Tindale and the Genevan is perhaps

better. Repetition of prayers, even in the same
form of word-. I

- <'M- ':ir;iLi ! by our Lord, both by
precept (Lk la

-

,
jinJ uy example (Mt 2644

). It is

the mechanical repetition of a formula^ (l^K
IS26 ),

as if it were a magical charm, to <: i ;.! '"i . ':>

pliance of the Deity, that seems io Ui !'-V<;. , ".

Our petitions must have a worthy meaning, and
we must think of the meaning.

Instruction is

prayer. "We are to pray f<

II13
) in ourselves, in othe

large. We are to pray that we ourselves may be
delivered from lomptation (Mt 618 2641

, Mk 1438,

Lk II4 2240 * 4G
), and Ui?n: e\il may be cast out from

others (Mt 1721
,
Mk 920 ), and that missionaries for

the conversion of the world may be multiplied (Mt
938, Lk 102

). In our intercessions our enemies are

to be specially included (Mt 544, Lk 628). About

ic!i!|-n
|
;i'i iili<-:ni;- \\<-are not to be over anxious;

\r- 'i'
l '"lX ' 11

'

l '' 1

'

i' l<4|n ig not merely allowed but

i-MJoi'H -i Mi 'i'
1
. Lk IIs ) ; as also is prayer against

temporal
'

calamities (Mk 1318
,
Mt 2430

). The

prayer of the disciples for help in the storm was
heard (Mt 8 26

, Mk 439, Lk 824 ).

Parallels to some of the items of this teaching
could be found in the OT. But there is one point
\\ ith regard to the method ofprayer which is abso-

lutely new. Men had been taught to worship
God and even to pray to Him as a Father : now
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they are told to pray to tlie Father in the name of
the Son (Jn 1623 - 24--6

). Anything that can he

rightly asked in Christ's name will be granted (Jn
14 13 * 14

') ; and there is no other limit. Any request
which is consistent with His character and office,

as represented by His name, may he made to His
Father, with confidence that the prayer will he
heard (Jn 157 - 1(J

), The prayer of the sons of
Zebedee for the right and left hand places in the

Kingdom (Mt 2021
, Mk 1C37 ) was not of this char-

acter, and was not commended. Nor, for the same
reason, were they allowed to pray for a special
;

" '' ' the inhospitable Samaritans (Lk
Si.--.

!i

requests were made in spiritual
"

It confirms our trust in the historical
. -, : , , the Fourth Gospel, that this remarkable
development in the teaching of Chri

'

-< :
;

prayer in His name occurs in the . ,i \ V .!--

courses.
There is yet another particular which is abso-

lutely new, viz. worship offered to Christ Himself
as to a Divine person : and once more the clearest
instances of this are in the Fourth Gospel. St.

Matthew often, and St. Mark once, mention the
fact that people

'

worshipped
*

(Trpoa-eKtivrja-av) Jesus.
But even where this worship is accompanied by a

request that He would cleanse a leper (Mt 8a
) or

raise the dead (Mt 918 ), this act of prostration does
not necessarily imply more than that He was
regarded as a great prophet (1 K 187

, Dn 246
).

The worship of Him by the disciples
after the

Kesurrec, tion (Mt 289 - 17
, Lk 2452

) carries us further:

yet it might be argued that this also is the worship
of mere reverence. But about the meaning of the

worship of the man born blind
(
Jn 938 ) there can be

little doubt ; all the less so, because St. John
always uses Trpocr/ciWco of the worship of God (4

20~24

1220
), never of mere respect to great men ; and the

use of the word in the Apocalypse is similar. Still

less can there be any doubt as to the meaning of

the adoring exclamation of the sceptical Apostle
(Jn 2028

)
* the loftiest view of the Lord given in

the Gospels' (Westcott), and the climax to which
the scheme of St. John's Gospel steadily leads up.
In none of these cases did Jesus reject the worship,
or rebuke those who offered it to Him.
LITERATURE. Works on llu.- r- :-.i,ili!i rr -* !"! the efficacy of

prayer abound, but they "i. o;. -<.'( !.< -p
lv<ro of this article.

Handbooks of Biblical Theology give little help. In Bible
Dictionaries the art. on '

Prayer' in Hastings, iv. p. 42 ff., should,

be consulted
;
also in Schaflc-Herzog, iii. p. 1879, and in Herzog-

Plitt, art. on 'Gebet,' some information will be found.

A. PLUMMEK.
PREACHING. In the Gospels three Gr. words

are used for preaching, viz. /c^cr^rco, 'proclaim
as a herald/ with the corresponding substantive

K'fipvyiAGL ; KaTa.yy\\u,
c

announce,'
' declare

'

; <=$ay-

ye\tfa, 'tell good tidings/ with the M-I-'-I ^'i i i1ii -

substantive e&ayy&iov,
*

good tiding-. \ ,'::. I
1

word, XaX&0,
'

talk/
*

discourse/ is also rendered

'preach
3

in Mk 2- AV (as also in Ac S25 II 19 1342

1425 166
) ; but in RV this is rendered 'speak' ('he

spake the word unto them '). In a general way it

may be said that preaching, as the proclamation
of a message, was iNrln^ui-l)<Ml from teaching
(diSaxftt the explanation ,'uii \ iiulir.irion of truth.

In some cases this distinction is marked. Thus
John the Baptist was emphatically a preacher, he
came to announce the coming of the Kingdom of

God ; Jesus began where John left off by also

preaching this message ;
and the Twelve were sent

out to preach (^ptforoi/, Mk 314,
cf. Mt 107 ,

Lk 92
).

The function of the Seventy was similar (Lk 109
).

But in all but His earlier ministry our Lord was
more occupied in what is expressly called

' teach-

ing.' While John, and Jesus Himself at first, as

well as His disciples throughout the Gospel period,

only preached, announcingthe message from heaven,
it was reserved to our Lord to explain the great

truths of the gospel by teaching. The forerunner
and the Apostles announced that the Kingdom was
to come, without discussing its nature ; Jesus
Christ went further, and laboured to show what
this Divine Kingdom really was. So, while John
was content to prepare for the Kingdom, with the
assurance that it was * at hand/ Jesus asked,
' Whereunto shall I liken the kingdom of God ?

'

and proceeded to illustrate its characteristics. This
was regarded as teaching. Further, while the

preaching was for all who would hear, a public
utterance designed to arrest attention, the teaching
was more especially designed for disciples ; and
while some of it was public, much of it was given
in private. In the second year of our Lord's

ministry, after the breach with the authorities and
the defection of the multitude, there was less

preaching and more teaching in the training of the
Twelve.

This distinction cannot, however, be maintained

throughout. Sometimes our Lord's most public
utterances are described as e

teaching/ and are of

the character of instruction (e.g. Mk 213 41 * 2
).

Moreover, teaching is blended with preaching.
The difference is more carefully maintained in Mk.
than in Mt. Thus Mk. states that Jesus came into

Gali: r ..

* *

> -he Kingdom of God (Mk I
14

)

the :i i' <(

'

!,> !,,:, ''; ; bub that He
went into a synagogue to teach (Mk I 23

), where
after the scripture had been read He would ex-

pound it (cf. Lk 4-0ff
-). But in Mt. we have teach-

ing and preaching both assigned to our Lord's
work in ti- -\-;,ii.V"- (Mt 423 )- w? maJ infer

from the -i!'' 1
'

i.-j^-l that Jesus did recognize
the distinction between the two kinds of utterance,

though probably one would often pass over into the
other.

When we turn from verbal distinctions to the
real differences, we may observe three methods
followed by our Lord, according to circumstance
and requirement: (1) The primitive proclamation,
in making which He went on the lines laid down by
John the" Baptist ; (2) the public teaching of^

the
laws and principles of the Kingdom of God3 offered

to all who would attend to it, whether in the open
air or in the synagogues ; (3) the private training
of His own disciples and discourse with inquirers.
Both (1) and (2) come into our modern conception
of Preaching, and we must understand the actual

preaching of Jesus to comprehend them. See also

the following article and art. TEACHING.
W. F. ADENEY.

PREACHING CHRIST. The purpose of this

article is to explain \vhat is meant by ]>r"!i'hirig

Christ.
1

It is assumed that to preach Christ is the

preacher's function, and the intention is to show
what such preaching involved in the beginning,
and what it must include still if it is to be true to

its original. Changing conditions may demand
for it different forms, but pre-uumVK under all

forms there will be a vital lomiimily or rather

identity in the substance which is preached.
1. The NT as a whole presents Jesus in the

character of the Christ. Mrhen
"

r -.,... 1
(
,

preached Him, it was in this , . .
,

says Peter,
* hath made this same Jesus both Lord

and Christ
'

(Ac 28S).

c Saul confounded the Jews
that dwelt in Damascus, proving that this is the

Christ
'

(9
22

). All the Evangelists agree with this :

see Mt I
1 - 18

,
Mk I

1
,
Lk 2n , Jn 2031

. Now 'the

Christ/ or 'the Messiah/ was not a meaningless
expression for Jews : it had a distinct meaning,
and a great range of ideas and hopes attached to

it. There was a Messianic dogmatic, as it has been

called, among the Jews, quite apart from the ques-
tion who was to be the Messiah ; or, to put it

otherwise, Jewish disciples
had a Christology before

they became believers in Jesus as the Christ. It
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is easy to see the dangers connected with this

situation. If we take the sentence,
' Jesus is the

Christ,
3 we may put the emphasis either on the

subject or the predicate. We can conceive how a

Jew, whose imagination was on flame with the

apocalyptic hopes associated with the Messiah,

might
'

allow these hopes, when he accepted the

Christian faith, to overpower the person of Jesus ;

Jesus, so to speak, would become nothing to him
but the person through whom, expectations were
to be realized which in their origin had nothing to

do with Jesus. There may be occasions in the

NT where we have to ask whether something of

this kind has not taken place, but they are not

conspicuous. In the NT, when it is said that

Jesus is the Christ, the emphasis is always as

much on the subject as on the predicate. The

proof of the proposition is always found in some-

thing which has been done by or to Jesus. In

point of fact, it is found in the first instance in

His resurrection and exaltation to God's right
hand. It is this participation in the -\iii'iu 1 i;\

of God that makes Him Lord and Christ ; and
the content of this, in all essentials, is not derived

from the Messianic dogmatic of the Jewish schools,

but from the experience of the Apostles them-
selves. This experience has two aspects, the one
in the stricter sense historical, the other in the

stricter sense spiritual. The one, put briefly, is,
* "We have seen the Lord '

; the other, He hath

poured forth this the new life at Pentecost-
winch ye see and hear

'

(Ac 233 ). The one is repre-
sented by the series of witnesses to the resurrec-

tion cited by St. Paul in 1 Co 155'9
, the other by

the series of new spiritual experiences and convic-

tions to which he can appeal in 1 Co 1512
"19

. It is

the testimony of the Apostles to the resurrection

of Jesus, and experience of the new life in His

spirit, not any pre-Christian Christology, or Jewish
Messianic dogmatic, that define for the first Chris-

tians the content of the title
' the Christ.' And it

may safely be said, to begin with, that there is no
such thing as ---. -1

'

; Christ unless it is the
r

, -
1

*, of Oi > and reigns. If Jesus

"ight hand of God, if He is behind every
revival of spiritual life in the Church, then He is

the Christ, and can be preached as such ; but if

not, not.

2. At first, naturally, great stress was laid upon
this. The Apostles sincerely believed that they
had seen the Lord, and they could not conceive of

their calling as having anything in it to take pre-
cedence of this that they were witnesses of the

resurrection, and therefore of the Messiahship of

Jesus. No doubt this gave its whole character to

primitive Christianity ; but if we accept the testi-

mony of the Apostles to the resurrection, we shall

be slow to say that it transformed its character,
and made it a new and essentially an inferior

thing as compared with the '^' ": <-f Jesus.

Jesus was not forgotten when i -\-- \;
'

. appeal-
ing to the resurrection and to Pentecost, argued
that He was the Christ, God's King, through
whom all the hopes which God had inspired were
to be fulfilled. Harnack, indeed, has argued that
in its '-:"' i i - '" i -rove that Jesus is the Christ
that IN. . ii.-' '

i !' : a task in apologetic theology
the Church spent too much of the force which

ought to have been given to teaching men to

observe all things whatsoever He had commanded
(Dogmengesch.

1
i. 57 f.). But there is no necessary

ftnttt^oni>m between the two things, and except
for tlicsir faith in His exaltation as the Christ the

Apostles would never have taught anything at all.

Weinel (Paulus, 108 f.) represents the same ten-

dency in a much le ji:,iiil<"! form. 'After the
death of Jesus/ be -,i\ *. ih- ethical religion of

redemption, which had entered the world with

Jesus, underwent its most decisive transformation

of a formal kind ; it ceased to be the religion of

sonship to God, and became faith in the Christ-

nature of the man Jesus. . . . The disciples de-

manded faith in Him as the Messiah exalted to

God, and in the conception of His death as an

atonement appointed by God for sins. With the

experience of the resurrection and with this dogma
of the death of the Messiah, the Chii-i-reli^ion,

Christianity in the narrower sense, begins.' One
almost wonders if Weinel thinks it a pity that

Jesus rose from the dead, or that His disciples

believed that He did, and were overpoweringly
influenced by a faith so tremendous; but this

apart, the assumption in all criticism of this sort

is that when the Apostles preached Jesus as the

Christ they concentrated all their attention on the

predicate of the proposition, which owed no part
of its import to Jesus, and treated the subject as

if it had no meaning. Even on a priori grounds
we should say this was improbable, and there is

a very significant piece of evidence that it is not

true. This is found in the qualifications of the

man appointed to take the place of Judas.
^

His

function was to be a witness to the resurrection-
that is, to the Messiahship of Jesus; he was, in

other words, to be a preacher of the Christ. But
he was chosen from ' the men that have companied
with us all the time that the Lord Jesus went in

and went out among us, beginning from the

baptism of John unto the day that he was received

up from us' (Ac 1
21L

). To preach Christ, even in

the days when belief in the resurrection was so

overpowering, one required to have a full know-

ledge of Jesus. It is idle to say that Jesus is the

Christ if we do not know who or what Jesus is.

It has no meaning to say that an unknown person
is at God's right hand, exalted and sovereign ; the

more ardently men believed that God had given
them a Prince and a Saviour in this exaltation, the

more eager would they be to know all that could

po.-sibly be learned about^Him. If there were
men alive who had lived in His company, they
would wait assiduously on their teaching- (2

42
),

They would be more than curious to know what

spirit He was of, and whether they could detect

in His j. -",.!. -,'ad career on earth 'the works
of the i

"'
v
v

: II2 ). They would expect to

find some kind 'of moral congruity between His
life on the one hand, and His transcendent dignity
and calling on the other; there would be a de-

mand, from the very bo^hmin^. for facts about
Him. From this point of \ iowj then, we may say
that preaching Christ is not taking leave of Jesus
in any sense or to any extent; it is preaching
Jesus exalted and sovereign.
The passage just quoted (Ac I 21f

-

) is practically
coterminous with the oldest form of Gospel which
we possess. Beginning from the baptism of John
unto the day that he was taken up

'

: these are the

limits within which lies the Gospel according to

Mark. Hence we might say that to \ .

"

i

'"
'. ;

gospel is to preach Christ, on condition. :
,

that it is preached in its connexion with Jesus
exalted. Merely to narrate the history of Jesus,
even if we had the materials for it, would not be
to preach Christ. We need, of course, to know
the historical Jesus, as the qualifications for

\|i(i-.<li-lii|- show; but to preach Christ means to

|ip'!i<-li 1:1:1: Person as present in the -oxvroi^nry
ui' Mi- i"-iirrection. It is not preaching < liri-r if

we tell the story of the life and death merely as

events in a past continually growing more rejiiote.
It is not preaching Cln-i-i ihou<ili we tell this story
in the most vivid and moving fashion, and gather
round it, by the exercise of hNtorical imagination
or dramatic skill, the liveliest emotions ;

it is not

preaching Christ to present the life and death of
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Jesus as a high and solemn tragedy, with power in

it to purify the soul by pity and terror. There is

no preaching of Christ, possessed of religious signi-

ficance, that does not rest on the basis on which
the Apostol*

" ' -- - 1 '

rested: His exaltation in

power, and II perpetual presence. The
historical Jesus is indispensable ; but if we are to

have a Christian religion, the historical must be-

come present and eternal. This it does through
the resurrection as apprehended by faith.

3. For ih- k

iMirpo-o of ihis article it is assumed
that the .Synnj^i ir < -o-pi-N give -'-.i

1

!,! !<:!.u\ .'.

of the historical Jesus as is -.. lii"-: 11
: i

preacher's ends. No doubt He is depicted for us
there by writers who believed in Him as the

Christ, and for whom the light of His exaltation
was reflected on the lowliness of His earthly
career ; but this light is not necessarily a distort-

ing one. We have no reason to say that there is

anything in these Gospels which is untrue to the
historical

]

' - ". , .1 1

J

, y of Jesus, anything which

represents II 'in "n 'i-iind, in will, in temper, in

character, in His consciousness as a whole of His
relations to God and man, as other than He really
was. T!\:v*, _:.'". things have been said by many
writers- ui / .

'

of Jexus, from Strauss down-
wards, on the imperfection of our knowledge, and
on tlie way in which the real Jesus has been dis-

guised from the very beginning by the idealization

of His figure in the faith and love of those who
preached Him and especially in the Gospels. If

we concentrate our attention on the character of

Jesus, on the spirit of His words and deeds and

death, on His consciousness of His relations to God
and men in a word, on what He was and^ achieved
in the spiritual world it is the present writer's con-

viction that we shall feel the very reverse of this to

be the truth. We may be dubious about this or

that word, this or that incident in the Gospels, but

we have no dubiety at all about the Person. The

great life that stands out before us in the Gospels
is more real than anything in the world; and Jesus

is so far from being hidden from us that it is no

exaggeration to say that we know Him better

than anybody who has ever lived on earth.

It does not follow from this that we accept the

Evangelists' proofs that Jesus was the Christ, or

that in pioju-hin^ Christ we employ the same argu-
ments ;i- ilu-y i> show that Jesus has the unique
-i-jnifuMm-o for religion which was represented for

them by the Messianic title. Broadly speaking,
these arguments were twoone from prophecy and
one from miracles. Both may be accepted in prin-

ciple without being accepted in form. The argu-
ment from prophecy is an assertion of the con-

tinuity of revelation, of the one purpose of God
I'.r.inj: il'.vusiiji it all, and culminating in Jesus.

J esus is me rulrilment of all the hopes contained in

the ancient revelation, and we look for no other :

4 How many soever are the promises of God, in him
is the yea' (2 Co I'

20
) ;

we recognize this, and the

absolute sign I fie;nice which it secures for Jesus in

religion. But we no lonjrc-r pmvo it to ourselves

by emphasizing, in the man nor 01' rluj First Gospel,

particular correspondences between incidents in the

life of Jesus and passages in the OT. There is no

religious and no intellectual value for us in such

fulfilments of prophecy as Mt 215- 18- 2S
. We should

apply the Pauline principle (2 Co I 20 ) quite^differ-

ently, recognizing that correspondence is one

thing, fulfilment another. Jesus did not^ really

come to fulfil prophecy in the sense of carrying out

a programme the details of which were fixed before-

hand ; He came to fulfil Himself, or to fulfil the

will of the Father, as the Father made it plain to

Him from step to step ;
and though, on one occa-

sion (Mk II 1'10
), He Himself arranged an incident

in which a literal correspondence with a prophecy

was secured, it is not such a phenomenon which
iiakes Him the Christ to us. Its value now lies

.n showing that He regarded Himself as the Christ,
;he promised King. And so with the argument
from miracles, which, though not fouimlly put, is

perhaps as characteristic of the fcec-ojuMJo^pel as

'lie argument from prophecy is of the First. The
works of Jesus, in the largest sense, all that He
did and the power which it implied, go to give
Him the importance He has in our minds. But we
do not limit His works to the class commonly
called miraculous ; the impression left on

^
the

minds of men by His whole being ,

'

"

? H
*

! .,: ( I

up into itself much more than this. Une argu-
ments from prophecy and from miracles are formal

ways of expressing truths which really contain
much more than these forms can carry ; and_ our

impression of the truths is too direct, immediate,
and complex to have justice done it by such argu-
nents.
4. While, however, the inadequacy of such argu-

ments to their purpose must be admitted, the pur-

pose of the arguments is not to be overlooked.

What those who tirst called Jesus the Christ, or

preached Him as such, intended to do, was to put
Him in a place which no other could share. What-
sver else the name meant, it meant the "King : and
there was only one King. In therin!-uiii iv i^ion
Jesus was never one of a series, a person who could
be classified, and be shown to His proper place in

the line of great personalities who have contributed
to the spiritual i:;

1"
r<

I",.; of the race. The study of

Comparative !! i'
1 _!' 'ias fostered a tendency to

regard Him ir -li- i .'ii ; but it cannot be said too

strongly that . ;;! i the legitimacy of such a

tendency is to abandon from the very root all that

has ever been known to history as Christianity.
The NT is quite unequivocal about this. From
the beginning Christians call Jesus 'Lord* (I Co
12s), and recognize that God has given Him the

name which is above every name (Ph 29
). All

other men in the NT meet as equals on the same
level, and all bow before Him a^TCi"?. Tr His
exaltation He confronts men as < : I >h r < : -. 1 i y
with the Father, working for their salvation.

Historical r" '.'v :';..- .1 ": T ."{ Works, Bell's

ed. ii. 195,,
' .-" -.-' with noxious

exaggeration about the person of Jesus. As a
criticism of some kinds of interest in dogmatic
Christology, this may be true ; but if it is meant
to reflect on the devotion of Christians to Jesus as

a Person, it is completely beside the mark. To
Christians this Person has 'been from the beginning,
and will be for ever, what no other can be. To
talk of Him as the same in kind with other pro-

phets or founders of
"" "h Moses and

Isaiah, with Confucius . . . , ,
what is even

harder to understand, with Mohammed, is to sur-

render anything that a NT Christian could have

recognized as Christianity. To preach Christ at

all we must preach Him as Ktipios and juLovoyevfy.

The first name secures His unshared place in rela-

tion to men, as the latter does in relation to God ;

and unless He fills such a place, Christianity has

no raison d^tre. That it has is the assumption of

this article, as it is the fact jiv-<-i i -1
'"* '- NT.

It is, in fact, the differentia
01 ("."":-! -*v\>\ as a

religion that the distinction which can sometimes
be drawn between a person and the cause for which
he stands is in it no longer valid. To preach what
Josu> preached is not preaching Christianity unless

the thing preache-1 i- |.n-;!-l.i-- in its essential

relation to Him. T !
i '-r. ,1 M'I'U 'i He announces

is not independent of Himself; it is in the world

only as it is incarnate in Him. Thus, to take as

an example what many regard as the supreme
category in the teaching of Jesus the Kingdom of

God : what is meant by preaching Christ here ? It
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is very likely impossible for us to understand pre-

cisely what the expre-
"

i

1 :
T\" .

-

1

. of God 'con-

veyed in the mental .

x
\ Judaism or of

the 1st cent, generally. It may be impossible for

us even to understand with certainty and precision
what Jesus Himself on any given occasion meant it

to convey. All shades of juiMriri;; nir
"

-

.,
"i

'

political, eschatological, ^iri:n.-J; , '. i-

versal ; here, coming : how can anyone tell whether
:"

" "
*\*ngdom of God he is preaching

*
.

I is clear if we remember that the

TC"ii;:.Iiin of God in His sense could come only in and
tliiMii^li Him. and that its character is ultmiiuoly
determined by that fact. He Himself, in tin* -OMM*
at least of being God's representative, is King in it

(Mt 1341 2021 2534
, Lk 2342 ), and it is from what we

know of Him, including ultimately His resurrec-
tion and exaltation, that all our conceptions of the

Kingdom must be derived. To preach the cause
and ignore the Person, or to preach the cause as
of universal import and to assign to the Person an

importance in relation to it which He only shares
with an indefinite number of others, is to be untrue
to the facts as the Gospels present them. Even
preaching the T\

:

T!^-l<>in of God is not preaching
Christ unless r'lt 1

King-loin is preached as one
which owes its character to the fact that Jesus is

its King, and the certainty of its consummation
to the fact that Jesus shares the throne of God.
<"T

"

- '

', i V J

\ is not abstract optimism ; it is optimism
:

,- -i : i ! exaltation of Jesus, and on the know-
ledge of God as revealed in Him.

5. If we bring these ideas to a point, we shall

say that to preach Christ means to preach Jesus in

the absolute significance for God and man which
He had to His own consciousness and to the faith
of the first witnesses ; and to preach Him as

exalted, and as having this absolute significance
now and for ever. The question then arises, In what
forms did Jesus Himself present this absolute signi-
ficance to His own mind ? How did He conceive

it, and body it forth to others, so as to make an
adequate impression on them ? And are the forms
of thought and of imagination which He employed
for this purpose in a given historical environment
a< in(M-pMi-,sblt5 to us, and as binding in our totally
different environment, as they were for those with
whom Jesus stood face to face ? To preach Christ
it is necessary to be able to answer these questions
not at haphazard, but on principle ; and the
answer may sometimes seem difficult.

To proceed by illustration : (a) One of the ways
in which Jesus represented His il - ! 1 1

'
i - ; j ii'fir. ro

for the true religion was this : Is- n^ni'il'--! Him-
self as the Messiah. The Messianic rdle was one
which could be filled

only; by one Person, and He
Himself was the Person in question ; He and no
other was the Christ. But is

' the Christ
* a con-

ception of which we, in another age and with other

antecedents, can make use for the same purpose ?

Only, it must be answered, if we employ the term
with much latitude. What it suggests to us, as

already pointed out, is the continuity of revela-

tion, and the fulfilment through Jesus of all the

hopes which, through history and prophecy, God
had kindled in human hearts ; it is the possibility
of using it to express thi-s that ju.stifi.e-> us in retain-

ing the name. J5ut it is certain that for those who
first came to believe in Jesus as the Christ the
name was much more definite than it is for us ; it

had a shape and colour that it has no longer ; it

had o\|-< i,,'
: Mi:- cnimocied with it which for us

have !>"- ilio \:Mliiy i!n-y once pos<e-,*ed. In par-
ticular, i !n '-ciui!<i|i.^i<';i! a ^ociai ion- of the term
have not, in their JST form, the importance for us
which they had for the first believers. In the

teaching of Jesus these associations cluster round
the title

* the Son of Man/ which, at least after the

confession of Peter at Csesarea Philippi, is used as

-yrioriymoii- with 'the Christ' ; the Son of Man is

identified with Jesus, and comes again, after His

suffering and death, to establish the Kingdom, in the

glory of His Father with the holy angels (Mk 8J1 - 38
,

Mt 10'as 16~7 ). This coming again, or, as the original

disciples conceived it, this corning (irapovo-La) in the
character of the Christ, was expected, by those who
first preached and received the ;_-; il ! ',,ke

place in their own generation ; and : i -.:,]! '..! to

argue that this expectation could have any other

basis than the teaching of Jesus Hinis* k
l f. > 1 1 > >

\-

was more characteristic of primitive Clm-iismi 1

} :

it was the very essence of what the early Church
meant by hope ; it was for it part of the very
meaning of ' the Christ.

3 Account has been taken,
in art. AUTHORITY OF CHEIST (vol. i. p. 149), of any
considerations which go to qualify the certainty
with which we ascribe to Jesus Himself this eschato-

logical conception of the consummation of God's

Kingdom, and especially this conviction as to its

imminence ; but if we do connect it with Him, and

regard it as part of what is meant when He repre-
sents Himself as the Christ, clearly history requires
us to recognize the

' ""

., . of that conception
to be the vehicle

'

: :. The Kingdom of

God has been coining ever since Jesus left the

world; but Jesus Himself, after nearly two thou-
sand years, has not yet come in like manner as the

disciples saw Him going into heaven (Ac I 11 ). We
still believe that the Kingdom of God is coming ;

we believe this because we believe in Jesus ; we
believe that it is coming only 17" and
as He conies

;
that is what ' of

to-day means when he
says

we believe in Him
as the Christ. But even the belief in His exalta-

tion to God's right hand does not make possible
for us that particular kind of exportation of His

coming which burnt with so intense a riame in

the breast of the Apostolic Church ; quite apart
from any preference or effort, our outlook on the
future is different from theirs ; and, while we do
not abate in the least our recognition of the sole

sovereignty of Jesus, and our assurance that God's
T\: :_;(; !) ; u come and God's promises be fulfilled

: .imijjh !!':! alone, we are compelled, apparently,
to recognize that in iiifu-lr 1

^ in." ihe disciples His
own assurance of thr \>i .' T:i.ini.!i of God's cause
in His own person, our Lord had to make use
of representations which have turned out unequal
to the truth. He had to put His sense of the
absolute significance of His Person for God and
man into a form which was relative to the mind
of the time. The < -< li.vu-h'i: '<!,! Christ, coming on
the clouds of heaven, and coming in the liJetime
of some who heard His voice, was one expression
for Jesus of this absolute significance ; and it is as
such an expression that is, as an assurance of the

speedy triumph of God's cause :: ,.'! 'V !.; ';

Him, and not in its spectacular .."!
'

, '.

believe in it. It is not rejecting the absolute signi-
ficance of Jesus to say that tli ; -

-|-< H.icnlMr detail
is relative to the_ age and its UK ninl om I.H.J* but
it would be a rejection of it, and a n ]iiulii,

i

"cii of

Jesus as the Christ, if we denied thai MIC K"i y.^\[\
of God however experience enables us to nicuure
its corning and consummation conies and is con-
summated through Him alone. This truth must
be preached if we really preach Christ.

(o) Jesus, however, has other ways of conveying
His absolute significance. One of the simplest is

that in which He represents Himself as judge of

men, arbiter of their eternal destinies. It may be
argued, no doubt, that the form in which this is

expressed in Mt 721ff* 2531ff;
is, in part at least, due

to the Evangelist;
*

prophecy in< in the name of
Jesus' was a phenomenon which came into the
world only after His death, arid such an allusion
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to it as Mt 722
,
where it is treated as an obvious

thing, would hardly have been intelligible in His
lifetime. But there is no reason whatever to doubt
that both this passage and the other convey the
mind of Jesus about His own significance for men.
Whatever be the rule of the

"

, : "!' s

"

-

will of His Father (Mt 7ai
), 01 : i

1 ..!' \- %
'

...

in practice in relation to thos- v '! i i'. <.,';. //

brethren (Mt 2540
) it is a rule which has been finally

embodied in Him. It is in Him that we see what
doing the will of the Father means ; it is in Him
also that we see the law of humanity fulfilled. It
is what we are when measured by His standard,
judged by His hi-lj.'M i-

J

. hat discloses the very
truth about us. i -.,,- :

n:-
"
urged that this pre-

rogative of judgment is merely an element in the
Jewish conception of the Messiah, and as such has
been formally transferred to Jesus in the Gospels ;

bni- iiolliin- is less formal in the NT than the con-

ci'piion oi .Jesus as judge. It does not rest on any
borrowing from a pre-Christian Messianic dog-
matic, but on the most real experiences of men in
the presence of Jesus :

'

Depart from me, for I am
a sinful man, O Lord '

(Lk 58
) ;

'

Come, see a man
who told me all things that ever I did

}

(
Jn 429 ).

The experiences by which words like these were
umpired give reality and solemnity to all therepre-
scntaiion* of Jesus as judge. Here again we may
say that the spectacular representations of the

judgment are a form which we may recognize to
have only a relative value, while yet we do not

dispute in the least the absolute truth that the
standard of reality and of worth in the spiritual
world is Jesus, and that no life can be finally
estimated except by its relation to Him. The
Gospel according to John is ili-ii

1

!; r.
: -M-l from the

others by
'

"/ 'e h.':<Miiiri <if Christ as

judge, and . exercise of it in what
might almost be called an automatic fashion. The
Father has committed all judgment to the Son
(Jn S23

) ; and the process of judging goes on in the

Gospel under our eyes. The very presence of Jesus
sifts men ; they gather round Him or are repelled
from Him according to what they are. Something
of absolute and final

* T :
- **', may be said, is

transacted before our :,- ...-" -"i show that they
will or will not have anything to do with Jesus.
It is eternal judgment revealed in the field of time,
and Jesus is the judge. No one else could fill

His place in this character, and we do not preach
Christ as He was and is except by making this

plain. Probably, however, in this case more than
in any other it is rash to discount too cheaply
what we think, rightly enough in principle, are but
forms of conveying this truth, and forms unequal
to the reality. The picture of the T ;. -' Ji,1

1. ;-
'

in Mt 2531 '4^ may not be true as .. ;

"

:-. :

moral reality of the judgnn H MMV i:ofc be depen-
dent at all on the scenic Joi.ul- 'lic-v presented,
but whether or not it is true as a picture, it is true
in the moral impression it leaves on the mind, and
this is the truth that is important. There is

such a thing, if there is an^ truth in Christ at all,

as final judgment , there is a right 'hand of the

judge and a loft, an inside of the door and an out-

side, a character that abides for ever and a char-

acter that collapses in irreparable ruin ; and to

realize of what kind character is, or where it must
stand at last, we have only to confront it with
Him. The man who cannot withstand the attrac-

tion of Jesus does not come into judgment, he has

passed from death into life (Jn 5s4
) ; the man who

will not yield to the attraction of Jesus is judged
already (3

18
), and the judgment will be revealed

at last. To recognize and proclaim the absolute

significance of Jesus here is an essential part of

preaching Christ.

(c) The supreme illustration of this incomparable

significance of Jesus remains. It is given in what
we may call His consciousness of His relation to
GocL To Jesus, God was the Father, and He Him-
self was the Son. It does not matter that God is a
universal Father, and that all men are or are
called to be His sons; Jesus recognizes this, and
insists upon it, but He claims Sonship in a peculiar
sense for Himself. He never speaks of Himself as
a child of God, but as the Son, siinpliciter* In

speaking of God and Himself He uses 6 irartfp and
6 wo* in a way which implies that there could no
more be a plural on the one side than on the other :

see esp. Mt II27
*-, Mk 13*2. It is natural to suppose

that in the account of -
T ' "" ' "

(Mt 317
1|) the

heavenly voice which ^ . ! ! Son of God,
in words borrowed from Ps 2, means the term
there to be taken in the Messianic '

official
J

sense ;

it is the Messianic consciousness of Jesus, as the

accompanying narrative of the Temptation proves,
which is expressed in 6 vl6$ pov. What the relation

may have been in His mind between this (which
defines His calling by relation to OT hopes) and
the Divine Sonship exhibited in Mt II27

, we may
not be able to tell It has been argued by some
that the official Messianic Sonship, the calling to
be God's King in Israel, widened and deepened in
the mind of Jesus Himself into the consciousness
of a unique relation to God, which found its most
adequate \iin-* "-n in the language of Mt II 27

;

by others, ;1:- : *: i

!\ such a consciousness as is dis-

closed in Mt II 27 "enables us to understand how
Jesus could ever have regarded Himself as the
Messiah. The Messianic categories have been con-
sidered above ; what we have here to do is to look
at the less specifically Jewish way in which Jesus
here reveals His absolute i i'*- ,

i for religion.
{ All things have been . i , me by niy
Father : and no one knoweth the Son, save the
Father ; neither knoweth any one the Father, save
the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son willeth to
reveal him 3

(see AUTHORITY OF CHRIST, vol. L p.

149). Here Jesus claims in the ir:--i \ ("!"( "i ii-rms
to have had the whole task of rou-:ui it^ C'il to
men the whole task of saving men, so far as that

depends upon their coming to know God com-
mitted to Him.* It is a task to which He is

equal, and for which no other has any competence
at all. Everything connected with it has been
entrusted to Sim, and to Him alone ; there is not
a man upon the earth who can know the Father

except by becoming a debtor to Jesus. There is

no such thing as preaching Christ unless we preach
this : He is the mediator for all men of the Know-
ledge of God as Father ; that is, of that knowledge
of God on which eternal life depends. This is the

loftiest, the most universal, and the most gracious
form in which the absolute ^L-n'Icrm.- of Jesus
can be expressed: the loftiesi

,
!>'< (n;-o .. declares

Him unequivocally to be the /Aovoyej'rjs, having His

being in a relation to God constituted by perfect
mutual understanding, and "!'

"'
:

- Him
alone ; the most universal, bee; i '

-

'.

"

of

Father and Son, while it can only be symbolic of
the reality, uses a symbolism based on nature, not
on history, and is therefore intelligible to all men,
and not only (like Messiah) to one race ; and the
most gracious, for it suggests directly not only
mutual understanding but mutual love, the love
which unites the Father and the Son in the work
of enlightening and redeeming men (cf. Me H2Sf

-).

It is not necessary, however, to dwell on this ; the

point is that in this central passage Jesus empha-
sizes His absolute significance in the two main
directions in which it can be understood : He is to

God what no other is, and He can therefore do for

* It is fanciful, on account of +ospi&e6u, to suppose that Jesus
is here contrasting His

iroto^otrtf^
which has its starting-point in

the Father, with the *

traditions* of the elders.
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man what no other can do. He is the only-begotten
Son, and the only Mediator between God and man.
In preaching Christ in this sense, we have much
more to go upon than this single utterance. The
truth which it conveys, indeed, is not so much a
truth revealed by Christ, as the truth which is

embodied in Him ; in order to appreciate it, it is

necessary to have the experience of coming through
Him to the Father, and of 'i :!/,: 'V,i Father
in the Son. The interest <-T '.* ! .- ii Gospel
consists to a large extent in this that it is an
expansion and illustration of these words. Jesus
is presented there as the Word made flesh the

principle of revelation embodied in a human life ;

it is His work, so to speak, to enlighten every
man, and apart from His work men remain in
darkness. * No man hath seen God at any time :

the only-begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the
Father, he hath declared or interpreted (e^yf}-
o-a.ro} him '

(Jn I18 ) ; He that hath seen me hath
seen the Father' (14

9
) ;

C I am the way and the
truth and the life : no one cometh to the Father
bun through me' (14

e
). This is the key to the

peculiar passages in the Gospel in which Jesus says
ey<h elfu without any expressed predicate (4

26
? S24- 28

1319
) : we are meant to think of Him as the great

decisive Personality, who stands in a place which
is His alone, and by relation to whom all men
finally stand or fall. It may be that the expres-
sion given to this in the Fourth Gospel owes
something to the writer as well as to Jesus ; but
what the writer expresses is at least the impression
made on him by Jesus, and, as Mt II27 and Mk
1332 show, the impression is one which answers
exactly to Jesus' consciousness of Himself. The
wwds quoted above from Jn. only do justice to
Jesus' sense of what He was in relation to God and
man, and it is not possible to preach Christ in any
adequate sense if we ignore or deny the truth they
convey. To do so would be to reject both what
Jesus said and what He was in the experience of
those who first believed on Him.

^
6. With the rest of the NT in mind, the ques-

tion is naturally raised at this point, whether Jesus

g^ave any further definition to the idea of media-
tion than that which we find in this passage. All
men owe to Him the V i.

1

/;_<> of God as Father,
bxyt how does He imp. i s i . ': \ 1 ! men must become
His debtor* if they are to have the benefit of this

supreme r'\<.:l,mon : is there anything which more
than another enables us to estimate the dimensions
of this debt ? If there is, then in preaching Christ
that thing would require to have a '">" iv.-.r,<,'.

!::.;
-

prominence. It is obvious that J M;- PI- !',. !'-

the knowledge of God to men, not by His words
only, but, as is shown elsewhere (AUTHORITY
OF CHRIST, vol. i. p. 149), by His being and life
as well. It is the Son in whom the Father is re-

vealed, and everything in the Son contributes to
the revelation : His teaching, His works, His
intercourse with others, His sufferings and death.
The revelation is made in and through all these,
and none of them can be omitted in preaching
Christ. To borrow words of Wellhausen which
are not without a niKUiading element (Einleitung
in die drei ersten ./:>"/<'/';///,/.' p. H4) : 'His Teligion
is found not only in what He taught publicly, but
in His nature and bearing under all circumstances,
at home and on the !-trcer, in what He said and
did not say, in what He did consciously or with-
out being conscious of it, in the way in which
He ate and drank and rejoiced and suffered. His
Person, with which they had the privilege of
intercourse in daily life, made an even deeper
impression on His disciples than His teaching.

3

All this is true, but not the whole truth. The NT
in all its parts lays a quite peculiar emphasis on
the death of Christ, and in doing so it is not false

to His own conception of the way in which He
mediated the knowledge of the Father to men.
His death, it may be said, does not require to be

interpreted otherwise than His life ;
it is His life

carried to a consistent consummation under the
circumstances of the time

;
it is part of His life,

not -
.-

' Y 1

. distinct from it. This also is true,

but, , .' . to the representation in the Gospels,
it is less than the whole truth. His death is a
part of His life which has an essential relation to

His work as the revealer of the Father, and the

King r
'

T\: _!: '

"

fH-.d ; it was recognized by
Jesus ii' i-- . ..- I-!

1
.

:
"

;, necessary, it was the

subject of frequent instruction to "His disciples,
and it is commemorated by His will in the most
solemn rite of Christian worship (see Mk S31 931 1033

1045 1424 and ||). It is a fair inference from this,
combined with the place taken by the Passion in

the Evangelic narratives, and the place given to
the interpretation of Christ's death in the Epistles,
that to preach Christ it is necessary to represent
His death as a main part, or rather as tk& main
part, of the cost at which His work of mediation is

done. In what particular way it is to be construed
is an ulterior question. Our general conception of
the moral order of the world, our sense of indi-

viduality and of the solidarity of the race, our

apprehension of sin as generic, or constitutional,
or voluntary, the mental equipment with which
we approach the whole subject, may determine us
to interpret it in ways which are intellectually dis-

tinguishable ; no given explanation of the death of
Jesus can claim finality any more than any given
interpretation of His Person. But just as wre may
say that Christ is not preached unless the Person
of Christ is presented in its absolute significance
for religion, as the one Person through whom the

knowledge of the Father is mediated to men, so
we may say further that Christ is not preached in
the sense which answers to His owrn consciousness
of what He wras doing, unless it is made clear and
central that His mediation necessitated and there-
fore cost His death. In the simplest words, it is

necessary to say, in preaching Christ, not only that
He is /jLovoyevris and Mediator, but that He died for
men. It was not for Him to insist on this as a
doctrine ; it was for the Church to ;> HI :.>! K it as
a fact, and to put it into doxologi'j-5\JLu-\ 1 59

) ;

but in doing so, it could go back to unmistakable
words of Jesus Himself, and to the sacrament which
speaks for Him more impressively than any words.

7. Jesus3

consciousness of Himself, which, how-
ever hard it niay be for us to iipprehnul it, has
certainly the character just <l<wTilHil in other
words, is a consciousness of His absolute and in-

comparable -i'_:'ifi< ,:< for all the relations of God
and man n i:- :

!

i.- ;n i lit' heart of all preaching of
which He is the object. He had this

:
-r '*..

while He moved among men on the :. '>. .

*
. !

was declared and made unmistakable to His dis-

ciples when He rose from the dead. It is on Jesus'
consciousness of Himself, therefore, including His
consciousness of His vocation, and on His exalta-
tion to God's right hand, that the preaching of
Christ rests. As has iilir.i'l\ IM---M remarked (see

3), the writer of this nuicU'r r.-'iiiip-. that in the
Synoptic Gospels we have a |'-)'IV-.-M:;H l-m given
of the consciousness of Jesus, <-n : In* i \ \r

!

i of which
we can quite securely proceed. No doubt this has
been questioned, most recently and radically by
Wellhausen. The Gospels (to put it concisely)
were written by Christians, and Jesus was not a
Christian. They contain the gospel, that is, the
Christian religion ; but He knew nothing about
the gospel, although it is put into His lips. He
was a Jew. He preached no new faith. He taughtmen to do the will of God, which like all Jews He
found in the Law and the other sacred books. The
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only difference was that He knew a better way of

doing the will of God than that which the scribes

of His day enforced on the people, and that He
called men to leave their traditions and learn of

Him. Wellhausen not only removes from the
mind of Christ in this way everything that in

Christian preaching has ever been known as

gospel, everything that could by any possibility
be regarded as contributing to Christology and

Soteriology, but the great mass of what up till

now has t>een regarded by criticism as the best
attested part of the F^.m^t'lu- record, the words of

Jesus common to Matthew and Luke. Most of

the parables, too, are sacrificed. Even the few
in Mark are not all genuine, and Wellhausen
feels free to pass severe strictures alike on those
of Matthew and of Luke. All that need be
said of this is, that if Jesus had been no more
than Wellhausen represents Him to be, then it

is inconceivable that either the Gospels or the

gospel could ever have been generated from any
impulse He could impart to liuman minds. As
Jlilicher puts it (Theol. Literaturztg. 1905, No. 23),

the primitive Church is thus made to appear
rill--.

1

, ^rr, irr. and freer than its Head: in

l< i

1

: -,(>:! ii -urpasses Him by producing the
marvellous Evangelic history, in St. Paul it sur-

passes Him by producing a new imposing theory
of redemption. The historian looks in vain for

anything analogous to this elsewhere. We do not
understand how it could be done. We do not
understand how the Church so suddenly lost the

power of doing it. We do not understand how a
man like St. Paul, we may say how men like those
who wrote all the NT books except the Gospels,
should have been so inuiiniMts of writing a page
which reminds us of them. Although it is true to

say that tr;"" 1 .:.;,"' 1>1

;
!'

"

l

". t its author,
the truths -V

'

. ! : v . :- l\,-
'

- have a way
of coalesci 1

"

. .; ! .

'
'

ich is iden-

tical with Jesus. As Deissm.-iii 1
! lui- r\j'iv*-o<l :\*

they are not separate pearls il,:i-;:ili
k
ii ". ;;. "irinii.

but flashes of the same dif : i. ^. ;,;
I;.

Mo\

guarantee themselves, but -M
1

-
: -

,\
'

;.
are a

spiritual evidence to the i
"-" ,'i !'..": ->f the

great Person to whom the gospel owes its being,
and to whom all preaching is a testimony. There
is a kind of criticism which tacitly assumes that it

is a mistake to believe in Christ as those who first

preached Him believed ;
He was a Person who

appeared in hNlory. and therefore cannot have the

absolute -ignitiojUK-o which must attach to the

object of religious faith, and which does attach to

Jesus throughout the NT. Such criticism makes
it its business to reduce this figure to a true scale

which means to make His personality exactly
like our own, and His consciousness exactly what
our o*\

" "

e. Wellhausen illustrates the

direct ..' of this criticism to the Gospels;
we see .... . rought to bear on the Epistles ^in
such a remark as Wernle's, that a faith in Christ

like that of St. Paul (which as ;
"i i- & : led its

object) implies a certain want of ;.',i !i in 'u* living
God. The consciousness of God must have decayed
or lost its vital intensity in the Apostle before he
could write the Epistle to the Colossians. Such a

writing, we are almost invited to think, is on the

way to justify the Jewish sneer: the creed of

Christians is that there is no God, but that Jesus

is His Son. In the face of criticism of this type,
we hold with confidence the trustworthiness of the

Evangelic representation, and venture to say that

no NT writer, not even St. Paul or St. John, has

anything to say of the absolute significance of

Jesus, in all the relations of God and man, which

goes beyond Jesus' consciousness of Himself as

*'Evangelium u. Urchristentum ' in Beitrage zur Weiter-

entwickelung der christlichen Religion, p. 85.

the Gospels preserve it. And, further, we venture
to say that no NT writing, however casual or

informal, falls short of the testimony which Jesus,

according to the Evangelists, bears to Himself.

Everywhere Jesus has the place which He claims
for Himself, and Christians are conscious of an
absolute dependence on Him for their standing
towards God. To give Him this place is the only
way ;" <!

'

f'lrist.

8. "I
: i" i i I specimens of Apostolic preaching

are the sermons of St. Peter in Acts. Their
value is universally ;:< \r c\- 'I _("!. According to
Schmiedel (Encyc. BibL i. 4j,

* almost the only ele-

ment that is historically important (in the early
chapters of Acts) is the Christology of the speeches
of Peter. This, however, is important in the

highest degree. ... It is hardly possible not to-

believe that this Christology of the speeches of
Peter must have come from a primitive source.'

It starts with the historical person as such :
' Jesus

of Nazareth, a man approved of God to you by
miracles and portents and signs which God wrought
through him, as you yourselves know' (Ac 222).
This approbation of Jesus by His wonderful works
might seem confuted by His death, but to this

the Apostle has a twofold answer. On the one
hand, the death itself was Divinely necessary ; He
was delivered up by the determinate counsel and

foreknowledge of God, evidence of which was
found in tho Scriptures (Ac 223

, cf. 1 Co 154 ). On
the other hand, it was annulled by the resurrec-

tion of Jesus and His exaltation to God's right
hand. It was this that made Him both Lord
and Christ, and in this character He determined
for the Apostles and for all men their whole
relation to God. To Him they owed already the

gift of the Holy Ghost ; and, as St. Peter explicitly
states elsewhere (Ac II 15- 17 15s), to receive the Holy
Ghost is to be religiously complete. To His

coming they looked r'oi tinier of refreshing, indeed
for the 'times of the restoration of all things,
whereof God spake by the mouth of his holy-

prophets that have been from of old
1

(3
21

).
Ail

prophecy, to put it otherwise, is conceived as

Messianic ; all the hopes which God has inspired
are hopes to be fulfilled through Christ. He is

Prince of life (3
15

), Lord 01' nil ilO:

'S ordained of

God as Judge of living and dead (10
42

).
^
Those

who repent, believe, and are baptized in His name
receive remission of sins and the gift of the Holy
Ghost (2

38 1043 ). All these expressions imply that

from the very beginning Jesus nad for His disciples
that absolute significance which we have seen be-

Inu^i-ii ("> His own consciousness of Himself j but
in ii<Mii:<>ii to this, it is put with singular force in

a passage which expresses nothing else : 'There is

not salvation in any other : for there is no other

name under heaven given among men, whereby we
must be saved '

(4
12

). It may be possible to strip
from the gospel of St. Peter, without detriment
to its essence, some of that vesture of e.-phatologi-

cal Messianism which it necessarily \\ore at Tho

time ; but it is not possible that religion should be
to us what it was to Mm, it is not possible, in the

original sense of the words, to preach Christ-

unless we give to Christ that same significance in

all the relations of God and man which He has in

St. Peter's preaching. It is not too much to say
that side by side w'ith his frank recognition of

Jesus as a man (2
s2

), whose career in history he
could himself look back upon, St. Peter regarded
Jesus in His exaltation as forming with God His
Father one Divine causality at work for the salva-

tion of men. It was only in virtue of so regarding
Him that he could preach Him as he did, and

essentially similar convictions are still necessary
if preaching is to be called preaching Christ. It

i is not necessary to argue that the Christology of the
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First Epistle of Peter is on a level with this. In

many respects it is, more explicit. There has been
more reflexion on the absolute -L;_:iT!ic; nee of Jesus
in religion, on His relation to the OT, on the

power of Hi^ resurrection, on the virtue of His
Passion as connected with redemption from sin,
and on the example set in His life and death.
But two passages may be briefly referred to as

going to the root of the matter. The first is I- 1

,

where Christians are described as *

you who through
him [Jesus] are believers in God. 3

It is to Him
that Christian faith owes its peculiar qualities and
virtues : men may be theists apart from Him, but
to have ^'iiecificaHy Christian faith in God we must
be His debtors. The other is the longer passage,
so much discussed, 318-46 . "Whatever else this

passage reveals, it reveals the writer's conviction
that for the dead as well as the living there is no
hope of salvation but Christ. Not only in this

world, but in all worlds, whatever is called redemp-
tion owes its being to Him. All spiritual beings,
angels, principalities, and powers, are subject to
Him. The Christian is a person who is in Him
(5

14
), and accordingly by Him. everything in the

Christian life is determined. To give Christ this

place in our spiritual world, though a different
mode of conceiving the world of the spirit may
modify the intellectual form in which we do so, is

iv:(rs >f!i-. ibli k to preaching Christ. Apart from His
hoMing -uch a place it i* -

** * V to preach
about Him, not to make / am of our
preaching.

9. To pass from St. Peter to St. Paul is to pass
from one who had the most vivid personal recollec-
tions of the Man Christ Jesus to one who had no
such recollections at all ; and it is all the more
striking to find that both of them preach Christ
in the same sense ; or, perhaps, we should say,
mean the same thing by preaching Christ. St.
Paul's acquaintance with Christ began when the
Lord appeared to him on the way to Damascus,
and for him Jesus is predominantly the Lord of

Glory (1 Co 2s). When he preaches Him it is as
Lord (2 Co 45

) ; that is, as exalted at God's right
hand. To call Him 'Lord/ to acknowledge His
exaltation, is to make the fundamental Christian
confession (1 Co 123 , Ro 109 ). It is often asserted
that whn tever differences may have existed between
St. Paul and the Jerusalem Church, there can have
been no difference of a Christologieal character;
but it is not vital to Christianity that this should
be so. It is just as plausible to argue from 2 Co
l
l& that the Corinthians had heard preachers who

did not preach Chri-t prcci.-cly as Paul and Silvanus
and Timothy did

; and the" argument might be
supported by reference to 2 Co 516 II4. Further,
the fact that St. Paul has ^orietiiii^ \\hir-h he calls

*m^ gospel/ a conception of 0!m>iii!iicy and a
moae of presenting it which had peculiarities due
to the peculiarity of his religions experience, might
be adduced on the same &ide. And the pre*umpti< >n
thus raised could not be overturned simply by an

appeal to 1 Co 154- n
, which would prove only that

his gospel rested, exactly as did that of the Twelve,
on the great facts of the deatli and resurrection of
Jesus interpreted in the light of Scripture. What
it is important to see is that, be the variations in
mode of thought or conception what they may,
the Apostle ascribes to Jesus that absolute signifi-
cance for religion wMch we have already seen
attach to Him both in His own mind and in the
preaching of St. Peter. This is the basis and the
content of preaching Christ.

It might seem enough to refer to the salutations
of the Epistles, in which St. Paul wishes the
Churches grace and peace from God our Father
and the Lord Jesus Christ (Bo I

7
), or addresses

|

them as having their being in God the Father and I

the Lord Jesus Christ (1 Th I
1
). Here we have the

Father and Christ confronting men, so to speak,
on the same plane, co-operating as one Divine

power for their salvation. When St. Paul preaches
Christ it is as a Person who has this power and
importance, and stands in this relation to God and
men. Or we might refer to what perhaps conies
closest in form to Jesus' own mode of expression,
the passage in 1 Co 15-8 , in which e the Son '

is used

absolutely, as in Mk 1332
. There is a subordina-

tion of the Son to the Father here, and yet no
more here than in Mk 133- or in Mt II-7 could we
conceive of either word in the plural. Or again,
\ve might refer to such passages as those in which
St. Paul contrasts all other persons with Christ.
c What is Apollos ? what is Paul ? Was Paul
crucified for you? or were you baptized in the
name of Paul?' (1 Co 35 I 13

). This is entirely in
the line of the contrast between the many servants
and the one beloved Son in Mk 121-12, or of the

sayings of Jesus in Mt 238"10
. Of course both these

Evangelic pa^age^ have been disputed, but the

present writer >ees no reason to doubt that in
substance both are rightly ji-r-i^iit?*! io Jesus.
What St. Paul means in the v-oi<!> i-iieu is that

any other person has only a re
1 '* "

',',
-

in Christianity, while Christ's
"

-

.. -
<

solute. The Church would have missed Paul and
Apollos, but it would have been there ; whereas
but for Christ it could not have been there at all.

It existed only in Him. This is assumed in all

preaching of which He is the object. His signifi-
cance for the Church is not in the same line with
that of Paul and Apollos ; it is on the same line
with that of the Father. No matter what the
mode in which St. Paul conceives of Christ, he
always conceives of Him E Tv.

"

. ""-is incompar-
able significance, and it is *

'

..

'

to note the

ways in which it appears.
(a) Sometimes they are, so to speak, unstudied :

the truth is put, and possibly with einp
1

)j^i>, but
there is no i:r ii< Jiljir ^vVxion upon ir. Tims in
1 Co 3 11 '"sii" fii!iiii:;ui<in can no man lay than
that is laid, which is Christ Jesus/ This conies

very close to Ac 4Ilf-
(.-ee above). Again, when we

read in 2 Co I20 how many soe^c* r -ii, ..,,
of God, in him is the yea/ we .: r :: ! \

'

the same truth. There is not a single proniUo God
has made, not a single hope with \\hioli Ho lui^

inspired human hearts, which is to have any fulfil-

ment except in Him. The mental attitude is the
same in Gal I8f*. The form of St. Paul's argu-
ments is sometimes more disconcerting to us in
Galatians than in any other of his Epistles, yet
nowhere does he keep closer to the heart of hi?

gospel. What these two seemingly intolerant
verses

^
mean is that Christ is the whole of the

Christian religion, and that to introduce other

things
side by side with Him, as if they could

Mipmemont Him, or share in His absolute signifi-
cance ioi salvation, is treason to Christ Himself.
Christ crucified the whole revelation of God's
redeeming love to sinners is there; the sinful soul

abandoning itself in unreserved faith to this reve-
lation the whole of the Christian religion is there.
Whoever brings into religion anything else than
Christ and faith, as though anything else could
conceivably stand on the same plane, is, wittingly
or unwittingly, the deadly enemy of the gospel
Such oxiiros-sioii- as these exhibit the absolute
Mjrniliciiiico uliieh Christ had for the Apostle in
The most unquestionable way, but they imply no
speculative CUristology. We may hold them, and
to preach Christ we must hold them, but we may
do so without raising any of the theological ques-
tions which have been raised in connexion with
them. There is h&rdly a page of St. Paul's writ-

ings which could not be quoted in illustration.
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Confining ourselves to the Epp. to the Thess., as
his earliest letters, and omitting- the salutations
referred to above, we find everywhere the absolute

dependence of the Christian on Christ, a kind of
relation which would be not only inconceivable
but immoral if any other than Christ were the

subject of it. Just as men in general are said to
live and move and have their being- in God, Chris-
tians live and move and have their being

e in
Christ.' What space is to bodies, Christ is to

believing souls : they live in Him, and all the
functions of their life are determined by Him.
St. Paul has confidence in the Lord toward the
Thessalonians (II 34 ) ; he charges and entreats
them in the Lord Jesus Christ (II 312

) ; they stand
in the Lord (I 3s

) ; he gives them commandments
through the Lord Jesus (I 4-) ; church rulers are
those who are over them in the Lord (I 5 1

-) ; the
Christian rule of life is the will of God in Christ
Jesus concerning them (I 5 18

) ; the Christian de-

parted are the dead in Christ (I 4
16

) ; all benediction
is summed up in the grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ (I 528

, II I 12 318
) ; Jesus and the Father are

co-ordinated as the object of prayer (I 311
), and

prayer is directly addressed to the Lord, i.e. to
Christ (I 312

). Our Lord Jesus Christ, through
whom we are to obtain salvation at the great day,
is He who died for us, that whether we wake or

sleep we should live together with Him (I 5 10
). It

is as though all that Uod does for us were done
in and through Him ; so that He confronts us as
Saviour in Divine glory and omnipotence. We
may trust Him as God is trusted, live in Him as
we live in God, appe_al to Him to save us as only
God can save ; and it is only as we do so that we
have in Him a Person whom we can preach. Such
a Person we can have, as the passages cited show,
without raising any of the questions with which
St. Paul himself subsequently wrestled. But the

right way to express all this which does not first

appear in Colossians, but is of the essence of

Christianity from the beginning is not to say
with Wernle that the consciousness of God has
been weakened, but that the idea of God has been
Christianized : the Father is known in the Son,

'

and is known as working through Him to the
end of our salvation. And this, it need hardly be
repeated, is identical in religious import with what
we have found in the mind of Christ Himself.

(b) Sometimes, however, the Apostle presents us
with more speculative conceptions of Christ. He
is not simply a Person who has appeared in history,
and has been exalted in Divine power and glory.
He is what may be called a universal Person, a

typical or representative Person, who has for the
new humanity the same kind of -I^n:^ ,M<-O as
Adam had for the old. Adam was : In- li-.vu

'

the
one, Christ is the head of the other. As in Adam
all die, so in Christ shall all be made alive. The
acts of Christ have a representative or universal
character: the death that He died for all has
somehow the ^i^nlficjuu-p which the death of all

would itself luivn ; in \1\< resurrection we see the
first-fruits of a new race which shall wear the

image of the heavenly. Broadly -pcnkinp-. thi*.

way of conceiving Christ, in which i ho individual
historical Person is elevated or expanded into a
universal or representative Person, pervades the

Epp. to the Romans, Corinthians, and Galatians
'see esp. Ro 512ff

-, 1 Co 1521
-49

). As these Epp. are
central in St. Paul's writings, there is a certain

justification for laying this conception of Christ
the second Adam at the basis of a Pauline Christ-

ology (as was clone by Somerville in Ms St. Paul's

Conception of Christ). It is the conception which
lends itself most readily to 'mystical' interpreta-
tions of Christ's work and of Christian experience.
To bear the Christian name we must 'identify

VOL. n. 26

ourselves
'

with all the experiences of the Second
Adam. But though it is eminently characteristic
of St. Paul, it is neither his first nor his last way
of representing the absolute significance of Christ.
It belongs to the controversial period in which
ovon Lhiii- Christian was defined by contrast.
\\ ii,:i !v. P.i-iJ Avanted to annihilate was legalism,
the influence of the statutory in religion ; and he
argues that the ";

: - i...-',mt categories in the
religious history ; ';: \. those of universal
and abiding -V "',:<.,,re 'not law, but sin and
grace. The / ,!:>- in the history are not
Moses, but Auani ana uhrist. He works out the
parallel or rather the contrast "between them with
enthusiasm ; but when we realize what he is doing,we feel that this is only one way of giving Christ
His peculiar place. It is, however, a way which
will maintain itself as long as the antithesis of sin
and grace determines the religious life ; and as this
is a limit beyond which we cannot see, it seems
involved in any adequate preaching of Christ that
He should b- :<,- '<

'

in this universal character
as the head * t ; ? ::". umanity.

(c) In his later Epp., St. Paul preaches Christ in
what seems a more wonderful light. Christ is pre-
sented to us not merely as a historical, or as a uni-
versal, but also as an eternal or Divine Person.
That which is manifested to the world in Him does
not uri^inate with its manifestation. The ex-

planation of it is not to be sought merely in the
history of Israel (as though Jesus were no more
than a national Messiah), nor even in the history
of humanity (as though He were no more than the
restorer of the ruin which began with Adam) : it is

to be sought in the eternal being of God. When
St. Paul came in contact with Jesus, he came in
contact with what he felt instinctively was the ulti-
mate reality in the universe. Here, he could not
but be conscious, is the Alpha and the Omega, the
beginning and the end, all that is meant all that
has ever been meant by God. J Here is 'all the
fulness of the Godhead bodily

'

(Col I19 29
) ; here

is the revelation of what God essentially and
eternally is, and here therefore is that by which
all our thinking must be ruled. Cirri-

1
'. ! - '

>.

or is involved in, because He is the '! (l i * -iV. i;

of, the eternal being and nature of God. How far
does this carry us when we try to think it out?
Possibly not further, in some respects, than we
have come already. Christ, it may be said, is

represented as an eternal Person when He is

spoken of as final Judge of all (Ac 1G42, 2 Co 510
) ;

that is eternity a> appi-cln-ndcd in conscience.

Again, He is repTtvt-ntvd
- *m eternal Person

when we speak of Him as final Heir or Lord of
all

things^ (He I
2
, Mt 2818

); that is eternity as
i

I

"

M- -1 in imagination. But in Col. it is not
1 -

,.
:

i conscience or the ima<iin::ii(.]>. but
'"

, '. ; lore speculative f'" '///. i
!
.;: . si. Paul

intorpiet.-i his conception of iii- r;< I-T! being of
Christ. If Christ really has the absolute signi-
ficance which all Christian experience implies, for
in all such experience we meet with God in Him,
then all things must be defined by relation to
Christ ; the universe must be reconstituted with
Him as its principle, its centre of unity, its goal.
Nature must be conceived as an order of things
brought into being with a view to His Kingdom,
and this implies that He was present in the consti-
tution of nature. To say that He was ideally but
not actually present, present only in the mind of
God as the intended consummation of the process,
would have been to St. Paul to introduce a dis-

tinction which we have no means of applying where
God is concerned. The true doctrine of Christ
this is what St. Paul teaches in Colossians in-
volves a doctrine of the universe. The doctrine of
the universe is put only negatively, or so as to
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exclude error, when we say that God created all

tiiir.^ out of nothing ; such a formula teaches only
the Vu-Milute dependence of nature on God. But
it is put positively, or so as to convey the truth in

which the world" is interested, when we say that

all things were created in Christ. St. Paul's con-

viction of this truth is based (he believes) on ex-

perience : in his consciousness as a Christian man
he is assured that in Christ he has touched the last

reality in the universe, the ens rectlissimum, the
truth through which all other truths are to -be

defined and understood. In other words, a true

apprehension of the ab
"*

;' !
"""*

:
r Christ

involves a specifically
' ...-,. ^

< . of the
universe. The Christian religion is ^not true to

Christ (as St. Paul understood His significance)
unless it has the courage to conceive a Christian

metaphysic, or, in simpler words, to Christianise
all its thoughts of God and the world. Put in this

form, we can see that in the last resort it is still

necessary to share the Apostle's convictions at this

point if we m- -,;:-. : > *'.,; 'i Christ. For if there is

any region of iv, I"./ .
: i>!i does not depend for its

meaning and ^i.'u-. > ' - relation to Him, if the
truth \ylth which we come in contact in Him is not
the ultimate truth of God, the master light of all

our seeing, then His importance is only relative,
and He has no abiding place in religion which
requires that He should be preached at all. But
in reality He is a Person so great that all nature
and history and religion have to be interpreted
through Him. All we call being, and all we
call redemption, need Him to explain them. The
love revealed in Him is the key to all mysteries.
The categories we use to make His redemption
intelligible are the -only categories by which we
r,- -i i'-.-- 1

:
-i

.] r t ! -. i . "!

-

rstand anything. Once Christ's
:\ :- .-.!-" _r I"

*
: has become clear to us, and,

:.< j'i''i ;i-:^ , ::. :

: "s involved in every Christian

experience,- -we discover that our task, if we would
understate the system of things in which we live,
is not to find natural law in the spiritual world,
but rather to find spiritual law indeed,

'" *"

Christian law in the natural world. S . . ,

do so we are providing scientific attestation for the

conception of Christ as a Divine and eternal Person.
10, The Epistle to the Hebrews and the Fourth

Gospel, it need hardly be added, share in this con-

ception of Christ. In neither is it allowed to in-

fringe on the truth of His human nature while He
lived on earth : indeed, of all the NT writings,
these two in various ways make most use of
Christ's humanity for religious and moral ends.
But as the subject of this article is not Christ-

ology? it is not necessary to go into details, The
prologue to the Fourth Gospel lias precisely the
same Christian experience behind it as the first

chapter of CoL, and the same ovporiojict'. when
taken seriously, will always in -pi re rho mind to
think along the same lines. The conception of the

Logos, as has often been remarked, is not carried

by the writer beyond the prologue : it may in

reality affect the Evangelist's way of representing
certain things, but it is not formal ly embodied in
the Gospel. It was a conception widely current in
the writer's time, whatever its sources, and he
used it to introduce Jesus in circles which natur-

ally thought in sueli terms. It does not follow
that to introduce or to explain Christ among men
who think in other categories, the preacher is still

bound to make use of this one. 4 There is only one
thing,* says Dr. Sanday (Criticism of the Fourth
Gospel, 198) 'that he [the Evangelist] seeks. He
wants a formula to express the eosmdcal signifi-
cance of the person of Christ. 3 That in which we
must a^ree with him if we in turn would preach
Christ, is his conviction of this significance, not
the formula in which it suited him at the close of

the first century to express it. That like Paul he
had such a conviction, based on experience, there
is no doubt. The Son of God was not to St. John
a lay

" ' "

draped in the borrowed robes
either

'

\ dogmatic or of Alexandrian

]i'iiloMpl!\ . He was a Being so great, and had left

[
0:1 i!u--o:il of His witness an impression so deep,
that the latter felt it could be satisfied by nothing
but a reconstitution of his universe in which this

wonderful Person was put at the heart of every -

ilsin;: (-Motion, providence, revelation, and re-

demption being all referred to Him. In St. John
as in St. Paul the absolute significance of Christ in

the relations of God and man, which is the imme-
diate certainty of Christian experience, stamps
Him as a Divine and eternal Person, by relation

to whom the world and all that is in it must be
described anew. We may say if we will that he
uses the Logos as a formula to describe the cos-

mica! ":"''.* of Christ, but that is perhaps
less th. i

'
- He uses it rather to suggest

that truth, as truth is in Jesus, is the deepest truth
of all, and the most comprehensive, and that under
its inspiration and guidance we must Christianize
all our conceptions of God, nature, and history.
He who is not in sympathy with this conviction
will not find it easy to preach Christ in any sense
in which the NT will support him.

11. If, however, we are in
_

(1
;.

";h this

conviction, it may fairly be ,' .- : '. -ve can

preach Christ without raising \ .

"

ques-
tions. We must find the absolute significance of

Jesus in the area within which Jesus presented
Himself to men,

*

beginning from the baptism of

John until the day when he was taken up' (Ac
I-2 ). This was the basis on which the gospel was
launched into history, faith evoked, and the Church
founded. This was the gospel of the original
Apostolic

'
i *!*! *:>. -:"d it is within its limits

that the P'
iv --!' ':" * ''"'- must be felt. Once we

do recognize this power, and its incomparable and
unique Mjrnifi* ,MM-<. we are prepared to let our
minds go mrilir: 1

, and to appreciate at its true
value what the Apostles and Evangelists tell us of
such things as the pre-existence of Christ and the
condescension of His entrance into the world. But
these can never be the first things in preaching
Christ. To put them first is really to put stunibling-
blocks in the way of faith. Faith is evoked by
seeing Jesus and hearing Him, and we see and hear
Him only within tlio rnigd indicated'above. It is

only faith, too, that preaches; preaching is faith's

testimony to Christ. Hence. ;ii though f.iifli must
amount to a conviction of Chri^i'^ ;;l-olu!< signi-
ficance, it must find the basis of this conviction in
the historical Saviour, and it is only by jippojil <o

the historical Saviour that it can iv|ivuliK-o ii^tii

in uflici-.. Accordingly it may exist and may
render cM'iH-tivo iiMimoiiy to Christ without rais-

ing <jiui.<i ion i hiit OSUTV 11-* lioyoml UM^ area. How
we arc i> think of ilm MIJK-I'|IMOMC:I| relation to
God of the Person whose absolute -ii:Milic,m< < we
recognize in history, how we are to i limit -if \\hat
is usually called 'His-, pre-oxistciu-e, and of the
marvel of His entrance into i he world of nature and
of history : these are questions which faith's con-
viction as to Christ's significance will dispose us to
face in a certain spirit rather t/han another, but
they are not questions on which the existence of
the gospel, or the possibility of faith, or of preach-
ing Christ, is dependent. "With such faculties as
we have, and especially such an inability to make
clear to ourselves what we mean by the relation of
the temporal to the eternal, a relation which is

involved in all such questions, it may even be
that we recognize our inability to grasp truth
about them in forms for which we can challenge
the assent of others. We can be certain from
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Christ's life that His very presence in the world, is

the assurance of an extraordinary condescension
and grace in God, even if we are bafrled in trying
to think out all that is involved either in His

coming forth from the Father or in His entrance
into humanity. But if on the basis of an experi-
ence evoked by the Apostolic testimony we can
call Him Lord and Saviour, recognizing in Him
the only-begotten Son through whom alone we are

brought to the Father, then we can preach Him,
be our ignorance otherwise as deep as it may be.

12. It might have seemed natural, in the discus-

sion of such a question, to refer more direct! \ io

the various criteria of OV-iV*'!' v- which ilic .NT
itself suggests, e.g. E-o I"

,
I '

'

:- -.' But the last of

these two passages only emphasizes the historical

character of Christianity, the truth of our Lord's

manhood, and the first the exaltation of Jesus :

and to both of these justice has been done. The
combination of the two is indeed required in

|.-v,iM'''v Christ, and it is all that is required.
!".> i'.M!i; \ of Jesus' life on earth as He Himself
was conscious of it, the life of One uniquely related
to God, and present in our world to make us all

His debtors for revelation and redemption ; and
the exaltation of such a One to the right hand of

God : it is on this that preaching Christ depends.
Into this we can put all the convictions by which
the NT writers were inspired, and all that we
know of the words and deeds of Jesus ; and while
we share at the heart the faith of Apostles and

Evangelists, we do not feel bound by all the forms
in which they cast their thoughts. The faith

which stimulated intelligence so M\ml<*-fmly in

them will have the same effect on ftli ( Im-iian^,
and they will not disown any who call Jesus Lord,
and give Him the name which is above every name.
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PREDICTION. See PKOPHET.

PRE-EMINENCE (OF CHRIST). The expression
is St. Paul's. We shall take the passage in which
it occurs as our starting-point, and work from that.

I. St. Paul's conception. 1. The statement of
it. The locus classicus is Col I 13

"20
. In that and its

context St. Paul represents Christ as Head of both

creations, the natural and the spiritual, the Cosmos
and the Church. Of the former He is Creator,

Upholder, and End. Its ground of existence is in

Him (ev ai/r$) ; He is before it and over it, even its

highest intelligences (irpb TTCLVT&V}., and shapes it to

His purpose (els ai/roV). Of the second He is dpx.'f),

at once Source and First; Redeemer, Reconciler,
Saviour (v.

20f
-) ; Fountain of Life (3

4
) ; Treasury

of Wisdom (2
3
) ; Hope of Glory (I-

7
) ; All in All

(3
11

). He is sole Mediator in both (I
16'20

), through
whom all streams of creative, providential, redeem-

ing light and power go forth, and in whom all lines

of crojuurely iipproacli i" God converge. Of both,

therefore, He is rightful Lord, as is implied in

TTparroYoKos (I
15 ' 18

; see Lightfoot, in loc.), pavtXeiav
rov viov (I

13
), and ev Se&q. rov ffeov

/catf^uefo? (3
1

), a

phrase that everywhere carries with it (a) subordi-

nation to the Father, (b) rule over all else. In
both He is pre-eminent (1

1S
). And this, not for any

arbitrary reason, but because of what He is, which

explains both the place He occupies and the work
He has done. For He is God's Son in a unique
sense (1

s - 1S the phrase
* the Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ
'

in the former being common in St.

Paul and other NT writers) ; He is the image the

visible Kevealer of the invisible God (I
15

) ; and in

Him dwells permanently in a bodily manifestation

the fulness of the Deity (I
19 29

), i.e.
' the totality

of the Divine attributes and powers
3

^T \^
' r"- J \

His t (<:"<,! D:\i'iiiy shines out in %GTIV \\ ,. -,
''

yevTjTc.-. \v.'*, rdU-i'i- the humanity which He has
assumed and glorified.

Similar teaching Is found in the other Epistles of the same
group. Ir: /.*,/.< *' ftt > the lv <x,lr> of Colossians becomes the
dominant ..... v. ','s "-: is Head, Husband, and Saviour of the
Church (415 5^). All blessing is in Him (1*) ; all things are
summed up in Him (I10). In Him all, both Jew and Gentile,
are built up a holy temple, Himself the Chief Corner-stone

(220-22). He is the Supreme Kevealer of God's grace (2?) and
wisdom (310), the one Lord (4 tf-iQ) seated at God's right hand ,

and exalted above every other present or future IIOUC.T (!-" -'-).

Here, again, it is because of what He is the Son of ilod (I
y 4i)

that He brings us to n.rft \
' v-, a-vl that all these facts can

be true of Him. In J'i>,?-in-<'>ii->. l.\ is all-subduing Saviour"

highest goal (314). Essentially God, He laid aside the mani-
fested glory of Deity, and assumed humanity with its sinless

manifeattilioiiit and deepest sufferings. Therefore God exalted
Him. so thai at the name of Jesus every knee shall bow and
every tongue confess Him Lord (26-H). It is probable that the
title 'Lord/ when used of Jesus by St. Paul, carries with it

always (as, indeed, it does in the rest of the NT) the fulness of
:vrp""*.j \*1.>1 "i I

1

::- V'i<-. The letter to Philemon is saturated
. i: '

. L <!< ( M .' i ovuv.ssed by the phrase 'in Christ,' which
, (n.o! -..'i"- I'll.' !i:.--- r

1 ."!' strength of St. Paul's appeal.
\fv-onlli Lr io '.''*-> -for:, n"

'

i . i-. r'" :
-i '- .-ri -i .-> "L

lr,M.!.rVyV<-u:iM-0' 11 - llsV'iM: '_":.. . .PI MM-'KHl-i'l !,i .. ^
of His work in n? ; ir; ii"<j : "

gfi!''. .;.
' r->,'j.'*-. ''ui 1

; ;->r,

Saviour, Lord. In St. Paul's mind these ideas are bound up
inseparably with Him, and the- probabilit; is that he meant to

express them in the full tirle iho Lord Jfc^us Christ which he
so frequently employs.

2. Genesis of this conception. (1) It must be prior
to all St. Paul's Epistles, for it is clearly present
in all of them. To take the second group lii>l.

In 1 Corinthians Christ is God's power and wisdom
(I

24 -

3), the only Foundation (3
11

), the true Passover

(5
7
), our perfect Example (II

1
), and the Second

Adam, who gives life to all in Him (15
45

). The
Church is His "body (12

27
) } of which, though not

e\]nv-v-ly >f;itod. Christ must "be the Head (ef. II3
).

r.-|,o<-iafr\ \\\n-\ U\ of note are 86 (where He holds
the same'place in "both creations as in Col.) and 1527

(which tallies with Eph I20"-'2 and Ph 211
). In 2 Cor.

(5
18"21

) we have language substantially the same as
Col I 19-22

; 44'6 answers to Col I 15 ; 8* implies pre-
existence (cf. 1 Co IO4) ; 4s and IO5 claim for Him
unreserved obedience. In both these letters He is

God's Son (I I
9 1528, II I

19
). There is no need to

quote specific passages in Gal. and Rom. represent-

ing Him as the only Saviour, for they are full of

that thought. His universal Lordship is declared
in Ro 95 and 149 ; Hi> Sonship in Gal I

16 220 44'6 and
Ko I

4 510 83 - S2
; His T)eiry implicitly in Gal I

1 - ltKl2
(in

the contrast between Him and man), and expressly
in Ro 9s. Even in Thessctlonians we have the fol-

lowing : Deliverer (I I10, II 32) and Saviour (I 59 - 10
) ;

Victor over evil in its mightiest manifestations, and

Judge (I 5^, II I7
' 10 28-12

) ; God's Son (I I 10 ), and
associated with God in salutation and prayer (I I1 ,

II l lf- and I 311
). This linking of Christ and the

Father in salutation, and the ascribing to Him
what is ascribed to God, are regular features of St.

PaulV writings. It should further be noted that
in practically" all these letters the comprehensive
title Lord Jesus Christ is applied to Him, and
that frequently the strongest statements are made
incidentally in such a way^ as to indicate that they
belong to the common Christian conviction.

(2) St. Luke's account of St. Paul's preaching
harmonizes with this. Ac 16-28 is, roughly speak-

ing, contemporaneous with the first three groups of

St. Paul's letters. In these chapters Jesus is repre-
sented as Saviour and Lord, and, as such, worthy
of our utmost devotion (16

31 SO21
-34- 26) ; as the

Christ, the burden and goal of prophecy and the

Hope of Israel (17
3 185 241* 266 - 7- * 28^- *} ; as Judge

of the world (17
31

), and even as God (20-
8 text of SB).

The book closes by summarizing the subject-matter
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of St. Paul*- preiu-liiiiLi as the Kingdom of God and
the things coiiceruiisL; the Lord Jesub Christ, where
the full title is signiticantly given, as it is by St.

Peter in his summary of the creed-content of the
faith of Cornelius and his friends (II

17
). Working

backward, \ve have in ch. 13 an extended report
of St. Paul's address at PIsidian Antioch, which
stands as representative of his teaching, at least

during the First Missionary Journey. Certainly
it must represent the view of Barnabas also ; and
its striking resemblance to St. Peter's Pentecost
address is <^-* !><>!< \v<n ihy. In it Jesus is the Son
of David, JH <'*;" KM! by tins prophets, and surely,
therefore, M'^ial! ^ ."-;; God's holy and incor-

ruptible One (v.
85

) ; God's Son (v.
33

) ; the Saviour
(v. -'*). IhroiuTii whom alone are remission of sins
and justification (v.

38<
), who is the channel of grace

(v.
43

), the source of eternal life (v.
46

), the light of
the world (v ^, cf. Eph 58

'14
, Ph 215f

-). In 1423 He
is called Lord in a way which implies that the

thought of His lordship was inseparable from faith.

The conception of Christ's Sonship here may Mrcm to be quite
diiTiruiii iroin than commonly found in liu* Epi-Llos. But a
comparison with Eo I4 may show that the two" at root agree.
Both here and In Eomans the Resurrection is due to His
holiness (Ac IS^5). In Rom., further, the holiness is due to His
sonship, of which the Besurrection is God's formal declaration,
or (as Meyer) into which the Resurrection instates Him. May
this not be the idea here also ? Linguistic usage permits ; for
the priest was said '

to cleanse ' the leper when he officially

pronounced him 'clean*
;
so may it not be that the thought in

v.J3 is that in the Resurrection *God formally declared Jesus to
be His begotten Son "? On the other hand, the occurrence of the
term 'justified' (v.**) shows how precarious a procedure it is

to assert development of doctrine according to the occurrence
or non-occurrence of a jarti ular expression in brief letters
addressed to different io.-iU (-ondnioTi^. The word here shows
that St. Paul's doctrine of justification was not born just at the
time of -..!*".' ''>' tians, even though it is not formally
stated i .

- >' or Corir*
1 --" ' Ai - ^he three

accounts of St. Paul's conversion in i
H
. --.-., how the

details of an event may be i,r..
: -

jfl' piv - --n ;{; -O<.M"_; ;o the
character of those addressed .

*
I I

1

-!- ;> irp >-. y>- ; -j- : let r.

(3) To find the genesis of St. Paul's view of

Christ, we must go back to his conversion. There
his conviction, at least as to the Person and pre-
eminence of Christ, seems to have been settled.
For (ff,) the light that shone about him, brighter
than the Syrian noon-day sun (cf. Rev I 16

), was a
light out of heaven. To "him, as a well-instructed
Jew, that was the Glory of God's revealed pre-
sence. "Would it not be natural for Saul, with his

great conscientiousness, zeal for God, and hope of

attaining to the promise made to the fathers (Ac
267

), to conclude immediately that the Lord had
again visited His people, and that the august
Person who appeared to him was none other than
Jehovah Himself (cf. Is 6 and 1 Co 91

) ? If so, we
can understand the pre-eminent place that Person
for ever after held in his thought. The words of
rebuke and heaven-laden pity naturally stun and
bewilder him, and lead to the strange mingling of

surprise and faith that breaks out in his question,*
\V ho art thou, Lord ?

' The definite answer,
' I am

Jesus whom thou persecutest,
5 however it may

have wrenched his soul, compelled his conversion.
He surrendered unreservedly, and henceforth Jesus
ia his unchallenged and peerless Lord. "Would
such an unqualified surrender "be justifiable had
he not iIentilied Jesus with the Jehovah of his
people's history ? Does any other view as fully
explain all the facts?* (b] Unquestionably Saul
was at once committed to the acceptance of Jesus
as He was preached by those whom he was per-

* A sample fact would be the use of the word KCptes, which In
LXX is used to translate -Vimvi. !-i :],<> r.(i*.p-l> usually
deM'u nates God, and in the Kt> -I'l-i, t^Tb< i:Jh St. I '.-MI IV, most
frequently Christ* (Winer; '. ("n-u.c -, ;jm,| Somerville, St.
Pni'Fit CrtHfepti'on of Christ

, p. 295 ; and esp. Kno\viui<r, Witnew
*>f the Kpistff^ 201 ff-). The view here taken obviates Cramer's
diHK'ultv For it would then be natural to use Bs&$ of the
iimMble God (as in Jn 118), and KtW> of God manifesting
Himself as Jehovah in OT or as Christ in NT.

secuting. For he must have been quite familiar

with the claims made on behalf of Jesus by the

Apostles and their associates. That Jesus was the

Messiah, for example, he must have heard again
and again. And what they declared Him to be,
Jesus here plainly endorses. These two facts

touching Christ's Person as Divine and His office

as Messiah, Saul probably apprehended in the order
here given. The record of his early preaching
seems 10 follow the same order. For there he is

represented as first preaching that Jesus is the
Son of God, and later proving that Jesus is the
Messiah (Ac 9----).

Doubtless he experienced some intellectual be-

wilderment. It was one thing to feel that the

Mighty One who had appeared to him was Jehovah,
and another to understand how the Man Jesus of

Nazareth could be verily God. It might seem to

strike at Jewish monotheism, and yet the two
facts are before him. His mind must find some
solution. Possibly it flashed upon him that God
was essentially invisible (hinted at in Ex 3317-2S

;

cf. Col I 14
, I Ti 1 17 6 16

), and that therefore Jehovah,
the august Person who was wont to appear to men
and had now appeared to him, did not exhaust the

mystery of God. Possibly he remembered that
in the OT the closest relation to God was ex-

pressed by 'sonship' (2 S 7 14
, Hos II 1

). Perhaps
he had heard from Christians utterances which
suggested distinctions of Persons in the Godhead.
For certainly the language both of St. John and of
the Synoptists implies them., and in the baptismal
formula mention would be made regularly of

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. It is quite po^-ible
that in the light of his new experience some or all

of these may have led him to the assertion that
Jesus is the Son of God as the first declaration of
his faith. But Gal I 15 may mean that some special
access of revealing light was given him. In
either case, the probability is that when he pro-
claimed Jesus to be the Son of God he did so in a
sense ; m MM ciKiii^r the ethical, equalling in signi-
ficance i;^ ;IM DM the lips of Jesus, and in full

harmony with the Trinitarian conception. Jesus is

God, Jesus is also Son. Certainly, if the meaning
of the expression was specially revealed to him,
the term chosen by St. Luke (eK-tipvevev, 920 ) becomes
peculiarly appropriate, as representing not so much
something which he had laboriously reasoned out,
as something which he received by so direct a
revelation that he can come forward proclaiming it

with all the certainty of a commissioned herald.
II. Conceptions of the Twelve and their asso-

ciates in the Acts. Our discussion has brought us
to tht i'N"ly i

: !! i "_ *>f "he Twelve. Let us see
more

\
i, .

"
. i < i '::' \ i :

* v. , i \ they had come. Their

approach was the opposite of St. Paul's. They
began with the Man Jesus of Nazareth, and ad-
vanced slowly to the higher thought of Him ; he,
as a believerv began with the Divine Lord, and
swiftly jxj'.i^t'u ;;11 else to that. They marched
from in" 1

! ;n IIOHM-M
; he came down from heaven

to earth. The two forms of expression 'Jesus
Christ" and 'Christ Jesus' may represent the
two lines of experience as well as the two regular
standpoint* of thought to which Lightfoot has
called attention.

1. Statements by Peter, Stephen and Philip, and
James. St. Peter may be considered as repre-
senting the Twelve, including St. John, and his

teaching may be summedup thus: Jesus of Nazareth
is Lord and Messiah, exalted at God's right hand

namej , e , into allegiance to

Him, believers are baptized (2
s8 1048 , cf. 1 Co 1 1S ) ;

He is the Holy and Kighteous One, the Suffering
Servant of God, the only Saviour for men any-
where under heaven, and so Prince (dpxwfc
Author as well as Ruler) of Life (3

14f- 427'30 412
) ; the
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Corner-stone (4
n

) ; the last and greatest of the

prophets, who becomes the touchstone of desti. y
(3

2- 1

*) ; the Judge of living and dead (10
4
-). In

St. Stephen's address several of these notes recur.

Jesus is Lord (7
5Pf

-) ; the Righteous One of whom
the prophets spoke (7

52
) ; the Son of Man who in

Divine glory stands at the right hand of God (7
56

),

the designation being especially appropriate as

indicating that He did not lay aside His humanity
when He ascended (cf. Ph 210 the name Jesus);
while the whole trend of the argument is that as

Joseph and Moses were God-appointed deliverers,
so Jesus is the Supreme Deliverer and Saviour
(VV>

9-14. 22.35.
a?). gt . Philip preaches Him as the

Messiah and as the Suffering Servant of Is 53,
wThich carries with it the ideas of Saviourship and
Supremacy (8

5 - *-* 32~35
). Of the passages quoted,

three (2^ 412 1036
) indicate the universality of

Christ's pre-eminence, at least so far as men are
concerned. This involved His being Saviour and
Lord to Gentiles as wrell as Jews. T!-,.{ ::: ;

'

f,; i

of Christ's personal relationship to .-. .1 :: < r
1 > . I \ ; r

seems to have seen clearly ; what it involved for
Judaism he had not yet apprehended, an illustra-

tion of the fact that a great central truth may be

^ ';!-
1
TI; l-j'ig before it is fully understood in its

im]/!<-ji:ii'i-.

Whether St. Peter's conception of Christ's pre-eminence went
beyond the world of men to "' :^ of hiaK' :

' V'rirn <"o-. orr! t !v
universe generally, is not so i' - r. .\iul VL. '-

r o. ii"} '.f i :

the frequent phrase
' at the right hand of God '

? And might it

not be understood from the prefatory words to the great Com-
mission (Mt 2818), which would be still ring-ing in his ears?

Further, does not the language employed compel us to see in

his thought of Christ more than mere manhood? Is this not

suggested by the use of the word KV/HOS in the Pentecost dis-

course? (See, e.gr., vv. 25- 34- 36-^, where it is certainly applied
both toJehovah and to Jesus). It is a phenomenon that persists
in the NT. We have noticed it already in connexion with St.

Paul's experience. Another phenomenon equally persistent is

found in w.i? and <
, where the outpouring of the Spirit is

ascribed first to God and then to the exalted Christ. This, of

course, if it stood alone, might be explained on the principle
that what one does through another he does himself. But it

does not stand alone. His sinlessness, 3u rr rcpcuH <llv n n f <K

demands some adequate explanation. To bt J;:!jrc o. ilie

world demands knowledge more than human. Similar pheno-
mena occur in St. Stephen':* address (T

30-^2
), where God, the

Lord, and tin \iijro"
1

?Mn-i.r to "). the same One, between whom
and the j-eop.i

1 Mo#c - :i < d :u< d (v.S8).

We notice next the view of St. James, as

gathered from Ac 15 and his Epistle, which is here

accepted as of early date. On th- : "! !,:-
"

>_'

that the letter of Ac IS23
'29 was ,,'. i-\

:

i- .

we have two points worthy of note in that

chapter. The full title *our Lord Jesus Christ'

is given (v.
26

), and the 'our' as well as the

quotation (vv.
16'18

) show that St. James saw clearly
that the sovereignty of Jesus would be accepted
by the Gentiles, as well as by the Jewish world.

In his Epistle there is added to the full title the

phrase 'of glory,' which (

certainly attributes to

Jesus a superhuman character' (Stevens, Theol. of
NT, p. 287), and probably a Divine one (cf. Ac
72 ). In 57'11

Kfyios is used first of God and then of

Christ. In 412 the Judge seems to be God ; in 59

Christ is Judge. Is there any simpler explanation
of this than that they were regarded as the same
Person, and identified with the gracious Jehovah
of the OX ? TTo I< probably also the Righteous
One of 5, and undoubuvily "ilie Saviour in whom
saving faith rests Such expressions from a brother

in the flesh who had lived with Jesus from child-

hood are surely commandingly striking. The Lord
of Glory stands forth in the thought of St. James as

at least the Supreme Lord and only Saviour of men.
2. Genesis of their corn-option. This takes us

back to the Gospel history, and that to the pro-

phecies of the OT. (1) Andrew and John were led

to follow Him through the testimony of John tlw,

Baptist. Others were doubtless directly or in-

directly affected by John's ministry. And John

links us inevitably to the OT and the prophecies
that went before cotsi-einin^ the Messiah. With
these John arid most of his hearers, these first

disciples among them, were familiar. It is not

necessary to go into the details here (they may be
found in Drummond, Stanton, Edersheim, West-
cott, Kirkpatrick, and a recent book by Willis
J. Beeeher, The Prophets and the Promise}. But
the heart of prophecy is God's close personal rela-

tion to man, His loving interest in man , , *.,."
purpose for him. Thus there was in . . , .

a promise the fact of God's kindness and grace,
the promise of a Di \hiol\- - \\ n night deliverance.
The former was the* \ !.<' rr'ij-ior.^'foree in Israel's

historf, tlie latter its hope. 'Through unequalled
suffering and by the might of His power the pro-
mised Deliverer was to crush the adversary, save
His people, and set up an everlasting Kingdom
that should fill the whole earth. Language is

almost exhausted in depicting the greatness of that
Deliverer and the glory of His reign (e.g. 2 S 23 1"8

,

Ps 72. 89, Ezk 37 21"-8
, Is 26. 52. 53, Dn 7"-

27
). Some

passages identify the Deliverer with Jehovah Him-
self aj:>pearing among men as their Saviour and
King (e.g. Is 96fi

and, in its light and that of Mt
I23, Is 7 1

'

4 and 88'15
; Is 40J-5

comp. with Mt 3s
[j ; Is

45s1--5
comp. with Ac 412 and Ph 210f-

; Jer. 235
-*,

where Jehovah our Righteousness is the Bran-eh
and King; Zee I21 "30

, where the pierced one is

identified with Jehovah ; and Mai 3 1

).

Whatever may be dark or disputable in these

Scriptures, the pre-eminence of the Coming One
is clear. John the Baptist was the last of the

prophets. In his utterances the earlier are sum-
marized. Jesus is the ' Lamb of God * who bears
the world's sin, and 'the Son of God' as j-.M

k

-fir.^

permanently and without measure the Spirit of
God (Jii !-'*% cf. the Evjni^ilinV elaboration in
334f

-). He is executor of God"*- \\ rath as well as of
Ili^ j-race. baptizing in fire as well as in the Holy
Spirit (Mt 310"12

) ; He is the Bridegroom, even as
Jehovah was Husband to His IM !! '.hi JV

10 '
1

. In
His presence John feels his ov M "in'i iio (

i:^ and
confesses it. He is not fit to loose His sandal-

strap. At best he is His herald and friend (Mt
311 - 14

, Jn I23 S29). John can tell them to repent, and
can baptize them in water as a

;.

' -1 "':. -1

'
, i

1
'

=
"

of repentance; but only this / -

'

' l; -
f- =" <' '

with them in the realm of reality and baptize in
the Spirit (Mt 311

J[ Jn I26 - 33
). In the light of

Christ's tribute to John's greatness (Mt II7
"11

),

what a testimony John's utterances form to the

pre-eminent greatness of Christ. It was the be-

ginning of the disciples' faith.

(2) John's testimony was confirmed to them and
strengthened by Christ's own j,ct\yj/i'iJ"'fy, words,
and deeds. His personality (Ts.pt i xaiod aiul mas-
tered them. The hallowed influence of the first

day's fellowship (Jn I39), issuing in -! < iij.'<honrl

faith and open confession, is a sample ->f v. !,;-,i ^a^
continuously at work thereafter. The calm and
confidence, serenity and majesty of His demeanour ;

His absolute rectitude and sinlessness ; His artless

yet reverent fniiliHrii.y with God and absolute
devotion to His will; "fJi-* exquisite tenderness,

quick syrnpMtliy. abounding compassion, and un-

wearying boTicficonce. filled them with wonder,
awe, admiration, and affection, and steadily ripened
their faith. His words wrere clothed with unpar-
alleled authority, and were full of wisdom and

grace. In i-his" setting His deeds of might and

mercy accredited Him as from God, and attested
His Lordship over nature as well as HisSavioursMp
to men (see Mk I27 441, Lk 422 et aL).
To all this experience, and interpreting it, were

added His own imperial claims, most fully pre-
sented in the Fourth Gospel (see art. CLAIMS OF
CHRIST).
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(3) To the testimony of John and that of Hib
own character and claims was added the testi/nony

of His enemies, both men and demons (Jn 746 , 19b",
Mk I 24 311

), of angels (Mt 286
), and of the Father

Himself (Mt 317 and Lk 935
). The last passage is

especially strong, because intended to rebuke the

thought of putting Moses and Elijah on the same
level with Him.
The *

"" - *
.

, .

"*,
.
* ly of testimony is

seen in <

' time to time. The
early ones in Jn. needed deepening. The disciples
had misconceptions, the removal of which might
stagger their faith. They had as yet but poor
knowledge of their own sinfulness ; while of ttie

path of suffering Jesus must take to His glory they
knew nothing. The new consciousness of sin which
came to St. Peter as he beheld the miraculous

draught of fishes (Lk 58
), and the deeper sense of

it chat came with his denial (Mt 2675
), are waymarks

of progress on the one side ; the testing times in the

Capernaum synagogue, when not only most of the
multitude but even professed disciples forsook Him
(Jn 6tf0

;

71
), and at Csesarea Philipgi, whither He

had gone from the growing hostility in Judsea
and Galilee, mark their progress on the other. It

is for this reason that that confession of His Messiah-

ship is treated as so important (Mt 1613
"20

) ; their

faith in Him holds when others desert. Immedi-

ately the way of the cross and the stern terms of

discipleship are announced. \Ye can see how it

shook them. The T , -!*_. M-. ,:. with its double

message of death and glory (Lk 931f-) s served to

steady them during the dark months that were

coming ; and the voice of the Father declared Jesus'

Sonship and superiority to the greatest of the olden

day. That scene was perhaps a means of answer-

ing the Master's prayer that their faith should not
fail. Nor did it fail utterly. Peter's tears are the

proof. But though their faith in Him personally
held, it was intellectually eclipsed. It was the

Resurrection, His subsequent teachings, and the

coming of the Spirit that finally established it in

clearness and power. That great conviction is

expressed
' "

"_ "/Thomas when he hails
Him as hi

'
'

(Jn 2038
) a declaration

which Jesus endorsed. In keeping therewith is the

closing scene in Mt 2S--", where," on the one hand,
Jesus claims all authoi it.y in heaven and on earth,
and, on the other, they worshipped (irpocreKtivycrap)

Him, a term which should perhaps be understood
here and in Lk 2452 in the full religions sense. Thus
in the closing scenes of the (Jo^pel-. these men are

consciously face to face with One whom they joy-
fully liail as their * Lord and God,

3 and the closing
words fold back and into the opening quotation
from Hie prnphnt that the Coming One should be
' J'liMiamu'l Goil with us* (Mt I221-}. When men
so thoroughly steeped in monotheism as these Jews,
and with the lofty thought of God all Jews had,
so believe and receive Him, how for them could
there be any doubt about His absolute pre-emi-
nence ? Many adjustments of their views on other

things will yet be necessary ; but this conviction
will abide and become the centre, the touchstone
of truth for them, the central fact into which all

others must be fitted. As St. Paul expresses it,

they will hold the Head and so increase with the
increase of God (Col 210

).

III. Conception of the later NT books* 1
Hebrews. The very purpose of this letter is to
forestall apostasy by showing Christ's superiority
to all others, including Moses and Aaron, the pro-

phets, and all the angels. The fh>< chapter is equal
in strength and fulness to the great passages in
Col, and Philippians. He is God's Son, the express
image of His Person, the effulgence of His glory ;

Maker of the world ; God's last and perfect Spokes-
man. The angels worship Him. The Father

Himself addresses Him as God, who made all things,
and outlives all things ; whose throne stands for

ever, whose sceptre is righteousness, and to whom
all enemies shall become subject. In ^subsequent
chapters He is represented as Captain (dpxvyos,
Author and Leader, 2 10

) of our salvation ; eternal

High Priest made higher than the heavens, a Son

perfected for evermore (7-
1 "-5

), who by the sacrifice

of Himself obtains for us eternal redemption (9
12

),

and secures us in an eternal covenant (S
7- 13 915 1320) ;

the Author and Perfecter of our faith (12
2
) ; and

the great .Slu'plionl of His sheep (13
20

). He is the
One who -poik- croni heaven, rejection of whom
is doom (12

25
). He is our supreme goal. Others

change and pass away ; He abides the same yester-

day, to-day, and for ever (13
8
) ;

and to Him belongs
the glory tor ever and ever (13

21
).

2. First Peter. Many of the terms with which
we have become so familiar are here. He is the
Lord Jesus Christ (I

3
). We must sanctify Him

as Lord in our hearts (3
15

). He is seated at God's

right hand, angels and p^'-.M
1

-,;

1
!' V- being made

subject to Him (S'
22

). At- N.-. ;.i--,:- I!- bears our sin

(2-
4
), redeems us with His blood (I

19
), is the Chief

Shepherd, the Bishop of Souls (5
4 22S

), and mediates
all God's gifts to man (2

5 411
). He is the Chief

Corner-stone (2
6
) ; Sonship unique is implied in I3,

His place in a Trinity in I 2, pre-existence in I11

(cf.
' manifested

' in I
20

) ; His identity with Jehovah
in 23 (where an OT declaration about Jehovah is

referred to Him). In keeping with this is the
contrast between His ' blood

3 and *

corruptible
things

*

in I 19f-

(cf. Ac 20~s
).

3. Second Peter is equally emphatic about His

lordship (I
3* 14' 16

), and more explicit about His

Sonship (I
17

) and Deity (I
1
, cf. v. 11 220 32 - 1S

; for the
order of words is the same, and the presumption is

that in each case but one person is referred to

Jesus Christ is God and Saviour as well as Lord
and Saviour). The day of the Lord, ushered in by
His coming, marks the time of His full triumph
and glory (ch. 3), and His T\i:'^."i'i:-

k "-
\ ternal (I

11
).

4u Jude has in common ui:'" '2 i* the use of
the full title and of the term Seo"rr6r7js (v.

4
, 2 P 2 1

,

cf. 2 Ti 221
) a term expressive of special absolute-

ness of authority, and made the stronger here

by the ^VQV. Tliis Epistle has in common with
1 Peter what looks like a knowledge of His place
in a Trinity (v.

20
**).

5, St. John's Writings* In Acts, St. John was
linked with St. Peter, and it is instructive to note
how -

: \. :
. , ^\ *-e harks back in his Epistles to

that
'

\ ! .,-! from the bogimiiu^ ('>.{[.
T l lff>

,

II 5L
). He seems anxious to gniirrl ji^ii'ri^i any

change from that early conception of Christ whick
is summed up in his Gospel in the confession of
Thomas and in his own declaration (20'

28 ' 81
).

The Prologue of St. John's Gospel restates it in
the light of all the currents of thought that he has
been meet Ing \\~ith. in the intervening years. It

stands, in its lofty conception of Christ, beside Col 1,

Ph 2, and He 1,'and forms the great thesis which
the historic testimony marshalled in the Gospel
was meant to establish. That testimony has been
already referred to. All its strands are bound
together here, Creator, Light, Life, Revealer of

God, Saviour of Men, and all *
groimdivi in His

Godhead. What 'the Son' on ilio Ji[^ of Jesus
involves and what the Evangelist expresses by

ethe

only-begotten Son *

(3
16

), is here (v.
18

) expressed by
'

only-begotten God/ which after all is the only
^ -. ,' x

1
-"

1

; ";,
!:on of the phenomena, however

:>i
;-' ;: - :

i us it may De in itself. For He
was in the beginning ; He was face to face with God;
He was God. The last statement guards against
any form of Unitarianism (0eios would admit that),
while in the use of 0e<5s it provides for the Trini-
tarian conception which 6 6e6s mi*rht be understood
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to exclude, and fits in with the previous irpos rbv

deovj which implies two Persons in face to face

fellowship. Being God, He creates the Universe
and becomes incarnate, arid so reveals God. Of
this fact John the Baptist had some glimpse (I

15
).

It is here assigned as the reason for his sense of

inferiority.
St. John's Epistles assume all this, as the open-

ing verses show, and are intended to point out that
a life of : ".

ili i(-ni- 1 :- . truth, and love is neces-

sarily involved in that fellowship with God which
faith in Christ effects. The liar is the one who
denies that Jesus is the Christ (1 Jn 2--); he who
believes that is born of God (5

1
). He who denies

the Son hath not the Father, and will deny
both Father and Son. Such is antichrist (2

2'2f
-).

Jet=us Christ is the true God (o
jo

). This is final

truth, beyond which none can go and have God
(2 Jn 9

).

In the Apocalypse, the Apostle is given a vision
of Christ in His ineffable glory, and a panoramic
view of His march to acknowledged pre-eminence.
All the main features already sketched reappear
here in most striking fashion. He is the Lamb
slain, the .Redeemer who in His blood loosed from
their sins (I

5
) and purchased unto God men out of

every nation (5
8f-

) ; the Living One who holds the

keys of death and Hades (I
18

) and gives life (22
17

) ;

the Ruler of the kings of the earth (I
5
), the King

of kings and Lord of lords (17
14

) ; the Son of God
(2

18 I6 ) worshipped as God is (5
8"14 cf. with 48'11) and

as no other should be (22
8f

-j. Between Him and
God other parallels are drawn that find explanation
and warrant only in His Deity, e.g. each is the

Temple and Light of the New Jerusalem (21-
2f

-) ;

they have a common throne (22
s
), and the title

Ktipt,os is applied to both.
It is clear that all the NT writers regard Jesus

Christ as pre-eminent by virtue of His Person, His
work, and the phico winch the universe of created

iMU'lH^om-u- shall yet accord Him. For, though
-onio or t liiMn have written briefly, all tliiiL they
do say fits in with this general conception. And
it must be remembered that these early leaders
formed a compact b*n1y. (oii.-riuu.-ly bound together
by the holiest ties, biwii hhtLi i ho -:ime atmosphere,
"

i-mri;" i/r. -jn:u k >n!\ of historic facts, professing
:

}

\" -uii-i \ ii! !

iviijii-'i:."-* experience, and drawn the
(i.^i.v i-.^-i hi.,- ],\ I'll. v,"-\- <)j.'.|.*i;i.m they en-

- n '-.' ,",* ! : jiiui iiM. li" 1
- -\<r ilsijx may have

differed in minor matters, there is no symptom of

difference or dispute among them, as to the un-

approachable greatness of their Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ, or as to the fact that He is the coming
Universal King, See also artt. DIVINITY OF
CHRIST, INCARNATION.
LITERATURE. Thte is very extensive. Material may be found

in the leading
1

Commentaries, Lives of Christ, and works on
Biblical and Systematic Theology, esp. those that deal wholly
with the Person and work of Christ. Valuable lists may be
found in Cave's Introd. to Theol. and its Literature. Two very
valuable books there named might easily be overlooked, namely,
Alexander Maclaren's * Colossians

"

(JBxpos. Bible), and R. W.
Dale's Ephatiariii. With them may be named Guthrie's ex-

po&jliori of the Colossian passage, entitled Christ and the In-
heritance of the Saints. The following- may also be consulted
vvit-h advantage: M'Whortcr. Jah tt'rh C/trM ; Sralker, Chrmtolony
f>f Jest's; Somerville, St. Pavl's Conception, of Christ; Forres-t.

The Christ of Ifiati/ry and of Experience, \ R. J. Druirirnond, ,

Apostolic Teaching and Christ's Teaclnnn ; F.roadus, Jesus of
Nazareth ; A. T. Robertson, Keyiuord* in the Teaching of Jesus;
A. T-T. Strong-. The Greaine^ and the Claims of Christ (in First

Baptist World Congress) ; D. Fairwoather, Bound In the Spint,
p. 2(33; G. A. J. Ross, The Universality ofJesit^.

J. H. FARMER.
PRE-EXISTENCE.
The OT conception of the Messiah was, for the most part,

limited by the horizon of this present world. The prominent
thought is that of a king of the line of David, born of the
human stock (Jer 3021 ), though supernaturally endowed and
blessed. There are, however, traces of another and higher con-

ception, in which the Messianic king lends to be identified
or closely associated with the personal self- revelation of

Jehovah. The most remarkable of these are the titles
'

Mighty
God 3 and 'Father of Eternity' in Is 9*; the statement of Mie5^,
that the Ruler who is to come forth from Bethlehem will be one
* whose goings forth are from of old, from ancient days/ To
these may perhaps be added Bar "/" S^-h >-.;._-, - :^ r "*.
whether they are understood as , ^ <.._ \\ , . (!,:-!,
J>P -cv-..:,' i- ,j~ ;he Messiah, or ->

.*
!

- ,-< -,< '
[ u .' u n -J

i <^ :-.:> .)- <,,."j, tended undoubtedly to raise the Messianic
conception to a higher level, and to prepare for the claims of

Christ^Himself, and the developed teaching
1 of the pre-eM'-t^-nce

of Christ which is found in NT and the Christian writers g-entr-

In the more c

popular
T

teaching
1 of Jesus Christ

which
is^

recorded in the Synoptic Gospels, though
His continued existence, even to the end of time, is

clearly stated, there are but few hints of His pre-
existence before His human birth. His question
to the Pharisees concerning Ps 110 (Mt 2241-45

,
Mk

1235'37
, Lk 2041'44

) would seem to imply, in the back-
ground of the Speaker's mind, His iiie-cxNieroij
before His birth of the line of Davi<!. V -imilar
conclusion might be drawn from the language of
the parable of the Wicked Husbandmen (see esp.Mk 126 ). And pos-sihly the lament over Jerusalem
(Mt S337, Lk 13^ taken in connexion with Dt 3211

)

implies that the attempt to 4

gather together
'

the
children of Jerusalem had extended over a much
longer past than the three years' ministry.
There can be no question that St. John was pro-

foundly convinced of the eternal i/ic-cxi-ic^cc of
Jesus Christ as the personal Logos^ This is most
clearly stated in the Prologue to the Gospel (Jn
I 1"18

}. Similarly John the Baptist is quoted as

bearing witness of Jesus in this respect (v.
30

). And
in the discourses of Jesus Christ which are con-
tained in this Gospel, addressed appaiently to a
different type of audience from that of the Syn-
optics, and conveying a fuller self-revelation, there
are most startling claims to pre-existence. To
Nieodemus (3

13
), Christ claims to know the heavenly

things as having Himself descended from heaven.
The same claim was made in the synagogue at

Capernaum (S
3*-42

), and produced strife and aston-
ishment. A little later the Jews of Jerusalem
attempt to stone Christ for blasphemy. He claimed
not only priority to Abraham, but H|>|j;ir<

k nt1\ an
* . ,*

l

< ""' :
' (S

58
). And in Lii'c climax of

- !,-.!" ;. Last Supper, Jesus in His
communing VVJLUI uhe Father twice refers to His
own personal relations with the Father before the
world began (II

5- M
}.

The sermons in the Acts confine themselves to
the historical manifestation of Jesus Christ, the

prophetical bropaniiioM for it, and the Second
Advent. Bur in rho writings of St. Paul an in-

creasing consciousness of Christ's pre-existence and
definiteness in speaking of it can be traced. In
1 Co 1547 Christ is * from heaven,' in 2 Co 89 His
earthly poverty is contrasted with an antecedent
richness. It is, however, in the Epistles of the
First Imprisonment that pre-existence is not only
hinted at, but expressed and defined. The remark-
able passage Ph-25"11 pn-diiMte^ <lclibe.i;te ^ill and
choice of Christ Jesus, before TIL- IIH nrnaiioii. He
willed to surrender (from a human point of view)
His natural ecpuil'iy \\ith Gutl. mid chose the

gloryi\hi(-h came ilivT.U'.li luiiniliiiiioii and sacrifice

of self. And, still more definitely, in Col I 15-17 not

only priority, but an eternal priority to all crea-
tion is> ascribed to Him :

* he is before all things/
With this passage should be compared the opening
of the Epistle to the Hebrews, where not only
similar descriptions are given of the nature of

Christ, but the words of IPs 102, contrasting the

eternity of the Creator with the transitorincss of

creation, are boldly and without any explanation
applied directly to Christ (cf. also Ro 109

'15
}. The

language of the Apocalypse is strictly parallel
(Revl17 314 21 6 2213

).

See artt. DIVINITY OF CHRIST, INCARNATION.
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LITERATURE. Sanday, art. 'Jesus Christ' in Hastings' DJ5;
Liddon, Divinity of our Lord (Bampton Lectures for 1866);

V, fc i-i! . / . /' * ',' / -V- (Eng. tr.), " (1892) 168; Denney,
Sri'

'

'n '!'< 'f.-.-'i. *";. ,"1; Orr, (?Ar. T'aew of God and the

;"/!'' (
!% .'. 1

, '-"; '-''ii.
' Jewish-Chr. Doct. of Pre-exist-

ence of Messiah ' in JBL xxi. (1902) 78 ; Du Bose, The Gospel
in the Gospels (1906), 221 ; Barrett, The Earliest Chr. Hymn
(1897), 23. A. R. WHITHAM.

PREMEDITATION. 1. There is frequent evi-

dence of this quality in the k-ji'-iiinu- of Christ,
and in the experiences of Hi- life. Ttojjjmlni^
Him simply on the common level of iiiniinniiv. !

for this faculty we necessarily must, there is little

ground for the assertion so often made that He
was an enthusiast, dependent on the inspiration
of the moment. The occasional intuitions of the
Divine are no explanation of the

profit body of

His teaching. There is an inborn forethought, a
native endowment of premeditation, that, humanly
speaking, goes to the building up of His greatest
thoughts, uttered or wrought. No accident or

impulse gave birth to the Sermon on the Mount.
Its varied teachings, the keywords of a spiritual
and moral revolution yet to be effected in the

world, strike one as the result of most careful

observation, comparison, and :
* v_;i',.!l"' .'I

1

the

product of patient premedits: ". !': Hi en-

trance into the active Gospel story, in that prelude
of the Boy in the Temple, to tlie calm strength
with which He faced the last days, it is a gift of

deep insight into human probabilities that we look

upon. The Saviour of men foresees His task its

glories, and its awful cost.

As a boy He is surprised that His parents have
not seen this, and known that His thoughts were
so fixed on Divine things that in the looked-for
Jerusalem He is sure to be found about the Temple
and the teachers. e How is it that ye sought me ?

Wist ye not that I must be in ray Father's house ?
*

(Lk 2^). He c cometh unto John to be baptized of
him* with the decision already thought out that
4 thus it becometh us to fulfil all i

T *
,

'

(Mt 313-17
H Mk I9

-11 Lk 321- 22
). The

'
: e

p!i --!!_: fr-m Isaiah as the text of His first sermon
?i; \, y;ii-cj 1

1 (Lk 418
) is too distinctive to have been

the chance of an opening of the roll. The more
often we read and weigh it, sentence by sentence,
word, by word, the more wonderfully true do we
find it as a summary of onr Lord's mission. What
care, what hesitation, must have preceded the
selection of the twelve Apostles, and the deliver-

ing of that high commission that rings down
through the ages with a stran^o attraction to fill

set apart for ministry. Only i.!iodeoj>e-t premedita-
tion could have given them such a full charge to

preach the Kingdom, raise the dead, and reveal
the secret of life in the cross on the one hand, and
on the other to recognize the disciple's duty in the
common needs of men, as in the giving of a cup of
cold water (Mt 9s7 10

11
Mk 313-15 67

-12 Lk 91 "6
). He

had found the incomplete no-" of the Law, and
with deliberate purpo-e declared His mission to be
one that was not to destroy but to fulfil :

*

Except
your righteousness shall exceed that of the scribes
and Pharisees, ye shall in nowise enter into the

kingdom
*

(Mt 517- 20
). He sees the divisions that will

come because of the gospel (Lk 1249}, but, as One
who has (lion^il < i

1

OM'-ystepof the way, it can be
written of il-m. -He -efc his face stedfastly to go
to Jerusalem '

(Lk 951
), There He speaks of the

inevitable destruction of the Temple and the
officialism it had so long stood for (Mt 241

]| Mk 131

Lk 215) ; there He weeps over the lost possibilities
of Jerusalem, that ancient home of faitn (Lk 1942) ;

]

and there, from the midst of His own agony and

sorrow, He can bid the women of the city weep for

the downfall that is to come,
* for yourselves and

for your children' (Lk 2328
). Dwelling upon pro-

phetic visions. He portrays the signs that shall

herald the coming of the Son of Man (Mt 24'^ ||

Lk 2125
).

But most notable of all His personal premedita-
tions is that which gives expression to His passion
and death. As One who walked beneath the

shadow of the cross, His thoughts bear frequent
witness to that silent companionship. He comes
to the last Passover, and Peter and John are sent

ahead with instructions that suggest a prepared
iriuiM^jiiMJii^i with the householder (Mt 2618

1|
Mk

IP" IA -2'2~
:
. thus giving us the beautiful and

precious thought that the first of the long line of

celebrations of the Lord's Supper should have taken

place in a room chosen beforehand by Christ Him-
self. The sufferings inherent in Messiahship are

foreshadowed in His many utterances .-.. v ""-i;;

the cross (Mt 2017"19
||
Mk 1032 Lk IS31

,
i k I'--, .Ml

X73S.
23

jj
Mk: 931 Lk 944 Jn 12-'

3
,
1616

) ; the necessity
for His imitators (disciples) to bear their cross

(Mt 1624
|| Mk S34 Lk 923, 1427 ) ; the certainty that

He would be delivered up to His enemies (Mt 2621
1|

Mk 1418 Lk 2221 Jn 1321 ) ; the desertion by His

followers, who would leave Him alone,
e and ye^ I

am not alone, for the Father is with me '

(Jn 1632,
Mt 2631

1|
Mk 1427 Lk 2231 Jn 1336 ). But He looked

beyond the cross and saw the power of the risen

life, and gave the promise of the Comforter,
* the

Spirit of Truth who would lead them into all

truth
5

(Jn 1526 1613). See also art. PLAN.
There are occasions on which His teaching or

His action seems entirely unpremeditated. The
immediacy of an intuition is seen in His use of the

oppM.-tunity given Him by the woman at the wTell

(Jn 4"), or 'in the call of Nathanael (I
38

), or in the
treatment of the woman taken in sin (8

1 '7
), or in

the scene at Simon the Pharisee's (Mt 266 '13
}|
Mk

143-9 Lk 736
'50 Jn 121-8

), or the freeing of the Sabbath
from Eabbinic tyranny (Mt 123 II Mk 225 Lk 6s).

2. But Christ constantly advocates forethought,
that yoke which brings ordered rest (Mt II-8).
The builder who chooses his site carelessly may
build on sand instead of solid foundations, and all

the finely dreamed temple of his faith be brought
to the ground (Mt 7

24
II
Lk 646 ) ; or he may com-

mence a tower too great for him to finish, as a

king may carelessly engage in a ruinous war
(Lk 1428ff

). The parables of the Hidden Treasure
and the Pearl of Great Price are the records of

those who thoughtfully weigh all lesser things
against the great adventure (Mt 1344- 45

). The par-
able of the "Wise and Foolish Virgins is obviously
the story of premeditation and its wrorth. The
Prodigal Son leaves nothing to chance when he
thinks of return ing: the very words with which
he will moor his father are rehearsed (Lk 1511 ).

The first impulse of the Unjust Steward is to ask
" What shall I do ? *, and to form his plan which,
though immoral in itself, shows a careful foresight
that in its higher thought and morality is too
often lacking in the Christian disciple ; The chil-

dren of this world are wiser in tneir generation
than the children of light

'

(Lk 161"8
). The disciple

who offers himself too readily is bidden to count
the cost, and is reminded of the hardships :

* The
foxes have holes, the birds of the air have nests,
but the Son of Man hath not where to lay his

head 3

(Mt 820) ; and an unwearying watchfulness is

demanded, that the servant may be ready when-
ever his Lord knocks (Lk 1236 ). Strongly does
Christ reprove those who watch the heavens for

signs of weather and can read the skies, but eannot
read the spirit of their day (Mt 162 H Mk 812

, Mt
12s* H Lk 11).

3. And yet how plainly Jesus sees that premedi-
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tation has its dangers, and may sap away the

energies and effective values of a man's life. It is

easy to be over-cautious, to grow too anxious about
the lesser things (Mt 625- J1

1|
Lk 12-), giving all our

thought to the care of these rather than of the life

that is life indeed (cf, the parable of the Eich Fool,
Lk 1215'-1

). It was surely with this thought in
mind that J- . . -

' '

to His Apostles,
'Get you n /-i L0y

) ; and * when
they deliver you up, be not anxious what ye shall

speak' (10
19

). Too calculating a spirit, too careful
a measurement of possible <bin^eis, too great a
foiv.lhoujjil as to an assured future different from
ik-ir of oiiior men, would paralyze the missionary
spirit. The disciple must not be over-prudent : he
must give himself ;:

I|
^

II

N.'!-
:II

;.\ . and sow the seed

broadcast, not being i
-

j ( , .
i about the purity

and goodness of the ground in which he sows, even

throwing some on the trodden pathways of the
world, and on what seems the shallowest of soil

(Mt 13J-y
li
Mk 41-9 Lk 84

'8
).

EDGAR DAPLYN.
PREPARATION (a-o/Mwr/cewj, Mt 2762

,
Mk lo4

-, Lk
2354, Jn 1914 - 31 - 42

). 1. Since the Sabbath was a
day of holy rest, the food for it was cooked and all

else needful got ready on the previous day, the

Trpocrdfifiarov (Mk 154J ) ;

* and thus that day was
designated by the Jew's the Preparation.

:

f The
Christians took over the term,J and it remains to
this day the regular name for Friday in the Greek
Calendar.

2. The term was also used of the day of prepara-
tion, whatever day of the week it might be, for

any of the sacred festivals, especially the Passover.
The Paschal Supper ^\as eaten on the evening
which, since the Jewish day began at 6 p.m.,
ushered in the fifteenth day of the month Nisan ;

and fche fourteenth day, when all was got ready
for the celebration, was called the Preparation.
The term occurs thrice in the Synoptics (Mt27

62
,

Mk 1542, Lk 23s4
}, and in each instance it means

Friday. In the Fourth Gospel also it occurs thrice

(1914.31.42^ anc[ there wrould be no doubt that here
also it means Friday were it not for two other
s t. ., . 'V V 1 31 St. John seems to put the Last
^ .:- i .

'

feast of the passover.
3

(2) At 1828

! -,,\ i , . '.' on the morning after the Last

Supper the rulers brought Jesus before Pilate 3

'

they did not themselves enter into the Praetorium,
that they might not be defiled, but might eat the

passover
'

; whence it would seem that the Paschal

Supper had not been celebrated the previous even-

ing, but was to be celebrated that evening. It thus

appears as though there were a glaring discrep-

ancy between the Synoptics and the Fourth Gospel.

Friday
evening which ushered it in Jesus had eaten the

regular Paschal Supper with His disciples (cf. Lk
227

}, according to St. John it was the 14th Nisan,
and the Supper in the ::;

-
1

:

1
. "n the previous

evening was either no: ; I

' " at all,|| or was

* Ex 165. gee Lightfoot on Mk 1542. Curiously enough the

Sabbath was the day for feasting-, arid the viands were specially

sumptuous ; but they had to be cooked the previous day and
eaten cold. See Aug. de Com. Ev, ii. 151 ; Lightfoot and
\\M-1iiMonT-k11i.

t Cf. Jos- -1 lit. \\ i. vi. 2: ev <r#$S*v 5j ry
\VtLMi in 01 1 Mr -27''-'.

; ItkilirJiR, \hi. 1. : vptts Si vwrTtiierat. Tirpaida, xou

Clem. Alex. Strom* vii. 75: vv QjMfSv -rawrav, *%$

irec,pa.<rxw; ^iytu. imqw(jut>wrau yee,/> v> ftiv 'EpjLtov v> Si
'

191-* *etfasrxtt& ro r<r%<,
*
Friday of the Passover-season,'

not 'the Preparation for the Passover/ which would require
v !

j*^
ir

g1

u

e
1

m> j^ex^ (fragn^ in Chron. Pasch. See Dindorfs

Clem. Atex. Op. iii. p. 498) : In previous years Jesus had kept
the Passover and eaten the Iamb, but on the day before He
suffered as the true Paschal Lamb, He taught His disciples the

mystery of the type

In the Synoptics
-

in the Fourth Gospel it

ii Day, being also, as it

eaten a day too soon.*
means -'t'-ri-'v Friday
means i!v" IV-j-jiiYai
chanced, Friday.
The problem has been discussed from the earliest

times, and nowhere has harinonistic ingenuity been
more lavishly expended. In our day the harinonistic
method is out of fashion, and the tendency of some
critics is to pronounce the Johannine representa-
tion unhistorical, and to explain how it originated.
Appeal is made to the idea, suggested,, it is alleged,
by St. Paul (1 Co 57), and definitely enunciated by
Clement of Alexandria,t that Jesus, being the true
Paschal Lamb, must have been slain on the Pre-

paration Day, 14th Nisan. It is pointed out that,

by way of proving Him the true Paschal Lamb,
St. John (1) throws back the anointing at Bethany
to 10th Nisan (12

1
), the day on which the Paschal

lamb was chosen (Ex 12^) ; (2) represents Jesus
as still before Pilate at the sixth hour, i.e. noon,
in order, it is alleged, to make the Crucifixion

synchronize with the sacrifice of the Paschal lambs,
which were slain between 3 and 5 p.m. ; J (3) shows
how the Law's prescription that the lamb's bones
should not be broken (Ex 12**, Nu 912

), was fulfilled

in the case of Jesus (IQ
36)^

This is ingenious rather than convincing. (1)

The anointing at Bethany actually took place, as
St. John represents six days before the Passover ;

and St. Matthew and St. Mark, with that disregard
of chronological ^'IJIU-MOO which is characteristic
of the Synoptic odhoi - or the Apostolic tradition, -

have brought, it into connexion with the Betrayal
(Mi 2G' i

- 1 'i ^= Mk 143- 11
) ; their idea being, apparently,

that the traitor was angered by the Lord's rebuke
(Mt 2610=Mk 146=Jn 127

). His foul deed was a
stroke of revenge.[| (2) If, as is possible, St. John
computed the hours of the day, not, like the Syn-
optists, from 6 to 6, but, according to the method
which probably obtained in Asia Minor3 from 12
to 12,11 then by *the sixth hour' he means, not
noon, but 6 a.m., thus agreeing with the Synoptists
(cf. Mt 27 3 - 2=Mk 15 1

). (3) Jesus was none the
less the true Paschal Lambs though He was not
crucified between 3 and 5 p.m. on the 14th of

Nisan, but at 9 a.m. on the 15th. St. Paul spoke
of Him as 'our passover,

3

(1 Co 57) ; yet lie re-

garded the Last Supper as the regular Passover,

calling the communion cup *the cup of blessing'
(1Q

16
),** which was the name given in the Paschal

rubric to the third cup at the Passover feast.

In the opinion of the present writer the diffi-

culty is due to a misunderstanding of Jn 13 1

and IS28. "When these two passages are righlly
considered, the position seems to be e?>tabli>hcd

that TrapctcrKevr} means Friday alike in the Fourth

Gospel and in the Synoptics. Jn 131 should be read
as asepau.il- [{rjij.rMpI

1

,. A- "-/he end approached,
says the I'vri^rli--, TJHTC- wn- a marked accessor*

tenderness in liie Lord's deportment towards His

disciples. He demonstrated His affection as He
had never done before. It was the pathetic tender-
ness of imminent farewell. * Before the feast of

the passover, Jesus, knowing that his hour had
* Jesus anticipated the PJ..I- >ver, knouiiit; liiat, as ile i)roie-r

time He would be lying- in II'- j^ravc'. Sr. C.'m -O.-LOIII ( ./ J'tin.

Ixxxli.) gives this as in alMT'i^uve c\-p!r.'i;i, on of .In 1^ J"
;

Calvin : Since the Passovc i-<la.
f
. , fiil'ln-jr ihuL \ I'.'ir o*! KIK!,I\ . was

reckoneda Sabbath (Lv 2.i''- 7 i -- ]
"'). iho JO-A.--, \o a-.o-'i li c in-

convenieiict'Of luo^iu'rs-shf Sabfoatlis. po-scpo: i-d 'K'- Pa-s-ovcr

by a dav : .li-riii
1- adiu re d 10 the r< jjular day.

"t Also, according to Okron. Paxch., by Apollinaris, Mlppo-
lytus, and Peter of Alexandria.

I Jos. BJ vi. ix. 3.

Strauss, Keim, Schmiedel (Encycl. BibL> art 'John, son of

Zebedee')-
II Cf. Aug. de Cons. Ev. ii. 153.

II Cf. Hin. LV ii. 79. Polycarp was martyred in the stadium
at Smyrna ' at the 8th hour *

(Mart. Polyc. xxi.), i.e., since public

spectacles began early (cf . Becker, Charicles, p. 409), at 8 a.m.
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to pass out of this world unto the Father,

/laving loved his own that were in the world,
lie loved them to the uttermost,' i.e. demonstrated
His affection as He had never done before.* Then

begins a new iiiinijira.pl:. which recounts the story
of the Supper (v.-

11

-), ,:- :: "--li ,' acquaintance on
the reader's part witl 1

. ""; : details of time
and firranjieinent. It was St. John's wont to cor-

rect his predecessors wherever they had erred : and
had they put the Last Supper a day too late, he

would have stated expressly when it took place,
and would not have said vaguely

* before the

feast.'

And what of Jn 1828 ? It does not imply that

they were looking forward to the Paschal Supper
in the evening, and that therefore that day, when
Jesus was tried and crucified, was the Preparation-
day, 14th Nisan. They would indeed have been
defiled by entering a heathen house, but the defile-

ment would have remained only until the evening
(Cf. LV I]*. 25. 37. 28. 81. 88. JO 1^46 158. U. 7 ^15 22, Nu
197. a. 10. 21.

22^ j)t 23"), and they could then, after

due ablution, have eaten the Paschal Supper, f
The truth is that it was not the Paschal Supper
that they would have been precluded from, but
the Ckngigah or thank-offering, which was pre-
sented in the Temple on 15th Nisan, and had to be

presented by each worshipper in proprid persona.^
The phrase

4 eat the Passover 3

comprehended more
than participation in the Paschal Supper. Alike
in the Scripture and in the Talmud it denotes the
celebration of the entire feast, including the Cha-

ffigah.% In the Fourth Gospel
4 the passover

3

in-

variably signifies not the Supper but the whole

feast, rty eoprijy iracuy,|| and it is unreasonable to

suppose that in this solitary instance St. John has

departed from his itsus logrusndi,
There remains a final consideration. After the

Crucifixion, Joseph of Arimatluea visited Pilate,
and petitioned for the body of Jesus (Jn 1938=Mt
2757 - 58=Mk lo^-^Lk 235t)-52

). He was a San-

hedrist, and had no less reason than his colleagues
to shun pollution ; yet he went without scruple to
the governor's house. The explanation is that,
when they refused to enter the Prsetorium, it was
the morning, and they must offer the Ghagigah in
the afternoon ; when he waited upon Pilate, it was
the evening (o^las yefofjc.gvrjs), and he had already
offered it.

On the above theory there is no discrepancy be-

tween St. John and the Synoptics. Both he' and
they represent Jesus as celebrating the Paschal

Supper with His disciples on the evening which
ushered in 15th Nisan ; and both he and they use

TrapacrKevfi in the sense not of the Preparation-day,
but of Friday. St. John says that * that Sabbath-

day was a great one 7

(19
31

), not because, being at
once the weekly Sabbath and Passover-day, it was
Sabbath in a double sense, but because, as Light-
foot puts it, (1) it was a Sabbath, (2) it was the

day on A\lii<-h the people appeared before the Lord
in the Temple (K\ -,"$" i. and (3) it was the day on
which the sheaf of the firstfruits was reaped (Lv
2311

). See also, for different views, artt. DATES,
LAST STTPPEB, PASSOVER (n. ).

*
its TO*?, not ' to

J:!^ end,*but
* to the uttermost.^ Chrysost.

in Joan. Ixix. r o3 = v IVS/JTSV > TOV 0-$&'&patr otyetfrSyru Etxof $jv

Cf. Euth. Zig-. : O.^MTS.V of tci&'rtfi <>f affection ; Mk 1021
v a,-,, ktesed his jvreAead. See Licrhifoot on Mk 1021 ,

T Sire.;]--* M-JIUS T'.-iL J-oy 'would si ill havp disqualified ihcm-
jr'h'.-i fii.m p:jr "piti-'-ic T' the prop.v.v.orx proceed 'r sir-, whi'-h
Ml on iit & uri'oo t or 1 'li- Vsr.n ; in, t ., the slat hi!? of ihu
lamb in the outer court ot the Temple/ EMIL I'no.

1
. piiirhl lc jra'ly

have deputed the business of preparation to their sen ants, as
Jesus deputed it to Peter and John. CT. Lightfoot on Mk 1<)26.

* See Lig-htfooL on Jn IS^, Mk ir:.
I)c 162, 2Ch SOi- aj 24 351 s-19 Ezk 4521-24. Lightfoot on

Jn 1828.

|j of. 218- 236^ 1155 121 131. Contrast Mt26i7=Mk 14i2=
227,8.

.
h

^

T-- . JP,.J- %[orm Heb. (see references in foot-

MV

"

- - .".- . .
- in. ii. 121, and New Life of Jesus,

ii. 85; Kerni, Jesus of Sazara, vi. pp. 195-219; Caspari,
Chron. and Gewj. Introd. 151-164 ; Farrar, Life of Christ,

Exc. x. ; Andrews, Life of our Lord, pp. 457-481 ; Westcott,

Study t'f /,. '7 ."./-^ p. 43 ; Du Bose, The Gospel in the Gospels,

p. 28. Lor i
ji " \',;"3rary view that Txpuerxsuvi does not mean

Friday in both the Synoptics and the Fourth G '--".- >
;: ;in

v

in Hastings' JOB, ii. 634 ;
Godet in his Comm. <>:, I.

1

.. :.' 'i Jn. :

Lobstein, La doctrine de la saints cene, p. 51 f. ; Zockler in

PRE3, ix. pp. 32, 42 ; Ghwolson, Das letzte Passamahl Christi.

DAVID SMITH.

PRESENCE, The ordinary word in the Gospels
for * before

'

(
=in the presence of) is fyirpoo-Qev. Lk.

also nses e^coTrtoi/, which, with the exception of

Jn 2030 , is not in the vocabulary of the other

three F-. ,: _c
1 M-. He nearly always uses it of

the ;.iv- . i: < God. Other prepositions em-

ployeii are e7r, (a^eva.vr^ and evavriov). 1. The
value of a religion is the pledge it can give of

the presence of (Joel. In the heathen lands

round Israel the Divine Being was localized

in sacred places with the aid of idols. But the

religion of Jehovah was rid of such a tendency
through the work of the prophets, with the result

that, when all other religions in the Roman Empire
were vulgarized and eviscerated of power, Judaism
remained like a Samson with locks unshorn, with
a God who could keep His own secret, and with a
faith still pregnant with possibility. True, the

Divine presence had been manifeste_d, according to

the OT, in cloudy pillar and burning bush, had,
indeed, been localized in the ark of the covenant.
But steadily llio conception of God had been clari-

fied from m tneri<il H--ocia.rioii:s, and the way in

which this was done may be gathered from Jer 7.

So thoroughly did the moral view of God prevail,
that ' the Law became God's real presence in

Israel
3

(Schultz, OT Theol. i. p. 354). The 4

angel
of Jehovah/ so frequently mentioned in the OT,
was simply 'the messenger

9

(1^7?), so did all

intermediaries dwindle in the blaze of the only
God. But with this transcendence came aloofness.

On the one hand, the Law became a very barrier

between God and His people. Even those who
followed hard after it, like Saul of Tarsus and the
rich young ruler, thirsted only the more for the

living God (Mk 1017
, cf. Ho 75' 13

, Gal S21"23
). On

the other hand, Greek modes of thought, already
affected by Oriental dualism, represented fully in

Philo, but also anticipated in Palestinian theology
(cf. Schiirer, II. iii. 33). bridged iho ^coining gulf

by theosophical and ( JMOM ic *]HiculauoM-. At the

very moment when Judaism had it- opportunity,
it failed to give that abiding pledge or" the i-ro<(

i nco

of God which should satisfy heart, mind, and con-

science. Even the religions of Mithras and Isis,

impure though the latter was, had a vogue in the

Empire because they did <<>iiiciliin^ to meet the
need which arose between ih IKIITOII speculations
and brutal superstitions of the age.

2. At this psychological moment came Jesus
with His gospel as a challenge to the world of the

presence of God. St. John himself expresses this

thought no more decidedly, though much more
fully, than St. Mark, even though in Mk I 1 vlbs

Qeav is a secondary reading. The common testi-

mony of the Apostolic circle may be summed up in

He I
2 'God . . . hath in these last days spoken

unto us in his Son.* But nowhere is il 1*0 though i,

that Jesus Christ was the presence of God set forth
with such sublime effect as in the Prologue to

John's Gospel : We beheld his glory, the glory as
of the only-begotten of the Fattier, full of grace
and truth

1

(v.
14

). Xo need was there now of an

impersonal Word or impersonated Wisdom, as
between God and us (Ph 2. Col 28 '19

) ; or of sacri-

fices and ceremonies, as between us and God (He
914

, Gal 231
} ;

for the entire gulf between God the

holy and us the sinful has been bridged in Jesus
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Christ our Lord (2 Co 5 19
, Eph 24'7

). Thus through
Christ our access to the Father is immediate (Ko
5-) by one Spirit (Eph 218

).
i There were to be no

more finite mediators between God and man ; no

temple of Jerusalem, where alone men must wor-

ship ; no necessity for interposing angels to inter-

pret between the Divine and the human. Man
was himself to be brought into immediate contact
with God, and was to experience the deep con-
viction that heaven and earth \\ml met together

1

(Matheson, Growth of Spirit of Clu'iititiniti/, i. 78).

This faith that through Christ a man is always in

the presence of God as a child in his father's house
was based on (1) the testimony, and (2) the teach-

ing of Jesus.

(1) By the testimony of Jesus is meant the un-
";

*
"

i

"

His Personality. It is evident,
. A set a familiar phrase, that Jesus

had a presence. The people marvelled because He
spoke with authority, although an unlettered man
(Mt 728 - 29

, Mk 62
). His eyes were as a name of tire

(Mk 35
, Lk 2261

). In the awe of His presence the

Temple - courts were cleared, and the tempest
calmed (Mk II 15

6"
51

) ; so that His disciples cried,
* What manner of man is this, that even the wind
and the sea obey him ?

'

(Mk 441
). He drew the chil-

dren to Him, and cast out demons, and said,
s
If I by

the finger of God cast out devils, i lii'Si :- iliu klngdoin
of God come upon you' (Lk ll-u). 1'hese impres-
sions upon His contemporaries simply correspond
with His own self-consciousness. He gave up the

workshop at Nazareth for the theatre of the

world, because He knew Hini&elf as God's beloved
Son (Lk 3tJ2 41 - 14

). His first address in the synagogue
is not recorded, because it was all in one word,
' I am here* (4

2i
). It wras enough for the disciples

that they should be with Him (Mk 314
). It was the

last folly of the Galilj^an cities (Mt ll-0ff
-) that they

did not believe Him for the works' sake ; and. of

Jerusalem, that it knew not the day of its visita-

tion (Mt 2337
, Lk 1941ff

-). There was only one

legacy He had to leave, and that alone worth

leaving, His spiritual presence (Mt 28*20, Lk 2449 ),

which was the true Shekinah (Mt 1_8
20

, cf.
' Ubi

sedent duo qui legem tractant, Shekina cum illis

est,' Pirke Aboth, 3 (Schultz, ii. 67)), The difference

in this respect between St. John and the Synoptists
is that whereas with them the testimony of Jesus
to Himself is mostly unconscious, with him it is

altogether self-conscious. St. John never fails to

lay, stress on
'"

.-'
'-

..
of Jesus (Moff'att in

Expos. VL iii. !;' :

'

'

that, even psychologi-
cally .^peaking, He is not 01 the world, tliough in it.

(2) Thus in Jn. the testimony of Christ is merged
in His teaching. He speaks of His own presence as

living water, heavenly bread, light and life to a

needy world (Jn 414 64y 812 II 25
). To keep His word

is to keep in the presence of God as He Himself
does (14

23 15 10
). And that presence is an inward

;;1ii'MM'.r wliMi nii'Mrs;: '!:;v.,: i d can disturb (16
22- 38

).

\\\ Hi-v. <>!>i- :M i 'i- >\ !;. i--- similarly illustrate

that
'To turn aside from Him is "hell,

To walk with Him is heaven.'

Only with them His Person is, as it were, so

transparent that they present God through Jesus
rather than in Hini 3 and we are left to draw the
Christian inference that He Himself is thefocns of

the Father's presence. It is the essential nearness
of God that gives all significance to the Beatitudes

(Mt 5s -

"), to the teaching on prayer (6
6- 8

) 3 to the

interpretation of worship (Mk 7s,
cf. Jn 4s3), to the

illustrations from nature (Mt 1029), to the exhorta-

tions against anxiety (Lk 1230
-3

-), towards watch-
fulness (vv.

35 - 86
), against covetousness (vv.

20 - 21
),

towards compassion (Mt 104 -42
). The sphere in

which all the teaching moves, which makes it

simple and intimate to the heart, and transcendent

in its appeal and its authority, is the presence of
God the Father, the truth that

'

Spirit with spirit can meet,
Closer is He than breathing, and nearer than hands and feet/

But the immanence of God reaches a further

stage in the gospel of Christ* Not only does Jesus
bring God close into His world, as if otipavo? meant
the atmosphere one breathes rather than the firma-
ment above (cf. ra Trertiva rov otpavov, Mt 62ti

etc.),

but, according to Jesus, God is immanent in the
human nature that makes room for Him. This is

expressed in terms of (a) relationship (Mk S35, Mt
5 ltJ - 44

, Jn iw), (6) identification (Mt 1Q40 2540
), (c) in-

dwelling (Jn 1416 * 1T
). This last is called the doctrine

of the Holy Ghost. In order to give His own out-
look to all disciples, Jesus promised His other self,
the Paraclete or Comforter, in whose company and
through whose intercession we live on the plane of

sons, not only being in the Father's presence, but
He be: TiL pn.'.-ii in us. Although this doctrine is

fully H!o\\i'<i i"o" by the Synoptists (Mt 1020
, Lk

2449) 3 it is the special contribution of St. John.
* Jesus answered, If a man love me, he will keep
niy word : and my Father will love him, and we
will come unto him, and make our abode with him *

(Jn 1423). From different points of view it may be
said that Jesus enjoyed the presence of God, that
He was that presence, and that He gave it. This
threefold presence is really the basis of the doctrine
of the Trinity.

3. What then are we to gather from all this but
that, according to Christianity, Christ as God in-

carnate is the pledge that God is present^ not only
Creator-like in the universe, but Father-like in the

believing heart and the consecrated life ? That is

really the meaning of His exhibition of God in

human life, and the importation of His ou n Spirit .

And our safeguard against the errors of KIMI I:I;!MU

and of all such systems as tend to merge the
Divine in the human instead of moulding the
human by the Divine, is to be found in one small
but significant phrase,

4 eV Xpia-r^.
3 The Christian

consciousness must always testify with a modern
thinker (W. S. Palmer, An Agnostic's Progress) :

* When I lifted up my eyes to God, I found God not

only looking through my eyes but looking
1 into

them.' It is among a people redeemed rioin their

sins and consecrated to service that God will taber-

nacle (a-KTjv&crei) as an abiding presence (Shekinah,
fr. |3p

'

abide'). And when the brotherhood is

perfected, there will be no need of a Temple (Rev
21S.S3-27). The revelation of God immanent in a
redeemed humanity is the ideal towards which

Christianity points (Eph 1-3, Col I 9'20
, cf. 2 P 3 13

,

Jn 17*
20"23

), and to which it is slowly moving, but

only by outgrowing many misconceptions and

leaving them behind. See, further, Schultz, 01
Theol. L 353 f., ii. 7-11; artt. *Ark of the

Covenant,'
* Shekinah * in Hastings' DB; Beyschlag,

NT TheoL i. 95 if. ; Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, 3,

ch. 2 ; Westcott on Jn 14-17).

4. Christian history has been a long series of endeavours to

realize the full meaning of the Divine presence. First it was

caught into Jew*-! 1 < orvevtv,*!*, and projected into the

doctrine of the I'imi ..-:?i. 'Jn.- li-.<l its effect on the inmost
circle of Christian writers with the exception of St. John, and
OMiro'-f c* (he i'.-.K Fathers except for the school of Alexandria.

1

\Vi;h si" Ii- iM-i >ii-:i io" of hope, it must have tended to obscure

thi i tru: 1
! Tin: (jm<l i- present through the working of His Spirit

in inp imliv.dsjul .MKI in society, in the -unfolding of truth and
the emplo\ merits oflovf.
Under the influence of Greek thought in the Gentile world,

the Divine presence has been treated as a metaphysical sub*

stance, and at last identified with the elements of the Lord's

Supper (see Art. ii.), after consecration. This sacerdotal view
was virtually accepted by the time of Cyprian, who wrote (Ep.
Ixiii. 17) :

' The passion 'of the Lord is the sacrifice we offer.'

The doctrine of Transubstantiation became the keystone of the

ecclesiastical edifice, and was maintained as a theory, by means
of the prevalent philosophy of Realism, whose greatest ex-

ponent was Thomas Aquinas. As far as English thought is

concerned, it crumbled under the dialectic of John Wyclif
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(Lechler, Life oj Wycliffe, p. 351), and by the discovery made
b\ simple men, during the next two centuries, of the spiritual
presence mediated through the NT in their own experience.
TheDocetic vieus of Christ's Person, howev er, \vhich through-

out the Middl* \j -
:

-' IT! -,; -. .

:
. .

*,,,-;, o.-: i.,]. .T-

at the cost of ..".! s*\ .. -; ;
. s- - . :.l iv ; .:

-
1 < ; t r <.: -

of allaj ing the hunger of the religious imagination.
* The

remedy was found in the reverence of
"

.

'

the sub-
stitution of the symbol for reality. ..' Church,
which had tried to centre its affections on an absent Lord,
found that its affections must be rekindled by the mediation of
some earthly form. It had dismissed from its thoughts the idea
of a spiritual presence ; it must regain that presence through
the intervention of material agencies. It must find it in the
water of Baptism, in the bread and wine of Communion, in the
act of ordination, in the relics of saints, in the tombs of the

martyrs, in the heart of monasteries, and in the walls of con-
secrated cathedrals. It must see it in the figure of a visible

cross, in the monuments raised to a celestial hierarchy, in the
observance of festivals in memory of the sainted dead/ above
J-"

1

!
: "

.I- >/, ;.-"- '-
f the Virgin Mother (Matheson, op. cit. i. 322).

'

ih; > .-'I.
,
as applied to the working of the Holy Spirit,

the doctrine of the presence stamped infallibility upon the
Councils, and finally upon the Pope. While with J. H. Newman
it signified the \alidity of i- .<.:. -;

:
i-;.i '"it , !iiji"-<

"
v il :)._"".,

the centuries, 'being the :.-; r: 'ri.' o", vf^^'.i 1

. ;- <
! >"- '". i >'

of some living or apparent"truth in the minds of men during a
sufficient period' (/>< {"/intent f>f Doctrine, p. 37).
But while the popular rohgio:: found the presence in the

images and relics, and ecclesiastical speculations discovered it

in the Concihar assemblies and the Sacrament of the Supper,
there was a parallel movement known as Mysticism, which
found the real presence in the soul. To the French mystics,
greatest of whom was St. Bernard of the 12th century, the
presence of God was the obverse side of their own absence from
the world. The Germans Eckhart and Tauler, the Dutch
Thomas & Kempis, and others took up the theme, and wove it

into a kind of new Stoicism, by way of purification, illumina-

tion, and union. *

They taught (following Thomas Aquinas)
that the soul can even here upon earth so receive God within
itself as to enjo.v :r< the- n.:l!e^r <;eii-.L the ^ i-ion of His? !)<.' Mg, and
dwell in heaven" 't-eli'fl far-Kirk, fjuri'ih i t>ftli>> ///*r. {ifDnyma,
p. 440). This* prat TU'i.- <ii ihcprc^-rux of God' (Brother Lawrence)
was the religious :fide o* ilie prepaiatio'i i )r Luther and Ir^

gospel for the people. He taught that Christianity was not a
matter of consent to doctrine, as with the scholastics ; or a
method of losing oneself in the eternal, as with the mystics ;

but realizing the Divine presence as found through faith in
Christ in "*io *i '*< . uf . niii-r.-'i -.-r^.* Luther, con^neiitinx'
in his pom,., (i u,\\ <v. <,:i" _'

', ,-.1, .- : r^ith is, ii 1 nun UM' ihc
expression, creative of Divinity, not, of course, in the substance
of God, hut in ourselves.* And again :

' When we truly say
that He is Christ, we mean that He was given for us, without
any works of ours, has won for us the Spirit of God, and has
made us children of God ... so that we might become lords of
all things in heaven and earth that is faith '

(Erl. ed. 13, 251 ;

Herrmann, Communion with God, p. 125). The primary
authority of the inward witness thus established by Luther has
been most fully apprehended for practical purposes by George
Fox and his followers. A bright example was John Woolman
(b. 1720), who, in taking his stand against prevailing customs
sanctioned by the Church, records in his diary (ch. 4) :

* The

\Vhitcier, and, in a fashion, Whitman. John Wesley, too,
coming from his earlier devotion to Mysticism to his doctrine of
assurance, repeated the experience of Luther, and, by means of
an evangelical thc-oiogy, helped mui to see that humanity is
the proper organ ot the Dhine pn-c-ust. Thi< ha- lvi Uiv.

inspiration of modern reformers iitul p!i !ji*nhro]>"-i->. iiii; liu 1

full bearings of this truth have no: vcLbeoM r'-alvcd b\ liu*

churches, A new vindication of IPO Minis authority in in;. i rs
of faith has been undertaken by A. Ritschl and his disciples
Harnack, Herrmann, and the rest. With them the Divine Man
Jesus, separated from every ceremony, doctrine, or dream,
vouches for the inward presence of God to the soul that
believes. By their theory of value-judgments they throw the
whole proof of the presence of God upon the faculties of the
soul.

LITERATURE. Harnack, Tli-f. of D->n,,)a, or Outlines; Mathe-
son, Groz&th of the Hain't // L

t

hfittia\\!ti/ ; Fairbairn, Christ in
Mod. Theol.) bk. i. ; Herrmann, Communion with God ; Imita-

3, OS; D. Young, Crimson Book^ 237 ; Phillips Hrooks, Alyettry
of Iniquity, 277. A. NORMAX ROWLAND.

PRESENTATION (in the Temple) (Lk 222-40
).

When St. Paul had mentioned (Gal 44 ) the sending
forth of the Son of God into our world, he spoke
of it In two stages,

4 born of a woman/ c born
under the law '

(RV) ; and in both those acts or
stages the Pauline Evangelist St. Luke is able and
careful in his history of Jesus to exhibit Him. To
the narrative of His nativity accordingly he sub-

joins (Lk 221
) a notice of His circumcision on the

eighth day, in obedience to Gn 17 12
; and now on

the fortieth day He is brought to Jerusalem to be
offered or presented (KV, irapaorija-ai)

to the Lord,
in accordance with the legal requirements of Ex 133

(freely quoted in v. 2J
) and Nu 3. 12. 18. Aloiiy u iih

the rite of the Presentation of the Child there was
fulfilled on the same occasion another for the

Purification of the Mother ; but we shall consider
that afterwards.

1. The law as to the Child is described in OT as

having its origin in Egypt. From patriarchal
times, indeed, the firstborn had been the priest in

the family ; but a new obligation was laid on the
firstborn in Israel by the circumstances of the
Exodus. When God sent Moses to Pharaoh, the
Divine message to the king ran,

' Israel is my
son, even my iirstborn : if thou refuse to let him
go I will slay thy son, even thy firstborn

'

(Ex 45'2 -

-*).

Pharaoh refused. Nine successive plagues were
sent on him in vain. The time had come for the
execution of God's threatening. The Lord was to

pass through the land ot Egypt to execute the

judgment. Israel was not so guilty as her op-
pressors ; but neither could she stand before God
if once He were angry ; and God provided for her
in the Paschal lamb a victim under which each
Israelite household that would believe His word
and keep His commandment might find shelter.

'By faith they kept the pasaoverand Mil- sprinkling
of blood' (Hell28

) ; but in token that t 'KMT lit -; IMUII

had been due to death and rescued by God's mercy,
all the firstborn ('every male that openeth the
womb ') were to be sanctified to Him (Nu 81T ). God
might have slain each, or kept him for His own
especial service. He would not slay him : He per-
mitted him (and required him) to be redeemed (Ex
1313'15

). Instead of the firstborn, however, God
took for the service of His sanctuary the tribe of
Levi (Nu 312 814'18

), requiring, at the time of this

substitution, that as many firstborn as there were
in Israel in excess of the number of the Levites
must be redeemed by the payment of five shekels
for each one (Nu 344

"51
). Afterwards (Nu 1815 - 16

),

every firstborn son must be presented and redeemed
by the payment of this amount. Our Lord might
have claimed exemption, as the Son of God ; just
as afterwards when they asked Him to pay the

Temple rate He declared,
t Therefore the sons are

free 3

(Mt 1725 RV). But He came not to claim

exemptions but to share our burdens, carry our
sorrows, take away our sins, and, more particularly,
to redeem them thai are under the Law (Gal 4').
He came not to be ministered unto, but to minister,
and to give his life a ransom for many

'

(Mt 2028
) ;

and * thus it became him to fulfil all righteousness
'

(3
15

). Moreover, by being thus redeemed from the
personal obligation of serving in the Temple, His
love to it, which at His next visit to it He was to
manifest (Lk 2*9 RV), and His zeal for it which
devoured Him (Jn 217

), were brought into clearer

light. They were not of constraint, but willing,
Still, the leading thought in the history of His
Presentation in the Templ is that of IIN having
come *that the scripture might be fulfilled' ij.k
2122-24 24), and that the whole life of the God-
man on earth might present a realization of that
ideal depicted in the prophetic writings of the OT '

(Oosterzee).
The act of presenting Him would be performed

by Joseph (Ex 1313) as the putative father, at once
the shield of Mary and the protector of her child

(Lk 3s3 ) ; not by the Virgin, as Cornelius t Lapide
assumes, although there is some beauty in his

interpretation of the five shekels, which constituted
the redemption money, as *

symbolizing the Five
Wounds at the price whereof Christ redeemed the
race of man 3

(Com. in loc.). The Law does not
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seem to have prescribed any particular time for

the redemption of the firstborn, but many fathers
would doubtless act as Joseph did, and perform the
rite on the day n ppointcd by the Law for the bacritiee

of his ^ir'cV purilu-ation. There is hardly time for

the visit of the Wise Men, the Flight into E.ypt,
and the Return thence, between the Birth of Christ
and His Presentation in the Temple ; moreover, a

public service at Jerusalem would have b< ion fraii^-hc
with danger after the inquiries of the Magi had
aroused the jealous fears of" Herod. But neither is

there any need for -! ;;"-:_; /;, ,-e Wise Men's
vi&it came so soon ; i , . ! N r .

:-
.

"

\ .

* From two

years old and under 3

(Mt 21G
) was" the age which

Herod supposed the newborn l

King of the Jews '

might be. Mary's availing herself of the permis-
sion, as a poor woman, to offer the two doves
instead of the costlier lamb is not consistent with
the idea that the gold offered by the Wise Men was
at her disposal : while St. Luke's mention of the

Holy Family rclunilii^ into Galilee and Nazareth
(Lk 239 ) is of ih'- iiiiiuio of a foreshortening, and
does

'
"

"";
Ihat no event intervened between

the j
' " and the journey to the North.

2. TliePurifirtttiun ofMary, besides synchronizing
with the Presentation of her Son, was an event
1- ""',/.

J
'- r--, same moral and religious category.

I : ; -i\ ;;"rr: ,, .. of a humble-minded and becoming
obedience to the Law of Moses, under which she
lived. St. Jerome alone among the Fathers was
of opinion that in her case too it was strictly

obligatory, not, of course, on account of any sin

on her part, her conception of the Child being-

spotless and holy (Lk l26
-35

)
and an act of obedience

to Almighty God; but ceremonially because, the
Birth being a real one, she had touched things
which involved ceremonial uncleanness. Whether
St. Jerome is right, or the other Fathers (for the
discussion see Cornelius a Lapicle), and whether or

not she might have claimed exemption, she is to be

praised for not doing so, but quietly and humbly
accepting the law binding on ordinary mothers,
and being willing, as her Son will also be, to be
reckoned with transgressors (Mk lo28, Lk 22s7

).
_
It

was -"
i";

""
," her, as it would be enough for Him,

that i .'*:- v..

Ti.'_ rcadinjr adopted in the RV (Lk 222) t the days of their (not
"A"/-,' -XV) pmifi'ai'on,' Im* the highest MS authority, and is

that expressly of Orig-en and Cyril : it is explained when we
remember that while the ceremonial ur-\ . - '".- 'Vr:.-*

1-

that of the mother only, Joseph and the < ,. -

1 -
j

"

!

especially while living in such circumstances as were theirs at
B ( ;" \ '* t>'

-- '! ir:.'"i.
:

M^ a like defilement, in the legal sense, by
(o- 1

..
1

.-
' 'n'li her. )"r Lord, all holy from the first, was often

!* . -o di )] '1 (I iv '.)i 197). He regarded it as His glory, not
His shame.

The legal ordinance (Lv 12) appointed that a
woman who had borne a man. child should be (cere-

monially) unclean for seven days ; for three and

thirty (lays more she might touch no hallowed

thing, nor come into the sanctuary. Then, on
the fortieth day, she must bring 'a lamb of the

first year for a burnt-offering (cxprov-ive of de-

votion), and a young pigeon or a turtle-dove for

a sin-offering (a testimony, St. Jerome says, to

the doctrine of original sin), unto the door of

the tent of meeting, unto the priest, and he shall

offer it before the Lord, and make atonement for

her ; and she shall be cleansed from the fountain
of her blood. . . . And if her means suffice not
for a lamb, then she shall take two turtle-doves

or two young pigeons ; the one for a burnt-offer-

ing, the other for a sin-offering.' The Virgin's

humility appears in her availing herself of this

merciful provision ;
she disdained not to admit

her poverty ; we may be sure she did not (as some,

thinking to exalt lier, have imagined) assume a
false appearance of it : even if Joseph and she had
not been extremely poor before, the expenses of the

journey to Bethlehem, and of living there six weeks,
and the live shekels for the Child, could not have
failed to make deep inroads on tlieir purse. The
order of the combined rites would be as follows :

(1) The Holy Family would come into the hall of
the unclean, and stand there. (2) Then would be
offered the dove for her sin-offering, and perhaps
they would be spiinkled with the lustral water and
the ashes of the heifer (Xu 19 17

). (3) Then the Child
would be presented. And lastly, (4) the other dove
would b on'unVi in .-;^]j of Mary's thanksgiving and
self-de\ uiiuii iu b-uu. The Virgin would not go
further even when she had been cleansed than
the Court of the Women.
The Evangelist's use of the words 'parents' (v.

2
7) and 'father

and mother '

(v.&*) have been urged as evidence that * the idea
of the supernatural conception of Jesus has J

i i i
r
1 ', >

this part of the legendary materials here . : i .

-'

(Schmidt and Holzendorff, Short Protestant Commentary); to
which we may answer that he would have been a poor redactor
who, having" transcribed ch. i,, did not obser\ e an inconsistency
of this kind, and that in point of fact the Third Gospel is marked
I '".

"

.

'
J

. (' ^ ' " Was Christ born at BethleheinJ),
r

-I
1

' '

.

"

' '-.' .

i

it inconsistency lies deep in the

principle I i '(.<> -i L'H. - : -- ii : -<'.' (2 Go 521), to accept
the lot of sinners, and lay this lot also on His blessed Mother ;

and further, that His glory was not to be manifested till the
time appointed of the Father. Till then, whatever brief epiph-
anies there might be were only for the favoured few. Even
the Transfiguration was to be told to no man till the Son of
Man was risen from the dead. The facts were secure in the
hearts of sufficient witnesses (Lk 219. 51) ; they would come forth
in due time. More *

r
.

. ":
' " " f a V>,J"M v. ;' t *_.

told as it was to be \.. i ,
- -

' 8-25
, i , :- *; .':" 1

always an article of ...
'

,. no" ;. :
'" 10 "'H

communicated to unbelieving ears .
- T

'** ..'_*:
when His claim to have come down . . - -,- .

with what were supposed to be the known facts of His origin as
Man (Jn 6^, Mt IS^5). The feeling- of the Early Church upon
the subject is, exr.iv-^ed in a famous passage of St. Ignatius of

Antioch (c. 3iO): 'Jljddti. from the prince of this world were
the virginity of Mary, and her child-bearing, and likewise also
the death of the Lord three mysteries to be cried aloud the
which were wrought in the silence of God *

(ad JEpftes. 3,9).

Both the Purification of Mary and the Presenta-
tion of our Lord in the Temple are commemorated
on the 2nd of February (Candlemas). Baronius

says that the Church at Rome was led to the
institution of this Feast in order to supersede the

Lupercalia, the observances connected wherewith
were of an extremely immoral as well as idolatrous
character. See, further, artt* ANNA and SIMEON.

JAMES COOPEE.
PRESS. See CKOWD and MULTITUDE.

PRICE OF BLOOD (ntf at/un-os, Mt 276}. An
expression used by the priests of the Temple in
reference to the money Judas Iscariot had received
for the betrayal of his Master. The thirty pieces
of silver were the price of a traitor's service, and
-o iilimmfcly Mio price of a man's head; and
i huii^U i !i<^ p

vitst- were willing to take iulvantagc
or" i ho ilMMvinlly doed by putting the betrayed Man
to death, they still regarded with feelings of

disgust and abhorrence the money paid for His

betrayal. It had been soiled by the bands of a

traitor, and associated with blood -
guiltiness of

a kind that they had no desire to share. They
would neither accept it for themselves, when Judas
offered to restore it, nor, when flung down in the

sanctuary, did they regard it as fit for the holy
uses of the Temple. A n a

i 'pr< >]>n<n c use was found
for it in the purchase of ^n.i:rn] outside the walls
for the burial of strangers to Jerusalem, (For the

story of Judas5

end, and the divergent account in

Ac I
18 - 19

} see AKELDAMA, JUDAS ISCABIOT).
The reasoning of the Temple priests here has

been usually condemned as a piece of piou- hypoc-
risy, implying a display of honourable diffidence

that stands in suspicious contrast with their

previous dealings with the traitor. If the money
was soiled, who was responsible, if not those who
had taken it (perhaps directly from the Temple-
treasury) and sent it on its dastardly mission ?
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Why should they, who had paid the price of Wood,
scruple about taking it hack ?

* If it was sinful to

put hack the price of blood in the sacred treasury,
how was it any more permissible to take it out ?

3

(Calvin, NT Com.}. This is rather a one-sided

judgment. It is true, their manifestation of

scrupulous feeling was somewhat belated : it would
have become them better to have no dealings
whatever with Judas. But wre may still give them
the credit for the wish to be as little as possible
involved in the crime of treachery. In point of

fact, people will make use of a traitor who have
no love for traitors. In this case the compact
made with Judas was very much more dishonour-
able on his side than on theirs ; for they were
sworn enemies of Christ., he a professed friend.

The priests might believe the money was well

spent on their part, though ill gotten on his. The
curse of treachery was now associated with it, and
would help to intensify their loathing when they
spoke of it as the price of blood. It was unhallowed

gain ; and they could use it only for some purpose
less sacred than those connected with the Temple,
and in which they themselves had no profit. We
may compare with this scruple of the priests the
similar feeling manifested by David in a contrasted
ease (2 S 2314'17

). When the three mighty men at

the risk of their liv- -
"

IM::-*'. .' V- g a draught
of water from the A,-

'

. I!-. --h- . he scrupled
to drink ifc, because it was so closely associated
with the blood of the men who had risked their

lives to procure it. It had been procured at the

price of blood, and he could not use it in the
common way. It was hallowed by the sacrifice

associated with it, just as the blood-money in

Judas' hands was tainted and defiled by a betrayal
equivalent to murder.

LITERATURE. See under JDDAS ISCARIOT, but esp. Ker, Senn.
i. 293. j. DICK FLEMING.

PRIDE. The condemnation of pride has always
been very pronounced in Christian thought. It is

one of the faults most distinctly incompatible with
the ethics of the NT. Certain other systems of

religion have not so strenuously combated this

feeling.
In fact, some may not nnrc>;i--,>!i!ilily be

regarded as having contribute^ 10 it- imliJ^cnn;.
An elementary attribute in the ("hriM Lm i-< TU <:p; ion

of character is humility.
. It is remarkable that the word for pride

'

(v7reprj<pavia) occurs only once in the recorded con-
versations of our Lord, and the adj. proud

'

(i'Trepr)<pavos) only once in the Gospels (Lk I51 ).

In Mk 7-2
pride is classed as one of the things

which defile a man. It is in the positive pre-
cepts and general example and teaching of the
Master that we find the principles which have
made pride so repugnant to the Christian con-
sciousness. Chief of all these forces is the example
of our Lord's own life. The Incarnation was itself

the most transcendent exhibition of humility. In
it men saw their Lord counting it not a prize* to be
on an equality with God, emptying Himself, and
taking the form of a servant. In the essential
abasement of this earthly life He humbled Himself
to the particular extremes of endurance of per-
sonal ill-treatment and obedience even unto death.
Henceforth lowliness of station and self-forgetting
passivity were consecrated by the Divine example.
In the same degree the possessors of power and
place were taught the limitations and responsi-
bilities of their position, and shown the insensate
evil of scornfully regarding men of inferior circum-
stances.

2. Before the Birth of Christ this characteristic
of His mission was heralded in Mary's song. She
who described herself as a handmaiden of low
estate could rejoice that in the coming Kingdom the

pniK-l \Mi:l.! he scattered in, or by (Lk I51 BVm),
lii-i ui-iio-iLior of their hearts. Princes would be

brought down, and rich men sent empty away.
On the other hand, those of low degree would be

exalted, and the hungry abundantly satisfied. The
M ,_""" i < Y "-, 1 the truths that whilst poverty
,

.
.'

. .i ,.,;, \ .,
. .", , bars to acceptance with God,

there are evils peculiarly belonging to high rank
which utterly tli -.qualify.

3. The Temptation (Sit 41 ' 11
II
Lk 41' 13

)
was largely

an attempt to work on feelings of pride in the mind
of Jesus. He was :.*.." orove His superiority
to the conditions > .' ,"v l .

"';.

""

;~ a self-

glorifying triumph over the la - The

Tempter strove to make Him do so either (1) by
providing for His special physical needs, or (2) by
a public display of His might. In the offer (3) of

universal sovereignty, the lures of authority and

glory were especially emphasized.
4. In His definite teaching our Lord laid especial

stress on the virtues of humility^ and ^lowliness
of

mind as fundamental requisites in His loyal fol-

lowers. The Beatitude of the meek struck the

dominant keynote in this respect. Men were
invited to learn of Him, for He was meek and

lowly in heart (Mt II29
). His disciples could apply

to Him the prophetic description that He was
meek (Mt 21 5

). More than once He seems to have
uttered the apothegm,

'Whosoever shall exalt him-
self shall be humbled, and whosoever shall humble
himself shall be exalted' (Mt 2312

, Lk 1411 IS14 ).

Various specific forms of pride were rebuked and
cautioned against.

(1) Several times our Lord severely censured
exhibitions of spiritual pride. This vice called

forth peculiar ;:*;,"' i"i! and detestation in Him.
The religious o-: :';,:,. r of the Pharisees was
iiM-parii'jily reprobated. The types are eternally
-lix'uni.i/ci'l who can thank God they are not as

others are, who from the heights of their own com-
s.^r.v y or,,n look down on the supposed inferior

-xi i :..''" i \ of their fellows (Lk 189ft*
) ; who parade

: "
| ;

"
places their devotions (Mt 65

) ; who do
all ""their works to be seen of men, and obtrude
their religious symbols (Mt 235

) ; who for a pre-
tence make long prayers (Lk 2047

). This species of

religious self-satisfaction, of spurious spirituality,
elicited the scathing invective of Christ in an alto-

gether unparalleled degree. He declared that the

publicans and harlots went into the Kingdom of

God before such proud professors (Mt 2131
).

(2) The strictures our Lord passed on the racial

pride of the Jews drew against Him their fiercest

anger. He showed how vain were their boasted

lri\ ilogo< when He proclaimed that many should
ho ml mi i rod to the Kingdom from all quarters of

the earth, but the children of
*

T\
" "" ' "

(MtS12
). He tried to make tl -,, ,-,- -.

own Scripture-* the futility of their reliance on
descent, by referring to the favour shown Naaman
the Syrian and the widow of Zarephath (Lk 425ff

-)-

The parables of the Labourers in the Vineyard (Mt
20lff

-) and of the Householder's rebellious servants

(2]8Sfr.) were plainly intended to make His hearers
see how little worth was in their lofty pretensions
as the children of Abraham the chosen people.

(3) Intellectual haughtiness was also decidedly
condemned by Christ. The inclination that springs
from the consciousness of ability or learning to

scornfully depreciate those of more meagre mental

equipment, is one of the most insidious forms of

pride. To it certain natures fall victims who
would consider family pretensions or religious

assumptions of superiority vulgar and discredit-
able. Many who would loathe the commonly
recognized vam^loriou^nes^ of the Pharisees are

dangerously near sharing in the mental arrogance
which prompted the latter to sneer,

* This multi-
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tude "which knoweth not the law are accursed'

(Jn 74y).

The tendency to indulge in lofty contempt from the 'intel-

lectual throne '

is strikingly portrayed in Tennyson's Palace of
Art

' O God-like isolation which art mine,
I can but count thee perfect gain,

What time I watch the darkening droves of swine
That range on yonder plain.'

All such disdainfulness for the simple and un-
learned was impressively forbidden by Christ's

warning,
* See that ye despise not one of these

little ones
'

(Mt IS 10
; cf. a striking sermon by Bp.

Boyd Carpenter on * T1
--

- TV c

Contempt ').

Again, our Lord bore .
. supreme im-

portance of simplicity and innocence, as opposed to

superciliousness and pride, when He said of the
little children,

' Of such is the kingdom >>f heaven *

(Lk IS 16
), and added that the oiil\ niiiin. it- which

qualified for admission was that of a little child.

It is noteworthy that the same dispositions of

receptivity and absence of hard prttt-onceptions are
insisted on by scientists as prime recjukite:* for the
student of the kingdom of nature.

(4) The pride that comes from the enjoyment of

high official or social rank was discountenanced in
one of the most surprising actions of our Lord's

earthly life the episode of the Feet - washing
(Jn 13). It was a vivid, unfor^etablc lesson in the

duty of self-abasing service. No one who then was
pre-rril \\i- Jikt-h (o mil into the sin -~-

-
:

"

;:

on |>ri\ il!;i<- 01 ]>o-i:ion. or treating .

with -(.Hi.-
1

1. -li^iuiiiL- !* consulerateness. The im-

agiiifiiinn of Muiv<<iiiiii generations has been in-

ten-i k

ly inipiv- -cd ly ilio spectacle of the Son of
God washing the travel-stained feet of His poor
followers. The pride that jealously exacts sub-
servience could not be more effectually proscribed.
The homily against those whose self-importance
made them claim the place of honour at entertain-
ments (Lk 147ff

-} is directed against the same
gniTi'lio-o 'i ->umptions. This social arrogance of
tin- l*hiiri-ee^ was one of the points in our Lord's
indictment of them. They loved the chief place
at feasts, and the chief seats in the synagogues,
and to be called Rabbi (Mt 235ffi

). Any tendency
among His disciples to assume lordship was
strictly, rondorh -ujw u<1. Once He called them
together when sueh claims were mooted, and
pointed out to them how among the outside
Gentiles there were those who lorded it and exer-

cised authority. In contrast to that should be
their practice. Whoever of them was ambitious
of .:'/, - ." d Mipremficy could attain it only
alo" 'hi*

! of Milnni-^ive service (Mt 20251
*).

They had Him as an example, who came not to

receive service, but to minister to the needs of

others, even to the point of giving up His life for

them (v.
28

). They were not to arrogate to them-
selves titles implying mastership (23

s* 30
). The

question of leadership among them was met by
Christ taking a little child and placing it

* beside

himself
'

(-rap' eavrtf), and saying that the reception
of a little child meant the reception of Himself and
of His Father who sent Him (Lk 946ff

-)- In the

light of how so stupendous a glory was to be won,
their own shortsighted strivings after precedence
stood exposed. All* such grasping at power and

place was a contradiction of the true conception of

honour. It was he who humbled himself as a little

child that wa^ greuu^t (Mt IS4).

5. The ex-ontiai vice of pride was glanced at in

one of these conversations when the ^Master said,
e All ye are brethren' (Mt 238

). Pride is an injury
to the bond of brotherhood ; it i^ disloyalty in the
Christian household

;
it i> a breach of fellowship.

The selfish despising of our fellow-creatures is a
contradiction of the law of love. It cannot coexist

with a true-hearted affection for all men. Pride is

self-centred, and plumes itself on the gap between
ourselves and those beneath us. It revels in the

feeling of superiority. Nothing could be more
opposed than this to the self-sacrificing love which
is bent on raising and helping. Pride also betrays
a lack of perception as to our own true position
before Gocl. It reveals an undue magnifying of
relative differences.

6. The word '

pride
'
is often used in another and

a harmless sense which may imply no more than a
fit appreciation of benefits, a lofty sense of honour,
a dignified aloofness that will not stoop to what is

mean or defiling. In this better sense Milton can
speak of e modest pride/ and Moore deplore the
loss of the *

pride of former days.
3 The distinction

is clear between thi- mrdor.ahle and highly useful

feeling i feeling v\h"ich ruiy bo accompanied with
real humility and a hauglitiness of spirit, a con-

temptuous looking down on others, ;i r^Ii-l 1

jilorxlnjr
in one's own superiority. See ji 1 - ML .M i ; "F r\

,
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PRIEST. . The Jewish priests. The few pass-

ages in the Gospels where the word {

priest' (iepetis)

occurs appty solely to the Jewish priesthood, but
of its position and functions very little is re-

corded either in the Gospels or generally in the
NT. The Gr. tepefo is the equivalent of the Heb.

]n3. The Jewish priesthood is brought before us in

the Gospels in the following connexions : (1) The
work of Zacharias (Lk I5

"9
), where we read of the

priestly courses with the duties assigned to them
by lot. The priesthood was divided into twenty-
four courses (<j>ijjy.eptat), and each course was on duty
twice during the year (Plunimer, in loc. ). (2) The
priests and Levites who Interviewed John the

Baptist (Jn I 19
). (3) The lepers cleansed by our

Lord were to show themselves to the priest (Mt 84
,

Mk I44, Lk 514 17 14
) in piouf of their healing and of

the obedience of J c-n^ fo the L:^v(Plumnier,w loc.}.

(4) The reference to the shewbread as eaten by
the priests only (Mk 2P6 ). (5) The priest who passed
by the wounded traveller (Lk 1CP). The Gospels
are much more concerned with e chief (or high)
priests' (apx^epets) than with priests, the former
word beiiv fiv iiiior.tly found in all four Gospels.
See artt. ' n i KI

'

i '1:1 i
-

:
^ and HIGH PRIEST,

2. Priesthood of Christ. (1) Thr gnwrol position
of Christ's priesthood in the jYT! The English
word '

priest
7

represents two different Heb. and Gr.
words. It is used to translate tepei's and pa (Lat.

sacerdos). It is also the contraction of presbyter
('prester,'

*

prest,'
*

priest'), which is the trans-

literation of
irpeffp&repos

and LXX reiulcrin^ of |pr

(elder). But the NT idea of the priesthood c.i Christ
is associated solely with the former oi rhoo words.

Christ is called a priest, or high priest, in the
sense of a sacrificing priest (tepefa, apxupefa). This

application of the term to our Lord is found only
in Hebrews, though the priestly functions con-

nected with sacrifice and intercession are, of course,
found frequently in the NT (Mt 2028

, Jn I 29 146,

Ro S34
, Epli 21S

,
1 P I 19

'21 338
, Rev I5-

).
It should,

however, be carefully observed that it is only in

Hebrews that these functions are connected with
our Lord as priest. Elsewhere they simply form

part of His general work as Redeemer.
(2) The specific purpose of Chrisfs priesthood in

Hebrews. It is important to inquire why. and
under what circumstances, the priesthood of Christ
is brought forward in Hebrews. The situation

there described is one in which the Hebrew Chris-
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tians were in danger of spiritual d'-^t r.ou - : n!i (5
12

),

backsliding and apostasy (6
9 1035

). Tin? I'.JM-V <. was
written to prevent this, and the means of accom-

plishing it was personal experience of the priesthood
of Christ. In some way, therefore, Christ's priest-
hood is associated with spiritual steadfastness,

progress, assurance. In the full ;iiMlri-{,;:u!i!iu

and acceptance of this truth will IK; hiii'iil u it-

secret of growth and maturity of experience. It

is evident that these Hebrews knew Jesus as

Saviour, and had an elementary knowledge of the
truths of redemption (6

1
), but they did not realize

what it meant to have Him as priest. The distinc-

tion between the two may be seen by a considera-
tion of the time and circumstances under which
priesthood appeared in connexion with Israel.

Apart from foreign priesthoods like those of Egypt
and Midian (Gn 47, Ex 3), the first mention of

priesthood in Israel is at Sinai. There was no
priesthood in Egypt, only redemption. There was
none at the Red Sea, where deliverance was the
one thing needful. At Sinai they were to realize

for the first time their true relation to God and
God's relation to them as dwelling among them (Ex
194

"6 251 "8
). The priesthood was appointed to pro-

vide the means of access to God and prevent fear in

approaching Him. The essence of priesthood, there-

fore, is access to God based on an already existing
redemption. The Hebrew Christians knew Christ
as Redeemer ; they were now to be taught the

possibility, power, and joy of constant free access to
God in Him, and in this, the removal of all fear and
dissatisfaction. Any sense of unworthiness would
be met by His worthiness, all fear removed by His
nearness to them and to God as at once Son of
Man and Divine High Priest. There is thus a
whole world of difference between knowing Christ
as Saviour and as Priest. The former may involve

o::\\ -:.""
:i

:ij:1 iV!-11"n-i]. ';he latter 7 mi*! ,;--
:

*y
!:: ,'x<- -pi:"..::'.

1

:';:! ''' y (He ">'
'

',. '!" i-
: - '':

>" 5 -.- g:<;j" !-. "M. ; r- between the teaching of
Romans and of Hebrews. The former is concerned
witb -

}-, i-Mo'i \ I
1 *."1

: makes access possible (Ro
52

), 1
:
ir ',:; ;:' v :

:
!

! ,". -. o which is made possible by
redemption. This practical purpose of Hebrews in
close connexion with spiritual gro\\ Ih and miuuriix
should ever be kept in mind. Herein lie< ih'c

p-r,.-,,*.;' tL
.

; .i i,, '-rnj'.nent value of the Epistle in
rVi-rM 1 '-

: o,;>id -Tvice, with its constant emphasis
on * Draw near '

(10
22

),
' Draw not back J

(10
39

),
l Let

us go on 3

(6
1
).

(3) The essential meaning ofpriesthood. In order
to obtain a true idea of the priesthood of Christ, it

is necessary to inquire what were the essential
characteristics of priesthood. What were the
functions which the priest performed as priest,
those of which he had the monopoly, and whidh.
no one else could perform under any circumstances ?

The best definition is in He 51
, where we are told

that the prie-l was 'appointed for men in things
pertaining TO God. 3 that is, he represented man to
God. What was included in this representation
we shall see later, but meanwhile it should be

clearly observed that priesthood meant the repre-
sentation of man to God, and was the exact opposite
and counterpart of the work of the prophet, which
was to represent God to man. The priest went
from man to God, the prophet went from God to
man. The two ideas are seen in He 31, where Christ
is called *

Apostle and High Priest
* 6

Apostle
*

because sent from God to man,
*

High Priest
'

be-
cause going from man to God, In this twofold
capacity Y\Q,< His perfect mediation. If the priest
did other duties, such as teaching, receiving tithes,
and blessing the people, these were superadded
functions and not inherent in the priesthood.
The Levites could teach and the kings could bless,
but by no possibility could either do the essential

duties of the priesthood in representing man to
God. This specific idea is clearly taught as the
essence of priesthood both in OT and NT, where
the Godward aspect of priesthood is always stated
and emphasized (Ex 281

, Nu 1640
,
2 Ch 26 lb

, Ezk 4415
,

He 620 7~5 9-4 ). This essential idea of priesthood as

representative of man to God carries with it the

right of access to and of abiding in the presence of
God. In primitive days, families were represented
by the patriarch or head of a clan

;
but as the

sense of sin grew and deepened, and as the Divine

purpose of redemption was iiv.'M.-Ty -.infolded, it

became necessary to have .:' y separated
for this office. Priesthood was thus the admission
at once of the sinfulness of the race, of the holiness
of God, and of the need of conditions of approach to
God. It is of the utmost importance that we should
define and keep clear these essential characteristics
of the priesthood. They can be summed up in the

general ideas of (a) drawing near to God by means
of an offering, (6) dwelling near to God for the

purpose of intercession (Ezk 4416
,
Lv 1617

,
Ex 2830

SO7- 8
,
Lkl 9 - 10

).

(4) The special order of Christ's priesthood. The
unique feature of the discussion in Hebrews is the
association of Christ's priesthood with that of

Melchizedek. Three times in Scripture Melchi-
zedek is mentioned, and each time the reference is

important, (a} In Gn 14 he appears in history in
connexion with Abraham. He is termed 'priest
of God Most

Hi/yh,' (b] Then in Ps 110 he is

mentioned again in a Psalm usually regarded as

Messianic, and as such applied to Himself by our
Lord (Mt S244

, Mk 1236
,
Lk 2042

). The underlying
thought in the Psalm is of a priesthood other than
that of Aaron, and suggests a consciousness, how-
ever dim, on the part </ - 1 -' "(;,, :1!\ -i i

ii
1
lt 1} .T^v. -.

of ^omething beyond a 1
! -,*..'! !>' ; In Aji'^rsir

prie.-thood. The bare i "I'-M ! ; n-i;l-( pi ji-; .

hood at all is significant and striking, (c) He
appears in Hebrews as a type of Christ. The
record of Gn 14 is taken as it stands and used to

symbolize and typify some of the elements of the
priesthood of Christ, (a) The position of Melchize-
dek as king indicates the royalty of Christ's priest-
hood. (j3) The meaning of the name * Melchizedek *

is used to suggest the thought of righteousness-
(j) The meaning of the title 'king of Salem 3

suggests the idea of peace. The order and con-
nexion of ^^uri',,-

1

!- -- and peace are noted in
Hebrews. Kirst comes righteousness as the basis
of relation to God, and then peace as the outcome
of righteousness. Righteousness without peace
vindicates the Law and punishes sin, peace without
righteousness ignores the Law and condones sin.

Righteousness and peace when combined honour
the Law while pardoning sin. (d) The absence in
the record of Gn 14 of any earthly connexions of

ancestry and posterity is used in Hebrews to

symbolize the jirjcniiiy of Christ's priesthood.
What was true of the record about Melehizedek is

present in actual fact in Christ. One point of

great importance not to be overlooked is that in
Gn 14 no priestly functions are attributed to Mel-
chizedek. The gift of bread and wine to Abraham
had, of course, nothing essentially priestly in it.

In the record he is just called prfc-i of God Most
High,' without any characteristic priestly acts being
stated. This exactly correspond.- to tli'e use made
of the Melchizedek priesthood in Hebrews, which
does not treat of any priestly acts or functions, but
of the order of the priesthood. The fundamental
thought of the Melchizedek priesthood in Hebrews
refers to the person of the priest, not to his acts.
The functions, or acts, are considered in con-
nexion and contrast with the functions of the
Aaronic priesthood. It is the priestly person rather
than the priestly work that is emphasized in the
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Melchizedek priesthood. He was a royal person
{\\hieh Aaron was* not) j an abiding person (which
Aaron was not) ; a unique person (\drieli Aaron was
not). It is tiie personal superiority in these respects
over the priesthood of Aaron that is dwelt upon
in connexion with Melchizedek. There is, of course.,

110 comparison drawn between Melchizedek and
Christ, but u&e is made of Melchizedek to sym-
bolize the personal Miporinrit y of Christ's priesthood
over all others a piie.M

l

iood that is older, wider,
more lasting than that of Aaron.

(5) Theparticularfunctions of Christ'spriesthood.
It is in connexion with the Aaronic priesthood

that the work of Christ's priesthood is considered.

A contrast is made, as is shown by the recurring
key word ' better

'

(7-
J 8 et al. ). Our Lord never

was a priest of the Aaronic line (I
13- 14 S4

), but it

was necessary to use the illustration of the Aaronic

priesthood to denote CbrNi"-* privily functions,
because no characteristic piii -m fum-Lion- are re-

corded of Melchizedek. A series of comparisons
between Aaron's and Christ's priesthood needs
careful attention : (a) first jiorie. r.illy in 217- 18 with
reference to personal qualification ;' (b) then after

bare mention in 31
,
more fully in 414~ lfJ

. (c) But it

is in 51"10 that we have the first definite comparison.
In vv. 1 "5 the requirements of the Aaronic priest-
hood are stated in regard to (a) office (v.

1
), (jS)

character (vv.
2 " 3

), (7)Di\liui ii]ii>i>'.iiinu
k r.t (vv.

4- 5
).

In vv.6"10 we have the full'liix-ifi <>[ iho-ti require-
ments in Christ stated in the reverse order : (a)

Divine appointment (vv.
5 - 6

), () character (vv.
7 - 8

),

(7) office (vv.
9- 10

). (d) Then in ch. 7 we have the

comparison, and contrast between Melchizedek and
Aaron, with the superiority of the former, on three

grounds : (a) Aaron was not royal ? ({3) Aaron did
not abide, by reason of death, (7) Aaron had many
successors. The -upcrioriiy of the person gives

superiority to the fmn-i ion>. (e) Then in chs. 8-10
the -upo rioity uf the work of Christ is compared
with i h;i t. of \i ron under three aspects : (a) a better

covenant (ch. 8), because spiritual, not temporal ;

(j8) a better sanctuary (ch. 9), because heavenly,
not earthly; (7) a better sacrifice (ch. 10),^

because

real, not symbolical. In the course of this entire

discussion several elements of superiority emerge.
A superior order (7

1'17
), a superior tribe (v.

14
), a

superior calling (v.
21

), a superior tenure (vv.
23- 24

),

a superior character (v.
26

), a superior sanctuary and
a superior covenant (ch. 9), a superior sacrifice (ch.

10). After ch. 10 there is nothing priestly in the
terms used, though ch. 13 refers to functions con-

nected with the priesthood. The functions of

priesthood may thus be summed up as (a) access

to God for man, (b) offering to God for man, (c)

intercession with God for man ; and the superiority
of our Lord's priesthood is shown in the follow-

ing particulars: (1) It is royal in character, (2)

heavenly in sphere, (3) spiritual in nature, (4) con-

tinuous in efficacy, (5) perpetual in duration, (6)

universal in scope, (7) effectual in results.

At this point there are three questions that call

for attention, (a) There is no real distinction be-

tween 'Priest' and 'High Priest/ Christ is both

(5
6- 10 620 71 * 3- ls- " sl

). The difference is one of rank

only, the High Priesthood being, as it were, a

specialized form. The term 'high priest' occurs

only nine times in the OT, of which but two are
in the Pentateuch, and it is curious that the term
is never once applied to Aaron. This clearly shows
that there is no real distinction between the two
offices, for if there had been an essential difference

from the first, Aaron would have been called
*

high
priest.' Christ is never termed *

High Priest" in

connexion with Melchizedek, but only when Aaron
is under consideration. As, however, the distinc-

tion was current in NT times, it was necessary to

show that Christ fulfilled both offices.

VOL. ii. 27

(b) Hebrews dwells very carefully on Christ's

offering a.s connected with Hi* death on the cross,
and also on His entrance into heaven as connected
with His Ascension. The absence of reference to

the Eesurreetion (except in 13 JO
)

is explained by
the fact that there was no place for this event
in the type. Attention is therefore called to the
two parts of the one priestly function of offering
which was connected with the Day of Atonement,
the sacrince of the animal ^itliout the camp
(13

11 * J
-), and the entrance into the Holiest with

the blood of the animal sacrificed. Stress is

laid 011 the Ascension because that is regarded as
the moment of u:;:- 11:^1: Priest's entrance into
heaven on our },.;..;! ^\-'--

24
). It is the close as-

sociation of thete two parts that explains S3 * It is

of necessity that this man have somewhat also to

offer.
3 The view that this verse teaches that

Christ is now continually offering Himself to God
in heaven is clearly inconsistent with the rest of

the Epistle, which lays such stress on the associa-
tion of the offering with Christ's death, and which
also dwells on the uniqueness and completeness of

l^i! "IVcri:;^ (e^d^ra^ 727 9 12- 2S
), and on the session at

God's righi hand (the attitude of a victor, not an
offerer). Further, the great and essential char-
acteristic of the New Covenant is remission of sins

(S
8 1011 - 12

), and this was possible only after the

offering was completed (4
16 914

"22
). The aorist tense

in S3 seems decisive in :i^ori;ilin^ the offering
with the death. It may be i PMC k\ '

(G. Milligan,
ThcoL of the Ep. ft? the Hebrews], but at least it is

not continuous (Westcott, in loc.}. If with A. B.

Davidson we interpret this i somewhat to offer
}

of

the heavenly sanctuary, as seems only natural,
the conditions are exactly fulfilled by the fact and
at the moment of ascension, when Christ first

appeared before God for us, and then sat down at

the right hand of God, having fulfilled all the

requirements of the work of offering and presenta-
tion of Himself on our behalf. The offering in

Hebrews is in\ iiriably n>-o< iated with sin, not with
consecration; \\ith (jiii>i .- death, not with His
life ; and offering is thereby shown to be the char-

acteristic work of a priest. To regard our Lord as

now offering, or representing, or re-p
1 oeni inii Him-

self in heaven, is to think of Hirn in t iu: .'itLitudo of

a worshipper instead of on the throne. His work
of offering and presentation wras finished before He
sat down, and it is significant that what the author
calls the 'pith,' or 'orovnin^-poirii

5

(Ke<paXaiov) of

the Epistle (8
1
) is a 'hijrli prior who is set down/

This exactly answers to the type on the Day of

Atonement. When the high priest had presented
the blood, his work was complete ; and if we could

imagine him able to remain there in the presence
of God, he would stay on the basis of that com-

plete offering and not as continuing to offer or

present anything. Besides, there was no altar in

the Holy of Holies, and there could therefore be no
real sacrificial offering. Christ is not now at an
altar or a mercy-seat, but on the throne. If it be
said that intercession is an insufficient idea of His

priestly life above, it may be answered that offer-

ing and intercession do not exhaust His heavenly
life. Hi> proeucc there on our behalf as our

Kepr<-cnl<Miive inchiiu'- everything. He Himself
is (not merely His death was) the propitiation

(1 Jn S3 ). Does it not betoken a lack of spiritual

perception to demand that Christ should always be

doing Mil not hi rig? Why may we not be content
with th thought that He is there, and that in

His presence above is the secret of peace, the

assurance of access, and the guarantee of perma-
nent relation with God? It is just at this point
that one essential difference between type and anti-

type is noticed. The high priest went into the

Holy of Holies 'with blood'; but when Christ's
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entrance into heaven is mentioned, He is said to
have gone

i

through his own blood/ i.e. His access
is based on tbe oiieriiiji on Ciilviiry (O

1
-/ It seems

impossible, therefore. u> extend the idea of Christ's

offering to mean ' a present and eternal ottering to
God of His life in heaven 3

(W. M :
! \ >.. , : i . 1 vj v n \ <> .

p. 116), Such a view finds no warrant in the
Epistle, and . .

"

, against it in the emphasis
laid on the of Christ's ottering witn
His death (7

27 913- 14 - 24'28 10 ll) -u
), and the uniqueness

and completeness of that as culminating in the
entrance into heaven. The death of Christ meant
propitiation, the Ascension emphasizes access based

upon this piopiiiulluii [Westcott, Hebrews, p. 230).

(c) The inu ci~ ilic L\\U priesthoods, Melchizedek's
and Aaron's, is not to be interpreted of two aspects
of priesthood, one on earth and the other in
heaven >ucce<Mvely realized by Christ, for this
would be quite opposed to 7 lfe 84. It means that
there is one priesthood, of which Melchizedek is

used for the person, and Aaron for the work. If

Christ's death is associated with the Aaronic
priesthood (against S4), then the entrance into
heaven must also be associated with Aaron
(against 620 et rd.} } which would leave no room
at all for the Melchizedek priesthood. It is im-

possible for the death to be associated with one

priesthood, and the ascension with the other. The
order or nature of the priesthood according to
Melchizedek gives valid!ly and perpetuity to the
acts wrhich are symbolized in the Aaronic priest-
hood.

(6) The ffcr^ffi-fil y""
7//T"V"//- * of Christ as Priest.

The prat- :icn! jimi -pirL ual use made of priest-
hood in Hebrews gives special point to the emphasis
laid on the personal qualifications of our Lord as

High Priest. These are dealt with mainly from
the human side up to o9, and thenceforward from
the Divine side. Both the human and the Divine
are shown to be necessary. In <-...- -a ; ,'ihe human
qu.ili"--: i "i >. we have : (a) II

: -
:

'

.. involving
o:>"'- '.

!i us for t-vmpntliy and help (ch, 2);

(b) His perfect sympathy (4
1 -1 -' 1 ' 5

) ; (c) His perfect
training by obedience through suffering (5

1 "10
).

The Divine qualifications are : (a) His Divine

appointment (5
10

) ; (b) His indissoluble life (7
lfi

),

involving an uninterrupted tenure of office as con-
trasted with the constant deaths in the Aaronic

prie>thooil ; (c) His inviolable or intransmissible

priesthood (T
24

), involving the iv.ipo :K"!;'\ <-f suc-
cession or delegation (airapafi-i ->.*-, /', II-- per-
petual life of intercession (7

25
) ; (e) His fitness

through character (7
26

) ; (f) the Divine guarantee
in the Divine oath of appointment (7

28
) ; (g] His

position on the throne (8
1

') ; (7?) JHi^ perfect offering
[912.

24
iQU) f These Divine and human qnHlifu-a-

tions of priesthood are based upon UN Dhiuc
Sonship (ch. 1). Hi* priesthood inheres in His
Person as Son of God. It is this uniqueness as Son
that gives Christ His qualifications for priesthood.

(7) The spiritual work of Christ as Priest. The
various aspects of His priestly work are shown in
Hebrews as follows : (a) His propitiation (2

17
) ; (b}

His ability to suffer (2
18

) ; (c) His ability to sym-
pathize (4

i5
) ; (d) His ability to save (7

s5
) ; (e) His

present Jippojininco in heaven for us (Q
24

) ; (f) His
kingly po-iiion on the throne (8

1
) ; (g) His coming

again (p
28

). These are the elements connected
with His priestly work, though there are others
which are associated with His more general and
inclusive work as Redeemer. The work is at once
perpetual and permanent. He ottered Himself
through an eternal spirit (9

14
) ; He has made an

eternal covenant (9
1*- I4

) ; He is the cause of
eternal salvation (5

s
) ; He obtained eternal re-

demption (9
12

), which culminates in eternal inherit-
ance (9

15
).

(8) Thepractical uses of Christ's priesthood. The

definitely practical purpose of the truth of priest-
I
hood is what must ever be kept in view. It is

by means of the experience of Christ's priesthood
that Christians come out of spiritual infancy into

spiritual maturity (6
l 101

). Nowhere is the prac-
tical character more clearly seen than in the various
statements and exhortations wiiich have to do
with the daily life of the believer. In particular,
there are the associated phrases,

c we have,' and
* therefore let us.' (a]

"

IT;. \
:

-,

'

he High Priest,
let us hold fast, (b) '. I','.

1
. !". a

;.
.

|T '"

High Priest, let us come boldly, (c)

'

Si.- :

boldness of access, let us draw near i u

'

\

having a High Priest, let us hold fast our hope,
let us consider one another in love. Then these
three exhortations to faith, hope, and love are

amplified respectively in ch. 11 (faith), ch. 12

, (hope), ch. 13 (love), (d) 1228
Receiving a king-

|

dom, let us have grace, (e) 1312 - 13 Jesus suffered ;

j

let us go forth. (/) 1314 We seek a city to come,

j

therefore let us offer the sacrifice of praise. The
Epistle thiv* emphasizes one truth above all others.

Christianity is 'the religion of free access' to God
(Bruce, Hebrews, p. 171). It might be summed up
in the exhortations, Draw nigh,

3 c Hold fast,
3

'Draw not back.' It is characteristic that the
word for believers is oi irpocrepxo^eyoL,

e those who
come right up

3
to God, and its corresponding ex-

hortation is irpoa-epx^fJ-eSa,
* Let US come right up

'

to God. Christianity is the better hope by which
we * draw nigh

'

to God (eyyLfav T$ defy, and Christ
is the surety (771/0$) of a better covenant, that is,

One who ensures our permanent access to God
(Bruce, Hebrews, p. 275). In proportion as we
realize llu> privilege of nearness, and respond to
these exhortation.- to draw near and keep near, we
shall find that element of TrappTja-La which is one of
the essential features of a strong Christian life.

It is this above all that the priesthood of Christ is

intended to produce and perpetuate, to guarantee
and guard. This truth of priesthood, as taught in

Hebrews, is absolutely essential to a vigorous life,
a mature experience, a joyous testimony, and an
abounding work.

LITERATURE. Hastings* DB, artt.
* Priest (in NT),' 'Heb-

rews' ;
W. Millitfaii, Ancenaion and Heavenly Priesthood, of our

Lord ; Davidson, Helreu'ft, Special Note on 'Priesthood of

Christ*; Dimock, Our One Priest en High, and The Christian
Doctrine of Sacerdotiurn; Perowne, Our High Priest in
Heaven; "Rcrucr'-iiiui, Fli'f't-* "//, TtC-n-t -i -

; Soames, The Priest-
hood oft)-,' A.'II r&ifiian*: lli.U'ri Jirooke, The Great High
Priest ; B.\\. Willij -, 7 !<<>, l>, ?>*{/,<,,< ;f Christ (Fernley Lect.

1^70): ,T. S. OuwWri, The Chr. Salvation (1899), p. 6; G. Milli-

cr.'.'!. Ti'tjl. oi' h'-f. fo ffel. (lS99)p. Ill ; R. C. Moberly, Minis-
r> /-//if' /V/ViAv <i (1S--J7) : A S. Pcake, 'HebreW in Cent. Bible ;

nu\sdihiir. V'f 77. .w. i,. 315.

W. H. GRIFFITH THOMAS.
PRINCE. There are four Gr. words occurring

in the Gospels or applied to Christ in the NT which
either in AY or RV are rendered 'prince.'

. Tfreju^, Mt 26. Both AV and R"V here give
'princes' the only occasion of ^ye^v being so
rendered in NT. Otherwise it is almost invariably
translated *

governor/ and, in particular, is used to
denote the Roman governor or ;/?/>/; V/V//M-. So of
Pilate (Mt 27 passim, Lk 20-'

1 '
1

.. ,MS ot Koli\ and
Festus (Ac 2324- 26- - M 2630

}. The description of
Bethlehem as ' in no wise least among the princes
of Judiih* H perplexing in view of Mic 52 W from
which i lie quotation is taken. The Heb. expres-
sion is *s^3

e

among the thousands of (LXX fr

XtXtdcriy). Iliftereritly pointed, however, the word
becomes *$V$js

'

among the heads of thousands of/
i.e. the chieftains ; and this apparently is the sense

assigned to it in the quotation. It is worth noting
that in the Gr. there is a close correspondence
between the *

princes* (-rjye^ves)
of v. Ga and the

'governor' ('fryo^evos) of v. 6b. The whole verse,
however, is a very free rendering of the Heb. (see
the Comm, ; and cf. Hastings

5 DB iv. 185a).
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2. Swdtrrqs, Lk I 52. Here AY lias
< the mighty,

3

but RV '

princes,
' Elsewhere in NT the word is

used only in Ac S27 of the Ethiopian eunuch (EV
4 of jjpreat authority') and in 1 Ti 615 of God
(EV 'Potentate').

3. dpxw- *n Mt 2025 AV gives
* the princes of

the Gentiles,
3 where RV has *

rulers,
3

Similarly i.i

Rev I 5
, as applied to Jesus, we have '

prince (.RV
* ruler

:

] of the kings of the earth
' an expression

that was probably suggested by t-u LXX i unit 11
, in;*

of Ps 8927
[88*]. More import-pi; U iU- n.-c of

dpxuv in two of the Gospels as ajjplied to Satan
in the phrases &PX&V r&v Satjj.ovL&v (Mt 934 1224

, EV
*

prince of the devils '), and &PX&P TOV KQ&IJLOV rourov

(Jn 1231 1430 1611
, EV f

prince of this world '). The
Mattheean phrase calls for no remark, especially as
in 1224 c the prince of the devils

'

is said to be Beel-
zebub (wh. see).

l The prince of this world/ on the
other hand, is a title that belongs to the special
Johannine conception of the world as an order of

things that is alienated from God and hostile to

Him, and of Satan as a power dominating this
sinful world an"

1
* '"

in it and through it

(cf. Eph 22 < the A power of the air, the

spirit that now worketh in the children of dis-

obedience
3

). But, according to the Johannine
view (1 Jn 44),

* Greater is he that is in you than
he that is in the world (6 lv r< Koo-juuf).

9 The secret
of the Saviour's superiority 1 : \ i:Ui'i!iliIy in His
absolute sinlessness. The print <: fi" :':i- world
canie and had nothing in Him

(Jn 1430 ; cf. the

Temptation narratives (Mt 4lff% Lk 4lfL
)> and

especially the offer of 'all the kingdoms of the
world 3

). The world ivas Satan's, but Christ over-
came tlie world (16

33
). So far from finding in Jos-us

; i \ J

*

i i ^ ( ; i ; : t he could claim as his own, the prince
of ii

k !- i
. n'-'ii was himself judged by Jesus (16

11
),

and by Him east out (12
31

; cf. Lk 1018).
twice applied to Christ in Acts in

the expressions 'Prince [EVm 'Author'] of life*

(3
15

) and
t a Prince and a Saviour' (5

31
). Elsewhere

the Gr. word is used in NT only in He 210 123
, both

times of Christ. In 210 AV renders *

captain,
3 RV

*

author,
3 RVm captain

3

; in 122 AV and RV have
*

author,
3 AVm i

beginner,
5 RVm *

captain.
3 For

the precise force of the word in the two passages
in Heb. reference majr be made to art. CAPTAIN.
The e Prince '

(Yulg. princeps) ofAc 531 is thoroughly
justified in this connexion by both classical and
LXX usage, and i< pjirnnil.irh appropriate if, as
Chase suggests i/_V'''/,7,;/;//y of Acts, p. 130), we
may see in the expression

* a Prince and a Saviour 3

an echo of e the current \^\ v: -
ulii^x -II :: -:i< tl ;: 'ui

literary of the Messianic hope. In 3XO on the
other hand,

* Author of life
3

(Vul. auctor mtcs)
is more suitable than c Prince of life.' The use of

dpxviyfa with a causative force (often making it

practically synonymous with a?nos, with which it

is sometimes joined) is common in Gr. writers
from Plato downwards, more especially when, it

is followed by the genitive of the thing. More-
over, there is no suggestion here of that idea of
fi

leadership
' which is in keeping with both of the

passages in Hebrews, and seems best to bring out
their full meaning.

LITERATURE TheLcx\. s.vv. ; Alforcl's <?/-. Test. ; Westoott'0
St. John ; TJruce andDocls in EGT- Iloltzrnarmlr: Uintl-^^.

;

Hastings* I)jB. art. 'Prince'; Chase, Cfecfibilttit of h',<> Ac 1 -

p. 129ff. ; Spurgeon, T?t& Messiah, 103, 17,").

J. C. LAMBEKT.
PRINT (rtiTTos, the mark of a stroke or blow ; cf.

Athen. roz>j r&trovs rwv TrXrjy&v tdovcra). In the

Gospels
'

print
*
is found only in Jn 2025 ,

where in
most MSS it occur* twice :

4

Except I shall see in
his hands the print of the nails, and put my finger
into the print of the nails, and put my hand into
his side, I will not believe

'

(for other uses of TI/TTOS

in NT see Grimm-Thayer and Cremer, s.v.).

At the second occurrence of the word a i\L Terov is found in

(sic) A.r-,.). TJ;_:V ; s. .u-.c.!-..:--- , -n 1.1.1 i
1

. ! i. '*>;
Cod, Brlxiamis (OL) gives

*
nisi videro in manibus ejus locum

found. Vulg. gives
l
nisi videro in manibus fixuram clavorum,

et mitfcam di^itum meum in locum clavorum.' 'Fixuram'
seems to be a correction made by Jerome, since it is not; found
in the older codices ; but it may mean the place where the nail

was fixed. Au^i^tiiu- preferred the word 'cicatrix,' in one

place (on 1 J 1 1-; (luociuV Thomas 1 words as/ nan credam nisi

digitps meos rnisero in locum clavorum, et cicatrices ejus teti-

ger.

White's ST Lat. (Oxford). The reading verts would bring
out niore strongly what is implied in the story, that Thomas
required the ev idence of his senses, both of seeing

1 and feeling ;

he wished to see the rv-ros, and put his finger into the WTC? ; cf.

Grotius,
l fuTos videtur, T<JTO? impletar.' Westcott, however,

holds that this reading- is nothing- more than an early and
,-"" \ : T il^." -

"

\ . from the
i ::-.> . -

'

. . .

' ' obstinacy,
-

. . ..,-.,- , ,ses.

"When Jesus appeared on the evening of the
Kesurreetion to His disciples during the absence
of Thomas, it is related that He showed them His
hands and His feet, evidently bearing the marks
of the wounds, in order to convince them of the

reality and identity of His risen body (Lk 2439, cf.

Jn 20-). He also offered them the testimony of

their sense of feeling,
i Handle me, and see ; for a

spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye behold me
having.

3 Thomas refused to accept their account
of what had taken place, and required that he him-
self should have proof similar to or even stronger
than what they had received. The wounds inflicted

upon Calvary were deeply engraven on his memory,
and to all their repeated assurances (gkeyov, Jn 20^)
he had but one answer (elirw). Si Pharisseus ita

dixisset nil impetrasset, sed diseipulo pridem pro-
bato nil non datur 3

(Bengel). A week later Christ

appeared again to the disciples, Thomas being
present, and offered him just the test he had de-

manded, giving him back his own words, but

making no mention of the prints of the nails, for
* He does not recall the malice of His enemies '

(Alford). It is a mooi i;s i:-"* ^it.r-er Thomas
availed himself of this o : -r . 1 1 r: , i '. i ; . Ambrose,

Cyril, and others suppose that he did, but it is

psychologically more probable that Thomas rose

above such a material test ; the presence of his

Master, and the proof of His omniscience, shown
in His knowledge of what Thomas had said on the
former occasion, were sufficient ; with a bound he
rose to the vision of highest faith (so Meyer,
Alford, Westcott, Edersheim, Bods, et aL). TV ith

this, too, agree the words of the Lord, 'Because
thou hast seen rne, thou hast believed/ not because
thou hast touched me.'

If it be asked, how the prints of the wounds
could be seen, and evert remain open, in His
risen and glorified body, it is but one of many
difficulties arising from our ignorance as to the
nature of that body. On the same occasion Christ
entered the room with this same body in which the

prints were visible, the doors being shut. Since,

therefore, the account deals with matters of which
we have no experience, we must accept the fact

on sufficient evidence, even though we may not be
able to account for it. Meanwhile there is deep
significance in the fact that the marks of these

wounds remain. They grove the reality of the

Resurrection body, and its continuity with that

body which was crucified ; though Christ glorified
was in many respects changed, yet He was essenti-

ally the same who *uffered~, seeing that the prints
could become visibly present to Thomas and the
others. They show also the abiding nature of His

atoning worli, and teach us to connect the issue of

His Agony with His Work in triumph (cf. the use

of the perfect tense, 'Iija-ovir rbv ea-ravpujfjLevo^, in Mt
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283
, cf . 1 Co I33 ).

* The prints of the nails are not

only ^igiis of recognition, but also signs of victory.
He points to Hits wounded hands and feet as

proving that He bears even within the veil the

tokensTof redeeming love. The conception is one
on which Art has always loved to dwell. We must
all have seen, again and again, figures of the Lord
in glory raising His wounded hands to bless, or

pleading even on the throne of judgment with
tho*e who have rejected Him by the marks of His

liospei, rieuemptioii iruruu&u sauimcc ^vve&i/-

cott, The Reflation of the, Risen Lord, p. 69f,)
'He gave them confidence in His v.'ifr.ili'i- -y:'i-

pathy, by -'
-,

"

_

'

aat He bore even ;-> \\^ t'l'uvo

of heaven , -N- of His dying love' (ib. p. 79).

The marks (<rr,y^Tct) which St. Paul bort in ill.- boJ\ (Gal G17)

have by some been connected with these pi\nt> or our Lr,iu

passion, as if they were reproduced In the Apostle's body, com-

paring 2 Co410
, Eo 65-6 etc., and referring to the well-known

stigmata of Francis of Assisi. But an entireh different ex-

planation of the passage is now n(i<.rull\ incepted, according
to which the allusion is to marks or owiuT.-ii-p branded on the

bodies of temple slaves and others (see RV, Lightfoot's note in

Zoco, and art. 'Mark' in Bastings* DB iii. 245). Soe STIGMATA.

See also artt. CRUCIFIXION, BODY.
W. H. DUNDAS.

PRISON. The fact that no fewer than eight dif-

ferent Heb. roots are used to express
e

prison
3

(see

Hastings' DB i. 525) in the OT, testifies to the

number of prisoners in ancient times, and the

variety of treatment which they experienced. Not
only ordinary prison-houses, but also fortresses,

barracks, palaces, and temples had commonly- ac-

commodation more or less extensive for prison-

ers, just as our rural police stations have cells

attached to them for temporary confinement.

The Latin and Greek terras translated '

prison
' are expressive

and significant. Career (cf. Gr. 'ipxas") emphasizes restraint.

Erfjaatidum (lit. workhouse) correspo'"?- io o r
'

]>< iif|tv. i 'i

y.*

Malefactors and slaves laboured tht^-m. ii- ' -r.i iiii'Hi'u

(v '!< "! M! . I

1

. I'- r -JIM.- . ie mildest form of imprisonment
recorded in the NT was that of St. Paul (Ac 2830), when he
dwelt for two whole years in his own hired house (/M'trtiauac.,

see illustration in Home and its Story by Tina Duff Gordon and
^. n- : R iltf;!-

;
. p. 114), guarded by, and probably chained

i o. .. - '(!'. *.*' --we, in polite Attic usage used for a 'prison, is

found once (Ac 127). v$pmst

l the place of keeping
1
'

(Ac 4^ 51 **),

tr.
' hold '

(RV
* ward ') and

*

prison
'

(probably that attached
to the Temple or the high priest's palace, Hastings' DB iv. 103),

also suggests the mildest form of restraint. The <puA;*j or place
of guarding, in which John the Bapri^t was oorifincd OF: l-i^), is

believed to have been in the ro\ :il palace- 01 Macha,kru& (Jos. --1 //,f

.. _

\""tin.r word irri- .:<'! 'nr^-n -. ?,

i'.''<i-
'

It i- n-Vs i-ti-r.'hiMiri'aolv

ts.*,. tr,<-
'

i-luu-j 01"

J...-i iru !Upr>i - pr:-(.n(Ml 1 '). rind

to !' '- *1r-' priac'iKi- - : lie O-^- '.

T
i ::io "oursv or T

ri<- r.ii^ion-

ary journeyings. See also following article.

If those mutilations and other horrid cruelties,
familiar to the older pagan world, were less com-
mon, still vindictivenesa rather than reformation
was a note of imprisonment at the dawn of the
Christian era. The LXX translates the place of

Zedekiah's imprisonment at Babylon o2/u'a fMtiXuvos,
* the millhouse

'

(Jer 5211
), Grinding corn in a mill-

house is a somewhat more humane punishment
than hard labour on the treadmill, and some of

the tasks allotted to inmates of an ergastulwm may
have been no more disagreeable than picking
oakum. But much more severe treatment was
often the unhappy pri-onorV lot. In our Lord's

parable of the L"riior<iivin^ Sorvjml. that ungrate-
ful wretch fell into the hands of torturers (roZs

BacravKTroLs, Mt 1834}
a staff of officials whose very

name is sinister. One means of torture was an
instrument (JftfXoi', Lat. nervws) in which the bodies
of victims were confined. It is described as a
wooden block or frame in which the feet and some-
times the hands and mvk of prUonor- were con-
fined

'

(Bobinson, Gr. L>>.r. <//" ,V '/'). In Mich durance

were Paul and Silas placed at Philippi (Ac 162 -4

).

The condemned cell of a Koman prison resembled
that dungeon in the court of the prison into which
Jeremiah was let down with cords, and where he
sank in the mire (Jer 386

).

'

They were pestilential

cells, damp and cold, from which the light was
excluded, and where the chains rusted on the limbs
of the prisoners' (r.,- x \, ,-., T|,, ..,-!. Life, and
Epistles of St. Paul, ;. :t~^.. i'

'
'

Mr Mamer-
tinus on the slope of the Capitoline of Kome, and
the traditional scene of St. Paul's last imprison-
ment, is typical of Roman prisons all over the
world during Home's supremacy. It consists of two
chambers, one above the other the upper one an
6

irregular quadrilateral.
3 The lower,

*

originally
. ."'. \ -

* '

the ceiling, is 19 ft.

,
.

, -_ ^h. The vaulting is

formed by the gradual projection of the side walls
until they meet.

5 This prison is supposed to have
been built over a well named Tullianum, and hence

traditionally attributed to Servius Tullius (see

Varro, v. 151). An inscription records that it was
restored in B.C. 22 (Baedeker, Italy, ii. p. 226). See
also art. HELL (DESCENT INTO).

LITERATURE. Besides the authorities referred to above, see

the Commentaries, ad loo. ; Hastings' DB, artt.
* Crimes ' and

* Prison '

; Oonybeare-Howson, Life of St. Paul, i. 357 f.; Farrar,

Life of St. Paul, i. 497, ii. 390 ff., 547.

D. A. MACKINNON.
PRISONER. The word fi

pir-oner
5

(S&TWOS) is

found in the Gospels only in Mt 27" I(I

,
Mk 156

(see also, however, Lk 2317 BVm), where it is used
of the prisoner whom the Koman governor was
wont to release to the Jews at the Feast of Pass-

over, and in particular of Barabbas, a ' notable

prisoner
'

of the time. But, apart from the word,
we read of other prisoners in the Gospels, and both
there and elsewhere in the NT we learn something
of the attitude of Christ to the prisoner, and the

prisoner's relations and obligations to Christ.

1. Of actual prisoners there are two in the Gospels
much more ' notable ' than Barabbas. The first is

John the Baptist, who for ri-jlitoon^iHj^* sake was
'cast into prison' (Mt 143, }'ik (i ', l.k a20

,
Jn 324

),

and whose I
1

,

|

"- -i::r- '! -o affected his strong,
free spirit ;'!,;: M.-I ., ii"n k his faith in Christ

appears to have faltered (Mt Il2ff
-)- The other

is Jesus Himself, who was arrested (Mt 2650
)

in the Garden, and taken in bonds (Jn 1824 Sede-

fteVos [which is practically equivalent to dfopLos ;

cf. Mk 156 with v. 7
]) fir*t before the

' "

:

"

-t

and then before Pilate (Mt 272 ,
Mk 151

,

' !

2. The fact that the prisoners of the Gospels in-

clude a robber (Jn 1840
)
and murderer (Mk 157,

Lk
232S

) like Barabbas on the one hand, and John the

Baptist and Jesus on the other, shows the necessity
of discriminating between prisoners, and especially
of distinguishing- those who deserve their punish-
ment (cf. the admission of the penitent robber, Lk
2341

) from those who *sv. (T<-:' v. roi'^fiillx." To the
former class Barabbas u-n.-iiM-y Ix-lu'i.^.. His

imprisonment was the n,v, ,ji-ii of hi-. < vinir- (Lk
2325

) ; and so long as crimes like his are committed
against society, imprisonment will still be neces-

sary. With all His pity for the prisoner, Jesus
recognizes that there are cases in which a just
judge will cast the offender into prison (Mt 525).
But there are wrongful imprisonments as well as
merited ones ; and our Lord warned His disciples
that a time would come when they themselves
should be cast into prison for His name's sake (Lk
2 112 )

a warning that was soon abundantly fulfilled

in the experience of the Apostles and the early
Church (Ac 4s 518 8s 124 1624

etc.).
3. In the Gospels Jesus comes before us as the

prisoner's Friend. He prove* His friendship (1) by
fji. //. //"/./" ' He brings. In the synagogue at
Mji/r.rei!i. i ill' 1

very outset of His ministry (Lk
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417ff
'}, He applied to Himself the glowing words

of the great Messianic prophet (Is 61 lf
*), and so

assumed the office of one who came 'to proclaim
liberty to the captives, and tlv > ..::!;_ of the

prison to them that are bound.' T!< >-. o, course,
a spiritual sense in which Christ fulfils this promise
by pulling down the dungeon walls of imioramo

and error, by giving liberty to the human ^pirii,

by striking off the fetters of sin. But in a more
literal fashion Christ brought deliverance to the

captives by destroying the very foundations of

earthly tyrannies, and making it impossible that
in any society which had learned to breathe the
air of His gospel men should be cast into prison to

gratify the pleasure of a despot or the rage of the

persecutor.
' Christ died on the tree,

3

Carlyle said
to Emerson :

* that built Dunscore kirk yonder
J

(Emerson, Works, ii. p. 8). And in a like sense we
may say that it was Christ's hand on Calvary that
tore down the walls of the Bastille, and abolished
the iniquities of the Spanish Inquisition.

(2) Again, Jesus proves His friendship for the

prisoner by the sympathy He gives, \Ve see an
illustration of (hi- -yiii|i.ii\v in the message of
consolation an-! M<-- i:i^ iku He sent to John the

Baptist (Mt ll i-l

;
\\ hen rh<; forerunner's heart was

like to faint in the gloomy vaults of Machsems.
But above all we see it in those haunting words
of self-identification with the prisoner :

(
I was in

prison, and ye came unto me' (Mt 2,3
J';

} ; I was
in prison, and ye visited me not' (v.

4S
). It is not

merely with the righteous man who suffers wrong-
fully that our Lord here identifies Himself, but
with the prisoner as such the criminal, it may be,
the pest of society, the man who deserves to die.

It was Christ's love and pity for the prisoner that

inspired the philanthropic labours of John Howard
and Elizabeth Fry, and led to that great trans-

formation in the prisoner's immemorial lot which is

as much one of the ' Gesta Christi
'
as the modern

missionary movement.
4. In the letters of St. Paul's <].* ivily \\o find

the Apostle describing himself a~> \ ii<
1

]_
i->iicr of

Jesus Christ/ or 'the prisoner of the Lord' (Eph
31 41

, Philem 9
; cf. 2 Ti I8 ). It is a striking ex-

pression, which is by no means exhausted when
understood to mean that Paul suffered imprison-
ment for the sake of Christ. It means that, with-
out doubt ; but it means much more (cf. Eph 33

'the prisoner of Christ Jesus in behalf of yon
Gentiles/ where * the 5&r/uo? of Christ

'

represents
himself as Buffering for the, Gentiles

7

sake}. The
man who so de^cribo himself believes that Christ
has laid His arresting hand upon him, and put him
where he is, and shut to the door of his prison ;

and that it is no other than the Lord Jesus who
carries the key of that door at His girdle. St. Paul,
In short, (liu'i^hi of Hirist as the Keeper of the

prison, and ;
: u- ihouj-ilir filled him with profound

content (cl. Ph 4U
).

Like St. Peter, he had learned
in his own experience that the Lord con Id unlock

prison doors at His pleasure and set his servants
free (Ac 1636, cf. IS6^). And if some day the door
should be opened only that the prisoner of Christ

might be led forth to die, Paul knew that this

would really mean his escape through Christ's

grace to a larger liberty than he could find on
earth (2 Co 51 "8

). And so, as the midnight hymns
that he and Silas sang to God in the prison at

PMlippi compelled all the prisoners to listen (Ac
16*25 ), the world has had to hearken ever since to

those notes of wonder, love, and praise that turn
St. Paul's prison-Epistles into prison -<onas.

J. C. LAMBERT.
PROCURATOR. A 'procurator

5

(the exact Gr.

equivalent is eTrtrpoTros) was properly a slave or

freednian who looked after (procurabat] a man's

property (cf. Mt 208
, Lk 83

). The nearest Eng.

equivalent is
' steward

'

(wh. see). This upper
servant acted for his master, in the absence of the
latter, in all matters connected with money, and it

may safely be said that only a .small estate amongst
the Romans would be without one. The position
was one of

.....
, but it is obvious that the

importance ^ -"in the world was directly
in proportion to the importance of his master. An
agent of the Emperor, who always possessed vast
landed and house property, as well as the whole
or part of the taxes of every province of the
Roman Empire, held a higher position in society
than the procurator of any other person. The
Emperor's financial interests were so varied, that
he required a large number of such servants to
look after them, and his high position enabled
him to draw them from a higher class than that of
freedmen and slaves. The majority of them were
of equestrian rank, and some of ilfoo procurator-
ships were deemed of higher importance than
others. The diverse character of their duties will
be seen from the fact that Cagnat (Coiirs cV&pi-
grctphle JLrttine 3

, p. 121 if.) enumerates " '
'

;.-" -,-

different kinds of procurators, whose - -MV-?

reference to every possible aspect of the Emperor's
revenue and expenditure.

Certain of the smaller Imperial provinces (see
under GOVERNOR) were put under procurators as

-.
J

;O whom the Emperor delegated ad-
. :

"
:

- '
, : ".

\ and military functions. Such a pro-

curatorship was, of course, one o*
1
*

,'*
" ^ */ - of

the Imperial procuratorships, and <:' . ,: \\

' '

It a

large salary ; but it must be clearly understood
that a procurator, however high, remained a ser-

vant of the Emperor, and owed his life and fortune

solely to the favour of the prince, who advanced
those quickest who served his interests best. The
word b

procurator
3

is not used in the NT, but the

participle of the verb (girLTpoTretiovros) occurs as a
variant in Lk 31 to -rjyejLLovetiovTQs, a more general
term applicable to all governors of provinces., and
even to the Emperor himself. Pontius Pilate was
procurator prouincice Imlaeae. See also art.

GOVERNOR.

LITERATURE. Greemdgi-. R-m^ri, Public Life, pp. 414 ff., 435 ;

Sehurer, G/r3
, i. 454fL ,//.//' '. ". L6Ci?.]; art. 'Procurator'

in Hastings' DB and the /...>'. JJ-V. ; Hirschfeld, VnUrsuch-
ttngen aus clem Gebiete tier rvm. VerwcLltungsgesch,^ (Berlin,

1U05) ; Marquardt, Homuche Staatsverwcdtung, L 554 ff.

ALEX. SOUTER.
PRODIGAL SON. The details of this parable

(Lk 15) seem to have been carefully thought out,
as the structure of the story is fairly complete and
its movement cjiiite natural. The younger of a
certain man's sons, dissatisiied with the quiet life

he is leading, resolves to leave his father's house ;

and, having received the share of property that fell

to him, goes to a distant country and gives himself

up with the fullest abandonment to every indulg-
ence that appetite craved. But his career of gaiety
and (]>-<ipniIon -oon comes to an end. He passes
from one stage to another in his downward course
till he reaches the lowest. Without a friend and
in the direst straits, he is forced to take service as

a swine-herd a grade of employment esteemed by
Jewish society as the lowest. The mi -< -n i A\ Ir h
he had brought himself, however, fmd The nciiJdci,

from which he suffers, show him how ^roal list-

his folly and how wrong his conduct. He there-

fore resolves to return home, confess Ms fault,
and solicit the place of a servant in his father's

household. He carries out his intention, but his

father receives him \\itli the greatest eagerness
and affection, and orders a feast to be prepared
in celebration of his safe return.

The elder brother, however, is very indignant, and
refuses to take any part in the general rejoicing.
His father entreats him to enter into the spirit
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of the occasion ; but lie is obstinate and petulant,
and complains that this display in honour of his

brother is in marked contrast with the treatment
accorded him. He who had lived at home in duti-
ful submission had not received the slightest token
in recognition of his merits or services, whereas
his brother who had squandered his means in a
career of vice is being honoured in the most en-

thusiastic and lavish manner.
Here, then, we have a father and his son differing

as to how a younger son who had grievously mis-
behaved himself ought to be treated. The fact of

the young man's wrongdoing and the sincerity of

his repentance are accepted by both ; but while
the elder brother challenges tlie justice and pro-
priety of rejoicing over the return of one who had
been so headstrong and foolish, the father firmly
defends the course he had followed, and, in ter-

minating the discussion, speaks with a finality
that is not to be questioned :

* It was meet that
we should make merry and be glad : for this thy
brother was dead, and is alive again : and was lost,

and is found. 3

The prodigal is a minor character in the parable.
The contrast is drawn between the father and the
elder brother in reference to their treatment of

the wrongdoer, and not between the brothers either
in regard to character or conduct. The substance
of the parable is this : a father who welcomes back
an erring and repentant son has his action em-

phatically tip|irn\c>l, and an elder brother who
maintains ;i:i" ;!ii

:
rii'i<: of snrly aloofness is shown

to merit severe disapprobation.
The parable is Ihu^ pracricai in its aim teaching

men not only how they ought to treat their repent-
ant brethren, but chiefly vim I is necessary to en-

able them to do so. Jtor what was it that led the
father to act as he did? Was it not just the love
he bore his son, foolish and erring though he had
been ? The elder son reasoned on the lines of cold
and rigid law, whereas the heart of the father

spoke, and the voice of love was obeyed. And
was it not just the want of this affectionate heart
that allowed the elder brother to act so ungener-
ously ? Had he loved Ms brother, he would have
vied with his father in the warmth of his welcome ;

had he even loved his father, he would have ac-

quiesced in his father's wish for his father's sake.
It was poverty of affection that led him to display
a selfishness that wTas offensive, and a temper that
was childish and rude. What could the father do ?

a son he loved and had lost was home again safe
and sound a son who had gone forth to a rude
world had returned disillusioned and chastened by
his bitter experience.

In the fir>t instance, no donbt, the parable was
meant to point out the defect in the Jewish way
of dealing with those who had sinned. What was
clearly lacking* there was a brotherly spirit. Tho-;e
who had erred were treated with unrelenting sever-

ity ; the sinner looked in vain for mercy and hoped
in vain for restoration, no matter how painful and
prolonged his period of repentance had been. But
what was true for the Jews is true for all. Love
alone is capable of rendering the conscience sensi-

tive to the finest shades of justice. Law rigidly
applied does not scrutinize the motive, does not
measure the force of temptation, does not take
into account the fact of rfipon.Tfmce, and is there-
fore often unjust when in appearance it is most
just. The father showed mercy because he loved
his son, and in showing mercy dispensed the truer

justice ; for mercy is but justice perfectly api/lk-d.
The elder brother failed in his duty to In-other and
father alike, because he lacked the affection that
would have swept away his shallow notions of

justice, and pointed out a better way.
The parable thus emphasizes one aspect of the

great commandment of our Lord, that men should
love one another ; and in this respect shows a close

resemblance to several of His other ^arables. In
that of the Good Samaritan, the Priest and the
Levite saw no duty they owed to the wounded
Jew, whereas the heart of the Samaritan a mem-
ber of a despised race responded at once to the
demands of the situation. And in that of the
Labourers in the Vineyard, is it not the mean
and grudging spirit of the whole -day labourers
that is condemned, since their rights were not

infringed nor their interests invaded by the gener-
ous treatment accorded to the late-comers ?

What men require in their dealings with one
another is the loving heart, and in dealing with
our erring and repentant brethren nothing else

will give the insight and tenderness needed to
fulfil the ends of real justice. In the sympathy of
Christ lay the secret of His power. No one who
had paid the penalty of his transgression in bitter

repentance was refused His countenance or His
help ; and the moral sense of mankind, quickened
by a genuine brotherly love, will ever admit that
His way it> the right wav will ever say to the
harsh and unforgiving, It is meet that we should
make merry and be glad : for this thy brother was
dead, and is alive again ; and was lost, and is found.

5

.
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PROFANING, PROFANITY. 1. The terms.
The word i

profane
*

occurs only once in EV of the

Gospels, and then in the verbal form (Gr. /Se^Xdoj),
viz. in Mt 125

, where Jesus says, in defending His
disciples and Himself from the charge of Sabbath-

breaking, Have ye not read in the law, how that
on the sabbath day the priests in the temple pro-
fane the sabbath, and are ^vl'lt --?* Elsewhere
in NT the vb. (Gr. and Eng.,i i- ims'ni only in Ac
246

, where the Jews accuse St Paul of profaning
the Temple. The meaning of pe(ty\6(a must be
considered in connexion with the adj. ptpyXos from
which it comes, and which is found 5 times in NT
(1 Ti I9 47 620

,
2 Ti 21R

, He 1216 },
'

profane
*

being in
each case the rendering of EV. pe3r)\os is the
almost exact equivalent of 'L&t.jwojtfrttm, whence
Eng.

*

profane.' Profanus (fr. j*ro = 'before,' and
fannm = *

temple ') means 'without the temple/
and so '

unconsecrated/ a* opposed to aacer.

/3^3??Xos (fr. /3au'a>="to go,' whence /3?/\os=
' thre>-

hold ') denotes that which is
e

trodden,
3 '

open to
access/ and so again

*

unconsecrated/ in contrast
to iepos. Originally /S^fyXos (like its oj)posites,
lepos, ayLOS, etc. ) had a purely ritual meaning, but
out of this there gradually arose ethical and
spiritual connotations. The LXX affords plenti-
ful illustration of these various uses of the word.
In Lv 1010

, e.g., /Se^Xos- means no more than
d/tdtfa/jras, as the context shows, i.e. ritually
unclean. In 1929 EV * Profane [AV * Prostitute ']

not thy daughter/ the eihi(-l meaning i^ apparent.
In Ezk 22^, with it- clmr ilissimciJoii between
(Sf3?j\os and (Sfytos, together with its conception of
;i profaning of God Himself, we pass from the
inoial into the still higher realm of spiritual
religion. Similarly, in the Gospels we find a lower
and a higher conception of what is meant by pro-
fanation. There is a profaneness of the law and
the letter, eagerly pounced upon by scribes and
Pharisees. There is a profaneness of the soul and
the spirit, which stands revealed to the eyes of
Jesus.
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2. The sin. The sin of profaning consists in

treating sacred things with irreverence or con-

tempt, and in the Bible the charge of profanation
is found especially in connexion with the desecra-
tion or violation of the Sabbath, of the Temple, or
of the name

of_
God Himself. In a study of Christ's

life and teaching the sin of profaning conies up for
consideration under each of these heads, (i) Pro-
faning the tiabbath. It is ^nifK-jiiiL lliat the only
occasion of the use of the v. *>*u j^ou'io

'

(fij3ij\6<a)
in the Gospels is in relation to a charge of Sabbath-
breaking brought against Jesus (Mt 12). For,
though it is Our Lord Himself who employs the
word, and employs it of the action of the priests
under the Mosaic Law, He evidently does so with
reference to an accusation of which He was the
object.* And this, we must remember, was no soli-

tary case. There was nothing that more Ficvj uentl\

brought Jesus into hot collision with i'e OCC]<>-L-

astical authorities than the question of Sabbath
observance (with Mt 12lff -

cf. v. 10ff
-, Mk l-lff- 223ff-

3-ff
-, Lk 6 lfL 6ff- 1314ff- 143ff

-, Jn 59ff- 16 - 1S 722f- 914ff-
; note

esp. the Johannine ;-,: ,; *. T-i ilieir eyes He was
repeatedly guilty <-.;" ,i |-u ,i-v. ] of the holy day.
And, though on this occasion He defends Him-
self

"*

..
,,

**
to Jewish law and history,

thus : 1 accusers on their own ground,
He immediately passes from this arcjwnentum ad
hominem to state the great principles on which
He really stood in His free, though reverent (cf,
Lk 4 16

), use of the day that God desires mercy
rather than sacrifice (v.

7
), and that * the Son of

Man is Lord of the sabbath '

(v.
8
). In other words,

He shows that the charge of Sabbath profanation,
as 1 nought ngnin-t TTim, rested on a wrong concep-
tion of "si iiiijiili -n'u-rii y; and the charge of breaking
a Divine law, on an entirely false idea of God's
meaning and purpose in giving the Law (cf. Mk 2s7
4 The sabbath was made for man, and not man for
the sabbath'). There is a profanation ;: .o i>-'" i^
to the letter that is not a profanation i. :

:

n;^ *>

the spirit ; and there is a seeming transgression of
the commandment that is in reality a revelation of
the benignity of the Law itself and the 'philan-
thropy' of Him who gave it. See, further,
SABBATH.

(2) Profaning the Temple. Jealous as the Jewish
authorities were, after their slavish fashion, in the

.a "':< :-':"; of the Sabbath, they were not less

jealous in defending the sanctity of the Temple
against the least taint of what they regarded as

1

-".,
"

. The T-, !;]' j-oliv > were ever on the
!'! any fo- > <'.:!.i!i> or Samaritan to

pass beyond the Court of the Gentiles meant death
to the transgressor. And Josephus tells us how at
one period the Samaritans were altogether excluded
from the Temple enclosure because of an act of

profanation committed by some of their people
(Ant. xvin. ii. 2). The indignation shown by the
chief priests and scribes at the hosannas of the
children in the Temple was apparently due not

merely to the hailing of Jesus as the Son of David,
but to the raising of those joyful shouts within the
consecrated building (Mt 2P6

). But, as Jesus in

meeting the charge of Sabbath-breaking showed
how misplaced the Rabbinic and Pharisaic ideas of
sanctitv vcrfi. -o in connexion with the Cleansing
of the"Tcrnple {Mr 21 12f- =Mk 11"*- =Lk 1945%
Jn 2im ). Flo >ho\\ed how low and poor were their
views on the subject of profanation.
The presence of the stall-keepers and cattle-

drovers and
inonoy-olinnjjfor- was strictly within

the letter of lh(i La\v. <ince it was in tne Court

* It is an interesting coincidence that in the LXX account
of the incident at Nob (1 S 214), to which Jesus alludes in the
preceding verse, J3ipr,/i.oi a-proi is Ahimelech's expression for
'common bread,' as distinguished from .yioi uprof or 'shew-
bread.'

of the Gentiles that this market was held, i.e.

outside of the sacred area proper. For the Temple
authorities this was t[uite enough ; they had no
compunctions about a traffic that was technically
legal least of all as the rents paid by the traders
for the privilege of using the Temple court as a
bazaar passed into their own pockets. To Jesus
this

^
was an illustration of the readiness of the

Jewish leaders to blend religious rigorism and
utter worldliness,' or, in His own words on another
occasion, to strain out the gnat and swallow the
camel '

(Mt 23-4 }. Thus they had made His Father's
house ' an house of merchandise '

{Jn 216
) ; nay, a

very
* den of robbers '

(Mt 2113
jj) an allusion either

to the greed and extortion of the high-priestly
family as landlords of the enclosure, or to the
shameful and notorious cheating practised by the

privileged traders on the ignorant country people
who came up to the Feasts. Moreover,, this was
the house of prayer

3

(Mt- 21 13
|[) the place to which

pious folk came up for purposes of detachment and
recollection and communion with God. And by
reason of these abuses, such worshippers had first

to make their way through the distracting scenes
of this profane bazaar ; and even as they knelt at

prayer on the other side of the boundary, to have
their ears tilled with the noisy cries of the mer-
chants, the bleating of innumerable sheep, and the

lowing of excited cattle.

In the eyes of Jesus all this, however it might be
defended by ecclesiastical lawyers, was a desecra-
tion of His Father's house, inasmuch as it was a
hindrance to true spiritual worship. And the

principles He lays down here on the subject of

worship and its profanation are far-reaching and
penetrating. The Temple at Jerusalem has long
since vanished from the world, but the acts and
words of Jesus in driving out the profane traffickers

still find abundant application. Our Lord con-
demns everything that brings the spirit of the
world into the atmosphere of the sanctuary,
and turns the house of prayer into a house of
merchandise. Much more does He condemn any-
thing that associates His Clmreh with methods
and practices that are not even those of honest
merchandise, but have the savour of dishonest

gain. See, further, TEMPLE, 'Cleansing of.
'

(3) Profaning God's name. For this form of the
sin of profanation the word profanity

'

is usually
reserved, a wrord that is to be distinguished from
blasphemy (wh. see) though the distinction is not

always observed, nor, indeed, possible. Blasphemy
( 3Xai7<i7;tta,= *

evil-speaking*) is an insult offered to

God's majesty, and, in particular, a deliberate re-

viling of God and of Divine things. Profanity, on
the other hand, is a taking of God's name in vain

(Ex 207
)

- uiNL'r-taiwHnjr 'name' in the scriptural
sense of ';-Tiy;H?i<_

r v. Ivreby God maketh Himself
known' (

v/ '//'/ r ('"i '
. Qu. 55). Profanity may,

and often does, run into blasphemy, but the word
finds its proper ,-'.y. !>'"

"

an irreverent treat-

ment of holy ; i ::. the motive of the
scoffer. When Peter began

* to curse and to swear
UcLTa0eu,cLTiLi' K<x.i 6pvfaLv) , I know not the man'
(Mt 267-1

, cf. Mk 1471 ), he was not guilty of inten-

tional 1/1 a. -
j
>1 1 o i M y ;

he was in reality empioying the
most -olonm funn> of Jewish asseveration (cf.

Nu 521 an oath of cursing/ and see EBi, art.

*Oath'), But he was guilty of profanity, for he
was invoking the Divine name in support of a
lie. -

There was no kind of profanation against which
the Jewish Rabbis were more anxious to guard
than the sin of profane language. The hedge
they made around the Law was particularly high
at this point. Through a mistaken Interpretation
of Lv 24 16

they forbade the very utterance of the
name Jahweh, and so, in the reading of the OT,
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Adonai or Elohitn was invariably substituted.

Partly, no doubt, for similar reasons, there had
grown up in the time of Christ a custom of

swearing- not by the Divine name, but by heaven
or earth or Jerusalem or the Temple (Mt o33

"37

231(i

~-~) though there emerges here, alongside of
the desire to avoid the use of God's name, the
consideration that such oaths were less binding
than those in which God was directly invoked
(contrast the high priest's <n!j ;>M- ii-if

*

by the

living God 5 at the trial of Jesus, Mt 26(J3
). And

here again, as in His cleansing of the Temple, our
Lord showed how poor and mean the ihc,!^

1 :!- <>f

the Rabbis were on the subject of pioui'Miio'i.
That system of diluted oaths was a miserable piece
of casuistry at the best. For an oath has no meaning
If it is not an invocation of the Divine Being Himself
as a witness ; and, besides, heaven is God's throne
and the earth His footstool, Jerusalem is the city
of the Great King, and the Temple the place of
His indwelling (o

341 - 231Gff
*). Moreover, those legal

refinements lent themselves to all sorts of false-
hood and deceit in the intercourse of men, and thus
became a prostitution of the holiest realities to
wicked ends- And so Jesus lays down the general
principle,

l Swear not at ail
'

(o
34

). Make no dis-

tinctions among your statements by the use of a
graduated s< -ale of oaths, as if, while you are bound
to be tin thrill in regard to some of the things you
say, you are otherwise free to shade off your
language into the veriest falsehood by diminishing
grades of protestation.

' But let your communica-
tion be, Yea, yea; Nay, nay' (Mt o37, cf. Ja 51

-}.

See, further, OATHS.
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J. C. LAMBEET.
PROFESSION. In Biblical usage, to 6

profess
*
is

to make a public declaration (Mt 723
, Dt 263 ) ; then

to take a certain stand or attitude (1 Ti 210 * which
becometh women *-*- *---.'

godliness ') ; and,
lastly, to make an - i

,
. pretension or claim

(Eo 1-"% 1 Ti 631
, Tit 1 1B

). In general, profession
and confession are so closely related that one
Greek word (o/toXo-yeu?) is employed indifferently
for both ; and the A^7 has not clearly distinguished
between them. Yet they are by no means identi-
cal ; for while both words imply the utterance or
declaration of faith or of fact, confession invari-

ably implies that there is harmony between what
is declared and the inward thought or feeling of
iV MU'.'ilv r. while profession carries no such im-

Thus the word *
confess

'

answers in the OT to JIT, which
al'.avs miiilie-* the urterauoe of ^ermine faith or feeling (Hiph.

Tan=* tell out,'
*
declare,* 'make manifest" (it may be in the

way of thankful acknowledgment, Dt 26s, or of not concealing
one's sin, Ps 3S18, or even of showing forth one's sin openly and
impudently, Is 39 'They declare their sin as Sodom')- The
difference reappears in the NT, where *

confess *
is used as tr,

of l^fAaXoyfaiMU, which is exactly parallel to m* in both its

senses, and also as tr. of OU^^O^SM in iht- specMfir: scnte of publicly
owning one's relationship of faith np.d de\ ntion to Christ, Ml
IG$3, Lk 128; whereas 'profess

1
answers to tretyyiK^fjutt ~ to

nrnka a, professtfm, whether sineerely or not ; $oc,a'xto=tn assert or
pretend ; awl ro Lu.Df.o-/-ia in tht- senst- of making a formal declara-
tion, or in rhe bad M.'n*e 01 mak-in:: nn oiu \\ard pretence. Thus,
while the one word has reron od n deep religions impress, the
other is restricted to tht sense or nuikin^ a pnhlic declaration,
adeelar,: ..'" ; -.p .y not be sincere and justified by
facts. "!" i IJ'i". :

- :-":.- .-
*
confession

'

for
'

profession
' in

the tr. 01 OjM-flAflv*. tor trio ovninsr of the Ghrfcibu faich (lie 3>)
or the faith uliich iho Christian owns (4^), has loiricrJly followed
i ho rHxhr'nif of cue/ 0^-0 in its specific: Chri.-tiau significance,
and !i!i< help* d to put im: distinction between the two terms in
clearer light.

The profession
'

of Cliriyt or of Christianity is

at once more and less than the confession of Christ.

It is more than confession ; for while the latter is the
witness to actual faith or feeling, profession also

covers all ill ^vouiu
1

' -^ utterances to which there is

little or siui'iiir,- \r iin- heart to correspond. And
profession is also less than confession : it is limited
to the verbal expression of faith, while confession

gives evidence of itself in the tone and conduct of

life as well. Confession shows itself in the exer-

cise of faith as well as in the assertion of it. The
distinction between profession and confession is

valuable when we consider the \:ii-\"i n ^ emphasis
laid by the Gospels on verbal , t-'iiiMoi'x as an
element in the confession of Christ. The duty of

verbal profession is at times strongly insisted on

(see CONFESSION [of Christ], ii. and"iii.) 5 mainly
because it was the sign of loyalty and steadfast-

ness of faith. Yet the value of such professions
depended on the occasions that called them forth,
as well as on theii jK-rrs^n in and their Reason-
ableness. Christ n ^.mica ; in m a- . ; '.}',- ''\\ r

1

'.-

able in times of stress and growing !..-;;, "*

He prized the bold testimony of }\ ,;
'

Philippi as being a sign of the rock-fast loyalty of

His disciple (Mt 1617
"19

) ; so also He mourned over
the later weakness of the disciples and the verbal
denial of Peter, as betokening a certain diminution
of their allegiance (Mk U*7 -" 80

,
Lk 2261 ). At the

same time, Christ ii k

]ii:ili;iiod ii'jniy kinds of pro-
fession, and taught m IM-

<li-<-<jilo- a certain duty
of reserve in the utterance of their faith. It goes
without saying that He repudiated all insincere

professions ; and He knew that these were to be
f i ".'." *

Pharisees, but also among
I!".

'

/! 722 21 30
). He also feared

the egois-i ..T j.-.-f :< - .

"

F:.)odness (Lk IS9'14
),

and the :.-. -
"' l'

* i- of constancy that

might not be realized. Hence the coldness of His
attitude to professions like that of the new disciple
who said,

'

Lord, I will follow thee whithersoever
thou goest

r

(Lk 957- 58
) s or to Peter's hasty word,

'

If

I should die with thee, yet will I not deny thee
'

(Mk
1431 ). But, further, ChrV < !

'

.!\\ ,-:,: I ioned
His follower

" '

Jl : i-i-s.-. i -,';!'<.
;,. As

He Himself certain reserve in His own
'- 1 *

1
'-T'. .

:
"

also froijr.orilly laid upon
!:' injunctions of -iU-nce. .^') in cases of

healing He charges those who have seen or experi-
enced His power to tell no man what He has done
(Mk 312 54̂ 7s6), and after the scenes at Csesarea

Philippi and on the Mount of Ti!ni-i!^ui;iun the
same injunction follows (8

30 96 ;. JNo doubt there
were temporary reason-, for -uch reserve on Christ's

part, and for such injunctions of reserve; and He
looked forward to the rime when iho tiling He
had taught and done in private -lioulu lo pro-
claimed upon the housetops (Mt 1027), and when the

disciples should be, M> hill\ <viablished in the faith
that no further io-*or\e ^iiould be necessary. But
in any case Christ desired no hasty testimonies in
His favour. It was as if He said : The profession
of My mine is not always needful : its value de-

pend- on i:s seasonableness, and the maturity of
the faith lying behind it. Wait till the times are

ripe and faith is ripe ; till the private confession
wells forth irresistibly from the lips ; or till the
crisis comes when everyone is called to proclaim
his faith. There will come occasions when to
refrain from declaring one's faith may bo <

<|
ir valor L

to disowning and denial, or at least to cov. jirmrc
Then those who have been confessing Christ in
heart and life will also profess their faith boldly
with their

lips,
and face all the consequences of

|

their profession. It is then, when the day and
hour are calling for a clear and Ihing testimony,
that profession becomes one with confession, and
the word has fullest force :

* Whosoever shall con-
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fess me before men, him will I also confess before

my Father which is in heaven' (Mt lO32*-).
J. DICK FLEMING.

PROFIT.

The address of Jesus is, for the most part, to
the highest in human nature

;
but sometimes a

less heroic note is struck, and there is direct ap-
peal to the instinctive impulses of -.

""
-\ _,-*!." and

self-preservation, and to the inatir- -
< _<

'" and
the anxieties of the balance-sheet. The analogy
of profitable trading gives force to the parables ot
the Talents and the Pounds {Mt 25 l4ff

-, Lk 1913ff
-),

but in one great saying the appeal to what may be
termed the business instincts is direct :

' What
shall a man be profited, if he shall gain the whole
world, and forfeit his life ? or what shall a man
give in exchange for his life?

3 Mt 16-6 (
=Mk S3B

,

Lk 925 ). Here the terms of commerce are used,
and the (

balance-sheet of the soul
'

(Morison) is

struck. With this we may compare Plato's
words :

* What will anyone be profited if under
the influence of honour or money or power, aye,
or under the excitement of poetry, he neglect
justice and virtue ?

*

(see Jowett's Plato, iii. 505).
This weighing of advantages and gain finds its

full force in Christ's doctrine of the sup- ^
of the Kingdom of God, the one secure ; -i :' <

unspeakable value, for the possession of which all
other treasures may well be given in exchange
(Mt 13-46

). W. R. DYSON.

PROGRESS. Christ and the essential truth of
His teaching as preserved in the Gospels are en-

tirely identified with the fact of human progress.
Man's progress is a fact, a fact and not an idea, a
fact, however, in which ideas are embedded and
come to manifestation. This, moreover, is the

greatest and most complex fact in the history of
the individual and social life of humanity. It is

of the_ highest importance, therefore, that Christ
and His teaching should be set in the light of this
fact ; that not only His teaching, but Christ Him-
self should be examined and tested in this light.
He and His '.: > "".-^-e nothing to lose, but
everything to -..:! ' -\ .

1. In order to understand Christ and His teach-

ing from the standpoint of progress, there are
several historical facts as to the latter which
require to be noted and kept in mind. (1) Man's
history has been upon the whole a history of pro-
gress ever since he entered upon the course of his
civilization. (2) But this fact does not imply that
the idea of his progress in the path leading towards
his destiny has been familiar to man ever since he
began his career of advancement. The truth is

that even at so late a date in history as the time of
Christ's advent in it, the mind of pagan antiquity
had nowhere been awakened to the clear con-
sciousness that man had been pursuing, and that
he had still for unknown ncre* to continue pursuing,
;i ]>n,L:roi\ < destiny. The only historical instance
-li'-ilu ly. not entirely, at variance with this general
statement is the Zoroastrian theory as to the ex-
istence of good and evil, their hostile relations to
each other, and the eventual subjugation and ex-
tinction of evil by the triumph of good. (3)

Further, it is only within recent times that the
general mind of the more advanced civilized races
of mankind has become possessed by the idea and
moved by the sentiment of the progressive destiny
to which man is called in this world, and those
men constitute a small minority who have begun

in any true sense to realize the momentous im-
portance of the meaning with which the fact of
human progress is charged. (4) Again, it is of

consequence to state -.

-\\,
.-. hat is implied in

the general truth ju> .: ,,' . that neither the
fact nor the importance of the fact of human
progress, in any true sense of the word, was
admitted for many centuries to a place of recog-
nition in theecelesias"" .." ..--.": ;

n

, .-
1

....
:*

,

*

develop-
ments of traditional < :

s

: -

-^ ;,.' ; . remark
is true even of Augustine's Civiirts DcL
These facts, then, seem to encourage the conclu-

sion, which is too often, but most unfairly, adopted,
that Christ concerned Himself very little, if at all,
with the fact of human progress on the earth, and
that His teaching sheds little or no light upon this

subject, which in reality is as the modern mind
has begun to see a subject of urgent importance
for every man and for the whole human race.
But this conclusion is groundless. For in the
Gospels there is abundance of evidence not only to
show that the fact of man's pro^ie-vsive destiny
had due ^recognition paid to it by Christ Himself
and in His teaching, but also to make it manifest
that in Himself and in His teaching there is a
revelation of all the essential principles of human
progress, and also an adequate provision of the
moral conditions necessary to bring these principles
to realization in the individual and social life and
destiny of humanity.

2, But at this point notice requires to be taken
of two other historical facts with which the posi-
tion of Christ and His teaching came inevitably
into immediate and important relations. First,
the Jewish people occupied a unique and pre-
eminent place among all the peoples of antiquity
as regards the fact of human progress. Among
them there had been developed, many centuries

prior to Christ's time, ideas and ^eiii imoiits, aspira-
tions and hopes relative to the progressive'destiny
of mankind, which were entirely phenomenal, and
which po<M

i ed immense value. }<v;\ "-i.ijise in

many noini- they were highly <
;;

'

-.!. partly
beoau-u 1 of their profound mor'"'

-';_
.":.;

, and
partly because of the service they rendered in the

preparation of the way for the new, pu^rcWivo
era to be ushered into the life of IminanUy bv
Christ's advent (e.g. Gn 2215-18

, Is 2-~5 liry 423 '11

62. 6517-25
,
Jer SI**, Ezk S622 -28

, Mic 41 '4
, Ps 67. 72.

102i3-22 1451-18). The people of Israel, as the pas-
sages referred to show, conceived of their own
*

golden age
3 and that of the Gentile peoples as

lying not behind "but ahead of them in the less or
more distant future, and they were the first people
in whose mind this idea shaped and rooted itself.

In this outlook of theirs on the future all those
elements which formed their general idea of the
fact of progress came into play. What those ele-

ments were need not be stated here. But one
other word may be added, viz., that if conditions
had favoured the free and full development of all

the ideas of progress and of all tin ['i-^
1
-.. ho

sentime"'- :r : -tOi y- to which i in' v,..r;!.u-.{

leaders .:*. ,! i > -i he nation had attained in
the noontide of the prophetic age, and if this

development had continued until the fulness of
the times had arrived for Christ's appenumce, two
things would have happened : the ni>k of His
Mission, on the one hand, would have been im-

mensely lightened ; and, on the other, the task of

Christianity in evolving the moral progress of

mankind would have been less difficult, and its

success greatly accelerated.

But, secondly, the progressive developments in
the earlier stages of the nation's history had an
arrest put upon them in various directions, and
that while they were still immature. When
Christ appeared, He found that the religion of
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Israel, transformed into Judaism, had departed
from the path of progress and committed itself to

the position of finality. The religion of the Pro-

phets, which in its ideas, sentiments, nsnl -: -\ :I> L-

had begun to cross the boundaries <>:" <\'-r:-:vr

nationality, had been changed, as a system of law,
as a method of Divine worship and service, as a

way of teal ration, and as a political ideal, into a
,,.""'.." "

institution ;
and this institu-

-

^
. ad a right to exi-t throuyliour

all ages, although it was, in effect, a wall of separa-
tion not only "between Jews and Gentiles, but also

between the" latter and God.
It was in these circumstances, then, that Christ

appeared to reveal the principles of progress and
to become a moral power making for their perfect
realization in the life and destiny of man. And
towards the two facts thus indicated He had
necessarily to relate Himself, His teaching, and,
indeed, His entire wrork and influence. Towards
the first fact and the progressive elements and ten-

dencies, He took up an attitude of appreciation
and sympathy, and made it His aim and en-

deavour to promote their development to higher
and wider forms of realization. Towards Judaism,
on the other hand, so far as its anti-progre:-M\e
vices were concerned, He took up what He knew
would prove to be eventually an attitude of effec-

tive reaction. It is evident, however, that the

finality which Judaism claimed for itself must
have rendered it necessary for Him to put some
restrictions on Himself as to His method of com-

municating and developing His ideas on the sub-

ject of progress. For any outspoken and persistent
attack on Judaism on the point in question would
have been sure to aro:i-c <\.

.:
7i i-i Him overwhelm-

ing opposition, ab is i ;,: :::' - 1

, 'osr what happened
to Stephen the proto-martyr. This may have
been one of His reasons for His persistent non-
interference as a teacher either witii the nature or
the administration of any of the civil or political
institutions that He found existing in Palestine, or
knew to exist in the Roman Empire generally.
But He had another, a deeper, a much farther-

reaching reason for silently letting civil and po-
litical institutions alone. It was not that He was
indifferent to them, or that He considered them
as not belonging to the nature and objects of His
mission as the Saviour of the world. The civil

ji-il [loluVnl -1,11-' of society as He knew it was a
i

1
;,! i or 01" profi, i:i-i and sorrowful interest to Him

{Mt 9s6 2025
), He must have been quite aware of

the fact that the renewal of the civil and political
life of mankind was needed everywhere in the
existing civilized as well as uncivilized world. He
was fully conscious of the fact that His own
perfect self-devotion to the service of God and
man endangered His life, and would bring Him to
His cross to a large extent because of the vices of
the civil and political condition of things under
which He conducted His ministry (Mt 2017"19

, Jn
lS^-1916

). He also anticipated the fact that the
continuance of this evil order of things, after He
was gone, would involve His servants and His
cause in suffering (Mt 24>13

),

^ Lastly, He never uttered a word to indicate

directly and explicitly that He entertained any
hope of the regeneration of the civil, or political,
or economical conditions and organizations of
human society. Why was this? "Why did He
keep Himself so entirely and persistently aloof
from these and all other great interests of a
kindred nature pei tain ing to the external relation-

ships and well-being of human life, declining to
interfere with them even when requested to do so ?

(JLk 1213* 14
, Mt 2217-22

}. He assumed and main-
tained this attitude because of the perfect under-
standing He had of the necessary conditions and

requirements of human progress in every one of its

departments. He had to consider what it was
possible and what it was impossible for Him to

accomplish during the short period of His lifetime

on earth. In doing this He had to keep in view
the existing state of society in all the various

developments of its life at the time. And He must
have known, as any one knowing and correctly
Y . i- -...' facts can see was actually the case,

-,,( '!;-,., , ttempted to initiate or to achieve a
reformation within any of the domains of human
life in question, the result would inevitably have

proved worse than useless for Himself and His

cause, and for humanity. Knowing this, more-

over, He, in the exercise of marvellous faith and

patience, left, meanwhile, the renewal of man's
social life in all its diversified forms of manifesta-

tion, in the hands, and to the times and ways, of

God as the moral Governor of the world. For
the time being He devoted Himself \\holly arid

exclusively to the moral task which lii^ father
had given Him to do ; and in doing this, and doing
it successfully, He rendered to the cause of human
progress a service which will never cease increasing
the glory of His name.

3. All that has been said makes it easy to show
now how Christ Himself, His teaching, and,
indeed, the whole of His work on earth and in

heaven, can be explained in terms of progress.
This explanation was adopted in effect and often
used by Himself. So true is this that a great deal
of His teaching the most of it, indeed, when pro-
perly understood can be construed into a theory
of what is meant by the progress of humanity,
a theory never stated by Himself in abstract

terms, but embodied in the general order of ideas
that found such diversified forms of expression in
His teaching. Briefly, the theory in question was
this (1) His '. 1

"

i.. '--as all related to the
cardinal facts o , ,.' nature of God and the
moral nature of man. (2) A great deal of His
teaching was concerned with the moral relations
between God and men and between man and man.
(3) In His teaching He dwelt much upon the
inward and direct moral relations of men to God,
which in every instance are relations of men to Him
as individuals. For it is only in the individual that
the moral conditions exist which make inward and
direct relations of God to men possible. And this
must have been one of Christ's reasons for the
immense im| o i- >i !:v a;:*! value that He attached
to men a- in>.i\ ii.u.'ii-. (4) He also dwelt much
on the subject of the rectifying and the perfecting
of the moral relations of men to God and to one
another. (5) He announced, and often alluded to
and explained in various ways and connexions, the
fact that it was His predestined task as man's
Saviour to occupy the position and to exercise the
function of Mediator within the sphere of the
moral relations of God to men, and of men to Him
and to one another. Though He never used the
word * Mediator '

in this connexion, He often spoke
of His relation to God and men in expressions
meaning the same thing. And He taught also
that His work of mediation would be continued
after His work on earth had been finished (e.g.
Mt II27 2818

--, Jn 14-17). (6) It was within the
domain of the order of these great facts and
ideas, which are all of an essentially moral
nature, that Christ conceived the fundamental
need of human progress as lying. Here also He
saw the essential nature of the progress needed,
and found the grounds on which to His mind man's
progress was guaranteed. (7) But it was not
Christ's idea that the progressive realization of
these moral facts and ideas would come to mani-
festation only within the invisible moral sphere
of the individual and social life of mankind. He
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cherished the certain conviction and hope that

they would comi \< ] "\. *n the course of their

realization., to . -.. in the regeneration
of all the various external relations of men to one
another in the conditions,, <' ., "/," - and ac-

tivities of their social life.
k\ !ii- -

"ally per-
suaded that the course of human progress, such as
He conceived its nature to be and the conditions
oa which it would proceed in the individual and
social life of humanity, woiiVi -n</il\ and per-
sistently follow the laws of < \uJiiiion.

'

It may be
added, finally, that it is within the region of these
facts that the greatness of the extent of Christ's

originality as a teacher is to be seen, and also
the momentousness of the position and task He
claimed for Himself as Mediator between God and
men.

4. But did Christ's teaching as to human progress
actually follow the lines just indicated? It did.
In Mt o17 He identified His position in history
and His work with the essentially moral nature,
and with the cause and the evolution of (he pi <_>;_:

n--
of the individual and social life of immunity.
That in the Law and the Prophets which had
supreme interest and value for Him, was the nature
and the extent of the revelation thov contained of
the will and purpose of God with re'feivn; to the
moral relations between God and men and between
one man and another, and with reference to the
historical development of human destiny. He
saw that this revelation was very incoiiiplete and
imperfect. And in strict accordance with the Law
of Continuity, which is one of the greatest laws
of evolution and of human progress, He sympa-
thetically put Himself and His work in direct

organic relations with it, in order to complete and
perfect the revelation of the Divine will and pur-
pose to mankind, and in order so to mediate, by
means of His moral power, the moral relations
of men to God and to one another, that the Divine
will and purpose would eventually attain to full

and universal realization in their life arid destiny.
And so, when He said He had come not to destroy
the Law and the Prophets, but to fulfil, He must
have had i

1
'- 1 iK-iiLhi in His mind that the ful-

filling in '..n -i in", ";;!i. His task in juhioxhi^ it,

would be MI;I: lii'i'-ii NI':< r the work 01 His earuhly
ministry was done. In Mt 69- lo His mind is to be
seen moving within the order of the same ideas
and facts :

' Our Father which art in heaven,
Hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come. Thy
will be done on earth, as it is in heaven. 5 These
words of prayer, as Christ understood them, are
rooted in the truth of the moral nature of Gad
and of man, and of the moral relations of God to

men, and of men to Him and to each other. They
imply that the sphere of the direct and inward
moral relations of men to God and to one another
in Him is the essential domain of GodV Kingdom
on the earth. Tlioy imply that the Kingdom of

God on earth is pn^lc-tinod to arrive at univeir-ul

realization in the individual and social life of man-
kind, and tlinr /n /;'""" /;7// T

r-o i hat the Divine will
jind purpose \viil ho uuniiie-iod in all the external
forms of imin's existence and activities. They im-

ply that this consummation will be reached by a
progressive process of historical development ; for

the Kingdom of God is an order of things that is

coming. And they imply that the Fatherhood of

God and the brotherhood of man will be the

supreme governmental principles in the perfected
conditions of human existence, which Christ hoped
would be ushered in in answer to His prayer.
But these were not the only forms in which

Christ expressed His great and rich order of ideas
as to human progress. Man's progress is evolved
in the course of his history, and nothing is more
wonderful or beautiful than the parabolic forms

in which Christ embodied His ideas as to the
various phases that human progress assumes in
the history of its evolution. (1) The gradual
realization of God's will and purpose in the lives
of men as individuals is everywhere and always
the basis of moral progress in the social life and
historj ',-f

'

. .:
:

,'v : i
! ,1

Jl
erefore our Lord no

doubt -
:

'_
.

:
; .':, \.\ ', the evolution of the

Kingd
.

i|1 '
1

'
"''

"

" '

: n to the individual's
heart and life in His first parable, that of the
Sower (MtlS1 -8 - 1*-23

). (2) The :
.

'

, realiza-
tion of the will and purpose of < - \ , te moral
relations of men to Him and to one another in the
various social forms and manifestations of life may
be conceived as a fact, which indeed it is, without
taking into consideration the -

. _'' , .*:- and
dangers in which the process is

:

'. -.. IJ-PM the
existence in the world of moral evil. As so con-

ceived, the evolution of man's moral progress is

1

"
1

,

"

1\ . -

1

.trely to attain to complete
.

" "
< - in the Kingdom of God.

It was from this point of view that our Lord illus-

trated His ideas of human progress in His parable
of the Seed Growing Secretly (Mk 4-6 -29

). (3) But
the progressive fulfilment ot God's will and purpose
in the history of man's social life and destiny may
also be conceived as a process of historical evolu-

tion, and as actually entangled and endangered,
which is the case, by the presence and develop-
ments of moral evil in the individual and social
life of men. As thus conceived, then, the history
of man's -<<i.^ i L<_. v -- towards the perfect and
universal 'fi.li/.i J.,M <: God's will and purpose has
the character of a conflict between moral good and
moral evil. But this conflict, at every stage and
in every section of its history, is presided over by
the moral government of God, and is certain under
His judgment to issue in a final crisis in which
evil will be entirely and for ever separated from
good, and in v-

* "
T v ^

; . will reign uni-

uTsilly in the '>;'; - '
-

s , --Godand to one
; LI 10 1 1 1 '"'i iH 1 1 i ? Kingdom. From these points of view
also our Lord contemplated the evolution of human
progress; and He so couched His ideas on the

subject in Hi* paiahle of the Wheat and the Tares
(Mt IS2*-30-^8

). (4; Again, the history of man's
moral progress starts from a very small and simple
1 !:" MIV:;.. i

1
.

1 !-] eventually develops into a result of
\ii-s 'ii'iif;:- on- and great complrxity. This fact
as to man's progress our Loid liUi,\\ir>e fully
realized, and He expressed His sense of its truth
and value in HL> parable of the Mustard-seed (Mt
1331 - 3i

). (5) Finally, the end of moral progiessin
the life and history of Imiuaim y will be a ile&tiny
in -which every <i<"

L
,-M:m< MC of its individual and

social life, external as well as internal, -will be inter-

penetrated arid regulated by the will and purpose
of God as perfectly lealizcd and manifested in a
universal and established order of righteousness
and love. Could it be anything else than this that
our Lord meant by His parable of the Leaven and
the three measures of meal ? (Mt 1333).
Thus it becomes manifest that our Lord's teach-

ing embodied a philosophy of human history and
progress. In this point or view His teaching was
absolutely original. Nor can it ever be superseded.
His ideas of human progress and His faith in it

are a large part of essential Christianity. This part
of His gospel is urgently needed by the present
age. And multitudes are waiting to welcome it as
a message from Him as the world's Saviour.
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PROMISE. The KT is full of the idea that ^in
Christ had arrived the fulfilment of a promise
made over and over again in preceding* ages. The

gospel is regarded by all the writers not as an

event unexpected and unprepared for, but as the

due and natural sequel and climax of God's deal-

ings from of old. 1 he evay^e\Lov is the fulfilment

of the 7ra77e\ta. It was, indeed, the strength
-with which this idea was rooted in the mind of the

Jew ( whose is the adoption and the glory and .

:
.

the promises,' Ro 94 )
that made it so hard for him

to understand how the Gentile could come within

the full scope of the gospel. How could the
(

dogs
* share equally with the ' children

'

(Mt lo-6

=Mk 7
27

) ? How could the uncovenanted and un-

circumciseci "be '1 ol-- -'! <-'"d;:i-.! to the promise' (Gal
329

} ? Whole passages, therefore, in some of the

Epistles (esp. Rom., Gal., Heb.) have to be devoted

to showing that the implication of the promise
was vaster than any of the forms in which it had
been conveyed. There is no literature which is so

saturated with the spirit of anticipation as the

Hebrew, no nation which has cherished so ardent

and irrepressible a belief in its destiny,
' a people

who were looking forwards from a great Past of

Wonders to a Future of Good and Glory
'

(Mason,
Heb, Grcun* p. 98). It is in the NT, however,
that this note of anticipation becomes dominant.

Anticipation, indeed, here gives place to realiza-

tion. While the NT contains sever nl !? j-^r-

which show kinship with current Ainu*:!;. p.
'

literature and its eschatology, ,*!""
"j ;/_;

"i _'

ing belief in the mind of the -. .

!
.'

: '-- '
i

1

'

-

ment of the promises lies still in the future^ the

unmlstaka'nly prevalent P'ovi-V of the \\ii.i-*

i^ that in the work of (" ; :ri-r li t-\ li!!\t k

silica^y
seen the promises fulfilled. T:i< i llvjn \-vli-- rc<nrl>

exhibit, each in its ow.; w,iy. lise I-OM^O'IOU^'I---*

that Israel's hopes had found their fulfilment in

Christ ; and, sober and restrained as is the narra-

tive, one can hardly miss in it the note of jubilant
realization. Mt. loses no opportunity of showing
that what happened to Jesus was in accordance

with aneie 1

*

"'Ik., while seldom citing

Scripture, as
' - :

".-:iv TT*s minis-

try with the declaration 'The Jiiio ia lalfilled*

(I*
5
) ; Lk. commences and concludes Ms Gospel

with episodes (I
45'55- 67'69 S25'38 24s5-28- 44'47

) intended
to show how men saw, or failed to see, in Jesus
the Christ foreshadowed in the ^<T"p(.iir<^. ,'S'iu Jn.

(o
39

) quotes Jesus as stating tn.ic tin* Scripuuv-
bear witness to Him, and notes (12

16- 41
etc.) how

the reception of Jesus answered to the sayings of

the prophets.
It was this aspect of Christ's appearance as the

fulfilment of an eagerly awaited promise that

occupied most room in the earliest preaching of

flu- <:u--;>ol. See Stephen's speech (Ac 7), Peter's

(-2
1-<:ti aiul 10s*-43 ), Paul's (13

32 ' We bring you good
tidings of the promise made unto the fathers/ and
266

). The main line of address taken by the early

Preachers
was always to prove that Jesus was the

lixist (9
s2 IT2- l&-^).

It is to be noticed, however, that Jesus Himself
in His public preaching seldom, if ever, adopted
this line of appeal. Not even in His more private
teaching does He appear to have attached import-
ance to it. When, e.g. t John the TJapti^t definitely

inquired
e Art thon he that cometli ?

'

(Mt H'-M*
S

Lk 719"23
), Jesus deliberately appealed not to the

correspondence between Himself and the expecta-
tions formed of the promised Messiah, but to the
effect being at the moment produced by His

ministry. When the same quiMion v. n^ being
discussed between Himself and HU c 1 No i| !<* (Mt
1613-16=Mk 827

-39=Lk 918
'20

), Jesus was not con-

cerned so much about their identifying Him with
the One who was to come, by mean** of signs and

tokens which were expected to accompany His

coming, as that the conviction should come in an
inward and secret way (' Flesh and blood hath not
revealed it to thee, but my Father which is in

heaven/ Mt 16 !7
). He objected to being pro-

claimed as the Christ, not simply because He
knew that the people, when persuaded of this,

would seek to make Him a king and expect Him
to use temporal resources, but because the very
tenacity with which His countrymen clung to

their stereotyped notions of the promised Messiah
would prevent them from gaining a true under-

standing of the scope
""

of His mission.

He had a sublime ^
the petty and

pedantic way in which the scribes took upon them-
selves to say how the anticipations

of Scripture
were, or were not, to be verified, and held their

pretensions up to scorn (Mt 2241 -46=Mk 1235 '37

=Lk 2041 "44
). It was, in short, because His mind

was so filled with the larger purpose of God that

He assigned little weight to the recognition of

that local and national theory which had so much
more of patriotic bias and ambitious desire hi it

than of pure love of humanity. And it was pre-

cisely because the priests and scribes, in their

blind attachment to their own interpretation of

the promise, saw, in His -, ,

"

carelessness

about the traditional vi .

'
'

'

frequent in-

sistence upon a purely spiritual interpretation, a

danger to their own designs, that they resolved

upon His death.
It is true, of course, that Jesus commonly used

one term at least which in the current phraseology
of the time was closely associated with the tem-

poral and '*'"_ .'". .

"

fulfilment of the
<

promise.' i

"

,

' claimed the advent
of the Kingdom of heaven or the Kingdom of God.
But whatever critical view be held of the records,
and leaving undecided the question whether Mt 24
and other similar jiassages which contain a con-

sid
1 "" "" ' "" * "*

element are to be taken
as ' of the actual teaching of

Jes .
,

. ! SI idling as coloured bypass-
ing through minds steeped in the ideas of Jewish

eschatology,, it is sufficiently evident that Jesus

habitually used the expression
e

Kingdom of

heaven 5

in a different sense from ili( onsinwry
and popular one, and preferred to divest it of the

usual patriotic and e^cliatolo&ical associations.

The loczis dassicus is the Sermon on the Mount
beginning with the Beatitude,

* Blessed are the

poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven/
The s

promise,' as Jesus gives it here in sevenfold

form, is a promise to the spiritually-minded of a

spiritual grace, having no reference whatever to

Messianic considerations, and this holds good even
if the alternative form in which the Beatitudes
are given in Lk. is held to be the earlier. Jesus,
in the most roval and absolute fashion, gave assur-

ances to His disciples, but these, in tlie Synoptics
hardly less than in the Fourth Gospel, are assur-

ances not of any kind of material benefit, but of

spiritual grace,' e.g. *Thy Father which seeth in

secret shall recompense thee'(Mt 64 alsovv. 6- 3S
) ;

c He that loseth his life for my sake shall find it
'

(Mt 1<P 162S) ;

c
I will give you rest,

3 and * Ye shall

find rest to your souls
3

(Mt II28-

) ;

'
I will make

you fishers of men' (Mk I 17, cf. Lk 510) ; 'Your
reward shall be great, and ye shall be sons of the
Most High* (Lk 6s5); 'Ye shall know the truth,
and the truth shall make you free

'

(
Jn 833).

It is true, of course, that there are some passages
in which the assurance of blessing includes ma-
terial benefit : e.g.

e All these things (i.e. food,

clothing, etc. ) shall be added unto you
'

(Mt 6s3
) ;

the reply to Peter that those who for Christ's sake
have forsaken earthly advantage

* shall receive a
hundredfold now in this time, houses,' etc. (Mk
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I030 = Lk 18-D-Mt 1929
) ; but the very connexion in

which such passages occur shows in each cabe that
Jesus attaches importance only to the spiritual
blessino- ; better forego all earthly profit whatever
than miss this (Mt 1U39 16-- J ' ;

,
Lk 12-- 21

). Any-
thing like requests for a promise of personal ad-

vantage He sternly discourages (Mt 2lP~-3=Mk
1CF-45

).

Generally the promises of Jesus to His disciples
may be classified as follows : (a) particular assur-
anret to individuals : to the thief on the cross (Lk
2343

}, to the woman in the house of Simon the

Leper (Mt 2613=Mk 149
), to Nathanael (Jn I51 ), to

Peter (Mt 1618 =Mk 9J = Lk 9-7, cf. Mt IS18
), to

Peter again (Jn 137 and v. 3(J

), also Mk 9*=Lk 927
;

(b) assurances about the,prevailing nature ofprayer
and the poiuer of faith (Mt 77 IS19

, Jn 14^ 14
, Mt

X7262131.32, Mk IP- 24
, Mt IS 18

); (c) assurances of
His continued presence and of their support and
ultimate triumph (Mt 1019=Lk 1212

, Mt 2S20 [Mk
1617- 1S

], Mt It)
32 - 39- 42 1343 1625 1928

, Lk 6s8
, Jn

040.
44. 54 g51 USB 1422 jgMj^ ft fe to promises of this

kind that James refers in I 12
* the crown of life

which the Lord promised to them that love him,
3

and in 25 heirs of the kingdom which he promised
to them that love him '

(cf. 1 Jn 2-5 ) ; (d) the out-
-', -r,-\2 ;-romise, however, is that of the Holy
^ '

'

. ;-. this is the one promise which is most
explicitly recorded as made to the disciples (Jn
14i6. 26 jgs* 16is

etCi)j and is Directly recalled at the
foundation of the Christian Church :

f He charged
them ... to wait for the promise of the Father,
which, said he, ye heard from me '

(Ac I
4

, cf. 2-3).
And this promise may be sai

""

: s-

"

,,'ly to in-
clude and interpret almost all *

'

-.: i>: ^M.'V.

L'lnjAi" .sr. Deini-i "M Hastings
1 DD iv. 104; Sidgwick,

M'fff' fi- >.f JJffif-- (i!
4

'?), 295; Somerville, Precious Seed
(Ibl/u,),

'

; Spurg-eon, Tweioe Sermons on Precious Promises,

J. Ross MURRAY.
PROPERTY. Under this title two questions

arise : (1) Is the possession of private property
right according to the principles of the teaching
and example of Jesus? (2) In what ways is a fol-

lower of Jesus to acquire and to use his property ?

These questions touch one another when it is sug-
gested that a Christian should give away all his

property and not seek to gain any more. They
may, however, be kept distinct, and the second
discussed on the assumption that the possession of

private property is justifiable.
1. A very large section of a man's Interest is con-

nected with his possessions. Therefore, inevitably,
the teaching and example of Jesus have an im-
portant bearing upon the question of property.
And further, inasmuch as He gave to men a very
different ideal of character and conduct from that
of the world, it is to be expected that ir

- .v
T

'-.

property His teaching will show marked .

from the prevailing worldly view. Bu
therefore to be assumes

" "
"!

*

of Jesus
can be claimed for the property,
which may be called the direct ncjrativi: of ifio

ordinary view which men hold. The que-iioM 10
be settled is May we infer from the teaching and
example of Jesus that the private ownership of pro-
perty is unjustifiable ? The relation of the teach-

ing and example of Jesus to modern Socialism

opens up a wide field for discussion, and this is

seriously complicated by the difficulty of defining
Socialism and disentangling it, as a clear economic
theory, from the general :\ \<I

T

; ,-i:<:i'!-
J the hard-

ships of poverty and the iviirrsy >" riches, from
which it springs, and which is' reflected in the
generous literature and thought of all ages and
countries.
The first point to make clear is that this revolt

was certainly present among the Jews, and has
left distinct i races in the OT (Is 58) and also in the

extra-canonical Jewish literature. l There came to
exist among them what has been called a "genius
for hatred !:

of the rich
1

(Peabody, Jesitu Christ and
the Social Question, p. 206). The popular view
among the Jews was that ^oulines> invariably
resulted in, prosperity ; and one of their problems
wjus the prosperity of"the ungodly and the adversity
of the piou*. This problem was exceptionally
acute in our Lord's day, through the dominance of
the Humans, and the wealth of the publicans ac-

quired by their faithlessness to the national cause.
Thus precibely the condition from which modern
Social! <:n -pr

; :^ -.
;

"'. And not only so,
but a M'v'i

!

-<j."i;!r.; . ,
-

< ,-\:peilment was being
made by the Essenes, among whom ' the strongest
;"< V .

' " *

the members were united was absolute
I.

1
- ::-,

: y of goods
3

(Schlirer, HJP, II. ii. 195).
! -,,- ..- maintained that the teaching of Jesus
was greatly influenced by that of the Essenes.
But as Etesenism was iii the first place merely
Pharisaism in the superlative degree

'

(Schiirer, I.e.

p. 210), whatever other elements entered into it,

this view must be given up (Lightfoot, Col. 397 ff.).

However, from the popular feeling about the rich,,

and the existence of the Essenes as a socialistic

community, we may gather that the way was quite
open for Jesus to adopt the doctrines of Commun-
ism ; and trio jiT;;mn*'ii tin;

' in His teaching we find
the seed of so<\;;]i-.in, v bich only required con-
ditions of thought and life such as are found in
modern times to become fully matured, is not
justified.
This is the view of the matter which -

:i'v i "u-
tive Socialists take. V- ,,

;_
'

, :-, 1 rule. > i .!,- -,

are opposed to the rir/I -!",-.! ;

:
.

:

i, and recognize
in it a basis for the present (;_ ,M:V,I :

u', of society
and a hindrance to the change they desire to see

brought about (for citations, see Peabody, op. eit.

p. 15). They quote with approval the sayings of
Jesus about the b]e.*Hso<liic** of the poor and the
woes of the rich, but they rofilizo distinctly that
the basis of His thought is finxJamciiLaUy (li"iI\Mvnt

from theirs. The special ground of objection on
the part of Socialists to the Christian religion is its

teaching as to the future, which they regard as

having diverted the moral enthusiasm of religions
people from the present to the 'other' world.
Some, no doubt, hold that this emphasis on the
future is due to the corruption of the pure teach-

ing of Jesus, and so are ready to claim His
authority for their views. But even if the contrast
between present and future in tV lr,i, K: - of
Jesus could be adjusted to the ^n:i^".'u UM o-

:

the
Socialists, it leaves the contrast between outward
circumstance and inward character, in regard to
which there is a vital and rJl-cisjbnu'in^ tli-tir.rtion

between the principles of J<^us ;IIK{ Nx-irJNni. The
!

1
''- iio " -it-i. Is..\vever, of what is known as Chris-

i-.i'i ^ :/.; i-::! JM< to be noted. The fierce competi-
tion of modern industrial and commercial life, with
the cruelties it produces, cannot be accepted as
desirable by any man of sensitive Christian convic-
tions. And, moreover, the great hold which
Socialism has taken of multitudes, and the fact
that it becomes to them the only religion they feel

any need of, have led Christians to desire that its

influence should be exerted on the side of the
Church. The Christian Socialists in England
(Maurice ami 1C in -Hoy) were influenced mainly
by the lir^t con-lilcrimoii, and were enthusiastic

supporters of the Co-operative movement. The
second consideration, as might be expected, ap-
pealed more especially to Roman Catholics, who
are represented by Abbe Lamennais; Baron von
Ketteler, Archb. of Mayence ; and Count de Num.
In Germany, among Protestants, Christian Social-

ism has been represented by Victor Huber and
Pastor Stocker. The views of those who may be
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regarded as entitled to the name Christian Social-
ists cannot be thought of as an isolated fact. They
have been partly the result and partly the cause
of ;- LI. i:i":J shifting of the centre of interest from
7 -u- -I'lji'K; u

"

doctrinal theology to that of practical

teaching. The theological literature of the last

50 years has been largely occupied with the ap-

plication of the teaching of Jesus to the practical

problems of life, and many have held that there
is nothing in the Christian faith which is antagon-
istic to Socialism as an economic theory. But
with some exceptions it is agreed that Jesus did
not lay doun any economic theory of the State,
and indeed deliberately refused to take advantage
of openings in this direction which He received

(Mt 22 1S^~ 1724
'27

, Lk 12 1--21
). 'To speak of the

economics of the Xew Testament is in my opinion
as impossible as to speak of its dietetics (Ac 1520"29

),

its hermeneutics (1 Co 94
"10

), its a-,riononiv fMt
29--4 - 29

}, or its meteorology (Mt 1C-J, Lk 12-*"-*)'

(H. Holtzmann, Die ersten Christen und die soziale

Frage).
Before the actual teaching and exaniple of Jesus

on the subject are analyzed, it is desirable to con-
sider how far the glimpses we receive in the
Acts of the Apostles of the social life of the first

Christians at Jerusalem form an authoritative

commentary upon them. We read that e

all that
believed were together, and had all things com-
mon' (Ac 2W). And again, 'neither said any of
them that aught of the things which he possessed
was his own ; but they had all things common '

(4
32

, cf. also 245 434* 37
). It is worthy of remark that

these statements are from the pen of the author
of the Third Gospel, in which the sayings of Jesus
about the rich and the poor are given in their most
uncompromising form (ef. Lk 6"

JU
, Mt 53

}. We may
therefore suppose that the communistic aspect of
the life of the church at Jerusalem has received
full attention in the Book of Acts, and that no
inference which goes in the least beyond the state-
ments of that book is justified.*
A careful scrutiny of the relevan

' ;;:''"
the Book of Acts shows that: (1) ':
which prevailed in Jerusalem did not continue ;

(2) the churches organized by St. Paul (whose
companion St. Luke was) show no trace of the
community of goods, nor is any condemnation ex-

pressed because of this
; (3) those who had houses

and lands sold them ; (4) Peter in what he said to
Ananias (Ac 54) clearly indicated that the right to

pmate property was not questioned (* Whiles it

remained, was ft not thine own ? and after it was
sold, was it not in thine own power ? '). No theory,
therefore, can be established on the basis of what
we find prevailing among the first Christians in
Jerusalem, We must rather suppose that in the
<p<:i;ial rivriimstances of that church an exceptional
co:i<lir:oit ifi relation to property \\ass produced.
An analysis of the teaching arid exjmiple of Jesus

brings out quite clearly thai the denial of a right
to the possession of private property cannot be
extracted from them. It is true that many strong
statements are found in the Gospels as to the
disadvantages of riches, and that the poor are
represented as having a special interest in the
Kingdom of God (Mt 6 t&

3 Lk IS-2, Mk 1Q23 , Lk 620
-24

1215
, Mt 6-4 19*4 11*). Far-reaching deductions have

been drawn from these in condemnation of the
prevailing industrial order. And their spirit is

manifestly very different from that which the
modern industrial and commercial struggle tends
to produce. But their full force can be realized
in connexion with the common effect of riches upon
* For discussions on the relation of St. Luke to Ebionism

see Keim, iii. 2S4 ; H. Holtzmann, op. cit. ; Colin Campbell
Critical Studies in Luke's Gospel ; B. Weiss, Ltfe of Christ, vol. i,

bks. i\-. s v. ; cf. Peabody, op. cit. p. 192.
\

character, and they do not involve any condemna-
tion of the possession of private ].IM|>< i\. It is

to be remembered, too, in connexion u nh i ii'-, that
no single statement of our Lord can be wisely
taken by itself and pressed to the extreme con-
clusion l"^ii-!:"y i-.-ssible. This is to forget His
method : '

-. which aimed 'at the greatest
clearness in the briefest compass

'

(Wendt, Teach-

ing of Jesus, i. p. 130).
* One who proposes to

follow literally the specific commands of Jesus
finds himself immediately plunged into contradic-
tions and absurdities. He accepts the teaching
of Jesus concerning non-resistance, to him that
smiteth thee on one cheek offer also the other,"
but soon he hears this same counsellor of peace
bid His friends sell their garments "and buy a
sword"' (Peabody, ch. i).
"We must therefore set ov- ,

" ' "
ie words of

Jesus in which He seems to possession
of riches, facts and sayings which forbid any com-
munistic conclusion being drawn from them. Thus
Jesus and His disciples had a fund for their com-
mon necessities (

Jn 13 i4
). Moreover, the disciples

owned boats and nets, to which they returned after
the crucifixion (Jn 21 3fr

-)- Peter's house appears to
have been the headquarters o r

-TV- 1- ?
'

f.; \ ,.-,<;,.

(Mk I 29 21

). There is no <> ., -. \ t . i,,u
'

: : >

settled life which Martha, Mary, and Lazarus lived
at Bethany (Lk lO38^, Jn 12lff-

}. Zaccheeus, who was
a rich man, was not asked to give away all that he
had, but rather commended for giving a portion (Lk
19 1'9

}. Mary's action in 'wasting' the costly cruse
of ointment (Mt 26 12

) was justified and praised.
The centurion who had built a synagogue for the
Jews in Capernaum (Lk 7 1 * 30

) received the highest
praise, but nothing was said about his wealth,
evidently considerable. Nicodemus must have been
a man ot substance, but no question of his relation
to his property was raised (Jn 31'21

). Again, some
force must be allowed to the fact that in several
of the parables (Lk 1912

, Mt 21 33
) Jesus used the

rights which men have over their property to
illustrate the duty which all owe to God. 'This

argument cannot be pressed too far, but still such
illustrations would be practically is-

[
"".It- to

one who held that the possession MI' j-i^ii!-' pro-
perty, with the power it gives over others, is

wrong.
2. On the assumption, then, that Jesus does not

condemn the possession of private property, it re-
mains to discuss the place which property is to hold
in the life of a Christian, and the use which he is
to make of what he owns. The ruling considera-
tion in this discussion is that Jesus in His teaching
looks not so much to the circumstances of men's
lives as to the kind of men they are and may
become. His teaching, therefore, abosi- |.mj.rr y
must be considered in relation to the i'\ t'; - of -i\

."*" ..; 1 use upon character. In regard to
1

' : '" of property, the teaching of Jesus
ia airecoeu a.uffmM that greedy u-mpor of mind in
which worldly ad\ .-intake i^ i i^mitMi a-^ of supreme
importance, n rid a man > \\ojiltSi -

I ho -ole criterion
of his worth. He also condemns dishonesty and
oppression in the acquisition of wealth, which

jpring
from this temper (Mt 2314

, Mk 1240, Lk 2047
).

He warns men against covetousness on the ground
that * a man's life consisteth not in the abundance
ofthe things which he possesseth

J

(Lk 1215
). He calls

the man a fool who had much goods laid up for many
years, and was not rich towards God (Lk 121 -21

).He condemns over-care about making provision for
the necessities of this life (Lk 12-2:<{4

, Mt 6 19'34
).And He declares that ' whosoever will save his life

shall lose it ; but whosoever shall lose his life for

my sake and the gospel's, the same shall save it
*

(Mk 8*, Mt 1039 1625, Lk 9s4). Thus it is clear
that Jesus expects His followers to cultivate a
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spirit of aloofness and independence in relation

to the world and its wealth.
The duty of work and of making provision for

worldly needs by work may be clearly inferred

from tl ! ,:

'

!' _ and example of Jesus, though it

is not -: i v. ; inculcated. He laboured as a

carpenter in .Nazareth (Mk 6s, cf. Mt 13^). t

In

the miracle of the miraculous
""

, .'

"

fishes

(Lk 5li65
Jn 216

) He set His seal .; A
. upon

the industry of the disciples. In some of the

parables the duty of faithfulness in secular pur-
suits is p

1 ' 7
-

'

.. :

'

(e.g. Lk 16 1 " 11
). This may

also be
'

, the words of Mt 65
-54

.

If the fowls of the air are provided for and
the lilies of the field are arrayed in glory in the

way of their nature through the pvo\i<i*-nc'j of

God, so also will men be provided for i / ///- "$ of
their nature, which is declared in the words,

' In

the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread '

(Gn
3 19

). Again, the necessity f ' >\
:
-l

:

"^ f<>" those

dependent upon us is no * ...... '. !,. "i-: from
Lk II 13

,
Mt lo5 and Mk 7 11

. For the willingness
of a father to give bread to his son is taken as an
illustration of the u illhigne^ of God to hear and
answer the prayers of H is people. And the method

adopted by the Pharisees to escape the practical
force of the Fifth Commandment is sternly rebuked'

(Mt IS8"6
it
Mk 76

'13
).

About the use of property the teaching of Jesus
is very full. In the first place, men are to realize

that they are stewards of what they possess rather
than its owners (Mt 24*-OT So14'20

, Lk 19 11 '27
). They

are to use {" .
;

. therefore, for the glory
of God and

'

't, themselves and others.

In relation to the true good of the owners, the

danger of riches is very clearly and coristanUv
insisted upon (Mk lO3**7

, Mt 6 19- 24 I3 J~ Lk IS-
1

*

-24 1619-sr i215 IS14'25 1221 1611
}. From these pass-

ages it is clear that the tendency of riches is to

hinder spiritual wellbemg. To avoid this, the
renunciation of wealth is required (Lk 1435

,
Mt

1939, Lk 5", Mt IS19-89
, Lk G58

'62
). This renuncia-

tion of wealth is a general command holding for

all who would be followers of Jesus, but it receives

special emphasis in regard to the rich from the

way in which the young ruler who had great pos-
sessions was dealt with. That the alienation^ of

wealth is involved of necessity in its renunciation
cannot be maintained in view of considerations

formerly advanced, but, on the other hand, these

considerations by no means preclude it in special
circumstances (Lk O58

"62
). The way in which re-

nunciation is to be given effect to depends upon
the circumstances of each case, and is a matter
for the conscience of each individual.

Apart from the general use which a follower of

Jesus is to make of all his property, which is to be
determined in relation to Ir

" n
"

:

'..:* elfare

and that of others, he is c, .! ..... give
(alienate) a portion of his ;.--' : poor
and to the support of religion. These two direc-

tions for giving were fully recognized among the
Jews. And so we find that although specific

injiiTid ion- <i^ (o the duty of giving are not wanting
in L!I<! i each i n^r of Jesus, it is more with the spirit
in which this duty i? discharged that His sayings
are concerned. lie definitely <commands the duty
of giving to the poor (Mt o4

-, Lk 638, Mt 1921
, Lk

IS2-). \Ve see that He and His disciples were
accustomed to give alms (Jn 1329). The parable of

the Good Samaritan, again, is the charter of the

Church for all the benevolent work of hospitals,

infirmaries, etc. (Lk 1030
-36

). Such giving, however,
is never to be formal and impersonal, an easy way
of satisfying a fugitive emotion of pity. It is the

service done rather than the gift made, which is

emphasized in the parable of thef Good Samaritan.

Again, almsgiving is not to be ostentatious (Mt

61 "4
), nor are gifts to be made in the expectation of

a return (Lk 141-"-14
}. The measure of giving is to

be generous (Mt 108 ),
and response to a claim is to

be ready and ungrudging (Lk II 5 "8
), and is to be

regulated by no consideration but that of need (Lk
*W, Mt 5-4fc).

In regard to giving to the support of religion, the

teaching of Jesus must be considered in relation

to the ordinance of the law which required a tithe.

He does not commend any definite portion of a
man's possessions as that which he should devote to

religious objects. Hi- iuJ.c-hiuj: in this matter, as

in all others, deals v i:h ; in.- spirit in which gifts

are made rather than the law which regulates their

amount. He condemns the ostentation of the

Pharisees in their gifts (Mk 12412
,
Lk 21-), and also

their idea that a gift to the Temple is acceptable
to God from those who are neglecting the weightier
matters of the Law (Mt 2*"-- G-* * Lk IS9' 14

).

But He is very far from rcr: 1 " '-
;.'

"'e giving of

a tithe (Mt 233S
), and sugg --;; i <,' s: this is not

sufficient (Lk 2 1
2
). He distinctly commands giving

to God (Mt 22J1
), and by the way in which Mary's

devotion (Mt 26 1

~) was received we are warned

against any narrow utilitarian view of the objects
covered by this phrase. See also artt. SOCIALISM
and

LMI .<Ar: .I-.- W,'".t:i T-vhing of Jesus, vol. 1. ; EBr$ xxii.

20,") .r., \\\. . M-l- ". : <('i . n_r. HJP, passim; Robert E. Speer,
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ANDREW N. BOGLE.
PROPHET. I. The Messiah a prophet.-- 1. Oar

Lord's redemptive work is usually
di\ uled inio the

threefold prophetic, priestly, and kingly functions;
jind for tliir* there i^ ancient precedent. Eusebius

(HE i. 3) speaks of Him as 'the only High Priest

of all men, the only King of all creation, and the

Father's only -upvalue Prophet of prophets
3

(see

also Ambrose on T- 11S 7! '

S
and Cassiodorus on Ps

1322). The Church has rightly felt that the unction

bestowed on Jesus as the Messiah separated and
endowed Him to these offices. She recognized that

the old dispensation was established and preserved

by those who were anointed to be prophets, priests,

and kings, and she believed that each of these

offices found it* perfection in the Person and work of

Jesus Christ. When, therefore, we dwell separately
on any one of these three vocations of the Messiah

(as we do in this article), we must remember that

we are necessarily taking a partial view of _His
Person; for to hold that He is only a prophet, is to

fall into a heresy that has ever faced the Church.

Early in the Church's history the Gnostic Ebionites rejected

the Catholic doctrine of Christ's Person, but felt no difficult ir.

believing- Him to be an inspired prophet of the hig-hesi order.

They regarded Him as one of the -rpo(p?tro6i *faiBv*ft aild
*J

superior Lo TpGCr.rai ewsmvs ovx nXifBtiots ; and, as such, placed
Him in line- \\ich Adam, Enoch, Noah, etc. etc., upon all of whom
had rested the pro-existent Christ ; and in their Gospel we find

the- following- words ascribed to Him: 'lam he concerning whom
Moses prophesied, sayingr, A prophet shall the Lord God raise

unto \ou, like unto me' (Clem. Horn. iii. 53; cf. Dorner, .Bisk of

/V/Wn ofChrkl. i. i. 20$ ff.); but they refused to accept the

Church's teaching as to His Deity. Similarly, the Mohammedan
Koran says :

' The Messiah, the son of Mary, is only a prophet

(v 79 also iv, 160 and xix. 30) ; and the Racovian Catechism

(A.D. 1605) of the Socinians ( 5) accepts and accentuated the

prophetic aspect of His work.
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2. But while the Church thus early classified the

redemptive activities of our Lord under this three-
fold division, it must not be assumed that the. Jews
of Jits aim time had reached this full conception.
It is clear from our Gospels that His contemporaries
did .

'

coming prophet
"

as one with
the ; for when the multitude were
astonished at Jesus' discourse at the Feast of Taber-
nacles, and were divided in opinion regarding Him,
some saying,

' This is of a truth the Prophet,' and
others, "This is the Christ

5

(Jn 7
40

), none declared
Him to be the Christ, and therefore the Prophet.

r, I perceive that thou art a prophi
. When Christ is come, he will declare unto us all things

(Jn 419- 25). But probably the Samaritans generally had small
reason to t-xin.--! 'i.*. coming of a kingly Messiah (see Westcott,
Study '// t-ii>' *f"fi'-'(--, note 2, ch. 2

; Stanton, Jeiuish and
Christian Messiah, pp. 12*5, 293).

3. Nor does this separation of the offices of ' the

Prophet
* and ' the Messiah ' seem to be due to any

special obtuseness on the part of our Lord's con-

temporaries ; the OT prophets themselves appear
also to have been unable to rise above it. Isaiah,

prophesying during the monarchy, pictures the
Messiah as a Davidic king, and foretells the out-

poiiiiri-jf of a fuller revelation during His reign,
predicting that then the God of Jacob would teach
Israel His way (Is 23

), and then Israel's teacher(s)
would not be hidden any more, but the people
would see their teacher(s), and hear a word behind
them saying,

4 This is the way
'

(30
20

) ; but he does
not unite these kingly and prophetic endowments
in the one person of the Christ. Fuller light of
truth is to be a mark of the Messianic reign, but
Isaiah does not recognize the Messiah as the organ
of the revelation.
The fullest references to a coming prophet are

found in Deutero-Isaiah ; and here He is clearly
identified with ' the Servant of the Lord.' There

enters^largely^into the prophet's conception of this

great 1\ M.-:,,^ \ ,l\.* xr ; n" TTi- being an anointed
reveal < : i '. .i.i-.i,s!- si,, \- ^ 'his mouth like
a sharp sword '

(49
2
), and

'

puts his spirit upon him,
so that he shall bring forth judgment to the Gen-
tiles

'

(42
1

, also 5921 61 1
). But, clear as is our identi-

fication of ( the Servant ' with Jesus, we yet know
that this union of * the Suffering One *

with the
Messianic King has ever been the great stumbling-
block to Israel. The truth appears to be -. ifie

prophets of Israel, influenced by the national cir-

cumstances and needs of their own day, predicted
under the Spirit's influence, now a coming king,
now a prophet, now a priestly sufferer with pro-
phetic functions; and those parallel lino of yearn-
ing thought found together iheir .^itUfaorion in the
Person of Jesus.
The Book of Malachi closes with a prediction of

the return of Elijah (4
5
). and Israel's prophetic ex-

pectations centred thenceforth chiefly in him.
4. With the silence of prophecy, there came to Israel a deep

yearning for T he livmy vok:e or Jehovah. This was a character-
istic of the Maocabasan age, \\hen the anticipation of a coming
prophet overs-hadmvo that of title Messiah (1 Mac 4-*^ 1441 927
also Sir 4i>i-'

1

)
'

The same longing is fonnd in Ps 749 We see not our signs,
there is no more any prophet, neither is there among us any
that knoweth how long.' This Psalm is therefore thought to
belong to the Maccabae . :".!;. the other hand, similar
complaints are found : -. _r-.- of the Exile (La 29
Ezk 7s6).

*

The A jMctfuntie ?!tenttvr*> is mostly silent on the point. But
in the I Jock of Enoch (fr;,a.

m

l. 45-5)rhe Son of Man is portrayed
as revealing 'all the treasures of that which is hidden, and there
are seen an inexhaustible fountain of righteousness, and round
about many fountains of wisdom.' These promises of fuller
revelation presumably imply a personal agent for its dissernina-

tion._
The prophetic gift is advanced in the Test, of the XII.

Patriarchs (Levi viii. 15) as an implicit claim of John Hyrcanus
to Ihf Mo'-li-?i T

p . and he alone was said by the Jews to have
held ih i luvt>:o! 1 .irfice (Jos. BJ i. ii. 8).

j

5. If the abeyance of prophecy added to the gloom

of Israel during the interval between the time that
the last OT prophet delivered his message and the

beginning of the Christian era, the coining of Christ
wns hewtitled by an outburst of the prophetic gift.
It is recorded as first <,:! .,>- in the priestly
house of Zacharias (Lk 1

}
iu v .;

- ^* ,\ r; r- ! to the

Virgin, to Simeon, and to Anna (Lk 2-J - 6
), arid

reached its most notable height in the person of
John the Baptist. The nation, galled by a foreign
yoke, and meditating on the predictions found in
their sacred books, and, above all, picturing the
return of Elijah as a herald of emancipation,
'mused in their heart' whether the Baptist were
himself the Messiah, or Elijah, or the Prophet, or
one of the old prophets returned (Lk 315 , Jn I20ff-).
But John, realizing liim^

"* ""

\ , forerunner,
and wishing to turn the people from
himself to Jesus, refused to be anything save an
impersonal voice crying in the wilderness. Fit-

tingly thus was the world's supreme Prophet
ushered upon His prophetic career by a volume of
reawakened prophecy.

6. Whatever difficulty His contemporaries felt in

acknowledging His Messiahship, they had none in

recognizing Him as a prophet. Both at the com-
mencement and at the close of His career, this was
the popular view of His ministry. As soon as He be-
came known, the general judgment was pronounced
that ' a great prophet had arisen, and that God had
visited his people

'

(Lk 716
) ; and when at the close

of His ministry He allowed the populace openly
to express their feelings regarding Him, they, in
answer to the qiiestion

' Who is this ?
'

replied, 'This
is Jesus, the prophet of Nazareth '

(Mt 21U ; also
Mk 615

, Mt 2146
,
Lk 2419

, Jn 419 614 740 917
). Indeed,

only those who were biassed by ecclesiastical

bigotry could have concluded otherwise, for His
miracles of mercy were external credentials re-

calling the powers of Moses and Elijah ; and the
authoritative tone of Hi '

,

' * '
. d that He

claimed for Himself at
'

; A -i of a God-
sent teacher.

7. But not only was the title generally given to
Him ; He also claimed it for Himself. Thus He
opened His ministry in His native village by
iymi'!g \\\ the synagogue the words of Isaiah (61

1
),

Tin; frpirii of the Lord is upon me, because he
hath anointed me to preach good tidings to the
poor,' and commenced His discourse upon them by
saying,

'

To-day hath this scripture been fulfilled
in your ears

'

(Lk 418- 21
). Later in His ministry,when His death was imminent,

T - n

placed
Himself in line with the ancient Israel,
foretelling that, similarly to them, He could not
perish out of Jerusalem (Mt 2329ff

*, Lk 1333) ; and
when He used, in :

T n- i-. v,-.V *,f ><. Vineyard, the
familiar OT figuir ! . l\in-j<;...|i of God, He
deliberately made 1 1 -I'M- :!,< i^: ,.f the long line
of God's mart.yr messengers to His people ; and told
the Jews that, notwithstanding the fact that theyhad <

shamefully handled' Hi^ predecessors the
prophet* ; yet lie had been sent to them by God
with a final call to repentance.

II. Jesus had the essential marks of a prophet.When we turn to the records of the life of Jesus,we find predicated of Him every characteristic
that marked the Hebrew prophets. 1. If Isaiah,
Jeremiah, and Ezekiel were all introduced to their
prophetic career by a vision granted and a voice
heard (Is 61'8

, Jer lof Ezk 310-14
}, so Jesus com-

menced His ministry by receiving at His baptisma vision from heaven and by hearing His Father's
voice.

The Gospel according to the Hebreivs gives the words then
spoken to Him in a form different from that given by the
Evangelists, and interesting in the present connexion We
read : It came to pass when our Lord had ascended out of the
water, the whole fountain of the Holy Spirit came down and
rested upon him and said unto him,

'" My Son, in all the pro-
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phets I \vas looking for thee, that thou ini^hte-t come and that
I im^ht rest In thee. For thou art my re^>t, tlioii art 1113 tirst-

born Son uho reign est to eternity."" This torni shous how
strong

1 was the belief in the earliest da^s of the Church that
Jehus at His baptism was anointed specially to the office of

Prophet.

2. The OT prophets were men of God. This title,

doubtless, was frequently used, as conveying little

more than a customary appellation of tho&e holding
the office ; yet the fact of its having been choben as
a title shows the underlying conviction, on the

part of the nation, that- sanctity of character was a
necessary condition of receiving communications
from J ehovah ; and it thus suggests not only the
Divine purport of their message, but also the per-
sonal religiousness of the prophets. Isaiah felt

that, in order to hold intercourse with God, personal
holiness was requisite (6

5
) ; and indeed so fully was

this felt that the prophetic state was looked upon
as closely related to communion with God in prayer;
and the expression which was generally used in the
OT for thi <Mi-v.i'i'-f|i. of j.r,,yer

v ,-
r>

. .i'*!
1

/
applied to prop'-ic; it- ro\c!<itiuH (m^ M (

, :>". li<; _' -,

Jer 2S35. See Oehler, OT TheoL li. 336).

'

That Jesus bore this characteristic of the pro-
phetic office needs no showing. He, the one sinless

Man, wThose whole life was lived in conscious com-
munication, full and continuous, with His Father,
must necessarily, as regards the litness of holiness,
be the very Prophet of prophets. His perfect sin-

lessness rendered possible uninterrupted fellowship
with God, and ,nii/ir<mteed the perfection of the

message He delivered. The JMV Miir'^Mi <
k of that

!''--< i-i- ;-<j-Ls on the fact that v* hi-i-oii-* (Joil of old
:r.ir- -ps.ko unto the fathers in the prophets, he
hath In these last times spoken unto us in his Son '

(He I
1
).

3. Further, as men of God, the message of the

prophets was one of moral import. They, as Mieah
(3

8
), could say,

'
I am full of power to declare unto

Jacob his transgressions and to Israel his sins.
3

The greater prophets had developed far beyond the
earlier prophets and still earlier seers, who used
their gifts to reveal matters of mere personal in-

terest : their message to the individual or to the
nation was filled, as occasion required, with moral
V.irisin;.'^ : relink! riir sin. cjilling to repentance, and
i 'ni'.iiO'iinLr J)i\ me JSHI^UK-TH.

! i i- oviiioni i li.it J<MI- fiiliillrti this characteristic
continuou^ \ :,

*

j-"^-' '"y. For not only did He,
like the ]_'. ;!'( ,- '.-.'rv' Eini, utter words preg-
nant with moral enlightenment but also by His

every word and act He constantly manifested the

perfection of moral being. Being Himself the
revelation of God, His whole incarnate life was a
continuous teaching of infinite moral import.

4. The prophets were conscious of being recipients
of direct communications from Jehovah. In Amos
(3

7
) it is said, 'The Lord God doeth nothing with-

out revealing" his counsel to his servants the

prophets
*

;
and in Jeremiah (2S

22
) we are told that

the prophet stands in 'the counsel of Jehovah.'
God spoke to them, and they received His words
into their hearts and heard them with their ears

(Ezk 310
). It might seem that here is a charac-

teristic of the prophetic office that is not applicable
to Christ. It might be thought that as He is very
and eternal God, He required no revelation, having
in Himself all the fulness of Divine knowledge, and
that therefore when He taught. He taught not what
He had received, but what \\as intrinsically His
own. A careful study, however, of the Gospel of

St. John, where naturally we seek for light on the

mystery of His Person, as it is the Gospel of His
^elf-manifestation, leads us to conclude otherwise.
In a remarkable number of passages Jesus speaks
of receiving from the Father the truths He dis-

closed, lie says,
* I speak to the world those

things which I have heard'; 'as my Father hath
VOL. n. 28

taught me, I speak/
*
I have given unto them the

words which Thou gavest me
3

;

i I spake not from
myself, but the Father which sent me, He hath
given me a commandment what I .should say

7

(Jii
g-'G.

28. 38. 40 1249 jgis ^S. 14^
In such words Jesus seems clearly to teach that His super-

natural knowledge was a gift given to Him from the Father,
'administered to Him in His human nature on some economic
principle,' so that He might be fitted perfectly to perform the
functions of Teacher and Prophet to the Church. In enipt.i ing
Himself of His glory in the Incarnation, He appears so to ha\e
>
,,.

1
., ,

^
, .

.. powers as to havebeen<iijn iirl-ir. :'i"-:-
! - '

.; 'iniur.il illumination: whLY ihe ivt't-j L!""

by Him of th^i n_-\ Luir^ 11 must have been perfect through the
complete sympathy that essentially existed between Him and
His Father. Like the prophets of old. He received communica-
tions from God : but in virtue of His Divine Personality He
perfectly heard and faithfully expressed every thought revealed
to Him. (See, especially, a valuable charge by O'Brien, Bp.
of Ossory, lSt>5 (Macmillan) ; and A. B. Da\ idson, Biblical

Essays, p. 179).

5. A further characteristic of prophecy was its

power of prediction. The apologetic use of pro-
phecy in the past no doubt led to a too exclusive
consideration of this aspect of the prophetic books ;

and the Church has gained much by it -,:ivlI'\L. i
1

<

prophets as men inspired by Jehova) 1 v J
1

-;<-' ';.'

moral messages to the age in \vhie :i ;'-y !.\r-i.

But it is not less one-sided so to over-emphasize
this aspect of their work as to exclude their un-
doubted predictive powers. The * :"!"_-

' "

s

Hebrew prophets are saturated .

; -,iv ;",-.

They foresee and announce as much of the secret

purposes of Jehovah as was needful for His people
to know. And the power of Jehovah to reveal to
them the future raises Him, in the eyes of Israel,
at once above the heathen gods, and proves to

them that He is the true God (Is 41 21 --8 429 439 -13

4425ff. 4g3-7). ]\[o doubt their predictions usually
announced the general results rather than detailed
accounts of Jehovah's future dealings ; ne\ ertheless
their predictions were clear unveilings of coining
events. So that it may be said that a teacher
without the power of foretelling would be no
prophet (Dt 18-1

'22
), for the prophet has "his face

to the future,' and can see more or less clearly,

by the inspiration jui':iitl i> I::m, the results
that God's love and ri<Jire<iiMu; are about to

accomplish.
Now, full of prediction as are the writings of the

prophets, the sayings of Jesus are even more so.

With clear vision He was able to follow throughout
future time t li<M\x>rkiii^oHh

4

prirKipl<;-l3'';,i!^h'.
and was abn- iu ^au .i> a niatn-r of tjci'nin Lru>v. -

ledge that their adoption would be universal. With
an nii]i,-uMli<:lo<] infill, He disclosed to the world the

my-iorii
i - of rienii'.y. He drew back the curtain

not only from coming events of time, but with equal
certainty from the hidden secrets of the invisible

world. Hades, heaven, hell are all open to Him.
And with a calm boldness, found only with absolute

certainty, He tells us of Dives and Lazarus (Lk
1619

), of the many stripes and the few (Lk 1247), and
of the principles upon which the Final Judgment
will be carried out (Mt 2540).

If the Hebrew prophets received at times
illumination which revealed to the

*"
of

coming events, Jesus was at all to

reveal hidden things of the future with as much
certainty as He could speak of the things clearly
seen in ilie present.

In addition to the predictions of general e\ents r there is also

found, but Jess rrequently, among the Hebre\v prophets, the

power of rorecellmy particular events to individuals. Thus
Micaiah foretells the death of Ahab (1 K 22), and Jeremiah the

death of Ilananiah (Jer '28). Hero also Jesus surpasses them.
With a certainty and clearness far beyond theirs, He was able

to announce particular coming events to His disciples. Follow-

ing- the Gospel narrative, we find that the treachery of Judas
was open to Him for long (Jn 670f.). The fall of Peter and his

final martyrdom, and the prolonged life of John, were all equally
clear (Lk 2231, Jn 21*8 22)-

Allied to His knowledge of the future of individuals was His
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unerring insight into character. This gift was partially granted
to the prophets, and may in a measure account for their pre-
dictions. It may have been insight into character that enabled

Micaiah to predict the coming cowardice of Zedekiah (1 K 2225),

and it certainly seems to have been this that gave Elisha power
to read the future of Hazael (2 K S12). Similarly, only m an

infinitely greater degree, Jesus read the inner depths of those

around "Him. At once He saw the ::..
:M< --(?- Kathanael

(Jn 1^7) and the strength of Peter (v. -) i: <i .:.-.' -'. to read the

thoughts of Simon the Pharisee while Simon was misreading
His (Lk 739-40). The records of His life show n '.KH'I ,1 i: i-

1

,

1" -

that exemplify the statement of John, 'He icrif .. j.i: r: : . . .

he knew what was in man '

(Jn 23*- ~5
).

6. As a final mark of His fulfilment of the

prophetic office, His fate must be mentioned. In
His own Person He gathered i<

;_:<
the'- every insult

and cruelty that had been -hov.ri in tlie past to the

I'le-songer* of God. And if it seems strange that

N'.'ioi, "v. 1
1 Ifh more than all other nations had

spiritual instincts, should have habitually rejected
those sent to them with the very message they
above all should have received, and if it be stranger
still that they should have crucified the Messiah
whom they so passionately desired, it must be
remembered that mankind at all times has been
unable to receive, with patience, rebukes that

shattered its self-conceit and truth that attacked
its vested interests. New light ever discloses

ignorance,, reveals the inadequacy of much that
is thought perfect, and shows the sinfulness of

much that is looked upon as innocent. And thus
it follows that the fuller the new light, the greater
the hatred and opposition its bearer will have to

endure at the hands of those who fail to recognize
its truth. If, then, the preaching of Isaiah raised
the gibes of the drunkards of Ephraim, and if the
unwelcome predictions of Jeremiah led to bitterest

-' .'* i:. is it any wonder that the clear light
ot tiie revelation of Jesus infuriated ' the blind

Pharisee,
5 and ended in His cruel mockings and

death?
III. Jesus is aboye all other prophets. But

while Jesus fulfils every prophetic characteristic

perfectly, and is thus the world's Supreme Prophet,
it is also evident, from this very perfection, that
He is e&^entially distinct from all others who bore
the title. For" not only is there found in Him a
man called of G-od to receive communications
from heaven and to give them forth, when re-

ceived, to his fellow-men, but in Him we have God
revealing TThnself directly to His creatures. As
the personal, uttered i Word of God' (\6yos

7rpo0opt/c<5s), He manifests Himself (that is, He
manifests GOD) to mankind. And if the essence
of the prophetic office consists in revealing the

Almighty to His children, then, clearly, He alone
is the one perfect Prophet, who from His very
nature must have (!) constantly, (2) completely,
(3) infallibly, and (4) finally revealed all that man-
kind may know of their Creator.

1. His revelation was constant. OT prophets,
receiving their revelation only at such times as
Jehovah desired to reveal His will, could exercise
their functions only intermittently ; whereas
Jesus, living in uninterrupted communion -\\it\\

His Father, was in receipt of a constant revelation
of the purposes and will of God. Indeed, even in
His hours of silence. He must be thought of as

fulfilling His prophetic office. His every act was a
message, and His miracles, not less than His
parables, were revelations to teach men of His
Father. His spontaneous lovingkindness, as ex-
hibited to the sinful and the suffering,, revealed
even more powerfully than His words the fact that
* God is Love '

; the beauty of His sinless life, not
less than the depth of His matchless utterances,
ever taught men this, the central truth of His
message. Jesus, simply by 'being what He was,
constantly delivered His prophetic message to the
world.

2. His revelation was complete. The OT prophets
could be recipients of only a partial revelation. As
their writings are studied, it is seen how gradually
God revealed His truth through them. Their

knowledge of God is seen to develop, through pro-

gressive stages, from little to fuller light ; prophet
after prophet being sent to add his quota of truth,
each being granted that amount of illumination

necessary to enable him to advance the hopes and

knowledge of Israel beyond the stage already
reached. With Jesus it was far otherwise. He
came to raise the spiritual wisdom and knowledge
of men, once and for all, to the highest point attain-

able by them on earth. And if we find Him, at

any time during His ministry, withholding truth
which He might have revealed, we know that the
cause of such reserve is to be found, not in His

inability to declare, but in His hearers' inability to

receive (Jn 1612
).

3. His revelation was infallible. Great as was
the usefulness of the prophets to God's chosen

people, yet it is clear that in them they had no
infallible guides. They had to distinguish between
* the false prophets

' and those who truly repre-
sented Jehovah. T-> .

""
.enerations it

may have been v ., '; -j to separate
them, for time would" demonstrate, by events, the
correctness or incorrectness of prophetic utterances ;

but not so for contemporaries. The false prophets
were not as a class mere impostors trading on the

religious feelings of the people, but rather they
were men who, prophets by profession, lacked the

spiritual discernment to interpret the mind of

Jeho-s :

"

. T"i
"

.
.'..*".. rose no higher

than . ;
. . \ people of Israel

thus had constant need of spiritual discernment on
their part to select the true and to reject the
untrue in messages proffered to them, which
claimed to come from Jehovah. But when experi-
ence had marked out to them a prophet as a true
revealer of Jehovah's will, they were not even then
certain of receiving infallible guidance. The true

prophet might at times confuse his own natural

judgment witli the voice of God. Thus Samuel
at first mistook Eliab for the Lord's anointed

(1 S 166
) ; and Nathan too hastily sanctioned the

project of David to build a temple (2 S 7lff
-)

But the revelation of Jesus comes to us with
infallible certainty. He does not, indeed, reveal

everyfJiifig ; for on earth He was not omniscient.
He distinctly told His disciples that there was at
all events one thing He did not know (Mk 1332).
Thus He willingly limited His knowledge while on
earth ; and it is Veil for us to remember that He
Himself was aware of the limitation, for He knew
that He did not know. But this self-limitation in
no way weakened His claim to infallibility in all

He taught. Ignorance is one thing, error quite
another. And being the Son of God, and so the

perfect recipient of all that the Father willed to
teach Him during His state of humiliation, He
knew perfectly all He knew. Similarly, if He did
not foresee everything, yet what He 'did foresee,
that He foresaw perfectly. Very remarkable is the
calm certainty of conviction with which He claims

infallibility. The tone of authority in His utter-

ances, the repeated
C
I say unto you' astounded

the multitude (Mt 7s9
) 5 while the claim itself could

not have been more strongly put forth than in His
words, 'Heaven and earth shall pass away; but
my words shall not pass away

'

(Mk 1331 ).

It is here especially that He stands pre-eminent.
Throughout the t\hole course of His utterances
there can be found no hesitation due to a possible
conflict between His own judgment and His Father's
will, but rather n claim in unmistakable language
to absolute infallibility as a Teacher. In truth,
His consciousness told Him that He could not be
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wrong, for He knew where He had received that
which He taught. The words which He spake
were not His own, but the Father^ who sent Him.
He spake that which He had seen with the Father,

that Father who was ever with Him (Jn M24 - 10

838
). He knew, as none else could know, the truth

re^iriling
; 'he heavenly things/ for He was *the

Son of \i;in. who had come down from heaven'
(Jn 312- 13

). He is the one infallible Teacher of our
race.

Jesus, in His interview with Nicodemus, draws a distinction
between 'earthly things' (r IT,J.-E;) and 'heavenly things'
(ret Iroupotvta,'). ." "

:

"" ":"- " " ' "

; range
of human spirit! . . > ."

._.

'

*
', ; ' .'.':. which

man can learn only by a revelation grantedlfrom GodL Of these
latter, Jesus is the one infallible revealer (see Adamson, Mind in
Christ, p. 77 ff.).

. His revelation is final. If the message of
Jesus is thus complete and infallible, it is neces-

sarily final. No doubt, the prophetic office of
Christ is still an activity in the love of God for
us ; and the Church, has ever the presence of the

Holy Spirit leading her into fuller truth
; never-

theless, the message that Jesus brought was com-
plete in itself, and therefore final. For the office

of the Holy Spirit is not to teach men something
new, something outside that message, but rather
to disclose truths which, though hitherto unrecog-
nized, were implicit in His ^-.--V- . T 1

> Apos-
tolic Church was furnished :

'

;
-

t

"

-

f
and in

a true sense prophets have appeared^ at intervals

throughout the Christian era, and doubtless will

yet appear ; but, no matter how new their message
may seem to the men of their own day, they are,
unless they are false prophets, in reality only
4

taking of the things of Christ, and declaring
them 3

to His people (Jn 1426 1614 - 15
).

IV. Christ's prophetic utterances. When con-

sidering the prophetic utterances of Jesus, we must
not confine ourselves to His predictions alone. If,

as we have seen, foretelling is an essential element
of prophecy, it is evident tnat forthtelling is no less
so. The OT prophets not only foretold coming
events, but also were the ivliviiuii- Irnc 1 ier of their
own age; each in turn iitMir t: 10 ;iu Mioral and
religious knowledge of ilx- r:;iii',i*i. So Jesus,
speaking as the world's Prophet, not only revealed
the future, but once and for ever delivered poten-
tially all truth to the world. The prophetic utter-
ances of Jesus, therefore, include not only His
predictions but all His teachings, and, as such,
come within the scope of this article. As, however,
His teaching is dealt with in a separate article, it

is sufficient to refer the reader to the latter, and
only to add some general remarks on the subject.
A. DIDACTIC UTTERANCES, 1. The moral

teaching of Christ concerned itself with general
principles rather than with precepts. The Sermon
on the Mount, which contains the chief elements
of His ethical teaching, is not a code of injunctions,
but a declaration of the fundamo* i ; ; ; 1

\
>ri n i-i \ i

1 -
\

T
i ; , ;

underlie His Kingdom ; and thepaniciiiMi i:i-i,ii!i-i-

of right conduct mentioned in that discourse are not
commandments, but; illustrations of these principles.When He teaches His disciples regarding right-
eousness and sin, He avoids laying down laws re-

garding special acts, but goes at once to the very
heart of moral distinctions, revealing the general
principles which rule all special eases. Thus He
solved all questions of meat by a single sentence,
which 8 made all meats clean

'

(Mk 719 RV) ; and
He answered all questions of casuistry regarding
Sabbath observance by pointing out the beneficent

principle which led to its institution. In a word,
He reduced all right action, whether towards God
or towards man, to a

fulfilling,
and all wrong action

to an outraging, of the one all-embracing command-
ment of Love. And thus His teaching finds its

application in every act in every age.

There is hr* -" - v: T i" -, . orded in our Gospels, that in
reference t '...' -I :

-
-, cf. ilt 5-^ 109). In this case

He gives a concise and diru t pricci-)*" j

'
>ll t a precept, obedience

to which purifies the ^iiii-aii n.!'.L- .ir its somce.

2. But Jesus not only revealed the true principles
underlying all sin v ! ""'/'V- , i -.<- . He also taught
that in Himself, a:-,. ;,., :

c :; , -\\ Himself dyintj,
was to be found the true atonement for sin. As
soon as He was able to teach His disciples, even
if it were in dark words, ro^i :<]"._' His coming
death, He connected that clc;i'l: \\\\\} the world's
salvation. Comparatively earljr in His ministry
He announced that He \\Wld give His body 'for
the life of the world '

(Jn 651 } ; later, He told them
that, as the Good Shepherd, He would lay down
his life for the sheep

'

(Jn 1015
) ; and as the fatal

result of His ministry drew nearer, He declared,
with still greater clearness, that He would give
1 his life a ransom for many' (Mk 1045 ). It is clear,
then, that Jesus explicitly taught that His death
was in the highest sense sacrificial ; that there was
a necessary connexion between that deathand man j

s

salvation.

It is true that Jesus does not explain haw His death wrought
the Atonement, and that we must turn to the Epistles for this

knowledge ; hut we may with confidence assume tVt thr rr.r'
1 "-

Church derived its light on the matter from Jesus li :
''>-<

; ."o-

St. Luke (2447) tells us that among the truths taught the dis-

ciples by Jesus during the forty days were those regarding His
* death' and 'repentance and remission of sins,' Therefore the
developed doctrine of the Atonement, as found in the writings
of the early Church, are not mere subjective theorizings, but are
based on the teaching of the risen Lord.

3. Jesus in His teaching taught the absolute
value of the individual. The prophets of Israel
felt the majesty of their nation as the chosen

people of Ood, and dwelt upon Jehovah's Fatherly
<-?:ro of the Jewish race ; but not until the preach-
ing of Jeremiah was the Fatherhood of God over
the individual brought into prominence. It was
Jesus who first fully revealed the infinite value of
the single soul. He insisted frequently on the
madness of risking its loss, even if thereby the

gain should be * the whole world '

; and He warned
men that it were better that they should miser-

ably perish than that tbev should cause to stumble
even one of God's '

little ones '

(Mk 886 O42
).

4. But His teaching was also social. The in-

dividual who was so precious in his Father's sight
was not to be left unsupported in isolation. Wide
and manifold as are the meanings of

'

Kingdom of
God 5 as established by Jesus, it is certain that

underlying all else is the thought of its members
united in love by a common life. This is essential
to the very idea of a Mnffdom. And in it is ideally
presented the thought of a spiritual nation com-
posed of spiritual individuals.

The Kingdom of heaven from its spiritual nature, and as a
K : - ;rilonicf :<1"3 HIM! I'rn'-'plcs. rail r-r than of codified laws, is

r< 1 t *-vari!;j ir\ ">u.t.-,
- v<_- a.- !* 11- n."-::Ii- But man ever wants

the outward or concrete ; and Jesus therefore noi onl\ four.ded
the Khiriaom of God. but <- 4

.'il>l
f
frhi.(l .1 Chinch (Mi iCi- It1

");
the latter being an < nibc diiiicr::. of ih<- idea of the former,
m$ibly presenting to the world its truths. The Kingdom is

thus, in the teaching of Jesus, much wider and more funda-
mental than the Church.

5. When we pass from the ethical to the spiritual
side of the didactic prophecies of Jesus, we enter

upon an unparalleled iield of revelation. As we
have seen, lie alone among men and that because
He was more tium man could disclose *the

heavenly things* (Jn 312 ) to the world. When,
therefore. He speaks of the nature and acts of God,
our attitude is that of reverent humble reception ;

and our activities are to be exercised rather in the
devout investigation of the meaning of His words
than in the questioning of their truth.

When we turn to the teaching itself, we find

little regarding the essential nature of God. It

was His method rather to describe how God acts

than to define what God i^. Indeed, the only
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statement approaching to an abstract definition of
Hite Being is found in His words to the woman of

Samaria,
k God is Spirit" (Jn 4-4 ).

The titles chiefly used by Jesus to describe the
character of God are '

King
1
'

(Mt 5155 18- 22-) and
' Father/ God is Father - In a unique sense in
relation to Himself (Mt 1082 11%, Jn 517 103y etc.) ;

in a special sense of His disciples (Mt 5 1(i

,
Lk

1232 etc.) ; a*id in a general sense of mankind
(Mt 5 45

,
Lk 151W -)-

Further, His teaching (oucorniii^ God reveals
the doctrine of the Trinity. His own Deity, and
the Deity and Personality of the Holy Spirit are

plainly taught by Him ; and the three Persons of
the Godhead are ^I-Ii M|;i,;

1
emphasis combined

in the formula for l>.-
L ii - ! i:

V
M-. 28 19

).

There seems no reason sufficient1 v w i'jfhtv to cause us to

regard this latter verse as an iimpl'iiii a Lion" ,ji the actual words
of Jesus, after the Church had grasped full}' the theological
doctrine of the Trinity. Rather it appears necessary to assume
that some such statement must have been made 'by Him in
order that this belief, which is found so distinctly stated in the
earliest Epistles of St. Paul, may be accounted for (see Sanday
in Hastings' DB, vol. ii. p. G24).

6. Chris-' n- PIO-^M.-I chiefly rcvectled God by
revealing ffi-i^ ''. I, is customary to emphasize
as His pii-.h- vu \--hi " of Gad, His teaching re-

garding the Fatherhood of the Almighty ; but
rather would we emphasize His revelation of Him-
self as His chief prophetic work. He stood before

men, and said not,
*
I will teach you about God,

'

but,
*
I will teach you about Myself,, and then you

will know d " ' rT" ' / the Gospel of St.

John this -f Jesus is the one
central subject. His ministry, i>: ih,,^ Ciu-inl.
commences with His convincing *< I

1

"

iv\ J.aiion i->

Peter and John, Andrew and Philip, and Nath-
anael (eh. 1); His tirst miracle ' manifested forth
his glory

5

(2
11

) ,* He closes His interview with
Xieodemus by declaring His mission as a bearer
from heaven of spiritual truths (3

12- 13
) ; the highest

point in ch. 4 is the declaration to the woman of

Samaria,
'

I that speak unto thee am he '

(v.
26

) ; in
ch. 5 He declares His oneness in power with the
Father by saying, '"Wl:

' "
: - the Father

tloeth, these also doeth -
:" %

'

(v.
19

) ; the
teaching of ch. 6 centres round the self-revelation
of I am the bread of life' (v.

48
) ; at the Feast of

Tabernacles He cried concerning Himself,
' If a,ny

man thirst, let him come unto me and drink'
?7

S7
) ; in ch. 8 He asserts His own pre-existence,

saying, 'Before Abraham was, I am :

(v.
5
**) ; wliile

the lengthy account of the cure of the blind man
reaches its climax in the declaration. Thou hast
both seen him, and it is he that talketh with
thee' (9

s7
). Every section of the Gospel up to this

point culminates and linds its reason in a self-
revelation of Jesus made to an individual or to a
few chosen ones (2*

2
} who were (Mn.-ilrto. b\ reason of

their sincerity, of receiving it : \\hilc : lie succeed-
ing chapters record a similar revelation granted
to groups of listeners and disciples. He is

c the
Good Shepherd

3

; 'the Door'; one with the
Father'; 'the Resurrection 5

. . . (10
7* 11 - 30 II25 . . .).

Clearer and clearer grows the revelation of Him-
self, until at last the real fulness and power,
humility and truth of His self-disclosure are seen
in the words,

c He that hath seen me, hath seen the
Father J

(H9
12*) ; that is to say,

( I have revealed
God while I revealed Myself.* It is this that
makes Him in Himself, as also in His deeds and
words, the Supreme Prophet, as forthteller of the
truth of God.

B. CHRIST'S PREDICTIONS. The predictive
element enters very largely into the utterances of
Christ. Hot only do the Gospels contain pro-
phecies spoken with the express intention of re-

vealing the future to the disciples, such as those
relating to His own death and the destruction of

Jerusalem, but also numerous prophecies which
occur incidentally. An example of the latter is

found in Hi- rebiuce to those that ' troubled' Mary
because of her costly offering ; a rebuke that fore-

tells the universality of His Kingdom and the per-

petual memorial of her deed (Mk 149
).

If the Gospels be studied with a view to noting* those sayings
of Jesus \\hich are predictive, surprise will be felt ac their
number. It will be seen that the parables grouped in Mt 13
are predictions of the history of the Kingdom ; that His

promises not onlv exhibit His love and power, but also are fore-

tellings of His future action (e.g. Mt 1820 2820). It will be found
that His miracles are often prefaced

"

before-
hand of the cure to be i.> .

-

1
'

1

'
>

-

, ) ,
that His

discourse in Jn 6 is basec !

\," .
'

I of His own sacrificial

death, and that in Jn 14-16 on Hi-
"

-ii'.sh- .:

"

TT- V
Spirit's descent. And, further, eve- " 11-114 -I's -

'

i" ,;!
He shows knowledge of the future . \

-

r*'i ; ! _ *
i

-~ . n<,

He foresees as His disciples in the coming age (Jn 1720) ; and,
if His first recorded word during His ministry is a prophecy
of the immediate advent of the Kingdom (Mk I15), His last is a
>

(i<vi~> ,," - -:r-ead to the uttermost part of the world (Ac
1

-;-.
Hi-.- ^ -!.- saturated with prediction.

The predictions of Jesus may be classified as
follows: Those referring (1) to individuals, (2) to
His Kingdom, (3) to the material world, (4) to His
own career, (5) to the destruction of Jerusalem, (6)
to the Parousia and the consummation of the age.

1. As His pred' ''.> '
"/.

'

adioiduals pre-
sent no special '.' :'..:-. ", \."\ be sufficient

simply to mention them. In giving Simon the
name of Peter (Jn I

4'2
), Jesus not only revealed his

character, but foretold his pre-eminence ;
a pre-

diction justified at Csesarea Philippi (Vii 1618
). On

this latter occasion He foretold that the Apostle
would become the porter of the Church, and the
Acts of the Apostles records the fulfilment. Jesus
also predicted his fall and restoration (Lk 2231

, Mk
1430 ), and finally announced in hidden language the
death by which he should ultimately glorify God
(Jn 21 1S

). At this time He also used words which
obscurely foz'etold to the Apostle John a prolonged
life (v.-

2
). From an early period in His ministry

Jesus read the heart of Judas (Jn 6(54 1318
), shortly

after the l i<ui-fimir<n ion TTj announced His coming
betrayal MK !)' '. in :hc I'pper Room He declared
that the betrayer was one of the Twelve (Mk 1418),
and finally by the sign of the given sop He marked
Judas as the traitor (Jn 1326 ). To Nathanael He
foretold that he would see * heaven opened

'

(
Jn

I
51

) ; to Caiaphas, that he would see the Son of
Man coming in the clouds of heaven (Mk 1462) ; to
James and John, that they would be baptized with
His baptism (Mk 1039 ) ; and to all the Apostles,
that they would be persecuted like Himself, ex-

communicated, and in peril of death (Jn 1520 162 ),

that they would forsake Him in the hour of His
greatest need (Mk 1427), but that after His death
they would do even greater works than He Himself
had done (Jn 1412), and ultimately would sit upon
twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel

(Mt 19-*, Lk 2230
).

2. P.- '/'" -'.*.-/.% ,//'/,/"..///;,
J\:.,;t'7>.. . The posi-

tion <M .!*:- :M n'f IVM<-< -o ui'iid'M "f he Kingdom
of God is partly that of a fulfiller and paiilv T!MI
of a foreteller. He established during His ministry
the Kingdom in its simplest stage, and so far ful-

filled what the OT prophets had foretold; but
having established it. He made it the subject of His
own prediction^, ]>rojected it into the future, with
the OT limitations removed, revealed its struggles
throughout time, and announced its ultimate
victory.

f
That Jesus did establish the Kingdom of God during His life-

time can hardly be doubted. To make it entirely future, as
omc- do, seoin< impossible in the face of such passages as * The
kingdom of God is among you" (or

' within you,' SVTOS vf*v,
Lk IT21 ; see art. IDEAS (LEADING), vol. i p. 770t>) ;

* The
kingdom of God Is come upon you* (10* &f*Sis, Mt 1228) ;

' From
the days of John the Baptist the kingdom of heaven suffereth
violence* (Mt ll*2, see Wendt's Teaching of Jesus, vol. i.
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In the parable of the Sower (Mt 13, see also Lk
1418ff

*) He foretold the different classes of people that
would become its subjects, and the varied reception
they would give to its claims ; and in the parables
of the Tares and the Draw-net (Mt 13), the presence
within it of unworthy members. He marked out
for it a long career of struggle with evil, within,
false prophets deceiving (Mt 715 - 22

), without,
isvJi-M.uK foes opposing (Mt 1016 - 33

, Lk 2lu, Jn
15-' Ur, ; but He promised the support of His
abiding presence (Mt 2S20

), and guaranteed its

invincibility (Mtjtf
1

?).

Though its beginning is unobserved (Lk 1720 ), yet
He predicted, in the parable of the Seed Growing
Secretly (Mk 4-6), its reaching through steady
growth its consummation ; in the parable of the
Mustard Seed (Mt 1331

), its universal extension as
a visible society; and in that of the Leaven, its

gradually acquired power over the hearts of men
(Mt 1333 ). No longer will its bounds be confined to
the Chosen Race, for adherents from every quarter
of the globe will enter it (8

11
), humanity becoming

one flock under one Shepherd (Jn 1016
) ; and towards

this great end it will itself work, for it will evangel-
ize the world before His return (Mt 2818 2414

}. And
wThen He conies in the clouds, its struggles will

cease, and He will gather its members to that

heavenly feast which will celebrate HN ruarriu-e
with His bride, and then, j>urged from o\ij, it \\i\i

enter upon its career of eternal glory (24
31 2lff- 25ltu

3. Predictions . ;

" '

material world. A
renewal of the ',. enters largely into
the prophecies of the OT(Is II6

'9 SO23^ 35. 6517
3
Hos

221f
-, Ezk 3425 - 2S

), and reappears in wider form in the

Epistle to the .Romans (8-
1
), where St. Paul predicts

the delivery of creation from the b<m<;ajr< of cor-

ruption and in the Apocalypse f'2V}, \\liore a new
heaven and a new earth are foretold (see also 2 P
313). Nor can the Church look forward to any less

T

issue, believing as she does in the
'

" hich for ever glorifies matter by its

union with the Godhead. The comparative silence
of Jesus upon this subject is remarkable. He can
not be said to have alluded to it except in two
pji.^njic^. neither of which is of certain interpreta-
lion. The one is in the Sermon on the Mount,
where we read,

* The meek shall inherit the earth
*

(Mt 55 ). These words may mean no more than that
meekness here on earth wins more than self-asser-

tion ; but, seeing that the meek do not, as yet at all

events, receive their due, the words more prohably
may be c-ohfitologiojil in reference, and predict
their ultima re rocoirniiiori on a renewed earth. In
the other passage Jesus promises His Apostles
that * in the regeneration

'

they shall sit upon twelve
thrones (19

28
). But here again there is uncertainty

of interpretation j for, while He calls the culmina-
tion of the Kingdom of Grace m rli<; Kingdom of

Glory *the ro::cin-'M'\.n.' He IO.T^ os i; uncertain
whether thai n-^cMi^riior concerns merely the
whole body of the redeemed (cf. Briggs, Mess, of
Gospel, pp. 228, 315), or whether it includes, as
seems more probable, the physical transformation of
nature (cf. Schwartzkoprf, Proph. of Christ, pp.
219, 232}.*
& Predictions recfrirdiiifj Himself. We find in

the Gospels frequent predictions by Jesus of His
death, and almost invariably in connexion with
them allusions to His resurrection. There may be
difficulty in deciding as to when He Himself first

became conscious of the fatal end to His ministry,
but there can be no doubt that as soon as He
realized His death as imminent, He must have
realized His resurrection as certain. To suppose
Him to have recognized Himself as the true
* Jesus tells us that not only the brute creation (M+ 1029 ($26^

but even the vegetable kingdom is under the Father's care (fo^).

Messiah and then to have regarded His death ass

the end of all, is to suppose the impossible. Living
as He lived in uninterrupted communion with the
Father, He mubt have been conscious of the in-
(U'~i'-!i' iMi'jiiy of the Divine life that was His, and
of ;iie <-u-ni.. value of His Person and work (cf.

Schwartzkopff, Proph. of Christ, pp. 64, 147). And
if a dead Messiah was a contradiction in terms to

any one '.''" "
.

:.mie hopes, how much more
was it so '.,' -, Himself?

It was not until after the confession of Peter at
Caesarea Philippi (see Mt 1621 s From that time
forth . . . ") that Jesus plainly foretold His death ;

but having done so, He repeated the warning three
times at short intervals, each time adding more
definiteness to the prediction. (1) He outlined the
Passion, foretelling the Sanhedrin's rejection of

Him, His death, and resurrection (Mk 8S1
) ; (2)

after the Transfiguration, where the highest point
of His ministry was reached, He repeated the
prediction, adding the fact of the betrayal (9

31
) ;

(3) on the journey to Jerusalem He foretold in

very full detail the sufferings that awaited Him
(10

s3
), enumei siting in their actual order the stages

of contumely through which He was to pass. The
betrayal, the judicial condemnation, the delivery
to the Bonian power, the mocking and spitting,
the killing (Mt 20 19

'crucifying'), and, finally, the
resurrection, all in turn are mentioned (cf. S^ete'h
St. Mark, I.e.}. See, further, art. ANNOUNCE-
MENTS OF DEATH.

It is assumed by some that Jesus commenced His ministry
with views as to His work very different from those with which

naent of His death until Peter had made his confession may
well be due to the fact that He Himself had riot before realized
it as inevitable. But we should require the strongest proof to
cause us to believe in snch vacillation or chang-e of purpose on
His part. The o juin. ".t r.-op- s-'h '< i

T
>, j.lx.u;

-
jiivt ;.-!(. !. T,L

never more so t'.Ji in \
r <-'j:-i <u (*'* \vi-i <:-;'-, ",l\ <.'- ,i> \'^i.-

He restrained His utterances because of His hearers' inability
fully to bear the truth (Jn 1632). We have, therefore, more
ground for assuming that His reticence was due to His loving" * '* " V " ""

. A'ho had already many doubts
'.

'

i ,
' " than to His ignorance of what

was before Him. Indeed, in His last discourse He stated that
now at length He felt able to speak openly, and would from that
inoment {^ X./STI) tell them plainly what was to come to pass,
in order ih:.: Tic; : .Iirl

1

'. in< H.MM- ivn/piy believe that He was the
Christ(3" '.>'"). H:- iiiirtni, :rm Ih^ openness alike are due
to His consideration for their weaknesses.

5* Predictions regarding the destruction of Jeru-
salem. The chief difficulties found in the pre-
dictions of Jesus regarding the destruction of
Jerusalem are in the ^rcat (-scluiloloiri* ill discourse
recorded in Mk 13, miii in Mho le.-^tr Apocalypse

5

in Lk 17. As both these pabsa^e-> will come up
"before us under the prophecies? of I he Parousia, it

is not necessa-ry to consider them here. We now
refer only to those other passages which foretell it.

fa) In the parable of the King's Son 9 Jesus de-
clared that those who spitefully entreated and
slew the messengers would be punished by the

king's armies destroying the murderers and burning
up their city (Mt 227 ). These words contain,
doubtless, a prediction of the punishment that

through the ages ever follows apostasy, but not
the less do they foretell vividly the judgment that
fell upon Jerusalem.

(5) In the next chapter (Mt 23) we find the
denunciation of the scribes by Jesus, which con-
eludes with His lamentation over the city He
loved. And He closes with the words,

e Your house
is left unto you desolate. For I say unto you, Ye
shall not see me henceforth till ye shall say,
Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the
Lord. 3

Here, in foretelling the desolation of the

Temple, He predicted its destruction ; for while,
no doubt, its desolation was a spiritual fact from
the moment He finally quitted its precincts, yet
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the visible evidence of its being God-forsaken was
given in its destruction.

Lk. (13"
5
) j^h es these words in a different connexion. In Mt.

can perish out of the city. It is difficult ,!'. i . . ,i .% . . these

two occasions, and it ib possible, though not probable, that the
words were spoken twice by Him.
The interpretation of the last part of the prediction is also

difficult. The desolation is to cease when they shall say,
* Blessed

is he that cometh. . . .' What future event does this indicate?
Ef the words were spoken in the connexion given by Mt., they
cannot refer, as some think, to the cries of the multitude on Palm
Sunday, as they would have been spoken after that occasion.
If Lk. is ri^htj then this is a possible, but very inadequate,,

interpretation. Thus they may be taken as referring- either to
the Parousia or to the ultimate conversion of the Jews (cf.

Plummer, St. Luke, J.c.). If the latter interpretation be ac-

cepted, then they are a prophecy of the final restoration of the
Chosen Race, r -i-l - .pi. i the prediction of their rejection
(M121-"; seen-" iA -!--

1

).

(<) The most minute prediction of the destruction
of Jerusalem is found in Lk 1941"44

. On the occa-
sion of His triumphal entry, when He saw the city
before Him, He announced with cries of sorrow
that He foresaw its inhabitants shut in, the city
itself captured, the people slain, and the walls
demolished. To some this minuteness of detail

suggests that the F,\iiii".o
7

i-i. writing after the

event, coloured his <](.:-<!];,! m i"roi: m *[ which
had already occurred. But if Jesus was able to
foretell the fact of the city's destruction. He could
with equal ease have described the circumstances
here mentioned, which are really common to all

sieges.
(cf) Jesus gave His last predictive

"

-."

the coming judgment on the city to

who wept as He journeyed to Calvary. He told
them the days would come (i.e. the days of their

city's destruction} when they would call upon the
mountains to fall on them (Lk 23s0

). His grief
for the sorrow that the catastrophe would bring
on poor womanhood is also shown in His longer
e-cliatological discourse (Mk 1317

), where He says :

f Woe to them that are with child and to them
that give suck in those days.'

6. -
*"

.''"
_

- the Parousia. The pre-
dictic- .!: ,,..'

'

the Parousia are among
the i

'

i
>

i i utterances, and many
weighty questions of criticism and interpretation
arise which are beyond the limits of this article.

"We can ^only state the conclusions at which we
have arrived, rofcrmi^ I*MUOI> el-ouli<M*o for fuller
information (M PV.IIOLSIA, SLCVND COMING).
There are five chief passages in which Jesus speaks
of His return, and in each of these He uses language
difficult of interpretation. This fact must not be
forgotten. It is not that He spoke of His return
sometimes in clear and sometime^ in cryptic lan-

guage, but that whenever He referred to it He
invariably spoke enigmatically. There must have
been some reason for this persistent ambiguity ;

and it is to be found in the dulness of spiritual
insight of the Apostles, and their unpreparedness
for clearer teaching. In this connexion, as in
connexion with the predictions of His death, He
was unable to speak openly.

His aim seems to have been to prepare them for the following
facts :{) that lie was about to leave them ; (&) that His death
would be due to His rejection by the hierarchy and the antairori-
i-"i of rii']0iiuluw. () thai il-o .-in of that generation which
(iii'ii'i.1 <"J !' Hi-diuil* wci.M &.i>ccdily receive its punishment
i-i I'u iiiitr IciEruo'ion of 7hc;r ciiv and Temple ; ($)thatHe
Lli:tt--lf wcI<l. b;. liu .-pirn.ial ii'ijrfu. be the just aveng-er on
Jerusalem of His own death ; (e) that a^es of ^oispel preaching
would then follow, during which the curse on the Holy City
would lasi until the times of the Gentiles were fulfilled; (/)
that not uniilthe whole world was e\ angciized would He visibly
appear; (0r) but chat Ho Himself, though visibly withdrawn,
would be spiritually present with them and succeeding- genera-
tions. These facts, so plain to us, could not possibly have been
grasped by those who, having found the Messiah,

'

necessanly
exipected immediate victory at His hands. We know that even
after the forty days' instruction they still were unable to shake

that during
1 the da.>s

resurrection, they would have been absolutely unable to under-
stand Him had IT. 1

!
>'-< i-i- "..

"
TT - continuous spiritual

presence, of His -i- n\ i: -
*

' i./iiui v heir lifetime to judge
Jerusalem, of the- '''

. .- .''. i -;> Dispensation, and of

His final visible return at the end of the world. What He could

do, He did. In words that hiddenly contained these truths,
He revealed them enigmatically ;

and the logic of events would,
and did, interpret them to His hearers and to the Church after

them.
This characteristic of the sayings of Jesus regarding- His

Coming accounts in a measure for the ease with which the

early Church changed her view as to the time of His return.
At first she lived m expectation of an immediate return of her

Lord, but when events proved that this hope was in a literal

sense illi
"

.

*
' ' '

'

' -.
p '''>

. , ]

the view -I '

!

Him in JHLIS giory. Ana uiib revoiui/ioii 01 * lOii.: -i . ;.:i uest ue
accounted for by the fact that when He <l.d ri -i '>> e at the

expected time, she turned back to the mysterious words with
which He had announced His return, and learnt, what circum-
stances now made plain, the deeper meaning of His pregnant
sayings.

We will now consider the five chief passages
which foretell His Coming, taking them not in
the order in which they were spoken, but in that
which best helps our '"\ -

*,.,' i i"
1

:.

(1) Jesus, in reply < :-n-
_,_.;-_

i--n of Caiaphas
whether He were the Christ, replied :

' I am j and
ye shall see the Son of Man sitting at the right
hand of power, and

" '

." clouds of heaven *

(Mk 1462
). Mt. has,

-
'

I (&rf &pri) ye shall

see . . .' (26
64

) ; Lk. 'From henceforth (d-n-b rod vvv)
. . .' (22

69
). It may be that Mk. gives the exact

\yords spoken, and that Mt. and Lk. make the addi-
tion to show what they conceived to be the meaning ;

but more probably Mk. omitted the *

henceforth,'
as not < 4 >Mipivliri)'ir\'_; it. It is evident that Jesus
here spoke iios of His final Parousia, but rather of
an immediate spiritual visitation which from that

present moment Caiaphas would expoi'i'-nco a
prediction that had not long to \\i\\\ for ii- fnliil-

ment ; for must not the quaking rocks, the rent
veil, and the opened tomb, followed as they were
by Pentecost and the victories of the Church, have
been felt by Caiaphas as true comings in power
of Him whom he once thought he had mastered ?

This passage, then, is full of importance ; for here,
without doubt, Jesus spoke of a '

Coming
*

other
than the final. And it compels us, when consider-

ing His other references to the same subject, to

inquire whether He refers to f
historic Comings

' or
to His ultimate reappearance at the end of the
world. It is thought by r-oiue that to make His
sayings refer 10 Mich *

lii-iorio Comings,
5

is to use a
modern key, made merely for the purpose of getting
out of difficulty (Sellwartzkopff, Proph. of Christ,
p. 246) ; but in this passage it can have no other

meaning, unless indeed we hold that Jesus errone-

ou-ly i bought that His final return would be during
i he lifutinio or' Caiaphas a view to most impossible,
for it predicates of Him not ignorance but error.
On the other hand, we shall find that by the use of
His enigmatic words He suggested fro-inenlly that
His Coming was 'not one but i nan ii'< >!<!,' and that
bjr His frequent

'
historic returns' in the great

crises of the life of Humanity, He wo\ild prepare
the way for and rehearse His grand final Parousia.

It is remarkable that while Lk. follows Mt. in adding
* hence-

forth* to the words of Mk., lie separates from both by omitting
the reference to the *

Coming'; substituting 'shall the Son of
Man bu seated at the right hand of power* for *ye shall see the
Son of Man sitting at the right hand of power, and coming in
the clouds of heaven.' Did he feel that 'the clouds of heaven/
as an apocalyptic phrase, was difficult to be understood by his
Gentile readers ; or did he miss the point of vie\\ that recog-
nized man> historic Comings? The omission bv him of the
words 'ye shall see* points in the latter direction. He under-
stood the Session of the Son of Man. at the right hand, but
failed to grasp a '

Coming' that would be visible and immediate
to Caiaphas. A somewhat similar change is made by him in
the great eschatological discourse, \\here he substitutes 'know
ye that the kingdom of God is m>h '

(2131) for 'he is nigh' (Mk
13^, Me 24&J). It is not that, according to him, there is no final
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coming ; for previously he had recorded (Lk 21*-5ft-)the prediction
of the signs in the heavens which, following the *

times of the
Gentiles,' precede the coming- of the Son of Man in the clouds
with power; but rather that where tV ~vi :

! : i'o; - /. appear
to him as the final coming

1

,
he sub- < i - .-i '<. "_' of the

Kingdom for the Coming- of Christ. He makes a similar change
in the passage which will next occupy our consideration,
namely, Mk 91, Mt 16-8

,
Lk 9-*7. Mk. has * some . . . shall in no

wise taste of death till they see the kingdom of God come with
power.' Mt. enlarges it

'
till they see the Son of Man coming in

his kingdom,' while Lk. has simply 'till they see the kingdom
of God'a change

"

easy, but which
removes from the v. ch historic Coin-
ings as are implied by Mt. and not excluded by Mk.

(2)
i The Son of Man shall come in the glory of

his Father with his angels, and then shall he
render unto every man according to his deeds.

Verily I say unto you, There be some of them that
stand here, which shall in no wise taste of death,
till they see the Son of Man coming in \\\< kin<ruoii!

'

(Mt 16^7- 2S
). Jesus predicts here tv. o Coining

"

one at the end of the world, when He returns in the

glory of His Father to judge the world, the other
within the lifetime of some of those present.
Opinions may differ as to when this latter was
fuliilled, whether at the Ti?in>fi^ui'iioi:. or at the
Resurrection, or at Pentecost, or at the destruction
of Jerusalem, or at each of these in turn ; but un-
less we are to convict Jesus of error --'

r
---^7,- \

we cannot hold that He identified ,

-
v
. -\

with His final coming to judgment. So" that here,
as in the words to Caiaphas, we find necessarily a
prediction in mysterious language of His ' historic

Coaling-
9

-n prediction that time would explain
TO ili^ di-eipk- by fulfilling.

(3)
4 Ye shall not have gone through the cities

of Israel, till the Son of Man be come '

(Mt 10>2S
).

These words are a fragment peculiar to ML, and
occur in the charge of Jesus to rhe Apo-ilon when
sending them out. Much of tliU cluir^re a.- given
by Mt. is found in different connexions in the
otV-r Synoptic- ; it is therefore impossible to say
w-n-ilu-i tlr particular prediction was spoken at
the time given by Mt., but this doubt does not
enable us to conclude that it never was spoken at
all. On the contrary, the great difficulty on the
face of the saying renders it the more certain that
it was spoken by Him on some occasion. Further,
it should be noticed that it occurs in that Gospel
which, as we have seen, records most fully those

sayings of our Lord which refer to His *

Comings
'

(16
27 26s4

}. We therefore are right in seeing in the
words a prediction of His c

Coming
? at the Resur-

rection, or at Pentecost, or at the destruction of

Jerusalem.

(4) The lesser Apocalypse of Jesus
*

is a title

sometimes given to His discourse found in Lk 1722

18s. Having told the Pharisees that the Kingdom
of God was *

among them/ He turned to His dis-

ciples and told them that in the future they would
desire to see c one of the days of the Son of Man '

but would not see it ; but that when * Ms day
J did

come, there would be no mistaking it, as it would
shine as lightning and come as suddenly. He,
however, would have first to suffer many things
and be rejected. He then told them that as ( in
the days

*

of Noah and of Lot (vv.
26-

^), worldliness

predominated until * the day
* that Noah entered

the ark and Lot left Sodom (vv.
27-

^J, so would it

be in the days of the Son of Man '

until
' the day

*

when He would be revealed (vv.
26- 30

).
' The days

J

of Noah and Lot were days of opportunity for

repentance before ' the day
'

of retribution. So
'the days of the Son of JVfan

' must be the period
of grace that ever precedes

' the clay
'"

of His reve-
lation in judgment, whether that judgment be the
final judgment or such a penal visitation as the
destruction of Jerusalem. That the immediate
reference in the passage is to the latter, follows
from the warning contained in the next verses,

bidding those on the housetop not come down and

those in the field not return home (v.
31

). These
words could not pos&ibly apply to the final return
of Jesus, but mubt have been spoken in reference
to the flight from the city before its destruction.
And as that impending doom drew near, as the
atmosphere became weighted with forebodings of

coming calamity, and as their hearts failed them
for fear (2i

26
), then they would desire * one of

the days of the Son of Man ' one of those days of
God's patient waiting ; but they would not see it,
for all was ripened to judgment. His day* of

vengeance was at hand. He concluded this section
with f where the body is, thither will the vultures
also be gathered

J

--.

' v ' "
7:7) enigmatic words

whereby He told !

l
:

'; that when the cir-

cumstances became ripe, the event would happen.
Then followed the parable of the Unrighteous
Judge (IS

1
), bidding God's 'elect' pray importu-

nately for relief during the days of trial ; and,
lastly, came the sorrowful question of Jesus,
whether,

' "''
: ". the << "';.

: -

iy
"
TTis de-

liverance !
i-

.

'

i'e? w :
>

1 1 o !--, shall
'find fait ; v. 8

). The worldliness of
the days of Noah and Lot supply the answer.

(5) The discourse found in its simplest form in
Mk 13 (cf. Mt 24, Lk 21) is the most elaborate
recorded prophecy of Jesus, and presents to inter-

preters many and serious difficulties ; but what
has been said on the four preceding passages
lessens the difficulties and points to the solution.
Some scholars get rid of all that puzzles by assum-
ing that the Evangelists inserted portions of a cur-
rent Jewish-Christian Apocalypse throughout the
discourse of Jesus. (For a good statement of this

position, and for the various authorities, see

Moffatt, Historical New Test. p. 637 ; and for a
good exposition on conservative lines, see Briggs,
Messiah of the Gospels, pp. 132-165).

Tl -ifJ.M be enough to object to such a radical
.-uir linn "oy pointing out the entire absence of any
external evidence ; but, further, it should be said
that it seems incredible that the Evangelists
should, by this sort of literary patchwork, have
concocted a discourse so difficult for themselves
and their readers to understand. The undeniable
difficulties of the passage lead us to think that
Jesus spoke the words ; they also show the con-
scientious regard for truth that actuated those who
recorded them. It must also be remembered that
the difficulties found in this discourse are precisely
the same in nature as those found in the four pass-
ages we have just considered, so that to suppose
that extraneous Apocalyptic literature is inserted
here would lead us to give a like explanation of all

these other passages. But that is impossible, for

no such supposition would for a moment hold, in

the case, f<
" '

. of the reply of Jesus to

Caiaphas. V "

- . external nor on internal

ground ]=> Mich a solution to be accepted.
Tlitt di?oour.-e itself must now claim our atten-

tion. The disciples, having pointed out to Jesus
the splendour of the Templo minding, receive the

reply that not one stone <hill be IOI'L upon another:
a prediction He had previously made regarding the

city of Jerusalem (Lk 1943
). The words evidently

sank deeply into their hearts, for when they sat

with Him on the Mount of Olives they asked Him
privately,

* When shall these things be, and what
shall be the sign when these things are all about
to be jiccoinplMiod?' (21

7
), They thus asked t\\o

question* : fn>t, I'-fitm it would be ; secondly, what}

sign would herald it. Mt. enlarges the latter ques-
tion into ' What shall be the sign of thy coming
and of the end of the age?'; showing that the

disciples connected the destruction of the Temple
with Christ's return, and that they sought instruc-

tion as to whether it was not also the End or

consummation of the age (<rwr^\ei rou at&vos, Mt
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13s9. 4ft. 49
2820, cf. He 926 ). Our Lord's reply is full,

Loth as to the ti/ne and the sign of the Temple's
destruction, and is also directed to the question of

His return and the end of the world. The fact
that He includes these latter subjects in His reply
as given in all three Gospels, goes to show that

they were implicit in the shorter questions of Mk.
and Lk. He first tells them that it will not be
when false Christs arise and when nation rises

against nation, for these things are but 'the be-

ginnings of travail
'

the birth-throes preliminary
to final pains issuing in a new age (Mk 135 "s

)";

but that it will be after the gospel has been

preached unto all nation*, they themselves in the
meantime suffering persecution ; and then the end
will come (Mk 131

", Mt 24 14
).

He then spoke of the sign, which would be that

predicted by Daniel, namely,
* the abomination of

desolation/ which would warn of the imminent
destruction of the Temple. He further told them
that that would occur at a period of unprecedented
affliction, and He bade them, when they saw the

sign, escape at once to the mountains (Mk 13 14"20
,

Mt *2413
"22

, Lk 21 2 -24
}.

Having thus spoken of the time and the sign of

the destruction, He passed on to speak of His
*

Coming,' which He announced as following
{ im-

mediately' upon the tribulation which He had
just described. In Mk! we read,

* In those days,
after that tribulation (Mt 24^ '

Immediately (etf^ws)
after . . .'), the sun shall be darkened ." . . and
then shall they see the Son of Man coming in the
clouds, . . . and he shall send forth his angels and
gather to^'Jn.-r :i> < \M t from the four winds . . .

:

Thus Uitii I\,-ii^<-!i-s- make the coming of the
Son of Man follow 'immediately' upon the fore-

told tribulation which was to preface the destruc-
tion of the Temple.

Briggs {Messiah of Gospels, p. 155) ascribes to the tlBws of

Mt. a prophetic sense similar to 31113 of the OT. The events
were near to the vision of the prophet, but not necessarily near
in actual history. But this does not get over the 'in those
days

'

of Mk. , which is almost as definite as the *

immediately
'

of
Mt

The question at once arises, whether those words
can be taken as describing the judgment of the
city and Temple. As far as the signs in heaven
are concerned, we may say Yes ; for these theo-

phanie signs may justly be taken as imagery of
the spiritual. Thus Peter interprets the heavenly
portents foretold by Joel as fulfilled in the out-

.' r T e Spirit (Ac 216* 19
). But as regards

..,, !
,- together of the elect from the utter-

1

p . ." the earth, we must say No. In no
sense can this be said to have taken place when
Jerusalem fell. What, then, we are to conclude
is as follows : Jesus here foretold His *

Comings
5

;

He wished His disciples to look forward to an
early judgment on the guilty city and church,
and He wished them also to look forward to a
time of ingathering to take place at the consumma-
tion of a 1 L uh ings. A^ He had done before (Mk S38 91

) ,

so now He spoke of these two events, one nigh
at hand, the other far In the distant future, both
as *

Comings
'
of Himself ; but the two Evangelists,

untaught as yet by events, were unable to separate
in their records that which to His own mind was
distinct. This view is much strengthened by our
finding that that Evangelist who wrote after the
destruction of Jerusalem was able then to dis-

tinguish what to them was confused. It is very
remarkable that Lk. y instead of placing the final
return of Christ immediately after the tribulation,
inserts a clause which makes the entire Christian
dispensation intervene. He writes,

* Jerusalem
shall be trodden down of the Gentiles, until the
times of the Gentiles be fulfilled

?

(Lk 2124
) ; and thus

makes room for the ages of evangelization that

PKOPHET

intervene between the destruction of Jerusalem
and the Parousia.
The discourse closed with two remarkable state-

ments : first, that that generation would not pass

away until all those things were accomplished (Mk
1330

,
Mt 2434

, Lk 2P-) ; second, that none save the

Father, not even the Son, knew * that day and
hour' (Mk 133-, Mt 24-!6

). That the Evangelists
should have placed side by side two such appar-
ently conflicting utterances, can be explained only
by assuming their certain knowledge that Jesus
had spoken them, and by their extreme fidelity to

truth. To apply both sayings to the same event
makes Jesus say,

'

I do not know the exact day
or hour, but I know that it will occur within the
lifetime of some of those present.

3 But the words
are far too strong for such a meaning. He never
would have asseverated so strongly in such a con-
nexion the :

. ?'', ."* >* 'lie angels in heaven and
of Himself a- X -- M

. "U '.. He evidently meant was,
that He Himself would visit the Temple and city
in judgment, and level them even with the ground
within that generation ; but that the day and hour
of His final return in glory were unknown even to
Himself. 'That day

7
is used frequently as syn-

onymous with 'last day,
5 indeed appears to be

always used in that sense where the antecedent is

not plainlv inuknicu. and so must be taken in that
sense Lore ^\!L 7

"
->6

29
, Lk 1013 21 3

*, 2 Th I10, 2 Ti
112.

18
48).

Mt. appends a series of parables which
""

'.' :. :-:' -

ally apply the great lessons of the disco . !
- .- ,: ' -

hearers to watch ; for if the master of the house had kept
awake, the thief would not have entered. They are to be
diligent and faithful as trusted servants, so that they may
receive the blessing from their Master when He returns (Mt
2443. si). By the parable of the Ten Virgins He cautioned them
against indolence creeping upon them because of His delay in

coming. By the parable of the Talents He taught them that
definite duties are entrusted to them during

' the long time '

of
His absence, but that on His return He will proportionately
reward faithful service and punish neglect. And, finally, by
the parable of the Sheen and the Goats He pictured in majestic
language the great culmination of His ministerial office, when,
seated on the throne of glory, He will dispense to assembled
humanity the justice which their deeds of love or selfishness
have merited.

The historic Comings, which are, as we have
seen, so largely predicted by the Synopti^U. are
as plainly taught by John ; in fact, it is even more
impossible in the Fourth Gospel than in the first

three to narrow down the sayings of Jesus that
refer to His Comings

'

to any one event. When
He says,

'
I will come again, and receive you unto

my-tvir i'l43V TTis meaning cannot be exhausted
1>\ referring the words to Pentecost, or to death,
or to i lio Pnrou-iji ; rather does it include all these.

Similarly,
* I will not leave you desolate : I

come to you' (14
18

), is not -; fr
'.

:
.

'"';.
r-'-^reted

by referring the words to ', ! ,.'! ."-, or to

Pentecost, or to personal spiritual revelations ; but
must include all these.

In both these verses the Greek is not in the future tense but
present (s^ou-ow), meaning not 'I will come,' but 'I come, at
all tiiiitb I am coming' (see Westcott, I.e.

;
see also IC^-^a 2F-2).

This \ ie-u of repeated
'

Comings
* does not prevent John from

teaching the great Final Advent, for he records the words of
Jesus which foretell the hour when the dead in their graves
shall hear His voice (528) j an(j in ^[a Epistles uses the word
tfotpovtrteit, in exactly the same sense as it is used by Matthew.
Jaines, and Paul (I Jn 228

; cf, Mt 24^, Ja 5?> 1 Co 15^).

The predictions of Jesus carry us even beyond
His Parousia. They tell us that His Coming will
be the signal for the resurrection of the dead, both
bad and good alike (Jn 528 -

&), and that that resur-
rection will be followed by the judgment of man-
kind. It is revealed that He Himself will be the
Judge, and that before the throne of His glory will
be gathered the entire human race in order that
they may receive the ju>t recompense for their deeds
(Mt 2531ir

-), each individual receiving his merited
sentence (Mt 2532 22" 16*7 ). The judgment will
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thus "be universal and individual. It is further
revealed that the decisions of that judgment will

be *

age-long
5

in their consequences. On the one
hand, the guilty will suffer from * the unquenchable
fire

' and * the undying worm
'

(Mk 944 - 4b * 48
) ; they

will be shut out from the marriage feast of the

KirijA Son, and condemned to c outer darkness' (Mt
2-2

l<{ s 1J
:23

i!V On the other hand, the rj- . .- . '".

pass in with the P>
'

'-' : : the maivl^-^ ;J5
will enter into tl'

u "y '<:'' Lord (25*
21

), will be
received unto Himself (

Jn 143), and will behold His

glory (17
J4

).

As regards the predicted bliss of the pardoned,
there can be no doubt that Jesus taught that it

wras of eternal duration, for that bliss is naught but
the gift of life, and that life is the life of God
Himself, and so necessarily is I-M rl,:-iinu as He
is everlasting (Jn I4 52(J-29

, cf. J -In ,T : -

'-'; His
teaching regarding the duration of the punishment
of the wicked, however, is less plain. Much of

His language is highly figurative, and may have
been used by Him only to express the terrible

punishment that awaits unrepented sin in the next
world, without precluding the hope that God will

finally win all to Him^elr by love ; a hope that not
a few passages in the later books of the NT suggest.
V. The prophetic office of the Ascended Christ.

We must not conceive of the prophetic office of
Jesus as ceasing with His ascension ; for it, no
less than

" "

-'""j
and kingly, belongs to His

essential. ,

'

lie Redeemer of men. Error
as well as sin blights human life, and truth as well
as lijJnooiiHii'-- is needed to restore the fallen,
and i

:

u: re i u re iiuin the right hand of God He still

teaches the world He loves.

1. His prophetic work is carried on by Him
through the instrumentality of His Church^ which
is inspired by Hi> Spirit. It is not that He has
transferred His teaching office from Himself to the

Church, but that He Himself >till teaches the world

through her. When the earliest preachers of the

gospel proclaimed their message, He, though en-

throned, worked with them and confirmed the
word with signs following (Mk 1620

) ; and it was
His Spirit

' the Spirit of Jesus
'

that prevented
Paul the missionary from entering Bithynia(Ac 167 ),

and that thus directed his t-teps as a teacher^ to

Europe. In a word, the Church in her teaching
office is taught, confirmed, and guided by Jesus

Christ, her ever-living Prophet.
2. Shortly after the Church started on her career,

the inherent ';'
'

^r, which she possessed
by her unio: !

,

"
,
exhibited itself in a

recognized order ofprophets^
men and women who

preached under the influence of direct inspiration,
and who at times were able to foretell the future.

These prophets were placed by St. Paul second in

his list of Church ministrants (1 Co 12-8, Eph 411
).

Their natural tendency toward - iv.V IK 'Vipr-.ee by
and by brought them into rtiili-i<>M \\\\\\ the
Church's authoritative organizations ; and their

ministry of enthusiasm, under the pressure of the
more regular and constant ministrations, gradually
fell into disuse.

3. But the many movements cl;i:mii:^ r'-i-irjilVn

throughout her history tell us that the prophetic
Spirit is ever present, though perhaps ^lumbering,
within the Christian body. It is difficult to see

how such a gift as prophecy, which by its spon-
taneity refuses to be bound "by fixed rules, can

coexist, without confusion,, as a power along with
the stated ministry ; but not the least need of the

present life of the Church is the discovery of means
whereby she may develop her organized existence
as a community, and at the same time permit
the free utterance of those direct spiritual com-
munications which she may receive from Christ her

Prophet,
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Clark]; but for conservathe standpoint, Denney, Death of

iluirhead, Eschatology of Jesus
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5S. Among OT prophetesses may be
. (Ex 15*), and esp. Deborah (Jg 4f.)
> \F OO14 ft /"ili o <ii>ih T^U ^ ^~..^^\-^^i-*^~

PROPHETESS. A
named Miriam
and Huldah (2 K 2214

, 2 Ch 34--}. The prophetess
Noadiah opposed Nehemiah (Keh 6 14

). "ft'hile it

was the exception for women to be called to the

prophetic offiee3 they; were by no means excluded
from it, and it is manifest that Deborah and Huldah
made a deep impress upon their contemporaries.
The only mention of a prophetess in the Gospels is

that of Anna, who recognized the infant Messiah
when His parents presented Him in the Temple (Lk
236

). She was of the tribe of Asher, and had lived
to a great age, being probably a good deal over
a hundred years old. She spoke to the pious
worshippers in the Temple concerning the work of
Jesus. See ANNA. Jonx 11. SAMPEY.

PROPITIATION. The idea of propitiation is

directly expressed in the NT by the words iKda-Kojuai,

l\aa-fjt.6$, and 'iXcLarfipiov, which occur but six times.
The verb is found in Lk 1813

, He 217
, the substan-

tive in 1 Jn 22 410
; ikavr-ripiov, be it adjective or

substantive, in Ho 325, He 95. As the ground of
reconciliation and atonement, it is the innermost
truth in reference to Christ's redemptive work.
The word iKKo-xopMt came down from classic usage through

the LXX into the writings of the NT. As used in the latter, it

refers to the relation of Christ's work to sin. We are interested

chiefly in this article, therefore, in tracing
1 the meaning it had

in the LXX in reference to the sin- and yuilL-ofrerinra It was
used to render the Heb. kipper,

* to cover.' T'nnt which consti-

tuted the emblematic cover which hid sin from God so that He
coi. Id in i .'

- ,!><:".*" i

: dVl i;<" . \i->;. was the shed blood (or life)

of ;iu- s'n r O,nl \ '< i in . h- _M narrow limits of this article it

is only possible to refer to the conclusions reached b} eminent
scholars with whom the writer \entures in general to agree.
He would mention e=>pt.-riall> Prof. W. P. Paterson's art, 'Sacri-

fice* ui ri;!bui!:>" DB- where the conclusion is reached that 'the

expiation of guilt i* rh<_ leading purpose of Levitical sacrifices/
and thai the expiruiori i> accomplished through the sacrifice

taking the place of the ofTi.iidir, and its death being accepted in

place of his. While this seems the manifest import of the
Levitical sin- and guilt-offerings with which we are in this dis-

cussion concerned, it is pretty certain that this was the view of

the Jews in our Lord's time. As Holtzmann says (Neutest.
Theol. p. 68,),

"' Everv thing pressed towards Die JIM i>ipt
r o:i that

the offering of a life" substituted tor sinners i oixi rtr 10 God's

iL]tpoiniTiu"i. cjirc 'filed ^'rc (li-aih penalty which had been in-

(Mrrod, find liini <
1<;n- i

s< niK ihc offered blood of the sacrificial

victim expiated sin as the surrogate for the life of the guilty.'

1. In the teaching of our Lord. The single in-

stance in which our Lord is reported to have used
the word IXdcr/to/wu, in Lk 1813, has little "bearing on
the question whether He thought His work a pro-
pitiation. This question must be considered on the
broader ground of Hi* thought of the relation in

which His work stood to the Levitical sacrifices

out of which the i<l<-n of propitiation grew. Now,
the Evangelists heliexed inucli relating to His
birth, lifework, and death to be the fulfilment of

OT prophecy (Mt I23 26 - 18 3s 415* 16 1218-*1 13* 2P
etc. ). They evidently got this impression from our
Lord Himself, who saw the OT fulfilled in Him-
self (Mt II10 IB14- 15 2142

, but esp. Mt 517 and Lk
2413-31) jjg dj^ not view His work and teaching
as a break in the continuity of religious historical

development, but as woven into its evolving pro-
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gress. He came to fill the Law and the Prophets
iull of a new meaning by stripping^ them of

Rabbinic accretions and revealing their deepest

spiritual import. He saw His life and death re-

lated to Moses (the Law) and all the Prophets.
In view of this gonei.il conception, we must

interpret our Lord's 'lofcivnci^ to His death. The

place His death had in His thought, apart from the

more direct teaching as to its purpose and import,
makes it plain that it was deemed of paramount
importance in His mission work. Interpreting
His words at His baptism (Mt 315 'Thus it be-

cometh us to Vf ,.11
i \". ../.. ' <--"i in the light

of Mt 2032- 23
, V:: >: ,.'' \

'

IS - v -rds in Lk 1250

(

C I have a baptism* to be" baptized with, and how
am I straitened, till it be accomplished *}, it would
seem that His death was before Him from the first

as an essential part of His mission. Of the same

meaning is Mk 230
(cf. Mt 915

, Lk 535 ) of the taking
away of the bridegroom. He foretold that His
resurrection would follow His death (Mt 1240

1|
Lk

II*29 ). He dwelt upon the details of His betrayal
and death (Mt 16'

21
, cf. Mk 8yi lO32

"34
, Lk 922 ). In

connexion with these prophetic statements He
gives the warning: 'He that doth not take Ms
cross and follow after me, is not worthy of me,

3

and * he that loseth his life for my sake shall find

it
'

(Mt 1038 - 1624- 23
,
cf. Mk S34- 3S and Lk 923- -4

, see

also Jn S'
28

), referring, doubtless, to the manner of

His death.
On coming down from the Transfiguration, He

forbade the three to mention what they had wit-

nessed till He was risen from the dead (Sit 179, cf.

Mk 830 ), and Lk 931 declares that Moses and Elijah
talked with Jesus of His death as of supreme
moment. As the end drew near, He dwelt more
upon His death and resurrection (Mt 1722- 23 2018- 19

2133-40
, cf. Mk 126

-8
, Jn 10n ). The great space given

to the circumstances connected with our Lord's
death seems to show that the Evangelists saw in it

the culmination of His redemptive work.
But our Lord connects Himself more explicitly

with the sacrificial system. In Lk 22s7 1 1 e i < i on i i i i o-

Himself with the Servant of Jehovah of Is 53, as
e he was reckoned with the transgressors.' In Mt
2028

(cf. Mk 1045 ) He says that He is to '

give his

life a ransom for (avrl 'in the place of*) many.'
At the solemn institution of the Supper (Mt 2628

,

ef. Mk 1424, Lk 2220
), the wine is said to represent

niy blood of the new covenant, which is shed for

many unto the remission of sins.' He was also to

give His c
flesh for the life of the world '

(Jn 6s1
;
56

).

St. John also identifies Him with the Suffering
Servant of Jehovah of Is 53, in Jn 1238, The words
of the Baptist :

* Behold the Lamb of God, which
taketh away the sin of the world *

(Jn I29 ), probably
also are in terms of Is 535, as the Servant of Jeho-
vah,

* bruised for our iniquities,* like the sacrificial

lamb, endured death silently.
From all these line:* of evidence it is impossible

to escape the conclusion that our Lord and the

Evangelists considered His death to be of para-
mount importance in His mission, and gave it this
value because it stood to the sins of the world in a
similar relation to that which the Levitical sacri-
fices held to the sins of the Jews.

If the conclusion be accepted that these sacrifices
were expiatory and vicarious, we have a elear idea
of the purpose our Lord supposed His death served.
Neither need we wonder that He taught so little

about the purport of His death. The false notions
of His Kingdom entertained by TTI> disci |>lc> made
them invincibly opposed to Hi-- c*>tAmislim it

through the ("ro-^ iriMcnd of a crown. They were
f
foolish and slow of heart '

(Lk 2425
). Consequently

He had 'many things to say' to them which they
could not bear before His death shattered their
false ideas (Jn 161-13

). It was only then that this

fuller instruction could be given and was promised.

Immediately after His resurrection He began to

instruct His disciples as to the meaning of His

mission and death as they stood related to the Law
and the Prophets (Lk 24-6- 27

). They^ were not the

men to invent an interpretation of His death, or to

^o back to Levitical explanations without His

sanction. T T ' >\ \ -.-! !T:I " too much to break

consciouslj

"

v.
"'

II:- -

: "!
' The confidence

with which they taught, beginning with Pentecost,

can be explained only by their receiving from our

Lord Himself and from the promised Spirit a cer-

tain knowledge of the nature of His work. Any
view which makes our Lord's mission a break with

the religious development either before or after,

but much more with both, has against it the

strongest conceivable presumption. St. Paul, St.

Peter, and St. John all believed themselves to be

giving our Lord's own view of the purport of His

work. They were in a better position to know
His own

"
.

* '
-

f Himself and His mission than

any at th
: -of day. From them we can

get the clearest light on our Lord's own conception
of the purpose served by His life and death.

2. In the teaching of the Apostles. While we
may have the key to the innermost meaning of our

Lord's mission work in the forms of the word

IXda-KOfuu, they must be interpreted in the perspec-
tive of th-

*'
-

1 *
- - r J

-,he Epistlo. While
the word : . ". so seldom, the idea

that our Lord s worK was a propitiation is woven
into the warp and woof of them all. The whole
aim of Hebrews is to show that Christ, as a Driest
ro]>n;M

ir
iiiij: (ho people, and as a sacrifice, expiated

; liL-ir .-in, rrid \vas the antitype of the old priest-
hood and sacrifices. He was, as the Passover lamb,
sacrificed for men without thr l-(.\-ikiri<r of a bone

(Jn 1936,
1 Co 57 - 8

,
cf. Ex I _>";; lie was a sin-

offering (Ro S3, He 1311
). As in the Levitical sacri-

fices for sin, the shed blood, representing the life

given up, was the
]

it I,
1

,! VM. -o emphasis is laid

upon the blood of i ! 'i
:

-; i" Hi- redemptive work
(Ro 59, Eph I7 213

, Col I 14
"20

, Heb. passim, 1 P I 19 ,

1 Jn 1?, Rev I5 59

etc.);
The blood of Christ is said

to be the blood of sprinkling, because the blood of

the sacrifices was sprinkled (1 P I 2, He 1224
). We

must, then, interpret the definite words IXda-KenBaL,

tAao7i6s, and i\affrijpLov in the light of the environing
conception of Christ as the antitype of the old sin-

and guilt-offerings, which was held by those who
used them.

(a) St. Paul. The earliest, as well as the most im-

Y> >ri t\ P i . -i-il j: in ; :- in Ro 325 * 26 * whom God set forth
/'/ '/ .1 pr<j,l; ijr M,-n (IXao-TTjpiojf), through faith, by
his blood, to show hi- right con -no- 1* bocnuse of the

passing over of the -in> done aforetime, in the for-

bearance of God ; for the showing of his righteous-
ness at this present season : that he might himself
be just, and the justifier of him that hath faith in

JesuV According to St. Paul's conception, Christ
is a jiTopitii'inon in (ev) His blood or death, and be-
cause lie ni!inifo<t< or demonstrates the righteous-
ness of God. The righteousness of God demanded
this demonstration to vindicate it against the

suspicion of its violation which might arise because
of the pacing over of sins done aforetime, and of
the justification of the believer at the present
season. The nature of this righteousness is also
evident. It is that in God which demands that
sins be punished and not passed over in forbear-

ance, and that sinners be condemned and not justi-

f

fied. It is that in God which is cast under suspicion
when the reverse of this is done, and therefore needs
demonstration and vindication. It is subjective
righteousness in God. It is true that God pro-
vided the propitiation which His righteousness
demands, and He does this in love (Ro 5s

), but all

the same, the propitiation to demonstrate His
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H^liteou-no- had to be provided by love in order
lu vindicate righteousness in 'passing over

3

sins in

forbearance and in 'justifying-' on the condition
of faith. To confound righteousness and love in

their manifestations, would be to remove the very
^joiiri

1

of the problem involved in being just and
j;i- iisi^u. Neither is the faith which might be
aroused by the setting forth of Christ in His blood
that which has propitiatory value. The righteous-
ness of God had to be vindicated by this very pro-
pitiation in the case of those who had faith in
Jesus. Christ in His blood constitutes the pro-
pitiation. It becomes effective as a propitiation,
through faith.

In what sense, then, does St. Paul regard our
Lord as a propitiation? How could He in His
blood or death demonstrate God's righteousness,
which demanded that sins be punished and not

passed over, and that the ungodly be condemned
and not justified when the reverse of this took

place ? Could it be in any other way than that, in
the death of Christ, 1 :i" :

'

-;,-'' '.;" God which
made these demands ' -. ;. -,. --,,. MM- for the
sins of men of the same kind as would have been

paid if God had let His punitive wrath (Ko I 18) fall

upon the transgressor ? In His death Christ en-
dured the just desert of sin (Ko G23

), as * him who
knew no sin he (God) made to be sin on our behalf '

(2 Co 5'
21

). He could in conseqi.- "<v
;
"<-- -x.

- sins
in forbearance, and justify the '<.:

'

v. r '.:.
ij: un-

godly (Ro 45
), and His righteousness would not be

tarnished but demonstrated, because Christ stood
for sinners, and all died in His death (2 Co 514

).

This is the natural interpretation of the passage
itself. It also brings it into accord with St. Paul's

general circle of ideas. It is in harmony with the
central idea of the Levitical sacrifices for sin from
which the pivotal word iXaa-rypiov is derived. In it

the thought of our Lord in Mt 2028
|j
Mk 104S (* give

his life a ransom [Xtirpov] in the stead of [dyrt] all
3

),

and Mt 2628
etc., is reflected and expanded. The

historical continuity of thought between the OT
and our Lord, and our Lord and St. Paul, is also

preserved.
(b) St. John. As St. Paul, in viewing Chri-l a-*

a propitiation, lays emphasis upon UN <iemon-tra-
tion of the Divino righteousness, St. John sees in

His propitiation a demonstration of the Divine
love. Taking the two instances where He is said
to be a propitiation (\aoy*6s, 1 Jn 23 410), we find

that He i- a propitiation for sins. The sending of

Christ as a propitiation was prompted by God's love,
not as a return for man's love. The propitiation
was for the whole world, and not for tlio-e alone
who should be saved. It is Jesus Christ the

jRiyJtteo us -\V\\Q '- '*
!'"

'"

apparently .-liow

in^- that His !!";'.! . -'^
l
-Si -

1

^ tani a peculiar
relation to righteousness.*' As St. John had just
referred to our Lord's blood as cleansing from all

sin (1 Jn I7), it is plain that he thought of Christ
in His blood or death as the propitiation. Neither
is He the propitiation for sins because of any cleans-

ing or oihor \\ork \vronjjir in men as a consequence
of His \\ork imu death ; for He is the propitiation
for the whole world, many of whom will never be

purified or subjectively changed by or through it.

The propitiation is diie to a work for us, and not
in u&, except as a consequence. It must then, in

itself, have reference to God, and not to a work in

men's hearts. This brings these passages into har-

mony with the Johaimine conception in Revela-
tion. There it is ever as the Lamb that was slain

the antitype of the sacrificial victim that He is

spoken of, and that His blood is said to purify and
redeem (Rev &***& etc., cf. 1s 59 714

etc.). St.

John's whole view of Christ as the antitype of the
sacrificial victims, in connexion with his statement
(1 Jn 22

) that He is the propitiation for the whole

world, can be explained only on the ground that
he thought of Christ's piopiiiatory work as having
primarily an efficacy Godward, and manward only
as a consequence.

(r) Ti r ' ' '

7 Hebrews. According to
He 217

, .-, le for sin. It is made by
Christ ' - .-,,;. - the ^V :rv~" -W of
the OT. - "

scope ! . :h !.;:.: < up
to 1030 it is made as He otters His own bipod as the
perfect antitype of the imperfect sacrificial system
of the old economy, which was thereby fulfilled and
then abolished. Through His sacrifice a *

purifi-
cation of sins' (1

s
), a cleansing of the * conscience

from dead works *

(9
14

), is wrought, and access to
God assured (IQ

Q'~2
). The eternal takes the place

of the temporal, the perfect of the imperfect, the
inward of the outward and fleshly, the real of the
-ymbulic;!] and typical. To the question whether
( nriM

"

\\ ork effected something objectively for us
as well as provided for a ^iV-v'^c \.ork in us,
the answer is clear. By Hi- '-.,<! >,.; death He
e made purification of sins' (I

3
), 'obtained eternal

redemption' (9
12

), 'put away sin' (9
26

), 'perfected
for ever them who are sanctified' (10

14
). All this

is regarded as already accomplished for us in
Christ's sacrificial death, and not as still to be
wrought in us through its influence. This work
ferns, as prior to that in us, is its necessary con-
dition and ground, as apart from the shedding of
blood there is no remission (O

22
). The author of

Hebrews uses e

sanctify/ 'purify,' and
4

perfect' in
these pas>ages in the Pauline sense of 'justify.'
The sacrifices of which that of Christ was the

antitype did not give access to God's favour by
removing a hindrance within the soul of the offerer,
but by removing one that was objective. The
interpretation which would make the author of
Hebrews restrict the efficacy of Christ's work to
its influence upon men, dislocates it from its whole
setting, destroys its plaim-i ;:y-i ii \ \>'-\C O_-r ifi-

cance, and would make his iM-.'sfii"^ ii'iiTr
1

! ^il-!o
to the Hebrew readers forvl-or-i i "si- .> i

::iil( -.-

prepared. Neither are the'v v. jsr'V- ?":!- as to
how Christ's work had this nl>jr< i i\ i: i-ilu -/y. The
emphasis put upon the fitness of Christ's sharing
man's nature and condition in order to do His
work for them as high priest and sacrifice (eh. 2) is

significant, and the statement that He tasted death
for every man (2

9
) and bore the sins of many (9

28
),

taken in connexion with His antitypical relation
to the sacrificial system, can scarcely mean less
than that He represented men in some wav, so
that He could bear their sins for them and die on
their behalf.

What, then, does * to make propitiation for the
sins of the people' (els T& \d07Ccr#cu rds a/JLaprias)
mean as embedded in the author's general thought ?

The verb is in the middle voice with an active
sense. Doubtless Winer is right in regarding it

as elliptical, and meaning 'to pn.|.:f ;,;<< God for
the sins of the people.'

The coH-l.ii'-r. '-f making
the propitiation is Christ's idem ill cat ion wiiii

humanity in nature and condition. The propi-
tiatory value is in. His blood, as He tastes death
for every man so as to bear the sins of all, in
a way analogous to that in which the sacrificial

victim bore those of the offerer. The propitiation
thus effected was objective for us, and not subjec-
tive in us. Through it forgiveness and access to

God are possible. The propitiation puts away sin

once for all puts it out of the way as an obstacle
to the Divine favour and forgiveness. How the
sin is removed by His death is not explicitly stated,
but the whole sweep of thought is favourable to
the view that it was as a satisfaction to that in

God which sin offends call it holiness or righteous-
ness as one will and is in substantial agreement
with St. Paul's conception. The view that the
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author of Hebrews thought of propitiation as
effected by a *

mysterious inherent quality' he
attributed to Christ's blood giving it direct in-

herent power to cleanse the life
1

(Stevens, The
Christian Doctrine of tiali'ation, p. 88 f.), is too

vapid to be credited to him.
If the writer of this article has succeeded in

correctly 'Li;-. i-ri't
1

!:^ Scripture thought on this

central doctrine, iheii our Lord neither broke with
the thought of the OT, nor did the writers of the

Epistles break with His conception. They were
interpreting His death in the fuller light of His
own teachings after His resurrection and with the

Spirit's help. We are justified in ir.Lcrp
r
titinji His

own allusions to what was done by His death in

view of both. Beneath the superficial variations
due to the aspects of truth treated and the special
aim of each of the NT writers, there is an under-

lying unity of thought as to what was effected by
the death of Christ, and how it had efficacy to this
end. See also artt. ATONEMENT, DEATH OF
CHRIST, RANSOM, RECONCILIATION, REDEMPTION,
SACRIFICE, VICARIOUS SACRIFICE [the last two
written from a different standpoint].
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C. GOQDSPEED.
PROSELYTE. -1. Derivation of the name.

irpacrirj\vTo$ (from Trpocrepxo^a:) means lit.
' one who

has arrived at a place/ homv. 'a -tMiijri'r.' 'aso-

journer.' In the LXX it i^ JV'jiiciniiv n-t-ii as the

equivalent of the Heb. 13 (see &xpos. IV. x. [1894]
p. 264). By NT times it had acquired the technical

meaning
1 of

"

one who was a convert to Judaism
from heathendom/ without any indication of place
of residence being involved. This special meaning
had also been gradually acquired by na (see \V. E.
Smith, OTJC2

p. 342 n. ; also Oxford Heb. Lex. s.v.

is), and also by the Aramaic vrfvj (LXX 7etc6pas).
2. Glasses of proselytes. In the time of Christ

many foreigners had fully embraced Judaism, and
were called proselytes

'

; there were also others,
far more numerous, who had partially adopted
Jewish doctrines and customs. The latter are in-
dicated in the NT by <rept>ftevoi (Ac IS43 1614 174" 17

IS7 } and fapotiftevoi \rbv 6e6i>~\ (10
2 1316- 26

). These
words indicate that they reverenced Israel's God
and in part obeyed the Law, but had not fully
entered into the fellowship of Israel. These divi-
sions correspond to those of the Mishna, where na

is a fully admitr i '"! ? :<-<.?>'. ;snd the term 3?ta na

(lit. a resident ,''.-" > sii-i-iV-i to those who were
more loosely attached to the Jewish worship.
Later Rabbis expressed the same distinction by
the phrases

c

proselyte of Righteousness
9

(p:sn -u),
as contrasted with '

proselyte of the Gate
'

i -i-X'n -13).

(a) Proselytes proprrbj .90 wiled (NT 7rpoa->j\vros ;

Mishna na
; Rabbinic name pnxn is). These were

heathen by birth, who had been admitted to full

fellowship in Jewish worship. Three observances
\vere requirod for their admission: (1) Circum-
cision.

_(2) ]Japtisni, which was analogous to the
ceremonial purifications so frequently required of
the Jews (Schiirer, HJP u. ii. 321 also Eders-
heim, LTii. 745). Some have maintained that the
baptism of proselytes did not originate so early as
the time of Christ, but the Mishna incidentally
refers to it as if it had been long in u*e. (3) The
offering of a sacrifice, by which atonement was
made for the sins of the pnxeMo. Those thus
admitted undertook to uli-ervc rl'io whole Law (of.
Gal 5s), and they were granted privileges almost !

equal to those of an Israelite. Such are referred

to in Mt 2315
, Jn 12*, Ac *2

W 65 1343.

(6) Those denominated in the NT cre/So^oi or

(frofiov/jLevot. (Mishna T^ifl -a
; by the Rabbis *wn -n).

The Talmud represents these as keeping what were
denominated ' the seven precepts of Noah ' com-

prising the duties which were considered incum-
bent upon all men, even outside Israel (Aboda
Zara, 646). These precepts were : (1) obedience to

those in authority ; (2) reverence to the name of

God ; (3) abstinence from idolatry, (4) from forni-

cation, (5) from stealing, (6) from murder, (7) from
rlesh with the blood in it (Sank. 566). [The
decision respecting v i-1

1

"_,
' : n'i- incumbent upon

Gentile converts (Ac lo- a
j sliows some agreement

with these precepts].

Since 2"ifl 13 means one permanently dwelling in the

country of Israel, the Talmud involves that all who were
allowed to dwell in Palestine were required to keep the pre-
cepts of Noah ; but this was never actually enforced it was
theoretical only.

Persons who, without becoming full proselytes
of Righteousness,' inclined to a greater or less

extent towards Jewish doctrines and practices are
referred to in the NT, Mt S5 '13

, Lk 7 1 ' 10
, Ac 102

1316. 2G. 43. 50 1614 J74.17 JgT^

3. Pros:l>ii/mtf \\\ i.h( ilsnc of Christ. The
" '

,,.'...
"

which favoured
11

. $ into the West,
afforded an opportunity for Jewish proselytizing.
The moral earnestness and monotheism of Judaism
commended it to those who, having lost faith in

heathen deities, were -o'-"Lin^ a more rational and
ethical creed. The t .'*iv !:--]< alcii- Jews, who
were to be found in all the great cities of the
Roman Empire, carried the knowledge of the
Mosaic Law into the midst of heathendom, and
presented their faith in a form calculated to win
the approval of their neighbours. This accom-
modation to their surroundings in the way of

royiro-t-niin^ dieir creed was partly unconscious,
tlmnijjrli i heir contact with Gentile thought, and
purily an intentional onijihfl-i/injr of the moral
side of Judaism, while inmiy iiiiiion.il and cere-
monial features which might "repel inquirers were
minimized (Schilrer, II. ii. 297). Hence, in spite of
the scorn which Roman writers heaped upon the
Jews (Tac. Hist. v. 2-8 ; Juv. Sat. vi. and xiv. ; Cic.

pro Macco, 28), numerous adherents were gained,
who either^fully or partially accepted Judaism (Jos.
c. Apion. ii. 40, Ant. XX. ii. 3). Many of these
converts were women (Jos. BJ II. xx. 2 : also Ac
1350 1614

1J4).From ih.^o jin>-<-]\ :'- ,\ \ <-ry considerable revenue
was recviu". !> .!n'i T.

i-sj-h;
authorities (Jos. Ant.

XIV. vii. 2). This pecuniary ndumtjipc from the
spread of Judaism stimulated m-tiviiy in prose-
lytizing, such as that noticed by ChristIn Mt 23 15

.

Some J ews fraudulently enriched themselves from
the gifts of proteelyt.es (Jos. Ant. XVIII. iii. 5).
Such unworthy motives for proselytizing were
condemned by Jesus (Mt 2315

).

Illustrations of the fanatical zeal of the Jews in

making proselytes are found in Jos. Life, 23, Ant.
XIII. ix. 1, xi. 3, xv. 4, xx. ii. 1, BJ II. xvi. 10,
XVII. X.

The account of the Acts shows thai i-n.^-lxlr-
often became converts to Christianity, ,-.':'i i

: -i-'\x, -

an important factor in the establishment of the
Gentile Christian Church. The struggle between
St. Paul and the Judaizers (Ac 15 and Ep. to
Galatians) was an attempt on the part of Christian
Pharisees to compel Gentile Christians to become
'proselytes of Righteousness.'

4. Moral quality of Jewish proselytes. Prose-
lytes who had accepted Judaism from pure motives
must have been men of high character ; neverthe-
less proselytes are spoken of slightingly by the
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Talmud. Thus we read (Bab. Mi(ldnh, fol. 13. 2) :

*

Proselytes and sodomites hinder the coming of
the Messiah.' This is explained to mean that

proselytes often erred through ignorance of the
Law. "We can readily imagine that insistence

upon the minutise of Pharisaic tradition (cf. Mt
234

) would tend to produce a debased character
Mich as is charged against some in Mt 2315

. Eders-
heim, however, suggests (LT ii. 412) that the
word c

proselyte
' in this passage may signify the

winning of a convert to Pharisaism, rather than a
convert from heathendom to Judaism.

5. Christ's relations with proselytes. Although
the number of ;r-oU :<

i - in Palestine must have
been very great. YeiVivu-'*- to them in the Gospels
are few. We iind : (1) The centurion (Mt S5" 13

, Lk
7 1 '10

), who was an officer in the army of Herod
Antipas. There is no reason to think of him as
a 'proselyte of TT -V ..... . . ...

"

"or in that case
(a) he need have :

,.*. r: .....
"

::,

'

. in asking Jesus
to go to his house, and (b) the words of Jesus
(Mt 8 11

) would not be so suitable. But from the
fact that he had built a synagogue (Lk 75

), he was
clearly one of the wider class of adherents to
Judaism, called in later days

:

proselytes of the
Gate' (see Edersheim, LT i. 546). (2) The Greeks
(Jn 12-). From the fact that these came to attend
the Feast, they would appear to have been *

prose-
lytes of Right eou-iir^.' (Geikie, however, Life of
Christ, ii. 434, considers that they were *'

proselyte^
of the Gate'), (3) On Mt 23" - -

: :',,,ra-

-' - -' -T-.
*

**.' ind M ., l

.,-..
,

'

*
'

J, "/' '"
>

I

1

'/-I

'

,.
'I'",.-:' -.-

x
..,:-'"-est

recorded in the Gospel of Nicodemus, ch. 2) asserts
that Pilate's wife was a c

proselyte of the Gate.
'

Origen says that she became a Christian.

LITERATURE. Selden, de Jure Nat.et Gent.^ Lib. Ii. ; Buxtorf,
Lex. Talmud, et Rabbin, s.v. na ; Schiirer, HJP n. ii. 291-327 ;

Haraack, Expart-t'f.n <<? (*i> .:.,-;.,;/;,. ". -. 2*: Fausrath, XT
Times: TimeofAfW -, i. 1 '.; \'-\' > :-i 7","i/v.

"
user. x. (1894)

2C4
;
art. ' Proseh LO

' m IK-i-p-r- !)U-A *\ !:ii>.

V. K. IIOBINSOX.
PROTEY&NGELIUM. See art. FALL in vol. L

p. 571b
f.

PROYERB is the rendering of irapajSoXtf in Lk 423

(RV parable
3

) and of Trapoi/uia in Jn 162^- -9 (RVni
4

parable '). In Jn 106
Trapezia is rendered e

parable
*

(RVm l

proverb
9

). Ordinarily irapafio\r) means
*

parable,' Trapoifj,ia,
f

proverb
5

; but the words are
sometimes interchanged in Hellenistic Greek.
Both represent the Heb. masked, the primary
meaning of which is 'comparison.' Such com-
parison lies at the base of many proverbs as well
as parables ; in fact many proverbs are only con-
densed parables ; and a proverb usually sets up a
single case as the type of a whole class. In the
LXX mashal is nearly always rendered -jrapapoX^,
even when a proverb is clearly meant (1 S 1012

24 W, IK 432 (
28

>, Ezk 1222-** 182
;

3
; in some of

these places Aq. or Synim. substitutes ircLpoifjLla}.

Trapoifjita is found in the canonical OT only in Pr I1

251
(AK'2 ; Btt1 have TratMai} ; it occurs 5 times in

Siraeh, 7rapapo\ri 10 times; at 393 and 4717
they

stand together. Thus Lk., like the LXX, uses

7rapafio\-r) for c

proverb
' as well as *

^arable
'

; while
Jn.

,
on the contrary, uses Trapoifjda in the sense of

'figurative language, allegory' (10
6
), or 'dark

saying' (16
26* 29

) rather than *<

proverb*; perhaps
*

figure
:

best represents his use of the word. On
our Lord's use of proverbs see following article.

LITERATUKB. Gremer, Z/e&icon, s.v. xxpaptit ; Trench,
Parables, ch- 1 ; art.

* Proverb '

in Hastings
1 DB (by Konig-)

and JSncyc. Bill, (by Paterson); Konig:smann in Hase and
Ifeen, Thes. Nov. ii. 501 ; Driver, LOT6 p. 349.

HAROLD SMITH.
PROVERBS (JESUS' USE OP). It is a saying of

the Rabbis that ' the Law spoke in the tongue of

the children of men.' And HO did our Blessed Lord.
He did not use the jargon of the schools, but ex-
pressed His heavenly teaching, albeit profounder
than either Jewish theology or Greek philosophy,
in language which the simplest could understand.
The Oriental mind delights in proverbs, and Jesus,
in His gracious desire to reach the hearts of His
hearers, did not disdain to weave into His discourse
the homely and often humorous sayings which were
current in His day.

1. 'It is i/et^four months, and the harvest cometh*
(Jn 435

). It is usual to find here a note of chrono-
logy (cf. Meyer). The harvest began in April,
early enough sometimes for the unleavened bread
of the Passover to be baked with new flour (Grig.
in, Joan. xiii. 39) j and since, it is argued, the
harvest was four months distant, it was in Decem-
ber that Jesus visited Sychar in the course of His
journey from Jerusalem to Galilee. Theie are,
however, insuperable objections to this view.

(1) December is the rainy season, and with every wayside
brook running full, Jesus would not have needed to crave a
drink from the woman's pitcher to slake His thirst (cf. Ps 110").
(2) It is incredible that, when after the Passover He retired- TT" -- ' - *

1 ' ' His thoug-hts and brace Him-
"' ,- His ministry, He should have

protracted that season of repose for eight months. (3) More-
over, as Driven remarks, the Evangelist's explanation of the
enthusiasm wherewith the Galilasans received Him on His
arrival (Jn 4-K), implies that His miracles in the capital during
the Passover season were fresh in their memories.

In truth there is here no <->.: o'l'Ho.'i..;!
1 Saturn.

The logion is a husbandman ">
jir<.\i-ii>. li!o the

other which follows Immediately (v.
S7

).

'

The seed
was sown towards the end of December, and four
months elapsed ere it was ripe (see Wetstein) ; and
the proverb conveyed the practical lesson that
results mature slowly (cf. Ja 57 ). Jesus was pre-
pared to sow the good seed of the Kingdom and
have long patience until it should ripen, and it

tilled His heart with surprise and gladness when
He beheld His seed ripening in an hour. He spied
the woman returning in haste from the town ac-

companied by an eager throng (Jn 428
"40

),,
and He

broke out,
' Ye have a saying (\4yeT<- 7 cf. \6yos in

v. 37 ), It is yet four months, and the harvest coineth.
Lo> I say unto you, Lift up your eyes, and behold
the fields, that they are white for harvest !

'

2. * A prophet h(ttk no honour in his own country,
and among his o^un kinsfolk, and in his own house.'

3

Jesus is reported to have quoted this proverb on
two occasions (Jn 444

, Mt 1357=Mk 64=Lk 424
) s and

it was constantly exemplified in His experience.
He was rejected by His townsfolk of Nazareth ;

He wras pronounced mad by His kinsfolk ; His
brethren did not believe in flini.

Origen (in Joan, xiii- 54) thinks that the proverb originated

sagacious and wise,' sa\- K.HJUV* ('/ L.i-'. % .,i), 'would you
find cherished in their own countries.' *

Quidquid enim domi
eat,' says Seneca (de Benef. iii. 3), 'vile est.

J

'Sordebat [Pro-
togrenes] suis/ says Pliny (UN xxxv. 36), *ut plerumque
doruestica.* Pericles would never dine abroad, lest he should be
cheapened In the estimation of the company by the familiarity

ity breeds

^ _ _._.
witty Frenchman that ' no man is a hero to his valet

3. In the course of His dispute -with the people of

Nazareth, Jesus quoted another proverb.
f

Physician,
heal

thyself* (Lk ^}. The Talmud has :
<

Medice,
sana claudicationem tuam' (cf. Eurip. fragm. :

&\\u>v larpbs aisrbs ^\Kecrt, fiptiwv (ed. Witzschel, iv. p.
302} ; Cic. Ep. iv. 5 :

' Maios medicos qui in alienis
morbis profitentur se tenere medicinse scientiam,
ipsi se curare non possunt

'

(see Wetstein)).
4. There is no saying of Jesus more astonishing
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than His answer to the disciple who sought permis-
sion to go and "bury his father ere casting in his lot

with Him : 'Leave the dead to bury their own dead*

(Mt S21 - ~- = Lk 959 * 60
). It seems as though He were

-T>e<i1x"i^: hr^e after the manner of the Kabbis, who
Hn'.fcviAj iii<s.. even the "burial of the dead should be

allowed to interrupt the study of the Law (Wet-
stein on Mt 821

), and required that a disciple should

put his teacher's claims before those of his father ;

' for his father indeed brought him into this world ;

but his teacher, who has taught Mm wisdom, has

introduced him into the world to come ?

(Taylor,

Say. of Path. iv. 17, n. 21 ; Sehtirer, HJP n. i. p.

317). Is it credible that Jesus should have rivalled

the Kabbis in heartless arrogance ? The difficulty

disappears when it is understood that the disciple's

request was merely a pretext for delay. He was

quoting a flippant phrase which is current in the

East to this day.
\ "-". s *

"

Syria once counselled a youth to complete his
'

, i -.tvelling in Europe. 'I must first bury my
father,' was the answer. The old gentleman was neither dead
nor dying ; he was in good health, a -t:

"

*,'" .
..... *-r

that his home had the first claim ;
' ' '

</ .,/:'" f

Jesus., ii. 70, n. 1).

5. Jesus was quoting another proverb when^in
answer to the man who volunteered to follow Him
but craved leave first to bid his household farewell,
He said :

* No on&, having put his hand to the

plough and looking back, is fitfor the kingdom of
God'' (Lk 962}. The OT story of Elisha's call from
the plough (1 K 1919"21

) seems to have leapt into

His mind and suggested TTi^ H'ply, which is an

adaptation of a common -JIVIIILI: 'A. ploughman
must bend to his work, or he will draw a crooked
furrow' (Plin. HN xviii. 49: 'Arator nisi in-

curvus prsevaricatur
*

; cf. Verg. Eel. iii. 42 : cur-

vus arator
:

). 'Conveniet/ says Erasmus,
{ in

negocium quod absque magnis sudoribus peragi
non M->i' - j

.

7

6. \ '-.(.- ><"!! .'i on the Mount abounds in pro-
verbial phrases.

i A single iota or a single tip
'

(Mt 518) is like our
'

: "". -

v
-t of an i or the

stroke of a t* It ,

: the Talmud (cf.

Lijrhtfoot and W"61 ' '
'

.-
** " no^ a trumpet

botore liiee
'

(6
2
) is a proverbial metaphor, though

Calvin takes it
"

. "; . Mij>po>inr that the

Pharisees, those ;

'

(rro-./uTai) in rcligiuii,

actually blew a trumpet to Hminiou ilio boggjsr-

(cf. the Greek proverb aOros eaurdj/ aflXeT,
c

play one's

own pipe/ like our blow one's own trumpet
'

;

Acllill. Tat, viii. 10 : aijnj d o&x &7rd crd^Triyyi fj,6vov

dXXcl teal Ktfpv

*I have observed/ says old Thomas Puller, 'some at the
church door cast in sixpence with such ostentation that it re-

bounded from the bottom and rang- against both sides of the
bason (so that the same piece of silver was the alms and the

giver's trumpet), whilst others have dropped down silent five

shillings without any noise.'
* With what measure ye wwasure, it shall be mea-

sured to you again* (I
2
) is very common in the

Talmud (see Wetstein ; Dalman, Words of Jesus,

p. 225).
* Why seest thou the chip ih/it is in thy

brother's eyey
but the log that is in thine own con-

siderest not ? Or how wilt thou say to thy brother ,

Let me cast ot&t the chip out of thine eye, andt be-

hold, the log is in thine own eye f
'

(f
3- 4

). This
proverb i<* characteristically Oriental in its gro-
tesque exaggeration, and there i> no need to explain
it away by supposing that c

eye
"

represents ps
' a

well*: "a chip in your neightSour's well, a log in

your own (see Bruce in EGT). It is a carpenter's
proverb, and has a special fitness on the lips of the

Carpenter of Nazareth.

Ifc is found in the Talmud (see Lightfoot). Cf. B&ba Bctfhm,
15. 2 :

* Cum diceret quis alicui :

"
Ejice festucam ex ocnlo

tuo," respondit :Ile:
"
Ejice et ui trabem ex oculo tuo."

* The
proverb is Jewish, but The fault which it satirizes is universal.
'

Many,' sajs St. Chrysostom,
* now do this. If tihey see a monk

wearing a superfluous prarment, they cast up to him the Lord's
law, though" themselves practising boundless extortion and

covetousness every day. If they see him enjojing- a somewhat

plenteous meal, they fall to bitter accusing-, though themselves

indulging daily in drunkenness and excess.'

c Give not what is holy to the dogs, neither cast

your pearls before the swine' (7
6
). Cf. 2 P 222

(Pr

2611
), Pr II 2

-, and see Wetstein. ' What man is

there of you who, if his son shall ask of him a loaf,

will give him a serpent ; or if he shall ask an egg,

will '

" ' ' ' '

(7
10

). There was a Greek

proveru, Jbor a percu a, scorpion' (avrl TT^PKTJS a-Kop-

wiov} ;

f ubi quis optima captans pessima capit
'

(Erasm. Adag.}. *For a fish,' Wetstein explains,
4 a fisherman sometimes catches a water-snake.

Build on the sand' (ds ^dwov oiVo5o^e?s; cf. et's

^d/jifjwv o-Tretpas; see Era-i-i. Id"p. under c Inanis

Opera') was a proverb -l^nifxin^ vain and unen-

during labour, and it seems as though Jesus had it

in His mind in His similitude of the Two Builders

(Mt724-27=Lk647-49
).

7.
*

If a kingdom be divided against itself, that

kingdom is unable to stand; and if a house be

divided against itself, that house shall be unable to

stand' (Mk 324*-5=Mt 1225
). A maxim of state-

craft. Cf. Soph. Ant. 672-674 :

of/cous

oik

Tr6\i$ 8\\v<riv, ijd' dpaorrdrovs

otfr &v 7r6\isXen. Mem. iv. 4. 16 : &vev de

c^ TroXtrev^el')? o0re ot/cos /caXws olK

8.
* Prudent as the serpents and simple as the

doves' (Mt 1016
). The serpent was a symbol of

<harp-h>i<ihrednes^, and the dove, like the sheep,
of .-l

i

.

i

'"M
:

-'i
J""

nn-~! gentleness. Erasmus (Adagia)
quOh> ;!>' ; *':- 60ews ftp/to, and 7rpa6repos Treptcr-

repa? (cf. Rabbinical comment on Ca 214 * Deus dixit

Israelitis: "Erga me sunt integri sieut columboe,
sed erga gentes astuti sunt sicut serpentes

" :

; see

Wetstein).
9. 'He that hath found his life shall lose it, and

he that hath lost his life for my sake shall find it
'

(Mt 1039 ). 'Proverbmm est militare' (Wetstein).
Jesus here addresses the Twelve like a general
exhorting his troops on the eve of battle.

Cf. Xenophon to the Ten Thousand :
*
I have observed that aa

many as yearn LO li\e hy every means in warfare, these, for the
mosfc j>art die evilly and shamefully; but as many as have

recognized that death is common to all and necessary for men,
andsirivoiodii. nohlv, '.iN.ieT.-e^rar^ir i.rrVry; ;ii olilnm 1

. ;u \\,

Al.'ilc i
;itv li\e. ]>n--in^

1

ll ojr 'la\-> in-iro I)
I L--I'<|

I
\

'

(Aiin't. i':. .

43). Epict. iv. 1. <5 165 (of Socrates): TOVTOV"
ovx^

ta-Tt era/rett

a.}sr%.?i;, ot/J.x. aiTofji'/ crx&iv ff-u&rc&t, au tytuyw Juv. viii. 83. 84 I

'Sd'M'uiiin erode 'it.fi!.- ar'iinan 1
j'rufcrrc pudori

III proprr*- . IUJMI \ivo iirli pcrdi i o:ri-a-/

10.
*

If a, "blind man guide a blind, both shall fall
into a ditch' (Mt 1514

; cf. 2324
). Cf. Hor. Epp. i.

17. 3-4 :
* Ut si csecus iter monstrare velit.' W"et-

stein quotes Sext. Empir. Hyp. Pyrrh. iii. 29 : oi)5^

11. One misses the spirit of the conversation be-
tween Jesus and the Syrophcenieian woman (Mt
1521

-28=Mk 724
'30

) unlesss one observes that it is a
bandying of proverbs. The scene was evidently the

lodging of Jesus and the Twelve. The woman had
followed them indoors [in Mk 7s

*5
Tischendorf, after

tfLD, reads eto-eX&ovcra], and she pressed her suit as

they reclined at table. Perhaps a dog was in the

apartment begging scraps.
* It is not right,' says

Jesus, quoting an apt proverb,
*
to take the chil-

dren's bread and cast it to the whelps.* Cf. the
Greek adage :

' You feed dogs, and do not feed

yourself (afrrbv o-u Tpe<fxaj> Ktivas rp^ets), which
Erasmus (Adag. under 'Absurda') thus explains;

*It was said of one who, while too poor to procure the
necessaries of life, endeavoured to maintain an establishment of
horses or servants. It will be appropriately employed against
those who, by reason of the narrowness of their means, have
scarce enough to maintain life, yet ambitiously endeavour to
emulate the powerful and wealthy in fineness of dress and
general ostentation. In short, it will be suitable to all wha
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regard the things which belong to pleasure or magnificence,
neglecting the things which are more necessary.'

There was another proverb :
* Never be kind to

a neighbour's dog' (^TTOT ed gpdeiv ycLrovos voW),
otherwise put :

( One who feeds a strange dog gets
nothing but the rope to keep

'

(5s Ktiva rp$ei &ov3

TOIJTQ fjibvov \ivos /rivei).

1 The proverb warns you against uselessly wasting kindness in
a quarter whence no profit will accrue to you in return. A
neighbour's dog, after being well fed, goes back to bis former
master '

(ib. under
*

Ingratitude ').

It was some such proverb that shaped our Lord's

speech to the woman. He was not speaking
after the heartless and insolent manner of the
Rabbis, who branded the Gentiles as *

dogs
5

(cf.

MegilL Ex. 12. 6 :
* " An holy convocation to you

"
:

to you, not to dogs; to you, not to strangers.
5

Pirk. Eli&z. 29 : 'He who eats with an idolater
is like one that eats with a dog: for, as a dog
is uneircumcised, so also is an idolater'). And
the woman replied in like terms :

i

Yea, Lord, for
even the whelps eat of the crumbs that fall from
the table of their masters* Here also, it would
appear, there is a proverb. Damis of Nineveh,
the Boswell of Apollonius of Tyana, was once
sneered at for the diligence wherewith he recorded
his master's saying"- ,v! -I In,.-. !;:king note of

every trifle.
e
If,' M. :- i,iVi,.

:

;'.u:-.- be feasts of

gods and gods eat, * n",vM\ h--\ n,:\e also attend-
ants who see to it that even the*scraps of ambrosia
are not lost' (Philostr. ApolL i. 19). It may be
added that there is an Arabic proverb :

'
It is better

to feed a dog than a man,' the reason allc^ad being
that the dog will not forget the kirilnc^. but. the
man may (PEFQSt, July 1904, p. 271).

12. 'The gates of Hades' (Mt 1618
). Cf. Is 3810

,

Job 3817
, Ps 913 107 18

; Horn. II. ix. 312-313 :

6s x 8e

13. 'It !ft ?>' ff.i'.r if a heavy millstone were hanged
about his /?''/:, "W he wereflung into the sea* (Mt
186 = Mk Q42 = Lk 172). Cf. Kidd. 29. 2 : Dicit

Samuel, Traditip est ut ducat quis uxorem et postea
applicet se ad discendam Legem. At R, Jochanan
dim : Non mola collo ejus appens& addicet se ad
studium Legist The proverb was derived from
the punishment of drowning. At Athens criminals
were flung, with stones about their necks, into the
Barathrum, a dark, well-like chasm (Aristoph.
Equit. 1359-60; Schol. on Plut. 431). In B.C. 38
the Galileans rose against Herod, and drowned his
adherents in the Lake i-Jos. Ant. XIV. xv. 10).

14, The narrow gate and the two ways (Mt 713- 14

= Lk 1334). There is here an allusion to a favourite

image of the ancient moralists which had passed
into a proverb,

'

Vice,' says Hesiod (B.C. 850-800),
* even in troops may be chosen easily ; smooth is

the way, and it lieth very nigh. But in front of
Virtue the immortal gods have put sweat. Long
and steep is the way to her, and rough at first;
but when one cometh to the summit, then it is

easy, hard as it was *

( Works and Days, 287-292).

Pythagoras of Samos (B.C. 570-504) adopted the

image and elaborated it. He employed as a
symbol of the two ways the letter q, the archaic
form of T, hence called ' the Samian letter

'

(Pers.
iii. 56-57, v. 34-35). The upright stem represented
the innocent period of childhood, and the divergent
branches the after-course of youth and man-
hood, pursuing the straight path of virtue or the
crooked track of vice. The image is found al^o
in the Tablet of Kebes, an allegory in the style
of a Platonic dialogue, a sort of Greek Pilgrim's
Progress, purporting to be a description of a
tablet which hung in the temple of Kronos, and
emblematically depicted the course of human
life.

. .

- "

'said I." Yor - , ;

'

-'; <>.. , :><., r ':.< \. - o- : c- .- dwells,
but ii --.<. '. ,, : -, '-

fc !,!,' v- (i ;, .!. \ .so.)-, and a
way before the door, which is not much thronged, but verj. few
go there ; so impassable does the way seem, so rough and
rocky?"

"
Yes, indeed," said I, "And there seems to be a lofty

mound and a very steep ascent with deep
" "

- this side
and on that?" "I see it." "This, then -

: . said he," that leads to the true Instruction
" '

(Tau , g 10).

15. 'A grain of mustard-seed *(%Lt 172. 3 Lk 176
}

a proverbial instance of extreme littleness (cf. Mt
1331 - 3-=Mk 431 - 8S=Lk 1319

). Uprooting trees (cf.
Mt 21 21=Mk II 23

) or mountcdns, an expression
used of wonderful feats (cf. 1 Co 132). Some of the
greater Rabbis were called '

uprooters of mountains 3

(see Lightfpot and Wetstein).
16.

* Easierfor a camel (<i /i"*f> '/>, >..- -J. -7
,,. ,11 \

eye" (Mt 1924=Mk 1025 =- Lk !,<-';- ,-: : '.i\i -, .-

noting an impossibility. The Talmud has an
elephant passing through the needle's eye' (see
Lifthtfoot). The absurd exaggeration is character-
istically Oriental, and should not be toned down
either by substituting /cd/uAos, 'cable,

3

for /cdjWTjAos,

'camel,' or by r-upiK^in^
* needle's eye

3

to mean
postern-gate ; cf. Sluik. A'. Mich. II. v. v. :

*
It is as hard to conie as for a camel
To thread the postern of a needle's eye.'

The proverb is found in Koran, ch. vii. :
c

Verily
they who shall charge our signs with falsehood
and shall proudly reject them, the gates of Heaven
shall not be opened unto them, neither shall they
enter into Paradise, until a camel pass through the
eye of a needle.' Did Mohammed quote from the
Gospels, or was the proverb current throughout
the East in his day ?

17.
*

Straining out the qnat and gulping down the
camel 7

(Mt 2324
). Cf. Jems. Shabb. 107. 3: c One

who kills a flea on the Sabbath is as guilty as one
who should kill a camel on the Sabbath. 3 Erasmus
(Adag. under *Absurda') quotes a Latin adage:
*Transmisso camelo, culex in cribro deprehensus
hsesit/ and refers to the bantering remark of
Anacharsis the Scythian when he found Solon
busy drawing up his laws. e

They are exactly like

spiders' webs : they will hold back the weak and
in-^nHiojuii and be broken through by the power-
ful a:i<l rich

"

(Plut. Sol. 5. 2). The proverb satirizes
those who atone for laxity in important matters by
scrupulosity in matters of no moment.

18.
' To every one that hath shall be given, and he

shall have 'more abundantly ; and from him that
Jutth not, even what he hath shall be taJcen away
from, him' (Mt 25^). Cf. R. Hillel :

l He who
increases not, decreases,

3 which means that one who
does not improve his knowledge, loses it (Taylor,
Hayings of the Fathers, i. 14). Jesus employs the

saying in this sense in Mt 1312
, Mk 425=Lk 818

.

It raises an interesting question that several of
these proverbs not only have heathen pjnnuol- luif

are heathen, proverbs. How comes ii thrtlTnvk
and Latin sayings were current among the Jews ?

The Jewish attitude toward pagan culture was <?*"s

of bitter hostility. It is true that the liberal
school of R. Hillel had a more tolerant spirit. Its
most distinguished adherent was H. Gamaliel, who
advocated the study of the hokhmath Javanith.
The prevailing sentiment, however, was that of
the school of Shammai, which pronounced a
common malediction on one who reared swine and
one who taught his son Greek (Otho, Hist. Doct.
Mishn. pp. 68-70).

The general sentiment is well illustrated by Origen's sneer at
Celsus imau:mar\ Jew \vho quoted Euripides, that Jews were
not wont to be so well versed in Greek literature (c. Cels. ii. 34).
A Jew with Greek quotations at his finger ends was an absurd
fiction. And it is certain that Jesus had no acquaintance with
Greek literature. Celsus charged Him with borrowing- from
Plato His saying about the ditficulty of a rich man entering-
into the kingdom of heaven, and spoiling it in the process (#A
vi. 1C. The Platonic passage is Legg. y. 743: a.y<*8ov %i avroe.

and
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reply is most just : 'Who that is even moderately able to handle

the subject would not lauyh at Gelsus, whether a believer in

Jesus or one of the rest 01 mankind, hearing- that Jesus, who
had been born and bred amony: Jews, and was supposed to be
the son of Joseph the carpenter, and had studied no literature,

neither Greek nor even Hebrew, according to the testimony 01

the veracious scriptures that tell his story, read Plato ?
'

Nevertheless, despite their exciusiveiiess, it was

impossible for the Jews to escape the leaven of

external influences. (1) They carried on a very
considerable commerce. They had several indus-

tries of world-wide fame. The Lake of Galilee

abounded in fish, which were pickled and exported
far and wide. Galilee was celebrated for its linen

manufacture, and the flocks which pastured on the

wilderness of Judsea furnished material for a thriv-

ing trade in woollen goods. Jerusalem had a sheep-
market and a wool-market. There was al^o an
extensive import traffic. Trade involves an inter-

change of ideas. The merchants imported words
as well as wares, and one meets many an alien

vocable, uncouthly transliterated, on the pages of

the Talmud. What wonder if the Jews caught
up also some of the foreign merchantmen's pro-
verbs ?

(2) The traders were not the only strangers who
visited the Holy Land. There were Roman soldiers

and Herod's mercenaries, the latter including
Thracians, Germans, and Galatians (Jos. Ant.
XVII. viii. 3). King Herod the Great had built

a magnificent theatre at Jerusalem and an equally
ii-ii^ni!"(i."^ !ii!:|iliii

>n-,;:jf. and had instituted ath-

U-tic <-ij':i^i- c\i"y '""ur years after the pattern
of the Greek game's. From every land (afro irfajj*

7??$) came competitors and spectators (ib. XV. viii.

1). Still more numerous, however, was the con-

course of worshippers who frequented the Holy
City at the festal seasons. They came from all

quarters (Ac 28
*11

). They were, indeed, devout
and patriotic Jews, but they had settled in foreign
countries, and had acquired the languages and
manners of the strangers among whom they dwelt
and traded. Is it not reasonable to suppose that

they would introduce into the Holy Land many a

pithy saying which they had learned in the coun-
tries of their adoption ? DAVID SMITH.

PROYIDENCE. The word 'providence' (Gr.

Tpdvoia) is found only once in EV of the NT, viz.

in Ac 242
, where it is applied to Felix by Tertullus.

'Providence' (Lat. providentia, fr. pro and videre)

literally means *

foresight/ but in its recognized
use a much nearer equivalent is 'forethought

3

(Trpfooia). But providence is more even than fore-

thought. It
hnpJLies

not only thought about the

future, but practical arrangements for the purpose
of securing premeditated ends (cf. Ro 1314 'Make
not provision [irpovniav the only other occasion of
the use of the word in the Gr. NT] for the flesh,
to fulfil the lusts thereof). And in the specific
and most familiar sense of the word, as applied
to the providence of God, it carries with it, as
follows of necessity in the case of the Divine Being,
the actual realization of the ends which God has
determined. Though ihe word nowhere occurs in
the Gospels, the Mibjivt is one that meets us con-

Hantly. And wliilo it is the providence of God
that is especially brought before us, there are not

wanting suggestive references to providence on the

part of man.
1. The DiYine providence. (1) In the OT the

fact of God's providence in nature, in history, and
in the individual life is everywhere prominent ;

and the problems presented by the doctrine of

providence appear and reappear in the Prophets,
and receive a special treatment in the book of
Job and in certain of the Psalms (e.g. 37. 73). In
the Book of Wisdom the very word e

providence
'

(fl7>6?ota) twice occurs. In 14 it is applied to God

as governing the waves of the sea ; and^ in 172

the heathen oppressors of Israel are described as

'fugitives from the eternal providence.' From

Josephus we learn that Rabbinical Judaism was
much occupied with the mysteries of Divine pro-

vidence in its relation to human freedom ; and

that, as agahibt the Sadducees who held an ex-

aggerated view of liberty, and the Essenes who
maintained a doctrine of absolute fate, the Phari-

sees kept to the middle path represented by the

OT teaching, affirming the freedom and responsi-

bility of man on the one hand, and the Divine

providence and omnipotence on the other (Ant.
XIII. v. 9, xvili. i. 3, BJ II. viii. 14).

(2) In the Gospels, as in the NT generally, there

is everywhere assumed the faith in the Divine

providence which characterizes the OT \
:

.:
;.-_

\ \

is continued in orthodox post-canonical Judaism.

The confidence of the Evangelists in the fulfilment

of Messianic prophecy in the Person of Jesus is a

testimony to their holier in the far-sighted opera-
tion of the Divine counsels (Mt 1^'

J 25 - - -3 33
,
and

passim}. Their statements as to the incarnation

of the Son of God furnish a supreme proof of a
Providence that overrules the laws of nature by
an indwelling govei nance, and moves down the

lone- paths of "history to the ;i< coins^.i-hmrui of its

own ends (Mt I 18ff
-, Lk P4ff

-, Jn 1; ci. Gal 44 ).

(3) A doctrine of providence underlies the whole

life, and teaching of Jesus Christ. As against a
Deistic view which makes God sit aloof from the
world He has created, and a Pantheistic view which
identifies Him with Nature and its laws, Jesus

always takes for granted the fact of God's free and

personal providence. It is in this confidence that
He turns to His Father for power to work His
miracles miracles which in turn become signs that

His trusfc in God's providence was not misplaced.
It is in the same confidence that He goes to God
in prayer (Mt II 25 26a9ff

-, Mk I
35 G46 , Lk 321 II 1 2232

,

Jn H41f- 1416
17), and teaches His disciples to do

likewise (Mt 6 fi- 9ff* 77flr- 938 etc.). Such petitions as
1 Give us this day our daily bread

3

(6
11

), and Lead
us not into temptation

*

(v.*
3
), would be mere hypoc-

risies apart from an assured trust in the loving
providence of our Father in heaven.

(4) Not onty is a doctrine of providence a con-

-;!!!'!
:
:-::-jv ,;!]<>': of our Lord's life and ministry,

i: ; r'n- "n '^-'ess part of His^ teaching. Jesus
told His discipfes that God rules in nature, making
the sun to shine and the rain to fall (5

45
), feeding

the birds of the air (6
26

), and clothing the lilies of

the field (v.
28ff

-). He taught them that God also

rules in human lives, bestowing His blessings on
the evil and the good (5

45
), Mipplying the bodily

wants of those upon whom He has conferred the gift
of rational life (6

s5
), devoting a peculiar care to such

as seek His Kingdom and His righteousness (v.
33

).

As against the pagan notion of chance (wh. see),
and the analogous idea that at most the Almighty
cares only for great things and does not concern
Himself with the small (cf. 'Magna dii curant,

parva ne^ligunt,' Cic. de Nat. Deor. ii. 66), He
affirmed that there is

( a special providence in the
fall of a sparrow' (10

29
, cf. Hamlet, Ac. V. Sc. ii.),

and that even the very hairs of our head are all

numbered (v.
30

). As against a doctrine of pro-
vidence which would turn it into a blind fate, and
make the strivings of the human will as meaning-
less as the motions of a puppet, we have to set

His constant emphasis on the momentousness of

choice and effort and decision (7
13 21 1345f - 1624ff- 183

,

etc.). As against a narrow philosophy of pro-
vidence, according to which good men are openly
rewarded in this life and wicked men openly pun-
ished, He taught that God governs the woikl by
general laws (S

45
), that persecution is often the

earthly portion of the righteous (vv.
loff

*), that dis-
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asters falling 011 the individual are not to be taken
as Divine retributions upon special guiltiness (Lk
13 1 '3

), and that our views of Divine providence
must be extended so as to include a coming day
! >

r
i , I-

" - '
i L

'
: L i for nations as well as individuals (Mt

-I'}' -,. 'i' in- in His teaching He anticipated most
of those questions which have been so much dis-
cussed by theologians in connexion with this whole
subject questions as to the relation of God's
;_;<. "r i

! no*! to secondary causes, of providence to
iree wiil, and as to distinctions between a provid-
ence that is special and one that is i

rr-i\ly ^orn'Tvil.

(5) But besides the ;:n-"rr]\ In- iirspiJ.'ni io:i^ uf
His teaching and its brojui lnWof treatment, our
Lord brings forward in one well-known passage
some special views and arguments bearing on faith
in the providence of God as a means of deliverance

from anxious care (Mt 625
"34=Lk 1222

'34
). (a) The

first thing that strikes us here is the emphasis He
lays on the Divine Fatherhood (Mt e26* 32

). The
revelation of God as our Father in heaven i% the
central fact of Christ's teaching, and it illuminates
His doctrine of providence just as it illuminates
His whole message. This is the point at which His
doctrine of providence rises above the highe^i and
best teaching of the OT upon the subject, (rod's

providence is a more individual and a more loving
care than the saints of old had ever dreamed of,
and this it is

!

: -r\ because He is our Father.
Once we have :v,- "A- i

'

'! fundamental truth about
our relation to Him, we find it not merely possible
to believe in His loving guardianship of our lives,
but impossible to conceive of anything else (ef. 711

=Lk II 13
). (b) Taking for granted that His hearers

believe in God as their Creator, Jesus argues from
creation to providence as from the greater to the
less. The life is more than meat, and the body
than raiment. He, therefore, who breathed into
the body the breath of life will assuredly sustain
the life He has inspired, and clothe the body He
has framed (Mt a25), (c) Next He argues, we might
say, from the less to the greater,

"

If God feeds
the birds of the air, shall He not much more feed
His spiritual offspring ? If He clothes the flowers
of the field in their radiant beauty, how can He
fail to clothe His own sons an! T, --

1 '

T 'w. 26-

28"30
). (d) Again, He argues v'y

' " the
fact of our Father's knowledge ..i .";.., juries
with it the certainty that all our needs shall
be supplied an argument based directly on the
thought of Fatherhood, and the love that Father-
hood implies (vv.

31 * 32
).

2. Human providence. Christ's special teaching
on the providence of ( rod in the passage just con-
sidered has sometimes been nuViiiin-preted into a

pronouncement against any pro\ Iilcricc on the part
of man. The language of the AY no doubt lends
itself to this; for in modern English 'Take no
thought

'

is a very misleading rendering of p^ peptp.-
vare (w. 25 - 31 - w

. cf.
-7 - 28

). It was not forethought,
however, but anxiety (see RV) that Jesus warned
His disciples against, when He turned their minds
to tlie great tfnfh of the heavenly Father's pro-
vidence (see art. CARE). That He believed in the
value and the need of prevision and forethought
we may learn from His own example. The long
years of silence at Nazareth were ovidomly spent
in a deliberate preparation of Himself for th<; liigli

tasks that lay before Him. And when His public
ministry began, so far from being careless of the
morrow, He shaped all His days according to a
pre-eoneeived plan (ct Mt 313ff

-, Mk I 14f
-, Lk 1250

,

Jn 94 174). In His teaching He lays frequent
stress on the value of prudent forethought (see
art. PRUDENCE), both in worldly matters and in

:

the affairs of the Kingdom of heaven witness the i

parables of the Unjust Steward (Lk 16lff
-)- of the

'

Pounds (19
13
*), and the Talents (Mt 2514ff

-), of the I

VOL. II. 29

Wise and the Foolish Virgins (v.
lff

-). His appeal,
therefore, to the birds of the air and the lilies of
the Held was not meant to encourage a belief that
God would work for the idle and provide for the

improvident. The argument rather is, If God pro-
vides for His unconscious creatures who cannot
exercise forethought, much more will He provide
for His conscious children who can and do. If He
feeds the birds that neither sow nor reap, much
more will He prosper you in your sowing and reap-
ing ; if He clothes the lilies that toil not neither
do they spin, be sure He will see to it that men
and women, on whom He has laid toiling and
spinning as a necessity, do not lack the raiment
they require. Work you must; it is the law of

your lives as God's rational creatures; but learn
from the birds and the lilies not to be anxious in
the midst of your toil. Sow your seed, trusting
in God to send the harvest. Fulfil your appointed
tasks, but leave the results with confidence in your
Father's hands. Jesus, then, does not commend
improvidence. On the other hand, He does con-
demn a providence that confines itself altogether
to the provision of earthly things, or even gives
these the chief place in the heart. He condemns
the providence of the Rich Fool (Lk 1216'21

), and
urges His disciples to lay up their treasure in the
heavens (w.21

'^).
* Seek ye first the kingdom of

God and His righteousness
'

(Mt G33
) is the counsel

with which He concludes His special teaching on
the relation of His disciples to the providence of
the heavenly Father.

Christ's doctrine* of Divine and human provid-
ence are thus complementary to each other. The
thought of God's foreseeing care does not do away
with human freedom and responsibility. On the

contrary, it accentuates these by assuring us that
we are not the creatures of fate, but the free chil-

dren of God, and that we live our lives and fulfil

our tasks under His watchful and loving eyes. Tlie
realization of the need of forethought and prepara-
tion on our part for the duties and events of life

does not render us independent of the Almighty
care. On the contrary, man's providence rests

altogether upon the providence of God* and apart
from it is utterly vain. And so to win Christ's

approval human providence must be the providence
of religious faith, and must be directed above all

to the securing of higher than earthly blessings.
It is only when we seek first the Kingdom of God
and His ri^hioou^rn^- ohat we have the promise
that *all ihe-o iMrir<' food and raiment and
whatsoever else we require for the bodily life

shall be added unto us.

LriCR vrmis. Schurcr, JIJP n ii. 14 if. ; Wendi, Trichina of
Je&itiS. i. -JOo, 2S9 ; Marteribcn, Dnfjinat. p. 214 ; C. G. Moruetiore.
llcb. and (.-Jreek Ideas of Providence and Retribution" in JQR

v. (1803) 517 ; Rit^chl, Ckr. J)oct. ofJmtij. and Reeon. (Eii. tr.

1900) 614 ; F. H. Woods, For Faith and Science (lOOo), 03 ; E. A.

Abbott, Silanm the Chrtetfan (1006), 309 ; W. X Clarice, Outline

of Chr. Thcoi. p. 147; Dj'kes, Manifesto of the, King, p. 483;
Dale, Laws of Christ, p. 157. J. C. LAMBERT.

PRUDENCE. This term has a -wider and a
narrower reference. It may denote practical saga-

city, the right choice of means to ends, clear-lighted

forecasting of consequences and the shaping of

conduct in accordance therewith. This would "bring
under review the whole of Jesus' conduct, and His
methods of teaching, with their adaptation to the
ends of His mission. In its more common use,

prudence refers to the more self-regarding acts. It

is the narrower reference that we consider.

1. Jesus' conduct. In the earlier part of His

ministry Jesus withdrew from the approach of

danger." When He came from the temptation in
the wilderness to take up His mission, hearing that
Herod had put John in prison, He departed from
Jordan to Galilee (Mt 412). Galilee was within the
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dominion of Herod Antipas, but it was remote,
away from the palace where John wa- iini-ri-oiioil,

away also from the place where John iiui Uipii/.O'l,
and whither the crowds had come. In Galilee He
would be more withdrawn from Herod's observa-
tion. Later on, when opposition was growing, and
the Pharisees and Heroclians were taking counsel

together against Him, He withdrew for a time to

the sea (Mt 1214
,
Mk 3s

). And when He heard
of the execution of John, He retired with His
disciples to the desert (Mt 1413, Mk 631

). The
Fourth Gospel also gives instances of His shunning
Judsea when passions were stirred there against
Him (Jn 7 1 * 10 1039- 40 II 8- 54

}. What relation had
these acts of prudence to Jesus5

sense of duty and
of trust in the care of the Father? He shunned
danger then for His work's sake. His hour was
not yet come (7

6
). Then life, and not death, was

the necessity of His mission, \ _;.:". -1\ --is taught
the most absolute trust in the ;',i<:"i ';' * M^e of the
Father. Not a sparrow falls

-
'

\ ._,.. i without
Him (Mt 1<P). Should He not then have com-
mitted Himself to the Father : could Herod defeat
the mission of the Messiah, the Son who alone could
reveal the Father ? In the wilderness Jesus recog-
nized that thought to be a temptation of Satan
(4

5~7
). God has given us minds to look before and

after; and to ran into avoidable peril needlessly
is to tempt God. Carefulness, even amid duty, is

lowliness' way of escape from presumption. Jesus
re.:co<iiii/ed that He had to accept the ordinary con-
<!iciun-j of human life, and guard Himself, for His
work's sake, from the confinement that would
hinder it, or premature deatl,

'*'
:

* t
'

destroy
it. But there is both in the *\. ;

:

,' d in the
Fourth Gospel a beautiful reconciliation of Jesus'

prudence with duty and faith. When He with-
drew to the desert on hearing of John's death, the
crowds followed Him ; and Jesus, seeing them as

sheep without a shepherd, had compassion on them,
and began to teach them (Mk G34). The death of
Lazarus makes Him return to Judsea3 whence He
}\mi pnnlonrh withdrawn Himself (Jn II4

"8
). The

(rior^'CTK-c
of a duty, an appeal from circumstances

to His compassion, is a call from the Father, and
then Jesus enters upon danger secure in the
Father's guarding providence. When a man is

doing the duty clearly laid down for him at the
moment, he is walking in the day, and there is no
stumbling for him (IP).

Did Jesus sin a gain *n thar earlier spirit of prudence in His last
visit to Jerusalem'' He knixvthar Tie -\\as> oiri# into danger.
And lie went thither not quietly, but making: a. public demon-
stration- He rode up to ihe city on an a.s's coir as the Messiah,
with an enthusiastic crowd strewing- palm branches and singing
hosannas to the Son of David. That would rouse the Pharisees,
who regarded His claim as V .".-'" ()-.-. ; "d the Sadducees,
who might tremble for the :;.- ,.i i < of the city. He
went to the Temple, and drove out with a scourge of small
cords them that bought and sold in the holy place. And when
at last Pharisees and Sadducees were united against Him, lie
uttered in the public hearing His invectives aaairutt the hjpocriy
of scribes and Pharisees. Jesus has been blamed for*thereb\
running- upon death. But (1) it wo*, necessary that He should
openly "make HIP claim 10 be the Messiah. He" had not done so
at first-, for He dirl not desire any mere political following* It
was to spiritual believers, won bv His* preachina: of the Father,
who felt that He, the meek and lowly One. had the \\ords of
eternal life, that He made known the fact that He wa God's
Messiah. But it was necessary that the claim should ultimately
be proclaimed, after all His gospel had been declared, that
Israel's rejection of Him should be their rejection of Him as
Messiah. "(:>) Tt was uene^arv alo that the Lord of man'* life

should lav lto.ro in judgment the evil of Pharisaism, the master
sin which dwells m the Temple, serving the very altar (see PER-
FECTION- or ,ltsi s, p. 837). But the invective"? came onlv after His
enemie^ were banded together and had decreed His death. The
hour was striking when He uttered the words that maddened
His foes. He chose His time with forethought and sagacitv.
(3) The hour of sacrifice had come. This death was no way of

escape from intolerable difficulties (Renan, F. Newman). It was
the end foreseen from the beginning. It lies at the back of the
victory over temptation in the wilderness when He put aside
the suggestion to use methods of popularity. Its shadow is over
the words which He spake to the Pharisees, when early in His

upon
\i

itself
3

ministry they questioned Him about His disciples and fasting .

* The days will come when the bridegroom shall be taken away
from them, and then shall they fast in those daj s

'

(Lk 535). And
as soon as Peter had made his confession of belief in Him as

Messiah, Jesus began to pn.ji.-'.'-t TF- ilVV >: f r sufferings and
death (Mk 830.31). Thai -'.:,. ,\r -d. -V. mat though His dis-

ciples had never dreamed of the tragic ending, yet it had long
been in their Master's thought. The joyousness and serenity of

the early Galilsean ministry is no proof that Jesus dreamed then
of success ; it only proves how absolute was His conquest over
all self-assertion and all natural shrinking of the flesh. Death
was His goal, seei

" " '

_ r ""'.' could
be set up only by \

- -
, The

Father had laid \
'

, _ e for
the sheep. And I - ! ecog-
nized that this B -

,
"

.' i . i s :. i ,
- e

- - f the
times (Mt 163).

2. Jesus' teaching. His teaching follows the
lines of His conduct. As in His conduct, there is

a prudential side. He counsels men to lay up
treasure in heaven, for that treasure abides (Mt
619- 20

, Lk 1233 }. He bids them count the cost of

discipleship (Lk 1425'33
}. In the parables of the

Unjust Steward and the Ten Virgins, He expresses
His 'surprise at the lack of fWelhon^il and con-
sideration on the part of tho cli'ldion of light.

(See FOOLISHNESS). And He bids them pluck out
their right eye, cut off their hand or foot, whichever
it be that gives offence, and enter maimed into
the Kingdom of God rather than perish (Mk 943

"49
,

Mt 528- 30
). This has been called

c the distinctive

principle of Christian asceticism
*

(Gore) ; and this

may be granted, with the proviso that such asceti-
<"-': 1 :-' JV . to do with self-appointed penances

:

. but only with the self-denial which
In brings amid the inflow of life

rather Christian prudence, as
K-lp'c- 1'c'i- denned it,

e loM? nuikin^ wise
..r u-;v .'i what hinders and \\]\t\\. helps
it is a vivid commentary on the prayer,

' Lead us not into temptation.
3

In Jesus' teaching, as in His life, these pruden-
tial maxims , .

n

.

*

'servient to the ultimate

principle of . paradox,
' Whosoever

will save his life shall lose it, and whosover will
lose his life for my sake shall find it

3

(Mt 1625
,

Lk 1733
,
Jn 1225). Sclf-forgetfulne>6> through loving

service of God enriches the spirit with life's trea-
sures of wisdom and joy. That is the secret hid
from the wise and prudent and revealed unto babes
(Lk 1020 - 21

).

LITERATURE. W. M. Sinclair, The Servant of Christ (1892),
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191 ; S. A. Brooke, Tie Ship of the Soul (1898), 4 ; D. T. Young., , - ., v 4 ; D. T. Young.
The Crimson Book (1903), 157; W. C. E. Newbolt, The Cardinal
Ftrtae*aOS),25. RlCHAED Gl.AISTER.

PSALMS. In discussing the relation of Christ
to the Psalms, two questions must be kept apart :

(1) His use of the Psalter, (2) His presence in the
Psalter. Even if we did not know, by direct

quotation and indirect allusion, that the Psalter
was a favourite book of Christ's, we could have
safely inferred as much from His general attitude
to the OT. The Psalter, as, on the whole, the

simplest and purest expression of the devotional
life of Israel, must have commended itself pecu-
liarly to Christ.

1. The influence of the Psalter upon the rnind of
Jesus was probably larger and more profound than
His recorded allusions to it, numerous and subtle
as they are, would lead us to suppose. There were
indeea elements in it which He could not have
appropriated cries for vengeance upon foes (Ps
4lA <

10
>, cf. es24 ^), or of an almost cruel delight at

their defeat (IS
48 W)i or sorrowful laments at the

prospect of a death in which fe11oA\<hip \\ith God
was believed to be interrupted (6

s
-
31 39Ui131 881J '13

(
1(M2

)). But there were other elements which were
well fitted to express, as they may have helped to

nourish, His piety. Especially must He have
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been attracted by those psalms which "breathe the

spirit of quiet confidence in God :
* Thou art my

God; my times are in thy hand' (31
15f*

(
14f

->) ;

4 In

thy presence is fulness of joy' (16
11

) ;

* As for me,
I am continually with thee : thou hast holclen my
right hand. Thou wilt guide me with thy counsel,
and afterward receive me to glory

3

(73-
3f>

). The
joy which comes from fellowship with God and
from the contemplation of His acts in history
(95-100), the humble and childlike spirit which
lifts meek eyes to the God who looks down in pity
from the heavens (123. 130) these and other such
tempers and aspirations cannot have been without
their influence upon the spirit of Jesus. Most
welcome of all would be those fine interpretations
of the character of God scattered throughout the
Psalter as of one who is not only Lord of all

space and time (90. 139), but who is also 'good
and ready to forgive and rich in love to all that
call upon him '

(86
5 1038

), who opens His hand and
satisfies the desire of every living thing (145

16
),

who is father of the fatherless and judge of the
widow (68

6
<
5
0, who rises up at the oppression of

the poor and Hie M^liin^ uf the needy (12
6

*5)
).

2. But in ti-immiirui ilio influence of the Psalter

upon Jesus, we are not left to conjecture. On
many occasions notably at the he^nmnii: 'irl the
end of His public career He use- it uirorily. and
expresses, sometimes the truths of His gospel,
sometimes the aspirations of His soul, sometimes
His premonitions of the fate of Jerusalem, almost
in its very words. The Sermon on the Mount has
at least half a dozen references, direct or indirect,
to the Psalter ; not only words of a more general
kind, such as 'Depart from me, ye workers of

iniquity
3

(Mt V23 ||
Lk 13-*

7
, cf. Ps 69

(
8
0, or the allu-

sion to Jerusalem as the *

city of the great king
'

(Mt 5s5
, cf. Ps 483 <

2
)), but even such an assurance

as that the heavenly Father feeds the birds (Mt
626, cf. Ps 147y

) ; and some of the Beatitudes them-
selves are but echoes of the Psalter, e.g. 'the
meek shall inherit the earth

3

(Mt 55, cf. Ps 3711

(the land)), *the merciful shall obtain mercy*
(Mt 57

, cf. Ps IS26 *
25

)}.
O

,
.'.

,"_. a psalm is

explicitly cited by Him, j
"' *

"

Jn 1034, and
even prefaced by the words^

* Have ye never read ?'

(cf. Mt 21 16* 42
), which assume a familiar knowledge

of the book, or at least of these particular psalms
(8. 118), on the part of His audience. But, even
where there is no such citation, the language is

often saturated with reminiscences of the Psalter.
There can be little doubt, e.g., that 'my soul is

exceeding sorrowful* (Mt 26s8
1| Mk 14U) is an echo

of Ps 42s - 12-
(
5 -

)), or that he that eateth with me
shall betray me

5

(Mk 1418) is an echo of Ps 4110-
<
&
*

(cf. Jn 1318, where the treachery i^ o.\-]roly <ai<l to
be in fulfilment of the utterance in the piilm). or
that *

they shall dash to the ground thy children
within thee' (Lk 1944 ) is a reminiscence of Ps 1379

.

In the words of a psalm (31
6*

(
5
)) Jesus commended

His spirit into His Father's hands (Lk 23*).
3. These references are not quite exhaustive,

but they are characteristic ; and they are very
significant of Christ's general attitude to the
Psalter. He makes its words of faith His own in
the moment of His sorrow, He repeats its pro-
mises to those who are prepared to be His dis-

ciples (Lk 1C19
, cf. Ps 9113

: Mt &9 cf. Ps 3711
) ;

but, with the single exception if it be an excep-
tion of Ps 110, to be afterwards discussed, He
does not seem directly to countenance, by His
own example, that Messianic interpretation of the
Psalter upon which the Church has, from her
earliest days, uniformly insisted. True, it is re-
corded that He said that *

all things must needs be
fulfilled which are written in the law of Moses,
and the prophets, and the psalms, concerning me *

(Lk S444). But within the teaching of Christ Him-

self there is no certain, illustration of specific pas-
sages which He applied Messiardcally to Himself.
And this omission would be very singular, if He
had generally countenanced Messianic interpreta-
tion in the narrower sense in which that word has
been commonly understood. He believed in His
Messiahship, but He did not rest it upon the basis
of individual passages. He claimed to fulfil the
Law and the Prophets ; but, judging by His

general practice,
^ ",', '

\ mply the large
rulfilment of their

"

. .- 'cy, rather than
any minute and .

ik of particular
words. His method of dealing with the Psalms,
when controversy is involved, is well illustrated

by His citation of Ps 826 in Jn 1034. The Jews are
incensed at what they regard as His- v *

-.in
calling Himself the Son of God. lie appeals to
r ho p.salm, to show that men exalted to high office
had been in the OT called gods

3

; and argues
that, if the title was appropriate for them, how
much more for Him who had a unique commission
and equipment from the Father.

. It Is instructive to turn from Christ's use of the Psalter to
that of the writers and speakers in the NT ; and, in this con-
nexion, it is important to remember " '

" * *

.

"

from the Psalter are made from th \

seriously affects the argument. The author of the Ep. to the
Hebrews, e.g. (110-12), finds, in the great words of Ps 10226-28
{25-27}.' Thou, Lord, in the beginning, didst lay the foundation
of the earth, and the heavens are the works of thy hands * an
allusion to Christ. In the LXX it is

' the Lord
' who is said to

be everlasting, and to the author of the Epistle the Lord is

Christ. But in the Hebr- w ii-V 1 " IT"' 1 -tddress is to Jehovah, a
title which no Hebrew >"(! ;t.'---i.h have applied to the
Messiah. Here is a case and ihere are others where the
argument holds only on the basis of the Greek translation ; it

would be irri levant and inapplicable on chp bans of the original
Hebrew (cf. Eph 4% Ps C>?i

(J- <:)-
Again,'. Vi r, _:i"! ,o ,i :.."-,'!-<. :.' . V 1 '-,-' :-

:

;-,

it has to - . i (,! . , -,.-!j. <. ,
. |.j. .

f

ir-."-r"'v -
,-. > _-.: -

.
-. -I.- . c. .-. ..;"-. :,

ix-r- '
fcp- ; *; .

- -
-: -."; !,!;<' .(;'' | .

tr.rvai ^,-:'.\y on ( :;IL ^i-sruiorfor some aspect of it, is their
theme. In many psalms this is obvious (cf. 44. 83. 137) ; and
the quL'Slion inay fairly be raised whether this is rioz also the
case in the Messianic psalms. Doubtless rime nii,-ht prove that
the meaning of a psalm was larger than the original intern ioi
of its composer : this is true more or less of all great liieratare.
But to understand truly its deeper meaning, "\\e must start
from its original intention, and from the situation in view of
which it was composed. While to some of the psalms whose

_.. .. _ ....

e.g. (Heb, *his Messiah/ LXX -Chri-r ). ri i'~ <

sarily some historical king, and ihu psal-n appe.irt :o 'MO-M bu.n
composed on the eve of n bank1

'. I:, I:HM, 1*1 -,oe <'" li

psalms which deal with a ' Messiah ' or *
Christ/ the reference

is to a historic king of Israel or Judah, the ]>rc-r.i!nn
r
'-n -IT

;
',";>:

is raised that all the Messianic psalms mu be .-iiHr\ in:<"--

preted.
The tendency to find in the Psalter predictive references to'

Jesus must have set In very early. In Mt 1335, e.g., the para-
bolic method of teaching adopted by Jesus is said to be in
fulfilment of the prophecy (attributed in one MS to Isaiah),

'
I

will open my mouth in parables, I will utter things hidden
from the foundation of the world.' In point of fact these words
simply form the introduction to one of the longer historical

psalms (78
s
), and in them the Psalmist simply declares his

intention to draw instruction from the ancient history of
Israel. There is here no conceivable allusion to the parabolic
teaching of Jesus. This interpretation would hardly even ha\ p>

been possible but for the LXX. \hkh l-.appcr -: to"render the
Hebrew 7^D2 by lv T^J* -V/^ iinoihor ^oo<l illustration of
the control that the LXJt exercised over Messianic interpreta-
tion. This tendency to '

messianize,' wherever possible, natur-
ally is operative also outside of the NT. There is no warrant in
its pages, e.p., for referring the latter part of Ps 24 to Christ ;

but the "Fathers applied it to His ascension, and the Te Deum
addresses Christ as the King or Ulory. Sometimes psalms
which are commonly regarded as Messianic contain sentiments
which are un-Christian, and which therefore render the Messianic
int^rprr-tation. In am -Tii-c-uorth defending, untenable- Some
oxoiroTcs rifi\<> P\U\ held thsit l*s 18 is Messianic, in spite of such
a \crs(- as -* 1 4-'. Ks :4, whom- claims are much more generally
allowed, contains sentiments (cf. v.9) which, could not legiti-

mately be reconciled with the spirit of Him who was the Prince
of peace.

5. We shall now examine the psalms which are
most commonly regarded as Messianic for con-
venience' sake in the order in which they occur in
the Psalter.
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Ps 2. A study of the NT allusions to this psalm
is peculiarly instructive, as, though ^

there is a

general agreement that it is Messianic, there is

considerable variety in its interpretation. One

pa^age, indeed, does not seem even to regard the

psalm as Messianic, at least in the narrower sense :

in Itev 2~7 the promise of Ps 29 that the king would
4 break

J (LXX and NT read iroifJLavei($),
*

shepherd,
5

'

mle," pointing csnn instead of GSHFJ) the nations

with a rod of iron, as the vessels of the potter are

broken, is applied, in the message addressed to

Tliyatira, to the Christian who overcomes and

keeps the works of Christ to the end.

This application of I
1
;-- P-SIJI -N'.v- .':. . even in very early

times, the ilesslanic
:

.-. i-pi, .., .--s -!(;> psalms was felt to

be not the only possible one. It is just possible, however, that

the \\ ords of the psalm were chosen simply "because they were
an apposite description of triumph. This becomes the more

probable when we remember that elsewhere in this same book
Eev 125 1915 the passage is applied Messianically.

The first two verses of the psalm
*

"Why do the

heathen rsi^e?* etc. are applied in Ac 425f- to the

coui\druirion of Herod, Pilate, the Romans, and the

Jews, against
c

thy holy servant Jesus,' who is

clearly therefore regarded as the king celebrated

in the psalm. The verse which the NT most fre-

quently lays under contribution is v. 7
* Thou art

my son, this day have I begotten thee.
* This verse,

or the first part of it, underlies Nathanael's con-

fession (Jn I49 ), Peter's confession (Mt 1616
), the

high priest's question ^Mt266a
), and the voice which

is said to have been heard on the occasion of the

Baptism (Mt 317=Mk ln=Lk 32
-) and the Trans-

figuration (Mt 175=Mk 97=Lk 9s5 ). According to

the Codex Bezse in Mt 3 17
, the words heard on the

occasion of the baptism were,
4 Thou art my son,

this day have I begotten thee.' This attests the

belief in some quarter-* that the Divine sonship of

Jesus, which the psalm is supposed to foreshadow,
dated from the day of His baptism. But in Ac 1383

St. P.. -:
1 "-_. ->% :

r e Psalmist's utterance as fulfilled

not ir :
!>

< -!| :
-

i, but in the resurrection of Jesus ;

and this vieV appears to underlie the Apostle's
statement in Bo I 4 that it was by the resurrection

that Jesus was declared to be the Son of God with

power. The verse is fr.r+ror f-Ti'j.

1
!.-^ in He I5 (cf.

55
} as a proof of the ^iiT'-lu'-'X

'

Jesus to the

angels. In the Hebrew
'

OT, however, the term

literally translated * sons of God '
is apjjlied to

supernatural beings whether they be regarded as

gods or angels ; cf. Job 1s 21
, where the LXX

renders by ol dyyeXot rod 6eov. As, however, there
are passages in which even the LXX speaks of

these beings as 'sons of God' (Ps 291 89s), we must
assume, if the writer has not forgotten them, that
he is laying particular stress on the latter half of

the verse,
c this day have I begotten thee.

3 Accord-

ing to the Epistle, however, Jesus took part in the

Creation, and was pre-existent before all eternity
(I

3* 10
) ; consequently we must suppose that the

*

begetting to-day
'

refers to His eternal generation.
See art. BEGETTING.
Here, then, are three different interpretations of

the verse within the NT : the Divine sonship of the
Messiah is variously connected with His baptism,
His resurrection, or His eternal generation. These
interesting fluctuations of opinion are po>>ible only
because the historical interpretation of i.he p-nlin
is ignored. The phrase

' -on of God f

did not neces-

sarily imply Divinity in the technical sense, for we
find "it applied even" to t lie people (T\: 4^), and we
have already seen how -}<:<u^ ai<ino.- ^Jn 1034) from
the acknowledged application of the term to human
beings. In truth, tlio p<jilm MJOHI^ to be addressed
to some actual king of Jnrl;ili, niul to express the
assurance of his victory and dominion, possibly on
the occasion of his coronation. The day on which
he was begotten as a son of God is the day on
which he was installed in his regal dignity as the

representative of Jehovah, the King and Father of

His people. It is, we must admit, by 110 means

impossible, especially when we consider the soaring

language of the psalm, that its subject is not any
reigning king, but some king yet to be ; this would
be the case if the psalm belongs, as it may, to the

post-exilic period, when the monarchy was no^mpre.
But in neither case can it be strictly

'v . , -1 C ,
-

referring to Jesus, partly because th< \- . ".--

ment of the king upon the holy hill of Zion would
have no relevance in His case ; partly because the

conception of His function as dashing His enemies

in pieces is un-Christian. Besides, as we have seen,
the NT itself is not agreed as to the precise inci-

dent which the psalm is si:
"\

'

.

'
"

'

But its solemn and emphati
:

.

"

-
1

,

Divine sonship of the king, ;
.

look upon a world-wide dominion, made it natural,
and almost inevitable, under the conditions of early
Christian interpretation, that it should be regarded
as, in some sense, a prediction of Jesus.

Ps 8. It is interesting to compare the use made
of this psalm by Jesus with that made elsewhere
in the NT. V. 3

('
2

>
' Out of the mouth of babes and

suckling.' etc., is quoted by Him against the chief

priests '{Mt 2 1 16
), who murmur when they hear

the children cry
' Hosanna.' The NT follows the

LXX, which reads '

praise
'

instead of the Hebrew
c

strength,'
i bulwark '

; but the essential meaning
of the psalm is finely brought out by the citation

the power, on the one hand, or the insight, on
the other, of the children (cf. for a very similar

{* : Jil. M 1

II25
). In He 26 "8

, however (cf. 1 Co
|.~>- . !';.(.; madest him a little (or 'for a little

while') lower than the angels,' vv. 5 - 6 of the psalm
are interpreted as referring to Jesus, because the

ML|iroiimi\ which, in the psalm, is asserted of the
' -on oJf man' is not, as a matter of fact, true of

the human race, but it is true of Jesus. This is a
noble application of the passage, full of poetic and

spiritual i
1

-i-_l J : but it does not justify us in sup-
posing 1 1 if 1 1 i iu- p-alm was, in its original intention,
Messianic. The Psalmist is undoubtedly thinking
of the human race, he marvels at the love of the

great God towards His apparently insignificant
creature in making him lord of all.

* Thou hast

put all things under his feet,' To the Psalmist
this supremacy i-< a fact : he is content with man
as he iinds him, and he is not thinking of One
in whom this lordship would be more perfectly
realized,

Ps 16. In Ac S25-28
(cf. 1335

'37
) St. Peter quotes

four verses of the j>salm (
8~11

} in confirmation of the
resurrection of Christ. The crucial verse is ^ * Thou
wilt not leave my soul unto Hades, neither wilt
thou give thy holy one to see

(rriijill'ii
1

.'

1

Ti i- not

quite certain whether the ps-\im i- hii.hiniptl or
collective. If it be collective, this verse implies no
more than an assured faith in the future of Israel ;

if, howeverf it be individual, the speaker is pro-
bably expressing his own faith in immortality,
though a more meagre meaning has been put upon
the words, as if he were simply expressing his con-
fidence in his recovery from a severe illness, or

perhaps in his immunity from the sudden death
which overtakes the wicked. In any case *

thy holy
one*- an unfortunate translation is vmdmibfodly
the speaker himself. He is JehovahV ///>M'/, that

is, a bond of love subsists between him and his
God ; and, in virtue of this bond, he is sure that
Sheol cannot be his ultimate fate, he will over-

leap it, and be received into glory (Ps 7S24
). The

last word of 16"
10

nrj$, which means e

pit,
5

was, how-
ever, unfortunately rendered by LXX dta$0opd,
c

corruption
'

; and part of St. Peter's argument, as
of St. PauPs in Ac 13s5

"37
, depends upon the mis-

j
translation. The argument is that, as the Psalmist

! himself * saw corruption
J

(Ac 1336), he was really
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speaking, not of himself, but, prophetically, of

Jesus, who saw no corruption. The psalm is there-
fore regarded as a prophecy of the resurrection of

Christ, though it is, in reality, only a devout
believer's confession of faith in his own immortality.
But it is only fair to notice that, while the form of
the argument in Acts is Jewish, and rests, in part,
upon a mistranslation, in substance the argument
is sound. What the psalm essentially asserts is,

that wrhere a bond of love subsists between God
and a man, death has no power to destroy the man
a fortiori in the case of the Man. e It was not

possible that He should be conquered by him '

(Ac
224

) such a one as Jesus by such an antagonist as
death.
Ps !??. X-.'

1 "

more natural than that the

early^' -. . have 'iiterpicte*"! iliis psalm
Messianically, or that that iMirnirouijioii should
have persisted throughput the whc-1 history of the
Christian Church. It is not only that echoes of it

are heard in the Passion story of the Gospels, in
the parting of His : ,!*;< -i!- ,,,ncl the casting of the
lot for His raiment - \i _>: Mk 1524=Lk 2334, Ps
2219

(
18

>), tin' -li,Ai-Jof the heads of HIG im*&eis-l>v
(Mt 2739= \! :, I.')

'

Lk 2335
5 Ps 228

<
7
>), Oie mocking

cry,
c He trusted in God, let him deliver him' (Mt

2V43
, Ps 22s

(8)), but Jesus Himself upon the cross
used at least the opening morels of the psalm (Mt
2746=Mk 1534), ami the parting of His garments is

cvpre ly -aid in Jn 1924 to have taken place that
rlio -onpMiro might be fulfilled. It must be ad-
mitted that there is often a MTV -;,-;i I'l'

1

^ -i
1

ii!,v.i; \-

between the details of the p-i !'n <vs,j , IK- ];;;'; ; i \\;

of the Gospels. Still, many of those details are
not strictly applicable to the crucifixion. Alike in
the sufferings, in the triumphant issue from them,
and in the contemplated conversion of the world

ph (v.
^

f
27

)), this

tiering Servant
:

both is doubt-
less the same, that is, the people, or at least the
pious kernel of Israel. More important, however,
than the similarity of detail just alluded to, strik-

ing as that is, is the large and profound insight of
the psalm. It is all a^low with the consciousness
that suffering means, in the end, not defeat, but
victory, and that the Suffering Servant, so far from
being crushed, will one day win the whole world to
Himself. These truths, of course, find their highest
and truest exemplification in Jesus
Ps 3421 <2o>. According to Jn 1936 the legs of Jesus

were not broken, in order that the scripture might
be fulfilled,

*A bone of him shall not be broken/
In the psalm the verse is intended to express the
general care which Jehovah exercises over the

righteous, and therefore it could hardly be re-

garded as an apt citation in connexion with the
crucifixion of Jesus ; but more probably it is in-

tended to l-o. pihiarily. a reminiscence of Ex 1246
,

Nu 912,
Ahl-li I.-O-<TI

: .P that the bones of the
Paschal lanib shall not be broken. In that case the

quot.at.ion would convey to a Jewish ear the subtle
reminder that Jesus was the true Paschal lamb.
Ps $0. In He lO5

'7
part of this psalm (w. 7'9 (-8

))

is quoted, and interpreted as a prayer of Christ on
fomin<r into the world ; and here, again, a large
part of the argument turns upon the faulty text of
the LXX. The author is arguing that the con-
tinual sacrifices of the OT dispensation have been
for ever abolished by the one sacrifice of Christ.
In the body which God prepared for Him, He per-
fectly fulfilled the Divine will by the sacrifice of
Himself. But the words e a body didst thou prepare
for me/ which the author adopts from the LXX,
do not represent the Heb. of 407 <

6
>, which reads,

'ears hast thou digged for me.' Fortunately the
origin of the mistake is not far to seek. The word
for c ears

*

is QTIA, and for *

body
' SttMA. The S

at the end of H6EAH2AS was apparently dupli-
cated, and then the fo!!o\vir_g liTIA was easily
transformed into flllMA ; M> that out of an originally
correct translation, ears,' a new word arose, which

"

;*-,"" to a dogmatic interpretation"

Xi
"

that intended by the Psalmist.
His point is that God demands not sacrifice but
obedience the ready ear to hear ; the point in the

Epistle is, not the ever-recurring sacrifice, but the
one sacrifice of Christ's body. As, however, the
ethical worth, in one of its aspects, of Christ's
sacrifice was the perfect obedience which it illus-

trated, we may say that here, as in the case of Ps
16, the conclusion is essentially sound, though the

argument is fallacious, at least in so far as it rests

upon a mistranslation. Historically considered,
the |>salm appears to be a prayer expressing the
MI! iii; I<M! feelings of the people after their return
r'm, i o\i !<. It is one of the three great psalms (cf.
50. 51) which emphatically assert the superiority
of obedience and contrition over sacrifice.

Ps 9dl
*(*>. In the Gospel of John, as in the

Epistle to the Hebrews, ^'~ '
*

.

'

tendency
towards the Messianic I . ,.

"

passages
in which, to say the least, tliat '-.< j-'-

s

:.'-
:
->: i-

not necessary. According to Jn 1318 the treachery
of Judas is said to have taken place in accordance
with the scripture, which must be fulfilled, 'He
that eateth my bread lifted up his heel again-1 me.'
In other words, Ps 41 10

<
9

) is supposed to have Christ
for its theme. That this is impossible, hxnvever,
is

clearly
shown by the very verse of the psalm

which follows the quotation,
*

Thou, Jehovah, have
mercy upon me, and raise me up, that I may requite
them/ It is much more probable that Jesus simply
used the words which St. Mark records of Him,
words, no doubt, suggested by the psalm,

' One of

you shall betray me, even he that eateth with me.'
He may have cited the words of the psalm as

apposite rather than prophetic.
Ps 45. For long P- <">

T
: !*;. "! among Chris-

tian e\po>it(rt> the ., ':' elebrating the
love of OirUr /or His Church. But Blanco at the

psalm is enough to show that it, like others has
its roots in history ; the pointed and definite refer-
ence to * the daughter of Tyre

' renders any other

interpretation extremely improbable. It is appar-
ently a song in celebration of *!: n.in'iaL*' 1 "f some
king of Israel or Judah ~v iris ;; iV.i i-j* 1 ":'Incess.

Vv>i6f.)_<Thy throne, O <<>;, i- j'orn'oi a--! ever/
etc. are cited in He I 8f- and interpreted as refer-

ring to the Son. Con-id '/rip;: that shortly before,
v. 2

, and immediately after, v, IU
,
the author of the

Epistle touches upon the pre-exi^tence of Christ,
the direct naming of ihe royal subject of the psalm
as 'God* would be peculiarly welcome. With
what admirable cogency could the psalm thus be

interpreted of Christ, and how little could it be

fairly referred to any one else I For the passages
which some have adduced to prove that D'n

4

?^
could stand for 'judges' (cf. Ex 227f-

) though they
do not really prove as much would in any case t>e

insufficient to show that an ordinary human king
could be addressed in the word Elohim ; the king
of the psalm must therefore be Divine. It has
been conjectured, however, with great acuteness
and probability, that instead of DTT^K *G-od,

3 the

original reading was mT < shall be '

(>T>T). This

may have been carelessly read as mrr, "and then
altered by the Elohistic redactors of Pss 42-83 to
Dr-t^K. In that case the important dogmatic text,
'

Thy throne, God, is for ever and ever,' becomes
the innocent assertion that s

thy throne shall be for

ever and ever,' and with the change in the text,
the Messianic interpretation vanishes, especially as
the next verse sneaks of his companions. Of a
human king this is intelligible, but who would the

companions of the Messiah be ?
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Ps 69. It TiiUJ 1 : -eoui -'.>';;-"". ,L.
that a psalm

marked by so Mirliruve *. -[-i'l. -i- Ps 69 should

ever have been interpreted Messianieally, but
several of its verses are even in the NT brought
into relation with Christ. In his usual manner St.

John (IQ-
3"*

) sees in the offering of vinegar to Jesus

on the cross a fulfilment of scripture, that is, of

P* 69--'
2tl

(cf. Mk 15-*% Lk 23d6
), while St. Matthew

(2-34.to| 9
who parallels the language of the psalm

still more closely by speaking of the gall, does not

explicitly connect
*"

the incident with the psalm,
though tloubtless it was in his mind. The zeal

with "which Jesus drove the money-changers out of

the Temple, is said in Jn 2' 7 to have reminded the

disciples of v. 10
<
9) of the psalm ; and Ho 153,

where
the second half of this verse is quoted, shows that

St. Paul interpreted the psalm Messianieally (but
cf. Ro 11"- with Ps GO23*- <--f

->)- In Ac 1>, Ps 69'J6 &>

and 109s are regarded as inspired predictions of the
fate of Judas (Ac I

lf!

}- Two difficulties, however,
stand in the way of interpreting this psalm Messi-

anieally : (1) It plainly reflects a contemporary"
historical situation ; it is the product of a time
when Judah is in misery and her cities are in ruins

(6Q36 t35}) ; amj (2) its fierce vindictive tone (cf. v.-4 ) is

altogether unlike the spirit of Him who said,
(

Father, forgive them.' The similarity of inci-

dents in the life of Jesus to certain features of the

psalm may have led to its Messianic application ;

but it has nothing like the claims to such a dis-

tinction which Ps 22 has.

Ps 72. The NT lends hardly any support to the
Messianic interpretation of this psalm, thounh tlrU

;,.', -i j.it ,

j

; ... ^ag found much favour with Chri^-
:

;," <xj.'--i .-. The description of the gifts of

gold that were brought to the infant Jesus (Mt 211
)

perhaps recalls, in part, the language of the psalm,
cf. vv. 101- 15

; but in spite of the extravagant lan-

guage of vv. 8'11 (which are possibly, as some hold,
a later insertion, added after the psalm, began to

be interpreted Me-^ianically), it was, in all prob-
ability, originally only a prayer for some historic

king. V. 15
, in which prayer is to be continually

offered for the royal subject of the psalm, shows
that the Messianic interpretation is hardly ad-
missible.

Ps 110. No psalm is so frequently laid under
contribution in the NT as Ps 110. V. 1

, e.g.* is re-

ferred to, directly or allu^ivelv, in Mt 221*4 26B4, Mk
12* U6'2 1619, Lk 2042f- 226", Ac 2^ 5S1 755f% Ro S34

,

1 Co IS*8
, Eph I20

, Col 31
, 1 P S22, He I3- 1S 8* 1012f*

12? ; and v/ in He 56 620 711- 17- 21 etc. The first

verse is interpreted of Jesus, who, as the Messiah,
is bidden by the Lord (Jehovah in the Hebrew) to
sit at His right hand till He has vanquished all

His enemies ; while, according to the Ep. to the

Heb., He is also the priest for ever after the order
of Melchizedek. Other priesthoods were transi-

tory, His is eternal and inalienable (T
16
*^). pho

use of the psalm made by Christ, together with
the very deliberate, if not solemn words in which
He introduces the citation, oerininly raise a strong
presumption that He n-g.-miod i lie psalm as Mes-
sianic. But in this connexion two things have to
be remembered : (1) that this allusion spring^ from
an atmosphere of controversy, and f-2) that, the
essential meaning of Christ ii independent of the
Messianic view of the psalm. (1) As against the
Pharisees, the citation had a peculiar releva.ru e

and propriety. Christ desires them to feel that

they have not carefully considered the conse-

quences of their view*
"

regarding the Messiah.
(2) The real intention of Christ is to suggest the
indefeasible superiority of the spiritual to the
material. Starting from the conception of sonship,
the Pharisees ended in thoughts of a material and
political kingdom like David's, whereas, had they
considered the sense in which the Messiah \vas

David's Lord, they would have found themselves

in a spiritual sphere.
j js . >

' "" * '

o resist the impression that the

psalm i-
1
- .

'

laying
1 too much stress upon the

singular fact that the initial letters of each verse from u> to *,

f^'Si?, spell the word Simon, the historical implications of the

psalm point very powerful!v to the MsuvnliMin uuiiod. It im-

plies that the king celebrated also ]>>'<. me t.tl-j or priest, and
not till that period could this have been appropriately said of

any luler. The language of the opening- verse, which, m the

Hebrew, runs 'Oracle of Jehovah to my lord,' most naturally

suw'ests that the psalm is composed by a poet in honour of his

king, whom he calls 'my lord,' and for whom he foretells

victory. But the vigorous language of v.6 hardly seems com-

patible with the idea that its theme is Christ.

The use made of the psalm by St. Peter in Ac
0-" :. -I.. .... ,

.i.v analogous to his use of Ps 16.

i" , , .i,- .-'-, '"-.'
-

,

,

* j7 ' r ""6, with its

seeming prophecy <
. , . could not

refer to David because he 'both, died and was
buried/ the Apostle goes on to argue that Ps 110

must also be referred to some other than David,
because 4 he did not ascend into the heavens/ But
in truth the sitting at the right hand of God is

simply a pictorial way of suggesting an idea similar

to that of Ps 27
,
where a historical king is called

the son of God. The grandeur of the phrase sit-

ting at the right hund of God,' the contemplated
completeness of the king's victory, the union in

his person of the offices of priest and king, and the

mysteriousness that gathered round the person
and the piiesthoo_d of Melchizedek, all combined
to make the Messianic interpretation easy and all

but inevitable.

Ps 118. With this rjsalm as with Ps 8, Jesus
assumed a certain familiarity on the part of His
audience (Mt 2142 * Did ye never read ? '). His use
of it strongly suggests, though perhaps it hardly
compels, the belief that He regarded it as Mes-
sianic. With the words, 'Blessed is he that
cometh in the name of the Lord' (Ps 11826 ), He
was acclaimed by the multitudes as He entered
Jerusalem (Mt 219- 15=Mk l!9L=Lk 1938= Jn 1213

),

and in the same words He ends His lament over
Jerusalem (Mt 2S39). The saying that ' the stone
which the builders rejected is become the head of

the corner' (Ps 11822), is also understood to find its

fulfilment in Him (Mt 2142=Mk 12lof- =Lk 20";
cf. Ac 411

,
1 P 24 - 7

). In the psalm, the reference

appears to be to Israel, despised yet victorious ;

but as the career of Jesus is the most perfect illus-

tration of the prineinle pictorially expressed in the

saying, the citation is thoroughly in keeping with
the spirit of the nsalni, though it cannot be re-

garded as a prediction. Similarly,
f Blessed is he

that cometh in the name of the Lord,
3

is more
strikingly appropriate to Jesus than even , to the

original subject of the psalm.
6. In conclusion, it may be said that the exe-

getical methods and the Messianic outlook of the

early Church rendered it very natural that they
should find in the Psalter, as in other parts of the

OT, predictions of incidents in the life of Christ, or
that psalms descriptive, on the one hand, of malig-
nant persecution and .M^oni/.ed ^u (faring, or em-
bodying, on the other hand, n Inrgo outlook upon a
universal dominion, .-houkl he < laimed for Him.
Usually there is an appropriateness, sometimes
very striking, in the application to Him of pas-
sages in the Psalter which, for various reasons,
can seldom, if ever, be with any plausibility re-

garded as predictions of Him. Often, as we have
seen, a nsalrn can be regarded as Messianic only
by ignoring its historical background (Ps 69), or

by selecting and emphasizing certain verges while

ignoring others that suggest an inadequate or un-

worthy view of the Messiah (Ps 2). There are

undoubtedly in the Psalter many true foreshadow-
ingfi of Christ ; but, speaking broadly, it is in its

general spirit rather than in its isolated expres-
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that we may find Him. Of course, it has
been commonly urged that a psalm may be typi-

cally Messianic though it is not prophetic ; but it

may be questioned whether it is worth while to

interpret literature in this fashion. Christ's own
use of the Psalter is strikingly different from the
occasional use of it, e.g., in the Book of the Acts.
He did not commend His Messiahship after the
fashion in \yhich His Apostles sometimes do.

Profound as is the insight with which they often
cite and apply the Psalter, very much more than
the Master do the disciples emphasize the letter,
sometimes even the letter of an inadequate trans-
lation. From His use of it we learn to find in the
Psalter a support of the devotional life rather than
a mainstay of Messianic argument.
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PUBLICAN (Gr. reXc&^s).- The Roman practice

of selling to the highest bidder the task of collect-

ing the taxes and dues of a province or district for
a Sennit : "! I-

"
\ --n. The persons thus

engaged ; , a

'

'. and usually belonged
to the wealthy equestrian order. They, in their

turn, employed local agents to get in the revenues,
who were also called publicani. This lower class

are probably the men referred to in the Gospels,
wherever they belong to Judsea (or Samaria),

except possibly in the case of Zacchseus, who was
dpxtreX^^s of Jericho (Lk 192), and may have farmed
the revenues of that important commercial centre
on his own account (but see Ramsay as cited below).

In Galilee the publicans had to collect, not for
the Imperial treasury (as in Judzea), but for Herod
Antipas the tetrareh. Such an official was St.

Matthew (Levi), who was called to be an Apostle
from the place of toll (reK&viov} on the shores of

the Lake of Galilee at Capernaum (Mt O9, Mk 214
,

Lk 5-~). And in his house afterwards our Lord
met many other publicans of the tetrarchy at a

great entertainment.
Whether in the service of the hated Roman

Emperor or of Herod Antipas, who was in com-

plete subservience to him, the tax-gatherer was
most unpopular with the Jews : for. apart from
the obvious liability of the method to abuse, the
mere fact of the money being thus raised for an
alien power was detestable in their eyes. And
no doubt the publicans were often drawn from the
lowest ranks in consequence. Hence common talk
associated them not only with the Gentiles (Mt
1817

), but with harlots (Sit 2131 -

) and sinners in

general (Mt 910 - II19
, Mk 215- 1S

, Lk 530 7s4 151
).

John the Baptist '* pivsu-hin^: jit traded many
])iiblicMTi< to him. and wln*u ihoy inquired in what
they rnuM mend their way* atter luiing baptized
by him. hi.< itri^wci indicated that extortion was
tnoir Irescrriii" danger, as we should expect (Lk
312. i

3)>

The remarkable effect that our Lord's ministry
also had upon these men, as in the case of St.

Matthew and Zacchseus (cf. Lk 151
), is not to be

held as implying that He laid Himself put more
tor them than for other sinners who realized their
need of Him ; nor are we to infer that, in contrast-

ing them with the Pharisees and scribes, as in the
well-known parable (Lk I8 ll)ff

*); He intended to
clear their character altogether from current pre-

judices and aspersions. Extortion and oppression
were as abhorrent to Him in the one class as
formalism and hypocrisy were in the other. Both
stood equally in need of His salvation (Lk 1910

), but
without a consciousness of the need on their part
His salvation could not take effect .

LITERATURE. Schiirer, GJV 3 i. 474 ff. ; Edersheim, LT
i. 514 ff. ; "Ris.in-.tiA. 'The telonai in the Gospels 'in Hastings*
DD, Ext. Vol. p. LliJi'' Jf. ; art.

* Publican' in L>B and in the JE.
C. L. FELTOE.
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(n}p6arff<a, fr. K^ovf, 'a herald

5

).

It is a principle in the Divine economy for God to
withdraw Himself from the perception of man,
except in so far as the latter is able to receive a
Divine revelation to his profit (Is 45 15 531

,
Mt 76).

It is not that God i- ;;",, iVi:i^ . o manifest Himself,
but that the condemnauon lor >

I

I <
I'*M,_ I":-.: "I..

11

'!

is so great, that He is constantly v. i-ip; .:>.: ,,--..

veiling Himself from men's gay- ,-l:i !"',.

'

I .:-

it is that He is so frequently i << , .^ ,;-

shrouded in cloud (Ex 161U
, Lv 16-, N ;. i !

,. '!': .1-

Christ's Divine glory at the Tr<;n-n<ji:nit'lon was
veiled in a bright cloud (Mt 17", Mk 1' , l.k 934

) ;

thus, too, He will come at the Last Day in a cloud
(Lk 2127

). It is one of the paradoxes with which
we are familiar in the Gospels, that manifestation
should be accompanied by concealment, and revela-
tion connected with mystery. Just as our eyes
cannot see where all is dark, nor yet again in a
blaze of brightest light, but as a blending of the
two is necessary for physical \ision, so is the law
in the spiritual life. "Complete darkness would
leave us hopeless ; a blaze of Divine glory would
blind pur spiritual faculties.

Christ's childhood was wrapped in concealment.

Only one incident is recorded about that period in

the Gospels, and that one shows that- His mother
did not then understand Him (Lk S48

^)- Christ
was alv ;

i

\ .- v<-:!ing Himself throughout His minis-

try.
lic\ii<i nui publish abroad the truths of His

Kingdom indiscriminately. His use of parables
was to avoid the casting of pearls before swine.
His sayings were to a great extent allegorical.
Such expressions as * leaven J

for * doctrine
'

(Mt
166 - uf

~li), 'sleep' for 'death' (Mt O24 ||Jn II11),
ci-,1 i in- off the right hand (Mt 530 18s []), the dead
ii.irx in;: their dead (Mt S22 j|), the buying of swords
.,
Lk' >"'.i, the undying worm (Mk *9- 46.48^ were

not, of course, intended to be understood literally.
All this seems to be due to His wish to spare the

greater condemnation which would follow upon the

greater revelation. Persons and cities who received
the latter without profiting by it are specially de-
nounced (Mt II23

, Lk 1CP). In the explanation
of the parable of the Sower a special condition of

fertility was the right uiu]or*tAiu"
l

hiL
1

.
e He that

hath ears to hear, let him hoar .Mi l;V -. It was
a spiritual and not an intellectual perception that
was required, one that depended on the state of
the heart and not on the shrewdness of the mind
(Mt II25

, Lk 1021
)* Christ taught people as they

were able to hear (Mk 4s8, cf. Jn 1612
). He did not

force new wine into old bottles. He explained the

meaning of His parables to His disciples in private
(Mk 4s4

). Towards the end of His ministry He
dispensed with parables in speaking to them (Jn
16s5 - 1J9

). The time for concealment was past.
The same principle is observable with regard to

Christ's miracles. They were worked only on those
who had faith (Mk 9'

2S
). In Capernaum He did

not do many mighty works, because of their un-
belief. The crowd of mourners are excluded at
Jairus' house because they laughed Him to scorn

(Mk 340
I!). The post-Resurrection appearances

were not given indiscriminately, but to witnesses
chosen before, who had shared the intimacy of

temptation and suffering. Thus it was that after

the performance of so many of our Lord's miracles
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the recipients of healing grace were told not to

publish the news abroad. It \\ouhl only provoke
c;-'i

v

:i:'v i! i-'v.j'rMTi.-s.ilor. The Pharisees were
not influenced favourably by the miracles which

they saw (Mt 1*2
14

, Mk 35r\ Jn 518 10* II 47
,
Lk 6 11

) or

heard of. It was only increasing their condemna-
tion to publish the accounts abroad.
But it was especially in the healing of demoniacs

that the principle received illustration (Mt 934 1224).
The evil spirits are anxious to publish Christ's

Divinity. They are not allowed to do so. There
was evidently something repulsive to Christ in the

knowledge possessed by the demons nuaircounuinietl

by love and reverence (Ja 2 ly
). Unman being-,

having this knowledge without i-ur;v ^.uiidijig
affection, would become like the uc'iion-*, uiih

hardened hearts. It was the sin against the Holy
Ghost which is so severely denounced (Mt 1231

).

This was the reason for Christ's manifestation of

Himself to His disciples and not to the world (Jn
1432 ). They had shown the requisite spirit of sub-

mission to the Cross. They had ears to hear.

\Ye see, then, that it was not Christ's object to

reveal Himself to every one indiscriminately, but
to those only who had a desire for that know-

ledge, together with love and reverence. The
training 6~f such recipient:- vn-4

^rnlk sird gradual.
Manifestation to the hir-ili'M-M; brcii-jMi with it

only condemnation. Concealment implied mercy.
As man had deliberately put forth his hand and
tasted of the forbidden tree, so must he show by
his deliberate action that he wished to taste of the

tree of life, the true V'i.\ VX- of God and of His
Bon revealed in the l" "i.Ji,

:

-v (Jn II3).
But while we observe in our Lord's ministry

this principle of reserve with regard both to the

mysteries of the Kingdom and the truth about His
own Person, He never concealed, or wished His

disciples to conceal, the saving message of the

gospel. The gospel was to be 'published among
all nations' (Mk 1310

, BY '

preached'). The vb.

Kyptvcru, which is used to denote a publication such
as Jesus forbade of His miraculous cures (Mk I45

7s6 ), is the same word as is cousiamly employed
with, reference to His own proclamation of the

gospel (Mt 4r etc.) and His instruction to His

disciples to proclaim it (Mt 107, Mk 314, Lk 92 etc.).

When KTjpfavw is used, however, in this specific

sense, it is almost invariably rendered '

preach
*

in
EV. In Mk 1310

, as noted above, RV has sub-

stituted
*

preach
'

for '

publish
J
ofAV, See, further,

PREACHING, REVELATION.
LiTERATtTmIsaac Williams, The Study of the Gospels ; cf.

also, o-i T!K <">):< --i-" 1 of (Tr-r- <'l:i!n-Ty k'm>M :

,ii", ,T. Weiss,
D&8 ."/'. ,-'.> / >*aii>j'''i"i/i ; jipcl air:. \ W. Wruio (' X'ir ^lessias-

erkeii!:ui!f fl< i r Ki-uo'H "), iin<l I!. ^V. Baron ('Th<. .Markan

Theory of l)oii>oKr I* '< oimiiioii of The Chri-i') in Z \T\\\ 1904,

p. 169 ff., and 1905, p. 153 fL

C. H. PRICHABD and J. C. LAMBERT.
PUNISHMENT. 1. God's punishment of sin.

For the sufferings of Christ for sin, ^ee ATONE-
MENT : the present article is concerned only with
the jramshnient of men. The Gospel teaching on
this important subject can be briefly summarized
in a few paragraphs :

(a) TJu'fad 'of// tni ishment. This fact is involved
in certain explicit statements of our Lord Himself

(Mt 1341 - 42 2546
, Jn 152* 6

), and de<iny MI^-IO*! in
more than one of His parable- (Mfc 12', Mr 1330

221S* 14
, Lk 139- 22fr

-)- It is further implied both in
the recognition of God's wrath upon men {Jn 3s6)
and of a consequent difference in their destinies

(Mt IS41 - 43 ^46
, Jn S29 ), and in frequom TeFi-renco*

to Gehenna (Mt 5s9 I028, Mk i)
: - {-^. Lk 12J

) or
to the place of outer darkness (Mt 812 2213 2o30

).

So serious may this punishment be, that death
would be a preferable alternative (Mk Q42) ; and,
unrestricted to individual transgressors, it may
fall also both upon cities (Mt 10" II- 1 23s8

) and

upon nations (Mt 21 43- * 23<<5 - 3S
). The principle of

punishment was illustrated in our Lord's action

(Mk H 12ff' 15ff'

j!) as well as inculcated in His words.

(b) The expression ofpunishment. God's punish-
ment of men for win, the fact of which is thus recog-
nized by the Gospels, finds expression in different

ways, (a) Our Lord seems to hint that even in

the conditions of a man's present life the penalty
of sin may sometimes be perceived. At least

it would appear that in certain cases He allows

that a connexion exists between sin and physical
sickness (Mk 210 - ll

\\
Jn 514

). Nowhere, however,
does He approve the view, which emerges in

the OT, that a similar explanation accounts for

the presence in the world of human sorrow. (On
the contrary, sorrow even becomes, in His esteem,
a ground for rejoicing [Mt 54 - 10'13

] ).
^
Apart from

these vague suggestions of a physica
1

:<:, "'> .
i

1

Gospels recognize both a present \ \ \\ n \\ :.

punishment of sin. () There is a sense in which
a man's judgment, and hence his punishment, is

immediate. And not only is this true in that his

sin involves remorse (Mt 2675 274 - 5
,
Mk 6 16

), but
also because his very attitude to Christ automati-

cally enriches his personality or issues in its im-

poverishment (Jn 31S - 19 91 - n - 12
, Mt 2528 - 29

S cf. Lk &*).

(y) There is a second sense in which a man's

judgment lies in the future (Mt 1341'43 2531ff- and

frequently). A discussion of the punishment re-

sulting from that judgment does not fall within
the scope of the present article, and the reader
is therefore referred to the separate study on
ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. Here it will suffice to

observe that, whatever be its accidents, the essence

of punishment will consist in banishment from the

presence of Christ (Mt 723 2541
) ; and that it will be

marked by varying degrees of severity (Mk 1240,

Mt 1015 ll---
24

, Lk 1248
), each of us by Ms own use

of :

' i

."
l

y providing his own criterion (Mt 57

71 -

;
M\ !

24
).

(c) The aim ofpunishment. Punishment nir.y be
conceived as either disciplinary or rc-tribmixo in

its jmr|>o-o. Our Lord Himself, in all piobaliility
with iloliborau! intent, made no unmistakable

pronouncement, on the meaning of the doom of

thr reject <:<l. All that we can do, therefore, is to

deduce from His words certain general considera-

tions bearing more or less closely on the end that

punishment has in view, (a) On the one hand, the

teaching of the Gospels confirms the verdict of our
own moral sense, that so long as there is any hope
of a sinner's recovery, the reformatory element
must at least be prominent in the transaction.
Inasmuch as judgment is s-elf-acting (Jn 319 1231

), it

Y. :VVy .>*'" iviajiies GodS gift of His Son (Jn
;4

;
..< ,- \\ ,-.. ,. in loc.) ; yet we are specifically

taught that not judgment but salvation is God's

deepest thought for mankind (Jn 317 ; so Mt 1814
,

Jn 6s9 8U, Lk 15, cf. also Jn 5s4). - It is in keeping
with this that of the two words denoting

'

pimi&h-
ment/ Ac6Xacrts and rt/iw .

"

."'""" classical

Greek as respectively , ; ,1 in their

purpose (so Plato; see Trench, Syn. vii), it is

the former that is preserved in the report of

Christ's teaching (Mt 2S46). That the classical

shade of meaning is retained in the NT is signified

by the sugge>tive use of KoXdfrffOai in 2 P 29, where
tne punishment precedes judgment, and therefore
could scarcely yet be retributive, (ft) On the
other hand, the terms in which Christ refers to

punishment (e.g. Mt 18s5 ,
Lk 2047

etc.) would seem
to forbid us to reduce it to the mere equivalent of

discipline ; and He Himself, in speaking of sin
that has no forgiveness (Mk S23

;,.
cf. Mk 1421

and 1 Jn 516
), distinctly implies a punishment that

is retributive in character. The proportion in
which these two elements in the Divine punish-
ment of men are combined, is beyond our know-
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ledge. Human analogies can merely give us vague
hints, every analogy being to some degree im-

perfect,
and therefore to the same degree mislead-

ing. Instead of seeking to dogmatize on what
does not at present fall within the sphere of our
understanding, it would seem wise to confine our
conclusions to two broad principles :

(i.) The punishment of the sinner is such as Love
can inflict. If God is Love (1 Jn 4s- lc;

), there can
be no act of His which is not an expression of His
nature. Sometimes Love reveals itself as tender-
ness. Sometimes it reveals itself as wrath (cf. the

' "V ,,- -.
r
verses in MtlO28- 29 and 21 13- 14

);
> than a fiction, the measure

of God's love for the sinner will determine the

severity of His anger against his sin. Indeed, the
surest proof of tho puni.-hment of sin is to be found
in the love of God. It is only something less than
love that would palliate evil in the life of the
loved one. If, therefore, punishment is an ex-

pression of Love, it will contain the elements of

discipline and retribution in ^:c-^ ]:'. , ;",;" as
Love demands. What that }

'

!-!, :" i- '.- can-
not say : we must be content to leave ourselves in
the hands of Perfect Love.

(ii. ) Hence, too, it follows that the duration of

punishment will be such as Love requires. It

seems reasonabV !. -x:--/!, !}hat as soon as a
sinner becomes ''I'x/!- . i < retributive aspect
of punishment is at an end, and discipline alone
remains ; and that when discipline has utterly
failed to reclaim a man, it in its turn must give
place to simple retribution. Of the precise point
afc which either crisis is reached we have no know-
ledge. In one place our Lord appears to hint that
it may be beyond the grave (Mt 1232), but, as we
have already seen, He gave no clear guidance in
the matter. Again, we must be content to leave
ourselves in the hands of Perfect Love. (On the
nature and purpose of punishment, sec Moberly's
valuable chapter in Atonement and Personality,
en. i.)

2. Forms of human punishment. () Among
punishments mentioned as of general imposition
are several which demand no detailed treatment.
Such are decapitation (Mk 6s7 , Mt 1410

-. />/>;. n

(Mk O42, Mt IS6 ), incarceration (Mk 617, Ms ."> Is'''
1

,

Lk 2319
), and hanging (Mt 275

), inflicted, according ;

to Jewish custom , only for idolatry 01 1 n ; ;
-

:

'

< i : \ .

and then only after the victim had a!'<z>i!\ li'-on

gut to death in some other way (Edersheim, LT \

ii. 584). With these, too, may be classed the less

familiar penalties of precipitation (attempted in

the case of our Lord, Lk 4r*} and of mutilation
\

(6ixTQj*e?v, Mt 2451
, Lk 1246 ). Stoning (Lk 206

?
Jn

i

85, cf. Mt 2144
1!
and Mt 23s5 1!) was imposed for

many offences, including tho iinchastity of a
betrothed maiden, idolatry, and blasphemy. On
one occasion the Jewrs sought to inflict it on our
Lord Himself (Jn 1031

). See art. STONING. For
excommunication^ see art. #.t?.

(b) The two prominent forms of human punish-
ment inflicted upon Jesus were those of scourging
and crucifixion. Scourging, used among the Jews
as a penalty for debt (Mt 1834 ) or for offences

of a religious character (Mt 1017 23M), was also the

customary precursor to Koman crucifixion. The
Romanscourgewas of leather thongs, weighted with
bone or some form of metal. The victim's suffer-

ing was so intense that it frequently led to death
before the capital sentence proper could be carried
into effect. According to His own prophecy (Mk
10^ Mt 2019, Lk IS33), our Lord was subjected to

this cruel instrument of torture (Mk 1515
,
Mt 2726

,

Jn 191
). It was inflicted by Pilate in the hope

that it would satisfy the passion of the Jews and
render the crucifixion unnecessary (Lk 2322 ; see
Westcott on Jn 191

). For the details of our Lord's

crucifixion {Mk 1522
i!, cf. Gal 310

'23
) and their signi-

iicanee the reader is referred to the special article
under that

'

,; '"--. . ("" -ist foretold this form ol

death for . \ .:,-- to truth (Mt 2S34
, and

probably Jn 21 18
) as well as for Himself (Mt 20 1

262
, Lk 247

, Jn 123--
-). H. BlSSEKER.

PURIFICATION (i. Ka6apur^6s : of washings be-
fore and after meals, Jn 26

; of baptism, a symbol
of moral cleansing, 323

; of the Levitical purifica-
tion of women after childbirth, Lk 222

; of cleansing
of lepers, Mk I

44
, Lk 514

. 2. jSeMma/ccos : of cleansing
of vessels, Mk 7s ). From the time of the Exile
onwards, the interest of the Jew had largely
centred around ritual observance, conditioned, to

begin with, by the necessity of maintaining the
separateness of the Benmant that remained. These
observances, so far as they concerned purification,
had two main sources of origin. Some must have
dated from a prehistoric period when n^'^i' 1" | >^
but little to do with ethics, and conctTruii i(><-V

rather with maintaining the favour of a deity,
thought of as arbitrary, by avoiding practices that

might trench upon his holiness. Other observances,
of later date, may have had their origin in sanitary
requirements. The result, however, as is well
known, was that Jewish life became M'-ri-

1
<..'< V

fettered by these ordinances, written ,-.--ii <[;:'.

When Christ came proclaiming liberty to the
captives, He could not f.-.- V .'; :-:ter in

many respects to the . ,.

!

,'!." with
purification. See art. PuKIT k

1

. I lie various cere-
monies of purification referred to in the Gospels
are these :

i. In case of leprosy (Mk l, Lk 514
, Mt 823 Lk

17 11"19
). The uncleanness of the leper seems to

have been due not to the fear of contagion, for

contagious diseases were not, generally speaking,
regarded us unclean, but to the repulsive appearance
of this particular disease. Leprosy (wli. see) was
counted to be a special scourge ; and the leper
was, like the madman, supposed to be smitten of
God. This distinctivenes* of leprosy in the view
of the priest is shown by the word used of its

removal. Almost invariably its cleansing is de-
noted by the word Ka6apL'^Lv. The exception to
this is in the account of the healing of the Ten
Lepers (Lk 1715

), where the word ta<r6at. is used ; but
this exception may be accounted for on the ground
that the imirjitivo i- dealing with Samaritans, who
were regarded as being an alien people. The
regulations, for the {n.ri'Miiiioii of leprosy had two
pait> (Lv l-i

1'*2
). In ilm I'TM ceremony, on the

conclusion of which the leper was admitted to
the camp, though not to his tent, two living birds
were taken. One was killed over an earthenware
vessel filled with *

living' (spring) water, in such
manner that the blood dropped into the vessel.

The other bird, along with cedar wood, scarlet,
and hyssop, was then dipped into the blood-stained

water, and the leper was sprinkled with it seven
times. The bird was then released * into the open
field,' and was supposed to ny away with the

leprosy, the blood-brotherhood between the leper
and the bird being established by the immersion
of the bird in the water.

The ceremony is akin to that of the laying of the sins of the

people upon the head of thu scapegoat, which was then sent

away into tho wilderness (Lv TO-1). By a similar ceremom , an
Arab widow v ho is about to remarry make? a bird fly a\\ ay \i iih

the uncleanness of her widowhood (TT. E. Smith, JLVS 422, 4-t7).

The second part of the ceremony took place

eight days after the first part. Probably the ob-

ject of the interval was to ensure an additional

period of quarantine in which it might be seen
whether the cure had been effective. If the leper
were in good circumstances, he offered two he-

lambs and was anointed by the priest with blood
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and oil. If the sufferer were poor, he could, offer

in place of two lambs, one lamb and two turtle

doves, or two small pigeons. Our Lord did not
interfere in any way with the offerings for purifica
tion of leprosy (Mk I44

,
Lk 514

, Mt 84 ).

2. In connexion with food (Mk 7 1 '23
,
Mt I5 1'20

, Jn
35 325). The particular ritual connected with th
ceremonial washing of hands affected Jewish life

many times a day. Of the six books of the

Mishna, the '" - T..7..7 -/V/V is devoted to th<

question of ,i
:

sv.. !". .' ; thirty chapters O
this book deal with, the cleansing of vessels. Even
if the hands were already ceremonially clean, thej>
had to be washed before a meal. A washing o:

the hands between the courses, as also a washing
at the conclusion of the feast, was practised fre-

quently ; but this custom may have had its origin
in obvious convenience, and not in any striving
after ritual cleanliness (2 K 311

). In the ceremony
itself, the hands were held over a basin while
water was poured over them. The water was
allowed to run down to the wrist (? Mk 73, see

Swete's note). Such was the ritual in the case oi

an ordinary meal. But if holy or sacrificial food

was to be partaken of, the hands had to be com-

pletely immersed in the water. If the hands were

lOivmoiiKilly unclean, there had to be two wash-

ing^. In ifio first, the fingers were elevated and
the water was allowed to run down to the wrist.

In the second, the finger tips were depressed, so
that the water might run from the wrist down-
ward, and might thus carry off the water that had,
on the first washing, contracted the defilement of
the hands. The water to be used in ceremonial

washing was kept from possible defilement by
being kept in large jars (vdpiat,, Jn 26

). The vessel

by which the water was drawn from these jars
had to contain at least a quarter of a log, i.e.

a measure equal to one and a half *

eggshells
(Edersheim, LT ii. 9 ft".).

3. Before the Passover (Jn II53 1828). If the
Jews were so particular to ensure ceremonial

purity before an ordinary meal, they insisted on
absolute ritual purity before the celebration of the
Passover (Lv 7-* -1

). The reason that kept Christ's
accusers from following Him into the judgment-
hall (Jn 1828) may have oeen simply the fear of the
defilement they would incur by entering a heathen
house. But it is still more "likely that they re-

mained outside for fear that the judgment-hall
might contain somewhere within its walls a por-
tion of leaven. The exclusion of leaven from all

sacrifices offered to Jehovah was a very early
custom (Ex 2318 34s5

), and must have been due to
the desire to avoid the association of any form of

corruption with the Feast. This seems all the more
clear, when it is noticed that the exclusion of leaven
is associated, with the command that no fat or flesh
shall remain over till the morning. The efficacy of
the sacrifice lay in the living flesh and blood of the
victim; thus everything of the nature of putre-
faction had to be avoided. For this reason, milk,
the commonest of foods in the East, had no place
in Hebrew sacrifice (W. R. Smith, 7^- -220).

4. After childbirth (Lk 222). That childbirth
renders a woman unclean is an almost universal
belief among primitive peoples. Among some
Arab tribes it was customary to build a nut out-
side the camp, where the woman had to stay for a
time (Hastings' DB iv. 828b ; Wellhausen, Reste\
170). The Priestly Code recognized two degrees
of uncleanness (Lv 12). After the birth of a boy,
the mother was to be counted unclean, as in men-
struation, for a week, and was to continue ; in the
blood of her purifying

'

for 33 days longer, during
which she could touch no hallowed thing nor come
into the sanctuary. She was thus unclean, in
greater or less degree, for 40 days. But if the

child were a girl, both periods of uncleanness were
doubled. At the expiry of the 40, or of the 80,

days, the mother offered a lamb of the first year
for a burnt-offering, and a young pigeon or a
turtle-dove for a sin-offering. But if she were

poor (as was Mary, Lk 2-4) ? she could substitute
for the lamb a young pigeon or a turtle-dove.

5. Graves as causes of defilement are referred*to
in Mt 23~7, Lk II44

(cf. TOMB).
R. BRUCE TAYLOR.

PURIM. A feast of the Jews occurring on the
14th and 15th of the month Adar, one month before
the Passover. It had only the slightest religious
character, and was devoted to feasting and holiday.

The Book of Esther purports t :".
"

"_" of Purim in
the feast kept by the Jews when - ' "-

. threatened
them through Haman were turned into joy and blessing. This

explanation is now general' riiiiinl"! as fanciful, in part
because of the antecedent !n prol-a-biLii^ of the narrative in
Esther and the lack of historical evidence for its truthfulness,
and in part because of the impossibility of verifying in Persian
the meaning of the word purim (=

'
lot ')> upon which the con-

nexion rests.
-

.

-

r- -.-;. -.,- P.':. --.-...-.'. (i) The
.,!

- - - ... ^ -..'-...-: i .; 'Adar, to
'

. over that general in B.C. 161. (2) Derived
from a New Year's festival of Parthian origin. (3) A Persian

spring festival. (4) Connected with the Persian Furdigdn,
festival of the dead. (5) The Greek Pithoigia, corresponding to
the Roman Vinalia. (6) Others most recently (Zimmern,
Jensen, Meissner, Wildeboer) derive it from a Babylonian New
Year's festival, and make Mordecai the same as Marduk, and
Esther the goddess Ishtar.

The feast is not mentioned by name in the NT, but
is by s-oinc suppoMMl to be the 'feast of the Jews '

of
Jn 51

. If ><>. t lii- ( J-ospel mentions three Passovers
during the ministry of Jesus (2

13 64 12 1

), and His
ministry thus extends

""
to Jn., over two

and a half years. On land, if the alter-
native view is held, that 51 is a Passover feast,
there are four mentioned, and the ministry, accord-

ing to Jn., extends over three and a half years.
Before either figure can be assumed as giving the
correct chronology of the life of Christ, the accounts
in the Fourth Gospel must be subjected to criticism
in connexion with those of the Synoptics. See artt.

DATES, FEASTS, MINISTRY.
*

O. H. GATES,

PURITY. To form a clear conception of purity
in its Christian sense is a matter of some difficulty,
for two reasons. Historically, the idea has under-
gone great changes, and the terms by which it has
Txteri oxpro.-v-oil have been applied to very different

qualities, vIiidbL to-day we should classify as

physical, ceremonial, and moral Durity, qualities
which have nothing necessarily in common. On
the other hand, if the idea in its highest signifi-
cance be considered, it is singularly elusive, and
therefore exact treatment is hardly practicable.
It will be necessary to meet these two difficulties

separately, and therefore to subdivide the subject.
1. In the Jewish world, wherein Christianity

arose, purity occupied a commanding position.
Since the return from the Exile, and especially
since the reconstruction under Ezra and Nehemiah,
there had been a strenuous and sustained endea-
vour to secure the purity of both the national and
the individual life by means of the jealous exclu-
sion of all that could rnn-o ini|.u

>; (\. The Law
laid down in detail the r<<jMiio!ii:iii* <ii" 'clean

3 and
'unclean,' alike in matters of worship, of food and
conduct, and of relations with the heathen world.
Purity of descent in Israel also involved great
insistence on genealogical records. And all these
questions had received further elaboration at the
lands of the later scribes. In this way the idea
of purity had become increasingly artificial and
external ; till at last it became an obsession which
went far to destroy the spontaneity of life, and to
obscure the positive aspects of virtue and religion
(cf. Ac 1510, Col 2-

t -23
). It follows that in most of
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the passages in the Gospels in which purity is men-
tioned, it is this current conception of it which is

referred to ; a conception which was almost entirely
negative, and was mainly ceremonial, though not
without confused Intermixture of elements which
were strictly physical, and others which were really
spiritual.

There are two groups of words by which M .r N-IIM--LM.
alike in the Greek and in the English NT, tK* -. i (

-
( do ti-j

answer strictly each to each. In the Greek~the first group
consists of xactjxpof, xos.fJoc.fi/C&i, %K.t)a,puru,o$ (frequently) ; %<x.ti<x,ip;at

<n<x,xct,tiat,p{& (twice each) ; xtx.tiix.po>rvis, xu,6<x.pp.ce,, xipiKoe.^ex.pfj.ce. (once
each) ; and axtotiKpro;, K.noe.^K.per'nx:. In the English (RV) these
are most often rendered^ by 'clean/ 'cleanse,' etc.

; but often by
1

pure,' 'purify, 'etc.
"

.' '". yw(X
etyvitrfAGS, atyvorr,:, os,yv . ,

tly} and
which in the EV are always rendered by 'pure,"

*

purify," etc.,
never by 'clean,' 'cleanse,' or the like. The failure of the EV
to distinguish these terms is, however, of no great importance,
inasmuch as the Greek words themselves appear to be used as

completely equivalent. This appears well in lie 'J^ ;

u,-yiaZ,si *rpoz
. . . xctBecporvivee, ; in the parallel use Of / fifASpxt rov xtx,Qo6pj!ff&ov

(Lk 22-) and out vif&ipat vov &yvto-fAov (Ac 2126) ; and in the use of

xtx.Ba.pl<r'IMS twice (2fi S25) and of cc-yv^ca once (11
5

) in St. John's
Gospel 'to -.j.-Kl iii'I

:

:?<'!V!/> iW \'\ \ ,,. or 1^ purifying of the
Jews. It .-,

: -o.\.- i r. . ->i i* v : ;. , .*-.:/. ihat, with the ex-

ception of the last mentioned instance, the second group of
words is never met with in the Gospels. (For use of xotvotu in
the sense of making impure, see below),

The important point is to observe how Christ
altered the significance of m0ap6s and its cognates,

"'< 'ii';- and deepening the idea of purity which
!;; -r '. <

k
-, to express. Often He used these terms

in the senses which they currently bore. He em-
ployed them in connexion with physical disease :

'The lepers are cleansed
5

(Mt II5
,
cf. Lk 1737

, Mk
I
41

) ; and of the vine in a figure where more is

symbolized by the want of physical vigour (Jn 152 }.

He spoke also of 'unclean spirit**' when treating
those possessed

3

(Mt 1243, Mk 5s
). But His char-

acteristic habit was to look below the outward and
visible evidences of purity and impurity, whether
these were physical or ceremonial, to the purity or

i'lijiurit y of f ho heart. The leading instance is Mk
7 ' JI

'Nothing from without the man going into
him can defile (ftfrarou KQivQffcu.) Mm. . . . These
evil tilings proceed from within and defile the
man.' Here the Evangelist expressly notes that
the saying 'makes all foods clean.' And other

passages show the same teaching if less fully ex-

pressed : e.g. the Pharisees are denounced for their

hypocrisy in cleansing the outside of the cup and
platter while inwardly full of extortion and excess,
whereas practical love shown in alms would have
made all clean to them (Mt 2S25- 26

, cf. Lk II41
);

and they are also condemned for being
* like whited

sepulchres, full of dead men's bones and all unclean-

ness,' which is defined as 'hypocrisy and iniquity
*

(Mt 2S27- ~8
). So He gave His ble^-ing to the '

pure
in heart' (5

s
). setting the ideal of purity which He

would have His followeis -hare with Him. And
that this is to be understood in no negative sense is

made very plain by Christ's teaching elsewhere.
In Jn 131'*1 the practice of the Lord's own humility
is taught as the means of purity in His followers :

in 15s He says, Ye are clean because of the word
that I have spoken unto you,

3 with which should be

compared St. Peter's words,
s

cleansing their hearts

by faith' (Ac l.v') ; while in Lk IP4' 26
Hit is ex-

I
in--.lv taught that a merely negative purity of

hearr," due to the extrusion or exclusion of evil, is

hopeless, and * the last state of that man becometh
worse than the first.'

It is in the fullest accordance with Christ's

habitual standpoint and with His teaching else-

where that He adopted baptism, which had long
been a symbolic and ceremonial rite of purification
in Judaism, as a fundamental ordinance for His
followers ; but it is equally in character with His
mind and teaching that in the place of its old nega-
tive significance He gave it a new and positive
meaning, by making it baptism into the Divine

Name He had revealed, and into the practical
observance of His commands, and the enduring
possession of His Spirit (Mt 28 19- 2l)

). The reference
of Christian baptism is thus far less to the past
which it was in Jewish usage than to the future ;

to the life, i.e., to be found and shared in the ' true
Israel of God.'

2. But when the lesson has been learnt that

purity can never consist in externals or negations,
but must be a positive characteristic of the heart or
inner man, there still remains the harder question,
Wherein does such purity consist ? This has often
been discussed by moralists, and it is curious how
little they have to give in answer. No definition
based on acts can be framed, for the same act under
different conditions may be pure or impure. Nor is

it easy to find one by the analysis of motives, as
the treatment of the matter by the casuists clearly
shows ; for they have almost always ended in defin-

ing impurity only a thing best left alone. A clue
to the answer may, however, be found in Christ's

teaching, though not one admitting of any formal

analysis or definition. He laid it down emphati-
cally that evil things proceeding from within can
defile (OVVCLTOLL /eowwcrcu). The word employed is most
instructive ; and the more so when one recollects
that it occurs again in this sense in the decisive
lesson taught St. Peter as to the nature of purity
(d 6 Beos tKaBapio-ev crj> ^77 rcoivou, Ac 1015 II 9

,
cf. 21 28

}.

To make common, i.e. to vulgarize, is the way to
make impure : i-i-'-ViSi''^ I- the ruin of purity. A
well priii;*; of :' iu u/ii '.. fenced about by rever-
enr' 1 tiiat is purity. When reverence is broken
through, or when careless frequency leaves the
bulwark open, every beast may enter and foul the

spring after slaking its thirst ; then purity is gone.
Not that purity is the flow of living water, but its

characteristic so long as it is guarded. The water-

spring may be a fount of truth, or love, or life ; it

may be an aspiration, a resolve, an idea ; it may
consist in an opportunity met with, or an experi-
ence felt ; it may be a holy memory, or an act of

worship ; sometime.- it will be the new perception
of some beauty natural or moral, and sometimes an
inborn faculty of service for others. Hound any or
all of these God sets reverence in our hearts for a

fence, and bids us bare our heads as we draw near
to what for us is holy ground. If we give no heed,
but vulgarize by common use that opening which
was afforded us to be a f window in heaven,' we
may do this, but at the cost of purity. God endows
all with faculties of body, of intellect, of soul,
which He means to be exercised MUI kt p

1

]
-\^^:

but used without reverence, and \iiv,-r. \. "i-min

wonder, they miss their purpose. It was the sense
of what true purity consists in that led an old

writer to say, 'Keep thy heart above all that thou

guardest, for out of it are the issues of life' (Pr
4.23) 3 a sayincr which half-anticipates the Beatitude

promising the vision of God to the pure in heart.

Reverence is the root from which purity grows;
and never was the essential nature of purity set in

more vivid contrast with that blind and brutal

profanity which is its opposite, than in Christ's

striking utterance,
* Give not that which is holy to

the dogs, nor cast your pearls before the swine,
that they may n ever trample them between their

feet, and, turning, rend you
'

(Mt 76).

LITER vrnic. \V. M. Ramsay,
' Greek of Early Ch. and Pagan

Ritual
'

in EjwT x. (1899) 107 ; J. Smith, Chr. Character as a
Social Power (1890), 143; H. BushneU, The Xew Life, 176;
W. J. Dawson, Threshold of Manhood (1889), 102; F, W.
Robertson, Senn., 3rd ser, (1876) 122 ; A. Maclaren, Serm. in

Manchester, 2nd ser. 112 ; R. W. Church, Village Serm., 2nd
ser. 180; J. R. Illingworth, Univ. and Catk. Senn. 99; H.
C. G. Moule, Xeed atid Fidtiess (1895), 57 ; C. G. MontefTore,
Truth in Religion (1906), 73. E. P. BOYS-SMITH.

PURPLE. The adj. irop<f>tipeos had originally no
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connexion with a particular colour either by der-

ivation or by use (see Liddell and Scott's Lex. s. i\

7rop<pvpu). Similarly in the Latin poets purpureiis
regularly stands for nothing more than 'bright.

3

In Greek, after the discovery of the purple dye,
the notion of colour became inherent. The grada-
tions of colour were <t>otvt$ (darker shades purple
to crimson), Tropfitipeos (brighter red, rosy), KQKKWOS

(scarlet). In Mt 2728
11 Mk 15 17

--, Jn 19* 5
, the

last two words are used i?i<1
;

-< minimi <!y for the
same colour (see art. SCAKLETJ. Manufactured

purples were of various kinds, all extracted from
the juice of sea molluscs. The following is a sum-
mary of their varieties, though the terms employed
to describe them were not always confined to their

proper use.

(1) Purple proper ; of a bright red hue ; obtained from the
T :. i',- .r C ro:.; .".-.. . . '.'. This was used sometimes pure
V; Mi'il '//"'/,). -i -<.. . (conehylium). Of the pure
rl'-T. \iiv -vo sorts (a) Tynan, the most celebrated, which
was *

twice-dyed
'

; (b) amethystine, of a paler tint. One pound
of wool dyed with Tyrian purple cost 1000 denarii, with ame-
thystine 100 (Plin. H2f ix. 38, 63). The use of such purples
(especially the former) is nientioi-< ! tro*; i:i.";.

"> satirists and
historians as a feature of ancient i

; : \ . r> ( -. ,i ii ...-*/ . vii. 134 ff. ;

Mart. viii. 10, etc.) ; hence Christ's expressjon in Lk 1619-

(2) Common purple ; of a violet hue (i.e. <poivt% rather than
irofHpvpsas') obtained from the trumpet-snail (%%?&, buccinum.,
murex). This was much less esteen.rd. T*-. r-nl'i .r i.V!-;.r._rii-

|

could even :
-,

' 1 - : n ili-"c 'n;:: o .-.*:
'--i-.j

r-" -k\ (.Ic-.

Ant. in. vii. 7, . . ;> ,- i" i -ALTL J""< rt"; r''ii-.

The fiery-red purple (proper) of antiquity had
practically no resemhlanee, as a colour, to the
modern purple : the latter could never be described,
even approximately, as c scarlet

*

(Mt 2728
}. Yet,

independently of the hue, the name carries with it

in both cases the distinction of being the royal
colour. Under the Homan Empire restrictions

were imposed from time to time as to its general
use ; and the purple toga was the garb of the

Emperor alone. It was as the badge of kingship
that the purple formed part of the soldiers' mockery

LITERATFEE. Becker, Gatttts, Excursus H. p. 446 ff. ; Schmidt,
Ftrrschungeii aitf d&m Gebiet dps Alterthunt^ pp. 96-212. An
older work upon the subject is Amati, de Restitutwne Pur-
purarum. F. S. K-ANKJEN.

PURSE. 1. paXX&pTiov, peculiar to St. Luke,
which occurs in LXX as the tr. of nm (Job 1417

)

and D'3 (Pr I 14
).

' The purse of the modern Syrian
peasant is a little bag, sometimes of woven silk

thread, but usually of yellow cotton. The open
mouth is not drawn close by a string, but is

gathered up by one hand, and then by the other
the neck of the bag is carefully whipped round 3

(Hastings' DB, art. 'Bag'); it, no doubt, corre-

sponds to fiaXKavTiov. The '

Seventy
* were directed

not to carry a purse (Lk 104
) ; in 2235f- Christ asked

the Apostles,
' When I sent you forth without purse,

lacked ye anything ?
3 and gave the new direction,

*He that hath a purse, let him take it.' In v. 36

RV gives *and he that hath none/ i.e. no purse
(so Cov., Rhem., Gen., Meyer, etc. ; on the other

hand, Tind., Cran., Beza, Ewald, Godet prefer to

supply pdxcupa as AV (

f he that hath no sword').
Tliu |-,:-si^t'. siys Wendt, is to be explained from

jirc-ijil!i i>i *:i' impourlinji perio-l of
1

i* '- ,:''!

for rho <ii-ci[il''-> : Jo.-ii-^ set.-* the ' c- --i y . !

.;

ing a sword in contrast to the freedom" from all

want hitherto enjoyed by His disciples in their

work as His messengers, and bases His exhorta-
tion on a reference to the doom about to fall on
Himself ;

a period would begin when the disciples
would no longer be unharmed, but would be in the
midst of conflicts and persecutions (see Wendt,
Teaching of Jesus, ii. p. 358). In Lk 1233 paXXfori.*
is used in a fi^ura'n*- sense,

e make for yourselves
purses (AV JM'IL"- Tiinl. 'bags') which wax not old,
a treasure in the heavens that faileth not '

(

' con-
tinens pro contento/ de Wette).

2. &vri (Mt 109=Mk 6s in the directions to the

Twelve), properly the girdle, which is still in Syria
made * double for a foot and a half from the

buckle, thu-s making a safe and well-guarded purse
3

(Hastings
3

DB, art. <

Bag
3

). RVm tr.
'

girdle.
5

* There was no extraordinary self-denial in the matter or
mode of their mission. We in.iv expound the instructions given
to these primitive evangelissis fromewhat after the following
manner "Provide neither gold nor silver nor brass in your
purses. You are going to your brethren in the neighbouring
villages, and the best way to get to their hearts and their con-
fidence is to throw yourselves upon their hospitality. . . ." At
this day the farmer sets out on excursions quite as extensive
without a para in his purse' (Thomson, LB p. 345 f.).

See also BAG.
LITERATURE. The Lt.v(!on of Lid dill and Scon. a:M Grii.un-

Thsyer, s.v ffateMiwt- : JtettT iv. fisOJ' 133 J. : L** / . i vi.

[18V7]312ff.
*

\V. 11. 1

Q
QU1RANTANIJL See WILDERNESS.

QUATERNION (rerfxidtov}. The word occurs only
once in NT, and then not in the Gospels (Ac 124)';
but we know that four soldiers at a time were
ordinarily told off for work in the Roman army
(Vegetius, de Re Milit. Hi. 8), and that there were
that number in charge of our Lord's Crucifixion
(Jn 1923 - 24

; ef. JSvanff. Petr. 9 ; see art. COAT).
C, L. FELTOB.

QUEEN (j3affL\tff<ra). A title occurring only once
in the Gospels (Mt 1242, Lk II31

), in our Lord's
reference to the queen of Sheba as c the queen of
the south.' The visit of the queen of Sheba to

king Solomon is related in 1 K 101"13 and in 2 Ch
91"9

, and the chief object of her journey \\as to

satisfy herself as to his great wisdom, the report
of which had reached her, although she was also
attracted by the accounts which had been brought
to her of his riches and magnificence. It is to the
former of these two purposes of her visit that onr

Lord refers* The Pharisees had demanded of Him
a special sign, and He replied that no such sign
should be given them, but that they should have a
sign in Himself and in His burial and resurrection,
as the Ninevites had had in Jonah. But the
Ninevites, He added, would in the judgment
condemn the men of flint

jj (monition ; for they
had repented at the prone liinjr of Jonah, who was
a sign to them, while th< men of iluu generation,
He implied, would not repent at the preaching of
one greater than Jonah. Then, referring to the
celebrated queen, He added :

* The queen of the
south shall rise up in the judgment with this

generation, and shall condemn it; for she came
from the uttermost parts of the earth to hear the
wisdom of Solomon, and, behold, a greater than
Solomon is here.'

The connexion between the case of the Ninevites
and that of the queen of Sheba does not lie on the
surface. Some have supposed that our Lord refers
to a woman as the correlative to the men of
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Nineveh previously spoken of. Others think that,

having spoken of the Ninevites to whom without

any seeking of theirs a preaching of repentance was
brought, He refers, to complete the warning, to

one who was herself a spontaneous seeker of

wisdom. Without setting aside these suggestions,
it is more to the point to observe that our Lord
1 nings into juxtaposition the two characteristics

no strongly emphasized in the case of Jew and
Gentile of the desire for a sign, and the seeking
after wisdom ; and it has been suggested that St.

Paul may well have had this whole incident in

mind when he wrote 1 Co I 18
"27

(see esp. v.--). We
may also notice how our Lord in effect boldly
claims to be what St. Paul says that He is,

' the
wisdom of God.' Solomon was 'wiser than all

men' (1 K 431
}, and later Jewish literature de-

lighted t* "\ his wisdom (cf. Wis 717"21
).

For our =

'

,
to claim before a Jewish

audience to be 'something more' than Solomon,
was to claim to be Wisdom itself. We may also

remark how here again, as in the discourse at

Nazareth, our Lord chooses His examples from
among Gentiles (cf. also Mt 811- 12 1015 II 3*3

*).

Abyssinian legend has many strange tales of the queen of

Sheba, declaring that she came from Ethiopia, that her name
was Maqueda, and that she had a son by Solomon. (For many
curious details, see T " "" Tr '*..'

" '

. ". ~; Vitce sanctorum
unJi;i"titinthi. ed. i\

'
-

. / ; of the Queen of
S'/tcfftt, ed. E. Liirmann ; also Jos. Ant. vm. vi. 5). All this, how-

ever, probably rests on a confusion between Seba (K^p) and

Sheba (K^f) cf. Ps 72!0. Our Lord's phrase,
{ the queen of the

south,' falls in with the most widely accepted opinion, i.e. that
Sheba was in South Arabia; her land was fuvordintih more
than a thousand miles from Jerusalem, a fact which justiik-a
our Lord's words, IK TV vrsp&rcov T^S yw$ (cf. Jer tf*).

ALBERT BONUS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. A full examina-

tion of the questions asked and tbo :-.-.or- ,_

:
'- *

by Jesus would involve a general <'<'. -"io'-ui.i-i-. <'"

the methods He employed in His teaching, and in

meeting the difficulties of His hearers. Every
good teacher must adopt the plan, associated for

classical students with the name of Socrates, of

using questions to make his hearers define their
own position and ideas, and to help them to see

clearly the admitted fundamental principles which
underlie the discussion ; and he will further find in
" T

.
'*.-.

';hey ask, since they give him an
"_ way in which their minds are work-

ing, opportunities for emphasizing, explaining,
or developing his teaching according to their re-

quirements. If any one will take the trouble to
read through the Gospels, and note and mark in

the margin aE the questions and answers of Jesus,
he can hardly fail to learn from the method em-
ployed by the world's greatest Teacher much that
will be of use to one who has himself to teach
others. It is personal \vork at the records them-
selves that has a real value, and the main object
of this article is to suggest lines of study, since an
exhaustive investigation is obviously impossible
within the space available.

i. Questions put by Jesus. . The promin-
ence of iurorru^iiuvo sentences in the Gospels is

due in part to ilio characteristic avoidance of
indirect constructions ; but no doubt both in this

particular and in the number of questions intro-

duced they reflect the vividness of the Saviour's
methods of teaching. The interrogative form was
also particularly adapted to make people think
for themselves, and we can trace all through our
Lord's utterances the desire to promote thought.
In a few cases the questions are simply requests
for information. One instance is of special interest.

According to Mk G38, Jesus asked the disciples,
before the feeding of the 5000,

* How many loaves
have ye?' This question is omitted in Mt. (14

16f
-)

and Lk. (9
13

).
^
Jn. (6

5f
-) relates that Christ asked a

similar question of Philip on the same occasion,

Whence are we to buy loaves, that these may
eat ?

' But the Evangelist is careful to show that
he does not understand this to be simply a request

I for information, by adding, 'And this he said to

prove him : for he himself knew what he would
do.' The following is a li^t of Dimple requests for

information ; it will be noted that they occur

mostly in Mk,, and fall in with the simpler con-

ception of the Person of Christ presented in that

Gospel :

Mk 59, Lk S-o What is thy name?' [wanting in Mt.].
633. See above.
S5 , Mt 1534 '!!'.% iijiiiu knives have ve?' [wanting In Lk.].

, t gat 916. 21
rpe< 1 1 1 :a i

1

i o i: i- . j.

933 ' What "were ye reasoning in the way?' [Mt. avoids the
-

-,

: -- -.. rinLk.J.
, -

' ye laid him?*
,, 138 14. 7. 34 probably do not come under this category ; in

each of these instances the question seems to be intended to

suggest some thought to the hearers. Jn SO1^ like Lk 2417. 19^

seems to be due to the character of a stranger assumed for the
moment by Christ.

2. Instances of purely rhetorical questions occur
with normal frequency (e.g. Mt lo3

, where the

parallel Mk 7 rf has an assertion ; Mk 413
,
Lk 187,

Jn 670 ). Christ hribit-.mlly used such questions as
a form of mild rebuke, orten implying a notion of

surprise or of sorrow (e.g. Mk 440=Mt 826=Lk S25,
Jn 31(J

).

3. The use of a rhetorical question to introduce

parables or parabolic utterances is characteristic
of Luke, but is found also in Matthew and Mark,
In the latter Gospel the parable of the Mustard-
seed (4

30
) is introduced by the striking double

question,
' How shall we liken the kingdom of

God? or in what parable shall we set it forth? 1

which Swete (ad loc.) thus paraphrases :
* How are

we to depict the kingdom of God? in what new
light can we place it? 3 He adds, 'The Lord, as a
wise teacher, seems to take His audience into His
conrsel-,. and to seek their help.' Lk 1318 retains
rho dun hi c question in an obviously less original
and really tautological form, in which the hearers
are not taken into the Master's counsels {* Unto
what is the kingdom of God like ? and whereunto
shall I liken it?'), but Mt 13*1

drops it. Cf. also
Mk 219=Mt 915= Lk 5s4, Mk 8att=Mt le^Lk 9s5,

Mk 950=Mt 513=Lk 14M
; examples peculiar to

Mk. are found in S23 and 421. This use occurs also
in Mt. in passage* where the matter is common to

himself and Lk. (Mt 627 = Lk 1225, Mt l!16=Lk 731
,

Mt 18u=Lk 154, Mt 2445=Lk 124
*), but there do

not appear to be any instances of it in matter

peculiar to Matthew. Further examples in Lk.
are 6s9 IP (where the interrogative form in which
the parable of the Friend at Midnight begins is

not carried to a gTammatical conclusion). 13ao (=Mt
1333 where the question is dropped) I428- 31 15s IT**.

A somewhat similar a>e is found in Jn 4s5 and IP,
where a parabolic meaning is apparently given to

popular proverbs.
This investigation throws an interesting side-light on the

Synoptic problem : one of the 'f-.r n :
1
",.

1
*. * -rl. -1 hv Mk. is

introduced by a very striking v '
-'' n. < 'or" -J 1

. :.M*1 many
parables in the non-Markan document used by Mt. and Lk.
seem to ha\ c been similarly introduced ; Mt,, however, did not
care for this use, and was inclined to avoid it.

4. Christ often asked a question also in order to

make men draw their own conclusions from His

parables : ef. Mk 129=Mt 2140=Lk 2CP (where He
apparently answered the question Himself, though
Mt. ascribe*, the answer to the audience), Mt 21",
Lk T43 10s6 1611.

5* Very frequently Christ, by means of a ques-
tion, led His hearers to admit the truth of matters
of common knowledge, or of generally accepted
principles, on which He was going to base His

teaching: some characteristic examples are here
classified :

(a) Matters of common knowledge : Mt 102&=Lk 126 (price of

sparrows), Mt IT23 (tribute collected of strangers^
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(&) Appeals to common sense: Mt 5-i<5f- =Lk 6^ Mt 73=
64if (the mote and the beam almost parabolic), Mt 79flr-=Lk
ll"ff-, Mt 7" (: -

. -:: dropped in Lk 6), Mk 7i3f. =Mt
15 ] s Mk "_' V :' '.". 2U24 ('Whose is this image and
superscription ? ') Lk 11*) 2227.

(c) Appeals to the conscience of the hearers : Mt 23^fr., Mk
3-J=Mt 12H = Lk c, Lk 1315 148 5

(cf. Mt 1210* ).

(d) Appeals to OT Seriptur V r^ V 123f =Lk 63f-, Mk
11" friue^tion-f 1:1- !,' "

.

" rV . 19^6), Mk 121 Of _
Mt -'I-1 - -

Ll< ^! ;

~

?

"
. _'-' M 231t - (question-form dropped in

Lk 2037f.), Mt 21W, jn iQW.

{<?) To establish principles closely connected with the teaching
of Christ in the immediate context : Jn 312 544. 47 g43. 4d.

6. Again, Jesus often asked questions to lead
men to an exact understanding of the circum-
stances connected with a question addressed to

Himself, or with a request asked of Him : Mk 10*

(contrast Mt 197 ) leads to a clear statement of the

position of the Mosaic Law in regard to divorce,
and enables Christ to contrast with it the higher
law of God; Mk 1038=Mt 20s2 corrects the false

notions of the sons of Zebedee in regard to the
Messianic Kingdom ; cf. also Mk 1018=Mt 1917=Lk
1819

(* Why callest thou me good?
5

), Mt H7ff- = Lk
724ff-

9 Lk 132- 4
. The instances of this sort of ques-

tion in the Fourth Gospel are of interest ; sometimes
the question seems intended to make people think
what they are doing (I

38 1032 IS5 - 7- 2*- 34 2015
) ; at

other times, to make them consider how they
really stand in regard to Christ (I

50 312 6clf* 67* 70

7 19>1J3
). Similarly a direct question often made

men staio t \M<-;ly what they wanted (e.g. Mk
lCF=Mt ->'-_- Lk'LS 1

,
Jn5 6

}.

7. Questions were also oinploxul by Christ to
draw from men a confession >r' niu'i; the chief

example is Mk 829=1615= Lk 920 , where, after the

disciples had stated the opinions of the ciowds

concerning Himself, a further question led to St.

Peters great confession (ef. also Mt 928, Jn 6s7 935

II26).
8. Quite alone stands the awful question of

human despair addressed from the Cross to the

Almighty {Mk 1534=Mt 27 4ti
). To attempt to ex-

amine the import of that question would be to
enter on a discussion of the relation in which
Jesus stood to. His heavenly Father. See art.

DERELICTION,
9. In two instances Christ asked questions of the

learned men among the Jews which they were
unable to answer : in each case He evidently in-

tended to show that the fundamental principles
on which their boasted knowledge rested were
wrong. When they demanded by what auihuriiy
He acted, He asked them whether the lui^i i-ii of

John was from heaven, or of men (Mk ll30=Mt
21s5=Lk 204). Their inability to answer showed
that they did not possess the spiritual powers
necessary for forming a judgment on claims which
rested on eternal principles of right and wrong.
The question (Mk 1235=Mt 2242ff-=Lk 2041 ) con-

cerning the Davidic descent of the Messiah showed
that their interpretation of the Scriptures was not
consistent, even when judged according to their
own principles.

ii. Answers of Jesus to questions put to Him.
1* We turn now to the answers which Jesus

gave. Very striking are those instances where the
silence of Christ was more eloquent than words
could have been. It was useless to attempt any
answer to the charges of witnesses, brought against
Him before judges who had procured their false
evidence (Mk 14trl =Mt 26s

*), or to similar charges
before Pilate (Mk 155=Mt 2714

) and Herod (Lk
239) ; it was useless to discuss with such a man as
Pilate the nature of truth (Jn IS38 ), or His heavenly
mission (Jn 199

). Only when such questions are
asked in a right spirit is it worth answering them.
When Pilate asked Him (Mk 152=Mt 27u=Lk 23s

,

cf. Jn 1857
) whether He was ' the King of the Jews,'

He gave an ambiguous answer *Thou sayest
5

: it
j

was a title He had not Himself claimed, and which
belonged to Him only in a sense that Pilate could
not understand. But Christ did not hesitate, in

spite of the obvious danger, to give direct answers
to questions ": , TTis own claims (Mk 1462=
Mt 2664

,
cf. I \ -

r
,. *M-' art. SILENCE.

A very M'ton'-tip;: problem arises, however, in regard to this
last answer The li uh priest asked (Mk 1462), 'Art thou the

Christ, the Son of the Blessed?'
J " ' ". 2663 he said,

'
I adjure thee by the living Go

,
I us whether

thou be the Christ, the Son of God '

: Lk 22^0 has,
' And they all

said, Art thou then the Son of God?'). Jesus answered, accord-

ing to Mk. *
I am '

(ly& &lfju\ according to Mt. ' Thou hast said '

(or/ <T0) lirstl a< I'orrliiiL'
1 to Lk. ' Ye say that I am' (vjMif teym

t>rt l>y<u E/U,<). In is iHiirJ to interpret the answer in each Gospel
as a strong affirmation, and, in view of the fact that the order
of Lk. (who continues at once,

* And they said, What further
need have we of witness?') supports this Interpretation, it may
probably be accepted as the right one. But it is possible that.

the answer to the high priest was really anilriguoas as the
n (so WeMooU on Jn IS-1"),

. half of the answer which
answer to Pilate seems to have been
and that Mk. and I

r ""

is more accurately . :

2. Often He answered a question somewhat in-

directly, correcting the mental attitude, or some
misconception, of the questioner. Thus in answer
to, Who is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven ?

*

(Mt IS1
), He shows the character of true ;. ,i' : i-*-

in the judgment of God. When a man,,-\- I J.\
1323

), 'Lord, are there few that be saved?' Jesus

puts the word ' strive
J

(dyuvifrcrde} at the head of
His answer, and thus corrects the spirit of the

questioner : this was no matter, He evidently
thought, for academic discussion such as the Jewish
Rabbis delighted in, nor was it a question of privi-
lege it was a practical matter, in which personal
effort was of vital importance.
The following passages will repay careful strrly.

and show how ready the Master was to ,j \ ,:

'
:

i I i

self of any opportunities of giving teaching, even
if they were due to the hosti'- -ir-il"!' of His
foes, and also how He always ! v i'io questioner
away from details and misconceptions io

)
*!

iji'i
-

of vital importance: Mk 27
'12 and ^.MM!

- / .

parallel between physical and nsrs i.i
1 !:! 1 is:/--

both are proper functions of the i-
< ^ }.*,{ i\ i >>:'

of Man), Mk 218"22 and parallels (formal fasting has
no value), Mk 75ff-=Mt 152ff-

(observance of the
traditions of the elders), Mk 1017ff-

i!':-
1

JMIM'"':.

1
-

(
4 What does the word good really is

r-l>

"

i '!:
the young questioner is made to u--i' I'M' I:

1
-

knowledge, that of the letter of the Law, is not
enough to lead to goodness and a counsel of per-
fection is given), Mk 1210(f - and
between carnal and spiritual "*. , :

parallels (men are not concerned with foreknowing
the dates of future events, but with recognizing
Ilieiriinpon H- iliox come-. Mt ll 2ff- = Lk" 1[hl

-~(What
are the true signs of the Messiah?), Mt 1512

(it
matters not if the on HI n 11 \ 'if nli ! are offended,
whatever their worl-!i\

\
^\\ u-i i . Lk 954f-

(where
the TR evidently contains a correct exegesis), Lk
lO40^

(there is something better than anxious out-
ward service), Lk 1241ff -

(those who have to teach
others must learn all they can). It is evident that
in most cases the answer was given in such a way
as to cause thought, without which its reference
to the question is by no means obvious ; this is

notably the case in Lk 1737
; the epigrammatic

answer to the question of HM- ii<>nlovii disciples
* Where, Lord? 5

finds a -u!i.: ion onh when we
remember that the Master's thoughts 'were fixed
on eternal principles, not on the examples of them
that take place in time.

3. Very characteristic of the Fourth Gospel is

the way in which Christ is represented as making
questions of quite ordinary import, or those caused
by utter bewilderment, the occasion of spiritual
teaching. When Nicodemus asks (3

4
) how a man

can be born a second time, Christ does not attempt
to explain the difficulty, but goes on to speak of
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being born from water and spirit. Each question
of the puzzled crowd in the Capernaum synagogue
(ch. 6) leads on to deeper teaching, so that those

disciples who eould neither follow it nor accept it

on trust left Him. "When the Jews ask where
Christ got His education (7

15
), His answer points

them to the Divine Author of His teaching. The
disciples ask (9

2
) whether blindness from birth is

the punishment of pre-nata1 or of parental sin ;

the answer sets aside such a question as trivial,

and embodies the only explanation of human suf-

fering that can be given it is necessary to the

working out of God's plan. Judas (not Iscariot)
asks in surprise (14

22
), Lord, what has happened

that thou art about to manifest thyself to us and
not to the world ?

'

the answer shows the condi-

tion of communion with the Father. The careful

student will multiply instances for himself.

& Christ made people answer their own ques-
tions by Himself putting leading questions. The
image and ^uper^cripiioh of Csesar on the tribute

money (Mk 121(i ;<'!! p.i'.VW -^ave a practical
answer to the <j,i-.i'.i n ['*<*. Pharisees and
Herodians, and to

-
'

t^-u: 1 ':;- taught He Him-
self added a spiritual one. Many instances in

which the questioners were forced to think out the
answers for themselves will be found referred to
under i. 5 and 6 above, for it was characteristic of

Christ's methods to answer a question by a question.
5. The answers given by Christ to questions

which were asked for the express purpose of

placing Him in a difficult position, or of showing
the falsity of His principles, may at first smiit seem
to require separate treatment ; but further con-
sideration will show that He avoided the pitfalls

prepared for Him by using the same dialectical

methods as in replying to the inquiries of dis-

ciples: either He made the hostile questioners
],' ;"(vi'!i\ IIL-*ICT their own question, as in the
case of the paying of tribute to Home (Mk 1217

|j) ;

or else He took occasion to state a great general

principle, which included and forced into its right

place the particular detail referred to in the ques-
tion (Mk 218'22

II, and other passages referred to

under 2 above).

Ti'RC. ore, ~'.;
; Knight, The Wa*tt fs

fT.; T)i :mo\ . ^j/// QiiCffffin- mi'l
K/I* t fl^ I)-*c'>i, '/-.

P. M. BARNARD.
QUIRINIUS. Lk 2*AV, 'And this taxing was

first made when Cyrenius was governor of Syria'
is better rendered in RV, * This was the first en-

rolment made when. Quirinius was governor of

Syria.' From art. CENSUS it will be seen that this

statement probably means that this was the first

occasion of an enrolment of this nature, an, en-
rolment of population by households as distinct

from a rating-enrol m<ru In reference to property,
and that it took place during the governorship of

Quirinius in Syria. Here, however, there seems
to emerge a great discrepancy between St. Luke's
account and what is known from secular history.
It is certain that Publius Sulpicius Quirinius was
the administrator of Syria from A.D. 6 to 9, and
that in that period he took the rating-census men-
tioned in Ac 5s7 (Jos. Ant. XTII. xiii. 5, XVIII. i 1).

But the birth of Jesus took place before the death
of Herod the Great (Mt 2), and that was in B.C. 4.

The narratives of the two Evangelists seem to be
at hopeless variance on a most important point.
How are they to be reconciled ?

One way of cutting the knot readily occurs. We
might suppose that the clause Lk 22 was not in the

original narrative, but was a marginal date inserted

by an early copyist, who made a mistake as to the
census intended; but the MSS afford no warrant
for this suggestion. Now, assuming the text to be
as St. Luke wrote it, we can have no donbt that
he did so quite deliberately, for he was most care-

ful to give an accurate account (see Lk I1 "4
), and

he himself has chronicled the census of A.D. 6 to 9
in Ac 537

. This would lead us a priori to reckon
that as in his view at least there was no dis-

i-si
j

j.::i
;.

. Iliere must be some explanation that
.- '- f .v on the surface. Dr. Lardner's method
of solving the difficulty is to interpret the verse
thus :

c This was the first census of Cyrenius, who
(afterwards) was governor of Syria,' St. Luke taking
pains to distinguish, according to this view, be-
tween the two enrolments, and giving the informa-
tion that Quirinius was the man who at a later
time became governor of Syria. Thus Herodian
says that * to Marcus the emperor were born
several daughters and two sons

:

; yet we know that
some of them at least were born before he became
emperor. Dr. Lardner's interpretation, however,
does violence to the construction of the text, and
is at best a forced expedient to avoid a difficulty.

Fortunately, later scholarship is able to dispense
with it. Zumpt (C/i/ m^n /"/;/-, ,!>>.

.fyv/V/ 7?o////r? nntm
provineia ab Cesare Augusto ad Titum Vespa&i-
anum} lias shown that Quirinius seems to have been

governor of Syria on two occasions ; and this clue
has been followed up by independent studies of

Ramsay ( Was Christ born at Bethlehem ?). A frag-
ment of an inscribed stone found at Tivoli in 1764
tells of the doings of a Roman official in the time
of Augustus. The name has perished, but from
the facts recorded antiquarians of note agree in

believing that he was Quirinius. Now this stone

distinctly mentions that he was twice Icgatus of
^\ **,'!. "The actual word legatus is wanting in the
i

1
", ;;''!ITI:I preserved, but some such wrord is re-

v .in:n i-y the context]. Still the problem is not
Solved by this discovery, though secular as well as
sacred history must share the difficulty : for it

happens that we know who were governors of that

province for the whole period prior to Herod's
death in B.C. 4. In B.C. 9 Sentius Saturninus suc-

ceeded Marcus Titius, and Josephus (Ant. XVII.
v. 2) says :

c Now Quintilius Varus was at this time
at Jerusalem, being sent to succeed Saturninus as

president of Syria
'

; and this statement is verified

by coins of Antioch-in-Syria bearing Ms name
with date* As we know that Augustus had a
rule that no governor of a province should hold
that office for less than three or more than five

years, the whole period from B.C. 12 to 4 is covered,
and there is no room to place the governorship of

Quirinius at the time required. He cannot have been

governor before B.C. 12, for he was then consul at
Rome ; and even if it were of any service, we cannot

place him later, for he became tutor of Caius Csesar
and governor of Asia ; so that there is a difficulty
in fixing his earlier period of holding-office in Syria,
if, indeed, he wa-* I \vico governor. Farrar has sug-
gested that, the abouMnentioncd rule of Augustus
notwithstanding, Varus was displaced

* because his

close friendship with Archelaus, who resembled
him in character, might have done mischief 3

; but
of this there is no evidence, and the conjecture is

but a make-shift. A better solution of t he problem
is to reckon that the governorship of which St.

Luke speaks may have been of a different char-
acter from that held by Saturninus and Varus.

Quirinius was a man who had shown himself very
capable in military affairs. Now at this period
there were troubles with various tribes in Syria
and its frontiers. Tacitus (Ann. iii. 48) tells us
that Quirinius waged successful war against the
Homonadenses in Cilicia (which belonged to Syria)
at a time prior at least to A.D. 2, when he became
rector to Caius Caesar. There is therefore, to say
the least, no unlikelihood that while Varus, who
had no military renown, was left as the ordinary
governor to administer the internal affairs of the

province, Quirinius was appointed an extraordinary
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governor in charge of the military ':'' !'

the b-.

'
-

. with the title '".'/.
"

more -
. : ->f dux. Inasmuch ,

-
.

i,-.. v

equivalent in the ease of either civil or military

governor is iiyefjubv, St. Luke would be justified in

saying, as he does, that the first enrolment was
made 'when Quirinins was acting as governor

3

(qye/AovetiovTos Kiy>7ptoi').* Those nearer the Evan-

gelist's own day, for whom he Avas specially "writ-

ing, and who were better acquainted -with the
secular history of the time than, readers nowadays,
would find the date he thus gives even more exact
than if he had mentioned either Saturninus or

Yarns ; for, as has been shown in art. CENSUS,
the enrolment was determined during the rule of

the former, but, so far as Palestine was concerned,

probably carried out during the rule of the latter.

The likelihood of there being- two simultaneous

governors, one for military the other for civil

affairs, in the same province, is supported by
parallel instances adduced by Ramsay (op. cit.

238 if.).

Another theory in explanation of the passage
about Quirinius is that lie was neither civil nor

military governor, but merely one of the commis-
sioners appointed to take the enrolment through-
out the whole Koman world, tlie district for which
he was responsible being Syria, Palestine, though
not at this period actually a Roman province, was
under the Koman suzerainty, and from its prox-

imity it would be included under Syria. St. Luke,
having no better word for the enrolment commis-

sioner, might u-e jp/e.uw^ei'Ctjv [/Jy- Tijs crK^ecjy 'taking
lead in the inquiry," Pljir. Put. 351 E]. Tertullian

(adv. Marc. iv. 19) states that the census at the

time of Christ's birth was taken by Saturninus,
not Quirinius, and thus seems to correct the nar-

rative ; but that must be merely because he knew
that the enrolment had been decided upon during
tho civil ^ovcMnn'-Tiip of ^a { uxnimis : he cannot
h,i\o MKMiit chat ii w;:-,.i:i nnllyn- -oiiiplNTirfl then;
for that would be utterly '''cor.-'-!"!!! v*iih the
date lie elsewhere (adv. JucL 8) gives for the

nativity, B.C. 3.

LITERATURE. Lives of Christ ; Commentaries on St. Luke ;

Bib. Diet*, of Smith, Kitto, and nabtipgrs,
r-nrl works by Zumpt

ami 17'iis -v *>i 'i.-iu.'!
: n ;.riVu. ttuliurcrs latest expression

of opi' '<! (/>/ I" ;1
i ." > ff.)

- *i ronglv adverse to the accuracy
of St. Luke as well as to Professor Ramsa> - Lheory.

AETHXJB POLLOK SYM.
QUOTATIONS. 1. Use of the OT in the Gos-

pels. In general it is agreed that a quotation is

the intentional reproduction of .*ome thought or
fact already expressed in language by the use of
the very words previously employed. This is an
exact quotation. A free quotation is one which
fails to reproduce the self-same words, because,
either through defect of memory or lack of care,
the person making it employee! language varying
more or less widely from that of his source, or he
may have intended merely to give the substance of
the ''i.jin.il.

<">
"dinarily an unintentional use of

the -viiih 1

:
! ioi._h: or of identical words is not to be

regarded as a quotation. The intention is essen-

tial, to constitute a quotation either exact or free.

The quotations in the G-ospels may be classed as
follows :

(a) Quotations whirfi conform to both the Hebrew
and the Greek of the OT :

(a,) "by Jesus, Mt lo4*

(Mk 710a) 154b (Mk 710b
) 19s (Mk 107 - 8

) 1918 - 19"- lyb

21*3a (Mk H 17a
,
Lk 19^) 22s9 (Mk 12s1 }, Mk 1236

(Lk 2042- 43
), Jn 108*; (j8) by others, Mt 521- 27* 38- 43

2P (Mk IP, Lk 19s8, Jn 12 13
), Lk 10; (y) by the

Evangelist, Jn 1924
.

(b) Quotations conforming to tfa Hebr&w alone:

by Jesus, Mt 913 127 2746 (Mk 1534), Lk 22s7 23*6.

* Pint. Camttl. 23 uses fiysfMvf& for the division of an army
under an officer.

(c) Quotations ". to the Greek alone:

(o) bf Jesus, Mt .-.:,-, 1^' 15 ^ (Mk 106
)

2ii6.42 ^j}- 1310. 11, Lk 2U17
) ; (/3) by the Evangelist,

Jn 1238 .

both Hebrew
.

(d) Free quotations varying from both Hebr
and Greek. (*) by Jesus, Mt V (Lk 4*) 4" (Lk
415.16 U io (Lk 72Tj 18ie 2^

(
Mk 12-6

,
Lk 2(F) 2

(Mk \&*> 3y
) 22" 26-1 (Mk 14-7), Mk 412 1019 (Lk IS2 ),

Jn 635 1318 15-5 ; (jB) by others, Mt 26 46 (Lk 410-

),

Mk 1232-
33

?
Lk 10w Jn 2n .

(7) by the Evangeli^f-,

Mt 21S 215
(
Jn 12 15

) 279 ' 10
, Mk I

2
, Lk 223- -4

, Jn 124l>

19S6. 37.

(e) Free quotations varying lessfrom the, Hebrew
than from the Greek : by the Evangelist, Mt 817

^

(f) free quotations varying less from the Greek

than from the Hebrew: by Jesus, Mt 158 - 9 (Mk
7e. 7

} 04^ (Mk 1314
) 5 Lk 418 - 19 8 10

.

The variations in exactness of quotation and in

the standard to which they conform are interest-

ing. The importance of the variations is open to

question. Few of them are noticeable. Yet more,
if the teaching of Jesus had been confined to a few

days or weeks, if He had spoken about the topics
recorded in the Gospels but once or twice, and if

there were evidence that He was particular about
the exact phrasing of His teachings, the question

might be of more
" '

. We remember,
however, that Jesus . . years with dis-

ciples, teaching them and speaking on a great

variety of occasions ; and these facts were incon-

sistent with a stereotyped mode of utterance.

Moreover, the record of His deeds and teachings
is brief at best. The Gospels give from one-fifth

to one-third of their scanty space to a period of

one week, and but slight, though vivid, glimpses
of occasional scenes during the ronhiminp: three

years. He must have spoken nwuiy limo- on the
same subjects, and have uttered the same thoughts
in many modes of expression. One who insisted,
as He did, upon the supremacy of the spirit over
the form would scarcely have permitted Himself
to be bound by a strict conformity to the letter,

while appealing to the OT for the authority of the
truths which He taught. This fact makes it seem

strange that the collection of His teachings is ^not
much larger and the variety of His expressions
much greater. Under the influence of such a
Teacher it is not likely that the disciples were over
anxious to conform with exactness to the text of

the OT.
The passages cited give evidence of intentional

use of the OT. Usually they are introduced by
some formula of citation such as f

it is written,'
'the Scripture saith,* and the like. There are
about fifty different variants in the mode of intro-

IHIMM;: ox nil < Ii quotations found in the Gospels.
^0'iH- o7 ill*- passages given above have no

formula of introduction, but the context of the

pasa<jje
shows conscious and intentional use of OT

material. It is also to be noticed that the Gospels
vary in their representation of the same passage
or fact. E.g. the Evangelist in Jn 1924 * 38 connects
the events with a passage in the OT ; the parallel
narratives in the Synoptics mention these facts

without connecting them in any way with the OT,
so that at the utmost, so far as these Gospels are

concerned, the passage is, so to say,
an accidental

parallel having no proper classification with quota-
tions. It cannot be regarded as in the slightest-

degree an instance of use of the OT by these

Evangelists. This is equally true of all events
narrated in the Gospels which are not explicitly
connected with OT passages, no matter how strik-

ing the coincidence ; e.g. Is 505
might well have

been referred to in the narratives in Mt 2667 2726

Mk 1465 , Lk 22s3- 64
, Jn 18s2

,
and so also might Ps

22s - 16
, but neither of these notable OT passages
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was so u^ecl. Again, while Mt 1314 - 15 is unques-
tionably a quotation, the same thought exjuv-Mjd
in the parallel passage, Mk 412

, has no roimulii of

quotation, and has such -; i

"

- and oniis-

t-ions that if we did not !.' passages in

Isaiah and Mt., we might well doiibt if it were a
real quotation. As it is, we think it was inten-

tionally derived from Isaiah. Further, Lk 81U is

parallel with the
j'<i ,'j^o- /ust cited from Mt, and

Mk. ; it has a -ci'.vr.i-<- n."!n Is 69
, nothing from

v. 10
, and is much more brief than Mark. If the

parallel passages in Mt. and Mk. were unknown,
even though we were fully acquainted with Is

69- lu
, we should think that the use of the OT

thought and phraseology was due to familiarity
with the language rather than to an intention to

quote from it. As it is, we have little doubt that
the writers had in mind to report the same utter-

ances of Jesus, and that the report is more incom-

plete in one case than in the other. Yet it is

quite possible that different discourses of Jesus
are reported. These instances, the words recorded
in Jn 939 as uttered by Jesus, and those of the
T>. < "_-v-! in Jn 1240, lead us to think the passage
l:i Is o

1
-

pointed many an utterance of Jesus.
How many more passages like this in Lk 810 do

the Gospels contain ? That is a matter of con-

jecture. It is desirable to add to the lists already
given several other lists of passages which go to

show the nature of the connexion between the OT
and the NT.

(y) Intentional and free use of OT laws, facts,
or statements <"/''* >'* i-/* of the original form
of expression : ,

:

,-\ .!<-:'-. Mt 512b (Lk IS34 ) 84

('Mk I4*, Lk 5 -

} II IT (Mk 912- lif

) 12s - 4 (Mk
2-5 - -6

, Lk 6s - 4
) 125- 40- 41 (Mt 164b, Lk II 29- * 32

) 1242

(Lk II31
) S335 (Lk II80 -

} 24s7- 39 (Lk IT26- 27
), Lk

43B-a7 1728* 29
, Jn 5390- 46 817

; (0) by others, Mt 2224

(Mk 1219
, Lk 2028 ) 2330- 31 (Lk II47- ), Lk lm

, Jn
510 3*1.

40. a s& 1931 ; (7) by the Evangelist, Lk 2^
3

Jn 45
(?).

(k) Another interesting group of passages con-

sists of those which have a formula of rcfr ren ce to

the OT as their source or authority, but whose
content cannot be referred to "//// v-.

1

''//"':
OT pass-

aqe. These are all from the v.-onK of Je-u^: Mt
2G24a (Mk 1421 ) 26s4* - (Mk 1449) }

Mk 912b- ^ Lk
II 49 1831 2122b 24"- , Jn I

45 1712.

(i) Still another class of passages consists of

intentional allusions to something in the OT, but

they make no formal iise of OT material, and are

not quotations in any strict sense of the term.

The allusion to the destruction of Sodom and
Gomorrah is an illustration, (a) By Jesus, Mt 8n

(Lk 1329) 1015- 21 (Mk 1312
) 1035- 36 (tk I252-

)
II25

(Lk I021
) 21 lsb (Mk Il 17b

, Lk 1946b ) 24m (Lk 23s7
)

2430a - c (Mk 1326,
Lk 21 27

) 26
s4 (Mk 1462,

Mtl627 2531
),

Lk 1732, Jn I51 314a- 15 S7- ^ ** O39 ; () by others, Mt
821

,
Lk 9s4 , Jn I21 - ^ 614 740 1632.

The instances thus far classified come almost

entirely under the head of the use of the OT as

an autnoritative Scripture, Another influence is

quite as evident. It is the literary influence.

This is the influence of any work of literature over
the modes of thought and habits of expression of

those who make much use of that work of litera-

ture. Men may be unconscious of this influence,
or they may consciously use the forms of utterance

whicirthey have learned to love. It is doubtless

more a matter of habit working within the region
of the unconscious, while it is the appeal to

authority which is operative within the region of

the conscious use of the OT. These two causes

produce phenomena which are not altogether easy
to classify together.

(j) Such a passage as Lk 8 10 cited above compels
the recognition of passages which may have inten-

tionally used the OT thought or language, yet do
VOL. n. 30

not give conclusive evidence that they were so used.
Its use may have been due to literary and uncon-
scious influence. In any case there is such co-
incidence in thought and phraseology that an
intimate connexion i^ shown between the thought
of the Gospels and that of the OT. For example,
when we read in He 12-*9 Kal ya-p 6 0eos TJJJLWV ^r-up

KCLTavaXio-Kov, and learn that the last two words
are found (o-i-iht^ in the LXX only in Dt 4s4 and
93, we think i; :iKi y that the writer either inten-

tionally used the phrase, with a thought of the

passages in Dt., or that he was so familiar with
Dt. that unintentionally and unconsciously lie

used its words and phrases. Thus also may we
connect oi Trevfioupres of Mt 54 with Q'^SK or robs
n-evdcvvra.? of la 61-. "When we remember the fact
that the mind of Jesus was saturated with the
Book of Isaiah, we can easily be convinced that
there is a literary connexion between the utter-
ance of Jesus and the OT passage.
The following- passages show a similar connexion : Mt 55 - s-

,
. .

27-W (Mk I.').!*) -JS-s Lk 1 :- -!-' <' 0- ~i"
7^4 9. ,'4 JO-M ] j:,-. 21. 24.

{&} Prolonged examination brings to recognition
a class of passages in which, without marked literary

relation^ or intentional itse of the OT, there is yet
a genetic relation between the OT and the NT.
Jesus had the Spirit without measure, and was an
authoritative interpreter of the OT. He had so
absorbed the OT that its ideals were His common-
places of thought, an'd the scattered suggestions of
truth in the OT were apprehended by Him in their

full or explicit meaning.
ary >ugg(>tions became

Imperfect
positive

-

dealing with divorce He went to the fundamental
. -.. -' : -..'"

,
- (Mtl35;=MklQ7- 8

). Indeal-

:::^
. ": :

**
i i

:-

f
He said that the Sabbath

was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath
(Mk S27). This is a universal statement which is

suggested in Ex 2S13 and Dt 514
. Again Jn 4& ' For

herein is the saying true, One soweth and another

reapeth
'

may be a current proverb, or it may be
derived in thought from Job 318, Mic 6 15

. What-
ever be true about that passage, there can be little

doubt that the words of Jesus given in Mt S44
* Love your enemies, and pray for them that per-
secute you/ is the explicit statement of an ideal

of conduct that finds suggestion in Job 3129 and
several other OT passages.
The following is a list of similar passages: MlfiS-e (Lk 62la)

57. 'J 11 (Lk 022)1)
lp (Lk 16!7) ft-*. :, Ib

4
* (M.k fl) 42a (Lk 63te)

54 i. -H.1. /Lk C-7) 5-wi). -w
fjft.

. n-i-i- I5.i9.2;.'r>.2 (Lk 12-:} T-'-S'
1

(,Jn

1317) 106 15^4 (Lk 156 1910, Mt 1812) I,, 0-..JU..17.2-
(,r ..-'T T-^'O

19290 (Mk 10^ Lk 1830) 10^1 1229 (Mk 32r, Lk II2!* ) 12^b
1339.40.41-43.44.45.46 Igl3 1026 (Mk 87, Lk Q2^) 18^ (Lk 173) 2l3&

E121

Lk 2(i!

') '21 14 (Lk 2018) ^M-I* (Mk 131446, Lk 2131.82) 24^5

1381, Lk 2l- 1C-1T)
oS:. :a. 40. 43.4i *i 26'^ (Mk 1424, Lk 2220)

276 as18-^, Mk 2^.27 048, Lk 62&34. 35. 36 1247-48 136.7 Il3
1518.1^*21 IGlKc 19?. 42 oi24.2

!
> 26 221931 2334ay Jn 16.11.18 537b jg46

2^6 as (Ezk Sti23
-2?' llir*

') 4 b - S7 517* 21 *^ 27>^ 39b> ** ^87b*^ 3^" 42

gll 92- 31. 41 1Q8. 10-16 1334 15112. 17 1423 Ifil. 14. 15 19? 20^^.

These lists of passages under (j) and (k) are by no
means exhaustive. Uittnuir (Vetus Test, in No*vo)

gives many more passages than have been enumer-

ated, and'Hiihn (Die alttest* Citato wnd Reminis-

cenzen im NT) gives a far greater number. It^is
not always easy to discriminate to one's own satis-

faction between classes (j) and (k). We must
follow the more pronounced character of the pass-

age as it appears to us at the moment of investi-

gation. The border-line between a real literary
reminiscence and an accidental coincidence is also

difficult to determine. Not only would it be

possible to increase the lists (y) and (k), but at least

two other classes could be made out. One such

class (I) would consist of expressions which belong
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to the life of the land, or the common utterances
of the people of the land, such as Mt 9s6 * as sheep
not having a, shepherd.' These have no real signifi-

cance, literary or otherwise. Again, there is

another class of expressions (m) in which imagery
similar to that of the OT is found. * Wise as ser-

Eents

'

(Mt 1016
) is possibly a comparison suggested

y Gn 31
, or it may have been current rhetoric.

Or, again, the image of sifting (Lk 2231
) may have

been a current phrase, or it may possibly have had
a suggestion from Am 99.

2. Use of other writings in the Gospels. Are
other writings than the OT used in the Gospels ?

This question rrcii^iii/^-
J

ln* possibility (a) of ex-

plicit citations I'IOIM Msii-n^- outride of the OT as
authoritative documents, or (b) of a general use of
material as a source of historical example or ex-

plicit allusion, or (e) of literary relationship, or (d)
of other uniin^- vll.ii a genetic relation to the

teachings of i iio O>-p<-S^.
(a) The passages which have been brought into

debate are Mt 279
, Lk 732b II49, Jn 437 and 738.

Mt 2T9. Is this a citation from some lost writing
outside the OT and attributed to Jeremiah? Ap-
parently the dictate of common sense is that the

passage* is really from Zee II12* 1S
, and that there

was some slip in the memory of the writer of the

Gospel, or that there was an error on the part of

the earliest transcribers.
Lk 732b . Doubtless here Jesus was using as an

illustration facts with which all persons who
observed children at play were familiar. It seems
an attempt to manufacture a difficulty. This pass-
age should be dismissed from consideration.
Lk II49. This is a passage which is not so easily

explained. (1) Is * The Wisdom of God' the name
of a book ? No such book is known, (2) Is

e The
Wisdom of God' a speaker in a book, after the
manner of * Wisdom J

in Pr 8 ? Every trace of such
a book now seems lost. (3) Is Jesus quoting Him-
self? See Mt 23s4, where Jesus says, 'Behold I

send unto you prophets, and wise men, and scribes/
just as in this passage Wisdom says,

' I will send
unto the":

'

and apostles.' The words in
Mt. are -i. . i: t second day of Passion Week,
while the passage in Lk. belongs to a time several
weeks or months earlier. If Jesus in Lk. is quoting
Himself, it is from an utterance of an earlier date,
not elsewhere transmitted to us. Resch (Agrapka

2
,

p. 184) would show that The Wisdom of God 3

was one of the self-designation^ of Jesus like ( The
Son of Man. 3 To these statements it must "be said
that while they are possible, Jesus is nowhere else

designated in tin- nmmior. nor is He elsewhere
represeiitod as quoiing Him-clf in this manner.
(4) It is claimed that the passage is founded upon
Pr I

20'31
, and this is supported by the fact that

in the early Christian Church the Book of Proverbs
was called a Sophia. The passage hardly seems
adequate for the words of Jesus. (5) This pa^age
is claimed as an amplification of 2 Ch 2420--. This
is in reality the same as (7) below. (6) Used of
Divine Providence, as manifested in history (cf.
Pr 832

"31
), sending prophets and npostlos. equivalent

to saying 'God in His wisdom ^iifi." Thi^ is sup-
ported by the passage Lk T35 ' and wisdom is justi-
fied of all her children/ This is quite tenable.
(7) The personal wisdom of God in Christ. In sup-
port of this are the facts that Jesus savs the same
thing in Mt 23s7 in His own Person, that He is else-
where said to send prophets and apostles (Lk 103,

Eph 431
), and that this is a Logos conception of

Jesus. Even so, a reason for the expression is not
obvious, nor is it at all evident why Jesus should
have used this unusual phrase. There are diffi-
culties in regard to any explanation of this passage.The greatest of all is in the theory of an extra-OT
source. The passage is perfectly* intelligible with-

out such a theory, whatever be said as to the reason
of the expression.
Jn 437.

e For herein is the saying true, One
soweth, and another reapeth.' Is this an explicit

quotation from some writing ? The word '

saying
'

does not point back to a writing. It might readily
be something of a proverbial character, which had
its origin in the mode of thought and utterance

which is found in Lv 2616
, Dt 2S38-40 611

,
Job 318

,

Mic 615
, thus having a literary connexion of some

sort with the OT.
Jn T38. If this is a quotation from a writing out-

side the OT, a wholly unknown writing has to be
assumed. Nowhere else in the NT is a writing
outside the OT called ypa,<p^ 'Scripture.

3

It is a

tenable and adequate explanation to treat it as ' a
free quotation harmonizing in thought with parts
of various passages, especially Is 443 551 58ll>

(Meyer). See, on an attempt to trace the saying
to a Buddhist source, ExpT xviii. [1906] p. 100.

The examination of the \ . fails to show
the slightest probability

-I- -.a speaker in

the Gospels, or any writer of the Gospels, explicitly
cited any writing outside the OT as authoritative

S- -ip
1

:ro.

/.' r..\, :"",:.!<: of the facts gives no ^ro.'lor

probability that historical illustrations from ^rir-

ings other than the OT occur in the Gospels, or

intentional allusions
^
to such writings, in any

such manner as the illustrations taken from the

OT, or as the allusions to the OT found in the

Gospels.
(c) It is difficult not to believe that literary con-

nexion is quite marked. Note, especially, the

following passages : Mt 534* 86
(Sir 239

) 542a (Sir 44- 5
)

542b (Sir 292a
) S44 (Wis 1219a ) 612- 14

(Sir 282
) 712

(To
415

) l!28f-

(Sir SI 23
*-) 1921

(Sir 29n) 2338 (To 144
),

Lk 6s8 (Sir 1416a
)
1025 1818

(Enoch 409
, Sibyl, prooem.

85=frag. ii. 47) 16s
(Enoch 10811

) IS7 (Enoch 471 - 2
)

181'8
(Sir 3217- 1S

) 2010- " (Enoch 8951
), Jn 627a (Sir 15s

2419) 844 (Wis 224
3 Enoch 696).

(d) Is the relation between these writings more
important than a merely literary relation ? If it

is, how important is it? What does it signify?
In the references above, the extra-OT books are all

prior to the birth of Jesus. They reveal something
of the thought of the Jews before His time, and
doubtless of His own ;."iMTn'i-m. The very tone
of the words of Jesu- .> M,,r.'-iii (Jn II2*- 25

;

26
)

shows that He assumed the truth of beliefs which
had no prominence i

1
fl "

.

"" '

.vealed

in the OT. The : gives
abundant evidence that the belief in the resurrec-
tion had become an important factor in the beliefs

of the Jews. Such ;i i-;i jijn
1 as Mt 25s1"46 can

hardly be said to be HS^ -!! l'\ the OT writings.

Compare it with Enoch 9018"38
, and -iril*ii f.

-Imi-

larities are found. Mt 2541b i

Depart N.H int. ye
cursed, into the eternal fire which is prepared for

the devil and his angels,' and similar passages, as
also 1342* 50

3 may be compared with Enoch 1037 * 8 and
108s - 6

. In Lk 1626 the picture of separation be-

tween the r:;J^< <ii!- and sinners in Sheol may
suggest En-x-v 2-V -:{

, where the rigliieou- and
sinners, in separate divisions, awnii ilio Great
Judgment.
Although there is often a striking likeness in

outstanding features, there is also a lack of har-

mony in details with the spirit of Jesus, which
shows why He could not use these writings as an
authority. For the possible connexion between
the Book of Enoch and Christian thought, see The
Book of Enoch, tr. and ed. by R. H. Charles, pp.
48-53, where he enumerates 'doctrines in Enoch
which had an undoubted share in moulding the

corresponding NT doctrines, or at all events are

necessary to the comprehension of the latter/
Without doubt the points of contact between the
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Book of Enoch and Christian beliefs of the earlier

Christian generations were more numerous and in-

timate than between the Book of Enoch and the

Gospels. Also such literature as the extra-canonical
,r.-v :

--. . !:. :.-_, had great influence in the early
:

- :
\-;.;

! i -.1" Christian doctrine. Their im-

portance, so far as the Gospels are concerned, is

chiefly that of explaining the surroundings of

Jesus and the spiritual arid mental conditions
amidst which He worked. Instances such as have
been given could be multiplied, but it is doubtful
if they could change the conclusions already given.
The centuries between the prophets of ancient
Israel and Jesus had witnessed a development of

thought, especially on <-
- 1 * J "" " ""

subjects.
'Jesus was a true OT sai

v
:

' "., Theology
of the OT, p. 520), and joined the work which
He did as closely as possible to that of the OT
prophets, using their authority for Hi- tonchiu^.
Jesus was also a Prophet greater than jmy tluit li.vl

gone before Him, and He ,,
:

' *

such cur-

rent beliefs as were in harr ;
i ! mission,

without thereby ,--.?
- ' : '"

"

':her associated

beliefs, but rather .
. . v by the general

spirit of His teachings.
See also artt. on OLD TESTAMENT.

LITERATURE. Allen,
' OT Quotations in Matthew and Mark,*

ExpTynL [1900-1901] pp. 187 if., 281 ff. [a careful examination of
the relation of the 1. .'!,-

:
, "( -t "-.< oks to the OT passages] ;

E. Boehl, Lie Alttt -'.
'

/ -/ .\ T i treatise and discussion

superseded by that or loyj ; August Clemen, Der Gebmuch des
AT in den ST Schrifteu, Giitersloh, 1S95 [a discussion of the

meaning" of the citation.- in the NT context and in their original
context] ; Wilhehn Dittmar, Vetus Test, in Sovo, Gottingen,
1903 [gives not only the quotations, but :ibo it fi\ L Timo- as many
parallels in thought or words in adduioi* TO ihc ({notations.
Almost in\ ariably the Hebrew arid Greek of the OT are given,
and the Greek of the XT and of - ,< \ i ; .. r.. >" :.

'

". o--- where they
are cited. It is a valuable wor\

;
: il.'j :" i i

1

,
h> AT Citate

und Retnimacenzen tm 22J
3 Tubingen, 1900 [a list of passages

iiiiici 1 'liorc- full than that of Dittmar, almost twice as numerous.
Few citation^ are given. The passages are classified as Messi-
anic and non-Messianic. Both classes are divided into citations
with formulae of citation, citations without formulae, and reminis-
cences. The material is valuable, but r c- .1- ": '",: ;i:'.(! '".-/'i r

classification]; Johnson, Quotations oj /, A7"// ,> r/i~ ^'-t,

Philadelphia, 1S96 [discus=^
^" 1 "i ""'

-;. principles exemplified
ir

' v ,
i

'; Tholuck, ATimNT^i
G ,

. s .

j
vol. x'i. p. 56Sff. ]; Crawford

H. Toy, Quotations in the Sew Testament, New York, 1884

[holds that the quotations were made from the Greek or from
an oral Aramaic version. '~

\
*~ . which is assumed. It

contains an admirable ... i). M. Turpie, The Old
Test, in the New, London, it>e> Ltiuoiauons classified according

*
'

"

:i -<

"

! !! rew or Greek of the OT, and
.;

= - .-- :; ,s j ; I/- -A ,:.- ,: 0".i v>- .- .
-'-

.

-

> .- ..- . : . -! -.,-.

tory formulae] ; Woods, ar:.
184 fl F. B. DEKIO.

RABBI (from Heb. :n, which means as adj.

'great
3
or 'much/ as subst. 'chief

3

or * master.'

The final syllable is the pronominal suffix, signify-

ing my,' the force of which, however, is not ex-

pressed in the use of the word). A title of honour
and respect addressed to religious teachers; and
in this sense frequently applied in the Gospels to

Jesus, and also once (Jn 3-6) to John the Baptist.
It appears to have come into use in the time of

Hillel, who was born c. B.C. 112. That St. John

regarded it as a comparatively modern word, and
not rmuvr-ally known in his time, seems evident
from i ho ract' that he deemed it necessary to ex-

plain its meaning (see Jn I38, where it is expressly
stated to b'r r'.|!:h,i]fi' to &5<<7/ca\os, rendered
4 master' in AV. ;ir--i -;o,acher' in RVm). pafifti

(faPpei, WH) is frequently tr. 'master' in AV,
but RV transliterates

' rabbi' Uirou^liouf. See
MASTER. DroAi.i) Or, M:K.

RABBONI (from Heb. f|l or pai) is another form
of '

Rabbi,' but wTas considered a higher and more
honourable title. Hence possibly its preference by
the blind man (Mk 1051 ) in his natural anxiety to

address Jesus with the title of greatest courtesy
and respect that he knew. The word occurs only
twice in the Gospels, viz. Mk 1051 (RV following
the reading of most authorities), and Jn 2016

(fappowt, TR ; pappowel, WH). In the latter pass-

age it is explained as a synonym for SiSdo-KdKos.

DUGALD CLARK.
RAC&. The word occurs only in Mt 5s2,

and
offers one of the little riddles of the Gospels which
have not found as yet a sufficient explanation. It

had been spelt 'Racha' in the AV of 1611 ; so in

Tindale and other earlier versions. It was replaced
bv -'Raca' in 1638, and explained 'that is, -Fain

fellow, 2 S 620,' by one of the marginal notes added
to the AV at various times, chiefly in 1762 (see

the Introduction to Scrivener's- Paragraph Bible,

p. xxx). The RV confines itself to the marginal
note, 'an expression of contempt.' The spelling
of the Greek MSS is po^a in K*D, adopted by

Tischendorf ; paica in KCBE, etc., with - in B, -d in

other MSS, as 13. 124. 556 (see Scrivener, Adver-

saria) ; paKtca, paKKav, paxav in Apost. Const, ii. 32 ;

raeha in most MSS of the Latin Versions ; raccha
in d ; onljfk ZG and the official Vulgate have raca ;

KPT in all Syriac Versions, vocalized Kg-j, KB% K,TJ,

Kpl (see the edition of the Tetra&uangdium by
Pusey-Gwilliam, and the Thesaumts Syriacus ; it

is explained as = KB, i.e.
*

despised/ by Bar-,

hebrseus).
The puzzle in the word is the a of the first

syllable, which is not found in the oorre^)07i<liii,L
r

Hebrew word. It is true, J. Lightfoot (Nor. JELeb.,

new ed. by Rob. Gandell, Oxford, 1859, ii. 108)

writes :

* Raca, : A word used by one that despiscth another in the

highest scorn : very usual in, the Hebrew irrt tests, and very com-
mon in the mouth of the nation.* The-* 1 j;" .- ^:"

*
- V '".

Tanchum, fol. 5, col. 2; fol. 18, co !
.

'

;
. ;.-, 1

,
M '

.'-"

Tillin upon Ps 138 ; Bab. Berak. foL 32. 2, of which the follow-

ing- are worth quoting ; 'A heathen said to an Israelite,
"
Yery

suitable food is made ready for you at my house." " What is

it?" saith the other. To whom he replied, "Swine's flesh."
" Raca" saith the Jew, "I must not eat of clean beasts with

you."* *A king's daughter was married to a certain dirty
fellow. He commanded her to stand by him as a mean servant,
and to be his butler. To whom she said,

"
Raca, I am a king's

daughter."' *One of the scholars of R. Jochanan made sport
with the teaching of his master ;

but returning- at last to a sober

mind : "Teach thou, O master," saith he,
u for thou art worthy

fco teach, for I have found and seen that which thou hast

taught." To whom he replied,
"
rrpn Raca, thou hadst not

believed unless thou hadst seen.'"
* A certain captain saluted

a religious man praying in the way, but he saluted him not

again : he waited till he had done his prayer, and saith to him,
"
npn Raea

t it is written in your law/'
'

etc.

But in all these cases the Semitic word is spelt

.npn {with yod], which must be vocalized gn, i.e.

Reca ; see Dalman, Arrtm,-Neuheb. IVorterbuch,

p. 384; Jastrow, Dictionary* ii. 1476. In the first

edition of his Gram. cL Jud.-Pal. Aram. (1896)

Dalman assumed that in the form of the KT^ ai

had been contracted to a, and that the spelling
with x in tne ^ss ^^ was ^ue to ^

aspirated
pronunciation of the Hebrew qoph, by which it

approached to the aspirated Jcaph. In the second
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(1905, p. 174) !ne su^g'eated at last a more probable
solution, tliat the word IB Greek assumed its form
through assimilation to Greek /jci/cos,

*

lump
' = rag

(a tattered piece of cloth, and then used of a

shabby , beggarly fellow). This is possible. But
there is another strange and not jet corroborated
statement about the use of the word, found in

Chrysostoni, who was acquainted with Syriac as

spoken in the neighbourhood of Antioch. He says
(p. 214) that it was not a word of the highest
scorn,

5

as Lightfoot styled it :

za; xat*

t
~iTt T3I

c6ytx.Xrtz etrvtv tjppzcaS ffit&a,, ce,7,^.ae,

otx? nta? T&V teyovre,. xatdxtsp ycc.p v
t u&is

etbsSrTipSay %Tl i
etX,TTOV'fz$ }.i'yOl

U,v" fl&T^.$ O"llt

l w TJ 2u^uv %%piriu,svoi yXid?<rsl pccxoe, >-
yownv, ce.\>Ti 76v a-j, TeSro Titizitrs;. atXX' o $i)Mv8f>6r?o? Bio? ace.}

vac, LLixsoTot'Tee. ccvecffTX:, Ktx,'')r1}ovrtag rt u,':v %;%p%trtic&i cx3.KvlXoiS x&.ti/tuv,

xxi fASfec. TJJ? <7pos"vi%o'j<rr.:: vtftvjS, Xse.1 tva, btcc. ToiiTCav x,oc,t TM f^e^vac,

etvKifrf.rt&i.

In contradistinction to /!>ara, Chryso>toin considers

l^&pe as xaXeTT^repov, as /jf//m r^s? u/3peo>s xA^/crt/ctirepoi',

for which 5t,7r\Tj yo/ercu rj irvpd. The same state-

ment by a later hand is also found on the margin
of codex B, rb pa/ca avrl rov crz> being one of the
few marginal notes of this MS ; and a similar state-

ment is made in the so-called Opus imperfect itm,
p. 62; but, at the same time, the common ex-

planation is there given :
' Racha, quidem dicitur

Hebraice vaeims.
3

Euthymius 7.' ...\".
:
s de-

pendent on ChryBOStorn :' To p<u-.
"

,, ,
e<m

(pwvT}, orf\ova"CL TO St/.
f

JBTTct yap 6pyLf&ju,ev6s rts Kara TLVQS

O$K d|io? Ko\crai. TOUTOV % ovo,uaros, dbs dvti&ov 6vScares'
avTi 6v6jJLa.TOs 5 TO 2z> rid-ri<nv. Au.nii-timi .-peak- of

having heard from a JeAv, that R<-tca is yocem non
significantem cdiguid, s&d indignctntis animi motum
expr'iinentem. No example, however, has been

* found as yet of this use in Syriac. It is IMI < n- 1
. inn

to note tliat Maclean's Dictionary of in Jt'-tl+fi

of Vernacular Syriac gives the vocalization |,Di

reca (or rica) for the present dialect of the Azer-

baijani Jews. This want of examples may, how-
ever, be due to the fact that a word was avoided,
the use of which was denounced in the Gospel.
The cvjn- -^io:i Zi'Bpuire KCVG in Ja 220 may be con-
siders! IL- (Jjofck equivalent, as St. Paurs &<fipuv

( 1 Co 15:J6

) is the parallel to /uwp<;. It may be added
that the e/qj in the first part of the verse has been
believed by some to be the Greek explanation of
this Rftca, and to have crept into the text at the
wrong place. But this is not likely. The Ono-
Diustiea sacra (ed. Lagarde) are unanimous in
the explanation

f Kv^ Kevds, vacuus^ and spell
^a*r<, paKKd, RacTia, Maca (cod. F). See also art.

FOOL, EB. NESTLE.

B&GHEL, the wife of Jacob and the mother of

Joseph and Benjamin, is mentioned in Mt 218
, in a

quotation from Jer 31 13
. The words of Jeremiah

are understood in this passage as a prediction of
the slaughter of the Innocents, but in their original
connexion they refer to a historical incident in the

prophet's own life. He accompanied the exiles on
their way to Babylon as far as Ramah, 5 miles
north of Jeni-alem (Jer 401

}, and the impression
{ro.iiu-cM by hi- last sight of them took the form
or

jiji->e
ic iiiriure of Rachel, the ancestral mother

of -i'o r-nilire- (who according to one tradition
1 S 102 -was buried in the neighbourhood), bewail-
ing the fate of her descendants (Jer 31 15

). The
application of this passage to the massacre at Beth-
lehem seems to have been suggested by the fact
that another tradition placed Rachel's tomb in the

vicinity of that town (Gn S519- 20 187 ). The sup-
posed site of this sepulchre has been shown, at least
since the 4th cent. A.D., about 4 miles south of

Jerusalem, and one mile north of Bethlehem. See
RAMAH. JAMES PATRICK.

RAHAB. The mother of Boaz, and thus an
ancestress of our Lord (Mt I

5
).

'These names [those of Tamar, Rahab, Ruth, Bathsheba] are

probably introduced as those of women in whose case circum-
stances were overruled by the Divine providence which, as it

might have seemed, should have excluded them from a place in

the ancestral line of the Messiah. They were in a sense fore-

runners of the Virgin Mary' (\V. G. Allen, Com. ad loc.}.

The 'faith
'

of Rahab is extolled in He II 31
, and

her * works 3

in Ja 225
.

RAILING. See REVILING and MOCKERY.

RAIMENT. See DRESS.

RAIN. See AGRICULTURE in vol. i. p. 40a
.

RAM. A link in our Lord's genealogy, Mt 13L

(A\
r
Aram}.

RAMAH (Mt 218
)
was a city of Benjamin (Jos 1825

),

the site of which has been identified with er-fidm,
a small village situated about 5 miles north of

Jerusalem, at an elevation of about 2600 feet above
the sea. Ramah was the point at whicli Jeremiah

parted from the exiles who were being carried away
to Babylon (Jer 401

), and he associated it with
Rachel in the passage (31

15
) which is quoted by the

First Evangelist. This seems to imply that he con-
sidered Rachel's tomb to be in the neighbourhood ;

and the existence of such a tradition is supported
by the account in 1 S 10'

2
, which states that Rachel

was buried 'in the border of Benjamin.' The men-
tion of Ramah in the NT quotation is a detail which
has no significance in relation to the massacre of
the Innocents, since Bethlehem was 10 miles away,
on the other side of Jerusalem. See RACHEL.

JAMES PATRICK.
RANSOM. The word ' ransom* occurs twice in

the NT, in both cases with reference to Christ's

giving of Himself for trie redemption of man : (1)
in Mt 2038=Mk 1045 , where it represents the Gr.

\tirpov :
* the Son of Man came not to be ministered

unto, but to minister, and to give his life a, ransom
for many

'

; and (2) in 1 Ti 26
, where it stands for

avTl\\)Tpw :
' For there is one God, one mediator

also between God and men, himself man, Christ
Jesus (v.

5
), who gave himself a ransom for all.'

The idea, however, is implicit in the verb (Aurpou-
jcuxt) and nouns (Xi/rpwnfo Xtfrpoms, ctTroAt/rjoomj) used
to express the thought and fact of redemption
(see REDEMPTION). It is probable from its struc-
ture that the second of the above passages (1 Ti
2s ) looks back upon Christ's saying in the first (Mt
2028

) ; it has been thought also that the Aurpt^re
in 1 P I18 is an echo of the same saying (Denney,
Death of Christ, p. 92). The word \fcpov itself is

most probably the equivalent of the Heb. word isb

(Wendt and others question this, but most admit
the connexion), and the attempt to give a closer
definition of its meaning in relation to Christ's

ivdomprion jioo- bju-k on the n-ji*ro of thi*- OT
\\onl id". ihoiMnbonirctli^ou^ion in Rii-M-hl"-. 7,?v///.

u. Vers. iL pp. 70-80).

"135, then, the \\ord 'jrcmrall\ (rai>lato<l 'ransom' in the OT
(Ex 21^0 sow, NU :t,V' *- AV a"-TJl( ( oa

'

; 1 S 12* AV 'bribe
'

Job 32& 24
3018, ps 497, Pr Q35 138 2118, rs 433, Am 5*2)? is derived,

like the verb H32 4

to propitiate,'
*
feo atone,' from a root meaning

* to cover.* It may thus be used, as in 1 S 123 above, of a bribe
given to blind the eyes from seeing \vhat, in justice, they ought
to see (el Ex 23, Job 9'^). Tins connects itself with the old
idea of a gift as '

covering the face
'

(cf. Gn 3220) O f an offended
person, i.e. propitiating, appeasing him, or inclining him to
favour. As, however, in the case of an offence, there is little
difference between covering the eye* of the offended party from
beholding ihe offence, and c-overmg the offence from his sight,
it can easily be seen how "123 came to take this second sense of

covering the sinful person or his iniquity. This leads to the
idea, \vhich is tho common one in tho OT, of "irs as a 'ransom/
in the sense of something gi\en in exchange for another as the
price ot that other's redemption, or for ofie's own redemption,
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or, what is at bottom the same idea, as satisfaction for a life.

Thus in Is 433 4 Jehovah is metaphorically said to have given
Egypt, Ethiopia, and Sebo, as a random for (' instead of ') Israel.

Hofmann, in his Schrijibeweis (ii. p. 234, 2nd ed.), has a differ-

ent interpretation. He takes the notion of
'

covering
1' in this

word to apply to
*

covering in value
'

(one thing covering the
worth of another), and so imports into 152 the idea of strict

equivalence. It is true that ' ransom '

in the OT usually includes
the idea of rendering what may be termed an equivalent ; but
it is more than doubtful whether this can be read into the
etymological signification. The term has, on the other hand,
in" nearly every case the direct meaning of a ralemmloii-priie
for another, or for one's own life. (1) In iliiiM.ration or ihc
latter sense, we have it declared in Nu 35^1- & that m no cir-

cumstances is a * ransom '

to be taken for the life of a murderer.
Again, in Ex 2130 it is provided that if, through its owner's
carelessness, an ox gore a man or a woman, the ox shall be
stoned, and the owner shall pay

'
for the ransom of his life

'

what is laid on him (in the ra-c of a slave, 30 shekels, v.32). go
at the taking of a ocn-u-. (IX Jui-), each Israelite above twentv
years had to pay half a shekel* .

J ..'- -.
3

(v.isf) as
' a ransom for his soul (or life).' (

'

J
' -

"

of the former
sense redemption-price for another (cf. Is 43'* above) two
instances stand out} conspicuously. One is Ps 497 'None of
them [the rich in this life] ,

"

.',': '"',
~

i.

nor give to God a ransom - - : .

3324
* xhen he is gracious unto him, and saith, Deliver him from

going down to the pit, I have found a ransom.* 1S3, in both of

these passages, has clearly the sense of something given in

exchange for a life, which redeems it from death.
In the above cases in the Law, the ransom is a sum of money ;

in

the case of the firstborn, though the word n3 is not used, it is a
sacrifice a life for a life (cf. Nu 1813

*<>). Here the fact is to be
noticed of interest in the NT connexion that in all this range
of meanings the word 'ransom' is never in the OT directly

cqnn<
v cd ix"* 1

! t1 -? ]n -n-.itV -\ -. i-iifices. It is connected
with mo; ':.;^r\ ju. .". -

(<: J \ ,>
'

above), and in 2 S 21>7
the i-i- :s,

r no /'\. \\oni. '. ,', '>_,. .- {} -rt> ^V- iroyt":it'"ir"
delivering up of N.i.l - M -.I-M .-.v,- : M'-V O" ..-n.L ^(. . V -(ii;- 1

!
1

of a money-aati.sfacliori, \ .
4

_). But the victim, even in sin- and
f', ---.=- -T r- _~ is never spoken of as 'ransoming 'the offerer.
i .

-
,

"

s ^
'

i . fces, atones for his sin, but the term f ransom '

is not employed. Yet it must be held that the connexion be-
tween the two ideas of sacrifice offered for the removal of sin

(to make propitiation, n??) and of
' ransom '

C"532) is verj
T close ;

and that, whether the word is used or not, the expiatory sacrifice

was also, in its own way, a 1E3 for the life of the offerer (the
LXX in Ps 49s as in 1 S 12? renders the word by tyKaurft*).
Ritschl's generalization of the meaning of the term (applied
also to the sacrifice) into *a means of protection

1

(Schutz-
mittet), ignores the essential point of redemption (not simply
protection) by the payment of a price, or offering of an expia-
tion.

The way is now clearer for the understanding of
the NT passages. There can be little difficulty,
when his words are taken in the general connexion
of his thought, in apprehending what St. Paul
meant when he spoke in 1 Ti 2s of Christ's having
given Himself as an dvriXvrpov for all.

' Hansom *

has here its true and proper sense of ' a price paid
in exchange,* and the ideas of t ransom' and ex-

piatory sacrifice flow together in the unity of the

thought of redemption through Christ's reconcil-

ing death (see REDEMPTION). In St. Paul's view,
Christ has given Himself up as a sin-offering for

the world upon the Cross (Ro 83
,
2 Co 514 - a

, Gal
313 etc,). He has redeemed the world by Himself
dying for it (Ro 56 - 9- 10

). His death, iv t ?
:

Y\i\-,
r n -

to God (Ro S24 - 25
, Eph 216, Col I 20 etc.), brings life

and salvation to mankind. St. Paul's mind is not
troubled by the monetary analogy : it is not of a
money price he is thinking, but of a great ethical

reparation rendered to God's broken law of right-
eousness. It is to God the * ransom '

is paid, not
to another. The Son of God, in humanity, renders
it for the world.

If, therefore, St. Paul knew of the saying of
Jesus recorded in Matthew and Mark, there can
be little doubt how he would have interpreted
it. Alike in his thought and that of St. Peter (cf.

1 P I18- 19
), the idea of a \vrpov is involved in the

conception of dbroXtfr/jaHr*?. Redemption has the
two aspects, which can never be separated re-

demption by 'ransom,' i.e. from sin's guilt and
condemnation ; and redemption by power, from
sin's bondage and other evil effects. The Apostolic
gospel comprehended both. But what of Christ's
own thought? The genuineness of the saying in

Mt 2028=Mk 1045 has been assailed (by Baur, etc.),
but surely without the slightest grounds (cf.

Ritschl, ii. p. 42 if. ; Denney, p. 36 f. ). Its mean-
ing also must be interpreted by the fact that
Christ's own mind at the time of uttering it was
full of the thought of His death. It is His '

life
'

He gives, and He startles by -;; yiu- i -v' He yields
it up as a \vrpov dvrl TroXXw. lie <HT I

,IU--. further,
that it was for this very end He came. His death
was neither unforeseen, nor simply submitted to.

He came to redeem the world by T
'

_ IT"- :self

as a 'ransom' for it. No doubt i-
i'

*-" " to

empty the saying of mo&t of its significance by
t"!< iiY.li/m: it to mean that in some undefined

.\,iy (.'ln-;^\ death would be of great saving-
benefit to mankind, and therefore might be spoken
of metaphorically as a ransom for the good of

many (cf. Wendt, Lekrc Jesu, ii. p. 509 ff.). This
inicri-rvumu!: fails, if account be taken of the
ro<iri-n'MjM efficacy which Jesus in other places (as
in i In' v, ,.rtU at the Last Supper) undeniably attri-

butes to His death (see REDEMPTION). Kitsch],
though he unduly weakens the force of the word
\ijTpov, does not fall into any such superficializing.
He sees a solemn and weighty import in the words
of Jesus, and interprets them to mean that Jesus,
by His voluntary and guiltless death, directed to
this end, redeems the members of His community
from the doom of final annihilation impending
over them in the judgment of God, gives death a
new character to them, and delivers them from its

fear (ii. p. 87). The interpretation cannot be
accepted ; neither is it explained how the death of
Jesus should effect such a result. Yet Jesus
assuredly did view the world as lying under con-
demnation of God, sunk in estrangement and evil,
and needing bolh f

ovp\ in j-Tid renewal to right-
eousness, and u-!< iiij-ii"r :'

-"pi this state He con-
nected with His own Person, and in a peculiar way
with His death, which He here speaks of as a

Xi/rpo^or iv i^ 'i :-{
:
-.r ji

:

*i-. to that end. Further
investigat!"'! ni.-

1

!." N-r; to other articles (see
ATONEMENT, RECONCILIATION, REDEMPTION).
The idea of Christ's death as ' a ransom for all

}

has ever been a favourite one in the preaching,
theology, and hymnology of the Church. In
certain circles it early became connected with the
fanciful notion that the ransom was paid, not to

God, but to the Evil One, who \\r^ -.np].o>c-d <<

have acquired rights overman ill rough ^in. which
God, ii! :," .-".-. -. could not ignore. Christ's

soul, .. ! v. ,.s taught, was given up to
Satan as the price of the surrender of these assumed
rights over mankind. But Satan was deceived in
the bargain, for, having obtained possession of the
sinless son! of Jesus, he could not hold it. That
sinless soul was a torture to him. This theory,
connected in the early Church with Origen and
Gregory of Nyssa (though Origen, at least, fre-

quently expresses himself in a quite contrary
sense), prevailed extensively in the Middle Ages,
but never really stood alone, or gained ascendency
over the abler minds. Di:^tin<;uislied Fathers re-

pudiated it, and Anselm reasons against it in his
Our Dens Homo.

LITERATI-RE. Riwchl. Hecht. und Vers. ii. pp. 51 ff., 192 ff.;
IVendt. L'ftre Je*u. ii. p. 511 ff.

; artt.
*

Propit'aro-
* * JRanrm.*

in Hasiinjrs
1 DB ; Donne y, Death of C/ir,,^, p. nff. : Si< t ne.

Thcol. of the -VT, p. 120 ff. , J .\ \\ i> ( )H K.

RJLYEN. See ANIMALS in vol. i. p. BoX

READER. The Gospels frequently refer
_to

private reading of Scripture, and Jesus Christ
assumes that His hearers have the sacred books
and read them for themselves, e.g. Mk S25 1210-

*,
Mt 12s

,
Lk 6s

. At Nazareth, Jesus took the place
of the public reader in the synagogue (Lk 416

).
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The expression, 'Let him that readeth understand,'
in Mt 2415

, cannot refer to the reading of L)n I)-
7
,

because, although Daniel is mentioned earlier in

this passage of Alt. (i.e. at v. 15
), in Mk.'s parallel

passage there is no reference to Daniel (see
Mk 1314

). Therefore the words cannot be part of

our Lord's utterance, and must be taken as a note

interjected by the Evangel Ui, the writer of his

source, or a reviser. Taken thus, they appear to

point to the function of the reader in the primitive
Church. That this function was kn<n\n in very
early times is indicated also by Rev I

3
, where

public reading is unmistakably indicated, because
it is associated with hearing by others :

4 Blessed
is he that readeth, and they that hear/ etc. In
this respect, as in many other matters, the order
of the Christian assembly was moulded on that of

the synagogue. Among the Jews any member of

the < !.: u,
1

!

1

:-,"-, -v -i a is'i'.o:
: L !

,'
1 IV*

readc " !;' * . ! c Law sri : <> **. I '",.
-

although if a priest or a Levite were present he
should have precedence (Gift in, v. 8). Therefore it

was quite in order that Jesus, although neither a
scribe nor a synagogue official, should have the

Prophet roll handed to Him to read. For this

reason we may conclude that the reader in the

primitive Church was not a man in any sense ' in

orders.' For convenience, the same person might
read on every occasion ; but there is nothing to

show that this was the case. "We do not meet
with the reader among the Church functionaries
referred to by St. Pauf. Tertullian is the earliest

Patristic writer to mention this official (de Praiser.

c. 41). In the 3rd cent, he was included among
the minor orders (Cyprian, Epp. 29, 38, etc.). See

Schiirer, GJV* II. it 27; Smith's DCA, vol. i.

pp. 79, SO
,* Harnack, Sources of the Apostolic

Canons, pp. 54-92. W. F. ADENEY.

READINESS. The expression yivetrBe groifioi,
1 Be ye ready,

5

is employed by Christ to denote the
vuc(:-< :

iy for constant readiness to receive Him
\\\- Siu-nml Coming (Mt 2444

, LkJ2-^.. CWly
akin to it in meaning is the more frequently II^M I

ypTjyopelre,
' Watch ye,' the word with which Christ

demands constant watchfulness for the day of His
Parousia (Mt S442 2513

, Mk 13m37, Lk 2F>"). The
two terms are used almost rilf<-h,r -cfil.lv in Mt
2442- 44

, as is evident from t !i
'
k

;'n ; ; i:;ss -i'l'- illus-

tration of the necessity for watchfulness by the
case of the negligent householder who suffers his
house to be broken through (Mt 2443

}, is followed

by the exhortation to readiness in the next verse ;

further evidence being found in the parable of the
Ten Virgins, where the proper performance of the

duty enjoined in Mt 2513
(< Watch, therefore') is

exhibited in the careful preparation made by the
wise virgins, who are described n< al ZTQI/JLOI, for the

coming of the bridegroom.
The duty of being constantly prepared for the

return of Christ is rendered urgent by the fact
that the time of its occurrence is known only to the
Father, and, being concealed even from the Son,
cannot be communicated to the disciples (Mk 1332 ).

It is tho i;.j .: !<< of the disciples as to the day
and the h-u, pf i !< final Advent which lends point
and ("ILI/MMS to Christ's exhortations in prospect
of it i.Mr iM 1 -'- :l

L>-V-
5

, Mk 13"- Lk 1240).

If, as some (Weiss, Charles) maintain, He foretold that the
fall of Jerusalem would be the immediate prelude to the end of
the world, thus furnishing the- disciples with a certain clue to the
date of the latter event (Mi iM-

1

^"), the need for such exhorta-
tions is far fi ri

o^tioi:-^ ;i'l i-uL'< '1 i:i< ^ici.} >!., based as they
are on the r.i it-r niiror ,iirM \ -j-n-, pn-\ .Hcd as TO ihe Lime of the
end. In the case of the earlier event, exhortations to watch-
fulness are wanting-, the signs of its approach being- quite un-
mistakable ; in the case of the later event, they are frequent,
the date of its arrival being quite unknown. Weiss admits that
*any determination of the day of Tils return, ex-en if it had been
jxxssible, would only havo rocked the disciples in false security'

(Life of Christ, in. OS). The truth is, the qu.--l
;on i-> one on

Wl*
-

,
- r ,-.-".' '

. anduiuk' JJis uoim-.-^ion

of .
. . . 332) did not preclude the

possibility of its speedy occurrence, neither did it preclude the

possibility that it might be long- deferred. He undoubtedly
favoured"the idea that the latter alternative A :'

**"';.
' "<

likely one.
' There are distinct hints in some i .

- v- (
v

! --- >

2519, Mk 13-^) that the end may be delayed beyond all human
anticipation, and that "an indefinitely long- night of history"

may intervene before the return of the Lord' (Forrest, The

Aiithortty of Christ, p. 322).

The parables and parabolic sayings in the Syn-

optics (Mt 24^-25< Mk 1332"37
,
Lk 1235

-48 19^-27),
intended to enforce the lesson of constant readiness

for the Second Coming, may be described as parting
counsels and admonitions to the disciples for the

guidance of their conduct during the period, in-

definitely prolonged, which must elapse between
Christ's departure from the world, then impending,
and His return at the close of the \

-' "1 /-'. 'i-<>-

tion. They all proceed upon the :,:'!;:
:

-n I!IM

membership of the Kingdom during its earthly

development does not, ipso facto, guarantee fitness

for a place in the perfected Kingdom to be in-

augurated at Christ's return. The period of His
absence is a period of probation for His disciples,

who are to be tested individually, and are expected
to prove their individual fitness for the glorious

Kingdom of the future. *

Every man
' has his own

E
roper sphere and work si--ipicd bun (Mt 2514L ,

Ik 13s4,
Lk 1913), and the Iju-k of por-oiul prepared-

ness cannot be made up for by connexion with the

believing community, animated by the common
hope of the Lord's appearing (Mt 251 - 2 - 9

).

Preparedness for the last Advent naturally de-

pends on maintenance of the moral and spiritual

qualities, and continued performance of the duties,

l-ortjuni'ipr to members of the Kingdom of God
ijmiiii its iiml duties fully described in the teaching
of Christ throughout flis ministry. The fact of

His departure involves no alteration in His great

requirements, which are ever the same ; it involves

merely;! :
;

' "
:

'

> -

' '' reased sense
<>f Liu'ivi:^ *

'

;. ". -\\\ -. whose con-

duct is to be con-;;i!i<ly i emulated and controlled

henceforward by the ilioii^lu of us bearing upon
future destiny. "VVondi remark- thai

' since Christ's

ideas of the future are (tn;-;>rji;i\<-ly general and
indefinite, His admon.it!<* 'v^nnlin^ the future

always retain a ,:,"
\-. general character.

3

Directions in gre .,," -'--e not needed. The
character and conduct required on the part of the

disciples, as outlined in Christ's previous teaching,
are calculated to satisfy the most stringent tests.

The only difference i- iluit iln-x MMI^T n-iv- l>o formed
under the altered ro:>tiuio'i- pn^i-ir.^! iy ihe with-
drawal of Christ's visible presence. The proper
attitude of the disciple has to be preserved in face
of the difficulties, perils, and temptations incident
to (1) Christ's unexpectedly prolonged absence, and
(2) His sudden and unexpected return.

(1) It is everwhere implied that Christ's with-
drawal from nlio world affords His disciples the
needful opportunity for the free and independent
exercise of i lie pfi

ft < and powers entrusted to them.
Their spiritual resources are to be developed to

the utmost without the consciousness of being con-

stantly^
overshadowed by His visible authority and

supervision, but always in view of the day of

reckoning (Mt 24*- 2514 '30
, Mk 1334

'36
,
Lk 1242

'48

10 1 -'-5
). The proof of readiness for His return is

thoroughgoing devotion to the interests of the
absent Lord, which are identical with the interests
of His Kingdom, displayed in steadfast fidelity and

unflagging diligence in the use of the gifts held in

trust, under the severe test of indefinitely prolonged
absence (Mt 24^ 25m , Lk 19Tf!f

-). But the same
situation which creates the opportunity for freely

utilizing the entrusted gifts, may lead "to the mis-
use or to the absolute neglect of them. The
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perils attending a delayed Parousia, which must be

guarded against with ceaseless vigilance, arise from
a weakened sense of obligation issuing in slackness
and lethargy, the sin of

' the untrmmied lamp and
the ungirt loin' (Mk 13*, Lk 12*"-), yielding to
unbridled - T "

":.'_" and the tyrannical abuse
of authorLj ,IvL ill

"

,, faithless and inexcusable
failure to improve one's trust (Mt 25-b

'

f
-).

(2) The mai'i -{n "j^ih uf the appeal for constant
readiness is <JM\. n inur the consideration that
Christ's return will be sudden and unexpected. The
frequent admonition to watch sounds a note of

alarm, pointing to the danger of being taken un-
awares and found in a state of unpreparedness,
due to the abrupt and startling manner in which the
Parousia breaks in upon and breaks up the estab-
lished order of things (Mt 2450 256

,
Mk IS36, Lk 1236

2134
). Being of a catastrophic character, it leaves

no time for the making or (umjijctiri^ of prepara-
tions previously neglected i

v
Mi -2 \->*

*'' 2510
). The

period of probation, and with it the possibility of

i-Lp,living past negligences and failures, are ended,
iii(i 1 1 miro destiny determined by character and
achievements, .- ;.< <-;,"o-" -< ..MM!' - -< :

;:'**!;*-.

As the Par"-:-;: i'irii--:i, . '\ '-i:
1

*,!..- '' i,;>i

.T:i.\-s-s. : Alt 2519- 31
), the manner in which the

,i-r.j_!-- l,,:.o acquitted themselves during the

period of Christ's absence is then passed under
review, and appropriate destiny assigned them.
Those who have proved their capacity in humbler
spheres of service by fidelity to Chrises Person and
interests are promoted to loftier spheres of service

(Mt 2447 25- "-3
), raised to equality with Himself

(Lk 1237 ), and participate in the eternal blessed-
ness of the consummated Kingdom (Mt 2510- 2K2S

).

Those who have failed to reach the required
standard are excluded, so far as appears, irre-

vocably, from such high fellowship (Mt 25llfi3
),

and incur penult ic.- varying in degree in proportion
to their niifaUlifuliio.-- (Mt 2451

S Lk l-2
47f

-). See
also artt. PAROITSIA and SECOND COMING.

W. S. MONTGOMERY.
BEADING. See artt. BOYHOOD in vol. i. p. 222b,

EDUCATION, READER.

REALITY. That a spirit of clear sincerity and
genuine reverence for truth pervades the narra-
tives of the Gospel writers and inspires the central

Figure they depict, is an impression irresistibly
forced on unprojudic-ed minds. Everywhere there
is evident, in the writers themselves and in the
Master about whom they write, a straightforward
honesty and singleness of aim, and we find our-
selves unmistakably in an MI !iio-p'io

re of n-alUy.
I. In the Gospel writers.- llui'iiy. is-niiiiiiic-icd

by Jlii- Oo-p< 1 v riters, may in- ivM'jiri/c-ii liy-cu'ral
noi.iiiV h'.-iMirr*. such as:

1. The absence in them of any straining after
effect. They relate facts as they know them, and
always with a certain artless simplicity ; and if

occasionally they put an interpretation of their
own upon the facts, it is still patent that it is

an honestly framed interpretation. Invariably, in

describing startling ovcnis in^icful of dwelling on
their startling character, they content themselves
with such bare statements as that * fear came upon
all

'

(Lk I65), that '
all men did marvel '

(Mt 827S

Mk 520
), that men were * amazed '

(Lk 4s6 S26 ), that
'

they glorified God '

(Mt 98- Mk 232
, Lk 526

), or
that *

they were astonished with a great astonish-
ment '

(Mk I)
42

). There is often a graphic force in
the description, yet the events themselves are re-

lated without any rhetorical elaboration, and no

attempt is made to heighten the colours. The
narrative is plain, direct, and unadorned.

2. Their frankness in recording incidents which

reflect on the leaders of their cause. Notwith-

standing every inducement to save the credit of

the disciples first chosen by the Master, far from
concealing the faults and perversities of those
men, they tell the story of them with simple can-
dour, this being in their vie_w essential to an accu-
rate understanding of the circumstances connected
with the early ueyimim^s- of the faith. The jeal-

i ous rivalries of the Twelve, and their disputes as
^

j

to who should be accounted greatest (Mt IS 1
, Mk

I
9s4

,
Lk 22J4

), the failure of some of them to meet
the duty of the hour (Mt 17 16 264 -43

, Mk 1440- 5
),

the intolerant zeal (Lk 954 } and ambitious schem-
ing (Mt -20--^) of the two sons of Zebedee, the rash

presumption (14-
8~3U 162* 23

) and weak denial (Alt
L)669-74s Mk 14 6-7i) Of peter, the treachery of Judas
(Mt 26W- 16 - 47

, Mk 1443, Lk 2248
) are all told with an

unvarnished plainness which betokens an inward
Iio--iu<! 10 be strictly faithful to the truth.

3. I'/L^U" genuine absorption in their subject.
There is evident in these Evan^eli-^ a feeling
that they are dealing with a theme loo sacred to
be trifled with. Their attitude towards the Lord
whose life and actions they seek to portray is one
of profound reverential affection, constraining
them to a complete sinking of their own person-
ality, with no other aim than that of presenting a
picture worthy of Him who has won their hearts.

They write as men who are impelled by a pure
devotion to declare what they have learned and
know about things which they believe to be preci-
ous and true.

II. In Jesus* Reality, as seen in Jesus Himself,
:> MI] -(-rV.i !'!> .'IPV-^H^. In an age of aifecta-
: ii.*i-. h-: i:id!'-n:-. ;.:i-i ^-'u ii i bondage to tradition,
He stood out as uncompromisingly sincere, intent
on j^Ltiiiir close to fact and truth, and keeping
rooluuih in view the essential and permanent
interests"of life. He dared to think for Himself,
and rose high above all ;ir(ifi<Ia1i(y and make-
believe. This spirit of re;i]ii\ in Jesus is con-

vincingly attested by the following points :

1. His thoroughnaturalness as a religious teacher.
With no demure, sanctimonious airs, and no

pretentious tones such as the Rabbis were wont
to assume, He spoke straight to the heart and
conscience ; and common people felt that His
utterances earne home with an authority they
were compelled to own (Mt 7

J9
). There was

nothing of th<: iirufo^-ioisa! ;i"i-ut Him. His de-
meanour was i lit'.; iif iiii-ii!<ii( <l simplicity : and
when occasion suited, He could mi bond and let

joy and cheerfulness have their genial flow,

looking with amused interest on the children at
their games (Mt II 16- 17

), sharing the gladness of
the social gathering (Jn 21'10

), or lighting up His
discourse with flashes of playfulness (Lk ll5

'8
).

While keenly alive to the seriousness of His
vocation, He affected none of the Pharisaic rigour
which would repress the healthy instincts of

humanity a witness for the highest truth, yet
winningly human, and with a manner so gracious
and open as to make Him easily accessible to all

classes of men.
2. His fearless directness in facing the actual

facts of existence.-No one ever looked with more
straight and steady gaze than Jesus did on the
solemn realities of human life and destiny. The
distress and suffering that are in the. world (Mt
423 1215

), the mysteries of Providence (Lk 131'4
,

Jn 9s), the value and needs of the soul (Mt 1626- 27

Lk 1220 - 21
), the curse of sin (Mt 18"- 9

, Lk 13s, Jn
S24), the certainty of retribution (Mt 186 23s3, Mk
D43

"48
), the necessitv of spiritual renewal (Mt 917,

Jn 33-7
), the burden of responsibility (Mt II20

"34

2314
, Lk in1*" 6

), the imperative obligations of duty
(Jn 94 ), the supreme authority of God (Mt 1917

. Jn
434 io29),_.on all these Jesus kept His eye fixed
with an intensity of vision and purpose that was
never relaxed from the beginning to the end of
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His career. Clearing His mind of J.

1

! x,
<;_::.< -enti-

nient and easy superficiality, He ":': ,( . the

grave problems and experiences, the mighty facts

and forces, which affect man's well-being now and
for ever, and dealt with them in a spirit of un-

wavering fortitude and sincerity.
3. His steadfast determination to reach, and

hold by, the fundamental elements of religion.
Radical in the truest sense, Jesus

1

/-:iV.><-i an
incessant anxiety to get at the roots > ; '"_-. to

pierce beneath superficial respectabilities, and find

the great eternal principles on which life should
be based. This is seen (1) in His teaching. The
outward observances of religion, He maintained,
are nothing unless prompted by genuine gratitude
and reverence (Mt SS23

, Lk II4
-}. No matter how

decorous the worship offered to Jehovah, if the

spirit of devoutness does not fill the mind (Mt 15s ,

Jn 424
}. The show of goodness may look fair, but

it has no value if It be the outcome only of calcu-

late'.- :
'(!- si-

i ->r self-flattering pride (Mt 6s
""5

,

Lk !> . l*'ii i
t

. . mercy. tUwir I::u i

;:riiy of motive
in the central -priu^-. of the life, He insisted on as
the essentials of ^oodne.>*. Everything had to be

sterling, from the heart, real [see art. HEART].
(2) In His private life. The demand thus made
was severely searching, yet it was fully met by
Jesus in His own person. If the faithful appli-
cation of high spiritual principles to the com-
mon, trivial concerns of existence be a sure

proof of reality, that proof was given by Him in
a superb degree. It is significant that the men
who knew Him best and saw most of Him in daily
intimacy were also the men who adored and be-
lieved in Him most fervently ; and even the one
who played the traitor was yet constrained 8to bear

testimony to the goodness he had wronged (Mt
274

}. (3) In His bearing towards the bigoted ex-
clusiveness of His day. Thoi::/h threatened with
the wreck of His own r-niuariou by any associa-
tion with the 6

publicans'and sinners,' Jesus had
such profound sympathy with them in their de-

spair of all good, begotten by the harsh ostracism
to which they were doomed, that He seized every
opportunity of coming into touch with them (Mt
0*"-", Mk 2 15- 16

,
Lk &> 151 * 2

). Bent on stirring
the hearts of those outcasts of society by some ray
of hope, He moved straight on to His gracious
object, grappling ^iih the moral necessities of the
situation, indifferent to the censures of offended

propriety. He even went so far as to choose a
publican as one of His immediate disciples. The
same superiority to the exclusive tenrper of His
time is evinced also in His relations with the de-
spised Samaritans (Jn 44"42

, Lk 1711'19
, cf. ICF'37}

His dominant concern always being to penetrate
beneath surface appearances, and to reach and
make manifest the capacity for righteousness in
the innermost core of every human soul.
& His unworldly standard ofpersonal worth.

While drawing a sharp distinction between the two
kinds of worth, the material and the spiritual
(Mt 6 19- 2(>-

^j, Jesus did not denounce material
success, though for Himself He never sought it.

What He did denounce was the disposition to take
material success as the measure or a man's value
(Lk 1215'21

). It is a false measure, and He refused
to be judged by it Himself, or to apply it in

judging any man. Content to be estimated by
His ^oul-qiialities, He estimated others by the
same test, not by their temporal status or means
(Lk 16 1

?-*,
Mk 124I

-~;.
5* His perfect candour in the bestowal of ap-

preciation or reproof* Though disdaining to
flatter, Jesus was ever ready to recognize good,
even when found in unexpected quarters, as we
see in His praise of the faith of the centurion at

Capernaum (Mt 810), and of the offering of the

poor widow at the Temple (Mk 1242
'44

). Prompt
and warm, too, was His approval of the genuine

feeling which He found struggling to assert itself

in any soul, even when others condemned, as when
He threw the shield of His graciousness over

Zacchseus of Jericho (Lk 199 ), the erring woman
amid her penitence (T

44-48
), and Mary of Bethany in

the scene of the anointing (Jn 125 '7
). On the other

hand, while benignly charitable towards natural

human frailty,
He could not suffer the flagrant

follies and misdoings that rnet His eye to pass
without remonstrance. The fault - tinders who
challenged the piety of His disciples because they
did not fast (Mt 914'17

,
Lk 53rf-39

), the illiberal

formalists who sought to convert the Sabbath into

a dreary bondage (Mk S-3 '28
,
Lk 13 15 - 3(3

), the hard-

ened censors who had no mercy on a woman caught
in M-iS'i-^n ion >Tri 87), the scribes and Pharisees

who i ui 'ict i ^'liuiim into a pretentious show (Mt
231*-30

), were made to feel the baseness of the

spirit by which they were animated. There was
? iltsii purpo-od directness in the intercourse of

.Jc:-u- \\i:h MHMI; and even the chosen Twelve
were not spared when they gave way to presump-
tion, intolerance, or jealousy (Mt Iff*- 2S

, Mk 9s4-*6,

Lk 9s4
'56

). At the risk of alienating those men,
He shrank not fron

1 -"
1

/' straight word
when their errors or , <

'

I ."or rebuke.
6. His downright! with popular

expectations. Not even to gain a following would
Jesus trifle in the slightest with truth and sin-

cerity. When the multitudes, excited by the
fame of His deeds, pressed round, expecting Him
to take some step which would lift Israel to new
heights of glory, instead of playing on their

credulity, as for a while He might have done, He
struck directly at their sensuous and >

; .;,..,"

hopesj insisting . on their deeper needs and the
more vital work which had first to be effected in

their hearts (Jn 627ff
-) With His eye on the moral

and ^])irhiial I'^i'iiorjiti"!! of men. He made it

almudantly jiLsu'i' ili-i' II- had no reliance on any
Mich political and social revolution as they were
looking for, unless it were brought about through
a change of character. And when the incvii able
reaction came, He let the once eager throng go
their way, rather than accept their allegiance on
a false : ^ *

'..'.V-..: of what He was and sought
to acco 1

. [' /' (
.

7. ffis
*

revere?' f ,s/,7> /.";/./ /;/?
/,'./,

,/T^, 1 enthusi-
asm. Dazzling ?i -

1 Iu: <-ui i)ur-i - 01 -:u-!i (.-Mthusiasm

were, Jesus would 1 1'
1 \(-i pomm Himself to indulge

in the luxury of <oli" ^riiiiil.i; !!. but, anxious to

preserve the purity of His high spiritual aims, He
deliberately seized the earliest opportunity of

escaping to the mountains or the wilderness for

solitary communion with the Father (Mt 1423,

Mk 3 1* 631 ). Even during the triumphal entry
into Jerusalem He detached His mind from the

ringing hosannas, and thought of the sins of the
nation and the threatening doom (Lk 1941

) ; and
when the ovation was over He withdrew to the

quiet of Bethany (Mt 2117
), maintaining His spirit

clear and true.
8. His scrupulous honesty with regard to the

risks of discijoleship. That none might be misled

by too sanguine expectations, Jesus took pains to

give warning of the hardship and sacrifice which
the adoption of His cause would involve. He told
those willing to rally round Him to count the cost

(Lk 1428
*33

), to be prepared for the endurance of

privation and the rupture of old ties (Mt 1037 ,

Lk 957
~62

), the severities of the world's disfavour

(Mt 5n), the cross of self-denial (Mt 1624, Mk 834).
Standing on the clear ground of truth, He spoke
without evasion or concealment, and shrank from
any homage that was not founded on a heartfelt
sense of His spiritual worth.
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9. His consistent devotion to an unselfishpurpose.
The freedom of Jesus from strictly personal

aims is
' writ large

' on every page of the Gospel
narratives. Even when constrained to assert His
high claim as the bearer of a special Divine com-
mission , there is not the slightest trace of His
having any end to serve but the will of God and
the good of men ; and from that end the world
had 110 bribes by which He could be tempted aside

(Jn 1430 ).
10. His calm resoluteness in facing the conse-

quences of His teaching and work. Though fully
alive to the deadly hostility which Hi- f-;-ach:n^
and general line of conduct would im-xiuinly
arouse, Jesus refused to make His path smoother
by any prudential concessions to conventional taste.
The policy of concession was urged upon Him at
various stages, from the Temptation in the wilder-
ness to the Agony in Gethsemane, but was always

. ';<">
"

elled. When Peter at Csesarea
1

'
' ' '

- to dissuade Him from carrying
His principles to the point of personal danger, He
treated the suggestion as a voice from the realm
of darkness (Mt 1622f

-)- Conscious of a testimony
to bear for God to which He could not be untrue,
and intent on di^emirmtinji ideas which He felt
to be essential to the spiritual well - being of

humanity, He confronted the malice of priests,
Pharisees, and scribes, and amid gathering troubles
'-S/.uf, 1

i'y set Ms face to go to Jerusalem'
\Llv \j ,, v.iiere that malice at its fiercest had to
be encountered. Knowing that a baptism of

suffering awaited Him as the result of the work
He had undertaken, He was * straitened till it

should be accomplished
'

(Lk 1250}, and with serene

inflexibility of purpose He moved on towards the

tragic climax, and braved the death which had
cast its shadow over Him for many a day. See
also art. SINCERITY.
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to Christ, pp. 75-88 ; J. Watson, Mind of the Master ; Stopford
Brooke, Christ in Modern Life, pp. 89-131 ; Smyth, Truth and
Reality. Fruitful suggestions may also be found in the sermons
of Charming, F. "W. Robertson, and Martmeau.

GEO. M'HARDY.
REAPING.See AGEICULTUBE in vol. i. p. 40%

and SICKLE.

REBUKE. 1* In restoring the man with the
unclean spirit in the synagogue at <"V

;

; ,: . '^T\
l 25

?
Lk4s

) 5
and the demoniac bo;y ,:" * .'

the Mount of Transfiguration (Mt 1718
,
Mk 9s5, Lk

942 ), Jesus is said to have rebuked (^TreTL^crev) the,

unclean spirit* The rebuke would help to calm
the nerves and strengthen the will of the sufferer.

But that was only incidental. It is clear to the

present writer that Jesus roi-ognr/eil. in such cases,
the presence of a personal e\ il >pirit (cf. Mt 1225

'28
,

Lk II 17-20
). He rebuked the -nirii (1) because,

being personal, he was susceptible of rebuke ; and
(2) because of his malevolence in torturing the
human patient (Mt 1715), or because of his testi-

mony to Him as Messiah, which testimony, seeing
it tended towards a faith founded upon marvels
and not upon a simple love of goodness and joy in

His revelation of the Father, really opposed His
work (Mk I24- *- ^ Lk 441

). St. Luke also says
that Jesus, when healing Peter's wife's mother,
rebuked the fever (4

s9
). This may be more figura-

tive. Sickness was, undoubtedly, regarded as due
in most cases to evil agencies (Lk 1316

) ; but even

popular opinion then did not class fevers with cases
of demoniacal possession. Neither St. Matthew
nor St. Mark speaks of any rebuke here; it is

therefore most probable that this is only the Evan-

gelist's vivid description of Jesus 3

authoritative
tone and manner of healing. On the sea of Galilee,
Jesus is said to have rebuked the wind (Mt 82tJ

, Mk
439

, Lk S-4
}. It is a needless literalism to infer

that He believed that the wind was demonic. It
is a poetic account of His attitude (cf. Ps 1069

,

Nah I 4
). His faith that God would guard. Him

till His work was done, was absolute ; and on His

rising up in the dignity and calm of such a faith and
Iji'Minji M\'I ji^d wind be still, the disciples beheld
L'sc linvfKi'riM^; wind die down as if rebuked.

2. Jesus had frequent need to reprove His dis-

ciples ; but only on two occasions were His reproofs
so severe that it is written that He rebuked them.
These were in the case of Peter (Mk 8s3 ), and James
and John (Lk 955 ). The severity of His rebuke of

Peter,
* Get thee behind me, Satan/ was riot be-

cause Peter was, though unconsciously, acting the

part of a tempter to Him. That would Le con-

trary to the spirit of Jesus, who always forgot His
own " : - : "

-i presence of others' needs. It
was :

"
: :

JL

.

1

.-- danger tliat moved Him. The
test of a leader's sympathy and insight is his re-

bukes, whether they are addressed to mere casual
faults or to those tendencies which spring from
the roots of character. In these two cases, Jesus
rebuked the most fatal tendencies of the two types
of saintliness. St. John is the saint of purity,
and St. Peter is the saint of love

3

(Newman's
Sermon on *

Purity and Love 3

in Discourses to

Mixed Conffivyr'tiuH?). The most dangerous temp-
tation to loving souls is to smooth ihe path for
those they love and reverence even at the cost of

duty or of loyalty to their highest vision. Jesus
here rebuked in Peter, this, love's subtlest dis-

";.,'; righteousness. In the case of James
''

'''"; types of intensest purity, Jesus con-
demned that severity

"

; '.
" which is the

temptation of men of*
'

\ . i by which they
may make shipwreck ol their spirits, becoming
narrow-minded and unbrotherly.

3. Various instances of rebuke.- bv other persons*
are reported, whose value lies in ihoir reton ling by
contrast the mind of Jesus. (1) The disciples

5

re-

buke of those who brought little children to Jesus,
serves to contrast their thought of the parents as
inconsiderate and selfish, and of the cnildren as
beneath His notice because of their iii<-H}ii<iiy to
understand His words, with His synivjiiby wirh
the parents' desire to give their children 'a pro-

phet's blessing, His warm love for the children

simply as children (Mk 9s6), and His delight in the

child-spirit ,", .s

" r
<-

'
" " the true lit'jn enh T

t;ni]'t;r

(10
14

). (2) The crowd - M i.o i,il\o of ISjnTiintvu?' living
into stronger relief tho :-irmjlicinr .ind IroihcirMno.i
of Jesus' Helpfulness ^Mi -J<r ). *(3,p The ronoanmi
thief rightly rebuking his comrade for railing on
Jesus (Lk 23"10 ), brings out strongly Jesus' silent

endurance of contumely. It sets in a clearer light
His prayer,

:

Father, forgive them : for they know
not what they do.' (4) The Pharisees' request that
Jesus would rebuke His followers for hailing Him
as Messiah, only served to make more clear and
definite His acceptance of that homage with all it

meant (19
39

).

4. Jesus bids His disciples rebuke a brother who
sins (17

s
). The following verse shows that the sin

to be rebuked is a personal wrong. This resent-

ment of wrong seems opposed lo 71is blessing on
the meek (Mt 55 ) and Hi- exhortation to turn the
other cheek to the smiter (vv.

39-44
). The context,

however, shows that this rebuke is regarded only
as the first step to forgiveness and reconciliation

(Lk 174). Repentance is necessary before forgive-
ness and reconciliation can be perfected ; and the
rebuke is to be the act of brotherly love, showing
the wrongdoer his fault to win Mm to that repent-
ance. RICHABD GLAISTER.
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RECEIPT OF CUSTOM (AV ; 'place of toll,'

RV
; ; tolbothe,' Wyelif) occurs in the parallel

accounts of the call of the publican Matthew or

Levi to discipleship (Mt 99
,
Mk 214

,
Lk 5-T), which

took place as Jesus passed forth from His own, city,

i.e. Capernaum. The custom or toll referred to

consisted of export dues on merchandise, and at

Capernaum would pass into the treasury of Herod

Antipas, the ruler of Galilee in the time of our

Lord. Capernaum was close to the junction of the

great north road to Damascus with the road that

led eastwards round the northern end of the Lake
of Galilee, and the important revenue station situ-

ated at this point is what we are to understand by
the 'place of toll' in the Gospel story. See also

P UBLICAX. JAMES "PJLTEICK:.

**RECONCILIATION.-~The gospel, in the Pauline

acceptation, is peculiarly a message of reconcilia-

tion (mraXXcryTj). The ministry of the gospeHs a

'ministry of reconciliation. 5 Its preaching is a
4 word of reconciliation.' Its design is that those

who receive the u-e?saire should * be reconciled to

God' (2 Co o 1 "--' 1
). The word c reconcile' is not

found in this connexion in either the Gospels or

the other writings of the NT. It is a distinctively
Pauline term. The fact is one worth remember-

ing by those who insist so much on the absence of

certain other aspects of St. Paul's doctrine from
the Gospels, yet see in 'reconciliation,' at least as

relates to man, the truest expression for the end of

Christ's mission. If, however, the ivord is absent

from the Gospels, assuredly the reality is there.

It is implied, on its Godward side, in Christ's

doctrine of f _*. " ---." sins as a primary bless-

ing of His i<: - : -: Ms 61-- 14- 15
)- It is the pre-

supposition :' ',
'"- v\hole ministry as directed

to the salvation of the lost (Mt 18 l -14
, Lk 1910

) ;
is

exhibited in His own gracious and merciful atti-

tude to the sinful and burdened (Mt II28
-30

, Lk
417--1

) ;
in His mercy, especially to those whom

society regarded as outcasts (Lk T36^ * friend of

publicans and sinners '

;
Mt II19

,
Lk 15L 2

) ;
is in-

volved in His whole revelation of the Father. On
the manward side, as necessity, duty, and privilege,
it is not less clearly implied in the invitation 10

come to Him (Mt II28) ;
in the demand for 'repent-

ance * a changed mind and life (Mt 417
, Mk I15

etc.) ;
in the call to sonship in His Kingdom (Mt"~

^ Lk 6s5- 36
etc.), and to complete surrender of

self, and trust in the Father (Mt in these, an r

requirement of a habitual doing of the will of the

Father (Mt 548 72UL etc.). The parable of the

Prodigal Son is a typical parable of reconciliation

(Lk 15llff
-). If, in Si. Paul's gospel, reconciliation

is made dependent on Christ's Person and redeem-

ing death, it is certain that in the Guspels also

Jesus views the whole Messianic salvation as de-

pending on Himself, and on repeated occasions

connects it with His death (Jn 81*-
w, Mt 202& 2628,

Lfc 24-16- 47
;
see REDEMPTION). This circle of con-

ceptions involved in 4 reconciliation *
is now to be

more closely investigated.
In the OT the word 'reconcile' occurs several

times in the AV in Leviticus and Ezekiel as the tr. of

the verb ~\??, usually rendered
4 to make atonement '

(Lv 63(> 813 1620
,
Ezk 4515-!"" 20

[RVtr., as elsewhere,
4 to make atonement,'

4

atoning ']). The idea here

conveyed is that of forgiveness and restoration to

Divine fellowship on the ground of a propitiation.

Similarly, in the NT, AV reads in He 2 1
"

'to

make reconciliation for the sins of the people,
1

where the word is Xd<r/ce0-0cu, and RV renders,
4 to

make propitiation.' In Dn O24 , while the same
Heb. word ("O5) occurs (with direct object), RV
retains the rendering

4 to make reconciliation,
1 and

puts in the margin,
t

purge away.* In 2 Ch 2Q24
,

again, where* AV has 'made reconciliation,' RV
**Copynffht, 1903, by Charles Scribner's Son;

renders more accurately 'made a sin-offering.'
5

These OT examples have only an indirect bearing
on the NT word, the idea of which is not propitia-
tion but change from variance into a state of

friendship. Propitiation, in the OT, no doubt,
effected a reconciliation, and, in the NT, recon-

ciliation is made by atonement
;
but the ideas ex-

pressed by the words are nevertheless distinct.

The NT term for 'reconciliation,' as already indi-

cated, is KaraXXayij (Ro 511 [not
* atonement,' as

AV] II 15
,
2 Co 51S 19

). With this are connected

the verbs /caraXXdcro-w (Ro 510
,

1 Co 52:>

;
cf. of a

wife, 1 Co 7 11
), and a7roKardX\d<r<ru (Eph 216

,
Col

l-'u si).
A related form, dia\\da-<ru, is used in Mt 524

(pass.) of reconciliation with a brother. But besides

these terms, there is in St. Paul, as in other NT
writers, a considerable range of words and phrases
which express the same idea, e.g.

4 made peace'

(Col I20 ;
cf.

k

preached peace,' Ac 1036
, Eph 217

;

4 have peace,' Ro 51
) ;

'made nigh' (Eph 213
) ;

'turned unto God' (1 Th I 9- 10
), etc. The general

meaning of the Pauline expressions is well brought
out in such a jo-r-'i .0 as Ro 5D *

If, when we were

enemies (r';cV'0; ViV- were reconciled to God through
the death of his Son,' etc. ; or in such

^a
declara-

tion (addressed to Gentiles) as that in Col I21

'You, being in time past alienated, and enemies

in your mind in your evil works, yet now hath he

reconciled in the body of his flesh ," ."

"

There is no dispute, then, th
,

*.'.."-
use, and generally, the word /caraXXa^^ denotes a

change from enmity to friendship. The differences

in regard to reconciliation in the gospel relate to

two other points. (1) On whose side does the

change from variance to friendship take place on

God's side as well as man's, or on man's only ?^
Is

God as well as man the subject of the reconcilia-

tion, or is man only reconciled ? (2) By what
means is the reconciliation effected ? On the first

point, the view is very widely held that the recon-

ciliation is on the part of man only (Ritschl,

Kaftan, Cambridge Theol. Essays, pp. 206, 217,

etc.) ;
God needs no reconciliation. God is eter-

nally propitious to the sinner: it needs only that

the sinner change his thoughts and his dispositions

towards God. Yet it is very doubtful if, on exe-

getical grounds, even in regard to the use of the

word, this can be sustained. God, indeed, is repre-
sented by St. Paul as already reconciled in Christ,

i.e. everything is done on His side which is neces-

sary for the restoration of the ungodly to favour,

All that is needed now is the reciprocal reconcilia-

tion of men to God (Ro 56- 8
,
2 Co 518-21

). But it is

still implied that a reconciliation was needed on
God's side as well as on man's, and it is declared

that this has been accomplished once for all in

Christ's Cross (Col l 21-22). It is on the basis of

God's reconciliation to the world in Christ, that the

world is now entreated to be reconciled to God

(2 Co 520). This, which is the view taken of the

meaning of St. Paul's expressions by the majority
of exegetes, is the only one which fully satisfies

the connexion of the Apostle's thought. Sinners,

it is implied -'I::
1

-. .:^-l1 ..!. -re, on account of their

sins, the obj-<'i-
'

*;!"< judicial wrath. They
are <?%#/>o, a word which, both in Ro 510 and II 28

,

is used in the passive sense of objects of wrath (cf.,

in latter passage, the contrast with dyairrjToL,
' be-

loved'). As Prof. Stevens, who disagrees with St.

Paul, explains it :
' between God and sinful man

there is a mutual hostility. Sinners are the

objects of God's enmity (Ro 510 II 28
), and they, in

turn, are hostile to God (Ro 87
, Col I21). Hence

any reconciliation (/caraXXay^) which is accom-

plished between them must be two-sided' (Christ.
Doc. of JSalv. p. 59, cf. his Theol. of the NT, p.

414). Quite similar is the view taken by Weiss,
in his Bib. Theol. of the NT, i. p. 428 ff. (Eng. tr.) ;
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by Denney, in his Romans, on 59ff
, and Death of

Christ, p. 143 ff.
;
in art. ' Reconciliation 7 in Hast-

ings' DB, etc. St. Paul's own explanation of his

words,
' God was in Christ reconciling the world

unto himself/ by the clause,
4 not reckoning unto

them their trespasses' (2 Co 5 19
), makes it clear

that the reconciliation intended is on God's side.

If this is granted, the second question is already
answered By what means is the reconciliation

effected ? Ifor the Apostle's consistent doctrine is

that it was by Christ's death for our sins that God
was reconciled to the world (see REDEMPTION).
The objection, however, will not unfairly be

urged Does it not conflict with a worthy view of

God's character, and detract from the grace of

salvation, to think of God as at '

enmity
' with any

of His creatures, and needing to be propitiated or
reconciled ? Can such a thought have any real

place in a Gospel of Christ ? It may be observed,
first, that St. Paul did not regard his doctrine as

casting any shadow on the love of God
; rather, it

is to this love he traces the inception and carrying
through of the whole work of man's salvation.

The crowning proof of God's love is just this fact

that C !irist died for us (Ro 59). If this seems a

paradox, it is to be remembered, next, that dis-

pleasure against sin, and even the assertion of
holiness against it in the form of wrath, are not

incompatible with love to the sinner, and with, the
most earnest desire to save him. In human rela-

tions also there are cases in which, a very genuine
displeasure requires to be removed before relations

of friendship can be restored (cf. Mt S23 - 24
). If

God cherishes displeasure at sin at all and would
He be God if He did not? then there must be a
measure of reconciliation on His side, as well as

on man's, even if it be conceived that repentance
on man's part is sufficient to bring it about. But
this is the whole point Does repentance suffice to

repair the broken relations of the sinner with a

Holy God? And does repentance of the kind

required spring up spontaneously in man, or is it

not called forth by God first meeting man with a

display of His own reconciling love? That this is

the truer and more Scriptural view cannot be

doubted, and it throws us back on what it may be

necessary for God to do in jipprOMching a world yet
ungodly with the message 01 His givice. That
God has come to the world in the way of a recon-

ciling work by His Son is certainly no abatement
from the love on which depends the possibility of a
salvation for the world at all.

The other, or manward, side of reconciliation is

one on which a few words will suffice. Its neces-

sity and i:iipori am: ;i ro admitted by all. Estranged
from God by his s<-u*e of guilt, and alienated in

the spirit of his mind, the sinner needs, as the first

condition of his salvation, to have this enmity of

Ms heart broken down, and new dispositions of

penitence and trust awakened. He needs to be
moved to say,

* I will arise, and go to my Father '

(Lk 1518). The great dynamic in producing such a

change is again the :

'

-f God's reconciling
love in Christ. '

I, i: ! , .up from the earth,"

said Jesus,
'
will draw all men unto me 1

(Jn 12s2
).

Along both lines, therefore, the Godward and the

manward, we come to the Cross of Christ as the

centre of the reconciling power of the gospel. By
it we are redeemed from the curse (Gal 2- 31

*) ; by
it the world is crucified to us, and we unto the

world (6
U

). The man who truly realizes his re-

demption lives no more unto himself, but unto Him
who died for him, and rose again (2 Co 515

).

On the different views which have been held in

the Church on Christ's reconciling work, see art.

REDEMPTION.
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**RBDBMPTION. An Apostle writes of Christ
'

in whom we have our redemption through Ms
blood, the forgiveness of our trespasses

*

(Eph I 7
).

,his article to inquire what re-

means, how Christ's redemp-
tion

%
is effected, and what blessings are included

in it.

1. THE BIBLICAL DOCTRINE.

1. The vocabulary. In the OT the idea of redemption is

distinctively expressed by the two verbs ^NJ and rn^, with their

derivatives. The former term is used technically, in the
Mosaic law, of the redemption by price of an inheritance (by a
kinsman or the man 'uni>elf, Lv 25^5&, Ku 44-'' Jcr S^-S), or of
thinirs vowed (Lv 2714ff.U or of tithes I v. 31ff-J : the latter of re-

ir the firstborn of animals or of children (Ex ItflS. 15 3420^
Xu I'-loff.i. Outside the Law, and in relation to Jehovah, both
terms are used of simple salvation or deliverance, especially
when attended by impressive displays of power, or the assertion

or vindication of righteousness, or vengeance upon enemies.

^K3 appears in this sense in Gn 4S1G , Ex 6 1513 ; repeatedly in

the" Psalms (6f) 72 1* 742 1034 10G10 1072 ) and in Deutero-Isaiab,

(4gi 4422- 23 4Sa> etc.), and occasionally in other prophets, rn^
on the other hand, is the favourite term in Deut. (7

s 92r
etc.), is

frequent in the earlier Psalms (26s2 315 etc.), "but occurs only
rarely in Isaiah (I

27 2D22 511
}. The person who has the right

to redeem, or who undertakes the duty, is a ^J, or 're-

deemer '

(Nu 5, Eu 22 etc. ET * kinsman ') : the term is used
also to denote the 'avenger of blood' (Nu 85, Dt 19 etc.) ;

and elsewhere, as in the famous passage Job 1035. in Ps 1914

7Ss-\ and Pr 2S11, but specially in Deutero-Isamh (41
14 481*

etc.),

ib applied to Jehovah as the all-powerful, holy, and merciful

vindicator, deliverer, and avenger of His people. A. term related

in idea to *

redemption
'
is "T|p

* ransom.' (See KANSOM.)
In the NT the terms by which the idea is directly expressed

are ayopa t 'to buy
' or ""purchase

'

(I Co $20 723 ,
2 P 21

,
Rev 5

143.4 the last tr. in AT, ^redeem'). a:id itniiu>ouru1 fgayopafr.
used by St. Paul in Gal 313 45 ; bu- >p^:i.illv XurpoG/tot iKm
AuVpov, *a ransom *

i, and its derivative^ (7-^ 342S Ti 214 , 1 P I 18).

The special Pauline wonl for "redemption
'
is airoXvrpoxrts (Ro

g2* 23 i Co I30
, Eph I7 etc., found also in Lk 2128,

He 9*fl
).

The simple form Avrpuo-ts occurs in Lk 2s. He fl
12

. The mean-
ing- of these expressions is more precisely considered below.

2. The OT preparation. The foundations of the

NT doctrine of redemption are laid in the OT
c-"mcei>lii>jjs of the holiness, ri.crhlo-ous'iotis. and

grace of Jehovah r
and of sin as >.'>m<Mhipg abhor-

rent to Jehovah's holiness, which He must needs
condemn and punish, hut from which He desires to

save. He is the Holy One, who abhors iniquity.
Sinners shall not stand in His sight. He visits

with severest penalties those who disregard His
counsels and persist in their wickedness. Yet He
is the Lord God, merciful and gracious, full of

compassion and ready to forgive (Ex 346- 7 Ps
103<Slf-): He desires not the death of any sinner,
but that he should turn from his wickedness and
live (Ezk 1832 33i2). More specially, He is the

covenant-keeping God, who does not allow His

promises to fail, but, even when the nation in the

mass is rejected, fulfils His word in due season to

the faithful remnant, or to the whole people when
brought to repeiitnnce (Ps 103- 9

, Is 816- 17
, Jer

S237ffi , Hos I 10 u *2
14rt>-

etc.). In this it is already

implied that Jehovah will manifest His power,

righteousness, and love in helping and saving His

people, in vindicating their cause when oppressed,
in visiting their acl versarir.s wi t li ]\\ 1 irm 1 1 1 ! s, and
in working out great and fl-i<i!ii>liir.ir deliverances

for them when the hour comes for t'io fulfilment.

of His promises. It follows that His relation to

them, and His concern for their good, will be

seen in the course of their history in a succession

of acts of redemption.
It has been seen, accordingly, that while, in their

legal usage, the OT terms for 'redeem' and 4 re-

demption
1

imply payment of a price, or, in the

case of firstborn sons, substitution of a life, or^a
monetary ransom, these terms are often used in

**Copynffht, 1908, by Charles Scribner's Sons
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the more general sense of simple deliverance or

salvation. The great historic instance of Jehovah's

redemption of His people was their deliverance
from the bondage of Egypt (Ex G6 1513

, Dl 7s
etc.).

That held in It already the pledge of every other

deliverance which the nation or godly individuals

in it miiili'u need. Prayers, therefore, are frequent
;liru JoliovMii would redeem from oppression, from

violence, from sickness, from death, from captivity,
etc. (e.g. Ps So22 4015 7214

108*), and Thanksgiving
for deliverance refer usually to the sune things

(e.g. Pss 110. 124. 120, Zee KJSff
-)- Redemption in

such passages is commonly from temporal calami-
ties or ills^endured or feared. Only in one place
is direct mention made of redemption from, iniqui-
ties (Ps 150s

). This last fact, however, must not
mislead us. As, in the OT, outward calamities are

usually connected with Jehovah's aimer, or with
the hiding of His face, so, it is everywhere implied,
the first condition of the removal of these evils is

return to God and the forsaking of iniquity ;
if

the individual is righteous, this is the ground on
which he looks to God for vindication against the

ungodly oppressor (Pss 3. 4-. -5 etc.). "We must be-

ware here, and throughout this whole discussion, of

building too much on the mere occurrence of a
term. The fact of redemption is often present,
where the word is not directly used. Behind all

interpositions for deliverance and help, whatever
the words employed, stand Jehovah's unchanging
character, His "pledged word, His inflexible will to

in il: -!u '!- r'^ht, His compassion for the afflicted

JUKI .:.!;: r-i. Iiigh'Y>;isnc^. in His deliverances,
always' counts fo:' ii'.oie than the deliverance itself,

which is conditioned by His unerring knowledge
of the moral state. Where sin has been the cause

of judgments on the individual or nation, redemp-
tion includes, in the removal of these evils,

forgiveness and restoration to the Divine favour
and to righteousness (cf. Ps 85, Is I 16ff

-, Hos 14,

etc.).
The Deliverer of His people in the OT is

Jehovah Himself. Hence the affection with which
Deutero-Jsaiah dwells on the idea of Jehovah as

the *?J, or * Redeemer' of Israel. It is note-

worthy, however, that in two passages redemption
is attributed to the c

angel
' of Jehovah that mys-

terious personal it v, one with Jehovah, yet again
distinct "from Uifn, who figures so prominently,
particularly in the earlier stages of revelation.

'The angel which hath redeemed me from all

evil,' says Jacob, in the earliest instance of the

use of the word ^1, in Gn 48 1<f
;
and again in

Is 6Sa we have, with the use of the same word, the

like idea :
* In all their affliction he was afflicted,

and the angel of his presence saved them ; in his

love and in his pity he redeemed them,' etc. That

is, Jehovah^s interposition in redemption is by
means of His angel (cf. Fs 347

). There is a fore-

gleam here of what comes more clearly to light in

the NT.
It may appear a point of contrast between the

OT and the NT conceptions of redemption that in

the OT the word is never brought directly into

association with sacrifice, or the ritual of atone-
ment. The use of * redeem 7 in connexion with the
firstborn (the substitution, e-^., of a lamb for the

firstling of an ass) does not affect this statement,
for these substitutions have not the character of
atonement for sin. Here again, however, it is

important to keep in memory the distinction be-

tween words and things. Apart from the use of

terms, it is the case that the sacrificial ritual so

far as expiatory was, in its own way, a means
of deliverance from guilt, and, in that sense, of

redemption. A direct connexion between the
sacrifices of the Law and the forgiveness of sin

is expressly affirmed (e.g. Lv 420--6 - 30
;

cf. Is 67
) ;

a

fact irrespective of any theory of efficacy. Even in

regard to words, there is the important point of

connexion in the word -nr ' ransom. '

(See RANSOM.)
But there is a yet closer link. There can be no

question that a peculiar line of prepa-ation for the

NT doctrine lay in the u< \<:^,-t by Psalmists

and Prophets of the idea n' : .,- K _ .< )*'< Sufferer.

The culmination of that development is reached in

the matchless representation of Is 53, where the

Servant of Jehovah is pictured as making expia-
tion by His sufferings and death for the sins of the

people. Here at length Prophetic and sacrificial

teaching touch, for the language and whole idea of

the sacrificial ritual are taken over upon the Suffer-

ing Servant. The iniquity of His fellows is laid

upon One who is without sin
;
His soul is made a

o mlt-offering ;
He bears the iniquities of the people ;

He pours out His soul unto death
;
He bears the

sin of many, and makes intercession for the

transgressors (Is 53G - 10 - u - 12
)

. The later Prophetic

teaching is not without refrains of the same ideas

(Zee 13, Dn 924if
). Malachi brings to a close the

long prcptiraiion of the OT with his prediction of

the Angi'l ui the Covenant soon to come to His

temple,"whose work would be at once judging and

saving (3
4
).

3. Redemption in i.lic GorcN. With respect
to the sources, it is ,:

'

- : that a distinc-

tion is to be made between the Synoptics and the

Fourth Gospel. The last, however, is accepted in

the present article as a genuine work of the Apostle
John, embodying, if with a certain colouring from
his own personality and interpretative comment,
that A- -,V- "emmiscences of the sayings and
doing-

'

-f- -
.-, especially those of the Judseau

ministry. Comparison will show that, funda-

mentally, the teachings of the four Gospels on our
immediate subject coincide.

St. Luke's Gospel begins by introducing us to

the circle of those who ' were looking for the

redemption (Atfrpwcrts) of Jerusalem' (2
38

), or, as an
earlier verse has it, were i

looking for the consola-
tion of Israel' (v.

25
). Of these there were not a

few. Zacharias and Elizabeth, Simeon and the

prophetess Anna, were among the number. Proin
the hymn of Zacharias in l 68^- we see how far the
idea of 4

redemption
' was from being confined to

temporal deliverance from enemies. Such deliver-

ance was only a means towards serving the God
who had redeemed His people in holiness and right-
eousness (I

75
). Redemption included the know-

ledge of (spiritual) salvation by the remission of

sins (v.
77
). This salvation was to be brought in by

one from the house of David, in fulfilment of the.

promises made to the fathers (vv.
t9-73

). John 'the

Baptist was to prepare the way for the Redeemer's
coming (v.

76
,

cf. 83ff
-). We are here, in short, on

the threshold of the introduction of the Messianic
salvation. In three of the Gospels. lu-conlini-U.

we have preparatory notes struck, \\},:eh >lin,\ -ri

what sense we are to understand this wonderful

redemption of the Christ. The shepherds in Lk.
are apprised of the birth hi the city of David of
l a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord '

(2
11
). In Mt.

the child is called Jesus, 'for it is he that shall

save his people from their sins '

(I
21

). In St. John's

Gospel the "Baptist points out Jesus to his disciples
as l the iamb of God, which taketh away the sin of
the world' (I

29- 86
). AH the Gospels g' .-,

to the Baptism of Jesus, with its

Himself 'to fulfil all rl-htcoiisiu-.-s
"

(in Mt.), its

acknowledgment of Him as 'ihc Son of God,' and
the descent upon Him of the Holy Spirit (Mt 31 -17

,

Mk !*, Lk 321 - 22
,
Jn l*w*) ; and the Synoptics

relate His Temptation, in which false ideals of

Messiahship were rejected, and His true vocation
was definitely grasped and chosen (Mt 4m ||).

The important question now arises, How did
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Jesus Himself conceive of the work of redemDJi
which belonged to Him as Messiah ? The word
itself is only once attributed to Him, and that in
an eschatological connexion (Lk 21-s) ;

it affords

us, therefore, little help. His conception must be

sought in a less direct way, by consideration of the

aspects in which His saving activity is presented
in the Gospels, and of the sayings and doings in
which He connects the salvation of men with Him-
self. An error to be sedulously guarded against
here is that of fastening on one or two isolated

sayings of Jesus, for instance, on the passages
about His death, and giving these an interpreta-
tion as if they were without any context in Jesus'
owi

'

. ~Iis general Messianic claim, or
in

; revelation, or in the events
which succeeded them, and threw light on them.
A broader method must be followed if Christ's
idea of redemption is to be satisfactorily grasped.

It must impress us, then, that, in the idea of

redemption, or what corresponds to it, in the

Gospels, the spiritual elements are prominent as

they were not in the OT. This was to be ex-

pected from the spiritual nature of the teaching of

Jesus, and from the larger place given to the hope
of the future life. The political aspect of redemp-
tion disappears altogether. The Kingdom Jesus
came to found was not of this world ?cf. Mt 18 1-5

1927-30 2o2s-2
gfta-ss, Lk 17 21

,
Jn 615 IS8**

etc.). Salva-
tion from bodily ills, indeed, appears as an im-
portant part of Christ's ministry, as in the healing
of disease, the casting out of demons, the raising of
the dead, the feeding of the multitudes (Mt4^-24
II4 - 5

etc.). In these works of mercy Jesus revealed
Himself as the Saviour of the body as well as of
the soul. But the physical benefit was never an
end in itself

;
it pointed up to, and prepared the

way for the reception of, the spiritual blessing (Mt
92-y , Jn 62(

*ff.). It was conditioned by faith (Mt 81(>

92. 22. :& et(L) t phe real evils from which Jesus
came to redeem were spiritual evils

;
the priceless

good He came to bestow was a spiritual good.
Spiritual evil had its root and origin in sin

; salva-
tion takes its spring in the grace and mercy of

God, and begins with forgiveness.

(1) We have first, then, to look at sin and its

consequences as the evil to be redeemed from. The
teaching of Jesus on the love and mercy of the
Father should not blind us to the depth of His
realization of the awful evil of sin, of the wrath of
God against it, and of the peril of eternal death
which overhung the sinner. Rather, in His view,
Is the Father's mercy to be measured by the depth
of the sinner's lostness, the heinousness of his

state in the light of the Divine holiness, and his

inability to deliver himself from that state or its

consequences. The sternness of Christ's teaching
in this relation is sometimes very terrible. As the

Baptist warned his hearers to flee from 4 the wrath
to come,' so Jesus has ever in the background of
His most gracious teaching the thought of an
awful Divine judgment, which surely one day will

descend on the impenitent. He does not hesitate

to speak of the lire of Gehenna (Mt 522- 29- 30
), and

of God, who is able to destroy both soul and body
in Gehenna (1G

28
); of the worm that dieth not,

and the fire that is not quenched (Mk O44-*6- 48
); of

the judgment, less tolerable than that upon Tyre
and Sidon, or even Sodom, which awaits cities like

Capernaum (Mt ll2^24
) ;

of a blasphemy against
the Holy Spirit which shall not be forgiven, either
in this world, or in that to come (12

3L32
li). His

denunciations of the Pharisees are merciless in
their severity (23

14- 15- 32-

^) ; the language of judg-
ment in many of the parables is hardly less

strong (13
42 - 18 21 2&- w etc.). Those who speak

of supposed judgments on others are warned :
;

Nay,
but, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish

'

(Lk 13s - 5
) ;

of a Judas it is declared, 'Good were
it for that man if he had not been born '

(Mt 2C-4
,Mk 14- 1

) ;
the parable of the Final Judgment has

such a sentence as,
k

Depart from me, ye cursed,'
etc. (Mt 2o

*-?). The Synoptic teaching on this

point is identical with that of St. John, who
declares that the wrath of God 4 abideth on him
who believes (or obeys) not the Son of God (Jn 3^),
and habitually speaks of the world as perishing in
its sin (3

16- *~ o2"-'

tf38 8-4 etc. ).

Exposure to the wrath of God, therefore, is one
result of sin, from which, undeniably, redemption
is needed

,-
but this, in Christ's view, is not the

worst evil, but rather flows from the infinitely
heinous and hateful nature of sin itself. Sin, con-
sidered in itself, is the real evil from which men
need to be delivered. It is a fountain of pollution
in the heart, defllmg the whole nature (Mt 1518-20 i! ;

of. 23-7
) ; evolves itself > ,..:-.:-^ /..'is and deeds

(716-2012-"); brings i. .,<.! >^,\v-!.>:i to Satan
(6

13 12 20 - 43-45
) ;

is the loss of the soul's true life

(162t-iS)
. entails misery and ruin (Lk lo* 1

-^, Mt
235-. 38) j ripens into hateful vices (impurity, covet-

ousness, pride, hypocrisy, mercilessness, etc.), and
culminates in blasphemy against the Holy Spirit
(Mt 12yi -

"
2
etc.). Souls in this condition are ' lost '

;

need to be, in their helplessness and misery, sought
after and saved (Lk 15"ff- 19W). The teaching of
Jesus in Jn. is here again in accord with that in
the Synoptics ; only that in some respects St.

John's Gospel goes deeper, in explicitly affirming
the need of -::;-. "',-.'} .

(3-

l

>- 5
), in laying more

stress on the <:,: '

: mdage in sin (S'-
34

), and
in giving greater prominence to the idea of Satan
as 'the prince of this world,' whose power over
men has to be broken (8** 123* 1430 1611

; cf. Lk
17.

IS).
One thing still requires to be said to exhibit in

its full extent man's need of redemption. The
deepest and most condemnable aspect of sin is

that it is alienation from God Himself. The first

requirement of the Law is love to God (Mt SS31'- 38
) ;

the proper attitude of the soul to God is that
of humble dependence and trust (4

4- 7- 10 T25^, Mk
H22.a4.25 etc.). But sin is the negation of this

right religious relation. * I know you,' said Jesus
to the Jews,

' that ye have not the love of God in

you
'

(Jn 54
'2
). Other and contrary principles

pride, self-sufficiency, self-will, the love of the
honour that comes from men (Jn S44

; cf. Mt 6^-)
"had taken !

T
i : I,"..

1
- >"

*
-\> ; o God

;
hence estrange-

ment from i' . .!.!!> r -> to His will and spirit,

enmity to l\'
m -

< \ \ : Hi- messengers (Mt 2329ff
-)

Redemption means here the effecting of a change
of ilisno-sili-M! towards God, and the"restoration of

a s:>:rr of love and trust of the filial spirit (e.g.
Lk 1517ii

-). It is synonymous with reconciliation

(see RECONCILIATION).
(2) This description of the evil to be redeemed

from already determines the positive character of
the redemption. The pivjvlih'.ir o 1

"
Jesus is de-

scribed as the prcucJi'rir o," a :;'>-] -H
'

(Lk4iai&)
c the gospel of God" (Mic 1

'^ fc:nJ the 4 salvation *

(Lk 199- 10
) proclaimed in this gospel included de-

liverance from the whole range of evil covered by
the word 4

sin,' with introduction into the whole
sphere of privilege and blessedness embraced in
the term *

Kingdom of God.' Jesus in His teach-

ing has much to say on the condition of mind
necessary for the reception of this blessing. There
is naturally the initial demand for repentance (Mt
913 iiao. a, Mk 1" 6", Lk 13 a *

etc.), which has the
full weight of meaning involved in the etymology
of the word nerdvoia,,

;

change of mind.' There is

implied in this change of disposition a parting
with all pride, sufficiency, and sense of merit

(Lk 1710) ;
a coming to be humble, simple, trustful

as a little child (Mt IS1-1

) ;
in a pregnant phrase,
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"becoming 'poor in spirit" (Mt 5", Lk 41S
). To

those In this humble, trustful, self-renouncing
state of mind every satisfaction and spiritual

blessing are promised (e.g. Mt 53ff-

;
see Iverach,

The Other ,Si>?<? of Greatness, p. 1 ff.) - This blessing
is always represented as mediated through Jesus

Himself. It is only through the Son that men can
receive the knowledge of the rather (II

27
) ;

it is

through coming to Him, learning of Him, taking
His yoke upon them, that they obtain rest to their

souls (vv.
2S-GU

) ;
men are called to follow Him, to

become His disciples, tc
" '

.

' "" Him as their

Lord and Master (7
21'23

: - , . He requires
from His disciples the most absolute surrender to

Himself (1CF~^ 1G2^ 25
); it is by relation to Him

that men are judged at last C^40
-^)- As King,

IT-:- il'-p IM - the awards of service (16
27 1928 25^-)-

< >L JM*' dt p; adence of salvation on His sufferings

and death, more is said below. Those who stand

in the above relation to Christ are 6 the children of

the kingdom' (13
s8

), sons of God, and heirs of

eternal life. Received into the Kingdom, they
have the blessedness of knowing that their sins

are forgiven them (6
12 92 etc.),

"

.-''.* ' "' '" v.'\

there is laid on those who ar<
'

,.- ''- ' "
. :

duty of forgiving others (6
14- 15 18^, Mk 1P etc.).

They have the privilege of calling God their

Father, of trusting Him for all their need (Mt
635ff.), Of free access to Him in prayer (7

:-n
etc.).

They aiv. ac\""\\li-(lL'cu by Christ as His brethren

(1249.
w

-I ")
'

;
. F'X.TU i i :e Father they receive mercy,

and the satisfaction of their hunger and thirst for

righteousness (5
6* 7

) ; they are sustained in perse-
cution and sacrifice by the promise of a thousand-

fold reward (5
13 1929 ,

Mk lO-^- 30
) ;

it is theirs to

share in the resurrection of the just (Lk 14W ) ; and
as sons and heirs of God, they have the sure hope
of * eternal life,' in which is included blessedness

and glory (Mt IS43) and the perfect vision of God
(5

8
). These unspeakably lofty privileges and hopes

imply corresponding responsibilities. It is con-

stantly assumed that there cannot be true repent-

ance, or genuine membership in the Kingdom,
which does not manifest itself in 'good works 1

(5
16

), or in the doing of the will of the Father (6
10

).

Only the doers of the Father's will can be received

into the Kingdom of heaven (7
2* 18* 25^0- The

disciple is to have for his aim to be perfect as his

Father in heaven is perfect (5
48

).

Not a great deal* comparatively, is said in the

Synoptic Gospels of the work of the Spirit in im-

parting these spiritual blessings. But the Spirit's

presence and agency are nevertheless constantly
assumed. Jesus was * full of the Holy Spirit

' after

His baptism (Lk^), and it was the Spirit of the

Lord upon Him who fitted Him for His saving
work (v.

ls
), 'The spirit of the Father' speaks in

the disciples (Mt 1020). He is, in Lk., 1lw s-.iproMio

gift of the Father (11
1S

). "Rln^nlienu ;iir,iin-i ihe

Holy Spirit is the last and hiidu .>f crime (Mi. 1-j
J-

').

The Baptist announced Jesus as the One who
should baptize with the Spirit (3

u
ll), and the

promise of the Spirit is Christ's final word to His

disciples (Lk24*
9
). In the Synoptics, as in Jn., it

is assumed that the Spirit was not yet given in

His fulness, because Jesus was not yet glorified

(Jn 739).
The Johannine teaching on salvation is once

more, in all essential features, identical with that

of the Synoptics. The change of raind insisted on

by the latter is, in St. John's Gospel, directly
traced to a regenerating work of the Spirit (3

s- 5
),

and the doctrine of the Spirit altogether is more
developed (U-

6
Id'-

28 167ff
-) ;

the condition of salva-

tion is expres.-ed generally by the term '

believing
'

(which includes in it the idea of ;

obeying,' cf.

313. 38)
.

sonship, as the fruit of regeneration, is

viewed as a special supernatural gift, the preroga-

tive of believers (I
12

) ;
salvation is connected with

Christ's being lifted up (S
1^17 1232 -^ ;

4 eternal life
'

is regarded as already begun in the experience of

the believer (8* 414 O47 IT'5

etc.). But the necessity
of union with Christ (cf. 151-8

), the salvation from

wrath through Him (gw-is-o* 53*^ the dispositions

to be laid aside in entering the Kingdom of heaven

(5
44

), and the essentials of character to be acquired

by its members (humility, love, self-sacrifice, etc.,

1 34-17 1512 12-s etc.), the hope of the resurrection

^52H
20 040 1 124-20) ?

and tho i >-u-] -(
1

'

of ultimately

sharing Christ's glory in I'M !',..:.< r's house (14-
-

1724
), are outstanding features in St John's teach-

ing as they are in that of the earlier Gospels.

(3) The question now recurs as to the connexion

of Christ's own Person, and especially His sufferings

and death, with this redemption, the message of

which constitutes His gospel. Certain obvious

aspects of that connexion have already been indi-

cated. Christ's ministry of teaching and healing
was itself a means of redemption of bringing men
to the knowledge of it, of awakening in them the

desire for it, of drawing them to the acceptance of

it, of putting them in possession of part of its

blessing. But in its substance also, as we have

seen, Christ and His gospel could not be separated.
He alone could reveal the Pather, and give the

world assurance of His grace ;
He already, as the

Son of Man, exhibited in its perfect form what
Divine sonship in the Kingdom of God meant; it

was by coming to Him, and learning of Him, that

men were initiated into His mind and spirit, which
itself was salvation. His purity, conjoined with

His sympathy and grace, acted as mighty moral
motives in breaking down the enmity of the heart

to God and in winning sinners to repentance.
These also are the aspects of Christ's connexion
with redemption, these, and not declarations

about atonement, which meet us on the surface

of the Gospels. Christ is the Good Shepherd,

seeking and finding the lost sheep (Mt 106 15-4

18 12-14
, Lk 153-7). All-compassionating, forgiving

love is the power He relies on to draw out love

(Lk 847
-50

). The very majesty of His claims and
the manifest authority \\i\\\ which He spoke gave
an added power to His gentleness and grace (Mt
1127-30).
We have still to ask, however, Is this the whole ?

Is this the only way in which redemption depends
on Christ? If it is, what remains as the founda-
tion of the Apostolic gospel, which undeniably
connects "-'!*! : J" -n in a peculiar way, not with
Christ's ! ,;!!! .-, .jching, but with His sacrificial

sufferings and death ? The question is further

pressed upon us by particular utterances of Jesus,
\\hich likewise appear to point to such connexion.
Is This aspeor, of redemption, as some think, to be
excluded from Christ's goj>el ? To find an answer
we are driven back upon the wider question of

how Jesus Himself viewed Hi^ suffering and
death. On this topic, it was remarked uboxe that

it is a very misleading method to confine ourselves

to the exposition of isolated texts, without taking
into account the whole context of Christ's thought,
and the ideas of OT revelation in which His

thought was ii'-iiUMniYI. It will be necessary to

begin in order ai ihis point to reach a satisfactory
conclusion.
A sure datum to start with here is the indubit-

able consciousness of Jesus attested by the two
names L Son of God ' and ' Son of Man ' of His
Messianic vocation, and consequently of the con
nexion of the Messianic salvation with His Person.

It was He, as the whole Jewish hope implied, who
was to bring in that *

redemption
' for \\liich Israel

waited (Lk2a8
). That Jesus knew Himself to be

the Christ, at least from the time of the Baptism,
is implied in all the Gospels, though it was only to
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favoured individuals that the disclosure was directly
made (in Jn. to Nathanael, I 47

-51
;
to Mcodemus,

3isff to the Samaritan woman, 426 etc.).

It is to misinterpret Peter's great confession in Mt 1C16 to

take it to mean that up to that time the disciples had no know-
ledge that Jesus was the Christ. Apart from what is narrated

by St. John (14HF-), the whole ministry of Jesus, as recorded by
the Synoptics the claims He made, the authority He exercised
was by implication an asser

" " ""
hile to the

direct testimony borne by the V '- was added
afterwards the answer given ' *

* >*s (H2^-).

What was new in Peter's confession was the inburst of new
illumination, and unshakable strength of conviction, with which
the confession was made (161?'. 18).

On the other hand, if Jesus knew Himself to be
the Messiah of OT prophecy and hope, it is not less

certain that He apprehended this great vocation,
and the salvation with which it was connected,
in a quite different way from most of His contem-

poraries. Messiahship for Him, as the account of

the T< Mi'hU!ori shows, meant the definite renun-
ciation 01 all self-seeking motives, the rejection of

all political and worldly ideals, the repudiation of

all swerving from the sole enc
"

-

"* "

His
Father's glory. Holding such a ; His

mission, and rooied in His consciousness, as His
habitual use of Scripture and manner of deducing
deep principles fror "..-"" 1

-"-: -Is show Him
to be, in OT and

"

'.'" teaching, it

is impossible that, '-.,: i 3 should not
have clearly perceived the collision that must
ensue between Himself and the ruling classes, and
the persecution, and ultimately death, which their

enmity must bring upon Him. With so clear a
vision of the persecutions, scornings, and death
that awaited His disciples (Mt 10wff-H), He could
not be ignorant of His own future. If, however,
He saw thus far, it must be that He saw further.

The path of self-renunciation and suffering that

lay before Him must have presented itself, as we
know it did, as part of His ^Father's ordainment in

the accomplishment of His vocation
;
not as a fate

merely, or even as a martyrdom, but as a neces-

sary step to the founding of His Kingdom, and pro-
curement of the great end of His Coming the end
of salvation. If this, in turn, presented itself as a

problem to His thought, we speak, perhaps, too

humanly of the way in which Jesus arrived at His

convictions, the light was near at hand for its

solution in the Prophetic Scriptures, especially in

the picture of the Suffering Servant of Is 53. His

sufferings were expiatory* No one who reads the

Gospels with care can doubt the familiarity of the

mind of Jesus with this portion of Prophetic testi-

mony. It is probably this prophecy that was in

view in the Baptist's announcement to his disciples

(Jn I29 -36
) ;

it is contained in the section of Isaiah

on the Servant of Jehovah which Jesus cited in

the opening of His public ministry as fulfilled in

Himself (Lk: 417ff
-) ;

one interesting passage shows
that it was directly before His inisul in Tlis last

sufferings
c For I say unto you, that this which, is

written must be fulfilled in me, And he was num-
bered with transgressors : for that which concerneth

me hath fulfilment 1

(22
37
). It cannot have been

absent from the numerous prophecies which Jesus

declared were fulfilled in His death (Mk 9 1423-*

,

Lk 18 33L 2426- 37-*J

). But, indeed, the same strain of

thought, sacrificial and Prophetic, which inspired
the representation of Jehovah's Servant as One
who must and would take upon Himself the

burden of the people's sins, and, in substitutionary

love, offer Himself in atonement for them, must
have wrought as powerfully in the mind of Jesus,
conscious as He was of His peculiar relation to

both God and man, and fully aware of what sin

was, and of what the forgiveness of sin meant to a

holy God. If atonement for the world's sin was

possible, and Jesus in His representative capacity,
and Himself sinless, could offer such atonement,

it cannot be doubted that He would desire to do
so.

This point of the connexion of the sufferings and
death of Jesus with redemption will receive eluci-

dation afterwards
;

but already, perhaps, it is

possible to see how, during His ministry, a rela-

tion of His sufferings to His saving mission might
be present to His own mind. Thoiiiiii He said little

of it publicly, and only Toward tho end of His
life spoke ircily to His disciples of His approach-

ing death. His" reticence on His death would then
be paralleled by His reticence on His Messiahship,
which yet was present to His consciousness
ils'-sMffiiuui. On such a view it may be found
i!u; L!U phenomena of the Gospels, as we have

them, fall naturally into place, His general silence

on His death in His public teaching, the occasional

disclosures in Jn. and the Synoptics, the con-

nexion of the later announcements of His death
with His resurrection, and, after His resurrection,
of both with the -[.reaching of remission of sins,

and the promise of the Spirii ;
the coherence of

this teaching with the Apostolic gospel.
For now it is to be observed that this silence of

Jesus on the connexion of HI< >n5t I:MLS und death
with His saving work is far m-m ai>oli,EL; on the

contrary, the intimations of such connexion, when
brought : "iri-tl e". ir.id read with the help of such a

key as IK *VJ ni.'(?<":<-, are neither few nor ambiguous.
It is not, indeed, till late in the ministry, after

Peter's confession, that Jesus begins to speak
piriii'ly of His approaching death, and then of

Thai <ica:h as Divinely ordained and foretold, and
to be followed by resurrection (Mt 1621 17- 22 - 2S

2018. is
||9 see above). Thenceforth His death had

an absorbing place in His thoughts. It was a
4 cup

' He had to drink, a *

baptism
' He had to be

baptized with. He was i straitened ' till it was
accomplished (Mt 2022,

Mk 1032- 88
,
Lk 1250 ; cf . Lk

951). At the Transfiguration it was, according to

St. Luke, the * decease (o5os) which he was about
to accomplish at Jerusalem ' which was the subject
of His converse with Mo<-- fir 1

-"! Tirsin (0
s1
). But

the very decision and o : rc:i" -fa:n ;: i.y of these

first announcements to His disciples imply that

the subject had long been before His own thoughts;
and that, in conformity with what has already
been said, this was really the case, we gather from
such a passage as Mt 915

(
* When the bridegroom

shall be taken away from them'), but much more

clearly from the sayings preserved to us by St.

JohiMro:n the Judsean and Osipornar.Tn ministries.

Here, in the line of the ISai-iiM's opening an-

nouncement (I
29

), the connexion between Christ's

death and the salvation of the world is unmistak-

ably declared. Thus, in the conversation with

Mcodemus, 'As Moses lifted up the serpent in the

wilderness, so must the Son of Man be lifted up,'

etc. (3
1*-16

; cf. on the lifting up, 12^), and in the

remarkable discourse at Capernaum, in which Jesus

dilates on His flesh as given for the life of the

world, and on His "blood as shed (we must pre-

sume) for the same end (b'
51-56

). In
the^ light of

these sayings we must, m consistency, interpret

others more general in character (e.g. 1011 - !i5 - 17 - LS

1224.23).
When we return to the Synoptics, we have

again, in the closing period, more than one signifi-

cant utterance. There is first the well-known

passage preserved in both Mt. and Mk. : 'The Son
of Man caine not to be ministered unto, but to

minister, and to give his life a ransom (\trpov) for

many (&vrl iro\\Qvy (Mt 2028
,
Mk 10}.

It does not rob this passage of its force that it occurs in im-

pressing- on the disciples the lesson that the true greatness lies

in service. No one will suppose that Jesus could have usod

language such as He here employs about the disciples, or abmit

any other than Himself. The incidental occurrence of the say-
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ing may rather suggest that there must have been other teach-

ing on" the subject, and that Je&us heie assumes the saving
1

purpose of His death as known to the disciples.

The .*!:; "ifti^'fi 1 c* the word \tirpov is investi-

gated "
;::\. li \\-O.M

;
it is enough now to say

that the word is most naturally taken as the equiv-
alent of the Hebrew ~\$b (allied to 12^ 'to atone '),

used of that which is given in exchange for a life,

whether money or another life. The thought in

Jesus 1 mind may well have been that of I< oo7 The
meaning would then be that His death is the

redemption-price by which the many are delivered
from the ruin entaik-d by sin (><'hi(l'r.i: both the

guilt and the power of sin). There is, again, the

passage already cited, Lk 22 37
, directly glancing at

Is 53, and declaring it to be fulfilled in Christ's
death. There are, finally, the words at the Supper,
which, amidst the variations in the four accounts
we have of them (Mt ad26-23

, Mk 1422-25
, Lk 22 19- 20

,

1 Co II-3-25), present certain very distinguishable
ideas. The bread is Christ's body, the cup is

Christ's blood. The body is given or broken and
the blood is shed for the disciples (in Mt. and Mk.
4 for many'). The very variations support the

general meaning put upon the act. If Mt. and
Mk. have not the words '

given
' or * broken '

spoken of the body (Luke, Paul ?), both have ' shed
for many' of the

*

blood. Lk. has both 'given for

you' and '

poured out for you,
1

St. Paul, on the
other hand, has ' My body, which is [broken ?]
for you,

1 but not the c--r:\ -:"! <

.r
1

"t-p:
* shed for you.

7

All agree in the leading f<-: :::!. that Jesus said:
'This is my blood of the covenant' (Mt., Mk.), or
6 This cup is the new covenant in my blood '

(Luke, Paul). Mt. adds :
' which is shed for many

unto the remission of sins.' Even if it were con-

ceded, what there is no necessity for conceding,
that this logion is less original than the others

[there is probably a reminiscence of Jer 31 j4
], it

has at least the value that It shows the sense in
which Christ's words were understood in the Apos-
tolic age. That Jesus, therefore, in the words at
the Supper, represents His death as a sacrifice for
the salvation of many, and definitely connects the

shedding of His blood with the remission of sins
and the making of a New Covenant, is nearly as
certain as anything in exegesis can be. The ques-
tion that remains is With what special sacrifice
does Jesus regard His death as connected (Pass-
over, ratificatory sacrifices at Sinai) ? Probably it

is not necessary to decide between different views.
Jesus may well have regarded His death as fulfil-

ling the truth of all propitiatory sacrifice.

There is yet one other fact to which attention
needs to be directed in this connexion. The death
of Jesus is evidently dwelt upon by the Evangel-
ists with a special sense of solemnity and mystery,
and there are features in the story of His Passion
which deepen this feeling of mystery, and compel
us to seek some special explanation. Such features
are the mental perturbation which the thought
of His death awoke in Jesus ('Now is my soul

troubled,
7

etc., Jn 1227) ;
the sore amazement and

sorrow even unto death in the Garden (Mk 1423- 34
) ;

the sweat as of drops of blood, and words about
the Cup (Lk 2242-44, Mt 26) ; the awful words upon
the Cross, speaking to a loss of the sense and com-
fort of God's presence (Mt 27^, Mk 1514). We
recall M>Leod Campbell's words :

* When I think
of our Lord as tasting death, it, seems to me as if

He alone ever truly tasted death '*

(Atonement, ch.

vii.). Is there nothing which connects irself with
Christ's position as sin-bearer here f It is not thus
martyrs are wont to die

;
not thus did Stephen, or

Paul, or Ignatius die. Why, then, so strange a
contrast in the Lord and Master of them all ? On
any hypothesis, must we not say that we have
here something which takes this death out of the

rank of simple martyrdom ? Let us now take
with this Christ's last cry upon the Cross, 'It is

finished
1

(rer^Xeo-rat, Jn K>JU
), and mark how this

most unusual death is followed by a resurrection,

and, after the resurrection, by an apparently
changed relation of Christ to both God and man ;

by commissions and promises which imply that

this death has been a turning-point in the history
of salvation, the opening of anew -V*- -

j:
"i

"'

the Spirit, and of the preaching to 1%
. . \

'

remission of sins in Christ's name (Mt 2816~->0
,
Lk

2445-49
5
jn 2021-13

,
Ac I 4

-8
), and it may be found

difficult to deny that, even within the limits of the

Gospels, a saving significance is attributed to

Christ's death, in perfect consonance with that
ascribed to it in the Apostolic gospel.

4. The Apostolic doctrine (Acts, the Epistles, the

Book of Revelation}. () It is told by St. Luke
that Jesus opened the minds of His disciples to

understand from the Scriptures that the Christ
should suffer, and rise again from the dead the
third day, and that repentance and remission of

sins should be preached in His name unto all the
nations (24

46- 47
). Prom the first, therefore, we find

the Apostles giving :*
*

"^,"v *o the death and
resurrection of Chris, i,- i> ordained events,
with which salvation was connected (Ac 2 s3-33 ' 36- 3S

313-13 4.10-12), ft would be unreasonable to look for

theology in addresses which had for their primary
object to bring home to the consciences of the
hearers their crime in crucifying 'the Holy and
Righteous One' (Ac 314

). We need not wonder,
therefore, that we do not find it in these early dis-

courses in the Acts. Yet the conviction was
plainly there that, in some sense, Christ, as St.

Paul says, had 4 died for our sins' (1 Co 153
), and

had been exalted to bestow salvation, and that

through faith in Him, and only through faith in
His name (Ac312

), was the wrath of God averted

(22i), remission of sins obtained (238 310 IQW 1338. se
?

etc.), the gift of the Holy Ghost received (238 UW.IT
etc.), and the way prepared for 4 seasons of refresh-

ing' and 'the times of restoration of all things'
(319-21) t Very early, however, through deeper
reflexion and the growing illumination of the

Spirit, there necessarily came to be given a more
definite interpretation of this connexion of Christ's
death with human salvation. Sacrificial and expi-
atory ideas were freely taken over upon it (of. Ac
2028

) ;
a new vocabulary sprang up ;

there was
speech, as in the common doctrine of the Epistles
(cf. 1 Co 16* * that which also I received '), of Christ
4

bearing our sins 7

(1 P 224
,
He 928

,
cf. 2 Co 521) ,

'

suffering for sins, the righteous for the unright-
eous '

(1 P 8, cf. Ho 6-), 'redeeming ns by his
blood '

(Eph 17, l P lis. 19,Rev 59) ;

*

offering
' Himself

as 'a sacrifice for sins' (He 1012
), 'giving himself

a ransom for us 7

(!Ti26
), becoming a*

- :'.'- '

(1 Jn 22 41(

>), etc. This more definite :

'

. --L-

ceiving of everything in salvation as depending on
the redeeming death of Christ led, in turn, to a
change in the form of presenting the gospel. In-
stead of attention being directed primarily, as in
the Gospels, to the nature of salvation, as flowing
from the mercy of God, the mind is now turned,
above all, to the Person by whom redemption is

effected, to His sacrifice as the means of redemp-
tion, and to the necessity of faith in Him as the
condition of salvation. In this new perspective,
the whole state of salvation, and every blessing
included in it, is viewed as the fruit of Christ's

redeeming death. An immediate effect is forgive-
ness (Ac 238 i3S8t KO 46^ Eph I 7, Col I14, 1 Jn I 9

2*2, Rev is etc.). But Christ redeems also ' out of
this present evil world 7

(* delivers,' Gal I4 ), 'from
all iniquity

"

(Tit 2 1

*), 'from your vain manner of
life handed down from your fathers,' etc. (1 P I 18

).
St. Paul's special conceptions are referred to
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"below. The efficacy of this redemption is placed
by all NT writers, after the sacrificial analogy, in
tile ' blood' (Ac 202

,
Ho 3^, Eph-F, He 912 and

passim, IP I 2- 19
,
1 Jn Is Rev I5 59

etc.), which here
is the symbol of a sacrifice that culminates in
death. This strain of tv f ic--

:

ii: is so inwrought
into the texture of V*o-;, it

1

ieaching that it is

impossible by any ingenuity of exegesis to get rid

of it, or make it mean essentially anything else

than what the words naturally convey, viz. that
the death of Jesus had a direct and indispensable
redeeming efficacy, arising from its character as
an expiation for sin.

(&) The NT writer who has given this redeem-
ing character of Christ's death its most complete
theological elucidation, it will be universally con-

ceded, is St. Paul. A full exposition of the con-
catenation of his ideas hardly falls within the

scope of this article, but the general import of the

Apostle's
'

t n redemption is not difficult

to grasp.
*- with the fact of sin as bring-

ing the ,
. Gentile and Jewish, under

the condemnation (/card/cp^a) of God (Ro 1-8. 516- IS

81
etc.), he proceeds to the exhibition of God's

method of salvation, in bringing to mankind a
nevt rizliliiou.'-ju ^ ('the righteousness of God'), to
be VH\ ! iH l\ -ai/i (Ro I 17 8 a.***. 51?-21, 2 Co 6^,
Ph 39

etc.). This righteousness comes through the

propitiatory death of Christ (Ro 3-5) ;
is initially

realized in Christ's sacrificial death, which is at the
same time the culmination of His obedience (Ro
5^, Ph 2?

;
: !>: - ." :a His Cross, and is ap-

plied in <*."."-: ";L- ". ':.:: act to the salvation of
the individual believer (Ho 824- ^ 51 81- 33

), who
thereby is constituted 4 the righteousness of God
in him' (2 Co 521

, Phil 3s
), or is 'justiBed' (Ro

3P*5l\ ''.". !:-,';: , ! righteous. The salvation

thus'^'wi-,- :

"

<":-!: is a 'redemption' (Ro 324,
Eph I 7

, Col I14). The connexion of ic with Christ's
death is, that Christ honours the righteousness of

God in Himself consenting to be 'made sin* for

us (2 Co 521), or endure sin's condemnation in His
own Person, that sinners may be saved. He re-

deems from the curse of the law by "being made
a curse for us (Gal 318 44 5

). How such vicarious
endurance of another's KardKpLfjLa was possible, St.

Paul does not r\TV-i : K I \w: may gather from
the context of V< I'l-^:^!

1

.; i'
l

:;ii he would find the

explanation in t
!
i<- >( nlv.ivi.y of the representative

relation which i : * ; .-,:- ra '. 1 to our race (Ro
513-a

,
2 Co 514- 15

) ;
in the perfection of His identifi-

cation with the world in sympathy and love (Gal
H 220 52 etc_)

. an(j jn the fact that a vital union
is constituted between the believer and Christ by
faith, so that the acts of the Head are participated
in by the members (Ro 6sff

*)- St. Paul attaches

great importance to the corporate idea (Ro 147-9,
1 Co 1212ff-)* and to the representative principle
involved in it (Ro 512ff-). Christ, in His complete
identification with the race He came to save, took

part in its responsibilities as under a broken law,
and magnified the righteousness of God (Ro S25- sl

)

in His endurance of death, which is the wages of sin

(O
33
). Sinless Himself, the sin of the world met on

Him. nnd was n toned for in His perfect response
to th<i mind of God in. His Judgment on that sin.

The attempt has "been made to explain St. Panl's doctrine of

the atoning- character of Christ's death as a survival of his older

Rabbinical notions, as well as to make out an inconsistency
between this side of his teaching- and his other doctrine of

mystical union with Christ. But to the Apostle's own mind
there was no inconsistency. St. Paul's conceptions of law, of

righteousness, of sin and its desert, had their roots in some-

thing far deeper than Eabbinism even in the OT ; and there
was to His thought no contradiction in setting forth Christ's

death as the objective ground of man's acceptance with God.
and at the same time in teaching that the end of salvation was
holiness a holiness which could only be realized through dying
to sin with Christ, and rising again with Him to life in the

spirit ; in other words, through personal, vital union with the
Risen Lord,

VOL. II. **

(c) In the remaining writings of the KT, while
the ideas are less developed theologically, and the

distinctive nomenclature of St. Paul is not used,

emphasis is not less strongly laid on Christ's death
as a propitiatory and redeem ins sacrifice (1 P
1^-19, -2 P 21, Ht/9 1-1-

w, C f. Ho
;;-''>), cleansing from

the guilt and power of sin (1 Jn 5?- o, He 217 O 34

etc.), saving from wrath (He 22-s 926S 1 P 417-^
Rev 59

; cf."714 144fr-
etc.), rescuing from the power

of the world and the devil (He 2^
,

1 P I 18 5*

etc.), giving access to God (1 P gw, He 414~16 lO 1**2

etc.),
sr '"-<*'

'

_
: -

;o a new state of unspeakable
privile , ,- .

' "
,_ (l P l- 10

20.i<\ 2 P H1
,

I Jn
31-3 etc.). Occasionally there seem links of con-
nexion between the Epistles and the teaching of
the Gospels. It is difficult, e.g., not to see in St.

John's fc He was manifested to take away sins (Zva
ra? &paprlas dpy) ;

and in him is no sin '

(1 Jn 35
), a

reminiscence of the Baptist *s similar saying in Jn I29

(6 d.j&v&$ TOU <9eoy, 6 atp&v TTJV cLjjuaprlav TOV jc<5cr/tou) :;

or in St. Paul's,
* Who gave himself a ransom

for all
'

(6 5ot)s eavrov dvTt,\VTpov vtr^p Trdpr&v 1 Ti 26),
an echo of the words of Jesus in Mk 1045

(/ecu Sovvai

TTJV tyvxfyv CLVTOV "\tirpov &vrl iroXXtSy). In 1 Peter
there is a blending of "both sacrificial and Pro-

phetic language. Jesus redeems with His 'preci-
ous blood' (n}j,l<p afytart) the blood of the Sinless
One (I

19 222) ; but in other places we have a clear

falling back upon the ideas and language of Is 53

(e.g. gss-25). Christ's death did for believers all

that the suffering of the Servant of the Lord in

Is 53 was to do for the people, and all that re-

deeming sacrifices did under the OT} only now in
a grander and more effectual way. And St. Peter

says that his readers knew this (I
18
) it was the

familiar doctrine of the Church. Jn 1 John we
have prominence given to the idea of 'propitia-
tion (2 XcurAtos,

>- 410
). The term points to the effect

of Christ's sacrifice, not on men, but on God, in

averting His wrath or displeasure against sin (cf
Is 121). The Book of Revelation, again, moves in

the distinctively sacrificial circle of ideas. The
centre of worship is the X.amb that was 'slain*

(5
6- 9- 12

) 5 who, loving us,
* loosed (X&rctjTt) us from

our sins by his blood* (1
s
), and 'purchased (^7(5-

pacras) unto God' with Bis blood men of every
nation (5

9* 10
) those described after (7

14
), in strong

paradox, as *

having washed their robes, and made
them white in the blood of the 1/amb.' If the

design was to ascribe an expiatory and redeeming
efficacy to the death of Christ, it is difficult to see
in what stronger way it could be done.

It is in the Epistle to the Hebrews, however,
that the relation between Christ's redemption and
the sacrificial ritual of the OT is most fully

wrought out. The writer of the Epistle evidently
proceeds upon the view which regards the Levitical

sacrifices as having a propitiatory value through
the vicarious shedding of the blood (Q

22 and passim")
the victim *

bearing the sins ' of the transgressor,
and atoning for them by its death. Yet he is as

cleady conscious of the typical and shadowy
character of the sacrificial system (10

1
), and of its

inability to effect a real redemption. He lays it

down as a self-evident principle that 'it is im-

possible that the blood of bulls and goats should
take away sins '

(10*). The inadequacy of the OT
sacrifices is seen in their number and their con-
tinual repetition (10

1-3
) ;

while the imperfection in

the reconciliation wrought by them was signified

by the barriers still interposed to complete ap-

proach to God (9
6-10

) . But now, once for all (<&ra),
Christ has offered the perfect sacviftoe which the

Law could not provide, a^id has obtained * eternal

redemption
' for us (9

11 ^). He is at once high

priest and victim, for tfee sa^rifie& He offers is the

sacrifice of Himself (O
28

). It Is a true sacrifice for

sins He offers. He is a high priest to make propitia-
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tion for the sins of the people {els rb

rds a{JLapTia.$ rov Xaou, Heb. idiom, 217
). He was

c once offered to bear the sins of many '

(9
28

) ;
He

has 'offered one sacrifice for sins for
ever'^ (10

32
).

It was appointed unto men once to die (9'
27

) ;
and

Christ has died once for men. His sacrifice avails

for l the r(di?y!vt'--vi of the I-: .-.C*-
S
.T-- that

were und< ;!'(. ii:
-

-; covenant,' .- : *> A" - the

sacrifices of the law could not remove (9
15

).
To

the question, Wherein lay the superior virtue of

this sacrifice of Christ as contrasted with the

typical sacrifices? the writer of the Epistle would

answer, in the Divine dignity of the Offerer (the

'Son,* I1
'3

etc.), in the true humanity He has

assumed (2
1W6

), in ;V,r iu-f<ot sympathy and

love with which He i^ni^ir- SHm-il" with His

brethren (Himself beinsc tempted and having

suffered, 210- ir - 18 414- 1 *'

7--^), above all in the

obedient will in the offering itself. His sacrifice

had in it this ethical element of surrender to God.

The principal passage here is 10^-9. It is not

meant in this passage that the simple doing of

the will of God is itself the sacrifice, or takes the

place of it
;
but it is the ethical quality of the

sacrifice ;
it is the fact that it is an act of holy,

intelligent obedience which gives the sacrifice

its value :
* by the which will we are sanctified

through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ

once for all' (10
10

). The sacrifice of Jesus, the

Epistle teaches, at once redeems and consecrates.

5. Reasonableness of the Biblical doctrine. The
reasoiicLbL'UL-s n ;!.' iS'l^cv.: d-u'irine of redemp-

tion, porulir.vU . of the NT connexion of redemption
with i*!i(; nfLi-f

:iu and death of Jesus as a sacrifice

for sins, can be rightly appreciated only in the

light of the Bible's own presuppositions on the

character of God, on the infinite demerit of sin, on
the necessity of a vindication of the 2" r

1

tr -".*-!ri
of God in the forgiveness of sin, on .

: u> ;<
"

:.'.
"

relation of Christ to God and man, qualifying Him
to make atonement for sin, and effect a perfect
reconciliation between God and humanity. More

definitely, among ;

:

\t \M*.I\ >*":"> s^ of the doc-

trine are to be ! , v i-.il..'.i-ig : (1) The
Biblical doctrine of the righteousness of Grod. By
righteousness is meant that in God which grounds
the moral order of the world, and pledges Him to

uphold that order. While, in its connexion with

mercy, righteousnes-.- *> f
i

\-i!:i-:
l

;'y represented as a

saving, redeeming <:i :!>. c. :.. (vinnot be merged
wholly, as some (e.g* Ritschl) would have it, in

either love or Fatherhood. There is an essential
'

right
' for God as well as for men, and righteous-

ness is that attribute of His character which leads

Him to establish, uphold, and vindicate that right

in all His dealings and relations with moral

beings. (2) The Biblical recognition of the organic
constitution of mankind. Humanity has a unity
as a 'race' (cf. Ac IT26), a corporate life and re-

sponsibilities, a 'solidarity,' in virtue of which
'none of us liveth to himself, and none dieth to

himself '

(Ro 147). Tliere is personal responsibility,
but there is also a measure of responsibility which

every one is called to assume for others. Good
acts do not end with the doer, but their benefits

overflow to others. Similarly the penalties of

transgression are never confined to the trans-

gressor, but overflow on all connected with him,
and on society. Oae illustration of this principle
is seen in heredity. As, however, through this

principle it is possible for one to injure others, and
for the penalties of evil-doing to be entailed on
the innocent, so it is possible for one to act and
suffer for the benefit and redemption of others.

Scripture doctrine knows nothing of pure individu-

alism. One is blessed in another ; one is helped

by the intercession of another ;
one would willingly,

if he could, atone sometimes, in a relative way,

does seek to atone for the sin of another. (On
the application to mli '

-.pt^n. rf. Ro 512ff
*.) (3)

The Biblical view or ''''' ////" '" evil and hate-

fulness of sin. Sin is direct contrariety to the

holiness of God. Eternally, therefore, holiness

must react against it in condemnation and punish-
ment (cf . Ro I18). It follows that, even in forgiving

sin, God cannot tamper with the condemning testi-

mony of His law against it, but must provide
for the vindication of His righteous ess in the

passing of it by (cf. Ro 325 ,
He 9i5

). (4) The
Biblical truth of Christ's essential and peculiar

relation to our race. This lies at the foundation

of everything that is declared of Christ's redeem-

ing activity. He is the ; Son of God/ standing in

a quite peculiar relation to both God and humanity.
That relation to our race is grounded (a) in His

general relation to creation (Jn I2-4
,

1 Co 86 , Col

lio 17
etc.), and (&) in His condescending grace in

becoming man in His incarnation (Ph 25fi
-, He 214

etc.). (5) In this relation also account is to be

taken of Chris? s perfect sinlessness (2 Co 521, 1 P
222

,
1 Jn 35 etc.), and* of His complete identification

of Himself with ox.- >
: ' v";r.^v and love.

Here already the - .1 - '. . ;,"...
'v< - of love

come into fulli'H i>V. ( fi ) Tne Biblical assertion

that, in this kicviitV.jr'ur. Christ made Himself
one loith us in our ivhole positi

_

"

and ruin under the broken and -

'

.

'

God (Ro 8s
,
Gal 4* etc.). In this position it is im-

possible but that Christ should take cognizance of

the relation in which sin has placed the world, not

only to the commanding, but also to the con-

demning and punishing will of God, and should

desire, as man's Redeemer, to do the highest
honour to that, as to all else in God's relation to

sin. (7) Historically, it is certain that Jesus did

enter, in the fullest way possible to a sinless being,
into what may be called tho in,

1

r~il of our

state; into the experience of ,' i <'.-. i-< -. meaning
of that evil

;
above all, into death, the culminating

form of that evil. "When even a Bushnell can

speak of Jesus as * incarnated into the curse ' of

our condition (cf. Forgiveness and Law, pp. 150,

155, 158) ; can describe Him as <

doing all that He
does and suffers, in a way to honour the precept,
enforce the penalty, and sanctify the justice of

law; the precept as riul.i. ilit- penalty as righteous,
the justice as the fit \indiciu ion of the righteous-
ness of God '

;
and declares that 4 no moral account

of His gospel, separated from this, can "be any-
thing but a feeble abortion '

(Vic. Sac. pt. iii. ch.

vi.), it may be felt that there is no supreme
difficulty in believing that Christ, in our name and

nature, may, in His acceptance of suffering and

death, have rendered that acknowledgment of the

righteousness of God in His condemnation of sin,

which holiness demands, in order that sin may be
... ,_,,....,-._ t-^rr~ f

:'. r< . i
- 1-1 < M DEVELOPMENT. In a brief

sketch of the ideas and theories which have pre-
vailed in the Church on the subject of redemption,
only leading points can be indicated. It was
only to be expected that, in the multitude of

aspects under which redemption is represented in

Scripture, much diversity would appear in the

manner in which the doctrine was apprehended by
different minds in the Church. And this is what
we find.

1. In the immediately post-Apostolic age, little

was done to elucidate the connexion of Christ's

suffering and death with redemption. The fathers
of that age, while profuse in their allusions to

redemption through the blood of Christ, content

themselves, mostly, with the repetition of the

Apostolic phrases, and offer no theological inter-

pretation. The age of the Apologists which suc-

ceeded was, if possible, even more barren in this
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direction. Still, even in this earliest period, it

would not be difficult to show that the essential

fact of redemption by Christ was never lost sight
of. Clement of Rome (Ep. 49), as later Irenseus

(v. xvii. 3), lays stress on Christ's giving His flesh

for our flesh, and His soul for our souls; and
sometimes, as in Polycarp and the Epistle to

Diognetus, a remarkably clear and L-\<::''Vi(.l

note is struck. Reflexion on the mode <>:" ^ , igni-
tion may be said properly to begin with the old
Catholic Fathers Irenaeus, Tertullian, Origen, etc.

A leading idea in Irenseus is that of the recapitu-
latio of the whole of humanity in Jesus Christ.

Jesus, le., sums up all history, all stages and
experiences of human life, in Himself, and so can

represent humanity as its Redeemer. He enters
as a new Head into our race ; retracts the dis-

obedience of the Fall by His own obedience
; gains

a complete victory over Satan
;
and honours the

justice of God by His submission to death for our
sins (u. xxii. 4, in. xviii. 6, xxi. 10, v. ii. 1, etc.).
This Father is sometimes credited with the idea of
a ransom paid to Satan, but any allusion of this

kind in him hardly gets beyond a rhetorical figure

(v. i. 1). He teaches explicitly that Christ by His
death has reconciled us to God, and procured for
us forgiveness (in. xvi. 9, v. xvi. 3, etc.). Origen,
as Hafnack (Hist. Dogm. ii. 367) observes, regarded
Christ's redemption from many points of view

(victory over Satan, expiation offered to God, ransom
paid to Satan). The grotesque theory of a ransom
paid to Satan the devil, however, being deceived in

the transaction, as he found he could not hold the
soul of Jesus is, in Origen also, hardly more than
rhetoric (on Mt 168) ;

but the idea took hold, and,
sometimes alone, sometimes along with other

conceptions, was propounded by sulwui.i-'ir Theo-

logians, and in the Middle Ages, as far <u.\vn as

Bernard and the Schoolmen, as a serious theory of

redemption. Other prominent teachers, however,
as Gregory of Nazianzus, Atbanasius, Anselm,
would have nothing to do with it (see RANSOM).
Athanasius takes a further step, and in his

treatise on The Incarnation of the Word makes a

brief, reasoned attempt at the rationale of salva-

tion. God had ordained death as the penalty of

sin, and, as it was impossible for God to lie, it was
necessary that this penalty should be inflicted

(Incar. 6, 8, 9, etc.). But it was not fitting that

God should allow His creation to perish ;
the

Logos, therefore, Creator of the world, having
assumed our nature, endured this penalty in our

stead, and brought into our race anew a prin-

ciple of incorruption (ib. 8, 9). The Latin Church

naturally (Hilary, Ambrose, x\ugustine) gave more

prominence than the Greek Church, to the idea of

satisfaction to law or justice, but in Greek writers

also (Cyril, Chrysostom, etc.) this idea is not

wanting. It is important to observe that Augus-
tine, and the Fathers generally, never lose sight

of the fact that it is God's love which is the cause

of Christ's reconciliation ;
not Christ's death, as

an appeasement of justice, which is the cause of

the love (Aug. on Jn 1721'29
; Calvin endorses this

view, Instit. u. xvi. 3, 4).
2. A new period in the history of this doctrine

begins with. Anselm in his Cur Deus Homo.
Anselm's theory turns on the necessity of a 4 satis-

faction ' to God's violated honour ;
but it is note-

worthy that he does not find this satisfaction in

the penal endurance of our curse. His theory
moves rather in the circle of the Catholic ideas of

supererogatory merit. Christ, as man, was bound
to obey God's law, but, as sinless man, He was
not bound to die. His voluntary submission to a

shameful death, therefore, for the glory of His

Father, was an act of such transcendent merit as

infinitely to outweigh all the dishonour done to

God by humanity. Anselm is strong in basing
the necessity for satisfaction in God's nature

;
but

his theory is faulty in the idea of merit on which
it turns, in its ignoring of the penal aspect, and
in its too external character. Abelard represented
the opposite pole of doctrine the purely moral
view of the effect of Christ's death. Bernard

opposed Abelard, and gave prominti.ce to the

important thought of the vicarious sutfermg of

the Head for the members (pers. Abel. vi. 15).

Aquinas sought, but without real logical cohesion,
to combine all these points of view in a compre-
hensive scheme. Meanwhile, in accordance with
the scholastic tendency to exalt the will of God at

the expense of His other attributes, atonement
was removed from the ground of necessity in the
Divine nature on which Anselm had placed it.

and was rested on the mere fiat of the D:\ine

sovereignty (Buns Scotus). To this tendency the
whole body of the Reformers, in the great reli-

gions upheaval of the 16th cent., strenuously
opposed themselves, and, with their clearer views
of what was needed as the basis of the sinner's

justification, definitely placed the Atonement on
the ground of a satisfaction to eternal law. Sin

they regarded as ; a violation of the order of

public law that is upheld by God's authority, a
violation of the law that is correlate with the
eternal being of God Himself '

; they
* estimated

the atoning work of Christ by reference to that

justice of God which finds its expression in the
eternal law' (Eitschl). It is this view which it

embodied in the Protestant creeds. Socinianism
denied the necessity of all satisfaction for sin, and

explained Christ's work, as man, in terms of His
!>: rj oi'o office. The later Governmental theory
,,! *!': -I'.* likewise denied the need of satisfaction

to essential justice, and sought a basis for the
atonement in 'rectoral' considerations. Christ's

death was a 4

penal example
' for the upholding of

public law, i\' ^ .'1 ! . r !:> from future sin. The
* covenant 1

: SIOM _-y \ > \u cs n-lo'M "on rs< lowing
1

from a compact between tit.1 i>-. !. 1\ ---. in

which Christ became surety for the elect, and pur-
chased their salvation by His death in their room.

3. The increasingly mechanical and narrowly
legal character which thus tended to be stamped
on redemption led, as it was bound to do, to a
reaction. Modem theology has been marked,
accordingly, by a considerable revolt against every
form of satisfaction theory, and by a return, in

one form or another, to views more purely ethical.

(1) In certain of these theories Christ's redeem-

ing work is brought mainly under the bead of
* revelation.' Its essence lies in His revelation of

the character and will of grace of the Father. His
death is the culminating point in this revelation,
and the supreme test of His fidelity to God in His
vocation (thus, e.#., Ritschl). (2) Bushnell's theory
attaches itself specially to the idea of *

sympathy'
in Christ, and finds in this the key to His vicarious

sufferings. The redeeming quality of Christ's

sufferings lies wholly in their moral efficacy.

Christ 'simply engages, at the expense of great

suffering and even of death itself, to bring us out
of our sins themselves, and so out of their penalties

'

(Vic. Sac. pt. i. ch. 1). Later, Bushnell felt the

need of doing in or-- ,",:"':,' i! e idea of 'propitia-
tion'

; but, while ,Y , i ;;: Christ came under
the 'penal sanctions' of sin, he still held that

these sanctions were 'never punitive, but only
coercive and corrective '

(Forg. and Law, p. 132).
But what does *

penal
' mean, if not *

punitive
'
P

(3) A third class of theories lays main emphasis on
the surrender to the father of the ^holy will* of

Christ. In this lies the essence of His redeeming
sacrifice for humanity (Maurice, F. W. Robertson,
Erskine of Linlathen, etc.). (4) A profounder view,
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in some respects, is that of M'Leod Campbell,
whose ideas have considerably influenced later

theology both at, home (Moherly) and on the Con-
tinent (e.g. Haring). Campbell finds the essence
of Christ's atonement in what he calls a * vicarious

repentance
' for sin. The language is unfortunate,

for, in strictness, no one can 'repent' for another,
though he may ' confess ' the sin of another, and
'intercede 1 for that other. The real value of

Campbell's theory lies in its attempt to give an
ethical and inward character to Christ's dealing
with the wrath of God against sin. He recognizes
that sin's guilt, and the reality of the Divine con-
demnation of sin, cannot be ignored. There is but
one way, he holds, in which that condemnation
can be met, namely, by entering fully into God's
mind regarding sin, and rendering to His judgment
upon it a perfect response. In his own words,
there goes up an ^'Amen" from the depths of

the humanity of Christ to the Divine condemnation
of sin '

(Atonement, pp. 117-118). This ' Amen/ in

Christ's case, is viewed by him. as rendered, not
*in naked existence 7

(i.e. in purely mental realiza-

tion), but under actual experience of the power of

evil, and of death, viewed as including 'the sen-
tence of the law against sin 1

(ib. pp. 259-262). A
note is touched here which perhaps takes us very
near the heart of the matter. (5) Moberly's view
in his Atonement and Personality has affinity with

CampbelPs, but differs from it in viewing punish-
ment in this life as only disciplinary chastisement
inflicted for the good of the transgressor and
never retributive. [Punishment, however, must
be felt to be one's due, or it has no good effect.]
Punishment in itself does not atone

; atonement
arises only when the punishment is met by a spirit
of perfect contrition. The essence of atonement is
*

penitential holiness. '

This, it is held with Camp-
bell, is perfectly realised in Christ alone. In
Christ is offered a perfect contrition for the sins of

the world. But it is offered in Christ only that it

may be reproduced in the believer. Great diffi-

culty, in this theory, must be felt to attach to the
idea of '-

penitence
' as an element in Christ's con-

sciousiuss
;

it is besides, after all, not Christ's

perfect penitence which is held to be the ground of

forgiveness, but the spirit of contrition awakened
In the believer himself. Christ's work has its

value as producing that. Forgiveness, it is further

taught, is not complete at once, but is propor-
tioned to the degree of penitence; surely not a
Scriptural notion.
The result of the total survey will probably be

to Impress upon us : (a") how defective the best of

human theories are to express the whole truth on
this great subject ; (Z>) the fact that elements of
truth are embraced in. nearly all the theories,
which a more complete view must endeavour to

conserve ; and (c) the need of continually reverting
from human theories to the original statements in

Scripture itself, which, in their breadth, variety,
and fulness, refresh and satisfy as nothing else can.
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Itiisehl. Jtiktifwttton and, Reew?illation. \ol. iii.; Moberly.
Atonement and Pe-rnonatfiy : Kahlcr, Die Lehre von der
Ver*ohn.u.n,i/ \ Seeborjr, l)*r 'Tod Chri*ti\ Dale, Scott-Lidg-ett,

"Walker, Stevens, etc., as above. On criticism of theories :

liitscM, as above, vol. i. ; Crawford, Dale, Scott-Lidgett,
Stevens, etc. On history of doctrine : Harnack, Dogmenrje-
schicMe [Eng. tr. in 7 vols.] ; Orr, Progress of Dogma (vii.).

JA.MES Oiut.

**REDNESS OF THE SKY. When the Pharisees
and Saddueees (Mtl()

lf
-) demanded of Christ a sign

from heaven (e/c TOV oypawD), He replied by remind-

ing" them how, when the sky (o^pa^y, BY i heaven ')
was red at morning or evening, they were able to

foretell foul or fair weather, and so showed that

they themselves could discern the face of the sky
(or the heaven). There is here an insistence on the
various meanings of ovpav6s that is lost in the AV
by the introduction of a second word to construe it

(see SKY). The ' redness ' of the sky is denoted by
the verb irvppdfc, to glow, literally, to become fire,
The colour of fire (irvppbs) is used for ' red ? in Bev
6* 123 . In the LXX it stands for the Hebrew D.
The consequences of a fiery hue in the sky at

morning or evening, due to the condition of the

atmospheric medium, is one of the commonest
of weather maxims. It is familiarized in various
old couplets. W. S. KERB.

**REED (/Xct/osj. This represents the Heb.
Jcaneh, probably Arundo donax, a plant which
grows in great abundance in the marshes of the
Jordan Valley and along the river sides. The
stem is tall and straight, and the head bends grace-
fully with a great feathery brush, sensitive to the

slightest breath of air (Mt II 7
,
Lk 72*). The wood

is put to many uses. It forms the frames of the
rush mats with which the Arabs of el-Huleh
make their slender houses. It serves as a walking-
stick. When bruised, it is not only useless but

dangerous ; because, giving way when one leans

upon it, the splinters are apt to pierce the hand
(Mt 1220). As a mock-sceptre, a reed was put into
Christ's hand (Mt 2729), and with this He was
smitten (27

30
) . On a reed the sponge with vinegar

was raised to His lips on the cross (27
48

). Pens
are made from the smaller stems, the Gr. Kd\a/jios

(3 Jn 13
) again corresponding to the Arab, kalam

and the Lat. calamus. The ancients made the
shafts of their arrows from the /ecfcXa/ios, and the

divining-arrow of the Arab is also kalam. The flute
and pipes played on all occasions of festivity are
made from the reed (Mt II17

,
Lk 782). Measuring-

rods were so uniformly of reed that they caino
to be known generally by this term (Ezk 403

, Bev
2F5 etc.). W. EWT35TG.

**REFLECTIYENESS. This is the habit of bend-

ing back the attention of the mind from action
and experience to scrutinize and contemplate the
nature and meaning of self and the world. Deep,
steady reflectiveness is rare amid the extraordi-

nary preoccupation in business of the modern
world, which like briers chokes the word. The
parable of the Sower should help to restore the
reflective habit to its high p'nc-- nriidi 1 - ihe duties
and privileges of life (Mt I. /'-'-';. Tin* refrain,
4 Who hath ears to hear, let him hear,' is a direct

appeal to the reflective man. The good scribe has
thoughts new and old to reflect upon and dilate

upon Mt 1352). It is the reflective mind which,

appreciates the absolute truth and varied applic-
ability of the reciprocal principle involved in
Mt 712 or even Mt 74 . Nature and experience are
full of suggestive facts to reflect upon (Mt 626-30
1212), God's care for men being greater than for

flowers, and His loving-kindness to men exceeding
any shepherd's anxiety for his sheep. John the

Baptist is told to reflect upon the beneficence of
his successor's ministry (Mt II4- 5

). Martha was
* anxious and troubled about many things

' which
her more reflective sister Mary was privileged to
be free from (Lk 10*1

). The Virgin Mary herself
11,^.^7^^ <?,.., Z*,, .,,-. O-i

*Copyrif}Jit, 1908, by Charles Scnbner'f Sons
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is a beautiful and ""
'

,. Die of fruitful

reflectiveness (Lk li
'

',
.

'' '

reflectiveness

the Holy Spirit's work of illumination and guid-
ance could scarcely have its full and due fruit (Jn
14*2J 1613

). Reflectiveness is necessary to grasp the
lessons of truth as well as to sift error therefrom,

W. B. ERANKLAND.
**REFORM. There is no mention of this word in
the Gospels ;

the only use of it in the NT is He 9l

6 until the time of reformation' (Gr. Bi6p0ucn.s^. It

may be well to note in what sense Jesus may be
said to have approved of 'reform.' There was
much about the State that needed reform. Did He
step forward to help it on ? The answer must be

,

in the negative. He made no attempt to reform i

the political abuses of His tune, yet by the general
j

strain and spirit of His teaching He assuredly did
i

much to help on society towards such reformation. !

In His own conduct, we find Jesus submitting to
\

the civil authorities under whom He lived. He
refused to be made a King, or a Governor, or a

Judge, or to be involved in any way, however
remotely, in political revolution. He was ready
rather to die than to be engaged in any such work.
When asked about the lawfulness of tribute,
He said,

* Render unto Csesar the things that are

Caesar's, and unto God the things that We God's '

(Mt 2221
). Although the words may not be pressed

to support a doctrine of passive obedience, nor, on
the other hand, taken as an incentive to revolu-

tion, He probably meant to remind His country-
men that, in return for the benefits of Roman
government under which they lived, they might
well be expected to share the expense by paying
taxes. Again, in Mt 1727

,
we find Him providing

for the payment of the Temple-tax for Himself
and His disciples. He thus submitted to the ordi-

nary ecclesiastical authority, with only a mild

protest. Before Pilate, He said,
4 Thoa wouldest

have no auThority airain-U. me, except it were given
thee from auo.o' ('Jn 1911). This surely means
that all human authority is subject to the higher
power of God, who regulates all by His Providence ;

though it has sometimes be- :i -:: r ''-* 1 that Jesus
thus acknowledged the : ,-;,i:-,ji."y of Pilate's

power.
Jesus cannot be Claimed with any justice as a

victim on the altar of political reform. Yet it

may well be affirmed that His teachings, if carried

out by men, would certainly produce a reformed

society. His disciples, being good men, would also

be good citizens. He gave to the world principles,
which have been the fruitful seed of true rei'onn.

As to Christ's relation to the law of Moses, it

may be asked, Did He become a Reformer ? While

declaring that *he came not to destroy but to

fulfil* (Mt 517), we must believe that, at least, He
desired some reform, of abuses, which had grown
up through the interpretations ami anpiiraJi-iFi-a of

the Law, made by scribes and Li*\\v< rs of ihc past.
Even in regard to the law of divorce, He "calls

attention to the right spirit of the Mosaic legisla-

tion, rather than to the exact letter of the Law
(Mt 53i- 32

10MT-, Mk KK*). And He treats with in-

dignant scorn those evasions of filial duty, as in

the case of the Corban, which had so long been
sanctioned by the practice of Jewish society (Mt
153ff-, Mk 7 9ff

). In regard to such traditional

abuses, as well as in regard to the State and

general social arrangements, we may say that

Jesus rather gave an impulse to reform than

engaged actively in any attempt to bring the Law,
as understood and practised in His day, into

accordance with the eternal law of God.
When asked to consider a question about a dis-

puted inheritance, He refused to be drawn into

such quarrels, and bade men beware of a covetous

spirit, remembering that man's life does not con-

sist in the abundance of the thin ITS Le possesses

(Lk 12^ff). He believed that by i'.rr i\ r: _ \v*t*:

the Law, even to have justice doi .-. !ii> *..>::- :i.>

might do their spiritual life more harm than such
action would do good in a temporal aspect.
Jesus' disciple ought to Le alle to renounce the

pursuit of his rights, and ought to co-operate in

forming a nation of brothers, in which justice Is

done, no longer by the aid of force, but by free

obedience to "the good, and which is united, not

by legal re^ihitioiH. Lu;, Ly ilie ministry of love*

(Haruack. \Vhai, Is Clift&tianity 9 p. 112). See art.

LAW.
LITERATUEE- Denney, art, 'Law' in Hastings' ,Z>JS; R.

Mackintosh, Christ and fhk Jewi&h Lav ; LICK Mundi, ca. xl
Christian itr and Politics

*

; Bruce, Galilean Gospel, ch, xL,
Dale, Lairx of Christfor Com-Parabolic

mon Life, eh. .", i. v. [1&77} pp. 214 ff., 486 if.

D. M. W. LAIED.

**Copyrighf, 1908, by Charles ScrLbner's

all theological ideas,

regeneration is probably that which has had the
most unfortunate history. The figure is an apt
and obvious one to express the completeness of the

change which takes place when the non-Christian
becomes a Christian ; but it is tempting to press it.

and it has been pressed in the most incoriMderare

fashion. As the beginning of Christian life (it is

argued), it must be antecedent to every Christian

experience ; faith, justification, conversion are.

strictly speaking, its fruits. As a new birth, man
can no more contribute to it than to his first birth,
and hence must be regarded in it as purely passive,
not acting or co-operating with God. As there is

BO middle state between "being dead and being alive,

it must be conceived as instantaneous ; and so on.

We can see tbe motives in such a mode of thought,
"but it is full of delusions. Perhaps they have influ-

enced Eeformed theology more than Lutheran ; yet,
while the Lutherans were more conscious of the

figure in regeneration, the Reformed were guided
"by the justifiable desire to give faith a real basis

in the believer, to lay an act of God, as the only
sure foundation, at the basis of the whole experi-
ence of salvation.

The word *
regeneration

* occurs in AV only in

Mt 1928 , Tit S5 (yaXipyewtrfo), and the figure of a
new or second "birth is most distinctly expressed
in our Lord's conversation with Kfcodemus, Jn 3

(yepvTjtiifv&i dy&fep) . But as the first of these pass-

ages is esehaTological, and refers to the new world
which is introduced with the irapov&ta of the Son of

Man, while the two others belong to the latest in

the NT, it is not convenient to start with them.
To see the real basis for the figure of the new birth,
it Is necessary to go back to the teaching of Jesus
in the Synoptics, and to look at it in its substance

and not"merely in its formal expression. What the

figure conveys, vividly and truly, is the idea that

somehow a man has become another man : he has
entered into a new order of being ; things once real

to him have lost reality j things once unknown are

now alone real. If we find this idea in the teaching
of Jesus, we find what is meant by regeneration,
even though that figure should not expressly appear.

1. Our Lord's teaching. It cannot be questioned
that the idea of the newness or originality of His

work, and of all that depended upon it, was familiar

to Jesus. Without accepting the doctrine that the

Kingdom of God, as He conceived it, was purely
transcendent, a new world not spiritually evolved

from the present, but supernaturally descending

upon it, we must believe that however it came,
a,nd however it was related to the present, the

Kingdom introduced an order of things which was
entirely new. It was itself, in a comprehensive
sense, a waMyyepeorta, (Mt 19^): (On this word see

tbe excellent article on *

Regeneration
' in Hastings'

DJ5, "by Dr. Vernon Bartlet.) But everything con'
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nected with it, involved in it, or leading up to it,

awoke in the mind the same sense of newness. In

spite, for example, of our Lord's feeling of the con-

tinuity of His work with the OT ('I came not to

destroy, but to fulfil,' Mt 51T
), He has the equally

strong feeling that with the time of fulfilment a
new era has dawned (' The law and the nr.'vjhe
were until John: from that time the Aiimcioni. of

God is preached, and every one presses into it,'

Lk 16lci

). The newness is so complete, the dis-

tinction is .<o :::* .L. s'lat the least in the Kingdom
of God Is -,

1
,<:; i

"
-l-.i 1 - the greatest in the old dis-

pensation (Alt II 11
). The same truth underlies all

the passages in which Jesus claims for Himself
absolute significance in determining the relations
of God and man. Of these the most explicit is

Mt II27 . Jesus alone reveals the Father, and the
man who knows the Father is no longer the same
man. ]$To words could be too strong to tell how
completely he is another. This absolute signifi-
cance of Jesus is the sum and substance of His
self-revelation (cf. Mt 1813ff

-)> and the truth of
4

regeneration
'

is an immediate inference from it.

Further, though it is not put expressly in this form
in the Synoptics, the '

newness,
7 winch is the point

to be emphasized, does break through in various

ways. We see it in the parables of the New Patch
on the Old Garment and the New Wine in the
Old Bottles (Mk 2-"-

11). We see it in the new
spiritual liberty which Jesus in Mt 1724-27 claims
for Himself and those who through Him become chil-

dren of the Kingdom. We see it especially in the
words at the Supper ;

for there is no doubt that Mt.
and Lk. give at least the thought that was in His
mind when they speak of the new covenant based
on His blood (Mt S628 D, Lk 222r). It deserves special

mention, too, that in all the Synoptics (Mk 14-5
,

Mt 2G29
, Lk 2216-18

) the thought of the new covenant
carries the mind forward to the new world in which
it is to be consummated

;
the new religion*, relation

to God, determined by Christ and His dr.-aih, cannot
be fully realized apart from immortality. The
inward regeneration of the soul (so to speak) is part
of the dTTOKaraffracns: Trdvroyy^ or of the 7ra\ivyei>e(rLa
in the sense of Mt 19"28 . But to use the term.
'

regeneration' here is to anticipate. We have not
found any suggestion of it in the words of Jesus,
and, in point of fact, the only such suggestion to
he found in the Synoptics is Mt 183 *

Verily I say
unto you, Except ye turn (fay ^ o-rpa^re) , and
become as little children, ye shall in no wise enter
into the kingdom of heaven,' (cf. Mk 10 15

). To
become as a little child is really to be born again ;

it is what this figure of a new birth properly means,
and it is the only key to it which the words of Jesus
yield. In the words of Jesus, evidently, it describes
a moral requirement ; it is something He demands
from those who would be His disciples and enter
the Kingdom, and it is achieved through

c

turning.'
The context defines what 'turning' means. It
means giving up ambition, pride, self-seeking, by-
ends in religion, and other unchildlike tempers ; it

is, in short, identical with what is elsewhere in
the Synoptics called fju-rdvot.*, or repentance. It is

through this moral change, the responsibility for
which is laid upon man, that he becomes as alittle

child, that is, is born. &gain.

Tt >" '',".! I.; "I-IM\I,I.
i.r or/We.

1

,)* <rfl'u
'>i-4ng, that John never uses
-ji sense (except in the guota-

, . _ ... . - .ameexperiei
which thej

r

respectively riescribe by these terms. "When that
cxjiorioToC' is r^a-ded Jroiu the side of God, as something

1 due
to Ilia jrrace or Spirit, ic H called reyeutfatitfi. u bfcinjr born
ogam, from above, of God

; \\htn it is ivtrardt-d from the side of
man, as an experience the respoppibiliry for which lies with hi;

it is called repentctnc.?. l>ui we have no meaning
1 or sub&tiin._

to put into either of these terms which does not oquullv beloii"
to the other.

rn.

ance

Perhaps another approach to the figure of re-

generation (though that of resurrection is equally

obvious) may be recognized in the passages in

which Jesus speaks of the sinful life as death, and
of recovery from it as a return to or entrance into

life. There are two of these in the Synoptics (Mt
S3-

1!
Lk 152*- 3

-) : obviously the emphasis in both is

moral, not metaphysical. A change of character

is in view, which, however deep and far-reaching,
raises none but moral problems. More important,
however, than these are the passages in which our
Lord teaches that the new or higher life the re-

generate life, to call it so can only be won through
the sacrifice of a lower life. In other words, to

have the life which is life indeed, we must sur-

render the other
;
we must die to nature in order to

live to God. WQ must renounce self (airaprfa-aa-dai
eavrbv : a new and radical idea, without formal

analogy in the OT) if we are to share in the life of

the Kingdom. The man who refuses to do so, who
cannot find it in him to do violence to nature, is

incapable of discipleship and of the life which is

life indeed. This is the burden of our Lord's

teaching in. such passages as Mt 1624ff-

||
1039 188f-

1|,

Lk 1425tF
-, It contains all that is meant by re-

generation, but it does not use that figure to ex-

press it. And again it is all within ethical limits.

2. Pauline Epistles. The Book of Acts is a

picture of the regenerate life in its workings in
the Church, but it is not specially so conceived.
At Pentecost what we see is rather a new birth
than the new birth of the A 1 :-'''-. V Spirit is

not so much the author
' _-:. ' as the

source of the peculiar gifts and powers of believers.
But the newness of Christianity is nowhere more
strongly felt and expressed than in this book. It

brings us directly to St. Paul. The Apostle of the
Gentiles became a Christian in a way which must
have impressed 1 i". -V. 1 /.

1

;/ with the difference
between the ('--. :

::
1

! ,"' s-'nd that of the pre-
Christian state. No one could say with greater
truth than he,

* I am now another man.' But in
him the change took place in a way which was in
the highest degree startling and abnormal

;
it

could not possibly suggest to him anything so
natural as being born

;
and it agrees with this

that, though no one has a more adequate sense
than St. Paul of the absolute newness of the Chris-
tian life, he never -uses the figure of regeneration
to convey this. He speaks of the New Covenant
of which he is a minister (2 Co 36), of the new
creature (tcaiv^ rrhris, 2 Co 517

, Gal.611) which he has

become, of the new world in which he lives (2 Co
51T

), of the new man who has been created accord-

ing to God in r-Ji: !.-: < -s and holiness of truth

(Eph 4*24), and \\i:o "^ l- : :: renewed unto know-
ledge after the image of Him that created him
(Col 310) ;

he speaks also of being transformed by
renewal of the mind (Ro 122), and (if Tit 35 be his)
of a renewal wrought "by the Holy Spirit at bap-
tism

;
of walking in newness of life (Ro 64), and

serving God in newness of spirit (Ro 76) ;
but he

never speaks formally of being born again. Even
when he contrasts the past and the present as death
and life, the life is not conceived as coming by
birth, but either by a creative act of God analogous
to that by which at first He commanded light, into

being out of darkness (2 Co 46 ), or by an exercise
of the same almighty power with which God
wrought in Christ when He raised Him from the
dead, and set Him at His own right hand in the

heavenly places (Eph I20*?- 21- 5
) : when we were

dead in trespasses He quickened us together with
Hun. It is essentially the same change which
Paul represents elsewhere as translation from the

tyranny of darkness to the Kingdom of God's dear
Son (Col I18), or from the state of condemnation
to that of justification, or from life after the flesh
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to life after the Spirit (Ro. Gal. passion), or, in
more mystical or

' "'.*'' fashion, from being
in Adam to being i

1

. . esp. Ro o1^1
,
1 Co

15-i.jff.. jt is not necessary here to discuss what is

called Paul's psychology, as though he had such a

thing in the sense of modern mental philosophy ;

he has really no psychology ; he knows what he was,
and he knows what he is, in the way of moral ex-

periences, and he generalizes his " "
-

J

;"*.
T *

;
:

-
;

into the conceptions of the natur , . . \ *; . ,

man, the ^v%i/c6s and the TrvevjAariKos. Every man
in himself is ^uxt/cos, a descendant and representa-
tive of Adam

; every man has through the gospel
the opport .

" ' "

. Trfcu/tart/cos, a child of
God and x ,

.
, Christ. But, as has

been already pointed out, Paul never uses the

figure of a birth to elucidate or make intelligible
the process of this change. He approaches the

figure indeed in two different ways. On the one
hand, he speaks of himself as the father of those
who receive the new life of the gospel through his

ministry :
' in Christ Jesus have I begotten you

through the gospel
7

(1 Co 415
; cf. Gal. 419

, 1 Ti I2

< my true child in the faith '). On the other, he
speaks of the spirit in virtue of which men are

wveviLariKol, and walk in newness of life, as specific-

ally the spirit of sonship (uto#e<r/a) , by which men
are made to be, and are identified as, children of

God. It is usually the dignity and privileges of

this relation to God on which Paul lays stress, and
these are suggested by vl6s

;
"but he has also the

sense of ihc in>li;|> to God which it involves, and
this is exMT-v-oii by rtevov. The latter, though
relatively infrequent, occurs in passages so char-
vjteristic that we can say that Paul was no stranger
t > that intimate sense of kinship to God which is

so notable in the Johannine type of Christianity

(RoSW-*, Eph 5i).
There are two points of contact between the

Pauline presentation of truth on this subject, and
that which we have found in our Lord's teaching,
which require to be emphasized. (1) There is in

both the same outlook to immortality ; the spirit
in Paul which makes men children of God is also

the earnest of a life which vanquishes death (Ro
8 L1

, 2 Co 54f-, Eph I13*-). Indeed the new life is

often identified with the resurrection life of Jesus
in such a way that the present spiritual experience
of it seems rather a deduction from that tran-

scendent possession than some !.h ing having an
independent existence of its own. This applies,

e.g., to Ro 61-11
, Eph 2X^. In the Gospel, and in

the experience of the Christian, there is the revela-

tion at once of frrj and a<j>8ap<ria (2 Ti I10). (2) There
is in both our Lord and St. Paul the same idea that

the new life is entered on through a death. * Our
old man was crucified with Christ' (Ro 64), and it

it is through that crucifixion that the new man comes
into being (compare what is said above, 1 ad fin. ) .

It is one process, one experience, in man, in which
the Adam dies and the Christ comes to be. In

Paul the process is normally connected with bap-

tism, and in view of Ro 6-ff-, Col 211'13
,
it is not easy

to maintain that Paul could not have written c the

laver of regeneration, and of renewing wrought by
the Holy Spirit

1

(TitS
5
). No doubt it is against

the Pauline origin of the last phrase that it intro-

duces the figure of regeneration which is so con-

spicuously wanting in the undoubted Epistles.

When St. Paul spoke of baptism, however, as in-

volving men in the death and resurrection of Jesus,

making them mysteriously participant in all

that was meant by both, a death to sin and a life

to God, with the assurance of immortality at the

heart of it, he was not thinking of baptism as a

sacrament which produced these effects as an opus

operatum. He could only think of it as he knew

it, that is, as an ordinance administered to people

confessing their sins and accepting the love of God
in Christ, an ordinance that gathered into it the
whole meaning of Christianity ," and in a high and
solemn hour raised to its height the Christian's
sense of what it is to be a Christian. He says ex-

pressly in Col 213 that in this ordinance we are
raised with Christ *

through faith in the loorking of
God who raised him from the (lead."* The same
holds of Ro C-ff

-. Baptism there is a picture of
what is meant by the faith which looks to a dead,
buried, and risen Saviour as its one object ;

in faith
we identify ourselves with Christ in all these

aspects, and so are taken out of the region to
which sin belongs : this is what baptism" shows
even to the malignant or unintelligent persons who
carped at Paul's gospel of salvation by faith alone.
The sacrament, as St. Paul was accustomed to it,

shut the mouth of anybody who denied that the
Christian life rested on a death to sin

;
and in

guarding this fundamental trutl:
"

'

. 7
""

(as we
have seen) one of the primary , f Jesus.

It is an immediate inference irom all this that
when we ask whether any particular passage in
Paul say Ro 714 23

applies to the regenerate or
the un: 1

* ur'u :vil rt man, we are ast*- <\ ... -' r
.

which the Apostle himself does not
'

, }:';
us to answer. He does not think of his experience
in terms of regenerate and 11lire-generate. He can

speak of the old man and the new, of the natural
and the spiritual, of being under law and under
grace, in Adam and in Christ, dead to sin and alive

to God, and so on
;
but the distinction between the

states is moral rather tl v M
1

,.-.
1

/-V,;!. and it is

in doctrine rather than ^\- r- :

i

<- ii ;., -t is abso-
lute. One personality subsists through ah

1

ex-

periences, all changes of state ; nature, or the old

man, is not extinct even in those who are in Christ
and have the earnest of the Spirit ;

and though.
St. Paul, like all religious teachers, often speaks
absolutely, not telling his converts to be what they
should be, but to be what as Christians they are, he
does not allow the religious interest to engulf the
moral. It is to men dead in Christ, whose old man
has been crucified with Him, that he says,

* Put to

death your members that are on the earth '

(Col
3s) ,

i Reckon yourselves to be dead unto sin '

(Ro 611
).

Experience is not a quantum but a process", and in

the life of a spiritual being it cannot be dated ;
the

things that in a sense happened twenty years ago
are also present experiences, and it may be only
now that we are discovering

1

their real meaning.
This holds especial 1:-

of such generalized experi-
ences as are embodied in the passage referred to.

Only the new man, who fr. 1 ,

i

"
-

.-

"

has
learned what the life of the , : , . sould

have written it, bnt it is unreal to say that it is

the experience of either, to the exclusion of the

other. The new man -understands it better than

anybody, bnt the fact that everybody understands
it in some degree is the evidence that all men are

capable of the experience it describes.

3. Catholic Epistles. We find the idea of re-

generation both in James and 1 Peter. In Ja. (I
18
)

God is the author of it, Christians its subjects,
and the word of truth * the instrument. We are

reminded here of the parables in which the word
of God that is, the gospel is spoken of as a seed,
and of 1 Co 419

, though in James it is the will of God
and not the ministry of an Apostle to which the

new birth is referred. When James contemplates
Christians thus begotten as a kind of first-fruits

of God's creatures, he has apparently in view the

universal ira\Lv~f(i>e<ria. of Mt 1928 . The regenera-
tion of individiiiil men has the promise in it of new
heavens arid a new earth. There is a similar con-

nexion of ideas in Ro 821ff
-. Peter, who uses twice

(I
3 -'-23

) the word which is exactly rendered by re-

generate (dvaycvvSiv), connects the experience which
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lie so describes first with the resurrection of Christ,
and then with the incorruptible seed which he
identifies with the word of God the gospel mess-

age which has been delivered to his hearers. The
first brings him closely into line with. Paul : the
new life is distinctively life in the power of Christ's

resurrection, a living hope which has an incor-

ruptible inheritance in view (cf. 1 P 1s and Ro G4f>
) .

This resurrection life is, of course, ethical, because
it is Divine, but its ethical character is more ex-

plicitly secured by reference to the incorruptible
seed from which it springs.

4 Love one another
from the heart fervently, having been born again,

'

etc. (1 P I**-). The figure is continued in 2lf
*,

where the readers are exhorted (precisely as in

Eph 422) to '

put off
'

all that was characteristic of
their former life, and as ; newborn babes ' to desire

the spiritual milk which is without guile. Another
parallel to Paul (and to our Lord) in making the
new life rest on death to the old is found in 4lf-

;

but though the reality is the same, the figure
differs,

4. Johannine writings. It is in the Fourth

Gospel and 1 Jn. that the figure of a new birth is

most frequent and explicit. John does not indeed
use dvaryewdLtoj, but he Says "yevvjjBijpaL 8,v(jo6ev (Jn
33- 7

) ; he speaks nine times in the 1st Ep. of being
born of God (<k rov #eoO), and twice in the Gospel
and four times in the 1st Ep. of children of God
(r&cw 0oO). The fundamental passage here is that
in Jn 3, in which Jesus explains the new birth to

Nicodemus. No experience is described or de-
manded in it which has not already come before us
".'l'Wi'l'':!t*y ; the new birth is only a new figure
w :vi. iri-is dvid and suggestive expression to a
truth whicn Jesus Himself in the Synoptic record,
and the Apostles in their writings, have already ex-

pressed in other forms. It may fairly be argued,
when we look to the general relation of the dis-

courses in the Fourth Gospel to the indisputable
words of Jesus, that the real text of this discourse
is Mt 18s

. The Evangelist is guided by the Spirit
of truth into all the truth of this n:-nnn -

t (}\ simple
saying (Jn 16 13

) ; he universalizes ii. ai:-l >ots it in
the various relations which bring out its meaning ;

he shows the necessity of the new birth, the method
of it (so far as experience enabled him to do so),
and the seat of the power which produced it. But
he gives no description of its contents no analysis
of it as an experience which enables us to put
more into it than we put into *

turning and becom-
ing as little children,' or into *

dying to sin and
living to God,' or into 4

putting off the old man and
putting on the new. 1 He does indeed put in the
most general form the necessity for the new birth
when he says,

' that which is born of the flesh is

flesh.' This does not mean that human nature is

essentially or totally depraved ;
it means that that

which is natural is not ipso facto spiritual ;
it is

not what we get from our fathers and mothers
which enables us to appreciate Christ, or to enter
God's Kingdom ;

it is something which we can only
get from God. This is the same truth which St.
Paul teaches in 1 Co IS*5*- * That is not first which
is spiritual, but that which is natural, and after-
ward that which is spiritual.' The birth by which
man enters into relations with the natural world
has an analogue in the experience by which he
enters into relations with the spiritual world. It,

too, is a birth which is variously described as a
second birth, or a birth from above, a being born
of God, or of the Spirit, or of water and spirit. It
cannot "be denied that in generalizing the necessity
for the second birth, the Evangelist passes from the
safe and intelligible moral ground of Mt 183 into a
more metaphysical region (as St. Pan! also does in
1 Co 15*5*) ;

but in the circumstances this is not of
much consequence. What St. Paul means by rb

\JJVXLKOV and St. John by TO yeyevvrj^vov K rrjs

crapes is not any metaphysical abstraction, but
human beings as they are encountered in the

world
; and it needs no argument that they must

become other than they are, through and through,
if they are to dwell with God. It needs no argu-
ment, either, that they cannot make themselves
other than they are. To be born again they must
be born of a power which comes from above, and
that power as the whole experience of his life

taught St. John, and had taught St. Paul before
him was the power of the Spirit. To he born

again is to be born of God. When the truth is put
in this way in what we may call without offence

the onesidedly religious way its mysteriousness is

apparent. The action of God through which the

new life emerges in men cannot be prescribed or

calculated ;
it is as unquestionable in its effects as

His action in nature, but there is something in it

which eludes control. The sense of this underlies

all the predestinarian passages both in St. John
and St. Paul, but, of course, these are not to be read
alone. We should completely misrepresent both

Apostles if we supposed that their sense of depend-
ence upon God for being the new men they were

impaired their sense of responsibility in this rela-

tion. The mind is apt, and perhaps the feeble or
insincere mind is glad, to escape from the moral to

the metaphysical, from Mt 18s to Jn 36
; there is

more to talk about and less to do
;

but there is

no ground for bringing this charge against the

Apostles. St. John's interest in this passage is not
in the earthly truth (v.

12
) of the necessity of re-

generation it needs no revelation from above to

make that plain ;
bitter experience teaches it to

all men ; his interest is in the possibility and the
method of '/(.-rr.M-n. t^e heavenly truths which
only Jesus OKII ^ :i . T ! io new birth is a birth of

water and spirit (v.
5
) ; in other words, it is a birth

which is realized through Christian baptism* That
the Spirit is the important matter appears from
the fact that the water is only mentioned once,
and then the Spirit alone (w. 6- 8

). Here, as in the
case of St. Paul (see above), baptism must be taken
in the whole circumstances and conditions in which
it was familiar to the Evangelist. It was not the

baptism of unconscious infants, but that of penitent
and confessing believers. The importance of it in
this passage is seen when we look on to v. 14f

-. The
heavenly truth (v.

12
) of the passage is that the

power thr^uirH which men are born again is lodged
in l! 10 Son of Man lifted up as Moses lifted up the

serpent in the wilderness. The baptism through
which the new birth comes is baptism in His name

baptism, as in Ro 6, into His death and resur-
rection baptism which means the believing aban-
donment of the soul to the love of God revealed in
that strange

*
uplifting

* which includes both the
Cross and the throne, a believing abandonment for
which man's responsibility is complete, and the
refusal of which is the only fatal sin (3

s6
). When

we realize that this is the connexion of ideas in the
conversation with Xicodemus. we see that it falls

into line with the teaching of St. Paul, entirely so
far as its substance is concerned, and more nearly
than is at first apparent even in form

;
while the

teaching of both Apostles is securely based at once
on their experience as Christians and on thoroughly
attested words of Jesus.

It is as easy with regard to St. John as with
regard to St. Paul to ask

^questions connected with
his doctrine of regeneration to which he himself
does not afford any answer. Thus the new birth
is made dependent somehow on baptism ;

but it has
been argued that in 1^- children of God ' are
spoken of, who were 'born of God,* before the
Incarnation, and that in II52 ' children of God are

spoken of as 'scattered throughout the world' who
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are to be gathered into one "by the death of Jesus.
As to the first of these passages, the interpretation
which refers it to the ages before the incarnation
seems to the writer more than doubtful, but in

any case the Logos doctrine is a way of expressing
the truth that the meaning and power of the
Incarnation and Passion are iinlf-pcndont of time.
In the second passage

i children 01 God '
is pro-

bably prophetic ;
there are men everywhere who

will gather yet round the Cross of Jesus, and by
the power which descends from it into their souls
be born again as T<?/CW ffeov. Another kind of

question with regard to those who are born of God
is raised by some passages in the 1st Epistle. In
ch. 1 s it is said of Christians,

' If we say that we
have not sin, we deceive ourselves/ and in v. 10 k If

we say that we have not sinned, we make him a
liar.

1 But in ch, 39 we read, 'Every one that is

born of God doth not sin, for his seed remaineth in

him
;
and he cannot sin, because he has been born of

God.' This is in another form the same difficulty
which we encounter in St. Paul when he says in one

breath,
* You are dead,' and in the next,

i Put to

death, therefore '

;
or when we try to tell whether

any given spiritual experience is that of the re-

generate or the unregenerate man. The regenerate
and the unregenerate man, for better or worse,
cannot be separated in this summary way. The
practical interest of the Apostles compels us to

interpret them everywhere through experiences
that we can understand

;
hence it is vain to seek

in them any suggestion of what regeneration can
mean in the case of baptized infants. There is no
indication in the NT that they ever contemplated
any such case, "Roue ricraUon is a moral experience
regarded as the wo^k of (Jod. and repentance is

the same moral experience regarded from the side

of man
;
but neither in the one aspect nor the other

can we speak of it in the case of beings who have
as yet no moral experience at all.

^Regeneration is not an exclusively ^NT idea, and
those who regard NT Christianity as a kind of

religious syncretism have sought the key to some
of its ideas, its terminology, and its rites. e&>pcci-

ally where this doctrine and its sacramental con-
nexions are concerned, in the Greek and Oriental

mysteries which were so popular in. the Roman
Empire during the first two or three centuries of

our era. That powerful influences from these
sources especially, perhaps, from the religion of

Mithras did at a certain period tell upon popular
Christianity, cannot be questioned; but the period
was not the creative one for Christianity, and the

channel of these influences was not Jewish Apostles
who held every kind of pagan religion in horror.

The writer is convinced that there is nothing in

the NT, either about the new birth or about

baptism, which cannot Vo e\-]^:nnc-d fiv-m experi-
ences specifically and e.v,'hisi\-< ly ClirNiian; and
that to drag in the Taurobolium] and the renatus
in ceternum of JMithraic monumental inscriptions,
to explain NT ideas, while ignoring the historical

connexions which these ideas assert for themselves,
is IDere wantonness.

LTTEHATUEE. The works on OT Theology (Holtzmann, "Weiss,

Stevens), books mentioned under the article Hour SPIRIT;

Gennricli,.Z>fe Lehre von der Wiedergeburt ; Kaftan, ogmatik9

54, 55; Kiihler, Die Wistennoftfrft dfr chnatlicJien LeTire,

493 if.: Orr, Go&sImage in Jinn, 278 f.; Itttschl, IZecMfertigung
u. Versohnunff, iii. 61 ;

W. N. Clarke, Outline of Chf. Theot.

395; Laidlaw, Bille Doct. of JTan, rhs. xiii. xiv.
; Dcnney in

Expositor, Oct. and Dec. 1001. For kindrtd ideas in other

religions, see Anrich, J>as antike 3/ynteritnwMH *' ttei'tem

Mnjluxs aufdas Chr-Uteittum; Dieter: ch, EineJfWtratfitur-

ffie : Beitzen stein, Poimandrts (s.'U. jraXtyyeveoria in Index).
JAMES DE^NEY.

REHOBOAM. Son of Solomon, mentioned as a

link in our Lord's genealogy (Mt I7).

REJECTION. The word *
rejection' does not

occur in the Gospels, but the idea of w

casting-off,

despising, rejecting' is familiar to the writers of

the NT. Mt 21*-, under the figure of the corner-

stone, refers to the rejection of Jesus by the Jews j

and in Mk 1210 and Lk 2017 the same reference
occurs. Jesus knew that He would be rejected,
and n:'' ],< d the result to Himself (Mk 831,

Lk :-'- i 7 J

'^, 10 the Jewish nation (Lk 1943
), and to

the world (Jn 124S
). Regarding Himself as a

prophet, He expected a prophet's treatment (Lk
13s3- 34

,
Mt 23J7

). Jesus regarded Himself as the
test applied to nations and individuals, and, ac-

cording to their acceptance or rejection of Him,
would be their progress or decay. When the Jews
rejected Jesus, they wrote their own sentence of

doom, while the Gentiles who have accepted Jesus
have secured the leadership of the world. As the
national rejection of Jesus was attended by national

disaster, so the individual rejection is marked by
loss of character. See also art. DESPISE.

COLL. A. MACDONALD.

RELIGION. The Lat word religio did not come
into Christian usage until in the 4th cent. Lactan-
tius (Instit. iv. 28) wrote,

:

Religion is the link which
unites man to God.' The reason was that the

implications of the word were altogether external,
and, in accordance with the Roman genius, almost
administrative. But the Greeks were equally
unable to supply a word which would correspond,
with the Christian faith and its fruits. ffpya-Keta,

tr. 'religion
1 in Ac 265 and Ja l2

^-, was also

spiritually threadbare, and suggested nothing more
than the ceremonial sid(- of ]ul>!

r
\\orship. With,

this history behind it, re iic:i hns come to be a
very complex conception ;

IJUL for the present pur-
pose it may perhaps be defined as the soul's response
to the spiritual revelation Tby which it is illumined,

kindled, and moved. With some the revelation

does not pass beyond the mind, with others it calls

for little more than an indulgence of feeling, with

others, again, it brings out only a discipline of

obedience. But in true religion all three elements
are present.

* It includes the whole energy of man
as reasonable spirit

'

(Pairbaim, Phil, of Religion,
p. 201). The key-words of religion then are: (1)
revelation, (2) response.

1. Religion as revelation. The quality of the

response depends on the character of the revelation.

Religion must always mean something different

from what it was "before the revelation of grace and
truth which came by Jesus Christ. Of what that

consisted will appear later. Meantime it might be
noted that the factor of revelation has been minim-
ized in the workings of thought during the last two
centuries, in reaction, no doubt, from, the emphasis
on external authority, not only in the Catholic

Church, but in older theology generally. On the
one hand, in the 18th cent, there was, if one may
say so, an artificial construction of 'natural*

religion, in which Christ was put out of court.

On the other hand, in the 19th cent, the rise of

psj'chological and humanitarian interests has
created a tendency to lose the revelation in the

response. Thus Schleiermaclier in his Meden uber
clie Itpliyiuti has nothing to say on religious

authoi-ity, and in a chapter on the nature of re-

ligion practically identifies revelation with intuition

and original fct-limr (p. 80). Kitschl, again, in his

theory of value-judgments, throws the weight of

authority on the soul's response ; while Sabatier,
in his beautiful study of the genesis of religion,

speaks of the spirit attaching itself to its principle,
and seems also liable to the dangers of subjectivity

( Outlines of Phil, of Rel. p. 28) . The alteration of

standpoint is thus expressed by F. D. Maurice

(Life, I p. MO) :

1 The difficulty 5n our day is to believe in a revelation as i^ur

fathers did* ... Our minds bear a stronger witness than the
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minds of our forefathers did to the idea of a revelation : so strong
a witness, that we think: it must ] *. '

iV .L<1 : J

,' '-
v e

cannot think it possible that God .- .. n:r y :. - .1 !: -

self to us, because the sense of a manifestation is so near to us
that we think it is only our sense, and has no reality corre-

sponding to it.'

But no good end is served
"

.y '."": '"
",.. ," .

-" '-

of religion that is
* not ourselves. Jb"or aitnougii,

as Oman so well shows (Vision and Authority,
p. 81),

* the supreme religious fact is the indi-

vidual whose capacity of vision is the channel of

authority,
3

yet it truth is ultimately one, it must
proceed by way of revelation from some objective
source. Faith,

'

says Domer (Syst. of Ghr. Doctrine,
i. p. 133), 'does not wish to become a mere relation
to itself, or to its representation and thought.
That would be simply a monologue : faith desires
a dialogue.' See, further, art. FACT ANT> THEORY.
Now, revelation finds its way to the soul both

mediately and immediately. And it is essential to

give due consideration to both these channels of

religious authority. Jesus Christ, who is the norm
of religion as well as the focus of revelation, made
use of both. - It must not be overlooked that He
took over without hesitation the general concep-
tion of God's nature, kingdom, and law which He
inherited from the teaching of home (Lk 251

),

synagogue (Lk 416
), and Scriptures. The OT pro-

vided Him not only with illustrations of His own
original thought (Mt 1239

'42
, Lk 425'27

), but with
canons of judgment and standards of authority
(Mt 518

), and even with personal assurance in the
time of moral temptation (Mt 44- 7 - 10

) and of mortal
weakness (27

46
, Lk 2346

). But this attitude of our
Lord must not be misunderstood. In leaning on
the Word of God in the Scriptures of His people, He
was not coiii'iroiui^'n;: the Church on critical ques-
tions-. MOFOOMT, u cannot be affirmed that He
gave any guarantee of an infallible book. On the

contrary, He handled it with perfect freedom,
treating it as a guide but not as a goal (Mt 521ff>

).

Its validity for Him, as for us, lay in its being the
chosen t*.-H T

nony of those who gave the best

response thai. w'i> in them to the revelation they
received, and so became witnesses of the truth.*
So far our Lord behaved Himself as the * root

and offspring of David.' But He was also 'the

bright and morning star.' And religion was His
by a revelation that was immediate, as well as by
that which was mediated. Into the secrets of His
sublime self-consciousness as the beloved Son ofGod
and one with the Fatherwe cannot penetrate. But
His words are before us, with all their august claim :

* It was said by them of old, . . . but I say unto
you

'

(Mt 521f* etc.) ;
* Ye search the Scriptures, . . .

but ye will not come to me,' etc. (Jn IS
39

*-). The
immediacy of revelation to Him is fully declared in
Mt II-7

4 All things are delivered unto me of my
Father, and no one knoweth the Son save the
Father ; neither doth any know the Father, save
the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son willeth to
reveal him.* None has ever challenged that soli-

tary claim. Yet it is notable that our Lord did not
shut up His followers to a revelation that is

mediated even through His own blessed words.
* Christ found men everywhere ready to receive Him as a

Rabbi. On the aulhorit 3 of other people they would accept
anything. But He Insisted on basing what He taught.- on the
authority of their own hearts and consciences. To this end He
spoke in parables that they might not understand on any other
conditions '

(Oman, Vision and Authority , p. 104).

And it is for us to remember that Christ has not
left us His revelation, as it were, on deposit. The
partial records of His life, first in the flesh and then
in the spirit, which are ours through the NT, are
certainly means whereby the Divine grace and

* The communication of religion, savs fohleiermacher (op. cit.

p. 150), is not to be sought in books. In this medium, too, much
of the pure impression of the original production is lost.

truth are mediated to us, providing, indeed, our

canon of spiritual judgment. But we are to trust

also to the immediacy of pivine access to our

minds, knowing Uiat there is a Spirit to lead us

into all 1 1 10 tru'rli, enabling us to judge all things
and approve those that are excellent (Jn 1613

,
1 Co

215
, Ph I 10

}.* Thus Christianity is like an^ever
new commandment, being true in Him and in us

(1 Jn 2s
). See, further, art. REVELATION.

2. Religion as response. The primary response
to the revelation of God may be said to run on
three lines, the sense of (a] dependence, (b) estrange-

ment, (c) obligation.
(a) The soul's response in a sense of dependence.

The soul, when it comes to itself, finds itself

solitary and orphaned. The issues of life run up
into eternity, and the soul first proves it is

awakened by crying out for the living God. The
fact that man is a spiritual being soon asserts itself

in the life that is not wholly preoccupied with things

temporal. In the words of St. Augustine ( Confess. ),

Thou hast made us for Thyself, and our heart
is restless until it find its rest in Thee.' Thus
begins a 'commerce, a conscious and willed rela-

tion, into which the soul in distress enters with the
'

7 on which it feels that it and its
'

.

_

, Sabatier, Outlines^ p. 27). This
, . and rest is p^rfo'-tly mot by

Christ. He satisfies the soul's -i:n-(> of t!"poM<l<.'ii<v

by drawing it to Himself. In His Divine Person-

ality men find their long-sought God. To the soul
once awakened there is no resting-place except in
the eternal Christ,

* the same yesterday and to-day
and for ever.

3

*

Holding His hand, my steadied feet

May walk the air, the seas ;

On life and death His smile falls sweet,
Lights up all mysteries.
Stranger nor exile can I be
In new worlds where He leadeth me.'

(b) A second primary response of the soul in'

religion is a sense of sin, or separation. Religion,
has found expression in sacrifices on account of the

well-nigh universal instinct that something must
be offered in order to avert the wrath or unkind-
ness of the Deity, or at least to restore happy
relations between the worshipper and the world
that is beyond his control. Whether they were
originally offered in fear of malevolent deities, or
in commemoration of the ghosts of the departed, or
to renew the covenant of a tribe with its proper
deity, does not greatly matter. Suffice it that the
sacrifice is intended, 'to restore communion with
God in such a way that in the place of guilt and
fear there may come a sense of favour through
prosperity and peace.
This strong sense of a separateness that may be

bridged is more or less efficient in all human
response to the Unseen, and is the basis on which
the higher religions rest. The danger is that the
interest may run out towards the material sacrifice
and its attendant rites in sxieh a way that the end
is forgotten in the means. But here Christ meets
the supreme need of reconciliation in the only
worthy way conceivable. On the cross the soul's
reliance can be securely planted. It so suffices
that all other sacrifices can only be put aside as
mistaken, superfluous, and vain (He 1315), unless

they are the sacrifices of empty hands and a full
heart.

(c) There is a third primary strand of religion in
the sense of obligation, by which the soul is brought
under a supreme law and purpose. There is a con-

* f Not every person has religion who believes in a sacred
writing, but- only the man who has a lively and immediate
understanding of it, and \\ho therefore, so far as he himself is

concerned, could most easily do without it
'

(Schleiermacher, op.
cit. p. 91).

^
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'
' *

influence in all religion, in addition to
of r!< :-., ! \ >. -

; j \ the sense of estrange-
ment. Keligion reany Degins for us, says Lotze,
* with a feeling of duty

'

(Phil, of Religion, p. 150).
It involves a committal of the life, the framing of
its career on lines that often lie athwart the obvious
advantages of life. The Indian fakir or Buddhist
monk is moved strongly by this sense of oMi^.-n i- >ri,

and observes conditions ot consecration <-\in ro ;!>

crippling of his life. But here, again, the faith of
Jesus Christ fulfils this need of tlie soul in a way
that liberates and enlarges it. He made that
absolute claim on the soul's affection and the life's
service to which so many have thankfully re-

sponded. He knew human nature too well to ask
for a partial surrender, and an obedience in outward
things which is hard and toOsome. But His yoke
is easy, because it brings the whole life, love,
and strength under contribution to a reasonable
service ; so that ' I ought

'
is transmuted into * I

must,' and the totriiggling life of division becomes
the soaring life of dedication. And as prayer is
the expression of the sense of dependence, and
sacrifice of the consciousness of r^hT: >'_; >:;!. -,
the sacrament is the symbol of th- 1 -i-; <,' -;>!'..;,

tion.

3. True religion embodied in Jesus Christ. It
is evident from this brief analysis of religion on its

responsive side, that Christ has the key to all its

intimacies, because the meanings of religion are
consummated in Himself. The religion which we
believe to be universal and everlasting in its char-
acter is jsi-

1 iho f:;ller knowledge and obedience of
Christ. !! i- ili- own religion, and therefore He
not only harmonizes the various feelings of re-

ligion, as we have just seen, by satisfying the
desire for security, for reconciliation, and for

authority, but He also brings into unity its various
forms. There are three chief forms wliu li religion
has taken, corresponding to the emotional, intellec-

tual, and volitional elements in human nature:
(a) the ritual side, of religion, provided over by the
priests, (b) the Ay/rX"/^//.v -ule, represented by the
theologians and philosopher*:, and ic) the legal or

customary side, ; \ niiied by ihe uilire of the scribes.
All these'departments are resolved in the NT into
the headship and hegemony of Christ. He did not
incorporate I7K religion in a hierarchic order (as
with the I <]: iln'M-'i, or in philosophical books (as
with the Brahmans), or in codes and customs (as
with the Confucians and Muhammadans). He is

Himself the Way, the Truth, and the Life (Jn 146
)

for .ill humanity.
(a] rhri>t is the perfect expression of the Temple

symbolism (He 91
"*). His name is the shrine (Mt

IS20
, cf. 2 Co 517

) ;
His will is the altar (Mt 254ft

,
cf.

2 Co 85). In His self-surrender He is the sacrifice

(Mt 2686ff
-, cf. He 1010

) ; in His self-manifestation
He is the priest (Mt II27, Jn 146 ).

*

Having then
a great high prior, who hath passed through the
heavens, f)e<n- the Son of God, let us hold fast our
confession ... let us draw near with boldness unto
the throne of grace' (He 414* 16

). (b) Christ is also

the final secret of revelation. The Spirit's work
was to be focussed on Himself (Jn Id14**), for to
know Him is to know the Father (Jn 149), and
that is life eternal

{
Jn 173 ). This is a wisdom that

the rulers of this world never knew (1 Co 26flr
-)>

though prophets and kings have desired to look
into it (Lk 1024). For the mystery of God is

Christ, in whom are hidden all the treasures of
wisdom and knowledge (Col 23 ). (c) Christ is,

moreover,
' the end of the law unto righteousness

to everyone that believeth 1

(Rp 104 ). His spirit of

love is a law of liberty to His disciples (Jn 13 17

1514, cf. Ja I23). Keeping the commandments is

consummated in following Him (Mk 1021
), i.e.

walking in love (Eph 5lf
*) ; for love is the fulfilling

of law (Ro 13 10
) and solves the complicated prob-

lems of social life (Ro 1418
}.

The three provinces of religious manifestation correspond
vnth_ the three primary sensibilities of the religious life. The
*." _Vi -

:- ii' -. s r seeks to rationalize the consciousness of
' -'i i i. i -

i theistic basis. The priest comes into
being- through the urgent need of reconciliation. The scribe
meets the desire for some authority amid the '.ji'ukiiqjea-i'imi""

' '
' "" '" ih Is c"-^-!.i ,'ul.j i lire

'
' ' ' * -

. of "si
"

_r ':.*. -. ,' <'-'i\vn
' i

'

"elig- \ . -i ..! of
-

.-;.> -VM. - .-, t M of thought, or i: fashion of life. But the fact
i'
1M ..!<- - ( -.t - is His own JV:U.G" i ihe one

"' "
-

' '

- : Jb'or it may truly
"

.

' "'
*

<
' consciousness of personal being

1

' " "

; <
"

'. 'erso: :."' . T' - ^..'--.n :-. , vague
to define it, \\ith Max MuIIer, as ;i M ' i :"< - , :-c ^finite,'
or, with Schleiermacher, as the M:- .,'! .;. ?- '\j--iess of

1

i.l
'

;
;

s n.'i ;.;.;' I./;-.- ;\ ( ^ ;;-, -. j,\. :

iy i ro-

(jj jiuial LIA\S eniuouy ihe \\iii 01 Gou ; (2) individual unite
spirits are not prodm-i?. uf riiiture, but are children of God ; (3)
reality is more ard oiht-i L'IUP the mere course of nature, it is a
Kingdom of God. In each

" v -.'>-" of per-
sonality is sounded, both _ . < And
Ritschl states one side of this truth strongly when he"explains
religion out of 'the necessity \\hich man feels of maintaining:
his personality and spiritual"

" " :;"- "

e limita-
tions of Nature.' But surely 1" -

, jal pains
to assure himself of anall-emfc- ^ :. .: _ .- heart of
things, to which his own soul can return and be'at rest (Ps 116").
That being so, we can see that only through Christ, the God-
man, can this twofold consciousness be securely maintained^
and the balance kept true between the objective and subjective
elements in religion.

In Christ is perfected both the revelation and
the response. He is the focus of revelation and
the norm of religion. In fact,

4 He reveals most
because He awakens most '

(Matheson, Growth of
Spirit of Christianity, p. 8). He enables us to see
in God our Father, because He quickens in us a
filial consciousness and behaviour. As for His
revelation of Godhead, men have seen in Him that
interwoven jmthority of love and law, of truth and
grace, which yn<-- i'ulne^< of meaning to the con-

ceptions of a Father in heaven, free-will and human
Innnortiliry. As for the response which He has
j i \\a,kiMic<l in men, they have been won to His
;<Yi'l i'iiT.;:^h His fulfilment of filial and fraternal

o-ili^j:; !:- i'i His sacrificial life. The authority
and ihe obedience were alike pre-eminent in the
Cross. Thence came the kindling spark which
made the Person of Christ a vital religious fact for

humanity. Man had thought of himself as being
in some sense on a cross because of the presence of

suffering, sin, and death ; and, so far as he was
rcii^ioiis, tried by ritual to propitiate the Al-
mighty, by philosophy to vindicate Hi> ways, by
moih'xl:* 01" conduct to reduce the mischief 01 evil
But in Christ crucified man has found God Himself
on the cross ; and with Him there, there can be no
injustice in suffering, no victory for sin, no sting
in death.
& Characteristics of Christ's religion. TL;vi'^

set this corner-stone, it only rr:nj.i> 10 :;:. i iiu;i

seven characteristics of the religion which is de-
rived from Jesus Christ and lives upon Him still

(1} Christ has made religion personal in its

authority. He is the only and absolute Lord.
His spirit has broken and broken again the bands
of ecclesiastical systems which multiply the scruples
of conscience. The authority which is not a* that
of the scribes has been in more or less effectual

operation through all the history of Christendom,
unlearned men, theweak and foolish of this world,
have more than held their own in the name of
Jesus of Nazareth (Ac 4, cf. 1 Co I25*-). His people
have gone forth, indifferent to praise or blame,
favour or persecution, and even suspending their

judgment of one another on the ground that to
their own Master they stand or fall, before whose
judgment-peat all must appear (Ro 144- 10f

-). Heroic

exploits have been undertaken and meanest duties

performed by those whose one desire is to be well-

pleasing unto Him (He 13- 1
) whom not having^seen
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they love (IP" r * "

"oses its secret
when it forgets . of the Master,
who not only m . ! bo the disciples
who nf cu'i.'MiiVil His ministry (Mt 2310

), but gave
Himself bacK to them as more than ever theirs after
death (Mt 2S~a , Jn 20. 21). Christian mysticism is

not only in place, it is imperative for the "believer.

Though he may not rise to the full height of St.

Paul's ' Not I, but Christ' (Gal 220
), he must be in

conscious touch with his Lord.

(2) Christ made religion human in its tyinptdli
It was stamped upon the remembrance of H'is

disciples that He went about doing good. Jesus
presented to a world much given to religiosity the

problem of One wiio reserved His devotions for the
solitude of night, and filled His da;. . *'.

1

.C'- .-

"
>

Sabbaths, with helping the needyV'i! ;' >; <

True, He went up to the national Feasts (Jn 213

etc. ) 3 but He was most Himself when He provided a
miraculous meal of His own (Mk 635ff

*il). True, He
revered the Temple ; but the occasions of His
triumphs, and the moment of His Imn-fig'.irjiilon.
were in secular places (Mt 17 lff

-|I)- True, ile viss

subject unto the Law ; but He made its require-
ments a secondary consideration when the cause of

humanity was at stake (Mk 223ff* 3 lffi

). These inci-

dents are typical of the attitude of Jesus towards

religious duty. He denounced the advocates of
4

Corban,' and those who * devoured widows' houses
and for a pretence made long prayers

'

; demanded
*

mercy instead of sacrifice, and reconciliation rather
than ritual

J

(Mt 913 S23*-) ; and declared that the ser-

vice of the *
little ones,

5

the least of His brethren,
was the true way of honouring the Father in
heaven (Mt 1040 2540, Jn 1314

). Slowly the dis-

ciples were weaned from their contempt for the
multitude, their li^jinra^em*Mit of women and
children (Mk !' *'), their vexation with men like
Bartimseus and Zacchseus who interfered with
their religious plans (v.

48
,
Lk 197). At last they

deserved the name of *

League of Pity.' Their first

social t-xpcrimoiif was to have all things in common
(Ac 4s'1

). Their first economic problem was how to
distribute alms most wisely to the widows (Ac 61

).

They invented a new virtue called 'brotherly
love,

3 in which all shared who were of the faith,
whatever their status or nationality. The revolu-
tion which Christ effected in humanizing the con-

ception of religion may be clearly seen in a study
of words. There were three Greek words for ser-
vice : SiaKovta,, which was used for service from man
to man, chiefly reserved for slaves ; \etrovpyta,
which was used for the service of a man to the
commonwealth; and Xarpefot, for the service rendered
to the gods.
The Christian consciousness rejected the last

word ; birti adopted and hallowed the other two,
which stood for human, not Divine service. They
appear in ' deacon * and (

liturgy
J

respectively : the
third word is left embedded in idolatry. See,
further, below, 5.

(3) Christ has made religion moral in its char-
acter,

^
because He is pre-eminently the Saviour

from sin. Religion under other auspices may moan
almost anything but a moral conflict and victory.
It may even, as in various Asiatic beliefs, spread
its sanction over immorality. And even where
there is a high ethical standard, as in Confucianism,
goodness is rather a codified substitute for religion
than the vital substance of it. Nowhere but in

Christianity is love for God identified with a
passion for real righteousness and inmost cleansing.
Not that there is no teaching to this end in the
OT. On the contrary, it is the main burden of the
prophets. And John the Baptist stood in the true
succession when he turned religion into the terms
of a repentant and reconstructed life. But it too
easily became a means to an end, so that personal

righteousness became subsidiary to <

J ":Y"
S

ri;J:i -.

And goodness became so <!i
i
it-i orair i

11
; ":

of the scribes that their iilivil \\~t\-. not so much
rectitude as correctitude.
But the religion of the Sermon on the Mount

breathes out a holiness which consumes every
lesser thing, and carries the moral imperative into
the inmost recesses of the soul. It is a remarkable
thing that Jesus brought so few charges of sin

against the irreligious people. If one might ven-
ture on a reason, it is that sin itself, i.e. the en-

thronement of self against God, meant so much to

Him that He let other things pass in order to strike
at the Prince of this world (Jn 1231 16n ). His life

and spiritual presence have made men conscious of

sin without the aid of any catalogue of transgres-
sions. On the other hand, Christ's conception of

morality was always warm and positive, on the

ground 'that
' no virtue is safe that is not enthusi-

astic
'

(Seeley, JEcce Homo, ch. 1 ). Every token of
self-abando' <":i :! li:."Y";\. faith, and love drew
forth His :,-!:i-'ii';i>>>i, -..'< *: it was the quiet
confidence of the centurion (Mt 85flr

-, Lk 172ff
*), the

moral enthusiasm of the young ruler (Mk 10T7ff
-||),

the sacrificial giving of the poor widow (12
42ff

-|J),

or the overflowing ruj'i
1
!!

1

.,
1 ^

< of the woman who
wept at His feet (Lk 1"^-). Every human trait
that escaped the imprisonment of self was in the

eyes of Jesus the material of true religion. And
it was a radiant goodness, unconscious and un-
laboured, in the early Christians that chiefly
arrested the attention of the world.

(4) Christ has made religion individual in its

responsibility, because He is the Lord of all. Re-
ligion always tends to congeal into a system.
There is, of course, a solidarity of mankind, of
which religion must take note, of which indeed it

is an expression. Sin is a common inheritance,
and redemption, too, is a universal fact. It is on
this truth that the jro^-i-l of Jesus rests. But
starting from this inn li J lio gospel lays a test and
an obligation on individuals as such. There is no
safeguard in being a son of Abraham or a disciple
of Moses without giving personal credence, allegi-
ance, and service. i*.6vw irlffreve is the keyword by
which the individual escapes from ' an evil and
adulterous generation,' and all that threatens the
full exercise of personality. From the beginning
Jesus kept the multitude at the distance of a strait

gate and a narrow way, which can be traversed
only by one at a time, by the giving of the will,
and the ..- :f; ::-., f

""
,- ;elf. And what is true

of entran ,

l\
'

.

"' holds good of its final

appointments. Punishment will be proportioned
to knowledge and reward to fidelity. With all
that He Himself brought, Jesus did not allow
men to take anything for granted, but bade them
'

watch, a=5 if on that alone
huiiji

the issue of the day.*
(5) Christ has made religion spirits"I in *U,<t

essence, because ' the Lord is the Spirit
'

(2 Co 317
)

as God is Spirit (Jn 4s4). Religion is apt to become
a mere sediment of observance, a shell from which
the life has departed. It certainly was so in the
days of our Lord ; it threatens to be so still. The
words in vogue among the Greeks were \arpela and
Gpya-Keta, the latter word being translated *

re-

ligion
'

in Ac 265 and Ja I26f% the former f service
'

in Jn 162, Ro 94 121
, He 91 * 6

. But they only con-
noted rites of worship and sacrifice : they were old
bottles which could not be entrusted with the new
spirit of Christianity. St. James uses BpTjaKeia
almost ironically when he says that '

pure religion
and undefiled is visiting widows in their affliction
and keeping one's self uspotted from the world.' St.
Paul (Iio 121

) takes up Xarpeta and 6vffia with equal
scorn, qualifying the former word with Aoyt/cT? and
the latter with {w<ra, before allowing them to be
applicable to Christianity.
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It was in this way that Christ Himself had dealt
with the prayers and almsgiving of pious Jews
(Mt 6 1 "8

) ; and the whole tendency of professional
K^.iunti-iii ii'Mont: ilie Pharisees (cf. Pro Christo et

Ecdesia}. K.i> -Viiier ' sees in secret,' and 'seeks
those to be his worshippers who worship in spirit
and in truth

'

(Mt 64, Jn 4-4). By resting religion
on ^piriluality, and giving free access by the Spirit
to the Father (Ro 55

, Eph 218
}, the whole basis of

the sacrificial system was undermined and sacer-

dotalism became an anachronism.
e The society as founded by Christ has in its collective being

a priestly character, but is without an official priesthood. It
has no temple save the living man ; no sacrifices save those of
the spirit and the life

'

(Fairbairn, Christ in Modern Theol&yy,
p. 49).

(6) Christ made religion independent in its action,

because, as He once said, My kingdom is not of
this world' (Jn "IS-^. "tt< in-, (he expression of His
eternal Spirit, < '\r. i<: i::'i*y i'- never been stamped
or cramped by the language of a given period or
the fashion of a particular pooi/ic. His gospel,
being a secret of personal t

\-jn-rj. T:^P,
has received

a most varied witness even within the NT. It has

continually broken thn;v,-4 l,i':;juage and escaped.
A:id v.hilo the Chri.-iiji.:; ro

:!;..;!<'::
in its purity has

always been able to shake itself free from the
encumbranc-~ ,-

r - ;1
"

". system 9 it has been
no less an ; A in regard to other

departments of "human activity. It lias been free

to enter and often able to renew them without

being itself captured in the process. Political

movements, new departures in arta and even ad-

vances in science, have as often as not received

guidance and support from the Christian spirit.
But to none of them has it remained captive, be-

cause it moves by right in a higher realm. Thus
4

age cannot stale its infinite variety.' It exercises

the royal prerogative of lending to all, but borrow-

ing nothing in return, and so is free for every
emergency which history unfolds in the whole com-

pass of humanity.
(7) Christ has made religion missionary in its

outlook, because He is the Saviour of the world.

Christianity is not equipped like, e.g., Muhain-
injulamsm/for capturing whole tribes at once, for

it is not. properly speaking, nationalist in its

range. But it stands alone among all other re-

ligions in its power to emancipate individuals, and

ultimately to regenerate society in every race

under the sun. It takes secure root in the uni-

versal soil of human needs and possibilities, and
with such a grip it is in command of the future.

All it waits for is that its professors should realize

that it increases in proportion as it is giren away,
and is truly known only by those who try to maKe
it known.

Christ always believed in small beginnings, but
His hope was ever set on great and triumphant
conclusions. That He was alone, with nowhere to

lay His head, did not trouble Him, for He knew
that when He was lifted up from the earth He
would draw all men unto Him (Jn 1232). That His

disciples were not wise and learned satisfied Him
perfectly, because He saw them (metaphorically

speaking) seated on thrones judging the twelve
tribes of Israel. That none of the rulers believed

on Him did not perturb Him greatly ; for He fore-

saw the time when they would come from the east

and the west, the north and the south, to sit down
in the Kingdom of God (Lk 1329

). His parables

suggested His confidence in the irresistible con-

tagion of the lives of men who had once been won
for the Kingdom. He likened His word to a fire

(Lk 1248), to leaven (Mt 1333), to a seed (v.
1
>), so

potent is its influence on life and on society. And
because the needs of the world are so great and

deep, and the fields white unto harvest, He gave

Himself up wholly to the ingathering work of the

Father, and, more than that. He laid it as a last

charge and responsibility upon His disciples that

they should go out into all the world and preach
the gospel to every creature (Mt 2S19

).
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A. N. ROWLAND.
RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE, I. Evidential

value of religious experience. Experience is

the ultimate test of truth. All knowledge conies
from within. World-knowledge, -olf-knbvled^e,
God-knowledge, all equally ^.cprm

1
'-.json (\\v i ru&t-

wortliiness of this inner U/LJ !I.' M~ ::'.:"-i::i
i fiLio!i. A

universal experience, or an intuitive consciousness,
ives us knowledge lifted to the highest power,
'hat which is most universal and most enduring

is vouched for by the nature of things. The
!?.- is as clear and universal as

It is as natural to man
as volition or mathematics. Every baby is born
blind and dumb and without the power to will,

and there may be some tribes with poor eyes and
slow tongues and no theology ; but in normal

humanity there is a latent capacity for sight and

speech and volition, and at least a hope that the
soul has relations -wi ill ilus **'i\n.': , \\:n-.:. TVVi<'"
is not something i!iri-r.li.;i-. \\ \* ^ nj;l .MV-! ;>

man as eyesight and ^trir-gaxin^f. Tl is as normal
as any physiologic function. .Modern i^yt-holopry
has indisputably proved that religious e-xpoiiunoo
is as closely related to the nerves and l/lood as

puberty ; the vital organs and psychic mechanism
are built with reference to it. Its importance and
value to the race are doubly starred, for '

its best
fruits are the best things nistory has to show *

(James, Varieties of Eeliytons Experience, p. 259).
To doubt its veracity would be an insolence to

the Providence of the universe. Modern psy-
chology has only emphasized Augustine's decision :

'

Lord, if we are deceived, we are deceived by Thee.
5*

It is because the XT grew out of, andis the re-

cord of, genuine first-hand religious experience that

it has the gift of tongues, and can speak to every
man in the language wherein he was born.

2. Pre-requisites of religious experience. The
gnn.' fuiii'in.'iiciiliiT I'lv-r^jUMUsof n-T

"^:<y.- cxprri-
ence the Gospels take lor granted. There is no more
of an attempt to prove God's existence than man's

existence, or God's power of speech than man's.

God loves to speak to man, and man can under-

stand. God is the imperative preliminary to all

religious life ; He is the chief factor in its continu-

ance and perfecting. Each, soul possesses as its

birthright a knowledge of moral distinctions, a
sense of moral obligation, a conscious power of

obedience or disobedience to such law as the soul

knows. ATI this, where not affirmed, is assumed

by all the Gospel writers.

3. Pre-CMstian religious experience. Much of

the religious e^p^riencc described in the Gospels
is pre- Christ inn. Primitive, Christianity never

imagined that a rich religious experience was not

possible outside the Christian community. The
Divine Shepherd has c other

*

sheep
' besides the

Israelites (Jn 106). Jesus Himself expressly affirms

* Professor James, from a study perhaps too largely devoted

to abnormal developments of the religious emotions, reaches

nevertheless the significant conclusion that, *if intercourse

between man and God is not a fact, then religion does not

simply contain elements of delusion, but is rooted in delusion

altogether
'

(op. cit. p. 465, ct p. 547).
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this, and refers to ]SJ"aaman the Syrian, the widow
of Zidonj the Roman centurion, and the Syro-
phcenieian woman as possessing' better religious

experience than their Jewish iKjigliboura-, and

definitely announces that * many
J

shall come from
the heathen nations and enter the future Kingdom
in peace (Jn 1220 - 28

,
Lk 425 --8

,
Mk 7U, Mt 81Q

If
8
).

So, the Samaritans were at various times praised
"by Jesus, and one of them was selected as the ideal

type of brotherhood (Lk 7 11 * 19 lO25"37
), Yet, while

Jesus proclaimed, faith and gratitude and compas-
sion to be religious virtues wherever found, and

evidently preferred honest heresy to thoughtless
orthodoxy, He nevertheless regarded Gentiles and
Samaritans as heretics, and the Jews as the natural
' children of the kingdom

'

(Mt S12 ; cf. IS17
, Jii 42

-).

The Apostles were all Jews, and the holy men and
women whose prayers and hymns filled the earth
with prophetic hope at the birth of John and Jesus
were representative OT saints. They had been
4

prepared for the Lord '

(Mk I 17 ), and were *

prayer-
ful,'

l

devout,* and
f

rlghteoii.-
J

people who
*

rejoiced
in Go 1

:.
1

"!

:

i:.; 'V
1

. \\irh the Holy Ghost,' and
could .,.:. ; -.!'. in peace' (Lk I6* 47 - 67 225-29

,

cf . Jn I ,. *v -
' r i

l

:

,ious fruit does not grow on
a tree with a rotten root.

4. Christian experience contrasted with all

other religious experience. Nevertheless, as com-

pared even with the best religious experiences of

the Old Covenant, those of the New seemed like
' new wine J (Mk 222), like newly discovered
treasure (Mt 1334), like a wedding day (Mt 915

),

like the one pearl of great price
'

(Alt 1346 ) 5 like

a king's banquet (Mt 222
), like the rising of the

sun (Lk I79
,

cf. Jn I17). The religious kmwlojliM'
and outlook even of that holy prophet and herald
of whom Jesus Himself said that there had been
4
nuvii* ^icfU(-r born of women/ were to be so eclipsed

rl>Mi IT, A\N> was '
little

1

in the New Kingdom
should 1 >c> ^.

i OJL I or i 1 KIT !
^

! ': (Mt 1 111
}. New standards,

new Mci'iN, uwv *,! '"HIM I magnitudes, above all, a
new -|ririiu."J 'i\!!,!mic had appeared, and with
these a totally new spiritual experience. The new
things introduced by the gospel have often been
catalogued, but Jesus was the supremely new thing
in the new religion. Much of the teaching, even
its central Goldmen Rule, was old, but He was new.
He, not His teaching, was the centre of the new
gospel. He was the gospel ; Himself the glad
tidings of great joy. His coming brought a new
morning to the world (Lk I78 ), and originated a
new vision of righteousness and a new sunrise type
of religious experience in the souls of men.

5. Religious experience of Jesus. But although
Jesus created a new religion characterized by
strangely new religious dispositions, it is a difficult
ta->k to discover from the records the facts con-

cerning His own soul life. That He prayed and
had the inner certainty of reply ; that He was
tempted ; accepted the Father's will even when
unexplained to Him ; that He had great confidence
in God, and felt a peculiar harmony between Him-
self and the Infinite Goodness. all this, and much
more, is known. But did the self-identity with
the moral law which He claimed (Jn 146

, cf. Mk
S34 10-1 1331 5 Mt 517 ) involve the consciousness of

self-identity with Jehovah ? So St. John's Gospel
certainly teaches. According to all the Gospels,
He claimed a jurisdiction here and hereafter which
no other sane man has ever ventured to claim. He
showed no hesitancy in calling Himself ' meek and
lowly,' while in almost the same breath He de-
manded absolute submission of intellect and will
from all who expected to remain His *

friends,' or

hoped to be at peace with God hereafter (e.g.
Mt 721ff- H28

*', Lk e46, Jn 1514). Even in Mk. He is

represented as claiming, without misgiving, to be
the expected Messiah and Judge of the world (8

2J>
),

who has power to forgive sins (2
10

), and to whom all

men owe absolute spiritual allegiance (S
34 - 38

). The
other Synoptics, as well as Jn., specincally repre-
sent Him as claiming to be superior to the wisest

lawgivers and prophets of the past (Mt 1242 19s
,

Lk IP1
, Jri I 17

) One whose mission in the world
was to give His life a ransom for the race ( Jn 316

,

ef. Mk 1045 ), Himself the centre and object of the
devotion of all men loyal to the inner light (Lk 1914

2018
, Jn 540 717

): the only Being who knew God
(Mt II 27

), a Saviour and Judge whose 'Depart

Gospel as being peculiarly calm, sincere, humble,
and self-forgetful, :-. -.'

,, h--, -! -.f singular"
v .

*

;,'

"
J

!

'

S' .
- ':".: His own

witness
,

;.
. }, '. -.--' -fcantly possessing a i-e;ir^ -'doci,

,

-
(. I.

1 ''
:' 'i sea,

3 which peace He liHi<:\0'!

He could impart to others. The self-consciousness

of Jesus was the spring underneath the Temple-
altar, out of which flowed the healing waters of

Christianity.
6. Christ's relation to Christian experience.

Whatever we think, who never ate at the same
table with Him, there is not the slightest doubt as
to what the earliest Christians thought of Jesus.

They never attempted to analyze His states of

consciousness, He was to them the object rather
than the subject of religion, but of one thing they
were absolutely sure, it was He who had worked
the mighty change in them. Whereas they had
been blind, they could now see ; whereas they
had been helpless, they now had conscious victory
over sin ; and new powers in many directions were
theirs. These new experiences came through Him.
In coming to Him they had found God, and a new
type of thought and life had appeared within them-
selves. Jesus Christ was the source of this change
of personality. All the NT writers agree as to this.

A writer in the JE (art.
* Jesus ')> though believing that Jesus

never claimed to be the Messiah, at the saine time acknowledges
1li!*i

* n"- '">-'; siJifrMijrrVin.'^i'rM'fl^r.- his claim that spiritual
j>< -u'o ii'i-i -:ii\iii

: "*i \\- v -o !" t" ''fl ; the , ;.

nis leadership.' JSathaniel fcSchrmdt (Propht
*

, . v
also makes a suggestive admission when he 'says that, 'while
Jesus never claimed to be the Messiah, yet all rhe hopes of OT
propht-1,3 embodied in King, Redeemer, and Divine Manifora-
tion \\<jre more than fulfilled in Him ; and although He never,
probably, claimed to forgive sins, yet He could forgive them,
and historically He has actually been the Saviour of the world,
and is saving men yet (pp. 8, 203, S17).

That Jesus Christ was the Saviour every man
needed, One who could save up to and beyond the
limit of the man's best hope, was the common

"!
,'.

, : v "

'""lose who most "i hough r fully oV^rved
II

"" '

and reported His words, 'it is con-

stantly assumed as a fact of consciousness, and often
declared in unequivocal language, that every man
has so fl}irranny slnno<l ngnin-t light and become
such a slave to sin that he needs the very power of
the Almighty to enable him to fulfil his moral
duty and reach his spiritual ideal. He needs more
than one act of omnipotence. He needs a God who
will come and stay close to him, ruling the life,

not from without but from within (Mk 715
,
Mt 158

,

Lk 1721, Jn 42] 151"6
}. The earliest Christians are

unanimous in the declaration that in coming to
Jesus Christ they had found the Father, and that
He was not afar off but within ; and after Pente-
cost they speak of the inward Presence either as
4 God/ l

Spirit of God/ c

Holy Spirit/ or Spirit of
Christ.'

7. Origin of Christian experience. Herein lies

the explanation of the earliest typical Christian

experience. The new religion was rooted in a
new conception of the Holy Ghost. A perfected
Christian experience was not possible until after
Pentecost. There is no emphasis in the Gospels
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upon personal experience. They have to do with
'Jesus only.' His statements as to truth and
His promise of future blessedness were sufficient

grounds of certainty without any
*

experiences
'

to
corroborate them. Salvation, according to the
earliest Christian Gospel, is proved not by personal
experience but by practi< ;il morality, a compassion-
ate spirit, and obedience to the inner law this
inner law being objectified in Jesus Christ when
He is known (Mt 2514"45

). The proper use of

talents, helpfulness, mercifulness-. iirHyurf.ilriu^.
and love for brother man these v iln: intirk^ of
a Christian. To be humble and self-forgetful, to
care for the poor, and the feick, and the sinful this
is to

e inherit the kingdom
'

(Mt 614
). A man may

be a member of Christ's Kingdom even though he
has not consciously been >er\ ing Him (Mt 25J7 'SC)

).

He who forgive-- shall be forgiven (Mt 614
). To be

a Christian is not to *

accept the word with joy/
but to live, bearing fruit (Mt 1320-23

, Lk 8 13
). In

Mk. it is not even remembered that Jesus ever

promised 'joy,
5

or 4

peace/ or '

rest.* These words
do not meet us in this earliest Gospel. Jesus was
the sole object of thought. How a disciple felt

was of too little importance to be noticed. In Mt.
the tnui-foMiii!^ D "nciple is the word spoken by
Jesu-, M-M! :'.(; IOMIU is 'rest' (e.g. 728 II 29 1328).
In Jn. the transforming principle is Jesus, who is
* the Word J and t the Life/ and the result is
'

peace' (3
4 633 1427 17s). With St. Paul the trans-

forming principle is the Holy Ghost applying the

redemption purchased by the blood of the cro.-s,

and the result is 'joy' and *

glory.* In the

Synoptics the command is 'Come/ and if you
endure to the end you.

* shall be saved/ In Jn. the
command is Believe/ and he that believeth * hath
everlasting life/ With St. Paul the central inter-

rogation is,
l Have you received the Holy Ghost ?

J

if so, you
* have been saved '

(cf. Eph 25). In the

Synoptics it is following Jesus that is emphasized ;

in Jn. it is being one with Jesus; in St. Paul's
letters it is being united with Him in His death.
In the Synoptics salvation is educational ; in Jn.
it is biological ; in St. Paul's letters it is sacrificial.

The first type of thought emphasized the fact of

salvation, the second its psychology, the third its

philosophy. In their deepest meaning these three
are one ; out they represent three tvpes of Chris-
1i;>n thought, from which resulted tnree types of
( ,'liri^i inn doctrine and Christian experience. Each
type finds its root in the Gospel teaching ; but the

appeal to the 'inner witness/ the making pro-
minent of Christian experience, and the rise of what
may be called the emotional type of Christianity,
are all post-Pentecostal development*. So long as

Jesus remained with them, the di<ciples did not
think it worth while to talk of themselves, or
notice their own inward emotions or mental experi-
ences. But Jesus left them, and in utter loneliness

and sorrow they stood gazing into the heavens
which had received Him. But at Pentecost they
began to awaken to the fact that He was still

alive, still near them, still able to talk with them,
and make their hearts burn as He talked. Then
their eyes were turned within, and Christian experi-
ence began to be of vital theological importance.
It was the new Christian thought of the Holy
Ghost which gave birth both to the Johannine and
to the Pauline theologies and experiences. The Holy
Spirit represented Christ in the believer's heart.

It spake with the authority of God Himself, and
in the very accents of the One now gone. Christ
was with them again. He had promised to come,
and to abide with them always (Jn Q56 141S ). He
had kept His promise. The Word was again
incarnate, and was in each one of them. The
believer's flesh was His flesh (cf. Eph 580, and

especially the startling words of 2 Co 317 6 5 Ktipios

rb Trvevpti e<mv). This discovery, that it was the
Lord Jesus Himself who was speaking within them
in the Person of the Holy Ghost, brought the

experiences of the soul into new importance. It
was this consciousness of the indwelling Christ
which filled the hearts of the early Christians with
joy, and made them a wonder to the heathen world.

Typical Christian experience did not begin until
Pentecost (Jn 7

3i)
3 Ac 217

19-) ; yet the {Synoptic
Gospels contain all the roots of the beautiful rod
which budded in those later ecstatic experiences.
Although, when a sinner repented and was for-

given, it was only the joy of God and the angels
which the Synoptics thought important enough to
mention (Lk lo7 * 10

), incidentally we learn that the
return to God brings a kiss to the soul and a song
to the lips (Lk 15-u24). It was a home-con:i:iy.
There can be no doubt that ']!:pin <r God,'" and
'

gladness of heart/ and an oxliilfiratioii which was
like the exhilaration of wine, were characteristic
of the earliest Christian experiences (Ac 215- 46- 47

).

Every later Apostolic experience, however jubilant,
appears prophetically in Jn. (e.g. 436 1511 1620" 22*

"4

S. Mange and content of Christian experience.
No part of human nature is excluded from

the influence of saving grace. Schleiermacher
centred religion in the feelings, Hegel in the
intellect, Kant in the will ; but Jesus Christ
centred it in the man. The Torah of Jesus brought
into loftiest prominence the fact that all man's
faculties of -ensibility, intellect, and volition must
be brought to focus, in the act and state of Iovin_g
self-surrender to God (Mk 1280). Christian experi-
ence, as depicted in the NT, includes a new intel-

lectual vision, a radical shifting of the emotional
centre, and a rectification and strengthening of the
will.

The first step in a typical Christian experience
is the rccc^riiii ion of a new horror in sin. Sin is a
more iuuoiiil and deadly thing to the Christian
than to the Hebrew or the Babylonian. It is not

only an epidemic universal and fatal (Jn I29), a
blood-poisoning (9

41 1522-

**}, worse than a lifelong

paralysis (5
14

), which may be eternal (Mk S29), a
slavery (Jn 8s4), and an insanity (Lk 1517

) ; it is

ungrateful (16
6
), traitorous (Mk 226), unfilial (Lk

1511
} ; the assassination of one's higher self (9

25
),

and a fratricidal blow at Jesus Christ (Mt 21s
,

Lk O22). The cross shows God's thought of sin,
and those who have seen the cross get a totally
new view of the gpilt of sin. Jesus can never be
seen as a Saviour, in the Gospel sense, until a man
sees himself to "be a lost sinner having no hope of

help except from God (Lk T42 154
'32 1910

). It is no

sign of *

healthy-Jnindednefcs' to feel no terror of

sin. The ' neurotic state
:

is not one of keen sorrow
for sin, "but a state of hardness and callousness (e.g.

Lk 1517, cf. Ej>h 21
). Repentance is not a fi

patho-
logical condition of melancholia/ which is to be
avoided ; it is the sinner's only hope. It is the

goodness of God which leadeth him, to repentance.
To be *

pricked to the heart ' when one faces the

cross is characteristic of a genuine Christian

experience. When one reaches a state where he
cannot feel these sharp goads of pain, then even
God Himself cannot help him (Mt 1231 - 41

, ef. He 66).
Sackcloth and ashes are the appropriate clothing
for the penitent (Mt II21

). Yet it is not the
emotional drapery, but the decisive action of

_
the

soul away from the wrong and towards the right

(i.e. Christ) which is made emphatic (Jn 146). The
first call is to repentance (Mk I

15
). This is the

first thing commanded, for it is the first possible
active effort of the man co-operating with the con-

stant effort of God without whom he could neither
will nor act aright in his own salvation. It is

the first active human preliminary to a conscious
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Christian experience. It is a radical change of

mind (.aerayoew), involving a radical change of front
.

(ejrc<rrpe<a>). Tlie response of the will to revealed

duty is the ' Yea '

or *

Nay
'

to God's call. \Vith

the ' Yea '

his eyes open, and he gets new vision.

Sin can shut out even the sight of God and "blind

the soul to the difference between good and evil

(Mt 1224 ). Purity of intent and purpose cleanses

the lens of the intellectual telescope so that one
can see God ; and when one sees God, many other

things previously obscured "become visible (Jn 4-9

o40
).

Saving faith, according to the Gospels, centres
in Christ. It is not faith in one's self or in one's

own salvation, present, past, or future ; it is a loyal
surrender to Him who represents the soul's highest
ideal of right, as Lord. Haying accepted Him as

Lord, the soul then finds Him to be iSaviour (Jn
gas. 24^ j-jj -kile Synoptics the words iriems, -Trtcrretfaj

do not mean as much as with St. John and St. Paul,
"because the words l Christ' and "Saviour' did not
mean as much ; but in every case the surrender is

to Jesus up to the level of all the light received.

Whosoever * wills to do his will
5

shall know at least

this, that Jesus can be trusted (7
17

, cf. 9s6 ).
The

testimonies to conscious personal trust in Jesus
Christ as the supreme standard of right and the

never-failing and ever-present Helper of all sin-sick

souls, fill every page of the NT. The result of the
exercise of faith is not infrequently a change of

opinion and judgment? it is always a change of

affection and volitional relation to God. The man's
whole nature changes. Jn. states this by the

strongest po&-""
i

-1 < '% ;:. ! ,-' of a second birth

(3
10
); but the *\ !' |i, !- ':';, prophetically at the

same thing. The man must make a new 1 -o :r
:

n " : * r .

as radical as if he had become a child si^-i"
1

! ,V :

"
k
"

183, cf. Mk 1015). A new seed of
|
>CM son alii-y must

be planted within him (Lk 84"15 IT-';. There must
be a change of the life passion (Mt 62S 1039). New-
born thoughts an-T f'-ri'-i^:- ard powers must de-

velop until the \" !.
-

M.ju-s'.r 11 - are practically
reversed (Mk S35 1230 *

*, Mt 53
'10 1635

, Lk 1735 ).

St. Paul constantly dwells upon this. The new life which
one consciously obtains L'iroi.urii fuU 1

! In ,T'^ .- Christ is likened
to that which would bo ru-ac'l Ivi

<i':i< V'ninjr a corpse or

bringing about a resurrection from the dead (1 (Jo 1522, Col &,
Eph 25). The man obtains a new self, as if he had been re-
( r U (1 ("> <"*> r^7). Olirst has started a new race, as truly as
f\',d vl.vn '! (",>!,">-- *

), ari'l the result is a new manhood, a new
hiirnanirv(To, xcti,os [TSV vecv] av^anrav, Eph 4s4, Col 310) governed
by a nc^ law of life.

All the Gospel writers mention, though incident-

ally or prophetically, the liberty and the new
strength and courage to will and to do the right
which come with trust in Jesus, as well as the new
and glad sense of love for both man and God (e.g.
Mk 1230 -

, Mt II30 2540
, Lk 632 11- , Jn S36). One

is not merely conscious of his own sincerity ; he
can testify that a Father's welcome has been given
Mm, and that Christ has * manifested ' Himself to
Mm (Lk 1520, Jn 1421). Perhaps the Gospel doctrine
most fully developed in the later writings of the
NT is that of spiritual unity with Christ, through
self-surrender to become one with Him. This doc-
trine is found in germ in every Go^pol, 1ml comes
to complete flower in ilio yiroioini'i iciu-hiii^s of St.
John. Unity with Christ does not, however, mean
identity. The disciple may be perfectly like his

Lord, but magnitudes differ. The best experience
has in it a <rpod hope of a better experience. Unity
with the Divine doe^ not make man & god, but
splendidly and fully human. The Ego not only
finds peace when it turns to God, but finds itself

(Mt 1039 1516- 25
, Lk I535- 17

). Progress is now poss-
ible. The man can now e win' his own soul (Lk
2119

). Jesus lifts life put of the 'tragedy of the
commonplace

}

by offering to it a perfect ideal and
the highest possible impulse to reach it. This I

guarantees never - ending development. He who
takes the Perfect for his ideal, and strives for an

experience to match his vision, must have grace
and more grace, life and more life (Jn I 16 101(>

).
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RENDING OF GARMENTS. The practice of

signifying grief by tearing the clothes. There
were four occasions on which rending of garments
was enjoined by the Jewish Law: (1) death; (2)

the apostasy of a member of the family; (3) the

destruction, during persecution, of a copy of the
Law ; (4) blasphemy. In the case of a member of
the family becoming apostate the clothes were
rent as for his death, and the mourners sat for one
hour on the ground and ate bread and ashes. The
nynp rvo^n (Laws of Bending) are very minute, and
embrace no fewer than thirty-nine rules. For the
dead the rending was to be performed just before
the body v -

fi'Y.^y hid from view, and it was to

be done -:,-.
ii

-l
: "

.

'

Both sexes were ordered to
rend the < !>* '!- ; the heart/ i.e. to the skin, but
in supposed obedience to Jl 213 it was to be *no
farther than the navel. ' For father or mother all the

garments were rent till the breast was exposed, but
a woman was enjoined to rend her : ,

*

1 r :r 1 1 <
'

: i {

private, and to wear it reversed. I

' "

-^ ,:!.
sake of decorum, and the outer garment was then
rent in public without her skin being exposed. For
other relations (brothers and sisters) the outer gar-
ment only was rent. For father and mother the
rent was over the heart, but in the case of others
on the right side. The rent garment was worn for

thirty days. The rent was ordered to be of the
size of a fist (nj&). It was not to be repaired in
the case of mourning for parents till the time of

mourning wa- ])ji^t. but for others it might be
loos-oly diMwn together, leaving a ragged tear, after
seven days, and properly repaired after thirty days.A woman, however, might in all cases repair after
seven days. The rending of clothes was not to take
place on the Sabbath, hut if it were done on that
day in excess of grief, it was excusable on account
of the piety it betokened. No rending of garments
was obligatory unless news of the death were re-
ceived within thirty days, except in the case of the
death of parents.
The action of Caiaphas (Mt 26s5, Mk 1463) is an

instance of the rending of garments for blasphemy.
In this _case the high priest was enjoined to rend
' both his outer and his inner garments with a rent
that could never be repaired.'

LTTERATURr,.--EdershGim. JjT\ MacMe, Manners and Customs
of BillA Land ; Thomson, LB

; art
*

Mourning
*
in Hastings'DB- \T. H. KANKIKE.

RENUNCIATION. Ideas of renunciation In the
teaching of Jesus may be classed under three
heads : (1) renunciation of what is sinful, (2) sur-
render of worldly possessions, (3) special self-

abnegation. It may not be possible to draw clear
lines of demarcation, but these divisions are never-
theless distinct,. The cares of this world and the
deeeitfulness of riches and the lusts of other things
(Mk 419

), that check the life
o_f

the soul as weeds
choke the growth of the grain, may be said to
indicate them in the reverse order.
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1. Sin, of course, is to be renounced without

qualification or compromise ;
and whatsoever leads

to sin. The ' them shalt not J

of the Decalogue is

carried into the inner sphere with an extent and
thoroughness of application not known to the law-

,

givers of the world. We have renounced,' says |

Wt. Paul, 'the hidden things of <]Mio-;, :-!\
'

(2 Co
4-). But Christ's commands go f.-irt !).;. "'If thy

''.; ,M/r. ." thee, pluck it out *

(Mt 5 <J9- M 18s - 9
;.

iiiese laws require not only the renunciation of
\\ hatever desire, impulse, aim, or intention is con-

trary to the will of God, but also of things inno-
i ent that might tend to ' lead into temptation

'

;

the renunciation of that trebly manifested evil

i
1 Jn 2lb

') by which the world is placed in antago-
nism to the Father.

2. Renunciation in its bearing on temporal poss-
essions is expounded in the address that followed
the rebuke of covetousness (Lk 1213 '34

, Mt 6ly'w
).

Here Jesus emphasizes the distinction of the in-

ward and the outward, the primary and the sub-

ordinate, the essential and the accidental. The
life is a far greater thing than the material means
of sustenance, the body by which we live is much
more important than its protecting garment.

l A
man's life consisteth not in the abundance of the

things which he possesseth.' If what is primary
and essential is made secure, what is secondary
will follow as a matter of course. The error of
the Gentiles is that they devote themselves to the

secondary and neglect the fundamental. Men
feed the outward life and starve the soul,, or they
adorn the body and disregard its real dignity. They
store up wealth, but are not i rich toward God.'
But t treasure in heaven 3

is the true riches. The
spiritual is supreme. Our priiyi-r should be for
4

daily bread* or the -aii-fnmon of necessary re-

(juirements. We should seek the Kingdom of God,
in the assurance that temporal matters will find

adjustment sieronlinp to pi evidential law.
3. Xtffv// N/,//"-'/,//;,"^/"/

/"',?, has its clearest state-

ment in Mi, 1JJK \Vlu-rlior thai, pa-^ijje i> literal

or figurative is immaterial. The value i-* in the

principle. The dutyofabandoning good may be laid

on men of hesitating disposition who need to be un-

trammelled, or on special ministers such as the dis-

ciples, who forsook all and followed their Master
that they might give undivided effort to the

preaching of ihe^o.-pel. The things surrendered

may be po C-MOIIS kindred, or even life (Lk 1829}.
An important lesson on the subject is found in the
interview of the rich ruler with Jesus (Lk 1818

etc.). This man was outwardly perfect, yet con-

scious of imperfection. He had rank, position,
wealth, manners, and he had kept the Law.
Jesus called on him to surrender his property and
become a disciple. The first reflexion here is that
formal is not real excellence ; that not the out-
ward life only, but the heart, and soul, and spirit
are to be judged. Hence it is that not the right-
eou^ness of the Law, but the righteousness by faith

is the hope of the Christian. With this youth
may be contrasted his contemporary St. Paul, who
attained to the mind of Christ, and for the sake of

the higher life counted all things hue loss. The
second reflexion (which is virtually the same) is

the ethical principle that benevolence precedes
prudence, that the cause of the community is

prior to that of the individual. The command to
'sell . . . and give to the poor

5 was the form

adapted to the individual case in which the prin-

ciple of renunciation was expressed in the shape of

social duty. In a religion which begins with the

requirement of repentance and renovation of life,

and which in all aspects exalts the spiritual, subordi-

nating the temporal and earthly, nothing is more
fitting than the childlike spirit ; the graces of

humility, meekness, and gentleness belong to the
VOL. II. ~2

new conception of the beautiful ; while the strain
of public duty requires the propelling motive of

l>V.i:::!iiiu:\. and the ready acceptance of self-

*j;rUii- 1*. U;i: renunciation is not without reward.
The individual is one in a large family of brethren,
and his own good is promoted by the health of
the community. He who subordinates the self-

regarding virtues to the altruistic, who abandons
rights and possessions while he cherishes the love
ot God and of man, will iind even in this life
' manifold more.* Sharing the life of others, he
will receive from them, more than he gives. By
the frustration of false developments the basis of
his per>onal life is .-Lfon^Lliened ; and by fellow-

ship and service his life becomes richer, nobler,
more blessed. Tims is realized the paradox (Mk
8ys

) that the Christian loses his life to save it.

The dethronement of self is the beginning of
moral victory and power. The path of renounce-
ment leads to spiritual wealth.
These principles derive strength from a study

of Christ's own life. The Son of Man had no
possessions, no fixed abode. He toiled for the re-

lief of the suffering. The project of kinji-Mip Tit:

ivcog nixed as the temptation of Satan. Ho ^iv<-(l

others He could not save Himself. The model
life was at all points a life of renunciation ; a life,

too, of ;
'
i o : : L ; -\ i :^ ? endurance of wrong. But

from th !;;V * '.! 'i . >< cross came distinctly into

view, renunciation was inculcated as a necessary
condition of membership in His community.

* If

any man will come after me. let him deny himself,
and take up his cross' (Mt 1624 etc.). Victory
through cross-bearing, life through death, became
the final maxims of duty. And the disciples were

required at once to behold the career of their

Master, and to be prepared to undergo a similar

experience. The principle of renunciation took
the form of a courageous facing of difficulties, a
steadfast endurance of ills, a heroic encountering
of < ---i ::i :!. ..Fi-l a submission even unto death.
IVri.i.ii- Ji- vj.i< n\ Christian is St. Paul. To him
crucifixion is "the image of his relation to estab-
lished society.

c The world is crucified to me and
I to the world J

(Gal 6K). For Christians in general
his language is more restricted but not substanti-

ally different :
*

they that are Christ's have cruci-

fied the flesh
'

(Gal 524). But, nevertheless, his

tones are triumphant :
e all things are yours' (1 Co

S22
). The cross is the centre of hi>tory, and cross-

hearing is the soul of virtue ; and the afflicted are
4 more than conquerors

*

(Ro S37).
The law of Renunciation has been repeatedly

restated in modern literature. Die and re-exist
'

was a maxim of Goethe. Self-renouncement was

expounded by Matthew Arnold (Lit. and Dogma}
as the secret of Jesus. * Die to live

'

is a principle
of Hegelianism. This latter axiom has been ex-

pounded by Dr. E. Caird (ffeael, <1fm. ; Evolution

of Meligwn, iL 6-8) as the fundamental principle
of a universal ethic. According to this authority,
it is a law of the spiritual world, as contra-dis-

tinguished from the natural, that self-realization

is to be attained by self-sacrifice. The theorem
'die to live* involves on the one hand absolute

surrender of self and of every good to the Father
of spirits and on the other hand restoration in

another form through the possession of an enlarged
life tilled with deeper and -wider interests. The
sacrifice of selfishness proves the birth of the true

self, the individual deriving from the universal the

good for which it exists. The death of Christ was
no accidental phenomenon, but the highest revela-

tion of the Divine in conflict with the world's evil.

The surrender of a life as a sacrifice to a cause

tends to give a universal value to the life so sacri-

ficed. This, of course, does not differentiate the

death of Christ from ordinary martyrdom ; but we
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may agree with Caird that paramount moral doc-
trine must accord both with the lessons of history
and with the highest reason of a universal spiritual

philosophy. By such tests we distinguish the true
from the false renunciation, and arrive at a clearer

comprehension of the Divine intuition of Jesus.

On the other side, the reverse doctrine, that self-

assertion is the essence of sin, has been rightly

accepted as a fundamental truth of the moral

sphere. The term so used includes the exaltation
of the lower nature over the higher, and the placing
of the individual or particular before the social or
universal. This principle denies equality of right,

repudiates the primary law of love, and treats with
scorr, the consciences of men. Its essential mani-
festation is in the lust of power and pride of life,

though every other selfish gratification may be
included. In mediaeval ideas pride held the dark

- -
,

'

r ; . r
" d conceptions of Satan were formed

i i . !i . in modern times, and especially
since Milton, the historic view is modified. In the
career of the master-fiend whose history is the his-

tory of evil (as that career is in Paradise, Lost

portrayed for all time) it is 'pride and, worse,
ambition 1 that rule. True it is that down the
Christian ages, and even within the Church, self-

assertion has been as prominent (though not so

abundant) as self-denial. But it is equally true
that where such egotism has flourished spiritual
life has died. See, further, art. SELFISHNESS.

y^, , ,- ,
v .-r-oT- Hastings

1 DB, art.
* Seli-Snrrender '

; Newman
Srr.

'

, f'/t ,-->, i: Ethics^ p. 372 ff. ; Miiller, Christian, Doct. of
Sfn.\\.'^'2W. : rhannimr. Complete Works [eel. 1SS4], p.ti59ff.';
"VT. Arelier 15 nkr. .sY/v/z, i. -J7 : A. Kernpis, Imit, of Chrit;
Geonjj- 1'iior. Mill on ii>? Fw. o,h. iv. bk. 8; <3r. Macdonald, 77*6

litti'jitHi'* >.-"'r3 f'l rft sicientfh'c Axpect (1903). 79 ; J.Strachan,
Heb. Ideal* (WO 2), 48.

"

B. SCOTT.

**REPENTANCE. In Christ's own life repentance
has no place. The

"

,: 0. - '* contain no ex-

pression, direct or ;
: ,-. . f any feeling of

penitence or of regret for anything He ever did
or left undone, for anything He ever said or left

unsaid. He never prays for forgiveness. He
never knows of a time when He was not in peace
and harmony with God

;
He never speaks of

coining into peace and harmony with God.

Though He teaches insistently that all others
must repent and become sons, and even then must
pray for the forgiveness of their sins, yet He
Himself knows nothing "but that He is the Son of
His Heavenly Father, and He never loses by any
act the consciousness of the Father's approval.
See, further, art, SJKLESSFESS.

1. Christ's teaching on repentance. In the
teaching of Jesus the fundamental category was
the Kingdom of God (a<rt\efo rov 0eou), i.e. the

spiritual rule of God in the heart of a man or in
the hearts of men. This /focriXeta simply means
God's authority established, God exercising His
will and having His way, whether it be in a single
human soul, or in a Church, or in a Christian

community (as in the primitive Church of Pente-

cost), or in the Church universal, or in the world.
God's Kingdom has come, that is, His rule is

established, when and where His will is done as
it is supposed to be done 'in heaven,' that is,

ideally, whether that be in a single heart or ' on
(the whole) earth.'

This enables us to understand why Jesus has so
much to say about righteousness. Righteousness
was another name for" the fulfilling of the will of
God

;
it was doing what God wanted done

j
it was

the realizing of the rule of Gfod. Hence men were
called on to repent and become righteous. Re-
pentance, as conceived and taught by Jesus, meant
a change of the whole life, so as to subject it and
to conform it to God, a radical and complete
revolution of one's view oi God and attitude

**Copyright, 190S, by t fairies Scribn*r** Sons

toward God. This meant a change of the whole
of life in its inlook as well as in its outlook

;
a

change, in short, of one's self, motives, aims,

pursuits.
Jesus' primary thought was of a change to.

For His starting-point was God. Hence the

burden of His message was God and riiilitcou&nr*?.

But this implies that there was Miinc-thhii: to

change from. Men were to free their mind from
one thing and to fix it on another. They were to

exchange one habitual, fixed state of mind for

another for its opposite, namely, for one that

recognized, preferred, hungered after and sought
for righteousness as the fulfilment of the will of

God, as the realization of the rule (Kingdom)
of God.
What was it then that they were to change

from ? Naturally it was from that which was the

opposite of righteousness, that which refuses the

rule of God and excludes Him from life. In other

words, it was from sin. In turning to God it was
necessary, in the nature of the case, to turn from
that which is opposed to God, from, that state of

mind which loves, enjoys, chooses sin
;
which is

permeated and dominated by sin, and which brings
about the inevitable consequence of living in the

practice of sin. So that, while Jesus had much to

say about riuhloou^ness. He had much to say, and
inevitably, about sin. We are now better prepared
to understand what He meant when He called on
people to repent. Popularly, repentance is under-
stood to be a s i-<- <," ?viiK t and self-abasement

looking to the I'-'-^M r,i -- ci' the wrong-doings of
the past. This is one part of repentance, but it is

the least part. Sin lies deeper than the act. It is

in the unrenewed, perverse nature behind the act.

So repentance goes deeper than the act. Sin has
its root in the inherent condition of man's nature

;

repentance contemplates a change in this con-
dition. And until this change is effected, sin
will inevitably continue to rule. Repentance
then, while it is a sense of regret and sorrow for
the wrong-doings of the past, is far more. It is an
agonizing desire, leading to an agonizing and per-
sistent effort, to realize such a radical change in
the state of the mind as will secure and ensure
against wrong-doing in the future. Born of a
realization, more or less clear and pungent, of our
natural sinward tendency and of our hopeless in-

ability to correct it or control it, it impels us to
desire above all things and to seek before all things
that change of mind and moral condition which
will not only lead us to choose riiiliKous-ue-"-. but
also enable us triumphantly to realize righteous-
ness. Repentance goes to the root of the matter.
The very word goes to the root of it. For what is

tMTdvot.0. but a *

change of mind ' ? That this was
the meaning of the word in the thought and intent
of Jesus, the whole drift of His teaching implies.
But it is specifically shown in those sayings of His
which reveal His view of the inherent sinfulness of
human nature: l lf ye being evil' (irovypol fores,
Mt 7n) ;

l a corrupt tree cannot (otf dtvarai, v. 18
)

bring forth good fruit '

;
and that terse statement of

the whole situation which in one (i-ii-mnimnic sen-
tence sums up all that St. Paul sny-i in 'lit, > venth
and eiirhih chapters of Romans ;"' That which is

born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of
the Spirit is spirit' (Jn S&). It is what St. Paul
calls 'the mind of the flesh,' and as good as calls
the mind of sin (see Ro 717 - 20

).

Repentance, as used in the Synoptic Gospels,
covers, as a rule, the whole process of turning
from sin to God (as in Lk 244T). So that in the
broad, comprehensive sense of the Synoptics, it

includes faith, which is a part of the process, the
last step of it. It is so used also in the discourses
of the early chapters of the Book of Acts. There
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the comprehensive condition of admission to the
brotherhood of believers and of participation in

the life of the Spirit is repentance (Ac 2-" :>
: "

-j
31

).
Faith is not mentioned, though, in the nature of
the case, it is included.

In the Fourth Gospel the reverse Is the case.

There faith is the condition of salvation (Jn
315. 16.30). jju k while repentance is not specifically

mentioned, it is included in the notion of faith.

3Taith is the trustful commitment of one's self to
God for forgiveness of sin and deliverance from
sin; but it is r^yr-ioVcicr,

1

^,- impossible to commit
one's self thus to God. without renouncing and
turning away from all that is contrary to God.
And this impossibility is expressed or implied in
the discourses of the Fourth no.-;><l. For they
clearly set forth the moral < jijd'.'onaMix of faith.

A man cannot exercise faith whose heart is not

right, whose moral condition and attitude of will

are opposed to the right (o
44

). And this moral con-

ditionality of faith is exactly what is meant by
repentance, in its narrower sense. Faith is the
condition of entrance into the experience of salva-

tion, the enjoyment of eternal life
;
but repentance

is the psyclio'irjVtfi and moral condition of faith.

As L-rrrihii i

!

fc i.-> unattainable without faith, faith

is unattainable witho... : ..i; : .

But Jesus was a ::-,.< '-. t a theologian.

Consequently His cal' :" '"!, . - "-. as a rule,
in the form of those ( \ ,!"- ;"v, .

!
,
- ;hat speak

to the heart. Such is -:.- !,:,..,
'

\

l

v Pharisee
and the Publican (Lk is*-14}, and that of the Pro-

digal Son (15
11-24

). The latter of these is the

truest, the humanest, and the tenderest picture
of repentance to be found in the Bible. The essen-
tial elements, in the repentance of the Prodigal are

(1) a realization of his desperate condition :
* He

came to himself '

(2) a definite mental determina-
tion to reverse his course and retrace his steps at

any risk :
* I will arise and go to my father '

;

(3) the decisive act of breaking away from his

surroundings and going straight into the presence
of his much wronged father :

' He arose and came
to his father '

; (4) his absolute, abject, self-effacing

humility :
' I am no more worthy to be called a son

of thine; make me as a servant 1

; (5) his open.

| outspoken, unreserved, unqualified confession: 4 I

have sinned to the very heaven, and my sin is

against thee, thou best of fathers.'

2. How Christ leads men to repentance. If

repentance means what we have seen, namely, the

change from the self-centred life to the God-centred

life, then Jesus is the author and inspiration of

repentance. No other was ever able to reach
down deep enough into human nature to effect

this change. And He does it (1) by means of the

revelation which He gives of the beauty and
blessedness o r'r1

:!,-, -,.--,-- in contrast with the

ugliness and v.-, i :;:; -M' sin. This revelation,

makes one * hunger and thirst after righteousness.'

(2) By means of the revelation which He has given
of God and the Fatherly compassion of God toward
alienated and sinning men. (-5 ) By means of the sur-

passing and compelling exhibition of His own love

in renouncing self and enduring such suffering as

He did for the reconciliation and redemption of

men. (4) By working in man through His Spirit

that sorrow for sin and hatred of sin which lead

men to renounce it and to turn away from it, seek-

ing forgiveness and deliverance. (5) By holding out

to men and giving to men the power to forsake sin

and to overcome the tendency to sin. (6) Through
the convincing effect of examples of that moral
transformation, which He is continually working
in men and women of all sorts and conditions. In

short, the history of Christianity in the past and
the Christendom of the present both form a solid

commentary of fact on the pregnant and potent

words of St. Peter ; 'Him hath God exalted as
Prince and Saviour, to give repentance and for-

giveness of sins '

(Ac 531
).
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'
- . J. Watson, Doctrine* of
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The Go^jel F/<fw(iyOG), 71; H. Black, Edinburgh Sermons
(1006), so. GROSS ALEXANDER.

REPETITIOUS. The word 'repetitions' is found
in the Gospels only in the phrase

' vain repeti-
tions ' in Mt 67 4 When ye pray (RV 'in praying'),
use not Tain repetitions, as the heathen (RV 'the

Gentiles') do : for they think that they shall be
heard for their much sptak ; nir.' The original
word (j8arraXo7&tf, written ly mvdern scholars with
a in the second syllabi i-. after KB) seems to be un-
known to cliissicai Greek, occurring only in the
comment ~-f S;- 15 --^ ,-

- ri-V !,.- (c. 530 A. i>.),

and in (,"""-,",: .. ",...*< :>'.: ,
-.1 by the Gospels.

Its origin has been explained in three -wars : (1) as a word
related to /Jarrapt^w, and deiived from Battus (BaTros), the
name of a Libyan stammerer said to be associated with the

early history of Gyrene, or a \voi dy \n >et ; (-2 \ &> an onomatopoetic
word imitating

1 the utterance of a" stanum-ivr (Giirnm, H. Holtz-
mann, Meyer* . i"V ' - ;.

"

^li-'i"
1

((!,[, i> ." ..fa Semitic element
Neo-Hebrew ;

/T{/-. A- 1
-
1 '

". '/ /*: .

' " '< ". .' *vain,* 'worthless,*
i\ piv^t-nted i.

1
: '".Modern Arabic oy ba1tul, a term of contempt,

A>/ 7" xii. fi'
1
, and Xoye&>. The last derivation, which may have

iK-i-n i". :ht mir ds of some* of the Syriac translators (Syr&m
and Pal. Lect.), has the |>owerful support of Blass (JZxpTxiL
6(J), and apparently of Zahn. It is not wholly^ new, for some
earlier scholars regarded the word as a hybrid, but found a
different Semitic element. Zahn suggests that it was coined by
Greek-speaking Semites, who, in writing the word with rrt

i .' wished to connect their new formation

explanation is not absolutely certain,
bat may be ^zifriy prononncc-d more probable than the first, and
is, on the whole," preferable to the second.

The meaning of the word, or at least part of the

meaning, is suggested by iro\v\ojta in the latter

part of the verse. What our Lord condemns is

clearly verbosity, the unthinking use of many
words, and perhaps also the formal, careless use of

expressions which are in themselves appropriate.
lite reference to Gentile errors in this respect is

well illustrated by the cry of the priests of Baal on
Carrnel (IK 18*26), and the shout of the Ephesian
mob, kept up for more than an hour (Ac 19;J4

).

Additional illustrations are supplied by Hindu
practice (Ward, cited by Eosenmiiller, Das alte und
neue 3for<jen7and. v. 38 f.) and Tibetan Buddhism

(Rhys David. It'ittMJtism, 209 1). Por an Egyptian
condemnation of the practice see JSxpT iv. 537.

That the later Jews were liable to wordiness in

prayer might be inferred from the Lord's warn-

ings, and is put beyond doubt by a number of pas-

sages in the Talmud. It is noted with approval
(Berakh. S2&) that the righteous of an earlier age
used to devote three hours a day to prayer and six

hours to waiting, an hour before and an hour after

each hour of prayer. R. Meir (of 2nd cent. AJD.) is

reported to have said that a man ought to utter a
hundred benedictions in a day (Menahoth, 435).
~R. Shimeon ben Nathanael, one of the disciples of

R. Jochanan ben Zakai, warned his hearers against
formalism :

* When thou prayest, make not thy
prayer an ordinance, but an entreaty before God *

QAboth, ii. 17, ed. Taylor). The threefold repeti-
tion of the '

Eighteen Blessings,
1 a custom the germ

of which may have begun to develop in our Lord^s

day, was of itself calculated to encourage formal

repetition. Some of the Rabbis recognized the

peril and tried to check the tendency. An instance

of verbosity which elicited a rebuke from a Rabbi
is given in Berakh. 336,

C

God, great, mighty,
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awful, glorious, strong, terrible/ etc.
^
Vain repeti-

tions are still in favour in the East, in Islam and
its sects (Robinson Lees, Village Life in Palestine 2

,

pp. 48, 51 f.; John P. Brown, Dervishes, p. 57).

LITERATURE. Besides the authorities cited above, see Wet*
stein and Zahn on Mt 67; Bischoff, Jesus und die Rabbinen,

1905, p. 71. \V. TAYLOR SMITH.

REPOSE. 1. It seems superfluous to labour

(e.tf. as Liddon, Bampton Lecture^ p. 20 ; Edersheim,
LT i. 5991) the point that Jesus needed repose,

bodily rest, relaxation, as witnessing to His real

human nature. This feature of His experience,

along with others, appears as a quite simple and
natural thing in the picture of the

^
Prophet of

Nazareth as presented by the primitive Evan-

gelical tradition. The Synoptics repeatedly speak
of the crowds that gathered about Jesus in the

course of His work. The brief story is full of

movement, press, and popular excitement. With-
drawal from time to time for rest and prayer was

simply imperative. Mark conspicuously calls at-

tention (as in 6S1
ctefrre . . . K. dw7rai/<rcur0e 6\iyov]

to the various occasions when Jesus sought escape
and relief from the crush. The Fourth Gospel,
too, for all it* peculiar portrayal of Jesus, accords

with the Synoptic^ in this description of His

ministry : see especially the mention of popular
excitement in Jerusalem and elsewhere in ens. 6.

7 and 10. Nor must we overlook in another con-

nexion the homely picture of Jesus resting, tired

out with His
.!

,-,i. \. ,'-*" : in Jn 46
. This in a

way matches i-- '> o :') picture found in the

threefold Synoptic narrative, in which the Master
beats a speedy retreat after one busy and exhaust-

ing day, and sleeps like a child through the storm

(Mk 4s5
"88

11). At the same time it is to be noted
that undoubtedly Jesus sought by such with-

drawals fi'rii : i.":i

s
"

l
;
"e not only repose and relief,

but also <>Hi-rti.r!
:

"< - for the special instruction

of the Twelve. As particular instances of this,

Mk 313 and 724
"37 may be cited (see Bruce, art.

f

Jesus,' 11, mJB, vol. ii.)-

2. R, ;o-o <>f .-;-irii ;s- ,i trait in the character of

Jesus J . i':'l}i'-;ly jspfM-ar- in the Gospels. If in

doing t '. rork- of Hi'ii i hat sent Him(Jn94)He
often seems * ohne Rast,

3 He is always in manner
and spirit

' ohne Hast.
3

Suppliants for His help in

healing the sick are often frantic in their appeals ;

He in responding ever displays composure and
deliberation. Contrast, e.g., the entreaties of

Jairus (Mk 5m ) and the calmness of the whole
attitude of Jesus (v.

36
) ; the quiet response,

* I will

come and heal him' (Mt 87), and the hurried, eager
request of the Roman captain on behalf of his

servant. These are typical instances. John pre-
sents the same feature in the description of our
Lord's behaviour on hearing of the sickness of

Lazarus (oh. 11). The paroxysm of grief which
shakes Him when He conies to His friend's grave
(
vv> 33-88} only throws into relief the normal com-

posure which recovers itself in v. 41f
*. Such, too,

is the relation of Gethsemane's agony to the calm

dignity which shows itself through all the rest of

the Via Dolorosa. It is also a characteristic of
the teaching of Jesus that there is an entire
absence of the impatience, fuss, and strain which
so often characterize the schemes of social and
religious work launched by His well-meaning
followers. With all the zeal and diligence that
His sayings lay stress on, He always speaks with
the accent of one who can afford to wait. It is

not a mere matter of chance that serenity sits on
the face of the Lord, as He is represented in the
unbroken tradition of Christian art.

3. In the well-known passage Mt II28'30 Jesus
offers the gift of repose (dvdiravert.*, EV rest) to

those who will learn of Him. Tt is true, avA.ira.wra

strictly speaking denotes relief from labour, a
break to afford rest to tired toilers (see Trench,
NT Synonyms, 41) ; and it seems also to imply
the resumption of labour. The words of Jesus,

however, teach that to take His yoke and bear

His burden, to live and serve as He teaches and
as He lived and served Himself, will itself

^

be

av&iraverts as compared with other modes of living

and serving, the yoke of which is never to be

resumed. * A Christ! corde nianat quies in animas
nostras

5

(Bengel, in loc.). Tranquillity of soul,

then, is a promised accompaniment of true Chris-

tian diseipteship. A temper eagerly cultivated by
Stoics (Mqwmmitas was the last watchword given

by Antoninus Pius to his bodyguard) is also a

precious Christian grace,

* Drop Thy still dews of quietness,
Till all our strivings cease :

Take from our souls the strain and stress,

And let our ordered lives confess

The beauty of Thy peace/ (Whittier).
J. S. CLEMENS.

REPROACH. The word is found in EV as a
vend I'm.2 of four G-r. terms that either occur in

the i Jo- pel- or are used in the NT with reference

to Christ Himself the nouns $pet5os, dveidurfibs,

and the vbs. tvetflfa, bpptfa, 6viBos= l

shame,
7

as

the ground of reproach (whereas 6veidL<r/j.6s is the

actual reproaching), is found only in Lk I25 (of

Elisabeth's barrenness). i/flplfa is once rendered

'reproach' (II
45

), but properly means to * insult.'

dVetoVjufo and ovetflfa are the terms with which we
are specially concerned. The subject comes before

us in three forms : (1) reproach as littered by Christ ;

(2) reproach as borne by Him; (3) reproach asfall-

ing upon His people.
i. As uttered by Christ. The language of re-

buke (eiTLTifjidu}) is several times ascribed to Jesus

(see art. REBUKE), but seldom the language of

reproach. When wre distinguish between the two,
the difference seems to be that rebuke denotes the

simple censure of a fault, h"-
;

'. -n - v i ~;

it some emphasis upon t
1

- '! i .-'',
attaching to it. And so it seems to be part of the
method of Jesus, as understood by ih- F.\ a iij-flNi -.

to point out faults rather than to fasten i/he stigma
of disgrace upon the culprit ; He was more anxious
to effect improvement than to inflict punishment
His eyes being ever towards the future rather than
towards the past (cf.

' Neither do I condemn thee :

go thy way ; from henceforth sin no more,' in the

Pericope Adultery Jn 811
). Once in EV (Lk II45 )

the word e

reproach
'

is used with reference to our
Lord's utterances, but there by a misrendering ;

for the Gr. vb. is tipplfa, which means to t

insult/
not to reproach. But the Evangelist, it is to be

noted, does not say that Jesus insulted any one ;

it is
* one of the lawyers

' who accuses Him of in-

sulting the legal class. It was not our Lord's way,
however, to insult people, even though they were
His enemies ; and, on examination, the charge of
this lawyer serves only to illustrate the tendency
of offended pride to ro<ranl a (loclnraiion of the
honest truth as a ground of personal offence.

Only on two occasions is the vb. foeidtfa em-

ployed to describe the language of Jesus, and both
times AV renders 'upbraid,"' which RV rather

inconsistently retains. In Mt 1 1 20 Jo<-* rein-on < lies*

the cities in which most of His mighty \\ork* were
done, because they repented not ; ana in the Ap-
pendix to Mk. (16

14
) He reproaches the Eleven for

their slowness to receive the testimony of His
resurrection. These cases suggest that Jesus did
not hesitate to add reproach to rebuke when He
thought it deserved. Capernaum was * his own
city' (Mt 91

, cf. 413
) ; Chorazin and Bethsaida had

shared with it in the fullest manifestations of His

power and grace. The men whom He is said to
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have reproached for their unbelief and hardness
of heart were those whom He had specially chosen
to be the depositaries and messengers of His

gospel, and whom He had trained through long
months for this very purpose, lavishing upon them
all the wealth of His Divine treasures of know-
ledge and love. No wonder that in these cases
the censure of Jesus became reproachful. And
indeed His reproach was more frequent than we
liipjht gather from the occurrence of the word in
the Gospel narratives, and was most frequent
when He was dealing with those of whom, loving
them the best, lie expected the most. Was He
not speaking reproachfully when He said,

* How
is it that ye do not understand ?

*

(Mt 16n ) ;
* How

long shall I be with you ? how long shall I bear
with you?{17

17
); 'Have I been so long time with

you, and dost thou not know me, Philip?' (Jn
149). Was there not a more ii^'\in^ ivproach in
His voice when He said to t!u- ;rai.or,

*

Judas,
with a kiss dost thou betray the Son of Man ?

5

(Lk
2S48

) ; and in His eyes when, as the cock crew, He
turned and looked upon Peter (vv.

60- G1
) ?

2. Reproach as borne by Christ. So far as the
term is concerned, it is only by the two robbers
who were crucified along with itim that our Lord
is said to have been reproached (ovecdifa., Mt 2T44,
Mk 1532 ; see RV). This reproach by the robbers
!>-^ ,.'- 1 1, !;he general subject of the reviling of
.!,.:. r-ii-i .. in connexion with His trial and cruci-

fixion, for which see art. MOCKERY.
In the Epistles the word c

reproach
5
receives a

much wider meaning, as denoting generally the
shame and contempt, the hardships and suffering
which Christ endured in the days of His flesh. In
Bo 15s St. Paul exhorts Christians to a life of un-
selfish consideration for others by pointing

to the

example of the Master, and quote** in thi> con-
nexion the exact words of the LXX tr. of Ps 699

(68
10

1
* The reproaches of them that reproached (at

foetfafffioi T&V tiveiSffivTajv) thee fell upon me.' The
Psalm describes the sufferings of the righteous
man at the hands of the ungodly, and the verse

quoted represents him as lei liny* how he has to
bear the reproaches directed against God Himself.
The Apostle, however, transfers the words to

Christ, and makes them describe how He bore the
burden of reproach for others, and so serve to give
point to an exhortation against self-pieasing.

In I \\o pa-^iiges the author of Hebrews uses the

cx^re-^ioTi the reproach (om&d-juo?) of Christ/ or
* his reproach/ to denote the earthly shame and
sorrow of Jesus. In the first case (II

26
), Moses is

described as c

esteeming the reproach of Christ

greater riches than the treasures in Egypt.
3 The

writer's idea appwir-* to be, not only that by
identifying himself with hi- <l<^pi-e<l peopV, Moses
took upon himself a bunion of contempt and suffer-

ing resembling that \\liicli \vn> airor\\;Lrd< borne

by Christ on our behalf, but that he had Christ

prophetically in view saw Him afar off, even as
Father Abraham did (Jn S56), and was strengthened
by the vision to run his own race with patience
(ef. He 122* 3

). In the second passage (13
13

), the
Jewish-Christian readers are exhorted to a fellow-

ship with the sufferings of Christ, in the words,
4 Let us go forth therefore unto him without the

camp, bearing his reproach.' The allusion ap-

parently is to the sin-oiFering on the Day of Atone-
ment without the camp of Israel, and to the suffer-

ing of Jesus without the city gate ; and the mean-

ing is that those Jewish-Cnristians must forsake

the sphere of the OT religion, break off the old

ties of national fellowship, and face all the pain
and contumely that this would involve, so that

they might share in the better blessings of the

great Sin-offering.
3. Reproach as falling upon Christ's people.

Both in Mt. (5
13

) and Lk. (G
23

) n:-n.u' Vrms
a part of the last Beatitude th<, >, .

:

,:

'

of

Persecution. There are, we have seen, two kinds
of reproach a reproach that is just, and one that
is unjust ; such reproach as Christ uttered, and
such reproach as He endured. In deserved re-

proach there lies great sorrow and shame. The
Lord's backward look through the open door of

the hall sent Peter out into the night to weep
bitterly (Lk 22eif

-} ; the remembrance of the last

words addressed to him by his Master must have
been as a barb to the arrow of remorse that sank
so deep into the soul of Judas (Mt 2650

, Lk 224S
). On

the other hand, both honour and blessing belong
to undeserved reproach fallingupon Christ's people
for their Master's sake. Jesu> frequently fore-

warned His disciples that persecution would come
upon them through following Him (Mt 510ff- 44

10-23. ss 13ei iQ&9 jjfc 10:x, :;s

? Lk 6 2 2l, Jn 152<>
).

And in this Beatitude He -pee i; illy forewarns
them of the persecution of false and 1 utter tongues
more trying to some natures than the stones of

the mob or the tyrant's scourge and sword.
The ApOhlle* and the early Church had their

full share uf rhe reproach of evil tongues (ef. Ac
2i3 6n 1733 2128 2222 245- s

, Ro 383 Ja 27
, 1 P 44). But

the glory that lies in being reproached for Christ's

sake, and the Lord's great promise regarding this

experience, were never forgotten. It was this that

taught St. Paul to bless when he was reviled (1 Co
412). It was evidently with the very words of

Jesus echoing in his ears that St. Peter wrote,
*
If

ye be reproached (foeidlfctrOe] for the name of

Christ, blessed are ye
s

(IP 4U). And when the
author of Hebrews speaks of the 'roproac

1
! of

Christ' telling of the manner in vhi<h ii was
esteemed by Moses, and myiii;: lil- "< "iM'W-believers

of the Jewish race to go :<>M li v !: I oiii the camp
with that reproach upon them it may be that he
also is recalling how Jesus taught His disciples to

rejoice in reproach because their reward in heaven
was great (Mt 512,

Lk 6s3). For in the one case he

represents Moses as forming his estimate of the

reproach of Christ from his respect unto the re-

compense of the reward (He II28
), and in the other

he exhorts Christians to the bearing of the same
reproach, on the ground that they look for the

abiding city which is to come (13
K

).

J. C. LAMBEET.
RESEEYE. In Mt 76 Jesus counsels reserve in

the commtoiication of rol ijj iou* 1 ruth. That maxim,
which has had great HIM! MMMVI: developments in

the Church, stands alone, both in its place in the

Sermon on the Mount and in His teaching. Its

meaning, then, can be gathered only from His

practice.
1. It was never Jesus5 custom to meet religious

curiosity or speculation. As He was teaching, one
said unto Him, *

Lord, are there few that be
saved ?

*

(Lk 1322
"25

). He did not answer ; He said,

'Strive to enter in at the strait gate * . .* He
turned His hearers' attention from that specula-

tion, which has no saving power in it, to the clear

duty and wisdom of the moment. "When Peter
asked if the parable of the Servants waiting for

their Lord was addressed to the disciples specially,
or to all, Jesus did not answer (12

41
). He painted,

instead, another picture for the inward eve of the

heart. In both cases it was the practical and
most imperative needs of the soul s relation to

God that He considered. That directing pur-

pose r=1iown in these cases, explains the silences of

His teaching, the reserves of His revelation. When
He spoke of those on whom the tower fell, and of

the Galilseans whose blood Pilate had mingled with
their sacrifices (13

1'5
), the old problem of the suffer-

ing of the innocent was suggested ; but He shed
no light upon it. He made practical use of it,
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instead, as a call to repentance. The immortality
of the soul is the presupposition of all His teach-

ing about the love of the Heavenly Father for men,

Jesus, of His own impulse, only enunciates this

truth at the end of His mission. And a practical
need then impelled Him. His disciples needed con-

solation for the days after His death, and He left

them the hope which would -! ",.'!<' their faith

and loyalty (Jn 14). With. -I '-,.-. . . declaration

of any truth depended wholly upon the needs of

faith 'in the heart.

2. Jesus practised reserve as to His personal
claims. The Jews came and asked Him, 'How
long dost thou make us doubt : if tliou be the

Christ, tell us plainly
3

(Jn 1024). They were sur-

prised at His silence about what seemed to them so

important. And His blessing of Peter (Mfc 1613
'17

)

shows that He had been silent also in private, even

among the inner circle of His disciples. His reserve

is explained, not by the slow growth of His own

conception of His MessiahsMp, but by the method
of (--ta^Miin-jj the T\:-i :.:> p H-M! which He had
set before Him fron: ;

'

i u _: j >_:. The weapons
of His warfare were > !>

|
:. ,'; -"", i-il. His

aim was to set up the l\"r'v .-i',': \ v kY- 1

1.1 <;Y> hearts,
to win their heart's I--,',' .". i-.;- \r. ,' Father.

And for that end the appeal of all His activities,

miracles of help and healing and words of teaching,
was single. He aimed at the heart, the seat and
source of faith, where the vision and the love of

goodness, with their dynaniic impulse, are. And
Peter's confession was a joy to Him, because it

came from his heart's assurance that Jesus had the

words of eternal life (Jn 668
,
Mt 1617). It was faith

in goodness asserting itself against the appearance
of

'
T : "

.
. T-i '.his faith Jesus confessed His great-

net ,:.'' mission. He did so, because then
He was merely certifying the Divine supremacy of

that goodness which had, in its lowliness and sim-

plicity, won the love and trust of their hearts.

Through their faith they reached His authority.
Jesus recognized no other path to faith in Him as

Messiah, the revealer of theleather, and the founder
of the Kingdom of God upon the earth. He sent
the inquiring Jews back to this road (Jn 1025

'27
) ;

He withdrew from the people who, from material
ideas and expectations, would have made Him
king (6

1{J
) ; and He declined to answer the chief

priests and elders, who came inquiring for His

authority, because they were not simple-hearted
or honest inquirers (Mt 21'J3

'27
). This single regard

for the interests of faith in the hcarn explain < also

His reserve with the messengers of John (11
2"J

).

John belonged to the old economy (II
11

) ; Ms pro-
phecy of the Messiah's coming had been a pro-
phecy of judgment (3

13
). The Dimple acknowledg-

ment by Jesus that He was the Messiah could
never have brought to Mm enlightenment and faith
as to that Kingdom of heaven who^e least disciple
was greater than he. Its inevitable consequence
would have been to confirm him in his old expec-
tations of judgment ; it would have appeared to
him a call to wait in patience the good time of the

Messiah, when He would play the stern part John
had foretold. Therefore Jesus gave no direct answer
to John's question. He pointed rather to all the

gracious activities which were partly the causes of
John's doubfin^ inipniieiice. TheseVere the signs
of that Kingdom of lo\c \\liich Jesus was establish-

ing; ami if John wore <,vor to gain the higher and
richer conceptions of God and of man manifested

there, he must see the Messiah through these quiet
and lowly activities of loving helpfulness, and be-

lieve in Him as Him that should come, because of
them and not despite them.

3. The sufferings of the Messiah. It was imme-

diately upon Peter's confession that Jesus began to

teach "the necessity of suffering and death for Him-
self (Mt 16'21 , Mk 831

). There are a precision and a

fulness of detail in the account of this teaching,
which are probably reflected back upon it from

later experience. But the tragic note enters then

and dominates the later teaching both in public and

private. Its emergence at that time does notjprove
that Jesus entered then upon a new -'. '!. of

His mission, taught by the progress -\ . \

;

-. It

is more probable that this tragic note was in His

conception of the task of ^i-lili-lnn;* the Kingdom
from the bonnmui^. His \viluerness temptation

argues that (Mi *"";; it is implicit in His Beati-

tudes upon the meek and the persecuted, and in

His teaching of the earthly rewards of hypocrisy

(03.
s.

16)
. an2 the deeper spirit of the OT, with its

Mstory of religious growth through th~ -^r."*::-

of the saints and the long - .T. '*_ [

'

Jehovah's love, could not be \ :': -"i the insight
of His meditation thereon in the years of His pre-

paration. The joy of the early days does not con-

tradict this. It was the natural answer of the heart

to those new thoughts of the love of the Father
which Jesus preached. And in Jesus' own^thought
this tragic element was not in contradiction with
that instinctive, buoyant joy in His gospel, though
then He had many things to say to them which

they could not bear (Jn 1612). Peter's confession

brought the opp.>ri unity of revealing further the

depths of the rit-lii^ of the wisdom and love of

God.
Reserve, as practised by Jesus, was never a politic

means of leading men's rr
: n n

. ".. to doctrines

which might startle or first sight ;

it consisted only in seeking, with a single aim, the

practical needs of faith in the heart belief in that

Divine Love whose outgoir :. ~,'\
' "

!:
(

.

;,

"d
in whose fellowship and sen .;.".- r: :,.! !i i'--.

LITERATURE. Ker, Sermons, 1st ser. xx. ; ExpT iv. [1893]

446 ; Paget, Studies in the Chr. Character, xxii. ; J. Smith,
Th-> v.- ., -V- of Christ (1904), 269; B. Whitefoord in ExpT
vi.

.

- : ) .' i RICHARD GLAISTER.

RESISTANCE. See RETALIATION.

REST. 1. There is in the Gospels frequent
allusion to the value of rest as the purchase of pre-

ceding effort, the <':: * : -n'^-'i that is provided
for sore afflictions. Tii" *

: M on the Mount, as

the proclamation of the new Kingdom, guarantees
such rest and peace to those who serve and suffer

for the sake of that Kingdom (Mt 51-12
). Pros-

perity in the world can make no such promises (Lk
1220 1625).

2. As rest, physical, social, and religious, is an

organic necessity of life, and is protected by con-

ditions of time and place, it should not be set aside

for effort that is uncalled for, or that confuses the
lower and higher forms of rest. Such was the
lesson given in the home at Bethany (Lk 1042).

Similarly, the lilies of the field, while developing
to the full their own character in their own place,
are content to remain lilies (Mt 6s8* 29

).

3. There is an ignoble state of rest that may
slothfully or blindly oppose the call to a higher
and truer contentment (Me II17 - 22

>
Lk 1940). Christ's

gift is life abundant (Jn 1010 ), but the bestowal
involves asking, and faith's exertion of knocking
is expected at the entrance into life (Mt 77

).

5. In the parable of the Sower, the recompense
is in the abundant harvest. This increase is the

way of nature where hindering things cease to

operate. The list of obstacles typifies the things
that impoverish or prevent altogether the fruit-

fulness of discipleship. In the Kingdom of heaven
the instinct of citizenship is to be rich toward God.
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Its gratification is not toil but rest (Mt 112S
; see

art. B.EPOSE).

LITERATURE. The subject is treated homiletically in main-

yols.
of Sermons, as H. Allon, Indwelling Christ (1892), 41~;

Apostolic Oh'.'tUt 1,1 ('U)ui). 87. See also ISxpT ii. (1891) 110'
viii. (1S07) 239, x. (1899) 48,' 104, xii. (1901) 466.

G. M. MACKIE.
RESTORATION Round this word gather some

of the most fascinating problems of our thought in

regard to the possibilities of human destiny.
Every lover of his kind, and everyone who has
cau,J;

J
-<>!!< {.bYi- of the spirit of the Lord Christ,

is <-<>M!pi IK -i, MI- his own mental and spiritual
satisfaction, to ask, What is to be the issue of all
this complex life of man, the beginnings of which
we

^see
on the earth, the final issue when the

Divine purpose concerning the race is accom-
plished ? And niituraljy the Scriptures of the NT
are eagerly scanned to "discover what declarations
are there made, or hints given, respecting the
issue. Above all, has the Master of Truth left us
any definite teaching on which a fair and inspiring
hope may be built? At first sight it must be
confessed that to those who look for express state-
ments of our Lord and His Apostles in regard to
future destiny, the results of a restrained exegesis
are disappointing. Isolated expressions and pas-
sages may be, and often have been, pressed into
the service of preconceived hopes ; but, on the
whole, the statements of Scripture afford too
slender a basis on which to raise a structure of

dogmatic assertion, and do not throw light very
far into the great mystery of the future. The
m-appoinimcnl. however, is modified by two eon-
MderatLou^ : (li Many of the references to the
future life are <juito iiiei<i<>Ninl, and occur in writ-

ings which are themselves obviously of the most
occasional character, in which, therefore, the
immediate doctrinal or ethical concern is para-
mount, and no intention of dealing with the

problems of Eschatology was before the writer's
mind. (2) The mysteriousness which everywhere
surrounds our human existence is an essential

part of life's discipline. If all the mystery con- I

cerning the future were dispelled, the race would
j

be without one of its most refining and sanctifying
influences, much of life's interest would vanish
and its finest essence evaporate. The Evangelists,
the Apostles, and even our Lord Himself in His
earthly life, were required to vindicate to them-
selves the Divine purpose in this mortal career
without hfiAiii<r Jill the future destiny of mankind
rovejilod to them. Limitation of knowledge here
seems to be essential to the very being of human
nature.

In considering the Scripture intimations regard-
ing the hope of a universal Restoration of humanity,
it must be clearly seen that whatever hopes may,
more or lews distinctly, emerge in the expressed
thought of the Apostles, are all clearly based upon,
and inspired by, an enlarging thought concerning
the Person of Jesus Christ, and the revelation

given in Him and recorded in the Gospels.
The word * restoration

'

(airoKCLTdcrraa-is, AV *
res-

titution
J

) is found only once in the Gospels, and in
its verbal form, in Mt 1711

, in connexion with a
hope current in our Lord's time of a moral renova-
tion of the nation under the leadership of Elijah
(cf. Mai 31 45- 6

), and declared by our Lord to be
fulfilled in the great spiritual movement initiated

by John the Baptist (Mt 17 10 '12
). The noun is

employed in Ac 321, where it would be extremely
interesting^ if we could believe that St. Peter,
in his anticipation of the xp6vos dTo/caracrTdcrews

V&VTUV, had in his mind any thought of the uni-
versal restoration of mankind, and its final up-

raising to the life of fellowship with God. His
need of mental enlarge:. leni, given later by means
of the vision (Ac lO9

'^), to enable him to believe in
the

^ possibility of Gentile salvation, is decisive

against such an interpretation. We may well
inquire, however, how far the expression, calculated
to express so much, was due to the writer of the
Acts, St. Luke, to whom si:r-b

-
^ropnn::' phrase

and such a large hope for i!!r:ri:ii:\ u on Ul natur-
ally commend itself.

But the question remains, Does the larger idea
of the restoration of humanity as a whole to

obedience, and to the condition of blessedness for
which it was created, receive a warrant from the
words and thoughts of Scripture ?

1. In examining, first, our LorcTa own teaching,
which we take as fundamental in the consideration
of the question, it must be clearly understood what
we are to ask concerning it. We desire to know if

we have any evidence from the words of Jesus re-

ported in the Gospels, that He Himself held the
faith of the iinal restoration of all men. TTas it

for Him included in the possibilities of the future?
or have we any express dechuation chat in tins life

only is there a po.->ibi:ity of right moral decision

being made, with the coi^ecjueTit attainment to a
right and saving relation 10 Gocl ? The last ques-
tion stands on the threshold of the inquiry ; for if it

be unmistakably answered in the affirmative, it

must determine the whole prnljlon: for those who
accept His authority as finrJ

;
MiiiU 1

,
if no such

declaration is found, the way is left open for a
redeeming process beyond the bounds of this brief
mortal life.

Our Lord is reported to have spoken of ever-

lasting or eternal punishment (Ko\a.cnv Q.I&VIOV), ap-
paremly n-. thii oppoMiu of 1 if everlasting or eternal

(j'w/v aivioi>. .Mi :r> "I"he use of the same term
alt&vtos of both life and punishment has inclined

many to regard the passage as decisive on this
momentous question ; out the majority of modern
scholars consider that the seonian (literally 'age-
long') life or suffering is to be understood as at
least possibly terminable, and that the expression
applied is qualitative rather than quajilitptive,
referring to the relation of both life ami deai.li 10
God rather than to duration of time. * Eternal'
and not *

everlasting' is its true equivalent. It may
also be said that even if the expressions are meant
to refer to the endlessness of the punishment or of
the blessedness, they may properly be understood
as a very strong assertion of the undoubted fact
that the suffering that comes of sin is eternally,
endlessly bound up with the sin, even as the
blessedness of the righteous is necessarily involved
in their obedience. The hopelessness of the blas-

phemy against the Holy Ghost is summed up in
the words *he is guilty of eternal sin

5

(Mk 3s9
),

The latter possibility, however, is nowhere asserted
of all who * die in their sins

'

(Jn S24
), and leave this

world unrepentant. See ETERNAL SIH.

Similarly, the same fact of the eternal and neces-

sary association of suffering with sin is e\|>io-soil
in Mk O43"48 *the worm that dieth not," am! * the
fire that never shall be quenched.' But in neither
case is it declared that those who are sent away
into that searching experience are doomed to abide
there endlessly. The fire of the Divine wrath
against sin is essential to the Divine Being^ and
while God is God it cannot but burn* Both
passages convey a most solemn warning to men
against being caught into that holy wrath, the

fiery trial of suffering and remorse that inevitably
waits upon all disobedience, against that dissolu-

tion of the life which elsewhere our Lord describes
as the cutting of man asunder, and as that terrible

portion of the unbeliever or hypocrite which is

weeping and gnashing of teeth (Mt 24S1
, cf. Lk 1246).
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Unspeakable horror of the world to come for the

impenitent and disobedient reveals itself in all that
He teaches us LT^ji"*!!

1

:.;
it

;
in His sense of sin, and

the mischief, tor.
\i[,- i\m, i-nii agony which it works ;

in His urging that it were '

profitable,' good for a

man, to make the utmost sacrifice of all that makes
life good to live, even to the plucking out of the

eye or the cutting off of the hand, rather than to
be cast into that loathly Gehenna which our Lord
glances at, rather than depicts (Mt 529- so

) ; but of

tlie duration of that state of woe He gives no hint.

Although it may with much force be maintained
that the images He employs the worm, the fire,

the salting with fire are all most naturally in-

terpreted as purifying and clean-] :i^ j^rix-ic;.-. yet
it is wiser to see that lie leaver t In- P"i\ ,.ic }-.i"pose
in all that iry-lcrinii-* process of retribution to be
inferred iron i ;iic whole revelation of God which
He had given in His earthly life. See, further,
ETERNAL FIRE, ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
Due weight must be assigned to the remarkable

reticence maintained by Jesus regarding the world
to come, both concerning the nature of the blessed-
ness of heaven, and the future destiny of the unre-

pentant. In His incarnate condition, under the
limitations necessarily involved in the taking of a
veritable human nature, much of that future was
hidden from His view as from ours. The discipline
of mystery couccir. ing tho future world, which is

so salutary for or." IULUTA, was not without its

value in the perfecting of the Redeemer. And
therefore, while He possessed absolute knowledge
of the moral conditions of that life, kindred as they
were with the moral conditions of life here, He was
not M'I\ !;.* 1 to see all that future unfolded.
And ,

: - - i" \ most significant that of the course
of events in that '

sequestered, state/ in that world
to which the sinful pass at death, He speaks no word.
And He nowhere precludes the possibility of moral
growth and betterment in that vast Unseen ; the

parable of Dives and Lazarus (Lk 1619"31
) speaks of

*a great gulf fixed' prohibiting a passage from
either of the two contrasted states of being to the
other, but it was not a gulf across which there
could come no communication or redeeming influ-

ence, for Dives and Abraham can hold converse ;

and the parable hints not obscurely at some better-
ment of the selfish rich man who begins to nave a

genuine concern for his brethren (unless it must be
interpreted as a subtle form of self-excuse).
The Gospels contain no word of thi< life ar- being

absolutely arid finally decish e of nil human do-tiny,
and remembering the complexity of life not for the
heathen only, and for nations chosen to play an-
other part than a religious one, in the great purpose
of God, but for men living in full gospel light, yet
doomed from their birth and before it to an almost
hopeless incapacity for truth and virtue, our moral
nature shrinks irresistibly from such a thought.On the contrary, we have certain indications, not
beyond question and yet full of hopeful suggestion,
that the mind of Jesus reached out beyond all the i

complexity and travail to a glorious issue and con-
summation worthy of being called c the glory of the
Father/ He speaks in Mt 1928 of a coming Re- !

generation (ira^Lvyevea-La) in which those who have
faithfully followed Him shall share His rule ; but
we have no clue as to whether His words are in-
tended to reach beyond the definite establishment
of His Kingdom as an actual fact among men.
But in that Kingdom once established He placed
His hope, and He taught us to pray for its coming
as the equivalent of the Divine will being done
on earth as it is in heaven.

In Jn 1232 (cf. Jn 314 ) He declares that His 'lift-

ing up
'

shall be the means of '

drawing all men '

to
Himself, and His words are naturally interpreted
as expressing His hope and expectation of a com-

plete redemption of mankind, and can scarcely be
satisfied by saying that though this is the natural

effect, it may never be the actual effect of His

supreme sacrifice.

On the whole, while it must be confessed that we
have no certain statement from, our Lord as to the

final issue
"

.Y .-.
1

ave yet much to en-

courage a
i'j_

;

'

,,-
:

. . in harmony as that
attitude is with the intuitions of the human heart,
and with the whole disclosure of God's love * in the
face of Jesus Christ.

3 The Son of Man and Son of

God has thrown light
' not only upon the intima-

tions of immortality which existed in the heart of

man, but also upon the problem as to future

restoration, not so much by what He says as by
His whole Personality, His revelation of and
abiding relation to the unseen Father.

2. Upon that revelation in the actual Jesus of

Nazareth, and upon their increasing sense of the
infinite importance of the Christ who ever liveth,
the Apostles found their thought and speculation,
so far as these find place in their writin;:-. ro^iml-

ing the larger and ultimate issues of !(<!< mpi ion.

Whatever hopes they permit themselves to express,
all centre in His Pei^onality and power. The
vagueness which characterizes most of the refer-

ences to the question is due to the fact that the

writings are all casual. In no case are the authors

specifically or .;' ,','" .

1V dealing with the

problem, being
' ''

so mu<> ,
;

,:-

"

cal Apostles, de* ^ ",
->

ithical i ':> ! <''

the Churches and with individual salvation.

(a) In the Johannine waitings are found many
principles of truth on .

> \\-\\ f:i -
1 < ,i

*

i : i j. I ". i\ : n i-o>

.

;.

^ "'" '-V enough be founded, such as the
, i , 'God is light, and in him is no
darkness at all' (1 Jn I5 ) ; but there is no evidence
that the writer had apprehended these logical
inferences.

(b) In the First Epistle of Peter two important
passages are 1 P 318

'2" and 46, which, in spite of a
considerable weight of adverse exegesis which for-

bids any dogmatic assertion based upon the words,
may fairly be taken a? =ugge4ing that the scope
of redemption is not limited 10 i ho present scene.
The Apostle has the conception of an underworld
from which a moral process is not excluded.

(c) In the Pauline writings the most conservative

exegesis reads a clear declaration of the Divine
purpose that all men shall be saved, but denies
that any certain hope as to the final issue can be
built urxm the fact. Here many will naturally
diverge in judgment, and feel that they can raise
their hope so securely nowhere else as upon the
expressed purpose and will of God (Bo 11s2, 1 Ti
23- 4

, cf. 2 P 39 ). ^When once the holy imll of the
Father, in its might and energy and Divine per-
sistence, is realized, the Christian man may at least
rest in hope' of an issue beyond our farthest

vision. Martensen (Christian Dogmatics, Eng. tr.

-174 -4S4) i* a type of those -who regard Scripture as

present ing two Mile- of the truth respecting future
destiny -which arc. at present unreconcilable ; but
i ho smtiriomy which no doubt exists will largely
disappear if the prows*, of development in Apostolic
and especially in Pauline thought be allowed for.
In his earlier 'Epistles (1 and 2 Thess.), St. Paul is

largely influenced by the apocalyptic ideas of
traditional Judaism (1 Th 415'17

, 2 Ti 23'10
). But in

the later stages of his writing a larger conception
of the Divine purpose begins to find expression.
In Ro 819 he anticipates a glorious

e revelation of
the sons of God '---and in II 32 he expresses the
widest design in the Divine mind, determining all
the mysterious process of redemption, as * that he
might have mercy upon all.' And, as his thought
matures, his hope expands under an enlarged
sense of the central position of the ever-living
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Pse).

Christ in this world and in all worlds, and under
his feeling of the larger spaces in the Divine pur-

and working the 'ages upon ages
5

(Eph 27

In Col I 16 - 17 the Son is declared to be the
creator of all things visible and invisible. All

things (TO, Trdvra] find their cohesive principle in

Him ((rvveo'T'rjKev), and their final consummation (ete

afro? ). In Eph I 10 He is the Head of all, in which
the whole creative and redeeming process is to be
summed up (dra/ce^a\cc60-acr#cu TCL Trdvra i-v T$ ^Kptarrf],
and in Fh 210 His is the Name at which the whole
created universe is to bow with undivided acelama-

j

tion. In Col I20 the blessings of redemption are
j

extended to the whole system of things (ef. Eph !

1
2K 2J

), on which Toy (Judaism and Christianity., \

pp. 407-408) says :
*

If we are to see here the con-
j

ception of a final reconciliation between God and
j

His creatures, a blotting out of evil in the sense
that it shall be transformed into good, a complete
harmonizing of the universe so that neither angel j

nor man shall be found to set himself against the
Divine ethical order, then we must hold this view
to spring out of a philosophical thought which does
not rind support elsewhere in the NT, and which
did not afterward meet with wide approval in the
Church.' And though this may be conceded, and
though we must not be blind to the fact that the
issues thus gloriously expressed were not fully

thought out by the Apostle or applied to the ques-
tion of [Restoration, yet, bused as they are upon
the Person of Christ and : ;

' - -' "* "*

\
'"

principles of His teaching an( . ".."/.,".;.
be taken to express a sober and restrained hope-
fulness for the ultimate issue, which shall never
for a moment be suffered to lessen the evangelic
urgency that ' Now is the accepted time ; now is

the day of salvation
'

(2 Co 62).
The hope of a final completion of the1 Divine

purpose in the restoration from sin's dominion of

all mankind must derive much of its force from a

conteinjiliLtiori of the alternatives; from the diffi-

culty 01 supposing a Divine purpose and will

efornnlly ,irt.ivc yot never attaining to its desire,
or of conceiving of any human soul as eternally

incapjible of rc^nondiiiii io tin* Jill-hen a*i\c L\v
of (Joil, or of i Junking of any el< rnal iVJI< ity of

the bio od \\hk-li can be iiiulbftiirlmiL by i!ic know-

ledge of living souls flbidinir in a iM)wIo-> <loorn.

Alleviations of the idea of ercmal punNhmom Mich

as that of f Conditional Immortality* offend almost

equally against the fundamental instincts of the

human heart, which cannot think that the All-

wise and All-loving has created any soul in His
own image to prove but a waste and an abortion.

* Which else He made in vain which must not be P

Such thoughts are in the human intuition, and

they are based upon the nature of God as made
known to us in Christ Jesus, and upon the eternal

Personality of Him c who was dead, and is alive for

evermore ; and hath the keys of death and the
unseen world *

(Kev I 18). They are reinforced by
the human love for its own kind, which at its

highest finds voice in Browning (Saul) :

'Would I fain in my impotent > earning do all for this man,
And dare doubt He alone shall not help him, who yet alone

can?'

And on these rests the conviction that c faith in

the exceeding grandeur of reality shall never be
confounded

'

(Sir O. Lodge, Life and Matter).

LITERATTTRE. The subject is treated, in loe., by the following"
various works on NT Theology ; Salmond, Christ. Doct. of Im-

mortality
-
Petavel, The Problem of Immortality (1892) ; Toy,

Jiidaism and CkrigtianCtv, ch. vii. (1892) ; Row, Future Retri-

bution ; Maurice, Theological Essays ; R. H. Charles, EscJiatol-

oqy, chs. ix. x. ;
J. Fyfe, 'The Hereafter (1890) ; Wendt, Teaching

of Jesus, Eng. tr. i. pp. 364-408, ii. pp. 340-374. W. B.
Alger

Critical History of the Doctrine of a Future Life (1880), is

critical from the point of view of a past generation, but con

tains, amid much strained and perverse exegesis, and consider

able rhetoric, many illuminating- suggestions in favour of a final

iestoration. On the same or kindred lines, but with truer

exegesis, are Farrar, Eternal Hvpe (!fc7s) t Hercy and Judgment
1S81) ; Cox, Sahator Jlundi : Jti Christ the Saviour of all Men?
1877); Jukes, The Second Death and the destitution of all

Things (1S8S) ; Plumptre, Spirits in Prison (see pp. 193-204 for
citation of divines, ancient and modern, in favour of Kestora-

ion) ; Letters of Erskine of Linlathen one on * Final Salvation
ail.' T. H. WRIGHT.

RESURRECTION OF CHRIST. 1. St. Paul's

summary of the Resurrection appearances (1 Co
15) Is, says Godet (Com. ii. 435), the most ancient
and most official of the records we possess. If

larnack's chronology be made our basis (Gesch.
ler AltchristL Lit. vol. ii. (i.) 236 &'.), our Lord's
death was in A.D, 29 or 30 ; St. Paul's conversion in

30 i his correspondence with Corinth, 53. His visit

;o St. Peter at Jerusalem would be in 33. Thus
had known this tradition for nearly 20 years,

and recorded it within 23 years of the Resurrec-
tion. On St. Paul's list of the witnesses we note :

(1) That it is a list and not a narrative. It is the
barest Mimirary. expressed with the utmost con-
ciseness .<-'. L*nn*t .\ TkeoL Essays, p. 331). (2) It

Is derived and not original (1 Co 15s 'I received
3

Vape'Xa^W],
c I delivered unto you

'

[VapeSetwca]}. If

we here possess a primitive tradition orally com-
municated to St. Paul by the older Apostles, then
it would be uncritical to infer that St. Paul ' knows
nothing' of any appearance which he does not
record. (3) The order of the list is chronological.
This is shown by the use of eZra, ^re-ira :

c then to

the Twelve ;
then ... to above 500 ; then ... to

James ; then to all the apostles.
3

(4) The purpose
is not primarily apologetic (cf. Cfjubridgv TkeoL

Essays, 395, 329, 330). The Kesurreetion of

Christ was not disputed at Corinth. The intro-

duction of the list here is due to that instinct for

atenuitic- completeness, that determination to go
clown TO fir>t principles, which is eminently char-

acteristic of St. Paul, rather than to any apolo-

gist's desire to convince men who do not believe

that Christ is risen. (5) The selection is evidently

official (cf. Knowling, Testimony of St. PaMl9 p.

301) St. Peter as the first of the Apostles, St.

James head of the Church at Jerusalem. 'Peter
and James were at the time of writing the two
most prominent persons in the Christian Society,
St. Paul himself not being exeepted' (Ch. Quart.
Mev. y Jan. 1906, p. 330). The same applies to the

Apostles in a body. The other appearance is

recorded for its numerical importance. Thus the

omission of the Women from this official list is not

surprising. It is noticeable that the Fourth Gos-

pel, although recording the appearance to Mary
Magdalene, yet omits it from the omcial enumera-
tion (Jii 2 1

14
). Thus the Fourth Gospel supports

St. Paul's procedure, and demonstrates that omis-

sion is not necessarily due to ignorance.
On St. Paul's list of the witnesses, see, further, Ch. Quart.

R&v.. Jan. 1906, 327-331 ; Knowling, Testimony of St. Paul ;

Gess, Das Dogma von Christi Person und Werfc, xvii.

2. The personal testimony of St. Paul to Christ's

Resurrection. A comparison of the three accounts

of St. Paul's conversion in Ac 9. 22. 26, which may
be respectively denoted A, B, and C, shows certain

variations.

(1) The intervention of Ananias, contained in A and B, is

omitted in C ; the instruction priven by him beingr in substance

transferred in C to Christ. Ii may be, as Blass considers (Act.

Apost. ix.), that the historic order is maintained in A and B
rather than in C, since such instruction as to the Apostle's duty
would come more naturally under calmer circumstances and at

a later time. It should also be noted that of these three

accounts the first is the historian's narrative in the course of

the events, where Ananias would necessarily be mentioned.

The second was spoken to the Jewish throng on the ascent to

the Praitoriiim. where the mention of Ananias and Ms ortho-

doxy would be reassuring to the hearers (cf. Knowling, op. ai.).

The third, spoken before fee inagistra*^ omits Mm, because

the reference would not in any Degree sirengtlieii the AposWB
case, nor be desirable on Ananias* account. Again, it is note-
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worthy that the incident of Ananias is, as Blass says, separable
from the main e\rent. Its omission by St. Paul in 1 Cor. shows

It does, however, entail the important loss of referencethis. ,

iven in A and B. It may
ti

1 \!ij. lias' instructions from &i. IVm 1

'-;

i -> .'i^ani is distinct from the momentous

varia-
ivu,

In

to St. Paul's baptism
cally difficult to
own reflexions.

issue.

(2) The effect upon the attendants is recorded with
tions. In A they are described as otf&oiiotrs? u,& ?%$ quarts

"hs tisupovvrs;. In B, r/,v $uvs,v olix '/txtsutrczv TOV A>.<stn>To? u
C the attendants are not mentioned. It is usually said that the
distinction of case after buouttv implies that the attendants
heard the sound (genitive) "but could not distinguish the sub-
stance (accusative) of the message (cf. Grimm-Thayer, Lear.).

But, taking the extreme case that these details

cannot be reconciled, do they vitally alter the
central affirmation ? Is not some confusion be-

tween the effect on St. Paul and that upon the
attendants very readily accounted for on the re-

ligious principle that receptiveness varies with

spirituality? Zeller (followed by Pfleiderer, Ur-

cnrifitentum, L 61} has, indeed, made the most of

these differences (Acts, vol. i. p. 287), on the

ground that for the objective character of the ap-

pearance great importance must attach to the

testimony of St. Paul's companions. But the
essential points are |ionVi!i1y dp-ii' ; that the attend-

ants were bewildered and confused by an external
incident whose nature they evidently took for

supernatural but could not further explain.
On the three narratives ; A-:-. -

. . f .!h.i-, K-I.).I" !_-. Testi-

mony of St. Paul; Sabatvr ///'*
'

/' t-'
1'

<;.>r ". L apotre
Paul et Jgsus Christ ; Chase, Credibility ofActs ; Jbtackham, Acts.

So far as to St. Paul's personal lr-tiMi<my re-

corded in Acts. To this must be ;uK:o<l iluj i< i hr-

ences in his Epistles. It is certainly remarkable
that amid his courageous self-revelation no account
of his own conversion is given in the Epistles.
And yet any such account would obviously be

necessary for his opponents rather than for his

converts, who must have heard the story orally ;

and this is i-
1'-- *- i

ly v li;it the allusions and in-

ferences in I'M iv'i-.k-- suggest* There are
here three points to^ be remembered : (1) The ex-

ternal or objective character of the appearance
outside Damascus ; (2) the fact that this external

appearance is not incompatible with intellectual

preparation for the change ; nor (3) with an inner
revelation in the department of the intellect as to

the significance and far-reaching character of the
external revelation bestowed (cf. Maurice Goguel,
L'aputre Paul et Jg$u$ Christ).

(a) Theologians were formerly disposed to con-
fine the intellectual change in St. Paul to the

period of reflexion subsequent to conversion.
Modern writers place it chiefly in the period be-
fore. It may well have been in both. Conscious-
ness of the impossibility of unaided compliance
with the requirement of the moral ideal (Eo 7)

may well have prepared the way for the accept-
ance of Christianity, although by no means neces-

sarily even suggesting, still le>s involving, its truth.
On this point the greatest, caution is essential.

We have no information. The elaborated hy-
potheses whereby St. Paul Is supposed to have
made the transition to Christianity in purely sub-

jective ways are wonderful feats of critical in-

genuity, but they have no necessary relation to

history.
"\Vhat is certain is that he believed the

transition to have been suddenly effected by the
manifestation of the Risen Christ.

(b) Similarly with the question of the inner
revelation of Christ within the mind of St. Paul
(Gal I 15 - 16 *to reveal his Son in me 7

). Because
St. Paul received a mental enlightenment, it cannot

possibly follow that he did not see an outward
vision or hear a voice. Rather that which he heard
and saw formed the external data of his inward
thoughts and convictions. The careful distinction
'drawn by St. Paul between inner visions of the
iLord (2 Co 12), as to which he cannot tell whether

they were in the body or out of the body, and the

event appealed to in 1 Co 9 1 as the certificate of

his Apostleship, show how vividly conscious
^

he
was of the external objective nnture of that vision

of the Risen Christ (>ee Co^uol. p. 82). But that

there was an inner revelation also as the result

of the external vision is, of course, essential to the

value of the vision. Indeed, it would not be easy
to exaggerate the vastness of this inner revelation

to St. Paul, provided always that space is left for

the external circumstance which created it.

As to the external, objective character of St.

Paul's vision of the Risen Christ, this and nothing

violent, abnormal change which brought him weak
and immature into a new spiritual world '

(Chase,

Credibility, p. 72). Moreover, St. Paul places the

appearance to himself in the same category with
those to the Apostles in general (1 Co 15; cf. Gal
I 13- w and Liiihtfoot's paraphrase).

3. EYidence of the Eyangelists. The Synoptic
problem must, of course, be studied elsewhere.

Nor do our limits allow an analysis of the various
documents. (1) The original of MJc. 3 so far as we
possess it, ends with the vacant grave, but no ap-

pearance of the Risen Master. [On the question
of the last twelve verses of the present Mk. see

above, p. 131 ff.]. (2. 3) But what the original
Mk. no longer gives us is supplied by Mt. and
LJc., who almost certainly wrote with Mk. before
them ; and whose agreements may partially supply
the missing conclusion of the earliest narrative.

To do full justice to the documents would require
a careful analysis and comparison c

"
. !;

ances given by Mt., Lk., and Jn., -., u ". \

the existing conclusion to Mark.
From what source the distinctive features of the Resurrection

narratives in Mt. and Lk. were derived is not known. Atten-
tion has often been drawn to their diversities. They are cer-

tainly difficult to harmonize. But the substantial identity as
to the central fact is not less impressive because of the diver-

sities. The peculiar difficulties as to locality will be considered

presently.

(4) The existi'ii a conclusion of Mark. *We may
say with confidence,

3

writes Dr. Sanda^ (Criticism

of the Fourth Gospel', p. 241),
* that its date is

earlier than the year 140 whether we argue from
the chronology 01 Aristion, its presumable author,
or from its presence in the archetype of almost all

extant MSS, or from the traces of it in writers so

early as Justin and Irenoen-/ '
Ti belong* at the

latest. '-ay- Dr. S\\eN. f to rhooiirlior Mil>- \posiolio

age
3

L-l/^/A'v' '//;,'>/. p. 66). (JSee, further, Chase,
Syria*- Elcntc,,t. i,i Co'lw Bezce, 1893, pp. 153-157).

(5) The Fourth Gospel. The value set on this

evidence will vary with critical estimates of the
Fourth Gospel, into which it is impossible to enter
here. Suffice it to say that a very marked tendency
exists in more recent writers to return to older
views. So advanced a critic as Jiilicher, for in-

stance, dates the Gospel between A.D 100 and 110

(Introd. N.T.
p. 401), In no ease is reception or

rejection more influenced by philosophic and theo-

logical presuppositions than here.

We note then that, the documentary evidence,
while certainly less than we might desire, is ade-

quate for its purpose. Partial discrepancies are
not only compatible with, they may be confirma-

tory of, substantial veracity (cf. Gwatkin, Gifford
Lect. ii. 48).

$. Canonical as contrasted with Apocryphal
Gospels. The Canonical narratives form but a
small portion of the early accounts of Jesus Christ.
And it is important to consider why we lay exclu-

,

sive stress upon the Four. The Canonical Gospels,
as their name implies cannot be regarded merely
as documents ; they are the property, and indeed
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the product, of a community, the Christian Church.
The documentary evidence for the Resurrection

requires to be -::"< ", by the evidence of the
existence of th- '. . .:' and its principles. The
Church gave its recognition to certain Gospels, and
refused it to others.

*
It was not the prestige of an Apostolic name that made it

canonical, for the "Gospel of Peter" was rejected. Great
antiquity and respectful quotation by learned Chinch writers
did not avail to include the "

Gospel ace. to the Hebrews," nor
did philosophical thought avail the document commonly called
the "Oxyrhynchus Logia"' (Burkitt, Gospel History and its

Transmission, p. 230).

"What was the principle which led to their exclu-
sion? What was it that the Four Gospels had
which these had not ? The answer manifestly is,

that the contents of the Gospels called Canonical
were in harmony with the principles of the Chris-
tian community which received them. The Church
recognized the Four as possessing characteristics in

which the others were more or less defective. e And,
3

says Prof. Burkitt,
4
it should not be forgotten that

those of the non-canonical Gospels which we know
enough of to pass judgment upon, show a sensible

inreriority' (p. 259).
* Marcion's Gospel is in every

w,iy inferior to Luke, and the Gospel of Peter to
either of the Synoptic accounts of the Passion

'

(ib.).

Their extravagant wonder-workings and obviously
fictitious character impress readers of any school
of thought {cf. Pfleiderer, Urchristentum, ii. 121)*

5. Thf: cnn)ty Crave. This is witnessed to by
(1) the '. ": cf. the original narrative of
Mk. (16i-0j. inere is no reason to doubt/ says
0. Holtzmann, 'that the women could not carry
out their purpose [of embalming the body], simply
because they found the grave empty

J

(Life ofJesiis,

p. 497). According to the tradition accepted by
St. Paul, the first manifestation was on the third

day, and therefore in Jerusalem. This agrees with
the Apostles' visit to the grave, which should be
contrasted with their visit with our Lord to the

grave of Lazarus. That the grave was empty,
would also seem to be required by Jewish con-

temporary ideas on resurrection (cf. Dn 122).

Considerable thought has of recent years been bestowed on

St. John's description of the manner in which the jrrat e-olothes

\\ere Ijinar. As far back as Chrysostom's time, auemion was
called to the fact that myrrh was a drug which adheres so closely

to the body that the grave-clothes would not easily be removed
(in Joan. "Horn. Ixxxv). Cyril of Alexandria suggested that,

from the manner in which the grave-clothes lay folded, the

Apostles were led to the idea of resurrection :
' Ex involutis

' von

:iro:ir'l ;lt -' " d i- jul -u 1
] partially retained the annular form

il,.,^ ir-u-i, -;. (7",.* I!,\.>,. Master, p. 43). The grave-clothes still

marKed ihe SW)L ^htre the body had rented, and still retained

the general outline of the human form (cf. p. 50). If this Inter-

pretation be correct, that St. John saw the napkin which had
been about the head of Jesus, not lying with the linen clothes,

but apart, twisted round, away by itself, then the suggestion
would be not only the emptiness of the grave, but that 'that

which died had parsed away into that which lived
'

(Richmond,
Gospel of the Rejection, p. 109).

On the evidence, so far, to the ^empty grave, we
are constrained to say that the weight of the Evan-

gelists' united testimony is so strong that it cannot

with any justice be rejected. (For critical acknow-
ledo-ment of this see Our Lord's Resurrection in

Oxf. Libr. Pract. Theol. p. 87 f.)-

(2) But it has been asserted that, whatever the

Evangelists might think, at any rate St. PcmPs

theory of the Resurrection was independent of all

interest in the empty grave (0. Holtzmann, Life of
Jesus}. His theory of the spiritual body, so

it^is

said, does not require the resurrection of the material

elements of the buried corpse. And it is further

remarked that St. Paul, in his evidences of the

Resurrection, not only makes no appeal to the

emptiness of the grave, but actually makes no

reference to the subject at all in his teaching.
This supposed indifference of St. Paul to the ques-

tion of the empty sepulchre is based partly on the
character of his theology, and partly on hiss omission
of any reference to the fact. But here we must
remember St. Paul's antecedents. He was educated
in the principles of the Pharisees, and doubtless
held the prevalent theory of physical resurrection.
As Schmiedel truly says,

* His theology came into

being only after Ms conversion to Christianity.
"When he "first came to know of Jesus as risen, he
was still a Jew, and therefore conceived of resurrec-
tion at all in no other way than as reaninmtion of
the body

'

(EBi iv. 4059) ; cf. 1 Co 15s* 4
. The sug-

gestion in the term e rose 3

(eye/pet?) as applied to the
dead is that death is compared with sleep, and the
resurrection out of the former to the awakening
put of the latter. Moreover, the fact of the burial

implies that the Resurrection was not merely of
one who died, but also of one who was buried.
Thus resurrection refers to an experience affecting
the body, and not to an isolated experience of the
soul

;
cf. Ro 811

,
where resurrection is described as

quickening our mortal bodies. Thus the grave of
Jesus cannot be considered by St. Paul otherwise
than as empty (see Schmoller in SK, 1894, p. 669).
St. Paul believed in *a highly objective resurrec-

tion, including a bodily somewhat, though of a

non-fleshly order' (V. feartlet, Apost* Age, p, 4;
Riggenbach, p. 7).

(3) There is the further evidence of the applica-
tion to Jesus Chri-i o? the p,

!

>-i!^t- ;n / 7-
- sixteenth

Psalm(WQ
): '^ehhorv ill ihon Mitlei iliy Holy One

to see corruption
'

(Ac S27
). St. Peter sees an exact

parallel between this language of the Psalm and
the physical experience of the dead Christ. It is a
reference to the Resurrection.

' He [David] seeing
this before, spake of the resurrection of Christ, that
his soul was not left in hell, neither did his flesh

see corruption
'

(v.
sl

). No contrast could be greater
than between this and the ordinary experience as

exemplified in David. David manifestly saw cor-

ruption. *He is both dead and buried, and his

sepulchre is with us unto this day
'

(v.
29

), Corrup-
tion its sad work had done. The foul engendered
worm had fed on the flesh of * the anointed one.'

But St. Peter's contention is that, in the case of

Christ, the physical frame saw no corruption. The
fact of the empty grave is here involved, and is,

moreover, thrown out as a challenge in the very
city where our Lord was buried ; and that within
six weeks of the burial ! It has well been asked :

Was not St. Peter disturbed by the misgiving that
the hearers might interrupt him with the crushing
remark "We know where he was buried, and that

corruption has begun its task (Ihmels, Die Aufer-
stehung Jesu Ckristi, 1906, p. 26). The whole argu-
ment of St. Peter would be absolutely worthless, if

any could refute the major premiss of the empty
grave.

(4) The emptiness of the grave is acknowledged
fry opponents as well as affirmed by disciples. The
narrative of the guards attempts to account for the

fact as a fraudulent transaction (Mt 2811 "15
).

f But
this Jewish accusation against the Apostles takes

for granted that the grave was empty. What was
certain was that the grave was empty. What was
needed was an explanation.' So far as the present
writer is aware, this ackinwlod^meni by the Jews
that the grave was vacsiteil o.\ton<l> to all subse-

quent Jewish comments on the point.

Here, for instance, is a 12th cent, version of the empty grave
circulated by the Jewish anti-Christian propaganda.. The story
is that when the queen heard that the elders bad slain Jesus and
had buried Him, and that He was risen again, she ordered them
within three days to produce the body or forfeit their lives.
' Then spake Judas,

" Come and I will show you the man whom
ye seek : for it was I who took the fatherless from bis grave.
'For I feared lest his disciples should steal him away, and I have
hidden him in my garden and led a waterbrook over the place."

'

And the story explains how the body was produced (Toledoth

Jew, ; see Baring Gould, Lost and Hostile Gos%>els, p. 88). It is
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needless to remark that this daring assertion of the actual

production of the body is a m editsval fabrication, but it is an
assertion very necessary to account for facts, when the empti-
ness of the grave was admitted and yet the Resurrection
denied.

Substantially, then, St. Matthew's narrative Is

corroborated by the admissions made by opponents
of Christ. That the disciples removed the body
was a saying commonly reported among the Jews
f until this day

'

(Mt 28"). And this admission by
opponents is enough to show that the evidence for

the empty grave was ' too notorious to be denied
'

(Cftmbr. ThwL Essays, p. 336).

(0) The grave, then, was assuredly empty. But
the emptiness of the grave does not demonstrate
resurrection. The alternatives are that this was
a human work or a Divine. Either somebody
removed the corpse, or the Almighty raised the

dead. The momentousness of the alternative it is

scarcely possible to exaggerate. The ultimate de-

cision must be largely influenced by the entire

range of a man's presuppositions. Two antagon-
istic conceptions of God and the world and man-
kind meet at the grave of Christ. It will always
be possible to construct naturalistic hypotheses to

account for the vacant grave, but it "is impossible
to conceal "ho rario'iiili-.i'.: .-i-^ii'imi ion-* a:-->'i which
such construe I !*- ;nv IMI-MH!. Wo max lioio quote
a recent and. extremely independent critic.

* It is admitted that with the Resurrection the body of Jesus
also had vanished from the grave, and it will be impossible to

account for this on natural* grounds
'

(Wellhausen, Das Ev.
Matt. p. 150).

(6) If we keep to the evidence, it is certain that
the empty grave was not the cause of the disciples'

faith. According to the Evangelists, the fact of

the em^ty grave created no belief in the Resur-
rection in the case either of Mary Magdalene, or of

the women, or of St. Peter. The only exception,
and that under conditions of peculiar reticence

and reserve, was St. John.
* Thus the <. *J n

]
'.' <1 c x|>n.*#icn that the faith of the Chris-

tian Church -. -i "iM-l.-'l o"- 'JT> < nipty grave is one which re-

quires explanation. The Easter faith did not really spring
from the empty grave, but from the self-manifestation of the
risen Lord '

(S. Simpson, Our Lor&s Resurrection, p. 108).

6. The locality of the appearances. The nar-
ratives present us with a double series of mani-
festations of the Risen Lord, distinguished by
locality : the Judsean series and the Galilyean
series.

(1) Any true criticism should start from the
data of the original Mark. According to this

(16
7
), not only did the women visit the grave on

Easter Day and therefore were still present in

Jerusalem, but the message sent to the disciples,
1 He goeth before you into Galilee,' implies the

presence of the disciples also in Jerusalem on that

day. Accordingly the theory that e

they all for-

sook him and fled' (14
50

) means fled direct home to

Galilee, is refuted, by the implications of the same
Evangelist (cf. Kordam, Hiboert Journ. , July 1905,

p. 781). On the other hand, the direction 'he

goeth before you into Galilee
t would seem to indi-

cate that the lost conclusion of this Gospel must
have contained a description of an appearance in

Galilee. This may be true. But what we cannot
determine is whether any Judsean appearance was
also recorded.

(2) Mt. (28) relates that the first appearance took

place to the women near Jerusalem, and then adds
a manifestation to the Eleven in Galilee.

(3} Lk. contains an exclusively Jndaean series of

manifestations. He e knows nothing
'

of appear-
ances in Galilee. The significance of this must
depend on St. Luke's worth as a historian. Har-
nack has recently exhibited a profound mistrust
of the Lukan account (Luke the Physician). St.

Mark, who is assumed to have recorded nothing
but a Galilaean series, is endorsed as correct. On
the other hand, the high value of St. Luke as a

historian is vigorously asserted by so critical a

scholar as Ramsay, who came to the study greatly

prejudiced against him. He places the author of

the Acts 'among historians of the first rank 3

(Paul the Traveller, pp. 4 if., 8, 14). Then, further,

St. Luke cannot possibly, as St. Paul's companion,
have been ignorant of the Jerusalem tradition.

How could he conceivably have written a version

of the Resurrection manifestation which the Jeru-

salem Church could not receive ? It is quite poss-
ible that he derived his information as to the 40

clays at Jerusalem itself. St. Paul gives no locality,
but the natural view is that he considered the

first manifestation to have occurred in Jerusalem.
Is it possible that St. Luke's exclusive interest in

the Judsean series is due to the purpose for which
his Gospel was written? Willing for Greek be-

lievers, it would be natural that he should con-

centrate attention upon the Holy City. Is it not

possible conversely that St. Matthew, as Pales-

tinian and Jerusalemite, gives for that very reason

the more distant and less known manifestations
in Galilee ?

Harnack seems reduced to the singular position that the

only evidence for the Galilsean series is St. Mark's conclusion,
and that does not exist. For he lays all stress, for St. Mark's

value, on St. Matthew as his copyist. He depreciates the

independence of Sfc. Luke and rejects the authority of St.

John. Thus, after all, the testimony to a Galilaean series is

reduced to a solitary witness whose testimony is lost.

The first impression derived from Lk. that the
Ascension took place on the same day as the
Resurrection is partly corrected on further con-

sideration of the Gospel itself. For there does not
seem sufficient time to crowd all these events into

a single day. Emmaus is reached towards even-

ing when the day was far spent (24
29

). The meal
in the town must have taken some little time.
And Emmaus is threescore furlongs (v.

23)=7 miles
from Jerusalem. The whole journey would take
Hie greater part of two hours. Then follows the
convert! ion with the two and the Eleven. After-

wards, Christ Himself appears and gives them an
instruction in the Scriptures the Law and Pro-

phets and the Psalms (v.
44

). This must have taken
a considerable time. Finally is placed the jour-

ney to Bethany and the Ascension. This could

scarcely be before midnight. Yet certainly (as
Rordam says) the account gives the impression
that the event was conceived as happening in the

day! inn 1 'TTibbert Journ., July 1905, p. 774). If

.in 4 "iMoi c,r-'i i has suffered condensation, the diffi-

culty is at once explained.
In this connexion it is worth noting that Ramsay describes

St. Luke as deficient in the sense of time.
*
It would he quite

impossible from Aces alone to acquire any idea of the lapse of
time

'

(Pew I fJn> Trav. p. 18). And the fault is not individual.
It is the fault of his age. Sfc. Luke * had studied the sequence
of events carefully, and observes it in his arrangement mi-

nutely/ but * he gives no measure of the lapse of time implied
in a sentence, a clause, or even a word. He dismisses ten years
in a breath, and devotes a chapter to a single incident.' "Thug
* Luke's style is compressed to the highest degree ; and he
expects a great deal from the reader. He does not attempt to
sketch the surroundings and <:et the whole scene like a picture
before the reader

;
lie states the bare facts that seem to him

"mporUinf. .'ind \\".\\i - t>i< reader to imagine the situation
'

(p.
17). Tl c-o arc- >,\\(\ '<> i> characteristics of the writer of the
\"t-*. wl rn^ -ill

1

<-\-i>!nin some of the difficulties in his
ri:irnui\e 01 U'<* Hc-'ino* lion.

But it is asked, Since our Lord's prediction was
Unit Tie would moot the disciples in Galilee and
tho anjrolV direction was in accordance with the
same, is it not contrary to the logic of the situa-

tion, as well as to the original command, that ap-
pearances should occur in Jerusalem ? To this

difficulty Rordam's reply is :

* This apparently insoluble difficulty is very easily explained.
We learn (24"- 24) that nobody believed the women's tale,
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and even those who had listened most to their words returned

disappointed after having- seen the empt3* grave. This fully

explains why appearances followed in Jerusalem. For that
"

I >t go to Galilee to meet Christ is obvious.

, : . original story was -'.: p ".- .-i:., ; <i

to the women, because they doubted the -,/"'- v.-. -.!.,
-. .:,

narrative goes on to relate how Christ had to appear to the
.'.M'l.-tlef. and Use disciples together with them, as they did not
ll'l.evt the jfOnii.'ii'is words '

(p. 778).

7. The nature of Christ's resurrection body.
(1) The statements of the Evangelists are commonly
rfdssified as of two kinds : (a) Those which exhibit
a purely materialistic view, the most impressive
"instance being Lk 2439 * Handle me and see : for a

spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see me have.
3

(b) An immaterial series, illustrated in His vanish-

ing and reappearing, in the difficulty of recognition
and the alterations of form.

One school of criticism here endeavours to impose a dilemma,
} lidding us select between the two views, or- ,*, -_-:oi":'! ,

:
: '

i-i'.ipo^ible uo accept both. Keim, for ins;.'.'v< , -10-, "'PMV i-

LO cap :!'.' 10us allernadnjr bei'VLeu a subtle and a gross corporeity
. . . whicn Ib fceli-f'ontiadicror\

'

(Je&us of Sazara, ri, 3iO).
\Y> maj, howcier, decline the dilemma, and declare ourselves

prepared to accept both series o* - >. i '<..-. a- -vs-ir.-^ \ ,-sr-

of a perfectly conceivable and </ ,j,: \ <'>-. <
k<-ni"'r. T- -

npoiary Pharisaic idea of resurrection had no subtlety
about it. It was grossly and e\en repulsively animal. The
martyred Maccabees expect to repossess the same physical
organs and limbs in the same condition as on earth. This is

expressed with a coarseness which cannot be mistaken In 2 Mac
7H and 14^6 (see also Grobler In SK, 1879, p. 682 ff.). It is

resuscitation of the same body to the same estate as before.

The Book of Enoch, it is true, speaks of the resurrection state
as resembling that of the angels, but it describes the latter
in such physical and animal terms as to deprive the resemblance
of much value (cf. Enoch 514 with 151). The description of
*

revealing every thing- that is hidden in tin- ! n-]i- of *K u:r'h.

and those who have been destroyed bj i
lu <J--v ;, and ruo-t-

who have been devoured by the fish of the sea and by the

beasts, that they may return and stay themselves on the day of
the Eiecc One* (615,

ed. Charles, p. 160), is equally suggestive of

a grossly material view.
The exact antithesis to the Pharisaic conception, which was

prevalent in the Apostolic age, was the Greek conception of

emancipation from the body and continued existence as pure
spirit. See preceding article.

The view given by the Evangelists is indepen-
dent of both of the above conceptions. It

certainly
possesses a strongly materialistic side. Yet with

equal certainty it is no mere resuscitation of the
animal frame. It is anything rather than a return
to life under the same conditions. The broadest
distinction is drawn by the Evangelists between
the revivification of Lazarus and the Resurrection
of Christ. Lazarus is obviously represented as

granted a re-entrance into <vi'Oy lifo under the
same conditions as before, :. I KM ;<* again the

possessor of a corruptible organism, subject to

the same (V^ilx rn-<i --*!"<-. and destined again to

expire in a -M-onii oxji"
'

P.-.-C of physical death (ef.

Kruger, Aiiforstrintirt, p. 21 f.).

(2) The Pauline conreption ofthe risen body. St.

Paul's doctrine is condensed into the two crucial

phrases, a *

psychical
'

body and a *

pneumatieal
'

body. The ]-yrhi<viI body is the organ and instru-

ment of the HI limn I fuvc-o ; the pneumatieal body is

the organ and instrument whose vitalizing- prin-

ciple is the spiritual personality. The psychical
body is that which discharges the functions of

animal self-maintenance and reproduction. It is

the organ adapted to life under terrestrial condi-

tions. The pneumatieal is the organ adapted to

life under non-terrestrial conditions! Jt is the be^t

self-expression of spirit (Our Lord's Jlwitrrixtion,

p. 164:f.). Now, St. Paul's doctrine firmly main-
tains two points, of which the first is 'identity
between the body which died and the body which
rose. This is implied in all that we have seen of

St. Paul's interest in the empty grave ; in his

illustration of the relation between the two states

of the body as akin to that between the seed and
the perfected plant. It is further taught by his

description of his vision of Christ under the idea
of Christ's Resurrection.
But if, on the one hand, St. Paul affirms identity,

he no less emphatically affirms a distinction be-

tween the characteristics and qualities of the body
on earth and beyond it. Flesh and blood cannot
inherit the kingdom of God 5

(1 Co 1550).

' Thou
sowest not that body that shall be' {v.

37
}. The

vastness of the distinction is so strongly asserted
in the term the *

spiritual body,' that the identity
might almost seem to be, what it never is, really
obliterated. But the risen body of Christ was
spiritual,

* not because it was less than before

material, but because in it matter was wholly and
finally s-uhfuyatejl to spirit, and not to the exigen-
cies of ;>>/-:cri: r_;e. Matter no longer restricted
Him or hindered. It had become the pure and
transparent vehicle of spiritual purpose' (Gore,
Body of Christ,

jp.
127).

(3) A comparison of the Pauline doctrine with
the Evangelists' statements does not lead, then,
to the conclusion that their principles diverge.
There is an extreme improbability that St. Luke,
for instance, eon>M<*Lliiji hi> relation to St. Paul,
should be in hopeless contradiction with the

Apostle's principles. But there is no manner of
contradiction . 1 1 u; EVM u^c-l i-i - are concerned with
the historic iijjiTjiiVtuPoi 1 - of ihe Risen Christ, St.

Paul with the intrinsic nature of the resurrection

body. The former describe the body of Christ

during the :< :!!;, ;-\
j.i

:ios% in which its presence
was ascertainable by the senses ; the latter con-
siders the body as it is in itself. The former say,
This is what we touched and saw, and our hands
have handled ; the latter is concerned with the

profound inquiry as to what constitutes the nature
of the risen body. Thus the aspects are comple-
mentary, not antagonistic,

(4) IT we attempt, then, to formulate the Chris-
tian conception of the nature of Christ's risen

body, we snail affirm that, according to Christian

doctrine, man consists of the personality or self

together with a vehicle of self-manifestation. This
vehicle is material. Under terrestrial conditions
this vehicle must possess characteristics, properties,

organs, adapted to such conditions. Otherwise it

would be no <rl,
c

ovfin^ion at all. Such was the

psychical body of Thrift. But at death the self

passed out of terrestrial conditions, leaving the

fleshly condition of the body behind, but by no
n'-nr* (onii'iiLi.1

:^ bodiless. The self is re-endowed
v. :;ii ;> \<:liiJ< of self-expression which is still

material, only under the complete dominion of

spirit. The self now exists under heavenly condi-
tions. The fleshly organism would be impossible
there, because hopelessly unadaptable to such con-
ditions. Its whole system, construction, solidity,
its parts and organs, its methods of self-mainten-

ance, would be worse than meaningless under non-
terrestrial conditions. We should suppose that
the pneumatieal or risen body of Christ was, in its

normal state, as an i<l< all\ icif
k,ct u Iterance of

spirit, imperceptible <<* i li<: liuziiiin "-cn-c^as we now
possess them. But the capacities of this ideally

perfect self-expression are so great that it can
1

manifest itself to persons living under terrestrial

conditions. And we believe that this pneumatieal
body of Christ did teinpoiarily assume such condi-

tions of tangibility and. visibility as to bring His
'subtle corporeity? for evidential and instructive

purposes, within range of our (

grosser corporeity/
This leads to the difficult subject of the relation

between the psychical and the pneumatieal body
of Christ. That they are related, in the Apostolic

conception, is clear. But the question is, To what
extent? Does the existence of the pneumatieal
body require the disappearance of the psychical?
or can they coexist? Can the one remain intact
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within the grave while the other is declared to

have risen ? Is the emptiness* of the grave in

Joseph's garden essential to belief in Christ's tran-

sition into the pneumatieal estate ? Since it is

impossible for u^ to determine the precise relation
"between the^e two conditions of the bodily life,

we must "be prepared for the possibility of the co-

existence of : :>
i |i-*y<-M-j;' c.i-n the pneuinatical body.

Would, it therefore follow inat the emptiness of the

grave in Joseph's garden is indifferent to Christian

thought? No, not in the very least. We must
surely here distinguish between the Resurrection
of Christ and the resurrection of mankind. It was
clearly necessary for evidential purposes that the
risen Lord should reappear within a terrestrial

environment, and that for the same reason His
;.

I M: -
: } ] "-i vacated. Belief in the reality of

III- I!-, -: >
' in presence of the corpse was to

that age absolutely impossible.
>'S ago a regret, that the Jews buried
. For in that case, he thought, the

Christian idea of the Eesurrectipn would have remained far

more spiritual. And the question has been quite recently
asked, What kind of Resurrection would vour gospel ha\e ex-
hibited if the body of Jesus had been denial ed v Max Mailer's

regret is more than justified by the deeply materialistic con-

ceptions which have heavily burdened the Christian mind. But
it has no weight whatever in view of the teaching

1 of St. Paul.
The suggested cremation of the body of Jesus would not in the" *.< .- ,-. .-.'.. -

.
^ r. ". , .< .,

- -

C - -,. -

"

;i
-

i .. .: i -.
.-.

form as of old, whether His body had been buried or burned.
T'K MUI- "i,

1 - 1
n-.i i, |)TH.a.r(*l .i) -'

'

. The facts of dissolution
t-f ovlMii r\ :

i

i ."! < I- - b-r i .< ; altered the ordinary belief

in their j'V -" i' tt '.:r>CM;. :,r- ?". t
;

. Resurrection. The dis-

integrati'-n . <I. !!! i.- n :.-. to du^t, the cremation of

the mart; r-, '1 ! , p
1

, . MI, p.< <: a. discussions whether one
who died in childhood would appear full-grown in the future
life. T1-: M.i.ral, c-. :. '.'.. rak-. V- ..... .-..r^iii: of l

;
i,.- R.. irn ,-

tion c

"

'.

'

ri-.. . ;,i !<:. i>o. ]r< *v, I'lei 1
1 o ''.'_ i': 1

. T'--( -L

ideas or a resurrection suite. As ror cremation, Christian rever-
ence shrinks from dNcufcsir.'jf ihe cremation of our Lord's sacred

body,' says Dr. Liddo'i
;

' buL cremation, had it taken place,
could have made no difference except in the sphere of imagina-
tion

'

(Liddon, Easter Sermons, i. 111).
If the account given by Sir Oliver Lodge, in the Hibbert

Journal (Jan. 1906), of Christianity and science may be viewed
..... --

**-' -* --
thought, it would seem clear that

i not to have much difficulty in

accepting the Pauline doctrine of the resurrection body. The
question is, What is the relation between the spiritual person-
ality and the material side of human existence ?

'

It is plain/
he says, *that for our present mode of apprehending the
universe a material vehicle is essential* (p. 81S). The only
evidence of the existence of spiritual activity is the manifesta-
tion of that activity through matter. We are manifested to
each other through the medium of the senses. 'Now,' argues
the writer, 'this dependence of the spiritual on a vehicle for
manifestation is not likely to be a purely temporary condition :

it is probably a sign or sample of something which has an eternal

significance, a representation of some permanent truth
'

(p. 319).
* To suppose that our experience of the necessary and funda-
mental connexion between the two things the1 something \\hich
we know as mind and the something which is no\\ represented
by matter has no counterpart or cnlnrgement in the actual
scheme of the universe, as It reallv exists, is needlessly to postu-
late confusion and iru-irume Tital deception

'

(p. 310). Consc-
quemh, the conclusion is that,

*

though it by no means follows
that mind is dependent on matter as we know it, it will prob-
ably be still by means of something akin to matter something
which can act- us u \ehirle and represent it in the san>e sort; of

way that matter represents it now that it will hereafter be
manifested" (p. 32fi). No\\, certainly this statement of the
relation of mind 10 matter, of personality to the vehicle of self-
*

j

*'
- .1" >

. s one \\hirh St. Paul would find no reason to
!

- \- .

' writer himself recognizes. 'This probability or
possibility may he regarded as one form of statement of an
orthodox Christian doctrine

*

(p. 320). Such ad\ nnces of modern
thought towards the Pauline conception are as hopeful as thev
are significant.

' What, is wanted,' he acids. to make definite
our thoughts of the persistent existence of \\hac wo call our
immortal part, is simply the persistent power of manifesting it-

self to friends, f.t> to persons with whom we are in sympathv, by
means as plain prul substantial in that order of existence as the
body was here *

(p. 322).
' We may surmise that any immortal

part mn-a have the power of constructing for itself a suitable
vehicle of manifestation., which is the essential meaning

1

of the
term "

body
"'

(p. 323).
For the nature of the resurrection body see Goulburn,

Bwmpton Lectures; Skrine, Contemp. Rev., Dec. 1904, 870.

8. The sayings of the Risen Master are most
significant. Their manner is perfectly distinct from

that of the ministry. What Keim (Jesus of ^

vi. 354) describes as the *

simple, solemn, almost life-

less, cold, unfamiliar character of the manifesta-

tions,
3

calls attention to the striking aloofness and
unearthliness of the Easter ton-. T,

'"" "
is

altered into distance and a\vf .
N et

with this difference, which is be
circumstances are historic, the Personality is just
the same. And as with their manner, so with their
substance. Tl i

; .,!;*.
\'

;. marvellously, an
intermediate ]_-

"

1

,

i .vi- the :.!* :^. ;."

the ministry which ih-\ ]nc-ii| \ -L. ani ',, , ;<
'

.

ing of the Apostles which they account for and
explain.

9. Christ's Resurrection and modern thought.
Non-Christian explanations of Chrisfs Resurrec-
tion. There are only two ultimat> \: V .

lJ
i":--

possible : either the event was the <<;? i

;

which is the Christian explanation ; or else it must
be accounted for within purely earthly and human
limits. Rejection of the Christian or supernatural
account leaves the necessity of providing a natural-
istic explanation ; otherwise there would always be
a danger that the supernatural, although cast out
on principle, would n< \ fi ! Iiole--* rot !.;n

a^iiii-.
Non-

Christian theories of Christ's Kesurrecuoii form a
series. No one has summarized them better than
Keim (vi. 327 ff.).

(1) There was the theory, now quite obsolete,
which denied Christ's death. He fainted away on
the cross, and recovered in the grave. The valu-
able point in this theory is its recognition that the
Apostles did really see their Lord alive again as
a solid objective fact confronting them. Its mon-
strously irrational character lies in its impossible
assumption that a half-dead form, with difficulty
brought back to life, leading an exhausted exist-

ence, and finally dying over again, could ever have
inspired in His adherents triumphant faith in Him
as a risen conqueror and Son of God. The well-
known sentences of Strauss have effectually dis-

posed of this miserable fabrication, with all the
wretched immoralities which it included. It is,

says Reville,
' un tissu d'invraisemblances materi-

elles et morales 7

(ii. 455).

(2) Another iL- ory V.M-. Hi,-
' -l.e body was secretly

removed fron. iN- ^i<u
k riiiur by opponents or

by friends. liu,i;.:;nji
! iir: h-\i r^ between Pilate, or

the Sanhedrists, or Joseph of Arimathsea, or the
gardener, or Mary Magdalene. Of the attempt to
account for the empty grave as an imposture, Keim
justly remarks : A11 these n^ii!i!|.lii.n- are lepel-
lent and <1:-j."\uof!i1 : they si MA- iluit :iir-li-.U con-
viction 01 i ii<.

!i|-"-'
l( - and the first ( liri-i iiir- . . ,

has not in the slightest degree influenced the
hardened minds of such critics' (p. 325). This
theory also has passed away. Critics, says Keim,
have left off seeking an explanation from external
facts.

(3) But there is still a world of mental facts.
The naturalistic explanations of to-day are sought
through psychology. There is the Vision hypo-
thesisa self-generated appearance, the product of
reflexion on the uniqueness of the Personality.
Jesus' followers, studying the Scriptures, came to
the conclusion that it belonpod to the \ ocation of the

involun-

-, _,__d to the
further assertion, '\Ve have seen Him'! Thus
they took a leap from a conclusion of the intellect
to a fact of history. Keim's criticism is that
reflexion requires time. Its advocates postulate a
yearten years. But the Apostolic evidence con-
curs in asserting that the interval between the
death and the belief in the Resurrection was exceed-

ingly brief. Strauss himself gave up the theory,
and adopted another. 'Not so much by way of
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reflexion, it is now said, as by the quicker road of

the heart, of the force of imagination, and of strong
nervous excitement, the disciples attained to belief

in the living Messiah
5

(p. 334). The invincible

Jesus hovered before their minds (p. 343). When
Mohammed died, his adherents swore to decapitate

any one who dared to say that the Prophet had

expired (p. 344). In reality Jesus Avas not dead to

the disciples, since they had witnessed neither His
Passion nor death nor burial. Baek in Galilee the
old associations revived, far from the disasters and
the graves of Jerusalem unbounded excitement, in-

tensified by abstinence from food and by the feverish

moods of the evening, caused the limits of the outer

and inner world to disappear. They thought they
saw and heard externally, while they only *aw and
heard within. Martineau adopted ^orncihing_ of

this subjective theory of emotion and reflexion

combined. It is the most popular non-Christian
r\ -v,'!.

:
- -s of the day. But Keim deliberately

'

(-^
\ ,

- !
! .

Keim admits that the Apostolic apro was full of more or less
- :-'* "v-;ii<.ii : ::ii.i' visions Gut i: ilifcae visions had IK-BM the
-;.> i,i v"- -i :i-- im appearances of the Risen Christ, St. Paul
would certainly not have closed his list with the fifth or sixth

manifestation. Why does the Apostle consider the manifesta-

tion to himself as last of -'
'

* '. 'C .-) obviously last

of its kind, carefully di
'

.

- visions which

may have come either to himself or to others ?
*

Having made
such a sharp and clean division, it is to be taken as proved that
there lav betxveen the first 5 or 6 appearances and the later

often-repeated visions such a great and broad gulf of time, and
indeed of character, as rendered it impossible to reckon the
latter appearances with the former* (p. 353).
A vision of departed ML-M,-^ I -

- |r > :< * --.'.nh -iiii-h ih< ir

resurrection. If Moses *! r.!
!

i.". *v re -.< -i ;.i . Tra-s^-ljT in-
tion of Christ, did the <li*"i>:i-.

:
>

< i ii>-r iv^rrcvTio" ; COM-
tO".in< .ra r\ VM^f in <:>< Vi)')-.*-1 ! 'HIT li.\r :i-~ .

| i'-u Thai ii;r;irj'i

u'wl'p's^vii
'

.--.'I -ai*: .VnT .i"-< - \\\^'\ <"i n tt'mdiv
,
iir :!'-

did not involve belief in their resurrection. Visions were per-
fectly compatible with the confc* i T- !

- 1 ').].'

grave, and no belief in their re . , * -i -... ^ i
i

then did the Apostle, having
1

se<
'

- r: -' -.-''- . j . ;: '?

His Resurrection (cf. Schmoller -s .-''."
'

-.''.: '*) ^..- :

because this 'seeing' Him was ;
- :-

.-
!" :- j

beehi;r in a dream, or from any kind 01 seeing except one in\ olving
phvMcal idenrity : The idea or KsurwGiion introduces a:i ainer-

death experience as ii concerns the body. It affirms that that

>\hVli ro-o is .il.*o. Im'^ni r .'i\-.r cl. ill'..: uh-OM <Iv<i.
"

: no=o <

ini. V. .

>n urn1 TiftKl i:ii* <>\p":",vV it\ 7-w''oiv>.r> .' T'lis. ht- svt'ln-5.

is -contradicted first by the oide'Hh simple, solemn, almost

lifeless, cold, unfamiliar character of the manifestations-
* * There

are reserve and reticence in the face of the strange phenomenon.
There is no ira<'e of a happv, sweet, prolonged repose in the oosom
of him who is again endowed with life and love.' And secondly,
a merely subjective explanation becomes *

still more glaringly

inadequate* when we consider the abrupt cessation of the

appearances. Advocates of the Vision theory have consistently

postulated an extended duration of time, years during which
the appearances were reiterated.

' This is as true with regard
to the hypothesis as it is false and frivolous with regard to the

Apostolic account '

(p. 356).
* There was no host of appearances,

no exuberance, no i'wlescril table irregularity, no violent transi-

tion.*
* Just when fervid minds are beginning to grow fanatical,

" V '

"- ".'.*
"

and entirely ceases/ And thirdly, the
! visions is vigorous practical activity.

Mere psychological phenomena do not move this way. 'The

spirits that men call up are not so quickly laid" (p. 357). 'If,

therefore, there was actually an early or immediate transition

from the visions to a calm self-possession, and to a self-possessed

energy, then the visions did not proceed from self-generated

visionar.x over-excitement arid ranatical agitation among the
multitude' (p. 3.">3).

Kcim's judgment, then, upon the Vision theorv ,
as a whole, is

as follows : 'All these considerations compel us to admit that
i-r ih.orv x\l- ; fi' IK> (.: rl\ become t-he favourite one is only
vi liyijoifio-'K ul >'i. while "IE explains some-thing, leaves the
main' fact: unexplained, and, indeed, subordinates what is histori-

cally attested t'o weak and untenable views '

(p. 358).

(4) Keim then comes to his own explanation.
' If

the vision^ are not something humanly generated
or self-generated, if they are not blos6m and fruit

of an illusion-produc-ing over-excitement, if they are

not something strange and mysterious, if they are

directly accompanied 1>y astonishingly clear percep-
tions and resolves, then there still remains one

originating source, hitherto unmentioned, namely,
God and the glorified Christ' (p. 361 ). Keim accord-

ingly propounds a theory of objective Vision
created by Christ Himself. s

l
r "

that

produces the vision comes, as '

. D our
vie\v it does, entirely from without, and the sub-

jective seeing is merely the reflex form of what is

objective., the immediate cessation of the seeing
and of the will to see, as soon as the operating
power ceases to . '."* mes perfectly intellig-
ible.

5 'Even A aDDearance may be

granted to those who "are ;,:":: i, ii - i

ng every-
thing unless they have this plastic representation
for their thought and their faith

'

(p. 382). Thus,
according to this view, tiie Resurrection manifesta-
tions are a God-created message of victory. To
quote Keim's oft-quoted expression, they are *a

telegram, from heaven/ an evidence given by Christ
Himself and by the power of God.
This objective Vision theory, although far be-

neath the Christian conviction, is nevertheless a

very remarkable approximation towards it. It is

a most siLrnl^'-iL:il, recognition of the inadequate
character >:" Js!i purely subjective explanations of

the Apostles' beliei. if acknowledges a God-created

reality in the Easter faith. The theories of fraud
and fiction and self-delusion are hereby deliberately
set aside. The Almighty produced the Apostles*
faith.

On the objective VN/v ^s^or \ .". - .

"
.*ri:'CT. ?>. ( s:'l(

,
- !

t'. '"-/,-'*//<-

wn.gr, p. 99; Lotze, .'/ "//, ///'.*. .1. :
(i:-iir. n.).

The ultimate reasons for rejecting the Resur-
rection evidence are not historical. As Sabatier

truly says,
' Even if the differences were perfectly

reconciled, or even did not exist at all, men who
will not admit the miraculous would none the less

decisively reject the witness. As Zeller frankly
acknowledge^, their rejection is ba^ed on a philo-

sophic theory, and not on historic consideration?
'

(L'Apdtre Paul, p. 42). Strauss long ago fully
admitted that * the origin of that faith in the dis-

ciples is fully accounted for if we look upon the
Resurrection of Jesus, as the Evangelists describe

it, as an external miraculous occurrence
'

(N*ew Life,
L 399). Nothing can be more genuine than Strauss

1

acknowledgment that he was controlled "by a priori
consideration*, to which the fact of a resurrection

was inadmissible ; cf. p. 397 :

*
Here, then, we stand on that decisive point where, in the

presence of the accounts of the miraculous Eestirrection of

Jesus, we either acknowledge the inadmissihility of the natural

and historical view of the 1-ie of Jesus, ami must consequently
retract all that precedes and give up our whole undertaking-, or

pledge ourselves to make out the possibility of the results of

these accounts, i.e. :''v
"

~'\-
' ""

; -

ft, -urrection

of Jesus without anj ",-'<-;,"! j;

1

.*
ri- -".:"

This is his conscious, deliberate undertaking to

give an explanation of the evidence on the presup-

position of a certain view of the universe. It in-

variably amounts to this. At the grave in Joseph's

garden two antagonistic world-theories confront

each other (cf. Ihmels, A'tf^r^t'-Jin^n. p. '27: Luth-

ardt, Glaiibenslehre}. Sp'inoxM. it hn- l>tM kn r-aid,

could not believe in tho aciul Re-urroi-iion of

Jesus, because such belief would have compelled
him to abandon Ms theory of the universe.

Obviously the pantheist must account for the

manifestation on naturalistic principles. ^

.Those who are anxious to di o^.u e religion fioni

facts will naturally resent rlus po>i:im \\ hi- h Chrij-

tianity ascribes to Christ's Resurrection. The re-

lation" between eternal truth and historic incidents

cannot, of coursea be treated in the limits at our

disposal. But it must be remembered that a re-

ligion of Incarnation cannot possibly be dissociated

from the facts of history. The objection, therefore,

to the connexion "between doctrine and history is

fundamentally an objection to the whole principle of

an external and specialized revelation, or to a pro-

gressive revelation which culminates in Divine

personal entrance into history and self-manifesta-
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tion within Its limits (see Gwatkin's Gifford
Lectures}.

Similarly, the attitude of individuals towards the
evidence is affected by their conception of the rela-

tion of body and soul. There are, says Griitz-

macher (I.e. inf. p. 120),ultimately three conceptions.
Either body and soul are both integral portions of

a complete humanity ;
or man is only body, of

which the soul is nothing but a transient function ;

or man is only soul, and the body is its entangle-
ment and its prison. Of these three theories, says
the same writer, the last is the least congenial to

modern thought. Psychology is strenuous in its

insistence on the intimate and necessary relationship
of soul and body (p. 121). The second theory^ is

materialism pure and simple ;
but its unsatisfying

character is to modern, thought sufficiently obvious.
There remains, in che long run, only the first con-

ception, which places upon the body a very high
value indeed. Immortality without embodiment
is not a theory which harmonizes with the deepest
reflexions of the day,

10. The Apostolic teaching on the meaning of
Christ's Resurrection. (1) Evidential as to His

Messiahs/tip. According to the prevalent interpre-
tation of Dt 21"-^, adopted by the LXX, * cursed of

God is every one that is hanged upon a tree* (cf.

Jos. Ant. IV. viii. 6), the crucifixion of Jesus had,
in Jewish conion'jioiarA ih'jr.LM'i . finally < oiiJomnod
Him in tho Mglit of Gdil and iiian. '!'> a -Jcsv iho

cross was infinitely more than an earthly punish-
ment of unutterable suffering and shame; it was
a revelation that on the crucified there rested the
extreme malediction of the wrath of God. The
idea was no theological refinement. It could not
but be present to the mind of every Jew who knew
the Law. Within a few years (1 Co 123 ) it was
formulated in a creed of unbelief dydde/jia 'I^a-ovs.

It found expression in the name by which in later

days the Lord was known among the Jews ^$n,
"the hanged one"' (Chase, Credibility of Acts,

p. 149).
* t Whom ye slew, hanging him on a tree

"

(Ac 530
}. Here was a public, an impressive, a final

attestation of what Jesus of Nazareth was in the

sight of God. Here was an end 3

(p. 150). There
could be but one conclusion. Now here are appreci-
ated the force and the meaning of the Resurrection.
If J the God of our fathers raised up Jesus !

(Ac 530),
then it was clear that the estimate inevitable from
the hanging upon a tree had been mistaken, and
must be reversed ; that earth's rejected was God's

accepted; then it was possible to believe of this
Crucified One, 'Him hath God exalted to be a
Prince and a Saviour' (Ac 531

).

Thus, on the basis of the Resurrection, St. Peter
describes Jesus of Nazareth as Lord and Christ

(Ac 2P6), Prince of Life (3
15

), only source of salva-
tion (4

12
), ordained of God to be the Judge of quick

and dead (10
42

; cf. 1731).

'It is the expression,' says B. Weiss (JttbL TheoL NT, i. 239),
'of the most immediate living experience, when Pefeer says tbab

certainty i

(2) Evidential as certifying the redemptive char-
acter of His death. It required a new interpreta-
tion to be placed upon His death. The Resurrection
showed Llie death to possess a Godward validity,
affecting the Divine relations with mankind. It
was the Divine response to the death, and the

explanation to mankind of its meaning (see Gloatz
in SK, 1895, p. 798 ; cf. Ro 64 - 10

). The Resurrec-
tion, says Horn in a striking phrase, is the ' Amen '

of the Father to the *It is finished
1

of the Son
(NKZtschr. 1902, p. 548).

(3) Christ's Resurrection is evidential of His
Divinity. St. Paul begins the letter to the Romans
with this thought : I3- 4

'. . . the gospel of God . . .

concern ing his Son, who was born of the seed of

David according to the flesh, who \vas declared to

be the Son of God with ,
- -

"
to the

spirit of holiness, by the dead.'

Here the essence of the gospel, that is, of Chris-

tianity, is said to be concerning God's Son. And
the expression

' God's Son
'

is bays Meyer, not by
any means to be taken merely as a designation
of Messiah ; it is in St. Paul a Son who has pre-
existed, and proceeded out of the essence of the

Father, like Him in substance (cf. T
" ' "*

. .'

"

p. 4). The gospel of God concerni :

i
*

cerned with Sonship in the highest of all senses. It

designates neither adoption nor official place, but

personal equality.
God's Son, then, is viewed by the Apostle in

two aspects, which both represent constituent ele-

ments of His nature,- JK< ci'iiuiL to the flesh, and
according to the spirit of holiness. The former
describes His humanity, the latter His higher Self.

Regarded in the former aspect, He was born of the

dynasty of David ; U^MLUOU in the latter, He was
declared to be the ^011 o: (*<ii. The term trans-

lated * declared to be
'

(opwdevTos} i
:

;J : i f i i *
-
i i her

to an actual appointment or to .li-- <.< i..n:iini. of

a fact. If our exposition of the title
' Son of God '

be correct, it is the second that is intended here.

Jesus is, then, here declared to be the Son of God
with power by the Resurrection. A powerful
demonstration of His higher Self has been made
in the sphere of resurrection (cf. Liddon, Easter

Sermons, vi. 94, iv. 58 ; Gifford on Romans ; con-

trast Du Bose, Gospel ace. to St. Paul, p. 31).

(4) Instrumental in effecting Christ's Exaltation.
The Resurrection is in Apostolic theology by no
means merely evidential. It is no mere certificate

of acceptance. It is not merely an indirect means
through which men have become believers, a
matter which can be dispensed with so soon as
faith is gained, or is unnecessary if faith is obtained
some other way. It is also instrumental, and pro-
duces its own necessary and indispensable effects.

It has primarily its own effect on Christ Himself.

Obviously it does not only certify Him to be the
Christ. It is instrumental in effecting His Exalta-
tion. It is through the Resurrection that Christ
* enters into his glory

3

(Lk 2426
; cf. Ac 23

*, Ro 69
).

St. Paul (Ac 13^) applies to the Resurrection the
Psalm, 'Thou art my Son 3 this day (i.e. Easter
Day) have T I)0o1tc4n thee.

5 The primary refer-
ence (? to the coronation of Solomon) is here, ac-

cordingly, mystically transferred to the Exaltation
of Jesus. Not that the Resurrection constituted
Him God's Son (which He was throughout), but
that it effected the transition into a glorified state,

Jesus, as having expired on the cross, would be
conceived by the Jews as transferred to the gloom
of Hades. Jesus, as risen, was thereby exalted to
a condition hitherto unprecedented among the

occupants of the other world (cf. Rev I 18). As
the result of the Resurrection, Jesus *is at the
right hand of God/

'

making intercession for us '

(Ro 8s4).

(5) The Resurrection is also instrumental in

effecting justification. The great passage is Ro
l^5

* Who was delivered for our offences, and was
raised again for our justification/ The two clauses
are by no means identical an antithesis of phrases
without antithesis of meaning as an attempt to

transpose them ought to show. St. Paul could not

conceivably have said,
* Who died for our justifica-

tion, and rose again for our sins.' There is an
intimate connexion between the categories of death
and sin, and those of resurrection and justification.
Moreover, both Death and Resurrection have their
functions to discharge in completing the work of

redemption. In the first place, Christ was de-
livered over to death as a Sacrifice on account of
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our offences. The 1
-

"">

* '

"\
\- reparation was

made in behalf of
"

..>',

'

;.
\ .

'

representative,
and reconciliation secured.' But this, while com-
plete on the Divine side, leaves the earthward yet
to be effected. The reconciliation must be sub-

jectively appropriated by each individual. Ac-

cordingly Christ was raised again on account of
our justification. Our individual acceptance is

said to be due to the Eesurrection. This is for
two reasons : (a) because we can appropriate justi-
fication only by belief in the saving -.i^nilic {nice <>:

Christ's death. And we can attain 10 tin"- 'ic-liVf

only through the fact of the Resurrection (cf. B.

Weiss, Bibl. Thcol. L 437). But it should be most
clearly understood that this is only a partial state-
ment of the truth. Our individual acceptance is

also due to the Eesurrection; (b) because it \\a-* ril\

by His Risen Life that Christ became the new life-

principle for mankind. Justice will never be done
to this great passage so long as the effect of Christ's
Resurrection on 0111 justification is restricted to its

being a mere corti lie-site of Hi- acceptance with
God (contrast Pfleiderer, Pttutinism, *i. 119, and
Stevens, Pauline TheoL 254 f.).

The Resurrection becomes the medium through
v.l'.ii-

1
! tli(, jlirlil(il life of Jesus is infused into the

IM --n-i.-jiiyoi Jv believer. Apostolic Christianity, |

we are profoundly persuaded, does not limit itself
'

to the former of
' "

-
. but embraces

I

the latter. It is not uhrist outsiae us, but Christ
within us that completes the Apostolic view. It

,

is not the recorded Christ appealing to us across
j

the centuries, but the Living Christ imparting His
glorified strength, that is the ultimate Christian

principle. This is the Muv-uiini: of St. John's teach-

ing on eating Christ
t
.Ji: (.>> Tin- assimilation of

Christ becomes possible only through His Resur-
rection. And St. Paul can mean no less when he
writes,

* raised again for our justification.' Thus,
as B. Weiss says, the relation between the Death
of Christ and Mis Resurrection is, that ' the former
was the means of procurir^ salvation, the latter
the means of M!>pn)]>n.-iri'ii4 it* (Bibl. TheoL L
437).
On this most important passage see, further, Meyer on Bo

425; Liudon's. AiiaJfj^i-'
; Newman's Sermont

*
Christ's Resurrec-

tion the ^our<-e of Justification.'

(6) The Resurrection of Christ is also, according
to Apostolic teaching, instrumental in effecting the

physical resurrection of all believers. As early as
1 Th 414 St. Paul appeal* to Christ's Resurrection
as the ground of consolation to the mourner. Simi-

larly St. Peter is represented (Ac 42} as
*

preaching
through Jesus the resurrection from the dead

"

(cf.

Ro 65 811
, and above all 1 Co 15).

Specially noteworthy is St. Paul's argument in
Ro S 1

""-. On the supposition that Christ ?"? in us
if Christ has really entered into the individual
believer if His power has taken possession then
the result is (a) that although the body the
human body is dead because of sin i.e. "belongs
to the category of dead things owing to the influ-

ence of moral evil not merely mortal but dead

yet the spirit the human spirit is life because of

(Christ's) righteousness. That is to say, a resur-

rection has taken place already on the, spiritual
side. We are already risen with Christ in the

region of personal renewal because the righteous-
ness of Christ is in us imparted to us. (b] But
if so

(y.
11

) if the resurrection has already taken

place in the spiritual, the new vitality shall in

process of time extend itself into the "physical:
* He that raised up Christ from the dead shall also

quicken your mortal bodies.
1

The Christian doctrine proclaims both a moral and a physical
resurrection. Attempts were made in the Apostolic ag-e, under
t-he influence of non-Christian presuppositions, to lay 'exclusive

emphasis on the former and reject the latter. Men declared
UUIT. the resurrection was past already (2 Ti 2*#). Death was

VOL. ii. 33

to be understood in a moral sense, and resurrection was its
moral antithesis, it was a restoration ouc of the death of ignor-
ance, a g-i\ ing- of life to the morally dead. Attempts are also
made in modern thought to maintain exclusively amoral resur-
rection. But nothing can be more puradox'i-al than endeav-
ours to bhelter this exclusivenets under ihe authority of St.
Paul. To say that *

in St. Paul's ideas the expression [resur-
rection from the deadj has no essential connexion \uth plnsieal
death' (Matt. Arnold), is to say what is preposterous to any
one who has the great ^ords of 1 Co 15 ringing in his mind. It
is, as has been accurately said,

*

claiming- the authority of St.
Paul's spiritual teaching in order to discredit the historical
faith without which he declared his preaching vain '

(Wag-o-ett,
The Holy Eucharist, p. 20U). All attempts to limit St. Paul's
idea of resurrection to th :i.tral ]>!!<.!( m- \\.-rse than useless.
The fact is that St. Paul d-d :IOL irjnisiCMz-h attach a relic of

meongruoub materialism \>> a -.pirii'.a.' iWv>r\ complete and
consistent with itself. He believed, indeed," in our Lord's
bodily Resurrection, but not in spite of his spiritualism ; rather
because of the triumphant character of his spiritualism

'

(Wag-
gett, p. 201). The severance of human life into two distinct
departments, the one the spiritual and moral over which
resurrection prevails, the other the physical over which lesur-
rection has no power, is not a true spirituality, but a false and
timid spirituality. 'It is false -,. "-\ ;".-. -.*_". timidity, and
by failing to invade in the nv t

'

>j. he regions ot
sensible experience' (Waggett, p. 200).

*

The intimate con-
nexion of the tv.i! s-Tir'ti-t-. iln: ihoral and the physical, is funda-
mental throu^-ioi;: tho fhii^i-aii revelation. Death in Chris-
tianity is physical, and death, is also moral. And the two
interpenetrate. Redemption involves an intimate association
between the two. The Death of Christ is moral surrender and
physical experience. Death physical is awfully real, as real In
its province as is death in the moral sphere. It is therefore

' r i ::" :> of a life-giving force which
!>- :.. .1- :'. :".'." .-pi :*f- f.lrvi"y and is to pervade the
material hereafter. It has done both these already in the case
of Christ. And the Spirit of Christ already pervades the
Christian here in the present world. Tic- i-, iiliritdv morally
risen with Christ. The force of the I?Cai.rrccrioTi of Christ is

already at work in the sphere of mind and affection and will.
But there is a redemption of the body 3 et to come. (On the
relation of moral to physical resurrection, see also Du Bose,
Gospel in the Gospels ; and Denney, Atonement and the Modern
Mind).

(7) Consequently it is seen that the Resurrection
of Christ is the foundation of Apostolic Chris-

tianity, and this for dogmatic just as truly as for
evidential reasons, (a) Their consciousness of its

basal character is shown in the position it occupies
in their witness. An Apostle is ordained to be a
witness of the Resurrection (Ac I 22). The content
of St. PauFs rirnMijsnii y i-* iliought at Athens to
be i Jesus and ilu* nMineci IOM

"

(17
18

). The early
sections in the Acts reiterate the statement,

* This
Jesus hath God raised up, whereof we ail are
witnesses' (S

32
). (b) Mo <;. (;. vi-p: *voly, the con-

sequences to Cliri&lin^'ix <:' r <:<! i,:' o'' the Resur-
rection of Christ -s\ere' drawn out with all the
dialectic force of St. Paul. And it is surely sig-
nificant every way that this acute and searching
analysis of the doctrine was made by one of the
first teachers of Christianity. The fearlessness

with which he propounds his great dilemmas is in
itself extremely valuable and reassuring. He saw,
with a clearness never surpassed, what the Resur-
rection of Christ involved ; and seeing that, was
calmly prepared to risk everything upon ifc. It

would seem indisputable that St. Paul's entire

exposition proceeds on the assumption that the
Resurrection of Christ was not in controversy in

the Church of Corinth. The section of Corinthian
churchmen whom St. Paul has in mind accepted
the Resurrection of Christ, but rejected the future
resurrection of the deml. Tlu'ir philo-^oplnY anici-e-

dents rendered such r<\jemoTi omiivlv nuhinil i.-c-c

Heinrici, in Zoc.; Kennedy, *S'. /'fn/J'tt ('tm^jtfi'.n

offJtc Lnttt Things, 225), while their Christianity
constrained them to make a concession to faith in

the altogether exceptional case of Jesus Christ.

They were practically combining incompatible ele-

ments from the Old and the New, and had not the
clearness of thought to realize the incompatibility.
There is certainly nothing abnormal to human
religious experience in this. But to St>. Paul's

logical intellect it was intolerable. If there be no
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such thing as a resurrection of dead persons, then
|

is not Christ risen (1 Co 1513
). The denial of the

general principle will not permit the affirmation of

particular instances.

St. Paul then proceeds to show the effect of

this denial of Christ's Resurrection : first, on the

proclamation of Christianity, whose sum and sub-

stance become words lacking in contents and in

truth, if Christ be not risen ; secondly, on the

believer's faith, which in that case becomes equally

enrpty, being created by a baseless message ; and

thirdly, on the Apostolic proclaimers, who have
delivered as fact what in reality is fiction, ancl

have misrepresented God by affirming as His deed

what He has not done. Thus in all three depart-
ments the denial of Christ's Resurrection evapo-
rates o .> i

1
'-

1

'! :. T11

!'' substance of Christianity
has g'i -,' ic i

1 ". o- ^ faith has gone, the Apos-
tolic veracity has T-

1
rell on the second of

these : The faith depends on Christ's

Resurrection, because r >-_*\-,-;i -- depends on_the
redemptive power of < -: - {Math, and this is

certified by the Resurrection. If the Resurrection
is not historic fact, then the power of death
remains unbroken, and with it the effect of sin ;

and the significance of Christ's Death remains

uncertified, and accordingly believers are yet in

their sins, precisely where they were before they
heard of Jesus 3 name.
That St. Paul's estimate of the place of Christ's

Resurrection in Christianity is profoundly true

seems proved, conversely, by the invariable results

which follow upon its denial. Without belief in

the Resurrection there may easily exist a reverence
for the moral sublimity of Christ's character, and
a glad

"
'

"

of the religious value of His pro-

phetic . But these are widely different

from faith in Him as understood by St. Paul.

All distinctively Christian belief in Jesus has been
founded on a knowledge of His Resurrection. It

is this which has characterized and determined the
nature of the faith which men have placed in Him.
To their minds there has been a revelation which
the Risen Christ has made, and which He could
not have made otherwise than as lumnji ii-eu.

Asa historic fact, it has been His L'e-urrec-ti<>n

which has enabled men to beliere in His official

exaltation over humanity. It is not a mere ques-
tion of the moral influence of His character,

example, and teaching. It is that their present
surrender to Him as their Redeemer has been

promoted by this belief, and could not be justified
without it. Indeed, those who deny His Resurrec-
tion consistently deny as a rule Efts Divinity and
His redemptive work in any sense that St. Paul
would have acknowledged. Pauline conceptions of

Atonement are intimately bound up with Pauline
conceptions of Easter Day. The former do not

logically survive the rejection of the latter. Thus
it comes naturally to pa&s that denial of the
Resurrection issues ultimately in another religion,
which, whatever may be said about it, is not

Apostolic Christianity. The whole doctrine of

reconciliation through the Word's assumption of
the flesh, redemption by incarnation, moral death
and rising again of the individual believer in and
with Christ, are inseparable from Christ's own
Resurrection.

LITERATURE. On the doctrinal significance of Christ's "Resur-
rection see Ph 310, Qol I*8 ; and ci, further, Grutzmacher,
MtderneposittGe Vorfrn'w, 1000. p. 113 ; Gogruel, L'apotre Paul
et Jetfus Christ, p. 2,V> : Y.J/JE Mundi, p. 235 ; Bonr-Schuttmann
in SK Ztschr. 1901, 667-693.

W. J. SPAHROW
RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD, 1. Jewish

beliefs current in the time of our Lord. The
doctrine of the resurrection of the dead, symboli-
cally applied to the nation (Hos 62 1314

, Ezk 37 1' 14
),

implicit as regards the individual in prophecy and

psalm (Job 1413' 15 19-3
'27

, Is 65. 66, P^ ^ has

its first explicit expression in Is 261 '

,-._ -i-U/- ,

* * ' ... 1
-.so/I r\-n r>rvnxnr

49. 73), has
r>_ _ 2614" ]9 as the hope

of the '* ' ' ""

-seel on conviction of God's

power ,
.

' and on their persistent rela-

tion to Him. It appears in the Canon as formal

prediction and definitely in Dn 122
,
and became

part of that c consolation
' which the devouter part

of Judaism, in the absence of official prophecy, but

upon the basis of past prophetic utterance and on

the lines of prophetic indication, developed.
' The

Pharisaic movement ottered salvation to the Jewish

race . . . partly by opening wider hopes to those

who obeyed
'

(Swete, Apoc. of St. John, p. xxiii)

proxiinately the Messianic hope, and *:.'* \-

cally the hope of the resurrection. Tr- - ::'

of the period pm-edm^ and following our Lord's

appearance -hou- rluve views as to the future of

the dead, viz. (1) the traditional doctrine of Sheol ;

(2) a doctrine, variously held, of resurrection ; (3)

a Platonic doctrine of immortality.
(1) Of these Sirach (17

J7 -3)
) knows only the first

unmodified, repeating the r-s-'-i 1

.

1 ' o^ Ps 65 and of

Hezekiah's psalm (Is 388* 9
;
-M- .',;.- of man are

to the eternity of God as a drop to the sea,

wherefore the Divine pity (Sir IS8
'11

) ; the dead
have lost the light and are at rest (22

11
) ; even^ of

the righteous only the name and deed survive

(449-15). Samuel's death is 'his long sleep.' In

Tobit death is dissolution (dVwy airo\v8&) and per-
manent (rbv ai(bvLov TQTTOV, 36

)* As to the doctrine

of 1 Mac. the evidence is negative ;
no future life

is referred to.
* We fight for our lives and our

laws' (3
21

). In Judith the enemies of God in the

Day of Judgment shall meet His vengeance in

putting fire and worms et$ crdptcas avruv (Jg 1617
),

and shall feel the p^ain
of it for ever ; but in the

absence of more, this scarcely implies a doctrine

of physical immortality. This traditional eschat-

ology had still its adherents in the Judaea of our
Lord's lifetime (Mt 2223, Mk 1218

,
Lk 2027

, Ac 238
),

(2) In 2 Mac. there is a clear statement of a

developed doctrine of bodily resurrection for the

righteous. God shall raise up those who have died

for His laws ; the very members which have been
stricken from the martyr being restored to him,
and ' breath and life as at the first

3 ' unto an ever-

lasting life' (7
s- n - 23 1446). The faith

^
of such a

restoration is felt as an ethical necessity. It is

not so much a theory of human destinies as a con-

viction of the Divine justice and truth. The pro-
blem of n i n rt y iVI o : 1 1 1 1 n compelled it the problem
whether -upnMii'i (i<ii-iit v can issue in loss. That
it should seem even for"the present so to issue is

realized as a difficulty, and is explained as a

chastising, a temporal peinnlty ($oa%iV . . . v6vov)
for personal and national in* ; the martyr's rdle

being one of self-offering and expiation for these

(7
18 * **

*). Resurrection is God's reconciliation
with His servants, and is implied in their persist-
ent relation to Him they are ' dead under God's
covenant of everlasting life' (7

33 - 36
). But for the

enemies of God there is no resurrection (w. 14 - 36
).

As to the extent of the resurrection, the case in
2 Mac. is that of the inarryi> only ; but the confi-

dence expressed with rcgJiul T') them is probably
based on a wider hope, including T-niel. or at least

the faithful in Israel (a-to T<KS d5e\0ois crovf 7s9
,

hardly implies this, the &Se\<f>oi are literal ; but
the tone of the whole passage [see v. 14

] implies a
faith for others than the actual speakers). In the

apocalyptic literature, which did much to extend
the doctrine of resurrection in Judaism, it is gener-
ally presented as limited to Israel. For the ques-
tion with which the Apocalypses deal is one of

fulfilment of promises to Israel, and the deeper
question whether Hhe righteous shall be as the
wicked' at what point and in what form the
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faithful in Israel are to "be vindicated and the

apostates meet Divine justice. The earlier section

of Eth. Enoch seems to expect a resurrection

universal to Israel, with the exception only of the

abbolutely evil :

*

complete in their crimes
'

(22
13

).

The second section excludes none all Israel is

raised, but the i-: _* i :.- and holy are chosen from
the rest for reward (5i. 61 4 - 5

), In the third

section 'the judgment appears to be followed

by the resurrection of iIjiMcou* T-uielile'* only
5

(Charles, Bk. ofEnoch, p. ^' . Tlio fourt^M ion of a
resur<'cliuri ^IMKHL! to mankind does not occur in

this lireivinnv until the close of the period under

discussion, when the Apoc. of Baruch (1st cent.

A,D.) expressly proposes the question of the num-
ber of those who shall rise (28

7 41 1
,

cf. Lk 132-*),
and teaches a first resurrection at the Advent of

the Messiah, of all who have fallen asleep in h^pe
of Him'; but also apparently a resurrection 01"

good and evil, Gentiles and Israelites, for the pur-

pose of judgment (oO
3 - 4 5 1 1 "6

). 2 Esdras teaches one

general* resurrection of the same character (7
s2"35

)*

With regard to this development, there seems no adequate
reason for regarding It as introducing a mechanical and un-

spiritual conception of resurrection (Charles, EsGhatclogy) as

distinguished from a liitfh and Fiuri-.ual
*

conception of resurrec-

tion limited to the JIISL. Tnib al-o rises from an ethical root.

It is based in apprehension of the necessity of Divine justice,
conceived as requiring not only the vindication of righteous-

ness, but the condemnation on equal terms of ;:-'vI;rii:e<- :--

ness ; a justice from which death itself affords no \\ (Vir. Tiio

div ,r"-v of ii .-<i'i r.rt rv.- :rrr -io 11 f" '.'-"Hi M-d IN I
1 'i"*'-\ tollows

is
1

-*"! I
1 -' app-c'v "! vio'l ;.- j'.<l,.v: of :1 !0 \\lioUi earth,

<l!i". r V;h ii a 1
' a-w' -o A ir "*r* 1 o :.\ f ma :.ir-v- n widen-

i-u 01 <-, ;. i <>' _': M i o-,:;:o 'c :ro"! ;K :I
"_' .- isiuri-: in the

fi'fJrci i nro-'
1 "-" :o !-,(! ;o rt-vi.- ,vi .; rr-v in the

ass-t-nion 01 God a> fiiil'Mii*!; r^lHoou*"!*-*- for *ho uorki.

As to the nature of the resurrection body, in

2 Mac. only the facts of restoration and identity
are insisted on. In Enoch, while the resurrection

body is one in which thf Hplilroi:- shall "eat and
lie down and rise up,

3

it i- < i'mji '. to be imperish-
able and gloriou<

- '^aimtmt*. of glory ^.
, . gar-

ments of life' -;OI
Ml

): they are 'clad in shining

light,' and share, ihe naniro and rank of the angels
(51

4 1046
). In Apoc. of Baruch the dead are raised

as they have died, in order that the living may
know the verity of their resurrection (49

2~4
) ; but

thereafter a judicial change passes upon both them
and those who have been alive at the time (51

1
),

the wicked *

becoming worse * than those who pres-

ently occupy Gehenna (52
2- 15* 16

), while the right-

eous are transfigured and are fitted for immortality
and the eternal world (57

s- 4- 9'14
). We have here

much more than n d<-<t";'io of phy-i'iil resuscita-

tion; resurrection i- {mi'i<-!i''mlc<I a*- advance to a

new and higher i'l-itu- of I i :"-..

(3) The doctrine of immortality without resur-

rection appears in two forms Palestinian and
Alexandrian, (a) In the Palestinian form the

consummation of the soul's destiny _
is postponed

to the end. There is an intermediate state, in

which the rightoou?- and wicked are already separ-

ated; and there i- Kinnl Judgment, after which
the righteous pass to the heavenly world of glory
and felicity, and the wicked to eternal woe. Thus
the Book of Jubilees speaks of the f Day of the

Great Judgment,' and goes on to say of the right-

eous: 'Their bones will rest in the earth and
their spirits will have much joy* (23

11

-/
3
) ; and this

is probably the view of the Wmnption of Moses
as well (lO

3'10
), and perhap-* of iho Slavonic Enoch.

In the latter the translated Enoch does indeed

receive a raiment of Divine glory instead of his

'earthly robe* (equivalent to the changed body,

'garments of glory,
7

of the Simil. of Enoch) ; but

his case is exceptional, and he is destined for ' the

highest heaven
3

(67
3
). Nothing is said of any

reclothing for those who have died. There is a

place prepared for every soul of them (49
2
),

* Many

mansions . . . good for the good, evil for the evil
3

(61
2
),

* their eternal habitation
5

(65
10

). With re-

gard, however, to these two last-named writers,

there is silence as to the resurrection rather than
denial of it ; and it is difficult to say, especially of

the Assunip. of Moses, that jiiey were conscious of

divergence from current beliefs.

(b) Alexandrian Judaism, !ui';-!
:v " Tf\

"
:"'

iiloi-oijhy, taught a doctrm-- *:" }
< "-or:.,' !

i <>"

lality of the individual soul, '."..
] '

";
LF'^^.I

'..-,

more or less successfully t iliM-i!* :i
r
i.L:lo from the

questions of the corporate- iio-rny :" ilie nation
and of cosmic judgment. A'r'..:n^ r"r<-ii: Platon-

ism the ideas o: tlie eternity and evil of matter,
: ;?,)cc'-N-(r"

T

\ ignored that of resurrection; and

-cpiipL! I'rlnii the same source the ideas of the
soul's pre-existence and of salvation by wisdom, it

was compelled to regard each soul as working out
its own fate in this life, and as reaching that fate

at the point of severance from the flesh ;
immor-

tality in its final form V^:?.rl:ii: from the moment
of death. Thus in "VVi^om ;lv"body is essentially
4

subject to sin' (I
4

) : the soul is pre-exiatent and

essentially good (8*
20

), but is entangled in matter
which weighs it down (9

15
) ; man is destined for

immortality (S
23

), which the wise attain (8
13 - 17

), and
find it in all blessedness as they depart from our

sphere of knowledge (S
1'5 47'14 5 13

). The despisers
of wisdom, on the other hand, have neither hope
nor comfort in death ; it is for them an immediate

passage to judgment and retribution (3
16~19 41S

~20

514
). The Hebrew idea of death as unnatural and

punitive is nevertheless, however incoiis-i.-ter.{.ly.
also present to the mind of the writer. God msuie

not death, but the impious called it in (I
13 ' 16

) ;

death entered by envy of the devil, and is the

portion of his servants (2
24

). The idea of a future

Judgment, a 'day of decision/ also keeps its place
In rhe writer's thought (3

1 420). Nor is his con-

ception that of an immortality wholly immaterial ;

the righteous shall receive a palace and royal
crown ; they shall judge the nation and have
dominion over the people, sharing their Lord's king-
dom (3

8
). He has not successfully assimilated his

Hellenism, but requires the Hebraic eschatology
to supplement it. The teaching of Wisdom on this

subject K substantially that of Philo as well :

'

Apparently he did not" look forward to a general
and final judgment. All enter after death into

their final abode' (Charles, Esckatol.p. 260). The
:>"o- i'.~'\ of 4 Mac. is Stoical, not Platonic ; but

; /;"-.- '.iith Wisdom and Philo In ignoring _the
ideas of an intermediate state and of resurrection,
and in teaching an immortality of the spirit only,

commencing when this life ends.

2. The teaching of Jesus. Our Lord found Him-
self in an atmosphere of thought in which ideas

representative of these various form? of doctrine

were more or less current. The Babbinic teaching
on the whole held the field as a popular orthodoxy,
identified in the common mind with devoutness

and earnest religion : and it asserted the resurrec-

tion of the dead. This was generally conceived

of as twofold a resurrection of the just, and a

general resurrection preparatory to universal judg-
ment (Muirhead. JEschrtfol. of Je*u$9 p. 91); the

anticipation of resurrection was a commonplace of

piety (Jn II3
*). At the same time, the Sadducaic

party adhered to an unmodified Sheol doctrine and

contended aggressively for it No allusion to the

Alexandrian doctrine of an immortality without
resurrection appears in the NT : but the Palestinian

schools cannot have been unaware of itt> existence.

Throughout His teaching Christ puts aside the

second and third of these doctrines, and sets His seal

to the first. He teaches a resurrection of the dead.

The teaching of Christ as to resurrection is widely scattered

through the Gospels. The capital passages arejMt 2223-33
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(ilk 1218-27, Lk 2IJ27-3S) and Jn 5i9-itt 632-56. The term used is

commonly etvote-ree^is ; once (Mt 275;8
) it is t/&pfft$. Verbal forms

1 T. v . occurring
. Lk ll-i :;-J) 5

and E

consecutively in the same

resurrection of the Baptist (Mt 142), and of the case of one

rising from the dead (Lk IG^i). In the Epp. lx is used of

Christ's resurrection, v. <rv vtxpav of resurrection generally.
A distinction of usage seems to exis . '* ;""; "--i an individual

or a non-universal IX-MIUXI lio-i. s '-'
'

<> ,

- in Jn 5-1 6*

(cf. Ro 417 s", 1 Co 1 .",-'-
'

"), but is more than a synonym
for a.ufi-7i.. or 5ys//tt{v.

To Jesus the OT Scriptures as a whole con-

veyed the pledge of the will and power of God to

raise the dead who had lived unto Him J

(Muirhead).
In His reply to the Sadducees He does not instance

the more precise predictions of the prophets, but

argues from the broad relation of God to His

servants, not as a covenant but as a vital relation.

Their resurrection is so involved in the nature of

the case that it requires no other demonstration
than that God lives and that God is their God.
He appeals to the common usage which called God
e the God of their fathers,'

4 of Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob* (men who were dead), and to its

authority in the oracle of the Bush ; and needs no
more than the admission that such language con-

veyed a truth. As touching the dead that they
rise, has not God confessed that He is theirs?

recognized that in this life they had already
entered into possession of Him ? Such possession,
once established, cannot be lost. God is theirs

how can their life (for surely they live to Him)
remain permanently mutilated ? Surely it shall

again be for them life in fulness of their nature.

They have fallen ; death is death : Christ does not
minimize the penal and privative character of what
was to Himself a great horror ; but they shall rise

-.:':: -
r

.- r*--1 is theirs: they have a hold and
:

_ i;

"

i ,. v.ho has life in Himself and is essen-
.

!!j.
. ': <-'-.. i- of Life.

The argument appears excessive in simplicitv, but involves
iiuriv than ic expresses. If man is capable of possessing- God,
then man is potentially akin to God ; if man has known and
loved God (as man must, if God has in any sense become his),
then God must have laid hold on him and must have given
Himself to man. God is their God : they have then even in
this life attained an interior contact with the Divine, and have
so far entered the sphere of the imperishable ; they have gained
an inheritance which is essentially eternal. In possessing God
they have secured a place in God's future, and in whatever God
will reveal or accomplish. Our Lord thus moves the question
to a higher ground than that of promise or covenant or even
of ethical necessity, and grounds upon a concrete relation
which is recognized as vital and dynamic. The argument
involves whatever is involved in the nature of human person-
ality ; its reflexion of the Divine unity, its indestructibility and
capacity to resist and survive the shock of ph \ >]' a' di*..ol:ji io-i,
and its necessity of full self-realization in God* It - IM pn-.-.'.lhP
to limit the destiny of that which posset-so.- Oixl. lu ii im-
possible to deny to it completeness of development along the
lines of initial character. Death interrupts but cannot ulti-

mate";- sij-i- har d \ rlopirc.ni . As touching the dead, that they
rise nja'ii- ih:.., V'.- "-Til" ho for them reconstituted and per-
fected have we not read that God calls Himself their God i

The discussion in this case was with those who
4

deny that there is any resurrection of the dead '

(Lk 2027
), and it was enough for its purpose to con-

sider the case of those who in life have possessed
God. On the face of it the argument might seem
to apply to these only. On the other hand, it
seems to identify (at least for man) immoruiliiy
with resurrection. What it proves i< ihai ili'o

dead are living (ofl/e gem. 6efc veKp&v dXX& tfyrv) ;

what it assumes is that, if they live, they
will rise again. Christ does not contemplate
that they^ may be immortal apart from that des-

tiny, or discuss the alternative conception (which
cannot have been unfamiliar to his interlocutors)
that the patriarchs might live in God for a merely
ghostly eternity. The alternatives which He
seems to oppose are that either they no longer live

(in any effective sense) or that they shall live com-

pletely there shall be an dpdcmurts, a reconstitu-

tion of that duplex life of spirit and organism
which is characteristically human. The question
whether the finitely spiritual can be conceived of

as self-conscious, apprehensive or active ^apart
from organism, or whether the fact of its limita-

tions local and temporal and of relations to other
finite existence does not imply organism, is in-

volved, but is not the whole question. The
question is of man, who is distinctively the

meeting-point of two worlds, the spiritual and
the material, at which the Creator has ' breathed
into the dust,

3 and at which the creation becomes
conscious of God. The differentia of humanity is

this incarnation, making possible the ultimate
Incarnation in which the Word became flesh. In
virtue of this duplex nature man is essentially the

priest of the material creation, interpreting its

testimony to God, and capable of furnishing the

medium in which Creator and creature reach an
absolute unity in Him who is Head over all things
and in whom all things consist. By death this

dual constitution is broken resurrection is its

recovery ; reconstitution in the totality of the
elements of our nature which condition fulfilment

of man's distinctive vocation in the cosmos.
The redemption which is to redeem man must
reach his being in its completeness the organism
of the spirit as well as the spirit itself. It must
reach even the body which has been * the entrench-
ment of sin

'

(Gore). Not as resuscitation, but as
*

change
'

; so that on a new plane of life, un-

explored bjr us and therefore meantime indescrib-

able to us, it may be the adequate ,

, ! _".',

spirit perfectly correspondent wit:
'

!>
: \'-->

Spirit, and death be swallowed up
* not in life, but

in victory.
5 The norm of Christ's personal re-

surrection* may seem to imply this : His work in

redemption is not completed by a sacrificial death,
but must go on in a triumphant rescue of the body
from death. It is not left as an 'outworn tool,

7

but is I--" 1,:-
1 ' 1

,.:;;?:!,

"

\- ^ , -id transformed,
to be ;

'" ; "-in:-'i."'i ,-! , i\ ,

'

mediation; its

reassumption is for Him entrance upon an eternal

priesthood. Incarnation is not a passing phase of

Deity ; it is the realization of the Divine purpose
in humanity. Death is privative ; disembodiment
is incompleteness. Our salvation implies our re-

constitution, not only in the spiritual which
places us in correspondence with God, but in the

organic which places us in correspondence with
God's creation. God will not leave us f

hopelessly
stunted and imperfect

'

(Milligan, Res. of the Dead,
p. 161), but will e

give a body.
3 With regard to

the scope of the resurrection, the question is not
touched in the discussion with the Saddueees,
unless in so far as the argument used may seem to

identify imm < > r i n 1 i <y with resurrection. (St. Paul
in 1 Co ir> I) a- tlic same alternatives : if the dead
are not raised . . . then they also which sleep in
Christ have perished.' He recognizes no third

possibility, of a merely spiritual immortality).
Elsewhere, however, Christ teaches a general re-
surrection (Jn 5s8'29

) of *
all that are in the graves

'

;

not only ^
an elect of them, but they who have

e done evil
*
as well as they who have '

wrought
good

' and distinguishes
* the resurrection of life

'

from e the resurrection of condemnation.' The
rvj-vfi"

1
!

r these verses as an interpolation, on the
pii::!ii iii;! I their teaching is not found elsewhere

in the Synoptics or in Jn. itself, is not justified.A general resurrection of jn^t a rid unju-t forms at
least the background of the 1 lioiiiiht, in Mr r>

29- 30 (^
6\ov rb crQfiti crov /SA^i? els ytevvav] 10"28 (tcai tyvxftv
real o-cD^a <hroA&rcu tv ye&vy) 1243 - 42

, Lk IF2
(tivdpes

JXtvevtrai avacrTtycrovrai /r.r.A.), and in Mt 2531"46
.

It is implied in the sequence to the statement that
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God Is not the God of the dead but of the living,
reported by Lk. ("20^),

c for all live unto him '

the

thought of which would seem to be that not such
only as the patriarchs were have a link to God,
but that men as men * live to Him/ and that this
must have its inference for all. The absence of
bias on St. Luke's part towards a doctrine of

general resurrection, peculiar to himself among the

Evangelists, is evident from the extended form in
his account (v.

3r>
) of the saying more briefly re-

ported in Mt 22^, Mk 1225. As reported by St.
Luke ('they which shall be accounted worthy/
etc.), the saying would seem to contemplate a
particular resurrection only. Nor can bias on St.
Luke's part be argued from the fact that (Ac 2415

)

he reports St. Paul as preaching to Felix a re-

surrection of the just and of the unjust, while St.
Paul himself in his Epp. deals only with the
believer's hope in Christ ; the one concerned Felix,
the other did not. A doctrine of _:<

'

>,.
T

- .'-.
tion does appear in the reports o- : ^ **\ S-- -.

And in Jn 539.40.44.54 ^]ie emphasis laid upon a
resurrection which is by Christ Himself (y&
avaarrrjo-a} avrbv) seems to imply that there is also
resurrection of another character, and to be con-
secutive with the ( em-limy uf S28- 29

.

The salvation constituted and offered in Christ
is a positive salvation, to be realized and possessed
in Himself. With that salvation i'i.- yo--iK-1 is

occupied. Our concern is with i!,;i \\iiJi the

hoj>e which is declared to us and with the Kingdom
which He has opened to believers. We know the

end, for we know the way. There is an alternative
a way that is not to life and an end that is not

with Christ. It is named only, for our fear. It is

the background of outer darkness against which
the glory in Christ is thrown up into splendour.
But it is in no sense the subject-matter of revela-
tion. That which is revealed is life and ineor-

ruption (2 Ti I10). This is the general principle of
Christian teaching. Two aspects of resurrection
are accordingly discoverable in that teaching, and
first in the teaching of our Lord. Of these the
one belongs to the essence of positive gospel ; the
resurrection of Christ Himself is already its be-

ginning and pattern, and the root for us of its

power ; it is matter of assurance and exposition ;

our present life in Christ is full of experiences
referable to it, and is explicable only in its term:- ;

it is dynamically identified with whatever we are
in Christ now or hope to be in Him hereafter.

The other, resurrection of condemnation, is only
indicated as in some sense an element of final

adjustment of the issues of life. It remains in the

sphere of apocalyptic, out of which the resurrection
of life has been brought into the historic present

by the resurrection of Christ which already demon-
strates and illustrates it. This resurrection, in

which He is our forerunner, of which His victory
over death is the operative force, which shall result

in us as the effect of our vital union with Him,
and is the extension to us of the life from death to

which He has attained, is the subject of our faith

and the topic of Christian doctrine. See preced-

ing art. 10 (6) (7).
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H. J. WOTHEKSPOON.

RETALIATION (Mt S88
"48

, Lk e27'45 ). 1. The
lex talionis must have been part of the most

primitive Semitic law, as it was current in almost
identical words in Babylon and Canaan. The

Code of II;ii:iniu:-!V)I prescribes ( 196, 200):
l
If

a man ii.i- <ui:-C'.l ci.e loss of ;; . '"', '. -r.s eye,
his eye shall one cause to be .

-
;

-

: ,, "an has
made the tooth of a man that is his equal to fall

out, one shall make his tooth fall out.
3 The verse

Ex 2124
, which Christ quotes (Mt o38

), belongs to
the Book of the Covenant, the oldest stratum of
Hebrew Jaw.

2. In various ways the later Hebrew l^Mjiisor:
mitigated the severity of the lex tediums. That
law could be, at best, but a very rough-and-ready
method of dispensing justice. The man who had
only one eye, and who destroyed the eye of another,
would suffer, by the loss of his lemalning eye, a
penalty infinitely greater than the damage^he had
inflicted.

^
And, apart from actual difficulties in

the working of this law as a hard-and-fast rule,
difficulties which were, in point of fact, settled by
the judge as they arose (Ex 21--ff

-, Lv 2419-22
), there

was a growing feeling that the exaction of the full

letter of the Law was out of harmony with what
was known of the will of God (Lv 1938

) : Thou
shalt not avenge nor bear any grudge against the
children of thy people' (cf. P*r 2023 24s9

, Sir 281 '7
).

It was in harmony with this sentiment that the
Hebrews, in the later days of the kingship, miti-

gated the severity of the old desert law, by refusing
to allow the children to suffer for the sins of the

parents, and vice versa (Dt 2416
) ; but this allevia-

tion of the penalty was an innovation (1 K 2121
.

2K9'~6
).

3. When Christ came to deal with the Pharisees,
He found that this broader interpretation of the
Law was lacking. The interest of the scribe-* lay
not in the effort to do the will of God as between
man and man, but in the academic discussion of the

compensation to be awarded, in soulless casuistry
instead of in the effort to make straight the way in
the practical business of life (Mk 7;l

;. In nothing
was His teaching more utterly at variance with
the received traditions of His day than here. The
law of the KIrigiV.ru was love. Men were to be
moved not i\ ilic >]irit which was always seeking
its own, bur "by ilie >pirit which desired the welfare
of the other. Christ put forward a prii i cipie inroad
of insisting upon the observance of a multitude of

details. The whole question of the treatment of
the adversary was lifted into another sphere. And
what Christ counselled in the Sermon on the
Mount He practised in His own life and death.
The disciples who wished to call down fire from
heaven upon the inhospitable village were rebuked
(Lk 9s4

) ; the disciple who began to meet armed
force by arms was told to put up his sword into its

sheath (Jn 1811
) ; the false accusers were met by

silence (Mk 1461
).

The lesson that Christ 'au^ht \\as\seil learned by the Apostles.
St. Pairl, in hi> earliest leiicr, warns his readers to "see that
none render evil for evil unto any man *

(1 Th 515 cf. 1 P 39).
Again, he points out that men should not seek their own vindi-

cation, but should leave that to God (Ro 1217-19). Lawsuits of

Christians between themselves are frowned upon by this same
broad reading of O-r"-' "- ! ;

' : * -r . Wi { :> C I ristians are more
(<! "i"i <! -AM".* ir.ii

11 '"^ si pi-r-<>' '.i "ci'-r.
1

". n;,r with seeking the
honour ol (Joel, ( I

1

"-
1 -*' - I-MI-L siiTu:- (i Co O 1 -7

;.

%* Is Chrlsfs teaching a new law? Literal

obedience to Christ's teaching on this subject would

destroy the structure of society. If no man were,
in the strictest sense, to count as his own that
which he had, there could be no snch thing as

private 'property : the home would disappear ; the
State would lapse into a condition of anarchy.
And while a believer might, in his desire to obey
his Lord, give to an^ one who took away his coat

his cloak also, he might be doing the robber and

society a very ill turn. The beggar is best helped
not by indiscriminate charity, which does not

attempt to get at the root of the trouble, but by
being put in the way of eai ning a living for him-
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self. The robber has information laid against him
and is punished, not to satisfy a personal grudge,
but to force him to amend his ways and to protect
the fabric of civil life. It is clear that what Christ

lays down in these particular verses, and in the
Sermon on the Mount generally, is not a new code
of law, but a broad principlo or action. As much
of the discourse is aimed at the Pharisees, who had
made an idol of the minutiae of the Law, it is wholly
improbable that Christ meant to lay down a new
set of rules, which could be worthily observed only
by adhering to their letter. It was necessary, in

order that men should remember His teaching,
that He should put the truth He had to propound
in vivid and concrete form. St. Matthew, the
most Judaistic of all the Evangelists, does appar-
ently read the new principles as being legal direc-
tions ; but the version of the Sermon given by St.

Luke shows that this was not how the Apostles,
whose outlook was towards the Gentiles, under-
stood them. The injunction to turn the other
cheek is thus not sm injunction to be fulfilled to
the letter, but an iMu-iwuioTi 01' the principle that
is to guide a man in disputes. He is not in passion
to smite the wrong-doer, and to requite one wrong
by another ; he is to try to win the offender by
love. He is to consider the other.

' So far as our personal feeling goes, we ought to "be ready to
offer the other cheek, and to give, without desire of recovery,
whatever is demanded or taken from us. Love knows no limits
but those which love itself iiupnet> When love resists or
refuses, it

is^
because compliance would be a violation of love,

not because it would involve loss or suffering
'

(Gore, Sermon on
the Mount, p. 103).

5. Modern theories of non - resistance. George
Fox took the Sermon* on the Mount as another
law ; and as he fulfilled the injunction to take no
thought for clo'hiMg. by wearing a leather suit, so
he practised to i lie loner ilio injunci ion with regard
to non-resistance. { Did we ever resist them ? Did
we not give them our backs to beat, and our cheeks
to pull off the hair, and our faces to spit on ?

J

is a
familiar phrase in his Journal. But his followers
have got below the letter into the spirit. With all
their charity, they have not give

"

V- *", '

They have made their place in
"

c

by their insistence on searching . ,.

:

social evils, and, while helping others, have them-
selves accumulated wealth.
The great modern representative of the non-

resistance view is Tolstoi, who carries his adherence
to the letter of Scripture to a point which involves
a return to anarchy. He takes the case (Letter on
Non-Resistance) of a robber found killing or out-
raging a child. The child can be saved only by
killing the robber. Should the robber be killed ?
Tolstoi answers in the negative. Even the non-
Christian should not kill the man, Tolstoi argues,
because he cannot say whether the child's life is
more needed or is better than the robber's life.
He, therefore, has no sufficient rational ground for
action. But the Christian, who sees the meaning
of life in fulfilling God's will, has no ground at all
for killing the robber. < He may plead with the
robber, may interpose his own body between the
robber and the victim ; but there is one thing he
cannot do lie cjinnoi (lolincnucly abandon the law
he has received from (Son, ihr> fulfilment of which
alone gives meaning to his life.

1 The answer of
course, is that the fulfilment of God's law may not
mean the observance to the letter of one phrase.We are to manifest love towards others. In this
case, should it not be shown to the child who is
innocent and helpless rather than to the man who
is proving himself by his deed to be dangerous to
Ins human kind ?
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K. JhJUUCE TAYLOR.
RETICENCE. See RESERVE.

RETRIBUTION. We shall understand by this

word the operation of the Divine justice, reward-

ing and punishing, in this world and the next.

(For human justice see art. VENGEANCE).
1. The doctrine in our Lord's time. As is well

known, the primitive religious consciousness of the
Jews expected earthly happiness to correspond
strictly to merit and demerit. Facts made it im-

possible to hold such a theory, and we have the

problem of the Divine justice as it is,raised in the
Psalms, Job, etc. The remarkable thing is that
the next life is not, at least with any i" -! -

'

!

\-y <>f

belief, called in to redress the balanc< ! .'-,-,
e.g., Kirkpatrick, Psalms, p. xciv.). Later Jewish

thought, -' .

1

"';. ^~e doctrine of immortality,
found in .

' answer to the problem, as
in the opening chapters of the Book of Wisdom.
But the conception of recompense moved mainly
on external lines ; the rewards and punishments
which did not come in this life were expected in
the next, or in a Golden Age on earth. And so in
our Lord's day
'The religious relation between God and His people was a
legal one, upheld by God as righteous Judge, in the way of
service and counterservice, reward and punishment.' Pious
Jews here and there might i> ,.

-

\. r t i f r.r
:

\- -- and free

grace were part of the clur-ivr : J;," .<..-. .;v. with most
Jews this mode of view was overshadowed by the legalistic con-
ception, whereby every act of

"

~\ /ing
an etact recompense, and ev . re-V- - ...-,' <D ,- ird,

i j I ossible, they sought to practise a strict

legal righteousness, and, wherever possible, to exceed what the
law demanded. But yet again, anxious to attain that reward
on the easiest possible terms, they wished to do no more than
was absolutely necessary for attaining their purpose

'

(Wendt,
Teaching of Jems, i. p. 39 ff.).

The charge that religion is only an enlightened
selfishness, is valid against this position and the
popular conception of Christianity. The object of
this article will be to show that it is not valid as

against the teaching of Christ.
2. The teaching of Christ. (1) He showed once

for all
f that^ there is no invariable connexion be-

tioeen individual suffering and sin in this world.
The Heavenly Father bestows His gifts on evil and
good alike (IVEt S45 , Lk 685). Lk 13lff- is decisive on
this point. (

f Ye shall all in like manner perish
'

refers to the special doom of the Jewish nation,
and falls under the exception mentioned below).
It is true there may be a connexion between suffer-

ing and sin, but it is undefined (Mt 93 , Jn 5 14
), and

it must not be assumed in any given case (Jn 93).
There are in the Gospels no '

poetic justice
'

par-
ables, no "J-1--V'

1 '' scenes of sensational punish-
ments of .

"

pr dramatic vindication of
virtue. There is no hint of any special doom on
the Herods, Pilate, or the priests as individuals
(cf. per contra Ac 1220 ). Judas is an exception,
though Christ Himself never speaks of his punish-
ment in this world. The treatment of nations and
cities is also an exception (Jerusalem [Mt 2 143 2385

,

Lk 1941 "44
], Chorazin, etc. [Mt 1015 H 20

]). The life
of the nation or city is long enough to show the
inevitable results of moral decay. Further, all
desire for personal vengeance now is forbidden
(Sermon on the Mount, Lk 951ff

-). There is nothing
of the spirit of the imprecatory Psalms or the
Apocalyptic literature.*
The clearest and most decisive proof of the truth

we are considering is Christ's own death and the

An exception is Lk 187, which is closely akin to Rev 610
and to the frequent prayers for vengeance which meet us in
-noch. But the vengeance in this passage is that of the Last
Dav, and is part of the final consummation, which is the real
object to which the prayers of the elect are directed.
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sufferings arid persecutions promised to His fol-

lowers. Suffering may be a mark of God's love no
less than of His anger (cf. He 12) ; the grain of

wheat must die to bring forth fruit
(
Jn 12->4), there-

fore death and all that leads to it cannot be re-

^iiMlc<l n- retributive. The cup of suffering which
L:IO i.iMihlr drinks is the cup of Christ, not the
wine of the wrath of God.

(2) Christ teaches equally decisively the fact of
retribution in the next world, and uses freely the

language of reward and punishment. The doctrine
of personal responsibility is indeed fundamental to

Christianity, and it is necessary to refer to only a
few typical passages : Parable* (Mt 1334 1823 222

25,
Lk 12ld

16), Rewards (Mt 19*, Lk 14"), Punish-
ments (Mt 5-6 1028 12-{0

, Mk G42 1421
, Jn S29).

(3) Retribution is to the character ratJier than
to the act, and is automatic. i

Every act rewards

itself, or, in other words, integrates itself, in a two-
fold manner ; first, in the thing, or in real nature ;

and secondly, in the circumstance, or in apparent
nature. Men call the circumstance the retribu-

tion. The causal retribution is in the thing, and is

seen by the soul
'

(Emerson, Essay on '

Compensa-
tion

3

). The truth is seen most clearly in the
Fourth Gospel. Life is the result of faith in

Christ and o* i

1
-.' k: u--.;-^^' of God (3

18 5M 17s ).

Judgment is ". .1-.!,, <. i'i -elf-inflicted result of

wilful blindness, and of the rejection of the mes-

sage of life (3
19 824 1248 ). At the same time this is

no purely abstract law ; behind it is the personal
God, and the Son to whom jinziiisu'ii is committed
(5

22
) ; see Westcott, St. Joh*>, p. \l\iii. So in the

parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus,
' the gulf

*
is

the character * which has been formed on earth
and is unalterable. The spiritual condition of the
two cannot be altered by a mere change of place.
In the parables of the Talents and the Founds,
negh-ct of opportunity brings unfitness for trust ;

use of opportunity iiu tomatically opens the door to
the icward of ^ronter opportunity. The cutting
down of the tig-tree is ilu*. iiii:\iriil;lo doom of its

barrenness (Lk 136 ; cf. Mk 11 IS and the teaching
of the Baptist, Mt 310

). The same principle is

seen in the blindness men bring on themselves (Mt
6^ 1332}, and if the Hind lead the blind, they must
fall into the ditch (15

U
). The measure we receive

is in the nature of things the counterpart of that
which we give to others (7

2
), the judgment Lho

counterpart of our judgment, (lodV ior<ri \cno*.-

of our forgiveness (6
14

j. The house must stand or
fall according to the foundation on which it is

built a24"27
).

Accordingly, acts have their results rather than
their rewards, and the idea of e the punisher

3

tends to disappear.
*
It is well to rememberthat infliction from without, by another,

so far from being- an essential element in all thought of punish-
ment, tends more and more complete!;

' ""
- r. J V"."""*

no longer even an accidental place, in :...- *

punishment which human punishments do but outwardly
symbolize. The more we discern their process and character,
the more profoundly do we recognize that the punishments of

God are what \ve should call self-acting. There is nothing in

them that is arbitrary, imposed, or in any strict propriety of

the word, inflicted. As death is the natural consummation of

mortal disease, not as an arbitrary consequence inflicted by one
who resented the mortal disease , but as its own inherent and
inevitable climax ;

so what is called the judgment of God upon
sin is but the gradual necessary development, in the consistent

sinner, of what sin Inherently is' (MoberJy, Atonement and
Personality* p. 15).

It is from this point of view alone that we can
harmonize the fact of forgiveness with that of

judgment or retribution. So long as we look on
the latter as the inevitable result of acts considered

each on its merits, there can be no room for for-

giveness, or at least it appears as an arbitrary

*The name * Lazarus' ('God has helped') the only name
given in a parable must be intended to be

significant
of

character, no less than the names in the Pilgrim's Progress.

interference with law. As soon as we realize that
both have to do with character, the difficulty

largely disappears. Our retribution depends on
character. Foi^ivene.-^ affects the character, being
bound up \\kii JLITWOLCL, !( ( '',ii:^c of character.
The dying thief may have !ivi! ;:

"
:

;V of sin ; under
the attraction of the grace of Christ, his whole
feeif experiences a change, and so his future can be
changed too. The woman who loves much finds
the sins of her past forgiven because she has be-
come a new creature. The unmerciful servant
iinds his old debt back upon him, because the con-
ditional f<irnivene>^ of his master has not touched
his character, 1 ""

(4) Christ spiritualized the conception of reward
and punishment. Reward consists not in having
certain things, but in >oei:g God. It is the result
of character and riie fruition of character. Punish-
ment is the leaving of the &eif to be identified with
sin, and so to depart from Christ into the outer
darkness which is separation from God. Again
we refer to the Johannine conception of life (17

s
).

In the Synoptics, happiness is connected with the

Kingdom, as particularly in the Beatitudes ; it

consists of treasure in heaven (Mt 6-, Mk 1021 ).

Specially ^iLT>*f:< ,r it i^ Lk 1020 ; the main cause of

rejoicing ;< the (ii-fi^H-.- is not the possession of

exceptional powers, but the knowledge that their
names are written in heaven. All centres round
the personal relation of the believer to Christ

(Mt 25, Lk 12s). And this happiness is enjoyed
even now; the believer has life (Jn 3s6

etc.). He
enjoys the good things of this life, not as specific
rewards for good actions, but as gifts of the love
of God which he has fitted himself to use (Mt G33

}.

There can indeed be no thought of a claim against
God (Lk 177 6s5 ). We cannot appear as litigants
before His judgment-seat.
Accordingly we may say that Christ destroyed

the distinction which existed in the JVv *-.-i (Ijuii^lit

of His time, and which still exists in :< -M: Im 1 ''
:< -,

between rewards in this world and uu IN.N.;. If

men know where to find their happiness, how to
seek for their reward, they have it now, just as
the retribution of the evil conscience is immediate.

Only this happiness will be a personal possession
of the soul ; it may be accompanied by trouble and
persecution in the world (Mk 1030, Jn 162* 33

}. The
believer must not look for the twelve legions of

angels to vindicate him ; none the less he will

know the peace of Christ, and Ms joy will be fulfilled

even here and now. The Beatitudes and the
section on the rewards of disciples-hip (Mk 1029

)

are particularly instructive on this point. f
To sum up, (Jhrist did not so much change the

place and time of happiness as alter its conception.
He transformed the idea of retribution, connecting
it not with the isolated act, but with the permanent
character which lies behind the act. To iind Hi>

deepest teaching we must go to the Fourth Gospel
and to kindred sayings in the Synoptics. Few will

dispute this method, whatever be our ultimate
view of the nature of the Fourth Gospel. It is, of

course, perfectly true that Christ uses more popular
language without scruple, as all teachers must.
He appeals to the fear of punishment, and speaks
of many and few stripes (Lk 1247}. He figures the
blessedness of the Kingdom under the current image

* The significance of the truth may best be emphasized by a
contrast. Buddhism, strictly interpreted, leaves no loophole
for forgiveness. Its doctrine*" of Karma is that every act has 5ts

strict and inevitable resultant in another existence, either by
transmigration, or in heaven or hell. This effect depends on
the act per $e. and has nothing to do with the character. The
embryo-Buddha in one of his existences destroyed a widow's
hut in a fit of temper. Though he repented and built her
a better house, and had performed innumerable other good
deeds, yet for this he suffered in hell for eighty thousand years.

t It is obvious to compare Plato, Republic, x., on the rewards
Of the Mxauaf
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of a feast (Mt 222
,
Lk 14 15

), and He uses freely the

motive of reward (Mt 6. 10*1 19>2S
,
Lk O-3 14 1

'2
) ;

He
even speaks as though it were the conscious motive
of humility (Lk 147~11

). We must interpret such

language in the light of His profounder teaching.
Even so, some have found it a fault that the thought
of reward does not entirely disappear. Religion
should be so completely unselfish that all thought
of self should be eliminated. The connexion of

virtue with the desire for happiness is one of the

ultimate problems of Ethics, and cannot be fully
treated here. But this we may say. The claim of

extreme altruism must fail because it ignores

personality (Gore, Sermon on the Mount, ch. vi.).

We cannot think ourselves away. We can cease

to look for our own happiness In our own short-

sighted manner, at the expense of others, apart
from God. We can come to identify our own ends
with God's purple for the world, but we cannot
dismiss the hope i.lum in the realization of that

purpose we shall find our own happiness, that when
the Kingdom comes we shall see it and have our

place in it. In one sense we learn to do good,

hoping for nothing again ;
or else in seeking to

save our life we shall lose it. And yet in the back-

ground there is always the consciousness that in

losing our life for Christ's sake, we do in the

fuller sense find it. In this paradox is summed
up the teaching of Christ and the NT. See also

REWARD.
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REU. A link in our Lord's genealogy (Lk 335 ,

AV Ragau*).

**REYEk&TION. 1. The question stated. Few
theological or *\r *- -'-1

: ,! problems have received
keener and '-. ".-::-'*' - examination than
the problem which is suggested to us by the word
'revelation.' Does the word stand for any real

disclosure of His secrets by the Eternal? Does
G-od stoop to unveil His face to men ? And if He
does, what is the mode of such manifestations ?

What are the conditions under which we may
"believe that a revelation has been given ? Is there

any room in a rational scheme of the Universe for
a revelation ? It is pointed out, on the one hand,
that every great religion has been promulgated in
the faith of its adherents that its mt^saire was a
veritable message from heaven, ami nor merely a
well-reasoned theory about life ; while, on the
other hand, it is a part of the claim of Christianity
that the revelation of God in Christ is unique and
final. '

Comparative Religion
7 has reached the

dignity of a science, and it will not allow us to

pass by the non-Christian religions of the world
with a mere phrase of patron idnir criticism or

approval; while the r-eac-iiiutr 01" the Christian
creeds will not allow us to regard our own religion
as only one among the many in which men have

sought and have found their God. And, within
the last half-century, a yet more searching ques-
tion has been suggested by the scientific view of
man's gradual development in mental and moral,
as in physical, stature, which dominates at this

moment all scientific investigation. Is not reve-
lation rather a gradual disclosure than a sudden

unveiling ? And may it not be that what men
have taken for an act of God should rather be
described as an acquisition on man's part which
came to him, as all natural knowledge has come,

**Copyriffht, 190$, by Charles Scrfbner's Sons

by the gradual .

' * "

_ of his spiritual faculty,

in response to tl -
A

of life ? *

These are among the largest and most moment-
ous questions on which the human mind can be

engaged. It would require encyclopaedic know-

ledge to answer them fully, and only the briefest

treatment is possible here. But it may help to

prepare the way for an answer if we examine the

aspects under which the idea of revelation is set

forth in the NT, and the presuppositions which
it is necessary to make before the questions that

have been rehearsed can be clearly apprehended.
We cannot entertain the idea of a Divine revela-

tion without making certain large assumptions as

to God and man of which it is well to remind our-

selves at the outset. They are all assumed in the
NT.

2. Presuppositions. (a) First, then, we take for

granted the central fact of life the fact that God
is a living Being, Merciful and Just : that l God is,

and that he is a rewarder of them that diligently
seek him' (He II6

). One must begin somewhere,
and we begin here. That is, we assume that,
-.-" . Hod's creatures to be capable of under-
-

: . : _ }' s purpose in Creation, He is capable,
11 -;.),, of making it known to them. He is

the Giver of all good things, the Author of all
1 "" and we recognize that the highest of

. ay be the knowledge of His will and
.' . of His grace. (6) To say this implies,

secondly, that there is a certain capacity in the

recipients of such Divine communications. No
one will maintain that the Eternal Spirit could
thus reveal Himself to the brutes; for, to be sure,
a revelation is limited by the capacity of those to

whom it is addressed. Revelation, as Maurice
said, is always the unveiling of a person ;

and a
revelation can be made to personal beings only in

terms of personality.

Thus far. no assumption has been made which is peculiar to

Christianity, The thesis is simply this : that whatever diffi-

culties are found in believing- that men could appreciate a
revelation, there is no difficulty in believing- that God could

give them one, if He be indeed alive. Whether man could

securely * -. Vi.
"

- *.'"'., 1 not as a mere discovery
of new ,

.
-

. ^ .<
-

. which we shall return
later. All that is here asserted is that God may communicate
with man. If He be a Personal Being

1

, communication with
Him is possible. This is the first principle of all religion worthy
of the name.

(c) We assume, in the third place, that as reve-
lation is thus possible, it may also "be described as

probable. Creation involves responsibility for the

creature, and thus there is a probability that He
who made the world will continue to guide it.

Mankind is not perfect, and it is not doubtful that
the progress of the race towards holiness and truth
would be made easier by the grace of heaven
Trii rr 2 ^z 1

i and life.t To assert that revelation
N ///"'// ''.' !- then only to assert that God lias pity
for human weakness, and that it is not His will

that it should be left unaided to perish.
3. Aspects of idea of revelation. We have now

to consider the aspects under which the idea of

revelation $ is presented in the NT. There are,
as it seems, two lines of thought in St. Paul about
this great matter which we must try to distinguish.
Sometimes he speaks of Divine revelation in terms
which would be acceptable to every believer in a
spiritual religion ;

at other times he uses language
which can be interpreted only if we remember that

* This is, seemingly, the view taken in Canon "Wilson's essay
on *

Revelation and Modern Knowledge' (Cambridge Theo-
logical Essays, p. 229 ff.).

T This is the thesis expounded b\ Butler (in opposition to
Tindal and the Deists of his day) ai the beginning of Part n.
of the Analogy :

' To .^ay Revt-lanon is a thing superfluous,
what there was no need of, and what can be of no service,
is, T think, to talk quite \\ildly and ai random.'

i Thi- word uTroKcLAv^is occur? in tlio (Jr. OT (e.g. 1 S 2080,
Sir 1 1

2
"

222 4'21), LUL never in the sense of a Divine communi-
cation.
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to him Jesus Christ was a supreme, a unique, a
final revelation of the character of the Eternal
God. We may take these separately, although
they are quite consistent.

4. Revelation in general. There is a sense in
which all "t **!.: n : -.:-;. -, , a revelation-
that is,

m

\.\ .. ", I.!'.,
'

!"-
A irposes "by the

Supreme, i:
! >-i un -rn* '-. with which He meets

the aspirations and the yearnings of human souls.
No religion, e.g., can live which does not encourage
and justify the habit of prayer, which does not
claim that prayer is heard and answered. In other
words, all relic ; :-;i y-r< <;u \,-^\* not only movements
of the human -:ii :'.;. i-w;:*d.x God, but "also a move-
ment of the Divine Spirit towards man. And in

every age, and by men of every religious creed, it

has been believed and we cannot doubt that the
belief was well founded that God enters into

holy souls and makes known to them His wT
ill. In.

every age and place men have realized His provi-
dence, have believed that the Eternal manifests
Himself in the world. JSTow this manifestation
may be either ordinary or extraordinary ; by which
it is not intended here to suggest any distinction
between what is natural and what is supernatural.
That distinction may not be tenable, for we do not
know all the possibilities of nature, and so do not
know what may be above it. But what is meant
is that there are two distinct kinds of experience,
in which men become assured that God is speaking
to them one the commonplace, everyday routine
of life, and the other the experience of rare
moments of high spiritual exaltation.

(1) Multitudes of religious men have felt, as

they looked back upon the past, that their course
was ordered from the beginning bv an unseen
hand, that a Providence has guided them into the
paths which were prepared beforehand for them to
walk in, and they have been enabled to perceive
in the opportunities of life the calling of a Divine
voice. They have felt, moreover, that this is the
only intelligible interpretation of life : and that
without this revelation for such it is of its

meaning, life would be chaos, and the secret of the
future a dreadful and portentous enigma. The
light by which they walk is 4 the light which
lighteth every man,

1 and they rejoice in the illu-

mination which it sheds upon their path. Some
of the most saintly lives that the world has seen
have been lived in the strength of the conviction
that the changes and chances, as others call them,
of the years are but the unveiling of a Divine face

;

and that the vision of God becomes brighter when
seen through the mists of pain. This is the belief
of those men and women among us who have the
best right to be heard

; their spiritual emotions
are not altogether born of their own patient hopes ;

they are due to the stirring of the Divine Spirit,
and the stimulation of the Divine Life

; they are a
revelation of the unseen.

(2) And to such souls there come rare moments
of spiritual ecstasy and exaltation, when they are
filled with an overpowering conviction of the pre-
sence of God, of His Will for them, of His Will for
others. Such a moment it was in the life of St.
Peter when he reached the supreme conviction of
his life, 'Thou, art the Christ, the Son of the

living God' (Mtl616
); and we have the highest of

all authority for the source of his inspiration;
* Flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee,
but my Father which is in heaven.' Such a
moment came to St. John at Patmos when, being
in the Spirit on the Lord's day' (Rev I 10

,
cf. 42),

he heard the Heavenly voice pronouncing judg-
ment on the Churches, and saw in a vision the

Heavenly figure which is always standing unseen in
their midst. Such a moment came to St. Paul when
the vision of the Christ at the gates of Damascus

changed the whole course of his career
;

; is pleased
God to reveal his Son in me *

(Gal I 1
") is his de-

scription of the experience. And again and again
St. Paul refers the certainty of his convictions to
the fact, which is for him indisputable, that they
reached him ly revelation. The 'mystery of
Christ,* as he calls it, that the Gentiles are fellow-
heirs of the Tiis;-i-] tliirf was 4 made known' to
him ' by revelati.v : (1-^.ih -I

:

; . Tlit- ir- -sj x 1 which Lu
preached came to him, he writes !" the Gaiailans,
4 not from man, but 'through revelation of Jesus
Christ' (Gal I 12

). Such were the revelations of
which he wrote, while there were yet others which
he counted too intimate, too sacred, to commit to
words, as when he says that he i was caught up
into Paradise, and heard unspeakable words which
it is not lawful for a man to utter '

(2 Co 12*). It
was one of St. Paul's deepest convictions that to
him were revealed at times from heaven thoughts

'

greater than his own
;
so sure is he of this that he

is careful on occasion to explain that all his utter-
ances have not the same supreme authority.

' The
things which I write, they are the commandment
of the Lord '

(1 Co 1437
). So he says of one sub-

ject. Concerning another,
' I have no command-

ment' (7-
5
) is his p'x'uM. ifihough he concludes,

4 1 think that I have ;N- Spiri; of God '

(v.
40

). But
he is sure that the Divine message has been dis-
closed to him in a fashion which may be sharply
distinguished from the ordinary ways in which
knowledge is acquired. Human wisdom is not
identical with Divine wisdom

;
so he warns the

Corinthians, as he quotes the ancient words,
*

Things which eye saw not, and ear heard not, and
which entered not into the heart of man, whatso-
ever things God hath prepared for them that love
him'; and declares, 'Unto us God revealed these
things

' not the secrets of the future, but the
secrets rf the present

* these things God revealed

through the Spirit
*

(2
9- 10

).
These and similar passages show beyond doubt

that the NT saints, and St. Paul in particular,
were quite convinced that God at times reveals His
secrets His mysteries- to a devout and earnest
spirit ;

and that this revelation is consciously re-

cognized by the soul as distinct from the discovery
of a Divine purpose in life, or the assurance of
Divine guidance, which are reached by patient
striving after the highest things. The one is the
experience of all good men

;
the other is the

portion of the saints, the elect to whom a fuller
disclosure of the Divine will is made. It is the
portion of the prophets, the 'seers,' to whom the
*word of the Lord' speaks with an irresistible

authority. Yet in both cases in the ordinary and
the extraordinary experiences alike there is not
only a movement of the human soul towards God,
but a movement of the Divine love towards man.
We generally keep the word 'revelation' for the
extraordinary or abnormal experiences ; and there
is no objection to this restriction, provided we
understand that in neither case does man^s spirit
act without response or without stimulation from
heaven. But this it is essential to bear in mind.
4 Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen you*
(Jn 1516) are words of universal application.We have now to interpose with an inevitable

question. What is the test by which we may
assure ourselves that the imaginings of pious souls
are not merely of subjective value, that is, that

they are anything more than the expression of
discontent with the limitations of human know-
ledge and of human life ? What is the test, or is

there any test, by which we may *

try the spirits
'

(1 Jn -i1), by which we may convince ourselves or
others that a true revelation of the Divine will
and purpose has been vouchsafed ? The theology
of the 18th cent, did not hesitate in its answer to
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this question. The answer was found in the word
miracle. Miracles were the^ appropriate credentials

of revelation, which could" not be ^ as

objectively valid without them. Paley ana Butler
and their successors do not delay to prove this

;
it

seems to them beyon' "!'- . *. And forty years
ago Dr. Mozley put , -.. .--1

'

same view in a
well-known passage in his Bampton Lectures (0;i
Miracles, p. 15) : 'The visible supernatural is the

appropriate witness to, the outward sign of, the
invisible supernatural that proof which goes
s'^r.'h; t> the point; and, a token being wanted
< f a l)Lvi:ii communication, is that token.' Taking
this view of miracles and of revelation, it lias been

sought to distinguish natural from revealed religion

by the circumstance that miraculous signs are not
needed to guarantee the truth of the former, which
commends itself at once to man's reason, while

they are necessary to confirm our belief in the
doctrines of the latter, which are not discoverable

by our unassisted faculties, and which may be

surprising and even unwelcome to faith.

This is a view which presents many difficulties,

clear-cut and definite as it seems, (i.) It is impos-
sible to distinguish sharply natural^

from revealed

religion, because, in fact, all religions have pre-

supposed a revelation, , ::: ""_ of the Unseen
Realities. 'Natural r :..:." .<--! Guizot (Medi-
tations, ii. 237),

c exists only in books. 7 In all

religion there must be a reciprocal communication
between man and G-od ; there must be not only
man's aspiration heavenward, but heaven's benedic-
tion earthward. And this latter is in its measure
a revelation, (ii.) It is true that a revelation of

new truths requires to be certified to the intellect

as valid, but it is not the anomalousness or the

inezplicttbfltty of the circumstances in which it

is given chat supplies such certificate ; it is their

significance. A *

sign
' need not necessarily be

* miraculous '

(see art. '

Sign
' in Hastings' DJB) ,

although it may have this character (see
6
Miracle,

1

ib. vol. iii. 5). The context, so to speak, of

revelation helps to disclose its meaning and pur-
pose, and thus enables us to refer it to its true

author; but the significance of the context may
depend upon concurrences and combinations, none
of which, taken separately, need be abnormal or
even unusual, (iii.) The revelation itself may be
conveyed by these *

signs
' which in fact constitute

it. The a-rifj,e?a of the Gospels are vehicles, or

media, or instruments of revelation quite as much
as evidential adjuncts. Their interpretation leads

to new thoughts of God and man, undiscoverable,
or at any rate undiscovered, without them ; and
thus it is that 'signs' such as the resurrection of

Christ (which would be classed as miraculous) or
the moral beauty of His life (which some would
not regard as necessarily a miracle) form the pre-
mises of Christian theology (cf. Westcott, The Gospel
of Life, p* 80). They unveil the Divine love, and
power, and holiness

;
and they are accepted as true

revelations, in part because of the existing testi-

mony to them as historical facts, but in part also

because they find a response and a welcome in

men's hearts. Such revelations serve to unify the

bewildering exp- ricrci'S of life, and provide a
means of co-ord'iiaiiiiij our thoughts about the

highest things. That is to say, in brief, they are

accepted as true because they are coherent with
our spiritual experience, while at the same time
they enlarge its boundaries and illuminate its dark

places.
Thus the question, What is the ultimate test of

revelation ? is not to be answered merely by point-

ing to miracle as its cruara n l.re. Tt i? part of a
much larger question, \VliaL is the ulrimatc test of

truth? And to this there is only one answer :

experience (cf. Wilson, I.e. p. 242), either individual

or general ;
that is the one unfailing test of opinion

in every department of human life.

(a) First, as to the , . :. . of the individual.

That, in the region o:' *
-

. is not capable of

transference from one to another, and in so far

it can be valid only for him who has had the

experience. But for him the sense of * realized

fellowship with the unseen '

(cf. Westcott, I.e. p. 83)
is so vivid and so vital that he cannot call it in ques-
tion. He is conscious not only of the strivings of

his own soul, but of a response from the spiritual
world. And if it be urged that, after all, it would
be impossible for him to be sure of this, so subtle

and deep-seated are the movements of the soul, his

only reply can be that he is sure of it. He is able to

distinguish, he will tell you, for St. Paul's experi-
ence here is not singular or even unusual, between
the convictions which he has reasoned out for

himself and those which have presented themselves
to him with an irresistible authority from without.
And he will point, in justification, to what is an
admitted fact of mental life, viz., that our powers
of discovery are no true measure of our powers of

recognition. We can all recognize as true, and as

obviously true, many a principle, or law, or fact,
when it is once brought before our notice, which
we should have been quite incapable of discovering
for ourselves.* And it has been the deep-seated
belief of the saints that their most cherished and
intimate convictions were such as they could never
have reached had they not been p:ai'!uiicc(i to
them by a message from the spiritual -vuu-M.

() But, it will be said, there can be nothing
trustworthy in such merely individual convictions.

To claim to be in possession of a revelation from
heaven is one of the commonest symptoms of
mental disorder

;
and those who rnake such claims

most pr-r.-NU inly are the most intractable patients
in a^iums for: the insane. There is, unhappily,
no doubt of it. The mystical spirit is divorced, in
too many cases, from any just sense of the logic
of facts

;
and incapacity to judge aright of things

temporal is often combined with an eager and
extravagant judgment upon things eternal. It

may be we do not know that sometimes a true
vision of the spiritual order has proved too much
for a brain intellectually feeble, and that the
mental powers have been permanently injured by
too great an effort being demanded of them. And

conversely it is undoubtedly true that when
the brain fails to do its work, whether from
disease, or overstrain, or other causes, the man
ceases to be able to di^tinaiu^h fancies from facts,
both in the physical and the spiritual world. But
to conclude, therefore, that all alike who have
claimed to have had visions of the spiritual order,
or who believe that God has answered their

prayers directly, are necessarily insane, would be a
strangely perverse and illogical inference. Indeed,
experience suggests a quite different generaliza-
tion. Despite these abnormal cases, the men of

spiritual insight who see 'visions,' who live near
to the boundary of the spiritual order, are the

truly 'practical' men, and achieve most of endur-

ing benefit for the race. The truth is that, taken
separately, spiritual experiences cannot be verified

by any one except the recipient of them ; but they
cannot be dismissed as untrustworthy merely be-
cause some who claim to have enjoyed them are
not very wise.
Tho spiritual experience of the individual is not

1rans*feral)le appar- inly, for it would not be well
to dogmatize on such a point from one to another.
* This ia fully admitted by so thoroughgoing a Rationalist as

Kant :
*
If the Gospel had not taught the universal moral laws

in their purity, reason would not yet have attained to so com-
plete a knowledge of them

; ulrhousrh, once they are there, we
can be convinced through pure reason of their truth and
validity

'

(Letter to Jacobi in Jacohi's Werke, Hi. 582).
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So far, then, it does not submit itself to any objec-
tive test of Its trustworthiness. But when we find,
as we do find, that in a large number of cases the
individual experiences which are reported or re-

corded are of an identical character as regards the
information which they supply of the spiritual

order, they p!\- P: a iMienomenon which is within
the reach ui' .- \i-\\\'- i,j investigation. That the
Eternal guides human lives and does not permit
them to drift aimlessly into the paths which lead

nowhere, that He answers prayer, that He sup-
plies counsel and strength these are not specially
Christian convictions, they are shared by count-
less multitudes who would all offer the same
proof of their truth, namely, personal experience.
This is a solid fact of human nature which de-
mands recognition. And if such convictions are
not entirely mistaken, then the Eternal has in so
far given a revelation of His power and of His
love. He has intervened in human life

;
He has

given men some insight into His purposes.
The test of truth is experience ; experience

must count for something when we are examining
the v.Mv -

t
,:v,.-,l belief of mankind that the Eternal

reve->!- M-ip^lf in the life of the individual and in
the life of the race alike.

We have seen that the general experience of

religious men gives identical testimony as to God's
power and willingness to communicate with them
in their need. But we saw, too ( 2), that a cer-

tain mental and spiritual capacity must be pre-
supposed in the recipients of any revelation. And,
as this grows from age to age in the history of the

race, and is by no means equal in all races at the
same period, or in all men even of the same race
and epoch, it will follow that revelation, if made
at all, must be made gradually and progressively,
in correspondence not only with the needs but
with the capacity of men. We have all learnt

the truth of this in regard to the history of the

race, and it is unnecessary to dwell upon it. If

the minute and careful study of the OT history
and literature, which has occupied the best

thoughts of so many of our "best Christian scholars

for 40 years, had taught us nothing but this, we
should still have learnt a lesson of the most far-

reaching iipri.iflt'nnfV' -a lesson which is full of

hope and i;i^p'
r-.ii!-ifi. Ii is a lesson which is illus-

trated by the history of every religion in which
men have sought to find God ;

the measure of His

grace is their capacity of receiving it, and not any
Divine economy by which there is a jealous hiding
of His face. And the same is true of the indi-

vidual soul. Jt is in correspondence with the

Li'-ii.'lual quickening of our spiritual faculty that

i'.t.- Divine secret is gradually disclosed. 'Unto
him that hath, to Mm shall be given

'

(Mt 1312) is

not a paradox of the Divine bounty ; it is a law of

nature, and therefore of revelation as well. Not
|

all at once can we expect to experience the Beatific

Vision, but only in :'!) !/ HS \\- grow more
and more into the P'. v :'%..-*, and learn,

through the slow and often disappointing discip-
line of life, to read the Divine purposes. This is

not to evacuate the idea of revelation of its con-

tent, and regard our spiritual progress as due

entirely to the efforts and strivings of our own
souls. These must be present, there must be a
movement on man's part if he is to reach at last

his highest. but the revelation which is given is

not his discovery, but a Divine act of unveiling.
It is the consummation of this progress, both

for the individual and for the race, which is por-

trayed in the vision, of the prophet as the moment
when * the glory of the Lord shall be revealed,
and all flesh shall see it together,

1 not as iso-

lated individuals, but as members of the great

company of the saints, 'they shall see it to-

gether : for the mouth of Jehovah hath spoken
it' (Is 40-).

5. The revelation of Christ. So far, we have
been considering the idea of revelation in general

the idea of God revealing His will to man
which appears again and again in Scripture, and
which has been abundantly justified by the experi-
ence of the saints in every age. But nothing has

yet been said which is distinctively Christian, or
which touches the belief of Christians that in

Christ there is a supreme and sufficient revelation
of God. If the doctrine of revelation which has
been here set forth exhausted the content of the

idea, then there would be no place left for that
which is specially characteristic of the Christian

religion. What has been said about the possibility
and the gradual progress of a revelation would
apply to other nations as well as to the Jews, for
God has never 4 left himself without a witness '

(Ac 1417
) . And nothing lias been said at all about

the revelation of God^ in Christ, which is the
centre of the Christian hope. The passages which
were quoted from the NT have a general applica-
tion. We have now, however, to examine pass-
ages of a different character.

St. Paul urges, in the Second Epistle to the

Corinthians, that if the message of the Christ was
not understood by the Jews, it was due to their

incapacity, not to its obscurity.
' If our gospel is

veiled,' he says,
*

it is veiled in them that are

perishing
7

(4
:}

), i.e. the fault lies with the hearers,
not with the giver, of the message. That is his

way of expressing a great principle which we have

already considered, that revelation, to be instruc-

tive, presupposes a certain mental capacity, a keen-
ness of spiritual vision, in those to whom it is

addressed. In the previous chapter of the same
letter, St. Paul had urged that the Jews had never

recognized the transitory character of the Law
which was their discipline;

4 a veil was upon their
heart 7

(3
15
), which prevented them from seeing

that the Law was only a stage in the Divine edu-
cation of Israel. But, he adds, allegorizing the
old story of the veil on the face of Mosc-s, if they
turn to the Lord, the veil is removed '

(v.
ls

), and
an open vision is granted. The consummation to

which they should look is that * the light of the

glory of Christ, who is the image of God, should
dawn upon them' (4

4
). And, in like manner, he

points out elsewhere that * the law was but a
tutor to lead them to Christ' (Gal 3"24 ). 'Christ
is the end of the law* (Ro 104 ), in whom it re-

ceived a perfect fulfilment. This, indeed, is the
burden of the Apostolic preaching, that *

God, who
of old time spoke to the fathers by divers portions
and in divers manners, hath in these last days
spoken to us by his Son *

(He I1
) . It is not need-

ful to multiply quotations which illustrate this

familiar Clirisr'nii iluiiiirh: iliai highly favoured
as the Jewish purple l-.r.d U-i-n by revelations of

the Divine wilf, yet the complete the perfect
revelation of God is in Christ,

(1) There is a sense in which it demands no
special gift of faith to discern in Christ a revels
lion such as had not dawned upon the world
before. And there are passages in the K"T which,
taken by themselves, would not go beyond this.

He was *a prophet, like unto Moses :

(Ac 3^),
although with a clearer, a more nrgent message.
For the most part, He is represented in the Syn-
optics as the Great TeacJier, strong, wise, and
merciful whose words were powerful to move
men towards holiness, and whose teachings shed a
new light upon the perplexities of conduct. ;A
new teaching.' His hearers said; and they were

right. The Fatherhood of God, the dignity and

supreme value of the spiritual life, the. significance
of faith, the Catholic sympathy of love (see
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Wenclt, Tfte Idea and the Reality of Revelation,
p. 28) these are truths of which, Indeed, there
had been anticipations in the prophets, but they
were expounded by Him with a lucidity and an
authority which distinguished Him at once from
all the great teachers of the past. And even if we
could get no further than this, the claim of Jesus
Christ to be the spiritual Master of mankind
would be a claim which we could not lightly

_" ^ . T" the utterances of holy men in every
! _, ..- a reverent attention, as expressing
convictions born of a true spiritual experience, the
words of Christ demand a deeper reverence of sub-

mission, for He was at the lowest the greatest
Master of the spiritual life.

(2) Not even yet, however, have we touched

upon those claims of His which mark Him out as

unique, those aspects of His life which require us
to think of His teaching as differing from other

teachings, not only in degree, but in kind. We
have not, indeed, to read the Gospels very closely
to observe that Jesus Christ claimed to be more
than a Teacher, and that His authority was other
than that of the greatest of the prophets. He
said that He was the Messiah, who was to

'declare all things' (Jn 425). He is the Son be-

loved of the Father, to whom the Father showed
all His works (5*

20
). He alone has 4 seen the

Father' (6
46

) ;
and not only is this vision pecu-

liarly His, but through Him it may be revealed
to men :

l He that hath seen me hath seen the
Father 1

(14
9
). These phrases are all taken, it is

true, from the Fourth Gospel ;
but the view of

Christ's Person which they present is not peculiar
to St. John, for the common tradition of St.

Matthew and St. Luke preserves the tremendous
assertion,

4 No man knoweth the Son, but the
Father ; neither knoweth any the Father, but the

Son, and he to whom the Son willeth to reveal
him '

(Mt II27 = L,k 1022 ). It is clear that Christ is

represented in the Gospels as more than a Teacher
of Divine wisdom

;
He is the Revealer of the

Divine character. The matter, the content, of

the revelation which He offers to mankind tran-

scends the message of prophets and holy men, in

this, that it has to do not merely with man's re-

lation to the Supreme, with, man's duty and man's
destiny, but with the inmost nature of God. Not
only is He an ambassador of Heaven ; but He has
seen the Father. No such claim as this is made in

the record of the most intimate and sacred spiritual

history of the saints.

It is this aspect of Christ as the Bevealer of God which is

indicated in the profound phrases of the Prologue to the Fourth
Gospel. He is the Word, the Eternal Wisdom

;
He was ' from

::v I'wr'iiir;.- *\* "i God,' and is God. Revelation is the act of
-t-.f-niViiiVMilofi of God to man, and the "Word is the eternal

expression of Deity. at> in Creation at the first, so in the Incar-
nation when the fulness of time had come. So Athanasius :
*
It was the function of the "Word, who, by His peculiar provi-

dence and ordering- of the universe, teaches us concerning- the

Father, to renew that same teaching' (TOV -yap Sta TTJS tSta?

irpovoias
Kal SiaKoaja^crecosT&i/oAwvSiSa^KOi/Tos

1 ~c^ /or TJarp'.f.
O.VTOV T}JV KOU. Trfv aimjv St5acr<aA.tar ayaveSicra,^ d,t /.. < '//'/ I \ i '/.

Dei., c. 14), The same idea is in Irenaetis.
* Per ipsam con-

ditionem, revelat yerbum conditorem Deum, et per mundum
fabricatorem mundi Dooiinum, et per plasma eurn qul plasma-
verit artiftceni, et per Filium eum Patrem qui g-eneraverit
Filiom *

(c. Hmr. iv. b). These high speculations are perhaps
beyond the modest capacity of human reason, but at all events
they are in accordance with the phrases of Scripture, -which

represent the Word as the Agent of Creation, and a.-> \ he Kx-
pression of the Divine "Will. Christ is set before xi< in The- liili'e

and the Church as the Kevealer of the Divine nature and not
only as the Kevealer of Divine secrets.

It has been urg-ed by some writers that the uniqueness of
Christ as Revealer is indicated in the NT by the fact that, while
revelation is- ,

i

" "!.., ," as proceeding from. Him,
it Is never > <

"

.-> _ i ' Him. He is the exponent,
not the recipient, of revelation ; and is

t
in a sense, the Bevealer

and the Kevealed (1 Ti 816), both the Mibjfcr and the object
of revelation. This, however, is to iii-c lanfrna're that strict

exegesis does not justify. *The revelation of Je-u- Cl-r-i.
which God guce unto 7ti//> u> show unco his servants' , . . ( U<-v I ).

is the view of Christ's office as Itevealer which is presented in

the Fourth Gospel as well as in the Apocalypse. Christ describes

Himself as ' a man that hath told you the truth which I heaul
from God' (Jn S40 ) ;

l as the Father taught me, I speak these

things' (v.
28

); 'the Father which sent me hath given me a

commandment, what I should say and what I should speak
'

(12).

The distinguishing features of the ; revelation of

Jesus Christ '

are, rather : (a) He reveals the inmost
nature of God (see above). (&) The revelation to

the Son is not
v

intermittent, "but continuous and

perpetual,
i The Father showeth him all things

'

(Jn 5-) ;
'himself hath given (dtdufcev') me a com-

mandment '

(12
49

),
the tense marking the continu-

ance of the action of the command (so Westcott).*

(c) All has been revealed to Him. < The Father
showeth him all things that himself doeth' (5'

2
).

The Son sees all, while we see parts in Him (so

Westcott). The revelation which Christ in His
own Person gave of the Divine nature is repre-
sented as complete ;

and the task of the Divine

Spirit throughout the ages is to assist mankind in
T

; . 1 '/"" .
~ f

it (14-
6
), and in the application

I. - ot to be understood all at once

(16
12

), nor will it be perfectly apprehended until

the Day of Consummation, when the human race

shall have fulfilled its destiny, 'the day when the
Son of Man shall be revealed '

(Lk 173
^), the day to

which the Apostolic Epistles continually point as
the day of 'the revelation of Jesus Christ '

(1 Co I 7
,

1 P I 13), for which humanity is to wait in patience
and hope.
These quotations have been, given at length,

because it is this claim of Christ to be the Revealer
of the Eternal God, as no other was, which is the
centre of the Christi?," n ""-" . and it is this claim
which is felt to be :'! ; reconcile with the
claims of other religions to the possession of re-

vealed truth. But it will bear repetition that it is

no article of the Christian faith that God does not
reveal His purposes and His will except in Christ,
or that those who seek His face without the know-
ledge of Christ shall be disappointed of their hope.
Wherever and whenever the spirit of man has

sought communion with, the Eternal Spirit, a

response we must believe has been given ;
and

such response is, in its measure, a revelation of

light and life. By whatever avenues of thought
men reach new truth about the highest things, the

light which makes their journey possible is a light
in the heavens. It was a favourite thought of the

early Christian apologists that the aspirations of

pagan philosophy after God we 1
--

'

'1 r "i

encouraged by the Eternal Word .

hearts. 4 Those that have lived
"

II - '
"

v

"

jtxera Turyou /Si^<rapres) ,
writes Justin Martyr, 'are

Christians, even though they were counted atheists,
such as Socrates and Heraclitus and others among
the Greeks, and among the barbarians Abraham
and the rest' (Apol. i. 46). That there is always
the seed of Divine Reason (X67os cr7rep^arc/c6s) in man
is urged by the same writer more than once : rb

^fjHpvTov iravrl ytvei &v6pdrir<*jv (rirtp^a, rou A6you {Apol.
ii. 8) is a typical utterance. Whatever we may
think of the technical phrases of Christian theology
used by these writers, we cannot doubt that their
main thought was true. God is always revealing
Himself to the world. Yet the question recurs
how then are we to express our belief in a special
revelation in Christ, a revelation differing not only
in degree but in kind from all that went before?
We are so much affected, in this age, by the idea
of orderly and continuous pm^-i in iuti;re, and
by the idea of the gradual <\n\ -ki-iiing or man's
spiritual faculty, that we find i: umvoh.'omc to be

* Sabatier has observed (Outlines of a, /'1i"<^</,'/7,/- nf /?<''*-

ffion. p. 41) that a plir*o in ilic Compel iiccO'-.V'j," 10 ii:i- Ih >! >

brinirs This out wt-H. AT the moim-nt of His baptism, the Holy
Spini .%--, to Jesus: 'Mi Fjli, Te ex?poctabfim in omnibus
propheu>, ut venires ei requiesccrLui in Te. Tu eiiun es requies

'
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presented with the conception of crisis, and with
any theory of knowledge or life involving a breach
of that rule of continuity by which we are ac-
customed to guide our thoughts.

6. Keeapitulation.lt will be convenient to

approach our final answer by re-stating in our
modern ways of speech that view of revelation in

general, and of the Christian revelation in particular,
which seems to be presented in the KT. It is, at

any rate, coherent, and is taught by St. Peter as
well as by St. Paul, by the <\

" '

is well as

by St. John. Nor is it out ; with the

profouiidest teachings of science about nature and
about man.
The Christian doctrine of God presupposes that

He is a Personal Being who lives and acts eternally.
We cannot cimihio lite Personal life by the con-
ditions which limit our own

; to use the homely
phrase of Win. Law, perhaps the sanest of English
mystics, He is really greater than man

;
He tran-

scends nature, for He is its Author. But He does
not stand apart, as it were, from the created life

which has issued from Him
; He is, as philosophers

express it, immanent in nature
;
He is its Life and

its Light. The sun enlightens the earth with its

beams, and warms into life the beings with which
it is peopled j

but the Eternal Spirit is the Life
and Light of all creation, and communicates this
Life and Light consciously and with a purpose of
love. In nature and in history God is always
present, always active, always compassionate.
But neither in the field of nature nor in the field

of history would it be true to say that the purpose
of the Supreme is everywhere clearly revealed. On
the contrary, it is for the most part veiled from
our eyes. We may speak, indeed, of the Creation
itself as a revelation of the Eternal. Perhaps it

was an exhibition of that Divine law by which
love always seeks an object on which to spend
itself, that law which in human life at its noblest

always demands sacrifice. Perhaps the law that
we only secure our highest life by not a tienipting
to save it received here a stupendous illustration.

We cannot tell. But, at any rate, Iliroughout
creation, as it is, the Divine love is veiled. lii the

struggles and competitions of created life, pain and
death are the inevitable issue for the weak; in

nature it is only the strong that survive. It is a
perpetual tax upon faith, in the face of nature's

cruelty, to believe as nevertheless we do believe
that God cares for the sparrows, and that the
meaner creatures of the earth are not beyond the
reach of His compassion.

(1) Where, then, in nature is God most clearly
seen ? There is only one possible answer. It is in

man, the highest creature of His that we know;
in man, who is unique among the creatures, be-
cause he reflects, however dimly, the Divine image
in which he was made. Man, indeed, is far re-
moved in fact from that which he was intended to
be. Oorruptio optiini pessima. His capacity for

good, by misuse, has become a capacity for evil, to
which the humbler animals cannot sink. That is

all true. But even in the most degraded man or
woman there is that affinity to the Divine which
makes redemption possible. In this seed of good-
ness, which lingers even in the foulest soul? there
is always the hope of the future. It is in this elect
creature this creature chosen to be the highest
because the best fitted for the service of the
Creator that God perpetually reveals Himself, as
we perceive that love is, after all, stronger than
hate. It Is to this elect creature despite his kin-

ship with the beasts, a kinship displayed during
every hour of his earthly life it is to this elect

creature, and to him alone, that God deigns to re-

veal His' will, not perpetually, indeed, but at those
too rare moments when the spirit is completely

master of the flesh. God is always active in

nature
;
He unveils His face only to the elect of

creation, and to the elect individuals of the elect

race.

(2) The like is true of the Divine revelation in

the field of history. Of the destiny of nations,
God is the supreme" arbiter. Not theologians only,
but historians too, will be found to declare that
human history is providentially ordered, that c the
Most High mieth in the kingdom of men '

(Dn43
~).

And viewing history on a large scale, that may be
the inevitable conclusion. But we cannot say that
it is self-evident, or that perplexities do not pre-
sent themselves to any one who endeavours to trace
an eternal purpose in the decline and fall of empires.
In tl e- :.

T "]-..: ';. of history it is not always easy to

find u'lTiji". .VKI " of a ^lerirjrL'iuK.ig Providence.

|

In history, as in nature, vi; st-e sui.!i tokens with

greater distinctness when the observation is directed
to a particular part of the field. The secrets of
the Divine rule are disclosed to us most clearly
when we recall the history of the Chosen People,
the race elect of the Supreme as His instrument
for the education of the world. Xo history reveals
the Divine intention in the same degree as the

history of Israel. And thus we rightly look upon,
the Hebrew literature and history as presen ins*

for us in a special manner the revelation of God's

purposes in the education of mankind. This is not
to make any arbitrary distinction between sacred

history and profane history. All history is sacred,
for it is directed and controlled by the Eternal
Wisdom. But not in all history alike are we per-
mitted to discern the guidance of God who thus
reveals Himself. It is no more anomalous or sur-

prising that the revelation should be explicitly

recognized, as such only in the history of the elect

nation Israel, than that His revelation in nature
should be recognized as such only" in the character
of the elect creature man. The Divine action is

always implicit in nature and in history ; botfc are

potential revelations, so to speak, of the Eternal

Light and Wisdom, but in neither field does the
revelation become actual, save in the chosen organ
of the Divine life. Man Is not an anomaly among
the creatures, nor is Israel an anomaly among the
nations

;
but as man with his reason and power

of choice is the best fitted of creatures, and Israel

with its genius for religion is the best fitted of the

nations, to receive and to impart the revelations of
the Divine will, to man and to Israel have they
been entrusted in a peculiar degree. The story of
revelation is always a story of election (cf. Marten-
sen, Christian Dogmatics^. 13).

If we can go thus far, we are constrained to go
a step farther. For in the Christ is the consum-
mation, the summing up. of humanity. He is the

Representative Man.
"

And in the Christ, too, is the
fulfilment of Israel's high destiny as the Servant
of Jehovah, the Messenger and Ambassador of the
Most High. It is not surprising, then, that He
should claim to be the Revealer of the Godhead,
in a sense and after a manner unexampled else-

where. He, too, is the Elect, the Beloved. There
is a coherence in the NT account of Christ the
Revealer which demands for it a reverent hearing
from every thoughtful man, no matter what his

belief about historical Christianity may be. We
do not assume any breach in the continuity of
natnre when we hold that a revelation of God may
be pcm.'iujil in man which cannot be perceived in

the loner creatures. We do not make history dis-

continuous if we hold that a revelation of God may
be perceived in the record of His dealings with
Israel which cannot be perceived in the record of

His dealings with Greece, although He is the

Supreme Arbiter of the destinies of Israel and
Greece alike. To the creature and to the nation
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uniquely fitted to receive and to reflect a Divine

revelation, it has been given, in divers portions and

manners, according to the need and the capacity
of the recipient. But the Christ stands alone, in

nature and In. history, the flower of humanity and
the culmination of Israel's

'
.' for God

has become man in Him. inere can ue no inter-

ruption or faltering in the communion between the

Perfect Man and God, for He is perfect because

He shares the Divine nature itself. The revelation

is no longer occasional, but permanent ;
no longer

j '_- . ". -

1

. iveiling, but the full disclosure of the

] ,

' "

-
'

:
;
no longer to be conceived as for one

race only, for this is the revelation of the mystery
which was kept secret since the world began, but

now is made manifest made known to all nations

for the obedience of faith
'

(Ko l62Jf-

;
cf. 1 Co 27

)-
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REYELATION, BOOK OF. Whatever per-

plexities may still attend the interpretation of

the Apocalypse, there can be no question as to

the place which ;i ;I-<"I;IH to Jesus Christ, or the

copiousness and v;i'-i. ,y o:' the references which the

writer makes to His "Person and His work. Por
him the fact of Christ conditions the whole of

human history. He is the Lamb slain from the

foundation of the world (13
s
), and He is the

^r"-" _'> -'.. 1
-

. whose eagerly expected ro'nj-^
will bring to a close the history of the w^rln I'lui

now is* And what is true of the world's history-

is also true of the book itself ; its whole contents
are a 'revelation' (Apocalypse) of Jesus Christ

(I
1
), a revelation which proceeds from Him, and is

mediated * by his angel
' to ' his servant John.'

It will be convenient to examine the references
and the doctrine which lies behind them in the
order of our Lord's experience, beginning with His

life on earth. In the first place, it is noteworthy
that the human name Jesus, borne by Christ when
He was on earth, which is rare in the writings of

St. Paul and absent from those of St. Peter, occurs
here nine (or ten) times. The martyrs are 'the

witnesses of Jesus '

(17
6
) ;

their witness is 4 the

testimony of Jesus' (I
1

etc.) ; and it is by this

simple human name that the Divine Speaker
describes Himself (22

16
). In this usage we may

see an indication of authorship by one who had
known Christ after the flesh,' to whom the name
He had then borne was both familiar and dear.

If authoritative criticism no longer permits us to

see direct allusions to either the birth or the
ascension of Jesus in the story of the c man-child'
contained in ch. 12, His death by crucifixion is

very pointedly alluded to as an historical fact (II
8
) ,

His victory in 3*21 (
c as I also overcame'), and His

resurrection in 1s - 18
. His twelve Apostles find

mention in 21H, and there are echoes of His

teaching as recorded in the Gospels in. S5- 10 717 216

and 2123.

These recollections of Jesus of Nazareth have
not been obliterated by the vision of the exalted
Christ

;
rather are the two elements held together

in a singular harmony of conviction. Passing to

the second, we find that the richness of the con-

ception of Christ which marks the Apocalypse
may be gauged by the variety and significance of

the aspects in which He is presented the Word,

the Lamb, the Shepherd, the HrKlccrpr-m. the

Judge, the King of kings. Here on 1

} on; -Mi- the

Fourth Gospel does Christ receive the deeply

significant title of 'the Word of God 1

(19
18

), and

the idea of pre-existence which the name carries

with it also lies behind the declaration twice

repeated,
4 1 am Alpha and Omega, the beginning

and the end' (I
17 21 6

). But the commonest and

the most characteristic title of Christ in this book

is
4 the Lamb ' a title which is used by the writer

with great freedom, as though it bad come to

have for him almost the force of a proper name

(cf. 21 9 - 2S- -7 223
). The use of the name is, however,

rooted in the conviction of the redemptive efficacy

of Christ's sacrifice
;

it suggests the aspect of His

work which is most prominent to the mind of

'John.' It should be noted that the word itself

is not identical with that , :

" *
. Jesxis in John's

Gospel (1*9-36) ;
it is a

'

'

:

'

- and a neuter;

but the meaning is the same, and the sacrificial

reference is indubitable. The Lamb stands 4 as

though it had been slain '

(5
6
) ;

He is hailed as One
who "has ' redeemed us to God by his blood '

(5
9
) ;

the adoring saints in heaven are those ' who have

washed their robes, and made them white in the

blood of the Lamb' (7
14

,
cf. 1s). These latter

passages emphasize the ethical consequences of

the Atonement, and trace them to the 'blood'

of Christ in the same way as the First Epistle of

John. The spiritual principle of the Atonement
is suggested by the figure of the Lamb itself, in

which are combined the attributes of lamb-like

character meekness, gentleness, a: 1

the sacrificial function historically
'

'

a lamb. At the same time, die Lamb,' originally

a figure for Christ in the sacrificial aspect of His

work, takes on, besides, attributes which belong to

Him in other of His functions, and so we read of
* the wrath of the Lamb '

(O
16

), of c the Lamb's book
of life

'

(21
27

), of kings making war with the Lamb
and being overcome by Him (17

14
), of 4 the marriage

of the Lamb' (19
7
), and, finally, of the Lanib as

ruler of the heavenly city (22
3
), as at once the

templeof itand'^ - "iy t ;V-v " (21^). Thus,
while every aspect of the work of Christ, whether
in earth or heaven, finds adoring record here, there

is a subtle recognition of the fact that all the forms
of His relation to men spring out of the fundamental
function of redemption.
The writer of the Apocalypse, therefore, holding

firmly to the humanity of the Jesus whom probably
he had known in the flesh, yet ascribing to Him as

the Lamb functions of : a !.! .. L- vermnent,
and judgment, offers to II 1:1 .'.._ i his book
the homage which is due only to fc God, manifest in

the flesh.' This is seen alike in the titles, the

functions, and the attributes assigned to Him.
Every detail of description serves only to enhance
the dignity and the glory of His Person. He is

'the Lord of lords and King of kings' (17
14 1916

).

To Him is attributed all the honour and authority

pertaining to the Messiah and more. Angels who
refuse worship offered to themselves (19

10 228
) unite

with all creation to worship God and the Lamb
(5H-13). His existence reaches back before the

beginning of things created. Himself the principle
from which all creation issues (3

14
;

cf. Col I 15 ,

Pr S22), He is the absolutely Living One from whose

lips are heard words which can be spoken by God
alone :

c I am the first and the last, and the Living
One '

(I
17

,
cf. I8). He holds the keys of Death and

of Hades (I
18
) keys which, :i(.c(.rdmir to the later

Jewish tradition, were held by the hand of the

Almighty alone. In the vision of the Son of Man
which introduces the Letters to the Seven Churches,
the writer takes one after another of those phrases
which had been consecrated from old times to the

description of the Most High God, those attributes
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in which He had been apparelled by prophets and
psalmists, and lays them simply upon Christ as

upon One whose right to bear them was beyond
question. The description of 'the Ancient of

Days
3

(Dn 79
) is transferred to Him, as well as

the power to * search the heart and the reins/
which is the peculiar attribute of Jehovah (2

423

, cf.

Ps 79). It is not strange, therefore, that to this
Divine Figure is committed the unfolding of the
Book of human Destiny (5

5
), the waging of the

final conflict with evil, and the holding of the
Divine assize.

This complete and unhesitating attribution of
Divine rank and authority to Jesus Christ is the
more remarkable when we give due weight to the
intense Hebraism of the writer. A Jew of the
Jews, his mind saturated with Hebrew thought, a
true son of the race to which monotheism had
become a passion, and the ascription of Divine
honour to any other than God a horror and a

bla.-pheiny, the author nevertheless sets Jesus side

by .side with the Almighty. One meaning of the

phenomenon is plain. It offers the most striking
proof of the impression made by Jesus upon His
disciples, one which had been sufficient to revolu-
tionize their most cherished rellyion^ belief ; for
them He had the value of God. And the special
aspect of His Person and work which is emphasized,
as we have seen, in the Apocalypse, gives the clue
to the explanation of this exalted Ghristology.
The kernel of experience from which the process
starts is indicated in the declaration :

4 He hath
loosed (v.L 'washed') us from our sins.' John
and those in whose name he wrote had found the
sin-barrier between them and God removed, and
the sin-dominion over them broken ; and this

experience they traced to Jesus, to what He had
done for them in dying, and in them as living
again. And if, along with this their indubitable

experience of forgiveness of, and deliverance from,
sin, we take the universal conviction of their time,

expressed in the question of the Pharisees,
* Who

can forgive sins save God only?' we have little

difficulty in perceiving the avenue along which
the gaze of the A poc-alypti<t travelled till it

beheld the throne of ( rod "as a throne which was
shared also by

* the Lamb.'
C. ANDEESON SCOTT.

REYENGE. See VENGEANCE.

REVERENCE. The sentiment of veneration, a

feeling of high regard and admiration. When
cherished towards a superior, it is an emotion of

respectful awe. When directed towards God, it is

an essential factor in Divine worship. This senti-

ment usually finds expression in acts of courtesy,
respect, or adoration, so that the object held in

reverential regard receives fitting homage. But it

is to be noted that the term QpTjcnceta, which in Ac
265

emphasizes the ritual H-lr ':" icV^iuri. does not
occur in the Gospels (cf.

< '<!< '-i'i^. .!/'/ to Reflec-
tion^ Introd., ADhor. xxiii).
The terms which denote reverence towards God

come properly under *

worship/ in which rever-

ence is an essential quality ; but It may be

proper to include in this article passages which
involve reverence towards Jesus Christ in the

days of His flesh. In the Gospel narratives
several terms are used to express the feeling of

reverence, bnt there is no decisive reason to dis-

tinguish the usage of these terms as they occur in

the Synoptics and in the Fourth Gospel. The
terra

s

reverence,' as the tr. of &rp&reor0ai 'to

turn one's self unto '

is found only a few times. It

is used in the parable of the Wicked Husband-
men (Mt 2137

, Mk 126, Lk 2013
)> where the idea is

that even those who had ill-treated the servants

might show proper respect and hononr to the Son.

(See also the usage of the same word in the parable
of the Unjust Judge, who ' feared not God, neither

regarded man/ Lk IS'2
'4

).

The word TL^ and its derivatives are used to

express high reverential regard and profound re-

spect (Mt 1357 154
'6

, Mk 7 10
,
Jn 523- 41 S4y * 54

}. Here
the regard due to a prophet of God, the affectionate

re-j*<ii r of children for their parents, and reverence
for the Son, as for the Father, are expressed. The
term irpoa'Kvve'tv, which means to kiss the hand to,

3

and then to bow down before,
5

is often used in the

Gospels to signify the sentiment of reverential re-

gard, and even of worship (Mt 2- 8~u 49 14s3 lo25

20- 2817
, Mk 56 1519

}. In these passages we have
reference to the adoration of Jesus by the Magi,
Herod's desire to do

'

.ii-i.-iije :u the child at Beth-
lehem, the request o ;.!> d^\\' that Jesus should

worship him, the disciples doing homage to their
Lord by the sea, the Canaanite woman humbling
herself before Jesus, the mother of James and John
as she made her bold request for her two sons, the

disciples after the resurrection of Christ, the
demoniac of Gadara before Jesus, the mock homage
paid to Jesus on the Cross. In many of these pass-
ages the outward act of bo^ ing clown is implied.

In one place (Jn 931 ) the term 8eoG-eprj$ is used to
describe a wor-hipper of God, or one who regards
and treats God with reverence. In several places
certain physical acts are significant of reverence,
such as vpoa-irurrew,

' to fall down before
*

(Mk 3n
S33, Lk S28

) ; yovvrereiy,
'

to bend the knee 3

(Mt
1714

, Mk I40 ) ; Trwrrecv ^irl 7rp6<ranrov3 to fall upon
the face.' These movements of the body are ex-

pressive of feelings of reverential regard. In some
BoZafrw,

'

to glorify,
'

is used in a rather
2 way to set forth the idea of giving

reverence to (as in Mt 62 98} Mk 212
, Lk 525- L>6 7 16

,

Jn S54 171"4
), where hypocrites seeking glory of men,

people of different sorts giving glory to God, the
Father ^" iir

y""^ the Son, and the Son giving

glory to ; i.i ! V, '.

'
< '. are alluded to. In the Lord's

Prayer, ayidfriv,
i to hallow '

or * hold sacred *

(Mt
69 ) the name of God, implies the sentiment of
reverence in its highest form. The terms d<r7rdeiv>
4 to salute,' and &nra<7/Js,

* salutation
*

(Mk 915 1518
,

Lk I29
"41

), are also expressive of reverential regard.
Some additional passages may be merely noted, wherein

words and phrases denote reverence in different aspects : Mt
729 38 927 123 1616 21-15 2^1 2312 2612 Mk 17 01-10 Lk 29-^0 716.
44. 45 35-37 1Q35 23", Jn 123- *4 13*3 9,115-17.

In the Gospel narratives it is evident that the
sentiment of reverence has a large place. It is at
root a certain psychical state, or temper of the
soul. This temper seeks expre^Hon in certain out-
ward acts. In religion this state of the soul is

fundamental, and its expression in ritual acts is

natural.

LITERATURE. O. F. Kent, Messages of Israel's Lawgivers
(1902), 247

;
A. H. M. Sime, Elements of Religion 2, 15, Epic of

God (1902), 53 ; E. Wordsworth, Thoughts on fhe Lord3
-* Prayer

(1898), 63; G. H, Morrison, Ftood-ltde (19(11). 103; N~e\\man,
Par. and Plain Serm. i. 295, v. 13, viii. 1 ; T. G. Selbv, Lesion w
a Dilemma (1893), 123 ; Phillips Brooks, Light tf tf*e. World
(1891X263, FBA3STCIS B. BEATTIE.

REYILING-. 1. Insult was as prominent as

cruelty in the tragedy that ended on Calvary.
See art. MOCKEEY.

2. In Mt 511
(|| Lk e22) Jesus pronounces a "blessing

upon those who are reviled for His sake (oveidifa

here is the same word as is used in Mk 1532 of the

reproaches of the Cross). That the secret of the
blessedness lies in the spirit in which the ahuse is

borne is shown by the *

Rejoice and be exceeding
glad

7
of the following verse, as well as by St. Paul's

'

Being reviled, we bless,' in a passage (1 Co 412- 1S
)

where he evidently has the Eighth Beatitude in

mind. St. Peter (1 P 2s3) says of Jesus that <

being
reviled, he reviled not again

'

(\oiSopovjjVo$ ofoe
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avre\QL8bf>ei}. And the author of Hebrews suggests
that the be.st preservative against hasty reprisals
and a violent temper is a ruiiUMiipLrLion^of the

patient silence of Jesus. .For consider him that

endured such contradiction of sinners against
himself, lest ye he wearied and faint in your
minds" (He 12*}. See also REPROACH.

J. C. LAMBERT.
REWARD. 1. The NT word for this is

while Ej>. to Heb. uses furdavotoffia (2
s 1035 1 126 ). BV

prefers, in passages where the Greek has a verb,

'recompense* (Mt 66* 18
).

I
"

"o ' i-
" '"' '

whether, in the 17th cent., the Eng. word 'reward 3

had so definitely as now the sense of a favourable

or desirable retribution. Or is there a touch of

conscious paradox in the tr.
* reward evil for

good' (Ps 3512
)? But see Ps 74,

He 22 . On the

other hand, Hooker (Ecdes. Polity, Books i.-iv.,

1592 or 1594) already employs the expression
c
re-

wards and punishments,,'
3 which stamps a favour-

able sense upon the ' rewards
'

;
cf. also

* A man, that fortune's buffets and rewards
Hast ta'en with equal thanks." Hamlet, in. ii. 71.

At Lk 2341 'due reward of our deeds/ AV and

RV, stands for a periphrasis in the Greek.
2. Christ's teaching is popular, and He has no

hesitation in u-ing the conception of * reward in

heaven 5

as a stimulus to zeal (e.g. Mt 512 620
).

Reward on earth is also found among His prom-
ises, if apparently with a touch of irony (cf. Mk
1030). Yet we cannot conceal from ourselves that

reward, like the cognate conception of merit, be-

longs to a secondary order of nio!.."l < .1 '<;.< i* 1 -.
* Merit lives from man to man, and -

"

\\ n-;"",

O Lord, to thee.* In public life the bad^citizen is

punished, while the good citizen's reward is life as

a citizen ! Literal rewards
'

are for the nursery
or primary school. There is perhaps more of

morality in 'punishment/ Moral protoplasm-
potential yoodne-^ may exist in the much decried

fear of hell oftener than in the hope of heaven.
Punishment emphasizes guilt, calls for repentance,
and may prove the door to a new life ; reward im-

plir
- :

_ 1 1
J

.
: .

-
i ,ind the thought of it may tend

to '-' -.:!!. I'"
-

:-M- --. (In order to shut this out,
or ior some other reason, the righteous

'

(Mt
25s7'39

} are unconscioiis of their claim to reward).
* Other - worldliness

J
is a much rarer vice than

worldliness, the allurement of such distant prizes

being faint and cold. Yet a fanatical greed for

the future life is
i *'. -T^--

3. In Christ's .-

'

i . ! is comparatively
little which carr'. -.- '. the thought of re-

ward. Most noticeable is Lk IT 10 f We are unpro-
fitable servants,' or, according to AVailhfiu*enV fine

t'o
.[

Vi'v. eWe are servants 1 we have done that
v. Vi !

s i: was our duty to do.' Also there is an

approach to the Pauline standpoint in the flavour
of irony with which our Lord d<^orib(;- ' the right-
eous '

in contrast to sinners. He c came not to call
'

them (Mt 913 II).

' There shall be joy in heaven
over one sinner that repenteth, more than over

ninety and nine righteous persons which need no
repentance

'

(Lk 157-
<
10 - 32

>). Lk 747 has the clearest
trace of irony.

* Her sins, which are many, are

forgiven ; [you can see that it is so] for she
5

showed such signs of love. ' But to whom little

is forgiven, the same loveth little.' Again, the
call to self-sacrifice (Mt 1624 {() shuts out any vulgar
conception of reward, though, in point of form, the

acceptance of earthly suffering- does not cancel

heavenly reward.
4. We must recognize, then, that hope of reward

LS a legitimate motive. It bears the highest im~

primatur ; and it keeps a place in the general
Christian scheme, even as unfolded by that Apostle
who might seem most opposed to it on principle.
We need not think to do without it, even while we

pass on to higher motives and fuller conceptions
of duty. Christian labour and sacririce are never

in vain. The struggle 'availeth' (A. H. dough's
Poems, 'Say not the struggle'). See also art.

RETRIBUTION.

LITERATURE. Studies of the ;-. ." ^ o" H nstEcce Homo
(close of ch. XL), AVendt, Horto . .- _,-,'. Chr. Believing
i

"
T'

' "'
T?jLW,*tit)f ii. -'': Briggs, Ethical

.

'

* (i'JiJi), ->0u, 240 ; "Manning, Serai/ (1844) 159 ;

- i. (1885) 68 ;
B. Vaughan, Stones from the

(Quarry (1890), 136 ; Liddon, Sewn, on Some Words of Christ

(1892), 19. ROBERT MACKINTOSH.

RHESJL A link in our Lord's genealogy (Lk
327

).

RICHES. See WEALTH.

RIGHT. In the AV the word *

right' is the

equivalent of two distinct Greek words, Skcuos,

'righteous' (Mt 204- 7
,
Lk 1257 ), and 6Pe&s, 'cor-

rectly
'

(Lk 743 1028 2021
). The Eng. word is etymo-

logically associated with Lat. rectus (from regere,
*

to rule
3

; cf.
' direct

' and cognates). It implies
that which is straight, according to ride. In the

Gospels the idea of 'right,' as distinct from the

word, runs through the whole of our Lord's revela-

tion of God. His teaching is at once a demand for

that which is right and the source of all instruction

about it.

1. The standard of right is always found in the

will of God as expressed in His law. E\emhiM<4
is referred to that. Doing the will of God i- the

simple but exhaustive summary of all true life

(Mk 335
).

2. The extent of right is to be understood as
absolute conformity to the law of God, with no

immunity and no reservation. Not only actions

and words, but also thoughts, desires, and motives,
are always included in its scope (Mt 522- 28

). Since

'right
5 means conformity to God's character and

will, it necessarily follows* that this -<-- r-v- *;
<1

must be absolute." Our Lord contrasts
",

eousriess of the scribes and Pharisees :

is :

which He demanded from His* followers (5
20

). His

requirem onl was higher because of His higher
(om-cpiLon of the character, will, and claims of
God. To them righteousness -W.- M"'|MMX more
than a superficial outward to". :':!:; \ \. the
Divine law as interpreted and altered' by their
tradition. They measured by means of an im-

perfect standard, while our Lord laid down an
absolute law (5

48
). See art. RIGHTEOUSNESS.

3. The motives to right are variously stated and
implied, (a) First and foremost is the (always
implied) motive based on the truth that right is

right and therefore must be done, (b) Then obedi-
ence to the will of God, because it is God's will, is

emphasized (5
33 721

). (c] A secondary and yet im-

portant motive is found in tlie spiritual blessings
associated with the performance of right (5

1 "11

gi.4.6. is^ (<#) Yet again we have the spiritual
influences and effects of right as no inconsiderable
motive for righteousness of thought, word, and
deed (5

13- 14
).

& The encnnrnge/nents to right are found in (a)
the joy of satisfaction in obedience to God ; (b) the

approving testimony of conscience as the result of

righteousness ; (c) the blessing of God manifestly
resting upon tlie lifo (10

38-31
) ; (d] fellowship with

Christ 111 uu'ihiiil nnd true living (10
25 1250 ). These

points concerning ri*ht are only a bare summary
of what r* both implicit and expressed in the whole
of our Lord's teaching, especially in the five great
sections of teaching found in Matthew.
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5. The secret of right is found in personal union
and communion with Christ. There is nothing
dry, formal, and abstract in e

right
'

as conceived of

in the NT It is no question of an imper.>onal ab-
stract TO 8LK&LQV or rb KaXoy, but a warm, loving,
living, and personal life of right thinking, right

speaking, right doing, in union with Him who is

: -< ii^'fulx 6 OIKCLLOS and 6 /caXosr. It is this that
ii

1

]-'!"'!, ;;;i
i - Christian ethics from all others.

Christianity not only depicts an ideal and insists

on its realization ; it proclaims and provides the

power to realize it, in union with Him who has
Himself lived the life and fulfilled the Divine ideal,
and whose grace is sufficient for all who receive it.

In all that concerns '

right,
5 the followers of Christ

accept and know by experience the truths of two
great statements ; one of the Master, and the other
of one of His Apostles : Apart from me ye can
do nothing

1

(Jn 155
) ;

e
l can do all things in him

who is empowering me
'

(Ph 413
).

W. H. GRIFFITH THOMAS.
RIGHT HAND. See SESSION.

RIGHTEOUS, RIGHTEOUSNESS.!. HISTORY
OF THE TEEMS. The root notion of the Heb. word
njjns is that which is just, right, and normal ; and
its exact meaning fluctuates in each epoch accord-

ing to the standard by which right and wrong are
measured. It is true "that in the OT this standard
is always based on the will of Jehovah ; but we
observe great *>:', -

T

l--i

1

'\
;

i

"'-;.!essive in

the Jewish notii- 1
'

;" >,. Si- M j.
:

. In more
primitive times the conception of rrjis is mainly
forensic, meaning that which accords with custom
as fixed by the Divinely given decisions of the

people's judges. But the prophets raised the
whole conception of the law of God, and insisted

that its moral aspect was infinitely more im-

portant than its ceremonial. Indeed, though like

all OT writers they dealt with action rather than
character, they almost foreshadow in places the
XT teaching. that it is a clean heart that makes a

righteous deed. Hosea and Jeremiah illumined
the conception of man's dutjr to his neighbour by
the preaching of God's loving - kindness to His

people. Deutero-Isaiah goes further still, and
linds in the thought of God's unfailing righteous-
ness the pledge that He will comfort and redeem
His servants. As used of Him, the word .1,77^

denotes moral run-i-tcncy and faithfulness to His

promises, and in ilm highcM: prophetic teaching
this was felt to include the lov o \\ ilich pardons the

penitent, though ever stern to the obdurate.
In the age of formalism, which wasmarked by the

cessation of prophecy, the notion of righteousness
became more ceremonial and external. Already
in some of the Psalms we have t the righteous

' as
a regular party in the land, and the term ulti-

mately became the self-de-ignal ion of the Pharisees.

rtjj-is wa*! now identified mainly with almsgiving in

the sphere of private morals ; and, in the judicial

sphere, with readiness to help the weak as opposed
to the letter of strict judgment.* In the LXX
the word is tr. usually 'by oika.Loyi''vr;. but also by
Kpicrts > Aeos, and eXe^/iocr^?? : and the adj. p*n$ usually
by dtjccuos, but also by afjtefJLTTTOs, KaQapfoj 7rtcrr<3?, and

The Gr. S/asas/erw^, like the Heb. HfjiH, was generally used In

a much broader sense than our word *

justice/ and denoted
social virtue as a whole. Aristotle defines it as apery, vftet* you

a*f% &.T}iaSf oAAfie Tfms fiVi/wv . . . ov U&p&S o-piTij*, ofAAa! J&sj />gr*5

(Ethics, v. 3. 1129& ; cf. Plato, Republic, 443), The chief differ-

ence between the Heb. and Gr. words lies, not in the terms

themselves, bufe in the radical distinction between the religions
of the fcwo races, the former being based on the relation of

man to God, the latter on ma'i'* duty to himself ; thus in Greek
c is usually diMi"iri:i-;hcd rro:n s--',4e;ae.

* SeeDalman, Dl rirJitfrlicfa (rmvpfifitilsfit fin- AT, as quoted
in art.

'

Righteousness (in OT)
'

in Hastings' T>B iv. 281.

VOL. II. 34

ii. XT USAGE. The XT writers inherited the
word rgis with all its religious associations, and
u^ed as its equivalent otKaioG-vvn, and as its oppo-
site doLKla. The latter word is sometimes con-
trasted also with d\7$#eia (e.ff. Ro 1 1S

, 2 Th 2 1(>

) ; for
* truth passing into act*. : I- '

i^h'i/u!;-:-''
'

,
\Vest-

cott on 1 Jn I
y
). doi/ros :-n!-o < (;' 1,1-1 o-i v, ii

1

-. Trtorros

(Lk 16 IU -

), c&ffeprjs (2 P 2y
,
cf. Ko 45

), dyios (I CoG 1
).

The first of these three words expresses an idea

,.""./;-
-

: ;

*

ord '

ri^l.
* Ljou-:ie.

'

(namely3

i 1 1

' "' '
'

" two ^ive i:.-? uii-:> for man,
devotion to God, but do not immediately ex-

press the notion of duty towards one\s neighbour.
Jesus Christ transformed the whole conception

of r:-.'
1
:tt kou-TU-* ; for He broke clown the exter-

nalism or His uay by . ;', -"/!':_ character rather
than action, and set "':,

]

(, . .-:. an entirely new
basis by makini. \i a real response of the whole

]
r-i.-i,,

1

;' \- iu ^jn:
s
and pointing to love as the

<(:>.. or"' righteousness. T^ - -"^rrPc.in! in thia

connexion U!MI ic \\a- ("^c:<'r,-r'\y : \:\.i created
the very conception of ]IC-M>];I!":;, . ;r;,I so ulti-

mately the word itself. Jesus Christ tells His
followers that their righteousness is to be based on
the eternal character of God (MtS44 -45

), as uniquely
revealed in human life by Himself (II

27
d). Accord-

ingly the early Christians seem to have spoken
of Christ as c the righteous one 3

(see Ac 314 752

22W, Ja 56). But we must examine in more detail

the righteousness taught and exemplified by
Him.

1. The Synoptists. () General usage. The
Synoptic writers all use dfocctosand SiKaLocrfoTj gener-
ally, of the man who tries to do his duty in the

sight of God, whether Christian or not (Mt I19 S45
,

M~k 620,
Lk I6 225 ). But St. Matthew^ also uses the

words especially of believers in Christ, to denote
the character which He requires in citizens of the

Kingdom of heaven (Mt 510 61 etc.). St. Luke,
indeed, approximates to this in three passages afc

least (Lk 1434 , Ac 2415-5
}; but with him it can

scarcely be called a well-defined usage. The ex-

planation of this pec-nl isiri; \ of the First Gospel
no dotibt lies in ilse fact tfuit its chief aim is to

represent Christianity as the consummation of
Judaism (cf. Mt 5 17

).

*

But a still more note\yorthy
fact is that the Synoptic writers do not directly

speak of righteousness as a Divine attribute. [Mt
6^ is no exception, for 'his righteousness' there
means the character which God expects of us,

though this is implicitly based on the nature of
the Father]. Nor is Christ ever directly termed

Skeuosby them, except in the mouth of unbelievers

(e.g. Pilate's wife in Mt 2719
), and in the cases

mentioned above from the Acts, where St. Luke
represents three different ^peaker- as calling Him
6 dtKaios. In this connexion it is significant that
in recording the centurion's words at Calvary, St.

Luke (23
47

) writes,
'

Certainly this was a righteous
man' ; but St. Matthew (27^

4
) and St. Mark (15

s9
)

give uios 0eou in place of 5/ccuos. Now, when we
remember that our Lord, in the Synoptic accounts,
does not speak of Himself as 6 vlbs rov deou, though
He accepts the title from others, and acknowledges
His unique Sonship before the Sanhedrin (Lk 22 j|),

we see why He does not call Himself 6 SiKatos.

He does not put forward His own claims in the

Galilaean ministry, but leaves His followers to

infer them from His words and acts (cf. Mtlft15-17}.
And when men have drawn the inference, then,

they call Him o utbs rod 8eov rather than 6 Skatos.

Similarly, He Himself does not speak of the Father's

righteousness!-, because to His hearers the word
would not convey enough. He speaks rather of the

Father's love.

(b] God's rigM&outmes*. - TThat we^have said

above leads us on naturally to ask, What is the
central idea in Christ's teaching about the Father's
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righteousness (for though He does not Himself

apply the word to God in im *\v: op i<- accounts, the
ideals not excluded) ? Our Lord, bases everything
on the truth that God is a loving Father to all

men, and they are potentially His sons ; by love

they may know Him, and so make that potenti-

ality actual. Such is the teaching of the parable
of the Prodigal Son (Lk IS11 "33

). In Mt 545
'4S Christ

tells us that God loves both good and evil, both

righteous and inui^htooi^ ;
and His followers are

to do the same :

in tinier that ye may be (yv7]cr6=
'show yourselves to be' ; or else 'become') sons of

your Father which is in heaven. ' And His summary
of the whole matter is, 'Ye therefore shall be

perfect (i.e. in and through love) as your heavenly
Father is perfect.

1 But this love in God, if it

makes Him infinitely merciful to the penitent
sinner, makes Him equally >torn to the impenitent.
\j:,ii' j-'il again Christ, by means of a series

| ,!!,: -. teaches the future suffering of the

wicked. It will suffice to quote one which shows
the unity of the Divine love in its two aspects
of mercifulness and sternness the parable of the

king that took account of his servants and punished
him who showed 110 mercy to his fellow (Mt
1823

"35
). He is ready to forgive the largest of debts

if only the servant proves his love ; but he has
no mercy for the ungrateful and unloving ;

* he
delivered him to the tormentors, till he should pay
all that was due.

3

(c) Christ's righteousness. If we may rightly

speak of the absolute righteousness of God in the

Synoptic accounts, we have no less reason for

speaking of the absolute righteousness of Christ.

A close examination of His words may even seem
explicitly to sanction this. In Mt 510 He

\
n-oiunmeet

a blessing on those who are persecuted /'// /////,/-

eousness* sake ; and in the next verse He goes" on,
* Blessed are ye when men shall . . . persecute you
. . . for my sake/ We may compare Mk S35 { Who-
soever shall lose his life for mij sake and the

gospel's shall save it
*

(also Mk 1029 ). Throughout
his Gospel St. Matthew makes SucaLotrfoij the char-
acter of the citizens of the Kingdom of heaven.
But Jesus Christ is the r-MJM'in.i'ii of that king-
dom (Mt II 11 1228). It i- Ho.' ,;- 'M- Son of Man,
who sows the good seed of tne Kinguom (13

87
) ; He,

again, who can give
e the keys of the kingdom'

(16
19

). He has authority over the angels in His
kingdom, which is the kingdom of the Father
(13

4L
^J. He not only gives to men a unique revela-

tionthe only revelation of the Father (II
27

1|
a

p.i-si^r v.Yi-M implies His sinlessness), but He is
:

ii.- g'vir .11 he Holy Ghost (3
11

!!).
TliK toMoliing

is confirmed by the order of words in Mt 24^ and
Mk 1332 (men the angel* the Son the Father).
So He claims to be f/i>: Son of God (Lk 2270 1|), and
suffers condemnation for blasphemy ; as such, He
is i ran -'figure.!, before three of His Apostles, with
the Divine glory (Mt 171"8

(I). And so again He
assents to the statement that He is quite different
from one of the prophets (Mt 1<3

Z4~^6
) ; they were

righteous, but He is the righteous Man, and more
also. The whole teaching of the Synoptic Gospels
is implicitly the same ; nowhere does our Lord
show any consciousness of sin ; again and again
He emphasizes the sinfulness of all men and their
need of repentance. Therefore He is to be the

judge of mankind, in the consummation of God's

kingdom (Mt T8*- 1341 1627 2531ff
-).

(d) The contents of rightemtsness. What, in

brief, was the ideal of which. Christ was the perfect
example, and which He sets before His followers ?

Obviously an adequate answer to this question is

far beyond the limits of this article. But we must
try to apprehend a few leading principles. This is

the easier, because Christ sought to * educate s His
disciples by giving them principles rather than

precepts ; His service was to be a free develop-
ment, not a slavish system. St. Matthew has
collected for us, in the Sermon on the Mount,
much of our Lord's teaching on the K'':. MI -in *-f

heaven and the ducaiocrtivi] which marks :
- i h ./ n-.

They are to seek above all else ' the kingdom of

God" and his iV- .--.
'

(Mt 6"3) ; they are to

'hunger and i ,- -t (5
6
). The Kingdom

only rerlects the eternal character of the King (5
45

).

Thus dtKaiofftfvri, which is very close in meaning to

our modern word '

morality/ is throughout based
on religion, and treated as inseparable from it.

Mt 6 opens with a warning against ostentation in

8iKaiocrijvi) (if, indeed, that is the right reading) ;

and the examples given are those of almsgiving
(v.

2
), prayer (v.

5
), and fasting (v.

16
) the second ot

which, at least, is often treated by us as outside

morality. Now the central principle of God's

being is, as we said, represented to be love. Con-

sequently love is the unfailing measure of human
^LKaLoa-Tjvf). The first commandment is

c Love God '

;

the second,
* Love thy neighbour as thyself (Mk

1229'31
li) ; and, according to St. Matthew (22

40
),

Christ adds the words, *on these two command-
ments hang all the law and the prophets

'

(words
almost repeated in Mt 712 and presupposed in Gal
5U and Ko 13s ).

Here, then, is the principle by which we may
test all our actions. God judges men by what
they are rather than by what they do ; we, being
human, and unable to read the heart, are to judge
by their deeds what men are (Mt 716

), though with
much caution against rash and censorious judg-
ments (7

1
). But the final judgment is God's, who

takes account of motive as well as act. He who
nurses wrath against a brother, or treats him with
bitter contempt, is guilty before God as well as the
man who proceeds to murder (5

21 - 22
) ; and *

every
one that looketh on a woman to lust after her hath
committed adultery with her already in his heart '

(S
28

). It has been well said that 'inwardness' is

the guiding principle of the Sermon on the Mount.
The hard sayings of Mt 5s9 "42 must clearly be inter-

preted on the same principle of love towards our

neighbour, resting on love towards God ; they do
not forbid all resistance of evil (such as resistance
to a thief or one of overbearing temper), but they
prohibit resistance which springs from personal
resentment ; they do not inculcate indiscriminate

charity, but command us to do, without thought of

self, whatever is best for those in need. On the
same prinuplc, fliiH tolls us that it is quality,
not (|iiiiTiii;y, iliai mntirr*-. In prayer we are not
to *

u><! \!i"m lopotiiion-.' ,",sif we should be heard
for our * much speaking

'

(Mt 67
) ; yet it is to be

observed that Christ Himself sometimes spent the
whole or the major part of the night in prayer
(Lk 612, Mk 64C

"48
). Men may

< cast out devils
' and

do 'many mighty -works' in Christ's name, and
yet be no true followers of His (Mt 722- 28

). The
widow who cast a farthing into the treasury was
doing a greater thing than those who brought rich

offerings (Mk IS41
'44

!!).

Love to God is the first commandment ; love to
man is included in it, as the less in the greater.
The motive which makes the service of men right-
eous in the highest sense is that it should be done
for Christ's sake (Mk 941

, Mt 1042 185
), or, in other

words, in order that men *

may glorify your Father
which is in heaven' (Mt 51

). We must really
lose ourselves before we can find our true selves

(Mt 1635 etc.) ; i.e. self-development is included in
the end, but it can never come through selfishness.
The Christian's paradise is not like the Moham-
medan's ; the reward of self-denying toil in Christ's
service is more toil (Lk 1917). The Lord's Prayer
opens, not with petition, but with adoration and
thanksgiving ; and petition must be qualified with
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the thought,
e nevertheless not my will, but thine,

be done' (Lk S242).
Thus one important aspect of love is filial trust,

or faith in God. But this faith is certainly not
intellectual in essence. Without love it is void
and emjoty (Mt 722f

-). It Is the faith which seeks
God's kingdom and His righteousness first, and
makes the daily toil for the material necessaries
of life subordinate to these, in its calm certitude
that God will give sufficient for our needs. But
how, it may be asked, are we to win such faith as
this? Partly by contemplation of God's love in
Nature (Mt 545 6-6

-30
, Lk 12^) ; partly by the evi-

dence of Christ's life, death, and resurrection (Mt
Igs-io 2819- 2

etc.); partly by turning into earnest

prayer the measure of faith that we have (cf, Mk
923. u4)

. an(j partly by loving service of our brother
men in all humility (see Lk 175"^).

Again, as love for mankind is r;. umiilulo except
when based on love for God, so ^ iinv Tor God an
idle ^-liJMrnltiHty unless it is realized by the
service of >nim. N'oi every one that saith unto
me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of
heaven ; but he that doeth the will of my Father
which is in heaven '

(Mt 721 }. This is set"forth in
detail in the picture of the Last Judgment (Mt
2531'46

). Here the test of men is whether they
gave food, drink, and shelter to strangers and to
those who were needy, or sick, or outcast. For the
1 Golden Eule,' which sums up

< the Law and the
Prophets,

7

is,
* All things whatsoever ye would that

men should do unto you, even so do ye also to them 5

{Mt 7
12

> Lk 631 ). Nor is any man to be outside the
pale of a Christian's love. To the scribe's question,
* Who is n-;. ".

*"
-V C* rist replies by a

parable, in
''"'

-,\ >, ,- is represented as

doing for one of his traditional enemies, the Jews,
what the priest and Levite of the man's own race
had left undone (Lk Ip

293
"-)- So He abolishes the

Jewish belief that e

neighbour
'

includes only those
of one's own race. And His last words on earth
lay before His Apostles their duty of teaching all
nations (Mt 2819, Lk 2447, cf. Mk 1635). He uses
also the term i brother

*
in a no less catholic sense,

in all |i>i
1 w:n:lii v . though He never explicitly tells

His <:M-i|ilr^ i -i, i- they are to consider all men as
brethren (see Mt 7s and IS15- 21

, Lk 17s- 4
). The

teaching of the parable of the Pro<lig;il Son is still

more emphatic on this point. It i^ uKo true that
He uses the word c brother

*
in a narrower sense } to

denote -pcc-i/illy ihe man, whoever he is, that does
the wiD o f ( od \M k S35 11). See art. BROTHERHOOD.

It was the simplicity and the ' inwardness ' of
this supreme test of righteousness by love that
were to make Christ's 'yoke easy

3

(Mt II30), in
contrast with the *

heavy burdens* imposed on
men's shoulders by the externalism and endless
rules of the Pharisees (23

4
). He said,

f

Except ye
turn and become as little children, ye shall in no
wise enter into the kingdom of heaven. Who-
soever therefore shall humble himself as this little

child, the same is the greatest in the kingdom of
heaven' (18

3* 4
, cf. Mk 935

) ; and He called the
scribes and Pharisees ' children of hell

'

(Mt 2B15
)

a term which He never applies even to the publican
or the harlot because He found in their self-exalta-
tion and censoriousness (cf, Lk 18n , Mt 23?"10) the
very antithesis of the meekness and humility
which were to Him the essence of righteousness
(Mt 11 71-5

, Lk 177
-10

). His mission, He says, is

not to the self-righteous, but to the man conscious
of his sin (Mt 91

'

3
;i, cf. Lk 157 ). To the Pharisee

ceremonial was everything, the spirit of action

nothing (Mt 2S25*

**) ; to Him the ceremonial was
useless unless carried out in the spirit of love

;

(S
23"25

), and the rule of law must always give way
'

to the rule of love (cf. His treatment of Sabbath-
observance, Mk 223-35). Therefore He said,

' Ex-

! ceptyour riLihteou-ne shall exceed the ri^lite >:ia-

|

ness of the -CT' ; -C- mid Pharisees, ye shall in no
i wise enter into the kingdom of heaven 3

(Mt 5-u ).

! This leads us to speak briefly of His treatment of
the Mosaic Law. He made a rule of observing it,

j

but never in a literal, blavLsh manner. In every-
! thing He acted on tho v:::,' :

--7o 'hat 'the Son of

!
Man is lord even of -J'u Sn!.i..:-l-' (Mk 228

}. He
yielded to authority (cf. Mk 1217 \ Lk IT14

, Mt 17-7 ),

except when doing so meant the violation of a
higher law (see Mt f>3

3
). The Law was to Him

sound in principle, but not perfect. His work in

respect to it was not revolutionary, but evolution-

ary (5
17"20

). Not * a jot or tittle
*
of its underlying

principles was to perish ; and the man who should
* break '

in v. IU
picks up KaroXvffai in v. 17

; cf.

Jn T23) them would be acting against Christ's
command.*
On the other hand. He gives new and deeper

applications to the laws of Moses, as in the case
1
of the law of murder (Mt 521ff

-}. He does not

j

hesitate to add new restrictions to it, as in the
i case of the laws of adultery, false swearing, and
retaliation (w. 27-^ 3S

) ; and He definitely abrogates
a law of Moses when He declares all meats clean

(Mk735-19
).

In connexion with the question of Christ's rela-
tion to the Law, there is one passage which calls
for special mention Mt 315

, where, in answer to
the Baptist's protest against hai-H/n^r II: n:. He
says:

s Suffer it now : for th:i> h bocu^.ol.
1

'. us
to fulfil all rit;hu'Ou> TH^>.' We are sometimes
told that Sucaioetivij is here equivalent to the
ceremonial law ; but this cannot be so, inasmuch
as there was no ceremonial law about baptism,
Nor did baptism mean the same to Him as to
most who underwent it. To them the ceremony
selected by John brought assurance of fo'^iw. .'--
of sins, but no conscious outpouring o' tY* ll.-'v

Spirit (Ac 192- 3
) ; to Him it brought no forgiventA

of sins, but a visible descent of the Spirit. For
He never, all His life through, raised Himself
above the ordinary human dependence on outward
act and form, as His use of symbolic action and
the institution of the two Sacraments show us.

By SiKcuwnjinj, then, in this passage, He clearly
means the general use of outward religious ritual
current at His time, and He makes this the occa-
sion of recriviri;: >piritual power.

(e) The tjimut'iitfttti'tfl of Christ's ,/#// fry/ ''>/.'>?

to His followers. It would be goin^ i>oyoi:ii ihft

limits of this article to discuss the ///<//"/// (if

Justification and Sanctification (see sep. artt.), as
:(!.< .- MI o-l in the Synoptic writers; it only re-

iiiiiin- to ^!!<iv, the place they give to the facts
which these words represent (even though it is

impossible entirely to separate method and fact).
We have seen that Christ claimed a unique know-
ledge of the Father and a unique power of reveal-

ing Him to man (Mt II27 j!), a revelation which
He consistently represented as possible only
through love. 'Nor was this power to fail at His
death. As their risen Lord He would always be
with His disciples, to pour upon them power from on
high (2S

1

*-*',, Lk 2448*

). He was now to fulfil the

Baptist'- prophocv th;ii Tic should baptize them
with the Holy Spirit ( \<- I

4- 5 21-13
). The Holy

Spirit, rejT<<L
iiini'; t'lo rNon Christ (Mt 28s0), was

to give them theVijihioon>ru:^- -\tliich. should, by
God's love, fit them lor the Kingdom of hearen,
righteousness growing with their growing loye and
faith, which were to be its essence. Christ dis-

*This passage has caused such difficulties to the commen-
tat^r That .omr of them have declared it inconsistent with
Chrst's T< ar.hiiifr, nr<I have held that He never said these words
(cf. Hastings' DB, Ext. Vol. p. 24 f.)- But that- v.13 really applies
to the principles of the Law, and not its letter, is surely proved
by the addition of v.2^ where the scribes and Pharisees are de-
nounced as having broken it while seeming to

4

hedge it round.*
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fcinctly took His stand on the appeal to morality.
Work's were to be the necessary outcome of true

love
(
^'It T21 etc. ). When He says,

' Blessed are they
that hunger and thirst after righteousness : for they
shall be tilled' (5

6
), He does not mean in the next

world ouljr, but in this also. Indeed, throughout
His teaching, the life to come is treated as an

orderly development of this life. He speaks, on
the one hand, of the Kingdom of heaven as already
come In some measure,

*
the. kingdom of God is

within you' (Lk 1721
,
cf. 620 1I~J

), and it is to come
with more marked power still within the lifetime

of some of His disciples (Mk 91
U). Yet, on the

other hand, its consummation is not for this life,

but for the life to come (Mt 2334
,
Mk H-5=Lk

22w=3VIt26ao
). So Christ taught His disciples to

pray, 'Thy kingdom come,' i.e. in ever more and
more fulness until the end (c-wreXeia). Meanwhile
(as is everywhere implied, and nowhere stated)
God sees each member of the Kingdom not as he
is, but as he is becoming 'in Christ,

3 and treats

him as a son for his fait/h and love.

2. St. John. When we turn to the Johannine

writings, we pass into a new atmosphere. We are
ixo longer dealing so much with the outer activities

of Christ's life in its earthly setting. St. John
had pondered through long y_ears and with deep
reverence over the inner meaning of that life. To
him Christ was*

"
i

"> the A6yos, the revelation
of the eternal ', : i she Father, though it had
been given them to touch and see Him in earthly
form. Co'i-i'n-.i'.'iily

vv~e have a series of sayings
unlike msyili \

ru in '|iis first three Gospels: "God
is Spirit'* (4-*), *God is Light' (1 Jn I3 ), 'God is

Love J

(1 Jn 4s- 1S
),

'
I am the way, and the truth,

and the life
'

(
Jn 14). So the thought^ of right-

eousness as a Divine attribute is *
.:
1;

,- \
'

veloped in St. John. It is parallel >
! '- '. \ : <

use of dXij8e{.a, which he treats almost as a synonym
for ayiMffuvi}, representing the less active side of

righteousness ^cf. TTOL^ rty d\r}6eiav in Jn 321 and
1 Jn I

6 with iroielv r^v Sifcaiccrtiv7}j> in 1 Jn 37 ). So in

Jn S32
"34 'the truth shall make you free . . . but

he that doeth sin is a slave.
5

Again, the concep-
tion of the Kingdom becomes in St. John the

thought of life eternal; and the latter in Jn., as
the former in the Synoptists, is -iK'.::i "*. now as a
present possession (S

36
), now a- ';> '"',

'

shall
be fully bestowed only in the next life (1*2-

5
).

Thus the thought of righteousness as a Divine
attribute meets us at every turn, and its exx>licit
mention not infrequently. Sliccuos el, cries the angel
to the Eternal in the Apocalypse (Rev 165

, where
the thought is chiefly of His sternness to the
wicked [cf. 15s 167 192] ^ delivering His saints).

Harr?/> Skate are Christ's own words in prayer Mn
1725

}, where the thought is primarily of (rod".*,

gracious mercy and faithfulness in revealing His
love to His chosen ones. SIKCUOS occurs again in
1 Jn I 9 in a similar sense of ' true to his loving
nature.

* ' If we confess our sins, he is faithful
and rightions to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse
us from all unrighteousness.' In exactly the same
way righteou&ne^s i predicated of Christ through-
out as One who is consistent in His mercy to the

penitent, and loving in His necessary sternness to
the obdurate, f If any man sin, we have an advo-
cate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous*
(1 Jn 21

) ; 'They that have done good (shall come
forth) unto the resurrection of life ; and they that
have done ill, unto the resurrection of judgment.
, . . My judgment is righteous' (Jn T)-*'

1

"-). Yet '"I

came not to judge the world, but to save the
world. He that rejecteth me ... the word that
I spake . . . shall judge him in the last day

3

(12
47- 48

). Christ, that is to say, seeks but to save
the wicked, in His love for them ; but if they will
not have His mercy, they are self-doomed.

The Divine part throughout is that of absolute

love :

4 God is love,
5 that sums Him up in a word ;

and that is the newness of the Christian teaching

(13
s4 1312

)
which transforms the notion of what makes

goodness in deed. Our whole duty is to love God,
which involves obedience to Him (1 Jn 53

),_and jus

declared to be the only means of k:-\\ inj: Him (4
7
).

The love of God necessarily cainc- u.i'i it the

love of man (4
11 - 12> 20

) ; it is the love of God, shown

by sending His Son to die for the world, which

teaches us to love other men (3
1G 49- 10

), and the one

love must be as catholic as the other {cf. Jn 1232 ).

Elsewhere, in i-uplm-i/i'i^ the inwardness of all

true righteousness, Christ shows that it depends
on God's nature as Spirit. 'God is Spirit, and

they that worship him, must worship in spirit and
truth

5

(4
24

). And the corollary is that true worship
is independent of locality and ceremonial (v,

21
),

though this is not to be taken as implying that all

ceremonial may be safely cast aside.

But it is by developing Christ's teaching about

the second or spiritual birth that St. John especially
marks both the essential inwardness and the con-

tinuous growth of
'

."

'

- The locus clas-

sicus for this is the I given in &-'*,

where the eternal life given by the second birth is

brought into immediate relation with His own pre-
existence and resurrection (vv.

is"16
). This chapter

is illustrated in the First Epistle, where he writes :

'

Every one that loveth is bogotten of God '

(4
7
);

' Whosoever believeth that Jesus is the Christ is

begotten of God' (5
1
).

'
If ye know that he (probably Christ) is right-

eous, ye know that everyone also that doeth

righteousness i-
n

_:>' !. n "f
"

"m 3

(2
29

).

But here we "
,i n:>-iMr ; point. Christ * was

manifested to take away sins ; and in him is no
sin. Whosoever abideth in him sinneth not . . .';

the righteous man is 'he that doeth righteousness,
. . . even as he is righteous. . . . Whosoever is

begotten of God doeth no sin, because his seed
abideth in him : and he cannot sin, because he is

begotten of God 3

(1 Jn 35
'9

). At first sight this

seems inconsistent with I 8
- 9

, where the Apostle
tells us,

' If we say that we have no sin, we de-

ceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us. If we
confess our sins, he is faithful and ri.uliloo'i- (o

forgive us pur sins . . S Clearly, in ilio f Miner

passages, sin is thought of as a lasting state of

rebellion against God ; in the latter, it is treated
rather as an act due to weakness. He that is born
of God cannot del ibeivii i

i
l y rebel against God, as

long as the new life is in liim ; cf. Jn 1310 * Ye are

clean, but not all* (Christ excepts only Judas, v. 11
) ,*

153 c

Already ye are clean because of the word
which I have spoken unto you

3

; for, as He goes on
to say, this cleanliness of heart conies from the
union of Himself with the disciple, effected by
lovre. 'Abide in me and I in you. . . . He that
abideth in me and I in him, the same beareth
much fruit ; for apart from me ye can do nothing

'

(v,
4f

-, cf. 17-1 * 23
). Here we have explicitly stated

what is implicit in the Synoptic (ro^pol>. "namely,
that only by the union of love uiih ihc risen
Christ (cf. 8ai * s'2 151S

"15
) can we do righteousness,

receiving more and more of *
his fulness . . . and

grace for grace' (I
16

), having already in us the
eternal life which is to be consummated at the last

day (cf. 173 2031
). This is the general meaning of

Iflj-io <(The Holy Spirit), when he is come, will

convict the world in respect of ... righteonsne^
. . . because I go to the Father, and ye behold
me no more '

; that is to say, the Holy Spirit will
not only reveal Christ's righteousness to the world,
but will show men the infinite possibilities which
are theirs in union with Him, because Christ is

henceforth alive for evermore with the Father,
having conquered death and sin. All this implies,
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what St. Paul explains so fullys that God sees us
as wre are becoming

c in Christ,' rather than as we
are ; but St. John does not analyze forgiveness as
St. Paul does, and throughout he looks rather at
the eternal fact than the temporal process.

3. St. Paul. In St. Paul's Epistles diKaios gener-
ally bears the same meaning as elsewhere in the
NT, and so is associated with ocnos and ayt,o$ (cf.

Tit 1 s, Ro 712
). However, once at least he seems to

revert almost unconsciously to the Pharisaic idea of
the diKcuo? as one who conforms to law* ; for in Ho 57

he apparently differentiates between the 'righteous'
and the 'good

3

(dya66s) man in much the same way
as the Gnostics afterwards called tiie God of the
OT 'righteous

3

(meaning
e

just'), and the God of
the NT 'good.' This is not his usual custom,
however ; indeed, in Eph 5y he couples dyaBwovvij
and $uccuoG>

tfp?7 ; and in Ko 7
1J he puts ot/ccua between

ayia and dyaBrj.
In Ko U17 St. Paul tells us that c the kingdom

of God is ... righteousness and peace and joy
in the Holy Ghost,' words which remind us of
St. Matthew. But, unlike the First Gospel, he
often speaks of the righteousness of God. In the

years which preceded his conversion, he had known
all the suffering of a sensitive man who feels that,
in spite of all his desire to keep God's law, he is

constantly breaking it in act, and t-L-rt'r.iTh fail-

ing to live up to the spirit of it. 'Pio ^.jxatio 11
. of

his life had come to him in the conviction that
God takes the will for the deed, and that in union
with the risen Christ the human will is kept con-

stantly true. This is the truth that he has to
work out intellectually in his Epistles. And he
begins by slun\ iiijjf that Christ had not lowered the
standard of GodV ' : -

7
'

. meet human
weakness, but raise , / . I! :

,
God is and

must be true to His righteous nature ; He is the

righteous judge who will reward those who serve
Him and punish those who do not. It is not the
fact uf Go.r> i"^l itn'.i-'H -* that has been abolished

by ("''.ri-jij.M'.y. I-;:r i

:
i<* old standard of service.

This comes out very clearly in Ho 10. Israel, he

says, were ignorant of God's righteousness (though
they knew God's law, v. 3}, for Christ is the end of
the law unto riyliiooiiMio^ unto every one that
hath faith' (v.

4
)." Tne Jew had thought that he

must 'ascend into heaven 5 or "descend into the

abyss/ that is, make superhuman efforts to keep
the Law. But thv li.Ml'i ;! M'<-^ -vhich is of faith

saith, *. . . The w<i-; -i ;

;ii ;iu <-.
: M thy mouth and

in thy heart; tha" ;*, ii" k \\irii {*\ faith which we
preach/ For with the heart man believeth unto

righteousness, and with the mouth confession is

made unto salvation
3

(vv.
6'10

). It is not keeping
the Law in act that God demands so much as
*

faith working through love
"

(Gal 56) ;
* the end of

the charge is love out of ... faith unfeigned
*

(1 Ti I5 ).

* For the whole law is fulfilled in one

word, even in this, Thou shaJt love thy neighbour
as thyself (Gal 514

, cf. Ro IS8 ). Without love,
the most wonderful of Godj

s other gifts even
faith itself or the most perfect acts of self-devo-

tion, are vain and empty (1 Co IS1*3
): love

^
is

greater than faith (v.
1
^), though it necessarily

contains faith (v.
7
). Thus Mosaism is ^ dtaicovla

TTJS KwraKptcreuts, but Christianity TJ dtaxovla TTJS

SiKauMrfoijs (2 Co S9 ). God,
* the "t^ightewts judge/

shall give the crown of righteousness (i.e. perfect
righteousness as a reward ; cf. rbv crrefiavov TTJS

fays, Rev 210. Ja I12 ) to all them that have loved
His appearing (2 Ti i8

).

So St. Paul, though he constantly emphasizes
the truth that ' faith is counted for righteousness

*

(Ro 45
etc.), never means by faith merely an intel-

lectual belief, but that faith which is part of love, i.e.

a response of the whole personality to God. There-
fore it is obviously quite unfair to represent his

doctrine of justification, by faith as entailing a
legal fiction. The faith and the love must be
actual in the believer, and must issue in action
<2
W

), and as they grow, so must action become
more perfect ; it is not the action, however, that
constitutes ri<iineou:-riex> in God's sight, but the
faith and love. God views us -s lib specie cetcrnitatis :

He looks on us at. we shall be some day by virtue
of our union with Christ. St. Paul puts forward,
in different language, the truth which St. John
expresses by saying that the man who is begotten
of God cannot sin. As the believer beholds through
faith 'the glory of the Lord,' he is 'transformed
into the same image from glory to glory, even as
from the Lord the Spirit' (2 Co 318

}. Christ is the
Second Adam (Roo1-"15

); we are, by the mysterious
union of love,

( in Christ Jesus, who was made
unto us *.

' '

,ad sanctification
'

(1 Co 13U ).

AVe ma^ righteousness of God in
him '

(2 L
1o 521

).
4 1 can do all things in him that

strengthened me
'

(Ph 413
). Sometimes St. Paul's

language touches that of St. John :
l If Christ is in

you . . . (your) spirit is life because of righteous-
ness

'

(Ro S10
; cf . the opposition of Qdvaros and

StKatoffforj in 6 16
; cf. also *

reigning in life,' 517
,

where x^P""05 God's gracious gift is coupled
with BtKatoG'tiv'qs).

& The rest of the NT. The other books of the
NT present few new features which call for notice
here. The Epistle to the, Hebrews emphasizes
Christ's absolute ji^hteouvne, in order to show
Him as the one ^nlheier.t Victim and High Priest.
He is

* the effulgence of (God's) glory and the very
image of his substance 3

(I
3
). The Psalmist's words

apply to Him uniquely, "Thou hast loved right-
eousness and hated iniquity' (I

9
). He was "in all

points tempted like as we are, yet without tin
1

(4
15

). He is the 'king of righteousness
3

(7
2
),

"With regard to His work for His followers, the
writer of the Epistle usually employs the words
aytafa and reAetda?. He exhorts his readers to have
*

experience of the word of righteousness,' that is,
*

! :;'>-- o". !!::;<> perfection (reXttdr^s), not laying
**

j.'.<
1 : <i

'"

.: :u i ;. i ii >* of repentance from dead works,
ri-. '!" :;,::! I'-ward God, of the teaching of

baptisms, and of laying on of hands, and of resur-
rection of the dead*, and of eternal j ..-"; ;."-" ;.".""

and 6 2* 2
}. This perfection comes o: '\ '(. :..'.

Christ (7
11"19

) ; He is the risen High Priest, who
f ever liveth to make intercession for us '

(7
25

} cf .

436 59 619* 20
). His blood jtnr^;"- us "from dead

works to serve the li\in<i ( <><!
'

(9
14

). 'By one

offering he hath perfected for ever (i.e. ]'Oi(-T\r.!iH\

them that are being sanctified* (10
14

). Therefore
we must "follow after the sanctilication without
which no man shall see the Lord' (12

14
). The

Epistle bases our sanctilication on love through
faith, just as St. Paul does (3

iy with 42
). The OT

heroes -wrought all their great deeds through faith

(cli. 11),- bm, faith could not possibly bring them
such reXettoffLs as it can to the Christian, who is

united with his risen Lord (II
40

). The Christian's
wrork rests on a fuller faith ; but love is what
makes it fruitful, love to man rooted in love to

God (6
10 1024). Our first duty is to offer up loving

worship to God ; our second,
t to do good and to

communicate 3

(13
15- 16

).

The Epistles of St. Peter touch the subject at
several points ; but, being practical rather than
doctrinal, they do not treat it systematically. The
writer of the Second Epistle salutes those * that
have obtained a like precious faith with us in the

righteousness
J

(i.e. consistent mercy)
* of our God

and (the) Saviour Jesus Christ" (2 P I 1
}. Christ,

the righteous, died for us the unrighteous (1 P 318 ;

cf. St. Peter in Ac 314
) ; He is the ' lamb without

blemish and without spot' (I
19

). 'He bare our sins

in his body upon the tree, that we, having died
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unto sins, might live unto li^Ki u-i-'n
'

(2
24

), by
the power of the risen Loru \.l' o ;. Uur union
with Him in love and faith works out the salva-
tion of our souls (1

8> 9
). For faith ends in love (2 P

I5
- 7

). The Christian's duty, therefore, is to love
his neighbors 'from the heart fervently' (1 P I22 ) ;

above all things being fervent in love . . . for
love covereth a multitude of sins

'

(4
8
). But the

'end of all his good works is that men may glorify
God ("2

12
}. So shall he be saved unto the new

heavens and new earth, where this righteousness
shall dwell in perfection (2 P 313

),

The Epistle, of St. James follows closely the
Sermon on the Mount. He speaks once of God's
ililite'>ii-:ie--. meaning the righteou^ies* which
God demand^ of us (l-). And" in all probability
he refers to Christ as 6 di/caws (5

6
). He speaks of

love for one's neighbour as * the royal law '

(2
s
) ;

and he insists at some length that the faith which
was accounted unto Abraham for righteousness
was not merely intellectual ; it could not be separ-
ated from his works, in which it was realized and
made perfect (S

22- 23
),

LITERATURE. The subject Is treated, in some of its aspects,
in so many books that it is hard to select any for special
mention. There are chapters on it in almost every work on NT
Theology ; e.g. Beyschlag- and Stevens ; see also Wendt, Teach-

ing of Jesits, vol. i. iii. ch. iv.
; Bruce, Kingdom of God, chs.

viii. ix. For individual passages in the NT, reference must be
made to the standard Commentaries. Probably the fullest

analysis of the word is in Gremer's Bib.-Theol. Lex. ofXT Greek.

C. T. WOOD.
RING. When the Prodigal Son in the parable

returned to his father (Lk 15-2), the latter ordered a

ring (Sa/criJXios) to be placed on his son's finger.
This was not only a mark of opulence (Ja 22 ), it

is perhaps intended also as a token that he was
restored to a place of authority in the house, and
allowed to issue orders in hi 1* father's name (see Gn
3818 414

-, Est 310
). For the alu-oiicnl fancies that

have clustered round this ring, see the works on
the Parables; ci, further, art. SEAL.

C. H. PJRICHARD.
RIYER (fl-ora/i6ff). 'River' (Mk I 5

etc.),
c flood

3

(Mt 725 ),

* stream '

(Lk G48), and
' waters '

(2 Co II26 )

stand for the same Greek word -rrora^ds,
* Stream '

in Lk Q48 corresponds to * flood
'

in Mt^T
25

.

The Jordan is the one true river in Palestine.
The name occurs frequently in the Gospels, but

only once connected with *

river
3

(Mk 1s ). See
JORDAN.
The 'stream' (Lk S48 ) or 'flood' (Mt^T

25
) is evi-

dently the ru-limg torient raised by wintry rains.

From Rev 1213 - ]<5 \\e gather that -Trorctyute may
signify any great volume of water rolling over the
land, St. Paul's perils of rivers' (1 Co II 26

) were
doubtless such as the Eastern traveller has per-
petually to face in fording bridgeless streams in
time-* of rain and melting snow.
To one reared in Palestine, where only water is

required to turn the wilderness into a garden, a
river, with its beautifying and fertilizing power,
might well seem an apt symbol of life (Rev 22L 2

).

"W. EWING.
ROADS. Roads imply a certain amount of

civilization. In primitive times it was only near
the great centres that regularly built roads were
to be found, and even there tliey were poor and
few. In the days of the Empire" it was different.
The Romans knew the value of good roads, and
spared no pains on them. The remains that have
come down to us would do credit to modern
engineers. They were well bottomed and well

laid, and from ten to fourteen feet wide, generally
broadest when the cutting was through solid roct,
The foundations were of stone, and when allowed
to fall into disrepair were rough arid slippery, and
very trying to the nerves of travellers. In the
provinces the roads were tinder the care of the

governors ; elsewhere they were under the charge
of special flu-- '- -fiiMi,Ki

'>i'
!y of 1 i;jh Miik. \long

the great i:i
:

i';;i!\ I",.' .
,

;.
- v. MO MJ'MOM-. or

guard-houses, where ,

-
'

." - had not only to
see to the preservation of peace and the safety of

travellers, but had also to attend to the mainten-
ance of the roads themselves. There the tolls were
levied. It was probably at one of these places that
Matthew was sitting at the receipt of custom when
Jesus called him (Mt 99

). As the highways be-
tween the East and the West passed through the
land of the Israelites, making it- ;:co^rip,/lri<-Ml

position unique, it may be well to i'l'.iiv-iio one ur
two of these. Cf. map of Palestine in vol. i.

1. The most northerly, and in some respects the
most important, was that <.

-1 :

.

"
ie Mediter-

ranean Sea and the Euplr. .
- \< .--\. Starting

at Aeco (Ptolemais), it ran, according to Ramsay,
till it came to Karn IJattin near to Cana, and then
almost due east to Tiberias. Skirting the shores
of the Sea of Galilee, it crossed the Jordan near
Bethsaida, and went over a spur of the Anti-
Libanus, and then east by north to Damascus.
This road is said to have been a rich source of
revenue to the Romans. In the time of the Cru-
sades it was known as the Via Mnris.

2. From Damascus there came another road, a
little to the east of the former, which reached
almost to the Sea of Galilee, and then, bending
southward on the east side of Jordan, passed
beyond the Dead Sea. This was probably the

way that the Syrian and Assyrian armies took
in their advance on Israel (2 K 828 914 1032,
1 Ch 526 ).

3. There was also the road along the Mediter-
ranean ; and this, both in peace and war, was of the
first importance. It ran through Acco, Csesarea,
Joppa, Ashdod, and Gaza into Egypt. Along this
road St. Paul was sent to Csesarea (Ac 2323* 33

).

4. From Jerusalem roads branched out to north,
south, east, and west, (a) There was one through
Samaria coTimM-tinji Judaea and Galilee. Although
the direct rojid ironi Jerusalem to Galilee, it was
seldom used by the devout Jews, on account of
the hatred that existed between them and the
Samaritans. It was by this road that Jesus jour-
neyed when He spoke to the woman of Samaria
(Jn 44). (b) In ordinary circumstances the Jews
preferred to avoid intercourse with the Samaritans,
hence in going northward they took the road lead-

ing down by Jericho, over the Jordan, and up
through Peraca. (c) To the west, another road ran
from Jerusalem to Jaffa, passing Gibeah, Beth-
horon, and Lydda ; while (d) to the south the road
went through Bethlehem to IJebron, -where it split
in two : one going through the wilderness by way
of Beersheba, and the other jjoin<r ^e-t to the coast
and passing through Gaza. The latter is supposed
to be the way taken by Philip (Ac 826 ), because
tradition has it that the eunuch was baptized in
the vicinity of IJebron.
These roads played an important part in the

diffusion of the gospel. The people who live on
the main avenue* of traffic are usually of a freer

spirit and more open mind than those who dwell
in the quiet and cultured towns; and for this
reason Jesus got a better hearing in Galilee than
in the more polished south. By following the
main routes of travel and traffic, St. Paul was led
to the chief cities of his day, and found there

acceptance for his message, which was carried
thence by traders and others into the remote
corners of the Empire. The roads were not, even
in the days of the Romans, free from danger ;

witness Lk 1030 ; but neither brigandage nor
violence was common upon them.

LITERATURE. O. A. Smith, HGHL, Index, s.v.
* Roads 1

; artt.

by F. Buhl and \V. M. Ramsay in Hastings* DB, Extra VoL
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pp. SOS-4U2 ; Thomson, LB
; Stanle}', SP ; Conder, Palestine ;

Ee, JsSothen. R. LEGGAT.

ROBBER (XyffTrjs, Vulg. latro] is found in AV
only in Jn 101/8 184!>

(Barabbas). In BV it stands
for the same Greek \vord also in Mt 21 13=Mk II 17

=Lk 1946 (
4 den of robbers 3

) ;
Mt 26 =Mk 1448=

Lk 225J
(

c Are ye come out as against a robber ? ') ;

Mt 27y8 - 44=Mk 15-7 ('two robbers'); Lk 1030 - 3*

('fell among robbers'). In all these places AY has
f

thief,
3 which elsewhere is the equivalent of k\imj$.

The two Greek words differ precisely as the two
English ; the Xfltrrifc (robber, brigand, highwayman)
takes by force, the /cX^rr^s (thief) by stealth.

Judas was a thief (Jn 12), Barabbas a robber

(IS
40

, cf. Mk 137 ). But earlier T/.^Mi versions

join with A"V in ignoring this <
: >i>j< ( ior. ;

c thief
*

occurs in them alf in the above passages from the

Synoptists ; in Jn 10 1 ** when another word was
needed, Tind. and Geneva have 'robber,' but
Cranmer ' murtherer

"

(cf. Luther, JMorder] ; in IS40

Wye. and Khem. have '

thief,' Tind. *

robber,'
Cran. and Gen. * murtherer.* But in 16th cent.

English,
* thief was used in a wider sense than

now, including all kinds of robbery. Thus Shake-

speare calls pirates water thieves
'

(Merchant
of Venice, I. 3); Latimer (Sermons, Parker Soc.

208) calls Robin Hood e a traitor and a thief,
3

and (139) applying Is I-3 says He ealleth princes
thieves. Had they a standing at Shooter's Hill or

Standgate Hole, to take a purse?
3 So Cranmer

(Remains, Parker Soc. 107), 'Job said not "These
wicked thieves have wrought me this woe "

; but re-

ferred all to God. ' See Trench, ^'TSi/nonyuis, x^ iv.

Palestine has always, if its government has been
weak, been infested "by robbers, to whom its rocks
and caves afford plentiful cover and shelter (cf. Jg
925 , Hos 69 71

). Herod, when quite young, first

made his reputation by rudi1ely exediting robbers
in Galilee (Josephu>,* Ant. XIv. ix. 2, BJ I. x. 3).

At a later time he destroyed robbers who lived in
inaccessible caverns, by lowering chests full of
soldiers from the cliff above (Ant. XIV. xv. 4-5, BJ
I. xvi. 2-4). This reminds us of * den of robbers *

(Jer 711
, Mt 2113

0). Not only had the Temple be-
come a haunt of 'robbers' the dealers in the

Temple market were notorious for their extortion
but it gave them fancied -e,curU\ in tlieir evil-doing.
; During- the JewMi \Vr ihe

r

IYmp!e was literally
the stronghold of the robbers or Zealots, BJ TV.

iii. 7, etc.). There was a great outbreak of robbery
on the death of Herod (Ant. xvn. x., BJu. iv.).

We read later of robbers plundering a servant of

the Emperor's, near Bethhoron, which was avenged
on the neighbouring villagers by Cumanus (Ant.
xx. v. 4, BJ ir. xii.' 2), and of Fadus, Felix, and
Festus destroying large numbers of them (Ant,
xx. L 1, viii. 5", 10, BJu. xiii. 2, xiv. 1). Under the
later procurators the country swarmed with them.
It is probable that some of these 'robbers 3 were

really Zealots, in rebellion against the auihority
of Home, so that there was an element, or" mi-placed
patriotism and even religion in their proceedings.
Trench (I.e.) shows how this may throw light on
the character of the * Penitent Robber.' In any
case, Josephus at a later date identifies robbers and
Zealots (BJ iv. iii. 3. 9, etc.).

The road from Jerusalem to Jericho, the scene
of the parable of the Good Samaritan, has always
had a bad name for robbers. Near it Pompey
destroyed two robbers* strongholds (Strabo, xvi. 2) ;

Jerome (on Jer 32) speaks of its dangers, and de-

rives the ascent of Adummim J on this road from
the blood shed there by robbers (Lor,. Heb. s.v>).

See Stanley, Sin. and Pal. 314, 424, and art.

SAMARITAN (THE GOOD). HAROLD SMITH.

ROBE. See DRESS.

ROCK (Trerpa). 1. In Mt 7~4 the word stands for

a rocky foundation, which would remain solid, not-
Mlih-l.Miul''- IN; -nilping effect of Hootlb ; while
T

:

>i -j fc ".iy ;u.iini.;::
; n" means a carelessly chosen

site, where the loose formation of the soil would be

very easily penetrated by torrents, thus making the

building erected on it very insecure. The moral
and spiritual parallel is that of two contrasted

lives, one durable, the other perishing and worth-
less. The man who listens to Christ's words but
does not carry them out, never allowing them to
affect his character, is one who builds upon the
sand. He, a^ain, who hears the word and j-trsu^hi-

way carries it into action, doing the will of God
with his might, has chosen the rocky foundation.
To him the storms and trials of life act as tests of

character, which show it to be securely founded,
and make it more firm and durable. Perhaps faith

and obedience are the two prominent character-

istics of the man who builds his house upon the
rock. See art. BUILDING.

2. At Csesarea Philippi, Christ asked His dis-

ciples about the various opinions men were hold-

ing regarding Him. St. Peter answered for the

Apostles :
' Thou art the Christ, the Son of the

living God. 3 The Saviour was pleased by this

answer of faith, which had been revealed to Peter

by the Heavenly Father, and commended him by
saying (Mt 1618

), Thou art Peter (irfrpos), and on
this rock (irtrpa) I will build my Church. 5

St. Peter
thus showed himself to be one who had profited by
Christ's teaching, being a doer of the word as well
as a hearer. Only the faithful and obedient heart
could have given him such a deep knowledge of

the truth. As Jerusalem stood on the; rocky
foundation of Mt. Zion, and was faced by the dark
rocks of the valley of Hinnona, a scene of death and
corruption ; so the new city of God, the gKK\Tj<rla of

Christ, is to be founded on imperishable founda-

tions, so that the opposing gates of Hades (all the

power of evil) should never prevail against it.
^
St.

Peter, in showing himself a man of faith, is a
specimen of the "believing ones who shall constitute

the strong foundation on which the Church is to

rest. As Tr^rpos is a fragment of irfrpa, so the

believing St. Peter is an example of all who should
hereafter believe (cf. I Ti I16).

It is well to note that the Fathers took the rock
to mean either Christ Himself, or the faith or the
confession of St. Peter, but never St. Peter as an
individual. In later days, the text Mt I618 wras used
for polemical purposes, in defence of the Papacy.
The Reformers returned to the earlier view of the

Fathers, mostly holding that the confession of

faith made by St. Peter was the rock. Another
view held by LurluT, following Augustine, was that

Christ, in >pt.'Jik;iijr tin*. \\onl-, pointed to Himself
as the rock. Perhaps ihis would best accord with
the general teaching of the New Testament. St.

Paul calls Christ the foundation (1 Co 311
), and

again speaks of Apostles and prophets being the

foundation, while Christ is the chief corner-stone

(Eph 220
). Is it not most likely, however, that our

Lord looked on St. Peter as the type of converted,

believing men, on whom, as a foundation, an un-

conquerable Church should be built ? Origen well

says :
*
If thou hast Peter's faith, thou art a rock

like him. If thou. hast Peter's virtues, thou hast
Peter's keys.' See also artt. C^SAREA PHILIPFI
and CHURCH.

3. The word e roek' occurs in Lk 86- ls,
in the

parable of the Sower. It is the equivalent of

the '

stony (RV rocky
5

) places' of Mt 135 - '*>
(rd

TreTp&S-rj), and gives at once the right sense, a thin

coating of soil covering a hard rocky surface,

where there could be no depth of earth. The rock

here, in the interpretation, signifies a sinful worldly
nature, incapable of being penetrated by the living
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seed. That "which, makes a good foundation is

not at all fitted to be a good seed-bed. See art.

SEED.
3. In Mt 2751 we read that the rocks (n-erpat)

were rent, at the hour of Christ's deatli on Calvary.
There is nothing figurative here ; but the earth-

quake would make it appear to men's minds as
if the very earth shuddered at man's wicked deed,
so that its hardest elements were broken asunder.

5. Finally, the sepulchre in which our Lord
was laid was "hewn out of a rock 3

(Mt 2760=Mk
1546 ). D. M. W. LAIRD.

ROLL ({3ifi\iov, K<f>a\ts). The word f
roll

'

is

found In ST only in the RV, and in the Gospels
only as a marginal reading. In the account in

Luke of our Lord's sermon in the -yn<;;jo;::ie ;:!,

Nazareth it occurs thrice in the rnaivi\-t
-

as the rendering of pij3\iov, where AV and text of

KV give 'book.' In He 107 'In the volume of the
book it is written of me ' RV gives

'
roll

'

for AV
' volume '

as the 'ul(r:"u of K<pa\Lz. The latter
word occurs here only in JSiT, but it is quoted from
the Septuagint (Ps 407

), and thus its meaning is

determined, as it is the translation of the Heb.
nV}D, 'roll,* although in Liddell and Scott K<pa\is
is given as meaning 'chapter or passage.' Why
Ke<paXi$ is taken to represent nj^p is uncertain,
although it has been held that the reference was
to the knobs or rounded heads of the roller about
which the manuscript was rolled (see Grimm-
Thayer, Lex. &.i\). The roll was the form of the
book both in Palestine and Egypt, although usually,
if not always, the Hebrew rolls were, originally
at least, of skins which had gone through some
process of tanning (see art. BOOK), while the

Egyptian rolls were of papyrus. When papyrus
began to be used in Palestine it is difficult to say.
The codex form of book is generally held to have
been introduced after the invention of parch rnen I,

but there is reason to believe that the Egyptians
<iM-~on;:ny employed it for papyrus manuscripts,
u hi it* i in- loll was the prevailing form.

LITERATURE. Cornm. on the NT: Kcnvo~'* r-rt.
*

Writing' in
Hastings' 1X5, and his Textual Cn 1

;<;,->. it o/ r-,. .V"7', p, 191
GEO. C. WATT.

ROME, ROMANS Though the name 'Romans'
sippear^ only oiu.e in the Gospels (Jn II48

), if we
oxcL-nr i

; se ;>i\ <,vb 'Pw/wucrrt (Jn 1920 ), which is tr.
' in

Latin *

by AV and RV, Rome and the Romans are
a very real presence in the Gospel narratives,
forming a sort of background to the action of the
leading

1

figures. The influence of the world-power
is shown by the references to the F.nmororOTi -">2

17

Mk 12" Lk 21 31 2022 232
, Jn 19*-), die governor

Pontius Pilate (see PILATE), the tax-gatherers
(MtS^etc.), the centurions (Mk 1539

, Lie 7a
etc.),

and the soldiers (Mt 2T27 etc, ). The Gospels testify
to the ultra-national feeling of those Jews who
were antagonistic to the Roman power, and illus-
trate the hatred and contempt felt for those of
their countrymen the tnx-piillionu--. for example
who took employment, fiom rlu; government.

The more iiLrellecuuiLJy enlightened among the
Jews the Sjulducces, for instance welcomed the
Roman rule as they welcomed the Greek civiliza-
tion and culture which it brought with it ; but the
great mass of the people, were in a state of
unreasoning oppo-inon 10 it. The disposition of
Pilate may be advanced as an excuse for their
attitude, but in general it cannot be denied that
the Jews did not deserve to retain their former
liberty, that they were ungrateful to the Romans
for the special privileges conferred on them, and
that they forgot the advantages which the powerful
protection of Rome and the advancement and
security of trade thus accruing brought to them.
The student of history will regard the fate which

came upon them in A.D. 70, and which is referred
to in Lk 2P ff

-, as deserved. The stifiheckedness
of the Jews brought upon them a ruin which other

subject-races in the Empire had escaped by a wise
submission.
The beginnings of Rome are shrouded in

obscurity, but the spade has helped to correct and
amplify what we learn from history. The city
was situated on the left bank of the Tiber, about

eighteen miles from its mouth. The original Rome
was built only on the Palatine Hill. When the

people of Romulus were united with the Sabines,
the Capitoline Hill, the Forum, and perhaps part
of the Quirinal, were added. Mons Coalius was
occupied by Etruscan colonists from the other side

of the river, and conquest led to the later inclusion
of the Aventine, the Viminal, the Esquiline, and
Quirinal Hills, on which early settlements had
existed. Tradition has it that one of the kings,
named Servius Tullius, built a wall to enclose the
now largely extended city. This wall, called the

agger, because it wasbu!' 1
'

- i,,

1 "
1

;.
"or purposes

of defence, remained the '

'

--i If till, late in

the Empire, in the time of Aurelian (3rd cent.

A.D.), a new and extended line of fortifications was
built. Outside the Servian wall there was a trench
100 ft. broad and 30 ft. deep. Within this the wall

proper was built of large rectangular blocks, and
behind this wall there was an embankment 100 ft.

wide and 30 ft. high, pierced by the channels of

aqueducts. Portions of the wall have been dis-

covered in thirty-seven different places, and it is

possible to trace its entire course. Advantage was
taken by the engineers of all the natural features,
and where these were lacking, as on the north-

west, the above plan was followed. Between the

Capitoline and the Aventine the river was thought
to afford sufficient protection. The whole circuit
of the wall was about 5 miles, and it was pierced
by 19 gates. Within there was a large area of
vacant

spaces,
which were ^iv-liij-lU built on later,

and at t!
' :

"

.. --f ii' I'lnpi the city was
not only . . buildings, but large areas
without ^ne wall were also covered with houses.
In the year B.C. 10, Aii^ii-f.u- divided the city into
14 wards (regiones), ami ihe-e, were in their turn
subdivided into smaller quarters (vici). Some of
the principal buildings must be referred to. The
Roman Forum, an open space measuring over 300
ft. in length and about 150 ft. in breadth, was
the centre of political, legal, and commercial life.

At one end was the rostra <! hlai form, from which
speeches were delivered to i h-'

i\.
i "[<: at the other

end were shops. On one side were the Curia or
senate-house and the Basilica Emilia, a law-court ;

along the whole of the other side, with the Sacra
Via between, stretched the Basilica Jiilia, a very
large law-court, surrounded by two rows of square
columns. Other important buildings in the im-
mediate neighbourhood were the Temple of Janus,
the Temple of Csesar, the Arch of An,un-iii-. the

Temple of Vesta, the Temple of Castor and Pollux,
and the Temple of Saturn, where was the treasury,
with the Tabularium (record-office) behind. On the
top of IherapiiolinoITillAva.^ the C'^ifo/?/;>? orgreat
com pic tied Kitted 10 Jupiter. Juno. arid Minerva, and
on i lie Pjilmiru; Uill ilio principal residence of the
Emperor, and the Temple of Apollo containing the
public libraries, Greek and Latin. In the Imperial
period four additional fora were built, devoted
entirely to legal, literary, and religious purpose-
the Forum Julium begun by Julius Cu^ar, rhe
Forum Augustum built by Augustus, the Forum
Transitorium completed by Nerva, and the Forum
Trajani built by Trajan, the most splendid work
of Imperial times. Considerations of space will
not allow mention of the markets, circuses, theatres,
baths, and gardens, which were characteristic
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features of the city and its life. The great roads
which 1? )ine, and the aqueducts, can

merely . Various estimates of the

population of Home in the time of Christ have been

given, -j!M-m- fui-i 800,000 to 2,000,000: the latter

seenis iroii- Ulv i\ than the former. All nation-
alities in the Empire were represented, and the
slave population was very large.

Only a very brief sketch of the progress of the
Romans can be given. Their history is curiously
parallel to our own. They were a mixed race, and
passed through the three stages, pastoral and
r, rli u 1 1 u : al . commercial, and imperial. The kernel
ot the race was Latin, but there was an early inter-

mixture with Sabines and Etruscans, the latter,

according to tradition, emigrants from Lydia, in

Asia Minor. The Romans began as one of the
members of the Latin league of which, having be-
come presidents, they eventually became masters.
After conquering Latiuni, they were inevitably
brought into conflict with the other races of Italy.

They rose again after the Gallic invasion and
destruction of their city in 390, and by the time
their trade interests brought them into conflict

with the CfiM h;:^:ii-iri-. about the middle of the
3rd cent. li.c.. !

l:i-y "u-ue sovereign over most of

Italy. The close of that century saw them pos-
sessors of Sicily and Sardinia, as well as conquerors
over * Africa.' About this time they began to

interfere in Eastern politics, and the Macedonian
wars and the conflicts which grew out of them
resulted in the conquest of Macedonia and Greece
in the same year as they finally became masters of
" Africa.

3 Ere this they had become possessed of

most of Spain. The extension of Roman territory

steadily continued, until in the time of Christ it

included, roughly, Europe (except the British Isles,

Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Germar.y, and Ru^in),
the whole of Asia Minor, Syria, Egypt, and the
north-west of Africa.
The internal history of the Roman people was no

less remarkable. Great dangers from within were
.
;,.,., "\\V\- -

; MI;--.''-"!. The conflict between the

pi !":,::-" r.'i-: '"
(.--pendent class lasted for

hundreds of years. Aclir-t the Roman State was
ruled by a king, with a body of patrician advisers.

On the substitution of a dyarclu ="< .> :!' s /.
T

\ -

u <1 i;m;.io effected not without ::.:'!:> M *
< .

ottioo, <r,lVd the consulship^ tenable for one year,
was open only to the patrician class. Even from
the earliest times there appears to have been a

popular assembly, which played some part in legis-

lation, but to define its powers or to state their

exact relation to the powers of the king and senate

is impossible. The consuls were elected by the

citizen-army, which assembled in classes according
to the jiropri i \ qualification of each citizen-soldier.

The \\hol<: prix-rdurc of this assembly was in the

hands of its patrician presidents, so that there was
more of the semblance than the reality of power.
Further, the plebeian had no appeal against the

arbitrary authority of a chief magistrate. At the

very beginning of the Republic the famous Valerian
law was passed, that no magistrate should put a
Roman citizen to death unle-^ the sentence had
been confirmed by the assembly of citizen-soldiers.

This law was always regarded as the great charter

of a Roman's liberties, but at first it was difficult

to enforce. The plebeians adopted on more than
one occasion the plan of deserting the city for a

time, and thus wrung concessions from the un-

willing patricians. It was in this way that they
succeeded in obtaining magistrates of their own,
called tribunes, who were authorized to protect
them against the consuls. The development of

the powers of this magistracy had more to do with
the progress of the Roman democracy than any
other factor, and even in the Empire the most

important of the Emperor's statutory powers was
his '

tribuiiician authority.' The tribunes convened
assemblies of the plebeians, and carried resolutions
of importance to that class. The resolutions of this

body, which met by tribes, were later on to become
the most powerful force in the State, having at a
<UM !,:!, :: \cly early period been declared to have

!< -oitv- -v,-: ':aws "(B.C. 287). The first plebeian
consul was elected in 367, about a century and a
half after the traditional date of the establishment
of the Republic, and "by the end of the fourth

century B.C. every office in the State was open to
the plebeian class. The plebeians had won all

they sought.
The establishment of the equality of the orders

was not the establishment of a real democracy. It

was the beginning of a new struggle between the

governing class,, which was mainly plebeian in

origin, and the mass of the people. The rapid
expansion of the Roman territory, the necessity
for the appointment of new in;. , .

the new countries, and the ,

"

',

governing class alone possessed of the experience
recessary for copint; uilh foreign affairs, tended
more and more to uiiln^jiv. ilie real power from
die popular assemblies and to concentrate it in the
hands of the senate. By the theory of the consti-

tution the popular assemblies had all the power,
but in practice, between the middle of the 3rd and
C1 -*

bi^iriT'.i
1

:^ of the 1st cent. B.C., the senate was
a'i-p'jv.'cr:

1,;!. Circumstances also produced great
distress among the people in general. In the
absence of the farmer, serving in the army abroad,
his farm was neglected, and trouble came upon
him and his household. He had to borrow money,
which in many cases he was unable to repay. His
acres were bought by the rich, who worked them
with slave labour, which was cheap owing to the
enormous influx of captives seized, in war. The
small landholder disappeared, to join the hungry
proletariat in Rome ; and Italy became a country
of large estates, which, in the words of Pliny,

wrought her ruin. The attempts made by the
Gracchi (B.C. 133-122) to redress this state of mat-
ters were rewarded with assassination.

^
Periodi-

cally, to the end of the Republic, agrarian laws
were "brought forward, but were unable to check
the evil. Even under the Empire it was only
partially checked, and a large part of the Roman
population was fed by the Emperors.
A Roman *

province
9 consisted of the sphere of

duty of a magistrate, and the word had not pri-

marily a territorial application. The inhabitants

were disarmed and taxed. The main lines under
which a province was to be governed were set forth

in a special law, generally drawn up by the senate.

This law always took account of local conditions,
such as the form of government already in existence

before annexation, and the favour shown to Rome
by particular cities. In some provinces certain

States were free, such as Athens in the province
of Achaia. It was the custom to send a body^of
commissioners to start the new constitution on its

way. Some of these constitutions were modified
as time went on, but others which had been estab-

lished in Republican times were found still existing
in Imperial times. Much was left to governors in

the time of the Republic, Cruelty and rapacity
were verycommon, but incompetence was unknown.
The provincials could hardly get redress for injuries
inflicted on them in Republican times. AH the

eloquence of a Cicero, engaged to plead the cause
of the province of Sicily, availed only to remove
Yerres, the cause of the evil ; the evil was not
healed.

During the last century of the Republic, Rome
and Italy were torn by a long succession of ruinous
civil wars. It said much for the machinery of the
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government that foreign enemies did not imperil
its very existence. There was a ]<..<.-_*.M_: ;:mong
all the better citizens for an era <>i pr,.<o and

prosperity, and it had become increasingly clear

that thi6
* goal could be reached only under ^an

Imperial rule. The need of the time -was satisfied

1.\ .\! n
,i':;-' i:*-. who ruled as autocrat under const i-

ria'.ii',;

1

! !'>: '-. The appearance of a republic was

retained, but the reality was gone, and the appear-
ance itself gradually disappeared also. For the

city the Empire was a time of luxury and idleness,

but the provinces entered upon an eia of pro^re-M vo

prosperity. The Emperor was responsible for the

government of all provinces where an army was

necessary, and governed these by paid deputies of

his own. The older and more settled provinces
were governed by officials appointed by the senate,

but the Emperor had his financial interests looked

after by procurators of his own even in these. The

provinces were now much more protected against
'V ,-. .,-. *'v i*"C cruelty of governors. The Eni-

;,.
-,, -

;

'

.- ;..,'*<, stoocffor just as well as efficient

administration, and most of them gave ^a
noble

example by strenuous devotion to administrative

business.
The resident Romans in any province consisted

of (1) the officials connected with the government,
who were generally changed annually ; (2) members
of the great financial companies, and lesser business

men, whose interests kept them there, the pub-
licans of the Gospels were agents of the former ;

(3) citizens of colonies (or military settlements),
which were really parts of Rome itself set down
i", ilio i>rovir<-<- :

( \
- ^l<!u.Ts of the garrison and

iht-ir oi'iriT-. Th* 1 -'* fonncu the aristocracy of any
city in which they lived. A fifth class of Roman
citizens might be made put of those natives of the

province who, for services rendered^to the
^
State,

were individually gifted with the citizenship. It

was a irt kat honour, which was not conferred on all

the mfijihitants of the Empire till A.I>. 212.

The Romans have left a great legacy to the
world. ^ r r "S

'

\

'

,i' > V- "s, engi-

neers,..
1 !" '.'(. :'-, . . '; -v^erbeen

surpassed. In literature they depended mainly on
the Greeks, but they claimed that satire was a
native prodiirt. So with sculpture, music, paint-

ing, and im><iicmo. In the arts they never attained
more than a respectable standard, by imitating the

Greeks, who could turn their hands to anything.

LITERATURE. For an account of Borne itself, nothing sur-

passes the various worV* o* 17. T.
1 V' :

' ""
." "-', ".

' - Mac-
mlllan): ^Ancient Rome .

'
/'.

_

; *
.','.'" , I/I*", -,", Pagan

anfi Chr^tian Iloinc, The Ruins and Excavations of Ancient
Rome, The Destniction of Ancient Rome, and New Tales of Old
R'HfK-. ss.e r.l-o his <'h:iiu-"s i", W. Ramsay, A Mani'al dfRoman
_1 ^r^"//Yv 1 "

(Lo-sdori, ]?)); three exee-llonr Mnps. \\ith Key,
are in H. Kiepert and Cf

h. Huelsen, F^rMce Crbitt Ilumce An-
tiquue : accedit nomenclator to/tonrapht'ct'a (Berlin, 1896). For
the Fortim, see Oh. Huelsen, The limnnn 1'un.tm : its History
and iff Monvmentt (Rome, 1906). For i;

>< ^ p'-ml l'
:

.-tory. Th.
Momnfecn, The History oj Rome, 5 voK (Lor<]p:i, Ma;'i"'i"a'i)
[the Republic"!, Tie History of the Roman Provinces, 2 vols.

[one aspect of Imperial history] ; H. F. Pelham, Outlines of
Roman History (London, 1893, 4fch edition, 1905), a masterly
work; J. B. Bury, A History of the Roman Empire from
its Foundation to the Death <>f W'v"i.v .ii'rl t'ns (London,
1893, 1896, and later). On the i-'I-L-cnl IM<, \. II. .1. Greenidge,
Roman Publie Lif& (London, 1901). On the literature, W. S.

Tenffel, History of Rowan Literatvre. 2 vola. (London, 1891-92) ;

and esp. M. Schanz, Get-chichte der RuwiMhen Litteratur, four
parts (second halt of part 4 bo complete the work, as yet unpuh-
1'shed), Or finchen; first three parts in second edition, : publi-
cation bejran 1S02). The above list constitutes only a small
selection of the very best works on what appear to be the more
important topics. ALEX. SOUTER.

ROOF. See HOUSE in vol. i. p. 753*.

ROOT (j&tffc). The 'root 'is that part essential
to the life of a plant (Mt 136, Mk 46

}, which pene-
trates the earth, and draws sap and nourishment
from the soil. *Root J

is, therefore, taken to

signify that condition of heart without which

religious life is impossible (Mt 1321
,
Lk 8 1

*). The

intelligent and stable Christian is described as
* rooted 'in love (Eph 317

), and rooted
3

in Christ

(Col 27
) Utter destruction is signified by pluck-

ing up by the root (Mt IS29,
Jude 12

). The Bap-
tist's vivid the axe is laid unto the root

3

(Mt 3 10
,

Lk 39
} points to the complete overthrow he desired

for the rampant growth of evils in his day. As

applied to Christ (Rev 55 2216
), the title

' Root '

probably means more than * branch or sucker^from
an ancient root.

5 Rather does it point to Him as

Himself the 'root
5 whence David and his tribe

sprang, appearing at last to manifest His tran-

scendent power and glory. W. EwiNG.

RUE (irriyavov, Ruta graveoUns] is a low-growing

shrubby plant of the natural order Rutacese, and
is still' cultivated in Palestine. It has a strong,

unpleasant smell, and is bitter and pungent to the

taste. The ancient Romans made use of the

leaves of rue for culinary purposes.
An essential

oil, which is obtained by distillation with water,
is used in medicine, chiefly as an antispasmodic.
In Lk II42,

where the only Biblical allusion to rue

occurs, it is named along with mint (wh.^see) as

one of the common garden herbs on which the

Pharisees paid tithe. HUGH DtTNCAN.

RUFUS* See ALEXANDER AND RUFTJS.

RULE. 1. (a) apx^.Lk 2020 TrapaSoDi/eu avrbv

ry dpxjj teal ry egovcria rov yye/movos,
s to deliver him

up to the rule and to the authority of the

governor
'

(RV) dpx$ = principatus, gowria
-

//*//'/,V/-".V> or munns (Stephanus, Thesaurus, ed.

U ; , ';,, . o '

n
1 o s

;';
. Here a.px'n

' relates to Pilate's posi-
tion and authority [as procurator], ovo~la to the

executive power connected therewith
'

(Cremer,
Lex. 115, 237). Pilate's 'T!i"!!

: -- oi:r Lord to

'Herod's jurisdiction
5

(L]c -2:\ .-:'' -'-'-\; was in-

tended as an act of civility to a reigning prince
('Jesus of Nazareth' being under Herod's tetrar-

chate), and perhaps also in order to gain time.

&py.9} and f0w/ are also used together of onrs'ih rnlor*, Lk
1211, Tit 31 ; of the ranks of the angelic hosts, Knti 5

'

,
Col 1"

210 ; Of the powers of evil, Eph 6l2, Col 2^5
; apparently incl. of

both heavenly and earthly powers, 1 Co 1524, ]/ph i _i.

(b) apxiv.~Mk 1C42 e Ye know that they which
are accounted to rule over the Gentiles (ot SoKovvres

apX iV '- in
11
Mt 2025 ol apxovres) lord it over them,

and their great ones exercise authority over them '

(RV). Lk. reports that words of similar import
were spoken at the parting meal, 222S

. ot SoKowres

&pXiv majr mean
'

they who are supposed to rule/
with the implication that they are not rulers in

the true sense of the word. *

Swete (St. Mark, 239) renders 'they who are regarded as

rulers,* and says that our Lord * did not admit that the power
of such a ruler as Tiherius was a s-uhstanlial dignlt}' : it rested

: -i r- :: :':
' :

-- 1

. 1 a
x
mitrlil IK- -i.ddi-nly wrecked, as" indeed the

.1. r .-..; ,! I : sp-n- <
ll

pa-"> Droved.' Cf. JLarnack (\Vfiat
>'';'.','./.' U6) and Gould (Com. on Mk. 202) for a some-
wnab similar view.
In Gal 22. 6.9 ,/ ZOXOVVTK, Ujr' : f, K)L t'p-.^ (C//ii*. on Gal. 107),

is 'depreciatory, not ind< <! ^T t
rt

c Twelv : hemselves, hut
of the extravagant and exclusive claims set up for them by the
Judaizers.' The Gr. commentators, however, do not find 'any
shade of blame or irony in the expression* (see Ellicott, Gal.

24*>). Cf. also Ramsay (Com. on Gal. 289, 300), who renders,
'the acknowledged leaders/ and show* +hii+ the intr-rprotal ion,
( the so-called leaders,' is opposed to t l.c -p r n of iri<- n-irrai-x (

The two passages referred to by W-ncr (
frrorn. A T& p. 7tY>;

are important : Sus 5 *pirt
'

who were account t-d or recognized as jroverning the people';
Jos. Ant. xix. vi. 3 cl 6cx6l;r*; at-Jri.* lz?%i.v.

*

they who are recog-

I r*iv r/.&-jfftu* TS. xtx.i v-f>u. t i&ovaM ooxevvrav Stveti ovx

aj0-'>Ba'uEto, also 420 A, 4230. Sometimes,, however, in classical

Greek d0iiv does not evcludeiheroalitv : ^.,7. Plato, Rep. 5.S9A,
and Soph. OT 402. [Note by the late Dr. Adam of Cambridge],
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nized as outstanding
1 men among them/ In these passages the

phrase appears to be ubed, without any disparagement being
implied, in speaking of recognized authorities, or persons of
admitted eminence.*

EULE 539

In the words KaraKvpLevovtrLv and /careoi;<rid"oi'<KJ',
the latter found only here and in

|j
Mt. an un-

favourable judgment is passed upon the manner
in vv Inch * the recognized rulers

'

exercise their

authority. Civium non servitus sed tutela tradita
est."

' Our Lord spoke at a time when free govern-
ment all over the world lay crushed beneath the
military despotism of Rome '

(EBr xi. 11). There
%\ as present to His mind the fundamental law of
His Kingdom,

' My kingdom is not of this world '

(Jn

But our Lord's words do not exhibit that ' moral hatred of
all the visible power of the world regarded as a vast selfish
manifestation and embodiment of evil,' which finds expression
in the following passage from one of the letters of Gregory vir.

(he is writing to Herman of Metz, one of his partisans) : *Who
can be ignorant that kings and nobles took their beginning
from those who, not knowing God, by their pride, robberies,
perfidy, and murders, in short, by almost every kind of crime,
no doubt at the suggestion of the prince of this world, the
devil, have in blind ambition and intolerable vro 'ii'-;!.i'i> '\:ul

a mind to tyrannize over other men who are undoubtedly L lien-

equals ?
' Milruar ak, * Are vp reading a journalist of Paris

in 1791?' (Latin ' ./ ..r;, ,..;.. ;.. 191 ; ct. Mozley's Sermon on
"The Roman Comv 1," / /,'*. * /,/. p. 1).

Our Lord, it is true, speaks of the exercise of
domination and coercion that is characteristic of
the rulers of the Gentiles as an example to be
avoided by His disciples as members of a Kingdom
not of this world :

4 so shall it not be among you.*
"With them, <jr<!!iiiic>- 1^(0 come through minister-

ing love (cf. an . M I N I>TS u. 3). At the same time,
in His great saying, Mk 1217

, a saying which
reveals that the whole domain of duty lay open
before Hun, our Lord teaches that a kingdom of
this world, even ;h<i ;::"< ^i,,

1"
;.

T r T:"i-o:
:

us, has
its own sphere " v^!-. <-<! iiv '.'':.."

; -

keeps
within it, and i-v-'V!-, -

:
- ;:.',: O >: - v.iixo func-

tions, of which the levying of tribute is a repre-
sentative instance, it is to be obeyed without de-

mur. This saying was probably present to the mind
of St. Paul when he wrote, under Nero (but in the
earlier and better part of his reign), his weighty
exposition of the ethics of citizenship (Ro 131'7

).

2. TroLjjLatveiv. Mt 2s ' And thou Bethlehem, in

the land of Juda, art not the least among the

princes of Juda : for out of thee shall come a
Governor, that shall rule (RV

* be shepherd of
y

)

my people Israel
?

(&rrts TroLfJucLvei TQV XaoV fJLov rbv
T

I<r/>ai7X). Here three thing* demand our attention,

(i.) Mic 5* (* H&1>.) and #,9 ( onfcxt. Like his older

contemporary Isaiah (9. 11), Micah looks forward
tu the end 6i the Assyrian invasion as the time
when the Messianic hope shall be fulfilled.

* The daughter of Zion must pass through the pangs of labour

before her true king is born ; she must come forth from the

city and dwell in the open field ; there, and not within her

proud ramparts, Jehovah will errant her deliverance from her

enemies. For a time the land hall be given up to the foe, but

only for a time. Once more, as in the days of David, guerilla
bands gather together to avenge the wrongs of their nation

(53). A new David comes forth from little Bethlehem, and the

rest of his brethren return to the children of Israel that is,

the kindred Hebrew nations again accept the sway of the new

king, who stands and feeds Ivs flock in the strength of Jehovah,
in the majesty ot the name of Jehovah his God. Then Assyria
shall no longer insult Jelunah's land with impunity' (W. R.

Smith, The Prophrtmtf J^ratl*. 291).

This being the meaning of the prophecy, it is

evident that it was never literally fulfilled. But
when we look at the deeper side of the Messianic

hope which it sets forth the heart-felt longing for

a true Kingdom of God, 'the perception that thai

Kingdom can never be realized without a personal

This is the usage In class. Or., e.g. Eurip. ffec. 295, where
xavvres is opposed to el o^fll^vTE,- ; Plato, Euthyd. 303 C, vS*

v xatl loxowrw n iTw,
' the grave and reverend seigniors

'

(Jowett's u.)-

centre, a representative of God with man and man
with God/ who shall attain to true greatness
through humility we see that the purpose which
was in the mind of God, when He moved the pro-
phet to write, was fulfilled in the highest sense
when He *,ent His Son into the world, and when
Jesus Christ entered, "by being born and that in a
low condition, on that life of humiliation that led
to His exaltation to the place of power, and will

finally lead to all things being put under His feet.'

(ii.) The quotation in Mt. It is not in verbal

agreement^ with the LXX or with the Heb. text.
The most important differences from the latter are
the following :

() Instead of urn 1

? T#>p, lit. 'little for being' ( a town too
small to be reckoned as a^canton in JudalC W. R. Smith, l.c.\
Mt. has &ioetu.Mf &>.at^e"n; e?, 'art m no wise least

r

(RV). Turpie
(OT in the JvV/r, 190) translates the Heb. 'And art thoo, Beth-
lehem, little for being (=so little as not to be) among

1 the thou-
sands of Juda "i

J

following Grotius "'".
"

". -
'

7,,. who
received the suggestion from Pesh., ,

.

'

- .- ' lered

interrogatively'. Others conjecture that a K^ has dropped out
of the Heb. text (cf. W.

"" ~
. -. " r \". [1901] 283 ; Com.

on 3It, p. 13). These . .
- are unnecessary.

Micah says that the ideal king is to come out of Bethlehem,
a town held in little estimation ; and Mt.

,
m view of the dignity

bestowed on the town by the birth of Christ, says,
* Thou art

by no means the least." They agree in spirit*

(,3) The words of ilicah,
' he that is to be ruler in Israel,* are

exna^dt'd by Mt. into 'a ruler who sbVL be ^-cpherd of my
ppopk- I&RU'l.' He thus introduces into his ^notation the words
of the promise to David,

* And thou shale 1 -/v
]
i"u rd of (";"?)

my people Israel' (2S 5^ j[ l Oh 112;. K :; ,, v- c ;/. .' ; .'

the words,
* And he shall stand and be shepherd of* (nj,n"i), are

a reminiscence of the promise to David. The Evangelist simply
gives the promise at full length.

To most Biblical scholars these differences will

not seem of much account. The quotations in the
NT are an important subject of study, but it is

not now considered necessary, in the "intere^s of

revelation, to make out a verbal correspondence
between these quotations and their OT equivalents.
See art. QUOTATIONS.

(in.) The nature of Christ's rule as set forth by
Troipalveiv. n^-j is firs^ applied to God by Jacob,
Gn 4815 {'who shepherded me 5

), 4924
(prob.

f the

shepherd of the stone of Israel,' and= c the God of
Bethel '

[Driver, Gen. 1 Addenda xvifj). His people
are the sheep of his pasture

'

(Ps 957 1003) -,
He

led them and fed them in the wilderness as a
shepherd (Ps 7720 7852 SO1

, Hos 135 [LXX] tvotfjuuri*
(re lv Ty efrffjup, Is 6311

,
Jer 22 * thou wentest after

me *
the shepherd leading) ; He will bring them

back from the Dispersion (Ezk 3412
, cf. Ps 1472

} ;

His care for His flock comprehends the most con-
siderate tending of individuals (Ps 231"8

*, Is 4011
,

Ps 119176 seeking the lost sheep). To David, as
His vicegerent, He commits the care of His flock

(2 S 52
, Ps 7S71

), and He will yet set up one shep-
herd over them, who shall be pre-eminent in those
qualities which David in a large measure mani-
fested as a ruler (Mic 54, Ezk 34^ 3724

9 Ps 2s [LXX,
following Pesh., Trai/icwets auroi)s lv p&fidty (nBypfy SO

quoted Rev 2s7 125 191S ; cf. Briggs, Com. on Psalms,
i. 22]

x
,. To Mt. thi- ^lu^lic^l Is J<-us Christ, and

it is fitting that in HiN oarl\ rliu^'or he should

employ this title ro>j>ec t'mg
"

Him \\hose life on
earth, as set forth in the -lu^-codin^- chapters of
his Gospel, was to ilhistrate so abundantly His

shepherd - rule in its tenderness and strength.
Christ is the eoinpji*aonalc Shepherd (Mt 9s* 1524

) ;

His flock fear no evil, because He is with them (Lk
1282) ; He goes after that which is lost till He finds

it (Mt 1211
, Lk 154

-6
) ; He is the noble (*a\6s) Shep-

herd, who gives His life for His sheep (Jn 10- " 16
),

who provides for their being fed arid tended after
His departure to heaven (Jn Si15'17

; cf. Ac 2028,

Eph 411
,
1 P 5s), and who still carries on in glory

His own work as * the great shepherd of the

sheep
'

(He 1320 ) and the fyxamtfur (1 P 54 a title

combining the two words of our present study) ;
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moreover, their being under His shepherd-rule will

be the blessedness and joy of His people to all

eternity (Rev 7 17
}.

It is well known that wpx.vuv is a favourite figure with

Greek writers to denote the kingly office. Plato is \ery tend

of the comparison ; see Rep. 343 A with the note in Adam's ed.

(Camb. 1902). In a passage in the Nicom. Ethics (viii. 11),

Aristotle refers to Homer's jwell-known words, si y*p TWI/ ms
t3triJ\.ti>6u,:vo>j, stTep cc.'yce.Bof Sv kft u,s*etree,t ee,i/r&, t'v si Tpae-froariv^

Sjo-Ttp voui>; 7^a.'7Ctiv' olkv xxi "O.tc'^afl? rov
'

A.yafAst&vovot -rsiu-iva,

7MMV S;TSV. 'It seems to me desirable,' Dr. Adam observes,
'whenever possible, to quote classical Greek parallels to the

figures of the NT, as well as parallels from the Hebrew : the

use of figures already familiar to the Greeks cannot but have
made the NT writing's more acceptable to Greek readers/

JAMES DONALD.
RULER. This word is used in AY of the Gospels

to tr. six different Greek words, and it is there-

fore necessary to classify the instances fu-conliMp to

the word represented. (1) In Mk 139 and Lk 21-

yye/jL&v (RV '

. i "- for which see art. GOVER-
NOR. (2) In M :>l

"

2521
<
23

>, Lk 1242 (
44

> rtpw,
which means an owner of property, - -! ".";. of

slaves. It is hardly too much to say I

1

,

1

. \- ' ord

Ktipios suggests the word douXos, 'slave.' The one
word is correlative to the other. A Ktipios is one who
possesses slaves ; a SoOXos is one who belongs to and
is hound to serve an owner. St. Paul, for example,
regarded himself as standing in that relation to

Jesus Christ. (3) In one -
.

"
(AVm),

jScurtXt/co'y, a general term, _ found,
to indicate any one in the service of a royal person.
In this 1 1.:--. '_!< H man in the service of Herod,
tetrarch or (. ,:l !!<><!. is doubtless meant. The word

appears to be used only of those in the service of

Eastern potentates, and never in connexion with
the Roman Emperor. (4) In Jn 29 the expression
'ruler of the feast' occurs. This is a tr. of the

compound word dp%trpi/cXtz>o:?, lit.
l ruler of the

dining-room' (with three dining-couehes). His

position at a dinner or banquet corresponded very
much to that of a head-waiter at a modern public
dinner. He had to see to the arrangement of the

dining-eouches, the laying of the table, the supply
of food and drink ; in short, to supervise every-

thing connected with the comfort of the guests
and the success of the banquet. (5) In the great
bulk of the instances the word ' ruler

'

represents

apxw, a more or h"-- x-j^ins i^rm which generally
answers to the L's^l -h i"'/," magistrate. In the

following passagL- ir in<ii<;iio- a member or officer

of the Sanhedrin (wh. see) : Lk 2313 - *5 242y
,
Jn 3 L

.

In Mt 9 is--a
,
if we compare the parallel narratives

(Mk 5-2,
Lk 841

), it would appear to mean l ruler of

the synagogue,' as in Jn 1242, the context of which
seems to settle the question. We are probably to

understand this implication also in Lk 181S
,
Jn

p>. 48^ |g) The title 'ruler of the -\ ruj^o^'.n'
1

(ApX^vvciyujyos) is explicitly used in M k > '"

3t5 - 38
,
Lk 841 - 49 1314

(in all the passages except the

last it is Jairus that is referred to). The name
was applied in Palestine to the chief official of

the synagogue as a place of worship. He had, for

example, to maintain order in the building, and
had to select those who were to take part in the

service. Outside Palestine the title was^ fre-

quently honorary, and carried no duties with it.

A. SOUTER.
RUST ((Sp&cTLS [fr. {3t.(3pd)crK(*y,

Lat. voro,
e to eat.

3

Properly the act of eating, and so 'corrosion'],
Mt 619f

-; also used for 'food,' Jn 432 6-7- 5S
). The

corroding influence liable to tarnish treasures or

precious metals, which in Eastern countries were
often stored in the ground (Mt 1344

) or on in-

habited premises (Lk 158).
C. H. PKICHAKD.

RUTH. Named in our Lord's genealogy (Mt I 5
),

probably for the reason noted in art. RAHAB.

S

SABBATH (Heb. n#, Gr. <rft8ar<r). 1. Sabbath
observance in the time of Christ. Although the
Mishna dates from c. 200 A.D., many of the pro-
visions there recorded were current at a much
earlier time ; hence we may often use it to illus-

trate Jewish life in the time of Christ. Two of its

treatises, Shafcbath and Erubin, besides portions
of others, deal with the observance of the Sabbath.
Shabbath is concerned with regulations respecting
what is lawful or unlawful on that day, and
Erubin treats of modifications of the laws concern-

ing travelling or moving anything from one place
to another on the Sabbath.

In accordance with the Jewish custom (derived
from the recurring expression

c the evening and
the morning were the . . . day' in Gn 1, see

Erubin, v. 5), the Sabbath was considered to begin
at sunset on the Friday and to end at sunset on
the Saturday. The day preceding the Sabbath
(or other feast} was called l ho il;i\ of the Prepara-
tion, Tapao-Kcrf (Lk 2354

, Jn IS*"-**), on which all

work must be finished, and nothing fresh at-

tempted, unless there was time enough to com-
plete it before sunset. For instance, a tailor must
not go out carrying his needle near dusk on the
Friday, lest through foiyelfulno-s he should carry
it on the Sabbath (S.v/^v/*/,, i. 3) ; and meat, onions,
or eggs must not be fried unless they can be quite
done before the sunset at which the Sabbath
logins (id. i. 10). This explains the request of the
Jews to Pilate that the bodies of Jesus and the

two robbers should be taken down (Jn 1931 ), in
accordance with Dt 2123

. It was the custom of
the Jews to take down the bodies of those who
were condemned and crucified, and to bury them
before the going down of the sun (Jos. BJ IV.

v. 2). It also explains the haste in the entomb-
ment of the Saviour. He did not die until the
ninth hour, i.e. 3 p.m. (Mt 2745

"50
), and Joseph of

Arimathaea and his friends had to finish the

temporary burial and to return home before sun-
down when the Sabbath began, Vjuii'^ ii

> com-
pletion of the embalming until sh-* ^;i:-!i;':h was
past (Lk 2356

). They could prepare the spices
after sunset on the Saturday, and be ready to go
to the tomb very early on the following morning
(Lk 241

).

Just before sunset the Sabbath lamp wn - li^ht nl :

to neglect this was a transgression i^Tr'/////"///, _*;.

As no fire was allowed to be kindled, all meals had
to be prepared before the Sabbath began. Three
meals were customary (ib. xvi. 2), one on the
Sabbath eve (Friday after sunset) ; another on the

following morning, called &pL<rrov (as Lk II38, see

Edersheim, LT9 ii 205 ; but in later times the word
was applied to '

dinner/ see Grimm-Thayer's Lex. ) ;

the third meal was towards evening, called Selirvov

(Jn 122
). To preserve the festive character of the

day, the provisions were the best obtainable, and
the best clothes were worn. Religious exercises
were provided by the synagogue services, which
were generally two in number, one on the Sabbath
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eve (Friday night) and the other on the following
morning.
The traditional rules of the Mishna, which at

least partially existed in the time of Christ, intro-
duced very embarrassing limitations to actions
lawful on the Sabbath. The distance which might
be travelled was limited to 2000 cubits. This rule
was obtained as follows. According to Ex 16-9,

no man may go out of his place on the Sabbath.
The extent of a e

place
5 was fixed by the Rabbis

at the traditional distance of the Tabernacle from
the camp of Israel in the wilderness. This was
somewhat arbitrarily set down as the same distance
as that by which the Ark of the Covenant pre-
ceded the people at the crossing of the Jordan
(Jos 34). In this way arose the measurement
called a * Sabbath day's journey

*

(Ac I 12, see

Lumby, ad loc.}. This limitation to the distance
which might be travelled seems also to illustrate
the words of Jesus in Mt 2420 * neither on the
Sabbath day.' (For the way in which this tradi-
tional rule might be evadeds seeErubin, iv. and v.)-
The Mishna names thirty-nine aboth (rra$) or

principal kinds of work unlawful on the Sabbath,
and from these it deduces a number of others

(called toledoth, nnjnn), which it pronounces like-
wise unlawful; and it proceeds by casuistry to
define what actions are permissible (see Shabbath ;

also Edersheim, LT9 Append, xvn.). It must here
suffice to refer to these rules only in so far as they
illustrate passages in the Gospels.

2. Gospel incidents connected with the Sabbath.
(a) Preaching in the Synagogue, at Nazareth (Lk

416-30
||

j^jj. gi-6j_ Some regard these passages as

referring to two distinct incidents, of which that
recorded by Lk. is the earlier (so Edersheim} ;

others think the incident in Mk. is the same as the

former, but related out of its chronological order.

(b) Healing of the infirm man at the Pool of
Bethesda (Jn 55

"*18
). It was lawful to carry a sick

person on a bed, because the bed was only ac-

cessory to the carrying of the person (Shabbath,
x. 5), but to cany the bed alone was unlawful, as

it was then an ordinary burden. Thus those who
carried the man to the Pool of Bethesda escaped
censure ',:"' !',-,:;..: :',

: * difficult to see how they
could do :'-. <: t <i'ti ',::: to the Mishna, unless the
man were in danger ot death [see Yoma, viii. 6],

but this may be a more -Mrin^'n rule than was
then in force); but when ih; 1 1 call HI man carried

his bed, he was decidedly breaking the Law as

interpreted by the Rabbis, Indeed, the healing
or the man, unless he were in danger of death,
would appear to be regarded as an infraction of

the Sabbath law (Mk 31 "6
). Food or outward

a]|il!r<'ui<in-* to the body might be used on the
Ni bl ><i ill only if they were in customary use in

health ; thus a man who had toothache might not
rinse his teeth with vinegar (for that was not a
common act in health), but he might wash them
as he did every day (Shabbath, xiv. 4). If, how-
ever, there were danger of death, the Sabbath law
did not apply.

(r) Hrfflhiy of the man with an unclean spirit at

Capernaum '(Mk I33
'27

H Lk 4s8-87),
(d] Healing of Peter's vriftis mother (Mt 814

' 15
fl

Mk I29
-32

, Lk 4s8-40). The 'healing of those with
divers diseases on the evening of this day took

place when the sun set and the Sabbath was past.
(c) Pluckinrf the cars of corn (Mt 121"8

fl
Mk 223-28

,

Lk 6 1 '3
). The action of the disciples was legitimate

on week-days, according to I)t 2325
;
but on the

Sabbath it was held unlawful, a involving the two
actions of reaping and of threshing. The illus-

tration given by our Lord in His reply (Mt 125
)

the Temple service in its relation to the Sabbath
was a difficulty which the Talmud discusses (see

Edersheim, LTt ii. 59). In this case the Law

ordained service which apparently broke its own
requirements.

Lk. -p. 'i "ill.", this Sabbath as bwrtzovpurM (AV ' second Sabbath
j^cur .he Mr-,.

,
11V omits in text,

*

second-first
'

being placed in
the margin as the reading

1

of 'many ancient authorities ') The
expression has been \anously explained, and no aid is to be
derived irom the Talmud. The fiit> days between Passover
and r entecost were reckoned from the second day of the feast

(2sisan 10), on which the u are-sheaf was offered (Lv 2311).
Hence the Sabbath indicated has been taken as (i.) the first

Sabbath after that second day of the feast (Scaliger, Ewald, de
Wette, Edersheim, and others); or (Ii.) the second Sabbath
after the day (XLan 10) which was the first in counting* the
time to Pentecost (Dehtzbch). Other explanations are (iii.) the
first Sabbath of the becond year of the Sabbatical series of seven
years (Wieseler) ; and (h .) the first Sabbath of the second month.
The reading of the text is doubttul ; bevTesaTpwrev is omitted in

KBL, 1, 33, C9 (see Pluxnmer,
'

St. Luke '

(ICC), ad loc. ; and
Edersheim, LT).

{ f) Hctdincf of the, man u'ith a withered hand
(Mt 129 '14

i;
Mk 31

;

5
, Lk 6*-"). On the lawfulness

of healing on the ?vJ">:rJ] j;c< t ml inn lu the Mishna,
see (b) above. Ti:<: ir_!i ::n;u-y oi liTting a sheep
out of a pit on tijc Sitiilia,ih i-- <.icassed in the
Talmud (Shabbath, 11*7a ; see Edersheim).

(g) The defence which Jesus wade against the

charge of &/fc"M -&,'///;/, {Jn T 25*-24
). The Mishna

(Shabbath, 19) expressly permits all ceremonies

relating to circumcision and all preparation for it

to be carried out on the Sabbath.
(h) Opening of the eyes of one born blind (Jn

91-16). This "involved the s

making of clay' on the
Sabbath for ;\]iiili< i:iii to the in sin's* eyes, which
would be a Iiro'su-li of PI^ Sabbath law, in addition
to the general question of the legitimacy of healing
discussed in (b) above.

(i) Healinfj of the woman who had a spirit of
/V//'//, 'f./ 'Lk IS10

'17
). Regulations for the water-

ing,
of \:;;uie on tlie Sabbath fire found in the

Mishna (Erubin, ii.). The Talmud even allows
water to be drawn and poured into the trough for

the animals to drink.

(k) Healing of tfie man who had the dropsy
(Lk 141-6

).

(I) The supper at Bethany (Jn 121
}. Jesus

reached Bethany on Friday, and the supper was
the festive meal (Set-jrvov} on the following Sabbath.

(m) The Sabbath between the. Crucifixion find
the Resurrection (Mt 281

[|
Mk 161

, Lk 23 *}.
3. Teaching of Jesus respecting the Sabbath.

The observance of the Sabbath was one of the
most easily ,;

j j
,: M , j

n : : ,s upon which the teach-

ing of our I -o 1 1 I . I <
'

< : from the punctilious
legalism of His time. Mistaken patriotism had
employed itself in elaborating the provisions of

the Law and raising a fence around it (Aboth , i. 1).

The teaching of Jesus was more akin to that of

the ancient prophets than to that of the scribes.

He preferred spiritual obedience to ceremonial
literalism. The traditions of the scribes, which
added burdens to the original Law, wen; regained
by Him as obscuring the ;:?!<!< iHir^ -null, and
thus hindering true

godliii':?--
-

%
Sli IT/- 2313-33

).

This is illustrated in His treatment of the
Sabbath.

(1) The practice of Jesus upholds the general use

of the institution. It was 4 Ms custom' to wor-

ship in the synagogue (Lk 416). He observed the
usual requirements of the Law, except in cases

where casuistical refinements had brought it into

opposition to spiritual service. He seems to have
intended this to be the attitude of His Jewish

disciples (Mt 2420 possibly supports this), and they

certainly understood that this was His will, and
they only dropped Jewish ceremonies as the
Church outgrew them. The decision recorded in

Ac 1524
'29 did not release Jews who became Chris-

tians from obedience to the Law. St. Paul him-
self kept the Law (Ac 21 24-26

).

(2) Christ asserted that the well-being of man
more important than the rigid observance of
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the, Sabbath law as interpreted by the scribes.

This appears in the many instances of miracles of

healing on the Sabbath, and the arguments with

which He met criticism. He taught that the

Sabbath law is to be subordinated to man's good

(Mk 227
). This is in accordance with the reason

for the Sabbath in Dt 514. The Sabbath was in-

tended to afford :' 'u- ",' \ for religious worship
and the culture : ->':', and we may regard
Jesus as teaching that attention to the physical
v.elMjohi:.: of man on the Sabbath was V,

"'
.

'

in so lar as it ministered to spiritual lif :

'

life spiritual exercises are to a certain degree de-

pendent on bodily conditions, just as a sound body
is a condition requisite for a sound mind. He
taught that physical need supersedes the cere-

monial Law, in His illustration from the life of

David (Mt 123
,
Mk 224~25

), and that God prefers

mercy, exercised by man towards his fellows, and

by Himself towards men, to sacrifices (Mt 127
).

(3) Christ taught that the ceremonial observance

of the Sabbath must give way before any higher
and more spiritual motive. Upon this principle
the Ti:ii>! > - -rvT.ee to which Christ refers (Mt 125 )

was I---J. ' i.'. i'. and He did not find fault with it.

In this way it is possible to explain the verse

which in Codex Bez*e (D) is inserted after Lk 65

(which may possibly be an instance of a genuine

saying of Christ which is not elsewhere recorded) :

* On the same day, seeing one working on the

Sabbath, He said unto him, O man, if indeed thou

knowest what thou doest, thou art blessed ; but if

thou knowest not, thou art accursed and a trans-

gressor of the law.' That is, th- 1. ,- Y- ': y* !
T o

Sabbath, in obedience to a higher <-.
:

\ < /''
and the man is pronounced

* blessed
' as being free

from the trammels of Jewish tradition ; but if his

action lacks such motive, he is guilty of wilful dis-

regard of the command.
4. The change of day from Saturday to Sunday

in the Christian Church. This change took place

very early in the history of the Christian Church,
but its date and reasons are somewhat indefinite.

It scarcely requires any argument in justification,
as (i) it preserves the spirit and purpose of the

older practice ; and (ii) the change occurred so

early that it must have had the sanction of the

immediate disciples of Christ.
^
Probably the

change arose owing to Sunday being the day of

Christ's resurrection, and the day upon which He
;i
|,|K?nnst]

to His disciples (Jn 2019-
*). The work of

redemption, being the creation of the new world,
was :v;_r.mMl us superseding in importance the

work oi liiiy-u-.Vi creation ; soothe Eg. of Barnabas

(15) speaks 'of Sunday as 'the beginning of another

world,
3 and says :

' Wherefore also we keep the

eighth day for rejoicing, in the which also Jesus

rose from the dead, and, having been manifested,
ascended into the heavens.' Evidences of the

change are found in the NT in 1 Co 162
, and

Ac 207
, The name ^ Kvpuucti jjfdpa for Sunday

occurs in Kev I 10
. In early Christian writings we

find that the change had already taken place
(Didache, 14 ; Ignatius, Magnes. 9 ; Pliny, Mp.
x. 97 ; Justin Martyr, ApoL i. 67). Eusebius

(HE iii. 27) says that the Ebionites kept the
Jewish Sabbath and also Sunday (see Lightfoot,

Ignatius., ii. 129 ; Allen, Christian Institutions,

p. 467). See also e Lord's Day
' in art. CALENDAK,

vol. i. p. 251 ff.

LITERATURE. The Mishna (esp. Skabbath and
Edersheim, L2r

; Geikie, Life of Christ; art, 'Sabbath' in

Hastings' Z>B
; Farrar, Life of Christ > ch. xxxi; Schiirer, HJP

n. ii. 96. For the history of Sunday observance see Hessey,
Sunday (Bampton Lect. 1860). F. E.

SABBATH DAY'S JOURNEY. See preceding
art. and TRAVEL.

SACKCLOTH. A coarse, dark-coloured cloth,

made of goat's or camel's hair (Gr. erd/c/cos, Heb. pp),

used in ordinary life for sacking, sieves, strainers,

and the like, hut in the Gospels twice named in

connexion with prevalent mourning customs

(Mt II 21
,
Lk 1013), coupled with 'ashes' (wh, see)

as an expression of penitential x i
f

. T'le mourner
wore the sackcloth garment, -

. ," .- next the

skin ; and hecause of the garment's coarseness it

became a constant reminder of his grief, its irrita-

tion being a sort of penance; sometimes it \yas
worn as an outer garment as a visible expression
of mourning. Closely related to this use of sack-

cloth was the use of it by ascetics and prophets
(cf. later use by pilgrims). So John the Baptist
wore a garment of camel's hair (Mt 34

, _Mk P) as

the expression of a certain austerity of life, and as

a rebuke to the love of ease and luxury which
characterized the age. E. B. POLLARD.

SACRIFICE. The saving significance of the

death of Jesus Christ is of necessity the most

important part of any article on the NT idea of

sacrifice ; for it is in "the light of the sacrifice of

Christ that all Christian sacrifice must be viewed.

It is now universally admitted that there is de-

velopment and difference in the doctrinal stand-

point of the NT writers. The old method of

taking
'

\' ;

'
"

'
*

../ s-"

1

from the various Gospels
and Ef

:
- -. .' -

- " them side by side, lias

been given up. 1'ne onijr satisfactory results are

to be obtained by x.nnmi'v :n turn the teaching
of each writer ; an<! lY- i- :

: :o method which it is

proposed to adopt in considering the subject of the

sacrifice of Christ.

1. We begin with the teaching of our Lord as

set forth in the Synoptic Gospels. Here there is

nothing to be found in the nature of dogmatic
assertion. The statements of our Lord as to the

significance of His death are far from numerous,
and in no case can they be looked at wholly by
themselves. His whole life and t<r-c-h"n;j is their

context. To any one carefully ^.-ji-iiM^ i !n- Synop-
tic Gospels it becomes plain that it is only towards
the end of His life on earth that the meaning of

His death begins to occupy jmytliiri'r like a promi-
nent place in the conscioufrno * oi ("lirUi. There
is not a single word regarding it in the Sermon on
the Mount. There He is the second Moses, the
new Lau silver, the Kevealer of the Father and
His A\ill, the Preacher of that new Kingdom whose
laws should be written upon the hearts of men.
Man is to be transform-

"

'.
- -,."n\\ 1\ -:

ie renewal
of his mind as leaven v '\- --i <i'-" i

1

. All ex-

ternal religious practices are valueless except in so

far as they manifest inward spiritual life. But it

is already "a Father of infinite tenderness and love,
a Father only waiting to be gracious, jwhom He
reveals, not a God full of wrath against sinful man,
who must be propitiated and reconciled by the
death of His Son before He can pardon. Forgive-
ness is already offered to all who will do the
Father's will, to all who in love forgive the tres-

passes of their brethren. There is not one word to

suggest that pardon and reconciliation are condi-

tional upon the sacrifice of Himself still to be
offered. Here Christ is the Teacher of morality,
with an authority greater than that of Moses, it

is true ; but He has not yet revealed Himself as

the Way and the Truth and the Life. He is im-

plicitly the Saviour in that His Person and work
arc jilone the guarantee of the will of the Father,
in that He embodies the attractive J.MM. r of right-

eousness, in that He is the source oi I KM ling grace
to all afflicted ones who come with mil h in Him ;

but He has not yet made surrender to Himself the

only way of salvation. It is only in consequence
of The opposition of His countrymen that He gives
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expression to the thought that He is Himself the
j

Mediator of salvation, the only Revealer of God !

(Mt '-*"* rHe realizes that it is offence at His
;

humility and lowliness that keeps
' the wise and !

prudent
5 from hearing His word, and that it is

!

love to Him that draws the poor and despised and
j

sin-laden to th- V o..
1

- V of the Father and the (

doing of His \. , . I > that time the thought j

that He is the personal Mediator is frequently
upon His lips (Mt 1040 1230 18-, Lk 128

etc.). It is

opposition, too, that arouses in Him the conscious-
ness of being the Conqueror and Dethroner of

Satan and ail the powers of darkness (Mt 1*2, Mk
3s7

, Lk 1018 - 19 II-1
). As time goes on, this opposi-

tion develops into a bitter hatred which threatens
His life. Selfishness and world-love array them-
selves against Him and His doctrine of world-
renunciation. His power is top great to be over-

looked. The world-spirit which dominates the
bulk of His countrymen demands His death ; and
even His most faithful followers are still enslaved

by the world's toils bound to earth by that
material glory which, according to their selfish

hopes, His MV<-jYJ;-hip is to procure for them.
While He lives, they will still buoy themselves up
with false hopes : they will not understand the

pure spirituality of His life and work that His

'kingdom is not of this world.' The perception
of these dangers, then of that which from the
outside threatened His life, of that which from
within threatened the purity of His disciples'
faith became to Him a further revelation of the
Father's will, a revelation that His death was
decreed, and that by it He should accomplish that
for which His whole life had been but the prepara-
tion. But we must not expect many explicit state-

ments on the subject. His followers were not yet
fit to bear this truth, He was leaving this to be
made plain to them by the Holy Spirit after His

departure. Yet there are hints enough to lead us
to a right understanding.

* I have a baptism to
be baptized with,

3 He says on one occasion,
4 and

how am I straitened till it be accomplished !

'

{Lk
1249- 50

). Manifestly the baptism was the baptism
of death (cf. Mt SO'22-^). In Mt 2028 the reason for

the necessity of His death is made plain to give
his life a riin.-om for many.' The idea clearly is

that men are enslaved, and that Christ gives His
life to set them free ; but the question still remains
as to the nature of the bondage. 'From death,
from the guilt of sin and its punishment,

3

says the
old 1h<-olo.L

r \. or, as it is sometimes expressed,
'from tlu; Av'ni i !i of God.' But there is not a single
word xipon the lips of Christ to justify this inter-

pretation ; and, as we shall see later, wherever in

the NT the death of Christ is called a deliverance
or a ransom, it is always a being purchased for
God, a being delivered from the bondage of sin to

serve God, that is thought of (Ro 61'11
, 1 Co 620 7s3

,

1 F I 18ff-
etc.). Moreover, the whole mission of our

Lord and the whole meaning of His teaching was
to deliver man from sin, to make him love, and

long for, righteousness. Tt I*- impossible to imagine
the Preacher of the Sermon on the Mount account-

ing it the great work of His life merely to deliver

men from the consequences of their sins. Can
any one believe that such a Moralist would be
content with less than the deliverance from sin

itself, the worst bondage of all to which man is

subject? The context of the words, too (Mt SO17"29
),

must lead us to the same conclusion. There is no

thought of death or even of guilt; but there is a

thought of sin -of tlie sin of self-seeking, bound

up as it was with the expectation of material

glory in an earthly kingdom, which had just

prompted the request of James and John, and of

the selfish indignation of the other disciples who
resented that request as an attempt to obtain an

unfair r..lv{ii:t,i^ k over them. That Christ should
think 01 His coming death as certain to break for

ever the cords of their worldliness, so that their
love for Him might draw them away from the"

world unto riyhteou^ne-sri and God, is perfectly
CODceivable. His cross, borne for love's sake as
the last step in the path of perfect holiness which
He was called to tread, must for all time crucify
the world unto all who truly believed in Him, and
them unto the world. To imagine that Christ in
these words represents the Father as requiring a
ransom at His hands before He can forgive man-
kind, is to render His revelation of the Heavenly
Father -\\ holly inconsistent, is to give the lie to all

His earlier words regarding the mercy and com-
passion of God, The parable of the Prodigal Son
i"

"
. I:./

'

of this later presentation becomes an
i "--", .i ...

JtJuo let us proceed to the institution of the
Lord's Supper, whence the most definite teaching
as to !

T

/ .

"

import of His death is to be drawn
{Mt ';

,
V . 1422

'24
, Lk 22iy

~-<). Here He speaks
of the surrender of His life as a thing advan-

tageous to those who believe on Him, and St.

Matthew adds the words 4 for the remission of
sins.' In the Sacrament thus instituted there is a
twofold reference to the ritual of the Jews (1) to
the Passover, in the breaking of bread, the symbol
of His broken body ; (2) to the sacrifice of the
covenant at Sinai, to which the giving of the cup
with the words * This is my blood of the new
covenant

'

clearly alludes. Now the Passover sig-
nified exemption from the death of the firstborn

which overtook the Egyptians. By the death of

the lamb, which the Israelites ,| !<: :

:
.-!i- C. to

themselves by eating it, forgivene>- ; -M i
'" were

granted to them. But the Passover meant more
t!ian this. It brought them freedom not only
from death, but also from bondage. It trans-

formed a multitude of slaves into a free nation ;

it made them God's people ; and sent them forth

to serve Him. Its aim was the service of God.
Our Lord, then, in the institution of the bread

expressed the thought that His life given up to
death is to be appropriated by His followers, that
it may become their life, that it may set them
free from the bondage of sin, and make them free

servants and sons of God. This, too, must be
noted, that it is not the fact of His death in itself

that is significant. Had He thought of abiding in

death, the whole meaning of the in^uTutiori \\ould

have been taken away. The idea is that He sur-

renders His physical life for their sakes, that His

spiritual life may dwell in and inspire them. In
the closing chapters of St. John's Gospel this

MM nielli i- most clearly expressed. As to the in-

-.riiiinon oi" the cup and its reference to the ratifi-

cation of the Sinaitic covenant, the idea here is

that of purification on entering into communion
with God. In JEx 24 the sprinkling of the blood is

the completion of the covenant already made : it

symbolizes the need of purity in those who would

obey God. Just as the baptism of John was value-

less without change of mind, and could confer no

forgiveness without the bringing forth of fruit

worthy of repentance, so the sprinkling of the
blood expressed the thought that purity and sin-

cerity are necessary for all who -\\ould "enter into

the covenant relationship with God -that there

can be no forgiveness except it be followed by
sincere obedience. There is further present to the
mind of our Lord the prophecy of Jeremiah regard-

ing the New Covenant (or Testament) (Jer SI81-34
)

which should be an inward relationship, a cove-

nant of regeneration
*
I will put my lav in their

inward parts, and write it on their hearts.' In this

covenant forgiveness was to be granted in conse-

quence of an internal reformation (v.
M

). When
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the power of sin is broken and cast out, when the

heart Is dead to sin, God is just to pardon. Thus
Christ called His blood about to be shed the blood

of the New Covenant, in the sense that His death

of love would inspire His followers with new life,

would be to them in the first place a means of

breaking the power of sin in their lives, of recreat-

ing them in the love of holiness, and only in conse-

quence of that an assurance of pardon. The Diving

significance of the death of Christ, then, as it is set

f<nth in the Lord's Supper, is this to create in the

believer a new power of spiritual life which should
make sin hateful and so destroy its bondage, and
to assure him of pardon by the guarantee of God's

perfect love as revealed in the life and death of

His Son. Christ's death is a sacrifice in that it

removes for ever all doubt of God's forgiving love,
and makes man's willing, loving obedience possible j

in that it proves the absolute victory of good over

evil ; and, lifting His life beyond the limits of time
and space, makes it a spiritual force communicable
to all who- accept Him as their Saviour.

2. "When we turn to the Gospel of St. John, we
find at once much to confirm the hints which the

Synoptics have already given us. He wrote long
after the departure of his Lord, and his experience
and spiritual insight had made clear to him the

meaning of many words that had been dark to the

earlier writers. In the teaching of Jesus as St.

John presents it, the MiuivuM of His death as

.-rii^i, f x-e a spiritual lifo-puin^ j
"*'( 'j^-M-r "_ -

u i
.

'

i
'

1 1

"

! greater distinctness. I i i
-

i i : ! J : i

of Life, the Living "Water, that givetli life to men
(Jn 6. T37 - M 31(KL5 ) ; He is the Resurrection and the
Life (II-

5
) ; but tliat this TrvevfjLa faoiroLovv may act

with completed power, it must pass through death
to larger life.

6

Except a corn of wheat fall into

the
;
.sMii!i! .- P-! die, it abideth alone,

3

etc. (12
J4

).
* It i

'

.-\;-v:
:
< :: for you that I go away ; for if I go

not away, the Comforter will not come to you/
etc. (16

7
). But the death itself lias a value apart

from the resurrection, for in it is revealed the

triumph of holy love over the power of evil : it is

the means whereby the Father glorifies the Son
(12

27- 2* 1331 - 33
). All men are subject to this power

save Jesus only j and the power of evil i* broken

through His meek submission to that death which
the evil world forces upon Him (12

31
). The spirit

of selfishness no longer rules the earth when its

utmost wickedness is outdone by the obedience of

perfect love even unto death. This power of over-

coming the world and its spirit. He will communi-
cate to those who follow Him. He will draw all

men unto Him when He is lifted up (12
32

, cf. 1633
).

The olcjiMMiig power of His death, which in the

Synoptics i-, ?-\ ml ol !/'! by the institution of the

Sappor, iieiv YnuU ii< place in tlu .j -Y 1

;

"

ihedi.-oiplo-' foot i
v
13J ~ :

''). They were *'." .*' "

by the word which lie had spoken unto" them
(15

3
)

: the death was but the completion, the final

cleansing. According to St. John, then, the

efficacy of the sacrifice of Christ lay in this that
it was an act of perfect obedience to the will of
the righteous Father (14-

u
) and of love to the world

(1C
11 1513), an example, therefore, and an inspira-

tion ; but also that it broke the power of sin, and,
through the glorified life which of v- I

'

>

"
1

lowTed it, became a means of spiritual
'

.

'

/ \ :.-.

sanctifieation to all believers. Oncea^: i

1

i- .-

word to suggest the judicial theory of satisfaction.
3. Proceeding now to the Acts of the Apostles

and to the E/nvtle of James, we are met by this
remarkable fact, that in neither is there a single
reference to the saving significance of the death of
Christ. The accusation of having put the Holy
One to death is brought home most for<-ibly in ihe

speeches of Peter and Stephen (Ac *J-
i{ % l '*~ rt 75J) ;

but the Cross is not once spoken of as necessary to

salvation. Repentance and conversion are alone

mentioned as essential to forgiveness; and even

when (Ac 8-m ) Philip overhears the Ethiopian

reading the fifty-third chapter of Isaiah and inter-

prets it for him, though this chaptei; above all

others seems to speak of Messiah's vicarious suffer-

ing and death, the all-important passage
' He was

wounded for our imn -:' ;ois~. he was bruised for

our iniquities,' etc. (v.'
u
j, is nou even quoted. The

natural conclusion is that the sacrificial significance
of Christ's death, so far from having been a cardinal

doctrine of the Church from the outset, had not

yet dawned upon the disciples' minds. The glad
"facts of the Resurrection and Ascension, with all

of spiritual i:ii-k.'Mi!i- that these had brought
them, were the all-important things to them. The
death, except in so far as it was the passage to
" '

"",
- "fe, was still obscure. They had no

Christ's sacrifice alone procured their

pardon ; tor if they had, they could not possibly
have kept silence regarding it. It was the Resur-

rection they preached, not the Cross (3
13" 16 1040 - 43

).

4. When we turn to the First Epistle of St. Peter,
we find a marked advance upon this early preach-

ing. The Apostle explains the death of the Lord
as an example, as a power of redemption, and as a
deliverance from the sense of guilt. But through-
out, this development is on the lines of Christ's

own teaching. He does not speak a word to which
a parallel could not be found in the Gospels. As
the Lord told His disciples that the world would
treat them as it treated Him, so St. Peter bids his

readers follow in the steps of Christ ;

' for this is

thankworthy,
3 he says, 'if a man for conscience

toward God endure grief, suffering wrongfully/
'

If, when ye do well, and suffer for it, ye take it

patiently, this is acceptable with God' (2
19 - 20

; cf.

317 41
). Here he inculcates a sacrifice on the part

of believers similar to the sacrifice of Christ, and
asserts its acceptance in God's sight. Of the re-

demptive power of Christ's sacrifice he speaks in

lis-23 221. 24 318 . anj in.each of these it is redemption
from sin's bondage that is thought of, with the
end in view of service to G-'-\ T .--.-.

-*-s never

thought of by itself as a ',.. death
of the Saviour, but always in connexion with
sanctification, its end and aim. Believers are re-

deemed from their vain conversation by the blood
of the Lamb, that they may purify their souls in

obeying the truth. He bears their sins that they
should live unto

""''
: . Tie suffered for

sins to bring ther .;. <

'

i- death is only
for those who let it act upon them. It is not a
satisfaction of God that removes for ever the guilt
of men by bearing their penalty : it is a moral
deliverance : it is the impression which it creates

upon the hearts of believers that i^ the (Inhering
power a power increased and fulfilled by the
influence of the quickening Spirit (1

JJ
). In 41 St.

Peter says,
* He that hath suffered in the flesh

hath ceased from sin.
3

By following Christ's ex-

ample men are to be delivered. Just as the suffer-

ing of a mother for her erring son becomes to that
son redemption, a force to make sin hateful in his

eyes, so the picture of Christ'^ ^uflViing for us
acts upon our hearts; and our i mi union of Him,
our sutlering borne for righteousness' sake, breaks
the will of the flesh, so that in St. Paul's words we
die to sin and live to God, That Christ * suffered
once for sin, the just for the unjust' (3

J8
), means

simply that human sin brought Him to death, a
death which love and righteousness compelled Him
to bear for our sakes, and that the spectacle of

that Divine transcendent love "becomes to all be-
lievers a power of regeneration. But, further, it

is also a pledge of Divine foi^ivona -. In I2 he
mentions the *

sprinkling of tlu> blood of Christ'

along with, obedience and sanctifieation of the
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Spirit, and by It lie can mean only the remission
of sins the removal of the sense of guilt. More-
over, in I 18"- 1 he speaks of the shedding of the blood
of the Lamb as having for one object

* that your
faith and hope may be in God.' What can this
mean but that the love of the Father manifested
in the death of His Son is to be to believers a
means of breaking down the barrier which the
sense of guilt had erected between them and God ?

It shows the Father ready to forgive and draw
men unto Him (3

18
). To get rid of sin and to be

assured of pardon are the two essentials to salva-

tion, which by His death Christ has procured, but
He has procured them only for those who make
Christ their example by suffering Him to write
God's law upon their hearts who appropriate
God's life unto themselves.

5. It is in the writings of St. Paul, however, that
the Cross of Christ attains its pre-eminent position.
The whole gospel is to him iiic iiiviu-ij'ng of the
Cross. * Christ and Mm <T;L< iiit-t'i

"

s.- lim" subject
of all his teaching. Yet the emphasis he lays
on it is never one-sided ; for the death of Christ
is but the consummation of His holy life of
Divine love, and at the same time the prelude to
the fuller life of glory beyond ; both of which are
essential to the meaning and value of the sacrifice.

Nor is it that the mind of the Pharisaic Saul has
led him to the contemplation of the Cross because
of his close study of the OT ritual. It is his own
personal experience of salvation that has caused
him to understand the marvellous change wrought
in him by the Lord who appeared to him on the
road to Damascus, and which he has expressed in
the words,

c I am crucified with Christ ; neverthe-
less I live ; yet not I, but Christ livetli in me *

(Gal 220
, cf. 614

).

It certainly cannot be denied that in many
passages the Apostle speaks of the death of Jesus
as a means of deliverance from guilt, or of justifi-
cation (Ro 3s5- 26

, 2 Co 5-1
, Gal 313

, Col 214 etc.);
and in the Epistle to the Romans the first place is

certainly given to this doctrine ; but justification is

al\\ ays conditioned by faith ; Christ is never repre-
sented as reconciling God to us, but contrariwise,
God through Christ reconciles the world to Him-
self ; even our faith in Christ is useless except Christ
be risen (1 Co 1517

), i.e. except He be in us a living
power to lead to sanctification ; and Christ is never
said to die avrL, but always vrrep iifj<&v ; all of which
facts are radically opposed to the theory of legal
substitution. But, most important of all, guilt is

no more than sin's consequence, and we cannot
conceive of St. Paul, who above all others under-
stood the meaning of sin's bondage, ascribing to
Christ a mere redemption from sin's consequences
and not from sin itself. The Apo>tle. however,
speaks for himself. It was, he says, to deliver us
from the evil world, it was that we should live

together with Him, it was that men should not
henceforth serve sin, that Christ died (Gal I6, 1 Th
510

, Ro 66}. The whole sixth chapter of Romans is

on this theme death to sin in Christ; and the
seventh expresses the same thing in reference to
the Law. The death of Christ is in Ms view, then,
the direct cause of our death to sin, the breaking
of sin's bondage, the putting off the sensuous
selfish nature, the subjugation of its desires and
appetites (Col 2n, Bo S24 6s* 4 74) ; and this is the
first step to the energizing of the life-giving Spirit
of the glorified Lord within ns. The passage in
2 Co 5 14- 15 seems to express St. Paul's view with

perfect clearness. Here we are told that it is the
love of Christ that constraineth that makes the

deajth
of the One a means of death to sin in all.

It is as the Lord of humanity, the spiritual Head,
spiritually related to all, that He dies ; but He
rose again and lives now, so that all who recognize

VOL. n. 35

the relationship are compelled, by the love which
His perfect sacrifice excites, to break for ever with
sin sin which slew Him and to live henceforth
His life, the life of love and ii-JiU"/ii-iu. .Vf. Ko
510.11 51^ Gal oi-'-). it is noi j jiOMovor, -lus love
of Christ only that is manifested by His death, but
also that of the Father. * God commendeth his love
toward us, in that, while we were yet sinners, Christ
died for us

'

(Eo 5s - L>
). The attitude of the fleshly

mind i> I-:I.M:IV ,.gainst God (Ko 87). Men are
rebels tuv., itN "hi,!-. It is the sense of guilt that
keeps them from Him. They cannot even believe
it possible that God can pardon. It is this, then,
that God seeks to remove by the death of His Son.
He gives an infinite pledge of His desire to forgive
(2 Co 519

). Yet it still remains true that this

pledge is not the actual justification of the sinner.
He must accept God's offer ; he must allow God's
love to enter his heart ; and that means death to
sin, and makes him a new creature (2 Co 517

),

Sanctification in ;'/' i;.% *- 1
-!- f-r.* riat moment.

Thenceforth he !'.<--
"

",,;:'. ..- to God. In
St. Paul, too, we lind that aspect of Christ's death
as a conquest of evil, an objective breaking of the
power of sin, of which

we_ have already >;/ki-:i.
He speaks of Christ coming in the li!^rr>^ of
sinful flesh and

L-oiulomrr'!^ sin in the flesh (Ro 83).
By this he means that Christ's death was the com-
pletion of a life of vi<nhi<'ou-iH . and the final act
01 triumph over t-vil. lie oonoianned sin in that
He resisted it all His life, and in the end gave
His life to that resistance. He submitted to the
shameful death of the Cross, because to that the
path of Divine righteousness led Him. It is for
this reason that there is no condemnation to
them that are in Christ Jesus (8

1
). In Him they

spiritually delight in the law of God; by their
love to Him and life in Him they, too, condemn
sin ; and * the law of the Spirit of life in Christ
Jesus has made them free from the law of sin and
death* (8

2
). It is in the same manner that the

Apostle represents the death of Christ as a *

pro-
pitiation through faith in Ms blood

'

(S
29

). It is not
a propitiation to God in the sense that it hides sin
from*His eyes, but in that Christ's sacrifice con-
tains the power of breaking sin in all who accept
Him !>y fairli. God is just in forgiving the >in of the
believer, because Christ's victory is the guarantee
of ultimate victory to all who live in Him (cf. 2 Co
521 and 1 Co 57 ). Finally, the importance which
St. Paul attaches to the resurrection of Christ en-
forces all that has been said. Without that fact
his whole doctrine of the scheme of salvation would
fall to pieces (1 Co lo17

). It is not even the death
of Christ, but only the risen Saviour that justifies
(Ro 4s5

}. It is in Christ therefore in a Christ who
lives that justification is obtained (2 Co 521, Eph
I7), and that sanctification is rendered possible
(Eo 510 S34 149, 2 Co 317- 1S

, Gal 220). It is only be-
cause the believer is in living union with the holy
Lord that God can justify him : for the union
and communion are the guarantor that the work
of sanctification begun will be carried to com-
pletion, that the believer will be conformed in all

things to his Redeemer. To have Christ dwell
in our hearts by faith, to be rooted and grounded
in love, to know the love of Christ, is to be filled

with the fulness of God (Eph 317'19
). If the old

view of legal satisfaction through the sufferings of
Christ be accepted, all this becomes absurd.

6. We now come to the Epistle to the Hebrews,
which, more than any other NT writing, relates the
sacrifice of Christ to those of the Mosaic ritual. In
this relation the author views the sacrifice of Jesus
as the only one that can satisfy the needs of men,
the one which alone requires no repetition. Fol-

lowing the example of our Lord Himself in the
institution of the Supper, the writer alludes to
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the covenant sacrifice of Ex 24 ; and it is perfectly
manifest from the way in which he speaks of it

that he no more regards Christ's death as having
created the New Covenant, than he does the sacrifice

at Sinai ti- having piocured the Old. In each case
it is but a dc-i.lU-a.iion. a ratification. He also refers

to the offering of the great Day of Atonement, and
with it he compares the sacrifice of Christ, calling
it the great atonement by which the conscience is

purged from dead works to serve the living God
(9

14
,
ef. 1022

}. The mention of conscience, of course,

suggests deliverance from the sense of guilt ; but
the immediately following words ' to serve the

living C4od
5

point to something far beyond mere
escape from punishment, namely, to sanctification

and obedience. "Repeat edty he tells us that the
sacrifices of the UT could not take away sin

(10
4 - J1

) ; but if by taking away sin he means merely
remission of guilt, his words become meaning! or ;

for why should not obedience to a Divinely ap-
pointed ordinance have procured deliverance from

guilt? Wherein they failed what made their

continual repetition necessary was not that they
could not give the sense of pardon, but that they
could not give deliverance from the bondage of sin.

It was in this that Christ's sacrifice was superior
to all the .Mosaic offerings, that it led to the service
of the living God, that it put sin away (9

26
), that

it perfected them that are sanctified (10
M

), that it

worked a change in the will of the believer, realiz-

ing the covenant which Jeremiah foresaw when
God's law should be written on the mind and
heart (10

16
). If holiness is the great essential to

salvation (12
14

), and Christ's sacrifice procured no
more than deliverance from guilt, then it did not

procure salvation. The old ritual could not make
the worshipper 'perfect as pertaining to con-
science

*

(9
9

It)
1
), because it only pointed to the need

of purity : it could not create the power to attain
that purity : there was no force in it to break the
power of sin and set free the will to attain holiness
and communion with God. We are accustomed to
think of atonement as meaning that God is made
wiL"" '.,' ; but to make Christ's sacrifice
an : : i" this sense is to charge it with
exactly the same weakness as bolongod to the old
ritual. Unquestionably Christ*^ tlenlli doc-, in the
writer's view, guarantee forgiveness; but every-
where this forgiveness is regarded not as an end in

itself, but only as the {it-corn pan imour, of deliver-
ance from the power 01' ^in and the attainment
of actual holiness. Indeed, there can be no cer-

tainty of pardon to the conscience until it is

sensible of sancti I -cation. God forgives not be-
cause Christ's death has "been accepted in lieu of

the^ punishment of men, but because the perfect
holiness and love of Christ's life consummated by
a death of shame are a pledge to God for the
sanctification of all believers (10

9 - 10
). Christ's life

and death established pci [*<<( Ion *. m actual fact
in human history, broX<- PH-. ImlnTi.) victorious

power of evil ; and l>y virtue of His resurrection
and ascension that power of victory can be com-
municated to all who believe. It is in this sense
that Christ intercedes for men in heaven, in that
He is there as a guarantee of the perfectibility of
human nature ; and because of His pledge that in
those who are His, sin is, and wilt "be, conquered
and cast out, God is just to forgive (cf. T25 S1 9 1

'2 - 14 - 24

IB20 716 2n 59).
7. We come, finally, to the Epistles of St. John,

with which we shall conclude our consideration.

Here, as was to be expected in the Beloved Dis-

ciple, the ultimate explanation of the sacrifice of
Christ is love, the love of God (1 Jn 410

). There is

nowhere a suspicion of the thought that a change
is made in God by the offering of Jesus. It was as
the manifestation of the Father's love that the

Son was sent to suffer and die, and it is the influ-

ence of this love on us that creates love in us (4
19

),

and renders possible the \- ".

.;
of God's com-

mandments (5
3
). To be :.' love is to dwell

in God (4
12

), to be born of God ; and this ensures
the victory that overcometh the world, and sin,
which is the world -

spirit (5
4 * 5

). Selfishness and
hatred are the signs of unregenerateness, because
salvation means love to God, and consequently
love to all mankind (4-;

21
). The death of Christ

was the proof of His Divinity, because it showed
perfect love. Once more, then, in St. John's view
also it is a morally effective sacrifice, a power of

renewal, not a substitution. God forgives all in
whom sin is broken by the death of Christ, and
who are being sanctified by His indwelling life.
'
If we confess our sins/ he says,

* he is faithful
and just to forgive us our sins' (l

fl

) ; for if we
confess, it is plain that the holiness and love of
Christ are acting upon us, so that we realize our
sinfulness, and hate it (cf. I7). The belief in

Christ, as the whole Epistle shows, to which for-

giveness and cleansing are granted, is no mere
passive acceptance of deliverance from guilt, no
mere belief in substitutionary merit, but the per-
ception of the perfect holiness and love of Jesus
Christ, so that sin is revealed in all its hideous-
ness as rebellion against a Father of love, and the
man is delivered from its power by his hatred of

it, and longing to serve and love God and the
brethren. It is the creation in man of a spirit
akin to that which fired the life of Jesus, that is

man's salvation ; and it is the power in Christ's
self-sacrifice to produce this and to perfect it, that
is the pledge to God of man's sanctification, and
that makes Him just in forgiving sin.

On the whole subject this must be added, that
sacrifice is acceptable to God only in virtue of the
spirit which lies behind it and which it expresses.
It is never the outward value of the offering, never
the amount of suffering it entails, that makes it

precious in God's sight. The multiplicity and
costliness of the sacrifices under the old "ritual
became hateful in His eyes whenever they became
a mere attempt to bribe God's favour, and ceased
to be the symbol of dependence and gratitude and
obedience in man (cf.'Js I 13 - 14

). Mercy toward man
and love to God must always be the underlying,
inspiring spirit of sacrifice, else even the minutest
observance of ritual becomes worthless (Mt 2323 "3a

913 127
). Christ's sacrifice, then, was acceptable to

God, not because of the amount of suffering or the
shame of the death, the willingness to undergo
so much was but the revelation of the greatness
of the love, but because it manifested perfect
obedience, perfect holiness, perfect Divine love.
It is in the same way it is in Christ only that
the sacrifices of Christians are a sweet incense
unto God. Men no longer need offer sacrifice for

sin, but the Father still asks of the believer burnt-
offerings of self-dedication (Ro 121

), tli,-ink -offering
of grateful love. These are sacrifices which the
love of God and the holiness for which the believer

longs make it a joy to offer, because they are a
revelation of the spirit which inspires his heart
and works in his whole life the spirit of Jesus
Christ (Eph 519-21, He 1315 - 16

> Ph 417 18
, Mt S23 -

).

See also next art. and artt. ATONEMENT and PRO-
PITIATION.
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Sacrifice is an act of homage resulting" in a degree
of friendship with God. So long as the creature is
'* : '

'
: ato the Creator, homage must

''

^
"' !">"! man to God. Not even under

the gospel have we outgrown the attitude ex-

pressed by sacrifice. \Ve have passed away from
animal sacrifices, but we have passed into the
region of the sacrifice of Christ.

_
The sacrifices of the OT may be divided into

ritual or
prescribe_d, and the spontaneous, primi-

tive usages of which instances occur both before
and after the time of Moses, ,;:,: jiiin>:s^ In athen
as well as in the direct line of n-\ oV.Mii .(Jr. 43 8*
127

,
Ex IS1

-, Nu 231
, Jg IF1

, 1 S 7y, 1 K 3MS23
, 2 K

S27
). This distinction, however, is not dwelt upon in

the NT, and is >, v. "
'

\ only for the light which
the older form <" >;:* '? < throws upon the origin
of the Mosaic sacrifices.

. It is generally agreed that the sacred record

represents sacrifice as a practice found already in
existence among men, when the special revelation
to Israel begins (Gn 426

). A sense of dependence
upon God, the need of His friendship, and the
duty of rendering homage to Him by gifts, are the
universal elements in sacrifice. It is not clear
whether the friendship of God was taken to be
assured, and the sacrificial meal only expressed it,
or whether it was usually felt that there was some
amends to be made, and the favour of God ob-

tained, before His friendship could be enjoyed.
But this matter was made clearer afterwards in
4
lie -(-i-avjil o ?!]] ci'ii jjo:if of .-I.i-ofierings and peace-

olferings in the Mosaic sysTem . Moft.ii i irnc, we have
here a universally implanted instinct in human
nature tlwt n-iMuK <o {.In* .--. :"; -y <" the Un-
seen in IioTiin^

1

.-, I'lMnkfu'^t .
' u ',',1:- !*u-

3
or fear.

Thus tboro w<i- in liie Mo-aic law of sacrifice a
language "being prepared that would be

intelligible
to all men. and that v as fitted to be the vehicle of

a world-wide revelation of God.
It Is of importance to notice that the usage of sacrifice is not

only adopted and regulated in the OT, but is expressly com-
manded by prophets of God from Moses to Malachi (Ex SS1

^,

Mai 17-14). This fact makes the use of SE
:
~ ' " ' _:."

regard to the death of Christ to be of very :

'

. .
- _

'

cance than if sacrifice had merely provi" ""- ,.-'!
:

>

Apostles with an illustration that lay to hand. And it is the
more to be attended to because so often the sacrifices of the
Mosaic law seem to be disparaged by the prophets. What they
found fault with \\vis that the pc'ople compMod \\ith the out.\ws.r<l

rules of God's ^ors-nip, and did not lay to heart the hijrh require-
ments of His law ; for ir these sacrifices meant that they were
i" frVi'lV nV.-'o'ts i\i-ii f (<!. 'In- or/"! ;o ;uve carried with
ii a !"?< .vci ,"c.M'l;i- i co"-:-'^"'! -.\"i.l> xo r^-l. ;, religious profes-
K-r> (!-

' i-i
:, Ji -

7''}. S.Ti"o 'rvrnoiv. srs< ri'
:
."e was undoubt-

ed] 1

. (,T I>iv:ru ij-^", niioi. . lii^-'iir'i ifM* ]irop"fi-=. we may take it

thai whatever reelings 01 eonMenee toward God, or of the
consciousness of guilt, were expressed by sacrifice, these were
not only Divinely allowed and sanctioned, but were required by
God on the part of His people towards Him.

2. The Mosaic ritual was inaugurated by a
covenant (Ex 24). The sacrifices then offered are
called burnt-offerings and peace-offerings (v.

s
). This

latter term usually implies that the flesh of the
sacrifices was eaten by the worshippers, and accord-

ingly we read that the elders did e eat and drink
*

in
the presence of God (v.

11
). The covenant between

Jacob and Laban (Gn 3 154} was of a similar nature.
Other covenants are between God and Abraham
(Gn 1518} and in Jer 3418. It was a feature of these
sacrifices that the animals sacrificed were divided,
or the blood was divided, so that the parties to the
covenant were assumed into a mystic unity of life.

It is this particular sacrifice that is adduced in
the Epistle to the Hebrews as signalizing the cove-
nant between God and Israel (He 920

). AVe have
then these points to notice (1) Everything in the

subsequent history of the relations between God
and Israel depended upon the fact that this cove-
nant had been made. (2) It was a celebration of

friendship between God and Israel, involving rever-
ent obedience on their part, and securing to them

the immense privilege of being welcome to draw
indefinitely upon the aid of the Almighty. (3) The
covenant was sealed by sacrifice, and more partic-
ularly by blood. This is insisted on in He 918 as

giving an element of effective force to what was
done. An oath is spoken of in somewhat similar
terms (He 61G

). A covenant made by sacrifice was
not only dramatic and memorable, but it had a
sanctity, as of a visible oath (cf. 1 S II7, Jer 3418-20

).

In all this there was no emergence of the ques-
tion of sin, nor was amends offere'd to God for sin.
There was set forth a tie of fs :e:nl-hip between
God and His ,,.v;.Y. :> "begin v.irh: of the exist-
ence of which ;;'. IK'-.LJ/ the whole events of the
deliverance from Egypt were incontrovertible proof.
At the same time the root-idea of a friendship sub-
sisting between God and His people, and the ob-
taining of His favour, by propitiation, if that should
be necessary, are not widely different. A usually
friendly attitude on the part of God is the presup-
position which underlies the ottering of sacrifice to
remove His displeasure because of particular sins,
or to obtain His favour in any special enterprise
(1 S 79 }. The Creator has bestowed innumerable
benefits upon His creatures, and is justly to be re-

garded by them as their Friend, If Israel limited
this to themselves, and had a

r
- '!,:

f
heir pro-

prietary interest in God, and "-
i

:
- -\ . . there is

in that feeling the germ of the doctrine of special
providence, and of God's interest in the salvation
of individuals ; and all i'u < o-'TMoMi c ar.d \.\\ i;.!^ y
of faithful affection therein contained may be ap-
propriated to the believer's relationship with God.
The ignorance of those who thought they alone had
a portion in God does not invalidate the troth and
beautyof the mutual affection which thatvery ignor-
ance allowed them to realize.

3. Under the general shelter of this covenant
relationship the sacrifices of the Mosaic law were
instituted (Gal 317 - I9

). These consisted of two great
classes. Sin-offerings and Peace-offerings. There
were sin -one-rings for the nation (Lv 413

}, for the
priests (v.

3
), and for individuals (v.

27
) : of which

the first two were entirely consumed by fire,
and the last were eaten only by the priests (v.

26
).

Guilt-offerings, with whatever differences, belonged
to the same general class ; and with them may
be reckoned the various offerings of purifica-
tion. All these assumed their most characteristic
form In connexion with the yearly Day of Atone-
ment (Lv 16). Ponce-offering-, on the other hand,
may be taken i> include th Passover, and all

offerings of first-fruits and tithes and bloodless
sacrifices. Thus Christ acknowledged the one class

(sin-offering) when Pie hade the lopc-r
* offer for thy

cleansing what Moses commanded' (Mk I44) ; and
the other cla.-s (peace-offering) when He said, 'Leave
there thy gift before the altar* (Mt 524

). As we
have seen, the sacrifices offered at the making of
the covenant were peace-offerings. These were
acts of homage, and seals of a happy relationship
between God and His people. Thus Solomon offer-

ing sacrifices received a gracioiv* revelation tliat he
might ask what he pleaded (1 K 3 1

, cf. Ps. i2O s

).

Sin-offerings took notice of human unworthlness
i o approach God. The offences atoned for by sacri-

fice were sins of ignorance or inadvertence, and
also misfortunes Mich as leprosy (Lv 1419). For
wilful disobedience there was no "sacrifice (Nn 15s0;
I g 225 31^ i jn 516). Where there was a civil

penalty, there was a sacrifice as well. That is to

say, trie fact of sin against God was taken into
account (Lv 65

). The holiness of God was the

dominating principle of the OT sacrifices for sin.

Whatever was unsightly and degrading was to be
abhorred : regard to propriety was enforced. By
purity and seemliness of outward behaviour every-
thing that tended to pollute the mind was atro-
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phied, and only what was helpful to the higher
nature was allowed to influence the future. Con-
stituted as human nature is, physical purity Is not

only ;s
i

i< t r ii of godliness but a help to it. Thus
the )Y -; ' 'KT- outclassed the customs of the

heathen by their blamelessness, and collaborated

with the prophets and with God's providence* to

inculcate a high quality of conduct (Lv 2QJ3
, 1 Co

1020
).

In the sacrifices which involved the death of

animals, a sense of the sacredness of life was ex-

pressed by the reverent use of the blood (Lv 1711
).

Whatever was ratified by the taking of life ob-

tained a sanctity thereby, and the putting away of

human sin in making approach to God was so rati-

fied, and the transaction made sacrosanct^ and
secure. So far as we know, the animals sacrificed

were put to death with no unnecessary pain ; they
did not expiate sin by --.T- I -1 ^ '-. '"

'

' !>' 1 K IS28) :

it was the deprivation of life uiey sintered, and it

was the lloo,l repro-i ILIIIIJ: life which had mysteri-
ous surniticance. No one might eat the blood of

sacrifices, or of any animal (contrast Ps 164 ' drink-

offerings of blood '). There was no festive garland

placed on the victim, to make believe that it went

willingly ; but it must be without blemish, partly
because only the best should be given to God, and

partly, it may be, because the mystery of death is

greater in the case of a perfectly healthful life.

In a sense the life of the animal went for the life

of the worshipper. This was signified when the

offerer laid his hand upon the victim's head (Lv I4,

etc.). And the same substitution is suggested
when a ransom (Mt 202S

)
was paid for the firstborn,

although no animal substitute is mentioned (Ex
IS13

,
cf. Nil 347). But the vicariousness of the

-;i flering of Christ is anticipated in the OT rather
nv the priotly feeling of responsibility expressed
in Ezr 9* and JDn 95

(cf. also Is 53), than by
anything explicit in the appointment of animal
.sacrifices. See 5, below.
& The prophecy of the New Covenant (Jer 3 131

)

forms the principal link between the sacrifices of

the OT and Christ's fulfilment of them. For in

that passage the promise of a covenant between
God and His people is connected with the forgive-
ness of sin ; and in the NT this conjunction is all-

important. The NT is full of allusions to the law
of sacrifice :

f Christ died for pur sins' (1 Co 15s) ;

* Christ our passover is sacrificed for us 3

(5
7
) ; and

the words '

ransom,
5 c

redemption,'
*

propitiation,'
*

cleanse,
3

purify,'
*

sanctify/ all occur fre-

quently. But especially this reference is to be
found in Christ's words at the institution of the

Supper :
f For this is my blood of the covenant,

which is shed for many unto remission of sins'

(Mt 26s8) ; and in the Epistle to the Hebrews (ehs.

8-10). In both these places attention is drawn to
the covenant at Sinai. That was the OT sacrifice

which especially corresponds in its position and

efficacy to 1 lie position and efficacy of the death of

Christ. By it there was* solemnly established a
relation of friendship between God and His people,
once for all. So for all believers Christ's one sacri-

fice avails to make them the people and children
of God. As the slaying of animals, according to

a well-understood language, gave sacredness to the
older covenant, so the dying of the Saviour gave
greater sacredness to a greater covenant. But
these descriptions of the efficacy of Christ's death
also refer, as does the prophecy of Jeremiah, to

the taking away of sin, to which there was no
reference In the Old Covenant. Moreover, the

words, 'Take, eat,'
* Drink ye all of it,' taken

along with Jn 6s3
"57

,
introduce in sacrificial lan-

guage the thought of fellowship with God. Con-
secration is the other side of reconciliation (Ex
2915. ss) t

f
\\re kave fellowship one with another,

and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth

us from all sin' (1 Jn I7). So in Hebrews, from
the words ' Let us come boldly

'

(4
16

) to * Let us

draw near' (10
22

), the whole matter of our salva-

tion is pictured under the form of access into the

happy condition of being at peace with God (cf . Bo
51 -

-), which was given under the Mosaic law by the

covenant sacrifice, and continued by the sacrifices

that were commanded ; but for us this has been
obtained once for all by Christ (He 1010

), and re-

mains ours as we abide in Him. It is understood

that more had to be done in the fulness of time to

assure God's people of His favour than sufficed for

that when they came out of Egypt. Now, they
had a conscience of sin. This the Law had pro-
duced (Gal 319 4s

). Accordingly, in the New Cove-

nant provision was made for the remission of sin,

for redemption, for propitiation (Bo 324- w
,
I Jn 410).

Even while the Apostles are setting aside the

sacrifices of the OT, they can express the work of

Christ in no other than sacrificial language. There
was something in the sacrifices for sin that could

not be set aside. Thus, to meet the displeasure of

God witnessed by an accusing conscience (Ko 215)
or by experience of the state of the world (I

18
),

there was need of * tlv
'-"' '*

'

that is in Christ

Jesus, whom God set i .1 propitiation by
his blood '(S^-)-

In the last chapter of Hebrews the fate of the

sin-offering is made into a parable of the state of

believers (He 1310
"16

). They; do not rest in the

enjoyment of God's favour in this world, as the

Jewish worshippers rejoiced before God and feasted

on their peace -
offerings. This is not our rest.

Here we have no
'
"

,"
-

"';.. We are not of

the world, as Chris world. But the

sin-offering was burned in a clean place
' without

the camp (Lv 412), and it was most holy. The
place where it was consumed by fire was made a

holy altar by it. So not in a worldly but in a

spiritual manner those who go out unto Jesus
without the

*

"le highest, happiest en-

joyment of of God ; Christ Himself

fry His sacr life and death is their

'lemple, and there they
*
offer the sacrifice of

praise to God confJuiuiJly.*
5. Finally, the sacrifices of the OT do not cover

in analogy the whole of the Saviour's work. The
Epistle to the Hebrews employs the priesthood of

Christ, as well as His sacrifice, to set forth all He
is to us. Moses and Joshua and Aaron and Mel-
chizedek were imperfect anticipations of Christ,
besides the sacrifices. In Is 53 the prophet is com-

pelled to go beyond his sacrificial parable, and to

say,
( By his stripes we are healed,

* He shall see

of the travail of his soul.' The lamb could give
its life, but it needs a human representative of the
Saviour to show His priestly sympathy and re-

spon4biliiy and sufferings. And this being so, no
doubr tl HI" decided preference of Scripture and of

Christian feeling for dwelling rather on the sacri-

fices than on the men who were anticipations of

Christ, is because it is so supremely important that
Christ should be seen to stand alone among men,
no one near Him. A prophet may be a man of

God, but Christ is the Lamb of God that taketh

away the sin of the world, that to God may be
all the glory of man's redemption. * See also the

preceding article.

LrfBRATiJRE. P. Fairbairn, Typology ; A. B. Davidson, The-

ology ofthe OT> and the same writer's Com. on the Epistle to
the Hebrews ; Bp. Westoott, Hebrews ; Denney, Death of
Christ ; art.

*
Sacrifice

'

in Hastings' & (by W. P. Paterson)
and in JBnvyc. JBrit.9 (by W. R. Smith).

T. GREGORY.
SADDUGEES. 1. Derivation and use of the

name. It seems impossible to attain certainty as

to the derivation of the name * Sadducees
'

(
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fcawi D'pm). Foi !::i> --U :t was supposed to be con-
nected with the Hiijocnxe zaddik, 'righteous' ; "but
this derivation is no\v <reiieially given up, for philo-
logical and other reji^on>. So explanation can be
given of the change from i to u : and the Saddncees
were never regarded, either by themselves or by
others, as specially righteous. In more recent
times the commonly accepted derivation is from
the proper name Zadok j but neither is this without
its difficulties. The doubling of the d is not well
accounted for, and the problem as to which Zadok
gave name to the party is one upon which there is

considerable difference of opinion. Many hold that
it was Zadok the priest, the <-,

'

;-.fr.:"y or David
and Solomon (2 S S17 15s4,

i K I" '2'' o ;"<-}, whose
jio-leritv officiated in the Temple down to the time
of ilio Kvilo. and even formed the chief element of
the post-exilic priesthood ; but Kuenen says this

conjecture is
i burdened with insurmountable diffi-

culties
*

(Religion of Israel, iiL p. 122). A Jewish
legend states that it was a disciple of Antigonus of
Socho, named Zadok ; but this is almost universally
admitted to have no historical foundation. To
solve the difficulty, Kuenen and Montet postulate
a Zadok,

'

perhaps a contemporary of Jonathan the
Asmonsean' (Kuenen, I.e.), from whom the name
may have been derived ; but this, again, is purely
I'.vh-i!

1
'{"';.!. Yet another suggestion is offered

by A. E. Cowley (art.
* Sadducees' in the EBi) y

that the word may have been of Persian origin,
connected with zindll^ which is used in a general
sense for *

infidel.' The suggestion is interesting,
but is put forward 'with great diffidence' by its

author.
But however uncertain the derivation may bo.

there is no dubiety about the Jiiiplicariun of tii<j

name 'Sadducees. 5
It is always -i^ed to 'le->ipinro

the political party of the Jewish arMor-ratio prlo.-i-
hood from the time of the Mae<*,'!;oo- 10 ri>e lln<-i;

fall of the Jewish State. The chief authorities for
its use are the NT, Josephus, and portions of the
Mishna. It is important to note that, while any one,
whatever his rank or station, could be a Pharisee,
no one could be a Sadducee unless he belonged to
one of the high-priestly or aristocratic families. It
was not enough to be a priest. There was as great
a distance between the higher and lower orders of
the priesthood ?ts between the aristocracy and the
common people.

2. Outline of history. From the beginning of
the Grecian period of Jewish history, and even
before that time, the whole conduct of political
affairs was in the hands of the priestly aristoc-racy.
Influenced by Hellenic culture, they >yin]i,flii/(*d
to some extent with the policy of \miorhu< F.pi-

phanes which provoked the Ma.oc;ilu ;iri rt-.lxOlioTi j

and although, as a oon-o<j nonce, they fell into the

background during tlui oarlier period of Hasmonasan
rule, they recovered their position in the time of
John Hyrcamis, under Avhom we find them, now
known as Sadducees, in direct antagonism to the
Pharisees, or party of the scribes. These for a
short time acceded to power under Alexandra, but

immediately afterwards the Sadducees came again
to the front. In the Roman period their power
was considerably diminished, in this respect that
while they were able to retain the high offices for

themselves, they were compelled to adopt the policy
of the Pharisees, who had an overwhelming influ-

ence with the people. The high priests at the head
of the Sanhedrin were Sadducees. but they were
always in a minority; though essentially a political

party, they had apparently no independent exist-

ence apart from Jerusalem and its Temple, and
with the fall of the Jewish State they disappear
entirely from history.

3. Special characteristics. The chief outstand-

ing feature of the Sadducees was probably their

conservatism. They stood by the established posi-
tion, held by the old points of view, and rejected
everything that partook of the nature of novelty.
They were prie-U. but priests of aristocratic family,
and, as *-ucL, their duties were political as well as

religious. Brought into close contact with their
Gentile rulers, their political interests tended to
thrust the religious into the background. Their
aim was the welfare of the State as a secular insti-

tution, rather than the purity of the nation as a
religious community. As sober, practical states-

men, representative of moderate Jewish opinion,
they entertained no extravagant notions of the
coming high position or brilliant future of Israel.
And ! itfh:g themselves in comfortable circumstances,
they were satisfied with the present, and felt no
special need of a future rectification in the inter-
ests of justice. The intellectual standpoint of the
Sadducees seems to have been mainly negative.
They were characterized chiefly "by

their denial of
certain doctrines, and had no positive religious or

theological system of their own. They stood, in
most things in direct opposition to the Pharisees,
yet in an opposition which involved no fundamental
principle, but into which they had been driven by
their historical development.
The leading difference between the two parties

is to be found in this, that the Sadducees held by
the written Law, and rejected the Pharisaic tradi-
tion. It is not, however, correct to say that the
Sadducees acknowledged only the Pentateuch and

rejected the rest of the OT. Kuenen even main-
tains that they accepted the Oral Tradition, 'in
so far as this was already established when they
constituted themselves a party

'

(Eel. of Israel, iii.

p. 144). Schiirer says that they agreed with the
Pharisees on some perhaps many particulars of
the tradition, but only denied its obligation, and
reserved the right of private opinion

'

(IIJP II. iL

38). A number of minor differences are recorded
in Rabbinical literature, of which full accounts
will be found in Schiirer, or in art. * Sadducees ~

in

Hastings' DB, The Sadducees are stated to have
been more severe in penal legislation, adhering
more strictly to the letter of the Law; and in

questions of ritual, while admitting the principle
of Levitical purification, they ridiculed the Phari-
sees for the absurdities of their traditional regula-
tions. It has been maintained that the attitude
of the Sadducees was largely determined by their
desire to magnify the importance of the priesthood ;

but Schiirer denies that any >uch motive can be
traced. Probably they felt that the Pharisees
vitiated the Law by their self-contradictions, and
that onlv by an adherence to what was definite and
authentic could the system be conserved according
to which alone God could be rightly worshipped.
The distinctive Sadducean doctrines are usually

classed under three heads : (1) They denied the

resurrection, personal :'rmoital:ty. rs rid retribution
in a future life. So '"MI liioy ';:<;r*-l\ stood by the
old Hebrew position, and fro'm their materialistic
and worldly point of view they felt no need of a
future life to compensate for the inequalities of the

present. In the same spirit they also renounced
the entire Messianic hope, at least in the form then
current. (2) They denied the existence of angels
and &i_iirit-. Tlii^ \\a>- scarcely the position of the
OT, bin: their worldly common sense and general
culture were bound to prejudice them against the
fantastic products of the Pharisaic imagination
in the wild extravagance^ of its angelology and
demonology. (3) They denied foreordination and
the .snpToniMC-y of fate, and upheld the freedom of
the human will, maintaining 'that good and evil

are ao the choice of man, who can do the one or the
other at his discretion.* This is quite in keeping
with the rest of their views. They felt no special
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need of a Divine Providence to order their life, and
claimed that whatever they possessed was due to

their own efforts. Generally it may he said that,

after the manner of an aristocracy, they resented

any attempt to impose on them an excess of legal

strictness, and that * advanced religious views

were, on the one hand, superfluous 1 > ."
*' '

1

-I1 1

mindedness, and, on the other, j-i, .:"--" I i,V '->\

their higher culture and enlightenment' (HJPli.
ii. 41). Yet the distance between them and the

Pharisees was not so great as it might appear.

Politically at least there was no insuperable bar-

rier. The two could sit together in the Sanhedrin,
and could combine to make common cause against
Jesus and to plan His destruction.

& Relations to Jesus. The Saclducees are not

often mentioned by name in the Gospels, but it

has to be remembered that, when mention is made
of the chief prie-K pnu-iic;,lly the same persons
are referred to. -Join di<i nor come into the same
constant antagonism with the Sadducees as with
the Pharisees. For the most part they seem to

have ignored Him, at least in the early part of His

ministry. They joined with the P* ,,
:

"

. V
Him to show them a sign from , ^\
and shortly afterwards He warned His disciples to

beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and Saddu-

cees, meaning probably, so far as the Sadducees
were concerned, their utterly secular spirit. They
resented His action in the cleansing of the Temple,
and along with the scribes and elders they de-

manded His authority (Mk H27f
*)> and from this

time forward sought to destroy Him (v.
18

). They
thought

' " * "" Him with the Ronian power by
asking

'

i was lawful to give tribute to

Caesar (Lk 2032
), and they attempted to discredit

His teaching by presenting to Him the problem of

the woman who had been married to seven brethren,
and asking whose wife she should be in the resur-

rection ; but they only brought upon themselves

discomfiture,,
""

l *-,"",
*

."'

*'

',

"'" :"'

the Scripture'
: -

M "' -> "

They sat in the Sanhedrin which condemned Him,
and. with the others mocked Him upon the cross.

Their opposition to Christian doctrine did not cease

with the death of Jesus. There is no record of any
Sadducee being admitted into the Christian Church,
and before long they were merely a memory, hazy
and indistinct.

LITERATURE. See under PHAEISEES and SCRIBES.

JOSEPH MITCHELL.
SADOC. A link in our Lord's genealogy (Mt I 14).

SAINTS. The word ' saints' (ol dyiot) occurs in

the Gospels in Mt 2753
only. Elsewhere in the NT

it is never used of any but Christians (e.g. Ac 913,
Ko 1213, Rev II18

). In the LXX (Dn 722
- 25 - 27 S24)

tiytot. is the equivalent of crehj? 'the holy ones' (i.e.

angels). The root idea seems to be that of
*

separa-
tion/ so that a ' saint' is one who is separated,
consecrated, one who belongs to God. Its occur-
rence in Mt 2753

opens up the entire question of the

meaning of the section. The incident is peculiar
to the First Gospel, and occurs in the course of the
narrative of our Lord's crucifixion and death. It is

stated that at the moment of His death there was a

supernatural earthquake which caused the tombs
to be opened, and that immediately following His
resurrection on the first day of the week many
bodies (u-^ara) of dead saints arose from their

graves, and the persons (e%\G6vTs, masc.) thus
raised from the dead appeared in the city of Jeru-
salem to many. Severn! tlicorus have boon put
forward to account for this rcinarknhltt atn.inmcnr.

1, It is said to be an imorpolnrioii. In roply. it

is argued that the textual eVulonoo 01 _MSS mid
Versions is exactly the same for this passage as for

the rest of the First Gospel. It is also urged that

the incident seems plainly referred to as early as

Ignatius (Ep. ad Magn. 9).

2, It is said to be a legendary addition. It is

thought that the graves were rent by an earth-

quake which actually occurred, and that then this

statement was subsequently added as a spiritual

explanation of the natural phenomenon. Bruce

(EGT, in loc.) says: 'We seem here to be in the

region of Christian legend.
5

Meyer takes the same

general view. Those who oppose this view argue
that textual considerations give no indication of a

later addition, and that the writer of the First

Gospel evidently believed in the incident, and
wished his readers to do the same.

3. It is accounted for as a wrong explanation of

incidents which were in themselves true. Farrar

(Life cf Christ] suggests that these^lios-tly
v'u-itant-.

were the product of the imagination of those who
were impressed by the events then taking place.
To this it is replied that there is no trace of it in the

narrative which now is, and m-iniix-Mily h,i- been

from the first, an integral part
u! i hi- Co-pel.

3. It is explained by saying that we have in the

incident a -''iV 1

!.-
J

o s-L^"
'.-riy to the supernatural

character ;: ! "..' 'v.-,( '':_: power of our Lord's

death; the $ 'iM '. affect nature (earth-

quake), the Jewish economy (the rent veil), and
human life (centurion), but that its influence pene-
trated even to the unseen world. The narrative as

it stands says that it was at the moment of His
death that the tombs were opened, but that the

actual rising of the saints did not take place until

after the Lord's resurrection. He was ' the first-

fruits of them that slept.' The fact that the inci-

dent is found in one Gospel only is, it
is^ urged, no

necessary argument against its credibility. On
this view, the question as to who were the saints

would seem to be answered by the narrative itself.

The tombs were near Jerusalem, and the fact of
"'*

implied in the appearance of the risen<' city suggests that the saints were some
of those who, during their earthly life, bad been
led to faith in Jesus as the Messiah : godly people
of the type of Anna, Simeon, Zacharias, and Elisa-

beth, Those who accept its genuineness fully

recognize that the incident is mysterious, but they
point out that the narrative as it stands is a cairn,

quiet statement, marked by^ reserve and by the
absence of all legendary details. The upholders of

the in::
1

M "' T
' "! \ ( ""-i-li it full of spiritual mean-

ing,
1 - '> i

1

.-
1

-sip''
1
.

1

!!. ;;;*, '.I character of onr Lord's
death in relation to the holy dead, holding that it

was a manifestation of His power over death and
the grave (1) by the resurrection of some from
Hades, (2) by the clothing of them with a resurrec-

tion body, and (3) by permission to appear to those
who knew them. On this ! \ tvry TK- iv\ r\\ ^\\^\^to
be accepted as it is, and tli- r\c;-i-i- <;' ; K 1

|.,!--,'ige

strictly adhered to without on<levonrinji to draw
conclusions which go beyond tlio In iel" record .

LITERATURE. (1) in favour of historicity : Alford, Com. in loc. ;

Westcott, Introd. to Gospels*, p. 329 f. ; Thinker, vol. v. (2) in

favour of legendary character : Bruce, Meyer, etc.

W. H. GKIFFITH THOMAS.
SALIM. Mentioned only Jn S23 c JEnon near to

Salim/ to fix the place where John was baptizing,
c because there was much water there.

3

Scrivener's
edition of the AV gives as marginal references

'Gn 33IS? or Jos 1523 * or 1 S 94?) ; other editions

only the last passage (where the text has Shalim,
or rather Shaalim, in Heb. u^yv), the RV only
the first (margin). It is to be noticed that the
former view is also that of Jerome, in his Liber

interpret. Heb. Norn., when he writes :
* Salim

pugilli sive volse ant ortus aquarum, qnod brevius

greece dicitur pptfovra
'

; puffilli and voice = u^yv.
And before Jerome, Origan also explained in a
similar way (on Jn 1C39

, p. 543 of the Berlin ed.) :
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Aiv&v 6(}>f)a\fj.b$ fiacrdvov Kal ^a\r}/j. auras 6 .

In the Com, on 323 tlie new edition lias in the
text 2aXi>, but thinks in the apparatus that 2aXij/i
would perhaps be better. Tilth the view of a
plural agrees the fact that most MSS spell the
ending -^, and not -^, as in the Coniplutensian
Polyo-lptt ; the latter spelling (2a\^/t) would favour
identification with D^;

. In the article .^ExoN (vol.
i. p 35), most of the

'

,

* "

/
* *

ntilications

proposed for these pla . We may
add that A I NOON H erfVl TOY 2ALI<M>
is entered already on the mosaic map of Madeba
on the left bank of the Jordan, and that the oldest
and most explicit discussion of these sites is found
in the pilgrimage of the so-called Silvia of Aqui-

j? or raruuer details, amungBt
nt tliat when people dig for

aildings, they fir. <1 ;!l:i
L
i:vl;<^

imento modica '"]>; t-i
1

!!." ::;<_'

nebst einer A Min/i illitiHj ilu^r i>//. /// / //-
1 A~"/< '/^ >r''/'/Y

des Melchisedech, Leipzig), on which see
'

U-. H.
Gilbert, AJTh vii. 777; cf., further, KX. M. KOLKU-
\ides : 6 v 'lopddvr) TOTTOS TTJS fiairricrews row Kvpiov Kal
TO pova<TT7)pLov rev ayiov npoSpopov (Jerusalem, 1905) ;

also Lohr,
e \Vie stellt sicli die neuere Palas-

tinaforschung zti den i!0.v_r;;:.
T ><]::' Av_;:!,i:._

des -T, -

1

,-.- -i .. -.,.-. , ", : './
'

i f ,./...*. -/;/'//''/"'.%' -/v
'

When Silvia had finished Jerusalem, she wished
to go

c ad regionem Ausitidem '

to see ' memoriam
sancti Job.

3

It took her eight days (mamioncs}
from Jerusalem to Carneas : in quo rtinere iens vidi
super ripam Jordanis fluminis vallem pulchrani
satis et aznomam, abundantem vineis et arboribus,
quoniara aquze multse ibi erant et optimse satis.
]Nam in ea valle vicus erat grandis qui appellatnrmine Sedima. In eo ergo vico, qui est in media
planiHo. ]o-ifu-. in niedio loco est monticulus non
satis ^Tjun!i^ -ed factus sicut solent esse tumble,
sed

^nini!i- : ii>i ergo in summo ecclesia est.* She
inquires after the j)laee, and receives the answer :
' haec est ci\ritas regis Melchisedech, quoe dicta est
ante Salem, unde nunc corrupto sermone, JSedima
a] >pel latur i

j
)^e vieus.

' For further details, amongst
wl licit i^ rite statement that
foundations of new buildings,
et de argento et seramento ^^^.^^ , ,^ v -i <, ..-^

reader is referred to Silvia. She then remembered
that in the Bible it was written :

c

Baptizasse sanc-
tum _Johannem in Enon juxta Salim? Therefore
she inquired also after ^Knon, and was shown the
place

* in ducentis passibus . . . hortum pomariu.ro.
valde amcenum, ubi ostendit nobis in niedio fonteni

aquse (>iti:i! te <ati^ et purse, qui a semel integruni
fluvia MI iliiniiiohiir. liabebat autem ante se ipse
fons lacum, ubi parebat fuisse operatum sanctum
JohiLiineni baptistnni. Tune di.\it iiol>i> ij>-<? sanctum

preft-bytor : In hodie hie hortus aliter non appeila-
tur grseco sermone nisi tepos tu agin loJtanni^ id
est c[uod vos dicitis latine "hortus sancti Jo-
hannis"' (for further particulars, see again the
text). Going on for some time 'per vallem Jor-
danis super ripam numinis ipsius,' the traveller
sees after a little the town of the holy prophet
Elia,

* id est Tliesbe,
5 where his cave is, and also

memorla sancti Gethse,
5

of wrhom we read in the
Books of the Judge* (this is, of course, Jephthah.
and not Gad, as has been suggested by Slommert).

This localization of the two places agrees exactly
with the statement of Eusebius that ^Enon was 8
miles south from Scythopolis (see vol. i. p. 35, and
supply from the Berlin ed. p. 152, the reference to

Procopius, who helps to fill up the lacuna in the
Greek text with ZaXoujLttas, just as Jerome reads).
But instead of seeking the place west of the
Jordan at Sheikh Salim, Mommert now seeks
JEnon east of it at "Ain Djirm (*\vell of the

leprosy '), at the foot of the hill
'
Scharabil,* as he

spells it, or ' Scharhablt * as it is spelt on the map

of Fibcher-Guthe, opposite to Tell Ridhgah, with
which it lias been identified hitherto.
We thus get the following identifications: (1)

Tell Ridhrjah, (2) SharaMt, (3) Salhti east ot

^abluis, (4) Wndy titileim near Anata, (3) *Ain
Kariin, (C) SkiUdm in the Xegeb. A definite result
has not been reached as yet ; the identity of JEnon
and Bethany (Jn Fs HT) is not improbable.

EB. XESTLE.
. A link in our Lord's cenealo<rv (Mt

*-, Lk 3s2 [RYm

SALOME (Gr. ZaX^iM?, possibly shortened from
Heb. t

?u^i'?2? Sht'Io/nrel, or the name = n'^7 Shalom
with Gr. termination). 1. The daughter of Hero-
dias, mentioned (although not by name) in Mt
146-11

, Mk G22
"28

. See HEROD la vol. i, p. 722*, and
HERCDIAS.

2* The mother of James and John, and wife of
Zebedee (Mk 154u 101

; cf. Jn It)*
5

, Mt 2020 21X). In
St. Matthew's account of the ambitious request of
the sons of Ze"bedee3 she is represented as coming
with her sons and prostrating herself before Jesus.
St. Mark does not mention her in this connexion,
She was one of the women who followed our Lord
and ministered to Him (^K-oXai/^ow oiV<J /cat 8e.rjKovow

az/rcj, Mk 1541
), and was present at the Crucifixion.

Along with Mary Magdalene anc" M,:"y iV* mother
of James the Little, she came ^I'li-- 'L'.L- Sabbath
was over, bring[in^ fragrant oils (dptt>/iaTa, jui'pa [Lk
2S5

"]) with whieii to anoint the l>o<ly of Jesus. In
the narrative of St. John there are mentioned as

present at the Crucifixion (standing *foy the cross')
c his mother and his mother's sister, Mary of Clopas
and Alary Magdalene.

3
It has been argued by

some that three women only are here mentioned,
and that the words *

Mary of Clopas
*

are explana-
tory of *his mother's sister/ Most of the more
recent commentators, however, notably \Vestcott
(

e SL John' in Speaker's NT Commentary, p. 275),
hold that four women are meant, and that *his
mother's sister' is Salome. The following con-
siderations seem fairly conclusive in favour of this
latter view : (1) it is most unlikely that two sisters

:i :rhrV r
;
s

:;,^y ^liould bear the same name;
'2; ::^ ]'JI-;J

I

.:.I]- I M Ms mother and his mother's
.-!-:< L ; .''IJL:-\ *'" ("'ojiji- and Mary Magdalene') is

i-:-*irjLT".->i."<- <M" ,^:. John; (3) *tlie circuitons man-
ner of describing his own mother is in character
with St. John's manner of describing himself*
(W. L. Bevan in Smith's DB, art. * Salome *) ; (4)
the Pesliitta inserts * and *

before Mary of Clopas ;

(5) Mary Magdalene, Mary the mother of James
the Little (who is certainly the same as Mary of

Clopas), and Salome are mentioned by St. Matthew
and St. Mark as present. The supposition that
Salome= * his mother's sister' harmonizes St. John's
account with that of St. Matthew and St. Mark.*
See also artt. CLOPAS, MARY.
LITERATURE. Besides the authorities quoted in the article*

see Wieseler, 5T, 1840, p. 648 ff.; art.
* Salome' in Hastings*

,' *"&.), in
.

DB (cf. art.
*

Herod,' *"&.), in Eneyc. MM., and in

JPME; Commentaries of H. A. W. Mo>xr (Ttf. i>- ISSri), Alford,
and Luthardt (on St John's Gos*!,'iii.. lln f

_r. rr. l?iO, where,
against his former view, he identities Saiomo -A-ith

* his irioiher*s

sister*). Jl.

SALT (aXas). Salt has Leen used from very early
times to season and preserve food. In Palestine
there waa always a plentiful Mijrply. The chief
sources were (and are) the yre.-ii "rocic -salt cliffs

known as the Khasm Usdutn to the S.W. of the
Dead Sea, and the marshes and pools around its

shores. The cliffs are from 30 to 60 feet high, and
stretch from 6 to 7 miles along the coast. In the

*
Epiphanius (Hcer. IxxviiL S) says thatSalome was a daughter

of Joseph, and Nicephorus Callistus(HE ii. 3) makesherJoseph's
wife. These traditions, atany rate, indicate a belief in some con-
nexion between Salome and the house of Joseph.
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Bible this sea is sometimes called the e
salt sea

'

(Gn 14:
3
, Dt 317

). Three Ibs. of its water are said
to yield 1 Ib. of solid salts.

In addition to its common use as a condiment or

preservative of food, salt from early times had
religious and social -V'i'i ,;". . As a fitting
emMern of

*

i. '., - it was li.iViduilly offered

along with T -
:

- -

(cf. LV >*,. Tlic- pre-
servative qualities of salt probably led to ".'

- W.;/
regarded as an essential element in the isTi'n."* ,1 -M

any enduring covenant (cf. Lv 213
3 Nu I > . if (

'

i

135
). As a sacrificial meal was usually celebrated

in connexion with the making of a covenant, the
salt of the meal naturally became the salt of the
covenant. Among Eastern peoples,

' to eat of his

salt' is a sign of enduring friendship and peace.
The Arabs use the phrase

* there is salt between us *

as expressing the fact that a bond of loyalty is in
existence (cf. Ezr 414).
In the Gospels, salt is used for the most part

i'!"'.;:'.!"
1

!'*""--; ""\ : (1) As an emblem of preservation
["]

' <! i , , ,

' Ye are the salt of the earth
5

%
M ">

'

. I" : 'iew spiritual life of the disciples
was to I'uriiY .-inl ITOM/LVC rho life of the world.
Jesus M)!omnly v.nrM- listen i'^.unst the danger of
!.-! -

f t !'>.:
;

-'\< r v. \\'j-\i ^ould triable them to fulfil

i' K M: ''-r-. 1
.

'

:"or if t o -,-J. have lost its savour
(
e become saltless/ Mk 950), wherewith shall it be
salted ?

'

(Mt 5as
||
Lk 1434). (2) There is also a sug-

gest? , f "'".
"^

.

"'
j a symbol of concord in

the <
', !!,' -

: yourselves, and be at

peace one with another ' (Mk 950) ; for it is given in
connexion with disputes or discussions as to which
of the disciples should be the greatest (Mk 9s3

'37
).

These disputing may also
'

,- <" "! ,,

"

the influences which render : .
-

, r .

'

(3) As a symbol of incorruption in connexion with
Sacrifice. In Mk 949 the words Tracra dvcria a\l

a\to-0ij<TTai are omitted by Tischendorf, WH, and
Nestle, following MSS &BLA. The words in the
text thu< adjusted (was y&p -rrvpl aXurQtfcreTcu) have
been translated * for every one shall be salted for
the fire

*

(Edersheim, Life and Times of Jesus the

Messiah, ii. 121), and * for every one sdiall be salted
with fire

'

(BV). The latter is almost certainly the
right translation, since * with fire

3

(irvpi) takes the
place of *with salt

3

(aX), as indicating the new
spiritual element which was to be present in the
sacrificial life of the disciples. In the old economy
every sacrifice was to be salted with salt, and
would not be accepted without it ; so in the new
economy, the "living sacrifice' of the Christian

disciple will not be rightly prepared without the
'fire' which alone makes it acceptable. As the
old sacrifices were prepared with salt, so the new
sacrifices must be prepared with fire. The fire is

most probably to "be interpreted as the fire of

judgment, as*in the verse immediately preceding
(

4 where their worm dieth not and their lire is not
quenched/ Mk Q48). There is a twofold judgment
by tire. It, may be Divine and penal (Mk O48), or
personal and corrective (cf. 'If we would judge
ourselves we should not be judged,

5
1 Co II31

).

The previous context interpret? the personal, salu-

tary judgment by fire, by which the life is to be
prepared as an acceptable sacrifice : If thy hand
offend thee, cut it off ; it is better for thee to enter
into life maimed, than having two hands to go into
hell, into the fire that never shall be quenched

*

(cf.Mk g43- 47
). Swete

(St. Mark, ad loc.} interprets
the fire of the Christian life as the Holy Spirit, but
fire as a symbol of the Spirit is not found in Mark.
It may, however, be said that no self-judgment
will be complete, or sufficient, unless it is carried

through under the influence of the Holy Spirit.

LITERATURE. W. E. Smith, art. 'Salt,* Encyc. Brit.9; E.
Hull, art.

*
Salt,' Hastings' DB ; Beyschlag, NT TheoL i. 180 ;

Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, ii. 62 ff- ; Bruce, Training of the

Twelve, p. 215, notes ; Kelman, Expos. Times, xii. [1900] p. Ill ;

Shalders, Expositor, 1st ser. xi. [1880] p. 79 ff.

JOHN BEID.
SALUTATION, See GREETINGS.

SALVATION. The Gospel usage of this word is

closely connected with that of OT.

The corresponding; Heb. words are derivatives of y^ and
^M. Of the former,, the Niphal and Hiphil are found in the

verb ; of noun forms #$: or yw\ n^lt^, nj^jn, JVii7^1D and
some proper names, of which the most important is yiBhrp
* Jehovah is salvation/ The root Sx3 occurs in

" v ~ '

Hiphil of the verb ; its only noun-derivativ< - /
-

x&yop&ov, rptfn, Est 414. The fundamental meaning of yw
appears to be 'enlargement,' whence the notion of 'deliver-
ance* naturally springs, the same association of ideas being
observed in the use of *

compression,'
' confinement *

as figures
for

*
distress.' So far as the verbal forms of both roots are con-

cerned, the idea of f

saving-' is entirely negative, that of deliver-
ance from some evil, no reflexion being passed upon favourable,

A negative sense is very clear in such
. where the positive results of the saving

act are named as something additional. From other words
denoting deliverance ' to save '

is distinguished by the constant
presence of two elements, that of a delivering agent, and that
of an active interposition on his part for the removal of actual
evil or peril. For mere '

preservation
'

or mere *

escape
' other

words are used :
'

healing
*
also

* " "

"fferent terms
;

cf. Gn 457 4725, Ex 117, Jer 486, ,
job 26. The

evil from which salvation takes place varies ; in most cases it is
: ' -" of Israel by its enemies ; sometimes, though not

i
.

. appears in the acute form of individual or
. i, , (Ps 6819- '% While the noun-forms frequently

have the same negative meaning as the verb, they pass over
more readily into the pobiiive stride, so that the act of deliver-
ance becomes the point of

"" ^ " " ^ ' owal of favour,

blessing, and prosperity .
-

. '.: ~, ;.

~ come to mean
'victory' (IS 14, 2S 192, K 51, Is 60*8).

* Salvation 1 be-
comes synonymous with other positive terms like *

righteous-
ness,' 'blessing,* 'light' (Is 45 46^ 496 61*0 621, ps 24# 106-*).
In the Prophets and the Psalter it obtains an eschatological
(M- .';!'" )

-; :
- and stands as one of the terms for the great

f'
1

;*! <!>' MI.VMV and the final blessedness to follow (Is 122f-
4517. 22 498 516. 8 52? 53! jer 236 3316, Mic 77, Hab 38- 18, Ps 147
354 7412 858

932.^3 10927. sy 11315. 21). The religious importance
of the conception in the OT springs not so much from the
nature of the evil removed, or from the nature of the blessed-
ness bestowed, as rather from the fact that salvation, of what-
ever nature, is a work of Jehovah for His people, a Divine

prerogative; hence the frequently i-" !* ^ -'-.tements that
salvation belongs to Jehovah, is "of ' -. ! ,t Jehovah is

salvation, the Savicnr of T^r:.-! (IS
1

;. *
-, 2 Ch 2017 Is

122.3 3322, ps 38622 i^i-. J
i). |, .,, far as salvation is valued

not merely from the point of view of its benefits for man, but as
a pledge of the Divine favour, the idea becomes spiritualized in

principle. Besides, in so far as all national <".< <"!! - in
the history of Israel have a religious and mon, 1

. : '-'n- it

is felt that every act of salvation must have for us antecedent
a change in the people's spiritual condition (Is 3322. 24). jn a few
pa'-s-sitr* '-.Jif (Mroojuii n i-diri<Mlv IK.I'<-M n< fl iron: the mil O'lfil-

1-oTilicjil 10 i ho pi.rrl-. r< l'i>;u>n^V|tlu rr. <-
:M lic

:nr Rairul :- :ho
<xil from which J-T:M 1 or tin individual is Mi-.cd (L/k :*'2

',
l*s

The LXX renders the Heb. verbs by <ru&v, the nouns by
c-tuTv.yia, nnd a-cuTY.ptov. These words, however, are likewise used
TO render Heb. terms of a different shade of meaning, and tlms
to a large extent the nice distinction of the original between
'

salvation
"

specifically so-called and such more general terms is

obscured. Thus e-A&tv stands for B?D Niphal, Piel, and Hiphil,
frequently in the Passive for mere '

escape,' also for forms of

ta?a and rrn. On the other hand, a-^uv never bears in the
LXX the specific sense of

'

healing
'

(Jer 171*),
In the Apocryphal and Pseudcpigraphic.il writings the usage

does not vary much from that of the OT ; cf. Sir 5112 fs|

,freaXe/at$), Wis K>^ Jth 9", En 48" (of
* the Son of Man '

;

e
in his

name are they being saved, and he is the God of their lif ') 503

(eschatological - negative, mere salvation without glory) 638,

4 Ezr 6->5 7^1 <js 12** 1,520 456 (the righteous shall be &aubfied v\ ith
salvation in connexion with the Mosioh), Ps-Sol G- 10* 1^<> 18 (i

,

Bar 423- 24. ->fi
}
Test. Jud. 22, Test- Dan f>, Test. Xapht. S, Jub 23-9 ,

IMac 430 99, 4 Mac 117 i.~>J ('pioty \vhifh saves unto otornal
life *) 1527. In moaD of these paeipages the conception is eschato-
logical-posith e, and in many of th-ns it lias reference to The
issne of the Last Judgment,' \v heroin lies a transition From the
OT to the 2^T usage. There is al?o an ad\ancc in this that in a
couplo of instances The act of salvation is connected with the
Messiah.

In the Gospels o-dbfav occurs 54 times {not count-
ing Lk 1733, where faoyovfaei is better attested
than a-Acrei. of the TR, nor Mt 18n , a verse omitted

by^the best authorities). The noun crwTjpla occurs
5 times (not counting cu'c6vios (rwr^pta in the rejected
shorter conclusion of Mk.) Lk I

69* 71 - ^ 199
, Jn 4^.
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loimd twice Lk 2ao 36
. Of the In-

stances of this u>e of the verb 14 relate to the de-
liverance from disease or demoniacal possession
Mt 921 - 225"5

, Mk S23- 28- 34 65S 105-
s Lk S36- 4S- m 171&

1842, Jn II 12
; in 20 instances the reference is to the

rescue of physical life from some ini:)tiiul::m peril
or instant death Mt S25 1430 1625 27^ 4-"-'49

, Mk
34 gas I&SO.SL Bi

} Lk 69 924- 8 2335 w* &7-
39, Jn 1227

; in
the remainder of cases, 20 times, the reference is

to religious salvation technically so called Mt P1

1022 19-s 2413-

22, Mk S35 1026 1313- 16 16
, Lk 750 8J~ 9-4

1323 1828 1 gioj jn 317 534 li)9 1247> Tiie noun ffWr7JplA
is used twice in the OT sense of deliverance from
the enemies of Israel Lk I 69* 71

; and 3 times in
the more specifically religious sense Lk I77 199,

Jn 4s2. rb <rwr'f}piov in Lk 230 has the same dis-

tinctty religious associations ; in 36 it stands in a
quotation from Is 40s, where the meaning is
r- :,i,

t

;_i
--.'I- ,il from the OT point of view.

1. .b'irst we examine the passages relating to
the deliverance from diseases or demoniacal posses-
sion. The question is whether the import of
7&frw here is exhausted by the notion of '

healing.'
The Greek word has this meaning, being con-
nected with o-cSs (<rdo$),

'

whole/
*

sound,' therefore
o-t^eu>=

* to render whole, sound.' The AV accord-
ingly renders in most of these cases * to make
whole' or be whole,' in two Ho heal' (Mk o23,

Lk S36), in one *
to do well

J

(Jn II 12
), and only once

e
to save* (Lk 1842). In one instance it offers 'to

save
'

as a marginal reading for * to make whole '

(Mk 1052 ). KV everywhere follows the render-

ing of AV except that it makes the two passages
where the latter has * to heal

* and the one passage
where it has * to save ' uniform with the others ;

further, that it renders in Jn II 12 *to recover/ and
that it offers in all passages except Mk 6s6 the
'im-jip'jil .'Jternative 'to save.' It should be
T'Mi'ci-i ;

:
i;;. on other occasions the Evangelists

use, and make Jesus use, different words, whose
import is restricted to 'healing' in the medical
sense, and that not only where the object is some
disease or disability, but also with a personal
object ; so 0epa7reto (Mt 4s3- 24 87- 16 9s5 10L 8 12ia 1S

1414 1530 1716 - 1S 192 2114
, Mk I34 32- 10* 15 S5- 13

, Lk
423. 40 515 67. 18 721 82. 43 gi. ff 1Q9 ^14 ^ Jn 10) and
torfcu (Lk 619 92- n - ^ 144 22s1

,
Jn 447). The ques-

tion is not, of course, whether the element of
*

healing
'
as a connotated idea should be entirely

eliminated from a-t&etjp. Not only would this have
been impossible to a Greek speaker or writer in
cases where the saving act as a matter of fact con-
sisted in or involved healing, but it is also ex-
cluded by the observation that Jesus more than
onee referred to His saving work as the work of a
physician, and in the instruction to His disciples
spoke also of it as healing

3

(Mt 912 10L 8 1310, Mk
2i7

, Lk 418 osl 91 - 2 10s). The only point at issue is

whether the Evangelists are aware of a difference
between statements where '

healing
J
is designated

as such, and other statements where *

healing
J

is

implied, but where for a certain purpose it is char-
acterized as *

saving.'

_
The data above cited show that this last ques-

tion must be answered, in the affirmative. In
view of the fact that Aramaic lies behind the Greek
form of the words of Jesus or the Evangelists,
we shall also have to assume a clearly marked
difference between the two sets of cases. The
additional element which the use of crc6|p intro-
duces into the situation is that of deliverance
from the sphere or power of death. In Mk 34,

Lk 69, while speaking of His healing work, pur
Lord contrasts a-dfew with

cLiroKrelvew^
which im-

plies that He regarded it as the opposite of '
kill-

ing/ i.e. as rescuing from death and restoring to
life. According to Mk 5s3

,
the purpose of *

being
saved* is

* to live.
3 In Lk 7s SMurc&Jtw, the use of

the preposition marks the process as a transition
ircm (ieail: iu life. It is true that in some
instances the disease or infirmity from which
Jesus saves is not fatal in itself, e.g. the withered
hand (Mk 34), the issue of blood (5'-*). /-ertiiinly
some of the diseases of G56, blindnebs '

V
H/J

-;. Si: II

even here the act of saving is viewed not from a
medical point of view, but from the religious point
of view, according to which all disease and in-

firmity lie on the side of death, so that it belongs
to the function of one who delivers from death to
work deliverance from these consequences of sin
and precursors of death likewise.
This is further confirmed by the general inter-

pretation Jesus puts upon His healing: miracles as
!."<;.*

:
'->, :M,::' -\, ".: ; ,..-...,. : 1C";. _.;-,': .

'.-. , \ \. :-;i.

With regard to the casting out of demons, the
correctness of this view is vouched for by the ex-

plicit statement (Mt 12^=Lk il*1

). But it applies
equally well to the other miracles of healing.
Jesus did not look upon these as works of phil-
anthropy merely, or as signs authenticating His
mission primarily. "While the latter was one of
the purposes for which they were intended and
this is Brought uu: i)romin<"r,'!y in the Fourth
Gospel in the sSvno'

L
'iic-. wneiv Jesus' teaching

is centred in the Kingdom-idea, the miracles are
before all ol.-o -in- of fehe actual approach of the
Kingdom, nrn, i , \\\^\ the saving power of God,
which calls rl:o Kin^loni into being, is already in

motion, and i lieieroro >c> many instances of tr&'&iv.
Jesus' saving jjower is simply the Kingdom-power
applied to the individual under the influence of sin
and death. Thus only can we naturally explain
the fact that, -where c salvation' has a direct

religious reference, both in our Lord's own and in
the later Apostolic teaching, the close connexion
between it and the ideas of death and life is

unmistakable. If this religious usage is at all

dependent on the IJIIV-HM! }i>pecr of our Lord's
Caving activity, it c:m he only ilirou^h iho common
element of victory over sin and "death. Jesus
Himself has suJIiciently indicated the connexion
between the two, both in the Synoptical sayings
and in the Joha^nnine discourses, tn the former
the physical evils, which the >avln^ Tvmgdom-
power removes, have a moral sip.fi ^.iriiiial back-

ground. Hence Jesus makes such physical salva-
tion the occasion for suggesting and working the
profounder change by which the bond-; of sin are
loosed, and the rule of God set up in the inner life
of man. The external and the internal are sig-
nificantly placed side by side as co-ordinated halves
of an identical work (Mk 2&). And in the Fourth
Gospel we are explicitly told that the

j,hy>k'al act*
are intended to point to corre?.-poiuini^ spiritual
transactions; the healing of tho blind, the raiding
of the dead, are symbolic of Jesus' saving work in
the spiritual sphere (5

14- **** 9s- S9 1235* -6
). On three

occasions our Lord has brought out the spiritual
significance of the phy-ical salvation by calling
specini attention to its dependence n the exercise
of faith : the woman with the issue of blood
(Mk S^-Mt Q^Lk S48), the blind man near
Jericho (Mk 10^=Lk 1842), one of the lepers
(Lk 1739

). The words 'thy faith has saved thee'
are on these occasions the same as were used in
such a case of purely spiritual salvation as is

recorded Lk 75*. They were intended as a sug-
gestion that faith, which had yielded such results
in the physical sphere, coulcl be made equally
fruitful in the sphere of spiritual salvation. Thus
the external and internal are linked together by
the common factor of faith.

That tr&eiv has to do with the contrast of life

and death becomes plain also from those instances
of its natural use where deliverance from evil
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other than disease or demon-possession is referred

to, for here everywhere the evil is that of physical
death (Mt S25 1430 16*J5 2740 - 4~ 49

, Mk 8s5 1530 - 31
,

Lk 9-4 - M 2335 - 37 - 39
, Jn 1227 ).

2. In connexion with the direct!tj i^llgiottft use
in the Gospels several questions emerge. (1) Is

the saving act, when "belonging to the spiritual

sphere, still viewed as a translation from death
into life, and what is the meaning of death and
life as related to salvation in this sphere ? (2) Is

the deliverance conceived r^hftloloj.'ii'.i'Py. as
- '!

;

J

o be experienced in rn 4 LaM DcU. or
"

-
i . : < : \

'

as an experience already attainable
in this present life ? (3} Is the conception negative
or positive, or both negative and positive, i.e. does
it express merely the removal of spiritual evil, or
also the bestowal of positive spiritual blessings,

especially the gift of life in a positive, pregnant
sense ?

(1) The answer to the first question is that

spiritual salvation still revolves around the con-
trast between life and death, and that in a twofold
sense. Both as subjective and as objective states,
death and life come under consideration here. In
other words : Jesus saves from spiritual death as a
condition of the soul, and He saves from eternal
death as a punishment awaiting the sinner. As
the object of His saving activity, our Lord names
TO dTTcX&jXor

* that which has become lost and now
is lost

'

(Mt 10s 1524 IS12
'14

, Lk 154 - 6 - 8 * 24 1910 ). From
the figures used it appears that the Gr, d7r6AXu<r0a

has in this connexion the sense '

miss,
5 * be missing,'

not primarily the sense t

destroy,
3 'be destroyed.'

The 'lost' are like sheep gone astray upon the

mountains, like the coin slipped out of the hand
of its owner, like the prodigal who has left the
father's home. A lost condition means estrange-
ment from God, a missing of all the religious and
moral relations man is A -'

:

-,iu <1 { ^j-iain towards
his Maker. But this I"-;, <v-i !;:: is further
identified by Jesus with spiritual death, for of the

prodigal the father declares :
* This thy brother

was dead and is alive again, and was lost and is

found '

(Lk 1524* S3
). Elsewhere also the state of

sin is described as a state of death (Mt 8223
Lk 2Q38). Salvation of 'the lost,' therefore, is

/...I:
"

:'" .".'' -T-iath. As such it includes
.''< I

" -
"

. moral-religious renewal.
To the woman who had anointed Him Jesus said :

c

Thy faith hath saved thee ; go in peace,' and this

obviously repeats in another form the preceding
statement,

*

Thy sins are forgiven
*

(Lk T48* 50
). In

the case of Zacchseus also assurance of pardon is

undoubtedly implied when Jesus declares e
salva-

tion' to have come to his house (19
9
). Here, how-

ever, the salvation manifests itself also in the
moral transformation of the publican, issuing
directly into repentance and good works. The
prodigal is pardoned and restored to the privileges
of sonship. But salvation is not confined to de-
liverance from this subjective spiritual death, just
as the conception of being

* lost
J

is not exhausted

by estrangement from God. d7r<$AAv0-0cu is used in
a retributive sense in connexion with the judgment
of God to which the sinner is subject ; it involves

exposure fco objective death as a result of con-
demnation. "With reference to this the two senses
of the verb,

' to be missing' and Ho be destroyed.
3

are used side by side. From the point of view of
man the judgment may bring a c

losing
'

or a e
find-

ing,
5

'keeping' of the soul or life (Mt 1039 1625
, Mk

835, [.!< o- :- -''
I :>'', Jn 1225). From the point of view

of God as Judge it may bring 'destruction.' This
is the dm^Xeta, which is spoken of in Mt 5s0 7n 1028

1814, Lk IS3- 5
, Jn 315- 16 6s9 1028 17*2 189. The two

aspects of d7r<5XXt;<70ai the subjective spiritual
'being lost' and the objective retributive 'being
lost' or 'perishing' are joined together in Mt

IS10 '14
, where first the sinning one is compared to a

sheep gone astray and to be sought, and then, to

give the motive for this search after the subjec-
tively lost, Jesus adds :

' Even so it is not the will

of your Father who is in heaven, that one of these
little ones should perish' (dTroX^rcu) ; that which is

already lost in the one sense must be diligently
sought, lest it should be lost in the deeper, abso-
lute sense. And the deliverance from this final

dTTciXeta, as well as the deliverance from the other
lost condition, is trw^ecrflcu, c-uTTjpia. Thus in Mk
1616 * to be saved

'

is the opposite of e to be con-

demned'; in Jn 316 - 17 of e to be judged
5 and 'to

perish,
5

in 109 - 10 of c to be destroyed,' in 1247 of 'to
be judged.' This dTrdiAeta, however, not less than
the other e

being lost,
5
is -

." .
,
^ '

to death. It is

a losing of the life (^vx'i:
' ' 1625, Mk 8353 Lk

924. 25^ jn x225 ) ; its opposite is
' to have eternal

life' (Jn 316 1028 ), or 'to be raised up at the last

day' (6
39

). Thus it appears that salvation in its

specific religious sense is still viewed throughout
as a deliverance from death and an introduction
into the sphere of life.

(2) The second question was whether * salvation
'

is conceived e^clialolo^ically or as -'i.n ;V'v r-\

perienced already in this present life. 1 1 1 , \
-

I ; \

answered in principle by the above, for present
salvation coincides with deliverance from subjec-
tive spiritual death ; eschatological salvation coin-
cides with deliverance from objective death in the

Judgment. In anumber of the passages already con-
sidered the reference to the present is veryplain. To
the woman who anointed Him Jesus addressed the
words, 'Thy faith has saved thee.' Of Zacchseus
He declared :

*

To-day is salvation come to this

house'; and in the following statement 'The
Son of Man came to seek and to save that which
was lost,' the 'saving 'must

n
-

""

,
! i

1
- e same

time as the 'seeking,' i.e. to
'

' time of
our Lord's earthly ministry. ! ' !_'

'

saving
of the world for which Jesus has come is a present
thing as distinct from the judging of the world for
which He has not come, but which is reserved for
the future. In Mt I21 tlie sins of the people being
the evil from which Jesus saves, the salvation is

viewed as a present one. In other passages the
e >*flii it ologiCfiV reference is equally obvious. 'He
ihnf emluro* to the end shall be saved' (Mt 1(F2

2413
). Mt 1625

, Mk 835, Lk 924 speak of the finding
or saving of life in the future Judgment as condi-
tioned by the willingness to sacrifice one's life here.
This is clear from the context (v.

88 in Mk., v. 27 in
Mt. = v.

26 inLk).
The point of the saying- is not, as often interpreted, that for

one kind of life, physical life, given up, another Mnd of life,

spiritual life, will be received in return ; in which case the
future tenses might "be purely logical, and

" - - -

reference implied. The moaning is that for I . .

sense, sacrificed by accepting physical death, life in the same
general sense will be received in reward through the escape
from death, when Jesus comes to judge and to render every
man according to his deeds. As Zahn observes, the distinction
between two kinds of Mife* or 'soul 1

is scarcely in harmony
with ihf- TTtbrvA poiri

1

, of \ "< w. according to which the 'life
' or

the * Kml '

I-; frcuviuicly c-iilK-d 'the only one' (Com. on Matthew,
in loco).

Eschatological is also the reference in the ques-
tion of the disciples recorded in Mt 1925

, Mk 1(P6,
Lk 1826 ' Then who can be saved ?

' The question
was called forth by Jesus' declaration, that the
rich would with great difficulty enter into the

Kingdom of God, which was in turn called forth

by 1ho quo-tion of tlio rich young man, 'What
shall I do. 1 1 iiit I may inherit eternal life?' Here
1 to be -*avi'<l "=- '

to en'tor the Kingdom' = f to inherit
eternal life,' and the qualification of life as eternal,
as well as the further context, St. Peter's question
about future rewards, and our Lord's answer to
this, prove that the whole discussion is eschato-

logical in its scope. Mt 2422
|j Mk 1320 *

Except
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these days had been shortened, no flesh would have
been saved,' is best understood as follows : The
temptation in these last times will be so severe,
that, if their duration had not been kept within
certain limits, all men, even the elect, would have
fallen away, and so no flesh would have been ulti-

mately saved in the Day of Judgment.
This interpretation seems to be required by the fact that the

shortening of the days is for the i=nke of cbu
eject. The mere

preservation of physical life could have no special bearing- upon
the destiny of the elect, since, even when killed in the body,
they would be sure to inherit the Kingdom ; the whole repre-
sentation concerning the possibility of none being saved, and the

."" shortening of the days, is, of course,
. . point of view (of." Zahn, Com. on

jjj.iA*i*<,iii<sU/
1

tiJi, buCuj.

In the remainder of the m^<ige^ there are no
means of determining wl II-LJ or '" salvation' be
future or present. For Mt IS11 (TR only) the
reference to the present is supported by Lk 1910

.

In Lk 812 'that they may not believe and be
saved,' the esehatological sense would be quite
plausible, but the other view is slightly favoured

by the general import of the parables dealing with
the present \"- : V. ,,.> i- of the Kingdom. In

general, the " 1 -:,:: .' of the Kingdom as both

present and future creates a pro>u:nption in favour
of the view1" that our Lord regarded salvation as
both a present and an eschatological experience.
The form a-w&ftevoi,

e those who are being saved,' in
Lk IS23

, probably reflects the two-sidedness of the

process, a< belong 1:1,2 TO both present and future,
and therefore umini>hed in this life. In the case
of the Johannine sayings (Jn &*** 4^ S34 109) we
shall have to assume, in harmony with the generali-
zation of the conception of

*

life,
1 ' eternal life/ in

the discourses of this Gospel which makes out of

it a conception indifferent to the distinction between

present and future that the same will be true of

the synonymous conception of salvation. The
future in 109 is purely logical in its force.

(3) The third question concerned what may be

gathered from the Gospels in regard to the |>osi-

tive or negative context of the idea of religious
salvation. The negative aspect escape from death

stands in the foreground in Mt 24^, Mk 1320
: if

the days had not been shortened, not even the elect

would have escaped the fate of death in the Judg-
ment ; similarly in Mt 1625, Mk S35,

Lk 924 : he who
will sacrifice Ins life here shall escape the loss of

life in the Judgment. Probably Mt IQ^and 2413J

should be interpreted on the s;: I'M -,*--<
:

: Y the

enduring now will save from ^-:> :.;.: '!!,- '"iiy in

the Last Day. On the other hand, in Mt 1925, Mk
1026, Lk 18^6 , where 'salvation

7
is equivalent to

entrance of the Kingdom and inheriting of eternal

life, the emphasis rests on the positive
side. In

the Johannine passages the positive content of the
idea is very marked. According to Jn 316 - 17

,

<to have eternal life' and f to be saved' are

synonymous. In Jn 5s4 also the preceding context
revolves around the idea of life (w.21"29

), and in the

sequel the same idea is again brought forward

(v.
89

). Again, in 109 * 10 ' -a 1 vat ion'" and 'life*

appear in close conjunction ; I247 receives its inter-

pretation from 317
. The same difference as is pb-

-iervable with reference to eschatological salvation

ir-ay be observed where present salvation is spoken
of.

*

Sometimes the conception is negative (Mt I
21

,

Lk 750 ), sometimes positive as well as negative (Lk
1910) ; the salvation which came to Zaccliseus' house

certainly included more than pardon, since it issued

in renewal of life. The facts, therefore, do not
bear out the contention of B. Weiss, who main-
tains that <r&&<TB&L has everywhere a purely nega-
tive meaning.

In the saying of Lk 1910 Jesus declares '

saving
3

to be the highest category under which His Messi-

anic activity is to be subsumed. He came to save,

i.e. His entrance into the world was for this specific

purpose (cf. Mk 1045). The connexion between
Him and salvation consists not merely in this,
that as a preacher of the gospel He proclaims it.

Everywhere the supposition is that salvation is

in some way bound to His Person, For the Johan-
nine discourses this needs no proof. But it is no
less true for tLe Syiiuptio. Because He lodged
with Zaechseus, Miiv'i: i jii Loitered the latter's house.
The rich young man was not saved, because he
refused to follow Jesus. The saving acts in the
physical sphere are suspended on faith, and this
faith involves trust in Jesus, in Jesus, to be sure,
as the instrument of God, but none the less so
that on Jesus5 Person together with God the act
of faith terminates. It is i^v<-!:<V^it-iii:y incon-
ceivable that in those who -.\t-re in.'"] t

'i
xd" by the

miracles of Jesus, faith should not have assumed
the form of personal trust in Him. Faith in God
and faith in Jesus here inevitably coalesce. On
the occasion of the storm, Jesus re- lukc- 1 lie d:-ci

vie_r-
for their lack of confidence in UN ^re^Tice u:rii

them as a guarantee of absolute safety (Mt 820).
Similarly Peter, when walking ii|>on the water,
calls upon Jesus to perform the saving act. From
the close connexion in which these transactions
stand to the specific religious salvation, it may be

safely inferred, that in the latter also Jesus occupies
a necessary place. This is confirmed by Lk 750

,

where the woman's faith, which is declared to
have saved her, consists in the attitude of trust
she had assumed towards Jesus ; the love shown
the Lord is here the result of the fur:'',<_><--.- of

sins (v.
47

), and inasmuch as this love :CM :"iu.irivj on
Jesus, the faith which conditioned the forgiveness
must likewise have had Him for its object." Simi-

larly in the discourse at Csesarea Philippi, 'salva-

tion' in the Last Day i? inr.de dependent 0:1 following
of Jesus and >aeriiic-e of life for Je>u^" ^ike and <he

gospel's sake, and the corresponding acknowledg-
ment by Jesus in the Judgment (Mk" 8W - ** JJ Mt,
andLk.}.

1
Perso
*i-

I'!.r"i. ...,
Himself and, in Himself, with God. If only once in the Synop-
tics we rfi<: i\pr.M'!\ 'i

f fai.- in Jesus (Mt 8^ and that in a

passage ^ ;
.!<. *'". i>:" I ( "V( i:v of the words us ef&& is doubtful,

this is counterbalanced oy tne fact that not more than once
Go'! n>\< V ^ on- ><*

t} n-, ;T o object of faith (Mk II22). Jesus,
- cr hf :".r i "t Mela's, the Judge at the Last Day T who

wou"
- -

Ii.-lp

of the*pavir/ytransaction, which in a' r-ertmn sons*1 forestalls the
Last Ju<igr:iir:ii. The absent 01 more direct aiiim-utions of this

'iricoiple :.s .i:ni)Iy tho resale of Je<us' nit-ilio** or not directly

i>roflaimin'jr n.t 'ir.*L Tlis Mc^'anic dignity, but ratlur allowing
1

it

to ')& gradually inferred from the iniiire-MOu iiiadc IA His Person
and the \viir:ess 01 His \vorfs. On. ihe ^Ja^

:
:
; r,f our present

OoT),'l- n^i'-t fr< w rr'tirr.1 rt constructions of the teaching of

Jc- !. H 01 :u r vi v. - |o
:
;-"t than that our Lord represented

salvation as in some way bound to and wrapped up in His

Person. T7;<i<I :vi r< iw-fsv ?,l\.r,'{.' a- something uncondi-

tioned, 'owi"if * !n i>h- fr>n :'t 'o\< r: (-:<'d which woiild over-

leap every necessity of mediation.. The parable of the Prodigal

Son, so often quoted to the contrary, furnishes, when rightly
read, the clearest demonstration of this, for it was spoken to

describe not God's attitude towards sinners in the abstract, but

^lu i.I^nri- niipioai-" cf Oo:l -o lost men in the appca^irce ot

KS ^on .li-^ii-. F: v a> The :*". tude of Jems towards publicans
and sinners that drew fonh the parpJ.le, and Therefore it

describes God's aT-itudc towards rncni as bound to that assumed
b\- Jesus (cf. r.rnM, C'remtr, Tie Gleichni^e LvAas 1"> und das

Kreuz 1

in Bt>,tr. z. Finder. Chn\tl. Tfit-nl. 19-V4, Hefi 4). The

go?pel is not a mere announcement of the love of God unpre-
ceded and unattended by any action on His part ; it is the glad

message of the love of God in action, of what God does in Jesus

to give His love effect in actual, substantial salvation. The un-

folding of what the Person of Jesus as the bearer and worker ot

salvation contains could not be fully given by our Lord before

His saving work had actually transpired, but had to be left to

Apostolic teaching.

3. Humanly considered, salvation is dependent
on faith. This is not merely explicitly announced

_-._.
i ir. acis we find our Lord seek-
faith between the disciple and

/M*VI<\"- cr Of :".r s "< -MI.HMII'I, tne *mage ac cne i^ast uay T wno
rould finally dispose of the destiny of all mankind, could not

it-!p aicrTiMM-j: n cential soterioloir'K-3.1 ;
< -*'"

. '",
"
T*" *". ^

figure as lie was* in His o\\i\ xk-vv, ,-!

' "

!
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(Mk 1616, Lk 812
, Jn 316- 17

), it is likewise pre-

supposed or expressed in connexion with the heal-

ing acts of Jesus. It is a striking fact that in the

Synopjfcics nearly the whole of our Lord's teaching
on faith attaches itself to the performance of

miracles. This is' because miracles embody that

saving aspect of the Kingdom to which faith is the
"

:
'

.

'

. The miracles, almost with-
'

\ '
.

'

' two features in common.
Mrstly, they are transactions in which the result

depends absolutely on the forth-putting of the
Divine supernatural powers, where no human
effort could possibly contribute anything towards
its accomplishment. And, secondly3 the miracles
are healing miracles, in which the gracious love of

God approaches man for his salvation. Faith is

PKi .-ii!rii
i ujl altitude called for by this twofold

clomepi ri fiuii"-. saving work. It is the recogni-
tion of the Divine power and grace, not, of course,
in a purely intellectual way, but practically so as

to carry with it the movement of the whole inner
life. How faith stands related to the saving
power of God is most clearly illustrated in the
narrative of Mk 917

'24
. When the disciples could

not heal the child with the dumb spirit, Jesus ex-

claimed,
c O unbelieving generation !

' The father

says, after describing tlio -oAv.rliy of the ease:
*But if thou canst do avyiliin*;. li;i\c compassion
on us and help us.' To this Jesus replies : What,
if thou canst ! all things are possible to him that
believeth.* Faith is

"

'-'. To speak, with
reference to it, of f.

'
: canst

3
is an ab-

surdity. Thus to faith is ascribed what can be
affirmed of God alone. And elsewhere also this

same prinoii/Io is emphasized by our Lord (Mt
2121- 22

, Mk II"---', Lk 176). The explanation lies

in this, that faith is nothing ol>o ilum that act

whereby man lays hold of. iippropriiiTos. the end-
less power of God. This line 01 reasoning, how-
ever, is not applicable to the miracles only. The
miracles, as has been shown, illustrate the saving
work of God in general. All salvation partakes,
IniMuuily -s|)e;s Kin^r, of the nature of the impossible :

ir c;in be nccunpli>lic<l by God alone (Mi 1925 - 26
,

Mk 1026-

**, Lk IS36- 27
). All genuine saving faith is

as profoundly conscious of its utter dependence on
God for deliverance from sin and death as the

recipients of our Lord's miraculous cures were
convinced that God alone could heal their bodies
from disease. Faith, however, is more than belief,
more than a conviction regarding the necessity and
sufficiency of the Divine power. It also involves

trust, the reliance upon God's willingness and
readiness to save. Jesus never '"KO'.ir.'ijic.-'l the
exercise of faith as a mere theory i'-;.' !<-!'rf in

supernatural power. The performance of a sign
from heaven, such as men might have witnessed
without trust in God or Himself, He persistently
refused. He who truly believes, realizes that
God is loving, merciful, forgiving, ^lad to receive
sinners. Faith transfers to God in the matter
of salvation what human parents experience in

themselves with reference to their own children,
the desire to hel^ and supply (Mt 77

"11
). This re-

liance of faith is not confined to the critical

moments of life ; it is to be the abiding, character-
istic disposition of the disciple with reference to
his salvation as a whole. Faith, in those on whom
the wonderful cures were wrought, may have
manifested itself at first as a momentary act, but,
as shown above, Jesus frequently called the atten-
tion of such people to what faith had done for

them, thus suggesting that it was permanently
available as an instrument of salvation.

4. In, proper names, the conception of '

saving
'

occurs twice
in the Gospels, namely, in the name Jesus, and in the exclama-
tion Hosanna. A reflexion upon the meaning

1 of the name
Joshua is found also in Sir 461 , and in Philo, who explains it

by 41.7, :* ,- ,.>y Nut. Norn. 21). The meaning of Mt 121 is

not i i J i - - 1 bear this name symbolically in illustration

of the fact that
* Jehovah is salvation,' but rather that in Him

..- v.*iginal idea of
'

saving
7

to God to bestow salvation (Ps US 'Save now, we beseech

thee, Jehovah '), was no longer felt by the Evangelists, and the

word meant with them simply a general shout of applause to the

Messianic King
1

, equivalent to
* rivat' or the German 'JEfoc/i.'

Dalman (Die Worte Jesu, i. ISO), who takes this view, couples
with it the inference that the writer of the First Gospel was
notaHebrais. 1l- the Apostle Matthew, because
no Hebraist .

- ' ' a familiar form.

He finds the same ... " Both Evangelists,

according to him, r ' - hout in the sense

which it bore to the early Unurcn, ignorant of the Hebrew

meaning. Dalman therefore assumes that what the people
actually exclaimed was the simple

*
Hosanna,' and that both * to

the Son of David ' and * in the highest
' are unbistorical em-

bellishments dependent on the Greek misinterpretation of the
word. Zahn, on the other hand (Com. on Matthew, in loco),

takes the view that to -V < ):>.!. v. o^i of Jesus' time already
the o"*l u-j-rn-ij- of 1" LIi.hr-. .. r "

,".i have become obliter-

ated, -o :
:

:i i 'i-.. already used it as a "shout '" !" -

Jesus, in which ca*se the Lvar <"- J = would be

report of the occurrence. I!v /.' ". does not explain what
meaning, on this view, the people could have attached to the
words lv -rat? v^la-rots, which in a shout addressed to Jesus would
remai" 'siv.i'iisri"?. Tn vi-~w of this, only two explanations
seem p'><--i'

'

- I"
'

'u r o < *-. .y adhere to the older opinion that
utravva, is consciously addressed to God,

' save now,' and that
TU via Auvtft introduces Jesus as the object of the salvation

invoked from God GT?nn, as Dalman himself observes, being
sometimes construed with / of the object Ps 724 1166), and
that lv <ra~$ L^io-rois <L -"jfiiiL- - K v. . as the place from which
God is, called upon to V -- i

! ^ *<> David, That for the ex-

pression of the latter idea ig tylirruv would have been absolutely
necessary can hardly be maintained. Or we may make a dis-

tinction between the two hosannas, assuming
1 that the former is

addressed to the Son of David, the latter to God, and both not
as invocations, but as ascriptions of praise. This is suggested
by Lk.'s version (1938), which resolve^ the UO-K.MM lv TO?? tyfrroit
into the paraphrase IK ovpotvu sipvivvi, t&ai dogoc, lv utyermg. This
would be a modification of Zahn's view, preferable because it

does not leave the lv v^iffv&t? unexplained.

5. To the foregoing- may be added a rapid survey
of the usage of <r6friv and o-urripta, in the remainder
of the NT. 'Salvation' in connexion with heal-

ing, but at the same time i-mu <!<! iis;<> the specific
religious sphere, reappears in Ac 4a>1 - 149

. That
the idea in the Apostolic teaching largely revolves
around the contrast between life and death, is made
abundantly plain by tho following passages: Ac
313 5:?o 13447 Ro jie.37 x Co 55

,
2 Co 215- 710

, Ph
320

, 2 Ti I10
, Tit 35

,
He 57

, Ja 515- 20
, 1 P 320 - 21

.

Where the saving act is referred to a definite point
of time, this is most frequently 1hi k o^clintolouicr.l
future (Ro 13U3

1 Co 3- 3"', Pli V28 . I 'I'll .V. L>'j'i) L>
:::

.

He I14 210 928
, Ja 520

3 1 P P- 9/30 418
). Instances

where salvation is made a matter of the past or

present are Eph 25 - 8
, 1 Ti 2*, 2 Ti I9, Tit 35, Ja

1
JL

(?), 1 1* 321
,
Jude 21

. In many connexions, how-
ever, it is not possible to determine whether the
usage is c*chatolo!ical or not (Ro I16 lO1

, 2 Co 710
,

Eph I13
, He 2s

,
.Ta 2 lli

). For this peculiar indeter-
mination of the idea the following passages are of
interest : Ac 247

, 1 Co I18 152
,
2 Co 215

, in all of
which the pro-cut |);irtic:if>l(; o-w^d^evoL,

* those who
are being <a\e<l.' i- found M-f. with the past parti-
ciple a-ea-caa-fifroL, 'those who have been and are
saved,' Eph 25

). The negative aspect of the de-
liverance is on the whole not more prominent than
the positive : Ac 240 (from this crooked generation,
i.e. from the judgment which will befall it), Ro 5

(from the eschatological wrath of God), Ja 520

(from death), Jude ^
(from the fire) ; and, on the

other hand, Ac 1346- 47
(eternal life), 2 Co 215 (unto

life), Ph 320 (Saviour through the resurrection), Tit
3s (palingenesia), He I4 (inherit salvation), 23 (so
great a salvation), 59 (eternal salvation), 1 P I

4 - 5

(inheritance=salvation), Rev 1210
(salvation parallel

with power and Kingdom), 19 1
(salvation parallel

with glory and power). In 2 Ti I 10 the negative
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and the positive side are named together:
c our

Saviour, who abolished death, and brought life

and immortality to light through the gospel.'
Salvation from sin specifically appears in Ho II26

in a quotation from the LXX of Is 5920
.

6. It ought to be observed that o-amyp/a in the
NT relates to what is -._ ^'v.

1

^ (,^-d 'the

application of redemption "M ('.'-(' ',- from
' the impetration of redemption,' or the objective
work of Christ. This is the natural result of its

original eschatological ^igmficariee, for what takes

place in the end lies on the lino of the subjective
transformation of the believer.

The view has recently been advocated, by Wendland (ZNTW
v. [1904] 351) that the original background of the conception of

<r&i&cr(}ac.i is the rule and influence of evil spirits, of which death
and disease would be only the peripheral manifestations. The
facts cited above do not bear out this hypothesis, or even
favour it. In the Gospels there is only one passage which
applies e-u&tv to the casting out of a demon (Lk 8^). In all

other cases of deliverance from demoniacal possession other
expressions are used. It would be far more correct to say that
sin and death lie at the centre, demoniacal influence in the

periphery of the conception. On the other hand, it creates an
equally wrong distribution of the emphasis to conceive of our
Lord's er^itv as in its primary aspect a species of 'healing,'
and of Jesus Himself as chiefly a spiritual physician. Against
Harnaek, who in his work, Die Mission irnd Aunbrct'tung des
Christenthums in den ersten drei Jahrhund<erten, goes too far in
this direction, Wagner (ZNTW vi. -o--- ->

,

>
-

v, ..-*,*,, rves,
that the NT writers do not, like tfr- .-".-'.:. -,.--. who
stood under the influence of the Stoic philosophy, view sin as a
disease of the soul, but as a species of death, and that Jesus is

to them far more than a physician, viz. One who leads from
death to life.

LITERATORE. Cremer, Le.r. ?rr. sr&^s.v and esmr.?!*.; the vari-
ous handbooks on 02* andAT Thp'jlofjy : KL-vner, Dt? XT Lehre
von <lcr Sini'le vnd Erlusvny, 1836 fTitLn, I>'\ XT Le.hre von

p. 47 ff.
;
Wub.n T I!

'I, 11' !' .vvv/i. frini'.'A, :;>'?. : _

.1?n%/jv, IVx\ L.
1

'0, i. pp. *!-,-
"

; >c'i-i i,
Th-

. Jean Christ i, 1902; Wendland. '

Sajrij/j : Eine
h. rrtforroohnT)** >. ZSTW r. [1004} p. 335 ff. ;

Wagner, 'Uebers-*:.-.- ivvj ^-^ l)erivata imNT,' LI. Yi. [1905]
p. 205 ff.; Jeremiaa, Ji'i'jyl'nif+i'li'to tVt XT, 1003. pp 27-46.

GEERHAKDUS Vos.
SAMARIA, SAMARITANS. 1. Description.

*
Samaria,* originally the name of the city built by
Omri (1 K 1624), became in a very short time a
common name for the Northern kingdom (Am 39,

Jer 315
}
2 Ch 2513

) ; but during the Greek period it

became limited to the province of Samaria, and so
in 1SFT times it is the designation of the district

that lies between Galilee and Judsea (Jn 44). The
limits and extent of the Samaritan territory varied
from time to time (Jos. Ant. xn, iv. 1 ; 1 Mac II34),
and it is impossible to define with absolute cer-

tainty the boundaries in Gospel days. These, how-
ever, may be known generally. We learn that
Ginea the modern Jentnvn the south edge of
the plain of Esdraelon, was its northern boundary
(Ant. XX. vi. 1) ; and this is confirmed by the fact
that Caphar Outheni now Kefr Adan 4 miles
distant, was in Galilee (M. Gittin i. 5). The
southern boundary is stated as 'the Acrabbene
toparchy' (BJ m. iii. 4), and a village named
Anuath or Borkeas was on the border (w. ). As
these have been identified with the modern villages
of *A$rab and BeruMn, we conclude that this

boundary ran westward to the Shephelah along
Wady Ish'ar. In that case it would then naturally
run eastward to the Jordan down Wady Zamar,
There seems, however, good reason to fix it farther
north at this point, as Karn Sartabeh seems to
have been in the hands of the Jews* (M. Rosh. ii. 4),

unless, indeed, it was a border hill accessible alike
to Jews and Samaritans. This seems the more
likely, as it was the only signalling station in the

neighbourhood of Samaritan territory where false

lights could be kindled to deceive the Jews on the
occasion of the new moons, and this the Samaritans
are accused of having done (Bab. Rosh. 226 and
margin). The eastern boundary was, of course, the

Jordan, while the hill slopes towards the Shephelah
constituted the western the plain between Caphar

'

dl-;-I<r i >;J>. -V'VV'V 76a). This gives us a terri-

tory of about 20 miles from north to south, and 30
from east to west.
The region consists of scattered mountain groups

and rounded hills with plains between, the chief of
these being Merj el-Manna, to the east of Nablus,
Merj el-Ghuruk or the plain of Sanur (a lake in

the winter and spring), and the plain of Dothan,
which last opens into the plain of Esdraelon.
Samaria presents a striking and beautiful contrast
to Judeea with its barren hills. Here they are for

the most part covered with fruit trees of every
kind, chief Miiio-'g which are the olive, the fig, the

mulberry, tire orange, the apricot, and the pome-
granate. On the Samaritan hills great flocks of

sheep and goats find pasture. The whole country
is studded with villages, and the fertile plains and
valleys produce rich crops of grain. Only to the
east, extending along the Jordan !>ou T

ie!ary, :> the

country rough and broken, and the mountains,
which descend j>r(vi:iion>1y to the river, naked
and barren; and thN "iliey 'iiave always been (BJ
IV. viii. 2). The rest of tlie country is well watered

everywhere, and in many places it is extremely
beautiful. In the early centuries the gardens of
Samaria ('DDIID mans, M. EraJchin iii. 2) were
famous, and to-day the fruit orchards and beautiful

gardens of Jenln are equally well known, while all

must agree with Thomson (LB ii. 110) when he

says :
4 One may be excused fo" u-'or- 1

!"^ -n"!i:\\K'i:.

enthusiastic over this pretty -.,:! '' Vsi- ;>, -j-:, ri-

ling with fountains and streams, vcnlimi ^iih oiivj

groves and fig orchards, interspersed with walnut,
apple, apricot, orange, quince, pomegranate, and
other trees and shrubs.' But, notwithstanding its

.-!,ipiT"..'-r'\ r. ::hness and beauty to che south

("ii-ii-y. i'V- .Jov."- of the 1st cent, were very un-
". :

i:

i::J
i'i MS":M!' that Samaria was part of the

Holy Land. When they spoke of it they reckoned

only the three landst Jndsea, Galilee, and Persea

(M. Shebhiith ix. 2), always omitting Samaria, as
not being Jewish soil. But even the district we
have described is not to be regarded as having been
at any^ time fully occupied by the people we call

Samaritans. The name was strictly" limited to the

religious sect, the metropolis of which vas Sheciiem

(Ant. XI. viii. 6). There, and in many of the
towns and villages, they were numerous and strong,
but almost everywhere there were also Grecian

settlers, and with the city of Samaria itself the
Samaritans had little or nothing to do.

2. History of the Samaritans in their relation-

ship to the Jews* Although the Samaritans claim
descent from the patriarch-* (Jn 412), and present us
with an unbroken history, and although it^is

to

some extent true thai ilioy vpiv-orsi the spirit of

the tribe of Ephraim (Uorm'", !'."tfj. >tmit. p. 230),
we must date their characteristic existence as a

people oly Fro iii the time of their conflicts with
Ezra jin-l "N<-li'iinjiii. We regard the Samaritan
statement (el-Tolidoih), that 300,000 men l>esides

women and children were brought b<ack from captiv-

ity in the days of Sanballat, as baseless ; but, on the

other hand,"when Israel was carried away captive,
a remnant must have been leffe ; and that such was
the case we have abundant evidence (2 K 2317"20

,

Jer 415
). Their appearance as a community dates

only from the time of their mingling with the

Assyrian colonists settled in the land, and it is

from the leading party amongst these that they
are frequently designated Cuthseans (2 K 17s4).
There can be no question of the accuracj of the

OT narrative of the originally mixed origin of the

Samaritans, T>ufc repeated accessions from Judaism
(Neh 13s8-

; Ant. XI. viii. 2 and 6), probably ulti-
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mately outnumbering the original colonists, and
the manifest reversion to the pure Semitic type,
induce us to believe that th-- \"-(:i _ Samaritan
race has but little connexion '. .

'

]

>\ Turanian
colonists, and is probably now of almost as pure
Hebrew blood as the modern Jew,
For their i- \ I::

1 rv" : all ',. I

:

^; '!*<-" in the

rebuilding :"' ! V : ;' th ' x
.. .".;.:- never

forgave the Jews (Ezr 48 - 4
,
Neh 2-), and for their

attempted hindrance of that work the Jews bore
the Samaritans no less a grudge. The breach
became irrevocable when a rival priesthood and
temple were set up on Gerizim. Jewish and
Samaritan tradition agree as to the date of this

event, which Josephus sets down wrongly in the
time of Alexander the Great and Jaddua the

high priest (B.C. 332) one hundred years too late

(Ant. XI. viii. 2) ; but, though his account is

clearly mixed with fable, there may still be
some historical basis for the extra details he

gives. About B.C. 200, during the weak rule

of the high priest Onias n. (cL B.C. 198), the

Samaritans, being then in a flourishing condition,
are accused of iui\ ing harassed the Jews and
carried away captives to serve as slaves (Ant.
XIL iv. 1). In his account of Maceabrean times

Josephus <<>> ilr.isf.lly n< cuses them of denying all

kinship ^\i'\ ":.f .h-v/-.. when they see them in

suffering and difficulties, and of claiming to be
Sidonians (Ant. xil. v. 5) ; but, on the contrary,
when good fortune befalls the Jews, they claim
to belong to that race, and to derive their descent
from Joseph (ib. IX. xiv. 3, XI. viii. 6, XII. iv. 5).

John Hyrcanus (c. B.C. 128) made an expedition
against Samaria (Ant. XIII. x. 2). After repeated
succ-e^<G^ again^L tin IrrJK \\\\\\ proiec !<! Aininchus

CyziceTi,i.-,'"lje look Samaria, nixa^w! she count :y,
subdued the Cuthoeans who tivtolr Jilx-ui ihe temple
at Gerizim, and destroyed their temple (Ant. XIIL
iv T). T)i:'-;T>g Mo pOMOil of unrest that followed
f jo i!* k

poHi ion of \*< I'o'mi-. (A.D. 6), the Samaritans
became so aggressive that they came privately into
Jerusalem "by night, and, when the gates of the

Temple were opened just after midnight, they
entered and scattered dead men's bodies in the
cloisters to defile the Temple (Ant. xvni. ii. 1).

Another incident is later recorded, which led to

very serious consequences. A number of Galilsean

pilgrims were attacked, and many killed, at Ginea
(Jenin), the first Samaritan village on the way
(Ant. XX, vL 1-3). This led to civil war for a
time, then to the intervention of the Roman
authorities, and ultimately to a decision in favour
of the Jews by Claudius himself (A.D. 51). At a
still later period we find the Jews excluding the

Samaritans, as also Christians and pagans, from
Capernaum, Nazareth, and Sepphoris (Epiphanius,
adv. Hcer. i. 11). Nor was it only in Palestine
that the jealousies continued to exist, Alexander
and Ptolemy Lagi had taken many Jews and
Samaritans to Egypt (Ant. XL viii. 6), and there
in Alexandria we read of rivalry and disorders
between them (Ant. XTI. i. 1), the disputes being,
as usual, regarding the relative merits of Jerusalem
and Gerizim.

Jewish literature is full of manifestations of the same spirit.
Ben Sira speaks of

' the foolish folk that dwell at, rthechern,' and
characterizes them as ' no U.IT ion '

(Sir 5025- -1*5
). Josephus invari-

ably calls them 'Cuthaoans,
1

and will nob admit except some-
times for a purpose that thev are of Hebrew blood. The
Rabbis, though hesitating to ca1 ! them c

Gentiles,
1 use the same

name. Regarding their food, we read: 'Let- no man eat the
bread of the Cmh&ans : for he that eateth their bread is as he
that eateth .^vine's flesh' (AT. Shebhitth viii. 10; Bab. Kidd.
76a). In the ns.tT'r of Drifts and offerings to the Temple,
including the hii' T - t-h"V ], rhe Sarr sjrimn v.as put on the bamc
footing- as slaves and heathen (M. Ab. Zar. i. 5: Jerus. Ab.
gar. i. 4). If a Samaritan were witness to a bill of divorce,
that in itself made the document invalid (M. Giltin i. 5)
frabban Gamaliel, quite in keeping with the liberal" spirit he
always shows (cf. Ac 538), was> however, inclined to accept such

testimony, and at a later period we occasionally meet with a
less bitter tone; for, while some of the Rabbis, rcinouiLei:M
2 K IT25-'^, called them 'proselytes of the lions,' Rabbi Aki..a
was ready to recognize the 1

i c.- . .
]

'
> "; I-.- iTL'i. A"-,7 -:. 756),

while others said it was i-i 1
1

-
! '1 . i 'i\ i <!.',.' _r-

"
i i one

who became a true pros- : ,* (.;
i .> v i. ~). >. i ;.ritan

wine was universally condemned, but 'the victuals of the
Cut-hasans are permitted if not mixed with wine or vinegar'
(Jerus. Ab. Zar. v. 4) ; and the unleavened bread of the
Outhaaans is permitted (Bab. Kidd. 76a). Although Samaria
is not part of Israel, 'the land, the roads, the wells, and the

: i

"
- ." Outhseans are clean' (Jerus. Ab. Zar. v. 4).

\ !

'

. circumcise a Cuthaeaii, but the contrary \vas
IIOL perniibteu, as it might then be done in the name of Gerizim
(Jerus. Jebamoth vii. 1), It was permitted to add 'Amen' to
a blessing asked by a Cuthsean, but only after hearing the
whole blessing (M. J3er. viii. 8). Vi . , . V j i i < i (i by a Cuthsean
is allowed if an Israelite is ri' ',: ; .he Samaritan
himself eats from it (Bab. Cholin 3&). Samaritan literature is,
on the whole, less aggressive ;

but that arises from the fact that
we have less of it, and the greater necessity the Samaritan had
to stand on the defensive. Still, in every proof they bring
forward in favour of their sanctuary as the one holj place,
there is implied or expressed the idea that the Jew is

schismatical, if not heretical. They use the designation
'Israelite' for themselves alone, and refuse it to the Jews.
Still, they have no objection to be called 'Samaritans/ which

they write D'TDW or rmn now 'Guardians of the Law.' (See
Letter to Ludolf). They have an intense dislike to Jerusalem,
and the bitterness of their hate culminates in their play upon
its name, when they describe the Jews as D^w 'THK 'accursed
to perfection* or *

perfectly cursed' (el-Tolidoth). The more
moderate attitude of which we have spoken seems to have been,
on the whole, later than the days of the Gospels, and may have
been caused by the Samaritans having made common cause
with the Jews against Vespasian (BJ m. vii. 32). At that time
they shared i" :v D'-I-CP-'OM. a*:d their synagogues were then
to be found ir \'.-. '-.; ,-!! d K( ire. At the present moment the
relationship In v i- il

1
*- IV-L- vsices is no closer than in the

past. Some twenty years ago, the Samaritans, fearing the
extinction of their sect, sought to arrange for intermarriage
with the Jews, but this was refused.

3. Religion. Thebasisof \<- Srr r.-i's.M i"l'^:io.
is the Pentateuch, as they read, and understand it ;

and to this they have been as loyal as the Je\vs to
their Law. Since long before the Christian era

they have been strongly monotheistic. Not only
are they the enemies of images and every visible

representation of the Deity, but they have ever re-

sented as strongly as do the Jewish Targums every
anthropomorphic representation of God ; and, so far
as we can judge, they have made no concessions to
heathenism. They werea indeed, accused by the
Rabbis of -woTf-hipping a dove op Gerizim (Cholin
6a), and also of worshipping the idols Jacob buried

(Gn 354 ) under tlie oak of Moieh (Ber. Rab. 81) ;

but these were malicious falsehoods. From the
Jewish point of view another *~fiTi MM ji;_; ::i

'

! r

Law was that they pronounced \ ':< >si<-: <: ^ : i-si-

Jahweh with its own vowels (Jerus. Sank. x. 1 ;

Bab. Sank. 90). Theodoret seems to confirm this,
and tells us that their pronunciation was 'lapg
(fi=v, as in mod, Greek) a point of interest is

that scholars for grammatical reasons pronounce it

in the same manner. For some centuries, how-
ever, they have been accustomed to pronounce it

Shima, ( the name 3

),, just as the Jews use hasshem
in conversation (Letter to Ludolf). In the matter
of their ritual orthodoxy we have even the testi-

mony of Josephus ; for, when he tells of Jewish
fugitives accused of ritual mojMilariik^ being re-

ceived by the Samaritans, Ju k mliU i1i;u the^r com-
plained of being falsely accused (Ant, XI. viii. 7).
To this we may add the remarkable confession of

' Habban Simeon, the son of Gamaliel, who says :

;

e

Every command which the Cuthseans keep they
observe more strictly than the Israelites* (Bab.
Ch<slin 4a}. They practise circumcision, and keep
the Law strictly. They observe all the Mosaic
leasts : and. in Jiccordiince with their reading of the

Law, they <^> rhroo time- a year to Gerizim for the
feasts of* Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles,
and at such times practically the whole community
lives in the mountain. Only at the Pas-soveV

season, however, do they offer sacrifices, and, as
the arrangements at that time bring before us
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much more vividly the occasion of the institution
of that feast than the calm order of the Jewish
ritual, it claims our attention. The usual order
is that seven days before the Passover the whole
community camps out on the top of Gerizim in the

neighbourhood of the sacred rock,, which they
regard as the site of their ancient temple. On the

evening of the 14th Nisan the whole congregation
assembles, and the high priest reads the words of
institution in Ex 12 l ~la

. Precisely at sunset, as he
concludes the sixth verse, a sufficient number of
lambs for the C-OMM.Iunify is slain by men dressed
in white clothing. Eaeh'member of the congrega-
tion then marks his forehead with the blood. The
wool is removed by scalding with boiling water
previously made ready. The bodies are now ex-

amined, to make sure that there is no blemish,
and thereafter they are spitted and roasted in a pit
arranged as an oven. An hour or two later, when
they are sufficiently cooked, the Samaritans stand-

ing,, eat in haste with their loins girdccl, with
shoes on their feet, and with staff in hand. All
that remains, together with the right shoulders
and hamstrings previously removed, is carefully
gathered up and burned in the night. Early on
the morning of the fifteenth day they all return
to their duties in the town.

In accordance with the Law, v ' 1 " \ ". '

:. :

i- pviictK-l ; but with the diff- '. -.

'

,\

m
"- -

.,

i he broil ic r, but the nearest friend that takes Ms
wife. A- DiMoiii! ("jo Sephardic Jews also, a second
wife is }illu\\ivi (iuiv'o; the life of the first when she
has had no children.

Beyond these things their religious ideas are

vague. The Pentateuch is their sole canonical

book, and beyond its life they never seem to have

passed. They were never called upon to go
through a stirring national crisis, like the Jews
during the Maceabsean times, and so they never
rose to the same vigour and intellectual life. The
written sources of their dojznift. are late, but from
these and from Jewish -.idtlijihis we can learn

something. It is discussed in the Talmud as to
whether they are to be classed with the Saddueees
in belief, and the Jews seem, to have had some
ground for thinking so, for thejr are represented as

saying that f no resurrection is recorded in the
Law *

(Bab. Sanh. 905). Still, the modern Samaritan
believes in a resurrection, in the distinction be-

tween good and evil spirits, in a judgment, and in

the creation from nothing. It is to be remarked,
however, that Arabic writers in the Middle Ages
tell us of Samaritan set r.^ p^ou---PILC ir.o distinctive

beliefs of both Pharisees and Saddueees, so that
the opinions of both parties must have been held

by individual* at an earlier date. In Jn 4s5 we
find that the woman of Samaria looked forward to
the coming of a prophet whom she, like the Jews,
designated

* the Messiah/ That this word should
have been used by her has been regarded as

peculiar, since it does not occur in the Law, but in

the 1st cent, we find Samaritans familiar with and

quoting the prophets (Mid. Debar. 3); and,
besides, we must see that it would be impossible
for a faith like theirs, continually tinder the pres-
sure of a foreign bondage, to survive without

absorbing many of the elements of Jewish eschatol-

and of these the Messianic idea was the most

_Iely spread in the 1st cent., so much so that it

was hardly possible for even the Samaritans
^
to

escape its influence. It was doubtless in connexion
with such a hope that the prophet arose^ and
tumults occurred which were put down by Pilate,

causing him finally the loss of his office (Ant. xviil.

iv. 1) ; as it also led Simon Magus to give himself
out as some great one (Ac 89). When the Messianic
idea took final form, they expected the Messiah's

coming in the year 6000 A.M., but did not think

that he should be greater than Moses. Whether
he should be of the tribe of Joseph does not

appear, but they denied the application of Gn 49 to

(where their reading varies from the MT) as proof
that he &'.oulu >;..rii-^ frorp. Jntlah. From the Jews
they adup:i-u i::u .-.yrv^u^r.ti system; and, apart
from the" feast days kept on Gerizini, all their

worship is conducted in Kentset es-Sd/nire, the

s-ynn.nogue of the Samaritans, in the S.W. of the
town v \c':bhi-;. The high priest, who is said to be
of the tribe of Levi, conducts their services, and,

according to the Law, he receives tithes from his

people.
4, Literature. The moist ancient and important

document the Samaritans possess is the (Hebrew-)
Samaritan Pentateuch ; and this they seem to have
become possessed of at a very early date indeed,
before the Babylonian (nw) alphabet had sup-

planted the older Hebrew, for, like all the later

books of this people, it is written in a character
that is now peculiar to them, the Samaritan

alphabet, but which in itself is nothing more or

less than a cursive form of the old lapidary script
of Hebrew, Phoenician, and Moabite. Another

testimony to their early reception of the Torah is

that it is not divided into pctrcishahs like the MT,
but, on a totally different principle, independent
alike of the E-abbis and the Alexandrian critics,

into kctzin. These number in all 962, Genesis con-

taining 250, Exodus 200, Leviticus 134, Numbers
218, and Deuteronomy 160. "While the language
of this recension of the Pentateuch is Hebrew, it

supports in the matter of various rosulir.- Lai
1
.!-"

the LXX than the MT, the number ui u;;r<.cino:i;-

being not less than 2000, while in t!i<- 5^<-.- of i lie

patriarchs it differs from both the LXX and the
MT. But more to be considered than all these
taken together are certain variations that have
had an important bearing on their religion. The
Jews were wont to accuse the Samariums of having
corrupted the Law ; and the charge was well
founded. In Dt 274 (ef. also v.7) we find the sub-
stitution of * Gerizim *

for
* EbaV and at the close

of the Decalogue in both Ex 2017 and Dt 531 a long
passage is inserted

* And it shall be when the Lord thy God shall bring thee into
the land of the Canaanite, whither thou goest in to possess it,

them shalt tc-t up for thyself great stones, and thou shaft plaster
tnom v.-irh lime," and thou shalt write upon the scones all the
words of this law ; and it shall be when ye pa=^ over Jordan, ye
shall set up these stones, which I <>om:i,and you this day, on
Mount. Gerizim, r.rd thou shalt build there an altar to the Lord
thy God, and ihou thait offer upon it sacrifices lo the Lord thy
God, and *.hou sh.il 7 sacrifice pc-ai-'j-ofic-rinjrs, and tbou shalt eat
tiv -:, K.ri'1 !'< Yo K-i^re th- Lord thy (Jnd. Tliat mountain is

l,oujd Jrrti:.'n a:"'< r i:v. '\.\v from the rising of the sun, in the
i;i fid of ;lv ("2PU.PKU, \\K> dwelleth in the West, over against
Gilgal, near by the oak of Moreh, over against Shechem.*

This, according to the Samaritan division of the

Decalogue, was reckoned the Tenth Commandment,
and, like the others, of ]ifr]n>'iil <>l>liat*on. >o that
the Samaritans regarded LOT. only i!io. Tonijiie

i

Jerusalem, but also the ta !oniii<-'io at Siiiloh. i hough
in Ephraim, and the whole Jewish priesthood after

the settlement of the land, as schismatieal.
Other "books of the OT they do not consider

canonical. They do, indeed, have a deep venera-
tion for Job and the Psalms, and they read Joshua
and Judges, but they are all regarded as apocry-
phal.
The jsynajrofnio system, which among the Jews

led 10 the formation of the Targums, was also the
means of producing an Aramaic-Samaritan Penta-
teuch (^TOT cinn), which, however, Noldeke dates

at not earlier than the 4th cent., though jit may
contain earlier elements ; and in favour of this it

is to be noted that in general it agrees with r2> 2ajua-

peiTucov of Origen. If closely represents the Heb.-
Sam. Pentateuch, and in language it differs but
little from the Palestinian Aramaic.
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material directly connected with
, . . , s .jople. They possess over a dozen

volumes, mosuy i.s i- .i/ *> " rl. v.-Viioh they designate Tarteel

('chanting'')- Thc- "i.n 'i 'i-
1

.''. mixed with Aramaic, and
contain the services for the various seasons of the year, and
they are probably ancient. Another dozen volumes are made
up of commentaries on various portions of the Pentateuch text ;

and, although these also are written in Hebrew, they are usu-
. ?* ,.(' v:. |--i--: -i hv i" *.r.-.hi- tri^ =0.^0x1. The best known
--

1

-'M-iiL 1 <"' '\\-.\f\ .-nib. r \lM':n i. which was published
in Europe by Tleide'iheun in 1^90. The author probably lived

in the 4th centui^ . In addition to these they possess a few his-

torical works : "Kitafo es-Scttlr, a history of the period from
Adam to Moses; et-Talakh, an account of judgments which
befell the Jews ; the Book of Joshua (in Arabic, but probably in

Ti;iri->
r
i-Mii .'. TI:*> original), which closely follows the canonical

.i.i-.'.i.'i. : . I-.- < M'v apocryphal additions and eight conclud-

ing chapters, bringing 1 1 i" r- ." . ;

" "
\~ v 1

-

Severus; Chronicle of i : \ ;
'-''-. ".'.!.- > <

history from Adam till the present high priest, accompanied by
an Arabic translation.

So far as MSS are concerned, the only one that,
on account of Its antiquity, merits our considera-
tion is the jealously guarded Pentateuch roll in

Nablus. It is preserved in a o^i-:
1

*-!,.:
uf crimson

satin in a silver case engraved \. i i: ;: '; !.:: of the
tabernacle. The roll itself is written on parch-
ment much discoloured by age. The Samaritans
claim that it was written by AMshua the son of

Phineas, thirteen ^ears after the settlement of the
land ; but this is incroclililo. though they show an
acrostic made l>y the thicken in;? oi certain letters

In the roll itself as proof. Soein thinks it may
belong to the 6th cent.; l>m other scholars with
whom the present writer has discussed the ques-
tion, would carry its date back even to a short time
before the Christian era, so that there is a bare

i)o.*ibfllty of its having been in use when Christ

pj.sMjd rliroii^ii the streets of Shechem : like ordi-

nary synagogue rolls, theMS is written in columns.
These are 7 in. wide, and contain 70 to 72 lines.

The writing is small, and the letters are of the
oldest Samaritan type.
Samaritan books are all un-vowelled, and in their

pronunciation of both Hebrew and Aramaic this

people differs widely from the Jews and Syrians.
The gutturals, which the Galilaeans confounded
with one another, are olcogethcr omitted by the
Samaritans. The vowel system also at first sight
seems to have nothing in common with the Mas-
soretic pronunciation, so much, so that a recent
writer on ilio Mibjeri expresses the opinion that
'
it follows certain laws of language as yet un-
known to us J

(Rosenberg's Lehrbuch, p. 11). How-
ever, when we come to compare the modern
Samaritan pronunciation of both Hebrew

^
and

Aramaic with that of the Jews and the Syrians,
we see that the former in nearly every detail bears
to the latter the same relationship as the vulgar
Palestinian Arabic dialects bear to the older clas-

sical speech. It thus appears that, in the absence
of vowels to preserve the memory of the sounds
when Arabic supplanted these lan^uji^c.s a the

colloquial, and in the absence of uiiy I'ornmhifcd

grammar till the year 1400, the Samaritan pro-
nunciation was allowed to go through, the same
processes of decay as the common sister Semitic
dialects on the same soil. A careful consideration
of these processes enables us to produce the
Samaritan as a valuable testimony to the general
accuracy of the Massoretic pointing ; while, if we
read the Samaritan Targum with the pointing of

Onkelos, we shall attain to a very close approxi-
mation to the speech of Christ with the woman
of Samaria and with the people of Sychar.

5. Relationship of Christ to the Samaritans.
To understand even imperfectly the beauty and
tenderness of the attitude of Jesus to this despised
race, we must remember that His ministry occurred

during the period when the separation of Jew and
Samaritan was most absolute, and the bitterness of

feeling most intense. Yet they were invariably

treated with respect and forbearance by Christ, as
also by His Apostles after the Resurrection ; and

just as His gentleness won the affection and gained
the gratitude of publicans and sinners, so also did
His treatment of the Samaritans. It was the one
Samaritan and not the nine Jews who returned to

give thanks (Lk 1716
) 3 and who was contented to

wait for the official verdict, and the freedom it

would bring, that he might continue in the com-

pany of Jesus ; and all that is related of the con-
versation at the well, and of the relations with the

villagers of Sychar, reveals the same attractiveness
and consideration. True it is that at the beginning
of His ministry, and when sending out the Twelve,
He directed them not to enter into *

any city of the
Samaritans

'

(Mt 105
) ; but we can well understand

the reason for that, when we see that not even the
inner circle of the Twelve sufficiently understood
the nature of the gospel to be entrusted with such
a mission (Lk 954). We must also bear in mind
that Samaria was designated by our Lord as the
first circuit, beyond Judeea proper, that He meant
to receive the gospel nic^npro. Tn the parable of

the Good Samaritan, LOO
ily-

3^7
;, He has taken

and ennobled that name which till His time was
alir- ,

-. ;.

' for devil (Jn 848 ), and which
no -

: ''." "'. -Tew would pronounce even the

law;. '." (Lk 1037} when forced to confess
that he f showed mercy on him.' In view of such

feelings between the two peoples, it would have
been, in any mere man, an act of almost unpardon-
able rashness to have depicted to a Jewish audience
the Samaritan as an example of noble generosity
and of disinterested neighbourliness ; and not only
is this what Christ does, but He ;:o<> isiu* h further.

Priest and Levite are put into iho Uiltmrv and
outweighed by this wayfaring stranger, and every
later point in the picture is incalculably in favour
of the Samaritan. He Is in the country of the
Jews, in a place of bad repute Taldat ed-dam,
the Ascent of Blood, in clangor from tlio Jewish
people robbers, friends of iho mun ?i--i-ied. even
of insult and rejection by the khan-keeper, and of

perhaps being taken and treated as the robber
himself. He had every reason fur cv-\>ir^ him-
self. He and his provision-, OH L-< \\\\\\ ihi- wine,
were impure, and there \v,'i> every prospect that it

would be an ungrateful task. What must we
think of the Lord Jesus Christ, who. in opposition
to every racial prejudice and purely human iccling,

depicts with such beauty the hated Cuthsean, and
that just after He had been rejected (Lk 952

"54
) by

the Samaritans in such a manner that the hearts
of TTi- diM-iple-s were, filled A\hh Trittcr imli^njnion ?

Controlled by circumstances, or a product oi ilio

age In which He lived, could He have risen to this ?

See also GERIZIM, JACOB'S WELL, SYCHAR.
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SAMARITAN, THE GOOD (Lk lO25
'37

). Jesus
had bidden His last farewell to Galilee, and was
travelling to Jerusalem (Lk 951 ). He had passed
through Samaria and reached Judaea, and in some
town on the route, prohahly Jericho, He visited
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the synagogue,* as He was wont (cf. Lk 416
}, and the unfortunate man until he should be fit for the

discoursed to the congregation. It was customary road. Since a denarius was a day's wage,* the two
for the hearers, when the preacher had concluded, [

would probably suffice ; "but In case of need he en-
tn ocL- i^ rMiootir* 4- ^3 * ,+ i^^ *u,%, ito ask him questions,f and so it happened on this
occasion. One of those whose business was the
interpretation of the sacred Law, rose and asked,
'

Teacher, what shall I do to Inherit " eternal life
"

?
'

He was no anxious inquirer. He thought to dis

play his su V 1
T

-
. and humble Jesus

before the , :. his question was a
foretaste of me uiaiecueai warfare which awaited
Jesus in Jerusalem, and which reached its climax
in that succession of encounters with the rulers in
the Temple court during the Passion week. Nor
was Jesus deceived. ' What stands written in the
Law?' He asked, 'how readest thou? 3 Glad to

display his theological ]i/ofi(fo^<-y. the lawyer
glibly replied,

4 Thou shaft love the Lord thy God
with thy whole heart, and with thy whole soul,
and with thy whole strength, and with thy whole
mind, and thy neighbour as thyself.' Jesus ac-

cepted the answer :
* Thou hast answered rightly.

This do, and thou shalt live.
3 The lawyer was

an astute controversialist, and he perceived a new
opening for disputation.

'

Neighbour
*

was defined
both by the Law and by the Rabbis as a fellow-

Israelite, *a son of thy people,
' and he expected

that Jesus would give the word a larger signifi-
cance, thus exposing TTi'ii-i'lJT i*> a <:;; <_><! of heresy.
He clutched at the opporcnniu. V f ul who,

3 he
asked,

*
ismy "

neighbour
" r Jesus answered with

a parable.
The road from Jericho to Jerusalem had a very

evil reputation. It wound up barren and rugged
hills,^

Infested by brigands, who assailed travellers,
robbing ,'..] -:!! ~HH -irs'th :::_, them ; and from
those de' !*" 'li'.'i'vo i' i.t-r" .<.! a ghastly name
the Ascent of Blood. It was n>:u-li iroqiu-iii<-!.

It was the highway between the capital and the
prosperous City of Palm-trees; and, moreover,
since half of the official Ing 'course' lodged at
Jericho, where provision was abundant, there \vere

continually priests and Levltes passing to and fro.
Jesus told how a man, travelling down the Ascent
of Blood, was set upon by brigands, plundered,
maltreated, and left half-dead. Presently a priest
came down the road, and, when he spied the
wretch, he '

passed by on the other side.
3 Next

came a Levite, and he behaved with like in-

humanity. Then came one riding on an ass, a
mer- \i M

.,' v-^liiilih-. who often passed that way in
the ,,' ..inn f his business.lf Since the holy
men had e

passed by on the other side/ It would
have been no marvel had he done the like, especl-
iPy <\\\c^ he was a Samaritan, one of that hated
'"fue \\irh which the Jews had no dealings. But
he was moved by the piteous spectacle, and, dis-

mounting, he dressed the sufferer's wounds, accord-

ing to the medical prescription of that day, with
oil and wine ;

** then he mounted him on his beast,
and com-eyed him to an Inn and tended him. Those
oilu-es of humanity detained him from his journey,
and he rose betimes ( toward the morrow '

(^irl r*i

atipwv), to push forward. But ere he set out he
handed the host two denarii., and bade him see to

' The scene was evidently a sviiag-ocfue, since His hearers \vcre
-c-accd (cf. v.-'">).

t Cf. Li^hn'oot and Weistoin on ]Hi 42*.

t hv 10^: Ligrhtroot on Lk 1C2 -
1
.

Jos lo". Jerome, Ej). xxvii, ff'f Eimtoch. Pirgr. : 'Locum
Adoniim, quod intcrpretatur sanguinum, quir. maltus in co
-a'igufe crehris latronum funrlcfoaiur incursions': on Jor 32 :

\T.ihrt . quie gens latroc-iniis clcdiia usque hodie incursat tor-
mmob Paluisrinj- et desccndentihus de lliernsnlcm in Ittericho
obsidcr vias.' Hence, probablv, the two briorands who \vpro
iTiieificd with Jesus. Ci. Li^htfooc on Lk 10

;
G. A. Smith,

XGirr, p. 265.

! 1/i^htfooc on Lk 1030.

H He was known to the innkeeper, and had good credit
(Cf. V.-&).

** Cf. Wetstein.
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joined that no expense be spared, undertaking to
settle the account on Ms return journey.

* Which of these three/ says Jesus, 'seemeth. to
thee to have proved ''neighbour"' to the man that
fell in with the ^ri^inid.-?*' Only one answer was
possible. The hivCor -hculd have replied, *The
Samaritan

"

; but he could not endure to utter the
odious name, and he reluctantly faltered out,

* The
one that took pity on him.' * Go thy way/ said
Jesus ;

s do thou also likewise.
5

It was a master-
piece of dialectic. He had avoided entanglement
in an unprofitable and perilous controversy, and
had forced His adversary to pronounce judgment
on himself. See also art. NEIGHBOUR.

LITERATURE. The standard Comm. ; the works of Trench,
Bruce, Dods, and Taylor on the Parables; fMtr-!itMp.. Lift1

rirt-,1

Times, ii. 234 ff.; Vinet, Vital Christianity. j. ." ;>.; JSj.it^tt/f,
i. vi. [1877] 186 ff. DA \-ID SMITH.

SANCTIFY, SANCTIFICATION. Sanctification
is the tr. of ayt,aarjj.6$, which is one of the group of
words that includes dyios, and ayidfa, and ayuafftivij.
The root idea of the group seems to be 4

separa-
tion' or 'restricted use' (see HOLINESS). o/yiaavxds
denotes primarily a process ; but in NT it is

used also to describe the state resulting from
that process. This wider usage Is familiar in our
language, and therefore we take * sanctification

J

to
describe both a state and a process. It Is the pro-
cess by which men are made holy, and it Is also
the state into which men pass as they become
holy. Therefore this article must discuss what
state is considered by Jesus Christ to deserve the
name c

sanetification/ and what is the process
whereby He conceives men are sanctified.

Tho ;].-! fact to be noticed about this entire

group of words is that it occupies a nieiigre $)lace
in the teaching of Jesus. The number of times
when either of them is put into His lips is very
small, and none of these few usages refers to man.
ytos is used as follows: He addresses God as

Holy Father 3

(Jn 17n ) ; He speaks of t.he holy
angels

'

(Mk S38 ]l) ; He uses the name '
1 1 -i 1 v >:/ :"

"

(Mtia^lias19
, MklSWlS", Lkl212

, Ji> ! V 'if
1

-
1

.

;

He \\arns a^ain^, giving *that which is holy* unto
the dogs (Mr 7 tj

) ; and He refers to the abomination
that stands c in the holy place

5

(24
15

). ayidfa is

used of *the temple that sanctifieth the gift* {Mt
2317. 19)

. an<j there are three very important usages
in Jn 10* 1717- M

. It occurs also in the Lord's

Prayer in the sentence,
c Hallowed be thy name *

(Mt 6*).^
This petition suggests that both the

ceremonial and ethical aspects of the word were
present to our Lord's mind. The e name :

of the
Father

is^
to be reverenced. It casts awe upon the

worshipping soul. But also the name stands for

righteousness. It is a name whose ethical splen-
dour must not be smirched. The same double
reference can be traced in His usage of fryto*.
When Jesus employs these words, He seems to

give them their true historical sense as implying
(1) a state of consecration to the Divine purposes,
and (2) a state of ethical holiness.

the NT word for c

sanctification,' does
not occur at all in the recorded sayings of Jesus.
But He was constantly speaking about the thing
itself. Therefore we are constrained to recog-
nize some

t special significance in the absence of
the familiar words from the Lord's teaching.
Probably the explanation is found m the state of

religious feeling in His day. &yto$ is the nearest
Greek equivalent of the Hebrew atop. This term,
with its kindred terms, had acquired a distinct eon-

For a vinedresser (Mt 201-16); for a Roman soldier (Tac.
Ann. L 17).
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notation. It has "been pointed out that the idea of

holiness in OT is progressively spiritualized, and re-

ceives more and more ethical content. But whilst

this is trne of OT usage, the Greek period in Jewish

history had ushered in a time of reaction in the sig-

nificance of :vl Iji
i- m- U'i 1

1 ! -. The struggle of pious
Jews to re^ i .- 1 1 \ ( I - o \

-
i / h i ;^ tendencies threw the

emphasis of religior , \
..
the Law. Thus

arose the Pharisaic , of piety as rigid

obedience to the Law. Under this influence holi-

ness was again interpreted ceremonially instead of

morally. When Jesus was born, the religious
i l.-M- -i1 -jy -if the day was legal rather than
(!>..;;'. \" i-\ this conception of sanetification

was the subject of unsparing denunciation by
Jesus. One long chapter in Matthew's Gospel

gathers up scathing rebukes of those who put the

emphasis of religion upon what is external (Mt
231'36

; cf. Lk II39
'52

). In the Sermon on the Mount
He said: 'Except your righteousness exceed the

righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall

in no wise enter the kingdom of heaven 3

(Mt 520 ).

So that, if Jesus had used the current terms, He
would have been understood in the current sense.

In order to secure new moral contents for the terms,
He had to drop them, and to use other phraseology
to describe th-,- .' n:c.r i <>!."]::_:.

A further cxpl.'M.u'"
11 o" the absence of the

familiar terms is found in Jesus* method of teaching.
His teaching was not doctrinal. He did not ex-

press His ideals in formulas, but in pk-turo< of

what men ought to be. Instead of rcuormiiijr
familiar maxims, He minted new precepts for men's

daily use. Neglecting the outworn dogmas of the

scribes, He uttered sharp calls to men as to what

they ought to do. His teaching was new,' and
was { with authority' (Mk I22-

*}. When we turn
to the Epistles, we discover

^
,

'

.

"
;

* " r
; , T

terms reappear, theyreappe,
'

.

'

'_-. i

'

\

have no longer the Pharisaic connotation, 'i'iiey

have a new Christian eonnotations which lifts them
above the highest ethical attainment of OT. The
NT writers use OT words with the significance
that Jesus Christ has given to the idea they repre-
sent.

1, Christ's teaching about sanctification. i.

RlS TEACHISG ABOUT THE IDEAL OF SAINT-
HOOD. Jesus Christ's conception of sanctification

started from the holiness of God the Father. He
found certain attributes in God thai nro t-ap.'iblo of

being the ideal for men. These nttribuio^ belong
to the Fatherhood of God. He summed up many
exhortations in the words,

eBe ye therefore perfect,
even as your heavenly Father is perfect

*

(Mt S48
).

This command held out a new ideal of perfection.
Hitherto men bad found their ideal in various
Iranian excellences. Jesus fixed attention upon
God the Father. There are many Divine attributes
that are inaccessible to men. No man can be
perfect even as God is perfect. The omnipotence,
omniscience, and omnipresence of God are abso-

lutely beyond human reach. But as *

Father,* God
displays certain qualities that may be copied by
men

;
and these qualities unite to form the Christian

ideal. Such teaching rested upon the underlying
belief of Jesus that man has a capacity for sonship
of God, and that he reaches his ideal by realizing
his sonship. And Jesus could conceive sonship
only in the ethical realm. To give men power to
become children of God, is to make them resemble
their Father ethically (Jn I12).

The details of the teaching may be summarized
conveniently under some of the leading categories
of thought used by Jesus : (1) His own example.
He claimed to set forth the moral ideal, becau-e
He was the Son of God (Jn 146). As the Son, He
revealed the Father (Mt II37, Jn 149- 10

) ; therefore
the children of God are those who resemble Him

(Mt II29). The imitation of Christ is the true

sanctification.

(2) Love. The central and ., "H- i
"' i<.

:
'

',. glory
of the Divine Fatherhood is love

V
M , >

,
> r. i 421 - 2S

).

The Apostolic phrase 'God is love' (1 Jn 4s
) sums

up the irresistible testimony of Jesus to the Father

(cf. 1 Jn 31 49 - 10
,
Jn 3 1(J

). Therefore holy people
must be loving. The first demand is for love

towards God. To 'love the Lord' is the greatest
commandment (Mt 22s7

jj).
The character that

lacks this devoted love for the heavenly Father is

fatally defective. But Jesus bracketed the com-

mandment to { love thy neighbour as thyself
' with

this 'first and greatest
3

(22
39

il); and the parable
of the Good Samaritan (Lk 1025

'37
) has been inter-

preted as teaching that 'charity is the true sanctity
'

(Bruce). Likeness to fi- l-,.\-;\\ Father is im-

possible without the :-i iwi ""
- a loving spirit

(Mt 543-48
, Lk 1525

*32
). This love must be unselfish

(Lk 1413- 14
). It must forgive freely and unweariedly

(Mt 1821 -

^). It must not judge (7
1 *

*). It must be
full of compassion towards all needy ones, and
must find a iH-i^lih-mr in any one requiring assist-

ance (Lk 10- ''--**)
. J o=us also inculcated the supreme

imuri!in<-e of love by His rebukes of its oppo>ito?>:

uf lack of compassion (Mt 1823
-35

, Lk 10); of sel-

fishness (Lk 1619-31
) ; of inhumanity (Mt 2541-45

).

Equally terrible were His denunciations of Phari-

saic injustice to the weak (23
4- 14

H).

(3) KI'/Jffs'f'Mi-s*. The love of the Father is a

holy 1< A e. ( Soil i- i he '

righteou< Father (Jn 1725
).

Jesus came into the world from the Father to save

from sins (Mt II 19
, Lk 157 - 10- 18

,
Mt 2628

, Jn 316 - 17
).

Therefore no man can resemble the Father who
does not desire supremely to be cleansed from sin.

Likeness to the Father involves complete con-

secration to His holy purpose, and readiness to

be separated from every evil thing (Mt 56 1343 188
1|).

The Christian must seek first the righteousness of

the Heavenly Father (6
s3

). His goodness must be
manifest in deeds as well as words (7

31
). He must

be pure in heart (5
s
)

. His righteousness must be
inward and real, not outward and ceremonial

(5
30 2325-28

).

(4) Life. Jesus came that men might have life

(Jn 1010 ). Moral perfection is conceived as the

true self-development (Mt 2546, Mk 1030). God has
made us for Himself; unfailing obedience to the

will of God leads to fulness of life (Mt 1917, Jn 173
).

Mutilation is urged in ^reference to the loss of life

(Mk Q43* 45
!!). But mutilation is only second best.

The moral ideal is to find perfect life (8
35

1|).

(5) CitLwsJnp t,i fhe Kingdom. Jesus taught
that moral po,riV( lion cannot be realized by men
in isolation. This is the aspect of sanctification

brought out by His teaching about the Kingdom
of God. His ideal man is a citizen as well as a
son. He must live as a member of a Soi-iet\.

showing those qualities that help to build the I 'iiy

of God (cf. ML 5- 13- Tlt- 1<J

). Such a ivoo-iiminii uf

other lives will keep men meek (5
5 ll-J

;, and will

fill their hearts with humility (18
1'6

(1).

ii. CHRIST'S TEACHING AWUT THE PROCESS
OF SANCTIFICATION. (1) We note that sanctifica-

tion is a process having a definite beginning. It

is not another aspect of natural development. Its

history is distinct from the record of physiological
and psychologioal growth. We note the striking

saying "about His forerunner: * Among them that
are born of women there hath not arisen a greater
than John the Baptist : yet he that is but little in

the kingdom of heaven is greater than lie' (Mt II11
).

Here two kingdoms are distinguished : the natural

kingdom into wliich men are *born of women,'
iuid tho Kingdom of heaven. The latter kingdom
belong- jo a "higher order than the former, as the
animal kingdom is higher than the vegetable, or
as the weakest mammal is greater than the
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strongest reptile. The babe in the higher king-
dom of me" I- :.

' than the tiger in the
kingdom of .;'. > . the least in the Kingdom
of heaven belongs to a higher order, and has larger
possibilities of spiritual development, than the
greatest among those born of women,' i.e. pro-
duced by natural birth and growth. This implies
that entrance into the Kingdom of heaven is

secured by a new principle of life. Tl !> n <". \ 1 >

further hinted at in the teaching about defilement

proceeding from the heart (13
11

). It is not enough
to adorn a life with kind actions, to hang bunches
of grapes on a thorn bush (7

16
). Good actions

must be the fruit that grows on a good tree
(Mt 7 16-18

,
Jn 154). The tree must be made good ;

the heart must be cleansed ; the river of life must
be purified at its source. It will not suffice to
build a fine house on a wrong foundation. The
hidden principle must be made secure if the life is

to be saved (Mt 724-27). The-o hin:- jroMin* :i- for
the demand, 'Except ye be con vorc<M. ;f:ii iicou::o
as little children, ye shall in no wise enter into
the kingdom of heaven '

(IS
3

11). Sanctifieation
involves the quickening of a new life in men. The
maturing of their physical nature cannot suffice ;

their spiritual nature must pass through the stages
of birth and childhood before it can attain maturity.
This teaching finds exact expression in the words
addressed to jSTicodemus :

*

Except a man be born
anew, he cannot see the kingdom of God *

(Jn 3s).
Man's destiny Is not achieved through his physical
birth into a physical kingdom. 'That which is

born of the flesh is flesh
'

(3
6
) ; therefore no number

of reincarnations can produce a spiritual result.

Before we can be born into a spiritual kingdom, we
must have a second kind of birth corn -p<nuTi::^ to
the kingdom ; we must be * born of :

r

ic: Sj>mt
'

IV
1

-;.

(2) A second group of passages hints that sancti-
fication may be a long process before it is com-

pleted. This is suggested in the parable of the
Sower (Mt 13s, Mk 43) ; the parable of the Seed as

growing up
*
first the blade, then the ear, then

the full corn in the ear '

(Mk 4-s ) ; and in all the

figures of fruit-bearing, because fruit-bearing is

the late result of a long process (cf. Jn 15"2,
Lk 13s).

Art'-? V -<
'

'f KM 1
-"!-- represents men as servants

of ,i
] '- !'.-!!.. "i I <]:. who have to show diligence

in LSV i !!.'. \\':''\ ."< s.ounds, fidelity in the use of
tali -..-, ,? -i

];::i
:!,- >. watching (Mt2514

, Lk 1912,
Mt 2442 ). Probably this thought is contained also
in the identification of true life with the knowledge
of God (cf. Jn 17s, Mt II27

). Such knowledge "is

not merely an intellecttEal apprehension ; it is a

spiritual fellowship. It implies ethical likeness

through surrender of the whole being to the Divine
will. Such likeness can be secured only through
long conformity of the heart and mind and will to

God. A pure heart is the organ of such a vision of

God (Mt 58
).

(3) There are definite statements as to the means

whereby this ethical likeness to the Father is

secured, (a) By prayer. Jesus was a man of

prayer. There are fifteen references to His prayers
in the Gospels. It is specially noteworthy that He
betook Himself to prayer when any fierce tempta-
tion assailed Him (Lk 516 9s8 , Jn 1227, Mt 26s

11),

when any work of critical importance had to be
undertaken (Lk 612

, Jn II41 17), or when He was
exhausted with toil (Mk I35 , Mt 1423) ; and that it

was while He was praying that He was anointed
with the Holy Spirit (Lk 3S1

), and that He was

transfigured (O
29

). But it is clear also that He
was accustomed to pray on all occasions (cf. 1C21

II1 2232 2346). It is instructive, therefore, that He
urged men to pray (Mt S44 6s 2641

|i,
Lk II2 181 21 36

).
t

He encouraged prayer by promising large blessing
j

(Mt 77
'11

, Mk II-4 ), He declared that true prayer
*

justified' a man (Lk 1814) All these references

seem to make it clear that prayer ministers to our
sanctiftcatlon.

(b} Sdf-fhn I'tL Jesus had a very definite philos-
ophy of life ; but it was clean contrary to ^\ oiidly
wisdom. He summarized it thus :

e Enter ye in
by the narrow gate : . . . for narrow is the gate,
and straitened the way, that leadeth unto life'

(Mt 713- 14
L).

' Whosoever will lose his life for my
sake and the gospel's, shall save it

7

(Mk S35
|j).

Self-denial is thus taught not for its own ^ake, but
as the only way to reach >elf- perfection (16

24
1|).

(c) Good worfts. "\Te have noticed the emphasis
put by Jesus on works of love and mercy. It
must be pointed out now that He taught their

-jinctifying efficacy.
The blessed of the Father,

who inherit the Kingdom, have qualified by good
works (25

31 -40
). The young ruler could be perfect

if he would keep the commandments (19
21

), and
the lawyer could inherit eternal life in the same
way (Lk 102S ). Several times Jesus promised a
reward for obedience, fulul:iv. :id diligence (cf.
Mt 25- io, Lk 1912 '27

, Mk lU-'
:
- - : -'

): and if heavenly
rewards are granted to those morally fit, as is

taught clearly by the parable of the Pound* (Lk 19),
these passages imply that sanctification is advanced
by a life of obedience to God's will, (d) Faith in
Christ. There is a large group of passages in all
the Gospels, and there are specially important
discourses in John, in which Jesus Christ is offered
to men as a means of their saiictifieation.

() Sometimes sanctification is promised to those who copv
His c \amr-le. This is done in the gracious invitation (M*fc
II-"-'*-'

1

;. Learning of Jesus, we may become meek and lowly in
heart ; yoked with Him under the yoke which He wears and
which He graciously invites us to share, we may bear our
burde- rr^v T^ : - ,**=- ^r-.-V

"
t~-

TT"- ,* /n to be the one
Haste- .*' '!; , ,> i

V: _

CS) >..' '< - "'

; 'v v < , ( ( ., . to His teaching.
The wise man is one who builds on the words of Jesus (Mt T2^.
He offered His words as the rock of eternal truth on which men
may build for eternity, in place of the shifting: sand of opinion
and h.\potbc*i. \\nirh will not continue. Eternity will put the
strain of jiidjni'wii !:;":! tin character* \v. are building-; and
only "' o'-t ohii-iii-K r> iv-:

:

ni: '*: ;>< ro^. or If is words wiS stand
the s' r'lin (". \

.-'"'--'7). The sin it in.: h !- i:i".ir:T in the iniprf^Mv e

words or Mb lo^tW. TO coniess Him and His \\ords i. 'Jie

same as building upon them ; whilst to be ashamed of them
is to refuse to make them the foundation for conduct. The
same sentiment i.^ expre-scri in Jn 5^i He that 'cometh not
into ^iirtpTip^r.* 1 cai^e ' he haih pa?-*t d OUT of death into life,"
f. OM" " ttlioni the tijrns of sanctifk'aiior: are recognized. This
*-aii''i:''<.d r-f.n i-*

4 he that heareth mj'word and believeth him
that sent me/

(y) Sanctification is secured by union uith Jesus as the Son
of God. It has been pointed out that 'knowledge of the
Father* is one of Jesus Christ's descriptions of sanctification.
And a \ < rv Mlc P-M c^i'r i M r.Tc by Jesus is that none knoweth
i hi* riiiPtr *..v.- tin Siw, nrcl he to whomsoever the Son willeth
to reveal him' (Mt ll2^). The Son willeth to reveal the Father
to all, for the very next word is,

* Gome unto me all ye that
labour' : but there is no rtlaxiny: of the c!a.hn that men must
come to Him and learn of Him if they would know the Father ;

c
i

t. ,7n O-5"" 14 {
>. Other conceptions of God may be attained by

other means. * The Father ' can be revealed only by One who
fulfils perfectly tl.<- < oin]>i< i't ntary r<.';al'O'iir-liJT).

(S) Separate rc:tr* we n . V; n.fi'lf ;<> :!. discourses in
John's Gospel, because these amplify the teaching in the Syn-
o]>i'R. though the germs are found there. We may note the
claim of Jesus to be the light of the world (Jn S*2 9^ 1235- 38. 45

;

and cf. 14.5.9 319); to be the living water (7^7 38 414); to be
the liroad of God come down from heaven to feed the world
(C.a-w. -17-.3P). Tho--e figure-.- implv t^iat men mv-i. follo\\ Him if

they would walk in ilic- ways o: liolinoss. and mu>t sustain their
life* b\* union \\ith Him. if Tlif> \\ould have it siror^ and
healthy. This IJ<T moan 1- of paiictinreuion i-1 described quite
definitely in the wordsr

* He that eateth n>\ flc-bli an<I clrinketh

my blood, dwelleth in me and I in him
"

(P, t-f. 151-^0). The
xvord* have- b(-en intei7reted &aoramcntall>, as reff-rrinj: solely
LO tho elomc-'ii** off(-ri-d to ihe participants in the Loicl's Supper.
TJuc -'ioh an interprttarion is entirely opposed to the spirit of

Je^ns, and ^t.uUl ha\e i)tc-n irj?xj>hral>]e no the pi-oyle ad-
dressed. And though an allusion to the Lord's Supper as a
' means of >-race

' need not be denied (cf. lit 'IGSS-^8 !,), it is plain
that our Lord was thinking of a spiritual union between Him-
self and His followers, maintained by their faith. Another
significant passage occurs in 8*!1 **. It has affinity with pass-
ages emphasizing- the importance of His words (v\.3i. 38).

But it passes on to the statement,
' Ye shall know the truth,

and the truth shall make you free.' This is explained to mean
freedom from sin (v.**

4
);* therefore it implies sanctification.

And as *the truth' is changed in v.36 to 'the Son,' this is
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another dirticL claim on the part of Jesus to be our Sanctifica-

si'Kjiify Tu/sc-if, that they themselves also maybe sanctified in

imth.'" '

fi'aiuiiiry
' seems to he used here with its full meaning.

The idea of consecration is not absent (cf. y.
18 and BVm) ; but

w. 14-16 prove that the ethical significance is prominent. This
sanctification is secured 'in truth.' The truth is identified

with 'thy word,' which has been given to the disciples by
Jesus (v.&), partly by His words (1410), and partly by His char-
acter and example (I

14
14"). The thought seems to be that the

disciples are to 1 - .\\-
"

-1 ". ." Mi :j i: 1

'
: - revelation, and by

being led fartht ." '!
'' " r si.o ii. '"11 "truth" . . . is (as

it were) the element into which the believer is introduced and
by which he is changed. The " truth "

is not only a power
within him by which he is moved ; it is an atmosphere in which
he lives. The end of the truth is not wisdom, which is partial,
but holiness, which is universal' (Westcott, in loco,). This

teaching- finds more complete expression throughout chs. 14-16.
The disciples must abide in Christ, who is the true Vine, if they
would bear much fruit (151-8). When the Master is gone, He
will send another Comfort* -. '.-is 'pir'i f Truth, who will

-M "(1- ',.* all truth' (1416.
7 :., i;.') i.; .

,). They are in the
r .'I r,

1
'

!.'/; but they will be guided into its deeper recesses

by the Spirit of truth. Thus they will be sanctified, knowing
the Father more perfectly as He is revealed in the Son (1C14),
and bearing much fruit through this knowledge (155). All their
consecration of themselves to the work to which their Master
sent them must move within the sacred sphere of * the truth.'

0) One sentence in this prayer is very valuable for our pur-
pose,

* For their sakes I sanctify myself* that they themselves
also may be sanctified '

(Jn l?^). Jesus Christ's sanotification
of Himself is primarily His devotion of Himself to the Father's
will. HI-S saucLification was unique in that thers never was
any refusal of that will as it was made known to Him. But
such a refusal was always possible whilst His earthly life lasted.
In that sense Jesus had to be progressively sanctified. He had
not fulfilled the entire will of His Father until He could say
no r

! !' c" >>-. It is finished
'

(19^0). Therefore He had to con-
, ! ic -'.i .

t , \ jr Himself until then. The immediate reference
of the words in the prayer seems to be to His death. The prayer
is the renewal of His surrender. Again He takes up His cross.
He is willing to die, in obedience to the Father's will, that the
disciples may be sanctified. Two points must be noticed. (1)
This complete surrender to the Father's will,

* obedience even
unto the death of the cross,' makes Jesus the absolutely per-
fect example for our sanctification (Ph 25-8). (2) But also
there is a distinct reference to His death as helping to secure
the sanctification of TT"- <li- -M ".-. This hint is not solitary. It

gathers other words? 'o ";-i: f. 1, if I be lifted up from the
earth, will draw all men mlo i v-T *

('
T 1232). This drawing

is part of the process of -,v M":*-'J;
:O'. 'Except a grain oi

wheat fall into the earth and die, it abideth by itself alone ;

but if it die, it beareth much fruit
*

(12'-*). By dying Jesus
will become a fruitful Personality in the world, "producing
* much fruit

*
in His disciples.

* This is my blood of the cove-.

nant^which is shed for many' (Mk 142^). The New Covenant
is written on men's hearts. It is concerned with a spiritual
sanctification as distinguished from one that is merely cere-
monial. Jesus connects His death with this 3STew Covenant as
a means of securing sanctification

'

for many.'
' The good

shepherd giveth his life for the sheep
'

(Jn 1011). This sacrifice

by the Shepherd ensures that the lost sheep are found, and
being

' found '

is one of Jesus Christ's words for at least the
beginnings of sanctification (Lk 155. 9.

32). These sayings make
it certain that Jesus thought of His death as playing an im-
portant part in the process whereby sin's prisoners are delivered,
and are set forth upon the road to holiness.
At the same time the reference of Jn 171^ cannot be confined

to His death, if only because His -.rifiiricm: -n of Himself in
fl'-^ fit kill n.i- n.t _:,. iw yfect flower ot ;i 1 . ili:i; \v;,- one long
>n rvril" -a , MM. 1 \ - <!O'ST

:
: cannot be isolated from II life. He

came into the world to save sinners
;
arid His entire earthly

experience minister* 'I ro thai -ulva.io-i. \i ;;! i ^ni' 1

;.! stage
ITi -.VN'.Ffic/i ttMii-i 1. : i-u- n -L o! uv or '--Lil m >m< ? reflected
UN 'la-l.v i.'Tprr. It -s ''-I's rimiuaitl -.'ii'd'nVui on. ''..Iminat-

ingin His death, that is= , hr i:n- of ilv -ir-c iif>:.-K-ri of His
disciples. See, further, on the sanctification of Christ, art.
CONSECRATE, CONSECRATION, in vol. i.Q The r --.-. , I :!*.,. led us already to the teaching
of Jesus 1= .--:. i ', .- .

i is 'throusrli the Holy Spirit.'
Although this teaching is developed in John, it is not absent
from the Synoptic tradition. The unpardonable sin is blas-
phemy against the Holy Spirit -called 'an eternal sin' (Mk
329 i!), Luke's Gospel substitutes 'give the Holy Spirit' for
'give good things' (Lk His, cf. Mt 7"). VI ro ^nnp'^S
concur in ascribing to Jesus the promise, *Th- llo'y si ?r:'-l \!1

teach you what you ought to say' (Lk 12" '. M: I-'-". M M ').

Moreover, a large place is given to theSpHt i'i Liu sinciT -a-

tion of Jesus. His miraculous birth is ascribed to the Spirit
(Mt liy

, Lk 185). xhe descent of the Spirit upon Jesus at ITis

baptism was the Father's anointing in response to the Son's
consecration (Mk HQ- "

f|). It was the Spirit that dro\o Him
into the wilderness to be tempted (Mk ii-' I;). Jesus returnerl
to His work 'in the power of the Spirit* (Lk 4W), and Tie
claimed to fulfil the prophecy,

* The Spirit of the Lord is uponme ' (4% In answer to the charge that ITe cast out devils by
Beelzebub, He asserted that He cast thoin out by the Spirit of
God' (Mt 122S). The*o texts furnish considerable material for a
doctrine of sanctillcatiou through the Spirit.

But the doctrine is stated very clearly in Jn 14-16. The Holy
Spirit is described as the alter ego of Jesus : He will do for the

disciples, after 1

"

it the latter has done
for them during The Spirit of truth
will abide with the disciples and will be in them (1417). He will

teach them (14
26

), and will guide them into all truth, declaring
to them things that are to come (1613). He will also convict
the world of sin, of righteousness, of judgment (168). The
promise of the Spirit is the consolation offered by Jesus in view
ofHis - .

" *

>arture (16?) ; and His coming will secure
their

.
.. , development. Indeed, it may be said

that the language of Jesus suggests that the Holy Spirit will be
Himself returning in His glorified spiritual nature, and con-

tinuing in more complete form the work He has begun in the

disciples during His ministry.

2. Christ and sanctification in the NT outside
the Gospels.

(1) The teaching of St. Peter. The Petrine con-

ceptions are simple and practical. I Peter exhorts
to the practice of various virtues that go to make
up the Christian character. The starting-point
for Christian sanctification is entirely reminiscent
of the teaching of Jesus : it is found in the obliga-
tion of Christians as children of a holy ^Father,
whose holiness constrains theirs (1 P I 14 - 15> 16

).

The attainment of holiness is called 'salvation'

(
I5

- 9
) ; and ' the two pillars of salvation are the

sufferings and death of Christ and the resurrection

and exaltation of Christ
'

(Beyschlag). He is the
Son of God whose resurrection *

begat us again
'

(1
s
). He is the Lamb whose offering has redeemed

Christians from their old sins (I
18 - 19

). He is 'the
chief corner-stone

'

of that temple of God in which
Christians are placed as living stones (2

5 - 6
). He is

the Example for all who are suffering (2
21

)
: especi-

ally has He shown us the right nliiiuile to sin by
His- -;:rr<-"-iri

4
u for sins (2

2-"24
). J3y giving Himself

to i!io for u-. He has become the Shepherd and
Bishop of our souls (2

s5
). He is

f the Lord ' who is

to be revered in our hearts (3
15

). He is the ador-
able Saviour whose name is potent enough to
secure our devotion (2

13 414
). Finally, He is the

coming One, whose appearing will consummate the

purposes of God, and will perfect us in salvation

(I
7 510

). Thus Jesus Christ focusses all Christian
effort and hope and faith upon Himself, The
Christ who lived, died, and rose again, and was
exalted the Christ of the Gospels, whom Peter
had known (I

3 - 8
) is the Divine original for our

sanctification, and is the Divine Mediator through
whom our deliverance from sin :,, :

""
\ '.

(2) The teaching of St. John. \
- .': ->ted

that St. John makes very slender use of the #7405

group of words. In this he is like his Master. In
his First Epistle

'

sanctify
3 and c sanctification

' do
not occur. '

Holy
3

is used only once, and then in
reference to God (1 Jn 220

). In Revelation '

holy'
is f- . "!

r
' vW It describes God Almighty

(4
8

.
-I i '... :\ 610

), the City of God (II
2 2l2 - 10

221
,;

'

.

'

/. Vlso in Revelation 'saints' is

constantly used to describe believers in Jesus
Christ. But though the more usual words are
absent from the Epistle, it is a passionate plea for
sanctification in Christ. John describes sanctifica-
tion under such phrases a^ ' walkirm in light

5

(F 211
),

e not sinning' (2
1 36 o18

[the idea of a pre-
vailing habit being prominent]),

c

keeping his
commandments' (2

3 322* 24 52- 3
),

e i\i-r IIJ-L the
world '

(5
4* 5

, of. 213- 14 44,
and Rev 27- - - 3 - 1211

217
),

s

having life' or f

having eternal life
'

(2
25 314 * 1B

511. 12. is. is. 20
) an d. cf. Rev SP- 10 33 138 178 2012 - 15

2i6. 27 22i. 2. i4. 17.
w) 9 The core of sanctification is

love (4
16 -19

). manifested toward God (2
15 420 51- 2

),

and towards brethren (2
10 310

' 18 4 2 - 20 - 21
). This

sanctification is connected intimately with the
Person and work of Jesus Christ. He is the pro-
pitiation for sins, through whom believers are

forgiven, and by whose blood they are cleansed
from sin (!

7-22 410
). He is the Advocate upon

whom we may rely for help in the struggle with
sin (2

1
). He is the Ideal towards whom all Chris-
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tian effort must "be directed (3
3 * 16 417

). He is the
Son of the Father, whose presence in the world
manifests the Father's love (3

16 49 - 10 - 14 - 16
), and

through whom believers may become possessed of
the Father (2

23 415
). So He brings to men that

eternal life which makes sin impossible (3
9 518

) ;

and He communicates to them that eternal love
which is the very essence of .goodness because it is

the essence of God (4
12- 16

). So intimate is this

connexion between Christ and sanctification, that
the object of His manifestation is declared to be
* to take away sins

*

(3
5
), and

' to destroy the works
of the devil,' which are 'sins' {3

7"10
). It is clear,

therefore, that St. John, as well as St. Peter, con-
ceives Christ's redeeming work under J1

u- , V . \

of sanctihcation, and also conceives ,.: i, . M'II

as possible onl\ Iliron^li faith in Christ. Both of
them view -;mi-iiii<Miion as a state into which the
believer is introduced by an initial act of faith in

Christ, through whom he is begotten of God (1 P
I 3 - 18 -

'M 23- 9
, 1 Jn I 9 51

) ; but it is also a state which
has to be -"

'"

realized by abiding union
with Christ

v
: 1 i :> >, I Jn I7 21 32

).

(3) The teaching of St. Paul. This may be
summed up under the chief <-jiti^ri> used by St.
Paul to describe Jesus Christ"- rchnion to men.

(a) Jesus Christ as the second Adam. St. Paul
thought of Adam as th

"

'ae race ; and
he could not escape the of pioneers.
The entire subsequent

"

^
i

"

race is influ-
enced by the course taken by the first man. His
sin caused a divergence from the path of rectitude,
which grew wider as the race progressed, because
the initial direction was wrong. Jesus Christ was
introduced into the world as a new pioneer. He
was not an ordinary child of the race. He did not
inherit the entail of bias to evil.

* The first man
is of the earth, earthy* (1 Co 1547 ). He was the
child of an animal ancestry, and was weighted by
animal instincts : to him holiness was only a possi-
bility.

* The second man is of heaven.' His ante-
cedents were spiritual. With Him holiness was
the instinct, and evil was only a portability. So He
gave a new start in the direction of holiness. He
stopped the race's drift from God, and He began a
new movement Godward (Ro 512

'21
, 1 Co IS20

'26 - 45'49
).

Therefore all who become followers of Jesus Christ
are rescued from the fatal effects of Adam's sin.

They are led into the right road and are under the
direct influence of the Spmt of God (Ro 8 12'17

).

Thus they are being sanctified in accordance with
the will of God, and w'1"

1

"! '-: '

. last to the
perfect state He has - ; 'i.| i--i -'i. (cf. Ro 521

817
,
1 Co 1549- 54

).

(b) A corollarv from the previoxis thought is that
men may be 'in Christ.' The second Adam is

more than a leader of a redeemed race. He is the
Head of a new humanity, which secures its life from
Him. b;$r vital communion with Him. He brought
new spiritual energy into the world : this energy
can be communicated to all who are united to Him
by faith. The bonds between the first Adam and
the race were physical and mechanical ; those be-
tween the second Adam and the race are spiritual
and personal (cf. Jn S21'29

,
1 Co 1545, Eph I6- 13

).

This state of union between Christ and the believer
is described by St. Paul under the phrase 'in
Christ 5

; and it is mentioned as a condition of
sanctification (1 Co I2 611

; cf. Ro I 6* 7
, Eph I 1- 4- 7 - n - 18

210 - 13
, Ph I1, Col I2), The idea is the Master's (cf.

*
I am the vine, ye are the branches,' Jn 156 ) : He

connected it with sanctification (15
4~6

). St. Paul
emphasized this message. Thus we are '

complete
in him '

(Col 210
). Every human being comes into

the world as a possibility. A process of involution
must go forward, by which the germinal life will
absorb from its environment those elements that
minister to its development. Our moral possibili-

ties can be realized only when we are * in Christ/
The soul that lives without Him is stunted, or
maimed, or becomes a moral freak. The soul that
lives 'in him 3 becomes 'complete.

3 All the ful-
ness that can realize our possibilities is gathered
into Him (Col 29

). He is the way in which men
must

^walk^' who would attain to holiness, the
plant in which men must be ' rooted ' who would
bear much fruit, the plan according to which men's
lives must be built up

'

if they are to become
temples of God (Col 2 fa> - 7 I23, and cf. Jn 151'10 146).

(c) Another category used by St. Paul is Jesus
Christ's death and resurrection as the source of the
believer's renewal. This thought has affinities with
the preceding one. But it shows, from another
standpoint, how intimately the Apostle connects
our sanctification with Christ. The teaching is

developed in Ro 6 ; it occurs also in Ro 811
, Gal 220

,

2 Co 514- J5
,
Col 212 - 13 31 "4

. The believer is associated
with the Saviour in His death and resurrection.
These crises are not only an ideal for the Christian,
but also an experience winch in some real spiritual
sense he shares with his Lord. By them Jesus
Christ became the Conqueror of sin and death.
The believer identifies himself with Jesus Christ
in the spiritual significance of these tremendous
events : then he becomes ' dead unto sin and alive
unto God,' though actually he is rather dying than
dead to sin, and though the physical process of
dissolution has still to be faced but without its

sting. This union with Christ secures the impart-
ing of eternal life, and makes the believer a ' new
creature' (2 Co 517), who is renewed in holiness.
Such teaching harmonizes with the demand of
Jesus for a new birth (Jn 3s).

(d) A fourth category is the work of the Spirit
using the truth ' as it is in Jesus ' as His instrument
in sanctification. This is another of the ideas of
Jo -11- <'in'ihji-i/i.'il by St. Paul. The Pauline Epistles
connect sanctification with the work of the Holy
Spirit (cr. 1 1

' r . Ro 8, 1 Co 2. 316*- 17
12).

' The
Spirit's i ,.. before all things, to help the
Christian to be holy

'

(Bruce, St. Paul's Conception
of Christianityy p. 248). The instrument used by
the Spirit in sanctifying men is the revelation made
in Jesus Christ. This had been foretold by the
Master (Jn 1614

) ; St. Paul sees His word fulfilled
in all the work of the Spirit. 'The Lord' and
'the Spirit

5 are identified sometimes (2 Co 317- 18
),

and the Spirit dwelling in the heart sanctifies

through Christ dwelling in the heart (cf. Eph 317,
Ro 89< 10

, 2 Ti I14). Man is pictured as a shrine in
which tl:- Q - VI : 1%. This 'temple of the Holy
Spirit

'

r i : : . k i : -m all defilement, and must
ever be n . : v. ,:,'.. of its Divine guest (1 Co
316. 17 619. 20

?
2 CO 616 ).

(e) The Church " in: T?-/"
7

./ of Christ is an im-

portant Pauline cnnu^-iio:!.' It bears upon llio

problem of sanctification, inasmuch as ilio moral
health of each individual member is influenced by
the condition of the body (1 Co 1212"27

, Eph I28 4%
Col 219

). The Apostle does not contemplate Chris-
tians remaining outside the visible Church, and he
always assumes that a Christian's sanctification will
be perfected within its fellowship. This does not

imply any sacramen
1 n

! I'-i'i -if sanctification.
It rests upon the i"M :

i :< ! n the Church is

indwelt by the living Christ (Eph I28, Col I24).
Therefore all believers who remain living members
of the Church maintain a vital union with their
Lord. Through means of His own appointing. This
secure tlieiv due spiritual development.

(/) Finally, we may note St. Paul's thought of
Jesus as 'Lord.

9 This name was used by the early
Church to express their faith about Jesus. All the
NT books reflect the usage, except the Epistles of
John. But, owing perhaps to the circumstances of
his conversion (Ac 95), the designation dominates
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St, Paul's thought of Jesus to a re 1

.

It carries with it an obligation to ,i \p..v. ... II -

sovereignty over all our life. Our sanctification is

secured by implicit obedience to His commands,
and by close imitation of His example.

3. Church History. It only remains to offer a

very brief -u^.m^cion as to the historical develop-
ment of the i !,! i*.' -.mctifieation in its relation to
the Person and work of Jesus Christ. Four out-

standing modifications of the idea may be men-
tioned.

(1) The first is the monastic idea of sanctification.
It had affinities with tendencies that are native to
man ; and it gained ground in the 4th cent., when
multitudes of semi-converted pagans were pressing
into the Church. Although it took its laws from
the recorded life and teaching of Jesus Christ, it

cannot be recognized as a fruit of vital union with
Him. Bather it must be regarded a<

""

.

'

a restless age of rapid enlargement,
the longing for reposeful communi*

"

"...

During this time the Church's interest in Christ
was academic rather than practical, ;V<-..1-.u"< V
rather than religious. Thus men were 1 i, ,!>'-<' i.

holiness by methods of th- : ! :-*>-.

(2) The second idea of -,'.'< i: !>!'> - the medi-
ceval. This has many points of union with the
monastic ; but it shows a much closer relation to
Christ. The restlessness had given place to torpor.
This drove earnest souls back to Jesus. Many of
the monastic evils permeated Europe, and there
was very little imitation of Christ amongst the
masses of the people. But the mediaeval idea of
holiness is characterized by a growing devotion to
the Lord Jesus, which found expression sometimes
in such fervent hymns as those of Bernard, some-
times in such service of the poor as was nobly car-
ried through by Francis of Assisi, and sometimes
in such seeking after liberty as has immortalized
Wyclif.

(3) The third idea of sanctification is connected
with the Reformation. That movement placed all

'*',
"

"" '' rhrist's work for iis. One result
'

- ! of an idea of sanctification as

!".

'''
.

I-
H

'. It was almost identified with
'

justification.
'

Christians are sanctified by receiv-

ing the robe of righteousness from Jesus Christ.

(4) The fourth or modern idea of sanctification
tends to place the emphasis upon Christ's work in
us. Sanctification is much more subjective. This
is a development which should be welcomed. But
care must be taken lest the reaction from a too
objective idea of sanctification by Christ leads to a

top subjective idea of sanctification in Christ which
fails to give the NT emphasis to both aspects of
Christ's work.

It may be pointed out that the modern idea of
sanctification in Christ has been upprtiiH-lii'tl from
the standpoint of the work of the Holy Spirit.What is known as the ' Keswick School ' has ren-
dered valuable service by calling attention to the
P- 11 -r.. T

r;. of the Holy Spirit, and to His power to
"i "\ < human soul. But it must be remem-

bered ihat the Holy Spirit is Christ's alter ego.
Rightly understood, this modern development leads
us to the Pauline position, that 'Christ Jesus is
made unto us ... sanctification' (1 Co I30).
LITERATURE. Tlio 'I--.V.TP of terms may be studied in artt.

'Holiness' and '^nniflnit'-^i
*
in Hastings' DB. For general

r^r-_.ir rf p.. vs -'..-
!-;_. \r Ti,-. \- Stevens, The Christian

f>
" .'**>'' i ! 7V. 7/ '.',/; 'NT', Ilarnack, What'

' v' '*' "/.'
.. : . I -r -

. 7 '' .1 /.- </, .J Christ} the Comm.
in the Internal. Critical Commentary series. The teaching of
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Rose, The Gotpel in the Gospels ; Denney, The Death of Christ ;

and Comm, on the Gospels by Swete, Godet, and Westcott.
Bruce discusses the Pauline teaching in St. P '" 7V rt r-.'-'t,

1 '

.-.

Christianity; cf. the Comm. of Lightfoot, i\p*.-r : f>- '/-' >

and Godtt, which are most suggestive; a
1

-
I h !.); "n /"/,>

Epistle of St. John. Some of the Sermons in \\ '*(.'* / n^i /j;

Knoivledye deal with Sanctification in a fresh manner. Valuable
discourses on the psychological and physiological aspects are
contained in Coe's Education in Ti- ';//, fn-l Morals and The
Spiritual Life. Amongst moder. <ii.ur, :,' books, Horton's
The Open Secret and Gordon's Quiet Talks on Power may be
highly recommended. The teaching of an influential modern
school is contained in * Addresses on Holiness '

(Star Hall Con-
""*

". lay also be made to C. H. Spurgeon,
'

. -r. Webb-Peploe, Calls to Holiness
- 'he Blind Spot (1899), p. 57 ; A. J,

' ' '

J p. 9.

J. EDWAKD EGBERTS.
SAND (&fj,fjLos). Sand, which, however closely

packed and hard, seems almost to melt at the touch
of water, is a foundation on which only a fool
would build (Mt 726

). St. Luke in the parallel
passage gives <hr TTJV yyv, 'on the earth' (6

49
).

The surface of the earth, baked hard in the heat,
goes swiftly to soft mud when the rains come.

W. EWING.
SANDAL, SHOE. A ' "

the feet was
rendered necessary by heat of the
ground as well as by the presence of stones and
thorns. Such protection was especially required
by men on a journey, by shepherds on the hills,
and by peasants when cutting wood or collecting
thorns for fuel. An Oriental shepherd with bare
feet and a crook-headed staff is one of the ignorant
traditions of Western sacred art. The sandal con-
sisted of a thick sole of leather attached to the foot

by thongs of the same material. The transition to
the shoe form was marked by a slipper-like cover
and a supporting band behind the heel, which latter,
however, the wearer often preferred to press dowrn
when walking.

In the East the foot can only be alluded to apolo-
getically, and reference to the shoe is one of the
commonest -\M<--i'M- of contempt. To be un-
worthy to crlou-i* ilic latchet of His shoe was an
intense repudiation of all thought of comparison
with Christ (Jn I 27 ). As the shoe was in immediate
contact with the common ground, it w_as removed
at the entrance to houses and sacred buildings. As
socks are not usuallv worn in the East, aust is

effectively removed either by taking off the shoe
and beating it on a stone, or

'

;.
i

_"
, : ,1 foot

with the toes bent upwards ,,', !> ....... may
fall out from the open heel of the shoe (Mt 1014

).

The Roman soldier, like the Eastern shepherd,
had nails in the shoe to prevent slipping, and thus
the missionary y- 1 ."'i.- ..f Eph 61* meant deter-
mination as

'

!' ,:
-

.

'

':.
G. M. MACKIE.

SANHEDRIN. The supreme council and high
court of justice in Jerusalem during the Greek and
Roman periods.

. Names and Composition. (a) Of the whole
body :^(a)

Greek : (1) crvvtSptov, so first, in point of
historical reference, in Jos. Ant. XIV. ix. 3-5,
and thereafter frequent in Josephus and NT. (2)
yepovo-ta, first, in point of reference, in Ant. XII. iii.

3 ; frequent in OT Apocrypha : once in NT, Ac 521

(cf. below). (3) (3ov\-/), fairly frequent in Josephus,
especially in the BJ, but NT never uses /SovX?? in
this sense, though jSoiAeu-nfr is used of Josepli of
Arimatheea in Mk 1543 and Lk 2350

. (4) Trpco-pvrtytor,Lk 2266
, Ac 225

. (5) Josephus also uses r6 Koivbv,
or Koivbv r&v 'Ie/>ocroAi//uTtDi>, esp. in the Vita, with
special reference to the Sanhedrin. (ft) Hebrew :

(1) In the Talmudic literature the commonest word
is D, a transliteration of (rwedpiov, also written

and even mctfp, from which again plurals
or niN-nrnp (cf. Jastrow, Diet.

Variations are nVna rnin^D and
(2) toja n n<3. (3) <Jn Has-

were formed
of Talmud. 1005).

p-nrup.
monsean ^coins

ian e

collegium,
3

is associated with
the reigning high priest, a n1 pre-uinjibly ilo-innn t (v,

the Sanhedrin.
These names throw light upon the composition

and functions of the court. <rw8piov suggests a
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court of justice, and so, still more explicitly, does

p rrn. yepovcria is a term applied only to aristo-

cratic councils, and the Hasmoneean inn suggests
an aristocratic body associated with the monarch.*

(&) Of its component parts. Quite as suggestive
are the names of the various classes of members
of the court. The principal expressions, ignor-
ing minor variations, are oi cLpx^pels:, ol dpxovrGs,
ol TrpecrfiiJTepoi, ol dvvaroi, oi TrpCuTQi, oi yv&pLj&ot,, oi

ypafA/jLareis. Some of these terms are interchange-
able, or nearly so, and they fall into three main
classes. (1) Most important of all were the

apx^pels, the chief priests, the members of the
sacerdotal aristocracy. In Jpsephus and NT they
are almost invariably mentioned first when the
names of the classes

"

the Sanhedrin are

given (cf. Mt 2741
; Jos. >J II. xvii. 2, and

_fre-

quently). Often they are the only class particu-
larly mentioned (cf. Mk 1455 ol apx<-epe?s /cai d'Xo? rb

<rvv<~5p(,ov). The high priest was president of the
court according to Josephus and NT (cf. Ae 517

,

which testifies not only to the presidency of the

high priest, but also to the fact that the priestly
party was Sadducee ; cf. also Jos. Ant. XIV. ix.

3-5, <;'!<"! "i"1 !" 1 -

j.j
--,!-<- from both sources). This

is ir {'. ,u--i; \\i;ii
"

(

-,
""

constitution of
the ^o- --*\;

!> .Jov.i-h ";. in which civil as
well as religious authority was in the hands of the

high priest. The priestly nobility were the leading
persons in the community, and they wore iluj

most conspicuous members of the Sanhedrin. See
CHIEF PRIESTS, HIGH PBIEST. The dpxovres may
be roughly identified with the apx^pels as the
* rulers

'

of the community. Occasionally they
are mentioned where one would expect dpx^pe^s:
so frequently in Josephus (cf. Ac 45 roi>s tipxovras Kal
roi)s Trpecrpvrtpovs Kal roi)s ypaju^fjiarels, v. 8 tipxovres rod
Xaou Kal 7Tpea'{Stirepot, \\

v. 23 ol apxiepet* Kal ol TTpear^^repoi).

Very occasionally, however, the apxovres are
mentioned alongside of the dp%tepe?s (cf. Lk 2318),
showing that the term might be used loosely for
* leaders' or t

rulers.' (2) 7rpeo-/3z/repoi= D^pT, in the
first instance a general name for the principal
men of the community, and so, ;!!-p.!

ii-Mr"
l

y. ji,

general designation of members of : i i x ; i s

!
I
>

i ! i \

(cf. irpecrfivTtpiov). But in actual practice it de-
scribes those members who were neither dpxtepets
nor ypapjLLareis. The Trpeo-fitirepoi made common
cause with the $ . \:'^ ~s- 1 1 ^, i i n -

1 I he ypa^areTs, i. e.

the\ I-'-1 -)! !_';! IM ^cuoriil io :ln? Sadducee party
(cf. \'--23'-'"

f
. \Viili ilii- <-I;i may be identified

the 8vvaroL, Trp&roi, or yvtipipoi (unless qualified, in
some way, as, yv&pt,/j.oi T&V 3?api<ratuv). Josephus
frequently u-i-- ?:;:!-/ i\\<*r.\s v.IUi dpxtepeTs, evi-

dently as i M" Mjui\ ji|,r. i'
--

.' ; 'i '-(.. .. They were
the secular MOM II* y "i -Ji^Mi-jiN'm. closely allied to
the sacerdotal aristocracy. (3) oi ypa^arels, the

scribes, a class which hardly requires description
here. In the main they formed the Pharisee
element in the Sanhedrin, though individual
members of the other classes may have been
Pharisees, and many Phf. -*--.--. .-, ""/ '..

scribal party, were not -
;

- j..-

scribes. See SCRIBES.
These names indicate with sufficient clearness

the ;"*
"'"

1 1 h.-Mv :-! and composition of the court.
It v. ii i . ,! IT. ic assembly and high court of

justice, in which, alongside of the priestly nobility
* Ac 521 presents a certain difficulty in irs UFO of Hie phrase

TO ffvvi'Spiov xou jrZa-otv rqv ytpovrluv. According
1 io this, the

yspGuerla. would have a wider meaning
1 than <-i. '*".:.. \\> ( r :\ - jn

OT Apoorj-pha it is the regular word for truv-*, ,.*. The i<!( np|*.
of the two terms can hardly be doubted, as v.-. n i- no < i<J<-M:''<-

of the existence of any other court to which trio name ?E^.C-.
might be applied. As it is unnatural to take *<*, in an explnna-
tory sense (=i.e.) here, it must be supposed thai ilie author
used one of the words loosely, regarding- fj&piov as an inner
circle within the general court. Possibly he wished to emphasize
the fact that on this occasion not only the necessary quorum
but the whole council of 71 members was summoned.

and the noble families outside the priestly circle,

representatives of the more numerous Pharisee
party found a place, the Sadducee element, how-
ever, retaining the weight of influence.
As to the method of appointment to the San-

hedrin, nothing definite can be gathered from the
Greek sources. According to the Mishna, new
members were appointed by the court itself. At
first, membership was confined to the aristocratic
families. Subsequently the political rulers of the
country seem to have appointed members by their
own authority in some cases at least (cf. Salome's
introduction of a Pharisee element).

"

the San-
. '-

"

different.

.

"

,
and that

."" In all respects, Is now
>. I ,'

'

point requires to be
'--->.- :

'

the Greek
was com-

! -s presided

The Greek sources agre
"

hedrin, while the Mishnic
That the representations
that of the Greek so : .'...
generally recognized ,

-
'

-

stated rather than argued here.

sources, as appears from the above.
posed of chief priests, elders, and . _ _______
over by the high priest. The chief priests 'and elders belonged
in general to the Sadducee party, while the scribes formed the
Pharisee element, which, however influential among the people,
was seldom in the ascendant in the Sanhedrin. The Sanhedrin
was thus a

""
"'

:

" "
"' '1 *

;

! of justice, representing
in the mair '.:"-' i , .

"

tjj<a Jewish community.
According v -

'

. . i . . L the other hand, it was
a court of \t -. it

"
:

-
i < r :

-. !ie leading Eabbi of the
time, in w i :>i , i -i * such does not appear,
while the Sadducees are mentioned only as heretics to be
refuted. The presiding Eabbi bears the title Jtfasi (otherwise a
political title), and another, apparently the vice-president, is
called Ab-betb-din. It was an ecclesiastical rather than a
!

""
*,v-anbly. The :-\ ".1""; of the two unr< -(r'-j-

- - - marked in i ,.
-

t

'

v give to tin- *V<'-
"

Ol '

Who was the President of the Sanhedrin? We K'u 1 -is of
Rabbis filling the offices of JVasi and Ab-beth-din during the
two rr-iturirs prcocdir^ the destruction of Jerusalem, whereas

sources .

'

on poii
determine.
who admit

the <"<r" k --KII - 1.1 T- . \--r ", i V that during this

period the big!
1 -' - -i'i- ! '.\ M- \idual names are

mentioned in ! :
- > i-'i -

i-
IT,." jr is very evident:

e.g. Gamaliel .< i" - !, i ,- r!:-^ < Mishna, but in
Ac 534 he appears simply as

/?/<rck ov6{*K>n ro^o&^A. The
Greek 'sources are contemporary, while the Mishna is late and
was

" '

: ". ,, r
'

. .
, ccount

giver , |.
'

, of the
constitution and history of the Jewish community, from the
Maccabeean revolt to the destruction of Jerusalem. Further,
the evidence they furnish, while perfectly explicit, is largely
incidental, proceeding from no theory, but simply reflecting the
actual state of affairs. There is no trace of '

tendency,' and no,"" '

. O ' '

the Mishnic
' ' '

I
- vhich, sat at

i !
'

i .-,.. .

disappear-
i

' '

i
-

< i
' The char-

acter 01 ima Diimieumi, wnicn uore iitue more resemblance
to the older court than the 'Sanhedrin* which Napoleon en-
deavoured to establish, was transferred to the assembly of
which

" "..*.' the contemporary Greek
;, '! , , served reliable traditions

! Sanhedrin is not easy to
Considerable "", ,1

"
>ven by those

i *-.rs<""'' -.s -
:

[ Bacher, art.
Sanhedrin

'

Tl
I

' .- ! DJ5). In view, however, of the chasm
which the destruction of Jerusalem made in the constitution
and history of Judaism, and the radically fal- "i '. i !'* of
the Sanhedrin which appears in the Mishnic vi ,

;
"

>'.
- -.te-

ments based on the unsupported authority of i 'i- VM i- 1 i -ust
be regarded as little belter than conjectures.

2. History. The Mishnic tradition connects the
Sanhedrin with Moses* seventy elders, then with
!ln> aMf^oi: Great Sv'-rs .- i:< of Ezra's time, then
v. iiii -u< h names cr' I--.. -.. ilabbis as had escaped
oblivion (cf. opening sections of Pirke Aboth), and
so gives the Sanhedrin of Jamnia an"appearance of
historical continuity with the past. In point of

fact, however, Iho SanhedrmoTMer^e^imoauHicnH':
history first in che Greek period. Ic must have
existed earlier, but its origin is covered by the
darkness which obscures all Jewish history from
the time of Nehemiah (and even earlier) till the
Maccabsean rising. The post-exilic Jewish com-
munity was nominally a theocracy, enjoying a
certain measure of independence under foreign
rule. At its head was the high priest, who was
assisted by a yepovo-la consisting chiefly of members
of the aristocratic sacerdotal caste. The adminis-
tration of secular affairs tended to produce in this
caste a certain worldliness, a more or less, exclusive
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interest in worldly business and culture, and con-

sequently a readiness to fall under the influence of

Hellenism. Passively opposed to them were the

IfasiclMii, the pious students of the Law and the

legal tradition, whose
interests^

and
aspiration-*

were exclusively r ",'. 1 ,

'-
"

\ "When
the crisis came i

1
'

"
'

S;\ -. the
aristocratic caste, and consequently the yepovcria,

or Sanhedrin, was in the main, ready to yield com-

pletely ro ihe pressure of an enforced Hellenism.
The Jffi*it1tiit continued to offer steadfast but

passive resistance to the persecutor. There arose,

however, a third group, consisting of men who,
while not specially in sympathy with the llftsidfan,

wished to maintain the ancient religion and also

the liberties of the people. The Hasmonsean family
led them in armed revolt, and under the skilful

leadership of Judas Maccabeeus and his brothers

they not on
1

;

-"'
1 "

. ; liberty, but
achieved the ''.:.' i" . of the Jewish
State, of whien. tne Hasmonoeans and their loyal
followers became the rulers. The old aristocracy
was '; 'I- iTK destroyed, and the remnants of it

were :-. <;

'

acquiesce in the rule of the new
dynasty. The Hdstdim3 who had supported the
Hasmonseans until liberty of

1

";""
1 '- .'s secured,

drifted away from them as tl t

:
- .' aspect of

the struggle became mov -~ i "'" i

i
i> - "'. and resumed

towards them the same *' i v ''

passive opposi-
tion which had characterized their relation to the
older aristocracy. They were especially incensed
at the Hasmonsean assumption of the title and
functions of the high-priesthood, which they re-

garded as '. .

'"'
, 'id as a '. 'i^i '"/i".'. of the

theocracy. \ of John Hyreanus, there-

fore, the Sanhedrin consisted of adherents of the
Hasmonsean dynasty the new aristocracy com-
bined with the remnants of the old, 'v:--'

-
r;,'

:

n^
two of the three elements of the latt r>s::- .

!

chief priests and the elders and was overwhelm-
ingly, if not exclusively, Sadducee. The Pharisees,
the representatives of the earlier Jg&sidim^ stood

aloof, and devoted themselves to the cultivation
of their

jnoral and religious influence with the
I"

1 "

same necessary to conciliate them,
made an effort to do so.* But

their terms were too high. They demanded that

Hyrcanus should ,!;' !

T
<

*

'gli-priesthood, and
thus destroy the ; -r and government
which his father and uncles had established. His
refusal to concede the demand made the opposition
of the Pharisees to the ruling party more acute,
and under Alexander Jannseus there was open
war. The Sanhedrin, composed as it was of the
I lii-inorurari nobilii y, supported Jannseus. But the
attitude of the people showed that the Pharisees
could no longer A\ if h >nf<;(.ybe left in opposition.
Salome reversed 1 1 se policy of her predecessors, and
admitted them to a share in the government for a
time the dominant share and to the Sanhedrin.
From that time onwards the Sanhedrin con-

sisted of chief priests, elders, and scribes. It was
a house divided against itself, and the bitter con-

flict^
of Sadducee and Pharisee contributed in no

'.

"
} , to the confusion and decay of the

1 "* '" i a half preceding the destruction of
Jerusalem. The path 01 the Romans and of the
Herodian house was made smooth by the inability
of the Sanhedrin to act in unity and lead a united
people. Pompey abrogated the kingship, but left

*
Josephus (Ant. xiii. x, 5-6) relates a story which tells how

Hyrcanus broke with fche Pharisees, to whom he had hitherto
beon attat'hed, and went over to the Sadducees. But a critical
examination of the story, and a comparison of its presupposi-
tions with the- previous history as related in 1 Mac., show that
what took place was not a "breach with the Pharisees, but an
unsuccessful ixttempt to conciliate them. There is no evidence
that they sat in the Sanhedrin before Salome's change of policy.
Cf. Wellhausen, Pharisner und Sadducaer.

the high priest at the head of the people and of

the Sanhedrin,, as heretofore. Gabinius went
further, and established five trwtSpLa, in place of the

single court, thus largely destroying its influence

(57-55 B.C.). Some years later, however, the San-

hedrin was restored to its former position, and
resumed the exercise of authority over the whole
Jewish territory. Herod is stated to have com-
menced Ms reign with a massacre of the members
of the Sanhedrin (Jos. Ant. XIV. ix. 4). Accord-

ing to another account (ib. XV. i. 2), he put to

death 45 members of the party of Antigonus. His

object was to destroy the influence of the Sadducee

nobility, his <)', -Ui in <>pi.n< Mi'-;mu only possible
rivals. Witn iho simo ui-j* n in

vj^vv,
he Deduced

the dignity and importance of the high-priesthood

by making it no longer hereditary and tenable for

liie, and l>y frequent changes. Under his rule

the Sanhedrin had but little influence, less pro-

bably than at any other time. Herod's death was
followed by the dismemberment of his kingdom,
and the authority of the Sanhedrin ceased to

extend beyond the limits of Judsea.

The J.M
1 T ."i* "f the Roman procurators was

on the v li i-V ,",.!.; !- ! o to the Sanhedrin. They
had not the Herodian jealousy of the local nobility,
and were content to leave considerable powers of

internal control in their hands. Josephus and the
NT bear witness to the influence and authority of

the Sanhedrin during this period. So long as it

retained control of the people, there was a fair

measure of peace and good government. Ulti-

mately, however, the people, under the influence

of the Zealots, became unmanageable, and, against
the advice of the older and more experienced
aristocrats, embarked on the fatal revolt against
the Roman , "!';. TVen then the Sanhedrin,
had it beer ! : i . miprht have saved Jeru-
salem from total i

! - HI ,!!!. But the Zealots

usurped its authority, rid themselves of those who-
counselled moderation, and inaugurated a Reign
of Terror, which was terminated only by the entry
of the Roman troops into the city.
Under the totally new conditions which pre-

vailed after the destruction of Jerusalem, a new
court established itself, bearing the name * San-

hedrin,' but differing in essential features from
the older body. The new Sanhedrin had no po-
litical authority, and was composed exclusively of

Rabbis,whose discussions .-:
i

1

'

. '...:, "

\

theoretical. It exereiseu oonwiderauie judicial
authority over the Jewish

people, owing to its

moral influence, Ibut was quite without govern-
mental importance. The real Sanhedrin fell with
the city.

3. Functions and authority. The Imr-t-woriliy
sources give only incidental indication"- of ilie

functions of the Sanhedrin and the extent of its

authority. The changes in the constitution, also,
from the time of the A1Y, -\" M ,. ''[" . the fall

of the city, were so g <,. : - ::'. that it

is difficult to say how mucn authority was actually
vested in the Sanhedrin at any one time. Under
the Hasmonseans it must have been considerable,
both in administration and jurisdiction, though
the stronger kings, like Jannseus, may have fuled

very independently. It was much more limited
under the Herodian kings, whose authority was
quite independent of the Jewish constitution. By
the Romans the constitution was as far n- |M,i-41il<'

respected, and the Sanhedrin, though -ulioiuiimio
to the Roman authority, had again considerable

powers, perhaps greater than at any other time.
The system of short tenure of the lii^li-pri'^ily
office would throw more influence into Dhe hands
of the permanent body. In these later days, also,
its moral authority over the Jewish people was
much wider than its actual power. Territorially
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its actual authority extended under the procurators
over Judsea only. On the other hand, its recom-
mendations were regarded by orthodox Jews out-
side Judaea as possessing the force of commands
(cf. A: -"'i. T" , <":<:, 1. il ',

_\
be said that under

the _[, iis'.i-i"- .." "N. 1
: i',"i:i exercised such

authority as was not either within the competence
of local councils or reserved by the Romans, and
that, while it had conside

"" ' "

police
administration and in the

; and a
<."' "" ""

;
the maintenance of order,

i .

- . lat of a supreme judicial
tribunal. Except in the case of capital sentences,
its authority was absolute, and it had the power
to carry its decisions into effect. An effective
sentence of death could be pronounced only by the
procurator's court. The stoning of Stephen (Ac
7 57ff

O without the sanction of the procurator was an
illegal act, not an execution but a '

lym liin^.* In
the case of one offence, that of pmi'jmaiiuu of the
sanctuary, even Roman citizens might be tried
and condemned by the Sanhedrin, subject, of

course, to the procurator's revision of the capital
sentence. In spite, however, of the constitutional

powers conceded to the Sanhedrin, the Roman
authority was always absolute, and the procurator
or the tribune of the garrison could not only sum-
mon the Sanhedrin and direct it to MIM -j,,i:i
a matter, but could interfere and \\i;lm:;;\\ ;\,

prisoner from its jurisdiction, as was done in the
case of St. Paul (Ac 2230 2323ff

-).

4. Sessions and procedure. The Sanhedrin
could sit on any day except the Sabbath and holy
days ; and as sentence of death could be pro-
nounced (according to the Mishna) only on the
day after a trial on a capital charge, such charges
were not heard on the day piocodin<: a Sabbath OT

holy day. The place of inc-'iin^ is called by
Josephus the /3ouX?J, and was near the Xystus,
which appears to be indicated in the Mislmic
nnan n^ e hall of hewn stone

3

(cf. Sehurer, GJV3

ii. 211). It was close to the upper city, but not in

it, as it was <!. -: iv\ <>! by the tiomans before they
had reduced i K:

iii'i^-i- city (Jos. BJ vi. vi. 3).
The references in NT to meetings of the Sanhedrin
(cf. Ac 23) show that its proceedings might be en-
livened by stirring debates, and by the stormy
scenes which , ""> take place even in the
most dignified ;! "-,',. semblies. In the case of

ordinary trials, the procedure may have resembled
that described in the Mishna. \....'r"- to its

account, the proceedings were ,i ';, accord-

ing to^
strict rules, and the members gave judg-

ment in regular order. Twenty-three members
formed a quorum, and while a bare majority might
acquit, a majority of two was necessary to secure
condemnation. If . mr.juviy <f one gave a verdict
of guilty, more ricipl.-.'r- \lrn i summoned, until
ciihor i 'ho requisite majority was obtained for a
legal verdict, or the full number of seventy-one
members was reached, when a majority of one was
decisive on either side.

_
The accounts of the trial of Jesus present con-

siderable difficulty, and it is not easy to accom-
modate them to tne regular iri) k<lniv of the San-
hedrin. See art. TRIAL OF J i

- 1> (' 1 1 in - r.

LITERATI. RE. This is extensive, comprising all Histories of
the Jews during the period B.C. 200-A.D. 70, as well as the
relevant articles in all Bible Dictionaries, and some special
works. The most useful and accest-iLlc (oniprciicii.-ivc state-
ment is that of Sehurer, GJV* ii. iss-iM t [IfJ /' n. . 163ff.].
The most illuminating- account of the history and composition
of the Sanhedrin is Wellhausen, Pharisaer wid Sadducaer. To
these may he added Hastings' DBt

art.
c Sanhedrin *

(Bacher) ;

EM, artt.
'

Synedrimn
'

(Ganney), and ' Government '

(Ben-
zinger), 28-31. C. H. THOMSON.

SAREPTA. See ZAREPHATH,

SATAN. 1. The word 'Satan 5

(

which in the NT is invariably used as a proper name
denoting the <m-l cnuiny of God and man,, occurs
in the Hebrew or the OT'originally as a synonym of
the common words for '

adversary,' as the verb ]$?
is used -imply iu the sense of withstanding, taking
the opposite r,Ule. In this sense it is used in Nu
22-- even of the angel of the Lord, who is said to
go forth to be a Satan to Balaam, in other pas-
sages it is applied, with no sinister meaning, to
David, who, as the Philistines feared, might desert
Achish and turn against them in battle (1 S 294

) ;
to Abishai when he opposed David's purpose of
clemency towards Shimei (2 S 192

-) ; and again to
a foreign enemy in general (1 K 54

) ; and to Hadad
and Jb-ezon in connexion with their revolt against
Solomon

( 1 K 1 I- 23.
au)_ Elsewhere, as in the Book

of Ps. (109
s
), in the first two chapters of the Book

of Job and in Zee 3 it is used in a technical or legal
sense as the equivalent of dvrlSLKos, an opponent in
law, an advocate, whose function it is to plead for
the condemnation of an accused person. In Job 2s
Jehovah taxes * the Satan ' with over-officious zeal
in his efforts to test the motives of the righteousman whom he is permitted to accuse

; and again in
Zee 32 He OM'IIK tly lebukes

*
:

> f
j

'

- his
charge against .lu-linn. But -

:

; -...-.
_

jueh
suggestions that an evil spirit, a malicious accuser,
is described (like the Satan, the accuser of the
brethren,

_
&eoAos, Karijyopos of the NT), there is

no explicit indication that this is the case. The
being thus described as * the Satan ' or the Adver-
sary appears in Zechariali as an official accuser,
and in the Book of Job he takes his place among
* the sons of God ' in the court of heaven as one
having a right to be there, and that in connexion
with the function attributed to him of '

going to
and fro upon the earth,' and '

considering
' and

reporting upon the conduct of the sons of men.
He is '

< o,j'!i/.-.l as a minister of the Divine justice,
although God does tax him with overdoing his

l-jirl. ,\1". that appears to be indicated there is
she- 'Ji'-i.^'lii that tli ere is in the Court of God one
whose office it is to plead for the condemnation of
sinners. Of n mrrti^mnnt enemy of God and His
cause, apciMHial -pi>-ii of evil called Satan, there
is no express mention in the OT. The temptation
of our first parents is ascribed in Genesis to ' the
H-n.1 ill." and no interpretation is offered of the
- \ 1

1
i ! i

-
1 n of the story. Again, though in one

passage in Chronicles (1 Ch 2P) we read that Satan
tempted David to number the people a pre-
sumptuous offence for which the king was severely
punished the i)rnllel passage (2 S 241

), much the
older narrative, jiurilmu^ David's conduct to trial
at the hands of God, r-"-

J
--- t"!

' ' "
: >f the

Evil One. Similarly , lying
spirit* who lured Ah . . . , (1 K
2219-23) is sai<j -to have had the express sanction of
God. .V.'--..

'*
<

"
i ii-ie of the most ry-i-".

i

'l.\

feature- / i. ,
:
.- ! > of the OT, th<, < i; i'..'

reference is made to Satan as the great adversary
of God and His people, or as the malignant tempter
and accuser of man. The Satan of the Book of
Job and of

' ' *

of Zechariali is described
in language very different from that in which the
nn-li-oiuTiiy is spoken of in the NT.

Tlii- I'JM'I. together with the circumstance that
references to Satan as an accuser of mankind occur

only in those books of the OT which belong to a
coMipjintihvly late period, has been taken as a
pr-Mi' >>i' i lio theory that the Jewish belief in
Satanic agency was introduced into the Hebrew-
theology from a foreign source. Traces appear else-

where of early beliefs current among the Hebrews
in the existence of demons, satyrs, liliths, and the
like, as in the use of the name 'Azazel,' a mys-
terious being mentioned in the Pentateuch in con-
nexion with the ordinance of the scapegoat (Lv 16).
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It has been supposed that upon those popular
beliefs of early Semitic religion there was grafted,
from Persian sources, the conception of a Prince
of Darkness \vliose agency is similar to that which,
in the religion of Zoroaster, is ascribed to the
demon-god Ahrinian, and that the belief in Satan
and his angels as fallen spirits was thus intro-
duced into Hebrew theology. But, as a matter of

fact, the connexion between Satan and the Zoro-
astrian Ahriman is more apparent than real. A
simpler explanation of the history of the doctrine
of the personality and agency of Satan is that it

has been the subject of development under the
influence of a progressive revelation. The complete
revelation of such a being as the malignant author
of evil was reserved for the time when, with the
advent of Christ's ICIn^loin. the minds of God's

people were prepared, without risk of idolatry, or
of the mischievous dualism of such a religion as
that of Zoroaster, to recognize in the serpent of
Eden and in the Satan who appeared as the adver-

sary of Job and of Joshua, the great Adversary
of God and man, whose power is to be feared
and his temptations resolutely resisted, but from
whose dark dominion the Son of God had come to
deliver mankind.

2. If the OT is remarkable for its reticence on
this subject, we find in the NT the doctrine of
Satanic agency very fully developed. It meets us
on the threshold. It is one of

J<1 ' !" ;.

elements of NT teaching. Jes .
-

: .

'

i .
-

distinctly assume the reality of Satan and
*

his

kingdom as a mighty power for evil, opposed to the

Kingdom of God in the world and in the hearts of
men. This is nowhere more noticeable than in the

Gospels, and there in the direct teaching of our
Lord. At the outset of the Gospel narrative Satan
appears as the antagonist of Christ. The story of
11

T- "''*. -
1

"eh must have been communi-
,, ! !

;

'

from the lips of Jesus Him-
self, is related by the three Synoptists. St. Mark
(I

13
) informs us that Jesus was forty days tempted

of Satan, using that word or title as a proper name.
St. Matthew (ch. 4) and St. Luke (eh. 4), who relate
the incident with clear circumstantiality of detail,
note three distinct temptat" -i-. r

"" "

"s
J

'i"\ . ;>
the arguments used by the !' I A :,. M , i- ,

: . <*
returned "by Jesus. They describe the Tempter as
6 6t.df3o\o$, 'the devil,

3

using the r- > ."/I ord
for ""i {, \ it* malicious accuser. \ < ,",:, to
St. Mi. ; -.', account, Jesus addresses him as
8 Satan. 3

St. Luke concludes the narrative with the
significant words,

( When the devil had ended all

the temptation, he departed from him for a season,'
as if to indicate that the conflict with Satan was
renewed and continued throughout our Lord3

s

ministry. St. Matthew tells us that when the
devil left Him, angels came and ministered unto
Him. Tim- pie Synoptic r...-.';. I-."*;. !:.-, 1\.: ;\.

the source of the temptat ', i r. -
s <,:' -

. i^ -

tions of a person, and that one who is variously
called Satan and ' the devil.'

Again, these same Gospels, as also the Acts of the
Apostles, take notice of Christ's works of healing,
and especially of those wrought upon persons
po-oio->(j<l \\irli demons, as illustrating the nature
of Hi- mi-<ion, which was to heal 'all that were
oppressed of the devil' (Ac 1038 ). St. Luke (223)
no less clearly than St. John (13

2
) informs us that

Satan entered the heart of Judas and prompted
him to betray his Lord.
In the recorded utterances of Jesus, in His ex-

press teaching, allusions are clearly made to the
power and activity of Satan as a personal being,
and the great Adversary of God and man. He
attributes the trouble of the woman who had the
spirit of infirmity to the million ]><>\\(>r of Satan to
afflict even the bodies of inuu(Lk l.V). Thus, so

far from discouraging the popular belief which
ascribed to Satan and his angels power over soul
and body, Jesus distinc'"

1

;.
, V.-- 1

"! -1 it. Ac-
cused by the Pharisees, ';- ;, "'those to

whoso -pt
k
( nbil'on- in angelology and demonology

that popular boliri has been traced, of casting out
demons through Beel2ebub the prince of demons,
Jesus, so far from comioxeninj: or throwing doubt

upon the current opinions of the time, repel & the

charge by the argument that if Satan should cast
out Satan, he would only be defeating his own ends
and (It-^h uyiii^ his own work. Then He proceeds
to say.

i
1 >iii if [ cast out devils by the Spirit of God,

then the kingdom of God is come unto you
'

(Mt
1228, cf. Lk II 20

), illustrating His argument by the
similitude of the strong man and the Stronger than
he, implying that Satan is the strong man who
would enslave mankind, but that Jesus Himself is

the Stronger than he, who ',.;' . "". for the de-
liverance of the victims o, ^. ; i -wer. That
Jesus should thus have argued in controversy with
the Pharisees has i( - o'.\ i -^Mifir.r

1
' o. We cannot

explain it away on tin
i-

11
:!

1
- 'j-V of M-commodation.

Jesus could and did rebuke the spirit of Pharisaic
traditionalism which led them to introduce all

manner of mischievous subtle'"- . : - Y- void the
Law by their unauthorized , .' . . -ut never
once did He even cast suspicion upon this part of
the doctrine of the Pharisees. He accepted it

without question.
Again, when the Seventy expressed their joy at

the success of their mission, and exclaimed,
'

Lord,
even the demons are subject unto us,' Jesus replied,
'
I beheld Satan

"""
1i '" f

11 from heaven,' and
went on to say,

c
! > . !

'

you power to tread

upon serpents and scorpions, and over all the power
of the enemy

'

(Lk 1017"19
). Passing over such pas-

sages as those in the Sermon on the Mount,
* What-

soever is more than these cometh of evil
'

or t the
evil one '

(Mt 537 ) ;

' Deliver us from evil
'

or ' the
evil one 3

(6
13

), which have been explained, and
even, as in the RV, translated as referring to the

personal Author of Evil, we find Jesus in His dis-

courses and in warnings addressed to His disciples
making distinct allusion to Satan as the great
adversary whom they have cause to fear. In the
parables of the Sower and the Tares, the Evil
One, variously termed 'the devil,' 'Satan,' 'the

enemy,'
* the wicked one/ is described as seeking

to frustrate the work of Christ by catching away
the good seed sown in the heart (Mt 1319

, Mk 415
,

Lk 8 12
) ; or by -."! i,,-. - among the wheat (Mt

1338 - 89
), the te -!: the children of 'the

wicked one' as the enemy that sowed them is
c the devil.' Here we see clearly illustrated the
New Testament doctrine of the irreconcilable

mi1ajroni-m between the Kingdom of Christ and
that of Satan.

Again, Jesus warns Peter on one occasion that
Satan has asked and obtained the Divine permis-
sion to sift the disciples as wheat j and indicates
that their only hope lies in the intercession of
Christ Himself, who has prayed for Simon that his
'faith fail not '

(Lk 2231
).

Once more, in Christ's discourse on the Last
Judgment, it is expressly stated that the everlast-

ing punishment to "which the unfaithful are con-
demned was *

prepared for the devil and his angels
'

(Mt 2541
), a passage which well illustrates the

manner in which, in the Synoi-
1

"-- O-.-i-K Jesus
is consistently ropre^cuied as .i I;:-..!.;; Satan
and his power and kingdom. Xnat> is, that the
doctrine is not so much set forth by way of dog-
matic statement as assumed, taken for "granted.
Jesus does not enlarge upon it, but quiHly uocopl <

it, presupposes it as a matter about wliioli there
is no dispute. The belief is there, and Jesus sets

upon it the seal of His authority.
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To these examples from the Synoptic Gospels
must he adcle

" ' ""

.

' " '

^stimony of the
discourses of a

. Fourth' Gospel.
The darkness under whose dominion, according to
the introductory verses, the world is held, the dead
weight, the vis inert ice. of human insensibility to
the Divine light, is no negative thing, but itself
a

po\yer,
a kingdom in deadly opposition to the

K :I -

-I" 1

::
r

_
Christ, and under the rule of Satan.

:-:- - < , '\ attributes the H.-Mi-i;;,." of His
jip.ji^oni-i- to the malice of the \.\-\''. >->Hesays
to the J ews,

* Ye are of your father the devil, and
the lusts of your father ye will do '

(Jn S44 ). The
false accusations of Scribe and Pharisee, and the
untiring malignity of their pi-r-ocujni'; zeal, show
the spirit and are the work oi him who was a
liar and a murderer from the bo^iunin^. Again,
He speaks of Satan as the Prince of this world,
and represents as the aim and the certain
result of His own work, the judgment and the
casting out of Satan and his kingdom (12

31
: cf.

1430 16 11
).

3. The other portions of the NT contirm but do
not materially add to i-u- !i -i

:

!:! \ ->f the Gospels
on the subject of the

\

' !-",.! ,\ /!! the power of
the Evil One. Thus St. James (4

7
) merely counsels

his readers to resist the devil, assuring them that he
will flee from them ; while in another passage (2

19
)

he speaks of * the demons '

(ra 5at/i6wa), evidently
meaning by the term the subordinate agents of
Satanic power, as believing that there is one God
a belief which fills them with terror. St. Peter
assures us that Satan, whom he describes as dvriSiKos

('adversary,' a technical or official word), and
compares to a roaring lion, may be successfully
resisted by the power of steadfast faith (1 P 5s - 9

).

St. John in his First Epistle repent- (lie teaching
of his Gospel, and in the _\pooal\p-< identifies
Satan with the serpent of T

" "' " "

also
with the accuser of Job ai I !

10
),

and foretells his coming doom. St. F:

aul accepts
the current doctrine ; but though in Ms Epistles to
the Ephesians and Colossians he seems to add to
the teaching of Christ in the Gospels other elements
from the demonology of the Pharisaic schools and
from other sources (Eph 22 611

, Col 215
), and in his

Epistles to the Corinthians and to Timothy (1 Co
55

,
1 Ti I20 ) ascribes to Satan a certain power of

discipline as a minister of Divm- .:^ :!.:'. really
contributes to this branch of < V- , . -.octrine
no essential element additional to that which is

furnished in the Gospels. See, further, articles
ACCOMMODATION and DEMON.
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H. H. CURRIE.

SAVIOUR. '

Saviour,' like 'to save' and '
sal-

vation,' is a word of frequent occurrence in the OT.

It occurs mostly in the form of the ptcpl. Hiph. of y^=
J2*B^D. For the specific meaning of *

to save *
in distinction from

other cognate Heb. verbs, cf. art. SALVATION. Most commonly
God is called the Saviour of Israel or individuals. A standing
combination is 'God the Saviour' often with a possessive
genitive (1 Oh 1685, ps 245 271-9 622.6 65$ 799 951, rs 1221710,
Mic 77, Hab 318). To be a Saviour is God's exclusive prerogative
(Ps 6011 10812, IS 4311 4522). As instruments of Cod, however,
human deliverers likewise receive the title (Jg 3'J H Xeh S)'-

2
?).

There is no passage in the OT where the Messiah is called
*
Saviour.' Wherever the Messiah is connected with the idea

of salvation, He is not the subject but the object of it (Ps 288

14410, zec 99). This is different in Apocryphal and Pseud-
epigraphical literature, for here it is not merely declared that

in the name of the Son of M "

-d, and that
He is the Goel of their life '-ighteous in
connexion with Him shall be (4 Ezr 45 fe>

),
but also tih&tChristiw Uberabit crectturam (4 Ezr 1234 iS^S), and
that" ." "T "

the Lord will raise a Saviour for Israel
(Test . , wever, here also is more frequently
called Saviour (x<x.vraov cwr^/a, Ps-Sol 167 ; aifatos crearip, Bar 4'2^ ;

oi-ytos trarvtp, 3 Mac 62^ 716). Used of God, o-avfip is synonymous
with such terms as Wu, o pua-rr.f, o Xwrpounds (En 487, 1 Mac
4H, 3 Mac 723).

1. In the Gospels o-wr^p occurs but three times
Lk I47 211 and Jn 442 . In the Song of Mary, the
words ' My spirit has rejoiced in God my Saviour '

are a reproduction of the common OT usage. In
Lk 211

(7WT77/3 is not a formal title, but a descriptive
designation of the Messiah,

c a Saviour who is

Christ the Lord.' But the word evidently has a
deeper meaning to the angels than the noun ffurrjpia
and the participle pvo-Bevras have to Zacharias in
Lk 171-74. for ^n ^e two iat er

],
;I ^MO(- the con-

ception moves entirely within thr <)T liimi -. The
doxology of Lk 214 associates Jesus' saving work
with the production of peace on earth among man-
kind as the objects of God's good pleasure. Here
OJWT^P undoubtedly covers the Lord's Messianic work
in the most universalistic sense. And it will be
noticed that atar^p is synonymous with x/)t<rr6s /C^/HOS,
so that the reference cannot be confined to our
Lord's earthly ministry, but extends to His activity
as the .'

""
.' Messiah. As 'peace' and c

good
pleasure . . ,

,
not the giving of life but the

bestowal of reconciliation with God stands in the
fomy rouml (for the connexion between cruHip and
etiSoKta, cf. Fs-Sol 839

). In Jn 442 6 CTWTTIP TOV tc&a-jAov

receives its import from the rich and pregnant mean-
ing o~&w and crtoTypta acquire in the discourses of
the Fourth Gospel. As Jesus had represented
Himself to the woman not as a mere revealer
(vv.

19 - 26
), but as the giver of 'living water,

3 and
'water unto eternal life' (vv.

10 - 14
), so the Samari-

tans, in acknowledging Him as owfyo TOV /coV/iou,

prove to have attained a deeper conception of

Me^ijih-hip than was commonly current among
tlioin, loih as to the nature and extent of the
Messiah's calling (cf., however, for crwr-np TOV Kdo-jmov,
4 Ezr 1326).

2. The fact has not escaped observation, that St.

Luke, who alone of the Synoptists introduces into
his record the word <rwr^p, also employs it twice in
Acts, where it occurs once in a speech of St. Peter
(5

31
), and once in a speech of St. Paul (13

23
). In 531

we have the combination dpxyybs Kal <rcor?7/> : Christ
was made both by the Resurrection and by the
Ascension, apxyyos is found also in Ac 315

, another
speech of St. Peter, and is here combined with
j*o>?5 ; the Jews asked for a murderer to be granted
them and killed the Prince of Life, whom God
raised from the dead. It is plain that the meaning
of o"wT97p in 531 is determined by that of dpxyyfa* and

' "
I

1

'! ''pxyyfc has -spooiliciiUy to do with
'<-::

"

!i:
,
"\

; power, \vlmn<-o aUo "ia both pass-
?es the Resurrection is emphasized. Besides Lk.

,

Hebrews is the only NT writing which employs
dpxyyos (2

10 122). The former of these two passages
confirms the close connexion already found between
crcar^p and dpxTX^s, for it calls Jesus apxyybs crcor?7pay ;

in the other passage He is called apx^yos K&I reXe^wr^?
7r<Trews, 'the leader and perfecter of faith.

3

(For
a thorough discussion of dpxyyfo, cf. Bleek, Der
Brief a. d. Hebrder, ii. pp. 301-303). The use of
the word in combination with crwr^p is interesting,
because both are employed in the LXX of the

'judges' sent by God .to deliver Israel (Jg 39'15

1 16* H 123 [crwr^p= srtfp, dpxvybs= p^R]). In Hebrews,
however, the rendering 'captain,' which brings out
the idea of military leadership, and the general ren-

dering
(
author,

5 are inadequate; the word plainly
has the connotation of 'model,' 'example,' 'fore-

runner/ the leader first experiencing in Himself
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and receiving in Himself that to which he leads

others. Thus Jesus is apxyybs crwr^ptas in 2
10

,
because

He Himself is conducted to glory by God, and in

His attainment to glory draws with Him all the

other sons of God. In 122 Jesus' career of faith

is represented as exemplary for
_

believers ; by
preceding in the exercise of an ideal faith He
enables others to follow in the same dytiv of faith.

He 59 proves that where the author does not wish

to emphasize this peculiar idea of precession, but

merely to express the causal l,,ilo!:-".:p between
His work and the salvation of l'< M -, "ie uses the

general term afrios :

' He became author of eternal

salvation.' The reference to the Resurrection in

both Petrine passages renders it probable that the

word dpxyyos is here used in the same pregnant
sense : Jesus is in virtue of the Resurrection a

leader of life, one who has Himself attained unto

life, and now makes others partakers of the same.

As the murderer in Ac 314 inflicts death, so the

aLpXTjyte rf* fa3 s bestows life, crwr^p, then, is identi-

cal with apxvyfa so far as the impartation of life

is concerned, but leaves the exemplification of the

life-content of the a-^r-rjpLa in Jesus' own Person

unexpressed. In the speech of St. Paul (13
33

) the
use of <r<an?ip clearly attaches itself to the LXX of

the Book of Judges, if the reading ijyeipe of the TR
be followed, for this is the verb by which the LXX
in Jg 39< 15 renders the Heb. D'pn. If, on^ the other

hand, we read withWH tfyaye, the more immediate
reference, seems

^
to be to Zee 38

; but even then
the word trwrfip itself points back to the Book of

Judges.
3. In St. Paul's writings, apart from the Pastoral

Epistles, O-WTT^P is found only twice "Eph 523 and
Ph 320. The interpretation of the former passage
is much disputed. The husband's relation as head
to the wife and Christ's relation as Head to the
Church are compared, and in this connexion Christ
is called crturTjp rou crcfijuaros (of the Church). This
last statement seems to imply that Christ's head-

ship over the Church is based on His being the
Saviour of the Church -body. The question is

whether this must be understood in the sense which
will likewise b<; jipplicjiblo to the relation between
husband and -wi'e. In the ordinary sense the
husband could hardly be called the saviour of the
wife's body. But Wagner (ZNTWvi. [1905] p. 220)
has called attention to a passage in Clement (Peed.
ii. 5) where it is stated^ that the Creator provides
man with meat and drink rov <rti>fe<r0cu %dpt^, 'for

the sake of \ -in^ ,-ilive.
3

Applying this to our

1 ;,-.!: < I'M- .''i
1

very congruous sense: As
\\. -

ii
: is 0-wr?7p of the wife, by supplying the

sustenance of her \. i ,

T
1

:
f . so Christ is crcar^p

of the Church, inasmuch as He endows her with
eternal life ; and for this reason both hold the posi-
tion of head. This secures for <T&GLV the sense of

'endowing with eternal life.
3 Tv"

: ,.1
:

:'; of
the passage, thus understood, woi:' .I".- !" . 'iat

the ordinary religious use of G-&&LV is illustrated

by analogy with a natural use of the verb which
seems to be without precedent in earlier Biblical
Greek. In Ph 320 the word a-^r^p has a specific

eschatological reference : Christ is crwrtfp, because
at the resurrection He will transform the body of
believers into the likeness of His own glorious
body. <r&ew therefore here also is equivalent to
the bestowal of life.

4. With sudden and remarkable frequency cranfip

emerges in the Pastoral Epistles (10 times) and
in 2 Peter (o times). In the Pastorals there is

further the peculiarity that the name is applied to
both God and Christ": to God, in 1 Ti I1 2s 410, Tit
I3 210 34

; to Christ, in 2 Ti I10, Tit I4 213 3s. In
2 Peter the reference is always to Christ. In Jude
also God is once called * our Saviour through Jesus
Christ

'

(v.
25

). The designation of God as Saviour

can appear strange only on the basis of our estab-

lished custom to reserve this title for Christ ; on

the basis of the OT it was a j f*
- V rv, i -u

i_

1 usage,
for here always God, nevei i,- M --!,< . i called

IP^D, crwr77p. And in the NT itself the act of saving

is, where a subject is indicated, as naturally ascribed

to God as to Christ -.."'; few passages
reflect on the subject). Jixcept perhaps for the one

passage, 1 Ti 410
, it cannot be said that the mean-

ing of <rwH)p in the Pastorals and 2 Peter differs

from its ordinary import, or that of cr^ecv in the

NT elsewhere. Christ is Saviour, because ^He
abolished death and brought life and i ::::' ;,

r
;

to light through the gospel (2 Ti I10 ) ;
,

^ I.-T.', ,. !

Saviour, Jesus Christ has an eternal Kir^<lum into

which believers receive entrance (2 P I ;. M.c is

called
* the great God and Saviour,' in so far as be-

lievers look for the blessed hope and appearing of

His glory (Tit 213 ). The hope of eternal life comes
from God our Saviour (Tit I2 214

). T,V ;,;.!.-;, ,-1

also is the reference in c the commandment ot the

Lord and Saviour
'

(2 P 32). In Tit 210 the thought
is implied that God is Saviour in the ethical sphere,
whence ' the doctrine of God our Saviour

' becomes
an incentive to holy living. But peculiar is 1 Ti

410 where God is willed 'the Saviour of all men,

especially of them that believe.' Wagner proposes
to apply here the same sense given to (rw/jp in Eph
523

: God is Saviour of all men, inasmuch as lie

supplies them with natural life ; Saviour especially
of believers, because He supplies these with the

higher life of the Spirit (I.e. p. 222, where Philo

[de Mundi Opif. 60 : God= etiepytrys Kcd <rwr^p] is

quoted). This might seem to be favoured by 1 Ti

613 'God who keepeth all things alive,' or 'who

giveth life to all things
'

(cf . the alternative reading
faoyovrj&Gt. for <rc6cm in Lk 1733). But it is less in

keeping with Tit 211 where a similar universalism

of God's <r&eiv is affirmed, and yet this is a matter
of redemption, not of nature.

^
Wagner is quite

correct, however, in urging against von Soden that
c God crwr^p of all men 3 cannot mean t Gol i- ''v'7 '

'"/-,'/

to be o-urtfp of all men '

; and against B. Weiss, that

it cannot mean God has made salvation objc'-iix oly
i .,, "V f, ,.*i men, while subjectively llo i<vili/e-

"

! "..-. only.' The solution of the difficulty
must be sought elsewhere, viz. in connexion with
the pronounced universalism of tl~- P. . IT

""

in ^enonil. The emphasis an<. ,;.
\\hich ilii-* principle is brought , .-.

probable that
J1 " :r "

"ie historical

situation to wh"-
'

I

1

, . .

^ themselves
lies at its basis, and at the basis also of the fre-

quency with which the words crdbfav, (rwr^p^a, (rwr^-

ptos, 0-wr^p are employed. There is nVolntrly no
reason to -u-pect the writer of any "rriMiiiiMi to

weaken <r nun i vnlizc li "-''- '

" "
'"

.

''

t

Besides involving de"i.
'

'

"

I*..,.

'

'.i"
*

the Epistles, this would leave unexplained why, in

other p,i^age>, the principle of s -'! -::' *"
enunciated \\ii\i all desirable -."

'

'!" 4

only p1;Mi<*ilil<! \iovi-K iluii ilu^ [u'j'-.figo^ninlor review
contain a warning against the dualistic trend of

that incipient Gnosticism to whose early presence
in tho Apo-loli'- ]eriod the Epistles of the First

<'}ipii\!i\ ul-o bonr witness. In a twofold sense
it might become of importance to vindicate, over

against this theory, the universalism of saving
grace : on the one hand, in so far as Gnosticism on

principle excluded from salvation those who lacked
the pneumatic character ; and, on the other hand,
in so far as those belonging to the pneumatici
might be considered to carry the power of salva-

tion by nature in themselves. In other words, it

might become necessary to emphasize that God
saves all men, not merely one class of men, and
that no man is by his subjective condition either

sunk beneath the possibility or raised above the
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need of salvation. Perhaps also the emphasis
upon the fact that God as well as Christ is Saviour,
though perfectly natural from the OT point oi

view, is specially directed against a system which
tended to separate between the Creator-God of the
old dispensation and the Saviour-God, Christ, of the
new. The recent investigations of Friedlander
have shown that there existed long before the 2nd
cent, of our era a Jewish type of Gnosticism, so
that it can no longer be asserted that an anti-
Gnostic polemic of this type per se niiiii.i- -

,i^,ii

the Pauline authorship of the Pastoral Epistles.

In recent times attempts have been made to explain the rise
and development of the NT " .-*-.*-.- ,.

, / ---] ,
t

.
'

'"
.

'

','/'.',.,
- -\.

"

c:
'

. '-'"'." i'..

)!-'- . i .'
-

in the cult of the '

Mysteries w *
, . TV/HM, m une aerise<"">" i" -

s

"

,e i > i

1 Wobbermin (Re-
'

' '.' *
. 189G), who asserts that especially

in wie ciub 01 me suuieiranean gods the word a-uryp was com-
mon as a name for the Deitv. In two articles published m the
Christliche Welt for 1899 and 1900,-entitled

' Als die Zeit erfullt
war' and ' Der Heiland,' Harnack calls attention to certain in-
" ".*' '!" :"

'
"

. v- 1
: , Priene and Halicarnassus,

<!' - i" . , '. . 9, in which the Emperor
Augustus is invested with Divine predicates, and called <r&>r^
the one who has been filled for the good of mankind with gifts,
a god whose birthday has brought to the world the evangels
connected with his person, the Zeus of the

" " '
1

: 1

"

tr&rjip of the human race. Harnack assume -
< .

-
.

'

, -i

calling Jesus ffurhp was influenced by these and similar pagan
forms of ' "rent in the cult of the Emperors, and
that the

'

may be seen at work
'

with which the Pastoral Epistles and 2 Peter
He further suggests that St. Paul purposely : !

,

because of the eudsempnistic, \\* 'ill -fil P i\our it had acquired
from these i>u_

ran ^-^/"ia'if n-. N. r.,:Ko, in riio 'Gospel of the
Infancy,' the i- ni'-r ** T!K- I'.ntorals, the writer of 2 Peter, and
the Fourth Evangelist, meant to represent Christ as the true
-, .-'

**- -*--u ~m lay the reality of what ._
"

.", ^-\
'

<\-
""

'1

1 -. dead or living. Soltau ( '* '. 'it*,
1

- .,."/' ,/ '

C'i ''. V ', reaches the same concl .-" 'i-. :'! -ir-:
'_

* :

HarnacK, on the basis of the same and other classical material,
and also asserts derivation of the story of the virgin birth from
the same pagan circle of ideas. Wendland (ZNTW v. [1904], p."""" ccx -* - J-*

,

J
the use of ruriip in ." "'

.
:
-"; i

"

,

.

:

eified men a usage !- / ., \ : ! n.

the production of the LXX. Up to t" i ^ NV !
-

il

Great, e-uTvp was not applied to men, because it was still felt to
be a cult-name reserved for the gods. The first trace of its

application to men appears in Thncydides, where it is given to
Brasidas, and in Polvbina, whcio Philip of Macedon is called

'

rulers were honoured with this title. It was also combined
with the Oriental idea of the incarnation of the godhead, whence
such a term as tftQwvs was applied to rulers. A feast celebrated
on the day of such a aruTvip was called ffu<rv

tpi.. From the Greek
dynasties the custom passed over to the representatives of the
Roman power, especially to the Emperors. Examples are
adduced from Cicero, whose rhetorical exaggerations in speak-
ing of great Romans are believed to have sprung from his

knowledge of the Orh -^ril fo^!!- f
<

-p < < li. T/. en a philosopher
like Epicurus could 1 v crr\ -1 ' r/ ; ,i;i' r :i -om : -Divine fashion,
and that in his lift TM- . 1 ;Mn n \ . ir 'or"ovio:i with the recent
trend towards explaining Binlical conceptions from Babylonian
sources, it has been proposed to find in the NT idea of enur^p an
embodiment of the Oriental myth of a ^

\

: --K : '
JT (Erloser-

Konig) ; cf. A. Jeremias, Babylonisches
'

/ V / \ '.'." '. pp. 27-46.
It is not proposed here to subject the above hypotheses to an

exhaustive criticism. To some extent the later forms have
effectually criticised the earlier ones. Thus Wendland disposes
of much in Anrich, Wobbermin, and Soltau. Wagner (ZNTW
vi. [1905]) skilfully attacks tb- IM-*>." < r Wendland. A few
remarks must here suffice. Tru <U ri- ,.i on of the whole idea of

ftoryp and truTvjpioe, from the Oriental expectation of the Saviour-

King is impossible, because OT prophecy not at all, and Jewish

theology very rarely, applies the name #Tto, *T^, to the

Messiah, and yet in eschatological Messianism it would be
natural to look first of all for the evidence of - 1

:-
11 ! Osiris to 1

importation. As to the alleged connexion betwu n i
!<

< dntk
mysteries and Christianity, it" should be observed ihn: Tin 1 nilr
of the mysteries flourished in the 2nd cent, of the Christian era,
and that none of the authorities quoted by Anrich in support of
his view dates further back than this. The Asian inscriptions,
of which Harnack and Soltau make so much, offer at the best
some striking analogies to the NT mode of representation ; but a
real literary dependence cannot be made out, as even Wendland
admits. In his second article,

' Der Heiland,' Harnack expresses
himself much more guardedly than in the first, after this fashion :

* On the Jewish and on the Grecian line numerous religious con-

ceptions existed, which covered each other and so simply could
pass over into each other.' erurvip in the cult- of the Emperors
has quite a different sense from what it has in the NT ; in Hellen-

;

ism it never means * the one who translates from death into life.'
,

It is also exceedingly doubtful whether St. Paul consciously and '

purposely avoids the use of e-avf.p with reference to Christ,
because of its pagan, idolatrous associations. Why did not St.
Paul avoid xvptae for the same reasons? Why not CT&&IV and
o-urvtpi themselves as well as o-otrf.p ? A far more simple explana-
tion is that the non-use of jrmtD in the OT with reference to the
Messiah continued to exert its influence in the usage of St.
Paul. An allusion to the Emperor-cult and the r61e played in
it by ff&rfip in Ph 3-^ is nol impossible, for in the words 'our
joMrwpM is in heave

" "
;

'

emphatic. Where, apartfrom bt. Paul, the . . lv is first joined to the
lerson of Christ, this is done in dependence on the Hebrew

Sourth Gospel there is a conscious appropriation of, and at the

!u
m
A-,

tlme a Protest against, the pagan use of the word, and
that the sudden frequency of its occurrence in the Pastorals and
2 Peter is to be explained from this. As a matter of fact, how-
ever, this involves, according to Harnack, the unhistorical
character of at least the present form of the JUaymJicat and of
the message of the angels to the shepherds (Lk 1*7 and 2") :

further, the unhistorical character of at
' '

: ;<"
the speeches of St. Peter and St. Paul (A . :,

'

-. i
:

the unhistorical <" -,!.. <
*

<

'

at least tl . -i

of our Lord in Jr ^. li ,
.. been sho\\n above, that the Lukan

record can be readily explained from the historical situation
which it reports. For Jn 4*2 (and Un 4^) a-w^p xoffiMv, a
comparison with 4 Ezr 1326, where the same phrase occurs,
proves that even here we do not necessarily move in Greek trains
of thought, but are still in 11 i J< A!*' -*, r \" , i.- T i .r >
of Wendland's contention is, i-i.n |.,> i \ . i v |>, . en, \;\ [^\ A
there is some adjustment in the use of" raw,? to the manner of
its handling in pagan quarters, for v- -"V.- '"

. i ,^ m 73ut
even here considerable weeding of v . .

-
, ". be

necessary. Thus he brings the jt*P'* which is named as the
motive of the Divine act of er&&iv, into connexion with the
tenignitas and dementia of

'*

P. i i r. . P .

25-9 shows how all this can be . \j

'

."_

to such far-fetched analogies. Similar! \ th-.- -/.c xpawv KIUVIUV of
Tit I2 and 2 Ti 19 is treated by WendhiMc] ns .in allusion to the
eternity of the Roman Emperors, which takes no account of
the fact that the latter was an eternity of post- not of pre-
existence. In Tit 37

, where he would find the same analogy,
the eternity is not that of the rurtip, but of believers. Most,
perhaps, could be said in favour of the Hellenistic association
of .such terms as &rrj$a,vet, fteyois Beds, and 0j^.ot,v6feaTf, in their
joint use with a-urtp (cf. Wagner, p. 232). But, taken as a whole,
c-coT'hp is shown to be a thoroughly OT conception by its depen-
dence on er&^tiv and a-earviptce., about whose OT provenience there
can be no reasonable doubt.

See also art. SALVATION, and the Literature
there cited. GEERHARDUS Vos,

SAYING AND DOING. The contrast between
saying

} and *

doing
'

is based on an axiomatic
principle of the moral and spiritual life, which,
notwithstanding its simplicity and obviousness, is

apt to be overlooked, viz. the importance of char-
acter as distinguished from profession, the supreme
value of ethical ideals and practice above ritual

observance, the vital connexion between creed and
conduct. The distinction thus suggested neces-

sarily finds a Inr-o pL-uo in the teaching of our
Lord, who, as ilio r<Mm<lor of a religion of inward
reality, frequently emphasized the importance of
*

doing
3

rather than 'saying.' 'Not every one
:hat saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into
:he kingdom of heaven ; but he that doeth the will
of my Father which is in heaven' (Mt 721

). Not
}hat Jesus by any means underrated the importance
of e

saying
'

; He made confession of His name one
of the most solemn obligations of discipleship (Mt
1032 - S3

3
cf. Lk 888- S9

). But a profession must rest

upon a solid foundation of character. The recur-

rence, in various forms, of the phrase 'to do the
will of God,

3 and the prominent place given to this

conception, is a marked feature of Christ's teaching;
see Mt 1250

; cf. 724
"27 1627 2540- 45

, Lk KP'37 II 28
ISf"

9

etc.
'

Doing
'

is the testing quality of the Chris-

tian life (Mt 519 - 47
) }
and the sure and only way to

spiritual eiili<:hfo!iiiK.M'.t (Jn 7 17
). Of this doing of

G-od's will Jesus Himself set the supreme and in-

spiring example (Jn 4s* 530 6y8 ).
In contrast with

;his ideal of 'doing,' Jesus warned men against
the subtle dangers of mere f

saying.' Even when
sincerely meant. He checked the impulsiveness of

a hasty and ill-considered profession (Mt S19 - 20
; cf.

3. s*" Lk 14*8)
.

])Ut His severest rebukes were
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reserved for those who substituted a hollow and
obtrusive pretension for the realities of moral and

spiritual character. It was tin' ;.:vc,i! 4n of the

religious leaders of the time M,U . I'.^y were so

strong in profession and precept, and so neglectful
of practical righteousness ;

'

they say, and do not
'

(Mt 233
) ; and many too readily followed their ex-

ample of easy formalism,
* This people honoureth

me with their lips
'

(Mt 15s
). The same contrast is

"boldly presented in the parable of the Two Sons

(Mi :h j-- :jj

), with special reference on the one hand
to the Pharisees and scribes, and on the other to

the-'-: -. '"*'
:

11
'

1 "'i "-'"_
''

j'

- sblicans and sinners'

win- \\i .-::''-, i !-,,.' of the Kingdom of

hea It' 'i. ." i

1

*-
1 '" '

o :i profession, or even
in . .!!" :

'

v i'">'- don, is better than

promises unfulfilled by practice. In this, as in

other ways,
* many shall be last that are first ; and

first that are last'' (Mt 1030 ). The acted parable'
of the withering of the barren fig-tree with its

deceptive show7 of premature leaves, was a solemn

warning against the danger and sin of 'saying'
without 'doing' (Mt 21 ly - 19

,
Mk II12

'14
). Better

that the 'saying' should follow than outrun the
*

doing,' and be inspired by a truthful and humble

servants ; we have done that which it was our duty

LITERATURE. Dale, Eoangel. Revival, 104 ; ExpT iii. [1892]

460, viii. [1896] 85 ; F. W. Robertson, Serm. ii. 94.

J. E. M'OUAT.
SAYINGS (UNWRITTEN) . Certain sayings

ascribed to Christ, though recorded by early
writers, are not found written in the G-ospels,
and therefore are known as the Agrapha, or Un-
written Sayings of Our Lord. They are not as
T -.'is- ">',; !s~ ".iV 1 '

I

1
' ''haps, have been antuipatt-u,

i* vu- o 1

,

"

r- >'.'.<: facts of (.hri-.iV rnini-m.
and the comparative brevity of the actual reports
of His discourses. The active ministry seems to

have lasted for nearly three years. The records

convey the impression of preachings and teachings,
continued from day to day, with only rare intervals

of repose. The audiences were frequently very
large ; they came from all quarters ; the interest

was widespread and intense. The words of this

Galilsean Rabbi, who attracted some and provoked
the wrath of others, but could not be <li-i<"iai <!<<!

by any, did not die in their utterance. Ii wa- .-in

age when the memory was much cultivated.

Christ's hearers would be ready to retain, and

repeat at home, and amongst their friends, what-
ever had impressed them most in the new doctrines.

It was a literary ;< al-o. Before the Third Gospel
was written, in'anv had already composed histories

of Christ (Lk 1-;.' Tiio Fourth Evangelist states

that he made a selection from available materials

(Jn 2030* 31 2125
).

There must once have been a large amount of

Agrapha of teachings and sayings which have
not reached us in the pages of Holy Writ. "While
these were for the most part current in Palestine

only, a few would spread farther, through the
visits of Hellenists, and even Greeks (Jn 1220), to
Judaea. But the work of converting the world was
reserved for the preaching of Christ's Apostles ;

and the converts' knowledge of Christianity was
derived from the traditions which were delivered
\>\ 'no \

i
Ml- -. and which were subsequently

HI pi -i -!,:<! i.y I

1

!-'- texts of the written Gospels.
M'J:P.V. I'ii^j ':, f I< brew Church of Palestine, which
alone possessed first-hand knowledge of Christ's

teachings, faded and ultimately perished with the,

scattering of the Hebrew race. In these historical

conditions we find the reasons why so little of the

teaching of the Master has survived beyond the

actual contents of the four canonical records. The
entire collection of Agrapha, gathered from all

sources, is not large. When what is jipourypha],
or certainly spurious, has been eliminated, the

residuum is found to be small in amount, and not

very valuable. .

The extra-canonical Sayings are preserved in

some MSS of the Gospels, and in those religious

romances known as the Apocryphal Gospels, also

in the Commentaries of the Fathers^;
buUhere are,

besides, a few sayings which -

* "
- that

they are not included in the * - but

yet possess high attestation as being parts of the

text of Acts and 1 Cor. They stand, or fall, with

the estimate held of the authenticity of those books.

In Ac 2035 St. Paul quotes the words of
^

the Lord ;

'how he said, It is more, blessed to give than to

received This is a specimen of the traditions (2 Th
215

) which were delivered by the first preachers of

Christianity to their converts. In 1 Co IP5 St.

Paul adds a phrase not found in the Evangelists'
accounts of the Institution,

' This do ye, as oft as

ye drink it, in remembrance of me
'

; but v. 23 may be

interpreted to intimate that the Apostle had en-

joyed a special revelation (

ff l have received of the

Lord'), imlisMCinlpntly of any tradition of the words
heard b> r!io T\\cl\V. The report of our Lord's

last commands to His Apostles (Ac I4
'8

), though in

part a repetition of texts in the Gospels, is distinct

in some expressions, and v. 5 has no parallel in the

Evangelists. This verse is repeated by St. Peter

in Ac II16
.

The sayings preserved in some MSS of the

Gospels are of the nature of textual variations for

the most part. A few are absolutely inadmissible

on texti,
""

,
'?

-
: others are accepted only by

certain
"

:

. i which are not universally
admitted may yet be authentic traditions, though
extra-canonical : relics of the many sayings which
were not recorded by the Evangelists. The test of

these, and of others which are handed down by
the Fathers, is by comparison with the sentiments
which are recognized as elements in the character

of Christ's teaching. The very ancient MS at

Cambridge known as Codex Bezce, which exhibits

many remarkable variations from the usual text of

the (Jospels, has between Mt 2028 and 29 the following :

' But ye, seek ye from little to increase, and from greater to

be less ; but also when, having been invited, ye enter in to sup,
not to go and sit down in the prominent places, lest a more
honourable than thou should come in, and he that invited to

l
:

i --ipS'<.r <0io!. :d come forward and say to thee, "Withdraw
s, 'i 'ov '. r

"
;
a j'd thou shouldest be put to shame. But if thou

shouldest go and sit down in the inferior place, and one inferior

to thee should come in, he that invited to the supper will say to

thee, "Draw together still higher"; and this shall be to thee

profitable.'

Between Lk 64 and 5 the following occurs :

' On the same day he beheld a certain man working on the

Sabbath, and said to him,
"
Man, if indeed thou knowest what

thou art doing, thou art blessed ; but if thou knowest not, thou
art accursed and a transgressor of the law." '

These paragraphs are not supported by sufficient

evidence to warrant their inclusion in the text of
the Gospels : whether they are worthy to be con-

sidered part of those traditions of Christ's teach-

ings which, preceded, and for a time accompanied,
the written word, the English reader can judge for

himself. Textual criticism has no place outside
the region of documents.
The following Sayings, however, are in a different

!:': . . The evidence for them is so weighty
1

!

'
. '.' ,.,re received into the text by some critics

,*

but to others the evidence is insufficient ; yet it

will hardly be denied by any that the presence of
the words in so many ancient documents stamps
them with distinct authority, and demands their

recognition as traditions of the Master's teaching-*.
We refer here to the Doxology (Mt 613 ) ;

the ver>e
Mt 1721 ; the words,

' and every sacrifice shall be
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salted with salt' (Mk 949
) ; <Ye know not what

manner of spirit ye are of. For the Son of Man is

not come to destroy men's lives, hut to save them '

(Lk 9M - 5f}
) ;

'

Father, forgive them : for they know
not what they do '

(Lk 2#34
). All these passages

except the last are rejected as parts of the text by
the .Revisers, and those of the same school of
criticism ; nor do they accept as undoubtedly
genuine the story of the Adulteress in Jn 8, and
the concluding verses of Mk. ; yet the words attrib-
uted to Christ in these two sections, and in the
texts cited above, must certainly commend them-
selves to unprejudiced ears as authentic reminis-
cences of the Master's sayings, even if we refuse
them a place in the canonical records.
The Sayings of Christ which have been pre-

served outside the NT by ecclesiastical writers,
though not actually numerous, are too many for

quotation in this article. The follow m^ are speci-
mens ; and, in different ways, 01 i Micros and im-

portance.
Clement of Alexandria (Strom, vi. 5. 43) quotes

Peter thus :

'The Lord said to the Apostles, "If, then, anyone of Israel
wishes to repent and believe through my name on God, his sins
shall be forgiven him. After twelve years go forth into the
world, lest any one say, We did not hear."

'

Origen (in Joan. ii. 6) has :

'If any one goes to the Gospel according to the Hebrews,
there the Saviour himself saith : "Just now my mother the
Holy Spirit took me by one of my hairs and carried me off to
the great mountain Tabor.'"

Jerome quotes from the same Gospel as follows :

(ct)
' After the resurrection of the Saviour, it records :

" But
when the Lord had given the linen cloth to ilu inif-r- -i rvanr,
he went to James and appeared to him. For Jam- - hid tr,k n
an oath that he would not eat bread from that hour in which he
had drunk the cup of the Lord, until he should see him rising

1from
them that sleep." And again, a little farther on, "Bring- me,
saith the Lord, a table and bread." And there follows im-
mediately : "He took the bread, and blessed, and brake, and
gave to James the Just;, and said to him,

' My brother, eat thy
bread, inasmuch as the Son of Man hath risen from them that
sleep

' n *
(de Vir. illust. ii.)-

(&)
* There is the following story :

"
Behold, the Lord's mother

and his brethren were saying to him :
' John the Baptist bap-

tizes unto remission of sins; let us go and be baptized by
him.' But he said unto them :

* What sin have I done, that I
should go an 1

]
"* ".v.' :

".

" ' ~

, "lisvery
thing, which 1 ';-." I

'"
(c)

' We read, too, of th
"

-

never rejoice, except \\hei

in love
" '

(in Kph. ,")*')

The 'Sayings' contained in a fragmentary papy-
rus of the 3rd cent., discovered \\\ Oxyrhynolni-.
are in part equivalent to texts in the Gospels, bub
the following have no parallels :

(a)
'

Except ye fast to the world, ye shall in nowise find the

kingdom of God; and except ye make the Sabbath a real

Sabbath, ye shall not see the Father.'

(&)
*
I stood in the midst of the world, and in the flesh was I

seen of them, and I found all men drunken, and none found I
athirst among them ; and my soul grieveth over the sons of men,
because they are blind in their heart, and see not.'

(o)
' Wherever there are two, they are not without God ; and

wherever there is one alone, I say, I am with Mm. Eaise the
stone and there shalt thou find me ; cleave the wood and there
am I.'

*

The so-called 2nd Ep. of Clement of Rome (c, iv.)
has :

* For this cause, if we do these things, the Lord said,
"
Though

ye be gathered together with me in my bosom, and do not my
commandments, I will cast you away, and will say unto you,
'

Depnrt troin me, I know you not whence ye are, ye workers of

iniquity.'
5"

Hippolytus (Plnlosph, v. 7) quotes the Gospel
according to Thomas thus :

'He that seeketh me shall find me in children from seven
years old onwards, for there I am manifested, though hidden in
the fourteenth age/

* Other fragments of MSS containing words ascribed to Christ
have lately been procured from the same place, but the text was
not available when this article was printed. It is not unreason-
able to anticipate additions to our store of Agrapha by future
discoveries amongst Egyptian ruins,

ds very
. / iii. 2).

"And
. Brother

Many sayings ascribed to Jesus have been col-
lected from Mohammedan sources (cf. art. CHRIST
IN MOHAMMEDAN LITERATURE [in Appendix]).One such passage is :

c When Jesus was asked,"How art thou this morning?" he wTould answer,
"Unable to forestall what I hope, or to put off
what I fear, bound by my works, with all my good
in another's hand. There is no poor man poorerthan I am."' The last sentence agrees in senti-
ment with a well-known text ; but these Moham-
medan traditions of Christ's words are for the most
part of no value.

LITERATURE. Art. '

Agrapha' in Hastings' DB, Extra Vol.
p. d4dn., where a good hihlio^iaphy i-, given. TI c 'oVov'i "
artt. are useful: 'Saying iTom MS.S and I.I.IK'I- - Lo T.

Expositor, iv. ix [1894] 1, 97;
'

Oxyrhynchus Sayings
' Swete

ExpTvm. [1S97J ,544, _^v. (
[19M] 488,

^

Cross
f

and Harnack,

>

G. H. GWILLIAM.
SCARLET . Scarlet, as a dye, was obtained

from the body of the female kermes insect (Lec-
anium ilicis], a native of S.E. Europe, where it
lives upon a species of dwarf oak (Quercits cocci-

/era). The insect is of the family Coccidse, to
which also the cochineal of Mexico belongs. Its
Latin name (derived from its appearance) was
yrana; hence the dye was called 'grain

3

(cf.

Milton, Penser. 33, Par, Lost, xi. 242; Spenser,
FQ i. vii. 1 ; see Skeat, Etym. Diet. s.v.).

2. The colour is correctly represented by its
name. Mt 27 28 is the only passage in the Go'spels
where the word *

scarlet
*

(/ok/ca'o?) occurs, and it is
there a substitute for the 'purple' of

||
Mk 1517- 20

,

Jn 192- 5
. It is the latter word that has changed

its meaning (see art. PURPLE).
' The Or. sense of colour seems to have been so comparatively

dim and uncertain, that it is almost impossible to ascertain what
the real idea was which they attached to any word alluding to
hue '

(R-uskin, Mod. Painters, iii. 225. Cf. also Gladstone, Juv.
Mundi, p. 540).

Yet the ancients, as a rul- .,: ".";.
"

fcin-

;j;ii-li(Ml -(,i-MV from purple j!- .,' , p.
I M'ii. |VrfiijiM\ Mt. gives the colour actually used,
MK. rrid .H. T i'.e colour intended.

3. The * scarlet robe ' was n nT-ml.l oilly a military
cloak, either that of a comu --M -oM'n:'' (sagum] or
that of a \ ( i n : i ." officer (paludamentum).
The latter v -'! ;! of better quality; both
were regularly of scarlet (Ellicott, Hist. Lectures^
p. 348 n.). Westcott (on Jnl92- 5

) emphasizes, in
the crown and robe, the idea of victory as well as
of royalty :

* this blood-stained robe was the true
dress of a "kindly t o-njueror. ... So He was
through life i':- >r.r<M'ii';_ King, the true Soldier/

F. S. RANKEN.
SCHISM. See UNITY.

SCHOOL. See BOYHOOD and EDUCATION.

SCIENCE. 1. Theword '

science,'in the language
of to-day, refers sometimes to a process and some-
times to the results of that process. The process
itself is the representation in thought of the facts
and events of human experience. The result of
this process is the formulation of statements and
doctrines which are regarded as true. We there-
fore use the word ' science

'

generally
to embrace

both (1) scientific method ana (2) scientific truth.
The object of science is to apply its method to

every field of possible knowledge, and so to in-

clude within its doctrine all the facts of human
experience.

I. STATE OF SCIENCE IN THE CIVILIZATION
IN WHICH CHRIST LIVED. 1. Relation to Hellen-
ism. The civilization of Palestine was complex
and syncretic. The two main factors in it were
the ancient Hebrew culture (largely tinctured by
other Oriental elements), which preponderated,
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and Hellenism. This latter was a pow- : r \ ! 1' ^!

throughout the Greece-Roman world, ;:?i.-i ::!!"
to influence every department of life ; and so, de-

spite the innate conservatism of the Jews, the more
external elements of Palestinian culture received a

strong Hellenistic tincture. The organism of the

State was deeply affected, public institutions were

modified, and social relations not untouched. The
arts, too, were influenced, but, by the time the

science of the Hebrews was reached, the wave of

Hellenism had lost much of its vigour. The mind
of the Jew was equipped ,1^,111-1 ii. The Greek

language was, after all, Inn -lightly known (cf.

Ac^21 40 222
), and, though Herod surrounded him-

self with Greek literati and many Jews received a
Greek education abroad, these facts indicate the
limit of the ]Hjntilrnl ion of Greek science into the
life of the Jews. This may be illustrated by refer-

ence to St. Paul. Though brought up to some
extent under "lklleni-nc milu< ino< k < in Tarsus, his

culture was Greek only in its form and in certain
of its graces. To the Hebrew mode of thought
and Rabbinic logic inward and characteristic

elements of Jewish culture he tenaciously clung.
His writings are all those of a Jew rather than of

a Hellenist. It is, then, unnecessary to attend to

Hellenistic thought when considering the
e science

'

that formed the intellectual
"

-\ .''! of the

teaching of Christ. The Aristotelian logic had
no nameable influence upon His own thought, or

upon the mind !" ;

T - <=i

i

-

;
I"

J who reported His

words, or upon
"

;
. :he common people

who * heard him gladly*
9 The logic of the society

in which Christ moved was Rabbinic and not philo-
sophic, and its standard of truth was religious
rather than scientific.

2. Hebrew standard of truth. We recognize
-"

'. ; "!*"; to the scientific standard, those

]_ A '.' ;

'

true which accurately and impar-
tially describe observed facts ; that is, the

test^
of

truth is its logical form as descriptive. This notion
of truth was originally foreign to the Hebrews.
The words in the OT which are translated c

true,'

'truth,' etc., rna^r be traced to roots which have

primarily an ethical meaning and convey the
notion of <;on-ljni<-y, steadfastness, I'smlii'iilm^*'

(see art.
* Truth'" in T-T,i--t

: n--' DB}. Hence they
are more generally iippliod to a person than a pro-

position, and attach to a proposition only in a

derivative way, the sayings of God being
' faithful

'

because His character is beneath and behind them,
they are established in the Divine nature, and so

cannot be moved. Thus, that a proposition should

tally with facts did not stand out with such im-

]MrL;iM<-( ;- "1 ilues for us moderns: indeed, to the
M:IC

: IMI 11', !< v, . truth was a matter of motive and
character rather than of accuracy. Thus in the

Decalogue there is no actual and direct condemna-
tion oflyi ii*r. but the prohibition is li ro<-f Nl ;i^\'unM
the lioiirinj! of false witness, the dastardly motive

being the thing denounced, rather than the failure

accurately to describe facts. This comes out in

strong relief in the Jewish notion of history. The
aim of the historian was less to give a record of

events than to edify. Indeed, by the time of Christ
the whole circle of historical ideas had received
a fanciful character, because that narrative was
deemed to be the be^t which gave the most lauda-

tory account of the Hebrew heroes.
Truth then, according to the Hebrew mind, was

that which edified, and not merely accurate descrip-
tion of fact. Only from this point of view can we
understand many NT sayings with reference to
truth. Jesus claimed that He Himself was the
truth. In saying

*
I am the way, and the truth,

and the life
1

(Jn 146
), He is not referring to what

we call scientific truth, but rather edifying and

ennobling thought, or, as explained above, religious

truth. Pilate, a Roman logician, had quite a dif-

ferent conception of truth. When he said ' What
is truth ?

'

(
J n 1838), he was moving in a universe of

thought foreign to the Jews.
3. Hebrew method of attaining touth. The

Hebrew idea of truth being so different from our
scientific standard, it is to be expected that their

way of reaching it 'would < i>r:v-|)oii<li>i;_'ly differ

from our scientific method,- uiic olMH'Vjnioii and

description of facts. The Hebrew method did not

always seek facts, and, when they were at hand,
was not content simply to describe them.

(1) Facts were sometimes 'invented.'

This may be illustrated by reference to Talmudic geography.
The Talmud answers the question

* as to which islands belong-
to Israel and which do not, by saying that if a straight line be
drawn from Amanus (? a mountain in the north) to the River of

Egypt, those islands situated within this line belong to the land
of Israel,, etc. But, of course, no islands ever belonged to the
land of Israel at all. Again, it is deliberately asserted that there
are seven seas in Palestine. Only six are named, but one of these
is named twice in order to make up the number seven, merely
so that the holy number may be introduced. And, further, apart
from this specific enumeration,

" "
'

as included in Palestine. These ... |

the first, islands are said to exist which have never
" "!,

and in the other the number of actually existm -< ..- .M:

ficially increased in order to bring in the sacred seven.

(2) Metaphysical explanation was sometimes

attempted, <lo-<riplion in itself being considered

inadequate. The introduction of the number seven
above is an illustration of this. Ps 24 gives an-
other type, where Jahweh is praised for His power
and skill in making the solid and immovable earth
to rest upon the fluid and

n
. '. ."- \; sea. The

observation is a bad one, but , , -, not concern
us. The point for us to notice is that to the obser-

vation that the land is
* founded upon the sea

'

is

added the incij',phy-io;il explanation that this is a
miraculous cxhihirion of the power of God. The
fact that this is poetry, and could be paralleled
with passages taken from modern Western poetry,
does not affec'

"
.

"
'

r
.

"
dern passages

are admitted!. .

-
-

.
in contradic-

tion to scientific statements, whereas in Hebrew
literature there is no such distinction. What is

said in poetry is equally true to the Hebrew mind
when written in prose, as when the idea of the
windows of heaven is repeated in such various

literary styles as are found in Gn 711
, 2 K 72

,
Mai

310
. Hence the indiscriminate Jewish doctrine of

inspiration, which made no distinction between
styles of literatim . ;>-<:":%

'

;J1 passages of the
Canon an equal i.i'-ji-u 1 -

1

<t\ n :!;':.

The Jews did, of course, accumulate, as the Talmud and the
OT sufficiently show, a mass of valid technical knowledge.
They knew much concerning metals, such as gold ; other
chemical substances, such as soda; and certain processes of

metallurgy. 'The Jews,
1

says Ernst von Meyer,
r did indeed

possess a certain disjointed knowledge of chemical processes
acquired accidentally, but these w *

ictical

results alone, and not with the com-
V.--

T
.- ----.- ~3ientific explanation .

entific

\ ,
' here von Meyer means what has been called

. s !' above]. They never made experiments. Any
joncerning nature at which they arrived were due

to haphazard reflexion upon chance occurrences. Accurate

description ^\ab not their object, nor did they attempt it. The
facts of nature, like the incident* of history, were to them pro-
perly explained by reference to other things than those which
might be observed. Rabbi Joshua, for instan- . .

*
- '

<,

following account of rain :
* The clouds ascend to . . -

:

the heavens, then stretch themselves out like a sponge and

otherwise groat harm would be done to . .'ii- i- r_< 'I ,

Rabbis explained ihunder as the crash _. i! '
I-.

or as the s-pliuiujr of ice in the clouds when struck by the
hot lightning. Earthquakes were variously described as God
clapping His hands, or sijfhinsr, or treading upon His footstool-
Of all scientific efforts the .Jcvu^li teachers seem to have been
most successful in Astronomy. They described the heavens as
a hollow, dome-like, half-ball, spread over the flat earth. The
stars thej held to bo fixed 10 the inner surface of this dome,

*
Tosefta, Maa&er sheni, ch. 2 ; Hallach, eh* 2 ; Jerus.

Shebhiith vi. 2 ; Bab. Giftm 8a.
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f. <"""'. firmly fastened and others moving along

To whatever branch of knowledge we turn, we
find that observations are an insignificant part of

the system of teaching about nature, and for the

method of mere description we have the method of

metaphysical explanation.
3, Defects of Hebrew thought. The history,

political and .

* "
""

situation, and religious
exclusiveness

' '

ews assisted in the culti-

vation of a type of thought as characteristic and

powerful as any that the world has seen. It is

I)--' ('!. -j

1" to sav^ that the Hebrew mind was
c -M ':,

:

i
:

<- : for, while it shares many of the char-

acteristics of the thought of other Semitic peoples,
in some respects it stands out from them in bold
contrast. Among the fine qualities of the Hebrew
mind were : (1) a sanity and sobriety of thought
which preserved their religion and literature from
all those offensive and extravagant traits which
mark the popular religions of Syria, Asia Minor,
and Arabia ; (2) an extraordinary gift for the
observation of individual incidents and facts, as

appears in the inimitable narratives of the histori-

cal books of the OT ; the vivid portraiture, satire,

and denunciation of the prophets ; and the mar-
vellous, if often trivial, minuteness of Rabbinic
discussions; (3) unparalleled ei

;

" *"

""". and
sense of individuality; and (4 ; : '. : will

that alone can account for the \

"

. 'i
; people

which has been exposed to a more fitter persecu-
tion and more relentless fate than any other race
in history. Of these four notable characteristics

the third and fourth are obviously not such as
tend to the cultivation of the scientific frame of
mind. With the first and second it is quite other-
wise sobriety of thought and a keen eye for

particulars are necessary to a :- -scientific

observation. But at the same ,

"

< .i i are In-

sufficient for scientific description, which"demands
certain mental qualitic^ in -which the Hebrew
mind was notably deficient breadth of vision,

-y-;." lai ir and a n-hitectonic power, consistent and
!' '-: -rrri'i iliinkii 1

^. An examination of Hebrew
'iiuis-jln liNoou-ix, in general, a notable defect,
r. '.!,!,:, ;-., liii- failure in breadth of grasp and

o\< >

r-cni]>liii>i<* on the
;

,,''
:

- .!, .I *,'
11" 1

.: 'develop-
ment of the emotional , : !'

"

:.,' ,- ;::. This
defect is the absence of the power of logical ab-

straction, and it shows itself in two ways that are
of considerable importance first, the Hebrew rnind
could not frame general definitions ; and, secondly,
it had no notion of general law.
The Western (Greek) mode of definition per

genus et differentiamw* commonly asMiino not only
to be the only mode po^iblo. bur aHo lo be indis-

pensable to tnought. AVhilo if i=> imli-pensable to
our modern thought, especially with its highly de-

veloped scientific method, it was not indispen>aT>le
to the Hebrews, for they did without it. The
Hebrews defined, not by reference to a class as
when we say

' man is a rational animal ' but by
reference to a type, as when it is implied that
natural man is Adam, and redeemed man is Christ

5

the second Adam (Ro o, 1 Co 15).
In the second place, this inability to think ab-

stractly prevented the Hebrews from arriving at
the notion of natural law. The word *law j in
Hebrew literature always meant the arbitrary
pronouncement of a ruler (of course a despot) or

deity. Law meant nothing general or abstract.
The Torah was an actual and definite direction

given in Jahweh's name by the priest, and was
either judicial, ceremonial, or moral. The various

synonyms for torah have in general the same de-

finite, particular character *

judgment,' 'statute,
5

*

commandment,' *

testimonies,' and e

precepts
' *

*
Respectively iwshpaj, fyuJplpah, iw?wah, 'eddth,

VOL. II. 37

(see art.
' Law (in OT)

'

in Hastings' DB}. When
used in a general sense to indicate a large section
of the OT

5 it is in no way abstract, but only
collective.

The nearest approach which Hebrew thought offers to our
highly abstract natural laws is to be found in certain proverbial
sayings (e.g. Jer 3129, Mt 16- 3), and a few rough groupings of

empirical facts which we shall notice later on. There is

nothing, however, that in any real sense corresponds with the
modern idea of law as *the resume or brief expression of the
1

' " '

:

~

sequences of certain groups of '

perceptions
1 " '

existing only 'when formulated, by man*
U\ari Pearson;. The same characteristic explains the absence
of abstract philosophic terms from Hebrew literature. The
doctrine of freewill, e.g., though constant!}7

"

implied in the OT,
is never abstractly stated. * Instead of saying man is free,
Scripture says man can choose ; he can act ; he can do '

(Dehtzsch, Syst. of Bibl. Psychol. p. 192).

5. Hebrew knowledge of Nature. It follows
from what we have seen that the Jews had no
sound body of scientific doctrine. They had no
very clearly defined f.i!!M';i{

:
>!'

"
1 e earth and its

MirmiiMillM^. cither i" *.' \ i i- - or at the time
of ( liri-r. Tlio\ re&r !-. :v -,::,' as the ^middle
point of the universe. The heavens were a mere
material ooNorin^ or dome (Is 344 4022

,
Ps 1042,

Job 3718
), uirh <Io<i- (Gn 2817

,
Ps 7823

) and windows
(Gn 711 82 , 2 K 73 ' 19

), and the earth rested on the
sea (Ps 24-). These are obviously little more than
childish i "n : --f sense-impressions. The
same is v j depjuhmMil of physical
science, including Astronomy. There is no criti-

cism, no classification, no formulation of laws, no
definite effort towards a coherent description of

phenomena. "When we turn to Mathematics, we
lind traces of very rudimentary knowledge. The
square is mentioned (Ex 271 2816

), and the circle

(Is 4413
), the plumb-line and scales were known

(Am 77, 2 K 2P8
). The four simple mathematical

processes appear also to have been practised :

Addition (Nu I 22 267),
Subtraction (Lv 2718

,
Ex

1623), Multiplication (Lv 258
, Nu 346), Division

(Lv 2527- 50
).

The only department of thought in which the
Hebrews can claim to have elaborated anything
at all worthy to be called ' science

'

is literary criti-

cism. This, however, Avas pursued, not in a modern
spirit of desire for know] or! go. but becaxise the
disasters which the jimioii limi < x; < i< i T throve

its religious leaders to a more < ,n- - t \ '\

"

and

preservation of the Law, in order that, by obeying
it, ilie a i igor of God might be appeased and the

pro-peuity of rlio ])oople might return. The scribes
'buried riioiii^clvo- iii providing for all conceivable'

legal 'cases that might occur, and especially in

making a hedge or fence round the Law, i.e. in so

expanding the compass of legal precept beyond
what was laid down in the Pentateuch and in the
oldest form of tradition, that it might be impossible
for a man, if he observed all their traditional rules,
to be even tempted to {-.nj-^-.'o-- Pio Law' (see art.
e Scribes

'
in Hastings' Js/!,. Tim -

i in; literary and
legal

( science
'

of the scribes had all the defects of

the '
scientific

'

temper of the Jews the criterion

of truth was not descriptive accuracy, but edifica-

tion, the method was inventive run! wetnpliy^ioal,
there was an absence of <rcn<-raliyin{r in! -y.-Leina-

tizing power, and an over-omplia^i- of ilio pflrik-n-
lar and concrete.

II. RELATION OF CHRIST TO THE 'SCIENCE*
OF Jffjrs TIME AND RACE. We have now to inquire
as to the mind of Christ in respect of the various

matters discussed above, that is, we have to ask
whether His standard of truth was Hebrew or

modern
; whether He sought to explain nature

by the metaphysical or the descriptive method ;

whether He shared the mental characteristics of the

Hebrews or not, and whether we are to assume
that He held those erroneous views of nature which
were common among the Hebrews.
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1. Among the most obvious characteristics of the

mind of Christ is His sense of the radical opposition
"between Himself and the life of His own claj.

This

opposition expresses itself at every turn in many
ways. The political ambitions of the Herodians,
the

;

*

worldliness of the Sadducees,
the ''".

, . pride of the Pharisees, and the

carnal carelessness of the ^<Mio,n>lii \ . alike met
with His denunciation and appeal. The traditions

of the scribes He altogether rejected, and even the

authority of the Law He subjected to a
criticism. Against all existing -\ -'.-< i thought,
all Rabbinical teaching, all <-.

;,w--' !";! observ-

ance, He set up one authority His own conscious-

ness of God, Himself. In a unique way He lived in

the realities of things, never compromising, never

with double mind. To the great reality of the

Father and of the Kingdom was added the great

reality of Himself, in simple deep-founded truth.

2. We have seen that the Hebrew notion of truth

differed from the modern notion, in that it rather

attached to the nature of a person than to the

quality of a proposition. A proposition was true,

not so much bec{ui<c it tallied with certain facts as

because it had its origin in a certain character.

In other words, the Jewish idea of truth was re-

ligious, while the modern idea is scientific. But
the Jewish idea was never purely religious. It

was confused with metaphysical and mechanical
elements. In the mind of Jesus, however, this

Hebrew notion of religious truth is purified of all

foreign elements, and ceases all contact with the

accidents of experience, making its home in the

soul and in God.
It is noteworthy that the Synoptists report no

sayings of JCMIS from which these conclusions as to

the -vf "v r T

nist attached to the word 'truth'

can 1

"
.,

'; drawn, though, when once they
have been drawn, it is seen that none of ilio sn in^<
of Jesus contradicts them. In the Synoptics the

word ' truth
'

is not used by Jesus except in such

phrases as 'of a truth/ the Gr. equivalent for
1 Amen' (Lk O27 1244 213

). When we come to the

Fourth Gospel, however (which we assume to be
of sufficient historicity to allow us to use the words
ascribed to Jesus as representing His thought),
we find the words * true

' and ( truth J continu-

ally in the mouth of Christ. Now, while the
criterion of truth in the mind of Christ does not

vary, we must not be surprised if different shades
of meaning are expressed from time to time by
the same words 'true' and 'truth.' Indeed, Jesus
does not use the word 'truth* always with the

same nuance of meaning. In the first place,
it represents a Duality in a person (4

33 IS37
),

then a quality which attaches to actions (3
21

), and,

finally, that which may be communicated from
God to man in thought so as to affect the life and

give the quality referred to above (S
32 1417 1613 17 17

).

The whole conception is summed up in 146, where
Jesus stiy*,

'
I am the way, and the truth, and the

life' the Personality of Jesus is a revelation that
is ethical and vitalizing, aiid that comes to men to

quicken consciences, illumine minds, and arouse
affections. There is, indeed, in this thought an
element answering to our modern notion of accu-

racy ; it is not, however, explicit, but implicit in

the idea of ;i faithful or reliable character. Thus
Jesus carries the Hebrew idea of religious truth to

its final expression, and in so doing neither antici-

pates nor ohnlleng<s the modern notion of scientific

truth. To ihe modern mind truth is description
of phenomena to Christ it meant- spiritual in-

sight : by the modern mind it is reached through
demonstration

* :<!": for Christ it was
instinctive or :>

\i'<
"

. : the modern mind
it is part of a system of ih ought with Christ it

was an element or moment in life.

;i50Bfl6,' says Beyschlag', 'is to Him not this or that worldly
and finite truth, but the truth of God, the revelation of God as

the eternally good, who, as such, '>>-" i ,.* i . -1 to the world

. . . it is the mister of %atpts, for -.>; ic.- ".. ' of God is a

revelation of holy love
' (NT Theol ii. 429). See also TRUTH.

3. But although 'truth/ ,;- --1"'
...

to the mind
of Christ, was a Hebrew an . '.<> : concept and
not the modern scientific '". . thought_

of

Jesus was free from a"
1

"! ''i < \' ; .:.."'- which
we have seen to be

'

,-. <'," i

'' Jews,

though it shared some of their conceptions as to

natural phenomena.* If His thought was^ not

scientific, neither was it pseudo-scientific. Neither

the -midrash of the Jewish annalist nor the magical

metaphysics of the Rabbis has any place in His

teaching;. While He was a keen observer of nature

(Mt 626-8 1331- 82 - 36'43
,
Mk 426-29

,
Lk IS6"9 - 20- 21

),
His

utterances about nature never attempted explana-
tions beyond the reach of observation

;
and while

His judgment was to an unequalled degree^ inde-

pendent, He neither criticised the scientific opinions
of His day nor attempted to add to humanity's in-

adequate store of knov ledge. Whether this abstin-

ence from scientific speculation and instruction was
intentional (as Wenclt suggests), or the natural

result of His unwavering and complete concentra-

tion of soul upon 'His Father's business,
3

is not
*>! j

I
r'.r

'

in this connexion. It is
^sufficient

to

-, i-"- ;" ;i He eschewed alike Rabbinical explana-
tions and scientific research, dealing finally only
with ' those matters which are naturally the objects
of spiritual intuition,' and which, unlike natural

phenomena, cannot be adequately investigated by
the human understanding.
So far as nature is concerned, then, we may say

that the knowledge which Jesus exhibits in His

sayings is just such as a free mind with great
natural powers of fresh observation might gather
from a joyous intercourse with the ordinary aspects
of the material world.

$. One matter of considerable controversial im-

portance, however, in this connexion demands brief

attention. What was the /attitude of Jesus to the

literary
( science

' of the Rabbis ? It "was a double
attitude. First, He abolished certain precepts of

the Law itself (Mt 532- 38
) }
and added others on His

own authority (vv.
32- 84> 39

) ; and, secondly, He dis-

paraged and discredited the learned societies of

scribes, and, by the weight of His O-XMI jnilhnriU,
overthrew their teaching. But tlii- iqi'ii'lmiiuM
of the teaching of the schools and < riiui-m oi rho

Law was not conceived in any modern scientific

temper, or achieved by means of modern critical

apparatus. It was the inevitable outcome of Christ's

conception of Di vino iruth ,v- n living rmlity within
Himself. Hisiu lorauoc- c^nccriiiii^ ihM>Twere all

from tlii-
:i :'' . ll-'idged '.- <"

to their : .

'

, '. ':> value, r. ."

to any , -.riticism, modern or

ancient. This is true even in the case of the

quotation from Ps 110.
' He did not weigh a truth/

says Bishop Moorhouse,
f in what we should call

critical balances . . . the question of the age or

authorship of any passage in the OT was never
either stated by our Lord Himself or raised by His

opponent-*.'
5. We have next to ask whether we may conclude

from His recorded sayings that Jesus shared those
1. '!<,'.] 1

1

!,--,!--'-"istics -which we have seen to be at
lie i'.nrx;r :<!.- of Hebrew 'scientific' thought.
We noticed two main marks of the Hebrew mind

its vivid, simple, and temperate npprehen^kvn of

the details of life and nature, and its inability to

take such a wide and comprehensive view of fact

and experience as would make the generalization*
of modern science possible, The fir^t of the?e i^

* Jesus' evident acquiescence in Jewish deraonology, at least
in its main features, is a case in point.
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: k rv-<'i:!!''O'!j\ (I- 1

,

1
; <! !- '!' -f the ;N >.-;.:>, o" Jesus.

The vivid originality, proround simplicity, and pic-
torial impressiveness of His speech make every
reader of His words agree that ' never man so

spake.' His insight into the human sou!3 His

parables so true to life, His startling paradoxes,
His telling object-lessons, all show the best traits

of Jewish thought carried to their highest power.
The concrete, stirring, and simple elements of life

are seized and ii|i|ni<-ijitod with the imagination
of the poet and die pnu-i ic.i! sense of the workman.
Jesus is never abstract, never modern but always
particular and Hebrew, But, on the other hand,
it is impossible to speak of the mind of Jesus as
defective in the sense given above. While He
alway- <-\j :-- - Himself with the simple concrete-

ness <-'i.! i\'ii <":-; of Hebrew thought, it cannot be
said that He is limited by it, for it is the best

possible medium or dialectic in which to enunciate

religious truth. It is scientific truth which de-

mands abstraction, with definitions per genus et

differential and laws. We have seen that Jesus
remained always and wholly within the world of

religious truth, and always and wholly outside the
world of scientific statement. He was not a theo-

IM_:
:
,!:I v. V> theorized about religious truth He was

i ii-
4 l"i in :

i. He was not a philosopher who tried to

prove the being of God He declared God. And so
the apparatus of scientific description was for Him
unnecessary. It would be futile to speculate as to
whether He could have used it had He wished.
All we need say is that He was a Jew with a
Hebrew mind of the highest possible type, and so
in the fullest Dossible sense equipped to utter the

highest revelation of God which has been vouch-
safed to man.
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SCORN. Of scorn pure and simple there is re-

markably little trace in the recorded words and
actions of Jesus Christ. Whereas other teachers
of lofty morality have usually treated with some
contempt those who made no effort to approach
their ideals, Christ's attitude towards the sinner
was uniformly one of -\ miMf!iotio help. He alone

recognized the iniiin;ii!o ivlsitioii which exists be-
tween the Creator and the human race, and His

knowledge of this relation and of the possibilities
of each individual prevented Him from despising
man, whom the Father had made in His own
image, however much that image ini^hi luivo been
defaced. Thus it is that we never find ITini using
sarcasm, a form of scorn calculated to wound
rather than to improve. Even the elpwda, of

Socrates, the affected self - depreciation which
threw ridicule upon the egotism of others, has
no counterpart in the GospeK When Jesus used
scorn, He employed it as a skilled physician, who
wounds with the intention of healing. It is thus
that He uses it to the Pharisees, whose cloak of
self-righteousness needed to be pierced through
with some <*liarp weapon, if they were to be
brought to the state of mind in which they might
be capable of any improvement.

1. The scorn of contemct. A single word of

unmitigated contempt is recorded by St. Luke as
used by Christ. It occurs in His answer to the
threat used by certain Pharisees of danger from
Herod Antipas (Lk IS31 - 32

).
' Go ye,' He said,

( and tell that she-fox.' The phrase r

Tatir-r) is certainly surprising at first sight, and
unlike any other phrase employed by our Lord,
not even excepting His comparison of the scribes
and Pharisees to 'whited sepulchres/ 'serpents/
and '

ofT'-oivin^ <f vipers
'

(Mt 2327 - 3S
). The fact of

the woi-i Ox. ;-<-/, being in the feminine gender is

perhaps only an accident. The word is found, it

is true, in the masculine gender in Ca 215
,
but it

: - ..I- i.^x found in the feminine, e.g. Jg I 35, 1 K
:>! . \'i *-', Lk 958

. The fox was and is a type of
knavish craftiness. The particular offence of
Herod on this occasion was his crafty endeavour
to get rid of an influential preacher of

rij-h
tidi-

ness by uttering a threat by the mouth of ni In i--,

which he had not the courage himself to carry
into effect. He was unwilling to add to the un-

caused by his treatment of John the
'

; a repetition of it in the case of Jesus.
No doubt the general character and conduct of
Herod helped to suggest the application of the

expression, his :
i i-'-

i

'i.|irim- nature (Lk 319 Tepi
TT&VTUV &v giroLTjcre

-'- hi- tyranny (IS
31

), his
weakness (Mk 149), his profession of Judaism, com-
bined with Ms heathen practices, his adultery and
incest, and his murder of the prophet John. Such
is the character which elicits the one recorded
word of contemptuous scorn from the lips of
Jesus.

2. The scornof denunciation. Wl i il M-< 'M i < 1 1 "k j i i >1y
free from any contempt for those people who had
ideals and failed to reach them (e.g. the young man
with great riches and the Apostle Peter), or for

those who from lack of any ideal were for the time
outcast from society (e.g. the despised publicans,
Mk 215 "17

), He showed clearly His contempt for
all religious professions and practices which were
not of the heart. ' The vain practices of devotees/
says Benan,

' the exterior strictness which trusted
to formality for salvation, had in Him a mortal
enemy . . . He preferred forgiveness to sacrifice.

The love of God, charity, and mutual for*h-ono->
were His whole law.

3 Yet in all His <]ciilhi<;- ^ ii h
the systems of the scribes and the teaching of the

legal doctors, His words bear little trace of mere
contempt, but rather of stern denunciation. His
attitude was defined at a !! ,'"."*;. early
stage during the ministry i- V. ' i -alilee,
when He gave His definition of moral defilement

(Mt 1511
,
Mk 715

)
l.\ -j.\ ":i,-.

' Not that which goeth
into the mouth (irlil- il ;]i- k man ; but that which
proceodoth out of the mouth, this defileth the
man.' This attitude culminated in the sublime
anti-Pharisaic discourse in which the foibles and
vices of a degenerate piety weiv !< iiii i<d with
prophetic plainm^- nnd scornful ihtriir-.-i. li^ri (Mt
23 5 cf. alfco Mk Ltf"-*

1 and Lk 204S -47
).

3. The scorn of silence. Of all the occasions of
scorn displayed by Jesus, none are more marked
than 1 1 10-0 \vhoa He met mere captious questions
and criticism either by a definite refusal to answer,
or by absolute silence. Such an instance is re-

corded (Mt 2123"27
) when Jesus met the question of

the chief priests and scribes,
* By what authority

doest thou these things ?
' with a counter question,

and on their refusal to answer declined in turn to

reply to th-ir
'uc:-|i'>

i
i. Still more impressive was

the silent -*<"!) v i 'i which He met His accusers
at the various stages of His trial, refusing in turn
to answer the accusation of false witnesses (Mt
266 -es

, Mk 1461
) and the questions of the chief

priests and elders (Mt 2712
,
Mk 15;}- 5

), of Herod
(Lk 239

), and lastly of Pilate himself (Mt 2714
,

Jn 199 ).

In comparing these instances, we find no word
used simply for the purpose of causing pain. The
contemptuous expression used on the occasion of

Herod's threat is, we have seen, amply justified by
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the character of the man, and destined to hold up
to reprobation so paltry a device and so wretched
a personality. In the rest His silence is an ex-

pression of His own dignity, and of His refusal to

give an answer to questions art"! tl.i.
1

^*-* v.hich

were not intended to bring the ii::.i! in lijjn. but

merely to raise unreasonable prejudice ; while His
severe attacks on the character of those who were
too blinded by their imaginary virtues to try to

amend their lives, are wonderful instances of a
scorn unmarred by ill-nature and untainted with

cynicism.
On scorn of which Christ was the object, see

artt. DESPISE, MOCKERY, REPROACH.
T. ALLEN MOXON.

SCORPION (ovcopTrios). A real nuisance in hot

countries, especially in Bible lands, scarce and

comparatively innocuous in Southern Europe, the

scorpion is unknown save from hearsay in Central
and Northern Europe. It has, however, left its

mark in. the familiar expression in cauda venenum,
as well as in astronomical science, where it counts

amongst the constellations of the Zodiac.

1,' Zoological ? "'"
. T1^

--'.-'rpion is an

arthropod, of th- ,-'!, '

. of the sub-

class of Arthrog^stra, of the order
" c '

It has four pairs of legs, and in fro:i ; <
\

''

extremely strong claws (palpi). Its abdomen con-

sists of 7 anterior segments, broad and intimately
connected with the cephalo-thorax, and of 6 pos-
terior segments, which are narrower, and consti-

tute the tail (or post-abdomen). The last of these

6 posterior segments is incurved underneath, and
terminates in a pointed hook surrounded by two

powerful venomous glands. The scorpion catches

its prey with its strong claws, curves its tail

towards it above its own back, and inflicts the

death sting. The scorpion's sting is very painful
even for man ; it majr prove fatal when the insect

liftM I'sj 1 1^ one of the big tropical species ; and even
\\'.,-\ n

: "<T species life maybe imperilled when the

throat is concerned ; cf. Tristram (Nat. Hist, of
Bible 8

, p. 303), who has * known one instance [in

Palestine] of a man dying from the effect of the

scorpion's sting.'
There occurs in Southern Europe, sometimes

even in Switzerland and So in horn Germany, a

species
of scorpion r--ijr.i\oly inrorunu the scor-

pius JSuropasus. In i'io Modiio'.Trtm-.m peninsulse
as well as in the South of France, another more

dangerous species is to be found, the Buthus occi-

tanus. In the Eastern lands of the Bible there are

six, eight, perhaps even twelve different species of

scorpions belonging to the genera Buthus and
Androctonus. They reach a length of 5 to 6 inches

(in tropical countries 12 inches ; cf. Morris, Bible

Natural Eistory, Calcutta, 1896, p. 101). Palgrave
(Central and Eastern Arabia, 1883, p. 28) was

stung in Arabia by one of the numerous 'desert

scorpions,
5 which he describes

^
as ' curious little

creatures, about a fourth of an inch in length, and

apparently all claws and tail, of a deep reddish-

brown colour, and very active.
5 The Talmud of

Jerusalem (Ber. 9a) says that the scorpion's sting
is even more dan<rorou< Mian that of the snake,
because it repeat^n. Condor (Tent I-' ,-.' '. I**

1

,

1
"*,

p. 113) tells that he was stung "by one -o-i j/i"-i

six places along the leg.'

Scorpions are exclusively carnivorous, feeding

upon insects and worms. They are useful in

destroying mosquitoes. Not infrequently they
devour each other. The female scorpion eats up
the male after fecundation.

Ancient authors (Aristotle, Pliny) report that scorpions devour
their own parents This assertion is connected with a false

etymology of the Heb. word TJjpSZ (true etymology unknown),

as if it were derived from ijsjj
*

to exterminate,' and 3X '
father.'

Thomson (LB ii. 480) 'tried 'the experiment of surrounding a

scorpion with a ring of fire, and when it despaired of escape, it

repeatedly struck its own head, and soon died either from the

poison or *ts Satanic rage I could not be certain which per-

haps from both combined.'

There are differently coloured scorpions : some
are black, others brown, reddish, yellowish, grey
or white, some are striped. They are frequently
found in Palestine under stones, among ruins, in

crevices of walls3 in dung-heaps, and emjDty cisterns.

Travellers camping in tents or lodging in the

houses of natives, as well as archaeologists con-

ducting excavations, have to be careful to guard
themselves and their men from scorpions ; for even
when the sting is not fatal, it is a cause of acute

pain, and prevents walking and working.
According to a popular superstition, a man who has eaten a

scorpion is immune against the sting of any of these animals,
and able to relieve a victim by sucking" the wound (Conder, .0.).

It is also believed that by applying- to the wound a squashed
"

'.

"
. reading- some magic formulae over the patient, a

r -
< :" , 'i.

2. OT references. In j-oojjrn j-lj\ . scorpions gave
their name to a place in'^'.i'iMiirn in the OT the

'Ascent of Scorpions,' mtialeh 'Afcrabbtm (Nu 344
,

Jos 153, Jg I86), at the limit of the territory of

Judah, towards Idumsea, south-west from the

Dead Sea ; it is probably the pass now called Nakb
e$-Safd, leading to "Wady-Fikreh, or another pass
near the same wady.

This place a"-i .,.:--. i its name to a toparchy (1 Mac 53,

Jos. Ant xn. v***. -;, ^i iuumsean Akrabattene, which is not
to be confused with another toparchy also called Akrabattene

(Jos. BJ n. xii. 4, xx. 4, xxii. 2, in. ifi. 5, IV. ix. 3, 9), from its

chief city, \\ia1>aMa in the O^''mast-icon 'Axpotfipitv (cf. Pliny,

HN V. 14), in il<* Clt i '.to*, i Samaritanum Akrabith, in

modern times Akrabeh 9 Roman miles (8 English niiles) east

from N&blus, on "the way to
" " "

""! BRP ii. 280, iii.

296 f.
; Guerin, Samarie, ii. , 389; PEFSt,

1876, p. 196). There is also near Damascus a village Akraba,
.'

' *

: 1
' - _

!i -its name to the Akrabani, a canal of the Barada

;ir .;
>

,
/;/:/Mii. 447, 459).

Once only in the OT is there mention of scorpions
in the proper sense, Dt 815

,
where they are named

as one of the plagues of the desert of the wander-

ings

Inl
2 Ch 10- 14 th"
Behoboa
a metapl___ ,

Israelites were acquainted with some instrument of torture,
either a whip consisting- of several thongs loaded with knobs
and hooks of metal, or a knotty stick armed with prominent
nailheads. ."

"^ " "
' '"A *" ~* T~1J ~

of Sevilla (Cb

"nstrument; cf. Isidorus
et aculeata.'

In Ezk 26 scorpions symbolize (with briars and
thorns) the vexations inflicted on the prophet by
his companions. In Sir 267 the wicked woman is

compared with the scoipion ; in 3930 scorpions are

numbered among the plagues God uses for chas-

tising the ungodly. In 4 Mac II10 a man fastened

in the torture-wheel is compared with a scorpion
curving its body. Finally, in 1 Mac 651 a kind of

machine of war for throwing projectiles is men-
tioned under the (diminutive) name of cr/cop-riSta (cf.

Osar, BG viL 25).
3. NT references. The Gospels mention scorpi-

ons twice. (1) In Lk 111L 12 we have three ques-
tion comrrnms n father giving to his son a stone

instead of n loaf, a serpent instead of a fish, a

scorpion instead of an egg. In the parallel passage
(Mt 79- 10

) the third question is omitted (and m
certain MSS and Versions of Luke the first ques-
tion) ; hence it has been asserted that the saying of

Jesus in its primitive form contained only two

questions or perhaps one. But Jesus may have

given more than one or two illustrations of His

meaning, and we hare to remember that bread,

fish, and eggs were (and are still) the usual food of

the inhabitants of Galilee. It has been frequently
asked whether a scorpion bears such a likeness to

an egg that a confusion between the two would be
natural. But there is no question of likeness or
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confusion in this third case any more than in the
case of the loaf and the stone, the lish and the
serpent. It is not at all satisfactory to say with
Thomson (LB ii. 479), that * old writers speak of a
white scorpion ; and such a one, with its tail folded

up . . . would not look unlike a small egg.
3

The Greets had a proverb resembling the text of the Gospels
we are

"
.
--'

. -

T&PXVIJ trscop'TiOv^ and they used to in-

terpret
' '

_ I T; TMV ret, x&pu K,lpov[jt.i,iiiv uv<r) TUV
ptXriovuv.

'

,
' of that proverb does not prove that

Jesus necessarily associated in one single sentence the fish and
the scorpion, and that &S6v has to be corrected into fyov.

m
(2) Jesus says (Lk 1019

) that He has given His
disciples rfyv ^ovcrtav rov xareo' ^TT<J/W ftfietov Kal

c-KopTrtuv. There seems to be in these words an
allusion to Ps 9113, where the LXX has (90

13
)

dffirioa KO! {3a<n\tffKov frripifjoy, whereas the MT has
*lion

3 and * adder.' The Hebrew and Greek dis-

agreeing, it is not impossible that in another trans-
mission the scorpion has been substituted for one
of the terms signifying serpent. It is certainly
more natural to combine Lk 1019 with Ps 9113

, than
with Dt 815 or with Ezk 26

: both these texts are
more similar ad verbum, not ad sensum.

^
Another question is whether c

serpents and scor-

pions
' means here animals in the proper sense of

the word (Mk 1618 and Ac 283-6 might be quoted in

support of this interpretation), or if it is a metaphor
indicating the powers of evil. This alternative,
however, does not correspond to the notions of the
ancients, who did not, as we do, make a rigorous
distinction between terrestrial ,:!' ::;.. .->!:<-! I,,1

beings. Joh. Weiss (Schriften des JSii, ad loc. )

says rightly that an excellent illustration of this

passage of the Gospel is given in the famous
verse of Luther's hymn :

' Und wenn die Welt voll
Teufel war . . .' Moreover, we have to observe
that Kev 93- 5 - 10 describe supernatural destructive

beings similar, at least partially, to scorpions.
This has to be brought into conjunction with an
antique Babylonian conception. In the epic of

Gilgarnesh (Table IX. cols, li.-iv.) we find the men-
tion of two scorpion-men, one male and the other
female, terrible

*
'

'. *rs of a door (cf. P.
Jensen,

'

Assyr. I J . :
; und Epen

3

in KIB
vi. p. 205 If., and the same writer's Das Gilga-
mesch-Eposin der WdtliUratur^i. pp. 24r-27, 79, 93).
A. Jeremias (Izdubar-Nimrod, 1891, p. 66 f.) and
F. X. Kugler('Die Sternenfahrt des Gilgamesch,'
in Stimmen aus Maria Laach, Ixvi., 1904, p.

441 tf.)

have shown that those two celestial scorpions re-

produced in T>,'il'ylov,:j;M sculptures were the two
zodiacal fon-'i'HMtio':- Scorpio and Sagittarius.We might also see, but less [ironnlih .

;
:i iV second

scorpion, the constellation -f ;!KV 'Uriljuo. which
was called by the ancient Greeks Ckelas/Le. the
* Claws ' of the Scorpion (cf. Ideler, Sternnamen,
pp. 174-\78).

In Christian arb the scorpion IUH received a
symbolical character, as sm emblem of the anti-
Christian power. Thus a scorpion is to be seen on
the shield of a Roman soldier in B. Luini's cele-

'

brated fresco, 'The Crucifixion,' in Santa Maria
degli Angeli, Lugano.

T.imt U! itr. P,o,':ir:r! T Ttterozoicon, ii. pp. 632-645 ; Peter-
flM-.. ',' /.'-, ,; lt <*) f; ,.'->. 1865, ii. pp. 272, 465; Wood, E\IU
A'.-' ;, "V. I '). |>;>. t>; '. ,{; PSFSt , ISoO, p. 113

; Van-Lcnncp,
Bible. Jitvitdi, J a:,'), pp. dUi)-311; Tristram, Sat. Hist, of flic

Btble 8, 1889, pp. 301-303; Doughty, Arabia Deserfa, l&S, i.

pp. 32;;, 43S; II. Herlwig, Lehrbuch der Zoologie*, 1S97, p.
441 ff. : J. H. Fabrc, Souvenirs entoinoloyiques, ix. pp. 229-3 13

(extretrely patient, accurate, and interesting observations).

LuciEjsr GAUTIER.
SCOURGE, SCOURGING. In the Gospels the

vb. *

scourge
'

is tr. of two Gr. terms, voLo-nydw (fr.

jucumf, found in Gospels only in a metaphorical
senso [EV *

plague,' RVm * Gr. scounre '], but used
in its literal meaning in Ac 2224

,
He II36

) ; and
(fr. <ppay\\Lov, Lat. Jlagellum, which

occurs in Jn 215
). <ppay<i\\Lov denotes the scourge

proper as an instrument of punishment, while
{AdvTL^ in class. Gr. is often used of an ordinary
whip for driving, etc. In NT, however, /lacrrr/ooj
is a synonym for <t>paye\\&a> (ef. Mk 1034 and 1515

,

Mt 2726 and Jn 191
). The subject of scourging

conies before us in three connexions.
(1) In Jn 215 Jesus makes a scourge (<t>pay\\i.oj>)

of cords (K <TXOWLUV) and drives the d'^.-cv;iii:ig
crowd of traders, as well as their sheep and oxen,
out of the Temple. Farrar and others have repre-
sented this scourge of Jesus as nothing more than
a whip twisted hastily out of the rushes with
which the floor would be littered a pure symbol
of authority, therefore, not a weapon of offence.
In this case, however, we should have had crxo^o;^,
not ff-^oLvi^v. (rxoivloy is a rope, not a rush, and
though originally applied to a rope made from
rushes, is used in class. Gr. in a general sense.
On the only other occasion of its employment in
the NT it means a rope strong enough to tow a
ship's boat in a gale (Ac 2732

). To drive a herd of
oxen out of the Temple courts, moreover, some-
thing more than a symbol of authority would be
required. But we need not suppose that Jesus,
even in His ridLn,,' ;</i. struck the merchants
themselves. 1

'
i

:

i- MI jlie sign of His authority
would be sufficient (cf. Jn IS6), and, as Bengel
says, 'terrore rem perfecit.'

(2) In Mt 1017 Jesus forewarns the Apostles of a
time when men woulc -<ui:r '> f em in their syna-
gogues; and in 2334 Mr !! i< i- that the scribes
and Pharisees will thus treat those whom He sends
unto them. The later history ;

* V
of the fulfilment of these wo \

*

.

2 Co 65 II 28 - 24
).

(3) But, above all, Aye must think of the scourging
endured by Jesus Himself. According to all the
^v?'.oii*< -, Jesus foresaw this as part of the suffer-

in^ i liar \t\y before Him (Mt 2019
,
Mk 1034, Lk IS38).

It was, indeed, almo- in-cj-;r-;ilM.- Trom His vision
of the Cross, for -cour^in^ lorn :<! the ordinary
accompaniment of a Kpman crucifixion (cf. Jos.
BJ V. xi. 1). Sometimes it was employed in

criminal cases as a means of extracting confession,
but regularly as the brutal preliminary to the still

more brutal death of the cross. Because of the

apparent inconsistency between Mt 2726
, Mk 1515,

on the one hand, and Jn 191
, on the other, as to the

particular stage of the trial at which Jesus was
scourged, some have thought that the torture was
twice inflicted. A careful compari-un of the four

Gospels, however, does not -iipnori ihU idea. The
statements of Mt. and Mk., tlipugh they convey,
when taken alone, the impression of a scourging
iiiiiiiO'lijiicly l'oi\iv Tie crucifixion, do not neces-
-i\n\\ li(;jir' ihi- !iu k

tt"ing, but may quite well be
;,) ior-iooil ro 1

ro-|'<' lively, and as i]O. "". "i "y
'jil Jo-u- li;;<l ; oidi-ire Ilio -cour,. -*

'

-\x

to the cross. Probably tlio Koy 10 ilio diidculty is

to be found in Lk.'s narrative,"where Pilate says,
* Why, what evil hath this man done ? I have
found no cause of death in Mm : I will therefore
chastise him and release him '

(23
22

). These words
show that Pilate meant the M-uurjrin^ 10 be a com-
promise between the death winch ilio Jews de-
manded and the verdict of absolute innocence
which was called for by his own sense of justice.
And this is confirmed by Jn.

5
s narrative, which

shows Pilate scourging Jesus 1J)
1

1 niul holding Him
up to mockery (w> 3

) in the evident hope of <aiis-

fying the multitude, still insisting iluit ho found
no crime in Him (v.

4
), and yielding at last, only

with reluctance, to the demand for His crucifixion

(v.
6ff

-). See art. TRIAL OF JESUS CHRIST.
A Roman scourging might be carried out either

with rods (virpce, ^p<ip8ot) the weapons of lictors,

or with the scourge proper (flagellum, <j>payt\\iov),
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in which leather thongs weighted with rough '

pieces of lead or iron were attached to a stout

wooden handle. St. Paul's
-

1

T7- .r ,.-"

as uKi/myuihlied from his -' . <

inflicted by means of rods (papdifa, 2 Co II25
, Ac

1622 - 23
). But Jerusalem was not a Roman town,

like Philippi (Ac 1612 RV), and Pilate had no
lictors. Jesus was scourged by soldiers, and the

implement they used, as the vb. <ppa.ye\\6a3 (Mt 27 26
,

Mk 15 15
)
almost implies, would "be the dreadful

J&om.axLflagellum. St. Peter may have witnessed it

all ; and what a world of meaning then lies in his

words,
c

by whose stripes [Gr.
( bruise ' or * weal :

]

ye were healed' (1 P 2s
*, cf. Is 535

).

Qomm. on the passages quoted, esp. West-
- ohn, and Bruce and Dods in EG-T ; Taylor

I
,

Jesus Christ: A Legal : :
-

Rosadi, The Trial"of Jesus (1905) ; Farrar,
378 ff., St. Paul, i. Excurs. xi. J. C. LAMBERT.

SCRIBES. The Scribes were a class of learned
Jews who devoted themselves to a scientific study
of the Law, and made its exposition their pro-
fessional occupation. The word which we translate
* scribes' is ypaware'is, 'the learned,' which corre-

sponds to the Hebrew ansio. This is their usual

appellation, "but they are also called in the Gospels,

especially in Lk., "lawyers' (VO^LKO'L) and 'doctors

of the law '

(vojw8idd<rKa.\oi). See ^LAWYER. They
are very frequently associated in the Synoptics
with the Pharisees, and with the chief priests and

elders, but there is no mention of ' scribes
:

in the

Fourth Gospel at all, except in the special pass-

age dealing with the woman taken in adultery
(In 83).

1. Origin, development, and characteristics.

(1) After the return from the Exile the Jewish com-

munity was organized under Ezra and Nehemiah
on the basis of thv iv^uLitvpi- " the so-called

Mosaic Law. At a
;
sen -ni'-iovirj

1 of the people,
of which an account i- ^:\ n :: Nc'i 8-10, the Law
was publicly read by Ezra, and a solemn covenant
entered into for national obedience to it. Being
thus established as the binding rule of both civil

and religious life, it became necessary that the
Law should he thoroughly studied and interpreted
to the people, who otherwise could not reasonably
be expected to comprehend fully its principles and
their application. This duty at first fell naturally
to the priests, who for a time continued the main
teachers and guardians of the Law. BuJ

_"Mi1 /i
1

!;.

there grew up an independent class of !
,

i

1

(

than tne priests, who devoted themselves to the

study of the Law, and nui-lo ;i:iijr;!ii<;r,ct' with it

their profession. These A\ *TO 1 1 1 o >c ri 1 <
k -. Possibly

at first their chief duty was to make oopio^ (if the

Law, but the higher function of iriornrriniion was
soon added ; and as the supreme importance of the
Law came more and more to be recognized, so the

profusion of a Scribe came to be held in higher
optima lion than even that of a priest.

(2) During the Grecian period of Jewish history,
a strong feeling of opposition was developed
between the Scribes and, at least, the higher order
of the priests. Even in the time of Ezra a feud
had arisen between those who held strictly by the
T;iv -I IT' ','iTIy in the mat for of foreign nllifiTico-

and those who, like the ariMocnuic lrigh-pri<y*tly

families, lw<l -onjilil to increase their influence by
marriage v.iili outsiders. And when, through the
influence of Hellenic culture, the priestlyaristocracy
became infected with heathen idiwi-, nd fell away
from the laws and customs of Jii'lni^m. the duty of

upholding the Law fell mainly upon the Scribes,
who from that time forward became the real

teachers of the people, and dominated their whole

spiritual life. They were still, however, mainly
religious students and teachers, and had taken

little part in politica" . ".''. Their ideal was
not to engage in any x

--

"

. leme for throwing
oft the foreign yoke, but to establish the Law of

God in their own midst. The attempt of Antioclms

Epiphanes to suppress the Jewish religion compelled
them to change their character, and drove them
into open rebellion. Among the most strenuous

opponents of his endeavour to Hellenize the Jews
were the Hasidseans, or party of f the pious/ who
may be taken to represent the strictest adherents
of the teaching of the Scribes, and who carried

their ideas of the sanctity of the Law to the
suicidal extent of .

'
' defend themselves

when attacked on 1
' *, But it was only

the maintenance of the Jewish religion for which

they fought, and they had no objections to alien

rule, provided they were allowed freedom of faith.

This object they regarded as accomplished by the

treaty with Lysias, which provided at once for

their political subjection and for their religious
freedom. When, therefore, it became clear that
the Maccabsean party were ;,i'.i;i'. ,ilso at the

political independence of the 'i:, i : !, ! r,r Hasida^ans

separated from them, and in the time of John
Hyrcanus we find the Pharisees * the separated

'

who practically represented the same party as

the Hasidseans, in opposition to the Hasmonoean
or Maccabsean 1y : s ,

-
. y . >oe PHARISEES.

(3) From this- ; is'ic <"M ,"!: to the time of Christ

the influence of the Scribes became more and more
predominant. They were given seats in the

Sanhedrin, and were held in very high respect by
the jjeople. They never, indeed, became the

governing class, but in the councils of the nation
their influence could always be dep_ended upon to

outweigh that of the priestly aristocracy, who
held the high !i]>poiim.)<

knr>. They were usually
addressed as 'Kabbi/ i.e. -my master,' an appella-
tion wrhi

'

;'. ^ ""> Developed into a title, though
not till t\ .' : V of Christ. The honour in

which they were held by their pupils, and by
others, was extraordinary, even exceeding the
honour accor-Y." '

[; '! ;

'

-

1

they were very
particular in r\,-< i'

1

i

-

. !;."!'. generally every-
where the first rank. Their scribal labours were
understood to be gratuitous, an<l if they had no

private fortune, they^ had to pn>\ !< "IM their

livelihood by romliiiLinfr some secular business
with their study of the Law ; but the latter was
always regarded as their most important occupa-
tioi . T

1

"- !!!: -'"
r.'

1 '

. however, if the theory
of ^ui r"

1

"!,- ", !,< . was always strictly
adhered to.

From the earliest period there is evidence to

show that they tended to associate themselves
in guild- or families an arrangement which
Mould JLu-ilitMie the interchange of opinion on
difficult points in the study of the Law. Up
till the destruction of Jerusalem the main seat of

their activity was in Judsea, 'the scribes from
Jerusalem '

(Mt 151
, Mk 322

) being spoken of as the
most ini|-or(;mt and influential members of the

party. Dtii '!i<^ were to be found elsewhere as

well, in Galilee"and among the Jews in other

lands, wherever the Law and its precepts were
held in esteem. As a rule, they may be said to

have been Pharisees, although not exclusively.
The Pharisees, indeed, were those whose professed
object it was to regulate their lives m strict

accordance with the Law, written and oral, as
that was expounded by its best accredited inter-

preters. Hence there was a natural affinity
between them and the Scribes, whose profession
it was to interpret the Law. But it is extremely
probable that there were also Scribes who were
Sadducees, for the Sadducees also adhered to the
written Law, and doubtless had their Scribes to

interpret it. Support is lent to this view by the
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expressions in Mk 216 c the scribes of the Pharisees/
and in Lk 530 * the Pharisees and their scribes,'
which seem to indicate that there were other
Scribes than those of the Pharisees. In the time
of Christ the great mass of the Scribes was divided
into two schools, named after the famous leaders,
Hillel and Shammai, about whom little is certainly
known. The School of Hillel was distinguished
for its mildness in the interpretation of the Law,
and that of Shammai for its strictness, corre-

sponding to the traditional characters of the
respective founders ; but the points of difference
between them concerned only the trivial minutiae,
,and never touched the weightier matters of the
Law.

2. Functions. The functions of the Scribes are
well summed up in the traditional saying ascribed
to the 'Men of the Great Synagogue.'

' These
laid down three rules : Be careful in pronouncing
judgment ! bring up many pupils ! and make a
fence about the Law !

' The professional employ-
ment of the Scribes, therefore, fell under three
heads : (1) The study and development of the
Law itself ; (2) the teaching of it to their pupils ;

and (3) its practical administration in the Sanhedrin
and other courts ; that is to say, they acted as
students, teachers, and judges.

(1) The study c
T y T ' c the Law. The

Mosaic Law, as -
,

'

sacred records,
was definitely irct^'ii/--^ by the Jews as the
absolute rule of liiV. '!' direct his conduct in
accordance with it in every minute detail was the
ideal of the pious Jew. But there were many
subjects upon which the Law, as recorded, gave
no precise direction, and much of it, for popular
,ipprohon-ion, required interpretation and ex-

l-o-ition. To interpret and expound it, and to
iill up what was lacking in the way of casuistic

detail, was the business of the Scribes. They
devoted themselves to a close and careful study of
the Law, to the accumulation of precedents, to the
working out of inferences and deductions,, and to
a general <lc\< k

lo|iiiiiMi of legal regulations so as
to meet every possible circumstance which might
occur in human life, and to keep the Law in
'

HI: i in!; \ \\iili ilie changing wants of the times,
>u ilil!^ci:iK iii! they pursue this course, and so
extensive and compll'-aicd did Jewish Law in
.,,..,.

isc'j.^..
\..,-... ue, that only by the assiduous

-
: !v ! ,;!":";: could a man become an expert

in its various branches. The difficulty of doing
so was greatly increased by the fact that this
mass of accumulated detail was not committed
to writing, but was ]"o|><i;iNiril entirely by oral
tradition. It was called the Halacha, or Law of

Custom, as distinct from the Torah, or "Written
Law, upon which it was understood to be based.
See, further, art. PHARISEES, p. 353 f.

But the Scribes did not confine their labours to
the Law. They studied also the historical and
didactic portions of Scripture, and elaborated with
a very free hand the history and religious instruc-
tion contained therein. This elaboration was
called the Haggadah. It ran into various extra-

vagant jform?, theo<*opliic, eschatological, and
Messianic. Imagination was given free play, so

long as its products would fit in with the general
framework of Jewish thought, and to its influence
was largely due the circle of religious ideas

existing in New Testament times.

(2) Teaching of the Law. To teach the Law was
also the professional business of the Scribes. In
order that people should obey the Law, it was
necessary that they should know it; and an
elaborate svstem of rules such as was contained
in the Jewish tradition could be learned only
with the assistance of a teacher. None of these
traditional rules having been written down, the

teaching was of necessity entirely oral, and round
the more famous of the Scribes there gathered
large numbers of young men, eager for instruction
as to the proper conduct of life. Of these, some
in their turn would become Scribes and teachers
of the Law. The chief requisite, for both pupil
and teacher, was a capacious and accurate memory.The method of teaching w

ras by a constant repetition
of the precepts of the Law, as only by this means
could its multitude of minute details be at all kept
in remembrance. The disputational method was
also followed. Concrete cases, real or imaginary,
were brought before the pupils, and they were
required to pronounce ; :^iiu-i; I.J.IMI them, which

: .

'

the teacher \.nj.k < i.-.-i-c. The pupils
\ allowed "-

. . "->ns to the
teacher, and to 5 ^ ,

, ., amongst
teachers over difficult problems. But the two
r
" '' y j

,

'

-

1

-"-; were these first, to keep
*'"':''*

'

'
'

in memory; and, second,
never to teach anything otherwise than it had
been taught by the master. Not even the expres-,
sions of the teacher were allowed to be changed.
Accuracy in the minutest detail was the most
commendable achievement.
For purposes of teaching and of disputation

there were special places set apart 'houses of

teaching/ as they were called where the teacher
sat upon an elevated bench, and the pupils on the
ground. In Jerusalem, lectures were delivered in
the Temple, somewhere in the outer court. The
4 houses of teaching

' were distinct from, the syna-
ogues ; but as it was through the influence of the
cribes that the Miii^oiin'

1 -mico originated, so
"doubtless they <i\'<ulrd ili<-m*olM^ of the oppor-
tunities which the >* -. . ,^ave them of

teaching the Law to
'

: - people. The
Scripture exposition, which usually formed part
of the service 1

, mi^lir. indeed, be given by any one
qualified to speak ; but ordinarily it fell to a Scribe,
if any were present, as the one most competent to

discharge the duty.
(3) T/ie Scribes as judges. To the Scribes, as

specially skilled in knowledge of the Law, it also

naturally fell to take a leading part in its practical
administration. From the time of the Hasmonseans
they had formed a constituent element in the
Sanhedrin, being associated in that body with the
chief priests and elders, and it was usually the
Scribes who exercised the greatest influence in its

deliberations. In the local courts they were also

naturally looked to for advice an-^
"

.".

Any one, indeed, who possessed the :

the community might be appointed a local judge,
and probably for the most part the small local
courts were presided over by unprofessional men.
But whenever a Scribe a skilled lawyer was
available, the choice of the cmmiiunv.y mun rally
fell upon him, as, in virtue of lii- 'iiiiili.W.iioM-,, he
was considered best fitted for the post.

3. Relations of the Scribes to Jesus. The
ministry of Jesus could not but excite interest

amongst the Scribes. His first call, like that of
the Baptist, was to repentance as a p>--;i.,Mii"!i
for the K* ..

-

1
- :

"
God. "With this i : \ \\ <

bound ..., '/ They held the i v, I-M ili>

nation -, i salvation was a stricter

obedience to the Law, and they naturally thought
that the new Teacher, who was calling to repent-
ance for the past, would be calling also to a new
and more rigid obedience for the future. There
are not wanting indications that at first they were
inclined to regard Him with favour. But they
speedily discovered that His teaching was on very
different lines from theirs, both in manner and in
substance. In the exposition of Scripture their
method was to give out a text, and then quote
the various comments made on it by recognized
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authorities. Jesus followed a different plan. He
had a message of His own, which He delivered

with conviction and enthusiasm., not appealing to

authorities, but speaking with the conscious

authority of truth. And the substance of His

teaching was also very different. He condemned
the external, mechanical formalism which they
i r.'.->;iii -*"!. and declared that only the inward
i.;r:iv o, ,!-o heart was of value in the sight of

feed." See, further, art. PHARISEES, p. 3551
4. Later history. T i -

.

" *
-.-t properly

belong to our subject, : .

"

note that

after the fall of Jerusg i
-

. I . 7- ',

'

authority
of the Scribes increased in importance. Under
much dNi:oii ''..'"!"*:'' *h*v undertook the difficult

task of the -
..

"
' :. of Judaism. Working

on calmly ana peaceiuiiy, they were able to avoid

extremes, and were successful in koejiin^ "hat
was left of the nation faithful to the religion of

their fathers, and in >iinuil;iljn;r hope for the

future. The ordinances 01 the Oral Law were at

last written down, and to their careful preserva-
tion by the Scribes we are indebted for the Hebrew
Scriptures we now possess.

LITERATURE. The literature on the subject is very extensive.

Every History of the Jews, every Life of Christ, every Com-
mentary on the Gospels, deals to some extent with the Scribes.

Schiirer's SJP may be taken as a standard authority ; Ewald,
Kiaenen, and"Wilv KTiH.T arr ;\" vi-ionn:.: ; so are Edersheim's
LT and W. 3{. S-r.Mh'- O7V/r. A 'cr;. full bibliography is

given in Schurer. See also artt. in Hastings' DB and in the
SB*. JOSEPH MITCHELL.

SCRIP. See WALLET.

SCRIPTURE. The scoj>e of this article does not-

permit the discussion in it of the employment of

Scripture, or of the estimate put upon Scripture,

by either our Lord or the F-. , .

" N
strictly limited to the use of t * -

;

in the NT, jari-icularly
in the Gospels : and to the

immediate iinplir.u \\m< of that use.

1. The use of this term in the NT was an
inheritance, not an invention. The idea of a
( canon '

of e Sacred Scriptures
'

(and with the idea
the thing) was handed down to Christianity from
Judaism. The Jews possessed a body of writings,

consisting of Law, Prophets, and (other) Scriptures
(KethtibM'iri)? though they were often called, for

brevity's sake, merely
e the Law and the Prophets

J

or simply 'the Law.' These * Sacred Scriptures/
or this Soripi.uro' (=""'"0 as it was frequently
called, or the-o M5ook- 3

' or simply this 'Book*

(isort), they looked upon as originating in Divine
1" -pr ;.':! i. ,-.! 1 ;.- f/arefore possessed everywhere
ii l)V"i /..i "iri-i. Whatever stood written in

!iir-i Si
"

j !.: \.ji- a word of God, and was
therefore referred to indifferently as something
which '

Scripture says' (mp IDK, or ivon IDK, or

top MS), or 'the All-Merciful says' (JUDID TDK),,

or even simply *He says' (TDIK Kin pi or merely
TDIKI) ; that God is the Speaker in the Scriptural
v vrl In-ill,* t<ii f.riy understood to require expHcit
<\ i.iv-H-iii! II\ i-ry precept or dogma was supposed
!

A

;iO;,'romuled in **rri|i 11 nil teaching, and possessed
ii;r.lmrii\ OMJyn- I'Siti r(^-oi by a Scripture pa^a<iO,
introduced commonly by one or ilie other of the
formulas *

for it is said '

(-iDtue?) or c as it is written *

(irnm or Maia), though, of course, a great variety
of more or less frequently occurring formulas of

adduction are found. Greek-speaking Jews natur-

ally tended merely to reproduce in their new
language the designations and forms of adduction
of their sacred books current among their people.
This process was no doubt facilitated by the exist-

ence among the Greeks of a pregnant legislative
use of 7pa0w, fpa,<jrfi9 ypdfjLfAa, by which these terms
were freighted with an implication of authority.
But It is very easy to make too much of this. In

Josephus, and even more plainly in the LXX, the

influence of the Greek usage may be traced ; but

in a writer like Pliilo, Jewish habits of thought

appear to be absolutely determinative. The tact

of importance is that there was nothing left for

Christianity to invent here. It merely took over

in their entirety the established usages ot the

Synagogue, and the NT evinces itself in this matter

at least a thoroughly Jewish book. The several

terms it employs are made use of, to be sure,

with some sensitiveness to their inherent implica-

tions as Greek words, and the Greek legislative

use of some of them gave them, no doubt, peculiar

fitness for the service asked of them. But the

application made of them by the NT writers had

its roots set in Jewish thought, and from it they
derive a fuller and deeper meaning than the most

pregnant classical usage could impart to them.

2. To the NT writers, as to other Jews, the

sacred books of what was now called by them

the old covenant
5

(2 Co 314) 5
described according

to their contents as 'the Law, the Prophets, and

the Psalms' (Lk 24*), or more briefly as Hhe Law
and the Prophets' (Mt 713, Lk 1616 ; cf. Ac 28s3

,

Lk 1629 - 31
), or merely as 'the Law' (Jn 1034, 1 Co 1421),

or even, perhaps. 'the Prophets' (Mt 223 II13 265a
,

Lk I70 IS31 24s5- 27
,
Ac 324 1327S Kp I2 162S

), were,

when thought of \\( < o-uir:^ to their nature, a body
of 'sacred scriptuic*' ^ilu 1, 2 Ti 316 ), or, with the

omission of the unnecessary, because well-under -

course, each

brought with it its ow-i -ii..v-!l'M* arising from

the
* ".'" -

r the form 'and the general usage
of :'' -.. I

'

more usual of the two in this

H: ":'
'

:

". In Philo and Josephus, is -ypdpfjM, or

,-.- .-v... \ ypdwcLTCL ; for, although it is some-

times so employed in the singular (but .

only late, e.g. Callimachus, Egigr. xxiv.
t

.

Church Fathers, passim}, it is in the plural that

this form more properly denotes that congeries of

alphabetical signs which constitiites a book. In

the NT, on the other hand, this form is rare.

The complete phrase ieph ypd^ara, found also

both in Josephurs and in Philo, occurs in 2 Ti 315

as the current title of the sacred books, freighted
with all its implications as such. Elsewhere in

the NT, however, ypd^ara is scarcely used as a

fl...-:
j

: ,f Scripture (cf. Jn 547 7
is

). Practi-

.
j \ .

'

! . 7/>a$>i5, in its varied uses, remains
the "sole form employed in the NT in the sense of
'

Scripture,'
'

Scriptures.'
3. This term occurs in the NT about fifty times

(Gospels 23, Acts 7, Catholic Epistles 6, Paul 14) ;

and in every case it bears that technical sense in

which it designates the Scriptures by way of

eminence, the Scriptures of the OT. It
is^

true

there are a few instances in which
j

i;i --ji^i- a.mui !

as ypa<j>tf are not easily identified iu the Ul' uexi;
but there is no reason to doubt that OT passages
were intended (cf. Hiihn, Die alttest. Citate, 270 ;

and Mayor on Ja 45, Lightfoot on 1 Co 29
, West-

cott on Jn 7s8, and Godet on Lk II49 ). We need to

note in modification of the broad statement, there-

fore, only that it is apparent from 2 P 316 (cf.

1 Ti 518) that the NT writers were well aware that

the category
*

Scripture,'
in the high sense, in-

cluded also the writings they were producing, as

along with the books of the OT ^constituting the

complete
e

Scripture
* or authoritative Word of God,

In 20 out of the 50 instances in which ypa^
occurs in the NT, it is the plural form which is

used, and in all but two of these cases the article

is present at ypafial, the well-known Scriptures of

the Jewish people ;
and the two exceptions are

exceptions only in appearance, since adjectival de-
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fmitions are present (ypa<f>al cr/icu, Ho I
2
, here first

in extant literature ; ypa<pal irpcxpyTiKai, lio 1626
).

The singular form occurs some 30 times, all but
four of which have the article ; and here again the
* \i ! i"'i- are only apparent, the term being defi-

"';,
: "

rvery case (Jn 1937 'another Scripture
5

;

1 P 26
,
2 P I20, 2 Ti 316

, used as a proper name).
The distribution of the singular and plural forms
is perhaps worth noting. In Acts the singular
(3 times) and plural (4) occur almost equally fre-

quently : the plural prevails in the Synoptics
(Mt. plural only ; Mk. two to one ; Lk. three to

one), and the singular in the rest of the NT
(John 11 to 1, James 3 to 0, Peter 2 to 1, Paul
2 to 5). In the Gospels the plural form occurs

exclusively in Mt., prevailingly in Mk. and Lk.,
and rarely in Jn.

,
of which the singular is charac-

teristic. No distinction seems to be traceable
between the usage of the Evangelists in their own
persons and that of our Lord as reported by them.
Mt. and Mk. do not on their own account use the
term at all ;

in Lk. and Jn., on the other hand, it

occurs not only in reports of our Lord's sayings
and of the sayings of others, but also in the
narrative itself. To our Lord is ascribed the use
ji,.i:r.--.' :\ of the plural (Mt 2142 22*9 2654 - 56

,

MI. 1:2 ! I", Jn 539 ) and the singular (Mk 1210 ,

Lk 421
,
Jn 788 - 42 1035 1318 17 12

).

$. The history of 7pa0i}, 7pa<a, as applied to

literary documents, does not seem to have been
exactly the same as that of its congener ypdpfta,
ypd^ara. The latter appears to have been current
first as fii- ,'i- 'V'|ri;ii'' appellation of an alpha-
betical < !i,;r;-(

'

i. JUMS to have grown gradually
upward from that lowly employment to designate
documents of !- <

;.: ;!!" extent, as ultimately
made up of ,lp!.jil..-:i"jil haracters. Although,
therefore, the singular rb ypdju.jut,a Is used of any
written thing, it is apparently, when applied to
*

writings, '-.--' -,,:,/";. : .". .\ ed of brief pieces
like short'. ;:"! _.-.' ". or of the shorter

portions of documents such as Lu-o- - though ii-

is also used of those larger -<; inn-* nf \(-\*\ k-
which are more commonly designated as 'books/
It is rather the plural, r& ypdwara, which seems
to have suggested itself not only for extended
treatises, but indeed for documents of all kinds.
When so employed, the plural form is not to be
pressed. Such a phrase as ' Moses' ypd^jmara

'

(Jn 547), for example, probably ascribes to Moses
only a single book what we call the Pentateuch ;

and such a phrase as lepk ypdj^fjiara (2 Ti 315
) does

not suggest to us a c Divine library,' but brings the
OT before us as a

unitary^ whole. On the other
hand, 7/oa0?^, in its ,

"'
,'!' ',""'*' .. .I.:,-:-.

seems to have sprun :
';.

, h- :! .i",-i:i

steps to designate which ypdfjLfjLa is most appropri-
ately used, and to have been carried over at once
from the 'writing' in the sense of the script to the
*

writing
' in the sense of the Scripture. Kindred

with 7/>dfCjua as it is, its true synonymy in its

literary application is rather with such words as

fitp\os ((3ij3\iov) and \6yos, in common with which
it most naturally doM^nnfr^ a complete literary
piece, whether

'

trea tUo
"

o r 'book .

3 "Where thought
of from the material point of view as so much
paper, so to speak, a literary work was apt to be
called a ptp\os (ptp\loi>) ; when thought of as a
rational product, thought presented in words, it

was apt to be spoken of as a \6yos : intermediate
between the two stood ypa(f)r} (ypdjUL/jLa), which was
apt to come to the lips when the ' web of words '

itself was in mind. In a word, j3Lp\os (pip\Loj>) was
the most exact word for the '

book,
3

ypaQr) (ypdjuL^a)
for the ' document '

inscribed in the '

book,' Xo7os
for the ' treatise

* which the * document ' records ;

while as between ypaL^ and ypdwa, ypd^a, pre-
serving the stronger material flavour, gravitates

somewhat towards jBtp\os (Pip\tov) 9 and ypa<j>$ looks

upward somewhat toward A6yoy. When, in the
ui \i-lojniicnJ of the publisher'* trade, the system
of :,i.,kiii- books in great rolls gave way to the

-i.i."
1

! io!l system,' an.^
*

.*_ i.i\s came to be
broken up into '

books,' r, '<.' v
'

:* !i was inscribed
in a 'volume,' these separate

' books' attached to
themselves this whole series of designations, each
with its appropriate implication. Smaller sections
were properly called trepioxat, rdirot, xupla, ypd^ara
(the last of which is the proper term for *

clauses'),
but .very seldom, if ever, in classical Greek, ypa<pal.

5. The current senses of these several terms arc,
of course, more or less reflected in their NT use.
But we are struck at once with the fact that ypa<ptf
occurs in the NT solely in its pregnant technical
usage as a designation of the Sacred Scriptures.
There seems no intrinsic reason why it should not,
like ypajj,/j,ara, be freely used for non-sacred * writ-

ings.' In point of fact, however,
J

-:-i-r.'_\oi ; l-.i*

NT ypa(f>tf is ever something
c
\v

: '-i !i-> !l<-y
Ghost has spoken through the month '

of its human
authors (Ac I 16

), and which is therefore of indefect-

ible, because Divine, authority. It is perhaps even
more remarkable that even on this high plane of
technical reference it never occurs, in accordance
with its most natural, and in the classics its most
frequent, sense of *

treatise,' as a term to describe
the several books of which the OT is composed.
It is tempting, no doubt, to seek to give it such a
sense in some of the passages where, occurring in
the singular, it yet does not seem to designate the

Scriptures in their entirety, and Dr. Hort appears
for a moment almost inclined to yield to the

temptation (on 1 P 26
, note the f

i-rol ml !(>". It is

more tempting still to assume iluii behind the
common use of the plural al ypafiai to designate the

Scriptures as a whole, there lies a previous current

usage by which each book which enters into the
composition of these 'Scriptures' was designated
by the singular ^ ypatfrtf. But in no single passage
where ij ypafitf occurs does it seem possible to give
it a reference to the e treatise

3
to which the appeal

is made ; and the common employment in profane
Greek of ypacpat (in the plural) for a singfe docu-
ment, discourages the assumption that (like r&

pip\la) when applied to the Scriptures it has refer-
ence to their composite character. The truth seems
to be that whether the plural ai ypa<j>ai or the

singular TJ ypa&tf is (
k

m]>loyod. i/he application f
of

the term to the OT v riling ly die writers of he
NT

^is
based upon the conception of these OT

writings as a unitary whole, and designates this

body of writings in their entirety as the one well-
known authoritative documentation of the Divine
word. This is the fundamental fact with respect
to the use of these terms in the NT from wliich
all the other facts of their u'sage flow.

6. It is true that in one unique pi-sage, 2 P 316

(on the meaning of which see Bigg, in loc.}, at

7pa0a/ does occur with a plural signiiication. But
the units of which this plural is made up, as the

grammatical construction suggests, appear to be
not 'treatises' (Huther, Kiihl), but 'passages' (de
Wette). Peter seems to say that the unlearned and
unstable of course wrested the hard sayings of

Paul's letters as they were accustomed to wrest
ras AoiTr&s ypa<pd$3 i.e. the other Scripture state-
ments (cf. Eurip. Hipp. 1311 ; Philo, de Proem, et

Pcen. 11 near end) the implication being that
no part of Scripture was safe in their hands. This
is a sufficiently remarkable use of the plural, no
other example of which occurs in the NT ; but it

is an entirely legitimate one for the NT, and in
its context a perfectly natural one. In the Church
Fathers the plural al ypa<j>al is formed freely upon
71 ypa<f>ir} both in the sense of *book v

of Scripture
and in the sense of *

passage
'

of Scripture. But
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in the NT, apart from the present i;i Ji^<>. Llioro

is in no instance of the use of ai ypafa. \ in:
r-jijjii'i-i

hint of a series whether of
' treatises

'

or of '

pass-

ages
'

iiiuli'ilx i'i;j! it. Even a passage like Lk 2427

forms MO ijxi-upciuu ;
for if ypcupdi is employed in a

singular sense of a single document, then Trao-at ai

ypatjxii remains just the whole of that document,
and is the exact equivalent of irciaa T? ypa<Pti, or (if

ypafitf has acquired standing as a quasi-proper
name) as vcura ypa<prj (2 Ti 316

). {Similarly ai

ypa<pal T&V 7rpo<pr)T&v (Mt 2656
), ypaifial irpotfnjrLKat (Ho

1626
) appear to refer not to ..:"

"

|-r,
-._-

deemed prophetic, or to the ; '. <'.' ;,

OT called ' the Prophets,
5 but to the entire OT

conceived as prophetic in character (cf. 2 P I20,

Ac 230
,
2 P 316 ).

7. In 2 P 316
, however, we have already

been

brought face to face with what
"

KJ,.''*;. the
most remarkable fact about the -.- - -b^ in

the NT. This is its occasional employment to
refer not merely, as from its form and previous
history was to be expected, to the Scripture as a
whole, or even, as also would have been only a
continuation of its profane usage, to the several

treatises which make up that whole, but to the
individual passages of Scripture. This employment
finds little support from the classics, in which ypd^a
rather than ypafitf is the current form for* the
adduction of * clauses

'
or fragmentary portions of

documents (cf. e.g. Plato, Parmen. 128 A-D, Ep.
3 [317 B] ; Thucyd. v. 29 ; Philo, de

Conqr.
ErucL

G-rat. 12, Quod Deics imtnut, 2). It has been cus-

tomary,
""

\ .

'

-epresent it as a peculi-

arity of ^
! : ,

'

Greek. It seems to be

found, however, ;' .

' \ . in Philo (Quisrerum
div. hcer. 53, de Prcem. et Poen. 11; cf. Euripides,
Hipp. 1311), and is probably an extreme outgrowth
of the habit of loolong upon 'li-* ** rii-hi'v- Ji^ t\,

unitary book of Divine oracles, cvorx IHI-MMI J;M<!

passage of which is clothedwith i lie Mi \ i "t? a HI : ioi i ; v
which belongs to the whole and is therefore mani-
fested in all its parts. When the entirety of

Scripture is
f

Scripture
3

to us, each passage may
readily be adduced as 'Scripture,' because 'Scrip-
ture' is concert c<1 i> -pi'.ikm/ through and in each

passage. The irar-i 1 ion i-
ivisy

from saying, 'The
Scripture >ay-. namely, in this or that passage,'
to saying, of "this ami that passage, severally,

' This

Scripture says,' and Another Scripture says' ; and
a step so inviting was sure sooner or later to be
taken. The employment of ^ ypcup-/) in the NT
to denote a particular pa-^a^e of Scii; i .* -1

not appear then to be a continual ion n t\ < I,.
-"

,.,'

usage, but a new development on Jewish or
Judeeo-Christian ground from the pregnant use of

ypap-f)
for the Sacred Sc-iji'uiv*. every clause of

which is conceived as <-juili<>il \\iili the authority
of the whole. So far from throwing in doubt the

usage of ypa<f>-fi pregnantly of Scripture as a
whole, therefore, it rather presupposes this usage
and is a result of it. So it will not surprise us
to find the two usages standing side by side in
the NT.

8. It has indeed been called in question whether
both these usages do stand side by side in the NT.
Possibly a desire to find some well-marked distinc-
tion between the usage of the plural and singular
forms has not been without influence here. At all

events, it has every now and then been suggested
that the singular y ypa<j>tf bears in the NT the
uniform sense of *

passage of Scripture,
3 while it

is the plural at ypafat alone which in the NT
deM<rni(o< Scripture as a whole. The younger
SdiuLtho

, for example (Lircubr. pro dwin. discip.
ac pers. Jesu, 1828, p. 36 n.), having occasion to
comment briefly on the words irao-a ypafi^ Qeowev-
<mjj of 2 Ti 31

, among other assertions of equal
dubiety makes this one :

*

ypafa/j in the singular

never means (3ip\o$ in the NT, much less the

entirety of r&v lep&v ypa^/mdrcav., but some particular

passage.
' Hitherto it has been thought enough to

meet such assertions with a mere expression of

dissent : Christiaan Sepp, for example (De Leer des

NT over de HS des 0V, 1849, p. 69), meets this

one with equal brevity and point by the simple
statement :

'

Passages like Jn 1035
prove the con-

trary.
' Of late, however, under the influence of a

comment of Bishop Lightfoot's on Gal 322 which
has become famous, Schulthess' doctrine has be-

come almost traditional in a justly influential

school of British ex^e-K (cf. Westcott on Jn 2-2

1035
;
Hort on 1 P 2 (i

;
S \vete on Mk 12l

; Page on
Ac I 10 ; Knowling on Ac 832

;
Plummer on Lk 421

).

The attempt to carry this doctrine
'"

1 .

'

ever, appears to involve a violenc

which breaks down of itself. Of the 3u instances

inwhi' T
>

i
1 '

1 -

-!::;_ i:vr ypa<t>7) occurs, about a score

seem i" '. ,,:-
1

i
> the proposed interpretation

(Jn 222 788 - 42 1035 1712 1928 209
, Ac 832, Bo 43 917 10n

II2
, Gal 3s - 22 430

, 1 Ti 518, Ja 45
, 1 P 26

,
2 P I 20 [cf

Cremer, sub voc., who omits Jn 1712 209
; E. Htthn,

Die alttest. Citate, etc., 1900, p. 276, who adds
Jn 1318 1924 - 36

, Ja 28 ; and Yaughan on Ko 48
,

Meyer on Jn 1035 , Weiss on Jn 1035, Ktibel on
2 P I20

,
Abbott on Eph 48, Beet on Ro 917

, Mayor
on 2 P 316

; EBi 4329,- Franke, Das AT boi

Johannes, 48 ; E. Haupt, Die alttest. Citate in den
vier Evang. 201]). In some of these passages it

would seem quite
" '"

to refer
ypa<pfy to a

particular passage o Scripture. No (-Jirf icnlnr

passage is suggested, for example, in Jn 2^ or in

Gal 322, and it is sought and
"

'

, ""ied

by the commentators only i
" " ^

the theory. The reference of Jn 209 is quite as
broad as that of Lk 2445

. In Jn 1035 the argument
depends on the wide reference to Scripture as a

whole, which forms its major premise. The per-
sonification of Scripture in such passages as Ja 4s

and Gal 3s carries with it the same implication.
And the anarthrous use of ypa<pifi in 1 P 26

,
2 P I 20

,

2 Ti 316
, is explicable only on the presupposition

that ypafitf had acquired the value of a proper
name. Perhaps the two passages, 1 P 26 and
2 P I20

,
are fairly adapted to stand as the tests of

the possibility or carrying through the reference of

ypapri in tlie'singular to particular passages : and
the artificial explanations which are given of these

pM^ii<re-- by the advocates of that theory (cf. Zahn,
JZinJt^ twit p. etc., ii. 108 ; Hort on 1 P 26

) may stand
for its sufficient refutation. There seems no reason

why we should fail to recognize that the employ-
ment of

7/>a0^
in the NT so far follows its profane

usage, in which it is prevailingly applied to entire
documents and carries with it a general implica-
tion of completeness, that in its more common re-

ference it designates the OT to which it is applied
in its completeness as a unitary whole (cf. Franke,
op. cit. p. 48). It remains only to add that the
same implication is present in the (lo-ipunti'-n ,f

the OT as ai ypa<j>al, which, as has nlronly l..^n

!.-,* ',,"; , .', does not suggest that the OT is a
*..'i-- ',. .' (

treatises,' but is inoivly ii \nriant of

T) ypa,<f>-/) in accordance with goo<l (invlv usage,
employed interolianjoahly with it at the dictation
of nothing more recondite than literary habit.
Whether at yp&4>al is used, then, or ^ ypaffi, or the
anarthrous ypafptf, in each case alike the OT is

thought of as a single document set over against
all other documents by reason of its unique Divinity
and indefectible authority, bywhich it is constituted
in every passage and declaration the final arbiter
of belief and practice.

9. It is an outgrowth of this conception of the
OT that it is habitually adduced for the ordinary
purposes of instruction or debate by such simple
formulas as it is said,

3

*it is written/ with the
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^' "
)- that what is thus said or written is of

. final authority. Both of these usages
are illustrated in a variety of forms, and with all

possible high implications, not only in the NT at

large, but also in the Gospels, and not only in the
comments of the Evangelists, but also in the re-

ported sayings of our Lord. We are concerned
here only with the formula, 'It is written/ in

which the consciousness of the written form the

documentary character of the auth "'_
.

;
^

to finds exprovion. In its most .-
this formula is the simple y^ypairraL,

used, either

absolutely, or, with none of its authoritative im-

plication thereby evacuated, with more or less

clear intimation of the place where the cited words
are to be found written. By its side occurs also

the resolved formula yeyp&^vov t-vrlv (peculiar to

Jn. ; cf. Plunimer on Lk 417
), or some similar

formula, with the same implications. These modes
of expression have analogies in profane Greek,
especially in VjiNlnl i\e usages ;

but their use with
reference to Uio Divine Scriptures, as it involves
the adduction of an authority which rises im-

measurably above all legislative authority, is also

freighted with a signiiicance to which the profane
usage affords no key. In the Gospels, y^ypaTrraL
occurs exclusively in Mt. and Mk., and predomin-
ately in Lk., but only once in Jn.; most commonly
in reports of our Lo^ ." . \'. . T

j r '

V,
^ "* r ^ J

of Lk., on the other '.':.,:,,:
'

'

< ".!
of the OT is accomplished by the use of the

participle yeypctju^vov^ while in Jn. the place of

ytypcLTrraL (8
17

only) is definitely taken by the re-

solved formula yeypafjL^vov 4<rriv. The signiiicance
of these formulas is perhaps most manifest where

they stand alone as the bare adduction of authority
without indication of any kind whence the cita-

tion is derived (so ytypairrat, Mt 44- 6- 7- 10
[II

10
] 21

13

[26
24

] 26
31

, Mk 76 912- 13 II17 1421 - 27
,
Lk 44- 8 - 10 727 1940

2017 2237
; yeypapfifvov farlv, Jn 217 631 1214

[
16

]). The
adjunction of an indication of the place where the
citation may be found does not, noweyer, really
affect the authoritativeness of its adduction. This

,-KJis'K .inn is rare in Mt. and Mk. (Mt 25
,
Mk

I '.n!\.. more frequent in Lk. (2
23 34 1026 1831

2444.46)" and Jn. (6
45 8 17 1034 15'J5 ) ; and by its infre-

quency i1 empliii-izcs the absence of all necessity
for such idem iiio.-u ion. When a NT writer says,
"It is written/ there can arise no doubt where
what he thus adduces as possessing absolute

authority over the thought and consciences of

men is to be found written. The simple adduc-
tion in this solemn and decisive manner of a
written authority, carries wiih it the implication
that the appeal is made to ihe indeToct ible am horny
of the Scriptures of God, which in. all their parts
and in every one of their declarations are clothed
with the authority of God Himself.
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SEA OF GALILEE. i. NAMES. The OT name
CMnnerGth had disappeared, so far as our purpose
is concerned, by the time of the Maccabees, and in

its place we find a variety of
J.oM^iiiilipn>.

It is

then that the familiar name (/ ttn'i-iiirrf, iiisi makes
its appearance in the rb VSupTewqa-dp of 1 Mac II67

.

Josephus uses the forms \liwvi Tewyo-dp (BJ III.

X. 1), vdara, TGVU"/}crapcL (Ant. XIII. V. 7), \ijuvr) Tevvf]-

o-aptrt? (Ant. XVIII. ii. 1 ; Vita, 65) ; Fliny has
Gonnesara (PIN v. 15). In the Targums and other
Jewish writings the name of the Sea appears as
no\L3 or noiJa, these forms MippVnHMilin^ the Heb.
Ohinnereth. But though liui \\oi~d ^'./t/^esarot was
so familiar to contemporary writers, it appears
only once in the NT as applied to the Lake, in
the 7) \lft,vi) TewTjo-cLptr of Lk 51

. Following close

upon this, however, i) \l^vrj occurs alone in Lk 5a

8--- 23 - 33
. The most popular name in the NT is

* the Sea of Galilee' (r/ daXacro-a rijs Ta\t,\atas), which
occurs live times (Mt 4 18 1529 ,

Mk I 16
7
31

, Jn 61
).

The word 'Sea' (0<iAacr<ra) stands alone in Jn 617"25
,

and the form * Sea of Tiberias '

(BdXacrcra TTJS

Tipepiddos) occurs in John 61 21 1
. The modern

(Ic-i^nnLion. *Lake of Tiberias,' does not occur
in the NT. It is found for the first time as \tfj,vrj

Tipepis in Pausanias (v. 7).

Man < ;".:'.
"

:

"

'->een offered of the orig-in of the
word '. . . i.-_ !,*. (and others) sought to derive it

from t;ne uT Chinneretn, which it was supposed to replace.
Such an origin, however, seems very improbable, not only on
philological grounds, but because the latter name also remains" " "

T TX ,'i^ ;;: = ;='', .'4 1 d was thus quite
. ; M . It K "-> (

( >-
/_/. of Pal.) suggests

that it is derived from "jyiN ja
or ~\yy jJ 'garden of treasure/

which term, of course, he refers to the Plain, : "'. i-i^ !' * the
name of the adjoining Sea. This process is , ;ii .!,.' and
probably correct, but still we nv

.

'

i- ': i: to douoi his

derivation of the name. G. A. *> (U f,III i3 n.) has also

noted that the form points to some compound of
}a 'garden,'

or *a valley ; and to us this seems indisputable, so that on the

whole we must admit that either tho ovplanr.^on given by
Caspari( 64), ID ^a ('gardens of the Jsiki-' IFII-IM';, or that of

the older Eabbis (Ber. Rab 98), IB' ^ J (' gardens of the prince ')

is most satisfactory. The termination in Gennesaret might
then be regarded as the Aramaic determinative form, and com-
pared with Nazareth from Nazara.

With reference to the name e

Galilee,
5
it has

been said that it originally designated only that
small tract of land given by Solomon to Hiram
(1 K 911), and that the na :-,. i,."

1

!;. extended
till in the days of the M,. ;.! included
Zebulun and Naphtali, so that only after this

took place could the Sea be known by that name.
Furrer (Wanderungen) has also drawn attention
to the other names. He asserts that Gennesar or

Gennesaritis is characteristic of the 1st cent., being
found in Josephus, Pliny, and Strabo, while from
the 2nd cent, onwards the official designation be-

came ' Sea of Tiberias
*

; and as proof of this

statement he cites the Palestinian Talmud. He
then ventures to infer that Jn 211 indicates a later

date than the rest of the book demands, and at

the same time he suggests that Jn 61 has been
emended. This reasoning, however, seems incon-

clusive ; f- !'- Ji
|

rl f ! P> the fact that the Palestinian

Talmud . n . . i n -
1 1 n i -h that is old, it seems im-

possible, in view of the conservatism of the Habbis,
that such a name as e Sea of Tiberias

' should be

found in their writings, unless it had been in

common use for a considerable time. For the

history of the district surrounding the Lake see

art. GALILEE.
ii. DESCRIPTION. The Lake presents

c a beauti-

ful sheet of limpid water in a deeply depressed
basin' (SEP 2

ii. 380), its average below sea level

being 682| ft. ; but with the season of the year the

level may vary to the extent of 10 ft. The rise and
fall are dependent on the rainy season on the one

hand, and, on the other, on the melting of the

snows on Hermon as the spring advances ; and
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it is this latter cause that
generally,

in conjunc-
tion with the later rains, brings about the high
level at the time of harvest (Jos 315

). But as the

heavier rains decrease before the melting of the

snow begins, there may have been already a fall

of as much as 3 ft. even in March. The Sea is

13 miles long by 7 across at its broadest part
between Mejdel and Kersa ; but in the clear

Eastern atmosphere it looks much smaller than it

really is. From no point on the western shore can
it be seen in its whole extent at one time ; but
from the slopes above Tell ]Jum, or from almost

any point on the eastern shore, it is all visible. It

is not quite oval, but rather pear- or harp-shaped
(1133),

'

.,
'- A1" -lOuttem end. The sea

level
"

of the shores have not

changed to any considerable extent during the

past nineteen centuries, so that, in so far as hills

and valleys, ravines and slopes to the seashore are

concerned, their present description gives a very
true conception of what they were in Gospel days.
On the west the hills are not so high and generally
not so steep as on the eastern side; but they
approach more closely to the shore, and are more
rugged and stony. On the western side, from a
short distance above what was once the western
outlet of the Lake into the Jordan, and stretch-

ing some 3 miles up the Lake-side, the hills here
somewhat rounded and tame, and with but little

that is picturesque in their form slope down to the
water's edge. Then to the north of this conies a

strip (Heb. npi, which seems to justify the identifi-

cation of Tiberias with the older Rakkath, Jos
19s5 ; Megilla, 55, 6a; G. A. Smith, RGHL p. 447)
about 2J miles long and J of a mile broad at its

widest part, and at the north end of this is the
modern town of Tiberias. Passing it, we have
another 3 miles of sloping hills, oroken about

midway by the Wady^ Aou el-Amis, At Mejdel we
now enter el-G-huw&ir, the well-known Plain of

Gennesaret. Behind the village to the west is

Wady Hamdm, known in the early centuries as

'wifc nfip3, and i on lairing in its cliffs the once
famous caves of .\rliln \ !/ '. Xiv. xv. 4). This is

certainly the wildest and most impressive gorge
around the whole Lake. On its south side it bears
some resemblance, though on a far grander scale,

to the crags around Arthur's Seat. There is the
same perpendicular wall, but here it |: - -

"

\ \i-

to a height of 1500 ft.; and there is ,;

'
'

,!

mass of broken rocks, making a steep slope to the

plain below.
El-Ghuweir curves along the Lake from Mejdel

to Khan Minyeh, a distance of 3 miles, and it

has a breadth of one mile. In addition to the
stream from Wady JIamdm, it is watered by three
others fxom'Ain M-udauwaraJi, Wady 7?7,'ft,/ //.

and Wady Leimdn, and these flow throughout
'

the

year. Just behind Khn Minyeh and it> fountain

"Ain et-fln at the N.W. corner of the Lake, the

rounded hill Tell Oreime, slopes down to the water's

edge, ending in a series of sharp rocks the only
place aroumi the Lake where we find anything like

ji cliff beside the shore. Around the face of Tell

Oreime there is a deep rock-cutting now used as a

pathway, but in ancient times an aqueduct, as is

attested by the discovery of the remains of the
old piers of its continuation across the next

valley to *Ain et-Fdbigha. Remains of masonry
.show that the water was led eastward as well
as westward from the towers built around the

springs of et-J^dbigha ('Eirroi.Trrjyoi' of Nicephorus),
so that there can be little doubt that this is the

spring of Capernaum mentioned by Josephus (BJ
III. x. 8). From this point onward to the Jordan
the hills again extend down to the shore, but by
gentler slopes than even to the south of Tiberias.

Between et-fdbigha and Tell Htim the shore forms

a number of semicircular creeks, which, with the

sloping embankment at this point, assume the

shape of amphitheatres. Studying the subject on
the spot, the present author was convinced that
one of these must be the place where the sermon
from the boat was preached (Mt 132 etc.). Some-
thing peculiar in the tones of our voices induced
us to test the acoustic properties of the place, and
we found that a speaker on the boat could be
heard far up the slope, while the hum and bustle
of a crowd on the shore would not disturb him.

\
fl

i

"
-T .

"*

.
\ , meet with another

-.

'

.

"
'''..

'

; to the one on the

west, but somewhat more extensive. It is covered
with green grass (Mk 639, Jn 610

) at nearly all

seasons of the year. With a breadth of 1 to 1J
miles, it extends 3 miles along the coast, and then
narrows, extending nearly 3 miles more to JECersa,
a short distance to the south of which we meet
with the only steep place (Mt 832

) on the eastern
side of the Lake. At this point there is practically
no shore, but immediately the eastern rampart of

hills 2000 ft. high, now bleak and bare, but

showing streaks of green where the springs trickle

out between the white sandstone and the black

superimposed lava begins to recede, leaving a

plain J to mile broad, and this to the south of

Kid at el-H'usn widens out into the Ghor or Jordan

Valley, At the village of Semakh, the southern
end of the Lake forms a beautiful circular bay,
which is enclosed by earth walls

^
16 to 32 ft. m

height. There is deep water close in to the shore,
and the currents manifestly wear away the rich

alluvial soil. In so far .,-
; V> '."' changes have

taken place, we should \j[
, !;. : the land has

suffered losses here, while there may have been

slight gains by deposits on the shore of the plains
of el-Batiha and el-Gkuweir (Gennesaret). What
used to be the western outlet of the Jordan has
also become silted up, for it must be remembered
that in former times the Jordan flowed out from
the two sides of a triangular island, now occupied
by the ruins of Kerak without doubt the remains
of the once famous Taricheae (BJ III. x. 1).

CV -,:, v^ ith other lakes, the Sea of Galilee
i i:"' ;

'

i : to be deep. The maximum depth
is from north to south along the course of the

Jordan, and here it is 130 to 148 ft. r. <'(. ul!n;i !u

the season [greater recorded depths lii;\r U-*::i

proved to be in error], and except along the shores
of the Plain of Gennesaret, deep water is reached
all round the Lake within a few yards of the shore.

The ^tocp place at Ker-a ^lopo^ !OA\ n at once to a

depth of 49ft., and a -hovt distance farther out
the sounding gives 102 ft. A mile to the south-

east of Tell 5fi.m the depth is 78 ft., and midway
between Tiberias and Kersa it is 114.

One more notable feature of the Lake valley is

to be found in the hot springs with which it

abounds. The best known of these are at Ham-
mam (cf. Jos. Vita, 16), south of Tiberias (132 to

144), 'Am Bdrideh (80), 'Am Mudauwarah (73),
'Ain et-Tln (82), and *Ain et-^dbigha (73 to 86).
Others certainly exist in the Lake itself. A
brackish taste can be perceived at different places,
and especially at a point f across between Tiberias
and Kersa, where in the warmer water great
shoals of fish are wont to congregate. It was

probably the drinking from a spot of this kind
that lu<l Strabo (Geog. xvi. 45) to express so bad
an opinion of the waters of the Lake (tidwp fj^-xOvipbv

\(./ULVCLIOV). These springs are all more or less sul-

phurous, and in all the centuries they have been
used for medicinal purposes especially those at

Tiberias (BJll. xxi. 6). A reference to these in

the Talmud shows us the relationship of the Rabbis
to the Sabbath, and throws some light on their

attacks on Jesus (Lk 1314 etc.). The use of the
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>r"bi<Men on the Sabbath ;

iiedicinal, were permitted,
ministered to "-

means of
*

,."":

but these i , , ::

because ii ,

in pleasure and luxury, and that was ]K"':i:, .:.

(Pesach. Sb).

Complaint has been made by some of the tame-
ness of the scenery around the Lake, and of the want

," "'. .( of the hills ; while, on the other

,

-* ^ risen, in loe.) has declared that
'

in the whole land of Palestine there is no district

whose natural charms could compare with those of

this.' There can be no doubt that much depends
upon the season of the year when, the district is

first visited, as well as upon the expectations
formed. In the present unwooded state, with its

uncultivated fields and barren hills often, as at the
north end of the Lake, washed down to the bare
rock by the rains of centuries, there may be little

to attract, especially when the whole country has
been blackened by the summer suns and the bum-
ing siroccos. But even now the earliest rains

change the whole aspect of nature. The hills and
the valleys on both shores become clothed in a
luxuriant greenness, while, as the season ad-

vances, the fresh bursting buds of the olive, the

fig, the vine, and the pomegranate, with here and
there a palm tree, add variety and pleasantness
to the landscape. Very soon, too, the fields are

covered with great patclies of anemones of varied
colours white, red, purple, and deep dark-blue,

interspersed with various species of the lily family
and stretches of the dark green-leaved and yellow-
flowered mustard, while the watercourses and
shores of the Lake are marked out by the red
blooms of the oleander with its dark-green and

silvery-backed leaves ; and on the western shore

variety is added by the gigantic reeds of the

papyrus, topped by their reddish-brown waving
plumes j

on the higher grounds, too, every crevice
of the rock is shaded by the blossoms of the cycla-
men and many another flower of the field. But
what must it have been in the year A.D. 27-28 ?

It had been pa^in^r through, was indeed still in

the period of transition after, the desolations of

war, famine, and pestilence j but the worst was
now long past, and 20 years of uninterrupted peace
and prosperity had made it blossom like the rose.

There was nothing in the rule of the tetrarchs

Antipas and Philip to discourage perseverance, so

that the land was coming more and more under
cultivation. It must have been beautiful, indeed,
when human industry was developing all its re-

sources and
"" *

' ""

te whole scene into a bloom-

ing paradise. V- ' '

can give a better idea of

what the whole district was becoming, than the
classic i>;i^;i;_v in which Josephus (BJ III. x. 8)
describe- \\\<; I 'In in of Gennesaret in his own day
(see art. GENISTESAKET [LAND OF] in vol. i.).

With Josephus' glowing description the Rabbis are in fullest

harmony. Rish Laqish says :
' If Paradise be in the land of

Israel, Beth-Shan is its entrance' (nnrrs fKtPnU). Again we
read : 'Seven seas,' spake the Lord God, *have I created in the
land of Israel, but only one have I chosen for im s-uif, that is the
sea of Genne

" '"
\. fol. 4). S'fthrf on Pi &;-"* explains

the fulness . of the Lord as the Pbin 01 Gon-
nesaret. On tne nuns around the Lake were ' vines and fruitful
fields' (Meg. 6a). 'It is easier,' saith TCaljhi TZIiezcr ben Simon,
'to nourish a legion of olives in Galileo than i-o bring

1 up one
child in the land of Israel '

(Ber. Hah. c. 2<V). The oil of the
Galilasan hills was more plentiful than any in Palestine (Wen.
S5b), and the wheat of Ohorazin is specially commended (<'.

86a). An illustrator rf t!ir pr (l-:r^:v< M< < f the district, and
a parallel to the

'

."(! .!% i ci TK |i:ii-,.Vp. may be seen in

the enumeration of the products of a single JV^mK fiKD 'half

bushel of Arbela '

(Jerus. Peah, vii. 3). The Gentile world also
lends its testimony. To the early Fathers the district was r

fsf>KTjff"ree. r%? rA/Aa/f, 'the crown of Galilee,' while in the 3rd
ecnl. C. Julius Solinus (Cotfrctanen, xxxv. 13) says: *Lacus
TiberincHs ommbu antoponirur in^ermo sestu et ad sanitatem
usu efficaci.'

But the district was not yet reduced to the calm
"beauty of a prosperous agricultural country. There

would still be stretches of woodland remaining,
tenanted by birds of brilliant colours and various
forms. There would be here and there beautiful

oaks, either singly or in groups, that had grown
up during the years when the population was
>niall (Baba Baffira v. 1). There would be rocky
stretches, especially to the north-east of the Lake,
covered with brambles, wild mustard, and coarse

grass, or dotted with prickly bushes (nubk), where
the wolf, the jackal, the fox, and the hyama would
make their homes, and where the brown serpent
and the silvery

- breasted poisonous snake would
glide about.
The population would not be so dense nor the

land so fully cultivated as in the days when
Josephus wrote, so that there would be a more
equal mingling of the wild beauties of nature with
the advancing and taming conquests of agriculture.
The landscape, too, was becoming varied by the

presence of many buildings. It has been said that
' the shores of the Lake seem to have borne cities

and towns instead of harvests' (Tristram, Land of
Israel, 444) ; and this, understood in the light of

what we have already said, is very true. These
would for the most part be constructed of black

stone, but varied at tin- - ">
"

r^-ls-'-j - of white
marble, while even the ;! -. .

;
'v.

'

'

of Syene
helped to break the monotony ; and. although, 011

the whole, the majority of tl
"

."
1 1l

ild be
dull and sombre, still, in the . fields

of green and gold, the pre
' amble

village, and the beach sparkling with the houses
and the palaces, the -;

'<
;.

-. ,- jiucl the temples
of Jewish and Romai 1

'
"

'M !;,,.::
-,
would present

a scene of great beauty, so that we can well under-
stand how the wild desolations of the pre-Christian
century, and the calm and peaceful years that fol-

lowed the advent of the Messiah, combined to
render the district more beautiful when Christ was
a citizen of Capernaum than at any other time
nHug ii-- u IK ile history.

iii. YUM \ 1 1.. The climate of the Jordan Valley
is in many way_s very peculiar. Its low level the
lowest depression in the world gives it many
characteristics which are all its own. The absence
of all frost, and the general warmth ihiuujjunu
the whole year, explain to us fully the peculiar
open-air life that we meet with in the Gospels.
For the most part Christ speaks out of doors. So
did the Rabbis of His time. Ben Azzai taught on
the shores of Tiberias (JErubin, 29), and Rabbi
Jehudah in the open air (Hoed Katon, 16). In
the Gospels the sick are freely carried about
(Mt 423, Mk 23 ), are allowed to wait in the crowd
(Lk 843f

-), ". :

Y
-

i

"

are indifferent if the

night find ,, .,;.. home (Mt 158a, Mk 8s - 8
).

The average temperatures of the air (night and
day) in January are 37 and 74

;

".'' "
'".

in June they are 68 and 108 ; bv. ''-'>
mometer fr<-(|iH'nt]y rises man;
The preseur \vrii IT 'has seen it ',. , . .

,

and 139 has been recorded on the shore of the
Lake at midday in August ; and even the soil, the

rocks, and the pebbles around the Lake side be-
come s-, :>'."-

1
\ heated that the bather must

wait ti'l l""_: <;;*' sunset if he would enter the
water v. '.-.\\"\ :: ih- risk of burning his feet. In
such conditions, under the fiery glow of the sun
and with months of drought, we can well under-
stand that all the grass and herbage are "burned

up, and so in its present state of naked dreariness,
visitors at such a season are naturally disap-
pointed ; but in other circumstances, and in days
of universal irrigation, the whole scene would be

very different (cf. Robinson's Researches under 19th

June). Another noteworthy point is that the tem-

perature of the body may rise much higher in
cases of fever, and without serious results, than
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would be possible In other climates, e.g. a tem-

perature of 110 is not uncommonly recorded. This

may explain the expression
*

great fever '

(irvper^
A*e7cX^) of Lk 4SS .

The temperature of the waters of the Lake does
not vary so much as might be expected, and is

very little lowered even by the melting of the
snows on Hermon. This is to be accounted for by
the fact that such waters have already passed
through Lake IJuleh and have also had a consider-
able course in the upper Jordan. The average to
a depth of 30 ft. is 68, from 30 to 50 ft. it is 62,
and at a greater depth there is a constant tem-
perature of 59 (PEFQSt, 1894, pp. 211-220).
Rain. The average number c

'

"

;
-

1
.

;
-. r.iirinj

the year is 60, and the rainfall >
-

"'
'. There

is no rain during the months of June, July, August,
and September. Two-thirds of the rainiall occurs
in December, January, and February ; the other
months having only one to five days on which rain

falls, which may mean either now and again, a
whole day, or merely slight showers. The degree
of humidity is greatest in January, when it stands
at 77. It decreases till June, when it is 42 ; but in

August, again, it has risen to 45 ; while in Sep-
tember it drops as low as 39.

Winds. From May till October there are often
sirocco days. They generally come 3, 7, or 10 at a
time, though sometimes the hot wind lasts but one

day, and then the day following brings a delight-
ful sensation of coolness, enjoyment, and satisfac-

tion. On the sirocco days the heat on the Lake and
in the -::iro', "!:/ !; ion is intensely depressing,
but be.\ is ;!'' \:- :- - of the hot wind, westerly
breezes blow in summer, and this makes the east
side of the Lake pleasant. The "western shore,
however, south of Mejdel benefits little, as the
winds pass over ili<

j

'' "
_ hills and strike the

Sea far out, l-,i\i.";: "!i- k ;.iL' inshore close and
stifling. The north end of the Lake does not suffer

to the same extent, because to the west of the
Plain of Gennesaret the hills are somewhat lower
and farther back, and, besides, the wind blows

freely down the Valley of Pigeons, and gives the
district around Capernaum all that the east side

enjoys at such seasons. These westerly winds

usually spring up in the afternoon, they become
strong as ;:<< * -i':

1

;:
!!<"\< i' i -. but generally cease

about 10 p.m. During the rest of the year the
weather is more variable, and the winds blow from
different directions. c:

'
1

..-
*

"I
,'",, come

from the north-east, * ,

' "

v

"

\ to the
north and come over Hermon the temperature is

still more reduced, and a sensation of chill is felt

in the atmosphere. This sometimes occurs till well
on in May ; while, on the other hand, a hot south
wind will sometimes blow up the Ghor (Jordan
Valley) in April, bringing with it clouds of dust
which dim 1

T

-.
"I";

*
'

;:

"*

darken the hills, giving
one a prernr: :

'

\

" '

the summer's glow.
Storms. The rainy season is generally intro-

duced by thunderstorms. In October and "Novem-
ber, small clouds, scarcely larger than a man's hand,
gather on Tabor, Jcbel Jarmuk, and the other hills

of Upper Galilee. They grow in size and in

threatening aspect, mid runcrnTk in three days
1

time a violent ihnndor-iunn \\iih heavy rains
bursts over the valley. This is then usually fol-

lowed by a time of calm with a clear blue sky
overhead. Such storms, but not generally so

violent, occur from time to time during the winter,
and the rainy season may be closed by something
of the same nature. In the beginning of May the

sky will be clouded, and there will be one or two
days' rain with or without thunder. Sometimes,
however, when the valley has been enjoying the
most peaceful calm, it will be affected by storms
bhat have occurred elsewhere. The hills of Upper

Galilee may have been hidden in dense mists for a
day or two, but nothing has disturbed the peace of
the Lake. There have been rains, however, on the
high kinds only a few hours distant, and these,
forming themselves into mountain torrents, have
come down, sweeping all before them (Mt 727,

Lk
649 ) in their descent, and flooding what but a few
minutes earlier had been a dry channel. The
present writer has personally watched the Wady
Rabadlyeh and the Wady Leimtin, both of which
cross the Plain of Gennesaret, as they became in
an incredibly short time changed from little more
than dry, stony river-beds to impassable foaming
torrents ; and, when the hills have been dark with
clouds, has heard the warning given to get over
these wadys

' before the stream comes down.'
Storms may occur on the Lake at any season,

and there are few places where changes come so

suddenly. The experience of Lynch is that of

every one who has spent any time here :
c While

pulling about the Lake, a squall swerat down one
of the ravines, and gave us a convincing proof of
how soon the placid sea could assume an angry
look' (p. 164). The storms on the Sea of Galilee
are in many ways peculiar, and sometimes the
wind seems to blow from various directions at one
time, '>--] \ f ~.

'! boat about. This arises from the
fact that the winds blow violently down the narrow
gorges and strike the Sea at an angle, stirring the
waters to a great depth. Many of the storms, too,
are quite local in their character. This may be
understood by the fact that when a westerly wind
is blowing, all may be smooth along the shores to
the north and south of Tiberias and for a mile out,
but there we may pass in a moment from the

region of perfect calm into a gale so violent that
the only chance of safety is to run before the wind
to the eastern shore. At other times the south end
of the Lake may be comparatively peaceful, but,

sailing northward, we no sooner reach Mejdel than
the wind from Wady el-IIamdm will seize the sail,

and, unless it IK* iM-hmlly lowered, overturn tlie

boat. These wind- are t'rom the west, but it is

generally the wind from the north-east that raises
a general storm over the whole Sea. This wind
blows right into the Sea from cl-Bati7ia, and from
this direction no part is sheltered. The suddenness,
too, with which the storms spring up rnay be illus-

trated by a storm which came from this direction,
and which the present writer observed. A com-
pany of visitors \yere

- J

'M!il>jr on the shore at

Tiberias, and, noting ;''> ;j!<i--\ surface of the
water and the smallness of tne Lake, they ex-

pressed doubts as to the possibility of such storms
as those described in the Gospels. Almost immedi-
ately the wind sprang up. In 20 minutes the sea
was white with ioarn-crested waves. Great billows
broke over the towers at the corners of the city
walls, and the visitors were compelled to seek
shelter from the blinding spray, though now 200

yards from the Lake side. It is further to be noted
that the north end of the Lake, being less sheltered
than the rest, is more subject to storms. Indeed,

onty in peculiar circumstances could it escape
having a chief share in any storm.
These facts may now be used to illustrate the

two occasions on which Jesus is recorded to have
been on the Sea in a storm (Mt S23

,
Mk 487

, Lk 823
;

and Mt U24
, Mk 648, Jn 618

). On the former of

these the journey was from Capernaum to Gergesa,
and the wind waV from the north-east. Thus the
boat was struck on its side, and so * the waves beat
into the ship

' and it became *
filled.

' On the second
occasion they were attempting to pass from Beth-
saida Julias to Capernaum. The wind was against
them, blowing down the Wady Hamdm and over
the Plain of Gennesaret, so that they were '

toiling
in rowing, for the wind was contrary.' It is also
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made clear to us that, although ;bhe wind pre-
vented their getting to Capernaum, it was not such
as would prevent boats coming from Tiberias (Jn
618 "24

). Even in the height of the storm they could

have, under the shelter of the western hills, pro-
ceeded as far as Mej del, and thus come early upon
the scene at any point at the north end of the Lake
when once the storm was calmed.

It might be imagined that the cessation of the
storms might mean simply the passing from an

exposed and stormy to a calmer and protected
region, but in both the cases recorded this is im-

possible. In the first instance, when the wind was
from the north-east, the whole Sea would be dis-

turbed; while in the latter case the Sea to the
north of Mejdel would be all affected by the storm ;

and as the passage was between el-Batiha and the
Plain of Gennesaret, the boat would not even ap-
proach the region of calm.

iv. INDUSTRIES, During the peaceful years of

Christ's ministry the whole Lake-basin was be-

coming a focus of life and energy. \Ye have already
indicated, by references to Josephus and the Kabbis,
what the land was in the process of becoming in so
far as agriculture was concerned. The tilling of

the soil must have been a tempting oooupMlio'i
where the land was so fertile, so well watered
ovor\ \\-lioro, and enjoyed so much of the sunshine.
TlcMilo^. ii could be sown two and even three times
in the year. At the present time in the plain of
el-Batiha this is the case. After the corn harvest
is gathered in, Indian corn may be sown ; and when
this also has ripened and been cleared off, the land
and the seasoi !

"!>

r
* egetables and water

melons. The x
-

"
-I" '

; too, ripens the har-
vest a month ^earlier than on the higher lands of

Galilee and Bashan. The melons and the cucumbers
are ready for use fully four weeks before those of

Acre and Damascus, so that the prospect of greater
gain by being able to anticipate the markets in all

the larger towns must have ibeen a powerful incen-
tive to diligence when the means of transport were
easier than now. We know that the fruits of
Gennesaret were taken to Judaea (M. Mdaser Sheni
ii 3), though it is said that they were not allowed in

Jerusalem, lest on account of Mi 1
. V ^H!TH*^ 1\<-\

should form an inducement, j i

JH;
r i M -m i

J
i < -

j N r i ; : ; ! 1

one, """:.
'

";!';. !" M- -"^ib. Pesach. 82).
Wit] ..:': ,.;: i ;",-

-

'"i v. <

'

pursued, that
the hiring of day-labourers seems to have been quite
common, and they were wont to go from Tiberias
to till the lands of Beth-maon (Kit-Tat ibn Mdan],
which lands we believe to have been in the Plain
of Gennesaret (Jerus. Bab. Met. vii. 1 ; and cf. Mt
201"17

). Nor can we overlook the work of the
shepherd, so closely bound up with agri culture,
and to which there is so frequent reference in ill"

Gospel story ; but, just as in modern times, this work
would be less pursued by the Lake side than on
the msijrhlMMirinjf lulls, where we know that even
the flock** of Juda\'i were pastured (Baba Bathra
v. 1).

Then the Gospels set before us a very great
activity in fishing. There was a Jewish tradition
that the fishing in the Lake was to be free to all,

subject to the one condition that stakes were not
to be set that might impede the progress of boats ;

and tradition further said that the freedom had
been conferred by Joshua (Babr& Quma, 80&). Not
only the statements of the NT, but the names of
the towns and \ TY^o-, Ic.-in u^ to the knowledge of

activity in this direction. Thus M e have two towns
of the name of Bethsaida^ ('Fisherrow') ; a village
called Migdol Nunia (* Fish-tower '), probably situ-

ated at *Ain Barideh (Pesach. 46a), and the great
city of Tarichece (

c Fish factory') at the south end
(

of the Lake. At Tarickece, as the name indicates, !

the fish were salted and dried, and to-day the salt !

can be seen here encrusted on the sand like hoar-

frost. So far as the Mosaic law was concerned, the

fish in the Sea of Galilee were all clean ; but, aw

one passage in the Gospels draws a distinction be-

tween 'good' and 'bad' (Mt 1347* 48
), it may be of

interest to note that the Jews of the present day,
for some superstitious reason, refuse to eat one
kind named bnrbilt (Lynch, p. 165). Josephus
(Vita, 12) found that the fishers were a strong

party in Tiberias also, so we may conclude that

the boats that came thence were used for fishing

(Jn 623).
The chief fishing ground to-day is in the ^neigh-

bourhood of el-Bafvia, and here the work is con-

ducted in boats with drag-nets (crtipovres rb StKrvovj

Jn 218
) ; but in other places the want of a boat

need not prevent a man becoming a fisher. If he

simply possess a net and learn to cast it (pd\\ovres

afjL(j>Lj3\rjcrTpQv, Mt 418
), he may be very successful

in places where the water is not deep. Where the
warm springs flow into the Lake the fish congre-
gate in great numbers. We have seen shoals at
*Ain Barideh and Ain et-Tabigha so great as to

cover an acre of the surface, and so compact
together that one could scarcely throw a stone
without striking several. In such cases the hand-
net is thrown out with a whirl. It sinks down
in a circle, enclosing a multitude, and these are
the-: ^y 1 )*"! in by the hand, while the net lies

at i> i !-. -ii i. The hook (&yKL<rrpov, Mt 1727
) is

also used in our day, and frequently a large
quantity is taken in a short time. In the days of

Josephus (A.D. 67) there were boats on
the Lake, 230 at Taricheso alone (W JUL. xxi. 8),

but in the year A.D. 27-28 they must have been
still far below the number they reached in later

years.
The fishing industry implied many others.

Delitzsch (Handwerkleben zur Zelt J"es^t,) tells us
that the fish from the Lake were sold in Jerusalem ;

and when we think of the greater refinement of
the Apostle John, his acquaintance with the high
priest (Jn IS15

), and his having a house in the

Holy City (Jn 1927), we feel almos-i ..n>i.<-llrl to
infer with Nonnus that he had JH;--'! ihi k

n,' as

agent. The sale of fish in Jerusalem and else-

where would mean the IMI/.MX IP< :;: m" a goodly
number of muleteers, !!!: i

f
i i'ii:!,ir\ circum-

stances the Apostolic band would travel in such
caravans, just as Joseph and Mary had previously
done (Lk 2**). We must get away from the idea
that they always travelled on foot.

Then on the shore of the Lake itself the fishing
industry implied boat-building and repairing, and
this, amongst other things, may have helped to
decide our Lord's settlement in Caperrumm, for

there, as a carpenter, He could htill from time to
time exercise ms own calling. At any rate, after
He had settled here for some time, He was still

known as c the carpenter' (Mk 63
). That this

should be the case was quite in harmony with the
practice of the teachers of those days. We find
Kabbi Abin also working as a carpenter (naggar],
while Rabbi Ada and Kabbi Ise are said to have
been fishers (zayy&dln}. To some extent also the
boats may have been used for transport trade;
but we are inclined to think that the fact that
the two sides of the Lake belonged to two different

tetrarchies, each with its own customs and taxa-
tion, would militate against this.

f
The Talmuds and Miilrash bring to our notice other occupa-

tions t-arriod on beside thfi Lake, especially at Majfdala, a
portion of which was namod Mi^dol Zebaja (EmWnv. 7) from

shops in the same town for the sale of tfn&n (Ta,an. iv. 5), and
we learn later that the linen of Galilee was June (Baba Qama,
119a ; Ber. JRab. c. 20). But perhaps of more interest than either
of these is the fact that Magdala contained 300 shotw for the
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sale of pigeons (Midr. Echo,, 75<2), which were used for purifica-
tions in the Temple (Lk 2'^). Thes<

" '

be captured
among the overhanging rocks of

'

/ J where they
are so plentiful to-day, or trapped in "nooses laid out in the
adjoining

1

fields (cf. Baba, Qama vii.). These would be trans-
ferred to Jerusalem, where we learn that there were booths on
the Mt. of Olives for the sale of such (Chohn, 53a), as well as in
the Temple courts when the sellers had invaded the sacred
precincts (Mt 21 12

etc.). In this connexion it is to be noted
that when those who sold doves were driven out of the Temple
they could not be ignorant of the .*"

"

wer of Him
\\ ho expelled them. Magdala an, being thus
connected, another item is cast into the balance in favour of
some relationship between Mary of Magdala and the family of
Bethany (cf. Baronius, Annales, cap. 32). It may also be
interesting to note here a still further connexion, for in the
year A.D. 67, when the Jewish war broke out, the Jews took
occasion to destr<- y th booths on the Mt. of Olives because the
occupants

* established their doings on the Law, and did what
was forbidden by the words of the wise *

(Cholin, 53a) ; and
during the same year Magdala and other towns in Galilee were
destroyed, and the epithets used in the reasons given seem to
indicate that the inhabitants were Christian (Jerus. Taanith
iv. 5

;
Baba Mez. 88a ; Midr. Echa ii. 2). These industries gave

the Lake valley a trade connexion with the outside world ; but
apart from those engaged in these occupations, multitudes
would be employed in making articles for home use, as well as
for the supply of the two courts and the , i .." -i , ..

All trades would be represented, and th-- . -
, : .

-
\-. ,i i.

of incidentally, as in the case of tanning and the manufacture
of earthenware at Migdol Zebaya.

v. GEOGRAPHY. This has long been a vexed
question, and is likely to remain so till excavating
work is undertaken. ! ...' I".- ',.,. \\ it

.

,;, \

and Julias seem alone to be undisputed, so far as
the Gospel history is concerned. The questions
regarding the various sites will be treated each in
its own place. The towns with which we are con-
cerned were for the most part Jewish

;
but there

were also Greek cities (7r6Xa? 'EXA^tfe?) around
the Lake. In Tiberias and Julias, built by the
tetrarchs, in Gamala, Hippos, Gadara, Tarichese,
and in Philoteria (Polybius, y. 70), all trace of
which has been lost, Greek influence would be
paramount, though, of course, there was a Jewish
element dwelling among the Gentile population
(Hosh-Hash. ii. 1). These cities would ha\e their
own influence on the people of the -iinouruli:!^
districts. It may seem strange that iii<- <.rKj,-l-
never touch them, and that the fact of their exist-
ence is no more than recorded, though they were
large and important in comparison with the Jewish
towns named. We feo

1

iu^T'c-l \\\ 1.-lio\ inj- that
Christ never entered i h^<- M-liiinu l.|i> < -ivrk- <-ities.

We know that the pious Jew specially abhorred
Tiberias, and would not enter it, as it had been
built on an ancient cemetery (Skebhiith ix. 1).We read, indeed, of a circuit through Decapolis
(Mk 7S1

) ;
but in view of Christ's relationship to

the nearer towns, and His own statement (Mt
1524), we are constrained to believe that He con-
fined Himself to the country districts as occupied
by the Jewish po] niLition. in harmony with this ;

is His desire not to have His works proclaimed in
these Greek towns (Mk 826

).

JKoads. The Sea of Galilee was in no sense in
the 1st cent, what it is now, something of the
aature of a retired mountain lake. On the con-

trary, it was kept in constant touch with the whole
world. The western shore was one of the chief

meeting-places of the world's highways. The Via
3fans (the Way of the Sea, Mt 415

), a well-known
trade route, along which the wealth of the East
passed westward, touched its north-eastern shore.
Paved portions of it still remain. Details of the
network of highways meeting in this region will
he found in their own place (see ROADS) ; but we
have to remark that the Jordan could be passed
not only at the usual fords, but, during the spring
and summer months, also by wading knee-deep
along a kind of bar formed by pebbles and sand,
where the river enters the Late (Mt 1413

,
Mk 638

).

Further, it is to be noted that most if not all of
these roads were available not only for mules and

VOL. n. 38

camels, as in modern times, but also for vehicles,
for we learn that on account of their quantity the
contributions were sent from Magdala, Cabul, and
Sogane to Jerusalem in waggons (Tdanith, iv. 5).

vi. POPULATION.- We can now well understand
the various classes of. people who dwelt in and
around this district. In the Greek towns the
population would be chiefly Greek-speaking so-
journers of mixed racethe Levantines of those
days. The Roman soldiery would be there in con-
siderable numbers as well as scattered through the
towns, especially where customs were collected
There \\ouM be wurtiers around the Herods in
libenas and Julias <

Eerodians,' as they were
called ; and they were, for the most part, Saddu-
cees. The publicans would have their head-
quarters m the two capitals, but they would be
employed everywhere, and would be specially active
at the north end of the Lake, on the great trade
routes. There, too, the Pharisees and probably
also the Essenes (BJ n. viii. 4) would be chiefly in
evidence. It is the population at this north end
that chiefly concerns us ; for amongst them the
Lord dwelt, and there He had His own city (Mt 91

).

The people here were essentially Jewish, but there
was a world of difference from the Judaism of
Judsea. Graetz (ii. 148, Eng. ed.) has well de-
scribed this when he says :

*

Morality was stricter
in Galilee, and the laws and customs more rigidly
enforced. The slightest hrri-i .( v.as not
allowed, and what the JUC!M;.II-'_[.--II i. them-
selves the Galileeans would by no means consent
to.' We might almost put it, Judaea had much of
the semblance of piety, Galilee more of the reality.
Indeed, their piety as Jews had already impressed
even the heathen world (Lk 75

). The Talmuds tell
us that the Galilsean loved honour more than
wealth, and that the contrary was the case in
Judsea (Jerus. Reth. iv. 14); that the iHr.nl, ,:<-
were simpler and more decently conduct <<! -A'-*//..

I2a9 with which cf. Jn 21"11
; Edersheim, Sketch of

Jewish Social Life, p. 152 ff.), and also that the
widow's right of occupancy of her husband's house
was fully :vi-..-i:i/ii (Mishna, Keth. iv. 12 and
Jerus. Keti.. h. 1-1; cf. Mt 814

). The Galilseans,
too, were accused by their neighbours of being too
talkative with women ; and in this connexion the
expression nvh^ HZDID 'foolish Galilsean,' came into
use (Erubin, 53S ; cf. Jr '*\ J..-.

j
\u- , "so speaks

well of the Galilseans, < -.i" * ii'- ;h 'i < ,-;.; .

and adding that they were inured to . :" !. <
'

infancy (BJ in. iii. 2). There is another remark in
the Talmud regarding their character that is worth
noting: vn pneap ^7J 'JN *the men of Galilee
were disputatious/ (Nedar. 4&a). This has always
been a characteristic of the Jew ; he has never
been able to argue calmly ; and when we add to
xl~*

r
; I*

1 -- "'-\ 1
"! characteristic of the people the

'

-! < a fishing and boating life, we
must admit the truth of the accusation

;
and know-

ing this, we can well understand that many of the
scenes around the Lake were much noisier than
the calm words of Scripture would lead us to

suspect (Mt Q24- 25
, Mk p, Lk 837 etc.); and we

<Mn apprviiih
4 she facility with which Peter re-

laji-otl
into \\lini must have been an old habit (Mk

14"; 'i. Then tiiu inhabitants of the district would
not be over cleanly in their habits. We can infer

nothing from the neglect of hand-washing (n^tia

DT), for it is at best purely ceremonial ; but the
Jew generally was, in the'l^t cent., the butt of

the Gentile world on account of his uncleanliness,

just as he is to-day (Seneca, Mp, 5 ; Perseus, Sat.

v.). Apart from the Greek towns, which, like

Tiberias and Gamala, were supplied by aqueducts
(portions of which still remain), the general water
supply was from the Lake ; and in consideration of
the traffic that existed and the absence of sanitary
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arrangements, this conlcl not "be satisfactory in the
iioihl)ourlio<)(l of a town like Capernaum. Then
every village would have, as at the present time,
its own dunghill, a fruitful source of swarms of

flies.

Great extremes of wealth ar 1 .u.i-'x ',^-\-

would not he. "We meet, indeed,
"

,; .' ,..-

of wealth (Mt 76 134e 1824
,
Lk 12ie - i9

) ; but on the
whole the life was of the simplest, as we see from
the nature of the household funii-lini;j>. the

bushel, the candlestick (Mt 515
), there being but

one ; and the mention of the food bread, eggs,
fish(Mt79 - 10

, Lkll 11- 12
).

Then it is to be noted that the people were to
a certain extent bilingual. Judging from similar
conditions in this district and elsewhere at the

present day, we should say that the language of

the homes and of the Jewish population among
themselves was Aramaic, but that the men would
generally be acquainted colloquially with the
Hellenistic speech of the larger towns. The native

language, too, had its own peculiarities (Mt- 2673
},

the chief of which was a remarkable confusion of

the gutturals, which is repeatedly ridiculed in the

Talmuds, where a notable example is given of a
Galilsean. being asked, when shouting on the street,
whether he wished to sell

*

wool,'
* a sheep,'

4

wine,'
or e a donkey

3

(Bab. Erubin, 536 ; Bcralchotfa, 32a).
To sum up, then, the population of this district

was as manly, industrious, independent, moral,
pious, and experienced in the world as any in
Palestine. It was among men who were 'morally
right that our Lord chose to settle. It was such
that He made His first disciples, and finally His
Apostles. Had these been willing to compromise
conscience, they might easily have passed into
easier walks of life. In the full strength of early
manhood, they might have had a share in the
settlement of Tiberias (Ant. xvill. ii. 3), but they
had resisted that temptation. It is true that
Matthew the publican (Mt 103) was among them,
but it is to be remembered that here he did not
serve an alien like the publicani in Judaea. The
taxes he collected would go to the coffers of

Antipas in Tiberias (Titus Livius, 32 F
; Cicero,

in Verr. ii. 72), and they would be drawn from
the tax on goods passing along the 1ii^ln\i,\< -i-

well as on the fish from the Lake, ;i> ,-u t li pro-out

day. This latter fact suggests a pocnliiir relation-

ship between Matthew and the * fisher-folk
'

among
the Twelve, and a still more interesting one be-
tween him and Simon the Zealot, who had fought
against these taxes.
We conclude by ob-orviujr that, as no land in

the world save I'alc^iino could have given us the
Bible, no part of the land save this, with its wealth
of recent historical association and variety in
nature, from the torrid heat of el-Ghuweir to the
perennial snows of Hermon, could so well have
suited the Great Teacher in His appeal to ruon of

every kindred and every clime. \\\\\> calm l>o;mty
it was in many ways worthy of the presence of the
Son of Man, and it presents us with a beautiful
picture of many aspects of His life and character.
It deserved all lli.il Jew and Gentile said in its

praise even in their playing with its names
Tiberias (n3) rm"*n raits,

'

oeautiful of appear-
ance

'

; Capernaum (Q'JH HDD, %wp/oj/ 7rapa/c\?J<recu?),
'land of pleasantness or consolation/ Before the
time of tne Lord Jesus the Sea of Galilee was to
the world an unknown, neglected, and almost un-
named distant inland lake ; but He has changed all

this. He has rendered it immortal.

. Hastings* Z># and JBncyc. BiU. art.
*
Galilee.

Sea of; G. A. Smith, //<?//, ch. xxi. ; Merrill, Galilee in the
Time of Christ ; see also art. GALILEE and the Lit. given there.

WM. M. CHRISTIE.
SEAL. The only reference in the Gospels to the

literal use of a seal is Mt 2766
,* where we read

that the chief priests and Pharisees, after consulta-

tion with Pilate, in order to . .,',i-.1 -,' ; -vt the re-

moval of our Lord's body by rr !i
:]_!

. secured
the sepulchre to the best of their power by setting
their seal upon the entrance stone (cf. Dn 617

) as

well as by placing soldiers to guard it. The pro-
cess would be accomplished by stretching a cord
across the stone that blocked the entrance, and by
sealing the two ends of the cord against the wall
of rock. Twice in the Fourth Gospel the act of

sealing
"

!."!
"

..,'" V to describe (a) the
solemn ,,; >eliever, from his own
experiei . , -.

mue (Jn 333); (b) the
destination and authentication of the Son by the
Father as the hestower of the food which nourishes
eternal life (Jn 627 ). In all of these three cases it

is the verb <r<ppayifa that is used, the noun crcppayts

not being found in the Gospels.
C. L. FELTOE.

SEAM See COAT.

SEARCHING^ Searching (of Latin-French deri-

vation) is a richer word than seeJ
' '"

\ ,.!

Saxon origin), because it implies *. ., !. ;

well as looking and asking (cf. 1 P I10 ). Thus while

Iftrtto an(i itg compounds are always translated

'seek,* the words '

>. '^.\'\ to 'search' are

dvaKptvw (Ac 1711 onh -. : ! tyew&w. InMt28

eerd^y is flppropriately used for the identifying of
the child ot Messianic" promise :

' Search out care-

fully concerning the young child
3

(RV; whereas
AV tr. as if it were ^/cf^rew). In Mt 1011 it means
'get to know exactly who is genuinely worthy/
rather than settle down with ilie 1ir-4 man who is

spoken of for his piety. In Jn 2 1
22 the same word

is used to suggest that the disciples did not venture
to probe the mystery any further. Reverence held
them back, the sense that faith must at such a
moment take the place of criticism.
But the exact equivalent of * search' is tyewdu.

It is used twice in Jn. (5
Ja 75

-) of 'searching the
Scriptures.

3

It may well be believed that it con-
noted more on the lips of Jesus (5

39
), who knew

how J ,":"' ;

"

i

'

he spirit from the letter
(Mt 712

,

Lk 7 !' .
! t> ; , and 1u l-'-in^ l\yfch treasures

new as well as old (Mt 1352, n'. ,V ! 1240ff
*) 5 than

it did upon the lips of the chief priests and Phari-
sees (Jn7

52
). With Christ it meant to search the

Scriptures with a candid mind and reverent spirit to
find the will of the holy Father whose name is Love.
But there was a '

veil upon the faces
'

of the Jews
(2 Co 315

), because they did not look behind a
private or traditional interpretation. The priests,
who were mostly Sadducees,

* searched '
for

|
-a juii-

that would serve a casual purpose (Mk 12
"

r

;, jind
the Pharisees ' searched '

for what would maintain
their burdensome traditions (Mk 27- 24

, Lk 1314
,

Jn 928), or even enable them to evade a moral issue
(Mt 197 ).
In Jn 539

tyf-ware may be either Imperative (as
AV) or Indicative (as R'V) [cf. Trto-retfere in Jn 141

].

The former falls into line with the general tenor of
Christ's teaching, that the Jews had only to use
the means at their disposal in order to see'in Him-
self the fulfilment of the Law and the Prophets
(Mt 517

,
Lk 16* 1 24217

,
Jn 7s8). But the Indicative

seems in best accord with the immediate context
('because ye think,' 'and these are they,*

c

ye will
not come to me') (cf. Westcott, in loc.).

LITERATURE. Westcott on John ; Martineau, Hows
'

of
Thought, i. 54, 201, ii. 183 f.

; S. A. Tipple, Sunday Mornings
at Norwood, p. 161 ff. ; Forro-t

,
J i'(7i<,r ('/// '/r Christ.

A . N o \\M v v ROWLAND.
SECOND ADAM. See DIVINITY OF CHRIST in

vol. i. p. 477b .

* A finger-ring (SaTix/o?), in which the sealwas usually set, is
mentioned in the parable of the Prodigal Son (Lk 1522).
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SECOND COMIN0. This is the designation
commonly given to the final return of Jesus in

glory at the end of the ages, to perfect His King-
dom. The term does not occur in the Gospels,
but it has long been adopted in general usage to

signify the supreme crisis of the Parousia, the
most momentous and decisive of the various future

comings which Jesus foreshadowed when He spoke
of His death at the hands of men, and the mani-
festations of His triumphant life and power that
would follow it. The subject is dealt with under
COMING AGAIN, and more fully, with a note on
the Literature, under PAROUSIA.

G. M'HARDY.
SEED. Excluding the use of this term as

equivalent to progeny, / .r :/.'/. ir race (cf. 6.7.
Mk 1219-24

, Lk 1 5S
', Jn 7

1

',, vr'iu:.; it exclusively
employed in the parables of Jesus ., ..'i ;.;."'
for Divine influence, or for the '

; :'
:
--

-

moral and religious life in communities or indi
viduals.

1. In Mk 426'29
,
a parable peculiar to Mark, Jesus

uses the process of sowing and the subsequent
conduct of the farmer to illustrate the certain
success of His Kingdom upon earth. What He
preached about seemed perhaps to the disciples,
as well as to outsiders, as weak as a grain of seed

flung upon a field. Yet neither is an isolated or

foreign thing in the world. On the side of the

gospel were certain mysterious powers which would
ensure it success, apart from human aid or inter-
ference. All it required was time. The order of

things was a ripening order, and at the proper
moment these favourable conditions would bring
about the fruit and result of what at present
seemed a very precarious and unpromising move-
ment among men. Such it the jjrnora.l point of the
parable. The seed's vital onorj-y Jind ir- appointed
correspondence with the powers of nature sym-
bolize features in the gospel which enable Jesus to
await the future with quiet confidence and an easy
mind. Neither is just what it seems to the outward
eye. Each sets in action a slow but sure process
of growth, upon which the sensible person will
count. * Fruit grows thus,' said Epictetus ; 'the
seed must be buried for some time, hidden, and
then grow slowly if it if-

*
* --v li

;

|ir- "< / T'
:
-

by an extension, or ratl , ';.!,: i

-:
-

: M- . nf
this usage that the self-' ,

'' '

; \ ,-. < i:
1

- -i

to the burying of the se- . ': . V :.! I !{
'

with special reference to the death of Jesus Him-
self. The ultimate effects of such self-immolation

depend on the thoroughness of the process itself.

The 1C"
1 "" "o compared to seed in the

iminl.li '! - Seed (Mk430"32=Mt 13s1 - 82

-- 1 . !v 1 ;j
19

). A small thing to begin with, it

ultimately -nr| ;!--<- all other movements which
makea ^n-.'iici -lion- at first to the untrained eye.
Here the Kingdom is conceived of, not < -< h; (.< >^i-

cally, but historically. When it is lik^rK-'l in

*seed,
}

the thought is mainly of the immense possi-
bilities of growth in it, as compared with its initial

size, the correspondence between it and the soul
of man, and the pledge, which it contains, of some
final and splendid issue.

2. Seed, on the other hrnvl. d<-j.
""- (o a certain

extent upon soil. WhiL k
i < M s i i 1 1 1 1> i signed to

co-operate with the vital I'OM i - of uanm-. it may be
rendered wholly or partially barren. And in this
further sense it forms a symbol for Jesus of the
Divine word and its fortunes in the world of men.
Consequently we find that in two other parables the
seed represents not the Kingdom, but the word (cf.
Mtl319

).

The first of these, the parable of the Sower and
the Soils (Mk 42f- =Mt 133f-=Lk 85f

-), bears on the
difficulties and disappointments encountered in the
preaching of the word of God. The latter is com-

pared to the vital germ or grain of the plant,
which, through no fault of its own or of the sower,
may fail to germ inn te. owing to the unpromiMng
nature of the ground on which it chances to fall.

Nevertheless, the work of the sower must proceed.
The partial failure of his efforts is not to render
his career or calling void. In the parable itself,
which is undoLl.;- .^;. ;_< : ii'' ( . :':- original refer-
ence is to the -

.;
', -i< ,.~ ,.f .1, ,.-^ Himself as a

preacher.
* Jesus has to preach ; the rest is God's

concern' (Wellhausen). But in the subsequent
interpretation of the parable, which, like other

interpretations, must be held to contain in whole
or part reflexions of the Apostolic age and traces of
the editor's hand, the scope widens to include the
general preaching of Christian evangelists, who are
counselled not to let themselves be daunted by
finding the TIT-;. n ,i'li<

' Y and the preoccupied
among their hearers. The seed must be sown.
The word must be trusted to do its work in con-

genial hearts. The teaching must be imparted.
Such is the supreme lesson for oxnn^oliMs drawn
here by Jesus from the \

;

'

.s"

1

^- world.
The other parable is i'u i ; !, Tares, or darnel

(Mt 1324f
-), which may be an allegorized variation,

and in part an expansion, of the ideas contained in
Mk 426~29

. Certainly, whatever be the original
nucleus, the editorial reflexions indicate a rather
advanced period in the history of the early Church's
mission and discipline. Growth, here too, is a

partial feature of the situation. But the seed or
word is further exposed to deliberate and wide-

spread corruption and rivalry. Another power of
influence is stealthily at work among men. God's

message finds no virgin soil, for the growth of the
seed is thwarted ; and specious, vigorous rivals
abound.
Both of the latter parables, in so far as they

emphasize the nature of God's word or message as

seed, thus touch wisely and earnestly on its mys-
terious power of growth. The spoken word is

essentially fruitful. It is the instrument of the
Divine mission. 4 We forget too often that Ian-

is both a seed-Bowing and a revelation/ says
Jel.

f Man is a husbandman ; his whole work
rightly understood is to develop life, to sow it

everywhere.' And the supreme method is the con-
tact of one personality with another, especially
through the medium of that spoken intercourse
which conveys the truth of God to the soul of man.
This, and no external means, is the chosen way of
Jesus.

LITERATURE. In addition to the critical editors on the pas-
sages above cited, and "\ riVs ^ * 11 T*.sr;il

'
- f -n

'

." T-ench,
Bruce, Jiilicher, and "if!' >. i. < *. 'i

.
. M',' \ -f the

Lord Jesus, p, 1571 ;
Iv \-.-. J .* * i \. '." \. . : >-'i. ; and

J. Bendel Harris, Union with God, p. 171 f.

J. MOFFATT.
SEEING. In the Gospels there are three Greek

words (/SX&rw, Qewptw, 6pcw) used for '

see,
5 some-

times rendered in the EVby s

behold,' 'take heed,'
'

beware,
5

'regard.' The most ordinary signifi-
cance of the word f see

*

is, of course, the natural
one to recognize by the act of vision ordinary
external objects, as when the blind are described
as seeing (Mt 1531 , Jn 97), or men are promised
that they shall see the Son of Man, or when the

disciples think they see a vision, or the multitude
see the miracles of Jesus (Mk 1462, Lk 2423

, Jn 62
).

The ""
',; :"" -'i uses of the word are, how-

ever, '/'
.

-

The first usage under this
head is where the verb Ho see* is used of the

_-r
:i i"M -if objects not strictly visible, as, for

\."-'!{ !'. \\ \\t it is said of Peter that he saw the
1

i' : M 1
1 1

; or when men are told that, if they
first cast out the beam out of their own eye, they
will then be able to see clearly to cast the mote
out of their brother's eye (Mt 7*) ; or, again, when
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it is said that a man shall see death (Lk 2s6, Jn
S51

) ; or when the Lord speaks of a man as 'seeing
the light of this world 3

(Jn II9), where, of course,

it is more strictly the vision of objects made
;. .-."! Y ! Y-'. , :!

'

I": '-r-vence of the light of day.
j '!':..> -,...,, i. '_I.M : ve sense is a very ordinary

,,;-."
'. ,'-. (M.-:_(K v'lere the verb *tp see

3

is

employed in the sense of the spiritual vision of the

mind and soul. In the Beatitudes, for example,
the blessing of the pure in heart is that they shall

see God (Mt 58
). The angels also possess the

same privilege (Mt IS10
), the disciples are told

that in seeing Christ they have alreadv obtained

the vision of the Father (Jn 149
) ; while in another

passage of the same Gospel the seeing of Christ

and believing on Him are the conditions of possess-

ing eternal life (6
40

). In the Lord's great prayer for

His disciples He desires that they may see His

glory (17-
4
), whicl

" ""

articipation in the

understanding of \

"

of the highest and
most intimate character. In this connexion also

is toVbe noted the ( iv, ^ i:

'

1 "ranee of our Lord in

Lk 1018
5 where, on i-'r- -ir- of the Seventy, He

speaks of His beholding Satan ' fallen as lightning
from heaven,' which must imply His spiritual pre-
vision of the final overthrow of the powers of evil,

and the establishment of His Divine kingdom.
Most -' -M !!>,; i of all this class of passages, how-

ever, n:V :1-.^ found in Jn 9s9
,
and Mt 1314~ 1(J with

its parallels in Mk 412 and Lk 810
. The passage in

Jn. distinctly states that the purpose of Christ's

presence in the world was first to "I

-i:)^
TL lit to

blind eyes, but, secondly, to make Min-i ,!- who
were able to see ; and this last statement is

further explained in tb- :;,, by the answer

given to the indignant :.- i ->f the Pharisees

as to whether they also were blind, that their

fault consisted in cl;iiiMin^ to possess the power of

spiritual vision, \\hilc ilioir hearts were closed to

the
* " " " ' r Christ's message ;

and so

their
"

.

"

perception only magnified
their sin. On J\tt 1314'16

II see PARABLE, p. 315 f.

(3) A third general significance of the word
'see' is that of an ethical v.,,r"

:

r;: in the sense of

the English phrase 'take ii.-,-ii." I'oi example, in

Mt 246 we read,
( See that ye be not troubled

*

; and
in Mk 815 two words are combined in the warning,
' Take heed (opare), beware (/3X^7rere) of the leaven
of the Pharisees, and the leaven of Herod.'
When combined with a preposition (eZs), the verb

j3Xn-w signifies 'regard,' in the sense of 'pay
obsequious attention to,' as in Mt 221<5

; and, finally,

the word i> used of God Himself in His vision of

the hearts of men, as in Mt 66, which reads,
c

Thy
Father which seeth in secret shall recompense
thee.

s

As a general result of the examination of the

above passages, it will be noticed that in Jn. the

word 'see' has a special Mjrnifie.moe. It is, indeed,
one of the word> ilint form a leading conception
in his writing. Just as the idea of life arises out
of the miracle of the feeding of the multitude, so

does that of light spring from the miracle of the

healing of the man blind from his birth. In Jn.'s

spiritual vocabulary, Christ Himself is the light
of the world ; and the illumination of the souls of

men and the blessing of the gospel can be spoken
of in terms of light and its enjoyment as suitably
as in terms of life and its possession. Thus the
miracles of giving sight to the blind "become

peculiarly significant ; but we need not, therefore,
assume that, though they are in this way acted

parables, the narratives of such miracles are not
to be regarded as of any historical value, but as

mere pictorial representations of the spiritual truths

they are meant to convey.

LITERATURE. The Comm. on the various passages, esp. the

Expos. Gr. Test., and Westcott's St. John ; Jiilioher, Gleichnis-

reden Jesu, pp. 121-149; Bugge, Die Haupt-Parabeln Jem,
vol i pp. 1-89; Expositor, 6th ser. vol. i. [1900] p. 231 ff.;

Fiebig, Iltiud. Gleichnisse und die Glciehnisse Jesu
; Phillips

Brooks, Mystery of Iniquity (1893), 208.

G. CURBJE MARTIN.

SELF-ASSERTION. See CHARACTER OF CHRIST

and CLAIMS OF CHRIST in vol. i., and art. KE-

NUNCIATION above.

SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS. See CousaousNBSS.

SELF-CONTROL. -The Scripture term for self-

control is eyKpcLreia, which with its cognates occurs

several times in the NT ; but in the Gospels only
the privative aKpavia is found, with the rendering
'excess

3

(Mt 2325 ). Tin- Tn-lMi word is not used

in AV, and in EV is <-oMl:m"l 10 the margin, with

the single exception of 2 Ti 3s
. It denotes (see

Chrysostoni, Horn. Tit I 8 rbv ird6ov$ Kparowra) the

exercise of dominion by man" over the constituents

of character within, as well as over external in-

fluences that would tend to baffle or frustrate him.

It may be .V^in.ji:"-"
1

:- -1 Vom self-denial as dis-

cipline is fr. :i u-'-i.-.
1
.' .'"'., the one making the

self the centre of purpose and effort, the other

aiming at its extinction or suppression. The one

reduces the self, or certain of its elements, to zero ;

the other directs and uses it, turning all its powers
into the channel of some activity, viewed as ad-

vantageous or benign. Mastery within the living

organism of man is the principal suggestion of

both; but se-f "!'". :;il ,.**- greater prominence to

the possible ,

i ;-u i
-r

i 'r >' evil and to the ascetic

processes by which it must be purged, whilst self-

control implies rather freedom and strenuousness,
and involves no depressing view of man or of life

(see art. SELF-DENIAL). More particularly, self-

control means the control of the temperament, the

instincts, emotions, and will, both in themselves
and against the various appeals that are made to

them in daily life, with a view to the accomplish-
ment of some purpose or the maintenance of some

phase of character. In the Gospels it is exhibited

in the Man Jesus Christ in a
perfec"! ue^V'-o, jin,l

by Him commended to His disciples, lou' -HT v ii 1i

the secret of its attainment and retention.

. Self-control on the part of Christ. (1) It is

rather doubtful whether, in the current, though
vague, sense of the word, temperament can be pre-
dicated of Christ. Strictlythe word denotes a certain

feneral
characteristic of a man's 1 n 1 1

1
u 4 r ; i : i il 1 1 1 >< 1 -

,

y which his progress in intelligi u<v JM-J mor.iliiy
is in various ways promoted or hindered. It means
the set of the inner life towards some specilic ex-

pression or action, and implies both a disproportion
in the constituents of character and a consequent

melancholic, choleric, and phlegmatic ; and in each
of them is found in varying measure a surplus of

some quality which, "by reason of its excess, spoils
the proportion, and. makes self-control under cer-

tain conditions specially difficult. As the humanity
of Christ i.s perfect, and in Him all the virtues

meet and harmonize, an excess in any direction is

out of the question. He had moods of unbounded

hope (Jn 1232 ), of depression and shrinking (Mt
26, Jn 1227), of indignant anger (Mt 2318^), of

equanimity and comparative insensibility to pass-
ing impressions (Lk 1332 , Jn 19U ) ; but there was
no such long-continued pre-eminence of one good
quality over another as would allow the placing of

Him, in regard to temperament, in any of the

ordinary categories. If He is to be placed at all,

a new class must be formed, and He may be re-

garded as the type of the religious temperament (Lk
249

, Jn 638
), with the right principles of self-control
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in action from the beginning. In the same group,

though by no means on the same level, may be

put all the animce naturaliter Christiance, amongst
whom the obligation of self-control, if rendered

easier of discharge by their disposition, should be

more quickly and actively met (Mt 1312 2529
, Lk

1247f-)-
(2) Control over instincts and tJu

life, wherein the ethical rule is i ,

restraint, is traceable in Christ :

'

ticulars of His historical manifestation, and
^as

sustained with completeness in times of
_ special

temptation. By
* instinct

5

is meant the impulse
and faculty of acting in such a way as to produce
certain results, without deliberate or even con-

scious foresight. Some of these impulses are

rooted in the body and aroused into activity by
its uneasiness and recurring needs. Christ, for

instance, knew weariness and its massive appeals
for physical rest, but was so completely master of

Himself as to be able to postpone, if not to with-

hold, the response (Mt 824
,
Jn 46ff>

) ;
and of slug-

gishness on His part there is no record in the

Gospels. During the week of the Passion the

nights were spent at Bethany (the village or its

iieurhbourliooJ : Mt 2117
, Mk II 11

), in part pro-

bably with a view to bodily rest after the busy

days. So, too, with hunger and thirst, whose im-

portunity was sometimes clamorous, yet easily

silenced or put off (Mt 42
, Mk 320 631, Jn 1928). In

regard to f ;-\\ : '," nature, Christ neither prac-
tised nor < j :'. :

"
'

. hut only the

maintenance"of its
^ x

"

monsrst natural

I
.r >s M !! i nu - find activities. To. V- :' !! were

TM> <-v, "[':i<'p-. the fippnvont one- proving on closer

exttnihiiiriori ro bodo^ignod oac h for a special didactic

or ethical purpose. The cursing of the fig-tree
was not done unthinkingly under the stimulus of

a disappointed appetite (Mk H 12ff
-)> but in illus-

tration of the doom awaiting Israel, emblem of all

who abound in leaves but fail in fruitfulness (cf.

Lk IS6'9
), and of the power of faith in dealing with

evil (Mt 21 20f
-). 'A gluttonous man and a wine-

bibber 3

(Mt II19
, Lk 7% on account of its very diffi-

culty to some expositors, must not be rejected as

an interpolation. It is not meant to indicate

Christ's real habit; but it is an almost amused
comment by Him on the equal readiness with which
certain types of men protest against the severity
of one teacher and the graciousness of another.

A prof- '"! :< : :''.Yy yJiUi i- ix-.il'y
i-iiuli-li J^id

angry
'

v. I" . ,' of iic- *iiy MI evjij^-niiior ;

and in this case its evidence proves no degree of

self-indulgence on the part of Christ, but merely
magnifies His geniality, and the gentle way in

which He moved amongst all innocent forms of

human life, into a charge against Him of excess.
^

Of the mastery exercised by Christ over His
emotions the characteristics appear to be a recog-
nition of the legitimacy of emotion, sometimes
even of free and unrestrained emotion, with the

avoidance of all such qualities and extremes as

the world has learned to condemn. Sympathy
was full at Bethany (Jn II35

) and on the approach
to Jerusalem (Lk 1941

), but not allowed to become
so sentimental or overwhelming as to interfere

with service. The anger of ju^t indignation finds

expression and becomes even torrential in Mt
2313-36 . b^ there is nowhere any trace of personal
rancour. In Gethsemane the sacred anguish tran-

scends analysis, for the vicarious Passion was
begun ; but if any influence of fear or regret or

intolerable burden (Lk 2240
) is to be acknowledged,

the shrinking is quickly mastered, and the Saviour

goes forth calmly to die (Mt 2645f
-, Mk 1441f

-, He
57fr

). Similarly the cry on the cross (Mt 27'1C, Mk
15s4) is no sign of a temporary loss of control, the

collapse of the human spirit of Christ in the bitter

ness c
" ' *

,

' '

. It should be connected
with rather than with His

personal experience, and marks the culmination of

the pressure of the world's sin (Gal 313
). For nian

Christ passes through the deep valley of sin's

doom, and at the supreme moment is compassed
about by darkness unrelieved ; but He did not

falter, nor was the ordered unity of His inner life

in His oneness <- f ]::! i <- with the Father broken.
At the other -A.'..-!!!! o. emotion are the sense of

relief after long strain, with its associated perils
of 'letting oneself go/ and such an exultation of

joy as is apt to cause a lapse in vigilance. The
relief and the joy are traceable in Christ (!M t II25

,

Lk 1021
,
Jn 171 " 4

), who on the earlier occasion im-

mediately proceeds, according to the one
^
tradi-

tion, to offer rest to the weary, and, according to

the other, to pronounce a benediction upon His

disciples. Joy that becomes exuberant and beyond
control, and wastes itself in moods of sheer ecstasy,
is nowhere recorded of Him. He preserves con-

sistently the wise mean, well removed from the

ordinary dangers, on either side, of excess and of

defect. His self-respect was complete, never de-

generating into immodest vanity or giving place
to servility (Jn 615 1212

' 15 1821- 37
). Fear could not

be excited in Him by the antagonism of the people
or "bv TTi- jnmaronl

|
ov < }\ - ".< - in the hands of

the authoriric- -Ml K> : -

-, i Is l
-, -!n 1823 19n ). He

was sociable yet free, interested but not absorbed
in nature and in man, subject to every pure emotion
but possessed and mastered by none. And the

sensitive life of Christ is most correctly viewed as

an organized comity of well-graded sentiments and

feelings, ! . 'ii- i . V h due order was maintained
without ".

:

. i:" V; effort or occasional failure.

(3) To this, the negative side of self-control, the

subjection of the various ir-'ir:-'-(- m:<l -' n-M-rilV-.

must be added the posiii-' Ii L-< (**'".>< ./ ../.-;

controlling end or pur^^ 1
^ \ihlumi ul-ic:- 1 1 o

main factor in determining the merit of self-

control and the nroral quality of the life will be
absent. Self-control by itself may be simply a

tribute to strength of will, neutral in regard to

<iulity, and capable of being turned to bad uses.

A< exhibited in Christ, it means not only steadi-

ness and freedom from irritability, a calm temper
unruffled by influences from without, but the

inflexible direction of the spirit and will upon the

acconiplMiment of !.-; -
\]

? 'L which neither

crhio- nor religion
'" "'< any worthier.

This superiority to disappointment, ^
difficulty,

apparent disaster, is shown in many lights ;
and

if there are times when it appears for a moment
to be ob-cmvd, ii is recovered in another moment,
and uiillincliinirh held. The atmosphere in which
Jesus lived was often impure, vitiated by the

influence of successes that were won by insincerity
as well as by the prosperity of many vices ; yet by
men who are competent to judge, no moral fault

or compromise \\illi vrong has ever been charged

against Him (Jn 846). There is no instance of His

having been diverted from His
|

uri -<' l>y (!u>

":! I'M.*"!.: of sinners' (He 12s ),
:l:o

}>lnn(.i i'i.^

!,i-i <> ;' <-i the people, or their unbelieving dis-

avowal of His mission (Mk 1458 } ; and even wide-

!
- :s" ii

1
!! "i,

1

!--! ii !!)
;:

- IT"* followers was turned
'i .. r-'i '..-i-"M ! <

|
<

I
:

:
'".

g }lie convictions and
, -.

.' ,!.(-:i
: -

:

'

l..ii.!,\ '-i ,he others (Jn 667).

Neither the bitter craft 'of the religious leaders

with their emissaries dogging His footsteps

(Mt 2215fF
-, Lk H 53f

-), nor the jealousy or fear of

the petty overlords (Lk I331f-}, could break the

inward unity of His spirit or the stability of His

will. In the select group of His disciples were

dispositions to protest or interfere (Mt 16'--, Lk 954),

sometimes ignorance and unwillingness to learn

(Mt 2030ff
*, Lk 1720 ; cf. Ac l

e
), tempers and views
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that were discordant and unseemly, with a traitor

lurking in the midst; yet Christ never allowed
the strain of His work, or the uricoiigoninUty or

impotence of the men who were nearest to Him,
to divert His sympathy or to ruffle the settled

quiet of His demeanour. Death itself, rendered
*

! rm -.- "\.-~M. horrible by the concentration upon
li"',! > <

'-y man's sin (He29
), was anticipated

without alarm, and i:'i:o v<:on<' in all its shame
without loss of person;;] iiinijy or any v<!ilm:^
P

1
"

TT* -"!,,*! -_ resolution to save. He se-i Mi- f.u-o

- -', <! ,.-
i;

Lk 951
)

in no sudden bracing of His
will in the presence of an unexpected peril ; but
the perfect self-control, which made it possible for

Him to become incarnate, was maintained through
all the incidents of the historical manifestation,
and even on the cross itself. In the freedom of

His contact with nature and man, His heart never
more than momentarily failed, and His self-control

in times of confusion and danger helped to make
Him the most consummate Leader of sinful men,
serene and strong, and always confident in God
and in the issue.

(&) Beyond the action of Christ's own will, two
further causes of His self-control may be dis-

Ll'iiiKi-ii 1
*']. The one was His personal trust in

God the Father
,
and the other the influence of the

Holy Spirit in response, (a] At the beginning of

His career the part \-
"

"!! : His practice
and in His inner life . .':.:'

;.
the recogni-

tion of His Father's
"

"v 1
"

I'"", against the
attractions that appeal to youth, and the depend-
ence and clinging that earthly parents naturally
desire, was indicated in His reply in the Temple
(Lk 249

), and on later occasions (Jn 4s4 530b 638 14).
A sense of security in the remembrance of the
Father's power and purpose is part of the secret of
Christ's complete - T

i
>- -ion in the final crisis

(Mt 2653
). He entered upon His Agony with bitter

forebodings, which in solitude became almost
unendurable (Lk 2244) ; absolute acceptance of the
Father's will (Mk 1436) enabled Him to press down
any reluctance to die (He 57ff

-) 'made perfect
3

Himself thereby, and fitted to be 'the author of
eternal salvation.

3 So important was His con-
sciousness of this relationship with the Father,
that in it lay for Him the kernel and germ of all

truth, and in its revelation to man the sum of all

duty^ and pleasure. (5) The action of the Holy
Spirit in .-u-(*rinm;> the self-control of .Ti-n^ ,-i;_,m>i

appetite^ ;m<l <\il appeals is COM-|-] IIMI- in the
records of the Temptation (Mi 1

,
Mlv i

,
Lk 41

},

and referred to by each of the Synoptists (see
TEMPTATION). But it also appears elsewhere.
From His childhood * the grace of God was upon
him '

(Lk 240
) ; and that communicated grace of

the Spirit wrought in Him (Lk 252b BVm) all that
He as a man accomplished or became. The unction
or illapse at His baptism was not temporary, but
the Spirit |

'T-.-IM-I."! ly abode with Him (Jn I321 ) ;

and if Ac !'
"

i-i ;Vr- primarily to invigoration for

service, St. Luke elsewhere represents Jesus as
'
full of the Holy Ghost 3

(4
1
, cf. Jn 3W), and as

thereby preparcd'for personal testing ami <lNci;)jiiir
as well as for His mission of mercy and rodonipuoM.
For Him, as for His disciples, the soul's thirst for

unity and self-mastery is assuaged, and all needed
resources are obtained, in the same way and from
the same fountain (Jn 737

"89
).

2. Self-control on the part of man, For man
self-control assumes a double aspect, according as
it is a rule of restraint or of activity. On the one
hand, it keep-, the indulgence of the natural
appetites and impulses within the bounds of reason,
grading and -< ")<':*>;r in;.- them all as elements of
a coherent rational lue. On the other, it con-
centrates the energie" -.\, >..!-. ...ny original
tendency fco diffusion, , i i

'

i i : i .

*

moral life

under the steady pressure of a master conviction

and a master purpose. In other words, since

Christianity is not an ideal or a theoretical ethic,

but a practicable way of living, and since eacli

man's difficulty does not arise from the impulses

generally, but from the predominance of some

single group of impulses, self-control as exhibited

and required by Christ comes to mean the control

of individual temperament, the avoidance of the

various evil excesses to which each man is prone,
and possibly even the substitution of some form of

good for some form of evil as an instinctive beset-

ment. Symmetrical development of each man's

spirit may be said to be the object of the Gospels,
which are far from silent either as to the method

by which it is to be effected, or as to the pains and
satisfactions of the process.

Control of the senses and appetites is to be

carried, if necessary, to the point of mutilation,
for excess must be prevented, whatever the pain
or cost (Mt 529f- 188f

-, Mk 943
'48

) ; and not even

relationships that are
"* "*"u :i and pure must

be allowed to interfere '. , ^ interests of the

Kingdom of heaven (Mt 1912
,
cf. 1 Co 732 ). Inclina-

tions and impulses are to be distrusted, and the
Christian should be their master and not their

slave (Mt 539'41
,
Lk 629f-; cf. Ro 1217a). The need

of integrating the life by giving supreme sway
to some right and '"'_ Vl\ ,..!-"- -I purpose at its

centre is shown in 'i " \ t -.'
'

!' with the young
ruler (Mt 1921

, Mk 10al
,
Lk IS22

),
where the re-

nunciation of wealth is a necessary preparation
for all-absorbing devotion to Christ, the great test
.

"
-

1 " ' ." '.
:n Jn 1027 1226 ), as well as the

x
.

"

. The same is the bearing of

the sayings as to the l

single' eye (Mt 622
, Lk II 34

),

the : ;<--"-T: y of serving God and mammon
(Mt iJ .' I V !>J .' the necessity of becoming *as a
little child' (Mk 1015 }, as well ,

" "
-."

Mt633
, the observance of whic! .

.\ ..-.

the spirit from the distressing ; ,..,...'.,
and

;,;:;. 1.;-,^
,-...< V.llv V-;-

-
i :,

'

'.
:

unity, v. i,h < \ :
. ; -in ny !i , !! <; :!: --toactasits

I.'-'.!!';'!,-".
i!

1

'],!

1

": ;.-. h';i,r- '::':.. threatened
irr. i v i;iii>;i ,'-,

- <><". >! nr s.ii-.c^dby recog-

nizing God's superior claims, and counting nothing
so important in experience as His good pleasure
(MtlO28

, Lkl2-)- Againt-t oppo-ilion and diffi-

culty of every kind the rule i- Mi-nc.iru 1^ (Mt 1010
"2G -

S4"39
), neither purpose nor self-control being shaken,

because of the unrivalled constraint of the love of
Christ (Mt 249

, Jn 1518
'21 162 - 2 -22

).
* For my sake

'

gives the secret of a self-control that never breaks
down

,*
and the love and devotion are continuously

fed by the Spirit of the Father (Mt 1020
, Jn 1614

).

By the forgiveness of sins Christ sets the will free
from bondage to past evil, and His Spirit, ruling
in the life because in the heart, becomes an un-

failing source of strength and peace, reproducing
in mortal experience the self-control of Him who
never wavered from duty, or yielded to temptation,
or allowed the Kingdom within to be disturbed by
a breach of will between Himself and the Father.
His self-control, in its completeness and in its

means, is the measure and guarantee of what is

possible to man. See also art. TEMPERANCE.
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;
C. E. Searle in Cctmb. Sent. (ol. M,MO,

1893, p. 70 ; J. Iverach, TJie Other Side of Greatness (1906), 109.

R. "W. Moss.
SELF-DENIAL. Self-denial is undoubtedly an

essential part of the religious life as set before
men by Jesus Christ. e

If any man will come after

me, let him deny himself
1

(Mt 1624). The word
used (dirap^ojULai) occurs elsewhere only in the

parallel passages (Mk 8s4
, Lk 928

) ; in the accounts
given by the four Evangelists of St. Peter's denial
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(Mt2634 - 35 - 75
,
Mkl430 - 31 - 72

,
Lk2261

,
Jn 1338 ) ;

and
in our Lord's denunciation of apostasy (Lk 129

).

It is used in the LXX to tr. DN*P. It is a strong
word, and its meaning i* best understood perhaps
by comparing it wiihlhe corresponding expression
of St. Paul, 1 count as loss

'

(^rnfan frpfav, Ph 37 - 8
).

It must be understood to include a conquest of

the insistent and unruly demands of the body,
denial of the lower self ; and a bringing into

subjection of the ambitions and emotions of the
intellect and spirit, denial of the liijjior -ulf.

. The denial of the carnal self. Tin: prac-
tices by which men have sought to accomplish
this kind of self-denial pass generally under the
name of asceticism. There are five such kinds
of discipline recommended or countenanced by
our Lord's teaching and example: (1) fasting,

(2) celibacy and sexual restraint, (3) almsgiving,
(4) vigils, (5) the refusal of luxury in the sur-

roundings of life.

(1) Fasting was practised by our Lord Himself
(Mt 4lff-

!!). It was presupposed as likely to form
part of the religious life by His disciples (Mt 61Gff

-,

Mk 220
). It was practised by the Apostles and the

Church in their time (Ac 109 - 80 13s 1423
,

1 Co 75
),

and traditions of the severity of their fasting
survived into the 2nd cent. ( Clem. Recog. vii. 6 ;

Clem. Alex. Pcedag. ii. 1 ; Can. Murat. i. 11).
In the sub-Apostolic ;

1 V; ,, a result
of the example of the I*'- ..' ;. n stated

days became a comi.-i" 1

! '-".i -

'

-denial

(Did. viii. ; Hennas, Sim. v. 1 ; Clem. Alex.
Strom, vii. 12). The Lenten fast grew from an

'
" * "*

1
'

days (Tertull. de Jejun. 15) to 40 days,
1 of our Lord's fast in the wilderness.

The Friday fast, the Lenten fast, and the custom
of fasting before receiving the Communion, were
very ^nnonil. if not universal, in the early Catholic
and ihc mcdiccvnl Church. See art. FASTING.

(2) Celibacy is countenanced by our Lord, but
not generally recommended (Mt 1912

, Lk 1426 ). It
and temporary sexual restraint are recommended
and even deemed specially honourable by the
Apostles (!Co729 - 35

, Bevl43* 4
). In the sub-

Apostolic age the idea of the superior sanctity
of the virgin state grew rapidly (Did. xi. 11;
Ignat. Ep. ad Polyc. v. ; Just. Mart. Apol. i. 15 ;

Athenag. 33, etc.). See art. CELIBACY.
(3) Almsgiving, as a form of self-denial, is dis-

tinctly recommended by our Lord (Mt 6lff
-, Lk II41

1233, Mk 1243 ; cf. Lk 6*, Mt 542,
Ac 2035

), and He
Himself, though poor, practised it (Jn 1329). The
Apostles insisted, on the duty of }iliii-ivin^. at
first apparently in-'i-i MiiM'i;ii-'ly (Ac 2 1 '-

"~'i. after-
wards with imnv <;nrioM II- lL>", 2 Co 83

, Ja 214f
-,

1 Jn 317
, He 13 16

, Ja I27, 2 Co 96 - 7
, Gal 69

,
1 Co 161

,

2 Co 91
, Ko 1526 , Ac ll27

'30
; cf. 2 Th 310

). In the

earlyHi .: Y ,i':-.-,:
:

i

"

.-I li- :. - My i-i-i
1

'

1

.!..
was a r-T'^'iv ', -,'j!\ J'.-v i,". i '. :> (

,i -. C\; :.

de Oper. et^Mleem.}. See ALMSGIVING.
(4) Vigils. Watching and wakefulness as a

form of self-denying service to God were no doubt
suggested by our Lord's commands (Mt 2442 2641

,

Lk 1237) as well as by His own practice (Mt 1423

2638), and in this sense were understood many of
the Apo-lolic exhortations (1 Co 1618

, 1 Th 56
,

T.ph G |K
,i Example of vigil services are to be

found in the records of the Apostolic Church
(Ac 1212 207

) and in the practice of St. Paul
(2 Co 65 II 27

). The heathen Pliny's description
(Ep. x. 97) of the Christians as meeting before

daybreak
'

probably points to nothing but a desire
for privacy and a feeling of the necessity for

avoiding public notice, but we have certainly
allusions to vigils in the strict sense of the word in
the writings of several of the early Fathers (Clem.
Alex. Pcedag. ii. 9; Tertull. ad Ux. ii. 5; Cypr.
de Laps. 34 ff. ; Lactant. vii. 19; August. Ep. ad

Jan'uar. 119 ; Socr. i. 37, v. 21 ; Sozom. ii. 29,
iii. 6).

(5) Refusal of luxury. Another region in which
r -ir j., :.-i .

- i ,

^e exercisec[ was found in the
: : life, clothes, household arrange-

ments, etc. Uur Lord's own example (Mt S20 ) was
appealed to, and certain hints in His teaching were
felt to have a bearing on the subject (Mt 1010 11 s

,

Lk 1619
). Tin 'i

, Y-.j of the Apostles was more
detailed and .'.- !,

v
i Ti 29, 1 P 3*-)- The ques-

tion^
of the amount of luxury permissible to

Christians came up in the Montanist controversy
(Euseb, v. IS. 4; Tertull. de Coron. Mil. 5, 10, 11).
It occupies a considerable part of the Pcedag. of
Clem, of Alex

'

'. ";. ". i:, ii. 8-12, iii. 2,

etc.), and is ; , . ^ \ . (de Vircj. vel.

and de Cult. fern.).
2. The denial of the higher intellectual and

psychical self. When we consider the teaching
of our Lord Jesus Christ, we are at once struck

by His definite and marked departure from the
ethics of classical antiquity. For Him there is no
such word as dper^ (cf. "Ap-^s, and the Lat. vir-tus)
with the sense of elevated manliness. Nor has He
anything to correspond with the classical tetrad

(fopovrjffis (or cro^ta), cLvdpeia, (ruxppocrtivri, SiKCLioffTuvfj.

These express the cpmpletest development of the

higher, better self in man, and proclaim as the
ideal the attainment of the truest ' manliness s

in

the face of an appreciative and admiring world.

For our Lord the ideal is a different one. His
life fulfils the conception of the prophet. He has
no beauty that men should desire Him. He is

despised, rejected, a Man of sorrows, acquainted
with grief. He is *meek and lowly of heart

5

(cf.

Zee 9", 2 Co 101
, Ph 27). He is

* one that serveth J

(Mt 2028, Jn 1313'17
). It is the poor in spirit,

3 c

they
that mourn/

e the meek/ and those that 'are re-

viled
' whom He calls blessed (cf. Mt 183 - 4 193Q 2014

,

Mk 10*27ff-, Lk I48). It is quite evident that the
ideal here set up is wholly different from that
of the classical Y T""-Y". The two are, in

fact, in fundanw , -;-|
-''<> . The one is the

ideal of the ! x !"! -'nr! 1

1. the other the ideal of

the denial of 1 1 1 < 1 1 _:

'

i r r -
. i - The Apostles under-

stood the Master very well and taught as He did

(but see the use of dper^ in what may be its classi-

cal sense in Ph 48 and in 2 P I5 ). Indeed, they
insisted with even more than His iteration on
the denial of self (1 Co I 28

-

,
2 Co I5 610

, Ph 2s
-*,

2 Co 101, 1 P 221
, Gal 5-3 61

, Eph 43
, Col 312

, Ja I 21

313
,
1 P 55

,
2 Co 1221

).
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SELF-EXAMINATION. ' Our conclusion, then,
is that the state of mind which is now most natur-

ally expressed by the unspoken questions, Have I

been what I should be ? Shall I be what I should

be, in doing so and so ? is that in which all moral

progress originates* (T. H. Green, Prolegomena, to

Etfiics, p. 337).
1. Duty of self-examination. Every man's con^

science bears witness to the reasonableness and

necessity of self-examination. It means taking-
oneself "seriously, and applying to the moral and

spiritual life methods analogous to those adopted
in all other departments of knowledge and skill.
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It Is the comparison of our motives and actions

with the Ideal of -what they should be ; and all such

self-scrutiny, as T. H. Green suggests, has a real

identity with the reformer's comparison of what
is actual with a social ideal. He who would attain

excellence in any difficult work must be constantly

testing and examining his results.
^

He must be

on the alert to overcome slackness, discover errors,

ensure progress. In Christian *, i -t
:

i
Y -1 1 i

j
. the

most arduous, as it is the most noble, ox all pursuits,
there is the same imperative demand. This duty
is enforced (I) By Holy Scripture. The mission of

the ancient prophet, as distinct from that of the

priest, was to apply a constant spur to the con-

sciences of men. Much of his message was ex-

pressed in the exhortation,
' Let us search and try

our ways, and turn again to the Lord 7

(La 340). He
bade men examine themselves iu the light of God's

known character and will (Is I10
"20

,
Jer 71'28

,
Ezk

181S-32
, Hos 141 "9

etc.). If Jesus did not in so many
words call on men to examine themselves, yet the

necessity and duty of such self-criticism were im-

plied in all His ministry and teaching. In the

Sermon on the Mount, as in so many of His par-

ables, He was holding up before men the ideal by
which thev must test their lives. ^And^the

same

may be said of all the Ap-
''"

T; *'"! '1 Co
II28

,
2 Co 135

). (2) By the / "" and

good men. The saying, 'Man, know tlrysell/ was

frequently on the lips of Socrates. He made it

the text of his life and teaching. But how shall

a man know himself unless he brings his thoughts,
his passions, his conduct, into strict review, and
scrutinizes them, in the light of conscience and

duty? THm i Ji lr^o. place } again, did this work
of self e\,iminauoM fill in the lives of serious-

minded men and women of earlier and simpler
times than ours. Thomas a Kempis, in the Imita-

tion of Christ, is much occupied with
^this duty ;

and Jeremy Ttiylor. in Rules and Exercises of Holy
Dying (chapter ii.), devotes many pages to the

reasons and benefits of the habit of the daily
examination of our actions.

' He that does not

frequently search his conscience,' he remarks, 'is a

house without a window.'
2. Difficulties and dangers of self-examination.

(1) There is 1 ho dar.gor of a morbid self-conscious-
ness hurtful to tho -spifii ual life. An analogy may
be drawn with bodily health. A sure way of

producing ;-lckness and physical disorder is for a

pcr.>on to be constantly worrying himself about his

health, and living, as it were, with his fingers always
on his pulse. Is this self-consciousness a good
thing ? Does it not hinder action, destroy energy ?

Does It not cultivate a habit of mawkishness, an
indelicate desire to expose the most secret passages
of our souls, even to the public jraze ? ... In how
many other ways do men testify that they feel this

self-consciousness to be a disease which will destroy
them if they cannot be cured of it ! What numbers
does it bring to the feet of the spiritual director !

'"

(F. D. Maurice). Do we not live our best life

when we just go on doing our duty and filling our

place, never considering ourselves at all ?
* There

is a kind of devotion to great objects or to public
service which seems to leave a man no leisure and
to afford no occasion for the question about him-

self, whether he has been as good as he should
have been, whether a better man would not have
acted otherwise than he has done. And again,
there is a sense in which to be always fingering
one's motives is a sign rather of an unwholesome

preoccupation with self than of the eagerness in

disinterested service which helps forward mankind '

(T. H. Green). (2) A more serious difficulty is

that in this work of self-criticism we occupy the

double position of being both the examiner and the

examined. We are at once the judge, the witness,

and the prisoner at the bar. What scope for self-

deception, for evasion, for duping ourselves ! Are
we not in danger of condemning trifles and over-

looking serious faults and vices? How easy to

confuse the issues in this complicated process !

to lose sight of the due proportion of things ! to

jolay tricks with ourselves ! Is there any escape
from this difficulty ?

3. Suggestions for self-examination. If the

dangers mentioned above are to be escaped, this

exercise must be conducted (1) with the most humble

dependence upon God and desirefor His help and

guidance. Consider specially Ps 13923- 24
. The

Psalmist could not trust himself.
^

He knew how
sin eluded him, how it disguised itself, how it hid

in secret chambers where his search could not fol-

low it. He needed the aid of One who could accom-

plish a deeper and more
\
<"< halin-. ^v:ork than he

himself could undertake. 1 'on -i > :U 1 Ch 289 2917
,

Ps 261 - a 44al
, Pr 161 * 2 2027

, Jer 179'. (2) The ex-

amination must be very largely objective, i.e.^not

merely, or chiefly, a scrutiny of feelings or motives,

but an investigation of actual conduct in the light
of God's law and of Christian ideals. The desire

expressed in the hymn, "Tis a point I long to

know. ... Do I love the Lord, or no ?
'

may often be

best answered by a reference to such words as are

found in Jn 1415- 21 15U. See also Mt 721

-f
9
, Mk 385 .

* Do you notice how many times our Saviour says :

" If ye love me, keep my commandments "
? It is as

if a child should rush passionately to its mother and
throw its little arms round her neck, and say con-

vulsively,
" mother ! I do love you so !

" "
Well,

my dear child, if you do, why are you not a better

child?
5 ' '

(H. W. Beecher, Conduct the Index of Feel-

ing}. (3) Special consideration should be given to

2 Co 135 l Jesus Christ is in you.' Therein lies the

secret by which self-examination may be a reality
and not a fiction ; therein is found me protection
from the dangers already referred to. There is a

inK'T.i^ht which lighteth every man; One who
i i veil- vilh us, near us, in us; One who will

save us from self-flattery and self-deception, and
from mawkish self-consciousness. In the light of

His presence self-examination is safe and fruitful.

LITERATURE. The most sug-gestive remarks;which the writer

has seen .--. ":'.- i
.

.

""" "

Lincoln's /* " >. -,. .]-."..!. -.

-,!,.>;-' r n. .i . / -..-'.'.
,

i .

\i.i.' CM - o- M- . Philosophy to wie Guidance of Con-
<l i'- - ... . orthy of most careful study ; of. Jeremy
T'. I," i

,
Tt - /: .*
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'

Exercises of Holy Dying, ch. ii. 'On the
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"
r..

"

.

" * ~ur Actions'; Their;11
^ h l\uii]>

:
*. Of '/<;

/

'

. . ' i. 'Admonitions ^u :1 ur LU >pinu.iiJ
11 i, - Sermons to the .Vi'/'/vj/ ,M,,,, (."7;'),

p. 181; W. L. Watkinson, Studies in Chri? "".-. '"/ ,,i , 1st
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ARTHUR JENKINSOK.
SELFISHNESS. The self-sacrifice which Christ

demands of all who would "be His followers might
lead one (o i'lM-jiii" that Christianity was a re-

ligion of -<'"ii'-
:
-!ii : that the Gnostic dualism of

good and evil, matter and spirit, was the logical

outcome of tlio teaching of Jesus; that God

required the soiniiicinnon of all earthly things,
and even of life, for the sake of the sacrifice itself.

But it is a total misconception of the religion of

Jesus to suppose that He makes asceticism an end.

What we lincl Him teaching is not that the world
is evil, but that the soul of man is good ; that the

soul is eternal, not of time, and therefore that in

God alone, to whom it is akin, can it attain its

complete satisfaction (Mt 619
"21

1]
Lk 1233 - 34

).
He

demanded self-renunciation (Lk 1435- 27t 83
), and at

the same time He inculcated the absolute value of

the self (Mt 1628
ii
Mk S86 - 87

). He sets moral self-

love over against natural selfishness (Mt 1625
1|
Mk

S35
), and He insists that the perfect, the eternal

development of the human personality is to be
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found not in separation and independence, but in
union and communion with universal life, life as
it is in God, life as God has put it into the world
(cf. Mt 5, 6. 7). To pour out oneself in love, to
lose oneself for Christ's sake, to give oneself to
God and to the world of men, is Ho find,' Ho
save ' oneself in Him. To make the law of God, the
Creator of the world and the Heavenly Father of

each human soul, the fundamental law of one's

life, is to render all temporal and corruptible

things innocuous. It then becomes possible to

employ them, in a way of which the Stoic hardly
dreamed, to the end of perfect self-development
(Mt 633 ). 'What is a man profited/ Christ asks,
'
if he shall gain the whole world and lose his own

soul ?
' To preserve and to save his soul is thus a

man's highest profit,
his one great task. But to

seek to save it in the worldly sense is to lose it in
the spiritual and eternal. Natural selfishness is

humanity's greatest danger the great source of
sin. It is manifest that our Lord accepts the
common division of human nature into its two
spheres of flesh and spirit. He has, it is true, no
explicit ii-yi'suli'-ix

-rich as St. Paul elaborated;
but to Him' j!u> ru.Hi 1

,," and the spiritual man are
as evidently in continual conflict as to St. Paul,
It is the natural self that must be denied, that
must be subjected, if the spiritual self is to grow.
Each of these Christ calls the 'self/ the 'life

3

;

but it is the latter only
e the soul' that is of

absolute value. The value of the former is but
relative ; and its good, which has a measure, must
always be subordinated to that of the other, which
is measureless. Even the gaining of the whole
world by the natural self is worthless if it entails

spiritual loss ; for to lose the true self is to have
but the life of time, is to miss that of eternity (cf.

the parable of the Rich Fool, Lk 1216
-f,

and
_
the

profound statement of the same truth in Christ's

Temptation in the Wilderness, Mt 41 '11
, Lk 42' 13

).

Moral soli-love, therefore, consists primarily in
love to God ; and whenever the good of the natural
self conflicts with the dictates of that love, it must
be denied as a temptation of Satan (Mt 1621 '23

). To
sink the self in the sensuous and finite, to culti-

vate the lower nature, to lay up abundant goods,
and to imagine that the joy of one's soul is to be
found therein, is to lose one's soul ; and when
death comes, the loss of all is immediately mani-
fest (Lk 1216

'21
). It is in the light of eternity that

man must view the world. It is the aim of the
true self to lay up treasure in heaven, that the
heart may dwell continually in the atmosphere of

the eternal life.

That the denial of selfish desires is not to be re-

garded as an end in itself, is made clear by a whole
series of parables uttered by our Lord upon the sub-

ject of laoour. An idle faith, an idle self-sacrifice,
did not satisfy Christ. To serve God is the soul's

great aim, and at the same time its salvation (cf.

parables of the Talents, Mt 2514-80
; the Pounds, Lk

1911'27
; the Servants Watching, Lk 1230

"48
; the Ten

Virgins, Mt 251 ~1S
; the Labourers in the Vineyard,

Mt 201'15
). From all these it is clear that the

reward is in no sense proportionate to the work
done, but to the zeal and fidelity shown; and,
further, that the reward is the labour itself, and
grows out of it. It is true that life eternal is the

grand reward, but in that life he is already a
sharer who makes God's service his aim in this

world. The complete perfection of the self comes

only when sin has passed away with mortal life
;

but there will be no gap between this world and
the next. To serve God hereafter will be the

heavenly joy of the redeemed, just as it is their
chief joy on earth. Heaven is not idleness, but

holy service rendered in perfect freedom from the
constraints of sin. It is thus manifest that there

is not
_
the slightest ground for bringing against

^"'i
1

:*;'.! '!.;. -:c charge of inculcating a higher
,<r"ii <- -{] !-'.".( -

; for selfishness implies an oppo-
sition between the self and the not-self that the
well-being of the former is sought at the cost of the
latter, whereas in the religion of- Jesus there is no
such opposition. The good of the self is itself the
good of i ho \\orld, the fulfilment of the will of
God ; and even the reward is nothing other than
the enlargement of the human powers so that the
man becomes capable of yet greater labour for the
world's welfare. Selfishness is hurtful alike to self
and to mankind. Spiritual self-love is the self's

completion, God's
glory; and the world's joj. By

faithfulness in the unrighteous mammon, in that
which is another's, we receive that which is our
own (Lk 1610-1

-).

LITERATURE. The Oomm. on the NT ; standard works on the
Parables

; Beyschlag's and Weiss' NT Theology ; Miiller, Chris-
tian Doct. of Sin, i. 94-182 ; Martensen, Christian Ethics, ii.

282 ff. ; Newman Smyth, Christian Ethics, p. 327 ff. ; Laidlaw,
Mb. Doct. of Man> ch. vi. ; Hastings' ZXB, artt.

'

Flesh,'
'

Psy-
chology

'

; F. W. Eobertson, Serm. 4th ser. p. 42 ; J. Ker, Serm.
1st ser. p. 98 ; R. C. Trench, Serm. New and Old, p. 112 ; J. W.
Rowntree, Palestine Notes (1906), p. 144.

W. J. S. MILLER.
SELF-RENUNCIATION. See RENUNCIATION

and SELF-DENIAL.

SELF-RESTRAINT. See SELF-CONTROL.

SELF-SUPPRESSION. Religionmaybethought
of as having for its aim either the complete sup-
pression or the development to its highest expres-
sion of the individuality of man. In the history
of Christianity both these [.<

\>\
ion- have been

adopted, and each has been regarded as the true
"

;

'

: i : i
"" /he spirit of the Lord.

T'-i...- <

'"
:

ii teachers whose bent is towards

Mysticism have for their ideal the ultimate sup-

pression of self. The elevated e.\ iro>-ion which
their doctrine found in the (Jonrmri m\>rio of the
14th cent, gives us the clearest view"of this ten-

dency. Eckart, and afterwards Tauler, taught
that the spiritual life was at its highest when self

was annihilated. The complotu -oppression of

self was attempted in a \\liollv (Jiflrrenr spirit by
certain societies of late origin, notably Jby the

Society of Jesus. In the Jesuit system the individ-

ual is completely subordinated to the community,
and the -:i|-j-n

--io'i of each man's self is of vital

necessity for i < JM oomplishment of perfect discip-
line. The tendency of Protestantism, on the other

hand, has been towards the development of indi-

viduality. Its teachers have aimed at allowing
free play to natural diversities of character, and
have even justified the accentuation

of^
the various

ways in which men differently constituted have

apprehended the gospel message.
Our JLoid, iii TTi> 1<-al: i

";- with men, seems

always to have a -iimou iht natural varieties of

character and the varied environment of each in-

dividual required differences of treatment. His
advice changes r.ooortlmjj to the temperament and
circumstances of !

! io-o iu whom it was given. A
leper, after his healing, is bidden to * tell no man *

what was done for him (Mt 84
). Other lepers are

told to go and show themselves to the priests and
make the offerings commanded in the Law (Lk
1714

). One who wished to follow Him but desired

first to bury his father, receives the stern word
'Let the dead bury their dead' (Mt 822). A re-

stored demoniac, anxious * to be with him,' is told

to go home to his friends (Mk 519
). One rich man

is commanded to sell all that he has (Mt 1921).
Others are allowed to continue in possession of the

whole or part of their property (Lk 19s, Mt 2757
).

To a certain hard saying the Lord appends the

caution, 'He that is able to receive it, let him
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receive it' (Mt 1912
). These and other sayings

which might be quoted display our Lord's evident
desire to develop rather than annihilate individu-

ality. In the ! i;',i!ii'i;.
*" the Twelve, who were to

carry on His .<!;; ;,V-r the Ascension, He aims
not at creating a spirit of unquestioning obedience
to plain commands, but rather at developing a

highly intelligent and spiritually energetic kind of

character. We are necessarily ignorant of much
that passed between Him and them especially

during those forty days when He spoke to them
' of the things pertaining to the kingdom of God '

(Ac Is), but we know enough to feel sure that He
wished the Twelve to work for His cause with a
certain independence and personal responsibility,
rather than to suppress in them personal freedom
of intellect and will. See also SELF-DENIAL.

i
'

..

'

.
v- Hutton, The Inner Way ; W. E. Inge,

', / ... and the same writer's Christian Mysti-
. Hours with the Mystics', Molinos, The

Spiritual Umde (Eng. tr. Glasgow, 1885) ; Zockler, Askese und
Monchtum (pp. 592, etc.); art. SK-uili-norilMcn

1
in PRE%

voLviii. J. O. ilANNAY.

SEMEIK. A link in our Lord's genealogy (Lk
326

,
AV Semei).

SEPARATION, In discourses descriptive of the

present condition and future prospects of the King-
dom of God, Christ taught that the Kingdom in its

ideal state of purity would not be vcnlizc^iill the
end of the world, when the object in view is to be
attained by means of a judicial separation be-

tween real members and those who are members

only in outward appearance or profession (Mt
1321-30. SMS. 47-50). in opposition to prevailing ideas
on the subject, Christ plainly indicated that the

Kingdom of God, throughout the course of its

earthly development, must contain conflicting
elements of good and evil, ;nul jr,

g

i\oly deprecated
any premature attempt at -lipanirhijA them. The
intermixture foreshadowed was not a pure king-
dom existing amid a corrupt environment, but a

kingdom itself invaded and pervaded to some
extent by a corrupt element.

Wendt maintains that Christ did
,T.iV<- fTT'.-r-;y :

f" i *'

i; < -i :.,: v .:i ' 7" '.'.'.' / . .
'

:. sparables of

.;!., '! against any
j ..,;:

' i-ir. .,">. !> . . "< i .- ferred to in

the parables is not that which has always existed in the world,
and must be expected to continue, but that which has entered
the Kingdom, m the course of, and as the result of, its own
operations, which tend to gather within its pale spurious ad-
herents as well as genuine (Mt 134?). A separation, moreover,
from the Jewish Church, as Christ must have foreseen, was
imminent and inevitable, if for no other reason, because the

spirit and aims of the society founded by Him. were so widely
different (Mt 1<)f

-), and it is clearly implied in the announce-
ment of the approaching: downfall of the Jewish State (Lk
1943f.).

Serious objection must also be taken to the view, which has
often been advocated, in the interests of a pmv CM J'v'h, since
the Donatist controversy in the beginning of ilo ,i>i <( MI., that
the evil element is in the world, the good element in the King-
dom, and the blending of the two merely contiguity or co-

existence in space. It is hard to see why our Lord should have
been at such }M" > v> poini, out what must be perfeoth obvious
to everybody. i

; ;ir \**e world is evil, and why Tie should recom-
mend a tolerant attitude toward the evil, instead of making

1

it

a reason for earnest evangelistic effort. Such a condition of

things had long existed, and was onlywhat might be expected.
It could by no possibility _!' r"- V. *!

\
xinful reflexion and

inquiry described in the i-'n:,. 't (M, ,' . which are in reality
due to the circumstance :! .: .' .

-
i V- ' exists in the world

'
is always forcing its way anew into the circle in which the King-
dom of God is being realized.' The surprise and di?npT)ointiirrntj

expressed by the servants are fx'rt-ioMod by tho oiiii rpr
k'uv of

a phenomenon whollv iipexvu'Trt. wl-en tnc fid'l orii;"tinll\

sown with good seed is foirirl <ifl --r "i,<}^ \_o cortt-iMi la re- /in

alien and unwelcome add"! '-n : aii'l il < n in pnlir-ni / al 10 btjrin
at once the work of punficiu-on is. IM iho circiiin^iaMfe*. ex-

tremely natural. It is aliiio-L nci'dloj-- u> reinar.i lii.'il ii incSori
of >ran at the end of the \v.^r'<l :- r> "naiht-r on: or in.s kininioni
all things that offend (srav.-w v ;* r-tfvi"cie/.*\ nncl ihcni which do
iniquity,* they must have exited pro\ :o'i-lv \\it v>ii! ii (Mr 1 i 11

).,

The contrast is obvion-lv boiv eon The mi\o<! 'tutoor nf

now prevailing, and the Kingdom as it shall be, when, freed

from all admixture, it shines forth m its pure native lustre (Mfc
1343). Meanwhile the disciples are directed to exercise a wise

patience, and to refrain from drastic measures of reform which
"""." """

serious to the cause they ha\ e

e of tolerance is by no means
to be taken, however, as imphin^ sanction or approval of ex-

isting abuses. Christ frei ly iulumud that the presence and
conduct of unworthy members were inconsistent with the
Divine ideal of the Kingdom, and could not but prove injurious
to its best interests (Mt 13'-

28 - 39
). But the possibility of ad-

mixture was unavoidable, in view of the fact that the Divine

Kingdom welcomed all without distinction, on their professed
compliance with the conditions of admission to its membership.
The wide and sweeping character of its operations exposed it

to the i"-" <

"

-'\ ".

"

_ into its bosom some who might do it

serious :
- eyes of those who had its purity and

welfare at heart, as well as of the world at large (Mt IS47).
It would be a mistake to suppose that Christ meant to with-

hold from His disciples authority to exercise discipline in the
case of grave offences against the laws

" '

K* .

'

. <"-

cipline which they did, in point of fact, ,'.!- M !"-

20-23, i Co 53-5), but which had. for its -,

'
.

,

and not the destruction, of believers (2 Co 10^). The infliction

of censure or punishment in the case of gross offenders was in-

tended to have a healing effect, and instead of aiming- at per-
manent exclusion from religious fellowship and privileges, had
ultimate restoration to these in view. What our Lord deprecates
"- i <

*
- tall the Final Judgment by the absolute

- !>

'

- from religious fellowship, a separation
issuing only in de-irucLlon (-Mt l;i--'). Having regard to the im-

perfections that cleave to human nature while still in a state of

probation, it is evidently His intention that lenity rather than
severity should characterize the treatment of offenders, lest

good and evil be rashly included in one common condemnation,
and the remedy prove so violent as to be worse than the disease

(Mt 1329). Besides, the exercise of a decisive judgment would in

many cases require a delicacy of discrimination and an insight
into human character possessed only by a Divine person, and it

:- aj'rord'r'jr'y reserved for the Son of Man, in His capacity as
J !,!].;', a: il r end of the world. Even strong presumptive
proof of moral unworthiness would not, in the case of mere
J Mi'iir j-idL"!

1 "!" afford sufficient guarantee against the risk of

m:^.:i ! i<
k 0' ' *'

') See CHURCH, EXCOMMUNICATION.

"While the disciples are enjoined to preserve an
attitude of patient endurance toward evil within
the Kingdom, Christ held out to them the prospect
of a day of final sifting in which it wroiild be com-

pletely eliminated (Mt IS30 - 48
). The period of inter-

luinpVii',- is at last to come to an end. The great
-<_[ ;<!<;; iuii to be then effected between the twro
elements so lon^ opposed, has primarily in view the
interest of an ideal purity, for which all earnest
ones have anxiously hoped and striven. The burn-

ing of the tares does not refer so much to the fate
which ultimately overtakes evildoers, as to the fact
that they can no longer exert a il<

]
: i --in;: effect on

the fortunes of 1 1 u i T\ '. 1 1 ^ -1 i i . II icherto they have
existed as an nl-< 1:1 !r.;_ i.:ri:

:

!iin. but with the re-

moval of the scandals and their authors (v.
41

) the
character of the righteous at last appears, without
shadow of od'j -* . P' ?IK !

- unsullied purity and
splendour (\ .

'

. '1 l.o -i :'; ',n;i out of unworthy mem-
bers results V iip-j ..'Tii-lr It -as, at the same time

leading, as i. rim--. ;o "h<ii j-(-in .ii
1

- ni <>\MII-!HI:

from heavenly j-'n
:

!<;:<- >'2 1
;

_'."> Tlir^Kiii.'.i,-
of separation an itim** p-iii-nr. <-oi>i-iii:^ i*i lui-snl

fundamental di-'i-.u >n- <-f n orni HminoM-r, i;<ii

clearly apparent at the outset, but becoming in-

creasingly manifest as time goes on (13
2b>

), so that
at last a division into two classes, the righteous
and the wicked, becomes inevitable (vv.**-

43- 49
).

Elsewhere the twofold classification is made to
turn on characteristics of a more specific kind, such
as confession or denial of Christ in times of peril
(10

33f
-), faithful or unfaithful exercise of steward-

ship (24
45- 48

), diligence and fidelity in the use of
entrusted gifts, or failure i * them due to
unbelief and indolence /.'

>
,. Profession

without practice (7
21-23

), selfish ambition (IS
1 * 8

), an
unforgiving disposition (v.

84f
-), mark men out for

exclusion from the perfected Kingdom j while
childlike humility (v.

3
), lowly acts of service

(Lk 2224-80
), preparedness for all kinds of sacrifice

up to that of life itself (Mt 1625- 27 1927~2iJ
), are sure

pji--torN to ]n'-(i i] n(lM! i-i 1

J

- lic-nofits. See,
further, artt. KTI.IJNAI. IMNMIMIM, UNIVER-
SAL LSM.
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LITERATURE. E. L. Hull, Serm. 2nd ser. 191 ; H. Bushnell,
New Life, 306 ; B. F. Westcott, Fptpflnnunh Serm. 3 ; T. G.

Selbv, Unheeding God, 24; G. Bod\ , LIJC oj "Love, 27.

W. S. MONTGOMERY.
SEPTUAGINT. The Version <

according to the

Seventy.
J

1. This name for the Greek translation
of the OT has its origin in the legend that

Ptolemy II. Philadelphia was advised by his

librarian Demetrius Phalereus to procure
'

from
Jerusalem copies of the Hebrew Scriptures, and.

men learned in the Hebrew and Greek languages
to translate them. Ptolemy accordingly sent am-
bassadors to Eleazar the high priest, who sent
back to Alexandria seventy-two elders, six from
each tribe, with magnificent copies of the Hebrew
Scriptures. They were treated with the highest
honour ; they were assigned a quiet and conveni-
ent !',;iV.i:i-_; on the island of Pharos, removed from
the !'-i ",c , io:i- of the city ; and there, in seventy-
two days, they translated the Hebrew Bible into
Greek, for the enrichment of Ptolemy's library ;

and the translation was received with delight by
king and people.

This legend is related in a pseudonymous
" "

be written "by Aristeas (an Alexandrian, an . .'

ambassadors to Jerusalem) to his brother Philocrates. The
:i vi, c'l'K '1 by St. J. Thackeray, is printed at the end of Swete's
// '/,"' a-:' 'm to the OT in Greek, and a translation by Mr.
Thaokeray appeared in the JQR, April 1903. Other forms of
the tradition are given by the Alexandrian writers Aristobulus
and Philo, and by Josephus. And the early Fathers of the
Christian Church from the 2nd century onwards received
the stor\ v. iii' >;ii --i-pl "OM. and amplified it. What amount of
truth r.Tlorl i- :

! iu Njon-l it is difficult to decide; but the
" T A-j>?.r f.'U'L^ {i re probable : (1) that the translation was begun
,i \-i\iiritlrifi; (2) that it was not undertaken officially, by
order of the king

1

(though he probably encouraged it), but re-
sulted from the needs of the Alexandrian Jews, who knew no
Hebrew and probably little or no Aramaic ; (3) it may be true
that Hebrew rolls were brought from Jerusalem ; (4) the trans-
lation was, as might be expected, cordially received by Hellen-
istic Jews, who would be glad to have a Greek account of the
origins of the Hebrew people.

The Alexandrian version embraced only the
Pentateuch ; and the letter of Aristeas professes
no more. Josephus and Jerome recognized this,
but Christian writers, generally, failed to notice
the limitation. It could not, indeed, have em-
braced more in the reign of Ptolemy II., for the
Torah alone was complete by that time, secure in
"'

'
""

' as a collection of sacred books and
ranslation (Ryle, Canon of the OT> p.
other books would be translated from

time to time when they reached Egypt with
Palestinian PM-o^nl-on of their eanonicity. And
before the Christian era Alexandria probably pos-
sessed the whole of the Hebrew Bible in a Greek
translation, with the possible exception of Ec-
clesiastes.

2. The importance of the LXX version to the
student of Hebrew literature and |iliiloli^v r-jni

scarcely be overestimated (see Swete, //'/','/-/' *"*./,
Pt. iii. c. 4). And it is hardly less essential to the
student of early Christian writings. Patristic
writers for the most part accepted it not merely
as the best version of the Hebrew OT, but as no
less inspired than the original. Even Augustine
could say:

*

Spiritus qui in prophetis erat quando
ilia dixcrunt, idem ipse erat inLXXviris quando
ill !i interpretati sunt ^

(de Civ. Dei, xviii. 43). Bein<-

entirely dependent on it, and unable to appeal to
or form comparisons with any other version,

*

they
adopted without suspicion and with tenacity its
least defensible renderings, and pressed them into
the service of controversy, dogma, and devotion.'
'
It was argued that the errors of the Greek text

were due to accidents of transmission, or that they
were not actual errors, but Divine adaptations of
the original to the use of the future Church 3

(Swete, Pt. iii. c. 5).

But the present article is concerned with that
which is the chiefest importance of the LXX its

relation to (a) the beginnings and the growth of

Christianity, (b) the expression of Christian doc-
trines and ideas.

(a) The LXX was an important factor in pre-
paring the way for the reception of the Christian

religion. In our Lord's time the Jews were scat-
tered throughout the known world. And though
they preserved their religious connexion with Jeru-
salem by jipyijicnt- of money and by frequent
attendance ,IL i

; s-i tli'vo annual festivals (see art.

DISPERSION), yet one and all had lost the know-
ledge of the classical Hebrew of the Scriptures,
with the exception of the learned the priests and
Rabbis of whom the original language of the OT
was almost the exclusive property. It may be
realized, therefore, what a blessing was conferred

upon the Jewish race by Alexandria when she

gave them their own $'! ':. in the universal

language of the day. 1 ney were provided with a
valuable controversial weapon, whereby they could

prove to their heathen neighbours the real im-

portance and the hoary antiquity of the Hebrew
nation. An army of ,i|M-lojiM^ was raised up, of
whom Josephus and Philo arc, for us, the chief3

because so much of their work is extant ; but they
must have been well-nigh equalled in weight and
influence by such writers as the historians Alex-
ander Cornelius (* Polyhistor'), Demetrius, Eupo-
lemus, V-|, , ..! Iristeas, the poets Philo,
Theodo' .,,.. I J ', the philosopher Aristo-

bulus, and Cleodemus or Malchas, small fragments
of whose writings are preserved in Clem. Alex.

Stromateis, i. 22, 141, 153ff. s and Euseb. Prmp.
Evang. viii, 10, ix. 6, 17-34, 37, 39, xiii. 12.

But though she knew it not, Alexandria pro-
vided them with something greater. Christianity,
by the power of God and by the coming of Christ,

sprang out of Judaism. ( Novum Testamenturn in
Vetere latet ; Vetus in Novo patet

' '

\ .; TS\ :

abling Jews and Gentiles to read the i

*
:

'\.
. !. .

the Greek version, in spite of all its mistakes and
grotesque mistranslations, revealed the guiding
providence of God in Hebrew history, and the

gradual development of religious ideas of which
the OT is the record ; and above all it gave a last-

ing impetus to the growth of Messiani-- .

i \ ]<;< lo-

tions. A train was laid which only MI !<! i'.i'

Divine spark to burst into flame. Christ came * to
send fire upon the earth,' and the LXX had been
instrumental in supplying fuel.

The quotation* from the OT in the NT are sel-

dom, mere literary adornments, such as a modern
'

"i,- !

-

, "/ ! :: ; -oduce from Slink^-pomx; or other
<!,,-" ;'I j i, i'ir-: MH^ n,re for tlie in o^l part used
as a definite ioi:ii<!niinn for Christian teaching,
or at least weighty illustrations of the writers'

statements and arguments. Our Lord's teaching
struck His hearers with amazement, because it did
not blind]y follow the fooMop^ of the Bribes.

Vu.'iiiM llu-,T<-v -TTrused tlieiroun Nuipturc^with
iiif-ln*!\i' i"oio; fi'id with His ^1 *:'. "":.! faint-

hearted and ignorant disciples II-- !,! !: the
same course ;

'

beginning at Moses and all the

prophets, he expounded unto them in all the
scrip-

tures the things concerning himself (Lk 242
^).

And His disciples afterwards followed His example
both in their speeches and in their writ Ings (Ac 8^).

(b} TheLXXplayed a large gart iit the mould',#$

of Christian terminology. It is difficult to gauge
the extent to which religions conceptions were
affected "by the results which ensued from the

wedding or the Greek language to Hebrew thought.
Their offspring the LXX was the parent ^of

a yet
nobler heir. There are few more interesting^

lines

of study than to trace the debt which Christianity
owed to theLXX in the matter of words and terms,
and to see how the borrowed terminology was con-
secrated and adapted to higher uses.
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3, The LXX must now be studied in two aspects,
so far as it affected the four Gospels and the Apo-
stolic conceptions of Christ's Person and work.
A. Direct quotations. It will be convenient to

give a list of the direct quotations from the OT in

the Gospels, taken from Swete's Introduction, pp.
386 if.

Mt.

123

15

18

33

7
10

15f.

521
27

31

43

Mk. Lk.

34.6

44
lOf.

12

OT
Is 714*
Ex 1312
Mic 52*
Hos 111*
Jer 8815

DtSS

13

Is 9lf-*

Ex 2013
14

817

913 (127)
1110 12
127

18-21

Nu 303 (of. Dt 2321)
Ex 212-i

Lv 1918
Is 584*

35

216
13

16

42

2234
32

37

39

44

2631

279f.

710

106-8
19

1117

1210
19

26

2t)f.

31

36

32f.

IS14

1427

1534

727

4lSf.

1820C

1946

2017

1027a
27b

2237

Mai 31*
Hos 66
Is 421*

&r.
Ps 772*

Ex 2012 2117
Is 2913

6624
Gn 127+224
Ex 2012-17

/m , -M.-^.-.JlV.-
U V-~ -.J.-r 7!

Ps 82
11822*

Dt 255 (cf . Gn 388)
Ex 36

Dt 64f.

Lv 1918
Ps 1091*

Dn 1211
Is 5312*
Zee 137*

1113*
Ps 211*

217

631
45

10*4
1215

38

40

1318
1525
1924

36
37

IS 403
Ps 6810*

Ps 816
Zee 99*
Is 531*

610

Ps 40 (41)10
3419 (685)*
2H9*

Ex 1246 (>TU 912,
Zee 12A0~

(i. ) As regards the matter and purpose of these
< [notation-. 11 i- noticeable that of the 46 in the

^ynoprie (Jov[K.-l< 17 (marked with *) are f Mes-
-iiinic." v>. the\ nre quoted as being i-n-ilic-ion- of
facts connected with the life and work i-f ( hri-: ;

and of these, 6 (Mt 2142 22 2631 2746
, Lk 418f- 2237 )

are cited by our Lord Himself. With these may
be reckoned Mt 2232

, quoted as a proof of the
resurrection of the dead. 6 (Mt 218 1314f- 158f- 2113 - 16

2415
) are quoted as predictions which have found

or, in the last passage., will find -fulfilment in
the lives and characters of persons other than
Christ, all except the first occurring in His own
discourses. 19 of the. remainder nro quoted ly our
Lord (except Mk 123- f

-), and con4-r of legal and
moral precepts, mostly from the Pentateuch,
which should guide men's actions (with the ex-

ception of those in Mt 5, which He quotes in order
to contrast with them His own higher moral law).
3 which come under none of the^e heads are Lk
223

, Mt 46 2224
. Of the 13 in the Fourth Gospel, 7

(marked with *) are *

Messianic/ all being quoted

by the writer (except 152
"

5

,
which is by our Lord).

In the rest of the NT,
' Messianic

'

quotations
occur chiefly in the Apostolic speeches in the Acts

(217-21.
25-28.

84f.'322f. (
= 'j7p 426!. g32f. J^SS. 34-

35^ aix<^ in
Hebrews (I

5 (=55
)
6 - Sf- 1(M2 - 13 26'- 8* ia - 13 56 (

= 7 17 - - 1

)

920 105-9). in the other Epistles see Ro 933 10U 153
,

1 Co 1545
, Gal 313

, Eph 48,
1 P 2e

.

(ii. ) As regards the form of the quotations, the

dependence upon the LXX shown by the NT
writers may be seen by the following facts, which
are summarized from Swete's Introduction, pp.
391-398.

Every part of the NT affords evidence of a know-

ledge of the LXX, and a great majority of the

passages cited from the OT are in general agree-
ment with the Greek version. In the Synoptic
Gospels there is a marked contrast between (a)

quotations belonging to the common narrative or

to the sayings reported by all three or by two of

them, and (/3) q notations which are peculiar to one
of them, (a* The former (with the exception of

Mt 158f- 2631
)
adhere closely to LXX. (j8) Of the

16 in Mt. which are not found in Mk. or Lk., 4

(533 913 1314*. 2ii6) are in the words of the LXX with

slight variants ; 4 exhibit important variants ;

and the remaining 7 bear little or no resemblance
to the Alexandrian Greek. Neither Mk. nor Lk.
has any series of independent quotations ; Mk 948

1232 are from the LXX, but show affinities to the
text of A ; Lk 418f - differs from the LXX in im-

portant particulars.
The causes which have produced variation are

manifold: (1) loose citation, (2) the substitution
of a gloss for the precise words which the writer

professes to quote, (3) a desire to adap .

;

*

context to the circumstances under ,- -, .

thought to have been fulfilled, (4) the fusing to-

ueMi-roM-a ,!_:- fi-om different contexts. Further,
(5) some 'variations are recensional. The Evan-
gelists appear to have employed a recension of the
LXX which came nearer to the text of A than to
that of our oldest uncial B. In some cases it may
be argued that the text of the LXX MSS was
influenced by the NT ; but this objection is greatly
minimized by the fact that Josephus, and to a less

extent Philo, show the same tendency. And there
are occasional signs that NT writers used a recen-
sion to which the version of the later translator
Theodotion shows some affinities. (6) Some varia-
tions are translational, and imply an

* ' ' '

use of the original, whether by the I .

or by the author of some collection \
which he employed. Prof. Swete (pp. 396 ff. ) prints
in full, and annotates, five of these pn^ji^e^ from
Mt (2* 415f- 8 17 1335 27 9f

-), together \\uh the corre-

sponding passages in the IJCX ; and he comes to
the conclusion that while :

!' -o :

''

:" the First

Gospel IUL." more or less , ':! L .:--./n off the
yoke of ilic Alexandrian version,' and substituted
for it a paraphrase, or an independent rendering
of the Hebrew,'

' our evidence does not encourage
the belief that the Evangelist used or knew another
complete Greek version of die OT or of any par-
ticular book. 3

The writer of the Fourth Gosnel quotes from the
LXX, with varying ile<rree< of exarine.-a. The
citations in 217 1084 12^ l<>-'

! -

--'arc- ^,>l,"f,'<,, t or nearly
so ; those in 6S1 - 45 131H 1525 are freer ; in I23 1215 - 40 lie

!>;rr,ij''''M-ei] loosely, with a general reminiscence of
the LXX \vorclinjr ; in 1937, fyorrat els 8v ^eK^TTjcrap
is a non-Septuagin lid rendering of Zee 1230

, which
was perl laps current in Palestine, since els &> ^e-
K^vT-rjcrcLv appears alt-o in Theod. (Aq. ^eK&Tya-cLj/, cf.

Rev I7
; Symm. eTregeKfrrycraj').

The quotations in the Acts are exclusively from
the LXX, but sometimes they are inclined to be
free and paraphrastic.

In St. Paul's quotations the same phenomena
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appear : the majority are verbally exact, but many
contain important variants ; sometimes the Apostle
appears to quote from memory ; in some cases lie

freely conflates two or more passages. In Hebrews,
in which the argument is carried on largely by a
catena of quotations from the LXX, 'the text of
the quotations agrees in the main with some form
of the present text of the LXX' (Westcott, Hebrews,
p. 476). On 1 P 26 see Hort, St. Peter, in loc.

In this short summary of Prof. Swete's results

enough has been said to show the large extent to
which the Alexandrian Greek version influenced
the direct quotations made by the NT writers. But
direct citation formed only a fraction of the im-
mense use which they made of the LXX. Their
writings, and the utterances of our Lord, abound
in evpix'-Moii- and phrases from the LXX which
are noi Form til quotations, but which were due to
their intimate knowledge of the OT, These are

conveniently marked by uncial type in WH's text
of the NT. In many cases the force and meaning
of the NT passage are multiplied when the OT
context is taken into consideration. [N.B. There
are no quotations from the .\pociy];1i;il books
which were included in the Greek Bible. There
are, however, in the Epistles some half-dozen
reminiscences ; see Wis 726 915 131 157, Sir 511 734

15*].
B. Borrowed terminology. It must not be for-

gotten that the LXX was but a very small part of
a large Greek literature whose ideas and vocabu-
lary and grammar differed materially from those
of the old classical writers. New 'pl'^"-"^''''^
and theological conceptions, change? poliiirjil ,vii.i

social, developments in the arts of life, increased

opportunities of intercourse with, foreign nations,
all combined to alter the language. The marf or
'EXXyviKfy Sid\Kro3 ' was based on Attic Greek,
but embraced elements drawn from all Hellenic
dialects. It was the literary language of the cos-

mopolitan Hellas created by the genius of Alex-
ander

'

(Swete, Intr. p. 294).
' The language used

by the writers of the Greek Diaspora may be re-

garded as a subsection of an onrh ^i<r of the xourf
'

(ib.) 9 and of this subsection the'LXX and the NT
are the^best representatives in Egypt and Palestine

respectively. Though a change began to appear
as early as Xenophon, the era of the Koivfi may
be said to have opened in the latter half of the
4th cent. B.C. ; and its golden age extends from c.

B.C. 145 (Polybius) to c. A.D. 160 (Pausanias). The
NT vocabulary, then, was derived not only from
the LXX but from the current language of the
day. See llio Appendix in Grimm-Thayer's Gr.-

Eng. A':,/;/"/-,// tfftfw ST (pp. 691-696), in which are
collected a large number of non-classical words
which find parallels in Greek writings (including
LXX) from B.C. 322 to A.D. 100.
For our present purpose, however, a supreme

interest attaches to the NT words which, though
found in classical Greek, 1

: \ o , , \ : i iv .} j \ : < \v moral
or theological inojming. Many words as used in
the NT are o\clu-i voly Christian, and their special
significance is not derived from any literary source
(e.g. ava,Ke<j>a\cuoi)fJLai, avrtrvrrov, avrixpi-crros, Stivajuus

(miracle), irpujTdroKos, <rravp6$ 6w, x<pts). But
many others have gained, or at least advanced
towards, their new meaning by contact with
Hebrew thought. The following are among the
more important, and will repay careful investiga-
tion with the help of Thayer's Lexicon and the
NT commentaries. The short notes here attached
to each word are not intended to be in any way
exhaustive of their meanings or applications, bu't

may be helpful in suggesting lines for study.
Words which do not occur in classical Greek are
marked with *.

Classical meaning 'messenger.' Early

Heb. thought conceived of the (

Angel of Jahweh '

as a visible or active manifestation of Himself,
Gn 2211

, Ex 32
, Mt I20

,
Lk 29

. But the more de-

veloped angelology of later times is reflected in the
NT, e.g. the names of tMro great angels appear
Michael (Bn 10 13 - 21 121

,
Jude 9

, Rev 127 ) and
Gabriel (Dn 8 16 921 , Lk I 3y -

**). See also Mt 1810
.

ayios. Class, 'sacred (to a god)' ; 'holy.' Note
two special uses: (a) oi ayiot, the ideal body of
consecrated people, Dn 718- 2

-, 1 Es S57 (
58

) :
** ^ Qf

Paul's writings of Christians. Not in -

see Jii 1714-iy
. (b) r<i tiyia, the holiest A

Tent; in NT typical of Heaven where "Christ our
High Priest intercedes for us, He 9. 10.

aScXcjxjs. Class. * brother 3

; 'near kinsman. 5

LXX and NT a member of the same privileged
race, Dt IS15

,
Ro 93 . Hence in NT a follo\\ -Chris-

tian, Mt 238 and freq. in Acts and Epistles.
atjia. Class. blood

'

;

c bloodshed' ; always em-
phasizes the fact of death. In the Jewish sacri-
ficial system the blood is the life, Gn 94

, Lv 1711 - 14
?

Dt 122
*. On the Christian use of this thought see

Westcott, Add. note on 1 Jn I 7 and on He 912 .

alc&v. Class. e human life-time
'

;

c

eternity.'
(a) In LXX freq. in plur., denoting the sum-total

6 QLL&V oftros (rttrt n^iyn) and 6 cudn> 6 px6fjLevos or

^\\a}y (ion ohyn) the age before, and after, the
advent of the Messiah, Mt 2232

, Mk 1C30 .

avao-Tcwris. Class.
e a rising up' (e.g. from a

seat); 'a making to rise'; *a removal.* LXX
'resurrection,' 2 Mac 7 14 1243

; of. Dn 122. Mt 2223

and freq. (See JEsch. Eu<m. 617 f.).

avac|>pa>. Class. *

bring up
'

;
' undertake '

;

'refer';
< restore/ LXX freq. 'offer up' (as a

sacrifice) = nijm. He 727 Ms, 1 P 25 - * aL
airoKaX-oiTTCLv

(*&TroKd\v\j/i,s).
Class. ' reveal.' In

LXX and NT freq. Divine revelation of things
which man of himself could not know.

diroX-uTp^w (*-T/wTis). Class, 'release on pay-
ment of ransom.' In the OT the word is applied
(with little or no idea of ransom) to the action of
God for His people, in delivering them (^KJ or rns)
from trouble or death. Thi^, with the thought of
ransom partially re-lorod, appeared in the NT as
the ClmMiun '

rodcinption' from sin. See West-
cott, Hebrews, pp. 295 ff.

a4>ecns. Class. e a setting free
'

(of a captive) ;
'

discharge
?

(from the obligation.-? of a bond). In
LXX mostly the periodical 'release' of Hebrew
slaves. But the Messianic interpretation of such

passages as Is 6 11 (cf. Lk 418
) was a step towards

the NT meaning of 'release from the chain and
the guilt of sin.' In Is 2214

d0e0^crercu is used in
connexion with apaprla. See Mt 2628

,
Mk I4 329,

Lk I77 3s 2447.

pairr^opau Class, metaph. *tp be soaked'
(with wine);

f to be drowned' (v ill ... -l
:
i-: -\

LXX 2 (4) K 514 uses the word in < r.'si'xhi'i w'.i i

miraculous cleansing; Sir 34 (31 )
80 wi;l. <"!',. i -i- _

from ceremonial pollution. Both are
|

,'. \-\ :,: I : \
|

-

of Christian baptism.
pepcuoco. Class, 'confirm* (a statement) ; 'secure*

(a |
<"- >n in one's own interests). In LXX Ps

41 (pv
"

1 10 -;il8)
28 the word is used of God estab-

lishing or strengthening man. Hence in NT of

Jesus Christ .strengthening the soul and character
1 Co P.

8ai[jLoviov. Class. *
deity

'

;

'

divinity
'

; also an
inferior divine being,

' between divine and mortal '

(Plat. Sym2i.). It needed the OT monotheism to
condemn the thought of divine beings other than
Jehovah, Dt 3217 Ps 96 (95)

5
. Hence in NT c

evil

spirit.
1

[Saifjiuv (Mt 831
), which is very similar, is

not found in the LXX ? Is 6511
].

SidpoXos. Class, of one who accuses maliciously
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or slanderously. LXX
(
= iy or jp^)

' an adversary,'
used of a superhuman agent of evil, Job 1G - 7 etc -

,

Zee 31 - 2
, 1 Ch 21 1

. Hence in NT ' the devil/ used

by every NT writer except St. Mark.
SLKCUOS, Suca.ocri'v*-.

~ J"\ nins. mainly 'just/
*

justice.'
"

<
^

, j
:

!
. . Add. note on Ro

I 17, 'The word StKcuos and its compounds,'
So|a, 8oidco. Class. '

opinion
'

;

* credit
*

or
4 renown. 3 LXX Ex 2417 al. (=-iu?, New Heb,
nrriz?) the

'

glory' of God, the visible manifestation
of His presence. Hence in NT (a] the manifesta-
tion of God's character, Jn I14 , (b) the spiritual
participation of it by men. Jn 1722

. See 2 Co
37-18.

0vos (* t6i>LK6s). Class. c nation.' LXX, NT of
nations other than the chosen people ;

* Gentiles.'
iScoXov. Class.

'

phantom
3

:
* reflected image

'

;

'fancy.' LXX, NT < " '

. . of a god
5

; 'idol.
9

KicXir)<ria. Class. <,-
; of citizens. LXX

(
= ^np) an assembly of Israelites, the chosen people.
Hence in NT the body of Christians -i

:i - ; ;r,,'11\

called out from the rest of mankind by (<>.: . SK
Church.'

eicXcicTos. Class. * selected.
7 LXX the 'elect

3

people of God, Is 659 - 15 - 22
<
23

>, 1 Ch 1613, Wis 39 415
.

Hence in NT of Christians, Mt 2431 al.

lirwrKOTeo), -iros (*-7nJ). Class, vb.
'inspect,'

* ex-

amine,'
'
visit' ; subst. *

overseer,' 'guardian.' The
use of the words in the LXX (esp. eirLo-Koir^} of
the action of God, either for help or punishment,
gave rise to the spiritual force acquired in the NT,
Lkl9"s 1 P212 - 2

".

c{>a-y^eXio|jLai. (

*
-w), eiayyA-tov. Class, vb.

*

bring good tidings
5

; subst. * reward for good
tidings.* In the OT such Messianic T-JI < ;;

- MS
Is 409 al. led to the Christian use of i'i<- <,-.
[Sing, evayy&iov not in LXX, which always has

plur.].

e-uXo-ycw, -ia. Class, 'praise.' (a] LXX (=113)
' bless

'

; and so in NT of the action of either God
or man. (b) 'Consecrate with prayer,' IS 913

,

Lk 916
, 1 Co 1016 . (c) etiXoyia is a concrete blessing

or benefit, Dt II26 aL, Eph I
3
, He 1217 al. (not in

Gospp. ).

<t>ij. Class. 'life';
e
existence.' In the LXX

(=DD) it is freq. used of a happy life, blessed by
God. Hence in NT of spiritual life (Jn 5-*)

gained by union with Christ, the source and
principle of life (Jn 1010 146 ,

1 Jn 512
).

^cuo-yovew, tuoiroUa. Class, 'breed animals, or

germs.
9 LXX c

give life to,' Neh 96
; 'preserve

alive,' Ex I17
, Ps 71 (70)

20
. Hence in NT 'endue

with spiritual life,' Jn 663
;

' restore to life,' Jn
521 .

T|fUpa. Class.
*

day.* In LXX freq. of the '

Day
of Jairvveh/ a future time of judgment (Am., Is.,

Zeph. etc.). Hence in NT of the coming of
H rM (o nul-.'mH't. Mt 722 al. (The thought of
*

ju(.;.imi '

"

u,i- >u closely attached to the word
that St. Paul could use the expression &vQpuirivr)

Wepa, 1 Co 4s )

0avo/ros. Class, 'death' of th- %-"!\. "Tsomthe
OT I'-juhlri- that death is the p

1

.:
1

i-"i >. : of sin
is <V'i-i: rlh NT use of the \ .! i--r -jdritual
death, either as a present, unregenerate state (Jn
524

,
1 Jn 314 ), or as a future penalty (Wis I12 224

,

Ro I 3;i

).

6<5s. Class, 'a god/ OT monotheism led to
the use of 6 6e6s for the One God in LXX and NT.
(God's representatives are called Beoi, Ps 82 (SI)

6
,

quoted in Jn 1034).

IXtxcTKOfxai. Class, 'propitiate,' 'appease.' (a)
LXX pass, 'be propitiated,' Ps 78 (77 J

88 79 (78)
9
.

So NT Lk 181S
. (b) LXX t&\dorKOfuu (not in NT)

'make propitiation for/ 'expiate/ So in NT
tKda-KOjACLL, He 2 17

.

*
iAa0>6r

' a means of propitiating/ Ezk 4427

1 Jn 22 410
.

*
l\acrr7]pLov

' the place of propitiation/
c the

nM'iv\ M.it.' LXX and He 95
. [In Ro 3s5 mase.

adj. of Christ].
icaKict. Class, 'badness, depravity'; 'coward-

ice.' LXX, NT '

evil/
'

trouble/ Am 63 ,
Mt 634

.

KaTairauoris. Class. * a putting to rest
'

; 'a

causing to cease,' LXX (
= n^jD) 'rewt/ 'cessa-

tion/ Ps 95 (94)
11

. NT He 311 - 38 41 - 3 - 5otc
-.

K^pas. Class, 'horn.' LXX, NT symbol of

strength, 1 S 2 10
, Ps 89 (SS)

18
, Lk I 69 .

KX-ripovofxew, -ia, -os. Class. * inherit/ In OT the
words are frequently used for the occupation of

Canaan by the gift of God. So in NT they are
used spiritually for the gaining of the pri\n<\m'^
involved in Divine sonahip in union \\illi Chn.-i,
Mt 55 2534 .

cXrjpos. Class, 'an object used in casting lots.'

LXX c an allotted portion/ a possession or \\v\\ Ihioe

assigned by God to His people, Wis 5s
. NT in

Mt 2735
||, Ac 2618

,
Col I 12

.

Kotvooo, -6s. Class. ' to make common/ * to
communicate '

(opp. tdios). LXX ' to make un-

hallowed/ 'profane/ 'defile' (
= jSejSoyXow, -os),

4 Mac 76
, 1 Mac I 47

-
<*. NT Mt 1511 - 18 "

-, Mk 7 a - 5
,

Ac 1014 - 28
.

KOO-JXOS. Class, 'order'; 'ornament';
' the Uni-

verse
*

(as a system of order). LXX ' the in-

habitants of the world/ Wis 224 10l 146 - w
. NT in

Mt 1388 and frequently. Hence in NT 'the un-

godly masses of men/ Jn 77 and freq. ; also
'

things
of the world/ 'desires, pleasures/ etc., Mt 1636 and
frequently.

KTL^W, KTIO-LS. Class, vb. ' to found 3

(city,

colony, etc. ) ; subst. ' the act of fi : 1 1

1

. : n n .

' LXX
vb. 'create' ( =^1:1), Dt 432

, Ps 51
v j-j, , 1^ ID7 ; subst.

' the sum of created things/ Jth 912 1614
, Wis 5 17

(
18

>

IQ^aL NT vb. Mk 1319
al., subst. Mk 106 al.

Kvptos. Class, 'lord/ 'master/ 'owner.' LXX
passim for mrp 'Jehovah.' NT both with and
without the article (a) for Jehovah, (b) for Christ.

Xaos. Class, 'nation/ 'people.' In LXX speci-
ally of the chosen people. Hence in NT applied
to Christians, Lk I 17

,
Ac 1514

, He 49 al.

Xci.To-upY<>> -ia. Class. ' render a service to the
state at one's own o\pon~e/ LXX (vb. rnt>, subst.

nnh&), the service oi tho pi'n-i- in the Tent and
the Temple. So NT Lk I-3

, He 86 921 10". [The
classical idea is adopted in 2 Co 912, Ph 23U.]
Xvrp^w. Class, 'release on payment of ransom';

' deliver by payment of ransom.' In LXX of the
action of God,

' deliverance
' from evils, Dt 133

,

2 Sam 723, Ps 49 (48)
9 aL So in NT Lk 2421

(cf. Ac
7S5

). XiJTpov (* XvTpwo-us). Class. 'the price paid for
ransom.* In LXX \tirpov ^vx^ (

= "^ 'atonement')
Nu 3531

, Pr 138
, and Xtfrpoxm coupled with Xi rpure-

rat K TracrQv r&v dvo/uu&v atfroO, Ps 130 (129)"
1

"", ^how
that the later writers of the OT were approaching
the spiritual use of the words. Hence in NT
Xur/>5w Tit 214

, 1 P I18, -pov Mt 2028
,
Mk 1045 , -pwo-is

He 912.

P.-UCTTIIPLOV. Class, 'a secret/ a mystery known
only to the initiated. LXX 'hidden purpose, or
counsel'; of men, To 127- 11

, Jth 22 ; of God, Wis
222 622

. In NT of God's plan of salvation which
was not known until revealed to the Apostles, Mt
1311 (s=Mk 411

, Lk 810
), Ro II25 aL

VOJAOS. Class, 'usage/ 'custom'; 'law.' LXX
'the Mosaic law.' NT (a) the volume of 'the
Law/ Mt 125, or its contents as binding upon
Jews, Mt 517f-

; (b) a burdensome and ineffectual
system of commands and : ".V-.r- f-.un which
Christ has freed us, Ro 321

,. -. .
- -

; ; .. .

oljcoSop^co (*-fj^} t Class, buiiu. LXX metaph.
'grant prosperity to/ Ps 28 (27)

5
, Jer 33 (40)

7
. In

NT 'help and prosper spiritually/ 'edify' (this
use of the word was rendered easier by the thought
of Christians as being the '

building
' and ' temple

'

of God, Ac
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ovojjLa. Class, ^arne 3

; 'fame'; 'pretext.'
LXX, all that a person's name implies, his per-
sonality and attributes, 1 K 21 (3 K 20)

8
, Ca I3 .

Very freq. of the Name of God. So in NT, of
men Mt- 1041

, Jn 543b ; of God Mt 69
, Jn 1228

, and
frequently.

oijpavds. Class.
*

heaven/ 'sky.
9

LXX, a peri-
phrasis used by late Jews for the Divine Name (Dn
4-3a, 1 Mac 3181 - and freq.). NT in Lk 1518 - 21

(see
Dalman, The Words of Jesus, Eng. tr. 217-220,
andOlff.).

ircus. Class, 'child'; 'slave.' In LXX the
word acquired a special force as ivpiv-eiitiM^ n,

'servant of Jehovah '

; of men, Ps LL3 \ltej , Wi
213 al. ; of the Messianic Figure in Is 41. 42 etc.

So in NT of men who devoutly serve God, Lk I54 - G9
;

of the Messiah, Mt 1218
, Ac 313 - -6 427- 30

.

irapaSeicros. Class. i

park,' '*". '.. , "!".'

From the story of the garden of
word came to be t

"

f. .

"

Divinely given peac-

pha

in the OT for
. Ezk 2813

. In
*ecl the mean-Jewish apocryphal

-

ing of an upper region in the * third heaven 3

; cf.

2 Co 122 - 4
. Hence it was used of the abode of the

pious after death, Lk 2343, Rev 27
.

<7Tipcia> (*-aoy$s). Class, 'test,' 'try.' LXX
(
= npi) (a] of men trying God, Ex 172

, Dt 6 16
, Is 712

;

(b) of God testing men, Gn 221
. So in NT (a) Mt

47
, Ac 1510

; (b) 1 Co 109
. Hence freq. of 'tempta-

tion
'

by the Devil.

ircpC. The LXX use of Trepl [-HJs] a/j,aprta$ to

express nwn or n$$pp
f a sin-offering,' Lv618

<
25

> 1419

al., Ps 40
a
(39)

7
,
led 'to the use of -rrepL in the NT with

a sacrificial force, to expiate or atone for (sins)
"

(He 108
), Ko S3

, He 53 lO18 - 86 al.

TTpLTp,viv (*-TO/M$). Class. * cut round J

; 'cur-

tail'; 'intercept.' LXX freq. 'circumcise/ NT
(a)

' circumcise
'

(physically) ; (b)
'

separate from
lust and spiritual impurity,' Col 211

, Ro 229
(cf. Ex

6ia. so
>
Lv 26, Ezk 447

, Ac 751
).

'jricrT'Uiv, irto-Tis. The broad distinction between
the classical and the Biblical use is that in the
former 'belief is intellectual, in the latter it is

spiritual. (See Hatch, Hibbert Lectures 1888,
Lect. xi., and Essays in Biblical Greets, pp. 83-87 ;

,m M-I\ -TL ;

> .ri!u on Ro I 17
, 'The meaning of

I'.'i] :

'

t
.

irve-Ofxcu Class, 'wind,'
f

air'; 'spirit/ the life

principle of all created things; also '; :",
'" /

'afflatus'; later 'the all-pervading *-:'
Stoics. In the OT a moral force is added to the

word, a power derived from God, Ps 51 (50)
12 - 13

,

Job 328
, Is 4816 6P. Hence in NT (a] the <

spirit
*

of man, the highest part of his trichotomy ; (b) the

Holy Spirit.

iropvc-uw, -vea, -vr\* Class, 'commit fornica-

tion.
3 LXX metaph. of the M<r-ln|j.Irijr of idols

by Israel, God's bride, Hos I 2
!'

!

,
P- 7IJ .72,-

:

, Jer
36

al. Hence freq. in Apoc., and at least with the

underlying thought in Jn S41.

irpo<f>i]TT]s, -TC-UW (*-rea). Class, 'interpret an
oracle/ 'foretell.

3 In LXX and NT the words
gain a higher meaning than that of interpreting
the frenzied utterances of a fAdvns. A *

prophet
'

is

one inspired with a Divine intuition to declare
God's will both in historical events and in things
spiritual.

crcipf. Class, 'flesh
3

(physical). LXX and NT
(a) 'physical origin/ 'relationship/ Gn 3727

, Jg 92
,

2 S 51 1913
, Jn 36

, Ro I
3 U 14

. Gal 42 - 29
; (b) 'man/

considered as weak and mortal, Ps 56 (55)
5 78 (77)

39

al., Jn I
14

, Mt 1617
,
Tn 815

,
1 P I24 . Hence in NT

(c) the lowest part of human nature (opp. Tr^eO/^a)
with its tendency to sin, Mt 2641

, 1 Jn 2 ie*

;
and (d)

an unspiritual, unregenerate state, only in St.

Paul, Ro 84
'13 al.

O-KOTOS (* a-Koria}. Class, 'darkness/
'

obscurity.*
LXX attaches to it a moral significance, Job 3026

,

Ps 112 (111)
4
, Is o20 92

. So in NT, Mt 623, Lk I79H S5

%
Jn I 5 319 12a5 ^.

CTOJ^W, <r&>-r7p, -TTjpta, -Ti|ptov. Class. ' save '

(from injury, death, etc.). LXX to deliver from
the penalties of the Messianic iml^'in vi. Jl 202

(3
5
), Is4517 498 ftl. Hence in NT 'save from sin/Mt I

21
,
Lk 2" 1< 2 and frequently.

<f>ws, <|>wTi^(a (

w
-Ti<Tja6s). Class, subst. 'light

3

; vb.
'shine/ 'give light.' In LXX the subst. acquires
amoral force (opp. CTK&TOS), Ps 27 (26)

1 119 (IIS)
305

,

Is 520 and freq. ; and the vb. is used transitively
'to teach/ Ps 119 (118p, Sir 45 17

. Hence both in
NT

^freq.
of spiritual enlightenment and freedom.

X<ipi.s. Class, 'kind feeling'; 'a kindness done';
'

gratitude
3 and ' thanks '

; enjoyment.
3

In LXX
(=JD) freq. in the r\^r-,.vY,p. e

find favour before
God. 5 In NT this Kir-M.. -- .,. God becomes a two-
fold theological conception : (a) the undeserved
kindness by which man is saved from sin, (b) the
state of heart kept alive by the Holy Spirit in one
who has received God's grace.

^xpio^s- Class, 'to be rubbed on/ 'used as
ointment/ LXX * a person who is anointed 5

king, priest, or prophet for OT. Hence the
Messianic conception which gave rise to the NT
title

LITERATURE. Swete, Introd. to the OT in Greek ; art.

'-'' s '
'

'

Hatch, Essays in Biblical Greek ; Grimm-
'!" -' '-.'' ii ' Lexicon of the. NT; H. A. A. Kennedy,
Sources of NT Greek^', Dittmar, Vet. Teat, in Novo; Huhn,AT Citate u. JKeminiso. ivn, JV2 r

; Commentaries on the NT.
A very full Bibliography will be found at the end of Nestle's
art.

'

Bibelxibersetzung-en (Griechische)
'
in PRE3.
A H M*NEILE

SEPULCHRE. - See TOMB ; 'and for '

Holy
Sepulchre

'

see GOLGOTHA.

SERMON ON THE MOUNT. Professor Votaw's
learned and exhaustive article in the Extra Vol.
' r

TTj -':
' DB is a mine of information and

" " '

:::;. to which the reader is referred for a
tun treatment) of questions concerning the Sermon
on the Mount that must here be treated more
briefly.

i. Sources. The contents of Mt 5. 6. 7 are com-

monly regarded as ," ;i "i
"

."scourse, with
the title 'The Sen < n 1 : r M-. : s,

s on account
of the introductory statement in 5 1

. Some por-
tions of the contents of these chapters reappear,
with more or less difference of form, introduced
in a somewhat similar way, in Lk 6. Other say-
ings of Jesus contained in the three chapters of

Mt. are found scattered over the narrative in Lk.,
and a few are in Mk. ; two are duplicated in Mt.,
and one is duplicated in Lk. The following is the

Synoptic distribution of the Sermon :

Matthew.
51

58. 4. 6

511. 12

533
515
518
525. 26

) 529. SO, (2) 187. 8

(2) 199

Mark.

421

947. 48. 43, 45

Luke.
617. 20a

$201). 21

622 23

1434. 35

(1) 816, (2) 1133

1258 59

1618

112-4

1613

1222-84

119-13

1322.34

644-49

A comparison of these columns will bring out
certain clear results, viz. :

(1) Mk. is not the source of any of these sayings.
Only four verses or paragraphs of them are in tnat

Goppel at all. Of these four, three are also in Lk.
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A comparison between the several forms of the

three shows (a] that Lk. and Mt. are nearer to one

another than either of them is to Mk., and (b) that

in the two cases of duplicates in Mt. , Mk. is nearer

to Mt. 3

s second renderings of the sayings than to his

earlier renderings, which are those of the Sermon
on the Mount, showing that if Mt. is dependent
on Mk. in either case, it is in the later passages
where the -,u i'i=- ive given in another connexion,
not in the >< rmo'i. We may account for the

duplicates in this way. The first appearance of

them is due to the non-Markan source ; the second
is perhaps derived from Mk.

(2) It is now generally conceded that the main
sources of the common elements in the Synoptic
Gospels are Mk. , and the collection of Logia which

Papias says Matthew compiled and wrote in

Hebrew, or Aramaic. Further, it is agreed that

the Logia must have been translated into Greek,
and that it was in a Gr. form that our Evangelists
used it. More J1

y
J1 "

'""tFerences between
Mt. and Lk. in ".- of the same say-

ings, as well a
'

phenomena con-

nected with them, have led scholars to the con-

clusion that (a) there were two or more versions

of Matthew's Logia, or (b) that there were other
collections of sayings of Jesus besides that made
by Matthew (Wendt, Jiilicher, Wernle, J. Weiss,
Feine, Hawkins, Votaw, Ba v

. r-o" V\ V- J1
s

of these suggestions must be ! i :: ! .. N
"

less, even after julinii ting this, we may still recog-
nize the probnbiliiy iluii the Sermon, as we have
it in ow Firt Cio^'p*

1

]:
'* derived from Matthew's

Logia ; for (a) that Gospel apart from its open-
ing and closing sections consists virtually of Mk.,
split at 5 places, or as some reckon at 7 places,
with blocks of Logia wedged in at these openings,
the Sermon being the first such insertion ; and

(jS) since our chief collection of the sayings of Jesus
is that contained in Mt., since Papias ascribed to
the Apostle Matthew the only collection of Logia
he is reported to have mentioned, and since the

Gospel font fim!n<> it "hear- the name of that Apostle
in all I'atriMie retVrenoe-i to its origin, there is a
strong [

> re -
1 1 n 1

1
1 ii * 1 1 1 that the Logia it contains are

from MiL.ilie~A - collection, although this does not
forbid us to conclude that the collection may have
been used by the Evangelist in a revised form.

Nor, of course, does it exclude the suggestions of
:: -| !,.: :o i1 *. ;/ sses, etc., which can only be
<.-'; n-i i" i- 'i as they arise in the course of

the study of the text. The general conclusion is

that as a whole our Sermon on the Mount is

derived from Matthew's Logia in a Greek version.

2. Integrity. The question of the integrity of

the Sermon must be considered quite apart from
that of its genuineness. We may "be convinced
that the three chapters of Mt. contain only true

Logia of Jesus, and yet see reason to think that
these Logia were not all spoken on one and the
same occasion, in fact, that they do not actually
constitute a sermon, (a) The first difficulty arises
from the wealth and multiplicity of the utter-
ances. We have here a concise concentration of

many most pregnant sayings of Jesus. It is not
to be supposed that a popular audience could take
in so much at one hearing. But Jesus was wel-
comed everywhere by simple peasants and the

people generally much more than by trained
thinkers and the educated classes. Since e the
common people heard him gladly/ His style must
have beon <1juried to slow-moving minds; but
no popular preacher would pack so much into one
sermon as we have in Mt.'s three clinpiVr-.

(b} The variety of topics i '-ej ted in (he three

chapters is inconsistent with the unity of a single
discourse. Thus the encouragements to prayer
and the warnings against anxiety are alien to ttie

main topic in which the principles of the new
order are contrasted with the old laws and cus-

toms.

(c) A more important consideration arises from
a comparison of the portions of these chapters
which reappear in Lk. with the circumstances in

connexion with which they are there introduced.

A priori it is i"r.rolvl-.> that any Evangelist
would break up ,: !;-,:! of Christ and scatter

its sentences among his narratives, fitting them
into the incidents gratuitously. But a study of

the circumstances under which these sentences are

met with in Lk. inclines us to think that they are

in their right place. It will be observed that the

Gospel's most full and consecutive rendering of

sayings found in St. Matthew 5-7 is in St.

Luke 6. Provisionally wo may regard this chapter
as giving bt. Luke's version of the Sermon on
the Mount. Let us turn to those sayings of

the Mt. chapters that are in other parts of Lk.
First we have Mt 513

reappearing in_
Lk 14s4- 38

.

This is a warning against ! _ r< i,i !>;_ and be-

coming as salt that has lost ii - -;: \ <M.I . In Mt. it

has no evident connexion with the Beatitudes
that it follows ; in Lk., however, it occurs in con-

nexion with warnings of the danger of abandon-

ing the following of Christ after having com-

menced, and serves to clinch those warnings with
a final illustration. Moreover, this saying is also

in Mk. (9
50

), where it seems to have been intro-

duced by association with another reference to

salt in the previous verse. Therefore it would
seem to have been a floating logion, which natur-

ally found its way into Mt. J

s collection. In Mt.
the saying about salt losing its savour is followed

by that of the lamp under the bushel a logion
which appears in Mk. (4

21
) and twice in Lk. (8

16

II33
). None of these passages evinces much con-

nexion with its context. It is to be observed that
the second appearance in Lk. is nearer to Mt.
than the first, since it has f the bushel '

as the
: . ,,

*. 1 . ,-.
. also Mk. has, while the first

ii I !."'- ''. of it has * a vessel.
5 Here again

1 Vi1 - Ii
i
" '' have another floating legion.

The solemn" assurance that the Law cannot fail is

not more inirlli.jil.le in Lk. (16
17 - 18

) than in Mt
518

; this, I'ser-'icie. is rather exceptional. The
next of the Third F.Min^eli-i*- departures from
the order of the Seiinon OM ilie Mount in Mt. is

Lk 1258 - 59 which oorro-pon-ls to Mt 525 - 26
. This is

the advice to agree quickly with an adversary lest

it be too late, and a serious judicial sentence have
to be submitted to. In Mt. this follows advice
to be reconciled with a brotl <-M

j
IMI: !,"* of the

higher principles of Christ's '.<,;'!;.. v. Iii- "i forbid
the quarrelsome temper. In Lk. it follows the
wn riling- of the approach of a day of reckoning.
In noil her place is it inappropriate. Perluip* it

was spoken on two occasions. We must always
allow for that possibility. The next three cases
are more convincing. JVtt. has the Lord's Prayer
following warnings against hypocrisy in prayer,
which are associated with other cases of hypocrisy
(Mt 61"18

). The subject of this whole ]-,jr,');jrM]>li i-

xmostentatious sincerity, as opposed to j/n lei tion-

hypocrisy*. In Lk. (II
1*4

) the Lord's Prayer is intro-

duced after Christ's disciples have asked Him to

teach them to pray, as John had taught his dis-

ciples to pray. Tnus it comes npproprintely a-?

a nsoilel prnyer. while in Mt. no form of prayer
is immoiliMr'oh required when the subject is

privacy in prayer as against public display. Next,
the warning against worldly anxiety (Mt 619"84

)

has no direct connexion with the rest of the
Sermon on the Mount. In Lk 1222

*34 it follows

the warning against cpvetousness
and the parable

of the Rich Fool, which were occasioned by one
of the multitude appealing to Jesus to decide a
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question of inheritance between himself and his

brother. Lastly, the saying about the narrow
gate (Mt 713a 14

) appears in Lk. in reply to the
question whether they are few that be saved (Lk
1322-24) !

For such reasons it is now generally admitted
that the three chapters in Mt. contain sayings of
Jesus which were not parts of i

1 ---
('"i^ii

1

,,

1

Sermon.
This fact, however, does not r.i-ufv / assertion
that Matthew's Sermon on the Mount *

is a com-
position rather than an actual address '

(Moffatt,
EBi, vol. iv. col. 4377). While Bacon rules out
the matter which is not in Lk 6, and is scattered
over other parts of Lk., he allows that the Sermon,
apart from such interpolations of alien sayings
of Jesus, is a connected discourse (The Sermon on
the Mount: Its Literary Structure, etc.). Votaw,
while admitting some interpolations, vindicates
the uNv.S-'^p.irt of Mt.'s rendering of it (foe. tit.

Ep.
7 -!';. Tl-i- fact that we have a block of Logia

ere inserted in the narrative of Mt. is no proof
that much, if not all of it, ir,

;
:

' 1

..-
1 " 1

,

'

;,

single discourse. Moreover, t '....." : -

'

duction (^-o 1

) indicates an ",:; ,. "i -, ..

given on a specific occasion. It is the same with
the parallel in Lk 617 "20

. Then there is a clearly
marked unity in those parts of the Sermon in Mt.
that remain after the apparently alien matter has
been removed, and this is the case with the whole
of Lk. 's shorter version. Nor need we cut down
the Sermon to the limits of what is contained in

Lk., for there was an evident reason for the Third
Evangelist's omission of the references to the
Pharisees arid to Jewish customs which Mt. has
preserved, since the former was writing for Gen-
tiles who would not be interested in these matters ;

while, on the other hand, they are evidently
integral to the discourse as this is given in Mt.,
because they help to bring out the ethical prin-
ciples of the new order that Christ was introducing
by contrast with the old order that He was super-
seding.

3. Original form. A comparison of Mt 5-7 with
the parallel passages in Lk.

'

: :;."\ with the
discourse in Lk 6) raises the : "--'i ,* to which
of these two versions of our Lord s utterances is

the more original. For, while it has been main-
tained (by Auger, Greswell, Osiander, Patricius,
Plumptre, Sadler, etc.) that we have here reports
of sermons given on two occasions, this view is not
widely accepted by scholars at the present day.*
It is not to

t
be denied that Jesus may have repeated

the same discourse on more than one occasion.

But, in the present case, it is to be observed :

(a) Each r.%,,"..l
: - ! ,,> only one report, neither

betraying ;::> i-uiv '-.' that the Sermon was
preached iv, i,'.'. /, |;. (

. Evangelists describe the
same circumstances in introducing the Sermon
i.e. Mi- ;:a'li In..: of the multitude, the collecting
of '!i-'i:!i'-. ;\\\ i ; V> connexion of the scene with a
mo'.iMi*: 1

!! fur lii-i'i: !i in Mt. the Sermon is on the
mountain and in Lk. on a level place after Jesus
had come down, this is only one of the small dis-

crepancies invariably met with in separate account s

of the same event, and, in fact, it doos not involve
a direct contradiction even in the details referred
to), (c) The character of the Sermon and its

position in the life and work of Christ give it a
unique value as the presentation of fundamental
principles for the guidance of Christ's disciples in
their conduct among men. But if we grant that
we have here two reports of one and the same dis-

course, the striking differences between them lead
us to ask, In what form was this discourse actually
given ? In the first place, it cannot be that either

* See Paul Feine,
' Ueber das gegenseit. Verhaltniss d. Texte

der Bergpredigt bei Mat. und Luk.' (Jahrb. f.prot. Theol. xi. 1) ;

also Plummer, 'Sfc. Luke' (ICC), pp. 176-179.

VOL. ii. 39

of the two Evangelists simply used and altered
materials that he had derived from the other, for

on^wider grounds it seems to be demonstrated that
neither drew upon the other in any case

; the pro-
bability is that while both knew Mk., neither the
First nor the Third Evangelist knew the other (see
Wernle, Die Synopt. Frage, p. 20). Nor can so
violent

1 "" "" *
". materials be charged

against For a similar reason,
we cann were both dependent
on the same version or Mattnew's Logia ; because,
if so, one or both of them must have treated
its venerated contents consisting of reports of
the sayings of Jesus in the same unscrupulous
way. They must have been working on two differ-
ent collections of Logia, though perhaps both
iirmary Iw-o-i n Matthew's Hebrew collection;

'

i i \ i

!;_!
i <' must have taken place earlier

,:.:MO I

:; i">v-;> ';-!;! transcribers bym- ; -\;-
""

-.ayo-._
il:; :

i M:S be the case, the , * ,
'

1

*-." between the two reports is exceedingly
Probably neither can be preferred in all

respects to the other. In some eases Mt. appears
to be the more correct, but in other cases the
probability is with Luke.
In this connexion the most important question

is that of the original form of the Beatitudes, in

regard to which the following points claim our
attention : (1) In Mt. there are 7 (or perhaps 8)
Beatitudes ; in Lk. there are 4 Beatitudes, followed

by 4 Woes which do not appear in Mt. (2) The
Beatitudes in Mt. are (all but the last) in the 3rd
person : those in Lk. are in the 2nd person. (3)
The Mt. Beatitudes describe character and its

<-.v"v,j. ,; ,>;' rewards ; those in Lk. describe only
social conditions and the future reversal of them.
Now, in favour of the originality of Mt., it may be
urged that the greater spiritual value of its version
of the Beatitudes points to their originalitv, for we
cannot believe that it was given to copyists and
catechists to greatly enrich their Master's teach-

ings. On the' other hand, tlio following points
should be noted : (a) It is not denied iliar the four
Beatitudes not found in Lk. are genuine and char-
acteristic sayings of Jesus. Assuredly the blessing
on the pure in heart, which is amon^ them, fell

from His lips. But we may admit the genuineness
of the sayings and yet deny them a place in the
original Sermon on the Mount; for it has been
shown above that Mt.'s three chapters contain
insertions of sayings of Jesus spoken on various
occasions, (b) The First Evangelist or St.
Matthew himself, the author of olie Logia else-
where makes collections of sevens. Thus he gives
7 clauses in the Lord's Prayer (6

9~a3
), 7 parables

(ch. 13), 7 woes (ch. 23). The genealogy consists
of a triad of fourteens (I

1'16
). [See Hawkins, HOT.

fytitfjtt. pp. 133, 134]. We know that Jesus uttered
beaut inlcs on other occasions (e.g. II6 1316 1617 2446 ).

(c) It is difficult to think that if our Lord gave the
-

j \ I i ,.r

-
i _;

*

s : j i

""

1y with their ethical and spiritual
<-li,<!

-

,!--v-";/j, :"<:. this could linvo dropjKirl out ac-

cidentally, or have been dHiliomroly i-liminrr-'d so
as to confine them to social relations. To attribute
the alteration to St. Luke's *Ebionism/ is to
accuse the Third Evangelist of an offence in flat

contradiction to his honest, declared purpose (/td,uofc

TraprjKdXov&irjKbTi frvaOcv Tracru/ aKptpeos, Lk I3 ), (d] If,

however, Jesus gave the Beatitudes as in Lk., His
disciples may have discerned in them a deeper
meaning, knowing that He was accustomed to

speak in parables; or He Himself may have ex-

plained them, for we must remember that in the

Gospels we have excerpts from the teachings of

Jesus, pregnant sayings, parables, and aphorisms
that stuck in the memory, while the fuller ex-

position which must often have followed is rarely
given, perhaps never completely, (e) It is more
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likely that Jesus, when .'-V. i \ --i 1

;_
His own dis-

ciples, would have used the 2iiu person than that a
later hand would have turned the 3rd person style of

speech into the 2nd. The direct address is the more
original in form ; it would be natural for catechists
i" _<

>

;-
ii

,,'!"/-
J1

is, rather than the reverse. We
!..!! i". -.; v :

. was according to St. Luke's style
for the 2nd person to be substituted for the 3rd, for

the reverse is the case ; almost every other ascrip-
tion of blessedness in Lk. is in the 3rd person (i.e.

I45 723 1023 II27 - 28 1237* 3S - 43 1415 2329
),* while in Mt. we

have benedictions in the 2nd person (i. c. 1316 1617
?

although II6 2446 are in the 3rd person). Mt. even
concludes the Sermon on the Mount Beatitudes
with one thrown into the 2nd person style (5

11
).

(/) It must be admitted that the Woes upon the
rich seem out of place in an address to Christ's

disciples. These, like the Beatitudes in Lk., are
in the 2nd person ; they must be taken as apos-
trophizing the absent. Still, it was our Lord's
method on other occasions to speak antithetically
(e.g. Mt 619 - 20 7"- "- w-a? 8n. 12^ Qn the \yhole,
these considerations point to Lk.'s as the original
version of the Beatitudes.

In the teaching on divorce, Lk.'s absolute state-

ment (16
18

) must be preferred to Mt.'s more quali-
fied form of the saying (o

fl-\ <-oril<ii",m<i the clause

Trape/eros X6yov -rropveias, a 1

though 'hU recurs in Mt
199

(so Holtzmann, Hand-Corn. ; but/ Swete, St.

Mark, accepts the clause as original), because

(Of) it is not found in the more primitive version
of the saying in Mk 1011 - 12

,
and (b) the softening of

j ii L j : i )
|
v 1 1 o n

J
1 y harsh saying by a gloss

th<- (\ -i'"

1

.'" \ -/ scribes.

The case of the I .!"- I*''. y.-"is more difficult.

We saw above that the way in which it is intro-

duced in Lk. points to the conclusion that the

original setting of it was in the incident there
recorded rather than in the Sermon on the Mount.
Jesus may well have given, the Prayer more than
once (so Bernard in Hastings' DB, vol. iv. p. 43a

),

but in Lk. it certainly appears as something new
for the benefit of the disciples in answer to their

request, and this is later than the version in the
Sermon.
The two versions are as follows :

Mt 69-13 Ry.
Our Father which, art in

heaven,
Hallowed be thy name.
Thy kingdom come.
Thy will he done, as in

heaven, so on earth.

t

Give us this day our daily
(itrtaufftov) bread.
And forgive us our debts,

as we also have forgiven our
debtors.
And bring us not into temp-

tation, but deliver us from the
evil one.

Lk 112-4 RV.
Father,

Hallowed be thy name.
Thy kingdom come.

t
Give us day by day our daily

(Ivrtovtriov) bread.
And forgive us our sins : for

we ourselves also forgive every
one that is indebted to us.
And bring- us not into temp-

tation.

AV of Lk. had all the clauses in Mt., but there
is ample justification for the omissions seen in KV
(see art. LORD'S PRAYER, p. 57b

). They could easily
have come in through assimilation to Mt. The
enrichment of the Invocation would be a natural
growth. Elsewhere Mt. shows a penchant for the
use of the word ' heaven.* Thus he, and he alone,
has the expression *the kingdom of heaven/ else-
where invariably

' the kingdom of God.' In Ko S15

we have f
Abba, Father/ as the Christian invoca-

tion ; cf. Mk 14s6 (see Wellhausen, Einl&it. in die
drei ersten Evangelien, p. 38). The clause '

Thy will
be clone,

3

etc. (which is better attested than the
other omitted words, since it is in &), may be re-

garded as an expansion of the clause which pre-
cedes it

{

Thy
* '

. -fie' founded on words
of Jesus spoker i occasion (Mt 26", Mk

* Lk 14J-4 is in the 2nd person ; but this takes the form of a
promise, not that of benediction ; similarly Lk I22.

1426
, Lk 2242

). The final clause in Mt. may be
taken as the antithesis and completion of the
clause ' and bring us not into temptation.

'

These
points seem to be in favour of the "

";

: '

r.li' y of

Lk. Nevertheless, it was the Mt. :s:. i.irm

of the Prayer that was adopted in the Church, as
far as we have evidence, from the earliest time, for

this is the form in the Didache (viii. ). Both forms
must be traced to a common Greek tr. of the Aram,
original, since they both contain the rare and
difficult word eirioiuffLov. Dr. Chase considers that

they both exhibit the Prayer as changed for

liturgical purposes.
* Dr. Plummer considers that

Mt.'s form of the Prayer is the nearer to the

original (Hastings' DB iii. 141 f . ). Thus he points
out that the Sbs y/juv vfi^epov of Mt 611 is more
likely to be genuine than the diSov y/juv rb K&6'

iifjidpav of Lk II 3
, because (a] Kad

7

Tj^pav occurs in

NT in St. Luke's writings only (Lk 1947, Ac 17n )>

and (b) the present form of the verb (8L8ov} 3 which
this involves, is an exception to the forms in the
other clauses, which have aorists, as Mt. has here

(56s).

It is not so easy to account for the omission of

whole clauses by Lk. Ac<-:oi<Un;_:h . Dr. Plummer
holds that Christ gave the Pray-' <"
two different occasions in two : -

But it has been pointed out that Lk.'s occasion

requires us to view it as the first introduction of

the Prayer, and yet this is later than the Sermon
on the Mount. Besides, we must compare the
briefer form of the Prayer with the briefer form of

the Beatitudes. In both cases it is likely that the

explanation is the same. Either Lk. abbreviates
in both cases, or Mt. expands in both cases. With
the Beatitudes we saw that the latter is the pro-

bability. Moreover, viewing Mt. as a whole, we
see in it a fulness of expression not found in the
other Gospels, due possibly to a catechetical use
of the sayings of Christ. Thus we have the sign
of Jonah explained in Mt 1240 with a reference to
the whale, while it is left indefinite in Lk 1 180

; in
Mt 1616 ' the Son of the living God ' added to St.

Peter's confession in Mk 829 c Thou art the Christ/
where Lk 9- has ' the Christ of God '

; in Mt 16-8

*the Son of Man coining in his kingdom,' while
Mk 91 and Lk 927 have only

' the kingdom of God,'
etc. ; at Mt 2628 * unto remission of sins

* with refer-

ence to the blood of the covenant at the Lord's

Supper, a clause not found in Mk 1424
, Lk 2220

,

1 Co II25 . Still Lk. has characteristic additions,
such as in the verse, *I am not come to call the

righteous, but sinners to .

' ' """
where

the last two words appeal :,..'., gloss,
since they are not found in Mt 91S

, Mk 217
,
and are

not required by the context, but are congenial to
Lk., the penitents' Gospel. Lk. has also char-
acteristic alterations

;
for instance, for good

things' in Mt 711
, Lk II 13 has 'the Holy Spirit,'

in accordance with tha' G.,.-. "\ .

," .

";. fre-

quent references to the **; "". ! .

"

; the
probability of originality' with Mt. in this case.
Therefore we cannot make an invariable rule of

giving Lk. the pvoforeii <.. While, however, we
cannot be ]o-hi\c in nodding the question, the
reasons stated above seem, on"the whole, to point
to Lk.'s version of the Lord's Prayer as the more

original.
While admitting this, we may hold it

it Mt.'s additional clauses are echoes
of Jesus given on other occasions, or

of His own explanations of the Prayer, analogously
to the case of Mt.'s Beatitudes compared with Lk.'s.

See, further, art. LORD'S PRAYER.
In other parts of the Sermon on the Mount the

question of priority and superiority of authority is
of ]e=>s importance, since the divergences between

* TS, vol. i. No. 3 ; this is cited by Dr. Plummer in IOC on
'
St. Luke.'
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Mt. and Lk. are less significant (see Wellhausen,
Einleitung, pp. 67-73).

3. Scene and circumstances. A Latin tradition,
that cannot be traced back earlier than the 13th
cent, and is not found in the Eastern Church,
gives Karn Hattin, a two-peaked hill a little

south-west of the plain of Gennesaret, as the

locality of the delivery of the Sermon. All that
can be said in its favour is that this mountain
would be a very suitable spot ; but there is no
means of confirming so late a tradition. There is

a discrepancy between Mt. and Lk., the one stat-

ing that Jesus gave the Sermon when He was on
the mountain, the other that it was on a level

place after He had come down from the mountain.
It has been suggested by the harmonists that the
level place might be somewhere among the hollows
and shoulders of the mountain, so that, while Jesus
had to descend to it, it was still in some degree on
the mountain. But while this may be allowed as
a possibility, the <1

: - ivi-r. :u \ '.- --"ly one of marly
that are scattered < , 'uM -

!-, most of which
may be .,; ^ C, as too trivial to affect the ques-
tion of

'

-IP 'i- i
;

.

The circumstances under which the Sermon on
the Mount was delivered justify the exceptional
importance that has always been attached to it.

It was given early in our Lord's ministry, though
nob at the commencement. It belongs to the first

year, before the disfavour of the authorities had
arisen, or at all events before it had become
serious ; but it is sufficiently late for the popularity
of the new Teacher to have reached a climax.
The priim(i\o stage of the Galiloean mission con-
sUio<l of ;t round of ]:> .:\lii!

i

-j in the synagogues;
the second stage, -'ii 1 in !

:
!-.' first year, is char-

acterized more by open-air preaching, necessitated

by the vast growth of the crowds who pressed to
hear the popular Teacher, and by their insistence
on hearing Him in season and out of season
without waiting for the set times of the synagogue
services. Internally the teaching of Jesus has
undergone development. At the primitive stage
it followed closely the lines laid down by John the

Baptist, and could be summarized under the
formula,

*

Repent : for the kingdom of heaven is at

hand/ that is to say, it was an announcement of
the coming Kingdom. But at the more advanced
stages, to which the great Sermon belongs, Jesus
had passed on from *

preaching
3

(Krfpvyjut.a,) to teach-

ing (St5a<7/caAa), and was now expounding the
nature of the Kingdom, its character, principles,
processes. The Sermon on the Mount comes into
this category. It is teaching, rather than preach-
ing. Further, as a consequence, it was originally
designed for disciples, for those who seriously
desired to learn. This is made evident by the
introductions of both Evangelists. In Mt. we
read, And seeing the multitudes (rot>s &x^ vs), he
went UJD into the mountain : and when lie had sat

down, his disciples (ot juLaQyrcti atfrou) came unto Mm :

and lie opened his mouth, and taught them (atfrotfs),'

i.e. the disciples (Mt 51- 2
). Here the distinction

between the crowd and the learners is very marked.
It was to avoid the crowd that Jesus retreated to
the mountain a common habit, referred to on
several occasions. Then the eager inquirers fol-

lowed ; and finding Him there, led Him to speak to

them, or, as seems more likely, they came at His
own invitation. The situation is not so clear in

Lk., where the coming of the crowd to Christ
follows His visit to the mountain, which He had
ascended for prayer (Lk 612

), and where He had
chosen the Twelve Apostles (v.

13
) and whence He

had come down with them, after which He ' stood
on a level place' (v.

17
). Still Lk. preserves the

distinction between the disciples and the crowd by
saying, 'And a great multitude of his disciples,

and a great number of the people from all Judaea,'
etc. (v.

17
). Having described the cures, which in

Mt. preceded the ascent of the mountain, he says,
'And he lifted up his eyes on his disciples, and
said/ etc. here commencing his version of the

great Sermon. Thus in Lk. this is delivered to the
Erst of the two groups, the disciples in distinction
from the crowd, as in Mt. Moreover, the use of the
2nd person in the Lukan version of the Beatitudes

evidently indicates disciples a fact which the apos-
trophe of the absent rich does not nullify ; because
in each case a specific class, not the mixed multitude,
is ' '

|

'

Vs we proceed with the Sermon,
th . emerges. It is only to His own
disciples that J esiis could say,

' Ye are the salt of
the earth' . . .

{ Ye are the light of the world 3

(Mt 513> M
). It is no objection that towards the

end of the discourse Jesus says, 'Not every one
that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into
the kingdom of heaven,' etc. (7

21
), and concludes

with the parable of the Two Foundations, because
these warnings might well be needed by many
disciples. There was a traitor even among the
Twelve. We are not to conclude, however, that
these disciples consisted only of the Apostles. St.
Luke had * xi-'v- 1;.

-. V ;hat f there was a great
multitude : i i

- -

2 '' s (Tik 617
) present on this

occasion.
In Lk. (6

13
) the Sermon follows the choosing and

appointment of the Apostles ; and this fact has led
some to regard it as 'the charge to the Twelve.'
But in Mt. there is no description of the choice of
the Apostles, and they are nol r-| \,\".\ associated
with the Sermon. In both <<-]_

- !s. introduc-
tion of the Sermon introduces a much larger audi-
ence. All the genuine 'hearers of the word,

3

all

who expressly bought out Jesus and set themselves
to learn of I lira, are included in the comprehensive
group of f

disciples.
3

Still the audience was virtu-

ally confined to this group. The Sermon was for

disciples, not for the world at large. It may be

pointed out, on the other hand, that while the
introduction to the Sermon in both Gospels has
this indication, the comments which follow it in
each case seem to point to the general public.
Thus in Mt 728 it is said,

' And it came to pass,
when Jesus ended these words, the multitudes
were astonished at Ms teaching,' etc., and in Lk
71 ' After he had ended all his sayings in the ears
of : In; //-'./.A'.' The language, however, is indefinite
in !: h rsi--- and perhaps not specially considered,
for no emphasis is here laid on the nature of the
hearers, as was the case in the introductory descrip-
tions.

5. Purpose and character. The purpose of the
Sermon on the Mount can be understood only
when account is taken of the audience to which it

was addressed. Since this audience consisted of

disciples and not the public, we must read the
discourse as an ethical directory for Christians.
Therefore the question as to whether its precepts
can be embodied in the laws of the State is irrele-

vant. A group of Galilsean peasants in a province
of the Roman Emph

""

,,"!
'"

*'v /hatever to do
with the business of

'

!. '-::... even in con-
':. i

-Vi
1

'

: *-f (he future spread of Christianity it

': . i- ", ' been the intention of Christ that

principles which He desired to see working outward
from the heart should be imp^od np"ii \\ (Com-

munity by force with the external ,-mtliorii y of the

magistrate. But while it is a Mistake to regard
the Sermon on the Mount as a model for civil and
criminal law, on the other hand it would be an
error to abandon its ideal in favour of a lower
code of ethics even in the police courts. The
.y-

' Y .
r rhrist will always desire to see His will

. : but this does not mean that he is at

liberty to force his Master's precepts on a society
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that is reluctant to obey them because it has not

submitted to the authority from which they eman-
j

ated. If we can look forward to a condition in

which the State is effectually Christianized, then

we shall have a society in which the nmjii-hvao i-

not needed; that is to say, the removal <f iho

conditions which now prevent the Sermon on the

Mount being applied in the police court will

abolish the police court itself as an anachronism.
Therefore we must view the Sermon on the Mount
as primarily aiming at the direction of the conduct
of Christians in their personal behaviour as indi-

viduals and members of a brotherhood. It has
relations to the outside world in so far as Christian
men and women have such relations. For instance,
commands about love to enemies and kindness to

persecutors are especially concerned with the

conduct of Christians towards people who are not
of their own fellowship. Still, it is the conduct of

Christians only that is considered. These con-

siderations -should safeguard the interpreter against
two other iiii^appioU^ii^ion- : (1) It is an error to

regard the (Sermon on the Mount as the sura and
substance of Christianity, and to condemn^ later

developments as not of the essence of Christianity
(Hatch, Harnack). We have no evidence that
Jesus Christ intended to put His whole message
into this one discourse. He is here discussing the
ethics of the Kingdom of heaven. Elsewhere He
treats of other features of "i 1C"

1

. "; . (2) Since
this discourse lays down x

- v 1

\-

'

onduct for

disciples'il'i. ;.'i.-. Ii- ", V-V| must have been pre-
viously r- ,-l'Ii-'- I :!' ' '!" ways (e.g. denying-
self, taking up the cross, following Christ, turning
and becoming as little children, etc., as elsewhere
indicated by_

Jesus Christ).
In the main, the Sermon on the Mount indicates

the character of life and conduct that Jesus Christ
commends to His il:-<r": T - ;- -*ie rule of life.

Commencing with ~*\\^ U-MM :!>-, He points out
the way to true happiness. This is more apparent
in Mt. than in Lk. ; but if the Beatitudes in the
former Gospel may be taken as at least a true

exposition of the deeper meaning of the simpler
felicitations in the latter Gospel, it is safe to say
that Jesus here teaches that blessedness is associ-

ated with character. The conduct commended
throughout the Sermon is set forth by Christ as a
fulfilment of the Law and the Prophets (Mt 517

).

It completes what was imperfect in the earlier re-

ligion by realizing its essential principles and
developing them to perfection. The con-rouenoo
is that external precepts of the moro prinuuve
condition are fjln-o^nl'Ml -not universally, but
wherever they * Hill i v. ii li a later ethical develop-
ment. This applies to the Sacred Torah as well as
to traditions of the scribes, as in the examples of

hatred, divorce, swearing, and revenge, formerly
permitted under certain conditions, though regu-
lated and restrained by the Law, but, now nlM>-

lutely forbidden by Christ. In the next place,
conduct condoned "or even honoured hitherto is

condemned as unworthy of ihc higher standard set

up by Christ. In Canicular, ostentation in alms-

giving, in public praying, and in fasting is repro-
bated, and the habit of judging others is reproved.

ence to this instruction. The principal interpola-
tions consist of (1) two |i;>--<'i<Lro- MV'iurMjjrin^i prayer
(Mfc69*15 77

"11
), and (2) one long passage discouraging

worldly anxiety (6
19-34

). They rest their exhorta-
tions equally on the Fatherly goodness of God.
They are among the choicest and most beautiful of
our Lord's teaching-, plainly \ indicating their right
to places in the T.f/fft" by ilioir character as of the

inner essence of His message, even if their incon-

sistency with the flow of the argument in the

Sermon, supported by the fact that they are placed
in other parts of His narrative by Lk. , leads us to

regard them as out of place when inserted in this

particular discourse.

See also such articles as AUTHORITY OF CHRIST,
LAW, TEACHING OF CHRIST, etc. etc.
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SERPENT. The prevalence of serpents in an-

cient Palestine is illustrated "by the fact that no
fewer than 11 Heb. words are rendered 'serpent'
in OT, Tristram (Nat. Hist, of Bible) states that

33 different species of serpent are still found in

Syria. Of IS varieties which he himself secured,
13 were innocuous and 4 deadly, including cobras

and vipers. Naturally there are numerous refer-

ences, in the OT, in the NT, and in Rabbinical

literature, to serpents as well-known but generally
disagreeable inhabitants of tho country. So un-

pleasantly common were they, Uiai ii \\a< regarded
as one of the perpetual miracles of Jerusalem that
no one was ever bitten by a serpent there. The
references in the Gospels may conveniently be

grouped under three heads.
1. In Mt 1016 our Lord charges His disciples,

' Be
ye wise as ser

*" * ' ' '

us oi #0ets). There

may be here a 31 ' the serpent was
more subtil (DVISJ) than any beast of the field.

5 The
Heb. word means 'shrewd,

5 and is used also in a

good sense (cf. Pr 1216- 23
), although the parallel

root in Arabic suggests only a bad sense. It is

probable, however, that our Lord refers to the
well-known habits of the serpent, its ability to

conceal itself in unexpected !.. -. ,vd to escape

swiftly and silently in time
'

.,:, -,i (cf. 01? &$}
* the swift serpent RV, Job 2o^, Is ^j.

2. But the phrase which follows in Mt 1016 * and
harmless (d/cerpcuoi) as doves,' suggests that there
was also in the mind of Jesus the equally well-
known rep MI]!:":! of the serpent as a dangerous
rupiilo ; i;i

-

.il !:- is borne out by other passages in
i ho Go^pd-. Almost parallel are Mk 1618 'they
shall take up serpents,' and Lk 1019 * I give you
power over serpents

*

; while the noxious and re-

pulsive nature of the serpent is referred to in Mt
710

, Lk lln e
if he ask a fish, will he give him a

serpent ?
'

In all the above passages, 3$ts, the generic name for a serpent,
is used. But in Mt 37 12&* 2333, Lk 37 we find wow, which
probably means H . /("-',. i-nf MMM- :. .v,<! '- rendered 'viper*
both in AV and K\ . l-i ""-I

1

-I'. 1
''

.'i--
-

i- 1 : !' ;- both words to
describe the Phai.Ioui- -n^its 9 wv>9,fjutr t^iwcav,

*

serpents, off-

spring- [see GENERATION] of vipers
'

(cf. Mic 7*7).

3. Very different is the passage Jn 314 'and
as Moses lifted up the serpent (rbv 6$iv) in the
wilderness, so must the Son of Man be lifted up,*
where the reference is to the Blague of serpents
among the Israelites in the wilderness and the
miraculous cure, as recorded in Nu 216"9

. Full
consideration of this pji Ji^c. and of its relation
to 2 K I84, does not frill wiiiiin the scope of this
article (see art.

e Nehushtan ' in Hastings' DB iiL

510b). It is interesting, however, to 7iote, in con-
nexion with Jn 314, that both passages in the OT
have been regarded as pointing to serpent-worship
in some form among the early Hebrews.

LITERATURE. On the symbolism of the serpent : Bmidissin,
Stud-ten zwr Semit. Religwngesch. i. 257-292; Nolctake, 'Die
Schlange nach arab. "Volksglauben

' in ZUchr. f.
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logie. On natural history : Tristram, Nat. Hist, of the Bible
;

O.n .-

"
. TV r?

'"
! "', 5

'

.Doughty,
"

"'." _ ' "'.'_ .VJ ^- tr-> ii-

272; ^!i\

2U; ll:'-i
pp. 208-

:OTT.

SERUG. A link in our Lord's genealogy (Lk
335

> AV Sariwh).

SERYANT. See artt. SERVICE, SLAVE ; and for
c Servant of the Lord '

see PROPHET, p. 432a.

SERVICE. There are 5 words which with their
derivatives are used to convey the idea of * service '

in the NT : Aecrou/ryetJ', Aarpetfet7>, birTjpgTys, (Jid/ccwos,

and 5ov\os. Of these \eirovpyew (\etros= 5i}ju,b<rio5 and
fyyov) is used to denote service rendered to the
State. It indicates the unreckoned generosity,
the uncalculating devotion of patriotic service of

city or country. This idea is fully indicated in
such passages as E-o 1516

,
Ph 217

, and in connexion
with Siatcovia in 2 Co 912

. The word was early used
in the Christian Church to indicate the service of

God in special offices and ministries. Thus in the
one passage in which it appears in the Gospels
(Lk I23 ) it is used of the priest Zacharias, as it

is afterwards used of the great High Priest in
He 8lff\ Very much the same may be said of the
second word XaTpefaiv. In classical Greek it was
used of the service of the gods, and in the NT it is

used of the service rendered to Jehovah by the
whole tribe of Israel (Ac 267 and Ko 94

). Thus
Augustine says :

*

\arpela . . . aut semper aut tarn

frequenter ut fere semper, ea dicitur servitus qu@e
pen met nd colendum Deum' (c. Faust. 20, 21).
ThN <lUiiiici use of the word appears in all those

passages in which it is used in the Gospels r Mt
410, Lk I 74 237 . Though these words are full of

-i,L'r>ifi ,-,'! tr as used in the NT, we need not in this
rn icli- ( N-jiinine further into their use, inasmuch as

they do not appear in the Gospels in connexion
with that form of service which Christ either illus-

trated in Himself or explicitly taught. It is in
the remaining words that we must find whatever
h'jitlii'!' i- -u-gested by the terminology of the
FI\;inLi-!;-r-.

<; .
' * i

-
1 1 -i i i in what was doubtless the original

meaning of the word, i.e. onewho waits at table,'
in Jn 25 - 9

(see also Mt 2213 and Jn 122 ). It repre-
sents the servant in his activity rather than in any
relation to his Lord. The SidKovos executes the
commands of his master. Thus, while in Mt 222~14

the SoOXos invites the guests to the feast, it is the
8t.dKovos who expels the unworthy guest. Another
word closely allied in use to dL&Kovos is ti-mjpfrrts,

'the rower, then the subordinate official, and then
the performer of any hard labour (Mt 525

,
Lk 420

).

The difference between the two words is to be
sought in the direction of the official relation of
the tiTTTjptryjs to his master.

By far the most commonly used word in this
connexion is 5ouXos, the bondservant.' It is used
almost as an equivalent to dtdKovos to indicate the
lowliness of the ^ervicc rendered. "Where the two
words are brought into

."
.\ !.':

"

differ-

ence between them seem?'
"

'!. '. while
fadfcovos indicates the activity of the servant, 8oy\o$
indicates rather the completeness of his subordina-
tion. Thus, in speakiujr of Christ, St. Paul calls

Him the OL&KOVOS of the circumcision (Ho 158
), while

he says that He took upon Him the pop<pty 8oti\ov

(Ph 27). So also in Lk 1237 watchfulness is the
token of the activity of the servant. The humility
of service, therefore, while not lacking entirely from
the word StaKovos, belongs more particularly to
SoOXos. It is on the lines of this distinction that
the word** of Christ as recorded in Mt 202B> 28 may
be explained. There it will be seen that, while
di&Kovo$ is the antithesis of Awfyas, the antithesis of

dov\o$ is found in irp&ros ; as though Christ would
teach that true greatness lies in the doing of

service, while the highest position in His King-
dom

^ belongs to him who will accept the lowly
position of the slave.

In tins last passage and again in Lk 2228 Christ
lays down service as the law of His Kingdom.
The position of a minister was that which He
accepted for Himself ;

c He came not to be minis-
tered unto, but to minister' (Mt 2028

), and He looked
to those who would follow Him to accept a similar
rule of life for themselves (Lk 2226, Jn 1316

,
cf.

1216). This idea of service as the law of the King-
dom of God was no new one in Jewish thought.
Many years before, the author of Is 40-56 had
spoken of both the deliverer and the delivered as
the servant of Jehovah. 3 Both He who through

suffering should redeem the people, and the people
themselves, idealized as they were in the vision of
the seer, were to serve. The one was to be t de-
spised and rejected of men/ and the other, blind,
deaf, plundered, and despised, was to be exalted
bjr the very service in which he proved his sub-
mission and obedience. Each was to be Jehovah's
SoOXos.

Throughout the parabolic teaching of Jesus the
use of this word is sufficiently frequent to be

sig-
nificant ; but if He had given no other teaching in
this connexion, His mind would have been suffi-

ciently \;
< 1

"

TTif. <v it d i-MM
1

:-"!*- on the occa-
sion wh- "

!! II" 1 -

*-i<i<'|i<i: Jdi!u most menial
of all menial service, M:-! \\ ; -N-l MM: feet of His
disciples. When at length His self-imposed task
was complete,

* He said unto them, A servant is

not greater than his Lord ; . . . I have given you
an example that ye also should do as I have done
unto you" (Jn 131 '17

). In this service, which Christ

enjoins as well as accepts, there are one or two
notes which are peculiarly His own. The first of
these is, that it is a service which is not imposed
upon the individual from outside, but is a spon-
taneous act of submission. It was in this way
that He Himself had entered upon that service

floppy doti\ov \a(3dv (Ph 27), and it is in this way
that He calls upon His disciples to serve (Mt 2026

).

Indeed, it was only thus that service could be of

any Amoral value to the servant. The compelled
service is barren of aught but the spirit of rebel-

lion, and it finds no place in Christ's scheme. The
service that is grudged or unwilling is not to be
discovered in His example. As St. Paul after-
wards taught, there is a recognition of the freedom
of ;the individual in this, that he is allowed to
*

yield himself a servant unto obedience,
3 and the

bond which he thus casts upon himself grows
closer with every subsequent act of obedience (Ro
616). The second note i* that of completeness.
This service is complete in its self-dedication and
exclusive in its object. Christ M \ .-.

""

1,, "! from
the beginning a sense of const ;

'

i

'

I

'

said
that He must be in His Father's house (Lk 249).

His surrender to that compelling force was full ;

He found it His 'meat to do the will' of His
Father, and to accomplish His work (Jn 434).

Equally full was the devotion which He realized,
for He 'did always the things that pleased him'
(Jn829

).

These with the other passages already cited

sufficiently indicate the character of the service
which belongs to the Kingdom of God. It has a
4efinite and undivided purpose. It is not qualified
either in its sanction or in its claim to occupy and
dominate the whole life of the Christian. Equally
marked is its measure or intensity. Both in the
terms that are used and in the examples afforded,
it is taught that sacrifice, even that ultimate form
of sacrifice which for mortals is realized in death,
is the one condition of service.
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SESSION. In the exaltation of Jesus Christ
which followed His death upon the Cross, three
distinct stages are indicated, viz. the Resurrec-

tion, the Ascension, and the Session, which means
the sitting or the state of being seated. Harnack
indeed thinks that in some of the oldest accounts
the resurrection and the sitting at the right hand
of God are taken as parts of the same act, without
mention of any ascension. But take one of these
accounts : in Ro S34 St. Paul writes : Xpiffr&s

'I^orou? 6 OLTTQ&CLV&V /ULa\\ov 5 eyepQels (-K veKp&v, os

(TTiv ev de^cf rov 0eoO, 6s /cai vrvyx&VL v^p Tl]u>Qv.

'Here,' writes Swete (Apostles' Creed, p. 67 f.),
e are four well-marked links in a chain of facts
our Lord's Death, Resurrection, Session, .Inter-

cession. It is difficult to see why the second and
the third, the Resurrection and the Session, should
"be taken as parts of the same act, when the first is

clearly distinct. If the Ascension is not men-
tioned, It is implied in the Session, for it is con-

trary to the usage of the NT to interpret eyelpea-QaL
of any exaltation beyond the mere recall from
death. In other passages the ellipsis is equally

easy^
to supply. Thus St. Peter's words in Ac 2*2

(rbv 'ITJO-OUV dvecrrijcrev 6 6e6s . . . TTJ Se%iq, ovv rov 6eov

v\j/<a6eis) are interpreted "by 1 P 321
*

223 (t
7

dvaa-rdo-e^s

*Irj<rov Xpicrrov, 8s cm.v v dei;i$ rov Qeov, Tropevdels els

ovpoLvfo). It would go against the whole tenor of
the NT to regard them as merely different names
for the same event ; the Session is the glorified
state into which the Ascension was the solemn
entrance.
The Session is related as a fact of history only

in Mk 1619
: He ' sat down at the right hand of

God,
3 which belongs at latest to the earlier sub-

Apostolic age. Yet this is not so remarkable
when we remember that St. Matthew and St.
John do not carry their accounts beyond the
Resurrection. Its truth, however, is / "'. '.,"

lished by the fact that it wa- n\pivl v .
.

Christ Himself (Mt 1928 2531
-JiV

5 -

i. Fi was the ful-
filment of prophecy ; of. Ps 110 1

, to which reference
was made by the Lord (Mt 2242L ), which was quoted
by St, Peter (Ac 234

) and the author of Hebrews
(I

13
), and enlarged upon in Eph lm ; cf. also Ps 26

456
, Is 165

, Lk I 3
'2

. And it found a prominent place
in the doctrinal system of the NT writers (Eph I

20
,

Col 31
, He !

-

8i 1Q12 Eo 334 2 Co 510
(/3%a rov

Xpurrov), 1 P 322
, Rev 321

).

That Ps
" """

.

" " "
isianic sense bv the Jews of

the fame c - Mt 22*2f., where His oppo-nents did -
. , -as speaking of the Christ

;and m many of their older exegetical v.-r*f->v-i 1Y- it Lt rp^-i.'-
tion was adopted. -T. '-I'-i.'-!' (1 T .' 77 1 *<}*),', r.ic 'V
Ml ^" I'' V '-

.'

'' ' '- " ' M.IMO, T,rt,,i. o-i >s
1836; E._._ ./s-M- : -, ,.- R. <.. ,,. ,., , h , , im ,MJ

1 31essed be He, cau- - ih. K"',/ .M(.rMo
according as it is said,

" The utterance of

TT- i ** 'i j \ u' *
Thou on My ri ht hand," and Abraham

on His left. And the face of V.iralu.", -T.V. pal* JIM*! h.> .-^
' The son of my son sits on the r-jl ' hrvul. 1, i- I <,-i \ ho 1, n

"
!

and the Holy One, Blessed be He, :.|.i. .- ~ "-,..,. 1 .,-, - "The
son of thy son is at My right h ,.'.!. I >

...
-

right
hand "

: and this is implied by (Si 3^1),
" Jehovah upon thy

right hand."' Later .T, -.i-.i: -.-rim* >,-ik to explain the wordsas referring- to Abrat.-n-i Hi i^hiV Ihv <J (Aben Ezra, Mendels-
sohn), Hezekiah, or Zerubbabel, with regard to which interpre-

'
'

:
- ' ---: I ^. ' ... cit.; Pearson, On the Creed,

>'
- :

T;"'
' !

':' f
"

' Times of Jesus the Messiah,' "*
f T- v v (Hastings' DB

- , as to a Macca-
.

..,-. .

year 141 B.O.
i resolution hereditary' high priest and

pnaoe or une people. Delitzsch considers this Psalm the onlyone which is directly Messianic, in the sense that it contains

T;
11. 405. Kantzsch m his a
Extra Vol. p. 727), thinks

prophecy immediately pointing to the person of a coming
Anointed One, who was fully to set up God's Kingdom on earth,

On the whole question of interpretation consult Davison's art.
* Psalms '

in Hastings' DB, vol. iv. p. 160.

Accordingly the Session forms a distinct article

(

c ascendit in coelos, sedet ad dexteram Patris ') in

the old "Roman Creed as represented in tke Greek
confession of Marcellus and in the Latin of

Rufinus, of whicli Harnack writes : We may
regard it as an assured result of research that the

old Roman Creed . . . came into existence about
or shortly before the middle of the second century.'
It is found also in a form of creed given by Ter-

tullian (de Prcescr. Hceret. c. 13), in ccelos ereptuni
sedisse ad dexteram Patris,

' and in another (de

Virg. Vel. 1), 'receptum in coelis sedentem mine
ad dexteram Patris.' Its importance is equally
marked in the formulae of the Eastern Church,
KaBio-avra K 8e$iQv rov Harp6$ (early Creed of Jeru-
salem collected from Cyril), KaOecrO^vra v de&g, rov

Harpbs (Creed of the Apostolic Constitutions, vii.

41), Ka6^6fj.evov <*K Segitiv rov Harpos (Creed of Con-

stantinople).
In NT the reference is sometimes to the act of

taking a position ; cf. He I 3 ' sat down (<?/cd#i<ro>)

on the right hand of the Majesty on high/ whicli

describes the solemn assumption of the seat of

authority, which rightly belongs to One whose

dignity is expressed in such unique terms as are

used in the jiivoodiii^ cliiuses ; and *

throughout
the Epistle to iluj lloi)i'\\- (except I 13

,
K&&OV from

LXX) the reference is uniformly to the act of

taking the royal seat
'

(Westcott on 1012
,
cf. also

Rev 3*1
) ; in 122 the Perfect (KeKd0Licev), found in

the best MSS, denotes the entrance on a per-
manent state. In Mt 1928 2531 the reference is to

taking the throne of His glory for ."."!._ u :'i . The
verb is twice used transitively ! i' the
action of the Father in raising Christ from the
dead and making Him to sit at His right hand
(Eph I20 and Ac 230 RV). Elsewhere the Session is

described rather as a state ; cf. Mt 2664,
Lk 22(i9

(RV < shall be seated,
3

Vulg. 'erit sedens 5

), Col 31

(o5 6 Xptcrr6s &mz> . . . /ca^^yaej/os,
* where Christ is

seated,' RV), and Ro 834
,
1 P 322 where/s t<mv iv

degtq, rov 6eov has the sa^i 1 '- ii-'j.'il'i-j : ": Ps HO1

tcd&ov (LXX) also marks i-i'i.i
1

.i"',i- -> :.> as dis-

tinct from assumption of nlace.
The Session is spoken of as * at the right hand of

God' (Mk 1619 , Col 3\et al. ; cf. Eph 1> and Ac 2J

RVm) ?
elsewhere variously,

c at the right hand of

power
5

(Mt 2664
) 5

4 of the power of God' (Lk 2269
),

* of the Majesty on high
'

(He 1s ),
* of the throne of

the Majesty in the heavens '

(S
1
),

' of the throne of

God* (12
2
). The Greek is either <k 5e^cD/, which is

the uniform phrase in the Synoptics and in quota-
tion of Ps HO1 (Ac 234

, He I 13
), or fr $&$, which is

used in the Epistles (Ro 834} Eph I
20 et al. ; cf. Ac

233 T
-

$e c at the right hand/ RVm). It is diffi-

cult to determine what is the exact force of the

expression. God is Spirit, He has no body, and He
is omnipresent, "_

'

right hand of God
is everywhere ,"":" x w est}. Therefore
its use as referring to the Fatlier is to be taken as
a necessary accommodation to our limited minds,
which can think only in terms of time and space,
and which can have

%

no conception of pure spirit.

Among men, to be set on one's right hand has a
well-defined mi <imi!^

'

Ifc signifies to be in the
highest place !' lio'iM]!. to be recognized as a
sharer in rule ; cf. 1 K 219

,
Ps 4S9

, Mt 2021
; Jos.

Ant. VI. xL 9 (TrapaKaQecrQfrruv avr$, rov juv TratSbs

'Iwd6ov [1 S 2025
] & Se&Qv). Thus '

Hiempsal . . .

dextra Adherbaleni adsedit . . . quod apud Kumi-
das honori ducitur' (Sallust, -7""..'

1 ' !'{1'". \i 3). See
art. 'Symbol

3

in Hastings' till. IAM-M \ *'.. p. 172.
This is the sense in which the Fathers interpret
the words ; as Westcott points out in his notes on
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He S1
, they carefully avoided all puerile anthropo-

morphism in their treatment of the right hand of
Gocl '

; for exampl
* 7 *

J ""

majestatis sum-
iimiii<|?u! jjori;mi .

; '-osperitatis clebe-

nius per dexteram intelligere in qua iilius sedet
'

(Primas.) ; oux Tt Thing Tre/H/cXeiercu 6 6eb$ }
dXX' 'Iva TO

6/JLOTL/JLOV CLVTOV dGL^O^ T& TTpds TQV TTCLT^pCL (TlieOpliy-
laet).
As regards Jesus Christ, however, it is not so

clear that the expression is entirely figurative.
He ascended with His human body, which was
i ,!,. ..il -loiiliO'l and freed from many of Its previous
rmiMiiiMi*- ; i-ut it belongs to the very essence of
the idea of a body that it should occupy a certain
definite space. Since, then, His body cannot be

ubiquitous, it seems necessary to think of it a.s

raised at the Ascension to some distinct place.
' He

went into the place of all places in the universe
of things, in situation most eminent, in quality
most holy, in dignity most excellent, in glory most
illustrious, the inmost sanctuary of God's temple
above* (Barrow, Sermon on the, Ascension}. Thus
Stier holds fast e the certain TTOU of heaven, yea, of
the throne of God in it.' And Meyer (on Mk 1619

,

Eph I 20
) sjiysthe explosion is not to be transferred

into a vague conception of a status ccelestis, of a
higher relation to the world and the like, but is to
be left as a

specification
of place ; for Christ is

with His glorified body, as o-fo&povos of the Father,
on the seat where Divine Majesty is enthroned
(cf. Mt 69

), from which hereafter He will return
to judgment ; meantime He is patiently waiting
at the centre of all worship and power (lie 1012 - 13

) :

el also Ellicott on Eph I 20
. This view agrees with

the tenor of the Holy Scriptures, which seem to

imply that while God is everywhere, yet there is

a place (described as iv i/^Xots, ev otipavoTs) where
He specially manifests Himself in peculiar glory
to heavenly beings (cf. Is 61 661

, Ps 24 10219
, 1 tfi

61S
), whence the Holy Spirit and the voice of God

came (Mt 316- 17
, Jn 122*). Yet, on the other hand,

Milligan (The Ascension of Our Lord, Lect. I.)

points out that heaven in the NT 'is contrasted
with earth less as one place than as one state, is

contrasted with another,
5

comparing Jn 313 * No
man hath ascended into heaven, but he that
descended out of heaven, even the Son of Man
which is in heaven' [but KBL do not give 6 (by

ev T($ otipav$'] 1 and quoting Westcott (on He 1 s),
e all local association must be excluded,' the refer-
ence being to dignity and honour, not locality ;

cf. also Jn I 18
, Eph 4*. And Grimm-Thayer says

'that these expro->Mon< are to be understood in
this figurative sense and not of a fixed and definite

place in the highest heavens, will be questioned by
no one who carefully considers Rev 32V See also

Abbott, Ephesians
*
(ad I 30 ), in the ICC.

Sitting at the right hand of God is the com-

pendious description of the present life of Christ
in glory. It is evident from those passages which

speak of it as a continuous state, that the expres-
sion cannot be taken literally, otherwise they
would convey the idea that the attitude of sitting
is perpetual. Besides, we find simply *is at the

right hand
4
*
in Ro 834

,
I P 322 ; in other places He

is
" ,' 1

"

a different attitude, as standing
(A-- 7 . -. :\.- . (Rev 21 34 144 ) ; and John (Rev
I 18

, ^cv,, 1JL;*A
'

teJ:t about at the breasts with a
golden girdle' (which was c worn in this manner by
priests when they were engaged in active service

'

[Milligan]).

In the vision of St. Stephen a beautiful explanation of the
*

standing
1 " has long

1 been j^iven, viz. that he saw Jesus as
risen, from His throne and in the act of coming' to help His
suffering- servant and faithful martyr. So Meyer, Trench,
Oonybeare and Howson, et aL, following Chrysostom, T/ otTv

ItrruTtx, scot) ou%) xot,0v u.i\c\> ; 't\>, ?/'/? T^V a.vriA'/i'fytv T-/,V sis TQV

jUMprupot' xatt yp T-J TOIJ TotTfof X=ys7;
'
ot.tac.fTot, o $soV,' and

Gregory the Great, 'Stephanas in, labore certaniinis positus i

stantem vidit quern adjutorem habuit.' See the Collect for
St. Stephen's pay, and Alford's note on Ac 753

,
where he inclines

to a different interpretation.

The Session of Christ is connected with His work
as King, Priest, Intercessor, and Judge. (1) It

expresses His .
, / ';'"':' and majesty ; thereby

He entered on tne full and permanent participa-
tion in the Divine glory, not merely resuming the

glory which He had resigned at the Incarnation
(Jn 17s), but receiving the added glory won by His
obedience even unto the death of the Cross (Ph
28L

,
He 29

) ; thereby the promises made to David
ro-ir<-Miii- his son were fulfilled (cf. Ps 26 24, 1 Co
I.")- . I'pli L-

of
-). All power is given unto Him in

heaven and in earth (Mt 2818
), God i hath put all

things in subjection under his feet
5

(1 Co 1527 ).

(2) It betokens a
"

,7 work (He 1012E
*) ;

His earthly life '

x I, suffering and the
humiliation ended; yet not inactivity, for Jn 517

still holds true of the exalted Christ ; such perfect
rest as ' answers to the being of God 1 1 who worketh
hitherto" without effort and without failure' (West-
cott, The Historic Faith, Art. vi. ), and is consistent
with His readiness to sympathize with His people
on earth, and to help them in time of need ;

cf.

He 218 415f
-. (3) It signifies His unique dignity

and honour. In God's presence the angels stand,
or fall on their faces (Is 62, 1 K 2219

) ; the priests
stood in the Temple when ministering (He 1011

).

He alone is said to sit on God's right hand. r6
effrdvat, TOV AeiToi/p'ye?/' ^crrl CT^/JLC'LOV,, O$KQVJ> rb KCL&7Jcr&aL

rod Xecrovpye'tcrOaLf and TOVTO otf^l TOV iep^&s CL\\CL roz5rou

$ lepCLcr&cu ^Kelvov XP7? (Chrys. ). Qebv ^OJJLGV dp^iep^a.
ro y&p Kady&BcLi otidevds &X\ov tf Be 'T

1 ''
;

1

(4) It expresses His dignity as Pr> A *.
XA

cott remarks (Add. Note on H< *

t
ii- ,

'

-

Epistle to the Hebrews His Session is always
(except in I 13 ) connected with the fulfilment of

priestly work, of which it marks two different

aspects. Before He sat down He fulfilled the type
of Aaron, offering the sacrifice of Himself and
;M--

:

T^ "--to heaven, into the presence of God.
"'in t

fc ii!!i' time He fulfils thero>.i! p'i -il!0'<1 of
Melchizedek ; He intercedes for i \v \\ .,- s'lrir re-

presentative (Ro 8s4
, He 725, 1 Jn 21

)

their petitions and praises (He 1315
, Ko ,

i

- 1

securing access for His people now to c the holy
place

3 where He Himself is, by His blood (He
41B 1019f

-), and acting as a minister (\eircvpy 6?) of
the sanctuary and of the true tabernacle (8

2 where
see Westcott's note) : He also rules and guides His
Church, biMiig^rth Tli- 1- m.'c.ilv. M\ -.even unto the
end of the world (Mt; '_S- . ;.n-i in i liij midst where
two or three HIV

^{lilitired together in His name
(18

20
). (5) It iiiipli'^ II i> v. ork as Judge, which is

the aspect
" " " ' "

the Gospels (Mt 1928

2531
, Mk : : ! . . 2 Co 510 { the judg-

ment-seat of Christ
3

). Thus we are to understand

by the Session thatClir:^ . "M,. V'H;.: jc .joinplished on
earth the work of < u':ip;ioi, r>' occupies the

place of highest honour, most exalted majesty,
and perfect bliss, and that God has conferred upon
Him all pre-eminence of dignity, power, favour,
and folk ity. With regard to the particular form
in which "ihis is expressed, Sanday (in his art.

'Jesus Christ' in TLi-linir-' T)n ii. p. 642b ) well

says :
cWe speak of ili<*M k

riling^ /card avdpojirov ;
or

rather, we are content to echo in vo^jnxl to them
the language of the Apostles an! of the first

Christians, who themselves spoke Kara favOpteirov.

The reality lies behind the veil.' See also art,

ASCENSION.

LITERATURE. --TV rs i u-v, art.
* A-rcn^ion* ':i TTotia^s' DJ&,

vol. i. ; Sanda>. '-lo- i-'Cliri^i,' it. \u\ Ii. p. *\\'1\ Swete, The
Apostles' Cree>> ; \V(v.i'.;!.t, Th //.V/Of-iV: l-'C't/i aii'l Epistle to
"' ~

V"~". . Tli- A .vat* in v/0'ir L'n'l: Tir'ichjJTccposi-
. , //'*.' l/'T'i'. oli. xi. : INar^oM. Exposition

' \- . d. The relation of the Session of Christ to

ins presence among
1 His people and to the Lutheran doctrine of
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His ubiquity is discussed at length in Martensen's Christian

Dogmatics, 174-180. "W". H. DlJNDAS.

SETH, The patriarch, mentioned as a link in

our Lord's genealogy (Lk 338
).

SEYEN, SEVENTY. See NUMBER.

SEYEN WOBDS, THE. These words, spoken
"by our Lord from the cross, are recorded by the

differe-
' ^

- :.
"

'- one by St. Matthew and St.

Mark
"

.

" by St. Luke, and three by
St. John.

"

The" progressive stages by which they
are characterized may be taken to show a gradual
unfolding of the will and purpose of God for the

redemption of mankind. They seem to sum up
in themselves the whole of t

1

:.
|

"". T"
1

e first

three words,
(

Father, forgive !
!l

: . know
not what they do' (Lk 2334

),
e

Verily I say unto

thee, To-day shalt thou be with me in paradise'

(Lk 2343
), and 'Woman, behold thy son . . .

behold thy mother' (Jn 1926- 27
), were spoken be-

tween the third and the sixth hour, and they
reveal to us the great High Priest, in His life of

ministry, in
j

< n I'i.v for the transgressors, pro-

claiming '.Mi
1

- on :< ph k

penitent, an-1 l'l- i

--:ii;; Ilia

own. The two next words, 'My (M-U. ni.\ t :!,
why hast thou forsaken me? 9

(Mt -,'
e

,
M^ !->';,

and ' I thirst
'

(Jn 19-8 }, were spoken in the dark-

ness ; nature is wrapped in gloom as the God-man,
bearing the burden and the curse of sin that is not
His own, reveals to us something of the mystery of

suffering. The two last words, It is finished' (Jn
1930

), and
'

Father, into thy hands I commend my
spirit

'

(Lk S346 ), were spoken in the restored light.

They reveal to us the victory, the completed work,
and the entering into rest. All seven words are

words of love It was love that animated Him from
the time when '

for us men and for our salvation

He came down from heaven, and was incarnate by
the Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary, and was made
Man' (Nicene Creed). It was love that entered
into the whole of His life on earth, but that love
shines with its brightest lustre in the cross. His

ministry of intercession, of reconciliation, of bless-

ing, His suffering, His thirsting, His triumph, all

reach their climax in the cross. They are the out-

come of the great love wherewith He so loved us
that He gave Himself for us.

. 'Father, forgive them; for they know not
what they do.* This first word was probably
spoken when the soldiers were driving the nails

into His hands and feet, and were about to lift up
the cross with its sacred burden and plant it in

the ground. From His hard _bed,
the cross, while

suffering untold agony, He intercedes for them,
and adds to His intercession an excuse for their

deed, 'They know not what they do.' In one
sense they did know, they must have known, even
those rough Roman soldiers, that they were per-
petrating an act of ; r lelty ; but f.'i mil miry
with suffering had i ! i callous, li wa- ].' i

of their work
; they;

were paid to do it, and they
did it. But they did not Know all, they did not
know that they were crucifying the Lord of glory,

they were but unconscious instruments doing what
they were bidden j and so the Saviour prayed for

them and made excuse for them, and not for them
only, but for all who had taken part in that deed of

violence, for all who, during all the ages that have
since elapsed, have been crucifying the Son of God
afresh.

2. ' To-day shalt thou be with me in paradise.'
Having interceded for the transgressors, Christ

from His cross proclaims pardon to the penitent
robber on his cross. This man had been one of a
band of robbers, perhaps the same band to which
Barabbas belonged, a band of men living wild and

reckless lives ; and now both he and his fellow,

having fallen victims to the power against which

they have been in revolt, &ro -uluiin- the ex-

treme penalty of the law. ^'mnlici \\iih them,
in the same condemnation, is the pure and holy

Jesus, who did no sin, neither was guile found

in His mouth. He was numbered with the trans-

gressors. He descended to the lowest depth of

human degradation that He might lift humanity
to the height of holiness and heaven. From His

cross He will exert a world-wide attraction :
*

I, if

I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men
unto me' (Jn 1232

); and now this attraction is

beginning. Both these robbers had at first reviled

the Holy Sufferer ; one remained hardened and

impenitent to the end, but the other was brought
to a better mind. Perhaps this was not the iirst

time that this man had seen the Christ ;
he may

have been among those who listened to His words

on some previous occasion, he may have seen some
of His miracles ; now, however, he is brought face

to face with the power of His love, conviction

dawns within him, he sees himself in his true light ;

i :,':'' ;.;
-.-> his fellow, he says, 'Dost not thou fear

<;.i.i. --'i,
1 -

;_
thou art in the same condemnation ?

And we indeed justly, for we receive the due reward
of our deeds ; but this man hath done nothing
amiss' (Lk 2340 - 41

). He confesses his sins, and not

only is there a confession of sins but a wonderful

faith, and this faith is manifested, not when Christ

is at the height of His popularity, but in the depth
of His humiliation. He sees in the cross a throne,
and in the thorn-crowned sufferer a king seated

upon it, and he prefers his request,
t

Lord, remem-
ber me, when thou comest in thy kingdom.' And
Jesus turns to this penitent robber and proclaims
the gospel of forgiveness,

'

To-day shalt thou be

with me in paradise.
'

3. 'Woman, behold thy son . . . behold thy
mother/ Christ from His cross has interceded for

the sinful world, He has proclaimed the gospel of

forgiveness to the penitent robber ; but He has yet,
in the progressive stages of His miniatry of love,

another blessing to bestow. In this word our Lord
comes near His own. His first word was for His
enemies ; His second for one who had been His

enemy, but was no longer one ; His third was for

those who had never been His enemies -for Hit*

mother and the disciple whom He loved. ' There
stood by the cross of Jesus his mother 5

(Jn 19'
25

).

For this the aged Simeon had prepared her, when,

taking the infant Jesus in his arms, he had told

her that a sword should pie
'

"i .

""

her own
soul (Lk 235

) ; and now these '. being ful-

filled. Jesus from His cross beholds His mother,
and is mindful of the years which He had spent
under her tender care in the quiet home of

Nazareth. He had told her, both when she found
Him in the Temple and also at the marriage feast

in Cana (Lk 249
,
Jn 24), that there was a higher duty

than that which He owed to her, a higher relation-

ship than that between mother and son, He was
not only her son, He was also her Lord, yet the

earthly relation-hip U not forgotten. He will not

depart before hl<-
4 ha- provided a home for her;

with His parting breath. He commits her to the

care of the disciple whom He loved :
c Woman,

behold thy son . . . behold thy mother. 5

4i. 'My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken
me ? A long -!!(< <-f I'M" intervenes between
the third and -nimh win.-. * From the sixth

hour there was darkness over all the land unto the
ninth hour '

(Mt 2T46). The first three words were

spoken before the darkness, but now a change has
come darkness reigns on Calvary, as if God had
drawn a veil over the scene. Three hours of silence

and darkness. It is the climax of the sufferings of

our Lord, the hour and power of darkness j what
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takes place we know not ; He trod the winepress
alone (Is 633

). He is alone in His conflict with the

powers of evil, dark without, dark within, how7

dark we may gather from the awful cry that

escaped from His lips at the end of those long
hours,

* My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken
me?'
What did it mean? It did not mean that He

was forsaken by His Father. Had not the Father
said,

' This is my beloved son in whom I am well

pleased
3

(Mt 317
) ? Had not He Himself said,

* Behold the hour cometh, yea, is now come, that

ye shall be scattered, every man to Ms own, and
shall leave me alone : and yet I am not alone,
because the Father is with me '

(Jn 1632 ) ? But there
was a connexion between the death of Christ and
in

;
it was an atonement for sin :

c The Lord hath
laid on him the iniquity of us all

'

(Is 536
). And

the misery of sin is that it hides the face of God.
It is the loss of God's presence ; and Christ, as our

representative, in bearing our sins, entered into
our condition, involving the consciousness of the
loss of God's presence. He felt as though God had
hidden His face. He descended with us into the

depth of our "!
4
-jj, 1 1,;'<. made like unto us in all

things, yet without sin. But the mystery of this

bitter cry we, with our finite understandings, can
never fathom :

*
I and the Father are one,

5 and yet
' My God, rny God, why hast thou forsaken me ?

'

This the early Christians fully realized, for in their

oft-repeated litanies they used to say, 'By Thy
sufferings known and unknown, good Lord deliver
us/ See also art. DERELICTION.

5.
6 I thirst.* 'The last word,' it has been said,

* was the cry of the human soul in separation j this
is the cry of the human body in its weakness.

5

The darkness is now passing away, and as, at the

Tem|)tation, He suffered hunger when the crisis

was over, so now He gives expression to the thirst*
that is parching Him. Intense thirst was usually
the most intolerable part of the suffering of those
who were crucified, and He had been hanging there
for six long hours, His open wounds scorched by
the blazing sun. Two draughts were offered to
our Lord : the one He refused, the other He ac-

cepted ; the one which He refused was the '

vinegar
mingled with gall

'

(Mt 27s4
} or the ' wine mingled

\ : '-. :;.:"" (Mk 1523 ). It was a cup of wine
.:

" '

. bitter herbs of a narcotic tendency,
and it was given in kindness to condemned male-
factors to deaden pain. Our Lord refused the

soporific ; He would not meet death with His
senses stupefied ;

but the undrugged wine which was
offered to Him when He said ' I thirst,

5 He accepted.
He would not add to His sufferings by refusing the
cooling draught.

6. i It is finished.' The conflict is over and the

victory won. Christ from His cross announces
to the world that all is finished. TerAe<rrcu. In
one word He sums up the whole of man's redemp-
tion. Finished was all that prophecy had fore-
told and type foreshadowed. Finished was the
work whicli His Father had given Him to do. He
looks back on His life from the time when He said,

<Lo, I come to do thy will, God 5

(He 109}, and
is able to say with regard to every jot and tittle of
His life's work, 'It i^ finished.' He has made a
full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice, oblation, and
satisfaction for the sins of the whole world. We
enter into no theory,of the Atonement, we accept
it as a fact ; we know that the chasm between God
and man, formed by the sin of mans has been
bridged over, and that the way to the Father is

open, for 'when He had overcome the sharpness
of death, He opened the Kingdom of heaven to all

believers' (Te Deum).
7. 'Father, into thy hands I commend my

spirit.' The two last words were spoken in rapid

succession. The word of victory is followed by
the word of rest rest after the burden and heat of
the day. It is a word of calm, beautiful trust, of

perfect sympathy between the Father and Son,
revealing to us what death was to Christ and what
it is to all those who are united to Christ by a
living faith ; that it is not a leap in the dark, not a
plunge into an unknown void, but a going home.
' Man goeth forth unto his work and to his labour
until the evening

5

(Ps 10423
), and then cometh

rest rest with Christ in Paradise. Death is the
summing up of the life ; repeated acts form habits,
habits form character, and character is the sum-
total of the life, which we carry with us into the
unseen world. To live the forgiven life, the life
that is being formed and fashioned after the life of

Christ, by the power of the Holy Ghost this is
the true i-ivi-m-iiiou for death. This alone can
rob death <H ii> -ring ; one with Christ in our life,
we shall be one with Him in our death. f To me
to live is Christ, and to die is gain

'

(Ph I21
).

6

Father,
into thy hands I commend my spirit.'

LITERATURE. The Lives of Christ, esp. Edersheim, Life and
Times, ii. 593-610"; Stier, Words of the Lord Jesus, in loc. ;

Tholuck, Light from the Cross
; Stalker, Trial and Death of

Jesus Christ ; F. W. Robertson, Sermons, iv. 307 ; Fairbairn,
Studies in the Life of Christ, 324; G. Stanford, Voices Jrojn
Calvary (1893); W. R. Nicoll, Seven Words from the Cross (1895);
M. Creighton, Lessonsfrom the Cross (1898), 75-132; W. Lowrie,
Gaudium Crucis (1905). ROWLAND ELLIS.

SEVENTY. The mission of the Seventy,* re-

corded in Lk 10, belongs to the third year of our
Lord's public ministry. They were sent forth some
time after the Ti <i :i -

"
,

: ;i . i< : (1C
1
), when the Gali-

laean ministry of J esus had closed, and when He had
'
set his face to go to Jerusalem '

(9
51

). The mis-
sion of the Twelve had taken place in the previous
year (9

L 10
).f Seventy \\.i- ro^judi-d by the Jews

as a complete number of p r-<-n- r->" ;iny important
work.J Our Lord may Iwvv lu-l -JK-dally in view
(1) the -ov only ciders under Moses, who was a type
of Mim-clf; ('2} the Hebrew tradition that the
nations scattered at Babel were seventy in number
(pseud. -Jon. Targ. on Gri 11 8

), just as the appoint-
ment of the Twelve may have been suggested by
the number of the tribes of Israel.

1. The office and mission of the Seventy resemble
those of the Twelve. (1) A twofold commission is

given in each case to preach and to heal, Mt 107* 8
,

Lk 109
. (2) Instruction is given to both (a) to

go in pairs, two and two, Mk 673 Lk 101
,
in order

to strengthen their testimony and to give mutual
help and sympathy ; (b) to take with them neither

purse (for the labourer is worthy of his entertain-

ment), nor wallet (for needless encumbrance was to

be avoided), nor shoes, i.e. in addition to the
sandals which they wore (for sandals befitted the

poor, shoes the well-to-do), Mt 109 - 10
,
Mk 69

, Lk
104.

|| (3) In each case the burden of the message
was 'Peace' and tt-

!
1\'-.-

f
s >f God.' Peace

was and still is the ; :",: !" ,-: salutation ;

* Some very ancient MSS (BDMR) read Seventy-two (I/SS^-
xcvrt 0) ; but NACLH, etc., omit Svo.

t Although only Luke mentions the Seventy, Indications of

Jesus having a wider circle ot
*

disciples
* than the Twelve are

found elsewhere, as in Jn 666, Ac !, i Co 156.

I The descendants of Jacob who entered Goshcn were acventv

(Gn 4627), Seventy elders assisted 3Ios.us in t-he work of judg-
ment and instruction (Ex IS2^ 249 ,

Xu II 1 ' 5- -r
>)- The Saiihedrm

consisted of seventy besides the presklcMii (Hastings, Z)/>' iv.

399). The LXX is so called from the tradition (firs,b told in a

literary fiction usually ascribed to about B.C. -200) that seventy
or, more exactly, seventy-two elders executed the version

(Hastings' DJ3 iv. 438). Josephus appointed seventy rulers of

Galilee (BJ n. xx. 5).

Seventy-two, according to Clem. Recogn. ii, 42. See Driver,
Dt. p. 355 f.

||
A somewhat similar prohibition existed (no staff, shoes,

scrip, or purse) for those about to enter the Temple : so that
this particular instruction to the Seventy may sugg-est that
those sent forth were to perform their service in the spirit of

worshippers (Edersheim, The Temple, etc. p. 42).
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the TV i n^lon 1 of Oo-l was tlie Jews' highest aspira-
tion. Tii> So\*3pLv, however, like the Twelve,
would use these words, doubtless, with a fresh

significance. Peace would include peace with God
as well as with men, peace of conscience, the peace
of disciplesliip to a perfect Master (Mt ll 28'30

} the

Kingdom of God would be, not a mere external, but
an internal theocracy, the reign of God within as

well as over men (Mt 1228
, Mk 426 - 27

); and this

Empire of God was Peace. (4) In both instructions

the warning is added that they would be as sheep
or lambs amid wolves, Mt 1016

,
Lk 103 . The

Seventy, like the Twelve, were to be prepared for

Eersecution
and tribulation. Even in Christ's

1etime there are indications of His followers being
persecuted (Jn 934 1210 ) ; and some of the Seventy
at least were destined to suffer for Christ's sake.

2, On the other hand, there are important differ-

ences in the two commissions. (1) The mission of

the Twelve was permanent ; they were pre-emi-

nently Christ's Apostles : that of the Seventy was

temporary ; they -V ;'., , body, from view,
like the Seven of

'

, . the office of evan-

gelist, without Aposioiic sLaius, continues (Ac 21s,

Eph 411
). (2) The Twelve were not only_

to minis-

ter, but to administer to exercise discipline and

government (Jn 2023
, Ac l20

-26). To the Seventy no
Mich funoii'm- were committed : they were simply
preachers and healers. (3) The commission to the

Twelve was expressly limited to e the lost sheep of

the house of Israel.
3 f Go not into the way of the

Gentiles, and into any city of the Samaritans
enter ye not

3

(Mt 105 - 6
). It was expedient at first

to postpone the obtrusive extension of the privi-

leges of the Kingdom beyond the Jews, lest these

should be jprojuu'urctl against the gospel. By the

time, however, that the Seventy were sent forth,

Christ Himself had gone into
f the borders of Tyre

and Sidon
3

(in addition to His earlier visit to

Samaria), and had healed the Syrophcenician's
daughter (Mk 724). IT* i"!N!plr* had thus been
educated so far into i- M.I /.'-:: i! il:,;i the Kingdom
was intended to embrace others than Jews. The
restriction, accordingly, is omitted in the commis-
sion to the Seventy, although there is no positive
evidence that any of them nreached, at this time,
to Gentiles. (4) The commission to the Twelve
included not only healing, but raising from death :

that to the Seventy omits the latter. It is notable
that only Apostles in the special sense are ever

represented in the NT as raising the dead (Ac 940

20* i(>

). (5) A definite itinerary was arranged for

the Seventy : they were to go
' into every city and

?lace
where Jesus himself intended to come *

(Lk
O1), so as to prepare the way for Him. Their

mission field thus included the country east of the

Jordan, which was visited by our Lord miring I hi-,

closing year of His mhiNtry. (6) A >pocml lYjmiro

of the directions to the Se\oiuy was the injunction
to e salute no man bv the M a\ .' The ( time when
he should be received up

* was at hand^: there were
many places still to be visited ; delay in preji.'irm;:
the way must be avoided

;
the profuse ;m<i ohibor-

ate salutations, customary on a journey, must be

3. ':

'

of the Seventy (Lk IC17
"20

). (1) Their
return collectively is related ; but we need not

infer, wliat the nature of the case must have pre-
vented, that they all returned simultaneously.
As Christ approached some town or district in iho

itinerary, some pair out of the Seventy would

report the outcome of their particular mission.

(2) The Seventy return with exultation. Their
* (We (7*7* /TV./ Land and the Bible, L pp. 328-329) de-

frT'U's {Trapls:-
1
.'!!

1

;
"h" salutation of two Orientals in Palestine

even at the present day. On meeting, each, lays his right hand
on his heart, then raises it to his brow or mouth. Thereafter

they take hold each of the other's hand, and a series of par-
ticular inquiries follows, taking- up considerable time.

satisfaction culminated in this :
' Even demons are

subject to us in thy name.' There was .-omething

commendable, and something defective in their joy.

It was right to rejoice in the power of exorcism, but

there was a higher joy of which, apparently, they

thought little, the joy of enrolment among the

servants of God. Accordingly (3) the Lord (a)

manifc-!- IT"- -v s ,i
11!i

v .

'

T was ! 'n^-Vi ;j Satan

fall Ii .-' !'_':'':. I--'
:M :

-!aven'; ;i- ii' IIP had
been ]" ,-.-. . i:'" ^.-\

;
in spirit during the

progress of their mission.
'

(5) He assures them of

security against real harm from the powers of evil.

Although they were among 'serpents and scor-

pions,' 'nothing shall in any wise hurt^you'; a

special providence would be their privilege, (c)

He raises their aspirations to a higher level. Even
to die in such a service would be *

gain
'

; their
' names are written in heaven '

(cf . Is 4s
,
Dn 121

).

They were fellow-workers with the King, whose

cause, even should they suffer tribulation, must

prevail.
. The credibility of the mission of the Seventy

has been doubted by Strauss, Baur, de Wette,*
and oth< - lis- : 'V the silence of the other

Gospels n .!>,.' ii : - the lack of later authen-

tic trace of r.i'^< vi-":\ ; the close resemblance

between the mission of the Seventy and that of the

Twelve, being suggestive, it is argued, of confusion.

(1) The argument from silence is not strong ;

because, owing to the temporary character, so far

as appears, of the commission, there was nothing
in the organization of the Church, as it existed

when the three Gospels were written, such as would
constrain an Evangelist to relate the history of the

Seventy , whereas the position and work of the

Twelve made it natural, if not necessary, to give
some account of the origin of the Apostplate. (2)

The fact that Luke relates also the mission of the

Twelve, and the notable differences (chronological
and circumstantial) between the accounts of the

two missions, render it highly improbable that

the two narratives refer to a single event. (3) It

is inaccurate to say that there is no authentic

trace of the Seventy in later times. Philip
e the

evangelist' was probably, from this deMTm.tion

(Ac 21s
), one of them. Clement of Alexandria,

writing in the latter part of the 2nd cent., names
Barnabas, Matthias, and Cephas, who 'had the

same name with the Apostle,' as others of the
Q .-- .

J

/' T 1 "

"'*torian Eusebius, without giving
-.- , .' r

;
. , bes that the Barsabbas of Acts

- **..', mentioned in 1 Co I1 are said

to have been of the same company, The early
M-.'.'I| i.rjiMo- of the Seventy as an or^ani/ii/i-m
is readily accounted for. They had no^ auflioriiy
as rulers such as would make the appointment of

successors requisite. One, as we have seen, be-

came an Apostle ; Philip became one of the
' Seven '

of Ac 6 ; a considerable number were pro-

bably included in one or other of the orders of

evangelists, prophets, pastors, and teachers (Eph
411

). The individuals thus, for the most part,
doubtless survived, iiii-l Of(-.:|i:i*-l more or less in-

fluential positions; ;ilihuu;j!i ii
io office itself, like

that of the 'Seven,' <,i
-,!]_;''

;ir ,.<?

*
Strauss, Life of Jesus, ii. 94-96 ; Baur, T ."". pp.

435, 498; de Wette, ErkWffung Luc. p. 79 : l\ .
''

. p.
267.

f Strom, ii. 20, Hypotyposeis, v., as quoted by Eus. i. 12.

t Eus. i. 12.

5 \ i>r',
r
( --v <li\ iMisiplete catalogue of the Seventy is given by

iv-i- i'lo-l>ooiiiMH Cuil cent.) as follows : James (brother of

i>i
i

I ordj. Tiirothx, T;bus, Barnabas, Ananias, Stephen, Philip,
!"

'

!.-. N" ".'n-r Simon, Nicolas, Farmena-, Cloopas,
;

k-,
x '. \ .-, i r- -

'!:-, Epenetus, Andronicus, Xirplw-. \ ih;nni-.

Stachys," Apelles, Aristobulus, Narcissus, Ho'rmlion. Itnfi:-,

Asyncritus, Phlegon, Hermes, Hermas, Patrobas, Rhodion,
Jason, Agabus, Linus, Gain-. ?"

" "

-.-
- O' *-,.-. ^^

>!}:. ,

Lucius,. Tertius, Erastus, I'-i _ .-. I !"! . hi-
Quartus, Apollos, Cephas, > -!-. I ''.!'T ! ^, ("> .'.

Marcus, Joseph Barsabbaa, AI '\ -?, ('.!>..">, o -i iii "--i
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5. The appointment \~ ;1
"

/

'

. for a definite

ministry, yet without ii -i,; \ ,,! authority such
as was conferred on the Twelve, is significant and
instructive. Our Lord does not appear to have
instituted any definite and detailed form of Church
government, but to have left such outward arrange-
ments to the Apostles as His chosen disciples, and
through them eventually to the Church itself,
under tlie ^mdancc of the Holy Spirit. Yet the

appointment 01 the Seventy clearly indicates the

principle that Christian ministry, including preach-
ing, is neither to be confined to those who bear
rule, nor regarded as entitling those who exercise
such ministry to receive office as rulers. On the
one hand, some who are able to give valuable service
to the Church as ,"";_"!"

'- or teachers may not
be suitable, or ever, i i -;:!!,"'! may not be required
at the time, for rulership. On the other hand,
those who bear rule in the Church are not, in the

spirit of hierarchical exclusiveness, to discourage
brethren who (without having the faculty or oppor-
tunity of government) possess some useful gift,
from exercising it under due . -*'". for the

good of the Church and of the ,

M
. at large.

LITERATURE. Trench, Studies in the Gospels, 231-242;
Plmnmer,

*
St. Luke ' in ICC ;

A. B. Bruce,
'

Synoptic Gospels'
in JBGTL pp. 538-542 ; Meyer, Com. inloc. ; Edersheim, Life and
Times, ii. pp. 37-43 ; ExpT xv. [1903] 14.

HENBY COWAN.
SHAME. 1. Objectively = dishonouring treat-

ment, that which causes shame ; usually dnjata,
&rtfidfra> (Mk 124, Lk 2011

). Shame is mentioned
in several passages of the OT which are usually
applied to Christ's sufferings (Ps 4415 697- 19 S945

,

Is 50G
) ; but the word is, curiously enough, never so

used in the Gospels. He 12-' ^peaks of the shame
(alffxtivrj) of the cross, 1313 of Christ's reproach
(6vt8Lo-^6s), and in 66 those who fall from grace are
said to crucify Him afresh and put Him to an
open shame (Trapadei.y/j.artfa). In Jn 849 the un-
believing Jews dishonour (driftdfew) Him, and in
Ac 541 the Apostles rejoice at suffering shame
(arifjLaa-QTJvai) for His name.
The shame which Christ in fact bore is seen

specially in such incidents of the Passion as the
night arrest as of a thief or robber, the slitting,
the scourging and the mockings the public pro-
cession iliron^li ih(i street* of Jerusalem, the
taunts, i lie .-tripping naked of His body, and the

hanging side by side with criminals. But above
all, it is seen in the manner of His death, the cross
Iv^r, p.'f-iili.vh the death of shame.* In the
ii,--r^i^ in i l>i i rospels which speak of crucifixion
and taking up the cross (Mt 2019

, Mk 834
etc.),

though the prominent thought is that of suffering,
the idea of shame and ignominy is undoubtedly
present as well. This shame must be willingly-
borne both by Christ and by His followers.

2. Subjectively = the feeling of shame ; usually
ala"Xtv7) and cognate words,f It is interesting to
note that the

typically Greek and almost un-
translatable al8d$ lias practically dropped out of
Biblical Greek. In the LXX it occurs twice in

Tychicus, Carpus, Eupdius, Philemon, Zenas, Aquila, Priscas,
Junias, Marcus (2), Aristarchus, Pudens, Trophimus, Lucas the
Eunuch, Lazarus. The list is manifestly untrustworthy. With
some proT>al)iliiy. i'ulc oil. :IK included all the seven 'deacons'
(so ca!!-,-<]\ a!onj v. -ih -oiro others (as Barnabas, BarsaTbbas,V *.<"" :- - *;.- \-.'. bus,, and Ananias), who were primitive

I
- >' -

t
- '!< -i , i Palestine. TJut many others, in-

"

:! '
i

r .
.

... (,... ;
. (

.

-i-fcians as Titus, Tychicus, Trophimus,
'! ' -:

< l"-vr T - and Apollos, who became converts

ion^ alter out Lord's A-rin^on, are obviously the outcome of
indiscriminai injr oonjooi ur c.

* See the \\vll-knoun iKc-ntr-
4 in Oic. in Verr. v. 66: 'Quid

dicam in crucem tolli? Yerbo satis digno tarn nefaria res
appellari nullo rnorlo potcst.'

f For distinction between ,}f^Cw and Kidug, see Trench, NT
S-i/n. 10, 20. The latter is the better word; **!&& would
always restrain a good man from an unworthy act, while ec.tr%6v*)
would sometimes restrain a bad one.'

Mac. ; in NT only in 1 Ti 29 ^era aldovs K. <?&$poo-fays
('with shaniefastness and sobriety,' EV ; 'shame-
facedness,' AV*), and in TR of He 122S (AV
'reverence'), where edd. read oeovs. It may be
that, like such words as apery and <pi\ia, it was
avoided as having a technical and unsuitable sense.
In Homer and Hesiod it ranks high, being coupled
with vfaens, and pcr-oiiilied ; it is the sense of
what is due to oneself and others. Aristotle,t
however, regards it not as a virtue, hut an emotion
(7rd#os), which he does not consider very valuable to
ethics. It is the fear of d8o%ia, the loss of reputa-
tion, and, while proper to the vtos, it is out of place
in tbe Trpeo-ptrepos or e7rtet/n?s (the good man). They
ought never to do, or wish to do, things that might
evoke the feeling of shame.
Shame is not, then, a motive which we shall expect

to find prominent in Christian ethics. Its essential
idea being <j>6{3o$ ddogias, it looks only to the vary-
ing standard of public opinion, to what people
would say, or might be conceived of as saying if

they knew. And its source is not the moral sense
of right and wrong, but at best the feeling of

propriety and decency. At its highest it is a
neutral word. If it may sometimes deter from
a wrong action, regarded as "'i ," ,\

"
is even

more likely to deter from . i , . as un-
popular.

It is in this sense that it is most prominent in
the Gospels. It may keep a man from honest
work (Lk 163

). Christ warns those who are
ashamed of Him and of His words, that He too
will be ashamed of them (Mk Saa, Lk 926

; cl Jn
1243

)% It is this false shame that i
' "

"/
icpiuliitu il by the Apostles (Ko . .:

'

. ! ",

Shame may also follow an action ; and here too
the idea is not the conviction of sin, but the con-
fusion which comes from discovery, though this

may be an element in a future awakening of con-
science. It is the fate of one who unduly exalts
himself (Lk 1410). Christ's enemies are put to
shame (13

17
), i.e. they ar< k

i-nni^d ,-ib being ex-

]>o-c
k
<l be fu re the people. Though the word is not

morn ioni'd, it is presumablv ilic iivlin^ of the man
who hid his talent or pouncl, when brought face to
face with his master (Mt 2524

, Lk 1920
) ; and it is

certainly implied in Jn S9
,
whether the words

convicted by their conscience '
are genuine or not.

The Pharisees are ashamed of being found exploit-
ing a sin for their own ends.

It is possible that in Ihc pn>-n^clji-l, quoted (the

episode of the woman taken in adultery) we have
an instance of shame in another aspect, the sym-
pathetic shanie evoked by sin in others. Christ
was face to face with the type of sin which par-
ticularly rouses that feeling, and with a callous

attempt on the part of His enemies to use that sin
for their own advantage. He blushed for those
who did not blush for themselves.

* He was seized with an intolerable sense of shame. He could
not meet the eye of the crowd, or of the accusers, and perhaps
at that moment least of all of the woman. ... In his burning
embarrassment and confusion he stooped down so as to hide his

face, and began writing with IPS finger on the ground
'

(Seeley,
Ecce Some, ch. ix.).

We may note that the word is far rarer in the

NT, and 'par! i< ;il;.:ly i-i iho Gospels, than in the
OT. The i\ni>.iil\ 'ikl>'';ii<- use of w'^^to be dis-

appointed of a hope, is not found in the Gospels ;

it occurs in Ro 55 9s8 1011
, 1 P 26

. In each, case a
(ir.uiinion i- implioil or expressed, though, curiously
Minnjj[h. fniin Ji pji ii^e (Is 2816

) where efta does not
oci'iir in ilio Ih'luvu. The shame or reproach of

childlessness, which is so prominent in the OT, is

referred to in Lk I 25 .

* See Hastings' DJ5, s.v.

t See JSth. iv. 9 ; Rhet. ii. 6.
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LITERATURE. Hastings' DB, art. 'Shame'; Trench, NT
Synonyms; G. Salmon, Gnosticism and Agnosticism (1887),
164 ; E. W. Church, Village Serm., 3rd ser. (1897), 236.

C. "W. EMMET.
SHEALTIEL. A link in our Lord's genealogy

(Mt I12, Lk 327, AV both times Salathiel).

SHECHEM.See SYCHAK.

SHEEP, SHEPHERD
AwV,

' lamb' : Jn 129. 36
3
AC 8^2, i p 119 ; with the classical ace.

plur. oi/svots, Lk 103 (where Cod. A reads -^r..'?xry\ ,md tbc

diminutive from the same stem, Stpyiov^ in Jn " "

(x \HC-)j. '1

(of Christ) Rev. passim (56-223). All three words are used only
figuratively in NT.

irtffrvrov, 'sheep' : Mt 936 1211.12 1312, Lk 154.6 jn 2". 15 10,
Rev 1813, and '"_ j,/-i'- ) Mt 715 106. IB 1524 2532f. 2631, Mk 634

1427, Jn 10. 21 (
'

(

'

!>)'' '7, Ac 8^2, He 1320, 1 P 225 ; its diminu-
tive jr//2Twv in Jn 2116. 17 (B, C, Tisch., WH).
aw>v7, 'flock' . Lk 28, 1 Co 97, and (fig.) Mt 2631, Jn 1036;

its diminutive fr/>vv, always figurative, in Lk 1232, Ac 2028- 29
,

IP 52-3.

fra^x, 'shepherd': Mt 9^6 2532, Mk 634 Lk 28- is. is.
20, jn

102. 12, and (fig.) Mt 26*31, Mk 1427, Jn 1QH- 14-
16, Eph 4*1, He 1320,

1 P 225.

a.pXtxotfjiwv,
* chief shepherd

'

(fig.)> 1 P 54.

trot/UK:-,*),
'

shepherd.'
*
tend,' a flock ; Lk 177, i Co 97, and (fig.)

Mt 26, Jn -21 ', Ac 20-
1

*, 1 P 52, Jude^, Rev 227 71? i5 1Q15.

pfrxu,
'
feed a flock '

: Mt 830, Mk 5H, Lk 83^ 1516 ; faa-wrt^
Mt 833, Mk 514, Lk 834. >* is fig. only in Jn 2115. 17.

1. The sheep of Palestine are still the broad-
tailed breed of Biblical times (Ex 2922

,
Lv 39 - n RV

* fat tail'). The tail is from 5 to 15 inches wide,
and weighs from. 10 to 15 Ib., sometimes even as
much as 30 lb., supplying 10 Ib. and upwards of

pure fat, which is packed for winter use. The
sheep are white, though some have brown faces :

only the rams have horns. Thev 'find pasture
9

(Jn 109
) in the lower lands in winter and on the

mountains in summer, the best pastures being in
S. Palestine (the Negeb and Gerar) and on the

plain to the E. of the Jordan ; but even ' the

pastures of the wilderness '

(Ps 6512
,
Jl 222) are wel-

come in spring, when grass and flowers have grown
which are burnt up in summer. The shepherd
leads his sheep (Jn 104

) during the day in the cool

months, but in the hotter part of the year from
sunset to

"" "

. when he brings them back
to the fold. (vv.

J--LU
) or leaves them to lie under a

prepared shelter in the bushes (Ca I 7 ), The fold

(atfX'jj) is a low flat shed or series of sheds, with a
yard surrounded by a wall (Jn 101

; cf. ]STu 3216
, Jg

516
,
Zeoh 26

) ; on cold nights the flocks are shut in
the buildings. The wall is surmounted by a fence
of sharp thorns to keep out the wolves (Jn 1012 )

and other wild beasts (Is 314
,
1 S 1734

) ; jackals and.

hyasnas prey almost up to the walls of Jerusalem,
while leopards and p.uil1ic'^ often leap over the
high fence of the T'<>M. jjril ilie shepherd is still at
times known f to lay down his life for the sheep'
(Jn 1011 ). Bobbers are as great a source of danger ;

a lamb or a kid is sometimes carried off by a bird
of prey, and there are deadly snakes in the lime-
stone rocks. The Gospel parable does not exag-
gerate the rejoicing of the shepherd when he hag
recovered a -hoop th,il has gone astray 'upon the
mountains"" \

MT Is"--
,
Lk 154).

The shepherd keeps watch by night in the open
air (Lk 2% cf. Nah 318), sometimes using a tem-
porary shelter or a shepherd's tent (Ca P, Is 3812

),

which recalls the nomad habits of the early Israel-
ites and their Semitic ancestors (He II9

, Gn 420 ).

On the march he carries a bag or wallet (Mt 1010),
a staff (Mt 108

,
Ps 234

), and a sling (1 S 1740
). At

flic \vntovhi- -]>laco- (Ps 23s) the sheep answer to
ilio -lu'phoni"- call (Jn 103 - 4

), and, when they have
drunk, r.iovo on at his word to make room for
another flock. A shepherd is sometimes followed

by several flocks, but each comes or goes at a sepa-
rate call, and he often knows each sheep by a
name (Jn 103

). Sheep-dogs (Job 301
) are not men-

tioned in the NT, but they must have been used,

as they are still, to protect the flock and keep the

sheep together.
2. Shetij) wore used for food (Rev 1813

), and their

milk for drink (1 Co 97
,
Dt 3214

) ; their skins were
used for tents and for a baggy kind of coat (ivrjKwrf),

He II37
). The importance of sheep to a pastoral

people like the Israelites is emphasized by one of

their favourite names, Rachol, which meanw c ewe '

(W. R. Smith, Rel. Sem.'2 311), and by the choice of

a lamb for the Paschal Supper in their most sacred
festival. Every morning, also, and every evening,
they had to otter in sacrifice a he-lamb without
blemish for a continual burnt-offering' (Nu 2S3'6

),

with two he-lambs in addition every Sabbath day
(v.

9
). Seven he-lambs and one ram were required

at every new moon, on every day of the Passover,
and at the Feast of Weeks (vv.

16 '31
), at the Feast

of Trumpets, and on the Day of Atonement (29
1" 11

).

At the Feast of Tabernacles (vv.
12~a8

) this offering
was included on the eighth day, but was doubled
on each of the first seven days, with varying
numbers of bullocks. Goats were generally used
for -

: T "... but a leper in the day of his

clea3La*-*to V
L1 _ . ,

had to bring a he-lamb for a

guilt-offering, besides a he-lamb for a T^urnt-offermg
and a ewe-lamb, the two latter being commuted
for a pair of turtle-doves in the case of the poor
(Lv 1410

"22
). Any of the common people, also,

might substitute for the male gpat of the ordinary
HM

-offering
;i female lamb without blemish (Lv

4-715
').

Thi- piacular offering of sheep was a
Semitic practice which is found also in ancient

Cyprus, and was adopted by Epimenides at Athens
when he was summoned from Crete to purify the

city from the Alcmseonid pollution (W. R. Smith,
Eel. Sem* note G}.

3. The interest of these sacrificial requirements
centres in the NT round the representation of

Christ as ' the Lamb '

(Rev 56 223
). To some ex-

tent, of course, the figure is suggested by
* the

meekness and iic-mlrm^ of Christ' (2 Co 1C1
, Mt

II29
), the perfect leuii/aiion in Him of the spirit of

beautiful confidence and loving obedience which
we associate with Ps 23 (cf. ECCG Homo, chs. i. and
ii. pp. 5, 6, 10, 12). But where the figure is ex-

plained, it is always in a sacrificial sense :
c He

was led as a sheep to the slaughter
'

(Ac S82
) ;

' re-

deemed . . . with precious blood, as of a lamb
without blemish and without spot, (even the blood)
of Christ

'

(1 P I 18 - 19
) ;

' a Lamb standing as though
it had been slain

'

;

*

worthy is the Lamb that hath
been slain

'

(Rev 56 - 32
) ;

' the book of life of the
Lamb that hath been slain from the foundation
of the world' (Rev 138 ). In the same way John
the Baptist hailed Jesus of Nazareth as 'the
Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of
the world' (Jn I29

). It is superfluous to say
(with Alford) that the reference is not to the
Paschal lamb,

* which did not suggest atonement for

sin
'

; on every day of the feast, as we have seen,
lambs were offered as a burnt-oflermg ; and if it

was not Passover - time when John spoke, his

hearers would readily understand his meaning from
the sin-offering of the poor, or the morning and
evening sacrifice of every day. These "kef-i IMMOI-O

the eyes of all Israelites the principle of -ui'-nm-

tion, the surrender of another life for the human
life that was forfeited or consecrated (He II 4 1010

).

John may have uttered his prophecy at the time
of the regular evening sacrifice, the time at which
the prophecy was afterwards to be fulfilled (Mt
2745);^bni Ihc lni!-!i;i<_^ of Is 537'32 would of itself

explain IMI- nuviMin^ of his words. The correspond-
ence of riiri-i'- (N'jn 1

! with a sin-offering is dis-

tinctly assumed in He 1310 "13
, and St. Paul also

sees in the occurrence of that death at Passover-
time the true Passover sacrifice of the Lamb (1 Co
57

). "We need not be concerned to limit to any one
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i ,>-, .,-i\ the thought in the mind of the Baptist :

; i, I ,.'.. in his words, was the atoning Lamb.
Christ (as' M. Docls suggests in Expos. Gr. Test.)

may have revealed the truth to him after the re-

turn from the Temptation in the wilderness : He
Himself three times foretold His coming death (Mt
IQZI 1722.

23 2018 - 19
) before He repeated the substance

of John's prophecy as His own (Mt 202S
).

4. Christ is also the Good Shepherd
'

(Jn 1011 - 14
),

1 the Shepherd and Bishop (overseer, guardian) of

souls' (1 P 225
),

< the chief Shepherd' (1 P 54 ). His

people are His flock (
Jn 1016 ,

Lk 1232 ), as the chosen

people of old were the flock of God (Ps 7720 7913 SO1

957 1003
) As God undertook by the voice of His

prophets to feed His flock (Is 4011
, Ezk 3414- 15

), so

Christ pledges Himself ' to give unto them eternal

life' (Jn 1028
,
cf.648

's8
), to 'guide them unto fountains

of waters of life' (Eev 717
). He requires of His

sheep (JnlO
14 - 27

)
the life of uiii|no-iioniiiji obedi-

ence and trust which the Psalmist accepts with

such happy contentment (Ps 23) : He promises that

no one shall snatch them out of His hand if they
hear His voice and follow Him, if they make them-

selves familiar with Him (yLyvdio-Kovcn, v. 14
) as He

makes it His concern to know them and to know
the Father. When He speaks of 'the fold' in

which they will find protection, He calls Himself
6 the door 5

(Jn lO7
'10

) through which one must enter

in to be made safe : He becomes the shepherd

(
vv> n-16) as He passes from the thought of the fold

to describe the flock. So later (Jn 146
)
He says,

C I am the way,' before He calls Himself 'the

truth and the life.' No one 'fold' can include

all His sheep (Jn 1016
) : the flo-'k i- _ <ii( r than

the fold, the shepherd more o--i-nr,ij
i

: ian the

door : and the one necessary condition of the

Christian life is the personal devotion and obedi-

ence to the living Shepherd. Where that condi-

tion is observed, there may be many folds,
* other

sheep' ;
but He will know His own (v.

14
), and in

the eyes of all at last
'

they shall become one flock,

one shepherd
5

(v.
16

).

In His more active ministry Christ found the

appropriate figure for His disciples in the patient
M.JPI vu-l^Pi. cattle which ploughed the earth to

prepare it; for men's food, or carried the burdens

of their daily life (Mt 1129.30) : work under His

guidance with the meek and lowly spirit is the

secret of rest. It was as the shadows of the end
fell upon Him that He returned to the OT figure
of the sheep of God's pasture :

' Fear not, little

flock' (Lk 12s2 ), resumes the 'Be not afraid' of v. 4

at the close of the perilous scene when the crowded

courtyard was His refuge from the hatred of His

enemies (Lk 1 137
"54

). So the beautiful pictures and

promises of Jn 10 belong to the time of danger

(v.
39

)
in the closing winter (v.

22
) of His life, when

He was being forced into the retirement (v.
40

) from

which He came out at the risk of death to restore

Lazarus to his sisters. The Shepherd's care of His

sheep is the gospel first for the sorrowful and help-

less :
' the whole portraiture of the Good Shepherd

is a commentary on Is 53
'

(Westcott).
5. One other NT analogy is derived from the

same figure. As rulers who ' observe dooms from

Zeus' are called in the Iliad (i. 263, ii. 243, etc.)

TTOLju^ves luLtav (cf. Mic 54
,
Mt 26

), and he that re-

ceives authority over the nations * shall shepherd
them with a staff of iron' (Bev 2s7 125 1915

) 5
so the

Church receives iroifdvas Kal 5t8a<r/c<Xoi>$ among the

gifts of its glorified Lord (Epli 4n ). Their duty is

to ' tend the flock of God '

(1 P 52 ),
*' the flock in the

which the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers

(Ac2028
) : it is the false shepherds who 'without

fear feed themselves
'

(Jude
12

). In *

tending' the

flock, the first and last duty is to 'feed' it
:^/3&

ra dpvia /JLOV, iroi^aLve rk 7rpo/3<ri< fiovt jSoovce ret T

pov (Jn 21 15-17
). The shepherd's ways with

.he sheep may be most winning and his music of

jhe sweetest ; but if he does not minister to them
the bread of life/ other shepherds will have to be
moid who will 'feed them' (Jer 234

). As the

shepherds themselves belong to the flock of Christ,

ihey are also to be '

examples to the flock,'
' and

rtdien the chief Shepherd shall be manifested, ye
shall receive the crown of glory that fadeth not

away' (1 P53 - 4
).
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11', 'D
*

. .

'

\ also W. Lock on 'the Sheep and the
Goats' in The Mible and Ohr. Life (1905), 162. For connected

subjects see Literature under ATONEMENT, CHURCH, REDEEM,
RULE (p. 539), SACRIFICE. FRANK RICHARDS.

SHEKEL. See MONEY.

LH (Heb. npy? 'that which dwells' or

)
c

dwelling ').~This term, together with
(iOjT) and ' the Word' or ' Memra '

("ip^p,

SHEKINAH
resides,' the

c d ,. _ . ,. ...,-

4 the Glory
'

(K^) and < the Word '

or < Memra '

(

KT^P), is used in tlr-
m

-, as an indirect ex-

pression in place of '
. i enotes God's visible

presence or glorious manifestation which e dwells
*

among men : the localized presence of the Deity.
See art. 'Shekinah' in Hastings' DB. In the NT
the term Shekinah appears in more than one Greek
form. The invisible Shekinah is also alluded to,

as well as the visible. The visible Shekinah,

though distinct from 'the glory,' was associated

in the closest ivay with the Divine '

glory.' It was
conceived of as the centre and source from which
the glory radiated. In the NT this 'Shekinah-
svi/vmr'

|S several times denoted by 56a. The
_cal passage is Ko 94, where St. Paul, enumer-

ating the list of Israel's privileges, says: 'whose
is the adoption, and the glory/ i.e. the Shekinah-

glory, 'the visible presence of God among His

people
3

(cf. also Ac 7 2 where St. Stephen speaks
of 'the God of glory,

5
i.e. the God whose visible

presence, manifested in the Shekinah, had sancti-

fied Jerusalem and the Temple). In the Gospels
this 'glory' is referred to in Lk 29 'the glory of

the Lord (5oa Kvplov) shone round about them.'

There is also an obvious allusion to the Shekinah
in the description of the theophanic cloud of the

transfiguration-narrative (Mt 175
s a bright cloud

overshadowed them, and behold a voice out of

the cloud, saying/ etc. ; cf. Mk 97,
Lk 9341-)- Here

the same verb (<?7rt<r/aea>) is used as in the LXX of

Ex 4084 - 35 of the cloud which rested on the Taber-

nacle when it was filled with the 'glory of the

Lord,' which in the Targum (pseudo-Jonathan)
becomes the c

glory of the Shekinah of the Lord/
The * voice out of the cloud

'

is also, doubtless, the

voice of the Shekinah ;
cf. 2 P I17 where, in refer-

ence to the
'

,

"-- --- a 'voice' uttered by
he Shrlxiiuxh-jilMV is

e t-lionisi'iii or" g'ory'
the exceller

spoken of.*

must
the i :

throned.

-"I in the same way, as meaning
which the Shekinah was en-

In three NT passages (all having reference to Christ) t an
allusion to the Shekinah is probable, though disputed, viz. (a)

Ro 64 ' Christ was raised from the dead by means of (Si) the

glory of the Father.' Here 'prlor.\
'

i>iol>.--=ilio Shekinah-jrlory
rather than jrlorious power

'

<CL. tlio MMrath Halite to Gn 44-
y

,

in which the Shekinah is said to release the bound m bheol) ; I

Similarly in the Jerus. Targum to On 2813 the glory of J"

3, 'I am the God of Abraham' (Marshall in Hastings' DB,
loc. ait.').

t See Marshall, ib.

1 A similar idea may be implied in the words ascribed to our

Lord in Jn II40, where, with reference to the release of Lazarus

from the grave, Jesus says to Martha :
4 Said I not unto thee,

that, if thbu believedst, thou shouldest see the glory of God?'
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(6) 1 P 4=14
* the (Spirit) of glory and the Spirit of God '

(TO r$$
MZw ; TO *ov tfwv Tv<-y,). Here 'glory' may= Shekinah,
which is identified with Christ. This identification may be
seen more clearly, perhaps, in (c) Ja 21 rfo vJe-rtv rot xupiw
vj^Siv 'l'/itrov yLptrrov r*j? Se'isjf, which not

'

'^Mx-l t\~

~ '

* \ii">

of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Shekinah' (Vu ,.< L-).
r< i .isV-u i

1

doubtful reff. in the NT, see below.

There can be no doubt that the word ffmivfj,
{ tabernacle' (and its verb ffKyvovv,

l to tabernacle '),

has been chosen for use in Jn I14 and Rev 213 from
its likeness both in sound and meaning to the word
Shekinah, and conveys a direct allusion to the
latter. The Revelation passage runs ;

' Behold the
tabernacle (ncwty of God is with men, and he will

tabernacle (o-KTp'c&rei) with them.' In Jn I 14 'The
Word (Logos) . . . tabernacled (evK-fivuxrev} among
us, and we beheld his glory,' etc., all the three
Hebrew terms, Memra. (K-$p = 6 \oyos), Shekinah,
and Yefcara (5o'a=irjj3;) are represented. *A11 the
three entities became incarnate in Jesus.'*

The identification of Jesus with the Shekinah has already
been referred to above in connexion with 1 P 414 and Ja 21 .

Another example where the same idea may be implicit is Mt
1820

' Where two or three are gathered together in my name,
there am I in the midst of them'; compare with this Pirke
Aboth iii. 5: 'Two that sit tog-ether and are occupied with
words of Torah, have the Shekinah among them.' Of. also

2 Co 46
' God that said, Out of darkness light shall shine, is

he who shone in our hearts for the illumination of the know-
ledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ.' The last

phrase may=the glory of God made manifest in the presence
of Jesus Christ, i,e. Jesus is the Shekinah of God. Shekinah in- - -

;
God with us ')

this connexion are

; her of the glory' [o

ira,TYtp T'/jf <H6&/is] =? * the father of the Shekinah (incarnate in

Jesus)'), Lk 2^2 ('the glory of thy people Israel'). Cf. also
1 Co 28 (Jesus

* Lord of glory ') The representation of man as
a temple in which God dwells (cf. 2 Co 6*6 We are a temple of
the living

1

God,' Jn 142s ' we will come . . . and make our abode
with him *) was probably suggested by the Shekinah-idea, which
may also have influenced the language applied to Christ in
Col 29 (' for in him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead
bodily')-

In the identification of the Shekinah and '

with the incarnate Christ, 'a use is made
Dalman says,

* which is at variance with ilirir primary app1i< n-

tion,
3

It marks a specifically Christia- 1 <1< \ , lo
1

'
1

'<. u . 'i"":'1 i'ie

way had certainly been prepared by li; :*>>,", /! ioi"l !'"( -.

LITBRATURB. Weber, Jiid. Theol.^ es~ >!QK 'lon
; Gfrorer,

Das Jahrhundert des Heils, i. esp. p. ,,en, Juden-
thum zur Zeit Christi, 201 fF.

; art. Shekinah ' in Hastings' DB
and in JJS; the Lexicons, s.v. nrDer (Buxtorf, Levy, Jastrow,
Kohut); Taylor, Sayings of the Jewish Fathers^ p. 43; the
Comm. on Ep. of St. James by "*. / :. i~ K "

\. >'on Ja 21).

G. H. Box.
SHELAH. A Judahite ancestor of our Lord (Lk

3s5).

SHEM. The patriarch, mentioned as a link in
our Lord's genealogy {Lk 386).

SHEWBREAD, ' bread of the face or presence'
(lehem panim], was placed on a special table in the

Holy Place, in the presence of God. This was a

very ancient custom in Israel, and is found also

among other Semitic peoples. The bread was
originally":-

*

-i "!" '. /I to eat, but, of course,
this early ."-, ! ;--sist; the bread, how-
ever, was still held to imply the presence of God,
an-! TT1- ;;* --r|.i ,p"

k -.P MM- worship rendered lo Him.
^V-'.v "iro.!-! i- ! < !Ji

:

-"r-! in the Gospels on only
one occasion, Mt 124

||
Mk 226 and Lk 64. Jesus

and His disciples, passing through the cultivated
fields on the Sabbath, were plucking the ears of

grain, rubbing out the kernels, and eating them.
They were challenged by the Pharisees for doing
what was unlawful on the Sabbath. The plucking
of grain without instrument, * lb iV v ;illv

:

'i;_:
iljr^

1

;;"
1

!

another's field, was . -'> : -isis ,! I-\ ilu

Jewish law, but the .,

'

I -. involved was
interpreted as harvesting and threshing, which

*
Dalman, Words of Jesus, p. 231, To these should be added

the great passage in He 1$, where the Son is said to "be the
'

effulgence of me glory^ i.e. of the Shekinah-glory as 'the ;

manifested Ucitv.
1

I

jowere forbidden on the Sabbath. Jesus v
i :

the Pharisees by citing two illustrations ,1 !::".
to Mt.), one of which was an act of David as
recorded in 1 S 21 1 "6

. In David's flight from Saul
he had come to Nob, to Ahimelech the priest. He
was hungry, and asked for food for himself and his
men. There was no bread at hand except the
shewbread, which, after lying on the table for the
week, had been replaced by fresh bread. The
bread is described as 'holy.'" There is no hint in
I

1

!-- -,- --,.-r that David did an unlawful thing in
,-;," i;

: " bread. He did not do it without due
deliberation, for the question of the legality was
expressly raised by the priest. Before giving the
men the bread, he asked if they were l

clean.*
This was his one concern, and, being satisfied on
this point, he readily gave it to them. If it had
been unlawful for any to eat except the priests,
that surely would have been stated, and the
'cleanness' would have been of no moment. In
case the parley is considered, as it may be, to have
been the effort of later tradition to clear the king
from the charge of ir r^!;1. "\' \ in the matter, the
state of the case is not altered. The passage seems
to show that no law was knowingly broken in the
transaction.

Jesus, however, says that it was unlawful. The
statement is in accord with the Jewish law of His
day, which can be traced back to a provision of
the Priests' Code from post-exilic times (Lv 249

),

which says that the shewbread was for the priests,
and must be eaten by them in the Holy Place,
Such an act as David*'s was illegal in the time of
Christ ; it was not illegal in the time of David.
The real issue between Jesus and the Pharisees in

Mt 12 was the extent to which such laws as that
of the Sabbath were binding. The Jews held that
the law was eternal, unchangeable, supreme.
Jesus held that it was 'for man,

3 and the Son of
Man was lord of it. More vt-niitly the argument
of Jesus has been vastly -:ion;/i1i(.ne<

i

1 by the
'

'.' . of the gradual development of tfie OT
'"',

"

-. According to the Jews, their great
king had -\ ioljiieu ihc Law, and the only justifica-
tion was the stress of his hunger ; but to use this

argument to justify David was in effect to acknow-
ledge the very principle upon which Jesus acted in

allowing His disciples to pluck the grain.
LITERATURE. Stade, Bibl Theol des AT, p. 168

;
art. 'Shew-

bread '

in Hastings' DB and in the JE. Q. H. GATES.

SHILLING. See MONEY.

SHIP. -See BOAT.

SHOE. See SANDAL.

SHORE. See BEACH.

SICK, SICKNESS. See DISEASE.

SICKLE (Bp^iravov).^The crops in Palestine are,
to this day, reaped almost entirely with the sickle

(Mk 429 ). The scythe is seldom seen save in the
hands of a foreigner, and the whirr of the reaping
machine is still unknown. SptTrwov is the LXX
equivalent of two Heb. words ^cnn and *?3D which
seem to have been two names for the sanie thing.
The Palestinian sickle is a little longer than our
common shearing- hook ; the blade describes a
somewhat wider curve, n^ Mi'"- jiniril. instead of

ienniriMtiii^
1

-Ouirply. i- -li^'j'K -M'TVU backward.
Sometimes the edge is inniivi; ijKi* a saw, but
oftener it is plain and sharp like our own hook.
The total length of handle and blade is from 18 to
24 inches. W. EWING.

SIDON (for much of common reference, see TYRE).



SIDON SIFTING

A narrow, rocky district as well as a once famous
city in Phcjenicia, the city being 30 miles S. of

Beirut and 26 miles slightly N. by E. of Tyre, and
60 miles N. of Capernaum. Like nearly all settle-

ments on the east coast of the Mediterranean, Sidon
owed its location to certain prominent rocks in the

sea, which at first served as a breakwater, and then,
through gradual connexion with the land, produced
a northern and a southern harbour, the latter now
filled with sand.

Sidon is so ancient that all certainty as to the

origin of its name has vanished. Some have deemed
it

c

fishing '-town, others the seat of the worship of
a deity Sid. Sidon and the Sidonians are heard
of earlier and more influentially than Tyre, which
finally distanced its northern rival. All the Phoe-
nician cities seem to have known little but rivalry
down to the appearance of such world-powers as

Assyria, Babylonia, Persia, Greece, and Rome,
which made them all, sooner or later, subject and
abject. Each had its

*

king/ its
*

god,' its colonies,
its coinage. Each sent its trading vessels seaward.
to the Mediterranean world ; landward, each was
in touch with the markets of Damascus and the
East by means of those caravans of '

ships of the
desert

'

; each sat as queen over a semicircular
domain with a radius of some 15 to 20 miles.

Through faction in the 8th cent. B.C. Sidon lost

many of her merchants, chiefly to Tyre. At length
her limited territory, her merely commercial aim,
her being sapped by colonization and dissension,
her final surrender o'f leadership to Tyre, combined
with her conquests by the world-powers, left her
under the Romans in the days of Christ a merely
provincial capital, richer in the vices of ancient

jii-j.-iiiMM
ill,mi i i

1 ^ virtues. Some from Sidon were
in I'M'.' ni'ilii: ii'lo mat thronged Jesus at the Sea of
Galilee (Mk 38), and Sidon was pronounced more
excusable in the day of judgment than the more
favoured cities of Jesus' own country and race (Mt
H 21f

-). The present Saida has about 10,000 inhabit-

ants, and is surrounded by delightful orange groves,
beneath \vliioh lie arcliipolo^ii'fil treasures. Beirut,
with its Damascus railway , *.; -1 harbour,
has robbed Sidon of its last ....... immerce.

In a sense Sidon was, an<i i

-i
; sense was

not, within the limits of the Holy Land. In the
ideal distribution of Canaan recorded in Joshua
the lot of Asher would seem to have included about
all of Phoenicia, extending

e even unto great Sidon '

(Jos 1928
). The coast cities and their daughter

villages, however, remained utterly unconscious of

their assignment, while Asher became so assimi-
lated thereto as to retain in Israelitish history little

more than a name.
The RV declares that Jesus * came through

Sidon,' a distinct and exact statement unknown
to the AV; and thereon depends our conception
whether or not Jesus Himself, from choice, ever
went into the way of the Gentiles. Many points
as to the primariness, structure, and transmission
of the Gospels are illustrated by this case.

Mt 152lff- AV Mk 724 AV
v.2i Then Jesus went thence, v,24 And from thence he

and departed into the coasts of arose, and went into the bor-
Tyre arid Sidon. v.22 And, ders of Tyre and Sidon, and
behold, a woman of Canaan entered into an house, and
came out of the same coasts, would have no man l\no\v if :

etc. but he could not be hid. For
a certain woman, etc. [A
Greek].

v. 29 And Jesus departed v.3i And again, departingfrom thence, and came nigh from the coasts of Tyre and
unto the sea of Galilee ; and Sidon, he came unto the sea of
went up into a mountain, and Galilee, through the midst of
sat down there. the <:O:M- 0'" DccayoH*. [East

of I lie Jordan].

After the Revisers' most conscientious work, with
their better evidence, this is the form in which we
read the same :

And Jesus went out thence, And from thence he arose,
and. withdrew into the parts of and went away into the bor-

Tyre and Sidon. And, behold, ders of Tyre and Sidon. And
a Canaanitish woman came out he entered into an house, and
from those borders, etc. would have no man know it :

and he could not be hid. But
straightway a woman, etc. [A
Greek].
Jlarg* "Some ancient authori-

ties omit and Sidon.'

And Jesus departed Ihcnoe. And again he went out from
and came nigh urr.o iho &v.-a or the borders of Tyre, and came
Galilee ; and he went up into through Sidon unto the sea of

the mountain, and sat there. Galilee, through the midst of
the borders of Decapolis.

B. W"'- -x -'- :" i \ i,
1

- the 'some ancient
authorities'' of KVm, and reads: Jesus 'went
away into the borders of Tyre. . . . And again
he went out from the borders of Tyre, and came
through Sidon unto the sea of Galilee,' etc. Thus
the primary Gospel of Mark, the more ancient
Sinaitic and Vatican MSS, Professor Weiss, and the
Revisers do not hesitate to depict Jesus as entering
Gentile territory (twice), entering a (probably)
heathen house, and dispensing blessings npon a
pagan woman, going then yet farther 'through
Sidon ' and Decapolis. The more theological First

Eva,ri^eli-t. however, and the judicious transcribers
disliked so to state the case. So Edersheim : the
( house in which Jesus sought shelter and privacy
would, of course, be a Jewish home '

;
and '

by
'

through Sidon "
I do not understand the town

of that name, which would have been quite outside
the Saviour's route, but the territory of Sidon'

(Life and Times, ii. 38, 44).

Anything like a direct * route ' from the Israel-

itish borders of Tyre, or of Tyre and Sidon, for

Edersheim emphasizes Matthew's indication that
the woman came from her territory to that of Jesus,
would take one in a south-easterly direction, and

therefore awav from Sidon. Accordingly, Jesus'
choice to go in a northerly direction,

f

through
Sidon/ shows that He was not .V 1

.

;.
near

and direct and usual 'route,' but , .-

-
-

i was
seeking travel into heathen territory. Mk.'s con-
nexion indicates that Jesus journeyed into the
Gentile land with His disciples, on the occasion of
the abolition of the Levitical distinctions as to the

, r

"

r\ ^ian and unclean, so as to give to
1 1

:
i

1

.'. i -\rm
;

^ ., 1 object lesson as to the
same. Sidon on i

< li
1

;- ! oh was for this reason

included, as was the ^o, -i-M-lri^ Decapolis. It

was at Csesarea, a simii.r iJ<i!iilo city almost 100
miles nearer Jerusalem, that St. Peter received his

fuller lesson on the same subject.
WILBUR FLETCHER. STEELE.

SIFTING. The vb. <sifV(Gr. ffwtdfa, fr. nvtov,
a late word for a sieve) occurs only in Lk 2231 .

Two varieties of sieve were used for : ,

' :

.

the finer particles of substances from . r

(see art. AGRICULTURE). Scripture refers to the
sieve and the process of sifting only rarely (Is 3028

,

Am 99
,
Lk 2281

), but is full of the idea of sifting.
In this process the methods Of different industries

join to give force to the metaphor which they
supply. Of these farming is the chief, with its

floors, fans, etc. (Mt 312, Lk 317
). The preparation

of wine also enters in with its emptying from
vessel to vessel (Jer 4811

). The reliiiing' of metals
(Is I25

, Mai 33f
-), too, contributes to the contents of

the idea of ifting. All these moralize it. It con-
centrates on character. St. Peter and his fellow-

disciples [plur. fy<tas] are sifted ; Pharisees strain
out gnats (Mt 2324) ; evil work avoids the sifting of
the light (Jn 320), The ministries of John, Jesus,
and the Holy Spirit (Jn 16s

), all have this trait

they sift men. Yet Jesus is Himself sifted by
Satan, whose '

findings' are nil (Jn 14SO ), while,
also, the disciples are not above the Master. e As
the wheat in the sieve is shaken backwards and
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forwards, and thus the refuse separates itself from
the grain, and falls out ; so Satan wishes to trouble

you and toss you about (by vexations, terrors,

dangers, afflictions) in order to bring your faithful-
ness to me to decay

3

(Meyer's Luke 2231
).* The

case of St. Peter is not singular. St. Paul under-
went the process (Ph 37, 2 Co 64ff

-). The sifting is a
law of life. All the Father's chastenings are with
a view to sift His children as wheat. It is of the
essence of the ways of God with men alike in pro-
vidence and grace. Its place in that economy is

among the final, not initial, processes. Headier
and rougher means of grace have their earlier day ;

this is a delicate, even final, means of dealing with
the finest of the wheat.

LITERATURE Ecce Homo, ch. vi. ; BushnelTs New Life, ser-
mon on '

Spiritual Dislodgements
'

; Longiellow's The Sifting of
J. K. LEGGE.

SIGHING. The expression of trouble by means
of* ".

'.'

"
"."

*

This expression is used
in < \

' '

: i ord twice, both times in
St. Mark's Gospel. It is expressed in 7s4 by the
word crrevdfa in the LXX the equivalent of rua*

and in 812 by the compound dvacrrevdfa. In both.

instances^the words appear in this Gospel alone,
and only in these passages. The expression is evi-

dently meant to convey the fact of the Lord's

sympathy with men. In the first, the healing of
trie aeaf and dumb man, our Lord felt the burden
of the disease which He was about to cure. And
here the expression is associated with prayer on
His part :

c

And, looking up to heaven, he sighed.'
In the second, where a stronger expression is used

through the compound, the Pharisees are asking
for a sign, and He '

sighed in Ms spirit/ evidently
thinking of the speedy appearance of the sign for
which they asked, and mourning over the terrible
nature which it would bear. On the f

groaning
'

of
Jn H3y - 3S see ANGER in vol. i. p. 62b.

W. H. RANKINE.
SIGHT. Christ rejoiced in His power of re-

storing sight to the physically blind (see below),
and points to it as a most fitting exercise for One
sent of God (Mt II5

, Lk 721 -22
; see also art. SIGN).

"When He speaks of Himself as Deliverer, in terms
borrowed froi

fl
< :

"
1 ' '

ombiniM^ Is 61 1 and
426 "7

), one of . < !',-. :
- of th<* commission

He announces is the recovering of sight to the blind
(Lk 41

^
19

). At that rapt moment of high spiritual
< ^! "! "< i' * certain that, while bodily sight

> !:!! .to, the emphasis lies on the higher
vision He nad. come to impart. The need of man
for true inward sight,, for the knowledge of God
and of self, was ever central to Jesus. That men
should see Him and thus see the Father was the
one burning passion of His life (Jn 149, cf. 1612"13* 16

17s

;

6 " 25-26
). That men should have the capacity of

vision and yet be blind to the true significance of
Himself and His work, was a sincere embarrassment
to Him (Mk 818).

In Mt 6s2 and Lk ll34
-3* He employs bodily sight

with its commanding relation to the whole of
human activities as an image of inward vision.
The eye was the means of guidance and surety and
power to the whole body the lamp (Xi^o?) of the
body. If the eye >-o unr.< \-\ <,-H ,*]

'
;

single,' or, liter-

ally,
c

simple/ &ir\',~*\ 9 i In- uhoiV body is lighted
for all the work it has to do. If * evil

'

(TTO^/^S),
the whole body is_ darkened, and every part of the

complex activity is rendered inefficient if not im-
possible. So of the inward, mental and spiritual
eye. The power of vision is central. If that
*Note that the point of the comparison lies in the shaWny.

Satan aims at destruction
; Jesus is thinking of purification as '

the real result. Christ comes wish His tan to get rid ot chaff I

(Mt 3*2); gatan sifts in order to get rid of \iheat. For, as !

Thomas Fuller says somewhere, when Satan comes with his
sieve, he desires to find the chaff and not the wheat.

capacity to see things as they are be unimpaired,
the man can be and do that for which God created
him. But the man who has lost his power of
inward sight is enveloped in the deepest and most
hopeless gloom. If the light in a man be darkness,
how great is that darkness ! On Mt 1313ff- see

PAKABLE, p. 3151; and on Jn 1930ff- see SEEING.
In our Lord's healing of the multitude which the

Gospels on several occasions record, cases of blind-
ness were found, loss of sight being then as now
common in Syria. The common cause of loss of

sight was and is ophthalmia, which varied in

severity from a minor form causing redness of the
lids and loss of the eyelashes, to an extreme
form affecting the whole eyeball, Ijirliryinsil ducts,
the glands, eyelids and lashes, and resulting in the
total destruction of sight and the eyeball. The
disease is still prevalent in the East, and especially
in Syria, being traceable to the intensity^ of light
and heat, and to the strong winds bearing sand
and other injurious matter. The matter secreted
from the inflamed glands is also transferred to
other persons, making the disease highly conta-

gious. Ophthalmia might also give rise to blindness
from birth, by causing permanent opacity of the
cornea.
Other affections of the parts connected with the

organ of vision might produce blindness, e.g.,
affection of the nerves. Mt 1222 was a case of this

kind, being probably also complicated with nervous
disorder. The blindness, deafness, and dumbness
point to some serious defect or disease in the nerv-
ous tissue which controls the organs of vision,
hearing, and speech ; and the mental disorder is

organically connected with the cerebral disorganiza-
tion.

As a rule, the cases of loss of sight are not suf-

ficiently described to enable us to know what par-
ticular cause produces the blindness. Mt 927'31 is a
case in point, the interest of the narin'i'vv li. IP.-

the quick faith of the blind and the -\ Mi!-MM ;;<

response of Jesus. The case of the '"inn Uin-i
from his birth may have been due to any of the
causes above mentioned, or to cataract (Jn 9).
The feature of our Lord's cure of the blind is

narrated in the above instances His touching
of the eyes. The blind man of Bethsaida (Mk
gas-as^ was treated similarly. Twice Jesus laid His
hands upon the blind eyes. Also He spit upon his

eyes having previously gently led him by the
hand out of the village. He spoke to him also of
the healing which they both desired, and called
forth the energy of the man in response to His own
power :

' Seest thou aught ?
'

In this instance a
process was observable in the recovery, or possibly
there is indicated the difficulty in one who had
never seen of In i-i^ IMM-* ;o i:ij. 1 1., i- to himself new
sensations. In *hi i) \M- iii>;i' .!i, t Jesus speaks
concerning the cure to be wrought. His words in
Jn 93"5 would be spoken in the hearing of the one
to be healed, and would have a salutary effect in
restoring hopefulness to one who might not un-
naturally have given up all hope of restoration.
The eyes are anointed with clay and saliva, and
the man sent in the obedience of a strong faith to
a distant pool.
These two instances in which our Lord uses

saliva recall the familiar folk-lore of curing sore

eyes. The use of saliva, especially of fasting
saliva, for bleared eyes, still persists. The Tal-
mud ascribes special efficacy to the saliva of an
eldest son. Royal saliva was greatly in request
for healing purposes, and an instance is recorded
of Vespasian using his saliva with excellent effect,
after having first inquired- of the physician if

the malady were curable (Tacitus, Mist. iv. 2 ;

Suetonius, Vespatiav, 7). Our T.onT< UMS of saliva,
or of saliva and clay, luul no cuiiTie\Iori with
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these as physical remedies, but may have been
designed t- :,. _< the mind of the patients,
who were :?,' i ,'.

'

* :fch the remedy. And it is

-I i:"i ii>1 'hat all the action of Jesus was upon
,
'".

|-^j ''!..' side. The means taken were exactly
-adapted to call out the response of the patient,
and to evoke a real co-operation between Healer
and healed. Cf. the means used in Mk S22"-6

, and
for the deaf mute in Mk 731 "35

, the signs employed
being evidently meant for the one to be restored.
\Ve may note (1) that both Jn. and Mk. in the

last two cases, give substantially the same account
of the methods employed by Jesus. roii-Morii^:
the wide difference in the standpoint 01' ilie iv.

;
>

writers, this is most significant, and indicates

clearly that both <!--cri]iLion* are drawn from life,
and that the actual mnhod of Jesus was remem-
bered and so far understood as to be regarded as
memorable. (2) The suggestive likeness between
the action of Jesus and modern therapeutic
methods. Not that these deeds of Jesus are ex-

plain- <1 by the latter, but that the Divine life
miiiiifi-Mi'd in Him did not work on totally dif-
ferent lines, although His method completely over-
passed and overwhelmed them in essential power,
bee also BLINDNESS, and SEEING.
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'

"v V, '

i of Nature, chu xii. ;

Hastings' I//:. . '!
' .,'.... -. passages referred to

;

Trench and W. M. Taylor on Miracles.

T. H. WEIGHT.
SIGN (<Trj]&e'LOJ>, signum}. The Gospels contain

many references to signs in connexion with the
anticipations of Messiah's advent and with the life

and work of Jesus Christ. But the various shades
and clegre- i-

r
-'.''." . attached to the word

'sign' %; *

"

'

. and the people gener-
ally, must be carefully discriminated

by;
a close

regard to the particular occasion on which it is

employed. Most of all must distinction be made
between the value placed upon the word by the

people of our Lord's time and by our Lord Him-
self.

1. The fixed expectation of the generation into
which Jesus was born, that signs would be associ-
ated with every true prophet and reformer and
supremely with the Messiah, that marvellous
events, largely of a material character, would
occur in connexion with every authoritative

teacher, and with every manifestation of the will
of God, was part of the mental fabric of the Jewish
people. The depth to which this expectation
prn<;1 rjitod into the general consciousness maybe
jini.L'vil |,\- the traces of it in the Apostolic writers
and in those trained under their influence. The
\l,*'"

1

i.*.j, ], M^V did not easily throw aside Jewish
i.".-:iit, -.-..'i- in regard to the kind of phenomena
which might be expected to accompany a Mes-
sianic advent or a Divine revelation. MMioii^li

they- lay the main emphasis on the oil lira 1 and
spiritual elements of Christian authority, the lower

conceptions peivi-tf, and often no clear distinction
is made between the a-vj^elov and the rtpas (cf. Mt
2429f

-, Mk 1324f
-, Lk 21 11 - 25

, Ac 222
,
He 24

,
2 Co 1212

,

Rev 121 1318 151 1614 1920
,
2 Th 28f

-).

It is abundantly clear that the general assump-
tion was made tliat credentials of a striking and
material character must be demanded of the Mes-
siah as a proof of the authority of His teaching
and Person. Repeatedly the Jews, and especially
the scribes, Pharisees, and Sadducees (see below),
pressed this demand upon Jesus. They wanted a
clear convincing proof of His authority. The
signs they had seen were possible by collusion with
the powers that rule the lower world, by a compact
with Beelzebub (Mk 3s2

).* Only a sign in the
heavens would satisfy them. Clearly what they

VOL. n. 40

sought was of the nature of a prodigy, properly to
be classed with the rdpara, with which our Lord
stedfastly refused to have any part or lot. Simi-
larly, Herod's desire to see Jesus was animated
by his wish to see a miracle (<r7j/j,etov) performed
by Him. We can be sure that what Herod desired
had more relation to prodigies, as most in harmony
with his nature and suited to his capacity, and
the word used is due to the Evangelist, who himself
drew no clear line between the O-TJ/MGIOV and the
rtpas (Lk 23s

).

^
2. Our Lord's attitude towards signs. Indica-

tions are given that the common expectation of
signs on the part of H"=-

:
:T-. i,- <in was not with-

out its solicitation to .!-..-. i .
: temptation in

the wilderness was an urgent pressure on the
noblest side of His nature to give a sign of this
character with the view of gaming a more speedy
influence over the people (Mt 45-7

3 Lk 49
' 12

). The
temptation was resisted and overcome. Our Lord
would

pjit
no trust in external and magical signs

for the furtherance of His work or the <*Mi|i
1 !ii^i/Iri

,
'

1 :

r
-

"

of His J
i

1 '-
. He km-'v \\m\\-

:. : \ : purpose
"

." real conviction
to men (Lk 163*). And the strenuous effort of His
life was to resist these unspiritual conceptions of
truth and reality.
The request for a sign in confirmation of His

teaching He uniformly refused. The apparent
response in Jn 2-10 is no exception. The sign He
would give would be granted only in its due place
as His career was consummated by His own resur-
rection. Jn 626 contains an apparent commenda-
tion of those who accepted Him because of His
wonder-working, but it was only a relative com-
mendation in comparison with the far lower spirit
which was unconcerned about a |i \ -pi'-ii M" ,mi1i>>r-

ily so loiiir as their pliy-icnl \\;;:

'

^ MOM. (; -11 \ ,mi
l>oun lifully provided.

'

Lk 7-
'- on the surface ap-

pears to be a sign given for the sake of convincing
John the Baptist, and if ever our Lord could have
departed from His habitual way, it was to help
that lone prisoner, suffering

mental and spiritual
anguish because the work Messiah was doing was
so unlike what he had expected deeds of quiet
beneficence instead of sharp \( k i:i:<nii'< against
iniquity. But the action sprang out or the Divine
impulse as our Lord, deeply moved by John's doubt,
realized afresh that to bless and heal men was the
truest mark of One sent of God.
Jesus resolutely and

"

*!'"!; refused to give
any external sign for ; -,. ,- : evidencing His
claims, and only in the most chary manner spoke
of His miracles as signs. He chose rather to call
them fyya ('works ') arising out of the need of man
and prompted by His own inner life in response to
that need (see art. MIRACLES). His works were
*

signs
' because they were part of His whole re-

velation of God, and elsewhere He regards oppor-
tunities for His miracles as occasions for the
manifestation of the works of God (Jn 98

), or for

the jiloTifyinjjr of Himself (II
4
). Self-manifestation

and Divino ivvcLiiion were identical in the mind of
Jesus (14

13
). Clearly our Lord only refrained from

applying the word crrj^ela to His miracles becaiise
of 11 Ki *rcnopl associations of the word. To Him
i hoy \\orc \iinl parts of the revelation of Divine

power which He came to give.
A very particular and urgently-pressed demand

for a sign
* in the heavens J

is recorded in Mt 1288
"41

161 '4
, Mk 811 -12

, and Lk II 16 - 2J>-32
. _The various ac-

counts give a full idea of the occasion, or occasions.
Mk. records the astonishment and bewilderment
of Jesus at such a claim made by those who pro-
fessed to be religious leaders. In an age which
was full of signs, in which He Himself had been
the most signal manifestation of the Divine pre-
sence and power, these religious teachers were still
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asking for signs.
* Why doth this ;..": ;: IOM seek

after a sign ? No sign shall be given.
"

MD. and
Lk. record our Lord's answer that no sign should
be given but that of Jonah. Lk. gives the ex-

planation of that sign to the Ninevites as con-

sisting in the man and his message, not in Ms
deliverance from the sea-monster, which they
could only have believed on the strength of their
faith in the man himself. Mt"-"'

'

in-

terpretation, as also does Mt
,

. :ms
a consistent whole and regards Jonah's preach-
i ."' i

'

\ Mt 1240
5
with its parallel to the

i !-,. '

Jesus, must "be regarded as an after-

thought incorporated incongruously into the narra-
tive. And the chief point is that our Lord declares
that the one Divine sign to that generation was
Himself, the Son of Man, His Person and His
teaching. Simeon, under the exaltation of the

Spirit, gives expression to the same essential truth

(Lk 2s4
). Jesus entirely severs Himself from

the common conception of a sign, A . .

was the prodigy desired by an evil :: ,i
:

i :

His ' works ' were signs in the truer and higher
sense of having in them a spiritual and Divine

significance, and as pointing to greater possi-
bilities of soul and YM/ii--i M .

: ->n- of reality. They
were signs of the D'niii: jMv,ur and life which
dwelt in Himself.
Jn 1041

, declaring the embarrassment felt by
those who were conscious of the truth of the

Baptist's message regarding Christ, together with
the fact that he *

wrought no sign/ is witness
that more spiritual conceptions were breaking
through the ancient crust of superstition. And
tlic i'onvi h Gospel is evidence that one F. ,,.r .-"!"'

was able to disentangle the spiritual '",,:

from the material and catastrophic. The con-

ceptions of Christ's power set forth in this Gospel
are of a distinctly more spiritual order. The word
used by the writer is invariably cn^eiop (Jn 211 32

4s4, etc.), and there are plain indications that the
truer and higher significance was attached to it.

The value of the sign is seen to be its revealing
quality. The miracle of the Cana-marriage is

described as the beginning of His signs, in which
He manifested forth His glory (tywtywore rty d6%av

atrov} 3 -T.'-'.vM' ;. r ;

' the disciple had truly appre-
hended i i i

k M ,',-, i" - teaching.
T. H. WRIGHT.

SILENCE. l

Speech is of time, Silence is of

Eternity. TT'-ii;/!! will not work except in

Silence; neither will Virtue work except in Secrecy.'
Cailxlu"-* words (Sart. 151) are well known and
profoundly true. The silences of great men are
often more significant and self-revealing than their
words. Silence has an eloquence* that speech
cannot rival. It is in Ml<Huc rluiL souls meet
and strong emotions pass from one to the other.
This is peculiarly true of Jesus, whose character
can never be fathomed without a special study of
His silences. The sayings of Jesus are limpid
gems of ethical thought, flawless in their purity,
enunciating principles of universal applicability.
His deeds are the perfect expression of His sin-

less nature. But His silences are as essentially
significant of the impression He made upon the
world, for they reveal

" "" "

; osphere in
which He lived and ;

'

. His atti-

tude to human life and to the problems of human
nature.

. For thirty years after His advent^ Jesus was
silent as to His mission. He allowed Himself
ample time for the natural development of all His
powers and faculties. He passed through the
ordinary phases of childhood. "i>oy1i<o<l. \outh, and
attained the maturity of injmlioiu! IKMOIV? He took
up the burden of His brief career. It is the lesson
of self-repression, of concentrated preparation for

a great work. Jesus took no step He was obliged
on maturer consideration to retract.

2. And before He took up His lifework there is

a still deeper and more significant silence, the
silence of the Temptation i Mt 4 1 '11

, Mk I 12- 13
, Lk

41 '13
). Acts are l>n i M mboK the true human drama

is the drama of the soul. All epoch-making events
have been live ^

"
. .

1

.

" " some human soul before

they emerged ^ i

'

, -sna of history. It was in

the monastery of Erfurt that the Reformation was
wrought out. It was in the cave of Manresa its

victorious progress* was stayed. And it was in the
wilderness that Jesus lived His life, fought His
tremendous battle with evil, faced every; possible
( oii

j

.i
!,
;<:ii< \ <-f temptation, and came out victorious.

In tne silence of His own great soul was the

campaign finished and the adversary bafHed.
3. After the ordeal in the wilderness, Jesus began

His active career, which was merely the symbol
and seal of the victory already gained. The
Synoptists are uniform in asserting that during the

greater part of His ministry He was silent as to
His Messiahship and His supernatural origin. His

teaching, of which the Sermon on the Mount is a

summary, is purely ethical. The first indication
of any recognition of His true nature is to be found
in tl:--

' -"V" incident near Csesarea Philippi, and
it is ".:".{ that it is the spontaneous acclama-
tion \

'

i i" n disciples. It is Peter who gives
expression to the general feeling in the historic

words,
' Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living

God.' Peter's confession draws forth the im-
mediate injunction to the disciples that they tell

no man that He was Jesus the Christ (Mt 1620
).

This silence of Jesus as to IT V. .

" ' ' "

.5
not merely, or mainly, from .-

It was because the only ho i . ;

the homage that sprang from a real perception
of the inherent Divineness of His character. He
sought to draw out of men a i co;:ni;ioi> i-f TTis

Divine nature by the sheer force 1 1 i
. I V i 11M ! i i \ .

It was the tribute of the heart, the spontaneous
uprising of the spiritual instinct in response to His
Godhood, that alone had ethical worth. The mere
tribute of the lips, the result of convention or

authority, was meaningless to Him. Jesus was
silent in order that those who knew and loved

Him, and in whose soul the Divine energy was
working, might testify of Him.

4. The silence of Jesus regarding His miracles is

-Vsifi< iinl of His own attitude towards them (Mk
;>'-. 1A o v Silence here cannot have been from
prudential considerations, for miracles must un-

doubtedly have enhanced His repu1fi"!i<i'i j,inin-

the people, and it was His refusal to wm-k -i-iiM* !<.*

to gratify the Pharisees that formed the ground
of their oflcnce again&t Him (Mt 16lff>

). But Jesus
knew how little miracles really proved. He knew
that the faith given to Him merely on account of
the physical marvels He did was on a di^tiri^tly
lower level than the soul's spontaneous jn >;.ii::ion

of His spiritual transcendence (Jn 1411). He was
afraid that the unhealthy craving of a supersti-
tious people would dull their perception of ethical
truth.

5. Very striking is the silence of Jesus to direct

questions asked. He never ignores a question sin-

cerely put, or even when it is put as a challenge,
but He rarely gives it a categorical answer (Mt II3

161 2123 22^. 34
? Mk XQI^ Lk 13i

3)> He generally
rises above the individual case and &ettle^ the

general principle of which it is an instance. Jesus
knew what was in men. He answers their thought
rather than their words. Soul meets soul with no
interposing medium of physical utterance. The
sincere seeker after truth gets a truth deeper than
he dreamt of, while the insincere casuist is put to
silence.
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6. There are various striking silences of Jesus
to individuals which have each its own peculiar
meaning. (1) The silence of probation (Mt 1523

).

"When the Syrophoenician woman pleads with Jesus
to cure her daughter, He answers her not a
word. When she persists in her pleading, in spite
of all dissuasion, He speaks, but the ethical

position of the two is strangely inverted. The
words of Jesus breathe the narrowness of Judaism.
Those of the woman reflect the universality of the

gospel. This silence of Jesus to her pitiful en-

treaty is the silence of probation. He recognizes
her faith ; and because He sees it will stand the

strain, He tests it to the uttermost. See SYRO-
PHGENICIAN WOMAN.

(2) The silence of horror (Mt 14 13
). When Jesus

heard of the death of John the Baptist, He said
no word, but departed into a desert place to
calm the tumult of His spirit in silence. The
iniquity of the world He had come to redeem swept
over the pure spirit of Jesus with such overwhelm-
ing force that utterance was choked, and His
human nature had to seek, in silence, communion
with the Father in order to regain its equanimity.
tt is a silence more eloquent than words of vehement
denunciation would have been. It is the instinctive

shrinking of a high nature from the grossness and
baseness of sin.

(3) The silence of shame (Jn 86
). The Pericope

Adulterce, though not in the original Gospel of St.

John, must have belonged to a very *

""

;

'

,

"*

:

'

i
-

\ .

It is the birth of the Christian gre,

'

'

When confronted with the woman, ! .-'"!'.
stoops down, and writes upon the ground. He
averts His face from the shameful spectacle. He
is filled with pity and sorrow for the woman who
v " "" J '

' " :
.

"

glory of her womanhood, and
11

.. :.' gainst the men whose shameless
'" i , ,

.
'.

'
i \ :

- dng her fault shows that they
utterly fail to realize in what the 1 rn^'vi x << m< n of
her offence consists. To the pure -OIL! >f .!'-.!- :he
sin of the one is greater than the sin of the other.
Hence His words,

* He that is without sin among
you, let him first cast a stone at her.* The rebuke
strikes home, the sense of shame flushes their

cheeks, and the woman's accusers silently steal

away.
(4) The silence of indignation (Mt 2663

, Mk 1461).
Jesus, after His apprehension, w_as first led before
Caiaphas, the high priest. Oaiaphas sought to
incriminate Him\\, '"I./M . , ." ; TT:!!i witnesses
who made garbled and irrelevant statements of
words they Had heard Him utter. The high priest
urged Him to say something in His defence, but
Jesus held His peace. It was the silence of indigna-
tion against, the utter mockery of His trial and the
attitude of the time-serving i

v<--i
1

,.--i' of the Court.
(5) The silence *if onfaiii/i/, J.k >:> ,. Herod was

a different type. 'He is the representative of super-
stitious profligacy. Herod was a weak man, with
a conscience certainly, but a conscience that could
be touched only by his superstitious fears. He
liked to have a saint under his patronage, provided
the saint would be pliable enough to leave his
patron's vices unrebuked. He had tried John the
Baptist, but that experiment had failed, and now
he would try Jesus. And so he questioned Him
in many words, but Jesus answered him nothing.
Here is apparently a seeker after truth to whom
Jesus has nothing to say. It is not so. The gospel
refuses the patronage of the vicious. Jesus has
nothing to say to craven superstition seeking to
condone its own vices by taking religion under its

protection.
(6) The silence ofself-containment (Jn 199

). Pilate,
again, lepresents another and a higher type. To
him Je^uR opened Himself more fully than to any
of His judges. He recognized in him one whose

instincts were those of a capable and genuine ruler,
and He sympathized with the dilemma in which
Pilate was placed. Though the final decision rested
with Pilate, he was the least guilty of all who
were responsible for the tragedy of Calvary (Jn
1911

). In Pilate's soul a great struggle was going
on. He "v .

1
. Y for a way of escape from a

difficult i

'

, .he dared not take the only
way that true magnanimity required. He dared
not be true to his own high function of asserting
the impartial justice of Imperial Rome, and the
result was moral ruin. It is always so with Jesus.
To the soul that once recognizes Sis claims no half
measures are possible. It is all or nothing
absolute loyalty or a treason that leads downwards
to the pit. And Jesus had a clear perception of
the character of the Roman ruler, who alone had
insight enough to recognize the essential greatness
of his prisoner. One imperial soul met another.
On the plane on which they met there was no
difficulty of intercommunication. Jesus has no
hesitation in ,i---

I

i!i
<
r His royalty and His claim

to be the !!- . . ;. <>, eternal truth. Pilate has
culture enough at least to understand what He
means, and his scepticism is the *c--|i;ii S-*M of sad-
ness and perplexity rather thai-

"

!. But
when Pilate, struck with the largeness of soul
1* 1, >< 1

"*

y Jesus, touches on the"1

" '

..
! '.- .

I ! ! "'. To the question,
'
\\> -s ':-.;.

Jesus has nothing to say. It is not that He fears
to commit Himself. It is simply that He cannot
give an answer that would be intelligible to
Pilate.

(7) The silence of self-absorption. There have
been many commentaries on the seven words of
Jesus on the cross, but His silence there is as

striking as His speech, Jesus has nothing to say
to the jeers and mockery of the infuriated people,
or to the taunts of priests and Pharisees. He is

self-absorbed. For the self-liood of Jesus is His
mission, Hi-* purpi^o, the idea of His life. And
even in the jijiony 01" the cruelest death the malig-
nity of man has ever devised, He is not shaken
out of this self-absorption. His words have all

reference to the central idea which constitutes His
earthly existence. Pity for -i!in":ijr humanity,
love for those whose hearts ar* Hi-, II

: - attitude
to the Father with whom all along He lias realized
His oneness, these are the emotions that domi-
nate His soul. There is not even the faintest trace
of anger against those who have wreaked their

vengeance upon Him. There is scarcely even a
consciousness of their presence,

7. It is instructive to note the different valuation
put upon speech and silence By Jesus and those
who surrounded Him. Jesus silenced the Sad-
ducees when they propounded to Him knotty
points of theology (Mt 2234

), and suffered not the
demons to speak (Mk I

34
). But when the multitude

rebuked the blind men who cried '. j-
'

: '';
'

Him at the gate of Jericho, Jesus ':(:..
appeal (Mt 2031

) ;
and when the disciples sought to

silence the moth*-"- "!> br-n^hi their children to
be blessed, Jesus 'I'-Mimi^i'-! I 'n'n with one of His
most striking and characteristic sayings (Mt 1918

,

Mk^lO
13

,
Lk 18 15

). And, further, fte who in the
earlier part of His career carefully concealed His
Messiahship from the people, on the critical occa-
sion when He made His triumphant entry into
Jerusalem gave an emphatic, refusal to silence the
acclamations with which He was hailed by the

people.

T.FTER ^TI RE. C.irlj lo, ftnrttif Resartus
; Maeterlinck,Treasure

of the, JlumUf.', E. A. Abbott, Philoehrlstus ; Seeley, Ecce
Homo

; the various Lives of Christ ; W. 31. Taylor, The Silence
of Jesus (1894), p. 105; H. P. Liddon, Passiontide Sermons
(1891), p. 153; W. W. Sidey, The Silent Christ (1903) ; A. Mac-
laren, The Holy of Holies' (1890), p. 255; Phillips Brooks, The
Light of the World (1891), p. 124.
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SILOAM. Joseplms (BJ V. iv. 1) places the

spring at the mouth of the Tyropoeon Valley.
This, and references of later writers, point to

Birket Silwan, on the slope S. of the Temple area.

A larger pool, Birket el-Hamra, now almost filled

up, lies lower in the valley. Birket Silwdn is

built within the rock-hewn space occupied by
the original pool, 75 ft. x 71 ft. The water was
approached by steps cut in the rock. In NT times
a covered arcade within the pool, 22J ft. high and
12 ft. wide, ran round the four sides. From 'Ain
Sitti Maryam, the Fountain of the Virgin, on the

slope below the eastern battlements, a conduit led

the water to the pool ; but, probably in Hezekiah's

time, a tunnel was cut through the rock, and the
fountain apparently covered over, as Josephus does
not seem to have known it apart from Siloam. An
inscription in ancient Heb. characters was found
on the wall of the tunnel in 1880, which gives an
account of the cutting. The tunnel is about j-

of a
mile in length. It is bent as if to avoid obstruc-

tions. Two shafts to the surface, at important
points, would afford guidance as to direction.

The spring is intermittent. During the rains it

may flow twice a day, but in the late summer,
once in two days. Such springs are held in super-
stitious reverence, and credited with power to heal

many diseases. Josephus pronounces the water

food
and plentiful, and says that this and other

mntains flowed more copiously after falling into

the hands of Titus.
The phrase

f tower in Siloam' (Lk 134) perhaps
indicates that this part of the city was called

Siloam, 'the tower 3

being part of the adjoining
wall.
A church was built above the pool in the 5th

cent., and later was altered by Justinian. Kuins,

possibly of this building, block a great part of the

pool.
On the last day of the Feast of Tabernacles,

water from this fountain was poured on the altar

(Neubauer, Gtog. du Talm. 145). In the 10th
cent, the water was '

good
'

(Mukaddasi) ; it is

good no longer, percolating, as it does, through vast
accumulations of refuse. The village of Siloam,
Kefr SUwcin, on the E. slope of the valley, over

against the pool, dates from post-Arab times. Its

handful of poor inhabitants still use the impure
water for domestic purposes. W. EwiNG.

SILYER. See MONEY.

SIMEON (Sujccc^) is a transliteration into Greek
of the common Heb. name fiyp^, which is first met
with as that of the second son of Jacob and Leah
in Gn 2933

,
where a derivation from yn^,

*

hear/ is

suggested.
1. An aged saint {Lk 225ff

*), who took the infant
Jesus in his arms at the Presentation in the Temple
on the completion of the mother's period of purifica-
tion, and broke out into an exultant song of praise.
Afterwards he foretold to Mary the varied results
that would attend the mission of her son.

He has been identified with a Rabbi of the same name, who is

described ;*> 1 1>- - of TTillel and father of Gamaliel i. ; but the
original : : 'u r (^' "'/>'/'. I.V*) u-rr'S im-rT'^'i*. h"in n-

inij'i-
mediate between Hillel and <;nu;n!irl MS \>t* - f iho ^.irh^'lri 11

.

Beyond that statement, wlr- i i- n-v in ihc M"<-M';I. uoiliiur '.*

known of him; and the Lilian phnv-o, ') '"IM ii
1 Joni-ai ni

whose name was Simeon,* is too modest to allow of identifica-

tion with one who was at once the son of Hillel and the leading
authority on

,

:
:r"-'>n:-lL'iiv ir ho million. Another legend is

preserved in i -i ''>>//
' V N -'' m " -MO the effect that Charinus

and Leu c!us, : > w- 01 ."fcruon. Irid been raised from the

dead, and had been summoned to describe before the Sanhedrin
the occurrences thejr had witnessed in the underworld at the
death of Jesus. Their narrative is said to have been afterwards

reported to Pilate, who order-'-cl i:- <rn (,rprjiT
;on in tin- nffi ;?!

Actsot his procuratorship. Tin"- \vo.'r nli.'il (ouo1 i^ nor onh
of a late date (4th ore\en dili ci-ni.;, h.u vu- t\id( iriv i'om-

posed in the interest of j.ioV-_a"ifs. wiih a view panieularlv to

represent the resurrection of .k"siis a-, attested by evidence

which even His enemies regarded as irrefutable. Until the

period of uncritical search for legends in the 13th cent,., little

historical value was ascribed to the story, which may be con-

fidently regarded as destitute of any.

Of the lineage or descendants of Simeon no con-

temporary evidence has survived ; and for the man
himself St. Luke is our only authority.
Simeon is described as (1)

(

righteous and devout/
or conscientious in regard to God and His law (cf.

Ac 2212
) ; (2) as looking for the Messiah ; and (3) as

moved by the Holy Spirit (not merely the spirit of

prophecy) to believe that he ^yould not die before
he had seen the Messiah. Guided by the Spirit to

the courts of the Temple, he no sooner saw Jesus
there than the words of the famous Nunc Dimittis

(wh. see) rose to his lips. Whilst Mary was wonder-

ing at the meaning of such words, Simeon turned
to her and foretold the diverse results of the mission
of Jesus. A .''" ^ ""

.

""

, id an offence to

some, it would of a new life to

others ; and with her own blessedness would mingle
anguish unspeakable. In the issue the deepest
needs of many souls would be excited and met,
and men's hearts would be probed, enriched, and
satisfied. After this brief appearance in history,
Simeon passes again into obscurity, leaving only a
few imperishable words behind him.

2. An ancestor, otherwise unknown, of Joseph,
the husband of Mary (Lk 330

). In this case, with
some inconsistency, KV turns the name into

'Symeon' (as in Ac 131 1514
), which is the more

normal vocalization of the Greek, though not of

the Hebrew. R. W. Moss.

SIMON. The form S^n^on is not a transcription
of jiyDip, but is either a contraction for Simeon or
an independent Greek name. The latter view is

much the more probable. In the NT the name is

frequent. The Gospels mention 1. Simon the
brother of our Lord (Mt 1355,

Mk 6s
). 2. Simon

the Zealot (see CAKAN^EAN), one of the twelve

Apostles (Mk 318
1|). 3. Simon of Cyrene, who was

impressed to bear our Lord's cross (Mt 2732
1[). #.

Simon 'the leper/ in whose house the anointing
of our Lord by Mary of Bethany took place
(Mt 266

,
Mk 143

). 5. Simon the Pharisee, in whose
house the penitent woman anointed our Lord's
head and feet (Lk 736ff

-) See ANOINTING. 6. Simon
the father of Judas Iscariot (Jn G71 132- 26

). 7. Simon
Peter. See PETER. W. PATRICK.

SIMPLE, SIMPLICITY (dTrAous, turUrys ; the
latter does not occur in the Gospels ; the former

only in Mt 6ya and Lk II34
).

The words &#Xous, 'simple,' and
*

single'
- '

. "i< >. :" ' >v
'

i''~P, ^ V<m. ofComp. JPhitpl. p. 156). I ; ;-. :.- '" ^\<.-\
'

.1, ; iifMx., and as & in f| ana 'I-/''. : , I .

:
:i

seme/, simul, simplex, and similis ; 'ri Er'.jr. in Mn-t', ffmj.2' , :iml

single. The basal meaning
1

, therefore, is <>n' iif-**, ,< 1.1* m -* (ci.
e one and the same ') ;

J

.

'

-

r "..** -
.

J
-*

-. st is between one
and more than one ;

j
. <!'.. -

'

.: . dei'ivatives does
it branch out into tl ': I

1 " edicines it yields
the antithesis : simple or pure v. mixed or adulterated ;

in other

realms, that ? " '

.-.",." - :,.-.' the sole of a shoe r

etc. The fo- !. -!. sphere, gives the
idea of purit- . > >: '.'... . of singleness, open-

These meanings are tound throughout tne classical and JMT

periods. A third appears in Isoc. and Arist., where the word
sometimes descends to silliness wcftflii, ns iri English. But this

is never so in LXX or NT (see TMdell and Scoti, Oemer, and
Hastings' DB, s.v.). Of the meanings given a" .

' -* .'!' < =- *

almost exhausts the thought of simplicity in ; i (M > '-. !: i

*

guilelessness
'

is so close to it that it mus - ,''
'

';

treated. Other Eng. senses of the word, as well as the idea
of purity above, do not properly come under this head in the

Gospels.

. The leading passage is Mt 622 . In that chap-
,
ter Jesus expounds the first great commandment

i touching our duty to God, as in 71"12 He enforce*
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the second, which concerns our duty to man (cf.

Mk 1229-31 ). The form of the teaching was deter-
mined by Pharisaism, which serves as a dark foil

for the truth. Outwardly religious, the Pharisees
were essentially worldly. I* -of.-- ;>-;-: . >.."

to be servants of God and ! ]/: "i
'

J.

1

<-i
!

they were oppressors of the people and servants of

their o\yn selfish ambitions. Thus they lived a
double life, loving the praise of men more than the

praise of God. O ;

" ' '

..-'"I" ith
its douhleness an .

; .'' us
the obligation to obey and please God in everything
as our supreme duty (vv.

1 "18
), while in vv. 1J"'-J- lie

meets our unbelieving fear that such a course
would bring loss and "Uiriknijrrv. "by assuring us
that we may well trust our Heavenly Father's care.
It is all summed up in v. 33f- in the command to seek
first God's Kingdom and rli 1'iruM -M* --. and in the

promise that He will give ;;!! n- i!.n! < ,;rthly good,
so that we need not worry. That this singleness
of aim is the main thought, is clear from the illus-

tration He employs in v. 23
. The 'single' eye is

that which looks at one object alone, and sees that
clearly ; as contrasted with it, the

*

evil
'

eye is that
which (not

e sees double/ but) endeavours to look at
two objects at the same time (and the context sug-
gests two in opposite directions), and therefore sees
neither clearly. The natural antithesis to a.7r\ovs

would have been SnrXovs, instead of which 7rov7jp6s
is used, both to turn attention sharply from the

physical to the moral which it was meant to illus-

trate, and, by avoiding the thought of 'seeing
double,' which SLTT\OVS in itself would naturally

.
make it easier to think of the unusual

attempt to see things in opposite directions, and so

pass to the common moral experience of cherishing,
as objects of ambition, things that are diametrically
opposed.

^ Accordingly, Trovrjpbs must be interpreted
as '

evil
'
in this particular sense. For the double

aim to serve God and mammon is evil, both in its

very nature, as being really a rejection of the sole

sovereignty of God, and in its results, as leading
inevitably to the double life with its darkness and
doom. ^Siich a life is only apparently possible.
Really it is impossible; a choice must be made.
"We cannot serve God and mammon. Pharisees
could not believe, because they sought glory from
one another rather than the glory that comes from
GodtJnS44

; cf. Jnl242L
). Life IK t t.iin>* -iim-lr v. li. M

we accept God's will as our law and His Kingdom
as the object of

^our
endeavour. And that life leads

rojli.'
1
.!.--!' 4

'.- Ih-io mentioned. It floods the whole
'1 M i 1 1 ii v. i 1 1 1 I i -j. \ 1 1 . I means, as surely as God cares
for iiir-i- ;"i-i .|ov,.ia (v.

22
), that He will care for

our temporal needs better than any man can care
for himself, though he be rich, cultured, and power-
ful as King Solomon (vv.

25-32
). Moreover, it en-

sures imperishable treasures in heaven (v.
19

).

2. The passage in Lk. (II
34-36

) is to the same
effect. That wicked ,.- 'j;!i"-i forms the back-
ground (v.

29
). Some ': , . charged Jesus

with being in league with Beelzebub (v.
15

; Mt.
calls them <

Pharisees,' 1224 ; Mk. '

scribes,
5

332). In
refuting that charge, He declares that it is by the
finger of God He casts out demons, and that there-
fore in Him the Kingdom of God has come near
to them (v.

2
0). The man who is not with Him is

against Him (v.
23

), and therefore against God.
None such can be blessed, but only those who hear
God's word and keep it (v.

28
). Then to the throng-

ing multitudes He points out the sin of that genera-
tion (v.

29
). He is a sign to them, as Jonah was to

Nineveh. But inasmuch as He is superior to Jonah
and all who have gone before Him (vv.

31- 32
), and

His light has not been hidden, but conspicuous
(v.

33
), He has, with unparalleled clearness, presented

to men God's claim upon themselves. Then, with
a swift turn to personal warning and appeal (shown

in the singular pronoun), He declares to each of
them that, if he strives to lead the double life, he
will inevitably be guilty of refusing God's claim,
and so will sink into darkness and condemnation ;

but if, with single-eyed devotion, he heeds God's
message and claim, he shall be filled with light and
blessedness.

3. Very similar to this is the thought in Mt
II 16 '30

, though the word ctTrAot/s is not enjoyed.
The upbraided cities, with much formal religion,
were yet devoted to mammon and had no real
heart for God. Hence their darkened judgment,
as shown by their inability to understand John or

Jesus, and hence their inevitable doom. Over
against these worldly

c wise and understanding'
people Jesus sets the ' babes ' those who, less wise
in their generation than the children of the world
(cf. Lk 168

), cry out in their need and helplessness
not for the world's prizes, but for the One they
must have, even the Father. Their cry the Father
answers ; to all such the Son gives rest. The same
idea is expressed pointedly in Lk 1020 (' rather re-

joice that your names are written in heaven ') and
Lk 1042

, where the one thing needful is to listen
to Him. T'

*

,
- (Mt ll 16'30

) shows how
easily the .- . made from '

singleness of
aim '

to '
childlike guilelessness.' In the eyes of

the world this may seem foolishness, but in Jesus'

thought it is wisdom (II
19

). It is a mark of those
in His Kingdom (Mt 183ff

-, Mk 1015
,
Lk IS15-17

).

Apart from these, there are only two or three

;,-,'<.- :Miat properly belong here. One is Mt
hi '. "I !>: Eng.

'

harmless,' based on a false deri-
vation of d/f^oaio?, is unfortunate. It should be
*

guileless
'

or f

simple
'

as in the Lat. and many
Eng. versions. Prudence alone may lead to trick-

ery; simplicity alone, to silliness. The Apostles
are to be both prudent and guileless. Natlianael
is already an illustration of it it constitutes the
true spiritual Israelite (Jn I48).
Such is the gospel conci |>(ion of the simple

life a life of trustful obodicw* to the will of
God. It will manifest itself in various ways : in

imc(|iiivooiil speech (Mt 5s7); in healthy independ-
ent; of the opinion of men (Mt 61- 5 etc

% Jn 541
) ; in

judgments based on principle and reality rather
than on iii'jit

|jnvi ii n- or custom as about the Sab-
bath (Mlv _>-'-:> HI id the two anointings (Lk 736

"50
,

Mk 143
'9
); in r^liu'i.u-n.^. (Mt 633 ), cairn (Mt

1219 II29
), coura^- .M. I !;, etc. It is indeed the

very root of all virtue, the very heart of the Chris-
tian life. It underlies all Christ's teachings. To
exhaust it in all its implications would be to
exhaust the Gospels.
Jesus Himself is in this, as in all other matters,

the incarnation, the living illustration, of His own
teachings. His first recorded utterance strikes
that note (Lk 249 AV) ; il i . .

| ;.. on the thresh-
old of His public career ^1 :>

,
. peatedlv in the

course of His ministry in conversations with dis-

ciples or controversies with opponents (Jn 434 638

329. 42-47
94^ an(j even jn uis prayer to the Father

toward its close (17
4
). And, as we study His con-

duct and character as He moves in the midst of
friends and foes, we can see how unfailingly that
life of single-hearted devotion to God is marked
by insight and wisdom ; courage and calm ; sted-

fastness and consistency ; beauty and strength ;

loyalty, patience, and lieroism
,* righteousness,

truth, and love; grnoe, nuijoiy. and blessedness.
It cuts a straight piuh through "all the shams and
sophistries of men, and rises victorious over all

weakness and worry, all waywardness and wicked-
ness.

LITERATURE. Of the Comm. those of Broadus and J. A. Alex-
ander on Matthew give the best exposition. Bengel on Mt 622

showa his usual insight, though he has tripped on 10*6. See
also Hastings' Z>J3, artt.

'

Simple/
'

Simplicity/ We may add,
for the benefit of any who are interested in modern discussion
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of
* the Simple Life

'
: Wagner, The Simple Life ; W. J. Dawson,

The Qwst of the Simple Life ; M'Leod, The Culture of Sim-
plicity ; and Letters on the Simple Li.ff. t repuulibhed from the
Daily Graphic. Some of these are as in&Lrnciivo by their con-
trasts to, as in their agreements with, the NT < >'

"

. See
also K. F. Horton, The Commandments of / - r -

. 63 ;

Phillips Brooks, New Starts in Life (1896), 158; S. A. Brooke,
The Gospel of Joy (1898), 161 ;

G. H. Morrison, Sunrise (1901),
124. J. H. FARMER.

SIN. Sin is personal hostility to the will of God.
Christian

' * " " '

regard to it is relative to
the facts

'

,
. being necessarily implied

by the death of Christ considered as a work of

redemption. It is the Christian interpretation of
facts of o .\IKJV; on < i'. which are imliypiMidem of any
explanation of lij'o. whether offered by theology,
nhil'i-oiiliy. or scientific theory. Its value is irre-

-j)rcv i\ P <>i' the view which historical criticism may
suggest of the literature of the OT. Neither is it

affected "by theories of the organic development of
the world or human life derived from modern
biological thought. Philosophic systems, monistic
or otherwise, cannot be allowed to govern or modify
a doctrine which in the first instance can be tested

only by relation to beliefs grounded not upon
molai/hy-io. but experience. The Christian will
mi her html that a philosophic theory

" "
:

to the facts of the gospel has been too nastily
identified with reality.

. T7..; ,-, .,,, 7 never rises above the limits of its

first i-ii
i' i-M'. i- "i as the Kingdom of God (Mk I

14- 15
).

No doubt the terms are deepened and -pintiiMlizod.
as well by the subsequent teaching of Jc-u- (I.k
1720 1911

,
Ac I7 * 8

) as by the ii<vomi-li-'
I

im': J

of His

atoning work (Lk 2444-49 ). But though what might
have remained an external and almost physical
conception became the manifestation of one eternal
life (Jn 315 - 16

5
1 Jn I 1"3

), nevertheless the Church of

the living God (1 Ti 315
), the relation of a people of

possession to their rightful Lord, King, and Father
(Tit 214) is constant. Allegiance, faith, sonship
are the marks of those who share the membership
of this Kingdom. "What Jesus the Messiah found
was disobedience and 11 -1< \\.ilU Human life, as
He was called upon to -i-s-n'l u i" li it, involved sub-

jection to another prince (Jn 1480), bondage to
another master (8

34
),

*

sonship
3

to another f father
J

(S
44

). To the consciousness of Jesus, Satan was
present, not as a convenient TK'

v>^ri Pcu i :?! of evil

that became actual only in ilsc m-l ; \ iiiiidl wills of

men, but as the author of sin, the person in whom
evil has its spring, even as God is the fount of life,

Jesus' sense of dependence upon the Father did
not carry with it a monism which saw God in all

and all in God. For Him, as for St. John, the
whole world lay in the Evil One (1 Jn 519, cf. Lk
4"^ 6

). His own conflict was with the prince of

this world (Jn H30
). To he delivered from the Evil

One was the converse of being brought into temp-
tation (Mt 613

: the insertion of d\\d in Mt. , and
the absence of the clause in the best MSS of Lk
II4

suggest that it is correlative to the preceding
clause, ropre-ont injr the same act differently). He
had seen Sjunn fallen ,-

^ :
.

*
:

r _ f-.i'n heaven(Lk
1018

). Over against too Kingdom of God was the
kingdom of Satan (Mt I2 2fi'-k 16J7 2541

, cf. Rev 1610
).

The drama of human life was accomplished in

presence of this already existing dualism. Christ
assumes the current Hebrew conception of a world
<f -lilridinl personalities under the leadership of
IJ.vl/Hnb .;Lk 11U'M

). The stampede of the swirie
at Gerasa wi^ness s to their control, within the
limits of Divine permission, over natural forces

(Mk 513
). Physical disease results from Satan's

bondage (Lk 13lfi

). Possession by demons is an
abnormal case of its influence over human beings
(e.g. Mk 920'22). And all opposition to the purpose
of God is inspired by Satan (Jn S42

-47
). The Jews

were of their father* the devil, so that the works

wrought by them were antithetic to the works of
God manifested in Jesus (v.

44
). Even the chosen

Twelve Satan had asked to have, that he might sift

them as wheat (Lk 2231
). So the Passion was a

continuation of the Temptation, a direct agony
and death - struggle wherein the prince of this

world was cast out (Jn 1231 1611
), the strong man

spoiled (Lk II21
).

From the first the proclamation of the good news,
accompanied as it was with the curing of diseases
and the casting out of demons (Mt 1C7- s

, Lk 91 - 2
),

witnessed to the real character of Christ's work as

redemption, ransom, and salvation. For the true
unification between the normal and universal pur-
pose of the gospel the forgiveness of sins and the
occasional and particular accessories of it exorcism
and

""

-,""
1

.; ot so much in the analogy be-
twee: -

'

\ and spiritual wickedness, as in
the fact that both are the exercise of the one
Satanic power within the usurped kingdom of evil.

No doubt there is a certain suggestiveness in

the parallel between disease and sin, which Jesus
Himself recognized. But there is nothing in His
i- .ii-1 iiii: in *uggest the later ideas of taint, infec-

. !<. \i; I.;;-', nature. It is trespasses which the

Heavenly r,
'*

,.' -I",
; and that l-\ foi;.-i\.'

ness (Mt , ;
. .

:
"'i

'
"

sins (I
21

), ^.0. actions

involving guilt, is implied by the name Jesus (see
art. GUILT). The bringing forth of the people
from Pharaoh's bondage to serve Jehovah is the
ancient experience which is before the mind of

devout men under the old covenant as the pattern
of the deliverance which Messiah was ,'!:

""
1 1

(Mt 215
, cf. Hos II 1

). Salvation is . .'..:.

the restoration of spiritual health, but the libera-
tion of God's people from an evil service. The
ministry of the Son of Man consists in giving His
life a ransom (Mk 1045

,
Mt 2028

; cf. 1 Ti 26
).

And the Fourth Evangelist only interprets the
mind of the Master when he speaks of Jesus as

dying for the nation, and destined to gather
together into one the scattered children of God
(Jn II 51 - 52

). He was the shepherd bringing home
the lost sheep dispersed upon the mountains (10

16
) ;

or, somewhat to vary the idea, the Redeemer
coming into the world, not to judge it along with
its prince, but to save it from the Evil One (3

17- 18

1231 - 47 1715
), and casting oxit the indwelling Satan

by the finger or Spirit of God (Lk IP'). The
;;< -co j.i al MO year of the Lord is a year of release

i
*

"
'

;

2. From the implications of the Gospel narrative
we pass to the theology of the Epistles. In order to

gain a clear view of St. "Paul's doctrine of sin in its

completeness, it is necessary to go behind the

Epistle to the Romans. We must bear in mind,
first of all, the essentially Jewish basis of his

thought. To him salvation, or redemption, carried
all the associations which had ; f-'

1
-iv"! !:. id it in

Hebrew history. The Kingdo; i :' M<- :

,M!I was a
vivid reality, and the earlier Epistles show that at
first he was not without the common anticipation
of its immediate establishment in manifested power.
Satan was a concrete fact. If at one time it was
the Spirit of Jesus that suffered him not (Ac 167),
at another Satan hindered him (1 Th 218 ). The
thorn in the flesh was a messenger of Satan (2 Co
127

). The Christian is armed in order to ward off

the fiery darts of the Evil One (Eph 616 ). Princi-

palities and powers were the unseen antagonists
of Christ's servants (Eph 612

, cf. Lk 225
), the

enemies over whom Christ triumphed in the Cross
(Col 215

). If Messiah was to be manifested at the
Parousia, Satan was also destined to be manifested
in the Man of Sin (2 Th 28'11

). A remarkable
parallel to the conception of 'the Evil One/ which
appears both in the Synoptics and in the Fourth
Gospel, is found in f the prince of the power of the
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air
3

(Eph 22
). The same passage describes those

who become sons of God as by nature children of
wrath (2

3
), dead not in sin but through trespasses

(v.
5
), sons of disobedience because inwrought by

this evil spirit (v.
21

). Demons are as much jmrt of
St. Paul's world as of that which appears in the

Svnopti-t-. He identifies them with the heathen
^od- (1 Co 1C20 - 21

). Belial is the antithesis of
Christ (2 Co 615

). To lapse from Christian conduct
is to turn aside after Satan (1 Ti 515

) ; to be sepa-
rated from Christian fellowship is to be delivered
to Satan (1 Co 55

, 1 Ti I20 ). And that redemption
meant primarily for St. Paul translation from the

kingdom of Satan to the Kingdom of God (Col I13),
is attested by the form in which he narrates before

Agrippa the story of his commission as Apostle of

the Gentiles (Ac 2618
). All this is in close corre-

spondence with the mind of Jesus, and must be

brought with us to a closer examination of the
Pauline doctrine of sin.

That sin is essentially disloyalty to God is the
substance of the locus classicus on the nature of

sin, Ro I 18-
00

'T- <,..>.. God, they glorified Mm
not as God,

'

.

^, thanks' (v.
21

). It will be
observed, first, that the Apostle here speaks of sin
in its widest signification.

" "" ""
such distinc-

tions as are in \olve<l in iho -, conceptions
of ori^mjil and actual. We have here, therefore,
,1 ilci'mhion of sin^hicls inu-i ^o\ern all subsequent
uses of the term. All the elements which enter
into particular sins, or transgressions of known
law, are represented knowledge of God and de-

pendence upon Him (v.
20

), wilful and therefore
inexcusable refusal of due homage (v.

21
), the incur-

ring of guilt an~! .-.- :!!;. if God's wrath (v.
18

).

Further, it is '.,,.., ;

'

<:
- the plural 'men,'

not the collective *man,' is used throughout the

passage. ^
There is nothing abstract in this general

view of pin, even though it be universal (cf. 'all

sinned,' Ro 512
; 'all died/ 2 Co 514

}. Another
point is, that St. Paul is led to disclose this ' vision
of sin* as the necessary postulate of the gospel
(Ro I16

'18
), in which is revealed a righteousness of

God' (v.
17 321

). Lastly, there is no confusion, as in
the popular mind, between those physical excesses
which are called vice, and the inward refusal * to
have God in their knowledge' (v.

28
), whether it

applies to the sensuous or the spiritual nature of

men, which alone is sin.
f God gave them up unto

a reprobate mind' (v.
28

), with all its consequences
to the complex perform lit v of man. This is of
:.'.'

"

/ "1 :'. ST. PaiiV> appeal is not to the
:" i :". i ".."\ of external facts, which con-

: '-,' .

!

. . '. - are non-moral, but to facts as

interpreted by conscience. Fundamentally this is

the appe,
' '

,"" experience, and it is clear
from the I';

"

Romans, as from the whole
Pauline theology, that the Apostle is ;*'

:\v-ri'
I

i/ :i1
,

his own experience, as he saw himself :

". h* i

:

.:
: 01'

the vision of Jesus of Nazareth (Gal 1 -"-, IJoV >
Now St. Paul expresses his relation to sin in the

phrase 'sin dwelleth in me' (Ro 717
). He is describ-

ing the common experience of an inward struggle,
when neither good nor evil is finally in the ascend-
ant. The complete sinful condition would be one
of consent (Ro I 32

,
2 Th 212

), in which 'the law of
sin

' was unchecked by
' the law of the mind '

(Ro
7 2S

, Gal 537
). The terms must not be misunder-

stood in view of the modern conception of scientific
law. 'Law' in St. Paul's theology involves the

personality of the lawgiver, so that to find this
'law in th'e members' (Ro 723), to be inwrought by
sin, seems to point to an indwelling spiritual
presence. Is this a mere figure ? St. Paul reverts
to it in a still more significant form. Christians
are not to let sin reign in their mortal bodies (Ro
612

). Compliance with evil involves an obedience
(v.

16
), a slavery (v.

17
). There is a close parallel

between those who, as alive in Christ Jesus, are
servants of God, and those who being dead in

trespasses serve sin
(vy.

15' 423

}. Two hostile king-
doms, two rival loyalties, make their claim upon
a man's allegiance. So, when under the form of
'Adam's i r. _!< --; .' sin is considered in its

universal aspect; (Ro 5^), a personal -ov^x-iuMiy i-

again suggested 'death,
3

i.e. sin in ii- c<.iiMVj p

iiV i u

development, 'reigned through the one' (v.
17

).

The effect of Adam's transgression is represented
as

the^establishment of an authority (cf. 1 Co 1524,

Eph 22 612
, Col I13 ) over his descendants rather than

as a corruption of their nature, carrying with it
therefore condemnation (Ro 516 ; see art. GUILT) as
the due sentence of God upon those wlio reject
His

law._ This personal embodiment of ho>tility to
the Divine law and government, in view of St.
Paul's general outlook on the spiritual world, can
be none other than Satan, exercising, as captain of

'spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly
places

'

(Eph 612
), not an external compulsion but

an inward influence, not therefore Yip,!
1

' \:\i i-uj

responsible per-oisaliHe- that are :> ..vr'i. '!'!;;-

St. Paul can --i\. Do.irh passed unto all men, for
that all sinnoii

"

Jto 5
-';. Sin is always a personal

attitude, never a pathological condition. Death is

its consequence (v.
1
-), but the physical analogy

of St. James (I
15

) has no parallel in St. Paul. It
is always the sentence, punishment, or wages
(6

23
; see art. GUILT), the sequel to the righteous

judgment of God (2
5
). So, too, salvation is not

a remedy for mortal disease, but a personal act of
kindness and mercy on the part of an offended but
'

-

'

r: -1 (Eph I*-10 27, Tit 34
-6

). Looking to the
.

' which men are rescued, it is redemption
(Gal 313 46 ) ; looking to that into which they are

brought, it is reconciliation (Ro 510 - u II15
, 2 Co

518. 19^ Both involve the personal action of the
Father's lo -

- "i , "". v
*

';. He chooses to forgive
the past a 1

i M"' . !. !* Hi- children into fellow-

ship with Mi- ! ,1! .V". ol I 19'22
; cf. 1 P 318).

As applied to the individual, this is justification
(Ro S24 4s5 59

al.\ which represents not a process of

renewal, but an amnesty extended to the sinner.
What Christ slew by the Cross was the enmity
(Eph 215- 16

). Its effect, therefore, is not an infused

righteousness, but a free pardon whereby sins are
no longer reckoned (Ro 47- 8

,
2 Co 519

).

3. The rest of the NT is in genera."
1

, ; ^ n-ji*'

with St. Paul. St. James, though lie ]
ik- -.' :

as the intermediate stage between lust and death
(Ja I 15

), y^et by the very figure used to describe
their relationship, clearly recognizes that all three
are essentially the same in Kind. Lust is not
animal impulse

^
.' . s '""'!" -

1
:n. The sinner

is one who has ."

'

/ ,, which may be
covered by repentance (v,

20
) and forgiven in answer

to prayer (v.
15

). Sins, therefore, are personal trans-

gressions against God, which, if nnremitted, involve

judgment (v.
12

), a personal condemnation and sen-

tence on the part of t
1

-T ;"!.' 'I 12 59
). Lust is not

even a pathological .'!.",'< r <' the will. It has
the nature of sin, being not a result of ignorance,
but essentially a personal determination of will.

This is more clearly brought out by the assertion

that lust, not God, is the tempter (I
13 - 14

), which

suggests the presence of an evil will, the source of

that friendship of the world which is enmity against
God (44 ), hiking occasion of the natural passions
and ilo-in^ of nien to influence spiritually the

numan " n
"^

. The wisdom which conieth

down -s ..
i
- is set over against a wisdom

which is devilish (3
15- 16- 17

).

St. Peter, while he speaks of fleshly lusts that war
against the soul (1 P 2U ), is even 'inore emphatic
than St. James in Ms recognition of tlu personality
of evil. Sin is part of a man's activity, ti \aiii

manner of life from which we are redeemed by the
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"blood of Him who bore our sins, i.e. our actual
!,,*>_! i ":-. that He might brin^ us to God
(1 -2 ',j ,. For the redeemed Christian it still

exists in the person of God's enemy, who is now
the adversary of God's people also, seeking once
more to draw them away from their allegiance (5

s
).

St. John, with his profounder insight, gives to the
doctrine of sin what is perhaps the widest and
most comprehensive sweep in the NT. Siii is

lawlessness' (1 Jn 34 ). This sentence, with its co-

extensive subject and predicate, is all but a
definition. It recognizes no distinction in kind
between 'sin

5 and 'sins,' which are I-M
i:':"\

interchangeable in the Johannine writings. If tiie

Lamb of God i taketh away the sin of the world 7

(Jn I29, Vulg. peccata mundi), the Son is mani-
fested 'to take away sins

3

(1 Jn 35). If the
blood cleanseth from all sin (I

7
), Jesus Christ is

the propitiation for our sins (2
2
). The cleansing

is sacrificial (!\a<r/x,6?\ r-i
1

\ ir^ ;K '-I'JP dealings
with God. It is ,!

<i
i r.,,i-y >, M.^ of sins

which those for whom it is prevalent receive (I
9

212
). St John does not speak of sin as a state.

Doing sin is opposed to doing righteoriHie*-. (3
4- 7- 8

).
* In him is no sin

'

(3
5
) is equivalent to * Which of

you convicteth me of sin?
5

(Jn 846, cf. 1 P 222
),--a

clear record rather than a perfect state. That
which abides in him who believes in the name of
Jesus (1 Jn 323

) is the love of the Father, a personal
relatio

" "*

-een established which is opposed
to the \

, world (2
15- 16

), Here, however, is

no condemnation of the natural impulses or of
matter. That Jesus Christ is come in the flesh
to save the world is St. John's cardinal doctrine

(4
2
,
2 Jn 7

). But, as with St. James and St. Peter,
it is lust, and the corruption that is in the world
through lust, which constitute the bondage from
which men need deliverance (1 Jn 216 54- 5

). "What
then is lust ? That is the point at which St John's
whole view opens out before us. The Fourth

Gospel has recorded the prayer of Christ for His
disciples, not that

they^ should be taken from the
world, but that they might b \

' "
'\e Evil

One (Jn 1715
); and also His -

'

of the
Jews because, continuing in the bondage of sin, it

was their will to do the lusts not of their body,
but of their father the devil (Jn S44). And the

Apocalypse unfolds the mystery of iniquity in

language fully accordant with the view of sin im-

plied in the Gospel. The old serpent the devil

(Key I29 202
) deceives the whole world (12

9 202- 10
),

having power (dfoaju,L$, 132) and even authority
(egovffla, 134 ; cf. Lk 46) over the nations, manifest-

ing his rule in the mystic Babylon (16
19 171"6

), and
the kingdom of the beast (13 passim), until He
who is the Alpha and Omega, having by His angel
sealed the servants of God (7

2- 3
), brings in the final

salvation, the Kingdom of God and the authority
of His Christ (12

10
). St. John's last word is written

in the First Epistle. Behind human history is the
devil, 'who sinneth from the l-c^iiMiisij

1

"

-1 Jn 38).
The explanation of human sin. i ii( rvr" )'v, is the
relation of the world to this spirit.

' The whole
world lieth in the evil one '

(5
19

). To be begotten
of God (3

9
), who is light (I

5
), truth (5

20
), and love

(4
8
), is a reversal of those relations described as

being
e of the devil

3

(3
8
), who is a murderer and

liar
(
Jn S44), and the power of darkne^ (1 Jn 211

:

erf. Lk 22", Ac 2618). Philosophically, there can be
little doubt that St. John is content with a
dualism, which he is not concerned to resolve, start-

ing as he does from the facts of experience (1 Jn I 1

4ir; cf. Jn 1935). Though evil is antithetic to good,
it is not in a Platonic sense as non-being (rb /*?? ov).

The problem i-> approached from the positive arid
concrete standpoint of personality. Though God
is indeed the beginning and the end (Rev 1S 21K 2213

),

'

yet a similar phrase is used in speaking of the !

author of evil as in describing the "Word (1 Jn 3 s I 1
) ;

both are 'from the beginning.' The final triumph,
though complete, is represented ^ \ m 1 >ol i ; 1

1 1 \ < \ ^

the imprisonment (Rev 202 * 3 * 7 - 10
), riui i!u k .iMiiihila

tion, o Satan. The Hebrew mind, which, in spite
of \ -"',,"' - ffinities with Platonism and, poss-

ibly, V ''' influence from Greek sources, is

dominant in St. John, did not feel the necessity of

a !

J

..|-"
!

;
-i -,^ monism, being content to respond

to i" "*'.. : of a supreme spiritual Person, the
fear of whom was the beginning of wisdom and
man's chief end (Job 2828

, Ps 111 10
, EC 1213 ). It is

enough to know that they who
' abide in him that

is true
' have by a transference of allegiance over-

come the Evil One (1 Jn 213
).

The JSpistle of Jicde, with which 2 Peter must be

closely associated, clearly exhibits that apocalyptic
view of the spiritual issues behind the facts of

human life and experience of which there are
abundant traces in the NT outside the Book of

Revelation, and which indicate a * war in heaven *

(Rev 127) as the ultimate explanation of sin

(
Jude 6 - 9* 14

,
2 P 24 37 - 12

). To the Jewish mind this

language is not what Western i"i"> n "ii v.
rould

understand by mere symbol. It i- MM-" the

symbolic representation of real existence, the
Ilebrew equivalent of Greek mysteries. It is a
mistake, therefore, to neglect either the Apocalypse
or the apocalyptic passages of other writings in the

interpretation of the NT, or to fail to perceive
that their characteristic ideas underlie the theology
of the Apostolic age, as the Platonic mould of

thought governs the religious ]/iiP>-*o|ihy of the
4th cent., the biological that CM' ilio I Dili. The
contempt of millenarianism, while it banished
much that was fantastic in Christian teaching,
had the correspondingly unfortunate result of

obliging interpreters of the NT to arrange its

statements against a bach.ummiil not contemplated
by the writers themselves. The result in the case
of sin has been the assigning of inadequate and

shifting values to the term, and the mis<ipplica-" * "

or other analogies. For Apostolic
1

"

background is always God with
\\ angels and men on the one hand,

3r the devil with his angels, ex-

tending his usurped authority over those human
servants whom he holds captive. Sin is active

hostility to God.
4. The whole question of original sin is removed

from the atmosphere in "which it is usually dis-

cussed, when it is realized that the difference
between sin and riglireouMH

1-^ is not one of infused
or implanted characters, but of relationship to
God. It need not be either affirmed or denied
that moral and spiritual tendencies are, like the

physical organism, capable of transmission. Still

more irrelevant is the discussion whether acquired
characters descend by^ inheritance. These are

ipK^lioii- for psychological research, and may be
:

1 1 i'o r < 1 < < N i 1 1 1 1 upon scientific grounds. No doubt
theories of transmission, from the crudest Angus-
tinian notions of sexual propagation to the subtlest
doctrine of heredity, have been advanced by re-

ligiou I-

1

r.-t- ! - to account for the universal
need !

-
. *.:. So inveterate has this type of

thought become, that it adheres to the p1ini-e- T
<*.<r.

c

depravity/ <-orrnption of nature,' ami tlio liko,
in which theology has endeavoured to express
the Scri| >i 1 1 ( M -1 1 i n^ . Though the confessional
formulas ;!i.n (;'i>|iloy -ncU phrases are not com-
mitted to inrr|iiviu iv>n- of the NT which imply a
theory, ojiponom- of \\luii is supposed to be the
tradition;* I UOCIMIK- li:iv< in consoq nonce been
allowed to attack it in the iriterot- of a more
scientific psychology, on the assumption that

original -in is held to be 1
- a prO'li?-po<ing cau-o of

jiciual sin. Mr. F. R. Tcimam, Jor example, in
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his Hulsean Lectures, starting from the premiss
that ethical attributes are not rightly applied, to

anything but the activities of a will that knows
the moral law, has no difficulty in proving that

appetites and passions are the raw material of

morality, belonging to the environment of the will,

not an ' universal and hereditarily transmitted dis-

turbance of man's nature.
3 The COM-I^U'"'*^

follows that sin, which must involve -'li'i. .ip!)
1

im-

properly only to the individual, while '

original
sin

'

is little more than a name for the solidarity
in nature and environment of the race of actual

sinners. "Whatever may be said of the background
of Augustinian thought or the atmosphere in which
the confessions of the 16th cent, were drawn, there

can be no doubt that they only reasserted the

language of the NT in ascribing the wrath of God
to the race no less than to the individual. Terms
like ' abnormal humanity,

5 f taint of nature,' 'in-

firmity of will,' may be useful practical analogies,
but, like all analogies, they defeat their end if

rigorously pressed. For what Scripture means is,

not that individual responsibility is conditioned by
racial defect, but that the guilt attaching to indi-

vMu.iK uoloii.n-. in the first instance, to the

(o-uiiiiiiiiiy i>v art. GUILT).
5. The controversies that have arisen about the

question whether sin is &privation or a depravation
of nature, would have lost much of their force if

theological thought had adhered more closely to
the Scripture mode of regarding sin. The later

mediaeval view, stereotyped by the standards of

Trent, represented man as deprived of a gift which
raised him above nature (supernatural donum).
The unsophisticated experience of human nature
leads us to regard it as not in its chief outlines

evil, and so far as it denies an inherent
in the actual content of manhood the I

position is sufficiently justified. But the Reformers
were right in their main contention, which was
that sin involved a positive departure from the
Divine purpose. If sin in its essence is neither
the loss nor the disturbance of

"

-jndow-

ments, but simply disloyalty to '.',
"

to be
outside the Kingdom and to own allegiance to the
Evil One means that positive hostility to the law
of God which is to be c

very far gone from original

righteousness.' For sin disturbs nature only in

the sense in which all personal action disturbs, by
directing towards spiritual ends the material which
nature supplies. Again, we have to emphasize the
truth that sin enters only when spiritual relations

have been established.

6. This consideration will also show the irrele-

vance of inquiring
' "

7 '

""
\

r '
:
'i so far

as this means an ei
" "

,

'
: -. -.1 human

history. Forif sin ".,: -

'

''"/>
we are

no nearer a solutioi
'

|

'

i \*\ ; !v ''1; *

of the rudimentary forms of what, i:
:

: ",i'

development, we call conscience. Only if emotions
and passions be regarded as sinful, can it be of use
to note that impulses, the ultimate restraint of

which becomes imperative, are at certain stages
necessary for the preservation of the individual or
the propagation of the race. There need be no
desire on the part of any Christian theologian to

question the premisses on which the scientific

evolutionist pursues his investigations into the

origin of the human, species. We may grant, for

example, that no chasm separates the appearance
of man upon the earth from the development of

other andlower forms of life. It is hazardous, and
quite unnecessary, to contend for organic and moral
life as new departures. Taking a merely external
view of man, we may say that the conditions under
which sin not only becomes possible but actually
takes place, are * the perfectly normal result of a

process of development through which the race

has pa <>"! i.'vx'ou-ly to the acquisition of full

moral ^n- -<i'i,uii\
"

i . R. Tennant, Hulsean Lect.

p. 81). But then sin is a determination of the
*full moral ;<"-! I'ui'il \ .' TV* M if we accept the

story of mail"- I'-i
1

-, ni'-oii'^iirMo 1 as historically a
fact, it is no more explicable as a necessary stage
in human evolution than the latest instance of

wrong done by one man against another. That all

men are the enemies of God until reconciled by
the mediation of Christ, is a question of personal
relationship unaffected by scientific research. The
observer can do no more than register, so far as he
can discover them, the conditions under which
activities have resulted which, in view of the will
of God, assumed to be known, are recognized as

disloyalty and therefore as sin. No doctrine of sin

is possible except on the assumption of a personal
ox

I
H i i * i < e i QVO!ving the recognition of God . The

uiii\or-,illiy of the need which it expresses is

attested, not by any demonstrative proof, but by
the conviction of sin through which each individual
has passed to the freedom of the Christian life.

Of such Christian experience the witness of the
Church is the summary, and its missionary labours
are the measure of its faith that redemption is

applicable to all. With this alone is Christianity
as such concerned. It does not go behind the

activity of a - 1" > v""ii' !"_ being, judged by con-
science. Its :-. 'i':i' i-i'

" 'Fall/ therefore, is

not a pseudo-scientific account of the strength of

passion or of the ' survival of habits and tendencies
incidental to an earlier stage in ! '"j'l" '--i.'

which is refuted by the discovery tha. .

: - - 1 '-\ of

mankind is that of a continuous progression. It

has nothing to do with the material of actual sin,

which, though environment may have been vastly
modified by corrupt action, cannot rightly _

be

spoken of as 'polluted.
3 But it is the \' ! ".

in the only manner of which language , ."
the postulate of guilt and slavery involved in

ii'v,i'-liin;._ ilso L.-.i-rir
1

. God's message of free salva-

1 '>!!. IO I'Xi-n ''I'M! I.V-.

The story' of the Fall, recorded in Gn 3, though
it shaped the form in which St. Paul stated the

universality of sin, does not vitally affect a teach-

ing which, in its absence, wonld have sought
another method of expression. Indeed, its essential

features are all present in the Epistle to the Romans
before it is stated in terms of Adam's transgression.
To say that the doctrine

*

*\ illustrated by
the story, would be to <: '. !' the Hebrew
Christian mind of the 1st cent, an attitude towards
the OT possible only in a critical age. Nor will

the use of c Adam ' as a category for summing up
the human race in 1 Co 1521f* warrant us in believ-

ing that St. Paul was led to his characteristic

idea of human solidarity otherwise than along the
lines natural to a Jewish interpreter of the OT in

Apostolic tiiiio- '-o' % ^NJ'U],; y TTo-inLini. 7?"/.-/"/'V. |.

136,
* Effects <>' \-';!ii:i'- I ;:i',"^ -.,'. li'H i

1

. i-omui'ly
certain that St. Paul's use of the OT is far removecl
from a hard Western literalism, its narratives

being the authoritative forms under which spiritual
truths are apprehended rather than the material of

historical science (see
^ "

TT- y -.
"

p. 302,
'St. Paul's use of the "

I ,. I inter-

pretation iipplio'1 to thf oarly narratives of Genesis
cannot u ll'cci ihoir (loot riruil use in the NT. If the
first truth which concerns the moral life of man be
the Divine origin, and therefore the essential good-
ness, i.e. confonriii \ 10 ihr Divine intention, of the
material \\nM iil o 1

'

his own personality, the
second is that nevertheless he is an alien from
God. This interpretation of the facts of life, which

escapes the negation of a true morality involved
alike in Oriental dualism and philosophic monism,
is entirely independent of the Genesis stories, and

separable from them in the NT. It is, however,
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remarkable that even in these early narratives the

religions truth is presented with a completeness
i*"-|i!" -..i,i-\\ absent from many later 1li(->lo^i(-.
I* i-'d i ( 'i

spnalities
of God, Man, and the 'Evil

One, disobedience, guilt, exclusion from the King-
dom, the need of liberation from an external

tyranny typified in the promised bruising of the

serpent's head, all are essential to the reality of
sin. It is difficult to understand how this could
be better represented than by j. i "-.

"

, act of

disobedience against God and <:
|.

\. with
* the voice of a stranger

3

to a common ancestor of

all living. The situation thus expressed is briefly
summarized by St. Paul, 'All have sinned, and
(therefore) fall short of the glory of God 3

(Ro 323
).

Confusion is often caused by the tendency to
revert to a materialistic conception of sin on the

part of those who would explain its presence in
terms of the evolution hypothesis. It is sufficient,
so the argument runs, to observe the difficulty
that each must encounter ' of enforcing his inherited

organic nature to obey a moral law' (Tennant,
Hulsean Lectttres, p. 81). But, apart from the
fact that what needs explanation is the self-

arraignment which the process entails, it is con-

trary to experience, no less than to Scripture, thus
to place the *

organic nature '

in an essential rela-

tion to sin, which is made to consist in the failure
to ' moralize' it. The publicans and harlots go
into the Kingdom of heaven before those with
whose wilful rejection of God the physical and
emotional nature has least to do. Even popular^

i :

*

-
( i ,1 1 i I I y places the devil

' at the climax of

H-Thi*.:!"')'; nor are 'youthful lusts,' though they
may constitute the earliest and most obvious
material of transgression, the deadliest and most
intimate occasion of sin. The impulse to make
stones bread, or flj'jnoprmh- the kingdoms of the

world, masks a :(Mnpui;ion to independence of

Divine authority which is the essential element in

guilt. St. Paul's doctrine of the Flesh with its

passions and lusts (Ro 75 88
, Gal 524 etc. ) cannot be

set against this. It has been abundantly shown
that the Pauline anthropology, to use the words of

Lipsius, 'rests entirely on an OT base.' The 'old
man '

(d TraXcuds ijfiQv Mpuiros, Ko 6s etc. ) is, there-

fore, the body, not as uncontrolled by spirit, but
as inwrought by the Evil One (see above). Accord-

ing to Christian teaching, sin * takes occasion 3

by
any commandment or recognized purpose of God,
whether related to the physical nature or not ; nor
would the t]ieolo<rinn of any age be a whit less

emphatic than ihe modern tin :-' : ],.<:>:! it,

not in the impulse,'but in the '! i i ,.: i o .'.:-, 1 1 ~o

reje
' 'V,

*
i

i'i-
11
.

1

-,-.' Ml men are born in sin, not
as !!.: i

1 - :

. '! and abnormal appetites,
which, however strong, are still outside their per-
sonal responsibility, but as subject to influences

which, 'felt within us as ourselves' (Tennyson,
Locksley Hall Sixty Years After), well up in person-
alities hostile to the Kingdom of God.

It will be urged that influences such as these
are still external to the individual, of whom, there-

fore, sin cannot be predicated anterior to positive
acts of transgression. But, in the first place, this

separation between actions and character does not
correspond with experience. The man as distinct
from his activities is an abstraction. The *

psycho-
logical infant

'

is an ideal construction (see Mar-
tineau, Types ofEthical Theory, bk. ii. c. 2). No
our h<i- jiny It i !<>ul

<><];.'<
of himself except in action.

I
!
. i- i"i I'iridiliy ;ruo Mia! *

concupiscence hath of
itself the nature of sin

'

(Thirty-nine Articles, 9),
because in experience the line between suggestion
jinn u<-quip*<<

k p<:c is imaginary, and <he that
lonUcili on <i uo'nan. to lust' Knows that he has
already committed adultery. And this is not in-

consistent with the complementary truth that

temptation is not sin. But, secondly, while it may
be admitted that sin on this view is metaphysically
not free from difficulty, it must be observed that
no peculiar problem is created by it. It is not

exposed to the objection which '.;;.iMl\- arises if

it is explained in terms of a , i^y <. lieredity.
Such theories are necessarily tentative and pro-
visional, and it is the vice of all explanations based
upon the current hypotheses of scientific investiga-
tion, that they tend to outrun assured results, and
to involve religious truth in the imperfections of

systems always in process of becoming antiquated.
As soon, however, as it is perceived that the sup-
posed analogy of an c

acquired character '

trans-
mitted by \ :,,.:,,i

; '! i to descendants does no*
accurately >>: < -'''i . -v '

..

1 '

of Scripture, ob-

jections raised on this the point of view
of al\ iiiiri'ii: science lose their force. The problem
involved in the exercise of personal influence acting-
through the self-determining will of another per-

sonality, remains just where it is, whether sin be a
reality or not ; St. Paul's '

I, yet not I
' stands for

an experience which is constant, whether the in-

spiring influence be * the grace of God *

or ' sin
that dwelleth in me.' Whatever may be true of

hypnotic suggestion or of abnormal conditions like
demoniacal possession, the normal course of per-
sonal influence, even of one man upon another, is

not to paralyze the individual, so that the resultant
action is not his but another's. That sharp separa-
tion of personalities which makes one human being
wholly external to another may to some extent be
due to the illusion of physical limitations. But
at any rate, in dealing wii^ ;

-|i> :i !.,T u :

--kedness,*
we reach a sphere where 'n-i- <-<I!M; is '''- are left

behind, and the distinctions which they involve
are inapplicable. That spirit should thus act

upon spirit involves no new difficulty, because its

possibility is involved in the creation of free, re-

sponsible personalities, capable of love and there-
fore of enmity, of ".lu-iii.in-j to a

spirit
of evil no

less than to the ^pii'u of < o-i. This may involve
a race, just as the Holy Spirit indwells the King-
dom of heaven and each member of it. Sin is the
antithesis, not of freewill, but of grace. The true

analogy of redemption is rather the exorcism which
leaves the subject

* clothed and in .his right mind/
than the remedy which repairs the ravages of dis-

ease. Salvation is not the process by which the
sinner is gradually transformed into the saint, but
'V'

.;,:
-:

:

r> . act whereby the unrighteous is

:,;' .

;
the Kingdom of grace. No doubt

the evil spirit may return to the liouse from which
it went out, andwe are not, therefore, compelled to

reject facts of experience, and deny the gradual
nature of self-conquest. But to think of sin as an
inherited or acquired character which is being
gradually reduced, is to introduce a distinction
between original and actual sin which removes
the former altogether from the category of guilt.
Satan f entered into Judas }

(Lk 22s
, Jn 1327) ; and

our Lord's statement * He that is bathed needeth
not save to wash his feet

*

(Jn 1310 ) seems to imply
liability to incur fresh guilt rather than a redemp-
tion as yet incomplete. That sin remains even in
the rogcnornle is sufficiently accurate as an ex-

pression of the observed fact of the imperfect lives
of Christians. But the deeper view of St. John is

thnt di-oiplos, boiiir still in the world, have con-
i-iant riood to bo kept from the Evil One in whom it

lies, and to 2-
"

< f
i '.;"" and forgive-

ness for sins .,;.<- ."

"

-nsequence of
this spiritual contact.

7. The Biblical doctrine of sin, as here outlined,
enables us to interpret the Incarnation in harmony
with the best modern psychology. It is no longer
possible to think of human nature apart from per-
sonality as a bundle of facilities, among which, as
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we have experience of it, is the faculty of sin. Sin
therefore is not an ingredient in ordinary human-
ity, which must be regarded as absent from the

pure humanity assumed by the Son of God. To
inquire whether the manhood in Christ was capable
of sin is irrelevant, when it is perceived that im-

personal natures are abstractions of thought with
no existence in fact. Sin is hostility to what
Jesus Christ is, the living God. The house of a
i -.,.V I

iX
. human or Divine, or, as in the case

., < ;-/ 3oth, cannot be divided against itself.

The truth expressed in tli- ..'"';' -

1

." con-

ception of the impersonal .

I-

'' Lord
is simply this, that He received t>y

inheritance
from the human race whatsoever is capable of

transmission, the structural fabric with which

biology is concerned, the material within which
conscious personality expresses itself. Thus He
is in all >oints like to His brethren, who inherit
from their ancestry what in itself is morally
neither good nor bad. He was identified with
human sin, not only representatively but vitally
(Ro 5 12'20

,
Ps 2-4

)
a truth which so far eludes state-

ment as almost inevitably to involve in heresy those

who, like Edward Irving, seek to express it. But
the Word became flesh, and that without sin, not
because the virus was omitted in the act of con-

ception, but because, being God, He cannot deny
Himself, the terms ' sin

' and e God '

being mutu-

ally exclusive. God became man under those con-
ditions which sin had created, viz. the environment
of Satan's kingdom together with the guilt and
penalty of deai:h. He did not therefore redeem
by becoming man, but by surrendering Himself
to the entire consequences, reversing the sentence
of condemnation, by death overcoming death, and
opening the new environment of the Kingdom of
heaven to all believers. The fact of the Atone-
ment witn-'--'- ji^.im-t

1 the view that the Incarna-
tion was i ! :< I'M rtici ion of an evil heredity through
union with the Divine nature. Its principle is the

indwelling of the Personal Spirit of 1 inline*"* first

in Jesus Christ (Bo I
4
) and thereafter in the free

personalities of the children of God (8
11

), expelling
by His presence and power

f the spirit that now
worketh in the sons of disobedience '

(Eph 22 ).
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J. G. SIMPSON.
SINCERITY.
The term. In the English of 1611 (

sincere' was an apt tr.

of aSc/.o,- applied to ya/.
'

the bincere milk of the word '

(1 P 22). It has no longer, however, the sense of
* unadulterated '

other t,han in an ethical sense, so that the RV goes back to the
older version of Wyclif

' without gile.' 'Sincerity* must,

word differs from others of like meaning, it contemplates
character as * the purg-ed, the winnowed, the unmingled/ If
*

purity
'

(xu.Qetpos') t-pcaks of freedom from the defilements of the
world as soiling the soul,

'

sincerity
'

speaks of freedom from its

falsehoods as from a foreign admixture (Trench, Synonyms,
Ixxxv.). The word is used also to tr. &.yv? and yvdertw ; but

in e\crv case it implies the absence of all that is false and that
makes life double (Lightfoot on Ph 1*0).

It follows from the usage of the word that it may
be applied to mind, or to act, or to speech ; but

everywhere it carries the sense of unadulterated or
i:i!'ii

:

n;jii 1-. so that, while the word is not used in
the Gospels, it is plain that these set forth in
Christ the pattern of sincerity* It is also clear
that Christ demanded of men sincerity, if they
were to enter and to abide in the Kingdom of God.
It is at once the :' . -!.]'. i of a Christian

experience, and the" .1.1:,, "
.

i hristian society.
1. The sincerity of Jesus. The character of

Jesus sets the standard of perfect sincerity ;

*

guile
was not found in his mouth' (1 P 222) ; lie is

* the
true one '

(6 dX??0u>6$, 1 Jn 520
), opposed by that title

to all that is counterfeit. To know Him is to knoAv
the Truth and the Life (Jn 17s

). The perfectly
sincere man must be one (a) whose mind is perfectly
responsive to the truth. It is not enough that he
should speak and act from conviction. The con-
viction must be sincerely formed^ without double-
mindedness, without any falsehood of heart (Mt 5s

,

2 P 31
). All that Jesus said and did must be the

manifestation of an inner life ; but the believer
needs also the assurance that there was nothing in
the mind of Jesus to distort the truth. It is not
enough to believe that He means what He says ;

we must believe that He is able to receive without
loss or deflexion the

ray^s
of the truth. In the

Fourth Gospel much is said of the truth of Christ ;

this is more than His veracity (cf. Robertson's

Sermons, vol. i. *The Kingdom of the Truth 3

).

He is the Way because He is the Truth (Jn 146) ;

He is the Light of the world (S
12

), and His light is

the light of life. He is full of grace and truth
(I

17
). His Kingdom is of the truth (18

37
). He is

set over against all that is unreal and partial and
transitory. In Him there is an unbroken course
for the revelation of the light and life of God
(17

6* 10 - 21
etc.). Sincerity implies the single heart

and eye, which alone can receive the vision of God.
Th<- -mco! ii \ of Jesus is more than the consistency
if 1 1 i- i\ '[ \< -n and speech with His thought ; it in-

volves His trustworthiness as a mediator of the
truth, (b) But sincerity, in the more common
usage of the \\orrl, bnplir- ihat between the inner
self and the cvprc^^ion. nothing inrorvenes to con-
fuse or to distort. In the Go-pel- there is a
picture of a liiV in which there i-- nothing to
conceal ; Jesus speaks and acts in such a way as
to convince men that He is revealing His con-
viction. The Gospels manifest a life of perfect

harmony. The manifestation is varied, but the
motive is single. His gentleness and His sternness
are alike the expression of Hi* holy love, and never

spring from idle sentiment, or personal feeling, or
those cross-motives which break the peace of other
lives.

At the outset of His ministry there comes the
temptation to accept a compromise in the pursuit
of Sis aims : He answers,

* Thou shalt worship the
Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou serve

5

(Lk 48
) ; no tampering with the mission in its

means or in its ends could be tolerated. His
means are pure and spotless as his ends '

(Words-
worth), He is early contrasted with the scribes
because of His authority (Mk I27 ) ; this impression
could have been made only by One acknowledged
to be sincere. He wins from the first group of

disciples the confidence accorded only to a manifest
conviction. Even the scribes come to shrink from
His clear gaze (II

18
). The accepted opinion is

that Jesus speaks truly (Lk 2021
). Many think

Him mistaken, or beside Himself (Mk 321 ), or

blasphemous (14
68 - 64

), but none treat Him as a
conscious deceiver. Jesus proves His sincerity by
His stedfastness in His calling ; dark as the way
becomes, He never wavers (Mt 1622- 23

), It is pos-
sible that the Pharisees would not have been un-

willing to compromise with Jesus, but He would
keep back nothing of the truth.
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In his Life of Jesus, Renan makes allowance for a lower
standard of sincerity in the East than that to which the
Western nations conform. 'To the deeply earnest races of
the West, conviction means sincerity to one's self. But sincerity
to one's self has not much meaning" to Oriental people.;-, little

accustomed to the subtleties of a critical spirit. . . . lliu hu.ral
truth has little value for the Oriental ; he sees everything:
through the medium of his ideas, his interests, and his passions.
History is impossible if we do not fully admit that there are

many standards of sincerity' (ch. 16). By such means Renan
seeks to explain the attitude of Jesus to popular illusions, and
the willingness which he finds in Jesus to take advantage of
them in the interest of His enthusiastic purpose.
A truer criticism would rather attribute the story of such

accommodation, Jf it were discerned, to the imperfect under-
standing

" " ""
-. T" < "aowever, no need to resort

to such :
,

'i make it sufficiently plain
that Jesus deliberately refused to work upoi ;

> ." '

""
-" ns.

Nor can it be forgotten that the standard of i
,

ich
Renan speaks, has been set by Christian

'

. \ < is

there a more stern demand for truth and simxritv than in the
Apostolic writings, which owe il-iir inspiration LO 'the mind of

Christ.' It is impossible to regard as one among many phases
of Oriental religion a faith which in its preparatory history
declared that God demanded truth in the inward parts, and in
its fulfilment manifested to the world One who was known as
c the Truth.'

2. Teaching of Jesus. Everywhere Jesus de-
mands reality. It is the pure in heart who see
God (Mt 5s

). It is the condition of spiritual vision.

If the eye be single, the whole body shall be full of

light (6
i2

). Jesus calls for truth of heart. e There
is a truth which lies behind the recognition of

particular
truths. It is the basis of

"

all right
beliefs.'

' Sincerum est nisi vas quodcunque in-
fundis acescit

'

(Horace, J&p f i. 2. 54). Those who
receive the revelation which Jesus brings are
likened to babes (vqirlois) (Mt II 25

}. Only those
who become as little children can enter into the

Kingdom (IS
3
). It is the singleness of the child,

his truth of heart, and freedom from ulterior

motives, that are praised. In the life that is in

the Kingdom there must be no confusion of ends ;

it must be perfect (rAetos), as the Father is perfect
(5

48
). It is the unpurged mind that misses the

vision. If the soul is divided, the profc^ion of the

lips^
will be of no avail (T

22
). Words must not

be idle (12
36

) (dpy6v], without any >-) (n:]""
in inward thought and outward action. Words
must be the 'incarnation of thought.' Nothing
must intervene between the mind of the speaker
and his word. Oaths are condemned as likely to
take from the severe demands of truthful speech.
The yea must be yea, the nay, nay (5

37
). An

oath lowers the value of normal speech. In all
other

""

:

' '

->f life there must be the same
absenc There cannot be two masters
(6

24
). ! -

;

"

must seek first the Kingdom
(6

s3
), and must not be over-anxious for food and

raiment. He must not only be wise as a serpent,
but sincere, simple (d/c<?pcuo$) (10

16
) as a dove (cf.

Ph 215
). He must worship in spirit and in truth

(Jn 424 ). It was this simplicity that Jesus found
in the disciples whom He chose; like Xfilli.i'iju-l,

they were Israelites without guile (I
47

), iy t: "JA'-s-

oi)/c fort.
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SINLESSNESS.-' The sinlessness of Jesus' is a

phrase which only imperfectly indicates the ground
it is intended to cover. It i> too negative.

l The
sinless perfection of Jesus' would be i more adequate
phrase. But 'the sinlessness of Jesus" has an
attractive sound ; it is the title of a book that
of Ullmann cited below which may be called
classical ; and it would be unwise to displace it

from the position of honour it occupies, although
we must use it with the understanding that it

means more than it says. It is not to be con-

founded with the errorlessness of Jesus. Indeed,,
the very latest writer on the subject (\\i\\ ATrxri.

op. cit. infr.} refers with the utmost ir:mkin.'--, if

we ought not rather to say thoughtlessness, to the
mistakes of Jesus (p. 9), while vigorously defending
His sinlessness. But on this subject see the much
more profoundly considered iudniiienl- of Dorner
(Glaubenslehre, ii. p. 472 F.) and Tholuck (Das AT
imNT, p. 24 ff.).

An argument for the sinlessness of Jesus has
been elaborated by Ullmann from the prevalence
of holiness in Christendom.
Wherever Christianity exists thus th i .

"

there holiness also is to be seen. While '. . .

holiness may be of rare occurrence in any society, tnere is noi
a country, or even a town or village, in which Christianity is

established but there will be found in it numbers of persons
striving

1 after a holy life. In every Christian congregation there
are at least a few specimens of character so striking

1 that even
those who are themselves destitute of religious aspiration
acknowledge them to be no e;,i ".

'

prod .ii>, but to have a

heavenly origin; while more CM ]/.;.< i <' servers will say
that to them the sight of one such holy person has been a more

'

:

"

_ : lent for the reality and the blessedness of re-

_ <
. . . thar

"

"".', ' they have ever
this

'

Christian. It
is true that heathemV - -

! men that is,

persons separated from the world and devoted to God but it

requires little discrimination to perceive the difference between
an Indian fakir and a Christian saint. The classical nations

produced many a splendid specimen of human nature ; but the
best of them were essentially different from those whom Chris-
tendom would recognize as ho]

~
s, i

'

r one
must know who has read the V \ ^ was
not holy in the Christian sense, but, at certain points, 'very
much the reverse. In what pit-oi-rly iK difference consists it

may not be easy to say, but n i- quite easy to feel, holiness

being, like beauty and some more of the finest things, in the
last resort indescribable. But whatever may be its exact
definition, holiness is, at all events, essentially Christian. Those
who are possessed of it would acknowledge that they owe it to-

Christ, their communion with God being based on the sense of
reconciliation through Christ, and their benevolence towards
men due to their adoption of His views as to the dignity and
destiny of human nature. They are imitators of Him, yet they
always know Him to be infinitely above them. Here, then, is
the argument :

'
If Christ is the source of holiness in others, and

if- He stands far above the holiest of those who derive it from
Him, it is a reasonable inference that He must Himself be
sinless

'

(pp. cit. pt. ii. ch. 2, 3).

On different minds such an argument will make
different is: )'< --:u!i- ; but we are certainly going
upon nioir -/<! !-"iind when we turn to the testi-

mony of Scripture.
1. Here the first thing to be noted is the impres-

sion which He made in the days of His flesh on
both friends and foes. Thus, wl 103 1 TJc i-io-oniol
Himself for baptism among the imiliiimlo !it ili<>

Jordan, the Baptist forbade Him, saying,
' I have

need to bo l-,i|
ii/Oil *.f Uiee, and comest thou to-

me?' (Mt :>
,. \Vhu : iir this sense of inferiority

and unworthiness on the part of the Baptist be
ascribed to a long acquaintance with Jesus before-

hand, or to the rapt dignity in the expression of
Jesus at the moment, it is equally remarkable.
Even more pronounced was the sense of the same
contrast expressed by St. Peter, when, after the
miracle wrought befo're his eyes in his own boat,
he shrank away, exclaiming, 'Depart from me;
for I am a sinful man, Lord !

J

(Lk 58). This was
the spontaneous effect on a sensitive conscience of
the ]iro\i nitty of the Divine; it was the terror of
sin MI i.lio i Manifestation of sinlessness. These were
testimonies of friends ; but His enemies, in their

involuntary tributes, were no less '."""". T 1

: .

the centurion who presided over ,: \.

exclaimed, as he saw Him expire :
*

Certainly this
was a ri^li'o..-,!- nsan' (23

47
). The wife of Pilate

made HM- MI ,ilino-i. the identical expression when
she sent to her husband the message :

( Have thou
nothing to do with this just man

'

(Mt 2719
). Pilate

himself said :
' I find no fault in him '

(Jn 196).
And even Judas Iscariot, though he had known
Him long, and had, at the moment when he spoke,
a strong interest in recalling anything with which
he could have found fault as an excuse for Ms own
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conduct, , \
"

",

"

that he had betrayed
c in-

nocent bl . / J
'

.
,

.

2, Of more i'- !,!,
"

.C- importance are the state-
ments In whai, -~y be called the authoritatiYe

parts of the JNT, St. John says: 'Ye know that
he was manifested to take away sins ; and in him
is no sin' (1 Jn 35

). Such was the total impression
,

*

-

1

! .

'.;
V 'his disciple from the years of

"'
'

_.

"' '"

Master. Elsewhere he expresses
,

'

more positively, as for instance
in the prologue to his Gospel ; but this statement
of the negative may here suffice. Next to St. John
in intimacy was St. Peter ; and he summed up his

experiences, very soon after these had been received,
when, in his great speech on the Day of Pentecost,
he referred to Jesus as *the Holy and "Ri^Moou-
One '

(Ac 314 ) ; and that, with the process of time,
Ms convictions on this point had not changed is

proved by the declaration in one of his Epistles :

' Christ also suffered for sins, the i

* "

. "or the
11

"

': .. hat he might bring . > i

'

(1 P
"> "_

**
. "r. echoes the same sentiment when he

states :
f Him who knew no sin he made to be

sin on our behalf, that we might become the right-
eousness of God in him '

(2 Co 521
). No other NT

writer has, however, set down statements on this
theme so >(rikinjr and beautiful as those of the
author of ilie rpi-ile, to the Hebrews, who calls

Jesus 'holy, guileless, undefiled, separated from
sinners' (7

26
) ; and, in another PM --,<*. declares:

*We have not an high |
!>-'; :!i,ii rjinnot be

touched with the feeling of iiir iirriiiiin-, but one
that hath been in all points tempted like as we are,

yet without sin' (4
15

). These quotations are not
exhaustive ; but they are so directly to the point
that it is useless to add to them. If there be any
virtue in proof-texts, the sinlessness of Jesus is

proved beyond contradiction.
3. Of all the testimonies of the NT, however,

the one to which we turn with the keenest curi-

osity is the testimony of Jesus Himself ; and we
have to see whether He committed Himself on this

subject. The result of such a" >, *

' :
.' is

perhaps less satisfying than ! i '... :,sen

hoped. On one occasion, indeed, He saia to His
opponents :

* Which of you convieteth me of sin ?
'

{Jn S46 ) ; and if, as appears to be the case, this
was a general challenge in reference to His whole
life and conduct, and not a denial of a particular
sin, it would hardly have 1 M >^-il.l< k to make a
more distinct claim to - ;

iiJ<'-<-!i-' . <m the same
occasion He said :

e He that sent me is with me :

he hath not left me alone; for I do uhviiy< tlio

things tha
j

1 ,->"
J him '

(v.
29

). Voiy -iiniliir

was His :'

'

.," another occasion: 'My
meat is to do the will of him that sent me, and
to ,: :

"'
-*i Y work' (4

34
). To the Apostles, at

tli- l.i ; *:. He said: * I will no more speak
nitt-

"

:

:

y.
-

: or the prince of this world cometh,
and he hath nothing in me 5

(14
30

), which seems to
be a denial that in Him there was any point of

contact where the E \ ; 1 O i
>

i ( ; ]/ i 1 . r i \ \ g his accusa-
tions or fasten Ms i';i,ip:j; i !"-. Ii \\illbeobserved
that all these citations are from the Gospel of St.

John; and there are none of equal force in the
>ihor Go-pel-.
Jiu i if rlio things about Himself which He says

in this connexion are less striking than might have
been expected, all the more impressive are the

things about Himself which He does not say. He
never makes any confession of personal sin. This
is one of the cardinal facts of the Gospels. Tt is

not as if He had been one of those religious teacher.**

who, whether deliberately or inadvertently, pass
by the subject of sin. Not only did He spend a

g;reat deal of His activity in th'e denunciation of

sin, but He taught His own intimate disciples to

pray habitually for deliverance from it ; no fewer

than three of the petitions of the Lord's Prayer
being to this effect. Yet what He advised others
to do He never, as far as we can learn, did Himself.
Of His intimate life of prayer we possess pretty
ample records ; bxit in none of these are there any
confessions of sin. This omission is all the more
remarkable when the practice of other conspicuous
figures in Holy Writ is noticed. The most promi-
nent names of the OT are all remarkable for their

frequent and ample confessions of personal guilt.
Thus the Psalmist says :

c

Behold, I was shapen in

iniquity, and in sin did my mother conceive me '

(Ps515
); Isaiah says: Woe is me; for I am un-

done ; for I am a man of unclean lips
'

(6
5
) ; Job

groans :
'
I abhor myself, and repent in dust and

ashes '

(42
6

) ; Ezra prays :
' O my God, I am

ashamed and blush to lift up my face to thee, my
God : for our iniquities are increased over our
heads, and our guiltiness is grown up unto the
heavens' (9

6
). With the r-^-p..-! y-!_ ^ares of

the NT it is not different. 1'ii.:^
**

. i'- ..I cries:
* wretched man that I am ! who shall deliver
me out of the body of this death ?

'

(Ho 724 ) ; and
even the saintly St. John confesses :

l
If we say

that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the
truth is not in us

'

( 1 Jn I 8
). Thus, both the worthies

of the OT, from whom Jesus learned, and the
worthies of the NT, who learned from Him, speak
on this subject with one consent ; and it may be
added that the more of religious genius any of

them had, the more poignant were their cries for

pardon. Jesus, however, differs in this respect
radically from them all, and science must assign a
reason for the contrast. If it was a defect, it was
a serious one. If He sinned, like the other children
of Adam, but failed to be humbled and to confess
His fault, this brings Him down beneath the re-

ligious heroes of the race ; for what feature of

religious genius is more essential than humility ?

But if it was no defect, what other explanation of
it can there be but sinlessness ?

. Objections. Ever since the time of Celsus
there have been objections raised to the sinlessness
of Jesus, and -*\<

i?|.
"!!-. i IMP* <" 1-- -j>

4
< ifiY. \skou

to His moral <!;: r,. <!. l);n;i!- ilv L,iv;;!rr pon io-i

of Christian history, how < \ i ;. i r \ i :
-

'

! <
k
: : : . , U -. n Mi-

granted that He was without sin; this being the

very least that has been ,n :-"\ conceded by
any affecting to believe on 11.:*; 1^. ^JLJ sense. Even
the early Socinians were ardent defenders of this

doctrine. It was not till the age of Deism and
Rationalism that to express doubts on this sub-

ject became a common characteristic of unbelief.

The revival of evangelical faith in the nineteenth

century raised up a host of defenders, not only
those in the full current of the revival being on this

side, as a matter of course, but many distinguished
scholars who stood somewhat aside, such as Schleier-

macher, Schweizer, Hase, Keim and Weizsacker
being forward in the same cause. On the contrary,
Strauss, in his books on the Life of Jesus, advanced
further and further in the direction of denial ; and
Pecaut in Le Christ et la Conscience, 1859, displayed
a zeal worthy of a better cause in heaping up every
concGi\ 'illo objocf io.'i to the Saviour's conduct. On,

T lie ^ Imlo, i lu: givn i -cries of Lives of Christ, which
have formed a leading feature of the theology of

the last t^\' ;:", -i, ui'-'i-. have been loyal to the
conviction ,m-! i-'-ii'ii-iiix of Christendom; but3 in.

the very latest productions which have appeared in

this field, an uncertain sound is hoard (see, c.y.,

0. Holtzmann, Leben Jesvt,, esp. p. 34
; Weinel,

Jesus im neunzehnten Jahrhunaert, esp. pp. 61 ff.

and 274 ff.), so that it is quite within the bounds of

possibility, or even probability, that this belief may
have to be earnestly contended for in the not distant

future.
The objections alleged are either (a) of a more
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general and ;" i

1

. -_' ". il order, or (b) relate to

actions of Jesus in the Gospels which are con-
sidered inconsistent with a perfect character.

(a) In the days of the Old Rationalism the commonest objec-
tion was that sinless perfection is inconsistent with moral

development : man has to raise himself from matter to spirit,
and from imperfection to perfection. Kant held that virtue
consists solely of moral conflict ;

and many, appealing to him,
concluded that Jesus could not be a genuine man unless He
began in imperfection and fought His way up to sinlessness.
Similar to this is the well-known position of Strauss, that it is

not the way of the idea, in fulfilling itself in actuality, to pour
all its fulness into one specimen, which is thereby enabled to
boast itself over all the rest ; but that, on the contrary, it Ekes
to display its riches in a multiplicity o r -!>< c"i> vi-. \\hich mutu-
ally supplement and complete one a-'o-' ^ r. <>w\\ objections
formed part and parcel of the intellectual world in which they
were excogitated ; and, as that world has long

1

agfo ! .
- -1

.. ,

it is hardly necessary now to attemp.t the refutatioi.

Far more persistent has been the impression that
sin! essness is inconsistent with genu J F <'. 1 1 >

J

.:

J

'>M :

and as it is certain that Jesus was . < !

\

:. i- >n;.y
be argued that He cannot have been sinless.

Under the stress of this consideration, Schleiermacher, who
made the sinlessness of Jesus the vop

\ IVJ-N of hi- ^no'j-'
1

;^''. i

system, practically denied the reality o
'

i l-v. ;. ".p.Ji. :oi "- m ,h -:.-.

Edward Irving, on the other
" *

of

Scripture as Ro 82 and Col I22, of

Jesus had in itself the principle of sin and error, and not only
was capable of erring and falling, but was disposed to all evil ;

although, by the energy of the Holy Ghost within Him and the

energy of His holy will, He overcame every temptation as it

arose.
What Irving and others who have agreed with him or adopted

kindred notions have felt has been that, without such imperfec-
tion in the human nature of Christ as they postulate, there can
have been no real conflict with evil, and that so the accounts
of our Lord's temptation, which are intended to be so priceless
to His tempted disciples, lose their virtue, the conflict being
reduced io ;i -?I:IM O^1 !. To this it has been replied, by Dorner
and other-, iM: ]. IL-. : in the human nature of our Lord
of the contrast between knowing and

'"'
. i '." ',1

' ("
'

possible ; for the knowledge is antecec . . ,'
: . i -?

to be brought up to the level of knowledge. Further, the con-
trast between body and spirit makes > orfii' rn "jT,.-. l,(- uu-.'

the body may, without sin, feel strongh aU ih'-~i'-.-ii!ir;s ( ]
!

f-
;

yet the spirit may discern the necessity for overcoming these
and accepting, as Jesus did, suffering and

**

peculiar vocation. As a faultless man, Jesi
the rewards and pleasures which ought, in the nature of things,
to ensue upon well-doing ; and it could not be without conflict
that He resinned Hi*) rights and embraced a lot so contrary to
His deserts. Tn the little work of Meyer, mentioned below, the
greater part of the space is devoted to the solution of these
riddles.

However the enigma is to be solved, certain it is

that Jesus was tempted. The scenes in the Wil-
derness, in Gethsemane, and on the Cross, when He
is represented as in conflict with the powers of evil,
were not less severe than the similar experiences
of ordinary mortals, but far more so. Bus purity
made the inrush of temptation, more painful. His
humanity had not the stolid calm of a lethargic
temperament, but was sensitive at every pore ; He
felt not less but niore than others the condemnation
of unjust authority, the desertion of friends, and
the apparent frustration of Providence. Even if

the attempt to reconcile the two should be beyond
the reach of human wisdom, we will not surrender
either member of the great assertion, that He was
tempted

* like as we are, yet without sin
'

(He 415
).

(o) The other kind of objection relates to specific
statements of the Gospel history which are held to
be inconsistent with sinlessness. Thus, it is con-
tended that His staying behind at Jerusalem, when
He was twelve years of age, and His answer to

Joseph and Mary, were not worthy of an obedient
child; and oliJK*H<m is, in like manner, taken to
His sharp reply to His mother when she tried to
turn Him back from the fulfilment of His vocation.
In cleansing the Temple, He is charged with dis-

plajring undue vehemence, and it is held that He
exhibited an ,.!! ^Miii-'* :ri1i<-i-.mi:ri:_' TTis youth and
His position :-i Mi- ;iii,'i-L- 0,1 iln i scribes and
Pharisees. In cursing the fipr-trco. it is claimed,
He gave way to temper; arid, in rlio c-a.-iiug of the

demons out of the possessed man of Gadara and
giving them permission to enter the swine, with the
result that two thousand of these were lost to their

owners, TTo \\\-\ 'Liyvl a lack of respect for the rights
of property. Most of such charges are venerable
with age and have been answered so often that it

may be scarcely necessary to attempt to answer
them again ; but there are two more, of which
:'!** ay require to be said.

i . held that the action of Jesus in pre-
senting Himself before John to receive * the "baptism
of repentance for the remission of sins,' betrayed a
consciousness of guilt. This objection has been
recently revived by O. Holtzmann, who quotes
from the Gospel to the Hebrews a document to
which he attaches great 1

'

: , '/atement
to the effect that, when i \ II mother
and His brethren to accompany them "to the Jordan,
Jesus demanded A\ heretorc IIe\should go, as He had
no sin to wash away, but hi'iii'><"i;. i t-l\ checked Him-
self by adding, 'Unless. JIIMCI-U. iln- is uttered in

ignorance' ; and the author adds that, unless Jesus
had said this, no writer <>f a C" \-\ vould have
invented it. Much more, i <i\ , \< .'.',!:: is known
of the Gospel to the Hebrews would require to be
ascertained before this could be asserted ; it may
have been the organ of an Ebionite tendency in the

early Church, to which such an invention would
have been congenial (cf. Euseb. HE iii. 27). The
movement of John had a positive as well as a
negative side : it was not only a c

baptism of re-

pentance,' but a great new consecration to God and
country, in which Jesus was bound to take the
lead; and many have believed that, even at this

stage, He so identified Himself with His people
that He felt their sin to be His own, and in the
act of baptism -\ '."Wi/- ." i).;,t washing of it away
which was to b<-' >i ( vj; i-' i-.; through His death.
The other obj ection to which importance attaches

is the answer of Jesus to one who addressed Him
as *Good Master' 'Why callest thou me good?
there is none good but one, that is, God '

(Mk IO18
).

It is not obvious why Jesus should have objected
to be called c Good Master,' such a mode of address
being, one would suppose, a form of courtesy in
which there was no harm ; and this suggests the
probability that the humour or irony of Jesus may
have been ai f.l.iy : -.. fiat it i- <!,TII:< ion- to inter-

pret Him i
> i i;;cnill\. Wimi u';i- it that He

wished to turn the inquirer's attention to ? Stier's
I: 1 - '

::

*

! ->t to be forgotten : 'Either, There
- ' '

' 'i s God; Christ is good; therefore
1

"/ ;-".: !, There is none good but God;
Christ is not God; therefore Christ is not good.'
The reading in Mt. (19

17
), where the point under

discussion is the Good in the sense of the Siwmium
Bonum, renders it dubious what was the real topic
of the conversation. But if it really was about
whether or not Jesus was good, then it is possible
to say that Jesus was not '

good
'

in the same sense
as God ; because His gopdne^-. bosn^ that of a
human being, was only in pjoci>- ui becoming,
and had to realize itself on every step of a long
ascent. The comment of Dr. A. B. Bruce in JEGT
may be subjoined :

* T- < ....?..- means not " The
epithet is not

applic..i

'

M., but to God only,"
but "Do -'

i i .- , I-M
';

,".: ." < oodness a matter
of mere . \ .

"
." The case is

parallel t :

'

i-isus to be called
Christ inaiscrimmateiy.' \\einel complain b that
this objection is usually answered with too much
levity ; and it cannot be denied that there is a body
of objections worthy of candid and careful investi-
gation. Not onty will they bear pondering, but
they will reward it ; for if they do not cause the
student to stumble, they will have the opposite
effect of leading him further into the mystery of
the Person of Christ.
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5. The relation of the sinlessness of our Lord
to othei' elements of the Christian system.

(1) It has an obvic
" "

the Virgin-birth.
Had Jesus been an -in the chain of

humanity, He could not have been sinless ; for
' there is none righteous, no, not one '

: in all who
have descended from Adam by ordinary generation,
there is a 4 law in the members warring against the

law of the mind.
3

It has been said> indeed, that

immunity from this sad inheritance could not have
been secured in the way suggested, because the

motherhood of Mary, unless she also had been sin-

less, would have transmitted the tainted nature.

We know, however, too little of the way in which
the soul is transmitted to be sure of this. And if

it must be allowed, on the other hand, that we
know too little to have scientific assurance of the

contrary, yet the providential arrangement seems
intended to suggest this end. It may, indeed, be
said that it suggests it too obviously, and that the

story of the miraculous birth was an ,v

"'

< \ ( "'"'....V .

to confirm the sinlessness. But the r\ :' J 1

-'

Gospel history which presents one part as fitted to

another with miraculous cleverness, so as to make
one idea account for another, is not consistent with

*

.;

"
:

-

"
;.

" '*

i character of the authors or the
,'! of their narration. There is a

" " '

. , L as in ideas ; and this seems to

be an instance of fact answering to fact in the
Divine intention, the human mind only discerning
the litness as it looks back on the accomplished
history.

(2) It has a bearing on the doctrine of the Divinity
of Christ. Some have, indeed, held it directly to

prove His Divinity ; because, they have argued, the
moral force of mere manhood would not have been

equal to the task of niMi-.l.ii'ji
>.;_'

a life of sinlessness

in a sinful world. I i' >-\>^\ Xiijr: 1
.

TI
: j?" :.';. <r !

sinless world, fell, what chance v . >
"

i :", r'".
standing in a world so corrupt and a society so per-
verted as that in which Jesus lived, moved and
had His being ? To bring the Divine nature, how-
ever, into play, to account for the sinlessness,
would obscure the reality of the temptation of

Jesus; and it obscures the vital truth that His
sinlessness was not only a gift but an attainment,
which He had to secure afresh on every step of a
human development, and which rendered Him
supremely well-picasing to His Father in heaven.
God gave the Spirit without measure unto Him
(Jn 334 ) ; and, by constantly receiving this^

Divine
communication and giving it free play within Him,
TT ,;;. !" 1 His human nature against the ad-
. >-- -::. This is enough to account for His
constant victory over temptatio? . \

"" ' T
:

^ how-
ever, His sinlessness does not .' < "v :

'/*
' His

Divinity, it is not without a bearing on it of an

important kind : it lends weight to all His state-

ments, and - :
""

'

TT!
'

.-

x ->ments about
Himself. A : ! ". : . * make state-

ments which :',.",". \ . .. .or overween-

ing. Now, Jesus- made statements about Himself
that either were visionary and unbecoming, or

proved Him to be greater than the children of

men; and if His chara '

:; .

""

strong reason
for accepting these as '.

-

'"
-illi siiul sober-

ness, the bearing of this fact on our beliefs about
Him cannot be ignored.

(3) It has a bearing on the doctrine of the death

of Christ. The Apostles of Jesus did not expect
Him to die ; and the reason of this was that they
knew Him to be without sin. Death is for sinners ;

but why should one die who is sinless ? This was
the puzzle with which the followers of Jesus were

perplexed when He was lying in the grave, and it

seemed as if His cause had perished in this un-
answerable enigma. It is well known what came,
through the illumination of the Besurrection and

the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, to be the Apos-
tolic solution of this mystery. The Apostles be-

lieved and taught that He had, indeed, died on
account of sin, yet not on account of sin of His

own, but for the sins of others. Jesus Himself had
declared in the days of His flesh that He would
give His life a ransom for many (Mt 2028

). Had
He been one of the sinful sons of Adam, He could
have done nothing of the kind ; for

e none of them
can redeem his brother or offer to God a ransom for

Mm 7

(Ps 497 ). Had Jesus been a sinner like the

rest, He would have had to die like the rest for

His own sin.

There are j^oV-ljh other elements of the Chris-
tian faith on w'ii< ii Jii- subject could be shown to

have a bearing ; but these will suffice. Since Ull-

rnann's celebrated exposition this argument has

proved one of the handiest and most effective of

apologetic weapons. Persons who have grown up
in a Christian atmosphere readily yield to its truth ;

and then they can be shown how much more it

involves. In those times of inward storm, due to

many causes, to which young minds are subject,
it is sometimes of the greatest advantage to find a

spot of shelter in which to cast anchor, till the
onset of doubt has subsided a little ; and for this

purpose the sinlessness of Jesus is without a rival.

It is not a place to rest in, but a stage on the way.

T"T ". Die ?
, ". '/"

" *

'- -*." -even v
"-

'

.1 i i

: I rner, Jesu sundlose

sketch
-lifetime, Enjr.

!. --.I, -I , ,-MAuthority of Christ, 10

Stindlosigkeit' in JZeit- /

JAMES STALKER.
SINNERS. In order that we may understand

what the word means in the Gospels, it is neces-

sary to consider for a moment the peculiar view-

point of the Law, by which the teaching of Christ
and that of the Kabbis are utterly differentiated.

To the latter the Law came with the inexorable de-

mand for absolute and complete obedience, as some-

thing to be dreaded, therefore. Thus the mass of the

people, who woie ignorant of the endless Rabbinical

precepts, were held to be 'accursed' (Jn 749
).

Christ, on the contrary, saw in the Law a moral

ideal, something to be befriended and loved. He
'.,-." i: .

- : - .;," a !:"* ''if *"! '. which was
..,-.'-..;.. -i .''...,! 1 1

.,
'.i x> set them

.' .
;

'' I?- -lii- \ i! : . ;< .i;
'

->f the Law.
i ., ..- ,

. ji .."..-I :': " of the Law
, ""; constitute an offence. Thus

\ i

1

;,. ! M'
'

lisciples, who had plucked ears

of corn on the Sabbath day, by citing the example
of David (Mt 121-4). He excused the healing of

the impotent man (Jn 51'9
) by citing the custom of

circmn.-Mng on the eighth day, though it fell on
ilif* Sjibbjith (7

23
). With ChrUt a higher principle

always set aside the letter of the Law. This view-

point fully explains His attitude to sin and to the

sinner. And yet these T " "

ws of the Law
are associated with the ^ reverence for

it (Mt 517f- 712 2240
, Lk 1617 etc.).

1. Christ's relation to sinners. Here His mis-

sion shone i->-i->r-"."
>; in all its fulness. For

them He ca:-'-- ,- \\'* world, to them He had a

special message, (a) He freely 'mingled with them,
and that without fear of contamination, Mt 910* n

II19
, Mk 215 - 16

, Lk 5SO 152 197. The Samaritan
woman is a clear case in point, Jn 4. (6) He
had compassion on them, Lk 747. (c) He irresistibly
drew them, Lk 151 etc. (d) He specially called

them, Mt 91S
||
Mk 217 and Lk 532. (e) He rejoiced

in their salvation, Lk 157- 10 1813 - 14
,

2. Use of the word * sinners ' in the Gospels.
The word dAtaprwXds from oi/u-a/or^a,

* sin
'

or *

error,"
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is used in several senses, (a) The national sense.
Thus it indicates the distinction between Jew and
Gentile from the ''," standpoint. St.

Paul thus later us- i ...,,. 215 We who are
Jews hy nature and not sinners of the Gentiles.

5

Thus it is used Mt 2645
, Mk 144i , Lk 247

. See also
Lk 6321 , where d^aprwAot replaces reXcDmi and eQviKoL

in the parallel passage Mt 546 - 47
, which would seem

to indicate that St. Luke also uses it here in the
national rather than in the ethical sense,

(b)
The

social sense. Thus it seems to indicate the distinc-

tion between the righteousness of the Law-burdened
Jew and his more ignorant brethren, who, not

knowing the Law and therefore continually tres-

passing its commandments, were deemed 'accursed.
5

Here the word seems to have a negative rather
than a positive meaning, pointing to the absence of

legal niJiioou-iie rather than to actual trans-

gression. Thus *

publicans
3 and c sinners

5

are

always associated in the Gospels. In this con-
nexion the latter term does not qualify the moral
status

f ' "" "" ""
"

but rather points to the
forced ,

'

ignorant and ostracized
elements of Jewish society with the hated minions
of Rome, (c) The purely ethical sense. In this
sense conscious or unconscious moral guilt is asso-
ciated with the word. Thus Peter in Lk 58 ;
e sinners

5 and
' " *

<
'

,

*

people are placed in
antithesis in M : . M\ ->17

, Lk 532
; in Mk 838 the

word is associated 'with ^ot%a\is; so also in the

story of the sinful woman, Lk 737 ; so in the great

parables of Lk 15, and esp. in the story of the heal-

ing of the man born blind, in Jn 9, where it re-

peatedly occurs in a manifest ethical sense. See,
further, art. SIN. HENRY E. DOSKER.

SIR (/cz5/?*e). The title is employed as a term
of courtesy or reverence in various relationships.
It is the salutation of servants (slaves) to their
masters (

e

Sir, didst thou not sow good seed?' Mt
IS27

) ; of a son to a father (
c I go, sir/ Mt 21 30

) j of
the priests and Pharisees to Pilate (*Sir, we re-

member that that deceiver said/ Mt 2763
) ; of the

Greeks to Philip ('Sir, we would see Jesus/ Jn
1221

}. In the English versions 'lord 5

(/ctf/Ke)
is

frequently used in the same sense ('Lord, thou
deliveredst unto me five talents/ Mt 2520 - 22- 24

;

'Lord, let it alone this year also/ Lk 138 - 1422

1916- 18- 20
). It is also a term frequently employed

in addressing Jesus, both by li-<-iplr-* ami others
(

c

Lord, if thou wilt thou canst make me clean/
Mt 82, Jn II12

) ; so the woman of Samaria says to

Jesus, 'Sir, thou hast nothing to draw with'
(Jn 411

). See art. LOKD. JOHH REID.

SISTERS.l. Nothing is known positively of

ihesefemale relatives of Jes^(fs. There is but one in-

cidental reference to their existence (Mk 63=Mt 13s6

at d5e\0ai atf-rov) by His fellow-townsmen of Naza-
reth, who were astonished and offended by His
assumed claims to be their religious Teacher. The
knowledge which they possessed of His family
affairs was too intimate to allow them to examine
* Vi'-ur i-i-'-i'.ili'v the words and deeds of Jesus.
Tli-- ijio-i in:- ,-,-. :-> the precise family relationship
which His * brothers

' and * sisters
3

bore to Jesus is

one which has occupied the attention of scholars
and writers in every age of the Christian Church
(see art. BRETHREN OF THE LORD). It is, perhaps,
significant of the estimation in which women were
held, tli.it although the names of Jesus' 'brothers'
are given in detail, we are nowhere in the canonical

Gospels told either the names or the number of His
'sisters.

3 That there were more than two seems
to follow from the Matthsean addition (iraa-at) to
the Markan question, 'Are not his sisters here
with us ?

'

It is true that tradition ascribed two
daughters to Joseph, though one uncanonical Gos-

pel at least describes Joseph as a
sons, but denying the presence of daughters in his
household.

This interpretation of the words xx' tK$fftv -TKVT&S at via)

'la-pufa on olx 'itrrt pou Bwyatmifi (Protev. Jacobi, c. xvii., in Tisch-
endorfs JBvang. Apocr.) seems to the present writer to be
warranted by the context, though doubtless the words have a
primary reference to the Virgin Mary (see Lightfoot's 'The
Brethren of the Lord '

in Dissert, on the Apostolic Age, p. 28).
The daughters of Joseph are almost universally said to be two
i

p

' '

;

" '
'" -nuit quoque sibi . . . duas filias/ Hist. Jos.

i. . . cap. ii.
;

' Anibse pariter nupserunt filise,' ib.

cap. xi., cf. also pseudo-Matt, cap. 42), while there seems to be
no agreement in these documents, nor, indeed, among Church
writers generally, as to their nan

" " "

[erant] Assia et Lydia,' Hist. Jos. F
Bohairic Version of the same \v

names to Lysia and Lydia). Other writers give their names
very variously as Mary and Salome, Anna and Salome, Esther
and Thamar ; while Theophylact curiously enough names three
i,- i

1
'i <ii.i.;.*"! r- of ,!- pi: TI-il'i r. Thamar, and Salome (see

] >r<Jio<>'- .ij.vji
1

; n/i'
'

"//"" /,< ,',',>'''/,// Life of Christ,, p. 27 n.4).

These Apocryphal additions can, however, have
but little claim on our sympathy, and one Church
Father at least betrays his sense' of the

"

, "! ., \

of the sources of his information by appealing u>

Scripture as his authority for the names Mary and
Salome (Epiphanius, Hceres. p. 1041, ed. Fetav.
referred to and quoted by Lightfoot lop. tit. p. 40]),
which he chooses as the names of Jesus' *

sisters.'

If Jesus had sisters, as the writers of the first

two Gospels evidently believed, it is easy to under-
stand what was the source of His general attitude
towards women which drew them to Him in humble
and loving service (cf. Lk 737f- 81'3

, Mk 143-41

Mt 266' 13
, Jn 121 -8 47ft - 810

), outlasting in its loyalty
the devotion of the majority of His disciples, and
-IrHcJrintr beyond the cross and the grave (Mk
1-V 10',' Mt 2755f- 281

,
Lk 2349 - 65 241'10

,
Jn 1925

20"- ".
is) ^ Traces, moreover, of His keen apprecia-

tion of the beauty and happiness attaching to the
home life of the human family may be seen in
His reference to the highest act of - ,''::; ''!
demanded from His followers ; wh( 1 1 ; i : ; . i

reference to 'sisters'
"* " ' ' x T V "

-*,thren
3

(d5eA0otfs) marks this , ,
, .

. .

'

Jesus3

teaching (see Mk 1029L =Mt 1929, Lk 1426).
2. On the, sisters of Bethany see artt. MARTHA,

and MARY 3.

3. ^Amongst the witnesses of the Crucifixion
mentioned by all four Evangelists were, according
to St. John, two sisters Mary the mother of Jesus,
and His mother's sister. Though it has been argued
that Mary^the (wife) of Clopas (Mapla TJ rod KXcovra)
was the sister of the Virgin, it is now generally
agreed that the interpretation of Pesh. (Jn 1925 ),
which inserts the conjunction *and' between the
words ' His mother's sister

' and <

Mary of Clopas/
is correct (cf., on the other hand, pseudo-Matt, c. 42 :

f
. . . Jesus et Maria mater ejus cum sorore sua
Maria Cleophse,' where the reason given why two
sisters should have the same name is that the first

having been devoted to the service of the Lord, the
second too was called Mary for the consolation of
her parents). From a corny r.vi^r-1- nf th<> i sanies of
the women who witne--i:<i u,<- Cni< "r

: \i-ni. given
by the first, second, and fourth Evangelists, the
most likely conjecture wotild seem to be that by
*the sister of his mother' St. John meant Ms own
mother Salome (see, however, Schmiedel's art.
'

Mary
'

in EBi iii. 2969, which denies her identity
either with 'Mary of Clopas' or with Salome;
cf. also Edersheirn, LT ii. 602, and Westcott,
Gospel of St. John, ad loc.). If the identification

by Hege^ippus of Clopa- with the brother of Joseph
be correct, we have the interesting fact that this

Mary, thus referred to by St. John, was closely
connected with Jesus by the ties of family relation-

ship (see Euseb. iii. 11, iv. 22). ,1. Jtt. \VILLTS.

SKINS. See BOTTLE and WINE.
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SKULL, PLACE OF. See GOLGOTHA.

SKY. In the two places (Mt 162
, Lk 1256

) where
this word occurs in the AV of the Gospels, the
term ' heaven '

is substituted in RV. There is no
doubt that this tends towards >*i-'i t \ of ren-

dering, as heaven is the transit .: o i'-
1

- Greek
word (oj)pav6s) elsewhere (see REDNESS OF SKY).
Where '

sky
'
is referred to in the Gospels it is the

usual sense of cloud region or aerial expanse that is

intended. This was the primary sense, indeed, of

oi)pai>6$ the firmament, the vault above the earth.

There is nothing in the two passages above to

differentiate the *

sky
' from the ' heaven 3

of Mt
2431

. The word is the representative of the Hebrew
O:D$ the upper regions. It reflects the old supposi-
tion that the firmament was an actual canopy
above the earth. Still the fi^uviimo use of the
term is ''i-li-in'M-.-.M" even in -ciomilio treatises

(like, for instance, TyudalV- Fragments of Science}.
In both passages the iinmetlinio reference is to the

meteorological interpretations of the colour of the

sky. W. S. KEEK.

SL&YE, SLAYERY. While SovXos is the general
term for ' a slave,' ol/e^njs (Lk 1613

; cf. Ac 107
,
Ro

144>
1 P 218

) denotes specifically
one employed in

household service or in immediate attendance upon
the master or da-T6r7js. Except in the latter form
the institution did not nourish amongst the Jews
in NT times. Field-work was done generally by
hired labourers (^LO-OLOS, Lk 1517

; or less technically

ty-Ydrys,
Mt 1010 201

, cf. Ja 54). In large houses,

especially of a Gentile (Lk 72 )
or foreign type, there

would be slaves, generally of non-Jewish or mixed
blood, as also in the great establishments of the
Sadducsean and priestly aristocracy. In Palestine
the institution was familiar enough in <x|>ori''n<-o
as well as tradition i> .-'!||il\ |iii'i1ar iIlusirarion->

and give point to pra i v- i r-'l-ji'm- teaching; but
features met with in Greek and especially in Roman
usage must not be transferred without modifica-
tion to the Jewish practice. Not only were the
dimensions different, but the prevalent oppression
and fear in the one case were replaced in the other

by a general spirit of kindliness and content.
1. Jewish slaves abroad. On several occasions

before the Fall of Jerusalem, large numbers of
Jews had been deported and sold into captivity.
Such incidents were frequent during the wars of
the Seleucids and Ptolemies (cf. 1 Mac 341 ,

2 Mac
821 ), and recur during the period of the Roman
over - rule (Jos. BJ VI. ix. 3). Herod ordained
that thieves should be sold to foreigners ; but the
enactment aroused such a <lo;'rv< of M 'limosity as
rendered its enforcement i'lipi-in-iM-ai-lo (Jos. Ant.
XVI. i. 1). The supply of Jewish slaves was kept
up almost entirely from among prisoners taken in
the numerous campaigns, and the children of those
who were already in captivity, with a few who
lost their freedom under the laws of the foreign
country or city in which they resided. Their

treatment, like that of other slaves, was as a rule
cruel to the degree of barbarity. Exceptions are
met with, where courtesy to slaves is commended,
as by Seneca (Ep. xlviij. But the great mass of

evidence is on the other side. Pallas, a brother
of Felix (Ac 2S24

), considered his slaves too abject
to be spoken to, and would signify his pleasure to

them only by a gesture or nod(Tac. Ann. xiii. 23).

The slave was merely property, and could be trans-

ferred like any other property. He was incapable
of contracting a legal marriage, and was not

regarded as invested with any rights. On the

ground of expediency, he was gradually protected

against excessive cruelty. By the Lex Petroiiia,
which may have been first enacted in the time of

Augustus, a slave could not be punished by con-
VOL. ii. 41

demnation to fight with uV. 1 :,.

'

>: - or wild beasts ;

and the master's power ,>
: ':- and death was

threatened, if not actually restricted, by Claudius.
In such hesitating improvements of their condition
Jewish slaves abroad would share.
The redemption of Jewish slaves was regarded

in theory as a sacred duty (cf. Neh 5s) ; but there
is no evidence of any general attempt during our
period to acquire the merit of such service. The
wealth of the country was chiefly in the hands of
those sections of the people in whom racial feeling
was not strong; and the majority were at once
too poor and too much hindered by political condi-
tions to be able to act in other than rare individual
cases. The price of a slave, or of his redemption,
varied with h"- i-

1

.

1 "
1 '-

. ,,

""

with the state of
the market. ,

.

;

"

. -for the 1st cent,
are not available. Ptolemy Philadelphus redeemed
Jewish captives in Egypt at the price of 120

drachmse, or about 4 each (Jos. Ant. xn. ii. 3).
And Nicanor endeavoured to raise the Roman
tribute of 2000 talents by the sale of Jews at the
rate of ninety per talent (2 Mac 8lof>

).

2. Slaves in Palestine. Nehemiah's influence
had made it a fundamental rule in Jewish practice
that no Jew should be held as a slave by another
Jew (cf. Neh 5s

) ; and as the rule obtained also in

Talmudical times (cf. Winter, Die Stellung der

Sklaven, lOff.), it is almost certain to have been
observed in the intermediate period. Even thieves
were not to be reduced to a state of permanent
slavery ; and while tV-. il H.-!,mv^Hn 1

! of trade due
to a strict observa.n < : ML- xu.V.-i.- law of Dt
151-11 Was prevented by Hillel's statute of Prosbol,
which made registered debts always recoverable,
other means were adopted of freeing poor Jews
from the burden of their mortgages than that of
their reduction to actual servitude. Work was
accepted and required as a substitute for repay-
ment, but as far as possible the personal freedom
of the debtor was respected. T-. r< s "! to females,
the Talmud decides that a '. i V ; "ver be sold
into slavery, but that a daughter :: "! r \ IT".

able age can; with the apparent j_
*:- I:; .

:

f

she be sold again, the purchaser must not be a

foreigner. Amongst the Essenes, the holding of
slaves was unknown and not allowed (Philo, ed.

Mang. ii. 457, 482; Jos. Ant. XVIII. i. 5). In a
few of the great houses of alien officials there
would be the retinue usual in other lands

\
but

even then the slaves would be chiefly of Canaanitish
or mixed blood. In Jewish houses free service

was the rule for men, whilst some of the girls

might be servile in status, though comparatively
unrestrained. By law, and even more. ofi'H'tuaHy

by usage and public sentiment, they r-- : : <' ; -1

from many cruelties customarily |
.'.< ". :i|-i.i

their class elsewhere.
3. Treatment of slaves. Discipline without

undue laxity was recognized as the right treat-

ment of slaves (cf. Sir SS24^, where the two pro-
minent features are the severity to which the

discipline might legally be carried, viz., 'yoke
and thong

' and even e racks and tortures/ and the
kindliness that was the customary rule}.^

So in
NT times the master could legally imprison or

chastise a slave (Mt 2530 ,
Lk 1246 witli the alter-

native remlorin<r
*

severely scourge'), though the

power of life an<l death was withheld, as also any
punishment that led to the loss of a limb. An
early tradition recounts a controversy between
Pharisees and Sadducees, assumed to have

^
taken

place in or about our period, as to the incidence
of the responsibility for an injury done by a glare

(Yadayim, iv. 7). The solution of the Pharisees
was that the slave himself, and not the master,
must be held responsible, as the slave was capable
of reasoning, and not to be classed with beasts of
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burden. Another regulation (Babd kammd> viii. 4)

required the slave to make compensation on his

release, and thus has dearly in view a case of

temporary servitude amongst Jews, akin to those
met with in the OT.
At a time when Pharisaism was predominant,

such slaves as were found in a Jewish household,
whether Hebrews or aliens by birth,, had on reli-

gious grounds to be treated humanely. They
shared the

"
, '*;

-

1 '*
. and in regard to obliga-

tions were , . he women and children
as bound to observe all religious ritual in the

home, except the repetition of the Sfaemd; and the

wearing of phylacteries. Laws of an earlier date

required the circumcision of slaves (Gn 17 12
) and

their participation in feast and sacrifice (Dt 1218

1631
). Such regulations could not have fallen into

desuetude without involving the ceremonial pollu-
tion from which it was one of the first objects of

the legalists of the first century to *,
,

j
. TV-'

knitting together of master and slave : "
!;. '.-

bonds supplied a strong motive for kindness and
forbearance. And in later literature the life of

the Jewish home is represented as united and
happy, master and slave partaking of the same
food, exchanging words of respect and tenderness,
and mourning over the separation effected by
death (Berakhoth 166, KethubCth 61). Altogether
the condition of slavery, as far as it existed, was
much less oppressive than in Greece or liome, and
was already being superseded by the freer re-

lationships of voluntary service, which alone
are in complete accord with the genius of Chris-

tianity.
3. Teaching of the Gospels. The institution of

slavery was not directly condemned by Christ,
but its continuance was undermined by the new
principles of social life which He emphasized.
Supreme praise is passed upon service marked by
absolute submission (Mk 1044). The title of slave
is appropriated to the highest usage (Mt 2134

, Mk
122- 4

,
Lk 20lof

-)3
and sanction is thus given to the

practice which had applied it to Moses (cf. Jos
147, Ps 105'26), and made it the formal style of a
prophet (cf. Jer 735, Zee I6 , and the Pauline usage
of -the term). Redemptive love recognizes no dis-

tinctions of sex or status, but makes men of all

social ranks equally responsible for their attitude
towards God ; and thus society becomes an organ-
ism of free men, amongst whom the only authority
that is strictly imperial or beyond questioning is

that of Christ. The bond-servant of Jesus Christ
can be bound to no other master ; and in their

equal dependence upon Him disciples cease to be
able to maintain artificial distinctions of grade or
privilege.

T.urnui KB. \i'. icli*. i>i rite handliooks of Jewish Archseo-
log

1

.. :uil in -i;- \\ C.wl.iimlia* ,'i a i hc*o of Hamburger, Riehm,
and niiv.>vr-ll->u<>k; \Vin:(-r. !)>'>. W^i^g der Sklaven bei den
J-f-H . . . '/for:/! t".r,ni. tfj/.-ft n; fir u:> fold, 7)!", $ti>11'.<i . . .

/my, bilJ. i^mi tnlm. tjHul'pn llr.ii'p. G'".*ta fi>rlft! h. \. For
tru- t;or,'li <; o:i* in no-WcAish ditirk'is see Mommsen, and
Smiths Z>tct. o/Or. arui Mom* Ant. JJ,. "\V. MOSS.

SLEEP (fcn/os, KQLdet5&, &<py7ry6c*>, Kowdoju,cu). The
mention of sleep is frequent in the Gospels, both in

they
Mm" were heavy with sleep' (Lk 932) ; (Jesus)
'findetli them asleep

3

(Mt 264<M3);
*

Simon, sleepest
thou?MMk 1437). Jesus, as is noted by all the
Syu i !("-'. fell asleep in the boat as He and His
<i

: -i hl.- u'ere crossing to tlie other side of the Sea
of Galilee (Mt S^llMk 438 ||Lk 823

). Mk. adds
the detail that He slept 'on the pillow* (&rl r6

Trpo0-K<j>d\a<.ov}, probably a boat cushion, or a head-
rest made of wool. Lk. indicates that He was fast

asleep (d<t>virv6w), which accords -with the fact that

the severe storm which had burst forth while they
were crossing did not awake Him.

2. Figuratively i (i.) As a metaphor for death,
* The maid is not dead, but sleepeth

'

(/catfetfSei, Mt
924

II
Mk 539

1|
Lk 852

) ;

' Our friend Lazarus sleepeth
'

(is fallen asleep, /ce/eofy^rai, Jn II 11
). No distinc-

tion is to be made between the verbs /cafletfow and

KOLfLdojuu, for the disciples reply,
f

Lord, if he sleep

(MKolfAvrraL), he shall do well' (v.
12

) ;
cf. also Mt 2752

with Mt 2S13
1|
Lk 2245

,
and Ac 7 1386 with Ac 126

.

St. Paul ",-.
' 1|r uses Koipdo/juu to describe the

dead (1 C- 1 -

'

! Th 413"15
), and to express the fact

of death (1 Co 7y9 II 80 156 - 51
; cf. also 2 P 34). The

metaphor is very ancient. It is fomnd in the OT,
' Since thou art laid down '

(in the LXX ' fallen

asleep
5

jVeKo^eu], Is 148 ; cf. Is 4317
||

1 K II43
);

and in classical literature (Horn. II. xi. 241 ; Soph.
Elect, 509). (ii.) As symbolizing the lack of

watchfulness: 'while men slept his enemy came'
(Mt 1325 ) ; 'lest coming suddenly he find you
sleeping' (Mk 1336'). (iii.) The interpretation of

the sleep of the virgins ('while the bridegroom
tarried, they all slumbered [puord^w,

i nodded
:

] and

slept,' Mt 255
) is uncertain. Many of the ancient

interpreters take it as the sleep of death which
comes to all. Bv some modern writers it has been

interpreted as the sleep of i. "-,:' in-. -; sir <"]*zing
that the day of the coming <' ;' l.r-i-'.n-'-n. i.e.

of Christ, is unknown, or as a hint that that day is

not immediately at hand. Others take it as the

sleep of security, indicating that the wise and the
foolish virsins, having made such preparation as

they thought necessary, awaited the coining of the

bridegroom with such calmness of mind that they
fell asleep. Probably the best interpretation is

that which regards the sleep as the natural and
innocent unconsciousness or obliviousness of the
future and the eternal, and especially of the coming
of Christ, which is \ii,i1-l\ the wise
and the foolish alike. This'

'

.
.

. ',-i
1

-. however,
is full of danger to those who do not keep them-
selves in such a condition of readiness for any
event that they are prepared for it when it comes.
We are not to be always thinking of the Lord's

coming, but are to live so that that event will not
come upon us in a state of unreadiness. The
tension of the mind may innocently and must
naturally vary. It is enough that its intention is

ever the same that we live under the power of
the future and the eternal even when not thinking
of it '(Bruce).

nir.- Trcn'ih, F fables; Bruce, Parabolic Teaching
of r/.i-^i

; \\iir. (.rboilunn in Expos., 1st ser. ix, [1879] p. 76 ff. ;

Jili(.h-r, />,';! itl-f'iti ",/!//? J&su ; Goebel, Parables (T. & T.

Cli.iU): Wi-Oi, T'i"-l,fi, t'.fJeauadT. &T. Clark), vol. i. p. 136 ;

E. Rainy, Sojourning with God (1902), 95.

JOHN REID.
SLOTHFULNESS. 1. Gospel usage. The noun

' sloth* is not found; the adj. 'slothful' (<5/ao?/>6$)
occurs once only (Mt 2526

). The wicked, slothful,
and unprofitable servant is silhouetted once, for
all men and time. The words,

' Thou wicked and
slothful servant,'

' were in the Gospel well coupled ;

and the first epithet \yas grounded on the second,
he being therefore wicked, because he had been
slothful' (Barrow). It is the man of one talent,
and he who has buried the same, that is guilty of
the sin of sloth. That is true psychology. But
let every man give heed unto liimself. Genius
has yielded to this sin as well f- : !M. \i- \.

Stewardship of five talents has "been vi-
r !<--i d. I;M.;

equally in that case the *

precipitate
'

<-i * 'i,; i sic: :

has been sloth.

2. The life of Jesus a rebuke to slothfulness.
The Saviour was in all respects a complete oppo-
site to- 'the slothful servant/' The zeal of the
Lord ate Him up (Jn 217

). Early and late He
wearied not in well-doing, but accomplished what
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was given Him to do. * Our great example, the
life of our Messed Lord Himself, what was it but
one continual exercise of labour? His mind did
ever stand bent in careful attention, studying to
do good. His body was ever moving in wearisome
travel to the same Divine intent

'

(Barrow). His

practice stimulates to diligence, His preaching
warns to avoid sloth. The Apostle Paul was built
on the same model. When he bids men be ' not
slothful in business' (Ro 1211 AV), these are the
words of a man who was in labours most abundant
(2 Co II 23

).

LITERATURE. Bruce, Parabolic Teaching of Christ, "The
Talents'; Horton, Proverbs,

*
Idleness *; Barrow, Sermons, on

'Industry* ; Drummond, Natural Law in the Spiritual World,
'Degeneration' ; Stalker, Seven Deadly Sins (1901), 115.

JOHN E. LEGGE.
SLOWNESS OF HEART. A disposition which

our Lord discerned in His disciples, o-pec.inlly in
relation to His Person and work (Lk ~2 I-' pp-rft-s r$
KapSia}. He connects it with emptiness of mind'3

(avdyros, cf. Bengel, who paraphrases, 'void of
mind and slow of heart') as the joint cause of their
failure to understand and believe the ' " v\ "

HIP ;.-.,i.'j. .<-,;,.. Himself. TV .- ,

'-

"

!-" : : !- i-haracteristic of the disciples' attitude
toward the whole of Christ's teaching (cf. Mt 1515'17

168-12
,
Jn 149

) ; and the order in which tlie epithets
are employed in Lk 2425

suggests that slowness of
heart is the root from which dulness of mind con-

cerning spiritual truth springs. The disciples be-

lieved, but slowly, and with a heavy heart. There
was an element of reluctance in their faith. Jesus
was not the sort of Messiah they expected, and His

1 "

. jS not the kind of teaching they desired.
I!- ;., ill words, in OM-O<)IU:'I- <. encountered in
their hearts an umviliinorne^ to believe which

Generated,
in its turn, t'ailure to understand,

lowness of heart thus reveals a moral fault. The
free action of faith is hindered by prejudice of one
kind or another. The will is biassed in a different
direction (cf. Jn 7 17

). As Godet says,
* If they had

embraced the living God with more fervent faith,
the fact of the resurrection would not have been so

strange to their hopes
J

(Com. on St. Liike's Gospel,
vol. ii. p. 354). Slowness of heart is the opposite
extreme to that over-quickness of faith which our
Lord -'i;;iiKii/'^ i-i the parable of the Sower under
the figure of the rocky ground. Between these
extremes there is a quickness of heart which is

ready to believe whatever bears the sufficient
warrant of the Word of God. Of this quickness
Nathanael is a striking instance (Jn I45

-49
).

Thomas, on the other hand, illustrates slowness
of heart, while Christ's treatment of him shows
us how He deals with such slow believers and
quickens their faith into great confessions (20

34-21)
}.

JAMES MURSELL.
^
SMOKING FLAX (\lvov rv<p6nvov, Mt 1220 }. The

little earthenware lamp is largely replaced to-day,
even in the houses of the fellahin in Palestine,
by lamps made by travelling tinsmiths from the
tins in which petroleum is imported. But the
old-fashioned lamp, resembling those dug out of
ancient

^
graves, is still to be seen. Olive oil is

poured into the bowl of the lamp, and for wick a
few strands of flaxen fibre or cotton thread twisted
together are inserted. As the, oil is consumed the
flame sinks, and the wick fills the house with
peculiarly disagreeable smoke. The lamp must
be replenished with oil, and the wick trimmed, or,
as more frequently happens when the smoking
stage is readied, the flax is

'

quenched
3 and cast

out. W. EwrsrG.

SNARE (irwyfe, Pp6xos}.7rayts (Lk 2131
, Ro II9

,

etc,) is primarily a trap, then a trick or snare.

(1 Co 7
35

) is a noose or slip-knot for hanging

or ^trini^lhi-r. then a snare for birds, or the mesh
of a net". We can hardly take irayis in Lk 2135 ,

with Godet (Com. in Zoc.), as a net enclosing a
flock of unsuspecting birds. The idea in both
words is simply thf, ! u r ;,.\"-^ :; 'i:\vares, as the
bird in the fowler's i .]_

.

'

^
" !''. in the use of

which Arab boys are so expert or the hare in the
noose cunningly spread in its path.

\V. EwiNG.
SNOW. See AGRICULTURE in vol. i. p. 40a.

SOCIABILITY. See CHARACTER OF CHRIST in
vol. i. p. 289 ff.

SOCIALISM.!, Definition, etc. The watch-
word of the Socialist is Oo-o/;' ////;/>,//, : the watch-
word of the anti-Socialist U Conyi* tit'um. Any one
who recognizes the principle of Co-operation as a
stronger and truer principle than that of Competi-
tion, has a right to the honour or the disgrace of

being called a Socialist.' This definition wras
written by Frederic Denison Maurice in the first

of a series of Tracts on Christian Socialism, which
was published in 1849. Maurice, Kingsley, and T.

Hughes deliberately adopted the word * Socialist
J

for the movement which they founded, and in-

curred, as Hughes has testified, much *

anger and
bitterness' as a result; but, since then, the
Socialist idea has had a secure place in the specu-
lations and activities of modern Christianity. It

is evident, however, that Socialism so defined is

a much broader thing than the State Socialism of
economic theory, or than that of the Social Demo-
cratic parties of contemporary politic. "Pifty years
ago, indeed, many men did regard competition as a
stronger and .truer principle than co -ope IM ti< -n

;
and

Socialism (in Maurice's sense) has had an easy vic-

tory over the
' "

,

.

" '

T "!!. ;dualism which was
dominant in < ,;,' :!"inyof his day; in
this sense the .', ! . > : i true that * We are
all Socialists now. 3

JBut a man may be against
Individualism or Anarchism, and to that extent a
Socialist, and yet may

""

"!' '"": current con-

ceptions both of econc | !' Socialism;
he may f'0-.-iblv regard the growth of municipal
nrulorrnkin^ \\'irli alarm, and he may even look,
j- Thoin;i- Ciirl\ le did, to !"'.* "-. II^MX nan,

' and
not to the democracy, for : lii !, 11- o i"

voi' the evils
of iiiMidicionlly ro>trit lod (oinpuiiiiori.
Yet general principles are of more importance

than economic theories which must necessarily
shift with changing conditions of life ; and Social-

ism, defined as the principle of fellowship, may
safely claim to be an integral part of Christi-

anity, working itself out in one a, 1 -- :1" :\\\

feudalism and canon law, in another i

'

: i <

presentative government and factory !
;
"!: ,'

:

r..

and tending, through the improveme:
1

!

"

i'i . i-

vidual character, to the ideal state. That ideal
-'..' i

:

..M ! >rove to be either socialist or anarchist,
! .- ,,* society now is) somewhere between
these two extremes ; for, indeed, if men were per-
fect, the machinery of society would be a matter
of indifference. It is because men are imperfect
that the economic and political machinery is a
matter of urgent importance. Here 'Socialism/
as an active Christian principle, comes in; for

though Christians must always daim the supreme
importance of personal regeneration, o> against
those who think that >ociet-y oari bo run do perfect
by the mere operation of tlie State, it must also
be admitted that a religion which attempts to deal

only with the individual, and leaves society to its

own devices and the laws of supply and demand,
is untrue to itself, and is doomed to failure. Indi-

vidual character cannot be regenerated while it is

being destroyed by had housing, or by intemper-
ance, or by commercial selfishness and dishonesty,
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or while multitudes are :

biiLnior^etl'
and 'sweated. 3

Such, things as these are therefore the immediate
concern of the Christian ; and far more so the

great causes economic, political, ethical which
lie behind them. Now it is undeniable that, for

a considerable period before Maurice wrote3 the
f

religious world ' as a whole had ignored this

truth, and had neglected its social duty to the
weak and oppressed, a neglect of which the results

are still painfully evident to-day. There had
indeed always existed a better tradition : the

Quakers* had been a powerful leaven of com-
mercial morality ; Wilberforce and Ms friends had,
after a protracted battle of 20 years, conquered
Individualism in the interests of the black slaves ;

Shaftesbury (a Conservative in politics) had already
won a signal victory over the even more horrible
e white slavery

'

that went on in English factories.

Both these men were devoted religious leaders :

but they were not the '

religious world J

; hence
the protest of the Christian Socialists, a protest
which has really changed the face of British
Christendom.
The Maurieian definition of Socialism is thus a

very real one, and is practical as well as funda-
mental. The Christian men who opposed Shaftes-

bury were Individualists ; they left society to the
laws of supply and demand in other words, to

competition ; they regarded the aim of Chris-

tianity as the .-salvation of individuals or perhaps
of a small minority of the elect, for Calvinism was
in truth 1

-
' T *.".'" parent of this Individual-

ism. If -- s yarded broadly as the anti-

thesis of Individualis:-', s. - -. > \ of life and not

only of economics, then it is true that the Chris-

tian Socialists won the day and now hold the field.

It will clear the ground if we give here a definition

of Bishop Westcott in which Maurice's words are

repeated and expanded :

'The term Socialism has been discredited by its connexion
with many extravag-ant and revolutionary schemes, but it is a

term which needs to be claimed for nobler uses. It has no
necessary affinity with any forms of violence, or confiscation,
or class selfishness, or financial arrangement. I shall therefore
venture to employ it apart from its historical associations as

describing a theory o*
*-'-

1"1
~~ i" 1

i

-
-, ^v--.^ Of economics.

In TJh"s sciiis-o Socialifci - ;i
'

\.\- r t lualism, and it

is by oouuiibt wiiii .:;..- i . : . i- r ,e character of
Socialism can best be <i <"n . I

1

-I .:.. ^' and Socialism

correspond with opposite views of 1 .riMihv. Individualism

regards humanity as made up of d -CIIIPU ;l or warring
atoms ; Socialism regards it as an organic whole, a vital unity
formed by the combination of contributory members mutually
intcrdept nclcnt.

Ii follows ihru Socialism differs from Individualism both in
method and in aim. The method of Socialism is co-operation,
the method of Individualism is competition. The one regards
man as working with man for a common end, the other regards
man as working

1

against man for private gain. The aim of

Socialism is the fulfilment of service, the aim of Individualism
is the attainment of some personal advantage riches, or place,
or fame. Socialism seeks such an organization of life as shall

secure for every one the motl co 1 'pkU <!< I"OIH-. i of his

l><mi-: IT\I\'\ ulualism seeks pr i.unil; *!< -;: '-'! \'.-- , of the

pnn-CL-Jiir v z^ni 1- of each one, "in ihe hope that the pursuit of

private interest will in the end secure public welfare '

(West-
cott, Socialism, pp. 3, 4).

If the sot ul prl 'i
*]]'.* the principle of brother-

hood, had. in.'iMi for-:"!.
1

,* si. it certainly came to its

own n^Hin i' tii-- ll'ih cont., though it maybe at
i IIC-MII nit her ovor\vhelmcd by the problems which
had grown up during its abeyance. Its rapid re-

vival in the Churches was due to the fact that the
men who proclaimed it were able to point to half-

forgotten Scripture ideas as with other objects
men had gone back to the teaching of Scripture at
the Reformation. It was easy for the pioneers of

the social revival to show that the Gospels and
Epistles were full of social teaching, and gave no
support to the doctrine of the devil take the

* A good example of 18th cent. Quakerism is John Woolman.
See the Bibliography iri the Fabian Society's edition of his tract,
A Word of Mem&mbranc& and Caution to the Rich.

hindmost,' or (in more subdued ],;'>;I'I^,M of non-
interference. The following *:\ii.:<i rx>m a pro T

nouncement of the entire episcopate of the Anglican
Churches '! _''

'

the world (Lambeth Con-

ference, !^T, -

-, on the one hand, how com-

pletely the principle was accepted within 40 years
of the first Christian Socialistic movement, and,
on the other, how entirely its justification was felt

to lie in the NT. Such utterances seem common-
place now, only because the Christian Churches
have changed. They are not to be found in the
official documents of the preceding era :

' The Christian Church is bound, following
1 the teaching of

her Master, to aid every wise endeavour which has for its

object the material and the moral welfare of the poor. Her
Master taught her that all men are brethren, not because they
share the same blood, but because they have a common
heavenly Father. He further taught her that if any members
of this spiritual family were greater, richer, or better than the

rest, they were bound to use their special means or ability in

the service of the whole. ... It will contribute no little to
draw together the various classes of society, if the clergy
endeavour in sermons and lectures to set forth the true prin-

ciple of society, showi . T*; p
'

: -t to be admini-
stered for the good of ! -:. of what is good
and true in Socialism '- i. . -;' -'pts of Christ' *

2. The Gospels. The Gospels are certainly full

of those ideas which inspire the Christian Socialist.

The Incarnation itself proclaims as the root prin-

ciple of religion the unity and solidarity of the
human race (this is worked out in "Westcott,
The Incarnation, a Revelation of Human Duties

(S.P.C.K.)) ; and the manner of Christ's coming
His lowly birth, His humble companions, His hard
life, His death at the hands of the Law can well
be claimed as democratic. He declared, indeed, at
the outset, according to St. Luke (4

18
), that He

had come to preach good tidings to the poor ; to
His mother His coming meant the exaltation of

them of low degree (I
52

) ; to His forerunner also it

meant a certain levelling of i^/.-ii
1

.^ renditions

(3
5
), and indeed John the I', j-ii-i 1 ::-', i advo-

cated that voluntary communism which is an un-

disputed characteristic of all early Christian teach-

ing (

e He that hath two coats, let him impart to
him that hath none,

3

etc., 311
). There is in all this

a definite proclamation of brotherhood. When we
turn to the teaching of our Lord, we find quite
clearly that He concerned Himself with secular

things, and did not give any justification for that
* other-worldliness

' which would ignore physical
evils. His miracles were in the main works of

mercy, designed to reduce the misery, or, as at

Cana, to increase the happiness, of everyday life.

His parables teach social principles of the most
f,,! -,'. V 1

,.

"

j-'-ri,
1 '!- Theparables, e.#.,of the

K 1

".. i. ii-ii i v ,, I-, i i . nature of the Christian

fellowship, its inclusiveness (e.g. Mt 1324-3 ), its

ultimate world-wide extension (e.g. 1331 "83
). The

condemnation of riches could hardly "be more
strongly expressed than in the parables of Dives
and Lazarus (Lk 16), and of the Kich Fool (ch. 12),
and in iho \\ rmiing aboui iliu noodle"** eyo (Mk 1025

).

The par'iblo of ihc(*oo<i S.uimrittiu (Lie 10) gives
a new meaning to the word (

neighbour/ and
teaches the obligation of what nowadays is called

* This extract is given because it emanated at a compara-
tively early date from a body which had for long been specially
associated with conservative opinions. Its sentiments can be
paralleled from the statements of the Lambeth Conference of
ten years later, and from the official utterances of_mpst other

religious bodies in recent years. The Ch i

"

1

Church of Scotland, and some other Chur
' Christian Social

'

societies. For must it .

movement which it illustrates is confined to Ureat, Britain. It
is equally strong

1 both among Protestants and Roman Catholics
on the Continent of Europe and in America ; indeed, it is

riumericalh far stronger on Lhe Com ru.ru ih.-n. in Givi; Dr'iain.
The subject may he .studied in l'roTc-*or .NiinS Cntlt'^c, Swial-
z"x?/z, Lavelcye's Socialism of To-Day, the Preface to Ensor's
Modern Socialism, and other ivorks mentioned at the end of
this article. The most recent English work on the subject is

Woodworth's Christian Socialism in England.
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social service ; and this lesson is even more strongly
expressed in the most important parable of all

that of the Judgment (Mt 2531 "46
) where we are

told that salvation will depend on whether we
have succoured the poor and outcast, with whom
Christ identities Himself.
The Sermon on the Mount in this aspect may "be

called a simple manual of social teaching. It Is

sufficient to allude to the Beatitudes, and to point
out how much of the teaching in the rest of the
Sermon is still n _!. ><! ,',s Utopian, as that about
love of enemit - J lx i >'",, oaths, non-resistance,
litigation and property, free giving (Mt 533'48

),

lending without interest (Lk 634 * S5<
. n 1 ^' .

;
-'is., \ :"..-

(Mt 6ly
), worrying about the future ^ >.-

<Si

/. "1'^u

Christian Socialist may agree with the ' Socialist

of the Chair ' that Collectivism would make these

principles less difficult of application than they
are to-day ; but he would add the warning that
the secular iv!i:nev!i(ioii of the world can only be

accomplished l>y -piritual means. One sentence
of the Sermon

'

sums up the whole truth, when,
after picturing in a vivid image material well-

being (vv.
26 '29

), our Lord says,
* Seek ye first the

Itin^iloni of God, and his righteousness; and all

rh<'-.o i liiiu:> shall be added unto you
j

(v.
33

).

If we turn to another central part of Christ's

teaching, the Lord's Prayer, w< H-i-l ,v,.,r' the
social side interwoven with the -j^ini*

1

.!. li was
given as a private prayer (v.

6
), yet it begins,

' Our
Father,' and is throughout a prayer for the human
brotherhood. It asks for the hallowing of God's
name, the coming of His Kingdom, and the doing
of His will upon earth, in other words, it teaches
the Christian to pjay for Utopia, and it makes
incumbent upon him the duty of considering all

social and political schemes with a view to the

perfecting of society in this world. The prayer
for daily bread asks that all may have the neces-
sities of material life, and this again involves far-

reaching- social considerations. The prayer for for-

giveness is accompanied by a special clause guard-
ing it against an individualist interpretation. As
for th<- pinyt-?

1

;i^,iin-t temptation, tli< 1

u-niporanco
mov(vmcru nUme-lx^ - that British Cln i-i iinii y hii*

appreciated the social significance of that clause ;

and in other matters it is clear that, if the worship
of Mammon be the antithesis of the worship of

God, a society based upon commercial competition
is constantly leading its members into the gravest
ti-ni;h.,

J

ii-:
>

, -f all.

( \\
t: -'

,

! i", teaches that man has a double duty
to love God and love Ms neighbour. He must

love his neighbour not less than himself, and must
do to others as he would have them do to him.
Christ condemns the rich and blesses the poor ;

He teaches brotherhood, social service, and the

abncgM.tion of private possessions ; He teaches
that men are to strive to bring about a Divine

Kingdom of justice on the earth, and that they
will finally be judged by their works of mercy to
those whom the w-

* * *" "

. And, binding it

all together is the !.. which St. John
has preserved most

'

.

i
i

' '

is my command-
ment, that ye love one another '

(Jn 1512
).

3. The Apostles. The rest of the NT contains
abundant evidence that this social gospel was
understood. Indeed, in the first flush of their en-
thusiasm the Christians of Jerusalem established
a voluntary communism, and * had all things com-
mon 3

(Ac 4H2'35
). It was voluntary, and did not

deny the right of a man to possess his own pro-
perty, as St. Peter said to Ananias (5

4
), but it

shows that aim-giving had a very thorough mean-
ing to the fir- 1 rim-linn-. The doctrine of equality
and brotherhood was also strongly felt. St. Paul
more than once had to remind slaves that though
in the sight of God there was no respect of per-

sons (Col 325
,
cf. Ja 29 ) s yet slaves must not turn

against their masters : this "balance between the
brotherhood of master and slave on the one hand,
and the duty of slave to master on the other, are

very "!.; .'"V;- expressed in Philemon (cf, 1 Co
720 "-4

, ;
' '

,.' This is characteristic of the early
Fathers also (see below,

' Patristic Teaching') ; the
conditions of society were to "be accepted, and
men were to do their duty in them, although the
Christian fellowship was working out towards a

higher ideal (e.g. I Ti 6 1-'2
, cf. 1 P 213"17

). But
St. James (whose Epistle contain- ;>;,,,:_ - which
are often quoted on democratic ;',';. ;"u" - at the

present day) is very definite as to the levelling
power of the gospel, e.g.

( But let the brother of
low degree glory in his high estate : and the rich,
in that he is made low -. because as the flower of
the grass he shall pass away

5

(I
9- 10

, cf. 25
-10

). St.
Paul is as strong as St. James as to the danger of
riches (e.g. I Ti 610

), and the evil of covetousness

(e.g. Col 35
), and the duty of mutual service (e.g.

Ph 24
), and of mutual love (1 Co 13). But his

most valuable contribution to the social aspect of

Christianity is his teaching about the solidarity of

mankind ; the social principle in its very essence
is in the declaration that ' There can be neither
Jew nor Greek, there can be neither bond nor free,
there can be no male and female : for ye are all

one man in Christ Jesus
'

(Gal 328 ; cf . Col 311
, 1 Co

1213) ; nor could it be better laulif ihau by the
illustration of the body and JL^ nu-mlMM^ in 1 Co
12, and the great description of the unity of the
Christian body in Eph 4. The fundamental doc-
trine of "brotherhood and love is the theme of the
First Ep. of St. John, in which it is definitely
stated that without loving his brother whom he
hath seen, a man cannot love God (1 Jn 420

) ; that
the children of God are di-fin^ui-licd from the
children of the devil by rhoir ri^Lloousno-^ and
love of their brethren (3

10
) ; that to dwell in love

is to dwell in God (4
16

), and IV.' *

;
--ne that

loveth is born of God and *: i'i ;<-!/ while
*he that loveth not, knoweth not God' (vv.

7* 8
).

This is indeed the evidence of salvation We
know that we have passed out of death into life,

because we love the brethren' (3
14

). It is clear,

then, that from the beginning it was taught that

Christianity had an intensely strong and real

practical side in secular matters, that this side

the duty to the mvYMur \* ,- i-MM 11y incumbent
on the believer v. \\ \- ,;< (".spy ;< ,<;. 'and that it

is bound up with the e social 3 ideas of brother-

hood, solidarity, unity, mutual love, co-operation,
voluntary equalization of condition by giving up
of possessions in some cases, as in that of the
Rich Young Man (Mk 1021

), of all possessions;
while there is throughout strong condemnation
of riches, of luxury, pride, and the clinging to

class distinctions.

4. Patristic Teaching. T "- space to do more than
allude to the t< e

-
-. , '. i I-.n Fathers. Authorities

on the subject are given at the end of this article : some of their
more salient sayings will |be found in Nitti's Catholic Socialism,
where

" "-..*"-' character is exaggerated, and in Carlyle's
Mediae

'

/'
"

' Economy, vol. i., where this side is perhaps
undo-.. -'.'. ";]. T"i Piur :

-, : '\ r. !.;- : \\ i'lliul. vi M<-"\

diffic :' ' - 1 M. ,i < .

*

c ii i-u (' irK-'I"-' ir " K"I ! i AI cu A,:ii:i \\r.s

ideal
1

^ \\< , :
- :>'.> :'j". LT i" t-O'V^ nUi" (./! /.'"''/.) -....i -.. hnn

WaSt'.^ 1 !! '.'ii|i I 1>1'-'1! CIKl" iOli-(./*'x;/- iT"ii-) -
!> (I -. M.' >^l

which is characteristic of Cicero and Seneca as well as of the
Christian writers of a later date. Thus the Fathers held that
all men were naturally equal, "but at the same time they
accepted slavery, though indeed the manumission of slaves was
ri *-. - ~f -1 C"'**"

1

*. 1
-'v'-ae. It was the same with private

I
if I's r,i - gathered from the Fathers which

,',
- :"_ ,i- ." ;i _'

' the writing's of modern socialists;
>' -

-. Pr : i' o - ;.
inous sayhiir, 'La propridtd, c'est le

vol,' is almost e\'.notl\ p.irallcOod bv feT. Amltrose's * Xarura igiuir
,1lis comimine gcneravii, ii'-nrpatio jus fecit priv-amm

'

(de
~

OfT.

\. 28). But St." Ambrose does not mean that property is uh
l.nfnl. oiil.v ;lfit it is not a ^natural' institution it belongs to
i K n-i w>M!a n\. In the same way he does not advocate land-

ion w hen he says,
' Deus noster terram hanc possea-
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sionem ominum hominum voluerit esse communem, et fructus
omnibus ministrare : sect ava.ri.tia possessionum jure distribuit'

(/?i Ps. cxviii. 8, 22) ; but g'oes on to say that for this reason the

I'-

1

."

'

'/ ."-'."'' :-",'.'

'

:

-.: ,"'.'
Christian writers. They assume the existence of private pro-
perty as an institution, and that it is not evil if rightly used ;

but they do not consider it as belonging to the state of innocence
like slavery it is due to the fall into sin ;

' their whole thought,'
Mr. Carlyle says, "is dominated by the sense of the claims of the
brotherhood/ and the Christian man is bound to use his pro-
perty to relieve the wants of his fellow-man. This is alms-

giving, but, unlike modern almsgiving, it is based on a definite
1 ''i , ji". <

"

.'.:-
: -

. An early example of this is in the JDid&che

',..*. "!"
* - 1 "i i)

'

j turn away from him that hath need, but
shalt share all i>': -j- " Ti !'. brother, and shalt not say that

aught is thine o<- >< . , \ \ :.... partners in the immortal, how
much more are ye partners in the perishable ?

' Here the refer-
ence to the community of goods in Ac 432 is obvious. Compare
with it the " All is * .

" "

'of Tertullian

(Apol. xxxix.), or -
. ng- all we pos-

sess into a common stock, and share .""_ '" '"
,

-
1-'

(Apol. i.
"

1). Tr :,"C)'", IVM . n-ii 1
i I ..-,- :.^

Chryso- 'MI uvl '*;> ',, \m\ . JnoTr.i*, jj-ml Gregory the

Great, "\\
''

i .
" '

i^'.- a -:ii-: ^ ^CK";".-; n-jv-rixi. a:'<l theyallused
language aboui the seuistmess 01 me rich which would cause
feome offence if uttered from the pulpits of the present day. The
fact that Clement of Alexandria took a different view in his Quis
""*."" -"" ""

': -< - the significance of the rest
i* - "..: v-lains the command to the

Rich Young Man. in Mk lO^1 in a [purely allegorical sense, and
protests that there is no advantage in poverty except when it is

incurred for a special object, and that riches are serviceable if

rightly used, and are not to be thrown away. That he should
stand almost alone even in this much, qualified defence of

property is a remarkable fact. ^

If we turn from theory to practice, fchere is no doubt that
the Church produced a profound social change in the Roman
T" 1

*

. .'." - _" ",

"

""om. the first as based upon the

]
'

j

"

.
.

I - connexion it is noteworthy that
Lucian was struck as much by the social as by the theological
aspect of the new religion 'Their original lawgiver,' he re-

marks,
' had taught them that they were all brethren one of

another.' Membership in the Church meant the admission into
a fellowship in which the rich man became poorer and the poor
man richer ; in which ttie stranger, the outcast, and the slave
were welcomed and loved as brothers. Harnack, in his Expan-
sion of Christianity (i. bk. ii. c. Hi.), describes this change,
: '{.!_< out. j. '<;!'. -.' o'l-r ('-"iv:.-. iliat the principle of
7 '',-, 'i v. (

-
i
x. ,.-..' p.- :t wia.'.ii'o. Following St. Paul's

i , vl
1

(! ']'.- ,:
'

). 1 1 .

"

'i:i'oii -"-
( .1. (: 1 that it was the duty

'i *-'." < , i
1

-. 'i." i '. : o v o 1 K. ( ') .
' JiL it was the duty of the

Christian Society to see that there was work for all its members,
and (3) that it was the duty of Christians to make provision for
those who were not able to work. This fails to be pure State
Socialism only because the Church was not yet coterminous
with the State.

5. Later Developments. - T. 1-
'

7 1. possible here even to
sketch tl- <L- < } >!* "s -^ <-j ( '! "-,! ;,.i> -o< v theory and practice
in i-iihscqucnt history. The subject can be conveniently
*l udicd. in .^hley's Economic History and Theory. But it is

necessary to point out two main facts : first, that the principle
of voluntary conn" i!

1 I-ni \\- luo^rrvi <1 .;.- :i ]* ing- fact by the
Monastic orders, ;- -i v,:- on --i"! 11.1 r 1 \ 3t. Francis and
the early Friars

;
:i M i, s' ."oiKi'o . .

'

a; -u ( "i : re ! taught certain
social doctrines which were accepted, and practised by the
whole communitj". The two leading- doctrines were that con-
cerning the ii'ttliimpivfi'irni, and that concerning usury : these
were cnrorrjul not onl\ in ihe pulpit but also in the ecclesias-
tical courts. The first doctrine was aimed against free com-

'":: i an was not to ask what he could get for an article,

i

< ; !-
!

"

".':.,
'

. i

"

. 1 , is, what would

definite standard. Tlie second doctrine was
usury (because of Lk <>^ 3T>) t niui USury meant all receiving of
interest on capital. In other words, the system upon which
modern manufacture and commerce and indeed the whole of

1 V P "...
: - based, was forbidden In UK-O ii- h up till the

IJ '--. \ I "R i -for run '011 : ?.)<] r-^; oil;. \'\\'~. but the
iW'iibiuo-, VMS lU'vpiul :.rti cnn-inl out in ordinary business
iifairs. M( ! u-jmi'MliL- :ii'vhrn > ,'... . ':, .

"

ands
with ChrN:;; ". iiM<ijilt.- iha: , > ;-,: : r . the
Middle A^\- :'r!-l v.nvmH ir

">.\
S- Thomas Aquinas ; just as

the model r muU ;:r.'or.
:

>: iruU - l r the p^reat Christian trade
gilds were carrying our his prim:iyYlfs of fellowship OA c*n anioncr
the peasantry before the modern era boiran. The gilds were
destroyed in the sixteenth century, and the whole mediv,\ al

system crumbled a^avto make room for a new order. Of that
system Professor Ashlev sav*: 'Xo tuph snstnincd and far-

reachhicr CLI tempt la boinjc no\y mfi<le. eirber from the side of

theolotfv, or from that of ethics, t, vnim-- -:n)-i ilip iMiTii'
mind piiui'iples iiinne<liarcly applies :.)!<. < pia.'iu r,l I-TO

'

(l-l^.n,.

Hist. i. 3SS). The modern era has brought rr.'inx n.*om -, m t-

ably in connexion \\ith Ijbertv and tiio dcmoc.raiic Kleti bur as
the humunitarinnism of its later phate has bejrun 10 worl\ in ihc
realms of socioloirv and economics, it has but joined hand*, \\iiri

the groat tradition of Christian traiernify, n. tradition that bas
always been at work in society sinoc the foniiflniioniot brotheily
love were Laid by our Lord and His Apostles. The success o'f

the Christian principle has al^a\a been partial and its applina-
uion incomplete, because its porfecc realization is dependent on

the regeneration of mankind. Whether we call it Socialism
will depend upon our conception of what Socialism is ; but
those to whom Socialism is an ethical ideal will not cease to
find their inspiration in Christianity ;

and those who take
Christ in thoroughness and simplicity as their Guide in secular
affairs will increasingly remember that He who said k One is

your Master,' said also 'and all yc are brethren.' From St.

John to St. Francis of Assisi, from Lat5mer to Maurice, what is

now called Christian Socialism has had many prophets. At the

present day it is a great and growing force in all Christian
countries.

LITERATURE. The mass of Literature on Christian Socialism
in general is very large. A list of 140 books and pamphlets
bearing* specially on the movement in England was compiled by
the present writer in 1897, and may be mentioned because it can
be obtained for a penny (Appendix to Socialism and the Teach-

ing of Christ, by [
J. Clifford, Fabian Society, Clement's Inn,

W.C.). A better and more recc _

" '

in A. V.

Woodworth, Christian Socialism i . . , contain-

ing- statements of the |.--" I-'i % ::i be obtained from the Hpu.
Sec., Christian Social ( -i on, l'i - House, Oxford. This Union
has also produced several volumes of Sermons, Lombard Street
in Lent, The Church and New Century Problems, Preachers

from the Pew (lay sermons on social questions), etc. For the
social teaching of the Fathers, see A. J. Carlyle, History of
Mediaeval Political Theory in the West, vol. i. (1903), with its

bibliography ; F. S. Nitti, Catholic Socialit,
"~

Le Socialisme Contemporain (Socialism of '.

gneray, Essais sur les doctrines politique
d Aquin(I857') (ch. on

' Democratic des Peres de F6glise ') ; F. Vil-

legurdelle, Histoire des Id<*es Sociales (184=6) ; L. Brentano, Die
I

' *
v..".

heuti(jen Wirthschaftsordnung
"

-
,.

i the subject can be studied in
V . \- * / . A:

'

. where a list of authorities is

given at the head of each chapter. Kirkup's Histor)/ of
Socialism, is an admirable summary.

"" "

:

is H. de B. Gibbins' Industrial Histo . :

also it may be worth while to allude t _
Saints, and to the literature of St. Francis, .

;
""""

'";*
T. Carlyle's Past and Present, W. Morns' j . . .' /'

',

Thorold Eogers'
v 'v r- 1-, .'/" .^' of Work and Wages, Hyndman's

The Hist. JBa&is >j X "'/.,.,. ni England ;
to Ruskin's works in

general, and especially Ifnto this Last ; and to such classics of

English literature as Piers Plowman, Latimer's jS&rtnons, and
More's Utopia. For the history of modern Christian Socialism,
see L. Brentano, Die Christliche Sociale /?' /

'
/ ',< Ln -'and

(1883), and cf. B. Webb, The Co-operai>." \1 , '.. a', t\\.<\ S.

and B. Webb, History of Trades Unionism. See also Kingsley's
Letters and Life (1877) ; Ensor, Modern Socialism ; M. Kauf-
mann, Christian Socialism pL888) and Charles Mingf>ley (1892) ;

E. de Laveleye, The Socialism of To-day ;
F. Maurice, Life of

F. D. Maurice (1884) ;
F. S. Nitti, Catholic Socialism (1895) ;

J. Eae, f
.

' Socialism (1901) ; G. von Schulze-Gaver-
nitz, Zi '

*
'

Fri&den tr.
* Social Peace '

(1393). See''" ' ''' '* " '

, Socialist, Journal of Association,
-

'
'

." Church Reformer, The Economic
- .

, , the last two being still in exist-
ence. See also the ''.-. f T TT .".- r .\'.. - TH _-', ,

F. D. Maurice, E. V. \ I .
i .

.

-
1

' -
.

and the following ;. i .
! t. vl-,1

"

. r- ". R. Tl

Ely, Bishop C. G(--- r II- Stev . ;. Mi \' . H.
Scott Holland, Bishop C. W. Stubbs, and Bishop B. F. Wcst-
cott. Among these may be specially r-< i

; v-'
%n d Kingsley,

Sermons* Alton Locke, and Yeast ; Mauncu, Th^ l\t,iiqclom of
G ' r .*,'* I- f -f Christianity;

~ '"" " ' '

Ii

Gore, The Social
fi-~ i Mount : TT:.i'i-.'.o\. Wrist and the

. 7
'

/
' vs of k-i'i'mt 1

I.'jf ; Holland,
,
f '

, Economics, and A Creedfor Chris-
tian Socialists; 'Weatcott, The Incarnation, a, ftfiliation nf
Human Dut' si -,

- ",

""
. Social Aspects of (Jlirit-tia'in*y.

The name of M" - . <
, ,

- be mentioned, since, though his

writings cannot be classed with the above, they have a far-

reaching influence over European and American thought.
JL KTJCV J. )1^A It^Ml^Il.

SOCIAL LIFE. 1, State of society in the time
of Christ. (1) A sympathetic reconsideration of the
materials at our disposal lias gone far to prove
that the society of the Roman world at the "begin-

ning of the Christian era was not in the absolutely
rotten state tipi-aronily pictured by contemporary
satirists and in o'n 1 1 i

-
1
-

. Their animadversions and
strictures cannot Tbe regarded as applying to more
than a proportion of the ]to].iila.lion. The vigour
and earnestness of their (l<-mm(-iaiion> are proofs
in tlicmeehcs of a spirit to which the prevalent
immoralities were odious. That age is not wholly
bad which has grace in some of its members* to Le
a^hnmed . J uvenal denounces the inhumanity with
M hk-h Maves were so often treated, and gives vivid
and pungent utterance to an indignant tenderness
and pity' which would no longer submit to be
stifled. From other sources of information it ap-
pears that there were middle-class circles, particu-
larly in the provinces, which maintained a laudable
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jevel of life, keeping themselves free at least from
the polluting and demoralizing vices of the capital
and its urban imitators. Of them the worst that
could be said was that they pursued empty lives

devoted to frivolous aims and bubble ainbnion-,
whose vanity was accentuated by their unconscious-
ness of it, The age was not without its high ideals

and earnest idealists. But aspiration was crippled
tlirough lack of clearness as to the ideals it would
realize. There are abundant manifest indications
that a deep, strong, spiritual movement which
made for better lls'-v 1|a<^ begun. Springing
from a profound itMliArio * of the evils current, it

yet had no clear :!'* -:', pxi:*. 1

. of their origin and
causes, and blind 'y ^''"i"-'

1
. -M'.-"' ways of cure.

(2) It would seem as if the coming of Jesus

opened the channels for the inflow of fresh Divine
influences which voicelessly and mysteriously began
to permeate human hearts and quicken a new and
healthy life. The vague ideal which hung in solu-
tion in so many minds began to take shape and
form. The Divine Spirit gave content and direc-
tion to the semi-conscious aspirations and half-
blind desires moving restlessly in the deeps of the
human heart, reinforced the spirit of reaction
which had set in, imrjarting to its champions a
new passion for the righteous, the pure, and the
true.

2. Influence and methods of Jesus. (1) Into the

society in which this new life was stirring came
Jesus, and very soon the influence of His teaching
and spirit began to make itself felt. It would be
an error, however, to attribute to that alone the
social reformation which gradually evidenced itself

as in progress. Other factors were already oper-
ating.

_

The rebellion of misery against cruel
economic conditions, a mutinous sense of the unjust
and unjustifiable inequalities of life, the strong
infusion of democratic sympathies into the govern-
ing circles, through the increasing number of those
whose native ability had secured them wealth and
position, the mixing of different races whose blood
was strongly impregnated with inherited qualities
often anti-toxic and mutually corrective, these
were factors which contributed to bring about
radical changes in outlook and conduct. The
social teaching of Jesus was not entirely new.
Much of it had already been the staple propaganda
of eloquent and earnest advocates. But Jesus
made the body of principles He inculcated vitaliz-

ing forces in 1
'

"

;

*" of human society, deter-

mining and .', "

,
factors in its evolution,

after an unprecedented fashion. He made them
the accepted and controlling commonplaces of re-

form and reconstruction. He enunciated laws for
the regulation of communal life which tended to
eliminate the disorderly element of mere personal
caprice and whim. In a word. He created a social
conscience.

(2) In any consideration of Christ's influence

upon social life, it must be clearly recognized that
it operated not only, and perhaps not so much,
through the p-vpfj.'ir !> of His teaching a-, through
the infusion of His spirit into society. The work
of His Holy Spirit in awakening men to the evils
amidst

^
which they lived, and impelling them to

energetic su^pressdve and alterative measures, must
be assigned its duo place and value. The changes
wrought upon society in the course of generations
are the product of men educated upon the principles
of Jesus, but freely using their personal judgment
under the guidance and inspiration of the Holy
Spirit.

(3) Nor must it be left out of account that the
fact of the Incarnation, theologically conceived and
estimated, with its pregnant suggestions of the
worth and destiny of man and the Divine hope**
and aims regarding him, provided for thoughtful

and responsive minds a purified impulse towards a
new humanitarianism.

(4) Profound as the influence of Jesus upon social
life has been, it was by no means His primary
function to procure its reformation. The social
rectifications which '

' "" V trace their

original impulse to H ,-'
, "nature of by-

products of His work. He came to reveal God to
man and to bring man to God. Nevertheless, He
had an ulterior purpose, to which this was in a
sense a preliminary step, in the founding of an
ideal community, designated the Kingdom of God,
composed of individuals whose mutual relations
were determined by the implications of their proper
relationship to God. The immediate implication
of the doctrine of the Fatherhood of God is the
brotherhood of man. These two doctrines are
basal to, and determinative of, Christ's whole
ethical system. The ultimate aim of Jesus, then,
may be said to have been socia!

3 inasmuch as the
final end of His mission would be achieved only in
the realization of a regenerate society.

(5) Jesus <-oiiM-M.omly set an ideal of perfection
before men. Him *(!/ "sinless, He would have all

men sinless as well (Jn 514 S11 ' Sin no more '

;

Mt 548 'Be ye perfect, even as your Father in
heaven is perfect'). But this perfection was not
merely a negative condition, a ^tate of freedom
from every evil spot or stain. The context of Mt
548 clearly indicates the connotation the word r^Xetoj

is intended to have. It meant such perfection as
that of His Father in heaven, which, on the posi-
tive side, was deteruimeii IA

'

M- ui,i ion- ,". ;
;

*.

"
: ---

an'1 loving mini-tries of "i Mci 1 n <M ''
'O 1 iu* <'

-j"-
i -

;uu] U'Tieliei.'mt-. Hunuin ponWiiMii v, j:-. , ') n -o

be attained only through a life of similar benefi-

cent activity. It cannot be achieved in isolation.

Christ never contemplates human life so situated.
He regards man as essentially a social being, whose
full self-realization can only be attained in vital

relationship with his fellows. No man may ^o
apart by himself and live a truly god"\ > -, in! \

life (Jn 1711 - 15
). The ideal character, ,' - .,-

'

.-
'..

Jesus, is to be realized only through n ;
i

discharge of the social
"

entailed by
communal life (Mt 1921

,

*
"

I I'm, and sin
of the most bl;im<i\vonn\ kind, is largely neglect
or failure to fulfil social duties and "",

" "
l
"

25421
-). The virtues, on the other h ,

t
.

tinguish the good man after the mind of Christ are
those which emerge in a life of vigilant and inces-

sant beneficence and self-sacrificing love (Mt ZS35 -,

Jn 1514). The whole spirit of Christ's teaching
condemns the hermit existence as one which

gravely imperils a mail's title to be considered a
citizen of the KIM^.I-HM v*f O.VI The root of the
world's evil is - l'i-1 1 Ip-ihi-! i<i

! i-'n.

(6) Jesus, then, :
'

; ."_
;.

*

i

1
f<- '*,

He was an inspirer of social retorm. He enunciated

principles in the light of which, the v :

l f ! \ j.lrnt

conditions, practices, and accepted in- 1

, IMMIMMX bo-

came increasingly apparent. He changed things
by first changing men. He made many things
impossible by making them intolerable to the
sensitized conscience and Christianized heart.

3. Attitude of Jesus to existing social relation-

ships.
- n ) All this is borne out by the consideration

of Cbri-iS attitude to the society of His own
day. Upon its constituent, ('loinonU Tie passed no
strictures suggestive or' mi altitude1 of protest or
condemnation. He amsjHud its inequalities of

position and possession^ \\irliont demur; nor did
He range Himself with that species of socialism
which anticipate- an epoch \\lien the relationships
of master and servant,, rich and poor, employer and
employed, capital and labour, shall cease to exist

(Mt 1024, Lk 177 "9
,
Mk 147 ). These characterize

the normal and stable state of society, which He
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seemed to regard as fittingly ordered to provide
the opportunities or agencies for the evolution of

the type of character which most conformed to the

image of God, and the realization of the type of

life which best expressed His spirit.

(2) If, then, the essential features of society as

presently constituted undergo a sea-change into

something rich and strange/ it will not be because

Jesus deliberately legislated to that end, but be-

cause the spirit "He infused into men, educated on

His principles demanded different conditions for

its fuller and Mioi'c porfort expression. His sym-
pathies were iniV/roMi-ally on the side of an indus-

trial and economic order wherein individual talents,

capabilities, and fidelities would have ample scope
to prove and exercise themselves, and would meet
with such suitable and proportionate reward^ as

would stimulate and foster healthy ,<* :".
honest ambition, and those qualities

' ".. j,

integrity, and disinterested fidelity which go to

form the ideal character (cf. Lk 1242ff- 1912ff
-).

(3) Jesus did not forbid the accumulation of

private property. Bather He accepted it as a
fundamental right of every man to possess in

security whate\c-r i.-o'-'-iv honestly belonged to

him (Mt 2015
-:>

- : '

I ':!"',. That is the under-

lying assumption of those maxims which inculcate

giving, and of those utterances which approve a

saintly charity (Lk e30* 35- 38
). He had no word of

censure for the many persons of means whom He
numbered amongst His friends. His disciples con-

tinued to own property (Jn 213ff
-, Lk 192

'9
), and

His little company subsisted on a common, if

meagre, purse (Jn 126 1329 ). Poor Himself, He
inflamed no envy of the rich, nor fostered any class

feeling. Money He accepted as an effective instru-

ment for the furtherance of the Kingdom of God.
He recognized that, while for one it might be a

snare and therefore should be foregone (Lk IS22* 24
),

for another it provided means towards the better

doing of God's will. He was urgent in His warn-

ings regarding the spiritual clangers which attended
its ampler -,

:
>". He magnified its subtle

power to "
, i affections and divorce the

heart from God by winning that trust for itself

which should be reposed in Him alone (Mk 1024
,

Mt 1322). He vividly portrayed how it dried up
the spirit of unselfish -yiii|atlno< and tended to

render men indifferent and callous to human need

(Lkl619ff
-)- He understood how its -.

""

sition developed an unquenchable ,

and therefore He admonished all to beware of

eovetousnes- . Mm : ly spirit which wants more
thanitcan |-iiili;.il-!\

or eiijovulily use (Lk 1215ft
'-).

In various ways He impre.-^od upon men that

money was not the true wealth, and could not of

itself procure true blessedness (Lk IS18
'23 1221 1611

).

See, further, art. WEALTH.
(4) It is evident that Jesus held the institution

of the family in profound reverence. He ex-

}i.mi..M TT'- i neology in terms of its relationships.
I f -.

k d i -|.!a \ ni ,s peculiarly anxious concern in dealing
vitliqiHsuorwiliai jUreoted U-iinojiriiy. Thestate
of things in His day urgently called for outspoken
prufo-l ;'.r<"i warning. There was an increasing
I;: x"i \ oi" \ !< '. and practice with regard to marriage.
Divorce (which see) was common, and resorted to

upon ineagre enougli grounds. The school of Hillel

sanctioned it for no better reason than that a wife
had spoilt her husband's dinner, this opinion being
founded upon a liberal interpretation of Dt 241

.

There is no subject on which Jesus spoke more
uncompromisingly and nncf[iii\oclly. ITo recog-
nized that the "stability and wliok^omoiic*-

^of
social life depend largely on the health and purity
of domestic life. While recognizing it- phy<u-al
basis, Jesus conceived of marriage as an fv->enii,M]ly

spiritual union. Ho regarded it as a Divine iii-ii-

tution and ordinance, which involved the parties

entering into it in the most solemn and sacred

mutual ol.li'jMlion-. In the highest, and to Him
the only legitimate view of it, it was a consumma-
tion of mutual love mediated by God Himself

(Mt 19s
). That was therefore no l.-i-- SIMS *'!_

which was entered into for the _:' i <,, !"
-r^'.:,'i io--'o'! or on the score 01 v...-:.!Iy ,-

.; . :,i :.,
:

i-. i was not within the_ province of

man to sunder those whom God had joined, i.e. to

cancel their vows and annul the relationship that

had bound them to one another. No human law-

court has the right to undo the tie made and sealed

by God Himself. See, further, artt. ADULTEEY,
I)IVORCE, EUNUCH, FAMILY, MARRIAGE.

(5) Jesus, then, acquiesced in the indefinite con-

tinuance of the ordinary relationships of life then

obtaining, as constituting the normal state^
of

-
;' v. Tie gave no countenance to anarchism.

[{
k lfi'i:--li' offered an example of Jaw-abiding

citizenship, consistently demanding that due

respect be paid to the requirements and enact-

ments of the civil pov
"

*-YI r-j within its own

proper sphere. He r-'-isic-i . spirit of revolt

which demurred to the right of ,_<. ::i <: ; lo levy
taxes, He himself submitting > \\ ;;i\l, even

when He might have claimed exemption (Mt 17 27ff
')-

He consister
'"*_

,
- T intherv.M

<|

r
j-v--

1 "
;1y

constituted :

'

' act in ,\>. <!,"'<' v^h
their legal powers ; He would permit of no resist-

ance to the emissaries of the Sanhedrin sent to

arrest Him. The case against Him founded on

charges of 1 a v.-"l Talking collapsed. Pilate, with
the best will, could find no fault in Him (Lk 2314

).

%. Jesus nevertheless did not fail to denounce
with vehemence current injustices and abuses.

TIN rcMv-i'Liu
1

! of t"
'

of oppro-^ion,
( \i-i-. inn, <.'.:-"upt . 1 the pinched
poverty due to them, not only linds explicit and

scathing utterance (Lk 2047
), but is reflected in

many of His parables and implied in many of His

sayings. Yet He does not speak as if the < i i r- m "

of these were the inevitable outcome of -
1
-:,! .'iO^il

social conditions. The blame is always laid upon
individuals who guiltily abused their powers and

opportunities. Fie allo'wed no word to escape His

lips
which might countenance the methods of

violent revolution. He started no I-MM;"!;^- ,M^iiri
;

-n

to secure social reconstruction. _\ M * -M i !<,,' --.-i
-

tion in the mere externalities of life would ensure
the disappearance of prevalent evils. Jesus plainly
taught that social amelioration must be brought
about by the jMi'lKol MiiiiPudon of the mass to

the ideal ty^e..
.'i!:'i ilsc iisf si-ion of the principles of

His gospel into all the veins of tl

(Mt 1333 ). By evolution, not b^ rev
; i

path to the realization of :h< k

T\ir:;.l')-n uf luv \ en.

Jesus did not share the ]-ivi>!ii.-iLr
< ini.n-ui-,1

-! of

impjiti'Mii oxpect-jiiioTi to wiiM-ii ilio l>. '\ "i" li-.r Lord
-"OMiod jilrtvuly Ml tlu^ doors. From tiie beginning
Ilo iiu])i-(i cd' ii upon His disciples that it was
i:i(h'imiicly fur olV

vMk 428flS Mt 2414
). He had a

profound appreciation of the proirm-led manner in

which a regenerate state of .-ucuMy uf n stable kind

may only be attained, through" the working of

healthy spiritual forces in individual hearts

(Mt 513
). In this He stood alone. His doctrine

surprised and perplex* --I TT : .."", "*. It was out
of harmony with the '.

"

and hopes
on which they had been nurtured (Mk 138fft

).

Nevertheless, Jesus did not anticipate that the

Kingdom would come by a peaceful and progrc-^ive
process of evolution, without the shocks of revolu-
tion. He foresaw that the forces of reform would
rouse the strenuous hostility of antagonistic
spiritual elements in ~~*' '

""i the ron-.cq_iiont
outbreak of anarchic

' '

(Mt :i4i{!T

-). 1 n-

deed, He anticipated that the ideal society would
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never be attained as the result of pure evolution.
The forces of evil would refuse to be ousted, and
would prove to *'. ! be suppressed. Suc-
cessive Divine "> ! ."!- would be required,
culminating in a final catastrophic one, to secure
their suppression and the realization of the

Kingdom of heaven on earth in stable and universal

,sway (Mt 1021 II 12 1341- 49
).

5. Fundamental principles of Christ's social

teaching, and their outcome. (1) Jesus laid the
foundation of the social structure of the future

by His doctrine of the equal essential worth of the
individual. This had already been preached with
conviction and power, but with little practical out-
come. Rigid lines of demarcation continued to

separate the various classes in Roman society (cf.

Dill, Roman Society, p. 270 ff.). It was through
Jesus that the doctrine ceased to be little more
than an academic proposition, and became a

vitalizing element in civilization, and a regulative

principle in the development of the new social

organism. He laid the foundations of a pure,
universal democracy a democracy based, not on
I- 1 ii,-ili,

1

1 i-
r

personal possessions, but on equality of
iiidi\

' '

.

' " * '

. Tie awakened a new sense of
the ". of human nature, and gave
a meaning and a value to the most obscure life.

He invested the common ;> v i;li a new self-

respect which elevated an-i '. i !:, and with a
sen---1 i-f i---'Yiv.'i

>. ,in-iV l: 'v \.l->h steadied and
V,"-."'i.i. " h:k> (-Mi :*M :.. '.' ;: angerous sense

Every human
beiiii: "M- ,: < ii, ,1-0 "f l)iuMi potentialities;
His whole ministry consistently enforced and
illustrated f-iN j.iv.'sm;

1

truth. Though uori.-eritm;*
to social .*'< I

1

!.'
1

!- i--, I l"e did not allow T'JC^O LO lie

regarded as the sign or token of any differences in
the intrinsic worth of the human soul. In His
intercourse with all sorts and conditions He mani-
fested a lofty indifference to rank .VM ]>IM(

;
HII.

prnctu'.illy ignoring the artificial <ii-:iM-i : -i"- M
society (Lk yssff-). There was no human being
beneath respectful regard or outside the radius of

" T
i \ 1 i'- 1

. This He drove home by !'i- <n
-

ja'ir, :

Uoas concern for the outcasts and the fjilliii, -in:

pariahs of society. The express purpose of' His
mission was to seek and save that which was lost.

By His self-sacrifice on the Cross, necessitated to

procure redemption, approved and accepted by the
Father, He made plain that the worth of the indi-
vidual soul was, in G< >!"< ro^anl . beyond calculation.
Thus was a new sense of the sacredness of per-
sonality improved upon the mind and heart of the
world. From the acceptance of this doctrine flowed

many and far-reaching consequences. Life might
no longer be held cheap. Every human being,
whatever his position, had certain rights which
must be respected.

(a) Slavery could not and did not long persist as
a normal institution of society. It speedily came
under the ban of healthy Christian sentiment
(Philem 16

). Such a condition was not consonant
with the *-- iMii ial dignity of human nature as hall-
marked b^r Christ. It became impo iblo (o regard
human beings as mere goods ;uul dun iol-, to be
bought and sold as household furniture. Nor
might they be treated with the callous brutalities
of an inhumanity which made no distinction
between slaves and beasts. The slave was also a
man, and entitled at least to the regard proper to
one possessed of an immortal and priceless soul.

(b) Woman also came into her kingdom. Gener-
ally speaking, she had been treated as an inferior

being, who had diMies but no rights, except what
man clio-e to rivmu her. Her nature was 'cribb'd,
cabin:

d, and conlin'd/ There were indeed many
and brilliant exceptions in women who dignified
the sex and won the warmest admiration. But

the common contempt in which woman was held

inevitably reacted on her nature, and, by lowering
her self-respect, made of her what went to confirm
the general opinion regarding her. Jesus changed
all that. He emancipated her from her position
of sex-inferiority. He did this by Himself treating
her as an equal, in no wise of less essential worth
than man (Lk 1038ff-

5 Jn II 5
). He gave her peculiar

honour. Some of the most >L n i f < , ; n t incidents
in

^His
life are associated with women (Jn 49ff-

H32ff>
). He overturned the estimates of the past

and revoked its unquestioned judgments. See,
further, art. WOMAN.

(c) Jesus was the Saviour of the child. He put
an end to the inhumanities with which unwelcome
infants were treated (Mt IS* 10 - 14

, Lk 172
). He

gave the child an importance which resulted in

iru'Tc.'i-in^ attention being paid t- '- \.^.} l-'-i'ij.

Tho r.iirly Church led the way in : u,: i ">._ .:!

applying the mind of the Master. \\ ;;.'. -
I li-

spirit has been most active, there has the child
been the object of the most iliou^lirml and solicit-

ous care. One of the fruips or the Reformation
was the new interest taken in the education of the
\ i . . The modern deep and earnest study of
Y '. ".--, the many and varied institutions for

promoting the physical and anoral welfare of the

young, are the outcome of a deepening and more
-\ ij... -u 'c appreciation of the worth Jesus gave
10 i V t-'iii.: (Mk 933~37

, Mt IS5
). See, further, art.

CHILDREN.
(2) Jesus preached the brotherhood of men, based

on their common relationship to the Father-God,
to whom all alike owe their being. Thus He
linked the whole human race in a common kinship.
The Stoics had ineffectively taught this doctrine.
Jesus made it a substantial fact. Through Him it

became a principle profoundly influential in deter-

mining the nature of the relations between man
and man. It operated towards the obliteration of
the artificial distinctions between class and class

which obtained in a !
';.

1-M
1

1 according to

pagan ideas and idea' . .' ":

'

which almost
implied the tacit assumption of a gradual differ-

entiation of natiire. The Early Church gave

Sractical
illustration of the necessary outcome of

hrist's teaching in their gatherings for worship,
where rich and poor, master and slave, employer
and employed, ming*!' 1 ir.-li- riinl'io'i ly. with the
freedom and mutual :_- iir-

:

.

: >,IM-. " I'ji: cordial

recognition of their f lUi 1 " >> !<.MI i! i.

(a) Through the inculcation of this doctrine
Jesus generated a social conscience, the sense of
individual responsibility for the corporate well-

being. He sowed the seed of the fruitful idea of

the solidarity of the race. He gave a new meaning
to the word *

neighbour,' and exalted neiglibourli-
ness to the rank of a supreme Christian virtue

(Lk 1029ff
-)- He widened the area of duty till it

embraced the whole of mankind (Ac I8). There
is no horizon to the sphere of personal obligation.
It reaches to the circumference of human need.

(b) Jesus thus evoked a new sense of humanity.
He gave it a comprehensiveness, an on i look, n,n<l

an in-i^ht. which it never possessed before. The
Mosaic Code contains many enactments relative
to the treatment of strangers and foreigners, but
these rested on no broad human ] T* .

instructed and qualified by i ,

nationality, antecedents, and prudential policy.
fl(Mi< rofii-cl to allow barriers of race to restrict

the outflow of the spirit of beneficent love (Mk 720,

Jn 49- 40
). He taught it to reach, out to the utter-

most, as well as to reach down to the lowermost.
His Church was to make the brotherhood of man
a visible reality, environing within it people of all

nations and tongues (Lk 1329, Jn 1220ff
-)- The duty

of preaching the gospel to every creature involves
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the obligation of treating all alike in the spirit of

the gospel. The -> .

J 1 ^ appreciation of the

Heavenly Pather"-' ;.,.! to the erring and
tlio \\ietchod. as pictured in the parables, and as

reflected in His own life, set men of whatever race
or condition in a new light. The outcast, the

fallen, the depraved, all those whose moral and

spiritual condition classed them amongst the lost,

became the objects of a compassion which yearned
for their restoration. Their recovery became the
serious concern of every soul bent upon the imita-
tion of God. Christ infused the Saviour-spirit into

the world, to which all need is a summons to help,
and in whose eyes every sinner is a possible saint

(Mt 1220
, Lk 2343

). There was no bondage to sin

from which emancipation was not possible, no far

country from which there was no return. Despair
was a word foreign to Christ's vocabulary (Lk 6^

5
).

He instituted the method <>f redunipUori bv- pity
and love, whose intelligent jipplic.v ion i< ;.:.!:. ,".v

operating to effect what He proved in ii !"
:

. .
:

instances it was actually fitted to achieve (
Jn 8n

,

Lk 19lfr
-)* He discredited the method of spiritual

cure which relies upon threats and penalties
alone.

(c) He inaugurated the day of specifically Chris-
tian charity. Charity had been exercised before,
but it was largely a matter of expediency, or the
outflow of a mere pitifulnos* for misery and want.
Jesus gave it a new heart and a new will, a new
sight and a new insight. It was not to be left

henceforth to a few munificent gentlemen like

Plinv^
to dispense. Its exercise became the duty of

.'," , *"\-
' '

"
: '

' "
'"i*

1 "1

": : d opportunity.
"/ ,

:
- justly charac-

! ',

' achievement of the Early
Christians (v. Dobschiitz). Jesus erected charity
into a supreme Christian virtue. He regarded its

absence as a convicting proof of the absence of
that spirit which qualified for entrance into the

Kingdom of God. That was a sure indication of a
soul out of fellowship with God (Mt 2541ff

-, Lk 1220f -

1620ff
')- Jesus enjoined as a primary duty the

prompt a-
7

: .

"* "

use of one's means in the
relief of \ aatever kind. The priest
and the Levite who passed by on the other side
were tran^re^nio the first and last law of love.
Jesus would allow of no limit to the sacrifices one
must be prepared to make in obedience to its

legitimate demands (Lk 1233). Charity must not
be of the nature of unwilling acquiescence in a
"'-.^i'l^ iv juest. It must be the fruit of that

-I
1

"

1
' v ';"<! is ready to give more than is asked,

and will err on the side of generosity rather than
of meanness (Lk 6SO ). Yet the ex< r-I-<- <-f <-'i,-ri \

must not be indiscriminate or ii
1 ::

1

!-^!!!} ! !. I.

must always tend to promote i!s I'IM.*
'

;'..

law of Christian love. It must be regulated
by regard to the Golden Rule, interpreted in
the light of the Heavenly Father's example.
It must be well considered, ever keeping in
view the highest welfare of those who invite its

aid. Each case must be taken on its own merits,

ry-itr i* l.-;
: !:m ;'-. .-MA \\ln-n it subserves the

-;-i i i:,,l in - >iv<-: - -'" "i. i"(.i\ i, in;: 1 assisted, when
it makes him not only better off, but a better man.
It is forbidden to give after such wise as will only
encourage or confirm evil habits. To do so were
to keep the lower law while bteaking the higher,---
the law of Christian love, which forbids the in dic-
tion of the nltimnte innnil injury th?i,r inrviifibly
eventuates fromiivliM'riiniTmic'nn'tl heodlo-^ <ri \injr.We must al\vfi\*. <-.o rhe >-iu<!ion^ly lovmu tin no.
True charily finds its exemplar in the Heavenly
Father, who will not give what is harmful or

useless, but only good things (Mt 7n , Lk II18
) ; and

it seeks with wise concern to foster the virtues of

self-reliance, self-help, manly independence, and

industry, whose exercise reduces the occasions of

charity.
(3) Jesus preached life as a stewardship, and its

powers, means, opportunities as a trust from God for
the proper use of which each man was answerable.
Talents must be regarded as gifts, to be used, not
for the possessor's selfish purposes, but for the ends
of an altruistic love. The te.'uhmg of Jesus un-
''i i

1

..'.)'.'
1

-J
-4

condemns tho liio A\hich is spent
'

j :
-

. of wealth for what it may yield of
selfish pleasure, and the expenditure of means on
purely personal gratification (Lk 1216ff

-). We are

given that we may give.
' A man does not own

his wealth ; he owes it.' From the highest point
of view, there is no such thing as private means.
All possessions are a public trust. Jesus was
urgent in His demand for the generous open-
handedness of a large-hearted benevolence whose
instinct was always to consent or comply rather
than to refuse or withhold (Mt 54

'2
). To those who

exercised it He made the most lavish promises
(Lk 6*8 1828H The only saying preserved in the
Canon outside the Gospels is an incitement to
unselfish liberality on the ground of the blessedness
it procures (Ac 2035

). Jesus bestows as strong con-
demnation upon the indifferent spirit which fails to
use its means for the right ends, as upon those who
wantonly abuse them for the wrong ones (Mt 2526fr

-,

Lk 1619ff
-)- Means must always be regarded as a

means. Their exploitation for selfish or sinister

purposes invites and incurs penalties of the direst
kind (Mt 245a

). The same duties and responsi-
bilities are laid upon small means as upon large,
upon the man of one talent as upon the man of
ten (Lk 1611 1913

'27
).
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A. M. HUNTER.
SODOM. The overthrow of the 'cities of the

plain' was, according to Hebrew traditions, a
Divinely- sent catastrophe, second only to that
of the Delude. The sinfulness of Sodom (often
with the addition of *

Gomorrah') is frequently
referred to as typical of terrible //v /"//// w '- //. L)t
3232

, Is I 10 39, Jer 23M
,
La 46

, Ezk 164 -4y
, Wis 10y

-) ;

and even more frequently is the devastation of the
guilty cities typical of Divine punishment. And
similarly in the NT :

1. Mt 1015
(I Lk 1013 . In St. Matthew the words

occur in the course of our Lord's charge to the
Twelve. If they came to any place in which their
words were not received, they were to shake on"
the dust of their feet j

*

Verily I say unto you, it

shall be more tolerable for the land of Sodom and
Gomorrah in the clay of judgment than for that
city/ In St. Luke, on the other hand, the words
form part of the charge to the Seventy; he has
( Sodom 5

for 'the land of Sodom/ 'Gomorrah' is

omitted, and instead of St. Matthew's favourite

expression ^ 'h^p^ /cp&rews ('in the day of judg-
ment'), is used & TT? fjj&fyq, tKelvrj (

c
in that day')

[D & ry {SaoriXeta rou Qeov, so Syrr.]. In Mk 6n the
whole phrase from St. Matthew (exc. So5o>ois ?)

Fo/*6ppoi$ for 7$ %od6/j,c*}v ml TofLbppuv) is inserted in
A and some Latin MSS. Hence it found
through the TB, into the AV.
Our Lord here implies the great fact, which in

the passage dealt with in the following section He
states more clearly, that since privileges bring
responsibilities, their neglect brings punishment.
And therewith He further implies the mysterious
truth that at f the day of judgment

'

the punish-
ments awarded to men will vary.

*
It shall be

more tolerable more bearable' cannot be a mere
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figure of speech. The same truth is taught in Lk
1247S and its converse in Lk 19 lfJ- 19

.

2. Mt II23 - 24
. Our Lord uttered Wo--- o^ii-i-i

three Galilsean cities which refused to Hcc-op. hU
mighty works and repent (v.

20
). These denuncia-

tions were a practical carrying out of the figurative

injunctions ^yllicll
He gave to His disciples in 1014

.

The three cities named are Chorazin, Bethsaida,
and Capernaum. The two former He compares
with Tyre and Sidon ; and to the latter He uses
somewhat similar language in referring to Sodom :

'
for if in Sodom had been done the mighty works

(dwdjj,L$) which are being done in tliee [the city], it

would be remaining until to-day. However, I say
unto you [the people] that for the land of Sodom
it shall be more tolerable in the day of judgment
than for thee [the city].

3

St. Luke has not pre-
served this reference to Sodom, though he gives
the denunciation against Capernaum (10

15
). With

regard to Mt II24 Wright (tiynopsis^, p. 216) says
that the author '

appends a sentence which reminds
us of [Mt] 1015

. These refrains are very effective

for Church reading, but they often seem to be
editorial.

5

The
'.

"

,

T
- of ( Sodom 7

as an example of sin

reaches .,
:

'

in Rev 11s
, where Jerusalem is

described, as *the great city, which spiritually is

called Sodom and Egypt.'
3. Lk 1729

. This passage, like the two preceding,
is absent from the Markan tradition. Sodom is

here not so much a type of sin as of sudden and
fearful destruction. Our Lord uttered many logia
-

'

,, the coming of the Son of Man. In
<

'

- (Mt 24s*7'88
,
Lk 1726f

*) He likened the

'paronsia* (Mt.) the *

days' (Lk.) of the Son of
Man to the Deluge in the days of Noah. St. Luke
alone adds,

* In like manner as it came to pass in
the days of Lot ; they were eating, drinking, buy-
ing, selling, planting, building ; but in the day
that Lot went out from Sodom, he rained [Gn 19-4

tftfptos ^jSpe^ev] fire and brimstone from heaven and
destroyed (them) all. Likewise shall it be in the

day that the Son of Man is revealed.' The destruc-
tion of Sodom and Gomorrah is also coupled with
the Deluge in 2 P 25"7 as an example of punishment.
See also Jude 7

, Eo 929= Is I9 .

A. H.M*NEILE.
SOLDIERS. Throughout the Roman Empire,

and especially in ;< K,I ii-n-.u province like Syria,
of which the \ ,;! MI- .lu-in~ of Palestine prac-
tically formed part, soldiers were a common sight,
and took a prominent share in the administration of

affairs. The references to them, however, in the

Gopels, except, as is natural, in connexion with
our Lord's trial and crucifixion, are not numerous.

1. In Lk 314 we read of soldiers who came to
John the Baptist and asked him what they were
to do. The word here is o-Tparevd^evot. (not crrpcm-
Qrai) and implies that they were on active service
at the time. They can hardly have been Roman
legionaries, but may have been members of Herod
Antipas' army engaged in some local expedition,
of which we know nothing, or even, as Ewald sup-
poses, only a kind of

police or gendarmes employed
in custom-house duties. The Baptist's answer to
their inquiry shows what the temptations of such
folk were in those days. They must be careful,
he says, henceforth not to do violence or extort

money by false accusations, and to be content with
their pay.

2. In Mt 89 and Lk 78 the centurion (no doubt a
proselyte, though a Roman officer ; cf. Ac 101

)

who desired. to have his servant healed, speaks of
the soldiers who were under his command, and, in
contrast to (1) above, his remarks bring out

forcibly the idea of discipline and organization,
which was to be found in a Roman legion.

3. The armies (crrparoTreffa) that would encircle

Jerusalem in the fatal siege of Titus (A.D. 70) are
referred to in Lk 21- (cf. 194J

j.

$. In the parable of the Marriage of the King's Son
(Mt 22 lff

) we read of the armies
(crrpareij^ara)

which
the king sent to avenge the murder of his servants.

5. After the trial before Pilate, when our Lord
had been scourged and condemned to be cru-
cified, Pilate's soldiers on duty took Him into
their own quarters, and. -ri liciin^ the whole band
together, proceeded to , c,n HIM: with the grossest
insults and mockery (Mt 2727

, Mk 15 ie
, Jn 193

).

And during the long hours of crucifixion He had
to endure similar maltreatment from the soldiers
who were in charge (Lk 23S6

; cf. Mt 274S
, Jn 1929).

It is recorded also (Jn 19-3 - 24
) how they parted His

jumiien (
- a 1 1 ion- them (see COAT and r

'

'.
:

:iiul mnliov L!I;M. when the end had ,

He was already dead, they refrained from breaking
His legs, as Pilate had ordered, before taking Him
down ; but f one of them with a spear pierced his

side, and forthwith there came out blood and
water '(Jn 19s2 - 34

).

6. Lastly, soldiers <" \ ,:";_ guard at the

sepulchre when the !' --r 'u i ',,"> ,ook place (Mt
275f. sg11-13

; see WATCH). C. L. FELTOE.

SOLITUDE. We may infer from the phrase used
in Lk 516

(fy VTTQXUP&V, see TJi ";_rV- >:,* .
'
7

,"' .

that our Lord frequently sou .'! '- lin.- i> <
..li-i/ I'.v

period of His ministry. ^<:-< inn- II- ,''!
from the multitude, but did not seclude Himself
from His disciples (e.g. Mt 1413 17 1

). At other
times His solitude was absolute, and He only
returned to His disciples or was rejoined by them
after an interval (e.g. Mt 1423, Mk I 35

, Lk 518 612
).

It is this latter complete solitude that is of im-

portance to the student of our Lord's Person and
work.

1. We observe that He sought solitude, or, if the

phrase i- |icvmi-Ml>lo, was forced into solitude, at
certain iri i icnl \\\\\(.> of special trial. The battle
of the Temptation (Mt 4lff

% Mk I 12ff
-, Lk 4lff

-) was
fought out in solitude. No human being was
within call, and only after the victory was won
did angels come to minister to Him. The final

struggle against the weakness inherent in the
flesh took place in solitude (Mt 2641

, Lk 2239
). Al-

though He yearned for human sympathy, He
<"i'T, :! :

"";.
-"-riv Himself from the companion-

'": i if

1

M :
<

" !". The account of the supreme
crisis OJL His \vorK ui redemption witnesses to a
solitude too complete and awful for our understand-

ing (Mt 2Y46
). We ought perhaps to class the soli-

tude which He sought after the feeding of the five

thousand (Mt 1423
,
Mk 646

, Jn 615
) with the three

instances just mentioned. The people wished to
make Him a king, and may well have suggested a

temptation similar to that recorded in Mt 48
.

2, Our Lord sought solitude in order to obtain

spiritual help for specially important work (Lk 612
),

and spiritual refreshment after periods of exhaust-

ing labour (Mkl85 - 48
, cf. Lk 6W ). We may^sup-

Eose
that on these occasions, as on another,

' virtue
ad gone out of him/ and that in a literal sense

' Himself took our infirmities and bare our sick-

nesses* (Mt 817
), thereby coming to feel the' need

for fresh intercourse with the Father unvexed with
human companionship.

A very cni ion- mid -n^rpj-MU'oori'iiic'rian. on (hi" tuofo^l use
of olihiil< MI oar 1

r'i<1\s lifo '-> nfforckcl l>v T'IIC cxiM-ikiif
1-* 01 the

ci-rlif^i inonl^. ihc'-e l"ti\pi!(!ti n-rlrt-e- nhom \\r "liall not te
wrong in rc.ardin^r sj>e( i:il"-ts in ilio spirilual Jito. Thii-v be-
lieved that in solnude a man is exposed 10 the full fur.v or the

powers of evil, that temptation is not completely conquered be-
cause not met in its utmost strength except by him who ventures
to meet it alone (Cass. Coll. vii. 23 ; Athanas. Vita Anton, xiii.).

Their thought would explain our Lord's *

being led up of the

Spirit into the wilderness, to be tempted of the devil
*

(Mt 41).

It was, no doubt, necessary (cf. the general conception of Milton's
Paradise Regained) that He should be exposed to the utmost
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strength of the Tempter. Therefore He faced the Evil One in

solitude.
The hermits also believec"

" ' -
'''

..'
"' '

" " "i" <" ".

v-rl "->-_-,,.- .':.<" "
,

.

. .... >..-* .

'\ ... . -
, ;"'.- I -<i ' -

iggestiye
-..'.-! . !

- -
"

i ,!;..' s alone in

the world," he cannot h'a-ve peace* (Verba Seniorum,, ap. Bos-

weyd, Jnterpr. Pelagio, x. 5 ; see also Cass. Coll. xix. 5, xxiv. 4).

In this respect their experience fits in with our Lord's retire-

ments in search of refreshment and strength.
The literature of early Western monasticism and much of the

teaching of the later Mystics on the subject of solitude fall into

line with the recorded experience of the Egyptians, and form a
further commentary on the recorded facts of our Lord's soli-

tude. On the one hand, there is an evident dread of the ex-

treme temptations of solitude, and a feeling that they ought not
to be faced except by those far advanced in the spiritual life.

On the other hana, the-
- ---.- *'* " " .....

ties of
- ."" :

"

v" 1

\

'

.

' books
:

'

'
. . / ; ..:.,' i ,- . Reg.

Brev. Tract. ; Bened. jfvt:y. i. , ooann. UJLUUL. <yraa.iv. etc.; Basil,

Epp. ii., xxiii.jXlii. ; Bened. Reg. iv., xlviii. etc.).

i-
i !

.
: -.- W . quoted:

"-

de- ..",-
;

. ,, I. G. /

(17S4) ; E. vx-. Em- ,,.,, tf *, : n
'

-

Reden des id. Lj,i .aL.m J.jtf -

Lebensweise, aus dem. Syr.

*Vr Christ in
Einsamkeit
P. Zing-erle,

und einsame
'

. D. Thoreau,
Waldsii (rcpr. 1>S6) ; T. T. Lynch, Letters to the Scattered, 522;
F. \V. Robertson, Serin, i. 220; Martineau, Endeavours, 159;
Rendel Harris, Jtfewior. tecm, 135. J. Q. HAN3STAY.

SOLOMON. Jesus makes two references to

Solomon, speaking on one occasion of his *

glory,'
and on another of his * wisdom.' In Mt 629=Lk
1227 He places the pure natural beauty of the
lilies above the consummate type of artificial

splendour, and uses the contrast to point the
lesson of trustful dependence upon God, the Giver
of all that is necessary for the body as well as for

the spirit. In Mt 1242=Lk II31 the eagerness of

Solomon's contemporaries to hear his words of

worldly wisdom is contrasted with the indifference

and spiritual blindness of the men of Jesus' own
day, who failed to understand and appreciate the
truer wisdom of a greater teacher.

For * Solomon's Porch '
see TEMPLE.

C. H. THOMSON".

SON, SONSHIP.

vUs, which definitely
' * *- f* rt ' occurrence in

the G
" * " "

. . ". also frequently
used . . I rszvov in the
vocat: , of address (* child,'

* my child ')

is specially noticeable (see, e.g., Mk 2&, Lk 2*8 1521, Mt 2128).
The latter term is several times rendered ' son *

inW without
discrimination. BV, indeed, usually indicates 'child* in mg.
as the exact equivalent, but this is not always the case (see Mt
2128 *m).

1. The duties and privileges of the filial relation

find frequent incidental illustration in the Gospels.
The son has a natural claim on parental bounty
(Mt 79

} ; he is the object of deep parental love and
solicitude (Mt 1037 2020f

-). (A peculiar appeal to

such solicitude is made in Lk 145, if we are to

follow the bc-i fit i<v=t>'d raiding (see BVm) ; though
the collocation 01 vl6s and povs is so odd that it is a

temptation to defy the canons of textual criticism,

and, following rather the analogy of kindred pas-

sages (13
15

, Mt 1211
), still read 6Voj). By con-

sequence, strife between father and son is a most

painful form of O^I-JIM^-I- if .'TA 1253), whilst the

restoration of a lun-i^ ivljirii'i-iii]i between those
who have been so estranged calls for the highest

rejoicing (Lk 1523
'34

). The natural heirsMp of the

son appears in Mk 126 (and paralloK) ami in Lk
1512

,
where the technical term (TO e7ri3d\\ov ^pos)

for the heir's portion occurs (see TDei^mann, BiMr,

Studies, Eng. tr. p. 230). In the former instance

the parable of the Wicked Husbandmen the

position of an onty son as carrying with it sole

fieirship is emphasized. The 6 vibs 6 ayawyrbs of

Lk 2CP, in this connexion, appears to be tanta-

mount to o vi&$ 6 povoyevrfs (Jn 3^6
), as denoting an

only son (cf. also Mt 317 176 etc.). In the latter case

(Lk 1512) we have a son claiming and obtaining
his inheritance during his father's lifetime. This

serves the purpose of the parable ; but it may be
doubted whether such an occurrence was common
in actual life. The counsels of ancient Jewish

prudence (Sir 3319ff
-) were, at any rate, dead against

it. The more usual course is exemplified in the

case of the elder son, whose share in the patrimony
was still in his father's hands (Lk 1531

), but was

fully assured to him in spite of his complaint in

v. 30
(o KarcL(paydv <rov rbv (3iov). A special instance

of a son's privilege is made use of in Mt 1725t-

; the

sons of
' the kings of the earth

'

are exempt
(eXetftfepoi) from the tribute exacted from their sub-

jects.
On the other hand, the duty of sons to render

obedience, service and help to parents similarly

appears. The parable of the Two Sons (Mt 21->aff^)
thus illustrates filial dutifulness and undutifulness.

The -:,
'" .:

" of our Lord's words, 'Behold thy
son,' in Jn ly-u,

is at once understood as securing

loving care and provision for His mother (v.-
7
).

Christ's interpretation of the Fifth Commandment
as involving the duty of helping and ^npi-orr'n^

parents in case of need, is ;. ; ".
^ \ r '>ii"r^

denunciation of the Pharis.
1

'.
'

duty
could be nullified by a VOA\

v
^i ^

"
' '

It is clear that Jesus found in sonship an instru-

ment of prime importance for the illustration and
enforcement of His M-J'- 'lii.j. Tl i- certain His
or--*-:

\
liP- i.'i-.-; of the '"'.;: -i I./'H "-i.i-- in His own

'

, -.,-> i.r"'r< .. The -( . i- \ -JM- i-i Lk 240 "52
(in

such striking contrast to the volubility of the

Apocryphal narratives) ma^
n ' ""

as witness-

ing to such a fulfilment of during the

long years of silence as makes Him the very
' flower

and I'Mttoni* of all good sons. Mary's surprised

cY|o-tnl,iri<ii in v. 48
suggests the perfect dutiful-

ness of His childhood's years ; and we may be sure

the child was ' father oi the man,' as to what He
was in the after-time as (prohably) the mainstay
and head of the home at Nazaietli on the death of

Joseph. Yet i ho <! ii \ JM M < ,
-

1
>

< when He illustrated

in His own oxpcrVjKi- His own exacting demand
(Mt 1037

), iuiil -lhm<-ii how
/l1

".
'

.

'

must yield
to higher claims, sumiiiirig' sll up in the imprexsh o

legion of Mk 3^- (
= Mt 12 j!jf

-, cf. Lk 8sl
). Lk lPd

embodies a similar sentiment.
2. Arising out of the notion of the filial relation

in its natural sense, we have the idiomatic use of

the phrase
* son of as a familiar characteristic of

the r.-" 1
""

! ;, ';;. A poetic feeling underlies
the -.< -

:

""
. ; -e man as a s son of wisdom,'

and at the same time its appropriateness is self-

evident. vl6s and T&KVOV both occur in this con-

nexion, and instances of the use of the idiom found
in the Gospels may be grouped as follows : (a) = be-

longing to, connected with, or destinedfor. Persons
are described as sons 'of the kingdom' (Mt 8 ltJ

1338); 'of this world' (ago) (Lk 168 2034
) ; 'of the

bridechamber
*

(Mk 2n>
; ) ;

'of Jerusalem '

(
= inhabit-

ants) (Mt 2S37 ) ;

' of the Pharisees
'

(followers,

adherents, Mt 1227=Lk II 19
): 'of the evil one 3

(Mt IS38 ; Twentieth Cent. NT renders simply
' the

wicked,' evading a personal significance in roC/

vovijpov); 'of Gehenna' (Mt 2316
); *of perdition'

(Jn 17 12
); 'of the resurrection' (Lk 2CF). (i)=

characterized by certain qualities :

t sons of thun-
der' (Mk 317

); 'of peace' (Lk 1C6
); 'of light' (Jn

12s6); 'of wisdom' (rAwo, Mt H19=Lk 7s5); as

similarly
f of consolation' in Ac 436 (this withoiit

reference to the correctness of the etymology indi-

cated). (c)=descendants : 'sons of tnem that slew
the prophets

'

(Mt 2331
) ;

< of Israel
'

(Mt 279 ,
Lk I 16

) ;
c of Abraham' (r^m, Jn 839 ; vl6s, Lk 19, cf. 1318

).

Deissmann (BibU Stu&ies, pp. 161-166) labours to modify the
common explanation of such circuiulocutorv forms as Hebra-
isms and (hie to 'the Oriental spirit of langnajfo' (Buttmann,
C[iioted in l<>c. cY.). A4

; fcaiures of NT diction he is willing' to
see in them a ' Hebraism of translation '

(due to Semitic ori-

ginals rather than to a Hebraistic st>le or habit in the writers
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themselves), but is eager to maintain that such constructions
are not foreign to the genius of Greek. He is not, however,
entirely successful. Of course, the use of the phrase

' sons of
'

as= inhabitants or descendants, may be widely paralleled in

various langnag-es (as, e.g., the Homeric uJes *A^fit^v='A^^<5^);
but in manifold other uses, especially as in (2>) above, the case
is different. The expression via? rt/x,^ (in T3.or&Ge,Jittusfortunfe')
is noteworthy, but ' one swallow does not make a summer '

;

and, moreover, Plato s use of txyovos, -n\ '";,
r
> f.ilf

1 ITC! 1.
-

Deissmann, hardly affords a true parallel. 1 / >; ' -v.
'"

! >. > . u ,

va. %&t>ypeupiet,s exyovoc., denoting the productions of art, a painter's
works, falls short of such uses as are indicated in (&), whereby
personal qualities are described. The expression is, on the
other hand, so characteristic of Q "" '^ - r -

-.
A

*-.

an idiom, and the OX writings a - :

"

the NT is
'

-'
< \i\:-:ul in this *

: . .

to think th 1

.. \ *"
^''. '-ave occurred in exactly the same way

had the writers been writing in an independent Greek style.

3. An .MI ro-li'\ir feature in the teaching of Jesus
is His <ic~'-' ipri'u of men as the sons (wot, T^KVCL] of
God. The most conspicuous name that He uses for

God in His relation to men is that of 'Father,'

usually with the Jewish addition of ' in heaven '

or
*

heavenly.' Some of His most noticeable parables
and illustrative sayings are based on the relation
of father and son as best roi:'i'MM ilin;jr 1 he relation
between God and man (see, c.//., JLk 15

'

, Mt 79ff
-)

See artt. CHILDREN OF GOD, SON OF GOD.

^

Notice may be taken of the curious phrasing of Lk 2036 vloi

ti<ri 8&OU *%$ <kvKirrKarEu; vlot ovre;. This per se seems to limit the
description

' sons of God '

to those who are accounted worthy
to attain the resiirrection life (v.38). They 'are sons of God
through being sons of the Resurrection' (Weymouth). Or per-
haps we may equally well interpret by saying that the fact of
their having risen shows that they are God's sons. It has to
be pointed out, however, that this is part of an i :

- "' r

our Lord's reply to the Sadducees quite peculiar ; .-.-
senting a striking cl'v ->_--

-
*-v-i the Synoptic parallels. Is

seems to be merely ;in ; y. ;, ' of the tf-v"" .V ;;/-; ';. itself

a Lukan T \vy. for the simpler <w? K-yy&oi < M . ;.M<| .Mk. At
any rate, it cannot be pressed so as to coi

""" '"'
_

-

representation of men as being all God's - '

:

another, found so often in the Gospels. A \ i I?

may be suggested (cf also phrasing in Ro I4).

3. The term 'son' is used of Jesus Himself in
various ways, (a) In the ordinary sense of the word
He is described as 'the son of Joseph' and 'the
son of Mary.' See Mk 63=Mt 1353=Lk 422. Jn
642 (cf. I 45 ) is also in close agreement with Lk 423

,

with the interesting addition, 'whose father and
mother we know.' (This is one of the smaller

points in which the Johannine Gospel stands on
a basis of common tradition with the S\ r-.j-iii ^.
Ti'-- i'\|i

iv-- ;in in Mt 1355 o rou TCKTOVOS' vios, may
^,^

:

..\ :,;; Xl >

originally meant no more than 6 TCK-
TUV in Mk 63. Cheyne's conjecture, that ' Jesus
the son of Joseph' may mean 'Jesus a member
of the house of Joseph' (EBi ii. 2598), may be

ingenious, but is an unnecessary departure from
tradition. We cannot arbitrarily push aside the
plain suggestions of the Birth-narratives and the

genealogies as to the personality of Joseph in this
connexion.

It is to be pointed out that it is only in the
account of the visit to Nazareth, as above, that
the Synoptic!* explicitly indicate such a designa-
tion of Jo -u^. (The Johannine instances are in

quite different connexions). Corresponding refer-
ences to His iiaronliino {ire found, however, in such
passages as Lk 2 !"-;"V hi- father and his mother/
'his parents,' <thy father and I') and Mk 331ff*

with its parallels. TKVOV as applied to Jesus occurs
just once, in Lk 248

. The dominant presentment
of our Lord in the Gospels transcends the interest

''','

* :* ""

human relations. See also the
1

o
i

. icles. J. S. CLEMENS.

SON OF DAYID. The phrase is used in the NT
as a title of the Messiah, except in Mt I1- 20

(cf.Lk I27), where it has the ordinary <iono?i"lo^io!il
force. For the general discussion of tlio ^le^wli-
ship of Jesus, and of the Messiah as king, see
MESSIAH; the present article concerns only the
use of this particular title.

1. The Messianic value of the title comes out

forcibly in the puzzling question put by Jesus to
the Pharisees (Mt 2242f

-, Mk 1235 , Lk 2041 ) a ques-
tion that they were unable to answer :

* The scribes

say that the Christ is (to be) the Son of David;
but David calls him Lord ; how then is he Ms
son ?

' The passage is not to be interpreted as a

repudiation of the title on the part of Jesus. Of
such a repudiation there is no evidence either in
His own teaching, or in other parts of the NT. On
the contrary, the relationship is specifically taught
by St. Paul (Ho I3

,
2 Ti 28), seemingly as of some

importance, and it is assumed of the Messiah in the

-Al'i-calyp-ij (Rev 55 2210
). The passage is a re-

P'.i'ii.r. ion of the notion of the Jews implied in
their use of the title that it fully expresses the
functions of the Messiah. The Messiah does not
owe His dignity to His Davidic descent. His
work far surpasses that of the great king of Israel.
The proper answer

'

.T, .

.

'
, .,

J - would have
involved an entire the ideas of
the Jews concerning the Messiah, of which they
were, of course, utterly incapable. If Jesus did
not expect this result to follow from His question,
He could at least show by it the logical absurdity
of the emphasis they put upon the Davidic sonship.
The connexion of the Messiah with the royal house
and city was deemed so essential, that Jesus, of
Galilsean extraction, was declared by some to be
ineligible to the high office.

2. The particular phase of Messiahship which
the title pr<" i-r^x < \j .v r* is, of course, the royal
estate and f: ; <-M. vi-- 1

' was the case when it

was applied to Jesus on the occasion of His
triumphal entry into Jerusalem (Mt 2I9- 15

). It

was so understood, and the anger of the priests
and scribes was aroused in coiiscqueiice. Compare
also the Annunciation (Lk I**-'), where it is said
that Jesus shall be given the throne of His father
David.

3. There is, however, no reason to \\--

" XV.\
as used in NT times, the title allude . i ":!" iij

prowess, or to a career of conquest on the part of
the Messiah. Indeed, the Hosannas of the people
were in praise of very different qualities. Such a
conception of the force of the phrase is entirely
inconsistent with the cry of the blind men
(Mt 2080f- [=Mk 1047L , Lk IS3**-] and 927) and of the
Canaanitish woman (Mt 1522), *Son of David, have
mercy.' The title came naturally to the lips of
those who -<-!.:.i:! Jesus' aid in their great distress.

Likewise :
; u'- v<i-k- of healing which He had

wrought called forth so characteristic were they of
the Messiah who was e.\)ooloil

- the query whether
this might not be the Sou of Dnvid (Mt 1228).

3. These NT applications of the title are in close

harmony with the OT description of the Messiah.
David was the founder of the kingdom of Israel.

Whenever in later centuries the nation and its

welfare were in the mind, the thought naturally
turned to David. When the house of David no
longer ruled, and the kingdom was shattered,

prophets and singers lamented the misfortunes
that had overtaken David and his house. When
their hopefulness and faith in God expressed itself

in visions of a bright ftiture, they naturally spoke
of a second David, a branch of his house, who
should restore the nation to its former prosperity.
As the past, and <

i

-;-o<i,.Tiy T)j!\!d's rule, grew
fairer by contrast v.

ijl'i
\\\\\ ',ii^nj;l present, so the

new kingdom of David in the future was pictured
in extravagant colours. The Kingdom should
extend over the whole earth, irresistibly, triumph-
antly. But this conquest was not conqnest for
loimiio^r"- sake. It was a process without which
the longed-for prosperity could, in their imagina-
tion, not be realized. It was but an incident
in the larger blessedness of the future. To the
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Jew of the later pre
- Christian centuries, David

stood for much else besides military prowess
and political prestige.

If this element had been
predominant, it would have been incongruous to
ascribe to him so large a j>art of the Psalms as
bear his name. If we seek for the cause of this

change of emphasis, it is doubtless to be found in
the very distress that they suffered. That distress
was personal, individual. Character became the
condition of enjoying the benefits of the new King-
dom, and in turn the new Tv"

1

"

M-
* "

.

ideal was to exist for the s .

"

. . . .

to save him from his woes, and to lead him to

righteousness. Ps 72, in spite of its warlike
sentiments, is the utterance of one to whom, after

all, the welfare of the people, the oppressed and
the defenceless, is paramount. These are the poor
and the blind to whom Jesus gave salvation, by
such ministry proving, even to His '

. .

that He was worthy to be called th -
i .

See also art. NAMES AND TITLES OF CHRIST.

LITERATURE. Briggs, Messianic Prophecy, pp. 492-496
;

Wendt, Lehre Jesu, ii. 434 ff. ; Scmirer, HJP n. ii. 29.

O. H. GATES.
SON OF GOD. As the word Christ,

3 which
was at first a title, has come to be a proper name,
this change being, indeed, accomplished even in
the NT, so the title

e Son of God' is now appro-
priated to the Second Person of the Trinity ; and
lh(j ordinary reader of the Bible assumes this to be
the meaning wherever he finds the phrase. He has
only, however, to read with a little attention to

perceive that this is an assumption which ought
not to be made without inquiry, because in Scrip-
ture there are many

c sons of God.' (1) The angels
are thus designated, as when in the Book of Job
(38

7
) it is mentioned that at the dawn of crea-

tion 'the !'

"

_ -';P-S sang together, and all
the sons of <o>

'

,i . for joy.
3

(2) The term is

applied to the first man, when, in Lk 3, the
genealogy of the Saviour is traced back to Adam,
<

who,
3

it is added (v.
38

),
* was the son of God. 5

And,
if the general scope of Scripture may leave it

questionable whether the same high title can be
applied to all the first man's descendants, the

authority of our Lord may be claimed, on the
-rur.iii! of ihf ijii-,i

1
>!r of the Prodigal Son, as

(M'fi'liMg ihc, <|iic-!i<iii in the affirmative. (3) The
ll(jl)!-(-\\

p

ruu'or: collectively i >
jV'V|in.-'illy thus desig-

nated, as when, in the land n 1

" M i . f.-.n. .) ehovah sent
Moses to Pharaoh with the message :

c Thus saitli

the Lord, Israel is my son, even my firstborn, and I

say unto thee, Let my son go
3

(Ex 4'22f-). "Whether,
sicco'vliiiii to Scripture usage, it was applicable to
indivimiM! Israelites, is not so clear, but probably
it was ; for not only did the Jews, in speaking to
Jesus, claim,

( "We have one Father, even God '

(Jn
841 ), but Jesus Himself said,

c Let the children first

be filled' (Mk 727 ). (4) It was a title of the kings
of Israel. Thus, in Ps 8926f

-, an ancient oracle is

quoted in which Jehovah says of King David,
' He

shall cry unto me, Thou art my Father, my God,
and the rock of my salvation ; also I will make him
my firstborn, higher than the kings of the earth.*

Similarly Jehovah says of King Solomon (2 S 714
),

' I will be his Father, and he shall be to me a son/
(5) In the NT the title is conferred on all who
believe in the Saviour. Thus, in the Prologue to
the Gospel of St. John, it is said,

' But as many as
received him, to them gave he power to become
the sons of God, even to them that believe on his
name' (Jn I12); and, in his First Epistle, the

Tvniyrclisl c:\clnim-*.
' Behold what manner of love

iho Fntlior lisiili bestowed upon us, that we should
be called the sons of God '

(1 Jn 31
).

It would require some investigation to determine what is the
reason for the bestowal of this lofty title in each of these cases,
and in all probability the reasons might "be different in the

different cases. In the case of the angels,
" ""-.

may be that of the Creator to His creati.

may cover also the application to men in general, who were
made in 'the image of God.' The Mpplii'aiion to the nation of
Israel refers undoubtedly to the chovc \\hich the grace of God
made of the T-, ""< v. :> < i-U from among all the nations of the
earth; and ii> , c .) A -f, 'Jugs this grace reached its climax.
In the case of Christians, the reasons are obvious in the texts
quoted in reference to them. It is usual to lay all the emphasis
on the sentiments entertained by God towards those honoured
with this title, as if it expressed solely His choice of them ; but
Nosgen (op. cit. infr.) contends that in all cases at least some
reason for the designation must ".'

' * "" " ' '

of
the person designated ;

and this , to
have common sense on its side.

It will thus be seen that c the son of God ' was a
phrase much in use in the world before it was
attached to our Lord ; and the question naturally
arises, from which of its anterior uses it was that
its transference to Him took place. In all pro-
bability it was from the fourth mentioned above
that is, its iV'!'

1
: M .':>

'

the Jewish kings. If the

application ;' :
! culminated in that to the

kings, so the application to the kings culminated
in Him who was to be the fulfilment of the regal
idea in Israel. That is to say, the term is, in the
first place, i.

l:
ii- M\---' ':-. But it does not

follow, as is ,<- < n ::- !,::! -.. that this is its only
sense. On the contrary, in all th- <*. .!

;
n ,1^1 -,

where it occurs, whether in the SYJ MJI-;.
-

,'' JM .In.,
it points strongly to the personal qualities of Him
who bears it, and to an intimate relationship with
Him whose Son He is said to be. The political title
rests upon personal qualities and experiences ; He
is not the Son of God because He is the Messiah,
but, on the contrary, He is the Messiah because
He is the Son of God. That is to say, the term is

ethico-religious. But it does not follow, as is often
assumed, that because it is official-Messianic and
elMfo-rvliyioii- it is not also physical or meta-
physical. On the contrary, the closeness of the

ethico-religious relation may be such as to demand
i\ 'i:< ;.'!-\\ -I(.".l relationship of an intimate and
iM.ir.ri'.r i!i!-..| between Father and Son. It seems
to be strangely forgotten in many quarters that
ethical intimacy is, in all cases, limited by the
closeness of mdnph \-icjil relationship; the limita-
tion of the imiinnoy l>on\ 00.11 a dog and a man, for

example, is due to the lack
" '

\
" '

unity
between them, whereas the

'

^ ipathy
and intimacy possible between a woman and a man
is due to their metaphysical oneness. There is no
reason whatever why all the three kinds of relation-

ship indicated above should not be united ; in point
of fact, they often are. The kingship of a king,
for example, may be, first, official, he being actually
the reigning monarch; secondly, person til, lie pos-
sessing the ethical qualities \\hidi heroine and
secure his position ,- thirdly, physical or meta-
physical, because he is of the blood royal, and has
in his i-iimiio-iiin'i the hereditary instincts of long
descent. In I'ko -nanner the Messiahship of Jesus
may rest on a spiritual and ethical relationship to
God ; but this may be of so intimate a kind as to
demand a peculiar relationship to the FMihur

j
Musi-

cally or metaphysically; and in all the (io-p< 1-

there is reference, more or less, to all the three.
1. The Synoptics. In the Synoptics Jesus does

not, of His own motion, call Himself in so many
words f the Son of God.' But the title is applied
to Him in about twelve passages in Mt. and fully
half that number each in Mk. and Lk., and in
several of these cases He treats th> ;i]>|-li< iiiiuii in
such a way as to show that He ,!.). i- ii. On
several occasions (six times in Mt., once in Mk.,
thrice in Lk.) He denominates Himself ' the Son'
in such a way as to prove unmistakably that He
regards Himself as ' the Son of God '

; and many
times in all three Gospels (over a score of times in
Mt., thrice in Mk., nine times in Lk.) He in the
same way refers to God as His Father. (The
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quotations in detail will be found on p. 86 of

Stalker's ri> ".-',
T
--r f rf Jesus, mentioned below in

the List Oi' i

: <;-:.-v .

(1) Beyschlag observes (NT Theol. L 68) that
the occurrence of the term in the mouths of others

shows that it has its roots in the OT and was

already current in Israel, and therefore, that for

the sense in which Jesus applied it to Himself we
must go back to the OT. It is also usual to state

that it is employed in the j^eiKli'j'ipvniMik- litera-

ture of the period between the OT and die NT as a

synonym for the Messiah. If, however, the only
two passages of this sort supplied by Dalman (op.

cit. infr. ) be referred to, it will be found that this

notion rests on a very slender basis. If the TR of

Mk I 1 be correct,
' the beginning of the gospel of

Jesus Christ, the Son of God,' it would be rash to

limit the Evangelist's intention to the ATi^-iah-hip ;

but the reading is suspected. In Lk L^ the reason

why Jesus is to be called * the Son of God '

is

supplied in the memorable statement to Mary,
* The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee, and the

power of the Highest shall overshadow thee.' This
is a physical explanation of the term, which it is

rather surprising never to find elsewhere. The
nearest approach to it in the Gospels would be the
exclamation of the centurion at the Cross,

*

Truly
this was the Son of God' (Mk 1539 ) ;

but it is

dubious what a heathen may have meant by such
an observation.

Still more dubious, one would suppose, must it

remain what the demoniacs intended by calling
Jesus by this title, though it is usually taken for

granted that they must have used it in the
Messianic sense, because they also sometimes

a(kno^l<>tl,Lr':il Him as the Messiah. When Satan,
in the Temptation, played with the title, he was
obviously referring back to the voice which, at the
Jordan during the Baptism, - *"! Jesus as

*the Son of God 3

; but how . voice in-

tended, or how much the Tempter understood of

what it meant, might require considerable discus-

sion.

"When they that were in the ship
' on the

occasion when Jesus stilled the tempest and rescued
St. Peter from the sea,

f came and worshipped him,'

saying, 'Of a truth thou art the Son of God'
(Mt 1433), the most natural interpretation may be
that they were acknowledging Him as the Messiah.
If they were, they anticipated, in a remarkable
manner, the subsequent confession at Csesarea

Philippi ; and this raises a doubt which may in-

cline us to understand their L:M^I;;II'.'- rather as an

involuntary recognition of ill-.
1 hi vino in Jesus,

occasioned by the sight of a remarkable miracle.

Undoubtedly the most convincing case for the

identity of i

'

i . .

: r
; the terms ! the Messiah ' and

* the Son OA tjrud is the confession of the Twelve,
through the lips of St. Peter, at Csesarea Philippi ;

"because, whereas St. Matthew reports them as

confessing,
' Thou art the Christ, the Son of the

living God 3

(16
16

), the other two Evangelists omit
the second phrase (Mk S29, Lk 920). Now, it is

argued, they could not have omitted this, had it

contained a momentous addition to the acknow-

ledgment of the Messiahship ; against which the

only caveat that can be hinted is that there are

many examples to prove that it is perilous to rest

much on the silence of one or more of the Gospels.
Another passage which is confidently appealed to

as demonstrating the identity of meaning between
the two terms, is the demand! addressed by the high
priest to Jesus, on His trial, to say whether fie
were ' the Christ, the Son of God.' Yet, in report-

ing this incident, St. Luke excites doubt as to the

identity, because he represents Him as being asked
first simply if He were 'the Christ'; but when
He wound up His reply with the imposing words.

Hereafter shall the Son of Man sit on the right
hand of the power of God,

3

they proceeded,
' Art

thou, then, the Son of God ?
' and the affirmative

answer to this second question seems to have
shocked and irritated them far more than the
answer to the first, <) (a-io-iiii;.' a tempest of rage
and insult in all preK'iu, \\ii

!

i : unanimous agree-
ment that He had been guilty of l>l;i>pliem.v (Lk
2269

). H. J. Holtzmann, who write^ wicli extra-

ordinary feeling on this subject, recently, in a review
in the Theologlsche Literaturzeitung, declaring it

to be a shame that Protestant scholars should even
doubt the identity, affirms that * the blasphemy
can only have been found in the fact that a man
belonging to the lower classes, one openly forsaken
of God iiiifl going forward to a shameful death,
should have dared to represent himself as the

object and fulfilment of all the "ni\ :
-M- |I->MI".-M-

given to the nation'; but the !' '-II-M" ty
1 - f,i"

more obvious if the claim to be c
.'s< **<. >" v-o-i

'

was understood to mean more than even Messiah-

ship.
From the foregoing examination of the passages

in the Gospels where the phrase is used of Jesus

by others than Himself, it will be perceived that
there is considerable variety of meaning and appli-
cation ; it certainly is Messianic, but it is not

uniformly or exclusively so.

(2) When we turn to the passages in which Jesus

speaks of Himself as f the Son* or calls God His
Father, the official-Messianic element is almost

entirely absent, the language being that of inti-

macy and confidence. Here and there, indeed,
there may be Messianic associations involved, as
when Jesus promises to the Twelve that, in the

day of the full manifestation of the Kingdom,
they shall sit on thrones judging the twelve tribes*

of Israel (Mt 1928
), or when TTi; [>*uS that on

the M:-l. !'. -"".iv He will '"il
1
'

1;-: i i iii<" glory of

His'!",:
1

'
1

'.* ,'ii'i of the holy angels (Mk 8a
) ; but,

as a rule, one might read the greater number of

f-K'-o -:
i ;.!".::- without being reminded that they

pi-orr- :<"': i'r>iii the lips of one claiming to be the
Messiah. The consciousness to which they give
expression is that of a personal L,'i"vY i ,H

when, in Gethsemane, He prays,
*

: \ I ,!i :.

if it be possible, let this cup pass from me ; never-

theless, not as I will, but as thou wilt*; and,
farther on,

' my Father, if this cup majr not

pass away from me, except I drink it, thy will be
done '

(Mt 2639t
) ,*

or when, on the cross, He
cries,

c

Father, forgive them : for they know not
what they do *

; and, farther on,
*

Father, into thy
hands I commend my spirit

s

(Lk 2334- 46
).

The climax of this i i i \ < <> :x-' i i s i - sentiment is

reached in the great -;i>:n- .ii'.M: II37 II
Lk 1022

c All things are delivered unto me of my Father ;

and no man knoweth the Son but the Father,
neither knoweth any man the Father save the

Son, and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal

him.' In recent times this passage has attracted

great attention, not a few looking upon it as the

g-ofoundest
utterance of Jesus in the Synoptics.

oltzmann, indeed, hesitates between such a
decision and a suggestion of Brandt's that it is

a cento, put into the mouth of Jesus, of words
borrowed partly from other Scripture and partly
from the Apocrypha; but by Keim it has been

reverentially interpreted, and scholarship has, on
the whole, knelt "before it as expressing the inner-

most mystery of the consciousness of Jesus. The
words were spoken at a crisis, when He was roused

out of deep depression at the apparent failure of

His mission, by the return of the Seventy, bringing
a joyful account of the results of their labours,
f In that hour Jesus rejoiced in spirit, and said, I

thank thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth,

because thou hast hid these things from the wise
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and prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes ;

even so, Father, for so it seemed good in thy
sight

'

(Mt II351
-). Then followed the words already

quoted. The first of them, 'All things are de-

livered unto me of my Father,' may be best under-

stood, as is suggested by Lutgert (op. cit. infr.},

of the Messianic dominion in its widest extent, as

it had been :-:* -""
"

:

j

.'
-ty from of old ; while

the next words, Jb'or no mail Knoweth the Son but

the Father,' etc., express the consciousness of His

own right and ability to fill this position, because

He has all the resources of the Divine nature to

dispense to those who come to Him. This is why
He proceeds immediately to say,

c Come unto me,
all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will

give you rest
1

(v.
28

). The mood in which He was
consisted of a joyful u]ri>in^v.-ithm Himself of the

consciousness of all He was able to do for those

who trusted Him ; and this was due to His inti-

mate and perfect union with Deity.
Most scholars, however, hasten to add that this

sonship was purely ethical, and was not different

from that to which He was prepared to introduce

His disciples. He showed, it is remarked, the

true pathway to this position, and the one by
which He had reached it Himself, in such sayings
as the following :

' Love your enemies, and pray for

them that persecute you ; that ye may be sons of

your Father which is in heaven ; for he maketh
Ms sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and
sendeth rain on the just and the unjust

5

(Mt 544f>
).

Certainly this sonship of Jesus is * i i i < - r 1
:

;:
i , .

-
.

and this indicates the pathway by v i i . I s i !"

ciples of Jesus may participate in His sonship ; but
that His sonship and theirs are in all respects
identical is contradicted by the ii"f.i!

1

in;_ u-.ige of

Jesus "' ' V- of God as
*

ns^ I.., ; SM' and

*your '..', i: never as '

pur Father.' Of this

difference Holtzmann makes light in the same wajr
in which he lays down the wholly ." .' "

assumption that Jesus prayed the I <
-

\'-.V
"

with the disciples, including the fifth petition ;

but the fact is a radical one ; and the conclusion to
which it points is not without other confirmation.

Thus, in the parable of the Wicked Husbandmen,
the owner of ili.> \ P-L \,:'1. jjfter -ciulinj; servant
after servant i o ju^oi in t v \\

m

\ i ii the In houroiv, sends
his own son, .Mk. ;i-Miii;j: 'his well-beloved,' by
whom Jesus obviously intends Himself, Of course,
it may be said that the Messiah was different from
all the prophets, and that this difference may be
indicated by the difference between a son and a
servant ; but the analogy would be closer if a more
intimate and personal reli'MOM-liii/ \M* re assumed.
One of the most *irikni: ii:i--.ijri.-> pointing in

the same direction is one that, at first sight, seems
to point the opposite way. In Mk 1332, speak-
ing of a date in the future, Jesus says, 'But of

that day and that hour knoweth no man, no, not
the juiiol< which are in heaven, neither the Son,
but rlitt Father.' Naturally this has been often

quoted as a conclusive disproof of the orthodox
doctrine of the Sonship of our Lord, and it has
been one of the chief occasions for the invention
of the kenotic theories, as they are called, of His
Person ; but, on the other hand, it is one of the
clearest indications of a consciousness superior to

mere humanity, for it places the speaker above
both men and angels so O!A ioii-ly, that even

Holtzmann, in an unwonted outburst of concession,
exclaims :

( This is the single passage in which the

Son, while opposed along with the angels to the

Father, appears to become a metaphysical magni-
tude 5

(NTTheoL i. 268).
The inference appearing to follow from the

passage just quofoti i* thai, Jesus was a Being
above both men and angels, but inferior to God.
But a more profound and true knowledge is supplied

by the most impressive passage of all on this sub-

ject in the
r
<\\.<*\*"1

* - !:: words of Jesus with
which the i "-"-i ;'->! -, - -icludes : 'All power is

given unto me in heaven and in earth. Go ye,

therefore, and teach all nations, ba.pl i/inj; them
in the name of the Father, and of ilic> fcon, and
of the Holy Ghost : teaching them to observe all

things whatsoever I have commanded you : and,
lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the

world' (28
19f

-)- The close resemblance will be
noted between i3ie opening words of this statement
and the opening \\ord- of the saying in Mt II27,

already commented on. The promise,
4

Lo, I am
with you alway,' has likewise a parallel in

Mt 18*20
e Where two or three are gathered to-

gether in my name, there am I in the midst of

them.' But the association of f the Son' with the
Father and the Holy Ghost is the most remarkable

expression in the ^VM^ ]<:<- of the self-conscious-

ness of Jesus. Hov' I-M-.' l j, implies is a problem
* ""

=

' |T ^
j

1 '"'" ' v
3ugh to remark

or metaphysical. Of course3 its . . , ,

saying s hir"\ [<> .^MJ;: m>ni. Jesus has been

fiercely -ii-pi.u !. .-.IN. -M c "mi'i quarters the air

is affected of treating it as beyond dispute an
addition to the actual words of Christ ; but its

place in the ordinance of baptism connects it

closely with the Author of that rite ; and there is

no reason f- v< JM ii
1

,^ ii \. i.ich would not, at the
same time, 'i 'j/y ; lie '

i-ji-
i !!: of the whole section

of the life of our Lord which follows His death on
the cross.

2. The Fourth Gospel. When we turn from the

Synoptics to the Fourth Gospel, we are immediately
conscious of being in a different atmosphere and
at a different altitude, and the effect is at first

! >v ;v.< n i1 -. Instead of a studied reticence on
i.'.r -11 v !'. of who and whence He was, such as
we encounter in the previous Gospels, Jesus places
this subject in the foreground, and instead of

letting His higher claims escape only at rare
intervals and in the society of His chosen friends,
He proclaims them to all and sundry, and, as one

might say, from the housetops. This raises many
questions as to the origin and purpose of this

Gospel, which cannot be fully discussed in this

place ; but it may be said that, if both representa-
tions are to be accepted as historical, we must
conceive the words of Christ as having ranged
over a wider area than is usually assumed. If in

His mind there were circles of r <:. V :i diverse

as those of the Synoptics and :' \ I < : Gospel,
there must have been ample spaces round both

circles, in which the outer elements of both might
touch and blend. There is a tendency, due to the

preoccupation of study, to narrow the life of Christ

down to what has been actually recorded ; but this

is in many ways misleading, and it is mistaken.
It is certain that the acts recorded of Him are

only a few stray flowers thrown over the wall of

an ample garden ; and it is not unreasonable to

infer that the same is true of His words.

As, however, we grow accustomed to the new
environment in the Gospel of St. John, we begin
to perceive that the figure which stands in the
midst is not so different as it appears at first sight
from the one we have just been studying. He is

still
' the Son of Man 3 as well as < the Son of God,'

though the proportion in which these names occur

is reversed. The way in which He here calls Him-
self 'the Son' and God His Father is exactly
similar to the usage in the Synoptics, only He has
these terms far more frequently on His lips. Not
a few of the most astonishing statements He
makes about Himself arc substantially anticipated
in the verse of an earlier Gospel so frequently re-

ferred to, Mt II27
. He does not hesitate, even in
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Jn., to say *my Father is greater than I' (14
28

),

or to speak of God as ' my God '

(20
17

). We have
here the same three elements in the sonship^ as

formerly the theocratic - Messianic, the ethico-

religious, and the physical or metnpiiy-k-al only

they may be mingled in somewhat diiierent pro-

portions. The Messianic we see in its most unmis-

takable form in the testimonies of the Baptist
(I

34
), of Natlianael (I

49
), of Martha (II

27
), and of

others; but the boundaries of
^

the other two will

require more careful investigation.
Two things are new the description of the Son

as 'only begotten' (I
14- 18 S1G - 18

), and the claim to

pre-exi-itom-e on the part of Jesus.

(1) The adjective /^ovoyevrjs describes the unique
Sonship of Jesus. St. John is not unaware that
there are other sons of God. So far from it, his

Gospel opens with the great statement, already

quoted, 'But as many as received him, to them

gave he power to become the sons of God, even to

them that believe on his name '

(Jn I 12
) ; and in

his First Epistle he exclaims,
'

Beloved, now are

we the sons of God, and it doth not yet appear
what we shall be: but we know that, when he
shall appear, we shall be like him; for we shall

see him as he is' (1 Jn 32
) ; but such are not sons

of God in the same sense in which Jesus is
* the

Son of God.
3

Wherein, then, does the uniqueness
consist ? It cannot lie in the ethieo -

spiritual

region ; for it is there that in this respect Jesus
and those who receive Him are one, except in

(!(!<; roe of intimacy with the Father. Most assume
i hiii it lio-> in Messiahshi]3 ; and, no doubt, in being
the Messiah, Jesus is unique. Even Weiss takes
it for granted that this is where it lies, contend-

ing again and again that nothing metaphysical is

suggested. This, however, is a mere piece of

dogmatism; for the uniqueness might quite JLS

well lie in this quarter. In fact, the verbal idea

in the adjective rather suggests it ; and it is very
Mgnific;uit that St. John treats the claim of Jesus

to JSonship as involving equality with God. In

518 we read,
' Therefore the Jews sought the more

to kill him, because he not only had broken the

Sabbath, but said that God was his Father, making
himself equal with God '

; and in 1033 f The Jews
answered him, saying, For a good work we stone

thee not, but because that thou, being a man,
makest thyself God,' this being because He had

stated,
' I and my Father are one '

(v.
30

).

The force of this is turned aside by Wendt with the assump-
tion that these notes are from the pen of a redactor, who, both
here and elsewhere, has wrought confusion in the record

emanating from the disciple whom Jesus loved. Beyschlag
takes the bull more boldly by the horns with the suggestion
that these remarks of the Jews are quoted as evidence^of their

perversity and stupidity, tho sayintrs of Jesus on which they
were comments not having implied nt all what they supposed.
But it may be left to everyone to say whether or not this is a

natural manner of reading St. John's narrative. At all events,
as a historical statement, it is of the utmoM imi>. Han* i- il'ai

by the contemporaries of Jesus His claim to U- Jn> ^-i <>" (-oti,

put forward as it was by Him, was interpreted in this way.

(2) The" passages in which Jesus claims pre-
existence are four 663 'What ancl if ye shall see

the Son of Man ascend up where he was before ?
'

;

S58 '

Verily I say unto you, Before Abraham was,
I am' ; 174- 5 I have glorified thee on the earth,
I have finished the work which thou gavest me
to do ; and now, Father, glorify thou me with
thine own self, with the glory which I had with

thee before the world was'; and (specially, 1724

'Father, I will that they also whom thou hast

given me be with me, that they may behold my
glory, which thou hast given me ; for thou lovedst

me before the foundation of the world
'

; to which

may be added 16'28
' I came forth from the Father,

and am come into the world ; again, I leave the

world, and go to the Father.' In all these cases,

not excepting the last, the leaving of the world
VOL. ii. 42

surely a real, historical event is put in the plain-
est terms in opposition to His entry into the world,
which must, therefore, be equally a real, historical

event.

Beyschlag attacks the pre-existence with vigour, and displays
remarkable ingenuity in ixpkimiim ii of an ideal existence in

the mind and purpose ot t.od. Thu-, before God thought of

Abraham, He was thinking of Jesus, who was anterior and
superior in the Divine plan. But, after the laborious analysis
is over, these great sayings draw themselves together again
and stare the reader in the face as a united and coherent aspect
of the self-consciousness of Jesus. Wendt applies to these texts

his favourite device of showing that u hat is said of Jesus, and
is supposed to imply something superhuman, i- Jil-'- <i] i>l

: id I
>

others of -whom ;;'. _ - n i". .: ; M can be
j,
n 'ii Ju<l T:i.!-,

if Jesus (838) sajo IA/ aiu Jc\vo, ~i speak that \vhich I have seen
with my Father,' He adds,

' And 3 e do that which ye have seen
with your father,* \'-* ,' '-."'." '

on,
* Ye are

*

the devil, and the i - r ' ye will do '

(

iT2\ !>< ' N, that if this "implies that Jesus pre-existed with
<oil. > i :,;-: imply also that the Jews "with whom He was con-

tending 1 I i .-" J
"

with the devil. But how futile this

kind of ,
"

. . 'nay sometimes be, is shown when the
statemei >

. i'
', lat 'the saints shall judge the world*

(1 Co 62), is used to take all the if'i.v i.-- , nd solemnity out
of the statements of Jesus as to '< ^ -ii -.i: which He is to

occupy at the Last Day as the Judge of the quick and the
dead. Wendi

'

C''\ , \\\- ivm. :L^ ;'ie great sayings of Jesus to

the lowest p"~ '. * r-i-, ;.n<! ..'i assumes that this must be
the meaning in every case. But the reader wearies of such a

process : he feels that surely Jesus cannot have put the minimum
of significance into His words on all occasions ; or, if so, how is

He to escape the charge of employing big language to express
small ideas, or confusing His hearers with enigmas which might
easily have been cleared up, had He only uttered a few plain
words of explanation? Holtzniann gives up the attempt to

read a < PM') o'l'-Vj''" meaning into words like these. Such
sayings, a, OKI'PI.T 'o him, are not genuine words of Jesus:

they are utterances of Christianity rather than of Christ, and
of Cl-t Xil.'. j,i! \ after it had passed through the mind of St. Paul

(op. fv. .'/. :: p. 433). But the situation is in all probability
the reverse : the deep resemblance between the Christqlogy of

St. John and that of St. Paul, which undoubtedly exists in spite
of superficial unlikeness, is due rather to what St. Paul learned
from the older \i.o-i]" r'll.or 'l"n cilyor ihron^

1
) ii i knowledge

and ideas of the beioved disciple being- diihised in the atmos-

phere of that age ; while the consent on this great subject, not

only of these two but of the priimthe Church as a whole, may
be traced back \\ithout hcsitauon to the tradition of our Lord's

own testimony to Himself.

The witness of Jesus to His own pre-exist om:o

is not confined to the texts just qnoiod. rcmarkiilijc
as these are, but pervades the whole mass of His
words in the Fourth Gir*]ol, and forms the pre-

-i.'l-p -;," u: of all the n^t of Hi- utterances about
ll.m -!:'. It is by commencing at this starting-

point and following this clue that the student
finds everything expanding before him as he goes
on, and all the various ideas arranging themselves

in ll'i-sr (-Lin
- "! the right hand and on the left.

"\V||, ( |u r tli< v> be any analogy to the conscious-

ness of Jesus at this point in what some of the

ancients believed about this life being a reminis-

cence of a life preceding, or in what some of the

modern poets Iiave hinted about human beings

trailing clouds of glory from an antecedent home,
may be left to everyone^ own judgment; but
Jesus habitually spok'e a,- if He were conscious of

having had an anterior existence, where He had
seen and heard what He re] "..!'! 'Ir.-r.L His

earthly life, and had received ', n .'ii'.'ii* r.' how
He should afterwards act. Thus to Nicodemus
He says (3

11'18
),

*

Verily, verily, I say unto thee,

We speak that we do know, and testify that we
have seen ; and ye receive not our witness. If I

have told you earthly things, and ye believe not,

how shall ye believe, if I tell you of lion \ only things ?

And no man hath ascended nj> 10 lion von. bin ho

that came down from heaven, cvx-n ili<: Son of

Man which is in heaven.' In the great inter-

cessory prayer He says to His Father (17
s
),

* I have

given unto them the words which thou gavest me ;

and they have received them, and, have known

surely that I came out from thee, and they have

believed that thou didst send me.
3

Cf. also 646 - 63

728.
29 23. 20. 27. 38 l49 ^Sl JglS ^^

Out of this pre-existent state Jesus was con-
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scions of having been e sent
5

into the world. This
recalls the mission of the prophets of the OT, who,
though not haunted by any reminiscence of a

previous state of existence, yet were all profoundly
conscious that they had been chosen and ordained
to do a particularwork at a particular time ; some,
like Jeremiah, being told that even from the womb
they had been destined to their peculiar vocation.
With this prophetic consciousness that of Jesus
was in close analogy ; yet the references to it

suggest a deeper mystery. Corresponding with
this sending on God's part is <i

e <on -p;.' on the

part of Jesus Himself ; and in -'-UK- < >i i V- passages
in which He says,

e
l am come,' there is the same

suggestion of something weighty and more than
usually significant. Not infrequently both con-

ceptions are blended, as in 6a '*

1 came down from
heaven, not to do mine own will, but the will of
him that sent me "

; or 72S- 29 ' Ye both know me,
and ye know whence I am ; and I am not come of

myself, but he that sent me is true, whom ye know
not ; but I know him ; for I am from him, and lie

hath sent me '

; or S42 c
If God were your Father,

ye would love me ; for I proceeded forth and came
from God; neither came T

'"

:
*

ir
.

""

:' he sent
me.' Cf. 523 ' 24' 36. 37. 38 44

;
. ;

'

. . . 42 94 HJ38

II42 1244* 49 1427 1521 165 17s - tt* 28 2021
; also 6s3 - 38 714

939 JQ10 1Q27. 28_

The object or purpose for which He was thus
e sent ' and f came into the world is expressed in a

great variety of forms, all of which, however, are
more or less suggestive of the <>V'

:
- >

'
:|: '^ unique-

ness of Him of whom "they are I'-otrl, : -.M!. though
of course some make this impression more than
others. Thus He comes to reveal the truth and
to glorify God thereby. So He said to Pilate,

f To
this end was I born, and for this cause came I into
the world, that I should bear witness unto the
truth 3

(18
37

). In His great High-Priestly prayer
He says to the Father,

' I have glorified thee on
the earth, I have finished the work which thou
gavest me to do '

; again,
'
I have manifested thy

name unto the men whict
"

, . me out of
the world '

; and again,
* I . -

:
-

: unto them
thy name, and will declare it ; that the love where-
with thou hast loved me may be in them, and I in
them' (17

4- 6- 26
). So illuminating and cum j-n-1 !!-

sive is this revelation, that He calls Ili:n-r!i' ;!?

light of the world' (see 8 12 95 1236-

<). Sometimes
He comes to judge. He even goes so far as to say,
6 The Father judgeth no man, but hath committed
all judgment unto the Son' (S

22
). Sometimes He

comes to *

save,' as in 109 '
I am the door : by me if

any man enter in, he shall be saved, and snail go
in and out, and find pasture

'

; or 1247 * I came not
to judge the world, but to save the world. 3 But
oftenest His mission is to give life, this being ex-

g-essed
in a great variety of forms. Thus, in 1010

,

e says, I am come that they might have life,
and that they might have it more abundantly.'
Sometimes the opposite alternative is tragically
suggested, as in the well known 316

, where Ho
perish

'
stands in contrast with '

life
'

; or in 851

'

Verily, verily, I say unto you, If a man keep my
saying, he shall never see death/ where death
awaits those who do not receive *life

' from Christ.

l>onii'iir\- 1<l "'
! |i: * {A '^- 'eternal* is joined with

li;" 1 *. 1 !-,-.
'

/.-i
;

of the Fourth Gospel to
conceive of i ':'','; capable of being enjoyed
even in the present world $ but it also compre-
hends the future, and this is sometimes the ruling
idea. The intimate connexion of Jesus Himself
with the bestowal of this life is extremely signi-
ficant. Thus, in 526

, He claims, 'As the Father
hath life in himself, so hath he given to the Son to
have life in himself.' At the grave of Lazarus He
exclaimed, 'I am the resurrection and the life;
he that believeth in me, though he were dead,

yet shall he live ; and whosoever liveth and be-

lieveth in me shall never die.' The communica-
tion of natural life is interchanged with that of

spiritual life ; in 521
,
for example, He says,

; As
the Father raiseth up the dead, and quickeneth
them, even so the Son

l
iiirl\i.iriilli whom, he will' ;

and farther on, at 525
, i ( i- ,';<!< led,

*

Verily, verily,
I say unto you, The hour is coming, and now is,

when the dead shall hear the voice of the Son of

God, and they that hear shall live.' The personal
share of Jesus in all this is further indicated in

His claim to be the bread of life (6
27 - 32 - 33 - 47 - 51

), and
to give the water of life (4

10 - 14 737- 38
). In view of

such sublime statements, the term 'Messianic 3

is

frequently used in a way that is a delusion and a
snare. What explanation of such pretensions is it

to say that He who made them differed from other
men and prophets by being the Messiah? The
possession of no office whatever is able to make a
mortal capable of such functions : there must be

something far above the coinpof ou< y of mere man
in any one who can be iho ^ul>j(ri of such pre-
dicates. In Cur Deits Homo Anselm develops the

argument that, the Person being such as He was,
the work must be Divine ; but the logic tells

equally in the opposite direction : the work being
such, the Person must be Divine.
Some of these works are, however, invisible,

because spiritual, and some belong to the distant
future. Hence Jesus could not show Himself
in the act of doing them. But He did works,
which all could see, that were -i^u- .ui<l^iianimet-
of these. He healed the blind, in order to prove
that He was the organ of revelation ; He raised
the dead, in order to prove that He would be the
Lord of the resurrection at the Last Day. So He
Himself interpreted His miracles ;

""

II
" '

confidently to their evidential po^ ,

the works of my Father, believe me not ; but, if I

do, though ye believe not me, believe the works ;

that ye may know and believe that the Father is

in me and I in him' (10
37 * 38

; see also I
48 418 818

1025 II4* 15 1411 1723 * 24 - 26
).

All the time, however, whilst doing His works
on earth, He was in uninterrupted communion
with His Father in heaven, actually ^jionkinjir of
Himself once (3

13
) as 'in heaven/ if the u-iuiin^

can be trusted. Such expressions have been used
to break down the testimonies to His pre-existence,
as if none of these might mean any more than
such an ideal presence elsewhere. But this is

a distinct aspect of His testimony to Himself,
and there is no inconsistency between the two.
His doctrine, His words, His works He knew
to be all the Father's (7

16 826 1410 - 24 519 - 20
). He

could say,
' He that sent me is with me ; the

Father hath not left rne alone ; for I do always
those things that please Him 9

(8
29

). With tlae

most touching nawetd He spoke of the Father's
love to Him and His own love to the Father (10

17

1723. 24.
28). He strives for 1 1,^:1:1 i ^ n.ng enough

to express the unity betwe< n Hi- I \\\ !< r and Him-
self (6

36 1038 1410 1721
). At last the climax is

reached in the utterance which brought down on
His head the charge of blasphemy,

e
l and the

Father are one '

(10
s

).

Though, however, thus united with God on
earth, He longs for return to the other world,
which is His true home. To this He often refers,
not infrequently connect in LC the thought of going
thither with that of hu\m<: come from the same
place ; and what could be more natural ? Thus, in
814 He says,

t

Though I bear record of myself, yet
my record is true ; for I know whence I came and
whither I go ; but ye cannot tell whence I come
and whither I go': and in 16s8 *I came forth
from the Father, and am come into the world ;

again, I leave the world, and go to the Father.'
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See also 662 733 - M 821 1333 142 - 12 - 2S 165 - 7 * 10 * 1G 1711 - 13

2017
.

Such is a slight sketch of the Christology of

Jesus as presented by St. John. Not every state-

ment is expressly connected with ' the Son of God 3

in so many words ; but this is the phrase that
embodies all these various elements. The summits
of the '" \ are such verses as 523- 26 858 1015 - 30

II4 - 25
i-.' i:.

'

146. 7. 9. is.
14.

^ Longer passages
specially worthy of consideration are 310"21 519 "47

$5-40 84>4? 15> j^ in one passage He deals directly
:i",-1 "!< V '<< !"!> with the charge that, in calling
Hi 1

:; -i
'"

.

'' >I"M of God,' He was making Himself

equal with God, Here was an opportunity of dis-

claiining , "..;*
"'"'

e kind, and explaining, as

many ar-
' '.. to do for Him, that the

question was only of function and character, not
of nature. He did, indeed, refer to some who, in
the OT, were called '

gods
* on account of function

alone ; but He set His own claim above theirs as

supported by a far higher reason :
l If he called

them gods unto whom the word of God came, and
the Scripture cannot be broken, say ye of him
whom the Father hath sanctified and sent into the

world, Thou blasphemest, because I said, I am the
Son of God ?

'

(lO
35
^). And He goe> on to affirm, 'The

Father is in me and I in him '

(v.
38

). It is true that
it is arguable whether in these words only function
is referred to, but the point is that something
deeper is not only not excluded but suggested.
Those who believe that all such expressions have
reference to superiority of function and character,
but not of nature, have no difficulty in finding
words by which this distinction can be made
perfectly inteHij.iiblo. Why then did Jesus, when
thus directly challenged, not find such words ?

The numerous sayings quoted in the foregoing
paragraphs amply prove that, in speaking of His
own origin and the source of His authority, He
habitually used language of dazzling splendour
and magnificence. Was this an exaggerative
manner of expressing what was ordinary, or was
it an effort to body forth in human speech what
was ioo ;:!*?! 01 :- bo be expressed? The halo round
the hoa-l of i!i-- Son of God 5

is not an invention
of primitive Christianity or ecclesiastical councils
for whatever excesses of superstition or dogmatism
these may be answerable but is due to the con-
sciousness and the testimony of Jesus Himself ;

and by the character of Him who was * meek and
lowly in heart,' as well as by the conviction of
His power to save wrought by centuries of experi-
ence into the naind of Christendom, the acknow-

ledgment is demanded that it is not an exhalation
from beneath, but an emanation from the eternal
throne.
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SON OF MAN. 1, Occurrences of the expres-
sion in the NT.

(a) In the Gospels ifc is found in 1h<*"""
eighty-one in all : Mt B^ tr' !"-* 11 1" 1-2* '.
179. li 22 ir,-2^ 20*8 23 94-" '>'' :"-!' 11 ;& . . , ',

times]; Mk 210.28 gui .w 99.12 : io-'w 45 i .

times] ; Lk 524 C5- 22 734 922. 26. 44. GS nso
"

1 88. 31 if)] 21^7. 36 2222. 48. 69 247 [25 times] ;

'

'

828 935RVm i223.:w&is 1331 [12 times]. It is obvious to remark
that these eighty-one passages do not by any means represent
as many different occasions on which the phrase is reported to
have been used. Thus of the thirty passages cited from Mt. it

will be found on examination that nine have direct parallels in
both Mk. and Lk. ; that four have parallels in Mk. only, and

eight in Luke only ;
while the remaining nine are peculiar to

Matthew (see the tables provided by Driver in Hastings' DB iv.

579, Schmidt, EBl iv. 4713, and by J. A. Robinson in The Study
of the <?no*><7. ". KC -F \ T~ ti, a rauei passages in the Synoptics,
which . to this particular expression,
attention will be directed later.

(6) Apartfrom the Gospels
' the Son of Man '

is found only in
Ac 756 (cf . Lk 2269). In Rev 113 and ul4 the expression used,
though akin, is not the same : it is

' one [sitting-] like unto a son
of man,' which is a precise reproduction of the phrase In Dn 713.

"With but one exception the'name as found in the
r*

"*

.

"

used only "by OUT Lord Himself. The
5 \

;
. Jn 12s4 , and even there it is presupposed

that Jesus had spoken of Himself as ' the Son of
Man. 3 'The multitude therefore answered him,
We have heard out of the law that the Christ
abideth for ever ; and how sayest thou, The Son of
Man must be lifted up ? Who is this Son of Man ?

'

The multitude are familiar with the title
' the Son

of Man'; to them it
" "" "

,

"
T

'""

Messiah ;

their difficulty is to
'

I i :

:

| with ex-
altation through death. The impression derived
from this passage, that the title under discussion
was by no means new upon the lips of our Lord,
however great the access of content it received
from His '

"

;-

' '

" "
.

'

"rmed by the
-"^:iip< .ir'i i ,- , , -. . . -. k>spel narra-
. \\ '-

, !H TO .

"
, .', '.-"; -,

or the wider

public., were in any wise perplexed by the designa-
tion. This fact, it may be remarked in passing,
has not been allowed its due weight by those who,
like Westcott (Gospel of St. John, p. 33 ff., 'It was
essentially a new title

3

), regard the "!

"

!," ,
-

tiri-j
:

!iHiii^ with our Lord; or who,
'

* !l. '^ :

,
Y/' 7 /T

* /'. i. 73), explain the employment of it by
Jesus on the supposition that, if not new, it was
not one of the current Messianic titles. If new, or

unfamiliar, the frequent use of such a ^f "!
-
;

: i

tion must have occasioned remark, and ealiea tor

explanation, which would surely have found record
'

in one or other of the Evangelic narratives. If

then the Gospels, both by what they say and by
what they leave unsaid, favour the view that ' Son
of Man ' was already known, prior to the ministry
of Jesus, as a Messianic title, it becomes needful to

trace, in so far as we may, its history. Next, we
must try to ascertain at what period in His minis-

of tlie name in NT writings other than the

Gospels.
2. Source of the title. TC.ilO n-pcr^T. writing

in 1900 (TheoL Rundsckau, p. 201 tf.), regards it as

one of the * fixed points
'

gained in the course of

recent discussion, that the origin of the NT phrase,
and in large part its explanation, are to be sought
in the OT, and especially in Dn 713. Previous dis-

cussion had been limited too exclusively to the Or.

o\ptti--i<m 6 vibs TOV &v6p<J)Trov ; and, owing to sucli

I'm i ii a lion, results were obtained (such as that our
Lord reiterated c His mere liunsi'ii 1

;.
." or that He

was 'the ideal man/ or th,-. . i.<i!'i
:

,!i^
human was

alien to Him') which stood in no obvious relation

to passages in which the title is "i -i

"

!: 1
_.

,
1

passages bearing on our !.'. P. ." .1".,

Parousia. The appropriateness of the use of the
title in sayings of the latter class was at once

apparent when it was viewed in the light of Dn 713 .

Not that the title itself is to be found there. The
writer of Daniel describes a vision in which four

great beasts corne up from the sea a lion, a bear,
a 1 eopard, a beast with ten horns. They are judged
by the 'Ancient of Days,' and their dominion is

taken from them. Thereupon the prophet pro-
ceeds :

'
T saw in the niofht visions, and, behold, there came with the

clouds of heaven OTIC like unto a son of man, and he came even
to the ancient of days, and they brought him near before him.
And there was given to him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom,
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that all the peoples, nations, and languages should serve him :

his dominion is an 1 ~.:->.-i / <\ >.

'

vhich shall not pass
away, and his kingdv . ..- ...:>:. be destroyed.'

It will "be noted that in this more accurate render-

ing (tliat of the RV) the phrase which is of most
moment in the subject now under discussion is

quite indefinite :

* one like unto a son of man/
i.e. one with human attributes in contrast to the

ferocity of 'the beasts.
3 The question at once

arises. Whom are we to understand by the 'one
like unto a son of man '

? The answer most com-

monly given has been the Messiah ; and there is

much to be said for that answer yet, in spite of the
dissent of a large number of more recent exegetes.
They point to the fact that when Daniel receives

the interpretation of his vision (7
17~27

), not a word
is said about the 'one like unto a son of man,

3 but
with threefold iteration (vv.

18 * 23- 27
) it is asserted

that after judgment upon the beasts, dominion
will be given to 'the saints of the Most High.'
Hence it is said that on the testimony of the text
of Daniel itself, the ' one like unto a son of man '

does not denote a person, but e the glorified and
ideal people of Israel* (see, e.g., Driver, Com., on

Daniel, p. 102; Drummond, Jewish Messiah., p.

229). So strongly indeed lias this view impressed
itself upon the minds of some, that they apply the

impersonal interpretation of the phrase in Dn 7ia

as a test to the passages in which our Lord is

ropio-^nioil by the Evangelist^ as using the words
tin? >on f Man. 3 Thus J. Estlin Carpenter (The

Synoptic Gospels^ pp, 372, 388), -';;!"'.>;.. i".:- phrase
in Daniel as emblematic and <! v- i i \ t ,

;i !! main-

taining that Jesus used it in its original meaning,
arrives at the conclusion that ' wherever . . . the
term is individualized and used M<: IJMM'T";. . *..o

have evidence of the later influen--^ o" ! ( \\ : 1 .

Jesus never used it to designate Himself. '

It is

obvious that the application of such a canon would
have far-jxtjclihi^ results. But is the interpreta-
tion upon which it is based quite sure ? The writer
of Daniel does not regard

4 the saints of the Most
High

3 as coming down from heaven. They are

already upon the earth, suffering the oppression of

the tyrant symbolized by the 'little horn,' and
awaiting deliverance and reversal of condition,
which come when the Most High sits for judgment.
It "would surely be somewhat incongruous to

symbolize the saints passing from the depths of

misery to exaltation by one who descends from
heaven to earth. On the other hand, it accords

entirely with the conception which dominates Dn 7
of a complete change of conditions, if by

c one like
a son of man ' we understand a Divinely empowered
Ruler sent from on high to reign where the *four

kings,' the *

great beasts,' whose origin had been of

the earth (v.
17

), had borne sway.

If it be urged that had the writer of Dn 7 intended the Messiah
in v.13, he could not have omitted mention of Him when he goes
" ' ' "

'
J j ""

vision, and could not have spoken so unre-
fcowal of

* kinsrdom and dominion '

upon the
saints of

-"
o_M.<>; IF'jrh. il IT -r. M- >< I.|M ! th .

"

"-
i

"

<

"

1 -

mony wit 1
"" v ir.ir in y bo di-c.vnod >'i oils ir

"
i : . -.

if the thought oi the author of Daniel is found to aweil more on
the glories of the Kingdom of the latter days and the felicity of

warrant, therefore, as Driver (who, however, holds that *the
title . . . does not in Daniel directly denote the Messiah,' op.
clt. p. 104) points out, for saying that 'the Kingdom is not to
he thought of without" its King.* Arid there is also no sufficient

warrant to as-smne tliar if m the recital of a vision there is men-
tion of the Me^aianic King, He, rather than His subjects, must
have mention when the vision is interpreted. Tt is through
failure to make allowance for this that N". Schmidt (77/?i iv.

4710) complains that the Messianic interpretation of Dn 713
'

fails

to explain how the Messiah, once introduced, can bave dropped,
so completely out of the author's thought, not) only in the ex-

planation of the vis-ion, \\hore He is unceremoniously ignored,
but also in the future deliverance, with which Michael ha- much
to do but the Messiah nothing.' Hence Schmidt suggests that
the ' one like unto a son of man '

is no other than Michael him-

self,
"

: 1"
"

"T--
'

('Michael your prince,
' Dn 1021)

a *.. 'no real assistance. The absence
of a . angel in the interpretation of

the vision is not more easy of explanation than the absence
therefrom of the mention of the Messiah. Indeed, of the two
conceptions, that of the gift of everlasting dominion over all

peoples to the guardian angel Michael, being the more un-

familiar, would urgently demand some explicit word of ex-

planation.

In order to discover how Jewish readers of the
Book of Daniel in the time shortly preceding and

shortly following our Lord's ministry interpreted
that figure, which was presented so suddenly, to

be so speedily withdrawn, we turn to the evidence
of the Similitudes of the Book of Enoch and of

2 Esdras. Both books are quite certainly of Jewish

origin, and both afford unmistakable testimony as

to the deep impression made by tl "".'"
,\ , . 1 i _ "f Daniel, which would .

;.

v
" '

i

;.'i 'i:.
:

';y with the concept of 'one like a son oi

man.3

Tfie date of the Book of Esdras is undis-

puted :

'

:

" "

. . to the closing decades of the
lirst ", * ->ur era, i.iiproxiinatoly to A.D.

81. The date of the Similitudes a later portion
of the Book of Enoch is more open to doubt.
R. H. Charles (Book of Enoch, p. 29) holds them to

have been written between B.C. 94-79, or B.C. 70-64.
Schiirer (HJP II. iii. 68) places them somewhat
later : 'at the very soonest, in the time of Herod,'
i.e. between B.C. 37-4. Thus, according to both
these authorities, the Similitudes are pre-Christian.
Whether they have been subjected to interpolation*-,
at Christian hands has been much debated. The
plea that such interpolations, had they taken

place, must have gone further, appears conclusive.
Schiirer (I.e.] claims, with reason, that 'this much
at least ought to be admitted, that the view of the
Messiah presented in the part of the book at

present under consideration [the Similitudes'] is

perfectly -\
;"":!

,ii-V on Jewish grounds, and that
to accouns i'-r -i> ! view it is not necessary to
assume that it was due to Christian influences.
Nothing of. -'

.,";.
r*i

*

'dan character is to be
met with in : \ -. s

"

< , .' We are concerned
here with the Messianic teaching of the Similitudes

only so far as they adopt and develop the concept
derived from Daniel of a heavenly 'Son of Man. 3

The following extracts (cited from Charles
5

tr.)

may suffice :

In ch. 46, Enoch is represented as saying, when relating his
vision of the Judgment :

c And there I saw One who had a Head
of Bays, and His head was white like wool, and with Him was
another boing whoso countenance had the appearance . . . like
one of the holy angels. And I asked the anirel who went with me
and showed me all the hidden things, concerning that Son of

Man, who he was, and whence he was, and why he went with the
Head of Days? And he answered and said unto me, This is the
Son of Man who hath righteousness, with whom dwelleth
liuhteou^nehs. and who reveals all the treasures of that which
js hukkn, beoause the Lord of Spirits hath chosen him, and
his lot before the Lord of Spirits hath surpassed c\ erything in

uprightness for ever. And this Son oi Man \vhom thou hast
seen will arouse the kings and the mighty ones from their

couches, and the strong from their thrones, and will loosen
the reins of the strong and grind to powder the teeth of the
sinners. And he will put down the kings from their thrones
and kingdoms, because they do not extol and praise him, 1101

thankfully acknowledge whence the kingdom \\as besiouod

upon them.' In ch. 62 we read :
' And thus the Lord com-

manded the kings and the mighty and the exalted, and those
who dwell on the earth, and said, Open your eyes and lift up
your horns if ye are able to recognize the Elect One. And the
Lord of Spirits seated him (i.e. the Messiah) on the throne of

His glory, and the spirit of righteousness was poured out upon
him, and the word ot hi^ moiuh slew all the sinners, and all the

unrighteous were destroyed before his face. And there will

stand up in that day all the kings, and the exalted, and those
who hold the earth, and they will see and recognize him how he
sits on the throne of his glory, ;.r.-l nghieoa-nc-- is judged
before him, and no lying word is bpokcri buore 1 im. , . . And
one portion of them will look on IMO ciiu r, an<l they will be
terrified and their countenance wi ! n.'l, and jKiin will seize
them when they see that Son of Man silting on the throne of
his glory. And the kings - . . will gloriiy and bless and extol

i

him who rules over all, who was hidden. For the Son of

j

Man \\as hidden before Him, and the V - TT'.-
1

-

)
r' -. r 1

. .<!
'

"MI

j
in the pn-nioe of TTi- might, and re 1

- :ii-, ! r.'.'i :o ;'; < ", ..'

1 See alfco O'J-" And lu- sat on the throne of his glory, and the
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sum of judgment was committed unto him, the Son of Man,
and he caused the sinners and those who have led the world
astray to pass away and be destroyed from off the face o the
earth.' These passages leave no room to question how the
author of ttie Similitudes interpreted Daniel's ' one like unto
a son of man.' To him the phrase characterized no symbolic
figure, but a celestial person, Divinely endowed with world-wide

dominion, and appointed to be the judge of all men. The
descripti . ". "- 3ess of becoming a title

; passing
through - - ' this Son of Man,'

' that Son of

Man,' 11 \..
- -

-^
Elian.'

In ii IN J,i i here is no such d* .,".-)]>L' .! i of I*M> iTu* se, 'one
like unto a son of man,' as w<. 'i"-! : : n- ,* ;/'' ", . but the

dependence upon Daniel and the Messianic interpretation of Dn
?!<* is not less clear. Esdras is represented as recounting a

dream, in which he saw coming
'

up from the midst of the sea
as it were the likeness of a man ; and I beheld [he proceeds],
and, lo, that man flew with the clouds of heaven : and when he
turned his countenance to look, all things trembled that were
seen under him. . . . And after this, I beheld, and, lo, there
was gathered together a multitude of men, out of number, from
the four winds of heaven, to make war against the man that
had come out of the sea.' This multitude he destroys by the
mere breath of his mouth, and then he is seen to *

call unto him
.

"' '
-,- When Esdras seeks the

.
' ' Whereas thou sawesfc

a man coming up from the midst of the sea, the same is he
whom the Most High hath kept a great season, which by his
own self shall deliver his creatures : and he shall order them
that are left behind. . . . Behold, the days come when the Most
High will begin to deliver them that are upon the earth. . . .

and it shall be when these things shall come to pass, and the

signs shall happen that I showed thee before, then shall my
Son be revealed, whom thou sawest as a man ascending. . . .

And this my Son shall rebuke the nations which are conie for
their wickedness. . . . And he shall destroy them without
labour by the law, which is likened unto fire.' The '

peaceable
multitude '

is further explained to be Israel, of whom this
' son '

of the Most High is not the symbol, but the Saviour.

The writings of Enoch and Esdras are, it is

reasonable to assume, only the survivors of other

\l-i'-;;
7
\ M-O- nf the same period, which in like

in.i'i'h-.
1

, !",-.'*<; themselves on the vision of Daniel,
and sought to -uiiply in their own way what the

prophet had ](-fr 11*11 ioL<l concerning
l one like unto

a son of man.' If so, that phrase would also in-

evitably turn in the popular miiid into a definite
Messianic title, calling for no question when it was
heard from the lips of Jesus, unless it were as to
His right to appropriate it. It is suggestive to
find that later on a more subordinate expression
in Dn 713 was adopted in similar fashion, and that
^33 "13=* son of cloud,' or *

cloud-man/ became a
Rabbinic title for the Messiah (see Levy, NHWB,
s.v. ^33).
At this point it is needful to pause to consider

how our Lord's use of the expression
* the Son of

Man '

is affected by the fact that He spoke Aramaic.
If 6 vlbs TOV avQptiirov is turned into Aramaic, does
it give an expression which could be employed as
a title ? Or, to put it otherwise, is perhaps 6 vibs

r. &j>6p&Trov a mistranslation of the words actually
uttered by Jesus, or an expression of later growth
imported into His sayings by Greek -

speaking
Christians ? Within the last decade, more especi-
ally, the^e questions have been keenly discussed.
AYellhau-sen gave stimulus to the debate by a foot-
note in his IJ&* (1895, p. 346), in which he said:
' Since Jesus spoke Aramaic He did not call Him-
self 6 vibs rov dp#pc67rou, but barnascha ; that, how-
ever, means 'the Man/ and nothing else, the
Aramaeans having no other expression for the
notion. The earliest Christians did not understand
that Jesus called TTim-elf imj>ly the Man. They
held Him to be the Moolah, made accordingly a
designation ^

of the Messiah out of barnascha, and
translated it not by 6 &v6puiros, as they should,
but quite erroneously by b vtbs roO &v6pd>7rov.

3

Wellhausen further lays stress on the fact that St.
Paul makes no use of the expression

e Son of Man/
and refuses to admit any evidence which might be
cited from Enoch, on the arbitrary plea that c the
Son of man in the Book of Enoch must be left out
of account, so long as it is not established that the
relative portion of the book was known, or could
be known, to Jesus.'

In 1896, H. Lietzniann published a brochure Der JMenschen-
sohn in which, after a review of previous opinions, he enters
into a discussion of

* Son of Man '

in Aramaic, with the result
that he declaies the expression to have been in Galilsean

Aramaic, 'the most colourless and indeterminate designation
of a human individual 'one that might be used as an indefinite

pronoun (p. 38). The use of "in in the compound phrase is

described as a
*

genuine Semitic pleonasm,' and it is maintained
that no intelligible distinction existed between z?:m and BO H3.
To say with Wellhausen that where the Gospels have 6 vlos T. &9.
the i -

*

- vSaeairoe will not do, accord-
ing 1 . . . 1 ,

"'-.' i . ;;
.

arid '\ r ,. .: V-.* do most certs. ! :

use .!-..!." \
, but

* Jesus r '.-,'.-. .
-

of Man "
of Himself, since in Aramaic it does not exist, and for

linguistic reasons cannot exist
'

(op. tit. p. 85). The formula is
to

" "

htiicus of Hellenistic theology,
wh . /ipv ...'v -i-.-. was ,'iiiplii.rl fir&c

'

_ i -M-* i.'i i >, : to Hi-, P.'isMon,''.' '
* the narratives.

In i&ay, Vvennausen returned to this subject (Skizzen und
Vorarbeiten, Sechstes Heft), and in'the main declared his adop-
tion of Lietzmann's conclusion that Jesus, speaking Aramaic,
could not make the dnToruioe which is made in Greek between

Kvtiptotros and a -^.c; :-. a.j'J. ; that so far as this difference is

made in the Gospels it is not authentic, but is derived from
interpreters and editors. Wellhausen withdraws from the posi-
tion he had formerly advocated, that Jesus did adopt 'the
Man '

as a title, meaning thereby that He fulfilled the ideal of

humanity. He now declares that to impute such a meaning to
our Lord is not warrantable, and that in the absence of that
meaning the supposed title would be wholly meaningless, and
therefore it was not employed. The use of c vlos T. &v0. in the
Gospels is explained as due to the fact that th
Dn 7^3 are put into the mouth of Jesus in Mk
after it became the custom in all passages which 'refer to the
Return of Jesus to avoid the pronoun, and to place instead ' the
Son of Man.' Then followed the same usage in other than
eschatologio 1 K.-^I ''_.. (op. cil. p. 210). Wellhausen again
adduces in ' o'lt'u: M i"ii of the position that this -

"""

tion of Jesus is not authentic, "<:. '
. . >

entire absence of the express? ..> r ''
"1 . _ than the

On the other hand, Dalman (Die Worte Jem, 1898 [Eng. tr.-v
,

. .7 x - - -

'Protestant. Monatshefte, 1898, Hefte
\ . ! i ;

- the linguistic premises of Lietzniann
and Wellhausen, and contested their conclusions. They both
maintain that Jesus did certainly call Himself 'the Son of Man,'
using the title in a Messianic sense, and with direct reference to
Dn 7*3, though both hold the primary sense of 'a son of man,'
in that verse, to be collective, and -'ot p-r^-i'!"

1

. Dal:i'un
adduces evidence to show that 'the J v--ii I*.

'

-": i;,ri Xr.-tpmo
of the earlier period possessed the term EMK for a human
being, while to indicate a number of human beings it employed
occasionally NS^JN ^3. The singular number &?JK 12 was not in
use ; its appearance being due to imitation of the Hebrew text,
where [apart from Ezekiel] Q1K p is confined to poetry, and,
moreover, uncommon in it. The case in Dn 713, where the

person coming
1 from heaven is described as JWN "OD,

* one like

unto a son of man,' is just as uncongenial to the style of prose
as the designation of God in the same verse as KW pT\y

* the
advanced in days

'

(op. cit. p. 237). Moreover, just as in Hebrew

p is never made definite, so is the definite expression
13 *

quite unheard of in the older Jewish Aramaic litera-

ture.' The common use of BUK na= 'man' in Jewish. Galilssan

and Christian Palestinian literature is to be regarded as a later
innovation. That this later usage was not already in vogue in
the dialect spoken by our Lord (of which no written specimen
from His time is in evidence) is demonstrated by His words as
r s r: }*'' *,t - i. *-.

'

"Man/*
" " " " "

T .

" " "

1

.r.L : - !-,.'. .-loughthes ; .

:
,

''." -" <
~ r

'*
' p ccurs for 'man,* and ol vlot r>v a,vQpuvwv

only
'

* V t i- t TT
" ' '

i . . : . 'rom the""

i
i-

1
".! i.v of i !!;.: Jthough

i 'I -> all
"

,

'

.
. ian" for

man "
? That cs

"

i against
Lietzniann and "VI

"

*Son of
man ' was a possible expression in the Aramaic of our Lord's
day, and that by r- -"MaiVarX1

i' v.a- :id;!pu-<l
vor u-o as a title.

'To the Jews it wc-ul'l '->o, purely u nililicnl v. w d.' To ihr same
effect Schmiedel, who sums up" his view of the linguistic part
of the controversy thus : the Aramaic Lexicon * must nob say
barnascha means "man," and nothing more, but it must run
thus : barnascha, (1) man, (2) abbreviated designation of the
form "

like a son of man "
(i.e.

"
like a m,-in

"

) in Dn 7 i;j
, which,

although, according to vv.18- 22- 2
7, signifying the saints of the

Most High, was held to Tbe the Messiah. We, on our part, de-
clare that second meaning to be extant, and to have been so

already before the Lime of Jesus' (I.e. 2(54). Reference is made
below (3 5) to ill o r< p'ic.-- of Dalman and Schmiedel to the argu-
ment ex t- "/,'''. !. }"! i, as already stated, it has been
sought to 't -I - *

r! !' I'sit: theory that ( ihc Son of Man' in
the Gospels is

rip genuine utterance of Jesus.
In 1901, 1*. Piebig published the result of a fresh and very

thorough examination of the linguistic evidence on the matter
ar isMie. The main contribution in his dissertation (Dcr
MGiiwhensohn) is a demonstration that BUK and tf&'JK were, in
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spite of their formal '!] Ts-'U < - .vr! definiteness, completely
interchangeable; anc i-i.-.i -i:Ml,.ih i-u compound expressions
&>3 -a and NBU ~a were alike employed to express either of the

three meanings (1) the man, (2) a man, (3) some one. Hence,
either expression might be rendered by a ulos t. M. t

or by vlos

ccvB., or since, according to Fiebig, the use of the compound
expression as the precise equivalent of KMN without 13 was no

relatively late introduction from the Syriac by a,v6pu$ (p. 56).
That in the Gospels a distinction is maintained by using o utos

T. jc,v9., and not <5 &.vttp<uvo; alone, is due to the desire to bring
out that the fuller phrase is used with direct reference to

en "in in Dn 7*3. But whether in all cases the distinction has

been accurately made by the translators is matter for investiga-
ti

n "*" " the ambiguity of the Aramaic expression.
P . .on the evidence of Enoch and Esdras,
as i

... themselves, that 'the Son of Man,' or
it

"
-in our Lord's day a current title for the

Messiah.

The above linguistic discussion has demonstrated
considerable diversity of opinion, as could hardly
fail to be the case in the absence of any contem-

porary example of the dialect spoken in Galilee at
the time of our Lord's earthly ministry. In their

estimate of probabilities afforded by cognate dia-

lects, or by 1
'

. , cholars are sure to differ

somewhat. \ the whole 'I'.M-- 1

'!^ ,,-! in
has been fruitful in suggestion to the .NT critic.

But the attempt made in connexion with it to

account for the presence in the Gospels of e the Son
of Man ' on some other grounds than that it repre-
sents a self-designation employed by our Lord,
can only be characterized as an elaborate failure.

Wellhausen's invocation of h \
j

> > : r ( i ; 1 1 Apoca-
lypses to explain the presen- \- i" ri" :->cords of

Jesus, and in those records not in the ;:
|

-<v 1 \
\

:!<

passages alone, of a title which (ex
f\ ////. !!

did not use, removes no difficulty, but^only calls

aloud itself for s"-
1

; ,.'*-
" )w such a thing could

be. The belief ,-,

'

. -is the genuine utter-

ance of Jesus is left unshaken.
3. When did our Lord adopt the title ' Son of

Man 5
? There can be but one answer, if we are

justified in assuming that 'the Son of Man' was
already a Messianic title before our Lord employed
it. He ca

"
- ,,^'1 " :^ i.l- ;, "'1\ '<>

St. Peter's -..M!.--' .-.-r Mi- M '',.
:

;.,,
i ,\-, ,

Philippi. But do the Gospels lend colour to any
such limitation? Turning to the earliest of the

Synoptics, and we may confine our attention just
now to the Synoptics, we are met by the signifi-
cant fact that St. Mark has the phrase only twice
(2

10- s8
) prior to the Caesarean incident ; St. Luke

has it four times (5
24 65* 7s4), and St. Matthew

nine times (8
20 96 1023 II19 128- 32 - 40 1337 - 41

). Thus,
in by far the greatest number of cases the title

occurs subsequent to Peter's confession. "What,
then, is to be said as to its occurrence in such
cases as are prior to that confession? No one
answer will suffice. Certainly it will not do to
resort to the expedient of -n\ IP.;; i lin I ( lu title was
but little known, and thj> (

<:
i- Mo ismio applica-

tion might be missed until our Lord Himself, late
in His ministry, brought it into direct relation to
Daniel's ].:>.].IUH-V : or to adopt the alternative
offered by llnlvnuim (NT Theol. vol. i. p. 264) of

saying that 'the son of man 5

or 'man' was used
by Jesus at first in its ordinary -:,.:: 1 1 ".!.i-. and
then, by reason of the stress He*!.; i' on

"

, ,v ie to
be to the disciples an <Mii<iinj>tic word, which
brought them to see that ihcir Ma>ier was a man
not as others, but with a unique calling, and at

length to find in Him the Messiah. Either sup-
position would leave unexplained how the adoption
of the title, whether unfamiliar or familiar, could
have passed unchallenged, and not have called
forth question-* as to the sense in which Jesus was
using i he wor<l<. As little is help to be found in

Fiebig's suggestion that one reason why our Lord
chose this title (

f the Man,' M0<!<mlin<i to Fiebig),
was that men would find in il " meaning, though
they might fail to apprehend the meaning with

which Jesus employed it (op. cit. p. 120). Here,
again, allowance is not made for the extreme

difficulty of supposing that a speaker could apply
a title to himself unless it were with an obvious

purpose, which his hearers would certainly discern.

There is not the least ground for supposing that
it was a more usual thing in Aramaic than it is

in our own language for any one to speak of him-
self in the third person. Such a form of speech
might lend itself to more definite self-revelation,
but clearly it was in no wise calculated to secure
self-concealment. Wrede, in a note in ZNTW
(1904, Heft 4), urges that in recent discussions

about the 'Son of Man 3

too little attention has
been given to the really astonishing fact that Jesus
is represented in the Gospels as quite habitually
speaking of Himself as of a third person, and yet,
so far as the Gospels show, no one thought it

strange. Wrede is justified in saying that only
our early familiarity with the language of the

Gospels makes us insensible to the difficulty
created by the frequency of the recurrence of the
title ; but he surely greatly exaggerates the diffi-

culty when he finds in it a most coiiviru-in^ argu-
ment to deny that Jesus used

""
-I !

'

,'*

all. Certainly it was an unu -.:..! , K /
of speech to adopt. But th? .

"

,.-

cient reason for assuming that our Lord did not

adopt it, even because it was more calculated to

arrest attention when He desired to lay stress on
His Messianic claims, and on special aspects of

them. The real difficulty lies in the supposition
that an unwonted form of speech, most calculated
to provoke inquiry coiu-oriiin^ the speaker, was

adopted by Jesus at a liim- v hen, according to the

testimony of the Synoptics, He studiously avoided

making His identity known, when He had not even
affirmed His Messiahship to the inner circle of the
Twelve. It is needful, therefore, to look in detail at
the passages cited above, in which the title is found
prior to the declaration of our Lord's Messiahship.
For that declaration, see Mt 1616

, Mk 8-
9
, Lk 920

.

Taking first the pi ;rcs- in SI. Mark, with their

parallels in the oilier !>\ nopiic -, and turning to
Mk 210

(cf. Lk 5-4
,
Mt 9),Ve are confronted at once

with the representation that quite early in His
ministry, when in the presence of hostile scribes,
Jesus definitely identifies Himself with the 'Son
of Man,' s

. . . that ye may know that the Son
of Man hath power on earth to forgive sins ... I

say unto thee, Arise.' It is, of course, possible that
the incident is not here in its due chronological
position tl

'

:

" -

\ belongs to a much later
time in the i -

'

arrative. But there is no
reason, unl . '. ; resence of the phrase now" .'*. to think so. More likely is it that in

!

'

ambiguity of the Aramaic is account-
able for the presence of the title in the Greek
rendering. The scribes were charging Jesus with

blasphemy because He assumed to pronounce the

forgiveness of sins, that being, as they held, in the

power of God only, and not in that of any man.
Jesus responds 1 -\ ! : : i"!

;

, \ *
I j , T- d a convinc-

ing sign that ev ':' ; i!.; ri : , is:.: II imself] hath
authority,'etc.

x
si( 'i a -i-c ! i ! i

: --" : the passage
finds support in Mt 98

, where we read ttat the
multitudes who stood by

'

glorified God, which had
given such authority unto men' the multitudes

understanding our Lord to have employed no title,
and taking the expression He used in its collective
sense.

In Mk 228 (cf Lk 65
, Mt 128) our Lord's argument

in regard to the observance of the Sabbath seems
to demand that (man J

should be substituted where
we now read 'the Son of Man.' He is vindicating
the action of His disciples, and asserting for afl

others the same freedom in regard to the use of

the Sabbath as they had exercised. Jesus is
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not concerned to assert His own personal rights,
but those of His followers, and of all who suffered
from restrictions which threatened to turn that
which was given for man's benefit into a bondage.
' The Sabbath was made for man ... so that man
is lord [or rather " owner "

xtpios answering here
to a familiar sense of the Hebrew ^jn Swete, Com.
on St. Mark] even of the Sabbath.

3

Taking next the two remaining pre-Csesarean
occurrences of ' the Son of Man '

in St. Luke, the
earlier of the two, Lk 622

, presents little difficulty.
It is an obvious case of an editorial insertion of the
title. Where St. Luke has < for the Son of Man's
sake,' Mt 511

has, 'for my sake 'the latter being
clearly the earlier form of the saying. Lk 734 (cf.Mt II19

) is quite conceivably another case of the
reverent substitution by tradition of the title in
place of a pronoun. Our Lord i- 'i ': IT
action with that of the Baptist, tt

. i
,

'

I.,

'

than that He should say, 'John the Baptist is

come^. . . I am come 3

? The title can be deemed
here in no wise essential.

It remains to glance at six : , .

: - the First

Gospel besides those already
'

'.. in which
e the Son of Man 3

is found prior to Peter's confes-
sion. Taking these cases in order of their occur-
rence in the Gospel, it is sufficient as to the first,Mt S20, to note that its parallel is Lk 958 Le.

according to St. Luke the incident of the scribe
who volunteered to follow Jesus was subsequent to
Peter's confession. There is no reason to suspect
here any misconception of our Lord's words on the
part of His translators. He cannot have said that
in contrast to beasts and birds 'man 3 hath not
where to lay his head. The contrast drawn is
between such creatures and Himself, the Messianic
'Son of Man. 5

If even He had no resting-place,
His followers might know thereby what hardship^\ -, --I- I,- :.-,-,. ."

'

::,;.-... Mt 1023 is quite
' .'_::! i- i- .,.' ';: order ; it belongs

' ' '' '
-

' ". ,. "on of the Twelve,
and to a connexion in which a larger work was
r("i{'iM|.];i((y] than that with which they were then
entrusted. But the Evangelist, Folluv, !::- his pre-
ference for topical arrangement, IIH- link--! these
later words to the instructions given to the Twelve
when they were about to set out on their earliest

missionary expedition.
Mt 1232, when compared with Lk 1210 and with

Mk 328, is found to be a combination of two different

reports of our T.
'"

< v'-vasto^ ,- Y i^ .
-. , *!

the Holy Spi?i .

_
\!\":J

-

has n<- ...' ..-" .
!' i->

Son of Man/ but it has the expression, quiio unique
in the Gospels, 'the sons of men. 3

It runs ilm>, :

' All their sins shall be forgiven unto the sons of
men, and their blasphemies . . . but whosoever
shar

M.^-l-.'-n.'
r-Mi::-: the Holy Spirit. . . .* In

the : ,: ::!!.! ", :
^

. ! ::\--, the unwonted phrase 'the
sons <>:' >. -i

"

-.i a; :<>,, r->. and its place is taken by
the^iamiliar expression

' the Son of Man,' and the
entire saying is modified in accordance therewith.
That St. Mark has the utterance in its genuine
form is unquestionable. Whether' it properly be-

longs to the period before the incident at Ceesarea,
or, as St. Luke suggests, was later than it, it did
not contain the title 'the Son of Man.'
Mt 124<>

(cf. Lk 11s0
). It is sufficient to point

out that St. Luke places this -J.>i!i, > "iiltsr of
time considerably later than doe- ^

. Ms. ..', v . and
as before, preference must be given to St. Luke in
a matter of chronological order.

Finally, the parable of the Tares, in the explana-
tion of which the title appears twice (Mt 1387 * 41

),

may, with good reason, be *aid to belong to a late
period in our Lord3

s ministry. Tr owes its present
position to St. Matthew's desire to bring it into
the collection of parables comprised in his 13th
chapter. i

Thus, of the instances in which our Lord's self-

designation appears in the Synoptic Gospels prior
to their recital of Peter's confession at Ceesarea

Philippi, there is not one which can, on examination,
be held to afford proof that this Messianic title was
used by Him before His follower had declared Him
to be the Messiah, or to invalidate the assumption
that the use of the title by our Lord began at the
time of that declaration, not earlier.

In St. Matthew's account of the incident at Ceesarea there
are remarkable additions, both to our Lord's question and to
Peter's answer. In Mt 1613 we read :

* Who do men say that the
Son of Man is ?

' ~"
-

'

_
'

i :
c Thou art the Christ, the

Son of the living I. !

"
,.

- le question is: 'Who do
men say that I am ?

* The answer is simply : Thou art the
Christ.' - "

,

'
'

,.'. - with but slight variations, with
St. Mark, "

.- '\
, multitudes say that I am ? . . .

Thei Christ of God.' We have here another case the most
notable of all such cases in which the title has been substituted
for the pronoun which our Lord employed

"~ ~ "

,

in this case the additional clause was first

answer, and that the substitution in our
occasioned by it a substitution which represents tne desired
answer as already provided in the statement of the question.
TT,l!y !.!!! "nv be right

'

* __'>' ^-.
*-

doctrinal interests
p.iv ,'i

i-
. './s.u. for such :

* - .! '

'

-, _
'

v ^ cit. vol. i. p. 258)
that 'the First n\!ii j^l'-i :.!!) -jsrs as the theologian, who sees
in the "Son of M.vi ;<_ i,'>\<.->i> of the "Son of God," and so

prepares the way for the doctrine of the two natures.' Whether
T ".,-" -

"
to be ascribed to St. Matthew himself,

<!
' " r

" " " due to the theological tendency of a
later hand, may be regarded as an open question.

For other instances than those already cited of
this variation the title appearing in one Gospel,
but not in the parallel passage in another, or in
the other two see Lk 128 as compared with Mt 1032 ;

Mt 1628
,
cf. Mk 91 and Lk 927 ; Mk 1045 and Mt 2028

,

cf. Lk 2227
; Mk 831 and Lk 922

, cf. Mt 1621
.

As to the occurrence of * the Son of Man *

in the
earlier chapters of the Fourth Gospel, it need here
only be pointed out that such occurrence is in
entire accord with the representation of St. John,
that from their earliest association with Him our
Lord's followers knew that He was the Divine Christ.
The declaration of Mo^ihslii]i and the use of the
title are concurrent in the Fourth Gospel as in the

Synoptics. This agreement is to be emphasized
here : the reconciliation of the view, which repre-
sents our Lord's Messiahship as declared from the
outset of His ministry, with the threefold testimony
that such declaration followed only when disciples
had received prolonged training in the course of
that ministry, does not come within the scope of
our present ]>nrpo>o. The first occurrence of the
Mih'-tloMjriiaiion "' St. John's Gosnel affords a
striking parallel to our Lord's use of it in response
to Peters confession (Mk 829 * 31

). Nathanael de-
clares Jesus to be 'the Son of God . . . king of

Israel,' and to that confession Jesus responds with
the promise :

* Ye shall see the heaven opened and
the angels of God ascending and ut"*i-Hp:iM;i upon
the Son of Man *

(Jn I51). Similarly t
in &*, it is

when Jesus has declared to Nicodemus that He has
Himself descended from heaven and can therefore
tell of heavenly things, that He goes on to designate
Himself 'the Son of Man,' and to foretell His
suffering on behalf of man. Here it may be noted
bhat in the Fourth Gos] !. ""> as in the

Syno])(i(->, not a hint is '^iioi i ',': ih> title was
i in familiar and one that called for explanation.
Nicodemus was not indisposed to ask quest

1

] OTIS;
but St. John leaves us to infer thai as to tlii<

designation he found no difficulty. Three times
in ch. 6 (vv.

27* 53 - 62
), in connexion with the dis-

course in which Jesus speaks of Himself as e the
bread which came down out of heaven/ the title

occurs- . . \

*

,

, nd used to emphasize an
open (. , ". r Lord's claims as to His
Person and Work.
The later occurrences of the title in the Fourth

Gospel all, with the exception of 9s5 (if cLvGp&irov
be the right reading there), are found as is the
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case with most of its later occurrences in the

SyiMp'li - - is. passages relating to our Lord's

Passion, or to the glory which would follow thereon.
This fact suggests, at least in part, the answer to a
further inquiry which must now be made.

3. Why did our Lord adopt this in preference
to any other Messianic title ? Nowhere does He
tell us in precise terms ; but His usage leaves no
room to doubt that its attraction lay in its freedom
from the limitations which beset other Messianic
names.

(a) First and foremost, it permitted the blending
of the conception of the Suffering Servant with that

of the Messianic King. That was the great en-

Lir^cjiioi'- which Jesus gave, in His use of it, to

I'ud lil It* IJo adopted. True, there was nothing in

Daniel's delineation of e one like unto a son of man '

to suggest such a blending, but there was also

nothing to preclude it. Whether the coming of

the heavenly Son of Man in glory, and for universal

dominion, was to be preceded by a coming- in

humiliation and a reascensio 11
*

r" 1

.:-
1

" suffering,
the writer of Daniel did not 'i. li. what the

prophet failed to disclose, Jesus revealed. He was
indeed the son of man, whom Daniel beheld, but

passing through a phase of existence anterior to

that of which the seer had a glimpse, and a phase
which none were anticipating, Jesus was indeed
the Messiah ; but the expectations which gathered
about that name made no allowance for that which
was foremost in the purpose for which He came to

earth. Hence, no sooner did His disciple exclaim
4 Thou art the Christ,' than e he began to teach
them [the disciples] that the Son of Man must suffer

many things, and be rejected by the elders and
the chief priests and the scribes, and be killed,
and after three days rise again.' Put even so,
as a fresh disclosure concerning the Son of Man,
the teaching was not easy of reception, as Peter's
remonstrance showed ; but to have said at that

juncture that the 'Son of David,
3

or *the Christ,
3

must suffer and be killed, had been to make the

teaching yet harder of reception.

As Dalman says (op. cit. p. 265) :
' The name Messiah denoted

the Lord of the Messianic age in His capacity as Ruler
;
in

reality it :

"
T

" "

had taken
place, no- '

.
* ,-..

Actual pos-
sessor of the Messianic dignity are, m fact, unimaginable
according to the testimony of the prophets. When Jesus
attached to the Messianic confession of Peter the first intima-
tion of His violent death, He did so in order to make it clear
that the entrance upon His sovereignty was still far distant.
. . . But the " one like unto a s-crn of man "

of Dn T1;
"
!,;= --ii

1
] i '>

receive the sovereignty. It was possible 1h:u -ic -.ii<ml<l a
1

*-) ->o

one who had undergone suffering and death.'

Hence, in reiterated statements to the disciples
concerning the death toward which He moved, the
invariable bclf-de^ignation on the lips of our Lord
is 'the Son of Man. 5

See Mk 99- 12- 31 1033 1421 -

,

and the parallels in St. Matthew and St. Luke.
Only when the Crucifixion and the Resurrection
were accomplished facts, in the light of which His
disciples might discern how false and misleading
had been their narrow conception of what Messiah-
ship could be, does Jesus speak to them of Himself
in other terms :

* Behoved it not the Christ to suffer
these things ?' and again :

' Thus it is written that
the Christ should suffer

'

(Lk 2426- 4e
).

(5) If e the Son of Man' was a title capable of

being associated with suffering and death, it was
a title already associated with the glorious coming
of One who '. >

f ? ? / ' ' ; / ?< '<//;"// /7: over a world
in which the powers of evil should no more have
sway. That was the form of expectation present
to the mind of Jesus as He passed on His way to
the baptism of suffering, and that was the form of
Messianic hope which He sought to strengthen in
His followers as He spoke to them, with growing
frequency, of the coming of * the Son of Man,' The

utterances concerning the return of ' the Son of

Man '

in glory, and the predictions that ' the Son
of Man 3 must suffer and die, are in strict correla-

tion (see Bousset, Jesits, p. 92 ff.). It is this coming
from heaven, this realization of the Kingdom of

heaven upon earth, to which Jesus looks forward.

Wholly unlike the anticipations entertained by
men around Him concerning the Davidic Messiah,
the vision of Daniel is that which Jesus again and

again calls to mind. He will come * in the glory
of the Father with the holy angels

'

(Mk S38
) ;

'

They
shall see the Son of Man coming in clouds with

great power and glory
3

(Mk 13-6
;
see also 14 <!

~) ;

* When the Son of Man shall come in his glory and
all the angels with him, then shall lie sit on the
throne of his glory : and before him shall be

gathered all the nations : and he shall separate
them one from another , . .' (Mt 25aitf

-).
^

This
function of separation, of judgment, is not in the
Danielic sketch of

i the son of man '

; it is a feature

added by our Lord. In Daniel the judgment is

effected by the Most High. It is ^ii;ni!i<-uit of

much, that Jesus, while adopting and oii'mi: that

prophecy, does not hesitate to modity ii in this

important particular, and to declare that it is He
who will come to be our Judge (cf. Jn 5-7 ).

(c) If * the Son of Man/ telling of descent from
heaven, spoke of a closer association with God than
did any other current Messianic title, so did it speak
also of closer association with wan with the. race.

All narrow particularism falls away^.
He who

bears this title is no mere ' Son of David,
1

or '

King
of Israel.' Especially when regard is had to the
idiomatic use of -a in Aramaic, as of p in Hebrew,
such a title expresses in the strongest possible way
that He who is called by it has the nature and the

qualities of [mankind, and that He who calls Him-
self by it claims thereby relationship with man
everywhere.

It is in such reasons as these that we may find

the true clue to our Lord's adoption of this name
not in its supposed unfamiliarity, nor in an ambi-

guity enabling the speaker fco use it in one sens e,

while He could confidently anticipate that it would
be understood in another by His hearers.

5. Why did our Lord's followers, with the

rxrr-jrtfT" of Stephen, not HJ>|H> this title to
i
1 i-i .' fact that a -.-

' "

which meets
us so frequently in the Gospels is, with the single
exception of Ac 756, wholly absent from the rest of

the NT, is remarkable and significant. But of
what? Wellhausen and Lietzmann answer, of
this : that it was unknown to St. Paul and the
other writers of the Epistles and to the author of

\ j"'< jtlyh-o that such a title was employed by
. I <
-

1 :
-
,

: i i -. u i
;

i ; i ; the presumption is that only after
their day was it introduced into the Gospels. But
how this could be done, and how such an important
modification of the most cherished records of the
Church could be carried out with such enduring
success, there is nothing to show. Certainly it is

not safe to conclude that St. Paul and other NT
writers did not know that this was our Lord's self-

ueMgn:iiioii luM-finse they make no direct reference
10 it. Schmiodol (I.e. p. 260 f.) points to He 26fl; as

affording eAidence that the name was not unknown
to the writer of that Epistle. Similarly, he holds
that St. Paul in I Co 1527 makes his reference to
Ps 8 because of the presence in that psalm of the
terms which he associated with his Lord e the
Son of Man. 5

Schmiedel is on firmer ground when
he goes on to rebut the contention, that had St.
Paul known of the title he must have cited it in
such a verse as 1 Co 1547 . He urges that it should
be borne in mind that St. Paul wrote for Greeks,
who would not, like the Jews, understand by

e the
son of man' simply 'man/ but would take c son'
quite literally. To this may be added that, apart
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from the suggestion of a purely human :, i V.
which Gentiles might receive from the . 1,

,
:
- ! .-< l

,

would for them lay an undue, and therefore a mis-

leading, stress on our Lord's humanity. To the
Jew ' the Son of Man '

suggested the Lord from
heaven ; not so to the Gentile. Where the associa-
tion of the name with heavenly origin and majesty
could not be assumed, there the Apostles and early
exponents of Christianity adopted other terms as

they spoke or wrote of their risen and ascended
Lord, and proclaimed Him as 4 the Christ, the Son
of God 3

(Jn 2031
). To use the words of Dalman

(0. cit. p. 266),
i the Church was quite justified in

refusing, on its part, to give currency to the title ;

for in the meantime " the Son of Man " had been set

upon the throne of God, and was, in fact, no longer
merely a man, but a Ruler over heaven and earth,
"the Lord," as St. Paul in the Epistles to the
Thessalonians, and the Teaching of the Apostles in
its apocalyptic statement, rightly designate Him
who comes with the clouds of heaven.'

In short, the absence of the title *the Son of
Man * from other early Christian records than the

Gospels, is -l<:!i'fi' ,mi of the widening ,-"; :

*
f:e

Church's appeal beyond the confines
'

! ,i-,n-' i
;

its retention in the Gospels is no less significant of
the fidelity with which the words of Jesus were
preserved 'by His followers.
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-. , ,' .-
, the Christian Messiah;

Wendt, The ,/'>-; Keim, Jesus of Nazara ; Weiss,
Life of Christ.

' '

GEORGE P. GOULD.

SON OF PERDITION. See JUDAS ISCAKIOT,
ii. (g).

SON OF THE LAW. See BOYHOOD and EDU-
CATION".

SONS OF THUNDER. See BOANEKGES.

SOP. 1. The meaning? ofthe word. c

Sop
}

occiirs
in EV only in Jn 1326 8- 27- 30

(AVm l morsel '). It
is akin in derivation to 'sup' and 'soup/ and
denotes food soaked in liquid before being eaten.
The Gr. word in each case is if/u/uLLov, dim. of ^w/ud>,
* a morsel.

9

^u^lov does not occur in LXX, but
i/'WAids is found in Ru 214, Job 3 117, and in EV is

rendered *
morsel.' Its use in Kuth *Dip thy

morsel (IJ/WIL&V) in the vinegar' is exactly analo-

gous to that of -(j/ia^lov in. John.
2. The nature of the sop given to Judas. Eders-

heim (LT ii. 506) and others, on the ground especi-
ally of the definite art. (rb -^w^lov. Edersheim says,
* Mark the definite article not " a sop

"
'), hold that

it was a specific sop, used at the Passover supper
in the time of Christ, which consisted of a piece of
the flesh of the Paschal lamb, a piece of unleavened
bread, and some bitter herfa .

"" J ' *

and dipped in the haroseth .- ,

"

dates, and other fruits, mixed with vinegar and
then passed round to the company by the host.

Jesus, as the host at the Last Supper, would hand
this sop, first of all, to Judas, who is supposed to
have occupied the place of chief honour at the
table (see art. PASSOVER [I.], p. 326b, and UPPER
BOOM). It is not enough to brush this view aside,
as Meyer does, on the ground that, according. to
John, the Last Supper was not a Passover meal ;

for, even though it was not the regular Passover
of the Jews, it may have been a Supper of a similar
kind (see art. PASSOVER [II.], p. 327b ). On the
other hand, Edersheim's argument from the definite
art. is precarious, since its use in v. 26b is doubtful

(see WH) ; and, in any case, the r.x Mii^dUt. \vriting

long afterwards and with a profound -en.-e of the
momentous character of the incident, probably
wrote ' the sop/ meaning thereby the tragic sop,

3

' that fatal sop
" which sealed the traitor's doom.

It seems much more probable, then, that this sop
was not the specific Paschal sop passed round to

the company by the host, but a particular sop that
Jesus offered to Judas on purely personal grounds.
At an Oriental feast the host sometimes presented
a guest with a special tit-bit from the food on the

table, as a distinguishing mark of his favour. And
it was not by any accident of Judas' position at the

table, but because of a deep purpose in the heart
of Jesus, that this sop was given.

3. Its significance. This offering of the sop to

Judas, which is not mentioned by the Synoptics
(though Mt. and Mk. make Jesus say that the

betrayer should be the one who dipped his hand
with Him in the dish [Mt 2623

, Mk 143W]), comes
before us with ad 1 1

. ," "}
(
a j it Was

a sign given to the .
'

"; ,
i response to

his question,
4

Lord, who is it ?
' that Judas was the

one of the company who \yas about to betray his

Master (vv.
25* 26

). (b) But it was much more than
this. There was nothing hypocritical on Christ's

Eart
in the action. He did not make a show of

dendliness to Judas merely for the sake of giving
John a private sign. What was commonly^ under-
stood to be a token of hospitable goodwill was,
without doubt, meant in this case to be the expres-
sion of a feeling deeper than any ordinary human
affection, and at the same time to be a last appeal
to the better nature of this erring disciple, with a
note of warning underlying the appeal (cf. vv. 18 - 21

).

A whole world of blessed possibility lay for Judas
in that proffered sop ; Divine love was in it, and
free forgiveness, and full restoration if only he
would repent of his meditated crime. And just
because of the immensity of meaning that lay in

Christ's gift was the awfulness of its result. Judas
'received the sop' (v.

30
), and doubtless ate it. He

understood what Jesus wished him to understand
the mingled love and warning and promise and

appeal that lay in His act. But at this crisis of

his fate he closed his ears to Christ's offers and his

heart to Cl i rl-l
'

-
.j

. i . And immediately the light
that still I i

'

_" *<! 1 i Mm was turned into darkness.
For * after the sop, then [r<5re at that very moment]
Satan entered into him.' *The violent effort he
made to close his heart to the heavenly power
opened it to the powers of evil' (Godet). Jesus
knew that all was over. 'That thou doest,' He
said,

e do quickly' (v.
27

). And so Jutl.-.-. *'ii \in-_

received the sop [note the significant i'.;-
1

,; i i<r o;'

the ominous word], went out straightway : and it

was night.'

Hastings' DJ5,T , r -:-. T!< T. ,A. ,

'

-. /,/L-. . .: -i.
,
7Jr

J. O. LAMBERT.

SORROW, MAN OF SORROWS. We shall find

in the Gospels no theory of sorrow, or abstract
discussion of the problem "f IMIM find suffering.
The problem is taken for jrr.Mmsi. ir:l a solution is

given. The solution is experimental, and centres
round the life of Christ. If we ask why sorrow

comes, the answer is not s-poeiiliitivc, but practical ;

we are simply pointed to \\\* cxperioiice (He 12).
\

""

"; . bhe method of this article will be to
.

'" '

Christ as the Man of Sorrows, and
afterwards with the meaning of sorrow in human
life generally, and particularly in the life of the
Christian.

1. The *Man of Sorrows.* The phrase comes
from Is 533

(ntafcao B>\S ; LXX,
&v

; Vulg. virum dolorum).
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Objection has been taken (e.g. by Cheyne, G. A. Smith,
Skinner, Workman) to the rendering

*

sorrows/
'

pains
*

being

preferred in this verse and the next as a nearer parallel to ^ri

('sickness' rather than' grief')- But the Oxford Heb. Lex.

gives many instances of both the vb. and noun as referring to
mental pain, and classes this passage under that head. While
allowing that the picture in Isaiah is primarily of physical suffer-

ing, we may without hesitation retain the familiar rendering of

AV and BV.

The title is never applied to Christ in the NT.
It belongs, in fact, to popular rather than to
technical phraseology, expressing in picturesque
form what th r-i--

1

- '.., '-.'tans hy speaking of

Christ as the *i. .-,

l-

i
x -rvant of Jehovah. 3

Either phrase i
1 "'! : i'- ,i'l\ that tho |.->]-

1

"i--y <,T

Is 53 was in a Drue sense luiniied in Him. \Vi ,-n

ever may have been the primary historical bearing
of that passage, it is generally admitted that in the
time of Christ there was no expectation of a suffer-

ing Messiah. The indications of the Gospels and
Acts agree completely with the evidence of pre-
Christian Jewish literature. 'The idea of the
Messiah's sufferings is not found in any Jewish
document up to the close of the first century'
(Stanton, Jewish and Christian Messiah, p. 123).
e Man of Sorrows ' would have been the last title to

have caught the popular imagination of that age.
c Son of David '

expressed the contemporary hopes
of what the Messiah was to be. That the one title

has bee 1
' 'i 1 --'

1

;- -""-i \ i-l
1*;.

the other is signifi-
cant. T 'i !'". , '. ,', i or less materialistic,

pointing to an earthly kingdom. The other ex-

presses the universal attraction of Christ, His

spiritual empire over the hearts of men, and the
means by which His influence has been won. See,
further, art. MESSIAH.

2. The nature of the sorrows of Christ.

Though, as noted above, the phrase 'Man of
Sorrows' may be retained as the translation of

Is 533
, there can be little doubt that the general

picture of the passage in its literal sense is of one
visited with the ex1 "';."

*

suffering, a
Job ; many see in it

:

'

:' a leper, as in

Ps 88. If the view :.' it was never
intended to apply to an individual, but was typical
of the nation, or of part of it, it will none the less

remain true that the figure the writer has chosen
is that of bodily sickness. The sorrows of Christ
were not of this nature, nor was His appearance
unattractive, still less repulsive, as of one suffering
from a loathsome disease. In the Gospels but little

stress is laid on the physical sufferings even of the
last days. He Himself expressly deprecates so

doing (Lk 2328
). He once refers to the privations

of His life (Lk 958
) in order to check one who had

not counted the cost- f -I'- i

"" " *

\ - :
-

: V '

from the Cross (Jn lj ', "K . .!- wi,
'

II

'

!

'.i.y

needs. "Where the i!u'i:^lii of TTi- own sufferings
comes to His mind. I!K* innirc ion we have is of

spiritual sorrow (Mk 10s2 14s4 1534, Lk 1250, Jn 1227),
and commentators of all schools have connected
this sorrow with His contact and conflict with sin.

He sighs at the presence of the deaf and dumb man
(Mk 734 )- When face to face with death, He is

moved with sympathetic compassion (Lk 718
) ; He

groans in spirit, is troubled, and weeps (Jn II33
).

The mulariving thought in these passages seems to
be lli>> Mirij-e of what lies behind human suffering.
So ii i- JiflVrorH (li^recs of sin at which His sorrow
is iuijhicf: )!

e.\j
ironed ; dulness, unbelief, or

hardness of heart in the disciples (Mt 168 , Mk 821

919 10w 14s7.
37j Lk 22^, Jn 149) ; the wilful blind-

TIO^ ami opposition of His countrymen (Mk35 66 812
,

Lk 1 3 ' "'

) . Si jociially -
: L i i fi -, . 1 1 , :

-:
.

'
'

le laments over
Jerusalem (Mr 2U"J7,

l.lv I!",. ll. is grieved at

ingratitude (Lk 1717), at lack of lio.-nituliiy Lk T44),

at the profanation of the Tempio (Mi 2J
1

-', ntave
all, at the treachery of Judas (Mt 2620

, Jn 1321
).

He feels sorrowful compassion over the multitude

without a shepherd (Mt 986, Mk 634
). On the other

hand, His joy is ". ". nentioned at the con-

quest or removal / : IS13
,
Lk 1021 155

). A
study of these passages will show the sense in which
He was a Man of Sorrows. On the one hand, He
was brought into a relation to sin from which His
nature shrank, and which even seemed at its

climax to lead to a separation from God (Mk 1534
).

On tlie other hand, in His conflict against sin He
was spiritually alone. He knew more clearly than

any the nature of sin and its results. He saw what
man might be if he chose, and what in fact he was.
He realized every hour the tragic irony of the

situation, that He had come to His own and they
would not receive Him. The horror of His rejec-
tion by His countrymen lay not so much in the

suffering it implied for Himself, as in their own loss

of opportunity. Is 53 was "..";
J

. . AT, -i

did not perceive or desire the ...* I i i .!""

They despised and rejected His message ; they hid
their face from Him because they could not bear to

look on the splendour of the goodness and love He
came to reveal.*

3. The necessity of sorrow in the life of Christ
came from the spiritual character of His work.
From the point of view of the disciples, and the

popular conception of the Messiah, a certain
amount of conflict and hardship could readily be
allowed for. The Boman could not be expected to

yield without a blow ; and as it became clear that

opposition from within His own nation was to be
expected, temporary disappointments and mis-

understandings would fall within the disciples'
scheme of the future. They were ready for the

hardships of an earthly struggle, i.e. to drink His
cup as they understood it. They were not pre-

pared for the Cross, because they had not a deep
enough conception of His work. Not Roman or
Sadducee, but sin, was the enemy ; His end was
the establishment of a spiritual and universal
empire. The national mission of the Son of David
had passed into the world-wide mission of the
Servant of Jehovah,t and the means which might
have sufficed for the one would no longer serve the
other. His work moved on a higher plane, and
the weapons of His warfare must be more mys-
terious and spiritual than any outward miracle.
These weapons were the attractive and atoning
power of service, and sorrow. Mk 1C45 shows this

clearly. The Cross, the life of service, and all it

implied of sorrow and suffering, were necessary
because He had come to give His life a ransom for

many (cf. Jn 1232 ).

The fuller discussion of the redemptive value of
Christ's sufferings belongs to other articles (see
art. ATONEMENT). It must suffice here to insist
on what all theories admit, that only as Sufferer
could He be Saviour. He had come to serve God
as man j therefore suffering was necessary to the
perfection of His obedience (He 210 58 ). It is a fact
of h!-tor} that as the Sufferer He has conquered
and drawn men unto Him. The title 'Man of
Sorrows '

expresses, more perhaps than any other,
His attractive power ; it has been the inspiration
of Christian art and music. The thought under-
lying it is not primarily any logical theory of
Atonement, but the aH-r'nIinu'-n^ ^ympjuhx of
the God-man. His 'Come unto me'VUi ll-~y is
a comfortable word, because it is spoken by One
'who, in that he himself suffered being tempted,
* From this point of view the nearest parallel to Christ is

Jeremiah, the ' man of sorrows' of the OT. There, too, we have
the one standing in moral solitude over against the whole
nation, in bitterness of soul because he knows that none will
listen to his message. If, as is often thought, his experience
had some share in moulding the conception of Is 63, that
chapter forms a close link between him and Christ, pointing
back 10 i tic ono and forward to the other (cf. G. A. Smith,
T-fitaJi, \ol. ii. cli. 2, etc,)-

t See Workman, Th& Servant of Jehovah, ch. vii.
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is able to succour them that are tempted
'

(He 218

315
,
cf. Mt 817

).

I. The Christian conception of sorrow. Sorrow
is, properly speaking, a psychological term, being
a description of a state of mind. It should be

distinguished from the suffering, mental or physi-
cal, which may be its occasion. We may define it

as the sense of discord, the consciousness that things
are not as they should be, in ourselves, or in the
world. It is an experience peculiar to man, and
can be attributed to animals only by an effort

of personification.* In the fact of its being a

privilege peculiar to man we may begin to see

something of its purpose.
4 The inherent necessity in man of sorrow . . . testifies that

his essential constitution and nature, as man, is something
1

which all this world's life and the conditions of it by the very
fact that they are what they are cannot match and cannot
satisfy. The very constitution of his being

1 and the necessary
conditions of his life are out of harmony together. They do not
and cannot fit ; the one is too small to satisfy the other. Set
man, being what man is, in this world, as the conditions of this
world are, and the necessary result is, sooner or later, sorrow '

(Moberly, Sorrow
', Sin, and Beauty, p. 7).

To a creature made in the image of God, sorrow is

the necessary condition of the struggle against sin
in an imperfect world. Given the fact of sin,

suffering ceases to be a problem. Only in a perfect
state could it be desirable that sorrow and sighing
should flee away.
Hence if sorrow i- <i jr'h "'<;_". uf .,- .

" "'
.

*

being, we shall o\po<-: ;
'' -i tiia , ;

sense the privilege of the Christian. The second
Beatitude (Mt 54

) speaks absolutely of its blessed-
ness. The ,- ''*" .' -.:* seems to be that
dissatisfacti-.'i "

. ", j
- y are will lead to

the effort to
" " '

I)"- . within the soul,
i.e. sin, is specially in view. Mourning is the
evidence of the break-up of the self-complacency
which is the chief obstacle to the Kingdom of God.
Sorrow, indeed, is of no value unless it leads to the

striving after higher things. There is no blessed-
ness attached to vain regret for the past (Mt 2511

273
,
Mk 1022

), or to the sorrow which finds its vent
in weary -1 i:i-;i',:-; of >i prayer (Lk 2245

). The
bearing !'

j-.-i
'. tohicupx or otherwise, is in itself

neutral; i i- < !' :iu i m-Ix whenit is the means of

rooting out from the self a cause of offence (Mt 529,

etc. ). The sorrow which is fruitful is the travail
which issues in the birth of a new life (Jn 1224 1621

).

The one object of the purging is that the branch
may bring forth more fruit (Jn 15s

).

If sorrow is a necessary accompaniment of the

attempt to right things in oneself, it will also
,. .:".\ the attempt to right things in the

-i. I: was Christ's experience, and it will be
the experience of His followers (Jn 1520 etc.) as

they share His work. The traditional saying of
Christ that 'he who is near me is near the Ire'

(Orig. Horn, in Jer. xx. 3) is at least authentic in

spirit. The disciples must bear the cross He bears
(Mk 834), drink His cup, and be baptized with His

baptism (Mk 1038 ), carry His yoke (Mt IP9
). The

sword must pierce the virgin's heart because of her
nearness to Him (Lk 285 ) ; even the Innocents suffer

unoon-sciou-ly on account of their connexion with
Him i^I L i*"-

1

'). The via dolorosa is the only road to
union with Him.f

In Jn 16 the sorrow of the disciples is contrasted
with the transient joy of the world. The world
rejoices (16

ao
)

e as having been freed from one who
was a dangerous innovator as well as a condemner
of its ways

'

(Westcott, ad loc.) ; i.e. it is satisfied to
have no Christ, even to have removed Him, and is

* See the remarkable passage in Ro S2^, where Nature is

represented as sharing in the imperfection and hopes of man.
Cf. Sanday-Headlam, ad loo.

t It need hardly be added that this thought dominates the
rest of the NT (e.g. Ph 31, Col 124, l P 413).

content with things as they are. The sorrow of
the disciples is connected with the departure of
Christ. The primary reference is to the immediate
crisis, but in all ages His disciples will have sorrow
in all that hinders their full vision of Him, the

complete establishment of His Kingdom, and His
return in glory. Though He has overcome the
world, they must have tribulation in it, till the

victory won ideally is realized in fact ( 16
33

). Sorrow
cannot be completely turned into joy till what is,

is identical with what should be, till He returns

again and we see Him as He is (1 Jn 3'
2
). As we

said before, we find no abstract discussion of the
nature and meaning of sorrow. The solution of

the problem is found in the experience of Christ,
which is the experience of the Christian.* Sorrow
is bound up with evei. 'to combat sin in
the self and in the

"

is the reaction

against sin, and those who feel this most keenly
must drink most deeply of the cup. The consola-
tion lies in the fact that the disciple is sharing the
lot of His master here, and will share His joy
hereafter (Mt 1928 , Ro S 17

,
2 Ti 211

).

5. Sorrow and happiness. It would be an
"! "! ::'' treatment of the teaching of Christ to

"

sorrow merely as the condition of future

happiness. Christianity is a religion of present
happiness. An exultant joy is the note of the

songs which hailed Christ's birth. Joy is a present
fruit of the Spirit (Gal 522

) ; the Kingdom of God
is now joy and peace (Ko 1417

). The promises of
the New Heaven and the New Earth are not purely

*. '"'",." '.! ; they belong, ideally at least, to our
i": . i-te of the characteristic paradoxes of

Christianity is that its sorrow and happiness co-

exist. Again we turn first to the experience of
Christ. He is the Man of Sorrows, yet we cannot
think of Him for a moment as an uin-jipi y man.
He rather gives us the picture -f .^um 1 and
unclouded happiness. Beneath not merely the
outward suffering, but the n^oiiiiM sorrow of

neart, tnere is deeper still a in n; na! joy, derived
from the realized presence of His Father, and the
consciousness that He is doing His work. Unless
this is remembered, the idea of the Man of Sorrows
is sentimentalized and exaggerated. And again
the disciple shares the experience of His master.
Neither Christ nor the true Christian can for a
moment wish, like a Job or a Jeremiah, that he
had never been born. The Beatitudes express His
own humanly discovered secret of happiness ; He
has Himself known the blessedness of mourning,
though never, of course, over His own sin, and He
imparts the secret to His follower. And though
the promises of Jn 16 can be completely realized

only when the Christian departs to be with Christ

(Ph I
23

), yet even now His joy is in him and is

fulfilled (Jn 1511 ) ; even now, in prayer and in com-
munion with Him, he knows the joy which no man
can take from him (Jn 1620 - 22- 24

).
*

Sorrowful, yet
always rejoicing' (2 Co 610 ), is the paradox of the

gospel, and each side of the paradox is needed to

counteract an unbalanced view of life. On the one
hand, sorrow is no figment of the imagination, to

be thought away. It is a fact of life, and a neces-

sary fact, necessary to the perfection of the sinless

One, much more to our own ; the condition of all

progress and of all true work for God. This is the
truth ignored by the 'sky-blue' optimism, which
strives to live ever in the sunshine and 1)1 ind^ itself

to sin.f On the other hand, sorrow is not the last

word of life. The world is a K6a;/j,o$, a creation of

order and beauty. We find in Christ's teaching

* * The real Christian looks at sorrow not from without, but
from within, and does not approach its speculative difficulty till

he is aware by experience of its practical power
'

(LuxMundi^

t See James, Varieties of Religious Experience, p. 80 ff.
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nothing of the sentimental attitude, which looks
-. T

"
' dth vompliU'cncy, as though it were

^.
.

: ''. To Him evil i> evil, and suffering
is - ;,'% I-'

_: : He came as the Saviour to destroy
the . !! -v Christianity is in strong contrast to

Buddhism, and to all forms of morbid asceticism.

Bacon's aphorism that '

prosperity is the blessing
of the OT, adversity the blessing of the NT,' is

true only when it is understood that beneath the

adversity, and the sorrow of heart which it brings,
there is even here and now the peace which passeth
understanding, the joy which conies of union with

Christ, of sympathy with man, and of work for

God.

LITERATURE. Davidson, OT P- '".22); Stantpn,
Jewish and Christian Messiah ;

t. .*..-
, Isaiah, vol. ii. ;

Moberly, Sorrow, Sin, and Beauty ; Du Bose, Gospel in the

Gospels ; Lux Mundi,
' The Problem of Pain '

; Workman, The
Servant of Jehovah. C. W. EMMET.

SOUL. In every act of thinking, a distinction

exists between the thinker and his thought, or, as
it is otherwise expressed, between the self and the

not-self, the ego and the non-ego, the thinking
subject and the object of thought. This ego,
self, or thinking subject, is denominated the soul

(^vxh, 2}, '"Wj) 9 or spirit (irvv/j,a, nn ; see SPIRIT) ;

often also, both in the OT and NT, the heart

(Kapdia, 3^, nnS ; see HEAKT). In the OT the soul
is sometimes confused with the blood or with some
important physical organ, but in the NT it is

clearly distinguished from the body as an im-
material principle, the seat of conscious person-
r-^y. n*".^ --^ntially immortal (Mt 102S etc. ; see
lM\!"ii .!.,. There was much speculation in

our Lord's time, and had been for some two cen-

turies, on the mysterious questions of the soul's

origin and destiny. Some, following Plato and
Philo, believed in its eternal pre-existence (cf. Wis
19 jV) . others (mainly orthodox Rabbis) in its

creation at the creation of the world (cf. 2 Es 485ff
*) ;

others in its : '-i i.-s-nljiii-- r, .'*< (Slavonic Enoch
235

) ; others
j

II.M- I'M- ...^rity) in its con-
creation with the body, whicli is apiuM-onllx" the
doctrine of the OT (Is 44a - 24 491 - 5

,
Job 31 - ;

;. A
few supported the Platonic speculation of metem-
psychosis (so jippjivoiitly Josephus ; see BJ in.
viii. 5). The di-fii-K^ of Jesus were aware of
these discussions, and on one occasion asked Him
whether a certain man had been born blind as a

penalty for sins committed by him in .

j
.!.

state of existence. It is a significant 'i \ ,,".

of the economy of revelation that Jesus avoided

entering upon the discussion (Jn 92).t
1. The use of ^x1! in *ne Gospels. In the

Pauline Epistles, as is well known, there is

frequently a decided difference of meaning be-
tween ^vxtf an^ irvevfjui. There ^vxn is used for

the principle of life of the natural man, while

TrveufAQ, is the principle of supernatural life which
manifests itself in the ro^ori(M

g

!i (.o Christian. Hence
the derivative ^VXLK >',s di'rom 1 1\ 'soulish') comes to

be used in . !!! via i us \ , and even in a bad sense

(1 Co 1214 i.v, .1,1 ;>
-

; -hide 19
), But in the Gospels

there is no such distinction of usage. As applied
to the human soul, ^vxtf and 7n>eujua are synonyms
uirou^hoiii the range of their meaning. Thus in
tins -<snfO of natural life, we have Mk 34, cf. Jn
1337 tyvxA); and Mb 2750

, cf. Lk 234fi
, Jn 1930 (TTVWIM).

(For the lower sense of TrreOyita, cf. also Mk 81
-,

Lk 855 2437 ' 39
, Jn II33 1321

). ^xt, as well as

trvevna,, \^ -i-c-l -::ii'o normally for the soul in its

highest '<-li;.
:

"i:- i :ivii ir- (see, e.g., Lk I46, where

* So Harnack most admirably, in What is Christianity ?

ch. vi.

t The Creationist view of the soul's origin was held by all

Jews in our Lord's time. The Traducianist hypothesis first

appears in Tertullian (A.JD. 200),

the identity of if/vxrf and irvevjULa N r-jn-i i.ill\ ap-

parent ; Mt IP9 2237
|| ; cf. 1 P -J

11
- -'

i

', '_>' P 2

etc. ; and even in the Pauline Epp. see 2 Co I23
,

Eph 66
,
Ph I 27 ; cf. He 6 li} 1317

).
In one passage

(Jn 1024 ) i/tuxy seems even to stand for the rational
or deliberating faculty (\6yos, vovs). There is,

however, between ^vxy and irvev^oi, as used in the

Gospels, one slight distinction, ^vxh <-'ipIi;i-i/o^

more strongly than Trvev/^a the idea of nulividual
1 "

. TT nee ^i'xa ^ (not Tr^c^ara) is used
.

-
:

'

or '

persons
'

(Ac 2737
,

1 P 3 tJO

) ;

and it is usual to speak of the salvation or loss of

the t/'im? rather than of the Trvevjua (Mt G25 1039

1625- 26
,
Mk 835, Lk 9-4 1733 21 1<J

,
Jn 12y3

,
He 103S)

, Ja
I 31 520

, 1 P I 9
). Yet the salvation of the 7rvev/j,a is

alluded to (1 Co 55
, 1 Th 523

). irvev^a.^ however, is

not by any means a strictly impersonal term (see
Mt 51(i

, He I 14). It is used like ifivxy to denote a
disembodied soul (Lk 2437 - 8y

, He 12^, 1 P S l

, Rev
69 204). In Mt 1218 (a quotation from Is

42^) God is

said to possess a ^vxv- In J^ 424 He is said to be

spirit (TrvevfjiCL).

The following particular statements about the
soul (^ux^) are inade in the Gospels. As the

principle of physical life it is sustained by food

(Mt 6-5 ) ; as the organ of spiritual life it
*

magnifies
the Lord '

(Lk I46 ). It is capable of physical and
sensuous pleasure (12

19
), also of spiritual rest and

refreshment (Mt II-9). It can sutier acute sorrow

(Lk 235 ) and anxiety (Jn 1CF). It can grieve (Mt
2638

)
and love (22

3
*

7
). It can be lost and saved

(1C
39

etc.). At death it is yielded up (Jn 1011 * 15

12s6
), but survives as a personal self-conscious being

(Mt 10s9
etc.).* See, further, SPIRIT.

2. Christ's teaching about the soul. According
to Jesus, the soul, being a man's inmost self, the
seat of his self-conscious personality, and inher-

ently immortal (Mt 1028
), is precious beyond all

price. Nothing can be accepted in exchange for

it, and the gain of the whole world will not com-
pensate for its loss (16

26
). Jesus drives home this

truth in the parable of the Rich Fool, who said to
his soul,

e

Soul, thou hast much goods laid up for

many years ; take thine ease, eat, drink, and be
merry

'

; and whom God rebuked with the awful
words,

*Thou fool, *:""*. .' '.e. the ministers
of my vou^eaiK-e) '. thy souP (Lk
1216 '21

). Much is , , :.- pels about the

gain or loss of the soul, generally with a play upon
the double meaning of ^vxtf (

c
life

5

or *"soul ').

Most of these passages take the form of exhorta-
tions to martyrdom, as, for instance, Mt 1089 c He
that findeth his soul (i.e. he that saves his life by
denying me in time of persecution), shall lose it

(by eternal punishment in Gehenna) j and he that
loseth his soul for my sake (i.e. he who confesses
me in time of yiM'-i < 'ili'-i.. and sutlers a martyr's
death), shall nni! is \\i\ ln.^ven)

J

; (see also 1625
, Lk

1733, Jn 1235 ). All these passages re:Vi iiiiin/.iiK
to martyrdom, but in their aecondarx JM pi :- ;i i ;..;.'.

teach that even lesser sufferings and
'

i.iU t r..iui-<l

patiently for Christ's sake have as their reward
the salvation of the soul (Mt 1038

). The same idea
is expressed in Lk 1426

, where the sirange phrase
'to luito the soul' is a rhetorical expression for

willingness to suffer martyrdom or any lesser in-
convenience for Jesus' sake (cf. also Jn 1225 ). The
gain or salvation of the soul means certainly its

eternal happiness in heaven, and the loss or de-
struction pi the soul, as certainly, not its annihila-

tion, but its eternal punishment in Gehenna. The
endlessness of the soul's final retribution is not
simply an inference from the soul's immortality,

* It follows from this, that in the view of Jesus and the
Twelve, the faxft and.srva^o, of man are not di'-tirirr piinripkh
F- * !'"( -

as, according to some, St. Paul Jilliriii* in 1 Th 5--*,
.1! . The language of the C.- i. ( "~ j.i.. ~ <1. ;./. <-"v :,.

tne unity of the soul, and for a ''/... '" i. -,M iin><l; :i"ii!

soul), not for a trichotomy (body, soul, arid spirit).
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but is oMs-iMi'Mlly established from Mt 2546 etc.

According to the" conceptions represented in the

parable of Dives and Lazarus, retribution does not
wait till the Last Day, but begins as soon as the
soul leaves the body. At death the disembodied
soul passes to a e middle state' (Hades), where, if

righteous, it experiences rest and refreshment in
'Abraham's bosom,' or '

Paradise'; or, if un-

ri^hlcvm-, expiatory punishment (symbolized as a
loniirMimjji flame) in a limbus or 'prison/ which is

separated by an impassable barrier from the abodes
of the righteous. The disembodied souls are repre-
sented as conscious and intelligent, able to converse
with one "another, and interested in the welfare
of their friends upon earth (Lk 1619 2343

,
1 P 318

,

Kev 69
).

"""" '
"

i .

' -
"

about the intermediate state is
11 - "

. . .

'

:
-

> -ssible in it. The point has been
Keem,y tieuaied, uut wie ariirmative opinion seems to have the
better exegetical support. For (1) the NT represents not death,
but the Second Advent, as the time when the soul will render
its

final^
account to God. Presumably, therefore, the middle

state 13 included in the period of probation. (2) Christ appears
to the present writer to teach that some sins may be forgiven
after death (Mt 12^2) ; and at least to hint that even grievous
sinners may be released from torments, after adequately ex-

piating their crimes (526). (3) The torments of Dives seem to
have been remedial in effect, causing him for the first tune to
interest himself in the spiritual welfare of others (Lk 1627).
'.

" "

'.
'

" ""
'*- "'

> Hades, and His preaching
1 to the

ii -: r - ,('' 8^ plainly presuppose the possi-
'

. _. .. r :

'*

At the Last Day, according to Jesus, there will
be a bodily resurrection of all men, followed by a
final judgment, and a final settlement of the

destiny of each soul (Mt 2531"46
). The resurrection

of the wicked is clearly taught in Mt 1028
, Jn

529. See, further, REST/ERECTION OF THE DEAD,
ESCHATOLOGY, ABRAHAM (

< Abraham's bosom'),
PARADISE, HELL [DESCENT INTO].
Jesus claimed to stand in the same relation to

human souls as God Himself ; and as the Lord of
souls issued the universal invitation,

' Come unto
me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden . . .

and ye shall find rest unto your souls
'

(Mt II28* 29
).

He also declared that His special object in coming
into the world was to save souls (Lk 95b') by laying
down His own soul as a ransom (Jn 1011* 15 17s ).

3. The soul of Jesus. If Jesus was perfect man,
it follows that He must have possessed not only a
human body, but also a human soul and a human
spirit ; and this is, in fact, the doctrine of the

Gospels and of the NT generally. Thus He came
to give His soul (^x^v } a ransom for many
(Mt 2028

H). After the interview with, the Greeks
(Jn 1227), His soul (^vxtf) was troubled, and He
doubted what to say. In Gethsemane His soul
was exceeding sorrowful (7rept\v7r6s ivnv 77 T^U%^ yu-ou,

Mt 2638 ||). There are similar references to His
human spirit. He groaned (or was angry) in spirit

(^e/3pt/x-?fcraro r< webyjorriy Jn H33
) ; and was troubled

in spirit (^rapdx&fj r$ Trveifywm, 1321 ). On the cross
He commended His spirit to God (Trapar^e/xcu

rb

TTvevfud jttou, Lk 2346
), and yielded up His spirit

(dtf>7}K r6 irvevfjLO,, Mt 2750 ; Trap^cJw/ce rb irvevjAa,

Jn 19SO ). After death, His Divine P< M.',,ilii \ .

still in hypostatic (i.e. personal) union vim Hi*
disembodied human spirit, descended to Hades,
and there preached to the disobedient spirits in

prison (1 P 318
, cf. Eph 49

) ; visiting also, we infer
from Lk 23^, that compartment of Hades which is

* Cf. the1 striking words of Clement of Alexandria :
' The

Apostles, following the Lord, preached the gospel to those in
Hades. . . . [God's] punishments fin Hades] are saving and
disciplinary, leading to wnKerhfon, flW, choosing rather the
repentance than the, (tenth of a sinner. . . . Did not the same
dispensation obtain in Hades, so chat even there, all the souls,
011 hearing the preaching, might either exhibit repentance, or
confes-s that their punishment was just because they believed
not"*' {Strom. vi. C). Hee also the S'hephar'fl of Hermas, Simil.
ix. 1C: * These Aposrlcs and teachers, having f-illen asleep,
preached also to those who had rallen asleep before them, and
themselves ya\ e the soul of their preaching

1

.'

reserved for the spirits of the just. It is obvious
from these and other passages, that the view of

Apollinaris that Christ did not possess a human
soul,'

5' but that the Divine Logos took its place, is

not Scriptural. The soul and spirit of Jesus were
subject to human weakness and infirmity, and
were therefore human, not Divine.
But the rejection of Apollinarism, and the

adoption of the view that Christ possessed a perfect
human soul, involves a great psychological diffi-

culty. A perfect human soul is personal, and
therefore, if Christ was perfect God and perfect
man, it seems to follow that He must have "been

t ico persons, as Nestorius thought, or was supposed
to think. This 1

: 1

< f
;.
has never yet received a

full solution, ine solution of the ancient Church
was that the human nature of the incarnate Christ
was impersonal. The human ^vx.^1 of Christ, which,
under normal conditions, would have developed
ind- i;-

1
-,

'

. a
1

:

1

;
. was prevented, owing to

its i,,!
1 --.. 'ii' 1

' "i '. the Logos, from doing so.

It attained personality, not in itself, but in the
Divine Logos with which it was united ; and
hence, though Christ possessed a true human ^vx'n,
Hi- jujr-oiialify was single, being seated entirely
in i he 1) :

\ '.in; Nature. The Patristic view is open
to criticism on several grounds, but it still holds
the field as the best attempt to reconcile the two
apparently conflicting principles of Scripture, that
Christ is

'

perfect God and perfect man, and yet
only one Person, f

$. The human will of Jesus. Jesus, as possess-
ing a human soul, possessed also a human will, for

volition is one of the most characteristic activities
of the soul. The Gospels regard Jesus as endowed
with a human will, which, though in the end
always ".* . itself to the Divine will, yet
did so ". i

- the cost of an inward struggle.
Thus in the Agony in the Garden, Jesus prays
(Lk 2242

),

'

Father, if thou be willing, remove this

cup from me ; nevertheless not my will, but thine
"be done *

(ir\ty JJLTJ rb 6e\7]/j,d fLOv, dXXa rb abv yLVQ-0b}).
The distinction of wills is evident also in Jn 5SO

(cf. 6s8
)

{ I seek not mine own will, but the will of
him that sent me.' It is thus the teaching of

Scripture that there are two wills in Christ, a
Divine and a human, and that these two wills are
united in one Person. The reconciliation of the
two different points of view (duality of will, and
unity of Person) is not easy. According to modern
ideas, the faculty of willing is so essentially a
function of personality, that it seems necessary to

postulate two egos where there are two wills.

The ancients, however, did not connect willing
with personality so closely as we do ; and, more-
over,

* will
'
is too strong a term to translate their

6\7)j&a (voluntas}. BeXyjua, it is true, in its stronger
sense, ,,

-

-|

*

the meaning of 'will,* but more
often ! .' weaker sense of '

wish,' 'liking,'
'

inclination,* *propension.' The true Greek term
for will in our sense is VP^M, or more definitely
irpoaipeiTLs, or -iill more (lofiriiUJly atfre^ovcrior^s

1

, or

avT%oticriov ^rif-ilotonniiuuion;.
'

It is clearly in
the weaker sense of c inclination

' that Ofaypa is

used in the Gospels, and it is jiro1i,-l.l\ ". the same
sense that Dyothelitism was -.M !.!! 'r. the Sixth
General Council (A.D. 680) to be the 'doctrine of

the Church.^:
*
Apollinaris admitted that Jesus possessed "Jio V>W(.r or

animal soul (-4/y^ o.^oyosr), but denied to Him ilu di'-hnci'vv.K

human or rational soul ('^X'>, /-wi).
t The deiailb of the question are in the highest degree

intricate, and cannot be entered upon here. The reader may
consult Dorner, Person of Christ, n. i. 116 ff., 152 ff., 201 ff.,

266 ff., for an acute criticism of the Patristic view. See also

Ottley, Incarnation, pt. vii. 1. 4, 2. 2.

t On the Monothelite and Dyothelite question see Dorner,
op. cit. It. i. 155 ff. The last 'word (even from the strictly
orthodox point of view) has not yet been said upon this difficult

subject.
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See also art. INCARNATION in vol. i. , esp. p. 812 f ,

LITERATURE. M. F. Boos, Fundamenta J1
- ."." '. ,-.,.

/yji-V //' ' "J"ila (brief, but valuable) ; J. ].!', , I . - .
,

,. ,y. x ,/.
/... ,-, [Eng. tr. 1877J ; Botteher, de Inferis (a store-

house of Biblical and Rabbinical material) ; Olshausen, de Nat
Human. Trichotomia (in Opuso. TkeoL)* von Rudloff, Die
Lehre vom Menschen ; Franz Delitzsch, Syst. d. bibl. Psychol.
[Eng. tr. 1867] (learned, but fanciful) ; J. Laidlaw, The Biblen *'-'-e of Man ; J. B. Heard, The Tripartite Nature qf Man

Soul (contains* exhaustive ""." _.!'
"

Ezra Abbot) ;
R. H,

Charles, A Critical Histor^ _ /;
'

of a Future Life ,

Salmond, Christian Doctrine"of Immortality ; F. W. H. MyersHuman Personality and its Survival of Bodily Death ; Piat,
Destinee de I'hommei Welldon, The Hope of Immortality
Martineau, Study of Religion, "bk. 4; Mason, Purgatory
Plumptre, Spirits in Prison; Luckock, After Death; Pusey.
What is of faith as to Everlasting Punishment 1- ; C. Harris^
pro Fide, c. xv.

; A. Westphal, Chair et Esprit ; Ludemann,
Die Anthropologie des Ap. Paulus; art.

*

Psychology' in
TT-.st'> .

'

7) 1
; art.

' Geist ' in PRE%
; artl.

*

Soul,'
*

Eschatology,'
'

-\". of the Soul
'

in JE ; art. (

Eschatology
*
in EBi ;

consult also OT Theologies of Schultz, Smend, Oehler ; and
the NT Theologies of Schmid, van Oosterzee, B. Weiss,
Holtzmann. Q HARRIS.

SOUTH (VOTQS}. 1. The locality indicated. The
southern direction was called by the Hebrews
Tdman (Jer 4920

), that is, the country
con the right

side
'
to one facing eastwards in Palestine. In the

same way their kinsmen and successors, the Mos-
lem Arabs, called the southern part of their empire
Yemen, the *

right hand' country, and de^rmtcd
Syria and Palestine to the North as al-tihdm, the
*
left

3

region. The queen of Sheba was referred to
as the queen of the South (Mt 1242). In a more
limited and special sense the Hebrews gave the
name ' South Country

'

to the wilderness of Judsea
and the region lying beyond it (Jos 128

,
Ac 826 ).

2. Character of south wind.< Passing over an
area with little or no A

<:,L(
I {,,;!"*:. i: was both hot

(Lk 1265 ) and lacking hi \ u: 1
! /:!_ power. The

rarefaction produced by the sun's rays on the bare
desert gave rise to whirlwinds, which gathered
up the dust in tall swaying columns that moved
like evil genii over the land until they suddenly
broke

_
and dispersed (Job 379

, Zee 914). It was
< :i;i.f\v H transition current, being the dry east
Mis 1

.! I -'lifur.^ round towards the humid west. It
thus partook of the nature of both, and resembled
the close steamy air of a palm-house. The allu-
sion in Job 3717 is either to the lethargy inducedsi *u vJ.um_rj. V\J UJ.J.V3 -1.^ Ul.lCti. i V XX1U. UAitjU,

j xv*o *.,.. v ,, . <Mn^ influence, or to the cool refresh-
ment of i he -liou or- that usually follow it.

OAtxrr-Kr -
G. M. MACKIE.

SOWING. Fir f
-.iv;i^" ,i- \\ m< taphorical ex-

pression of the -i-:i r, 'i \- jri: p'!i:<.in o of Christ and
His Apostles, see under SEED. The Gospels further
contain, however, three semi-proverbial uses of the
term which merit notice.

1. One is in connexion with the counsel against
worldly anxiety (Mt 626=Lk 1224 birds neither sow
nor reap), where sowing denotes one of the ordinary
operations and occupations of men in order to
secure a livelihood. Jesus is here quoting a fam-
iliar proverb of the ancient world, which was cur-
rent in several forms (e.g. 'aves sine patrimonio
vivunt et in diem pascuntur').

2. In Mt 2*- M=Lk 1921 - 22
, a grasping, unscru-

pulous character is defined as one that reaps where
it lias not sown, i.e. enriches itself at the expense
of other people. Several ancient parallels, both
from Jewish (cf. Taylor's Sayings of the Jewish
Father*, 1897, p. 143) and from pagan (e.g. ^Elian,
Var. Hist. iii. 46 and iv. 1 ; and Plato, Leges, xi.
913 C) sources, are quoted for the second clause of
the verse, which is probably to be taken as an
'"Y

'v
.':"'

' " r ^e ^rst-

^

3. !' I
;

. two semi-proverbial (cf. e.g. Mic 615
,

I*- l-JO
'; ..ayings upon sowing, in a figurative

sense, are preserved in Jn 436 - 37
. Taken as part of

the story of Jesus at Sychar, the ]ia>si^c starts
from the responsiveness of the SanuirLiJiii- to the

gospel (their full-grown faith being contrasted with
the indifference and unbelief of Judaism upon the
whole). The sight of the Samaritans streaming
out of the city suggests to Jesus that a rich harvest
of souls is to be reaped here, and reaped apparently
without the usual delay and interval. Samaria is

ripe already for the gospel.
* Fotir months more,

then harvest/ may be the time in Nature ; but
here, in the order of the Spirit, sowing is hardly
done ere reaping begins. J. MOFFATT.

SPARROW. See ANIMALS in vol. i. p. 66a .

SPEJLR. This word occurs in !NT only in Jn 1934

c one of the soldiers pierced Jesus
5

side with a spear
'

(X67x?y). A comparison, however, of Mt 2748 '

put
[the sponge] on a reed '

(trepL&Gh /coAd^), makes it

probable that in Jn 1929 for VO-O-^TT^ 7re/H0<!W<-$,
c

put
it upon hyssop/ v(ror$ v. should be read. o-cr6s is

the Koman pilum (Polybius, i. 40. 12, etc.). The
head of this spear is said to have been buried within
the principal church of Antioch, where, under direc-
tion of Peter of Amiens, it was discovered by the
besieged Crusaders, and proved their salvation
from the onslaught of the prince of Mosul in 1098.

T. H. WEIR.
SPICES (Lat. < . / \ The word denotes pri-

marily the kind of Ji . li!::^ a sample or specimen
of anything. Then it means a certain touch or
taste of something. More definitely, it denotes
any aromatic or pungent substance. In general,
spices are aromatic condiments used for seasoning
food, or fragrant ointments used as perfumes. In
the NT the term is used in both of these senses ;

and, in a few (,*-<-. i! *ia -j; -<i:i|i-v 1m: v. \>\ \- 'ii'M'iinu.
In jthe Gospels there are several words used to

describe various kinds of spices. It is scarcely
possible to classify them. See artt. MYJRRH,
FRANKINCENSE, NARD, SPIKENARD, MINT, ANISE,
CUMMIN, KITE.

Spices (Gr. dpcfytara, Lat. aromata) are mentioned
in Mk 16l

, Lk 2366 241
, Jn 1940

. We have here
probably a general term to denote the mixed spices
used in embalming the bodies of the dead.

FRANCIS R. BEATTIE.
SPIES (<*7/oi0eroi, best derived from eyKaOirj/M,

'to send down in (secret)' [Grimin-Tliayer], 'men
suborned to lie in wait'; Vulg. insidiatores}.
Though the word occurs only once in the Gospels
(Lk 2020

; cf. Job 1912
31, Sir 811

), there is abundant
evidence of a regular system of espionage directed
against Jesus from the time when He iirst at-
tracted the notice of the ruling classes. Emissaries
were sent from Jerusalem for this purpose (Mk 71

and Mt 151
RV), and in the latter portion of His

,

public ministry He could hardly speak in any
'

synagogue or other public place without seeing
some of these spies in His audience. Their action
is variously described: (1) 'They watched him'
(Trapar^pet^, Trapar^peTcrflcu.

f ^n \rntfh i
1 -jilirii;?\. ">

a furtive manner 3 f
ex-ii! -iU'M-; oi'-i;: 1

...' !S,-\:
cf. Mk 32=Lk 67 141 2u-J

, 'where EV add -him,"
though the verb i- j.n.l,,n,l\ asecl generally of

watching for an <.).j..irui":ii. (2)
c

They began
to press upon him \rhi. n:T>';!\ . and to provoke
tiim to speak of many things 'f-c "..;:: -fr..- ai'r6^),

laying wait for him to catch -nm ilr;^- .,.r,t of Ms
nioutn' (gveSpetiovres atirbv 6ypev(rai ri K rov <rr6yu,aro?
ai5roO, Lk II 54

), where airoo-TojuLartfriv is explained by
Ellthym. Zig. as dTrcurefr a-'-- -V'?'-, * al az/eTTio-^TT-
rous dTTOKpLaeis ^pwTyfjLdrwv '"SoN* ..". .

-

!K- Vulg, gives
05- ems },/ riint M. as if from a reading ^Trto-ro^eLv).
So Lk -2nJ tell- how the chief priests and scribes
watched and 'sent forth *.jiio<. which feigned them-
selves to be righteous, time lli<>\ might take hold
of his speech, so as to dolivor liim up to the rale
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and to the authority of the governor.' The putting
of the question about the tribute money, which
immediately follows, wat- :" plot, in which
the Pharisees and the i i

, ,

,
two mutually

hostile parties, joined (cf. for a similar union in
Galilee, Mk 36

). The Pharisees sent their disciples
(Mt 2216

), young
^

men apparently, fresh, earnest,
zealous, and anxious to do right, hoping thus to
avoid exciti : -;;:.:'>'. of their designs. St.
Mark (12

1S
) ..--:; .<- i ::,- object as 'that they

mi, -I
1

'.
< i\ i

v him in talk '

(Iva, atirbv aypetcrucri Aoyy) ;

>;. M.ii lit". (22
15

) says they took counsel 'how
they might ensnare him in his talk '

(irayiSefoua-ii'
v Xtryy), the verb used being from Trayis,

' a trap or
snare/ into which if He fell He would be held fast
with a view to further prootiCHlin^-.. Compare also
Mt 193

, Jn II 46
, and Lk 1939 where some Pharisees

mingled with the rejoicing multitude, no doubt
for a similar purpose. The -i ::r- u'Y:. in favour
of Jesus mentioned in Jn 732 was possi bly reported
to the Pharisees by spies. Christ was always
conscious of the presence of such men, and on
these occasions seemed to court publicity for His
actions ; cf. the direction to the man with the
withered hand,

' Stand forth
'

(Mk 33). The futility
of the system of espionage as directed against Him
was shown at the trial, where all their efforts re-
sulted in inability to bring forward anything as a
charge except His words about the Temple.
The use of spies for a different purpose, viz. to

facilitate His arrest, is implied in Mk 14l
, where

His enemies sought how they might take Him with
subtilty (4v SoXy), and in Jn II57 by the command
that if any man knew where He was he should give
information (Mvtfay), that they might take Him.
Such a measure was necessary because of His
popularity with the multitude. In this sense

- Judas was the great spy, being in close touch with
Jesus, and familiar with all His movements, a fact
which explains the roundabout directions given to
the two Apostles as to where they should prepare
the Passover meal. It was essential that Judas
should not know the"place beforehand, in order that
the solemn proceedings and Christ's last discourse

might not be interrupted by the coming of the
band from the priests to effect His arrest.

W. H. DUNDAS.
SPIKENARD (

= '

spiked nard 3

). The AY and
BY .

' "

of vdpdos 7TLcrTLK<rj in Mk 143
, Jn 123

,

or , :he Vulg. nardi spicati (in Jn. nardi
pistici). The word 'spikanard' (sic] appears first

in Wyclifs version,
"

\
"" ^

. i

*

, ving
merely deorwyrftes

'

, ; "-.,. i"
1

.. has
'pure.' These various translations indicate the

.doubt as to the meaning of the Greek, which was
felt from very early times, and is reflected in the
Versions generally. The oldest Q \ :<( \ *'-!on and
some Old Latin texts simply '"an -I !:**.!, while
the Peshitta renders by rishayci, (= 'choicest').
Of the various explanation^ of the word irurruuli,

the most ^'iiorsillv ;M ,-<|'!<'<l are: (1) 'Genuine/ as

though it ui*iv<-oiiiK><-h <l v. iili irtaTLs (Meyer, Weiss,
etc.). The word iria-riK&s d- *

, ! i :"\ occur in

Artemidorus(#7iefcV. 2. 32) in ': ..... i-
'

'faithful'

(yw^i TTLO-TLKT) Kdl olicovpos} ; and we learn from Pliny
(HN xii. 26) that adulterations of nard were fre-

quent.* (2) 'Liquid,' as though it was connected
with irivw. Ovid (Ars. Am. Hi. 443) uses the epithet
liquida with nardus ; and Clement of Alexandria
(Peed. II. viii. 64) distinguishes between ptipa vypd
and fitpa frpd. (3) 'Drinkable.

7

Athenafius tells

us that some unguents were drunk (689 C). But
the Greek word for tfrinlwltl? is works, not TTLO--

rt/c6?.f Some have suspected a 'primitive error'
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* Of. Theophylact, r^v oiSoXov v&fdov xeit
fJC,VFat,

iTJff-rsuS XMTKCT-
xsvettrOita-Ky (Com. on St. Mark, Migne, Pat. Gr. cxxix.).

t Scaliger clcrhed the word from -r-nWe/v, *to pound.' But
this does nol give a satisfactory sense.

in the text here, and have proposed various
emendations. It has been suggested that the
true reading is 'IvSiK-fe. All our authorities agree
in stating that the genuine nard came from India,
while inferior sorts came from other countries.
Others would read (nrLKdrys (=Yulg. spicati), a
word found in Galen, vl 178 C, 182 C, E. Naber
(Mnemosyne, 1902, pp. 1-15) conjectures an original
form, or7rL<TTLK7js (

= '

liquid '), which, being a a7ra

\ey6fjievov. mi^lic have been corrupted into Trta-r^s.
Prof. E. X. Ijeiinoii (Classical Review, 1890, p. 319)
suggests that the true form may be irta-TdKTjs, and
points out that the resin of the Pistacia terebinthus
was anciently mixed with the oil of nard, and that
it was a very valuable scent (Dioscorides, i. 91).
All these emendations, however, ingenious and
iritoro-l'Tig as they are, are rendered improbable
hy i;!<; iVc-i that neither in St. Mark nor in St.
John is there any variation in the MSS.

It is difficult to say with anything like certainty
what the meaning of the word was. Ifc may be a
local name, as RVrn suggests.* Possibly it is the
Gre-\ -,i;:v ,!<", of Pisitd, one of the Skr. names
for -\" ////', jatamansi (Dymock, Pharmaco-
(jrap/uia imiica, ii. p. 233). But most likely it

is a technical term denoting some specially valu-
able kind of nard.t Modern experience goes to
show

^

how easily the exact meaning of similar
technical or c

fancy
' names can be lost. Such has

probably been the case with the word we are dis-

cussing. See also artt. NARD, OINTMENT.

LITERATURE. See the authorities cited at end of art. NARD.
T" 's discussed by C. F. A. Fritzsche (Com. on St.
1

"

: : . 1830) at great length, and very fully by Morison
(uom. ou MK., in Zoc.)- H. W. FULFORD.

SPINNINCr. Prom very early times in Palestine,
spinning of wool and flax by means of hand-spindles
was one of the common occupations, especially of
women. Jesus referred to spinning (p-rjQeLv} in

{<;,! K::^ O-'d's providential care, even of the lilies
i n" i i

1 - 1

!<!,:, which are richly clothed though they
neither toil nor spin (Mt 6-8, Lk 1227).

E. B. POLLARD.
SPIRIT (irvevpa). This word occupies a very

important place in the v ":M:I^- i-f ihe Evangelists,
covers a wide area of iliu;_!! . ,iriu is not always
clearly defined as to th<-

|
!. i 'M.'.U- use it is put to

in a given context. The prominent place thus

assigned to the word may be considered as indi-
cative of the position which the principal idea
embodied by it fills in the general scheme of con-
structive ChriK*;: |--\ cliol'i:.1

\. . In this respect we
have a good rxr.i.r 1' of .lie almost in-'ii lit oly
creative powei of -lev. i-!:, jinl especially ot (Jims-
tian-Jowi-h. roli^ionr- 1 bought. In classical writings
TTA/f "ua i< found largely employed in a physiological
Sense (cf. r Trvetij&aTL rod crT^yU-ctros atfrou, 2 Th 28 ;

and for a similar use see Jn 3s
, He I 7 ), but in them

it never appears as a |\ (-1 olo..I- ,'

'

term, as it does
so often in Biblical u sir ;_!- .u-i-i of the OT and
the NT (seeCremer's /;,v /..'//. ,

'. Lex. s.v.).

The determining factor in the cnijfloxinonl of
this word by ISTT writers is the profuunu holiof,
inherited from the prophets and teachers of the

OT, that there existed from the very beginning a

unique fellowship between God and man (cf. woty
fays, Gn 27 [LXX]). In spite of much and repeated
unfaithfulness on man's part (cf. the difficult, though,
for our present ]>urpo>e, the sufficiently significant

passage,
* My spirit shall not remain [Karafjielvrj] for

ever in man,' Gn 6s), this fellowship continued to
be realized more and more intensely as one gene-

* 'Ofmrnxys (from Opis, near Babylon), "WtrTotxtysfis (from
Psittake on the Tigris), and Tlterrvs (from the (?) Persian town
Pisteira) have been suggested as possible readings. But none
of these is an Indian town.

t This idea is found as early as Theophylact (c. 1077 A.D.),
who says that the word may de'note tbo$ v,p%ov avtat
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ration succeeded another, and warriors and poets,

prophets and priests, all found their inspiration in

the firm belief that the Spirit of God was the living
motive power animating their words and deeds.

There can be no doubt that the Incarnation
formed the culminating point, as well as the final

guarantee of the truth, of this historic realization.

Henceforth there was established in the human
consciousness a relationship between God and man
which can be conveyed only in terms expressive of

the closest mutual intimacy and communion. Not
only can it be asserted that God's Spirit

* dwells in
}

man, but the .

-

: of that truth consists in

the resultant ,
man 'in the Q

j "';//-
Tn/etf/mrt, Ro **,. I msequence of i

: n l):\". M

Spirit's activity in this sphere is the co-operative
activity of man's spirit attesting the reality of the

iVM'iHon-liip and working towards e th-
* "" '

.-

nee* 01 God' (Eo 103;
2 Co 521

; cf. Ro -
,.

I

Pauline identification of * the Spirit of Christ
' and

c the Spirit of God '

is for us ultimately justified in

the twofold story of the birth of Jesus, narrated, as

we must think, from two distinct points of view.

The Spirit of God was the operative agency by
which the Incarnation was accomplished (Mt 1 18< 20

;

cf. the :
'"\' on hmige.iblo terms irvevj&a ayiov and

dwa/Ms 'T^torou, Lk P-;. The revejation
of the Son-

ship of Jesus followed immediately upon His
jiuuinlm-i 'ty/.-rev, Ac 1038) with the Holy Spirit,
Mini LMO i"\\oi"'M connexion established by the Syn-
optists between this revelation and His Temptation
seems to establish beyond doubt that, in their

opinion, the consciousness of Jesus became then for

the first time fully alive to the wondrous position
which He occupied, and to the character of the

work He was destined to undertake (cf. the burden
of the heavenly message 6 w6s /mov 6

ayairyrbs,
and

the implied doubt repeated in the Temptation el vibs

el TOV deou, as well as the part played by the Spirit
in each of these incidents, Mt 316 4lttS Mk I 1

"-,

Lk 322 4lfif

-, also Jn l 3^
; see Plummer,

6
St. Luke,' in

ICC, ad lot.}.

The realization of the abiding presence of the

Spirit continued to be for Jesus the dominating
feature in. His ministry of power (see Mt 122S ;

cf. the corresponding expression & Sct/crtfXy 0eop,
Lk llao

) 3 and gives terrible force and point to His
solemn warning against that continued deliberate

opposition to His claims which springs from love

of darkness and obedience to the spirit of evil.

Here, too, lay the secret of that absolute conviction
of the truth of His message to the world, resulting
as it did in

~ "
'

' ' *

1
" >"' of its inherent

authority! . i
- - i .,-..- : *. Jn 6 fi3 739 * 46

,

Mt 728 - 13a
'

4 22s8
,
Mk I22 62 II 18

,
Lk 432

)
:

Nor
would Jesus confine this conviction to Himself.
The descriptive title 'the Spirit of truth/ three
times reiterated in the Johannine discourses, em-

phasized that side of His toacliin^i which laid

particular stress on the identity 01 the guiding
principle of His life and work with that moulding
the activity of His

di^ciple^.
At the same time it

guaranteed the continuity of the context of His

message and theirs to the"world (Jn 1417 1526 1613
,

cf. the actual bequest in which His promises were,
partly at least, fulfilled, Jn 2022

; see also 789).
That they might entertain no doubt as to the
authoril ative position they were to occupy in carry-
ing out the work begun by Him, Jesus spoke of

His own permanent return to them as practically
identical with the continual abiding of the Holy
Spirit in and with them (cf. the phrase fyxopai vpbs
tifjLas, Jn 1418

).
' Christ is in fact from the moment

of His Resurrection ever coming to the world and
to the Church, and to men as the Risen Lord'

(Westcott, Gospel of St. John, on 14s ). In fact the
work of 'the Spirit of truth' is mainly the glori-

fication of Jesus by gradually making Him known

to the world as to His Person and work (ticeivos fy

5odcret, 'ori IK rov e/xoC X^^erai Kai dvayyeXel bjuLw"

Trdvra 6'cra &x eL 7rar7?p e/xd ^cmp, /c.r.X. , Jn 16wf *

; cf.

az/os /jLaprvptfaei. irepi ^ctoD, Jn 152(j

).

The profound oneness of Jesus and His followers

is nowhere more insistently dwelt on than in these

passages, and that not alone in the character of the
aims which He and they have in view, but also in

the motive power helping and the underlying prin-

ciple guiding them, which are identified by Him
as the forces at work in His own life and Person.

By an lU^mi-' >ii fortiori He gives them an
assurance *ih;u ;! l will bestow the Holy Spirit on
those who recognize their need of His guidance
(Lk II13

). To such the gift will always be pro-
'-Jiiiii.stf to their immediate needs (12

12
). We must

"
, !"' : that the peculiar Lukan phrase irvetiparos

aytov 7r\r)cr6ii (I
15 - 41 * 67

)
is used in connexion with

the spiritual experiences of three people whose
work lay in the piopiiialory stage of the coming
TC!' _] I-' r-

r tV- Tn<-nrnation.

.\ .
.

" I,'
1 -', i : i '._: the transcendent relationship

': \ i\\\\' J <-!;- -> -. to the Holy Spirit, we are not
left without witness that even in this sphere of

His life He was like us in all things (see Westcott,

Gospel of St. John, on Jn II33
). It is this word

(r6 TryeO/ta) that is used to describe the death on
the cross by three of the Lv!uigeli>trt (cf. Mt 2750

,

Lk 2346,
Jn 1930

), although in other places we find

i/i>xrf employed in a sense very similar (see Jn
1015 - 17

, cf. 153 10n ). It is possible, however, to see

in the use of the former word a wider range of

thought, as if it was intended to include the latter

in its scope. It is as if Jesus desired to commend
to His Father's keeping not only the spirit3 the

principle of His highest and Divinest life, but also

the soul, the seat of His personal earthly life (cf.

Hastings' DB 3 vol. iv. 612").

That 4>w;e5 *s
> nevertheless, sometimes found to denote more

than this is evident from references by Jesus Himself to iis

indestructibility and its incomparable value as the goal of all

human progress, "where we should have expected either Tve^a*
or TVSVLLOI. and 4^%^ to convey His full meaning (cf. Mt 1Q-& :$,
Lie 17&*, Mk 8&>, Jn 1225). The distinction and confusion, how-
ever, in these two words are in accordance with OT usage, where
r&tifi (NT jrvgy^oc) denotes the Divinely impart <1 pni c"pT<. of

life, and nephesh (NT 4/y%*i) the result of the :n i.;.n:u'ui> (see
1 Co 1545 ; cf. Gn 27, where nephesh fiayyah occurs, an expres-
sion which is also used of the lower life of the animal creation,
Gn 120). The indiscriminate use of these two words to denote
the same idea is found, e.g., in Is 269 (LXX), :i p;ii"!"!i.'l :< v hich
we have in the Song of the Virgin Mary (Lk i

'

;. ^>( t.- .^/, ,.

In other places where this word is used in con-
nexion with the Personality of Jesus, we lind it

employed somewhat vaguely and in loose contrast
with the outward or physical senses. He is said
to have perceived the gist

of the murmured reason-

ings of His critics
t in his spirit

'

(^TTLJVO^S rf Tr^e^/ccart

atf, K.T.X., Mk^8
; cf. Gould,

<
St. Mark' in 1CC9

adloc.}. There is here an evident contrast implied
between that intuitive knowledge gained by infer-

ence and deduction, and that acquired by direct

hearing with the ears. Again, He is spoken of as

sighing inwardly, as distinct from audibly (oLvacrre-

vda$ T irvetifjuari atirov, Mk812
), and I>OLM<J iiiiii^iMiit

'within himself or in his spirii." ^iili(uit ex-

pressing His feelings in words (cf. &ppi/j,-)j<raTo rf
irveti/Aari, Jn II 38

,
and iv &avr$, 11s8

). An interest-

ing example of a subtle i-y^iolo^icj^ distinction

between irvevpu and ^vxf *'" |ll
' !n '' '" Ine personal

experiences of Jesus with two distinct sources of

trouble and sorrow. As the cross drew near, His
' soul

'

(if i/vxtf jwou rerdpa/crcct, Jn 1227) revolted
from the horrors of the vision ; while we, as we
read the narrative of self-revelation, perceive the

origin and caiise of His sympathy with 'the feeling
of our infirmities' (He 415

). On the other hand,
and in close connexion with His ;ii>i>mnohiu^ <l< k Hh,
there was the dark treachery^ of thuln- : and whim

I we remember the profound joy and holy
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tioii with which Jesus reviewed the success of His
work in l^roi-in^ ui-ar Him those committed to His
charge (se Jii i7 -), we can understand the grief
caused by the loss of 'the son of perdition.

7 With
reference to this fact, St. John notices that Jesus
' was troubled in spirit

}

('lytrovs trapdxQ'n TV Trvet-

Atart, 1321
), as though he would wish us to infer

that He was stirred to the very depths of His
being by the sight of a soul 1 :;:;.

:

'!-.: '<>
'

.. doom.
Instances are not wanting "n '.o %-_[ - of con-

trasts, simple and definite, in which this word
plays a part, though we have no example of the
antitheses so familiar to students of the Pauline
Christology. Perhaps the nearest to the latter is

the reference by Jesus to the contrast between the
strength and perseverance of the spirit and the
weakness of the flesh (r& wvev/jicL Trp66vjj,oj> , . . T? er&/>

do-Qerfs, Mk 1439=Mt 2641
). When, in His conver-

sation with Nicodemus, Jesus refers to fleshly (4x

TTJS <TOp/c6y)^
birth and spiritual (4tc rov irvetiparos)

birth. He is not contrasting the limitations of the
one with the inherent independence, as to time,
space, etc.

, with their consequent imperfections, of
the other. He has in His mind simply the two
spheres of being to which man, g/ud man, stands
related. By his <rdp he is in fellowship, spiritual,
mental, and physical, with the whole visible
creation. By his Trvev^a he touches and enters the
sphere of spiritual life in the entirety of his com-
plete nature. Both orders of existence have their
characteristic i-'-l-K-

1
!,-!. -. and it is man's unique

privilege to ir-.re i MO ; wo in his complete life and
experience. The perfect synthesis is accomplished
only in the Incarnation, and it is only by keeping
steadily in view the two great constituent elements
in Jesus' Person that we shall succeed in truly
interpreting His language in His discourses at

Capernaum, which were so vitally misunderstood.
Neither the spirit alone nor the flesh alone can
apprehend nncl appropriate the Christ, the Son of
JNliin.

* The flesh' is of no avail (?) <rapk oik ci^eXet

o&Sfr, Jn 663 ), 'the spirit' alone has the power of

conveying life (rb 7rjfVfj,d <TTLV rb fwoirotouy). At
the same time, in order to ;i ^<-ii!i

; n<'
i-nsrcipation,

the life-giving ':i'---;!;_v "i-.i-i U <-!o:ii< 4
i in lan-

guage which \\\\\\ In: I ',:.! and, in part at least,
understood (ra jrfifw.ro. . . . -irvevjuid frriv Kal &nj). The
historic fact of the Incarnation was necessary to
meet the needs of man both on his spiritual and
fleshly side, and so we understand the force of the
words of the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews
(o 7&p 8$ irov dyy\w <?7riAa

/u/3dj'erai, He 216
). And

while it would be going beyond the strict limits
of certainty to say that Jesus on this occasion is

making specific reference to the rite which He
afterwards instituted in words of similar import,
it ^ IK , : \\

"*

i disputed that in His Last Supper
Her 1 ,-'. '

principles referred to above. In
it, too,

c the flesh profiteth nothing,' it is the spirit
that giveth life ; but the invisible, intangible spirit
is clothed with a visible, tangible body, while
inn n. uurk mjr 'lirou^h and by the latter, reaches

'tipvrnr-ii- jjMti M-.nakc- of the former (cf. Westcott,
Crospel of St. John, ad loc.}.

When Jesus, in His conversation with the woman
of Rn inn riii

T identifies Spirit with the Being of God
(-ryf/;'* 0<'*t Jn 4s4), He at 01100 proceed- Lo fore-

shadow the abiding result, as well as the condition
of man's approach to Him. The arena, so to

speak, upon which the activity of the Divine

Spirit displays His manifold and world-wide char-

acter, is the human spirit. If we are to offer to
God a spiritual (tv irvstpwrC) worship, and appre-
hend clearly the methods by which He quickens
human life, the first and last requisite is that we
shall be in the Spirit (Jn 424

; of. Eo 815L , Eph 218

etc. ). It is not enough, though it is perfectly true,
to say that 'the spirit in man responds to the

VOL. ii. 43

Spirit of God' (Westcotfc, Gospel ofSt. John, on 423).

The spirit in man becomes the spirit of man (r<

Ti-j'etfyuart ^ctwz/, Eo 816
}, and acting, as it does, in

harmony with the Spirit of God, is ^di-K-il iruo all

the truth (cf. the sequence rb 7n/eCyut
-

.-> ', \y,'<..* . . .

els rfy aX-fidziav Tracrav, Jn 1613
). Henceforth man's

spiritual home is within the region of that absolute
truth which the Person arid the work of Jesus
were destined to disclose and make real.

Just as we are led to believe in and hope for this

co-operative activity of the Holy Spirit, so the

Evangelists are insistent in the belief that the

spirits of evil are ever watchful to make their
home within us. In words of solemn warning
Jesus implies that our need of spiritual guidance is

so profound that we stand in constant danger of

harbouring these active enemies (note els rbv OLK^V

/icy, Lk II24
), and that the only way of successfully

: "!* gainst their presence is to admit the
1

1
'..

*"" as the supreme and only Guest (cf.

Plummer, c St. Luke/ in ICC, on II25
). So close is

the analogy between these conceptions that St.

Mark does not hesitate to denote the presence, and
the relation of the evil spirits to the possessed by
using the same preposition (b) which he employs
when speaking of the guiding influence of the

Holy Ghost (Mk I 24 322 52 ; cf. 12s6 , Lk 227). The
diseases which these spirits were supposed to con-

vey to their victims were often spoken of as

belonging to them inherently (Mk 917- 25 etc. See
art. DEMON).
We shall not be surprised, after these considera-

tions, to learn that when men have the same ends
in view, pursue them by similar methods of work,
and betray the same general characteristics in their
mental and spiritual outlook, they are said to have
the same spirit. John the Baptist and Elijah,
though separated by centuries of time, were be-
lieved to be so far identified that the former lived
and acted ' in spirit and in power

*

(& Tr-veti/tari Kal

dvv&pGL, Lk I17), ^.e. under the shadow and guidance
of the latter (cf. Jesus' method of interpreting the

popular belief in the p '< k -M i - -
: , i \ \ i return of Elij al i,

Mt II14
). At the sflirc 1

:i':v, :' historian is care-
ful to note that the Baptist's childhood was marked
by^

a gradual development and -
,

M
';:; in

spirit side by side with hisbodil. / ! \ L
80

).

See, further, artt. FLESH, HOLY "- 1

i ;i .
<

I .

LITERATURE. In addition to the Lexx. and Dictionary artt.
and the Lit. at SOTTL, see Laidlaw, Bible Doct. of Man, esp.
131 ff. ; Weiss, BiU. Theol. of NT, 27; W. H. Hodge,

4
Bibl.

Usag-e of Soul and Spirir' in Pres. JRef. Rev. viii. (1897), 251;
F. E. Brightman, 'Soul, Body, Spirit' in JThSt ii. (1900) 273;
W. H. Schoemaker, *Use of Pneuma in NT* in JBL xxiii.

(1904) is. j. K. WILLIS.

SPIRITUALITY. See CHARACTER OF CHRIST
in vol. L p. 286 f. 9 and art. SPIRIT.

SPIRITUALIZING OF THE PARABLES. < The
legs of the lame/ says a Hebrew proverb, *hang
loose j so is a parable in the mouth of fools' (Pr
267) ; but it is possible to err in the >ji-i(r direc-

tion by pressing a parable too far, ivi-.j ii ; 's- 1 ex-
MV -! i i-:,iy

"*

isUowed, riding it to death. Such
v

,', r I !: ii :r.is- >:" the ancient interpreters, and it

has been imitated by not a few in modern times.
The error lies in forgetting that a parable is

designed to teach one broad lesson, and insisting
on Jli-'-ovarinx -nme significance in every detail.

_\ jrlir'in^ in-*. ;,i:cr is Theophilus of Antioch's ex-

j'O-iiion. fpioud npprovingly by St. Jerome,* of
the parable of the Srowjird" (Lk J6 1 "12

), which in-

culcates simply <he diny of being as shrewd in

-|>ir!( mil mn( t<-r> as menWe wont to be in worldly
it Iliiir.-. Tho riirli man, according to Theophilus, is

Almighty God ; the steward, St. Paul ; the debtor
who owed 100 baths of oil, the Gentiles, 'qui

* ad Algcw. Qucest. vi.
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niagna indigebant misericordia Dei '

; the debtor
who owed 100 cors of wheat, the Jewish people,
' which had been nourished by the wheat of God's
commandments. 3

T.iiY. 'h.- Zigabemis, whose
interpretation of iio ',,: , ! alf

'

(Lk 15'23 )
as 'the

holy body of Christ
3

is saved from being blas-

phemoTis only by the good monk's simple piety,
makes out that the rich man is God (rbv fiiXdv-

dpuirov /cat avevdeTj deov] ; the steward, every possessor
of riches, such being

* not lords but stewards :

;

the steward's dismissal, death. Some modern in-

terpreters have gone quite as far in extravagance.
Schleiermacher makes the rich man represent the

Romans, the steward
11

, 1,;\ ^.s'h^'-r
1

-. ; -i-V^ btors
the Jewish people. Vmi<i -i^ .o < sMv.ri-c-::. the
rich man is &px<*>v r^ KOCTJULOV, while the steward is

the man who applies earthly riches to spiritual
\ises.

Origen's expo.MUpn of the parable of the Good
Samaritan (Lk 1U |J

"' 37
) is a masterpiece of ill-applied

i
1

'^'
1

:!:!!'.^. The traveller is Adam; Jerusalem is

I'.UMMM'; Jericho is the world; the robbers are
hostile demons ; the Priest is the Law ; the Levite
is the Prophets ; the Samaritan is Christ ; the
wounds are disobedience ; the beast is the Lord's

body ; the inn is the Church ; the two denarii are
the Father and the Son (the New and the Old
Covenant, says Euthymius Zigabenus) ; the inn-

keeper is the Bishop.*
The parable of the Ten Virgins (Mt 251'18

) has
furnished another fruitful field to spiritualizing
inl<ir]n-{or<. According to St. Chrysostom the

liimp^ iiiM liio grace of virginity (TO ry$ irapffevlas

xdpur/jLa) ; the oil is philanthropy, alms (rty <pt.\a.v-

QpuTrlav, TIJV 3\eyiiLo<Ttvnv) ; the sellers are the poor,
who afford the opportunity for alms-giving ; the

sleep of the virgins is death ; the cry at midnight
(cf . 1 Th 416

) shows that the Resurrection will take
place by night. The lesson of the parable is that

virginity without
* '^ '""

;/ is darkness. Ac-
cording to Origen aim ot. Jerome, the five virgins
are the five sent i

. \ -1
:

bo the latter, the oil

is good works ,*,", '-\
f former, it is teach-

ing, the vessels being the souls of the learners.
There is much shrewd sense in Calvin's caustic
remark :

' Some greatly torment themselves about
the lamps, about the vessels, about the oil ; but the
simple and real gist is that eager zeal for a brief

space does not suffice, unless unwearied constancy
be added thereto/ See, further, artt. PAKABLE and
CIRCUMSTANTIALITY IN THE PARABLES.

DAVID SMITH.
SPITTING, SPITTLE (irrtiw, Tr-rtfcr/ia, eyU-Trrtfu).

References to spitting occur in the NT in the

Gospels only, and there always in connexion with
Christ.

1. Spitting was a common mark of derision and
contempt. Christ foretold it among the insults
which He as Messiah would endure (Mk 1084, Lk
1832

) ; and during His Passion He was spit upon
both by Jews (Mt 2667

, Mk 1465 ) and by Gentile
soldiers (Mt 2730

, Mk 1519 ). Allusions to the custom
with this injurious meaning are found in the OT
(Nu 12", Dt 259

, Is 506
). Variant forms, still

customary among Orientals, are spitting upon the

f
round before any one, or even at the mention of a
espised and hated name.
2. Three occasions are recorded on which Christ

made use of His spittle in the work of healing :

with a deaf and dumb man in the Deeapolis
(Mk 7s3

), when He touched the tongue of the
afflicted with moisture from His own mouth ; with
a blind man at Bethsaida (Mk 823 ), when He
c

spat upon his eyes
'

; and with one born blind, at
Jerusalem (Jn 96t7), when He made clay of the

j

* In Lw. Horn, xxxiv. St. Augustine (Qucest. EV. ii. 19) !

gives a similar interpretation, but with still greater luxuriance
of fancy. I

spittle and anointed the eyes of the blind. In the
two former instances Christ is stated first to have
taken the man apart, and Meyer suggests that this

secrecy was due to His use of the spittle ; but no
reason for secrecy suggests itself, and the third

act of healing appears to have been performed
publicly. Trench (Miracles, on Jn 9) adduces Pliny
(HN xxviii. 7), Suetonius ( Vespas. 1), Tacitus (//As/.

iv. 8), to witness to the prevalence of an ancient
belief in the medicinal value of human saliva,

especially for eye troubles. See BLINDNESS.
JOHN MUIR.

SPONGE. See ANIMALS in vol. i. p. 07a
,
and

VINEGAR.

STAFF. Two different words occurring in the

Gospels are rendered 'staff' in EV". (1) pd/33os,

(2) ItfXop.

1, Only once is pdpdos found in the Gospels, viz.

in the Synoptic account of the instructions given
by Jesus to the Twelve as He sent them on their
mission (Mk 6f

= Mt 1010=Lk 9s
). It denotes, of

course, the ordinary walking-stfiii' of the traveller,

which, as used in the East, is somewhat longer
than the walking-stick we know, and is simply a

long,
l:

..

1

:ii\\-i,ij'rii:i;_ rod, serviceable for support
and <' ,- !( c.

The main interest of the reference to the staff In the con-
nexion above mentioned lies in the textual difference exhibited
by the parallel passages. The instruction as given m Mk O8 was
that the Twelve were to take nothing with them,

*

except a
staff only

'

(E; jay p&ffiov /AOVOV) ; whereas, according to Mt. (j*yfcl

p<i(3Sov) and Lk. (w ''-.-= .'i-O. '.hey were to take nothing at all,
not even a staff. \\ rijj'i ':L..- this in suppport of a suggestion
that Mt. and Lk. were '

affected by the tendency to expect
^ ".:'..,." ' '*

..
,

"

-.'iigious teachers' (Synopsis,
\> i !.'.-.- i' . (. xj'lai'K'l .'i- (In-- :,! tir- 1 .>

. r

r. l'i . "0 ,- ! I ^
,

: .", there is a o.i. in some
> 1

"

_" -
"

.

"

-

1

/5/SSawff, 'neither staves.' This variant is

i
1 - :: ascribed to a set purpose to afford a loop-

hole for iiin ir..i!"/!Mjr ihe accounts. The AV, however, reacting
'staves' in no n t a-c-, lies open to suspicion on this point ; for
in Mt 1010 it gives 'nor yet staves,' with the extraordinary
marginal note 'Gr. a staff,' showing that their text actually
read p/35ov. So the way is left open" for the puerile suggestion
that the accounts are consistent, inasmuch as Je.sus meant that
His disciples were not to take more than one staff each 1 Yet
Wyclifs earlier version (following the Vulg.) had rendered
'nether a yerde' in Mt IC^O (similarly Lk 9), careless of the
discrepancy with Mk 6 ('but a yerde oneli')- Gf. Tindale in
Mt 10W 'nor yet a rodde.' The superiority of Mk.'s account is

self-evident : there is a touch of perfect naturalness about it.

2. The tfXoy mentioned in Mk 1443
(|| Mt 2647

,
and

see Lk 2252
), like the sword, is distinctly a weapon.

Jn 18s uses the general expression oVXa. The tf\a

(EV ' staves
J

) were the wooden truncheons or clubs
of the Jewish police (uTr^rcu). Josephus (BJ n.
ix. 4) mentions them as : by Pilate's
soldiers in attacking a cro

'

. Jerusalem.
J. S. CLEMENS.

STALL. See MANGEK.

STAB. 1. Introductory. Occasional reference
is made in the NT to a star or stars, and, in most
cases, an extraordinary -i^riificaricc of some kind
is associated with the mention of such.

Two Greek words are employed, viz. Mtrr^p and &<rrpov. The
latter also bears a collective meaning (=a group of stars, a
constellation), but not in the NT.

io-t^/s
is often applied meta-

phorically (see below), eiffrpov occurs in Lk 2125, Ac 7^ 'the
star of the god Eephan

'

(a quotation from Am S2^ 2720,
He 1112. Elsewhere (exc. 2 P 1^9, where qtoatrqepes,

*

day-star,'
occurs) Mo-Tvip is used.

Sometimes these references are without any
special -i<rnifi<'smoe (e.g. Ac 2720

, He II12 *as the
stars <>f hcjivnn in multitude'), hut more often
some definite symbolica

1

,-}".}'. :-(:..M ..... parent,
as, for example, when a .", !' <;i! m -\ mark-
ing a Divine visitation : - i;i-- r" ." ;,,-'a time
when the light of the sun and the moon is with-
drawn and * the stars fall from heaven '

(Mt 243^

||
Rev 618 810 - u

; cf. Ezk 327
). In Rev 91 the image

of the *
fallen star

' has a personal reference, Satan
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"' ,.-'":.
" '

denoted by it (cf. Lk 1018 <I
-.. as lightning from heaven 3

) ; on
the other hand, by the figure of * the seven stars

'

which Christ holds in His right hand (Rev l 16 ^1 31 )

are signified the angels of the seven churches under
the direction of Christ

;
cf. I20 (Grinini-Thayer).

In Rev 121 the ' crown of twelve stars
'

may be
intended to symbolize the twelve tribes (or the
twelve Apostles

*

regarded as the crowning orna-
ment of the Jewish Church'). A mythological
allusion is apparent in Rev 124 (

' a woman arrayed
with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and
upon her head a crown of twelve stars

5

). One pass-
age (22

16
) identifies Christ with 'the bright, the

morning star' (6 dcrr^p 6 Aa/z-Trpo?, 6 Trp&ivos), in
accordance with which also 228

(

(
I will give him

the morning star ') and 2 P I 19
(

s

until the day-star
[0w0-0<5pos] arise in your hearts') are probably to
be interpreted (see, further, below).

2. The star of the Magi (Mt 2*-12). In its main
outlines the story of the visit of the Magi to Jeru-
salem and Bethlehem is probably based upon what
the compiler of the First Gospel believed to be
facts. It rests upon a historical basis. The wide-

spread expectation of the -" . World-
Redeemer, about the time of

"

of the
Christian era, and the interest of Jbastern astrol-

ogers in His advent in the West are well attested,
and may well have led to some such visit as is

described in Mt.* (See, further, art. MAGI). It

must be remembered, however, that Mt.'s narra-
tive is governed by an apologetic purpose. It was
written for the special object of meeting the needs
and objections of Jewish readers. One influential
motive at work in Mt 2 seems to be a desire on
the part of the Evangelist to suggest a likeness
between the Divinely guided career of Moses, the
instrument of Israel's redemption from Egypt, and
the Messianic Redeemer who saves His people from
their sins.

* Thus the story of the Magi and the
star has a striking parallel in the Midrash Rabba
to Exodus in the section which deals with the
birth of Moses. There we are told that Pharaoh's

astrologers (piVntmn) perceived that the mother
of the future redeemer of Israel [i.e. Moses] was
with child, and that this redeemer was destined to
suffer punishment through water. Not knowing
whether the redeemer was to be an Israelite or an
Egyptian, and being desirous to prevent the re-

demption of Israel, Pharaoh ordered that all

children born henceforth should be drowned, "t

"But perhaps the leading motive in Mt.'s narra-
tive, in this section of it is to suggest the horn
of the Gentile world, and the selection of the

(gold, frankincense, and myrrh) may have
influenced by p.i^-ago^ from OT Messianic pro-
phecy which"pmlioi the allegiance of the nations

(Is 60lf- 5
, Ps 721L 12 - 15

).t A contrast may also be
intended to be suggested between the spiritual
Kingship of 11'c AT,^ :

;;Y -

t \\\,l the earthly kingship
of secular nil* M--

v
liJvt ll'--1

-"!, who are instinctively
hostile to the new force that has entered the
world.

It is noticeable, however, that Mt. here does not
cite any proof-passages from the OT (in vv. 5> 6 the
.V. '!! *" Micah is placed in the mouth of
'

!i
- s

.

"''
-.

,
If the compiler had in mind the

passage in Nu 2417
(

* There shall come forth a star
out of Jacob,' etc.), as has been sometimes sup-
posed^ his failure to cite it would indeed be sur-

* See esp. the admirable discussion in W. C. Allen's *
St.

Matthew >

(ICC), pp. 11-15.

t See an art. by the present writer in Tht, Iiilerpfrter (Jan.

1906) on "The Gospel Xarratives of the ^sati\ity and the alleged
influence of heathen ide.a*;.'

t Notice esp. Is 60* c And the Gentiles shall come to thy
light,'

E.g. by Wiinsche, Neue Bettrdge zw JSrlauterung der

Evangelien, p. 12.

prising. But it is to be observed that in Numbers
the star is identified with the Messiah, and would
hardly be applicable in this story. (See, further,
below).

T' .
;

"" 7 ,""'* suggests, that Mt. regards the

ep -of the Magi to render homage
to the newborn King not so much in the light of a
fulfilment of ancient prophecy, as a new prophecy
' which indicates that the Messiah Jesus, who has
been born to save His own people from their sins

(I
21

), will be sought out and honoured by heathen,
while the leading representatives of the religious
thought and worship of Israel ask no questions
concerning Him, and leave it to the tyrant, who
enslaves them, to concern himself about the true

King of the Jews, and then only with the object
of

'

His destruction.
3 On this view the

sta' astrologers the Magi become sig-
nificant as prooo. uj.a.u L*uu. ue even such imperfect
means as astrology for bringing the heathen to

the knowledge of the truth.
The ' star

'

of the narrative doubtless refers to

some particular star, or to some unique astral

phenomenon which the Magi were led to connect
with the birth of the World-Redeemer in the
West. The detail about the star * which they saw
at its rising

'

going
e before them, until it came

and stood still above (the place) where the child

was/ is, doubtless, not intended to be understood

literally. It is merely a poetical description of the
illusion which makes it appear that a luminous

heavenly body keeps pace and maintains its rela-

tive position with the movement of the observer.

Various ;.'irtn ].|. have been made to identify the 'star* of
this v.iivi.vih L \\iln some exceptions:"

"

. \ "ui '

and to fix its occurrence by means of :- f .' i

The most famous of these is 77
" " " "

.bought
of a close conjunction of the in the
constellation Pisces, a rare comDinanon wjucn taKes place
only once in 800 years, and which occurred no less than three
times in the year 747 A.U.C. (=B.c. 7). See Edersheim, LT i. p.
212 f. But the data are too indefinite to allow of any certain
conclusion in the matter. Moreover, the ignorance displayed
hy Herod and *

all Jerusalem '
as to the nature of the star

' r ' ''"" ' ~
^hat its appearance would strike any but prac-

The association of the birth of great men with such pheno-
mena was a common feature in the ancient world where
'." '

~1 in high esteem. Thus, e.g., 'on the birth-
1

^
'

'

, Magi prophesied from a brilliant constel-
lation that the destroyer of Asia was born '

(cf. Cic. de Dtmna-
tione, i. 47, cited by Allen, op. cit. p. 12). On Jewish ground
we have already seen the same idea at work in connexion with
t,he birth of Closes in the Midrash passage cited above. Eders-
heim (op. tit. i. p. 211 f.) .

" "
. ,

- v -
,- passages

which connect the comir^
"

, : ;; arance of
a star. But these are of very uncertain value.

3. The star of the Messiah.
Messiah Himself is . i

1

\ n'-" ,

"

Star,f a description -.
: i-' ":- i <

on Nu 2417
:

-Sometimes the
ferred to as a

. .. apparently,

'."' i
:
-_ -i

'
! -hall be

' There shall come forth a star out of Jacob,
And a sceptre shall rise out of Israel

'

;

In the Targum Onkelos this is rendered :

c When a king shall arise out of Jacob,
And the Messiah shall be anointed from Israel

'

And In pseudo-Jonathan :

' When the mighty King of Jacob's TT- -

And the Messiah, the Power -sc ; i

anointed.'

Here, it will "be noticed, the Star is expressly
identified with the Messianic King. A similar
MesH ,r.Y .-: J-M .!!*> of this passage meets us in

the 7 *t * < le Twelve Patriarchs, where
(Jud,,--. iM J : !, <t]) the following occurs :

* Over you a star shall proceed out of Jacob,
And a man shall arise from mv seed like the sun of rigiit

eousness '

(cf. Mai 4?). Cf. also Test. Levi 18.

In the first part of the 3rd Messiah-Apocalypse embodied in

* 7)^ Etniifirtfiira rf<;<? Nattlifm^ (1003), p. 101.

t The same word is used mctaph. m Arabic for a ruler.
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The Apocalypse of Baruch (cli. 53), the seer beholds the Messiah
!.:>!>! li\c 1'jrlitning

* on the summit of the cloud'; and
if 1 - '\ 'i- ii-j

'

-shone exceedingly so as to illuminate the
v. '<< .,.r_ i"

(,'
'. Mt 2427 'For as the lightning cometh forth

from the east, and is seen even unto the west, so shall be the
coming of tV Con of '"Tin

'

;
Us. 1724 and the other NT passages

cited below , < f \ >:/../''. JSschatologie, p. 221).

T 1

-v, t -

;; -..".v,
from 2STu 2417

, Messianieally
'-." ;

' !!. i , ; i i In- false Messiah Simeon derived
ii.- do-i^ii;ii'i<)ii /?"/ Cochba (i.e. 'Son of the Star').
\Vljc. i ll.Mlilii. Alciba . \ ^^ as ^1Q

Messiah, he expressly cued uiis scripture passage
(Bab. Sank. 976) as applicable to Simeon, though
this opinion .

- M->! _u!-. ,;"> shared by the learned

among the li - \'\" . s <-. Bar Cochba seems
to have been invested with a Messianic character

by the irresistible force of popular public opinion.
After the disastrous issue of his revolt it became
necessary to apologize for Akiba's mistake, and
one such explanation seems to be reflected in some
of the minor Midrashim which make the reference

apply to Messiah ben Joseph, who was destined to
be killed in battle before Messiah ben David could

appear.* There is thus good evidence that in the
time of Christ the c Star

3

of Nu 2417 was popularly
identified with the Messianic King.f

This idea may have influenced those XT ])<i nyo-
where Jesus is represented as the f

Morning btar ?

(Rev 2216 2s8
), though it must be remembered that

the angels are described symbolically in the Bk. of
Enoch (Ixxxvi. 1, 3) as stars

' a metaphor which
helps to explain the symbolism by which Jesus is

here described as c the Morning Star.
5 c

Among
the stars of the spiritual firmament,

5 Jesus is
e the

brightest in the whoY \> \i \ \
'

(Swete, Apocalypse,
p. 306). A similar -,<.';.; ii>u meets us in 2 P I19

('Take heed unto the lair *t
p V

;
iintil the

day dawn, and the day-stat ,

'

! in your
hearts'), and, in fact, the < . '.'. present
in all those passages of the NT which speak of

the spiritual illumination that accompanies the
revelation of the Messiah (cf. the fragment of an
old Christian hymn in Eph 5 14 e Awake, thou that

sleepest . . . and Christ shall shine upon thee'; cf.

Jn I9 Christ ' the Light which lightens every man
coming into the world/ etc.). There is also the
remarkable description of the Messiah as the c

Day-
spring from on high' (dmroX?) e tf^ous) in the Song
of Zacharias (Lk I78 ), lii<-h may po^iLl\ linvo been
associa"- ! '-i -1 \\ r \\ \\ilh ihe "Mo^imut.- Sinr.:

1

,

The i--i.i": '! .1 the idea of light with the
Messiah and the "MV-.-in nic a<:e was well established
in Jewish Literatiure. This idea is founded on
or, at any rate, finds classical expression in Is
60lft

(
'

Arise, shine ; for thy light is come '). The
Midrash (Yalkut Shim.} on this passage is in-
structive. It comments thus :

* What is asserted by the words of the Psalm,
*' In thy light

shall we see light
"
(Ps 36^0)? It is the light of the Messiah that

is meant. For when it is said,
" God saw the light that it was

good
"
(Gn I4), it is thereby taught that the Holy One (Blessed

be He) contemplated the generation of the Messiah and his
works, before the world had been created, and that He con-
cealed the light for the Messiah and his generation beneath
His throne of glory. Then spake Satan before the Holy One
(Blessed be He)- "T^-l -* > w,-"i,i. f-,r vho- is the light
hidden beneath

P

L" \ i >
>

* ,:'
- .: < !

'

\nswer] "For
him who in the i"

1

* : i !
- il><! : ih-i vd bring thee

to shame." '

The Midrash then goes on to relate that at his

request Satan was allowed to see the Messiah,
and at the sight of him trembled and sank to the
ground, crying out :

'

Truly this is the Messiah,

* Cf. the Peseta Zutarta (ed. Wilna, 1880, p. 129^) and
Jellinek's Beth hn w //?/< *<;/,, Hi. p. 141, etc.

t For an early ChriMi.vi application of Nu 2417 to Christ, cf.

Justin Martyr, ApoL i. 32 :
*

Isaiah, another prophet, prophesy-
ing- the same things by other expressions, thus spake :

" There
shall rise a star out of Jacob, and a blossom shall ascend from
the root of Jesse,"

'
etc.

t See an art. by the present writer in ZNTW, vol. vi. p. 96 f.

(Feb. 1005), where this point is specially discussed.

who will deliver me and all heathen kings over to
Gehenna.' *

Gressmann (I>er Urspnmg derisr.-J r " '

p. 3071)
traces the association of light in conn % .

.
xervant of

Jahweh, who" is represented as the Light of the World in
Deutero-Isaiah (Is 49 514), to the mythical representation of
the World-Ruler as a solar hero in the old Saga.

In fact, under the figure of light the salvation
and felicity of the Messianic age are constantly
depicted (see esp. Volz, Jitd. Escfiatologie, pp. 328-
331). The heavenly Jerusalem of the V < . In--*-

is a city filled with celestial light (Kev -M :' ,.

The long drawn out contrast between light and
darkness that p_ervades the Fourth Gospel is also

significant in this connexion. G. H. Box.

STATE AFTER DEATH. See BEAD andEscHA-
TOLOGY, I. (A.) 5 (C).

STATER. See MONEY.

STATURE. See AGE.

STEWARD, STEWARDSHIP.

_ _. , __ - vo/uet ,_ _.. _ .. ._ ,.

rpoffos and oi%ov6/M>$ has been variously stated. Horne treats
them as synonyms ; Meyer says the former is a more general
term

; Schleusner, that the ir.
"

- ;

'

<
: by law or a magis-

trate, the alx. b
ty will ; Elliott . : . agree in thinking

that en-., like our *

guardian/ has special reference to *

persons' ;

olx., like
*

steward,' to i
i

.

'

' "sir notes on Gal 42 and
references there cited, :.:- If . o/Gr. and Horn. Ant.,
s.v. IJT/T^OTO?). The last view is probably the

rig^ht
one. But the

exact duties of each of them doubtless varied in different cases
and under different masters, and often the two are used inter-

changeably (so Meyer on Mt
" " " " ' *-

of the Gospels, although if
v

charge of the education of the royal children, it might lend
further colour to Sanday's theory of Joanna's relation to the
authorship of Lk 1. 2. In Mt 24^ SouAo? is used of one whose
position is evidently that of the steward, as may be seen by
comparison with I"

"""" """ "
indeed, the steward is a

slave or freedman, L- "", .rtr
""

(as in Lk 12, Mt 24); occasionally he '- :. r- ;,:i. I -....
cm-ftfor(Lk 16). SeePlummer inlCCo- I., :

'
. : -i-i I

1

-. '!>.

Bibl. Greek, p. 62.

T 1
,.- i-rin,- M |.,-,-<"_-(

- are Mt 201-20
(Labourers in

Viuuyjiiu,, Hi-' -

, JLL 83 1242
'48 161 '21

(the Unjust
Steward). Some would add the parables of the

Prodigal and of Dives as illustrations of wealth
wrongly used. The secondary are Mt 2 1

83"46

(Wicked Husbandmen) 2514'30
(Talents), Lk 1912

'27
T

(Minse), Mt 1024f- 1828-S5
,
Mk 13s4

, Jn 1534'30
, Lk 1710

.

Of these Lk 83 yields no teaching.
The facts and teachings of the others may be

thus summarized :

1. The steward's position. He was entrusted
with th<? "voiHplit of part or all of his master's
<:->:;> I o. in<-hi<lin<! persons and property. He had
\\\^.

'

iMMiiii^fiiu in of his alVnii-. iho'care of re-

ceipts and expenditures, and the duty of dealing
out the proper portion to every servant and even
to the children

'

(Grimm-Thayer). The education
of the children as well as their maintenance was
under his charge. His control was more or less

absolute according as the master was absent or

present. Christ teaches that we are all God's
stewards. The trust covers (a) ourselves (for we
are His) ; (b) others whom we can influence ; (c)

our time, means, opportunities, etc. For every-
thing we rightfully have is from God (cf. Mt 54

).

What one has wrongfully seized is no part of his
trust.

2. The steward's duty was to manage every-
thing with most watchful fidelity and utmost
efficiency, and to do it in the interest of his
master. So with us. We should therefore (a)

discipline ourselves body, soul, and spirit, so as

*See the whole passage in Weber, Jiid. Theol? p. 3971
Edersheim, LT ii. p. 7:28 (Appendix i\.)-
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to realize God's ideal for us and be most efficient
for service a duty ", ::"':.,.- care of the body,
training of the mind. :;I ir , OL the affections, dis-

cipline of 'the will, etc.; (5) pursue our calling,
whatever it may be, in the interest of God's King-
dom, whether our work be that of the labourer,
the farmer, the merchant, the lawyer, physician,
statesman, teacher, preacher, or any other ; (c)
utilize time, influence,

--
'

""
. -aoney, in

the wisest way ; (d) urge . < !' to do the
same. One must plan one's probable life as a
whole that it may subserve God's purposes in the
largest measure possible.

3. The master's duty was (a) to assign to the
steward only just and honourable work, and (b) to

provide for his needs. The righteous God can be
trusted to do both (Mt 633

). This leads to the
topic that is commonly uppermost when Christian

stewardship is thought of; only it ri PM*,-.^ c- the
matter from a rather different, but : 'iV . ri. . -; and-
point.
The arrange rn n

1

- between master and steward
varied. 1& iu au In oar relation to God ? or is there
any c! i fl : i ;>-!! i

;...'
: i :

>
; < unders-tand ing ? Some

have held that tithing represents it. V- 1

, . i.V
tion like that does not seem fully in ! . , : '>"
the spirit of the new 1

: -:n ns.li^n v -.. Jc-J l>i ; ,

which deals in principl-
* VSI.'HT ilir.n rules, just

because God is more careful to develop character
than to get men's gains. Perhaps the best way of

stating the case, however, would be this : God
wills that His stewards should spend on them-
selves such a proportion of the income as is neces-

sary to their highest working . T -.:!-;.. This
will vary with dilterent persons ,'.- -.':' to con-
ditions. Each must determine honestly for him-
self.

* To his own Master he stands or falls.' In.

.general, it will mean less than is commonly sup-
posed. It must be determined not by love of ease
or pleasure, not by selfishness or pride, not by
custom or fashion (where these are wrong), nor
even by what would be reasonable and allowable
in a normal world of sinlessness and blessedness,
but wholly by the spirit of Divine love in view of
the pressing needs of this abnormal world with its

appalling sin, ignorance, and wretchedness.
I. Rewards and penalties. All rewards are of

grace (Lk 1710
). These begin now, but their fulness

is hereafter. Through faithful service there comes
the perfecting of character, the richer development
of the personality, and the fi rml M in rung of our >ouls

(21
19

). We are no\v stewiinK hoMin^ all on xrusL.

We shall then receive as oui o\ui ilio inln-iiunu-fj

prepared from the foundation of the world (Lk
1612

, Mt 2S34
). We shall be welcomed into eternal

tabernacles (Lk 16) and be entrusted with the rule
and authority for which we have become fitted

(Lk 1244, Mt 2447 2520 -23
). The unfaithful shall be

ben ion. or -tripped of what they had, cut asunder
as hvpO'M'ite-. and cast into outer darkness with
tho imlM-liox in- .Uc 1246, Mt 2451 2528-30

).
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J. H. FARMER.
STIGMATA (artyfutra, EV ' marks '). The word

occurs only in Gal 617 ' From henceforth let no man
trouble me r for I bear branded on my body the
marks of Jesus' (EV). The subject of the 'stigmata
(or marks) of Jesus '

cornes before us in two ways :

we have to consider (1) the meaning of the word
stigmata as used by St. Paul ; (2) the special sense
in which it has come to be employed from the time
of St. Franci of As&isi and onwards, esp. in the
Roman Catholic Church.

1. St. Paul's use of the word. (1) By the

e

stigmata of Jesus ! Bonaventura and many others
have supposed the Apostle to refer to bodily marks
resembling the nail -

prints and other insignia of
the Saviour's Passion thus making him affirm an
experience, in his own person, of the phenomena
of '

stigmatization
:

(see 2). But the technical sense
in which the word

" "

\ras used in the time
of St. Paul viz. a; ,. -, marks of ownership
(either brands mad--

"

. irons, or cuts which,
as they healed, were prevented from closing, and
so became broad scars), as well as the meaning of
the whole verse when considered in the light of
the context and its analogies in other parts of the
Apostle's writings (esp. 2 Co H 23ff

-) shows that
'lyo-ov must be taken as the gen. of possession, and
that the reference is not at all to the wounds on
the Lord's body, but solely to certain marks on St.
Paul's own body that stamped him as belonging to
Jesus Christ.

(2) A few commentators, following .\;i r'"-Jinc

(Com. on Gal., in toe.), have transformed M.' I'; ;,:'-

stigmata into his manifestation of the fruits of
the Spirit, with special reference to his Christian
asceticism (cf. 1 Co 927 ). But the technical sig-
nification of stigmata^ as well as the expression
* on my body,' seems to put such an interpretation
altogether out of the question.

(3) Assuming, then, that the stigmata were
marks of ownership, what :- :Te

|
.! ! J.TJM C\'".".'

that St. Paul means to - 1 :_;_<- 'v ".- >.'< , i-.

in honour of an adored commander, sometimes
branded on their bodies the initial letter of his
name. But though the idea of the Christian life

as a miiimi v -vr\ ice is a familiar one in the Pauline
v.rl'i'v- '1 C..97

, 2 Co 104,
1 Ti 612, 2 Ti 47

}, it is

no i i
11 \".::HM_I with the present context, which

brings Jesus before us as Lord (vv.
14- 17

), not as

Captain. (6) Slaves attached to the service of a
heathen temple (UpbdovXoi) were branded with the
names of the deities to whom they ministered ;

and Lightfoot (Com. on GaL, in loc.) and others

(e.gr. Westcott in Expos, vi. [1887J 241) have thought
that the metaphor is rmi-i

t\\ |.ioi n,.;il\ understood
in the light of this .',><.. ISi.i,',-:- ^i'A'i pointed
out (Com. in loc.}, the references to the branding of

iepbSovXot. found in Herod., Plut., Lucian, etc., bear

upon the usage of other nations, and we have no
evidence for Galatia itself. Even if we had, a
reference to the branding of the slaves in heathen
temples would be needlessly recondite, in view
of the much more familiar "practice of branding
domestic slaves. And, above all, as the ep6ouAoi
were very frequently women attached to a temple
for immoral purposes, it seems unlikely that the

Apostle would have in his mind a term that carried
associations so degrading, (e) It is most likely,
therefore, that St. Paul is alluding to an ordinary
domestic custom. In the East (not in Kome, where
branding was the mark of a runaway slave, and so

a badge of disgrace) slaves were regularly branded

by their owners, and Artemidorus Baldianus bears
witness to the practice in Galatia (Oneirocritica,
i. 8. The verb he uses is o-rtfw, from which crrty/jM

comes. See W. M. Kamsay, Hist. Com. on Gal.

pp. 84, 472, who tells us that this ancient custom
is familiar even yet to the observant traveller in

Turkey). St. Paul never calls himself a iep6Sov\os,

but the thought that he was the Sov\os of Jesus
Christ wa^ one oi his ruling ideas (Ro I 1

, 1 Co 7s2
,

2 Co 45 , Gal I 10
, Ph I 1

). And when he says, 'I

bear branded on my body the marks of Jesus,' he
means certain marks that bore witness to the fact

that Jesus was his Master and he was Jesus' slave.

(4) But what were these marks that St. Paul
bore branded on his body? Without doubt, he

,
meant the scars he had earned in the service of

j

Christ pei haps the general signature upon his
' face and whole person of all his toils and trials,
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but, at all events, the laceration and disfigurement
produced by Jewish scourges and lictors' rods and
the cruel stones of the multitude (Ac 1419 1623

, 2 Co
II24 - -5

). These marks of his servitude to his Lord
the Apostle looked u^on not only as a badge of

honour, but (and this is his reason for referring to

them here) as seals set upon his claim to be the

Apostle and minister of Jesus Christ (cf. 2 Co ll 23ff
-)>

and so as tokens of his right to speak with author-

ity. (For the idea of authority as springing out of

complete subjection to a greater, cf. the centurion's
'
I also am a man under t\\\.} ''':>-* Mt 89

,
Lk 7s

).

The verse thus falls into ! i i :-.
k

i .

'

i

i

'

> whole Epistle
as an intensely personal message of remonstrance
and appeal. Once more, at the end as at the be-

ginning (ef. I 1
), St. Paul exalts his Apostleship.

And what he says here is,
* Let no man trouble me

after this, by challenging my right to declare the
truth of the gospel ; for I bear branded on my body
the marks which testify that I am the slave of Jesus

that He is my Master and my Lord.'

2. TJie ecclesiastical use of the word. According
1 to the

earliest biographers of St. Francis of Assisi (Thomas of Celano,
the ' Tres Socii,' and Bonaventura, whose

' Vitae
* are all included,

in ." .1 ^ ' *. ihe saint, while meditating
1

in his cell

on -
'

-,

1 ".-.- .
- -. fell into a trance, and had a vision of

th '
i .' !, - f nhe form of a seraph. When he awoke

he found that he was marked in hands and feet and side with
the wounds of the Lord wounds which remained till the time of

his death, that in the side bleeding
1

occasionally. Numerous
witnesses testify to having

1 seen these marks in the body of

Francis, both during his life and after he was dead. Bona-
ventura (op. oit. xiii. 4) addresses the saint in the following-
. : : .

T
. . i !>.' -

_
-

T . .

i :

5 Vulg. version of St. Paul's
le inference is natural that

;

'

.''
" f "

'-sxt, con-
< .M - to be of

the
"

-
- -

ceiv(

a like kind
From the first the stigmatization of St. Francis was generally

accepted in the Catholic Church, not only as a fact, but as a
miraculous evidence of the Divine favour ; though the Domini-
cans objected, and attributed the alleged miracle to Franciscan
deceit. In the next century, however, similar marks were
affirmed to have shown themselves on the person of the well-

known Dominican nun, St. Catherine of Siena
; and thereafter

down to modern times (the last well-authenticated instance was
i, ir *) V j*

1 ' MO-I -"i!
1

> -tigmatization have repeatedly been
"f !< 'i :'ir,"i

! h - .
.i-

.-. :n the great majority of cases,' being
".s'-i i-ri. I" i;u -oil- o 1

'

I-.- alleged instances were pure frauds
]-> * >!:.<' <

:!';. i-< i L :. v i "-. in c -.

*

'/.'' .

to nave been nothing more than ..... .''-,-! .1 - -

in a state of epileptic hysteria. n I, r ,, .

"

r

of cases, and notably in that of St. Francis, the positive evidence
is too strong to be rejected on either of the iibov c gvoiiM'K (see
esp. the biography of St. Francis by P. SalMiicr, mentioned
below). And now modern investigations, esp. in the region of

psycho-physics, have furnished evidence that goes to support
the historical testimony, by assuring us thai there is, ii

*
scientific

background' to the phenomenon of stigjiiaiixatLon. ft is certain

that, in sensitive subjects, the influence of the mind in modify-
ing bodily states and producing new conditions is exceedingly
jir- i ,', T -i ".'.'/ i

; "- P- i :".-" (""/competent
'

to hypnotic'

-i I;.-,

! r

'

imata have
nervous sus-

-. f - p.
'_'

.

(1907) 351-52)." ' "

ship.

, ,

But while modern science leads us to accept
- ;

' ""'_' ^ n," .* ,"-o teaches us to
. . ,.i i I

...... i- ! i as an evidence
-

. -i -
i 'i :-!. . And modern

.--!- -i
'

-t identical with
>.,. .'-- .- ' 4. d, in Sir W. M.

-

./ . :.. T'i .
-

; . -h r \.?es' of scholar-
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|

, ){ .. ,\-
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Stigmata.'
J. C. LAMBERT.

STONE. 1. The Greek terms Apart from the
vb. * to stone 3

(for wh. see STONING), there are 5

Gr. words tr.
* stone

5

in the NT which call for

notice in the present article. (1) Xi'tfos (LXX for

13$) is the general term. It occurs very frequently
in the Gospels, and is the word with which in this

art. we are chiefly concerned, \idos iti distin-

guished from TTcrpa as in Eng.
' stone' is distin-

guished from *rock.' (2) \LBivos (fr. \LOos), 'made
of stone'; found in the Gospels only in Jn 2 (i

Xi^ivat vSpicLi,
f

waterpots of stone.
J

(3) Tr^rpos is

rendered stone
'

only in AV of Jn I
4a *

Cephas,
which is, by interpretation, a stone.' AVm ^ives
e

Peter/ while RV has f Peter }

in the text and
e rock or stone

'

in the margin.
' Rock '

is cer-

tainly more adequate than '

stone/ for Tr^rpo? pro-

perly denotes a mass of detached rock, as Ttrpct
does a living or solid rock. (So Trerpddrjs in the

parable of the Sower [Mt 135 - 20
, Mk 4> ] does not

mean stony
'

[AV] but '

rocky
'

[RV] not ground
full of loose stones, but a thin soil with shelves of

rock lying underneath). Probably, however, the
sense is best conveyed by the proper name

e Peter
'

the meaning of ' Peter
'

being, of course, under-
stood (of. Mt 1618

). (4) \a&vr6s, 'hewn in stone'

(fr. Xas ' stone' and <?w
*

scrape' or 'carve'), ap-

plied in Lk 2353 to the tomb in which Jesus was
laid. Mt (27

b
) and Mk. (15

46
), however, describe

it as hewn out of rock (x^rpa). (5) ^rj<f>os 9 'pebble,*
represents

* stone '

in the f white stone ' which in.

the Ep. to the Church in Poi^ninn:" Christ pro-
mises to him that overcome! h i llt-v -2 ''<.

2. Stones crying out. The stones of Christ and
the Gospels form a suggestive subject. There are
sermons in these stones, we might say, for they
have lessons to impart to us regarding Christ'*s

history, His teaching, and His Person aw the
Messiah.

(1) His history. (a) Whether or not we accept
the ancient tradition that Jesus was born in one of
the limestone caves of Bethlehem, it is very likely
that His manger would be a manger of stone
built with stones and mortar if not hollowed out
of the solid rock (see Thomson, LB [ed. 1878] p.
413). Tf so, the first bed on which the Lord waw
laid, like the last one to which He was carried by
Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimatham (Jn ]938flt

),

was a bed of stone.

(6) In Christ's spiritual struggles on the very
threshold of His public life, He had to do with the
stones. It is a curious fact that they play a part
in two out of the three acts that make" up the
drama of the Temptation in the Wilderness. Tn
the one case, Jesus is tempted to use His rniracu-
lni- p<r\\t-r^ to turn the stones that lie about Him
on -hi' nm^h mountain-side into loaves of bread
\\ IK iv\\ ii li i<> satisfy His hunger (Mt 42'4

, Lk 4a~4
).

In the other, He is tempted to leap from a pin-
nacle of the Temple by the reminder that it in

written (Ps 91 1L 12
) that God's child shall be upheld

by angels, and so preserved from dashing his foot

against a stone (Mt 45"7
, Lk 49"12

), In the one case,
the stones were to nourish His life

;
but contrary

to God's law of sowing and reaping. In the other,
they were to refuse to dash Him to death

;
but

contrary to the Divinely fixed law of
jjm\ii-uii>ii.

Satan meant the stones to be stones of -imiiblin^
to Jesus, on that difficult path of obedience and
self-renunciation to which in His baptism He had
just consecrated Himself. But Jesus by His faith
and patience turned them into stepping-stones to
higher things.

(c) At Cana of Galilee Jesus 'manifested his

glory'; and there, we might say, ITV
beholden to the stones ; for the six ; ,

whose aid He wrought His first
"

"

waterpots of stone (Jn 2s
).

(d) JBut not always were the stones His servants
and ministers. Twice in Jn.'s Gospel (8

59 1081 , cf.

II 8
) we read how the enemies of Jesus took up
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stones to cast them at Him, because He claimed
that He was the Son of God.

(*j) Against the cave which was Lazarus' tomb
there lay a stone (Jn II 38

) rolled there to shut in
the dead during the awful process of decay (v.

39
),

as well as to shut out the ravening wild beasts.
'Take ye away the stone,' Jesus said (v.

39
) ; and

when they had done so, another word of command
turned that .MIMM'MOMO at Bethany into a parable
to all the ages of the rolling away from human
hearts of the crushing bondage of death (He 2UL )

by Him who is the Resurrection and the Life (Jn
II3

").

(/) It was not long after, when the Lord's own
body was carried to another tomb * hewn in stone

'

(Lk 2353
), and laid on one of the stone shelves pre-

pared for such a purpose. Against the door of
His sepulchre also * a great stone

' was rolled (Mt
27 d()

II), and a seal was set upon the guardian stone.
And that great stone, which the Jewish rulers
would fain have made the incontrovertible proof
that the world had seen the last of Jesus of Naza-
reth (v.

6->ff
-), has become, the shining and peren-

nial monument of His victory over death pro<
claiming, in St. Peter's words, that 'it was not
possible that he should be hol(len of it' (Ac 224

),

For whenever Christian men think of the Lord's

-o|Mililiro. they always see that great stone rolled
kirk IIMIU the door, and the angel of the Resur-
rection sitting upon it (Mt 283

II).

(2) His taacJiiny. One of the most self-evident

proofs that Jesus ever gave of the Heavenly
Father's love and the reality of prayer, lay in the

question, What man is there of you, who, if his
son shall ask him for a loaf, will give him a stone ?

'

(Mt 7 !)

). One of the most memorable examples of

His heart-searching irony was when He said to
the accusers of a sinful woman, * He that is with-
out sin among you, let him first cast a stone at
her '

(Jn 8C7J). One of the most striking assertions
of His claim to Messianic dignity lay in His answer
to the Pharisees when they appealed to Him to

rebuke the enthusiastic shouts of His disciples :

*
I tell you that if these shall hold their peace, the

stones will cry out '

(Lk 1940 ). One of His clearest

and most emphatic predictions of the coming fate

of Jerusalem was when He said of the Temple,
adorned with goodly stones,

e There shall not be
left here one stone upon another, that shall not be
thrown down (Mk 132

||).

In the Ep. to the Church in Pergamuin the
author of the Xpo-^lypM; represents Jesus Christ
as

|
ii i Miii -i:i;.r n 'ulii-'o -.lone' to the victor in the

goo- 1 I'Jn "! faith (Rev 217
). Numerous explana-

tions of this white stone have been suggested, but
the one that seems best to satisfy all the require-
ments is that which takes it to be the tessara

(jlfididtnria,, bestowed on the victorious young
gladiator when he exchanged the name of tiro

For that of spwtatus (see ExpT i. [1889] p. 2, viii.

[1897] p. 291
; Hastings' DB iv. 618b

).

The 5th of the Oxyrhynchus (1897) Sayings of

Jesus' contains the striking words,
* Jesus saith

. . . Raise the stone and there shalt thou find me
;

cleave the wood and there am I.' The words have
lent themselves to varkm- in^onioii- explanations;
but the most probable hit erpnM mion is the one
which also most readily suggests itself that we
have here an affirmation of the immanence of

Christ in natural things. The Baying may ^
be

understood in a sense that is perfectly in keeping
with teaching that is found in the NT (e.g. Jn I 3

,

Col lm-), but was more
* " 1- ' :j '- with a

leaning to a kind of *
: - IV.is.li'-i-'i'. It is

generally agreed that, in their present form at

least, these 'Sayings of Jesus' were not spoken by
the Lord Himself, and do not even belong to the

earliest age (see Lock and Sanday, Two Lectures

on the 'Sayings of Jesus' (1897) ; cf. ExpT ix.

[1898] p. 194 ff.).

(3) His Person. On one occasion (Lk 2017=Mt
21 42

) Jesus took a stone (\idos ; cf. His symbolic
use of 'rock 5

(irtrpa) in Mt 724f -

II, 1618 ,
and St.

Paul's 'spiritual rock,' 'that rock was Christ,* 1 Co
104

) as a symbol of His own Person. He had just
spoken the parable of the Wicked Husbandmen,
,

'

, ["' ..'I
1
'." . i- : their doom, He quoted

i-\ _:,':' v p -
i .

"
"

' The stone which the
builders reru'sect is become the head stone of the
corner.' Thus He identified the rejected 'Son' of
the parable with the rejected stone of the Psalm,
and the wicked husbandmen with the scribes and
Pharisees as the builders

*
of Israel's theocratic

edifice ; but at the same time intimated to the
latter that they must not think that by rejecting
Him and putting Him to death ,

'

,

' "

be done
with Him for ever. So far froir

'

.
'

i went on
to say,

*

Every one that falleth on that stone shall

be broken to pieces ; but on whomsoever it shall

fall, it will scatter him as dust' (Lk 2018=Mt
21 44

).

In Ac 411 we find St. Peter taking up Christ's

symbol, and boldly declaring to the Sanhedrin
that Jesus Christ of Nazareth was the stone set at

naught by them the builders, but made by God
the head of the corner. And in his Epistle he
returns to this parable of the stone as a -ymhol of

Christ's Person, and dwells upon it with much
greater fulness (1 P 24"8

). He describes the Lord
now, with evident reference to His Resurrection

(cf. Ac 410 with v. 11
), as a 'living stone,' rejected

indeed by men, but to God chosen and precious,

upon whom His people are built up into a spiritual
house. The allusion to the verse in Ps 118 is un-
mistakable ; but in what he proceeds to say the

Apostle makes use further of two passages in

Isaiah. First he quotes Is 2816 * Behold I lay in

Zion a chief corner stone,' etc., and next the words
of 814 about the ' stone of stumbling and the rock
of offence.' And it seems clear that his reminis-
cence of the latter passage has been inspired by
his recollection of the Lord's own words as to those
who fall upon the Stone which is Himself, and
those upon whom that Stone shall fall (cf. vv. 7- 8

with Lk 2017- 18= Mt 21 42 - 44
). See, further, art.

ROCK.
LITERATURE.- The Lexx. on the various Gr. words, and the

Comm. on the passages quoted. J. C. I-AMIJKUT.

STONING. There are three Greek verbs in the
NT which mean *to stone' \i6oj3o\4u, Xt0<y-a>, and
KaraXLddfa. These, again, are the equivalents of

the two Heb. ^ynon\m- Vpo and an, each of

which may denote either the mere throwing of

stones by a mob at any person who has incurred
their ill-will (Ex 174

,
Nu 14 10

), or the legal execu-
tion of a criminal by letting fall one or more large

pieces of stone upon his "body. Mere stone-throw-

ing is mentioned in the Gospels in the following

passages : The priests fear that the people may
stone them (Lk 206

) ; the prophets were so treated

(Mt 2337
, Lk 1334 ) ; the husbandmen in the parable

beat or ston
' ' '' ^ 35

,
Mk 12* A V) ;

and in St. J ' > threaten Jesus

(S
59 1031'38 II8 ).

The Jewish Senate (BSth Din) recognized four

on an elevation of about twice the height of a man.
The convict was laid on his back beneath, and one
of the witnesses dropped a stone upon his heart.

If this did not prove fatal, the second witness east

one ; and if the victim still survived, then all Israel

(Dt 177
). The bodies of all stoned persons were

crucified according to one account; according to
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another, only those of blasphemers and idolaters,

a man being hung with his face to the people, a
woman with hers to the tree. According to

another account, women were not crucified (ib.

vi. 4). A person who had been stoned was not
buried in the sepulchre of Ms fathers (vii. 1).

In the Law and in practice capital punishment
was inflicted for offences

"
'

,

.

*
the first

seven ordinances of the i , is, upon"
of apostas : -try (17

5
),

.
i v 24M,

1 K' 2113
),

<=,".. - V-..-

\ bedience to parents- J :' ,. .

(Lv 2421
), unchastity (Dt 2221 - 24

), as well as for

practising sorcery (Lv 2027
), for kidnapping (Ex

2116
), and for special offences (Jos 7). An ox which

gored a man in the course of a bull-fight was not

stoned (Baba Jtamma, iv. 4; Ex 2128
). In each

of the above cases the in'inllv !!\"!v<3 the form of

-i-'iniR!. (1 "M;.'li 'Ids is jioi c\|-!i'
:

, l\ mentioned in

TMii-'fiMroi' 'Mii-viM, of \i-1p.j:
] ]>>!;.. or of unchastity

on the part of a married woman (Dt 2222
). Stoning

was thus the regular mea
1

" J "

criminals

among the Hebrews, as , ,

' with the

later Jews. Both processes avoided the shedding
of blood, and reduced the risk of vengeance on the

part of the relatives.
In the narrative Jn 81'11

, which is ;.
; Vy re-

garded as spurious, not being part ! < x of

the best MSS, the scribes were therefore justified
in stating that Moses in the law commanded us
that such should be stoned/ the reference being to

Dt 2223* 24
. This would imply that the woman was

betrothed merely, but not married, the mode of

execution in the case of a married woman not

being specified (Dt 2222
), and being, in fact, at the

time strangling (S<mh. 515 :
'A daughter of Israel

who is married, by strangling, who is betrothed, by
stoning'). T. H. WEIE.

STORM. See SEA OP GALILEE, p. 591.

STRANGER. The AV has only the one render-

ing
e

stranger
3

for five different words in the
Greek. It is the natural translation of the term
which has the most general -" n""*< i!" 1

. %vos
(Mt 2535- 43 277

etc.) ; and there
'

r-- : r word in

English to express the exact force of d\\6rpio$ (Mt
17^ 26

, Jn 105
; cf. 1012 the d\\6rpLo$ is the one

c whose own the sheep are not'). For aXXoyevfy
"ihe propor equivalent is

f

alien,
5

as in Lk 1718

(ItYin), l-'or irdpoiKos and Trapc-rrLS^fjios RV" rightly
uses *

sojourner
'

(Ac 729, 1 P 211 ; of. Lk 2418, 1 P P,
He II13

). These words indicate a sentiment which
is (1) racial or national (Mt 172S> 2S the kings of

the earth take tribute from
'

-ii.m^or-.' not from
sons), (2) humanitarian (Mt 25^ 1 was a stranger,
and ye took me in'), and (3) religious (1 P 211

s I beseech you as sojourners and pilgrims to

abstain,
5

etc.).

Generally^, however, it may be said that the
connexion in which the words occur in NT is

illustrative of the difference between the current
Jewish conception of the stranger in the time of

Christ, and that which is suggested by the Gospel.
Jesus found His countrymen steeped in the idea
that all foreigners were "'dogs,' that 'the peoples'
was a term almost **ynoTiym<>u- \\iih ' the heathen,'
and that only muter rl-ii'l oojuLiiion-* and upon
sufferance might a non-Jew obtain any of the

privileges considered to be the Divine right of a
Jew. He left His followers possessed of the

thought, however unconscious they might be of all

that it involved, that to Him the Samaritan and
the Gentile, the man oiitside the pale and the man
of no caste, were as much the objects of His mission
as the favoured son ofAbraham. *

Stranger,' to the

average Jew, was the name for one vritE whom he

might have commercial dealings and certain social

or political relations, but with whom religious

affinity or fellowship was practically impossible ;

to Jesus it meant one who had a special claim

upon Him and His (Mt 2535ff
-)- The impression

which He created was not merely that Christianity
meant a deepening and i-\M-: ii-'j; f that seii.se

of the sacred duty of iu-j'i!.'lr\ ;.,nd
_

kindness

which already existed iii ,'n- l
k "- i-" mind, aw it

does , v.-'t the East (Ex 239 22, Lk 19* Dt
1018 - 1

,
J~r ; --- ; cf. the practice existing among

the Essenes, Jos. BJ II. viii. 4, 5), but that
<

it

involved a complete change of the attitude which

assumed that a different treatment was to be meted

out to the stranger from that which was M,I, .M,.^;.

shown to one's own kith and kin (Mt 5*"* etc. j.

See, further, artt. COSMOPOLITANISM, HOSPI-

TALITY, GENTILES, UNIVEBSALISM.
It is further to be noticed that Christianity gave

a new signification to the word 'stranger.' The

way had been prepared by the use of the Hebrew
word *Ger' (LXX. irdpoiKos, see artt. <Ger' in DB
and '

Stranger
'

in JSncm. Bibl. ), which designated
the sojourner who dwelt within the gates of Israel,

and who, while having a certain status there and
a temporary home, belonged to another country.
The fact also that the Jews themselves had from *

the time of Abraham so often been sojournera in

a land not their own (Ac 76 - 29
, He II 9

), and the

lessons taught by the dispersion in post - exilic

times, led to that metaphorical use of the term
which has entered so largely into religious speech
,

j

..... \ . The follower of Christ saw in it a
.....

;;.

"

of himself as of one who was absent from
his proper country, and whose < iti/i;n-hip was in

heaven (Ph 320
). When St. Peter writes to the

'

sojourners of the Dispersion' (1 P I 1
)* and beseeches

them ' as sojourners and pilgrims
'

to abstain from

fleshly lusts (2
11

), he i- -.
;>
.<

: -

. the term from
; ,..-., !T;.Y.,* to a -;/'

:

;i.:: - -

(cf. I 17
). The

r i-- llpistle t@ the Hebrews has the same
thought,

' For we have not here an abiding city,
but we seek after the city which is to come '

(13
14

,

cf. II18
-16

).

LITERATURE. Uhlhorn, Ohr. Charity in the Ancient Ch, ;

Brace, Gesta Christi, ch. xvi. ; Seeley, JScce Homo, chs. xiv. xviL

J. Ross MURRAY.
STREAM. See ElVER.

STREET. In place of street' in Mk 6s6 we
should read with RV '

\>
' "*

.' the open
space or square (dyopd) v brought
for disposal to tlae mere" . bazaars,
and where people at leisure gather for conversation.
rrAareia stands for 'street' in the ordinary sense.

In Lk 1421 it is apparently distinguished from /W^,
as 'street' from *

alley
5

"

or c
lane.' But the dis-

tinction is ignored elsewhere ; and certainly the
* street

'

(ptiju-'n) called '

Straight
*
in Damascus (Ac

911 ) is no 'alley.' In the East it would be difficxilt

to maintain the distinction. Even the main streets

in cities like Jerusalem and Cairo are often narrow
and crooked, more like

'

alleys
} than ' streets

'

in our
sense. The footway is made narrow, the upper
storeys frequently overhanging the road, for pro-
tection against the heat of the sun. Seclusion is a
main olijoH ,timed at in building Eastern houses :

the wall "to ilio street is seldom pierced by windows ;

the do-*!' ii^iiill\ loads through a passage into a
court, ronri'l uhi'-li the rooms are arranged. All
sorts of filth are cast into the streets (Rev 11s

). In

spite of the M-avoTi^orin^ of dogs, their condition is

often not only loiuh-oino. but a source of danger to
health. W.

STRUGGLES OF SOUL. The Gospels use varied

language in describing the conflicting emotions of
Jesus. At the grave of Lazarus He groaned in the
spirit or in Himself (Jn II83 - ^ Gr. ^e/3pt^<raro and
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to
snort^ in, to be very

5

s, from
^

,

angry> to be moved with indignation, Mk 145
;

sternly to charge, Mt 930
, Mk I 43

) ; He was disturbed
inwardly by pity for the mourners, by grief at their
hopeless view of death, and by --

1 -"- --.. J

:
; at

their lack of trust in Him. His ,. . ex-
pression in tears (v.

35
). When restoring hearing

rmd -|x'ccli by the unusual means of putting His
hand- iis iho ear~ ~--J L

.-.'--
1 '

'h---
l

and the word '

; / ... 'I-
' '

Mk 784
). Unbelief either in the sufferer" or in the

multitude seems to have been felt by Jesus as a
hindrance to the cure, to which His pity moved
Him (cf, Mt 1358

). Soon after, when asked for a
sign, He 'sighed deeply in spirit' (avavrevdgas T$
irvetfuiTi, Mk S12

)^
distracted by His desire to win

the nation and His purpose not to use any illegiti-
mate means (cf. the second temptation, Mt 46

).

When the Greeks sought an interview with Him,
He confessed, 'Now is my soul troubled* (rerd-
pct/crcu, Jn 1227

) ; the possibility of finding faith

among the Gentiles, and the necessity of His
sacrifice on account of Jewish unbelief, were prob-
ably the thoughts that so distressed Him. The
knowledge^ that Judas would betray Him troubled
Him in spirit (erapdx&'n r<$ TH/erf/mri, Jn 1321

), love,
grief, disappointment, indignation struggling to-

gether. His emotions in Gethsemane are described
in varied phrases by the Evan*reli<t-> (see AGONY).
There, as Bengel comments on Jn 12*7,

* concurrebat
horror mortis et ardor

pbedientise.'
Besides these descriptions of the F.\!m^cli-i-.

we have other indications of the strung I- - ni -OM!
of Jesus. His prayers on other occasions than
Gethsemane were probably strenuous efforts to
discover and to submit to the Father's will. He
withdrew for prayer after the first Sabbath of

healing in rnpenuinm (Mk I
35

), after the cleansing
of the lepor (Lk ,">

ll!

,i a and after (INml^Muo the
multitude which He had fed (Mk (>> Lie was
prepared by prayer for the choice of the Twelve
(Lk 612

), and for His willing acceptance of death
(Lk 928). But inward conflict arose also from
temptation (see TEMPTATION), for f he was in all

points tempted even as we are' (He 415
). This

experience was not confined to one occasion, for,
as Luke (4

1S
) states, the teii

'

'-
1

.,' 1 from
him for a season,' and it is ! ! r ,' even
that the narratives of the i"- '-i

1
- .". M = 43 "11

,

Mk I 12
- 18

,
Lk 4>13

) bring together a series of trials,

separated by intervals of time. The language He
used shows that He felt as temptations to turn
from His Divinely :

|i
-j"jiniod \n\\i\. His mother's

appeal at Cana (Jn L* . <in i I \it-i"-. remonstrance
at Ciiesarea Philippi (Mt 162

f) ; and even the re-

quest of the Greeks for an" interview (Jn 1227).
Gethsemane must also V r- ..,' ". as a time of

temptation (Mt 2641
,
Mk I I : -,-. I \ 2240- 46

). His
dread of encouraging curiosity or wrong belief by
His miracles (Jn i48

)
came in conflict with His

desire to help and comfort ; and when the Evan-
gelists call attention to compassion as the motive
of His performing n miracle, we may conclude that
there li.-ul l>c.-n ^ucli a struggle of soul (Mt 1414

1582 20s4
, Mk I41 , Lk 718

). So also this feeling of

sympathy came in conflict with His desire for

rest arid privacy (Mt 930, Mk I44 631
). His con-

flict with the scribes and Pharisees regarding
Sablbath observance, fasting, ceremonial washing,
and intercourse with sinners must have distressed

His spirit; for He too would need to face the
issue would He follow custom or conscience?

We have more distinct evidence of the inward
strain felt by Him, because His regard for Jewish

prejudice and exclusiveness in relation to the

Gentiles, in order that He might not estrange His

countrymen, compelled Him to assume an attitude

of aloofness to the Gentiles (the Koman centurion,

Mt 810
; the S>rop-i<L-i)icirui mother, Mt 1525

; the
Greeks, Jn \.2-").

What struggles of soul must have resulted from
the^ thwarting of His love and grace by the mis-
'

:

"'
'

' unbelief of His relatives (Mk
r

i :
-

i; (Mt 15i7 169 2631
, Mk 14F), His

fellow-townsmen (Mk 66
), and the Jerusalem which

He so loved that He wept over it (Lk 1334 1941 } !

He strove to turn Judas from his betrayal (Jn 670

Mt 1722 2623
, Jn 13^, Lk 224

), and to save Peter
from his denial (Lk 22s-). His struggle of soul
culminated, severe and i_ru \<MIS jis it had often
been, in the agony and do-oLvioM of the Cross,when the beloved Son of God was so made sin
(2 Co 521

) and a curse (Gal 313
) for mankind, that

in His darkness and loneliness He felt Himself
forsaken of God (Mt 274S

).

ALFRED E. GARVIE.

STUMBLE, STUMBLING-BLOCK. See HIN-
DRANCE.

SUFFERING. Suffering was not a mere acci-
dent in the career of Christ. Neither is it so in the
life of any of His true followers. It came to Him
in the fulfilment of His Divine mission. Just so
must it come to all those who are co-workers with
Him in the Kingdom of God. Therefore in the
NT the sombre background of ].l'.\-h rl j <! -; *"{,-, ,'

suffering is ne^or JOM-IIL I'KM'-. ilu 1 il. \\/-\

'

.

writers. St. Peter, perhaps more than any other,
dwells upon it in its doctrinal and practical aspect,
but all were profoundly impressed by the signifi-
cance of Chri^iV ^u/tcriTi^-. and endeavoured to

interpret the tribulation^ of His followers in the

light of His own varied experiences.
1. OoTHcnihig the distressing events in the

Master'- Jii<;, ilio NT gives us warrant for holding
to several conclusions. We misinterpret the mean-
ing of Chrises entrance into humanity, if we limit
His tribulations merely to the agony of the Passion.
The bitter experiences of His last week were typical
of the harsh events of His life as a whole. His
emptying of Himself (Ph 27

)
to become the humble

partner of humanity in its struggle against sin
and for holiness, was itself the acme of suffer-

ing. The Agony in the Garden and the terrors
of the death on the Cross were but the last

scenes in the drama of His humiliation. Nor
must the intensity of His physical sufferings blind
us to the reality of the woes of His spirit. With
His Divine sensitiveness to selfishness and dis-

obedience and hard-heartedness and unresponsive-
ness and sin, how poignant must have been the

griefs which His sinless soul endured ! For this
'man of sorrows, acquainted with grief (Is 53s

),

every day must have been one of crucifixion.

Against Him who came to destroy sin was dis-

played all the violence of which evil was capable.
That He must needs suffer in His effort to accom-

plish His mission was the inevitable consequence
of His Mo ili-liii) (Ac 2623

,
Lk 2426

). But not by
His mere sufferings did He redeem humanity.
These, in themselves, were not necessary to His
office as the 'anointed One,

3 but were the certain
results of the lifework upon which He had entered.

Only as He was willing to endure whatever human
e \iKM-icnce*- might come to Him could He reveal
the Farhor iiml help to turn men to righteousness,
,by showing them the enormity of sin (He 13 ]

-).

Against Him were di^pL-iyed ilick
. fojirful c:\truino-*

to which sin would go in it^ i-llbri .10 ovorcome

good. But by this high discipline was His own
spirit cultured (5

8
) ; and through His heroic, vic-

torious endurance of sin-imposed suffering did He
become our High Priest, able to succour those who
are tempted (2

17 - 18 415
). In this noble sense are

the sufferings of Christ central to His gospel, so
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that St. Peter can justly call himself a witness ol

the sufferings of Christ (1 P 51
).

2. Nor are the followers of Christ to escape the
i"

j
i '-"i. i;- that came to Him (Jn 1520). See art,

^' -!-' >v . CHARLES W. RISHELL.

SUMMER (Wpos, Mt 2432
, Mk 1328

, Lk 2130
).

This term stands in the Gospels for the time oJ

heat as distinguished from x Ll*&v > the season o;

cold and rain-storms. These terms indicate the
great division of the year in the East. Scripture
has no special words for

'

\

'

.

'

. -,1 'autumn'
and while the Arab speak - '

,

' the time
of fresh pasture,' and el-Jchartf, 'the time oj

gathering' of grapes and other fruits, they are
hardly regarded as distinct seasons. Saifwa sfiitta\
e summer and winter,

3 sum up the year for him.
When, in the less frequent showers of early April,
the fig-leaves burst out and cover the immature
fruit on the twigs, the days of cloudless sunshine
are ' at hand.' These last from April, through the
harvest in the end of May, t'

*

V- and
winnowing that follow, and the ,_,. ";, -f the
fruits in August and September. .''. . ids of
October herald the coming of rains and cold.

W. EWING.
SUN. The rising of the sun marks the mornin:

(Mk 162
), and its setting the evening (Mk I

32
, Li

440 ). Its light is one <"'!
""

. v "ie Creator
bestows on all men

"

i .

" '

'. (Mt 545
).

By 'signs in the sun' (Lk 21 25
) we are to under-

stand the phenomena of eclipse, as described more
clearly in the parallel passages, Mt 2429

, Mk 1324
.

The statement in Lk 2345 as to 'the sun being
darkened 5

(AV) or 'the sun's light failing' (KV)
at the time of the Crucifixion, cannot be explained
in this way, since an eclipse of the sun can happen
only at new moon, whereas the Crucifixion took
place at a Passover, when the moon was full. The
sun's scorching heat, so destructr. i

'

\
-. ,ii:..:i.

is an emblem of tribulation or per*< i . , i > s Mi i ; S

1

Mk 46 - 17
). The appearance of the face 'of Christ

at the T-, -i-H:..'!-,.
:

.,! 'Mt 172} and in
Lt

.- .-

"

vision ) ri An... l\-.-i (Rev 11C
) is |.

'

the brightness of the 'sun. The same thing is said
of the glory in which the righteous shall appear
after the final judgment (Mt 1343 ).

JAMES PATRICK.
SUPERNATUBAL.It is generally recognized

that this word is difficult to define, and its defini-
tions are difficult to defend. The reason of this is

simple. It is not a scientific but - - -

.' term,
and is therefore liable to the

'

and
vn ;,-,(- "...

'

i'ng words which reany involve"
!.>'.,! ^derations, but which have grown

:! -'" |:
' '

"

:
"

: any proper discussion of the
metaphysical questions involved. The word means
that which is beyond or above nature

; but the^ 'nature' is ambiguous, and it is thereforeword
uncertain what, if anything, corresponds to the
word 'supernatural.' In ordinary speech,

'

super-
natural 3 would appear to mean anything outside
the ordinary course of th-^ phm.niK r:,-;l world.
1^v ry iliing connected with - !

i < - 1
-

. -V M- in- ,ance, is
<le-rrilM'd as -I:|.'-IM .:,:. , !

, !: , |, i liin-., as tele-

pathy are sai-. ,o :

...I-,!.M- u-i the supernatural. But
even in such cases as this the idea attached to the
word is not clear. A ghost, let us say, raps on a
table, or makes the sound of a carriage driving
up to the door. These are perfectly natural and
ordinary sounds : they are called <

supernatural
'

only in the sense that they are produced in an
extraordinary way. And by this is apparentlymeant that the spiritual or volitional cause of the
sounds is in an unusual relation to the material
world. A chairman rapping on the table at a
meeting, or a cabman u-:\ m-/ n p to the door, is a
spiritual or volitional cause of the sounds produced

but he is in the ordinary relation to matter. So
the phenomena of telepathy are said to border on
the supernatural, because in them effects are pro-
duced in a way which the popular mind regards as

peculiarly mysterious.
Those who hold that the world was made and

is ruled by God, have to imagine to themselves in

some shape the mode in which God exercises II is

sway. For ordinary purposes it suffices to treat

the world as an independent organization, carried
on by laws which are

"" " "

ariable, and
it is unnecessary to refe the Primary
Cause of all. This vie is harmless

enough, but it has the -J-. i1w,ni,-.i;M of developing
an inveterate tendency kin i f thought, by
which the world is set up over against God, an

equivalent to ' nature '

or the * natural order'
; while

all action on the part of God is treated as having
the character of disturbance or interference in an
order which possesses independent rights, or as
'' "' '., 1 in virtue of the fact that it does

1

. . From this habit of mind come
all those phrases by which miracles are described
as 'suspensions of the order of nature,' and the
like. If a person under the influence of this habit
of thought meets with the suggestion that miracles
are themselves orderly, and illustrate a higher
law than that of ordinary experience, he is din-

quieted, because he thinks that in losing the
character of disturbance, miracles lose their
(

supernatural
'

character.
Two things are clear in regard to this difficulty :

(1) that the source of it lies in the (unverified)
dualism between God and the world ; (2) that there
is a real point involved in the distress of the plainman at what he thinks is an attenuation ot the
meaning of miracle. W will consider the second
point first. It is manifest that if the law which
governs miracle differed fro i ':. i i :.. \ 1 1 T

':; :vi i

ary experience, merely in 'r:-!r\i.\. li --
,'. ii-v

tion of narural and supern, : u;;l v..iiM .."-.
,;.:, ;n ;

so far the plain man is right. A conjurer" does
not profess to use any but the most ordinary laws :

yet aRavage might look upon the common trick of

bringing live pigeons out of a hat as a real, creative
'

: ^v.i '!!.>,

'

n ;i1
s

act. Some of the language used by
< ri i' ! :ri'vcles and the term 'supernatural' have
a tendency to bring these events down to the level
of tricks or deceptions. It is said, for instance,
that a fuller knowledge of natural processes would
lead us to see in the miracle at the wedding-feast
at Cana merely an acceleration of such processes,
which would quite surrender itself to ordinary
methods of intr-rj.r, l..';..n. If this were true, the
miracle wouM KM-O ,. !u in any sense 'super-
natural' ; it would be merely a special, imperfectly
analyzed case of an ordinary occurrence. This is
a real attenuation of the meaning of the word, and
the plain man is right in objecting to it. But he
is wrong if he objects to it on the ground, expressedor implied, that Divine action is necessarily ex-
plosive or disruptive ; for this would mean' that
Divine action is irrational, and that a miracle
must be as great a marvel to God as to man.
Whatever the appearance of thr- =niorii!ilm,,l i<>

is, to God it must appear r.-.r.mi.il ,-nil or-.rm.
God is the author of nature and iw laws. Their
uniformity represents His normal action and will
:or the world. But nature and its laws have no
n.lquml.M',

1

validity or rights as against God.
iney are entirely at His disposal and under His
control. If, for whatever reason, He diverges from
what is normal, it will be for sufficient cause. He
will^ act in a new way upon the old material,
reminding man of the dependence of all upon Him.
And the difference between the normal and the
abnormal action does not consist in the nature of
the laws employed, as if the usual operation of
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natural law were broken or suspended by some
intrusive and alien force

; but in the fact that the
action of God upon the order of created being is
in one case what we expect, in the other widely
different. There is no reason why the word c

super-
natural,' which will certainly not be driven out of
our vocabulary, should not be used as a label for
certain characteristic groups of actions and events.
It appears necessary to vindicate the freedom of
God to take such action : otherwise we subjectHim to the tyranny of His own laws. But there
is no reason to associate the word with a variety
of half - conscious dualistie assumptions, which
cannot be defended in theory. {See also art.
MIRACLES, THOMAS B. STRONG.

SUPERSCRIPTION. See TITLE ON CEOSS.

u
SUPPER

B
(5caryo^). The term applied in the

time of Christ to the principal meal usually par-
taken of in the evening, and also to more elabor-
ate collations for the entertainmej '

! nf ;..>-'-
{weddings, birthdays, arrival and

--j[.,;r:;i:-<- ..f

friends or "!'' :'*
*

; -sons, sheep-shearing,
completion

'

., \ . funerals, etc.). In-
\itat ion-; were conveyed by slaves (Mt 223ff

-).

Guests were welcomed by the host with a kiss (Lk
745 ) ; their feet were washed by slaves (7

44
) ; their

hair, beards, and sometimes their clothes and feet
were anointed with perfumed oil {Lk 738, Jn 12d

) ;

and garlands of flowers were sometimes provided
for the decoration of their heads (Wis 27f- Jos.
Ant, XIX. ix. 1). On formal occasions the guests
were arranged at the table by the master of the
feast (dpxtrpkXtj/osr), usually a friend of the family,
according to his ton cepl ion of their relative social

rank, nearness no the host being the mark of
honour. Guests commonly reclined on benches
(sometimes elaborate and luxurious), three or five

to the bench, the feet of each extending behind,
and the back of the head of each reaching to the
bosom of his neighbour on the left (Jn 1323 2120

).

The tables were usually three in number, arranged
to form three sides of a -: MIC. T'IO

i
cni"

<L
= r-~-

clined upon the outside, and 'ii ..... i\,i- .- i.-ii-i'-io'- -i

from the inside. The left elbow was used for
.

' *

""e the right hand and arm were free

food. A somewhat formal giving of

thanks preceded each meal (etfXo-y/a, e%api<rra).
This practice was carefully observed by Jesus and
His disciples (Mt 1419 1536 2626

, Lk 916
, Jn 611

). At
suppers of the more formal or festive type the host
served the guests with equal portions as far as was
practicable, where no special honour was to be
done to special guest. In the latter case, a double,

triple, or even quintuple, or a particularly choice

portion was bestowed upon the guest of honour.
At less formal suppers the food was cut into small

pieces and put into Iju-jre dishes, from which the

guests took them with their fingers and conveyed
them to flat cakes of bread which served as plates,
where they pulled them to pieces before conveying
them to their mouths. Pieces of the bread were
used as spoons for dipping gravy from the common
dish. Individual knives, forks, and spoons were
not used even by the \\rn1irliy unH 1

, long after NT
times. The practice of li;irni-\v;i>.l)iii-

1

immediately
before the meal had rliu- ii-

-jMi'-'ull appropriate-
ness. When women were admitted to suppers of

the more formal kind (which was probably unusual),

they seem to have sat rather than reclined. Wine
was drunk during the meal and after the eating

(Mishna, licrakhoth vi. 5f., cf. viii. 8). Thanks-

gr
"

; ,!!"!
1 ,,1 <.;; --V! * closed the meal.

I',. ..... .Sir, -\ :!! i- of the well-to-do classes

w i; r
".i

1 - v 'i''i '. Tiie suppers of the poor were
no doubt partaken of without tables or seats, the

family sitting, or squatting on the ground, around

a skin or mat, and partaking of the plain food
(flesh being rarely used) out of common vessels
with the fingers. See also artt. FOOD, MEALS, and
LAST SUPPER.

LITERATURE. Artt. in the Bible Dictionaries of Smith. Kitto
Hastings, Schenkel, Riehni, the EBi, Winer's MWJ3, Herzo"--
Hauck, PjR.$3; Wetzer u. Welte, Kirchen-Lexikon

; Lightfoot,
Hor. Heb. ; E. Robinson, BRP ; Buxtorf, de Conviviis Ebrce-
orum

;
and Ug-olini's TJiesauiw, vol. xxx.

ALBERT HENRY NEWMAN.
SUPREMACY. Few things are more remarkable

in the Gospels than the absolute supremacy over
nature and man which Christ is represented as both
< V.i

1
- :

-_ ,\
'd_

* i

"

. In this respect the Syn-
i-siv- ., ".

"

/ .a more striking witness
than the For ;

, Christ appears from first
to last as exercising lordship over matter and
natural forces. He heals incurable diseases, stills
the storm by a word, multiplies food, withers the
ban-en fig-tree. And, beyond these things, He ap-
pears also as supreme over the world of spirits.
He calls back the human soul to the body after

they have been separated by death. He is acknow-
ledged as lord by the unwilling and undesirecl

testimony of the 'demons (Mk I 34
, Lk 433"35

etc.).
Such a supremaev He appears, in the Gospel narra-

tive, to exert without laying any special claim

upon it. He accepts, indeed, with praise the con-
fession of the centurion (Mt 85~18

), that such author-

ity belongs naturally to Him
; yet He does not

represent these wonders as being the chief purpose
of His ministry. He appeals at times to their
evidence ; but His most characteristic claim is

something even greater and more fundamental.
Christ plainly claims supremacy over the moral

nature of man, over human conscience and human
destiny a supremacy v ,' -, n.l

"

i
: j

' h r. -r,^
1

! all time,
and without limitatior. i:i- ,',-< .-hi--;: with or
subordination to the Father is not referred to as

limiting, but rather as justifying His own claim

(Mt 1627
, Jn 519"-7

). On His own sole word He
reverses human standards of judgment (Mt 53 " 10

1930, Lk 620~26
). He V.:K-. i i--l

:

(i. ~. or abolishes

by His own 4 I say i.r. \"".' K-iv - ? institutions
which were admittedly Divine in their origin (Mt
5. 19s'9

; cf. 728- 29
). Yet at the same time He refuses

to enter into competition with temporal rulers, or

to give decisions, as even a prophet might have
done, on human matters of dispute (Jn 615

,
Lk

1213- 14
). His supremacy is too great and too com-

prehensive for Him to involve Himself in such con-

troversies, which men will learti to settle when
they have learned the greater lesson. His words,
He asserts, are more lasting than heaven and earth

(Mt 24SS
). He proclaims Himself King and Judge

of the Kingdom which He is founding. The mem-
bers of it are His servants, and responsible to Him
alone (Mt 24. 25, Mk 1334

'37
, Lk 12f-

48
). But His

Mipremacy extends beyond the limits of His own
Kingdom! He claims to be the final Judge of all

the nations, to allot the eternal punishment or re-

ward of every individual soul (Mt 1627 2531
'49

; cf,

Mk 1326 - 27
, Lk 2127- 38

). And this universal dominion
over both matter and spirit is expressed finally in

the tremendous closing verses of Mt.,
*All authority

hath been given (866?}, the aorist of an eternal fact)

unto rne in heaven and in earth.
3

It is indeed in

this Gospel that the claim of Christ to be King and

Judge of all men is stated in the most detailed and
vivid -manner. But there is no I- .'.v^ry vith
the other Gospels. A similar !

:
:i i- : i-ii- . in

all ; cf. esp. Lk 1911"27
.

In the Acts, Christ is preached by the Apostles
as * Lord '

(a
86

), as *

prince (dpx?jy6s) of life
'

(3
15

), as

universal Judge of men (10
4- IT31 ). St. Paul from

the moment of his conversion ^peaks of Jesus as

Ms absolute Master, whose ' slave
3 he is (Bo I 1

),

whose 'marks' he bears branded upon his body
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(Gal 617 ). The lc-< ri;i(.jun- of the nature and office

of Christ in the Epistles of the First Imprisonment
state and justify this supremacy in the most start-

ling and comprehensive manner. * In the name of

Jesus' all creation must bow; all creation must
confess His Lordship (Ph 210 - n

). All things have
"been created through Him and unto Him : creation
not only starts from Him, hut converges in Him
(Col I16

-18
). Christ is the 'head of all principality

anil JIU\\M-' (2
10

). All things are e in subjection
iisKlor INN ieet' (Eph P1 - 22

).

T1

'. -i.
1

, /of Christ is again the most char-

,", "-, ..- .-'of the liMrhinji of the Epistle to

the Hebrews. Everywhere ilir c\(i of the believer

is directed to Him (2
9 31 414 S1 "^2- 3 138- 20

). His

figure dominates the whole of man's life ; and the
writer plainly implies that this supremacy is essen-

tial and indefeasible.

The same teaching appears in a more pictorial
form in the changing scenery of tho A|oi-nl\i>-e.
Christ receives the homage of all rroiiuun -JSox

59 '14
), He is associated with God the Father in the

possession of f i-* Y'V'If'M of the world 3

(II
15

), He
Himself is '!<'".'_ <' k :

ngs and Lord of lords'

(19
11-16

).

Christian worship, Christian art, Christian suffer-

ings are full of the same testimony. Christ is

worshipped personally as Lord and God. He is

portrayed as universal ruler, bearing the insignia
of empire over all the thoughts and needs and
works of men. The martyrs incurred the reproach
of disloyalty to temporal rulers, nay, even of being
enemies to human society, by their unswerving
; ""1 *.! to Christ as supreme over all human
i,.

1 '' , ; customs. Polycarp, confronted with
death, confesses Him as 'Saviour and King.' The
narrative of his martyrdom contrasts the brief

authority of Jewish and Roman officials with * the
n i _: >

f
i 1 u t

'

i -rnal King, Jesus Christ '

(Letter of
If,

'

^
/ ..'"/ 21).

TlM: "lii- "i the Gospels, the Christ of Chris-
tian experience, must be supreme or nothing at all.

The idea of a limited or temporary supremacy is

self-contradictory. The Christian conscience, how-
ever laggard the will, cannot but confess the justice
of the Master's question :

c Why call ye me Lord,
Lord, and do not the things which I say ?

'

(Lk 646
}.

See also artt. AUTHORITY OF CHRIST, DIVINITY OF
CHEIST, KING, LORD.

. Liddon, Divinity of our Lord (Bampton Lec-
tures, 1866) ; Gore, Incarnation of the Son of God (do. 1891) ;

Seeley, Ecce Homo, 1866 ; Edersheim, Life and Times of Jesus
the Messiah., 1883; P&re Didon, Jem* C/;nV, 1891; Sanday,
art. 'Jesus Christ* in Hastings' DB\ WCSTOOIT, Christus Con-
x?'M.,'f//;<% KC: Kllicott, Christus Comprobator, 1891 ; Stubbs,
chf^u^jii^i-nt^ 1894. A. R. WHITHAM.

SURPRISE. The word has an i.Lu-i'iho ii- well
as a subjective reference : it mean-'i'o:h i re act
of taking unawares 3 and c the emotion caused by
anything sudden.' The emotion is closely akin to

wonder,
e the state of mind produced by something

new, unexpected, or extraordinary
'

; but sudden
emergence is its distinctive characteristic. It may
enter in as an element in disappointment, when
hopes are defeated, purposes miscarry, or efforts

are frustrated suddenly. When the nature of an
object is inexplicable, unintelligible, when the
occurrence of an event is unexpected, uncalculated,
surprise is felt. Ti :<<-, iV!\ implies limitation
of knowledge, an "r- , , \ <-i 11, o *U!.MTJ \n..\\ -

ing to completely ;
...... - :,ii i-nimiiaMii'iii ilmuLli;

the object known.
*

In the objective reference, some
instances of surprise, or at lea^t the attempt to

surprise, are found in the Gospels. The enemies
of Jesus tried to ' catch Him in talk' (Mk 1213

,
Lk

II54
) by the questions they put to Him. They

'watched Him whether He would heal on the
Sabbath day, that they might find an accusation

against him' (Lk 67
). He had to be constantly

-p. TT : -
;.i-,},i." against their malignity. By the

!.-,:'. :-\ >: -ludas they were able to surprise Him,
unprotected by the multitude, in Gethaemane.
Peter's denial was in some measure due to his

being taken by surprise, even although Jesus had
forewarned him. It is in the subjective reference
of the term that we are specially interested in

reading the Gospels the surprise Jesus felt and
the surprise He caused. So different was Jesus in

character, purpose, spirit, from His environment,
that He could not always understand it, still less

could it understand Him. During His earthly

ministry the secrets of all hearts were not laid

bare to Him, although He occasionally displayed
an extraordinary insight into the thoughts and
wishes of others ; nor was the veil of the future

nltojuothcr withdrawn, even although He did, in

regard to His own death and resurrection, and the
doom of the city which rejected Him, show an

exceptional knowledge. But -
: :

|
< 1 1 1 ;, 1 1 1 r. ,

1

as in

these respects His knowledge v. ji-. i; v .
- not a

Divine omniscience for which surprise is impos-
sible, as for it there is neither the inexplicable nor
the unexpected. The subject of the limitation of

Jesus' knowledge is more fully dealt with in the
art. KENOSIS. Jesus v.n- " /-.'.* '* by the anxiety
felt and the search mm'.i: i--

1

1 1: in by His parents,
when He remained behind in the Temple.

* How
is it that ye sought me?' (Lk 249

) ; He 'marvelled
because of their unbelief

'

in Namreth (Mk6(}

) ; He
was disappointed at the dulness of ujidor-iainiiii'j

of His disciples (Mt 1517 169 - 1]
), and of His hearer*

in Jerusalem (Jn 843
), and at the unbelief of His

peiiomtion (Mk 812
). But, on the other hand, the

uiirli of 1 1 10. centurion (Mt810
) and of the Syro-

phcenician woman (Mt 15-8 ), brought Him glad
surprise. The storm on the Sea of Galilee (Mt 8-4 )

was a surprise to Him even as to His disciples,

although His faith was not disturbed as theirs

was ; so also He knew not that He was sending
His disciples into any danger when He dismissed
them after the feeding of the five thousand (Mt
1422 ; see the discussion of these two incidents in

Adamson's The Mind in Christ, pp. 5-10). He
was -

1" "

!

" "
-

i His desire for rest with His

disci; /: . \, and for secrecy (Mk 724--5
).

He expected to find fruit on the barren fig-tree

(Mk II 13
). Although the growing estrangement

of Judas was, from its beginnings, perceived by
Him (Jn 664

; see Dods' comment in loco in Ex-
positor's Gr. Test. i.

jp. 759), yet when He called
him He did not anticipate his treachery. HIM
state in Gethsemane was one of amazement (Mk
14s3

) ; there was an element in the doom He looked
forward to that He could not understand, and had
not looked for. His amazement is expressed in
the cry of desolation on the Cross (Mt 27 4ti

). What
He then experienced was worse than He had an-

ticipated. As man's sin had ever been a surprise
to Him, so was its worst consequence when it fell

on Him.
Jesus Himself so transcended the world in which

He lived, taught, and wrought, that He was con-

stantly a surprise to men. This He Himself ex-

pected (Jn 37 520 - S8 7 21
). The marvel began with

Joseph and Mary in the Temple at Simeon's

prophecy, and at Jesus' own words (Lk 288* 50
),

The multitudes marvelled at His teaching, His
healing, His for^hern . of sins, His wisdom in

answering the
<|
notions of His opponents, and His

grace in pitching the gospel plk 1-- -7
, Mt T28- 29

,

Mk 2 1 - o-- 42
,
Ml 98 - 33 1228, Lk Q48 749, Mt 2222

, Lk
2020 422). His dUciple- were astonished at His
command over iho *ionn (Mk 651

), His teaching
regarding the rich (Mt 1925

), and the curse on the
fig-treo (Mt 2 1

20
). His disregard of the cxirrent

customs caused surprise (Lk 11s8
, Jn 427 ), as did the
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freedom from these He allowed to His disciples
(Mk218 78

). The worll\ -M-pn-o at Jesus is its

tribute to His unique ponccunn ; His surprise at
man's sin and unbelief the evidence of its need of
the grace and truth of the Son of God. See,
further, AMAZEMENT.

LITERATURE. A. J. Mason, Conditions of Our Lord's Life on
Earth, 135-138 ;

T. Adamson, Studies of the Mind in Christ,
5-12, 1C7; Gore, L 1471 ALFRED E. GABVIE.

SUSANNA (Zovcrdwa fr. n^'w, fern, of ]^\& t which
denotes a lily or any lily-like flower). All that is

known of her is that she was one of the women
who ministered to Jesus (Lk 83

). The mention of
her name without further particulars implies that
she was well known. This may have been due to
her special devotion, in which case reference to her
on other occasions would have been expected, or to
her social rank, which view may derive support
from the succession of her name to that of Joanna
(wh. see). K. W. Moss.

m
SWADDLING CLOTHES. The custom of wrap-

ping the newborn infant in bands of cloth (a-irapy-

cu/dw) has long prevailed, and still exists in the
East, This treatment was supposed to make
for the strengthening and proper growth of the
back and limbs, as well as being convenient for

carrying the child. The infant Jesus was not
neglected in this particular, though laid in the
manger (Lk 27 - 12

) ; the absence of swaddling bands
being regarded as a sign of extreme poverty or of

neglect (cf. Ezk 164). E. B. POLLARD.

SWEARING. See OATHS.

SWEAT. The word * sweat ' occurs only in one
passage in the NT, namely Lk 22^, in the narra-
tive of our Lord's agony in Gethsemane, where we
read :

c His sweat became, as it were, great drops
of blood ff.lV'ij -1'tui! 'ipon the ground.' In ap-
proaching in-. ni-Mi--i'

f "'-,. there are
three matters to be ".: s -ie textual

problem, (2) the interpretation of the words 'be-

came, as it were/ and (3) the possibility of the

phenomenon known as 'bloody sweat' (hcema-
drosis).

1. In turning first to the textual question, we
find that vv. 43- ** are omitted in many of the best
authorities for the text of the NT (the great
uncials KaABRT). A number of other uncials

(ESVrAII) mark the passage as doubtful ; and in
the case of Codex ^ the hand of one corrector has

apparently inserted it, while that of another has
deleted it. The Church Fathers, Hilary, Jerome,
and others bear witness that there were many
MSS known to them which did not contain these
two verses; and certain MSS insert them in the

parallel passage in Mt.'s Gospel, namely after Mt
2689

. Of the Versions, one MS of the Old Latin
omits them, as do also the best of the Egyptian,
Armenian, and the oldest Syriac versions. Cyril
of Alexandria omits the verses in Ms Homilies on
Lie's Gospel, while the silence of such writers as

Clement of Alexandria and Origen cannot be
without significance. One cursive MS (124) omits

them, while No. 13 has them inserted by a corrector.

In the Greek Lectionaries the verses are gener-
ally omitted from the lesson in which they would
naturally appear, but are inserted in the Mt. pas-
sage, a custom that seems to have influenced

Chrysostom in his reference to the passage, though,
as WH admit,

* a mere comparison of the parallel
narratives of the Evangelists would suffice to sug-
gest to him the reference.' On the other hand,
the MSS that include the verses as they stand
in Lk. are the following : uncials ^*DFGHKLM
QUXA, and nearly all cursives. While A omits

"a '

; we have seen, it has the reference
.' in the margin, showing that its

presence in other MSS must have been known to
the scribe. The verses are contained also in the

majority of the MSS of the Old Latin, some few
Egyptian, the Syr-Pesh. and Syr-Hier. They are
known also to Justin Martyr (who quotes them in
his Dialogue with Trypho> 103), Iren., Jerome, and
Augustine. The verses gave rise to much discus-
sion among early writers, some of whom held that

they^
had been wilfully cut out by some who were

afraid of their employment by unorthodox writers ;

though, on the other hand, they constituted a

strong weapon of proof against those who denied
the reality of our Lord's humanity.
The conclusion to be drawn from this evidence

is that the main witness to the presence of the
verses is of a Western order ; but this need not
mean more than that, as is the habit of the
Western text of Lk. in particular, many elements
of tradition that would otherwise have been lost
are contained in it. This is the conclusion to
whichWH come. Their words are :

* These verses
can only 1 ;

(v
, ;_; :

"
i ! 'rom the traditions, written

or oral, \\V-i: \ i -. a while at least, locally
current beside the canonical Gospels, and which
doubtless included matter of every degree of

aiini<-ntic-ily and intrinsic value. These verses
suid tlm Jir.-r sentence of 23s4 may be safely called
the most precious among the remains of this

Evangelic tradition which were rescued from
oblivion by the scribes of the 2nd century.'
Neither do these editors think that there is any
evidence of the omission of the verses for doctrinal
reasons. It would appear, therefore, as if they
stood very much in the same position as does the

Pericope Adulterce ;
that is, as an early story of

the Evangelic tradition that had not found its way
into all the copies of the canonical Gospels.

2. The next point to consider is the interpreta-
tion of the words ' as it were great drops of blood.

3

Here again there is a secondary question of reading,
because certain manuscripts and versions (KVX,
Vulg. Be "!/' "" ' 1

'- :."'."; * of the word rendered
'"..""is ...%

'

the word for *

blood,'
.: . '.< i

1 !!" O
i-eeixient with the word

for (

drops,
7 as do the majority of the authorities.

The Greek word 6p6[Apos, either with or without
a'ljULCLTos, can itself bear the meaning

e a drop of

blood,' and is so used in classical Greek writers

(see-ffisch. JBum. 184; Plato, Grit. 120 A). Tatian
in his Biatessaron renders in an exaggerated form,
* like a stream of blood,' which Bernard supposes
would be visible in the moonlight.
When Justin quotes the verse he also omits * of

blood 5

; but this maybe because ho vejjnnloil the
word

8p6fjtfoi
as bearing that M.uiiiiiontinu. Kvoii

when all is said, however, the expression may not
mean more than that there was a resemblance
between the falling of the heavy drops of perspira-
tion and the plashing of blood-gouts from a wound,
so that the verse does not absolutely and neces-

sarily assert that blood flowed from our Lord's

body in the moment of His extreme anguish.

In a special discussion of the subject "by Haraack, that writer
maintains that the stami> of Lk. I.- elo.nh n-aniiV-i o: il.-o

verses in question, and it is to "be r< iin.ivU-ri I U'.ai it is fx v<-r\

remarkable thing that the only record < f iiii* c:\rm. should ocvur
in the Gospel attributed to the man v.ho*i iraduion Ji'-sori 4* 10

have been a physician, and whose own language supports the
statement. This remarkable phenomenon is the very thing

1 we
should expect a physician to take special pains carefully to
record. Harnack in the same discussion draws attention to the

passage in Jn 1227-30, which he regards as that Evangelist's
account of the saine incident. It is remarkable that while the

passage in Lk. speaks of an angel succouring
1

Jesus, the passage
in the Fourth Gospel tells of a voice from heaven that answered
His prayer, which voice was regarded by some of the people as
that of' an angel. In Harnack's opinion the Fourth Gospel
draws its material for the Passion narrative from the Synoptics,
and here he thinks we have another version of the story con-
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tamed in Luke. Harnack also reminds us that there are two
points in the Lukan story that would offend, orthodox readers,
first, the mention of an angel as strengthening' our Lord, which
might be a strong support to those who exaggerated the im-

portance of angel ministry ; and, second, the fact that the

agony was the result of an inward struggle, which might he
taken as pointing to too great human weakness in our Lord's
Person to be consonant with the full maintenance of His Divine
nature.

3. There has been much discussion as to whether
such a thing as a bloody sweat is a ](-- iln'lil \ . and
here we come into the realm of medical evidence.
Much has been written on the matter, both in older

days and up to the present time ; a great deal of it,

one must admit, being irrelevant. The less criti-

cal medical writers of an earlier time were content
to quote Galen as their authority for the state-

ment that sometimes the pores are so vastly
dilated by a copious and fervent spirit, that even
blood issues through them and constitutes a bloody
sweat' (see R Mead, Medical Works, 1762, ch. 13).

The most recent medical conclusion on the subject
seems to be that it is physically possible for blood
to exude through the sweat glands, as the conti-

guity of the blood vessels and these glands is so
close and oftentimes the walls that divide them
are so extremely thin.* It may thus be granted
that such an event as the ordinary text describes
was a po.-sibilily. though nothing very closely
allied u> "u bzi.- o.\ er been observed, and one would
naturally manifest great caution in accepting the

hi-toiii-ity of it, in view of all that has already
l:i-n -*.iM' about the passage.
Some writers have understood the phrase

*

drops
of blood' as a :

1

;.

"
irative one, being simply

expressive of agony undergone by the

sufferer, and not in any sense to be taken either

literally or as even suggesting that the perspira-
tion was itself so heavy as to suggest the dripping
of blood.
There remains one interesting instance of the

use of the verb ' sweat ' in a passage of the early
Christian writing known as the Didache, where in
ch. 1 we read, 'Let thine alms sweat into thine
hands until thou shalt have learned to whom to

give.
3 The words, indeed, are not actually quoted

as Christ's, but there can be little question that
the author regarded them as a traditional saying
of the Lord.

LITERATURE. The Comm. on the passage, esp. Plummer, ad
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SWINE. See ANIMALS in vol. i. p. 64b .

SWORD. In Lk 235 and in some passages in the
A|-i'.-;.

1

\ --o the word for 'sword' is potato, ; else-
v v-'-o iii . lie NT it is pfya.^ The former denoted
a weapon used bj barbarous nations, especially
the Thracians (Livy, xxxi. 39: 'Thracas quoque
romphasse ingentis et ipsoc longitudinis, inter
objectos undique ramos "impediohant'). ft thus
appears to have been rather a lance or javelin than
a sword, and so may reflect the Hebrew romah.
In the Syr. of Lk 235 the word used is romha, and
the phrase is probably a reminiscence of Ps 3718

(LXX). The word ju.dx<upa may denote nothing
* In the case of hsemophilic persons it seems not onlypossiblebut

probable. Again, however, the relevancy is not very apparent.

more than a knife or dagger, as in the LXX of

Jos 52 - 3 of flint knives, but also a sword. The

people who came to arrest Jesus were armed with
swords and clubs: Jesus' followers also had two

swords, which Jesus declared to be enough ; find

one of them (Peter) drew his sword and wounded
a servant of the high priest (Mt 2647 -BG

,
Mk 144;M8

S

Lk 2236-52
, Jn 1810 - n

).

A' .'

"

.". the sword stands aa a symbol
fo- ! jy the edge of the sword' means
to die in war), or for a divided state of society (Mt
1C34 '

I came not to send peace, but a nword '

[in Lk
1251 <

division']). In Mt 2652
'They that take the

sword shall perish with the sword/ the sword prob-

ably denotes the use of physical force generally,
although we have also the belief that a tyrant is

despatched with the very weapon which he employs
against the ~\ iri im- of hi - i y runny. The expression
in Lk 235 *A sword shall 'pierce through thy own
soul,

' was sometimes interpreted as a prediction of

martyrdom (Epiphanius, Hcer. 78).J
T. H. WEIR.

SYCAMINE. The sycamine-tree (o-vKdjuvos) is

mentioned in the Gospels only once, viz. in Lk 17G.

The Heb. Q 1GP9?
,
from which the Or. name neems to

be derived, denotes the sycomore, but the syca-
mine is by general consent identified with the
black mulberry (Mows nigra). In his Hebrew
NT, Delitzsch renders by rom, which is the name
given to the mulberry in the Mishna (cf. Arab.

tilt). Two species are common in modern Pales-

tine, the black mulberry and the white (M. alba).
The latter, however, which is cultivated for pur-
poses of sericulture, and whose fruit, owing to its

insipidity, was little eaten, was hardly likely
to be

known in our Lord's time. The black mulberry,
on the other hand, yields a compound fruit which,
eaten fresh, is of fine flavour, . 1 ; .,'"...'
in the East. This tree, which is deciduous, lias a
dense foliage, and affords a most welcome shade

during the heat of summer.
Thomson (LB pp. 23, 24) would identify the

sycamine with the
.

.In support of this
view he appeals to Hebrew origin of
the two names ;

but his main argument is that
* the mulberry is more easily Clucked up by the roots than any
other tree of the same size in the country, and the tiling is

oftener done. Hundreds of them are plucked up every year in
this vicinity, and brought to the city for firewood. Ifc is not to
be supposed,' he adds,

* that He who
"

would select this tree, with its short,
the irresistible power of faith.'

The argument is plausible, but not conclusive.
On the contrary, what weight it has must be laid
in the scale against this theory rather than in its

support. The rooting up of the mulberry tree was
a common practice. Granted ; but was it not from
the commonest doings and *,,: i|rfnni;--. that our
Lord habitually drew His i 1 1 1 ,

-

'

,- i ! i
- ? When

He would find some fit emblem of the Kingdom
of God, He appealed not to the unusual but to
the familiar, not to the heroic but to the homely.
One of the marked charms of His teaching is tne

gift He had of making the commonplaces of earth

speak the l;m<fiin<rc >f heaven. Wnen, therefore,
He would liiruro lorrli

' the irresistible power of

faith,' it need not surprise us that He selected the

mulberry tree, the uprooting of which was quite
familiar to His hearers. True, it was more easily
plucked up than any other tree of the size. But
that fact doo- nol im|i:r the force of the figure.
The law of trnni union i- as clearly manifested in
the fall of the leaf as in the majestic order of the

planets, and the power of faith is as vividly illuB-

trated in the figure of uprooting a mulberry tree

by the word of command, as in that of uprooting a
sycomore, or even of moving a mountain.

HUGH DUNCAN.
SYCHAR (2vx&p) is mentioned in connexion with
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the journey of Jesus from Judaea to Galilee re-

corded in Jn 44f\ We learn from v. 5f - that He
came *

to a city of Samaria called Sychar, near to
the parcel of ground that Jacob gave to his son

Joseph : and Jacob's well (71-77777) was there
'

; v.u
adds the information that e the well (<ppap)

' was
'deep.' Jacob's fountain, referred to here, is one
of the undisputed sites of the Gospels. It lies in
the mouth of the valley running up between Mts.
Ebal and Gerizim to Shechem, 1 miles E. of the

city and about 1100 yds. from the traditional site

of Joseph's Tomb (Jos 2432 }. The source of its

water is still uncertain. Probably rainfall and
:

*
: contributed most to the supply. Ac-

<. Sanday (Sacred Sites of the Gospels, 32),
" ""

that the special sacreolness and real

( -L the water (on a hot day it is beauti-

fully soft and refreshing) had something* to do
with '

the presence of the woman from Sychar,
though it has been suggested that she was fetch-

ing water for workmen employed on the adjacent
cornlands and not for her own household. Now
Sychar lay 'near

3

Jacob's ground and well, and
tlie problem is whether it should be (1) identified

with Shechem, or (2) located at the little hamlet
of 'Aslcar, near the foot of Ebal, about a mile 1ST.

of the well and If miles E.N.E. of N_ablus.
The

balance of v '.-*' n seems to be in favour of

the latter
'

,-

'

,

"

.

In support of (1), several considerations have
been adduced, (a) Shechem could certainly be

roughly described as * near
'

Jacob's ground, and
the disciples who went to

* the city
'

to buy bread
were away during the whole of the conversation,
that is, for some considerable time. Cheyne
(Encyc. Bibl. iv. 4831) considers it unlikely that
*the city' which fills such a prominent place in

the narrative of Jn 4 should be any other than
Shechem. Then (b) Jerome (Ep. 86 and Qucest.

Heb. in G-en. 48. 22) states that Sichem and Sichar

are one and the same place, and that Su%dp is a
. i -."..;

j
'

. '!> for Si#^u. Cheyne defends Jerome's
!..'.'

'

holding that modern criticism has
.:>,-. its possibility. It has also been

urgeu (C) tiiai the Jews called Shechem ShiJcor

(=< drunken') and Shaker (
= ' false ') hence the

transition from Shechew to Sychar, It can be
added (d) that, for centuries after Jerome's time,

his view was adopted by pilgrim
'

writers, among
whom maybe mentioned Arculf (A. D. 700), Saewulf

(rj. 1102), Theoderieh (1172),- Maundeville (1322),

and Tuchem of NVnl : 'U80).
But strong o!ij--,i'M

; ui* been taken to most
of these contentions, in favour of (2). (a) Over

against Cheyne
3
-

uxj
notion of opinion as to the

likelihood of idem iliciii ion with Shechem maybe
set the view of G. A. Smith (HGHL 368), that the

Evangelist, who"- \ :*'. M .'

'

.-' 'i' :"' i nee with

the OT, could nc- ,
:i .-,

" "\ "
">-"

'

.." Jos 24%
have substituted (in error) Sychar for Sychem, and

that if he possessed only such knowledge of the

locality as the OT gave him, he would have used

the name Si/x^a (like Stephen in Ac 716
). Then (&)

Jerome offers no evidence for his identification,

and 2t/x</j has now been generally adopted as the

correc! 'u :i
. X 1 *--! Jerome translates Eusebius*

note, "Y :-. ^
-' - Sychar from Neapolis (or

Shechem), without comment or correction (in

Onom. s.v.
'

Syrlmr "). ') There is no proof what-

ever that tho iricknnnie- 'Shikor' and 'Sheker'

were ever given to Shechem (HGHL 369, and

Encyc. Bibl. iv. 4830). And (d) in spite of the

pilgrims* belief in Jerome, there is clear evidence

for Sychar as a separate town, from the 4th cent,

onwards.
The evidence just referred to is briefly as fol-

lows. Eusebras (Onom. s.v. Svx</>) writes to the

effect that Sychar lay
' before Neapolis, near the

piece of ground which Jacob gave to his son

Joseph, where Chi!-' <
>.""

;..
. .Tohn, held dis-

course with the ^,,' .i
1

,,"' ., by the ^foun-
tain : it is shown to this day.' Jerome simply
translates this, adding in place of the last sentence,
* ubi iiunc ecclesia fabricata est.

'

[But see Eusebius'
Onom. s.v. Su%^ and BdAcwos St/ajuofo, where Shech&m
is di.-i.iiiguiMi(HL from NVriM'l"-"]. The Bordeaux

Pilgrim (c. 330 A.D.) men; ion- ;i Sychar distinct

from Shechem, and abont a Roman mile away
to which testimony must be added that of the

Itinerary of Jerusalem (A. D. 333), and later on of

the Abbot Daniel (A.D. 1106), of Fetellus (1130),
and of John of \Yiirzburg (c. 1165). In the
/Samaritan Chronicle (not later ^than the 14th

cent.) a town spelt "Ischar (with initial Aleph) is

referred to, *;i|-^;-rc pll\ near Shechem' ana the
same as Sych.ir. I'iiuiiy, the traveller Berggren
found the name *Askar or

f ' ' *

v; '-ft given
both to a spring and to the whole plain. This
name still attaches to the niodrm vill.^o at the
foot of Ebal. O. A. Smith (//'.7//. :J71) and
Cheyne (Encyc. Bibl. iv. 4831) agree that 'Askar

may well have grown out of Suchar the inter-

mediary form being 'Ischctr. There is a parallel in

the case of 'Ashkelon, mod. 'Askalan. To this evi-

dence for separating Shechem and Sychar must be
added references in the Talmud (noted by Light-
foot) to a place called Suchar or Sichcir, a * foun-

tain of Suchar ' and ' a plain of en-Suehar.' The
spring and the plain just mentioned can hardly be
other than those referred to by Berggren (Reise,
ii. 267).
These references and opinions seem to justify

the conclusion that St. John's Sychar is the modern
'Asfear, with its ruins and fine spring.

Lnr.n \iriiE. TTas-bin^s' DJ5 iv. 635; Enoyc. Bibl. iv. 4828 f.;

Robinson, BttP iii. 183; Stanley, SP 240 f., 223 (note); Thom-
son, Land and Book, ch. 31; Buhl, GAP 203; ?nvrl\. ,

^c/'-W

Sites, 31-33, 91 ; Baedeker-Socin, PaLpp. 328, 337 ;
(.. \. f^m:

!

i,

HGHL 3671; Ewald, Gesch. iv. 284; ^"
"

. i

" " "
' ' ?>w.

169 ; Baumer, Pal. p. 163. \. V. . ; .

SYCOMORE. The sycomore tree

Lk 194
only), of which mention is made in the

story of Zacchseus, is the Ficus sycomorus. The
Gr. name means literally a

*

fig-mulberry/ and was
bestowed upon it because it yielded a fruit akin to

the fig, while its leaves, which are heart-shaped,
bore some resemblance to those of the mulberry.
In the OT it is called sWpm&n (1 K 1C27 etc.),

from which is probably derived the Gr. a-vK&fjLLvos,

though that denotes a quite different tree (see

SYCAMINE). The sycomore, which must not be
confounded with the British sycamore (Acerpseudo-
Platanus], flourishes best in districts having a

warm, equable climate. In Palestine it is found

principally along Hie coast and in the low-lying

plains around Jericho, and is often planted by the
roadside. In the extreme north of Syria it is not
met with, as it is not hardy enough to withstand

the occasional frosts (Ps 78'
47

). It attains a great
size, and its principal branches being long and

v.i,>-.-.],u'M.Vi!ii_. and its foliage plentiful, it yields
m <>.- 1 t i < -1 i

<
1 1 1 1 ul shade. It is deciduous, but the

old leaves 'do not fall off till the new ones come
out. Its fruit resembles that of the common fig

(Ficus carica), but is much smaller, and very much
inferior in flavour. It is eaten only "by the poorer
classes of the population. The 'figs,' of which
there are several crops each year, grow on short,

leafless stems which spring from the trunk and
from the larger branches. The process of ripening
is hastened by cutting off the apex of the fruit or

making an incision in it (cf. Am 714 where the

prophet describes himself as crpptf DTG, a *

nipper
of sycomore-ngs '). The tree is very easily climbed,

and' its lower branches are a favourite perch for

children. HUGH DUNCAN.
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SYMEON. See SIMEON, No. 2.

SYMPATHY. The subject of sympathy, con-
sidered in its relation to Jesus Christ, is so large
as to be almost co-extensive with His whole life

and work. The Incarnation and the Atonement,
whatever be the exact theologies. 1 iii-,:n'!v of
the two words, are undoubtedly \

'

i i 1 1 i i r - of
the intense sympathy which resulted not only
in the human ministry of Christ, but in the

redemption of the world. It is therefore impos-
sible here to treat fully of the sympathy of Christ
in its broader aspect. The scope of the present
article will be limited to the consideration how
far the sympathy of Christ which made the
redemption of the world possible was manifested
in His dealings as the Son of Man with His
fellow-men.

1. The miracles as expressive of sympathy.
(a) Miracles of healing. The miracles of healing
are truer expressions of the -yin;;ii\\ of Christ to
us to-day than they were in i"in- \\\ -li.-i days when
miracles were regarded more as a proof of His
Divinity than an incident connected with it. The
tendency of Biblical critics of late years has been
to modify very considerably the scepticism of a
generation ago. Especially in reference to cures
of disorders of a nervous character, men of science
have no hesitation in .

*"-"
,
the power of such

a Personality as tha
'' O ' "

."! ,""

with these complaints. Yet this ,.\ ,.:.
the miracles adds greatly to the ,"". i :, ,

\ \

possess as expressive of human -\
:,};

J

l.y. The
power to perform such acts of I. ;;"!:_ i-'v'-apposes
a combination of the tenderest -\ -n ::!! \ v/ith

commanding authority, and it i&
'

i i n -
i i ! s^ to

consider that some, at least, of these miracles are
instances of sympathy ni < o 1

>1 i';_. i <> its etymological
meaning (vfo, Tratfeu/), and that Christ Himself
shared the suffering in the act of ivnV\ni it.

This idea is suggested by His remark \\iih roiivil
to the healing of certain demoniacs (Mk i.-

Jl

> thai
the performance of the miracle must be preceded
by prayer, and is illustrated in the healing of the
woman with the issue of blood (Mk 530}, when
Christ perceived 'that virtue had gone out of
him,' According to this view, the healing ministry
is not to be regarded as a proof of His Divinity so
much as an outcome of it ; and in this context it
is especially important to notice that He never
appears as a mere worker of marvels, but in a
larger and grander way as the friend of sufferers,
relieving their physical suffering, no less than their
sorrows and their sins, by human sympathy.

(b) Nature^ miracles. The sympathy of" </hrist,
as revealed in His miracles, was not confined to
the relief of physical suflbrin<r< occasioned by
disease. The feeding of tho :non (Mk 635 etc.)
shows sympathy for the ordinary needs of the
body; the raising of Jairus' daughter, of the
widow's son at Nain, and of Lazarus at Bethany,
illustrates His -xni|.!iiliciii- interest in family life
with all its joys and sorrows. The stilling of the
storm (Mk 4s7

) shows His willingness to allay the
fears of His

disciples in the time of personal
clanger. Standing in a class by itself among the
miracles is the turning of the water into wine
(Jn 2), and yet this is an act of especial interest
!.- iv\vr,lir<j- ;sn a-pcof of 1he sympathy of Christ
w'jicii MU-; !)( borne in mind. It reminds u-s that
His sympathy extended To a wider range, than the
mere relief of

^
distress. He who watched the

games of the children in the market-place, as they
played at weddings and funerals (Mt II17

, Lk 782),
and used their games as illustrations in His dis-
courses, entered no less readily into the social
pleasures of their elders. The sympathy of Chris-t
was broad enough to cause Him "to desire actively

to promote social happiness, and to supply not

merely the necessaries of life, but the means of

enj oying its luxuries.
2. Christ's teaching as expressive of sympathy.
What Christ showed by His own deeds and

actions to be the rightful attitude in dealing with

others, He also enunciated clearly in His teaching,
which may be regarded as the ethical ooiiuU-r|i.ir(.
of His sympathy. The central feature of Christ's
ii-: il.ii:.. ''i -alt 'with the 'Kingdom of God/ and
: -!.

.ji
i

- and members of this Kingdom in
their relation to one another no less than in their
relation to God. The Sermon on the Mount is

full of Hi .-
1: this subject. The* Reign

of God' i
. ': the transmission of the

Divine love and sympathy into the various subjects
of the T\ u ;_uom. The clearest enunciation or the

principle is in His * Golden Rule/ which bids us

place ourselves in the position of others in order
that we may be guided as to the effect of our
actions upon them (Mt 7 12

). Combined with this
are His various IMJIMU ! :OT- to be merciful (Mt 57

,

Lk 636), forgiving >!i (,
-,
IA 178

), pitiful (Mt 1838),
and to show these qualities to enemies as well as
to friends (Mt 544). In all these cases the Divine
example is adduced as the chief motive. God
makes His rain to fall on the evil and on the good,
on the just and on the unjust ; and His children
must be ready to follow His example, to reconcile
an offended brother, and to forgive an enemy.
The teaching is further illustrated in several of
the parables. The unmerciful servant (Mt 1823"85

)

forfeited his claim on God's mercy. Every act of
love and kindliness would be revealed in the final

separation on the Judgment Day as done to Himself
(Mt 2531-46

). The parable of the Good Samaritan
(Lk 1030

) taught the universal brotherhood of man,
apart from the artificial distinctions of creed and
country ; that of the Prodigal Son (Lk 15-) shows
the Great Father as 1 -

i -\\
:
:: L i he same mercy and

forbearance as He w <,.,;<! II.VM,- us display. The
parable of Dives and Lazarus (Lk 1619"81

), again,
inculcates the duty of mercy, while that of the
Pharisee and the Publican (Lk 189) was directed
against certain who 'despised others.' Such
teaching as this is--

fl

,,: 1 1\ , keeping with the
life of One whose '"..' .",.;", was to go about
doing good, and who on the cross prayed for His
murderers.

3. Christ's relation to others as expressive of
sympathy. (a) Christ's relation to sinners. By
His friendly attitude towards 'publicans and
sinners' He gave a practical expression of His
doctrine of mankind, and of the power of human
-\ iiisisiiliy io reclaim. The great social gathering
in" n:i :,>-> in Capernaum (Mk 21!KL7

), brought
together by Levi or Matthew, was a concrete
statement of the great truth that a man at his
worst is still a man, and a bearer of the Divine
image, however that image may have been de-
faced by faults of character and actual sin. It
was this attitude towards the individual an
attitude so different from the conventional attitude
of the religious world of the clay that gave Him
power over such a soul as Mary Ma ^ilalone. Two
classical instances of this powor may lio quoted,
and both from St. Luke's Gospel. One is the feast
in the house of Simon the Pharisee (Lk 736flr

-}. The
contrast is pointed between the self-righteous host
and the sinful woman who loved much because she
had been forgiven rmich, Christ had come to call
not the righteous, but sinners to repentance, and
so His work lay with the publican, with the
harlot, and the poor. The other instance is that
of Zacchaeus (Lk 191 '10

). The reclaiming of
Zacchceus is an illustration of the fact that a man
will tend to assimilate Ms character to the opinions
which others entertain of him. -Zaccheeus was au
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outcast only so long as he was treated as an out-
cast. Jesus reclaimed him. not by condoling with
his trials, not by talking to him about his soul or
by preaching to him about his sins, but simply
by treating him as a friend and an equal. His
simple words, 'I

^yill abide at thy house/
seemed to identify Him with the publican, and to

\ j'-v.
1

.. !_.- a brother.

x ,

''..'. relation to various people. His sym-
pathy was not confined to publicans and sinners.
He was sorry for the young man whose riches
stood between him and life. He could deal with
the unbelief of Thomas and the fall of Peter. His
heart went out .

" *

\ ,o those who were
in any -pirihuil . ...." conversation with
the unman of >;iNi;iri,i shows how the * doctrine of
mankind 3

rose superior to the superficial cleavages
of race, descent, occupation, of even character,
and pronounced them all of small account in com-
parison with that which is common to all humanity

a soul. Indeed, as His whole mission was one
of self-sacrifice and compassion for the race, it is

fitting that the rare instances recorded of His
weeping should be for the sorrows of others at
the grave of Lazarusand for the sufferings of

Jerusalem, rather than in the Garden of Geth-
semane or for His own sufferings ; and that in His
death-pangs His thoughts should be on the
daughters of Jerusalem, on His mother, on the
dying robber, and on His murderers, rather than
on Himself. It is left to the writer of the Epistle
to the Hebrews (4

m
) to state plainly the continu-

ing nature of the Divine compassion of the Son of
Man :

'We have not an high priest which cannot
be touched with the feeling of our infirmities ; but
was in all points tempted like as we are, yet
without sin. Let us therefore come boldly,' etc.

4. Characteristics of Christ's sympathy. (a} It
W(ts universal. It was not evoked by any one
need, but by every need of which the human
nature is capable, lie could i ojoict.-

\\ ich them that
did rejoice, and weep \\i;h iliom ilun wept. His
presence at festivities of various kinds caused the
Pharisees to bestow on Him the title of c

glutton
and wine-bibber.' He appears at other times as
the patron of family life, sharing alike in its joys
and sorrows. Yet amid all this there stands out

conspicuously the claim of the outcast, which He
expressed Himself by saying that f the Son of Man
was come to seek "and" to save that which was
lost

5

(Lk 1910 ). The call of pain, whether bodily,
mental, or

"
; ' 11

, ,1 . s especially strong.
(b) It wa

''
There is a vague way of

-peaking of the work of Christ in the Atonement
which does not realize the tender, affectionate, and

personal love by which that constant reconciliation
is elfected. The sympathy of Christ was not

merely love of men in masses. He loved the

masses, but He loved them because they were
made up of individuals. 'He calleth his own
sheep by name '

(Jn 103). Christ held the master-

key to the being of each one. In the Garden He
uttered the one word 'Mary

3

(Jn 20 16
). Many

had called her by that name before, but none with
the same revealing ii-iu iiii'-rj^v^i!)^ inflexion. It

is true that 'ho lin-i on"!;/.^-
1 " 1

! on I!M multitude/
but He had also discriminating, special tenderness
for erring Peter and Thomas. He felt for the

despised and lonely Zacchseus in the syconiore tree.

He had compassion on the discomfort of His

disciples. He added His tears to those of others

by the grave of Lazarus. He called the abashed
children to His side. He detected the individual

touch of faith :

'

Master, the multitude throngs
thee, and sayest thou, Who touched me? . . .

Someone hath touched me s

(Lk S45
*-).

(c) It was loring and judicious. Sympathy is

not always welcomed by those on whom it is

VOL. II. 44

bestowed. When it savours of superiority, it is

resented more than scorn. Yet this was never the
case with Christ's sympathy.

' He knew what
was in man 3

(Jn 225
), and was capable of sym-

pathizing in the full meaning of the word, of

entering into the state of the individual for the

time^ being, ^
and of identifying Himself with it.

An interesting question arises on account of the
persistent mention of the need for faith on the
part

_

of the recipient of His acts of compassion,
and it has been asked whether mutual sympathy
was the medium of the miraculous cures. Suffice
it to say here that the sympathy of Christ was so
tactful and so judicious as to inspire confidence,
and with it the faith that was needful on the part
of the sufferer to co-operate in the work of relief.

(d) It wa^ /->!' ?',"il. Christ did not openly
sympathize v i.li I'LO -inner as such on account of
the supposed beauty inherent in the sinner's
nature, as has been suggested by a recent writer
of the aesthetic school (Oscar Wilde, De Profundis,
pp. 113-116). He Sympathized only with the
sinner in whom the germ, at any rate, of repent-
ance was present. Compassion would have been
wasted upon the Pharisees ; stern treatment was
necessary there. They were in the position of a
man who suffers from a hidden disease, and must
have it revealed to himself before he will co-operate
in effecting a cure. Divine sympathy is a remedy
which cf 11 ;. l!' ^y when' the wound is open.

(e) It t
''< / .."' mere sentiment. The sym-

pathy of Christ \\<\- ",!;': in common with a
type*of modern 1 -1-1 ,,i- ,.:! sentiment, which is

but a parody of the Divine compassion. There is

a tendency to prize feeling qua, feeling, and to

praise and admire its possessor. There is a kind
of sympathy which exists only to palliate sin, to
excuse it on grounds of environment, antecedents,
and other causes. Such

;

'

. ".;
'

wrely does

food,
and generally leave..... .. where it

nds him. Christ's sympathy was no such exotic,
beautiful to look at, too delicate to use. With Him
feeling led to this : He went about doing good

'

(Ac 1038
). With Him sympathy expressed itself

in this :

*

grace to help in time of need '

(He 416
).

(f) It luas consistent with sinlessness.* There is

an idea that it is necessary to have oxnener.ctvl a
state of mincl to be able to enter into u \\ iih [-roper

sympathy, and that it is necessary for us to obtain

experimental proof of the power of sin in order to

sympathize with those who are under its sway.
This was not so with Christ. He could sympathize
with the sinner, because He knew what it was
to be tempted. He had all the natural appetites
of mind and body.

* He suffered being tempted
'

(He 218
). Yet He exhibited a sinless nature by a

perfect subjugation of the desire to sin to the will
to do right.

And the sympathy of Christ is

valuable in disproving the fallacy that only the

guilty can sympathize with the guilty.
'We have

not" !

lii;.-

1

! I'll--' \\Vich t annot be touched with
the iV"!ii ,L

<'i" ;i;i "ms'inshM 1 -
; "but was in all points

tempted like as we are, yet without sin' (He 415
),

See, further, art. PlTY.
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SYNAGOGUE, 1. The name. <rway<^ is the
Or. equivalent for the Heb. 31022, derived from the
rare verb 033, of which the radical meaning is
' to gather.' The term means primarily a gather-
ing together of any objects or persons for any pur-

pose, in Scripture an assembly of the members of

a local community either for the purpose of worship
or for joint action under professedly religions
sanctions (Lk 1211 2112

). Thence the word was
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applied to tlie "building in which such a meeting
was held, and in that sense is of frequent occur-
rence in the NT. For a time the term was current

amongst Christians as the r.e-ijjiiiuion of their

meetings or place
- "," : ,-,f. Ja i

2
, He 1025

(Gr.), and such 3'. \ :-" as Epiphanius,
JEfcer. XXX. 18, crwaytayfiv d oSroi /caAoucrt r^v eavr&v

(t-KKKrjvLav /cal oi5%l KK\7)cr(.civ. This usage lingered

amongst the Ebionites and longer still amongst the

Marcionites, "but in other quarters a distinction

early appeared. Either because of the growing
divergence "between the two faiths, or because

gKKXycria w.:- ' jm1i "! as a "better expression of the

genius of < 1 1 :>i :.:'. ,\ with its preference for other
than ethnic or racial ideals, the terms * church '

and 'synagogue
5 ceased to be 'nucrch!U!^o.'u>le.

The two senses of each were retained, as an
assembly and a place of assembly ; but a strictly
Christian or Jewish association was definitely
attached to each.

2. Origin, and history. In NT times the institu-

tion of the synagogue was popular and".- Mr-- n ;<!.

and was believed to date back 'from ^rii-r,,, !!-
of old '

(Ac 1521
) ; but few materials are available

for assistance in the attempt to trace its actual

history, and its origin can only be
" '

. \
Later traditions (e.g. Pal. Targ. on Ex <

,
. .

rash in Pesikta,, ed. Buber, 1296) connect it with
!
l (

]

'ii i . i '.

*

\ < I

'

ines after the settlement in Canaan.
I V, - "IM : i

'

< * x i

'

c in Babylon, worship at the Temple
necessarily ceased, and the conditions of the Cap-
tivity have t-un-*L"!U<H illy IM -on '^,:r-1- ! asafavour-
ite soil for the jterins of i 'v ::: -i i ;i <-'i

% Wellhausen,
IJGB

193). But the purposes served by the syna-
gogue make it indispensable that some such insti-

tution should have been in existence centuries
earlier. The synagogue was a school and a court
of local government before it became pre-eminently
a place of worship. In ancient times the scattered

peoples might go up to the Temple at the festivals,
and in the intervals avail themselves of the local
sanctuaries ; but as business connexions multi-
plied (cf. 7), the father could no longer be relied

upon for the regular instruction of his sons, whilst
a centre would have to be foizn>? 11: <-\"x nTH^t*
or group of villages for the j'-i-

b

i 'i^ini-io'i nf

justice, and for the transaction of the affairs of
the community, in subordination to the recognixcd
authority, whether regal or '.

T

;,
Hence the

germs of the institution are ,:':;.' far back
in the exigencies that arose as civilization became
more complex ; and the Exile marks not the first

stage in the origin of the synagogue, but an im-
portant modification of its functions, worship be-

coming thenceforward the principal though far
from the sole occupation, ami rlio. administrative
functions falling for a time Into abeyance. After
the Temple was rebuilt, popular u-a^e may well
be conceived as temporarily Tenoning co the pre-
vious practice ; hence the silence of the later
part of the OT, Ps 748

(though Briggs in loc.
substitutes 'festivals' for synagogues,

'

whilst
retaining the latter term in his lexicon, cf. Oxf.
Hrib. Lex. s.v. t$o) containing the only explicit
reference. In the OT Apocr. the silence is even
more complete ; and the post-Maccabsean revival
of the strong a--- ml nji (sou ii|.nn ilsi religious side
of the function ..f ;

:
i<> -yiiji^^iio was contem-

poraneon- witi Iv i-<\ iml'of 'HIK-KM in the study
of the Law at the close of the bitter struggle for
national independence.

3. A feature of normal Jewish life. In the 1st
cent. A.

p. synagogues abounded wherever a Jewish
population was found. In Jerusalem itself the
number is variously given as 394 (Bab. Kethvb.
I05a) or 480 (Jer. Megilla, 73e). The figures are,
of course, exaggerated, but are an indication of
the degree to which the institution had extended.

In addition, there was a synagogue within the

Temple itself, with others for the communities of

foreign Jews settled in the city (Ac 69, cf. 9 Ui)

)

Galilee was studded with synagogues, as the
thickness of its population would lead one to ex-

pect. Mention is made in the Gospels of those at
Nazareth (Mt 1354

,
Mk 62

,
Lk 416

') and at Caper-
naum (Mk I-1

,
Lk 7

5
,
Jn 659

). It is not imi.mlialilr
that the last-named should be identified \\iil. i!u-

ruins recently discovered at Tell Ijjuni one of

eleven groups of ruined synagogues found, in

Northern Galilee and dating in part from the 1st

cent. (SWP i. 231 f., 252, 397 if'., 401). Agrip^a i.

biii'i a -; :.,._ _!! at Dora (Jos. Ant. XIX. vi. 3),

in i'l'i;.
1

;'!'. ' i:5
;

'ii! i*f; ;M i\ practice else-

where. The same ,.; "i" ii .!_. .. , btained outside
Palestine. In Asia Minor and Greece, St. Paul
found synagogues everywhere. Philo speaks of
' thousands of houses of instruction

'

opened on
the Sabbath day (Mangey, ii. 282). And in our
Lord's time the -.Min^ojjiii

1 was as common a
feature of Jewish hfc. M- places of worship are of
conventional life in our own country to-day.

. Site, architecture, equipment.Two rules as
to the building of synagogues require that they
should stand on an elevated site, and, like the

Temple, be entered from the east. The Galihean
ruins show that these rules Avere not followed in
the 1st cent, in Palestine ; for the ruins do not
occupy prominent positions, and in every instance
except one the entrance is from the south. In
different countries the local style of architecture
was adopted, and there never was any stylo
peculiar to synagogues. In Palestine, as the ruins
indicate, Grseco-K-oman influences can be traced,
with an over-elaboration of ornament that was
rather Oriental in its character. The building-
proper consisted of a quadrilateral, divided into
three or five aisles Jby means of two or four rows
of pillars. Admission was gained through three
doors, in front of which was sometimes a highly
decorated portico. Of the equipment the most

|il
-

'

*'- was the press or ark containing the

V "<
' '

';
Above it was a canopy, and in

front a curtain ; and each of the rolls was wrapped
in an embroidered cloth. In small synagogues,
near the ark, which stood probably against the
wall

_
op] io-Ue the entrance, was a raised tribwnc,

I'nrriNioil \\ith a lectern for the reader and a chair
for the :-,- T.\ r . T-, larger buildings this

platfom .,- !.',".-..:.: nearly to the centre.
The chi; \\ _':,

,
\[ , !239

, Lk II 43 2046
) were

in front of the platfoim and ark, or in larger syna-
gogues at the further end of the building, opposite
the doors, and in either case faced the congrega-
tion, who generally sat on chairs or mats arranged
across the building, *i>im>iiii,<>- Vi.: !iv ;i\ >. \\ -tli an
open space between ilu l:i-; -;i::!v- <.:i nil'i! side.

Lamps were a regular part of the furniture, and
A\-cve prubnbly in use in our period, since two early
irmlirioii* refer to the oil that was burnt and to
the custom of keeping the lamps li^hU-tl llinuijji
the Day of Atonement (Terumoth, xi. lu; I

9
' v>"'/,,/,/,

Iv. 4). The adoption of a screened galleiy or even
of separate seats for women was a late arrangement,
and not^the custom in our period. No such rule
occurs in the Talmud or other ancient source,
whilst the evidence points to the actual participa-
tion of women In the synagogal service (cf. JBL,
1898, 11 Iff.; and Abrahams, Jew. Life in Mid,
A(JQS,

25 f.), and their qualification to serve in the

Diaspora even as dpxwwdywyo* (ttEJ vii. 161 ft'.),

which should not be resolved into a mere title of
honour.

5. Officials.-In a large synagogue a numerous
statt might be employed, the principal officials
being duplicated, and a variety of teachers and
interpreters added. But no synagogue would be
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without two officers. The duty of the rider of the
synagogue was not to conduct the service himself,
but to choose and invite competent persons for the
purpose (cf. Ac 13 15

), and to check any indecorum
or disorder (Lk 1314

). In all probability he was
responsible also for the maintenance of the syna-
gogue in good repair, and for the safe keeping of
its property. He might or might not be, but pro-
bably generally was, one of the elders, who occupied
with him the chief seats, and formed together the
governing body of the o>'imni.ni(\. The other
indispensable official was the attendant (hazzan or
uTryptrys, Lk 420

), whose duties were varied and,
whenever possible, distributed. He had to prepare
the building for the public services, and to announce
with a thrice repe. .

'

1

'

rx. s :i :
'

.
M

. .
- . from the roof

the advent of the ^
\ !:; -.:

'

-,-.,.
'

festivals. In
the course of the services he presented the sacred
roll to the reader, and in due course replaced it

ceremoniously in the ark. In small (<ni^v<m,o( iur-
he had to read the lesson himself (Bab. Meg, ^5t

gives an instance at the
!';_'. ":;'.>:/ --f the 2nd cent.),

and to lead the prayers (Jer. B&rakii, I2d). Besides
all this, he had to teach the children, and to scourge
such culprits as the --\ !,;_ _.:. when acting as a
court of law, condemn . :> i-,n punishment. For
the faithful

" "

manifold duties he
was treated ;

'

; , (ib, Qa), and classed
in rank with one of the grades of scribes, Other
officials, where the synagogue was large enough
to need them, comprised the administrators and
collectors of alms, and the translators of the Scrip-
ture lessons from Hebrew into the vernacular of
the congregation. In our Saviour's time these
offices, where they existed, were honorary, as was
prol;iM\ ,i1\w,\- the case with the controllers of
the ]>:-: i

:
. -.

6. The synagogue as a place of worship.
Before the destruction of the Temple the ordinary
services we^re simpler than they afterwards became ;

but the :"!" -V - ,',''!'

"

* rule prescribed
atalat-.' :; '! :

,

'

'
'. iv. 3). Of the

four principal parts (a) the first was tne Skema*
(so called from the opening word of Dt 64 , which
should read *

Hear, O Israel ; the Lord our God,
the Lord is one,' as cited in Mk 1229

), with intro-

ductory and closing benedictions, It is true that
this verse is cited in the NT without any mention
of its liturgical use ; but other evidences point to
a contrary conclusion, The Shema comprised
altogether Dt 64

'9 ll 13'21 and Nu 1537
'41

, in which
the wearing of frontlets and fringes is prescribed
as a symbolic reminder of legal obligations. That
these injunctions were interpreted literally by the
zealous legalists of our Saviour's time is shown by
His references to the wearing of phylacteries (Mt
23 ) This practice is difficult to explain except
on the .'(--iini'iiim that the passages quoted in

jn-iilir;)
1

io-i \s<>"o supposed to be invested with

special sanctity. Both customs may be confidently
referred to the period of the ascendency of the

ffasidiin, a century and more before the birth of
Christ ; and the recitation of the Shemti with its

; : , > >.
"

,* was a confession, both of faith
1

.
s

. \ . . ! .
, and of the imperative obliga-

tion to Iceep His Law. (&) What prayers originally
followed the recitation of the bhema, it is impos-
sible at present to say. Those !i-1o| !<] ,'i' n Life-

time would be inappropriate before i li- <i - nu i inn

of the Temple, the memory of which colours several
of the phrases. From the example of the Baptist
in teaching his disciples to pray, and from the

request for similar instruction addressed to Jesus

(Lk II 1
), it may be inferred that forms of prayer

were not yet familiar to the Jews, and possibly
thnr ji di-po-ilion towards the adoption of such
form-* v n<\\ jm-injr. Psalms or selections may
have been used ; but the time had apparently not

yet come for anything more, (c) The reading of
extracts from the Law and the Prophets was the
central part of the syiiagogal worship on the
Sabbath day. That this was customary in NT
tim< -

, .-.* from many p:---*:^'^ '-'.g. Lk 417
, cf.

Ac ,:5 "n
, -2 Co 315 ).

s
n.- -><.-c3< >>- of the Law

" " '

:

"
'

""

among several members of the
'

-
" '".; r male who was acquainted with

Hebrew being eligible. Next a passage was read
from the Prophets by any one upon whom the
choice of the ruler of the synagogue fell. Eventu-
ally an official lectionary was adopted, so arranged
that the reading of the Pentateuch was completed
in a year, the section from the Prophets being
selected as far as possible with a view to enforce
the lesson of that from the Law , but in the time
of Christ the reader of the Prophetic section seems
to have been at liberty to select whatever part he
liked (Lk 417

). (d) With the reading of {the Scrip-
ture the service proper terminated. Gradually,
as Hebrew ceased to be a spoken language, it

was found necessary to translate the lessons into
Aramaic or Greek or whatever might be the ver-
nacular of the congregation. For this purpose an
interpreter (tnethurgeman) was employed, or the
schoolmaster or any competent man amongst the
audience acted in his stead. The lesson from the
Law was paraphrased verse by verse, that from
the Prophets by three verses at'a time (Meg iv. 4).
These paraphrases were not literal translations,
but rather condensed interpretations, of ,; j,i--,._
and mark an important stage in the '.i'- -"y ,'

! ) .1 1

'
s Ir i

_. . The next development was an extended
r\po-i i"M, which was the usage in NT times (Mt
4?*, Mk I 21 62

, Lk 66, Jn 1820
_)

The instruction was
didactic rather than rhetorical, as may be inferred
from the sitting posture (Lk 420

,
cf. Mt 51 2655

, Jn
82

) ,*
and though naturally the Kabbis were looked

to for such service, they had not yet become a
class of professional prea.ol HT-. but any distin-

guished stranger (cf. Ac 13 -

;, or even any ordinary
member of the community, might be invited to give
an address.

7. The synagogue school. The OT ideal makes
parents responsible for the education of their chil-

dren, and draws an idyllic picture of the father
and the son turning every opportunity to profit
for instruction in religion and in duty (Dt 67

)

Such an arrangement was -silJ.'.lili "M!\ I > primitive
times (cf. 2) , and as w,<l- ix^-i^ .. and the
father's absence from home became necessary and
m- pit-ill. !he need of public elementary schools
i iiiii I o i:- J.f felt. The main idea of the synagogue
service wa^ oii<:iinlly instruction rather than wor-

ship, for which in ii^ associated forms the Temple
was provided, and in its intimate forms privacy
could be secured, Not only does the NT make
teaching the chief function, but Philo in one place
(Mangey, ii 168) almost protests against syna-
gogues being regarded as other than schools. "The
adults in their regular services educated them-
selves in the Law, and strengthened the social as
well as the private sense of obligation The chil-

dren were gathered regularly for instruction of a
similar kind in the synagogue itself or an adjoining
room, under the care of the hazzan , or, in larger
centres of population, of a prnfc^-iorril teacher.
For advanced studies and :< (.(vimi'.i

1 Jewish

training, provision was made in some of the towns
or near the residence of some distinguished "Rabhi ;

but everywhere the elementary school wfi^ an

inseparable adjunct of the synagogue. See artt

BOYHOOD (JEWISH), and EDUCATION.
8. The synagogue as f court. Under the strict

conception of a theocracy there can be no distinc-

tion between things ecclesiastical and things civil

Hence, in places where the jiopulation was prepon-
derantly Jewish, local administration was in the
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hands of a court, which took cognizance of all the

Jewish interests of the neighbourhood, and of which
the Roman over-rule was apt to avail itself for both

executive and minor judicial business. Where the

Jews were outclassed in numbers or influence, the

synagogal authority was proportionately reduced,

though without any loss of respect within the

Jewish community. If there were several syna-

gogues in a Jewish town, all were knit together
into some kind of organization, under a controlling
council which regulated also all the civil affairs of

the community. The case of a town with but a

single synagogue was simpler, "but not radically
distinct. Here the council, or local Sanhedrin

(Mt 522 1017
,
Mk 139

), met in the synagogue, where
their plans were matured, their decisions taken,
and often 1

':

"
'

*

exacted. The court proper
consisted .

;
members where the popu-

lation was considerable, elsewhere of seven ; and
this college of elders (Lk 73

) or rulers (Mt 918 - 23
,

Lk 841
) exercised a wide jurisdiction. For minor

offences (Makkoth iii. 1) the penalty v ,i- -!. _"!_

(Mt 1017 2334
,
cf. Ac22ia

; not to be <i.ii,'ii-i-<i- v ; fc

'

the Roman penalty of scourging of Mt 2019 and
Jn 191

), limited to forty stripes save one (cf. 2 Co
II24

), and administered in the synagogue by the

haszan. Excommunication was the punishment of

offences that were thought to imperil the stability
of the Jewish community (Lk 6**, Jn 922 1243

^16
2
).

See art. EXCOMMUNICATION in vol. i. p. 559a.

9. Other uses of the synagogue. There are

indications in early Jewish literature, belonging
some of them to the 1st cent., that the synagogue
served also the purposes of a public hall or general

meeting - place, and regulations for its reverent

treatment were gradually adopted. ^Notices
re-

specting the interests of "the community at large,
or even of private members, wrere given there (Baba
mezia, 28&). It was the place for funeral orations

over the death of men of distinction, and at a later

period could be used for some of the ceremonies of

privs hi ::H.-I' ':i'._ '-V. J'^3phus says (Vita, 54)
that i-i'li

i- .'
I 'Hi- i I

1

;.:- v. u i leld in iliofviui^o^uus
at th I'D- / I 'iM- ;i !i^,i!:i-i Rome. Tlioy became
increa&!'!i.i

1> i o^i'iim m-, 4 -

iii:,L -,-' **\'.\ -Ifor the Jews
of the i'"i^i!:>')-. ii;->'l. \\!n'ni i ':(: r it* lairs might be
discussed iniormahy or in a summoned assembly,
and a variety of matters might be conveniently
settled. Thus a secularizing or, from a Jewish

point of view, a communal tendency developed,
such as had already shown itself in the case of the
courts of the Temple (Mt 2119

, Mk II 15
, Jn 214ff

*) ;

and arrangements had eventually to be made in

the interest of decorum. People were forbidden to
discuss trifles on the premises of a synagogue, or
to walk aimlessly about, to shelter there from the
heat or rain, to come in with soiled shoes or gar-
ments, or to rnaki* M Lli')rourlifiirc of the courts.

Some of these i--g\il<i: Lon^ are of a later date
than the Gospels, but their necessity arose from
habits that were already becoming fixed. The
."vnajioi'Uij uas not only a place of authoritative
m.-mici ion in the Law, but the centre of the Jewish
life of a district, and, as such, its purposes were
determined by both social and racial needs.

10. Financial administration. Most of the
officials of the synagogue were honorary ;

but the
schoolmaster and the attendant would require at
least partial support, whilst the cost of erection,
with that of repairs and maintenance, must have
been considerable, to say nothing of the fees paid
at a later period to 'ten unemployed men 'as the
minimum of a congregation. It is a problem, for
the settlement of which sufficient materials are not
at present available, how these expenses were met,
In some cases a wealthy man, Jew or Gentile^

wishing to ingratiate himself with the people or
out of pure kindness, may have provided a syna-

b'ogue (cf. Lk 7 5
; Jos. Ant. XIX. vi. 3). In other

cases, though the authorities are not explicit, the

synagogue must have been erected by means of a

.: ! '-rl lo\ v -r-.vi the community, and the revenue

{

'

^
: u.i-'i . :,"-. i provided in the -same way. The

Mishna invests the wholv |ro|.oH \ . including build-

ings and equipment, in iii<; cix i<- community (Meg.
iii. 1 ; Nedarim, v. 5), and classes it than with the

baths and roads of the neighbourhood. But as to

the principle on which the necessary moneys were

raised, and the means by \\hich payment was en-

forced, very little is at present known. A set of

synagogue accounts from the early part of the 1st

cent, would be a discovery of much value.
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for which they stand. It. W . MOSS.

SYNOPTICS, SYNOPTISTS. The term '

Syn-
optics

5

is, according to the universal pi-julico of

modern NT scholars, applied to the o-ju'U of St.

Matthew, St. Mark, and St. Luke, aa di-liujiuMieU
from the Gospel of St. John ; and these three

Evangelists are known as the '

Synoptists.' It is so

used because these Gospels are so constructed that,

lu^iiilior. .V-\ j-ri <:;,:_
'

or conspectus of the

1 on ' 1 i n ^ f ,,'. i'. i i '* md teaching of our
Lord. .From Tatian, in the 2nd cent., to our own
day, frequent attempts have been made to exhibit

the Canonical Gospels in the form of a Harmony.
Such a Harmony usually took the form of a com-

pilation of these accounts of the life of Jesus,

arranged in parallel columns, so as to present a

complete Gospel, constructed out of the materials

supplied by each Evangelist. The title of Tatiaifs

lost work, the Diatessaron (rb 5t& recrcrdpwv,
' the one

1-y r, i,- "f fn.ir". illustrates the principle adopted
i '. ,; !i i), 'MINI. !r*. In the early Church, and in-

deed until the time when the modern view of the
mutual relations of the Gospels was first stated by
Griesbach in 1774, the example of Tatian was fol-

lowed, and the Synopsis was made to embrace all

four Gospels; some, like Irenseus, being led by
various reasons, more or less fanciful, to lay strewn

upon the fourfold nature of the Gospel. Modem
scholars, however, observed that the Fourth Gospel
differed from the others in so n:< < s

i

\ i :s 1 1 i : ; ?,
j

<
-
:

i . ;

as to call for separate treatrm ? i . ! I . ,

- <-i ?: i:- ! ! .

for instance, that while St. Matthew, St. Mark, and
St. Luke, except in their accounts of the closing
scenes, relate almost exclusively the Galilamn minis-

try of Jesus, St. John confines himself mainly to

His work in Judsea. It may be observed, in par-
ticular, that the first three Grospels

'

proceed in the
main upon a common outline . . , variously lilled

up and variously :'::; -\ but' which 'can be

easily traced as running' uirougli the middle and
largest section of each of their Gospels.' These
Gospels forni, in fact, a group :."

'

.

in wnich, while each member ha&
"

. \ . ..
: -

-. r

peculiarities, all three are of a common type. See,

further, art. GOSPELS, and the artt. on each of the

Gospels. HUGH H. CXJKKIE.

SYROPHCENICIAN WOMAN. So designated in
Mk I26.* She is described further (1) in the same
passage as a Greek fEXX^s), i.e., according toJHeb.
usage, one who spoke Greek as her ordinary
language ; f and (2) in Mt 1322 as a Canaanite

* The readings are various. KAKL and other MSS have

Eveofotvixifffoe, ; EFGH, etc., 2y/9 ^oivixtftroe,. For the 2upo<pu\iffa,
of the TR there is little authority.

t The worcTExxrv is, indeed, often used in the NT in a yet
wider sense, as the equivalent of Gentile (Ac 19W, Ro 1^6 32,
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), equivalent here to Plicenician, in con-
formity with the LXX, which renders Canaan by
3?oiptK7i. The woman was appin-eiUly a Greek as

regards language and culture, a Phoenician by
descent, and a Syrian by provincial connexion.*
Her name is mentioned in the Clementine Homilies
(ii. 19, iii. 73) as Justa, and that of her daughter as
Bernice.

1, The woman's approach to Christ on her
daughter's behalf is remarkable, for (1) Jesus be-

longed to a race which hated or despised her
countrymen, and were hated and despised by them.
(2) He had healed none of her people, and had
come into her district not for ministry, but for
retirement and rest. (3) She had evidently received
no encouragement from the disciples. Yet she
comes to Him and addresses Him not as a general
philanthropic, but as Son of David. She had
heard about Christ, probably, from some of * those
about Tyre and Sidon' who had waited early on
His ministry before the appointment of the Twelve
(Mk 3s ). Her national prejudice against Jesus
and a Jewish Messiah had been broken down, her
faith in His healing and exorcizing power was
complete. The incentive to her faith and appeal
is maternal love along with sore need. She is in

great trouble, and one who has helped others in
trial is at hand. She loves her stricken daughter,
and warm affection surmounts all barriers.

2. Still more remarkable is our Lord's triple
apparent repulse. (1) His silence at first and
seeming indifference :

( He answered her never a
word' (Mt 1523 ). (2) His apparent refusal on ac-
count of lack of authority :

'
I am not sent but

unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel.' (3)
His seemingly scornful reproach :

e
It is not meet

to take the children's bread and to cast it to the

dogs
'

(Mt 1526, Mk 727). For this repeated repulse,
however, there was a triple reason. (1) Considera-
tion for Jews. It was part of God's providential
plan to use the Jews for the education and conver-
sion of the world ; therefore they must not be

needlessly and prematurely alienated from, a Christ
who was to be a Messiah equally for Jews and for

Gentiles. The alienation was destined to come
eventually for the nation as a whole, but it must
not be hastened and intensified through any sudden
process; the extension of rlic TvMijjilom must be
shown to be natural and im-viiablo ihn proper
reeompeii-e of a faith in Jehovah which constituted
(ieiuilo^ gonuine sons and daughters of Abraham.
(2) Edtication of disciples who shared more or less

in the national prejudice and exclusiveness. The
Twelve were to become Apostles to the world, and
Christ wished their eventual mission not to be

merely imposed by authority, but to be the out-
come of inward prompting. Accordingly He ex-

cites (a) their pity, so as to cause them to become,
even if selfishly, intercessors for the woman ; t and
(b) their admiration, by the manifestation in her of

a faith which exceeded that of their own country-
men. (3) Development of the woman's faith and
love. He who ' knew what was in man ' saw the

Ool 31*); cf. the Oriental use of the word * Frank' as equivalent
to ' West European.'

* In the reign of Hadrian, Syria was subdivided into (1) Syria
proper, t,.) ^vi-o-TM'vrX',. (3) S\i 1

'a-1>alo '

:3tinia (Lucian, de Con.
jDeor. 4). Tin1 p->l !io-il <l vision', then officially made, probably
followed an already existing

1

popular nomenclature, so that a

Syrophoenician may incan simply a Syrian resident in Phrenicia

proper (Hastings' DB iv. G.Y2). 'There is no distinct authority
for the possible* intcrproration. hnlf-Svriim, half - Phoenician ;

although Ju\-. (viii. 13W) is regarded bv ome fi<? such, and there
is an analogy in the use of Libyphceni to denote a mongrel
person (Livy, xxi. 22).

t Mt ir>2:* 24, where Christ's reply indicates that Ho understood
the disciples to mean, 'Send her away with her entreaty
granted.'

strength of tlie ^_.'
" '

,

'

. faith, and He de-
sired to perfect it (Ja P) through such trials as, to
His discerning insight, she appeared able to bear.
He sought to deepen within her that humility
which is the condition of exaltation, and to render

yet warmer that motherly love which had opened
her eyes to love Divine. Doubtless, had her faith

been less strong, her humility less deep, her love
less - ]."-

r
_

' V. He would have dealt more ten-

derly . I; I . 30 as not to 'break the bruised
reed 3

; but these qualities being already well de-

veloped, He braced her character with the cold yet
wholesome wind of seeming discouragement.

3. The woman's triumph and reward. Over
Christ's silent apathy, as it appeared (Mt 1522),

she triumphs with renewed supplication ; over His

seemingly narrow refusal of ministry to an alien
she triumphs with lowly v ' -

1

ii- -if "Tim as Son of

David, such worship as . ,'- . :!'.' '; by His own
countrymen, as a whole ; His outwardly harsh de-

scription of her as a heathen dog, to whom it was
not meet to give the children's bread, she overcomes
with the apt rejoinder that the little dogs (jcwdpta)
under the table eat of the children's crumbs. * Her
victory is signal. Her faith, like that of the cen-
turion in Mt 8, is atte- :": .:- -.' (Mt lo28), and
the more than willing -r.

1 o:
1 "i Christ is graci-

ously ascribed by Him to herself. l For this saying
go thy way' (Mk 729

). The reward is complete
and immediate :

c Be it unto thee even as thou
wilt

'

;

e her daughter was made whole from, that

very hour' (Mt 1528).

#. The main lessons of this incident are obvious.

(1) What the Christian preacher or teacher is

tempted to regard as the least :

"

'!
"*

individuals or communities outs : : >

pale is sometimes that from which the richest
harvest is reaped. (2) What men most fear in

their life's i>\''<-
*

'. , V"""i'i i
. < dversity, trouble

often ser\i" a- <-i
- ".iij i! KIM to God, often

reveals itself ;> .. li'i^L !' i\ i'i -"i closing and con-

cealing a kernel of spiritual blessing. While
sorrow does not always sanctify, but sometimes
breeds moroseness or scepticism, still it is Divinely
fitted to move us to go to Him who , -t -yijuiili!/"
and relieve. (3 ) Warm love towards L

! n - -
i

>
; . i

dear to us, although sometimes leading the heart

away from the Creator to idolatry of the creature,
is intended and fitted to open the eyes of the soul
to the Fatherly mercy of God, to the brotherly

sympathy a ml -avinji grace of Christ. Love within
us discerns. l>oliovo> in, realizes love outside of us
in God, in Christ, and in fellow-men. (4) What
'men dislike most in a re'in--! i- ;u:i*n_r O-o things
that please God best i : : n i . i rs i : > .

'

I i

'

- lesson

taught us by the reco:-! u:' ;!K i .i-aH- 1 is also

impressed on us by two of Christ's pa!,il'>-
those of the Midnight Guest (Lk II 5

) ar-i .f ,lio

Importunate Widow (IS
1
). It is the same lesson

that was inculcated long "before by the suggestive
story of Jacob's wrestling, when the patriarch
cried, *I will not let thee go, except thou bless

me' (Gn3226
).
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* Ohrist Himself had suggested this response by Hia use of

the diminutive xwetplote, which was applicable not to the roam-

ing dogs of a city, but to the pet dogs of * home.
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TABERNACLES, FEAST OF. The Feast of

Tabernacles is mentioned in Jn 7
2- 37

. It was the
third and the most important of the Jewish
festivals, requiring the presence of all males at

Jerusalem. It be^.m on the 15th of the seventh

month, the month Ti-hri, and in the time of Christ

continued for eight days.
In early times it was called the Feast of Ingathering (Ex 231-

3422), a name that testifies to its agricultural origin and char-

acter. In the time of the Jxidges it uppeavs a- a Canaanitish
festival at Shechem (Jg 927), and as un Israel itTh festival at

Shiloh (2119, i s 1). It was the occasion that Solomon chose on
which to dedicate his Temple (1 K 82). The date given in this

chapter, viz. the seventh month, does not correspond with the
date of the completion of the Temple as given in 1 K ($, and

may be a later insertion giving the date of the Feast as fixed

later. From the original character of the Festival, it is obvious
that no precise date could be fixed at first. The early legisla-
tion in Exodus requires its observance, but does not give its

date or duration.
The Deuteronomic Code calls it the Feast of Tabernacles, and

requires it to be kept seven days, but does not fix a date. It

describes it as a day of joy for all, including servant, stranger,
and widow (Dt 1613ff-)- ^ accordance with the sweeping
centralization of worship of *"' ' '

'i it must be kept ac

Jerusalem, and we may be su 11 ... - hange involved very
radical alterations in its character.
The Book of Ezekiel significantly assigns it an exact date

The Priests' f
~ '

-;" -*:-, the people celebrating
it to dwell in booms to commemorate uie fact that their fathers

did"" .-
: -

.

- ":-." ' came out of Egypt. Sacrifices

are -
:

i \
,

'

s an eighth day is added. At the
time : -i .''.:. : le Code as the law of the land
: i p.--- t-\i K" -i ues, me Jheast was kept with the greatest
oiif- :*!.-!. (Vii S^ff-X and as an examination of the Law
- .

:
: .'

" *. "*-_i booths was required, this was done,
-

i
* . i. , < i -

r

practice had doubtless died put as
:

, \
' Mlized observance from the time of

Deut., but was now restored with a special significance attached
to it
Later Jewish laws added to the regulations, and the Feast

was kepb at Jerusalem until the destruction of the Temple.
? ' i .':' *

j
i i" , 1 one of the great feasts of the Jews,

.': I r - observance has suffered changes to
accord with modified conditions.

One rite which was observed in NT times was
the drawing of water from Siloam, and the pouring
of it out as a Ifbatiori in the presence of the people.
This Feast was regarded as the appropriate time for

special prayer for abundant rain to ensure a plenti-
ful harvo-! fc-i

1 -

lio on-r.i 1

.," >eai\ Many hold that
this rite a MI I : i

- 1
s n :", i n

"

-
'

u' i our Lord the occasion
for using the figure of water for the thirsty, in His
invitation on the great day of the Feast (Jn 737> 5J8

).

This may have been the ease, even though that

particular rite was regularly omitted on the eighth
day ; but the teaching of Jesus seems to be very
different, at least from the original thought of the
rite on this Feast of Iiij-athorin^. It may be only
a natural coincident i

] u:i r.n !in|-onMi part of

Solomon's prayer at T ! i!o<iii;i('on of ilio Temple
on the occasion of this Feast was for answer to

prayers for rain, as they should be made statedly
thereafter.

mF. Art. 'Tabernacles [Feast of]* in Hastings* D7?,
and in EBi and JE\ Edersheim, LT i. 145 ff. ; cf. Benzinger,
Heb. Arch, passim : and the Coram. ad loc-

O. H. GATES.
TABLE, TABLET (Lie l^-jnvaiddiov, 2 Co 3s and He

94 7rAd). The word irLva.Kldi.ov, not wholly unknown
in classical Greek, although it is not commonly
used, occurs but once in the NT and not at all in

the Septuagint. "When it is used in Lk 16S it de-

notes, in all probability, a wax-covered wooden
writing

- tablet. The ordinary LXX word for

'tablet* or 'table' is the word Tr\d%, which is found

also, as mentioned above, in the NT in two pass-

ages. In Is 308 we find irv&ov (M vvlov), which
is a writing-tablet of box-wood, and in Jer 17 1

we have crrTJdo^ (eirl rov ar-fjdovs TTJS Kapoias),
'

breast/
6 surface.

3 Both irv&ov and cm)#os, however, stand
for the Heb. o^, which is the ordinary word for
* tablet' or *

table,' and is used, e.g. in Ex 31 18
3 in

reference to the tables of the Law. |v^ (Is 81
),

rendered in the AV 'roll,' is in the KV more

suitably rendered
* tablet.

' Tablets were in almost
universal use in the ancient world alike for pur-

poses of correspondence and for literary purposes
in general, and were formed of various materials,
such as stone, clay, and wood, the wood being-
sometimes whitewashed, sometimes covered with
wax. Bronze also was employed for tablets, at
least in some of the countries about the Mediter-

ranean, bi.! - i

<'
i

:ii!i^
1

\ only for such tablets as
contained !- rip;i<>M- of an official nature.

LITERATURE. The Commentaries ; artt. in Hastings' D B and
Encyc. BibL ; works on Assyria, Babylon, and Egypt in general ;

allusions in Ramsay's Letters i'> t7," ?' n fJi 'n:/ ,>.

(jiLo. C. WATT.
TABOR, MOUNT. A notable landmark, of rare

beauty and symmetry, six miles east of Nazareth,
on the north-east arm of the plain of Esdraelon.
In the works of Josephus and the Septuagint its

designation is Itabyrion ; in Polybius, Atfwyrion ;

elsewhere, Thdbor. The modern Arabic name--
identical with the name of the Mount of Olives is

Jebel et-pur. Mount Tabor stands apart, clear

and distinct, from the rugged elevations grouped
around it, except on its western side, where a low
narrow ridge connects it with the hills of Galilee.

Its apparent isolation, and its noble domelike con-

tour, rising directly from the level of the Plain,
make it the most conspicuous mountain in Lower
Galilee. Its outline varies somewhat when viewed
from different positions. As seen from the south
and south-west, it resembles the segment of a

sphere ; from the north-west a truncated cone. Its

true figure, according to W. M. Thomson, is an
'

elongated oval, the
* "

"";

" V teter running
nearly east and wes> . i summit, not

easily distinguishable from the levels near its base,
is 1400 feet above the average elevation of the

plain, and almost 1900 above sea level. Like the
hills south and west of it, Tabor is a mass of

cretaceous limestone, and the soil on its summit
and sides is deep and rich. It is conspicuous
among the mountains of this section for its -wooded

slopes .

'

l-j'f\ , Vdes, as well as for its regular
form ,v-, ; ;.<::;! outline, and yet it is not
*

densely wooded,' as some have described it.

There are dense clumps of undergrowth in places,
but the trees, which for the most part are scrub
and evergreen oaks, resemble the growth of an
orchard or park rather than of a forest. The
summit of the mountain is a flattened platform,
oval in outline, and thickly strewn along its outer

edges with ruined walls and massive substructions
of different periods and styles of architecture.
A tradition as old as the 4th cent, locates the

scene of the T^m-fi^imnioii on Mount Tabor,
and until the middle of the 19th cent, this was
the generally /,' -'.'i-"! "";;> of pilgrimage and
devotion in << -PI MII-MI* :,: ". of this event. The
earliest references in this connexion are by Cyril
of Jerusalem, Jerome, and others (Cat. xii. 16;
Epp. 44 and 86). In the 6th cent., three churches,
corresponding to the three tabernacles of Peter
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(Mk 95
), were built on its summit. Saewulf speaks

of three monasteries (c. A.D. 1103), which, with
later reconstructions "by the Crusaders., were de-

stroyed in the 13th century. There is no mention of
Mount Tabor in the NT, and no intimation which
in any way connects it with the scene of the great
Epiphany. It is an unquestioned fact, based upon
the statement given above, that Tabor at the
date of this occurrence was not a suitable place for
a quiet retreat, such as is implied in the narrative
of the T\jiM^iili-i.-. Apart from this objection,
not in itself decisive, all the events immediately
associated with it iin<ino-ti<>iijilly took place on or
about the southern slope of Mount Hermon (Mt
1617"28

, Mk 827'38
, Lk 91S-37

). Of the six days which
followed the prophetic declaration of Jesus con-

cerning His . ,,*."' sufferings and death,
there is no !. . \ is in keeping with the
entire narrative to assume that they were spent in
retirement and prayer. There is no intimation
that He passed the momentous hours of this transi-
tion period in travel, or that He sought another

place in the most densely populated part of Galilee
for this crowning manifestation of His Divinity
and Messiahship. On the contrary, it is asserted
in Mk 930 that Jesus 'passed through Galilee

5

after He had healed the spirit-possessed child at
the foot of the mountain. While, for the reasons

given, the time-honoured tradition which connects""
''".,' ,',,nd beautiful mountain' with the

I :,,' has been almost universally aban-
-..,. ! : vertheless true that it was one of
the most prominent objects of vision from the
outskirts of the early home of Jesus, and its

graceful outlines were often before Him, as He
journeyed to and fro during the greater part of
His public ministry.

7
'

and Boole, ii. 136 ; Schaff,
/, /. , Baedeker-Socm, Pal, 364;

> .
*

/
' :' ,

54 ; Robinson, BRP ii. 353,
;, ; I.' -.

"
xvi. 391; Andrev?s,.Life of

.. ,

- I*'."" . 388-391; deVo-rV. /V ; -' tf '?!
1

: i.. -.
-

,
H&HL 394, i'-, :::'; C. \V.

v. -.-./,.. Buhl, GAP 107 f., 216f.

R. L. STEWART.
TALENT. -See MONEY.

TALENTS (PARABLE OF). In Mt 2514"30 we have
the story of a man who went away on a journey
into a far country, and entrusted to one of his

slaves five talents, to another two, and to another
one. The story resembles so closely the parable
of the Pounds in Lk 19* 1-27 that many scholars have
considered them to be different versions of the same

parable.
1, It is therefore necessary to begin with an in-

\ f
' -

i
,
M i i 1 1 1 of the relations between the two parables.

(a) In the parable of the Talents we have three

slaves mentioned, who seem from the expression
chosen ' his own slaves

'
to stand in a relation of

.*"""> ; jp
their master. He is, there-

'liar with thei- ,.;-,."';.. ; ""!

distributes to 1 i "'. ''.i. !".
-,;,

with lii- kno\U.>l-o. To the most '
, /.'' '" ;'i\'-

five liiK"*,!-, i> one not so capable he entrusts two,
and to a third with less ability than either he
entrusts one. He does not give them any instruc-

tions, since they ought to understand that such

large sums of money are not intended to lie idle,

but should be used in increasing their master's

possessions. As soon as his master has departed,
the first servant goes at once and trades with his

lord's money. The master is absent for a long
time, so that by legitimate trading the servant

doubles the capital he has received. The second
servan'. ..Wi 1

:.:
1

! of less capacity, exhibits an

equal -,.:: :
' his lord's interests, and while his

capital is smaller, he also succeeds in doubling it.

The third servant, however, while he does not

squander the money entrusted to him, buries it in

the earth, and keeps it safe for his master's return.
After a long period has elapsed, the master comes
back and reckons with his servants. The first

two slaves bring the capital they have ,

' -,''. "Hy
received and that which they have made

'

;.
,-,<. -J.

In each case they use the same formula ; each
receives precisely the same commendation and
reward. The third servant is conscious that he
must find some excuse for his failure, and he
throws the responsibility for it on the character
of his master. He is a driving, avaricious man,
determined to enrich himself even at the cost of

dishonest reaping where others have sown. He
was therefore afraid to trade with the money lest

misfortune should overtake him, and he lose some
or all of the capital entrusted to him. The master,
without "!

*

"!.' justify himself from the harsh
character , .". to him, points out that were
the slave right in his estimate, he ought at least

to have taken the trouble to see that the money
was entrusted to the bankers. Lazy as he was, he

ought not to have grudged the trouble involved in

taking the talent and flinging it down at the

banker's, so that the capital might at least have
accumulated interest. He is accordingly deprived
of his talent, and it is given to him who has ten.

And, of course, he cannot enter into the joy of his

lord, but from the brilliantly lit banqueting-hall
where the feast is held is thrust into tlie homeless
darkness outside the mansion. He has proved
himself a useless servant, and the penalty of use-

lessriess is that his master has no further use for him.

(b) The parable of the Pounds (see art. POUND)
has many significant points of contrast with that

of the Talents, and the contrasts harmonize with
the difference of the situation presupposed. It is

in this case not a merchant, but a nobleman, and
his object in going to a far country is to receive a

kingdom. It is, in fact, held "by many that in the

parable of the Pounds we have two parables
blended together, one of which described how a
nobleman was opposed in his efforts to obtain a

kingdom by his fellow-citizens, and how, having
received the kingdom, he executed vengeance upon
them. The other parable went on similar lines to
the parable of the Talents, the differences being due
either to a difference in the lesson Jesus intended
to teach, or to variations of the story that grew up
as it was told and retold in the Christian Church.
It is, however, important in this connexion to ob-

serve that the whole parable is dominated by the
idea that it is of a prince that the story speaks.
In other words, the situation from which the story
of the nobleman starts out is reflected in the

details of the story of the servants, some of which,
indeed, become intelligible only in the light of it.

It is probable that the parable rests on a historical

incident, and the view of most interpreters is

that it is the journey of Archelaus to Home to

secure his kingdom and the \i--y -f the Jews
to thwart Mm to which J'^'i^ I-M'U alludes.

The internal Ii i::!i-'i\ of the story speaks strongly
for its unity. In liii- case the nobleman, calls

Ms ten servants and gives each of them a pound.
It would, of course, be possible to suppose that,

while nobly born, he is in indigent circumstances,
and has little money to pfire; but this is pro-

bably not the real reason why the sum entrusted

is so small. In the parable of the Talents we
have apparently to do with a merchant whose

object is to make money. He therefore entrusts

his servants with a large capital in order that they

may have ample opportunity for gaining large
sums of money. Moreover, he has already tested

their capacity in precisely this kind of work.

That accounts for the difference in distribution, and
for the absence of any command that they should
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trade with the money. They know their master
and his objects too well to doubt what he means
them to do. But naturally a nobleman is not a

merchant, hence his servants are quite unpractised
in commercial enterprise. If, however, he is to

receive a kingdom, it will be necessary for him to

have men who are skilled in financial administra-
tion. He therefore employs the interval of his

absence in testing the business capacity of his

slaves, in order that he may know whom to appoint
to the various offices of State when he comes into

his kingdom. Accordingly he assigns to each an

equal sum of money, that all may have equal
advantages and be differentiated according to their

zeal and capacity. And inasmuch as his object is

not to make money, for he will have ample
opportunities of doing that when he receives his

kingdom, he does not entrust them with a large
but with a slender capital. Fidelity and ability
can be tested by the use of slender as well as of

large resources. When the servants come back,
three of them are specially singled out for nien-

tion. There is no need to suppose that this is an

incongruity in the parable. Ten slaves are, it is

true, selected, because there are several offices in

the State to be filled, whereas in the case of the
merchant only three are chosen, because the capital
is more profitably distributed into few than into

many hands if the purpose is to make money. It

would have been tedious, however, to mention each
slave individually in the parable of the Pounds,
hence three only are introduced as specimens of

the rest. Besides, the parable is subordinated to

the aim of teaching its lesson, and attention would
have been distracted by the multiplicity of detail,
even if ten different lessons could have been drawn
from the different conduct of the ten slaves. The
vital thing was to bring out the main lessons, and
not confuse the broad issues by minute differentia-

tions. The first slave tells the prince that his

pound had won ten pounds. His zeal and enter-

prise win the prince's warm approval, and, since
he lias been faithful in a very little, he receives

authority over ten cities. The second has been
less successful, Ms pound has made only five. He
receives a reward "!,' to that of the

other; that is, he : . M- cities; but ap-

parently the prince suspects that his relative
failure is due not simply to his slighter capacity,
but to his feebler devotion to his master's interests.

Accordingly he meets with a ci'
:
*l <

!
i : . and

there is no word of approval, bt; .-",
\] ';.

i ! curt
indication of the office he is to '.

:>
i : ^vern-

ment. When we compare the treatment of the
two servants in the 'parable of the Talents, the
difference becomes significant. In that parable
the two slaves have unequal capacity, but they
have exhibited the same zeal for their master, and
achieved a similar result ; that is, each has doubled
lii-> capital : accordingly they receive the same
reward \\irh the same warmth of praise. In the

parable of the Founds the slaves start from an
equal position, but achieve an unequal result.

They therefore receive an unequal reward, and the
commendation given in the one case is withheld
in the other. The case of the third servant is sub-

stantially the same in both, though with verbal
and other differences. It is, of course, obvious that
the slave who has received a pound will treat it

otherwise than the slave who has received a talent :

the large sum is naturally buried In the earth, the
smaller one is carefully put by in a napkin. He,
too, is deprived of his pound, and it is given, in

spite of the protests of the bystanders, to the one
who has ten. The parable" concludes with the

genuinely Oriental trait of the execution of the
malcontents who sought to keep the prince out of
his kingdom.

It will be clear, then, from this (oinpniiM^i, that

the two parables presuppose different situations,
each of which is harmoniously worked out in detail,

and that each has different lessons to teach. There

is, therefore, no substantial reason for assuming
that the same original parable has developed into

these two very different stories. It is dillicult to

believe that, had this been the case, the internal

consistency of each should have been what it is,

The above conclusion is due to no harmonistie prejudices, for

it may be freely granted that different versions of the same

sayings-
'

the Church, and have been incorporated
in our G A

"'
. is a mere prejudice, on the other side, .

to imagine that similarities are always to be accounted for as

variants of the same original, and we may well hold that Jesus

deliberately developed a similar story along
1 these two different

lines, just because He thus brought out significantly different

lessons. It is by the comparison of the two that the full

meaning- of each becomes clear. At most, it might be admitted
that the two stories exercised a mutual influence on each other.

Possibly the words, 'I will set thee over many thing's,' are an
intrusion in the story of the Talent^. Appjiremh ih.- i-uiin

portion of the master's capital has alicnrh been fiinu-ird to

his slaves (v.
14

), so that there is an incongruity when the fh e

talents are called
' few things/ and that over

t

which the slave IH

to be set is called 'many thing's.' And the incongruity IK even

greater when the same promise is repeated to the second wlave.

The total amount is in each case merely a doubling
1 of the

ni
:

_'-M il r;i|>;!:ii. and the contrast between half and the whole IB

( \r.. ", i.'iitd
: ' it is described as a contrast between few and

many. Acordhigly, it is not impossible that here the parable
of the Pounds has influenced the report. There the contrast

;"
-

' " "
ten cities might well be deHeribed-' >arable of the Talents. It is, how-

:-, ^ . >plication determined the form of

the story, and that Jesus, or'pr--'i 1 li - r< i '!'< r. H thinking
of the contrast between earthly ' '"> i ; i

"
"'i - ;i <s ilu- heavenly

reward. In that case the contrast between the many and the
few is quite appropriate. T'.i :;;--.:. . however, reminds \IH

strongly of Mt 2445 -47=Lk ;
'- > I'M faithful servant whom

his lord set over his household in his absence, and whom on lri

return he will set over all that he has. In the parable of the
Pounds the description of the sum entrusted as very little IH

entirely appropriate.

The ^nificmioe attached i

'"*

;.,' relating
to the iirst two servants* has. \> / pointed
out in the course of the ( niiipjii i-mii. In the parable
of the Talents the lo^-on i-, ilmi difference in

endowment or opportunity involves no diflerciu'e

in the reward. It is assumed that such differences

exist ; all that is demanded is that the opportunities
afforded should be faithfully employeel. Where
like faithfulness has been shown, like reward will
be given, in spite of the disparity of oppor-
tunity and of result. The significance in the

parable of the Pounds is different : each starts
from the same level, but they reach a very different

result. To what the difference is duo is not stated,
but to a certain extent, at any rate, it seems to be
to the < <>i>i|-;iii.

<

.:\ i* slackness of the second servant.
The le-^'M ii^.i-u i- that devotion to the master's
interests is what counts in the linal reward.
Another lesson, common to both parables, is that
reward for work is more work, but work on a

larger scale with ampler opportunities. In the
case of the third servant, some of the lessons are

quite clear. Slothfulness in the service of the

king is the unpardonable sin. The failure to UNO
*

.'

"
J

;
i-> prmi.-hed by the withdrawal of

.

;
and <li-nii->jil from the master's ser-

vice. What further lessons can be drawn out

depends on the view we take of the servant's
excuse. If it real';. '"! his belief, it

S-UI^CM $ thai imju^r {' . i d may paralyze
n ninnV Mellon. The, servant had constructed a
caricature of Ms master, and feared that his grasp-
ing avarice might be disappointed if he lost part of
the capital in trade ; anoV therefore he felt that
his duty was done if he returned it to his master
as he received it. But the words of the master,
Out of thine own mouth will I judge thee,

5

suggest
rather that the fault did not lie with the wrong
estimate that he had formed of his master's char-
nrli-r. but \\illi the laziness of his disposition. If
In: v. ;)* unuili'm^ to trade with it himself, he might
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at least have taken it to those who would have
traded with it and returned it with interest. And,
in any case, the slave had his orders, tacitly, it is

true, in the parable of the Tal< ".'-. *.' ,-N
1

:"' \-

in the parable of the Pounds. 'I
i

1
' >

-| ,.,.!.-
1-

;.

for misfortune was therefore i< 1 1 v <
.

j "..: i i*

shoulders ; his duty was to obey orders.
2. The question remains as to the relation betiveen

these two parables and the Seco:*'? C'/i '."/. Lk.
introduces the parable of the lWn<i- \\i-Ji the
statement that it was occasioned by the approach
of Jesus to Jerusalem, and the expectation enter-
tained by His followers that the Messianic Kingdom
was immediately to be established. The parable
of the Pounds tits that situation in so far as it

indicates that the master is going on a distant

journey and will be away for a long time, and that
the kingdom is to be established only upon Ms
return.

^ The^opposition of the Jews to the Messi-
anic claims of Jesus, and the vengeance that is to
come upon them at the Parousia, are also suggested.
The (scliiilolopiionl colour is not so deep in the
parable 01 the Talents, still it is present. It is,

however, r...jo- ..ii^\ ;"!i, i ."':. main point of both
parables i- ",ii , "10

\|-!.ri,::i"
1

: of the delay in the
Second Coming. This comes out more clearly in
Mt 2448

'51
. There the unfaithful servant abuses

his trust precisely because his lord delays his

coming, and there are other closely related say-
ings and parables which bear on the need for
watchfulness and on the suddenness of the Second
Coming. There is no need to suppose that the

parables of the Pounds and the Talents are a

development of Mk 1334
'37

, or to think that the

experience of delay in the early 'Church created
the parables. Even if it be true that Jesus expected
to return within a general ion. the evidence that
He warned His disciples that His absence might
be protracted is very strong. Lk. may have
accurately stated the occasion of tl- i-;|MbV <f
the Pounds, though there are other i-,.",

<!!'- /i,,i

would suit better the particular situation.

LITERATURE. Commentaries on Matthew and Luke. Dis-
cussions in works on New Testament Theology, Teaching of

Jesus, and Lives of Christ, and especially the works on the
Parables by Trench, Bruce, Dods, Jiilicher, and Bugge,

ARTHUR S. PEAKE.
T1LITHA CUMI (for Greek raXtto xotfu, which,

in turn, is a transliteration of the Aram. 'o*p KO'^
*

Maiden, arise'). The words occur in Mk 541
, arid

were uttered by our Saviour over the daughter of
the Jewish ruler, ,

Jairus. The Aram, noun is
j?tp

ss'larnb.
3

This has its emphatic form, masc. N^B,
fern. Kfl^a ; or, according to the analogy of Edessene
Aram, preserved in the Peshitta, K$^tp. It is

iii(i'iv-im_: !o noto that in Palestinian .aram. the
v. unl -.: |i,i--i* from meaning 'lamb* to being a
i<-riii of i nilc.mniMii for a '

child.
5 We thus repro-

duce the words of Jesus ncuimi
<"!;/. if we render

them,
*

Lambkin, arise.' In ilio (if-, of Mk 541 the
Aram, words are translated rb Kopdo-wv, gyeLpe. The
*

articular nominative '
is in NT used sixty times

for the vocative case (Moulton, Gram, of NT Gr.

p. 70). In Lk 854 we have ^ Treus, gyeipe.
The Gr. codices KBC read Kofy for /cotfjw. The

latter is more accurate for Galilean Aramaic.
The former is due to the fact that in some Aram.
di'alects the final letter, though written, was not
pronounced. J. T. MAESHALL.

TAMJLR. An ancestress of Jesus (Mt I5
). Cf.

art. RAHAB.

TARES (fr&na, Mt 132ML ; only in this passage
in NT and only in Gr. and Lat. authors influenced

by the NT ; Arab, zawdn ['nausea']; Syr. zizna;
Lat. and scientific name, Lolium temulentum
['drunken']). The bearded darnel, a weed much

resembling wheat in its earlier stages, and grow-
ing mostly in grain fields. Its area of distribution
is wide, cmbracing Europe, Western Asia, North
Africa, India, nnt! Japan. The kernel is black,
bitter, and smaller than wheat. As a matter of
fact it is poisonous, producing dizziness, sleepiness,
nausea, diarrhoea, convulsions, gangrene, and some-
times death ; this is due, however, not to the dar-
nel itself, but to the ergot which usually infests it.

It does not harm poultry, for which it is raised and
sold in Oriental markets. Though very closely
'

"',
i

!!l TIM wheat till the grain is headed out,
.." - i

.

i

\ ,! ."- 'even a child knows the difference
5

(Thomson). See Tristram (Nat. Hist, of the Bible,
p. 486), and Thomson (LB 9 vol. ii. pp. 395-397)
esp. for an explanation of the common Oriental
but unscientific idea that darnel is degenerate
wheat.
The parable of the Tares and its explanation are

found only in Mt IS24
'30 - 36'43

. Our interpretation
of it is affected by a few exo^oiioai details. In
v. 24 the aorist Wjuoic^ is significant (as also the
aorists in IS23 and 222

, and the future in 251
) if the

use of this tense means that the Kingdom of
heaven has 'been made like,

3

etc., by the course of

events, that in the progress of the" history it has
become like. This ties the parable to the historical
situation in which it was spoken, rorliiuVirij: an
exclusive reference to the future; whii^ ilu>' fact
that it is the Son of Man (= Messiah) who has
sown the good seed (cf . v. 37

) excludes all reference
to the origin of evil in the world. The time of the

parable is the time of the question of the servants

(v.
27

), when the tares had been already recognized
as such As to v. 25

, it is not at all

necessary to think that this was a common method
of revenue in Jesus' day and country. Thomson
did not find a person in Palestine who had ever
heard of sowing darnel maliciously. If new to
Jesus 5

hearers, it would emphasize this quite pos-
sible malice as extraordinary, unheard-of, and
O'IIVM'JM 1:1-. In v. 26 x^oros means the grassy crop, in-
< !

1
1

>
I i 1 1^ ; i i

'

.,hat grew in the field, andwas chosen just
in order to embrace both tares and wheat. s Made
fruit

'

does not mean c

produced fruit,' but refers to
the period of the formation of the kernel. e Then,
and not till then, appeared also the tares as tares.
V. 37 an-1 'V IVIov. \rrse show that the idea of
wheat ;:. c'u-'MiiM-: i-o darnel is foreign to the

parable ; the servants think of mixed seed, the
master of an indegenden -. ir i

;_'
f 1 ,

>
i !. Still

less is there any idea in \'\-\ iiiiiv.l'lo i-v, r darnel

may become wheat (B. \W . \\ .!';_; wheat
(vv.

2S* 29
) is common lVl' 4

America, and has been observed there by Stanley,
Thomson, and Kobertson Smith ; but it must be
done either before the milk stage of the wheat,
i.e. before it is headed out (impossible in this case
on^ account of the similarity between wheat and
darnel in the earlier growth), or later when the
kernel has hardened. The reason for this is that

any disturbance of the wheat when * in the rnilk
*

,.. "
T

,
>

: f".
1 *-

it. So the master will not
; ''". i -..i

1 i'i- M, lest the servants pull out
, :', ..... .:- -,! .

. i ; of the wheat, interlaced as

they are with the roots of the darnel. There is no

question here of pulling up wheat for darnel by
mistake. The darnel has already appeared as

darnel, and just on that account conies the ser-

vants' question (v.
27

). The question of the servants
is then, from the point of view of the Galilean
agriculturists addrcs&cd, an intrinsically foolish

one. No one who knew anything about farming
would think of removing the darnel at that junc-
ture. The master's reply does not seem strange to
the crowd. It is reinforced "by their knowledge
and common son^c. So Jesus gains the approval
of the common man to back His teaching. The
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harvesters of v. 30
(of. v. 39

) are different from the

servants, although this is merely implied here, and
is first made perfectly clear only in the explana-
tion. It is absolutely necessary to avoid the

mingling of the kernels of the darnel and the

wheat, lest the bread be poisoned. This may be
effected (a) by weeding, (6) by carefully picking out
the stalks of darnel one by one from the cut grain,

probably the former here (cf, vv. 30 - 28
crvAA^are,

o-iAX^fto/tep). or (c) by sifting (after threshing) with a
sieve so constructed as to allow the smaller darnel
seeds to fall through, while retaining the larger
wheat. All three methods are used in Palestine

to-day. The weeding would trample down the

grain, to be sure; but, as to-day in America, it

would rise again enough to be cut by the sickle,

always used in Palestine ; cf. Dt 169 2325
, Mk 429

,

Rev 1414
' 19

. It is probable that ra crKdvddXa in y.
41

is to be taken personally as in 1623
. The TTCLVTO,,

not repeated before roi>s iroiovvras, seems to include
both under one vinculum ; UJD to this time all, both
tares and wheat, have been interpreted as persons
(v.

38
) ; and, finally, only persons are subject to the

final judgment (v.
42

).

The correct interpretation of this parable flows

directly from its historical setting. It is a stage
in the development of the Kingdom which allows
itself to be described (d>/xottL>0i?, v. 24

) by the story of
the Tares. The men addressed, whether the
Twelve or the multitudes, were Jews, with the
common Jewish ideas of the Messianic Kingdom,
and these ideas Jesus was engaged in modifying
and spiritualizing. The Sower had been a parable
of disillusionment, disclosing that the success of
the Messianic Kingdom would not be so universal
or immediate as they had fondly imagined, that
its method was to be preaching and not cataclysm,
that it depended for its spread on its reception in
human hearts. The Tares is equally a parable of
disillusionment. John the Baptist had at least,

publicly and -ir-'V.vMii^v. described the Messiah as

coming for judgment (Mt 310" 12
), and this was in

porfrci aci-onl with the popular anticipation that
the Altv^ianie reign would begin with a judgment
(Schiirer, HJP u. ii. 163-168, 181). But Jesus
had not shown any indication of being such a
judge, nay He had taken quite another course (Mt
1215'21

), so that doubt came into the mind even of
John the Baptist ( I I

2ff-

) . For the i : i n i ;,M :M i i >n of
the Messianic reign with a i :"! !'. 'V <

:

.i--iplc-
were eagerly looking.

* Or ,

"

-i >

"

';>
l

)
of the

parables, or at least a sho: 1

'i'-i-* "i :' it, the
Pharisees had shown their true colours by charg-
ing that Jesus cast out demons by Beelzebub, the
prince of the demons (12

22'32
) Jesus had indeed

given them a so"-"!: -i ,,,: ..

'

r.
32

), but no light-
ning stroke had :-!-. ! !:. and the disciples
were disappointed. Their spirit, described in the
question of v. 28

, was later expressed by*James and
John (Lk 954f-)> 'Lord, wilt tliou that we bid fire
to come down from heaven and consume them?'
In this parable Jesus teaches them that the judg-
ment which they 'momentarily expected, the separa*
tion of the sons of the Kingdom and the sons of the
Evil One, shall surely come, not now, but at the end
of the age, and that 'meantime the wicked shall con-

tinually spring up among the righteous. This is
to "be '// ';"". 'f f ! .% to be borne with patience.
The

I'Kj^'l" iij"'
fn-v discloses the fact that, in-

stead of
*

: "
:

: ":- at one stroke, the progress
of the Ki- !!: :

- i-.
'

-5 continually hindered and
hampered (cf. rd. <rKdv8a.\a, \. 41 ), lill'lhe consumma-
tion of the age.
This interpretation leaves unanswered those

questions about Church
discipline which have

made the
_
parable an ecclesiastical battle-ground

for centuries, because the parable has nothing to
do with such controversies. (I) The field is not

the Church, but the world of men (v.
88

), the Mes-
siah's world which He is sowing, just as it is in

the Sower, the Mustard Seed, ,and the Leaven.

(2) The Kingdom is not the 'Church, but the
Messianic Kingdom of Jewish expectation. It is

extremely doubtful if the Kingdom ever = the

Church, certainly never the visible, organized
Church. (3) There was no background for the
idea of e Church/ much less of Church discipline,
in the disciples' minds at this time. It is only at
Caesarea Philijypi (16

1S
) and afterwards (only IB17

),

that Jesus begins to introduce that idea in a very
rudimentary way, by what Aramaic word we know
not. (4) If the parable refers to Church discipline,
it forbids it in toto, while the parable of the Net
on a similar

"

.

' '
"

,{kes it impossible.
It is idle to sa; .

"

: only the exclusion
of masses, an x

-

"

. f the very bad, or
inculcates a general attitude of mind towards
Church discipline. (5) All men are to appear at
the -T-i.1;. in- ; . -sot merely professing Christians

(25
81<

,. ,'i,
I * Apostles did not so understand

the parable, for they insisted on Church discipline
(1 Co 52- ls

,
2 Co 25A 2 Th 3s- 13

, Rev 214'1 '5 - 2 -23 cf.

Mt 1815 ' 20
). The history of the iniorjin-uuion of

i/ii- j.r/.Vi -^:u\\- illat such a u^r 01 it ^.i-> liv-i.

i:i:,<> l\ \ : ".; '. Curing his bishopric (248-258), in

-iii-j/M"!
i i .- ;":ro!!-- of the Church. Tertullian,

a half century earlier, may have held it. Origen
(b. 182, d. 250) knew of this

-''' ';". but

rejected it. Irenseus knew notl .
v ., Last

and most important, such an in icrj relation i^uoies
the historical situation, would have been a riddle
to the disciples (cf. Bruce, Parabolic Teaching, j^>.

43), a prophecy with no root in the present; it

takes no account of the emphasis in Christ's inter-

pretation, and of His omission of the servants'

question and the master's answer therein (cf.

Two objections to the interpretation of the
parable proposed in this article deserve attention.
(1) In v.*1

, Jesus says that the angels shall gather
out of His Kingdom all offences and them that do
iniquity, whence it is inferred that the tareH were
in the Kingdom and not in the world. It is ad-
mitted that the word *

Kingdom
5

is used in this

j
jimliV in a very loose sense. But this iw the uni-

\< r-nl ii.< i throughout the Synoptics, in proof of
which the long controversies in the theological
world about its meaning are conclusive (cf. Sanday
in Hastings' DB ii. 6191). The Kingdom of v. 24

,

which the course of events has already made like
the field of tin- iVlov i r _, narrative, is a most in-

tangible and iihii-iiruiliM-
entity, a congeries of

truths and principles characteristic of the coming
age, which take shape in the world as they em-
body themselves in the lives of men. In the pro-
cess of (r/kin;* --MJ-O. i he parable tells u-, opposition
has

risj-r
ii i!

1

.-- \\nnii of men which tliL^c trmh^
and principles claim as their rightful sphere, and
which men expect them to occupy. The sons of
the Kingdom (v.

38
) are those who receive these

truths and embody them in their lives and con-
duct. These are sown in the wide field of the
world of men, which the Messiah claims as right-
fully His His Kingdom '\. 41

), or, if preferred,
which He calls Jli> Kingdom at His coming to
claim it as such (cf. Mt I6 atf

,
2 Ti 41

,
Rev II 15 cf.

Mt 1349
). Finally, the Kingdom of their Father

(v.
43

, cf. Mt 2629 2584 - 4e
) is the consummated King-

dom of glory. (2) The related parable of the Net
(13

47"50
) is supposed to refer to the discipline of the

Church. This is, however, a mistake, (a} The
Kingdom is not like the Net; but its principles
and history, here especially its consummation, are
illustrated by the following story (cf. Mk 426

).

(5) The explanation of w.*9 50
lays not the slightest

emphasis on anything except the consummation.
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(c) Those who draw the net and those who separate
the good and the bad are the very same persons
(v.

48
), i.e. the angels (y.

49
). (d) The parable, if it

relates to Church discipline, makes that abso-

lutely impossible, (e) Its position at the end of
the sermon of Mt 13, whether due to Jesus or Mt.
or an editor, is an additional proof that its teaching
is the same as that of the Tai^es : i.e. at the end
of the age, and only then, shall the good and the
bad be separated.

The historical criticism of
"

C,- -
'

.' - < - > 1 -

here. Holtzmann and Pflei : i . >

worked over and added new traits to Mk 4 L>titt-. B. Weiss says
that Mt. and Mk. have worked over the same original parable,
Mt., however, adding only vv.25. 27. 28*. The
also that of the Sower, is from the Evangelist's
acknowledges an unrecognizable n ;*:;."! -

11

' -"> * 1 1 1 r<_. which lies

at the bottom of both Mt. and Mk. T:v p-.v: '-K.. a-> it stands in

Mt., is, however, the result of a working- over of Mk.'s parable
and the original parable, the companion of the Net, while the
explanation is from the same editor's hand. Hilgenfeld and
Holsten look on Mk.'s parable as a weakened form of the Tares,
or a substitute for it. J. Weiss thinks that the idea of gradual
development is not in this or its sister parables.

LITERATURE. Broadus, Com. on Mt. ; Jiilicher, Die G-leich-

nisreden Jesu, ii. 546-569 ; also B. Weiss, Zahn, G-oebel, Trench,
and Bruce (Parabolic Teaching), cf. his remarks in Expos. Gr.

Test., in loc.
; Arnot (Pa-rabies) may be compared as a pioneer

of the ...'
. see a iso R. Flint, Christ's King-

dom ui
- H. S. Holland, God's City (1894),

181 ; II. J. Campbell, The &on /

" '" '

77. The contro-

versy of the Donatists with ._-" - brought out the

arguments on both sides.

FREDERICK L. ANDERSON.
TAX (d7royp<0a>, RV e enrol '), TAXING (diroyjoa^,RV 'enrolment'), occur in the Gospels only in Lk

21 "5
. The words refer to the registration of the

inhabitants of Palestine, with a view to levying
taxation upon them for Imperial purposes. In the

present instance this appears to have been done,
not by the usual Roman method of enrolling per-
sons under their place of residence, but by the
Jewish method of enumerating them according to

the cities and towns with which their families were

originally connected. For the enrolment is men-
tioned in order to explain why Joseph and Mary
came from Nazareth to Bethlehem at the time
when Jesus was born. The passage would need
no further comment, were it not for the historical

difficulty that has been raised in connexion with
the statement of v. 2 about Quirinius. There was
a well-known enrolment (Ac 537 )

which took place
in Judaea under his supervision, after the deposition
of Archelaus in A.D. 6 (Jos. Ant. XVII. xiii. 5, XVIII.

i. 1) ;
but it has been seriously questioned whether

he held an earlier :! :> -'-iji of Syria before the
death of Herod tS 4 i-n-,u. .",'id whether such an
enrolment as St. Luke describes really took place
at that time. With regard to the first point, it is

now admitted that Quirinius probably held a post
of responsibility in Syria before the

governorship
which began in A.D. 6 (see Schiirer, HJP I. i. 353 ft'.,

and art. QUIRHSTITIS). With regard to the second

point, it has been shown by Sir Wm. Ramsay
(Was Christ born at Bethlehem?) that, in Egypt at

least, enrolments took place every fourteen years,
that traces of the same .nTi-niuo'iK-M' "iave been
found in other parts of iii" rinpir-v. ar-i that it

may have extended to Palestine. The dates, when
traced backwards, would include A.D. 20, A.D. 6,

and B.C. 8. If an enrolment were actually due in

Palestine in the last-named year, its completion
may have been somewhat delayed by the disturbed

state of Herod'< kingdom, and may have fallen as

late as B.C. 6, which i- tho probable date of the
birth of Jesus. JAMES PATRICK.

TEACHER. 8i5dcrKa\o$, though strictly meaning
c

teacher,' is tr.
f master '

by AV throughout the

Gospels except in Jn 3a . In two other passages
besides this, viz. Mt 23s and Jn 310 ,

RV gives the

correct translation ; and in every case where both

AV and RV translate e

master,
5RVm gives 'teacher*

as an alternative reading. In Lk 246 didda-KaXos is

rendered l

doctor,' and in Jn I
38 it is stated to be

equivalent in meaning to Rabbi '

(see artt. RABBI
and MASTER).

This was the word by which our Lord was al-

ways addressed. Even His enemies admitted His
claim to be a teacher. And not only was He recog-
nized as a teacher, but the -apivrrfi' y of His teach-

ing was, and is, univer&?iliy nckir/^lml^p-l. His

contemporaries felt His -r.po-ioiii y ,ui<! i-oislu not
withstand the influence of His teaching,

k for he

taught them as one having authority, and not as
the scribes' (Mt 7'

29
), and ' never man so spake

1

(Jn 746
). In modern times, too, even those who

cannot assent to some of the cardinal doctrines of

His religion bow before the majesty of His speech,
and proclaim Him the greatest moral and religious
teacher the world has ever seen. See SUPREMACY.

Christ's great bequest to the world as a teacher
is His revelation of the Fatherhood of God and the
brotherhood of man. This twofold message is

peculiar to His gospel, and forms the keynote of

His teaching. Christ the Teacher is indeed Christ
the Revealer. He reveals the truths tvncorrupg
man's true nature and destiny, and hi- rol.nio?!-

ship to God ; and sheds an ineffable light upon all

the dark and perplexing problems of life, death,
and immortality.
But Christ was more than a mere teacher. His

1 r.'.oMM.: ; s not only instructive : it is also creative.

I i < v, ..-. *. do not come with power to the intellect

alone : they also appeal to the heart and influence

the will.
e

They are spirit and they are life
'

(Jn
663

). They pass into the soul of man and there

quicken and create new life. The discourse with
Nicodemus (Jn 3) was intended to emphasize this

very fact, that Jesus was not only a Teacher but
a Saviour, and that the passport into the Kingdom
of God was not mere \P--U V-.l;_:r. but a new life

which demands new bii-.:i. ri-rN is not merely
the truth : He is also the life. His truth liberates

and saves ; and those who receive it into their

hearts and minds are thereby raised to a higher
and a nobler life of righteousness and holiness, and
are endued with power to become 'sons of God'
(Jn I12). His teaching still exercises this cleansing
and life-giving- power; and cAory\vliero in on in

quest 01 (Jod iiiid salvation re-echo r,lio a^-oniim of

St. Peter, Lord, to whom shall we go ? Thou hast

the words of eternal life
'

(Jn 668).

DUGALD CLAKK.
TEACHING OF JESUS. The place and mean-

ing of knowledge in the Christian religion consti-

tute a question of supreme importance. It has
been answered in lifiV-iiiL. .*,>- ri different times
and places, and \ ii'i [.r-nM' 'lii

1

^ effects, often of

the saddest cha '<><-. or. Yi: ;!'. answers have

n-iiiilly boon of tho -nature of instinctive assump-
ti-Mi- r,i:lio- ili.iii ro-',,i,> of deliberato i- vr*M^rti--'Ti
into the grave problem involved; ri-ioo-i, ii lu-

seldom been realized that a problem existed. In
our own day, however, the spread of the mode of

thought known as Agnosticism a term coined in

prot
'

i.. .i-
'

.1 !" confident attitude of gnosis or

full !x *
I . _ '.'.- helped to bring home the fact

and ''''.,.. "e nature of the problem under-

lying the various bodies of * doctrine
*

claiming the

authority of Christ. In so stating the case, our

thoughts travel back to the final form of the ques-

tion,* which must control all others, viz., What
sort of *

knowledge' did Jesus Himself offer to

men, and how is it related to human knowledge in

general and to man's religious consciousness as

such? Some suggestions towards a true answer

may be gained from a study of the terms found in

* In this connexion Latham's Pastor Pastorum, chs. i. and
iii., offers certain regulative ideas of high value.
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our Gospels as used in this connexion, such as

'know,
5 *Y "

-

1 '

'teach,' 'teaching,' 'teacher,*

'mystery. of their originals, Aramaic
and Greek. Here, on the whole, it seems needless
to distinguish between Christ's own usage and that
of the Evangelists themselves, for these coincide

generally. The few exceptions in the Synoptics
can be noted incidentally, while the special Johan-
nine usage is treated by itself.

The characteristic Greek term yvQeis occurs in
our Gospels only in Lk I77 'knowledge of salva-

tion,' and II52 'the key of knowledge' (see below) ;

and the intellectual interest connoted by it, as
also by 'wisdom' (<ro<pta) and 'the Wise man,'
among the Greeks, is here quite absent (^Tr-tcrn?/^
does not occur at all). All this points to the con-

crete, personal, or experimental nature of the
knowledge implied in the religion of the Gospels,
as of the OT, a fact which comes out also in the
contexts in which ' know '

occurs.
' The OT everywhere assumes that there is such a thing as the

knowledge of God, but it is never speculative, and it is never
achieved by man. God is known because He makes Himself
known, and He makes Himself known in His character. Hence
the knowledge of God is in the OT s= true religion ; and as it is

of God's grace that He appears from the beginning speaking,
commanding, active, so as to be known for what He is, so the

reception of the knowledge of God is ethically conditioned. . . .

It is in this sens-i v . < v*. IM- , -1,-ji acquaintance with God's
character, c^nd i :! <l- . e'l . ^ .

, that a universal know-
ledge of God is EOT 1

- ^ - " * " "" '
t-"

" "
Messianic age. . . .

Side by side with .

'

, -
! - God, the OT makes

room for any "_ <
- * . This is eapeci

ally brought < < I; .! ,

,j ,
,

-

o
'

DJ5 m. 8 f.).

The
_
distinction between gradual experimental

recognition (yLv&o-Keiv, eirLyiv^ffKenf} and the actual
possession of knowledge (elS .) is well preserved ;

e.g. in Jn 147 '
If ye had come to recognize me (in

my true character), ye would have had V .! ^
of my Father also.' Corresponding to il.- "iMci i

quality of the knowledge acquired "by growing per--.-- - , . -i /
- 'o- ' *

'

by the contexts in which *
term and its verb stand ; e.g. Mt 728

' The crowds
were exceedingly astonished af ^ :- !<-;n 1:

;
!
-

: ,*" "-.15

-vr= io.-fl-'r^ them as having r:i i-r-ii \ . ,,:-. ?! ; s

!. r M :".- (after Sermon on -i M. ;:', . |PM|;\.
the fact that Jesus was habitually addressed as
'Eabbi,' and so treated, suggests that He dealt
with the same subject-matter as the official
'teachers' of the Jewish Law (Tdrak), viz. the sort
of conduct

"

.

'

'he God of Israel (cf. Mt
S17'20

), thou^
1

- Is.- .,- -. in going behind the act
to the motive, and in setting this in the light of
the Father's character. There was, we may be
sure, a certain fitness in the plausible compliment,
as coming even from Pharisaic lips, 'Rabbi, . . .

of a truth thou teachest the waif of God 3 (Mk
1214

j|, cf. 1232 ). We do well, then, to approach the
meaning of 'knowledge' and 'teaching

3
in the

Gospels through the senses which these terms bore
in contemporary Judaism. Philo describes Jews
as 'taught . . ., even long before the sacred laws
and also the unwritten usages, to recognize as one
God the Father and Creator of the world '

(Legatioad (raium^ 16). Here we have a ^L.-ii-tin^-pouii for
consideration of the knowledge Jesus offered to im-
part, as regards its substance.

i. THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS. --Jesus" own know-
ledge was rooted in the essential teaching of the
OT, interpreted by a unique religious experience,
which even in childhood enabled Him to make
marvellous use of its contents (Lk 246f

-) 5 and which
developed as a f wisdom' that matured with His
years (v.

52
). The determinative element in it was

a consciousness of the God of Israel as His Father
* This did&che consisted of didasTcaUce or definite *

instruc-
tions as to conduct, cf. Mk 7?, Mt 159 'teaching- for instruc-
tions human injunctions' (5/&<r*wrs? 3;3<r* >.;<? i^fo UM.TK
Kvvp&ffuv, after Is 29*$).

in a peculiarly intimate personal sense. Through
this the OT revelation, as written and as currently
taught, was gradually filtered, until only

^

those

elements and interpretations remained eileetive in

His mind and speech which were valid in the light
of the idea of the Holy Father and His practical
relations with men. Thus the 'sacred laws

1

of

Mosaism were transmuted into 'the teaching' of

Jesus, the Messiah, with its new spirit and fresh

emphasis. But the lines of the new were con-

tinuous with the old as regards the primarily
practical reference of the new teaching, which

superseded that of the scribes of the Pharisaic

school, then dominant (Mk I22 - 27 216 - 18
). Thus the

'\ ..
" "" 5 which Jesus aimed at imparting in

His "teaching
5 was analogous in scope to that

recognized as such in current Palestinian Judaism,
and bore essentially on true piety conceived as

doing
< the will of (Joel' (Mk 335 ). But the form of

it< presentation, and much of its resulting spirit,
were largely determined by two features peculiar i<>

Jesus as a teacher : (a) a note of fresh, personal
authority, in contrast to the derivative authority
claimed by the scribes (Mk I 22

) ; (#) constant refer-

ence to l the kingdom of heaven,' the true Theoc-

racy for which Israel had long been waiting and
watching, in connexion with Messiah, its Divinely
commissioned Inaugurator. John the Baptist
had spoken of such a T" H :: v as imminent.
Yet so little had he r<. l; /--i \'A spiritual ex-

perience proper to it in its fulness, that Jesus,
even in the act of rcoogni/mg John's Miiivm,n-\- in
the order of prophets, can declare tluir lie iliAr is

but little in tlvKiiiu'1uiii of heaven is greater than
he s

(Mt II 11
, Lk 1^). The Messianic Kingdom,

then, is bound up in a unique manner with Jesus
Himself as its Announcer

(Kypticro-wv)
and Legislator

(diS&a-Kuv) the two aspects in which Ho conveys
'knowledge' of it, and so of religion as it is known
to the (ro-*peis.

Wellhausen, indeed, roundly denies this (/."".'" '/ / ; '"/,-. difi

dr&i ersten Evangelwn, 1905, 100 ff.): 'Froi-i i < l\i ul<-,i. us
present, Jesus as already -

*

T
'

. ") and present
Messiah is

" "
i

. llmindf huvo
spoken of il . .

'

, only of the future King-dom
;
but ; : ; is to brin^ it. ... It is

thought that the declaration of this future Kingdom was actu-
ally the proper content of His preaching". Far from this, ib

recedes completely into the backgroiina in Mark, In the
Galilean period He does not as a rule preach at oil, but lie
teaches : and indeed not about/ the Kingdom of God, (which,
does not occur at all, save in the addition 4M-U-), but, in un-
constrained succession, touching this and that matter \vhioh
comes in His way ; obvious truths, with reference to the needs
of a general public, which is misled by its spiritual leader* '

(p. 106). As regards the Kingdom of God, the idea of which Ho
could assume as present to His hearers' minds,

*
lie emphasized

. , ..._. ..,
au riand, repent I Like Amos before Him. and like John the
Baptist, He : -{.'. -.! s. '.'- i Illusion of the Jews,
as though to . .1 . I . .nd to bring tho fill-

mmentofth- r ,- . -' i
,

t

\\ .
. .. . goes on to question

whether the phrase
* the gospel was ever found on Jesus' own

p*.
4
since c\en in Mark 'the gospel is tantamount to Chris-

anity,' i.e. what the Church came to understand as tho pur-
port of its Master's life and death. Here Wellh. seems to take
_gosper in too rigid and uniform a sense, rather than a-i

*

good
Mi'iir-.' \\i iv'li . -.. *

. . in an\ <;a-,c, IL m one
is:iipr to .',!.;ii( i i _

. < -iave made Jesus use a
1-pi- so vro,,r r i* -,:KT nge, not His (yet Is 611, in view of Mt
11 '. I k t

'-' OT i!", i: -ikes His use of,,the verb 'preach goodnews ' r

fi**v> i;..'3fe7 "xi]~ a- i-i TA. . \\ ho never uses the sub-aam i\ e
[tvatyyti .'

\
- -ir i/m iirj!:!,i

'

) it is quite- anoihcr to h;i\ e dis-
proved the historic truth of the idea thereby conveyed, viz.
that Jesus'jpwn announcement of the Kingdom as imminent
was^ in a different key from John the Baptist's. Both, n<

;

'

";
'- 1

"
I- :.." i- befitting such an expectation; bu

1-1 1J '*' ' " ' - " "' be done, how different thes motivfi

to

*;; be done, how different the mo'tives
- '!. "ow different the spirit of the two

messages ! (see Mk 2if- .Mi LIU--.- u, 731-33). jn the one the
note of severity was uppermost, in the other that of gladness.
Surely the very point of the striking saying in Mt 1H1, Lk 7^8 is
^at the spirit of John's message was defective, as we feel it to
be, in its negative and threaten h-jr io,< . :i- c-.)ini MIX<! v iili ].'
positive and winning note of luiMclirliOM .-nid i-i>i.(- jiddnl t-\

Jeaus, in the light of God's true nnuudb 10 ino!.---n vc-xulniiuii
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which "by no means took from the force of the summons to
repentance for sins, now seen more clearly in the purer lig-ht.
So we read in Mk 612, even after much of the Galilean teaching-
was already given, that the Apostles

* went out and preached
that men should repent

5

(Wellh. I.e. p. 112, questions even
whether there were any

*

apostles
'

during Jesus' lifetime). The
spirit of the above distinction is finely given by Longfellow's
lilies (cited in Sir A. F. Hort's Com. on Mk lis) :

' A voice by Jordan's shore,
A summons stern and clear :

Repent ! be just, and sin no more !

God's judgment draweth near!

A voice by Galilee,
A holler voice I hear :

Love God, thy neighbour love ! for see
God's mercy draweth near.'

The idea of the Kingdom necessarily determines the sense
and emphasis given to .

"

elation to it ; and as
*
r.rTi lt'>.[- HI -' meant .' - - -. very different from

'V'-n, i. <!:d OP John's li; -.
-

, respective teaching as
to 'the Kingdom..'
As to the 'future' a

" '

|

- ' ' TT 1

.-dorn, surely on Jesus'
idea of the essentially -

! ; , the Kingdom this dis-
tinction loses its full lorce ; wnere me righteousness of the
Kingdom is, there is the Kingdom already in a real sense.

As c

pivjK'huLg
1

the Kingdom, He declares the
fact of its near advent, so *

giving knowledge of
salvation' as yet nearer than John'- pnwliing
was able to announce (Lk I77), licoqiuoii 07 Mich
knowledge meant repentance for sins as unfitting
the sinner for membership in the Kingdom soon to

'appear/ and confidence in the forjri verier which
was part of the expected Messianic "ble>-iii>>. Then
as e

teaching/ He gave knowledge of the Laws and

principles or the coming era of the Father's realized
-M i--'_"!\. Tlelying on this teaching and obey-
i' : o

*

i
1 '

1

-''^!
1

"

;
the man who accepted the 'preach-

ing' of the Kingdom as at hand was assured of

participation therein when it arrived. Of such
'

teaching
' the Sermon on the Mount is the sum-

marized O\M --VP (Mt 728f
*)- It represents 'the

key of K'l-A !<!:" IM:U liin : r;.il\ wjll, as it should
be don-- i". i*

1

.-
1 i'

1

':-
1 Theocracy or Kingdom, which

the official guardians of the Law had removed out "of

men's reach by their traditions (Lk II53
). But the

same knowledge was also given less fully and form-

ally, in occasional and piecemeal fashion, in the
*

teaching
' Jesus was wont in His earlier ministry

to give at the Sabbath services in synagogues of

Galilee, in close connexion with the reading of the
Law and its regular exposition (Mk I31 62

, Lk 415
;

cf, v. 43 fij" '].';'"!
Ti
i^' also), as well as on other

and less i""
1 i.ml <'-io".-. Its main fc-ubject ''would

seem to have been the nature of the Kingdom and
the character required in its members (Sanday),
treated in the light of the Fatherhood of God.
At first, moreover, His own Person formed no

part of His explicit teaching. Apparent! v the

practical recognition of His plenary authority^ as

feevealer of the Kingdom and the truths constitu-

tive of it, enforced
"

by the object-lesson of His
deeds (Lk 1023- 24

) of Beneficent authority in the

healing of the body and soul (see Mk 25

;
12

), was
what Jesus had most at heart in the oiirTrr -';i r r

of His ministry at least. What went U- \on-l ihi-

was allusive and suggestive rather than dogmatic,

being contained in the title by which, in preference
to all others, He chose from first to last to refer to

Himself and His ways
* the Son of 'Man.' The

sense which He gave to it, as distinct
^
from

^

the

association^ c-urrontly attaching to it in various

circles of Juilai-in, sooin-* to be chiefly
' brother-

hood with toiling and struggling humanity, which

He who most thoroughly accepted its condition*

was fittest also to save
'

(Sanday). It was only as

criticism and challenge forced Him to fall back

upon His ultimate and inner credentials, that He
referred explicitly to His mysteriously unique ex-

perience of Son-hip to the Father as the ground
of the revelation He imparted in His teaching

particularly as to the Divine Fatherhood which lay

at the heart of that teaching (Mt l! 25ff
-, Lk

2021 -24
).

In this we get some insight into one of the most

a.._ . __ taught
1 on one level. ; i-

1

it were of little

moment how it is imparted and acquired. In
other words, nothing is more characteristic of
' truth as it is in Jesus ' than the psychological
conditions under which it should be learned, by
pro^irevive ^assimilation, as the learner is able to
bear it. His was the experimental method of re-

ligious Viiv n
.

."1^. . (o a degree surpassing all other
teacher-. i

"

i t comes out in several con-

nexions,* of which His use of parables deserves

special notice.

As regards Jesus' use of the parable proper, as
distinct from mere figurative maxims or illustra-

tions, it is often strangely overlooked that the

Gospels dp not represent it as a form of communi-
cating r "',' "

;

"

by Jesus from
the first I , ,

'' '

ely late in His
ministry, when already He had proved the general
unreceptiveness of His hearers and the positive
hostility of their official teachers. This appears
not only from the first occasion on which, in the

relatively historical order preserved in Mk., Jesus
is said to have '

taught in parables
'

(Mk 42
, Mt 133 ;

Mk 323, Lk 536 639 do not prove the contrary), but
also from the fact that His disciples ask Him as to
the meaning of the first recorded parable, plain as
its meaning is to us (Mk 410* 13

). Further, that

meaning is one which implies a disappointing ex-

perience of various types of hearer, the ood beir.p;

in the minority, such as suits a couipjiijxtively

prolonged period of experiment,, <'ii' ir ^ v. ]" Jesus
had proved how unprepared th- :''". y f His

countrymen were to embrace the Kingdom as He
meant it. In fact the |.-\<N-*",' moment at
which He began His full paraooiic method on

principle, ,'>;
i i*i ;' i. .^j.'< S ! '. Mark's narrative

(cf. Latham, up. t<,t,. p. &*;. Already the Scribes,
both local (2

6- 16
) and from the religious centre in

Jerusalem (3
22

), the Pharisees generally (2
1S- 24 36

),

and even the disciples of Join 1 .- ]iro-ii:iijili1y a
specially prepared, class, had indu-nicd jiiw.y
clearly that their attitude was likely to be unrecep-
tive. Thus we read in Mk 37 of His withdraw-

ing from before Pharisaic hostility which already
felt that He must be got rid of at any cost (v.

6
)

with His circle of disciples, from the synagogue and
the city, where friction was likely, to the sea-

shore, there to continue His effort to win the un-
-,

!
-
1

s - '
! . i

'
'-"I hearts of the common people. Then

i'i.|l.i\\ *
: j. -election of the Twelve from the larger

body of disciples habitually about Him, with a
view to their acting as '

apostles
' or missionaries,

to assist in what was opening out before Him as a

longer and more arduous ministry than had, per-

haps, at first seemed needful. That in itself is

significant ; and its significance is enhanced by the
scene which precedes the first parables, when He
dwells on the *piritual ties binding Him to the

disciples, in contract even to His own blood rela-

tions. All this implies that Jesus fell back, as it

were, upon the parabolic teaching which we regard
as so beautifully characteristic of Him, largely
under the noce^ity of adjusting the form of IIis

teaching, for deep" spiritual reasons, to the dis-

j-|.|- !! -

r ins '/< -privity
of His hearers generally.

Vr u,i -.' -;,! of Hr* disciples much better in

point of intelligence, though their practical self-

committal to Him as their trusted authority and
teacher implied a moral affinity of great latent

* Among these we can only allude to the stages in Jesus'

teaching of His disciples in the latter part of His ministry,
which dates from the decisive confession at Caesarea Philippi.
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possibility for future insight and knowledge. This
conies out most clearly in Mark's narrative, which,
\" r-nijji-n.'

"
i e chapter on the beginnings of para-

1 <
I i \ ,

< -i
:

i .; . preserves the original historic atmo-

sphere to a degree far surpassing what the other
T "" '

owing to their later perspective, par-
.

';. regards the inte]li<iCMico at that time of

ional disciples (see Mk 413
, omitted by

Mt. and^Lk.), have been able to achieve.

Observe the following, compared with the parallel passages in
Mt. and Lk. :

' He proceeded to teach them in parables many
things, and to say to them in his teaching-, Listen (Mk 42) . . .

He who has ears to listen, let him listen (v.9). . . . And he
went on to say to them *

(that the light of the lamp is meant
to be seen, and so), there is nothing hidden except with a view
to its being ultimately made manifest. ... If any one hath
ears to listen, let him listen (vv.2i-23). And he went on to say
to them, See to it what ye hear (

= understand, cf. Lk S1^ * how
ye hear '). According to the capacity of the measure ye use,Jt
shall be meted out to you, and with interest (?rpe<rr&&il a-&<roe.i V/MV,
cf. Mt 1312 2529 y.ct.}

vspio'F*y6fos'nu 1
after the next clause) ;

for he
who hath (i.e. by receptix'eness), there shall be given to him,
and he who hath not (by unreceptiveness), even that which he
" " "

cf . Lk S1^ ' what he supposes he
m '

(Mk 424-25). Then, after two
more parables, t we read: 'And with such parables, and many
of them, he used to speak to them the word just as they were
able to listen ; but without parable used he not to speak to

them, whilst privately to his own disciples he used to resolve

(the meaning of) all things
'

(v.33f.).

Kunning throughout the whole account in Mk.
is a single coherent conception of the function of

parable as a vehicle of religious L"<v !,.,].-. viz.

that it is a sort of veil spread ON- r ;'! i;"v of

truth, in order that only those who are morally
ready to act aright in regard to it shall perceive
its Divine lineaments. This implies (a) that it is

bad for a man to see the truth in the wrong', i.e.

unsympathetic, mood, and (b) that it is the special
nat lire of spiritual or i

|-l
!^ i i \ M . v 1 1

(
i- \ to be

morally conditioned in "i- (' n: i"" ...'!. Accord-

ingly it can be received, in the sense alone valued

by Jesus, only gradually, by successive acts of use
or vital obedience. But "the teacher's ulterior

object in parable, as in plainer modes of >speech
(as the context of the simile of casting pearls
before swine helps to make clear, Mt 76fr

-)> was
that as many, not as few, as possible of the

average hearers addressed might, by seeking and
its discipline, come to find aright, instead of rest-

ing in imaginary possession of a "".

was really error. The treasure

touching the Kingdom could not
real spiritual quest ; it was a c

secret,' to be shared
in only by awakened curiosity and desire. What
is received too easily is held loosely ;

or rather, in
the case of spiritual truth, it is not received at all,

when taken p;i--ivol\ and not by the activity that
is also -elf-crmiritil ; or, again, it is received in
so crude a sense what comes from without being
overlaid or distorted by what already exists within

that it had better not be received at all in this
fashion. The remedy is that tho ivr-pii'in ^iould
be gradual, ilmm<ih M process of pi m-v.l and
oven painful ndjii-tin^nt of the mind and will of
the hearer to rite essential forni of the truth en-
shrined in the message or teaching T 1

.

* '

so won become* the bawi<* of fresh
same kind. In this beneficent yet deeply serious
sense Jesus * was wont to speak the word '

to men
'just as they ^vere able to listen to it.

'

Such seems the pliilo-opliy of Christ's parabolic
teaching, when we ro^jml ilio trend of this funda-
mental section and the general effect of His teach-

*
i.e. to the disciples, to whom He is explaining- His new

method.
t Probably not spoken on the same occasion, but added by

tnc:T>"1
.

1
i'j

1

< "-1 (i i i\<M i'
r M fv M*M ''fuorhr K'jil : rndi; ion). lv affinity

of there-; a"'J '!M .'nMriori !< ;ul- up r nr 'iivdly 10 i"ne use of
* to them ' in v.33s=. to the people.

J Cf. A. B. Bruce, The Parabolic Teaching of Cfirist, pp. 18-
23, and Latham, Pastor Pastorum, ch. x. (* To those who have,
is given *), in support of this and much of what follows.

ing in the Gospels. But what are we to niake^ of

the motive assigned to it in Mk 4 13 * That seeing

they may see, and not perceive ;
and hearing they

may hear, and not understand ; lest haply they
should turn again and it should be forgiven them

'

V

Can we believe that in these words if read in the
sense of a *

judicial blinding' we haven <jiioi;iiio]j

from Jesus' lips uncoloured by, the tradition lying
between Him and the Gospel records ? Hardly.
The saying is an isolated one in the ftynopiir-..
But a like use of the passage in Isaiah (<5

WK
) horo

drawn upon, occurs in Ac 2S25 "27
,
in an address to

leading Koman Jews, and in Jn 1239- 40
,
which eon-

tains the reflexions of theTlvjingelM himself. Here
we seem to have the clue to the '

paradox
'

as some
would call it,

i

incoinp.'iiibiliiy
'

as it will seem to

others. That is, Jesus' own use of IsaiahV hniLiujige
underwent development in the Church's tradition,
".."n\>_

"
-, , ! j.i'.V. to specific Jewish unbelief (as in

Ai . -,, Jijv, I

1

'-'-". '., i -deneel in its spirit* (as in Jn,).
The conclusive thing appears to be this. Not only
are the words virtually quoted from l6i)f

-, but they
are not given i,'::

r
'i }\ l^i 11- other Synoptics.

Then it is only .M . :/ .
!

!
' ,.; ! reilexions in Jn.

that the sense of judicial blindness is given to them
at all, by a deliberate change of form, which attri-

butes t.
"*' ""

and dulling of hearing to direct

Divine ... I seems natural, then, to assume
that Jesus simply made an allusive use of the

phraseology of Is 69
, so far as it lent itself to His

purpose ;
and that in the Church's tradition this

reference was taken up, fully applied, and even, as
in Jn 1240

, emphasized in an anti-Jewish direction.

Here Mk. shows us the first stage in the tradition,
at which the regret with which Jesus omiYnspluir-
the inevitable effect of the law that inueeipiivi--
ness tends to become a fixed habit, is apparent in
the quick transition to l

lest haply they should
turn back and forgiveness should be" theirs

'

(d<foe$fi

atiroLSj an <id;i|'i.ui"ii of Isaiah's I<<TO/A<U at/rot'/? on
Jahweh's behalf). Against this the telic

4 with a
view to' (I'm) cannot weigh decisively, since its

exact degree of purposiveness is not always the
same. Here it may well be no more than a* recog-
nition of the providential nature of the law of
moral continuity, as well as of those inevitable
effects which Jesus knew to be involved in I Us
deliberate resort to parabolic teaching, t in place of

plainer

*

touching the Kingdom its

inner . .- operation, and its fortunes,

especially m me near future. Further, the less

severe reading seems required by what follows in

Mk 421 "23
, viz. that the object of the light's coining

is to be seen ; and any temporary
*

covering
' or

'hiding' is all meant to be subservient to this.

All is simply adjusted to existing ability to hear

(Mki83
).

Why then, it may be asked, resort to this

obscurer form of instruction? Because lie was
now passing on to a new side or

ct&pcct of His
teaching. Henceforth the more uniimbi^uon^ form
of declaration would have met immediately with
a summary rejection t so decisive as to jeopard -

' = ."!"! nr ^,, ,l,.y (Hastings' DB ii. 618) does not allow
(i ._". '

.
< of spirit between Jesus' own reference to

" .V ' ' ' '
i insensibility involved in Isaiah, and the

less sympathetic use of the words' in John. Hence he apcaks of
their *

strange severity' in Mark's context, 'which would be
mitigated if they could be put later in the ministry, where
they occur in St. John.' We have argued that even in Mk.
they do belong- to a relatively late stage in the ministry ; but
we would give them a gentler sense on Jesus' own lips, viz, one
of sadness, not of severity.

t Which is, as Matthew Henry puts it, a '

shell that keeps
good fruit for the diligent, but keeps it from the slothful' ; cf.

also Bruce, I.e. pp. 21 23.

t The lessons as to the slow and gradual progress of the
Kingdom, as bound up with its spirituality,

* were so strange to
the Jews . . . that He had to adopt a method of instruction
that might conciliate and provoke reflection, and gradually

i
'

"

'
- > !

] ieir minds for new truth '

(Salmond on Mk 4 1
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ize the very completion of His own ministryand cut short the training of His disciples, the
actual nucleus of the coming Kingdom, on whom
its future realization depended. The popular
receptivity towards sur

1
, A"

'

1 as Jesus had
in mind, one radically . , . .

. distinct from
national and hedonistic, had already been tested
by clear enunciation of its ethical nature and re-

cjuirements ; and but few had definitely responded.
That was the daunting experience which had been
His for some months at least, months of such
ethical intensity for all within range of His
influence as to mean more than as many years of
the ordinary testing of life. Already He saw that
His lot was to be akin to that of ilio proplicN of
old, who achieved their mission only uiur and
through a period of general rejection, during
which disciples learned their message vitally, and
then helped in the conversion of Israel. But while
this was the case on the whole, there were still

individuals to be ;_,-:!"<"! M-'- one by one to the
'little nock' of IK- i;- M-!. -, if only they had
time to ponder the new ideal of the Kingdom
as coming only <r/iv/,/7,///77./. from a very small
nucleus (Mk 42b"32

j. Elect 'souls could do so most
profitably under the very stimulus of curiosity
aroused by the parabolic or suggestive method,
regarded on its positive side ; while for the im-
patient mass it had only its negative function,

veiling the full truth from the profane gaze of
those insensible as swine to the real charm of

pearls and apt, when disappointed, to turn like
swine and rend the bearer of jewels. Hence Jesus
spoke His parables publicly, to call such prepared
or preparing souls, as well as to instruct His own
inner circle in the deeper or more trying aspects of
the Kingdom they had already in principle and at
heart received, or this seems the point of Mark's
c To you the secret* (mystery) hath been given,
touching the kingdom of God *

(r.
11

). Disciples as
such had the qualifying

f secret
' in their souls, the

key to further uii<l<'r*i;iii(1iii;j in the detailed know-
ledge of the Kingdom It is rather this latter that
Mt, and Lk have in mind in writing (according to
the form of the saying most familiar to them),

* to

you it hath been given to recognize the secrets

(mysteries) of the kingdom.
*

Thi
sents a later turn given to the
as found in Mk., the truth of wl" .

by what follows at once in Mt 1312 f he that hath,
to him shall be given,

5

etc. Here the possession
that is the basis for further additions, must be
primarily the recognition of the Kingdom in prin-
ciple. When this fundamental issue, as conditioned

by the original historic situation, faded more and
more into the background, and various detailed

aspects of the Kingdom (MIMO iirnHu-ally to the
front in the Church's t-xporitMice, ir \\n< natural
that the saying should be coloured thereby and its

shade of i

iu';i::i'i
(
j changed. Further, we can see

how the I. M' r I'oirn would lend itself to the grow-
ing reflective tendency which showed itself in~

mode of thought alike unbiblical
. .

! in
spirit,

but akin to Greek intel-

lectualism or one-sided reliance on *

knowledge-'
(gnosis] as such. Yet rightly understood, i.e. in

relation to the whole genius of Christ's '

teaching
'

in the Synoptic Gospels at least,t not even the

* The 4
secret' "" -* ;J !

"" the true nature of the Kingdom
itself, as being- .

. .1. . ... revealed it in Himself and His

ministry of deed and word (corresponding to 'seeing and
*
hearing" in the next verse). This fundamental '

secret
' made

outside,' who move wholly in the sphere of 'parable/ the outer
simile never opening and revealing- the inner truth or reality

thus kept
*
secret.'

t Confirmed also by the character of 'the Teaching of the

later form warrants the idea that * Gnostic' or
metaphysical doctrines are here meant in any
degree. The 'secrets' in question are just those
detailed aspects of the Kingdom and its develop-
ment, as parts of the Divine counsels, which form
the essence of the parables which follow in this
connexion and ^elsewhere. They are of the nature
of ir -,:"

i
''.." . such as verify themselves in

the -. i
-

<
, ie loyal life, rather than remain

*

mysteries of faith
5

in the later sense of these
words.

This is not the place for full discussion of the limits of know-
ledge, even religious knowledge in a sense, &tia<'lmspr to the
g-ospel in the mind of Jesus Himself. Such lltnii*. olearlv exist
as regards

4 the times and seasons *

of the Kingdom's temporal
development. This is manifest in the saying in Mk 13^2

j;

' But
of that day or that hour knoweth no one, not even the angels in
heaven, neither the Son, but the Father' (alone). It is also

implied in the parable of the Seed Growing Unobserved (Mk
4J6-29)} if the Sower who 'himself knows not how' the seed
grows, be none other than Christ, as seems to be the case, a
tact which at once explains the omission of the parable by Mt.
and Luke. Such ignorance only confirms our general view as
to the strictly spiritual character of the '

knowledge
'

conveyed
by Jesus in His 'teaching/ a statement

" " "
- \ >n to

the knowledge referred to in the high ; ! .
'.' [.25-i>7

?

Lk 1
"

~esus' unique knowledge of the Father and
His evelation *

of Him to receptive souls. See
furt

ii. THE FOURTH GOSPEL. So far we have had
in view c

knowledge
* and the c

'.
f .

:
i .-

*

of it in the
Synoptic Gospels only. But :: k- !-,.',- hold good
in essence of the Fourth Go-pel also, though with
characteristic differences a.- i o form. There, while
the special word for "knowledge* (yv&o-Ls) does not
occur, the corresponding verb, with its suggestions
of progressive insight gained bjr moral affinity, is

very frequent (e.g. 1038 '

recognize and go on re-

cognizing/ 137 *thou dost not know now, but
thou shalt come to recognize hereafter,

3
cf. 147

).

The knowledge in view is still such as can be
verified by spiritual experience, and not such as
must necessarily remain mere objective theory or
e

dogma' in the later sense.
A typical passage is 31"21

, where, however, it is

impossible to say exactly how much is due, in form
at least, to the n\.ni^:lifi. and how much to Him
of whom he \\rito-. Vi \. 16 even the form ceases
to be historic, and passes into reflexion on the

principles involved in what |MV('Yi(-. TJ-it what
underlies the whole *s the ide,-: <-f iv! !;_:':> experi-
ence as conditioning insight into such knowledge
as the new Rabbi had to convey (3

2ff-
). Its subject-

matter is the 'Kingdom of God,
3

the nature of

which dawns on a man's inner eye like the light of
a fresh world of experience, into which he comes
as by a new birth. This correlation of '

light
' and

'life' implies that the knowledge in question is

not abstract or iinponsonril, but vital and personal,
such as can be^i be Icarno*: from and Uuoii^li a

person, as it animates and gives him hi- >j>ooi!:r
character and attitude to life. Thus the *liie

:

in Jesus Himself was the *

light
3 He bore about

in His personal walk among men. This is why
'belief in' Jesus as a person and recognition of

the 'light of His message are so closely related,
indeed practically identified, in the Fourth Gospel
in pjirliculsir. Both attitudes of soul are con-
dhinrii-rl by a man's will, and this again by his

underlying* character so far as developed and
the sympathetic affinities proper thereto. 'For

everyone that doeth ill liateth the light, and cometh
not to the light, lest his works should be reproved.
But he that doeth the truth cometh to the light,
thafc his works may be made manifest, that they
have been wrought in God *

(3
m

). Here we get the

Lord through the Twelve Apostles
'

as it was understood in the
circle represented by the Didache, a, fact the more striking
if, as seems probable, this compilation of traditional matter

represents in the main Syrian Christianity (c. 75-100 A.D.), the
source also of our Synoptic tradition.
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Joliannine terms in their most essential meaning,
as defined by the context. Christ's manifestation
of the knowledge of God (on which the King-
dom depends) as His essential life, is the truth'

about God and man in their mutual relations, a

truth, therefore, practical in its scope, and so the

'light
3

of men as regards their special concern,
the art of life.

c He that followeth me shall not
walk in darkness, but shall have the light of life

'

(S
12

).

* My teaching is not mine, but his that sent

me. If any man willeth to do his will, he shall

know of the teaching, whether it be of God, or

whether I speak from myself (7
16f

-)*

This agrees essentially with the Synoptic teach-

ing as to 'righteousness' and its conditions;* it

even coincides iri form as regards the metaphor ^of
f

light' for man's footsteps in the journey of life

(Mt 6-3,
Lk H33f

-, Jn 81S ), and the vision or blindness

of men as determined by their prior moral affinities

(Mt 1514 2316'26
, Lk 418 639 ). What is peculiar to

the Joliannine presentation is the use of ' truth
'

where the Synoptic word is 'vi^IiLooiMn
1!--.' But

OT usage t helps us to see their equivalence in

idea, and that e truth
'

is here at bottom no more

speculative or dogmatic than *

righteous-no^.' It

means ' the way of God in truth :

( Mt 2-2, J .k 2021
,

cf. 1611
) ; and the Fourth Evangelist's choice of

the more intellectual synonym is probably due
to a habit which he had adopted in bringing the

message home to men of Greek rather than Jewish

[mining. But the practical and vital sense in

vlh<li 1 1 ic term is used appears, for instance, in

the central saying :

i
I am the way, the truth, and

the life. No man cometh to the Father but by
me '

(Jn 146 ). When, too, Jesus goes on with,
f
If

you had come to recognize me (for what I am), of

my Father also you would have had knowledge'
(et tyvdncetre . . . to -J^etre), He does not pass into

another sphere than that of spiritual quality and

power, cx|K'riiuonljilly perceived:
c He that hath

seen me, lui li -ouri i ho Father.' The very fact that

.this is said in surprised reply to Philips request,
e Show us the Father,

3

proves that distinct and

explicit teaching as to the Father in JHrmself^
had

formed no pari
" ' "'

implicit in the j . .
'

mien with whi- !i

for God.J How fa]

great discourse and
such manifested spiritual unity, into the realm of

i:i-{ ," \ -i' -. is still an open question among
scholars. Vet it should be remembered that the

thought moves ever on the devotional rather than
the dogmatic level of thought, especially in the

prayer in ch. 17 ; and that to all believers is open
a like oneness to that between Jesns and His
Father (5W &O-LV v Ka&&$ ^s &, 1722 ), though this

conies to others through relation to Himself (<ty& ev

ai/rots- Kal cri> & faot, v. 23
). In any case the unity is

that of Love made perfect (vv.'
23 - 26

), and rests on

recognition of the Father's name, gained by recog-
nition of Jesus as sent of the Father (v.

m
).

In confirmation of this view, namely, that Jesus'

teaching, even in the Joliannine Gospel, moved
essentially in the region of knowledge accessible
to spiritual perception aciiri" on kindred facts of

* Of, Wendt, The Teaching of Jesus, i. 256 ff., as well as his

ye^njil oo'vc ^I'u-n of ll'.o r-Jislion IK I/ween the Synoptic and
tho .M'jvr i\|uM.pvntioM- ->i '< - i-' teaching-.

t Of. II. -. i'-*' I)tt u\. P !" : "T;i > conception of true re-

ligion as the knowledge of Cod is proliablv i,he true antecedent
and parent of some NT oppressions for which infinities have
boon song-hi. in the phenomena of Gnosticism. John (0-*'") quolc^
Is 54" '

('All ihy children shall he taught of the Lord').
J Latham, op. at. p. 17, observes that Jesus *

trusts to men's

believing that the Father is in Him, not because He has de-
clared it in set dogmas, but becat^."1 TTo hn= hern "so long
with them."' This is part of His < ''<- -M ni- iho-'J of teaching,
to the most religious effect, in vie'w or iv im UP of man as a

being whose spiritual faculties are to be evoked and trained
freely and ethically.

-1 all been
";. .. "..., or filial

-
i 'i ; !, !id acted

iv -,i\" unrecorded in the
'r\'. v /]" ii follow, go beyond

experience, analogously to ordinary sense percep-

tion,, we have the idea of Jesus as c the true and
faithful witness

'

(Rev I
5 314

). Jesus c witnesses
'

to

His message in various aspects (Jn3
u 531 77 8 1Jif - 18:V7

),

in such words and deeds as make failure to recog-
nize its truth a -

"
r

.!..',.' 'si passed by each man
upon the state . n.- :. onscience <! :.'i"-,. 1

faculty, as determined by past conduct . !-. : i!
1

(Jn 317 "21 1523 - ->4
,

cf. Mk 4al-ia
||). Thus ' the witness

'

of Jesus constituted a 'manifestation' (2
11 74 17 (5

)

within the reach of men : -x- :<
I K-

i"!;,- of intel-

lectual capacity, on the sole basis of moral

perceptivity and receptivity (see 716f
*, quoted above,

cf. 5ao ) s
in which the common folk excelled the

learned (Mt IT25 ). The real object of such per-

ception by nascent moral affinity, the speciiic
revelation in Christ,, was the total effect of Jesus'

teaching, what we should style its 'spirit.' To
resist this impression by practically judging it evil

in nature and origin, was sin against
4 the JJoly

Spirit
5

at work in the conscience the most fatal,

because the most radical of all sins (Mk 3~y"-10
,
Mt

1231
). The ultimate source, then, of insight into

the message witnessed and the character of the
AT< . as sent of God, especially in the full

j ! : , sense constituting Him the Messiah
M \ -

. was the revealing action of the Father
Himself (Mt 1617

5
Jn 582 G44 818

,
cf. Mt IP7

}, as dis-

tinct from all mere human conditions of knowing
(cf. Latham, op. cit. 337 f.). The Father Himself
was the ultimate witness. Not only were Jesus'

works manifestly God's works (Jn 536 1710
) ; His

'voice
5

gave the final silent confirmation within
the conscience ; His c immanent \vord

' answered
to the word uttered without by His witness ; the

vaguely dim outline of His character or Name was
but fulfilled in clearer form in the Name given by
and in His witness (Jn 587f-)- And so the 'light'
from within met and recognized the light from
without, and rose to llie triumphant, faith that
the Light promised to Israel had indeed risen

upon it.

iii. GENERAL RESULTS. Jn all this there seems
essentia"" ".. :; 1 ! *reen the Synoptics and the
Fourth ' ,.,"', in the latter the emphasis
on the inner conditions of insight, arid upon the
Person of Jesus as summing up the spirit of His
own teaching by word and deed, is more marked.
In both types of no-pel lhc educative method* of

Jesus appears, evon ii, from its different scope, the
Fourth Gospel does not bring this out concretely
and progressively, as does iho S \noplir imrrativo

by its very nature as a nninuixo hir^i-ly con-

cerned with the gradual
'

training of the Twelve '

through actual intercourse with their Master.
P.

1 *-
r.T.

r

^ay that the immediate influence
( I

1
-

i , . i of Jesis-. i
1
,!

1

";;, "s eye and oar,
is* more apparent" in the >\ i >':; I * . -'.count; while
in the Joliannine, ih<> \\}\'.\\ i -.-,! ^i^i.lP- ,in- of His
'Person' as Messij; 1 !^ ni l)i\'n:r -t \ n relief

as it would be in later Christian ONIKM-H'TU-U.
But in neither does the knowledge go hoyoiul the

scope of the Kingdom of God, the true Sovereignty
of the TJijJiroMV,^ Tjillu-r fir-i, iis |M inciplc.--.. ;md
then it- iiimro <Io-\clo]n>K

kiH-- in clo-c connexion
with tlio d'Miny of ii^ l-'oundcr and Lord, the

Messiah, seen in His true character as unique Son
of God. It is continuous with the Covenant idea
of personal relations between God and His chosen

people, iiml wi(h the Divine name or character
revealed in concrete* through those relations, t The

*The wonderfully on- it in
1

JUK! r .'. \
'

_ : .- of this Is

analyzed in Latham'- fetter' 1'at- i .- >
. . i.

else, per-
haps, not excepting ECCG JJoi/to.

f Cf. Ps 2,')i* RV,
' Tho pet-rcii (counsel) of the Lord is with

thoin that tear him ; and liN covenant, to make them know it
1

( IYJ.ZO-O.I :7c) Ilevt- ihc LXX inserts reference to 'the
name of the Lord' boineen the parallel clauses, as a third
&\ nonym.
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6
secret

'

or mystery revealed is the more spiritual
and less national nature of the Kingdom ; and its

essential contents form the New Covenant, which,
towards the end of His private teaching to the
inner circle of disciples, Jesus declared was destined
to be consecrated or sealed in His own life-blood.

The emphasis on the connexion between the mes-

sage and the Messenger, the Messianic Kingdom
and His own Person as Messianic Son of God,
increased with the growing

" "
,

^ :

so that confidence in Himseir Deeame tne very
sheet-anchor of the cause to which He was from
the first consecrated. Thus the perspective of the
* J

- .""','"" es somewhat. The side at first
1

'j. ;

' more and more explicit, especi-

ally in the intimate intercourse of Jesus and His
inner circle. But there is essential continuity of

spirit iV-on,!'
1

! >ri. Nor is there any esoteric

knowle-!^-. \'\ :'K> strict sense, different in kind
from the public teaching. The inner side was
simply the darker side of difficulty and rejection,
that most apt to repel the hearer until his confi-

dence in the Master was well grounded. These
were * the mysteries

' * of the Kingdom, if Jesus
ever used such an expression (Mt 13U, Lk S10, where
Mk. has * the mystery,

3 and above, p. 702). There
was no new '

theology
'
in the abstract and Greek

sense, as distinct from that of personal relations

with man. Accordingly there is in the teaching
of Christ no real warrant for Y- O--

" ""

-\ "";

ments which began once the !' :

" '

Jewish to Greek soil. It is i

ligious "kn-'M 1
'

^..'
>

,.
- not taken in a Gnostic sense

among I \ ,!-.!' i : ;i n (
"
iristians (as distinct from^the

mixed Samaritan type). This iniplies that Christ's

teaching was felt to move within the circle of

general Hebrew metaphysics, and not to have any
direct knowledge here to convey.
Such a judgment is confirmed, positively, by the

so-called *

Teaching of the Twelve \ :

!
.

"

v
*

:V
in its present form is- j-'v/L-iVy

'

I';:'-
'

";"

or Syrian origin, and uiK-T-iMM'S- 'the teaching
(SiSaxtf) of the Lord' to have differed from Judaism

only ethically, in the deeper knowledge of God's

will, fuller spiritual life, and firmer grasp on

immortality (yvQcris jcai irtarns, wf], aOa.vaa'tcL, ix. 3,

x. 2), which it bestowed. Its negative confirmation

lies in the very fact that Gnosticizing versions of

O I ri -
:

"

-
. , i

- 1 n 1 1 u early arose in the centres where
iln M'-'i"' ;< -; -it was strongest. Such 'apocry-

phal
5

Gospels, profe.s.sinr, as a rule, to supply from
a secret line of tradition the words of 'deeper
wisdom' which it was assumed must have fallen

from the lips of the great Kevealer of the spiritual
world (here regarded cosmically rather than ethic-

ally), only show what the s-paculjiiive -pirn missed

in our Gospels, with their oouorcio, practical teach-

ing, often in terms of an individual case. Most

probably Christian Gnostics felt some encourage-
ment and jn-l I fixation nffnrded them by the less

Hebraic to no of ilio PourJi Gospel, even though
it is mystical rather than iiict.aphy-ioal in its dis-

tinctive elements, :; C. i- !*";" with Christian

experience rather '.." >!!'. :<l i-UIloaophy. Pro-

bably also their nrsi. L-li'ori- ni C..-;"l-v. 'ii'n- were
more ethical than TnojHpli

\-u-n I in -ropo mul in-

terest. This was certainly the case in some circles,

notably thai represented by the Gospel to which

belong the Oxyrhynohus 'Sayings of Jesus' (pub-
lished in 1898', 190-n. in which the non-original
element is largely inspired by the ' "Wisdom

'
litera-

ture of Hellenistic Judaism, and takes the form

mainly of glossing certain actual sayings of Jesus

with developments and expansions in terms of the

deeper moral philosophy of the day, e.g. of the

* True to the OT usage= ' secret counsels
'

; cf. Rev 107 then

is finished the mystery of God, according to the good tidings

which he declared to his servants the prophets.
1

VOL. II. 45

maxim, * Know thyself,' and the Platonic doctrine
of Wonder as the mother of Wisdom. Once this

process of free development was started, however,
md sanctioned among Christians imbued with
Hellenic and Oriental notions, both philosophical
and v y V^.i

*

.i"

1

. for the age was one of syncret-
ism ,'-\.

'

'.. >.',_: and fusion of ideas of very
diverse origin, it was bound to go ever further
and further away from the attitude and horizon
of historic Gospels. If the remains of 2nd cent.

Gospels known to us were not so scanty, we
should be able to see the stages by which the
later types, in which the historic element of Jesus'

teaching in word and deed is at a minimum,
evolved gradually, rather than sprang full-blown
to life.

"

Thus the uncanonical Gospel drawn on

by the
j

i- ".<
^ '*-.fc homily is known tradition-

ally as' :_' M- -t -i ." whether it be the Gospel
according to the Egyptians or not, represented the
next stage of idealization to that marked by the

Oxyrhynchus Gospel ; but it still contained much
matter found in (and probably borrowed from) our

Synoptic Gospels.* Quite the opposite kind of

development, though one which also carries us

away from the historic teaching of Jesus, is seen
in Pic -T'i V. i /.*]' Gospel according to the Hebrews,
in ir- i v. >

il
i - or stages, in which the reaction-

ary r'v.'li'i;,
' Jesus' message, the tendency to

make ii -I ! :,;. in letter and spirit, becomes more
and more manifest.

Midway between these two opposed tendencies
the "Judaic or legal, and the Gnostic or esoteric,

mysterious, metaphysical lie our historic Gospels.
Tnev are full of the spirit

of Hebraic teaching as

to knowledge, of T)i \mo things ; but raise it to

anew power ami uni\or<alii,y by contact with the

Personality ,'iml spirit of Jo"n>,' Himself the heart
of the Gospel withir :'! u CM-J :!-, the prime source
of their perennial

'

"i,:!
;

y . *M! authority. Nor
must we overlook t's-- f.i'-" ris.i the very form of

these Gospels fits them, in a wonderful way, to be
the vehicles of religious i caching after the mind
of Jesus Himself, through biiirg narrative in>tcad
of didactic, and coming from the Lvjingoli-Ls
instead of from Christ

* Himself direct. 'If our

Lord,
3

says Latham (p. 13),
c had left writings of

His own, every letter of them would have been
invested with such sanctity that there could have
been no independent investigation of truth. Its

place would have been taken by commentatorial
works on the delivered word,

3 on the lines of the
scribes and Rabbis. The letter of Jesu^' Leadmis
would have been so revered, that its

*

spirit and
life' would have had less chance of reproducing
itself through personal effort freely to find its

r { . >..*. inner moral quest. So would the very
<: i "i :'vi teaching have been frustrated. For
e in all His sayings and doings, our Lord was
most careful to leave the individual room to grow.'
'He cherishes and respects personality.

5 And so

*He gave seed thoughts which >hould lie in men's
'

y the simple
especially the Synoptic-. Herein the outer form
of the ]STT :

-
"I / i i

' -
1 : , , Vy less than its Gospels

is as K-m.ri - v of s ..-
k

iligion it enshrines as

the Koran is of Islam. It is a notable fact that
the Apocryphal Gospels steadily moved away from
the narrative to the didactic manner, many of

them transposing their key from the third to the
first person, by the device of making their teach-

ing ostensibly post-resurrectional (even the Oxy-
rhynchus Gospel does this), with a view to make
it more dogmatically impressive. In so doing they
came nearer the Koran and most other sacred

* See The A>M> Testament in the Apostolic Fathers, Oxford,
1903.
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books representing founders of religions ; but they
receded jturther from the earlier type of Christian
written Gospel, of which the four in the Church's
canon are the most perfect samples.

See also artt. DISCOURSE, ILLUSTRATIONS,
ORIGINALITY, PARABLE, etc.

LITERATURE. As bearing on the form of Jesus* teaching and
its leading terms, so ". 1

'

i

"

<\ by
_

their original Aramaic
character, Dalman's if Si ./ i is invaluable [Eng. tr. of

r s of Jesus, Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark, 1902].
.

-

. -

' ' for the meaning of Jesus' teaching in the
Synoptics, compared also with that in the Fourth Gospel, is

Wendt, Die Lu/ire Je*u [Eng. tr. The Teaching of JWUB, 2

vols., Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark, 1892] ; cf. A. B. Bruce, The
Kingd ." O, ;

. T 1"
"

." ,
=
'~

The Parabolic Teaching of
Christ. '

<
*

. >.'-*. '

, best book in English on the
whole- :

> -
. .

- / ! 'custom) n, (Cambridge, 1890),
which gives special attention to ' the way in which our Lord
taught His disciples, both in what He did and in what He
refrained from doing

' and saying. Incidental help is also
afforded by the larger Lives ot Christ ; while the articles on
'

Knowledge
' and '

Teaching
'

in Bible Dictionaries and Encyclo-
paedias often contain a section on

\ i -, *. i:

TEARS. The only two in EV of the

Gospels where tears are : . are Mk 924,

where the father of the epileptic lad is said in AV
to have cried out with tears,

k

Lord, I believe ,

help thou mine unbelief '

[RV, however, following
decidedly the best MSS, omits the words 'with
tears '] ; and Lk 7ss- 3 where, in Simon the Phari-
see's house, the penitent harlot washed with her
tears the Saviour's feet. If, however, we enlarge
our article by references to weeping, we have
several instances of sorrow calling forth those
tears which are its frequent, but by no means in-

variable, expression. Mary of Magclala wept when
on the third day after the crucifixion she found
that the body of her beloved Lord was no longer
in Joseph's sepulchre (Jn 2011"16

). Peter wept tears
of bitter shame when the sound of the cock-crowing
brought home to him his sin in <Y'i \ m;i ilu-, Af;-i c-r

on the night of betrayal (Mk 147 "' and parallels).
In each of these cases it may be useful to notice
that tears were turned into joy ; for to the penitent
woman Christ said,

' Go in peace
*

; Mary's grief was
changed to adoring rapture when the risen Saviour
pronounced her name; and to Petei. !> -:*,,''
revelation of grace, He granted the -I

"

-.

the man whose transgression is forgiven and
whose sin is covered. In no case was the lamenta-
tion vain remorse, like that of Esau, who found
no place of repentance, though he sought the
blessing of his father diligently with tears (He
1217)-
Most important of all are the passages where

Jesus Himself is reported to have wept. They are
three. ( 1 ) On the day when He rode into Jerusalem
on the ass's colt, while the multitudes were rejoic-
ing with shouts cf Hosanna, His heart was not in
tune with their mirth. Lk 1941 says that when He
was come nigh, He saw the city, and wept over it.

There was good reason for His wails. [The word
/cAaucrep does not actually express tears so much as
loud cries]. The sins which that city had com-
mitted in killing the prophets and stoning them
that were sent unto her sins which were to cul-
minate in a few days when He Himself was to be
the victim of their malice lay sore on the heart
of Him who would gladly have gathered her chil-
dren together, even as a hen gathereth her chickens
under her wings, and who saw His salvation re-

jected. The dishonour done to His Father and
the -1 :;",

"" His Father's house filled Him
with , . i . '!"' not only made rivers of waters
run down His eyes, but drew words of indignation
from His lips. The sorrows which were about to

swamp Jerusalem in a flood of woe wrung from
His heart the agonizing cry,

*
If thou hadst known

in this day, even thou, the .

s
n .

- v , '.

"

i

"

-elong unto
peace ! but now they are I

:

-. i';-:
*

i !.:! eyes' (Lk

1942
). It was not for Himself that He lamented,

nor for Himself that He would allow tears to be
shed by others. Even while He was ready to faint
under the load of the cross that was to be His

anguish and shame, He said,
*

Daughters of Jeru-

salem, weep not for me.' If they had tears, let

them prepare to shod them now for themselves
and for their children, because of the fearful

tragedies that were to be enacted in their city
ere a few years had parsed (Lk 23-7" 31

). The Mail
of sorrows and acquainted with grief (Is 5311

) was
in His characteristic attitude of agonizing for
others when, the load of their sins lay heavily upon
Him that day, and He was like the prophet (Jer 9 1

)

who wished that his head were waters and his

eyes a fountain of tears, that he might weep day
and night for the slain of the daughter of his

people.
(2) Jn II 35 'Jesus wept.' The word here is

tddKpvcrev,
* shed tears.

5 This was at the grave
of Lazarus when He was about to raise him
from the dead. There is something here to sur-

prise us, 'hi i',; .vi MI ii- a. that was very natural in the
tears of ': *s.-. i,i-. To the widow of Nam who
was following the bier of her only son He said,

""Weep not' (Lk 7 1;}
), as He had said to those who

lamented the daughter of Jairus,
'Why make ye

this ado, and weep?
3 (Mk538 - 39

). He was about
to dry their tears and silence their wails by restor-

ing their dead to life. Yet here (Jn 11 3;(-M
) it is

recorded that He Hiir^lf .:'.-,!r.<-'l in spirit, and
wept as He joined the *

i-uj;. ':y -i IIM-I" who were
weeping with the bereaved sisters. The tears of
Jesus on this occasion have been a source of much
consolation to those who mourn their dead. One
is reminded of the lines of Erasmus Darwin

' No radiant pearl which crested Fortune wears,
No gem that, twlnklinu, Imniri from Beauty's ears,
Not the bright stars ^ hioh ^.i^ln n blue arch adorn,
Nor rising stars that giX ".-
Shine with such lustre : !

Down Virtue's manly cheek for others' woes.'

They prove to us the perfect humanity of the
Redeemer. He who with Divine authority was
about to call the dead to life yet had the human
weakness to shed tears.

' The possession of a body
enabled Him to weary ; the possession of a soiil

enabled Him to weep (F. W. Koberteon), They
also show His

T

.

*

thy with those who
have to endui bereavement, how
in all their .

''

afflicted. Perhaps
they may also be evidence of the anguish He felt

at the woe which was caused in the world by that
sin in the train of which misery and death* came
into the world. Further, the tears may have been
drawn forth as He thought of the anguish that
would be caused to His mother and His friends when
He Himself should be laid within such a sepulchre
as that before His eyes. And no doubt "wlule on
this occasion in Bethany He was about to turn
sorrow to joy and heaviness to mirth, yet He was.
aware that there were multitudes who would have
to sorrow without hope, and bewailed that he who
had the power of death must claim so many victims
ere he was himself destroyed.

(3) He 57> 8
. In this intercuthip passage, which,

while it does not occur in the Gospels, refers to
Christ, we are reminded how, in the days of His
flesh, He offered up prayers with strong crying and
tears unto Him who was able to save Him from
death. The allusion is chiefly to the agony of

Gethsemane, though possibly to other occasions of
Christ praying to the Father. It is hardly within
the scope of this article to discuss the question of
what it was for which our Lord then prayed. It
can hardly have been merely such a prayer as that
of Uozekiah -\\hcri he turned his face to the wall
and wept sore on being told that his sickness was
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mortal (2 K 201 "3
), or that of the Psalmist who, as

he mingled his drink with weeping, said :
' O my

God, take me not away in the midst of my days
*

(P*s
102 J) - 24

). For a discussion of the subject see West-
cott, Hebrews ; Schauffler in Sunday School Times,
of America, 1895; Expository Times, vi. 1894-
95, pp. 433, 522. It is evident that the writer's
thought is to a lar^e extent linked with the media-
torial office of Chri-t in die perfect obedience of
His humanity which was learned through suffer-

ing. Death to Him, as well as to all Christians,
had an awful meaning ; and however willing the
spirit of Christ might be to meet it, yet the flesh was
weak, and tears might well gush forth in prospect
of its bitterness. Here, again, from the tears of
the Saviour, we learn the i'.m:-o i^n -\ i ij-athy of
Christ with men, even th<- '; i- -i

1

'

<?" SMM of the
Son of Man with those for whom He was to die.

LITERATURE. Lives of Christ and Commentaries on Gospelsand on Hebrews ; numerous published sermons, among which
there bland out,.* r- nne (vol. i.) ; Henry Melvill,'Fjm .Sermons': I . \\ If..

t

irr~
~~ ~*

ART! si I

1

-- ;
>

'*;.

TEMPERANCE.In the Sermon on the Mount
Christ dwells on the restraint under which not
only our actions and our words must be held, but
also our thoughts. He sees in the angry thought
the germ of murder, in the impure thought the
germ of adultery, and so He goes to the root
of the matter. It is of no use to try to cleanse
the stream at a certain point in its course, if the
fountain from which it flows is impure; if the
stream is to be kept pure the fountain must be
kept pure ; and if the words and actions are to
be under control, the thoughts of the heart must
be under control. It is from within, out of the
heart, that all kinds of

"

:\ \

'

ceed,
therefore 'keep thy heart : . / : '

or,
as in the marginal note, auoye au wiai/ thou
guardest, for out of it are the issues of life' (Pr
4s3

).

In the parable of the Prodigal Son we see the
depth of degradation into which a man is brought
when he breaks away from his God. In the case
of tl-i

1
i "!: ;..,!, the initial step was taken when

the :

'^
:

; !'!!.' thought was harboured in the
heart. His mind fretted and rebelled against the
restraints of his father's house, he wished to go
out into the world and to see life, he wanted to be
free from all control. The next step was the

undisciplined word, 'Give me the portion of thy sub-
stance that falleth to me.' And the final step was
the undisciplined act, 'He took his jounir\ into a
far country, and there he wasted 'hi- -M '-;:!'!<"

with riotous living.
1 Here the thought first ran

riot, and the rest followed.

Christianity, therefore, is a religion not merely
for a part of pur being, but for the whole zaan ; it

touches him, in every relationship of life and in

every aspect of that relationship. It teaches him
to 'live soberly,

* ' '

\ \ and godly in this

present world '

k
i

,
. While righteousness

represents his attitude towards his fellow-men and
godliness his attitude towards God, soberness

represents his attitude towards himself. Sober-
ness ((rw<J>po<rtivT)) is a right balance in all things ; it

is the bringing of the lower part of the nature into

subjection to the higher, the flesh into subjection
to the spirit ; it means the spirit of man, guided
by the Holy Spirit of God, jroverninft the soul or
intellect ; then the soul or intellect, thus sanctified,

governing the flesh ; and the whole man, body,
soul, and spirit, kept under control, held in hand,
just as a spirited horse is held in hand by an
experienced rider ; moving on, not torn asunder by
conflicting interests, but advancing steadily in one
direction upwards and heavenwards.
A temperate man is one who rules himself,

who lets every act that he performs have its own
proper place, who gives everything its own due
proportion, who does not eat too much, drink too
much, sleep too much, talk too much, or do any-
thing^

in excess, TTe live in clays when there is an
inordinate craving for amusement : amusements
have their place, and, within limits, are not only
necessary but good for us ; but when they absorb
so large a portion of our life that its more serious
duties have to give place to them, then they be-
come extremely hurtful. They should be regarded
n - -""! I:i _ - he main line of our life, opportunities
.< '

:" "M : our tired and weary cm r^io-, ->
that we may return to our work "\uili nncv. <;ii

vigour ; and when thus used they are very helpful.A temperate man will exercise self-control with
regard to these as well as in all other matters.
But while temperance is an all-round virtue, the

term has come to be used
;.
\ -,

"" ""
-efer-

ence to self-control in a ; ,,

'

;. viz.
in the matter of strong drink. When we speak of
e the Temperance cause' or '

Temperance work,'
we generally mean the efforts that are being made
to suppress intemperance in the use of alcohol.
Our Temperance Societies are directed towards
this object, and so the word 'temperance' has
come to be used almost exclusively in this con-
nexion

; and it cannot be denied that there is some
justification for it, because the effects of the abuse
of strong drink are so patent and so terrible that
they attract attention in a way; that few other sins
do. Temperance is not necessarily total abstinence ;

it is the use, as distinct from the abuse, of strong-
drink. Total abstinence may be necessary ; for
the inveterate drunkard it is necessary ; for him
the only remedy, under God, is to abstain alto-

gether from that which he cannot use in strict
moderation (cf. Jesus' words in Mt 529-

^J. Again
it may be necessary for others besides drunkards,
viz., for those who are to rescue the victims of

strong drink, for we all know that example is
far more powerful than precept ; we are far more
likely to oe able to help those who have fallen
into this abyss by saying to them,

e Do as we do,'
than by saying,

* Do as we tell you.*
But while total abstinence may be necessary for

some, especially for those of us who are working
in the slums of our large towns, it is not enjoined
upon all ; the strictly moderate use of alcohol
cannot be said to be a sin ; and to speak of it as

though it were a sin, as has sometimes been done,
is only to weaken the cause that we have at heart ;

it is the abuse of it that is a sin, and therefore,
while abstinence is not enjoined upon all, temper-
ance is enjoined upon every Christian man and
woman.
Our Lord tells us what is the end and aim of our

fallen but redeemed and regenerate humanity,
*Ye therefore shall be perfect, as your heavenly
Father is perfect' (Mt 54S). This is the goal set
before us ; and to reach this goal our attitude must
be that of the spiritual athlete, straining every
nerve and <s.\oviin^r every muscle, keeping under
the body nnd I>riri<rin<r it into subjection, running
the race set before us, "'looking unto Jesus' (He 12"2),

looking unto Him as our example, looking
1 unto

Him for strength, pressing onward from stage to

stage, from strength to strength, from one degree
of perfection unto another,

c unto a fnll-prown
man, unto the measure of the'stature of the fulness
of Christ' (Eph413

).

And here our Lord stands before us as our Ideal.
The Jesus of the Gospels presents to us a life

which is the very embodiment of temperance,
a life of perfect self-restraint, of complete self-

mastery ; a life free from excess on the one hand
and defect on the other, well-balanced. v11 j-ro-

portioned, without flawa without spot, |-<.rK.vt in
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all its parts ;
a life which had for its object the

glory of God, from the time when He came into

the world, saying, <Lo
3

I come to do thy will,

O my God' (He 107
), to the time when, having

finished all, He exclaimed with the voice of a

conqueror,
* I have finished the work which thou

gavest me to do' (Jn 174). To copy this perfect
Ideal and to reach this goal we, by a life lived in

union with Him and by the power of the Holy
Ghost, must strive to be temperate in all things.

See, further, art. SELF-CONTKOL.
EOWLAND ELLIS.

TEMPEST. See SEA OF GALILEE, p. 591.

TEMPLE.! USE OF TEMMS.i. The word
which is most frequently used in the Gospels for

the temple is rb iep6v (tsh|p$n n3) ; it occurs nearly
50 times. Under this term is included, generally

speaking, the whole of the temple area, i.e. the

Court of the Gentiles, the Court of the Women, the

Court of the Israelites, the Priests' Court, and the

Holy Place } together with the Holy of Holies. In
this wide sense it is used in Mt 126 241 - 2

, Mk lln

131 - 3 1449, Lk 1947 2137 - 38 2252 2453 ; but in a number
of passages it is used in a more restricted sense,
viz. : in reference to the Court of the Gentiles, Mt
2p2-i6. 23^ Mfc. ni5-ia.

27^ jjj. 1945 2253
,
Jn 214- 15 514 859 ;

in reference to the Court of the Women, Mk 1241
,

Lk 227- S7 211 ; in reference to the Court of the

Israelites, Mt 26s5
, Mk 1235, Lk 246 1810 201

, Jn
714.23 use i&om xhe particular part of the temple
referred to cannot always be ascertained with cer-

tainty, i
- in"* "-.

^ *

case of the Men's Court

(Court G-
'

I '." but presumably the men-
tion of 'teaching in the temple

5 would usually
refer to Christ teaching the Jews (in view of such

passages as ' I am not sent save unto the lost sheep
of the house of Israel,

3 Mt 1524
), in which case the

women, according to Jewish custom, would not be

present. In a few instances Iep6v is used of some

particular part of the temple, viz. of the actual

sanctuary, Lk 215
,
Jn 820 ; in this passage the

treasury is spoken of loosely, as being in the

temple (lepbv), strictly speaking it was in the

Sanctuary (va6$). The same applies to the men-
tion of Solomon's Porch in Jn 1023

. In reference
to the wing or pinnacle of the temple (Mt 4s, Lk
49

) irrepvytov rov iepov is used ; as to where this spot
was precisely scholars differ. See PINNACLE. Once
the phrase rb lepbv rov 0eoi> is used (Mt 2112

), but the
addition of rod Oeod is not well attested.

2* The word va,6$
*
(^n) denotes the Sanctuary,

i.e. that part of the temple which M a^ hoi v. and to

which, therefore, none but the pric-i^ lm<! access;
it included the Holy Place and the Holy of Holies

(see Lk 12L ). The va6s was built of white marble,
overlaid in part with gold sheeting ; this costli-

ness is referred to in Mt 2310- 17
. Other references

to the Sanctuary are : 2318- 19> 85
. which speak of

the altar ; 27s* 6
, the treasury (but see below) ; Lk

I
9
, the altar of incense (here the phrase 6 vabs

rov Kvplov occurs for the only time) ; Mt 2751
, the

heavy veil between the Holy of Holies and the

Holy* Place (see also Mk 153*, Lk 2345
). Finally,

Christ speaks of His body as symbolizing the

Sanctuary in Jn 219'21
, cf. Mt 2661 (where the only

occurrence of the phrase 6 vabs rov 6eov is found)
2740 , Mk 1458 1529

. In Jn 220 6 vabs is inaccurately
used in the words *

Forty and six years was this

temple in building
7

(i.e. has this temple been in

building up till now), for it was the whole temple
area with all included in it that had so far been

* It was that part in which God * dwelt '

(vawV), and corre-

sponded to what was originally also the most sacred part, i.e.

Mth-'El (cf. the Hebrew name for the temple as a whole,
rP3

*

house')* the 'house of God*; the early conception of a

temple was that of being essentially a
*

dwelling-place
'

for God
(cf. 2 S 75 7).

worked at for forty-six years ; it was not finished

until shortly before its final destruction by Tituw in

A.D. 70-71.
3. A few other expressions used for the temple

may be briefly referred to : 6 ot/c6s pov,* Mt 21 KJ
,

Mk II17
, Lk 194G

,
Jn 217

; olxos Trpovevxw, Mt 21 I!J

,

Mk II 17
, Lk 1946 ;

o olKos rov irarp6$ /^ov, Jn 2 1(5
. All

these expressions are used in the larger sense of rd

Iepov. The '

Holy Place '

is specifically referred to

in Mt 233S * between the sanctuary (vaos) and the

altar,
5

i.e. the space between the outer veil (see

below) and the altar for lairnt-ofl'mn^M ; in 2415

eo-ros & rbirqi ayiy, but in the parallel passage (Mk
1314

) the reading is e<rr?7/c6ra Svov oti Set.f Lastly,
the expression 6 olicos i^w*/, Mt 23a8

(* Yowr house is

left unto you desolate '), apparently also refers to

the temple, for it is in the temple that these words
were spoken, and it is to the temple that the dis-

ciples point when admiring the beauty of the

building, in reply to which Christ says :
* There

shall not be left here one stone upon another,
which shall not be thrown down '

; thus '

your
house '

evidently means the temple building in its

external form, in contradistinction to the * house
of God,' the spiritual building not made with
hands.

ii. HEROD'S TEMPLE. There are several ad-

mirable descriptions of Herod's temple published
and easily available ; all are based on the main
sources, viz. Jos. Ant. xv. xi, BJ v. v., c<. Ap. i.

22, and the Mislmic tractate Middoth.\\ It will,

therefore, not be necessary to give a detailed

account here, but a general outline to illustrate

the Gospel references is necessary. Herod the
Great commenced rebuilding the temple 11 in the

year B.C. 20 (the eighteenth year of hiw reign), on
the site of the second temple ; but the available

space was insufficient for the much larger building
which he intended to erect. He therefore con-
structed immense vaulted chambers ** on the south
side of the hill on which the earlier temple stood ;

by this meaiis the area at his disposal was doubled.
A general idea of the whole will be best gained by
indicium^ its main divisions :

1. The Outer Court. This large space (two
stadia^ in length, one in breadth, the perimeter
being six stadia), which surrounded the temple
proper, was enclosed by a battlementod wall. The
main entrances to this' enclosure were on the west,
1 I: 11

;

1 "' M ;he city ; here there were four gates,
i ! n ,. M one of which have been discovered.:^
* 07*0? TOW Qtov (Mt 124, Mk 226, Lk 64) is used in reference to

Ihc sanctuary at Xob, 1 S 214-0.

t On this passage s-ee Swoto, in loo.

J IfwfMs is read by NOD OL, but omitted by all other

authorities.
The most useful are those in Riehm'a ZIJBA ii. pp. 1686-

1645 ; the section *Tenrpel deb Ilerodes' in No\Mick's Tint. ArcJi.

ii. pp. 74-83; the account in Guthe's Kvrzrs Iiftwl-\\'urtiii'Uuti/i
t

'

. .

pp. 653-658. The best, however, is that in Hastings' I) ft it,

yery full, and the excellent illustrations enable one to form a
definite picture of xvhatthc temple looked hko in ihe liinc of

Christ ; the art. in the Jnc?/c. /Ji'7. i- \ i r> .-:'*.;*' is also
an interesting art. in vol. xii, ol *. i.o J<,i> ' I., ..' i .,'.- See,

further, the literature at the en<l '-i il * ni '.
'-

"
p<l. PiirenhiHfiiP. soo nl-o Hildernnm - <

: -
i

:

|-i"- M in

Ju]ir< ,-in:i it-fit, Aw Rahltm r-.v* 1 i'"im> fur tJi* / '/' x ,/ '' .-

Mi' in (Berlin, 1870-1*77). MvWfitl, belong to >.( ! -1 ( ,. \.. ..

lint its iioeonm 01 ihcKonplo is. o\iikr.il.\ bu^ul on reliable data.
The oriirinal .onnvs nrc noi nlviiA* in njrrt-c tnent, but taking
ihoir TpirtMhrpuFiiflirionili <-u onriac j-u'inro of Herod's temple
i-. oblninnble.

^| It was not completed until the proniralorO'iip of AlbiniH

(A.D. 62-64). Its site is to-daj occupied b^ tbo Ilaw,,! et-Sbcrij,

though this includes also part of the sii e formerly COVM -d by
the Tower of Antonia, which stood at the north-vint of the

temple area.
** Called by the Arabs ' Solomon's Stables

'

; opinions differ as
to whether they belong to an earlier period, and were only
renovated by Herod, or whether Herod constructed them him-
self, or whether they belong to a later date altogether.

tf A stadium =606$ English feot.

ft Known, after the name of the discoverer, as Wilson's Arch
(see Warren and Conder's Survey of Western Palestine.

* Jeru-

salem/ p. 196).
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On the south side were the two 'Huldah' gates,
remains of which have also been discovered. On
the south-west corner there was a bridge "which
led from the city into the temple area; a huge
arch which formed part of this bridge was dis-

covered by Robinson, and is called after him.
There was one gate on the east, which has been
walled up; this was called the l Golden Gate,'
which tradition identifies with the 'Beautiful
Gate' mentioned in Ac 32 ,

* On the north there
was likewise one gate, called in Middoth the * Tadi
Gate.'t All these gates led directly into the great
temple area, or outer court ; around the whole

area, within the walls, were ranged porticoes with
double rows of pillars ; but the linest was that on
the south side j

here there were four rows of Corin-
thian columns made of white marble. All these

porticoes were covered with a roof of wood. The
eastern portico was called Solomon's Porch (Jn
1023

, ci Ac 311 512
) ; it belon-e-l to an earlier build-

ing which tradition n-c-ribod 10 Solomon. On the
north-west two sets of steps led up to the Tower of
Antonia ; the Roman garrison stationed here kept
constant watc" : "! 'ie feasts and other occa-

sions of great : , .in case of tumult (cf. Ac
2P5 - 40

). This temple area was called the l Court of

the Gentiles
'

; it was not part of the temple proper,
and therefore not sacred soil, consequently any one
might enter it. It is to this outer court that refer-

ence is made in Mt 2113-16
, Mk l!15ff

-, Lk 1945 * 4G
, Jn

2i3-i7. the .'".
1

s
v -

"*" and those who sold
animals for , -i, x l ; -ifices had free access

here.

2. The Court of the Israelites. This inner court
was raised fifteen cubits above the outer one just
referred to ; it was 'surrounded by a terrace (b&l} }

ten cubits in breadth, which was approached from
the outer court by ascending fourteen steps ; these

steps ran round the whole terrace, and at the
bottom of them there was a low wall or breast-
\-.,:\

' *-*
\ich was the limit to which non-

I
-

, I
'

- n .

'

: approach j along it were placed,
at intervals, inscriptions M,:

i n: i

i;ir
rj entiles not to

pass beyond, on pain of m . !i
; ihc; were written

in Latin and Greek ; one of the latter has been
discovered by Clermont-Ganneau.l! On entering
this inner court,

e

holy
'

ground was reached, which
accounted for the prohibition just referred to j only
the seed of Abraham might enter here, hence its

name. It was divided into two portions :

(a) The Women's Court. This was the smaller

division; it occupied ihe eastern part. The court
received its MHHUJ from the fact that it formed the
limit to which women might advance towards the

sanctuary, not because it was reserved for the use
of women, IT It was on a lower level than the Men's
Court, which was entered through six of the nine

gates belonging to the Women's Court, Of these

gates, three deserve special mention, viz, that pre-
sented by Alexander of Alexandria ; it was one of

the largest, and was covered with gold and silver ;

MK-'Hully, the Eastern gate, which ms covered
will) Coriniliinn bronze; and, above all, the gate

4

* Possibly to be identified with the 'Shnshan Gate* men-
tioned in Middoth.

t The '

private
'

gate, xised only "by mourners and those who
were ceremonially unclean.

t The temple tribute was h;.
1 "

.
-" "-

1 ai .

to be paid in the form of the ;i-i "i.

who exchanged them for current coin h 1

which they aid not neglect, of making- !-'!<

commission.
A cubit= 1 ft. 5k in, or 1 ft. 8J ',.. . -M !

: n

or longer measurement ; see Hastr g- If H sinrt

'Weights and Measures.'

||
It runs :

' No Gentile may enter within the balustrade and
wall encircling the temple. Whosoever is caught (dointr so)

will have to blame himself for the consequence, the death

penalty* (of. Ac 2T.26ff.) : see PEFSt, 1871, p. 132; cf. Jos. Ant.

t In modern Jewish places of worship a special gallery is

reserved for the women.

; as this had
'ley-changers
OTf

Jnr"i"v.
- "

*-, tV-

yr. i

of Nicanor;* this was called the Great Gate'; it

was fifty cubits high and forty broad ; fifteen steps,
semicircular in form, led up to it from the Women's
Court. Whether the Beautiful Gate ' mentioned
in Ac 32 referred to this or to the Eastern gate of

the Outer Court (see above) is quite uncertain.

(b) But the Court of the Israelites proper >\
ras

the western and larger court, called also the Men's
Court, and to this only men had access. It ran
round the whole of the Sanctuary itself, in which
was included the Priests' Court (see below). In
the Men's Court were (according to Josephus) the

treasury-chambers, where all the more valuable

temple
"" "'

"

were kept. The 'treasury'
spoken o

"

! . i -
43

? Lk 21 1 was clearly entered

by women ; the discrepancy may, however, be ex-

at certain ./MI* -
\ ,;I-M, in the eastern portion of

the court, so tliatWery one, including the women,
might have the opportunity of making the oiler-

ings ; on such occasions the Women's Court was,
for the time being, a treasury. On the other hand,
the treasury mentioned in Jn 8*- would appear,
from the context,t to refer to that in the Men's
Court, the word being used here in the strict sense

(see, too, Mt 275 * 6
).

3. The Court of the Priests. Before entering
the most sacred, parts of the Sanctuary, the Priests'

Court had to be traversed. In this court there

stood, in the centre, the great altar for burnt-

sacrifices, and close to it the brazen laver for the

brought
were the priests' chambers ; it is probable that one
of these was the E-Y" >' 7

< /,'*// V-. 'the Hall of

the 7rp6e5poL
J

('assessors'), in which the members

precisely, it is impossible to say, owing to the con-

flicting evidence of the authorities ; the only thing
that seems tolerably certain is that, while it was
within the enclosure of the temple proper, it was
not within the Priests' Court ; this is certain from
the fact that none but priests might enter the
court called after them ; the only exception to
this was that which permitted the entrance of

those who brought offerings, for they had to lay
their hands upon the sacrifice, in accordance with
the prescribed ritual,

& The Holy Place (hdlchal). This was separated
from the Priests' Court by a high porch ('filam,

see above, i. 1), running north and south j it was a
hundred cubits in height (the highest part of the
whole temple) and breadth, but only eleven in

depth. The Holy Place stood on a higher level

than the MiM'oi'.Tnlrnir court, from which twelve

steps led up i<i ii. h- furniture consisted of the
altar of incense (see Lk I 9 ), the table of the shew-

bread, and the seven-branched candlestick.

* An interesting reference to the gate of Nicanor is to be
found on a recently discovered bilingual in^r^t'on. J n OoeV
and Hebrew, in the neighbourhood of .Toni^i1

* n. : :r u;i- f.iiid

inscribed on an ossuary from a sepulchral cave, and runs : '0<rr

ruv TOV ~Nsiavopos
*

AA6|vS/?sW jw*j0-,VT0sr <?$ Qupix,?. HDD?** *Up3

('The bones of [the children of ?] Nicanor, the Alexandrian,
who made the doors. Nicanor Aleksa.')- Prof. Clermont-
Ganneau says th.-it iv-. si-.'-ripiion

c
o.in s-cinrdy roftr fo mry

other than the fav.io or dev-oiidjuii- of Vi^anoi.' iircl ihr iht?

'doors' must be uiidu-uxHl ii- ix-rrmriir *o iho faino'.s <lo'r (if

the temple of Her-xl, kno'.vu us ihc (H.'irc
1 of Xionnor. 'ifn r the

rich individual vlio l.fui pn -c-ntod it to the g.inoln.ir> ": we
JPJBFSt, 1903, pp. 125-131. ^ , M

f Tyr TO, p^UMTa, sAaX'/jff-gy tv ru yet&QvXttxjet dtdaarxony t ra

hpu. It was teaching which, according to Jewish ideas, con-

cerned men.
I The tribunal was called Vnan p ITS ('The great house of

judgment ').
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J5. The Holy of Holies (debtr).T$o human foot

might enter here, with the one exception of the

high priest, "who entered once a year, on the Day
of Atonement, for the purpose of presenting sacri-

fice and incense before God. It was properly the

place wherein the ark should have rested ; but
nothing is heard of the ark after the Captivity,
and the Holy of Holies was, therefore, quite empty.
The e foundation stone

3

(n;jiy J^N) upon which, in
the first temple, the ark liai stood, was nearly in
the centre of the Holy of Holies ; in the second

temple it was exposed to the extent of about six

inches ;* there is no mention of this anywhere in

reference to Herod's temple, but, as this was built
on the site of the earlier temple, it is difficult to
believe that it was not there. There was no means
whereby any light could enter the Holy of Holies ;

it was, therefore, always in total darkness, except-
ing when uriinciaPy lighted. It was separated
from the !:ily I'l.'ui. by means of two veils, with
the space of a"cubit between them ; in Mt 2751

,
Mk

IS*8 . Lk 2345
(cf. He 619 93 1020 , though it is not

Herod's temple that is referred to in these pas-
sages) only one veilf is spoken of ; but as the two
were so close together, they were probably regarded
as two parts of one whole.

iii. CHRIST ASD THE TEMPLE. . The earliest
mention of the temple in connexion with Christ is

on the occasion of TIN l,'-in<r brought there for

'presentation
7 and 'roiIiMiipiion

'

thirty-one days
after His birth, in accordance with Jewish law
(Lk 2s2-39

, cf. Ex 131 "16
). This ceremony took place

in the Court of the Women, as the presence of

Mary and Anna shows ; it was a simple one,J con-

sisting only of the formal presentation of the child
to the priest, who offered up two 'benedictions,'
or tbni'.kvHiv'M^ prayers, one on behalf of the child
for ti:i !?n\ of ledeinption. the other on behalf of
the mother for the gift of the firstborn son.

From Lk 2-41 it may be assumed that Christ was brought
annually to Jerusalem for the Passover celebration in the
temple; there was no need for Him to be left brliinrl. and the
presence of children in the temple was e\ kltntly of common
occurrence (Mt 21*5) ; the visit, therefore, recorded in Lk 242
was not the first time that Christ was present at the yearly
Passover feast in the temple. II

One other reference, prior to the time of Christ's

public ministry, but on the threshold of it, is con-
tained in the parable of His Temptation, whose
second ^seene (in Lk. the third; i- n-;. <- *ri -,"

as having taken place on the I-PI-TC f- :' ,

!

:i;

temple.
2. By far the most important part of Christ's

connexion with the temple is His teaching given
within its precincts. On a number of occasions
we read of the representatives of different classes

coming to Him in the teniplr. ofGen, no doubt,
with the genuine object of profiling by His teach-
ing, but frequently also for a more sinister purpose
(e.g. Mt 16 1 2215

), The most elaborate account of
such teaching is probably that contained in the
long passage Mt 2128~233^; the whole of this dis-

course, addressed, as opportunity offered, to a
variety _

of hearers, would appear to have been
spoken in the large outer court (ii. 1). The many-
sided character of Christ's teaching in the temple
is well illustrated by this section; the first who

* Jewish. Encye. xli, 92.
t This must not ho 'V^nnM v.-ih '.,he 'Babvlonian* veil,

which hung before T'-K* !!> I'
1

:, r . v <\ v hich is not referred to
in the Gospels. See \V,rn '. a* 1 CVi*i<]< r, 'Jerusalem/ pp. 340-
341,

t Probably more simple even than among- modern Jews : see
FIRSTBORN.

Josephus tells us that the provincial towns of Judaea were
empty and deserted on the occasions of the annual feasts,
though there is an obvious exaggeration when he says that at
the Passover in the year 63 there were no fewer than 2,700,000
Jewish people present in Jerusalem (Ant. xiv. xiii. 4, BJ vt
ix, 3).

|| Against Edersheim, Life and Times, ii 242. See also art
BOYHOOD, vol. i. p. 225*>.

are here mentioned as coming to Him were the
chief priests and elders of the people, who asked
Him by what authority He taught ; the series of

.

"" " 1 " '

L constituted His reply to their ques-
with an appeal to Scripture :

* Did
ye never read in the Scriptures, The stone which the
builders rejected, the same is become the head of
the corner ?

'

(Ps IIS22) ; there was peculiar aptitude
in the quotation being given in the temple, for

stone
' was a figurative expression for the leader

of the people, which must have been familiar to
His hearers (cf. Is 19la

, Jg 202
,

1 S 1433, Zee 104
) ;

a family, and also a nation, were conceived of as
a building (cf. 1 P 25

), the head of which was re-

garded as the most prominent feature the part of
the spiritual building which stood out most con-

spicuously. There is ample evidence to show that
the Jews regarded the temple as, in a real sense, a

symbol of their nation. When Christ spoke of
Himself as the 'corner-stone,' He was claiming for

Himself the leadership of the people, i.e. He was,
in effect, declaring Himself to be the Messiah.*
Christ's teaching was next addressed in turn to
the Pharisees, the Herodians, the Sadducees, the

lawyers, and, lastly,
to the surrounding people ;

the 'whole section gives a vivid picture of the use
He made of the temple for His

'

.

^ "

: *

"
all sorts

and conditions of men. Othe to His
i"jH'lni!L in the temple are Lk 1947- 48

, from which
i.. i- dcvir, on the one hand, how exasperated the
chief priests and scribes were, and, on the other
hand, how the people flocked into the temple to
hear Him (Mt 2655 , Mk 1449, Lk 2137- 38 2253, Jn
1820

).

But perhaps the mosi Impio-ivo teaching of
Christ in the temple was during t lie ^ireat festivals,
when immense numbers of

]
< -)-V from all parts of

the country came up to '* y>.;! in. It is in the
Fourth Gospel that the details of this teaching are,
for the most part, preserved ; thus in Jn 7 loff- we
read that during the Feast of Tabernacles, Jesus
went into the temple and taught, so that the

people marvelled at His teaching ; and that on the
last day of this feast a climax was reached ; for,
while on the one hand He was declared to be the
Messiah, on the other this claim was disputed ;

and that the chief priests and Pharisees, believing
that their opportunity had come, sil h'mplru to
take Him, but in vain, for the mnjoriiy of the
people sided with Christ. The method of Christ's

public teaching in the temple, together with the

wa^ in which the learned Jews sought to combat
it, is graphic-ally described in such pn^apes as
Jn 7. 8

; the whole of the episode dealt with in
these chapters took jil.-ir-o in the outer Court of
the Gentiles, where tlio ISU^C-M number of people
congregated : this is clear from the fact that some
of the people took up stones f to cast at Christ (8

59
).

Again, at the Feast of Dedication, Christ was once
more in the temple, teaching, with the like result,
that the people threatened to stone Him : in this
case we are definitely told (Jn 1022 '42

) that it took
place in Solomon's Porch/ which was in the Court
of the Gentiles (see above, ii. 1). Lastly, that
Christ was again present in the temple, and teach-
ing, during the other great feast, the Passover,
seems tolerably clear from Jn 1212-36

.

It is certain, therefore, that Christ made every
use of the opportunities afforded of pressing home
*The *coriier-srone,' as implied above, has nothing to do

with the foundation of a building ; this is quite clear from the

Heh. H|5 tP*n and from the Syr < and Pesh.
")
A- O] 5 ]

---.* 3 ;

the root-idea of ]Q\ is that of *
excrescence

'

(see Brockelmann,
Syr. Lex. s.v.'). Literally, the phrase might be rendered,

' the
top of the highest point

'

; and the spot indicated would pro-
hablv be the same as that referred to in the narrative of
the Temptation,

t The other courts were paved.
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His teaching in the temple ;

* no other spot offered
the same favourable conditions, viz. it was the
most convenient centre for the gathering' together
of the multitude ; the frequent presence of priests,
Pharisees, scribes, and lawyers enabled Christ, in

the hearing of the multitude, to contrast His

teaching with theirs ; there was also the fact that

teaching in the temple naturally appealed to the
multitude more than if given anywhere else, as

the temple was the officially recognized place for

instruction.

3. It i
- c.\ 1 i .101 diiui i \ i h i no instance of a miracle

of healing by Christ is recorded in the Gospels as

having been performed in the temple ; but in view
of such passages as Ac 31"12 513 we cannot doubt
that such did take place, especially as the Outer
Court of the temple would be a natural spot for the
lame and crippled to congregate for the purpose of

arousing the pity of those going up to worship.
Only once is the temple the scene in a parable,

namely, in that of the Pharisee and the Publican

{Lk IS10"14
) j

while in one other, the Good Samaritan

^Lk 1030 '36
), temple officers are referred to.

& There are, in the next place, a certain number
of passages in the Gospels in which there are direct

references to the temple . > i- - i
'

i i 1 1
"
^ :

' nected
with it, though it is not i u-i-ii-::!! 1

.y ';; v. The
temple and its furniture would have been so well

known to the people that Christ could use both

symbolically without actually mentioning them,
and yet His hearers woti

1
-^ :

"" '

'y understand
the reference. The most '!/!..

'

vfcance of this

is where the sanctuary is used as a symbol of

Christ's risen body (Jn 219~21
; cf . Mt 266* 2740

> Mk
1458 1529). But, as a rule, these references are not
so obvious to modern ears as to those who heard
them. The Mpiific;uico of these examples is en-

hanced in the OJIMJ or those which were spoken
in the temple itself ; among them are : Jn S12 ' I

am the light of the world '

; one may reasonably
infer that there was a reference here to the seven-

branched hmu-'iMii
1

: in the Holy Place ;t but for

thisartificiji! i; -l'i it was altogether in darkness ;

the context c he that followeth me shall not walk
in darkness'} receives emphasis when one remem-
bers this. Christ is drawing out the contrast be-

tween the Jewish teaching, according to which the

close approach to God in the Holy of Holies meant
darkness, and His own, ,i <<-":!'...< to which the

nearer one ;i|.;.
i
i>!

i

,'
:i ^'H to Hi 1

-", !

! i- Son of God,
the greater i '!> li^V". Again, there is a reference

to the temple service of praise when Christ quotes
Ps S2 (LXX) : Out of the mouths of babes and

sucklings thou has perfected praise
'

(Mt 21 16
) ;

here again was an implied contrast between the
formalism of the temple-worship and the whole-
hearted praise of the children crying,

( Hosanna to

the Son of David. 5 A further and more direct

reference to the worship of the temple is to be

found in Mk 1229, where Christ quotes the Shemri :

"Hear, Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is

One '

; the Shemct (Dt 64
) was one of the earliest

portions of the temple liturgy, and was recited

every morning and evening. In the same section

occurs a reference to the daily sacrifices in the

temple, viz. that to love God and one's neighbour
is 'more than whole 1mrut-offering and sacrifices'

(Mk 1283). Other references of this kind are in

Mt S22,
where Christ speaks of the Sanhedrin

('Council'); Mt 5*j8- 24
, where the offering on the

altar in the Court of the Priests (-co above, ii. 3)

is mentioned ; Mt 2316ff
-, which contains the pro-

* r- ;'...<],> .<'*.*( of Jeremiah in this respect.

t '. .
\\. .1 ,'iloc,

I ^ . 11 / i. . BibL ir. cols 4953, 4954.

Queen Helen or Adiabene fixed a golden candelabrum in tin

front of the temple, which reflected the first rays of the sun

.1 'V -
*

r-i+.-d
j
: --Tr e of reciting the Shema' (1'oy/ia, 376

I -, ,' / './ T \i. M6).

libition of swearing by the temple or the altar;
Mk 7 11

, where Christ speaks against an abuse
which was clearly of frequent occurrence ;

* the
word korbari (see CoRBAN") was a technical term
used in making vows, and meant that a gift was
made to God ; the abuse arose when a man would
say to another (who as a relative or the like had a
claim upon him) :

e My property is korban to thee,'
for by this means he could prevent his relative
from deriving any benefit from Ms possessions.
Iforban means lit, offering

'

; it was used also of
the sacred treasury in which gifts for the temple
were kept ; it is used in this sense in Mt 27 6

.f In
Mt 232 Christ speaks of * Moses 3

seat,
3

i.e. the Rab-
binic college, the official deliberations of which
took place in the temple. Not all of these refer-

ences were spoken in the temple itself, but it

cannot be doubted that Christ had the temple,
or something connected with it, in His mind when
He spoke. Lastly, there are other passages which
record sayings or actions of Christ in which a
connexion of some kind with the temple is to be
discerned, e.g. Jn 151 *

I am the true vine
'

; golden
vines, with immense bunches of grapes, were carved
on tho door 1< ;s<!hi^ into the Holy Place (H$khal} ;

it is pcriiii--iilc LO assume that Christ based His

teaching here, as so often elsewhere, on what
was familiar to His hearers. Again, at the wash-

ing of the disciples
5

feet, Jn 135ff* recalls to mind
the priestly ablutions at the brazen laver near the

great altar in the Priests' Court, |[ preparatory to

their undertaking the duties of the jmestly office ;

it must be remembered that Christ, in the episode
referred to, was about to perform an act apper-
taining to His high-priestly office, and the disciples
were being consecrated in a special manner to their

future work.
One has but to bear in mind the part that the

temple and its worship played among ^the Jews,
not only of Palestine but also of the Diaspora, to

realize that the references indicated above are not
fanciful.

iv. CHRIST'S ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE TEMPLE
WORSHIP. The Gospels present to us two elements
in Christ's attitude towards the temple and its

system of worship which appear, at first sight, to

be contradictory ; but they can, nevertheless, be
:;* Vi ' \"\ accounted for.

!: :
'. hand, Christ evinces a great love and

reverence for the temple ; His frequent appearance
there cannot have been only for the purpose of

teaching the people, for, while it is true that the

Gospels never directly record an instance of His

offering sacrifice, there can be no reasonable doubt
that He fulfilled the duties incumbent upon every
true Israelite; this the following considerations

will bear out :

The keynote of Christ's subsequent observance

of the Law (cf. Mt 518)
-\\si- ul ready sounded at His

presentation in the temple ^Lk 2--'"
:

'; ; from boyhood
He was taught to observe the Passover (Lk 241 - 42

),

and it is inconceivable that He should, later on,

have omitted what was a sacred duty in the eves

of every Jew, viz. taking His share in the family
sacrifice in the temple at the Passover feast.!

* See Bo 52A
t Cf . Jos. JBJ ii. ix. 4, where it is spoken of as the sacred

r

TcT Westcott, ad loc. Jos. (J v. r. 4, cf. Ant. xiv. iii. 1)

and Ti,-*l * ( 1 . . r. ^ tefer to this; the vine was the symbol
of

*
'! .' ."'" :i "c , .'! I is found as such on Maccabsean coins.

..* -| M ; '0--..< .
..

(I
See above, ii. 3.

if Although tin* T>n*-o\T ^-L- colcLniir-d i tho noire incur

Lord's time as \ve'l ,-.- ai tin. invrfi-rii <b\ uiropcr ,!C-*A-. yet the

Paschal lamb might be killed onl.\ in me U":H<s Hie central

sanctuary. At the Passover even laymen wore permitted, toM
the sacrificial animals, on account of the immense number that

were offered. But, in any case, every Jew had to take part in

the offering, by means of the consecrating act of laying the hand

upon the victim on the altar.
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Moreover, all Jews took a direct share in the

ordinary services and worship of the temple ; a

crowd of worshippers was always present at the

daily morning and evening sacrifice which was
offered up on behalf of the congregation ; they
waited either in meditation or in prayer while the

high priest entered into the Holy Place to present
the incense-offering, and when he came forth they
received, with bowed head, the |irio-Uy benedic-

tion ; they listened to the chant or the I-evho-^and
at the conclusion of each section, when the priests
-sounded their silver trumpets, the whole multi-

tude prostrated themselves.* That Christ, further-

more, observed the Jewish feasts has already been

shown, and His own words as to the celebration

of the Passover (Lk 227ff
-) clearly show His attitude

towards the sacrificial systeri ,".. . Then,
again, several occasions are -. . His dis-

tinctly enjoining the fulfilment of the law of

sacrifice: Mt 8* (cf. Mk I44, Lk 514
) S23 - 24 232

,
Lk

1714 (cf. Jn S46 T23}; and His reference to the
shewbread in Mk 226

, Lk 64 is also to the point.
Indeed one has but to recall His instinctive desire

to be * in his Father's house '

(Lk 249
), His zeal for

the ' house of prayer
*

(Lk 1945 - 46
), His sense of the

holy character of the sanctuary (Mt 2317
), His in-

sistence on the need of paying the temple tax (Mt
1724L ), to realize how fully He acquiesced in the

conle'iiponiry conceptions regarding the temple
and it- \\orsl\ip.

But, on the other hand, there are references,

equally decisive, though fewer in number, in which,

both the temple and its worship are regarded as of

quite subordinate importance. Thus in Mt 126,
where Christ speaks of Himself as 'greater than
the temple,' He was uttering words which, at

^all
events to Jews, must have implied a depreciation
of the temple ; in the same passage the quotation
from Hos 66 c I will ? _.."!: tot sacrifice

*

(repeated in Mt 91S) \

"

> to the rela-

tive unimportance of sacrifice. Again, the parable
of the Good Samaritan illustrates what Christ

thought of the priesthood (Lk 1031); and most
striking is His voph 10 ilio-e who lavished praise
on the beauty of Lliis temple:

e

Verily, I say unto

you, There shall not be left one stone upon another,
that shall not be thrown down' (Mt 24s,

Mk IS1-3
,

Lk 21 5 - 6
), in connexion with which must be taken

Jn 421 ' Neither in this mountain nor in Jerusalem
shall y\5 worship the Father.' f
This twofold, and apparently contradictory, atti-

tude of Christ toward* the temple and its worship
has also a twofold explanation. There can be little

doubt, in the first
pliu-c,

thai Christ's realization
of the relatively minor importance of the temple
and its worship stood in the closest relation to His
second coming (-rrapova-La) and the doctrine of the
last things. This is very distinctly seen in that
it Li immediately after the prediction of the de-
struction of the temple (Mt 242, Mk 131

, Lk 216
)$

that He recounts the signs which shall precede His
second coming (see esp. Mt 2531ff

*, cf. 2 Th 21'13
) ;

the near approach of the end (Mt 2414
) emphasized

the temporary character of the temple and all that
pertained to it. In the second place, it is to be
* See Bousset, Religion fleas Jitd&ntnms, p. SH.
f This attitude of Christ towards the temple and its worship

receives corroboration in an exceedingly interesting fragment
of a lost Gospel, discovered at Oxyrhynchus, which contains an
account of a visn of Christ and His disciples to the temple ; they
meet there a Pharisee who reproaches them with neglecting
to perform the usual purification ceremony Lefore entering the
*

holy place
'

(nresnmal>l\- the Court of the Israelites is meant).
Christ, in replv. emphasizes rhe need of inward purity, com-
pared with which the outward ceremonial is as nothing

1

(cf.
Mt 2325- 26, Lk 1137-iQ). ^

&

J On the ' Abomination of Desolation *
see Oheyae in JBncyc*

Bibl. \. cols. 21-23.
This was in direct contradiction to iV -Tc \\i-*h bel'ef in the

inviolability of the temple, see Jos, BJ \ i. v. 2
;

cf. liousset,
op. cit. p. 97 ; cf. Ac 7^

explained by the ever-widening conceptions which

Christ experienced regarding His Person and work.

In the early part of His ministry the influence of

Jewish ui>-l,-nii^ri and environment was strongly
marked ; "uiu us ilio realization of His own Divine

Personality and the world-embracing character of

His wrork grew more and more clear, all that was

distinctively Jewish and of local colour receded

into comparative insignificance. The evolution of

Christ's Divine consciousness brought with it a

new perspective, which revealed Him to Himself

not merely as King of the Jews, but also as the

Divine Saviour of the world (cf. Mt 2414
).

Cleansing of the temple. This episode, together
with the triumphal entry into Jerusalem, is one of

the few events (apart from the story of the Passion)

recorded by all four Evangelists ; this is significant,

for its importance can scarcely be exaggerated.
There are slight variations in the four accounts,

but the substantial fact is identical in each (Mt
2112-17^ 2fc ni5-isj

Lk 1945- 46
, Jn 214

-21
).

It is neces-

sary to realize clearly^
that this act of *

cleansing
*

(the expression is quite misleading) belonged to a
definite course of action marked out by Christ for

Himself, and that it formed the last great act [the
narrative in Jn. being misplaced] of His public

ministry prior to the Passion. It is therefore im-

portant to connect it with the leading events of

the few months preceding it.

According to Mk., which ma> 1 :>:."! "! r>

offering the earliest and most : .
";.

- u
.^ _,

. i

account, that which definitely and :
.

marked the final breach between Chr: i

ecclesiastical authorities was the question of Sab-
bath observance (cf. Burkitt, The Gospel History
and its Transmission, p. 68 ff.); the controversy
on this subject culminated in the healing of the
man with the withered hand on the Sabbath (Mk
3lff

-). This occurred in the country under the juris-
diction of Herod Antipas, i.e. "! :;, n

ie Galilsean

ministry, which had as one . : notable re-

sults the adhesion to Christ of the masses. It was
on account <*'*" :'',

- ;>' that ilic religion*
authorities ,- :" ,.-. :

-
.

'

- get holp i'rorn 1 lie

secular arm, if this movement, so dangerous from
their point of view, was to be checked. For this

reason they appealed to the Herodians (Mk 36 ) ;

their appeal was evidently successful, for Christ
found it necessary to leave Galilee, and to remain,
in such parts of the country as were outside the

jurisdiction of Herod Antipas ; fhu- freeing Him-
self from the molestations of the Uorodian?. Dur-

ing this time the multitudes flocked to Him ; but
His main purpose consisted in preparing His dis-

ciples for what was to come. Thi-
iirt-inu-jiji-i-i

went on for some months. Thenrim-i iMMemiiM'vl
to go up to Jerusalem for the Passover and appear
publicly once more,* though He knew what the
result must be, and did not hide it from His dis-

ciples (10
32"34

). He thereupon entered Jerusalem

publicly, accompanied by His followers (Il
7ff

*)j an<^

the next day the 'cleansing' of the temple took

place. That is to say, in the cycle of events just
referred to, the 'cleansing' formed the climax.

Now, the essence of practical Judaism, according
to the ideas of the religious official classes, consisted,
above all things, in the strict observance of the

Sabbath, and the due and regular carrying out of
the sacrificial system. Christ had dealt with the
former of these, as referred to above ; and, in

making it a real blessing, had of necessity run
directly counter to the traditional rules of observ-

ance; that is to say, while holding firmly to the

spirit of the Law, He abrogated the Sabbath in the
old Jewish sense of the word. The *

cleansing
'

of
the temple denotes His intention of doing the same

* As Judaea was not under the jurisdiction of Herod Antipas,
Christ would be more unfettered in His action there.
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with the other prime mark of practical Judaism,
viz. the sacrificial system. That this is really the
inner meaning of the 'cleansing

3

of the temple,
the following considerations will show :

(i.) Excepting on this v -;! !<!!,
' T 'ere was no

meaning in Christ's acti< ;: : t'-o './"' / Court, or
* Court of the Gentiles/ where the *

cleansing
5 took

place (see above, ii. 1), was not ' sacred
'

soil ; it

cannot, therefore, have heen on account of profana-
tion of the temple that Christ acted as He did.

The sheep and oxen, doves, and money-changers,
were all absolutely essential for tl'-o "";. ". \-r

' on of

the sacrificial systemof the time ;
( ," ! s

*
i - -

. : I , \ was

top significant to be misunderstood. (ii.) The stress

laid in each of the three Synoptics on the temple
being a * house of prayer,' seems to point in the same
direction. There is some significance, too, in the

dialogue which took place very shortly after be-

tween our Lord and one of the scribes (Mt 1228), when
the latter says :

*
. . . and to love his neighbour

as himself, is much more than whole bun ii -ofl< krm^<
and sacrifices,' words which Christ lU^cribes- a*

'discreet.
3

(iii.) The event took place just before
the Feast of the Passover, i. e. at a time when the
sacrificial animals would be crowding in as they
did at no other time of the year. This made
Christ's action all the more '* ""'S. 1

'.
''' * The

whole belief and attitude o 1

"

, . . y and
poop!

-
r i

;: u i 1 \ \ \
;.;

i '
i e sacrifices were such that the

,-i .ii--;uioM <>L i'lii-c latter was an indispensable
i :<.><"]. y ii" < 'JirN;'- teaching was to have practical
and permanent results. Vast as the number of

public, official sacrifices were, those of private indi-

viduals were of an infinitely greater number ; it was
these latter that formed one of the characteristic

marks of the worship at Jerusalem.

*

Here, day after day, whole crowds of victims were slaugh-
tered and whole masses of flesh burnt; and when any of the

high festivals came round, there was such a host of sacrifices to

dispose of thai; it was scarcely possible to attend to them all,

notwithstanding the fact that there were thousands of priests
officiating on the occasion. But the people of Israel saw, in the

punctilious observance of this worship, the principal means of

securing for themselves the favour of their God' (Schurer, HJP
H. i. 298).

These considerations seem to show that the
'("N-ji'i-i

1

!^' of the temple really did connote an
in;oir. io 11

, in the mind of Christ to nl'i<vji((i L-M! irt-ly

the Jewish sacrificial system ; if tiii- i-- nut \\\\\\\ \i

meant, it is difficult to see any point in it at all.

In how far Christ intended to mark Himself out
as Him in whom was hereafter to be centred a

purified, spiritual
'

sacrificial system,' or, in other

words, what the relations were between the

cleansing
'

of the temple and the words spoken
in the tipper chamber,

* This is my body,
3 ' This is

my blood/ is a question which cannot be dealt

with here,

If the riioanin^ of the Cleansing of the Temple
here iMiiuciiiit'l lio correct, it will at once be seen
that few actions of our Lord possessed greater
significance.

T.TiiT>\i -i. r>v-"'l - ;,! various works referred to above,
th" ..... >.' -f -

! .
' ooks is recommended : Fergusson,

T;, T- : t' - i -/. ./. >
\ ondon, 1878 ; Warren and Gender,

Sv , .../ . . it .'-.-. , />('*-,- <

Jerusalem/ pp. 117-341, London,
18-! :> i I-.. ,'/. i. ""ft, Berlin, 1888; Benzinger, Hefi.

Arch* pp. 402-404, Leipzig, 1894; Clermont-Ganneau, Archaeo-

logical Researches in Palestine, chs. iv,-vii., London, 1899 ; Box
in Encyc. JBibl. iv. 494S-4956 (for the services of the temple),
London. 1D'~,'J

; Snndax . Sacrd Sftest tf the* Gospels, pp. 10C>-117,

Oxford, lf'ii.J ; Buhelon, Manual of Oriental Antiquities ch. vii.,

London, 1906. \V. O. E. OESTERLEY.

TEMPTATION. The word irwpdfa (noun irei-

paoywfe, Lk 413 818 S228
,
Mt 61S 2641

; intensive form

<k7retpey-w, Lk 1025
, Mt 47) has a neutral, a good,

and a bad sense. It may mean simply 'to try,'
'make trial of,

3

'test,' for the purpose of ascer-

taining the quality of a man. what he thinks, or

how he will behave himself ; but usually there is

either a good (J- ",*.-.
*

,. also Mt 2285
) or a bad

intent. In the means to solicit to sin,

to tempt. That the word may be used in the
wider sense, even when rendered 'tempt,

3 must not
be forgotten. In Ja I

13 *tiin)i,.ihiii is used of

trial generally, the issue <; '\hv-i is intended to

be the crown of life ; but in v.
13 '

tempted
'

is used
in the sense of solicited to sin ; and the writer

very iMiijihuiifalh asserts,
* God cannot be tempted

(dTretpM-rroi) \\ii-i \.;vil, and he himself tempteth no
man. 3 This statement seems to be contradicted by
Jesus' quotation from Dt 616 in His answer to the

second (.i-iupL^ioi
1 in Mt 47

,
as well as by the

sixth j_iomion <>\ ihe Lord's Prayer (Mt 613 ) ; but

tempting God does not mean soliciting Him to sin,

but trying His justice and patience, challenging
Him to give proof of His perfection to such a

degree as to incur His displeasure, and to expose
oneself to His judgment; and the temptations
into which God is asked not to lead us, are the

circumstances or the states of mind which, though
to the strong they might prove the opportunities of

winning
' the crown of life

'

(Ja I12 ), to weakness

maybe the occasions of failure ar 1
'

,:-_;.--,.'!

This weakness of His disciples,
'

< ; i ;. l:;g

their good intentions, Jesus recognizes in His

warning in Gethsemane (Mt 2641 ), and commends
their fidelity to Him in the trying experiences they
had shared with Him (Lk 2228

). To the enthusi-

astic but shallow hearers of His words He affirmed

that trials (persecution, etc.) would prove morally
fatal (Lk 813

). The cares and ric" -

" '

of this life (v.
14

) He regarded as .-.

higher life. Noteworthy is the emphasis He lays
on the peril of wealth (Mt 1923 - 24

). That Jesus dis-

covered the moral peril
in which Judas was placed

from the very first indications of distrust and dis-

loyalty to Himself, is suggested by Jn 670 - 71
,
which

shows also the danger He feared for the other

disciples. His repeated references to His coining

betrayal (Mt 1722 2018 262
), His plain allusion to the

presence of the traitor at the Last Supper (Lk 2221
),

His giving the sop to Judas (Jn 1336), may all be

regarded as loving endeavours to strengthen him

against temptation ; and even when all these

efforts had proved vain, what good was still in him
\v,is appealed to in the [..'

ll -

"
* ''''

<l

'TJetrayest
thou the Ron of Man w i .1 , /i. '',. Peter,

too, was -\ 1 1
* f.1 ii -..SH : *! the temptation that threat-

ened him v l.\ 2'2'
<::

; ; and Jesus, who feared his

fall through his self-confident weakness, hoped for

his recovery, and the help he could be toothers
after his recovery, because He believed in the

power of His own intercessory prayer.
Jesus Himself was both tried and tempted. He

seems to confess His own liability to temptation
when He refuses the epithet 'good' (Lk 1819

),

although He never confesses to have fallen before

temptation ; and the attitude He assumes to sinners

implies Hi^ own sinlessness. The writer of the

Epistle to the Hebrews (4
15

) states His moral posi-
tion in the words,

* in all po*':l
-

! MIII>I * -1 like as we
are, yet without sin' ; and N:. IV.r.l -M -MIS to indicate

this 1 i ;il -i"! I ( \ '
i emptation without the actuality of

sin ii i '. 1 1<
i

! i r, .
- ' ' in the likeness of sinful flesh

'

(Ro
83 ). bfc. Luke's statement that the tempter 'de-

parted from him for a season
'

(4
1S

), and Jesus' own
reference to the temptations (Lk 2S28

)
which His

disciples had endured with Him, show that the ex-

perience in the wilderness was not solitary. It is

not improbable even that the narratives of the

Temptation (Mt 41
'11

, Mk I13
- 13

, Lk^ 41'13
) are a

summary of a succession of moral trials through
which Jesus in the course of His ministry parsed,
or at least that this record of an early experience
has been coloured by reminiscence 5! of later ex-

periences. Be this as it may, we can find in the

Gospels indications of similar trials of His fidelity
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to God. The desire of the people for healing (Jn
448

) and bread (6
26

), the demand of His enemies for

a sign (Mt 161
), the attempt to make Him a king

(Jn 615
), may be regarded as illustrations of the

three kinds of temptation recorded. A careful

study of the record of the early ministry (in Jn
2-4} warrants the assumption that Jesus was
tempted by His enthusiasm (which see) to force the
issue between Him and His enemies prematurely,
and that the reserve in language and restraint in
action He displayed as soon as He had discovered
this peril, are to be regarded as a conquest over

temptation. His {

escapes,' as Bruce calls them
(\\~llli. OjMti Face, ch. vii.), were intended, in the
later part of His Galilsean ministry at least, not

only to secure quiet for the training of the Twelve,
but to withdraw Him from the danger threatened

by His enemies. Had He run risks before His
hour, He would have fallen before what seems to

be indicated by the Second Temptation (Mt 45- 6
).

His own family were a source of moral peril to

Him. His words to His mother in Cana (Jn 24)

are explicable only if in her request He found a

suggestion, of evil, that He should use His mirac-
ulous power at the bidding of His natural affec-

tion instead of at God's command alone. The
completeness of His repudiation of the claims of

His mother and brethren upon Him in relation to
His public ministry indicates how intensely He
felt this peril (Mt 124*- 49

). The attempt to influence
Him was nevertheless renewed by His brethren,
when they advised Him to go up to the feast and
so manifest Himself to the world (Jn 7s * 4

). Peter
was rebuked as the Tempter (Mt 1633 ) almost

immediately after being commended as the Con-
fe.^or, because he sought to turn Jesus from His
sacrifice. May His refusal of the request of the

Syrophcenician woman (Mt 1524
"27

) not have been
due to the fear lest a ministry of healing among
the Gentiles might divert Him from the path of
sacrifice to which He knew that His Father called
Him? The request of the Greeks also (Jn 1221

)

stirred so deep emotion, because it seemed to suggest
the possibility^ of an escape from the Cross, which
had to be rejected as a I ,> >' I so-i. The same
temptation in its most aci: r- "nr:i J^VM-MI - itself in
the Agony (which see) in l.<- !l :^-!!i,. o.

Tests or trials which were not felfc by Jesus as

temptations, but which were intended by His
enemies either to discredit Him with the multitude

or^
to obtain some ground of aceus..:" '

.. ,i
: "-

Him, were the question** addressed to I i

'

,
-

i

tribute to C<e-ar, the resurrection, and tl'(
4

;."",! (-;
commandment (Mt 2215-4 ), and divorce -Jv-,. Tin-
man with the withered hand in the synogpgue (Lk
66- 7

) was a trap set for Him, to involve Him in the

guilt of Sabbath-breaking ; so also was the woman
taken in adultery (Jn 86

), that He might either by
His severity estrange the people, or by His laxity
be shown to be in opposition to the Mosaic law.
The sufferings and sorrows Jesus passed through
were Divinely appointed trials that He might learn
obedience, and so be made perfect (He 58 210) ; but
it is not necessary here to illustrate this discipline
in detail (see STRUGGLES OF SOUL). To the data
from the Gospels here presented, a few observations

may be added regarding the possibility, the neces-

sity, and the nature of temptation in Jesus' life.

As God cannot be tempted, the liability of Jesus
to temptation proves that there was a Divine
Kotow (\vlridi see) involved in the incarnation of
the Son of God. Jesus could be tempted, because
He was limited in knowledge, subject to emotion,
and undergoing a moral development. Omniscience
has an insight into the moral character of all con-
duct, and a foresight into the moral issues of
all choice, which exclude even the possibility of

temptation ; omnipotence has such a command

over all its moral resources that its moral efforts

can never involve any moral strain, such as is ex-

perienced in temptation ; omniscience and omni-

potence, therefore, cannot know the disturbance of

feeling which is possible to limited knowledge
and power. To ascribe these Divine attributes to

the incarnate Son of God is to deny His liability to

temptation, and to make His moral development a
semblance and not a reality. Liability to tempta-
tion, necessary to moral development, does not,

however, imply any necessity to sin. There may be

growth unto perfection, with a constant choice of

good. Temptation does not arise only in a sinful
nature. Natural instincts and appetites, which
are morally neutral, become sinful only when seen
to be in conflict with the will of God as revealed in
conscience. The opinions, sentiments, and desires
of sinful men may become the occasions of tempta-
tion to a sinless nature. T uii^ 11 is not sin,
involves no necessity of sin. ,, .

:!;.; i; brings the

possibility of sin.

It was necessary for the fulfilment of Christ's
vocation as the Saviour of men that He should be
tempted without sin. His moral teaching gains
force from His moral example, and He can be a
moral example to us only because He passed
through a human moral development. His own
moral struggles enable Him to feel with us in ours
(He 415

). To condemn the sin of mankind (Ro 83
)

it was needful for Him not only to suffer for sin,
but also to overcome sin by withstanding its

assaults.

The nature of His temptation was determined by
His unique vocation. The lower passions an*d

appetites seem never to have assailed Him. He
wras tempted to abuse His miraculous power, His
privileged position, His supreme authority as Son
of God, to fulfil the popular expectations instead
of His own ideal of the Messiahship, to shrink
from the agony and desolation of the Cross. His
temptations transcended the common experience
as much as He Himself did ; but, though possible
to Him alone, ^they were as real for Him as are the
lower I-:--! .i -\ i io-i - for other men. See, further, the
follow; 1

:^ ;,"' i .'.

T
.
T '

Anal. ch. v. ; Dods, The Prayer that
3S ' '

'

; Liddon, L8 512; Ullmann, Sinless-
eoo ty -Ao^o, ^n., 264 ff. ; W. O. E. Newbolt, Gospel of

-Experience, 98 ; J. D. Jones, Elims of Life, 92 ; T). riJr.if nlhu-.
Sound in the Spirit, 33; W. H. M. H. Aitken, 7

1

' ,/,,//,-., a ml,

Toil, 1-205 ; G. A. Smith, forgiveness of Sins, 51 f J. Stalker
The Four Men, 29. ALFRED E. GABVIE.

TEMPTATION (in the Wilderness). -[On the
general subject of temptation see preced. article].
The continuousness and variety of our Lord's temp-
tations have probably been obscured by the circum-
stance that attention has been concentrated upon
one episode in His life which i

""
:" '.

\\ \nown
as * The Temptation.' This .

. : ,' inci-
dent is fully related in Mt. .'".. I A. [4

1 -13
),

mentioned in Mk. (I
12 - 1S

), and omitted from the
Fourth Gospel St. Mark's account is of the
briefest :

e And straightway the Spirit urges him
forth into the desert. And he was in the desert

forty days, tempted by Satan ; and he was with
the wild beasts ; and the angels ministered to
him/* The mention of 'wild beasts/ which is

peculiar to Mark, is usually supposed to be intro-
duced for the purpose of accentuating the solitari-
ness of Jesus, and His remoteness from all human
aid. But Professor Bevan (Trans, of Soc. of Hist.
TheoL 1901-2) finds in this mention the key to

*The *
desert* is possibly that known ,-w Qiwmrilanfn. from

the forty days, and since the 12th cent, ir.icl.iiormlly su-cepted
as the same, a few miles from Jericho

; or JLL may have been, as
Conder thinks, some iniles farther south the dreary desert
which extends between the Dead Sea and the Hebron moun-
tains. See his picturesque description, pp. 213 to 214 of his
Handbook
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the whole incident. It seems that in the East,
or at any rate in Persia, there is a traditional

custom, called * the subjugation of the jinn.' In
order to achieve this victory the candidate retires
to a desert place, fasts for forty days, and \yhen
the jinns appear in the forms of a lion, a tiger,
and a dragon, he must hold his ground fearlessly.

Doing so, power over the demons is attained.
e The conclusion,' says Professor Bevan, 'which
we may draw from these facts is that the story of
flu* Te'.rjMapon, in its original form, was a de-

-cnpiion d 1

"

a practice "by means of which it was
"believed that man could acquire the power of con-

trolling the demons.' The analogy is i-i! ,-,'
;

i_.

Our Lord in this critical conflict with >,,-.,>: u--.
* bind the strong man,

3 and secured that in all

future encounters He would conquer. But is there

any evidence at all that the Persian custom pre-
vailed among the Jews ? Is there any ground for

supposing either that our Lord would follow such
a custom, or, on the other hand, that there is no
foundation for the story of the Temptation in the
facts of His career? And is not the simple ex-

pression, r)v yLcerot, r&v dypl&v, inadequate to suggest
such a confli- 1 <:-

: - -u: .!. ,;
*~

Order of I
..,;,'

>','. . i p M . . and Lk. the order
of the second and third temptations is inverted,
while the substance of them remains identical.

The order followed by Mt. is generally accepted as
correct. There seems to be an ascending scale in
the temptations as recorded in the First Gospel,
though Plummer (Lk 45

) says :
* The reasons given

for preferring one order to the other are subjective
and unconvincing. Perhaps neither T"\!i:j:i/!i-i

professes to give any
'

.-isi^i^v ,il order.'

Source of the story. \^. ;,.<" ::M^ to all the

accounts, Jesus was not accompanied by anyone
during His temptation, the question naturally
arises, How did the l*:

i
'

i

.\V.'s^'' nf what took place
become public prope^. ": To :hi- there can be but
one answer : Our Lord informed His disciples of
what had taken place. That He should have done
so is probable. At first, perhaps, they might not be

prepared to understand the incident ; but after

they had acknowledged Him as Messiah many
questions as to His procedure must have arisen in
their minds, and to these questions an account of

His initial temptations was the best answer.
Character of the incident. The more clearly the

reality of the Tempta"*- ".
-

~

;,
'

1
the less need

does there seem for . :

'

. the tempter
took a visible shape, or that any bodily transport
to l

"
'- 1 /" '

::':?" :

5

or * the wing of the temple'
took ]/.'..

'

-aore difficult to determine
whether such bodily transport was thought of by
the Evangelists or is implied in their words. In
Lk. the *

high mountain '
is omitted except in so

far as reference may be found to it in the word
avayay&v. In the Gospel of the Hebrews there
occurs a characteristic apocryphal embellishment :

e Forthwith my Mother the Holy Spirit took me
by one of the hairs of my head and carried rne

away to the high mountain of Tabor.'
Its connexion . Tn r 1

1
th ^yn 01 t i r Gospels and

in the developmrr;i. of <i;r !.'ni"- li
1

-
1

. the Tempta-
tion follows U]>M i! I-,' l$;ii>i ; -ni. i.1 ! His Baptism
He had been i !><!, rsii---! Me :,?li. nailed out of

private into public life, summoned
' Vli- . ''.'

men a |'l,-<v v.hi* 1
! could be filled by II"-:,- V .. -in-

He wa- < ji!li;<l mm the carpenter's shop to redeem

?, <M, -. ;.- O. TT -Tbzmann (Life of Jesus, 143) says :
' In old

I -.,-' -!> ;>.,. ]!.-..- still inhabited the thickets heside the
.! i 'I : (-I-. s- -.' ') : > -he age of Jesus the chief beast of prey in
I'..!- - in* A-H*, ,.- ;

- ill is, the jackal But Mark's sole object
in making this addition would appear to have been the desire
to bring into greater relief Jesus' complete severance from
human society, with the idea of imparting more body to his

description.* Dr. Abbott's Clue, p. llo, is suggestive in this

connexion.

a world. The village youth was to represent in

His person the wisdom, the holiness, the lore, the

authority of the Highest. How could He face this

task ? By what hitherto untried methods accom-

plish it ? He had no counsellor, example, or guide.
None had as yet attempted or even adequately
conceived the part He was to play.

Its necessity. The burden and'glory, the hazard
and intricacy and responsibility of His vocation
must have stirred in His soul a ferment of emotions.
0. Holtzmann may overstate the risk when he says
(Life of Jesus, Eng. tr. 141} :

' There was a grave
danger of His personal life being disturbed by so

august a revelation, of its causing Him to plunge
headlong into fantastic dreams of the future, and
into acts of violence, with the object of realizing
His dreams.' Our Lord was not unprepared for

the great vocation ; He must often have considered
how He could best bring light and life to His fellow-

countrymen, butnow that He was actually launched
on the work, all past thoughts must have seemed
insufficient, and He felt that still His decisions were
to be made. Solitude was necessary. The Spirit
that came upon Him in Baptism compelled Him to

contemplate action, and in order that He might
finally choose His path and His methods He must
turn away from the expectant gaze and eager
inquiries of John's disciples and seek the solitude

of the desert.
Its conditions. The intensity of our Lord's

emotion and the difficulty of decision are conveyed
by the Evangelists' statement that for forty days
(i.e. for an unusually long period, 'forty

5

being
used as around number indicative of magnitude)

*

He forgot to eat. This gives us the measure of

His absorption in thought. The temptations in-

deed are spoken of as if they occurred at the close

of the forty days
5

fast; naturally, because then

only out of the turmoil of thought did these three

possible lines of conduct become disengaged and

present themselves as now finally rejected. To
one who aloquntely conceives the stupendous task

awaiting our JLorJ and the various methods of

accomplishing it which He had often jheard
dis-

cussed, no statement of His absorption in thought
or of the strife of contending pleas will seem exag-

gerated.
Lines on which the Temptation proceeded. The

key to the Temptation is found in the necessity
laid upon Jesus of definitely determining the

principle and methods of the profit work that
;i wiii led Him. There were noco^.uiK' present to

His mind as possible courses the various expecta-
tions current among the people. Eventually these

presented themselves in three great questions : Ain
I as Messiah lifted above human needs and trials ?

"What means may I legitimately use to convince

the people of my claims ? What kind of Messianic

kingdom and Messianic King am I to represent ?

To each of these questions there was an answer

present to the mind of the Lord, cherished by most
of the people He was now to influence, and with.

much which superficially commended it, but which
He recognized as Satanic.

The absence of the article before /& has given rise to the idea

that the temptations were not Messianic. Against this it has

been pointed out that the predicate is regularly anarthrous.

But Middleton <Gr. Article, p. 62) shows that 'we sometimes
find that the predicate of the tifju has the Article, where^

the

ubiei't i-i a personal pronoun or demonstrative, Iy4 *ry oyros-,

* to. This rule is borne mil by NT usage : see Mt 1616 2663 27H,
Mlc JP

"

etc-. Tor Urid and other reasons we should expect the

Article here, if the meaning were,
'
If thou art the Son of God,

* *
It is only by travelling that one becomes aware how uni-

versal is the' application of the number 40 to the features of

Oriental architecture. If there is a famous building with some-

thing over a score ot columns, or a town with a like number of

minarets, it will be stvled the hall of 40 columns or the city of 40

towers '

(Arthur Arnold in A cadem y, 12 March 1881).
l "

Forty
"

means " many"' (Angus, Bille Havulbook).
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or, the Christ.' The meaning rather is,
*
If thou_art God's Son '

[the emphatic place being given to vl&s, it uh$ a <?. t)av\, if this

relationship to God be the determining element in ^your life.

But this by no means excludes reference to His Messianic dignity,
it rather implies it. It was as God's Son He had been hailed

at His baptism proclaiming His Messianic vocation, and fitly,

because Divine Sonship was that out of which the Messiahship

sprang, and which underlay the whole vocation of Jesus as the

Christ.

First temptation. The first temptation was to

use for His own comfort and preservation the

powers committed to Him as Messiah. The cir-

cumstances in which He found Himself lent im-

mense force to the appeal. He found Himself

faint and ready to perish. What a fiasco would
His Messianic calling seem if He died here in the

wilderness, and how easy ,- :]. 'o'iL-\ '"u- n 1
- ,n- if

relief:
l

Say the word.'
'*!(

-vs ri -";_:::
". si 1 -'.".

1 -

to do ill deeds makes ill <:< .";- <!" '

>r>. o <:! y
in His life can He have suffered more acutely from
this same temptation: only when He knew He
could command IweKvlcjirioi^ <;f angels to His aid a

only when He wii- tjiumeu. * Hi 1 -.ived others, him-

self he cannot save.' The use He might legiti-

mately make of His powers as God's Son must once

for all be settled : and He settles it by recognizing
that having taken human nature He must accept
human conditions, and elevate human life not by
facing life's temptations on wholly different terms

from the normal, but by accepting the whole

human conflict: 'Man livesand I, being man,
therefore live not by bread only, but by every
word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God.'

He accepted absolutely the human condition with

its entire dependence on God. Duty was more
than food. His life was to be ruled by intima-

tions of God's will, not by fear of death by
starvation. He, like all other men, was in God's

hand.
Second temptation. The second temptation was

to establish the Messianic claim by the performance
of some astounding feat, such as leaping from the

roof of the wing of the temple into the crowded
courts below. Once for all our Lord had to settle

by what methods His claim could be made good.
That which the people so frequently demanded,

* a

sign,' must have suggested itself as a possible
means of <-> Ti\ incin*: them. And it was an easy
means, for \\n- it ni written in the book He had

pondered as His best guide :
' He

^
shall give his

angels charge concerning thee, and in their hands

they shall bear thee up, lest haply thou dash thy
foot against a stone

3

(Ps 91lU )? Were these

words not prepared for this Messianic manifesta-

tion ? Could the people, ever craving for signs,
be in any other way led to accept Him as God's

messenger? Might not His whole mission fail,

might He not miss the accomplishment of God's

purpose, if He did not condescend to the weak-
ness of His countrymen and grant them a sign?
But now, as always, He saw the incongruity
and insufficiency of such signs :

* an evil and ad-

ulterous generation seeketh a sign, and no sign
shall be given to it

'

(Mt 12s ||). But that which
settles the matter in His own mind is the con-

sideration that to attempt the performance of any
such feat would be a tempting of God. He rebuts
the temptation with ih< wonK, *Thpu shalt not

tempt the Lord thy God.' He perceived that He
had no right to expect the protection of God in any
course but the hi<rhe>t, in any course which His

own conscience told Him was a short cub to His
end. To abandon the region of man's actual ncedb
and work wcmtlor- not for tlntir relief and as the

revelation of ( lod"^ love, hut for rnoio display, was,
He felt, to trespass the Father's intentions. He
could not count upon the Father's countenance and

help if He departed in the slightest degree from
His own highest ideal. Spiritual ends must he

attained by spiritual means, however slow and
uncertain these seem.
Third temptation. The third question which had.

now once for all to be settled was, What kind of

kingdom must the Messiah establish ? Shall it be

a kingdom of this world, such as many expected
and would JHOMIIH h aid Him to secure ? The glory
of the kii jMum- oi" the earth had a present lustre

all its own. There was in their power and oppor-

tunity an appeal to beneficent ambitio_n not easily

resisted. What might not be accomplished for the

down-trodden, the heavily-taxed, the outcast, the

n^l-ri'-i'ij.-
9 He had Himself groaned with the

!(-;' uf Mi- countrymen under the unrighteous
exactions of fraudulent publicans ; why not win
for His people

'

V- -'
"

freedom? More
fchan once this ;,

"
' in the attempts

of the multitude to make Him a king. But our

Lord " '

'

'
'

that for Him to depart from the

idea o - a spiritual kingdom in which God
should, be acknowledged would be to serve Satan.

The craving for earthly dominion was inextricably
mixed up with *

worldly ambitions, and could only
bo ^ratified by the use of means alien to the Divine

Spirit. ll(f felt such a kingdom to be iiuoinp;il;blo
\viih i ho >ole and exclusive service of God not

that all earthly kingdoms are necessarily Satanic,
but His calling was to introduce the true reign of

God among men. He saw that in order to win

earthly dominion He would require to appeal to

evil passions and use such means as the sword
in a word, to avail Himself of the aid of evil. This
was impossible.
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MARCUS DODS.
TENT (cr/o^). The light shelter of the nomad,

here to-day and away to-morrow, is an apt symbol
of what is fleeting and transitory. This lends the

suggestion of irony to our Lord's phrase (Lk 169
)

{ eternal tents.' The notion of transiency is upper-
most also in 2 Co 51* 4

(cr/c^os).

The ordinary Eastern tent is made of black

goats'-hair cloth, spun and woven by the women
with very primitive implement*. The women pitch
the tents, and on removing they strike and pack
them for the ;*". e

v. T1

-a roof is supported by
three rows of

"

V- < :
, posts, from 6 feet to 8

feet in height, the middle row being highest. It is

stretched by cords fastened to the edges, and at-

tached to pegs driven firmly into the ground. The
1 walls

* are hung like* curtain.- round the eaves, and
a breadth of cloth across the tent cuts off the
women's compartment from that open to the public.
It is an effective shelter from the sun. When wet,
the cloth shrinks and becomes quite waterproof.
a-KYjvf) may also mean a hut, booth, or other tempo-
rary structure, like those made by the Arabs of el-

Ifuleh from the reeds that abound in the marshes
close by the base of Hermon. Peter was doubtless

familiar with these rude peasant structures, the

leafy shelters erected on the roofs for cool retreat

in summer, and the booths for the Feast of Taber-
nacles (Mt 174 etc.). W. EwiNG.

TERAH. Father of Abraham j named as a link
in our Lord's genealogy (Lk 334

}.

TESTAMENT. 1. The Gr. word toa^m;, tr.

'covenant' Lk I72 AV, 'testament' Mt 26-8 1|
Mk

1424, Lk 2220 AVand RVm, is in RV, II. cc. , uniformly
* covenant.

3 The last of these passages is bracketed

by WH as a *very early interpolation.' The word
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does not occur elsewhere in the Gospels. The
rendering

* covenant '

(wh. see) is iirujm^lioii.iUy
right :

* testament J

has come from the Lai. Versions.
2. In classical literature diaO^mj denoted a will,

,, I .

' "' J1

.

- - 11 : -

.
, Ise (Ar. Av. 440, if an

s :.. V J-reek will, however, was
. -

. : rather than a will in
the Roman (i.e. the modern) sense. In it the
conditions of inheritance were, indeed, in the first

place at the sole discretion of the testator, but it

was publicly and solemnly executed, and thereupon
at once became absolute, irrevocable, and unalter-
able.

3. The LXX translators adopted the word as the

e-]ui\;i-Mi! of the Heb. nna. The following con-
^Lficnnioii- are supposed to have influenced their
choice : (a-) SiaO^Kij represented essentially a

f one-
sided covenant,' crwd^KT] (the ordinary word) a
mutual one ; (b) Siad-rjirr) was charged with religious
ideas, inasmuch as the Greek will conveyed the

religious institutions as well as the property of the

family (cf. the similar ease of the Hebrew ' birth-

right
3

). It T
!:,!> ].-

:V\ jfso have been used, in
the popular -i-'.^.-; ".;' (i. in a wider sense than
that of a will

t
. ".; -.' *

,.

4. (a) The special reference in Lk I72 [= Ps
1058f-

?] is to the covenant with Abraham (Gn 15.

17). (b) The words of Mt 2628 Mk 1434 [Lk 2220]
are plainly drawn from Ex 24s

. The addition of
1 new '

(AV, RVm) in Mt. and Mk.
,
U. cc.

,
has small

MS jui11i.)v ily. and is rejected in RV text: it is

due 10 1 Co 11 '"'. Yet the idea of a * new covenant '

had been the theme of OT prophets (cf. Jer 3131ff-

etc. ), and its application to the Christian covenant
was in current u-<- ;j '",;.. ^i- 4

\;>ostles : the 'old'
covenant in the 'Mj/iv-i 'iirv.-i was the Mosaic
not the Abrahamic (2 Co 36, He 915 etc.), and the
allusion to Ex 248 seems tacitly to suggest the
same contrast here.

"*
. r"tt. Com. on Galatiam, p. 349 iff.;W . /

, ;
-

Hastings* DB, artt. 'Covenant,'
'Testament.* ]?. g.

TETR&RCH (rerpdpx^ is the classical form, but
in NT the MS evidence is strongly in favour of

rerpadpx^ [Tisch., WH, and Nestle]). The title is

used in the Gospels of Antipas (Mt 141
,
Lk 31 - 19 97 ),

and of Philip and Lysanias (Lk 31
). Originally it

denoted the ruler of a fourth part of a country
or province. Euripides (Ale. 1154) is the earliest
writer to use the term rerpapxta, and

applies it to

Thc^saly, which in primitive times was divided for
civil admini-il ration into four districts. This ar-

rangement was restored in the constitution given
by Philip of Macedon ( Demos. Philipp* iii. 26, where
the word is clearly technical and free from the
doubt in which

F.'.srijiM-
- "Sojnes it). A similar

system was met i i -i i ! * ';iii i ".< . where each of the
three tribes had its four tetrarchs (Strabo, 430,
566 f.). Pompey afterwards reduced the number
to three, one for each tribe, but retained the

original title (Appian, MitJiridat. 46). Thence-
forward, if not at an even earlier date, the name
lost its etymological m<j;min<, and could be applied
to any potty dependent prince. <ubordmre in rank
to king< bur enjoying -onie of the prerogatives of
-

";.:';/ (Cic.' pro Milone, xxviii. 76; Hor.
*

. '. i:'
1

.' 12; Tac. Ann. xv. 25; et at.). Such
tetrarchs seem to have been numerous, especially
in Syria. Antony conferred the title upon both
Herod and his brother Phasael (Jos. A nt. xiv.
xiii. 1, BJ I. xii. 5) ; but the rank was almost

purely titular, and left them inferior in dignity to
the high priest, Hyrcanus II. In B.C. 30 another
brother, Pheroras, was made tetrarch of Persea

(Jos. Ant. xv. x. 3), the nominal honour being
maintained on an income granted by Herod him-
self. In the Gospels the etymological signification

of the term has evaporated. For, though Herod
divided his kingdom into four parts, the one
assigned to Salome consisted merely of a palace
with the revenue of certain so-called free towns,
and was in no sense a tetrarchy. With this excep-
tion, his kingdom was divided into three parts,
and the title of ' tetrarch * was conferred by the
will of Rome upon Antipas and Philip, whilst that
of ethnarch,

5

or recognized head of a nation,
was similarly bestowed upon Archelaus. On two
occasions Antipas is styled

'

king
3

(Mt 149, cf. 141
,

Mk 6 14* 22* 26f
*) ; and the obvious explanation is that

his subjects were encouraged, and some of them
perhaps disposed, to speak of him by the higher
title, for which Rome had substituted a lower,
without any allusion to its strict meaning. Simi-

larly in the case of Lysanias. He was ruler of the
district of Abila in the Lebanon, which had been
severed from the kingdom of Itursea on the execu-
tion of Lysanias I. in B.C. 36. That kingdom was
in the course of time broken up into three parts, of
which Abilene formed one, with another Lysanias
as its tetrarch (Jos. Ant. XYIII. vi. 10, XIX. v. 1 ;

CIG- 4521, 4523). The term may have been selected
because of the smallness of the district in com-

parison with the earlier \?: 1

,.

*
"= .' it preserves

no record of the division . . i ; or associa-
tion of tribes into four parts. In the Gospels the
tetrarch is merely a petty prince, dependent upon
Rome for the retention of his few emblems of

sovereignty, \yhilst encouraged to self-repression
and loyal service by an occasional

;
. '.'

' a
higher dignity. II. U . \}> -.

TEXT OF THE GOSPELS. 1. The problem.
All true criticism must begin by taking , o^:rii/ 'i* <

of, and as far as possible accounting fo 11
. \i- i'lii

facts. The leading facts in regard to the text of
the Gospels may be briefly stated as follows :

(i.) A Greek text substantially the same as the
text underlying the AV has been almost univer-

sally accepted by Christendom as the authentic
Greek text from about the year A.B. 350 till the

development in modern times of the critical study
of the text of the NT. This text is found in the

great mass of existing Greek MSS, and was used
by almost all ecclesiastical writers from Chrysos-
tom onwards. Translated into Syriac, under the
name of the Peshitta version, it was used by most
of the S\r:,'r -lu-nltin^ Churches from at least the
4th ceiu'. <mv.j;r:-. I

1 was the only Greek text

printed on the revival of learning in the West, and
received the name of Textu^t ??'//'.'* (TB) from
an expression used in the j-ro" :; ;<> the second
Elzevir edition, 1633 r

c textum ergo habes nunc ab
omnibus receptum, in quo nihil immutatuni aut

corruptum damus.'

(ii.) Against this general unanimity in regard
to the Greek text must be set the fact that the
Churches of the West read the Gospels in the
Latin translation of Jerome (A.D. 384), according
to a text substantially different from the TR.
Moreover, existing MSS and Patristic quotations
of the earlier Latin versions differed from the TR
even more fundamentally, and similar types of

text are found to have been very widely spread,
speaking in a

;

i

:i;.-

li:
. ,-1 sense, and occur in

some importan' MS"*, ir i i.iny ancient Versions,
and in the quotations of many Christian writers,

especially in the earliest times. This text {or,
more correctly speaking, texts of this type) has
been named c Western '

; and, although it has long
been well known that the term is not exclusively

applicable in a ;<>. : !L ,.! sense (indeed, it is

quite possible Mini .n Ira- 1 *-ome members of this

family may have had their rise in the East), yet
for the sake of convenience it must for the present
be employed.
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(iii. ) But a few of otir earliest Greek MSS, sup-
ported by the quotations of the most scholarly
Fathers of the earlier centuries, and by a few
Versions, present a different text, which has com-
mended itself on its intrinsic merits, as well as on
account of its proved antiquity, to most modern
critical scholars: it forms the base of j-njri.st.i.llx
all the modern critical editions, and of our Kiuih.-'i.

RV.
2. The Received Text. A text substantially the

same as the TR has been called by Dean Burgon
and his school the * Traditional Text '

; by Dr.
Hort (in the Introduction * to Westcott and Hort's
The Neiu Testament in the Original Greek) the
f

Syrian
' Text.

^
Hort also suggests the name

*

Antioehian,'\v Y"!i : i- fi r^V- . because it avoids

any chance of i <!=..-*: .-L; i -\& totally distinct

Syriac versions. For reasons that will be explained
later on in this article, Hort considers that the
Antiochian text afiords practically no evidence for
the reconstruction of the original Greek of the
NT, and he may therefore be considered as the
most extreme opponent of the TR. In his opinion
(Introduction, 185) the Antiochian text ' must be
the result of a recension in the proper sense of the

and thinks 5 L
1

."- : ,\ the final process was com-
pleted by 350 or thereabouts, and that the first

process took place at some date between 250 and
350. According to Burgon and his close follower
Miller, these recensions are purely

"

-,.;/::, i\ crea-
tions ; they believe the Church

'

\ :.".-'<': (in

company, no doubt, with practically all the Greek-
speaking Churches) to have preserved the pure
text from the first. It is at any rate certain that
Chrysostom used this text : he was born at Antioch
about the middle of the 4th cent., and lived in
that city till 398, when he became bishop of Con-
stantinople. "We have seen above that even the
main opponents of this text allow that it took its

final shape probably about the time of Chrysos-
tom's birth. From that time onwards it held
l>ivi(f M*ilj\ undisputed sway, and the main mass
of liner Nrs.S contain it. When at length, some
time after the introduction of printing-, the first

New Testaments in Greek were published, they
naturally rested on the MSS in ordinary ecclesi-
astical use, and thus the Antiochian text became
the * Received ' Greek text of modern Christendom,
from, which our own A"V was made.
As has "been shown above, the history of the printed text in

the 16th cent, is part of the history of the Antiochian text;
although of no critical importance, it is a subject very full of
interest, [A good short account of the early printed editions
will be found in Scrivener's Plain Introduction (ed. Miller,
18&4), vol. ii. eh. vii. Of. also Treg-elles, Account of the Printed
Text of the Greek NT, 1854]. The VT . .- *-.- i-r' ;!' r.reek
as vol. v, of the Complutensian P '

fl" ' V '
' T :

>",- ..-run*-

<' *i' v\**\ -. - i :-'', 1 -,

"
. "-

< Ir.-' "- \ de
f -'. ,- ( ,-

-V -. ,
. \ r .. , .

j ..) , T >ledo, and was printed at
\' J

1

* ("
' '

' }
'

r. ;

'

.<! -ounded a university. The
"T .";^.r . i ) U. r 1 ,- . . I Greek; i"i\v \porrtpnu NIK]
VT '

--\ .! (1
*

,1 '-I. H ; .! contairiri: -N \T(v1 icli

was the first to be printed) \-i- coiiinli u<l fin'V' fi
li Jnn. 1514;

but owing- to the death of th- iruly -JT-VST ("-mlma 1

. ih-.- ii'iblica-
tion of the whole work was <l<Iu\-(l, -he Pop-'- IVCM-** noi being
granted till 22nd March 15:M M",iimr-i]i-, i-i onlor ro forestall
the Spanish edition, John Froben, the celebrated publisher at
Basle, employed Erasmus to prepare an edition of the NT in
Greek, ---.---[* ,j

*
, ;( revised Latin version: this was

hurried :
: :. :l -.

*
i--. . and published in 1516. Erasmus

published . r .

'
: - :

: 1519, 1522, 1527, and 1535. Other
11

.
r 'J:

1 -.' >'!- !-
' of Robert Stephen (especially the

'"
'

> '
-

"..<
' : :

'

:- s- _.': 'ti by many ns the standard text),T 1

-,- . !, <\- is, ,
. ?it-/ . ,i'-l the brothers Elzevir. All printed

<''<' " - - Jl ' - r- ;: r- I by the great founders of textual
criticism, were based upon the TR until 1831, when Lachmann
published a text constructed directly from the ancient docu-
ments.

* This Introduction was written by Dr. Hort, and will in this
article be cited under his name, though the two editors accept
joint responsibility for it.

Whatever may be the ultimate verdict of textual
criticism, the TJt must always remain a monu-
ment worthy of deep veneration and of close

study. It is an essential factor in the history of
the development of Christianity. Through it the
Spirit of God has, during the greater part of the
existence of the Church of Christ, spoken to the
greater number of her members. It has controlled
the doctrine and the life of Christians, and by its
means we have been freed, in part at least, from
the heavy yoke of mediaeval sacerdotalism and
superstition. Those who translated it into modern
languages have left us in their work something of
their own life and spirit. If extent of influence
for good is to be our criterion, then surely, what-
ever its origin, the TR and the translations made
from it bear the impress of the seal of God's Spirit,
and have an unsurpassed and almost unsurpassable
claim to the veneration and gratitude of mankind.
This much every thinking Christian will surely

j; rant. But it is a different thing to go on to say :

therefore this text must be " "*" ""

, uthentic
text.' It would be as logical ,;:. because
the gospel was given to the world in the Greek
language, therefore Jesus must have spoken in the
MIMIC lanjiKii^e. It is quite in accordance with our
<.\j'crionec 01' God's methods of working that He
should employ an instrument fashioned and con-
ditioned not only by the circumstances under
which it took its rise, but also by those through
which it has passed in the course of its history.

It is an unfortunate thing that Burgon and
Miller's writings seem to imply (we believe, in-

deed, that the Dean stated it in so many words)
that of necessity God must have provided for

the^ accurate preservation of the text of the book
which He had given to man. It appears to have
been inconceivable to Burgon that the true text
should be any other than that commonly ac-

cepted by the Church : to him the Church was
the guardian of Holy Writ in the same sense as
-- o ';"' believe her to be the guardian of

'"' '

i- this view, even though not expressly
stated, is felt to underlie the student's conclusions,
then those conclusions are removed from the do-
main of matters with which the critic can deal.

They may, as in the case of views as to the author-
ity of the Church in matters of faith, or of
theories as to the inspiration of the Bible, con-

ceivably rest on a I rue >pivinuil perception, but

they do not rest on e \ideiuc. ^ iili which alone the
critic is competent to deal. We have pointed out
above that a large, and the most enlightened, por-
tion of the Christian Church read the S- ''.-
in tlio Vulgate, or Latin translation vi' .!.,

, .

and ro^jmled H as the only authoritative exponent
of the true text and sense of the original. There
never has been a unanimous tradition as to the
text of Scripture : only for the three centuries that
followed the fh*t printing of the Greek NT has
there been even an appearance of such i;: ,;n

:
i: ! \ .

But though the writings of Burgon in:-. \ii'n :

force one to the conclusion that for them per-
sonally their theory rested on a priori grounds,
yet they have with great labour, assiduity, and
learning collected a vast amount of evidence
in support of the 'Traditional Text.' Unfortu-

nately, Burgon wrote in such a contemptuous
manner of the leading textual critics and of the
most ancient MSS of the NT that most of his work
has the appearance of an ex parte statement rather
than of a solid contribution to the in\ c-^i i^Jition of
a difficult problem. Miller, who edited find com-
pleted many of Burgon's papers after his death,
adopted a more temperate tone ; but so much of

Burgon's language is incorporated, tbat the sub-

ject is still treated rather after the fashion of a
polemical controversy than of a critical investiga-
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tion. Moreover, Burgon's contention was that the
c

Traditional Text *

is the only one that has any
claim to be regarded as the true text ; all docu-
ments that differ from it are treated as of prac-
tically no value. Hort, on the other hand, con-
sidered the ' Traditional '

or < Antiochian 3

text to
be valueless as evidence. Thus the subject has
been treated at its extreme points, and neither side
has taken sufficient trouble to discover how much
truth is contained in the views of the other side.
We lay a good deal of stress on this matter, be-
cause we think there has been a strong disposition
to regard the ' Traditional Text '

as a hobby of

Burgon's, and to treat his defence of it with the
same contempt that he poured so freely on others.

3. Hort's 'Syrian
9 or < Aatiochian ' Text. In

part iii. of Hort's Introduction, chapter ii. bears the
heading, 'Results o"~ . ',,/ .

T~ "
proper.'

Section i. ( 130~it>S) is aevotea u> proving the
posteriority of Antiochian to other known types of

readings. We hope to show later on that the evi-
dence here adduced is not entitled to be called
*

L .. !*.,;],>_ ( ,- ."

'

in a strict sense, but with this we
;. '!> I'M- , lie moment concerned. Hort begins
( 130) by stating the incontrovertible fact that
all great variations of text were prior to the 5th
cent., since the text of Chrysostom and other
Syrian Fathers of the 4th cent, is -.iVi,. :",;"!

1

;-

identical with the common late text: !i ''.. 5 !:>''

the text of every other considerable group of docu-
ments is shown by ;ri;i1- .'.!- evidence of Fathers
and Versions to be '

<i ::,;
p or ;>;:;: ,.-' 'unity.

If we were living in the age o;' ; ii:\ -n-iii'ii. the

problem to be solved would in all essential points
be the same as it is now. Hort then adduces
three lines of evidence to prove the posteriority of
Antiochian readings : (i.) by analysis of connate
reading .' 132-151), (ii.) by Ante-Nicene Patristic
evidence ( 152-162), (iii.) by internal evidence of

Syrian (i.e. Antiochian) i-ji-'In.j- '?? 163-168). We
must deal with each of ; -i -.- i:i. -HO:.- separately.

(i.) When one reading is found in one group of

documents, another in a second group, and the
two different readings are found combined in a
third group, this reading is said to be ' conflate/
Of course it has to be assumed that the first two
readings are prior to the conflate reading, or else

it is not a connate reading at all. Thus the argu-
ment goes in a circle, unless either it can be proved
that the two separate readings existed at a time
when it can be shown that the conflate reading did

not, or the con (Llie roflhHiur is so obviously "wrong
that it cannot

coiireiv.-ibly^btj
the original reading.

If neither of these conditions is fulfilled, then con-
clusions based on the so-called conflate readings
are matters of judgment, not of evidence, Hort
adduces and examines eight cases of readings
which he believes to be conflate : in each case,
according to his view, the Antiochian text has
combined two separate readings found in earlier
texts. Obviously eight examples, taken four from
Mark and four from Luke, afford but a slender
foundation on which to build : it may be, and has
been, urged that these eight examples are only
specimens taken, from a large number available,
but until further examples are collected and pub-
lished the case must be judged by the eight given.

For the sake of illustration, we give here the mam reading's
in the instance selected for special discussion by Hort. In Mk
O-'S (following and the people saw them going,, and many knew
them, and they ran there together on foot from all the cities) we
find the following readi rigs :

xou
jjr/jojjx&jy KUTOVS (and outwent them), KB lect 49 Lat. vg Boh

Arm and (with jr/xxrJjA&v^for yrpofaBw) LA 13 lect 39 ; Syr. vg
has KoCi povi\6ov OL&TOV ix&t.

xou 0-uvyfr.Qov ettircv (and came together there\ Ds*1

28, 604 &

(2pe d ff i r have xou %*.9ov vrov, a simply et venerunt> Syr. sin
andwhen th";t 'v///^, : Tht-M' domnionr- ii'iirnt be taken to sup-
port either 01' tho shorter readings).
< xoc.1 TtporiXbov MVToi/s xoe,i ffwv'f^bov tTpos U.VTOV (wfi& outwent them,

and came together unto him), all known uncials, except the five
named above, all cursive- i.-.\<H;i>r tlu'ir, f*j .Syr. hcl J3th.
In this case it will be

IJO."K
l3 ilui tlif-ie is no evidence to

show that ^cu. trw^Qov Tpo; tx.l>rcfv alone was ever read; more-
over, the evidence for xy.1 G-wrj-Bo* K,V<TOV is very slender, and
quite possibly later than the supposed conflation. Mill sug-
gested with much probability that D omitted the words and
outwent them because they contradicted Mt 1413 and Lk 911

'the crowds follotced him. 1

Swete, ad loe. t quotes 33 as reading
trwicipMLMV Tf)(l$ CCVTGVs 760,1 (TUW^ftw TpQS iv<5y I tlllS appeaFS to
have been another way of getting

1 rid of the words objected to.

The reading of the mass of M^S ^'\> - -. -,-ood sense that
Hort himself says ( 136), T :<"- . : j the sense that
would tempt to alteration : ;. . : >-;_,.( smoothly, and
there is neither contradiction nor manifest tautology''; and
again ( 138),

' Had it been the only extant reading", it would
have roused no - :."".' T" *

..

"

". .' irgue that the
fresh point made .

..-/ .

*

simply spoils
the point of csA '. . ."; . -: >llowe<T" (Mt.,
Luke) the Lord to the desert region (;?), but the actual
arrival at His presence was due to His ace, not theirs, for He
"came out'* of His retirement in some

'

meet them.' But Swete, ad Zoc., far mo
HEX&WV to mean '

having- landed,' and tin
that Hort could find to the language of 1

to the ground : the crowd were the first to reach the spot
whither Jesus and His disci-

'

^-'
'

_.
"

on the beach to meet Him ;
;.-' ,.

:
'

*
-. i /.

realized that He could not secure the quiet He sought. It is

therefore quite possible that the reading of KBLA is due to the
accidental omission of a clause.

In none of the eight cases can It be proved that
the two parts of the longer reading both existed

separately at a time when the combined reading
did not exist, and it is a matter of opinion whether
the readings in which the two separate ones are
combined are likely to be right or not.

Dr. Salmon (Some Thoughts on the Textual Criticism, of the

JVT, p. 68) says that * Canon Cook elaborately discussed Hort's
ci/'U (':.> -. i'o:!< Mclintf that in every one of them the con-
'ii'.icn *:-\p'

i i!u "s -^ <-> '.hi less probable account of the facts.*

lie acl'l- : In < ;i''.li <i ilu.-e cases I did not myself follow Hort
altogether without misgivings/ Miller also discusses the sup-
posed conflations in Appendix ii. of his

' Causes of Corruption,*
and makes out a fairly good case for the originality of the sup-
posed conflate readings.

(ii.) Hort's next argument to prove the posteri-
ority of Antiochian readings is founded on Ante-
Nicene Patristic evidence.

It will be convenient to follow Hort's example in giving at this
"'. ". - -r i- -. 1 i"

'

K *":
'

* -
'

!"_'. r I ->the characterand
-.'-., I': -

< >
:
-i ,-. \\- > '

i -i- ',k first of the dis-
iu1\nr. .'._('- it'ul <lrTi".:!ih'- i \p< riorsc* <1 IM u- Sf"^ "t. To begin
\uJi, ,'. iiiiiK r

;
'il !-> i ice-'-ar 1 '

\ ot-v ;r,i'jfp..-*
i
i

<

n.' i'i n ion, senses
L'IJUI O'u-. K.\oh \MI ' r <|iiou

j
ff \n.c a ]"".< ;! i.'i'.K-r <> passages,

-oil:-*;
-

t i-'O-ily in i'ri c" .'i^-o 1
:! T^'v-Mcr'.'j!

1

'. pron'.isent passages
that we can get tx>genner a really repreatiiiiam t: collection of
Patristic quotations. It follows that any kind of Patristic

apparatus is more or less deceptive. It may be, for instance,
that Ori^'n ]} <> rc.KV'iir .vhich r.rrrrs"1

':' ^ r=:> ,.
,\ ;,: , ]

by cri'lc;J \\ritrr-*, nu. .1-i.r i'r>- |>a--:.^e
'

i \.-
" '

o < - i-

quot(-d 1; Clomi-'ii of \!-JN; Tidrui. !fc r^ we are placed in a
diffic'.V- . l.<'.TiiM' Cii-nu-'iii !i"<l Ori'jron *lul not by any means
alwaj a u^rcc, uncl, " <i ijuolr.tio'i ''ia<J ! H'L3 preserved inwMch
Clement used a different reading, it would be probable that
Oriiri-ir- nsulniir did not belong to the text : "'* " '

a 1

. VtiKiiudriu. biiL iri-ibhe had obtained
"

,

source ; his evidence, therefore, would be simply of a personal
character. It is necessary, therefore, in weighing Patristic
evidence to deal with the author's quotations as a whole, in

order to form a judgment of the character of the text he used.
When Clement's and Origen's quotations are thus dealt with, it

is found that Origen in part agrees with the text most favoured

by critical editors, but that his predecessor Clement used a
substantially different text of a * Western '

type ; Origen too,
in part, followed ' Western ' texts : the conclusions to which
thesephenomena lead will be discussed later on. The iin por*-nul

point to note at this stage is that the whole mas* of ji uriur -

, v J
" >- r .*t TV- +vr-t

rfj -^ one whole, and that, while we
AW''- o- :"< >

'

'*

'

used, our knowledge of It is only
fragmentary, and nccessarilv confined as far as details are con-

cerned to the passages cxpliciilv quoted.
A moment's rofle\ion on the way in -*

: "'

"

T"!*; !*?'" -' -1

in extempore sermons or in conversa 1
" T - .s"i i- 'i

show I'.T a \\ri.< r * rnoini'ons may nc 'i"v :
;

> r- y-nl'i- -.- . :

tfxi ilvvt ho roii#i<lT k<l lot: bt'M), suppo-
:
ncr Mm fo Tiavo fonr.frt

;i criir.il .ind'jf'i'cir. ois ;iu- --iJi'ect. .Va' :i-iil I'X)cik-.s of >\\v ti
1 -

lion ir-)m in"nury. inp'jT'jr-iv with more than orie^texu, and
.'

"
. ,"'! .

.p-.
- r:

J
l '- !'=. wjUl account

. ^ '. , . !; c.-'i^-'Jir
'

--'luine variant

readings. A knowledge of the prqneness of the human brain
to repeat a mistake once made, will render us cautious even
when a writer quotes a passage more than once in the same
unusual form. Even with great care and wide experience it is

difficult for a student to feel sure that, a quotation gives the
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reading which the writer, in answer to a direct question, would
have deliberately stated to be the right one.

Moreover, we often feel great doubt whether the quotation
stands in our printed editions in its original form. The works
of many Greek Fathers have been notoriously badly edited, and
it is only when we have had iverson.il experience of the editor's

methods that we can feel any security that full adxamage has,

been taken of the MSS and other evidence available. Dr. XesJe
(in his Introduction to the Textual Criticism of the Greek NT,
Eng. tr. 1901, p. 145) refers to an extreme instance of supineness

And when we go behind the editions, we often find that only
'. Yfr VFS .!-' ,

4-."L
. .-.-* w; !-.-- ^o r""?"

'

>t-" : ::. *

*'i >

!.-.. -L

made by scribes in numberless passages in which there are no
means of discovering them.
The case of Fathers writn' j ".."-.,.-* o

"

.".;
Greek

presents further difficulties, ; t,
- ' * .<. "iy- ": to say

how far the form of the quotati
" ",""* the

original Greek, and how far to . , n in

their own language. Analogous difficulties arise in the case of

works which are preserved only in translations, because the
translator was likely to introduce readings familiar to him in

the vernacular.
W<

" .";"." iiis matter in order to show-
how i ,

' a j-idaru'c"
1 on the Patristic

evide .. : . : Midinu>. Bui, < n the other

hand, we des" :".: "..-"''.-- ,.;" :~- 1 >-.- "'li
"

immense
importance <i IV..r--- '\t "'. .' .

-1 . due pre-
oa :'

:
- )-

f '
* A

- 11 1
- nuric-t ,

!iu".ioh , the tuu ::'a."d local zing
o - \> - '

, \ .

'

JBui, agaui, we uuusfc remember that the remains of Ante-
Nicene Christian literature that have come down to us are very
*r.vjr-ne

v
itrtry. *Tht- oiTv Aerial f >r v.l-Vii w li:..-o nn.\tV*>.r

l.^e :i ^uiiioienoy of n pr- -(:! m :
\(- ::o'A

1

n.<igft c'or
1^]-:^ ron^l 1> <>i

three-ii :nrn r-o: t CLM :v- f i"')*n Ji,cr,:l IT.'i TO -W (.llMT. ].>)
Beside- C'!^uiL'i- a-i'l O'-'-JTL", Ilor; nc*M-s Irenseus, Hippolytus,
TertuI 'i.i. , C'ipri.ii

1

, a:nl -Nr,
1
- tt.ti.:i, l>o!cnging to the period

named ; MethocLius towards the close of the 3rd cent. ; and
Eusebius of Csesarea in the first third of the 4th century.

* The
text used,' writes Hort ( 159),

*

by all those Ante-Nicene Greek
writers, not bein^ connected with Alexandria, who have left

considerable remains, is substantially Western.'

"We are now in a position to consider the value
of the argument for the posteriority of Antiochian

readings which Hort bases on Ante-Nicene Patristic
evidence: u L- P. ^v"-

T
. /'"- sit

1

;.

1 umon I ilui"! nM-\(j:nl

writer "before (Jhrysostom used the Antiochian text.

The force of this argument is considerably lessened
if we reflect that, had the writing of Origen
perished, we should have had practically no Ante-
Nicene Patristic evidence for tho, type of lost con-
tained in the HY.

Miller (The Traditional Text, p. 94 ff.) has

attempted to prove the antiquity of the Tradi-
tional or A-ntiochian text by a wide appeal to
Patristic evidence. In a sense he fails, "because if

a reading is shown to he older than the supposed
revision which produced the Antiochian text, it is

said by the school of Hort to be not distinctively
Antiochian, but a * "Western *

reading adopted by
the revisers. To one who does not adopt an extreme
view on either side, this will probably appear very
like a

fight over emp^ty names. The Antiochian
text confessedly contained an ancient element, and
the real question us whether critical editors have
paid sMifliciVnt attention to the evidence afforded

by it. Call the text by what name you will, but let

it be judged on the intrinsic value of its readings,
not in accordance with uncertain theories. Its very-
existence forms evidence in favour of certain types
of the Western text, which must go back to the
2nd cent. , as is shown by Miller ; and the real

question at issue is, What weight is to be attached
to the evidence of these texts ?

(iii.) The judgment of such a scholar as Dr. Hort
on the intrinsic value of the Antiochian readings
must carry the greatest weight. It will be most
satisfactory to quote his own words. * Another
step is gained by a close examination of all read-

ings distinctively Syrian (Antiochian) in the sense

explained above, comparing them on grounds of
Internal Evidence, Transcriptional and Intrinsic,

with the c-:
1

-- "!' .

ri<l
- ame passages. The

result is
..

: ,.-., to the hypothesis
which wa

"

, Deluded by the phe-
nomena of the connate readings, namely that in

other cases, where the Syrian text differs from all

other extant ancient texts, its authors may have

copied some other equally ancient and perhaps
purer text now otherwise lost

5

( 163). This de-

cision may be regarded either as an expression of

subjective judgment, in which case its value will

vary according to the estimate formed of its

author's ability as a critic; or else it can be re-

garded as the result of certain lines of argument,
in which case it is the business of other critics to

examine those arguments.
The conclusions which Hort reached in regard

to the conflate readings discussed above rest on,
and indeed may be fairly considered to assume the
truth of, his views as to the genealogical relations

of the different families into which he divides all

extant NT documents. His whole text is indeed
based on those views ; and therefore, if we are to

discuss the problem before us intelligently, it is

essential to have correi ; l%vov. Irn: 1 '* of the exact
na:u!f uf j.i-7

1

.' i,

1

."^!--^! o\ MI-ISM-, ;:M'; of how far it

is r.xiiik'.iu- ]". i !:< < riticism of the NT text.

It is an obvious truth that, if the original of a
document exists, no number of copies wm possess
any value for settling its text, which can be ascer-

tained by reference to the document itself. This
is the simple ground on which all genealogical evi-

dence rests. If three independent copies have been
made of a document which has itself perished, it

may fairly be assumed that where all three agree
they correctly represent the original j and further,
in cases where two of the copies agree against the

third, we shall confidently judge that these two
preserve the right text, and that the third is in

error. Now suppose that fifty copies have been
made of this third original copy, and that it has
itself perished, then it is clear that the evidence
of the two extant primary copies outweighs the
evidence of the

fifty secondary ones. In this ex-

ample it is assumed that the exact parentage of

every copy is known. This is, of course, seldom
the case with the MSS of ancient authors; but
when the parentage of every MS concerned can be
ascertained,

*

..- . .." .' .."

"
"...-,."

from which there can be no appeal.

This matter is of such importance that it is worth while to
illustrate further -what \v e have said, by reference to an actual
instance. A fair number of MSS exist of the Pcedoqogue of

Clement of Alexandria. In one family of these, consisting- of

eight or more members, a passage of considerable length is left

out. Now trwo leaves have been lost from a MS preserved at
Florence (called F), which contained exactly this passage ; it is

therefore beyond doubt that the MSS referred to were copied
from F after the loss of these leaves, and

'

!:< *> MV 1 ] !\ i f

value as evidence. There exists also at IVr.- .'iiv-i' r ."l^;! i'),

considerably older than F. At one time there was some little

doubt about tho relation existinir botwu-ri Ihc-o two MSS ; b-.jc

nfior a timr it \\as poinNKl out by u <u-riM:m M-holnr, Dr. s?LiihI
:

n,
lhai rf-ruiin not< s Lhai wore wriiLOii MI P bydilVcn nr proplf .xr.d

at (lifU-roni tinns, an \vriiron in I

1

in The hand oi iht i oriirir.^l

scriNo : Tlii> rimkts il oort-aiti ihui F \\as copied, <lirO'Hly or

indirectly, from P, and it can therefore also be put aside.
Further researches showed that every known MS of the work
was derived from P, which consequently forms our onlj authority
for the text. It is very seldom that suchcerrain results as these
can be reached in actual practice. It is generally pot-bible to

group MSS to some extent by observing- thc'r airrcorru rit in

obvious errors, because it is not likely that diilorcni MT:|H.
would make the same mistakes independently in several differ-

ent places. It is obvious Lhac the confidence with which we can
employ genealogical evidence is proportionate to the certainty
witti which the relations of the MSS have been ascertained, iii

the case of certain cursive MSS of the Gospels strictly g-enea-
logical evidence is forthcoming, and it has been shown that the
cursives 13, 69, 124, 346, and certain others, are derived from
one common ancestor ; but, except for this one important and
interesting case, the genealogical relations of Gospel MSS are
matters of deduction, if not of guesswork,

It appears, then, that it is impossible to acqui-
esce in Hort's unqualified condemnation of the
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Antipchian text, so far as that condemnation rests
on (i.) the analysis of conflate readings, which
presupposes certain ,_ <-\"\,,' relations to exist
between certain gro .|

-^
""*** &nd involves an

argument in a vicious circle, because those relations
cannot be independently shown to exist; and (ii.)
so far as it rests on Patristic evidence, this being
precarious from its fragmentary character, while
at the same time it does prove that the Antiochian
text contains a very ancient element. It remains,
therefore, to judge this text on its intrinsic merits.

3. The tfr-isci'ar.y unseated Critical Text. Once
again, it !

!
> views that we must princi-

cipally concern ourselves, because WH's text is the
only one published which can be regarded as in any
way self - consistent. No textual student would
place much confidence in Tischendorfs judgment,
which is embodied in his editio octava critica major ;

the Greek text underlying the RV" does not appear
to^have been formed in accordance with any ascer-
tainabL- '," '"']-; and Weymouth's

* Resultant
Text,' ,','i-! -i:ni!,::- editions, founded on the con-
sensus of critical editors, from their nature have
no independent critical value. We have, therefore,
to consider the principles on which WH founded
their text. We have already shown how the great
mass of documents, coniiii'ii'i^ an Antiochian text,
were set on one side. The pre-Antiochian texts
Hort divided into three families, and, on what ap-
pear to iL.'iy -';" >: - r.-.:T.' "< _!!, -1-

:
a- -I.MMV

that they stood in certain ^-h <, ',/- I relations to
one another. One of thes-- f<: rs'iii- - C'-nsists of the

group of texts commonly called t

Western'; after

setting these aside as obvious corruptions of the
original text, only a small body of MSS, Versions,
and Fathers remains. This small residuum, how-
ever, Hort proceeds to again divide into ' Neutral '

and Alexandrian '

documents. It is now, we think
\ve may 3ay, generally ; V ""

-1
* l1

'.
1

'his dis-

tinction cannot be ma" 1

. / .
*

-. Some
Thoughts on the Textual Criticism of the NT, p.
50 ff.

v

. r TI -
1

3ses as ( Alexandrian '

the , which usually agree
with ooaex B, wnen tney differ from B and are
not supported by much Western evidence. We
shall therefore treat these documents as forming
one group, and distinguish the readings, as Salmon
suggests, as early and later Alexandrian. Hort
frankly admitted the close relation existing be-
tween his Neutral and Alexandrian readings, since
he conceived both sets of readings to be derived
from a common non - Western ancestor ; this led

him, in the case of an important set of readings,
which he called e Western noii-iniori/olailon-.' to

prefer the testimony of a small group of Western
documents to the practically unanimous evidence
of all other documents.

It will be convenient here to give a list of the
main documents with which criticism has to deal.

We begin with those which more or less regularly
support the Alexandrian readings. See also art.

MANUSCRIPTS.

B, the famous Codex Vaticanus, assigned to the 4th cent., is

by far the most Interesting- ; according to Hort, it con-
tains a purely

* Neutral ' text in the Gospels.

N, Codex Sinaiticus, discovered "by Tischendorf on Mt. Sinai,

and probably to be assigned to the 4th century. This
MS is thought by Hort to be free from Antiochian

readings, but to contain a s mixed '

text, that is, one in

which Western, Neutral, and Alexandrian elements are
all found, though in the Gospels TIP looks on ii as larerelv

Neutral ; this is equivalent to saying that its agreements
with B are very numerous.

O, Code^c Ephrserai Rcscriptus, a palimpsest preserved at

Paris, and belontrmff probably to the fith century. The
text of (his MS is undoubtcdlv of jrrcat importance.
Miller (Plaia Intr* vol. i. p. 128) well describes its text

as 'standing nuarlv midwav between A and B, somewhat
inclining to" the latter.' Hort considers C to contain an
Antiochian and also a Western element.

L, Codex Regius, preserved at Paris, belonging to the Sth

century. This MS is especially remarkable for the number
VOL. II. 46

of reading's it has m common with B. A< "cording- to
Hoit ( 2U9), 'The foundation of the text is Non-Western
Pre-Syrian,' But he adds: 'The fundamental text has
been largely mixed with late Western and with Syrian
elements.'

T. Under this symbol are placed several fragments of MSS
uuntairi:,'^ a GILLK. L'j\t, arid a translation in the dialect
or I i>i>, i J-.j;. pr (.-^nidio or Thebaic). They range in date
from the 5th to the 7th century -

X, Codex Monacensis, preserved at Munich, of the 9th or 10th
cent., has a fundamentally Antiochian text, but is of

interest because it often joins with CL in giving readings
which may be regarded as late Alexandrian.

Z, Codex Dublinensis Eescriptus, perhaps to be assigned to
the 4th cent., contains 295 verses of Mt. in 22 fragments.
The text is apparently pre-Antiochian, and agrees more
closely with N than with B.

A, Codex Sangallensis, of the Sth or 10th cent., has an ordi-

nary Antiochian text, except in Mk., in which Gospel its

has many readings in common with CL.
S, Codex v

" " "
""*. of the Sth cent.,

belon Bible Society in
London. This MS contains 342 verses of Lk. } giving an
appaienny pie-Antiocblan text, In which both Western
ai'd Aloxaiifiriaii elements are found.

1, A minuscule, preserved at Basle, assigned to the 10th,

12th, or 13th cent., often agrees with KB and BL.

33, A minuscule of the 10th cent., preserved at Paris, has been
called ' the (jueen of cursives.' Ifc has a very interesting
text, containing man3T ancient elements, but agreeing
now with one, now with another type of readings.

The ancient Egyptian Versions, as might be expected, to some
extent support the Alexandrian text ; but there is so much
uncertainty in regard to these Versions that it is not easy to
reckon with them as an element in the critical problem pre-
sented to us. Forbes Robinson, in his art.

*

Egyptian Versions '

in Hastings' DB, declines to foil 7 V ~
'

'

Hort in

a=sigiiing one, if not both, of the .' !
.

Versions

(At', iho Bohauic and the Sahidic), or at least parts of them, fco

the close of the 2nd century. "T _' -
' "

r *"""_
that the Sahidic Version, whi \

'
.

- .!_>
was the earlier of the two ; and it must be regarded as funda-
iventaHv Western rather than Alexandrian. The Bohairic (mis-
leadinulv called CV,'i.V. ft i< I i^-> Memphitic) Version, current in
Lower" Eg\ pt, 'OM --, d ; J.i;

1 o_- i". general with B, and perhaps
even more clo*-. !

^ ". !> ih-.
k :<\; used by Cyril of Alexandria.

If it has to be assigned to a- date as late as the middle of the
3rd cent., it is evident that it may be the result of the type of

text then current in Alexandria, and cannot be used as evidence
r>- !'v uiv.Vor a"iih:: : i' of that text. The remains of the
I!.-' nn: 11

* \"<'- 7 )is 1 1 --^c current in Middle Egypt are so

scanty that they offer little help at present.

It would be easy to extend this list "by including
documents which :

i"
1

"
1

; support the Alex-
andrian text, but it will oe round that the nucleus
of the attestation for most of Hort's readings lies

practically in the group KBCLX 33, often sup-
ported by the Egyptian versions.

At the same time, it Is most necessary to bear in
mind that the greater part of the attestation for

Hort's readings is often afforded by documents
which he classes as Western, and whose evidence
he would put on one side were It not supported by
some member or members of the Alexandrian

group* We proceed, therefore, to give a list of the
main Western documents, which have r-

'

.Onvsilx

been mentioned as containing an \!.-\r,.'pi-i.'i:i

element.

D. Codex Bozru CVu-.'briidi 'i.-**. of the 6th century. This is

in many ways TIP rio-r ir.cnH -.JT MS of the Gospels extant:
its text is, to a trr.n: <

l v.< "I. i.:i.<j. o. and gains in interest and
importance from the support v\ hu'h ir often receives from the
most ancient versions known, the Old LSI ^ in and the Old Syriac.
All evidence tends to show that it preserves for us a, text which
was widely read in the 2nd cent., and the questions connected
with this text are likely to increase rather than to decrease both
in importance and in practical hiLere-1.

P and Q. T\vo palirnp !;e'i& prtaerveil at Wolfenbiittel, assigned
respec Lively to the Glh and ,"*rh centuries. P contains 31 frag-
ments, coiisipfing of 318 \crses from all four Gospels; Q 12

frairinonrs of 217 Corses from Lie ami John. The anoient element
in ihese MSS is partlv Western and partly Alexandrian.
R. Codex Nitri crisis, a palimpsest of the Cth cent., in the

British Museum, conudns 2.~> frapfmcim* of Lk.. consisting
of about

o!6 verses. The pre-A.nlinchian readings are inostlv Western.
Two groups of minuscules are of importance. 1-118-131-209

are fairly eloselv related, and offer s-ome intcrostinp: reading '>

but far more important are the minuscules of the Ferrar group,
mentioned above, 1 3-C9-124-346-543-(788)-S26. This group pre-
serves the readings of a lost MS containing a peculiar Western
text, different from that of B, but in a manner parallel to it.

Another important minuscule, of the 9th or 10th cent., is pre-
served at St. Petersburg:, and is named by Miller-Scrivener 473

(565 of Gregory, 81 of Hort, 2pe of Tischendorf).
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The evidence of the Versions is of great importance in regard
to the Western text, for it -1 <

"

. "!- r- . 1 this text was
in the earliest times, and .

- ..- . . ne ' Western 3

cannot properly be applied to it in a geographical sense. From
East and West and from the south of

"
'

.

' "

1 ,

"

the prcvaltincu- of distinctively Westei
The Old Latin (i.t

1
. the pre-Vulgate ! , : .

forms, which have been distinguished as African, European,
and Italic

;
the last .

"

Vulgate text, that -

important MS of the African Latin is k (Codex Bobbiensis),
of the 5th or 6th cent., preserved at Turin. Unfortunately, it

C'o'i jri: < UIM\ i>criioris oi M . i*nd Mark. The close agreement
of -i-. fti-j\ rijC \\iih i,"v o .o' Minns of Cyprian proves that it

< or'iiir.- a n \ -

.-'<! i-i AT ;
"I in tany times ; e (Codex Palatinus),

of the 4th or 5th cent., preserved at Vienna, contains a version
of a

* " ' '
' ' ' "

.

'
n

sous as that
of A.

' .-, 'I- a, &,/(Mt.
f

"

) :

"
. .

. .a MS, but a
.-. '.

' NT, known
as th

,

, . extent in c,

/, and <jr,
and in many fragments of MSS.

The text of the Latin Vulgate is preserved in very numerous
MSS. It is fundamentally Western in character, as being a
descendant of the Old Latin, but has been much modified,
especially in the Gospels, by the influence of Greek MSS of the
Antiochian type.
In Syriac, the Peshitta Version holds a place analogous to St.

Jerome's V' 1 *" '' *
.'".

" - -'"
'iochian text.

AnotherV "

'Old Syriac/
is preserved in two MSS ; one hi the British Museum, the text
of which was published by Cureton, is called after him the
* Curetonian Syriac

*

(Syr c r
) ; the other was discovered by Mrs.

Lewis and Mrs. Gibson in the Library of the Convent on Mount
Sinai, and is known as the 'Sinaitic Syriac

3

(Syrsm). These
Versions, allied, but by no means identical, ha\ e an estenualTr
Western text. Another factor in the Syriac problem is the Dla-
tessaron of Tatian (flourished A.I>. 160), the text of which has to
a great extent been recovered from an Arabic translation, from
an Armenian translation of the Syriac commentary of Ephraem
Syru-. and frori t)". T.io'.'sfio':- of the Syrian writer Aphraates.
The Js.ar ^'ir< / -\-!< -i : r;no"\ of the four Gospels, which was
widely used in Syriac-speaking countries in preference to the

separate Gospels; and in ooirpTm.* ii T:i*:!in used a Western
text, similar in character .<> ihc <) d **yii...

rt
. The mutual rela-

tions of these documents are still in "dispute, but the most
probable view is that the Old Syriac stands to the Peshitta as the
Old Latin does to Jerome s Vulgate. Two later versions must be
mentioned ; one is the Harkleian revision of the Philoxenian
Syriac, made by Thomas of Harkel about the year 616, the text
of which is baser) i

Mv P"*"'^.. li
J -"" i.-r

1

-.
J

r ir1
*

1 /= *

Greek MSS of a '-\ -
-. : > : M ^"r: -. , i

>' : -\ c\ -r
is an Evangelists r" . > r ,

! '.-- . , "';..
known as the ' Jerusalem Syriac,* which sometimes offers very
interesting readings of the Alexandrian type. It has already
been stated that the Sahidic version of Upper Egypt is funda-
mentally Western.
In order to complete this brief survey of the most important

document?, we must here mention A* the important Codex
Alexandriaus of the 5th cent., preserved in the British Museum ;

is contains a pure form of the Antiochian text, and it is quite
possible that, oriticss will learn to allow more s

j:*it ^o i'.*

evidence than is at present the case. The main -- >- -.-

that have not been here mentioned, and of the minuscules, may
be regarded '= ~"^V - ^-" i-y^- -"- a >. , v. -Mjeof A, because
the -'mpori.M .;>. :.

- :
i i ,->-,; 4 -i - upon the esti-

mate ioni'( (1 or iu value of tne Bext; or A.

We have now to consider in more detail the use
which Horb makes of the Alexandrian group of
documents. We have already tried to show how
j>To<-ai:iiii.- MT

iy nr^mnent is which rests on genea-
i0^ii-:i!

< or'^iil( j rf;uo:'.->. owing to the lack of suffi-

cioTiiIy iui! o\iiioM<ri.k

; at the best, genealogical
evidence alibrds us no help in judging between the
Western and the Alexandrian texts, because they
are confessedly parallel to each other, and have
equal claims to consideration on genealogical
prron.ntl>. But if it can be shown that the
_Ale\;ni(lrian group consistently supports readings
intrinsically better than tlio^o of the Western
documents, this will afford good reason for follow-

ing it. In other words, the question comes to
this : Is the text of WH, which all critics admit to
be substantially a text used at Alexandria early in
the 3rd cent., on the whole preferable to the TR,
and to such a text as would be formed by following
exclusively Western documents 1 The answer of
critics at the present time to this question would
undoubtedly be in the affirmative. But, in the
great majority of cases in which it differs from the
TR, WH's text has the support of the best Western
as well as of the Alexandrian documents; it is

possible, therefore, to argue that its general excel-

lence is due to the pure form of the Western
element which it contains, and to look upon the

distinctively Alexandrian
""

," blemishes.
On what grounds does . ; these dis-

tinctively Alexandrian readings 1 His main argu-
ment is the internal evidence of groups ; all the

readings supported by a group such as KB or &D
are examined, and judgment is passed on them
collectively, and also on the text common to the
MSS forming the group. Now, the text common
to N and D is, according to Hort's classification.

Western, and in his opinion gives inferior readings
(of course, when unsupported by other primary
documents); wherea !' ..' nJ~

of K and B
almost invariably g"

- ". ^ dch he con-

siders intrinsically \ . !

:

," method of

forming a judgment on a wide consideration of the

general readings of a group, to a great extent does

away with the
;

, -.,

"" dement which is so great a

danger when ." i. .- ..

'

readings are considered
each on its intrinsic merits, but it still leaves plenty
of room for the personal equation, since a general

judgment is based on a special individual judgment
in a numb r

, ,'' ases ; thus Hort's system
is far less

"

-

,
'

,

'

j s: it appears to be at first

sight. It is obviously impossible to enter into all

this minute research unless one is able to devote

many years of close work to the subject ; yet,
without doing so, it appears presumptuous to dis-

pute Hort's conclusions.
But judgment in this matter really rests on a

wider question. If it can be shown to be probable
that the Alexandrian text is the result of a re-

vision, then the greater part of Hort's work has
been expended in restoring the original text of
that revision, and is only a step, though an im-

portant one, in getting back to the readings of the

original autographs. Now, recent invo^Lijjjitior,-
seem to tend to render two facts pro bn bio : \\j

that all documents giving an Alexandrian text
are connected with Egypt, and (2) that the text
current in Egypt prior to the time of Origen was
fundamentally Western, not Alexandrian. If a
strong piobaliility can be made out for these two
views, then it wifl be a reasonable conclusion that
the Alexandrian text had its rise in Egypt during
the early part of the 3rd cent,, and it win have to
be treated as parallel to, though earlier and more
important than, the Antiochian text. Egypt was
the home of scholars, and if such a recension was
made there, it is natural that the conclusions of

curly H l.ol.i'- -hould commend themselves on their
irn nn~ir UK I'L - to men of similar training even at
a much later date ; we have also to remember that
it is quite probable that those early scholars, with
more evidence before them than we now have, did
select the best readings, and may have preserved
to us many true readings which would otherwise
lifuc |>e.ri-li<

Ad. Tlui dislike with which the later
iudonls of Aimoch regarded the opinions of the

earlier Alexandrian Fathers, and the taint of

heresy which attached to them, easily account for
the text they ^referred not having continued in

general use, if indeed it was ever widely current.
Hort has declared that there are no grounds at all
for believing in this Alexandrian revision, but we
are not aware that he has gone beyond assertion
on this point. In the same way, Bsiruon nn<1 Afilu r

declared that Hort's Antiochian ii-v i-ion- \u-i . h-s

creations of Hort's imagination. But the fact re-
mains that the Alexandrian text cannot be traced
earlier than the first quarter of the 3rd century.
Clement of Alexandria used a distinctively Western
text ; it is true that he sometimes has what are
commonly regarded as Alexandrian readings, but
it is manifestly impossible to prove that these may
not have been part of the Western text, current in
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Alexandria, and naturally taken up by the revisers.
If it is the case that the Sahidic version is earlier
than the Bohairic, again we find the Western type
preceding the Alexandrian ; and if Bohinson is

further right in n-V :

".- 'Ue Bohairic to the 3rd,
and not the 2nd ; .. ,

! it may . i v !.o--"'^\

have^been made from MSS with the -.\ .
: M ,; \) \-

andrian text, and its character is thus accounted
for.

The great importance which Hort assigns to the
li^reomopi of K and B depends on his contention
Tliju ilio two MSS are independent of each other;
but there are really strong reasons for doubting
this. Hort ( 288) admits the truth of the fact

pointed out by Tischendorf,
' that six leaves of the

NT in ft, together with the opening verses of the
Apocalypse, besides corrections, headings, and in
two cases -.:*-

'i;-i ]-. to other parts, are from
the hand of i < >!.'.. scribe that wrote the NT
in B.' He adopts the obvious conclusion that the
scribe of B was the corrector of K, and adds that
it shows that the two MSS were written in the
same generation, probably in the same place. He
argues, however, that the evidence of the text,

supported by differences in the order of the books
and other externals, creates a strong presumption
that they were copied from independent exemplars.
But where so much dope'id- on the absolute in-

dependence of two \\iirio-os this close local
connexion must cause the most serious doubts.
Have we any means of -.

i \riu uliere it is likely
that the two MSS we: r" vine- ? Both MSS
contain a peculiar system of chapter numbers in
the Acts, in each case in a very early hand, and
with such differences that in neither case can the
numeration have been copied from the other MS,
but must have come from a common original.
Dean Armitage Robinson, in his * Euthaliana '

(TS iii. 3), gives reasons for believing that this

chapter-numeration is the same as that connected
with the name of Euthalius, and points out (p. 35)
that a Euthalian codex claims to have been col-

lated with the accurate copies in the library at
Csesarea of Eusebius Pamphyli. The connexion
of Origen with this great library is well known,
and sug- ;_.-<- '(.uii^Ii \i, can hardly be called more
than a -:i;;^<

< io': i'i;i : the same library may have
been the birthplace of these two great MSS which,
when in agreement, support the text which Origen
mostly used, and with the rise of which he may
well have been connected. It is impossible to

speak with any confidence until a great deal more
work has been done, but it does seem as if the
evidence in favour of an Alexandrian revision is

growing (cf.
, further, Burkitt, TS v. 5).

We are able to judge of Hort's work only by
the results, and to some extent u:

1

jiid^Mimi n\\\-l

be based on a consideration of \;!vnn iiMi>ric> -.

that is, we must judge the theory by cases in

which he has pushed it to its furthest limits.

No one denies that the greater part of his text,

right or wrong, is of extreme antiquity, being
based on C i !' of Alexandrian and
Western - .:: , question is whether his

theory has led to tlie inclusion of readings that
cannot be shown to be earlier than Origen, and
may therefore be due to an Alexandrian revision,
or may be errors that had crept into the Western
text current at Alexandria on which that re-

vision was based. We propose to examine a few

examples which throw light on the methods he
employed.
One of the most important, instructive, and truly typical

examples occurs in Jn l"ia. The passage has been exhaustively
discussed by Hort in the first of his Two D&ttertations (1876). The
verse runs in the Alexandrian MSS : 6gav A&,si*

^i&fatxev
irutrore-

u,wcy&\v$ Qto; o iv E.V T6-. XGJ.TO* TOIJ TotTfoS i*ci? IZy.yZiroi'ro. For
uArfywtf tn6; the ^ast majority of documents give I u-ovoy^f
vlo; : Hort's reading is supported by a small, and nearly homo-

geneous, group of documents, KBC*L 33, the Pesh. Syriac, the
margin of the Hark. Syriac, and the Bohairic. The Sahidic
and Gothic Versions and the Sinaitic Syriac are not extant
here, and the evidence of the ..Ethiopia is divided. So far, this
would appear to be an exclusively Alexandrian group, were it
not for tht Nippon. O F tliu Pesh., which can hardly

"
-

~.

of roiupliriix v.irh iSC'I., and seems to show that
'

must be older than the alleged Alexandrian re-vision. The
Patristic evidence is as usual confused and doubtful, but
there can be little doubt that Clement of Alexandria's usual
reading- was o fjt,oveytvr.s ti&os (the article is found with Uses also in
K<? 33 Bohairic), but he was acquainted with the reading vies
which comes once in an allusion of his own, once in the Ex-
cerpto, ex Theodoto. Irenseus seems to have known the reading
tlsis, which is also found in several later Fathers, including-
Origen. But;*-, .

*

..':.. have good e\ idenee
for the existe "...: -

, < the time of Origen.We may therefore regard it as an old reading current in Alex-
andria. On the other hand, the evidence of the great majority
of MSS and Versions, supported by a good array of Fathers,
shows that the rival reading was widely spread at an equallv
early period. Hort had no doubt how to decide on the evidence,
impressed as he was with the general excellence of the Alex-
andrian group, and he argued so well that internal evidence
supports fMvoyws Osos that it is hard to read his words without
feeling convinced that he is in the right. Yet it is at least
doubtful whether such a phrase as fMvoyivvte dsos could have been
used I ":oi,- Gu< \ T-l "o-.' r.: 1

..
obtained a commanding influence

over l '>!" .-:
:,v >

-
r (.,, <.L".\ . < .<-<let, who was second to none in the

exegesis ot St. John's Gospel, and was singularly unbiassed in
matters of textual criticism, deals with the rival readings iri

a few words (Com. ad loc.): *La lecon des Alexandras : le
Dieu fils unique, malgr6 1'autorite du Vatic., n'a ete admise
& peu pres par aucun des <diteurs modernes, et Pappui du
Sinwit. ne lui procurera pas a 1'avenir un meilleur accueil.
Elle a trop la saveur de la dogmatique posterieure. Le fait

qu'elle se trouve chez Clement d'Alexandrie et chez Origene,
est un indice de son lieu d'origine.' It does, indeed, seem
impossible to believe that the writer of the Gospel, immediately
after saying

*

God, no one has ever seen,' should continue,
* the

only-begotten God . . . has declared him.' In fact, the word
QMS can apparently be in place here only if used in the secondary
sense assigned to it by Origen, as distinguished from o Bus, a
term which he thought could not properly be used of the Logos.
Hort thinks that the_jeading cannot have arisen from an acci-

dental confusion of 6s and vs, because of the omission of the
article in most MSS reading Bees ; but the testimony of Clement
suggests that o /Mivoyivvts QMS may have arisen accidentally ; the
reading would be welcomed by the school of Origen, but the
article would naturally be omitted.
We nexb select an instance which exemplifies a particular

excellence of the Alexandrian text freedom from readings
introduced to make one Gospel harmonize with the parallel

passage in another. In Mt I25 KBZ 1, 33 read &as cl (B omits)
trsxtv u!6v, and they have the ~ ' -"'

>ortant MSS of the
Old Latin (avid 5 c g,i fy, of

. versions, and the
Curetonian Syriac. The mass of MSJS and Versions bring- lit.
into harmony with Lk. by reading 'ius ou eveney tw HIM airjfc -rov

trp&iroTafcov.
A very similar group (with the addition of D,but without the

Curetoninn Svriac) omir* the doxolocry to the Lord's Prayer in
Mt 613.

In Mt 713 we have one of the instances in which WH desert

B, omitting the words v rv)w with K* and the Old Latin, sup-
1

" "

"dence. But the Patristic evidence
the extreme familiarity of expres-

sions referring to the * Two Ways
'

(cf. e.g. Didache, 1) mig&t
easily result in no reference being made to the '

Gate.' Most
people who are not professed textual critics would prefer to
follow the main mass of MSS.
Mt 162b. 3 is omitted by KB, supported by 3 uncials (including

X), 14 minuscules, the Curetonian Syriac, one MS of the
Bohairic, and apparently Origen. -T - - '-":. ,"

' 1-1- i_<

was omitted in most MSS. Hor -..;-:> !
<i , ; .1^

evidence and liu Mi'in)-"
r)'lii\ cf sir < o':i ilrir f( r o'j.*--".(.!i prove

these words to h !0]);ir' o HO r\i f>i .Ml. Tnt^ rjiii hardly
have been an iiKc-iid rin n </! of the parallel Lk 1254- 55

, but
were apparently aerived iroin an extraneous source, written or

oral, and inserted in the Western Text at a very early time/
Thi-i example brings us face to face -v-^ ,

"i v, "'-.-"t i.v %1
.-r* :

ihe natural tendency of scribes was ; \ '1^ .- . .. ',-

possible, Jifl
"

'- r- lailv rri>< s.-Il/t- d \^ c-i-i in cs.-c-' of 1% JHI..T")-

teleuton) :o ,". (,.! j IT o^n-^'o 1
!. B ;ri.: ;> ;.. '.(-* i'n\.ift i'i

omit phn> -, (-r H,.M-JI' - IM 'id in ih- p.jjoriM 01 <irri.:i ( nis.

Is this a |n.)o. or :'o -'inr'crix o* ,li: T r IC\L Ii S hr.rd io

resist the conclusi i !

''
"-. x '-

' "' "

i; i-'-'-'-.o^r-;-. and
indeed uncritical, i

-
ii"" 'iy ,;.! : <;' *sions

are right, for they may have arisen from accidental causes
which we cannot know of.

A far more interesting and important case is the omission of

Mk 169-20. n i- .-.,... "-. re to go into the evidence fully.
The internal ( . *.< is,-. < : .

- ' verses renders it most probable
(personally we think it almost conclusively proves) that they
did not belong to the original Gospel. But textual criticism

has to answer only the question, Were they in the copy from

which our MSS are derived? They are omitted by KB : let us

deal first with the evidence of these two MSS. Are they inde-

pendent witnesses? The question is well discussed by Dr.
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Salmon, Histor. Introd. to the Study of the Books of the NT, in

& note at the end of ch. ix. The leaf containing
1 the conclusion

of Ilk. in K is admitted to have been written by the scribe -who

wrote B : apparently as corrector of the former MS he cancelled

and rewrote the leaf. Lk. begins as usual on a new leaf, and
there would be room on the last leaf of Mk. for the disputed

verses. It is an obvious conjecture that the scribe of N copied

the verses from his archetype, and that the corrector deliber-

ately removed them. We have seen that there is some reason

for connecting- K and B with the great library of Csesarea :

Eusebius was no doubt a great authority on points of Biblical

criticism there, and we know that his opinion was against these

verses (Mai, Script. Vett. Nov. Collect, i. p. 1). They were not

reckoned in the Ammoniau Sections or the Eusebian Canons.
His testimony is to the effect that some of the copies in his

time contained the verses, and some did not ; but that those

which omitted them were then the more numerous, and, in his

opinion, the more trustworthy.' It is quite possible that the

evidence we have so far considered comes to no more than this

'MSS preferred by Eusebius.' If he rejected these verses on
internal grounds, we believe he was right in doing so, but we
must take care that subjective evidence is not treated as

objective textual evidence. It is probable that the scholia

found in various minuscules, to the same effect as the testimony
of Eusebius quoted above, are derived from him, and have no

independent value. But a shorter ending to the Gospel was
also current, which *

:
- 1 .

" .".-. and this affords

indirect, but defini .. - ission of w>20,
because it could arise only through the Gospel ending abruptly
at v.s. This shorter ending is found in the Old Latin MS k,

247 margin, Hark. Syriac margin, one codex of the Bohairic

margin, and in the JEthiopic Version. Both endings, the

shorter coming first, are found in L 1*2 p$. it is obvious that

the strictly textual evidence against vv.9-20 is very inconclusive :

apparently they were omitted (either on internal evidence, or

through a strange coincidence by accidental damage to a

papyrus roll) in an early group of MSS; and the omission
commended itself to Eusebius, as it does to most scholars at the

' d VIISIU.T..- rvrl *.
v

zlerzK

i WH follow JtfBDLA 2P (238) in substitut-

ing UVTOV for uTjj -rSjs, making the dancer a daughter of Herod

bearing the same name as her mother Herodias. This is quite

impossible, and we have to understand 7%$ Bvyurpa; turov to
mean step-daughter ; but even so an unknown character is

introduced, for the daughter of TT-io-l'si-. :; ordinjr to Josephus,
was named Salome. Clearly ]{ t'i<i u-> .iMio-, is: spite of the

support of D, must be wrong here.

In Mt 2749 NBCL, with some late support, add (after e-fouv

eturov) the words O.AAO? s Kuav Xeyzw Ivuzev ctvraij T%V trX&upav,
xou IZfaQsv Slaup xeu uSjLux.. WH suspend judgment by placing
the words in the text within double brackets

;
but they are

fairly obviously an interpolation, put in at the wrong* place,
from Jn 19H

In Mk 6ao WH read, with KBL Boh., faopv for fauet. Both
r<.v.l"i.r- "i -r. i

1
t \ --"lent sense, but many people will think the

- \>]< r o i-M, om likely.
In Lk 4 WH read *!*/ instead of TetXtXauas. It is

difficult to understand how any one can accept
y

lou%u.ia,; as even
a possible reading in view of the context (but see Hastings'
DB i. 406 f.). In the RVm we read that '

very many ancient
authorities read Jiidcea.' It is interesting to observe the autho-

rities which agree in this obvious error : they are KBCLQR
1-131-200, 22, 157, and 11 other minuscules, 6 lectionaries, the
Bohairic, and the text of the Hark. Syriac an unusually wide
and very representative Alexandrian group. Soon after (Lk 6^),

a similar though smaller group (KBL 1-118-209, 22, 69, 33, 157,
with the Bohairic and some Latin and Svriac documents) omits
the difficult word o-'j-nzoT^aTu. WH and the RV accept the
evidence of this group.

'

The excellence of the Alexandrian group is well seen in Lk 112-4
;

there cap be little doubt that the short form of the Lord's Prayer
is ri-^ht in Lk., as Godet unheshatinsrly declared. The constant
element in the attestation for the three omissions consists of

BL 1, 22, ISO, Latin Vulgate ; R and 57 join in two of the three

places.
The number of Patristic references to the omission in MSS of

T.k 22*3 4-1 (the ministering angel, the bloody sweat) renders it
almost certain that t-hcy do not form part of "the true text

; they
are omitted by N*ABHT 13*-69-124/, Hark. Syriac margin,
and some MSS of the Egyptian Versions ; they are marked as
probably spurious in many later documents.
The variants in Jn 7> are of peculiar interest, because there

can be little doubt about the right reading, dfeu y,p w -TV&U.U.
without addition. The difficulty of this statement is so obvious,

made to soften it

more conclusive
i e NT as transmitted

to us. The words are found without addition in KTKII42, 91,
some MSS of the Latin Vulgate, tho Curetonian Svriac, the
Bohairic, and the Armenian. The great majority of documents
add oLyiov a natural insertion which does not affect the main
point. Mo*t Latin documents support the insertion of Jlt&afuw
after T<,UU.CX. It is very remarkable that- B (254) (with 'e q,
Jerusalem and Hark. S\riac) has the fullest reading, T*U.O, Si^iav

wou aon. e culty of this stateme
that it is a wonder more attempts were not m
down. Wr drt "lo* t1- 1- 1

: iry *-n ?.> T~.rn.rs

testimony > ! : < vc v 1

,
..... * -

-.. -\- of ti e N

o.u&vw. D (with / go) gets over the difficulty in a different

way by reading TO TVBUJU.OS. oi'yiof &f' a-urotf.

It is not an easy thing to convey a fair impres-
sion by a selection of readings, but we hope the

above passages are sufficient to show two things,

the undoubted excellence of the Alexandrian tradi-

tion, and the inadvisability of
" " "

it against
internal evidence .-f i- ."";-. ! M-- 1 views of

the " ,-V.-'"
1

'

!."- -ii

'

main texts are, as

we
,

then the Alexandrian group
must stand on^its merits alone, and we must bear

in mind that its readings may be due to a definite

revision ;

* in any case, however, whether there was
an Alexandrian revision or not, the text preserved

by this group of documents is the purest and the

most important now known to us. We believe that

the s "'. :

r,_ i-assage from Dr. Salmon (Introd. to

the A '', |-.
!oi. note) well expresses what will be

the ultimate verdict in regard to the work of the

two great Cambridge critics :

'
It seems to me that textual critics are not entitled, to feel

absolute confidence in i- . ir u- .IL- r
'

v M *. .ir \
'

1 : j,.i .:

of the obscurity that !,- n- <-.<.r ;' ^ i::- ovy 01 ,r-> l'i-: i'U> i- :.-

tion of the Gospels. fcJuch a task as Bentiey and Lacnniami

proposed to themselves, viz., to recover a good fourth-century

text, was perfectly feasible, and has, in fact, "-.
" MV-ii, 1

!"'
1
-! < <1

by Westoott and Hort w* '", iri -i>. pi i n ' i
- ! -'-ri

w - i". 1
-

-. ",f ." *_';"" -\ co,.lo ,., \- !">].,:
iiiu tne hands

j
.

. i . . , c :'< i'"i! os \'
:'. i i. i '_' n it which

... .: ;. - ,' ige to him,* namely, the short con-

clusion on the last page of St. Mark, and that he would have

pronounced the MS to be an extremely good and accurate one.

But these editors aim at nothing less tl
"

. ". to the

original documents ; and, in order to do i . '-, .
-

:
' - ' cases

necessary to choose between two forms of text, each of which is

attested by authorities older than any extant BIS. Now, a
choice which must be made on subjective grounds only cannot
be made with the same confidence as when there is on either
". ," -r: 1 -

' "!". ".
"

-." . And, further,
- - .-.' i . ! . _. - . it have himself

: -'': ,
- '

'i :" : *'

'

' -* - ' "

.,t two forms Of

text might both be entitled to claim his authority.'

In his treatment of this difficult subject, the

present writer has tried to set out main principles
rather than to go into minute details : he has also

tried to show how a judgment must be formed
rather than to express his own opinions. But it is

almost impossible to move in textual criticism
without havin^. j v.i-rkii:^

'

,

" "

Supporters
either of the T !,. ii'""jil i- WH's views
have th- r.i]\ ;;nf;: v of starting from a clearly
denned p"-

1 .:!. S^M! attack or defend definite

theories. The present writer has found it neces-

sary to intimate, as a working hypothesis, what
his own views are, and has attempted to show the
reasons why he holds them. We can reconstruct a
text which was current at Antioch by the middle of
the 4th cent., and which won its way to practically
universal acceptance in countries which u^od the
Greek language ; this would not differ in any
material respects from the Textus Receptus. We
can also reconstruct a text current in Alexandria
probably as early as the first quarter of the 3rd
cent. ; this would be almost the same as Westcott
and Hort's text, if we except those passages where
they give the pro fordid- to Western documents.
What are we 10 iiu \\iili the documents of very
divergent types, which are loosely classified as
Western ? This is really the main problem which
textual critics now have to face. We may perhaps
roughly distinguish the following :

1
'->

1

;]>- :" <"!" u-

ments as attesting different typo-
'

lojsvlin;.!-. 1-ui

it is necessary to remember that i is< i> N <--ii! iiiuol

cross-attestation (a) D supported by the old Latin ;

! (b) groups in which K sides with Western docu-
ments against distinctively Alexandrian readings ;

(r) the ancient text underlying the Antiochian
revision, which is often very difficult to distin-

* Hort loolced upon what he called the Alexandrian text (as
distinguished from the Neutral) as the result of a revision ;

according to the view of the present writer, K and B were not
unaffected by the revision.
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aish ; (d) the Ferrar group of minuscules ; (e) the
Id Syriac ; we also know of a certain number of

readings which were evidently widely spread in

early times, but which have left little or no trace
of their existence in extant MSS and versions.

It is impossible within the limits of this article
to enter on this very wide ,

"

: "Dr is it

possible at the present stage
' to say

that any really definite results have been reached.
Whatever may be the history of the origin of the
Western texts, and however strongly certain
isolaVil nv-li'i;.- may commend themselves to
the ;?:.; -i !<" a few students, it is not likely
that any known type of Western text in its entirety
will ever command the respect of a considerable

body of students of textual criticism and of exegesis ;

and it must be borne in mind that the final decision
must rest on exegesis, unless textual evidence at

present not even guessed at should be"! 'in;; ."!' :<

light. The truth appears to be that the \
* i

:

'

-r
'

I , .

text adopted much of what was best in the various
Western texts ; but at the sanie time the agree-
ment of Western and Alexandrian documents in

many readings that are almost
"" ' ' "

right
warns us that right readings ma;, most

divergent texts, though it is improbable that much
of value escaped both the Alexandrian and the
Antiochian revisers.
But the existence of these o,r\\ i1i\- "^< iii lypes

of ie\t. in ro^.uvl to which 'I'.v.Uil <-iiL -i: can
give no (iHiniut vordict, has a very distinct practical
lesson to teach, and one which is greatly needed at
this critical period in the history of fiiriM uiiiiiy ;

it is impossible to recover at present the ipsissima
verba of the NT writers. Of course the limits of
doubt are very narrow, and the possible variants
are few and for the most part unimportant ; but
the fact of doubt remains, and

"
' "'"-

-test

against all mechanical theorie ;

'

; for
however slight tlu- iV^-vi-,r.< !*'- the question must
arise, Which sc-x > ri'.-.-ii'i^r is inspired?' We
must build on the ^i-'sc-nil -.-n-< 4

. ni " n io mere
letter of Scripture j

-: ii- i- i IK- [a-i !<-,;! i- --on which
textual criticism teaches us at this moment. And
what result can be happier than if the study of the
letter, by its inconclusiveness, leads us to a firmer

grasp of the general sense, in which is the '

spirit
that maketh alive

'
?

Li i "KM, i!<\- Vrt. 'Textual Criticism (of NT)' in Hastings'
/)/{. i:\t. Vn|. ) ->08 ff. ; Scrivener, Introd. to Criticism of
.Vyi, irfM ; C.re-ory, Textkritik ties NT, 1900, Prolegomena
to r~-K ?-*. -"^i-94, Canon and Text of NT, 1907; von
Sod< M. /; s ...,;, , des NT, 1902 ff. ; E. Miller, Guide to the
T r ;-<""" 3/ the NT, 18S6, The Oxford Debate, 1897,

f the Textual Controversy. 1899. The Textual
r r ''

", t- >i
'* -tf !. 77 Trn'Mtonal

'i I:
'

<-\ }' .

'

i It ir> ,Cv'$esof
1 '

'

, V" /. ',7' '/',';, I-
1

,"! ! :-'>r 1" roduc-
". i

-

'

/
'

, ->-,; V-- .. /.. /'. ', 7
1
. .'. Grit.

ofGfr. NT, 1901 ; Salmon, >.'" ''.V, ,. ( fthe Text of the NT,-c^
: Tf

T ----- The Text
'

\l i -.'; Kenyon, Handbook
'

'

. of NT, 1901 ; Hammond, Outlines of Textual
Criticism applied to the NT, 1902. p. M. BARNARD.

THADDJEUS occurs only Mk 318 and Mt 103 ; in
the latter place in the AV in the form :

f
Lebbseus,

whose surname was Thaddseus.' On the textual

questions, see artt. JUDAS (vol. i. p. 906), LEBB.ZETTS

(above, p. 22), and
e Thaddseus '

(DB iv. 741). In the
Western Church neither 'Lebbseus

'

nor ' Thaddseus'
became common, their place being taken by

"

Judas/
occurring: in T/k.\ Gospel and Acts as Judas Jacobi,
JLLU.I found in ML. as Judas Zelotes in the oldest
Latin witnesses, and as Judas son of James in Syr-
Sin ; his day falling with that of Simon on the
28th October. * But even under the name of Jude

* In the Calendar of Cordova for 961 the entry runs :
* festum

Simonis Cananei et Tadei apostolpram' ; see M. F6rotm, Le
liber ordinum en usage dans Veglise Wisigothique et Mozarabe
d'Espagne, Paris, 1904 (=Monumenta ecdesice liturgica, ed.

Cabrol-Leclerq, vol. v.).

this Apostle never became very popular. The
Calendar of the English Church, Illustrated (Ox-
ford and London, 1S51) 3 knows only of two old
churches in England dedicated in the joint names
of Simon and Jude, and of several instances in

modern churches of their names being honoured
^eparfitely, as in Liverpool, Manchester, Bethnal
Green, A\ e."t. Derby ;

* but this is quite against the
mediaeval custom. 5 Neither was 'Thaddsens' fre-

quent as a proper name ; cf.
3 however, for instance,

the Italian painter Taddeo Gaddi. In the Greek
Church the 19th June is kept as ^vf}^ TOV aylov /cat

&6o%ov diroo-T6\ou 'lotiSa, who by Luke, in the Gospel
and Acts, is called 'Ioi55cts ; by Matthew and Mark,
Qaddatos KCLI Ae[3{3aTo$, ddeXfios Kara crdptca xpTjfjLarifai'
rov Kvpiov 71/uQv 'I^crou Xptcrrov cos utosr *I<jjo~i]<p TOV

6 K&1 rijv (><jt}ri<TTLKr)v /cat doypdrdJif gfj,TT\eov rov Tlvev-

fiiaros dvdp&TTQLS diracnv ^7rt<7retAas ^TrtcrroX^. It is

then told that he was sent by Christ Himself ws
ct5e\<6s Aral fjivcrrayaryds to Mesopotamia, came to

Edessa, healed Abgar, and was shot with arrows

by the infidels in the town Ararat On 30th June,
the day of all Apostles, he is numbered 12th ; the

place where he died in one MS being called v

'Apdry rrj -roXet, On the 21st August the Greek
Church celebrates /^^ rov djiov dwocrrdXov QaSSalov
rov Kal &6/Bpatov vos rusv e^ou^KOvra.. He is said to
have been from Edessa, a Hebrew by birth, who
came to Jerusalem in the days of John the Baptist,
was baptized, and afterwards followed Jesus till

His Passion. Then he returned to Ms home,
healed Abgar of the ' black 5

leprosy, came to

Syria, and died in B^/JUTOS ; cf. the Acta Aposto-
lorum Apocr., ed. Tischendorf.
On the identity of Lebbaeus-Thaddseus-Judas

Jacobi with the author of the Epistle and the
brother of Jesus, see Mayor,

* Brethren of the Lord'

(DBi. 320); Dom J. '""v ">,:
' rm

*,St vii. 412-433) ;

Th. Zahn, Forsehunj ,
. . u '.- J 225-363. For

evidence that the Epistle of Jude is quoted occa-

sionally under the name of Thaddseus, see ZNTW
iii. [1902] 251. In the Syrian Churches, Jude is

identified with Thomas, and sometimes regarded
as twin brother of Jesus ; see J. E- Harris, Dioscuri
in the Christian Legends, and The Cult of the

Heavenly Twins (1906), p. 105. In the Onomastica
sacra the name * Thaddseus '

is explained by aiverfe

V-:. T.n,m>. 202. 83). The same etymology is

:'O!;I*\M''| in il-c- Talmud, Sanh. 43a, where the last

of the five disciples of Jesus is called Thoda, and
Ps 1001 5023 are applied to him.
On monument- of ("hri.-iian art the name does

not seem to occi::
1

f'vqu<"'i^v (see Mrs. Arthur Bell,
The Saints in ' /,'*'/" j>/ (1901), vol. i. eh. viii.
{ The Twelve Apostles

*

; ch, xvi,
c
St. Simon, St.

Jude, and St. Matthias'). In the mosaic of S.

Paolo fuori le Mura, Thaddseus is the last of the

Apostles ; on its bronze doors, cast at Constan-

tinople in 1070, he is left out nllojrotlior alon/
with James the Less and Matthias The Komnnic

frontale aureum of the altar of the church at

Comburg (Wiirtemberg), representing the Salvator
Mundi in the midst of the Twelve Apostles, gives
him under the name S. Tatheiis. "When the Creed
is apportioned among the Twelve,

* Thaddseus
dixit : carnis resurrectionemS In the Hexameters
ascribed to Bernard of Clairvaux,

* Restitute carncm
Judas *

; with Firminius :
e Judas Jacobi dixit :

sanctorum communionem, remisswnem peccat-
orum *

(Hahn, Bibliothek der Symbole
3
, pp. 52-54,

97, 104).
In the Const. Apost. the ordinances about widows

are ascribed to Thaddseus (viii. 25).

Very complicated is the question about the relation of the

Apostle Thaddseus to 0*53*7o?, who is said by Eusebius to have
been one of the Seventy, and to have been sent after the Ascen-

sion, by Thomas, to Edessa to heal King- Abgar. Jerome, on
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lit 1<H tells the same about the Apostle Thacldaens, while in the
Syrian legend the messenger to Edessa is called Addai (on the
form Haddai in one of the MSS of the Syriac Version of the HE
of Eusebius, see DB, s.v.

'

Thaddseus"'). Zahn thinks that
Eusebiu- *~ .usi

1

>," 'he confusion of Addai with Thaddaios.
On the >; s , , l>->'. r-, of Addai, see Lagarde, Reliquiae juris
eccles. aniiqu. syr. p. 32=Gr. p. 89; Cureton, Ancient Syriac
Documents ; GJ. Phillips, The Doctrine of Addai (1876).

As the place of liis burial there is mentioned,
besides Beirut in Phoenicia, the town Ostracine in

Egypt (see Const. Apost., ed. T .^ i >.
\>.

2S3
%

,
v ^ ' c

6adcuos 6 Ae/Satos Kal 'lotidas !- ii
:

-. !'^;:
: - hi ! :':!'

Judas Jacobi; the latter, af.

out the whole of Mesopotar:
:

., v, - -
: i .. J,\ :<

Jews, and lies at Edessa; the former preached to
the Edessenes, was crucified, and buried in f Ostra-
cine,

3

the town of Egypt.
The most probable etymology of the name

* Thaddseus ' seems to be that proposed by Dalman,
who sees in it the Heb. abbreviation of a Greek
name beginning with Theo-, as in Tfieudas. The
*

Gospel of Thaddoeus ' mentioned in some MSS and
editions of the Decretum Gelasii is due to a clerical

error. On the legends connected with Thaddseus
see Lipsius, Die apokr. Apostelgeschichten* ii. pp.
142-200 (1884).

LITERATURE. Artt. JUDAS 1 and LEBB^US in the present work ;
* Judas *

in DB ii. 798 ;

4

Lebbssus,' ib. iii. 92 ;

*

Thaddseus,' %b.

iv. 741; 'Judas,'
*

Lebbaeus,' 'Thaddaeus,' in JEJBi; Zahn,
. i - v /.. i '. 293, S21, 344

;
Dom Chapman, 'The Brethren

fThstviL 412 ff. EB. NESTLE.

THANKSGIVING (e&x,a,purrla, tx*purrfa} is an
important Christian virtue, and in pre-Christian
Greek the word is rare. Used chiefly of man's
attitude to God, it implies a recollection of Him,
a recognition of His actions in the past (cf. oj&o-

\oyeiv and cognates, He 1315,
Mt II25

etc.)? quite
apart from any thought of petition for the future.

Meaning originally to do a, good turn to a man
(cf, ix LV X&PlJf

9
1 Ti I 12

), etf%a/>i0-Tia acquires the

meaning of repaying a favour, and hence of show-

ing ."..' :,>. "niilo uses it in the technical sense
of .

! i'Hv-Mi- '!: i.. Outside the n.,
(

. '..
,

.' \- ,,Ca-

lyi"' - : '<.!"> *n the NT onlj -i :, .

"

-of
St. Paul.

1. Usage in the Gospels. The word e^xajoto-r^w

(e&xapi.a-Tia does not occur in the Gospels), though
found in other connexions (Jn II41, Lk 1716

), occurs

principally in relation to grace before meat, espe-
cially at the miracles of the loaves, and the in-
stitution of the Lord's Supper (Mt 1536 2627

,
Mk 86

1423, Lk 22 17 - 19
[before the breaking of the bread

we have in the 1! Mt 2626
, Mk 1422 eff^oy^tras (EV

4

blessed
5

) for etfxapterTT^a* in Lk.], Jn 6n * M
). From

this fact, in later times, though not in the NT
itself, the word Eucharist became a -"." "!

term for the Holy Communion, and is ; .

the Teaching of the Twelve Apostles (9
1
) and other

sub-Apostolic literature (Ign. Smyr. 7, Just. Mart.
Apol. 1, 65), as well as in later writings. See,
further, artt. BENEDICTION and BLESSING.

Besides ei>xapii<rr4& we find in the Gospels, as terms
denoting the giving of thanks, (1) %o/Lo\oyo/jL(u (Mt
II 25

II
Lk 1021, RVm e

praise
3

) ; (2) toBoftdhrrfofMt (Lk
2^s) ; and (3) fyu %&pu>(Lk 179 , cf. ew). In (1) Jesus

i(Lk
%ctptv (JLk I7a , ct. t5^n-). in (1) Jesus

Himself thanks His Father for revealing to babe.s
what is hidden from the wi-o Jind imderM'a ruling.
In (2) Anna the prophetess gives ilmnk- to God for
the vision of the infant Jesus. In (3) Jesus sets
aside the idea that a servant should be thanked for

doing the things which were commanded him.
2. Christ's lessons regarding thanksgiving. (1)

His own example is a lesson. He gives thanks to
Hi- Fn tliur for daily bread (Mt 1536 H Mk 86 , Jn 611- **

;

(if. J^k '24'**} ; for t ho* revelation to babes of the secrets
of the heavenly Kingdom (Mt II25

If Lk 1021 ) ;, for the
Divine hearing of His prayer (Jn II41}; for the
bread and wine of the Holy Supper, and all the

spiritual blessings which they connote (Mt 2626f
-,

Mk 14*2S Lk 2217- 19
, 1 Co U 24f

-). (2) His words

convey lessons. We have no claim to !< '<;-.'

"

1

as profitable servants, deserving to be i

1

!,,
1

*
-,, :,

we have merely done our duty (Lk 179f
') There is

a kind of thanksgiving to God which i !">,; f"-i:i

of hypocrisy, being really a flattery :! ( i\i -

(Lk 1811
). The truly thankful heart is rare (Lk

17 16ff>
) ; it recognizes God's hand in the gifts of

human benefactors (v.
18

) ; it is inspired by faith,
and wins great Y- --"

.
- V. 19

).

It is worth i ) f . '<n it is to St. Luke alone
that we owe the story of the Ten Lepers and the
Grateful Samaritan, which is typical of the Chris-
tian grace of gratitude that finds expression in

thanksgiving ; while it is to St. Luke's beloved
friend and teacher, St. Paul, as to no other, that
we owe the repeated and characteristic Christian
utterance of thanks to God for His unspeakable
gift (2 Co 915

, and the Pauline Epistles, passim}.

LITERATURE. Cremer, Lexicon, s.vv. 6t>^et,piirri&)) iv\^u\
Swete, JThSt, Jan. 1902, p. 163 ; Trench, Miracles, 85*7 ff.

;

Mozley, University Serm. 253 ; Rashdall, Ckristus in Ecclesia.,
179. H. C. LEES AND J. C. LAMBERT.

THEOPHILUS. The name of an early Christian
to whom a couple of NT documents, the Third
(canonical) Gospel and its sequel, the Acts of the

Apostles, are addressed (Lk I 3, Ac I 1
). This does

not, of course, imply that the writer had no wider
audience in view. The two books in question are
far too carefully composed to be mere private com-
munications. In modern parlance they are ( dedi-
cated

'

rather than addressed to Theophilus ; that
is, if we suppose the name to be a genuine proper
name. On this point, however, there has been
some difference of opinion. Conceivably Th&o-
philus ( OT Jedidiah,

' God's friend ') might be no
more than a conventional title for tho axcm^o
Christian reader, an imaginary noon de //"v/v JOT
the typical catechumen. This symbolic sense of
the word was conjectured by Origen. At the same
time, instances of TJ> r,.J v,^ as a proper name are
not uncommon, anu ib seems simpler, on the whole,
to regard it as such in the NT. A modification of
the above theory has also been proposed (e.g. by
Ramsay and Bartlet), which would make Theo-
philus a baptismal name given to a Roman official,
and employed here for the sake of safety. This is

possible, but rather unlikely.
The name, then, is to be taken as denoting some

contemporary of Luke (or of whoever wrote the
Third Gospel and Acts). Otherwise he is unknown
to history. Later tradition naturally busied itself

with fanciful conjectures upon his :<: ;i** \.

turning him eventually into the bishop
'

V ,:' i

or of Csesarea (cf. Zahn's Einleitung, 58. 5). But
this is the region of guesswork, though modern
critics have often been tempted to stray back into
it. As, for example, Beck, who, in his Prolog des

Lk.-JEvanffeliums (1900), deduces from & TJIUV (1
s
)

the fact that the author was one of the two Em-
niaus disciples, while Theophilus must have been a
wealthy Aiitiochene tax-collector, an acquaintance
of Chuza and Herod, who accompanied Herod and
Bernice to Csesarea, where he fell in with St. Paul
and St. Luke. Godet opines that Luke was a
freedman of Theophilus. The latter, at any rate,
may have been the patronus libri, . v: '--.; (., be
responsible for the publicau'on anc; (ji'fi :!! of
the Gospel and its sequel. Whether he was of
Greek extraction or a Roman, possibly of eques-
trian rank, it is mipo^-Pulc (o ^ly; but one may
cheerfully set aside tlic ihoorio?- which identifyhim with Philo or Seneca.
We are thus reduced to an examination of the

internal evidence for any knowledge of the posi-
tion and character of the man. (1) Plainly, to
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"begin with, lie was a Christian when the Third
Gospel was comj>osed. He had been Instructed 3

in the faith by some Christian teachers as a cate-
chumen. But either he or his friend, the author,
felt that some fuller acquaintance with the historic
basis of the Christian religion (not of the Pauline
gospel, as TTilgenfeld argues in Ztschr. fur Wiss.

Theologie, 1901, pp. 1-11) was advisable, and it

was with this end in view that the Third Gospel
and its sequel were addressed to him, in order to
remove uncertainties caused by diversity, inexact-
ness, lack of .'.

"

. and absence of order,
in the curren - Christ's life on earth.
Some critics still hold that Theophilus was simply
a pagan interested in Christianity. But the term
/car?7XT7077s (Lk I4

, cf. Ac 1835 2121
), especially in the

light of its context, seems to preclude this hypo-
thesis. St. Luke's preface implies that he was more
than merely an interested inquirer. It suggests, as

Wright says (Composition of the Four Gospels, p.
55), that *

busy men like Theophilus had been cate-
chized in their youth, but later occupations had
driven out many of the lessons, and unless a man
could secure the same catechist whom he had
attended as a boy, the frequent discrepancies in
the "- \. ! MIJ tradition would jar on the preci-
sion o v'v: \\ iii memory, and produce a general
sense of disappointment and uncertainty/ Oral
tradition had its merits. It was vital and free

(01. Jos. c. jLpbv, .'.-,-.,'
'

. :i v.

Furthermore, if there is no other instance of one
Christian hailing another by a secular title in the
NT, on the other hand there is no case of a Chris-

tinn_ writing for the benefit of any save fellow-
niri-:iau>. Besides, such a title need not have
been incongruous with f"

:

"
'

"

"';.. If T1 <
i
i : H1 : i -

was of high rank, the '

'.-

'

bade Pni'-, inn -

honour all men would not preclude a Christian
author from employing such a title once in a semi-
formal prologue to his work. (2) That Theophilus
was a man of rank is suggested by the term
Kpdricrre = f most excellent

'

or *

your excellency
'

(Ac 2326 24s 2625
), which may be almost semi-

technical, and in any case implies respect for
exalted position and high authority, though the
idea of iiu iinncy jind affection need not be excluded
(cf. Jos. Ant. vi. 8, etc.). He may have been on
the proconsular staff, or an official of some kind in
the Imperial service. And this would tally with
the special emphasis laid by St. Luke upon the
relation of the Church to the Empire, and the
repeated connexions which he suggests between
i he jmliriciil affairs of the age and the progress of

Christianity (ci e.g. Kamsay, Was Christ born at
Bethlehem ? ch. iii. ), especially in Acts. His social

position is further suggested by the internal evi-
dence of the Third Gospel, which, as has been
often pointed out (cf. e.g. Encyc. BiU. 1792), is

specially concerned with the hindrances thrown up
by money and rank in the path of a consistent
Christian character. eLk. seems to see, as the main
obstacles to the Faith. : ^i \:n. *-:-. nor Jewish
backsliding, but the i- l

1
- "" :' wealth and

social position acting upon half-hearted converts ;

and his sayings about building the tower, putting
the hand to the plough, renouncing all one's posses-
sions, and hating father and mother, are pathetic
indications of what rim^t- have been going on in the
divided household of many a young Theophilus.'
In the case of Theophilus, however, wealth and
dignity did not form an obstacle to faith. It says
something for this well-to-do Christian that he was
willing to be instructed, and evidently keen to
learn the historic principles of his faith. To Ms
open-mindedness we owe, in one sense, two of the
most important historical documents in early Chris-

range
contem-

tian literature. For it is plain that this mail's need
stirred his friend to write. Behind Theophiliis he
probably saw many a likeminded inquirer. This
catechumen's case was in some ways typical and
characteristic, and thus St. Luke was led to write
his Gospel narrative, an instance of the first and
noblest use '

of the human imagination,
' that is to

say, of the power of perceiving things which cannot
be perceived by the senses/ viz. 'to call up the
scenes and facts in which we are commanded to

believe, and be present, as if in the body, at every
recorded event of the history of the .Redeemer'
(Ruskin, Frondes Agrestes, 9). The writers aim
was personal, as well as modest and religious.

Early Christian literatu
r * ->m no literary

ambition. Even in its . 'it was prac-
tical and didactic. But in this case the writer,
like Burke, who originally drew up his Reflections
on the French Revolution for the benefit of a puzzled

young friend, h.i- ^siinctL M \vider reach and
for his pen's product- Ih.-ui perhaps he co

plated when he began.
The omission of the semi-formal adjective Kpd-

TLo-Te in Ac I1 is not unnatural. It is needless to
see anything subtle or significant in the change
from Lk I3 . No doubt the excessive use of the
term was one feature of ancient servility (Theo-
phrastus, Char. 5). But St. Luke might well have
used it twice in two volumes without any fear of

incurring the charge of obsequiousness, and we
cannot suppose he il

i

o:-j-il Mie adjective lest he
should be guilty of i-,:-: ::>!. Still less probable
is the conjecture that the absence of the title in
Ac I1 denotes the conversion of Theophilus to

Christianity since Lk I3 had been written. For
this there is no evidence whatsoever, and we have
already seen that there was no necessary incon-

gruity in applying such a title of honour, pagan
though it was, to a fellow-Christian.

LITERATURE. In addition to the articles in Bible Dictionaries

s.v., and to the critical editors on Lk 11-4, see the monographs" '

. alre:.;. V - ] {-. r.^rl r.*M TCr.. Philology
-20, . ." /i -i- . /:

.

.' . ''" \ y. 60.

J. MOFFATT.
THIEF (KXtwrys). Thieves are mentioned in the

foHo\\iii pa-sages of the Gospels, besides several
oilier- \\luiiT KV substitutes 'robber' as the

equivalent of X#<r-nfc. See ROBBER. 1. Mt 619- * =
Lk 1233. Christ's disciples should have their

treasure where thieves do not break (lit. 'dig')

through and steal. Eastern houses. "*'' >"

monly of mud or sun-dried brick, are <
s -:

'

\ < :

into ; cf. Ex 22*, Job 2416
, Ezk 125 - 7

. 2. JVlt 24**=
Lk 1239. The unexpectedness of Christ's coming is

compared to that of a thief's entry. This figure
seems to have greatly impressed the Apostles ; it is

echoed several times in the NT (1 Th 52
<
4
>,
2 P 310,

Rev 3s 1615). 3. Jn 101 - 8 - 10
, False and 1 f -ol

:
in

teachers whether false Christs, or, more p"->')!i''ly,

Pharisees are compared to thieves and robbers.

4. Jn 126
. Judas 'was a thief, and having the

bag* (lit. 'box') 'took away what was put therein*

(RV). HABOLB SMITH.

THIRST. The occasions on which the physical
suffering arising from thirst is noted by the^

Evan-

gelists are connected in every instance with the

personal experiences of Jesus. Early in His public
:

i

"

. . as He was joumoving
1 baok from Judaea

ii ",' leaving ttio form or country as a result

of Pharisaic hostility, the writer of" the Fourth,

Gospel notices that Jesus suffered the pangs of

thirst, and records His request for a drink of water
from the Samaritan woman as she came to draw
water from ' Jacob's spring

'

(Trrrfii rov la/ce6/3, Jn 46
).

It is remarkable that this author mentions this

fact, as well as the weariness felt by Jesus in His

journey3 side by side with the title (6 /etfpios,
41 )
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which betrays the writer's attitude towards His
claims over human life and conduct.
The other instance of Jesus' -;.T',"I;"j li this

respect is also mentioned by i!
: - \

"

'. who
records His cry 'I thirst' (5t^<3, 1928

) from the
cross. And jil'liou^i lio -(-ems to connect the ex-

pression with i !
! <

> n 1 1 1 i i
i

) i o r 1 1 of Messianic prophecy
(cf. Ps 6921

), there can be no doubt as to the reality
of the feeling which prompted the utterance of the
Sufferer. T-i r.\i 'i -"'

;
' ' TT's sufFering is attested

by the mr. "'ii< -i '-~\ c < n :> < of one of the soldier-

guards, who, out of compassion for the Crucified,

attempted to allay T
r *

, ,""'. One result of
these and such like '-; course of His
life is to be seen in the vivid i ):' i;ii! MI-,- by Jesus
of the great Day of final judgment. The common
physical wants of Mni^iinj: humanity afford

!; :"' i "'i"; I-- of service in iho sacred cause out-
!.! i. :; il;i. two great commandments of the Law
i

%
M '2

m2
'

,. Nor must we omit to notice the basis

upon which Jesus has placed the service of man by
men, and the grounds upon which He distributes
the final awards. To every believer in the cosmic
.-i

(
rr!Y,\r.- of the Incarnation the use of the first

person (eSt^o-a, etc.) by the Judge-King (Mt 25s4
)

who is
* the Son of Man 3

(v.
31

), reveals the nature
and character of His sympathy with our weaknesses
(<rvv7ra&7]cra,t, rats d<r#ez/etcus TJJUL&V, He 415), and guaran-
tees the truth of the assertion that *

it was necessary
that he should in all things become like his
brethren' (&<pe(,Xev /card. 7rai>ra TOLS afteA^ots o/iot-

taeijvcu, He 217
).

Following the example of OT thinkers, Jesus

employed the idea embodied in the word *
thirst

'

to express the conscious needs of the human soul
for something higher and more satisfying than it

could discover in its earthly experiences (cf. Is 551
,

Ps 422 etc. }. Just as man in the vigour of physical
health revolts against physical deprivation in the
shape of thirst, so in proportion to Ms spiritual
health and energv lie reaches out and cries for

spiritual satisfaction, and cannot rest as long as
his wants are unsupplied. In this restlessness
Jesus sees a source of men's ultimate happiness,
and those He accounts blessed (/j,a/cdpLOi) who thirst
for righteousness (5t^<3*>res TTJV diKcuoo-foyv, Mt 56

).

As^ mi.';;.'.,. be expected, the Johannine
writer ,,'* . most frequent reference to this
feature of Jesus' teaching. Belief in Himself,
Jesus asserts to be the means by which spiritual
thirst is assuaged (cf. Jn 6s5 737) ; and if we compare
this statement with its expansion and elaboration,
we will observe that by belief He means the spiri-
tual appropriation of His entire Manhood (77 o-dp
fwv . . .

T^etffAd j&ov a\f)6^s &TTI -n^crts, 656).
On two distinct occasions Jesus makes incidental,

though didactic, reference to the profound union,
between Himself and those who believe on Him,
hinted at above. In His conversation with the
woman of Samaria He rl;-rr;Hor-i i.-Jilh empha-
sizes His teaching by the -l-r.jii!.- i" Iior flawing of
the water from the fountain. For her the well
was a source of the satisfaction of personal need,
and at the same time a means of supplying the
needs of others dependent on her. In a manner
analogous^ to this if she had drunk of the living
water which He was ready to supply, Jesus pro-
mised her a part in His glorious work of sharing
with others out of the fulness she had received (cf.
I16). In her the living water would become * a
fountain springing unto eternal life

*

(fr atir$ vyy^
VSaros a\\of^vov ets faty aidviov, 414). This thought
is more definitely and directly stated by Jesus
during the Feast of Tabernacles which He attended
in Jerusalem. His invitation to all who thirsted
(&& ris 8rf$, 7s7 ) to come to Him and drink was
followed by the promise, founded on the phrase-
ology and thought of the OT (Is 123 58U3 etc.),

that they who accepted would themselves be-

come sources of blessing and satisfaction to their

fellow-men (Trora/^ol K TT)S KQiXias, /c.r.X., 738
). 'He

who drinks of the Spiritual Rock becomes in turn
himself a rock from within which the waters flow
to slake the thirst of others '

(Westcott, Gospel of
St. John, ad loc.}. It is impossible not to see in
this Y\\ in^ !cl; tionship between Jesus and believers
the I'ouiKl.uion upon which must ultimately rest all

human activities, as they ui-jil,y i nrriiM'h'o- in ihe
service of the race. .i. li. \\ M.I i-.

THISTLES. In the NT thistles (rptpo\oi) are
mentioned twice (Mt 7 16

, He 6s RV). The term,
however, is loosely employed, and probably em-
braces several genera of >pinou> plants, in which
Palestine is peculiarly rich. In Hebrew there is

a very extensive and varied nomenclature, about

twenty terms being employed which denote prickly
shrubs or weeds ; but in many instances the precise
meaning is unknown, while in many others the
words are used in the most general way. Tristram,
who goes very fully into the matter (Nat, Hist, of
Bible, 423-432), identifies Heb. hoah with the com-
mon thistle (Cardims) and dardar with knapweed
( Centaurea}. Of the former there are many -

1

'<< i<>,
the VM-' - in,.- 1

: si
1

:!.-:';, them being : rlj A"' /"(>" */",>

syri" '. ,; :;;" !';- !< with pink flowers; (2) the

yellow spotted thistle (Scolymus maculatus] ; and
(3) Carthatmis oxy* anfhutt. which has a yellow
flower. Of the latter there are also many species,
notably the star-thistle (Centaurea calcitrapa).
These plants were exceedingly troublesome to the
farmer, the corn-fields often being overrun with
them.
The only reference to thistles which occurs in

the Gospels is in our Lord's question, 'Do men
gather . . . figs of thistles ?

'

(Mt 716
).

HUGH DUNCAN.
THOMAS. One of the twelve Aponies. (For the

name see DIDYMUS). In the lists of the Twelve
his name is always in the second group of four.
In Mk 318, where the names are not in pairs, he is

eighth ; so in Lk 615
, where he is coupled with

Matthew. In Mt 10s he is seventh, coming before
Matthew. In Acts I13 he is sixth, and is coupled
with Philip. No incident) is recorded of him in
the Synoptics or in Acts ; but he comes into some
j.n.irjni IK-- in the later scenes in the Fourth
( <i-],vi.

\\ h<> ii Jesus is about to return to Judaea
because of the death of Lazarus, and the disciples
are afraid of Jewish hostility, Thomas says,

f Let
us also go, that we may die with him 5

(Jn 11 1G
). In

the conversation after" the Supper, Thomas inter-

jects the remark,
l

Lord, we know not whither thou
goest ; and how can we know the way ?

'

(14
5
) ; and

thereby elicits Use n a! -aying, *I am the way,
the truth, and 1 1 1<> 1 i u-

"

,
v

1 I

1

*,.. When Jesus appeared
to the disciples on the evening of the Resurrection
day, Thomas was absent, and was unable after-
wards to accept the testimony,

* We have seen the
Lord.

3 He must himself not only see the Master,
but touch His body before he could believe (20

24- 25
).A week later Thomas i* prc*ont \\Iion Jesus again

appears; and then his doubt*: vani-li, and he rises
to the complete.-! confession of faith recorded in
the Go-pel-, \ly Lord and my God' (20

26'29
).

Thonia** is mentioned also in 21 2 as one of the
group to whom Jesus appeared on the morning by
the Lake-side.

Later traditions of Thomas, obviously of little value, are
mentioned in Eusebius and in the Apocryphal Acts of Thomas,He is spoken of as a missionary to Parthia, or to India. Some
traditions assign to him the honour of martyrdom; and his
supposed grave was shown at Edessa in the 4th century.

The personality of Thomas has a clear and
consistent expression in the incidents which the
Fourth Gospel records. He belongs to the quiet,
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reflective group of the Apostolic company ; and his

temperament is that of a man who finds the best

tiling- i<o ;_!H>d to be true, and who usually imagines
that the worst foreseen possibility will be realized.

He requires direct person;;! evidence, and will not

hastily accept the loiiinony even of his friends.

Vet he is n
' Y \ !i

i- in devotion and love to Ms
Lord. He ' : 1th Him rather than desert
His cause ; and in his gloomiest days of unbelief
he does not separate himself from the Apostolic
company. Though not persuaded of the reality of

the Resurrection, he keeps his old loyalty and
love ; and when the Master's presence is utterly
sure, he gladly accepts the highest that the revela-

tion of Christ implies. His unbelief was never a
failure to respond to the spiritual truth and love

brought to him by his Master ; at most it was an
i".;:"

1

!!

1

! \ i<- <;'! un-- vpected and marvellous
<-\c !','"' '!,'<"' is

4 - .rio 11 - 1 -f that truth. * In Thomas
we have a man incredulous but tenacious ; despond-
ent but true ; with little hope but much courage ;

sincere in love though perplexed in faith ; neither

rushing to the right conclusion as Peter might
have done, nor rushing away from it into danger
and dishonour as Peter did

'

(T. T. Lynch).
The scepticism of Thomas has a real a polo^ro He-

value. It goes to disprove the contention rh.it the

Apostles were credulous persons easily misled by
their hopes, and so deluded into a mistaken belief

that their dead Master had spoken to them.
Thomas believed because the fact which was too

good to hope for became too certain to reject.

T.,- '
. v *

"

r M" - on ThoiMa- ir.a.\ be
nt,. \\ \\ i.'

-
,

.* /
' '-

I". T. L\ nt! 1
. ->";/:</. for

my Curates, 33 ; H. M. Butler, Univ, and other ', m. i.t
;

_\. B.

Davidson, The Called of God, 317.

E. H. TlTCHMAKSH.
THORNS. Palestine is unusually rich in acan-

thous plants. As many as 50 genera and 200

species occur in Palestine and Syria,
* besides a

multitude clothed with scabrous, ^(.riiro.-o. or sting-

ing hairs, and another mu 1 1 i 1 1 1 < : c u i 1 1 1 prickly
fruits

3

(Post in Hastings' DB iv. 753). In the
OT references to thorns are numerous, and many
different words are used to express them. But the

vocabulary, though full, is very indefinite, many
of the terms employed being as vague and general
as our own English word * thorns.

3 We have the
reflex of this uncertain terminology in EV, which
renders almost indiscriminately by

'

thistle,'
*

thorn,'
or 'bramble,

3 a single Hebrew word. In the NT
three terms occur, viz. &Kav9a, rp//3oXos, and cr/c6Ao^.

The last-named is found only in 2 Co 127 * There
was given to me a thorn ((nc6\o-fi) in the flesh,' but
in this instance the rendering should rather be
'stake

3
or 'pale.

3 The second (Tpj8oXo*) has al-

ready been explained (see THISTLES). It remains
that we should consider iLKwO* (Mt 716 137- 22

,
Mk

47- 18
, Lk G44 87- 14

, Jn 192
, He 68

), which Is invariably
translated 'thorns.' Strictly speaking, this term
denotes Acanthus spinosus, a showy perennial with

deeply indented and spiny leaves, and bearing
white flowers tinged with pink. In the NT, how-

ever, it is a quite general term for all thorny or

prickly plants, and is applied to bushes and weeds
alike. Among the most common are thorny
A-lrn<iali. uliich abound in the higher mountain-
ous regions, and many species of Acacia, Eryngium.
Khamnus, Kubus, Solanum, etc

%
Some of them,

such as PotBr/"'//* .v^/, /*//,/ aiil T!J' ft .fii'^ punetata,
are found in all parts of the country. In our

Third Gospel mention is made of the bramble

(/3droj, Lk G44). This may quite possibly be the

common bramble (Rubus fruticpsus),
which is

found in many parts of Palestine. It is note-

worthy, however, that, except in this one passage,
B&ros is always rendered 'hash/ and is used only
of the 'burning bush' of Moses (Mk 1226, Lk 2(F

etc.). The <-orr< -]nu<lrv Heb. word (njc) is simi-

larly restrict oti ; M s:- !-<.. As the bramble is not
Found on Horeb (Sinai), it has been thought by
some that the ' bush ' was a kind of acacia. For
;he crown of thorns which was set in mockery on
the head of Christ (

Jn 192
) 3
see CROWN OF THORNS.

Much might easily be said regarding the sym-
bolism of thorns in the S< i Ipi m c -. But it may be
sufficient merely to rou I!IM ;lv\ were regarded
as the direct consequence of human sin, and so

became the natural symbols of sin and the suffer-

ings in which it issues (Gn 318
, Nu 3355

5
Pr 225

etc.).

In the light of this symbolism there is an apt
pathos and beauty in the fact that Christ was
crowned with thorns (see Cox, An Expositor's Note
Book, 349 if. ; and Earl Lytton, Fables in Song, i.).

HUGH DITNCAK.
THREE. See NUMBER.

THRESHING - FLOOR. See AGRICULTURE in

vol. i. p. 40a.

THRONE (Qpovos) is a term applied, first of all,

to the royal seat of a king ; and, secondly, to the
official seat of a judge or subordinate ruler. In the

former sense it is employed of heaven as the throne
of God (Mt 5s4 2322

). The Messianic reign of Jesus
is foretold by Zacharias in the words,

t The Lord
God shall give unto him the throne of his father

David *

(Lk I32). Jesus speaks of His own exalta-

tion as the time e when the Son of Man shall sit on
the throne of his glory

5

(Mt 1928 2531 ). The uni-

versal dominion which He is to share with His
Father is suggested "by

* the Lamb in the midst of

the throne '

(Rev 56 717
}, and by

* the throne of God
and of the Lamb 3

(22
s
). So in He 81 122 Christ is

seated ' on the right hand of the throne
! of God.

The promise given to the Twelve, of sitting on
thrones of judgment (Mt 1928

[|Lk 2230
), is practi-

cally given to all who overcome in the battle with
evil (Rev 321

). In Col I 16
* thrones

' are among the

subordinate powers of the universe which owe their

creation to Christ. JAMES PATEICK.

THUNDER ({BpovT-ri) is but twice mentioned in

the Gospels (Mk 317
,
Jn 1229 ). In mountainous

Palestine, with the long deep gorge of the Jordan,
it is perhaps the most awe-inspiring of natural

phenomena. It seldom occurs save in the winter

half of the year, and is almost invariably accom-

panied by rain. For the old Israeli TOM thunder
was the voice of God, with a meaning which

persons ^pocinlly ^iftod might understand. <It

seems probable; fhai-ilio "voice out of heaven" (Jn
122& 29^ wag a thunder-peal, as indeed most of those

present thought, and that it> -^Ti-Pcimce
"
sva=: rc '

cognized and interpreted by J OMI- alone
"

(1 1 jisring.-'

DB iv. 757b). The surname -.-on- of ilmmltsr'

given to James and John (Mk 317) disappears at

once and finally from the records. On the avail-

able data no sure opinion can be formed as to why
it was applied to them. As men in the East^ are

called * sons' of that which is most characteristic of

them, there was doubtless something
*
thundery*

about them, a tendency, e.g., to wrathful resent-

ment of slight or injury (Lk 9s4). See BoAHEKGES.
W. EwiNG.

TIBERIAS (Tt/Jeptdts).- A city situated on the

W. shore of the Sea of Galilee, founded by Herod

Antipas, and named by linn in honour of tho

Ernporor Tiberius. The original inlinbitante were

foroiimers, whom Herod either forced to reside in

The new c-it y or to whom he gave special induce-

ments if they would. Our Lord, so far as is

known, never visited Tiberias, it being His custom

to avoid Gentile cities. The only reference to the

city in the NT is Jn 6s3, in which it is stated that

'there came boats from Tiberias unto the place
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where they ate tlie "bread after the Lord had given
thanks (cf. Jn 6 1 21 1

).

1. Location. The ancient city was situated

directly on the shore of the Sea of Galilee, and
therefore approximately 682 feet below the level of

the Mediterranean, at the north end of a narrow
rectangular plain about two miles long, which was
bounded by a rather steep ridge of hills rising
abruptly to the west. From the ruins still to be
found in the vicinit\

" ' * ""

.

n

!
i that the

ancient city extended <'". y ., south of

the modern town. Josephus (Ant. XVIII. ii. 3 ;

cf. BJ iv. i. 3) says that there were ' warm baths a
little distance from it in a village called Emmaus '

(Hammath ?). \- -^'"'^ (' she Talmud (Jerus.

Megilla, i. 1), th-: c ;

iy \ ,>- iui't upon the ancient
site of Rakkatli -. X,, >;!,:

:

; : and it is further
stated (Sanhed. \'2't ilui. i:i si'o 4th cent, the Jews
had actually dropped the name Tiberias and re-

verted to the ancient name Rakkath. On the
other hand, in the Bab. Talmud, Tiberias is some-
times identified with Rakkath, sometimes with
Hammath, and sometimes with Chinnereth (cf.

Jos 1935 ). Jerome (Onom. 112. 28 ff.) identifies it

with Chinnereth.
2. History. Herod Antipas is supposed to have

completed the building of Tiberias about A.r>. 22.

Ancient sepulchres were removed to make room
for the new foundations, and accordingly the Jews
regarded the new city as legally unclean (cf. Nu
19Ilff

-). Nevertheless the town grew with great
rapidity, and, before the downfall of Jerusalem had
become one of the chief cities of Palestine. Herod
had made it the capital of Galilee, removing the
seat of jrovonmu-ni fi ^ * *

the former
capital. The cicv^u- : ^ sephus when
commander-in-chief of Galilee (c. A.D. 66). During
the struggle of the Jews with Rome, its inhabit-
ants remained loyal to the national cause. When,
however, Vespasian appeared before its walls with
three legions, the citizens yielded without resist-
ance. Vespasian restored it to Herod Agrippa II.,
who stripped it of its political prestige by trans-

ferring the capital again to Sepphoris. When
Agrippa died (A.D, 100), it fell directly under Roman
rule. Shortly after the destruction of Jerusalem
(A.D. 70), Tiberias became the chief seat of the
Jews and of Jewish learning. According to Epiph-
anius, it was not long before the citywas inhabited
exclusively bv Jews. In the 2nd cent, the Sanhe-
drin, which had been shifted from Jerusalem to
Jamnia and then to Sepphoris, was established at
Tiberias under the presidency of the celebrated
Rabbi Judah the Holy.

3. Present condition. The modern town is
called by the Arabs Tabariyeh. Traces still re-
main of the ancient city along the Lake, especially
to the south of the present town. FJeup^ of >toiu-.",
columns of grey granite, foundations of buildings,
and of a thick wall which extended almost to the
famous baths, all confirm the supposition that the
ancient city extended at one timo funlier south.
The present town is defended on the land side by
a wall furnished with towers. There are the ruins
of a once imposing castle at the N.W. corner.
But castle, walls, and houses were seriously
damaged by the earthquakes of 30th Oct. 1759
and of 1st Jan. 1837. Among the famous tombs
of Tiberias are those of Maimonides, and Rabbis
*A^xba and Jochanan. To-day Tiberias has a
population of approximately 4000 souls, of whom
about two-thirds are Jews and the other third
Mohammedans and Christians of different sects.
The Protestants have a yell-equipped hospital,
and are doir;: o-< -]

;

;;ii.iL< -\\ork under the
United Free < liii!" 1 -

i' >(,, m-,;. The Jews occupy
a squalid quarter in the middle of the town,
adjacent to the Lake. The city as a whole is * a

picture of disgusting filth and frightful wretched-
ness.

5 Of late, however, the place is ini|MO\in^
somewhat, having become the seat of a Turkish

kawnakan, or ;_
< .

Tiberias is .. ;.! ''.- 'v, i-n-i. The breezes
from the Mediterranean are prevented from strik-

ing the city by the hills which bound the plain on
the west. The winters are mild, snow being very
rarely known. The Lake furnishes th- \. . :

"

\

of water. The view from the city "!.-'
whole extent of the Sea of Galilee except the
S.W. extremity. Schiirer speaks of Tiberias as
' the most beautiful spot in Galilee,' which, how-
ever, is an exaggeration. At present it is one of

the four sacred cities of the Jews in Palestine, the
others being Jerusalem, Hebron, and Safed. The
study of the Talmud still nourishes in Tiberias.

LITERATURE. Robinson, B-RP\i\. 254 ff. ;
TJ .

"

\- *-^ > "M F-i 1
.

286 ff. ; Guerln, Galilee, i. 250 ff. ; Neubai r /,.
208 ff. ; Merrill, art. 'Tiberias' in Hasting- ///.' : '. <',. /'

226 f. ; Reland, Pal. ii. 1036; G. A. Smith, HGHL 447 ff. ;

Burckhardt, Travels, 320 ff. ; Murray, Syria-Pal. 251; Schiirer,
HJP ir. i. 143 ff.

; Wilson, Lands of the Bible, ii. 116 ff.
; Ritter,

Geoff, of Pal. ii. 256 ff. ; art.
' Tiberias * in EBi iv.

GEORGE L. ROBINSON.
TIBERIUS In Lk 3lf- it is stated that a word of

God came upon John the Baptist, in the 15th year
of *the rule of Tiberius Csesar. It is by no means
certain what year is indicated by this date. The
sole rule of Tiberius began in A.D. 14; the 15th

year of this sole rule would be A.D. 28. But it is

more probable that we ought to count from the
time at which Tiberius received power equal with
that of \ ! ,.-i !!->'. -r the provinces of the Empire,
that is, T c 1

!' . Y- i"i, of A.D. 11; this brings us to
A.D. 25-26 (Ramsay, Was Christ Born at Bethlehem?
p. 199 ff.).

Tiberius Claudius Nero, named after his adop-
tion Tiberius Julius Csesar, on the monuments
bears the name Tiberius Csesar Augustus. He
was the son of Tiberius Claudius Nero (a Roman
noble) and Livia (whom Augustus took to wife
while her husband was still alive), and was born
in B.C. 42. Const itutiojmlU, the principate died
with

_
each Enij^ror, nnd il'ic Emperor could not

appoint a successor. Augustus got over this diffi-

culty by .v ;..:-r
: -

r ., -, -: r ,. .-.. -egent in the
Empire:

'

,: : ;. ."-.i;;-. i-i-n- i

'

to pass over
such in electing to the i>riiii ipalo. The Imperial
powers were gradually Kir.iVnvrfl on this consort.
M. Vipsanius Agrippa first held this position (died
B.C. 12). Marcellus (who died B.C. 23) and Gaius
and Lucius Csesar were marked out as successors.
In their youth they were entrusted to the care of

Tiberius, who was forced to divorce his wife and
marry Augustus' daughter Julia (B.C. 11). By this
time Tiberius had proved himself an able soldier, and
in B.C. 9 was raised to the position which Agrippa
had occupied. Augustus had a dislike to Tiberius,
and did not desire his succession. This obvious
desire to use Tiberius selfishly, for his own ends,
embittered the life of the latter, and in B.C. 6 he
retired to Rhodes, and remained there eight years

- iv<-oiv<-,l j-.l-

!l,.>\ .!!<'<! l.uciu-
In this latter year
s :-. and was at the
II ephew

in solitude, while his young -

yancement in the State. Bu:
in A.D. 2

3
and Gaius in A.D. 4.

Tiberius was adopted by \ ;..u

same time compelled to '..!
Germanicus. In A.D. 11 he wa^ raided pruriicullv
to a position of equality with Aujru-aiis.. On the
death of the latter, in A.D. 14, his sole reign began.He was a thoroughly competent Emperor; but a
naturally reserved temperament, influenced by
early disappointments and outraged feelings, re-
sulted in weakness and

crueltj. His fear of con-
spiracy made him encourage informers, and many
supposed rivals were put to death. In the second
half of his reign he was much under the influence
of one Sejanus, an accomplished schemer, whose
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duplicity and crime he realized only after much
evil had been wrought by him. By this time he
had retired to spend the closing years of his life in
the island of Capri, where he died on 16th March
A.D. 37. His principate thus covers all the period
of the Gospel history.

LITERATURE. J. B. Bury, A History of the Roman Empire
(London, 1893 and later): J. F, . r-'s Quellen der Vita
Tiberii des Cassius Dio \ \ -

, . ,,
R. Cagnat, Cours

~ '
-

~

Latine 3 (Paris, 1898), p.' 179 . etc. It is generally
.: i . the ancient authorities take too severe a view,
based on the memoirs of Agrippina, the enemy of Tiberius :

these ancient authorities are, Tacitus, Annals ; Suetonius, Life
of Tiberius ; and Dio Oassius. ALEX. SOUTER.

TILES. The man sick of the :.,:%> v.-,i- I,-, ,-,,'w
'

through the tiles
'

(AY *

tiling \. *v i rj , . i I ji -

in vol. i. p. 753a.

TIM520S. See BARTIM^EUS.

TIME. 1. The word c time '

is used in the Gospels
in a variety of p

1

*,',;.-< lore or less indefinite.

Probably^ the MIO.-, '.- -':i expression is 4v
cm/y^??

Xpovov,
l in a moment of time

3

(Lk 45
). xpovos is

used of time in general (Lk I57 S27, Mk 921
, Jn 56 ),

passing or having passed. In a similar sense we
iind tipa (Mk 635

)
rendered '

day
'

in KV (see BAY).
More definite is dxd r6r,

l from that time '

(Mt 417

16ai , Lk 1616 ), and fas rod vvv,
* until now' (Mt 2421

KV, Mk 1319
). The most important word, however,

is Kaip6$, used invariably of a definite period or
occasion. Three uses in this sense are noteworthy.
(
1 ) It is used to indicate the time of certain events
in the ministry of Jesus (Mt II25 121 141

). (2) In a
special sense we have the remarkabL- ,,-! ,. Jn
76.8 <My time is not yet come, hut \-*-:' i"i is

always ready/ where the contrast is used appar-

ently to emphasize the peculiar character of Jesus*
mission and the hostility which it aroused in Jeru-
salem. (3) Most important is the use of Kcup6s to
indicate the dawn of a new epoch Tre7r\r)pura.i o

Kaip6s, 'the time is fulfilled' (cf. 13-*, Lk 1256, Mt
163) which the ministry of Jesus had inaugurated.
This new era is contrasted with the past (Mk I 10

)

and with the future (Mk 1030 ,
Lk 1830 ; see artt.

DAY [THAT], GENERATION). In a similar sense of

world-period or era we have /ecupol efotiv,
* the times

of the Gentiles* (Lk 2124 ; but cf. ofia n& i.e. judg-
ment-day, Ezk 30s

). /ccup6s is also used of a season
of the year (Mk II13

, Mt 1330 ; cf. Lk 12*8 ).

2. Various methods of reckoning time were in
existence at the Mi-^imi 1

:^ <f ihe Christian era,
and this fact mako- ii r\i-t-nu:l\ difficult to locate
events with any certainty. The time of day was
reckoned at the outset mainly by ph \-ical con-

siderations, temperature, etc. (Gn'lT 18 1

,
1 S II9

,

Job 2415
), or by the sun's movements (Gn 1915 3224) ;

the night in early Jewish history was reckoned by
watches (see artt. DAY, HOUR, NIGHT, WATCH).
The days of the week were numbered, not named.
The division of time into weeks was probably of

Babylonian origin, and would be suggested by the
moon's phases, although there is no trace of this

influence either in OT or NT. The word for f week '

in the Gospels is o-dpparov (Lk 1812
). The use of

the plural (Mt 281
, Mk 162,

Lk 24l
) may have

arisen from the Aram. Sabbetha, 'the Sabbath'

(Heb. Shabbath), which at an early date gave its

name to the whole week.
Of the larger divisions of time, the month, so

familiar in OT times, is hardly mentioned in the
NT (Lk I 26* 86

, Jn 425
). The Jewish month was

lunar. Hence the usual Hebrew name for * month '

(enh) is properly the e new moon.
3 Three methods

were employed to distinguish the month: (1) old

Canaanite names, of which only four now survive ;

(2) numerals (Gn 711
, Ex 191 etc.) ; (3) Babylonian

names (see Hastings' DB iv. 765).

The Jewish year, like the month, was originally
lunar, consisting of 354 days. But as this fell so

far short of the full solar year, difficulty would
naturally arise in tcl'jhiMtiri^, feasts at the same
time in each year. To avoid this, it became neces-

sary to add an extra month at least once in three

years. This was done by adding a second Adar
(the Bab. name for the twelfth month), February-
March, so contrived that the Passover, celebrated
on the 14th Nisan (the first month), should always
fall after the spring equinox. The exact method
of doing this is somewhat obscure. But as a month
in three years was hardly sufficient, a cycle of

eight years was observed in which three months
were intercalated, based on general observation of

the seasons. This continued until some time after
the Christian era, when a more perfect system, a

cycle of nineteen years with seven months inter-

calated the invention of an astronomer of Athens
named Meton was adopted. It seems unlikely
that the Jews had any fixed chronological calendar
in the time of Christ, but this is disputed (see

"Wieseler, Chronol. Synopsis of the Four Gospels,

p. 401, etc.).
The method of reckoning years is a complitulHl

and difficult subject. In accordance ^iib il.i-n.:rri

ideas, that precision in reckoning events to which
we moderns are accustomed was unknown. It

was not considered necessary (cf. e.g^.
the loose

phrases 'in the days of Herod the king/ Mt 21
;

and e Herod being tetrarch of Galilee,
3 Lk 3 l

) ; nor
was it easily attainable. For it was possible for a
writer in NT times to employ various systems of

reckoning, and it was also possible to employ any
one system in various ways. In addition to the
various eras in which it was common to reckon,
viz. the Olympiad era 1

;""i
i

:

:

", B.C. 776; the

Seleiicid, used in the I M - i* < the Maccabees,
beginning B.C. 312; the Actii .""' B.C. 31 ;

there was also the Boman i -eckoning
by consuls or emperors (Lk 31

), and the Jewish by
high nriests. Further, the year began at a differ-

ent time in different countries, e.g. the Roman
year began on Jan. 1, but in a few cases the

emperors dated their years from the date of their

election as tribunes of the people on Dec. 10.

The Jewish sacred year began about the vernal

equinox, as did also, in all probability, the years
of the Seleucid era. But in Asia Minor a year
beginning in autumn was also observed in ordinary
use. These and other considerations render it

almost impossible to give the precise date of any
event even in NT times (see art. DATES). The one
date given with any ,'.:];;:' ri. precision is in Lk 31

e in the fifteenth ^<MT of il;c reign of Tiberius
Caesar.

3 This seems tolerably accurate, but the
actual date intended depends on how St. Luke
reckoned. He may have dated from the death of

Augustus, Aug. 19, A.D. 14, counting that year
ab the first of Tiberius* reign, or from the be-

ginning of A.D. 15, which was also a method of

reckoning. Or he may have reckoned from Dec.

10, A.D. 15, when Tiberius assumed tribunician

authority. Or, as the tribunician authority was

interrupted in the reign of Tiberius, St. Luke may
have dated his reign from the time when he as-

sumed tribunician power the second time. In

addition, there is the question whether St. Luke
would reckon a<-<;ruiM^ to the Boman year from
Jan. 1, or, ju-t.oniinjj lo local methods prevalent
in Syria, from the autumn equinox.

LITERATURE. Kaestner, de Aerte; Bilfinger, Die

Stundenanrjaben ; Schwarz, Der Jud. Katender ; Lewtn, Fasti

Sacri ; Wieseler, Chron. Synopsis of the Four Gospels ; Ideler,

Handbueh der Chronologic ; Schurer, ELJP i. 37, ii. App. in.

and iv. ; W. M. Ramsay, Was Christ born, at Bethlehem ? v.-xi. ;

Hastings' DB iv. pp. 762^-766^, also specially Ext. Vol. 473*>-484.

G. GORDON STOTT.
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TITHE. On the tithe as a Jewish institution,
see art.

' Tithe '

in TT; -
f

:

i:._ :

' DB.
Our Lord make- - :. ".:.-,' references to the

tithes, and they are all of the observance of them
hy the Pharisees (Mt 2323

, Lk II42 IS13 ). In the
first two passages He contrasts the minute exact-
ness with which the Pharisees observe their less

important and external laws of tithe with their
careless disregard of the inner and more important
virtues of justice, mercy, faith, and the love of
God. In Lk IS12 He illustrates how compliance
with external requirements, especially when these
are exceeded, as in the case of the Pharisees,
and dissociated from the corresponding state of

heart, breeds a culpable and overweening self-

ri^McouMicss. Our Lord in these references, as
aKo in Alt 3 l

, n-co^ni/e^ degrees of importance
in the Law's demands. Minute observance of the
less important does not excuse from attending to
the greater, but neither does compliance with the

greater absolve from the obligation to observe the
lesser. 'This ought ye to have done, and not to
leave the other undone.' Our Lord evidently
thought the tithe, as well as the other OT institu-

tions, of Divine origin, and binding upon the Jews
of His day. At the same time, He foresaw a

period when outward observances should give place
to the more purely inward, as men should worship
the Father in spirit and in truth (Jn 421 '24

). See
also artt. ANISE and RUE. G. GOODSPEED.

TITLE ON THE CROSS. The technical word
rr\os is found only in Jn 1919

,*
Mt 2737 has atria,

Lk 23s8 einypafir}, and Mk 1526 17 frriypaufa TTJS dlrias.

A triii M. < regards tj>- -\.n."v ." the titulus, no
t\vo G<-pei- agree <*:< :

y. _M . has oSrfo <mv
'Iiycrous 6 /SacrtXei)? TUIV .

"

. / : ML. 6 /3a0"t\ei>? r&v
'lovSaiurv ; Lk. 6 ftacriXe'us rQ>v 'Iou6\ta>*' oSros ; and Jn.
'I-j/croOj 6 JSafapa'tos o {3cwi\ebs r&v *Iau$a/&>.

The only important variation is in the case of Lk., where the
TR reads WT V I<rnv <5 j3. r. 'I., probably from a*i'in:'!,J 'un 'o the
form given by Mt. The form above given (L3c -.',$>) i-s fo i:id in
KTtT . r

*
"T

J
- -

.
' ' 'V

./ the Latin of D : vex Judceorum hie est.
""

-* -i ",

'

\ t,r . . Peter, taking the words as an insult
Jesus on une pare of the Jews, reads : ovris kernv & /3. T&3

It was customary at Roman executions, at least
in the case of remarkable prisoners, for the charge
under which the prisoner

- ""
'-,, 'o be written

briefly on a tablet (o-avis) .

"

^psum (yfrpy
a\?l\t./j.jut>o$3 Suidas ; cf. titulus qrui causam pcence
indicavit [Suet. Cal. 32], and j^era ypoL^^ruv rfy
cdrtav TTJS QavaT&cre&s avrov Srikotivrwv [Dio Cassius,
liv. 3]).

_
This was usually hung round the neck of

the criminal, or carried liefore him to the place of
execution (prmcedente titulo [Suet. CaL 32]). It
was afterwards hung from, or fixed to, the top of
the cross.

Other words for I'lN, lablct nro -r-'v *-? and tetxvpx,. The letter

?tr^ Churches of Vitnru airl J,\ons, preserved by Eusebius
(?? v' -^ ffives an Stance of such a titulus in the case of one
pf^the marLyrs. The morels are: *i*#os &VTOV vpoayovroz, iv
i'/ -/',a.TT'. Paiicals-r.'. r*; trrr.v "A-wx/ar '*. ypw&yfa TMsaffreeS
(

.\,".<:i\i wit-i iho form of i ho liil- usg \ n by Mt.

The Synoptists merely mention the fact that such
a title \\-a* placed over the cross of Jesus. St. John,who writes as an eye-witness, adds some interesting
particulars (1) that Pilate wrote the title ; (2) that
it was written T&ppcMrrL, 'Pwftal'o-rt, 'EXXwto-r/ (the
similar words in the TH of Lk. are merely an inter-
polation from Jn.) ; (3) that Pilate, in spite of the
expostulation of the chief priests, scornfully refusedto alter the form of what he had written With
r^erenee

to (1) Westcott (on Jn 1919) remarks:
ine Koman governor found expression to the last

tor the bitterness which had been called out in him
by the opposition of the Jews ... the heathen
governor completed the unwilling testimony of the

Jewish priest
'

(Jn l!49f-). The three
'

,s ,

-"

the rlr\os Hebrew (i. e. Aramaic), Lati , *

represent, as Westcott remarks, the national, the

official, and the common dialects respectively. The
true reading, therefore, preserves the more natural
order.

CO ;
.' .

' '"
s i

^ . : .'

Mt 2737) mentions the case of the inscription on the tomb of the

Emperor Gordian, which was written in no fewer than five

languages ; the five being the three above mentioned, together
with Persian and Egyptian.

The wording of the title differs in all the four

Gospels, as above remarked, and many attempts
have been made to harmonize or explain the varia-
tions. Wordsworth (on Jn 1919

) has even supposed
that the title really ran thus :

' This is Jesus of

Nazareth, the King of the Jews.' Such an attempt
at harmonizing the variations is absolutely un-

necessary. All four Gospels agree in giving the

important words which were offensive to the chief

priests, viz.
e the King of the Jews/ Others have

supposed the variations to be due to slight differ-

ences in the form of the title in the three languages.
This, as a general idea, is possible, even probable ;

but, as regards detail, agreement seems to be
nearly hopeless. The uncertainty appears greatest
as to the Latin form, which Edersheim nnds in.

Mt., Cook (Speaker's Com.} in Mk., Farrar in Lk.,
Grotius and Swete in John. In the case of the
other two : '"": more general consensus of

opinion fii - , . \ in Mk. and the Hebrew,
or rather Aramaic, in John. It can be said with
some confidence that it is more natural that 6

Nafwpcuos should represent the word of the Aramaic
inscription, as this method of description would
have little point for those who would read the
Greek or the Latin (cf. Sadler on Jn 1919). We have
seen above that the form given by Mt, agrees with
that of the Latin tituhts mentioned in the letter of
the Churches of Gaul. Assuming, then, that Jn.
gives the Aramaic form and Mt. the Latin, the
Greek must be looked for in Mk., as Lk. agrees
with Mt. in retaining the word odros. We may
suppose, then, that the various forms were some-
what as follows :

Aramaic : ""Nnim N|^Q ny'ian ^
Latin : Hie est Jesus Rex Judeeorum.
Greek : o /SacrtXei)? rGv 'l

Ti>!- . '. i
.- _- ,

- ^

'

is r. : i - -

-. .'/ .

-., and Times, ii. 591 n.)>

P ''

'''J'lJ
- <v '

!
~ '

! !
' " -Iil0ses the Latin to have

been at the top and the Aramaic last ; but this is contrary to
the only evidence we have. He is certainly right in his
attempt to give the Aramaic form of the inscription in words
which are really Aramaic. It is strange to i-v:.

1
.!*-- TT ]. .

mean Aramaic and then to give the words ? i r r ! '
. ! ,

(cf. Geikie, quoted in Hastings' DB iv. 7-'. ,vl r.-.n-.r- . *

Luke).
It may be, as Alford writes,

{

hardly worth while' to- com-
ment on, and endeavour to explain, 'the variations in the
Gospels with regard to the Title on the Cross ; hut one can
hardly forbear to remark, what has V * *.- f <'..;., ;.

1 '--eforehow the three great languag-es of : I . ,- -i bear-
witness to the Saviour of Mankind.' ' The three representative
languages of the world at that time,' savs Plurnmer (on Jn 1919)~- the languages of religion, of empire, of intellect were em-
ployed. Thus did they tell it out among :iiu l^-u'J < M that the
Lord is king (or reigned from the tree. I'- ;i: |.\ \ i

' These
three languages, Westcott writes, gathered up the results of
the Religious, the social, arid the intellectual nruur;-!on f'-r

Christ, and in each, witness was given to His uTico. ll't-
modern writers expand slightly the more expressive words of
Grotius: c

Ille enim erat cui cedere debehat religio judaica,
eruditio graeca, robur latinum '

(cf. also some httle known words
of Priscillian [Tract, i. p. 30] :

*
In omni Ihtera sive hebraa sive

latma sive graeca in omni quod vidotur ant dicitur, rex regum
et dominorum dominus est, m quibus linguis etsi titulus crucis
ponitur, divinum tamen deo teBtirnoniuni lifcteratur').

c Thus
the three languages represent not only three races, but their
Dualities and tendencies. Wherever these exist where there
is an eye to read, a hand to write, a tongue to speak the cross
has a message and the King a kingdom. The "

Title
"

is. m
St. John's view, the witness of language to the King of the
Jews, who is also the King of humanity' (Alexander, Leadinq
Ideas of the Gospels, pp. 277, 278>
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LITERATURE. The Comm., esp. Swete on Mk 1526
,
Plummer

and Farrar on Lk 2328, Grotius on Me 2737 ; art. on same subject
in Hastings' DB, vol. iv.; and Edersheim, LT ii. pp. 590-591.

J. M. HARDEN.
TITTLE (Gr. icepaia, [WH Kp4a ; see vol. ii. App.

p. 151]). Both the Gr. and the Eng. words occur
in NT only in Mt 51S

, Lk 1617
. Kepala (

f
little horn,

'

dim. of Kepas) was used by TT- \
*

";: .- -1 other
:-. .,'*

"

the accents , .

:
"

marks
:

' -,. slight points and bends by which
in Heb. such letters as 2 and a, n and n, n and n

are distinguished from each other. '

Tittle,
* which

is just
'
title

'

in another form of spelling (the
shorter form is used in all the Eng. VSS, except
the Rhemish, up to and including the AV of 16 11),
comes from titulus, which was used in late Lat.
to denote any mark or stroke whereby one letter
was -

l:
-
J:-

.:\.~ -

1

^
r another. It was adopted

"by
\V v ", I , to render Kepala Luther

similar
1

; ;'!,>''
m

'lttel (Titel in modernized
Germ.

'
:

.

"

importance was attached

"by the Kabbis to the little marks by which certain
Heb. letters are distinguished from others that
thev closely resemble, and there are several Jewish

sayings which declare that any one who is guilty of

iisri-'vii,!!':.'"
1

"^ -iH 1
! letters in certain passages of

i lie OT ui!l lii'.-jviiv destroy the whole world (see

Edersheim, LT i. 537 f. ; cf. Lightfoot, HOT. Heb.
xi. 99).
On the lips of Jesus the saying,

c One jot or one
tittle shall in no wise pass away from the law till

all be fulfilled
'

(Mt 518), is startling ; and a number
of modern critical scholars are inclined to meet the

exegetical difficultv by denying the genuinenc:^ of
r

'
.

"

. .; it as an answer of the
!'..,_

'
: '

; the Pauline }i!''i-l('^,!li-!-i.

or even as a later Jewish-Christi;" i
r

i -or
-

i >>\\.

Certainly, if the saying stood by itself, unqualified
and uninterpreted in any way, there might be
some warrant for such criticism, even although on
textual grounds there is nothing to be said against
the verse, which, moreover, reappears in Luke,

though in a shorter form. But the very fact that
our Lord proceeds in what follows to repeal the
old Law at v;in.,!i-

]
MMJ -. and to substitute for its

enactments pix<-qi- ,' His own (vv.
31*- 333"- 3SSm

),

suggests that v.
"',

&o JLOT irom being likely on His

lips to mislead His hearers utterly, would be
understood easily enough as nothing more than
an emphatic affirmation, in the Master's own
characteristic style, of the rounded perfection of

the ideal law. The objection that the reference
to the jot and the tittle implies the written Law,
and not the ideal law, has little force. One might
as well say that when Jesus, in vv.29 - 80

,
bids His

disciples pluck out their right eyes or cut off their

right hands, He is urging them to a literal self-

mutilation, inasmuch as hands and eyes are physical
realities, not ideal things.
When we remember that Jesus was constantly

charged by His enemies with being a law-breaker

(Mk 216- 18* 24
etc.), we may see in the saying an

utterance that has its polemical bearing. Im-

mediately after (v.
20

) we find Him declaring,

T.xcept your Mj."lii<-o:i-ni-^ shall exceed the

j'i^lncou-iios^ of ilic '-'i-,- and Pharisees, ye
shall in no wise enter into the kingdom of heaven.'

And elsewhere He affirms that the Pharisaic and
Kabbinic legalism led to a positive dishonouring
of the Divine law in the interests of a human
tradition (Mk 78-9.13). There were thus two
reasons why on polemical grounds Jesus should
assert the claims of the OT Law in the strongest

possible way : (1) Because His enemies themselves

continually dishonoured it ; (2) because they falsely
accused Him of being indifferent to it. And apart
from polemics altogether, there was this positive
reason why He should c

magnify the law and make

it honourable' He knew (v.
17

) that the very
purpose of His coming was, not to destroy it, but
to fulfil. And so in the striking language of

paradox and even of hyperbole that He was wont
to use when H-; frit -t voii^lv <iad desired to speak
strongly, He c.\- Ijii'sit.-a, -Vor verily I say unto
you, Till heaven and earth pass away, one jot or
one tittle shall in no wise pass away from the law,
till all be fulfilled.'

The point of the saying clearly lies in the word
fulfilled.

3

Christ comes, not to lower the standards
of i

.

i

:^
1

'io>u- iu . as His enemies said, but to exalt
them ici. v.-J

j. He comes, indeed, to < ,<l M -I.-'L

in the old Law. The jots and tittles, b< - ' v . .

are to pass away when the Law is fulfilled. But
He is to repeal the old by supplying the power for
its true fulfilment, , !/! \\ -'-^ ":. >". he letter
is transcended by - :

"". . !!_.. in this

way, the saying is ." -j >: ,',! Arresting
utterance of the familiar Christian : ir.ih of i^e
relation in spiritual things between the kernel and
the husk, the calyx and the flower. Every fibre
of the husk is precious until the time comes for
the living germ to be released. Each tiny, pointed

;

"* c ' "

T
"" ""

ing calyx must be preserved in
"

. ,\ : the hour arrives for the bursting
; < >lla. Thus Jesus comes, not to

destroy the least commandment (v.
39

), but to fulfil

it. His *

royal law,
3

as St. James calls it (Ja 28
),

the law of liberty and love, is an abrogation of the
Divine Law that went "before only in the sense in
which the blossom ,1 n^, .! The bud and the
flower the blossom, ^-v. ;;

'

. art. LAW, 6.

LITEIIATTJIE. Hasting' DJE?, art. 'Tittle,' and Ext, Vol.

p. 24 i.
; Wei-^, -Y2' Thcol, i. 108; BeyscMag, NT TheoL i. 40;

Wendt, Teach, of Jesus, ii. 7ff.; Bruce, I\<.- " 7
' " *J G 7. i>. 64,

and EG-T, Mt. in toe.; Dods in Expositor, iv' i\. /i,) ^ TI- si.

J. C. LAMBEKT."
TOLERATION, TOLERANCE. The Lord Jesus

Christ exemplified the highest forms of toleration
and encouraged the virtue in His disciples (Mk G38

'40
).

The Jews had no dealings with the Samaritans
(
Jn 49

), yet Jesus laboured in Samaria (Jn 4 , Lk
952 ), healed and praised a Samaritan leper (Lk 1715"19

},

and chose a Samaritan, in preference to a Levite and
a priest, to exhibit the meaning of the term c

neigh-
bour' (10

30"37
). When His enemies asked, 'Say we

not well that thou art a Samaritan, and hast a
demon? 3 He passed over the former and limited
His reply to a denial of the latter charge (Jn S48*-).
While by example a-

""

( ,

'

'.\ TTi> -ou:_H (o build
a bridge of kindly

*

,

'

Ir- 1

:!! i \c -side of

Judaism, He built also from the other side, and
declared in Samaria that the Jews were to be re-

spected as the possessors of the means of salvation

(Jn 422; cf. Ko 31 - 2 102 II25
'31

). There are other
kinds of tolerance manifested "by the Lord. Per-
sons of diverse views, habits, temperaments, were
attracted to Him, so that Petrine and Johannine
minds, the tax-gatherer Matthew and the tax-

hater Simon, Nicodemus and Zacchseus, Martha
and Mary, found in Him what they needed. His

gracious comprehensiveness shielded the good in

all. The ascetic Baptist (Mt II18
), who drew men

into the wilderness (ll
7'9

), received the highest
commendation (Lk 72S

" 28
) from Him whose scene

of ministry was the street and the synagogue, and
who honoured with His presence bridal and other

feasts (Mt 910"12
, Jn 21'11 122 ). The Samaritan vil-

lagers (Lk 982"56
), whose intolerance James and

Jonn would have avenged, were left alone ; thus
were they punished, whereas thev might have
made their place glorious, as he did who lent the

Lord the room in which the Holy Supper was insti-

tuted (22
7~20

), In this case we see the intolerance

of the Samaritans borne with, and (as in 949* w
) the

intolerance of the disciples rebuked.

Again, though the Lord Jesus was frequently
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compelled to attack the Pharisees on account of

their doctrines "! .

"
. He showed them

consideration by . . hospitality (Lk^7
36

II37 } ; and He reminded His disciples, on an occasion

when His enemies criticised His conduct (5
30"33

),

that those who preferred old ways were to he judged
leniently (5

39
). The great parables of Lk 15, Besides

being a rebuke of the leaders in i eligion for neglect-

ing to minister to publicans and sinners, are a

gracious appeal to share in the delight of seeing
men saved, an appeal to the benevolence latent

in the hearts of Christ's unscrupulous critics. He
was tolerant to the intolerant. There is, moreover,
a striking proof of the existence, in the minds of

the Pharisees, of a strong belief in our Lord's

toleration. No matter how vehemently He de-

nounced their hypocrisy, they were convinced that

He was free from animosity. Always they counted

upon His forbearance. Of the reality of His power
they entertained no doubt, though they could assign
it to a Satanic origin (II

15
, Mt 9s4 12-4 ) ; and yet so

confident were they of impunity, that they never

anticipated injury at His hands, and they ridiculed

Him openly (Lk 1614
). They were aware that His

;.."'
;!";!-" *- alone spared them, and they knew

: -!i : -ij.i g-aciousness would not fail.

W. J. HENDERSON.
TOLL. See PUBLICAN, and KECEIPT OF CUSTOM.

TOMB, GR1YE, SEPULCHRE.
The terms 'tomb* and 'sepulchre* are used in AV in-

differently to tr. uYVtU-iiov, f&vvifjtee,, and <r<z$e>$.
' Grave '

is used
8 times (Mt 2752- 53, Lfe n.44, jn 52S

- ". r ," .-. ... .:
.

'

_
'of ftvvfAEtov. This last is by far the

pvvfjux, occurring only in Mk 53-5 .,,'.- j. . . \'

usage of the BV is as follows. *

Sepulchre
'
is reserved as tr. of

T*QOS (lit.
'

burying-place *) : Mt 2327- 29 2761- 64. 66 81 [all the

Gospel occurrences of Tec.$os]. In all the other passages
' tomb '

is substituted for sepulchre,' or retained where AV already
has it, as tr. either of ftwipuw or /&vrt u.ae..

' Grave ' thus dis-

appears entirely in BV.

The forms of sepulture thai it |u;-ipl-
1

;idopts

depend partly upon religious hc-i'-f. 'r,n!\ upon
climate, partly upon the geological structure of
the country. Among the Hebrews, while the con-

ception of a personal resurrection arose only after
the return from the Exile, the belief in Sheol as a

place where the soul after death remained in some
sort of connexion with the body did much to
determine the disposal of the corpse and the
nature of the tomb. Early in Hebrew history
the burial customs became -

'

'
r- : > ! \

|

< 1 . Between
the days of Abraham and -h'-i- ii'iry underwent
no essential modification.

1. Religious belief demanded (a) that the body
should be buried (see BURIAL). The soul of the
unburied person was supposed to have no rest, and
even in Sheol the souls of such lurked in the
corners (Is 14

15
,
Ezk 3223). Any one, therefore, who

discovered a dead body was under a sacred obliga-
tion to bury it. The soul of the body left un-
buried was regarded as almost under a curse (1 K
1411 164 2124

). (b) That members of the same
family should be buried, if possible, in the same
tomb (Gn 47s9- 4929

'31
, 2 S 19s7, 1 K 14*, Neh 25 ).

For this reason the family tomb was often situated

upon the family properly. It was this dread of

being buried squire fr'-r-i' one's kith and kin that
was one of the elements of the Hebrew's hatred of
the sea (Eev^ 21 1

). (c) That, except under very
exceptional circumstances, the family sepulchre
si ion Id be reserved for the burial of members of
the one family. There are no Hebrew monumental
inscriptions ; but from Aramaean inscriptions
calling down curses on any who should intrude
their dead upon the dead already lying there, we
can measure the intensity of feeling on this point.
To allow a stranger to be buried in the family
tomb was a sign of the very greatest magnanimity

and love (Mt 2760
, Gn 236

). (d) That no body
should be burned except as part of the punish-
ment of the most odious of crimes (Lv 2014 21 9

,

Jos 725 ). To burn the body of a foe was to do

something that passed all the rights of belli-

gerents (Am 21
).

2. Climate demanded that interment should

take place as soon as possible after death (Mt
923

,
Ac 56 - 10 83

).

3. The geological character of the country con-

ditioned to a large extent the particular form of

sepulture. The country is one long limestone

ridge, and almost everywhere the hills are natur-

ally terraced, while the soft rock is easily worked.
But the simplicity of the Hebre\v burial customs
should be noticed. It is not a little remarkable
that a people living between two such civilizations

as those of Babylonia and Egypt, in which the

cult of the dead played so large a part, should

have remained uninfluenced by such ornate and

im]MM))^ Ceremonial. The Jews did not embalm
ihoir ilcMtl. They raised no elaborate sepulchres
over them ; indeed, the building of a sepulchral
chamber was an innovation based on the practices
of Greece. While this may have been due in some

degree to the lack of artistic capacity _

in the

Hebrew, it was due also to spiritual views of

death, and to the dread of idolatry that had

always characterized the Semitic race. Wher-
ever, in Syria or Arabia, Greek or Roman civiliza-

tion has left some representation of the human
body, the traveller finds that the face at least has
been disfigured by the nomads.
The forms of sepulture were these : (a) The

simplest, though not the commonest, form was an
excavation in the rock surface, roughly correspond-
ing to the shape of the human body, and covered
with a slab of stone countersunk till it was level

with the ground. All over Syria these primitive
graves are to be met with. The Jews were most
careful to keep the stone whitewashed, lest any
should unwittingly walk over the grave and >so

incur ceremonial defilement. This kind of burial
is referred to in Lk II 44 'Woe unto you, scribes
and Pharisees. \-

- "'
. for ye are as graves

which appear "'., men that walk over
them are not aware of them.' (&} A chamber was
excavated in the limestone rock-face, and long
narrow recesses, perhaps six feet by two, were cut
into the rock at right angles to the face. The
bodies, covered with the simplest of grave-clothes
(Mt 2759

, Jn II44 ), were thrust into these. The
recesses were known as Jwkim, and were fre-

quently made of double width, intended for the

reception of two bodies. Sometimes, but very
rarely, a chamber would have only one recess ;" "'

"tad several. It : v" " ' '^e case
of the Kings t. i I" of the

Prophets, have one chamber opening oft" another,
each chamber having many koMm. Three other
forms of .-epuliuro are in reality only modifica-
tions or oomliiii,uiou< of these two main modes
already mentioned, (c) Shelf tombs. Inside the
chamber the recess for the body, instead of running
in at right angles to the wall, was simply cut

parallel with the wall, and formed a shelf on
which the body was laid. The notable thing
about many of these shelves is their narrowness.
(d) The shelf was sometimes excavated so as to
form a trough in which the body was laid, (e) In
the floor of the chamber itself, or in the passage
leading from one chamber to another, a grave
might be cut, as in (a), and covered with a slab.

It was in one of those chamber-tombs that our
Lord was laid (Mt 2760

, Mk 1546, Lk 2353
) ; and dis-

u**e<l tombs of this kind were used as places of
abode by the outcast and the homeless (Mk 52 ).

To prevent desecration by wild beasts, the tombs
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were often cut in almost inaccessible places ; and
ancient tombs in the Kidron Valley and in the
face of Mount Quarantania are used even now as
cells by anchorites, who may be seen -M'-Y'v
by ladders to and from their abodes. 'IV- i.-r-'i

of sepulture in chambers was used also by the
tribes of the desert. Doughty found such tombs
at Medain Salih.

* The mural loculi in the low hewn walls of these rudely four-
square rooms are made as shallow shelves, in length as they
might have been measured to the human body, from the child
to the grown person. . . . In the rock floors are seen grave-
pits, sunken side by side, full of men's bones, and bones are
strewed upon the sanded floors. ... In another of these monu-
ments I saw the sand floor full of rotten clouts, shivering in
every wind, and taking them up, I found them to be those dry
bones' grave-clothes

'

(Arabia, Deserta, L 108).

In the time of Christ the protection of the tombs
was comparatively easily secured. The door of
the sepulchre was made intentionally small, and
was closed by a great stone, sometimes eirculara

that ran in grooves in the rock. Ceremonial de-
filement was guarded against by whitewashing
the stone at the door of the sepulchre every spring
(Mt 2327 ). In Lebanon the present writer saw a
tomb which had been excavated in the rock-face
from a point below the normal level of the soil.

After a body had been interred, the stone was
replaced in the entrance, the earth was tossed back
against the door, and all trace of the tomb was
obliterated. This special precaution may have
been peculiar to a district where wild animals
were common. A tomb was never opened save for
a fresh interment. It is this that gives point to
St. Paul's saying (Ho 313

,
cf. Ps 59

) :
' Their throat

is an open -qnili-livc
*

(rd0os), i.e. at every opening
of their Miiunii ihc\ bury, by slander and detrac-

tion, some one's fair fame. On the Holy Sepulchre
see GOLGOTHA.
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R. BRUCE TAYLOR.
TONGUE (7\wo-flra). 1. The organ of speech (Mk

7s3 - 35
). Its power for ^onl or evil is indicated in

Scripture by the li^uiv^ 01 a sword (Ps 574 643
), a

serpent (140
3
), an arrow (Jer 9s), fire (Is 3027, Ja 36),

a beast of j)rey (Ja 3s ). It is referred to as a per-
sonality with '"'li 1-

' -A ill and the power of

devising and . \. :

'

: r- (Ps 5019 522, Pr IS21 ).

It walks (Ps 739
), it rises in rebellion (Is 5417 ), it

has ethical and emotional qualities (Ps 1202- 3 1262 ),

it performs acts of worship (Is 4523
, Ro 1411 , Ph 211

).

2. Language (Mk 1617, Ac 28 ). In this sense it

forms a counterpart to deed and actuality (Mt 721 ,

1 Jn 318
). In RV of Ac I 19 28 2140 223 2614 'lan-

guage' is substituted for AV 'tongue' as tr. of

8id\6KTo$, local and provincial speech. Language
formed one of the first antipathies that the preach-
ing of the Kingdom encountered, and one of its

earliest triumphs was in the discovery and de-

claration that in the new citizenship there was
neither Greek nor barbarian (Ro I34, Col 311

).

3. Index of nationality. Rev 59 146, being thus
i ," *

, > :

<

:
-. e,'

'

people,
5 '

humanity.
5

I
"

*
. !.'.." i

"

the important influence attached
to language, (Jnrist charged His disciples to avoid

unloving, untruthful, and irreverent speech (Mt
522. 33-37). He trusted the defence of Himself and
I-TK ionclring to the power of right words (Lk
]2ii - 3

i,
and ihe future extension of His Kingdom

to the proclamation of a definite message (Mt
1027 2819

). G. M. MACKIE.

TOOTH (6806$}. 1. In, legal compensation. The
tooth was the least important of the particulars

enumerated as c \oiindifyini: the exaction of like
for like (Ex 21-4,

Lv 2-i
J 'J

, bi J.9-
1
;. Under primitive

conditions of social life, this law acted mercifully
in

;

-
*

.. , ,nton disregard of life and limb in
th<- ,:

"

;
-

! of master and slave, and of the

strong towards the weak generally. It also in-

culcated respect for the body by the eomptn-^uSon
awarded when any mutilation" had been indicted
or disability ir ; i"! V T

.._" the item of loss
was in itself -\.

'
1 i-,.- .-, claim connected

with it lay within the area and application of a
great principle, which by i' . ".

*

standard
of liability protected both ; .,-." t>revented

private abuse. It thus in due time iV '
: ,v >'

Lhe boundary line of an. outgrown .,:!,* ::

scending of which led at once and definitely into
the Kingdom of the Beatitudes (Mt o38- 39

).

2. In emotional expression. (">:, - 1
':' _

r the
teeth, with weeping and wailii ^ w

*

i > - ! :i
' 2213

etc. ), is the physical expression of regret over re-

membered advantages and opportunities lost. It
wa- !i1-> \\ -"-. of evil possession (Mk 918

), and
a :i:r'i \ -.;:.:' of -i-;

1:
..

i> ,r
'

hatred (Ac I
54

).

Among the modern
"

1

'' = !.";/ .- of Palestine, on
account of the similarity in physical accompani-
ment, the same Arabic word is used to indicate
both violent indignation and the sorrow of bereave-
ment. When a forgotten promise or matter of

'!;.!< ii -^ >.ity is suddenly recollected, or it is dis-
< ,-. o;, ,: i :;:; a grave mistake has been committed,
Orientals indicate their feeling of annoyance and
regret by slapping the hand on the thigh (Jer 31 19

,

Ezk 21 1
-) 3 ana by thrusting the knuckle of the

forefinger into the mouth, as if instinctively seek-

ing something on which to press and clench the
teeth. G. M. MACKIE.

TORCH. In the six passages in which the word
f torch * occurs in the Gospels (AV and RV), once
in the text (Jn 18s) and five times as an alternative

rendering in the margin (Mt 251 - 3f- 7f
-}, it answers to

the Greek Xd^Tras-, which in the LXX represents the
Hebrew lapptd in Gn 1517

, Ex 2018
, Jg 716* 20 154f-,

Job 4119
,

Is 621
, Ezk I13,

Dn 106
,
Nah 24

, Zee 126.

Now the regular meaning of lapptd is 'torch/ by
which it is '::"-;!;. r< i ! "<"! in the OT either in the
text or in nhe margin, ihis meaning fits in very
well with the context in Jn IS3, but seems unsuit-
able in the other passages, where a light fed with
oil is required. Probably we are to think in them
of a lamp borne on a pole, and therefore bearing
some resemblance to a torch, or of a torch fed with
oil in some way from time to time. The use of

the former is attested for Arabs in the Middle

Ages by a statement to which Lightfoot called

attention (Works, ed. 1684, vol. ii. p. 247), found
in the mediaeval lexicon "Aruch, and, on the

authority of Rabbi Solomon, in a gloss on the
reference to lappid in Kelim, ii. 8. It has been
often cited or referred to, but a literal translation
from the gloss may be of interest :

It is a custom in the land of Ishmael for the bride to be con-
ducted from the house of her father to the hou&e of her husband
in the night before she goes into the hvppah, (cf. Ps 194), and
for ten poles to be borne before her, on the top of each of

which is a sort of saucer of brass containing pieces of garments
and oil and pitch these are kindled, and give light before her.

The other custom, the use of torches fed with

oil, is said by the German writer, Luclwig Sclmeller,
who was born in Jerusalem, and was for a time a
minister in Bethlehem, to be in force in the Holy
Land at the present day. These torches consist of

long poles, round the upper end of which are

\vrappiMl ni<^ saturated with olive oil. Unless fed
\\iih fre^li oil, they burn down in, less than a

quarter of an hour (EvangelienfaJvrt6ny p. 460).
The maidens of Bethlehem, says the same writer

(ib. p. 459), assemble at sunset on the occasion of a

marriage, and move with dance and song through
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the street to the house of the marriage festival

bearing torches in their hands. Bauer also ( Volks-

leben ini Lcmde der Bibel, p. 94) mentions the use
of oily torches by the women who go out to meet
the bridegroom. On the other hand, Robinson
Lees (Village Life in Palestine 2

, p. 87 f.) affirms

that small earthenware lamps are still carried in

villages by the virgins who go to meet the bride-

^"ou'ii. together with little jar- < >! !

:>
*!:. ,,.

!iii<LiiioMil supply of oil. He .i-',
1

".:-, !' ^.'

that torches are used in the cities. With our pre-
sent slender \* <-\

"*

!_ of the marriage customs
of the Jews ir i 'n i'n r f our Lord, it is impossible
to determine exactly the nature of the torches or

lamps of the parable, but the balance of probability
seems to incline to some kind of lamp-torch lifted

high into the air. See LAMP.
LITERATURE. Besides the : I; i-riiies- <-:\d above, see Wet-

stein and Zahn on Mt 251 ;
Li < -.-..i ,i'. /. /' '. 455.

\V. TAVLOB SMITH.
TORMENT. The lii c.i ill ami figur.V h (preferences

to suffering in the (u-]_n. 1- are LO ho (iNiingiiished.
dU In the natural sense of pain caused by disease

the words fida-a.j'os and ^acravi^Lv are used (Mt
424 8s); also, of evil spirits :MI :";,. :

:

, Christ's

displeasure (Mt S29 !!). SimiL.-' ;

y, ilv .-o of the
word tormentors' (pourwurrcu) by Christ (Mt 1834

)

must be taken as a reflexion of well-known severities

of the time ; cf.
J cut him asunder *

(with scourging)
in Mt 2451

. It has not been an infrequent occur-

rence that cruelties have been inflicted on prisoners
with a view to inducing their friends to raise the
sum of money demanded for their release.

2. The one example of the figurative use of the
word in the Gospels is in the parable of Dives and
Lazarus (Lk 16-3

"28
fidcrctvos,,

' torment '

; oSwacrdat.,
e to be tormented '). Christ addressed the startling

language of this parable to men who were hurting
their souls by covetousness. To pierce the hard
crust of '!"iji\:v'.vu,y born of wealth He used the
heaviest .- 'k-. - m' Ihroatcuiriy ; and, choosing
language that was mo^t lilted to cause a smart to
the softness of their luxury, He spoke of torture,

agony, and fire. Ethical truth has always to be

expressed in terms of physical sensibility, and these
were tilings His hearers' could understand. Christ
read off to them in vivid words what their vision
was top dull to see, the penalties attached to
their sin by the law that c Justice founded and
eternal Love.' T. GREGORY.

TOUCH. The word c touch '

is always associated
in the Gospels with Christ Himself, except in one
instance. The exception is Lk II46 c Ye yourselves
touch not the burdens with one of your fingers,

5 a
jpa-.-ji^e re*

| Hiring no exposition.
I. Cr/vm''* TOUCH, . Christ's touch of heal-

ing. Christ habitually established outward con-
tact with the sick as a sign and means of healing.
Besides the word #7rre<r0ai,

i

touch/ there are used
such phrases as ivinQh^i rfy xe?/>a, 'to lay the
hand upon/ and Kpare'tv TTJS %et/>fo,

c to take by the
hand.' It might at first be supposed that there
was a r-iight.ly more mediatorial significance about
the latter phrases, as though our Lord were rather

acting as the delegate of fmother than on His own
authority, but it will be found, on examination of

parallel passages, that this distinction cannot be
observed. The wide extent of Christ's contact by
touch with human malady is seen as soon as the
passages recording this act are enumerated. By a
touch only, recorded in its simplest form (ofo-reo-tfcu),

Christ healed a leper (Mt 8*), fever (v.
15 where

Mk I31 has Kpartfcrcts rrjs %etp6s), blind people (e.g.
Mt O29

), the ear of Malchns (Lk 2251
). By a touch,

recorded in its stronger form of grasp or imposition
of hands, He healed one deaf and dumb (Mk 73;i

),

the blind man at Bethsaida (S
22*20

), a woman with

a spirit of infirmity (Lk 1313
), the epileptic lad

(Mk 927
), many divers diseases (6

5
), and the dead

daughter of Jairus (Mt 925
).

2. Christ's touch, other than of healing. Here
four instances are to be noted : the arresting touch

laid upon the bier of the widow of Nain's son (Lk
I14 f^aro TTJS o-opov) ',

the upholding touch or grasp
offered to Simon Peter upon the sea (Mt 1431 eKretvas

TT]V %e?/)a 7T\dpTO CLVTQv) J
tll6

'

.

*

I

laid upon the disciples after th .'

'

when 'he touched them, and said, Arise, and be

not afraid
3

(Mt 177 ijfaro CLVT&V ; cf. Rev I 17 'He
laid his right hand \JtQ-rjKe T^V 5etdi>] upon me, say-

ing, Fear not ') ; the touch of blessing vouchsafed to

the children brought by their mothers (Mt 1915

eirt.dels CLVTOIS ras xeZjoas).

The Incarnation itself has been truty described

in one of its aspects as God's coming into touch
with men, or God's putting Himself where men can

touch Him. St. Paul says that men 'seek the

Lord, if haply they may feel after [lit.
' handle ']

Mm 5

($i)\a<fy/iff6iav, Ac 1727
) ; and one purpose of

the Incarnation is that in Christ this desire may
be satisfied. And, accordingly, to recognize some-

thing symbolic about the ' touches
'

of Christ
mentioned in the Gospels, is no mere exercise of

fancy.
(1) In the instances recorded above we are, as a

first step, permitted to see the broad fact of Divine
love seeking friendly contact with those for whom
it cares. Our Lord is not ashamed to call men
brethren. He lays His hand upon the bier ; takes
children in His arms ; holds up a sinking disciple ;

IK uniY, ;_:,> by touch as well as by word those who
n. h'-n > are overwhelmed by fear. Thus we see

already an acted parable of how in the Incarnation
our Lord * taJketh hold of the seed of Abraham'
(He 216

&rt\afj,pdveTai.3 the word already quoted of

Jesus *

catching' Peter on the waves to hold him up).
In Christ,

' God put on the garment of humanity,
and drew near in person, that we mi^lii <-l<i-i> Him
as a kinsman in our arms' (Ker, X';/-//^-/o-, Ni ser.

191). Instead of the spoken 'word' of the OT
prophets, addressed only to the hearing, there is

now the living 'Word/ meeting the lives of men
in warm and friendly contact.

(2) But a further and deeper truth suggests
itself when we pass to the many records of Christ's
touch of healing. There we see what might be
called the victorious vitality of the Incarnate

Saviour, whose touch represents not only a sign of

friendliness, but the opening of a channel of life-

imparting power. If it be true that the 'funda-
mental meaning of the symbol' of laying on of
hands in the OT on an offering, a criminal, a

young disciple, etc. was 'identification by con-
t.iot

'

(S\\oio in HiKting.^ DB iii. 85a), then even to
i lie -olf-con-oiousTie:v of Jesns there must have been

something deeply
- T

^inf:< ,i:ii about the deliberate
touch or

"

:
- .!"

]M:S'.- on others. It meant
that He

'

..- "-'.-i Himself with them in their
weakness ; and that He identified them with Him-
self in His superabounding life.

' He touched
nothing which He did not '

heal. Christ said to

men,
' Because I live, ye shall live also

}

(Jn 1419
).

He revealed this Divine power amid immense
variety of malady, and amid the human helpless-
ness of many of the cases.

(3) Still another step is offered to us when we
observe that Christ healed by touch such a disease
as leprosy, where contact with the polluting ailment
was distinctly forbidden "by the Levitical law (Lv
1346). For here we see a vivid nsprocutation of
Christ's identification with mankind, not only in
weakness but in defilement. To touch the blind or
deaf was the act of a Divine physician ; but to
+ou<-!i iho Icspor \\*i- more than this it was the act
of Ono v. !io < or. !ii ! rluinnli over pollm ion. who could
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come in contact with defilement and yet not be
denied. ' Another would have denied himself by
touching the "leper : but He, Himself remaining
undefiled, cleansed him whom He touched ; for in
Him health overcame sickness, and purity defile-

ment, and life death 3

(Trench, Miracles, 233).
Thus the life revealed in the Incarnation not only
sustains and heals, but delivers from the guilt which
it is not afraid to meet in closest contact.

(4) Finally, in many of the instances we can
discern in Christ's touch an admirable means of

suggesting the presence of a Healer, and so of

challenging faith.
' Then touched he their eyes,

saying, According to your faith be it unto you
3

(Mt 929 ). The touch of our Lord must often have
been of the nature of a <-!s,rM".^o. It provoked
attention, proffered help, j :<! <r. a'ro-: response.

II. TOUCHING CHRIST.'IhQ occasions on which
men are recorded in the Gospels to have touched,
or sought to touch, pur Lord may be arranged as
follows. The principle p'r-li'v t 1 *.- -irrangement
will be referred to when ,:i<" l'i-riuv- have been
collected.

1. The touch of desire or faith (the verb in this

first group is dirreadaL}. 'As many as had plagues
pressed upon him, that they might touch him '

(Mk
310 ).

*

They besought him that they might touch
if it were but the border of his garment

'

(Mk 656
1|).

'A woman . . . came in the crowd behind and
touched his garment. For she said, If I touch but
his garment, I shall be whole 3

(5
27- 28

H). With
these may be associated the act of the woman in
Simon's house, who washed Christ's feet with tears,
and anointed them with ointment, and of whom
the Pharisee said later, 'This man, if he were a

prophet, would have perceived who and what
manner of woman this is which toucheth him '

(Lk
739

).

2. The touch of curiosity or indifference. The
most vivid instance of this is in the story above
referred to of the woman with an issue of blood,

where, in the different Gospels, no less than four
Greek words are used to il|ii<i :ho MTOIIJ.MM;: uf

the multitude, so finely ^Mi'i^ni-ln. 1
*! from tiso

significant touch of faith wiiirli lr<-!i^lu li(Mlin^r 10

the sufferer. Mk. 3

s wor-i i- cj-yf-V to?, 'ilironj;'

(Mk 531
). Lk. uses no i\wr rhm ilirco wonl> :

(rvjATrviyew, lit.
' choke 3

; rwfyeiv,
6

press
*

; cfo-o-

OXtpeur, 'crush' (Lk S42 - 45
).

* Out of that throng-

ing multitude one only touched with the touch of

faith. Others crowded upon Him, but did not
touch Him, did not so touch that virtue went forth

from Him on them '

(Trench).
3. The hostile hold of restraint or enmity.

Since, in dealing with the touch of Christ, we
included instances of His *

laying hands
J on others,

so in pathetic contrast the following ^instances
must be included here. 'And when his friends

heard it, they went out to lay hold on him 5

(/rparqom

atf-nfr, the word often used of Christ's more kindly
activity) (Mk 321

). 'No man laid hands on him
(w{3a\v rt)v x fya'}> f r his hour was not yet come '

(Jn 7n"'. Thonjjrli the connexion be not one of

verbal iiloiu ivy. >iu-ii references to a false or hostile

touch of Christ suggest themselves as the betraying
kiss of Judas (Mk 144S ), and the smiting in the

high priest's palace (v,
65

).

1. It is better 10 !- -
!.,;v,-\v Pv, very inter-

esting references !> the touching of our Lord after

the Resurrection. These are as follows: 'They
came and took hold of his feet (ticpdryo-civ atfroO

roi>5 ir68a$)f and worshipped him* (Mt 289
) the

permitted grasp of recognition and adoration.
1 Handle me (^Xa^crar^ /**), and see

'

(Lk 2439 ) ;

' Reach hither thy hand (<frpe rty xelpk crov), and

put it into my side
J

(Jn 2027
) the solicited touch of

reverent experiment.
* Touch me not (itf fiov CLTTTOV),

for I am not yet ascended unto the Father' (Jn 2017 )

VOL. II. 47

theforbidden handling of selfish and premature
rapture.
When God and man were brought near in the

Incarnation, it was natural that the Divine hand
should be seen stretched out manwards in healing
and help (see above) ; but natural also that human
hands should be seen groping Godwards, seeking
closer contact. An American missionary bishop
tells of^an Indian who knocked one day at his door,
and said :

' I have often gone out into the woods,
and tried to talk to a Great Spirit of whom my
father told me. But I could never find Him. Per-
hax>s you don't know what I mean. You never
stood in the dark, and reached out your hand, and
could not take hold of anything.' The idea is pre-
cisely that of St. Paul ; men < seek the Lord, if

haply they may handle him' (^Xa^ffeLav afrrtv,
Ac 1737

). Now it is this identical word, strangely-
enough, that our Lord uses in the gracious invi-
tation to His disciples :

*

"Why are ye troubled ?

See my hands and my feet, that it is I myself;
handleme and see.' In the Incarnation this longing
has been responded to. So that, when St. John
sets forth the main purpose of his First Epistle,
he uses this same word again, and with what
Westcott declares to be a * distinct reference

'

to
the passage in Luke, he states that purpose to be
the disclosure to others of * that which we beheld,
and our hands handled, concerning the Word of
life' (1 Jn I 1

).

In the Incarnation, then, God has put Himself
where men might touch Him ; and in the various
instances of touching Christ, grouped above, we
see how men responded to this o- '. ,.

li;.
. There

were those who sought with aii their hearts for

closer contact, impelled by the sense of need, or by
il-o jiM-v.

T -(: of r.Hii! \'\ love; 'the history of all

<i'ui"^<iojt-"ip<:> ^iiii riiin i > the record of JMI aj pri-juli
nearer still, and nearer . . . until lYnh i>'i!.- i.*

fingers into the print of the nails, its hand into the
wounded side, and constrains us to cry, My Lord,
and my God' (Ker, I.e.). There were those who
merely jostled and thronged our Lord, but obtained
no blessing, l;0(-m-< i

c.nli^liiciiciT by no deep desire.

And there ^<-ro i!n>-<! \\ho-o <-::ly impulse towards
God manifest in the flesh was one of repudiation
and dislike.

Only one passage of those quoted above seems at
first sight to put itself outside the general symbol-
ism. This is the record of our Lord's saying to

Mary Magdalene :
* Touch me not, for I am not yet

ascended unto the Father,' a passage of which the

interpretations are nearly as numerous as the com-
mentators. But is not the explanation to be found in

the present tense of the injunction, combined with
the contrasted command,^ 'But go,

3

etc. as though
our Lord were saying,

* Keep not on touching me,
making sure of me in a selfish r< , .

i o f< i

1 the duty
of the moment calls thee to be <i

'

:
- :x> others ;

handle me not, but go to my brethren, and say unto
them 3

? And if it l>o objected, Ji^ by Godet, that

on that view the following ^oi<l>, 'I am not yet
ascended,' present

'

jib-ohuely no sonse,
1 the answer

is that the hour was coming later, when, after the

gift of the Spirit, close and intimate communion
with Christ could be given along with the work of

witness and service, when it would be possible for

a soul to be both in contact with the living Lord and
also a messenger for Him., when (in other words)
the disciple could be in 'touch' with Christ by
His Spirit and also *go' on His errands.

B. STEVENSON.
TOWEIi.' Towel J

in the two passages in which
it occurs in the Gospels (Jn 134f<

) represents \tvriov,

which is clearly the Latin linteum, a word mean-

ing, in the first instance, 'linen cloth,' and then

'napkin* or *

apron' worn by slaves or servants,
and especially 'bath-towel.

3 Under the Empire
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this Latin word made its way not only into Greek,
but also into late Hebrew in the form 'cduntith.

It is found in the Mishna (Skabbath xxii. 5) of the
bath-towels used at the hot baths of Tiberias and
elsewhere. That slaves or attendants wore the
lintenm is more than once referred to in the
classics. The best known passage is in Phaed. Fab.
II. v. 11 ff.

5 where an officious attendant of Tiberius,
who was snubbed for his pains, is described as

^Ex alticinctis unus atriensibus
Cui tunica ab humens linteo Pelusio
Erat destricta.'

Less known, but even more interesting, as at the
same time :

1 '

-,-v 11
--
1 and contrast, is the

anecdote g ^
(Calig. 26) of the

l'::i .""i . ,. -inators by the mad
'.,-,-',. L'.;l- by allowing them to stand at his
couch or his feet, girt with towels (succinctos
linteo}. This is evidently recorded as a grave
indignity to which the haughty Eomans submitted
with tke greatest reluctance.

LITERATURE. Wetstein on Jn 135 ; Becker's Galhis (Eng. tr.),

1849, p. 395; Furst, rt7'^' /<>!// Gi>ew-J1rin'ti>viit 1890, p. 51*.

\V. TAYLOR SMITH.
TOWER. 'Tower '

(jnJ/yyos) is mentioned three
times in the Lord's teaching : in the parable of the
Wicked Husbandmen (Mt 21315

, Mk 121
), in the

allusion to an accident in Siloam which led to the
loss of ol^li>ui lives (Lk 134), and in the illustra-
tion of I lie ' i! ill dor who was unable to complete his

undertaking (Lk 1428). Two, if not three, kinds of
tower may be referred to in these passages :

(1) The builder who exposed himself to ridicule by
beginning what he could not finish (Lk 1428

) may
be thought of as building a house. The larger
houses in the* Holy Land are sometimes provided
at one end with a tower-like annex. A good re-

presentation of one in the neighbourhood of Sidon
is given in the Polijchrotne Bible ('.[!

*
n-,.' n. 59).

The 'aUyi/ah or upper storey, seen frn- ,i 'T''" dis-

tance, must suggest a tower rather than a dwelling-
house (see also Land and Book, ed. 1874, p. 160).
(2) The tower in Siloam (ev T StXwa^, Lk 134

) may
have been connected with some fortifications. The
walls of ancient Oriental cities w< "o ^--n. iv^lv -

yided with towers at frequent
'

'-!: -. "\r,:"\,

illustrations could be given from Assyrian sculp-
tures, and the old wall in the Jerusalem of the
1st cent. A.D. had sixty towers (Jos. BJ T. iv. 3),
two of which, Hippicus and Phasaelus, are probably
represented to some extent by two of the towers
of the modern citadel, the latter being partly pre-
served in the so-called David's Tower (Ptdtt/v^/i/c
Palestine, i. pp. 1, 5, 7-11). Edersheim (Life ofJesm the Messiah, ii. 222) suggests that the tower
may have been connected with tV- "Ir ]\Y\ _ of the
aqueduct constructed by Pilate v

'

!

i Mi,.-vy taken
from the temple treasury (Jos. Ant. xvin. iii. 2 ;BJ II. ix. 4) ; but that is \ \ \

-
1 \ \

j
-. >1 .."! conjecture

'

If the Tower was situated liKM-srlx -: Siloam, the
nature of the ground may help "to explain the
accident. The village of Silwdn, which represents
the ancient Silpam,

e
is built on a steep escarpment

of rock, on which a building with good foundations
would stand for ever; ill-laid foundations would
drop their -mpoi>tnu-ture to the very bottom of
the valley' iHa^tin^' D7i. art. 'Tower 3

). For the
Tower of Antonia'see art. JERUSALEM. (3) The
vineyard tower referred to in the two other
passages (Mt 21*, Mk 12l

; cf. Is 52) can be illus-
trated from ancient ruins and modern practice.
Tristram remarks (Eastern Customs in Bible Lands,
p. 139f.) that c in many cases we still find the
remains of the solidly-built tower which com-
manded a view of the whole enclosure, and was
probably the permanent residence of the keeper
through the summer and autumn.' Dr. "W. Wright
observes that every vineyard and garden in Syria

has its tower (Palmyra and Zenobia, p. 3321). A
representation i^ ^iveu in that work (p. 279) of a
stone tower in the Hauran constructed of black

basalt, with a stone loft at the height of 14 feet,

reached by a spiral staircase (see also Porter,

Jerusalem, Bethlehem,, and Bethany, p. 18 ; Stanley,
Sinai and Palestine, 421).

Lni:n.\iri!V. B<-idc- ilu- aulhoriti<* eited above, see Heber-

Percy, JBashan and Arguu, p. L'26 ii. ; owete on Mk 12.

W. TAYLOR SMITH.
TR&CHONITIS. A Roman province of Eastern

Palestine over which Herod Philip held rule when
John the Baptist entered upon his public ministry
(Lk 31

). The Greek word rpaxow-m or rpd-^cov sig-
nifies a *

rough or stony place/ and its identifica-

tion with the wild and rugged volcanic region
within the limits of ancient Bashan, which the
Arabs designate el-Leja ('the refuge ), is unques-
tioned. This was the heart, as well as the most
notable portion, of the province, and gave to it its

distinctive name. The phrase rpaxwiriSos x&Pa$

('the Trachonite region,
3 Lk 31

) implies an extent
of territory beyond the limits of the Trachon, or
lava-bed section. The name does not occur else-

where in the NT, but the boundaries of the

province can be ,V]]>voMin;iU;ly denned, from state-

ments concerning ii in t'-io works of Joseplms,
Ptolemy, Strabo, and other writers. Josephus
informs us that its N.W. limit extended to the
districts of Ulatha and Paneas, at the southern
base of Mount Hermon ; and also that it bordered
on Auranitis (en-Nukra] and Batansea (Ant. XV.
x. 3, XVII. ii. 1 ; BJ I. xx. 4). The line of the
western border is not definitely given, but it

probably extended to the eastern limit of Gaulan-
itis (Jaulan), which is :"-. ,'1\ alluded to as a
separate district of Her--, I'i '. i j

- dominion.

Li i i-i\ i 1:1. TMrKd-ur'"! 1

. Travels in Syria, 110 ft ; Wefcz-
sti-ii, 7,' i\'Vi'M'/i ,i

;
,-', Il,i'ii->i, t

, etc., HOfif.
; de Vogue, Syrie

Centrale, 89 ff. ; Schumacher, Across the Jordan ; Porter,
pamasous, ii. 268-272, Giant Cities of Bashan, 24-97 ; Graham

~, ./-. 7? .

-
,7.

yj,. Soc. 1858, p. 256 ft. ; Ewm in PEFSt, pp.''"
etc. ; Merrill, Tla*t of the Jordan ; Stewart,,

' '' /'-
'

'

r- A. ^i-:;li, llf,ll L
; Tristram, Topog, of the

'' ' l ; dekcr'o PaL '

pp. 193-194; Hastings' DB.
articles l

Argob' and '

Trachonitis.'

H. L. STEWART.
TRADE AND COMMERCE. 1. The terras.

The terms used in the NT in its allusions to mer-
cantile transactions give but little indication of
the remarkable developments which had taken
place in the trade and commerce of Palestine since
OT times.

Schurer/eyF3ii. 50-61) gives a considerable list of trading
terms which had been borrowed from the Greek, and were in
ordinary use among Palestinian Jews, but few of these appearm the NT. The only term, e.g., for * merchant '

is iturwos
(Mt 13*5, Rev 183.11-15.23), this being the equivalent etymo-
logically of the two terms which are common in OT "inn and

?*1 both of which seem to have the root -idea of travel,
whether by land or sea. What is, however, significant is the
frequency of the words &.?<>/>& and e^o/Megot (Mt 203 237, Mk 6-56

74 ; Mt 21*2 1415, Mk 145 15*, Lk 1419, Jn 48 etc.), which, when it is

remembered that in the OT, ^ irh the exception of Is 233,* there
is no mention of markets properly so called, shows that the old
conception of the merchant, as one who travels with his goods,
is giving place to a more settled and organized system of trade.
But the NT indications of a busy and compl \- .""->
are mostly

: -

]" '--..... ':...... .
.

Mt 2527; T, ',,,.-,. .... .,'. .- t in both places) ;

r/aevre&'ryf and TOKOS, Mt 2527
; cf. the apocryphal saying of

Jesus,
* Show yourselves tried bankers '

(r/xKT^/Tflc;, see West-
cott, Introd .'".'.". \. "=". Though general references of
:his kind ars "'

v
:

b

.
,
technical names for traders,

(Acts 1614), are very rare. Even in the

being
the art i.-lo in which they deal.

ious

mply by mentioning

2. Tlie status of the trader. There is consider-
able evidence that in Herodian times the occupa-
*In Ezk 2712-25 the words translated (AV) 'fairs' and

* market '
will not bear that meaning ; see RV.
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tiori of a merchant was held In more repute than
had formerly been the case among the Jews. Such
a statement as that of Josephus

c We have no
taste for commerce or for the relations with
strangers which it establishes

'

(c. Apion, i. 12),
must not be taken too literally (cf. Herzfeld,
Handelsgesch. der Juden, p. SO). Josephus him-
self makes numerous references to the widespread
trade carried on by Alexandrian Jews, without
any implication that they incurred disparagement
tlinvli\ : ho mentions tlie

e

Upper Market-place
5

oj" J<TiMiIi-m; the Valley of the Chee-cmongcr- !

(BJ y.
iv. 1), the wool-merchants, the cloth-marl

!

(V. viii. 1), the timber-market (II. xix. 4) ; he tells

us of the ..' ". of corn from Judtea to Arabia
(Ant. XF . i . through Jpppa to Phoenicia
(XIV. x. 6) ; he mentions the influence which a
Jewish trader, Ananias, exercised at the court of
Adiabene (XX. ii. 3, 4) ; he relates how John
of Giscala made himself rich bj "V >':"j the
monopoly of exporting oil from

"

. -. i
1

/'//" II.

xxi. 2) ; and in various places indicates the grow-
ing prosperity and affluence of the Jews (e g. Ant.
XII. iv. 10, Vit. 26, etc.). In no case do we dis-

cover any indication that the fact of engaging in
trade was a reflexion upon a true Jew, so long as
he took care not to defile himself by such contact
as the Law forbade (ef. Mk 74 ' when they come
from the market-place, except they wash them-
selves they eat not '). There can be little doubt
that the encouragement which high priests like
John Hyrcanus gave to trade, and the fact that
Herodian princes themselves engaged in it, tended
to raise the status of the Jewish trader. Priests
were sometimes themselves traders. Josephus de-
scribes the high priest Ananias as a keen money-
lender (Ant. XX. ix. 2) There were, of course,
different grades of traders recognized. Sirach
r_>,j:.. ,,,.., '._r.

: -'-i.'-- between a merchant and a huck-
MT. li .

''
- '. .

'

i" merchant-prince and the mere
pedlar there was a vast variety of persons who
found no difficulty in reconciling their commerce
with their religion, and perhaps we may infer

from the following that even the humblest trade
was not despised :

f Rabbi Jehudah the Nasi called

Elazar b. Azariah a huckster's basket, and com-

pared him to a huckster who, taking his basket,

goes about the country, and the people come flock-

ing around him, inquiring for various articles, and
find he has everything

"

(Alol/t, 2). In the Gospels
the allusions to persons engaged, in trade take it

for granted that merchants have a responsible and
even an honourable place in the national economy.
In the parable of the Pounds (Lk 1932'27

), a man of

noble birth carries on trade through the agency of

his servants, and there seems to be no sufficient

reason for A. B. Bruce's supposition (Parabolic
Teaching of Christ, p. 219) that such a transaction

was * a most unusual one for a nobleman.' In the

East, indeed, royalty from early times had associ-

ated ii-t-K elu-H> with the development of trade.*
The 'me hin;r i Jesus is

c full of np]irec-ition of

the bigness of the methods of trmio mul of ilio

"brave tempers required in it.' t
The gradual change by which the Jews, from

being an agricultural people, became a people
devoted to commerce, is illustrated by i-ij\"\ TJI!-

mndic passages: e.g. 'Rabbi Eleazar -Jii-i. rin-n^

is no worse trade than agriculture ; and Kabbi
Rab added. Commerce is worth all the harvests
of the world 1

(Jebamoth, 63. 1). This change,
however, took place only very slowly ; the time of

Christ was the transition period, arid while there
were many pious Jews who did not hesitate to

* See art. 'Trade and Tos- 'i.- *-. *n 7777' v.. twti.

t !&.; cf. also To 1*3
S
".h. r.

,-. .'<-A :- i!

' " -in <l purveyor
(.>yof>a"r<fi$) of a foreign monarch, and his nephew is steward
and accountant (I

23
).

engage in foreign trade, there were others who
viewed it with suspicion and dislike, and some
who would have nothing to do with it. The
Essenes abjured trade, ,,;

.

""; ,
at least among

themselves
(
BJ II. viii. :

,
.

'

,wo things which
laid , -:* ,, ,,:!' it were (1) the extensive con-
tact : ,-.. which it involved, and the

conse^:.- : "~\ Ceremonial pollution; and (2)
the moral deterioration which it seemed to bring.
The fact that Sirach has several passages ( M 1i .-V"

%
i: ]

latter danger indicates the prevalent fear that, \. \\
'

_:>'

of Hellenistic influences, there was coming i ' :. : : '-\t

of Hebrew strictness and integrity : e.g.
' A merchant shall

hardly keep himself from doing- wrong, and a huckster shall
riot be acquitted of sm '

(Sir 2G-$) ;

' Sin will thrust itself in
between buying and selling' (27-); 'Take not counsel with a
merchant about exchange nor with a buyer about selling'

Delitzsch, indeed, thinks that it was not until about 500 years
after Christ that the Jewish people began to show any special
preference for those branches of trade which deal in work fur-
nished by others (Jewish Artisan Life in the time of Christ, p.
19), but the passages which he quotes appear to be not so much
indicative of the Jew's aversion from trade, as such, as instances
of the feeling that a commercic' .

'" " *

V'

patible with a devout life: e.g. *v. .
- - ;.-. . ,;. .

in reference to Dt SO*2, is not in heaven, that is to say, not to
'he proud ; nor beyond the sea that is to say,
it among traders and tra\elling merchants*

b. and Erubin, 55a).
In the NT there is no '""-

. t -.f trade as such. A
passage like Ja 4*3 < GO . .

, say, To-day or to-
morrow we will go into this city and spend a jear there and
trade (If^ropttto/MKiy is not din "_"- ".'

*'-,' ',

" -
'

1 -" \
' -<::,-.

1 - i .

' "
- 'd on Ezk 27) suggests, not the

prevalence of an anti-trade spirit in the early Christian com-
rnn :

ry, frit r. F^^r-iV- i'r"tv e l a^Jiiiissi the excessive luxury
f :i

ii
ii:

i
>'i!.;",|' >, ,

-

\." \V : -ittxcr the obscure passage Rev
1316 that no man should be able to buy or to sell save lie that
hath the mark, even the name of the beast or the number of
his name,' may mean, the writer can hardly be taken to mean
more than that the habits of trade were so mixed up with
pagan practices that it was difficult for a Christian to be a
trader without becoming stamped with the *mark of the beast.

5

In this connexion it may be noted that Deissmann (Bible Studies,

p. 241 fE.) finds a reference to seals, bearing the name of the
Roman emperor, which seem to have been necessary in docu-
ments of a commercial nature. We may, at any rate, set over
against Delitzsch's assertion that * in the whole Talmud there is

scarcely a word in honour of trade,' the statement that in the
NT there is no word in its dishonour.

3, Commercial morality. From some of the

passages already quoted it might be inferred that
trade in the Eoman Empire in the 1st cent, was
particularly corrupt. Was this actually so ? It

is, of coui se, not difficult to put together a number
of instances in which the trader appears as a per-
son of sniirched reputation. Autolycus had his

parallel in Palestine. The merchants of Lydda
seem to have been notorious for dishonesty (ac-

cording to Pesachim, 62&). Sirach (29
1"7

) dwells

upon the difficulty of getting loans repaid, and
upon the ready excuse of * bad times.' Zacehseus

(Lk 191
'10

), who probably farmed the revenues
from the famous balsam-gardens of Jericho (see
Jos. BJ IV. viii. 3, Ant. XIV. iv. 1 ; cf. Gr. A.

Smith, HGHL p. 267, note), was, according to the

generally received miorju^iailoTi. given to un-

scrupulous exaction. In the parable of the Unjust
Steward (Lk 161"9

) we
n

. -
, i,

""

i- picture of a
factor whose dealings sr t , ..=' knavery. It

i- prolMililo, too, that the publicans, who appear in

ilio <J-o<pols with so poor a npuir.'ii''". owed this

partly to a shady connexion v. ii h s \M* \ raffic which

passed through their hands. But it is obviously
unfair to assume from such data as these that
there was any more dis-lione^-ty Jimong Jewish
than among other trade r<. LI or/fold justly claims

(p. 276 f. ) that, though the reproach of usury
attached to the Jews of the Middle -Ages, it ap-

pears that among the Jews of earlier times the
rate of interest was lower than among other

peoples engaged in trade. The enemies of the

* For a description of the demands of society for which the
trade of the day catered, see Fried!ander, Darstellungen aus
der Sittengesch. jRoms, iii.

' Der Luxus.*
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Jews in Roman times did not scruple to bring

against them the most ridiculous charges, but pre-

cisely this charge of dishonesty in business re-

lations is not found. In the Talmud usurers are

regarded as in the same category with gamblers
(RosJi ha-skrina, i. 8). Surely, too, the close con-

nexion between business and religion, which is

so often emphasized in the Bible (e.g. Lv 19s5 * 36

2536. S7 D fc i52 2320 s
pr u i 16u go10 234f- 2S2'2

,
Am 85

,}

Mic 6 10- ll
, cf. Sir 424

), and of which the Talmudic
writers have so much to say (cf. Herzfeld, p.

162 f.}, was not without its effect upon mercantile

morality. That trade was directly r..iil/- 1

'

1

r-

having the sanction of religion would :;j_ij-.
-

r---;.;

an allusion (Jorna, v. 3) to a prayer offered by the

high priest on the Day of Atonement for c a year
of "trade and traffic.' The indignation of Jesus
when He ejected the traders and money-changers
from the Temple courts (Mt 2112- 18

3 Mk ll15"18
, Lk

1945
"47

, Jn 2U"16
) must no doubt have been prompted

partly by a knowledge of the dishonesty of

Uioir iloaTiup.- (' a den of robbers'); but His de-

minciaioii i-* a quotation from Jeremiah (7
11

), and
must not be pressed. What stirred His wrath
was the conjunction of nn-nipulou>Tio>*- \\ irli high
religious pretensions. It \va- IHMMII^O ilicir prac-
tice was nob in harmony with their principles that

He drove them forth. That they suffered it with
so little resistance seems to show a tacit admission
on their part that they were departing from the
strictness of Jewish law. Jesus never singles out
the trader, as such, as an example of covetousness
or fraud ; when He inveighs against corrupt prac-
tices, it is rather the Pharisees e who devour widows'
houses

'

(Mk 1240 ), and who are *
full from extor-

tion
'

(Mt 23M ) that are selected V- <ii-(i-,:
4
"MM.

If, as is not improbable, the Good Srinnr-i ,-111 "i" I k
1030-37 was suggested by the merchants who tra-

T
1

-

'

<'_:; M'I :1y on the trade-route that led through
l i--

1

<>
V
H". \.-" j, we have an instance of the way

in which Jesus contrasted the humanity often
<li: '{.(,'< ''/:

i^:
men of the world with the inhu-

in;:'ii, x \\ iii<
J

i professors of religion maybe capable
of showing.

4. Relations of Jesus with the mercantile com-
munity* It has been said* that the trade of
Palestine is often reflected in the parables of Jesus

spoken as He passed along the busy trade-routes
of Galilee and Judsea. Typical of these is the

parable of the Merchant seeking Goodly Pearls

(Mt 1345- 46
). Jesus would be sure to meet traders

on His frequent journeys. Merchandise was still

carried, for the most part probably, on pack-
animals asses, mules, or camels (cf. Jos. Vit.

26 f.) ; fry, f hoii>l) linger Imperial Home there had
been a *reat iirtvelopniLTit of the means of transit,
and a fast service or conveyances had been estab-
lished on the great trunk roads of the Empire,
this would hardly be the case in Palestine in the
time of Jesus. But conditions had arisen more
favourable to commerce : the roads were safer ;

brigandage was put down with a strong hand (Jos.
Ant. xiv. ix* 2, xv. 4) ;

in addition to the usual

town-markets, which in the time of the Maccabees
seem to have been held monthly, and to which the

country people came in (1 Mac I58
, cf. Herzfeld,

p. 75 f.), there was a good deal of trade done at
the regular stop^in^-places of the caravans, and
at the inns ; periodical fairs also sprang up at
certain places, e.g. Gaza, Acco, and Tyre (Herz-
feld, p. 134). In the towns, at any rate the larger
towns, merchants would have their recognized
exchange for corn, wool, etc., and their bazaars
for manufactured articles. They had their trade

guilds, capable sometimes of exercising a con-
siderable influence (cf. Ac lO23^), and their trade

leagues between neighbouring towns, e.g. those
*
JSBi, art.

' Trade and Commerce,* 5191a.

of Decapolis (Herzfeld, p. 148 ;
HGHL p. 595) ;

there were trading corporations, which had their

representatives in the important centres. Thus,
there were Antiochian Jews settled in Jerusalem

presumably for purposes of trade (2 Mac 49 - 19
),

and there is little doubt that at the times of the

great feasts, many who came up to Jerusalem
combined business with religion, and used the

opportunity to establish trade relations with their

fellow-countrymen coming from other parts of the

Empire. The sea, now cleared of pirates, no

longer offered obstruction to the spread of com-
merce ; the Jews had at last ports of their own ;

Philo (in Flaccum, 8) refers to Jewish shipmasters
at Alexandria ; Josephus (Ant. XVIII. ix.) and the
Talmud refer to the wealth of Babylonian Jews.

Through Galilee ran some of the most frequented
trade-routes ; and in this province, more than else-

where, the influence of the enterprising Greek was
in evidence.

Jesus was in close contact, then,, with the busy
traffic of His day, and the allusions to it in the

Gospels are many ; e.g. the trade in oil (Mt 259
),

in spices (Mk 161 145
,
Jn 1939 ; an indication of the

extent of this traffic may be gathered from the
statement made by Josephus, that at Herod's
funeral there were 500 spice-bearers [Ant. XVII.

viii. 3]), in clothes (Mk 154(?
,
Lk 22;56

), in cattle (Lk
1419), in weapons (Lk 223fa

). It is a little remark-
able that there is no special reference to what
must have been the trade best known to Christ's

disciples, that in dried fish, for which Tarichese
on the Lake of Galilee was a famous centre

(Strabo, XVL ii. 45 ; BJ III. x. 6 ; HGHL p. 455),

Absorption in trade is hinted at in the case of

the man who neglects the king's invitation, that
he may go to his merchandise (Mt 225

), and in Mt
1825 vo :_' <!

; 1'mp-r into a trade the dimensions
and i MI iii,cur <r \\-hich must have been much
greater than is indicated by anything in the NT,
the slave-trade. This, however, would be wholly in
the hands of foreigners, its chief centre being at
Delos (Strabo, xiv.'V. 2), where as many as 10,000
slaves might be found at one time. Phoenician mer-
chants seem to have been the usual intermediaries
in this traffic (1 Mac 341

, 2 Mac 811
, Ant. XII. vii.

3) ; and. while the only direct allusion to the
slave-merchant in the NT is Rev 1818, this person-
age must have been a too familiar figure on the
roads of Galilee.

LITERATURE. Herzfeld, nandelsgesGh. der Juden des Alter-
tkums ; art.

* Trade and Commerce ' in Hastings' DB and in
F.P>i ; on rhe trciirtal subject of the relation between commerce
f.zid rt-hg-ion see G. A. Smith's Jttaiaft, vol. i. ch. IS.

J. "Ross MTJERAY.
TRADES. It had long "been a custom, which

almost had the force of law, among the Jews, that

every youth, of whatever station, must have a
trade. The Rabbis insisted upon it. Of the dis-

lmjrid*li^<l teachers in the days of Herod the Great,
Hillel and Shammai learned and wrought the trade
of mechanics. So with Gamaliel, a contemporary
of our Lord. It was quite usual, though by no
means universal, for a son to follow the trade of

his father, as Jesus did that of Joseph, who was a

carpenter (Mt 1355,
Mk 63). Tradition says Jesus

made ploughs, ox-yokes, chairs, and the like. The
most common trades of Christ's day were those of

the smith, the carpenter, the stone-mason, the

baker, the tanner, the sandal-maker, the weaver,
the spinner, the wool-comber, the tailor, the tent-

maker, the potter, the perfumer, the
" ".* i

fuller. These occupations are seldom -
,

;.
:

tioned in the Gospels, but the implements or wares
connected with many of them are referred to, or
are used as illustrations in parables of our Lord :

ploughs and yokes, work of the carpenter, Lk 962
,

Mt II29 ; of the mason, Lk 2353, Mt 2142 ; of the
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weaver, Mt 34, Jn 1923 ; of the tailor, Mk 221
; the

fuller, Mk 93 ; of digging, Lk 16s
; of spinning,

Mt 62S.

While mechanical labour was regarded with
honour among the Jews, all the trades were not
looked upon with equal respect. The tanner, pro-
bably because of the unclean nature of his work,
the donkey-driver, the butcher, and the followers
of a few other occupations, were more or less

discredited. Sewing, weaving (Jn 1923), spinning
(Lk 1227), grinding (M' 21'

1
'. l,,il,i; (Mt 13*8), and

the like, were largely -M-I -n.,; . i-" * <' women. The
industry of catching and curing fish (see art.

FISH) was a most important one, more particularly
about the Sea of Galilee; Jesus called several of
His disciples from this occupation, Mt 418

,
Mk16

.

See separate articles on several of the trades above
mentioned. E. B. POLLARD.

TRADITION* In its simplest and most primitive
form, the conception of tradition involves what is

contained in the English word delivery. Tradition
is the act of transmitting the story or an event or
the teaching of a master. From being thus first of
all the act of transmission, it becomes in the next

place the thing transmitted, ai il P-s.^lx .'. v
1

!*.
1
.-

body of narratives or
J

\ ,! V 1

'.;.'-
;>- >^\ i" :> ;_! >rv. -

tion to generation. In: H- iii-.i-^x

'

.n M>.'::"'>P-.

traditions play a very importai ; . J_M . I ". \ t '.

'

: 1 i <
-

of Jesus and the Gospels were not exceptional in

this regard. Explicit mention of tradition is made"
in Mt 152* 3* 6

, Mk 73> 5- 8* 9 - 13
. Both of these passages

refer to the same transaction, and therefore repre-
sent the same condition of affairs in the environ-
ment and the same attitude on the part of Jesus
towards the subject.
The environment was as thoroughly pervaded

by the recognition of the authority of tradition as

any other that we know of, either in ancient or in

modern times. In fact, it stands pre-eminent in this

particular (Mt 15s, Mk 73). The Sadducees took ex-

ocplion 10 the !'iv\!;l--r.' -t<ite of mind (Jos. Ant,
XIII, x. 6); but slu- nir" '.:. of the Pharisees was
the very opposite, and exerted a dominant influence

in the matter. In the Talmud it was written that
' Moses received the oral Law from Sinai and de-

livered it to Joshua, and Joshua delivered it to the

elders, and the elders to :
1 '.- j.n-]-h";-. and the

prophets to the men of the ( 1 n . : i > \ r ; \
;_'< ;_n i - They

said three things : Be deliberate in judgment, raise

up many disciples, and make a fence for the Law J

(Aboth i.). The Eabbis interpreted Ex 20l as in-

volvtng the idea that all that was to guide the

Israelite into the knowledge of the nature and the

law of God had been given to Moses on Mount
Sinai. More expressly, they found the different

parts of the complex rule of faith advocated in the

phraseology of Ex 2412
. The expression used in

this passage is,
* I will give thee the tables of stone,

and the law, and the commandments, which I have

written, that thou mayest keep them.' The ' tables

of stone
* were understood to mean the Ten Com-

mandments ;

* the law,' the written prescriptions
of the Pentateuch ;

{ the commandments,* the

Mishna ;
' which I have written,

' the prophets and

Hagiographa ;

c that thou mayest teach them/ the

Talmud (Berakh. 5a, lines 11-16), A place was
thus made for a large body of precepts which do
not jipjK'Jir in the OT Scriptures ; and all this was
of ax lo,ji-i equal authority with the written Law,
because given at the same time and through the

same person, Moses. To the question why it was
not written down at the same time as the written

Law, the answer was that Moses did indeed desire

to reduce it to writing, but was forbidden by
God, because in the days to conic Israel would be

scattered among the 'Gentile*, and the written

Law would be taken from them ; the oral Law

would then be the distinctive badge of the
Israelite.*

By some it was held that the oral or traditional
Law was even superior to the written, because the
latter was dependent for its authority upon the
oral testimony of Moses. In other words, the oral

precedes and underlies the written. The covenant
was founded not on the written, but on the oral
word of God ;

for it is said,
( after the tenor of

these words I have made a covenant with thee and
with Israel

7

(Ex 34'27).
From the nature of the case, tradition was not a

clearly defined body. A large portion of it was
simply a repetition of the written Law, with elabo-
rations of detail and embellishments. Another
portion consisted of distinct additions, a third of

provisions looking to the strict observance of the
Torah. As far as this tradition was prescriptive
or legal, it was called Hcddkha (-hMth], i.e. de-
cision (or decision.-) having the force of statutes.

As far as it was narrative, it was called Hctggada
(that which is related). As a reiteration of the
Mosaic Law, it was called Mishna (repetition). As
a series of questionings into or "ni -; :<.-,;. 'o-

1 - :

the meaning of the Law, it wa& < L. . 7 ',"/.,

(MidrdsMm}. As a means of teaching, or the

body of what was to be taught, it was the Talmud.
The whole body of tradition together with the

Prophets and Hagiographa, in fact the whole rule
of faith wi'h iho o\fej>lion of the Pentateuch,
was called $""'///''/"/<, ihat which is received. A
doctrine of paralepsis was thus developed, to cor-

relate with the doctrine oiparadosis, tradition.'

The administration or practical use of such a

body of tradition was not an easy matter. In

fact, for the average layman it was an impos-
sibility; hence the rise of a class of men who
devoted themselves to the work of .studying it,

and informing inquirers about it (see SCRIBL.S,

LAWYERS). But this method raised the interpre-
ters of the Law to a place of authority. Inter-

prournon of the Law were accepted as binding,
!ocnn-o, ili',y said so, not because the Law was
seen to involve them. The Law was obeyed not
because its Divine origin was perceived, but upon
the authority of men. Tradition thus came to
be doubly tlin enthronement of human authority.
On the one side, it massed together man-made
rules and representation*,

of God's thought ; on the
other side, it wrought out man-made interpreta-
tions of the La\y which truly came from God. For
the former a direct Divine authority was claimed
in the teaching that they were actually delivered
to Moses on Sinai ; some corroboration for each

separate precept thus brought down was sought
for in the written Law. For the latter not even
this semblance of connexion with the known
revelation of God could be adduced. In neither
case could the stream rise higher than its source.

The teachings of men came to take the place which

belonged to those of God. It could not go further
back than the elders (Fathers), and those who were
called upon to accept it must do so upon the

authority of human statements. Tradition thus
canonized the media of communication, and lost

sight of the value and . .

1

*-V;. -f the things com-
municated on one side, ;i . .

'

> '

authority of Him
from whom the communication came on the other.

Whatever the claim for the Divine origin of the
Mishna might be, the practical result of its ac-

ceptance was the exaltation of the means through
which it came to the supreme place of authority.
Jesus 5

attitude towards tradition relates itself

decidedly to tins aspect of it. He saw in it a
means of transgressing the commandments of God,
He denied first of all the Pharisaic teaching that

* Hence the name Oral Law has prevailed in modern Jewish

usage. (Cf. JE, art.
* Oral Law').
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tradition was of euu.il ^cijiV with the Law. He
did not, however, ilci'inm iy affiliate Himself with
the Sadducaie teachings on the subject. As against
the Pharisees, He taught that the Law of God
could not come in conflict with itself, whereas
between the traditions current and the Law there
were conflicts. In many cases traditional pre-

scriptions did stand in the way of the right ob-

servance of the Law (Mk 7 1Iff
-)- As contrasted

with the Divine Law, He calls the tradition *

your
tradition.

3

Finally, He classes all tradition with
matters of form or lip-service. He -">,. ,s!< -

I

1
*

triplication of it into the sphere of the :! >

'

'
., .

!>o fai a* feuch traditions could be made serviceable

in the promotion of ethical or spiritual ends, they
might 1 "?'" ,

^
"". ""iiit they must in no

case sts "... clearly revealed will

of God/; :> V \'". . See also art. COREAN).

LITER ILTCRE. Barclay, The Talmud, 1ST? : H :
-=( ! vitn *-.

Eiitd*ckte<t Jil>>>ithit>, 1711; Zunz, Die 'fowl ?<,<!'. I <>r-

'.-,.;/ .\ jr ,j. ..", 1392; J. H. Weiss, Dor [1876], i. 1-93; Eders-
!-t In /,/" 'li? i . i'. 205-211 ; Friedlander, Tttf. Jti-iW /?? '.,*',/?,,

1891, pp. 136-139. _\. C:. Xrvok

TRAITOR. See JUDAS ISCABIOT, ii. (&}.

TRANSFIGURATION. The name given to that
event in the course of Christ's ministry in which
He was visibly glorified in the presence of three
selected disciples. Difficulty has always attached
to any attempt to explain it. That it represents a

^ingular enhancement of His Person and a singular
attestation of His message was seen from the

beginning {2 P 116
~18

). As such it took its natural

;

rl
, "V ""

His Divinity. To
,

"
:

..'

' '

'. > been very generally
i ',(' )r the most part in

a purely external manner. The paucity of essential

ideas associated with it has diverted attention to
its details, which have lent themselves to much
d':jr< LIIIM! and picturesque description, too real-

ly i^- ir Character to be serviceable to knowledge.
In recent NT scholarship a new interest in the
event has sprung up, directed by the modern
,':f\i ]\ !.i<;il .-t:nl\- of Christ's self-consciousness, and
<!i-< <Tvi:i<; in i!n: (-xperience it embodies a moment
of

;
I- of* HI in I im po:i in His self-development.

1. Narratives of the eYent. (1) The evidence for
the Tr<m^fi.uni(icm is remarkably strong. It is

recorded by all three Synoptic in its incidents,
and by the Fourth GoVpol in its inner mood
(Mt if1 '9

, Mk 92'10
,
Lk 92S-36, Jn I223

'41
). In the

first three Gospels both the precision of detail and
the agreement are striking, including- the following
facts : the occasion six days after the preceding
incidents just narrated ; th "*,.' .

f

i

*

. , i"

apart; the chosen three Peter, James, John; me
-M|i<T:i,Llur,-iI light; the heavenly visitants and
1'ioir

>|'(vi-li ; the suggestion of Peter; the over-

shadowing cloud and the Divine voice from its

midst ; the awe, yet joy, of the disciples ; the
return of Christ to ordinary conditions of human
life ; the charge of silence. Additional features of

importance are given by Lk. (9
28f-

) : the motive of
the ascent, viz. prayer, during which the unearthly
lustre appeared ; the subject of discourse, viz.

the decease which He should accomplish at Jeru-
salem (v.

31
) ; the physical state of the disciples, viz.

heavy with sleep, and, having kept themselves
awake, they saw his glory' (v.

32
) ; together with

two points of time, viz.
* about eight days

3

(v.
28

),

and the descent from the Mil 'the next day
3

(v.
37

).

Touches, less important, peculiar to the others,
are Christ's allaying the fear of the discipjes
(Mt 177

), and Peter's embarrassment and agitation
(Mk 96

). The silence of Jn. has been specially
commented on as w<;ukoi:ii<i the authority of the
Synoptic witness -[of. Scran*-.-, Leben Jesu, pt. ii.

c. 10). But when we recognize the totally different

animus narrandi in his case from that which we
discover in the Synoptics, we may be reassured.

The Fourth Gospel separates itself from the others
in making prominent the fact that the motif and
t \ ;!<!! i n MIII of Christ's words and acts are to be

found, not in the circumstances and persons around
Him, but in a higher necessity incumbent on Him
in virtue of His nature or His office or His work
or the will of God, i.e. a higher law at work.

' "
we may expect in the Fourth Gospel,

less the outward incidents * and more the interior

mood !< >!"!*"_ to them, to be emphasized.
There < -\ .-, l

: doubt that the Johannine

counterpart of the Synoptic narration is to be
found in Jn 1223

'41
, the

" " 1
- stands between

the record of Christ's ; .

' '

try and^the
en-

suing scenes of His glorifyii
"

,

' " ' "

. resur-

rection, and ascension a x ^

with
that occupied by the Transfiguration event in the

Synoptics.
The details of the T',.-i-r _::';','V.- are seldom

referred to throughout ; i< -
< :'.: NT. Explicit

allusion is made only once,, viz. in 2 P I16"18
,
a writ-

ing whose authenticity is seriously doubted,t The
effort (Jannaris, ExpT xiv. [1903] 462) to find in

the Prologue to the Fourth Gospel a direct refer-

ence to the Trjin-fi^m.-Tioij is of interest, but

unconvincing. Better material may be found in

such passages as 1 Jn I
1 '4

, Kev I13
'17

,
He P- 4 33- 6 - 7

,

2 Co 46
,
in which we have statements obviously

coloured from immediate conviction of Christ
?
s

visible glorification ; even here, however, we have
only indirect testimony. The extra-Synoptic reti-

cence is not to be denied. It is quite explicable.
It is a reticence only as to details : the idea of the

Transfiguration story is so manifestly accepted, that
he who runs may read. In the Epistles the aim of

the writers is not historical statement, but doctrinal
elucidation and practical edification an aim which
calls for but slight advertence to the outward facts
of Christ's earthly life. There is, too, the clear

belief in the minds of the writers that all those
facts pale in impressiveness and meaning before
that of the Resurrection, the event which is not

simplx nnalojrou- to them, but that in which they
find ilu-ir rnuoTiaio and explanation. By that
fact more than by any other the glory of Christ's
Person was revealed, and the Divine purpose and
i:i(--;i._r i" IT" -a realized. In the light of it, the
'rntn-ii-j-.p',-..!!-

1 '

appeared but its pledge and fore-

1,1-1 ../:'.
M, IT 9

, Mk 99
). It is probably true to

affirm that the central idea of the event lay in its

significance for Christ Himself rather than for His

disciples, who are brought in more as spectators of

its marvel than as [Kirticipamr- in it-. Tiieniuu^.

(2) The place of the Trjiii-fi^umiion i- IK >v defi-

nitely located in the Gospels. The phrases are in

Mt. and Mk. 'unto an high mountain apart,' and
in Lk. ' into a mountain.

'

Earlier tradition almost J
unanimously fixed on Mt. Tabor a tradition which
has enshriried itself in the calendar of the Eastern

Church, where the Festival of the T i , ;
- P _ i : ", :

'

i
>

:

is celebrated on 6th Aug. as rt> Qaptipiov. Modern
opinion almost as unanimously regards as more
1: cr\v M'. Herrnon, either one of its spurs or even

- -'M-'i'iii (Cpnder, Tent- Work in Palestine). The
jir^uiiK-iit ivlies mainly on the fact of the distance
ni

'

Mi. T,i lior, lying near Nazareth, far to the south
from Csesarea Philippi in the N.W., in whose
neighbourhood the immediately pivc-ouirii^ incidents
took place. The departure of Christ and His com-

pany from Cassarea is not mentioned till later (Mt

*Cf. the omission of the T " :' 'V .IM^'M.
tCf. Moffatt, Historical A '/ : -. i>i. 596-598; per

contra, Swetc, Tv^^'fZ^ of St. JPrTpr.

t There appears to have been another, identifying the site with
the Mt. of Olives.
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17~2
, Mk^9

80
). There Is, perhaps, a certain fitness

in the^
1

. ", s ene having occurred in
the viei \ - .

'

. antecedents, and in the
"si .:*( ,'.''. ;!

-' '':::'Led with their novel and
;

"
\'i> -

'_

:

''i!\
: i'" . [t is perhaps, too, not a

:

' "y i

'"
'--

1

!l<"" ''" * glittering cone of snow

suggested Mk.'s expression, Xeu/ca \iav ws x<-&v > if

the last words are to be admitted into the text."
5*

(3) There is a little more definiteness about the
occasion. Each of the three narrators connects
it by time with what goes before: e six days,'

| eight clays
3

; the latter (Lk. ) evidently, accord-

ing to the common Jewish reckoning, inclubive.
The note of time is not without a purpose. The
link is intentional between the new wonder and
the surprising revelations recounted. Those were
three in number : (a) the great confession by Peter
of Christ's Messianic dignity (Mt 1613'20

, Mk 827
'30

,

Lk 918 "21
) ; (6) our Lord's solemn announcement of

His near suffering (Mt 1621~-6
, Mk 831

'37
, Lk 922'26

) ;

and (c) the defmiio |iyc<li linn of His coming in His
K i-i-.loni (Mt 10-- ", \I k^ iJ

:

, Lk 926-
*27

). Compare
\\iri iho-c the statements concerning His mind in

(a) Jn II27
, (b] H47 -52 127

, and (<-,) 12
1

---".

(4) As for the time of the day when the occurrence
took place, the favoured view is that it was by"

.' T. ,r (a) night was generally the time of His
-. for prayer (cf. Lk 612 with 928 ) ; (b) the

disciples were 'heavy with sleep/ and had to keep
themselves awake '

; t and (c) they descended the
mountain 4 the next day,' i.e. after spending the

night on its summit.
On the high land, then, close by Csesarea, pos-

sibly in the early dawn, withdrawn a stone's cast
from the disciples (cf. Lk 2241 ), communing face to
face with the Father, Christ yielded His heart,
-A 1 1 o"l \

|
: .1 TI

j
:>'] with self-discovery and tragic

iir.:i(i'l};i :". .< i':o experience of the hour, and
received the illumination and strength for which
He was ripe. To the disciples it seemed as if a
Divine splendour beamed around Him, lighting up
the departing darkness, imparting li * V i--!

1

! *: - - to

His raiment, and suffusing His ,! i:"- vi;- a
wondrous lustre, so that He appeared to be trans-

formed^ And with it, from within the veil, came,

standing forth as men (Lk 930 ), the greatest of OT
men of God, Moses and Elijah, to talk with Him of

His decease (&-o5os), and to manifest the absorbing
interest of the spirit-world in His work (cf. 1 P I

12
).

Then, to the overwhelming awe of the three, there

drew near a still Greater Presence, for the cloud

which now cast its shadow over them all was the

cloud of God Himself, and the voice heard was His,

proclaiming the Son's high state and attesting His

heavenly call.

2. Reality of the occurrence. The narratives

throw upon the mind of the reader the most

powerful sense of the reality of the event. Their

primary impression is of the outward actuality of

the scene. The structure defies dissection, ||
the

substance invention. The -ini|.lo naturalness of

the one, the stupendous magninuk' of the other,

betray no indications of Mrtiiiciiiliiv. while the

story as a whole is as inextricably embedded in the

surrounding records as the supernatural element in

the historical setting of the Gospel itself. It pre-
sents ^

:> n

> a problem to faith and unfaith

alike. I . '. s'ormer its substance is too thin,

* For a fullor discussion on fhe site, consult Keim, Jesus of
Nazara, iv. 306, n.

; Edcrelieiin, LT ; Farrar, Life of Christ.

For an i'if (*; in if note against Hermon's claims, see ExpT
xviii. I

(

i.i7, p. ;t W.' The facts are too few for anything: beyond
conjecture.

t S/y/>'/!yp5<rvT?
= '

having kept themselves awake through-
out. *

t 76 opo$ ity-nAav may mean simply *the high land.'

. .- -,', ;:{
a ' ' --'* "hiTicr" of t*AtAv 't1! a^'d^c1" fnrm.'

II
i

i >-.\ .,.' .."<.<;. - .- -".*.-. i, }d to give

any ' r ,, : <'i. i-"liv- r.-< : ,:. ;.r .-<:, '..'., Strauss,

Kelp.., II.' .,
v. ,-ul.

for the latter its form too full
; both are often in

danger of missing its inner force.

With the external details of the Transfiguration of Christ
primitive opinion concerned itself but slightly. It dwells on the
fact they served to portray

* his majesty,"' with the assured
conviction of which the whole attitude of the early Church was
animated. Patristic .

"

, .' -"
"

"

, jnt
with the prediction p" .'!. _ . of
His Kingdom, not indeed in its actual working, but in that per-
sonal condition of their Lord which should be the cause and
signal of its commencement. Doubt of the objective reality of
the irlorifivu-liun o* ClirNi. dot^s not occur, and only rarely e\en
iny (ioiii): or -.IIL- iicoivj.! n.-.ih-.pi

F "'
-

. .-
'

details.*
In the modern period the his . ! .

"

the Trans-
figuration has been ably contested by rationalistic criticism, and
unwisely defended by spiritualistic theory. The piepo iWiuii
of naturalistic thought against the supernatural h:is pn-htd ir

to a variety of shifts. There is the hi i>othe^ of u-a n<f, acu.ni-
ingto which Jesus had arranged a s*c"cic~ HILL-LITU on the hill,
when a peculiar play of light and of clouds, perhaps also a
thunderstorm, caused the disciples to suppose they had per-
ceived the transfiguration of Jesus, . , ". :

the two confederates f in the plot fc
"

.' t
-

: I ''<"
Schleiermacher) an unfounded conjecture, which has justly
lost all repute. There is the hypothesis of myth. Here the

i'i tht Mc-siianic 1 tin-e of Jesxis, Elijah should only have appeared
^- .

'" * " "
of the Baptist when it was thought

- ha\e shown '"* >^ r
;

' '--^ ii"
l \. The

legend was constructed skilfully from <>T . _ :
- i,* <i -s'lilogies

(o.-pcvially from rhe parallel illumination of Moses 1 countenance
on Sinai), *irul fiom the prophecies as to the appearance of the
Messiah and His forerunner (Mai 45) Elijah. The aim of the

story was to glorify Christ over Moses, and to exhibit His mes-
sage as the fulfilment of the Law and the Prophets (Strauss).
With inconsiderable modifications, the foregoing view is main-
tained bj' Keim and others. The mythical hypothesis has the
,. .. ii

c
* j...

..j.:..^ rr^ , .,. i. *i. .-, --^abie sources from which
i !,-:":' .. ,' : to the natural character
of their application in the picture of the event. There is the
1 : 1 -

" "
',

" .-.."'"
"

is in the incident a symboliza-

,'!,': ;. i i

1

.' ..' <! ,. '"
i . . . : I ."

< / -

"_ which i s i, -
; i -

j , ! .

>rm of Jesus anrl iho splendour of His
heir intuition of the iles.-ianic, idea

;
the

cloud which
" " " "

: ..."".' r-

!

i

at once
absurd

.

There is the hypothesis of

y Jesu
.

, ,i -
' .....

_ < :. ! : /er offered by Jesus or by
themselves, in which mention was made of Mos-es and Elias. and
their advent as Messianic forerunners desired, the throe dis,ciplo&
-". 1-1. !i'i'l<lM J.i-,^1

"
'

.
!

- ' '

the first confused i
1

. u ,

s
>

'

;> I-ION- -i.pi 1 1 '< 'LI p.iv< j>'
:

ci: of the situation.
Tno Lu'-i. fiiUr'iii-

r "^c more interest, as disco\ering a
certain measure of independent fact in the event. One finds

the substratum of real history embodied in it in the confession
of Peter made previously, which was elaborated by idealizing

tendency into a vision and attributed to the disciples (Bacon,
AJTh, 1902, pp. 236-265). A second regards as the reality

underlying the occurrence an inner revelation made to Jesus

alone, 'a shore time before Peter's confession and in his pre-
sence ; Peter

"

<"'""- i
..... ;,] ( -> recognize its effect on

the Master's !;.'< ; . . >r -: i its meaning (R^ville,
Jtsus de JXazareth, n. siU4-2W5). A third holds that the story
reflects the crisis when Jesus became convinced that He was
the chosen heir of God. The event admits very easily of being
regarded as having" taken place in the inner consciousness of

Jesus ; probably in the company of the three, who, after awaking
from, sleep pcrlian-, n.voi\rl a powerful impression of the
wondrous n n >"'\ v. Mh \\lp- 1> Jesus came to meet them after

He had heard the lu ;xvi.nh vo'i* i . t^-c trrms of which He after-

wards made known 1.0 ilicir (x-hi'iitdJ. EM 4571). A fourth
sees in the scene a report by men "\ V,o w^ix ri-'ro-ic

"!"._>

'"
jrr-'*ai

agitation when Lhcy \\itrie&-5ed it, \\ ' o \ "! v.' r \\ 'J 1
. uv.'.n 1

li a j

what theysa\\ \\arf' not reality but V"-"OM. I' i-i-j'x icgMrriod
as symbolic, and consequent on the <1< ..cm in.M oi or J< >.- u>

go to Jerusalem and possibly encounter a fate which, to the

ordinary Jewish mind, would entirely destroy His claim to "be

the Messiah, or in any way a chosen irisLrumeiii of Deity. It- is

a: ihi^ IMOIIIOIII ih.a TL
j
-u-os 1

. 10 she cyihoi Hi* most intimate
:r-c iul-, li("i\(iil.\ rul-uiu'i . s.-icLii^^ar^ > ()>'( whosetrue nature
is not to be judged by His human mien or His outward fortunes.

It is then that His figure becomes framed to His friends' eyes in

the same picture with the principal figures of the sacred his-

tory of Israel : Elijah, because of his prominence in Messianic

thought, and Moses, the founder of the Old Covenant : their

presence indicating that He is not to destroy their work, but

" T ruilii:ui ii ihn most outstanding exception.
1 Our wr.irr, \iiiturini, identifies them with Joseph of Arima-

thiua and Joseph father of Jesus.
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to carry it further. The Transfiguration is the enthronement
of the Apostolic Christology (Menzies, Earliest Gospel, p. 174).
Akin in one respect to the foregoing is the theory of Wimmer
and Holtzmann, that we have here Diahtung, truth in a picture.
The glorified conception of Christ reached hy His followers after

His death is transferred to the time
" *

'

.
.nd in this

:*', i-- ".-,!
- <,-,"-'- then T aspect of

,-.', ^ * u- i

w
. . *ideu i; f\ {'10 Trin<r-j"'-! ttio

in of

Christ with a fresh increase of His -t:!:-r i.l
; y.i .or 1

. 'I ':o <-\ ent
centres in His Person, and for it marks a period. All the

foregoing hypotheses prove inadequate in failing to recognize
the super-terrestrial powers which are represented as appear-
ing, and as communicating a sense of their presence, to the

disciples.

The lacuna is filled by Spiritualism, which finds

a congenial theme in the very facts which ration-

alism would dissipate. The super-terrestrial is its

special delight. It sets forth principles which are

alleged to account for the unaccountable features
of the light, the visitants, the voice. The exist

ence of a *

spiritual body
'

is asserted, by means of
which man may pass out of his ordinary mode of

being, of sight and of hearing, into the spirit

sphere or unseen Avorld which is -^ r- yv. K*r- nr<>!)!

him, and there be and see and Ii.s.r/iM ;'<! i:ni;-!:ii.!

conditions subsisting in that sphere, what he never
can in this. The notion seems to be that in each
man there is a s

spirit/
made of a sort of thin

matter, existing within the outward body, but

having a purer existence.
'

Deep within,
Some say, the spin; hns another frame,
Invisible, magnetic, beauteous, thin,
And fine as any ether, scent, or flame.'

(J. C. EARLE, Light leading unto Light}.
In the Transfiguration the *

spiritual body
' in Christ shone

forth in its njntM" rvtrlu ! ul ^i>
T
< -iiln-ir. overpowering the dim-

Tie:-> of ihe flt-h uh'ch He ni'l n--ii!ied. And by the 'spirit-

body
' in them, the disciples were enabled to contemplate His

and those of Moses and Elijah.
Scarcely so materialistic, j*l qi.'lo ?*i ihe same plane of

thought, are the ideas of the -jn'ririvil./ai.'ori and subtilizing of

the bodily frame until it became luminous by some inherent
law connecting the physical radiance with tin i"v " <"!"' ,

of God in man *
(cf. e.g. George Macdonald, '/ '/' '

Lord, xii.). The error of such theorizing springs from imagining
the two as existences of the same t" ,""

--!<-- '--.'".*"_
the conception of spirit as mind or

,
.

the only way of conceiving its actual presence in our world.

Spirit exists in the medium of consciousness, not in a peculiar
kind of matter. The spirituaijzation of the natural body is not
to be looked for in an astral or angel-body, but in the gesture,
dignity, and noble mien, that make the body of the civilized
man the outward image of his soul. When we leave this track
we land in vulgar mysticism.and

' that way madness lies."

Thereality of theTr.ri-fi^n ration niii\ lo ro.i-on-

ably maintained on IIP- Ui^isof -n< :
i i-oi:-mcra:ioj:

as these : (a) that it primarily displays the state
of the inner consciousness of Christ at its height ;

(b) that it was the direct resultant of the preceding
events ; and (c) that in the description, on the face
of it, there is much that is symbolical. The
Transfiguration is the transcript of an exalted

spiritual experience, and only in the form of syrn bol
can such be portrayed. To the writers jr. \\'a>> ih<;

natural mode where their Master was concerned
(cf. the Temptation and Christophanies). They
were but following illustrious models on which
their faith had I.OOTI nurtured of Abraham (Gn
15), of Jacob (28*-

22
), of Elijah (1 K 19), of Isaiah

(cbu 6), of Jeremiah (I
4'10

20), and above all of
Moses (Ex 341"10-

^-^}, of Daniel (ch. 10), and of later
Jewish Apocalyptic. The story is written in one
mould; it is not manufactured; it tells its truth
in words and images that come easily for the pur-
pose, and wed themselves to the truth so freely
that it is not

possible
to divorce them. Material

fact and
' "" *** ''

ihoot through each
other and i .-.. But this at least
is plain, the body f shared in the experiences.

* Olshausen has a theory that all through the earthly life
Christ's body was being etherealized, and that here we have a
glimpse into the process.

t It is a just instinct which relates tho Tisstro 1 o the inm-r l:f>.

No satisfactory explanation has yet 1>< ( n pri\<n or ii. For hint*,
but only hints, cf. Dean Cliup.'h'i strrnon oil 'Sensoof B<-a<in
a witness to Immortality' in bis Cntlediol antJI L'nivrttfy

There is no r ".! i V '. picture more than has been

seen, but it "-
!!,:;!>i. that what has been seen is

nothing in comparison with what has been felt.*

It is the picture of an exalted emotion quickened
by the sense of contact with a fact so vast that

the spectators are absorbed in contemplation of

it. The thought of it cannot be recaptured or

recounted, because it is so unexpected, so sur-

prising, so new, so unlike all else. Everything
is swallowed up in awe and in joy, the joy of

feeling face to face with a tremendous experience,
, an adventure beside which all the glory of the
world sinks into '" """. .' Accordingly we
find two unique ",'

"

. the absence of

imagination, and the sober insistence on circum-
stance. Both testify to reality. The fact to which
the narrators point transcends experience, and

imagination can create nothing which transcends

experience. Then, odd as it may seem, the mind in

recovering from transcendent wonder ,' '"!'
""

it, comirme^ to regard as impressive ! ,:1
:

are really immaterial, but without whose aid the
wonder itself would remain hid. Here, then, we
have no dream of a fevered twilight, but the fit

expression of a mystery, beyond thought and ob-

servation, of insight and vision,^: where the soul
is like a dreamer, enthralled by sleep, and strug-

gling with all his might to make some familiar
motion.

3. Significance of the Transfiguration. The
inner meaning of the TIM : - P

,L.
i ; i ; : ( '

r i is best

brought out by considering i; in ro'-jiinii 10 Christ's

Person and Ministry. In relation to His Person
it denotes (a) a sublime .'"**

;/. and (b) a
supreme self̂ - dedication. ! r- ',

'

to^
His

Ministry it initiates important departures in the

purpose, method, and sphere of His activity.
The event was naturally led up to. We can

distinguish the several moments of its develop-
ment. There was, to begin with, Jesus 5

gradual
enlar^oinoiu of the Messiah-ideal. Neither Moses
nor the prophets satisfied Him. This is one of the
most certain results of contemporary NT learning.
Jesus claimed to be the Messiah of prophecy, but
declined th<; i-u'ivnf <

i

\].v!,i!:on- nf what the
Messiah shon \\\ ic. Hi- ou M ilidii^lu immensely
enriched bo? 'n iV- piuj.iK \\f imi iin popular fore-

casts. The'IV:i:]-i;iiion i'!p!
:

i:- ihni < m-ciousness.
The interval ":.! \M-I- n ilu: l\in|iiaiiiin and Trans-

figiirfuion, -".. Mi- |.;ili!ii- inini-iry in Galilee,
ivvoaK it p,>i'ily i

i

i .ML-, i^'i'.^ "' IHTH*. partly in

explicit reserve's. At the boiimin# we see the
clear -cut decision? tlu-oujrhour ir- course the

deepening realization of \vhat tho decision in-

volved: there He is neither simply working, nor

simply instructing, He is also c

manifesting
' Him-

self. In the life of that Self the lines are complex
and interwoven. They include, but are not cir-

cumscribed by, those specifically appropriate to
the Messianic Hope. His Self is greater. That
at the Baptism and the Temptation Christ saw the

plenitude of its greatness and the multiplicity of
its interior self-relationships is not to be believed.
It revealed itself in the living process of His mental
and practical powers which it excited to constant

energy, and which all radiate from and converge
again into it. It is a Self which has its definite

stages of progression, whose outward signs are
traceable, but which finds within the veil of

Sermons. Cf. also Browning's fine passage in Easter Day, in
which he suggests the thought of Michael Angelo painting in
heaven.

* Cf. the disciples' awe.
t Cf. Mt 172, Mk 9.
t The name used by Christ Himself (Mt l79>ro <)/>/*=

*

vision,' not in the sense of dream, but * that which has been
seen.' For the closing reflexion, cf. Tennyson, The Higher
Pantheism.

Cf. His expressions: His 'time not come,' His 'hour,
1 His

being
* straitened to accomplish,' He

* must work the works of
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outward seeming its proper home, living there a
concurrent life on a higher plane, with peculiar
relations to an unseen world, holding power over
it, and bringing power from it ; and in such wise
that men, observing His external attitudes, grew
in wonder, debate, belief, or unbelief. His Self
grew. Day by day it enlarged its domain, and
took on an extraordinary presence of which He
was conscious, a secretly luminous life known to
Himself, only glimpses of which He could bring
within the ken of the disciples.
Nor was this whole process secret from the

disciples. We have to note in them a growing
]<< v: -i IM". of the mystery of His life. They
i'<^,i:i I'-M

: "

following of Him with their own
mental prepossession^. These He was daily dis-

turbing. Their attention He was continually
arresting. The particulars of His life they were
driven toucan eagerly from their various points of
view, curious concerning it, questioning regarding
it, taking sides about it," -< m;i- -!

-v.-ly ri -ing towards
a clear knowledge of the ivaliiy. ii'<-"- hardening
into the exact reverse. A calm and unimpassioned
looking at the material outside manifestation of
His Life without any reference to the inward
reality of it, wa> piecisely the one tiling that did

npt^ happen. Tluit it was more than human they
divined, but what, how, to what extent the * more '

came in, the;.
. "1 . \ ".".

'
. ywere earnestly

inquiring. \ ... \ .-'.: the stage when
they could nr Ln<v. l-Ml^o 1 1 N Messianic proportions :

the confess! <n\ ai ',"V-P.VH. That great avowal pre-
Mj'il!ilo<I i'V> crisis. It was bound to be followed

l>y a mrilior revelation of His purposes. Then
cniiio MIC -:artling announcement of the Death,
oponin<: l-'fore their eyes a dark fonyiouml of

ropiilnrio-i and suffering, of whose features Christ

Tfim-rli, \(, is probable, could at the moment
furnish no clear picture : an announcement whose
effect was not mitigated by the further revelation
of Resurrection and the coming of the Kingdom.
It was a memorable week that followed. The
silence of the narrative tells of the intensity of
the time. They were on the summits where life

absorbs the soul Thither the juncture of events
had brought them. The Master must be lucid.
But first to Himself. A necessary hour is upon

Him. Knowing it, He, according to His wont,
restrains not the inevitable, but seeks solitude and
God. He spends the night in prayer. In the light
of His people's destiny, in the face of His prophetic
forerunners, conscious of a deeper need and a more

i His life

sym-
pathy !i"<i poiiVci iPMlr-v-ijnMl'r!- of His purposes
and of His own part in iiillilling them, and receives
in return that wonderful and beautiful inflow of
life which stirs up unfathomable springs of purity
within, and transmutes even His face and form.
It was as when in the sunlight, peering into the
heart of a gem, \ve see depth opening beyond
depth until it looks as if there were no end to the
chambers of splendour that are shut up in the
little stone

;
flake after flake of luminous colour

floating up out of the unseen fountain which lies

somewhere in its heart. In that high hour Christ
knew Himself.
He likewise learned His task. In the same self-

revealing hour the issue of His life was registering
itself in the sight of God, who ' seeth the end in

the beginning/ and won His approval. The issue
was inevitable. For Christ to know God's will

was to do it. There was neither doubt nor debate,
"but immediate decision. He had no instinctive

unwillingness like Jeremiah. Rather He resembled
Isaiah, who, when he had seen the Majesty of

God,' His raising
1 Lazarus ' for the glory of God,' His cure of the

blind man 'that the works of God be made manifest,' etc. etc.

Jehovah, came forth from His presence with an
awe upon Mm that never left him, and a force of
conviction that never deserted him, and with the
feeling of an imperative necessity lying on Mm to
speak His word to men which he could not resist.
So Christ. He had seen His own glory and felt
its power in Him, and was uplifted with a radiant
energy before which, as it seemed, no wickedness
could stand, and which inspired with a joy deepand strong and solemn. The sweet and awful
gladness of His consecration fills His heart and
shines^out in His face. The Transfiguration was
the Divine defiance of the coming darkness (cf.
2 Co 46

).*
The Transfiguration event transformed His

mind : it transformed also His ministry. Its
fascination was upon Him, impelling Him to make
it manifest with a certain eager wistfillness. The
motive is not : Death is before Me, the sooner it
is over the better ; but, The beauty of the Father's
face has risen upon Me, let it shine put into the
hearts of men, and draw all men unto it.

The endeavour to ^ JV- ":,,.,.<
< the dis-

ciples now dominates !!"- il-..\- ?,:,. cirects His
activity, dividing !>oth ro::i ii"- .,i!iir ';: M- .<

and work by the clearest line of t ,
s-

, '< '.

Themes original to the Law and the Prophets
yield to the 'excellent glory' of the Cross, and
the nature of the Kingdom His death would intro-
duce. Miraclesf and

j-;
< 1 -V< <;ease as an integral

part of His ministry. i'iiVv addresses, which
hitherto had been the rule, are now limited,, so far
as we read, to the Temple courts and the Sanhe-
drin; theirplace is taken by more private converse.
There is a less obvious calling of attention to

Himself, in view of a keener anxiety to concentrate
attention on- the Spirit that animates Himself and
the Father, and is needful for that higher form of

fellowship of men with God than Israel had known,
which He Himself enjoyed, and which He promises
will glorify them as it had ^lo^iPoil Tlim.t From
this last consideration we <:r \\vv :'K si^mfhance
of the event for us. It is the same as for Clnist
and His disciples. 'We shall be like him,

3

says
the disciple who had felt most effectually the
power of Mis personal presence (1 Jn 32

).

That points to an organic <!,,,
'

< \ will take

place in tts at His (nii'i^. !

'

. - .. be taken
in conjunction with 'ii"- <?! <'',

* Christ in you the

hope of glory
'

(Col I27}. The moral transformation
is the root and beginning of tl:<

;
. ''. . Christ

not only so acts upon us as to : is
1

: s to His
holy and exalted pattern now; when He comes
again, it shall be to reflect His glory into the

persons of His believing followers. The Church
of the redeemed will mirror His surpassing loveli-

ness and majesty, *He shall come to be glorified
in his saints, and to be marvelled at in all them
that believe* (2 Th I10).

LITERATURE. The literature of the Transfiguration is not

large, and is found chiefly in sermons, for a bibliography of
which see T.xpT xviii. [1907] p. 313, adding, Buskin, Frondes

Agrestes, ITS; Rendel Harris, Memoranda Sacra
s 87. For

critical ]" :

"

i lit Strauss, Leben Jesu, pt. ii. c. 10 ;

Keim, ...... \
; . vol. iv. ; JThSt, Jan. 1003, July 1903,

Jan. 19 ,
I /// .''. For expository articles see ExpT xvii.

*J>r. Matheson (Studies in, the Portrait of Christ, vol. ii.)

interprets''
1

- Tr,.'-r_-:r;.1
: vi ,= .I'lijned solely to inspire and

comfort Cl-'-
:
-i ">

\
r- -]-v-( ..f II ^ :-*)proachlng Sufferings by

providing .in ,v .Vp;.: '
i 'li r''ory of the Resurrection

['decease*- < ^-x: .- ii\ i - ;T : ; ;md ascension]. Dr, Mason
(Faith of tli. <,*!. '. p ;-i) ,1'ius the Transfiguration an
opening of I'-'o << *r -if ! :>.\' n i u- a splendid departure, His
earthly probation being now ended. An ingenious writer in
the Church Quarterly Review (July I0m, 'A Study of our
Lord ') draws out; these parallels : transfiguration of body in

face of maltreatment of body, appearance of Elijah and Moses
in face of rejection by rulers and people, the cloud and voice
in face of the hiding of the Father's face. Such exegesis is

exaggeration and misses proportion.
t Miracles are now rare and enter exceptionally
J Cf. Jn 16 17.
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oilier !i\ ir:i

[1906] p. 372 ff., xiv. [1903] p. 442 ff, ; Trench, Studies in the

Gospels, Essay 8; Hastings' DJB, art. 'Transfiguration'; the

Lives of Christ, specially those by Farrar, Edersheim, and

Matheson. A. S. MARTIN.

TEANSMIGSATIOH.The idea of tlie pre-exist-
ence of the human soul seems to be assumed^ in

the question which the disciples put to Jesus with
reference to the man "born "blind (

Jn 92). The ^re-
existence hinted at is presumably and at first

glance an incarnated one, for it is possible ^to
sin

in it. But if this exegesis of the :, >--;:>. 1o ro-

rect, then, at least in the minds . i'v ti'-Ki'i-

who propounded the question, there was a. doctrine

of transmigration. In order to ascertain the cor-

rectness of the exegesis, it is necessary to look

into the antecedents and broad setting of the

thought.
The doctrine of J

v,n--'," fj
ivi"oin

. i.e. the idea

that when the soul ! r- *- ',

' l"^y at death it

passes into another body, was held widely among
the Egyptians, the Hindus, and the Greeks.

_
Each

one of these peoples, however, developed it in a

peculiar form of its own. TIi'ou^h UK* long his-

tory represented by their 'onibii'wi Hfo. in assumed
a large variety of aspects. Broadly speaking,
these may be reduced to two, the cruder and the

more refined ': * 'ii:-i '-' i-"-.

(a] In. the ., -! i' !!!,
I- lief in transmigration

was simply the belief that the; moving principle
of a living being, either imiuudiiiuly upon the

death of that being or after a more or less pro-

longed interval, takes upon itself another organ-
ism. In th s form of it, the doctrine does not

>otween human bodies and bodies of

"ings ; or, to be more precise, of other
n- reputed to be living. JThe soul is

supposed to pass into another organism of the

same class, or of a higher or a lower class. A man
might be reborn as a brute, or as a tree or stream,
or even as a star. The ethical idea associated with
this form of metempsychosis is in the belief that
the kind of bodv taken by the soul depends on its

realizing or fa "!'! ' - -.ilLze ethical ideals. Of
this form, of il <'!. i ":', it is guite safe to say,
there is not the slightest trace either in the NT or
in the whole range of Hebrew literature, with its

sequel of Jewish Rabbinical teaching of the earlier

period. If it appear at all in Jewish thought, it

does so as an importation in a much later stage
than the Biblical.

(b) The more refined form of the doctrine of

transmigration limits the sphere of movement to

the human race. The human soul or personality
is, according to this conception, capable of re-

apiioarinir ;in<] taking part in the world. In the
strict*;- , >on.-o of the word this is, of course, not

transmigration, but reincarnation. But whatever
it may be called, there are a number of expres-
sions in the Gospels which point to the existence
of the belief in the time of Jesus. Chief and fore

most among these are the passages which refer to
John the Baptist (Mt II4 1713- 13

, Mk 913). Here
the disciples are puzzled by the apparent incon-

sistency between the fact that Jesus is the Mes-
siah and the fact that Elijah has not appeared, as,
in accordance with an authoritative interpretation
of the prophecy of Malachi (4

5
), he was expected,

to precede and prepare the way for the Messiah.
The disciples evidently accepted the teaching of
the scribes. This belief, however, does not put
it beyond doubt that the doctrine of transmigra-
tion or even reincarnation was current. Elijah
had not died and been divested of his first body.
His reappearance could only be conceived of as

involving hi^ descent from heaven with the same
body which ho took there at the time of his ascen-
sion. The difficulty in believing that John the

Baptist was Elijah consisted, at least in part, in the

fact that he was known to have had a natural

birth ;
whereas the return of Elijah would neces-

sarily exclude such birth. Jesus' answer to the

disciples simply removes the case from the physical

into the spiritual sphere, and thus makes the

question before their minds an irrelevant one.

T-- :" TI i.d been fulfilled, but its fulfilment
: -

, ,,,\ -. .-;'i
' the reincarnation of Elijah nor

his descent from heaven with his first body.
Another instance of belief which might be

mistaken for Ji.ui-iui^mtim is that suggested in

Herod's woroV ;V.r, n i-lentifying Jesus with

John the Baptist. But here, too, the words

scarcely poin t to belief in ,,:
ii -

1 !

"

^ >v . i ::. All

that is necessary to assume : - i'i. ,V- r.-iaorse-

stricken Herod saAV in the miracles reported of

Jesus that John the Baptist had risen from the

dead. It is belief in resurrection rather than in

rebirth.

Still another case is that in which the dis-

ciples, in answer to the question of Jesus, report
that some believed Him to be Elijah, others Jere-

miah, and others one of the prophets (Mt 1614,
Mk

614
'17

). The idea of transmigration is more natural

in this passage, but even here it is not clearly^ set

forth. As far as Jesus is concerned, it is certainly
not only not held or encouraged by Him, but quite

definitely set aside. At most, it can be only an
idea entertained by the common people.

Outside of the Gospels, the traces that a belief in

metempsychosis was held in Palestine at the time
of Jesus are very scanty. It appears that among
the Essenes it was held that the soul was immortal,
and its life upon earth due to its being drawn from
its native ether and entangled in the body as in a

prison cell (Jos. BJ n. viii. 11). The affinity of

this belief with the Platonic teaching regarding
the nature and origin of the soul suggests that the

Platonic idea of transmigration, as its inevitable

logical corollary, was held also by^ the Essenes.

In general, there was nothing in the nature of

Jewish thought to prevent the adoption of the
idea of transmigration as soon as the distinction

between soul and body
"" ' "" L1

e older idea
of the unitary character being. On
the contrary, there was very much to make the

thought welcome in the Rabbinical system. The
doctrine of pre-existence (of the Messiah, of the

Torah, of the Tabernacle) would easily lend itself

as a basis for the idea of the pre-existence in some
form or other of human souls. Further, belief in

the possession of the body by more than one

spiritual
''"

.

'"" '"

possession) would tend to

prepare ,\
-

'

$ belief in the return of

disembodied spirits into human bodies. Finally,
the idea of resurrection from the dead furnished
an analogue to reincarnation. It is not to be
wondered at, therefore, if the notion should appear
more or less clearly in the later Eabbinicai the-

ology (cf. Epiphanius Wilson, The Talm,ud} Pre-

face). The question of its existence in the days of
Jesus Christ must be left open, while !h-> n-io-l iuii

of its being entertained by Him or u-i-Jii i:i iho

Gospels must be answered in the negative.

LITERATURE. On the general subject of
' " " "

Alger, Hist, of the Doctrine of the Futuf
.

'

1889, pt. v. ii. ; ed, D. Walker, R&inecm ' -
.

Forgotten Truth, Boston, 1888- On J * ""
! i >: - of pre-

existence of souls in Jewish thougfc . <'. N
.

'

r. ./
'

Theol.%

pp. 212, 225 ff.; Drummond, PMlo Judceus, i. 336; Siegfried,
JPhilo v. Alexandria, p. 242 ff. On the idea of transmigration
in the NT, Pryse, Reincarnation in the NT, N.Y. 1900. [This
last work, however, is scientifically of very little value].

A. C. ZENOS.
TRAVEL. Travelling for pleasure was almost,

if not altogether, unknown in the ancient world.
This is to be accounted for by lack of roads, lack
of conveyances, and perils by the way. Travellers
had usually some definite object in view ; Abraham
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seeking for a home at the command of Jehovah
(Gn 12lff

-) ; Jacob fleeing from his brother (Gn 2S 1U
) ;

the Israelites going up to their sacred places, and
later to the Temple at Jerusalem. As the sea had
special terrors, travelling was chiefly by land, and
not till well on in history did men launch boldly
out into the deep. In the days of the Empire,
sailing was confined to certain well defined tracks,
and to certain seasons. On land, travel was done
for the most part on foot ; hence the custom of

washing the feet (Gn IS4, Jg 1921
etc.) was almost

a necessity as a token of hospitality. Horses were
used for war, and camels for the desert. Persons
of rank rode on mules (2 S IS29, 1 K I33

), while the
ass was more usually kept as a beast of burden.
Wheeled waggons were not in general use, and
on the rare occasions on which dh \ \\ <"\ i-mi^nx <

were heavy, cumbersome, ami \\iilioin -"pHr.

Joseph sent waggons for his lather \.Gii liT- ,

the kings of Israel had their chariots (1 K 2233
)

and the Ethiopian eunuch made his journey to
Jerusalem in a chariot (Ac 828 ) ; but wheeled vehicles
of any kind were rare. Long journeys were gener-
ally undertaken in the summer, when the roads
were good and firm. In the winter the roads were
soft, and other conditions unfavourable. In Mt
2420 Jesus says,

'

Pray that your flight be not in
the winter time,

5 which means the rainy season,
when roads are practically unpayable, and food
difficult to obtain en route. This accounts for St.

Paul's desire to have Timothy with him before the
winter set in (2 Ti 421

). In the morning the tra-
veller started on his journey, and continued it till

noon-day, when he took refuge for an hour or two
under some kindly shade from the scorching rays
of the sun, and then resumed his course (Ca 1^).

To refuse hospitality to a traveller was a breach of

good manners, if not, indeed, an insult to God.
This state of affairs continues largely in Palestine
to-,! ny. though on the tourist routes the people
II.M i! j nil OIL in with the spirit of the age.
The ordinary way of rwkw.m^ the length of a

journey was not by -iil<^, bui l-y time (Gn SO36

DV 173, Jon 34 DV ij^qjpj Lk B44 ijfj^pas 656s), and this

makes it difficult" "to determine accurately the
distances covered. Moses asked that the children
of Israel should be permitted to go into the wilder-

ness a three days
7

journey (Ex 5s), and in Gn 3123 it

is said that Laban pursued after Jacob a seven

days' journey. There would be a great difference

between the speed of these two companies, and
.''";, in the ground traversed. In hilly

.""" progress would be less than in the
flat country, and a small company or a single indi-

vidual would go faster than a caravan. An ordi-

nary day's journey might be put down at about
20 miles, but it would require an extraordinary
stretch of imagination to make that fit in with Nu
II31. In Lk 2""

"
-l

""
"1-1 meant not more than

6 miles, for caravans, with their

crowds, moved at a leisurely pace ; and tradition
has it that the halting-place was Beeroth, which is

6 miles north of Jerusalem.
The longer the journey the slower the pace, for

provision for man and teast and equipment for

the way had to be carried.
* Take victuals with

you for the journey' (Jos 911
) was the rule and

not the exception.
"

This led Christ to say to the

Twelve, when He sent them out,
' Provide neither

gold nor silver for your journey' (Mt 109 * 10
11), so

that they might not be hampered by these things,
and that they might receive a much-needed lesson
in faith.

[Reference is made in Ac I 12 to a Sabbath day's
journey (o-appdrov 656s). This is the only place
where the phrase occurs. Olivet is said to be a
Sabbath day's journey from Jerusalem. The ex-

pression is very indefinite. Josephus in one place

(Ant. XX. viii. 6) gives the distance from Jerusalem
to the Mount of Olives as 5 furlongs, and in another
as 6 (BJ v. ii 3), Schleusner makes it 7 stadia or
': :'"_-. The difference seems to lie in the vary-

":'..:

'

;. ,
I of the cubit, which in the older Hebrew

measurement \va> longer than in the later. The
result is the ^une -Juuu cubits, which would bring
it into conformity with Rabbinical law,

c Let no
man go walking from his place beyond 2000 ells on
the seventh day' (Jerus. Targ. on Ex 1629

). A
Sabbath day's journey was by common consent
2000 cubits or cLN, ilio'v^li some Rabbis allowed a
kind of sliding scale, and spoke of the greater
journey (2800), the medium (2000), and the smaller
(1800). This was purely Rabbinical, and deduced
from (1) Ex 1629 'Abide ye every man in his place,
let no man go out of his place on the seventh day

'

;

(2) from the distance between the Ark and the
people on the march (Jos 34

) ; and (3) from the
conditions laid down as to the cities of refuge (Nu.
355

).
_

In Ex 1629 the 'place' by a process of
Rabbinical reasoning became the city where a
man dwelt ; and it was argued that *

if one who
committed murder accidentally was allowed to
take this journey of 2000 ells on the Sabbath day
without violating the sanctity of the day, innocent
people might do the same.' By a little ingenuity
a Sabbath day's journey could be considerably
extended. If a person desired to do so, he had

simply to carry to some point within the Sabbatical
limit two meals before the Sabbath began, one of
which he had to eat and the other to bury ; and
that place became for him his dwelling-place. It
is even alleged that by fixing his eye upon a tree
or wall within the prescribed limit, and uttering
certain words, he could make that his starting-
point.

In NT times it was customary, as indeed it is

to-day, to ,'ir<-om]),m\ a departing- guest on a part
of his way -JLSu Ll- :

. 'Ac 153, 1 Co 166) as a token of

goodwill and affection.

LITERATURE. Thomson, LB ; G. A. Smith, HGHL ; W. M.
Ramsay, The Letters to the Seven Chiirches ; Gender, Palestine ;

PEFSt
;
HP

; artt. in Hastings* DB, Extra Vol. pp. 368-402.

R. LEGGAT.
TREASURE. -The word 'treasure 3

upon the

lips of a Hen'< v. *i.j sir-i-- a store of anything that
constitutes v. ,r.Vi-- [* rorn and wine and oil s as
well as of gold and silver and precious stones (Mt
IS52

). Hence spiritually the word suggests an apt
figure of the true eternal riches. Just as on earth
the worldly-wise may lay up stores of wealth, so
in the heavens the man who seeks after spiritual

things may lay up for himself an eternal treasure.
It has been imagined by some commentators that

by 'treasure in heaven 7 our Lord means merely
the reward which shall be given hereafter to all

who suffer loss for His sake on earth. l Go and
sell that thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou
shalt have treasure in heaven '

(Mt 1921 , Mk 1021
,

Lk 1822}, they take to mean merely,
' Give away

thine earthly wealth, and God shall give thee
instead heavenly blessedness

*

; but so to interpret
the words is to miss by far the most valuable part
of their teaching. It was this interpretation that
formed the chief justification for the monkish
asceticism of the Middle Ages. It gave rise to a
fi;l-i- -|''i-:l'i<i"Si--''. to the fatal and irreconcilable
<i:!,i!i-!i' of -," '(. and secular. In addressing the
words to the rich young man, our Lord was treat-

ing a particular case, the case of one whose
spiritual aspirations were crushed beneath the
burden of his wealth. The treasure in heaven
which Christ told him he should have was not to

be gained by the simple process of denuding him-
self of his worldly possessions God would, not

step in to supply in the next world what he had
voluntarily sacrificed in this. Such teaching would
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have been an appeal to selfish prudence merely,
would justify, if it were correct, all that unbe-

lievers have said about the selfishness of Chris-

tianity. It was not to the man's selfishness that

Christ addressed Himself, but to the earnest long-

ing after ri^hi^m-iM ^< which He perceived in him.
* What l.'R-k : \ o, ':

'

hi 1 man had said, even after

asserting that lie had kept the commandments
from his youth up. Christ therefore bade him
cast aside the temptation which bound him down,
that his aspirations might at last have free play ;

that, untrammelled by earthly cares, he might
take to himself the treasure of righteousness and
truth which he had always longed to make his

own.
That spiritual treasure is regarded by our Lord as

a personal thing, not as a mere reward assigned
from without, is rendered even more plain by what
He says re^ardin^ the * treasure of the heart

:

(Mt
1235 1! Lk &ir>

). This treasure of the heart is mani-

festly the accumulated tendencies which we call

character, the habits which a man makes, the

qualities which he acquires, by the repeated
choices of his life. He who strives continuously
to follow the dictates of righteousness and love,

makes for himself a righteous and loving char-

acter. His past deeds become a store from which
he can continually draw anew. The more good
deeds he does the richer grows his heart in good-

ness, and the greater will his joy become in doing
what is right. His heart will of itself bear fruit

of goodness. But the same is true also of ^the evil

man. The second lie is proverbially easier than
the first. The more evil he does, the more evil

grows his heart, until it is well-nigh impossible
for it to produce what is good. His heart be-

comes callous and hard, so that he can no longer
take delight in goodness. Thus, again, it is true

that * where the treasure is, there will the heart be
also." The heart of the good man brings down
heaven to earth, while that of the evil man could

find no bliss in heaven itself.

When in Col 2s St. Paul tells his readers that in

Christ are hid all the treasures of wisdom and

knowledge, he is but following out the same figure.
tV Xptcrrf? expresses one of the two great principles
of the Pauline theology. To win the true treasure

a man must be in Christ ; for He is the universal

Man, the ideal of manhood, the only perfectly

loving and wise and true of all mankind. In Him
only was the heavenly treasure revealed in perfect
fulness. He who would share it must therefore be
in Christ, must be inspired by His spirit.
The true treasure of the human heart is the

Kingdom of heaven. To have the Kingdom of

God within one, is to be spiritually rich indeed.

In setting forth the manner in which the Kingdom.
is received into different kinds of hearts, our Lord
once again uses the figure of treasure, in the par-
able of the Treasure hid in a field (Mt 1344).

Here He refers to an experience not uncommon
in the East, where the uncertain tenure of property
led men often to hide their wealth, and where the

equal uncertainty of life caused it often to remain
unclaimed. This and the parable of the Pearl of

Great Price (another kind of treasure), which fol-

lows it, describe the two ways in which the truth
of the gospel is received by men. There is the
finder who has never sought at all, and who comes
upon his find by accident ; and there is the finder

who has spent his life in seeking. In this, how-
ever, they are like, that when the treasure is dis-

covered each is willing to part with all he has for

its possession. Indeed, this willingness is the test

of the true finder ; but it is also the essential mark
of the true treasure. It is of such a nature that
it cannot be possessed for less than all that a man
is and has. It lays hold upon the true finder'^

heart ;
for in it he recognizes the satisfaction of

all his longings : it is the completion of his being,

the source of his life to all eternity.

LITERATURE. The Comm. on the NT ; standard works on the

Parables; Beyschlag's and Weiss' NT TheoL; Flint, Christ's

Kingdom upon Earth (1865), 196 ;

~T - T .
'

**//

(1894), 161; W. G. Tarrant in Sen . . -,
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(1905), 25. W. J. S. MILLER.

TREJLSURY.Two words are trd - '

treasury
'

in

a treasure-chest or a treasure-chamber (Mk 124L <

I|
Lk21 l

,
Jn820

). (1) In the two Sy
"

it is used, in connexion with the

poor widow who gave her two mites, to denote a

treasure-chest, or receptacle into which offerings

were cast by worshippers coming into the Temple
a sense in which the word is found also in

Josephus (Ant. XIX. vi. 1, where Agrippa hangs his

chain of gold birtp rb yao<pv\dKiov'). According to

the Talmud (Sheqalim, vi. 5), there stood in the

court of the women, the most frequented part^
of

the sacred enclosure, 13 brazen chests, into which
were dropped the contributions made for the service

of the Temple, the support of the poor, and other

pious purposes. These chests were of a peculiar
"*

,
. V

.

"

out beneath so as to be of consider-

,
'. .'.,''. . . b-:i (';i|v!'i

i "
F

i i::.'
i.ards-to a narrow

mouth, into' wh" > :li" "li"!' 5

".:- were put and,
because of their -, -.ruin-no ' inverted trumpets,
were known a

"" '" r '
7 '-"-"- :

.

*

trumpets'). It

was into one ''.'
'

that the widow
would cast her all. (2) In the EY rendering of Jn
820 Jesus is said to have spoken

' in the treasury
'

(fr T 7ao0uXa/aV) as He taught in the Temple.
ThK roiido rinjr would imply that the yao$v\&KiQv
in question wa- not a treasure-chest merely, but a

part of the Temple itself in which treasure was

kept. Now, we know that there were special
treasure-chambers within the inner court, in which
not only the precious vessels of the sacrificial

service and the costly garments of the priests, but
vast sums of money and various other valuables

were kept, and that these treasure-chambers,
which were under the charge of officers known as

7a*o0tfXa/c?, were called yao<pv\6.iaa (Neh 1037

LXX; Jos. BJVI. v. 2). That Jesus would be found

teaching in one of these inner treasure-chambers is,

lio\vc\ ov. o \ooccliijjily imprulKililts. Andwhen we put
-ii'-'i :

-
:;][-". iu'i aside, two views may be taken of

: 'ic in-,'!-!
!'':;_'

of -$ yafo$v\afdy. (a) We may take

yafofpvXdKioy to denote, as in the Synoptics, nothing
more than a treasure-chest, and understand fr to

be used in the sense of
!

i\ : i".! y siu ! rly (so Meyer ;

cf. ev Se&g. Beov [Ro S34 ;irj- 1 ! rr. i .1'- -n: K \
'

at the right
hand of God '), so that the phrase woiild signify 'at
or near the treasury.

3

(fr) We may take & in its

strict local sense (so Winer, Gram, ofNT Gr. 481),
and then understand ya,fo<j>v\tiKt,ov to denote that

part of the Women's Court in which the treasure-
chests were kept. But in either case the general
meaning will be the same. Jesus was not in some
closely guarded chamber of the inner Temple, but

sitting
4 near the shophardt'hS or ' in the colonnade

where the xltijulifirT,th stood.'

2. Koppavas (fr. Kopfi&v ; see COBBAN) occurs in

NT only in Mt 2T6? where it denotes the sacred

treasury of the Temple. Into this treasury the
chief priests would not put Judas' thirty pieces of

silver,
* because it is the price of blood.' In

Josephus (J$J II. ix. 4) the word is used not of the

Temple treasury, but of the treasures it contained.
Herod is said to have created a disturbance in

Jerusalem by expending upon aqueducts 'that
Barred treasure which is CMlletl corbniMw

9

(rbv iepdv
I

OycraiipSn'i /raAeircu 0} /rop/Sctvas).
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It may be added that, although, in EV O

is invariably rendered *

treasure,' it is occasionally
used in a sense that corresponds to e

treasury
3

or
the place where treasure is kept. In Mt 1235 U Lk
645 it denotes the treasury of the heart ; in Mt 1352

that of the well-provided householder, to whom
Jesus likens the * scribe who hath been made a

disciple to the kingdom of heaven.
'

LITERATURE. The Lexx. and Comm.
; Lightfoot, Hor. Heb.

p. 536 ff. ; Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. p. 2506 ; Keim, Jesus of Nazara,
v. 192 ff. ; Edersheim, LT ii. 164 f., 387 ; Schurer, HJP i. ii. 260 ff.

*L C. LAMBERT.
TP.EE : '. . , Lat. lignum, arbor}. A !- ". ; '. o

fo:- :
< - (Ac 580 1<P 1329

,
1 P 2s*; "ci. uai 3" ;

nowhere in Gospels). The name no doubt ori-

ginated in the practice (cf. Jos 1026 ) of employing a
tree in case of haste for the purpose of crucifixion

*

(cf. gallows-tree], but in mediaeval times it was ex-

plained by a quaint legend. As he lay a dying, it

was said, Adam sent his son Seth to the angel that

guarded Paradise, to crave a bough from the ^tree
of life. The angel gave it, and Seth carried it to
his father, but found him dead. He planted the

bough upon his grave. In course of time, when
Solomon was building the Temple, the tree was
cut down, but it refused to be fitted into any part
of the TV" 'i u . s nd was placed over a stream to

serve a?- M 'i-i; 1 - 1
. By and by the queen of Sheba

came with her gifts and
""

. Seeing the tree

she would not walk ov
,

she recognized
that the Redeemer of the world would suffer on it.

Long afterwards the Jews took it and cast it into

a stagnant pool,, which derived a miraculous virtue

from its presence : an angel descended from time
to time and troubled the water, and the first that

stepped in after the troubling was healed (cf.

[Jn] 54 ). There it remained until the time of our
T V- P,

1

"

". V" 1 it was taken out of the pool
,

.
! i. .

-
"

in -. i

1

. n i

'

Cross on which He suffered.f

Much devout fancy was inspired by the term.

It suggested a reference to the Cross in Ca 23< 5
,

which runs thus in the Vulgate :
e Sicut malus

inter ligna silvarum, sic dilectus meus inter filios.

Sub umbra illius, quern desideraveram, sedi: et

fructus ejus dulcis gutturi meo. Fulcite me flori-

"i.i:-. -Si]-, '< k i ue mails : quia amore langueo.' The
'i\ i:,'! vri;- extolled the ' arbor salutifera

' which
bore such sweet and precious fruit. One says :

'Fir*": . i-'-
1

-I- O '1 I ibnoMle lignum,
<; i.-i ,i-> : - r. .- v i"iv:: poma geris.'

And in his exquisite Laitdismus de S. Cruce St.

Bonaventura says :

* Crux est arbor decorata,
fir"-

"
- " " ""0 -.' rv.-..

' '

Cum supur :-. nurri,:miir

Cibl.SIM C'LlLalibu**.'

The Fathers loved to contrast the first tree whose
fruit brought death into the world, and the second

tree whose 'leaves are for the healing of the

nations
}

(Rev 222
).

Cf. St. Jerome onMk 1523 * Hie

figitur sill u^ in li;:no. lignoprimo infixa est niors.

Lignum primum lignum scientise boni et mali est.

Et secundum lignum boni tanturn nobis et vitse

lignum est.' In Evangel. Nicodem. xxiii., after the
*

lu.'Tvin^ of holl
' Hades says to Satan :

' All that

t-'."ii "jjiiniM'M bv the tree of knowledge (Sid. rov

| \.i- -rs v-- ~'^. by the tree of the Cross (Sid, rod

Ii/Aou rov crraupoi)) tRou hast lost.
3 See also art.

CKOSS.
LITERATURE Reference may be made to * The Leg-end of the

Cross
1
in Baring-Gould's Curious Myths of the Middle Ages,

and to Farrar's Christ in Art, p. 276. DAVID SMITH.

*
Lips, de Cruc. n. v. Though &/. is rarely applied to live

wood in classical Greek (see Lidclell and Scott, s.v.), it is fre-

qucnllv so used in later and Biblical Greek ; cf. Jg Q8-",
r>a

96 (95)'i2 104 (103)16, Lk 2331, Rev 27 222.

t Daniel, 77* "v. Symnol. i. c. n.

} Ib. i. cxli. JZ*- n. cxxu.

TRIAL OF JESUS. The narratives of \vliat may
be termed, for the sake of convenience, the two-
fold trial of Jesus yield a record of the proceed-
ings which is fairly intelligible and substantially
authentic, but which is bound up with a

triple
set

of problems. Some of these are topographical or

archaeological ; some are legal, connected with
the jurisprudence of the trial

; while others are

historical, arising from the literary criticism of
the Evangelic traditions. Tin fi '

' ""-... r

these traditions * and the lack .. \ . . >

mony occasionally prevent criticism"from throwing
a steady ray o:" ^\'i\ \ -"j*

11 !l exact course of

affairs, and this i-
;
.:"i

:

',! \ . case with regard
to the first two '!,--**.- ;"

"

i

1
;'. -problems.

1. The topographical problem. This includes
the question of rilate's Prsetorium (see vol. i.

p. 859, and PpwETORiUM), the precise im:an:u^ of

Gabbatha (Jn 1913, cf. GABBATHA and P.VVKMT.VI -.

the problem whether Annas and Caiaphas had

separate residences or stayed together in an official

house, and the site of the meeting-place of the
Sanhedrin (in the house of Caiaphas or elsewhere).
These details are discussed elsewhere in this

Dictionary, and it is unnecessary to examine them
afresh, particularly as the decisive evidence, such
as it is, has to be drawn as a rule from considera-

tions which lie outside the words of the Gospels.
The same remark applies, though in a less degree,
to

2. The legal problem. -The question whether
Jesus was legally condemned to death starts an

interesting problem in historical jurisprudence, but
it was not present to the minds of the Evangelists
or of the original reporters of the Passion ; and

this, combined with the condensed,
r '

, !.',>

and even discrepant character of the" 1 ,."
"

-.

renders it extremely difficult to answer the ques-
tion with any confidence in the affirmative or the

negative. If the Talmudic law was in force in

Palestine during the lifetime of Jesus, there would
be no course open but to agree with some savants
of last century that the Sanhedrin acted illegally.t
But the Talmud represents a much later phase of

Jewish jurisprudence, and it is probable that,

viewed in the light of contemporary practice, the

Council were careful on the whole to observe the

letter, though not the spirit, of jn-liro, arid to

practise most of the forms of ""<
,

: V
;.

'

Tliuss it is

far from certain that they :
..... i j at night,

though it seems as if they gassed their resolution

before daybreak ; and the main (oiiTiNa^aiu^l HHMD
are the neglect to warn the \\iino>>os -oloiimiy
before giving evidence, the judicial u-o 01 the

prisoners confession, and thi k niulue liable ^iuh
which the proocouinjj,- vore iiu-hocl ihroujrh. Thej
were kept \\it-hiu jiuiicitil limit- only -o far as it

was necessary to save appearances.
The proceedings before Pilate are less obscure.

It was necessary for the Jewish authorities to

obtain the governor's sanction for the execution of

the death sentence, and this involved a fresh trial

of the accused. Pilate seems to have acquitted

* The relevant passages are Mk 1453-1520, Mt 26W-271,
2325, Jn 1812-1916.

t Thus the ablest of recent jurists who have discussed the pro-

blem, Mr. A. Taylor Innes, sums up his inquiry in the words : 'A

process, begun, continued, ami iippanaiilv fir M ul in the course

of one- niirl.!. C'.mmoivi :'_* \Mih uiim "-(* ajHurinr Uo accused

who ivun -wui^ht fnr n\ tlo j'..<lprc.. hut ^Vio evident:*, was not

sustained even by Ihtm ; continuing by interrogations which

Hebrew law docs nor sanction : and ending -with a deirand for

confession which its doctors expressly forbid; all followed,

twenty-four hours too toon, bv a sent-enoe \\hich described a
claim to be the fulfiller of the hopes of Israel as blasphemy such

a process had neither the form nor the fairness of a judicial

trial.' This needs to be qualified, but substantially it seems

t Contrast, on this point, thejuristic colouring- of the Ata
Pilati (cf. von Pobschiitz, Z$TW, 1902, 89-114, and Mommsen,
ib. 198 f.).
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Jesus of the majestas or Mgh treason which the
Council first brought forwp"-1 ,-_ ji--! Him, ^but
there is some doubt as to \-

'

."! i \-- acquittal
was formally pronounced in accordance with law.
In the Markan tradition, followed by Matthew,
Pilate never pronounces Jesus to be innocent, al-

::_ 1 i

'

- >1 .

"

-"hat he did not believe Him to be
'_-:

:!
L;N. !!"- i.-a-- u--, :"

" Him to be crucified

is a desire to curry ,..: v i
'> the people. When

he discovers that they prefer Barabbas to Jesus,
and that the latter is not after all a popular in-

fatuated leader, he has little or no scruples about

handing Him over to the tender mercies of His com-

patriots. His blood be on their heads !

The Lukan tradition, followed substantially in

the Fourth Gospel, raises the problem of juris-

prudence definitely by affirming that Pilate thrice

pronounced Jesus innocent (23
4 - 14- 2

-). If so, the
first acquittal makes the reference of Jesus to
Herod illegal. But, as we shall see, it is probable
that this formal verdict is at least antedated, and
that Jesus was not finally acquitted, if He was
acquitted at all, until He had been sent back from
Herod. Thereafter the proceedings are destitute
of justice j Pilate is concerned not with his legal

duty, but with the interests of his personal safety
and popularity, which were endangered by his con-

scientious desire to release the prisoner.
Only a critical analysis and comparison of these

early Christian traditions can yield evidence for

estimating aright the problems of the jurisprudence
of the trials ; and even the results of such an inquiry
are not final,

"

".
* J1

. case of the Jewish
trial. It is wi

[ u caution of this kind
that we enter on the third "and most important
stage of our discussion.

3. The historical problem. T1-. <"i:fii -;,, and
even conflicting features in the i.---n !\<-- <," the
trial of Je-n-<a which followed His arrest (cf. ARREST
and BETRAYAL), are due to the fact that no uni-
form, or complete account of it was ever circulated

among the early Christians. The Gospels betray
different currents of tradition, and these currents
do not always flow in the same channel. Here
and there, in different circles, different phases or
reminiscences of the trial were preserved ; but not
even in the Markan narrative, with its Petrine
basis, does an exhaustive, accurate record of the

proceedings lie embedded. The later Gospels treat
the account in their own way, omitting, adapting,
and adding, to suit their own religious interests ;

and one of the tasks of criticism is to determine

how_ far these may preserve some authentic traits,
for it is as erroneous to presuppose that all later
additions to the Markan outline are unhistorical
as to assume that the details of the four canonical
stories can be harmonized into a protocol of the
actual proceedings.

In compiling- the later Acts of the Martyrs, Christians were
Letter off. For one thing, these subsequent trials were usually
deliberate ; occasionally they were expected for some time, so
that the Church was not taken by surprise, and in any case
attention was piously paid to the lasi v...ivK ;;r<l o.vx ru rvo- ci
the saint. By the 4th cent, the -'IOUT-';!''! ivpon.- of i!i-

trials became also accessible to the martyrologist ; he was
thereby enabled to write dialogues which had the merit of

expressing- not only what the accused and the accusers should
have said, but sometimes what they did say.* The trial of
Jesus found PTis adhorerils quite unprovided for any such record
of \\nai hnppenetl. 'The sudden lioman faces and ihe noKc,'
the circumstances of horror and surprise which attended the
arrest of their Master, the haste of the proceedings, and the
shock of fear which overtook them, were enough to prevent the
disciples from reali/'n^ unta \\-s jro'njr on. All was over
before they could .-u-sul; irrir in"ivj- 10 arM'iirjjr except the
general fact of the Mfi.-K.V-s .irre-' and excviriori. Afterwards,
they were able to piece together, from their own observation
and from the information of councillors like Nicodemus and
Joseph of Arimatheea, or of sympathizers in the crowd, or of
some of the women, several of the words and experiences

* Cf. F. 0. Conybeare, The Apology and Acts of Apottonius,
PP. 6-7.

of their Lord before the Council and the procurator. The

the trial.' The extant records show how
was the harvest of memory. But their

that the instinct for embroidering the f

funded olid not operate to any serious extent within the primi-
t'vt Christum traditions, while their tone of moderation tells

in favour of the essential historicity of the method in which

they record actions of the Jews and Romans which must have

outraged and shocked the later Christian conscience. There is

neither reprobatic
1

' of , :
'

.- - .v <1 judges, nor any effusive

sympathy shown v. -i i K - .:*< . Ti F - - 1S - -- -.-*-.,

not burn emotional incense before the
"

. \

they tinged with serious and direct censure. Thus St. Luke,
e.g., is content to record the painful story without pointing a

moral or adorning the tale ;
he does not stop or step aside to

blacken Judas or Herod, as Thucydides has ovpo-od Clooii and

Hyperbolus, or as many subsequent writers in (. hn-iirmii\ have
treated the Jewish and Roman actors in the Passion-story.

.

'

- - -.-
,-

"

the latter class,
- v "

sbinayyianu. iu me t>econd chapter of

. ^
' / 3 remarks ;

' The man who left on the

memory of those who witnessed his life and conversation, such
an impression of his moral grandeur, that eighteen subsequent
centuries have done homage to

" "

-
'

-. \"
'

7 in person,
was ignominiously put to deat

,

-
'. >lasphemer.

Men did not merely mistake their benefactor ; they mistook him
for the exact contrary

"
- -1 treated him as that

prodigy of impiety, wt
.,

are now held to be,
for their treatment of him.' These men, he proceeds to argue,
*

were, to all appearance, not bad men not worse than men
commonly are, but rather the contrary ; men who ;<>-- -- '1

! n

a full, or somewhat more than a full measure, ii r- l;
t

'

.-.

moral, and patriotic feelings of their time and people ; the very
kind of men who, in all times, our own included, have every
chance of passing through life blameless and inspected. The
high priest who ' " '~

v, ** when the words were pro-
nounced which,

'

. IB
'

1 ,
-

* * "
J

-,

stituted the blackest guilt, was in all i

in his horror and indignation as th- *

and pious men now are in the religi . .

they profess.' This estimate is, of course, too roseate to stand
the scrutiny of historical research. Even a Jewish authority
like Jost admits the illegality of che verdict against Jesus. Mill

forgets, too, that some of the blackest crimes of history have
been connived at, if not started., by men 01 quite ro-poctablo
character. Sincerity!- i'-> - > '..'' i"

1
-' /: or innocence, cvx-n >f it

could be shown that ( V > :h - v-<i :* '-ther priests were open-
minded people who acted in good larch when they misunder-
stood their prisoner. But the spirit which Mill properly de-
siderates in an estimate of such men is wonderfully preserved
in the Gospels. Their records have no trace of the outraged
partisan, any more than of a pious desire to cast some ad-
ventitious halo round Jesus

; and when one considers how
numerous were the temptations to i i,.\c < Jii, .' against the
Jews out of this Passion-story, or to <lv^r;. .1 . HP trivial and
extravagant circumstances (as is the case in most of the re-

levant Apocrypl:
^

r. .:.,*.*. ". .- .!.-,'"
" "

'

and wonderfully r -
, '.r:. '

! ,
.' *., !

To receive the due
religious impression of the

Evangelic narratives, it is generally enough to
read each by itself. But while devout feeling
is seldom perturbed by any discrepancies, such
differences do exist both in conception and in de-

tail, and the juxtaposition of the four Gospels in
the canon oblige^ faith to look at the variety of the
records and make some attempt at a historical
estimate of their relative contents. The main
business is to appreciate their religious interests.

Yet, whilst these are both obvious and independent
of critical research, a comparative inquiry into the
different traditions is imperative.

*

Investigations
of this kind, which attempt to weigh the merits of

conflicting or parallel accounts, have Jilways a some-
what cold-blooded and judicial spirit in them, a
spirit which cannot but be out of harmony with
that in which we can study the Passion of our
Lord

^to
our souTs profit. Yet these historical

questions must be faced, if our estimate of the

gospel is to 1 >e lifted out of the region of mere in-
herited sentiment.' *

Fortunately, verbal accuracy
is not equivalent to inner veracity. The occasional
divergences of the records do not affect seriously
either the religious truth or the historical value of
the traditions as a whole.
The

^ primary fact which emerges from such a
study is that when Jesus was brought before the

*
ProfessorBurkitt, The "Gospel History and its Transmission

(p. 139).
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Jewish authorities,* H ,
,"

. 1 1 thy of

death, and thereupon
'

. But
was He really tried ? and if so, before what
authorities ? and of what specific charge was He
fouiul guilty? These questions cannot be answered
off-hand. Still less can anj one Gospel be assumed
to be the standard by which the others are to be
measured. An examination of all four is neces-

sary, if the problems are even to be stated, much
less solved.

(a) Jesus before the Jewish authorities (Mk I453
"65

=Mt 2657'68=Lk 2254'71
). The arrest of Jesus, all

the Gospels agree, was at once followed by His
removal to the palace of the high priest in custody
of the guard. What occurred between this and
the crucifixion on the following day is usually
described as the trial of Jesus, but a glance at
the order of affairs will soon show that it is ex-

tremely doubtful if Jesus really was ever tried,
in the strict sense of the term. Pilate made an
attempt to try Him, yet we cannot be sure if it

was carried out adequately. He gave his general
impressions of the prisoner, asked a few questions
of Him and His accusers, and strove to avoid a
decision. A rough and honest informality marked
the opening stages, at least, of the intercourse
between the Romar and the Galiloean

prisoner. Latterly, ''.

'

to recognize any
rights on the part of Jesus. When he gave Him
up to be crucitied, it was against his better judg-
ment, and in ratification of a previous sentence

pronounced by the Jewish Council. Even here, as
we shall see, it is questionable if all the legal
foims Avere observed, f

According to one tradition, the Jewish trial took

place at once in the house of Caiaphas, where the
Sanhedrin had gathered, despite the lateness of the
hour. Not a moment was lost. The arrest was
followed by the examination. Then, after being
found guilty of blasphemy, Jesus was kept waiting
till morning, and exposed meanwhile to the coarse

mockery and rough play of i

*

\ < < > \
>

j
j : n \

"

j vbably ,

for the most part, the sery<"..-
oT i

1

!-' V.i
1

! priest
and the rest of the underlings). At daybreak an
adjourned meeting was held, at whicii He

<

was
formally bound (the sentence perhaps being ratified)
and handed over to Pilate's jurisdiction.
The Lukan tradition defers the examination till

the morning. After His arrest, Jesus was detained
in custody in the house of the high priest, and, in

the absence of the judicial authorities, suffered

violence at the hands of His captors. Then, at

daybreak, the Sanhedrin was hastily convened.
An abbreviated account of its proceedings is given,
in which all reference to false -witnesses and the

charge about the Temple is omitted, but the end is

the same, Jesus is found guilty, and taken away
to Pilate.

The latter tradition is more true to the regular
practice of the Sanhedrin, which met|,by day ; for
* St. Paul sometimes makes the whole nation (1 Th 214- 1S

),

sometimes the rulers especially (cf. Ac 1327. 23), responsible for
the crime, and once he ascribed it. to demonic impulse (1 Co 28).

St. Peter, in Ae 318ff-, also blames the Jerusalemites, rather than
Pilate, whom from the first the Evangelic tradition rightly re-

garded as less culpable. But even within the circle of the
canonical Gospels it is possible to trace the beginnings of that

tendency to compare Pilate favourably with the Jews, which
afterwards went to quite extravagant lengths.

t Ohwolson, in the appendix to his Das letzte Passamahl
CI,ri!L arjiuM t>>:it iho ill( 'jr.'il 'KIMO of tlu, pro<valiri'j> \\-\\* due
1o Lho r.v i IM'H ', "iio Ssiulducci-, WPO wro juliu n'W- of Die
Roman m>\ ITTIIIM m. \\trr in power at the :'ir.< . TV* 'rsm!_ipathy
to one Vros-t' Icadvptr ibmucr.ed rht-'r <la-s prp'ilojrc- in ;ho

Toi'iple iind O'O poliiv.nl it'n'wiun or ilv TIJUUTI. led iheni to

bro'iolio 01 the la\\ whk'h won 1 *! Ja\( bci n lcb probable in ilio

oao .^f :ht Pharisee*. Doronbonrs in hi-
'

.

ft. ],i Gsviniplffi*. flf> t'i /V'*j/.?^(l*v(l7).p. .'"I, had nlrva<]> urged
ihn \ ie\%. Tlti explained i he prcripiuie. conduce of the proceed-
in <ji !* imp'^iblo tor Pharisee-*, ind duo lo the wc^'-Uno^n
M'V(-rii\ of tli(- Koulri-nn-. Itnbbi /ioirlir (MI Dr Knnitif
zn-ifii'hcti, Jiitiont'iiii i/n// (*/!//'/<?', 11*07, p. !Uf.) fivji mo
blunie upon iho lltrodian**

only then were its decisions valid (cf. SANHEDBIN).
But this does not necessarily prove that it is more
original, for St. Luke may havo IK on H-iuotM";.:
out what appeared to him an irsv^.iMrii y I. li 1

.-
1

previous tradition. Upon the other hand, the diffi-

culties involved by the Markan view are serious.

Once Jesus was in their hands, the authorities had
nothing to gain "by rushing through the trial before

morning. It would be in their own interests to

preserve most of the forms of legal process ; and it is

difficult to think of the Council, or even a quorum
of twenty-three members, being already summoned
hurriedly to await the nocturnal arrest of Jesus,
when nothing decisive could be done for hours.

The probability is, therefore, that while, no
doubt, Caiaphas, Annas, and some others were on
the spot, the Council was not formally convened
until the early morning, about 6 a.m., and that
Jesus spent the night in custody. Even the
Markan tradition includes a morning examination

(Mk 15*=Mt 27 1
,
a full and formal meeting of the

court), which, after the nocturnal one3 would be
no more than a closing deliberation or a hasty
ratification of the sentence already passed. The
colourless and brief mention of this second examina-
tion shows that the Petrine tradition had no exact

knowledge of its proceedings. In reality, it had no
room for it, and its preservation is due simply to
the fact that the morning trial, which St. Luke has

described, was too firmly established in the primi-
tive record to be entirely ignored even when it was
deprived of its proper point. As to the reasons
which led the Markan tradition to dilate on a
nocturnal trial, the clue is probably to be found in

the fact hat there really was such a hasty pre-

liminary cross-questioning of Jesus ; only, it was
not before Caiaphas, but before Annas (see AISTNAS),
the influential ex-high priest, who had been at the
bottom of the whole movement to arrest Jesus.

The prisoner was taken illegally and informally
before him, questioned about His disciples and His

teaching,* and then removed to the house of

Caiaphas, where the proceedings eventually took

place which are recorded by Mark and Matthew,

The fact that this preliminary examination or ct.9u.xpifis before
Annas is recorded only in the Fourth. Gospel (1812-w-

19-4"" " * *"" " '

,. .,. ..
_

in for the sake of novelty or variety- 'inese eiroris are quite
.uvcnvin'jinar. TT:=:t-">rVa! orti^i3*" cannot be put off nowadays
M, '

: \ ' T 1 !> a>-u nipiu " L'I. 1 1 ! 1 10 M ;i
r!iii:i tradition is so exhaustive

*

U'uisuxi y'or judging the later Gospels.
' :i e\<.noi i<he Fourth Gospel (e.g. the
\<l. :. 1" i'., 882 1, with Kattenbusch
"), pp. .-'"."i., 331 f.) are winning more
i-jcn of in -o'. ools, and the insuper-

: hvr r'-ic- .N-'^ns trial is the impossi-

<m<] >i:" 1 iilibio.i.-*io]i

)ro\('!!

Cori'p.'i <lai.'biri T'-t Tiiili

&.!< of ilio CriH-iix-.u:, ."

in ?>i* C/*r?*tli:fni ~tl\H
s

1

a:ul ii."-o c'wli MCC frcir.

<ii
Y
i<:i It \ Jinoiu

\>'\i\\ of
'

j.nv

.

IOOHVI for its invention and
. . , .. -

,n>- -I" n-vi. ... !,>. ---..!! ;; 'I -,', < r. The
.j VI- t

\ ; p ( *, ;. '. "< ; r_ -j'

'

.1 t >Minine

interest.t It is not shot through, as is the later trial before

"
Jesus ignores the query with regard to the disciples (which

involved an insinuation of "sedition and conspiracy), and asserts

that His teaching was open and above-board, no esoteric doc-
trine. The well-known parallel is the remark of Socrates in the

Apologia (sod.) :
'

If any one says he ever learnt or heard from
im in prha 1

,- vUnT n'
1 other people did not hear, be sure he is

noi, s*i>i
a'tl nir ihc i.ruih.' Twice only, here and in Mk 1448, does

TTo < \jKisiuliip \\'.'.li uhe priestly authorities for their unfair

treatment ot Him. Evidently He saw that they were determined
to hav

'

'< > *.- . r -id no further protest fell from His lips (see

vol. i. ,"-"" 7 .

'

"I

'

.' blow of -In IS--2 is illustrated by that of Ac
232. It is arbitrary to take the latter us the prototype of the

former.
t The historical basis of the report fa recognized not merely

bv Ewald. Benan, and Hausrath, but by so thoroughgoing a

critic as A. Rcville (Jteus do Xazarcth, ii. 878 f.). The likelihood

is that it forms, as Oscar Iloltzmaim admits of Jn IS'^s (Life of

Jesus, Eng. tr. p. 480),
' a fragment of the good tradition pre-

served in the Jobanninc Gospel.
' The idea of Christ's publicity

(1820) is, of course, a genuinely Johanm'ne trait (cf. 7"'-)i but this

does not explain why the author should have invented the Annas
trial for it.
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?"..." -7. "!."". <"--. The Fourth Gospel, it is true,
_ >

^ -I ;,- u< r ,' , . r-'...* '. t-'-'N difficulty
is not more serious than tha < ;* - upon the
Annas trial, for the latter migiiD wen appear too insignificant
or private to be retained beside the ""."" -

*
1 or even to

be accurately distinguished from it. . ', priest had
ru IMV.\"- ID pronounce sentence, the tendency of tradition

uo'.i.d na: urr. 1

1.*
be towards the decisive proceedings before

Caiaphas.
The traditional order of the text in Jn 18, however, does not

:

' "

riginaL Some distortion has taken

I
*" - version shows, and efforts have been

made to restore the true sequence (see Moffatt, The Historical

New Test, pp, 528 f., 693 f.) perhaps the most plausible proposal

being that of Professor O. G. Findlay, who would read w.^-24
between v.i-i and v. 1

"'. Some such rearrangement is necessary,
at any rate, in order to give a coherent sense to the passage, the
'".' V >

r>, i
_

'
. ,

.
'

.
., _

*

('-
-

Synoptic account, at the
:- .'..,-. . s-t * '

- - '

"

paper in the Expositor (July 1907,"pp. 55-69).
It does not necessarily follow from

assumed the Mgh priest of 22^- was Ann
(jr

"- ;
----.; r,'<".' '.' \ >>*. **, (. i

1-*
. <'^":> '-

rom Lk 32 that St. Luke
as. But if he did, he

"

C U.JLU., W

, ,f r r v :,
-

. .-.
- n.( >:-- , i- ." V-

the Council meet, they act unanimously and simultaneously
(22&>i') ; there is no need of any mouthpiece or spokesman.

These efforts of the high priest and the Council
to secure evidence against Jesus proved at first a
failure. Many witnesses came forward, but nothing
tangible or crucial could be made out of their state-

ments.* At last some people appeared with a

garbled version of ino -r\ i"ir v nirii .-IT-IIUM! sv^v.si! 1
!

and final. Asgivoniiy Y.I : ii-xv v. L"U."-- \v '> rori^-u

it, it runs thus :

MATTHEW (2661).
I am able to de-

stroy
the temple of God,

and after three days
to build it.

JOHN (219).

Destroy (A.v<r)

this temple,

and in three days
I will raise it.

MARK (1458).
I will destroy (awraG-

Xuffti)

this temple made
with hands,

and after three days
I will build another
not made with
hands.

The saying bears on its face the stamp of authen-

ticity,t but it is impossible to ascertain its original
place or significance. The Synoptic omission of its

utterance by Jesus is all the more striking, since it

would fit in excellently with the Synoptic account
of the cleansing of the To'iipV. \vhich preceded
and determined the arrest of Jo-n*. The Fourth
Evangelist, who misplaces this incident, actually
cites it in tins very connexion (Jn 219

), but charac-

teristically he gives it a double meaning. Jesus,
he declares, was speaking of His resurrection, the
temple being the

'

!> ,

'"
to the familiar

<\-M i'il; --:i >f the age. Tne Jews, however, took
Ilii -i liirrjil'x. In all probability the saying was
4 one of thoe mystic pregnant words which imply
more than they explicitly state, or than any one
thought of when they were first uttered '

(cf. Bruce,
Kingdom of God, pp. 306-310). The original mean-
ing may have been that Jesus, who claimed to be
greater than the Temple (Mt 126), would raise His
community, even though the Jewish system of

worship was shattered. His cause was not bound
up with the Temple. If He came to associate His
own death with the ruin of the sanctuary, it was
inevitable that the conception of His personal
resurrection should further colour the saying.
But in any case the later Christian reflexion would
readmit in the light of the resurrection, whether with
or without any Iiistorical justification. The Fourth
Twi ^-li.-l. urho make-* Jo^us not only fully cpn-
-riou- 01 UK Messianic dignity and approaching
death from the first, but outspoken on the subject,
has naturally no difficulty in placing the statement
at the threshold of His ministry, and it has been
argued that this length of time between the saying
and its quotation at the trial is historically neces-
* The term *a-ou (Mk 1456, Cf . v.S9) refers to harmony of state-

ment. Had the Evangelist meant '

adequate,'
*

equal to the
occasion/ Jie would have used ixo^eti or some equivalent.

t Compare the discussion of Strauss (Life ofJesus, En<*. tr. by
George Eliot, 114), who upholds its historicity against the
suspicions of Bretschneider.

sary in order to explain
e that hesitation and

contradiction about the evidence of the "
false

witnesses," and the extreme difficulty in procuring
it, which both St. Matthew's and St. Mark's
accounts of the trial of Christ distinctly attest

'

(R. H. Hutton, Theological Essays, p. 228). The
contention is unconvincing. Such a saying, if

uttered even a day^
or two before to an excited

crowd, would readily be caught up and ^twisted
according to the sympathies or the antipathies
of people. Words such as those of Mk 132 would

inevitably colour it, and the passion of these utter-

ances indicates that the mind of Jesus must have
been concerned with the Temple and its future in

relation to His message more deeply than our
extant records happen to disclose, in any^case,
popular animus needed but a few days to distort

an enigmatic saying of this kind. Many versions

of it \\ouM be afloat on the bubbling tide of gossip
in the Jerusalem streets, and some of these were
uttered by hostile lips to hostile ears before the

Council.
St. Mark bluntly calls this information a piece of

false evidence, false because it misrepresented the
real meaning of Jesus by attributing to Him a

revolutionary design of which He was innocent.

It failed, owing to the disagreement of the wit-

nesses. For some reason, which the Ei;m^cli-(
leaves unexplained, their testimonies did not tally ;

no coherent and decisive proof could be picked out
of their conflicting reports. St. Matthew, on the
other hand, will not go thi- length. Not merely is

he silent upon the disagreement of the witnesses

(contrast Mk 1456 - 59
), but he refuses to call them

false witne^es outright. .

""''

..."": ':.! may be
implied in -26~M. To th !' .".:!": .:-y witness

against Jesus probably . . ;, :','. witness.
He lays stress upon the original desire of the
authorities to find false witness, imjl\ in^ i|iai they
would stick at nothing to secure the conviction of

Jesus, and that they eventually managed to secure
evidence which, being in itself blasphemous, and
being legally corroborated by two witnesses (26

60'61
),

enabled them to proceed with their design. St.

Mark, who admits that the authorities were bent
on oompa^injr rlio death of Jesus, does not accuse
them of (.Idiberjitoh searching for false witness
from the (ir-t. rhonjrh he points out that even the
evidence they secured was inadequate from a legal
standpoint (cf. vol. i. 575-576).
Both agree, however, that Jesus, on being

<-1iiill<'ii<, a by the high priest, refused to answer
the charge. He kept a dignified silence,

"^

probably
for the reason given in the words put by Luke into
His mouth (22

617- 68
). It was idle to argue with

those who had already made up their minds to
find Him guiltv. His stern, calm silence was a
judgment of His so-called judges. Their malevo-
lent prejudice deprived them of the right to de-
mand information about His mission. The Mgh
priest, who spoke in their name, was eager, not
to elicit

the^ truth, but to make the prisoner in-
criminate Himself as a mezith or sacrilegious foe
of Judaism, by giving some explanation of the
alleged saying. The silence of Jesus baffled and
irritated him. It threw him out in his calcula-
tions. There were probably some in the Council
who were not particularly favourable to the designs
of Annas and Caiaphas; the failure to attack
Jesus for cleansing the Temple may indicate, per-
haps, that several members t rather approved of

* Cf. BushnelFs Mature and the Supernatural (oh. x.).
t They reasoned, or might have reasoned, that the cleansing

1

of the Temple would be a very unlikely act on the part of a
reformer who designed its destruction. But in any case, that
action was not seriously and instantly challenged by the
authorities (Mk II27), and its sequel proves that no exception
was taken to it by the religious people of the city or even by
the Romans.
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the act ; and It was a matter of moment to bring
the whole Council into line against Jesus, to rouse

every interest, sacerdotal (cf. vol. i. pp. 297-298)
and official, in order that a unanimous verdict

might be carried to Pilate. Furthermore, there
was the people to consider. Jesus had sympa-
thizers whose number was unascertained. If He
was to be got rid of, it must be on some broad,
serious charge

' '''!' i"J
'

<< v,"d a wave of
nir'-'A-l^'I'iM 1

*^ i
" !:: !' 'is.- ,- ,;"-. indignation.

Sacerdotal .!":
,;,;. is generally a past master

in the art -, ;;.'' upon such prejudices and
organizing popular teeling in aid of its own ends,
and the next move of the high priest showed no
inconsiderable skill. He chose his new ground
admirably. But it is not clear why he shifted
his position so suddenly. Was he aware of the
Messianic claims of Jesus and astute enough to
use them, as a last resource, for the purpose of

forcing some
" "'" ''*.. iswer? Or was the

ground really
' '

' '

1
, it be inferred from

the primitive Evangelic tradition, as reproduced by
Mk. and Mt. alike, that the saying about the

Temple (Mk 1458=Mt 2661
) was held to imply a sort

of Messianic claim *
upon the part of Jesus? In

that event, the high priest's next question would be

simply a further move on the line already taken.
The former \v "..".,

is, upon the whole, the more
likely of the two. But in any case the point is

plain. Foiled by the silence of Jesus in his at-

tempt to make capital out of the witnesses' report,
Caiaphas proceeds to put the straight and final

question,
s Art thou the Christ?' (Mk 1461 = Mt

2663
, cf. Lk 2266

; Mk.'s addition,
' the Son of the

Blessed,
3

is probably more original than Mt.'s

generalized 'the Son of God'}.-\ It was a cate-

gorical and crucial query. Matters were now
brought to an issue which Jesus could not and
would not evade.
His answer is variously reported :

* I am (ye6
efyu) : and yoio will see the Bon ofMan seated on the

right hand of the Power> and coming with the clouds

of heaven
'

(Mk 1462) ;

* It is as thou sayest (<n> etTras).

Yet I tell you, in future you will see the Son of
Man seated on the right hand of the Power, and
coming on the clouds ofheaven

'

(Mt 2664
) j

* You will

not believe if I tell you, nor will you answer if I
question you. Butfrom henceforth the Son ofMan
shall be seated on the right hand of the Power of
God '

(Lk 2267-69
). Primarily, the saying is a remi-

"-' '-CM'"! ;"!
n

i- ,,,""M < if ,he Messianic passage in
!

>' T '. : in / ",":; ^i--j-K" has also the opening of

Ps 110 in His mind a psalm which in those davs
was more than once upon His lips (cf. Mk 12s8).
So much is clear. But the details of the answer
are not always 411110 intelligible. Thus St. Luket
divides the question into two, and, in reply to the

query,
* Art thou the Son of God?' makes Jesus

reply : /x,et$ X<fyere, 6'n ?yc& dpi (22
70

). On the other

hancl, the Markan answer is perfectly explicit (cf.

Menzies, The Earliest Gospel, p. 267). Jesus replies,
' I am.' St. Matthew, again, gives an evasive or

ambiguous turn to the words by the phrase cri>

eliras, which here, as in 2628
,

is commonly under-
stood to mean a qualified affirmative. The person
addressed replies in the sense of the questioner.
' You say so. I will not contradict you.'

*
I answer

you out of your own lips.' Recently, however,
tJhwolson, followed by Merx, N. Schmidt (The

Prophet of Nazareth, p. 287), and others, has

* The reconstruction of the Temple in the new age was one
vir\ i'!" :1 o Mo-vnli, luvorrtinar to orne rirc-les of pro-Christian
.h.'l:r-m (cf. Kn'vh ',iv> etc.; BOUS&L:., Relfffion ties Jndeiitnm# t

avoidance of God's name, in accordance with Jewish

challenged the intorp'-ciJiii'-:
1 of the phrase as a

Rabbinic form 01 aihrinapion ; instead of being
1

explanatory phrase.
VOL. II. 48

shown ( Words ofJesus, p. 3u9 i. ),'it is unnecessary."
1*

But, minor discrepancies apart, the answer re-
veals three cardinal traits of Jesus : His courage
in confessing the Messianic vocation, when death
was the inevitable consequence ; His serene con-
fidence in the success of His cause upon earth ; and
His admission that only the future could unfold
the real meaning of His Person.f The last point
is to be noted specially. The high priest's question
was so contrived as to make any answer fatal,
whether negative or affirmative. In the one case,
Jesus would lose all His influence and authority ;

in the other. He would be liable to judgment as a
pretender. But Jesus realized that even a "bare af-
firmative would be misleading, since His Messianic
vocation was widely different from what the ordin-

ary expectation imagined. Hence the fuller state-

ment, wrung from the tension and passionate faith
of His soul. The words seized on by the Council
were those ivjv'-'iii^

1

i< His claim to sit at the
right hand : ;i>e I'oui'i-, but it must not be in-
ferred $ from this that the charge of constructive

blasphemy for which Jesus was condemned was
dissociated from His Messianic claims. The con-
tention that such claims were not blasphemous in
themselves all depends on the character of the

person who made them. The Council considered

themselves, rightly or wrongly, absolved from
entering into any minute examination of the con-
duct and aims of Jesus. On that their minds
were already made up, as His arrest shows. The
attitude of Jesus to the Law and the Temple and
the cherished religious traditions of Judaism left

no doubt in their minds that He was a dangerous
person, in whom it would be superfluous to look
for any Messianic criteria. His proMiinpuoTi in
(Ininiiii". Messianic honour was in it-elf Ma<pJiomy
of a capita! order, as it involved a Miper-e.-Hon of

the Mosaic Law, and His words now corroborated
the impression already made by His actions that
He was a discredited pretender to Divine rank,
and a false and disloyal prophet. In short, the
verdict of the historian, as Holtzmann puts it, must
be: 'Jesus confessed Himself to be Messiah, was
condemned as a false Messiah, and executed as
a i>n.'tcii<l< r.'

11

Caiaphas had now gained his point. He had in-

duced Jesus to convict Himself out of His own
mouth, and with a pious gesture of horror (cf. 2 K
2211

, 1 Mac lln, Is 371
etc.) he professes himself

at once shocked by the blasphemy of the Galilsean,
and satisfied with the result of hi?- inli.rro<iiilou.

He appeals theatrically to the ( uiiricil if ih's?- U nou

enough, evidence, and J

1

\
1

< i V 1

.

''; agree.
The condensed and <;' >'\ ," . .

'

the report
makes it impossible for us to be sure whether this

verdict was as premature and illegal as it appears
to be, and whether the irregularities were held to

* Of. H. Holtzmann, Dtt.-' i.-.vWf'a/.-'-r/*.' 7?.">r'',-v-wm 7fl.-">A

(1907), PP 29-31, as against "U rt <U''s -Mt>;i <J)* M'wfitt.'fJui'mniP,

741) that the phrac 'Son of God' must be taken in a meta-
physical ,

not in a theocratic sense.

f Bang-el, on Mt 2664, has one of his fine comments :
(In ewZ-

versissimis quibusque rebus summos fines ettituzque in&u&ri,
i ..'i' H- 'if -'if "V- *-' 7 i.'

,
\ ^ '

i \\ i
'

,< who omits Mk 1461- 62 in order to support
this reacfinfr. of 1 1>< ri; :!< T.. Rm T I

1 '* rlo< s HOT- follow ihculcncc
of Jesus very iipilr : I'T biu-pi'onp. is niorv naiuralJy ooi\-

neeied \\irh Luc -
v 'M 1

.rJ)h

1

or\\iir<l ntioranoo ot Jos;i.f than v\ith

the divergent n i>or* -of i ho \\ii ru -ses, and Lk.'s XTS TC O-TGUMTOS

U.ITGV is probably a correct gloss.
Cf. Mk 27.

Das Messmnifchp R?fint*ftfwin Jesni (1907), pp. 35-36,
wlmre the various views of recent critics on this point are

adequatelv summarized. For the punishment of a false prophet,
see Dfc 131*5 1820-22.
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be justified by the -u. ,*.< \ v/hich had trans-

pired. The Evange '
. i- i . .

:

'

:
. >M was naturally

more concerned with the result than with the

precise processes of the trial. In any case, how-
ever, it is unmistakable that the priests had now
got what they wanted. They had secured from
Jesus a confession which was nominally equivalent
to a blasphemous claim (on this see vol. i* pp. 209-

210), derogatory to the Divine Being. But we are
in the dark as to how far the ordinary forms of

jurisprudence were observed, whether the witnesses
were cautioned hoforu ^i\ in^ evidence, whether the
case for the defeii'-o wa-* I'HM of all opened, and so

forth. The !,'' V 1

. ')oint is that Jesus was
condemned

"

.

- :

blasphemy. To convict
Him of claiming to ue Messiah, and
with that, would not have appealed tt

cees. More was needed, and this was supplied by
the fact of Jesus, a Galilsean peasant, with revolu-

tionary views upon the cultus, daring to claim for

Himself Messianic honours, and thus threatening
to supersede the sacrosanct legal system o:

Judaism.
(b) Jesus before Pilate (Mk 151

-20=Mt 271'31=Lk
231-35-jn IS^-IQ16

). If the proceedings before the
Jewish Council strained even the letter of justice,
those before the Roman authorities show little or no
attempt whatsoever to try the prisoner judicially.
Jesus does not appear to have been legally tried
before Pilate. The Roman governor, after the
first turn in the case, seems thf:v i- V< -i \>*'\\\ ;:.,;"!>,

anxious to discover the most
]_

ili ; i<- i-i :. r-o ii" ,; '
'. i >

as well as to thwart the authorities. His sense of

justice was overborne by considerations of personal
advantage and civil prudence. But he was not
driven to this end without reluctance, and the
record of the proceedings, which took place in the

open-air in front of his palace or tribunal, is of
considerable

i >^yc 1 iolo^i <,'.! interest.
The first plia-ae "i rlu; nrial before Pilate is the

procurator's dismissalof '1 .."!,: o T /-"''>
brought auainst Je-us fc I! -: , .',"-.
ally fixed upon the political rather than the re-

ligious side of the Messianic claim as the more
likely to carry weight with the governor.
According to one tradition,t Pilate takes the

initiative by asking Jesus if He is really the king
of the Jews. The question breathes pity and con-

tempt and wonder. This forlorn Galilsean peasant
(<TTJ emphatic) a claimant of royalty ! The quiet
reply is, <ri> X^yets (cf, vol. i. 931b

). To the subse-
quent outburst of accusation from the Jewish
leaders, Jesus vouchsafes no reply; nor will He
even deign to interpret His silence to the astonished
procurator. Plainly, this is a very abridged version
of the actual facts, and we turn for fuller details
to Luke. According to hi$ account, the Jewish
authorities push forward with their accusation
before Pilate has time to speak, and the charge
is threefold : He is accused of being a seditious
agitator, of forbidding the payment of tribute to

the^Boman emperor, and of claiming to be *
Christ,

a king.' A
Apolitical charge is thus cleverly foisted

into the religious complaint, and the procurator,
who would have nothing to do with a vague accusa-
tion, naturally fixes on the third point, asking
Jesus (as in the other tradition) if He is really the

* Their rrmlNrv v rsplo Mwii entering the PrtBtorium is
noted by th- '"--- '-- 7 ~- - --" * - -*-

In the
sinister
dare
Men must have some scrap of conscienre left to hide"them from
themselves* Tnxrard rtenpi'i-it . \\ IT principled action, are atoned
for by outer decorum '

(Koiih, O,M,// i,f John, ii. 135)
fThe Fourtii i:\anjrJim ij,L)/]iia >" St. Matthew (2711), here

follows the fO'idr-n-'td .Mnrkan tr.vlition (152), leaving it un-
explained how JPilate had come to hear of the accusation of
royalty, hut implying that Jesus had not heard the priests
laying this information before the governor.

king of the Jews. Luke's account <v .,p',l\ _!.--

a better sense here than the other, i"-- i r \]_-Y
:

:
-

how Pilate came to put his question ; whereas, in

the evidence of Mk 152=Mt27n ,
there is nothing

to account for '"'' 1-1 '

eizing this point at all.

That the ehar,-
' was astute but unjust

needs no proof (cf. vol. i. p. 246a
). The Gospels

show how scrupulously Jesus kept clear of abetting
the fanatical hatred of Rome felt by many of His

fellow-countrymen, and probably it was this refusal

to side with them which secretly iii-li^.'ileV! their

plan of attack. At any rate, as Kenan observes,
' Conservative religious bodies do not generally
shrink from calumny.' To refute the charge was
superfluous in the eyes of Jesus. His silence did
all that was necessary ; it repudiated the ac-

cusation.

The silence of Jesus before Pilate was due to moral reasons.
Dr. Salmon, in his posthumous work, The Human Element in

.//

*
. ". :. 512), prefers, indeed, to attribute it to

' ' * '

-v- IT, * -
; . ..-.-. , -

, r. - : -

ous day, of the si i>'<
-- "

. .".l .
'..' '>.;-< !

! -

tormentors, His physical frame was incapable of conducting* a
discussion. And we could sufficiently account for Pilate's

unwillingness to condemn, if he perceived tt

whom so much accusation was brought was
a word in His own defence. In this choice between Jesus and
Barabbas, might he not feel that the more dangerous enemy to
Caesar was the man in vigorous health who had already taken

'

which many lives had been lost, and
. ^ b, who seemed unable to speak, much

less to act. And if he had no trust in the loyalty of the Jewish

advisers, might he not have even suspected that they were
willing to sacrifice one whom the;;

" " "

a order
to save the life of one who would What-
ever may he thought of the psy in the
latter part of this paragraph, the opening sentence does not seem
adequate to the facts. Even when wearied (46f-), Jesus would
not allow fatigue to prevent Him from speaking, if utterance
were necessary. If He was silent, it was because He was
unwilling, not because He felt unable. Besides, the impression
left by the record of the last two days of the life of Jesus is

-~"\, TT"- 1 1

"

.

"

- n i"

"

:-,"". been considerable. Upon
liie whoie, men, ib is needless 10 attribute His silence before
Pilate to any other reason than a belie" "'

.1 PI ,
! ,-';i;' - of

innocence were useless, coupled, as that '. , , -, .\-". , dm
consciousness of truth which left no room for even a vestige of

anxiety about the ultimate success of His cause.

The impression made by Jesus upon Pilate
started a series of attempts upon the part of the

" '

to extricate himself and his prisoner
1

situation created by the rancour of the
Jewish authorities. Three separate movements
were made by him in this direction. The first

was to change the venue of the trial ; for Herod
as a G-alilsean might be expected to judge this
Galilsean peasant more fairly than the Jerusalem
authorities. After this device had failed, Pilate
tried to get behind the priests, and nj.)iojjl

! the
better feelings of the people when ur: i.in- -<-.i by
sacerdotal and ecclesiastical intrigues ; surely a
Messiah would "be popular, he argued, recollect in r

the hot patriotism of the nation. But, to his

disgust and dismay, Barabbas was preferred to
Jesus. Finally, as a last resource, he tried to
work on their pity, now that their >

'

\ 1-

'

1- .-. *

out of the question; he presented .':- !> \ \.

with the bloody marks of scourging upon Him, as
an object to excite compassion (Jn 19lf

"). This
again proved of no avail, and with its collapse
Pilate saw the disappearance of the last chance of

rescuing the prisoner. Such is, in rough outline,
the scheme of events which we can recover from a
careful scrutiny of the extant records.

St. Luke, indeed, makes Pilate at once pronounce
Jesus innocent (23

4
). But this is far too ;ibrnpt.

Tlio probability is that (Mk 158"5=Mt 27 1J -14
)
iho

priests and <ldoi-> continued to heap fresh accusa-
tions upon Him, and that His silence under the
strain of calumny roused Pilate's astonishment.
The procurator was evidently puzzled to know
what to do with this prisoner. For though silence

may have been, equivalent, in Roman law, to a
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confession of guilt, lie was unwilling to pronounce
sentence in this case without some further evidence,
and the invectives of the Jewish authorities did
not point to any conclusive or reliable ground for

arriving at a judgment. The very silence of

Jesus, as Keim properly observes, impressed the
j.!-...

,i", ,) more than the eager, noisy vehemence
of \\'

'

.

' He did not infer guilt or
11 '"

i

"
' silence, as the official and

imperious consciousness even of a miM Pliny the
Younger was apt so quickly to do : an evidence
this of Pilate's intelligence, and still more of the
impression pW:.i '<" by the Lord even when He
uttered no "-!." I : the midst of this perplexity
the word c

Galilee,' flung up on the torrent of

invective, . /
' "

ear. He seemed to see a
chance of "_""" nself

,
and perhaps of helping

Jesus. I-
"

.1 ..- . had been guilty of crime
within the borders of Galilee, plainly Herod
Antipas was the man to deal with Him ; he might
be more impartial, too, than the local priests and
scribes. Besides, it was a politic attention to

Antipas. So the procurator gladly dismissed his

prisoner to the Galilsean tetrarch, only too relieved
to be quit, as he hoped, of this inconvenient

responsibility. But this change of venue was
futile. It was not exactly illegal, for, as has been
observed, the words of Lk 234 are probably intro-
duced too early ; the other Gospels know nothing
of such an acquittal at this point. But it did not
help Pilate. The crafty Herod was shy of touching
any charge of majestas. As Mr. Taylor Innes puts
it,

' the Idumean fox dreaded the lion's paw, while

very willing to exchange courtesies with the lion's

deputy.'
The transference of Jesus to Herod (ct vol. i. 722) is one of St.

Luke's special contributions to the story of the Passion (236-16,
of. Ac 427). Whether taken from oral tradition (cf. Justin

Martyr, Dial. 103) or from the Jewish Christian source (note
the technical Jewish xpurrw /a?.; '- I- :

MJ: Messiah, 232) which
some critics trace below his !!MT: I

L"'V, :i goes back to the
memories of the Christians who belonged to the Herodian
entourage (cf. 83 04)} and ought never to have been suspected by
a sane criticism. No satisfactory motive for its invention can
be adduced.* St. Luke (IS1) was perfectly aware that, when it

suited his * """ " " " " ""

The autho- .

-

The presei ,

(v.iO) is, at nrsu signi/, certainly a aimcuicy ; it imgm suggest
that here, as perhaps at 2252 (cf. 2266), the historian has gone
too far in emphasizing the activity of the Jewish authorities.
But it is just possible that they feared to let the prisoner out
of their sight. Herod was not to be relied on. He might take
it into his head to release Jesus out of spite or caprice, as Pilate
had threatened to do, and with relentless t vigour some of the
authorities may have kept on the track of their victim. The
omission of 2310-12 in the Sina*

"

> "..!-* -i "- K 1
" "

due
to harmonizing tendencies. < .- *'t "< ''- * '. s< ;uate
ground for excising it (so Wellhausen J) as a later gloss, for

even if the inferior reading, 'I sent him (Jesus) to him (Herod)*
be adopted, it does not necessarily imply that the authorities
were not present at Herod's examination. Pilate is not giving
them fre&h information. He is simply rehearsing the facts of

the case in a semi-formal fashion.

St. Luke does not exaggerate the share of Herod
in Christ's death, as does the later Gospel of Peter,
which makes Antipas sentence the prisoner form-

ally. The historian simply living- on-'-, the idle

curiosity of the tetrarch. Th<; ino*-Li ry of Jesus,
in which he is said even to have participated him-
self, was prohably due to irritation at his failure

to elicit any answer from the prisoner. Herod's
wounded dignity and baffled curiosity were up in

arms to take a* petty vengeance {cf. vol. i. 454a),

and both he and Pilate were consoled for their
trouble and annoyance by getting their feud

* The ordinary theory that Herod is made the representative
of Judaism, to exculpate pi.'jra'ii-ni (THaio). r-ontradicts 2Sis.

t There is a dramatic POMIT-; between the two uses of this

Lukan term &ITOV&>$ here and in Ac IS1
***.

J He deserts here his favourite D (&VETSU-.!/* y*o ius trpoe

ctyTov). Compare, against him, Blass in The, Philology of the

Gospels, pp. 183-184.

Bengel's caustic comment on v.s is :
' Potentes minus

obvium habuere Jesum: et illi solent esse ultimi in cognos-
cendis rebus regni dei.'

patched up and their mutual jurisdiction recog-
nized. Their treatment of Jesus gave each the
oppuvlunitiV of a politic and inexpensive generosity.

1'iiao* iJen, according to Luke, proposes a weak
compromise {23

13' 16
). To appease the Jews he will

scourge this harmless fanatic, Jesus, before re-

leasing Him ; for release Him he must, as His
guilt has not been proven. The innocence of Jesus
seems to be formally pronounced. Herod's refusal
to convict Him gives Pilate the tardy courage to

acquit the prisoner before His accusers, but it does
not lend him courage to carry out the strict legal
consequences of the decision. Utilitarian motives
come into play.* Th< ,.-.. alizes that he
must try to conciliate

"

. Jews. Since
his offer to >co;irjre Jc^u-* is i^nominionsly rejected,
some other compromise must be devised.
Here all the Gospels come into line, with an

account of Pilate's next attempt to save Jesus,
this time at the expense of Barabbas (see BARABBAS
and INSURRECTION), though St. Luke less happily
omits all reference to the custom of releasing a

prisoner, and makes the idea of "^ .

"" "*

.

with the Jews (23
18

), not with
Matthew inserts a piece of very secondary tradition
about Pilate's wife (27

19
, cf. vol. i. p. 495) in order

{' \|ii,,"
>i the governor's hesitation, as well as to

;

' " A\ i

"

: < malice of the Jews into relief. A further
addition f of St. Matthew is the dramatic incident
of Pilate washing his hands before the people, and
lror-laiip.inj: his innocence of the judicial crime
\\hiVh i hoy were bent on perpetrating (27

24- ->5
).J

The incident may be St. Matthew's anecdotal way
of depicting the idea of the Jews' real responsibility
for the death of Jesus. In any case, once the

people deliberately pro for Tiarabbas, Pilate plainly
throws off all rc^poTi-Lbiiii \ for all that follows.

Probably the revelation of Christ's unpopularity
removed the last scruple of conscience which he
felt. Why should he endanger his position and
risk a tumult among the people for the sake of a
Galilsean dreamer who had not a single adherent
to stand by Him ? Pilate could afford to thwart
the priests, perhaps, but it was another matter
when the people asserted their wishes.

In response to his half-perplexed, half-ironical

inquiry as to what, then, is to be done with Jesus
the so-called Christ, the reply (unanimous, accord-

ing to Mt 2722
) is,

*

Crucify him.' Carlyle, in the
sixth oT "!

:
.*"."

*
- FampMets, takes this to

be an i" ,- , -i
'

i . absurdity of universal

suffrage. Can it be proved that since the

beginning of the world there was ever given a
universal vote in favour of the worthiest man or

thing ? I have always understood that true worth
in any department was difficult to recognize ; that
the worthiest, if he appealed to universal suffrage,
would have but a poor chance. . . . Alas, Jesus
Christ asking the Jews what He deserved, was
not the answer. Death on the gallows !

'

_
But the

point of the incident is not quite this. The
Markan tradition, followed by 'Matthew (27

20=
Mk 1511

), indicates the responsibility of the priests
rather than of the people. The latter were in-

* Compare the defence of the governor's action in Sir James

Stephen^ Liwrdj, Equality, fraUnritj/, p. S8t It is not a
bench on which historical criticism will be content to rest for

long. See Zimmermann's Histor. Wert der {tltezten UeberL
. .

1 Besides rho jicominT of Judas (27^-; cf. vol. i, 911); on these

fragments of Palestinian Jewish tradition see W. C. Allen's

*St. Matthew' (ICO), p. 315. 'When truth is in danger,' said

Dr. John Ker, 'the conduct of many is to wash their hands in

Pilate's basin of weak neutrality ; but they only soil the water,
and do not cleanse their hands.'

1 Note lh<i intentional repetition of Zu.s7-' fosfffa from 27*.

The opposition of the people to Pilate's suggestion may
have been due in part to his own unpopularity. The Jews
would readily take any opportunity of thwarting

1 a proposal
from one who had so repeatedly defied their prejudices and

religious tastes.
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stigated by the sacerdotal authorities, who were
afraid of Pilate's appeal, and jealous* of the pos-
sible -i

1
..;

>:

.y v- V h Jesus might win among the

crovu. v >
i
:

!"!;_;. they worked how, we are

not told upon the'passions of the mob, religious
and political. The result was a wild outcry for

the release of Barabbas, which at once showed
Pilate that Jesus was not a favourite of the people,
but merely a discredited provincial.
The general outline of the closing scene, despite

variations in detail, is fairly distinct. Pilate allows

himself to be overborne by the popular clamour.

Finding that his attempts to expostulate with the

mob are fruitless, he at last lets them have their

own way, M II O,I |

"

the fatal words ege\euorrj els

(TTOLVp&V (ib
* ''"'//' ,

Before ordering the prisoner off to the death

which, in Roman law, must immediately follow the

capital sentence, he bids the lictor, /, lictor, conliga

manuSsflagettisverberetur; Jesus^is then subjected
to the scourging which preceded, in Roman usage,f
the last act of the death punishment. Such at

least, according to one tradition (Mk 1515=Mt 2726
),

was the significance of the ;-courgin^ ; it was a mere

accessory to the crucifixion. In JLuke, it occupies
an earlier and a different position, as we have seen,
whilst J in the Fourth Gospel (19

lf
*) it forms part

of the mockery, and issues in Pilate's presentation
of Jesus to the people in order to excite a pity or

a contempt which might allay their malice. This
is probably correct. In closely associating the

scourging with the mockery, though not in placing
them prior to the formal condemnation, the Fourth

Evangelist is following the Markan tradition. He
rightly brings out the third and last appeal of

Pflate, before the final sentence is pjonounced.
But for the details of this bloody punishment we
must look outside the Gospels. All four eschew

any harrowing pictures of the scene. The simple
and sober mention of the fact is all that the
tradition has preserved.

(c) 77n- jn"<'l:'ti'<j ofJesus (see CROWN OF THORNS,
MOCK i- u v, It IT. 6, THORNS). That Jesus was in-

sulted and ill-treated during the course of His
trial is a fixed part of the Evangelic tradition,
but it is uncertain when and where the cruel sport
took place. According to one tradition (Mk I465

= Mt 2667- 68
} it followed the condemnation by the

Sanhedrin ; either the bystanders j|
or the servants

* This ill-will (Mk 1510=Mt 27i) towards one who had chal-

lenged their vested interests and ecclesiastical authority was
patent to Pilate (cf. vol. i. 521 1, and Lidgett's Spiritual Prin-
ciple of the Atonement, p. 11 f.). As we know from the record
of his previous conflict with the Jews, he took an insolent

delight in humiliating
1

them, which had thrice led to an even
more humiliating surrender upon his own part. The trial
of Jesus gave him another chance of thwarting the authorities.
But he had learned prudence by this time. He would use Jesus
as far as possible to exasperate the Jews, but he would have
ii't"-> hi fiii. r<>". :n s'U'r'f .'ir'jr Tr'-s prisoner to safeguard his own
crul-i .and lu-im.ariii

, |,ir,i<';.!ar i when he found that the
G.f "ViaM \\n* u'lpop-iI.Lr H'.'ii.-f.

1

-.

t Thus I'K. Jon'.- i-angh. outside Jerusalem during the siege
by Titus * were first scourged, then tormented with all kinds of
torture before they died, and were crucified opposite the walls
of the city

'

(Jos. BJ v. xi. 1).

t Perhaps founding- on the hint of Lk 2322
} where it is part

of Pilate's 3ug<rete<l compromise. The position of the scourg-
ing-, with rhe subsequent Ecr* tfomo incident (Jn 191-3- 4f.), fg

rightly assigned by the Fourth Evangelist.
How fcr flu- iMfliroM l!U> been affected by the natural

desire (cf. .\<j i.V"--'-,! ;o coufnr:n the sufferings of Jesus to such
OT prophecies as Is oO^f. (cf. Mic 51), it is impossible to deter-
mine. Even Matthew, with, his predilection for discovering
fulfilment of prophecy, does not refer to such passages. The
likelihood is, as Strauss admits ( 128), that while Jesus was
actually maltreated as the Evangelists record, 'their descrip-
tions are modelled on ;'>>><.- ., ^,i,-"-. v hen once Jesus
appeared as a sufferer :i:'-l in 'iron

1
-

I i>- r-<>' , were atrolied to
Him.*

* rF

II Apparently including even some of the councillors them-
selves a trait of Oriental passion which, in view of Jos. BJ
vi. v. 3, is not to be taken as a touch of the Evangelic tradition
inconsistent with the dignity of the authorities. \Vellhauscn
thinks Mt.'s version ( = high priests) is original.

of the high priest or the councillors (Mt.) blind

folded Him, spat in His face, and rained blows

upon Him,* asking Him with jeers to prophesy
who struck Him. St. Luke (22

63 -65
) more accu-

rately places this horseplay during the nocturnal

interval between His arrest and the assembling of

the Council in the morning, when no responsible

parties were present to prevent vulgar iini lenities

being heaped on the defenceless prisoner, bt. Luke
also narrates (23

11
) that Herod and. his troops

treated their prisoner with : : '*:>; ::le as a
soi-disant king; and, when ,

-^
i .<': of the

Herod interview is accepted as historical, there is

no reason to doubt that such violence may have
been inflicted, unless Luke is held to have trans-

ferred to Herod the mockery which the earlier

tradition (Mk 1516~20
, Mt 27*^) ascribes to Pilate.

This second mockery consisted in the troops

arraying Jesus in a scarlet military mantle,

spitting on Him (in caricature of the kiss of

homage), crowning Him with thorns, putting a
reed in His hand, and paying mock deference to

Him.t Then, beating Hitn unmercifully, they
stripped Him of this linery, and reclothed Him
in His own garments.

' In our time, when a man
has been sentenced to death, we do not think it

right to add to his sufferings by preliminary
torture ; but it was not so in former days ; if

bystanders, in their iv^.-'M.i'Hi added to what
had been sentenced by the judge, all this was
looked upon as no more than giving the criminal

his deserts ; and this volunteered addition to the

judge's sentence was no doubt the severest part
of the penalty.' The rough treatment of Jesus,

however, by the soldiers of Pilate took place within
the barracks. As it was aimed at the nation

through the person of Jesus, it was not politic to

conduct it in the open air.

The mockery of Jesus was thus twofold. That
inflicted by the Jews was meant for Jesus the

grophet
; that of the Roman soldiers, as of Herod's

yrian troops, was occasioned by His pretensions
to be a king. He was ill-treated, as He was con-

demned and crucified, for being a royal pretender.
There is no reason to suppose that the second

mockery is an unhistorical echo of the former, or

that even the former is (Brandt, Evangel, geseh.

p. 69 f . ) constructed elaborately out of Old testa-
ment suggestions. But a more real problem has
been raised, in recent years, with regard to the

meaning of the mockery. Several scholars have

attempted to find, in the details of this incident,
allusions to the mock coronation which preceded
the grotesque Saturnalia of the Sac&an festival

in ancient Babylonia, celebrated throughout Asia
* Professor Burkitt (The Govpel

" * T ' '

,

pp. 51-53) holds that vJff la-nv o roe,!, /'
addition of the Evangelist, and that the real meaning of Mk
1463 is that the face of Jesus was covered because He was form-
nlT.v onjul'-i'iiiul (!%; T-). IV,!. ip rh> c\^it, the blindfolding
'.louMimvdif.Kl. lo.lnvili, f>oi"'li"i>.'ilioi'. whereas the spit-
Ling intervenes, showing that horseplay had begun. Besides,
Luke's version corroborates the Markan view as reproduced
in Matthew, a-1 1 y-1 - 1 *--... of his harmonizing touches,
which smooth > . 'i .'-" V . and Matthew into a graphic
and intelligible : XT'"

. n omits the blindfolding in
Mfc 1465 (with D v i

^-
.

' in his view of the context
(see above), imp -

'

'. i r ';>esymg of Jesus was to be
about the destru

'

< :' "!' ;-

t A similar grim jest was practised by the Mediterranean
ptra.to-4 iinoM HMV ftoman citizen whom. tin y <'ptur< <I. Plutarch
(I'rt'f PI p. x\-'v.) describes how they nifivud 10 be struck
with terror, dropped on their knees before him, threw a toga
round him, arvl finally nirulc a\\y with him.

t Salmon, The Human Element in the Gospete (p. 506). The
soldiers were probably seizing the opportunity to vent their

contempt for the Jews, quite as much as to express personal
animosity towards Jesus.

J. G.'Frazer, Golden Bough*, ii. 24 f., 253 f., iii. 150 f. Wend-
land, in his paper on Jesus as a S.ri.r'uiliiin fclnjr (77>r/N ",-.,

1898, pp. 175-179), thinks that lh* Komi.n troops rid'u- 'il(-d HMM
in the farcical garb of Saturn; h'ir ilio Inti 1 Jf''r of Da-Mi, the
martyr are too unreliable to serve as evidence ror this period,
even had the Romans been tolerant of human sacrifices.
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Minor in connexion with the worship of the
Persian goddess Anaitis, where, in the course of
other orgk-. 'a condemned prisoner was arrayed
in ro\nl jirriro. only in the end to be stript of his
borrowed finery, scourged, and hanged or cruci-
fied.' Another theory (advocated by Reich in
his essay on Der Kbnig mit der Domerkrone, 1905)
casts back to the popular buffoonery which accom-

panied the mimes, e.g. at Alexandria (cf. Philo,
in Place. 5-6, quoted byGrotius in this connexion ),

while Mr, W. K. Paton (in ZNTW, 1901, 339-341)
further points out that the trait of a triple cruci-
fixion reflects the Persian custom of crucifying a
pretender or usurper upon three crosses. It is, of

course, quite possible that two robbers were cruci-
fied with Jesus simply because no more happened
to be in prison at the moment ; but, in view of this

custom, it seems not unlikely that the number of

victims, like the mock homage paid previously to
one of them, may have been determined by some
hazy notion of imitating a pagan bit of ritual.

The un-Jewish character of these . v
;

< . f 1 1
"

:
-

of the crucifixion would certainly
'

'.-. ,'^i-. .!<>'!,

'

relish to the soldiers' contemptuous pleasure in

crucifying a caricature of a Jewish monarch.*
But, while the possibility of this may be granted,
i' i- "ini'-i-^il-lo i> regard the Gospel accounts as
!'. I'l'i'.i!

1 1
j
>:: :t- - of any such pagan custom.

I "!: '.

i*i;._.
-I-,

1 -us was not crucified on three

crosses, nor was His death taken as an offering.

Again, Dr. Frazer's identification of Purim with
Sacsea is too precarious f to support firmly the
inference that Jesus perished as a Haman at this
Jewish festival ; nor did it require any. coarse

pagan rite to stimulate military horseplay among
soldiers, even although they mav have been, like
Herod's Syrian troops, familiar with such customs,
or had been, like Pilate's Roman legion-;, .stationed
at one time on the EuphrjjK^ whore Lho rites in

question may have survived. It is extremely un-

likely that such a confusion of Sacsea with the
Jewish festivals should have arisen, or that any
reminiscence of the Alexandrian outburst should
have prompted the records of the horseplay at
Jerusalem. : See, further, art. MOCKERY.

puTttrfAo, (Mfc 1465, jn 1822) is a blow inflicted with the open
hand (cf. Field's Notes on the Fransl. of the NT, p. 105). This
is the most proba"

"

i'-"
1

JL < :
i .''.. '!: ,.;' (' <T !*'

of the reading- in .-... i- 1,^.1 .'
: <,sa <.-r

'

-...,'. *.-.".'..

or A/3ov)mtrodi.'' *.-'_' i l> o : rui ':; ,'.- ::.

sense.

& Special points in the NT narratives. Most
of the characteristic features in the various reports
of the trial have already been noted, but it remains
for us to glance briefly at the Evangelic records
one by one. The Petrine tradition in Mk. (cf.

Bennett in Expositor , Dec. 1906, p. 545 f.) is

substantially reproduced in Mt., most of whose
additions are of secondary historical ;

.'! {.!<.
St. Luke, a^fiin, appears to have access -|-<'<

'.;!

source for this part of his narrative, while the
Fourth Gospel presents a problem of peculiar in-

tricacy, since its record of the Passion contains
not merely elements which in form and content are

plainly due to the writer's underlying religious
aims, but also one or two passages which are either
modelled upon the Lukan tradition or due to a

good source which may have been known, at an
earlier period, independently to St. Luke himself.

St. Mt. 7
s omission of the blindfolding of Jesus

(26
66-

^} is certainly remarkable, but it merely
gives another view of the scene. We see Jesus

pulled hither and thither by a crowd of exasperated
* Of. the present writer's remarks in the Hitibevi, Journal

(1903), p. 7751
t Cf. Andrew Lang's criticism in Magic and R&ligton, pp.

76f.,200f.
1 This is well put by Dr. J. Geffcken in Hermes (1906), p.

220 f., and by Vollmer in ZNTW (1905) 194-198, criticising
Eeich.

fanatics, twisted from side to side, knocked about,
struck behind His back, and jeeringly invited to

guess who struck Him. The blindfolding makes
the picture more dramatic, but not moiv intelligible.
On the other hand, the introduction of oi Trpeer/rtarepot
in 2712- 20

(cf. 2741
), and of rov ^ofj.evov Xpto-rd^ (27--),

is probably due to the author's characteristic desire
to accentuate the Jewish details, while changes
such as the omission of Mark's favourite ijp&vTo
(26

67 * 71 27~29 ), or the substitution of aorists for im-

perfects (26
60- 67* 72- 75 2718 - 34

), are simply literary and
stylistic, adding nothing to the real sense of the
narrative. Evidently the author or editor of
Matthew had not access to any wider channel of
authentic information than he found in the Markan
tradition. At one point it is possible that the
canonical text of Mark has even been enriched from
Matthew, for the words 6 itrrw TrpaiTfapiov (Mk 1516

),

as Prof. Menzies (The Earliest Gospel, p. 276) after
Brandt observes, do nothing

e to make Mark's
narrative clearer, but rather the opposite, and may
have crept in first as a gloss on the margin from
Matthew, where the statement appear* to be that
the soldiers took Jesus off to another building, viz.

to the m-a.'toriuiii, and collected there the whole
cohort.' tSeo Bla^s in ExpT x. [1899] 185 f.

A much more significant and complex character

belongs to the Lukan narrative. Thus the freedom
with which the historian has treated the Markan
narrative* may be gathered from the fact that his

order, in the opening scenes of the trial (denials of

Peter, mockery of Jesus, examination of Jesus),
(i\ncti\ ro\ erses that of the earlier Gospels. He
jiUo

I'or^ou-
to mention that any evidence f was

laid against Jesus (cf. 2266
), or that Jesus was ever

bound a point on which the Fourth F.\jm^t^i-L is

more correct (Jn 18la), Furthermore, he omits all

reference to the saying about the destruction of
the Temple, though it was plainly known to him
(cf. Ac 614

). P-f--:'ilx an l

apologetic' motive
underlay this jik'i;:

1

M.-:. If Luke, writing after
the destruction of the Temple, viewed it as a
Divine judgment upon Israel, 'which might be

regarded as inflicted by Jesus Himself, he might
wish to avoid saying that the testimony

'

of the wit-
nesses *was false,' and so left out the entire inquiry
before the Council (EBi 1772). The attempt to

trace an 'apologetic' element in 2312, as though this

meant the pact of Judaism and paganism against
Christianity (ef. Ac 4s7), is rather beside the mark,
however. Herod considered Jesus quite beneath
his notice, no danger was to be apprehended from
Him ; He was beneath hatred, though not below

contempt. Nor did Pilate regard the prisoner
w i 1 1 L on ri i i i y . It is indubitable, on the other hand,
that St. Luke views the conduct of the people at
this point in a more severe light than the other

Gospels. He omits the sacerdotal device (cf. 2S18

with Mk 15n and Mt 272(>
), Miitiiig rs though the

people of their own accord lUrrnawiiVi Barabbas
(cf. also 2266 231- 2- 13

), at one in this with the

high priests and the rulers, though possibly, in

view of passages like 1843 1948 2138, we are to take
the people here as supporters of the ]nifi>t^. The
Fourth F ,

"
again, takes a -lightly iniMor

view of cf. the omission in 19d), and this

leads u the idiosyncrasies of the trial-

story in that Gospel.
Here Peter (cf. vol. i. 444-445) is not the only
" Compare Sir John G. Hawkins in Exporttofy Times, xv. [1903]

12-J f. On Luke's omissiorib ste JZRi, col. 1798 f.

f The condensed nature of his account here lends too pre-

cipitate a character to the proceedings. Possibly the search for

witnesses was loo&ely be^un during the night ; but even so Luke's
narrative is defective on this ^oint. That he knew the Markan
tradition of the false evidence is plain from the retention of ?

in 22'i. On his own scheme the word is superfluous, since no
word of any previous witnesses occurs in the narrative.

* So B. Weiss in Die Quetten des LulcasevaiujeUums (1907),

225-226.
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disciple who follows Jesus into the place of trial ;

another disciple, who is probably to be identified

with the * beloved disciple,' enters the high priest's

palace, and, in virtue of his
position there (

{ he
was known to the high priest '), is able to introduce
Peter. The estimate of this assertion depends upon
the general view taken of the relation between the
historical and the religious element in the Gospel ;

either (a] the anonymous disciple is the author,
John (see vol. i. 880 f.), or (b) the authority to

which the author refers, or (c) a purely ideal figure
(cf. E. F. Scott, The Fourth Gospel, 1907, pp. 57,

144, etc., and, from the opposite side, Lepin's
L'Origine du Quatri&me Evangile, 341-398).
While the Synoptic Gospels 'make the entire pro-

ceedings before Pilate take place in the open air,

the Fourth Evangelist makes Pilate repeatedly go
between the Jews outside and Jesus inside the

palace.*" The attempts of the governor to save
his prisoner are dramatically sharpened, if not

multiplied ; Jesus speaks far more than in the
earlier accounts ; and a certain superstitious fear
is even attributed to Pilate as one result of these
interviews (19

8
).

The two private conversations between Pilate
and Jesus (IS

33'38 198
~n

) bring out the Evangelist's
conception of Christ's Tvinc'doin as a reign of truth,
not of political or n.'lir,-uy force. In dramatic

juxtaposition. Pilate and Jesus, the representa-
tives of world-power and horn only power, are con-

fronted, and Jesus meets liic Ituniim governor with
undaunted calmness, actually putting questions to
him as One possessed of independent authority. He
_"."!. TT"'

." idge, in fact.f The Evangelist uses
: ." form of '^.;^"_:u: i

1 m-ler to bring
out this conception of . i ,

i
i v, p i : u c the crisis.

Pilate, to Mm, is less cu!;, >:!< . ii,
1

.' :iv Jews. He
is first impatient, but soon impressed by Jesus, and
finally convinced of His innocence. Tne insolence
and rancour of the Jews form a foil to his anxiety
to release the prisoner, and the dramatic conversa-
tions between the . and the accusers bring
out the contempt former for the latter's

intriguing spirit, but also tne weakness of character

upon which the Jews were clever enough to play.
Threatening Pilate with high treason to the
iMn-Miur Tiberius (cf. vol. 1 246a) if lie acquits
J ('!!->. t lioy force his hand, "until angry, like any
weak man who is publicly forced to be disloyal to
his convictions, he hands over the prisoner to be
crucified.

It is pLm-ililo 10 read, "between the lines of this

scene, rlie ;niilior\ plea for the political innocence
of Christians at the opening of the 2nd cent, (as in
Luke's Gospel and Acts), and to this apologetic
element ma> be added an emphasis on the malevo-
lent in -libation of persecution by the Jews (as at

Polycarp's martyrdom in Smyrna), and a corre-

<poMuing emphasis on the
v

greater hopefulm 4 -.- of
The iMUiiilo mission. The Jesus of rlie Fourili

Gospel's trial recognizes no duty of confession
towards Judaism. While in tho Synodic Gospels
He confesses His Messiahship to Tlu-'<iuh<-.irip., and
is silent on it before Pilate, the reverse is the

* Jn 1831- 32 js the early Christian interpretation of what was
necessary for several ordinary reasons. The Jews could not
stone their false prophet to death with impunity. They pre-
ferred to make the Romans responsible for the death of Jesus,
as well as to make that death more infamous in the eyes of the
people. Besides, they had no witnesses to cast the first stones,
afier the breakdown of the evidence about the Temple saying.
Compare Nestle's Einfiihrung in das Griechiscke NT, p. 213.

t In v.37 Jesus appeals to a higher court than that of Pilate
As the Evangelist suggests, the verdict passed on Jesus had been
subsequently reversed.

t 'That a '.Romani administrator capable of fakinjr rhi* rniMc-
view of a case so dishoncstlv arot- up should nevertheless MilTor
his sense of justice to be overborne bv the ouuon of ,i Threaten
ing priesthood and a noisy populace, is inrlecd "deplorable, bin
only too credible in that age of decay ot the civil \iriucs'
plartincau, Seat of Authority in Religion, bk. v. ch. ii.).

ease in the Fourth Gospel (cf. 1 Ti 613
). But even

in describing and defending His mission before the

governor, Jesus appeals not to him but to the

\vorld of sincere, elect souls, who are ' of the truth '

(cf. 1220f
-), Greeks or Jews, the latter having no

precedence whatsoever. It is in this light^ as

Loisy points out, that Pilate's famous question,
What is truth ? must be read, not as the word of

an inquirer, nor of melancholy regret, but as a

reflexion of the *"""..' '

scepticism felt

by some Roman ., , te inconvenient

enthusiasm of Christians, who persisted in taking

seriously what no man of the world would allow to

disturb his own conscience (cf. TRUTH).* The idea

of a man letting himself suffer for the sake of
*

truth/ a chimera of the schools ! As for the

dramatic confession of the Jews, We have no king
but Ccesar (19

16
), with its affectation of patriotism

in order to get rid of the King of truth, what the

author means to bring out, especially in the light
of the crisis of 70 A.D., when Csesar destroyed the

Jewish State, is the abnegation by Judaism of its

proper mission. That mission was spiritual.
' Judaism was the sheath to a seed : if it ceased to

enfold transcendent hope, it lost all meaning.
W*';i: fi'iip-' \. -

1 v,'!
1

' --i"i' in the rejection of Christ
wa- i!i;:: M--.;-;',' .1 ;:!. ism in alliance with the

world which we know as Pharisaism. For Judaism
to ally itself with Rome, with Herod, with any
earthly dominion, is, for a race called on to uphold
trust in God, to confess that in any^ real stress of

need the recourse must be to material springs of

power' (Julia Wedgwood, The Message of Israel,

p. 302).
Three further points in the Johannine narrative demand a

final word of notice, (a) Are the famous words ttcce homo (19^,
cf. vol. :

. .""" -. .-..- ? e Caiaphas (1149-52),
asan ,.,.... \

-,
. -| . '-\.i. \' ; imparts

were t i\ - ."
- .',,'. _\ i

, 237f.)
in the -

i
- '

"'. \ .> ;, an interpretation

favoured^ by Grill <r ,

'
> ',/ fiber die JEntstehung des

i '.'"-.'. -"
;.'

' should then have a play
",

;
. >r I- , meant, 'Behold the fellow!' or,

* Look at i'li- 10- -r \.\\. \ C\ \'

(6) To \\->o:,i -U - ,F- : refer in the words (191*), 'He that
delivered me to thee has the greater sin'? To Satan, to Judas,
ortoCaiaphas? Most probably

" -.--- .

-

author's mind. The
Table Talk, May 20, *

- i , ;
- / one cardinal idea of the

Gospel, viz. that the fate of Jesus was due to the Divine will

alone; the latter part of the uv.k n iunii- ib( oiVr <'<VK p
tion of the Jews i

'

.

'

ha-i liv Hop-an ,"ui; ii<niii(-<

(cf. A. R. Eagar 1905, p. 33 f.).

(c) Is exoiSiersv
^

or transitive? Did Pilate
seat himself or Jesus on the tribunal? The latter rendering

1

,

-..!:' r -'I V ". radition voiced in the Gospel of Peter and
.1 - i

'.:.} _
v

i >.. vol. i. 678a) would give a good sense, Jesus
*.'** i'"

" "
Vironed as the King of truth, and Pilate's

"

ii" i>i
-. :."''. : ." JT the tri of his prisoner (so

Loisy, after Professor Roberts
"

. 1893, 296 f., and
others); but unfortunately the .

' "
. and psychological

probabilities tell seriously against it.f

T.. : i t vi
-

T^ H'l- ^ } i* Y( '. r- :. - ,.> :A'' cited, the litera-
tu i .."! r C\'\i (i '- . ,h : \-. P'n j ;."t\ PILATE, and the
relevani; sections in the various editions of the C -"- 1

*

,

l-:orr^p^-^-- .".r Jesus (notably those by Stra .
;

'..
v.

Nivi'I-, r. IV.rv.r Beyschlag, Keim, A. Reville, 'Edersheimi
u. Holtzmann), there are special studies of the subject by
Brandt, Die evangel. Gesch. undder Ursprung des Christenthums,
1893, pp. 53r-6^ \\ho ^T

:I
c-^ (lie ino-( so!ir- ilinir and -.((] uiViil view

(

"
''< -I- '',"-. .'i-i-:.

'

! ( rvative lines, by 6 \ ! T;

/ '.,'irl * i

1

'!-;' 'i. i M. 505-544; Ewald, ,''
'

/
"

vi. 429-437 ; P. L.
'

'

. -. Ti JT'- 1
.- !

' I"
Resurrection of o'r F.'ri. ; /"

'

v '
'.' /.// r, :!',:>,,

(Edinburgh) ; Prof <,.'... r. 7 ;. . / , V <...,' /)..7 //< ^ f.l- H*<-I , ,--

(London, 1894); DI. .1 -' \\ n--.r . '/"/ / .'<' '' '/'* M-aster (pp.
363-382); and Au^ * \\, ->,- If * .,'

'

r iv. -l& JemsLa,
Passion, 7'r M;if.ot la 1l\rf.:rt',i- ^-.r.'.-fi'oOro'Mauban, 1904),
pp. 175-27.i; *-co a^o TI. B. Workman, /*' /.-'<', tf<>n in '/,-; Early
Church (1906), pp. 10-2u ; and, from a

' >." "

the tenth chapter of E. Olodd's Jesus of \
"

.

legal aspect?-
** -',! iH !'' .raph in English is Mr. Taylor

Tnnes's The '/"/
'

.
,/ '^ v f ;.,-\- : J. Legal Monograph (1899), a

* As usual in the Fourth Gospel (cf. 1234), Jesus is made to
utter a deep, enigmatic saying whic" "-

'"
1 1

"

e
literal mind of His opponent. See, :'>!.. - / ," ;",-

marks ofNT Morality, p. 244 f.

tCf. Abbott's Johannine Grammar, 2537, and Zahn's Ein-
leitung in das JVT ( 69, note 12).
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". -./'""
'T

.

"

"*, 1875). There
^1 ':." <'< < \ Suffering') by
12-14. 20-23 by Prof. G. A. Smith (The

"

-."--.-,--. -

to
' ' "

1

. fesi _..< , . ,' )
add little or nothing ; see, further, Dalman in Sunday School
Thnes (May 6th, 1899) ; H. M. Cheever,

* The legal aspects of
the trial of Jesus/ Bibl. Sacra (1903), 495-509 ; and the popular
descriptions in two works by S. Buss, viz. Roman Law and
History in the NT (1901), pp. 174-239, and The Trial of Jesus:
Illustratedfrom Talmud and Eoman Law (1906). In addition
to these studies, the preacher will find excellent material in
W. F. Besser, T- -? /.'?;. -7,.W / (Hi;.;: H. Muller, Der leidende
Jesus (Halle, IN!-)) , _\. \<-'-^, !) >

!. .'..enac"* J-?-- /Q* ,-*,

1881); Suskind,
~"

heil. P-*. ',' -.,;
M. J. OUivier^- _;

'

1902) ; H.^Werner, 'Christi

i. v, .. -. / I'r
'

"

.
' '.. P

and Ascension (New .

bairn's Studies in the / \
'

; '*

The Incarnate Saviour (ch. xviii.) ; Parker's The Inner Life of
Christ, iii. 232 f.

; Jo-']l TT,-.
1
"*-, ir; \aluahle Contemplations (vol.

iii. ch. xxx.-xxxi.) : U". >T. CIc.v '.- volume. In the Day of the

./-'' (Berlin); and Hengstenberg-'s devout volume of
Vorlesungen uber die 7

" '" *- ->**\ mi

are notable sermons C"

H. W. Beecher, on Mt 2712-14.20-23 uy xivi . v

7V/.Vc,i. - *,fSins, 1904), on Mt 27^ ('"What uill you do with
( hi:-! . ') !;. M. W. Beecher, on Jn le^i ^ ('The Postponement
of Pilate ') by S. A. Brooke (Sermons, second series, p. 294 f.),

and F. W. Robertson (Sermons, first series, xix.-xx.), on Jn IS36

by Mozley (University Sermons, No. 1), and on Jn 1910 - n by
Liddori (University Sermons, second series, p. 236 f.). Compare
also Steele's paper in tl

~
"^ r April 18,

1712, Mr. Wratislaw on
'

*
'

'

(ExpT iii.

[1892] 400-403), and, on '

', _ : ks' The In-
fluence of Jesus (ch. iv.) ; with R. J. Campbell (City Tt-inple
Sermons, p. 50 f.) on Jn 195. JAMES MOFFATT.

TRIBE (0uX^) is used mostly in the special OT
sense of an Israelitish tribe, composed of the de-
scendants of one of the sons of Jacob. The pro-
phetess Anna belonged to the tribe of Asher (Lk
236

). The Messianic claims of Jesus were strength-
ened by the fact that He sprang f

1 -- 1

'1 \. 1

tribe of Judah (He 714
). Galilee !.-

: -
!

'

territories allotted in OT times to the tribes of
Zebulun and Naphtali (Mt 413 - 15

). The promise to
the Twdu; Apo^rles that they should judge the
twelve Tribe- of 1-rael (Mt 1928 llLk 2230

) may be

regarded as an instance of the way in which Jesus
sometimes <\i>ro i -1 TTi s j, nr-

1
!!!

1

,^ in the language
of popular jj|i<>i-;ily|-; ! ^r\- rpii-i:- of the Kingdom
of God (cf. Kov 7 '/-

Lcao prol-dule is the explana-
tion of Weiss, that 'their judging the twelve tribes

is only the reverse side of their being sent to the
twelve tribes, which are exposed to judgment just
because the offer of salvation was made to them
through the Apostles

3 (NT TheoL, Eng. tr. 1 154).
In Mt 2430 (quo-bed from Zee 1212

)

c tribe' has the
wider sense of a branch of the human race.

JAMES PATRICK.
TRIBULATION. The Gr. word 6\tyn (which

means literally
* a pressing/

' a pressing together,'
f

P:V*MIK') is translated in the AVby the words
\ ill HI la ; ion/

*

affliction/ and
f

anguish.^ In every
instance of its occurrence save one, viz. Jn 162%
where the AVtr. 'anguish

1

is retained, the RV
uniformly employs the term c tribulation.

3 The
verb BXlpo) occurs twice in the Gospels : in Mk 39,
where it describes the action of the crowd in

'thronging' Jesus; and Mt 714, where it repre-
sents 'the way that leadeth unto life' as being
'straitened

9

(retfXtu/tt^).
In Ms Study of Words,

Trench gives a very interesting account of the

history of the Eng. word 'tribulation.' Derived
from Lat. tribulum, the threshing instrument or

harrow "by means of which the corn was separated
from the husks, tribulatio, the term applied to the

process of -opMnmon. <aino to be used for the

disciplinary ordeal of <li-in; and adversity. The
following grouping of pass-ages indicates the various

usages of the \\orcl in the Gospels :

1, In the Apocalyptic discourse 'tribulation' is

declared to be in store for the Jewish nation

(Mt 24s9
, cf. Mk 1319

). The necessity of this

tribulation is emphasized {Mt 246
,
Mk 137

,
Lk 2P),

and the circumstances attending it are described
in terrible and pathetic detail.

2. 'Tribulation' is announced by Jesus as the
outward lot that awaits His disciples, (a) In the
confusion and conflict that would sweep the nation
on to the final catastrophe, the disciples were to
be involved (Mt 249). They would draw this
relentless hostility on themselves in consequence
of their testimony and activity as disciples. It
behoved them to endure (vTrojj.e^iv, v. 13

)
and prove

themselves ' brethren and partakers in the tribula-

tion, and kingdom, and patience (v-n-ojJLovtf) which
are in Jesus '

(Rev I 9 RV, cf. Ro 53
). (b] Similarly,

but without reference 1 ,

;.

:
- :' ordeal, the

disciples are warned .

'

t,--
' -, /ment they

must expect to meet with c in the world '

(Jn 162- s3
).

On account of their relation to Jesus, they would
be subjected to this treatment. But their attitude

ought to be one of 'good cheer 5

(6ap<reir). 'The
way that leadeth unto life

3

was, therefore, in the
case of the disciples to prove

c straitened'

3. 'Tribulation' and persecution (divy/tos) '"be-

cause of the word' are mentioned in the parable
of the Sower as the conditions which cause those
'to stumble straightway' that 'hear the word,
and -

'

.

" '

! ; \ v 'th joy receive it, and have no
root i"

'

( -'..,' (Mtl321
, Mk 417

). A mind
only (-moiioiiiilly interested in the *

word/ that is

to say. ?i^ (H-tim-i from one intellectually and
morally interested (Mt 1323, Mk 420 }, is incapable
of witn-faridirjc: the emotional shock occasioned

by t rilmlfii ion sind persecution. With his feelings
sustained and refreshed by no continuous and
immediate experience in relation to the 'word/
such a person cannot resist the assault upon them
of actual harassing events. See also SORROW,
SUFFERING.

LITERATURE. Trench, Study of Words ; Bushnell, The New
Life; Maclaren, The Unchanging Christ; "W. Arclier Butler,
Serm. 2nd ser. <:-.'O : -

; T. A--: !. '\'-r,'*' '?, T-'j'> (I.-""
1

.. ^17 ;

Houlfc0n-Geden.''ii-. ''
. : / n, "

: i,r -".' ;.- ( r, .'.-/-. Issr. ,*
'

'.

and Comm. on i ,-.,':-. A. \\. M \f\Vl \^ .

TRIBUTE is used in the Gospels in two distinct

senses. 1. The tribute-money (8i8paxiu'OJ'> Mt ^I7
24ff

-)

was the Temple-tax levied on all male Israelites of

twenty and upwards, to meet the cost of the daily
buriif-ofTerinjjj and the other sacrifices offered in

the riamo of IIKJ people, and for other objects of a

public character. In the days of Nehemiah the
amount was a third of a shekel (Neh 1032- 83

) J
but

in NT times it was half a shekel (Jos. Ant. xvni.
xix. 1), which was also the sum fixed in Ex SO11"13

*

It was collected in the month Adar, and was paid
in money of the early Hebrew standard. The
'piece of money

3

(a-rar^p) of Mt 1727 was equal to a
shekel (about 2s. 9d.), and so was sufficient to meet
the Temple-tax for two persons. 2. The tribute to

Ccemr (6/>o$, <j>6poi, icyveros) denoted the taxes pay-
able by the Jews, as Roman subjects, into the

Imperial treasury (ffccus). These included taxes

on land and pioperly (tributuwi soli], and the poll-

tax (tributwih ct'jtitlii), from which only children

and old men were exempt. The Roman authorities

made use of the Jewish courts in collecting^their

revenue from these sources (Jos. BJ n. xvii. 1).

It was the lawful- - -f --ax \\\*\ such taxes about
which Jesus was $\\* -i '<i"<-.;' i>y His enemies (Mt
2217

i|
Mk 1214 H Lk 2022). His reply gave no ground

for 1'v il',v;:o of forbidding their payment^
which

was iif;-
LrAMi:v.- brought against Him (Lk 23"2 ).

LITERATURE. Schtirer, HJP i. i. 65, ii. 107 f., II i. 250 ff., iL

162, and the authorities there cited.

JAMES PATRICK.
TRINITY. Our subject is the doctrine of the

Holy Trinity in relation to Christ and the Gospels.
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We have to consider how far that great conception
of GocPs "being and nature is revealed or implied in

the fact of Christ as presented in the Gospels and
in the teaching of our Lord Himself.

I. The witness of our Lord's consciousness as
revealed in the Gospels. (1) As REGARDS HIM-
SELF. It was not our Lord's custom to take to

Himself the names and titles to which He knew
He had a Tight. The passage which exhibits this

fact most clearly is that in which we find Him
questioning His disciples, first as to the popular
opinion, and then as to their own "belief (Mt 16 13ff-

5

Mk S27ff
-> Lk 918ff

-)- After St. Peter had made his

great confession, our Lord charged the disciples to

keep the truth which had just emerged, to them-
selves. No doubt He desired to avoid the mistakes

arising from the popular conceptions of the Messiah.
He wished also to train the minds of the disciples,
to lead them gently from truth to truth, so that

spiritual experience might keep pace with know-
ledge. And yet our Lord's thoughts about Himself
were loftier far than could he imagined from the
mere names and titles which He iuk'umlcd^fc'!.
When the passages which contain !li- -MIO'IH^M-*
about His own relation to God and man are col-

lected and viewed as a whole, they are found to

imply claims which are far in advance of the first

and more obvious meanings of the titles.

It is" .

: -

.: --r ;'! -
'

." \

"

~. by critical students
of the .),.-- .-!' , j- _ "-, 1 Himself as the

Messiah, and that the ;- ,
-

; ; He described
Himself and permitted others to describe 'Him are Messianic in

their significance. But when this has been granted to the full,

there remains a very large proportion of His self-revelation

unaccounted for. Bpusset considers that the reserve of ourLord
on the subject of His Messiahship was due to His deep sense of
j

:

'

i li
" Jhe Messianic title for that which He felt

>-" i. i
k
/

-, p. 175 F., Eng. tr.). And certain it is that,

among all the ''
*'-'< !'"

; OM-> which clustered round the Jewish
anticipation of : i M --I; n, none is ^reat enough, none deep
L ros.:ri. 'i ', r ~s -)">n -.\ ith the revelation of Himself which our
Lord r :i :. <

:s ..'
-

:i -!< !^. (See art.
*

Development of Doctrine '

i'i TH.- '!- /jft
t
i:<| \V.

; Charles, 'Enoch' and *

Eschatology
'

in vol. i. ; also Briggs, The Messiah of the Gospels). True, we
have the great OT conceptions of the later Isaiah and of the
Book of Daniel, and we have the latter r-.

|i> ,'.\<!. nrd iu -one
respects oY i-jMl. i-i C < .?" / "ft"-*. .. ,,f K,,r,'/<_ 1 -\ ti,'-, pt-on >V
pre-Chris-i-an -i-o-k r'-ici-c- - -i AO-, 1 -rful picture of the Son of
Man, which corresponds remarkably with certain passages in
the Gospels. He is, as ic seems, regarded as pre-existent, was
named in the presence of God before creation, and takes part in

judgment. But there is no anticipation of that extraordinary
union of earthly humiliation with trai

"

.

J * '
" ' "

J

God the Father !' : "-
:
:

s-i ": .' - :

n-n-oi iu.i,c.*d ooi >

"._,
i i- The truth is that the diffi-

ci.i-v of n;ins- "limr I'lai o. .* -o i-'ic-^by means of the under-
*:. jorl ii-Ml rvooirp v- k

l r"is v ;!>' region and theology of the
day was almost inconceivably great.

It was this very ma<]ik

i|ncy of all existing con-

ceptions to convey rlic irmh of our Lord's l
rer^on

in His relation to God and man which rendered

necessary that careful and patient handling of the
faith of the disciples which we iind everywhere in
His dealing with them. A --.ir'j n,l (-\ perience of
a new kind had to be ''M.l in- :"<' the new
language could be learned. The new wine needed
new bottles. The first danger to be riui nl <! ngainst
was a premature precision, a has* i y < 1o I i 1 1 i 1 101 1 . The
one title which our Lord constantly used of Himself,
f the Son of Man,' most skilfully avoided m\ Ilil-i/
of the nature of definition. Messianic in i i

- j>-o<-in

tions, it_
was yet not so distinctively Messianic as

to constitute a claim, nnd it was capable of infinite

suggestion. ao^oidiu^ to ii< application and context.
It was a courimul clmll<n<ri> to reflexion. See art.
Sotf OF MAN above and in Hastings' B.
These reflexions will help us to discern the true

nature of the problem which is presented by our
Lord's revelation of Himself.. The facts of that
problem maybe sunnnnrized as follows, the Synoptic
evidence and that of the Fourth Gospel being ex-
hibited separately.

(1) Direct statements or claims to a position or
authority more than human. The strongest pass-

age in the Synoptics is the solemn declaration

recorded by Mt (II-
7
) and Lk. (10

22
)>

' All things
have been delivered unto me of my Father : and no
one knoweth who the Son is, save the Father ; and
who the Father is, save the Son, and he to whom-
soever the Son willeth to reveal him.'

These words form the most '"." _
'"" "''" between

f"
" ' '

of
" '

tt
.

J "

: s Gospel.
; ; t, as - >

'

uld have us believe, stand
alone. "On the contrary, they butjsuniup "'M'.r v

'

v-- n..
..

he found everywhere, expressed or implied. I i ::i.!".j ji'v--
- < .

Lord speaks of His mission from God in a manner which sets

Him above and apart from men (Mt 2Q28 Mk 9^7 1045, Lk 9^,
Mt281!*etc. T~ '

. .- sense of the term
(Mt 24^0^- . v

j !) He is Judge of

allandLo.-
'

.'
- -

2664, Mk 88* 13-6.^
1462, Lk 92

'

-' c.). He is David's
Lord (Mt

'
'

' ... i

"

s higher than the

ansrels (Mk 13^2)/ He demands the most complete devotion as
to "

'

"" '" ^
-...

- ".' "\ * -
I . stc.). These

passages express' the Divine claim upon the loyalty of mankind
in terms which could not

" - " ^ "

'- that our Lord
declares Himself greater tl

"
;" \'\

6
), Lord of the

Sabbath (Mt 128, Mk 228), greater than Solomon (Mt 1242).

In the Fourth Gospel this great claim of Christ

occupies a much larger space, and is more explicit
and more fully stated, but it is a mistake to sup-
pose that it is more strongly expressed. Such a
passage as Jn 523 - -3 * He hath given all judgment
unto the Son ; that all may honour the Son even
as they honour the Father,' is very definite, but it

is only putting into general terms the teaching of
Mt 1037 2531ff

-> Mk S3*-38 , Lk 1426. The tremendous
statement in Jn 1030 C

I and the Father are one,'

summing up as it does the teaching of the whole
Gospel, finds perhaps its mo^t perfect explication
in Mt II27, Lk 103

^. The great section, Jn 14-17,
is but the further development of the same doc-

trine, introducing, as was necessary, the promise
of the Holy Spirit and certain fundamental instruc-
tion concerning His function and work.

(2) When from direct statements made by our
Lord Himself we pass to the revelation of His
consciousness

o_f
His unique relation to God which

is to be found implied in His life and methods, we
are able to note the following :

(a} The iiuf'tri/iny tone of authority which
characterizes all 'His actions and utterances

authority .1- u-ir.ii
1^- the greatest subjects which

have ever < I!^:LM-I: \ i:o mind of man. See, further,
artt. AUTHORITY OF CHRIST and CLAIMS OF
CHKIST.

(b) The serene certainty of His judgments upon
the greatest questions of morality^ and religion.
This characteristic is most noticeable in the
Sermon on the Mount, and in all those parts of
Hi&

'

<
--

1

"", V'jh deal with His own relation
to : .5- .'...- love to man. All the highest
and greatest things are to Him easy and familiar.
He walks upon the mountain peaks of vision with
unhesitating confidence. He speaks as One who
sees clearly into the heart of God. Examples will
be found in the following passages :

Mt 543ff- 625-34 77-321120-30 1230-37 1720
- ;-

-
. --.-- :

Mk 218-22. 27 933-50 1042-45 143-9, Lk 2*9 421
'

174. 30. 20. 21 jgft.ws jn S3 424 517 142 etc.

(c) He never prays with His disciples. He
teaches them to pray, He prays for them, but
not with them. (See Chadwick, Christ bearing
witness to Himself, pp. 104, 105; and Forrest,
The Christ of History and of E_.i'f,

.:,-' -//-. p. 22 ff,,
and Appendix to 5th ed.). A\V IV-M.I uf solitary
prayers (Mk G49

'48
, Jn 615).

(d) The harmonious combination of opposite
Qualities in His character. Characteristics which
would be incompatible in any one else unite freely
and with perfect consistency in Him. Here is

perhaps the strongest proof of the absolute truth
of the portrait presented in the Gospels. Nothing
but the strength and reality of the Personality
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which inspired the various accounts could have
made such a result possible. See, further, artt.
CHAEACTER OF CHRIST, DIVINITY OP CHRIST,
MENTAL CHARACTERISTICS.

(ii.) HIS RELATION TO THE FATHER. (1} Our
Lord asserts and implies that He stands in a rela-
tion of unique intimacy with God the Father. The
great passage already quoted (Mt II-7

, Lk 1022 ) is

the fullest statement in the Synoptics. The
language here associates the Son with the Father
in a manner which exalts Him above all creation.
It corresponds with certain characteristic phrases
and mental habits of our Lord. For example, He
calls God * my Father '

in a manner which sets the
relation indicated by the words far apart from that
Fatherhood which He attributes to God in relation
to men, whether disciples or not : see Mt 721 10s-- 33

II27 1513 IS10 2023
etc., Mk 838

,
Lk 249 2229 2449 , Jn

517 1029. so 142o 20i7 etc . These passages but supply
the correlative to the announcement at the Baptism
<)!:; ;!:.- TV.-S.V.",. ;]..- (Mk I11 97

). They also
ir.: <!:

'

i:^ ; !>.. L, i-
1 Son of God 3

attributed to
Him and accepted by Him (Mt 43- 6 829 1433 2740- 43 - 54

,

Mk 311 126-8 1539
,
Lk 441 2270

, Jn I34- 9s5 II 27
etc.).

In connexion with this we observe the cloudless

serenity of His relation to God. It has been re-

marked that the absence of any note of repent-
ance is the strongest proof of our Lord's perfect
sinlessness. But we have in His life the marks of
a moral state which is very much more than mere
sinlessness. The value of the negative is entirely
relative to the corresponding positive. The per-
fect innocence of a soul which possessed but small
inonil cai'su-iiy would, so far as we can see, be of

but liule viiln'o as a moral factor in the universe.

But, in the case of our Lord, we find a moral

capacity which is absolutely without parallel in
human experience, and we find the moral Being
who possesses thi ";. ':ot merely conscious
of innocence, but ".i" '!" which is wittingly
and willingly all that God would have it be (see

Forrest, op. cit. t Lect. I.).

(2) Unity with the Father. The revelation
which our Lord gives us of His relation to the
Father amounts to much more than a manifesta-
tion of a peculiar intimacy between Himself and
God. He claims distinctly certain Divine attri-

butes and
"

. i"
1 He is King and Judge of

all. He is
'

'<' object of the most absolute

trust, the utmost devotion. No sacrifice is too

great to "be made for His sake (see above). To
reject Him or His messengers is to reject God and
to incur the severest judgment (Mt 1015* 40 II22- 24

,

Mk 129
,
Lk 1013 - 14- 36 1384- 35

etc.). The right of

the Almighty to Mipreninoy over rhe^hearts
and

lives of men could not bo e\preyed in stronger
terms than those in which Jesus claims human
iillt^iiiuce. The only possible explanation of His
artivudo is that given by His own words, "All

things have been delivered unto me of niy Father *

(Mt II27
, Lk 1022).

When we turn to the Fourth Gospel, we find

this teaching expressed with a fulness and clear-

ness of .-raromoru which ought not to appear ex-

traordinary. There must surely have been an
inner side to such a life as we find portrayed from
the outside in the Synoptics. _

Tf the external

accounts gi^e so many indications of a unique
relation to God, the revelation of the inner life

of the wonderful Personality mnM; display that re-

lation with special clearness. \Vhat i 5* truly ex-

traordinary is that the inner history, as we have
it in St. John's Go&pel, does not reveal any essen-

tial element which cannot he found, expressed or

implied, in the exrernal historic fcee above). And
this is the more remarkable when we consider that
the method and style of the Fourth Gospel con
trast so strongly with those of the others.

From St. John we learn then to think of our Lord : (1) As
One who came from God, with \\hom. He was before, on a
mission of merc.A to mankind, Jn ctH-^4- i*>. 17 yiff. 5'J4. so. 43

629 32. 33ff. 62 716, >2S etc. fcjs. 42 te. itr28ff.. (2) As One whose re-
lation to the Father is essential and unique, 31S - is. 34 517. is.

23 as 657 sis 1Q15. as 147. ii. (3) As the only-begotten Son of God,
316 I8

9
and see I14 - 18 (in v.is the stronger ^vc^iv/.s uses seems

the better reading). (4) As with the Father from all eternity.
This may be gathered from Ss 'Before Abraham was, I am,'
and 175- -4 * the glory which I had with thee before the world
was,' 'Thou lovedst me before the foundation of the world.'
These passages justify the extraordinary language of the Pro-

logue (I1
'-), 'the Word was with God,' 'the same }\as in the

beginning with God '

(T/;O rov 6/sav). The t^ iiu.* of &58 certainly
implies more than r - :... ") As one with the
Father: 'I and the ; 'All things what-
soever the Father hath are mine '

(16
15

) ;

'*

All things that are
mine are thine, and thine are niine

'

(1710), etc. The 'iv (one) in

1030 is very remarkable. It signifies essence,, as distinguished
from person, which would be e7?. The force of it is gieatly
strengthened by its relation to the context. Our Lord is

:! ',r:-.; TTi- -, u ;<* %,<.:> His people. He appeals to the
A'", jr}-.

. i,r,\v< r -'

*>t d i'
1

.-'), identifying His own power with
i. :."! : (';!!".:- ; < \TI : :ui :'.. *I and the Father are one." See
-o :> ">! < ,"

This classification of passages enables us to pass along an
ascending plane of thought to that

" "

. which is so
c "I'l't-i ""L-I-'W'.. and yet so briefly- he Prologue
TO '" i-o-ri- i.

"

We learn that the ended us to

J.'.T ir ;i,v. i ':..- conception of the Logos which is there pre-
sented is the true and - ot-.:. iri

. ii -ii'Ti-i/'o r" our Lord's
consciousness of Himself JT::^ ! : "- v,or\ ii- n's tio to God and
the world.

II. The revelation of God in the Gospels,- -

(i.) THE FATHER. We must never -<>'- ^\,\\

Christianity was built upon the founuauon 01

Jewish monotheism. A long providential discip-
line had secured to the Jewish people their splendid
heritage of faith in the One and Only God. '

Hear,
Israel, Jehovah our God is one Jehovah : and

thou shalt love Jehovah thy God with all thine

heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy
might' (Dt 64L ). This was the corner-stone of the

religion of Israel. These were perhaps the most
familiar of all sacred words to the ears of the pious
Jew. They were recited continually. Our Lord
Himself had them frequently in His mind (Mt
2237

, Mk 1229 - 30
, Lk 1C-7). That He thought of

God nl \\n\- as the Supreme One is unquestionable.
Tmleod il\o very idea of Fatherhood, which, with
our Lord, is the characteristic conception, and
which is eapahle of being presented in a way
which might weaken or injure a true monotheism,
becomes in His i'vidrn;" ;!>-/! ulclx monotheistic
because i;"

l -n1

i.f<-!v universal (see MG 5415* 48 711 811

1029
, Lk !

'

i;S

''

15). To the Jewish mind, the

sovereignty of God was the natural and character-

istic thought. In our Lord's teaching the Divine
Fatherhood overshadows and also transforms the
Divine sovereignty, but never threatens to dissolve

the pure and splendid monotheism of the original
doctrine.
There are three degrees of the Divine Father-

hood presented in the teaching of our Lord : God
is the universal Father (see reif. given above) ; He
is, in a very intimate and special way, the Father
of the disciples of Jesus (Mt 516 & 8

;

fe 711
, Lk 1282

etc. ) ; He is, in the highest, and unique, sense, the

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ (see above).

It is evident that our Lord makes a very clear distinction

between His own Sonship and the relationship in which others,

even the most faithful of disciples, stand towards God. Yet, in

thus ieLtinff Himself apart as the Son of God, He was in truth

providing
1 that very element which was required to form a

connecting link betwepn the Divine and the human. The great

danger of monotheism is its tendency towards a tramoenamce
which removes man to an infinite d'-iiinc 1

*
1

: God arid isinn ^( cm

We find, then, that the teaching of our
^
Lord

and of the Gospels concerning God is the union of

a true and unwavering monotheism witb^a great
doctrine of mediation, according to wMch God
and man enter into very close relationship in the

Person of Jesus Christ, the Son of God.

(ii.) THE SON. (1) The Son is a distinct Person
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from the Father. It is easy to complicate this

question by a discussion of the meaning of the

word '

personality/ The Latin word persona^ was
chosen to represent the Greek -uirbo-Taa-Ls, but neither

the original nor its translation was adequate. To
endeavour to minimize the difficulty of the tradi-

tional doctrine by recalling the primitive meaning
of persona is surely vain. The truth is that the

conception u"
j
.- ii :l: \ . as we now understand

it, did not M i i'.io i \: thoughts of the ancients

at all. They used the la ->.,:>' v
1

ich attached

itself most easily to the i <'

'

..- !:M- ion- which the

rise of Christian theology forced upon their atten-

tion, and, in doing so, laid the foundations of our

modern philosophical and theological terminology.
But the true force of their technical terms may be

more accurately gauged by considering the mean-

ings to which they tended, than by going back to

meanings which they forsook. It is much better

to interpret the Trinitarian doctrine with the help
of the modern conception <f po -"!.. ";';. than by
means of the Latin word

_,_.
/ ^ : .-M-

:
-' the con-

notation of the term has altered, its denotation is,

in this case, the same, and the change of meaning
was simply the inevitable development.
The truth of this will become evident when we

turn from abstract doctrines and a priori argu-
ments to the facts of the life of Christ as we have
them in t' fi .<: V If any result has emerged
from our .: :

"
it is this: the Personality

of our Lord is the most distinct and the most
concrete of which we have any knowledge. If His
consciousness included elements which are outside

the range of our experience, if His character com-
bined qualities which do not coexist under ordinary
human conditions, if there was !_-'

"

'" '
*

completeness about His moral and ->' ".::.," ": .

then all these grer. ( -|-
: *Ih.,il possessions belonged

to His Ego, and i '"'v "u.ns ; i ,, Ego had a distinct-

ness and concreteness -,. i

"

. ly other human
being who ever lived. ! :.- the boundaries
which give the Ego its distinctness, for the sake of

making an abstract doctrine appear more intellig-

ible, is surely a dangerous error. Our Lord was

very man, and His Ego had all the self-possession
and self-consciousness which give to every human
soul its personal distinctness. While we find, in

His self-revelation, that He constantly entered
into a communion with God which is quite without

parallel in human experience, and that He knew
the heart of God from within, we also find Him
ever distinguishing Himself as a Person from the
Father. There is no trace anywhere of the break-

ing down of the boundaries of personal life. The
Hebrew prophet was frequently impelled to speak
as the mouthpiece of Jehovah, his personality
seemed to dissolve, and the voice of Deity seemed
to speak through his lips. So with the mystic, the
individual being seems to vanish in the moment of

insight, the human drop seems to blend -with the
ocean of

Divinity.
In the records of the inner life

of our Lord will be found no sign of such experi-
ences. His utterances reveal no rii-plficcMnoril of

the centre of |iv-oT.l liio. He is always self-

contained, even i-i (Jcih-oiiuuu 4
.

This ]'f r- i ,' <}-': b !v -- :viv ">o -i- *i 1-
'.rl.v ii slii 1 n1

'owing
passage-. V

.
in ..><,/ c :"'.on: - trr- :<,-.' i.-j. \ ,< ^-: 'All

things have :r< n d> i xertd ir*toni<*or im Kaiber, r.nd no one
knoweth the Sen -si\o iho fat'-ior.

1

etc. (Mi 1]27, i.k IT--) : *Tho
Son of Han shall cosno in ibo jrlon of IMS I'aihor \iiih hi- angel!-

'

(Mfc 1627);
l
\V-io-o< \ir .-irill lr a-hamod of me- nn'l or ni\ words

in this adulu r )ii> .incl si-iinl jrenera ion, rho Son of Man also

shall be ashaino'l of him. whin IIP coim-th in ihc u lory or hi<

Father with ni- hol\ si'icroN" (Jilt ^{S); "Xot what 1 will, hue
what thouwiP OHc'i I

J

');
* Fa i her, into thy hanr]* r commend

my spirit' (Lk 2'i'' 1

): '.Mv God. mv God, whj hast ihou forsaken
me ?

'

(Mk 1534) ; My Father worketh hitherto and I work '

(Jn
517) ; <i and the Father are one '

(1030) ; *I am the way, and the
truth, and the life : no one cometh unto the Father but by me'
(146), etc. These examples are selected out of a great number.
The Fourth Gospel is especially rich in such passages, and this

fact is the more remarkable because it is the Gospel of Christian

mysticism. In it we are taught to think of the great unities

which are realized in Christ :

'

Thou, Father, art in me, and I in

thee that they also may be one in us
'

;

c I m them and thou in

me, that they may be-
'

'

(1721- 23) etc. Yet St.

John is very clear as . ,
- of the Persons : 'The

Logos was with God,'
' The same was in the beginning with God

(I1
- 2

) The phrase is remarkable, ifis roy Oeov, It signifies per-

sonal distinctness with active relationship. (Of. 1 Jn I2 fpos -rov

ffuvipoc,'). We have already seen how emphatic this Evangelist

is as to the humanity of our Lord. We now find him equally

emphatic as to the true Personality. Yet he is our clearest

teacher about the Divinity. Surely we must recognize, as the

source of this extraordinary combination, the reality of the life

and consciousness to which he testifies, the fact of Christ.

(2) Organic relation of the Son to the Father.

(a) The subordination of the Son. This truth is
' - n

everywhere in the teaching^! our Lord.
'

. speaks ever as One who enjoys a unique
1

intimacy with the Father, though He
claims God as His own Father, yet it is clear that

He was filled with reverence towards the Eternal

Source of all things from whom His own being is

derived.

Certain passages express this very distinctly : Mk 1332 Of that

day ".,
'

.- < < -
v

. - I-:
"'

n,

neit - *
,

, - !"' -

'

" '-
:

' '

v
'-

sidered in connexion with the doctrine of the kenosis (wh. see).

But they are quite as
' ' ' '

bimony to our Lord's

consciousness of His o * ,

. Here we find Him,

placing Himself above the angels in heaven, next to the Eternal

Father, and the fact of I"
~

\~ :.< -i-
:_.

.1

as extraordinary. The -
. i< :;''' "- < I

1>- -

passage involve a Christology which agr< *
...

teaching of St. John. There ist however,

assertion remains.
c . .. ". .. -.* .* bemadeof Jnl428 'The Father

is .-'.;. -I \- (-'*:_ observes (see Table Talk, 1st

May 1823), these words, which have been used to supply an argu-

ytviatieu \yv ; ."-i ...
* ;'/ '>

" "^ w
iff^tv).

He does not

say, 'the Son/ or, 'the Son of Man.'
_
It is inadmissible, as

Westcott points out,
" " " " "

: other-

wise than 'in the fu s :

' We
cannot think that the statement refers merely to the human life

of Christ on earth.
* The superior greatness of the Father must

therefore
" "

s 'iii,-- 1

"

_ ,i

"

.-.

"

i ;." -" i- \ .' -!:: i
1

Fatherani ^
'

'
-

!IIK- 01 '.' <i" ( .!/ u-i-iin: ].'

(See Westcott, toe. cit. y and Additional JNote on 14^).

(5) The derivative nature of the Son's Divinity.
We are left in no doubt as to what is the essential

nature of this subordination. The Son derives His
bein .. TT". L- .. """I . His power, His active life,

at cir-y "i. ! the Father. For the de-

tailed I'l-i-"

'

,i'
:
- are mainly i^ :"! '.'

i

::-
1
i

the]'-* i

1

: -;
l> ib here the -, .

. :' ;-,^--/<--
which may be adduced is extraordinary.

* The Son ran do nothing of lii-u-df
'

(Jri .*iiJ>) ;

' As the Father
haih life in liiru-c-lf. .\cn t-o pra\L he to tlio >on n1*-o to have life

in himct-if
T

(\ .^ ; I can of inyj-th" do noLhui'jr
'

( v 1

) ;

'
T ;,". ( o--

down from hoavi n. not to do mine own will, i !: ': I. s-i

i hat ^oni irK-
'

(i>
{

") ;
I do nothing of myself

'

(z
1

*) ;

'
1 &^>o^c noli

from myself ;
but the Father which sent me, he hath given me

n rommarirluM'nl, u hat I should say and what I should speak*
([:":''); -Tlic Faihor abiding in me doeth his works' CU10);
*Thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee

'

(17
23

-).

(G) The kenosis. It is this derivative nature of
the Son's Divinity which helps us to realize that
the limitations to which He submitted during His
life on earth involved no breach of His Divine

identity. Our ordinary experience teaches us that
the limitation of our powers does not destroy our
identity. If we shut our eyes, we impose upon
ourselves voluntarily a limitation which, while it

lasts, diminishes veryj considerably our hold upon
reality ; yet we continue to be the same identical

persons that we were before, and that we shall be
again when the voluntary limitation has come to
an end. But it is hard to imagine anything similar
in the case of the Eternal Source of all being. All
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that is depends on Him, and any reduction or
limitation of His power is inconceivable. Certainly
that would seem to be the case, when we think of
the Eternal Father. But surely it is different with
the Eternal Son. His Divinity is derivative, de-
pendent from moment to moment upon the Father :

and therefore there is no difficulty in accepting
what seems to be a necessary inference from the
facts of the Gospel history, that, <"! . *-. Lord's
life on earth, there took place a i ',', of the
Divine effluence. Nor is it necessary to suppose
that this limitation was always" the same in extent
or degree. Here may be the explanation of the
awful cry,

' My God, my God, why hast thou for-
saken me ?

' Such a view is not inconsistent with
the declaration of St. Paul that '

it was the good
pleasure of the Father that in him should all
fulness dwell,' the whole TrX^pw^a of the Deity
(Col I 19).

*

(d) The Logos. For the use of this term in
Christian theology we are indebted to St. John.
It is a mark of the inner truth of the Fourth
Gospel that nowhere is our Lord represented as

using it ; for it is not in His manner, nor does it

arise naturally out of the thought of the first age
of Christian experience (but see Rev 1913). It be-

longs essentially to the age of reflexion and philo-
sophic construction. Yet the term was familiar to
the minds of thinkers of various schools at the
time. It was the means of drawing Lo^ifhor the

religious thought of Palestine and the pliilo-oplix
of Alexandria. In the former, the Memra or "VY ord
of Jehovah was regarded j;- ;

' '",>*
j.<-i

-iuui! T)"\ *:u k
,

agency by which the Mi-; M'^'s . i""i > I!U }:.''-

poses in the world. In the latter, the Logos "is a
personified abstraction, and must be connected
with the Immanent Reason of Greek speculation,
though sometimes conceived more concretely (by
Philo) as executive power. (See Harnack, Hist,

of Dogma,) ch. ii. 5, etc., and ihrou^houl, for

further development of the Logo-- mm-cpuon,1
.

See, further, art. LOGOS.
Both -jM-<-::l.:

j:
', < ly j.i-il t

istorically the Incarna-
tion is ; is-- -u,

1

i"-_-j-"i"'. !>* that course of thought
which lv.-!- nv. i !,-.:! \ ; the doctrine of the
Blessed Trinity. As soon as Christian thinkers
came to realize that the Christ is the Son of God
as being the Incarnate Divine Logos, their thought
was launched upon that vast speculation as to the
nature of God, and especially as to the relation of

the Son to the Father, which occupied the minds
of theologians during the earlier centuries of

Church history.
(iii.) THE HOLY GHOST.- F.HM ^-mM-iil ^!il<-mon1.

of the doctrine.of the Holy ^i-''-: 1 iN* r< ,,! < iiy
be referred to art. HOLY ^rimi i-: \o ]

. i. ;ii:i i !;'<>

corresponding art. in Hastings* DB. Here a
briefer and more limited treatment must suffice.

(1) The evidence of the Synoptic Gospels. The

Gospels record a renewed activity of prophetic
inspiration in connexion with the Advent of

Christ. Of John the Baptist it was foretold,
f He

shall be filled with the Holy Ghost, even from his

mother's womb '

(Lk I15 ). So we read (vv.
41- 67

) of

Elisabeth and Zacharias, that, filled with the

Spirit, they utte- -"I \----\-\
'"

language. See also

jjj. 225.26. aV. 36
4 \ , ;,. . :,. draculous conception

is ascribed to tl- .

i-u.-.i
r. ->f the Spirit (Lk I35,

Mt iis. 20). Equally clear is the statement of the

agency of the Holy Spirit at the Baptism, of our
Lord (Mk I 10

, Mt 3U,
Lk 322 ). As He entered upon

His ministry, the Evangelists tell us that our Lord
was guided by the Holy Spirit (Mk I12, Mt 41

, Lk
41-

2. 14.
is)^ ji'ig miracles are performed in the

Spirit (Mt 1228
). In His hour of most profound

concentration upon the mystery of His own Person
and work we are told, He rejoiced in the Holy
Spirit '(LklO

21
).

_

Our
^

Lord's own toji-h'i.u o" this subject, as
given in the Sv::<i;j:ic>. ivcn-^Mi/i - the in.-mration
of the OT (M'k lir", JNIi r-,, u,nd connects His
own miraculous works (Mt 12JS

) and His mission
(Lk 418

} with the agency of the Holy Spirit. Cer-
tain of His promises to His disciples can be fully
understood only in the light of the tejulihii- \vhich
we find in the Fourth Gospel. See Mi in- 1 ' Lk
II 13 121:J 2449

, Ac P- 5- 8
. Perhaps, however, the

strong* -' !',: ,-_o ->f all is that in which our Lord
warns . ;_,." -: -.- awful sin against the Holy
Ghost \\*;\

',
M 1233

, Lk 12). The intensity of
our Lord's language here certainly points to the
Deity of the Spirit. See, further, art. UNPARDON-
ABLE SIN.

(2) The evidence of the Fourth Gospel. ILeie the
work of the Holy Spirit is fretpienily mentioned.
He is the agent in the new birth (,T'-*j; the livino-
water (4

14
739 ) ,-

the Paraclete (14
16

) ; the Spirit of
truth ( 14

17 15-6 1613 ), etc. In these and other passages
the relation of the Holy Spirit to the Father and
to the Son, and His agency in connexion with the
work of God in the Church and the world, are pre-
sented with extraordinary iii'Miv--i\cr *-.

(3) The Personality of //V /j,f ,'. f /.;,.,v.-.-_it is

inevitable, owing to the very use of the am biguous
word nrj'eujcta, that in many cases it is impossible to
be certain, from the mere language of the passages
in which the word occurs or from their context, as
to the nature of the agency to which reference is

made. It is also necessary to remember that the
personification of abstractions may be carried to

great lengths when the conception of personality is

indefinite, as it certainly was among the ancient-*,
at least to a far greater degree than at present.
It would, therefore, be a mistake to infer the Per-

sonality of the Holy Spirit from the mere use of

language concerning Him which seems to imply it.

Such language must be understood in relation to
the whole Christian revelation and its interpreta-
tion in terms of thought. Yet the language is very
strong and verjr definite.

'
I will pray the Father,

and he shall give you another Paraclete, that he
may be with you for ever ; even the Spirit of truth *

(14
16* 1T

). The Spirit is here indicated as '

another/
One who is to take the place of our Lord Himself
as His substitute. Also He is 6 irapa/cX^ros, TO Trvevpa,
TO &JLOV (v.

26
). The masculine form of the word is

certainly used to impress upon the disciples the
truth that the Presence which is to take the place
of that to which they had been accustomed is no
less a Personal Presence than the other. And this
view is strengthened by the repeated and emphatic
tKewos :

c he shall teach you
'

(v.
26

) ;

c he shall bear
witness* (15

26
);

f

he, when he is come, will con-
vict . . .' (16

s
); *he shall guide you . . .' (v.

13
);

'he shall glorify me' (v.
14

). Not merely the lan-

guage, strong and emphatic as it undoubtedly is,

but the whole argument demands the doctrine of

the Personality of the Spirit.
This group of passages also shows very clearly

that we are here taught to think of the Spirit as
not only personal, but as distinct from the Father
and the Son. This appears remarkably in 1426
' The Paraclete, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father
will send in my name, he shall teach you all things,
and bring to your remembrance all tnat I said unto

you.* Again in 1525 'Whom I will send unto y^ou
from the Father, even the Spirit of truth which
proceeclelli from the Father, he shall bear witness
01 i IHJ." Language could not make the distinctness
of the Persons clearer. Yet strong and clear as
this teaching is, we find its strength and clearness

greatly increased by the fact that it fits into the
scheme of Christian thought as we find that scheme
developing in the Epistles of St. Paul and taking
more rounded dogmatic form in the later ages of
Christian reflexion.
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(4) The Divinity of the Holy Ghost. We can have
no doubt on this subject when we have reached the

point at which we attain the conviction that, in His

great discourse, our Lord teaches us unmistakably
the Personality of the Spirit as distinct from that

of the Father and of the Son. The Three Persons

are here viewed upon, a plane of being which is above

that of all created, things.

In Jn 1416-18- 26 15'2 16^ is the inter-relationship of the Divine

Three is expressed and implied. The dependence of both the

Son and the Holy Ghost upon the Father appears :
*
I will pray

the Father, and he shall give you another Paraclete.' The Spirit
*

proceeds
* from the Father and is sent by the Son (1526 16?).

Son, the Spirit is to bring all our Lord's words to the remem-
brance of the disciples (v.

2
<3) ; He is to bear witness of our Lord

(15-6), to glorify Him (1614), etc. So important is the work of

the Spirit in its connexion with that of the Son, that our Lord
sv-:

( ! V <] ". M '.\:> (''. i of His own departure in order

i
!i:: "." i". -"' <i '" .'-. >! r * j. 'tivity may begin. And to this

teaching*we must add such statements as the following-: 'He
that hath seen me hath seen the Father

'

(14
9
) ;

'
I am in the

whatsoever the Father hath are mine, therefore said I, that he

(i.e. the Spirit) taketh of mine and shall declare it unto you
'

(1615). All these refer to the nature and effects of that dis-

pensation of the Spirit concerning: which our Lord is instructing
His disciples in this great discourse.

Such t ejiching certain Iy implies be '"!

'"
T-*-.

' "

and the Unity of the Three Persons,
' "

.'

out are at once distinguished, regarded as insepar-

ably united, and placed upon a plane of being far

above all created existence.

III. Summary. (L) THE BAPTISMAL FORMULA.
We have omitted from our consideration one

great passage of first-rate importance on every
branch of our subject. It has been kept to the
last because it is the nearest thing to a compre-
hensive and formal statement of the doctrine of

the Trinity to be found in Holy Scripture, In
Mt 2818

'20 there is, as the last word of that Gospel,
a solemn charge which it is stated our Lord gave
to His disciples when they met Him, by His special
command, after His resurrection. The charge in-

cludes : (1) a declaration of His universal authority,
( All authority hath been given unto me in heaven
and in earth,' containing a very strong implication
of His Divinity and ; ,-" "\ Mt II 27 and
Lk 102

"2 as well as witr i i- .; of the Fourth
Gospel. (2) A great commission,

4 Go ye therefore
and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing
them into the name of the Father and of the Son
and of the Holy Ghost ; teaching them to observe
all things whatsoever I have commanded you,'
words which are at once the greatest command,
the greatest prophecy, and the greatest dogmatic
statement ever given. (3) A promise,

*

Lo, I am
with you alway, even unto the end of the world,'
which has been a source of power and inspiration
to the Church ever since.

It is true that this passage belongs to a part of St. Matthew's
Gospel which has been assailed with great persistence, and,
on internal grounds, with some apparent reason. It is often

argued that the First Gospel contains many additions to the
Evangelic narrative which arose from the habits of thought
an* 1 uracC '* as well as from explanatory teaching, current in
;!v

i
Timr :\

- Church. The account of baptism given here
"...;

jjfJ
ilu- . be a reflexion of the teaching- of a later time.

Against this, we have to note that there is no textual evidence
against; Ihfc pa^a^c. time 2 Co l.fl i Contains the- threefold Divine
name in a way \\hich shows that the combination was familiar
to rhe mind of the- Christian Church at a time which was cer-
tainly less than thirty years after the Ascension, and that there
is a continuous stream" of testimony from the earliest limes as
to baptism into the three-fold name, the DtfucJie prodding the
connecting link between the Apostolic asre and Justin Martyr.
But stronger than ail these is the fact that this passage merely
sums up the teachings concerning God which, as we have seen
in detail, m.iy be found so.itlered throughout the four Gospels.
It is surelvsomewhat hard to suppose that the Christian doctrine
of God could have so rapidly assumed thf form in which we find
it in St. Paul's Epistles, if *our Lord Himself had not brought
together the various strands of ITis teaching ; and when was

this so likely to happen as when He manifested Himself to His

disciples after His resurrection ? The truth is that this passage
in y "-,.." "

clue we need in order to understand

the . : octnne and the continuity of custom

t
' '" Sanday in art. 'God' in Hastings'

possesses all the power, < oiircm ration, and authority which are

everywhere the marks of the true sayings of Jesus. There is

not a word in this utterance, from kboQvi to uiiuvos, which has not

been in all ages, a source of life to the Church. Here the

meaning of the life, death, and teaching of the Son of God is

translated into a language which appeals to the minds and
hearts of all ages <>~

' v , :n
"

i
-

: arid this in the most Jewish

of the Gospels. ^i< -.vo.vi, '.n jfophecy here contained is on
,) 1. _. 'i

- 'to have arisen naturally out of the life of the

C -i
i! - "in i amity of the 1st century. Not even to St. Paul

was granted so wide an outlook upon the history of mankind.
This great vision of a world-wide Christianity belongs to the

mind of Him who spoke of the Grain of Mustard tieed and
the Draw-Net, and taught His disciples to pray,

'

Thy kingdom
come.'

We may, unless our judgments are obscured ^by
critical prejudices, turn to this . '",

'" '

the needful summary of all those thoughts about
God which we have gleaned from the teaching of

Christ and'- 1 'C.- .M,.
1
... Th(! >\\vo->inn els rk oVo^a

is importar, -!, Ifcipii-in i- in ue 'into the
name.' The phrase recalls 1

1

!- \ -i . .:, of the OT
in which the 'Name' of Go :

-
1

i.-r Himself as

revealed or brought into relation to men. So the
name Jehovah was the sign or mark of the old

covenant. Can we fail to gather that the name
which marks the new covenant is that of Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost ? In this name is contained
the revelation of God which Christ brought to

man. It must also be observed that the word is

singular,, rb BVO/JLO,, -M,."_-,>,. the unity of the God-
head. The name i i

:

i \- ! i, yet it is one.

The doctrine of the Trinity is, then, the summing
U of the teaching concerning God which^ is con-

tained or implied in the Christian revelation. It

is not a philosophic construction. It is not the
outcome of abstract discussion upon the Being and
attributes of God. T:i IS or'_ in it had nothing to
do with logical or 'ii,i

:
' k '

i
:
i ;; i- ethods, nor did it

arise out of the efforts of the y.r-'Vr-trnilh 1

;.. Its

source is simply the fact of CIV -, I ! i-i> ! :". That
amazing and, to the merely scientific intelligence,
most mysterious fact, which still, after so many
centuries, presents to mankind the old question,
* Who say ye that I am ?

'

is the revelation of the

Trinity. Jesus Christ manifests God as Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost.

(ii.) THE ILLUMINATING POWER OF THE DOG-
TRINE. When from the position which has now
been attained we look back over the life and
teaching of our Lord, we find that sudden light is

thrown upon much that otherwise seems obscure.
It is this reflex illumination of Christian experience
which constitutes the verification of the doctrine
a verification which may be traced throughout the
whole history of the Church, and which to this

day may
^

be discerned in the vitality of orthodox
Christianity and its continued A j 1 1 u < f n- !

'

i

k r-
k1 ;

_ i < m -

consciousness of mankind in contrast with Deism
in all its forms. Here we confine our brief survey
to the Gospels, and note the following. At the
Annunciation the angel replies to the Yirgin's-
question (Lk I35): 'The Holy Ghost shall come
upon thee, and the power of the Most High shall
overshadow thee : wherefore also that which is to
be born shall be called holy, the Son of God. ? At
the Baptism the three Divine Persons are repre-
sented : lie saw the heavens rent asunder and the
Spirit as a dove descending upon him ; and a voice
came out of the heavens, Thou artmy "beloved Son,
in thee I am well pleased

3

(Mk P- n
, also Mt

3]6 - 17
. Lk 321 -

^J. At the Transfiguration the glory
of the Son and His relation to the Father are mani-
fested (Mk 97, Mt 175

,
Lk 985 ).
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But more profound even than such indications as
these is the truth that the doctrine of the Trinity
underlies the whole movement of Divine providence
for the redemption and elevation of man as we have
it presented in the NT. Here it is sufficient to note
that everywhere in the Gospels, while God the
Father is regarded as the ultimate source of all

things, both in creation and in redempuon, certain

special functions are declared to belong to the Son
and the Spirit, and yet there is no separation or

opposition between the Divine Persons. God the
Father is the Creator, yet all things were made
by (did) the T- v . , -.frrov tytvero o&8$ fr &

ytyovev (Jn ,
. ! .'

', ;

'

, the work of the Son :

* The Son of Man came to seek and to save that
which was lost

'

(Lk 1910
). He came to give his life

a ransom for many
'

(Mk 1045
, Mt 202S

). He is the

Shepherd seeking the lost sheep (Lk 153
'7

). But
the love which surrounds the sinner from his birth,
which remains constant throughout his life of sin,
and which receives him into a perfect reconciliation
on his repentance, is the love of the Father (Lk
15 l:iflr

*). Further, the salvation which is the result
of the death of Christ is everywhere presented as

the work of God Himself. Thus is the love of God
revealed in Christ, and assurance as regards God's
mind and will towards us attained. The unity of
the Divine Persons is the underlying truth of the
Atonement. So again, the works of Christ are * in
the Spirit' (Mt 1228), and the Spirit is called by
Christ ' the Spirit of your Father' (Mt 1020 ). The
Son is the means of communication between man
and the Father (Mt II37, Lk 1022, Jn 14 etc.), yet
the Spirit is the source of the life which makes
this communication possible (Jn 33"8

). Further, the

Spirit is the gift of the Father (Lk II13
), and none

can come to the Son unless the Father draw him
(Jn 644

). It is sufficient to point out, finally, how
closely interrelated are the functions of the Three
Persons as described in Jn 14-16. The coming- of

the Paraclete is identified with a coming of the Son
(14

18
), and the coming of the Son with a coming

of the Father (vv> ^J. His office is to carry on the
work of the Son, which is the work of the Father

(16
14- 15

), in the Church (14
17ff-

etc.) and in the world

(16
8
) after the departure of the Son. I'"- < i

1 \
said that the characteristic work . I",/

is creation, of the Son redemption, of the Holy
Ghost sanctification. The distinction is certainly

Scriptural, and yet there is no one of these works
in which eacli of the Divine Persons has not a share.

The Trinity in Unity is, to use the old-fashioned

language, both o-'lolo^i',
1

.! and economical.
And all this has its counterpart in the Christian

experience of our own time, for Cliri-imTiity is,

for the Church and for the iruKvi<hinl. thu reve-

lation of the Fatherhood of God through and in

that Christ who presents Himself afresh to every

age as the manifestation of the love of God, and
whose personal influence, in some mysterious
manner, survives every shock of revolution as well

as the slow movement of the ages.

(iii.) THE PHILOSOPHICAL ASPECT. This is

not the place to consider the great question as to

how far the doctrine of the Trinity can commend
itself to, or be justified by, the philosophical reason

of mankind. The problem is as old as Christian

theology, and is latent in all discussions which
touch the life of the Christian creed.

^
If it has

not been greatly canvassed, at least directly, in

recent times, it is because all the resources of

Christian thought have been devoted to a work
which has been in truth more pressing, the en-

deavour to grasp more firmly ana to realize more

perfectly the facts to which the Scriptures testify,

the elements of the great revelation upon which
the doctrine depends. When the time for full dis-

cussion comes, there is at least a probability that

the general mind will be piepared. The old ob-

jection that the doctrine is apparently contra-

dictory, that it cannot be . <

'

*-
( '". con-

sistent, is certainly losing its x
. . :: j . \. the

lines of thought which have guided so many in the
direction of Agnosticism have converged upon this :

that there must be an element of mystery in the
nature of God. The old Deistic conception of a

'-if.-! y So\o>.( iun i:i the skies, standing above and
'Jin jrom civ;,, \^r . is now impossible for the in-

structed. The doctrine of the Trinity stands in

truth iriuv. ;\ between Agnosticism and Deism.
"With li'v: i'or'i'or it recognizes the impossibility of

present i*i^ to our minds the inmost nature of "the

Supreme One, with the latter it insists upon the
absolute necessity of thinking of the Deity in
terms of personality. But it keeps closer than
either to the facts of the religious consciousness
and the needs of humanity, because it builds upon
actual I'xi'ijri'Mice. ilie experience which stands
central ri I!MJ lii.-toi^ of the race, and it interprets
. V- * \i.-

- :
. by means of the only perfect Per-

-'! ,".\ k''ov. toman.
!:* ,;<:,. ,

:

osi to tV- ^ r -'i "j; 1 < '-'isideration, there
are tendencies in >', \ I-.-I.L-' which seem, to

promise new light i >" ,1 - <!! .'><-, *ine. Philosophy
'

1
;

--
1

' "* \
T

.. ""-oth been dealing will: the

J
.

-
i

x
-

;, ,
and have been revealing

the existence of problems of extraordinary com-

plexity and suggestiveness in connexion with it.

For both, human KTMJ!'.;L]H\ Appears, from one

point of view, n^ a ^li -uiii'< iu^' unity, and, from
another, as an illuminated poiiion of avast world
of -i'li irual existence. It is both inclusive and ex-

cln>i\o. lioili universal and limited, according to
the way in which it is regarded, and no principle
has yet come to light by means of which these

oppositions can be shown to be overcome.
The more usual way of Jijiprojicl'ing the applica-

tion of < I'"":V*]M di' povMiTiii'iiy to i he doctrine
of the h'i-i.y i^ i.) foilov. ilie lino indicated by
Lotze (Microcosmos, bk. ix. ch. iv.) and regard
personality as it exists in man as incomplete, per-
fect personality belonging to God only. If this

conception be justifiable, we may well expect to
be able to apply an ancient method and find that
distinctions which we know to exist in man's per-

sonality may be correctly n^irnlcd a* correspond-
ing to distinctions of a mii< h

]_-io fount lev degree in

the Divine Being. The best modern exposition of

this view is Illingworth's Pet-ftonMtt/. Human and
Divine, a work which may justly b.- >-<^;n"j< ; ,is

representing for our time the classic
;'<I

; P, (' \ i* v. .

that of St. Augustine in his de Triniiate.

The difficulty which is inherent in this method was, however,
clearly seen by Augustine himself, and it cannot be said that
modern philosophers have been able to surmount it success-

fully. Regarding- the distinctions in the Godhead as corre-

sponding to the three,
*

memory, understanding, love/ which
we know of in ourselves, he yet perceives that ' Tria ista . . .

mea sunt, non sua
;
nee sibi sed mini agunt quod agunt, imo

ego per ilia,' and again,
*

Ego per onania ilia tria memini, ego
intelligo, ego dOigo, qui nee memoria sum, nee intelligentia,
nee dilectio, sed haec habeo. Ista ergo dici possunt ab una

persona irn rabit h.rr tria, non ipsa est hsec tria' (de Trini-

tate, bk. M . o1
-. \\ii. ? t2). Nor can it be said that Augustine

or ixi iv or IP-* >!, 01 *-<!> in ti Njtri ir. ariiLi ;.M< ,
T."; (vcr Hegel

in hi* /'/V'', -'<././,;' /..-
/,'' ''.;'//., li^- ii- ( r> i">'<-1

i .-liOA now whafe

in ii- 's < !i\\ '.Vt."oi{:
:"i'Ut". fuc.ili;., or I'lorjxh

1 of aj^'/vo.i, can
become a A /> mi "\ ii-.o Dei ; -

There is, however, another line of thought in

recent philosophy, which seems to the writer to

promise much better results for the Christian

thinker. Out of the Hegelian school have arisen

some who, feeling the force of certain considera-

tions relied on by Agnostic reasoners, 'hold that

the nature of the Ultimate Reality is beyond us,

our highest categories and our most concrete ex-

periences being inadequate alike to express or to

present it. In addition to this, there has been

slowly gaining recognition the importance of the
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conception of degrees of reality. Bradley in Ms
Appearance and Reality has done more than any
other writer to call attention to this principle.
Foe to theology, as he professes to "be, he may
prove its most useful ally. The work of Pringle-
Pattison points in the same direction. Person-

ality may be, for human thought, the highest of

;

"
,

'
*

:

""

,' the existence of certain funda-
, ,

- and oppositions, speculative
and practical, proves clearly that it is not the
ultimate form of being. There is a degree of

Tfcpiilitx
,
a final Unity, higher, more concrete, than

I \ir-oiijiliiy. There must "be, because a person is,

after all, essentially one among many. A person
is what he is, not merely because he is inclusive as

regards his own experience, but because he is ex-

clusive as regards his neighbours' experience.
Personality cannot therefore be a full definition

of the Divine nature. God is personal and some-

thing more. In His final Unity He is super-
personal, and this super - personal unity is the
ultimate Reality, concrete and universal. Here
is exactly the condition demanded by the Chris-

tian doctrine of the Trinity. The most complete
monotheism is compatible with the recognition of

a personal multiplicity in the Godhead.
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.

.. ,
. ... ;

,-. . . .,,-.. -.

laeuiutm ana '1'heoioyy, enueavour to <! * - < -

question. The subject has not been i:
'

'.-.-
recent writers. CHAltLJLo i'. JD'AUCV.

TRUMPET. The sole mention of the trumpet
in the Gospels occurs in Mt.'s version of the small

.^nn-r.1;. !>- 'A Inch has been
*

.-|
V "! in the

(>-(
'-

M!->l"^:'-^l discourse of Jesus. Inere (Mt 2431
)

we read that when the Son of Man conies in the
clouds for the final judgment, He despatches His
angels

* with a loud trumpet
*
to gather His elect

from the four corners of the earth. The context,
especially in Mt., is a Jewish-Christian application
of the older Messianic tradition (cf. e.g. Is 2713

, Zee
210 [LXX]) which rtepidoH the scattered members
of Israel being MiiniMonod together by a trumpet-
blast at the Messiah ".s advent. The figure was
natural, for the '

rnnipcf -bla-t denoted the approach
of 'Mi'H'-lx. *Po\\er, whcihor -piriuial or pliv<icnl.
is 1 1 -ii'Vi'iiM^ of the trumpet: and so, well used
by ILi-).:< 1 in his approaches to the Deity' (Fitz-
gerald's Letters, i. 92). It was a favourite figure
of John Knox, too, as Stevenson has noted (in
Men and Books). But it is rather as a rallying
summons than as a herald of royalty or even an
awakener of

sleepers, that the trumpet is em-
ployed as a pictorial detail in the passage before
us. The writer does not develop the sketch. We
are not told who blows the trumpet, though possibly
the angels were meant. St. Paul seems to reflect,
in 1 Th 416

, the tradition which connected it with
the archangel Michael, but Mt. merely inserts
the realistic trait, owing to his characteristic love
of Hebrew Messianic prophecy.

*

* Wellhausen argues that as ' the trumpet is singular, it
cannot be connected with the angels, but must be posited as a
separate unit.' This seems prosaic. 'Trumpet' may have been

TT -. .
- '? \.

\ /.. .-.--
'

(1903, 45Z>); :
-

(i ..-.- ..
-

.

"

the same author's Die Meuyton ties

J Huumuu.!** (xuu^, jj. J^JL*.); also Haupt's Die eschatolog.

Aussagen Jesu (1895, pp. 116 f., 128 f.).

JAMES MOFFATT.
TRUST. That personal trust is the innermost

essence of the faitli that God requires, is^
almost

universally recognized by Protestant
'

'

\
"

-

Only in rare instances may one still meet with the

pronounced intellectualistic view which regards
faith as the assent to a sum of doctrines. On the

other hand, one may note here and there a tendency
towards the opposite extreme to ascribe a value

to faith as a subjective state v. i''i, .;' -:..'<*;;"! :_ :"!

to the reality of "!

"

one view is as :

-

:

the other.

When Bellarmin (de Justif. i. 4) declares :

'

hseretici fidem

fiduciam esse definiunt ;
Catholici fidem in intellects sedem

habere volunt,' he states accurately enough tho fundamental
distinction between the Catholic and the J-vnnufehcnl concep-
tion of faith, and yet in his discussion he betrays a fatal mis-

ci-iD'^ic' -io'! fv.'^Yrring the latter. Protestants do define

.,:".' 'i-.,

'

"'/" (.riiM): but this is not a bare and empty trust

the inanis hcereticorum fiducia against which the Council
of Trent impertinently protested. A trust that is merely sub-

jective is indeed crro'indl^* and empty, and therefore worse

:i content. But/ the
and un-Biblical as

enough to bear up him that trusts himself to in, his oon
can bring him only loss. T^

' A
"-.'- that a man believes ;

the vital question is, wJu > <. -. We may not divide
men into the two classes : those who believe and those who do
not. For in varying degrees of confidence all men believe

(trust). He who doubts God, believes men or the spirit of this

world. Confidence in any object other than God, who alone
has power over sin and death, could not in any case have
saving value. And even so our faith would no; }* -v. "_.'
unless God freely purposed to save. And man, : h' '.r''i r<-. -i

the act of faith, is utterly unable to produce it of himself,

Only the revelation of His grace can call forth and ground faith

in God. Any possible confidence toward God not grounded in
the revelation of His purpose is not faith, but presumption.

When it is said that Christian faith is personal
trust in God in and i

1 " 1

":!.1

!! -Tesus Christ, one need
not conclude that f,:i is

'

,;"d * trust
'

are exactly
equivalent terms. The thought is only that the

deepest essence of faith is trust, and that there is

no Christian faith that is not personal trust in
God. An examination, however, of the passages
in the NT in which these words occur will clearly
show that even here to say nothing of later
ecclesiastical usage faith, formally regarded, is

the more comprehensive term.
* Two factors (Momente) are to be distinguished in faith, one

relating to the object, the knowledge of God mediated through
Christ, the other relating to the state of the subject, the trust
in salvation i -" / .| .

n- r ". . But the two cannot be sepa-
rated from ( i . .

-
'

Christian knowledge of God
arises only in and with the trust in salvation. To the distinc-
tion between these two sides of faith correspond the two
"

.!. .""-'' '
'

'?'' '

"
'

'-.' "". ,h, and fides qua
'"

'. -. ; .i t
i ,v . i ) j- \\ * . .' 1 be kept in mind

that the content of faith consists primarily not in a theologi-
1

" " "

. but in the immediate beholding and
wing revelation itself

'

(Kirn, art.

It is accordingly unwarrantable to speak of
4 a purely intellectual faith in God.' The mere
holding a doctrine to be true is not faith at all.

Earlier .-"! -. s:
J

".

"

. -V vided the function of faitli
into thr- i -

,

' '

-

f knowledge, instruction in
the facts and doctrines of Christianity ; assensus,
assent to the teaching ; fiducia, personal trust.
This view, however, is misleading ; for faith, how-
ever many aspects it may have, is yet an integral
thing, not formed by the synthesis of several acts.
And
' notitia and assensus have nothing to do with religious faith
except as they are included in the fiducia. That saving trust

meant to denote 'trumpet-blast,' as indeed t- '-* :*."

Miggests. We should rather conjecture that -n.-i ',*,-.,/-,-
utyec.-f.rf, preceded by x.i

t originally stood after '.'* T:..'-,
which would give a better order.
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does not arise without the hearing of the message of salvation
(,xorh Bo 1017) is self-evident and undisputed. On the other
hand, the assensus, as the sure persuasion of the power of
Christ as Redeemer and of the reality of

" '~
1

" " "

, .

'

world, is brought about only in and wi . -,.... i

this one thing must remain unobscured, that the right and
proper answer of man to the saving revelation that comes to
him is the jiducia, and that out ot it grows all certainty and
knowledge of God and Divine things

'

(Kirn).

^
Some, again, have attempted to draw a positive

distinction between faith and trust, regarding
faith as the receiving from God, and trust as the

yielding of self to God. The essential character-
i-4i<: of faith is indeed receptivity ; but it is a mis-
take to suppose that the trustful yielding of self
to God is <uiy( niii- more or other than the opening
of the hen <m<; !MC to His influence and control

through the overmastering revelation of the grace
of Christ. In other words, even the trustful de-
votion of self to God remains at bottom a receiving
from God.
The attempt has been made (cf. esp. E. W.

Mayer, Das christliche Gottvertrauen und der
Qlaube an Christus, 1899) to show that while
Christ, according to the NT, is the object of
e

faith,
5

only God is the object of the full < trust'
of the Christian. As Jesus, the Christ, revealing
in word and deed the Father's holy love, bears the
offer of salvation to men, so through their faith in
His revelation He brings men to the Father in
trust. Trust in God is the consequence of faith in
Christ. But can this view be consistently main-
tained ? Faith in Christ not as Prophet merely,
but as the Bearer of salvationis justified only a-<

we have ground for the assurance that in Tlim (Jod
is dealing with us. So then faith in Christ is trust
in the Father, and trust in the Father as revealed
in Christ is also trust in the Son, the Bearer of
salvation (Jn 14lff

-)- Certain it is that the writers
of the NT saw in Christ more than Teacher and
Example. Even as their exalted Lord He con-
tinued to be a personal Helper.
So long as the revelation of God's grace was not

yet complete in the sending forth of His Son and
then of the Spirit of His Son (Gal 44- 6

), faith could
not rise to its full measure. Before Christ the full

conception of faith could not be reached. The
word e trust

' occurs frequently in the Psalms and
not seldom in certain other OT books.

^
It does

not, however, signify the perfect fellowship of the
child of God, but only; a reliance upon God's faith-

fulness. The predominant idea in the trust of the
OT was hope. There were heroes of faith before

Christ, but their faith could not be perfect,
for

they had not received the object of their hope (He
II39 - 40

). In Christ the filial disposition is estab-

lished (cf. e.g. l
lff

-)- And so fundamental and all-

comprehensive was His work as Mediator of the
New Covenant that He could be truly called * the
author and perfecter of faith

'

(12
2
). Only as men

know God in Christ can they know what faith in
its full sense is. The life of faith is communion
with God in and through Christ, and the nerve of

that communion is personal trust. Christian trust

is reliance upon God, but not upon
* God out of

Christ.' Neither can it be reliance upon Jesus

except as the essential revelation of the Father.

Not unknown in Church history is a view of the redemptorial
work of Christ which would make it consist in appeasing an
nnrrx Hod. \ccording to this view Christ and not the Father
i- \ ho H ''(veil- r. God and not the world is reconciled. In
such a case perfect childlike trust is not to be thought of.

There would be no firm jrronMd J^r it. If Cod h-i^ onoo olianjrrd
His purpose, why ,-=ho,il(l llo not do so '^lin

'

Only whc-ro

God is manifest in Christ a 1- llio ftocosu ikr of the uorld (2 Co
5*9) can there be perfect security lor i iiu and eiernliy. Where
f 1 '- "- Jio ,irl

' of as having wrought a change in the will of

<;< .-I.
"

: v"'| with wavering hope implore Him to intercede
with God on their behalf, and will porhnp-* Ji'No invoke the aid
of many saints. Porfrrt assurance i-> not, to be reached by this

road.

Only as we have the Son do we have the Father

(Jn 146ff
-, 1 Jn 223 - 24

), but we have the Son only
because of the Father's love (Jn 316

). Jesus knows
the Father, and He teaches us to know Him. His
life is the glorious example of trust in the Father's
love. But it is not through the contagious ex-
ample of the * inner life

'

of Jesus that men are led
into perfect filial trust. He promised His disciples
a perfect joy, which no one should take away
(16

20'24
), but this was to come only after He shoulcl

have been glorified. God's boundless love for
sinners must first be manifested in the cross of
Christ (Ro 5s 832 ), Yet even Christ's dying and
rising again on our behalf (2 Go 515

) is not the final

proof of God's love. God has also sent forth the
Spirit of His Son into our hearts (Gal 46

, Ro 814ff
*),

The gift of the Spirit means the reality of com-
munion in prayer, and the Spirit's work in us is the
pledge of our complete salvation at last (cf. e.g.
Ro 8-6

, 2 Co 55 }. To be roote
"

t
."

.

* '

in the
love of God, that one may be

'

> know
that love which passeth k'jriwk-J-c (Eph 317ff

-) ; to
know and have believed :ho 1<'\ c which. God hath
in us (1 Jn 416

) ; and to keep ourselves in the love
of God (Jude v. sl

) this is the meaning of Christian
trust.

Since the sovereign grace of God manifested in
Jesus Christ is the only ground of our assurance,
we must place no confidence in the flesh (Ph 33ff

*).

The seed of Abraham or of Israel may not trust in
this relation (Mt 39, Jn S88*, Ro 2s8-

, Gal 328- 29
).

Nor may we trust in works of righteousness (e.g. Ro
319ffi

, Eph 29
, Tit 3s

), or in our good purpose, effort,
or zeal (e.g. Ro 916 106ff

-, Ph 36). Even the con-
fession of Christ and the profession of faith will
avail nothing without the vital union with Him in
the faith that works by love (Mt 721ff

-, Ja 2I4ff
-,

1 Co 101
"1

*, Rev 31
). Moreover, not even what men

call a good conscience can give security (1 Co 43* 4
,

1 Jn I8fir

'). The wondrous fact of fellowship in the
love of God is indeed a token of the life of God
in us. And whereinsoever our heart condemn us,
we shall obtain assurance in the way of sincere
obedience to the Spirit of love. God is greater
than our heart He can pardon and heal. And
when by His grace our heart is set free from self-

condemnation, our communion with God may be
unbroken.

Upon the immovable foundation of the recon-
ciliation of the world in Christ (2 Co 514ffi

) the
individual appropriates to himself the promise by
faith. Thereby he (-\p<-ri ijco- > present grace and
r<jiii

k- in ilio sun \\*t\\: i'io glory of God (Ro
."' -.. i>< < JIIIM" he has the earnest of the Spirit
because God's love has been shed abroad in his

heart he can even glory in tribulations (5
3"5

,
cf.

1212}. Even bearing the cross and being crucified

with Christ are Ms joy and glory (Gal 220 614
, Ph

38fL). Out of the richness of the grace of this

fellowship he can know that all things work to-

gether To- *iN :.:<']. ,'liat is, for Ms salvation, and
he is [<*- !*:!( < i : : nothing can separate him
from the love of God which is in Christ. There is

no power that can gainsay the loving will of the
eternal God (Ro 818'39

). In every condition he

proves the sufficiency of Christ's grace (e.g. 2 Co
129), and by prayer and supplication finds that
God's peace, far surpassing all understanding of

men, keeps guard over his heart and thoughts in

Christ Jesus (Ph 46- 7
). Through faith he is kept

in a nope sure and steadfast unto the final salva-

tion which awaits him (e.g. 1 P I3
1
)- But the

sureness of the hope does not work carelessness,
*

Every one that hath this hope set on him puri-
fieth himself even as he is pure* (1 Jn 33), The
true believer is

* careful without care.* Moreover,
the grace of our fellowship works zeal in service

(1 Co 1510 ). Only the Christian can enjoy perfect
freedom from anxious care in order that he may
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devote himself fully to the work which God has

given Mm. The past is under the blood and the
future is secure in the promises of God (Tholuck).
And hecause he sees in Christ the grand purpose
of God in the redemption of the world and the

security for the tinal accomplishment of 'that pur-
pose, he cannot despair of the world any more than
he can despair of himself. Because lie knows the

grace of Christ he can Lln-'ly <u---ept his own lot in

life, and
{ in the patieiu e

"

'-sop-? and the labour of

love
'

serve and wait and watch (Lk 1235 - 36
,
2 Co 59- 10

).

Christian trust is a state of heart ; yet it has
seemed better to lay stress upon its ground and
essential significance than upon its psychological
aspects. Christian joy and peace are effects of a

power beyond ourselves. Only God can give them.
It is our part to make sure of our union with Christ,
and then to see that we receive ":' "M- _<. of

God in vain (2 Co 6 1

). The full - ;. V, / :' the

meaning of Christ's promise of peace is not to be
had at once. T

.

* "
,

""

of the path of trust.

But if there is ,.- . . relation of such con-

fidence in God that all our weaknesses, doubts,
fears, and sins drive us to our sure Helper, the

goal of perfect peace will surely be reached at last

(cf. Mtll28-30
,
He4ls

).

LITERATURE. The art. FAITI
* " -' throughout, and

also that of Dr. Warfield in 1 1
- _ - V ."; See aL-o Drum-

mond, Pax Vol": TT . ./"' and Morals, and The
Communion of i'i '. i , ,

'

. Kahler, Zur Lehre von
der VersoTinung. . I .".,' '

: J. G. Tasker, 'Trust
in God and Fait

'

- . /., . 900] 490.

J. K. VAN PELT.
TRUTH. Apart from the adverbial phrases 'of

a truth' (Mk 1232, Lk 425 ) and
'

truly' (e.g. Mk 1470,

Lk Q27 1244), which are used in their ordinary
colloquial sense (cf. Dalman, Words of Jesus, p.

227), the only occurrence of this term in the

Synoptic Gospels is in the hypocritical address of
the Pharisees and Herodians to Jesus (Mt 2216

,

Mk 1214, Lk 2021
), where these soi-disant inquirers

compliment Him on His sincerity as a teacher.
Here loyalty to the truth is opposed to the dis-

ingenuous spirit that allows itself to be swayed by
fear or flattery. The impression made by Jesus
on His opponents was one of fearless honesty and
candour ; He was no casuist or time-server, and it

was His recognized character of religious frankness
and ii'ij!il

:

x '!*! -uggested their trap. For all

His -y'np:,u
:

ii< , i K-;. knew He would be straight-
forward. They could count upon His telling

da_ngerous and unpleasant truths, no matter what
His word might cost Him. He had the courage
without which truthfulness is impossible, and these
Jews were cunning enough to trade upon His very
virtues.

In the Fourth Gospel, however,
' truth

'

is used
in a special, iin^iirLiit *-er<e. characteristic of the
writer and of hN H jw. It, i- ->ne of the leading cate-

gories or themes of the book, and its proportions,
as well as its

'"
. onfrvly 1ifr i>ent

from anything "r *
. (

).-.M-i<>r,}iliy. no
doubt, the ordir . term occurs, "as in
the phrases about true witness (5

31* 32 2124
), or

credible statements (8
H

) ; here, as elsewhere, the
word means no more than veracity, nnJ i' - alfi:cti\ o

represents 'Ini^tvorlliv' (cf. 1041 with 7
Id

s'
ll!l>> - i!

and 167). In I 'ilfitc'-' remark, 'Truth! what is
truth?' (IS

33
), however, we are on the way to a

more definite conception. There is, no doubt, in
this scene the implied censure of a false attitude
to truth, as Cowper has pointed out.

' But what ^ trr.t
1
"!
9 Twis Fitoto'ri qut ^tioii put

To Truth i; -cl*. th.r .L'inf-u<] h-sn iiorrplv.
And wher< r .re

' mil not (io-1 iinpari llis'Ji ht
To them 1 hr,r a-k ,i -- Trc-ch 'tis Hii joj ,

His glory and His nature, to impart.
But to the proud, uncandid, insincere,
Or negligent inquirer, not a spark.'

(Task, bk. iii. 1. 270),

Truth, in this passage, however, has the further

connotation of speculative or abstract knowledge,
and the majority of the refere

'" " ' the

Gospel are tinged by such ., . ^They
converge on the principle that the spiritual is the

real, and that the truth of human life is attainable

only in relation to Christ, who is at once the true

Life of God and the true means whereby men
appropriate that Divine and absolute nature.

Two small linguistic problems lie at the threshold of any
attempt to investigate the meaning of 'truth' in the Fourth

Gospel, (a) Attempts have been made, notably by Wendt (e.g.

in SK, 1883, p. 511 f., and Teaching of Jesus, i. p. 259 f.), to

read *M,Quat as equivalent to 'faithfulness' or 'rectitude,' on
the analogy of the LXX rendering Q.K&Q; xett atXvt&uet) for the

Hebrew original of
'

grace and truth.' Certainly, in I14 - ", the OT
antithesis is unmistakable. But, apart from the fact that %.f>i$

is substituted for I>ew, the author is evidently using 'truth,'

here in a deeper a
" ' " '

.,

" "
'- The general

usage of the term -
. _ ,

i . -

'

r as applied to

God or man, cannc. <

"

\ / .
- or 'righteous

conduct,' any more than by mere 'veracity.' Even where the
OT form of expression is retained, the content and the substance
of the thought are extended and intensified. (&) A cognate
difficulty is occasioned by the use of two adjectives, favfifa and
atJwQivoe, in conne*

" " ' ' ~
'." . [1004] 505, xvi.

42-43). No rigid
- reen them in the

Gospel (note the - were equivalent
precisely to verax and vents. The latter may be translated
'

true,' in the sense of real, as opposed to what is counterfeit

(15
1
) or transient and inadequate (19 632.51); but often what is

true, in the sense of veracious and sincere, is thereby sub-

stantial, the sole reality amid the shadows of falsehood, just as

God, who is true (cf. Field, ON iii. p. 104), as opposed to

deceptive and
" " ' ' '

is also real, in the sense of

being- living an ^Qfa (S
2
6) and x^Otvos (7

2
)

i 10 :.".'. '1 (
i\ as the Father who has sent

. <".. x' . the former adjective is used (e.g. in Q55) where
the latter, in the sense of real or g'emiine, would have been
equally appropriate (cf. 632 I9).

Truth, in this specific sense, forms one of the
nuclei of the Fourth Gospel. It is equivalent
either to the knowledge of God's being and will, or
to the Divine being and will itself ; in other words,
it represents the higher and heavenly reality of

things, transcendent and absolute, and corresponds
generally to light (cf. I

8 and 588
) in its sphere and

functions. Like the light, however, the truth is

not an abstract entity, much less an intellectual
-\-UMU, lo the author, but this Divine reality as
ii'ir.nii'otoil in the incarnate Logos, as revealed in
the Son. He is the Truth (14

6
) ; He and it are

identified (cf. 832- 36
). All else is transitory and

unsubstantial. Whatever appears to compete with
this truth is either counterfeit or merely relative.

Jesus, as the perfect Son of God, is the final and
adequate embodiment of God's saving will ; and
the common term for that heavenly nature, in
relation to man's errors and ignorance, is the truth.
But the errors and ignorance against which it has
to struggle are moral rather than intellectual. It
is truth to be done (3

21
), not speculation to be

understood. The prerequisite for coming to the

light of the Logos is a sound moral disposition,
faithfulness to the light of conscience, and genuine
sincerity of thought and deed. Such is the point
pressed by the author of this Gospel. He was sur-
rounded by a world which included earnest seekers
for the truth (ef. 1220ff

-) and so-called *

philosophers'
or religious theorists, in Judaism and paganism,
who refused to accept the Christian estimate of

Jesus, and probably preferred Gnos-iic prc-cntn-
tions of communion with God. To meoi boi h or
these contemporary currents, he states his con-

ception of Christ as the Truth. With that Christ
all truly sincere souls have an affinity, which, if

allowed to develop naturally, will bring them into
touch with Him. On the other hand, the objec-
tions to Christ, often paraded on intellectual

grounds, are run back to moral defects, and failure
to see the reality of God in Christ is attributed to
some unreality of human character.
The roots of this unique conception may partly

be found in Philo, but ultimately they run' back to
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Platonism and the later Stoicism (cf. Grill, p. 204 f.),

while even Egyptian ^theology had crowned the god
Thoth with the attribute alfr d\^6^s of the Logos
(cf. Reitzenstein,
56, 80f.). But the

Gospel lies in its

with the histor'- 1
<

Asiatic-Greek

Fragen, pp.pp.
the Fourth

:

conception
\c\\\ / of Jesus Christ. The

which the book was
immediately composed, learnt that He was a king
of truth (1S

3G
), instead of being king of some realm

whose Jewish Messianic associations failed to im-

press Hellenic readers. This was a timely pre-
sentation of the Gospel. It was a reading of
Christ"- ' |i i'";i

Vi
\ which could not fail to com-

mend !;-(!' i . .

'

e for whom the more local and
national associations of Judaism, or of Jewish
Christianity, had lost much, if not all, of their
interest and appeal. Hence the emphasis on the
two realms of truth and falsehood, or of reality
and unreality, which, like the cognate antithesis
of light and darkness, helps to body forth the
moral dualism of the Gospel. The opposition of

men to Christ as the Logos is referred to their

connexion with the realm of the devil (8
40f

*)> whose
hereditary policy is hatred of the Divine truth.
The author does not speculate on any fall of the

devil, nor does he discuss the origin or this cosmic
feud ; he is content to trace it through history, in

the practical experience of mankind. Truth and
falsehood, reality and unreality, light and dark-

ness, are set in juxtaposition. His Christ is a

King of Truth. * He reigns as Himself holy and
true, by the power of the truth which He reveals

truth in the conscience, truth in the heart, and
truth in the mind and over those who, through
His grace and spirit, have become fundamentally
true ; who stand in the eternal, abiding relation-

ship of peace and love and holiness towards God '

(Reith, The Gospel of John, ii. p. 138). The con-

trast between this and the realm of falsehood and

unreality is moral, rather than nu,;?i| 1:\ -u.il. for

the writer, though the metaphysical basis is jslain.

Hence there is a distinction between the witness

borne to the truth by John the Baptist (5
s3

) and
that borne by Christ (8

40 1837). The former passage
(where

( the truth' is meant to cover more than its

ordinary sense, although ilu; Inrifriiape of tho latter

is employed) is in the line 01 I7f- 1JI
'-. But when

Jesus is said to bear witness to the truth, or to tell

the truth, it is in the sense that He bears witness
to Himself (8

W
) as the Truth. His whole Person

and work are an adequate revelation of the Father's

inner being. To see Him is to see the Father. His

witness, therefore, consists in what ma^ be termed
Hi* loyalty to Himself, and His devotion to that

vocation of being true to God's will for which He
became incarnate, and from which no fear of death
could deter Him (cf. Lidgett, The Spiritual Prin-

ciple of the Atonement, p. 24 f.). A further line of

witness to the truth of God is afforded by those

who accept the revelation of Christ (3
s3

). Their

adhesion to the truth affords to the world fresh

evidence of the truth's power ; they, as it were,
accredit the transcendent purpose of God by their

obedience to it as the moral ideal of their life.

This is indicated already in the Prologue by the

words e we beheld ... we have all received.
5

Finally, there is the living witness of the Spirit of

Truth (see below) in the Church, which, unlike the

so-called Gnostic revelations of fresh knowledge, is

ever loyal to the historical personality of Christ,

and aims consistently
at glorifying, instead oJ

obscuring or diminish*]ng, the vital significance of

His life for the human soul.

This note is struck loudly and clearly at the

very outset, in the Prologue: 'And the Logos
became flesh and dwelt among us. And we behelc

his glory, glory as of the only begotten from the

VOL. ii.

Bather, full of grace and truth. . . . For of his

ulness we have all received, even grace upon grace.
7or the law was given through Moses : grace and
ruth came through Jesus Christ

3

(Jn I 14* lef- 17
).

lere, just as the conception of the Truth is sub-
ordinated to that of the Way in 145 - 6

, the aspect
of grace controls that of truth. T7 *'.

*

. in this

[efmition, is not the arduous , ;
i-

. >f man's
oul, stretching up wistfully to communion with
God, but the gracious revelation of God to men
hrough the Person of Jesus Christ ; the initiative

s on God's side ; and the Divine nature, in its

absolute reality, is mediated for the soul by Christ

ilone, not by any num'bcr of theosophic aeons. All
ihat either the OT economy or contemporary
Gnosticism could offer the soul was a partial dis-

closure of God's inner being. Time-honoured and
plausible as rival methods might be, they were at
jest imperfect. The full revelation was in Christ
as the Logos or Son of God par excellence, the
Truth of God, and therefore of man, amid shadows
and appearances. He is the revealer, or rather the
revelation Himself. His personality is the sum
and substance of that Divine essence which He
alone can communicate in all its fulness to believing
men, and through which men realize themselves

:ully. He is the true way to life. The author

emphasizes this central and primary conception on
swo lines. Not only does he change the *

mercy
:

of the Gr. OT into '

grace/ a change which is all

the more significant that this great Pauline term
never recur< in i lie < jo-pel, but the companion idea

of truth (cf. Ex 34) is expanded from faithfulness

or veracity to what a modern might describe as the
absolute character of the Divine Being, an inner,

heavenly reality, or rather the Reality, which
Christ alone (I

18
) could disclose. The 'truth' of

God is thus neither information to be gained, nor

dogmas to be ::!,",( .rr-^y revealed, but is at

once personal ana rail or initiative. It is God
Himself iniini feeling TTi* essential life to the faith

and need of man. A Maurice once put it,
* Truth

must be a person seeking us, if we are to seek

Mm.'
While this mission and ministry of the truth have

reached their climax in the brief earthly life of

Jesus, the latter phase was only its final, not its

first manifestation. Like the Light, the Truth;
has been in the world prior to its absolute revela-

tion and embodiment in Christ the Logos (3
20* 21

).

In all ages, and from all quarters (cf. 1837
), Christ

draws to Himself those who practise the truth. In '

the OT and elsewhere <Jos 214 [LXX], Ps-Sol 1717

with Xeoy, cf. Ps 8312
) this phrase means simply

to deal truly or to act sincerely, according to the '

context. The author of this Gospel, however,
follows his usual method of putting into such

'

phrases a deeper and specific content, so that here

it denotes rather the active exercise and practical
manifestation by good people of what corresponds
to God's real character. To practise the truth

is^a

synonym for doing works in God (3
21

). This is

independent of nationality.
It is also evidently

intended to cover the pre-Christian era ; or rather,

according to this Gospel, the history of humanity,

prior to the coming of Christ, was not wholly out

of touch with the true Spirit and Life of God (I
5- fl

).

The present i
? ; :,"*. V.sen along with a remark

like that of I
N " '; one that is of the truth

heareth my voice'), suggests a view of paganism
similar to that of Ho 212f- Furthermore, it implies
that men grasp this * truth

'

of God by the exercise

of their entire moral nature. The reality of God,
'

as Spirit and as Personal Life, cannot be known

except by real men, by those whose character is

real to the core. The conditions of that personal

knowledge are singleness of mind, purity of eon-

science, and openness of heart. It is the exercise
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of these that brings a man into permanent^ touch
with the reality of the Divine nature as manifested
in Christ. The locus classicus for this profound
conception is 7

17
; although the term i truth

' does

not occur there, the identification of disinterested-

ness and candour \vith the genuine spirit of truth

(cf. 718
)
shows that the idea was in the writer's

mind.
This inwardness, with its corollary of freedom

from national or local cults, is brought out with

especial clearness in the well-known definition of

Christian worship (4
23- 24

), where truth is associated

with spirit. In contrast to external and ritual

worship, the genuine worshipper must approach
God inwardly; it is like to like, as in 3'

2*- The

spiritual is the rmyard, the real. As God's nature

is such, His worshippers must correspond to Him ;

and if worship is ottered m the spirit, it is thereby

genuine. A similar antithesis to tlie -\ mbolu: <md*

unsubstantial worship of the OT im-lovlio- 17
'

',

where truth., in a certain abstract sense, denotes

the eternal reality of the Divine nature as revealed

to men, the ideal or truth of life realized in Christ,
!i!i1. :

*

-ui.^li !!>.. in His people. By His con-

-w:v, :
<?".<' '.'

11
. o. '! of Himself to the fulfilment

of this purpose of revelation, Christ makes it poss-
ible for His disciples to be consecrated to God's
service a consecration which, as the double mean-

ing of the term allows, implies personal purification
from

*

. ^T
" T

. 'he vocatior
"

."

to a
"

stains and
'

transient world, which is superior to the OT ritual.

Positively, it denotes an adherence to the cause of

God. His name and His truth are the same. They
represent the reality of the Divine revelation^

in

Christ, with the twofold antithesis, running
through the entire Gospel, between this final

revelation and the inadequate OT religion on the
one hand, and contemporary philosophic or theo-

sophic speculations about truth on the other.

A further application of this freedom, inherent
in the absolute and inward character of the Chris-
tian revelation, occurs in the debate (cf. Peyton,
Memorabilia of Jesus, p. 446 f.) between Jesus and
the Jews in 8^lf- a passage which reproduces the

great Pauline ideas of Gal 37~513
, although redemp-

tion as usual is included under the aspect of revela-

tion, rather than vice versa. The effects of truth,
when received by men, are here described summarily
asfreedom (8

3-f
-j, The argument i^ thK As the

Father seeks true worshippers, whose note is

spirituality, so the Son seeks true disciples, whose
characteristic is loyal adherence to His teaching,
Le. to Himself (cf. 832* 36

) as the revelation of the
Father. Adherence or obedience of this kind
yields a knowledge of God's real nature ; it initi-

ates men into the true |mrpoM
i and mind of the

Father, and invests rlieiii \\ith che Divine nature
itself (17

3
) Their knowledge, that is to say, is not

a process of abstract learning. There is no intel-
lectualism about it. It is not a mastery of theo-

spphic principles or subtle theories, but participa-
tion in a personal Life. And contact with this

brings a verve and independence into life, a sim-

plicity and a reality, a freedom from bondage and
fegalism, which can be attained only by a nature
whose capacities are set free to realize themselves
fully. In another aspect, freedom may be con-
sidered as deliverance from sin ; although such a
reference is not excluded even in 832, it is definitely
suggested in 1719

, where participation in the Divine
life is made to involve personal purification, through
the death of Christ. ' What men needed was to be
sanctified, that is, to be consecrated to God, It
was not in their power surely no reason can be
conceived for this, "but that which lies in their sin

to consecrate themselves, and what they \vcre
not able to do for themselves Christ did for ilieni

in His own person. He consecrated Himself to

God in His death
'

(Denney, The Death of Christ,

p. 269).
A third aspect of this inward and absolute know-

ledge of God in Christ is presented in the conception
of the Spirit or Paraclete 1lmii-lioui I he closing

chapters (14-17). Considered imuur ihc category
of a liberating power, these references to the iunc-

tion of the Spirit of Truth (which, it is curious to

recollect, were applied to Mohammed by Moham-
medan divines) may be defined as a presentation
of the liberating eilect of the truth, as opposed to

traditional and antiquarian views of Jesus which,
even within the Church, might restrict the full

appreciation of His Person. The author had to

meet a twofold danger, and he chose to state his new
conception of Christ and Christianity in the form
of a Gospel, not of a treatise or an Epistle. One
reason for this, as he suggests in the sayings repro-
duced in 1526 and 1613

, is his heartfelt conviction

that the Person of Christ is the sum and substance

of the Divine revelation, and that no fresh state-

ments or
|

'. _'!- -i .' '/lews, such as those pro-

present by implication' in the words and works of

the incarnate Logos. The deeper interpretation of

Christ, with which he came forward to meet the

requirement of a later age, is none other than a
fresh discovery of latent truths in Christ. The
influence of the Spirit on the consciousness of the
Church is not directed to the manufacture of inde-

pendent oracles or to the task of Inking uut uriyinsil
additions to the revelation of Christ, which would
render the latter, in any sense, superfluous or in-

ferior. The test of all such r ,~vr-
J-- ' '"

is

their loyalty to the historic . , Jie

Logos. The Spirit of Truth, bestowed by Christ

upon His Church (14
lt5f

-), recalls to the mind of all

true disciples the bearing and meaning of Christ's

own teachings ;

' he shall bear witness of me . . .

he shall guide you into all the truth (for a different

reading in Jerome, etc., cf. Nestle's Eiiifnlu'iiiitf
2
,

p. 98), for he shall not speak from himself . . . he
shall glorify me, for he shall take of mine, and shall

declare it unto you
*

(cf. Bruce, The Training of the

Twelve, pp. 3761, 4181). This great definition of
the right and limitations of true freedom of move-
ment within the Christian consciousness, < f-'i

1

isji nl.-

it alike against the abuses of Gnostic-; hii'iinn

and 1 1 le d isinclination to advan cc beyond
'

n > r v i
- ! * -

Christian, or rigidly Messianic, interpretation of
Christ's Person which had been promulgated by the
first generation of the disciples. To know Christ

<'ftrr th'\fr*h war* far from exhausting the signifi-
CM nee oi \\\~- \ *cr-ori. His Spirit, i.e. His living pres-
ence in the Christian Church and consciousness,
had still more to unfold of truth and grace. Hence
one privilege of being in contact with this (

Truth,'
as embodied in Christ, is that disciples, no longer
in touch with the earthly Jesus, are fitted to adapt
it to varying conditions, to see it in ever fresh

bearings, and to apply it with inexhaustible power,
while at the same time they preserve its essential

meaning. Their training in it, so far from involv-

ing any
^ disloyalty to it, is a part of their fidelity

to its principles.
'

*They who follow the Spirit's guidance will not receive an
illumination enabling llicm to dispense with truth, but the
cnablemem to lav hold of truth. . . . OTI the one hand, the
Truth given in Christ \\ill need irom age to age His expounding
to unlock itb stores; and, on the other hand, the faith in Him
a.nd J lis office m the present shall never loosen men from the
Gospel given once for all, or draw them away from the eternal
Father, by enabling any voice born only of the present to seem
wholly Divine. Standing fast in the unchanging Truth, and an
endless progress in taking knowledge of it shall "be irirlissolubly
united '

(Hort, The Way, the Tnith, and the Life, p. 58 f.).

Thus, while the author carefully ,-nul r-tririgently
safeguards the future revelations of religious" truth
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by limiting them to the sphere of the historical

Logos, he <o!'!-'i'M(- r-esk advances in the
!'''' "

! (
' .- -J(> ,, just as he does in the

j;,
.

'

<
* ension of the Church (17

20
). Revela-

tions in the future, and of the future, fall within
the scope of the Spirit of Truth. The latter is not
fettered by the past. This prophetic function of
the Spirit may seem rather one-sided (so Beysdilag,NT Theol. i. 282) as compared with its ethical

I-IVM .-:?,;;<!'. in Paul. But it is In line with the
*yi<ij.'ii i i.idition, where the Spir

:i-
v- v-""

1

. -i
1

.,

ii not entirely, a spirit of witness ;

-
'"... i-'-

3

more ethical aspect, is at least suggested in the
context (of. 1416 - 17

). The truth or reality of the
Divine life, at any rate, includes the future (cf.
Ps 255

[LXX]) ; as indeed it must, if God's purpose
is a developing plan rhiou^lioui history and ex-
perience, and if this truth or reality is personal.
For as a

personality is ex hypothesi full of resources
and surprises, the richer is its life. Its spirit must
be a perennial self-expression, conditioned only by
the receptr .."men. Consequently the
aim of the ] :

j
. in these allusions to the

progressive witness of the Spirit of Truth, in the
future and of the future, is to prevent loyalty to
the historic essence of Christianity from degenerat-
ing into stagnant adherence to an institution or a
creed. What Jesus said, as Cyprian used to insist,
was: <I am the Truth,' not, 'I am Tradition.

7

Christ is God's last Word to the world. But, as
the writer strikingly implies in the phrase,

* The
Spirit :>li!iTI ;_,iiu; you into all the truth,' the full

inierproiMiioii OL that Word was not attained by
the pririi ':.

;
._.-!i. ';>; ion of the disciples. They

had no ii'i'iojidK -n' ii. 'Most friends of truth,'
said Yin .-L. !>'< i; a- Frederick the Great loved
music. It used to be said of him that, strictly
speaking, he was not fond of music but of the
flute, and not indeed fond of the flute but of his
flute.^ It is to prevent any religious aberration of
this kind that such words of the Fourth Gospel are

put forward. They express the spirit of Christ's

revelation, which cannot be held by a trivial or
narrow life, any more than it can be selfishly
grasped or adequately weighed by the most ad-
vanced age of Christendom.

T .
*

.

>
i

"
. . -,

J
I of truth in the Fourth Gospel is

iv.!!- ! : \- i -, otably by Westcolt and Oscar
Holtzmann. Besides the special essays of Wcndt (see above)_, ., y.

. .-_ ... , .

i
,

TT -"^- T>P.
'

\T 1 1 '. V
II

*..-
11, Untersuchungen

i . ' pp. 201-206 ; E. A.
r .

. .. ; ; V. H. Stanton in
-"". 820; Che\nc in EBi 5217-5219; Weiss,

, i

'

147 ; H.". J. IToltzmann, ST Theof. ii. p.
II . the Truth, and the i^5?(1894), p. 41 f.;

hi It.)-. -, /-. '<
-.' o/JVSF, pp. 2911,2971; B. H. Hntton,

//,.'.'., /;...-.. ,(. '" ,; I" *.
lir.K.'i.., The Influence of

./- , , > ,K 1
>

.; : i:. r. S- > -. 7", / ;.,-!. ','^,.-/, 253ff.

JAMES MOFFATT.
TURNING. 1. The Gospel terms. In EV of

the Gospels the ybs. 'turn,'
* convert* represent no

fewer than 8 different Gr. words. The ordinary
terms, and the ones we have almost exclusively to
do with in the following article, are o-Tp4<f>w and
l7rL<rrp<pu> (whence ^TTCO-T/JO^^,

*

conversion,
3 in Ac

15s ). In addition to these we find (each, however,
used only once in the Gospels) d-rrocrrptyw (Mt S42),
"UTToo-rptyu (Lk 245), dvax^pe^ (Mt 2). avaKdnTrra
(Lk 10ff

), diro/9afr<* (21
13

), ybopat (Jn 1620
) all asso-

ciated with the idea of turning, and rendered by
* turn '

either in AV or EV.
(1) Literal turning. Both (rrptyu and Z-iricrTptyu

are used in this sense. Once (rrptyu occurs transi-

tively, where Jesus bids His disciples, when smitten
on the right cheek, turn the other to the sniiter

(Mt o39
)- Both vbs. frequently occur in the passive

form, but with a reflexive or middle meaning, to
denote the turning of oneself round. Usually it

is Jesus Himself who thus turns round (<rrpa(j>ei$,

, to look for someone (e.g. Mk 530
, Lk

2261 ), or to address some pointed word to those who
follow (e.g. Mt 1623, Lk 955).

(2) Figurative or spiritual turning. In this sense
both <rrp6c*j and &rurrpt<j>u are employed, but the
former only once (Mt IS3

}. The noun evtffrpo^,
corresponding to IwLVTpecfxjt in its spiritual sense,
does not occur in the Gospels, and is found only in
Ac 15s . Both in the Gospels and elsewhere in the
NT the AV frequently renders these vbs., when
they denote a spiritual turning, by

4

convert,' and
in Ac lo3 it renders tTrurTpo^-f} by

'
conversion.' EV

retains ' conversion *
in the last-mentioned passage,

and ' convert
'

in Ja 519 * 20
(where the vb. is active

and transitive ' convert a sinner ') ; but otherwise
it has substituted 'turn' for * convert' a wise
course, in view of the fact that in modern religious
speech

e conversion
'

has come to be used in a con-
ventional sense that does not always correspond
to the meaning of the original. In another im-
portant respect the RV has corrected a wrong
rMjp> ion produced by the AV renderings. The
IMI i <.;.-.

-

Ip-on^rlithe influence of the V":;.
'

/' '',*).

not only uses the vb. 'convert,* i-. ><y. .
-^ ::u;

reflexive crrp4<pcr0at., g7ri<TTpe(pecr8ai as if they were
genuine passives, and instead of 'turn' has *be
converted.' A still more glaring mistranslation
appears in the quotation from Is 610 [LXX] given
in Mt 1315

, Jn 1240
, Ac 2S27 (cf. Mk 412). In Is 610

AV3 correctly enough, has 'lest they convert 5

* convert
3

in the time of King James being used
intransitively. But in the NT passages, though
the Gr. vb,, except in Jn 1240

, is in the active form,
just as in the LXX, the * convert 7

of Isaiah is

changed into c be converted.' Both in the last-
mentionod i-n^np-- and in those cases in which,
in .V'-on.r.iKv v. Mi the ordinary usage, the vbs.

though passive in form are certainly reflexive in

meaning, RV has changed the 'be converted 3
of

AVinto e turn '(see Mt IS15 18s
, Mk 412

, Lk2232
,

Jn 1240, Ac 319 2S27
). It is with this spiritual

turning or * conversion ' that we shall be occupied
in the remainder of the article.

2. The NT facts. (1) So far as the term *turn }

or f convert J

is concerned, the Gospels can hardly
be said^to afford sufficient data for a doctrine of
conversion in the modern sense of the word. In
Mt 1315, Mk 412, Jn 1240 an OT prophecy (Is 610

) is

referred to ; ^but both in its original use and its NT
application jt is a national rather than an indi-
vidual turning that is meant. Again, the notable
p,i j. ^<-. Mi 18s 'Except ye turn, and become as
1 i i ; i < < 1 1 i 1 1 : rc-n/ etc. , though often taken as a funda-
mental utterance of our Lord on the subject of

conversion, can hardly be used for this purpose
when read in the light of the context. For it was
addressed directly to the Twelve at a time long
subsequent to their call to the Apostolate ; and,
with the exception of Judas, who will venture to

say that the Apostles at this period were f uncon-
verted ' men ? Moreover, the turning which Jesus
demanded of them was not that absolute turning
from sin in order to follow Himself which the word
conversion J

is used to denote, but a turning from
those foolish, unworthy ambitions which had just
prompted the question,

*Who is the greatest in the

kingdom of heaven?' (v.
1
), and a recognition of the

truth that in God's Kingdom humility is the real

badge of greatness. Similarly, when our Lord
says to "Peter,

e When once thou hast turned again
(AV 'When thou art converted'), stablish thy
brethren 5

(Lk 2232
), it seems evident that the

Apostle did not lack conversion in the technical

meaning of the word, but that he was being sum-
moned beforehand to a fresh and more devoted
return to his Master's service after his fall.

When we pass to Acts, however, we do find

TTLcrTp<j>w and frrurrpocfr'/) in a sense that 'corresponds
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to the familiar use of the term f conversion.
' When

St. Peter, preaching to the multitude in Solomon's

Porch, says,
'

Repent ye therefore, and turn
^again,

that your sins may be blotted out' (Ac 319
), the

turning he demands is .

"
-

"" V the kind of

turning that conversion implies, Vv iien it is said

of the inhabitants of Lydda that they
* turned to

the Lord '

(9
s5

), it is their conversion that is referred

to. So likewise at Antioch, when
' a great number

that believed turned unto the Lord 3

( 1 1
21

) ; and when
Paul and Barnabas preached to the people of Lystra
that they should turn from these vain things unto

the living God 5

(14
15

) ; and again when the same

Apostles passed through Phoenicia and^ Samaria
'

declaring the conversion of the Gentiles,
5 and

causing great joy unto all the brethren (15
s

; see,

further, v. 19 2618- 20
).

In the Epistles the use of the figure of turning
to denote the great spiritual change that consti-

tutes a man a Christian is infrequent ; but we have
it in 2 Co 316

, and notably in 1 Th I9 / How ye
turned unto God from idols, to serve a living and
true God.' And this use of the word 'turn/ we
must remember, was not only a natural figure to

denote a great spiritual transformation, but one
that was especially familiar to every pious Jew.
The prophetic writings are full of it. And no-

where, whether in the OT or the NT, is there a
finer expression of the idea than in the words of

Deutero-Isaiah :
* Let the wicked forsake his way,

and the i: ! ii: li <;.- man his thoughts: and let

him return :IM o Hi- Lord, and he will have mercy
upon him ; and to our God, for he will abundantly
pardon

3

(Is 557 ; cf. 610
, Ps 51 13

,
Jer 314

, Ezk 3311
,

HOS126
, J1212f-,Zecl

3f
-).

(2) But we are not confined to the terms for
e

turning
J

in the NT, in seeking there for the fact

of conversion. The reality itself is <"". !j i| i'l\ in

evidence. In the ministry of our Lor- , 1 1 i -u - I ; we
have manifest cases of conversion in the sinful

woman in the house of Simon the Pharisee (Lk
747ff

*), in Zacchseus the publican of Jericho (19
8ff

-) 3

in the penitent robber on the cross (23
42- 43

). The
parable of the Prodigal Son (15

llfft

);
who 'came to

himself 'and 11 u*M rtviriui' ;> hi* f.itlii'". Nr,
]i;i'

rlil- 1

of conversion. \n-l \\ \\t\i nre iiio>o jre.u i,h|nviU
that Jesus con-ijurJy

i iir.k<- for <> iiikiii^ ;ip ni

the cross in onior 10 follow Mini -,Mi i'J-'
1

. fur n

willingness to lose one's life in order to find it

(10
:JJ

l(r-
} 18&9 ), for a c

hating
1
of one's dearest

friends in order to be His disciple (Lk 1426) but a
demand for conversion, even though the figure of

turning is not employed ?

In the story of Iho Apo-lolic Church, again, we
have constant ijlu-n-ari-iii- of the great spiritual

change the 3000 souls brought into the Church
on the day of Pentecost (Ac 241

), and those who
thereafter were added to them day by day (v.

47
) ;

the results that everywhere followed the preaching
of the word, whether by the lips of evangelists
(8

s- 6- 12 II 21-
) or Apostles (Q

85 1044 141 etc.); the

striking indi\ idual cases of the Ethiopian eunuch
(W, Cornelius (lO

44*- II18), Lydia of Thyatira
(16

14f
-), and the jailer of Philippi (v.

30
*). Above

all, we have the case of St. Paul himself the most
typical and remarkable example the world has
ever seen of that complete and conscious turning
of the soul which we name conversion (9

3ff- 228ff-

2612ff
-)-

(3) Once more, the fact of conversion is brought
before us in the teaching of the Epistles, and above
all in the Pauline Epistles, by the employment of
other figures than that of turning. For it is evi-

dently conversion that is described by the putting
off of the old man and the putting on of the new
(Col 39

), by the transition from a world of darkness
to a kingdom of light (Ro 1312

, Enh 58, Col 11S,

1 Jn I7 28
), by the ideas of a crucifixion of the old

self (Ro 66
}, an awaking out of sleep (Eph 514

), and

even a rising from the dead with a view to walking
in newness of life (ib. 9

Ro 64
).

This last figure of

a rising from the dead reminds us ho\y near conver-

sion as a forthputting of the human will approaches
to regeneration as an act of the Divine Spirit,

and

so brings us to consider the subject in its larger

doctrinal relations.

3. The Christian doctrine. -Properly speaking,
conversion as we use the word is a modern and

popular rather than a Scriptural or tliculo^iojil

term; but, while its inexactness leads -omuiirne^

to its being misapplied, it is nevertheless a con-

venient word to denote the conscious side of that

,

'

r\ .. "". \ which a man becomes a Christian.

!!.;.
"'

." ;her on it we may think (1) of its

,".,.... /: . '.-. (2) of its particular contents;
and (3) of i

1'- typ - ov modes.

(1) The * //'"'/ ,,'tt,>i,'> of conversion. There is

a very frequent misconception, according to which
conversion is thought of as a passive experience
rather than an active energizing of the human will.

We have often heard it said, for example, that

someone ( has got converted.' Most, if not all, of

the blame for this incorrect use of the word must
be laid at the door of the AV, with its

* be con-

verted 5 instead of 'turn.' The Greek lends no

support to the idea of a passive conversion. If we
. v.. . i

' T r>
10

-
ort '

vhere the reference is to the action,
:-. ..';

"

I

"

; power, but of the human preacher
or teacher who mediates the message of salvation),

there is not a single case in the NT where the word
for

J

,." "_ :
r T;- r-rsion is so employed as to sug-

gest .
" ! !". is wrought upon a man from

witl" . \ , \ -
i is an act of the man himself

that is so described ; the turning is a self-turning,
a human and moral, not a supernatural and meta-

physical change.
This, of course, is not to deny that there are

other figures in the NT which represent the process
of becoming a Christian . :',! "M;. ;*'..' i carried

through by the operatic ":',: I >i i \
.

j_-
r r. The

new birth (Jn 3Sf
^), the new creation (2 Co 517

, Gal
615

), the washing of regeneration and renewing of

tjie Holy Ghost (Tit 35
), all point to another side

of the matter. But what we have to notice here
is that, as distinguished from re.ironorm ion, conver-
sion at all events is always repiv-ontcd ns a work
and a duty the full responsibility for which is laid

upon man.
When, we come to consider the precise relations

between conversion and regeneration, we pass into
a difficult region where questions are raised which,

'

as Professor Laidlaw has said, it has been the habit
of theologians to avoid. * Reformed theology pre-
sents no reasoned connexion between regeneration
in the stricter sense and conversion with its fruits

'

(Bib. Doct. ofMan, 266). And for lack of a reasoned
and definite theory, or even of a careful study of
the NT teaching, the figure of regeneration has

very commonly been overworked, while the moral
side of the change involved in Voominjr ?i Cliri-i inn
has been neglected. But, while it is Scriptural to

say that when a man becomes a Christian a mys-
terious Divine work has been effected within him,
it is equally Scriptural to say (and Scripture says
it much oftener) that we become Christians by our
own free choice, and that the power of deciding
whether we are to be Christ's disciples or not rests
with ourselves. Thus we are brought face to face
with the larger problem of the relation between
human freedom and the Divine will, and can only
say here that in the NT regeneration and conver-
sion come before us as one and the same

proce_ss,
looked at from the Divine and the human side

respectively, but looked at as essentially a moral
rather than a metaphysical change. Men are born
of the Spirit, but they must turn if they are to
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enter into the Kingdom of God. { This my son
was dead, V .

, .

"" '

. ,

*

.

'

exclaimed the father of
the Prodi& ',

\ .

(
txcd a miracle of Divine

grace in his son's return. But that heavenly mys-
tery had its human counterpart, that miracle of

grace its moral coefficient ; for the Prodigal had
turned away from the -\- : ;-.' i;:

-
. ', nd he arose

and came to his fath--.' >.M.-, r..-l<-. art. RE-
GENERATION.

(2) The particular elements of conversion. When
we analyze conversion, two elements show them-
selves ; for two moments are involved in every act
of 1 ii

vi :

:i, : I

1

!* re is a turning from and a turning
to. ( IP i- !! ( Diversion is a turning from self, the
world, and sin; and a turning to God in Christ.
But these are just the two moral acts which in the
NT !:

|v.-o":ri<.*:"!\ designated by the names 'repent-
ance' ji:s-l f.ri't." Arid so it seems proper to say
that repentance and faith are the elements that go
to make up conversion. And this is confirmed when
we find that in the record of the Apostolic preaching
conversion or turning is associated with repentance
on the one hand and faith on the other. '

Repent
ye therefore, and turn again

'

is the point to which
St. Peter brings his sermon in Solomon's Porch
(Ac 319) ; and St. Paul's claim, as he stands before

King Agrippa, is that he has declared alike to Jew
and Gentile * that they should repent and turn to
God '

(26
20

). On the other hand, we read of the
Greeks of Antioch that 'a great number that
believed turned unto the Lord' (II

21
). Corre-

sponding again with this separate presentation of
the two sides of conversion, is the fact that St.

Paul combines the two when he says to the elders
of 1V- E|'lio-i<".n n:urch, as he sums up Ms ministry
among liui-i. I'lr. both to Jews and Greeks his

testimony has been this :
*

repentance toward God,
and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ

'

(Ac 2021
).

Much has been written on the question whether in

conversion repentance comes before faith, or faith

before repentance. From the point of view of

theory it is a somewhat barren discussion ; and
when we come to practice, the fact appears to be
that in the conscious experience of the soul faith

rises into more iinmodmlo prominence in some cases

and repentance in uilier-. JHL \vlwi is of import-
ance is to note that in conversion both are inextric-

ably joined together in the unity of a complex but

single moral act.

(3) The modes or types of conversion. (a) Two
strongly contrasted types meet us in the NT and
in the' whole history of Christian experience. The

' one is marked by deep contrition for sin contrition

that amounts in some cases to a positive agony of

mental distress. From the other the element of

pain and contrition is almost wholly absent ; it

consists in a joyful and iin<-lou<loil awrplancu of the

love of God as revealed in ihe face of JCMI* Christ.

St. Paul and the jailer of Philippi are representa-
tives of the violent andpainful type of conversion

reproduced in the later history of the Church in

the experience of such men as Augustine and

Bunyan. Cornelius, the Ethiopian eunuch, and

Lydla
' the seller of purple,' may stand, perhaps, for

the yen tier and simply trustful type forerunners

of multitudes like them in every subsequent age.

Theologically the difference between these two

types might be accounted for by saying that as

repentance and faith are the two elements that

go to make up conversion, in the one case repent-
ance is more prominent, and in the other faith.

For while it is true that repentance is primarily a

change of mind, and is not to be confounded with
the mere feeling of sorrow on account of sin, yet

repentance is at all events that side of conversion

which represents the soul's backward and do\yn-
ward look, just as faith is the aspect of it in which

the soul looks forward and upward. And so con-

trition for the sorrowful past, even while it must
be ]'. -'":;. i.'-

1
'

-1 from true repentance, is yet in
ceri,

"

-,
- ^ - very natural accompaniment.

The full explanation, however, of the differences
between these two types of conversion must be
sought from psychology rather than theology, in
the field of experience and not in that of doctrinal

theory. They are due for the most part to
diversities in natural temperament, in personal
history, in religious education, and especially in
the iircvfiiliiur a

A

*nosphere of religious thought and
1 ic 1 i t f. I

*
i < M ' -nr Henry I)ruDirnond, remarking on

the fact that in his wide experience as an evangelist
de had never met with conversions of the agonizing
type so common in i

>'"'
: ",,'". .

.-*.-*

raised the question w
1

.-. i '\ ^ '".>,
noti?-

*

.
; have :

,
p

'

I" - -' .:'
The x .

'

:
-\ startling but considered in the

light of Jn 1613 it may have the kernel of truth in
it. For the Holy Spirit has led the Church of our
time into new and larger views regarding the
revelation of God in Christ ; and the comparative
infrequeney of a once familiar type of conversion
is probably due to the fact that, without sur-

rendering their belief in the reality and heinous-
ness of sin, both the Christian evangelist and his
hearers have gained a better understanding of all

that is involved in the Fatherhood of God and the

grace of our Lord Jesus Christ.

(b) Two other well-known and strongly con-
trasted i \ \>v*- aro those of sudden and gradual or,
as it i* -o"meiiiiKi> called, nurtured conversion. Of
the former the NT affords numerous examples;
indeed, nearly all the NT conversions are evidently
sudden in their mode. It does not follow, however,
that we should take this to be the ordinary, much
less the only legitimate type. In NT times it lay
in the nature of the case that conversion should be
sudden. The gospel made its appeal at first to

those who had grown up in a world ruled by
principles the very opposite of those of the Divine

Kingdom, and the transition from either Judaism
or paganism to Christianity was bound to be of

the nature of an absolute and sudden break. And
such conversions, of course, are common still, in

Christian lands as well as in the mission field, in

the case of those who find themselves standing face

to face at last with the Christ of whom they Imvo
never heard before, or of whom they have never

rightly thought, or whose grace, though long
familiar enough, they have hitherto deliberately
resisted. Then constantly there takes place, as

Henry Drummond said, 'an experience which
words are not allowed to utter a something like

the sudden snapping of a chain, the waking from a
dream *

( Nat. Law in the Sjair. World, 94).

It is different in the case of those who from

infancy have been brought up under the nurturing
care of the Christian Church and a Christian home,
and who have almost unconsciously been respond-

ing to this nurtural treatment. Timothy suggests
to us an example in NT times of gradual or nurtural

conversion (Ac 161
, 1 Ti I 5

) ; though it was through
St. Paul's teaching, no doubt, iliai h I- tirly training
blossomed into the flower of a rioh personal faith

(1 Co 417 ). In later times imrhiral conversions

become common ; and under ideal conditions of

Christian education they may be regarded as the

normal type. When one has been born in a

Christian home, dedicated to CJirist in infancy,
surrounded continually by a Christian atmosphere,
and so has learned * from a child

*
to know and love

and follow Jesus, a sudden and startling conversion

is not to be looked for. Christians with such a

history can seldom tell the day and hour of their

conversion. And yet the name of 6 conversion
'
is

not to be withheld from certain experiences that

have usually come into such lives. For the tin-
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conscious Christianity of childhood needs to be

transformed into the conscious Christianity of

developed character. There may be no day and
hour that can he named, hut there is ^cm-r.illy a

,;\ . 1"!- >("*' ! period when the first ui-iiiu i iu;

. ,

'

'

. , ; ", i ,,'... obedience pass into the deliberate

attitude of the surrendered will.

Modern students of the psychology of religious

experience have proved to how large an extent

what we call conversion
'

is associated with those

i)l\Mol^ioalnnfl ] ->' V_i,;"
1

changes that belong
Ti.,

'

h, i'":in-ii ion ir'om cimuiiood to dawning man-
hood or womanhood. This transition is not a
sudden process, not a thing of a day or an hour.

It covers a considerable period, hut in that period
a momentous work is going on. And in those days
there comes to every y- .!.; ^-'i:

1 "
,!

j has been well

nurtured a new feeling
'

: u !<, . i \ and nrjrstery
of life, and a fresh sense also of the possibilities
that life offers of good as well as of evil. The old

Greek stories about the parting of the ways and
the choice of youth are not or"

1

.

'

*

"> true,

but have a special Christian ; : , : . Even
those who have learned from <, child-

hood to love and honour Christ as their Saviour
and Lord do not escape the need for a critical

decision. When the time comes for taking up the

free development of character, Jesus Christ stands

at the parting of the ways ; and though He knows
of very many that they have been following Him
hitherto, He asks whether they are going to forsake

Him now or follow Him still. When a young heart

replies, like Simon Peter of old (Jn 667f
-),

'

Lord, to

Ayhom. shall we go ? thou hast the words of eternal

life,' that heart has turned consciously and deliber-

ately to Christ. Of such conversions there are

multitudes ; for in order to conversion a soul does
not need to be violently plucked up by the roots
,, .

' '

:

' '] to another soil. It is enough if,

; . -i does, it turns joyfully to Christ,
as the flower turns to follow the pathway of the
sun.

(c) The question is sometimes raised whether it is

possible for a man to be converted more than once ;

and point is given to the inquiry by the fact that in
the night in which He was betrayed the Lord said
to Peter,

4 When once thou has turned again (AV
* when thou art converted '), stablish thy brethren J

(Lk 22s2). It is impossible, however, to suppose
that that process of conversion which is the full

equivalent on the human side for the Divine act of

regeneration is an experience that can be repeated.
And in the case of St. Peter, it is evident from the

Gospels that the definite yielding- of his will to
Christ took place at the beginning of the Lord's

ministry, and not after the ministry was ended.
But these words of Jesus to His Apostle suggest
that while conversion in the express and primary
sense can be experienced only once, there are

secondary conversions, of one kind or another, that

may fall within the compass of a true Christian
life. One such is when a Christian man, as in
Peter's case, has fallen into grievous sin, but

repents and turns to Christ again, not only
' with

grief and hatred of Ms sin,
J but with a fuller pur*

pose of new obedience than he ever cherished
before. This is that repentance of a Christian
man which St. Paul describes in 2 Co 711 a repent-
ance which may work in him such indignation
against himself, such vehement desire to make
amends for his backsliding, and as it were to be
'avenged* upon it, that ho may become in many
respects a stronger Christian tfijiu he was before,
and thus better able to stablish and strengthen his
brethren. Another type of secondary conversion is

when a man, without the quickening spur of repent-
ance for some great backsliding, comes to a fuller
realization of Christ's claim upon him for the

costliest and best he has to give, and so makes a

fresh and higher departure in the Christian life, a

departure that is deliberate and definite, and thus

may properly be described as a turning. In ways
like these tlxere may be several conversions or

-
' -

upon
first turned to Christ, with full consciousness, as

the Lord and Master of his life.
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TURTLEDOYE. See ANIMALS in vol. i. p. 65b
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TWELYE. See artt. APOSTLES, DISCIPLE,
SEVENTY.

TYKE (for many common features, see SlDON).
The most noted district and city of Phoenicia,

the city being 40 miles N.W. of Capernaum in

Galilee. Its name is simply the (

Bock,' from two
rocks in the sea a larger and a smaller a mile
distant from the shore, lying parallel therewith,
about 3000 feet in length, and containing some 150
acres. This *

Rock,' as a breakwater, early invited

mariners, and ultimately furnished the elements
of two harbours, the Sidonian, north

;
and to the

south the Egyptian, now long tilled with sand. It

served also as a fortress, as well as a treasure-house
for the merchandise that there was stored for trans-
si ii piucn i hot \\een East and West. Old Tyre was
i lie rcMtlcnfuil portion, extending at times for 5
miles along the shore.
As early as the monuments of Egypt and the

Amarna tablets, Tyre is mentioned with Sidon as
a locality of note. Its daring sailors had mastered
the art of sailing the open sea by the stars, thus

outdoing rivals who as yet had to steer by sight
of land, and anchor at night. In the height of
their power Tyrian merchantmen frequented every
Mediterranean port, sailing the Atlantic to the tin
mines of Britain, and even perhaps circumnavigat-
ing Africa.

In the middle of the 7th cent. B.C. Ashurbani-

pal laid siege to Tyre and ;'<'".
"" J

royed
the land city. Alexander tht'

'

. Tyre
for seven months, at the end of which he completely
subdued it. Under the Romans it was in a state
of decay, morally as well as otherwise. To-day it

clings to the rock, a community of some 4000, a
stagnant Arab village of fisher-foik.

As the conflict between the authorities and Jesus
waxed to the murder-point, the masses of the people
flocked to Him all the more. St. Mark (3

8
) paints

the mixed throng on the banks of Gennesaret as

coming from all points of the compass, including a
curious Gentile multitude from * about Tyre and
Sidon.' St. Luke's specification (6

17
) is not so ex-

tensive, but, true to his breadth of interest, portrays
' a great multitude of the people from . . . the sea-
coast of Tyre and Sidon,' while St. Matthew (4

s6
)

is oblivious to such. Compared with the disbelief
of Jesus' hearers and kin in Galilee, Tyre should
stand immeasurably above those of greater light
and opportunities, but of less susceptibility j\nd

response to the same (Mt H21f<
). Guilt and con-

demnation are relative. When Je-.us had had to
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break with the carnally-minded populace that de-
|

was that there was found and shown to them a
wired only an insurrectionary leader and temporal rudimentary, but for all that a potent, faith in
king, He retired for intensive instruction of the an apparently pagan heart. See SYROPHGENICIAN
Iwelve to the parts of Tyre (15

21
1|) ; and there it i WOMAN. WILBUR FLETCHER STEELE.

IT

UBIQUITY. See OMNIPRESENCE.

UNBELIEF. The *-A11 -V- -.
r

belief, in-

credulity. In respect
.'. the term

implies absence of faitn, credence refused to reli-

gious tenets. Infidelity, in its sense of want of
faith or belief, is a synonym ; not, however, scepti-
cism, for the latter word is more properly used of
the indecision of the reflective mind. Nor is dis-

l'7i'fi\n .-\ :

'

. .","..
"

zlief suggests rather
i '10 milu < ", :

_ implies deliberate
and posr . r '. . \ nbeliever is open to
conviction ; the" one who disbelieves is convinced (at
all events for the time be:'

1

"./ : ^ < I-L..UI ,:;, <-\ >!"

proofs submitted, of the :ii,i.'-.-'',;' i'Kx ! i"::i.".-.-i-

bility of that wh :
' M : ^

|

:-i. .. s'i ,(!<;>;, -:iv. l-i

the one case the < \|- ,;'<.; :! M-, \ poinfTto want of

knowledge ; in the other the exercise of the reason-

ing facul' ; '; acquaintance, if imperfect,
with the Av ",-, :

ssue,

Illustrations in the Gospels. The term rendered
* unbelief

3

is the noun dTna-rta (occurring 5 times :

Mt 1358 1720, Mk 66 924 1614 ), with a range of mean-
ing between distrust and disbelief. There is the
use of the verb Trto-retfw with the objective (o#) or

subjective '. IK-;:.I(*M: : occasionally the inten-

sitive(o# .;-' :- MI i \ j;h : here again varying <hades
of significance are observable. Four times (Mk
1611 - 1G

, Lk 241L 41
) the verb faurrfo occurs ; and in

each case the disbelieve
'

of RV suggests that it is

used absolutely. It may be remarked generally
that the questions at issue differ, and that, there
are differences in regard to mental attitude.

(a) In the Synoptics. Jesus is on a visit to e his
own country.' If Lk 416 refers to a previous visit

(which is unlikely), He will seek once more to win
His fellow-townsmen when (Mt 1353- 54

, Mk 61 * 2
) He

takes His stand in the synagogue at Nazareth.

They are, indeed, astonished at His wisdom : the
ri-iHH'l-s M mighty works done by Him have filled

ihciM wiiii amazement; but they are little disposed
to give a patient and sympathetic hearing to one of
whom they themselves have known so much, and
withal no

tiling
that has augured greatness. His

claims -i-andali/i; them.. They reject His teaching
and Himself. * And he marvelled/ foot rty faruniw
airr&v (Mk 66

) ; it became evident that a Divine
"cannot" answers to a Divine "must"' (West-
cot b). If the unbelief manifested on that occasion
amounted to a positive disbelief, it was certainly
not consequent on prolonged and serious reflexion.

Adverse opinions were precipitated by bias ; those
who were swayed by prejudice were quick to dis-

allow. And this unbelief of prejudice is again met
with in the case of elders and chief priests and
scribes as they question Jesus in their council

(Lk 22s6"68). tfhe reply which comes from Him. is

significant :
*
If I tell you, ye will not believe

y

(01)

jrij irLffTe^<T7jre} ; in the face of hostile and precon-
ceived opinion further speaking would be to no

purpose.
A group of passages may be taken next where

the unbelief illustrated is, generally speaking, that
of incredulity. But the incredulity; is diverse : its

explanations point to reasonable distrust, want of

reeeptiveness, power of discernment overcome for
the time being by various emotions, knowledge
limited, inability to apprehend that which is out-
side the sphere of previous experience. Thus Lk
2411

(KO,! 7)7riffrovv auraus] : where reports brought by
the women are discredited as idle tales by disciples
unable to grasp the idea of a life lived under new
conditions. Their doubt becomes assurance; but
the sudden gladness told of in Lk 2441

(dTrtcrroi/^rwv
atr&v cl-n-6 TTJS %a/>a?) renders it impossible to rise to
;i full a|ii>ivliciiMon of what is still the

"

;" ,

""
.

l)oMK>ii'luiic\ iio- ir: ,*" -\
"

oi ..'
referred to "in the . , . Second Gospel
(Mk 1611 - 18

) ; <: 11. ~\*n. i- ".' y \\'-"<
'

- !<-,;. :ise yielded
to, has sunk i"i ,-. -< i k -iVi- 1

:
1 -

"

:>
..ii : >! to be con-

vinced. The thought here is of that stolid unbelief
in which the heart is hardened and the mind unre-

<i-j ih,: of H,i-:ii,!.l '..ruth (Mk 1614
). And thisin-

< > 'iniisv <i' ;.j',-i !;r-Ji minds is perhaps noticeable
in i hr <\\ ,i:i; i-' ul-i; !i 'the priests and the scribes

and the elders
' had adopted in the case of John the

Baptist (cf. Mt 21-3--7
, Mk ll27

-33
).^

If, on the one hand, there is an iin-iviliili: y ^hich
Jesus reproves (Mk 1614), so, OH i

! to ui'i'r h.ui.J,

there is an incredulity which He not merely sanc-
tions but enjoins. He makes large doinuiul^ for

faith, trust, belief ; what He will not have is that
inriv ii:-!i:I

:

(y \\ T iich bespeaks the inert mind, that

-iiliorii'-iji.li'.A
'"A lsi(-i is ready to assent t .._* nil'i.-.

There is surely a depth and width of ;! i_:

"

the ju.7} 7ri<rTt0"r}T addressed to the disciples in His
recorded predictions (Mt 24s3, Mk 1321 ) ; and the

warning against false Messiahs may b: i

i

..;
1
l> <;

warning against perverted notions of J>- >. :','!,;

-i)!i(-*p( iois^ of religion. By implication, a demand
i- in;iile 'ha i tests be applied., discrimination exer-
cised. The reality of faith will then manifest itself

in the deliberate rejection (disbelief) of whatever
does not bear the hall-mark of eternal truth. * Re-

ligion is belief surely it requires little thought to

see that religion is, or should be, belief in what is

true '

(A. T. JLyttelton).
There is an unbelief which is indicative of a want

of knowledge. But along with it there is the desire
to know, to rise to a fuller apprehension of that
whereof already there is the dim perception. Faith
shines out in it ; faith which, up to a certain point,
is strong, and which can even declare itself openly ;

at the same time there is a profound consciousness
of infirmity and limitations. And this is strikingly

exemplified in the father of the demoniac boy (MK
914-29)

. ftle unbelief which, realized by himself, he
will not conceal from Jesus, has not deprived him
of the capacity to trust. That he can, and doe?,
trust is evident from his pathetic utterance (Mk
9s4 Trtcrrerfw, j3oi$0et pov T$ kino-rig,). Pleading the

compassion of Jesus instead of his own faith, he

unconsciously shows a genuine faith (Gould, St.

Mark}.
(b) In the Fourth Gospel. A characteristic feat-

ure should be duly noted, the enhanced demand for

belief in the Son of God (' statt der Sache iiberall

nur die Person
*
is the distinction drawn by Wernle

[Quellen des Lebens Jesn, 18]). Passages bearing
on the subject will, however, be discussed as they
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stand, and without raising questions dealt with
elsewhere (see JOHN [GpSFEL OF]).
There is the conversation with Meodemus. The

unbelief referred to "by Jesus (Jn 312
/cat ov irurretiere)

is the failure to apprehend, which involves spiritual

unreceptiveness. No credence has been given to

things which lie within the range of human experi-
ence ;

how then shall there be perception of truths
which have their sphere in a higher order ? A few
verses further on there come the reflexions of the

Evangelist, and h.-n {'I,
(
JM< is directed to that

from which such \i\\\ < l>f'
-j[- rings. Sharp is the

contrast between the 6 ^07 Trtcrretfwf of v. 18 and the
6 irurretiwv els avr6p of its opening words; in the
former case full adherence to the Son of God has
been deliberately refused ; that refusal has meant
a rejection of the highest manifestation of God,
which is .'

:
.

' "
to an evil disposition,

evil work ,

"

; >rt are the comments
of the Evangelist in 1237-40 the miracles wrought
by Jesus had not indeed been denied, at the same
time they had made but a transient impression,
and had sometimes been attributed to the powers
of darkness ; of unreserved confidence in and full

acceptance of Himself there had been none what-
ever. That it should be otherwise was, after all,

impossible where perceptive faculties had been
dulled and moral sense Hunted. The unbelief
manifested was but the effect produced by the abuse
of religious iniv'.lvjj

- and failure to profit by a

progressive ''O'.vlsi 'on. To look back to S44 is to
I'm (I I.IV<-M ly UK- -.ime thought expressed by Jesus
M'.ni-rlf. Tli'- !(!,: -continued education in Divine

things had been all in vain for those Jews who had
studied * Moses ' and yet remained blind to the

progressive teaching of the OT. How then should

they have ready acceptance for the One in whom
another, and a higher, revelation had been given ?

The attitude of the rulers referred to in 1242- 43

demands consideration. It would seem that con-
viction had come to them ; closer examination
shows that it was a conviction of the intellect

only ; that, because of unworthy fears, It went no
further, it found no outward expression in the life.
c This complete intellectual faith (so to speak) is

really the climax of unbelief 3

(Westcott) ; and yet
it may be capable of transformation, of passing
into that larger faith which dominates the whole
man. Possibly the case of Nicodemus may serve
as illustration" It was an intellectual conviction
that brought him to Jesus in the first instance
(3

1 * 2
) ; if he shrank then from publicity, he appears

later on as one who has felt his way to an avowal
of discipleship ; the TO icp&rov of 1939 is at least

suggestive of repeated interviews and faith in pro-
cess of development. Where there was the secrecy
of the earliest visit there is at length the act of
reverence done openly at the Cross.

It has become customary to speak of the ' doubt '

of Thomas, * Unbelief ' would be the better word
j

for the attitude ascribed to him is rather suggestive
of emphatic if tentative denial than of perplexity
and hesitation. And yet it is not incompatible
with an allegiance deep and strong to which all
the stories told of him (in Fourth Gospel only) bear
ample testimony. He is pictured as ready to go
with Je<u- to ilon tli (1 T fi

; ; t-he thought of separation
from hi< .M.'isicr di*\ hn^ sorely distressed him;
the cruc- ill.\ion ha< <la-hed his hopes, but he will
not sever himself from the company of the dis-

ciples (20
26

) although for him the assurance is

wanting which has come to others (20
25

). For
want of conclusive proof their glad tidings leave
him unconvinced, and so there comes that round
disclaimer (Mz> /^fy

ifda* . . . ov ^ wio-rcto-a) which
reveals his unbelief. And this attitude of his, how
is it to be explained ? Is it really the case that he
is to be regarded as the 'rationalist among the

Apostles
'

; that with him the reflective powers are

stronger than the susceptive (see Robertson's sermon
on The Doubt ofThomas, ii. 268) ; that he is one who
will not be satisfied until all his grounds are estab-

lished; tr-.
1

-. > 'o believe when he can, he is

healthily
'

the belief of mere credulity ;

that his soul desires *not a refuge but a resting-

place
5

(Toynbee), and that he knows no security
as long as there is one possibility of delusion left ?

The explanation is an attractive one, but it is

doubtful whether it can be sustained in the face of

the narratives above alluded to. They are scarcely

suggestive of the highly speculative turn of mind.
What they do betray is a gloomy temperament,
a tendency to pessimism. Thomas is so constituted
that he will always take the darker view of things.
He simply cannot shake off the 'desponds and
slavish fears

3

(Pilgrim's Progress] which weigh
down his soul. Of himself he is incapable of glad-
some belief ; and yet, when assurance comes, he
can rise to the great confession (20

28
). As the light

breaks in upon him he can say his ' Farewell night,
welcome day

' with a full heart.
It is difficult, then, to see in Thomas one who

will painfully think out truth in order that when
1 be the more firmly grasped. Not,"

> be classed with those referred to
in 4^ (av fJ^i vrjuela, ycal rtpara to^re, 01)^ Tricrretfcnyre).

They stand on a far lower level. For with all his

defects of character, Thomas has nothing .-liMllow

about him; -
'." ,- suggest the umleA eloped

intellect. Th ,.-,, -, on the other hand, would
seem to be characterized by childishness. Like
the emissaries of Vladimir, who reported in favour
of Greek Christianity because the grand services
at^-- 1

'

i'
'"'i--;

1 had appealed to their imagina-
tion. <\ !,'< --be reached only by that which
strikes the eye. The faith to which they can rise

is, at best, a feeble faith. And yet, with one of

them, it is strong enough to secure a blessing
(4

49 - 50
). There is a <>, |,>-. L

.

-|,
:

ritual parallel'
(Westcott) between tin- MI-" !UI:;IM of Capernaum
and the father of the demoniac boy (Mk 924

).

See also artt. BELIEF, DOUBT, FAITH.

/,...- -. '.i:t : K.I.,* ,...*. v /'. <i ./,.-

, ,- ;/,c cA.-vc-:^.-,^ t.-,
jiJ. JJ. J_,. J AOKoOJS .

UNCLEANNESS. See PURIFICATION.

UNCLEAN SPIRIT.-See DEMON.

UNCONSCIOUS FAITH, Faith is a venture of
the soul. In the highest instances the soul stakes
its all, and if the faith proves vain, is then of all
most pitiable ; but if the venture be JUM ill ul. dis-

covers that it has lost itself only to 'lirui i *<;' as
never before, and so in its endurance the soul is

won. Can faith thus understood be unconscious ?

Assuredly it can. On the one hand', ignorance may-
conceal the fact that any venture is involved

; and,
on the other hand, where the actual stake is known,
it may be welcomed through sheer exuberance of
spiritual vitality without any such reflexion on
the risk as to make it a conscious venture. An
imostor nifl\ j.m Ms capital into some undertaking
without knotting that it is a speculation, or he
may do so because his native enterprise prompts
him to seize an opportunity without rellecting that
the best opportunities are connected with larger
risks. And the soul which ventures faith may do
so without consciousness of what it is doing, either
because its knowledge of life is restricted, or be-
cause it acts from instinct rather than considera-
tion. But usage gives to the expression

' uncon-
scious faith' a wider scope than this its strictest

meaning. A faith conscious of its own activity
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may yet be unconscious of the person or fact on
which it is actually set. The souTt* venture may
be made on the ground of an object of faith which
is either unrecognized or unperceived, and which
is yet, in point of fact, the ground of such a
venture being made at all. Where the real object
of faith does not come into consciousness, there is
still warrant for calling this 'unconscious faith,'
even though verbal exactitude might stickle at
such phraseology. But when this degree of lati-
tude is

^
conceded, it ought not to be forgotten that

the definition of * unconscious faith
*

is made more
difficult, not only in respect of its connotation, but
of its ^denotation also. For the cases in which
there is no consciousness of the true object on
which faithjests, ^pass by imperceptible gradation
into those in which there is some consciousness
of the object, but no true perception of its real
nature, and even into those in which the perception
of this is markedly impoifccl. But, of course,
there are few cases </ fjiith \\liere this perception
is anything like perfect; for not only is our
knowledge usually very far from complete in
matters spiritual, but where it is most nearly co-
extensive with the truth, least occasion is left, as
a rule, for faith. Bearing all these limitations in

mind, however,
f unconscious faith

3 stands for an
experience by no means rare in human life, and of

very great importance in the Kingdom of God.
Our object must be to understand its nature, and
to realize the place it holds, and has held, in the
relations of mankind to Christ.

1. At the outset we must recognize fully Jesus
Christ's constant requirement offaith from all who
sought or needed ms help, and His refusal to give
help where this requirement was not met (Mt 1358,
Lk 238 - 9

). Only so shall \vo iipprccisiLo the welcome
He always showed for oury -ign of unconscious
faith. * He that is not against us is for us

'

(Mk
940

) is a I'rir.- :r-l-: \ Yich recognizes what maybe far
short MML iiriiy"

'' f.sll avowal, but also of conscious
faith. Ti i- ni-i i*i:- that in saying,

f l know that
Messias eometh 7

(Jn 425
), the woman of Samaria

had little consciousness of the real meaning of her

words, yet her imperfect faith drew the disclosure,
*I that speak unto thee am he.' Similarly the
faith of the Syrophcemcian woman, who won the

help she sought, can hardly have been conscious of
what she was pleading for when she urged that
1 even the dogs under the table eat of the children's
crumbs '

(Mk 7s8
). A more striking instance is that

of the ciipple who was cured of his infirmity on
Christ's order to rise, of whom it is recorded that
f he that was healed wist not who it was *

that had
healed him

(
Jn 513

). And to this the case of the
blind man who received sight in Jerusalem is some-
what similar ; for when the Lord afterwards con-
fronted him with the question, 'Dost thou believe

on the Son of God?' he was only able to reply,
Who is he, Lord, that I may believe on him?'

(9
3B

). An instructive passage as to Christ's esti-

mate of faith which is unconscious is Lk II29
'32

.

He was condemning the contemporary generation
in Galilee for its want of faith shown in the re-

peated demand for a '

sign.' In contrast with this

He set two instances of greater faith recorded in
much earlier days where less might have been
looked for. The first is that of the men of Nine-

veh, whose repentance on Jonah's appearance
among them is told in the Book of Jonah ; the
second is that of the Queen of the South, whose
visit to Solomon's* court is picturesquely narrated
in the Book of Kings. In Hie one case it is written,
*The people of Xineveh believed God, and they
proclaimed a fast

'

(Jon 35
) j

in the other the queen
says :

* I believed not the words until I came . . .

and, behold, the half was not told me '

(1 K 107
). The

credit given to the prophet's message, and to the

fame of Solomon's wisdom, is taken as evidencing
a deeper and unconscious faith in the righteous
God who was judging the iniquity of 'In- -',-,!

city, and in the all-wise God whose ii:^iiv;
;
.> i

was the source of the king's wonderful ability.And this unconscious faith of heathens is deemed
worthy to shame and condemn the faithlessness of
the generation which demurred to Christ's claims,
and demanded signs.

2. There were times when the Lord Jesus put
this point of view into express teaching with more
of generality. Perhaps the words, 'If ye have
faith as a grain of mustard seed . . .' (Mt 17~,
Lk 176

)^were not intended solely to suggest the
diminutive size of the seed, but also the inert grain
in which the life lies latent for the present, though
hereafter it will become active and develop. At
all events when ' he called to him a little child and
set him in thejnidst

'

(Mt 182
), bidding His disciples

f become as little children,
3 no characteristic of

childhood can have counted for so much in His
mind as the spontaneous readiness to trust without
limit where love is, which at the same time makes
a child so wonderfully teachable, and gives it

charm too apt to be robbed by increasing years.A child is the very personification of eager instinc-
tive faith unconscious of itself. There were times
too when Christ's gaze ranged wider, and He
welcomed the unconscious faith in Himself of those
who had never known an opportunity of trusting
Him. Such was the case when the^ Greeks who
were introduced by Andrew and Philip seemed to
Him the first-fruits only of a far greater harvest,
and He looked on to the time when,

*

being lifted

up,
3 He 'would draw all men unto himself (Jn

12s2). It is impossible to limit this forecast to

coyer those only who in time to come should con-

sciously become His disciples. He has drawn, and
is now drawing, many to Himself who are uncon-
scious of the power which is attracting them. And
there seenis to be a similar recognition of a wide-

spread unconscious faith which needs to be made
conscious that it may be perfect, in the saying,
e Other sheep I have, which are not of this fold ;

them also I must lead, and they shall hear my
voice

3

(Jn 1016
). A still more remarkable recogni-

tion of an unconscious faith in Himself, in days
long anterior to His manifestation in the world, is

to be found in the saying,
* Your father Abraham

rejoiced to see my day, and he saw it, and was
glad' (JnS66

).

The instance last cited opens out a view of the propaedeutic
character of the whole life history of Israel, as it has been well
called. Not Abraham alone, but all the prophets in Israel, and
even all 'they that feared the Lord, and thought upon his

name,* n jou'ul to s>oo fl i'-r- <1?i\, :u>i! saw it with joy ; for all

of I'mir urcipclmkf] in I'M.' Pivirc.- *-ayinpr,
*
They shall be mine hi

the day which I do make, even a peculiar treasure
'

Olal ,'J
1 '" I-0.

For whatever of Divine truth, ot spiritual life, \uu? discerned in

those earlier ages, was just yo much of the re\eUi!on 01 God
' '

.T , r~ '. - Son. He *was the light of men,' and
'i !

!

^ , saw Him, and rejoiced to see Him.
This, of course, was the real nature of prophecy. It was not
its function to be predictive of historical delail before the event,
but to discern and disclose the unseen and eternal in the things,
that were seen and temporal. Inasmuch as the eternal belongs
to no one epoch more than another, the teaching of the

prophets was bound to find its realization in after times so far

as it concerned itself with the real principles and laws of

spiritual life ; and to this extent it was predictive in what con-
cerned ' the deep things of God.' But the special power of

;> 'it-'. .':.- V-".r; i. < i "'>resight. This, however, was of

:i --
,

' '.>' i- !!( r-i n. :'-r. ,VM ! anticipatory, since the revelation
of Uod was an evolution m time. So the prophets are accur-

ately described by St. Peter as *

searching for what, or what
manner of season, the spirit of Christ which was in them was
disclosing-, protesting beforehand of the sufferings destined for

Christ (ret tis Xpurrov) and the glories that should follow them '

(1 P I11). The faith of the prophets was thus an unconscious
faith in Christ no less truly than it was a conscious faith in God.
And this view is explicitly taught both in His own words and
in the NT Epistles To the professed students of Scripture
round Him He said: 'Ye search the Scriptures, because ye
think that in them ye have eternal life : and these are they
which bear witness of me ; and ye will not come to me that
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ye may have life
'

(Jn 539 40). And among His own disciples,
*

beginning from Moses and from all the prophets, he inter-

preted to them in all ." _ S i>. .-v- >~*\. *'\'"\s* concerning him-
self

'

(Lk 2427, Cf. 24^^
There are two sections of the NT in which this idea of uncon-

scious faith is : '.".'
' '

emphasis
which its imp ..., . -

'

<
' ' - is in the

Epistle to the Hebrews, in the great roll-call of those sons of

------ hey . ------------------ ,

but having seen and greeted them from afar, and having con-

fessed that they were strangers and sojourners on the earth'

{1113, cf. vv.sy 40), The faith by which they lived and in which

they died was no doubt a more or less distinctly conscious
faith in God and in the unseen world ; but the writer of the

Epistle is not content to view it so. To his eyes it was also an
unconscious faith in Jesus Christ, who alone embodies faith in

its conscious perfection, and is Himself the ultimate ground of

its reality in all. The <

'

.

* " "
* ^.- >

-.-, \ -\~
-

<=\

Paul's later Epistles. I- ..... - -;. : > ,'

passages in which the -. > . .*:... "1

drank of a spiritual Rock that followed them, and the Jiock
was the Christ

'

(1 Co 104) ; but it is only in the Epistles to the
Colossians and Ephesians that St. Paul discloses his whole mind.
In these he dwells with enthusiasm on * the mystery which hath
been hid from all ages and generations . . . which is Christ in

you (Gentiles), the hope of glory' (Col 126- 27, Cf. Eph 81-13). St.

P ."*-'"i-)^ :" jioved by t' !' .

* J '* a secret kept out
01 - r .

''
.

'

counsels, . . _ - men were being
destroyed for lack of knowledge, and only disclosed at the last.

God's purpose, he felt, was an eternal purpose ; and if salva-

." "> _" *:' C~T"- :
"

om He 'purposed to sum up
t

'

_- '" '

) <'.!: long a hidden mystery, it

\ .- -.
- '

, ir r . : ! : '. All through the long time
of waiting, here was a secret hope for all men, though theirs
p j'ii b" ;i' :i-CL>riscious faith as yet. And "in the fulness of

r.i. 'in ->' ; ni- V)|
" " " " '"."'

and saints in the i

had been unconscious and incomplete might become conscious
and resolute and full of glory, working in power in all (Ivtpyov-

f*&vvi Iv Syyac^g^f). It is a truly magnificent view of life which is

here unfolded to sight. It brings all time before Christ's

earthly manifestation, and all races which have not known
Him, and we may fairly add all souls which love and revere
the holiness whv:

<
: r- <

-. o i \ IF- i. hough they do not feel able
to confess His X.n- ::'. *.:.! ,.!!, or the Son of God, within
the reach of healing and help in virtue of their unconscious
faith. This is not, indeed, universalism, for it does not antici-

pate the ;:1.
:
'"J i< fi.cl^-n ' --M God ; but it does teach that it is

God's will 'il'.r;.'
1

i "ho ,'<! be saved and come to a know-
ledge of truth

*

; and it teaches that this is through faith-
conscious or unconscious in *one mediator between God and
men, himself man, Christ Jesus, who gave himself a ransom on
behalf of all, the testimony being aimoi'it'd for its proper
seasons' (1 Ti 24-6).

UNDERSTANDING. 1. o-w-ic'vcu, -<ri<s, adj.
CTOS (priv. dcnfreroy), to bring one tiling alongside
of another : (1) for combat ; (2) metaph., for critical

comparison,
* to "bring tlie outward object into con-

nexion with the inward sense '

(Liddell and Scott),
c to put the perception with the thing perceived

3

(Grimni-Thayer), to 'apprehend the bearings of

things' (Lightfoot, CoL). The typical passage is

Mt 1319* n
, where the exact significance is distinctly

brought out. The hearer '

by the wayside
'

di fiefs
from ' him that was sown upon good ground

'

in this,
thatthe former 'understandethnot' while the latter
e understandeth ' the former doo* not approho r

iil

the bearing of what he hears on hni-'-iu-nl comliici.
the latter sees the bearing and 'acts accordingly!
The former * does not recognize himself as standing
in any relation to the word which he hears or to
the kingdom of grace which that word proclaims

'

(Trench, Parables, in Zoc.)> while the latter docs
so recognize. In v. 51

, concluding the series of
parables, Jesus asks His disciples if they have

'

apprehended the moaning of all that He has said.
TIL the same sense (Mt 1713 ) the disciples have, by
the exercise of their critical faculty, recognized
that in speaking of Elias, Jesus was in fact re-

ferring to the Baptist. Hence the contrast be-
tween a-vv. and other words CLKOVGIV, Mt 1313> 14- 15 - **

Mk 7 14
, Lk 810

, the sound of the word spoken fall-

ing on the ear contrasted with the exercise of such
criticism as leads to the apprehending of its per-
sonal bearing : voew, Mk 817

, perceiving contrasted
with earnest reflexion. A comparison of Mt 1612

with |J Mk 821 is interesting, Mt. representing the

disciples as having recognized on further con-

sideration, while Mk. gives 'a
"

-

1 J '"
"|ues-

tion which leaves the Twelve '. for

themselves
* the comparison of leaven with teach-

ing (Swete, in Zoc.}. Similarly, Mk 652 (KV, 'con-

sidered
: AV) of the miracle of the loaves and the

walking on the sea ;

' debuerant a pane ad mare
concludere' (Bengel). Lk. employs the word less

"iv-pic'Titly than Mt. or Mk. In 250 1834 2445
, where

i ; oc< ur-, 'in the narrative, the meaning^
of appre-

hending the significance of the word -: .M%--' . n
;

-

nizing its b",vir.^ on the circumstances (tne mission
of Jesus, ilii' cm- ill vion. and the sufferings ), is

apparent. He does not use the spe V '

.

' '

:

his account of the exposition of the . . : f

Sower.
The privative adj. acrvveros without understand-

ing,
3

exhibits the precise meaning of the verb, Mt
1516

|[
Mk 718

. 'The acrvv. is the man who lacks

the discernment which comes from the due use of

the illuminated "',"*.
'

(Swete). The posi-
tive adj. <7wer6s

x
-i : i k 1021

), AY 'prudent,'
KV '

understanding,
5

preserves the idea of critical

comparison, in contrast with the more general in-

telligence denoted by o-o<j>6$ ; but the reference is to

material not spiritual things :

' the " wisdom of

the world" which is "foolishness with God" [con-
trasted with] the " foolishness of the world " which
is "wisdom with God," on which St. Paul was so
fond of dwelling

*

(Farrar).
The noun <rtiv<ris occurs only in Lk 247

, where the

precise idea is implied of the growth of Jesus in
the development of His faculty of ,'/ .

truth in every aspect along with His - :-
.

stature ; and Mk 1233, where, however, the reading
is more than doubtful.

St. Paul's usage of the word cannot be overlooked. It is in
strict harmony with that of the Gospels. See especially Col 19,
where he combines 'understanding' with 'wisdom* in his

prayer, and Eph 3* of
' the mystery of Christ,' 5*7 of * the will

of God' (Eph 118 $HVOJM$ is a disputed reading
1

). See Lightfoot,
Col, where Aristotle's definition is expounded.

2. voiv, Mt 1517
1! Mk 718

, Mt 169
1|
Mk 817

,
Mt

1611 RV '

perceive,
3 Mt 2415

||
Mk 1314 (AY and

RV), Jn 1240 (from Is 69
) RV ;

"

>'
: to per-

ceive (1) with the
senses^, (2) nind. As

r.-' : '

.ir-V-.l ro 1 " trvf.it .

'

.. iddle pjace
between bodily sensation -

: i

"

sion. The first step is the sensuor.

(d/cotfei>, ISeiv, etc.), then the mental ,

tion to what is thus presented (voelv), which in turn
precedes the derivative critical act (<riw<frat), by
which one is enabled to forr: <; ,.} :-. on it.

The process --f "!;. -
:. "he : :l:'i'-j ,,

-

i--". of the
loaves, the i ,!!_ , !. the worof heard, are ob-

jects first ; ,.-,;"(. i. then of attention, and
lastly of reflexion, in order that their true bearing
may be apprehended. Cf. 2 Ti 27 and Ellicott's
note.

3. yiyvwa-Kciv is rendered by
e understand '

(AV)
in Mt 2610

,
Jn 827- 43 106 1216 (cf. rondorin- of its

privative byvotlv in Mk 932=Lk 945). In oilier cases
7. is rendered by

'

know/ and it is difficult to find a
rea-on for not ailherhig to thai rendering in these
ver>e*. 7. (litters from <rw. in so far thai \\-liile GW.

Amorally niark< an antithesis to sense - percep-
tion, 7. marks an advance upon it. Preoccupation
with lower thoughts, self-complacency excluding
apprehension of spiritual truths, present circum-
^-tances obscuring the full significance and neces-
sitating a further enlightenment by new circum-
stances and prolonged pondering, hinder this
advance. Only when these difficulties are re-
moved can one come to know the higher aspects of
the reality. (For the thought, compare Jn 2s2 137

14f\ &y. (Gospels only Mk 932
;' Lk 945) preserves

this idea of advance,
' there was a Divine purpose

in their temporary ignorance' (Swete). The dis-

ciples were unwilling to admit the idea of suffering
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and death, and the rebuke administered to Peter
made them afraid to ask questions ; thus they j

remained ignorant for a time.
|

~J : t . T Lexicons and Commentaries, all of which
!

1 "

-

'
'

Colossians, 19 ; K,. W. Dale, Week-Day
-

"
'

} - R. MACPHEKSOIST. !

UNDRESSED CLOTH. 1. Ingredients in dress-
j

ing. The principal cleansing agents were two
|

kinds of crude alkali salt. (a) Mineral. This con-
sisted of the natural deposits, chiefly in Egypt, of

potassium or sodium carbonates. It was the Heb.
nether

',
Arab, natrtin, EV (incorrectly)

c

nitre/ BY
*

lye
'

(Jer 222 ). White clay was also used, chiefly
as a detergent or scrubbing agent. (b) Vegetable,
This was obtained chiefly from the soap plant
called in Arabic ishnan, growing on the desert

plains of Syria. When burnt, it yields a crude
.substance named kali in Arabic, corresponding to
the Heb. borith, 'soap' (Mai 32

).

2. Process of dressing. (a) For cotton and linen.
The cleansing of these was carried out after the
cloth had been woven. The present custom in

Syria is to dip the cloth in water, and lay it out on
& flat surface of rock. It is then sprinkled with
natr&n (lye) or fyali (soap), and beaten with rods or

clubs, and is finally rinsed in fresh water and
spread out under the sun to dry.

(b) For wool. On account of the presence of
natural oil and many accretions and impurities in
the fleece, the cleansing had to be done before
the cloth was woven. For this the chief in-

gredient was urine collected and kept till it formed
ammonium carbonate during j

.'
p

,

"
i . TJ-

cause of the offensive odours
'

.- .,..! !_

.agents, as well as on account
'

!

"

I'
1

"
1 '

needed for drying purposes, the fullers* establish-
ments were placed near or outside the city walls.
The wool was further purified in several changes of

1 ,'*" yie lye or soap already mentioned,
nsed in running water.

(c) For sU/cl This also had to be treated before

being woven, in order to remove from the thread
the gluey substance called sericin (fr. <nipuc6v> Rev
18 13

), which not only gave off an offensive odour,
but, if allowed to remain, would make the cloth
hard and lustreless. To remove this, the silk

fibre had to be kept for several hours in a bath of

hot water containing soap made of olive oil and
alkali salt. This process tested the skill of the
fuller ;

for if 'V' -oakri>r were insufficient, some of

the sericin -n!l ;iiliici-il to the silk fibre, and if

prolonged beyond a certain point it imparted an
iu<l<ilil>1e yellow- stain. The raw silk was then
iraiL*ierroil for a short time tQ a bath of water in
which dog or pigeon dung had been mixed, and, as
in the case of the other materials, the last stage
was a thorough washing in pure water.
The eye-witnesses of our Lord's majesty in the

Mount (Mk 92"8
) testified that on that occasion

the white radiance of His garments was beyond
the art of any fuller on earth.

3. Christ's parabolic use of undressed cloth.

In Mt 916
1|
Mk 221

Christ, in reply to the question
of the disciples of John the Baptist as to why His

disciples dia not fast, employs the figure of a piece
of undressed cloth (pdico$ &yva<j>ov) sewed on an old

garment, to show the incongruity between fasting
according to rule and the new spirit of Christi-

anity, pa/cos (fr. p-fiyvvpi,
* to break ?

) is properly a

piece of cloth torn off, cf. Eng. 'rag' ; dyva^os (fr.

a privative and -yvdirrw, 'to full or dress cloth'

[whence yvaQefo, a fuller,' Mk 93]) = 'unfulled,'
'undressed.

5 Neither of the Gr. words occurs else-

where in NT. In the parallel passage Lk 536
, where,

however, a somewhat different turn is given to the

saying, Ipfa-iov Kaivbv (' new garment ') occurs instead

of paws &yva,<f>ov. By the rendering 'undressed

cloth
5 RV brings out the point of the original,

which is quite lost in the colourless l new cloth '
of

AY, though suggested by the ' raw or umvrought
*

of AVm. A piece of cJoth that is undressed or
unfulled is certain to shrink with a wetting, and
so to strain and tear away the old garment to
which it is sewed. Thus, as Christ said, it

'taketh from the garment, and a worse rent is

made.' For the reli-uou^ >Igriiiicancc of the saying
see esp. Bruce, /Y//v/W/'- ~Tc*tf/itiitf of Christ, p.
302 ft*. Cf. also artt. BOTTLE in vol. i., and LAW,
above, p. 12b .

G. M. MACKIE AND J. C. LAMBERT.
UNION. 1. Union of the world with God. In

a sense the creation is always closely related to the
Creator, and has no separate, independent exist-
ence :

'

thy heavens 5

(Ps S3),
'

in him we live, and
move, and have our being

?

(Ac 172S
). Yet it is in

a relative independence of the creation that all

things happen. Hence we read in Eph I 10 and Col
I20 that God will gather together all things in

Christ, and will reconcile all things unto Himself.
This is spoken in reference to the human spirit
and its salvation. By the redemption of man, God
wiH perfect the relationship of the creation to
Himself. AJ1 things are so linked together that
God's approach to the human race, ,.:"! TT : - - ,:'!-""

fr

of the human race to approach to Him in (Jnrist,
is also a drawing of the whole world into a more
perfect union with God.

2. Union between God and the human race. It

is only from the human side, and as matter of his-

tory, that we can study the union into which God
has progressively entered with the spirit of man.
It is the effect of any religious exercise that is

matter of observation. Thus we are made aware
of the dawning consciousness of God in the human
spirit 5

' then began men to call upon the name of
the Lord '

(Gn 42e). Those who were receptive
above their fellows of the Divine influence were

prophets (Dt 181S
,
1 S 99

). This being the case, we
1

'

|

'

'

.""

'

and believe in a corresponding
1 the part of God towards men,

and to observe its development (see REVELATION).
The history of Israel was so shaped l>y providences,
and spiritual progress was so determined by pro-
phecy, that Christ was prepared for, and came
(Gal 44), and in Him the union of God with our
race was perfected (Is 7 J

f
810

).

In regard to the union of God with man in

Christ, the emphasis in Scripture is not laid upon
the manner of that union so much as upon the
fact of it. If Creeds and Catechisms seem to do
otherwise, it is still to be remembered that their
chief concern is to establish the fact that God was
in Christ. In Ph 25

'11 St. Paul says nothing of the
manner of the union of the Divine and human
natures in Christ, but accepts as assuredly true
that He was God with us, and that the same Per-
son who emptied Himself and took the form of a
servant, also humbled Himself and became obedi-

ent even unto death, yea the death of the cross.

When we turn to the narrative of Christ's words
in the Gospels, we find that His attitude towards
God was ethically perfect, as of a Son to a Father,
in obedience, sympathy, comprehension, honour,
love, trust (Mt ll25-^ jn 519. so 6r,r 10w j^ j^
S346 , and many other passages). This is what we
are permitted to see of the relationship between
God and Christ. But the Son who so manifested
His oneness with the Father did so in our human
nature. Here therefore is humanity in the person
of its Plead seen to be in union with God. So
far as every OT saint was able to anticipate and

prefigure Christ, so far this union between God.

and man was a process which was progressively
unfolded and perfected. And so far as believers

by fellowship with Christ enter into His relation-
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ship with God, the union between God and our

race is still being realized; and it must always
take the form perfectly set forth by Christ (1 Jn
417

).

3. Union between belieYers and Christ. It is

necessary that individual souls should be united

by faith to Christ, if the union of mankind with
God is to be general (Jn 1016 1232). The Gospels
record how in process of events men became dis-

ciples of Christ (Jn I37, Mk I 18
). That which was

so effected was afterwards in many ways confirmed

(Jn 668 202'2
), and is described in the parable of the

Vine and its Branches (ch. 15). Again, those who
believed when the Apostles preached, and to whom
the Spirit was given, without

"*
' "

"r
attached to Christ in His earthly

'

became partakers of spiritual union with Hun (Ac
II17

. See also He 314
, 1 Co I9, 1 Jn 1s). This

union of the believer with Christ is more than the

tie between a disciple and a teacher, and is ex-

pressed by the words ' in Christ,'
' in the Lord/

* in him,
3 which occur more than 150 times in the

NT, notably in Co 517 (RVm) and Ro 167. As
this union is entered into by trust and obedience

and full consent, so it consists of identity of inter-

ests and companionship in o \~ci\\ uiin^. In the

region of the conscience, union 1
f

'

r :

peace (Ro 81
) ; in that of the ...

(Gal 220
} ; 1" -a-il to our '/"''''

labourers v--i
:

i'
k
i- \\ith God' (

'
:> ,

*'.. '.

.
:

and in regard to all events, we are sharers with
Christ in suffering and in glory (Ro 817

, 2 Ti 212
;

see also Jn IT20'34
}.

4. Union of belieYers with one another. The
Lord's Supper is the simplest and most perfect
outward expression of the union of Christians with
one another, because of their common attachment
to Christ, and deriving of benen\ from Him. Thus
in Ac 2^ 207, 1 Co 1016- " it is assumed that heart-
union with Christ and with one another went along
with the outward expression of that union, in their

partaking of the same significant bread. The
obedience of the soul to Christ which alone con-
stitutes any one a

disciple may or may not coin-

cide with participation in this or any other out-
Ward observance. Yet, like the kernel and the

containing shell of a nut, they as a matter of fact

appeared and devt !<:' '.
"

r. I""- ion with
Christ produces an .v :.

'
i" !-\ .:' \, to Him,

and to ovrrvlVu^ 'h.-i
1

in-ongs to Him; besides
also the ir;i;^ n' r ! ri-:-!iu<- character, which are
in their nature unifying :

' The glory thou gavest
me I have given them, that they may be one '

(Jn
1723). Should thin unity be broken, the remedy is

that all parties should renew their allegiance. to
Christ (1 Co 1-3, 2 Co 107).
Union among believers is compared to the or-

ganic unity of a body (Ro 124
,

1 Co 1212
, Eph 44

).

This has not the effect of ignoring the differences
between believers ; on the contrary, the fullest

provision is made for differences pi gift. So far
from the eye ceasing to l><> spooificnlly tin eye,
because the body has Iian<]< <unl feel, then- is the
more need of the eye, and it has more work to do.

Individuality is to be conserved and strengthened,
and -i" -1 -I-.M..; or weakened. The case taken
for <:,,,! i' i* not that of the failure of the

eye to see, when the hand would do its best to
aid the eye, and do its work ; but such, a healthy
state of things as would allow every sense to do its

own work. At the same time, all axe under the
law of love to Christ and to one another, and are
sensitive to each other's suffering or success, and
their life is wholly directed to mutual helpfulness.
The result is that each is exercised in the use
of whatever gift he has, and the whole society is

maintained in spiritual vigour and growth (Eph
412

, Phil 6
). See also ONENESS, UNITY.

LITERATURE. Westcott, Gospel of St. John ; Sanday, Jesus
r~ ,-- ' - - '

in Hastings' DB) ; A. B. Davidson,
is, Union with &od't A. Maclaren,
Divine Immanence.

T. GREGORY.

UNIQUENESS. Beyond dispute Christ appears
on the theatre of human history as a unique Per

sonality. In however large a sense He may be

revealed as sharing the lot and the nature of men,
He stands forth as the possessor of traits which
have never been duplicated. Let a parallel be

drawn between Him and anyBother who has won
renown in human annals, and it will be found that

the points of unlikeness more than match the

points of likeness.

1. In several respects the self-consciousness which
the Gospels show to have been resident in Christ

was of a unique kind. (1) We look in vain

ili 1 01 sellout their records for any indication that

He To'M^Mi/i * i;.'
k common call to repentance as

apply
:

."^ !> Mi- i -i If. No utterance that is put
into"His mouth conveys a hint that the slightest
shadow of condemnation ever rested upon His

spirit. He speaks as if He felt Himself to be
the channel rather than the needy recipient of

grace, as if, in truth, His inner life was as stain-

less as it was assumed to have been in Apostolic
thought. (2) Again, the self-consciousness of

Christ appears to have been of a unique type as

including a perfectly clear and 11.;:m 11< i.i-1\
|

-i i M i

sense of sonship towards God. >u n-iu^'ml i- .
! n

filial ideal which He presents that it is impossible
to find a point at which it admits of supplement.
Who can imagine a more complete expression of

filial trust than that which is contained in His pre-

cepts on putting away every anxious care about the

stores which the morrow may bring (Mt 6-5
"34

||)?

Who can conceive of filial devotion ;,-<< i. !-:!.: to

n higher 4age than was made miiii'm-. i: the
w ord-,

' !Not my will, but thine be done '

(Lk 2242
1|),

spoken in the presence of the most bitter cup of

shame and suffering? Who can think of iilial

inthnJK y rnoro close and constant than is attested

by the 'whole body of Christ's words and deeds ?

In truth, it is impossible to review the record
without being struck with the aptness of the

Evangelical uo-oripiion which speaks of Him as
the 'beloved >oir" (Ml 317

||)
and as dwelling 'in

the bosom of the Father' (Jn 118\ (3) Still fur-

ther, a unique order of self-consciousness is dis-

closed in the i-
g

< '. <" -:; of an extraordinary
mediatorial \ <>*,,, v

'

.
. \ras characteristic of

Christ.
' No man cometh unto the Father but by

me '

(Jn 146 ) that is the strong declaration which
the Fourth Gospel places upon His lips; and a
full equivalent is supplied by the other Gospels in
such sentences as these :

( The Son of Man came
not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and
to give his life a ransom for many

'

(Mt 2028 1|).

'All things have been delivered unto me of my
Father; and no one knoweth the Son save the
Father ; neither doth any know the Father, save
the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son willeth to
reveal him '

(Mt II27
1|). To what prophet or leader

of the race beside have we any warrant for imput-
ing such n r-onooTitioi! of personal vocation ? Surely
it must ii'

1 iii.mii i oil i h;ii in His sense of the prerog-
ative and the burden of mediation Christ makes a
class by Himself; He has no peer or companion.
(4) Once more, the unique character or" (.hrUi/'s

self-consciousness is seen in His extraordinary
sense of authority or rightful lordship. While
He came not to be ministered unto, He still made
it evident that in the depths of His spirit there
was an unhesitating affirmation of a pre-eminent
royalty. He spoke as one who needed not to accom-
modate His words precisely to the instructions of
Moses or to any other ancestral standard. He
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claimed an allegiance so unqualified as to reduce
to a secondary place the most imperative obliga-
tions enforced by earthly ties. In words which
match the significance of the Pauline declaration
that in His name every knee shall bow and every
tongue confess His lordship (Ph 2101 ), He pictured
the gathering of all nations before His throne of

judgment, to receive from His lips the merited
sentence (Mt 25sm-)- Thus in various ways Christ

gave expression to a transcendent and marvellous
self-consciousness.

2. Almr^t "*:* ,,V ; ii- the impression which comes
from a '!-!: --M :<>! of the exceptional self-con-
sciousness in Christ is that which is properly derived

from^a
-'. Y ". of the union* an* I nVom-iiiH-

tion in !l : ,
- Oiy contrasted traits. (1) He

was unique in His combination of meekness with
the fullest energy and force of character. With
quietness of mind He accepted the yoke of parental
and national rcfjTriroiin ril.^. He submitted to a
consecration rito at rlic li<i*uU of one who declared
that he was not worthy to unloose the latehet of
His shoe (Jn I27

1|). In all His conduct there was
no trace of aristocratic superiority; r.in-ai^ ;i

T
] TTi-*

mighty works no deed that savoured <[' *-*\ r-i: r i

:on.
But while He was meek and lowly of heart. He
was masterful and commanding, inflexible in pur-
pose, remote from weak conciliation. ].< viWPy
resolute to march against a perver-r ^< nr-j.'ii^'i.

to confront its frown, its mockery, ! I:- iiojii-

cidal hatred. (2) Again, Christ exemplified the
union of tender compassion for the sinner with

sharp intolerance for sin. He was neither moved
Vi ;1

-- ? "i >-f His compassion to make unguarded
,'."'! :' the transgressor, nor incited by His
intense repulsion r.-:.,

1

"' "

to lose the brother
in the censor. Jn ..' :

>
I

L. . ith erring souls that
had any longing for better things He fulfilled the

prophetic picture of one who should not break the
bruised rood or quonoh the smoking flax (Is 42

3
, cf.

Mt 1220). At the same time, He showed Himself
the absolutely uncompromising enemy of unright-
eousness, insisting that it must be excluded from
the thoughts as well as from the deeds, and requir-

ing that the offending right hand should be cut off

and the offending right eye be plucked out (Mt 5m ).

Tender a^ the de\v where there was any place for

a Iu i

8iliiij: minimi vv, He was yet sharp and iinsnar-

injr n- ili< lijrlirriiiiju a^-mi-i ovvyfomi of iniquity.

(3; In smother respect also Christ exhibited a

unique ability for reconciling diverse^ traits. We
see in Him a remarkable union of spirituality with

kindly contact with the world. He knew how to

be unworldly without being ascetic ; how to throw
the weight of emphasis upon the treasure laid up
in heaven without patronizing any eccentric form
of self-denial. He ministered to bodily needs as
well as to the needs of the spirit. Herald as He
was of the Kingdom of heaven, He yet stood in

sympathetic relation with the sensible world,
treated it as the workmanship of His Father's

hands, and \ised it as a book of divinity from
which to read to His hearers most beautiful and

comforting messages of truth.

3. Corresponding to this extraordinary balance
of the various traits of ideal character, Christ

showed a unique competency as a teacher to

bring into a unity the diverse orders and interests

of truth. In the standard of life which He set

before His disciples He reconciled loftiness with

simplicity. The standard is undoubtedly very
high. It towers above the average level^of

human
living like an Alpine summit. But with all its

loftiness it is peculiarly free from the strained and
the unnatural. Its attainment involves no sacri-

fice of manhood or swamping of the true self, but
rather just the achievement of manhood and the

realization of the true self. Rebuking nothing

that is purely and truly human, it requires only
that the human should come to its best by stand-

ing in the transfiguring light of intimate associa-
tion with the Divine. A great reconciling function
is also fulfilled by Christ's teaching in the just
tribute which it pays at once to morality and to

religion, and in the indissoluble union which it

assumes to subsist between them. From the

standpoint of tha/" ^-r.
' "

no man is a fit subject
to bring a gift to * - . , , until he has done his
utmost to establish right relations with his fellows

(Mt 5-3L ). No man is an acceptable petitioner for

the Divine clemency until he is willing to forgive
the one who has trespassed against himself (Mt
614f

-). Ceremonial .

"" :
.'

t
;\' T desiastical

p-v'o'r-i.vh
- couir i

'

. from the
"!,: n; ; ,-" ;: *d the

" .'; dealing.
They are no better .,,<

"

..rpea.ira.Tjop'.

a whitewash upon the sepulchre (Mt -"*',. !V-

ligion divorced from morality is a delusion and a

pretence. But, on the other hand, the teaching
of Christ is vastly remote from contentment with
a bare morality or discharge of the common duties
of man to man. The presence of the Heavenly
Father lay about Him like a radiant atmosphere.
To do the will of that Father He regarded as the

prime necessity of His life, His very meat (Jn 4s4).
In the assurance of the Father's complacent love
He found the unfailing spring of consolation and
rejoicing, and the return of His heart in fervent
love to the all-perfect One He counted the most
obvious and the sweetest of all conceivable obliga-
tions. Accordingly, it could not but come about
that His teaching should "be thoroughly transfused
" :

''i., "''".'
' !* : . with the thought of Divine

"

's : -. I""' i

1

1 ginning to end it is beauti-
ned and illumined by Jofty and intense religious
convictions. In short, stress upon the ethical

factor is not permitted in the least degree to
diminish the emphasis rendered to the religious
factor in man's life. The harmonious combina-
tion of the two makes one of the fairest and most
fruitful ideals that has been brought to the atten-
tion of the race.
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HENRY C. SHELDOK.
"

UNITY. In the NT the term 'unity,' like its

Gr. equivalent ev^rys, occurs only in Eph 4s* ^

both times \vith reference to the unity^ of the
Christian Church (v.

3 'the unity of the Spirit/ v. 15

6 the unity of the faith*)' But the idea of the

unity of the Church as the c

body of Christ* is one
that constantly meets us both in positive and in

negative forms -in connexion, i.e., alike with
exhortations to Christian unity and with the de-

precation and rebuke of schism or of the divisive

spirit.

St. Paul in 1 Cor. (1*3 1118 1225) is the first to use 'schism'

(a-^true^ with an approach to its present technical meaning.
The ff-Ylo-fiue,, however, which he condemns are parties only in

the Church, not sects :

'

strifes,' but not separations. There is

no suggestion that those who called themselves
'

of Paul' had
ceased to communicate with those who called themselves * of

Apollos' (I
12

) The 'divisions' apparent in their meetings for

worship (1113-21)Were of class, of richer and poorer (v.3S)r and did

not pre\ ent the common meeting:. The ' schism' deprecated in

comes nearer in NT use to the idea of
*

sect,
1

though it does not

reach it. It still denotes any party or faction within a single

communion, as of the Sadducees (Ac 613>, of the Pharisees (155

265) or of Christians considered as a school of Judaism (24
5- 14

2822). it g-oes no farther in Gal 5^, where eupsawf are counted

among1 works of the flesh, as the natural sequence of spS&mt and

&X0rar/<. In 2 P 21 they are the secret work of pseudo-

prophets, and are *//>. kvuKu** ; but there 5s no suggestion that

they amounted to separations : they work
*

among you,* The
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strongest expression used on the subject is that of St. Jude

(y.19), who bpci-ks of i-ome as &voltoptfyvrts t

1

marking themselves

off
3 from : : "-\-

" .. "i
'

there-. i -I ..;
still *fea-, ! '. ,'' *'' *.'"
The Nicolaitans (Rev 2- 15

) were a party within the Church,
not a separation from it. The idea of communions severally

arranged upon differing bases of opinion or order does not exist

within the NT thought. What is conceived as possible, only to

:, . .,!,.*.'' '. i-
'

sndency to faction, or the spirit of party,

c .y ,i
. .<-": as for actual schism ^.57 yivoiro.

1. Our Lords personal teaching on the subject
i i i-i i : - o.

-
-

'

:,''_.'' "ve ; He inculcates unity rather

-. i.M i-. '-i i- .:'; . '.- !. It is to be gathered (1) from
His example, (2) from His recorded sayings.

(1) The condition of religion in the Jewish
commonwealth of His time

r "
unsatis-

factory to Him. It called !

'

/ rebuke.

Its teachers, their doctrine and their practice, in-

curred His denunciation. The Temple demanded

cleansing at His hands; the synagogues were in

possession of those scribes and lawyers and Phari-

sees on whom He cried 'Woe,' as hypocrites.

. imitating
seat' (Mt 23"2 ) ; a seat self-assumed, their office had
no ioco;ii'I!u!i in the Law, but in a sense they

ropivsesiusd 'Jio prophetic succession, and de facto
stood for constituted order. Christ neither separ-
ated Himself, nor allowed others to separate, on
the ground of their corruption, error, or abuse of

power ; though He recognized that all these existed,

and protested against them. His custom was to go

up to the fcvnajro^uc on the Sabbath days. He
observed the Feasts of the Temple, that of

^the
Dedication (which had only customary sanction)
as well as those prescribed. His example suggests
no extremity of circumstance under which separa-
tion from the Divine Society becomes the course of

duty.
(2) His expi-

' " "

,

is as emphatic as the

circumstances x
. expect. He establishes

a Kingdom which in time and place is to be repre-
sented by the Ecclesia which He will build upon
the confession of Himself (Mt 1618

). The essential

unity of the "KmgloMi wco^jivily reflects itself in

the unity of , lie n |>r<M"uauve society. Unity is

involved in tlio I'sicc thai it.- bond is a relation to

Himself: the one Shepherd implies the one flock,

the one door implies the one fold (Jn II9- ls
). It is

presented under similes which convey the
^
idea of

unity : it is one building on one foundation (Mt
16 18

}, one enclosed vineyard (20
1"11

), one shoal taken
in a single net (l^7

- 48
), one company of watchers

(25
1'13

), or of gue-is at one feast (Lk 147
'24

) ; it is a

perfect ceimny of sheep, a complete sum of money,
and the breaking of its completeness is intolerable

(15
4- 8

).

Its unity is primarily theological, necessitated by
its causation in the unity which is in God (Jn
1711.

)
iV: ,] ol,".-.-

J

-\.M\ effected by the indwelling
in its (..M-jim:-:- "ohe one Christ (17

23
). The

subjective unity in mutual affection of which
Christians are conscious is a result of this objective
unity, and is evidential of their common relation to

Christ (Jn 1335, cf. 1 Jn 314- 19
); but that sense

of unity does not constitute the bond which unites
Christians ; the bond is antecedent to tho -on^o of

it, and stands in the life of Christ rrnii-fu-<:<l

through the m-ci|>lohip. This transfusion of life

is effected by L'IO minion of the Paraclete, the

Holy Ghost mediated by Christ in His heavenly
intercession (Jn 1416" 19

), and results in a vital unity
of Christ with the recipients of the Paraclete;
which is comparable to that of a single organism
(the True Vine, 151'8

) in which the individual
inheres by the fact of his inherence in Christ

(15
6 - 7

). So much our Lord declares of His own
operation ; for the rest, He implies that He is in
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measure, in this as in all, dependent for the

realization of His purpose on our ,i|'|nclu-n-i<>iM'f

it and co-operative obedience. 1 :mouiir<i'y lie

desires that the vital and spiritual unity which He
effects should have a concrete t v.'

1

! MM -i:-: 1

expression as i- r.;i|-'-(-lvM-"V<
>

. HM,
;;.

ic -!<>

spiritual man ui^ii"" 11
: -.: ,,' ''.'

,
-

i

'

2 11 "16
), but to the world, which ct 1

:

' ': : !*'

Spirit (Jn 1417 ), and is aware of that only which
with eyes of flesh it sees. He commands us, as a
condition of the world's recognition of our disciple-

ship, to love one another ' as I have loved you
'

(13
84

). He prays the Father that we may_ be one
in such fashion that the world, seeing it, may
believe in His mission : and defines this unity as

comparable to His own unity with the Father.

Beyond question He demands a unity manifested

in terms of the common rui-
1

.- r-ViiiV'v of the man
of this world. He prays. '!: ir-:. U lievers may
be ' at one' (in harmony of faith or temper or as
Abraham and Lot were at one in agreeing to part

peaceably), but that they may be * one thing/ Iva

&O-LV & (17
11 - 2L 22

) ;

'

completed into one thing [
(17

23
).

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that this
' one

thing' is, spiritually, the K'-i^ilom which His
Incarnation orings among u ;

v
Lk 17- j; represen-

tatively, the Society which He builds (Mt 1618
), to

which by His institution the one Baptism (Eph 45
}

admits, and which the one Bread (1 Co 10X7 ) shows.

Every kingdom, He says, divided against itself

(the Kingdom of heaven is included in the argu-
ment) is brought to desolation ; every city or house

(the City of God, the House built of living stones,
is included) divided against itself shall not stand

(Mt 1225 , Mk 324- 25
). The unity which our Lord

teaches appears, then, to be a visible and organic
unity, based upon a vital unity in the Holy Ghost,
and necessary DOth for evidence and for stability.
His verdict upon schism, as the interruption of

such unity, must be inferred it is nowhere stated
*

from the sanctions oL1 !<! '

nriiy. and from
I

1

. :V,r"-"l\ of His -
i] !! -...iin i:-,,: it may be

' '

2. In this sense the Apostolic loriters have under-
stood Christ. It is noted that the disciples were
*
all with one accord in one place

'

to receive the

Spirit (Ac 21
) ; that, as the result of Pentecost,

they
' were together, and had all things common

*

(2
44

) ; the multitude of them that believed were of

one heart and of one soul
*

(4
32

). The assumption
of the Epistles is that ' the saints

'

anywhere are
'the church of God 5 which is there (lio I 7

,
1 P I 1

etc.). If they are '

cliiircheV they are not less one

fellowship in'the unity of Chri>L (Gal I
1
,
Kev I

4

).

St. Paul is copious on the subject. The unity
on which he insists is not only of spirit ; it is also
embodied unity. Many as we are, we are one loaf
and one body, being partakers of the one sacra-
mental food (1 Co 1017

; cf. Did. ix. 4). The one
Spirit makes us one body, and members one of
another (1 Co 124

-27
), 'that there should be no

schism in the body.' The unity of the Spirit is to
be guarded in the bond of peace

t one body, one
Spirit/ as there is unity in every basis of our life

(Eph 34
"6

). This body is the Body of Christ, and
requires for its attainment to completion the
harmonious interworking ^

of every member and
group, as constituting a single organism in which

* The possible exception is where (Mt 245^, Lk 1246) Christ
threatens the o\il &crvani who smites his fellow-servants and
cats and drinks with the drurilvc-n, that lie

'

will come and
cut him asunder (OI^CTO^C^ dl}.' The KV translators and
others sugget for this remarkable phrase (-T. / -y. in NT)

'

will

scourge him severely 'which is as if one were to say in our
speech 'will Hay him alive,' arid is an exprp-^ion which one has
difficulty in hearing with rhar pen-e from tho-ie lips. Buskin
somewhere interprets it of the judicial nspeot of schism, as
'God's revenue' upon worldly and oppressive priesthoods an
interpretation which the history of schism may seem to com-
mend.
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all inhere (Eph 413'16
). The Church is a Body, of

which Christ is Head (Col I 18- 24 219
). It is

* the
mystery of Christ ' that the Gentiles should be of
the same body with Israel (Eph 36

). Baptism is

into a unity to which neither race nor status nor
sex is a barrier (Gal 327 - 28

). It is against first

j.-i
1
:-

I;.

1
. - (o --ume the name of any leader as a

I'Jii.x .,:- i'i< .!>! (1 Co I 13
); to do so is 'carnal

3

(3
3- 4

). God is to be glorified with one mouth, as
well as with one mind (Eo 155- 6

). The Churches of
God have no custom of love of controversy (1 Co
II16

) ; God is not the author of confusion but of

peace ; and so it is in all the Churches (14
33

). The
contentious earn indignation and wrath (Ro 2s) ;

those who cause divi-ion** are to be noted and
C.'. -..- ." (16

17
); a partisan after repeated ad-

!'- : to be rejected (Tit 310). A Church is

commended which follows other Churches already
in Christ (1 Th 214

). Doubtful dit],ul.'ilioii- nits in
be avoided ; the weak to be borne M i ih

; un i foruii ry
of opinion on ceremonial or ritual points is not to
be insisted upon ; to insist on uniformity may be
1
to destroy the work of God' (Eo 14-153). It

becomes the gospel of love that men should stand
fast in one spirit with one mind (Ph I27) : nothing
is to be done through strife or vainglory the
guard of unity is humility (2

3
) ; we are to do all

things "ft ill ion i inm mariner- or disputings, as chil-

dren of (.oil (2 -'-).

St. Peter assumes the same general conception ;

diffused as the Church is (1 P I 1
), it is one building,

one priesthood, one nation (2
5 * 9

). St. John con-
ceives of the Church as a fellowship with Apostles
who have fellowship with God (1 Jn 1s), united in

love, which is to be in deed and truth, not in phrase
(3

18
). The TIpp. 10 ilie Churches of Asia deal with

conditions of oomipiion, moral and doctrinal; but
there is no thought of self-segregation as the duty
of the faithful, even where deeds that Christ hates
are tolerated (Eev 2s

) j He lays no other burden on
His servants but to hold fast (2

24 - 25
).

The loju'Mii;.' u r the NT, in fact, is positive. It-

shows '' //'. j'
f

'
!-i unity of the Church: (1) An

tJtj.
< /,".;, -'-'.ity of origin and of vital relation of its

<-o;Mi ii- M, elements, which (like the racial unity
of blood) is constituted by the Divine act and
exists antecedently to any action, for it or against
it, of ours ; to which we may do violence, but
which we cannot abrogate ; and which is the
Church's spiritual oneness. (2) A social unity,
the result and therefore the manifestation of this

common Divine life, which is related to the life

communicated in the Holy Spirit as the physical
organism of the individual is to the personal life

which co-ordinates that of its component cells, one

body for one spirit ; which (being body) may be

wounded, but only with suffering and to its hurt
and v. ojikcnin;^. (3) A unity of temper and inten-

tion, t>fc*ni*'.itt in belief and thought, which it rests

with us to supply ; which is the co-operation with
Hie Divhus action that i-- re<|iimsJ of us, obedience
to the Un\ of Uio rmuini of the Body of Christ in

which we find ourselves the bond
of^ peace in

which we are to observe (Type??) the unity of the

Spirit (Eph 4s). The existence of a state of schism
is not contemplated in the NT, nor is any direc-

tion given for conduct in such a case. Party spirit
and divisive courses are condemned, but there is
* no precept for the regulation of the relations of

one sect to another.' The Apostolic doctrine as to

schism can be inferred only from these facts.

3. According to the conception of the Church of the first

centuries, unity was locally constituted by association in acts

of communion with God (especially in the Eucharistic synaxfe),
and by recognition of the authority representing the discipline
of the Church ; oscumenically, it was constituted by intercom-

munion, evidenced by reception on the part of each local

community of the formatce (commendatory letters) of the rest,

by homologation of each other's discipline, by the encyclical

letters of their respective !',.* pi.- . -. and later by common
Conciliar action. It was j_-.i!'- -! .. -:i, i\ in the faith, but not
iut,c >-,. ril.\ MI idi -n-iy o c v>r- ssion of the faith

; the Creed, as
ixiJra. u! :i <i. u rein (. i rv !<.-, was not in all verbally the same.
It was a unity in moral obedience, but not a uniformity in
ceremony or custom: each Church ordered its own liturgyand determined its own ritual and usage ; wide differences
might exist in i

'"
- ..:. (."fast and festival (Ens. v. 24

Polycarp and .- . : -,!: .
- and Victor). Such differences

were held only to demonstrate identity in the faith :
'

in una
tide nihil officit sanctee ecclesiee consuetudo di\ ersa *

(Greg
1

, ad
Leandr., . ,'

'

. TV- _~ . -i ," -.. .. \ _
'

, -.
in Bede, I* .-,. ,*--.- ,- . ., .1- iVi..-"

'

',

"

custom in uiu-uga iiitu.jierfcni>, or LO auaiam from uie common
worship on acc-ount of unfamiliar details, was in itself a schis-
manc aci (Auy. ad Januar. 9 io.\

In the earlier stages of the Chur- 1-'- "*- ..-- - - L by
bishops and presbyters in one local , xist

wj^ rovc-rrriM'-
1

by college of presbyters in another, without
o':'ii .o i-it-Kr; Antioch, Ephesuss Smyrna communicated
with Rome and Corinth, Ignatius addresses the collegiate*
Church at Rome as cordially as he does tin :"-'!'-.%-
where. Clement has no criticism for the <

"

: "-.

at Corinth, but only for insubordinatior , ..- :>" <-.
Churches autocephalous (externally indepe : - -. ...'";
might exercise large discretion in internal arrangement, yet
recognize each other's sacraments and discipline. The centre
of unity was in heaven, not on earth. It was a unity as that of
Hellas, rather than as that of the Empire. Local Churches
were * as bays of the one sea.' Unity was essentially maintained
when intercommunion was maintained. Schism was the inter-
ruption of communion :

* schismaticos facit, non diversa fides,
* <:"> .i). . communionis societas' (Aug., quoted by Sprott,
-., ,-. : / . 'Schism,' p. 2).
As for local unity, th" F-**.. r.r,

1 * J1
', i <

"
recognized

principle that only one J '
i- - .- . i,.. .

*' /could exist
in the same community ; iaueriy, inati omy one oishop could
validly occupy one seat, that presbyters could not act validly
without him, and that the flock should communicate with him
in sacram, ,

- -1
j

: . The worst form of schism was held
to be the . * '. < ^ rule, as it produced sect within the
same area. !.M<1 1 <1 Jo !li-.- *-> i c- ^r up of 'altar against altar' a
greater e\ ill !; -i IT:H tr,}-Li> : . i communion between one local
Church and another, as civil war is a greater evil than war
between State and State. The converse ns-iion-H il't/ was
equally recognized: that no uncatholic or IcK-ii-al -.trm of
communion should be locally imposed or required between
Church and Church. In the case of that being done, the schism
was held to be on the part of the authority imposing such
terms, or of the n.,:v- ivcj'ilr'Tig _!'."). Thus Firmilian writes

(with reference 10 me excorniminicaiion by Stephen of Rome
of those who disallowed the baptism of heretics) : While thou
thinkest that all 3"

r
;~

'
-. < v --i . s" .' ^ I thee, thou hast

excommunicated 1 -
i ji"-i: <

'

i->
:. >, . f Cyprian, Ixxv.,

Oxf. tr. p. 284).
4. It was to this latter jT- -""' T: i

7 .','" i. > r. . rr.Tv

appealed, as justifying in i ..- J *..--.,*-, r : : . :"-

ing Llie autonomy of natic 1 * ( -.1 <
I (. i _ .i cr

aclministraiion independe
1

. <; !.'
' ..>< 'i - : <\

regarded a- r. ":; nirny.' uncfur \\\\>*\ :'!t]><)>-r)l(. urn- o 1

"

COIM-
munionMcrc sc'i'isiii'ii <'.'11\ d< i andtd. _\?s 10 s-ch SPI JTJ iu r:i"y,
the Reforn CM

-

S> is JKiUiPud !<. uiu!",ioi:,'il (locu-.i'c . :.'s<i (,,.!\"!''s

view may be taken as typical :
* Such is the value which the

Lord sets on the communion of His Church, that all who con-

tumaciously alienate themselves from any Christian society in
which the true ministry of His word and Sacraments is main-
tained, TTo r- gunls i.- okscru,i> of n'i^'on

'

(Inst, iv.).
5. The n>c<icri Knc^-icv i^ To '(.-' )^is -y.f- that responsibility

for divisions has generally been a difiused responsibility, and
that a distinction is to be drawn between thut of the uurhprs
<>f sc^mvuio'i JIT *7 of the inheritors of positions of confusion
M jiK-1- i)trsonall\ V ;H-V have not created ; to accept the essential

udidio of **'<" <
lO"( k

(-ptions of unity which guided the Church
in its "inception, while recognizing the difficulty of return to
their practice ; and to welcome the efforts of those who desire

to be called
'

repairers of the breach, restorers of paths for men
to dwell in.' See, further, artt. CHURCH, COMMUNION, ONENESS.
LITERATURE. Augustine, de imitate. Eecle&ce; Ambrose,

JSpisttes ; Calvin, Institutes, iv. ; Bacon, Ussays,
* Of Unity in

Religion'; Barrow, Of the Unity of the Church; Bingham,
Ant. xvi.: Arohp. Wake, Letters; Walker, Scot. Theol,; Durham,
on 'Scandal,' 1659, Com. on Rei elation, 1660 ; Boston, Serm, on
*

Schism'; Wood of St. Andrews, Works, 1GC4 ; Ferguson,
* Sermon before the Synod of Fife/ 1053; Ilutherford, 'Due
right of Presbyteries,* leWBp. P. Forbes, XiccneCreed;

Gore,
*"

'f/s wriM* J3.VA/UI eo<t>o, eitjuiu, a.juc t uiu> *-- uu^ ^^IMIX.^ ^<j\.uu.

xv.) in Ephesians; Fairbairn, Chrirt in Modem Theologyy

513ff. ; Denncy, Stud, in Theol. ISGff. ; Lindsay, Cliurch and
Ministry, 10 !L H. J. WOTHEKSPOON.

UNIYERSALISM. Three different, though con-

nected, problems are raised by this word : (1) The
universality of Christianity as a gospel for all races

(as against the early Ebionism (wh. see) which
confined Christianity to the circumcised) ; (2) the
universal purpose of Christ's death for '

all men '
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(as against the Aunn-liniari and Calvinistic doctrine

of Christ's death on behalf of those elected out of

the mass of sinful mankind) ; (3) the ultimate

salvation of all souls (as against the eternal suffer-

ing of the wicked ; or, their destruction ; or perhaps
as against .

'

.

:
i

'

;

"" :
'

'

*

uncertainty, due
to o.ir i-j-1 "v.- '.-' :

- .-!. ''.;"'
J

> -Tae to

the ;../'/,''..- of the* ::
'

''< Day.;
see !>'! .',.

- \ -:udy of Christ and the Gospels is

very specially concerned with the first prohlem.
I. UNIVERSALITY OF CHRISTIANITY. 1. There

are two ways in which religions qualify as 'uni-

versal.' They may reveal the missionary impulse
(Zoroastrianism? see Jackson, Zoroaster the Prophet
of Ancient Iran9 1899, p. 92 ; Modern Hinduism,

sucking up hill-tribes into its fellowship ?). Or in

addition they may
"

?\\ ' / greatly in con-

trast with the lega" r '!,-, : -.- character of de-

veloped systems of religion in the ancient world.

Buddhism went furthest in the way of simplifying. From
the first, .-,'.: !'-

"

.- might have the benefits of

PsurlrihisTrt . . . . r. :"-.'. practices of his former faith :

,

Buddhism . ,

and at this hour many of
- >'"= 'li -

practices of his former faith ;**
C*

*

: lid to

missionary and is simple,
strictest sense. Pre-
vealed the missionary

. simplified creed was
anless to the <rEj3ou,voi

*vas theoretically very

Ghristia-i .1 !

impulse :

hardly ..:!
(* devoir, i><

r
-

insecure.

2. The Apostolic Church had the missionary

impulse, but practised the OT law as inherited

custom ; was it also sacred duty ? The question
threatened to rend the new fellowship. Should the

missionary": ;" -^
"

:"" ? And should
life be simp .:-. s i -,"- e, for those of

Gentile birth by abrogation of OT law ? Or should
the missionary impulse be slowly throttled by
Jewish laws and customs? Both parties were

pushed back, and led to define thoir i>rin-, iplo*
more sharply. The Judaizers claim dial jlu- Law
is necessary to salvation (Ac 151

), or at least to

full salvation (Gal 33). St. Paul justifies his atti-

tude of antagonism by declaring that the Gentile

Christian, who accepts circumcision and the Law,
renounces Christ (Gal 52-4 ). On both sides, law-

is treated, not as customary, but as religious in
value good religion to the Judaizers, pad re-

ligion to St. Paul (though in mere custom he him-
self

* became a Jew to win Jews/ 1 Co 920). In the
end the various sections of Christian Jews all died

out, or merged themselves in the rival camps the

Synagogue and the Catholic Church. It may seem
as if universalism failed. Cirri si ianity has been
known to history as a (renrilo and non-Jewish
institution a strange state of matters, were we
not blinded by familiarity. And in other ways,
too, success has been very partial. No religion,
not even the Christian, Has ever attained the

destiny of universal sway to which all the higher
prophetic religions aspire. Yet Christianity per-
sists in claiming that it is truly universal. It

excludes none. The Jewish people excludes itself.

(Individual Jews, of course, are entangled in hered-

itary custom, and can break away only by self-will
or moral heroism).

3. The simplifying of religion, which was carried

through in controversy by Sr. Paul, begins uncon-
troversially in tho rcaclnhpr of Jesus. He brings
the Law to a principle (Mt 712

) or to a pair of prin-
ciples, drawn from dittorent parts of the OT (Dt
65, Lv 191S

), and recognized by the Master as con-
nected by an inward likeness (Mt 2237-40 f|). All
these principles, of course, are moral and indifferent
to ceremonial. So, too, the religions life is brought
to a single principle by the name which Jesus

steadily uses for God. If God is our Father, re-

ligion is sonship. This is a simplifying of the

highest order a simplifying which is also a deepen-

ing, an ennobling, a perfecting of the religious life.

Thus Christ's teaching is universalist at the core.

If religion consists in the belief of God's Fatherhood

and in love to man, there is no reason why a Jew
should be preferred to a Gentile. Nor do corollaries

from these principles
fail to appear^in

th- '
'

of Christ. He rejects, as lacking Divine . :
-

1

that tradition (15
3'9

1|) by means of which cue Puari-

sees, morallv the most earnest among the Jews,

safeguarded" the OT law and applied it to new
details, at the cost of making it ever more and
more a burden. He hints repeatedly that cere-

monies, even those taught by the OT, are of inferior

moment in comparison with moral duty (9
18- " 127

,

cf. 1726 2221
II).

He speaks of sin and pardon (Mt 96
||,

Lk 748
), and of His own approaching <1om1i (Mi ^u-"; ,

2628
II), in words which send us back to the predic-

tion of a 'new covenant' (Jer 3P1
). And thus He

connects the new body of principles contained in

His teaching with His own Person and destiny.
i. On the other hand, the universalist corollary

itself seems strangely absent. For Christ conceives

His calling upon earth as confined to Israel (Mt
1524 U). His intercourse with Gentiles (8

6fr
-)> or even

with the half-heathen Samaritans (Jn 49
, Lk 952

1716
), was but casual. He bids His disciples, at

their first going out, confine themselves to Je\ys
(Mt 103

). All this, as we can see, was involved in

His ;-:
:

i--
1

! that God called Him to be Messiah
Israel's king. If 'anointed' to 'preach' (Is 6 1 1,

Lk 418
), He must direct His prophetic message to

Israel. The shaping out of His royalty depends,
under God, on the attitude of Israel in response to

His appeal. These things are plain to us; still,

there was room for doubt under the historic con-

ditions of the early disciples. It was plausible for

Jewish Christians to hold that the Master's example
sanctioned pariLcularNm. rather than universalism.

Very po^siblv Mr LO -n-> borrowed by the author of

our Go<pol from an older document (the Logical
one version of the Logia ?, see LOGIA) was origin-

ally a gathering together in a single context of

sayings that might throw light on the par/MMcut

duties of an 1 1- M
*
:

*
-

: if so, the original draft of

the chapter c-i-ii 1
!

-
(

- itinerant preacher to an
audience of Jews. (We must not expect that

Evangelists should write like critical historians,
with exact notes of time and circumstance). On
the other hand, our Gospel of Mt., as a whole, cer-

tainly presents a different outlook. Yet it is only
after the Resurrection and, in all the ?U ni>|li'-,
with a very definite contrast to Mio \i,\-t

'

ili.-u we
have the record of a positive oitiiiinmiil i*> |uc:u'!i to
all men. Not that the mind of our Master is really
uncertain on this point. OT prophecy had extended
hope to Gentiles (Is 22

, e.g.); ana Jesus stands

higher, not lower, than His prophetic forerunners.
Could He speaking in the light of such promises ;

or could He at all preach a gospel universalist
from its centre outwarofe, and not know what He
was doing? He knew it well. And so the prin-
ciples of Tti< teaching come to their rights through
the \vhn$ of St. Paul, who in forma of his own,
or, at any rate, in forms which owed to him their
full and sharp development vindicates the uni-
versal religion which has succeeded to the Old
Covenant through the atoning death for sin. See
also artt COSMOPOLITANISM, EXCLTJSIVENESS,
GENTILES, MISSIONS.

LITERATURE. The present writer's Christ and the. Jewish
Law, 1880, quotes older literature. Interesting recent state-

ments, from a position of some theological latitude, in Ilarnack's
What is Christianity ? ; Wernle's Beginnings of Christianity,
and Weinel's Jesus Christusim 19ten Jahrhundert [the last not
yet translated].

II. UNIVERSAL PURPOSE OF CHRIST'S DEATH.
~1. Granted that Christ is the Saviour of all races,
did He die for all men in all races, or only for such
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as actually reap the benefits of His sacrifice ? The
question may seem somewhat academic. It is
admitted on both sides of the controversy that the
merits of Christ suffice to redeem all men ; and it is

[or was ; but see III. below] admitted on both sides
that only a certain number of souls are advantaged
by the Christian salvation. Still, it seemed e.g.
to Wesley- a new and ugly particularism to affirm
that, by Divine decree, the salvation, professedly
offered to all, was confined to some, chosen arbi-

trarily or upon unkn r'T^-
"*

,.

2. In our Lord's ^. >
,

:>
. or in the

very simple theology 6t tiie hrst three Evangelists,
the point now before us is hardly touched on.
Christ is to give His life a ransom for many

'

(Mt
2028

1|) ; and so, too, His covenant blood is shed for

'many' (26
28

H). The contrast in view is between
the One suffering and the many saved. In Jn. the

'

''/:;> are more various. The shepherd gives
Mi- !;-V i

1

.. r the sheep (Jn 1011). Christ loves His
own (13

1
). He prays for them and not for the world

(17
9
). On the other hand, the ulterior aim is 'that

the world may believe' (17
21

(
23

)). Lifted up, He is

to draw '
all men '

(12
32

). And, when we turn from
the Johannine teaching of Christ to other parts
of the Fourth Gospel, we find strong emphasis laid
on the fact that Christ is the Saviour of the whole
world (I

29 317 442 ). A Gospel so penetrated with the

thought of universalism (I.) was not likely to lend
itself to a new particularism as against universal-
ism (II.).

3. It is to St. Paul that the Augustinians and
Calvinists look back as their explicit master. All
that happens, happens by God's will. All that
fails to happen, fails just because it was no part of
God's purpose. Salvation, o->ppoi;illy. i> ejfTioarious ;

grace is
f irresistible/ ]*r<j(le-rhiaiod (,'il1oi

justified glorified the stately sequence moves on
without pause or uncertainty (Ko 830 ). (We omit
the initial term * foreknown ' as somewhat difficult

difficult perhaps to both schools of theology).
"What God plans, He accomplishes. The necessary
obverse of this doctrine unless transformed by
universalism (III.) ; so Hastie, Theology of the Re-

formed Church., 1894 is that neither God nor
Christ meant any

"
", i f >r those who are in the

issue unsaved. <
'" :

- for some, not for all.

But the NT writes
differently.

Even St. Paul

joins in the common confession He died for
all

5

(2 Co 515
). Language which in later theo-

logy is found characteristic only of transition

Calvinism i.e. of Calvinism in a state of decay,
like \inx rnMiMu i^ the natural expression of the
faith uf Si. Paul a H< L of all the NT writers. True,
A. Ritschl (J

'"" ''
.

- 1. iii., tr. H, R. Mack-
intosh and A. It M, , \ ch. ii. 22) contends
that this form of expression is of inferior scientific

value to the other set of expressions noted by us in

the Johannine teaching, and in Ko Q
,

*

to
which grace is destined to the Church. Ritscftl's

peculiar doctrine the Elect=the Church and not
=a body of individuals has found few supporters,
<'i',-l |."l>nl'l\ will find fewer in the future. His

l'v,o:vrKo hr Calvinism is noteworthy, though he
was no genuine Calvinist.* Yet we feel bound
to hold that it is deeper spiritual vision and not

simply lowered logical acumen that makes the
XT \\ !ili-r^ - o.-Mcrh <i.hlx . sometimes, at the cost of

-x -KMiMi ic coliiMviM " Juiil Christ as Saviour of all

men. Otherwise, Universalism (I.) seems emptied
of moral meaning. In point of fact, the Calvinistic

limitation is little heard of now in Great Britain,

except among some of the TZvan^rolical- in the

Church of England and some of die Baprisr-*. And
few would now rank it as a burning question.

* Universalism (III.), Ritschl dismissed as 'sentimental.' His
own inclination \vas towards a doctrine of conditional immor-

tality, but he left hi< eschatology somewhat in the dark.
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The controversy has gone to sleep. Or judgment
in the cause goes by default.

LITERATURE. Besides Ritschl and. Hastie, referred to above
the attentive reader will find fossil marks of the controversym some of the hymns of the Evangelical Revival, both Calvin-
istic and Wesleyan.

III. UNIVERSAL ULTIMATE SALVATION. 1.
At the present day, Universalism ' most naturally
suggests to the reader the doctrine of the final
restitution of all souls (there are Universalist
churches in America in this sense). The doctrine
is not, indeed, a novelty. It is for" *

:

"" f
'>

* ""

his extraordinary insistence upon
"

will, in Origen's -
1
-, lx :<', spcc-Tilf'iixe >y-ioM ;

also in Gregory of \ x --:
, ;-..; oi"iier>. ATM! J!i- 5 1:!

( Gesch. des Pietismus) notes, with scorn, among the
symptoms of post-Reformation

*

pietism/ that, ever
and anon, hope is expressed even on behalf of con-
demned and lost souls. The most earnest and
ardent supporters in Great Britain of the univers-
alist doctrine have been Thomas Erskine of Lin-
lathen (in Ms later years; d. 1870), Samuel Cox
(Salvador Mundi, 1877), and Caleb Scott of Man-
chester. But Tennyson's In Memoriam (1849) has
perhaps done more than any formal theological
work to move opinion in this direction ; and there
has been a great break-up of the old un]>e-ii ti-ii:^
belief in liter.-"T ,- . punishment. Souu-
have taught

'
' ' '

mortality (E. White,
Life in Christ, 1875 ; Petavei

|_Jb renc'h-Swiss], The
Problem of Immortality, 2 vols. 1890-91 (Eng. tr.

in^
one vol. 1892) ; W. D. Maclaren), others a

; ". ; inishment (F. W. Farrar, Eternal Hope,
.
^

.
*

'

- / and Judgment, 1881 ; hinted also in
J. R. Tllin^xxorUf.-, Reason and Revelation, 1902,
ch. xii.). "Others plead for uncertainty (E. H.
Plumptre, Spirits in Prison, 1884, with full and
interesting references; Plumptre's brother-in-law,
F. D. Maurice '

Tl /..;<:> .,' 7T^ / /^. ?
*53), had stated

philosophic doul-i- ;- ! ; !,<* ii'<'j:ii"r;j of 'eternal.*
Present writer's Essays Towards a Neiv Theology,
1889). An or-jjiiuil uul very curious suggestion is

found in A. M. FiniK-imf- Christ in Modern Theo-

logy', 1893, p. 467. Deity
e cannot '

annihilate, but
the sentence of condemnation isindeterminaterather
than eternal (like sentences of committal to Elmira
reformatory prison, N.Y.). Repentance always
remains possible. If or when the damned repent,
they shall emerge. Besides all these changes or
innovations in belief, the growing reticence, and
one in:y -,'y 1 . ,, . ,

" i%
.. '\ose who maintain

full cradicional r. i >\\ i- ( \ more significant.
Few would now write as Charles Reade did (1856)
in his brilliant novel, Never Too Late to Mend
(ch. 21), as if the last moments of life on this side
the veil were necessarily the last moments of hope
for the soul (

e Never' too late?).
2. Much of what we have just mentioned con-

cerns us only in so far as it represents a great
swaying of opinion towards universalism (in the
fullest sense). The three senses of the word which
we have been studying form a climax Christ for
all races, Christ for all souls, Christ actually re-

deeming and winning all. In the theological
discussion just noted Fairbairn is an exception
the question is generally argued as one of NT
interpretation. The present writer does not think
that hopeful. He sees no groxind for challenging
the old doctrine on exegetical lines. Words often

applied to the universalist hope ApoJcatastasis,
' restitution of all things/ Ac 321 (cf. Mt 17" 11, Ac I6

)

do not really bear the meaning supposed. One
passage teaches probation after death (1 P 319),
but itliardty falls within the limits of this article.

Eternal punishment had come to be the doctrine
of the synagogue, and it passed into the NT with

perhaps even sharper definition, as a witness to
the unspeakable evil of sin. True, the doctrine
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was not rigorously formulated, and it is a question
among interpreters whether St. Paul's teaching is

eternal punishment or rather a certain type of

conditional-immortality doctrine. But generally
the NT is clear, even the V.ri..

1

..
1

y<- .i-t-
1

. by Christ ;

although we note that \ is
1

.', ",- i--, -'!' -i and most
personal in our Lord's words (Lk 1247- 48

) goes to

modify the dreadful wholesale dogma, and fore-

shadows, at however remote a time, the ultimate

challenging of the letter of this article of the

theological creed. Again, as a matter
"

< \- -

we cannot claim either the Johannine :

our Lord (Jn 1232), or the .'':' .,
J% / point in

St. Paul's great argument (Ko 11"-;, as asserting
universal salvation. Other plainer passages are
decisive. There is a ' son of perdition

'

(Jn 1712),
and St. Paul denounces ' eternal destruction

3 on
sinners (2 Th I9 }. Still, the question recurs here,
too, whether the spirit and inner drift of such
words words spoken on the i-i-'ii'-.n?: 1

[op- of

spiritual vision can he satisfied i-\ a:-y.Y::i;j k
than their full meaning.

3. TtocGut change in theological opinion i- large
a mat rev of moiiil recoil. We may sum up the
moral postulate by saying that, as long as there is

hope ! ;

:
"., 'ike soul, any severity is a holy

and \--'
'

!_'' one trembles at the words a

gracious thing. But if character sets permanently
in the ways of evil, can we credit long-drawn- out

suffering ? Our generation, from a sense of duty,
puts even the cruellest of murderers to a painless
death. We, who dare not torture, cannot conceive
that God's administration includes endless torment.

4. Passing from simpler moral considerations to
a religious speculation, we note that optimism
enters into every theistic creed. In some sense
in the deepest sense what happens in God's world
is

^
the best. It is best that evil should be per-

mitted, should show what is in itself, should be
conquered. Above all, when God's providence and
grace have reached their goal in history, we must
be able to say, It is best.

3

Again, God is omnipo-
tent. He cannot, of course, do anything formally
impossible or inherently absurd ; nor can He '

deny
Himself.

5 But any lawful desire of His children
He can and will supply. All that He has is ours,
for we are 'heirs of God.* He acts in His own
way, according to His own will; yet He grants
what we desire, or something better. This is the
key which unlocks the riddles of our private lives.
Its gumdot anil most public application is found
i ii rectan i pt ion . God could not, or would not, ignore
the world's sin. He did what was far better,
when He sent Jesus Christ. Now, here it seems
ir,Mis::

,._ |V;.
'*

, divinest issue of history that
'v-i.-iiK :<! .!<!!;! ; prove universal, and God all in
all, not through slaughter of His enemies ('Order
reigns^ in Warsaw 3

), still les? through chainingthem in hopeless misery and hat rod, bur through'
winning in every heart that victory which, in
some of the hardest and darkest of hearts, Christ
has won already.

* His blood can make fchc foulest clean ;

His blood availed for me/

Again, God is our Father Men have said in
the writer's hearing, some lightly, some with the
profoundest gravity and tenderness,

c I could leave
no child of mine to endless misery. Can God do
that?' We, being evil, cannot but raise this ques-
tion. Our Maker must answer it.

8, On the other hand, we cannot banish from our
minds the tendency of character to set, for good
or for evil. As we know it, this tendency remains
iiicoiM'i'eio. "Vone are perfect, nor may we regard
any M- licyiui'i rescue. But even a child learns
how repetition facilitates either evil or good, and
how a delayed reform grows harder and less likely
to be achieved. It is no skirmish or sham fight

for which we are enlisted. As right differs from

wrong by the whole diameter of being, so the
issues of the life that has been won for ri;l:f < =i-

ness and love must differ from those o, i'i-- !ii-;

that has willingly preferred sin. Measured and
limited ill-consequence is in no sort of proportion
to the infinite evil of wilful wickedness ; and the
rhetoric of universalism in the minds of those who
'eddy round and round 3

is the lazy and lying-

assurance,
' It will come to the same thing in the

end.' God cannot brook this. He must needs
threaten sin with its wages ;

and we have no right
to affirm that the most awful of all threats is but
an empty or ideal possibility. So, longing with
full hearts for a universal restitution of lost souls,
we must leave this theme of mystery and terror

upon the steps of the Redeemer's throne of grace.
"* '" "

cf. Salmond,
i Things, 203;

Alcott,
< Uni-

.

"
o

'

894), 38.

ROBERT MACKINTOSH.
UNLEAYENED BBEAD. See PASSOVER.

UNPARDONABLE SIN. The expression is not
a Scriptural one, but rests partly upon a saying of
Jesus reported in different forms by all the Synop-
tists, and partly upon two analogpu ;-..- in
Hebrews and one in 1 John. It is -.'j v.i the

saying in the Gospels that we are directly con-

cerned, but the passages in the Epistles must be
glanced at as bearing upon our interpretation of
Christ's words, and something must be said also as
to the place of the subject in Christian oxporioin-i*.

1. In the Gospels. It is the solemn dcolMraiitni
of Jesus that blasphemy

" *

Holy Spirit
shall never be forgiven our funda-
mental authority. In an examination of these

words, several points have to be considered. (1)
The occasion of the utterance. Both Mt. and Mk.
connect the saying with calumnious charges of the
scribes and Pharisees, based upon our Lorcl's action
in curing demoniacs (Mt 1222ft

-, Mk 3u - 22ff
-). Lk.

gives it a different setting (12
8ff-

; cf. l! 14fr
-) ; but

while it is possible that Jesus used the words on
separate occasions, there can be little question
that, if He spoke them only once, it is from Mt.
and Mk. that we get the proper historical con-
nexions. His work in delivering demoniacs from
the power of evil spirits had deeply impressed the
multitude, who, according to Mt. (12

23
), began to

ask, 'Is this the Son of David? 5 But when the
Pharisees heard it, they said,

' This man doth not
cast out devils but by Beelzebub, the prince of the
devils

'

(v.
2

^,
Mk 322 ; cf. Lk II15 ). Jesus showed

the absurdity of such a charge, considered from
the point of view of mere reason and common sense
(Mt 1225ff

", Mk S28^, Lk 11"*.). And then, suddenly
changing His tone as He passed from the logical
weakness of His adversaries to lay His finger on
their moral and spiritual fault, He uttered those
memorable words in which He declared that while
all other sins and blasphemies, even blasphemy
ji^'un-l TTim-self, shall be forgiven, whosoever shall

l>lM-il'iMn< against the Holy Spirit shall never be
?or : im Mi 1231 - 32

, Mk 3s8 - 29
; cf. Lk 1210

).

;J; //"^ 'frture of the sin. In seeking for this,
the occasion of the utterance serves as a guide. A
.-duly of the context in Mt. and Mk. at once-

dNpoM*- of some of the views that have been enter-
t,'lined a- 10 the nature of the -on against the Holy
Spirit all those, e.g., that arc a->ooiine<l with the
idea that only Christians can be guilty of it.

Jesus was speaking to Pharisees, and 'it is by
thinking, in the first place, of the Pharisees and
l heir attitude to Him and His teaching that we
get on the right line for arriving at the meaning of
His words. He had cast out demons ; and the
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Pharisees said that He did this "by the help of
Beelzebub. He had delivered men and women from
unclean spirits (Mk I33ff-, Mt 101

, Lk 433ff- and
passim) ; and they said of Himself,

e He hath an
unclean spirit' (Mk 330 ). Now, such language
v *.' . -Tesus strikes us, first of all, as";

T

:-:-
1

i'!ii\

_,,

'

, Son of Man Himself and :!!- ., :.!

aouuoecdy was. But this was not the aspect of
the sin upon which Jesus fastened. On the con-

trary, He declared that all blasphemy against the
Son of Man shall be forgiven. It was possible for
men to insult Him personally, through want of

thought or ignorance as to His real character. Of
all such offenders He was ready to say, as He said
at last of those who nailed Him to the cross or
reviled Him hanging there,

*

Father, forgive them ;

for they know not what they do >

(Lk 23s
*). But

apart from all questions of His personal dignity,
Jesus came revealing in His words and deeds the
Divine spirit of holiness and love. The works He
did testified to the manner of spirit He was of.

But in the presence of the Divine r m > !''
shone from His beneficent activities,

'

I

'

i ! .

only gnashed their teeth and declared that the

spirit of Jesus was the spirit of Satan. This was
blasphemy, MO! <v_, hi-i Jesus only, but against
the Divine *j/:ii iliiti was manifested in Him.
And such blasphemy, we must remember, the
Pharisees were guilty of, not once, but constantly.
Jesus might have affirmed of them, as Stephen
afterwards affirmed in the face of the Sanhedrin,
'Ye do always resist the Holy Ghost 3

(Ac 751
).

John the Baptist had come
f in the way of rijjhicon

ness' (Mt 2132
) ; and they said of him, I li

k
ii.'i !i <

devil' (Mt II 18
, Lk 7s3 ). Jesus came in the way,

not only of righteousness, but of love ; and of this

incarnation of the Divine gr&ce they said again
and again,

< He hath a devfl' (Mt 9s4 1224, Mk 322,

Lk II 15
, Jn 720 848 - 52 1020 ). They said this, more-

over, not rashly or ".
-

"

\ . "! it deliberately and
i- .."i

:

. ,. "\ : ot , :: i $ were blind to the
,.\. -i- ..' i

1

,.,,; ., presence with" Jesus, but because

they hated Him for having crossed them in their

paths of selfishness and pride, and revealed both to
themselves and others the utter emptiness of their

religious life. Their blasphemy thus was not the

hasty utterance of a moment, but a vice of their

indwelling thoughts and character (Mt 1225
) ; not a

single act, but a habitual attitude. The light that
came into the world shone round about them ; but

they loved the darkness rather than the light,
because their deeds were evil. And at last they
came not only to prefer the darkness, but to hate
the light so bitterly that nothing would serve them
but to declare to others and try to persuade them-
selves that it came not from "God, but from the
devil.

(3) Its ''fi'"r'7<>f"7t7 > '- 7'"t-acter. The unpardon-
ableness of -in It liLi^ltc-Miy as this, Jesus affirms

in languai-.o i Inn o.in hanilx be mistaken. In Lk,
once (12

10fand in Mt. twice (12
31-

) He declares,
< It

shall not be forgiven
1

adding in Mt. (v.
32

) the
ominous words,

* neither in this age (al&v), nor in

that which is to come.' The attempt is sometimes
made to soften down the force of the last expres-
sion. The present aje, it is said, was simply the
Mosaic age or

cli.-pon-.ai
ion under which the Jews

were living; while 'the age to come' was the
Messianic age or Christian dispensation. Our
Lord's words thus mean only that, whether men
live under the Law or the Gospel, blasphemy
against the Holy Spirit is unpardonable They
have no reference to the future life ; they tell us

nothing about a state of doom after death ; they
do not carry us on to any final issues (so Cox,

Expositor, II. iii. [1882] 322). But while it is true
that the Jews of our Lord's time used the phrases
"this age' and *the coming age

3
to denote the

period before and the period after the advent of
the expected Messiah (cf., however, Schiirer, HJP
II. ii. 177), it is clear from the Gospels that Jesus
Himself habitually employed them to indicate the
age before and the age afier Hia own Parousia (see
Mt 13f

40 - 49 24s 2820
, Mk 1030 , Lk 18SO 2035), thereby

throwing the age to come '

into that future world
which lie.- beyond His Second Advent and the
resurrection of the dead (see Salmond, Chr. Doct. of
Immort. 381). And if Mt.

1

s language left us in

any doubt as to the absoluteness of His meaning,
the doubt would disappear when we turn to Mk.
For there we find Him saying of the man who
blasphemes against the Holy Spirit that he c hath
never r

- "\i--i. ... but is guilty of an eternal sin'

(3
29 BA .. : \ i it stood by itself, 'hath never

~!^!\ r- 4 -- ' would carry a sound of finality with
VK: *.vhen there is added, dXXd fronds <FTLV

alwvtov ajj-aprtf/jLaros, it seems hardly possible to
escape from the conclusion that blasphemy against
the Holy Spirit is here described as a sin for which
there is no remedy. The words in the original are

exceedingly striking. ^o%os (
= evexfyevos, fr. fr

and x&>) means 'held in the grip of (see Morison,
Matthew, in loc,}. And if we give to al&vios the

meaning it regularly has on the lips of Jesus,
* an

eternal sin
'

appears to mean a sin that eternally
persists, a sin that has so _ M!' ,

"

"tself in the
character as to become fixeo ;

- of destiny.
See, further, ETERNAL SIN.

(4) The reason for its unpardonableness. This
does not lie in any limitation of the grace of Christ
or of the forgiving mercy of God. It lies in the

very nature of the sin as just described. The sin

is unpardonable because the sinner has no desire

for pardon ; it hath never forgiveness
J because it

is not repented of. For when men for selfish

reasons hate the light, and persistently shut their

eyes against it and blaspheme it, the\ ^
i
,",-lii!:

1

ly

put their eyes out. God's sov'reign \n,i' ',>-i'i

'

still shines about them, but they can no more see

it, since they have extinguished their own power
of seeing. Eternal darkness is the necessary
consequence of eternal sin. It is quite true that

afjLdpTyjuLa, generally stands for an act, not a state

But from the point of view of exegesis, little can
be built upon this. For an act may be the revela-

tion of a fetate ; and when the Pharisees said of

Jesus,
* He hath an unclean spirit,' this particular

piece of blasphemy, as we have seen, was really
the expression of a settled attitude of mind.

2. In the Epistles. There are two passages in

Hebrews that bear upon the subject. In 64
'8 the

writer describes the impossibility of a renewal
unto repentance fcr Christians who have fallen

away from Christ after having once ' tasted of the

heavenly gift
' and become '

partakers of the Holy
Ghost.* In 1026

'31 he declares that there is no more
sacrifice for sins in the case of those who sin wilfully
ami ]>or-Merifly after they have received the

knowlodj-e of tin; truth. It is impossible to sup-

pose ih;u ho moans that a Christian cannot be

forgiven if he falls into sin, however grievous, or

that Jesus is unable to save men to the uttermost

(cf. 217 416 1019ff
*). In the second passage certainly,

and presumably in the first also, he is speaking of

a deliberate repudiation of Christ on the part of

those who have tasted His blessings. Once they
were onlijrluomvl. l>ui they too loved the darkness
rather ilum ilu* li.irln. and so shut the light out of

their hearts, and trampled under foot the Son of

God, and did despite unto the Spirit of grace.
Thus we have here again, though now in the case,

not of Pharisees, but of members of the Christian

Church, a manifestation of the same kind of sin as

before.* In 1 Jn 516 the writer distinguishes be-

* The case of Esau (He 12^ i^), though often quoted in con-

nexion with this sin, has no real hearing; upon it. The repent-
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tween e a sin unto death ' and * a sin that is not

unto death
'

; and while urging Christians to pray
for one another with respect to the latter, says that

he does not bid them make request to God concern-

ing the former. It seems evident that there is a

reference here to our Lord's language in Mt 1231f>
||,

but in Itself the passage adds nothing to our know-

ledge of unpardonable sin.

3. In Christian experience. The subject is of

importance, not only _ '!,-".-
^ " "

'"Ideologically,

but because of its ,

:

. . ,

- '

- and that in

two different direct - IS . . at a certain

period of his religious history - M './' i

*
. ' ' -

96-230) is a type of multitudes who -have suiiereci

agonies of spiritual torture through the fear
^

that

they have committed a sin for which there is no

forgiveness. But if the view taken above is the

right one, there is no specific act of blasphemy in

word or deed, standing by itself, that we are

entitled to think of as (
the, unpardonable sin.

3

The phrase, in fact, is as erroneous as it is unscrip-
tural, though the common use of it has helped to

load thousands of sensitive souls with a burden of

intolerable pain. There is no mysterious trans-

gression which is sufficient of itself to put a man
beyond the power of repentance, and so outside

the pale of forgiveness. Blasphemy against the

Holy Spirit may find expression and come to its

culmination in some specific way ; but essentially
it is a settled attitude of mind and heart. It is a
deliberate rxHn^iriMimjr of that inner light which
God Himself lias kindled within us, and which

ought to respond to His clear shining from without.

Such compunctions as Bunyan had are the very
best proof that a man has not committed any
unpardonable sin, for they are the experiences of

one who, though he has not yet realized the all-

sufficiency of Christ's gract
"

'

""east of

that contrite spirit which word,
and so may rest upon the prophet's assurance that
unto him the Lord will look (Is 662

). 'Sell Him !

sell Him ! sell Him !

3 was the urgent persuasion
of the Tempter in Bunyan's ear. But though at
last in his distraction he felt the thought,

' Let
Him go if He will,

5

pass through his mind, the true
intention of his heart was always,

*

No, no ! not for

thousands, thousands, thousands !' (op. cit. 139).

(2) But if anxious and fearful soiils need to be
reminded that blasphemy against the Holy Spirit
is not some mysterious sin into which a man may
fall against all the promptings of his better nature,
the ca-e of the Pharisees and Jesus conveys to all

a message of ser" \ i
- -A , n In,.. No one can stumble

suddenly into : nv !:iii :,;'!<> sin; but men may
drift into it after the fashion of the Pharisees.
Selfishness and pride, and not least religious selfish-

ness and pride, may slowly harden the heart and
sear the conscience and seal the eyes, until men
come to call good evil and light darkness, and are

ready at last to say, even of one who manifests the

Spirit of Ood and of Christ,
' He hath a devil.' The

special monition of the incident in the Gospels is

against that loss of vision which comes from the

hardening^ power of sin, that continual resistance
of the Spirit which leads at last to hatred of the

Spirit. Poor Francis Spiera, whose case seemed to

Bunyan so like his own (op. A 163), may not
himself have been guilty of unpardonable sin (cf.

Martensen, Chr. %th. ii. 128) ; but there is deep
significance for all in his solemn sentence, 'Man
kno-tt H ;

'

s c 1< -JT
:

ir i

:

: \ of sin, but who bounds th e
issues i i

1 -- vr ':

'

>-. further, artt. BLASPHEMY,
FORGIVENESS.
LITERATURE. Schaff, Die Sunde wider d. Titil Geist ; Miiller,

Chr. Doct. of Sin, ii. 418; Gloaj?, Exegct.'St ud. i.
; Salmond,

ance which he sought was a chan-je of mind OM In* fat hi r"* iart.
not on his own. But Isaac '-lad alrondj hoscound the bltv-lnir,
and the past could not be undone..

Chr. Doct. of Immort. 379
; Stevens, Theol. of NT, 102 ; Butler,

Serm. x.
' Upon Self-Deceit

" " ' rf
niv.J3&nn.. ii.

* The
Pharisees

'

; Bunyan, Grace !

49, 215, 240, 555, xi. [1899] 1, : /'

ExpT iii. [1891-1892]
ii. iii. [1882] 321.

J. C. LAMBBKT,
UPPER ROOM. 1. The words 'guest-chamber*

and *

upper room.' (1) Guest-chamber (KardXv/m).

In the LXX KardAv/m denotes (a) an inn or lodging-

place: Ex 424, Sir 1425
, Jer 14s ; (b) a > .;lH::;j

place in general: Ex 1513
,
Jer 3224

( -*:-) i->
-

(=3312), Ezk 23"21 ,
1 Mac 345 ; (c) a chamber con-

nected with a sanctuary or the Temple : 1 K (
= 1 S)

I18 922
, 1 Ch 28 13

3 being in one case the room where
the sacrificial meal was eaten, 1 K (

= 1 S) 922 ; (c?) a

tent : 2 K (=2 S) 76 ; (e) the tabernacle : 1 Ch 175

(not B). In the NT /cardAu/x-a occurs only in Lk 27

(inn, or possibly guest-chamber) and Mk 1414
,

Lk 2211
(apparently guest-chamber). The best

MSS of Vulg. have diversorio in Lk 27
; refectio

mea (also in bfi) in Mk 1414,
dwersorium in Lk

2211
. Of other Lat. MSS (besides differences of

spelling, divor., dever.), in Lk 27 e has stabu. ; in

Mk 1414 X* have diversorium meum, Z has

diversorium meum refectio mea, B H 9 Mt O have
diversorium meum et refectio mea, ff2 has re-

fectorium, k has /",-/"" ;
in Lk 22n efr have

hospitium, a has ,/.'.
' has locus.*

(2) Upper room "(tivtiyatov in best MSS : other
MSS have avdycLiov, apuytuv, avuytus, frvtiyaiov,

In the LXX avdyaiov does not occur in any form,

birepyov occurs twenty-three times, apparently
always in the sense of upper room. In the NT
dvdycLLov (TR uv&yeov) occurs only in Mk 1415

, Lk
2212

, inrep&v occurs only in Ac I 13 937 - ^ 208
, both

words in the sense of upper room. The best MSS
of Vulg. have cenaculum for both words in all

places. Of other Lat. MSS (besides differences of

spelling, caen., coen., tin., cenn.}, in JMk 1415 k
has sub 'pedaneum* sterranceum (having appar-
ently first written subpedaneum, and then tried to

alter it to sterranceum), q}\&& locum stratum, ff% has
stratum ; in Lk 2212

a, has rncediammi, b has pede
piano locum, d has superiorem domum, g has

s^t,periorem locum, ceff2 ir have in superioribus
locum, I has in superwribus ; in Acts I18 degig
MSS used by St. Augustine (Adv. Fel. Man. i. 4 ;

De unit. eccL 27) have superiora, GreQ Qp^tepl
have cum introissent in cenacu>lum ascenderunt in

superiora (combining cenaculum with superiora :

see Wordsworth and White's note on Ac I 33 in
their edition of Vulg.) j

in Ac 987 m has superiori
ccenaculo,p has siiperioribus ;

in 939 m has siiperiorot,

coenaculi) ep have superioribus; in 2U8 d has sup-

2. Events in the upper room, (1) The Last
Supper (wh. see) : Mk 1417

,
Mt 2620

, Lk 2214
; (2)

the washing of the Apostles' feet and subsequent
discourse : Jn IS2'20

; (3) the prophecy of the

betrayal of our Lord by Judas : Mk 1418 '21
, Mt

202i-25) Lk 222i-a Jn 132i-35 .

(4) the institution of
the Eucharist : 1 Co ll28'25

, Mk 1422
-23

, Mt 2626-29
,

Lk 2219- 20
(see LOUB'S SUPPER) ; (5) the prophecy

of the denial of our Lord by St. Peter and sub-

sequent discourse: Lk 2231^
? Jn 1336-88

; cf. Mk
1427'31, Mt 26s1 -35

,
where such a prophc-cy oitluir

that here recorded or a repetition of ii 'i-. plncoil
after the departure from the upper room

; (6) dis-
course : Jn 14 ; (7) the departure from the upper
room : Mk 1426, Mt 2630, Lk 22s9, Jn 1421.

It is possible that the room in an unspecified
house in Jerusalem where the disciples met after
the Resurrection (Mk 1614

, Lk 2433-H Jn 2019- 26
),

and ' the upper chamber (tiirepyov) where they were
abiding* after the Ascension (Ac I13 ), were the
same as the c

upper room '

(avdyanov] in which the
* The signs here used are those adopted in Wordsxvorth and

White's edition of the Vulgate, and Old Latin Biblical Test*.
See also Hastings' DB iii. 47-62, iv. 873-890.
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above events took place ; and that this, again, was
in ' the house of Mary the mother of John whose
surname was Mark' (Ac 12 1

-). 'The combina-
tions are quite legitimate, and only give unity and
compactness to the history, if we suppose that
the house of Mary and her son was the one cen-
tral meeting-place of the Church of Jerusalem
'V- :

'
-

: the Apostolic age
5

(Sanday, Sacred
x

'

' s At the same time, there is no positive
evidence in the NT for :

I '\"-"\
*

the &v&y(uov of
Mk 1415

,
Lk 2212 with thi

' -
, ; .r Ac I13, or for

placing it in the house of Mary the mother of
John.

3. Places
r

at table in the upper room. There
is some probability in the suggestion (Edersheim,
LTii. 4J/4-93) thnr our Lord 'occupied the place of
the host, that St. John was on His right hand,
Judas in the place of honour on His left hand, and
St. Peter in the least honourable place opposite
St. John, as shown in the accompanying diagram.

g-

I
Such an arrangement would account for (1) our
Lord telling St. John by what sign to know the
traitor without the rest hearing, Jn 1326 ; (2) the

giving of the '

sop' first to Judas, Jn 1326, Mk 1420,

Mt 2623
; (3) the inquiry of Judas whether he was

the traitor, and our Lord's reply without the rest

hearing the latter, Mt 262S
, Jn 1327

'30
; (4) the

beckoning of St. Peter to St. John, and St. Peter's

request that St. John should ask our Lord who
was the traitor., Jn 1323- 24

; (5) tlio possibility that
In the * contention' among the _\ polios (l-ilc22

24
),

if this took place in connexion wilh \l\e Supper
and before it, Judas claimed and obtained the
chief place ; (6) the possibility that after our Lord's
rebuke of the c contention

'

(Lk 2225-30
), St. Peter

eagerly seized on the lowest place.
*. The identification of the site It is thought

by many good judges that the traditional site of the
cenaculum (the present building dates from the
14th cent. ) is probably the place where the upper
room stood. Dr. Sanday (p. 77) writes,

f l believe
that of all the most sacred sites it is the one that
has the strongest evidence in its favour. Indeed,
the evidence for it appears to me so strong that,
for my own part, I think that I should be prepared

adhesion.' The most
the tradition are the

to give it .

interesting ,

following :

St. Cyril of Jerusalem, Cat. (A.D. 34S) xvi. 4 :
* The Holy Ghost,

who spake in
* ' '

- ind on the Day of Pentecost;, came
down on the

___

- form of fiery tongues here in Jeru-
salem, in the upper church of the Apostles : for with us are
the most valuabl -'.." ". Here Christ came down
from, heaven. H *

- came down from, heaven.
And truly it is i

'

. ...s we speak of Christ and
Golgotha here in . .

- e should speak of the Holy
Ghost in the upper church. But, since He who came down
there shares in the glory of Him who was crucified here, we
speak here of Him who came down there, for the worship of
Them is Indivisible/

Silvia (or Etheria), Peregrinatio (c. 385 A.D.), 39-43 : At Easter
*
all the people conduct the bishop with hymns to Sion. When

they have come there, *i:iial,le IP. mils lor thj day and place are

said, prayer is made, and that passage from the Gospel is read
in which) on the same day, in the same place where the church
itself in Sion now is, the Lord carne in to the <li-.ru ilos when the
doors were shut, that is, when one of the ctj-=<',iplc-=, narueljr

,

Thomas, was not there/ On the octave of the Resurrection *
all

;ht }'(.'ir, '', "1 . I'v.- Y~'i, >') ..it'"
1 hymns to Sion. When they

M'i\ v* ,-..i|.. :. ,,-v. -, i )">": \ '".'i- r the place and day are said,
and that passage rrom rue gospel is read in which, eight days
after the Resurrection, the Lord came in where the disciples
were, and rebuked Thomas for his want of belief.' At Pentecost
*
all the

!
o**

1
- 1

< <
" f l .ci tii bishop with hymns to Sion, so that

they may be in feion ttb uie third hour. When they have come
there, that passage from the Acts of the Apostles is read in
which the Spirit descends. ... In Sion is the very place,

though there is a new church, where of old after the passion
of the Lord the multitude was gathered together with the

Apostles/
I ,,'.- .7. v ,,. p ,, .'.(A.D. 392)11: 'Hadrian' * found

th :',,' .'. i, / I to the ground, and the temple
of God trodden under foot, except for a few bisiMiu-j-- and
the little church of God. It was there that the (IKrnjhh, on
their return when the Saviour had ascended from the Mounc
of Olives, went up into the I!]IM ^-M' "> r (.- I" .**.); ioron
that site had it been built/ (I r;iiiii!.t",

!i
i- .....

information, ;T*I-I ^e-'-'t:'; o.vrio- In-'c iiu i ,

site to the reiprn of Hadrian, A.D. 117-138).
L.u'ir.ti of ( ,>]! j.r:jr!''!!

l

i. n< ar J< r i-al in. JT*>. r?'
1

(\.
;
t. ".">)

1 /<> -7. <',/>.

uonli-CTir-'i'ir J i'<l:-oo'.tr\ of ih<rol'i -=o: ->!. ^'i;nOi
: ''llii'i, *\iih p-i!r's nnci r \srsr- iln. 1

. >;irr:t.'i '.' *

*e iiiov f'li
>-->d >i^') : u'i i.) T'K i o 1

-.- !; .' i O f >.;on,
i ho \r %hJi noon l"<ul hoc'K-rdjnunl/ ("r. BreEia.fiit.rn

, lect. v. for August 3; Bremarium, Airit>rosianu'm>
lect. iii. for August 8.

Theodosius, J)e situ, terrce sanctce (A.D, 580), 7 :
'

Sion, which
is the mother of all churches, which our Lord Christ founded
with the Apostles. It was the house of holy Mark the Evan-
gelist/
Liturgy t.f &. Ja>i,.t* (BriirHn'a'i, LZ'

Western, i. ;$. ;-i): "TJ-v all-holy Sp ri',
f

Thy holy \po-;li-- i'i thi for-"' of <i<ry lo'ijni'*-*

chamber (lv r> va-ep&a) of the ho'x :iiu! -^lorio'i- ^i

of the holy Pentecost/ 'We o-T< r -irlo T
,
O |

Thvholyplac - -

'

-i T 7"-i :" ,-T- v."^ *}.. .

ofThyChris. '] '

< -, .'" .,'
1

-. . <-,

for the holy J i (! j_V." o :- <, -n M '-r < : ;i'i
"

-

T.^-tem and
i'f- iu down on

*-* '> ;he upper
)is the Day
i.l also for'

, !.

hut . .

loved, the virgin and evangelist, who remained at Jerusalem,
the mother of the churches, at his own house, to which the
VI>ON(I< N Pod f 'car of the Jews. There also was prepared the
P.'!ovor. TKc-n' iil<i^ the "-- ' ' -'<>- u - -^"""t'-'T for the
disciples. There also tho I <- ]' ;.:).' t ^v| i>

; fter the
rosnirortio-n. There nteo !f< .'..- r| i >,

j

.-. c nails to
Thomas. There 'he Ario-iles ordained as "first bishop the son
of Joseph, (lie broiliiT of rho Lord. ...!! l

"
-

"

1 the
.ill-)iol\ Moih< r of {JoJ (W- troxa*) in his house until uer assump-
tion (/t%|0/ *%S oe,vtx.<rrafert<S <* f

See also the plan, identifving the place of the T
,-' ^

ij.r. . c *

the descent of the Holy Ghost, and of the death
'

"i" IV i

Virgin, left by Bishop Arculf, who visited Jerusalem in A.D. oao,
with Adamnan at lona, and reproduced in Adainnan, JDe tocte

sanctte, of which reproduction there is a facsimile In vol.
xsscviii, of the Vienna Corpus Script, Kc,cl. Lat, p. 244.

LTTERATURE. Ederphcnn, Life and Thn&pofJpwt'
ii.4S2-51<); Le Camns in Vigouro'iv, /)'/?/. fain RP./'.ii. 300 i03;

Zahn, 'DieDormitio Sanctie Vir<jr?n:^:irKl cl!J.-IIaii^fk-5,)oln T)n*s
Markus' in SKZ> \ol x.

; Moivnnerc, Die Dortaihn t'fid rfrta
1

flwitwhe Grimdfituck ai' -ff-m '/rt'f''/')rt /"<;/, Zm Sa-idur,
Sac/red Sftrs of tJifi Gf,*&?* pn. 77 S8 : J. Watson. 7V>- rpp*r
/foom(lS05); J. Telfonl. Tli"' ^orfi of the I'.oiwr R t,'>i,i (]00) 5

D. M. M'Intyre, The I'pt-cr H(,nm (7o-w^aw.?/0!)0).
T)vuwn.i. STONE.

URIAH. The Hittite (Mt 1).

USURY. See INTEREST.

UZZIAH. A king of Judali, named as a link in

our Lord's genealogy (Mt I8
).
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Y
YAIN. 1.

' In vain
5

: Mk 77
(II Mt

This is the only place in NT where the adverb

jj,dT7jv is found (orig. aecus. from ftar^,
c a folly').

The Vulg. has in vanum in Mk., sine causa

(
= s without reason,' Cic.) in Mt. Both senses are

Eerhaps
included : their worship was *

1 1 u ><u \ I n^ -

}4$
J and Ho no purpose' (cf. Ja Pd

JUL&TCLIOS

Opyc-Ktia, with Mayor's [Com. on James, 71] apt
quotation from Isocrates, ad Nicoclen 18 E, ^-you

00/xa rovro /cdAAtcrroz' elvac /ecu QepaireLav jULeyiaTyv e&v

ws (3e\Tt,<TTOv /cat S(.Kat,6rarov <TUVTQV TrcLpexys)- Our
Lord quotes here from Is 2913

,
where LXX reads

Kal 5i5ao-/ca\tas. The clause in the Heb. text may
be literally rendered, 'And their fearing me is

become (*nni) a statute of men which they have
learned.

5 How to account for //.dr^v in the Gr.

text is a question still unsolved. Grotius (Opera,
ed. Amsterdam, 1679, ii. 155) thought it evident

that the LXX read inn] (^dr-riv, cf. Is 494) and not

*nni in the Heb. text, so that the clause would then
have meant, 'And their fearing me is vain a
statute of men which they have learned !

' This
brilliant emendation of the text is adopted by
Turpie (OT in the New (1868), 196) and Nestle

(Expos. Times, xi. 330). It is quite possible that
our Lord e read inm in His Hebrew scroll of Isaiah/
and that this was the received reading at the time
that the Gospels were written. Such a solution of

the difficultywould indeed be completely satisfying,
but we must remember that the proposed reading
is merely a, conjectural one, and that no external
evidence in its favour has been found. Other

suggested explanations of the fjLdnjv ii '."" d>
;

are, that our Lord used the LXX and
/.:

: .

'

it, or that in reporting His answer to the Phari-
sees the writer or writer.-- quoted memoriter from
the LXX (it \vill be observed that the order of the
last words is not the same in the LXX and in the~

"

""

'

'

. T ie latter explanation is the one gener-
". . by r\ ],-' i.'i -. -onie of whom assign

reasons still more ini-.u'.-s'v :nn for the presence of

fj.dr7}v. But seeing inn: ii r, rmot be proved that
our Lord did not use an Aramaic word correspond-

yv in quoting the passage from Isaiali, weing to
feel it best to accept the fjLdrirjv as stamped with
His authority. Our Lord by this citation authen-
ticates and carries forward the teaching of the

prophets of the OT as to the vanity of that

worship which merely conformed to human tradi-

tions, and by which it was thought possible to

gain the favour of God without moral obedience
(cf. W. R. Smith, OTJO 293-295 ; Driver, Is. 57 ;

Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, i. 282).
2. ( To use vain repetitions

'

: Mt 67 irpoa-evx^voi
5 jCffy jSarroAoTTjcr^Te facnrep ol IdviKol. Mrs. A. S.

Lewis (Expos. Times, xiL 60) approves of the der-
ivation of f3a,rTo\oy<*) from the Arabic b'tal,

'

vain,
3

4

useless,' recently suggested by Blass. 'It is one
of those hybrid compounds which come into exist-
ence in countries where two or more languages are

spoken.' But it is more probable that the word
is onomatopoetie (like pa,TTa,plfa, see Stephanus,
Thesaurus, ?.>.), and is derived from the sound
made by the repetition of the same syllable in

stammering or stuttering. Our Lord gives the

interpretation of the word in the clause following,
' For they think that they shall be heard for their

iro\v\oyla
3

(cf. Meyer, Holtzmann, in loc.}. What
He here condemns is the heathenish idea that a

reluctant and ungracious Deity is to be worked

upon by our saying the same thing over and over

again (cf. 1 K 1826
), or by repeating His honours

and titles (cf. Ac 1934
). In the words &<nrep ot

e&vLKoi He calls up a picture of those whom His
hearers have no desire to resemble (Expositor, 1900

(i.), 239). 'Pestering the gods with entreaties,'

'dinning into the ears of the gods,' were Roman
phrases : thus Tacitus speaks of Galba '

wearying
with entreaties the gods of an empire no longer his'

(Hist. i. 29) ; cf. Statins, Thebais, 2. 224,
'

Superos
in vota fatigant Inachidse' ;

Ter. Heaut. v. 1. 6,

'Desiste, inquam, deos obtundere.' Such expres-
sions set forth the contrast between Jesu-' touching
of the Divine Fatherhood and the low eoiie<!]_nioii-

about God on which the prayers of the heathen
were founded, and give point to the precept,

* Be
not ye therefore like unto them : for your Father
knoweth what things ye have need of before ye
ask him '

(Mt 68
).

That our Lord's prohibition of parroXoyla is not
meant to exclude such prolonged and repeated
prayers as are genuine utterances of love and
desire, the impassioned p!-^.in::-::i of the devout

spirit into communion v. i . i : '"!. is evident from.

His enjoining increasing earnestness (Mt 77
" 11

, Lk
II9 '13

) and ]>ei>everni<r importunity (Lk H 5ff- 18lff
-)

in prayer, a* \voll us from His own example, when
He sought relief from the weight and pressure of

His work and 'continued all night in prayer to

God' (6
12

), or when He 'offered up prayers and

supplications with strong crying and tears unto
him that was able to save him from death '

(He 57 ),

satisfying the fervour of His feeling of Sonshijp
with the cry, 'Abba, Father/ and returning to His

oratory in the depth of the Garden to otter the
same prayer as before (Mk 1439 (Mt 26*14) rbv atirbv

\6yop etVcif,
f the same petition,' rather than 'the

same words '

; cf. Swete, 327). Our Lord's prayers
were the beginning of His -\- - .niii-riiM^ inter-

cession (Ro S34, He 725
), and in the one instance

reported of a prayer of considerable length which
He offered as His disciples stood around Him
(Jn 17) there is a repetition of the same expres-
sions. With respect to the perfect form of words
which He taught us in the Lord's Prayer (wh. see), it

is by < . :_ :
t often that we come to under-

stand ;i

'

..-
;
:!. and how all our !.' ;.re

to be brought under one or other of '.* !-;
and when we have not said it well, v ..... :! . jy
to say it better a second or a third time. The true
sense of our Lord's saying is set forth in one of

Bp. Wilson's ' Maxims of Piety
'

:
' The eloquence

of prayer consists in our proposing our wants to
God in a plain manner' (Maxims, 132), and still

better by Hooker in the words,
* The thing which

God doth regard is how virtuous our minds are,
and not how copious our tongues in prayer ; how
well we think, and not li talk, when we
come to present our -ii|i|ili<-jri'n- before Him,'
(JEccles. Pol v. 32. 1); cf.

Proba, quoted by Trench (Ser. <. th .

loiter to
.!/'."/<>. 255).

. : II-.;. "i n'

ILC ,.: r.

,,/,,,.., '/.. 7..V.Y.

VEIL. 'The veil of the temple was rent in
twain from the top to the bottom ' when Jesus
died (Mt 2751

,
Mk 1538, Lk 2345). The Temple is, of

course, the Temple of Herod, and the veil is, the
'second veil' (He 93) which divided the ^YT or

Holy Place from the T^ or Holy of Holies. This
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is the only reference to the veil of the Temple in
the NT, that in Hebrews being to the veil of the
Tabernacle. The Greek words are r6 /caraTreraayxa
rov VCLOV. In the LXX ?a6s= T:n in Ps 28 (27)

2 and
/car.=(l) TIDE, the curtain before the door of the
Holy Place and before the gate of the fore-court in
the Tabernacle ; and (2) rims, the curtain between
the Holy Place and the Holy of Holi*

' '

Philo, Vita Hoysis, iii. 5). The Gospel .

the Hebrews, as quoted by Jerome, had '.
.

passage 'lintel' instead of veil' (

*

supeiiiminare
templi infmitse --

i' -"" "ractum esse atque
clivisum'). It i- ,

-. -. .. in the Temple of
Solomon there was no veil, since it is mentioned
only in 2 Ch 3 14

; but Thenius' emendation of 1 K
621 ' drew the veil across with golden chains 3

is

good. In the Mishna the veil of the sanctuary is

jnv-iilipo^l. e.g. in Yoma v. 1, where the mention
of i lh> ark -Ilows that the writer is thinking of the
Temple of Solomon. Josephus (BJ y. v. 4) men-
tions a gorgeously embroidered veil before the
Srrrr, and a second veil, which he does not describe,
in front of the T;H of the Temple as he knew it.

A difficulty is occasioned by the fact that there appear to
have been in Herod's Temple not one but two veils between the
Holy Place and the Holy of Holies, each representing- a surface
of the wall one cubit thick, which in Solomon's Temple separ-
ated the two places. In Yoma v. 1 the high priest on the Day
of Atonement leaves the Holy Place by the south end of the
outer veil, walks northwards down the cubit space between the
two veils, and enters the sanctuary by the north end of the
inner veil. This cubit space is in Middoth iv. 7 called j'oplta,
that is, TMpoc&Sy because in the first Temple it was filled with the
wall, and the builders of the second did not know whether to
reckon." -[....-"

"

-tg-ing to the Holy Place or to the Holy
of Holi- -v .' --I _ o another account, there was only a
single \

!

. ! i
1

.
i.- the veil would mean the outer one,

which aioae was visioie 1/0 any except the priests. The Kaabah
in Mecca has also a veil over its door.

The rending of the veil of the Temple would
indicate the enil >f i!.- -tt.nrtii\ . /i-l as the tearing
of a woman's Vi-

1

1 misni^ iii-i'ri>iinr;.r her (Hamasa,
Freytag, i. 141).

It is a curious fact that Jewish tradition also records the
occurrence of certain prodigies about this time. Josephus (JBJ
vi. v. 3) enumerates several portents which presaged the de-
structic 11 f 1 1 T-

"

a sword appeared suspended over the

city, a r.i >\ v : . \ ->e sacrificed brought forth a lamb, and
i < JL '..!' -.^

" "

> own accord. Lightfoot (Prospect
t. '/ .!,. \'\. ! i- in's ed. ix. 329]) says:

* There are
:

i , iv !'... !!>::.- "si .T . 1 : .M-MI *, \ lt!s
! , r, ,

"

<! -,r:r . .- I.- i- . -VIM; ;:- , ;:'

Temple-doors' opening <
, r v

,
:.".' !: *>:. -lr -.

flitting from the room Gazith, and the scarlet list on the

scapegoat's head not turning white.' Compare Plutarch's
account of the prodigies which foreshadowed the murder of

Csesar.

In He 1020 the veil of the Tabernacle is inter-

preted as symbolizing the corporeal nature of

Christ, and in later mysticism phenomenal exist-

ence is termed 'the veil.' In 2 Co 312ff- the veil

which Moses put on (Ex S433 moo, LXX
becomes the spiritual blindness of the

Jewish nation, probably without any reference to

Is 257
, where the words are different. The veil on

Israel's heart is
( done away in Christ' (iv Xpurrf

/cara/rye?rcu).

LITERATURE. Grimm-Thayer, Lex. s.v. xoe.ru^rifa.a-fjtM ; Hast-

ings' ZU3, art.
* Veil

'

; Edersheirn, LT it 610 ff.

T. H. WEIB.
YENGEANCE. The word '

vengeance
'

(tedticwrts)

occurs in EV of the Gospels only in Lk 2122, where
it refers to God's providential punishment of sin.

^KdlKrjtns occurs also in the phrase voieto ^KSlKTjcriv

(EV '

avenge ') in the parable of the Unjust Judge
(Lk 187- 8

), and the corresponding verb Atffu^w (also

rendered '

avenge'; cf. EVm f do me justice of)
is found in the same parable (vv.

3- 5
). Outside the

Gospels these words and the cognate &C&ACOS occur

exactly a dozen times. Some of the
^ passages

will call for reference in the course of this article."

We are not left, however, to the very rare use of

this small group of words for our Lord's teaching
on vengeance. \Ye gather it from several passages
of direct instruction, from His continual insistence
on an unrevengeful, a forgiving, loving spirit, and
from His own conduct throughout His ministry,
but especially at its close.

Our word f

vengeance
'

is closely related to two
others,

'

avenge
' and '

revenge/ between which,
at least in modern usage, an important distinction
is made. Both have to do with the redress of

wrong. In '

avenge
'

the idea of the justice of the
redress or punishment is prominent. In revenge/
on the other hand, the predominant thought is that
of the infliction of punishment or pain, not neces-

sarily unjust, for the ^raLificaiion of resentful or
malicious feelings (note, e.g., in Jer 1515 the sub-
stitution in RV of 'avenge' for AV 'revenge/
and on the other hand the retention of 4

avenge
'

in
Ro 1219

).
*

Vengeance
}

leans, now to the one, now
to the other of these meanings. It may be just,
it may be malicious ; even when it is just, the
motive may be wrong.

1. The aim of Christ was to create in His dis-

ciples a new attitude towards those who had
wronged them. Evidently He was preparing them,
at least in part, for injuries that must come to
them as His followers (Mt 5lt)ff

-) ; but His teaching
has, of course, a much wider iipi'UcfiKon. The
permission, even encouragement , ~o : n : ;ii i , 1 1

:
- - -n by

the OT, and
^
still more the interpretations, ex-

aggerations, limitations of the scribes and Phari-
sees, Christ swept away with an authority which
astounded His hearers. He denounced the attitude
of retaliation and hatred, and commanded His
disciples to accept the sufferings which fell to their
lot. But this was more than a demand for a new
attitude. It was the exorcizing of an evil spirit,
and the opening of the doors of the heart to a
new spirit. An attitude may be merely external
and mechanical. Christ wants more. The nega-
tive must have a corresponding positive or be
morally worthless.

*

.Forgiveness and benevolence
must take the place of -u 11

.ra: <r : love, not
hatred, must be the motiv- <>:' i

'

II-'M- and act.
* Enemy

* must be blotted out of the vocabulary of
the follower of Christ, at least as a category in
which any of his fellow-men may be included.
Others may hate and persecute him ; he must love
and pray for them, and do them good. It is this
new spirit that is the supreme moral difficulty ; it

is here that all questions of interpretation and

application must find their solution. We must
remember, not only Christ's 'resist not/ but also

His *

pray for/ and His * love.'

This U'wolun-r of Christ is found constantly
throughout tho (lo-pel*. He pronounced

* blessed '

the meek, the inon-ir'ul, the peacemakers, the

persecuted (Mt 55 - 7- 9 * 10ff
"). He rebuked James and

John when they would have called down lire from
heaven on the Samaritan village that would not
receive Him (Lk 951ff-). He taught His disciples to

forgive a sinning but penitent brother, not with a

niggard, "but with a generous and inexhaustible

forgiveness (Lk 173f
-> cf. Mt 1821ff

-). He even
makes God's forgiveness of a man depend on the

man's forgiveness of his fellow (Mt 614 1835, Mk
llm ). He taught His disciples to pray that they

might be forgiven as they forgave others (Mt 6X%
Lk II4

).
He warned the Twelve, as He sent them

out on their mission (Mt 10), that they would suffer

hatred, persecution, even death, for His sake ; and

charged them to be, in the midst of wolves,/wise
as serpents and harmless as doves' (v.

16
), in the

endurance of their sufferings to have no fear, but
to rely on God.

2. His own conduct during His ministry is the

best commentary on His teaching. It is true that

there is much denunciation of evil (e.g. Mt 23),
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that He upbraided for their unbelief the cities

where He had wrought His great miracles (Mt
l!20ff-

1(), that He swept the Temple clear of those

who had robbed it of its sanctity (Jn 2i4fiS Mt
2112ff-

II). But these are echoes of the Divine wrath ;

they are not in any
" " '

3e the expression
of personal anger, ,

of hatred. On
the other hand, we have His patient endurance
of all manner of personal abuse, His heart-broken
lament over Jerusalem (Mt 2337

1|), His bearing
during and after His trial (Mt 26. 27), and above

all, His si",.\ : the cross: 'Father, forgive
them: for \\- \ K- -A not wh^ ^v <^' 'TV 23

3. This teaching of Christ,
'

. :'

requiring forriveiie-< and love, is built on a nrm
M-

1

; i.i ;- \usis. His aim as a religious Teacher,
;

~ 'i >'.- of God, was to renew the sin-broken

fellowship between men and God, to make men
sons of God; but the indispensable condition of

sonship is unity of nature. The essence of the
Divine nature is love, and the highest manifesta-

tion of the Divine love is forgiveness and benevo-
lence. The spirit of malevolence, of retaliation, of

vindictive dealing with men, is alien to the spirit
of God. Therefore it must be banned out of the
heart of those who would be sons of God, and re-

placed by_
the spirit of foririvono , of ungrudging

love. It is this conception of ;lio essential love of

God issuing in forgiveness, in love, that is the
basis of the high demands of Christ, and the

inspiration and )i<>--i!>iliiy of our response (Mt
543-45. igas-sB, Lk i >'". N.MC, also, how Christ links
the Second Commandment to the First as 'like

unto it/ Mt 2239 i!).

4. If the teaching of Christ seem at first sight
impracticable, destructive of moral order, and de-

livering wrong-doers from the fear of |>unU-lmiiMu.
the answer to these objections is not fjir tu <ock.
In the first place, liberation from the spirit of

vengeance is a moral triumph for the sufferer of

wrong. Revenge is evil. It belongs at best to a
lower stage of morality and of the knowledge of
God, It cannot justify itself to those who have
seen God in the face of Jesus Christ. The sons of
God must be like the Son of God, like God Himself,
who loves and forgives without limit. Further,
love is the most potent moral force that the world
has ever known. To meet wrong with revenge
may be a satisfaction, and may seem a right thing
to the natural man. Vengeance may accomplish
its object, may fully punish and even crush the
wrong-doer. But it does not conquer him, it does
not crush the wrong out of his heart, it does not
make him ashamed of his sin, it does not win him
to good and to God. Love does not always in-

deed, but often and nothing else can. Love is a
heaping of coals of fire on an enemy's head (Bo
1220), the kindling of a "*

. r
*

y -1 ,me in his heart,
the overcoming of evil \*i -i ;: the triumph of
God. See art. RETALIATION.

"

5* There is a further and a very solemn strain
in the teaching of Christ, in which we find the
final answer to the fear that moral anarchy may
arise from the exorcism of the spirit of vengeance.
The clearest expression of it is found outside the
Gospels (Up 12*9 ) :

*

Avenge not yourselves, be-
loved, but give place unto wrath [TTJ 6pyjj, the wrath,
the wrath of God] : for it is written, Vengeance
belongeth unto me; I will recompense, saith the
Lord/ To avenge ourselves is to assume the pre-
rogative of God. So Christ teaches, e.g., in the
parable of the Unjust Judge :

* Shall' not God
avenge his own elect ? . . . I say unto you, that
he will avenge them speedily

'

(Lk 187f
*). It is in

this light that we must read all Christ's words
of deminciation, His parables of Judgment, His
judicial acts (such as the cleansing of tlie Temple),
His lament over impenitent Jerusalem. '

It shall !

be more tolerable . . . in the day of ju

(Mt 1015 ; ef. 10s3 1120F- 1236f- 163f
-, Jn 844 ). "The moral

order of the world will be vindicated by Him whose

right alone it is to mete out vengeance to evil-

doers, who alone has adequate knowledge and
wisdom to do justice to sin.

It would, of course, be easy to hold this teaching
of Christ in a wrong spirit, to cherish a sense of

satisfaction that, even if we may not avenge our-

selves, yet vengeance is certainly in store for

This would be entirely contrary to

^
' Christ. It would be the bid evil spirit

of vengeance in a new form, a more subtle and
therefore a worse form. It would mean an utter

absence of the love which Christ inculcates, which
desires and prays for the good of the enemy. It

would be the conquest of ourselves by evil, not of

the evil in others by good. But, on the other

hand, the moral sense which God has implanted
in us, and which He has strengthened by His
revelation of Himself, could not rest satisfied unless
it were assured that evil shall not go unpunished,
that unrepented wrong shall receive its due reward
from an all-wise and, let us add, an all-loving God.

1 f,i -T -. Lex. s.vv. ; EG-T, ad locc. cit. ;

Ms, ", / // Scripture, 'Matthew'; Tholuck,
Com-, on Sermon on the Mount ; Goebel, Parables

; Sanday-
Headlam, Romans ; Moule, Romans

; Stevens, Teaching of
Jesus ; Wendt, Teaching of Jesus ; Hastings' DB, artt.

'

Anger
(Wrath) of God/ 'Avenge,' 'Ethics,' 'Forgiveness/ 'Goer

; JJ2,
artt.

*

Forgiveness/
'

Goel/
' Retaliation/

CHAELES S. MACAL:PINE.
YERILY, A formula of asseveration or corro-

boration.

The Hebrew is |D$, and, while it is translated in the OT by
the LXX into yiwm (cf. Ps 7219) or i&vQSs (cf. Jer 28{35]6), and by
Aquila into TST^TW/ASV.^, it is simply transliterated by the NT
writers, except St. Luke, who, in deference to his Gentile readers,
gives fayQus

' ' ~

3 parallels have u,fiv

(Lk927=Mt
'

' ' '

'; Lk 213=Mk 1243).

According to R. Judah ben Sima, the formula had three uses :

(1) in swearing (cf. Nu 522), (2)r -. ".'' f- "."5), and
(3) in expressing confidence (cf. IK ' u , !i . . would
add impressiyeness to a doctrine, he prefaced it with Amen,
'Verily/ signif3

rmg that it was a tradition received by Moses on
Sinai, f The congregation responded Aman to the prayers in
the synagogue, a usage which passed into the Christian
ecclesia; t and the Talmud warns against 'an orphan Amen,'
meaning one uttered without consideration, or in ignorance
whereto the response is being made.

It is somewhat unfortunate that, where it is an asseverative
preface, our versions have translated K.f*.v\v by

'

verily/ and,
where it is a liturgical response, have simply transliterated ifc.

Let it be understood that the word is the same in both cases.
See art. AMEN.

Jesus, like the Rabbis, was accustomed, by way
of bespeaking His hearers' attention, to preface
important declarations with Amen,

l

Verily.
'

ft All
our T\jiM^oli^i- in-iv-rnt Him as' doing so; but
when.i- i'

1 *- >\'iojMi-t- put on His lips a single
'Yerily,' St. John makes Him in every instance
reduplicate the formula, ,

: V "*

. . verily.*
What is the explanation o

'

? It is

out of the question to suppose that, since the
Johannine and the Synoptic logia are in no case
identical, Jesus may have spoken after both
fashions, employing now the single, now the
double 'Yin-Sly

"'

li does not appear that the
latter was in use among the Jews, and it may be
assumed that Jesus always spoke according to
the Synoptic representation. Lightfoot makes a
shrewd and far-reaching comment on Mk 541

.

Talitha, Mm means merely
"
Maiden, arise 1

"

And this is all that Jesus actually said; 'but in
His pronunciation and utterance of these words
there flashed forth such authority and command-
ing energy, that they sounded no less than if He
* Wetstein on Mt 6^.
f Lightfoot on Mt 5W,
1 1 Co 14'Q

; Aug. de Catech. Rud. 13.
Lightfoot on 1 Co 14*6.

!' Aug. in Joan. Ev. Tract, xli. 3 :
' Multum commendat quod

ita promintiat ; quodaniinodo, si dici fas est, juratio ejus est,
fin, amen dico mbi*.'
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bad said: "Maiden, I tell thee, arise.
3"

(Cf.
Mt 96 with Mk 211 = Lk 524

). May not this
be the explanation of St. John's reduplicated
'

Verily
J

? Jesus actually used the single formula ;

but such was the authority of His tone that
St. John. 1- ".". >t me:" 1

;" TT
: 1

, :,

but His ;
'. . the ,,',.

much as a modern writer might underline the

word, or as the Hebrew idiom expressed plurality
or magnitude by repetition ; e.g. Gn 1410 '

full of

pits !" ,:-'.l
1

.!.

11
/ I;;' rally 'pits, pits of asphalt.'

The :!,'..! ,. i

-.,"]_.: held every tone, look, and
gesture of the Master in reverent remembrance ;

and when he limned His picture, he was in

nowise careful to reproduce details with slavish
and pedantic accuracy, but, with the artist's in-

stinct, sought to catch those subtle and elusive

expressions which reveal the true personality.
When he reduplicated

*

Verily,' he designed to

make his readers realis
J"1

"
'

wherewith
the Lord spoke and the , . His words
carried.*

Til

otf. . .

19- ..

1
i. . -TV- .(] -. Concord.,

li..-. j- Ifit. ,trt. 'Amer
\ . _ . J,, "-

'

J ". , Dalman,

Lex. s.v.
-

6] 100 ff.,

"DAVID SMITH.
VICARIOUS SACRIFICE. The word < vicarious

'

(mcarius from mcis,
(

change/ Alteration') means

acting, or suffering, for another, or in the place of

another. The idea of change, transfer, or substi-

tution pertains to the term. It has the same root

as 'vice' in 'vicegerent,' 'viceroy 'or 'vicar,
3 and

other words which signify that one person has
assumed the plwv. po-itiou. or office of another.

It may mean *

in-rosui of" (avri), or 'in behalf
of' (tiirtp). The word 'sacrifice' (from sacer,

'sacred,' *holy,' and facere, 'to make*) means

something devoted, or offered at a cost ; and in

the stricter religious sense means something con-

secrated, or offered to a divinity as an acknow-

ledgment of benefits received, or as a propitiation
for ravours to be extended. Sacrifice (wh. see) is

a somewhat different act in different cults and in

different stages of religious
*"

."'... i '. but has
in it the idea of a means ,,;.. i to Deity
through a material oblation " '

'

[ .rpose of

securing His favour. When ihc -or\ic< i.- volun-

tarily undertaken, or when it is assumed at a cost

to the individual and for the sake of another, no

personal benefit ! ITIJ- vvi '.- led in return, we have
sacrifice which i- \i'-f:i-. Vicarious sacrifice,

therefore, has been appropriately defined as * volun-

tarily assuming the place and entering into the

condition of some one for his benefit.' The two

words,
* vicarious

J and '

sacrifice,' add to each other,

and together \yell
define a phenomenon which we

find occurring in the more advanced religions, and

especially in the religion of Christ.
* Vicarious sacrifice

*
is not a Scripture expression,

but is used by theologians to ro|-'v-< n: il:< inr-jinm^
of ;i larjio number of pa-sago- i'oimi in '>." NT, : n

\vhu-li rho MilMiiulioriary character of Jesus
5

suffer-

ings are referred to, as, e.g., the one in which Jesus

describes the end of His coming as a \tirpov avr

TroXAw*', a ransom for many (Mk 1045).
_

These

passages have generally been held to teach vicarious

sacrifice ; but just how the words are to be under

stood, in what sense the sufferings of Jesus wer<

vicarious, whether we are to consider the terms to

mean 'in behalf of/ or 'in the rjlaee of,' whether
the vicarious sacrifice was made in the interests o:

God (Satisfaction theories), or of men (Moral and

Sympathy theories), or both (Mediation theories)

these questions have constituted some of the mos

disputed problems of theology, and have been th'

* Cf. Just. M. Dial. c. Tryph., ed. Sylhurg^p.,225
: Wtf y

n IWJPIV iv iewroif, xi ixotvot Svruiryvae,* rouf wrptxtfAivovS
,voc.ffot.va-U re v&a-ry yhtrcu rtis 'utfuter&etv otvrovs.

round on which have been developed diverse con-

eptions which for hundreds of years have ,!^
:
.l<-i:(-'l

be Church. As far as the words fc V icarious
acrince

'

are concerned, they can be used in either

ense, for Christ's sacrifice would be vicarious if it

vere made to propitiate the offended, dignity of

1, or uphold His justice, or maintain His law,

satisfy the demands of His ethical life, or
eveal the content of His ethical nafcure in a

upreme manifestation of saving love. To deter-

mine in which sense the words are to be understood,
hat they may reveal to us the true teachings of

scripture, it is necessary to make a careful study
f those passages which they are used to sum up
r represent.
In doing this \ve meet with the following; serious difficulties.

1) The lack of unity in the Biblical mode of r .
\
>-c : ;\ "cr the

lew-point of Christ's work and sufferings i, *"j <!-.< r-*'. and
manifold. (2) The fact that Christ's work is sei zorui born by
Himself and the Apostles in *"i'M]>

: <i-- .s-id symbols which
annot be given a close logical !. i-pri \:c.'\ -. It has been well

said,
' We make a mistake if we take their symbols of thought

i equivalents of spiritual realities, or if we treat their sentences
i"-,-.i. ,.*'* "-

,\
rhich we may deduce the uttermost corol-

ar : '." are illustrations, not definitions ; their

expressions were forced on them by their past thought and

experience, and are flung out towards truth as their best means
of approximating to it

'

(Lewis). (3) While" some of the figures
ire rooted in popular conceptions of religious service and are

drawn from the Jewish sacrificial system, others are bold strokes

of the imagination, and are capable of various meanings. (4)
The different views held of the Jewish sacrificial system from
which the NT figures and expressions are drawn constitute a

difficulty. Some regard them as close types and symbols of

Christ's work, and give them expiatory value (P. Fairbairn) ;

while others affirm that *

they disclose no trace of the idea of

vicarious substitution, nor of propitiation
'

(Westcott). (5) Some
texts used singly seem to teach what other texts contradict,
*'"_'.': .' ( , re loose statements, not to be taken with

s
.

;
< .^. ." that they represent phases of a doctrine

not wie wuole 01 it, or that they are nirtr.iilioi
"

ai. (6) The
fact that there are two ideas of sacrifice r>. il-- vH- <,-i<- of the

priests and ; i" !""* "
"

i .
"" *

'.. TT
"

- -
, ! .

seem to hav r : .

" - *

'

>
- '

standpoint, while Jesus and St. Paul represent more the ideas

of the prophets. (7) The difficulty of freeing- ourselves of a
priori ideas in our interpretations of Scripture, dogmatic con-

aeptions having been planted in our minds in childhood, and
become a part of the religious atmosphere in which we move.

(8) Finally, the difficulty of getting at the meaning attached to

terms among the Palestine Jews of Jesus' time, such terms, for

example, as *
ransom,

1 '

redemption,'
'

propitiation,' and certain

legal expressions. In studying the Scriptures, therefore, to

ascertain in what sense we are to understand Christ's vicarious

sacrifice, we are to note the individualism of the expressions,
their figurative character, their lack of logical exactness and

definition, their relation to their time, and the fact that their

authors are concerned with stating facts and results rather than

voloj.'njr Th< < r r - .-. We are to interpret the passes in a free

<] \itr.l r.'iihi-r lhan in an exact and literal \\iiv. noui the
*

- r.T
"

i-r, a.'r- ft--- T.-.V-.
AV "-f*vL-V ^"*: *'

. "eveal,

.,} i. .-. r -, i. !' ..: i ': i,
1

1, -i.! .!,! .

'

i -. . vaonize

1. The teachings of Jesus In the Synoptics. Our
first source of information < <-n< < sr-

1

"^ 1
y

>

j \ we
are to understand the vicarious sacrilice of Jesus

must be His owi i i < '; i < -1
7
r :

jj
-

. Too many have over-

looked this and -:nr; 4
<i \\irl' the conceptions of St.

Paul, as if the human teacher were a clearer witness

than He who was Himself the revelation. If there

is any squaring to do, St. Paul must be squared
with Jesus, not Jesus with St. Paul, for the Master
did not preach a partial gospel. As we study His

sayings concerning His sacrifice, we note that He
regards it as necessary, \ohiniary. vicarious, and

redemptive, and that He roljucs it (1) to the estab-

lishment of the TCiiijrclom, (2) to the remission of

sins, (3) to the mi ifviny of the covenant. (1\ Jesu.^

considers His vicarious" sacrifice as necessarily in-

volved in His work of establishing His Kingdom.
He opened His ministry with the announcement,
'The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God
is at hand' (Mk I

15
, cf. Mt 417). The Kingdom of

God was not the 'politico-ethical commonwealth'

(Pfleiderer) which Jewish prophecy had described,

but a spiritual society, established by the grace
of God, of righteous men having fellowship with

one another and with a common Father. To the
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for'"
1

!
1

!,:
of His Kingdom He devoted Himself

^ -
;_

!' - of heart, r,
w> r< *-

i

ii
iil"' _ well the

Lazaru 11 involved ;
for Ht ,- "/ . : tradition-

alism of the age, its formalism, its lack of spiritual
vision, its worldly lust and ambition, and He knew
full well the opposition He would stimulate and
the conflicts He must encounter. The history of

the prophets was before Him, and the blood of the

martyrs cried to Him from the i^'i-Kiin. Even
Plato was able to perceive

' that on*
;

riVt : i\ just
could not appear among the senseless and wicked
without provoking a murderous hatred.' The law
of rijjilo<u-ne-.-, fundamental in His Kingdom,
would, He knew, cut across the self-interests of

men, as well as the conservatism of the Rabbinical
teachers of the day. Consequently He compares
Himself to the good shepherd who lays down his
life for the sheep, and states the terms of His
discipleship as follows :

e If any man will come
after me, let him deny himself and take up his
cross and follow me' (Lk 923 ). Nor did He mis-
take the facts, for early in His caret

' '

ism developed which increased in ^ .

it culminated in the Crucifixion. Only by a" denial
of His vocation in establishing the Kingdom of God
could He have saved His Vf- : .,'.\ by what was
impossible with Him the '--i

: -

'.. of the will of
God and the ceasing to love men. Thus we see
that vicarious sacrifice was necessarily involved in
His work of -'<

:]!:-VMJ. His Kingdom, and in this
sense was not singular or CM r]>ii<iii<'J. but came
under the general law of service. W natever more
is to be said as to the -i^-iilh ;.u cof Christ's death,
this at least is certa",-. i

:mi ^c -iioJ as a faithful

martyr for truth and love
3

(Bruce).
(2) There seems, however, to be something deeper

in Jesus' consciousness than the mere fact that His
v<.rU -if f,ir..!ii:_ His Kingdom will so cross the
\u-!l- :-;; MI (.f -olfishness and sin that He will

develop an ?,rf i^-Mil-'i: which will end in His
vicarious i'-;i; Is. II*- < Marly relates it to the fact
of remission of sins. In Lk 2237 there is a deeper
thought than Hollmann has in mind when he says :

He is only thinking of the dreary fact that His
countrymen are going to treat Him as a criminal
instead of as the Holy One of God,

5

foi I MI-
| }!!',:<

was associated in the minds of His \wv.t i- \n'..-

a Messianic work of the greatest -ijmifirjnue.
Stronger statements are found in Mk in-"---"

1

'-.

Jesus is going with His disciples to Jerusalem, and
on the way seeks to impress them with what He
has stated very earnestly before, that in Jerusalem
He will be delivered to mockery and death, but in
three days will rise again. This announcement is

followed by the ambitious request of James and
John for chief seats in His Kingdom. With His
mind filled with the thought of His coming passion,He replies to them,

* Ye know not what ye ask.
Are ye able to drink the cup which I drink, or be
baptized with the baptism with which I am bap-
tized ?

* Then follows in an address to the disciples,who are indignant at James' and John's request,
the notable words,

*
!Por the Son of Man also came

not to be ministered to, but to minister, and to
give Ms life a ransom for many/ The correct
interpretation of this passage is most important,
for it is much emphasized by those who seek to
find in Jesus* teaching an expiatory reference.

^r
l
1\?aur and ofchers kave questioned its integrity, affirmingtnat there is nothing like it in Ihe Sjnopiics except Mt 202

which Baur also casts under suspicion iVt *- "- :
i' :"! .-.-. <!

abruptly as to ""u <r ( - : n ."
" .vl 1

'

". -
. l .

'

. i'-i .

'

and if genuine ...-M s-r -i;. , ,een omitted by Luke! The
criticism, however, seems scarcely valid, for in speaking to the
disciples about the nature of greatness that its value lies in
service it was natural that Jesus should allude to His expected
death of which ITr> luri proviou-lv -poken, using- it as an
illustration of the posrn lit- UH- t nior-.-in-^.

The passage has had various interpretations.

Usually much weight has been attached to the
word \\jTpov, 'ransom,' and its Heb. equivalents,
".!- 1--!:.

(
. ,---sumed to lix its meaning; out this is

i, i !-;. "-!,' "'!,}. for the LXX has employed \trpov
to translate four different Heb. terms, and besides,
since Jesus spoke Aramaic, it is not certain that

\tirpov, in the way the LXX uses it, exactly repre-
sents what Jesus said. If an exact interpretation
were required, we should have to know the Aramaic
word of which \tirpov is the translation. Hollmann
has discussed this term cogently and ably, showing
that Jesus probably did not use the Aram, cognate
of kopher, but the equivalent of a Heb. word de-
rived either from rn$ 'to ransom/ ^3 'to deliver/
or pi?

* to set free.
' Thus Ai'/rpoj/ would mean a

purchase price, or a means of setting free. In this
case cUri, of which much is made, wC'i;V( r."i -1 :.:':!

r \
' in place of

J and establish a thought o . 1 1 i i i
>

i': 1 1 - 1

'

.

but '

for/ and the passage would mean that Jesus
would give His life for the freeing or saving of

many an interpretation which would fit in with
the context much better than if \\jrpov is taken as
the equivalent of kopher. The idea would then be
that men of the world find greatness in assuming
superiority over others, whereas Jesus iinds it in

serving others. But if we assume that \tirpov means
in this passage what it means in the LXX tr. of

Leviticus, where the main idea of the ransom is

that of substituting one thing for another, and if

we hold that avrl means l in place of/ the most that
we can make out of the passage is that Jesus gives
His life as a ransom price to liberate many \\1io are
in bondage. But what is the bondage? Taking
Jesus' other teachings into account, we cannot
doubt that it is bondage to selfishness and sin,
such selfishness and world-spirit as James and John
bad just shown. This would accord with the use
of \vrp6u found in 1 P I18 and Tit 214

. But even
if this is the meaning, the passage does not state
the process or manner of the ransom. The thought
that because the word is taken from the old sacri-
ficial system we must find there the meaning that
is to be attached to it, is not warranted by sound
principles of exegesis. That the thought of a
vicarious satisfaction offered to God is not intended,
is rendered clear by the fact that such an interpre-
tation would contradict the whole tendency of the
teachings of Jesus, who constantly emphasised the
free grace of God as ready to forgive every re-

pentant sinner. Jesus does not conceive of" His
work as an offering to God, or for the sake of God,
but as performed solely in behalf of men. We
conclude, then, the

'

i 1

'

: i ,:.-,. r : j u ".
j

, .
-

sage simply
means that Jesus \ i< ji-'-.i:-'\ sKimv: His life in
order to save men from the selfishness of sin. How
He thought His death would accomplish this is

not stated, and is a matter of inference. If any-
thing is ''i!

1
-

1
'- ".

"

is that ;< Mi]iVii- surrender
to the go . i i such a io-.-ik M ii li the world-
spirit which has just revealed itself, even in such
good men as the sons of Zebetlee, that if men will

accept this serving spirit and act from the motive
of self-denying love, they will thereby win an inner,
moral victory over the world, and thus be freed
from its bondage and evil.

Another passage in the Synoptics which has been
made to do service in attempts to explain 1 lie nature
of Jesus' vicarious sacrifice and it^ relation to the
remission of sins, is His utterance upon the cross.
The depth of agony there expressed in the cry,

' My
God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me ?

'

is said
to indicate that in this dark t-x; r ii-n. Tlmst as a
substitute was suffering in its

'

!,!!< --.
i i:<- wrath of

God against sin ; that He was exiled from the joys
of God's presence (Dale), because He was vicari-
ously bearing the consequence*- of the transgressions
of the race." There has been a tendency since
asceticism invaded the Church, and the body was
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made the seat of sin, and to crucify it was con-
sidered a way to please God, to magnify the
importance of the physical ."":

.

. .

"

f" ist and
make them the supreme ,

:
. which

remission of sins has come. Tiiis was not the
thought of the Apostolic age, which was impressed
with His grace rather than "by His physical suffer-

ings. Christ's death had long been before His
contemplation, and from it He never shrank. He
spoke of it with calmness and dignity, and some-
times with apparent rapture :

* the Son of Man
should be glorified' (Jn 1223 ). But when He
refers to its modes and agents, He assumes another
tone. It is the form not the fact of death from
which He appears to shrink. He is overcome by
the thought that the agents of His suffering are
the religious leaders of His time, and that from His
own company has arisen a traitor. Evil is using
the occasion of His voluntary, vicarious death as
an opportunity for more violent manifestation, and
the men He is trying to save are at work to put
Him to death. The highest revelation of His
grace is the occasion for the

' " " '

lanifestation
of wickedness. Being in of it, not
thinking about it, but experiencing it, this fact of
evil comes upon Him with an pverwlielming reality,
and for a moment His sensitive soul is clouded,
and He lays hold of a sentence found in Ps 221 and
utters it as the most suitable words at hand by
which to express His agony. The psalm does not
mean abandonment by God, but abandonment to

suffering, for later it increasingly expresses the
confidence of the sufferer that he will be heard and
delivered by God, so that he shall yet come to

praise Him
; nor does Jesus mean that He is

abandoned by God and, substitutionally, under the

crushing load of His di-plcasnre. for He stays Him-
self on the fact that in His agony God is llis God.
As has been said :

' He who wrestles with death

( IKTCM'OLV. liolimc that the words on the cross are
in any sense a consciousness of God's displeasure.

(3) But not only do the Synoptics relate Christ's
vicarious sacrifice to the remission of sins, they
also connect it with the ratification of the New
Covenant, especially by the words spoken at the
Last. Supper. The account is found in all the

Synoptic* and in 1 Co 11. There has been a good
deal of criticism concerning the true text, some
holding that eh &<j><riv d/m/mcw and irepl TroXXcDv,

btr^p bfA&v are later additions. Some also affirm
that i) Kawfy dia0^/c?7 of Lk. are words due to the
iniluouce of St. Paul. Some of the reasons sug-
gested for this criticism seem to have weight, but
nothing that has been said is at all decisive, so

that it i best to let the text stand. To interpret
its n i (tailing we must remember the occasion with
whicJi it i& connected the celebration of the Pass-
over. This feast was regarded as a memorial of

the delivery from bondage, and was at the time of

Jems a joyful festival. In the discourse of the
Last Supper the symbolism used is not drawn from
the Pasdial lamb, but rather from Ex 24, where the
sacrifice established to celebrate the new covenant
between Jahweh and Israel at Mount Sinai is de-

scribed. The victim was slain, divided into two
parts, and the % !:.'-"M

|

"- passing between
these parts w-- 1

-- :! / !

'

i blood. Thus the
covenant was

'

i- :/,,; , i
>

partaking of the
flesh in common indicated communion. As the

offering at Sinai sealed the Old Covenant, so Jesus,
when about to die, looked upon Himself as the
victim whose blood would seal the New Covenant
which He had established in inaugurating the

Kingdom of God. Says Stevens ((Jhr. Doc.t. of
Salv. 50) :

* The Supper is, then, the symbolic ratification of the New
Covenant, analogous to the solemn rite by which the ancient
covenant was confirmed by an offering denoting the establish-
ment of communion with God and participation in the blessings
of His grace. If regard be had solely to the language of our
Lord at the institution of the Supper, it must be admitted,
I think, that it is adapted to carry our thoughts not in the
direction of the current Jewish ideas of propithition by sacrifice,
but rather toward the conception of a nc-\\ relmion of fellowship
with God and obedience to Him constituted by Jesus' death.'

We conclude, therefore, that we do not find in
the Synoptics any_ teaching which warrants the
' " '

deduction often made, that the vicari-
ous sacrmce of Christ is an offering made to satisfy
the justice of God, propitiate Him in the sense of
i- i

1 His displeasure, or secure the remission
' "" '

u removing objective obstacles to the free
movement of God's grace.

2. Vicarious sacrifice in the writings attributed
to St. John. The writings which are ascribed to
St. John present the vicarious sacrifice of Christ
in a somewhat different light from the Synoptics.
There is much use, in these writings, of the thought
that men become free through light, or that salva-
tion is by revelation. If one walks in the light,
that is, holds fellowship with God in righteousness
and love, he is saved.

It is not necessary here to go into the critical questions con-

cerning authorship and other special difficulties which these
writings present. We believe the balance of argument is in
favour of their authenticity. One cannot fail, however, to note
that the historic reality which characterizes the Synoptic ac-
counts is here invaded by the subjective, mystic type of thought
of the author. The parable gives way to the doctrinal dis-

cussions. The doctrine of the K:*' !-" : s *;**! * "-

1 by dis-

courses about eternal life. There -
, ! : ; that the

discourses of Jesus found in Jn. were not delivered in. the form
there presented, but have been worked over in the contempla-
tions of the Apostle. St. John's religious consciousness, how-
ever, has been '1 <"} ler the influence of Jesus, and his

statements and :'-. ..!-- ..'.: built up on the basis of the real

sayings of the Master. They are therefore of the highest
value.

(a) The Prologue to the Gos^
T "

""1;

""

. ws
out the above conception, and . >

J- of

Christ's vicarious sacrifice the revelation of the
Father. By illuminating the world, Jesus saves
the world. He shines in on the darkness of human
society and thus gives life.

e This is life eternal,
that they should know thee, the only true God,
and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent

'

(Jn II3).

But along with this conception of redemption
i -iron.:

1

! <
ki
elation, there is another line of passages

Miii-li ivii" to the sufferings and death of Christ,
and which relate these to His saving office. St. John
seems to have !I.MI\V n !;_ i'

: /i.l that sin is a power
which excludes the coming in of light, and that
therefore it needs in some special sense to be over-

come. The first of these passages is the announce-
ment of John the Baptist : Behold the Lamb of

God, which taketh away the sin of the world*

(Jn I29). Many have questioned the j.oivui nonets
of a statement so different from those \virli \\liich

the Synoptics Iw^in the ministry of Christ; but
ji'lmii li-i;: ii to be muhen(i<-. we nave the following
I'SM- -

! ii.)-" concerning it:'(l) It is suggested by
Is 137. (2) The phrase 6 atpw means

* who removes,'
as the LXX uses other terms for bearing sin. (3)

While the words e the Lamb of God' go back to

the Jewish sacrificial system, as here used they
are connected with the conception of prophecy and
not of ritual. (4) There is

'_";
**' , early

to join this passage to the .-." : . con-

sequences or punishment of sin.

Jn 314
"1(i is a passage which seems to represent

a sentiment of Jesus, probably enlarged and given
in the words of the Apostle. It contains ^the
following teaching : (1) That the vicarious sacrifice

of Christ originated in the love of God. (2) That

acceptance of it by faith secures eternal life. (3)

That the lifting up on the cross is an exaltation

before men. (4) That it is necessary (Set) in order

that men should not perish, but have eternal life.
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There! ,-..:'
'

;.
idea suggested in the passage,

but th "'-ims to be that the voluntary
death ol uiirist on the cross '

is the mode in which
the love of God asserted itself and became effectual

for the salvation of the world' (Terry).
The vicarious sacrifice of Jesus is taught also in

other passages ; as Jn 65U- 51 101L 15 1224 1513
,
and in

the High- Priestly prayer in ch. 17. Jn 650- 51 is not
an allusion to the Lord's Supper, but is connected
with the miracle of the loaves, t'

r
-1"

,
f
M

>

multitude suggesting the idea of
"

;. -

of Jesus' mission to bring to men spiritual manna
by the partaking of which they would have life.

It does not refer to atonement, but to something
present and available.
The dominating idea is that of ethical appropria-

tion, which Lightfoot describes as follows :
c To

partake of the Messiah truly is to partake of Him-
self, His pure nature, His

" :-. TTis spirit.
'

Jn 1011 - 15 does not speak -
, v ,

; offering
for sin, but rather *

of an exposure to loss of life

consequent upon faithful care of the sheep' (Terry).
Jn 12-4 states only the general law that to effect

results in the moral world one must sacrifice him-

self, a principle of which the life of Jesus is the

supreme illustration. Jn 1533 is an important
passage, as some have made nBevai rty ^vxty
birep point to a substitutionary death of judicial
-*^::i

f
'',,;f < : but there is no reason to see in it

ii -V 'i'js'i ,i complete consecration of life to the

good of others, that witholds not even when it leads
to death. The Johannine use of Tidtvau favours
this in to-

1

-iv la fi< !. ;is does the relation of this

passage
1 lo i'-in <-uiin <

k
i how men should give them-

selves to one another's good. Nor aoes the word
ayi&few (17

19
) necessitate a sacrificial or expiatory

giving of Himself ; for in other passages in Jn. the
word is not used in this sense. Moreover, the dis-

ciples could not sanctify themselves in this manner.
The passage simply means the complete conse-
cration of His life to His work with all that it

involved, but it does not give any special interpre-
tation of His death.

(b] In the Mpistles of St. John we come upon
passages which seem more dogmatic, notably 1 Jn
I
7 2lf- 315 410

. In these passages, as in the Fourth
Gospel, we have clearly set forth the fact that the
work of Christ originates in the love of God, and
is

' a move on His part to provide a covering of

sins/ The word 2Xacrju6?, which is tr.
'

propitia-
tion,' means covering or "hl^ttirjr out. Westcott

says: *It contains the m !< ILK of appeasing one
often in anger, but of altering the character of

that which interposes an inevitable obstacle to

fellowship. The propitiation, when it is applied
to the sinner, neutralizes the sin.' Deissmann
shows that its strict classical meaning is lost in the
NT3 and that it is applied to any sacrificial offer-

ing. The context in 1 Jn. also is against giving the
term a relation to the righteousness of God, since
it is deduced from the Divine love (4

10
). Conse-

quently we must see in this word a covering of sin
in the sense -f l-Mii-In^ from it, or //jv,^//i/i//V,,/.

That which M^ifir.u-.'- f'-nni the fellowship of God
is not any ^sj.c'M-y of flie Divine j;o\ eminent, or

any offence ! -l" k I)i\
: no nature, bui if i^ tlie fact

that man has chosen to walk in darkness, has

participated in the works of the devil. His sin
must be put away, and this the blood of Jesus is

able to accomplish. If we are asked how, we know
no better reply than that of Beyschlag in the

following passage (NT Theol. ii. 448) :

*Now what can "
coyer

" the sin of the world in the eyes of
God ? Only a personality arid a deed which contain the power
of actually" delivering the \\orld from sin. For bhe sin which
allows itself to be broken, and ro disappear that only can God
forgive and consider extinct. This is the general view of the
OT and Che XT. Christ in TTis death has gained a power to thus
deliver the world from sin. By His union with God and His

love to Clod and the brethren in the conflict, even to blood and
death, with

" " "

"d, He has overcome the spirit
of selfishnes .

. the world, and in consequence
of that He is able to overcome it in every heart into which He
finds entrance. He has thus become to the Father the Surety
for the purification of humanity, and for His sake the Father can
offer forgiveness, if men will receive and obey Him.'

(c) The ideas found in the Apocalypse are prac-

tically the same as those found in the Fourth

Gospel and the Johannine Epistles. They have
been summarized as follows t

'

(1) That death is

regarded as a great demonstration of love (I
5
).

(2) It is a death which once for all has achieved
-CMJKM ninL;. There is a finished work in it (I

5
).

\\] hi- n death which has an abiding power (v.
6
).

(4) This abiding power is exercised in this, that it

enables men to be faithful to Christ under persecu-
tion, to suffer with Him rather than sin, finally,
rather to die than to sin (12

n
). (5) Hence the

blood of Christ both does <5omoUiinr once for all, in

breaking the bond which sin holds us by, and

bringing us into such a relation to God that we are
a people of priests ; and does something pro-

gressively, in j:--:rii:i -ir gradual assimilation to

Jesus Christ :': is.i.'ii-i witness' (Denney, Death

of Christ, p. 250).
3. The doctrine of vicarious sacrifice in the

writings of St. Paul. St. Paul's doctrine of vicari-

ous sacrifice is very difficult to interpret, although
strongly emphasized ; and consequently opinions
have varied more concerning his meaning than

concerning the thought of any other Biblical

writer.

The reasons for this are : (1) The unsystematic form in which
he often presents his ideas. (2) The use of diverse figures.

(3) His considering the subject from different standpoints.
(i)TT'- M'Hiin' use of abstract and ideal rather than historic
i'0'n ;'i'oi!-. '} The failure to realize that St. Paul is con-
trolled by a practical rather than a theoretical motive, that he
is not consciously developing a systematic statement, but is

" " "

jxperience, and trying- to adjust his own
(6) His large use of Pharisaical phrases

ana tornis or tnougnu in <" -
s "1

'

"- v experiences, making-
it difficult to decide how .

!

; . to be taken. (7) Hiu
evident desire to find a harmony between certain incongruities
between his old beliefs and his prese:

' >''. and ex-

perience. (8) His rhetorical temper, \ .<. ^ \travagant
emphasis in the midst of logical discussion. (9) The necessity
he felt of dwelling on some conceptions, as the sufferings and
death of Christ, because they were so contrary to current
thoughts and c \ . :

" "'T "-"_.-
' """

:
-

doctrinal and ' - r . I .M -
i . %.., i ! :. ' _

Adam and the Fall as literal historic facts. (11) The little use
he makes of the Christian tradition, seldom referring to the life

or teachings of Jesus 'I neither received it from man, neither
\va* I taught, it

'

(Gal 112). (12) The fact that Christ with him is

the Christ of his spiritual intuition rather than of historic know-
ledge and observation.

Because of these characteristics, we are, in interpreting St.

Paul, to observe the following principles : (1) Not to be too-

literal or exact in method, or to crowd his figures. (2) To
understand that we have to do not simply with the revelation
of Christ, but with the reflexion of a man of deep religious feel-

ing, 'fiery fancy/ and .'.*" *

jfical power, who is

developing facts into do<
, ,

'

he is doing this for

practical purposes rather than to give the Church a theology,
and aims to

" " "

:

"

characteristic
of his day. . . of the man,,
out of which ne wroie, is not mny uiayociaiea rrom Eabbinical
dialectics and Pharisaical i i

"

.
:

"

1 1 :,* been well
wrought into the framework

"

r . He had
to express himself by meai -

.- :
- ,- .. ,-- negation of

ideas lying ready in his consciousness,' which bore a decided
Jewish stamp. (5) That he is sufficiently tinctured with Alex-
andrian methods of interpreting Scripture to use Biblical cita-
tions in accommodated -LH-L-. (0) Thai the- A^xsi-ulr,*! 1 ideas
about the opposition OT fl< -i :r d -pir"; ,

ihc t nn I .'v nin r ,\ '\t\ the
heavenly man, have <K uin.'iu'l i :< clircv: on 01 -OP c ! his
reflexions. (7) That the Pharisaical theology had much to do
in determining the form of his presentation of the doctrine of
vicarious sacrifice. This theology coiihtriu-d the relations be-
tween man ard God *rnrv the i*y*i *qdpoint. Men who do
not fulfil thel.. ; i- 1 n -> - . \ -.: -I : '. olved in guilt. This
guilt must be \.," iv:- -I. i -: -

-.. must be visited on
the offender. Good deeds, meritorious performance^, voluntary
mortifications are availing, but with most men the guilt ot mis-
doing is so great that such compensations are not sufficient to
balance iicoounts find avert deserved punishment. Hence it is

neceisary to look to the superfluo'i- in-r't- of -<M"(.' "iliu-ntU

I'list or holy person to be imputed it- - MIL i- i-.r i!i<- < i>\onnir or
their deficiencies. (?>) While the husk OT til. Paul's ihoughi is at:

limes Jewish, there is in him a kernel of his own, a spiritual
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and inner side which we must grasp to understand his real
teachings. Most of the theories of vicarious sacrifice which do
not accord with our modern ethical spirit and with the prin-
ciples of our modern thought, arise from making too much of
the * earthen vessels

'

into which Paul's real beliefs are cast and
it is clear that we must get rid of these to find the 'heavenly
treasures.*

Most interpreters see in St. Paul a twofold
!"' ',''!

"
Christ's vicarious sacrifice, a

:

i'".'--' his Pharisaical r'V'T 01 ':::-. ,,'-n

; a product of hi- .!,,! r- ! i -."<..>

experience. A. B. Bruce thinks they indicate
dif>

' '

of the development of the doctrine
of

""
in the Apostle's thinking, but one

can scarcely consider them as e two doctrines/ for

(1) They are wrought out in the same Epistles;
<2) They interpenetrate. Pfleiderer explains them
psychologically, making them the expression of
* two souls which always struggled with each other
in the breast of the Pharisee and the Apostle
Paul, namely, the legal Jewish soul and the evan-
gelical Christian soul.' As the juridical concep-
tion arises in his discussion with the Jews and has
reference to Jewish ideas only, it may be that the
juridical element is adopted as a form of argument
which will be most convincing to a special class,
and that it is not intended for a universal form in
which to put the doctrine. We shall, therefore,
not depend so much on the form as on the reality
Avhich seems to lie behind it the spiritual idea
in trying to set forth Paul's view. The ,?

;-" ^ ;

tions of the Apostle which bear on his : -"

of Jesus' vicarious sacrifice can be stated ;.<'

following heads :

(1) Man is separatedfrom God by thefact of sin.
This is due (a] to the attitude of God toward sin.

The wrath of God is revealed from heaven against
all ungodliness and I:MI i^ii* t r.io,>.,, of men, who,
light having been given them, are without excuse
and are treasuring up for themselves wrath in the

day of wrath (Ro I 18ff
-, Eph 56, Col 36

). (b) Man
because of sfoi i- MI <M'n :

: \ with God, minding the

things of the !ir-h ;i:!-i IH-I the things of the spirit,
nor being subject to the law of God (Ro 86

"9
). For

men to be brought back to God they must be led
to renounce sin, for God can never allow it or har-
monize with it.

(2) God wants to save men from sin and reconcile
them to Himself. (a) The work of reconciliation,
St. Paul says, is begun by God, who was in Christ

reconciling the world unto Himself (2 Co 518* 19
),

who sent Him forth (Ro 325, Gal 44
) to redeem

them which were under the Law ; and since He
1

spared not his own Son, but delivered him up for
us all, how shall he not also with him freely give
UH all things?

3

(Bo 882
). In view of these explicit

statements, there is no place for the idea that
Jesus' vicarious sacrifice was to reconcile God to
us. The word Kara\\dcrcroj,

e

reconcile,' is used
three times in 2 Co S18^

,
and in each case the

reconciliation is to God, and not of God to the
world. The noun KaraXXaytf is twice used in this

passage to in-"!: i- - p '

given to us, and
reinforces the ; :': .,": -.

'

verb. The peace
the sinner receives through this reconciliation is a

]>eace Trpbs rbv 6e6v, toward God, and not a peace of

God toward men. Christ, therefore, in seeking
the salvation of man, is the oxpn^-ion of God ; it

is God's action, God's kindnc . <;o<l"- sacrifice.

Whatever Christ meant in His life and work God
meant, (b) This idea is further enforced by the

passages which speak of Christ's work as one of

grace (Ro 324 ) : those who would be justified by
the Law are fallen away from grace (Gal 54), for

salvation is the gift of God (Eph 27- 8
).

(3) There are certain obstacles to God's free for-

giving grace which must be overcome.-* -(a) Such an
obstacle is not the ethical nature of God, or His

justice, which demands a propitiatory offering or

substitute in punishment to make it possible for
Him consistently to forgive. This idea is entirelyout of harmony with the passages just referred to,which make God originate the vicarious sacrifice
of Christ, and which make Christ's act God's own.
If God is Himself acting in Christ, St. Paul cannot
anywhere mean that Jesus is seeking in His sacri-
fice to obtain something from God which He is not
willing to give. It has been well said,

<

since God
was working in Christ there was nothing in God to
overcome' (Clarke). Certain passages, however,
are said to teach a theory of expiation which has
objective reference, and show the necessity of
]vnio\ in;_! obstacles to

"

\

'

in the nature of
t:<>L *um (

> of these ;

'

i." :'.
, 2 Co 521

, Gal 313
,

and Col 214
. St. Paul, it is held, in tlv".-* ,>VL<''

teaches that sin is an offence to the i;_
i - -i. -i i- "<>?'

God, and this righteousness mus, *".,. \;:<. :

:;, . ,i

and compensated before forgiveness is possible.
Bearing in His death the punishment due to us,
Christ has satisfied the Divir-- ^I,!M-'!-"< --. so
that God can ocm-i-i,-nlly o- <'.-*' Ji

: * ^race
toward sinners. This makes Christ's vicarious
sacrifice penal.
The interpretation is objectionable for the fol-

lowing reasons :- (a) Judicial punishment and for-

giveness are incompatible, for *
v. .- . means

the
_
withdrawal and not the '"-.". of such

]ii,r:-liiii'"!l. Tl '

disapproval of God is the soul
i :< pmii-'i

1

. i r of sin, but this is withdrawn
\ 'i-r i';'

(
_i\</M" : - extended. If it is the purpose

of God to reconcile man to Himself, and if He is

in the world in Christ seeking to bring this about,
the attitude of disapproval of the sinner which
makes the penalty of the sin has been cancelled by
His own act, and there can be no moifil : ( M --i'.y
in God which demands a judicial i,;; l-r ilii:':

an ethical vindication of His rightpousnc^. (/3)

Punishment is non-transferable, and any infliction
of it on a substitute is noi pimir-lmient but some-
thing else. (7) When St. Pmil -po.ik- of Christ's
sacrifice in relation to us, he always uses TT/> JJ/J.GV

'in our behalf/ not avrl iw&v,
* instead of us.'

(5) St. Paul's conception of the righteousness of
God is not judicial but ethical, and it is not satis-
fied by^ something offered to it, but by such an
expression of it as destroys sin in man. (e) It is

difficult to see how, if our sins have been atoned
for by a substitutionary sacrifice, faith in Christ is

necessary to salvation. When a debt is paid the
olili^iHion is released. () The idea does not do
mil JTiMiu; to God's antagonism to sin, as the ex-
tinction of it is more to be desired than the punish-
ment of it.

The statement in Ro 325 that God sent forth
Christ to be a propitiation through faith in His
blood, to show His righteousness, cannot mean
that Christ's vicarious sacrifice is intended to maJce
it righteous for n ,<] \ > fi .r^ i \ ,' >i n . ets gvSei&v means
to show, or <. uH-r.-i rn-. .Nov. as Tynims has
said :

* Before the righteousness of an act can be

shown, or proved, or demonstrated, it must actu-

ally be rignteous in itself. To say that a demon-
stration of a thing or a <|imlHy urn produce
a thing, or confer the < pining doinoii^LriJK'il. is

absurd.' If God is in Christ,
'

this whole line of

irii-v|n-in
-

!ion must be cut out. The passage is

in'r:ul :
i ioi\ and incapable of being understood,

if with Sandlay (* Romans
'

in ICC] we reply to the

question, Who is propitiated ?.
c the ans^ er can only

be ' ' God. " ' The word IXavrrfpLoir has been given foiir

interpretations, of which we prefer the Ir. 'mercy-
seat,' since this is its accredited meaning in Biblical

Greek, and since the symbolic significance of the

mercy-seat made it a fitting figure for the Apostle
to use. This interpretation also best explains the

phrase 'in his Mood* and the middle voice em-

ployed in the Gr. verb irpot&ero,
e set forth for
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himself.
5 The thought, therefore, is that God

sent forth His Son ' as the reality and fulfilment
of all that was symbolized in the mercy-seat.'
God will no longer look upon sin, or consider it, in

the case of those who by faith in the blood of

Christ accept His provision. Thus God's righteous-
ness will be revealed in His grace.

(&) Nor is the obstacle to God's forgiveness 'the

Law/ of which St. Paul makes so much, considered
as a judicial principle, having

1

rights which must
be met. It is often said that Christ suffered

\-ifjmon-ly to satisfy the claims of the Law, and
*"HiiiMi ii

i<;'- this idea of law is developed into a

system of moral government which must be vindi-

cated. Gal 313
says,

* Christ redeemed us from the
curse of the law.*' The law ' here is manifestly
the Mosaic law, and the * us * cannot mean those
who never lived under this law, but must refer to

Hebrew Christians. The Jews who Avere under
this discipline were freed from it when they be-

lieved in Christ, for He established a new covenant.
St. Paul's Ijinguage must not here be made uni

versal, for it applie^ only to a limited class of

people. St. Paul clearly tells us that we are

justified, not by anything done to or for law, but
1

apart from, law/ as a pure act of grace. All

thought of justification on the principle of law is

in Ro 3- ruled out. As has been said, Christ's

gospel is not a ' veiled legalism,
3 and He did not

work out for men a '

law-:! r lM-
k" i-".--- h'ch they

could not have obtained [ i!i ' -'.i -.' Says
W. N. Clarke (Outline of Theol. p. 336) :

' If grace
comes simple and whole-hearted into the world, it

does not come to satisfy legal demands or win law-

rijihteoiiMioss. . . . God does not deal with men
through Christ in the character of lawgiver, or

judge, or in any special character, but in His real
character as God, His own very self, in personal
relations with His creatures as their very selves.'

Indeed, what is the Law in any true sense but God
revealing to men His nature as righteous ? It is

not an abstract thing apart from God that has

rights, or can make demands, or needs vindication.
Our relations are with a person and not with a
system.
There is, however, according to St. Paul, one

thing necessary in order to make ii j-o iblc for
God to forgive, and that is, His opposition io sin
must be shown. He must be Himself revealed as
One who wants men to leave off sinning and become
righteous. God could not be satisfied without pro-
viding some adequate revelation of this fact, and
He has provided it in Christ.

(4) The, reconciliation which God desires to effect
is fttwmifJithrtJ 5y the vicarious sacrifice of Christ ;

for I Jin C;ini^t was sent into the world; for this
He lived, suffered, and died. St. Paul makes
much of the cross. It is the heart of his theology,
because it is God's supreme self-expression in
sacrifice to sinful man. In 2 Co 515 we read :

t He
died for all, that they which live shoiild no longer
live unto themselves, but unto him who for their
sakes died and rose again.

5 No clearer passage is

needed to show that God's forgiving grace is medi-
ated through the vicarious sacrifice of Christ, and
that His inmost heart is thus made manifest.
Christ became man's Saviour (a] by His absolute
obedience. ' For as by one man's disobedience
many were made sinners, so by the obedience of
one shall many be made righteous' (Ro 519

).

Christ has resisted sin unto suffering, sacrificed
the creature will to the will of God, become obedi-
ent unto death, even the death of the cross (Ph 28

),

and so has conquered sin by breaking through its

general dominion. To those who join themselves
to Him, He imparts the same power through the
influence of the Spirit, (b) He has also M--.iiiou-l\

!

borne, our sins, St. Paul does not say thai ll<- ha- i

borne the consequences of them, or the punishment
of them, but He has taken our sins on Himself in

such a way that they have been a burden to His
heart and caused Him to suffer. He has borne
them in the sense that He has borne with them.
To God incarnate in Christ, sin, as the despoiler of

those whom He loves and wishes good, must
^

be

offensive, must be an affliction, a source of suffering
and pain. God's sympathy is always being taxed

by the evil of the world, His holiness is always
being offended, and His heart is ever being grieved.
In a real and vital way this is -iii-bfjirin- !lii

enduring it in patience, this carrying ii upon -he

heart. Another way in which Christ bears our
sins is in labouring to overcome them. Sin puts
on God a great task, that of suffering and labour-

ing to save the world. This -in-lx ,mn! is what
St. Paul refers to when he says,

* Him who knew
not sin he made sin on our behalf, that we might
become the righteousness of God in him '

(2 Co 5- 1

).

This does not mean that He made Him a sinner,
for God was in Christ ; but in His work of express-
ing God's love for men, Christ so identifies Him-
self with humanity that He feels its sin as a
personal burden. It is an utter mistake to interpret
this passage, as many have done, to mean that
Christ was made to suffer the punishment of win,
or that guilt was imputed, or transferred to Him,
which is an ethical impo m'lliU . The bold figure
simply refers to such ian identiiication with men as
to make their burden of sin Christ's own. Tho
much quoted passage in Gal. (3

13
),

' Christ redeemed
us from the curse of the law, having become a
curse for us ; for it is written, Cursed is every one
that hangeth on a tree,

1

is to be explained in a
similar manner. This is a strong expression based
on Dt 2122- 23

. Christ's death on the cross had the
outward appearance of His being an accursed
criminal, and by metonymy expresses the humilia-
tion and -":- 1

.(, ":- ? Christ in 'His vicarious
identificat'"! 1

. v, n i:!,-.
1

; under the curse of the
law.' Says Terry :

i He entered into the depths of
human suffering, and felt most keenly the bitter

exposure of sinful man to the curse of violated
law; and, being IT'- -

""*
." without sin

and without any . .

'

law, He was
the more capable of becomr "

.'""; ,: /ed
and sore troubled" over the ; .

'

. of
sin-cursed 1 minimi ly under the curse of holy law '

(c) In bearing sin, 'Christ condemns it and" estab-
lishes God's righteousness, establishes it by mani-
festing it. The punishment of sin is not the
strongest way of expressing one's condemnation of
it ; a stronger way is to be willing to endure sacri-
fice to save one from it. It must be an awful
thing, if God will go to such lengths of suffering to
rescue men from its evil (Jn 316). Men risk their
lives only to save their fellows from calamitous
dangers. God suffers in Christ, only because He
looks at sin as an awful, destructive fact. Nowhere
is the righteousness of God, as over against sin,
seen so clearly as in the death of Jesus, (d) The
vicarious sacrifice of Christ also expresses God's
willingness to save. God comrnendeth his own
love toward us, in that, while we were yet sinners,
Christ died for us' (Ro 58'11

) It is a voluntary
expression of interest in us that withholds not at
the greatest possible cost; and win- ^nitiiudo and
response if anything can awaken them. l.ov< ; can
go no farther. In such a work God does His
utmost to bring men to Himself. The vicarious
element in Christ's life satisfies God, for it is God's
highest effort for man's recovery , and it satisfies
man, for it shows Jesus as his personal Saviour.

(5) The vicarious sacrifice ofChrist becomes avail-
able throughfaith. Men cannot maintain a passive
relation to Christ and be saved from sin ; theymust join themselves to Him by a living faitli.
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J hey must die with Him on the cross, and rise
with Him to newness of life. They must be one
with Him in the fellowship of His sufferings.
Christ must be in them their hope of glory. <I
live no longer,' cries the Apostle,

f but Christ
liveth in me; and the life I now live, I live by
faith in the Son of God '

(Gal 220
). By fellowship

with Christ the old man is put off and dies. The
ChrUt living in us becomes the power by which we
break absolutely with the sin of the world, and
win a victory over it. This is being savedbeing
delivered from sin and brought

^ "

.

'
'

. .-.A man who in the obedience of :

not the intellectual principle of belief, but the act
of trust joins himself to Christ, brings himself
thereby into fellowship and moral unity with Him,
and becomes possessed of the mind of 'Christ the
mind of hostility to sin and love of the good (Gal
326 ). Christ who has ascended in the Resurrection,
descends into the heart of the believer in order to
assist and complete the freeing, saving work. It
is because of this that St. Paul lays such emphasis
on the Resurrection in connexion with his doctrine
of salvation. He 'was delivered up for our tres-

passes, and was raised for our justification
'

(Ro 425
).

Having been reconciled to God, the believer lives
the new life of righteousness by faith, which
becomes a continuous experience, and will be con-
summated in an eternal salvation.

(6)
e

St. Paul also has a doctrine of a new humanity
obtained through Christ's vicarious sacrifice, which
grows put of the importance he attaches to human
solidarity. Salvation is not only individual, but
also social. This feature of St. Paul's thought has
recently been worked out in an interesting way by
Dr. Olin A, Curtis in The Christian Faith (pp. 317-
337). The end of God in redemption is 'to obtain
a race of holy men.' e God wanted an entangled
race.

3 While Christ is the source of help and
strength, the social

solidarity of men makes it

essential that the social organism be redeemed, for
men must help to complete one another. The new
humanity built up_

in Christ becomes a body of
which He is the living head, and for which He ever
makes intercession.

4. The doctrine of vicarious sacrifice in He-
brews. -The doctrine of vicarious sacrifice as set
forth in Hebrews, although elaborate, need not be
especially considered here, as this Epistle gives us
no new information of iM:|or JHH . The subject is

extensively discussed wiih special reference to the

symbolism of the OT, the doctrine being set forth

largely in terms of sacrifice. We do not hear any-
thing about c the law,' or about satisfaction to it or
to God's ! L I.: (-",. -r.i- -. Here Christ is a pure offer-

ing in -,-u riii'-c ! (rod, but His death is not
received as a substitutionary expiation. The ab-
sence of this idea is the more remarkable that the
author so closely approximates it. Had he shared
this conception, it is not easy to see why he did not

bring it forward in connexion with such assertions
as that Christ made propitiation (IXda-KecrOai) for the
sins of the people (2

17
), tasted death for every man

(2
9
), and was offered to bear away the sins of many

(9).
'

]Not the satisfaction of the law, the removal of the curse, the
endurance of the penalty of sin,

"

T*'
'

* ":( --. or lc r.:- .

is assigned as th< IIM-''I .ih i
:

\ .. vr ,- -',!.," -i -i "d

be made perfect 1 1s PI- :uh -olTtr-Pir- (.*'' ). JLIl-< \\h' i
i < K' deduces

the necessity of Jesus deaDh irom the very facii that He is a

priest. It is the calling of a priest to offer saci ifico. hence "
this

high priest must also have somewhat to oiTer" (S-
}

), and that
" somewhat " can only be His own life. In another place this

necessity is derived from the import of the word $m{hi*t*i. This
word has two meanings

" covenant " and "testament." Our
!.

"

i.r ' r
i-

i one meaning to the other in the elaboration
i

! - u .r i . The first covenant was sealed by a death ; in

fact, wherever a testament or will goes into effect, it does so in

consequence of a death: therefore it was needful that the
establishment of the New Covenant should be ratified by a

death, that is, by the death of Christ' (Stevens, op. cit. 76 f.)-

One interesting fact concerning this Epistle is
the et^f 1

.-!. '"i j. i-. , ithor attaches to the
whole < . - p ..-. ../ -;, :.:,>. making it, as applied
to Christ, an entirely different thing from what it
is in the Levitical ritual and ceremonies.
The Epistles of St. Peter will not be considered,

for they shed no new light on the problem under
discussion.

5. Summary of results. In concluding our in-

vestigation of vicarious sacrifice in the NT, we
summarize our results as follows : (1) The doctrine
of vicarious sacrifice is the very heart of the Scrip-
tures. It is the harmonious note of all the Biblical
writers, finding expression in the OT sacrifices, in
the life and teachings of Jesus, and in the writings
of the Apostles. God is seeking to develop a
righteous people, a holy race, and the process or
method is by vicarious sacrifice.

(2) In th,- <3< '"I.ILH- the doctrine is largely ex-
pressed in '!_,:'<-. ,-ri-! symbols, and current con-
ceptions which make its interpretation difficult,
and have led to much misunderstanding Many
theories have been built up on what close analysis
shows to be only a metaphor, or Jewish sacrificial
term. We must not strain popular language to
give exact scientific statement.

(3) While Biblical writers assert their individu-

ality in stating the fact of vicarious -N-K 1 1 P-< <>. -ct tin;-
it forth in different ways, they all agree in what it

is and what it does that it is a method of God to
save men from sin and bring them into fellowship
with Himself.

(4) The Scriptures discuss the doctrine of vicari-
ous sacrifice from different standpoints and in
different relations, and do not give us what may be
called a theory of the subject. It is proper for us
to attempt to construct one from what is revealed,
but we must have in mind the significance of the
Scripture presentation.

(5) St. Paul differs from other writers in having
a theology, and in having worked over the facts of
Christ's vicarious life and death in the crucible of
his own thinking. In doing this he has had in
mind a special class of hearers, the Jewish law
under wrhich they and he have lived, and the rela-
tion of Christ's work to it ; and he has expressed
his thought in terms of the Pharisaic theology in
which he has been trained, and has used certain

conceptions from Palestinian and Alexandrian
sources which we must take into account in inter-

preting him. While he has developed his concep-
tions in legal forms, he has saved himself from
legalism by exhibiting the ethical content of
Christ's work and vitally relating it to life.

(6) The doctrine of vicarious sacrifice
"

;

"" ""

not in a judicial or rectoral relation of

a deeply personal fact and expression, (a)
It is

founded by God in His personal interest in and
love for men. It is the unfolding of God's heart to

sinners, and God is in Christ reconciling the world
to Himself, (b) It seeks a personal end, namely,
the salvation of sinners and their restoration to the

personal relation of fellowship with God. (<?) All

theories, therefore, which make it effect a change
in God are Q "

' - 1 The fact that Christ is

the Logos
"

;
ts such conceptions.

(7) Christ's vicarious atonement, because grounded
in personal relations, is to be explained not as a

i'udicial,

but as a deeply ethical and spiritual fact,

t embodies and represents not God*s reetoral or

judicial relations, but His moral nature. It is a
transaction in the realm of spirit, expressing in an

empirical event a <piritiial primiple. We can in-

terpret it only by iNinjr above tin* abstract fictions

of logic into the realm of the realities of the moral
lifo. -ooiiiji in it not forensic transactions, but the

Ihinjr action of spiritual laws. Therefore, it is

not (a) a compensation to law, as if law had an
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objective reality, and rights apart from the Being
whose expression it is; or (b) a compensation to

justice, as if justice and grace were in antagonism
in the Divine nature, and His attributes were more
than diverse reflexions of the

_

action
^

of His har-

monious being, or as if a mechanical device, of which
God is Himself the author, can compensate His

justice.
' Divine justice seeks the iTiuini^of good

over evil, and hence identifies ii-eii' ui-jj love.
3

(o) It is, therefore, in no sense penal. It really

impeaches the moral government of God to intro-

duce an expedient, in order to render it possible for

a moral Being who has created men, and taken

upon Himself responsibilities in so doing, to be

able to forgive His erring creatures. All these

and other theories are developed out of the old

idea of God's transcendence, considering Him as a

Being above, ruling from without, a King on His

throne, a Judge on His judicial bench, at least a

Being separate, outward, remote, when the true

conception is that of His immanence, as One who
acts in the world, tabernacles with men, entangles
Himself with our life. This is the Scriptural idea :

* In him we live and move and have our being.'

(8) Vicarious sacrifice is an expression and revela-

tion of God. This the Scriplure- abundantly
teach. It manifests God's fool in

jr-^
ubout sin, the

intense opposition with which He regards it ; and
it reveals God's love for the sinner, the depth and

power and sacrificial character of it, leading even
to suffering and death.

(9) The work of Jesus in salvation is closely
related to the Kingdom of God.. The teachings of

Jesus centre about this Kn,.-^ . He^ dwells on
it, and puts it forth as :

* i

,

'

"-i He Is come to

establish on the earth. T;ii
in-^i

< .MI yiHrr (1 i-TCi'V-
dom. only by availing tin M -c'x '*-> n' i !ir '' 10 ii - "f

the vicarious sacrifice of Christ. They must thus
come to know God, and live in that spiritual

frJ|i>\\^Iiij> with Him which constitutes the social

bond of II"- TCin^oi-n.

(10) Ti '

n:o- 1 i i."or 01" Christ's sacrifice is rendered
'"""'. Not all receive its benefits

-re a penal satisfaction ren-
ii-

'lajesty. It must !<.- 1 u: i

!^
i
1

from an outer to an inner fact, to an experience of

life, and this is possible only through a living faith

which unites men to God in obedience and fellow-

ship. By the personal participation in Christ's

vicarious work for us, we become e

partakers of the
divine nature '

(2 P I 4
), and Christ comes to e

live

within us,'
c our hope of glory' (Gal 220

, Col I27).

God's method of salvation, therefore, is by faith,

bringing the soul into constant and living contact
with One who embodies the higher spiritual life.

We are not saved 1 \ v.
|
!. but by touch.

(11) Salvation , *....! : 'u
,

" "
of

Christ's vicarious sacrince is a . : ; ',ess,

and not a finished work. His life and death are
historic facts, but they are perpetuated in their

meaning in this, that Christ has passed into the

heavens,where He abides as our perpetual Mediator.
He was ( raised for our justification'; but, more
than that, He has come to us invisibly in the

person of His Spirit, who continues His work by
taking on Himself the burden of trying to influence
us to accept the benefits of Christ's sacrifice and
God?

s forgiving grace. "The eternal Spirit and
God and Christ are all one in this ministry of

reconciliation, and the Lord Christ has no more
finished His work of mediation than has the Holy
Father or the Holy Spirit finished yearning for
mankind 5

(Terror).

(12) Christ's vicarious sacrifice has constituted a
new humanity, for it is not simply an individual,
but a racial fact, seeking to produce a redeemed
human family, that shall constitute the very

f

body
of Christ.' There is a profound meaning in the

intercessory prayer of Jesus that we may be one,

as He and the Father are one,
'
I in them and

they in me/ and to the effect that we may be
* sanctified by the truth

' and '

perfected^
in one,

3

and finally be with Him where He is, -, Ii :;.,.'!"

in the glory which He had with the Jb ai/her ueiore

the world was (Jn 1719 '24
). St. Paul has this end

in mind in Eph 26
,
where he speaks about being-

raised up with Christ, and coming to sit with Him
in the heavenlies. The discipline of life is to help
;,. ( i -.I.,.":, our work of preparation, and in

(M;:'-i
:

'i-: r.- ;< realize the great consummation of

our salvation in Christ.

For the history of the doctrine see art.

KEDEMPTION.
See also artt. ATONEMENT, DEATH OF CHRIST,

PROPITIATION, RANSOM, REDEMPTION, SACRIFICE,
ETC.
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. The Christian Idea of Atonement
SAMUEL PLANTZ.

VICTORY (vteos, Mt 1220,
1 Co 1555- 57

; vtmi, 1 Jn
54 ; njfitfp 1 S 195

, Pr 2131
). Mt 1220 is a quotation

from Is 42s ; but in the latter the word used is nnx
'

truth,
' and not 'victory.'

It is the same word,

vevlK-rjKa, (fr. vt/ow), which is used by our Lord in

Jn 1683 *I have overcome the world,
3 and in many

other .'
J1

. .! '""!
J

; the NT, to express the
idea -. -,,. ..!". .' i'" the mind of Jesus there
is on^ ' V 1

. :' .^. It is not the triumph
over social and financial difficulties which issues in

worldly success, but that mastery over our lower
nature and the powers of evil within and around
us which issues in self-control, and the subjection
of the whole life to the will of God. This is the
one real victory, without which any other is but a

fleeting phantom. It was the victory which He
Himself gained, and which His true disciples are
enabled to achieve through His aid and guidance.
This victory brings with it such blessings as for-

giveness, deliverance from the dominion of sin and
from the fear of death, a deep sense of the moral
order of the world, peace with God, and life ever-

lasting. DITGALB CLARK.

VINE, YINEYARD (dAwreX^). Vine-culture was
one of the oldest industries in Palestine. This is

attested by the presence of rock-hewn wine-presses
and traces of ancient vine terraces where all is

wilderness to-day. Work in th- \
i'n'.v .i

i
sl fir nMn-il

occupation to many (Mt 20lff* -i
t

. !.;IIIMHV !:>"

planted i inoynriU. and let them to husbandmen
(Mt 21 33ff-

etc.). TheV-
;.

""

.i much care
and attention. It is '.- . \ a dry-stone
wall, a bank of thorns, or ." f i

" ' 1
:r .

If it be on a slope, the ter .

good repair, lest the soil be * -

'

rains-. Tlv ^ruuri'l i- wel! >'
and i ii'>i<ni rjil\ (ifiU'.-o-l of alien roots. ^Pruning
is done in Dec. or Jan. ; the blossom is out in

April and May ; the vintage is general in Sept. ,

but somewhat earlier in the Jordan Valley. Tlie
* tower 5

(Mt 2138 etc.) is the shelter for the watch-
man who guards the crop against injury from man
and beast.
The familiar form of the vine, with its abundant

and luxuriant branches, would lend itself all the
more readily to the allegorical use of Jesus,
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inasmuch as <in the OT, ar-1 '; -ii/r\ in Jewish
thought, the vine was the -\:.- .... ...'Israel, not
in their national, but in their Church capacity

3

(Edersheim, LT ii. 520; cf. Jn 15). See next
article.

The fig and the vine are often closely associated
(Lk 136 ). The mod. Arab, karm stands for both
vineyard and 1 .:-. IM- ,"!. From the Mishna we
gather that 2oo years after Christ vine-culture
was still a "uii-

1
' :

! -j industry in Palestine.
With the coiri-^ -,i'

'

< Arabs, vineyards almost
entirely disappeared. During the last cent, the
industry has in some measure revived under the
influence of the German and Jewish colonists in
Palestine, and the French in the Lebanon. Both
E. and W. of Jordan the vine is now largely
cultivated. The grapes of Esheol are in high
repute. W. EWING.

VINE, ALLEGORY OF THE. In the allegory of
the vine (Jn IS1

"10
) Christ describes the close re-

lation which exists between the disciples and Him-
self,

^
and impresses on them the necessity of the

continuance of this intimate union as tlie indis-

'.;

'

'"
' -"ition of fruitfulness on their part.

' '. side of the allegory is not developed
first and then followed by the interpretation, but
figure and : - '

',; ';. are woven together
throughout the passage. W hen we separate them
we find that the figurative material is compara-
tively slight. It presents to us the picture of a
vine tended by a husbandman who takes away the
unfruitful branches and cleanses the fruitful, i.e.

cuts off from them all useless shoots, that they
may become more productive. Attention is also
directed to the fact that the unfailing condition of
fruit-bearing is that the branch abide in the vine.
If by any chance it is separated from the parent
stock, it is of no more use, but is cast forth from
the vineyard and withers away, and is fit only for
firewood.

In the interpretation Christ Himself is the vine
{

* the true vine '

is the phrase used, of which we
shall .M--II-. -iio -!::Mif:<-,, !-

| resently) ;
His Father

is th(- ini-li.Ti'imii 1

:. '(li-.-x <-i -. especially the dis-

ciples, are the branches. As there are unfruitful
branches in the natural vine, so there may be some
who, in spite of their communion with Christ, yet
prove nnj'i-M'lii'-' ;\o. The fate which overtakes
them it -i'i:il,ir ! i

: m( of the unfruitful branches
of the natural vine. The Heavenly Husbandman
severs the connexion between them and Christ

(v.
2a

). Wherein fruitfulness consists Christ does
not say. Some take it ;i- iho keeping of His com-
mandments (v.

10
), and iho practice or that right-

eousness whereby the -ouminc-s- of the tree is

proved (Mb 7
1 ' 1 - 2t>)-21

), while others think specially
of that Apostolic work which is to fall to the dis-

ciples (so Bruce, Training of the Twelve, p. 402).

By the cleansing of the branches (v.
2b

) we must
understand such T>i\ inc h-uli'i^- n- LO'ul to greater
fruitfulness in tin- lliV of lio sr I U:\or. The pro-
cess of cleansing in the natural vine suggests to us
the chastening discipline to which, the father sub-

jects believers (so <Ie \Vette). But in proceeding
to speak of the disciples, to whom He now directly
refers as the branches, Christ gives a more general
interpretation of the figure of cleansing. They
are already clean, He says (v.

8
), on account of the

word which He has spoken to them, i.e. the revela-
tion, He has g^veix them has had ji purifying influ-

ence upon their life. The vital mauor for them is

to continue in such olo-e rol;uioM-liip 10 Christ,
whose word has had tin"- clojm-injjr inlluenro upon ,

them, ihai ihoy may over remain clean. There-
fore lie proceed* to insist upon the necessity of
their abiding in Him, /.'. making Him the source
from vliioh they derive all their strength and
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nourishment (v.
4
). This is the indispensable con-

dition of fruitfulness in tlio >jirii mil life (vv> 5
).

Before proceeding to <>- i-i'.io wiri greater ful-
ness the blessed ^results that follow from such close
adherence to Him, Christ pauses to indicate the
fate of those who sever their connexion with Him
(v.

6
). They are like the branches that have been

broken off from the vine, which are cast out of the
vineyard and wither away, and are gathered to-

gether and burned. Some would find an exact
equivalent to all the details in this description.
The casting forth corresponds to their exclusion
from the Church, the withering to their loss of
spiritual life, the viiitl-oriiiL' to the work of the
angels (Mt 1330- 39

), a*i.l Uie IMV to Gehenna. In any
case the language indicates the certainty of the
destruction that awaits all who break away from
their adherence to Christ. In contrast to this,
Christ proceed^ fco describe the condition of those
who

^
abide in Him. United to Him in close com-

munion, they will obtain whatsoever they ask
(v.

7
). The result will be abundant fruitfulness

to the glory of the Father, whereby they will
become true disciples of Christ (v.

8
). The exhorta-

tion to abide in Him is finally strengthened by an
appeal to the example of God and Christ in their
relation to one another. Christ's love to the dis-

ciples is like the love of the Father to the Son. As
Christ abides in the love of the Father by keeping
His commandments, so will the disciples abide in
the love of the Son if they keep His command-
ments (vv.

9 - 10
).

Such is the course of the allegory. The follow-

ing points in connexion with it may be briefly
discussed :

1. What is meant by the true (d\ij8u>-/i) vine?
It is often taken as suggesting that the natural
vine only imperfectly represents the idea of the
communion of ('liri-l with believers. But why
should the vine be selected rather than any other
plant? And in whar re-peer i- t-io o'-^i-'iir n;

lationship suggested 1 >y t he I i <ri i ro o i : i \ i : i \
\\
* r ft <

I \

represented by the natural vine ? \ \ . 1 1

'

1 1 / : . i , V- 1

understands the phrase as meaning that Christ is

the vine which belongs to the higher world and
has been planted by God in the midst of mankind ;

and he finds here another instance of the Platonic

tendency of the Fourth Gospel to regard sensible

things as imperfect copies of archetypes which
exist in the world above (Handcom. ad loc. and
p. 35). Calvin takes the phrase as equivalent to

'JEgo vere sum vitis
'

; and van Koetsveld (D&~
V""-

.

-V
. van den Z"7?;r:--"7.- /, ii. 199 f.), on

.! ':' \ of the true light (!";, and the true
bread (6

s2" 5

*), understands it as meaning the vine
which may be called so in truth, and does not

merely bear the name and r.'-
1 ;; i of such.

But in the case of the true . \ <; , the true
bread we can understand the .torce 01 the adjec-
tive in this sense, n- light and bread are metaphors
which we are in ihe liable of employing in a
spiritual reference, and it is proper to emphasize
the fact that, for the illumination iindnotirishment
of the spiritual life, a higher light and bread than
the natural are necessary. But before we can
understand the force of the adjective as applied
to the vine, we must recognize in what sense it

is appropriate to introduce the vine metaphori-
cally in a religions reference. The Old Testament

supplio^ rho connexion. The vine was a familiar

metaphor as applied to Israel (Jer 221
, Ezk 15lff-

19loff
-, Ps 808ff

% cf. Is 5lff
-)- But Israel had proved

uii faith fnl to her calling. She had ^turned into
ihc (lejreiKsrjtte plant of a strange vine '

(Jer 221
).

Delitzsch has further pointed out that the vine is

used as a symbol of fche Messiah (Iris, Eng. tr. pp.

184-186). It is with reference to this familiar

metaphor that Christ calls Himself the true vine.
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The idea that was held "before Israel in the pro-

phetic application to her of the figure of the vine

is realized in Him and His disciples.
2. What is the relationship between Christ and

the disciples indicated by the mutual
"fV'-V/.;^

'>

one another ? Viewed from the side of thr : i - i
;

! .
-

this relation is presented as an injunction,
f Abide

in me '

; from the side of Christ as a promise,
' and

I in you,' i.e. and I will abide in you (v.
4
). This

is the usual interpretation of the verse, though
Bengel makes the injunction embrace the whole :

Facite ut maneatis in me et ut ego maneam in

vobis.' In the following verses more particular
statements occur, which seem to define more

clearly the relationship thus indicated. But the

difficulty is to determine to which of the sides of

the relationship the statements in question apply.
Thus in v.7 we have the phrase,

*

If ye abide in me
and my words abide in you.

3 Does the latter

clause take the place of the ' and I in you
5

of v.*,

or is it a fuller description of the clause immedi-

ately preceding it, thus corresponding to the
' abide in me '

of v. 4
? Either view may be adopted

with some show of reason. In support of the first,

it may be pointed out that, on this iiHorprotation,
the phrase exactly corresponds to ilu k He rliat

abideth in me and I in him '

of v. 5
. On the other

hand, when it is remembered that the ' and I in

you
'

of v. 4 contains a promise, and that in v. 7 the
two clauses together embrace the condition upon
which the promise which immediately follows

(* ask what ye will, and it shall be done unto you ')

depends, there seems good ground for taking the
clause 'and my words abide in you' as a more
definite statement of what is involved in pur
abiding in Christ ; while the promise which im-

mediately succeeds may be regarded as j-r---n1 injr

under a new aspect what is meant b\ * iivi-M -

abiding in us.

Again, in v. 9 we have another aspect of abiding
presented,

* Abide ye in my love,' i.e. continue to
be the objects of my love. Here again the ques-
tion arises, To which of the two abidings does the

phrase apply? To our abiding in Christ, or to
Christ's abiding in us? The parallelism of the

phrase to the 'abide in me' of v. 4 favours the
first alternative. On the other hand, it may be

pointed out that while the phrase occurs in v. 9 as
an injunction, it is repeated in v. 10 as a promise,
conditional on our keeping Christ's command-
ments. Now, in the interpretation of v. 7

sug-
gested above, to have Christ's words abiding in us,
i.e. to keep His commandments, corresponds to
the 'abide in me' of v. 4

. Here, therefore, the pro-
mise which is held forth to those who keep the
commandments, i.e. to those who abide in Christ,
will correspond to the promise of v. 4

, and to abide
in Christ's love will represent iimler a now aspect
what is meant by C'Jiri^i"-* abiding in us.

Each of the way> of rooanlinjr the verses in

question yields a viow or tho rolaiion^iip of the
believer and Christ to one another which seems to
be true in fact, and to harmonize with the general
Johannine conception of that relationship. To
have Christ's words abiding in us is a phrase which,
in view of the importance assigned in this Gospel
to the word, may well represent what is meant oy
abiding in Christ, It is in the word that Christ
reveals Himself, and that only is the true relation-

ship to His Person which involves trustful accept-
ance of, and obedience to, His word (8

8
"

1 1415- 21
).

On the other hand, just because of the import-
ance thus assigned to the word as that through
which Christ reveals Himself, the phrase may
likewise denote the manner in which Christ abides
in the believer. The sanctifying power of the
word has already been referred to in the pa--no
(v.

a
). The wordswhich Cbristspeaks, ilicyan- -pirii

and they are life (6
63

), and to have them abiding in

us is already to have <-\< '!;:-:>.. life (5
24

). In like

manner, to abide in < ".iri-i - !* is a phrase which

may equally well describe either pur abiding in

Him or His abiding in us. Our abiding in Christ

may in v. 4 be the condition upon which the pro-
mise of Christ's abiding in us is given. But in the

spiritual life it is difficult to draw a hard and fast

line between conditions and consequences. The
conditions upon which promises of blessing are

fulfilled become an integral part of the blessed-

ness bestowed. To abide in Christ's love is at

once the condition and the constituent of spiritual
blessedness. It is at once our abiding in Christ

and Christ's abiding in us. These two
^abiclirigs

seem to be the same relation .

* *"*

ferent sides. On the one side we
aspect of the relation presented, on the other the

objective (Weiss, Diejohan. Grundbegriffe, p. 71) ;

on the one side the attitude of faith towards the

Saviour, on the other the response of the Saviour
to the faith which unites the believer to Him. See
also art. ABIDING.

3, Can we accept the allegory as authentic in its

present form? It has been felt by some that that
form is far from satisfactory. Illustration and

interpretation are mixed i
;-

1 1 1 r 1 1 , r r. ;J : u ;. No
clear and connected picti:

1

!-, 01 v-hivli iho Details

are in due course interpreted, is brought before the

mind ; but the figure of the vine is used as the
foundation upon which is based a series of meta-

phors, loosely strung together, describing the rela-

tion of Christ and the believer to one another.
When we compare it with the

|
,11.1 !'<- and simili-

tudes of the Synoptic Gospels. v < T-ali/i- at once
what a vast difference there is between them. It

has been suggested that the allegory of the vine

may have been originally a parable which John
has worked up into its present form. B. Weiss
believes he can find the original elements in vv. 2 - 4 - (i

,

and thinks that it had taught that, as the husband-
man does all in his power to make the vine pro-
ductive, but if his efforts are in vain casts forth the
worthless branches and burns them up, so God's

purpose in the planting of the Kingdom of God in

Israel had been to increase the fruitfulness of its

members, and if that purpose is not fulfilled the

only result will be the exclusion of Israel from the

Kingdom. The main point in tL-- ...il-'r' :*"! '. .

have been that the increasing : ;' .' i

'

branches depended upon their abiding I'M the vine,
but thai (hi- abiding might } i!h-"m! by con-
tinued uiiiniii n.lno--. But the Evangelist, who
ever puts tho pi-r-onal relation to Christ in the

foreground, ina<lc ihi- abiding in Christ as the
condition of fruitfulness in the religious life the
central thought, though in vv. 2* 6

11 n- oii^inal

tendency of the parable is still ajipaivm >in

Meyer's Kommentctr, 1893, ccd loc,
3 an<i /. */ / */ */

ii. 334 ff*.). Julicher thinks that Weiss is influ-
enced by a desire to make John approach as closely
as possible to the Synoptists ; and while he does
not believe the allegory as preserved by John to
he genuine, confesses himself unable to conjecture
what LI** original form was, supposing it to be
based upon authentic reminiscences (Die Gleieh-
nisreden Jestt, 1888, pp. 120, 196).

4. Is the present place of the allegory in the
Gospel the correct one? Sanday (Fourth Gospel,
p. 231) thinks that it belongs to an earlier and more
didactic period in the life of Christ, and that it is

out of place in the present speech, of which the
object is to comfort the disciples in view of their
Lord's departure. De Wette and B. Weiss bring
forward the same objection. The latter thinks
that the allegory in its original parabolic form, of
which the main point was a warning against un-
fruitfulness, belongs to the period of crisis in the
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life of Christ, \yhen the multitudes who had been
attracted to Him fell away, and He foresaw that
even one of the Twelve was to prove unfaithful
The Evangelist has "brought together in these fare-
well speeches all that seemed to deal with the self-
revelation of Christ to believers

; and as the inter-

pretation which he put upon the allegory, by making
the central point of it an exhortation to abide in
Christ, led him to include it in t', :- c-j-.i i :". he has
inserted it here (Leben Jesu, ii. :;:> i . iSnV<? meets
the objection that the allegory is out of place in
the farewell discourse, by showing that Christ's

object in that discourse is not merely to comfort
the disciples in view of His departure, but to pre-
pare them for the continuance of His work. When
we ^realize that this is the purpose of the speech in
which it occurs, the aptness of the allegory cannot,
he thinks, be questioned (Training of the Twelve,
p. 401).

LITERATURE. The various commentaries and works on NT
theology; Wendt, Lehre Jesu, ii. 4971; Weiss, Die johan.
Qrunabegriffe, 8 ; van KoetsveM, De Gelijkenissen van den
Zaligmaker, ii. 194-204. For horniletical treatment see Mac-
laren, Holy of Holies, 168 ff. ; Macmillan, Bible Teachings in
y.,1 v . : ; A. Whyte, Walk, Conversation, and Character of
.:. . >'/,..', ch. xxxiv. ; V. V irr.v . Anide in Christ, passim ;W. ->',-. n ' '-

. . /-/, r-rJur, n:>; p. J. Maclagan, Gospel
1

"
' '

'i i i -v
,

1 hi ; ;:.!-.-. l'\\. [1898] 211.

G. WAUCHOPE STEWART.
(oo$, acetum) was credited with mani-

fold efficacy bv the ancient phy-ici^ri-.* Nor was
the medicinal its sole use. 1 1 '( r\ * ! as the drink
of the lower orders, especially slaves ; f and it was
the only refreshment allowed to soldiers while en-

gaged in active service. ' The vigilant humanity
of Julian,' says Gibbon, J 'had embarked a very
large magazine of vinegar and biscuit for the use
of the soldiers, but he prohibited the indulgence of
wine.'

It is twice mentioned in the story of the Cruci-
fixion. The quaternion of soldiers (cf. Jn 1923

)

charged with the execution had with them a jar of

their posca, as it was termed ; and, when they had
accomplished their laborious task, they refreshed
themselves from it. The bystanders, led by the
exultant priests, were meanwhile mocking the
meek Sufferer and deriding His Messianic claim.
' He is King of Israel,* they cried : *let him come
down now from the cross, and we will believe on
him.* The soldiers heard the taunt and joined in

(Lk 23s5-43=Mt 2739'44=Mk 1529-82
).

Again, after He had uttered His cry of desola-

tion : Eli, Eli, lama *$,zabhtani (see DERELICTION),
Jesus moaned, * I thirst

'

; and one of the bystanders,
probably a Roman soldier, moved by pity, took a

sponge and, dipping it in the posca, put it on the
end of a hyssop reed. His comrades interfered,

Ignorant of Hebrew, they took Eli for the name
$lias> and supposed that Jesus was invoking the

help of one of that name. * Hold !

'

1! they cried,
* Let us see if Elias is coining to save him.* But
the mart persisted in his humane :., :

"'' *

\Y
up the f}K>nir<i '<> the parched lip

St. Mark's account is much confused. It represents the

offering of the vinegar as an act of mockery, in opposition to
both St. Matthew and St. John, and the cry, 'Hold,' etc., as

uttered, without any apparent provocation, by the man with
the reed. There i- ht-re .in <> wimple *

:
" "

- r " V" .'* ".

...-which the Evan ii olio traditionin

produced by St. .Maithow - Buffered in O-o pm,H- of oral trans-

mission : (1) The :nterforeri<jc of the lii-ruii'lrr- w,i- omitted;

* Plin. SN xxiii. 27 ff.

t Plaut. Mil. Glor. iii. 2. 23.
* ft,,.? ^fi prfi ^ m xxiv. See Wetstein on Mt $7$*.

p : .

'

.
:

/'g., on the ground that Jews would have
I , II:

'

Mi.
r -i , he Hellenistic sign of Imperat. (modern

i#r. ,s) cr. Mu /*=JUt 6^2 ; but its construction as an indepen-
dent Imperat. is equally permissible (cf. Epict. TV. i. 79) and

yields a better sense, besides being favoured by Mk.'s ?ET .

and (2) &QBS, suitable when addressed to one man, was altered
to fit the new conception of the situation into <.

It is ii'ii'ijii;: >h-,;nge that Jesus accepted the
posca j'.i.or v<-f -"-I-- the 'myrrhed wine 5 (Mk
1523 = Mt i!7

34
). He refused the narcotic (see

CRUCIFIXION), He accepted the refreshment.
DAVID SMITH.

VIOLENCE. In Lk 314 part of the advice given
by John the Baptist to the soldiers wass

e Do vio-
lence to no man 3

(fjLTjS^a. ^ao-etV^re), the verb mean-
ing, 'like concutio in juridical Latin, to extort
from one by intimidation money or other pro-
perty' (Grimm-Thayer). The word occurs again
in Mt II 12

, where the adjective
e violent' is also

found in AV. The adverb '

violently
'

appears
in Lk S83 AY, f the herd ran violently (fapfMia-ev)
down a steep place/ and in Lk Hi 1 "

I{V,
*

every
man entereth violently into it

'

(jStd^erat). Interest
centres chiefly on the tw- : . - AT; nw and Lk
1616

, which are so much <*-\\ . i-: .1, in different

contexts, that they are obviously two versions of
the same saying. We place them side by side in
order that they may be more easily compared.

Mt II12- 13. Lk 1616.

(tt) tr#,vTf <yap ol ^rptn^^
ireu sect,} (a) o votttos xa,} 01

'J.&oivv6v 03) a-3 Tors.

n (3a,iri*etoc: rov Qtov evtxy-
Ta.t.

xcti trs

It is evident that a, b, d closely correspond to

a, p, 8 ; why, then, should not c be taken to convey
the same idea as 7 ? This is the view of Melan-
chthon, Stier, Banks, and others, who hold that

/3ic^erat in Mt. is the Middle voice, as it un~
("iuiilrt ''<"il>

i
- in the last clause of Luke. The trans-

l.u'u'ii ^'ill then be,
c the kingdom of heaven

advanceth violently,' it forcibly introduces itself,

coming with iirgeney am 1 l-mtin^ ilown all ob-

stacles, sese vi quasi oUni'iJi
"

cH*-rj;<-L who adds
f

ssepe LXX pidfoficu ponunt, vim adhibeo
3

). This
is quite in keeping with the context, where Christ
is extolling the work which John the Baptist had
done as a pioneer and forerunner (cf. Mt 35 , Mk I5,

Lk 729}. It may be illustrated by the parables of

the Mustard Seed and the Leaven (Mt 1331
'33

), and
it has the great advantage of conveying the same
sense as the parallel clause in Lk. * the kingdom of

God is preached.
' The only scrion- obj eci ion urged

against such a rendering by Meyer. A 1 lord, and
Bruce (in Expos. Gr. Tt i

#t.} i'- that it t\oiil<l be in-

consistent with the words followiug
4 the violent

take it by force.* Is there necessarily any incon-

sistency, nowever ? May we not have here one of

those passages where by a slight change in the ex-

pression, by a turning of the coin, as it were, a new
and complementary truth is conveyed ? "Would
there "be any inconsistency if one were to say
* the train is advanc im.r rjni<-kl\ , and those who are

quick succeed in <iilorin;r it
: '' On the other hand,

the translation of the EV is open to the charge of

being tautological.
Btdfrrat, is, However, usually taken as Passive in

Mt II12
('suffereth violence,' AV and KV; 'is

gotten by force,
5 AVm ; vim jpatitur, Vulg.; fiudws

KpareTrai, Hesychius). The image may be taken

from the storming of a city or from forcing an

entrance through an opposing army : the word is

used in Thncyd. Hist. vii. 70, 72, of the Athenian

fleet forcing its way out of Syracuse (pi&teo-e&i rbv

^cTrXow), and in Xen. HelL V. il 23, of cities forced

into a union (7r6Xet? rAs pepia.ffy.tvas).

The further question now arises, From whom
does the violence proceed ? and three answers are

possible : (1) from true disciples, (2) from other

aspirants, (3) from enemies, e.g. the scribes and
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Pharisees. If the last be adopted, the meaning
will then be,

' the kingdom of heaven is violently
resisted, is crushed, and violent men tear it to

pieces.
3 So Dalman explains the passage (see

below), find M milarly Hilgenfeld in Mt. ('is violently
crushed

:

), but he would render in Lk. (

every man is

constrained by the gospel,' taking pidferaL as Pass-

ive). Ti '
i
-

.

'

i . i <

'

-
;
r iV an anachronism,for the

impris-ii
1 !. (

! .i-i'i" 1 , -v\ .i.-stiiies such strong
language, and is ^.> ,,\ i'

' -',< i by the connexion
with v. 13 and with wliat goes before (see Meyer's
note).

{ Non est h. 1. querela de vi mala, nam
querela incipit versu 16' (Bengel). 'The subject
is not the resistance made to the kingdom

(

of

heaven, but the di^erence between a prophesied
and a present kingdom of heaven '

(Alford). The
second answer is based on the supposition that
Jesus here meant to rebuke a wrong method, not
to commend a njii -i -. and expressed disapproval
of the violence m .':-* who, misled by the free

invitation- o" i
1

jL-''-1-
i .^ 1 -

1 ti rl
:

i.i-1 io force an

entrance, 1 i- ' '....':
: ' 1

.- il-eiv \ : !' n:"ii.- c/theLaw.
In itsfavc-ir "i IM,;\ ; i'_ -i

: ui liii- '-\planation
admirabh -: "i- i

: !<*i" I'-e
1
..!. P I,--M ;' Lk 1616 and

the use of7ms,
e

everyman entereth violently into it.
5

Jesus shows in v. 17f- that ' the same orderly methods
were to obtain in the TvmpfUrn as under the Law ;

so much so that the I.au' n-olf might be said to

be maintained in every detail. The Gospel was
not a release from, but a deepening and widening
and ^]jiiii.u,ili/iii" of the Law's requirements'
(Canon Ifcinuky. who advocates this view in a

paper oii'.iiKid
"

The Method of the Christ,' Expos.
Times, Feb. 1905).
The first answer, however, is preferred by most

commentators, viz. that the j&cwrrai are the dis-

ciples who seek a share in the Heavenly Kingdom
with ardent zeal and intensest exertions,

' who
strive to obtain its privileges with the utmost

eagerness and effort' (Grimm - Thayer), 'men of
violence' (RV; there is no art. in tlie Greek),
'violent rnen' (Wycl.), 'they that go to it with
violence' (Tind.), 'the violent

5

(AV, Gran., Gen.,
Rheni.), TTOLVTGS ol /JLGTCL cnrovSTJs Trpocri6vTs (Chrys. ).

Like the publicans and sinners, like Zacchseus, they
take the Kingdom by force, they drag it to them-
selves (apTrdfovcrij cf. Jn 615 ), they clutch at it like

spoils and make it their own, 'ut raptim, celerrima

vi, perruptis obstaculis, ad se redigant bonum in

medio positum
"

(Bengel). This explanation agrees
best with Pindar's use of the similar word /Starts,
which has always a good sense (Meyer), 'mighty,
strong,' and closely corresponds to Luke's TTOS 6/s

atfrV ^tc|*erat,
* entereth violently into it

3

(RV),
* vi ingruitpia' (Bengel) j 'presseth into it' (AV) is

too weak. The hindrances are like a hostile army
round a city which must be broken through with
force ; the same strenuous effort is required which
is commanded in such passages as 'strive (&yuvi~

e<r6e) to enter in by the narrow door' (Lk 1324),
'ask, seek, and knock' (Mt 77 )> 'fight the good
fight of the faith

3

(dywtfov, 1 Ti 612
),

< so run that

ye may attain' (1 Co 9s4
), 'contend earnestly for

f.liA -pQi-f.!-*
*

/ ektrn^if.tiil^effrfifii -Tnrlrfa3\ < "T?TrTtr ma.m 'the faith Jude 8
).

'

Every man '

(TTCCS) is jiorliap- oinpluitic. showing that the Phari-
sees ami tlie ><-ribo-* um-t no longer look on the

Kingdom as the exclusive possession of their nation
or class j it was open to all nations, and might be
entered by even the lowest men, though it would
appear from the warning of the following verses
that not all would seek it in the right spirit.
'Jesus uses this strong fii;iirtiv exju'OfMon of

violence and seizure, M, InVli in their peculiar meaning
were applied to the unjust, forcible npproprijition
of others' goods, not because He liiids the point of,

analogy in the injustice and violence, as if men|
could appropriate a share in the Kingdom of God 1

-*

in opposition to the Divine will, but because He

sought to lay stress upon the necessity of urgent
energetic laying hold of a good to which they can
make no claim. It is of no avail in regard to the

Kingdom of God to wait idly,
as in other cases

men may take a waiting attitude in regard to a

gift ; nor does it avail to seek laboriously to earn
it : but it does avail energetically to lay hold of

and to retain it. It is ready as a gift of God for

men, but men must direct their desire and will

towards it
'

(Wendt, The Teaching of Jesus, ii. 49,

Eng. tr.). It is possible, however, to take the
words as a description rather than as a commenda-
tion of

"

-1; ""! id to find in them a reference
to thos .,'." ;

'

-of the Messianic Kingdom
which even the Apostles held until the day of the
Ascension (cf. Ac 1).

Dalman (The Words of Jesus, pp. 139-143, Eng. tr.) ill an
important section, the substance of which is here transcribed,
seeks to find the probable Aramaic antecedent of pieiZweu.

A. Meyer suggests |pn, cf. Bn 7*8. 22
; but this would mean merely

'
to take possession of,' and would hardly cause one writing in

Greek to use (3n>t&iv. He finds a better equivalent in
t\jS$,

which
means in Peal 4 to be strong,' in Aphel *to hold fast'; in Dt
2225, Onkelos has ^pJ^i for Heb, p^nn], while the LXX renders

by fii<x,ff<KfAvo$.
-'.-. ' J

.-
^

, j .j. i .
.

Passive ; from .
-

'

derived immediately from an Aramaic prototype. A solution
more in conformity with the Greek may be arrived at provided
DJtt be made the starting-point, for it can mean * to use force

'

and Ho rob.' The text(Mfc 1112) thus refe_rs to that period of

the theocracy (i.e. the Kingdon t.~ n, -V)
" "

: was introduced

by the imprisonment of John ~

i^.; -.
;

is its peculiarity
that the theocracy suffers violence, not, of course, from be-

lievers, but from those in authority. The words &prat,fyvfw

Kurviv (KrfiDJX) are not intended to suggest that the violent

seize the* theocracy, but merely that they maltreat it in the

persons
" "

T- . .. r: '. , : "'.^ T'i\o

in an . ne^.'-
1

. \ ' ''
^ *

i .. . >

applied in opposition to the Pharisees,
' ,],.-.. \ ...

, ,i\- i^

tion as to the right use of money. Je- ;.-'! >'! : ;

the i>rofl,iiai'oM of the theocracy since the time of John made
it i>" :Mr for ,'my one to intrude himself violently into it;
nevertheless HJ was nob their own estimate, but the judgment
of God that decided who was worthy of entrance. The context,
however, in Lk. may be pronounced peculiarly Greek. Neither
the Passive t'Ju.'yy&i&TKt nor tit aturviv /S/ot&roe/ is capable of being
directly rendered into Aramaic, especially if DJN is used.

If it be supposed, adds Dalman, that "by using
(vv.

15~18
) sayings of our Lord which originally had

quite a different association, Lk. obtains the transi-

tion to a new parable, itmay be surmised that he has

given to v. 16 its present form to accommodate it to
the context. The saying which Mt. and Lk. found
in their sources made mention only of the violent
treatment of the

"
,

"

tlie time of John.
St. Luke though

'

entrance into it,

and thus found it natural to insert it here. St.

Matthew, with greater reason, understood it to

refer to the violent treatment of the preachers of

the theocracy, and therefore connected it with the
answer of Jesus to John. Neither by Jesus nor

by the Evangelists is it suggested that any one
could actually appropriate the theocracy by force.

Unless absolutely driven to it, we ought not to try
to discover beneath these words an idea so dis-

tinctly at variance with the whole style of our
Lord's teaching.

Li n:RAi CRT:. In addition to ihe works cited above, a good
article in Expo*. Times, 1892 -OS, p. 510, by J. S. D.mk-. \ f!1 lio

found uBoful. Soe also Expositor, i. iii, !-." '.".' .
-"

. 'i)i",

iv. viL [1893] 224. \\ . M. I > i V | M -.

YIPER.-~See ANIMALS in voL i. p. 66b .

VIRGIN BIRTH. Introductory.- A. cursory ex-

amination of the Gospel narratives is sufficient to

reveal certain apparent inconsistencies of statement
and implication regarding the parentage of Jesus.

He is popularly regarded and spoken of as the son
of Joseph (cf. 'Mt 1355 'Is not this the (-nrponior^
on ?' Lk 422

,
Jn I45 642

) ; and even in tin? XMU\ iiy
narrative of the Third Gospel, Mary uiii'l Jo.-eih
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are several times referred to as tf

his parents
3

(yoveisLk 2 s"'
),* while once the mother of Jesus her-

self is made to say,
'

Thy father j>'.e .
-T

' -
and I

sought thee sorrowing' (2
48

). It is -
. . -that

Jesus
^

was popularly looked upon by His contem-
poraries as Joseph's son by natural ^uK-iJilinn.
On the other hand, "both the First ancTiIu 4

'1 1 1 in I

Gospels contain special sections dealing with the
circumstances of the birth of Jesus in detail, and,
though obvi- .,\ .';:..". .. traditions
embodied in V. ".

.\ -.:,, -, .. '--instating
uiH'|uivo<,illy that Jesus was born of a virgin
moihcr \\ uhoui the intervention of a human father
(Mt V8f

; Lk !* S5
}.

jNo real inconsistency is, however, -.

'

.

involved in the narratives as they stand, In'e
secret of Jesus' birth may have been for long
jealously guarded within the narrow circle amongwhom it was originally known. It apparently
formed no part of the early Apostolic tcwliiuji nml
preaching, and was not included in ilie common
form of the Synoptic Gospel-tradition (note that
the Second Gospel begins with the Baptism). In
preserving, therefore, the popular jvun'om-cs to
Jesus as Joseph's son, the First and Third Gospels
conform to psychological and historic truth. In
one part of the narrative, popular opinion is accu-

rately reflected and expressed ; in the other, know-
ledge of a special character derived from private
sources.

That no inconsistency was felt to exist in this double use of

description appears from the fact that it occurs even in the
Apocryphal Gospels, where the virginity of the mother of Jesus
is often ii-SiKl unon \\ith unnecessary stress. Thus in the
Gospel of j,

/' f'.-MvHh </ (ch. 27) the following, &.g*, occurs :

'And some went away to the chief pricbts-, and LO the chiefs of
the Pharisees, and told them that Jesus the son of Joseph had
done great sip;ns,' etc. A few pa^es further on (ch. 30) Jesus is

made 10 bay :

' But I am an alien in your courts, because I
have no carnal parent/ On the other hand, if such references
as those-". -1 ,." ".

*
* c

-j 1 "-"..I . \" ''.-" .la mechani-
cal consi-.- i'i <i' -

"

i- _' ,' -;,- ,v . \
- Mary (to the

entire e:\ -", r
,1 -. i. . r

'" "

justly been impugned as violating
' ' '

psychological truth.

In social life and as a member of the Jewish

nation, Jesus, during His earthly life, would neces-
ssrilv be regarded as Joseph's son. As Dalman
1 1 ; i -

]'<
in , < , i out, If no other fatherhoodwas alleged,

liicii ili 4 rhild must have been regarded as be-

stowed by God upon the house of Joseph'; and
while Joseph was alive, Mary and her son were

uiulo-nr.torny under his legal protection.
This con-

si<l<-r:uifi!i v ill help to explain the fact that both

genealogies trace the Davidic descent of Jesus

through Joseph (not through Mary). On any view
Jesus belonged to the family of Joseph; and if

any formal and official Vivtli-re^i>ior over had any
irui''l it-Mill -ni existence in the Temple or elsewhere,
k-*ii- u<iiM naturally appear therein as Joseph's
son.

The genealogy in Mt I in anything like its pn-c-ii form can

hardly wave forrr'1 *--* *** i u '!<'. r \ . ^j-i
"

.* iliclwr.c

features are too ! I. 1 l* .*.ip
:
i

p
ir \' . '.- ^ of Ml

136 see egp ( gan<; -' ii.i 1 - 1 '

i" ll:i-. !._' DJ5 (n.

(i i. .. ;\'.\\i -|i"- t.- M<1- < r !,>. 'i- Jii-il r : v

i .'. ..': 'i. !!;. liu L- :r -i'..-, -rr-.i- . -ir
' -

n -

(Of. S.,'1'1
1

^, '-J*.
-'''. t'!"V

It would be strange, indeed, if the writer of the

Fourth Gospel possessed no knowledge of the

tradition of the virgin birth of Jesus as embodied
in Mt 1-2 and Lk 1-2, Silence in this case would

prc^umnbly imply not ignorance, but tacit accept-
ance. I'ufc*? the tradition were contradicted either

explicitly or tacitly, the presumption in such a

case is that it was accepted. It is certainly signi-

ficant that the Prologue to the Fourth Gospel,
which occupies a similar place to that of the gene-

* Once ' his father and his mother '

(238)-

t Cf. for this point a discussion in Z3TW by the present
writer (1905, Heft 1, p. 85).

alogy in the First Gospel, traces the origin of theT
.",-i". v *iich became incarnate in Christ, to the
i

'

i ! i i '<; i

God.^ What the genealogies attempted
*> d -

;

" '

, here carried out fmiilnjru'Mt/illy
.md ;. <,:a

-
J:, I-s s, Is the !

v
-

'

mtencled to be a
'

<..!< ,

'
( .| : of the V,

and Lukan Nativity traditions t Or are these at
any

^

rate as regards their central feature the
virgin birth silently accepted and supplemented
by the statement of fuller and deeper truth *! The
latter alternative accords with the characteristic
manner and method of the Fourth Evangelist. So
far from excluding the ! :li

:

i\ nT ;', t
. \i--oin

birth, it may be argued :!I.M :!< i'*--,, !,.;_!.( j,|,
, ttp.

poses it. In view of the :",;i-- u'u i\i>> inniiii'i 1
! of

the virgin birth must already have been current
in certain Christian circles, and can hardly have
been unknown to the writer of the Johannine Pro-
logue, this conclusion becomes at least highly pro-
bable. If the writer had conceived of the method
of the Incarnation of the pre-existent Logos as
being otherwise, we should at least have expected
to find some hint or suggestion to that effect. In
the only verse, however, in the Prologue where
any allusion to birth occurs (Jn I13), the refer-
ence is certainly not incompatible with the tradi-
tion of the virgin birth, but may be regarded
as lending it, if anything, some presumptive
support.

This conclusion is reinforced if the contention of
xviii. [1907] 522^

'

. .
L

. -\ that fAttayewt* (Jn 1), 'from its

position in the .. from its form as a composite of

ylyve<r&oe,( 3 must refer not to the eternal generation of the Son
of God, but to the human birth of the Son of Man '

(cf . also
A u -, r/*'"//// fit ,-, Oct. 1905, p. 52 f.). There is also the remark-
s\ll" >( :uhnjf, k:<'U M to Justin, Irenseus, Tertullian, and perhaps
Uit'l>'lyii!'-. uivoKling to which v.W directly reiers to Christ's

-upLn.au. nil Iiinh: 'who (sing.) was born not of blood, nor of
the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God.* Here
natural generation by a human father is denied and excluded
in the most categorical manner. Even if this reading lie not

accepted, it is a pertinent question to ask :
* Why the elabora-

tion of the theme, above all why the ^^^/*Tr v/?<k, unless he
[the writer of the Prologue] has in mind the supernatural birth
of the Logos as a kind of pattern or model of the birth of the
children of God? As He was "born into the world by super-
natural conception, not through the process of

'

; v jf <*,-.

tion, so they were born out of the world into ;

'

t: r'- :

"

,

IP- a -p ritual V-WOFS. symbolized indeed by generation, out
tr;.M->ivn<l!iijr it

'

(W. C . .v'lt n, ib. p, 57 f. ; see, further, thewhole
or his !ifiiriir:illt <li-f i-s'on).

"\Miri rtgnid 10
ij-c alk^ed silence of St. Paul, it is hy no

means clear that silence fn this case any more than in that
of the Johannine Tcritingps

is to b* i .' Ki '

t\ - MI
\
~\ is ^ *

r i i .

Nor is it certain that indirect ". i-i- >- o i ^ \-j'\ i- \\

are entirely absent in. the Paul'-u lp-,"<- ( T t..'
1

i
*

i >

Of a woman/ 1 Ti 2^5). The most that can be urged is that in

the Pauline Christology no emphasis was laid on the dogma of

the virgin birth.

. The Gospel sources. The question really
narrows itself ckrvm to one orot rmn<r the amount
of credibility that is to be mi<i< lit-d ID tlie Gospel
narratives of the Nativity contained in Mt 1-2 and
Lk 1-2. This is not the place to enter into a full

discussion of these narratives as a whole, or to

repeat what has already been said on the subject
in the art. BIRTH OF CHRIST in this work

;
But

one or two points of special significance in this

connexion may be dealt with. Keeent critical dis-

cussion has largely been concerned with these

narratives, around which the critical battle has

fiercely raged. In the result it may be said with

confidence (a) that the Palestinian character and

origin of the narratives have been firmly estab-

lished, and (b) that the attempt to disintegrate the

Lukan account has not been attended with signal
success. . ,

(a) The establishment of the Palestinian origw
and character of the two Birth narratives carries

with it important consequences. The narratives

have been shown to be Jewish-Christian through
and through. It follows that the tradition of the

virgin birth gained currency among Christian

circles in Palestine at a relatively early date, pro-
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bably by the middle of the 1st century.* A further
inference is that we must look for the origin oj

this tradition *on Palestinian soil at sufficiently

early a date to account for its presence in two
quite independent forms in the First and Thiix

Gospels. That being so, the view that they are
based upon ac 1 !;] fj.il- .'V. ;

' i^On*.* -1\ Cmir
the family of (, "- '!" i

'"
i- '">', n- \

[
-il,-,. iio.

?>

]

(b) Critical objections have been raised to the in-

tegrity of the Lukan Birth narrative. In Lk 2, it

is urged, the view of the narrative is that Mary
was Joseph's wife, and that he was the father oj

Jesus (cf. 233 c his father and his mother,* v. 41 * his

parents,' v. 48 '

thy father and I ') ; the Davidie
: i ?

:,_' c df .Ti - is is traced through Joseph, with
:':*

'

lii'i
1

-,:-- explanation 'as was supposed"
(3

23
) ;

* and with this agrees the early reading
, V;. : -reserved in the Sinaitic -

Syriac, 2s
," '

'',; Ms wife."' J The narrative in ch. 1

could be harmonized with that in ch. 2 if vv.34- 35

which contain 'the only reference to the virgin
birth in the Third Gospel' could be removed as
an interpolation. This procedure which has the

support of - W ,- -

1

,,'.,- i _; others) as Harnack,
Holtzmanu, Piieiuerer, tochmiedel, and Usener is

justified on the following grounds :

The reference to Elisabeth in v.36 certainly seems to follow
better on v.33. in tl s : . Dver, the child whose
birth is announced is . MessianicaUy as

' Son
of the Most High'; b .

- of God' in v.35 has a
"*"*

."
;nification; it denotes not official adoption,

: v.35 is thus a doublet of vv.81- 32 on another
""

p

1

', the incredulity of MJII ".i!i"-^
possibility of motherhood (v.&t) seems < v- vi ' -i .

already betrothed; yet it does not (like \ . > /!':.!
vv.is-so) expose her to rebuke or penalty ; the doubt seems
introduced only to give occasion for the explanation in v>5.
The real reply of Mary to the original announcement in
w.30-32. 36-37 follows in v.38 Be it unto me according to thy
word,' and her submission to the heavenly will wins the blessing
of Elisabeth (v.42).

A closer examination of the suspected verses
does not, however, lend any support to the theory
of interpolation. Their phraseology is unmistak-
ably Hebraistic in character, the language being
suggested by and derived from the OT. In fact,
as Professor JBriggs has pointed out,

( the Annuncia-
tion represents the conception of Jesus as due to a

theophany.'H The verses are of the same character
as the rest of the narrative, and must be the work
of a Jewish writer; and there is every reason to
believe, with Gunkel, that they are translated
from a Hebrew original. This consideration will

help to elucidate the meaning of the announcement
in v. 31 more closely. The Hebrew ori^i'ul of

avXK-rj^ri there would be a participle," mi' I ilio

exact rendering would be,
*

Behold, thou art con-

ceiving now/ An immediate conception is meant,
not one that would naturally follow after Joseph
had in due course taken her to wife; and this
immediate conception is implied by the words
'with haste' in v. 39

. Besides, v.36 ('And behold,
Elisabeth, thy kinswoman, she also hath conceived
a son in her old age ') implies that a conception of
an extraordinary character has been mentioned in
the previous verses in reference to Mary ; and the
words suggest that a not unnatural doubt and
surprise on her part are being set at rest (cf. esp.
v. 37 c for no word of God shall be impossible

f
).

There would be nothing extraordinary in Mary's
conceiving a son as Joseph's wife.

A^ain, the Lukan genealogy, far from dis-

crediting, seems to the i-To-cnl writ or lo offer a
positive argument for ih-j nuilioriiiciiy of the
suspected verses. Jewish genealogies usually have
* See W. C. Allen, Interpreter, Feb. 1905, p. 115.
t"VV. C. Alien, y/. p. 1?2.

t ,f. Csiliu ("arpenu r, 77/>? nw<> "// ihe XlXtJi Century, p. 486.
,1 rx-.liri Carpomor, th. p. 1^7 f.

*I1 Cf. the truris-luuioris iiMho'l Icbrow New Testaments.

some edifying purpose in view, and the list in

Lk 323 "38 seems to be no exception to the rule.

The striking feature about it is that it traces the

descent of Jesus right up to Adam (the son) of
God. Evidently, in linking Adam to Christ, the

editor or compiler intends to suggest that Christ

is the Second Adam, the re-founder of the human
race ; and that just as the first Adam was son of
God by a direct creative act, so also was the Second

(by the power of the Holy Spirit). For genealogical

purposes it was necessary to link Jesus to previous
;_

i;,ii"'i- i

1

rough His foster-father Joseph. But
i .' -,:..;:- i->r. is that the Second Adam, like the

first, owes His human existence to a direct creative

act on the part of God. Lk 3s8 thus supports the

genuineness of I35 (vibs 0eoD), and the whole gene-

alogy, viewed in the light of its edifying purpose,
guarantees the original character of the alleged

interpolation.

The fact that w'a? Qeov in the genealogy involves the occurrence
of vlos in the physical sense of origin exactly as in I85 , has an

important bearing on the objection noted above, viz. that while
in v.32 (' Son of the Most High ')

* son ' denotes official adoption,
in v.35 it describes actual origin.* But the two ideas are not

mutually exclusive. At the same time, it is difficult to see what
can have suggested such an otherwise un-Jewish application
of the term 'son' in such a context, and amid language so

Hebraistic, except the actual occurrence of the fact narrated.

But the theory of jnU'rpnlaLLOii is confronted
with a further radical diilioulty. It is not enough
to remove the suspected verses to make the narra-

"

-.'
.

.- \ i "i , r> -i niraculous birth. The
"

!<,::. i,,- !.' : i .,. as that the figure of

' ;
:

i
-

.j-i

' ''
. in the Lukan account,

while that of Mary is proportionately enhanced in

lonely importance. This feature dominates the
whole structure of Luke's first two chapters ; and
in this particular a sharp (and obviously designed)
contrast is suggested between the nativity of John
the Baptist and that of Jesus. While in the case
of the Baptist's birth the annunciation is made to

the father (I
13t

), in that of Jesus it is made to the
mother (I

28
) ; and while the Baptist's birth is repre-

sented as the occasion of such profound joy on the

part of Zacharias that the latter's dumbness is

overcome, and he bursts into the strains of the
Benedictus (I

68'79
), no such rdle is assigned to

Joseph. What reason can be adduced for this
deliberate li/minii/'n;.'. of the part assigned to

Joseph a f<,iiun' ih.M characterizes the Lukan
narrative 'Y-iir \>--\,' \

i-|.| it be that the
fundament;,! v.i . ilo'ii'ii.! 1 i-i .' and forming the
climax of ;': ..'..'. ;.. ;i|,. -.draculous birth of
Jesus of a virgin mother ? t [Cf. also the criticism
of this theory of interpolation in the art. BIRTH
OF CHRIST, vol. i. p. 203].

(c) The Matthcean account of the virgin birth

(Mt iw-as) has already been discussed in the art.
cited above (vol. i. p. 206). Here it will be
necessary to emphasize only one or two special
points. The intensely Jewish character of the
narrative, its sobriety and delicacy, have been
justly insisted upon. It is difficult to trace in so
restrained a narrative the *

pagan substratum '

of
which Usener speaks. The full-blown myth has
certainly been divested of all its bloom. In fact,
the points of difference far outnumber the resem-
blances with the ancient myth, as even Cheyne
admits^ (Bible Problems, p. 89 f. ). In this connexion
11

""-

""
." V arises as to the real significance

, ^ ... , Mt. of Is 71* (LXX) :

(

Behold,
the virgin ($ TrapBtvos) shall conceive and bear a
son, and they shall call his name Immanuel.*
Two points are clear: (1) No trace exists in
Jewish (as distinct from Christian) literature
known to us of any Messianic application of this
* The former is a characteristic Hebrew usage,
t Cf. the article (cited above) by the present writer in ZNTW

5. 93.
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text; nor is it possible to adduce any indubitable
evidence from Jewish sources that the belief in the
Messiah s being born of a virgin was ever current
among the Jews. (2) It is generally agreed amongcritical scholars that the narrative of Mt. could
not have been suggested by the quotation (Is 7"),but tiir

-

-,i.

J

,' ,, was
,
in accordance with Ms

usual . .-....., by the narrator as a proof-
passage from Scripture in support of the story.

giving it any definite reference to the' Messiah. If, as Gunkel
H,]. |><-,. -5, Mr-..SIM'*, liinh <

"

.

" " " " '

Alamonfm Juvi,IU'hrM.o1o;ii..lb.
' "

J
! which

was^atterwards transfers : . , . .

o d to our
T " r r-

'.

' ""' -l ' '" ' at no trace of such a belief has
* "

L''i
:

', .

" "
' i"

'' Why the reluctance and reserve
manifested m proclaiming the alleged fact, if such a birth hadcome to be regarded as one of the distinguishing marks of the
true Messiah? But so far from its being a popular or even
familiar belief among the Jews, it may be inferred -~.-"

J *
i r '

*

,*

certainty from Mt.'s narrative that the story of i . . > ":" }\

was
_
to Jewish readers r, -t V-^-M,, %. which it required

iv :. v.'-ii'' 1-T - '.n.-uv.- ,. \,H improbably Jewish
''" '"'

\*
'

,-"
1
"

1
'

1

'-.''
"'*' uircn nad already made itself felt

ueiore Mt.'s narrative was published. The reference of Is 7"
to the circumstances of Jesus' birth can, therefore only have
been suggested by the event, or, at least, by what the narrator
looked upon as the actual facts. -*-? -

" *

.

"
.

,nic
application is purely Jewish-Christi . ,

. -i . . ;,'^
c. I'rtftfh. Kill.) there is a curious

.
, of

I--.*
_i |i'

( ..*v . - -

r <. . .--. jhe virgin birth :

'

f-
'""I--

|- /,
'

,
'A

:
. is generation?'),*"" ''' '

'

I

. ,
from the womb

:" ' '-" thee before the morning star': so LXX). In
the last passage the LXX clearly interprets of the pre-existent
Messia, . ,s,- ap- :', ', n .> the virgin birth of Messiah would
seem t '-

.1. . ,-M T- r -... Ps 110 was undoubtedly under-
stood M. -::! -M I;, in ,ii.. ancient synagogue. Cf. also the
passages quoted in Baymundus Martini, Pugio Fidei (ed.
Carpzov, p. 154 f.) on t

1- v-^ -" "
T?. Voses ha-Darshan

(which cannot now be .!; /; ,, quern sustitabo
e nobis non habebit patn '/

'

I . ,, ('a root out of
a dry ground '), Ps 1103 and 2?.
The obviously mythological figure in Rev 12 of the woman

*

arrayed with the sun '

\\ ho * was delivered of a son,' if it is
derived from an earlier Jewish source, shows that the Baby-
lonian myth was not unfamiliar among apocalyptic circles
within Judaism. T' }!' Vir'll 1

. , however, have influenced or
suggested the .1. v.s-h-C ISM-MVI tradition of the virgin birth.
'But,' to use Mr. Allen's words, *it is worth while raising the
question whether the author of the book [of Revelation] did
nrt* ->). rp-,r.i+. this section with direct reference to the tradi-
:i - - :M. --.pernatural birth of Christ, with which he must
inerefore have been acquainted' (Interp., Feb. 1905, p. 123). It
is possible, of course, that in Is 714 the prophet makes use of
current eschatological ideas, and by the

"

the mother of the coming Deliverer (^
* !

appear at the same time as the Assyrian invasion). 'The
wonderful child of whom you all know, of whom the1

ancient
prophecy speaks, whose name is Immanuel, is already on the
way to being born.' The prophet is not thinking so much of
the circumstances of the birth as the time. What was gener-
ally regarded as a vague possibility of the unknown future is

announced by the prophet to be a present reality. No stress,
it will be noticed, is laid upon the virginity of the mother.
The point doea not arise. And this remark :uplio- i" ili<> ]:\\ r

Jewish transformations of the idea (the origi'i <.f il,. M"--i:,l' M
oft i -i |i-'i :n-l !,- ::.*. i . rious and obscure); and the 'woman'
of lit

'
! I :i no i \ >i

ji'ii't'i.

It is ""r. .!! to remember that the Nativity
narrati*-' "-. i' First Gospel is governed by an

apologetic aii-1 'ii.n!ly* p-Ilenm-ril iinrjiiM*. The
* :!.ilr i- m< k

o;i!i:: Jov-i-'i ol-jt,M-iiu!i- iin<l (pro-
liii i-! \ } i-v i -!i calumny, which jB.nd.sits o\]>1nnation
in a" distorted version of the virgin birth. Tlio

prominence of Joseph is also noticeable. This
may also, perhaps, be due to the compiler's desire
to meet Jewish calumny. It was important to
show what exactly Joseph's relations were to his

espoused wife, to make clear that Mary and her
child enjoyed his protection, in order to meet
Jewish slander. Another motive, too, may have
been at work. The Jews were at no time dis-

posed to exalt the unmarried state above the
married. The story of the Virgin, with Joseph

* Of. for traces of this idea in the LXX, Bousset, Relig. d>

completely subordinated, might easily lead to such
a result, which, from the strict Jewish point of
view, it was important to avoid.

2. The sources of the two NatiYity narratives.
1 he present writer's conclusion, arrived at in-

dependently, closely rn.i;r., v :.,!{ i<^ to that of Pro-
lessor Briggs, who pin- ..; . ill;;- the material of
which the '

Gospel of the Infancy' is . -.' ';m the form of poetry embedded in pros. ;
i

.

:

\

This poetry is of the same kind as the poetry of the
Old lestament. It was translated from Hebrew
originals,* and in its Greek form embodied by
bt. Luke in his opening chapters.

e
lt is probablethat the prose which r < , : . this poetry-comes from the authors - -. . s ,. ,

_ -sls, the poetryfrom other and probably several different authors.
I nerefore we are not to look for an earlier written
Gospel of the Infancy of Jesus, but are to think of
a number of early Christian poems with reference
to that infancy from which the author of our
Gospel [St. Luke] made a selection. , . . These
songs which have been selected for use in the
Gospel of Luke doubtless represent reflexion upon
these events by Christian poets who put in the
mouths of the angels, the mothers and the fathers,
the poems which they composed. But the inspired
author of the Gospel vouches for their propriety
and for their essential conformity to truth and
fact.' f In the Matthsean narrative the annuncia-
tion to Joseph (Mt I20 - 21

) is probably a citation
from one of these Hebrew hymns, which has been
translated into Greek. All the hymns were, per*
haps, composed for liturgical use, and were so
used in. the early Jewish-Christian community in
Palestine. As we have seen, they will probably
have been in existence at least as early as the
middle of the 1st cent. A.D. Their whole tone
so intensely Jewish and Messianic, but yet so

spiritual and their primitive Christology suggest
early conditions. Their authority must therefore
rank exceedingly high. It has often been re-
marked tlml the narrative in the First Gospel is

written from the standpoint of Joseph, that in
the Third from the point of view of Mary. The
delicacy of feeling^ the exquisite reserve, the in-
timate touches which mark each narrative, well
accord with this conclusion. Sanday's conjecture,
that the Lukan material is based upon a tradition
derived from the mother of Jesus through one of
the women mentioned in Lk 8s 2410

, is a suggestive
and valuable one.

3. Heathen analogies. As early as the time of
Justin Martyr (Dial. c. Tryph. Ixvii.), the mytho-
logical tales of virgin birth were cited to discredit
the Christian doctrine. 'Amongst the Grecian
fables,' says Trypho, *it is asserted that Perseus
was born of the virgin Danae ; Jupiter, as they
call him, coming down "upon her in a shower of

gold.* Such tales are widespread. 'We can no
longer ignore the fact/ says Mr. Estlin Carpenter,
* that the idea of a wondrous birth without human
fatherhood appears in a multitude of tales which
can be traced

literally
round the world * c from

China to Peru."
*

$ A large collection of these has
been made in Hartland's Legend of Perseus. But
for purposes of comparison here the great majority
of them can be dismissed. The Greek fables, which
impi.i- :! si \ *"

"

rigin of great men (heroes
and 'in : i

", gods (not only to Zeus, but
to Apollo, Mars, Mercury), doubtless are the ex-

pression of popular feeling which finds in splendid
endowments and achievements something mar-
vellous and inexplicable on natural grounds. The

*The poetical pieces are not confined to the 'Canticles'
usualh n-'-ojrni/Kl. l)'i' i-vliulo ilio M<,rdsof the Annunciation

(Lk I'-" : -.'J. .fo
-IT) -I. u ( ii a^ other pn-ci ^

t Kri^-jr-. Vn>4iah ty Hut G'vf* 1*. i*. ^ff.

t O//. -M. p. is)0.
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soil for such beliefs in the popular feeling and
consciousness was a fertile one. But this was not
the case among the Jews. Such feeling assumed

quite a different form among them, at any rate

within historical times. It is difficult to see how
ideas of the kind prevalent in the pagan popular
consciousness regarding the sons of the gods could
have found an entrance into primitive Christian
circles least of all Jewish-Christian circles. To
borrow Dr. Weiss' words,

' The shameless glorify-

ing of sensual desire in these myths could only
provoke in the primitive Christian consciousness
the deepest abhorrence ; every endeavour to refer

any such idea to Jesus must have appeared a pro-
fanation of what was most holy, by thus dragging
it through the mire of sensuality.'

*
Cheyne, in-

deed, following Gunkel, has made put a stronger
case for the introduction of v\ VIM! material

regarding the mother of the M'--Vu m-m Baby-
lonian sources (cf. Bible Problems, p. 761). As
has already been pointed out, the ' woman clothed
with the sun 3

of Rev 12 is clearly \
J1 1 '

And she was regarded by the author <; x
'

as being the mother of the Messiah.
Now it is u'xouh.O'Vx true that the Jewish

Messianic ides; horr- r,\-'u- of the influence of the
universal myth of the World Redeemer. It is in-

deed., when analyzed critically, found to be largely
a transformed and refined edition of the old
material. The universal craving which found vary-
ing expression in the world-myth of the coming
Deliverer assumed its highest and most spiritual
phase in some forms of Jewish Messianic belief.

One feature of the myth was the representation of

the mother of the coming Deliverer. The mother
plays an important rdle, but no father is mentioned.
Here in all probability we must see a survival of
the idea of the goddess-mother as distinct from
the later one of the goddess-wife.f In Is 714 the

goddess-mother has been transferred to earth, and
has become simply the Israelitish woman who is to
bear the wonderful child.

In Rabbinical literature this idea seems to have survived in
the various forms in which the conception of the Messiah's
earthly pre-existence comes to expre_ssion.

(1) He is represented asleading a hidden life and then suddenly
n.a-rfe-1- hiiu-t'.E (^.f. Ml 2427-43- 44). in the Midrash Ex. Rabba,
i., it i? said i.hat ;i- Aloo, the first deliverer, was reared at the
court of Pharaoh, so the future Deliverer will grow up in the
P<-un !.p

r
':.T. Vi.,i"'..r Arvi!i-*i says that the Messiah will

>:<!'>. :
n. r -ik I ; I-riii

1

Dome.
\l

t
I ,i M --V -i -

! ;- .,. (I s
- born, but not yet revealed.J

Cf. the well-known passage Sank. 986, where R. Joshua b. Levi
is quoted^as saying that tiK Mi --i .li *-. V|ICM! 7l>orri and is li\ Hg
in ! '.a~ . . !;*

j.
v<-< I .'<>.-.. A^vd'n^r 10 ilic Tuiir".

(Jer .-.,
. M M r. ,*. ui Mssiah is on the earth, but is snill in

' v <O!.'." IP'. ;-<',ri-- >"
!

-i- -" - of ;1 ' in -pY.
Ui T J

i Mi-- -i'i is r.|-rv -. t-.l -,

'

-\\ -T.I.- :titn V-ri ,v. -'!
: i u r\ \ :

| a- ( "v,nl '* :o '
{,< > :ir.. :><-r*i n lU-ihh !i- Vio-i

i-i \\..\ ! c r\ "ii'l-
1

^-:.- (!. -, 10. << : u vnli: JT ;o !,'io.l'< r. l-'-rri

in ."!<' <!,' . - ..; k j Mv <! s.ri'i M >w d .-

'

M-JT ;.: Uop-t).5
In the curious story oi nhe Hessian's birth quoted by Light-

foot (Horn, on Mt 2*), the birth of the Mcn-iah (\\ho-o name i*

Menahem, son of Hezekiah) is connected \mh Huthlehcm and
the destruction of the Temple. His mother's name i-, not frivon,
she being described simply as 'tho inoihcr of Mrriahcui.' _U
Bethlehem she is found with her infant son by the Jew who has

How
. ------ ______ you

saw me last spirits and tempests came, and snatched him away
out of my hands." '

In all these forms of the myth it is to be observed
that the mother of the Redeemer is nowhere called
a *

virgin.' Where the mention of a father does not
occur, this feature may be due to tho p^ornincnt c of
the mother in an earlier social -ui<<\ -umv'mt: in

*
Quoted by Knowling, Our Lord's Vi

t Cf,

, Birth, p. 42 f.

, Barton, A Sketch of Semitic Origins, ch. iii.

t Of. Justin Martyr (Dial. r. TV*,///,, vlii.): 'Bui Ohri-i. if TTc
is come, and is anywhere, is unknown ; nor does lie- know Him-
self, nor can He be endued with unv prmcr till Kl".

{ah -hnll conn-
and anoint Him, and make ILiir mnriifi-i to all mon ': cf. aKo
xlix.

Of. JE viii. 511, where the above details are given.

the form of the
* "* "

; an idea which
later assumed th Messiah's being-
concealed and unknown, and manifesting Himself

suddenly. It is also to be observed that in Rev 12

the woman is a 'heavenly being: in other words,
the conception in this passage is nearer the primi-
tive myth than it is in Is 714

. It is difficult to

imagine how the representation in Rev 12 can have

suggested the idea of the virgin birth, though it is

easy to see that the promine- ;
*,

'. to the

virgin mother of Jesus in the "';: -ry may
have influenced the author of Revelation in select-

ing so crude a piece of mythological material for

the purposes of his book.
"

In other words, it was
the Gospel story that suggested the selection of

the mythical representation in Rev 12. It would
be easier to suppose that the LXX of Is 714 had

given rise to the story of the virgin birth than the

mythical figure in Revelation.
In order to overcome this difficulty, Professor

Cheyne is driven to conjecture
* that in some of the

earlv Jewish versions of the Oriental myth of the
Divine Redeemer (which has not, so far as we
know as yet, been preserved) the mother of the

Holy Child was called a "
virgin

" '

(Bible Problems,
p. 81). And, further, it is necessary to suppose
that 7rap0<;pos (

e

virgin
3

), which in its original appli-
cation (e.ff* to the great moniiT-^ofn!'-- of Asia
Minor) meant one who was not bound by the
in;;: j

i.-'.^t; ', i<- (and therefore connoted anything but
: H- \ ir_ ! i \ of Lk P4

), in the process of transition
to the conjectured Jewish version of the myth, lost

its original connotation, and was interpreted in the
strict sense ;

' for nothing is easier than for Divine
titles to ]:>ass from one religion to another, and for

their original MM i:iin^ ' I-,- fori:"in kt
i

'

(ib.). This,
however, is hardly a plausible explmialion of the
idea of virgin birth in its varion- lu-jithon forms.
Some at least of these

* '

. \ possessed a high
religious value (cf. the !,. i : ; , -samples cited by
J. Estlin Carpenter, op.' cit. p. 491 f.). On the
whole question, some weighty words of Professor

Sanday may well be pondered.
'
If we believe

that the course of human ideas, however mixed in
their character as all human things are mixed
is yet part of a single development, and that

development presided over by a Providence which
at once imparts to it unity and prescribes its goal,

those who believe this may well see in the
fantastic outgrowth of myth and legend something
not wholly undesigned or wholly unconnected with
the Great Event which was to "Be, but rather a dim
unconscious preparation for that Event, a groping
towards it of the human spirit, a prophetic instinct

gradually moulding the forms of thought in which
it was to find expression

'

(op. cit. p. 647).
It is, how.-vo" nl"

1

"-i.j. ';: to remember that
the Gospel iun:r .'- '...: to the sphere of

history, and were produced under the limitations
that condition the record of historic facts. The
creations of the mythopoeic fancy flourish in a!! ."

.

*

They are part of a common
" "

material reproduced without
"

.

"
m from age to age and land to

'.t 'i :
;

."! .- of hf-toric -i'juifYiUio 1
.

1 *

$. Results of the discussion. I
-

1 ho ( >o-}><'l story
of the virgin birth a legend ? If so, it must have
grown up within the Jewish-Christian M >i 1 1 1 1 1 n 1 1 i y
of Palestine, and must represent a primiiivo
Christological dogmn '\pi

i

c--ir:^ the idea of the
perfect moral and -|.iviuuil pnriiy of Jesus as Son
of God. The Christian consciousness, it might be
urged, working on such a passage as * Thou art my
Son, this day I have begotten thcr,

'

(Ps 27), together
with the Scripture promise of the fulness of the
Spirit that should rest upon the Messiah (Is II2

),

may have been led to transfer these ideas to the
* J. Estlin Carpenter, ib. 490.
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physical beginnings of Jesus' life.* But in the
absence of any analogous developments in the
Christian consciousness elsewhere, this is hard to
believe. Why did the Christological process assume
just this form, and in this (a priori most unlikely)
quarter ? The impulse must have been given from
without. But the hypothesis that it was imported
from heathen sources into so strictly Jewish a
circle is incredible ; consequently it must have
grown out of a conviction, cherished originally
within a limited Palestinian circle of believers,
that the traditional belief among them was based
upon facts, of which some members of that com-
munity had been the original depositaries and
witnesses.
When subjected to the criteria properly ap-

plicable to it, such a tradition would seem to

possess high claims to historical credibility. The
restrained character of both narratives of the

virgin birth, the verisimilitude of small details,
the reserve that characterizes them, their very
inconsistencies, argue against the hypothesis* of

invention or of their being mere mythical figments.
And these i-lii. i {'lo'i-'.ir* (I'.-ii'ij.uMi them as much
from the apocryphal Christian versions as from
heathen myths. Everything, indeed, suggests
their 'essential conformity to truth and fact.'

The essential truth embodied in the Christian
tradition has been admirably stated by Professor

Briggs : t
' The virgin conception of Jesus ... is not to be interpreted

as if it were a miracle in violation of the laws of nature, but
rather as brought about by God Hims

""
:

""

The conception of Jesus in the womb < .-.:.'..
from all other conceptions of children r

'

"
'

there was no human father. The pi*
. - . .

was taken by God Himself ; not that God appeared in theo-

IM in
: - :

: --1 form to beget the child, after the analogy of

ji;. :i i.- ^ . - of the ethnic religions, but that God in a

theophany in an extraordinary way, unrevealed to us, and
uiiho'ii \ioU'on of the laws of maternity, impregnates the

Vinrin Van with the holy seed. The words of the angel imply
a theophar''

- " "
' 'hough it might be urged that the

coming of
" s

s ;
" " was an invisible coming

1

, after the

analogy of many passages of the Old Testament, yet the parallel

statement that the Divine power overshadowed her cannot be so

interpreted. For it not only in itself represents that the Divine

L'd hor with a shadow, but this is to be thought of,power covered
after the uniform "-Mil-

hovering over her.

halo of Divinity, in : .-.' :> ' t
'

her to conceive the child Jesus/

bright cloud of glory,
enveloping her with a
Divine energy enabled

The evidence suggests that the secret of Jesus'

birth was not at first generally made known. ^ The
doctrine of the Virgin Birth was n J

,"; re-

vealed in the earlier part of the \
'

Vge.'

Mr. Arthur Wright (Synopsis*, p. xlii) lu'lioM 1 - ii

' to have been kept back until conflict with heresy

brought it forward.' This is not improbable. It

IIH- already been pointed out above that
^in

all

iirobMliliiv one strong motive at work in the

Matthsean account was to meet Jewish calumny
n >:M i 1 i 1 1 .- Jesus' birth. If this view is correct, the

\l7mlui -MIL narrative must have been composed
later than the Lukan, which shows no such strong

interest, and contains more original material.

5. Meaning of the virgin birth. If we assume,

then, that the virgin birth is a fact, in accordance

with the conclusions reached above, we have

further to ask, What is* the meaning of the fact?

In the Lukan account the birth is already invented

with a Christological significance. Jesus is Son of

God, because He is begotten in the womb of the

Virgin by the Divine energy. This represents an

* Thi* i MiMam :,ill\ (hi position taken up by Lobstein in his

Kai on T/," \"fnn n.'ffl, of Christ (Knpr. tr., Williams > or

ira'c'. 19-U). I.ol)iu'in <">nierids that 'the conception or thi

iiMrionlon- birtli or ChrH is the fruit of religions feeling, thi

(ho or rhriM'an experience, the ]>octic and popular expression

of an aiHrmnnoii of inish
1

(p. 90). He, also denies pagan in

fluence and mnmtairm that the conception 'has its roots deej

down in Israel's religion transformed by the new faith (p.
'

cf. p. OS) f.)

t Op. cit. p, 49 f.

early stage in riiri-(uKip
:<a! development. In

St. Mark the Diviue bonship of Jesus is connected
with the Baptism (I

11
); in St. Luke (I

34 - 35
), with

taho ~-ir-r^i vi -i' ,C birth; in St. Paul, with the
St. John (Prologue to the Fourth

Gospel), with the essential and eternal relationship
subsisting between the Father and the Son.
But the central and abiding significance of the

fact consists in the expression it affords of the

perfect moral and spiritual purity of Jesus. It

proclaims the entrance into the world of a sinless

kanhood, in which the sinful entail' has been

Broken.
f It involves the introduction of a new

'actor, to which the taint of sin does not attach.
[f likr I'HHiuco^ like, the element of nnlikeness
must ( on i M-oiii that to which it has itself affinity.
Our names for the process do but

largely; cover our
ignorance, butwe may be sure that there is essential
truth contained in the scriptural phrase,

ec The
Holy Ghost shall come upon thee, and the power of
the Most High shall overshadow thee ; wherefore
also that which is to be born shall be called holy,
the Son of God." ' *

LITERATURE. To the literature already cited hi the body of

the art. and in the art. BIRTH OP CHRIST, add W. C. Allen, *St.

Matthew' (ICC) on chs. 1-2; an art. by Briggs in the North
American Review (June 1906) on

'

Criticism and the Dogma of

the Virgin Birth' ; a series of Lectures on 'The Virgin Birth of

Christ/'by Dr. J. Orr (1907). G. H. BOX.

YIRTUE. AY tr. in Mk 530, Lk 619 846 of

(BV 'power
3

), referring to the healing influence

that went out from Jesus. On the early English
use of the term see art. * Virtue* in Hastings'
DB.

VISION. See DREAM.

VISITATION. 1. The ecclesiastical term applied
to the visit of the Virgin Mary to Elisabeth three

months before the birth of the Baptist (Lk I39
-56

},

commemorated in "Western Church Calendars on
2nd July.

2. lir^Koir-fi (Lk 1944). Occurs only once in the

It occurs in a sense more nearly ny-pror-rYni: I hat
of Lk 1944 in 1 P 212

, where, !M.U<-V r. 1 1 .jiy of

visitation* (ij^pa ^ntr/coTH?*) seems to imply trial

and affliction, whereas in Lk 1944 'the time of

visitation
'

(6 icaipbs rijs irL<rKoir7js) is suggestive rather

of the special
care and mercy of God, and the

opportunity thereby afforded.

In classical Greek r/**n^ is found only in Lucian, ifjfau&e

being the usual form. In LXX ipg, rrjjjfl
are rendered by fatf-

irrcMHj (Gil 5024.^, Ex 3*6 1319, Is 108 [^ faipa, ?fa

as in 1 P 212], Jer 1Q15 [*&& far***%f, as in Lk 19],
pha the word is used m the sense of m-
i

'

-' .r'. i-WM /" -1 . M '- :.n implica-
-i I"'

1

i- < -A r.-i
1

. '.*:. r
:M :.'< '< -. u a ! t^ context.

'

Ps S4") In the A

In \T a r.-.*'T.-'!/.K. "-''! -i-" "I.. i-
'

.(
"

sympathy
or compassion (Mt 25 6 - 4

*, Ja !/); God's gracious regard
(Lk 168- 78 716, AC 15H He 26) ;

in the sense of
*

going and seeing
'

(Ac 723); and to imply enquiry for the purpose of selection

(Ac 63).

To the general use of <?7n<r/c<?7rroAu, ^icr/coTr^, we

may find a parallel in the use of the English word

'regard,' which, in addition to the sense of * obser-

vation,' may imply also a kindly or gracious pur-

pose. liria-KOTrr} may be said gen ei ally to signify

critical inspection (by God), in which due regard
is had to the good and bad feature* in the charac-

ters of the persons inspected. eTno-KeTrrofwi implies

also a Divine purpose of blessing. [The technical

use of eVter/coTn?, indicated above, to denote the

office of a bishop, is of course secondary]. Thus in

Lk 1944 we may understand the ' time of visitation

as being either the time during which Jerusalem
* Sanday (ut cit. supra).
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was being < i. ","> , :
>

l-V-1 "^y God, and ne^locted,
;!,'.._:! -'^r^rance ot this inspection, to display

<-.- r.; si
1
!-- of national character which would

have redeemed it in God's eyes ; or the time of

spiritual opportunity, afforded by the presence of
' God manifest in the flesh,' in which it might have

known and sought
' the things which belonged unto

its peace.
3 In the latter sense, the ' time of visita-

tion
' would be equivalent to ' this thy day

'

in v. 42
.

S. J. RAMSAY SIBBALD.
YOIGE.l. Introductory.The Gr. wordofwhich

* voice
'

is a rendering in the NT is fwf}. In theAV
other renderings are sometimes given : as * sound '

(Jn 3s ) and 'noise' (Rev 61
) [but cf. RV where

this inconsistency is generally removed *]. The Gr.

word is sometimes used of inarticulate utterance

(-'sound'), e.g. of trumpet, Mt 2431
,

1 Co 147

('things without life, giving a voice, whether pipe
or harp,' etc., AV * sound 3

here), Rev 142 ('voice of

many waters,
3 AV and RV), Jn 38 of the wind

('thou nearest the voice thereof,
5

RV), etc.; some-

times of articulate utterance, ascribed to God (Mt
3 17

etc.), and, naturally, to men (Mt 33 e.g.).

<s<sjy*j is often used in such combinations as TJJV <peuv>,v ot'faiv

4fjv):a<to lift up the voice' (e.g. Lk
I7if 1127), with the

"

;
' '

cry out,*
*
call' ; Qtovvi ^sya^,

6 with a great
. added to verbs ; see the Lexx. and cf. art.

CRY.
'

The * voice ' of God and the c voice
'
of Christ are

referred to in various connexions (some eschato-

logical). Jesus compares the call which He makes
to that of the shepherd to his sheep (Jn 103

"5 c the

sheep hear his voice
'

; cf. 1016- 27 1837) ; in an eschato-

logical connexion, Rev 320 ('Behold, I stand, at the
door and knock : if any man hear my voice and

open the door, I will come in to him and sup with

him, and he with me'); of the resurrection cry,
1 Th 416 (the voice of the archangel awakening the
dead ; cf. Jn S25-

**, the voice of Christ awakening
the spiritually dead). The voice of God is spoken
of i, :":'> -Mr" ; in the OT Scriptures (Jn S37

,

He :i I ,-,- -I ,- 'shaking the earth' (He 1226).
An antithesis is drawn by Gr. writers (esp. Plutarch) between

faavq and Aayo?, and this was afterwards transferred by the
Fathers (Origen, Augnstine) to John the Baptist and Christ,
* the first claiming for himself no more than to be ** the voice of

one crying
1 in the wilderness

"
(Jn 123), the other emphatically

declared to be the Word which was with God and was God
(Jn 11).' See, further, Trench, NT Synonyms, Ixxxix., where
Augustine's interesting disquisition on this contrast is sum-
marized.

2. The Yoice from Heaven. (a) In the NT. A
* voice from heaven '

is mentioned in the Synoptics
in Mt 317

J|
(fjxav^ K r&v otipavQv), in the narrative of

the Baptism {

* And lo, a voice out of the heavens,
saying, This is my beloved Son in whom. I am well

pleased'), and again in Mt 175 II in the narrative of
the Trjinsfijruralion a 'voice out of the cloud' is

spoken of ( And behold, a voice out of the cloud,
saying,' etc.). In both cases, as Dalman (Words
of Jesus, p. 204) has pointed out, the mention of
the heavens and the cloud is derived from the
context, and both IV|T<--''I

!

J,:;M:- M< IM:O c to the
r.\, .". ""i* iMM-atiw .i-k-l -I. :

! u k u >'<!* i f Jesus.
9

I
1

! ;

'

I o-.'M i i Gospel one reference occurs, viz. in
Jn 122a c There came therefore a voice out of

heaven, saying/ etc. ; and it is mentioned several
times in the Apocalypse (Rev 104 - 8 143 184

etc.)
in all these passages introducing a heavenly

revelation.

(b) In Rabbinical literature. The '

Heavenly Voice' is fre-
* ::,-

*_
:i ^"'i-> R.j :." ,V l'-< ; : M, under the designation

/.V/* AV r'l.. :_''!. r-"<
'

> If.-M; !il-o it often introduces a
I i'v

: r r, . ,!ii >. T, li- i K >! \ moccof the means used by
God fv>r ini]iarti-i^ .1 ro\ (-la: ion.' Ti was heard all through Biblical
liii'c-s, and. in f.i< r, ofi< no- 1

during ilio rla&dcul poriod'of P-rad's
hision bffoiv prophecy \\n* ovLin^nished, and whilo tho IFoh
Spirit u;is :ibulm^ in ii^ f'.liu's-- ainonur ino people (pvmholizrcl
l.v i'', To-ipi; Tr-n* at the ckaili of Moses a Bath Kol was
}iL,.r-l -ii'-i-..' : I nr thou not, Moses ! I myself will care for
ih\ i

.rul'i,/; r. it onxxxiv.). But it also survived beyond the

*
Of., however, Mt 2431 ( sound ' both in AV and EV)~

Biblical peri ! . 1 - .- "'.' ' V as the only means of Divme
revelation t .. ',!' . Srta, 48& ; I"oma, 9&). In time,

however it' o -'..< ing, perhaps, to the assiduous

way in whi <- ' k sked for and appealed to by
certain teachers as a means of farther revelations ;

and by the

Kabbis of the 2nd cent, it was decided that
' no attention is to

be paid to it when arrogating to decide against the moral

conviction of the majority. The Torah is not m heaven. Its

...i ,' -, i
1 - i-

to the conscience of -T 1

,, -, be drawn between tl .

'

:
!.

"

Heavenly Voice which proceeded really and miraculously from

God Himself directly and the secondary Bath Kol, which was

merely 'a human utterance heard by some chance, to which
.; .'

" "

. F1

' " '

I*" /-'"' (Dalman).

In the former ot tnese senses me exprtjisaiua i uo^d to denote

came (or was given)
'

instead. The phrase, like many^ others,
'

. nor has it any . :

'

'-' ","'
about the revelations conveyed by me

i,
.
x . were usually expressed not in original

words' but in some verse or sentence taken from the Hebrew
OT or (in some eases) from the Apocryphal books. Thus it is

said that when the Rabbinical authorities proposed to include

Kin- Solomon among the finally lost, a Bath Kol was heard

saying in the words of Job 3433 'Shall his recompense be as

thou wilt, that thou refusest it?' t

(c) Significance of the Heavenly Voice in the NT,
Parallel with the true Bath

Jf.ol9 which was

regarded as one of the organs of Divine revelation,

is the Heavenly Voice, heard at the Baptism of

Jesus (Mt 317 , Mk I
11

, Lk 322
), at the Tran-fi urn l ion

(Mt 175
, Mk 97, Lk 9s5 ), before the Passion (Jn 1238

),

as well as that heard by St. Peter and again by
St. Paul (Ac 94

, cf. 227 and 2614
; 1013- 15

). It is to

be noticed that the Voice at the Baptism and the
T ; ,

"
_ : , .

"
: combines two sentences of Scripture

v
l'o -2 ciuiiv^ JU il 1

) quite in the manner of the Bath
]ol spoken of in Rabbinical literature. An audible

voice solemnly affirming or introducing a Divine
revelation seems to be intended in every case.

The NT formula 3jhSev &Sv (peovvj \% rou ovpuvav (Jn 12^8, cf.

Bev 104- 8 IS4 etc.) is the equivalent of the Babbinical Hebrew
D^DBM JD Vip ro nNir and the Aram. M'Da? |D N^p ma np*u.
In later Rabbinical literature the

"

bbreviated

('from heaven' being omitted), bu - remained
unaltered. For parallels in the e4fcra-cano>r -

1 1'S r,v i- <f

the OT, cf. Jub 1715 ,
Bk. of Enoch Ixv. 4, 2 (; I

- :;
-. '< . I'-s

Voice,' i.e. the Heavenly Voice, is, of course, the correlative of
* God's Word' or '

Speech' (the Memra of J". -71 ^"JD^D, Kinn).
Of. Bousset, Rel. d. Jud.% p. 362 f.

The attempt of Edershemi (LT i. p. 285 f.) to discredit
*

any
real analogy* between the Bath Iol and the Voice from Heaven
mentioned "in the Gospels is unwarranted. His contention that
the Bath Kol could not be represented as accompanying

1 the
descent of the Holy Spirit is shown by the facts adduced above
to be baseless. On the contrary, it would only be natural to

represent the revival of in- *. ,.:n! the return in full power
of the Holy Spirit as

"

';l ii
i^ ;ii--> the mode of revelation

expressed by the '

Daughter- Voice.' Only so would the scale of
revelation be complete.

LITERATURE. The Lexx. s.v. <p&>vvi, esp. Grimm-Thayer and
Schleusner. To the important literature on Bath ^Col already-
cited in the body of the article, add art. 'Bath ICol' in JJ5
(with the literature cited at end) and in PRE% ii. 443 f. (by
Balman) ; \Vcber, Jud. Theol.^ (reff. in Index). The passages
relating to Sip Jin have been collected by Pinner in his ed. of

JBerakhoth (Berlin, 1842), pp. 22-24; an el.il^r; h> pn-i-i.ini-in
ofthe^ata'

" "

by 1".. \ xy-:-*
1

: n I'r- m
Letter to >

Heb. on Mt 8^7.

.

C. IL

YOWS. A vow (votum, e^x^) is a promise made
to God (

f

promissio Deo facta,' liiom. Aquin.
II. ii. Q. 88). It is a perfectly natural, and indeed
inevitable, ^xmr*-!"!! of religious fooling wherever
there is a .;.'( p-i-n of a personal God with whom
men come into any kind of relationship. Thus
vows form part of tlie great pre-Christian and non-
Christian religious systems. They are of two
kinds : (1) vows made in hope of receiving some
desired good, or of delivery from some special
danger ; and (2) vows of devotion made in expecta-
tion of attaining closer relationship with God. In

*Schechter, 'Rabbinic Parallels to the NT/ JQR xii. 426
(April 1900).

t Cited by Schechter (op. cit. ib.). There are many other
instances.
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the OT we have examples of (1) in Gn 2S20 - 22
, Jg

II 30
,
1 S I 11 . Such vows may involve the dedication

to^God of a person, an animal, a field, a house or
>11

-
i

y

' v - Accurate laws were made for the
'

- :

' "

< :ich vows and the defining of persons
!.-;:<:. i<> make them (Lv 27, Nu 30lff

-). Of
>

^

. I > :i /. i i , < vow taken for life
(Jg 1617

) or for
a lixed period (Nu 6 ly

) is an example.
In our Lord's teaching there is only one mention

of vows (Mt 154ff-
|| Mk 710ff

-). Here He rebukes in
the severest manner the making of vows which
interfere with the simple and obvious duties of
man to man, and, as may be gathered from the
Rabbinical teaching on Corban, hyr.ivri '!<,, 1 vows
which were not meant to be kept. 'J . , \

'

i : ;

about the making and keeping of
u

: . '.
, : i"

proper vows. It is therefore in accordance with a
natural religious instinct and with the assumption

of t
1-- --- 1 J -

.

*

making vows which underlies
our .

'

the Pharisaical abuse of them,
that the Churc 1^ ~" 1"

":. 7
JV imposed vows upon

candidates for
'

, |

"

-
: . :

'

baptismal vow is in

reality a dedication of the whole person to God,
and is in harmony with the general spirit of the

gospel as well as with the Apostolic teaching
(Ko 511 121 - 2

, 1 Co 716 - 17
). The various monastic

vows were supposed to be analogous to the OT
Nazirite vow, and were regarded as means of

attaining specially close communion with God.

LITERATURE. Robertson Smith, RS 2
, 1894 ; Rothe, TheoL

Eth- ."/ . Gesch. der Askese ; Daab,
Die '/

'
' Ramsay,

* Greek of Early
Chtr

'

; . .. (1899)13.
J. O. HANNAY.

VULTURES RVm for eagles
'

in Mt 2428 and
Lk 1732

. See ANIMALS in vol. i. p. 65b.

WAGES. i. ty&viov is the technical term for a
soldier's pay, and occurs only in Lk 3 14

.
c From a

root TTCTT we get ^w, tyov, "cooked" meat, fish,

etc., as contrasted with bread. Hence the com-

pound ty&viov (dWoycocu, "to buy ") = (!) provision
money, ration money, or the rations in kind given
to troops. (2) In a more general sense,

"
wages

" *

SiMili\ TT<-nl <!':! on Bo 6s3). In the time of

J ulius (Jajsar, a foot soldier received of a denarius
a clay. This was increased by Augustus. John,

the Baptist bids the soldiers 'inli1lv those en-

gaged in police duty connected with ;lio customs)
abstain from adding to their wages by extortion

through violence, threats, or false accusations.

2. ycucr0<5s is the ordinary term for wages, and is

translated indifferently throughout the Gospels as
4

wages,' 'reward,' 'hire/ The labourers in the

|.,!!<^-V 1 !< themselves for a denarius a day (Mt
_" I :

, , was a fairly generous rate for such
work (cf. To 5 i4

).
The denarius was equivalent in

money value to 9d., and in
"

., lue to

about 2s. (see artt. 'Money/ -
, J

1 Is Vol.]
<

Wages
'

in Hastings' DB).
The analogy of service and wages is freely used

by Jesus in His teaching ; but it is not so much the

receipt of wages that rules the thought as the

quarter whence they come. The labourer is always
worthy of his hire," but what that will be depends
upon whether he is serving the world or God. The
Pliarisee is really the world's hireling, and receives

his wages from it, viz. honour, consideration,

power, wealth, and not from God, whom nominallyr . __ _ , ,,
forlie serves (Mt 62- 3* 16

). But those i-or-emmi lor

TiVhtoou-no--.' sake (Mt-T'\ I

1 '.. < v
;< n-li;'j".-

nU'ilicncc i- unobtrusive,!-.. M-!I'- ', " :i
^ '>

L '

those who help any of God's servants and do

them a kindness for His sake (10
41 - 4S

>
Mk 941 ),

those who go beyond the world's -olf-ro^arlin^

way, and love their enemies, and do good and lend,

hoping for nothing again (Lk 6s5
, Mt S45- 46

), are

servants of the unseen Father. Their wages are

not counted out to them in the world's coin ; they
receive the Father's open ,>V

*
f *\

' - J and

gather fruit unto life eternal (Mt 6* "
, Jn 4 6

).
f

Jesus
5 remark that the labourer is worthy of his

hire, or of his meat (Lk 107,
cf. Mt 1010

), probably
a quotation of a common proverb, is of a different

order. Tt is an encouragement to His disciples to

accept lio-i'iiulily, in their missionary journeys,

from those to whom they have ministered m
spiritual enlightenment.

LITERATURE. The vols. on
Teaching, ITS ^ T-

Griffith Jones, : , .

(1876)81, 427;
'

r, .-

P. .V -. - Bruce, Parabolic
\. +

i'- * in Life, p. 1;
- / Jesus (1905) ; Expos, i. iii.

KICHAED GLAISTER.

WAGGING. See GESTURES in vol. i. p. 646b.

WAILING. The expression of sorrow by loud
cries is several times alluded to in the Gospels :

Mt 218 * In Rama was there a voice heard '

; Mt
HIT <^e have mourned unto you

3

(cf. Lk 2327
,

Jn 1620
). The Jewish custom is r.l-iiri.ljiMlly evi-

denced from the OT (see esp. Jc-r I)/
1

",; in the

Gospels only two instances are detailed, one at

the death of Jairus' daughter, and the other at

Christ's death* On both of these occasions mourn -

ing with loud cries is indicated (Mt 923 'flute-

players,
3 ' tumult 5

; Mk538 f

wailing' ; Lk 2327 'la-

mented,' tOpfyovv). The word used in Mk I.e. is

<iXa\c^-et*> (cf. JaS1
c5XoX^e^ }

'

howl').
^
In most other

places the word tr. wail
' or f bewail 5

is Kbirreada.^

literally, to beat upon the breast, so that any outcry
is inferred only. The phrase 6 /cXau#/x6? /cat 6

ppvyjubs r&v oSovruv was formerly tr. 'wailing and

gnashing of teeth
*

only in Mt 1342 - 50
; but now the

BV has brought these passages into line with the

others where the same words occur, and correctly
renders 'weeping.' See also MOURNING.

T. GREGORY.
WALK. 1. vepiiraretv.

The passages in the

Gospels where this word occurs may be classified

as follows: (1) 'To move along leisurely on foot

withoiT1- Vl^r,;r
s ^ is used in this literal sense

of our I."--:"" Ki 1

;-. by the Lake (Mt 418
irepc-n-arwv

$4) t
tihe worus loliowing show tjiat the subject of

His thoughts as He walked was the analogy be-

tween Peter and Andrew's present occupation and

the work to which He was about to call them, that

of 'fishers of men,' Mk I16 has the more vivid

irap&yw Trapd,
' |.,->ij - l-.'ig by

3

(KV, cf. LXX Ps

128 (129)
8
) ; of II:- J !U'r

;
near Jordan, when His

mien as He passed riveted John's^aze (Jn 1) ;

of His walking on the sea (Mk 648- 49
, Mt 142S- 26

,

jn 619 4irl TTJS 0a\a<r<r7)<; in Mk. and Jn., M TO?J>

0d\a.<r(rav in Mt.).

'The genitive points to the apparent solidity of the water

under His feet (cf. Mk 6 M -As y&\ the accusative to. ttie

. ,.....-.: -.-.' (Swete, St. Mark, ISO). Cf. LXX

,
Sir

AS m ^i^ w. Particular OT events also.form.

parallels : Ex 14= (cf. Pa TT- *, Hab 3^
r

'), Jos 316, 2 K
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Our Lord's walking on the sea reveals Him as

making material nature an instrument through
which His interest in us is shown (Illingworth,
Div. Immanence 1

, 124), as coming to our aid across

the troubled waters in which our conflict lies

(Westcott, Characteristics
'.

"

T'-V Mir. 1
15, 19),

and -
liv.r.>v ns to the <"V!O i

1 "- expressed in

Ro S-"-
1

'. Ill-- same word is used also of Peter's

walking on the sea (Mt 1429 7repL7rdT7jcrev M ra

flSara), so that it is incorrect to say that Peter

merely
*

attempted
'
to walk on the water : the

words imply that he made some progress in going
to Jesus. By the invitation { Come !

' Jesus ex-

pressed His warm sympathy with Peter in his

desire for closer fellowship with Him, and gave a

pledge that He would support him in the enter-

prise of his faith. The cause of his temporary
failure was his betaking himself again to his own
resources after having committed himself to a
course that involved full dependence on Christ's

strength. Then, after the grasp of our Lord's hand
had revived his faith, he was really enabled to

carry through what he had undertaken, probably
walking on the sea with Jesus in returning to the
boat (cf. A. B. Davidson, Waiting upon God, 241,

250). Two texts, Jn 155 and Ph 413
, show how we

should apply this narrative to our&elves. Treptfrarew
is also used : of men's gait, whereby the blind man
who was being gradually restored to sight recog-
nized the true nature of the objects which he would
otherwise have taken for trees (Mk 824 /SX&rw rods

av6p<&Trovs STL >s 34v8pa opu> irepLTrarovvras,
* 1 see

men ; for I perceive objects like trees, walking' ; cf.

Jg 936
; Swete, in loc.} ; of people's v

.."Ilvi.i^ un-
hidden graves (Lk II44 : see WOE) ; -H" : li. - :iU- s

r&v 6e\6vrwv ircpLirarew ev <rro\ais (Lk 2046 ||Mk 123*5

'love to go in long clothing,' AY; see DRESS) ; and
in the question with which the Risen Lord began
the conversation with His two disciples whom He
joined on the road to Ernmaus (Lk 2417 rives ol

\6yot . . . o$s dvTi8d\\T . . . irepiTrarovvTes : cf.

Mk 1612 ).

(2) Of those -. "i- .T. -i- =,>. ; -I > - ..-.-:

the power of "..,'. _ : i- i.. ;' \i v _' M ,

95, Lk 523
). .No passage in the

'

Gospels is more
..-.,

q..,,.^
iv

e ^e characte^ or more persuasive of
:''.'! y. of our Lord's miracles of healing

than this. He says to th "'.". '- Q
a, thy sins

be forgiven thee' ; and in . , who cavil
at this saying 'may know that the Son of Man
hath power on earth to forgive sins,' He commands
him,

*

Arise, take up thy bed, and walk/ which
was, from their point of view, a harder thing for
Him to say, because it could at once be proved
whether His words had any effect. The miracle
is thus an outward andiNjIJo -i^n of something
greater than bodily healing : it pom; - to an inward
and spiritual power, destructive of evil, now
present among men. It is implied that disease is
the physical effect of sin (cf. Jn 514

), and by healing
the one our Lord gives an evidence of Btis power
to destroy the other (cf. 1 Jn 38

). He teaches that
the perfect idea of redemption is realized in *a
redeemed soul in a redeemed body,' and that He is
come to deliver the entire personality of man, soul
and body, from the dominion of evil (cf. Illing-
worth, I.e. 97). Man forgiven is enabled to 'wafit
and not faint' (Is 4031

), and this looks forward to
the time when 'the inhabitant of Zion shall not
say, I am sick ; the people that dwell therein shall
be forgiven their iniquity

3

(Is S324, cf. Rev 714-17).
So of the impotent man at Bethesda (Jn 58- 9- n- 12

a Sabbath miracle : the others being Mk I28- 81 31
and

|1, Lk 1314 143, Jn 914) ; the lame who walk (MtH5 1531,Lk722
; cf. LXX Is 353 tox*** . . . 7<Wra

irapa\e\vfjifra, also v.6 ; Ac 36 148) also of the
daughter of Jairus whom our Lord raised from the
dead (Mk o43 ircpieTrdrei,

l she began walking about ').

In all His raisings from the dead there was an
immediate restoration of the bodily powers (Lk 7 ie

,

Jn II44).
(3) It is also used in a special sense of our Lord's

life of movement and unwearied activity. This
use of TrepnraTeiv is peculiar to St. John.

^

In Jn II 9* 10

Jesus speaks in parabolic fashion, first of His

having a full working day (cf. 94) of twelve hours,

during which He walks in the light of life without
fear of danger in the path of His heavenly Father's

will, and then of the coming on of the night of

death, when walking, as regulated by present con-

ditions, will be ended for Him ; because it is His
enemies' '

hour,' coinciding with that permitted to

'the power of darkness
3

(Lk 2253
; cf Jn 1330 ;

Plumrner, St. Luke, 513
-,
Camb. Bib. St. John, 230).

Jn 666 '

many went back,' Kal O^K^TL //,er' a$rov xepte-
irdrovv ; the last words picture His journeying* to
and fro, in which they had been in the habit of ac-

, -VHT rHini on foot, and hearing His teaching.
! ! -',,' sense: Jn? 1 * walked in Galilee, for he
would not walk in Jewry

'

; 10-3 walking in the

Temple (

e ut insuadomo,' Beng. ; cf. Mk II 27
) ; II54

'walked no more openly among the Jews.' This
use of -rrepLTrareiv is also found in Rev 2 1 of our
Lord's life of activity in His exalted state :

cwalketh
in the midst of the seven golden candlesticks,' as if

journeying forth by the circular route which, after

traversing all the Churches mentioned, returns to

Ephesus (Ramsay, Letters to the Seven Churches,
'Letter to the Church in Ephesus/ Introduction).
It is likewise used by our Lord of Peter's working
life (Jn 21 18

Trepteirtirets STTOV ijdeXes, as when he
had said to his fellow-disciples, 'I go a fishing,'
v. 3

), and of the life of the redeemed (Rev 34 iripi-

TraTTjcrovcn /aer' e/mov ev Aev/cots ; cf . Zee 34" 7
), which

is thus suggestively
..... ' ""

,
- a life of action

.-.;..'. 1 .-"thpuritj v

-
.

i
'

:i
,.

v
!

;
i' and behave in . i :\ I-HIVM ul;ir in,-iniif r.*

*to pursue a particular ooni-r' ,n l

:

;o" : Mi< V j'se

only passage in the Synoptic Gospels^ where Trepi-

Trarew is used in this sense 'why walk not thy
disciples Kara rfy irapddoartv T&V Trpecr/Sur^wi/

5

; /car&

indicating confovihiiy with a standard [as in Ro
84 1415

, 2 Co \\)--
:}

, Kp'li 2s ; Win. -Moult. 500]. np^q
in Rabbinical language is

* the rule by which men
must walk' [t^rr]; cf. Swete, in loc. ; see TRADI-
TION), Jn 812

, where the condition of
' not walking

in darkness *

(
= ignorance and self -

deception,
narrowness, joylessness, and death) is stated to be
our *

foliowing the Light of the world,* Jesus our
Sun (cf. II9

, Ps 27 1
, Is 9s 42s GO19- 20

, Mai 42
), whose

rising is the signal to awake and work (Eph 514
,

He 3*3
), and whose movement as He mounts to

attain His perfect day is a call to progress in

righteousness and love (Ps 196 ,
Pr 418, Ph 314

). St.
Paul !i-\i II-JM !

J

Yis figure: he who follows the
Light <;' '',- ..'.; becomes himself 'light in the
Lord' (Eph 58 - 9

, 1 Th 55), Cf. Jn 1235 (' fides non
est deses sed agilis in luce,' Bengel. So also is love,
1 Jn 2-il

).

freptffa,Tt7v is used of the conduct of life
; Aquila, i

'

i
". '- n . . M

fftpterKru <rvv rS 6t.a, where LXX has shiftman :. Ilr i-

LXX 2 K 203, Ps 119 (128), Pr 820, EC 119. St. Paul r' -. .-*...
in the ethical sense thirty times, and it is found in this sense

;,M '- TV- 1

', - . \ , LI P' *;*. . ;,- -1 the Pastorals. He has also

.v.T-hfj
\\ rl .i : :,:'. -. .3 not found in the Gospels

(a-ToiXsiv, *to march in file'). This word 'may imply a more
studied following of a prescribed course than TI^TO.T^ (Kllir-.
on Gal. 122). Compare with the passages in St. John's Gospel6..

11, 2 Jn
' '

2. 7ropefao-6at is used in the same sense as Trepi-
u-efr (3) in Lk 1383 ' I must walk to-day, and to-

morrow, and the day following'; *I must go on
my way,' BV. *The duration of my course is
ordained hy God, and no power on earth can
shorten it

?

(cf. Jn H9f-

; Burkitt, 6^0^?. Hist, and its

Transmission, 95). It is used in the same sense as
(4) in Lk I6 (' walking in all the command-
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inents and ordinances of the Lord blameless ') ; cf,
LXX Pr 10 (with Barrow's Sermon) 142, Mic 68

7ro/?ei5or0cu ftercL tcvpiov &eov <rov.
'
to walk huniblv with

thy God/ AV and RV.
3. 8i4px<r9cu, 'to pass through': Mt 1243 (|| Lk

II 24
)

6 walketh through
"

1
'

'passeth
through,' RV (cf. Ps 106^7, ,. 'Apart from
humanity, evil powers have only an empty, unpro-
ductive existence ; ai "! .

" \ they lie in wait
continually for the ,

'

',. return to the
world of men, and

.; 'r. abode there 5

(Martensen, Dogmatics, 196).

*

Com, on St. Mark] A. B. Davidson,
1

' '

\
. H. Joweft, Thirsting fc

" ~ '

fymtianence
; Westcott,

*
' ''' Hatch and Redpath, Concordance to

the //AA. JAMES DONALD.

WALLET (RV tr. of mjpa, Mt 1010 etc. ; AV
*

scrip'). This corresponds to the kell hard^m,
or yalMt^ of 1 S 1740 (see, however, H. P. Smith,
Scwmtel, in loc.). It is a bag made of partially
tanned kid-skin, bound by a strap round the waist,
or slang from the shoulder. In it the shepherd
carries his supply of provisions when going with
the flock to distant pasture. The coarse loaves of
the country, olives, and dried fruit form the staple
diet, with an occasional lump of cheese. The
wallet, however, serves the purpose of the boy's
pocket among ourselves, and often contains a
curious assortment of articles. The AV *

scrip
'

appears in our literature with the same meaning.
Milton (Coimis, line 626) speaks of the shepherd's
* leathern scrip

'

in which are carried e

simples of a
thousand names '

(cf. Shakespeare, As You Like It,
Act iii. sc. 2). Setting out on a joiirney, the
Syrian peasant carries a wallet well furnished,
which he opens for refreshment as he rests by the

way;, or in the shelter of the khan at nightfall.
Christ's Apostles were to go unencumbered on
their special mission (Mt 1010

, Mk 68, Lk 93 104),
trusting to lio-jiihilH y. and the providing care of
their Master. A

But, as an ." \ ." provident
forethought is to be comme- -.-. J. ,'_' ,.

W. EWING.
WAR (ir6\/uLo$). As the Gospels record the story

of Christ, whose mission was to bring 'peace on
earth and goodwill to men,' the references to war
are not numerous. But St. Luke has three refer-

ences well worthy of attention. 1. In Lk 314 'the
soldiers

'

(crrparv6jj,evot} RVm e soldiers on ser-

vice
3

) consult John the Baptist. It is not pos-
sible to say who the soldiers were, or in what
oxi-nlhiun i hoy were engaged, but tliey were not
lioin.m -old'Hir-. or any part of the force of Herod
Antij'.-i- ii;:ii:n-i Iii-

'

father-in-law Aretas, since
the 1

1
1 1 ; ; riv 1 1 < 1 M i <

" 11 erod Antipas and Aretas
had nut (lr\clu]>(

k
'l ilii'M. 2. In Lk 1481

(where He
is eni'nn in^r ilio ^i-ii'-al lesson that we should not
undertake what we have neither the strength nor
the will to achieve, or enter upon His service unless
we are prepared, if necessary, to sacrifice life itself)

our Lord draws attention to the action of a king in

calling a council of war. Possibly there is here
a historical allusion to the war "between Herod

Antipas and Aretas (Jos. Ant. xvin. v. 3). 3. In

* Edersheim compares certain "Rabbinical ordinances which
laid down that no man mi^ht ro on the Temple Mount with
his staff or with shoes, or with his scrip, or with money tied to
him in h'* pur-c. Whatever he might: wish to comribute must
bo oavr:- fl in liirf hand, possible to indicate that the money
about him waa exclusively tor an immediate sacred purpose.
He suggests that, for similar reasons, Jesus transferred these

very or-l"
1

,.!i"i - 1 )
J
i o dlsoiple:* v MOM < ruajjK-d in O'O service (if

the ,'
'

'I-:' :..>.!>! I -n.\ B the dircf-non of Ml I"'"- niM ilu-n

mea:> :

'
0... -, ".

'

-, s-ime spirit uiul ii*uuror sx^ yon woiiM 10

the Temple sor\ ires, and tear nol, "lor ilir uorkman i-i-worih.v

Of h 1"- iiu-nl." In other wonK : L( I ihN neu IVmplo -er\i-v be

your onlv LhouirM, undirtakLnur, and cnre'C/Vi^ 7'iJntw^, cu 1

.

Lk 1943 our Lord shows His familiarity with the
history of warfare when He prophesies that the
enemy will cast up a bank (x<ipa) or a trench
round Jerusalem. This prophecy was literally
fulfilled forty years afterwards, when Titus sur-
rounded Jerusalem with a palisaded mound and
wall of masonry (agger and vallum}.

Jesus seems to have recognized war as rising
from the nature of man and the constitution of

society ; but as His teaching lays hold upon nations,
the methods of war become less barbarous, and we
have good cause to anticipate a time, and to work
for it, when * nation shall not lift up sword against
nation, neither shall they learn war any more.'
While, therefore, Jesus Christ did not condemn
war in the abstract, the whole spirit of Clin-tiiimty
is against it (see Hastings' DB }

art. '

War').
COLL. A. MACDONALD.

WASTE. The idea of waste is presented in the
Gospels in two figures. (1) The first of these

appears in the word Stacr/copTrtfa?, which indicates the
scattering of one's possessions. It is the act of the
man who, like the Prodigal, makes 'ducks and
drakes 3

of his goods (Lk 1513
), or, like the Unfaith-

ful Steward, squanders his master's property (Lk
161

).

(2) The second word is a-n-cuXeta, which denotes
the doing to death of that which should have re-

mained to enrich
"" "" ' *

"; life. Judas tliought
that the pouring !

'

ointment upon the
head of Christ was a7rc6Xaa (Mt 268

1|). In his opinion
it was waste, because the price of it might have
been added to his bag, and might have remained
to enrich himself (Jn 12G). It was put to a use
which did not commend itself to him, and this
seemed to the man in whose heart the love of a
once accepted Master had now been usurped by the

money with which he had been entrusted, a loss of

something like ' three hundred pence
5

(Mk 14s). It
is \r-\ -ijisifi'Y.ri that Christ used the word, which
Ju-^j." !'.,-. ;!]_]_!! -I to Mary, of Judas himself. So
far wrong was he that Mary had rendered an ever
memorable act of devotion. The true * waste * was
in himself; he was the son of waste 3

(6 vibs TTJS

d7rwXeay, Jn 1712
). See art. JUDAS ISCABJOT in

vol. i. p. 909b. W. W. HOLDSWORTH.

WATCH. 1. The noun e watch' in the Gospels
represents (1) Kovo-ruSta (Lat. custodia) in Mt 27 5- 65

28" AV ('guard' RV). This word, which is said
to have been the technical term for a company of
60 men, is used here to describe either the Roman
soldiers, whom the chief priests and Pharisees ob-
tained from Pilate, or the Temple guard, which
he reminded them they already had and could

employ to protect the sepulchre from being rifled.

(2) <uXaK^, where it denotes the divisions of the

night either into 3 (Jewish and Greek ; cf. Lk
12^

(?)*)
or 4 (Roman ; cf. Mk 1385) parts. The

word in this sense occurs (a) in the account of our
Lord's walking upon the Lake of Galilee, which
was ' at the fourth watch/ i.e. just before dawn
(Mt U25

, Mk 648
) ; (b) in His remarks upon the

iinot rfninly and unexpectedness of the Presence

.-.-::,
. ,.-;, ,V the Son of Man (Mt 24^, Lk 1238).

(3) '^vXaKifj in an active sense, denoting a watching
or keeping watch (Lk 28

).

2.
' Watch "

as a verb. The duty of constant
watchfulness (ypyyopew} and vigilance (aypvrrveLv) is

insisted upon by our Lord in two main connexions :

(a) in regard to the particular, immediate need for

it on the night of the Betrayal (Mt 2638- 40 * 4\ Mk
1484- 38

), and (6) in regard to the general attitude of

disciples who await their Lord's Return (Mt
2442.

43j Mk 1383 - 34* 87
, Lk 1237- 3i) 2136

).

* It is not unlikely that in this case the fourth watch is not
named, simply because the return is not likely to he so long
delayed. So Meyer, Alford, Bruce, etc.
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As to the general attitude or frame of mind in

winch the Church is bidden by her Lord to look for

His coming, the burden of His teaching is that ours
must be the steadfast, active readiness of dutiful,

trusty servants, who are not afraid of being caught
idle or in mischief, when the Master appears and
reveals His welcome, though awful presence.

C. L. FELTOE.
WATER (flSwp). For an Eastern country, Pales-

tine (except in the Negeb and the districts which
are desert) has a fairly abundant supply of water.
It is described as ' a land of brooks (torrent-valleys),
of fountains and depths, that spring out of the

valleys and hills' (Dt 87
). Tt is a matter of dispute

whether the climate has changed since OT times.

The rainy season is in winter, from November to

March, when the rains are generally heavy. At
other times there are only occasional snowers.
'The former rain and the latter rain' (Dt II 14

)

come about the autumn and spring equinox respec-

tively. The rainfall on an average is from 25 to
30 inches in ordinary seasons (the average rainfal]

in England is less than 30 inches), but there are
times of drought which cause great loss and suffer-

ing. In Galilee the water supply is much greater
than in Judaea. The storage of water is much
more imperfect than in former times. In many
places the ruins of artificial tanks, pools, and

aqueducts are visible. The chief waters which are
referred to in the Gospels are those of the Sea of
Galilee and the river Jordan.
Water is frequently mentioned in the Gospels

(most instances are found in Jn. ), both in its literal
and figurative meanings, i.. Literally : e.g.

' Jesus
went up straightway out of the water' (Mt 316

||

Mk I 70
) ;

' Send Lazarus, that he may dip the tip
of his finger in water '

(Lk 1624 ) ;

' John was baptiz-
ing in JSnon, near to Salim, because there was
much water there

3

(Jn S23
). The water of the pool

of Bethesda (Jn 51 ' 7
) was supposed to have cura-

tive powers. Part of v. 3
(< waiting for the moving

of the waters ') and the whole of v. 4 are now rejected
by critical editors. The moving of the water was a
natural phenomenon, the flow of the spring being
intermittent. TV: !!-<-i !* who were sent to pre-
pare for the oWr\,ni-o or the Passover were in-

structed to look for *a man bearing a pitcher of
water' (Mk 1413 ||Lk 2210

). As water is usually
carried by women in the East, the man bearing the
pitcher would easily be distinguished. It was per-
haps a token arranged beforehand, so that the place
of observance should not be known till the last
moment. See also art. PITCHER. In Jn 1934 it is

recorded that at the crucifixion of Jesus one of the
soldiers pierced His side with a spear, and forth-
with there came out blood and water ; see art.
BLOOD AND WATEK.

2. Tlie figurative use of water in the Gospels is
varied. It is a symbol (i. )

of the moral cleansing
of life in repentance. *I baptize you with water

untojepentance' jMt 311
, Mk 1s, Lk 316, Jn I23

'26
) ;

(ii.) i
j
- -\

y.,,l
v

i"

1

. ". -,. in connexion with the
new !: "-. .'.':; :, . its significance is un-
certain,

e

Except a man be born of water and spirit
( tfdaro? /cat Tri/e^aros), he cannot enter into the
kingdom of God' (Jn 35

). The phrase
( water and

spirit
3
has been regarded as an instance of hen-

diadys, and interpreted as '

spiritual water* (Neil,
Figurative

r
- - :

' I e Bible}. Others take it
as referring : of John, and as indicat-
ing that n-!>^nfiin< o U ;in essential factor in the
new birth A>/,.,.. /V,,,. v. vol. iii. p. 318). It has
also been interpreted as referring to the sacrament
of baptism. This is the most ancient and general
view. Wendt and others, however, regard the
words tiSaros Kal as a '

\-
"'

interpolation
(Gospel according to St.

'
'

.

'

.). This is the
most probable conclusion, unless the words are

interpreted as referring to the baptism of John
unto repentance ; see Expos. Times, vol. xv. p. 413.

(iii.) Water is also used as a symbol of innocence :

* Pilate took water, and washed his hands before
the i ;:ilii:;i->. v.x: 1

_-. I am innocent of the blood
of this just person

J

(Mt 2724
). (iv. )

As a sign of

hospitality or respect (see Gn 2432 43-4
}. Jesus said to

Pinion the Pharisee,
'

I entered into thy house, thou

gavest me no water for my feet
3

(Lk744
). (v.) At

the supper in the upper room (Jn 13 1
" 17

) the water
for the feet had not been provided. The disciples
had not noticed the omission, or they were each un-

willing to undertake the servile duty. Then (
Jesus-

riseth from supper, and laid aside his ^mm-ni -
: and

took a towel, and girded himself. \m>r iluii, he
poureth water into a bason, and began to wash the

disciples' feet' (Jn 134- 6
). The ordered detail of

the narrative is an indication of the profound im-

pression which the action of Jesus had made upon
the Evangelist. The act was full of - :

-:'i"'h .-SM- --.

It was a symbolic service. It taught I'M- m M-.pl
.

the duty of humility, and the need of daily cleans-

ing from the daily defilement of sin. (vi. ) In His
conversation with the woman of Samaria, Jesus
linked the water which she sought at the well with
the living water which He alone could give. He
uses it as a symbol of eternal life, the blessings of
the gospel in their satisfying and permanent power
of good (Jn 411 ' 15

). (vii.) On the last day of the
feast Jesus stood in the Temple and cried,

'
If any

man thirst, let him come unto me and drink. lie
that believeth in me, as the scripture saith, out of
his belly shall flow rivers of living water' (Jn 7m )-

The Evangelist interprets i 'i- -\ sn'iol :

'

Tiiis spake
he of the Spirit, which the 1

, v. hi Ii I <!!<* -\ on him
should receive : for the Bfoly Spirit was not yet
given ; because Jesus was not yet glorified

5

(v."
3i)

).

The accuracy of the interpretation has been doiibted

(Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, vol. i. p. 256 n.).

(viii. ) It is also used as a symbol of the smallewt
service :

* Whosoever shall g'ive unto one of these
little ones a cup of cold water only in the name of
a disciple, verily 1 say unto you he shall in no
wise lose his reward' (Mt 1042

1|
Mk 941

). It is pos-
sible to punctuate the sentence so that it reads * a
cup of cold water only' or 'only in the name of a
disciple.' But the first is greatly to be preferred.

LITER;
i. 342 1; -

in Hasti
guage it

[1895] p. .
-

11 P
"

pp. 25-29
; Robinson, fiRP

Ii. [1903] 212 if.; art. 'Water'
.' '. -.459; Neil, Figurative Lou-

vol. iii, [1892] p. 318, vol. vi.

JOHN REID,

WATERPOT (tdpla, freq. in LXX for ns Gn 2414
,

Jg 716, 1 K 1712 1833, EC 12?). 1. Jn 2* 7 XWtwu
05pai l KelfiGvai . . . yejmLffare r&s bSplas VSaros. The
stone AV alerpoU (=^5 ^| in Rabbinic writings) were
placed out>itlc the

"

,." -C the washing
of the hands before . i

. as well as of
the vessels used (cf. Mk 72'4

, Mt 15a, Lk IIs8
). For

such an occasion the family would produce or
borrow the largest and handsomest stone vessels
that could be procured

'

(Edersheim, LT i. 357).
The view of Westcott, first put forth in 1859 in

a note to his Characteristics of the Gosp. Mir. (p.
14), and afterwards stated more fully in his Com. on
St. John (37, 38), that it was not the water in those
vessels that was changed into wine, but the water
which the servants drew from the source after
having filled the vessels, has commended itself to
many students of the Gospels. But it has not
superseded the traditional view, which must be
acknowledged to have in its favour the first im-
pression produced on the minds of readers of the
larrative in all ages, a fact of great weight.
Readers in general have understood that the
number and rapacity of the vessels were stated
mmediately before the command to fill them, in
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order to convey the idea that their entire contents
were changed into wine (Dods, Expos. Gr. NT i.

704), and also that the clause '

they filled them up
to the brim 3 was added in order to exclude all

;
IV.o -!>;-icion of collusion (Trench, Mir. 104,

;, i IT
J

, 'ir\ .. jP Such are the principal objections
to Westcott's view, which, however, must not be

hastily pronounced to be inadmissible, or even
improbable. When the arguments in its favour
are caretully v. <!;. li<v~i. the balance seems to lie

almost equal IKM v ivii \\ and the ordinary view.

(i.)
'
It is unlikely that water taken from vessels of purifica-

tion should have been employed for
*"

\-
:i -<

* "

iacle.'

This argument holds good .. .' ,.< i -- -had
already been partially or ,* \ pouring water on
the hands of the guests :

_ (ii.) The \\ ords
* Draw out now,' etc.

,
are perhaps most naturally understood to

mean that the same action of drawing water from the source
was to be carried on as before, but that the water so drawn
was now to have a different destination. In like manner v.9

seems to :
>'

i-l, ; 1 :,,'.-* r ,.! - who had drawn the water had
borne it, ::>!:. b

- .> -K -
ir- vord, straight from the source

to the ruler of the feast. It may, however, be argued that the
vvv may equally well mean, 'Now that the --"- M . . .

:
\

"

".

bear from them to the ruler of the feast v \-
r- < .

'

which he would fill the cups of the guests, Meyer, in COG,.).

(iii.) Though it would be hazardous to say that the words ol

fjvr^vjxoTes TO v^cap in v.9 render it probable that SSap (also from
the source) is to be understood after <*vr;t'V in v.8, it may
yet be stated th.it &*>.* is frequently used of the drawing- of

water (of. Gn -2\i<->, J.\ :>, Is 123, jn 4^.15), but rarely of the

drawing of wine, so that on the whole the use of the word is in

favour of Westcott's view.* (iv.) It is suggested that this view
i- u .',. "M ". s.

: -

. with the symbolical and spiritual character

oiiaemin, '- 'I . . r i
l

:" *.t --ii
;

''
_

: ' '

-'

;
**"

by which I- -!.- :
b -'"- ''I 'I --"". "L"" ':!

' - ' .ii *---
with -

.. r \ii- ]'*
"

the 'sign,' and pointed to the fulfilling

of the l.'i . ( !. V: , ";. At the command of Jesus '

they filled

them up to "the brim.' This may have been designed to show
that the preparation of the Law was now complete. It had
reached its high-water mark, if we may so speak. The number
and capacity of the vessels, and their being utilized for ' the

purifying of the Jews,' may thus be regarded as providentially
ordered <'"' -n ten.-vs '! signed to bring out the significance

of Jesus' .v ; in i: - n-l-.i ': to the Law. The vessels were filled

and then left as they stood, while the water which the servants,

in obedience to Jesus' word, drew from the source was earned

past them and delivered to the raler of the feast, who on

tasting it said to the bridegroom, 'Thou hast kept the good
wine until now/ Full justice, it may be argued, is thus done

to the spiritual import of the miracle, which was intended to

represent that what the Law with its elaborate ceremonial

could not do, Jesus could now do for those unto whom He had
, ^ '

; to them the true joy of salvation (cf. Ps 104i,
v '

-I -.'.'.rallels). The views set forth in the Encyc. Biol.

2539 ; Wendt, St. John's Gospel, 83, 240, may be

compare the miracle of the loaves and the twelve baskets of

fragments that were left.
f

2. Jn 428 &<f>7]Kv odv rty tiSptav atrys ?? yvr/i. The

waterpot of the woman of Samaria was one of those

jars of sun-dried clay which are still in use in the

East, and which are carried upon the head or on

the shoulder (Encye. BibL i. 887, iii. 3818 ; Land

and Book, 576 ; Lane, Mod. Egyptians*, i. 187-

188, who calls attention to the word garrah or

farrah for a water-pitcher, from which our word

*Dr. Giles of numm-ul OlViv, Cambridge^ hasfavoured
the writer with rlu- ioll. i- JT no- . on the use of *?**> I do

'jar' is derived). Her leaving her waterpot was
not, as some say, because her faith in Christ made
her forget the purpose for which she had originally
come, but because it impelled her to announce her

discovery of Him to others without delay; and
in her haste to return to Sychar with the news,
she did not choose to be encumbered with her

heavy waterpot, which could be fetched at any
time.

LITERATURE. Westcott, Characteristics of the Gosp. Miracles,
and Com. on St. John; Edersheim, LT\ Dods, EOT; Dic-
tionaries of the Bible ; Lane, Modern Egyptians*

JAMES DONALD,
WAY. The term l

way
J

is used in the OT and
NT in a great variety of senses, physical (see art.

ROADS) and moral. Any good concordance will

show the frequency of the word and the range of

its application. Jesus calls Himself e the Way.*
* I am the way, the truth, and the life ; no man
cometh unto the Father, but by me

'

(Jn 146). In
the remarkable interview in which this passage
occurs, the subject of conversation was the goal of

life, the ultimate destiny of the little company. ^

* I

go to prepare a place for you.
} The declaration

was an enigma. Thomas and Philip gave expres-
sion to the perplexity of the rest.

* We know not
whither thou goest, and how can we know the

way ?
J The whither is (1) union with God, (2) the

Father's home, and as a corollary, (3) holiness.

But the way to the end what is it ?
* I am the

way.' As if He said,
'

Through me, through what
I have done, through what I have been teaching,

through what I am about to do.' They had for-

gotten, or not understood, that He was the In-

carnate Word, that He and the Father were one,

and that He was- Ir.yn*! 1"\ n His life for them;
but when they <l=<i' KMU<M--I..MU these things then

they would know the way. In He 1019 - 20 the blood

of Christ seems to be the way : Having there-

fore, brethren, boldness to enter into the holiest

by the blood of Jesus, by a new and living way
which he hath consecrated for us.' Those who
believe in Christ are < of the Way' (Ac 92 199 224

).

Saul * desired of the high priest letters to Damascus
to the s\ Tij^ogues. that if he found any that were

of the Way, "he might bring them bound unto

Jerusalem.' The name served as a convenient

term by which to describe the disciples in the

early Church. Among the orthodox Jews it was a

term of contempt ; among the disciples of honour :

for had not Jesus claimed to be the Way? A
way leads to somewhere. Christ the new and

living way leads to holiness, and heaven, and God.

T>f T.-ricons of Gremer and Grimxn-Thayer,
"... / / \ [1894] 450 ff. ; Paget, Christ the Way

,

' '

R. LEGGAT.

TM

i' ./ ,. '.! ' .1- Oifft pWMfA6VW VW \
" > -.

.- --,..

r. '
-|. -i- ', poets have so much to say of wine, this,

i -' v .' . V* ,

it was possibly slanpr, and the
. . -^

discover that it occurs in the Papyri.

WAYSIDE. Two blind men sat by the wayside

beo-ging, as Jesus left Jericho on His way to Jeru-

safem (Mt 20*). They had probably taken their

station at a spot near the city where several paths

met and which may have been planted with trees.

Again, in the parable of the Sower, some of the

seed fell 'by tne wayside' (Mt IS*), *>e. along the

road (irapct T)\V ob*6v) where the ^nimn WAS so hard

as to be impenetrable by it. Jr-n- IVM- His own

interpretation of the parable.
. I

;
<>u .r-j to-therr

hardness of heart men do not understand the

word. They hear but do not heed. It Mis like

seed on a drumhead ; and then (2) the fowls of the

air come and devour it. Hearts worn hard by

selfishness and worldliness do not give entrance to

the Divine truth, and the truth lying there is

either h-mnplrd and destroyed by cares and

anxietie^ or .IMIC hod nuny by the host of passing

thoughts.
R LEGGAT.

WEALTH. 1. The Gospels differ from each
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other very considerably in their contributions to

the subject of wealth. The Gospel of Jn. con-

tributes scarcely anything. Such words as TrXo&nos,

TrXojTos, TrXovrew, Oycravpos, B^ffOLvpl^etv do not occur
in it ; and irrw%os is found only in 125 * 6- 8 and 1329

.

Mk. contributes little only 4*19 and a few charac-

teristic touches in the narrative of the Rich Young-
Ruler and the discourse following upon it, as for

instance 1C24. It is to Mi. snul Lk. that we are

indebted for practically all the teaching in the

Gospels on this subject. And the nwteri.il -u
jwli'Ml

by them is specially rich. But it is not uniform.
There is a contrast between the teaching on wealth
in Lk. and that in Mt. Lk. has preserved a series

of utterances of our Lord, which on the face of

them seem hostile to wealth and partial to poverty.
These consist partly of sayings peculiar to Lk. and

partly of sayings common to Lk. and Mt., but

having in Lk.'s version a sense apparently less

favourable to wealth. The following sayings re-

garding wealth - r ' Lk. : I53 31
'

1 418 624- 2!

1213
"21 1412

-14 - 33
.

. :

following are illus-

trations of sayings common to Mt. and Lk., but
with an

r,\>\
>.>( MI* bias against wealth in Lk.'s

version of . I i-s-n : M . 53, cf. Lk 620
; Mt 6 19-21

,
cf. Lk

12s3 ; Mt 542, cf. Lk 6s*
; Mt 1921

, cf. Lk 1822
; in

the parable of the Marriage Feast (Mt 221'14
) it is

the 'good and bad' who are .

" "" "

from the

highways, in the parable Supper
(Lk 1416"24

) it is the c

poor and maimed and blind
and lame.'
Because of these differences the Gospel of Lk.

has been charged with Ebionism (wh. see). It
has been said that it preaches the sinfulness of
wealth and the merit of poverty. By some this
characteristic is taken to be a faithful reproduction
of the spirit and teaching of Jesus ; by others it is

attributed to Lk. or to his sources, or to the influ-

ence of the sub-Apostolic period to which, by
them, this Gospel i- .; "^i"!. But before the
Gospel of Lk. is ('ii: . \\'\'\ a bias against
wealth and in favour of poverty, certain facts,

pointing to a different conclusion, have to be taken
account of. In the first place, what might be con-
strued as proofs of Ebionism are to be found in
some of the other Gospels also. The strongest
saying of Jesus against wealth,

f It is easier for a
camel to go through a needle's eye than for a rich
man to enter into the kingdom of God,' is recorded
byMt. (19

24
) and Mk. (10

25
) as well as by Lk. (18

25
).

So also are the incidents of Peter and Andrew, of
James and John, and of Matthew or Levi leaving
all to follow Jesus (Mt 418

-22 99 , Mk I16
-20 214

, Lk
511.

27.
28^ |k and Mk. tell of the Baptist's ascetic

manner of life (Mt 34, Mk I 6
). It is to Mt. that we

are indebted for the record of the -jiyin^. 'Lay
not up for yourselves treasures upoii The earth'
(6

19
), and 'The poor h coo."", iM"iji- prefvhcd to

them 3

(11
s
). In Mt :! ;

: ML i Jc-.ii* N repre-
sented as using the phrase 'the deceifcfulness of
riches,' words not recorded by Lk,

; and it is Mt.
and Mk., not Lk., who have preserved the saying
of our Lord an which He speaks of the blessedness
of leaving lands (dvpoM for His sake (Mt 1929, Mk
1039). On the other linrnJ. Lk. reports incidents
and sayings the reverse OJL JBbionitic. In the par-
able of the Rich Man and Lazarus recorded by him
alone (16

19'31
), rich Abraham is in bliss as well as

poor Lazarus. It is Lk. who tells of the women
of position who ministered to Jesus of their sub-
stance (8

8> 3
). He alone records Jesus' injunction

to TTis disciples, 'He that hath a purse, let him
tako iV

(-2'2^).
To him we owe the story of Zac-

ehffius, a rich man who won Jesus' commendation
even though he still retained half his wealth
(19*-

10
). And he, in common with the other Evan-

gelists, speaks in terms of approval of another rich
man, Joseph of Arimathsea (23

50'53
). At the same

time it can scarcely be doubted that the promi-
nence accorded in Lk. to the contrast between

poverty and wealth, and to sayings^ of our Lord
which seem to favour the poor, indicates a deep
interest on the part of the writer in the problem
of wealth and poverty. See POOR and POVERTY.

2. What, then, is the view of wealth presented
in the Gospels ? What, in particular, is Jesus 7 view
of wealth? (1) He assumes, though He nowhere

explicitly declares, the lawfulness of the possession

ofwealth. This is implied in such parables as those

of the Talents (Mt 2514'30
), the Pounds (Lk 1912"27

),

and the Unjust Steward (Lk 161 '8
), all of which deal

with the uses of money, without any -'i .
"

\
!"<

tion of its possession being indicated. It is im-

plied in His parting injunctions to His disciples

(Lk2235 * 86
), and in the saying,

' Make to yourselves
friends by means of the mammon of unrighteous-
ness '

(Lk 169
), which also involve the possession and

use of money. It is implied even in the demand
which He made of the Rich Young liuler and
others to part with wealth (Mt 1921

,
Lk 1822 1238

14s3), and in the exhortation,
*

Lay not up for your-
selves treasures upon the earth

'

(Mt 619
). In each

of these cases Jesus jipp-Ml^l to men to forego
what He did not deny x\;i-

i!ujr right. 'He was

pressing on them a moral choice, not establishing
an economic law' (Speer). The woes pronounced
upon the rich anc !-.- r . , (Lk 624" 2({

) have par-
allels in the OT \- I"

, V
1

- 26 7
8), and are to be

explained on the ground of the moral dangers of

wealth as well as on the ground of the
;

ii.

of the pious poor by the rich. Nor is ,'i !.'!!
Dives (Lk 1619"31

) any proof that Jesus condemned
the possession of wealth as such. See DIVES.

(2) Jesus implies that wealth is the gift of God.
This is the view of the OT (Ps 89n 5010-12- i4

etc.).
And it is accepted by Jesus and illustrated in the

IMM-- of the Talents (Mt 2514-30
), the Pounds

.k Id -
,, and the Foolish Rich Man (Lk 1210-21

).

In all these, gifts ar J --- "

^I'-l-i-lin^ v..-;iY(li.

are represented as v-i !i\ (MV|. V*nl

this is ^ir-'lr- -i
:

n11v d-vr with regard to wealth
in the !,<:;! !; ;' ;li.- V >.,!i^

!

] Rich Man. The Rich
Man's wealth came to him through the medium
which is most evidently at God'- ili-oroi iori, n?imoly,
through his around bringing forth plentifully.
The same truth is implied in ilie petition,

* Give us
this day our daily bread' (Mt 6n

, Lk IP), and in
the sayings :

* If God so clothe the grass of the
field, which to-day is and to-morrow is cast into
the oven, shall he not much more clothe you. ye
of little faith?' (Mt6*, Lk 1228

);
< Your heavenly

Father knoweth that ye have need of all these
things. . . . All these things shall be added xmto
you' (Mt 632- 38

, Lk 1230 * 8
'). And the description

of wealth as rb a\\6rpi.ov (Lk 1612 ) seems to carry
with it the idea that wealth belongs really to God,
and is only lent or entrusted by Him to men.

(3) Wealth, according to Jesus, is essentially a
subordinate good. It is characterized by Him' as
XdxJTew (Lk 1610

) compared with -i>irii unl inroiv-l -,.

It is too uncertain to be the goal of lii>
(
\Ir fj

11 '-

-').
Inasmuch as it is something outside man and apart
from him, the possession of it does not necessarily
contribute to riches of character, but may, on
the contrary, coexist with poverty of soul (Lk
lauwr 14i8. T/ Mt 225.

6). Nor Vil] tlfa po-e^ion of
wealth compensate for the loss of the true life iMu
1626, Mk 83G- S7

, Lk 925 ). Life, in fact, in the highest
sense of the term, is n larger and richer thing than
mere possession of wen 1th (Lk 1216 - 23

, Mt 6s0 - 25 - 8S
) ;

and it is, to a considerable degree, independent of
wealth pit 625 - M - 31

, Lk 1222 -

).

(4) Wealth is a means, not an end. It is sub-
ordinate to the great moral issues of life, and it is
of value only in so far as it promotes the true
purpose of life. It is a test and discipline of char-
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aeter. The getting, possessing, and spending of
wealth develop qualities which survive death, and
are fraught with important consequences in the
world to come. This view of wealth is presented
in the parables of the Talents (Mt 2514-30

) the
Pounds (Lk 1912-27

), the Foolish Rich Man (Lk
12lb

- iJ1

), the Unjust Steward and Christ's comments
on it (Lk 16 1' 13

), Dives and Lazarus (Lk 161SKn ), and
in the picture of the Judgment of Men (Mt 2531~46

).

In these passages weal th i* regarded as a trust com-
mitted by God to man, demanding in the possessor
of it fidelity, watchfulness, and "<! -!-:'. TV'];
fulness in the administration ol ; hr '"MM !_!,, ...i;.

mammon prepares for greater and more '"serious

responsibilities in the world to come, and contrib-
utes to our v oil-being there (Lk 161 -13

) ; but
failure to use wealth aright entails loss and con-
demnation (Lk 1216"21 1610"13- 19-31

). On the other
hand, we are taught in the parable of the Unright-
eous Steward that as the Steward employed his
lord's wealth in securing for himself friends who
would support him after he was deprived of his
office, so we should administer the wealth com-
mitted to us in such a way that it will contribute
to our well-being in the world to come.
As to how exactly this is to be done Jesus lays

down no detailed rules, trusting rather to the

impulses of the regenerate heart issuing in right
action. Where love to God and love to man rule
the life, wealth will be wisely administered, l The
cross of Christ is the solution of the social pro-
blem '

(Kambli). At the same time, we are not
left without hints and indications as to how one
inspired by the enthusiasm of Christianity will
deal with wealth. In acquiring wealth he will
have regard to the rights and claims of his fellow-
men as much as to his own (Mt 2239 712, Mk 1231

,

Lk 6S1
). He will be sparing in his own personal

expenditure, and will aim at simplicity of life

(Lk 1041 - 42 KVm). He will be mindful of the
claims of relatives (Mk 730"13

). He will contribute

liberally in gifts and personal service for the
advancement of God's Kingdom, even at much
sacrifice and inconvenience (Lk 211"4 8 1 '8 2350"66

).

Nor need the gift necessarily be justifiable on
purely utilitarian grounds ; it may be artistic-

ally expressive of devotion and gratitude (Mt
26*" 18

, Mk H**, Jn 122
-*, Lk 736'50

). Such a one
will also relieve the needs of his fellow-men, either

by id i M-J/I \injr or by personal ministration, or
in sumo other way suggested by circumstances
(Mt 62

"4 1921
25*-*, Mk 1023

,
Lk 630 1080"37 12s*

1412-14 i$%
}
jn 1329^ par6} however, always being

taken that ostentation or other wrong motives
mar not the value of the gift or service (Mt 62

"4
).

Arid Jesus, by His commendation of Mary for

her gift of costly spikenard (Mt 266'18
, Mk 148

"9
,

Jn 12r8
), and of the woman who was a sinner for

a similar act (Lk Y^-50
), as well as by His presence

at the marriage at Cana of Galilee (Jn 21"11
), and

at feasts, and by Hi-< appreciation of nature, seems
to sanction expenditure of wealth in ministering
not merely to the necessities of men, but also to

their happiness through the gratification of their

social instincts and their love of beauty.
(5) But whilst Jesus implies the lawfulness of

private possessions and gives guidance a* to the

ri^ht use of them, He is at the' panio time keenly
alive to the perils attacked to wealth-, and His
recorded utterances contain many warnings with
reference to them. This is the explanation of

those sayings of His which seem on the lirst read-

ing of them to condemn wealth and the possession
of it. He characterizes money as 'the mammon
of unrighteousness' and

' the unrighteous mammon'
(Lk 169- u

), not because money is evil in itself, but
because the getting and possessing and spending
of it are so apt to lead to unrighteousness, Again,
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He pronounces woe upon the rich and ]?-<; L-

(Lk 624 - 25
),, not only because they were" i-n of:, i:

guilty of op] i re ing the pious poor, but also be-
cause their wealth exposed them to grave spiritual
perils. And He indicates what some of these
perils are. Wealth tends to delude a man as to
his real worth, and to invest him with a facti-
tious importance (Lk 1216

-21
). It tends to become

a man's god, and to oust the true God from His
supremacy in the heart (Mt 624, Lk 1613 1216'21 ).

The rich man is apt to trust in Ms riches, not
in God, and to think that the possession of
them insures him against adversity (Lk 1216

'21
).

Wealth is also apt to make him forgetful of his
indebtedness to God, and to lead him to regard
God's gifts to him as Ms own absolute posses-
sions to do with as he pleases (Lk 1216'21). Fur-
ther, wealth lias the tendency to deaden the
possessor's sense of spiritual need and his aspira-
tions after spiritual good (Mt 1322, Lk 1216"21 1619

'33
,Mt 225

, Lk 14'8-2 ). It tends also to limit the

possessor's thoughts to this present world and its

interests, to the exclusion of higher things (Mt
6 19-a4

, Lk 1216-21 1619-31
). It is apt to come into con-

flict with the demands of the Kingdom of God and
to indispose to the acceptance of them (Mt 1916

'26
,Mk 1017"27

, Lk IS1*-27 95 2 1418
'20

, Mt 225
). There is"

"!;,. ".too,
"

,

"
of sympathy

i'

1
- -'ellow-nien and selfrsh ignoring of their

needs and claims (Lk 1216
'21 1619'81

). And, lastly,
there is the danger of eovetousness (Lk 1215

, Mt
1322

), wealth tending to breed the desire for more
wealth (Lk 1216

' 21
), though this sin may beset those

also who do not possess (Lk 1213 "15
).

(6) These dangers, vividly realized by Jesus and
greatly dreaded by Him, led Him to make use
nri-!>*\i'iri'n\ of language, which, interpreted liter-

ally , would $e&ffl> to teach the irt.*'t'irtpft1ilt tl\t,tj of
the possession of wealth with n^mhe/'y/tijt h" the

Kingdom of God. Such are the Woes pronounced
on the rich and [' ^r-.-m .'Lice24* 25

), the conver-
sation following ! ': of the Rich Young
Ruler (Mt 1928- Mk lO23"25

, Lk IS24-^ and the
demand that whosoever would be His disciple
must renounce all that he hath (Lk 1433). These
utterances are to be explain -d pjn-Uy by the cir-

cumstances of the age in whi--h slu\ "\\i-iv spoken.
Jesus foresaw trouble and nl':< i

:
i-i: iW His fol-

lowers. In the world they would have tribulation :

they would be hated of all men for His name's
sake. Hence, if they were to endure unto the end,
it was necessary that they should hold property
and friends and life cheap, ready to part with them
for the sake of Christ (Mt lO34

'89
, Lk 1426). And

this was specially incumbent on those who were to
be the preachers and missionaries of the gospel
(Lk 9B7A Mt 818-28

). Hence Jesus' demand that
those who would be Hi* disciples should renounce
all that they had. And lienco also the severe

things He says regarding the rich. But these
utterances are to be iiil';i-j>rot--fl

1so in accordance
with Jesus

3

practice 01 cml.<n,\ \i\(i Hi- '
.1- V 1

,: :-i

bold, striking. |ii'-!ii!T*()ih' utterances -.< -"
,: . ,.M-'.

fitted to arroi ii<riior. He expresses Himself
thus strongly in order to impress men in all a^es
with the extreme peril of wealth, and to admonish
the rich that they should hold their wealth lightly,
and be ready to sacrifice it if duty demands.

IJui Jrsm went fnrlior, and in one case at least demanded of

UH n*n>irant for eternal life that he sell all and give to the poor
if h<> uould liavo ire,iM7ro in heaven (Mt 19--'2,

Mk lQir-, Lk
l^i"-_.tj. This (If nsand may have been made to make clear to

the Young Man the inadequacy of his observance of the Divine

law, and especially the shallownecs of his love tor his neighbour.
But more probably it u as made in accordance with the principle,
laiddown elsewhere by Jesus, that whatever interests or relation-

ships conflict with a man's spiritual weli-boing and with the claims

of God's Kingdom should be sacrificed, even though in them-
selves legitimate (Mt 529- ao 1910-1^ }ik 943 45.

47, Lk 1426). it was
probably perceived by Jesus that the Young Ruler's wealth was
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iinterfering- with his realization of the hij
render loyal and enthusiastic disciplesh . im.

Hence Jesus called upon him to part wi i 4 is

the only case of the kind recorded in the , \ be
that there were others similar. But even "_""- ,v "1

*

it is sufficient to establish the principle i . -.'.<'
wealth on the possessor may be so injurious to his highest
interests that he must renounce it if he is to enter into life. See
also PROPERTY.
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J. W. SLATER.
WEARINESS. The one reference to the weari-

ness of our Lord which we find in the Gospels
occurs in the account of His journey from Judaea
into Galilee. We read that on His way, beaten
down by heavy toil (KeieoiriaK&s), He sat upon the
well near to the village of Sycliar (Jn 4), The
allusion is an eloquent testimony to the fact that
He who is touched by the resins,: <-f on 1

'

infirmity
shared that infirmity in i

1

.- Ofisnuiin-. effect of

physical exhaustion. See HUMANITY OF CHRIST.
W. W. HOLDSWORTH.

WEAYIN6. In our Lord's day weaving was done
by hand-looms, as still in the East generally. The
loom, with its

c beam ' and '

shuttle/ whioh furnished
to OT poet and prophet figures of life's swiftness
and brevity (cf. Job 76, Is 3812

), is not directly
mentioned in the Gospels. While in the earlier
.1 , \ -

: T\ : 1 *
"

. weaving was done mostly by men,
i ;'

1
1 --re and more into the hands of

women. The Rabbis did not give it a high place
among the crafts. Among the materials used in

weaving were flax, wool, camel's hair and goat's
hair. Flax and wool made ' soft clothing

'

for the
royal and the rich (Mt II8

, Lk 1619
), the rest were

wrought into the coarser vMrim n(* of the more
austere, like John the K.ipiU; -Mi 34), into the
sackcloth of the mourner (Mt 11 21

^ Lk 1018), or into
tents or sails, Jesus wore a seamless garment
(xw&v &ppa<f>os, Jn 1923 ), woven in one piece, from
the top throughout, made probably by faithful,
ministering women (Lk 82f

-, Mt 2755
) ; and when He

was buried, the cloth in which His
'

>C, \ v .*i
-

'.-. :\ ',:! -i\

was of linen (Mk 1546, Mt 2759
, LL :M'

',
-I II" '.'

E. B. POLLABD.
WEDDING GARMENT The parable in which

the incident of the wedding garment occurs is
recorded in Mt 22lff\ As there is good reason to
believe that the similar story told in Lk 1416ff- is
not a different version of the same parable, but
another teaching given on a different occasion,
there will be no attempt made to find what light
Lk.'s parable of the Great Supper throws on it.

The wedding garment fits in as naturally with i

Mt.'s story as it would be out of place in Lk.'s.

Questions have been discussed with much learn-
I

ing as to whether the wedding garment means
|

the righteousness of Christ or the righteousness of

food
works, whether it be -n-u"'Mr'.: that we must

o for ourselves or somet];::i^ :!ui ;- done for us.
The story, however, makes it quite plain that

!

it is nothing we can do for ourselves. Those

gathered from the highways and lanes had certainly
no '

'

. '!\ for making themselves garments
tha- ,-:.'' for the royal presence. There is

no occasion to search for illustrations showing that

in the East it was not uncommon at high festivals

to provide guests with suitable garments, because
whether that was the case or not historically, it is

certainly
"

. '. vV1
'-

"; . The attitude of

the king . .

'

;

:

represented as so

generous
'

'

'.- "-.' le that he should

fling one of his guests into a dungeon because he
was unable to find for himself a suitable marriage
garment. The man is punished for his impudence
in supposing that he could come into the king's

presence just as he was. If, then, we inquire what
the truth is that our Lord wishes to express, it

is plainly this, which we find again and again
in Scripture, that no one is clean in God's sight.
And when this sinful condition is contrasted with
God's absolute holiness, no conclusion can be drawn
but that man as he is cannot stand in Go<l"- jirt'-iMi'-o.

The wedding garment means, then, .something
that God supplies, enabling the sinner to stand iii

His presence. Now there is nothing in the spiritual
world that properly answers to a cloak or garment.
Here, dress may effect a deception, may make a
man appear to be what he is not, but there all is

real, and the character is seen through im<l through.
Commentators have therefore rightly felt that the

wedding garment must denote an element in char-
acter. It is not, on the one hand, what is popu-
larly known as good works, because they may have
no root in the character ; nor is it some fictitious

imputation of what does not really belong to iis ;

nor is it, as Archer Butler suggests, a spirit of

sympathetic joy with the wedding festivities. It

is something the lack of which deserves searching
judgment, the presence of which is absolmely
necessary. What is it? Is it not that definite

relationship with Christ which is so clearly ex-

pressed in the hymn
* Bock of Ages cleft for me,
Let me hide myself in. thee/

a relationship implying the closest possible unionj?
It is not something fictitious or unreal, but some-
thing which the fact of sin demands. For just as
the spirit of in(li'|itMil"ii<-' i ,< I'M]' nlmi- Ji--irnpi inn
for the creatMiv in i !)( J-IVM-IIIV ci hi- < rM'or, -o
that of dependence on a perfect character carries
with it a definite moral quality.

It may be said that this mfcvHriicioii explains
the substantive but not the ;uljr-i i\ <>. i ii.n we have
a meaning for .^.si-n"--,

'

but not for 'wedding
garment.' The v.r.'-ii'i'.. --r the parable stands for
the union of God with humanity the Incarnation,
as we call it. The indifference to that fact is the
heaviest condemnation the world can receive.
That was the blunder of the commercial people of
our Lord's time, who were so engrossed with their
own business as to pay no attention to the presence
of Christ in the world, and who, when it seemed
as though it would interfere with their concerns,
did their best to destroy it. The blunder of tlie

outcast is to suppose that this wonderful con-
descension was not necessary. It is this that is

depicted in the incident of the wedding garment.
G. H. S. WALPOLB,

WEEK. See TIME.

WEEPINGL See TEABS.

w
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.The specific ob-

ject for which the Gospels woro composed did not
call for anything like a full dor.'rilcd u-o of metrical
data. Within their limited compass there are only
incidental allusions to a system, or rather systems,
of weights and measures. These are naturally
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scanty and obscure. The most that can be done
with them is to identify them as nearly as pos-
sible with equivalents in modern systems, and to
ascertain their places in those that were current
in the Palestine of NT times. At this last point a
difficulty at once emerges, due partly to the absence
of regard for accuracy and precision in such matters
prevalent at the time ,- -i

"

;
",

, id partly to the
mixture of standards -.'.'.. successive and
widely differing populations coming in with suc-
cessive waves of conquest and invasion. The situa-

, brought
system by French, German, : . 1

'

, -,

It is generally agreed by expert metrologists
that the basis and fountainhead of all systems of
measurement is to be traced to Babylonia. But
in passing into Western countries, the Babylonian
system was naturally subjected to as many modifi-
cations as it entered regions, and gave rise to quite
as many secondary or derivative systems. These,
during the course of the interrelations of the
peoples using them, mutually affected one another

,*

find the result, was a variety of values called by
the same name, or by names derived from the
same original. On account of this fact, etymo-
logical processes of reasoning are in this field of
little value, if not .-il {;-' 'h k '- ralueless and mis-

leading. Moreover, ilm.i^'-inir the whole history
of metrology there is a tendency noticeable to-
wards the shrinkage or reduction of primitive
values, making it essential to distinguish with
great care between the values current under the
same name in diflfereir

1

: "I- history. In the

attempt to reach the \: i/- as far as the 1st
cent. A. D. is concerned, it will be best to bear in
mind that in Palestine during the OT period three
main systems of metrology came into use more or
less

extensively^, the Babylonian, the Egyptian,
and the Phoenician, and that to these, just before
the times of Jesus, the Roman conquest added a
fourth as a disturbing element.

I. WEIGHTS. The primitive unit of weight was
the shekel. This developed into two forms, the

heavy and the light (cf. Kennedy in Hastings' DB,
art.

*

Weights and Measures '). The heavy shekel

weighed 252*5 grs., and the light just one-half of

that. Perhaps while the shekel was still being
used in these forms, a third value was attached to

it by the introduction of the Syrian shekel of 320

gr., and a fourth value later, viz. the Phoenician
of 224-4 grs. In Roman times the denarius was
introduced. This was equivalent to the Attic
drachm. But Josephus (Ant. III. viii. 2) repre-
sents the Hebrew shekel (<rk\o?) as equal to a
tetradrachm (4 drs.), and a drachm-denarius was
fixed by Nero at 52*62 grs. A i l<v<r appro.MinaioU .

therefore, for the 1st cent. A.D., three units in the
scale of weights may be determined, as follows :

the drachm-denarius=52 -5 grs., the light shekel
105 grs., and the heavy shekel ==210 grs. Of the

higher units the mina is equated with 100 drs., and
the talent with 60 mince, hence the scale :

Dr.-Den. Shefc. Tetr. Min. Talent.
r)rrn!>rri-TVr.ar. 1 52'5+grs.
S'iu'ii. a-h!) . 2 1 105+
tli< .. (i.":i\;) 421 2104- >,

Mina
''

.' . 100 50 25 1 5250+
Talent . . 6000 3000 1500 60 1 315000+

In the Gospels the words dldpaxpov flight ^iekc1.

Mt 1724 ) andrdLXavToi'
*

(talent, Mt 1S :1 >&*-** ) occur,

but not as the names of weights; they are the

designations of coins (see MONEY). The only term
* r*&*vn7et in Rev 1621 (cf. also Jos. BJj. vi. 3) can in the

nature of the case be only an approximation. The PEFSt,
1892, 289 f., records the discovery of a. large stone weighing
64600 grs. (4 1 000 grammes), used as a heavy talent weight.

purely designating a weight is Airpa (pound, Jn 123

1939
).* This was identified with the mina of the

above scale as its approximate equivalent. Its
exact weight in the Roman scale of weights is

given as 5050 grs.., or 11 oz. avoirdupois.
IL MEASURES.- 1. Measures of LengthThe

unit of linear measurement in earlier Biblical times
was the cubit (no*). This was obtained by the
adoption of the length of the forearm from the
elbow to the tip of the middle finger as- the stand-
ard. There are evidences that such a standard
was early averaged, conventionalized, and made
the legal unit among the Israelites, being intro-
duced like other standards of the kind from Baby-
lonia. The cubit did not, however, remain a fixed
unit throughout. From Ezk 405

(cf. 4313
) we

learn that two standards of measurement called
cubits had come into use, and were employed in
the prophet's day, and that these differed by one
hand's breadth. The common cubit was six hand-
breadths in

^

;//!
. V sacred cubit, seven. The

question of < .1"

'

,
- length of either is, there-

fore, resolved into the value of the handbreadth.
It would be useless to discuss in detail the various
processes through which the solution of the prob-
lem has been attempted. The results of these

processes show a li\- J.TM'-O <f over nine inches.
Conder (Handbook <j

ft r, i,
1

} finds the cubit to
be 16 in. in length. Petrie (Ency. Brit* xxiv.

484) finds it to be 25 '2. Between these extremes
are the following : A. R. S. Kennedy (Hastings'
DB, art.

'

\VcijhtH and Measures'), 17*5 in.;
Watson (PEFSt, 1897, 203 ff.), 17'7 ; Berwick (to.

1879, 182 ff.), 17*72; Warren (to. 1899, 229 ff.),

17*75 in.; Smith's DB, based on Thenius, 19*5 in.;
and Petrie (PEFSt, 1892, 31), 22*6. If we set

aside the extremes by Conder and Petrie and
Smith's DB, the divergence in the remainder is

reduced to a ':,/*: i -,' larger than '25 inch.

Accordingly, i'i-- ! of the most recent

investigation may be safely taken to fix the value
of the cubit in inches at between 17*50 and 17*75.

Therefore the symbol, 17*5+ may be accepted as

the approximate value of the common cubit among
the Israelites. Upon this basis the longer cubit
of Ezk 405 was 20 '6 in. This result coincides with
the Egyptian nietrolojiical system, and it appears
probable that, being introduced from Egypt as the

equivalent of the royal Egyptian measure of the

name, the cubit was gradually reduced until in

Ezekiel's day the shorter form of it had "been

definitely fixed. This, then, persisted up to NT
times, and was identified with the Roman cubitus

of a little less than 17*5 in. (cf. Smith, Diet, of
Antiq. p. 1227).t
The subdivisions of the cubit were the span,

equalling half a cubit ;
tin* palm or fiand-breadth,

one-sixth of a cubit; and i \w ''','/"/
>r tager-breadth,

one twenty-fourth of a cubit. The multiples in

common use were the fathom, consisting of four

cubits, and the reed, of six cubits. Hence the

table :

Digit- Palm. Span. Cubit. Fathom. Eeed.

Digifc (Finger- 1

breadth)
Palm (Hand- 4 1

breadth)
Span . . 12~ " "

24

*73 in

Cubit .

Fathom .

Reed . . 144

3
6
24
36

1
2
8

12
1
1*5

8-75 ,

17-52 !

i 105*5 ;

* In this pla'-e n<vonl:ner to Hultsch, the x?-r/?*is not the same

as in Jn l',w. H< 4 "rvl< r-,in!ids the term to be the name of a

translucent horn vessel with measuring lines on the outside,

used by apothecaries in dealing out medicines. Such a mea-

suring' instrument was used ; but that it served for carrying-

ointment is improbable, and the identification of the *.irp# here

with Jn 19-W seems more natural.

t Tn Etfypt, too, there was a longer cubit and a shorter, and
these two' were related to one another as 7 to 6, their values m
inches being respectively li) 43 and '16-66.
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In the Gospels the cubit is anentioned in Mt 627,

Lk 1225
, and Jn 218 . In all the-" pn ,-ILH-

it_appears
as an approximation, and noiihor requires nor
admits of precise determination. Lengths less than
that of the cubit are not alluded to. Of greater
lengths the following occur, being outside the usual
scale as given above. The stadiinn or furlong (Lk
2413

, Jn 619 II18
). The term is borrowed from the

Greek scale, and appears there as the equivalent
of 600 ft. (more precisely 600 ft. 9 in.), or 400 cubits.

The mile (Mt 541 ) was also borrowed, but is taken
from the Roman scale, and was equal to 7 '5 Greek
stadia (furlongs), or 3000 cubits (1700 yds,). The
day's journey (Lk244

), which is a common Oriental

way of reckoning distances of considerable length
at the present day, seems to have been used in

ancient times also. It is not, however, reducible
to any definite equivalent, and was no doubt a

very elastic term. See on this and on ' Sabbath

day's journey,' art. JOTJRlsrEY^
2. measures of //*' . -Of measures of area no

mention is made iY ; '! sn^-i^ or in the NT any-
where. Occasional allusions to the purchase of

land (Mt 1344 277
, Lk 1418

; cf. Ac I18 ) are not of such
a character as to include the measurement used in

these and similar transactions.
3. Measures of Capacity. These naturally fall

into liquid and dry measures. Primitively the
most common word lor measure of volume in Bible
lands was perhaps the seah (a-drov, /zerpov, cf. Mt
1333

, which is also the usage of the LXX). This
was the ' measure *

par excellence. This, however,
became differentiated at least as early as before
the NT age into a unit of drjr measure, and the

hin, with t\vi- < Mi*- <,
;>.i

:

;\
*

the seah, took its

place in the .

"
T---J." M-.iM^ i'-.v.i'i scale. Neverthe-

less, in ascertaining the values of both liquid and
dry standards of measurement, the most con-
venient starting-point is the seah. This, on the
one hand, is easily traceable in its equivalents in

the Greece-Roman metrology, and, on the other,
as the unit on which the ephah-bath is based,
furnishes a key to the Palestinian metrology of
both dry and liquid varieties.
As to the equivalency of the seah in the classical

Greece-Rom* i:
;

. the folloum^: <lata give
testimony: '

'

s-,- Ant. IX. i\.
,">; -M'IV-S

cA seah
is equal to one and one-half Italian modii.' An
:.; -i I- writer, cited by Hultsch (Metr. Script.

. *!. '- eaks to the same effect ; so also Jerome
(on Mt 1333 ), who, however, probably simply re-

produces this representation. On the other hand,
according to Epiplianius (Metr. Script, i. 82. 8),
the seaAwas equal to one and one-quarter modii
(20 sextarii} ; but that this is not a precise state-
ment appears from the same writer's equating the
seah with 22 sextarii elsewhere (Metr. Script, i.

82. 9). Indirectly from the identification of the
bath, the cor, and the hin by Josephus, with their

corresponding Roman equivalents (cf. Ant. VIII. ii.

9, XY. ix. 2, in. viii. 3), the value of the seah is

computed at 22 sextarii
; and as this agrees with^ -

'.',',"'.
'"

I"
16 Babylonian ephah-bath with 66

"

t
i i .

' '

, G-riech. and Horn. Metr. ii p.
412), it may be taken as correct.
This gives us the value of the seah in Roman

sextarii. The reduction of the sextarii to present-
day English standards may be made either upon
the basis of the calculations of Hultsch (Metrol.
p. 453), which yield a sextarius of '96 pt. (cf.

Smith, Diet, of Ant., followed by Harper's Diet, of
Class. Lit. and Ant., ed. H. T. Peck), and a seah
of 21+ pts. (2 gals. 2 qts. and In- pts.); or this
reduction may be made upon the basis of the use
of the Farnese congius (

= 6 sextarii) in the Dresden
Museum, which yields a sextarius of -99 pts. The
difference in results between these methods amounts
to no more than '03 pt. in the Roman sextarius.

Neither of the two methods positively excludes

the possibility of error, but the latter appears
upon the whole more trustworthy. Thus in the

reconstruction of a table we have the equation to

start with: sextarius=*$9 pt. The seah (22 &fixt.

= 2 gal. 2 qts. 1*78 pts.) is, then, approximately
23 4- pts.

This yields for the dry measure the scale as

follows :

Log. Kab. Orner. Seah. Ephah. Cor.

Kab
Omer
Seah

1
4 1

7-5 1*8
24 6
72 18
720 180

1

3-6

10
100

1
10Cor (Homer)

And for the liquid the scale as follows :

= 1 pt.
= 4 pts.
= 7 >,

= 23*75
= 71-28

1 =712-8

Hin. Seah. Bath. Cor.

Log-
Hin
Seah
Bath
Cor

i

12
24
72

720 60

1
3 1

30 10

= 11-0 pts.= 23-8
71-28

= 712-8

These two scales represent the values of mea-
sures of capacity of the later days of Judaism.
For OT times the value of the seah would have to

be made larger, and the table correspondingly in-

creased. For practical purposes the log = sextarius
= pt. equation may be deemed sufficient.

In the Gospels the i\-ll"V. l'i.. allusions to the

scales occur. The sea--
V
M; i:t'-, Lk 132*) is the

equivalent of one-third of an ephah, and so is meant
to designate generally as large . ^y as was
usually handled in household ''-. Three
seahs are equal to 35^ qts. or I bushel. The cor

(Lk 167 ) appears under the name of *

measure,
3 the

expression being naturally a general and inexact
one. The total quantity intended to be indicated
is 100 cors or 1110 bushels.
Measures not included in the above scales occur

as follows. The xcstes (l-Arnjs, translated cup,
5

Mk 74 <
8 was probably a small and handy houne-

hold vessel, with i u - .\
\

.' '.

'

of a pint measure, and
used as such. I'lio ".<>' -' (^6&os, Mt 515, Mk 4al

,

Lk II33
,
tr. in all the English versions 'bushel ') is

not the English bushel, but the Hebrew seah. The
name is borrowed from the Gnoco-Roman tisage.
The measure itself was, like the xestes, a useful
household utensil. The metretos (juerp^r^s, Jn 2tt

,

tr.
*
firkin ') is evidently the bath of the Hebrew

scale, containing approximately 9 gallons,

LITERATURE. Hultsch, Grieoh. w. Rom. Sfetrologie, ii. (1882),
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A. (J. ZENDS.

WELL (mryij, 6p^af>, Jn 4^ u ). The one well
mentioned in the Gospels is that of Jacob, near
ancient Shechem, under the northern cliffs of
Gerizim. There is no reasonable doubt that thin in

the well pointed out to this day as Bir YdMb in
the eastern opening of the pass o'f Nablus. Samari-
tan, Jewish, Christian, and Moslem traditions

support this identification with absolute unanimity.
See JACOB'S WELL.
There is a law of the well in the East, which,

although unwritten, receives well-nigh universal

homage. Drawing water from the cisterns or wells
that abound in Palestine occupies much of the
women's time. The stones round the mouth of

many a well are scored deeply by friction of the

ropes to which the bucket or leather daluw is

attached. Few experiences are more trying than
to pass one of these t wells

'

in the heat, seeing the
water in the cool depths but having

*

nothing to
draw with.' The appeal of the thirsty to one
drawing, ^Give me to drink,' is never refused.
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While -I,!; si-!'."! ,hat a Jew, even when urged by
thirst, -''.,"ii-, , ::.- accost a Samaritan, the woman
did not deny the Saviour's request. Even a Metd-
wileh, one of the most fanatical of all Oriental
sects, will give water to the thirsty, if n]i].OMloi1 to,
although to avoid the possibility of pollution he
must destroy the vessel from which ilio inli.lol has
drunk. W.

WEST (SWTAM. In Palestine the direction of
the setting sun is also that of the sea, and the
West is therefore the source from which rain is

generally expected (1 K 1844, Lk 1254). The ob-
served connexion between western clouds and rain
led Christ to remark on the strange inattention
to the spiritual trend of the times (Lk 1255). He
attributed such disregard and misrepresentation
to self-delusion resulting from insincerity. He
recognized that the final stage of rr prni'V.i *!- -

and impotence had been reached. ;;-i.i \.\w ;

Kingdom of Heaven required the removal of both
teachers and teaching and a re-baptism of religious
vision and thought (Mt 2336

"39
,
Mk 812

3 Jn 421
).

The reference to North, South, East, and West
as the equal sources

^
from which the Kingdom of

Heaven was to draw its membership, in<ii< atod the
universal scope of His own relationship to the
world. The same truth is suggested in the vision
of the New Jerusalem as the city with an equal
number of open gates on its four sides (Bev 2113

).

Hence to-day, in the statesmanship of that King-
dom, it is unwise and wasteful to transport to the
East the controversies and cleavages of Western
Christianity. Only the universal truths of the

:.M-.|H;1 ~1iou1d be presented to the universal mission
lirM. G. M. MACKIE.

WHALE. See JONAH, NINEVITES, SIGN.

WHEAT. Of all the cereals, wheat is at once
the most valuable and the most widely distributed.

It has been cultivated from very early times, as is

l^roved by fu- Piitlhi^ of wheat grains in some of

the oldest JVypiijm nombs. In what land it had
its origin is' unknown, but de Candolle assigns
the honour to Mesopotamia. In Palestine its

cultivation dates back to a time prior to the
Hebrew conquest (Dt 88

). How long before cannot
be said, but it was probably a considerable time.

In the OT the most common name for it is n^o
which the LXX renders in most instances by irvpfa

(Gn 3014, Ex 932 etc.) but sometimes by <nro*(Jg 6U,

Ezk 2717
), and the Vulg. by triticum and, in a few

cases, frumentum. On the other hand, crtros is

used also to render 17 (Jer 2328, Jl 2s4
), \& (Nu 1812,

Jer 31 12
), Toy (Jos 5n ), and i# (Gn 422 - 3

). In the
NT this is the term in \annbly em] .loyod (Mt 312,
Lk 167 etc.), and in EV it is nearly always trans-

lated 'wheat.' Like the Heb. fai, however, <nros is

really a general term for the cereals. But we can

readily understand how, just as_
in Scotland the

word * corn * has become :..: I- .-ill \ the equivalent
of oats, so in Palestine ' -'.!:!! come to mean
wheat. For it was the most common and the

most valued of the staple products of the country,
and was, as it still is, its principal Lroml-nifT.

Several varieties of wheat are grown in IVil<'-tin<.

Tristram (Nat. Hist, of Bible, 492) mentions spe-

cially three of them : Triticum compositum, T.

spelia (which is the most common of all), and
T. hybernum.
Wheat is sown about November, shortly after

the first rains have softened the soil and rendered

it fit for ploughing. It is ripe in May or June,
but the time of harvest varies for the different

districts, being earliest in the low-lying
Jordan

Valley, and latest in the Lebanons. The processes
of reaping, threshing, winnowing, and sifting have

already been described (see AGRICULTURE). The
return yielded by wheat varies greatly. Thirty-
fold is, r-"-.--^" 1

.
to Tristram, reckoned a good

return (o^ . . I
s

'-v But that applies to Palestine
as it is now. The sixty-fold or hundred-fold of the
parable (Mt 138 ||) might well have been obtained
in the days of its former prosperity. Wheat was
an article of export from very early days (Ezk 2717

,

cf. Ac 1220
) 3 and even to this day considerable

qun.nl iiio- are exported by way of Haifa and
1 Joint! . i D is obtained mainly from the IJauran.

HUGH DUNCAN.
WICKED. Wickedness (trovrjpLcL) is sin contem-

plated, not in the light of judicial guilt, or even of
moral badness, but of the active mischief which it

works.

Four Greek 'A V- " XT s* *",*.' i
* wicked' in EV.

(1) e&Qto-ftos ( >
.": ~, !' - describes the man who

will not walk according to the lines laid down (rifatrQott) for him
by others ; the man who gratifies his own desires and whims, in
defiance of public opinion, or even of Divine regulation.

(2) &V6/&OS (Ac 23, and nine other times ; aya/z/as, sixteen times).
This word originally has to do by derivation with the sheep that

":"7-
M
\i.~i '/' (

''
'*

'

'< \

(

\'\'''''\

''"
-'

''

:

'.',.'"

'11

'

- "that in (1).

.1, ...'.' . ginaUiy* unpleasant' (cf. Lk 165, Ac 289,
.Rev Iu~j, ana cnen : ; ; . : . i < r fulfil the

apparent reason for existence, uie word comes to mean
'morally bad' as opposed to a,yK.8os y morally good (Mt 21-& 2448

}

Col S5 etc.);
(4) trowjpos. This is the usual NT word; and it occurs very

frequently, being usually rendered ' wicked* or '
evil.* It is

connected by derivation with toil (vovos). J. J. Schmidt sug-
gests that, like the word *

villainy/ it has drifted from meaning
*

labouring* and hence 'lower class' to
'

degraded
' and thence

'vicious.' But it seems more probable that the root thought in

trovvip6$ is
*

causing trouble,' 'mischievous/ and thence *

actively
wicked* in contrast to xp-ntrTo?,

*

actively good." A \ivid picture
- T .

. .1 : : .- T ,
< is found in Mt JL^-wo **-, where the

> i ,

'

': . < 'wicked one,' <5 Tovypis. The bad man
os) may be content to sin alone, the wicked man (TOK^C?)

seeks to draw away others also.

1. The ca^ises ofwickedness. (a) The wicked one

(Mt 1319 - 38
, Eph 616

, 1 Jn 213- 14 312
, perh. Mt 613

, etc.).

The first great soiiti'-o r f c\" i>ni-f-rn-riil\ t]i- doll.
He is the great in!-' 'i'* i iiu L- r \\\\v Ji*,1 !" 1

,". I'^c-

God's orderly worlu {KOCT/J,OS}
Mb 4 13^, ecc.j, and is

ever found in antagonism to Christ's dominion

(Mt 1337- 89
,

1 Jn 518
'20 KV). (J) Wicked spirits.

Scripture reveals to us not only a general, but
also an army of wicked spirits who are ever ready
to do his work (see Mt 1245

,
Ac 1912 - 13

, etc.). (c)

Fallen human nature.
^ Suggestions from without

are reinforced by \\jllmjrne* iiotn villiin. De-
i

,- \ . .1

'

i n '\ tii :.'. (ct. .Alt 7-
1
) i- i rail or to Christ

v
\l ,

;,
-,

\|\ ; , I !. 1139 3
Ho I29 ). This is the per-

manent 'condition of the world apart from. Christ

(1 Jn 519
, Gal I4).

2. Manifestations of wickedness. The tree of

wickedness has mam Vn:<1> of fruit, by which we
detect its character -

v
Mi T T -

''y : e.g. violence (Mt 539,

Ac 175
,
2 Th 3^. liv['ocri>y -'Mt 2218

), an unfor^rh in^
-mm -Mi Iv* , ullciu-^ O1.--25

26
), unbelief (Jlo 3 1

-},

.-Mi -nJlir it ru y (Ja 416
), spite (3 Jn10

) ;_ everything,
in I'JK-I. iluu' is unlike Christ, flourishes in the

devil's Eden the 1

lost world.

3. The consequences of wickedness. The * children

of the wicked one. 3

if unredeemed from his service,

will share his doom (Mt 13*9 * 50 2526- 30
,
Eo I29

- 8S
; cf.

Eph 22 - 3
).

& The remedy for wickedness. God's attitude

towards the wicked man is not one of implacable

anger, but of winning kindness (Lk 6s6
). Recon-

ciled through the cross of Christ (Col I20- 21
), the

wicked man may find complete pardon for the past.

Nay more, he may be so renewed in nature as to

have no taste for his former way of life (Eo 12y,

Ac 326
,
1 Co 58

,
1 Th 532

). And further, he may not

onlv be completely ransomed from the slavery m
which he was formerly held (Mt 613, Jn 1715,

2 Th
3s

,
1 Jn 518 RV), but may become actually victori-

ous, through the imparted power of Christ, over
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the evil one, who is now bitterly
" *

r to
his former subject (1 Jn 213 - 14

, Eph -j

LITERATURE. Trench, Synonyms; Grimm-Thayer and Cremer,
Lexx. s.vv. xxxos, vwypos. H. C. LEES.

WIDOW (xtfpa )- Four widows are referred to in

the Gospels.
1. Anna of the tribe of Asher (Lk 236"38

), a
devout woman described as a prophetess, who had
been a widow 'i^lii\ -four years, and who con-

stantly frequented the Temple, passing her time in

fastings and prayers, and who, <<!ii>;_: :ip at the
moment of the presentation of s'.u- in: an Saviour,
moved by the spirit of prophecy, spake of Him to

those present who were expecting the redemption
of Jerusalem. The Lewis MS of the Syriac Gos-

pels says that Anna lived only
_

seven days with
her husband, an alteration not improbably made
by some scribe with the object of reducing Anna's

age to a less unusual limit. See also art. ANNA.
2. The widow of Sarepta or Zarephath, referred

to by our Lord in the .-'....
' Nazareth

(Lk 425- 26
) as an instance

''
; I-

> who had
entertained Elijah, and had received a blessing by
his means. It has been suggested by A. Meyer
(Jesu Muttersprache, iv. 8) that the word ' widow '

here may have been Gentile' in some Aramaic

original, "JA^LD?] (amnaitka), the feminine of
i Gentile

'
or e

Syrian
'

having been confused with

] A\VnS^ (armalta), 'a widow. 3
If this were so,

then our Lord's reference to Naaman the Syrian
would be balanced by a reference to f a woman
who was a Syrian

3
or c Gentile.'

3. The widow of Nain (Lk 711 "17
), a little town

situated a few miles to the south of Mount Tabor
in Galilee, to whom our Lord uttered His com-

passionate 'Weep not' just before restoring her

only son to life. The people who witnessed the
miracle exclaimed that a great prophet had risen

up among them, probably with reference to Elijah
or Elisha, the form or- or whom, like Christ, had
raised a widow's son.

&. The poor widow who cast her two mites into
the treasury (Mk 1241

'44
, Lk 211 -4

), whom Christ
commended. It should in prac-
tical application- of this . ur Lord's

praise of the widow, that she cast in c
all her living,

5

that is to say, her day's entire income, or f
all that

she had to live upon until more should be earned '

(Swete), and '1 . I --.:< 'V the phrase
e widow's

mite' is inc-iT :

'

\ : ! .' to small sums de-

ducted, and more or less easily spared, from a

daily income.
In addition to these four widows, who were

actual persons, a widow is a character in one of
our Lord's parables (Lk 181"8

), who, having no power
to enforce the justice she claims, obtains it at

length by he^ -

"

i , s :

:
\ : . d from this our Lord

draws His a u

'
'

P-J :-'". that God will hear
and answer those who cry day and night unto
Him. Further, widows are referred to by Christ
(Mt 2314

[omitted by RV], Mk 1240 , Lk 2047
) as

being often cruelly oppressed and defrauded by
the Pharisees of His day,

It may be regarded as certain that our Lord's
mother was a widow during the time of His
ministry, hence His recommendation of her, just
before His death, to the beloved disciple (Jn I9^6f-).
The honourable and important position which

widows occupied in the early Church is entirely in

harmony with the respectful and sympathetic tone
in which they are referred to in the above places
of the Gospels.

alluded to above.*

~j- w wi,v,, wae Syrophoenician
as a widow. This may be another

mfusion of
* widow* and 'Gentile'
ALBERT BONUS.

WIFE (ywfi). For the general subject see

FAMILY, MARRIAGE, WOMAN.
Our Lord places the claims of a wife above those

of a father or mother, and emphasizes in the^most
striking way the spiritual and bodily unity, indis-

soluble except for one cause, of the two who have
been joined together in marriage (Mt I93tr>

,
Mk

102ff<
). And precisely because of His exalted con-

ception of a wife's place in her husband's heart,

He teaches the absoluteness of His own claims

on the loyalty and obedience of His disciple^ by
setting them clearly in a man's eyes over against
those of the wife of his bosom. It was on the

same occasion on which He pronounced what

might be called the Magna Gharta, of married
womanhood that He uttered those solemn words
about the need of

" V ... wife for His sake
and the gospel's (IN, ,

- , 1<P; of. Lk 18 as>

).

And in the parable of the Great Supper, among
the rejected excuses of those who do not accept
the gracious invitation, is that of the man who
said,

' I have married a wife, and therefore I can-

not come '

(Lk 1419
). J. C. LAMBERT.

WILD BEASTS. See ANIMALS in vol. i. p. 64b
f.

WILDERNESS. The word or words (more or

less synonymous) which the EV tr. by
* wilderness

'

or * desert '

afford a striking example of the diffi-

culties which translators, and after them the

ordinary readers of Holy Scripture, have to con-

tend with, because that word does not convey to

our mind the idea of something we know : in our
western European countries there is not, properly
speaking, any desert or wilderness, in the Biblical

sense of the word. Thus, unable to consult our
own experience, we have to fall back upon books
we have read, and upon notions obtained in that

way. Immediately ttiere rises in our memory the
view of a desert of sand, stretching itself out of

sight in a complete solitude, and giving to the
caravans of travellers scarcely any other choice
but death from thirst, or burial under the moving
soil blown up by some terrible windstorm. Such
is the classical representation of a desert or wilder-

ness, and it is a constant source of errors for the
.' M- "!

,
:" numerous passages of the Bible

i- "- k ;h<- '. ' occurs. There is no 'desert of
sand' either in Palestine or in the neighbouring
countries. In fact, the Hebrew word which is

usually tr.
* desert

'

or ' wilderness
'

(midbar) doe
not in the least convey the idea of solitude or
desolation ; on the contrary, it belongs to a root
which means f to pasture,

* and therefore, etymo-
logically, 'feeding-ground

3

or e

]m^nm;-1.'iii<l
' would

seem to be the most exact Tiam.-lMiion. But if

we should adopt it, another ;nii'.'i;:uiiy \\nultl be
created, and a false notion -u'^o-inl. Ir-N-i'ii for
a European reader, a pasture is a meadow with
abundant grass, which is not at all true of the
Palestinian midbdr.
For a correct understanding of the meaning of

the word e wilderness
'
in the Bible, one has to

remember that there were and are still nomads
in Bible lands. Those people are not addicted to
,iiiri<'iilh,inil life, but to tne breeding of cattle;
rlioy li\o on the borders of cultivated landn, be-
tween these and other regions which are either
uninhabitable or practically uninhabited. The
territories held by those nomadscalled Bedawtn
in modern times are not without water and grass ;

but these indispensable resources, u\ 1 1 i !! f i r 1 1 1

herds, are both scarce, and the tribe-' m -lu-j.lionU
are compelled to remove their camps from one
place to another for fvilir,v i'mil watering their
cattle. The midbar i- ili<Mvfire essentially the
ground occupied by nomad tribes ; it forms around
agricultural districts a zone variable in extension
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or breadth ; sometimes culture wins over unculti-
vated lands, sometimes these regain spaces formerly
tilled and sown. At the boundary itself of those
two tracts of land live som ."'" -vhich
hold a sort of intermediate . <

pro-
grows of civilization : they are half -

sedentary,
half-shepherds (\ialf-FellaMn, hslf-Bedawtn), and,
dwelling still under tents, they cultivate the
ground, plough. -o\\ . ;md reap (cf. Max von Oppen-
lieim, V*,n, M t fr, /,..,' %um Persischen Golf, 1900,
ii. pp. 78-84). Even in the interior of cultivated
districts, where villages and towns exist, there are
fivfjnontly patches of land where the soil remains
abandoned to itself, without culture, and they
offer, therefore, the same character as the exterior
zone inhabited by nomads. Those spaces are
generally used as i';i4inv-gromid- for the cattle,
anti have also been "called midbar. They are found
even near towns ; thus the OT mentions the wil-
dernesses of Gibeon, of Tekoa, of Damascus, of
Riblah (MT Diblah, Ezk 614

)." Besides those local

denominations, others occur which apply to peri-
pheric regions : wildernesses of Shur, of Sin, of

Sinai, of Faran, of Zin, of ]adesh, of Eth'an (or
Yam-Suph), of Maon, of Ziph, of Beersheba, of

Engedi, of Jeruel, of Beth-aven, of Eclom, of Moab,
of Ijfedemoth. Several of these wildernesses, as
their names show, cover vast spaces ; others, on
the contrary, represent quite limited places.
One of the most important deserts is the Wilder-

ness of Judah, twenty hours in length and five in

breadth, which, constitutes, with the Mountain
(Ha)*), the South (Negeb), and the Low-Country
(ShtyihvlftJt)* the four parts of the territory of that
tribe. The Wilderness of Judah is the region
situated east of the watershed, between this high
line and the western shore of the Dead Sea. The
wildernesses of Ziph and of Maon are portions of
it in the south, as well as those of Engedi and
Tefeoa in the middle ; and finally also, in the north,
the rough, barren, and uninhabited district where
the road runs from Jerusalem to Jericho (cf. Lk
lO80

?*). That wilderness is an uneven, undulating
table-land, where conical hills and rocky hillocks

arise, where deep ravines are cut between steep
walls of rocks ; it falls down towards the east
here in gradual declivities, there in sudden and

abrupt slopes in the direction of the Dead Sea,
situated 1500 or 2000 feet below. No river or

rivulet, no trees, no villages ; a soil without vege-
tation, either sandy or stony, here and there with
scarce and meagre grass, which is avidly sought
for by small flocks of sheep and goats, belonging
to a few miserable camps of black or brown tents.

That wilderness was the refuge of David when
persecuted by Saul (1 S 22-26) ; he knew it from
the time of his youth, having, when a boy, followed
there the herds of his father (16

11 1715 - 34
). Later

on the same region sheltered Judas Maccabaeus
and his companions (1 Mac 933 ).
The wildernesses mentioned in the Bible are not

all as inclement and inhospitable as the "Wilder-

new of Judah. They are sometimes inhabited ;

they contain wells and cisterns, towns (Jos 1561f
-,

1 It 918 2 Oh 84
) and houses (1 K 234

), herds of

sheep (1 S 1728
), and pastures (Ps 6513f

-)-

The Gospel of John alludes twice to the sojourn
of Israel in the wilderness (3

14 Moses lifting
the

serpent, and 631* 4d the manna). The Synoptics do
not mention it; bur ii U

^]ioiv<;n
of rn the Book of

Acts, specially in Su-plion'- di-cour-e (7
s6"44

)
and

in 1318
, and in 1 Co .''' and lie 3" (/quoting Ps 958

)

and 3".
The Wilderness of Judah is named several times

in connexion with John the Baptist. His youth,
n<'oir<1injr to Lk I80, was spent 'in the deserts' ;

thiii i-, certain) v, with the keepers of herds, away
from towns or villages, in solitude and contempla-

tion. In that respect, as well as in others, John is

like Amos, the shepherd of Tekoa. According to
the Gospels,

e the deserts
!

included also the country
near Jordan beyond, that is, east of, the river-

and the four Gospels apply to that event the pro-
phecy of Is 40s (Mt 3s

, Mk 1 s
, Lk 34, Jn I 23 ).

Ecclesiastical tradition has not been content with the indica-
;ions given in the Gospels which connect John the Baptist's
ife and work with the wilderness : it has connected also his
rirbh with it. The place where Zacharias and Elisabeth dwelt
v*\'jL OM'.V \ i ijuely named in Lk !>, it has been identified by

:_
. i hr -LI,..')- of the Holy Land and the pilgrims, since the

}ime of the Crusades, with a village situated about 4 miles
west from Jerusalem ; the Arabs call it

*

Ain-Karim, but It is
known in the language of the Churches as *

St. John in the
Desert '

or *
St. John in the Mountain. 3 That place is not in

the Wilderness of Judah ; its neighbourhood is cultivated and
fertile, at least in the sense in which one can use that word
when speaking of Judaea. Even if we should suppose that
such was the birthplace of John, it would be unjustified to
consider it as being 'in the wilderness* (cf. ZT)PV xxu. pp.
81-93).

*

It is also in the wilderness that the Gospel
narratives place the scene of the Temptation of
our Lord (Mt 41

, Mk I12
, Lk 41

). Since the time of
the Crusades, ecclesiastical tradition has contrived
to localize that event in a ;; !

:

-i V, . well-defined

spot, and has chosen for i' ;i:< \ ik and desolate
mountain which arises almost vertically afaove the
Fountain of Elisha, west from the oasis of Jericho.
A Greek convent, continuation of a very old laura,
which was, if not founded, at least developed by
Elpidius (ZDPViii. p. 13), is suspended on the side
of that mountain, which has received the name
of Mount of the Ouarantania '-Tebel J^arantul), on
account of Jesus i'j >!

'.:!;.' |n<uiy-. It is, of course,

(Mjiifilly impo ililc to prove or to disprove that this

place is the one mentioned in the narratives of the

Tcm]ita1ion.
dnlilee. Jnd particularly the shores of the Lake

of Gennesaret, was at the time of our Lord rela-

tively well peopled : this is proved by the Gospels,
and still more explicitly by the testimony of

Josephus. There were, however, spaces of land
without human habitations, and probnl/N loft to
the shepherds and their cattle. .Xccordiny 10 the
narratives of the Gospels, several scenes of the
Galilaean ministry of Jesns, and some of His teach-

ings, were connected with places of that sort,

designated now as 6 a desert
*
or * a wilderness

'

or tyyjjLia), now as e a desert place
*

(Zpypos
We have to mention here (a) the multi-

plication of loaves (Mt W1**1
, Mk 680

-4
*, Lk 910'17

,

Mt 1532
-38

, Mk 81
'10

); (b) Jesus withdrawing for

prayer (Mk 1s5
,
Lk 516), or to avoid the crowd

(Mk I45 ,
Lk 442

,
Jn 11M) ; (c) the demoniac of

Gadara (Lk 829
) ; (d) the parable of the Lost Sheep

(Lk 153
"7

), where the 99 sheep remain *in the

wilderness,
3 whereas the shepherd goes after that

which is lost until he finds it.

TINT \r-nr..- PETSft, 1871, pp. 3-80; E. H. Palmer, The.

2). ..*<'/ /,,-'. 2 vols., 1871; Furrer, art.
* Wiiste* in.

Schenkei, h%b. Lex. v. pp. 680-685 ; G. A. Smith, HGHL, pp.
312-317 ; Buhl, GAP, pp. 96-99 ; Lagrange in RJB, 1896, pp. 618-

643, 1897, pp. 107-130, 605-625, 1900, pp. 63-S6 ; B. Ba,entsca

Die Wuste, ihre Namen und ihre Uldlicn- 1
1 /"'- -.'7 /./ in/Jn,

Alttest. Schrf/ten, 1883 ; Pierre Loti, Le J) v. H "'. i ^,T> <N - k

rip-

ii\o"!, nml o" i

' -
-Til

1 - ; "V~ "ii-vl * f f 'njo
1

-* :-iil(- --nui-
" " '

.

K. IP--?, pi

"\\j,r .s.-j: J-:.". - in der Wiiste' in

LTJCIEN GATTTIEE.

WILL. *

Every man/ says Thomas Reid ( Works,
1863 ed., p. 530),

e
is conscious of a power to deter-

mine, in things which he conceives to depend upon
his determination. To this power we give_the
name of Will ; and, as it is usual, in the operations
of the mind, to give the same name to the power
and to the act of that power, the term " Will'" is

often put to signify the act of determining, which
more properly is called volition.' On the question
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of the freedom of the will see FREE WILL and
LIBERTY ; and on the human will of Jesus see

SOUL, 668b . Our Lord Jesus Christ has given us a

perfect example of how our great possession of
freedom should be used, has shown us by His own
perfect subordination of His will to the will of His
Father, that the goal at which we should aim is

to have our wills in perfect accord with the will of

God, whether it be His will as to (: M-lvi 1

;. or
His will as to our doing.

e O my I , 1 1 r, i i , be

possible, let this cup pass from me ; nevertheless
not as I will, but as thou wilt

' Mt (26
39

) ;

e I came
down from heaven, not to do mine own will, but
the will of him that sent me 5

(Jn 638 ). It is our

part to seek to have the mind of Christ, and to

obey where God would have us to obey, and endure
where He would have us to endure.

' Our wills are ours to make them thine.'

LITERATURE. NT Commentaries; Hastings' DB; the works
of Thomas Reid ; R. A. Thompson, Christian Theism

; Hill,
Lectures in Divinity ;

A. M.
""

.' 'i . The Philosophy of the
Christian Religion i Bitschl, .' ' and Reconciliation',,
and Philosophical and Theological wo>-\- - in _,( -.or*.'.

< .I.OINJ: (.'. WATT.
WIND (ave/j,os ; irvev/ma, only in Jn 38

).
* The four

winds' (Mt 24S1
, Mk 1327 ) is an expulsion standing

for 'north, south, east, and \\esti." the winds in
Palestine coming mainly from these directions.
These winds retain their character, varied only in

degree, throughout the year. The north wind is

cold j the west, from the sea, moist ; the south,
warm ; and the east, from the desert, dry. This
last is very pleasant in the winter months ; but in

spring and autumn, when it is prevalent, it is

exceedingly oppressive, a few hours often causing
every living thing to droop. The popular belie:
that the most violent winds are from the east is

not confirmed by the wrifr
"

^
: ".-.. ,,f over

five years in Galilee. The , i- r-
:

storm
in that period was from the west. See, further,
SEA OF GALILEE, p. 591. W. EWING.

WINE (oTvos ; once, Ac 213
, ytevKos}. The climate

and soil of Palestine are excellently adapted to
the production of grapes, and from very early
times wine has been a common beverage in the
country. In the OT it is praised as a source of

good cheer to the heavy of heart, as a stimulant
for the faint, and as a token of a full, happy, and
prosperous life (Pr 31 6

, Ps 10415
). The dangers of

excessive indulgence are indeed clearly indicated.
The priest while on duty, and the Naz'irite during
the currency of his vow, might not touch it (Lv 109 ,

Nu 6s ). The sin of drunkenness i- i !:-< ntrd i"
1

'i: - -;Pr23
29Ms287f

'). Tin IN- hj.lOo
i . . . -.

/ine, however, arose probably from
the nomadic view of the vine as the symbol of the
settled life, not from any objection to the use of
wine in itself (W. R. Smith, Prophets, 84, 389). In
the Gospels wine appears with bread as represent-
ing ordinary fare (Lk 7s3) ; it is drunk on festive
occasions (Jn 23

), and at reli<rion< feasts (Mt 2629

etc.). Mingled with oil, ii i- applied to wounds as
a healing agent (Lk 1034) ; mingled with myrrh, it
is used as a narcotic (Mk 1523 ).

The ancient methods of wine-making per-i-l to
the present day. Commonly the <rrn

|
>e- are ph oo< !

in a large shallow trough, cut in rho -surface or ilio
rock. The juice is there

, trodden out, and con-
ducted by a channel to a deeper trough at a lower
level. The time of the vintage and wine-treading
is one of great joyfulness among the people, their
labours being enlivened by the singing of songs,
and rhythmic da])] >iri of the hands. Fermentation
set* in quickly. The first, or what the Jews called
the * tumultuous

'

stapre, might be passed in four
days, during which the wine remained in the
tro'ugh, or vat, if possible. It was then put into

earthenware jars which had been lined with pitch,
or, if it were to be sent to a distance, into '

bottlew,'
where the process was completed. In about three
months the wine was fit for use.

Where the soil was deep, a press was '

digged
'

in the earth (Mt 21 33
etc.). This, built round with

masonry, and carefully cemented, received the

juice expressed in a wooden structure set on the
surface.
The * bottles' are partially tanned goat-skins.

The apertures where legs and tail have been
severed are sewn up, leaving only that at the neck,
which is iirmly tied when the skin is tilled. The
wine in the first stage of fermentation, if tied in

the skins, would, by reason of the gas generated,
burst them. When the 'tumultuous* stage iw

passed, the new *
bottle' yields sufficiently to

permit completion of the process.
' Bottles ''once

stretched in this way had no further powers of

distention, and if used again for the same purpose
would, of course, burst (Mt 917 etc.).

Different qualities of wine were distinguished
(Jn 210

), probably indicated, as they are still, by
the localities where they are produced. The ' new
wine' of Ac 218

(lit. 'sweet wine') v ".";.
' the wine made from the drip of the "-.

the clusters are trodden in the -'; ..... '

,

than the thin sour wines used , ', ;' '

(Lindsay, Acts, in loc.}. The modern 'sweet wine'
is made from the white or green grapes, the juice
being slightly boiled.
There is nothing known in the East of anything

called 'wine' which is unfermented. Pharaoh's
butler pressed grapes* into his master's cup (Gn 40n ).
4 In a text found at Edfu, it is said that grapes
squeezed into water formed a icm-liing beverage
which was drunk by the king' iDiivc'r, Genesis,
in loc.). This possibly corresponds to the Spanish
drink made by squeezing grapes not quite ripe into
water. But it is never called 'wine/ Tlie yXevKos
of Ac 213 was certainly fermented. Apart from the
fact that the vintage was eight months passed,
which put the keeping of unfermented grape juice
out of the question, it was alleged as the cauVe of
drunkenness by those who must have known its
character. The wine used by the Jews in Palestin e
people most conservative in their religious cus-

toms at the Passover, is of the ordinary kind.
And there is no trace of any tradition among them
of J,

"

.'i .*,."
_"

en introduced. Their attitude
to-- ,

'

':" of unfermented grape juice
may be gathered from the saying in Pirke A both
(iv. 28), 'He who learns from the young/ to what
is he like? to one that eats unripe grapes, and
drinks winefrom his vat.

3

While in the NT wine is plainly regarded as
good, and its medicinal value is recognized (I Ti
523

), there is no blindness to the danger attached
to its abuse (see, e.g., Eph 518

,
1 Ti 38

, Tit 23
). The

question of total aostinence, like that of slavery,
had ^not yet been raised. No argument for total
abstinence can be built on the f-i^riifn-ancc of terms
used for 'wine' in Scripture. Hut 'the Apostle Paul
has stated the case for total abstinence in Ko 14
in a way that does not need the treacherous aid
of doubtful exegesis for its support* (DB, s.v.

'Food'). See, further, Hastings
1 DB ii. 31 fi:. ;

Mackie, Bible Manners and Customs, 43ff.; Ben-
zinger, Eel. Arch. (Index) ; Fowler, The Wine of
the Bible. W. EwiNG.

WINTER faeyMfo, Mt 2420
, Mk 1318

, Jn 1022). This
is the time of cold and rain-storms. The modern
Arab, name, esh-shitta\ means literally 'the rain.

5

Et is the season in which the rain supply of the
year falls ; it lasts roughly for seven months, from
October till April inclusive, thus including the pnrt
of the year which we call spring (-ee
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While in the deeper parts of the Jordan Valley it is
never very cold, the raw air breeds many discom-
forts in the

rainy season. On the higher lands,
however, the cold is often intense, snow lying at
times e.<j, in Jerusalem to a depth of some
inches. The rain moistens the soil, hard baked by
the summer sun. In a land where the science of
road -making is rnv,.

J

', -IV unknown, the paths go
swiftly to mud, ;-'avel in winter is always
toilsome^ and not seldom perilous. W. EWING.

WISDOM.
i. r and literature.

1. Ti ( ''.v:-,- n-i i:.'

2. '!"'>< IT v. ri "i--.
B. As applied to '

;t< >|.
: r :

i of God.
1. Jewish hj JJUalUU^u.Hull.
2. Christological development.

A. ii. NT use of the word trotfot.

1. In
'

r. . .-.
2. In , '.. -

I .
'

-.

3. In i ;-. i -' -
1 -

. i elsewhere.
iii, Use of word anc1 ------^---^-- -

1. In compari
'

2. To rebuke
iv, *T.. -.-. ov

v. LUKE. i

'

1.1. u

_
, ie two groups of sayings.

'

; 12.'

: two groups,
utterance.

2. Relation to context of Lk 7-Mt 11.

3. Connected discourse-elements of Lk.-Acts.

() Lk 1213-34.

(&) Lk 16. 189-14.

(e) Lk 111-13 181-8.

vi. The Wisdom, utterances represent a special type of
O.o-

1
M 1 , racVi on.

1. I mil IK rcl< T; of M:u ihu jri //';/'"<?.

J. Ir- iinrjlilr fn-'ii Mirraiiu.
3. Employed in common Greek form by Mt. and

Luke.
4.
" " " '

, .

" ' "
- !...

vii. Bela .-<
tradition.
1. Dependence of Mark.
2. Relation to peculiar narrative-element of Luke.

viiL Conclusions as to proto-Lukan source.
B. ix. Wisdom speculation in the development of Christology.

1. The Wisdom doctrine of St. Paul as related

(a.) to (Jewish) Stoicism.

(&) {o \i.owil\i>ii<*

(c) 10 M '
-.1 cr \ -r /.i-jrion.

2. T
' "

r-
' *

Christology.
,

. -
. terminology (Logos

(&)
^

, f !<* '
f the Fourth Evangelist.

(c) -| u - 1 utterance Mt liss-so the link

between Synoptic and Johannine Christ-

Literature.

i. THE BIBLICAL CONCEPTION. In Biblical lan-

guage the term 'wisdom 3

(OT npaq hoJchmah, LXX
and NT <ro0(a, rarely (frpdvycns (Lk I17, Eph I8), or
fffoeffis (Lk 247

, Eph 34)), is applied (A) to a human,
(JB) to a Divine attribute.

A. Under the former head is included. 1. The

type of thought illustrated in the school of religio-

pliiloMOiihical thinkers contemporary with and later

than the prophets, rivalled and ultimately dis-

placed by the scribes. Thus the designation of Mt
23s4

,

*

prophets and wise men and scribes,
5

is seen

to be historically correct, as against the modified

form of Lk II49
(

e

prophets and apostles' ; cf. 1 Th
215

, Eph220
etc.), the reprcj^cutatives of these schools

of Jewish thought boinjr regarded as commissioned

by and endowed with the Divine Spirit. 2. In a

derived sense the writings of these inspired men,

(77 Travdperos cro<pia, applied by Hegesippus and Pales-

tinian writers generally to the f>rpup
Pr.-Wisd.

of Sol. ; see Eus. HE iv. xxii. 8,
' Nicene and post-

Nicerie Fathers' [ed. Schaff-Wace], ^ith note^by
McGiilcrt), regarded as utterances of the Spirit

of God: 'the Wisdom of God saith
'

(Lk II*9)=
'the Holy Ghost saith' (He 37 )

= 'the Spirit (of

apocalyptic prophecy) saith' (1 Ti 4a, perhaps re-

ferring to Jannes and Jamlm, 2 Ti 38
).

B. The designation
' Wisdom of God,

3
or simply

'

Wisdom,' is someti 1 ;:"" 1 to the Spirit of
God as manifest in . .; '< ; -1 redemption, in
the illumination of the mind and regeneration of
the soul.

1. In the HoJchmdh,, or Wisdom literature, this
is the habitual d*---!;.

1

!,-!' SOM of H'o Divine Spirit,
especially conceive (i <.- '.; f. V-ii 'L- the redeeming
love of God, which goes forth to seek and save the
erring (Wis 1s 722-28). Personification of Wisdom
(Job 28, Pr 8), under the later speculative influence
of Stoic

^ metaphysics, passes imperceptibly into

hypostatization and a Logos-doc-trine, cor-mological
as well as -iVr-."

1

.
.

"

;

""

.'Wisdom=the Metathron,
Wis 94 - 10

;
- i.

^
_' . U".. 724f.). InPhilo the terms

'Wisdom' and e

Logos
*
are practically equivalent,

the Stoic term naturally tending <\\ 'M--^- G'.-'-k
readers to displace the Hebrew. <"<' \\r\n ,::(.'-

ously, under the mythologizing influence exerted
through - \

"
^'terature, the redemptive

mission Oi '', ,

'

^\" 91
?*-) develops into an un-

mistakable avatar doctrine, wherein Wisdom be-
comes incarnate, and dwells among men (Bar 337,

cf. Oxyrh. Frgts. Log. iii.), or even descends to
the underworld to visit all that sleep, and shine

upon all that hope in the Lord '

(Sir 2433 Lat. ; cf.

/o"/"V/-/9"/"7'. ap. Iren. Hcer. ill. xx. 4, and Eph
-)

1 !

!. I lojecrod by men, she ascends again to her seat
in heaven (Enoch xlii. 1),* whence she returns to
be poured out upon the elect in the Messianic age
(xlix. 1). The mythologizing tendency was strongly
reacted against by the scribes, especially in the

period of Akiba, during the rivalry of SyiMgo^m 1

and Church" in Palestine (A.D. 70-135).' On clie

Jewish side, from this time forward, all personifi-
cations of the Divine Wisdom were rigidly re-

stricted in their application to the Mosaic T?orah

(Sir 2423 -27
, Bar 4% 7V/-/x Ajboth, iii. 14, vi. 10).

We even find lat- r WHIM^- in Jewish texts alter-

ing hoJchmah to >,/"/' ^r./yi,. to vbnos). Tn ^<-ri<-:}r.

after the schism of the Nazarenes, -i-i(-ul<i:i\^

thought (doctrine of the Merkabah) is rigorously
-;i|i!-"

-i u.

2. hi ilirj Christian side Wisdom speculation
continued to develop in both the cosmological and
the soteriological directions, with the

_
Pauline

Epistles as a basis. In the Johannine literature

the Greek term 'Logos' is adopted, though the
Wisdom doctrine itself continues Hebrew ; but in

the 2nd cent. Fathers, as in Philo, Wisdom* and
*

Logos
'

are int < -rchtingda 1 )1 e and equivalent. Both
"!

;_;
,.' i

"
Spirit 01 (Jod incarnate in Christ.

'I'll- r ".:<'< 01" ni\>tory myths, already trace-

able in pre-Christian ;i|'< l\i *>'. becomes more
;
.h-;; i > '. G'!-' :

- -.(riilaricii- !/
:
's^ com-

I
i- *-'.\ -i \ i i. !,!. In these M" !<

v '. So^a,
or

'

.' {'.'."
'

"

/
is the feminine or pas/ive

principle in the scheme of redemption, wi-ifc the

active. The present discussion will confine itself

to the NT use of the two conceptions of wisdom ;

(A) as the inspired message of God through the

'wise men' /''/ 7/'^.. "'/' ; (B) as the Divine Spirit

itself, resident in Jesus, and manifested in His life

as well as in His teaching. For the history of

Wisdom as the Hebrew philosophy, and as a hypo-
stasis equivalent to the Stoic Logos, the reader is

*The note of R. H. Charles on this passage of Enoch is too

significant to be omitted : 'The praise pi wisdom was a favourite

theme Wisdom viain-frimlul '*s having her dwelling-place in

heaven Qxxxiv. 8, Jot) ^""Ml -"-'; Bar 3'-
l

>>,
Ecclus -244), and as

coming to '.ri-li !.r-d <T- - T r"ri_ -on. A. her abode with men Pr.

laofr. 8ffi 91-1
}

i: '!. ^ >\'-t :: ..- -p- -i refused to receive her (cf.

xciv. 5), she roturnod to heaven. But in the Messianic times she

v\ill return, and \vill be poured out as water in abundance,
xlix. 1, and the thirsty will drink to the full of wisdom, xlvii. 1 ;

she will be bestowed on the elect, v. 8, xci. 10 ; cf. Apoc* ar.

xliv 14. 4 Ezra viii. 52 ;
and the spirit of wisdom will abide in

the Messiah, the Elect One, xlix. 3.' What is here said of the

outpouring of the spirit of wisdom is parallel to Ac 2i6ff. of the

spirit of prophecy (cf. Nu 1129) and to the agraphon :
l Et

factum est cum ascendisset dominus de aqua, descendit fona

omnis Spiritus Sancti, et requievit super eum,' etc.
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referred to the artt. 'Wisdom,
9 * Wisdom Litera-

ture,
5 { Wisdom, Book of,' in Hastings' DB and in

the Encye. BMica.
ii. NT USE. 1. A study of the use of the word

crcxjta'a, and it;- <.'.'
*

" il
'. Gospels, shows it to

he, in some . -.

"

'
-:

< of the Lukan writ-

ings, in ^* ":* ~s -7
'

.,

'"
:

-i -'primarily
under t

"

<
'

v-\ : : <
., many ex-

amples having the characteristic forms of the

Ifokhmah (Wisdom) literature (see Briggs, Expos,
times, viiL, ix. [1897-98] four articles on < The Wis-
dom of Jesus the Messiah'). The characteristic

strophic form is apparent also in some discourse-

material found only in Mt. (e.g. 521f * 27f- 31f- m - 38f- 62
~6-

16-18
),,

1 -u t i- rti-niTjmjjt'tl 1 >y additions in the canonical
form 01 iliU Go-p-M. The word <ro<j>ia occurs hut
once in Mk. (6

2=Mt 1354 ), and is applied, as in Lk
240 * 52 and the series cited below, to Jesus' endow-
ment with the Spirit. It occurs twice in Mt. (II

19

1242), "both occurrences "being in passages verbally
identical with Lk., and in a less original form.
In Lk.-Aets it occurs 10 times ; but the Lukan
use i^ ^'iH-irriy pni<jv,-< '-];. IHH.IU-*' endowment
with ''.c'Sj^irii '<-f < <s i- 'n.ro had'.viaUy spoken of,

whether in the case oi J esus, ol His xorerunners,
or of His successors, as the xdpL<rfj.a of 'wisdom.'
So of Jesus (Lk 240 - 5

-, cf. 247 <riW<m and 422
\6yoi

xdpiros), of the endowment of the Twelve with the

Spirit (21
15

), of the Seven (Ac 63
), of Stephen (6

10
), of

Joseph (7
10

), of Moses (7
s2

). In the Fourth Gospel the

conception of the endowment of Jesus with the

spirit of wisdom is supplanted by that of an incar-
nation of the Logos. The word a-ofiia and its cog-
nates are wholly wanting.

2. With this Gospel use should "be compared that of the NT
elsewhere. In the Pauline Epistles the word occurs 16 times
in the passage 1 Co 117-319> wherein St. Paul contrasts 'the
wisdom, of God,* which endows those who *have the mind of
Christ* with 'the wisdom of this world'; and 9 times in the
twin Epi>:lcs (Eph.-Col.). written to oppose a '

}*"

'"
-

>

*

.
.; !

vain decoic' (Tph 41* '
wiles of error ') by mea"- <' I

1
.

gift of
* a spirit of wisdom and -

1 :. V- _* in the mystery
of the Divine will.' It is used b *

l> ": but three other
instances, two of which (1 Co 12, 2 Co 1*2) are directly related
to the group first mentioned, while the third occurs in the
doxology Bo 1133. The ;

' ,<".'" * *
kd by St. Paul

(1 Co 117-216, Eph 33-11, c .
, .

i
.

.

.. , his letters in
2P315.

3. The only other NT employments of the word, or of the
connected ffroup of ideas* are in James and the Apocalypse.
In Ja 15313.15.17 < wisdom* is more exclusively practical and
ethical, but is emphatically a Divine endowment. The concep-
tion of * the wisdom v Inch coim iTi from roovc

"

(i.e. the Divine
Spirit, given to a'.l thru <k, .Ju !), 11 i.rsm -.!,><! in -works of love,
is contrasted wiili \\ i-*loiu of t '>' ir-urio \\\ .):L ;}. The former is

i. In the Apocalx i>be
* \\ifdom' is an attribute

Third -Evangelist appear thus
! of St. James and of St. Paul,

with traces of the same use in certain parts of Mt. and Mark.

iii. USE IN THE DISCOURSES OP JESUS. The
discourses of Jesus furnish a rrieagro but trust-
W.-T -iy -jsinin^ point for a lii-torv of the term in
'[* i ''i,-i .[<, j<- ; ,

I development. Amonpr these dis-

courses we cannot venture to reckon tho saying
Lk 2115 (=1211=Mt 1019f- =Mk 13l:i=Jnl526f

-), since
the parallels make it probable that <rrd/jt,a, ical crofaa
(cf, Lk 247 prudentiam et os, cod. e. ) is only the
characteristic Lukan mode of expressing the pro-
mise of the Paraclete. All other occurrences of
the word or connected idea in the discourses stand
more or less closely related with one of two in-
cidents : (1) Jesus' denunciation of the faithless

generation which rejected for opposite reasons
both the Baptist's mission and His own (Mt 11),
or (2) His denunciation of the scribes who blas-

phernod the Spirit of God whereby He wrought,
demanding a sign from lieaven (Mt 1222-45

). These
discourses are variously distributed in our First

and Third Gospels (Mt II2'30 1222"45 2P8 '32 2334-89

andLkT 18-39 1013- 15 - 21f- II24
-26"- 2Q~32- 49-w

), but have in
common a close connexion in thought and a re-

semblance of language in exceptional degree as
between the two canonical reporters. In these
two groups of discourses, therefore, must be found,
if anywhere, the basis in Jesus' own utterances for
the subsequent application in Christology of the

conception of the Divine Wisdom.
iv. MATTHJEAN CONNEXIONS OF THE TWO

GROUPS OF SAYINGS. 1. The Mattluean context
of group (1) starts from the question of John's

disciples. This is made the occasion by Jesus of
a comparison of uni-cpoulnui Israel to children
who are pleased \\ith' no "u her the mournful nor
the gay melodies of their playmates. His hearers
had been displeased at the asceticism of John, and
are equally so with the genial life of the * Friend
of publicans and sinners.

3 As against this re-

jection by the self-righteous of the message of

repentance and f<M'j;;\< IHJ .
* Wisdom's children

'

(here those who had re: \ ."!;' .*
|

:*" i.f

John3 cf. 2P3f-

3 Lk7 29f
-)' vi.. ?'"-

:

-: "''.: "i !'
"

methods^ (Mt II2-19
}. I-.^M..

''

5
*

< .'-.> <-
tinues with the denunciation of * the cities wherein
most of his mighty works were done,' .

which is perhaps accountable for the
in some MSS for TKVO, in v. 19

. These verses (Ml/
II 20 "24

) are otherwise placed by Lk. ; but those
which follow (Mt H 25-27=Lk 10'

21f
-) again relate to

the wisdom of Jesus which is delivered to Him
(irapedodij /AOL) by His Father (in contrast with the
Trapddoa-is of the scribes, Mk 7 13

), and, though hid
from the wise, is revealed to the 'little ones.'
This in turn introduces in Mt II 28 "30 an invitation

closely resembling those placed in the mouth of
the Divine 'Wisdom in the literature of this class

(cf\
Sir 51 26ff- 628 and #./////,,/,; <].< Log. iii. [iv.]).

This closes the chapter and the discourse.
2. In Mt 1238'45 substantially the same subject is

resumed, but it is now & propos of the blasphemy
of the scribes against the Holy Spirit in ascribing
Jesus' exorcisms to Beelzebub (12

22-87
), the interven-

ing material (12
1-21

) conipn-in> the two Sabbath
incidents of Mk 223-3a

. In Uiis further denuncia-
tion, not of the scribes but still of ' this evil and
adulterous generation,' Jesus declares that it will
fare worse than the Ninevites ; for, while these

repented at the warning of Jonah, this generation
has rejected a greater warning (i.e. the Baptist's ;

cf. II11'14 and Bacon, Sermon on the Mo^^,nt^ App. C.
iv. v. pp. 216-231). It is condemned also by the
Queen of the South, because she came to hear e the
wisdom of Solomon,' whereas this generation has
rejected a more

,
.:-., .*'"." ;

, -eater

matter,' i.e. Je ., ., ..- con-
ceived as the * vvibuum 01 ixou;. A concindinjjc
parable (Mt 1243

-45=Lk II24-26
) likens 'this evil

generation,' with its Pharisaic mania purifica, to
' a house swept and garnished

' which becomes the
abode of demons, becaus-

"

i "*;
: ,"! the Spirit

of God. It is highly . ...'
'

\

'

,. in both
groups the condemnation is uttered by Jesus for

rejection of the Spirit of God, which in the case of
the discourse anent the Baptist is assumed to be
manifest in Jesus' message of forDriven e.^, in the
case of the blasphemy of the scribes in His healing
power. The Mjniifioimco of the use of the term
' wisdom' in lioih c:i>os (Mt IP9 1242) for the
gracious and winning appeal of God's redeeming,
forgiving love, is made more apparent by the con-
trast in both instances with the Baptist's harsher
message of warning against

c the wrath to come.'
This is manifest from t he figures of wailing versus
piping, mourning versus dancing, fasting versus

feasting, preaching of Jonah versus wisdom of
Solomon,

v. LUKAN CONNEXIONS OF THE TWO GEOUPS.
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A further discourse, correctly connected in Lk
H49-51 with -roup (2i (in Mt 2334ff-

incorrectly at-
tached to Mk L-2--40 = Mt 231'12

) carries to its

logical conclusion the denunciation of the scribes
who had blasphemed the Holy Spirit. Speak-
ing 110 vv directly in the name of * the wisdom of
God 3

(Lk II49 ), Jesus predicts their impending
fate, and in the Matthoean form, (which properly
includes the pathetic appeal to Jerusalem, sepa-
rated from it in Lk. [Mt 2337'39=Lk 1334f

-]), the for-

saking of *

your house 5

by God's Spirit. Not only
have we throughout this context the characteristic
forms and modes of expression of the Wisdom
literature, but the final warning is expressly in-

troduced as an utterance of
' the wisdom of God '

(i) crofila rou 8eov) } by which should be understood
not the specific title of an individual writing of

this literary category, but the entire canon of
' Wisdom '

writings, inclusive of the lost work from
which the extract is made. The following con-

siderations will make this clear :

1. The '
' :- '* "

bhe previous line of thought is ap-
ivuvv.i. "ro- '

> the- fate of God's messengers (with
Mi ->.'.

< '-<
'

. cf. -M i 1 2-^.r == Lk H29ff,) } to the vain

plea of the Spirit [Wisdom] (with Mt 2337-39=Lk 1334f. cf. Mt
1238-42=Lk 11^-32), and to", \. ...

'
'\

'

.

"
, -

= Lk 1335 cf. Mt 1243-45 =;., -J, .... M, , ;
,

,'

the other hand, make it probable that V . i |
. .

1384f.)}
if not more, is really drawn from some lost 'Wisdom*

writing, (a) The sending of '

prophets and wise men and scribes
*

'
;

""
r

" " "

$<Sp/i$Km) is **!
" "

:
"

ich cannot be as-
'

'Mt.)but only i > !.: Spirit (Wisdom).
. . I 'of the figure < "'* ::

"
!' -. Is 315, Dt 32^ is

appropriate only to the Divine Spirit, which broods over Jeru-
salem

;
it is actually so applied in 2 Es 1,30. It will appear

to many inappropriate if made an utterance of Jesus person-
ally. The same may be said in less degree of the threat of

the forsaking of the house (cf. Jer 12? 225. Josephtis pre-
serves a kindred legend of voices in the Temple saying,

' Let us
remove hence/ XtJ vi. v. 3). (c) The whole context Mt 2334-39

irti-p ,r- "" paraphrase in 2 Es I28-3
?, which, though late and

: '- ."/> 1 1. preserves the material i-i PIP forr of an utterance
of ' the Lord Almighty.' (r/) }lt I'W i-mr.iiin-, ;,>, some think, an
anachronistic reference to the murder of Zechariah the son of

Baruc' -1 p"- !< for" Mio iege of Jerusalem (Jos. BJ iv. v. 4).

This '

:- I- vi -i. ! <i\< r, may be disregarded, as the refer-

ence may also ":> \'
'

I'M--! ;>.- ". V .-
: " '' Zechariah the son

of Jehoiada ('
' ii :' -') w !

i
1 M< !>r -|>! ! Zechariah son of

Berechiah (Zee I1).
2. Lk 7J -?3 pro-ems a contex' "-i

j
. -vvic -^-rt "by the thought

fundamental ro ihi> Baying Mt ' ' ,""*
.il-" 1

:- i-
m
"

narrative-material i- v

\\
m - '

",.j peculiar to Luke.
' ' '

material have the same bearing, and the former includes the
nucleus of the ' wisdom '

sayings of Mt 11.

It thus appears that in the two groups of dis-

course-material I-:":! "i-j."!.
1

represented m Mt 11

and 12 and Lk 7 auti 11 we have inextricably

intermingled (1) sayings of Jesus wherein His own
gracious mission was set over against the harsher

warning of the Baptist as the message of the

Divine Wisdom ; and (2) extracts in defence of His
beneficent works, from the actual Wisdom litera-

ture, these extracts having been embodied along
with His words of denunciation of the scribes, either

by Himself or in the subsequent dovulopmcni of

Evangelic tradition. To draw the line wiih pre-
cision between authentic utterances of Jesus, and
material ,;"- . i-

i

:i-\\
"*

;' 1 from the Wisdom
literature i-:iu-- |P'"I!: I'M-, by* the wisdom of

God '

(M : :

' ".. i : powers of criticism ;

but the :.-."' ': ore needless because the

really significant fact is that Jesus' actual teach-

ing, at least in the form given it by the source

here employed in commonW Mt. and Lk., was so

closely allied to the ideas of this Wisdom literature

as to permit of intermingling at an extremely early
date. A later example of the process of adapta-
tion is furnished by the Oxyrhynchus papyrus
which puts in the mouth of Jesus the characteristic

Wisdom utterance: <I stood in the midst of the

world, and in the flesh was I seen of them (cf . Bar
3s8 ), and 1 found all men drunken, and none found

I athirst among them, and my soul grieveth over

ihe sons of men because they are blind in their
iieart' (Oxyrh. Log. in.).

3. Other elements of discourse-material from the
Third Gospel and Acts may be clearly traced to
a source of the same Wisdom type, if not the
same composition, (a) In particular, the wisdom of

Solomon, especially as exhibited, in the hedonistic

Epicureanism of JEcclesiastes, is pointedly con-

trasted with a higher wisdom in the great discourse
on the true riches of Lk 1213"34

, part of which is

iaken up in Mt 619"34
. The polemic against EC 2

in 1213"21 becomes tenfold more pointed as the dis-

course proceeds to compare the beauty of the
lilies and the provision of the ravens c which have
neither store-chamber nor barn' (cf. v. 18

) with
1 Solomon in all his glory' (cf. EC I 12

'18 21'25
).

The subject of the discourse (
c wherein life con-

sists,
5

vv. 15- 22f
-) is as distinctive of Hebrew Wis-

dom literature as the form and phraseology.
(I) To the same original context must be

reckoned the greater part of Lk 16, the material of

which is peculiar to Luke. The t wisdom *
of the

unrighteous steward in the use of * the mammon of

uimfrlihjou-m-.-b' is a subject manifestly^ in close

relation to the use of riches commended in 1213'34
,

the affinity extending even to the phraseology
(with 169 riches that fail

5
cf. 1233 6 treasure that

faileth not')- The combination of the two, there-

fore, in Mt 619"34
, & propos of the heavenly recom-

pense (Mt 61 - 4 * 18
), probably reflects a real con-

nexion of Lk 1213
'34 with 161 -13 in the source.

Similar reasoning, based partly on the phrase-

ology (cf. JO Ji' viili 1814
) partly on the subject-

matter, connects the rest of Lk 16 (exe. v. 17 - 18
)

with IS9
"14

(19
11 "27

?). The two companion parables
1519-25 (VVt

26-si seem to be a later addendum) and
189

'14
exemplify the principle laid down in 1615

,

while 1616=Mt II 12'14 links the whole with Lk 729f
-.

The whole group of teachings and parables on

worldly conditions is thus seen to have a common
occasion and "bearing, a common spirit, and a com-
mon point of view not elsewhere shown in the

Gospels, but closely resembling the social teaching
of James (cf. I9

"11 21'* 42F- * 10 - uf- 51'6
).

(c) A kindred subject having a similar develop-
ment in Lk., but otherwise only scantily repre-
sented in the Gospels, i ".. ""! -

T on the

Divine bounty in ans ;.-
> H 1"13

),

which <v,:i 'i.MMllv be .....
,

" e com-

panion njmil.K'- Jl5"8 and IS 1 '8
). The bare and

wholly disconnected fragment taken uj) in Mt 77"11

is as inadequate io rcp'r-i-".
- ; "*<-\ -

: -" ,"->:
i 'i^

isMt 619-84 if I-JJVM of Pir
|

.- v :',-!
'

! i

Rich Man and the Shrewd ktewara. unco more,
it is the Ep. of James that supplies an echo of the

same spirit (cf. I5
"8- 17 42f* S13"18

).

It is clear that the method here applied may be
extended to much of the special discourse-material

of Lk., including perhaps some elements of Acts

(on Solomon in Ac 744
*50 see Yale Bicentennial Con-

tributions, 1901, p. 2711). It is sufficent for the

present to indicjsio thai ti l'^o element of our

Third Gospel is 1
:m- < hjujicicri/L-i.

vi. WISDOM UTTERANCES REPEESENT A SPECIAL
TYPE OF GOSPEL TRADITIONS. The question of

the relation of the Wisdom discourses to the recog-

nized Gospel sources is one which inevitably sug-

gests itself as soon as the fact is recognized that

they are characterized by a peculiar aiul tli-iiiictive

point of view. It becomes our duty, accordingly,

to trace at least the outline of an answer.

1. The discourse-material of Mt 11-12 falls out-

side the pentad olinrnt- torized by the colophon Kal

ty&ero tire trgKew *.r.\. nl ready discussed in art.

LOGIA. ,
_

. . .

2. Besides being separated by narrative-material

from these groups, Mt 11-12 differ from them in the

fact of their relation to the narrative, from which
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they are inseparable, and in the degree of simi-

larity in their language to the Lukan parallels.
As against the groups of logia which have not, and
from their character do not require, a narrative

setting, the discourse of Mt 11 not only relates the

coming of the Baptisi'
"" " "" " '

resupposes
an acconnt of Jesus' .

' and even

requires us to suppose the reader somewhere in-

formed of what had given rise to the taunt ' Be-
hold a gluttonous man and a wine-bibber, a friend

of publicans and sinners.' The same applies to

the discourse in defence of Jesus' exorcism 'by
the Spirit of God. 3 This indispensable narrative-

element is always supplied more fully and in

better connexion by Lk., in some cases by Lk.
alone (Lk ll lff- 1213"-1

).

3. The similarity of Li:i;.r;!Ji'.!0 to the Lukan
parallels is here very vv;;.. iiir,l. reaching the

degree of verbal identity for whole sentences, and

positively requiring the use of the same written
Greek source.
& This marked difference in the degree of re-

semblance serves to connect other non-Markan
elements of Mt., such as SMt11 S5

" 13- 38 -22
, which are

again found to fall outside the Mattlisean pentad,
to differ in content and point of view from the

Logian source, and to beat once mor.- >i.n| l--;-N!H'l

for the most part more authentic in Jc ,iii in i.-.ik"

than in Matthew. Linguistic peculiarities in

several instances prove the dependence of Mt. in

these portions. Thus 'lepovo-aXtf/t is used by Lk.
68 times against 3 (5 ?) employments of

t

1epoa-6\v^at .

The latter form on the contrary is invariably em-

ployed in Mt., Mk., and Jn., except thrice in Mt
2337=Lk 1334. pa<rt.\etct rou Qeov is systematically
changed "by Mt. to r&v o-upavuv. There are but
four exceptions: Mt 1924 (

=Mk 1025) and 1228

2131 - 43
(cf. Lk 729 II20

).

vii. RELATION TO NARBATIVE - ELEMENTS OF
SYNOPTIC TEADITION. Although our First and
to a less extent our Third F ,

*'
^oth derive

the main framework of the . . - from our
Second, this Second itself is not wanting in evi-

dences of dependence on the source to which we
have traced the Wisdom chapters of Mt. and Luke.

1. This relation ;iiij< ,- i:i the description of the

Baptist as Elias A'lk I
:

;
*

cf. Lk 724f- 88
S Mt

II14, 2K I 8
); of' the Temptation (Mk I 18

, the
#yyeAoi and 6-rjpla coming from Ps 9111

'13
quoted in

Lk 4 L
) ; of Jesus as *

eating and drinking
' while

the disciples of the Baptist were fasting, and as
f a friend of publicans and sinners ' (Mk 218'22* 13-17

;

el Lk T331-) ; of the blasphemy of the scribes (Mk
S22-*5 ; of. Lk II14

-28
), and perhaps of the Trans-

figuration (Mk 92 "13
; cf. Lk 928

^). In all these
passages of Mk. and in other loosely connected
material (9

S8-40=Lk 949f- 124^=Lk 21^"4 ) the con-
text of Lk. gives more or less conclusive evidence
of priority. It is but reasonable to suppose that
other Markan narratives such as 6 1"6 may also
have been derived hence, though the present Lukan
form has been affected by Mk.

2. Of the connexion of the narrative-elements

peculiar to Lk. with, the source thus characterized
it is hardly needful to speak. The common point
of view of this material, presenting Jesus as the
friend and champion of the lo\vly, from His child-
hood in tho SIUPI^OV. welcomed by'shepherds, to His
acceptance by the thief on the cross, is well known.
Nor can &uch narratives as that of the repentant
harlot (Lk 786

-50
) be separated without violence

from the discourse context. It is onlv in Mt. and
Mk. that Lk 7

1 '10 and 21 1'4 find tliei'ii-clve* on a
foreign soil.

* Note especially the rare form lo-Qta found only in Lk 783. 34
107 and 22^. jn all tho other ,"33 occurrences of the verb in the
NT, including- 10 in Mark and "9 of Lk.'s own, the regular form
ItrGtv is used.

viii. CONCLUSIONS AS TO PROTO-LUKAN SOURCE.

Admitting the precarious character of all at-

tempts at extricating the Synoptic sources, and
the probable development of the Antiochian (?)

tradition between the period of it
*

. by
Mk. and Mt. and its ultimate by
Lk., enough remains to justify the tollowing infer-

ence. A type of Gospel tradition grew up (at

Antioch ?) intermediate between those to which
tradition attaches the names respectively of * Mat-
thew ' and '

John,' and containing the ^ Aex&^o-
^ TrpcLxetvra traditionally ascribed to the preaching-
of Peter. The Matthsean tradition is especially
connected both by the unanimous testimony of

anii(|uiiv!in<l by internal evidence with Jerusalem.

It takes as its method the agglutination of the log itt

of Jesus into a five-fold new Torah, as ' command-
ments?

"

'i

n
-"-

J1
-^ Lord to the faith.' This agrees

with
'

..."
'

tendencies of the Palestinian

Church and the methods of the Synagogue as illus-

trated,^., w.thQPirkeAboth(Gf. (li--O\\ ii\ r, In; ;

Logia). Besides the 'halachic tyj-o ui .,-.(..! . i..-

dition the earliest
"

.

"

a liaggadic,
of which Peter i . source. It

seems to have had tVo branches, the earlier (Mk.)
connected by tradition and internal evidences with

Rome, the later (Jn. )
with Ephesus, both almost as

wholly preoccupied with the doctrine of the Per-

son of Christ as the Pauline Epistles, and appeal-

ing to the drama of the Ministry and Passion for

proof of the T> I \ i i \
-

i -M
;

f Jesus. In the earlier

(Mk.), conne\!-i! v. i ii ihit IVitrine tradition is still

close. In tlie later (Jn.), Pauline !.<;.: *-! <-!:>'

wholly dominates. Midway between these two
types of Gospel tradition, the Hebrew and the
Greeco - Roman, is developed that which tradi-

tion credibly associates with the name of Luke
at Antioch. Combining both sayings and doings
(tfpZaro iroLew re Kal SiddcrKeiv, Ac I

3
) in juster pro-

portion than Mk., it finds in the history, as ex-

hibited in both elements, a manifestation of the

Spirit of God in terms of the Jewish Wisdom-
doctrine. As our First canonical r\,-.':^fli-i pre-
sents as the "> "-ne of the in MM r; ; In- new
Lawgiver or, , \! <-: of Beatitudes, so our Third

presents the scene in the synagogue of Nazareth
where the e words of grace

'

uttered by the bearer
of * the Spirit of the Lord God 3 are rejected by Hin
own people, the tragedy of the Divine Wisdom.
The theme is constant, but is developed alike in

message of grace and deed of mercy. The whole
career of Jesus is a manifestation of * the power of
God and the wisdom of God. ?

.\iiMl\-i- of the
sources of canonical Lk. -Acts reveals no difference
in this fundamental point of view. From the be-

ginning, as in the 5th cent., the Antioch school is

historical, and its historical sources admittedly
include, in Acts, if not in the Gospel, the oldest
narrative of the NT. By the standard of internal
evidence its tradition is more markedly Petrine

than^ Mk.; its Christology roots itself, like the
Pauline, but with less of the Hellenic <|w:cnlniivc
development, in that broadest, most lmm;mii;iri!m.
most tolerant school of Hebrew thought, the foil

lowers and exponents of f
all-virtuous Wisdom. 5

ix. WISDOM SPECULATION IN THE DEVELOP-
MENT or CHBISTOLOGY. The conception of Wis-
dom as affecting Synoptic tradition involves such
litemry ,in;i1y-i- of the source as the fomroin^.As :li'-cu!i^ ill- 4 doctrine of the Person of niri-i \\

involves at least a passing glance at the Pauline
Christology, the link between Synoptic and Johan-
nine doctrine,

1. The Wisdom-doctrine of St. Paul stands in

unmistakably close
^relation, as regards its ante-

cedents, with the Wisdom literature j and, as re-

spects its subsequent development, with the Johan-
mne Logos-doctrine. St. Paul's indebtedness to
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St
i,-:!:'..

.

jy and ethics is set forth by no less
a I-.-- .;i .!>,. \iprhtfoot ('St. Paul and Seneca 5

in Com. on 7Y//.;. HOCL-M; demonstrations of his
much more extensive and direct dependence on the
Wisdom literature, especially the Book of Wisdom
(Interned, Grit. Com. on Romans, "by Sanday and
Headlam, p. 51 ; cf. Grafe,

< Das Verhaltniss der
]:mrnri.-*'1i<m Schriften znr Sapientia Salomonis '

iu Th. Abh. C. v. Weizsaeker f/vtvitf/itet}, should bynow have made it plain that 'Stoicism comes to St.
Paul mainly through Jewish channels. Again,
since it is certain that St. Paul both by tempera-ment and by experience was more apocalyptist
than scribe, it should not have been overlooked
that he has advanced, howo\i.-r brief! v, his own
decision on the moot point, \\-\w\ lior i lit

- v - 1

,

manifestation of the Divine Wisdom is \ ;

Torah of Moses (so the scribes on the t -
: - .':' I

>

46-8
), or whether it is the living Spirit of God sent

forth in human form. Ro 104
'8 and Bar S9-^1

(especially 329f
*) contain contemporary and rival

"' "

;

of Dt 30^13. By gt. auFs inter_

1 '

'
: word' (of revelation) is nothingmore or less than 'Christ 3 as pre-existent spirit,

the ^same Wisdom which;
* because she was the

artificer of all things,
3

passing into the soul of
Solomon gave him 'an unerring "Up.^v.li..^,* of the
things that are, to know the <-t>r-,i-iri..:i of the
world/ etc. (Wis 717"22

), the same * mind of Christ '

by ]<> o ion of which Christians have similar
Liio\\1<'<l^i> of the purposes of the Creator, just as
a man's own consciousness gives him knowledge of
li* private <le-i<iis (1 Co 26'16

; see MYSTIFY;.
]>(.'.

iinito idontilication is thus made by St. Paul
in this and many other passages between the
Divine Spirit of Wisdom, through which, accord-
ing to^

* Wisdom/ God created the world, and the
pre-existent Christ. Even the avatar doctrine of
the descent and ascent of Wisdom (see references
above, i. 1) is unmistakably adopted by St. Paul
>"_r

I ly in opposition to, partly in rivalry with, the
"i-'-pivaJ conceptions of mystery religion (see

.Mv-'N.iiY). But just as a study of the Pauline
ethics will show that its Stoic elements have been
subsumed under the Christian principle of altruistic
service (Eph5

lf
*, Ph 2 1 '13

), so it should be recognized
that the Pauline !.- ..- .1.

! ' :
\\ . while clearly

incorporating in Eph 4*" Ili a quasi- mythological
intorpvttttttion of Ps 6818

, rests upon an authentic
teaching of Jesus. According to St. Paul, Ps 68
sets forth the descent, conflict with the hostile

powers, triumph and ascent of the Divine Spirit
(cf. Col 215

, 1 P 3 lfi
) after releasing the captives of

Death (cf. 1 Co 1526f
-). But Eph 48

'10
, when com-

pared with the earlier and later related passages
concerning the avatar of Wisdom (Bacon, Story of
St. Paul, p. 316 If.), will be seen in some sense to
rest upon the parable of Jesus concerning the

'spoiling' of the Strong Man armed, by the

Stronger than he (i.e. the Spirit of God
"

in Jesus, Mt 1228). We find it, in fact, ,
,

;

applied in this sense by the Fathers
'

\i- '!".!; i'.

frag. 2 in Pasck. Chron. ; Heads again,-
* ''-.. \

'

.

of. HuydekopcT, Works
^
vol. ii.,

* Christ's Mission
to the Underworld ?

). Thus the Pauline Wisdom-
pr Logos-doctrine of a pro-existent, spiritual Christ
is firmly rooted in the .'uilhcnlic teaching of Jesus
Himself. To Jesus al-o ' the power of God and
the wisdom of God/ were exhibited in His own
mighty works and God-given teaching, and were a
sign

'

to His generation (Mt II2"24 12 8-42
; cf. 1 Co

1 17 216
).

2. Johannine and Patristic Christology. (a) It

matters little that after St. Paul the Wisdom -

doctrine should have been rebaptized by the Greek
title of Logos, perhaps under the influence of Philo,

perhaps as'a concession to a Greek-speaking Church.
Even in the Fourth Gospel the basic conception

remains Hebrew and Pauline. Sanday as a student
of Jphannine thought, Sabatier as a student of
Pauline, < > i ,'":,.> i

: v
_ "ie identity of doctrine

under th- i.. . i. '>_. .

(b) In
the^ Fourth Gospel the standpoint of the

T1

.

."**-' is purely and simply the UioologV,;"!.
He depicts the self-manifestation of the Divine
Wisdom or Logos as incarnate in Jesus by word
and deed. Her 'dwelling among men 3

(I
10'14

; ef.

Enoch 422

)^ rejection and apotheosis (20
17

) is his
theme. It is characteristic that here, as in the
Wisdom literature in jio noral. Wisdom is made to
'praise herself (Sir -21-}. Tlio incarnate Logos
preaches Himself ; His seven parables are seven * I

am's/ His seven mighty works manifest His own
glory (Jn 211

). In Jn 7^8 Jesus even quotes again
an unknown *

scripture
3 which by all analogy is

drawn from the Wisdom literature (cf. Sir 2430f-

[applied in vv. 23*29
, by analogy with Jive rivers, to

the five books of the Torah]. Enoch 481 491
, and

for Rabbinic inter] notation in the scribal sense,
Emek Hammelech, 196^ on Is 123,

' The waters are

nothing else than the Torah, and the waters of
salvation nothing else than the Torah of Messiah/
Weber, Lehre d. Talm. p. 360 f . ; cf . also 1 Co 104

and Oxyrh. Log. III.).

(e) The Wisdom utterance Mt Il25ff* may be
!0;jii-'Vu ,"- marking the transition-point between
I

1
:-- >\ !! >,,!< and Johannine representations of

Jesus'" teaching. Not its doctrine alone, nor its

mysticism, /, 'V 1

:
, 1 Co 2 (see MYSTERY), but

the very fo i '. itterance is thus seen to be
characteristic ; for the Wisdom of God habitually
speaks in the first person. Herein the discourses
of the Fourth Gospel are as close to the spirit of
the Wisdom literature as its T.- .

.....!' ".- is

close to the Wisdom-doctrine of &i. Paul. In the

development of Gospel literature the presentation
of Jesus3 career and teaching as the manifestation
of the Divine \yisdom takes a place analogous to
that of the Wisdom-doctrine of St. Paul in the

development of Christology.

t -/,fdit t\ pp. 537, 561 L, 576;
. -201 C. ; Aall, Gesch. d.
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_- > :
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B, W. BACON,
WISDOM OF CHRIST. . Christ, being God and

man, possessed naturally two distinct kinds of

wisdom Divine wisdom and human wisdom. The
former, as part of the totality of the Divine attri-

butes (ro TrX^pw/Ao, r9j$ BebTyros), He necessarily
possessed from t-ji-iniiy. ar.l. <-c<--r,l:i!j, in Pauline

teaching, He ooMi'm!i", fco jio--
1 -- ii. i*i -;.i;

k of His

Kfrua-ts, or Mslf-oniptvin^ (Fh 2"0, even'arter His
Incarnation (Col P 1 '

-J
!
'. cf. 23). The continued

po>-e>-ioH by the Incarnate Logos of the fulness of
the Divine wisdom is no isolated doctrine, but is

necessarily involved in the Logos-Christology of

St. Paul and St. John, according to which the
Father does not create and sustain the world

tliiectVv, but mediately through the Logos, who is

the Creator (Jn I3 - 10
, Eph 39,

Col I 16, He I2 ), the
Life (Jn I 4), and the Light (v.

9
) of the world, the

cause of its rational order, and the principle of

its coherence and subsistence (Col I 17 ). Cosmical
functions of such a kind as this, assigned to the

Logos in n<Tor<limce with His essential nature and

position in tho (iodliead. cannot be supposed to

have been laid a*uLe at the Incarnation, and there-

fore the limitations of Christ's knowledge, which
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the Synoptic Gospels recognize, either must be
attributed to His manhood, or else it must be sup-
posed that in the historical Christ were two centres
of Divine consciousness an unlimited one, in which
He knew all things, and a limited one, in which
He condescended to be ignorant of certain things.
The latter view, which is based on an ultra-literal
:

'

.-'
'

: i

* Mk 1332, postulates three different

'..: - in Christ an 'unlimited Divine
wisdom, a limited Divine wisdom, and a human
wisdom. This scheme appears to us . : ,'

complicated. The 'ignorance' of Mk i: .; i- .

ascribed to the Son, can quite naturally, on the

principle of communicatio idiomatum, be attributed
to Christ's human nature (otf/c ayvouiv 6 A6yosr, y
A6yos ^ffrlv, \eyV, 0#/c oT5a, oZ5e "y&p, dXXa

CLvBp&Trivov deLKvtis, 8ri T&V avdp&irwv Wi6v &rrt rb

cLyvoelv, Athan. c. Arian. iii. 45) ; and consequently
there is no need to recognize in Christ more than
two wisdoms, a human and a Divine (see, further,
IvENOSIS).

(1) In virtue of His Divine wisdom, Christ is

omniscient, i.e. He knows all actual and possible
things, present, past and future, including the

'".:
'

'

:
-i-i' --f beings possessed of free-

:

I . I
-

-. ;." M ,: :,
' V '

-

'

\ -.
'

(sometimes called scientic

scrutable to us ; but it is
".

.
'

in many passages of bot" :
- \

Is 4122 - 23
}
Jer 3S15ff

-, He 413
etc.), and is frequently

claimed by Jesus (Mt 1120-23 Q^I} ja Q?O etc^ W}1O

is represented as able to read the heart of man
(Jnl47"51 224- 25

etc.).

(2) With regard to Christ's human wisdom, be-
lievers in a real Incarnation (&av6pdiri)cris), as

distinguished from a mere assumption of a body
(evcrdpictacris, fr<r<a[A&r '. ; ^." 1 i> : ! ,"]/

both its finite chart' '..", . -
.

'

.',''.

ment. The gradual -.-
'

]_
. :'! "*",.,. i

is twice noticed by St. Luke (2
40

Tr\-rjpoijfjLevov <ro<f>ia

[o-o<j>ia$], 252
irpoeKOTrre <ro<pia /cat TjAiictp), and once

by^
the author of Hebrews (5

8
Kalirep &v vl6s, fyadev

d<p &v giraffe rty #7ra/co^z>, Kdl reAetojtfets lyvero, etc.).
To understand the growth in wisdom here spoken
of as merely exhibitwe Christ being supposed, as
He grew in age, to manifest more and more of the
hidden wisdom which He possessed entire from the
first (so John of Damascus and most of the later

Fathers; also Aquinas and the Scholastics) is
not only bad exegesis, but is virtual Apollinarism.
Apollinaris denied to Christ a real human soul ;

but Aquinas virtually does the same when he
asserts that the soul or Christ was created mature,
in the full enjoyment of free-will and of the Beatific
Vision, and possessed of wisdom and knowledge'

.'

"
xtensive with the Divine.*

I
' '

is the representation of the Gospels.
In them Christ undergoes not simply a bodily,
but a normal psychical development. He is true
infant, true boy, true youth, in mind as well as in

body. As Irenseus beautifully says :
< He came to

save all by means of Himself all, I say, who
through Him are born again to God infants, and
children, and boys, and youths, and old men. He
therefore passed through every age, becoming an
infant for infants, thus sanctifying infants ; a
child for children, thus sanctifying those who are
of this age, bein^ at the same time made to them
an example of piety, righteousness, and submis-
sion ; a youth for youths, becoming an example to
youths, and thus sanctifying them for the Lord'
(Against Heresies, ii. 22-^24). The Incarnation of
Christ thus restored the norm, of human develop-
ment. In the growth of the child Jesus, God saw

TPI . x
-

: doctrine is that from the moment of con-
' "' '

!

V'.,
' ' >ul knew KM actual events and things, past,

prawn*, and future. Only ab=h,.,H pcteslnlities, which were ;

never to be realized, \u re Jn,M( ri from' I Tim
|

for the first time human :i;;

'

; r r\j ::!<"! ir,. . ''-I per-

fecting itself according in i: MM ._!,,' !. i and

plan, unhindered and undistorted by sin ; and upon
the gracious spectacle God and man looked with

approval (Lk 240 - 52
).

(3) By the human wisdom (<ro0ta) of Christ is

meant His quick understanding in the things of

God (cf. Ja I 5
) ; H' V. ' "

of the Scriptures,
and His power of them (cf. Ac 6:i w

\;
His deep moral insight, gained by actual experi-
ence of temptation and suffering (He 58

) ;
Hiw

capacity for learning His lessons at the synagogue
school (cf. Ac 7

2J
) ; His skill as a carpenter (cf.

Ex 31 2f
-) ; the power of asking and answering hard

questions (cf. Kev 1318 179) which Tic <li~p1:iycd even
as a boy (Lk 46

), and which stood Him in good stead
on so many occasions during His ministry (Mt
2215. 23. 34 e C> )

. jijg sfcHi in constructing parables,

allegories, and sententious sayings, like those of
the wise men of old (cf. Mt 124

) ; His persuasive-
ness as a teacher and eloqxience as a preacher (see
Mt 1354

,
cf. 1 Co I 17 21 - 4

) ; His common sense and
practical ability (cf. Col 45

) ; probably also His

powe- <-f VM' \in._ miracles (Mk 63, cf. Ac 7 10
), and

His
j
-mi -In (! ;_if (2 P 315

), which were in Him,
partly at any rate, human endowments, as in other

prophets (see Mk 1332
).

(4) It is implied in Scripture that Christ's human
knowledge received a great extension at His Ifatrur-

rection and Ascension. At the Ilesurrection He
received all authority (irao-a ^ova-La) in heaven and

.

extensive with Hi-, iuiiimn authority; that is, it

must embrace all cosmical facts i , . ..... . , -1.

future. It is an error, however, t ,:;
.....

.

'

, II
'

-.

human knowledge is even now !" . I! :

nature is essentiallyfinite, and therefore the human
soul of Christ, though glorified, can never com-
pletely know the Infinite Essence of God. Sec,
further, CONSCIOUSNESS.

2. On Christ as the Wisdom of God, see preced-
ing article.

!

Li89ij P.itf.

P rson of Ch
'

don, .

;
<

, . ie, JEfumil
." :

" "

/

. / "
.

'

Lora'tt Lije on
ExpoN'itor, iv. iv.

c. HARRIS.

WISE MEN. See MAGI.

WITNEJ3S. The idea of witness as related to
Christ and His gospel plays an essential and
highly imDortant part in tin- XT Mr:lin- :in<l in
the Christian faith and life u : ! i \ r-;i 1 1 y. \ . i only"

' ''

'
'

:

'
: 1 1

: :.: aing, but) also in al 1 effectual
1

:. -i
1

,

1

1.
1

. i :;. : ':, the history of the Church,
tne gospel is conceived not as ,

"

."

"

ystem,
but as a witness to Jesus the ,

- Him-
self Go$s Witness to the world.

Among the NT writers none appears to have so
definitely and fondly reflected upon the idea of
witness as St. John. It is one of his 'leading-
ideas.' In his Gospel (cf. Westcott, Speaker's
Com-, on 'St. John,' Introd.) he mentions a seven-
fold witness to Christ: the witness (1) of the
Father (5

34- 37
), (2) of the Son (8

14 1837
), (3) of His

works (1C
25 536

), (4) of the Scriptures (5
89 "46

), (6) of
the forerunner(! 7 535), (6) of the disciples (15

y7 1985),
(7) of the Spirit (15

26 1614
). In view, however, of

the umqiv- i i :
n-',,- < of the Person of Christ,

and in is ."in- -i\ \\\ \\ the method of the NT
preaching, it will be most ;i].i-ro|,rimo to consider
our subject under these iun '.cn-l- -.- -L The wit-
ness of Jesus Christ the Son, supported by the
witness of the Father and of the Spirit. II. The
witness of the disciples to Jesus Christ the Son
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of God, supported by the witness of the Holv
Spirit.

' J

1. THE WITNESS OF JESUS, SUPPORTED BY
TUB WITNESS OF THE FATHER AND OF THE
SPIRIT. . Jesus' personal witness. His first

disciples Jesus gathered about Himself through
the power of the truth which He spoke and of
His own r. i ..i , V' \ , so marvellously at one with
His word. ||.- ,,M not begin with declarations
about Himself. He came to make the Father
known. He came fulfilling, in word and deed, the
Law and the Prophets. He preached repentance
and inward righteousness. With a wealth of lightHe set forth the nature of the Kingdom of God.
But in all this Jesus spoke as witness. He was
conscious of an immediate, intimate, and unique
fellowship with the Father, and out of this con-
sciousness He spoke (Mt II 27

, Jn 3n 1015 1410 1721 - 25
;

see also art. CONSCIOUSNESS). The tone and
manner of spiritual authority permeated all that
He said and did from His earliest teaching to His
sublime declaration before Pilate, and even to His
words ^upon the cross (cf. esp. Mt 5-7, Jn 18a7 19*,
Lk n43- 4

^).
But this consciousness of speaking as

witness linds also distinct and emphatic expression
in His word (cf. esp. Jn 812ff

-)-

While Jesus' witness was primarily concerning
the Father, He even denied in a certain sense
that He bore witness of Himself (Jn 531

), it is yet
certain that He also bore witness of Himself (cf.

esp. Jn 814 1837
14). Jesus testifies of Himself as

the Wmj. This testimony is unmistakable and
unqualified. And yet the method of this witness
was chiefly indirect or by way of necessary im-

plication, He appealed to the Father's testimony
concerning Him, or else silently waited till it should
be brought to light. And when the revelation from
the Father produced in the disciples a believing
confession of His Son, Jesus clearly accepted ana
sanctioned that confession (e.g. Mt 1 (5

lfi

"-').

2. The witness of the Father to Jesus includes
both the personal, inward '-l :mpy to Jesus Him-
self, which resulted in Hi- i-i'l < onsciousness as
Messiah and Son (see art. CONSCIOUSNESS), and all

the works of God preparatory to ar
"

' ' "

."

"

the life of Jesus Christ on earth .

men to the certainty of faith in Him as Keaeemer
and Lord. Under this head we note : (1) The
witness of the Smptnres (cf. esp. Jn 589

, Lk 2427
,

Ac IG43 ). This must be taken, in the most real

sense and yet not in n '' 1\ . Tho OT is full of the
Messianic hope, ar.-i Mi.;:

:

ioj.i' \\ji- i aspired by God.
JCHUH was Htecped :s' I'M' "*' npunv-. and He under-
stood the things in, them concerning Himself. We
have no longer reason to insist upon a scheme of

minute prediction and fulfilment, and yet we still

affirm that Jesus is not to be understood otherwise
than as the Ful filler of the Law and the Prophets.
(For a fuller discussion of this point see art. FUL-
FILMENT. Cf. also Valeton, Christ us nnd das AT ;

and Kabler, Jesus -nnd das AT).
(2) The witness of John as a prophet of God (cf.

esp. Jn p. 8. is. i9fr.
586) is numifo^tly closely related

to that of the Scripture.- ;
b;u John is, of course,

more specific than the earlier prophets could be.

John's witness Jesus accepts as having a very real

si^inlicarice, for He regards it not as the witness

of man merely, but as inspired of God.

(3) The witness of the works (cf, esp. Jn 580- 36

1087, 88 1430.
n

?
^c 223-24). The works are a testimony

from the Father ; for Jesus declares :

' The Father

abiding in me clocth his works.' It would, doubt-

less, be a grave mistake to regard Christ's word,
' The works which the Father hath given me to

i , !ii|ii;=
1
i

X
V-" v-y works that I do, bear witness of

:ur. ':' -, !i- i ,- :" hath sent me,' as meaning only
His miracles. The testimony of the works issues

from His whole life and ministry. His whole life-

work was a manifestation of God, and as such was,
in the '.i

';:
, ise, truly a miracle. See, further,

artt. Mr.-M ,
-
3 RESURRECTION OP CHKIST, and

SIGN.
3. The witness of the Spirit to Jesus the Son.

The witness of God ..-
*

- His Son calls for
faith in the Son (1 Jr ~,

t
. I

1

;-'* witness is borne
to us primarily in objective facts (1 Jn l lft - 58- 10

),

but it is borne in upon our consciousness only by
the Spirit of God, 'It is the Spirit that beareth
witness, because the Spirit is the truth' (1 Jn 57

;

cf. also Mt 1617
). It cannot be too strongly em-

phasized that the Person and work of Jesus Christ
are the object of this testimony. The Paraclete,
the Spirit of truth (Christ says),

' shall bear witness
of me,

'

(Jn 1526
). The witness of the Spirit, accord-

ing to the NT, is a much l,irp-r Mii-xg than the
assurance of personal sonship 'iln-MUnii Christ (Ro
816

; cf. art. ASSURANCE). Personal assurance is

an essential and i.:--i <-,'-lv
',"!"!;.

:>
i;.ortant part in

a sense the climax i>r ii < ^i-i '"- witness. But
it is un-Biblical to speak of thi- ,.'' M, "H- <~T\ ,,-

the witness of the Spirit. The N|
: - - -:iii'. : \

is coextensive with the objective testimony. The
manifestation of the truth'of God in objective faets
becomes to us an inward illumination only through
the inward witness of the Spirit. Without the
testimonium Spiritus sancti internum the objective
witness is unable to produce full assurance. On
the other hand, an inward persuasion that is not
firmly grounded in objective reality is miserably
insecure. The climax of the inward testimony is

personal assurance ; but the inward witness is

inseparable from the outward. They are not two
separate and independent testimonies. God would
make us certain of His wonderful love and grace.
To this end He reveals Christ for us, and He also
reveals Him in ^(,s. The outward manifestation is

the indispensable means to the inward revelation.
The fact of the f<-llov^l:ip with God through the

Spirit (e.g. Ho &**) is not a thing by itself, it

is the demonstration of the truth of the promise
by an initial and pioji revive realization of the
same. The actual lellowship of the Spirit is the

Spirit's own witness. See, further, art. HOLY
SPIBIT.

II. THE WITNESS OF THE DISCIPLES, SUP-
PORTJED BY THE WITNESS OF THJS HOLY SPIRIT.
Nothing could be clearer than that the primitive

Chri-ii,i:i |M ,-.(

1

-iin rr was not only (In 1 mo&t direct
and >|ie<

il'u- v. \\ no-- to Jesus the c'-i milieu and risen

Lord, but also ,, -

'

\\
: -

-

"
"y -i- utaneous

and full of the :- -'I- ,!'/ ! ,.:,'' an over-

powering certainty (Ac 420, 1 Co 916
, 2 Co 4^).

What constitutes, according to the NT, the

I
."K, . "t .^^1 competence of a witness of Jesus

< i-i'-;
1

. V\.'.- His original disciples the only
genuine witnesses ? Are not those also ' who have
not seen and yet have believed

3

(Jn 2029
) competent

witnesses ? In the first place, then, let us inquire
how the original witnesses were prepared for their

office. Early in His public ministry Jesus chose
from out the larger number of His disciples 'twelve
that they might be with him, and that he might
send them forth to preach' (Mk S14

). These He
trained to be heralds of His gospel (see art.

APOSTLES : and Bruce, The Training of the Twelve],
and declared that, when the Paraclete should havo
come to them, they should bear toitnc&s of Him
(Jn 1526 - 27

). After His Passion and Resurrection

He expressly commissioned them to go forth as

His witnesses (Lk 2448, Ac 1 s ). They could, of

course, have had no vital conception of Jesus

and His mission without the illumination of the

Holy Spirit. But was there something in their

experience which constituted them the only real

witnesses ? Some have so held ; but this is a view
unwarranted by Scripture and out of harmony with
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the . principles of evangelical Christianity. The
original disciples, it is true, were the only eye
and ear-witnesses. Yet what they literally saw
and heard was not the revelation itself, but only
the means thereto. In Jesus the flesh was, so to

speak,
c a transparency for the Word.' Never

theless multitudes 'saw and heard' Jesus anc
understood not. None of the rulers of this work
recognized in Him the Lord of glory (1 Co 28

). Thi

original heralds of Christ did indeed lay a certain
stress upon their being eye- and ear-witnesses
But they prized their * \|"-:it".- of sensible inter
course with the Lord MI i.-r ii^ own sake, bui

because it was to them the means of entering into
an inward personal fellowship with Him. In the

days of His flesh th*
j

,,' "-V^wship with
Him was necessarily .i, , ..:! the senses,

though the fellowship itself was HOD sensuous bui

spiritual. Even for these original disciples the
time must come when their fellowship with their
Lord should be wholly independent of the senses.

Through the Paraclete the Lord would renew anc
continue His fellowship with His disciples (cf. esp.
Jn 14 and 16 and 1726

). But He would be no longer
manifest through the senses (Jn 2017 ; cf . the iin

sermon of H. Hoffmann, Eins ist not, p. 153). It

is clear from the NT that after Pentecost the

original disciples were immovable in their per-
suasion that they - *". and had fellowship
with their exalted Lord.
From all this it is clear that the visible mani-

festation of the Lord was designed to be superseded
by a manifestation through the word of His wit-
nesses. But can the word really take the place
of the sensuous contact with the Lord's Person?
For answer let it be remembered in the first place
that Christ foretold that it should be sufficient

(e.g. Jn IT20
*, Mt 2820

). What the original wit'
nesses enjoyed, others should enjoy too the same
immediate folios-hip, the same certainty. As the
men of Syeiur believed at last not for the woman's
speaking, but because they had heard for them-
selves (Jn 442), so through the word of the Apostles
others are brought into actual saving relation with
the same Lord Christ. Alike for those who saw
Him, and for those who saw Him not, the outward
facts must be inwardly apprehended and inwardly
tested. And as was the design, so also is the
actual experience under the gospel : where the

word^is truly jn-o.K-liod the Spirit does energize and
seal it, and ihoi-o who believe receive the same
certainty as the original disciples possessed. The
whole NT preaching manifestly rests upon the full

pCT-nfi-i-i". that this is and must be so (e.g. 1 P I8
,

Ho I,T, -J l> I 1
, esp. Ac II 15 - 16

). Faith does come
by hearing (Ko 1017) the fact of the vital union
with Christ is proof r.f

**-
f * 1 -....;..." "... -. : .

"

testimony. Such, is
- V ..

"

i i
'.- !

lM--n^'o. 1 .TH I"--. Tlio-o vlio i!iiMiii;li ihoir ji-iocia-
ti-HiMirh rini-i in ih< !lo-li hml ;-.]i|iLvlipn<lc<l liielife
niMTiih HM. i)-N'ir \\iiM<>-- i> nil.or-. tli nt, //^s1

-' also

ma^ enter into the same fellowship with them the
glorious fellowship with the Father and with His
Son Jesus Christ. In the days of His flesh, Jesus
was

^ (according to an expression of Beyschlag
in his Leben Jem) *His own prophet/ After
His resurrection this office is committed to faith-
ful witnesses. And it is thue that they conceive
their office. The ministry of reconciliation is com-
mitted to them. A^ ambi^-ador* of Christ they
stand in Christ's stead (2 Co 519 - 20

). To bear wit-
ness to Christ is their one aim as heralds (1 Jn 414),
And their word is effectual. He who believes
through their word is not then *a Christian of a
secondary order 5

; his knowledge of Christ is
indeed mediated and yet immediate (cf. the
vigorous discussion of E. Haupt, Die Bedeutung
derheiligen Schriftfur den evangelischen Christen). I

The same holds good throughout all time. The
word stands firm ; it never passes away (He 21* 2

,

Mk 1331
). Wherever the word of Christ is preached

with the certainty of faith, it can bring the hearer
into * the like precious faith

'

(2 P l1

).^

But the effectiveness of the wor<l "f u -IMS'OMV i-

absolutely conditioned upon the i^>rr,:i:<ni of si so

Holy Spirit. The essence of the word is the pro-
mise of fellowship, grace, eternal life through
Jesus Christ. Unless the preacher has the inward
consciousness of the reality of the life with Christ

through the Spirit, his word is no witness. And
unless the hearer is aided by the Spirit to appre-
hend and to prove the testimony, the word con-

cerning peace, fellowship, freedom, and the power
of an endless life would be but empty sotmd.

When, however, the word is spoken in the Spirit,
it is quick, powerful, convincing, saving (He 413

,

Jn 16?, Ja Pf).
Have, then, the original witnesses no peculiar

privilege and authority? So far as personal cer-

tainty is concerned, they have no advantage over
true believers of any age. Nevertheless, in the

economy of the gospel ilipm -,)(! in. ine word of
the original witnesses i- mmiiu:-: l\ of cardinal

importance. The mere i";i<-, .iuu \\\>-\ were the

first witnesses is of itself sufficient to give to their

testimony a pec'ili;;
11 lis :', ,' .- nd to make it

for evangelical
( I in- :

. :
- .': '.,- resort. Even

those believing critics who go farthest in the sift-

ing of Apostolic tradition, agree that the saving
kno\\li'd<H of God in Christ is mediated to us
1 1 n ou <j 1 1 1 1 1e primitive Christian preaching. Either
we must gain our knowledge of Christ by this

means, or else we must give up the inquiry, for no
other way is open to us (cf. art. BACK TO CHRIST).
The primitive witnesses, however, were more than,

merely the first, as though there by chance. They
had been chosen beforehand and specially trained
for the work of bearing witness. Either"our Lord
succeeded in giving to His chosen Apostles such an
understanding of His mission and work as to enable
them to^bear oomi-onMr. witness, or else He failed.
If He failed, ilioro couM be no certainty for them
and no gospel to us through them. The soundness
and sufficiency of their witness are established by
the demonstration of the Spirit and of power, and
this accompanies the same witness in every suc-

ceeding age.
For the sake of their testimony many of Christ's

servants have been called upon to suffer death.
Such were called in a special ethical sense pdprvpes

roO (Ac 2220
, Rev 2* 176

). 'This is not to be
understood, as in ecclesiastical Greek, in the sense
that death was the form of their testimony, but in
reference to their testimony of Jesus as having
occasioned their death 5

(Cremer, Lex. ; cf. also Rev
204

). An approach to the sinnlo-ron- use of fj,ap-

rupefw is probably to be found in 1 Ti 618 * Jesus
Christ, who before Pontius Pilate witnessed the
good confession.'
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J. B. VAU PELT.
WOE. The word oM (in LXX for the most part
e tr. of *\K and ^n) was spoken by our Lord in

virtue of His prophetic office. He was *the
prophet that comoth into the world' (Jn 614

), tlie
Lecisive exponent of God's will (Dt 1815f

% Ac 32ati
,

le !* 3
). As in the mouth of the OT prophets, so

in His,
* the word of Yahwe must of necessity be a
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,

of
r
woe to a sinful people' (Encyc. Bill. iii.

db/5). Like them, He was 'full of power by the
spirit of the Lord, and of judgment, and of might,to declare unto Jacob his *-***-~~^ -,n(f ^
Israel his sin' (Mic 3s ). Tw -

:

. . . n
'speci-

ally abhorred those of the seducer and the
hypocrite. His language respecting the Jewish
leaders is

<

part of the judicial language of the first
Advent 1

(Mozley, University Serm. 29). OtherWoes
He utters with a sob of ity ; but His indictment
ot the scribes and Pharisees is spoken with the
wrath of love (of. Rev 61

'). His 'prophetic plain-
ness is a trait that must not be left out of view
in studying <the mind of Christ,

3 and in contem-
plating His work as Priest and King. 'As well
at* meekness there was anger, and besides tender-
ness there was strength' (Hall Caine, Illus. Lond.
News, 7th Mar. 1891 ; cf. Tennyson, Memoir Z>y
his Son, i. 326; Ecc& Homo\ 272, 276).- St. Mark
reports only two instances of our Lord's using the
word oM. It does not occur in St. John. But
St. John reports many stern utterances respecting;
those who sinned against light.
The Woe of Mk 1317

(|| Mt 2419
, Lk 2123

) was spoken
by Christ with deep commiseration ; at the same
time the passage in which it occurs is a prophetic
one relating to the doom of Jerusalem which had re-

Mt 1 121
(||
Lk I013)where the mention

of Chorazin shows how much of our Lord's work
is left unrecorded (Plummer) is part of a farewell
lamentation over the three cities by the Lake
which had seen His manifestations of Divine power
but had no"- ' - ' "

, -id agrees with other fore-

warnings t: ,

.

. will be most woeful for
those who . away the highest oppor-
tunities (Mt 1241- 42 ||Lknw - w

; cf. Lk 1247-^).
In Mt 187

(||
Lk IT1

, cf. Mk 942), the first Woe is

spoken in pity, but the second in wrath. As is

shown by the avdyxy ydp and the r-r.^-.^-.r,- .";; :

words in Lk., as well as by the co^-.-x . .,
!;

Kbo-pif) is a lamentation over the ills brought on
mankind >-y r.ml "':> i- and selfish passions. The
egotist , :-: ,,:i.

:
.

:

..-i"--i (to use a word of Carlyle's)
becomes the oppressor of the weak, and he also
becomes their seducer, a character for which
Christ had such a loathing that He said 'it were
better for him [who bears it] that a millstone were
hanged about his neck, and that he were drowned
in the depth of the sea.' The second Woe, intro-
duced by wMp (on which word see Plumraer, St.

Luke, 182), is directed against a man of this sort

(rf dvOp^TTii) 4icelv(pt the latter word putting him
outside the pale of i-ymp.-uliy arid respect), Avho, in
our Lord's view, ha^ committed the most heinous
crime against the law of love (cf. Bruce, Expos.
Gr, Test. 237 ; Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, i. 344 ;

Carr, Expositor, 1898 (ii.), 348; Hastings' DB iii.

586a).

Of the two passages in which our Lord pro-
nounces woe against the contemporary leaders of

Judaism, the one in Lk 11 is an early utterance,
and was spoken in the house of a Pharisee who
had asked Him to dine with him (v.

87
), while the

other in Mt 23 is a late and public denunciation of
them in Jerusalem on the eve of His death. It

was spoken when they were ^resent, and for the

purpose of warning the multitudes and His dis-

ciples to beware of them : hence, the real parallel
to Mt 23 in Mk. and Lk. is to be found in the
brief sayings reported in Mk 1238

"40 and Lk 2045'47
.

In Lk H42 - 4:t - 44- 4C - 47< 52 there are two indictments

containing three Woes apiece, and addressed to

Pharisees and lawyers (wh. see) respectively.
Sentence is first pronounced upon the Pharisees
for being so punctilious about matters of a sub-
ordinate nature, which should be kept in their

VOL. ir. 53

proper place, while they
. ^ - -

lose moral
obligations, which were o' moment,*

judgment and the love of uocr (v.^j for putting
themselves forward into the first seats in the
face of the congregation, and their fondness for
having reverence done to them in public (v,

43
) ;

and for being a secret source of defilement to
others who were not aware of the evil tendency of
their principles (v.

44
, cf. 121

). The second of these
charges occurs, but without a Woe in Mt 23s- 7

;

while the other two are repeated in a more severe
form in Mt 233S- 27

.

The
^
lawyers are then condemned for amplifying

the written Law with their intolerably burdensome
enactments, which they contrive to evade them-
selves, while so rigorous in exacting obedience to
them from others (Lk 1 1

46
) for their zeal in the erec-

tion and adornment of the tombs of the prophets,
which, in bitter irony, is pronounced to be a sign of
their continuing the work of the murderers of the
prophets (vv.

47-

; Wendt, i. 281 ; Ecee Homo \ 267) ;

and for taking away
' the key of knowledge

'

(see
KEYS) by their traditional -'VcT-pro

1

;!!!.
1

!:-, which
rendered the people incapa.-l .-'i ri-coi'-'i/irj the
living truth (v.

52
). The first of these charges is

found in Mt 234 without a Woe ; the others are
repeated in Mt 2313- 29ff

-.

This later denunciation (Mt 2313-
<
14)* 15- le - ^ ^

27- 29
; of. Is 58- 18- a*-*9

, Hab 2* 9- 12- 15 - 19
) is still

more impro^-ivo on account of its epic strain

(<octie-> vao; Mr 5s'11 octies beati,
3

Bengel). It
shows how intense is the heat of our Lord's wrath
when it is kindled (Ps 212

), as no other continuous
passage in the Gospels does. In it, our Lord pro-
nounces woe against the scribes and Pharisees
for their *

hypocrisy
3 or their di-hoiie^ y and love

of stage --effect in religion, \vhicli A\,M< to Him
the most hateful impiety ; also for shutting
the doors of the Kingdom of God which He had
opened by His preac-hin^, and so proven ting peoples
from entering ,\.", of. Kev 38) ; for plundering
(prob. wealthy and devout) widows (Plummer
cites examples from the Talmud), and deceiving
-implo iniiuud people (Theophylact) by the long
pniycr- ili-.-v make (v.

14
) ; for carrying on a most

laborious propaganda for the purpose of gaining
proselytes (cf. Jos. Ant. xx. ii. 4), and then mak-
ing them more full of spiritual pride than them-
selves (v.

15
, cf. the Judaistic prose! ytizers who so

relentlessly dogged St. Paul's footsteps, Hastings'DB iv. 136b ) ; for pretending to guide others in

the doing of God's will when they showed that

they were so wanting in moral perception them-
selves (cf. Mt 1514

|j
Lk 639 ) ; as, TOT example, when

they subverted truth and justice by the sophistical
distinctions they made in regard to the binding
nature of different kinds of oaths (w. 16"22

, cf. Mk
76"13

). He then condemned them for omitting
* the

v\i.
:

_"u
:
(.r -i.atters of the law, judgment, mercy,

;.; !; i"i\ .* while they were so exact in tithing
their smaller garden herbs, thus 'straining out a

gnat and swallowing a camel '

(vv.
23- 24

) ; and for so

carefully observing, *in preparing their food, the
ceremonial rules Cor pro^Tviiig their Levitical

purity/ while they woro not onrcnil f to avoid the
moral defilement caused by the unlawful acquisi-
tion of that food, and by using it to minister to

intemperance
5

(vv.
25- se

, Wendt, L 327). He com-

pared the fair show of goodness they made with
the artificial whiteness imparted to sepulchres by
washing them with lime in spring (vv.-

7 -

=*, cf.

Holtzrnann, Meyer, in loc. ; Encye. IBM. iv. 5138).
The final Woe was pronounced with a stinging
reference to the honours they were paying to the

* V.U is probably an interpolation from Mk 1 2*0. It < omission
or transposition in the MSS may, however, be due to the fact

that several sentences in succession begin with the same words

(Scrivener, Introd.* i. 9).
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prophets whom their fathers killed (vv.
29"31

) ; and,
the cup of His indignation "brimming over at the

thought of His own impending death at their

hands, He said, 'Fill ye up then the measure of

(the sins of) your fathers '

(v.
32

).
' Tremendous '

(Mozley) as this language is, we
are not to think that it was meant to apply to all

the Pharisees indiscriminately. Nicodenius was a
Pharisee (Jn 31

}, and there were, doubtless, many
others (cf. Ac 534

)
with respect to whom the charge

of hypocrisy was inadmissible. Paul, as a Pharisee,
was no hypocrite (Ph 35* 6

) ; his Pharisaic upbring-
ing was an important part of his providential

training^
for his Christian Apostleship, and ' from

Pharisaism in so far as it meant zeal for the

highest objects of Jewish faith he never departed,
and never' could depart

'

(Ac 265- 22
; Hort, Juda-

istiG Christianity, 108 if.). In this very chapter,
our Lord admits their authority as that of those
who *

sit in Moses5

seat,' and even gives His sanc-

tion to some of their minor observances (Mt 2S2- 23
;

cf. Hort, 31-32). A well-known passage in the

Talmud, distinguishing the various classes of Phari-

sees from each other, says that the real and only
Pharisee is he who does the will of his Father in

heaven because he loves Him' (Levy, NHWB
4. 143).

In his famous article on the Talmud (Qu. Review, Oct. 1867),
the late Emanuel Deutsch pronounced a war-i |>- ^ l-> on
'the chiefly Pharisaic masters of the Mishnic !< I i

1 leir
'

"-! . i' ."" v> -.

*" :
.

"

and noble courage '(Literary
.'.. .<.' :

'

(Hibbert Journal, Jan. 1903)
has called attention to the ' new and large material, so interest-

ing, so counter to current conceptions arid verdicts,' produced
by Schecht

" *

r
" " " " " "

of his age,' in his
articles in .'" ; ''>

' -' hter confesses that
the view he has to give of Rabbinical religion presents a blank
at the important period' the time of Christ. 'We are driven
back, therefore, on the Gospels.* . . . The evidence they afford

appears irresistible 1 :' '.|.i s? . i"- i-rinciples of the

religion as set forth in V i>T :! "

Mi- >.-" cannot prevail
to discredit the facts there recorded '

(Menzies, Hibbert Journal,
July, 1903). There is thus no reasonable ground for doubt that
during our Lord's life on earth the scribes and Pharisees were
immersed in that externalism and religious affectation which
He so vividly depicted ; and it was their i-i :*>,. .V-l< n-- "Hi/ to
His spiri il , .1

*
"-jr. begun at a \--\ --srlj n--ri-.(l -i His

ministry \"*IK '.
), i i 'ii, JM the end brought about His crucifixion.

Mk 1421 (|! Mt 26s4
, Lk 2S22

) otfal 8t rf toOpdnrtp
tg SL oS 6 vlbs TOV dvQp&Trov wctpadiSorai ; Lk. has
otfoi, bringing out with emphasi- ilio nv-pon-i-

bility of Judas, who was free to act, M<M \\ ii I i^r mill-

ing the TO &purfjLvoi>. This, which is perhaps the
saddest sentence in the Gospels, was spoken with-
out vindictiveness, although it undoubtedly reveals
that our Lord was wounded to the quick by the

treachery of Judas. The eitdvq seems to set him
finally outside the circle of the disciples (cf. West-
cptt on Jn 1327). But this Woe is not an impreca-
tion like Ps 109. It is not the devoting of Judas
to destruction. Similarly the words which follow,
Ka\bv atfrtp el oik tyevvirjGi] 6 tivdpuiros ercewos, are * not
to be pressed with logical rigour

'

(Meyer), but are
to be understood as meaning,

* Better not to have
lived at all than to have lived to betray the Son of
Man. 5 The whole saying witnesses to the anguish
that our Lord felt on account of the perfidy of this
false friend (cf. Ps 419

, Jn 131S) ; and we can sym-
pathize with Keim when he says (Jesus of Nazara,
v. 286) that we should have to greet it as the
removal of a hundred-pound weight from the heart
of Christendom if the treachery of Judas could be
proved to have had no existence. But this is as

impossible as to remove the burden,
' Tiberio im-

peritante, supplicio adfectus erat,' from the heart of
mankind.
There still remain the four Woes which in Lk

024-26 are se over against the four Beatitudes in

* Oh. 7 of the Assumption of Moses (not later than A.D. 30),
which has been supposed to refer to the Pharisees (Hastings'
Z>J3, Extra Vol. 53a), is more probably a description of the
Sadducees (Charles, Bncyc. JSiM. i. 236).

vv. 20"23
. Their muliomioHy, as well as that of the

Beatitudes in their Lukan form, is called in ques-
tion by many distinguished schola- 1

- '17, . -I i :_:'

DJ3, Ext. Vol. 16; Encyc. Bill. iv. L>:' '.1,1 .ii

grounds that are very far from convincing. The

objection taken to the Woes from their being
omitted in Mt. is not of much weight. The data
for determining the precise relation between the

sermons in Mt. and Lk. are wanting. Each of the

writers may have had before him a different report
of the same Sermon ; or there may have been
two similar but different Sermons, reported in two
distinct documents, of which the one was used by
Mt. and the other

by_
Luke. In either case, the

omission of the Woes in Mt. would be sufficiently
accounted for (cf. Sr :,,;.. T

"
-.l-

r
-l (L), 311tf.;

Loisy, Le Discor
'

:,'
', quoted in

Expositor, 1904 (ii), 103). The oxiouuil form in

which the Woes (and also the Beatitudes) are set

forth illustrates our Lord's method of teaching
'

by
aim" 1

!' ": : harness in the briefest

com- - \\ ,-.'.../ '. i. 130, 134 ; cf. ii. 68) ;

the v ,-.; -I- "- ;: 3re comprehensive and

significant enough to enable His hearers to under-
stand who were the persons intended. When He
began by saying,

( Blessed are ye poor : for yours
is the kingdom of God/ He gave His hearers the

key to the meaning of the other utterances which
followed. For * the poor

'

(the v;. , ;,i,rt!l ,* v as a term
that had long had an ethical M!:-! ^nirii -in! connota-
tion (cf. Driver, art. 'Poor'

"

TT, -;
:

:
.

.' DB iv.

19, 20; Harnack, What is ' '
'

/ 92) ; and
this would prevent our Lord's utterances from
being interpreted in a materialistic sense. See
artt. EBIONISM, POOR, POVERTY, WEALTH.

In our opinion it is more probable that the Woes
are authentic than that they are inferences from
our Lord's teaching (Bruce, Kingdom of God,
10), or that they

* arose in consequence of the
affliction of the persecuted Christians

5

(Meyer,
Com. on Lk., p. 55), or that they 'were constructed
for the purpose of strengthening and interpret in;:

the Beatitudes, after the model of Dt -2~ ''-, l> ,V
'' '

(TToltznmmi, JIand-Commentar, 104). In view of
the -iocinl conditions that exist at the present day,
can it be said that their admonition is unneeded,
or that they are not still living utterances?
See also artt. BEATITUDE and SERMON ON THE
MOUNT ; and cf. Moulton, art.

*

Synoptic Studies
'

in Expositor for August 1906.

JAMES DONALD.
WOLF. See ANIMALS in vol. i. p. 65a.

WOMAN. The relation of Christ to woman is

one of the most interesting and one of the most
difficult topics in t lie (ro>pel>. In order to estimate
it aright it will be necessary to say something of
the position of woman at the time when our Lord
was born. In the East generally, the penal code
of Babylon well describes her abject humiliation :

'
If a husband say unto his wife, Thou art not my

wife, he shall pay half a mina and be free. But
if a woman repudiate her husband, she shall be
drowned in the river.' And her position was not
much better in Judoea, where any, even the most
frivolous, pretext could be given for divorce. ' The
Jewish Law unquestionably allowed divorce on
almost any ground' (Edersheim, Life and Times,
ii. 333). The school of Hillel declared it a sufficient

ground for divorce if a woman had spoiled her hus-
band's dinner. In Greece the dignity of married
life was very inadequately appreciated ; even
Socrates invites the courtesan Aspasia to talk with
him * as to how she might ply her occupation with
most profit.' In Rome there were signs of better

things. There was always a halo over the old
Roman matron, and though time dissipated this,
and divorce was so common that Seneca tells us
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that ladies reckoned their ages not by the consuls,
but by the number of their husbands,* yet women
were gradually acquiring more and more influence
and being more widely educated. In parts of the
Roman Empire, especially in Macedonia, 'her
social position was lii;-iu" i -uin in most parts of the
civilized world. A\ i'.ii'ij.pi. at Thessalonica and
Bercea,^ the women in some cases certainly, in all

probably, ladies of birth and rank take an active
part ^iiii the Apostle (Paul). . . . The extant
Macedonian inscriptions seem to assign to the sex
a higher social influence than is common among the
civilized nations of antiquity. 'f But however this
i ,. , i

'

;. ,.
i

;
;

*
j

\ ; \ i .^ ; r. . ,nt parts of the Empire,
: ' '--! .:'i <><; i..-,

'

the relation of woman
| J1 '" '

! !' . ;' (legrndnig one. The
many exceptions only draw airem ion to the pre-
vail f ? -s .

i

by our Lord's !.i-! :' ;
' \ ;-,

'

>!.'' . I ! i ..

fact, though it could have been known to only; a
very few dm ing His lifetime, had nevertheless its
own

jMir(io,ul:ir bearing. It brought Mary into a
prominence which otherwise would have been un-
accountable. It is true that Joseph may have died
when our Lord was a child or before He began His

ministry, but even this does not fully account for
the position the mother occupies in the Gospels.
It is not much we learn, for we know it was her
*i

"" "' ' ''

sr and keep to herself the secrets
* ", . early life (Lk219- 81

), but that one
scene at the vill.i.L-i; v.< iMip<r (Jn 2) is sufficient to

give us a clear c<iTi. <]! i^n oi" her importance. She
alone knew how great He was, and how wonderful
the destiny that was promised Him. And yet she
was not so overwhelmed by its greatness as to
lose her own personality. The ordinary Oriental
mother would not have presumed to guide or direct

the life of one so mysteriously born and whose future
was so infinitely great. But she has so long been
accustomed to suggest, if not to direct, that it is

natural for her, when she sees an ! *;.*
:4y for

ili" -M -|M.,\ t-flTi- power and the -"", ;i--r. 'of a
III-'M|. -,.' i.-.i-r. !=. !!, . The reply, seemingly so harsh
to us, only marks out her position the more clearly.
The words,

* Woman, what have I to do with thee ?

mine hour is not yet come,' could not have been
aid to one who had occupied but a subservient

position in the home; on the contrary, they
suggest that for many years she had been accus-

tomed to speak freely as to her wishes for Him,
and that this time was now over. From this it

may be inferred that our Lord rejoiced in the true

dovciopiMont of womanhood, was glad that the

mother -.Ijonltl not be a mere drudge or slave, "but

one occupying a definite position with definite

duties nncl responsibilities. Further, it is clear

from her question that He had not checked her

interest in the wider events of the world and the

Kingdom of God. A veil will always rest over the

frequent communing between the Mother and the

Son, but it i* quite' clear from the use of the ex-

pression 'mine hour/ that she had been led to

think of and desire that time of manifestation when
His Personality should be revealed. From the

beginning, even before His birth, her mind hac

often been << upio'l with that revelation from the

spiritual unrld in which the angel had spoken o*

a ' throne
'

and a kingdom
'

(Lk I82
- w

). t

Her mind

then, was not to be confined to the limited sphere

of the household duties of the peasant's home
At the same time, it is clear that the natural desire

even in one so humble and lowly as she was, tc

have some share in the events which would lead

to the bringing in of the Kingdom, was not to be

*
Dill, Roman Society from Nero to Marcus Aurelius> pp

77~80
t lightfoot, Ep> to the PkiUppicws, pp. 55-58.

Her part lay in the careful training,
and helping of that great Life which

was entrusted to her.
It is singular, and some have thought that it was

Lesigned with a view to checking the Mariolatry
vhich in the years to come was to dominate a
arge section of the Church, that Jesus refuses to
allow the unique distinction which Mary certainly
lad in bein^ the mother of the world's Redeemer
weigh against the worth of religious character,

t was natural that one who -. co; n\/(-(\ the beauty
>f His character and the IMVIT <>'" His words
hould say,

* Blessed be the womb that bare thee,
ind the breasts that thou didst suck' (Lk II27

);
^ut the answer, whilst on *l

' :

ii;r the blessing,
minted to a higher one v :

i
l

. ! reach of all.

Yea rather, blessed are they_ that hear the
-vyord

>f God and keep it
'

(v.
28

). This teaching- is akin to
/hat He gave when some one directed His attention
;o the fact that His mother and brethren were wait-

ng to see Him. * Who is my mother, and who are

my brethren ?
' He cried and then stretching

:orth His hand towards His disciples, He said,
1 Behold niy mother and my brethren 1 For who-
soever shall do the will of my Father which is in

leaven, he is my brother, and sister, and mother '

[Mt 1247flr
*)- From this it is clear that whilst He

^ave her, who was blessed indeed amongst women
.n being His mother, full opportunities for the

development of her mind and -pirn. IH^CT check-

ing during those thirty years those natural desires

to know all that He would tell her of the Kingdom
of which the angel had spoken to her, yet He
chiefly valued in her the growth of those spiritual

graces which had led to her being selected for the

high position she held. And nothing is more re-

markable than the response she gave. During
those three years she almost disappears from

sight ; and when at the very last she is seen be-

side the cross, her attitude expresses that dignity,

reserve, and self-control which she had learned of

Him. When il (-^n-.-u \ iMjrrih i-"U;n;;.: ri-;u ('-.". and
the greatest i'0--".i

! i-M-ia-mom pii-\s:ii-. -In-, like

her Divine Son, maintains an attitude of quiet self-

restraint. The Oriental, even the Jewish, mother
would have been prostrate, with dishevelled hair

and garments ; Mary is found *

standing' (Jn 1925 ).

There is no mention of words, not even of tears.

Silently and quietly at the direction of her Son she

leaves the cross, though we know that a sword
was at the time piercing her through and through.
We have given much time to the study of the

Virgin Mother because she was the only woman
really educated by Christ, in the sense that St.

John and St. Peter were, and we see in the little

that is told of her what a true woman ought to be.

The relation of Christ to the other women of the

Gospels is just what we should expect from our

knowledge of His relation to His mother. There
is a freedom which surprises even His disciples (Jn
427

), and a readiness to help which laid His char-

acter open to mi-conr option (Lk 739 ). There is

also the most delicate sensitiveness to the inner

consciousness of shame in the sinner which at once

wins confidence. His hatred of the sin never

dominates over His love of the sinner. Simon was

right in feeling that a prophet who knew the char-

acter of the woman who had intruded into his

house would never have allowed her such close

fellow-hip as the Saviour allowed. None but He,
the Mnlo-s could have done so. Again, none but

He would have shown such patience as was seen

in His treatment of the woman of Samaria (Jn 4).

When He makes it plain that He knows her sin,

and she changes the subject, He does not refuse^to
follow her, but makes the very controversy she in-

troduces a means of spiritual help. It was this

combination of strength and tenderness, of respect
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for the individuality of the soul and yet desire to

disentangle it from its sins, that gave Him just that
same pre-eminent place amongst the women as

amongst the men of His day. They were glad to

he of what assistance they could to His work, and
ministered of their suhstance (Lk 83). It is char-

acteristic that whilst they show a courage which

surpasses that of the Twelve, they also show a
wealth of devotion which is unintelligible to them.
The presence of some near the cross, where they
would be exposed to insults and rudeness, is as

remarkable as St. Mary's gift of the alabaster
cruse of ointment in the last week of His life.

They respond more readily and easily to the power
of His words and Personality. From Martha our
Lord obtains a confession, even fuller and more
far-reaching than that of St. Peter (Jn ll 24"27

),

And from the heathen Canaanitish woman He re-

ceived one of the most remarkable illustrations of

faith, the woman's insight penetrating beyond the
words to the love which lay underneath them (Mt
1522ff.

} Mk725ff
-).

The great respect in which Jesus held the posi-
tion of woman, the high dignity He attached to it,

is shown not only "by His actions and words, but

by the new sanctity which He gave to marriage.
The words,

* The twain shall become one flesh
'

(Mt 195=Mk 103), placed the wife at once on a
level with the husband, and made the divorces that
were so common impossible. Directly this teach-

ing was received, it was impossible that woman
should be deprived of her right as wife on the
flimsiest excuse, or without any excuse at all.

The revolution such a declaration made is realized

only when we hear the comment of the spiritu-

ally minded disciples,
* If the case of the man is

so with his wife, it is not <'.!< "!! -1= ;o marry
'

(Mt
1910

). That woman had a !: i-n i-: life of equal
importance with that of man is made plain by the
whole story of H * H -

1
-

: A.nna, Elisabeth, the

Virgin Mary, M.i" :
f

\\t ,-v, and Mary Magda-
lene rivalling in their own spheres St. Peter, St.

John, St. James, St. Andrew. Without the part
played by woman, that story would have been
altogether incomplete.
One other ^iig<ro4ion as to the influence of

woman which Si. MjurlicAL- gives us is as interest-

ing as it is unexpected. The dream of Pilate's
wife is an evidence of the power that Christ's life

and teaching exercised beyond the narrow circle

of Jewish thought. Pilate, governor though he
is, neither hears nor sees anything, and even when
face to face with Christ is only puzzled not con-
vinced. His wife, on the other hand, is deeply
interested in all that she hears. Her mind is full

of the doinjjr- of the Prophet of Nazareth. Her
sleep is dMiirhcd. She wakes frightened, and so
convinced of the greatness of the issue her husband
is trying, that she dares to interfere, though with-
out success (Mt 2719

). Not too much can be made
of this ; but it is an indication, which the Gospel
narrative emphasizes, that women are more sus-

ceptible to religious im|ix>--ioM- rlian men, and
are ready to make l;:r-j<-r -^jn-ri!

: rr-. As women
ministered at the Birth, rhe Presentation in the

Temple, and during those early years when His
mother was His chief teacher, so they ministered
at the Entombment, when they anointed His body ;

at the Resurrection, when they carried the news
to the fright(iin^l disciples ; and at the Ascension,
when i- 1 iey with the Apostles and the rest of His
disciples received His blessing. Cf. next article.

LITERATURB. Edersheim, LT\ Dill, Roman Society from

,

I*. H. b, WALPOLE.

WOMANLINESS. Christianity is distinguished
for the honour it assigns, the liberty it allows to

woman. '

Christianity raiseswoman from the slavish

position which she held, both in Judaism and in

heathendom, to her true moral dignity and im-

portance, makes her an heir of the same salvation

with man, and opens to her a iield for the noblest

and loveliest virtue' (&<&&&'&Apostolic
^7

/ .'

'
"

"'.
.

p. 4411). The duties of husbands are, according
to St. Peter (1 P 37

), to be regulated by a recogni-
tion of the principle that their wives are 'also

joint heirs of the grace of life.' In the Christian

society 'the conventional distinctions of religious
caste or of social rank, even the natural distinction

of sex, are banished,' for * there can be neither Jew
nor Greek, there can be neither bond nor free,

there can be no male and female ; for ye are all

one man in Christ Jesus' (Gal 328 ). Lightfoot in

loco quotes a saying of Jesus from the Apocryphal
Gospel of the Egyptians, which may be founded on
this verse 'Being asked by Salome when His

kingdom should come, He is reported to have
answered, "When the two shall be one, and the
male with the female, neither male nor female."

'

This mystical saying has its fulfilment in the
character of Jesus. For the characteristic of Jesus

Christ, and. so the regulative principle of Christian

morality, is completeness, symmetry, harmony,
balance. Other men are known and loved for this

or that excellence ; but of Jesus Christ, with

respect to His personal perfection, we can say
what was said of Shakspeare with regard to his

artistic pre-eminence,
* TT '.

~ -
j
M < i < \. i : \ i

-
< \

:*ything.
'

Manhood in its wholenr-- inu! nil'u - i- found in

Him, alike wide in its range and lofty in its reach.
Hence Jesus Christ is not a pattern merely for one
sex, or one age, or one time, or one temperament,
or one class. In this sense, too, there is in Him
neither male nor female, bond nor free, Jew nor
Greek, learned nor unlearned.
The sphere of woman is the home, not the world.

Man lives in effort and conflict.
' But woman

is at home in the region of feeling and affection,
and she finds her highest vocation in the cultiva-
tion of those loves and sympathies that make
home the dearest spot on earth. Man, being thus
active and even combative, develops-

:

j
i

, :" :" \

and self-assertion; whereas the rec;u\r \-n .-'*

of woman manifests itself rather in patient endur-
ance and tender devotion to the service of loved
ones. Her emotions dominate her intellect; her

judgment to a certain extent is biassed by her

feelings. On the other hand, where moral as well
as intellectual considerations come into view,
woman's judgment is likely to be as just as that
of man, whose decisions are fn.;<|u<-iilly bjji-nl on
grounds of reason alone

3

(Bruc< '///< /-oV/y i '///'//* of
Christian Character, p. 57 f.). May we find any
such signs of womanliness in the character or

teaching of Jesus?
Je-u* M--i:_Mril great importance to marriage

and ifimily. i!i i

sanctity and unity of the home.
Although "His vocation required His abandonment
of home (Jn 24

,
Mk 333 - 34

) }
and He rei|iiiioil of His

disciples also the same renunciation Lk M-' ;

,, yet
He missed the shelter and peace of home (Mt 820

),

and recognized the greatness of the sacrifice in-
volved (Mt 1929

). His denunciation of the lax
traditions of the elders regarding divorce (Mt 198"9

)

and the duty of children to their parents (Mk 79"18

was in defence of the home. It is supremely signi-
ficant that love, the grace of the home, and not
justice, the virtue of the State, is made the first

and greatest commandment (Mk 1229~81
). The

child is nearer, means more, to the mother than to
the father; and Jesus understood and cared for
children (Mt II 10 IS2 "8 1913-15

). Does not the modesty
of the woman appear in His reference to the lustful
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glance (Mt 528
), and His stooping to write upon the

ground when the woman taken in her sin stood
before Him (Jn 86) ? Jesus understood the heart of

fr
w
-fo?^

in penitence (Lk 747 ) and in gratitude
(J n 12 <

). His defence of the offering of love shows
not only His active but also His receptive affection-
ateness, His yearning for, as well as bestowal of,
t-i" uoiHTii-ili. - of the heart. He was not only in-
i-'ii-.-K omoiio'i.Ll, but quick in expressing His emo-
tions (Jn II33-

, Mk 734 S12
, Jn II35

, Lk 13a4 1941
,Mt 2337

). His tenderness, gentleness, patience, and
forbearance are more distinctively feminine than
masculine graces. In His '"".- "..- and obedi-
ence to His Father's will (M w 11 , ; there not a
womanly rather than a manly submissiveness ?

The prominence He gives in the Beatitudes to the
passive graces of endurance rather than the active
virtues

_
of endeavour (Mt 53'10

) vindicates the
distinctive excellence of womanhood. His teach-
ing about non-resistance (Mt S38

'43
), so much mis-

understood and neglected, can be better appreciated
by women than by men, for such patience under
wrong has entered into their life more than into
that of men. The mind of Jesus was intuitive
rather than ratiocinative ; His moral judgment
was swift and sure ; His spiritual discernment
direct ; and these are characteristic of women
rather than of men.

Doubtless it was this womanliness in Jesus
that attracted and attached so many women to
Him during His earthly ministry: and they re-
ceived from Him a loving welcome such as they did

notiindinany other religious teacher of the age.
His disciples were astonished that He was speaking
to the woman of Samaria (Jn 427

), and doubtless
the prejudices of many were offended by His action
!.<! ; 1 nl1 LI i <r \\-oi non. His defence of the sinful woman
and of Mary has been already noted, *We have a
love

1

;. "i'.i|- "f female disciples and friends around
the !.<*: i : M.-.-x, the wife of Clopas ; Salome, the
mother of J ames and John ; Mary of Bethany, who
sat at Jesus' feet ; her busy and hospitable sister
Martha ; Mary of Magdala, whom the Lord healed
of a demoniacal possession ; the sinner, who washed
His feet with her tears of penitence and wiped
them with her hair ; and all the noble women who
ministered to the Son of Man in His' earthly
poverty with the gifts of their love (Lk 83, Mt 2755,

Mk 15"), lingered last around His Cross (Jn 19*),
and were first at His open sepulchre o"n flip mo-niinjr
of the resurrection (Mt 281

, Jn 201
)

'

x-lm li'. '//. '''.

p, 442]). The reverence that the moii'rr <-r' -Ir-ns

iiji- |iiM|iprl\- inspired V- .:r. (
- " i :ianhood a

jilorx. Mud
'

1.0 woman ,

j
:

-

i J ": '-ifluence in
the Christian Church, :s- \< i

' '

'.." i ".owhereelse

recognized. To the instances given above of the
relation of Jesus to women we may add His com-

passion for the widow of Nain (Lk 738
), and His

commendation of the widow's mites (Mk 124S
;

44
).

His treatment of a woman on three occasions

appears harsh, but a consideration of the circum-
stances in each case removes this impression. His
rebuke to His mother at Cana (Jn 24

) expresses
His dread of any human interference with His ful-

filment of His JDivine vocation (cf. the rebuke of

Peter, Mt 1628
) ;

His repulse of the Syroplirenician
mother (Mk 727) was His own indignant protest

against Jewish exclusiveness ; His requirement
that the woman healed by touching His garment
should confess her deed was no violence done to

her sense of modesty, but was intended to replace
the uncertainty of a cure snatched unawares by the

n^Miranco of healing willingly bestowed (Mk 534
).

\Vhat Christ has been to and done for women
throughout the history of Christendom, and what
women have suffered" and accomplished for His

Church and Kingdom, on earth, afford abundant
and conclusive evidence of the womanliness of

Jesus in present! IILC in His character all womanly
grace as well as manly virtue, and offering- in His
salvation what meets the deepest needs, and fulfils
the loftiest hopes of womanhood in all lands and
ages. See also WOMAN.

ALFRED E. G-ABVXE.
WONDERS. The two terms *

signs' and c won-
ders' are frequently joined in the OT, and this
usage is carried over into the NT. The word r^pay,
(

wonder,
5

never occurs in theNT except in connexion
with oy/ieTov,

'

sign' (wh. see). The Heb. correlatives
were nato and rfiK. Jesus used the conjoined terms
twice in His recorded sayings once when He fore-
told that false prophets would come and 'show
great signs and wonders' (Mk 1322

, Mt 2424
), and

once when He complained that the people demanded
such things of Him before they would have faith in
Him 'Except ye see signs and wonders, ye will
in no wise believe

5

(Jn 44*). The word rtpas occurs
nowhere else in the Gospels. Elsewhere in the NT
it is found once in a quotation from Joel to repre-
sent the marvels wrought by Jehovah in the heaven
(Ac 219

), and twelve times in reference to miracles
wrought by Moses (7

36
), by Jesus (2

22
), by the man

of sin (2 Th 29
), and by the Apostles and early

missionaries (Ac 243 430 5 12 6s 14* 1512
, Ko 1519

5 2 Co
1212, He 24

). From the use of the word made by
Jesus we might conclude that He did not esteem
signs and wonders very highly, and that He freely
granted that they were possible to false prophets
as well as to Himself. In Origen (c. Celsum) we
find practically the same attitude of thought.
Origen is disposed to concede that signs and won-
ders are wrought among the heathen.

*

Now, in order to grant that there did <>!-.,! "i
;_ spirit

named JEsculapius, who used to cure the U I v- <
-

-i
, I would

say to those who are astonished at such an occurrence, that
since the cure of bodies is a thing indifferent, and a matter
within the reach not merely of the good, but also of the dad, you
must show that they who practise healing- are in no respect
wicked' (iii. 25 [Migne, vol. xi. col. 948J).

On the other hand, Celsus is willing to acknow-
ledge that signs and wonders were wrought by
Jesus, but he thinks the inference from these is

unwarranted. They are to him no proof of Deity.
He compares them to
e the feats performed by those who have been taught by Egyp-
tians, who m the middle of the market-place, in return for a lew
oboK vT '

::.! .} V' -i-"-*!.-
"

il.- "i i -iIn i (-;:.- 1 ,i;-.
and-1

I

1

c\.
'

i.o:!-) 1 - f r < . - hl-p- .><.'.-! -.,'': -i.

the souls of heroes, and exhibit expensive banquets and tables
and dishes and dainties having no real existence, and who will

pub in motion, as if alive, what are not really livinjr aniniuK l)i:o

which have only the appearance of life. Tiu-n h< u-k- :
'
Si ucv

,

then, these persons * vi
j

t Vr- -
. ". "< ,-.:-. -~u"l we of necessity-

conclude that they :is .
-"- i. -I,

'" -i :-; i .idmit that they
are the procec dinars of wicked men under the influence of an
evil spirit''"' (i. Oft).

It was easy for Origen to answer that Jesus never

wrought His signs and wonders only for show, as

magicians did, and that His constant aim was the
reformation of character, as that of the magicians
most evidently was not. Then he adds :

4 How shouldnot He, who by the miracles which. He did induced
those who beheld

"

< < ^'
"'

i- - :"i - > i

'

; ." r
*

.-

lion of Lhc-'roVmraf -. i";
' - 1 'I

1

!'- i i : I- !' - n "'.iv-

<li-*oill< -. l>n fil-o 10 oihr-. :i- -i pattern of most virtuous life,

in order i hiu 11.^ di-cip
1
* - nrirhr devote themselves to the work

of in-irucri u "-en -
'

1 I'M- \\\Y. of (Jod, and that the others, after

iM'i'lJf in', i'
,

1'" !
'.'i >n^r->"''-'i '/ //'.>' /'? ','/ ? '/> "/ * r "'i ?,;/

His miracles as TX> how nhey were <!; i
'

-i - in'^r" :n

all their f..n<lu'ii 1 \ t :i t'ontliiiit re fon uco 1o the pood pleasure
of the Unix ( --ai Uml (:. ia Mijrno \ol. xi. col. 788]).

Ori^en seems to have caught the very mind of

the Master at this point. Jesus made use of signs
and wonders to authenticate His mission, but His
chief emphasis was always upon His 'word and
character

3

rather than upon His miracles. Both

Origen and Celsus, however, as these passages
show, are willing to grant that signs and wonders
were wrought by Jesus and by false prophets alike.

Origen calls attention to the tact that Jesus, as
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indeed the entire NT, never calls miracles by the
name rgpara alone, "but always joins this to some
other term suggesting

* "
">

<

'

\> * ",n Joan, xviii.

60 [Migne, vol. xiv. <: -">-.'
'

. i

'

rupees was to

the heathen merely a portent or prodigy, something
unusual and extraordinary, something strange and
abnormal, or, as Augustine put it, 'quidquid
arduum aut insolitum supra spem vel facultatem
mirantis apparet,

3 and more closely,
c

quaedam sunt

quee solam faciunt admirationem '

(de Utilitate cre-

dendij cap. xvi. [Migne, vol. xlii. col. 90]). Jesus
could not be content to allow this name to stand
alone for any of His miracles. It had to do

merely with the outward effect or the temporary
impression caused by the marvel, and some other
term was added to show that the marvel was an
exhibition of Divine power and a sign of a Divine

presence among men. The wonder caught the
attention and impressed the memory, and was
subservient to the interests of the Kingdom in

attracting men to listen and investigate, to hear
and be saved. Jesus used it for an immediate indi-

vidual benefit, but always with an eye to a further

>j irii i-",
1 <-nd. For the discussion of the nature and

<-jvi li -i 1 i i v of miracles in general, see art. MIRACLES.
D. A. HAYES.

WORD* (X^-yos, p^yua) is employed in the Gospels
in a large variety of senses : (1) articulate utter-

ance of any kind ; (2) the inspired word of Scripture
(cf. Mk 718

c
making the word of God of none effect

through your traditions ') ; (3) a Divine message
generally (Lk 32 *The word of God came to John
in the wilderness/ so Lk 44 8n II28

) ; (4) the ' word
of the kingdom, 3

i.e. the gospel message (Mt 1319ff
-,

Mk 16^, Lk 51
) ; (5) Christ's word of authority

(Lk 436 ' What a word is this, that even the winds
and the sea obey him ') ; (6) in the Prologue to

the Fourth Gospel, Christ Himself is the * Word
made flesh

'

(see LOGOS).
The peculiar significance attached to the spoken

4 word '

is to be explained in the light of Hebrew
usage. In the OT, as in all primitive thought, a
word is something more than an articulate sound
with a given import. It is endowed with a certain

power and reality. It carries with it some portion
of the life and personality of the speaker. This is

true more especially
of a word spoken by God.

Such a word is instinct with the Divine will, and
effects by its own inherent power the thing which
it indicates. ( As the rain eometh down and the
snow from heaven, so shall my word be that goeth
forth out of my mouth; it shall not return unto
me void, but it shall accomplish that which I

please' (Is 5510f
-}. The 'word 3

delivered to the

prophets is here conceived as an active power,
which will bring about its own fulfilment. So in
His creation and government of the world, God
effects His purpose by His ' word 3

(Gn 1, Ps 336- 9

10720 ). It is regarded not simply as a command-
ment, but as a vital energy which is sent forth
from God and realizes His will.

The references in the Gospels are coloured

throughout by this Hebrew conception. Even
where Divine utterance is not in question, a value
is ascribed to * words 3 which does not belong to
them according to our modern modes of thought.
4 For every idle word that a man speaks, he shall

give account in the judgment ; for by thy words
thou shalt be justified, and by thy words thou
shalt be condemned '

(Mt 1236f-). Je : : -..,'
"

*

most casual word as more than .

It is a spiritual force, and the man who sets it free
is resppnsible^for the good or evil which it produces.
A similar estimate of the value of words underlies
the many injunctions against profane, or foolish,
or thoughtless, or unkind speech (Mt 522 - 34"87

,
Lk

1210
, Mt 12s4). Such < words' have all the signifi-

cance of wicked actions. Coming
' from within a

man,
3

they express his mind and character even
more truly than deeds, and will bear witness of

him in '! -T
.

1
.-" *~-

The "'. OT conception appears more
clearly, however, in the allusions to Christ's own
( word. 3

It is the vehicle of His wonder-working
power. It has virtue in it to heal diseases and to

quiet the winds and the sea. In several
|
;!--.. <

the ' word '

is explained as one of kingly ;- 1: ! ') i i \ .

which had might over the spiritual .

'

;

work in nature (cf. Lk 436
,
Mt 8 16

). But ,..' \

idea is undoubtedly that of a ' word with power
*

(Lk 432
) analogous to the Divine word. To give

effect to His will, Jesus had only to utter it ; the
word that went out from Him was itself

'

quick
and powerful,

5 and acted in His stead. In this

sense also we must interpret the references to the

message of Jesus as ' the word.' As thus described,
the gospel is

" ! than the Christian

teaching or
"

of the Messianic

Kingdom. The idea is suggested that a new power
had entered the world through Jesus, and com-
municated itself in His spoken message. Thuw in

the parable of the So\ver, the word is compared to
seed which contains in itself wonderful potenti-

*

alities. All that is required of men is the right
disposition of heart ; the message, once received
into the 'good ground,' will henceforth work of

itself, with a living and ever-increasing power.
In the Fourth Gospel, more especially, the

allusions to the words of Jesus have everywhere
a pregnant moaning. 'The words that I speak
unto you are "pirit ami life' (Jn 663) ; 'Now ye are
clean through the word which I have spoken unto
you' (15

3
) ; 'He that heareth my word hath ever-

lasting life
'

(5
24

) ; in such sayings and many others
the idea of whole-hearted assimilation of the

teaching of Jesus is certainly present, but it is by
no means the only, or the central, idea. It is

indeed characteristic of the Fourth Gospel that
Jesus says little by way of positive teaching. He
Himself, in His own Person, is the rcvcln licit, and
the words ascribed to Him have reference mainly
to His --i; .. v :h as the Light of the world
theWt\, .''!' -i :i. and the Life. Because they
thus give expression to His Divine claim, they in a
manner represent Himself. To accept the words
is to receive Jesus, in His life-giving power, into
one's heart (cf. 157 'If ye abide in me and my
words abide in you').

It has often been suggested that the peculiar
emphasis on the words of Jesus in the Fourth

Gospel is intended to illustrate the thesis of the
r ...!. i< ;hat He was Himself the Word made
:'-':. T'n- absence of the Logos theory from the
body of I \ C. . . .

;
,,

-
1 "... i .Id thus be counterbalanced

by the n .
n;. < IIM-, to the 'words.' Against

this view, however, it may be urged : (1) that no
consistent rule is traceable in the use of \6yos and
(two,, as might have been expected if the writer
were working out some definite idea ; (2) that
A6705 in the Prologue bears a twofold significance
(

( word ' and e reason ') which can nowhere be dis-
cerned in the later references. The more probable
conclusion is that the value assigned to the words
of Jesus is connected, not so much with tin- -\* < ifir

Logos doctrine, as with the general ronro|.iii>n
that Jesus was one in nature with God. His
words were therefore of the same quality as the
Divine creative word. They were c

spirit and life
?

n"!!-. - T Alttest. TheoL p. 87 1 (1893); Wendt,
' I ' EL Holtzmann, Neut&st. Theol. ii. 396 f.

'I - '
'

-icmn. I.. /,.* -i,,
r

.

~

.1 i\". -
. . i; j. ii. v .".-,

;
/?, / .

v. 29; F. W. Robertson, Serm. iv. ,.-!'. .
,

Pascal, and other Serm. 255.
| ;. | >i 1 1 ; i .

WORK. See ACTIVITY, LABOUR.
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WORLD (/c6o-Aios). 1. The underlying significance
oi the term K6<r^os is that of order. Its probable
derivation is from a root /co/u$, which appears in
Lat. comptus and in pur 'comb.' This order, regu-
larity, neatness receives the widest illustration in
classical . , -. T'.us Kdejuos includes the idea of
decency , \v '..

:

-
(Msch. Ag. 521, of. Soph. Aj.

293), of constitutional government (Thuc. iv. 76),
<f I'len.'iiKv of attire (Hdt. iii 123), and so, by just
iran-ujrtMico. of the world or universe (Plat. Tim.
27 A, cf. Arist. C&L i. 10), as exhibiting perfection of
arrangement, and standing in eternal contrast with
chaos. In this, its widest :

-
1
"' ':..->. it became

:: ';. oy all writers o" ,: ,-,,; philosophy,
:

';' meaning oscillates, with some uncer-
tainty, bet\yeen the earth and the universe gener-
ally (see Liddell and Scott, s.v., from which the
quol a

l-ion^are taken). It is interesting to observe
i hat '//'//, in Latin does not, as might have been
expected, stand as an equivalent for K6o-fjt,o$. Its"

'

Latinos nwmdus (cf. Sanskr. mund),
" " ' "*

' *

'

" *

> cleanliness, neatness,
or order. Thus IUUUA me Labin and the Greek pass
through, with a singular exactness of analogy, the
same transferences of meaning, so-that Cicero ( Univ.
10) ^identifies /cdo-juos and mundus in that widest
-!.;". ".

i
> of the term above referred to (see Lewis

; .

"
.
^

," Diet. s. v.
* Mundus '). There is, how-

ever, a further transference of meaning in a use of

mwndus^ by classical writers not found in the cor-

responding use of Kdcrjut.os. It is employed (Hor. Sat.
i. 3. 112, cf. Luc. Pharsal. v. 469), but somewhat
rarely, in a social sense to signify mankind, whereas
this application is not given to /C&T/AOS except in
so-called Alexandrine Greek. In a word, the con-
ception of order covers every departmental applica-
tion of the Greek K6<T/j,o$ and its Latin equivalent.

2. If proof on such an issue were needed by
students, the use of the word K^O-^QS would strik-

ingly show the original way in which NT writers
handle and apply such terms. Certainly, to the
ancients, with the word rio-pos the vision of the
figure of order would be manifest in thought.
Generally speaking, in the NT the ancient concep-
tion falls so far into the b,ickj> round as sometimes
to vanish. But what the word has lost in one way
it has gained in other ways, as will be seen upon a
brief examination of its employment generally in
NT literature.

It is interesting, however, to note that, in the transferred
applications of the word, this literature follows t>e line* of
classical usage. Thus >--'-. r- - -:~--1 -*>,. (' I* ; '. .

r

the universe (Eo 120),
. . . .. iv .- -. , : ..,-,.*.. .,.

1626), and of human so '
> I- \

' '

- ri
'

- ,\- <!<>

not part company wit : .:
'

i . .M. i,
'

;

faintly made apparent.

In the Synoptics the term is rarely employed,
and the student of the AV must be put on his

guard against supposing that, in all cases where
the tr.

' world '

is used, it stands for /c<5<r/*os in the

original. In some six cases it stands for atdv, and
in two for ^ yy otKov^vvf. But, as any confusion is

sufficiently checked by RVm, the point need not
be pursued here. The use of the word, rare as it

is in the Synoptics, is largely free from Jphannine
or Pauline" sentiment on the idea. It is difficult to
find a passage in them in which the term is used
absolutely in ttialam partem, as it is found not only
in the v filings of St. John and St. Paul, but also
in those of St. Peter and St. James. In the parable
of the Wheat and the Tares (Mt 1324'43

) the
* world '

appears in no dark or ominous colouring. It is not
its cares, but the cares of the age (aMv, Mk 419 ),
that choke the word so as to render it unfruitful.
When our Lord in the Sermon on the Mount
speaks of His disciples as the light of the world
(Mk 514), we find the figure interpreted by the

parallel expression which precedes "it :
' Ye are the

salt of the earth' (Mt 5 13
). To declare that the

world needs purification and illumination is not a
wholesale condemnation of the world. There is in
the Synoptics no violence of contrast between it
and the Divine society. In its rare occurrences
in the Synoptics the world is a sphere in which
Christ's disciples live and move and have their
being. For^ them it has its pitfalls (Mt IS7), its
characteristic dangers, but nowhere does it appear
as wholly or inherently evil.

3. When one turns from the Synoptics to St.
John's writings, for here it is impossible to separate
his Gospel from his letters, the contrast appears
startling. Instead of a rare appearance of the
term, we find that it occurs some eighty times in
the Gospel, and twenty-two times in the First
Epistle (A. Plummer, Com. on the Gospel in Cam-
bridge Bible}. And with this frequently comes a
change in meaning, a change, however, which in
the Gospel appears gradual and climactic. For in
the Prologue of the Fourth Gospel the term ap-
pears with the same lack of colour in which it is

painted in the Synoptic Gospels.
The world is indeed seen to be beset by the

grave
_
fault of indifference to its own darkness.

The light came, but it was not recognized. Yet
in this lack of welcome His own were involved
(Jn I 11

, cf. 812
). The testimony of the Baptist ad-

vances the issue a step farther. His recognition of
Jesus as the Lamb of God (1^)

*

ij.y. , j
:s recog-

nition of the purpose of His >"-.."..';': world's
Saviour from its sin. Later, our Lord's testimony
to Nicodemus informs him of tl .

* "
-,t of

His love towards the world.
"

, -in-
tention in '! ,- ]; :"" ; world was not its condem-
nation but ,' - -,; .,.-"'!. Life, not death, through
Him was the Father's eternal purpose (3

16- 1S
, cf.

442 12
4?^ Through the type of the manna, our

Lord Vji:;.- Himself, if it may be so expressed,
into -\\\\ < !-<' touch with the world. He is the
Bread of heaven which, gives life to the world
(6

s3
). Later, with more awful exp^-iinc-.-, ll:e

bread is identified with His flesh. Jirui h^ oH'oriii-j

is on the world's behalf (v.
51

).

So gracious, indeed, are the Lord's utterances in

regard to the world, that twice the group of the
"

'.
- i

|
"!

-
, .

j |

-i v < -." unable to distinguish themselves
i' -i > i

"

: .

'

I

'

. i i< >uld not understand in the earlier

stage of their discipleship why any manifestation
of Jesus should not be made on equal terms to
the world as to themselves (7

4
, cf. 14s2). They

omitted to see that a manifestation of Himself
could be made only through the medium of love.
A difference, therefore, not only in point of time
but also in degree of training, explains any seeming
inconsistency in our Lord's teaching in respect of
the attitude of the world towards His own. At
an earlier stage He declared that the world could
not hate His followers, there was p.u'Y: 1

,;.'
(!< n

to excite hostility either by way of ::.' vi'lii'i" or
their love (7

7
). At a later stage the parting of the

ways had come. His own had made their final

choice. With the choice came the world's hatred.
The persecution which He endured was to be
theirs uKo (ir>

IT
'-"). All turned upon the identity

of themselves with Him. Thi- on< o o-mMMiod, His
own exhibited love and ohcdicii'-c. Tli- \\orld was
seen as penetrated by hatred and disobedience. In
bhis awful contrast and conflict, victory was assured
for His own, and with victory would come its fruit.

He was their surety. Peace and triumph were
their lot through Him (16

83
).

But Johannine teaching on the subject of the
world cannot be regarded as complete if the First

Epistle be i..-'i--:-i'. The scope, nowever, of this

Dictionary i
'

1 1 :
-

1 I i i ; i '. \ the inquiry to general refer-

ences. The doctrinal differences here are expli-
cable, as Bp. Westcott has pointed ont (Gospel of
St. John, Introd. Ixxviii), because the Gospel is
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related to the Epistle, as history to its comment
or application ; the former is throughout pre-

supposed in the latter. "The Lord's words in

the r.o-|K;l litivo been moulded into aphorisms in

the I
;ir-b Epi.-tlo' ; and in the latter document the

Apostle writes, conscious that the Church must be
in dire conflict with the characteristic dangers and
heresies of the age. It would seem reasonable to

regard the teaching of the First Epistle on the
world as a commentary, in particular, on our Lord's

l'vj_ Mars'- utterances on the 'convictions' of the
\\orl-i \.}i\ 168*11

; see Westcott, in loco.). In that

passage, the world appears as separate from God,
*

yet not past hope.
3 Our Lord declares there, not

that He will convict the world simply as sinful,

etc., hut that He will show that it lacks the know-

ledge of what sin, righteousness, and judgment
really are.

We conclude that the general teaching of St.

John's Gospel on the subject of the world is that it

is an order or sphere touching man's lift*. nffi-Hin^
man's life considered as apart from G<<!; lui MUM
in the First Epistle the world is seen more darkly
and ominously still : it is not merely regarded as

apart from God, but as alien to Him, in direct

opposition to His eternal and gracious purposes.
St. John would teach us that if it is to be over-

come, it must be by powers which lift us above it,

and those are the twin powers of love and faith

(Liddon, Easter Sermons, No. xxii.).
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Newman, Par. and Plain Serm. vii. (1868) p. 27 ; F. W. Bobert-

son, Serm., 4th ser. (1874) p. 145; A. Maclaren, A Year's
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(

J2),i). 20; .,1 . : . .
'

.
* ',. 25;

U.'W. Church, Vil -. .'' .*" .* <
i A.

Tlrov-c, Tt: cfco * ,--)..,'
' ' s

. ',nd

A '!-> v, oT' 11
) I- IS. \\ il! 'I I ! 1 1.

WORIiDLOHESS. The teaching of Christianity
concerning worldliness forms one of the most im-

portant parts of its practical message to mankind.
And yet, more or less strongly marked at different

periods, a tendency to serious misconception of
this doctrine has probably existed in every genera-
tion since the days of Christ. The error into
which it has led man is that of regarding the
material world and whatever strictly pertains to
it. r- "n

1

;v.:!\ evil and anti-spiritual. Such a
iiii-i-on- (

|-
i '!, .t is true, did not originate in

Christian times, but was taken over by Chris-

tianity from earlier systems of religious thought.
The source from which it sprang, however, does
not affect the gravity of its persistent survival j

and inasmuch as the attitude of any faith to the

present world must always deeply influence men's
estimate of its claims, a clear apprehension of
Christ's own teaching on the subject becomes of
more than ordinary imporhiiu-o.

I. To reveal the l>si-i- oi < >n r Lord's doctrine of

worldliness, we must review briefly one or two
broad outlines of His message.

1. Christ's teaching concerning the existence
of a spiritual realm. Man has contact with two
worlds, (a] Of his communion with the material
universe and of the various relationships involved
therein, he has by nature a vivid consciousness.
This temporal world forms a realm of which, by
his birth, he himself has become a part. It has
for his possession n -!. i;.l form of life adapted to
it.

^
It reveals :vl!i:iir,- !

i

1 - of its own, as laying
their obligation upon him relationships to a pro-

perly^ constituted authority to be obeyed, and to
relatives and friends to be loved. It provides also
certain standards of 711 V' <"i! 1 y

' hich the vari-
ous experiences of il- i'lii.:!'!:/)!"- are deemed
happy or sad, prosperous or unsuccessful, (b)
But man has contact also with another world
the spiritual. Of his communion with this world

he has, by nature, but dim and uncertain com-

prehension. It was to reveal the truth^ concerning
it that Christ came to earth. Its existence arid

claims form one of the principal themes of His
1 "

.,

r
'his realm also it is by a birth that

; -a part (Jn 33
"6

).
This realm also

has, adapted to it, a special form of life (6
8S 173

)

which becomes his upon his entrance into it, and
which receives its own spiritual sustenance (4

14-

32. 34
(535.

48-si
78?). This realm also imposes certain

relationships upon him ; for it, no less than the

other, has its sanctions of authority (Mk II9, Jn
1218 IS33

'37
) and ties of kinship, both of man with

God (Jn I
12

,
1 Jn 32

) and of man with men (Mk
334.

35
1|
1029.

3o
? jn 1926. a?) a Moreover, this realm

also possesses standards of its own by means of

which its citizens estimate the events and experi-
ences of their lives (Mt 58ff-

: for the contrast offered

to the standards of the temporal realm, see Mt
510'12

,
and consider the force of

8pfa(r0TJv<u
in Jn 13^).

The sphere in which these spiritual relationships
are acknowledged and their -.V" :.,'!

""

.,--.rae

operative, was named by Cirri l\."' of

God (or, of Heaven), and it formed the theme even
of His earliest teaching (e.g. Mk I16 ). This in-

visible world is as real as the visible. It is clearly
marked and self-contained (Jn 36). Its citizens

l-ii-, (loHniK- characteristics (Mk 1015
, Lk IS10- 17

),

on- 1. .1- ii i- essentially spiritual in character (Lk
1720.' 21, Jn423

), a certain fitness is ii<
k<-'-siv\ i> those

who would belong to it (Lk 962 ). I IrM-v h' hus to be

definitely entered (Mt 7
13- l* Mk 1015 12a4

, Jn 3s- s
).

2. His teaching concerning communion with
this spiritual world. Now, just as man has com-
munion with the temporal world and its life, so he

may have communion with this spiritual world
ana its life, (a) Christ Himself, as man, con-

stantly enjoyed such f- **. -
1

';. The Gospel nar-

ratives reveal Him it- !<! '.'. converse with the
Father (Mk 1s5 et passim ; see art. COMMUNION),
M :M

I vi- *- (Mk I 13, cf. Mt 2653
), and with de-

I
..; -]/" of holy men (Mk 92fl;

). Indeed, this

realization of His coxnmunion with the unseen
realm formed the basis of His sense of mission

(Lk 249
,
Jn 716 816b- 29 1632) and the source from

which He derived His strength in suffering
1

(Jn
1811 ). (b) And the fellowship with the spiritual
realm which Christ thus exemplified in His own
life upon earth, Ho ciijoinod upon His followers
also (Jn 154ff% cf. <$-' et passim). While they
must live before men their outward life in contact
with the visible universe and its affairs, they pow-
sess also an inner life which must be lived ' in

secret'-in contact with the unseen (Mt 61 '18 1019- 20
).

3. The twofold communion. Man, therefore,
belongs to two worlds, and may have communion
with Doth. But j~~

J-
.1'- r --'-'- a twofold

nature, carnal and _ . , .

'

w- that the

spiritual is" the higher*, so, enjoying a twofold com-
munion, he is to learn that the spiritual fellowship
must take precedence, its rcalixation being his

supreme duty and the end of his creation. Yet,
as in the freedom of his will he is able to cultivate
the carnal in him at the expense of the spiritual,
so too he is free, as the whole appeal of Christ's

teaching presupposes to choose for himself with
which realm, the temporal or the spiritual, his

fellowship shall be the more real and intense,
II. CHRIST'S TEACHING UPON WORLDLINGS.

. Christ encouraged no indifference to the
claims of the temporal world. There is an un-
worldliness which so emphasizes spiritual realities
as to undervalue the material universe and its
lawful concerns. This attitude, which, as we have
hinted, has found frequent and varied expression
among His followers, derives no support from the
life or teaching of Christ Him -self. The beauty
and charm of the visible world appealed to Him
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(Mt 626' 28
). Its incidents furnished illustrations

for His sermons (Mk 43
, Mt 2514

). He participated
in its festivals (Jn 2lff

*), and contrasted Himself
with one whose asceticism ir-i.jii.i- its ood
cheer (Mt 11*1*). Again, ,|,o ,i-,.- of this
worlds lawful authorities always received His
ready r-Vi.--

1
. S. ,-. Respect for them was

>rru].n..- :- i ,- -. ,
. ,

:

", in His advice (Mk 1217
)

and m His example (Mt 1727
). Further, in His

thought, the welfare of men is by no means a
merely spiritual matter. On the contrary, the
social obligations imposed by His religion form
one of His most constant themes. Love towards
others is the very test by which His true disciples
can be identified (Mt 54J-48, cf. 1 Jn 29-11 420 etc. ),

and that love is to find expression not in vapid
sentiment, but in whole-hearted service (Mk 1042ff-

Mt 22 Lk 10SOffi
). Indeed, Christ teaches that

this love and service to man are the criterion of
love and service to God (Mt 2540- 45

), while in
several suggestive passages He even hints that the
earthly life forms m some sense an interpretation,
of the spiritual life (see Mk 25- 10- Z1

,
Mt 1810 ).

Christ therefore calls His followers not to neglect
the temporal world, much les.- io iir-; i-o it, but
to recognize that they have a mnriio 1

) io fulfil in
it by permeating every part of its life with beauty
and truth (3Jt r>

13- 10
13^, Jn 1715

). So far, indeed,
is He from any underestimation of the present life,
that we know*of no teacher in any age whose prin-
ciples, carried into effect, would so ameliorate the
material condition of mankind in all its individual

aspects and social relationships.
2. Christ uttered no condemnation of worldly

possessions. See art. WEALTH.
3. A false antithesis. It is clear, therefore,

that in our study of the Christian doctrine of
worldliness we must eliminate what is now seen to
be a false antithesis. In view of the unfortunate

ambiguity in meaning both of the Greek and of
the Knjili-li word, it is necessary to define closely
the sense in which Christianity sets the ' world J

in opposition to its own
'"'"

, "":""'" T11
-.-

Christian teacher has to : ,.:" = "i

contrast. There is the < . .

"

distinction, and there is the contrast of "<,/ij*',& /'*.
It is in the former sense alone, as our Lord"- <>un

life and words declare, that the material is set by
Christianity over against the spiritual. The con-
trast of opposition established b^r rVM^rii-y :^

never between the : ." ,.*. iln- 'i.,'.i--r',.
:

.

but always between :. :.

'

and the anti-

flpiritual. The material, 11 is irue, may be made
tlie i :i- 1 mm 01 it of the anti-spiritual ; but the two
are < (miu'ly distinct, and confusion between
them, signally absent from the Gospel teaching,
must never be condoned in its exponents. It is of

the utmost significance in this connexion that our
Lord dol iberaicly refused to recognize a contrast
of oppoMiion IKHween the powers of tins he.'ivomly
and those of the earthly realm (Mk J2 13' 7 Jn
618

,
cf. Bo 137

) : the antithesis He accepted was
that of the Heavenly King and f tm-

jii
im p of this

world' (Jn 1281 U30 1611 in each <
k ;i-o

'

..>.!.-; roO

K6crju,ov or 6 roO /c6cr>tou #p%o>i>). The * world
' He con-

demned is not the material world, in which He
Himself took delijrhi, or its claims, which He
loyally acknowledged, or (in themselves) its pos-

sessions, of which He spoke with guarded modera-

tion, "but a certain spirit of the world fundamentally

antagonistic to man's highest life, and the men in

whom that spirit has established its abode (cf, the

careful definition in 1 Jn 216 and that implicit in

Jn Wl
). It is between Christ's Kingdom and the

' world * in this sense that there is opposition, and
in this case the opposition is final and complete
(Jn 1518' 19 1633 note the terms of the contrast, fr

and fr <^-1714
,

1 Jn 215 313 44
'6

).

4. The consequent meaning of worldliness.
The accurate recognition of Christ's attitude to the

temporal world at once yields the accurate con-
ception of worldliness. Worldliness will clearly
consist in devotion to f the world,

3

not in any sense
of that ambiguous term, but in the particular
sense in which Christ revealed it to be evil. In-
asmuch, therefore, as 'the world,' in the only sig-
nification in which He condemned it, is the spirit
of antagonism (whether expressed as a principle
or personified in individuals) to His spiritual king-
dom, worldliness must be the possession of this

spirit, and the practice of worldliness must be its
manifestation. In view of persistent misconcep-
tion of the teaching of Christianity on this sub-
ject, clearness at this point, even at the risk of
repetition, is of the utmost importance. Worldli-
ness does not consist in a love of the temporal
world and its concerns., for between the Kingdom
and * the world '

in this sense Christ acknowledges
no necessary opposition, and a man may so use
both realms as to fulfil the rightful claims of each
without setting them in any inevirable antithesis.
Nor does worldliness lie in the performance or non-
perforniarice of any particular actions (Mk 218- 24

3i
70.

* L*
21^ Lk 1189-413 jn glO 723. .4 et pasfifa)

.
for,

since it is the possession of a certain spirit, the
most scrupulous punctiliousness in outward conduct
may coexist with the deepest im-piriinalily (Mt
276

, Jn 12s- 6 1828 19S1
; cf. the significant pronounce-

ment in Mt 2128'31
), and the truest unworldliness

with apparent indifference to its formal expression
(II

18* 39
). It is quite true that a love of the tem-

poral world and indulgence in particular actions

closely associated with it, may constitute mani-
festations of worldliness. A realm not evil in
itself may easily become the medium of evil, and
so, owing to an undue emphasis, man's fellowship
with the tompurnl world may, both by its positive
and by its neyanvo influence, prove injurious to
his fellowship with the spiritual. Such a misuse
of the two realms inevitably turns the contrast of
distinction between them into one ^

] j..
*'--.

This result, however, is reached not ".--, :.-< . : \

anti-spiritual (jualiiy intrinsic in the material
realm itself, 1m: iliruii^h the employment of that
realm as a \ol.i-l-- 01' Qie anti -

spiritual. The
essence of worldliness lies deeper than any par-
ticular form in which it may be expressed, and,
according to the Christian teaching, its essence is

found in the mind in whatever form embodied
which leads a man to identify himself with that
'world* which is anti-spiritual in its nature and
influence.

5. The manifestation of worldliness. Such a
self - identification is revealed in practice by the

point at which a man lays the chief emphasis of

his life. As our review of Christ's iti.diini.* Isr.-

shown, man has communion with two v. <:!:- :ln-

temporal and the spiritual. Eight and lawful,

however, as the first communion may be, there
come frequent crises in which its interests are

found to be in rivalry to those of the higher fellow-

ship. To cling in such crises to the lower com-

munion, in other \yords, to sacrifice the spiritual
to the temporal, this is to be worldly, for this is to

make the temporal world, innocent and good in

itself, a vehicle of the anti-spiritual. It is un-

necessary, and, in the strict sense, even impossible,
to identify pjir'itnlr.r fictions as in themselves in-

volving the .'U'li-^iiii
1

uil ; for, as we have seen,

worldliness in practice is the possession of a certain .

spirit, and there is no action which must necessarily

embody that spirit nor any which cannot be made a

medium for it. The whole question of worldliness

in action is ultimately one of arrangement and

precedence. The things of the temporal world are

right in their right place, but that is the second
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place in a man's life. What Christ teaches is that

they must never be allowed the first place, for that

belongs to God (see Mt 633 , where both elements
are recognized and the true order is laid down ;

and for "a -l;:\:r.. \" ^v.lon in OT, 1 "K 34'15
).

The practiM
'

.".:. therefore, consists in

such an < , . < > .

"

these two elements in life

as, from i i- . ;." of God, is false. It is the

laying of a disproportionate emphasis upon the

temporal, to the impoverishment of the spiritual,
elements in life. In some cases this may be recog-
nized by the entire exclusion of the spiritual (Lk
1215"21

) ;
in others by its subjection to the temporal

(Mt 821 1087* 3S
, Mk 517

,
Lk 141S-24

,
Jn 319 ). The error,

however, always lies not in the cultivation of

communion with the temporal world, but in the
untrue emphasis laid upon it ; in the failure to see

that, while many il'ir._- |pear desirable, only one

thing is needful \\.* i- '-, cf. Mt 1344
-4
f) ; in the

self-identification, with that * world' which is the
direct antithesis of the Kingdom of heaven.

6. The Christian's true relation to the temporal
world. Our Lord's example and teaching, thus

briefly reviewed, enable us to infer the Christian's

true relation to the temporal world, (a) Like Ms
Master, he will be fully cognizant of its charms
and fully responsive to its lawful claims. Chris-

tianity is a religion calculated to make true lovers

of Nature, and to produce good fathers, good hus-

bands, good rulers, good servants, good men of

business and men of public spirit. Those who have

truly learnt the mind of Christ will never shrink
from their obliiumoii* to the full-orbed life of the
world in which He has set them. On the contrary,
it is their simple duty to see that ever$r sphere of
human life, public and private, individual and
social, shall be permeated by His spirit (Mt 513- 14

1333). (6) Yet, while the claims of the temporal
world will receive their due acknowledgment, the
main stress of the Christian's life will lie elsewhere.
He is in the world ; but, like his Master (Jn 823), he
is not of it (17

14~18
). He will mix freely even in

its darker scenes, but without sharing their
spirit

(Mk 216). For he is no longer a slave to that spirit :

he has acquired the independence of real freedom
(Jn 8s1'36

). Indeed, Ms whole attitude to the tem-

poral world has been changed. He no longer
regards himself as a permanent holder, but as a

temporary steward, ever awaiting the return of an
unseen Lord (Mk 1385

'37
). He thus maintains Ms

fellowship with the two realms to which he belongs,
but there is no division in his mind (^ [AerewplfraQe
in Lk 1229

according to interpretation of AY and
RY: cf. the supreme submission of Mk 1436) as to
their comparative claims. His real world is the
spiritual world. Whether he is giving alms, pray-
ing, fasting, or whatever he is doing, his true life

is a life lived ' in secret
'

away from the gaze of
men (Mt 61"18

). (c) And it is the claim of this un-
seen life that dictates his policy in all his earthly
concerns. If it require that he sacrifice his own
temporal fame (cf. Jn 329- 30

) or temporal possessions
(Mt 99), he does so with joy. If, on the contrary,
it require that he retain these and employ them
for the advancement of the Kingdom, he is equally,
but no more, ready to obey While some men
make a temporal use of eternal conditions (21

12ff*

and ||), he makes an eternal use of temporal con-
ditions (Mt 2540

, Lk 169
-11

). While some interpret
spiritual facts by the material (Mt 1623

,
Jn 642- 52

),

he seeks the key to material facts in the spiritual.
Like his Lord, he never condemns as inherently
evil the things which are temporal and material,
but throughout his life he subjects them to what is

spiritual and eternal (cf. 2 Co 418
). And herein he

has found life's true interpretation (cf. Jn 663
).

LITER ATPKE. Croiner, Lex. s.v. xoo-f&os ; Weiss, NT Theol ,

Index
,

P,e\ aehlajjr, AT Theol it 250, 435, 471
;
F. W. Robert-

son. S&rm., 2nd ser. xiii ; Dale, Laws of Christ, 217 ; ExpT v.

[1894] 201 ;
J. Watson, T" 7

' ' "
'

Faith, 122
;
J. II.

Jowett, Apostolic '/" .,-- -in Present- Day
Papers, i. (1898)7; .'. 1! .:. . Oxf. and Camb. Co'Hj'ermuen,
2nd ser. (1900-1) p. 25.

'

H. BlSSJEKER.

WORM.~-See ANIMALS in vol. i. p. 67a .

WORMWOOD. See GALL.

WORSHIP. See PRAISE, PRAYER, SYNAGOGUE,
TEMPLE.

WRATH. See ANGER.

WRITING. The allusions to writing in the

Gospels may be classified under four headings,
none of which requires any elaborate discus-

sion.

1. In one series of passages ('Moses wrote,
1

or

'it is written 5

)
the reference is to the OT Scrip-

tures, whose letter was held to be authoritative on
matters of faith and morals. This view of Scrip-
ture was due mainly to the influence of the earlier

Rabbis, and naturally it dominated more or less the

thinking of the primitive Church, whose one sacred
book was the OT. But the formula * as it is

written
' had already acquired a juristic sense, as

maybe seen from numerous inscription.*. MTU! papyri
(Deissmann, Bible Studies, pp. 112-114, ^41), 250), HO

that the LXX translators were not striking out a
new line in rendering Torah often by jf6,uos.

' A re-

ligion of documents considered even historically
is a religion of law.

3

It is in this legal or semi-
technical sense that Pilate is said to have written
the charge against Jesus (Jn 1919

etc.), while
another metaphorical application occurs in Lk 10-
*

rejoice that your names are written (or enrolled)
in heaven/ The latter passage alludes to the well-

known Rabbinic and apocalyptical conception of
the heavenly books or registers^ a figure employed
to denote the indelible mercy of God and the

certainty of the believer's relation to Himself, as
a citizen of the heavenly state. To have one's

name written in the heavenly archives, or inscribed
on the Divine roll of citizens, was equivalent to the

enjoyment of a safe and sure lot \\~\\\\ Cod. On
the general use of ypa<pifi in 1 1 sr G o-

1
iel -

; 1 1m Epistles,
see art. SCRIPTURE, and /-V/// \i\. L U i.T 475-478.

2. Twice the phrase is used of the "coinposition of
the Gospels (Lk I3

,
Jn 2030 - 81 and 21 24 -

), the object
of the undertaking in both cases being carefully
explained as practical, not

literary.
To confirm

faith, if not to awaken it, is the aim of a written

Gospel. Thus an implicit divergence from the
above-mentioned sense of ypa,^ emerges here. No
writer of the Gospel claims a juristic authority for
his statements. There is nothing legal or formal
about their contents (cf. Moffatt, Historical New
Testament 2, pp.

42 f., 258, 259, 537, 538), nor, as
the very persistence of oral tradition suggests, was
there any notion of setting them up as infallible
tests. Faith sprang from hearing rather than from
reading in those days of primitive Cliri>tinim\.
The rise of written records was late, mul even their

growing prominence did not as yet shift the centre
of gravity and influence from living intercourse to-

scholastic or doctrinal propo.^e-^ioTi-. The living" * "*'" ' "

.

" '

.. CliriMiMii Church, the
1 '

'

\'
'

. prevented jmythinjr like.

..". '

-. . religion. The Htum
'

. lerits. But it was pro-
' "

;

' .rch. And not until it

became isolated from the Church did its abuse
begin. *For the general i-rimiplc- of any study
you may learn by oooks ai li-nne -. Inn the detail,
the colour, the tone, the air, the life which makes
it live in us, you must catch all these from those in
whom it lives already

'

(Newman). Thus the rise
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of written records in Christianity introduced a real

problem, which is soluble only upon a proper view
of the mutual relations between living intercourse,
such as the Church provides, and literary standards
and sources (cf. T--

1

-,!'/" ^7" ". 'i.

3. The ordinary . -.:: . mentioned,
in connexion witL -.- . !

V
L:^ i

,
^nd business

(16
t! - 7

) affairs. The three R's were taught in Jewish
schools, so that writing would be a fairly common
accomplishment, indispensable, of course, to the
higher branches of trade and culture (cf. Eder-
sheim's Sketches of Jewish Social Life, p. 1301).
See art. EDUCATION.

4. Jesus Himself is only once said to have writ-

ten and that upon the dust (Jn S6- 8
), stooping

and scrawling with His finger on the ground to
conceal His embarrassment and to avoid answer-
ing the brazen questions of the woman's accusers
(cf. JEcce Homo, ch. ix. ). It is idle to suppose that
He wrote any sentence, or to conjecture what that
sentence was, whether the sins of His interrogator-,
or some text like Mt 5s or Ps 5016

. It is the action
and nothing else that is -*;:

i
.l

f
*< ,.M' . Jesus stooped

to write, in short, by on-* :" : ''>- natural gestures
which a pure-minded man, seated on the ground,
would employ to hide his confusion and put by a

question which should never have been asked.
J. MOFFATT.

YEAR. See TIME.

YOKE. The \ .>ki fr: -/, Mi, llm ) supplied Jesus
with one of His 'agricultural metaphors (cf. Mt 1338,
Lk 1217 1514

, Jn 151
). It was c a bar which connects

two of a kind usually as the ox-yoke fastened by
bows on the necks of a pair of oxen and by thongs
to the horns or the foreheads of the oxen. It con-
sists generally of a piece of timber hollowed or
r:M ! si

1
-i i"/ Lear each end, and fitted with bows

!: ! ".v;:i.. ;!i- necks of the oxen, by which means
two are connected for drawing. From a ring or
hook in the bow a chain extends to the thing to be
drawn' (Lloyd's Ency. Diet.). Another use of the
word is found in Lk 1419 (frvyos, tr. 'pair' in 224),
where it means a pair of draught-oxen. Now,
while the facts of farm-life supplied the form for

this metaphor of Jesus, it was not there alone that
He found the idea of the metaphor. When from
the fields His eye turned to the Scriptures to survey
the story of His people, on many a page the yoke
met His vision. There it is, in prose, poetry, and
prophecy; about it him* ;_:::.' -1 the country's

glory and grief. To ::--!f i: \\-n- harnessed the

people's experiences. Ideas of opposing character

joy and woe, freedom and -*l;i\oi\. p<-M<v and war,
plenty and poverty are -yml>Ii/'

k
l ly it (Dt2848

,

Job 1s 4212
,
Jer 22

*, Is 58,'l K \'2' r
\M .T-";. More-

over, it is in His treatment of those bitter-sweet

memories and realities of life that the teaching of

Jesus, under this figure ofspeech, touches and keeps
a lonely sublimity. Only once (Mt H29f

-) He uses

the metaphor. Now it Win everyday use. For He
* touched nothing that He did not adorn.' And
He so adorned the yoke as to draw after it the
whole gospel.
AVhcn Jesus turned His gaze from the fields of

industrial life, and from the book of remembrance
of the past to the book of the life of His own
generation, He discovered a nation under the yoke,
a race under the harrow. He hit the mark when
He spoke of yokes. His audience was made up of

those who were wearing yokes of all sorts and

sizes, but no man with his own yoke harnessed on

exactly as his neighbour's. On the other hand,
that audience was suffering under an intolerable

strain. Three yokes were #.11injr and killing them
(1) the yoke of the Law, '(2) of" Koine, (3) of sin.

Their leaders (Mt 234 ) bound grievous burdens on
the people's shoulders ; nor would they remove
them. Of some it was the constant temptation to

throw off the yoke of the foreigner. The Zealots

(Lk 615
)
were most restive under Rome. They

wer the political Nationalists of the day. Again,
who of them all was not ' sold under sin

'

(Ko 7
14

) ?

These were the yokes of the people. The yoke of
Jesus was the will of the Bather. He wore it

always, never worked without it ; never against it,

always with it (Jn 829
). Once He asked thrice if

He might take it off (Mt 2639ff
-) for the road was

steep. The yoke of Jesus was the welfare of man.
He came to serve (Mk 1045 ). To be Saviour was at
once the lowliest, loftiest, and loneliest way of

working out the welfare of man. And this yoke
was tied on with cords of love (Jn 131

) unto the
end. The humanity of Jesus was His yoke. He
was, not the angel (He 29 - 16

), but the man Christ
Jesus (1 Ti 25

) ; and He did the perfect will of the
Father under this yoke, frail but firm the body
of His humiliation.

r : -. T-*i -Tf i "V- 7" 7"
" *

Christ ; Expositor,
i. -

. ", . -.:-% *- Exp. Times, iii.

[1-
'

. I-' i -
i . , Pax Vobiscum,

41 ;
W. A. Butler, Sermons, ii 320 ; G. A. Chadwick, Pilat&s

Gift, 62 ; G. Macdonald, Hope of the Gospel, 152.

JOHN E, LEGGE.
YOUNG HAN. In the Gospels we have on four

occasions incidents of importance described, in
which 'a young man' (veavto-Kos, not veavlas [as in
Ac 751 of Saul, 209 of Eutychus, 2317 of St. Paul's

nephew]) is one of the figures.
1. St. Matthew (19

20 - *; cf. Mk 1017, Lk 1818) de-

scribes by this name the f ruler
5 who asked our

Lord what he must do to inherit eternal life. It

adds to the pathos of the scene to know that this

man, who c went away sorrowful
' because he could

not give up his great possessions in the quest for

life, was still so youthful as to be called pea-rfcr/cos.

He had not reached the prime of life,* when the

love of money had cankered his heart and soul.

2. The widow's only son at Nain, who was being
carried out to burial when our Lord touched the
bier and raised him to life, was !!

:ir,- 'r*--
1

;*

young : our Lord called him veavia-Ke when He uade
him arise (Lk 714). An additional touch^ is given
to the beauty of the miracle if we may infer the

mother's early widowhood and the youth's career

of promise cut short, for which the Saviour's gift
of life restored (8u>Kv atfroV, v. 15

) made ample and

unexpected .n!"
11

i!-!i
f3 *v*.

3. St. Marlv J i
',

r.-cords a brief and some-
what mysterious incident, which occurred on the

way from Gethsemane to the high priest's palace
on the night of the Betrayal. When 'all the dis-

ciples forsook him and fled
' there * followed with

him *
still

* a certain young man
' who had * a linen

cloth cast about him, over his naked body.' Per-

haps he had been roused from sleep that night, and

* The word ^wtrxo; stands for any age from boyhood tip to

40 years. See Liddell and Scolt, s.v., and cf. Swete's note on
Mk 10"
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so had nothing "but his "bed-robe on as he rushed
from the house to see what was taking place at the

garden. And when some of the ' multitude with
swords and staves' who arrested Christ tried to

lay hold on him also, he escaped, but left the linen

cloth behind him in their gra* T v \ the

slight event had some special . .

-

St.

Mark with the memories of that night, and it has
been conjectured that the veavt<ricos is, in fact, the

Evangelist himself ; and, further, that he was a
member of the household v.liiivUu-T.ii-l SUI-II.T MIK

just been eaten, perhaps :.!<> -'" M" tin- .
"' "

",*

(v,
14

). Others, with less probability;, have wished
to identify him. with St. John or with St. James
the Lord's brother (see Swete's notes, in foe.}. In

art he is sometimes ii-pii;-.-nlrl as the keener of

the garden (Vortolano \ -</ M -. Jameson's Hist, of
our Lord in Art, vol. ii. p. 43). Bengal's inference

(locuples igitur erat, Mt 11s
) tallies well with the

idea that he was John Mark (see Ac 1212).

3. According to Mk 165
, he who appeared to the

women at the sepulchre on the morning of the Re-

surrection was *a young man sitting on the rig-lit

side, arrayed in a white robe.
5 In St. Matthew's

account he is described as * an angel of the Lord '

(2S
2
), while St. Luke tells us of ' two men in shin-

ino-
' who spoke to them (24

4
: but in v.-s

<a ingels'). In apt illustration of St.

Mark's version Swete quotes 2 Mac 326 - 3i) dvo e<j>&-

vrja-av avr$ veavlat, . . . Sunrpevets^v irepcpoXtfv . . .

cl avrol veavlat ir&Xiv e<f>dv7j<rav T< *HXto<Ju>p<p & rats

atrais ^ff&ijffetn t<rro\ur/A4voL ; and Jos. Ant. V. viii. 2,

where the angel who appears to Manoali's wife is

<f)dvTacriJ,a . . . veavLq, mXcjj TrapaTrX^crto^ ^eYciA^. Cf.

also Evang. Petr. 9, 11, and 13.

LITERATURE. For homiletical treatment of these four inci-

x
,

' "
" ' '

I f

/-.,;/ ' '

,
- I. vi. [1877] p. 229 ff.

*."' '
'

'
'

i

'

.

"

t. Taylor, Mvrades of
Our Lord. 3. Expositor, i. i. [1875] p. 436 ff. See art. MARK.
4. Maclaren, Sermons preached in Manchester

>
2nd ser. p. 190 ff.

C. L. FELTOE.

ZACGILffiUS (Ztt/cxa?os; Heb. >>! pure
9

). The
graphic narrative of Lk 191'10 tells us all that we
know of Zacehseus, and his name does not occur
elsewhere in the NT. The importance of Jericho as
a trade centre, the abundance and value of whose
|-:

-

>'l.i
'

"Jed forth the enthus'- >
:

- ,;'' :, .!:
<'

.|<i--{ ::- (BJ IV. viii. 2, 3), JL

I

,I:--I .- :-.-

ployment of a considerable number of tax-collec-

tors, and these were under the general direction of

Zacehseus (cf. dpxtreX^vys, v. 2
), who may, in point

of fact, have been himself the fortunate lease-

holder of the customs of that particular district.

In other words, he may have purchased from the
authorities the right to be as exacting as he pleased
in his demands upon the people, provided he knew
enough of the law to avoid the risk of exposure.
There is no reason to believe that Zacchseus was a
noi-rt'iou-U bad representative of his class; but,
on '.he o'J.'i-r hand, having regard to that remorse-
ful cry of his which seems to have been the product
of an awakened conscience (v.

8
), it does not appear

that his methods were always strictly equitable.
He was, so far as one may gather, a puolicanus (see
art. PUBLICAN") of more than jMrriij^* >v.-pecta-

bility, yet not above some of i lie n n<>-i iorm nh k ways
associated with his profession. To paint his char-
acter in lurid colours, as distinguished by unusual
heartlessness and selfishness, is not in accordance
with the impression conveyed by the narrative.
One is never quite safe in venturing upon a pro-

nouncement with regard to motives they are

generally so curiously mixed ; and possibly a
variety of motives contributed to the impulse
which brought Zacchaeus into contact with Jesus
that day. But while it might be too much to say
that higher motives were entirely absent, it is

quite obvious that the part played* by a naturally
lively curiosity was not inconsiderable. In this

connexion, the contrast between Matthew sitting
at the receipt of custom and Zacehseus leaving all

thoughts of business behind and climbing a tree
with eager speed, is sufficiently great to indicate a
vital difference in character between the two men.

Afoiv iuu:ivsmi Hum the attitude of Zacchseus
towards Jesus is the attitude of Jesus towards
him. If we look for an explanation of the wonder-
ful transformation, implicated in the resolve in
whicli Zafdiceus gave expression to his feelings,

we find it, undoubtedly, in the delightful frankness

of Christ's first salutation, and in His courageous
brushing aside of popular prejudice. In no other

way could He have so <OMI j-1
<(! \ gained, first, the

attention, and then the ]u-;.n i' one whom society
united in passing by. Nothing, surely, could be
more remarkable than the delicate insight which
led Jesus to choose Zacchseus as His host. It was
an irresistible touch, and, mingled with the other

happy recollections of that day, it would abide in

the mind of the publican as a peculiarly grateful

memory.
T

i
'

"
'.

' "

fco the various Comm., see A. B.

Da '

',
-

; Matheson, Representative Men of
the. JV71

, -20.1 ; P. W. Robertson, Serm, i. v., n. xvi. ; Lynch,
Serm. for my Curates, 71 ; A. MacViren, Paul's Prayers, etc, 88 ;

Seeley, Ecce Homo, xx. ; C. S. librae, Until of Affes, 281 ; artt.
* Jericho

* and * Publican * in Hastings' DB.
A. O. CAMPBELL.

ZACHARIAH. See BARACHIAH.

ZACHARIAS (Zoxaptes). Father of John the

Baptist (Lk I8
"28 - 57"80

) ; a Jewish priest, who was
an old man at the close of the reign of Herod the
Great (B.C. 4). 'The strawberry grows underneath
the nettle,' and, even in that evil time of wicked-
nes r- :-i 1-1 .vi s-

1 ^-.- ii, Church and State, there lived
in jhi !<:: ::'- r.<- ',:u-"nsiderable number of just and
devout persons both among Driests and p'-nplo. Of
such was Zacharias. A Jewish priest, a IIUMIIIKM- of

the family of Abijah, Zacharias had been so care-
ful to observe the law regarding the marriage of

priests (Lv 217"14
), that he chose for wife one of the

sacerdotal house, a daughter of Aaron (v.
5
), named

after Aaron's wife (Ex 628
), Elisabeth, who was as

pious as himself. Thev were righteous not only in
the sight of men but of God, and blameless in tlieir

care to observe all His commandments and ordi-

nances ; but notwithstanding this, and the promise
of Godby Jeremiah (Jer 3318 ), and their eager desire,
and Zacharias' lifelong prayer (v.

13
), their union

was not blessed with offspring. It was due to Elisa-
beth's barrenness (v.

7
) ; and she keenly felt the

reproach which it occasioned (v.
2S

), for it was a
common opinion among the Jews 1!.,i- Mil-TV

was God's punishment for guilt. l'ii'-\ !.vi !;'.
reached old age when the miraculous event occurred
which surpassed all they could have looked for.

Zacharias had left his home in the Mil-country
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of Judah to fulfil in the Temple at Jerusalem his
week of service

; and it fell to his lot to perform
the very special duty of burning incense in the
Holy Hace, separated only by the veil from the
Holy of Holies. It was a very notable occasion in
a yneat's life, which did not come at all to many a
priest (it is said there were 20,000 of them alto-
gether about this period), and it was not likely the
lot would ever fall on him again to offer it. The
offering of incen-- -rn* -jur^i,.-,

1 of prayer (Eev
58

); the people v.,
^iiii.j.iM^ in n,c courts outside

\\<-i" |HM\ in.L while the smoke was rising from his

jMiM-i
v.irjj., (v.

10
); it was impossible that he

should not be praying too, and if only by the force
of long habit, the old petition rose once more to his
lips. Suddenly there stood in front of Mm, on the
right side of the altar of incense (v.

11
), where no

mortal man should be, an angel of the Lord. In
the presence of the supernatural, Zacharias feared
and trembled ; but the angel reassured him, told
him that his prayer was heard, that his wife Elisa-
beth should bear him a son, whom he should live
to see, and name John (

= 'the grace of Jehovah'},
which woxild be no barren title, but describe his
character and mission :

* he shall be great in the
sight of the Lord* (cf. Mt 11", Lk 728). This son
must be brought up as a Nazirite in the highest
form of Levitical devotion (Nu 64, Jg 134, La 47,Am 212 ) ; he should, like another Elijah (1 K 1837

),

turn many of the children of Israel unto the Lord,
and be the forerunner, as foretold by MalachL to
Messiah Himself (vv.

15~17
).

Zacharias had not the faith of Abraham, who
staggered not through unbelief (Bo 419) at a pro-
mise of God exactly similar, 'involving human
jionoi Jil ion, hut ]iivi|.h-' I u-nlly announced and super-
nal ma 1

"

( Mi'iirdj. II o j'-kod for a sign (Kwrb rl;)t

and pointed out the difficulties in the way. Some
((5*$. TJnn'< k

) li;mj
<v]n-<-*i

i
il *n; pri-i* that

e so natural
a neHJsmoir >liuulii i< k mMO'il, and punished, as a
sin

'

; but to whom much is given, of him much shall
be required. Others have asked why Zacharias
should be censured here, and not the Virgin Mary
(vv.

84- S6
), not observing that hers was not a question

of doubt, *W1 i"l\ -'uiV Tkno\\ *' bul a ri'ipu'-t for

direction (TTW
-

, '-,.' llou Nit n> W Imoi-in
about?' a question implying t.'iii h <i- t<> ilio ivom
itself. She got a sign too, though she had not
asked one; but hers wa* joyful. Zacharias* puni-
tive, yet merciful. *Thou slialt be dumb, not

only as one stupefied with wonder, but also 'unable
to ^penk': yd for a season merely, till, at the

proper limo/tlu4

promise has its fulfilment. Thus,
on i he t lire-hold of the Gospel, at the very outset
of its great series of miracles, is unbelief chastised.

The soul that will not believe shall not be allowed
to speak (cf. 2 Co 43S

).

It was not, the Talmudists inform ua, the custom
of the priests, when officiating inside the Holy
Place, to make their own devotions long, lest the

people outside should be anxious ; but Zacharias'
interview with Gabriel, and perhaps the feelings it

awakened, caused him to delay. The worshippers
in the Tompi o courts marvelled why he tarried so

long ;
Ihe thought likely to occur to them was that

God had slain the priest ns un\\onliy (Bruce) ; and
when at last he did make hi- appearance, he could
neither explain the reason for his delay, nor give
them the Aaronic benediction (Nu 62S

"24
), which was

pruiioiiMro-l after every morning and evening sacri-

fice by ilio priest with uplifted hands, the people
responding to it with a loud Amen (Keil, Bwl.
Arckccol.). Like the dying St. Columba before
the altar at Iona, though for a different reason,
Z.-i dun-ill-, signed with his hand the blessing which
ho could not peak (v.

22
). As soon as the days of

his ministration were accomplished, he returned to

his home ; the tokens of his wife's pregnancy soon

.va,-., ,:
- of joy to the sign of punishment which

B.e bore about with him. The promised child was
born, but the chastisement was not taken oft till
the hour arrived when he had his predicted function
to fulfil, by calling the infant by his appointedname. rj/

G-odet remarks on the pleasant picture of family life presented
by the scene of the Baptist's circumcision. It had been acustom since thr -". T- ,-. ( received his name at h5
circumcision) to _* , : ..-...

-.- on the same day in whichhe was -SI-P-MI u- o-ie of God's people: for a similar reason,OhriBtian i'hil>iii:ii ;ir< named c- *u
r .

-,-} ,,'
-

-j- * ,

by baptism into the Church. A <! i, * -.'' M . \

'

that Zacharias was dumb only and not' deaf, yet is treated bythe company as if unable to hear, is met by Olshausen with the
remark that these two afflictions go so frequently together, thatmen easily accustom themselves to treat dumb persons as deaf.
The heart of Zacharias had been gathering

thoughts to itself through all those months of
silence, and no sooner was his mouth opened than
he poured forth to God the hymn of priestly
thanksgiving which we call, from its first word
in rlie Latin version, Benedictus (wh. see). Here
we need only note in it an evident allusion to Ms
own name 'MpMfyirjjr 'Remembered by Jehovah 3

)and his wife's {LlisaoetK = Eli-sheba = * the oath of
God') 'to remember his holy covenant; the oath
which he sware to our father Abraham '

(Lk I72- 73
).

Nothing- is said of Zacharias after this* The statement of
several of the Fathers (Origen, Greg. Nyss., Cyr., and Pet.
Alex.), though accepted by Baronius, that this Zacharias was
slain by Herod between the Temple and the brazen altar, has
no historical basis ; it is a mere guess to explain the difficulty,
that whereas many of the

*

,

'

martyred at a later
date than Zechariah the .

. . (2 Oh 2420), yet our
Lord, summing up the list of such murders, begins with Abel
and ends with Zechariah (Mt 2335). gee BARACHIAH. Zacharias
having- been by rh ; - lutatikb M :uta .'i \\\nt *.\ r. his- n 1

:c- were forth-
coming, and C'oniMii:-. a Lapi':-. -j ak-- of seeing ur<i venerating
his head in the Lateran basilica at Rome.

JAMES COOPEK.
ZAREPHATH (AV Sarepta). -A town of the

narrow rocky PhcBnician coast, 9 miles S.W. of
Sidon, 17 miles N. of Tyre, and 60 miles directly
N, of Nazareth, whence NT reference is made to
it. Perched 500 feet high on a steep hillside a mile
from the coast road, the modern shrunken hamlet
looks down upon the travelle" rsilin^ Hi rough a mile
of the ruins of the ancient Xnrop! rsli. which once
as a populous city extended to the sea, was provided
with walls, and had a commodious harbour, now
filled with sand and ruins.

While, in the theoretical division of the Holy
T.r.ii'l r.i. .",j '1- twelve tribes by^ Joshua, Zarephath
1--1I is:

'
!->t of Asher, going down, as that

did,
* even unto great Sidon,

* and to the fortified

city of Tyre
'

(Jos 192Bf
-), it, together with the most

of Asher s territory, remained almost wholly Phoe-
nician and Gentile. St. Luke's report of Christ's
sermon at Xa/nrolh di-tincily connects Zarephath
with Sidon, as do the LXX and MT in the account
of Elijah's sustenance by the widow there. This
Ev;mn*li:-t jipparontly the only Gentile-Christian,
NT writer oi/o-. n- doo-. no other upon the thought
that the boundless grace of God has been extended
in certain typical cases to remote Gentiles, even to
ilie *u]>'Ts-(j!iin< and exclusion of those who were of
the stock of Abraham and dwelt within the Holy
Land. The choice, among all others, of the widow
of pagan Phoenician Zarephath, and of Naaman the

leper of heathen Syrian JDamascus, to receive the
favours of the prophets Elijah and Elisha, filled the
crabbed synagogue hearers of Nazareth with wrath
and murder (Lk 426fir

O-
"WILBTO FLETCHER STEELE.

ZEAL. It is not easy to distinguish zeal (Gr.

77X0$ from ^w to boir) from enthusiasm (which.
see) ; but, as regards the derivation, the former
indicates the character, the latter the source of the
inward state ; and, as regards the meaning, the
former lays stress on the volitional, the latter on
the emotional aspect of the complex condition of
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soul. As ' ardour in embracing, pursuing, or de-

fending
' an object, it is ascribed to Phinehas (Nu

25n - 13
), Elijah (1 Mac 258 ), the Jewish people (Ac

21 20
,
Ho 102). St. Paul claims it for himself (Ac

22s
, 2 Co II 2

, Gal I
14

,
Ph 36

), and commends it in

the Corinthians (2 Co 77 - ll 92
)
and r.x^nv^ (Cnl

413
,
variant reading for labour}. Th<> -;P-M'

<!---tjc

word is used in the bad sense of jealousy, which is

condemned in the Apostolic writings (1 Co 33
,
2 Co

1220
, Gal 520

,
Ja 314 - 16

). A quotation from the

Psalms (69
9
) is applied to Jesus to describe

^the
im-

pression made on the disciples by the f r-
J

,

1

-'i
i

,!
i

-inj/

of the Temple (Jn 217 ) . This may tlir< > u i < I ij
'

n

on the problem of the repetition of the act at the

close of the ministry (Mt 2112'17
, Mk II 15"18

, Lk
1945- 46

), as the first may have been due to His fresh

enthusiasm for His vocation a
the second may have

been a more deliberate assertion of His Messianic

claim. As zeal in the fulfilment of IP- '

:r: '
'"

ascribed to God (2 K 1931 ,
Is 97 3732 -^ -it-, \'.'*

513
), the mood itself as well as the occasion of it

was worthy of Jesus as the Son of God.

From this term is derived the name of one of the Jewish

Simon to Him, ALFRED E. GABVIE.

ZEALOT (Gr. frXwnfc) occurs in Lk 615 and Ac I13

as the <li*-ijiiMlion of Simon, one of the Twelve.

In the li-t-fe ^ivi by Mt. and Mk. tho o-iiih.il-.-L 1

* Cananasan
'

(Kcwcwatos) is iised. The '/A ? 1 1 :
- u < "< :

the rigorous Nationalists, the party of violent

opposition to Roman domination. Josephus (Ant.
xvrn. i. 6) calls them a ' fourth sect of Jewish

!";. --.I
;

'

ii.-.l says that ' Judas the Galilsean

IM- i

'

i

1

!.- 1
.' He adds :

* These men agree in

all things with the Pharisaic notions ; but they
have an inviolable attachment to liberty, and say
that God is to be their only Ruler and Lord '

; he

speaks of their * immovable resolution
' and their

indifference to snflering and death. These quali-
ties were all abundantly illustrated in the final

struggle at Jerusalem and at Masada. Edersheim

(LT i. 237 ff.) dates the rise of the party from the

accession of Herod the Great, and the activity of

guerilla bands in Galilee under the leadership of

one Ezechias. 'It was in fact a revival of the

Maecabean movement, perhaps more fully in its

national than in its religious aspect.
5 Plummer

(

* St. Luke '
in ICC) attaches more importance to

the religious aspect of the movement :
* The Zea-

lots <laic from the time of the Maccabees as a
class who attempted to force upon others their own
rigorous interpretations of the Law.' In the later

stages of the Jewish history the party rew inore
violent. Its ringleaders were known as the Sicftrif,

and their overthrow of all m-iiloraliiij/ leadership
sealed the doom of Jerusalem. There is no special

difficulty in believing that a member of this party
might be attracted to Jesus and become one of His
chosen disciples* Galilee was the home of the

party, and it naturally included in it men of ,very
different types, from the religious fanatic to the

partisan of revolution. Simon's zealotry, purified
bytt- \ 1

of Jesus, might nviimy IKVOI
true :

. Kingdom of (<!. l-*iiii-V;

gives us the additional explanation that, at the

period when the ministry of Jesus began,
' A brief

calm had fallen upon the land. There was nothing
to provoke ,'; \\*> > -

:
- !(. and the party of the

Zealots, aitnougu existing, and -;ril\iMjr dcc
root in the hearts of the people, w--. for tli; iim,
rather what Josephus called it,

" the philosophical
party

"
their minds busy with an ideal, which their

han&s were not yet preparing to make a reality
*

(op. Git. p. 243). We should, however, take note
of the alternative possibility (see Plummer, loc. cit. )

because
r his

that Simon may have been called ^Xw
of his personal character either before or after hi

call/ as St. Paul (Gal I
14

) styles himself wepur<wrtpu
. . rQv . . . 7rcLpad6<ret>)v.

See also UANA-
E. H. TlTCHMAttSH.

ZEBEDEE (Zefiedcuos) is mentioned several times

in the Gospels, but always as the father of James

and John. Like his sons, he was a fisherman, and

he and they were partners with Simon (Lk 510
).

He was with James and John in a boat when they
were summoned by Jesus (Mt 421

),
and their call

as disciples left him with the hired servants (Mk
I
20

), and broke up the partnership with Simon.

There is no record of any direct association of

Zebedee with Jesus. JOHN HBBKLESS.

ZBBULUN. 1. Description. Our kno\\ lol!-<>

of the limits of Zebulun are even more indelinite

than in the case of Naphtali (wh. sec), and for the

same reasons. It was bounded on the east by that

tribe, while on the south it seems to have touched

the northern edge of the plain of Esdraelon, and to

have included a portion of it towards the Kishon
at the foot of Carmel. On the west the slopes
towards the plain of Acre, and on the north the

plain of Suchnin, seem to have been the boundaries.

Josephus, indeed, tells us (Ant. V, i. 22) that * the

tribe of Zebulun's lot included the land that lay as

far as Gennesaret, and that which belonged to

Carmel and the sea.' The latter portion seems to

have been implied in the promises of Gn 49ia and
Dt 3318

, but it is excluded in Jonhua'w (Jos 1910

;
w

)

division of the land. The seeming contradiction

may perhaps be explained '.\ : :: that

Zebulun possessed a detache :
!

:

: r Haifa

(Nfl'n), for the emphasis in the ;
:

. : i*j$j ^n
and D^>: ffin (Gn 4913

) clearly ;i-~i^n- that port to this

tribe. This would agree also with the statement
of the Rabbis :

* Zebulun was going out to the

seas,'
* Zebulun was diligent in business (troopis),'

* Zebulun was briripin^ in merchandise in slops'
(Ber. Eab. 72, Dsi ; ITf/- " Rah. 25; Yalkut

Shimeoni, 161 ; Mid. Tank. ; Pesikta Zutarta
and Zohar on Gn 4913

). Still the main body of

Zebulun touched no sea. Apart from the south-
west portion in the plain of Esdraelon, the tribal

liml- on-i -i of iiiiilnl.niiiL' liill- :ni'l ':;n nw valleyn,
which, however, widen out at places into small lint

extremely fertile plains, the chief of which are the

plain of Toran in the east, the plain of Suelmln in

the north, and el-Battauf or the plain of AsooliiB in

the centre. Zebulun is not so wild in scenery as

Naphtali, nor has it the same variety of climate,

being wholly situated in Lower Galilee (M. SheMith,
ix. 2). It varies in elevation from 365 feet in the

plain to 1780 feet at Tell Jefat. T- PM-< ^ no

perennial stream of any size, and IIM- no l;ik< of

any kind except that from the beginning of the

rainy season el-Battauf is flooded. Tt remains in
this condition all winter, and often contains a large
quantity of water till June or July. This inuwt

always have been, and still is, in itself a fruitful
source of malaria, as also through the springs it

feeds in the direction of Gennesaret. Elsewhere
Zebulun is well supplied with -]irin^r-. Tin- rock
of the district is the same soft \vlnn liin<-i<>iu we
meet with in Naphtali. Of this there are great
barren i \: ..... ",- T\ ;

. > fch of the plain of
Toran ,!! -

" '

'! * / 'mt, as we have
observe-i

'

\ -i-ir.-!."!.
;.

-i" 'i- easily be trans-
formed into orchard land.' The other hills, which
for the most part run east and west, are covered
with low prickly oak. Then* is nothing of the
nature of forests now e\o('|ir in rli'j west and south-
west beside Shefa-*Amr and cl-Jfarifiye, still there
is abundant evidence to show that in the 1st cent.
other places, especially in the north, were well
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wooded (BJ ill. iii, 2 and vii. 8). The chief busi-
nes-H of the population is now and must always
have been <'<///'/'//"/'. At the present time good
crops are reaped in the plains and valleys and on
the hill sides. T . \

"

we meet with fruits of
all kinds, olive !:" \

'

valleys, and around all

the villages, orchards and vineyards, with an abund-
ance of iigs arid pomegranates. On the hills, flocks
of nlieep and goats are pastured, But, fruitful as
the land now in, it was formerly more so. We are
told that in the early centuries * the land for sixteen
niih^ .irmiiul Kopphori- (lowed with milk and honey

1

(Jems, liwcur. i. 8), and that means the whole tribe

of Zebulun. Olive oil was plentiful around Jotapata
Tell Jefat (BJ ill. vii. 28) ; Araba in the north

was n f:i-;il ^rnin iii.i'-kri,
; while Suchnm, close by,

produced the best wine, and Shikmona in the south
was famous for its pomegranates, just as Kefr
KoTina in renowned to-day for the size and quality
of those it produces. Antoninus Martyr (6th cent. )

draws a most enchanting picture of the regions
around Nazareth, and he compares the district to
Paradise (Itiner, 5). He was doubtless controlled
to a great extent by sentiment, but it must be
admitted that even at the present day many of the

valleys, ;

:
.

1
lv i "\\- west of Nazareth, and

above all . u : --i
s

. . justify his description,
with (lieu 1

profusion' of flowers, fruits, and greenness
BO pleasing to the eye in contrast to tlie white rocks.

2. People and historical associations. As in

the rest of Galilee, the Jewish !; i1ii,i-.'
T u-!-' *m-l

come in during the later daj
! n- \i,-ii <;> '..-,

and the roign of Herod. During the century pre-

ceding our Lord's Advent, Zebulun had passed
through more stirring times than any_ other tribe

of Israel. Its chief town, Sepphoris (Dio-Csesarea),
the traditional home of the parents of Mary,

had been rcpe;itedly taken, and? immediately after

the death of Herod, when the young child Jesus
was safe in Egypt, it had been twice besieged and

captured, once by Judas the son of Hezekiali (BJ
IL iv, 1 ; Ant. xvil. x. 5), and then by the troops of

Varus assisted by a detachment of Arabs (IZJ
IL v. 1 ; Ant. XVII. x. 9). On the latter occasion
tho city was burned, and many of the inhabitants
\\ ere sold into slavery. Such an event would be long
impressed on the minds of the people, especially
those of Nji/arcilh, who from three miles distant

would view the scene from the hill tops_
around

their city. They would lament many a friend and
brother there, and during the years

to come they
would be making efforts to redeem their relatives

overcome by Gessius Floras (Ant. xvm. i. 6 ; cf.

BJ IL vii. 1). Thenceforward for many years there

was peace, industry, and progress. The people of

ZebuInn are not to be thought of as poor. We
learn that the inhabitants of Scpphori> I inA ample
means. It was one of the cities rebuilt and lorri lic I

by Herod, who made it again the capital of Galilee

(Ant. xviil. ii I) ; and amongst its inhabitants were
senators and citizens (Jerus. Horaiptk iii. 5), We
read also of a city named Zebnlun in this district.

It is described as <n-6\i$ foSpfoi', and was said to have

houses like those of Tyre, Sidon, and Berytus, and
to possess all sorts of good things (BJll. xviii. 9).

But whatever may hi v<r UH-M ihceMont of Zobulnir-,

trade on the sea, the people ^ouU be

and at least engage in ilic ^i^r^ny tnuhi <m Ininl.

for the great Via Maris of jmciom nd modern
times passes along the plain- oi 7 /,/,, and el-

Battauf westward to the sea, so that, whatever

wealth the people may have become possessed of,

they would at least be familiar with the sight o*

earth's treasures.

Not only would the memories of the events,

through which the newly settled Zebulun had
passed, influence its people, but their thoughts
would also be moulded by the scenes around, which
were rich in old historical associations. The tribe
lad given two judges to Israel, Ibzan of Bethlehem
[Jg 128) and Elon (12

n
), while 3 miles from Nazareth

was Gath-hepher, the birthplace of Jonah, the first

prophet to the Gentiles, and his tomb is still shown
ihere. Then to the young Israelite of the 1st cent.
no scene in the whole land could be more inspiring
bhan the view from the hills of Zebulun. To the
south the plain of Esdraelon, the battle-ground of

[srael, lies stretched out a glorious panorama.
Every crisis in the nation's history had a memory
jhere. Close at hand, by Tabor and Kishon, the
men of Zebulun had l

jeoparded their lives to the
death '

(Jg 518
). Little Hermon the Hill of Moreh

and Gideon's fountain (7
1
) would recall the '

day
of Midian *

; while Gilboa would bring thoughts of
[srael's darker days, and Jezreel memories of sad
declension in the time of Ahab. Shunem, Endor,
and Bethshean could also be seen, and Megiddo too,

the scene of Josiah's heroic fight ; while nearer
still on the shoulder of Carmel was ' the place of

burning,' the site of Elijah's sacrifice, and of

Baal's inglorious defeat before the God of Israel.

More distant were Mt. Ebal, with its memories of

blessing and cursing, and Pisgah's peak in the
distant haze; while westward there would be a

glimpse of the '

great sea.' All these and many
more historical sites are to be seen, and thoughts
of them rise and stir the heart of him who views
the scene

,-
and if so to the passing stranger, what

must they liave been to the young Zebulunite,
whose daily food they were, and who, in virtue of

His blood, was the heir of all their most glorious
memories ?

The 1

"

1

"

of this people to the Gentile
world i ;. of note. Josephus (BJ l. iv. 3)

tells us of the innate enmity of the Syrian to the
Jew ; but here such feelings would be less intense.

We lire iv]u:alodl> i.oM of bonds of union between
Zebulun ;uu! I -.-.-! luir, and that this latter tribe

busied itself with the Torah and made many
proselytes (JBer. Rob. % 98) ; and before such was

possible mutual jealousies must have ceased. At
the same time the people would become familiar

with the ceremonials of admission to Judaism,
including that of baptism (Bab. Jeb. 46 a, b). It

is further to be remarked that, though the text

seems doubtful, the town of Nazareth in this tribe

is named in the songs of Eliezer Ha-^allr as one
of the meeting-places of the

\
\

'

:

"

en they
assembled to go up to serve in "! '!' ".

3. Christ in Zebulun. Aithougn pur Lord's
'

j- !." ! r 3 for the most part given in the tribe

.: \; 'i ; ". the land of Zebulun takes- precedence
not only in the prophecy {Mt 4JO

), but also in

historical sequence, and it is equally important for

;. "".: ! ""!;- of the Gospels. If Naphtali experi-
< -. .. i if the brilliancy of the noonday of the

Sun of Eighteousness, it was in Zebulun that the

d,-i". n appoured and shone more and more unto the

jionVci !M\ . In a city of this tribe the Lord Jesus
\\ii- linMijiliu up (Lk 41S

). As He increased in

t\i-iloiii nn<l -:/ature, its associations aided in the

moulding of His human character. During a

period of well nigh 30 years His life was passed
in one of its valleys, broken into only by visits to

the Holy City. His earlier years were spent in

the midst of its fierce politics, He knew the various

party watchwords j He knew what was meant by
* wars and rumours of wars

'

; He had come into

contact with soldiers from Tabor and Sepphoris,
and early learned the terrors associated with the

word *

legion
'

; He had met returned slaves

redeemed, freed, or fugitive ; He had wrought in

the villages of this tribe, and we can even think of
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Joseph taking the young Jesus to work with him
at Sepphoris during the busy days of its rebuilding

for tliere was not the same objection to entering
it as the polluted Tiberias. The flowers of Nazareth
had fostered His love of Nature, the operations in
its fields and the products of its gardens were to be
used to teach lessons for eternity. Nathanael, and
poj-liap- oilior r."Vj.lv-. were from Cana in Zebulun
;.Jn -M }. li M,'I- in ii too that Christ publicly de-
clared His office in the gracious words He spoke
(Lk 421

), that He performed His first miracle, and
'manifested forth iris glory' so that f his disciples
believed on him 5

(Jn 211
). But when we have

studied the power of all these influences, and con-
sidered to what they should lead, we only convince
ourselves the more '

that what He was and what
He became for the world cannot be explained or

grasped by the help of contemporary history or
social conditions

'

(Delitzsch, Handkverkleben, 1).

As in the case of Naphtali, the llabbis have
something to say of Zebulun. They discuss the
question as to what Jacob saw in vision, in that
he blessed Zebulun immediately after Judah (Gn,
4910"14

), and the usual answer they give is that he
foresaw the glories of Habbinism in the presence of
the Sanhedrin at Sepphoris before it was removed
to Tiberias (Yalkut Shimeoni, i. 161). It is, how-
ever, also recognized that * The Holy One, blessed
be He, should cause His Shekinah to dwell in
Zebulun' (Shem. Mab. 1).

LrrBRATtrEE. See under NAPHTALL
WM. M. CHRISTIE.

ZEE&H. A link in our Lord's genealogy (Mt 1s).

2ERUBBABEL. Mentioned in both Mt.'s (I
12f

)

and Lk.'s (S
27

) genealogy of Jesus.

ZION. See JEBUSALEM, vol. i. p. 850b f.



APPENDIX

CHRIST IN THE EARLY CHURCH. To treat
this subject exhaustively, it would be almost
necessary to write a complete history (if sueh a
tiling were possible) of the early Christian Church.
( /hrist fills the field of vision. Christian life and
Christian thought centre round His Person. It is
obvious that in an article of limited length, only
salient points can be touched upon, a few typical

.':!' :!:' given, and lines of thought suggested

first ('liriMimi-.
happily knew little of the

distinction between the theological and the prac-
tical. Belief and life were one. Still, for clear-
ness' sake, it is proponed in this article to discuss
Mipnrati'ly. sis far as

possible, (1) the beliefs of the
i-jirly Church concerning the Person of Christ; (2)
i lie iVclin^ of the early Church as expressed in

practice and devotion, with regard to the living
Christ and His >: - i.-l, -..nship to mankind.
The term *<-::rly < .:;!! '

is, of course, an
elastic one. It '-..'i -". :(.! \. from a theological
point of view, I- ! :;:!!! -,'

(-t shorter period than
that which is closed by the Sixth (Ecumenical

Council^A.D. 681). But within these limits a very
special interest attaches to the pre-Nicene period,
both from its <-iim|i,ir,'iiix<; ru-jirness to the time of
Ohriwt, and from iln i CM i rim* value and interest
of its records," scanty though they are* It is with
this period (from the closing years of the 1st cent.
to A.I). 3215) that this article will chiefly <lcl.

i. BELIEFS OF THE EAULY ("HUNCH" A^ TO THE
PERSON OF CUEIST. 1. (a) The earliest Christian

writing extant outside the limits of the NT, and
one which was for long on the verge of admission
into the Canon, is I- ??./" '-' .''. /* Corinthians,
umially assigned to Clem one. ..:-.: of Rome. It
was written probal-K ,-, '! \.i. ','."). to exhort a
disordered church to xmity and charity. Its in-

terest ia therefore chiefly prnHical. 1ml it -hoiilil

bo noted that at least once t\ <lo\olo^\ i- n<i-lu--r<l

directly to Christ as to a Divine Person (20) ;
that

Hi-. uni<|m; dignity mid pre-existence are evidently
assumed in snrh phrase as 'the sceptre of the
majesty of God, even our Lord Jesus Cnrist, came
not in the pomp of arrogance, or of pride, though
He might liave done so' (16) ; and that Christ is

spoken of as shedding His Wood for the salvation
or the whole world (7).

(h) The so-called Second Epistle of Clement dates

probably within the first half of the 2nd cent.,
and is a Hcrmon rather than a letter, the earliest
< 'liri Htian sermon extant after the NT. Here Christ
is definitely spoken of as ( God '

(1), as pre-existent
(14) ; and Jlis Incarnation is described in the re-

markable words,
* the Lord who saved us, being

first spirit, then became flesh
'

(9).

(c) The seven genuine Epistles of Ignatius of
Antioch are in some respects the most notable
writings of the 2nd century. They were written
by him while he was on his way to martyrdom, at
Borne, probably in the year A.D. 107, and are ad-
dressed to the Churches of Ephesus, Magnesia,
Tralles, Rome, Philadelphia, Smyrna, and to

Polycarp of Smyrna. With Ignatius, Jesus Christ
is 'our God 5

(Eph. 1. 18, and elsewhere). His
blood is 'the blood of God' (ib. 1). He is 'the
only Son of God' (Rom. 1) ;

* the unerring mouth
in whom the Father hath spoken

'

(ib. 8). Ignatius
speaks in ^iiifioam language of the Incarnation,
or the human life, sufferings, resurrection, and
continued existence of Christ ; and of His double
nature ;

* There is one only p" 'v "<:; i:. of flesh and
of spirit, born and unborn, ('>' : !i; man, true life
in death, Son of Marjr and Son of God, first pass-
ible and then impassible, Jesus Christ our Lord'
(Eph. 7 ; cf. also ib. 18. 19. 20 j Trail. 9 ; Smyrn.
1-3). The Virgin Birth of Christ is also distinctly
alluded to in Mph. 18. 19.

(d) Another writing usually classed among the
*

Apostolic Fathers,
5

is the so - called Epistle of
Barnabas, of which the probable limits of date are
between A.D. 70 and 132 (Lij-lit foot). The writer

speaks of Christ as 'Lord of the whole world, unto
whom God said from the foundation of the world," Let us make man after our image and likeness " '

(5).

(e) A mystical work which enjoyed considerable

popularity in the early Church', the Shepherd,
attributed in the Muratorian Canon to that Hernias
who was^ brother of Pope Pius I. (A.D. 140-155),
contains incidental statements about Christ which
point generally in the same direction as those

(^uoted above.
'

The Son of God existed before all

creation, and was God's fellow -counsellor in the
work of creation (Simil, ix. 12). He supports all

creation (ib. 14). At the same time the language
of Hermas about the Incarnation is vague, almost
as if the Son of God and the Holy Spirit were
identical (SimiL v. 6). It is scarcely fair, how-
ever, to interpret this as if it were a careful theo-

logical statement. Hermas evidently was not a
man of deep thought or originality. His aim is

practical rather than doctrinal. JProbably such

expressions are to be understood in the same sense
as 1 Co 1545.

2. A very interesting feature of the first half of

the 2nd cent, is the rise of tjie Apologists, men of

learning who had exchanged heathenism for Chris-

tianity, and who addressed heathen readers in

justification or explanation of their new faith, (a)

Aristides the philosopher (about A.D. 125), address-

ing the emperor Hadrian, speaks of Jesus Christ

VOL. it. 54 849
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as * God ' who * came down from heaven, and from
a Hebrew virgin took and clad Himself with flesh ;

and in a daughter of man there dwelt the Son of

God.
5

(&) Justin Martyr, in his Dialogue with Trypho
the Jeiu, traces not only prophecies of Christ in

the OT, but identifies Sim with the God, or the
'

angel of the LORD/ who appeared in the OT
theophanies, and with the Divine Wisdom of Pr 7,

etc. Justin practically anticipates the Nicene
formula oyuootfo-cos r$ llarpL (128), though, as in the

case of Hernias, some of his statements are vague,
and, if pressed verbally, might appear inconsistent

with later definitions. There can be no question,
however, that he teaches the pre-existence and the

Divinity of Christ, and that his writings were

deexjly influenced by the Logos doctrine of St.

John.
(G) One of the most beautiful as well as most

intellectual productions of the early Church is the

anonymous Epistle to Diognetus. Here Christ is

spoken of as s the very Artificer and Creator of the
Universe 3

; and the Father sent Him into the

world,
* as sending God,'

f as a king might send
Ms son who is a king

5

(7).

3. It was, however, the necessity of meeting
both outside attacks on Christianity, and miscon-

ceptions of it from within, that gradually forced

Christian writers to define more clearly and ex-

actly the nature of Christ. This process of theo-

logical definitic'
1

'
:

'.
""

,

'

-wards the end of

the 2nd cent., decisions of the

great Councils. Early in the 2nd cent, had begun
to appear the curious half-heathen travesties of

Christianity which are classed under the general
name of Gnosticism. These may be described as
at ton i pis to combine Christian ideas and phrase-
ology \viih ideas drawn from Greek and Oriental

religions. The Gnostic systems really differed from

Christianity^on first principles, as they were gener-
ally dualistic, and assumed the essential evil of

matter. They denied in consequence the perfect
humanity of Christ (a tendency alluded to in the
later writings of the NT

;
cf. 1 Jn 42f

*), and the
true union of human nature with the Divine nature
in one Person. The Gnostic Christ was not really
born of Mary, nor did He truly suffer.

(a) The first and chief opponent of Gnosticism,
one of the most extensive writers of the early
Church, was Irenaeus, bishop of Lyons from 177-
202 (?). He meets the Gnostic systems by stating
what was definitely believed about Christ in the
Christian Church, which is the repository of truth,
truth inherited from the Apostles, preserved by

the Church, and the same in all parts of the Churcn
(i. 10, iii. 1, 4, 24). Irenceus states this faith of
the Church in language very similar to that of the
later Creeds. The Church, he says, believes in
' one Christ Jesus, the Son of God, who became
incarnate for our salvation ; . . . and the ascen-
sion into heaven in the flesh of the beloved Christ

Jesus, our Lord, and His future manifestation
from heaven in the glory of the Father to gather
all things in one, and to raise up anew all ftesh of
the whole human race, in order that to Christ

Jesus, our Lord and God and Saviour and King,
every knee should bow,* etc. (i. 10). Irenreuis clearly
teaches the pre-existence of Christ, that He was
"begotten and not created (iii. 18) ; that His hu-
man! I > i- p':rfW|. sinless, yet absolutely real and
not I >><( i< v''/.,

1

; and that He is God and man
in one Person (iii. 16). Perhaps the most remark-
able contribution of Irenseus to Christology is his

leaching (h?,,t all mankind is gathered together
and -innim-M up in the Incarnation ('in seipso
recapitulavit,

3

iii. 18, etc.).

(b) In the East, Gnosticism was met by the

great writers of the School of Alexandria, Clement

and Origen, who further developed the conception
of Christ as the Logos who is immanent in the

Universe. Origen was in some respects a thinker
in advance of Ms age, and his teaching WHS

undoubtedly misunderstood by his successors.

Whether his doctrine of Christ wras altogether
in harmony with the later definitions of the Coun-
cils has often been questioned. That it Avas really
so has been maintained strongly by Bishop Bull in

his Defence of the Nicene Greed, and by Bishop
Westcott. Origen certainly taught the eternal

generation of the Son of God (de Print*, i. 2),

which doctrine supplies the basis of the reply to

the Arian quibbles about the posteriority of the

Son to the Father ; the
reality

of the Incarnation

(de Princ. ii. 6) ; and he spoke of Christ as the

God-man (QedvOpujros).
4. The 3rd cent, is marked by a series of heresies

which from different points of view attacked the

doctrine which, as we have seen, had been con-

sistently held in the Church, though at times

vaguely stated, of the unique
* " '"""

Son to the Father, in other woi .

,
: !>'

m

\

of the historic Christ. How, it was asked, could
the Divinity and the eternal pre-existonce of Christ
be reconciled with the unity of God ? There were
two principal heretical answers to this problem,
and they may be called 'heretical' in a sense that
Gnosticism was not, because they arose -vyithm
the Church itself, and claimed to be the original
doctrine.

(a) The Adoptianists, who seem to have been the
doctrinal successors of the early Judaic-Christian
sect of the Ebionites, and whose chief teachers at
Rome were Theodotus and Artemon, all taught a
subordination, to a greater or le-*- dr_- 1 ee. of the Son
to the Father, even making Christ nothing more
than a highly exalted man, who was 'adopted* to
His Sonship by the Father. This last point was
.". 1 "-\

*

;: Y 1

.. of the brilliant Paul of
*

- ."; ';.- was condemned by a series

of Councils at Antioch, and finally deposed in "270.

(b) On the other hand, the Monarchiatis or

Patripassians3 represented by Praxeas, Noetus, and
Sabellius, - MI" ;..! she |>rr-oniili(y of the Son and
ihe TTiMV ^pi:n in ili<- r.nny of lln- Father, that it

I
''<K i i< a'lix followed from their teaching that the
historic Christ was actually the Father Himself
who was incarnate, and suffered on the crown, so

that, in the spiteful epigram of Tertullian, Praxeas
'put to flight the Comforter and crucified the
Father.'
The most important opponents of these heresies

were Hippolytus, bishop of Portus (d* 258?), and
Dionysius, bishop of Rome (d. 269). Only a frag-
ment remains of the writings of the latter ; and
those of the former, as well as the exact nature o f

his teaching, are wrapped in considerableobscuritv.
The controversies of the 3rd cent. oli\iii;i-l\ - J

;'l

waited for a final solution. It is |iiiu- \-\ !!;
that the general conscience of the < him h m 1

;- -i

against both Adoptianisni and TV' 1

;,

" "

-i .

though the micorhmiiy of theolo: ! ,

absence of a lixed theological vocabulary, and the

difficulty of arriving at common action owing to
the stress of frequent persecutions, rendered it

difficult for the Church as a whole to corne to close

quarters with these different forms of error. This
slight sketch of pre-Xicciie theology should, how-
ever, be sufficient to -ho\v that, despite the absence
of any statement of faith common to the whole
Church, there is an overwhelming consensus of
Church belief from the first to the effect (1) that
the historic Jesus Christ was truly God, pre-
existent with the Father; (2) that He was also

truly man ; (3) that in Him are permanently united
God and man in one Person.

5. The Edict of Milan (312) introduces a new
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era of Church history. Persecution ceased, Chris-

tianity tended at once to "become the iv< ;>^ni/.<;d

religion of the Empire. This sudden ouii>uM of

popularity "brought Into the Church an influx of

ill-instructed converts, who were naturally eager
to assimilate Christianity as far as possible to their

old heathenism.

(rt) The teaching of Arms, a parish priest of

Alexandria, who had, however, previously studied

at Antioeh, brought swiftly the crisis when the
Church must definitely and clearly state her belief

aw to the Person of Christ. We thus enter upon
the era of the great Councils, called '(Ecumenical/
as involving an appeal to the universal conscience

and witness of the Christian Church throughout
the world.

AriuB seems to have taught a form of Adop-
tianism : Christ was the Son of God, and prior
to all other created things, and yet Himself a
creature. To pay Divine honours to a creature,
however exalted, was, of course, really idolatry ;

but for this very reason Arianiam was popular
with those nominal converts who had never in

their heart relinquished their old polytheism.
To the teaching of Aims, the Church at the

Council of Nicasa (325), mainly through the exer-

tions of the great &thanasius, opposed the key-
word of the "Nicene Creed. Christ, the ^Son of

(Joel, is
e of one substance' (6/Aootfo-ios) with the

Father, i.e. He is, and was from .-ill .'ierrnly. of the

same Godhead as the Father. Mrift; ;m<l contro-

versy raged round this celebrated phrase during
most of the 4th century. It was defended con-

sistently by Athanasius, Basil, and the two

Gregorys (of Nyssa and Naziamus). Ultimately
all attempts to substitute for it some vaguer ex-

pression failed, and the Council of Constantinople

(381) definitely re-affirmed the Nicene statement.

The absolute Deity of Christ in the fullest sense

of the term was thus finally vindicated Other

problems, however, remained.

(ft) ApMlnarlsM, a ^reaction against Arianism,
ascribed to Christ an imperfect human nature, in

which the Divine- nature took the place of the

human *

spirit* (fl-vei^a), the highest part of man's
rational nature. This error was condemned at

* ',,- .-.. ;"..*- (381); and it seems that at^some
!,. .' clauses were added to the original
Nicene Creed, doriv< <1 ;i|ij-;ni n:l\ from a Jerusalem

baptismal creed, which emphasized the true and

perfect humanity of Chrint.

(r) The Council of Ephewus (431) dealt with

further problem, the
'

frypostatic Union/ i.e. the

union of two whole and' perfect natures, Divine

and human, in the one Person of Christ, (a) The

.... ..

asserting apparently that at some time after th<-

birth of JeauH, the Divine Lo^os united Itsel:

with Him. The key-word which the Church

adopted to refute Nestorius was the title Theotokos
* mother of God/ applied to the Virgin Mary. (/3

A reaction in an opposite direction Ted Eutyches t

few years later to exalt the Divinity of Christ a

the expense of His humanity, by teaching that the

condemning Eutyches, laid clown that the tw<

natures of Christ are to be acknowledged dtrvyxt

(* without confusion '), drp^Trrws (' without change ')

dduuptrus ('without division'), dxoptffrws ('withou

separation'). The same truths were stated m
Latin dress, for liturgic use, about this time, i

the so-<?alled Atbanasian* Creed.

(d) Eutychianism, however, with its ^dispropor-
ionate reverence for the Divinity of Christ, proved
oo fji-cinatinjr for the Eastern mind to be disposed
f b\ the Council of Chalcedon. Political as well

s religious causes entered into the long
' Mono-

hysite* controversy. The fifth (Ecumenical
Council (Constantinople, 553) again condemned
hose who were

'""
to admit the full and

erfect human.it , in the one Person of

Christ. The six (Constantinople, 681)

marks the last phase of the long debate. Mono-
helitism, the last stronghold of Aj^ -\ V' 1

"
1

vas overthrown by the statement ot two wills in

Jhrist, human and Divine, the former perfectly

ubject to the latter.

The steps by which the halting theology of the

3re-Mcene period led finally to the full statement

of the Catholic faith, were a legitimate and, indeed,
u necessary development. It is not one of the least

evidences to a Divine power - o l^'i r
-

i
11

il Chris-

tian Church, that, in an age --i" < !!::..:',. : super-
stition and intellectual unrest, all attempts to

assimilate Christianity to heathenism were re-

ected, and a clearly denned and balanced state-

went of truth emerged and gained almost entire

possession of the field. With all its mystery, the

Catholic faith of Niesea and Chalcedon was felt by
ihe common Christian conscience alone to satisfy

all the different sides of truth as they are contained

.n c= -

'

. . ". to do justice to all that Christians
:

ro- .- ';.. believed conceruiiif; their Master.

To-day there is practically no alternative left be-

}\veen the Nicene Creed and humanitarianisni. It

}he latter is true, the appearance of Christ and its

subsequent effect on the world must remain an

jasoluble enigma, a miracle even more difficult of

credence than the stupendous statement of the

Nicene formula.
ii. DEVOTION OF THE EAELY CHURCH TO CHEIST.

-Whatever uncertainties or faulty definitions

may be detected in the statements of pre-Nieene

theology, there is no uncertainty as to the attitude

of the early Church towards the personal Christ.

Lex swppUcandi, lex credendi. In the devotion

which made men and women and little children

live and die for Christ, we shall find even a surer

guide than in the attempts of Christian writers to

explain their belief. Prom the very first Jesus

Christ stands out in all the records of the early

Church as the personal, living Master, not merely
the Shepherd and High Priest of His faithful ones,

but the true Lord and King of the Universe, He
is the object of passionate love, obedience, prayer,

and worship. _ . . 1 1
. , . ,

1. (a] To Clement of .Rome, Christ is the nigh

priest of our offerings, the guardian and helper
of

our weakness' (36). Through TTim the Father

'instructed us, sanctified n- s
honored us' (59).

(b) The unknown author of the Second Epistle

of Clement operi^ hi* sermon with a burst of

enthusiastic gratitude:
f What recompense then

shall we give n Him (Jesus Christ,) V or what

fruit wortiiy of His own gift to us? And how

many mercies do we owe Him ! For He bestowed

the light on us ; He spake to us, as a father to his

sons: He saved us when we were perishing
He called us when we were not, and from not being

He willed us to be.' ,

(c) The epigrammatic sentences of Ignatius glow
with passionate love to Christ.

* Jesus Christ is

' our inseparable life
5

(Eph. 3) ; true Christians are
'

arrayed from head to foot in the commandments
of Jesus Christ

'

(#. 9) ; faith and love in
Je^us

Christ are * the beginning and the end of Me
(ib 14).

* He that possesseth the word of Jesus is

able to hearken to His silence
3

(ib. 15), a remark-

able and pregnant phrase. Ignatius desires
gutter-

ing and martyrdom that he 'may attain Onrist,
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and < rise free in Him 3

(Rom, 4. 5. 6). The blood of

Jesus Christ is
{ eternal and abiding joy

3

(Phil. 1).

Those who *

speak not concerning Jesus Christ
' he

looks on as * tombstones and graves of the dead,

on which are inscribed only the names of men 3

(ib. 6).

(d) The Epistle to Diognetus speaks of the

"Word, who was from the beginning, who appeared
as new and yet was proved to be old, and

_
is en-

gendered always young in the hearts of saints,

through whom the Church is enriched and grace is

unfolded and multiplied among the saints, grace
which confers understanding and reveals mysteries'

(11).

(e) Justin Martyr describes how, after search-

ing vainly for truth and satisfaction among the

Stoics, the Peripatetic*, the Pythagoreans, and
the Platonists, he at last was led by the advice of

a certain aged man whom he met on the seashore

to study the Scriptures, and to conceive a love of

Christ. 'Straightway,
3 he says,

f a flame was
kindled in my soul' (Trypho, 8).

2. Not only was Christ loved, He was also obeyed.
His commandment must take precedence of every
other claim. To Hermas, divorce and remarriage
after divorce are as absolutely forbidden as un-

chastity (Command, iv. 1). Justin Martyr similarly
n .,! ]- ,! j.bsolute the teaching; of Christ respect-
i" ;

'

forgiveness, c'iar',y. -rsKurance of

injuries, swearing, and chil O:><MI no: (1 Apol.
15-17).

3. That (!> :'-. ,nnl Christ was -,/*; ,

' V
the early < 'iiinv-i ,;- |..>rd and God i ir,-.i-j[

:. -i

Prayer and thanksgiving were addressed directly
to Him.

(a) The famous letter of Pliny to Trajan (A.D.

113?) speaks of haying elicited from Christians,
who had been examined, that it was their custom
on a fixed day to assemble before daylight and sing
alternately

' a hymn to ChriaC as Gou.
"

(b) A remarkable hymn attributed to Clement
of Alexandria, intended apparently to be sung by
Christian children, in which Christ is addressed

throughout and praised as Ruler, Shepherd, and
King, is found in his Pcedagogus (iii. 12). Of a

slightly later date are such hymns as the Gloria in
excelsis and the Hail gladdening Light. Indeed,
it seemed to the Church, when confronted by the
Arian problem, one of the most convincing proofs
of the error of the teaching of Arius, that Christ
had always received Divine lionours in the Church.

(c) The personal nearness of Christ to the be-
liever during Christian worship v ii- *

-'
: i"!l\

associated with the Eucharist. To !;j !,;,::-. : \<-

Eucharist is the flesh of Jesus Chris . :. i !

false teachers deny it (Sinyr. 6).
( There is one flesh

of our Lord Jesus" Christ, and one cup unto union
with His blood 3

(Phil, 4). To Justin Martyr, the

Eucharist, the conditions of receiving which are
belief. iMjifi-m. and a life according to the corn-
iMiiMiliiuMiLi of Christ, is not common bread and
common drink, but the flesh and blood of the in-

carnate Jesus, by which our blood and flesh are
nourished (1 Apol, 66). To Irenpis and the
Christian Fathers generally, participation in the
Eucharist is the actual means whereby Christians
share in the life and resurrection of Christ.

(d} The testimonies of the Christian martyrs are
most suggestive. T^iuilin-. lnou-M b-'fore the
emperor Trajan, call- Isim-Hf '/"/". "// -jr^. -Bearer
of God,

J

saying that li-- Ix-nr- t lie < 'Mi<-iiiil within
his breast. Polycarp of Smyrna, when called upon
by the pro-consul to revile Christ, confessed in
memorable words,

* Fourscore and six years have
I served Him, and He hath done me no wrong.
How then can I blaspheme my King and Saviour !

'

And the apparently < n-o-.rx <<' ir ;ln i

martyrdom of Folycar|M.-lu*<
- v. iili \\^ -i^".i!',nii:

words :

c The blessed Polycarp was apprehended

by Herodes, when Philip oi Tralles was high priest,

in the proconsulahip of Statius Qiuuluilu-, but w
the reign of the Eternal King, Jesus Christ.

9 The

martyrs of Lyons and Vienrie (177) are spoken of

in the contemporary letter which describes their

sufferings (Eus. Hist. EccL v. 1) as 'hastening to

Christ
'

;

c

through them Christ showed that thing*
which appear mean and obscure and contemptible
to men are with God of great glory.

3 One of thorn,

St. Blandina,
c was clothed with Christ, the mighty

and conquering Athlete.' Their patience mani-

fested 'the measureless mercy of Christ.' And
with one and all who suffered, the simple con-

fession of the name of Christ seems to have been

the strength which sustained them. St. Perpetua,
the African martyr (early in the 3rd cent), wa
comforted before her sufferings by a vision of

Christ as an aged man, a shepherd, sitting in the

midst of a spacious garden, who said to her,
* Thou

hast done well, my child, in coming.
3

St. Maxi-

mtis, who suffered under Deems, declared,
' These

are not torments, but anointings which are laid

upon us for the name of our Lord Jesus Christ'

(Kuinart, Ada Martyrum, p. 204). Philean of

Thmuis, put to death in Diocletian's i^r-ccuiion,
said in Ms last words: * Now we begin mbeiii-

ciples of our Lord Jesus Christ. Beloved, attend

to the commandments of the Lord. Let us call

upon Him, the spotless, the infinite One, who
sitteth upon the Cherubim, the Maker of all things,
who is tlie Beginning and the End, to whom be

glory for ever and ever. Amen' (ib. p. 521).

4. Tnh'iv.-tin^ light on early Christian feeling in

thrown l\ tlio mneral inscriptions and symbols of

the Catacombs. As a rule, the inwcriptionb are of

extreme brevity. Their leading thought is that

dead Christians are with Christ in a continued
existence of peace and joy. The spiral i<m> ;uni

prayers of their friends on earth go \\itli them,
ancL the departed in turn remember the living in

prayer to Christ, e.g.
( Vivaa

'

;

* Vivas irx Deo
Christo

'

; 'In pace
'

;

6 Deus refrigeret spiritum
tuum'j 'Quam stabile tibi hose vita est* (i.e.tliQ

life beyond the grave) ;

'

Spiritus tuns in pace ct

in Christo '

; jtoofcr/cecrtfe S Kal VJJA&V &v TCUS ct*y/cus

5. Most of the early Christi;::i pic. nn- of Chrint
are merely symbolical, the Lnml '. n-i the Fiwh

being the most common. But the earliest personal
representation is suggestive ; it is the figure of the
Good Shepherd, sometimes bearing the lost sheep"
on His shoulders, sometimes surrounded by Hiw
flock. This tender personal relationship between
the soul and the Saviour, or between the

(

Church
and her Lord, which stands in such striking con-

trast to the trials and sufferings that surrounded
the daily life of the Christian in a hostile world,
was evidently the aspect which appealed most

deeply to the heart of the early believer.

6. The relation of Christ both to His Church
and to the world was also set forth im]iro-i\ i-lv in

the so-called 'majesties,' with which nom the' tth

cent, onwards the Christian art began to adorn the
churches. In these pictures Christ is represented

'_: now in glory, bearing the symbols of.

1IL- ruyjil. prophetic, and priestly offices. It was
1 1 01 ni(Mvly to an historic Christ that Christians
lonkoil

h,y'']v.
or a future coming to judgment that

they anticipated, though both, these conceptions
were vividly present in the mind of the eurly
Church. It was a Christ actually in possession of

His Kingdom, even now ruling over the nations,
and surrounded by His worshipping saints (who
even in this present time shared His throne), that
dominated the thought of the early centuries. So
in the great mosaics in the Churcn of St. Cosma
and St. Damian at Rome (6th cent.), the coloasal
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figure of Christ stands in the apse, fronting the

worshippers, portrayed on a dark-blue ground
amid golden-edged clouds of sunset ; His right
hand is raised in blessing, His left holds a written
scroll. The (inures of St. Peter and St. Paul, with
palm-trees of Paradise and the phoenix (the em-
blem of the Resurrection), stand on each side of
the Christ, and beneath His feet flows the river
Jordan. Below this again is the n p

1 - -I-MM: i'lii

of the Lamb, with the four rivers oj l*,n'n<ii ; a 1 id

twelve sheep on either side.

The representations of
"

.""":' and dying
C-hriHt, which became the r

'

a later age,
have, of course. ::M P!-]--H pia ::l value. Neverthe-
less there is a p< < 'liiii! '".vjiiy and significance in

the mingled majesty and tenderness of those
earlier pictures of tne living Christ, which ex-

proHHed the love of those whose faith in Him had
literally overcome the world. See CHBIST IN
AKT.

7, The two strands of theology and devotion
which wo have endeavoured to trace in the early
Church seem littingly to meet in the most remark-
able man after St. Paul whom the Church has

neen, the great Athanasius. It was largely clue,

aw we have seen, to him that the traditional belief

of the Church, at the greatest crisis of Church

history, took its clear and definite and accurately
reasoned shape in the Catholic creeds. And it is

inleiv-Un^ to note that .the secret of Athanasius'
<!<>i"< :iK!c >Y the llamoo'mwn was seen by his cpn-
liMiipoivirius to lie in his own personal devotion
from childhood onwards to the Person of

_
the Re-

deemer. 'Athanawc ctait enflamme, des sa jeunesse,
do la i \\ "i-i'i -I ii

r
. it les saints, Pamour de Jesus

Chrittt' IV I'.-'..;-::.-. L'tiglfae et FlSmpire, i. 372).
1 His maintenance of dogma was a lifelong act of

devotion' (Bright, Church Hist. p. 149). The

great treatise On the Incarnation of the Word,
which markK an epoch in theological writing, is

no more dogmatic statement, but glows with tho

pur-- p.-!
-iin oi" belief. It is the work of one who

1
IN i:\ii: H !ly and from the heart believes in Christ

;i n i:\iii;!- Person, in His present power, and His
absolute claim upon mankind. The power of the

CroKH of Christ and His Resurrection from the
doad are to Athanasius the greatest of facts,

unparalleled in history, illimitable in their future
'The achievements of the Saviour

he siv!-,
'

roBulting from His becoming man, are of

Mich a kind and number that if one should wish to

enumerate them, ho may be compared ^to
men who

tfosse at the expanse of the sea and wish to count

Itn waves . . . ; to sum the matter up, behold how
tho Saviour's doctrine is everywhere increasing,
while all idolatry and everything opposed to the

faith of Christ is daily dwindling and losing power
and falling'; and thus beholding, worship the

Saviour, who is above all and mighty, even God
the Word '(54, 55),

8. Not only on the highways of Church history
does the figure of the living Christ stand out as

tho central object of Christian love and loyalty.

Such a wonderful jiioilm-iion as the Hymn of St.

Patrick, with a quotation iiom which we will close

thin hriof survey, illustrates the impression which

tho ire.jichuiji of Christ produced upon the infant

nationn just emerging from barbarism. It belongs

to the 5th or 6tli cent,, a time when the civmza

tion and empire of Kome were failing, and men
were clinging to Christ as the one power which

could guide and set free their lives :

*
( :iim(, \\ ilh mi1

, Hirist bc-forc me,
(flirKt Iwhiiul me, Ohrist within me,
Christ beneath IHU, Chrifcl nbovci me,
Christ on my rijjht., Christ on my left,

Christ in tho fort,

Christ in l.lio rh.iriot-aeal,

Clirisi on i he poop.

Christ in the heart of every man who thinks of me,
Christ in the mouth of every man who speaks to me,
Christ m every eye that sees me,
Christ in every ear that hears me.*
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A. R. WHITHAM.
CHRIST IN THE MIDDLE AGES. The Chris-

ology of the Middle Ages was, of course, the out-

growth of that of the earlier time, and each medi-
Bval type can readily be traced to its source. The
nain lines of influence are : that of Augustine,
i.i\i'i

r
. uli'-of.x '""iPHij/ii the continued use of his

i. T/-. riiul 'iiK . Jy through the personality
\1 viii'-:;_ of Gregory the Great, Anselm of

, ';.'! :;/. Bernard of Clairvaux, Abelard, Peter

Bombard, 'Thomas Aquinas, etc. ; that of the Neo-
Platonic pseudo-Dion > -in> ilie.Xieojisijiitc, working
l!

1

!-!-'
1

^ ('e'.fr,;.-^ il I'oiaiiuied v,-e ol lii^ writings,
>i! I ":i-'i:r' < ! !\ - 'i:<:iuli the ;!'.;;,;.,. ';>'! of his modes
of thought by Maximus th' ( . -M. --'.". Scotus Eri-

gena, the German Mystics, etc.; Adoptianism, which
,,;'/ ."","

'

i
1

. ."!",,; ". ;'' \ -stolic (if not

,, ; .'...
'

-\ ;<i ," <
' !< -. i "."i . I., <i < vigorous de-

velopment in bpam aurmg me &ui and 9th cents.,

and affected much of the dissenting evangelical

ihought of the mediaeval time; and tins <*no<iie-

ManicliJBan modes of thought, | !;'' ^v.^v"
1
.

J

j

i-
-,

the early time, and reappearing .:i i.u* ( ..' . :

sects. For the Greek Church the Christology of

John of Damascus, who in the 8th cent, reduced

to system the net results of the_Chri<tologicnl
con-

troversies of the three M!<m!:n, ocnturios-, con-

tinued to be normative -: i-
:

i . s- Middle Ages,
and little independent theorizing seems to have
found place.

1. Beyond almost any other Christian thinker,

Augustine magnified Christ. This name, drunk
: i

-.
:
.. : "v and deeply, even with Ms mother's milk

'. .

:

"i. 8), never lost its power over him even

, -i :!''!,. I ; years of wandering:. Having become
:'*:; n<-ip,itf'c1 from .Munielia-jin dualism through
ilu; -nni\ of Neo-Platonic writings (Plotmus,

Anielius, "et al.) he found himself unable with satis-

faction hi fix lii- j:n/c nj''n the glories of the invis-

ible ami !i!ii-Imii;:'Milo (.od until he had embraced

that ^I-.r.i.uur !<: \\L-I-II God and man, himself

man, Christ Jesus,'
' who is over all, God blessed

for ever/ 'the way, the truth, and the life.' Yet
he did not at once gra^p the mystery of the Incar-

nation, and he failed for a time to attain to any-

thing higher than \.!o|.M!m'-Ni. Be thought ot

Christ as of a mail 01' exM-llem wisdom,
9

virgin-

born and surpassing other men, an example to us

of
f

contemning temporal things for the obtaining

of immortality.' Fully assured of the unchange-
ableness of the Divine Word, he was unable to be-

lieve that He ate, drank3 slept, walked, rejoiced,

was sad, and discoursed ; and so felt compelled

(against Arians and Ai)olliriarians) to insist upon a

complete humanity in Christ to which such actions

and experiences would be appropriate (Oonf._ vn.

24, 25). Though strongly influenced by Jseo-

Platonism, which generally made for Monophy-
sitism, Augustine was a Dyophysite of the most

pronounced type. Yet one would search in vain
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in his writing's for aiiy accurate definition of the
relations of the Divine and the human in the
Person of Christ, or of the manner in which the
Divine Logos and the man Jesus were united in a

single personality. He guarded careful! \ ji-;im-

any admission of a blending of Deity and I UN 11:111 ii \

as well as against the supposition that Christ's

humanity is converted into Deity. He calls the

humanity of Christ 'garment,'
'

temple,' 'vehicle,"
* instrument.

'

By virtue of its association witl:

Deity, the soul of Christ possessed perfect know-
ledge from the very beginning ; and His disclaim-

ing of \
" ""

bout this or that was for the
sake of I

i Yet Augustine denied fr

dom of choice to the humanity of Christ, which he
made subject to predestination. He regarded the
Incarnation of the Logos as necessary in order that
our souls might become His members, and that
the devil might be M: M<ju!-W; by the same nature
that he had seduced. Ihe Incarnation was the
work of the entire Trinity, and the Word stood in

no nearer relation to the Son than did the entire

Trinity (cf. Harnack, Dogmengesch. iii. 116 [Eng.
tr.

y. 226]). The following sentence is highly
significant :

' God assumed (smcepit) our nature, i.e. the rational soul and
flesh of the man Christ, by an assumption singularly wonderful
and wonderfully singular, that, no merits of his own righteous-
ness having preceded, he should thus become Son of God from
the beginning- in which he began to be man, that he himself
(the man Christ) and the Word might be one person

'

(de Cor-

reptione et Gratia, 30).

Augustine seems never to have reached a tlior-

. ,

'

, 1 '"".
" r *

.

>logy.
!:

' ' : .
| ... was

necessary to man's redemption, conceiving it pos-
sible that God might have chosen another way.
The body of Christ he -.. Yl ,-,< / part of the
Adaniic mass, which w. '. . < , a body by
the act of assumption, conceived by Mary not by
carnal concupiscence, but by spiritual faith (Dor-
ner, Pen?, of Christ, II. i. 398). By the Incarnation
our souls become Christ's members, and the devil
is vanquished by the same nature that he seduced.
As in accordance with the Divine plan of redemp-
tion Christ must needs purchase sin-cursed men
with His own death, He assumed a human body
with all human affections and infirmities, including
mortality, yet without concupiscence. In assuming
human nature He cleansed it.

' He became man
in order that He might make us gods.' Yet Pie
did not renounce the * form of God/ but continued
with the Father in heaven, while Jesus was so-

journing upon earth. His emptying was merely
an occupation. Like St. Paul, Augustine laid the
utmost stress on the humiliation involved in the
Incarnation, the human life, and the obedience
even unto death ; and yet he insisted that the
Divine nature as being absolutely immutable could
only join sympathetically with the human in
psychical and physical suffering. The atoning
work of Christ he thought of as redemption from
the power of the devil who had taken up his abode
in human souls deserted by God because of sin, and
who was conceived of as having a sort of vested
right in them quite as much as reconciliation to
God. By rc^r-iviriM the penalty of sin, and not
taking upos! liim-Hr the fault (eulpa), He blotted
out both penalty and fault for us. Christ's death
possessed atoning power because of His virgin birth,
spotless righteousness, and voluntary obedience to
(rod. The temporal death of Christ frees believers
from eternal death.
Side by side with A ugiift tine's mainiif\inir of

Christ went his disposition to exalt the Church' and
its sacraments. He supposed that the benefits

wrought for man through the Incarnation and
sufferings of Christ become available for man only

through the medium of the sacraments of which
the Church is the sole dispenser.

2. Gregory the Great was not an original thinker

on Christolpgical questions. He went far beyond
Augustine in his ecclesiasticism and sacramental-

ism, and while professing to be a devout follower

of Augustine, greatly enervated his doctrines in

reproducing them. In his teaching regarding the

atoning work of Christ he laid more stress than
did Augustine on the rightful power of the devil

over mankind, and the ransom paid him by Christ
in His death. The God-man, virgin-born and with-

out .

'

. he regarded as both a mediator
between uou aim man, and an example for us.

The atoning work of Christ does not avail for

human salvation unless man fills up by a life of

humility and suffering that which remained of the

sufferings of Christ.
f He who strives to be re-

deemed and to rule with Him must be crucified.
'

' Without intermission
"

T7 :
!

:

r
\ \ .'. - T- ". ;

for us, in that without ce ,

*
i I ,

- > s . I
:

carnation on our behalf
;
since His incarnation is an oblation

for our cleansing : and when He showed Himself as man, by
intervening

1

,
He washed away the faults of man. And by Uio

mystery of His humanity Ho i .' i \" .

"
- - :"' because

these faults also which He . i. .' (Moral.
i. 24).

He laid much stress upon the constant interces-
sion of Christ j but this was supposed to be mediated
by angels, saints, alms, masses, and by other forms
of meritorious works. In fact, he was HO over-
mastered by the efficacy of sacramental forms and
the continuous sacrifice, that he regarded the death
of Christ as not absolutely necessary for man's

redemption. God who created us might have de-
livered us from the consequences of sin without the
death of Christ. He thought of the death of Christ
as an exhibition of the JDivine love, and as an

example wherewith to teach us not to fear the
misfortunes and sufferings of this world, but rather
to avoid earthly good fortune. His sacrificial view
of the Lord's Supper, with its sacerdotal accom-
|i.ni!nirMi -. ^i

>

i'Hi]\ ( iu-rvated his
;
"".of the

IVr-on of (In i-: m.i ii - historical signilicjincc. In
this rite the suffering of Christ is repeated con-

tinuously for our reconciliation,
c the whole Christ

being in each portion
'

of the consecrated elements.
In the words of Harnack :

'Christ as a person is forgotten. He is u KIVUI Uilo in dog-
matics . . .; hut the fundamental quo-lion-, of snhauou are
not answered in relation to him, and in iiu ihe baptized person
has to avail himself of

" means " which exist partly side by Hide
with him (Christ), p.uih uii:i<i,;i him, or only bear his badge'
(Dogmengesch, iii. -Jl

!
i. I In

jr. ir. v. 271]).

Fear and hope take the place of faith and love ;

fear of punishment takes the place of repentance
for sin. Thus the mediaeval type of ascetical piety
was fully established (cf . IT, ..,. \ \c.).

3. A vigorously led \-. ;;., -i , movement in

Spain during the later \. 8th century,
]! </linl'1y -is fl iirim-il by Saracen thought, led Alcuiii,
supported by i :

', :>-i ; :, and the Council of
Frankfurt (794). :-. as the H s Niul.!-;. ;.1

teaching of the Frankisli Church, in
; |

-< -
i : ; 1 1 ; , ,

bhe Nestorian doctrine, alleged to be involved in
the Adoptianism of bishops Elipandus of Toledo
and Felix of Urgel, a doctrine scarcely distinguish-
able from Eutychianism. Alcuin insisted that
Christ is not *

man,' but the * God-man '

;
that He is

not ' in everything like us apart from sin,' but f
in

nany things.' He taught that in the union of the
Divine and the human the human personality was
dotted out (deleri) or consumed (twmtnnii) lly the
Divine, and that the Divine personality took the
dace of thoclo-l roved human por-oiwlii y.

* In the
assumption of ilo'-h by {;<>.j the HT-OII of man
perished, not the nature' (adv. FeZwem, 2. 12).
Thus Adoptianism provoked a reaction in the
Western Church against an extreme as well as
against the natural and proper interpretation of
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the rhaleeilonian Symbol; and while it did not
lead to ili" -< m i r,il;n

<-r|ii,-envoi" |

.:< T-:\ \ l.i.r.i --n.

it came ITI !iu!i-!\ ncjii i-li m i nabiug ironi Western
Christology the conception of tlio real and com-
plete humanity of Chriwt.

It has been pointed out by Dorner, with admir-
able insight (U. i. 27011'.), that while Christ con-
tinued to be regarded by the Greek Church as the
revealed wisdom of God, and stress was laid upon
His prophetic; office employed in the diffusion of
rs-.Ii ihii-iimi-iil ,i-embodi<Mrin the * orthodox faith,'
In ilie Latin (Jhureh He was regarded during the
medhevai time as (irst and foremost a King, Chris-

tianity
was regarded as a means of securing power,

and the hierarchy was supposed to have been ap-
pointed by Christ to occupy His place, rule in His
wtead, virtually to supersede Him in personal
;.:n\< Minimi, and to abolish any direct intercourse
LKMV, r'-n Him and believers. No longer was per-
sonal fellowship of the believer with Chr*

' n
.

' J

of as the siipivme good or even as a i '.

Having founded the Church and endo^
'

': :

plenary powers, Christ was no longer needed as a
personal presence, and was deistically regarded.
If a personal and highly .-.y

n i path e lie supernatural
was desiderated, this was to be found in the Virgin
Mary, who had already been exalted to almost
Divine proportions. The Church came to be re-

garded as tne present living incarnation of Christ.
4t. Next to that of ViinfiMiue, the most potent

inihienoe on medieval (Jhrispology in the West
was that of the unknown writer (probably active
dm ing i.lm later years of the 6th cent.) whose EC,-

fh'tii'tftfirtrf, Jficrftrc/ii/, ffetvu&nli/ 777- :/ "/'/>//, /)/'.//.'

N<Mti>M9 and iVi/xtir.al, Theology were credited to

Dionysius the Areopa^ite, converted by St. Paul
on the occasion of his visit to Athens. The writer
\vaw thoroughly imbued with the Neo-Platonic

thought of L'Jotmus, Proclus, Janiblieus, etc., and
wrought out a magnificent and highly tinpreWve
Hcheme of Christian theosophy on a Neo-Platonic
basis. The credit of these works was greatly en-
hanced b}r tin- -uppo-i.iun that they constituted
t ho esoterics i < -ii 1 1 i i : :.-; i he Apostle Paul, which
were too spiritual and exalted for the people of his

lima In Tin 1 Dirhic Namc.a (ii. 10) ;

*Thc HOB is all in all and the head of all things . . .
,
for He

"m the fulnoHH and aohosivenesH of all things, and He conserves
and firmly bhuln the parts by the wholeness, and He is neither

part* nor whole for Ho is above these, but both part and whole
an having embraced all things ;

*<>** He is exalted above nature,
and in antecedent to causation; andJI< "-

"

impwfciot, an<l imperfect among the

MUHTprrfrct :nd anlcpcrfccl ,
and Imi 1

'
'

. p '
'

"!
I'l-siij-jr

hou uiili idem MS n^uvK jn-ruvison ; .vi'l II- .- " I.II
M M. ""

<

)iMiici]il( in ihinvfi Uu-Km^ iorm ats vhe ureauor ad originator of

all lonn, :nul wiihonl. form with respect to things that have
tetivt*d form an being alx>ve form.'

Much more i Raid by wa;. :" ;-1:;,-"/i-i,
'****

abHotuto trauHcerulonco and T .<:'.'. .

:

-i . J..V-
1

!
- k

of the Bon.
Thin view of Christ and the world would seem

to preclude belief in a specific Incarnation ; but the

devotion of p"U',H<lo-l)iony.->ni*i to the creed of the

Church, and his seuso of the reality of historical

held him hack in some measure from
\ )<MT,Mnin. He maintained; therefore, that the

Deity of Jemis In its exc.<svlin# goodness came even

to our nature and truly fl/^nnied. the substance of

oar ilesh, so that the Most High God could be called

man, the super-escntlal essence thus shining forth

out of humanity. He coMMimMicri'.nl Himself to

us without mixture or change, sneering no harm
from His unMpeakahle humiliation. He was super-

natural in our natural, super-essential in what be-

longH to our essence, and He possessed in a unique
manner all that is ours, of us, and above us. True
to his pantheistic conception that God can be

named with, the names of all His creatures, psendo-

BionysiuB asserts that He who is the author of

man was truly man as to His entire nature. Yet
He was not merely man, and not merely super-
essential in relation to man; but He is actuallyman above men and according to men, or, in other
words, He is the archetypal man of whom all indi-
vidual men are the unreal copies. In a superhuman
manner He performed human acts. He was a man
humanly born, but man above man ; and inasmuch
as in Him God had become man, He developed a
Divine-human

_ energy (Ep. ad Caium, iv.). The
l^.-i

!". T)io"\ -j;- found it practically impossible to
.::! . ",> i !:'< i-i the Universe for the God-man
Jesus Christ, thus vaguely and Docetically con-
ceived (Dorner). To assign Him a place in the
earthly sphere would be degrading ; to place Him
in the heavenly order would involve Docetism.
Without being quite willing to do so, he virtually
iv1i:iiui-lu-o! the historical Christ, retaining only
the eternal. These writings fi.crurt-d largely in the

ri-lolojricjil controversies in ilie T.a-i during the
7lh ;md .v'n icnturies.

5, Maximus the Confessor (d. 662), though a
staunch advocate of Dyothelitism, taught a form
of m\-;"<i-;:i derived largely from the pseudo-
Dionysius. Banished by the Eastern Emperor
because of his . .

' "-
'--position to Mono -

thelitism, he i scene of his later

activities, and ground diffused

throughout the VV estern unurcn the pseudo-Diony-
sian mysticism. He regarded the pseudo-Dionysius
as the holy rcvealer of Divine mysteries, as the
'

all-holy,
3 the *

great saint,
3

the '

God-revealer,'
and he had no doubt as to his identity with St.

Paul's Athenian conver . Vi-
'

:>. "_ '!h the

\"''i>jui>.il''. Maximus !.," i::i- -.i
1 -

,' , and
l>>i-t';i.- > i inceptions.
The fulness of the Godhead which was in Christ by nature

is in f" -i -
i >

'
v grace, as far as their nature

"

*."
"

receiv", n .. ^1 -i on account of his love to God i.

for God ; ;
'--. -

GV& to man he becomes man for man.
Christ) is .

.
. of His own will mystically born,

for He is made flesh'in and through the redeemed. The Logos
became the Son of Man in order that He might make men gods
and sons of God.

The Incarnation can hardly be said to have been

regarded by Maximus as more than a ilu-nj l:j;r \ ,

and it was by no means limited to Jesu,a. lx the
latter participates in the Divine more fully than
other men, it is only "because His nature laid hold
of it more fully (cf. Dorner, II. i. 228 if.). The
heterogeneous mixt-.i 1 -- '" p- :'' D :M-

;

- Neo-

Platpnic mysticism .! 1 MIX
,i, -nji v i :' I \\--thelit"

ism in Maximus opt :s ! A i ,. ,
'-.

'. 'i- West
as well as in the East for the influence of the
former.

6. That the influence of the \io<j.r.ite "rid of

Maximus was brought mightily ; lju ut-ori the

orthodoxy of the East i* manifest in the Fountain

of Knowledge of John of Damascus (d. about 754),
who yet ii'uomprorni^incly maintained the per-
sistence of two wills in che Person of Christ (Christ

unitedly willing in ooi'ro-pondonee with each of the

two natures), and the freedom of His human will.

The pseudo
- Dionysian formula,

{ Divine - human
energy,

3 he understood to imply a Divine and a

human activity each permanently differentiated

from the other ; yet he was at great pains to show
the unity of the two natures (cf. Dorner, it. i. 210).

The permeation of the human nature by the Divine

involved in his conception the deification of the

human. He illustrates the relation of the Divine

and the human in Christ by the permeation of

iron by heat. The human intellect of Christ, by
virtue of this permeation, participated in the ail-

comprehending Divine knowledge from the begin-

ning. He takes a Docetic view of the NT repre-
sentation that Jesus grew in wisdom and favour.

So alK> he regards Docetically the prayers of Christ.

God constituting the personality in Christ, there
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was no occasion for prayer except to furnish an

example to us and to do honour to God.
^
Yet he

was very far from accepting the Eutychian idea

that Divine attributes were communicated to the

human nature. "While the flesh "became the flesh

of the Word, and the soul of Jesus the soul of the

Word, the human nature remained unaltered in

essence. Solely on the ground of the fellowship of

the Divine and the human was the flesh of the

Lord enriched by the Divine activities. It is evi-

dent that this great thinker, whose Fountain of
Knowledge is still normative in the Greek Church,
failed to 'gain i

JK
rf<-( i\\- consistent view of the re-

lations of the I Ms inc ami the human in the Person
of Christ.

7. The views of the pseudo - Dionysius and
Maximus reappeared among the monks of Mount
Athos about the middle of the 14th cent. (Hesy-
chasts, Quietists), and occasioned the Hesychastic
controversy, the chief opponents being the leaders
of the party that was promoting union ^with

the
Latin Church. The cause of

" '

*vas

ably defended by Nicolaus . . -^ of

Thessalonica, and by M '
, "T

*

.

~ T ~

bishop of Ephesus. The
" "

..

is M_lhy hviis-'ondental. He regarded Christ as
thi- !v>,'in;.- 1

-I '!>' of those human yearnings that
are directed towards the highest good, as the
luxuriant pasture of the thoughts, as the eternal

good incorporated with time. Although he held
fast to the Chaleedonian doctrine of two natures
and two wills, he yet regarded the Word as super-
essential even in tne Incarnation, and "

*
*

"

, . i i . \

"
'

\

of Christ as Mipo/'liuumM and deifie i !:!. i -M

like substanct- \\i;li n--.
* The sacraments o the

Church he regarded as the channels through which
life streams forth from Christ to us. Baptism
represents the generation in us of the new Christ-
lih;. E\er\ i -ling pei (.lining

J

..o uiiin*< *-alv:i(.ion was
iu-compli-hV'i! li\ i hciiciiiliiiii'l ro^iiiTcctionof Christ.

Baptism simply transfers the saving efficacy to the
individual. The purification of human nature ac-

complished in the Incarnation in Christ is accom-
plished in the individual Christian by his partaking
of the Divine-human nature present in the Euchar-
ist. \j.| !. :!<:.;. - r".;-ist in this feast, we enter
into a i /. u 1

- r- . i ; i V i
-

.
:

|
. with God and Christ ; and

as Christ's humanity became deified in the Incarna-
tion, so do believers by partaking of Him.

8. In the West, John Scotus Erigena (d. about
880} translated, u:

" - J ' - '
-

.

- -

'

Charles the
Bald, the pseudo-

*

. ; which, as
well as by the writings of Maximus, he had been
profoundly influenced. Through him the JSfeo-

Flatonic mysticism was transplanted to the West,
and came to exert a marked influence on later

Christologiojil thought. His teachings were even
more openly pantheistic than those of his Oriental
masters, and his denial of the reality of derived
existence and his thoroughgoing Docetism make
it extremely difficult to interpret much of the
language in which he strives to give a certain
value to the historical facts of redemption. While
asserting that Christ took upon Him the form of
a servant and human immre in its entirety, he
shows at once how little his language accords
with common -sense usage by saying that the
human nature that the Word assumed contains in
itself the entire visible and invisible creation.
Christ's mission was to call back effects into causes,
and thus to prevent causality it?clf from perishing.
Thus in assuming and renovating human nature
He renovated the whole of the creation visible and
invisible. In assuming and renovating human
nature thus with its universal contents, Christ
raised it in Himself above all that is visible, and
converted it into His Deity. He saved the entire
human nature which He entirely assumed entirely

in itself and entirely in the entire race. Entire

humanity is exalted in Him and sits at the right
hand of God, having become God in Him. It is

manifest that such conceptions of incarnation leave

no place for ,

- ""."'
'

ws of sin or redemption^
By his seem: . ..

"

of the historical life of

Christ he can have meant only to set forth belief

in a ihe<-i'h;i!y which had the effect of furthering
and I'jici.iunin^ the rise of men above theophanies
to the MI-.-!-- \ '.,* (cf. Dorner, II. ii. 2$4il),

9. A .'..- Vi.-'> oi.nii'-lii-.-il type of mystical
Christology is found in tho \miii:i:- of Hugo of

St. Yictor (d. 1114) and Richard of St, Victor

(d. 1173). In them the theosophy of F ; .

transformed into ecstatic enjoyment c . !i .

self. They were unable to lintl satisfaction in the

Church doctrine of the transubstantiatiou of the

bread and the wine into the body and the blood of

Christ as the form in which Christ may be enjoyed,
but yearned for a spiritual union with Christ, the

transubstantiation of the believer by an ecstatic

exaltation into a mystical union witlx Christ. The
Christology of Hugo and Richard was clearly that
of the pseudo-Dionysius and of Erigena ; but with
them the Incarnation was conceived of more dis-

tinctly as a historical fact, and the ecstatic union
of the believer with Christ did not so clearly in-

volve loss of individual consciousness and virtual

absorption.
10. The pantheistic features of the teaching of

Erigena found their most extreme development in

Amalric of Bena (d, 1204), who identified Uod with
the world and with man. Yet he did not wholly
ignore the historical, and maintained that (toil

revealed Himself as Father in Abraham, as Son in

Mary, and as Holy Spirit daily in us. He declined
that we are the natural members of Christ, because
the identical soul of Christ dwells in all good men.

Spiritual exaltation from Christ dwelling in XLS

emancipates us from all moral obligation, and
makes sins of the flesh a matter of indillcrence.

11. AT-rr fnmV.'y philo-ophionl but scarcely
less <!<- ri'-;

: \- I'M- Christology of the NT anil

to true religion was the mysticism of Master Eck-
har-t (d. c. 1327). He refused to recognize any
distinction between man arid God, in nature or in

persons. All creatures he regarded as a e

j>ure
nothing.' Every believer is God's only-begotten
son in the same sense in which this is truo of
Christ. * Whatever God the Father has given to
His only-begotten Son in human nature, lie haw
given wholly to me. Here I except nothing,
neither union nor sanctity.'

* Whatever the
Sacred Scripture says concerning Christ is alno

absolutely true of every good man.' Eternal
generation applies to every good man as fully as
to Christ. In fact, man as well as God may be
said to have created the heaven and the earth, and
to have generated the eternal Word.

12. In John Tauler (d. 1361) we have a highly
Neo-Platonic mode of thought combined with the
most devout and heartfelt recognition of the In-
carnation and the propitiatory sufferings of Christ
as absolutely necessary for our salvation. Christ's

being is cause, essence, and beginning in relation
to all things. He is the life of the living, the
resurrection of the dead, the restorer of tue de-
formed and disordered who have corrupted and
spoiled themselves by sin, the begin ifing of all

light, the illumination of all those who ml- illumi-

nated, the revealer of obscurity according to what
it is proper for us to know, and the beginning of
all beginning. His being is inconceivable and
unspeakable, and without names. In becoming
flesh and making atonement for the gnilt of

humanity He is its Redeemer. The Holy Spirit
took of the most pure blood of the virginal heart
of Mary, which was glowing with the powerful
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flame of love, and created of it a perfectly pure
little body with all its members, and a pure clean
ttoul, and united these together. This soul and
body, the Person of the Son of God, who is the ,

eternal Word and the reflexion of the Father's
glory, from genuine love and mercy, for the sake
of our blessedness, took upon Himself and united
with Himself into the unity of the Person. Thus
the Word became llesh an'd dwelt with us. The
humanity of Christ he ro.uanuM a- even in the
huiiiili.uion permeated by rhc l.)i\inc, and sharing
iu the possession and use of the Divine attributes.
The same was true even when He suffered and
died on the cross. According to its lower powers
Christ's soul was subject to needs. From this point
of view he could say that not a drop of His Deity
came for one moment to the help of His poor
agonizing humanity in all its needs and in its un-
speakable sulfeiings. Tauler is never weary of

emphasising the importance of the death of Christ.
lie speaks of the whole human race as fallen into
eternal death and the eternal wrath of God, with
the loss of the Holy Spirit, the Comforter. Christ
broke the bands of eternal death in His death on
the cross, and made a complete peace and recon-
ciliation between man and the Th-,uiMl\ Father.
This reconciliation is confirmed > ,!:,,v

: n of the

Holy Spirit. The sufferings and 'death of Christ
ho regarded as an equivalent for man's guilt, as a

fulfilling of the Law which we were under obliga-
tion to fulfil, in that He suffered in our place and
on our behalf. Tauler dwelt with great persistence
and with remarkable pathos on the details of the

aullbringH of Christ and His infinite love for the
souls of men. It will not be practicable to give
here any further phases of mystical Christological
thought.

13. Scholastic Christolocpy next demands atten-
tion. Anselm of Canterbury (d. 1109), in some
respects the most important of the mediaeval

theologians, wrought out no neAV theory of the
Person of Christ; but Ms satisfaction tneory of

the Atonement, involving the abandonment of the

Mi|ipo<*iiion that the death of Christ was a ransom
paid 10 ilio devil, and basing ihe noci^siiy of the
<lr;ii It oi Llx> God-man on the inl'mlic \\eiglu of sin

and its infinite offence to the honour of God, was
an important contribution to soteriology. Satis-

faction to the Divine majesty could not be made
by man, seeing that he is finite, or by the Son of

<Jo<l alone, -irin,' I'.safc He owed no satisfaction;
but it musi \n 'iii.ult; by the God-man. While
!<: pi'inalin;.: ih<; Augustinian modes of thought
a- i!i-'\ 1 1 HI I i H -i- u modified by Gregory the Great,

Aleum, etc.j Ansolm was also greatly influenced

by the Neo-Platonic scmi-pant-hoUm of Erigeiia.
In opposition to the triihei^m of Ko^ccllinus, which
scorned to him to require the Incarnation of Father,
Bon, and Spirit, and not of the Son alone, as the
means of man's redemption, he insisted that it was

inipoWibV for Father and Spirit to become ^man.
Tin* Incarnation merely accomplished the union of

the Divine and human personalities, and not the

union of the Divine and hum;-: MK :>. T
Divine Person became man and :': T. : \w !*: !

with the humanity assumed, but not the nature.

There was no transformation of Deity into hu-

manity or of humanity into Deity. Not the

Divine nature but the t'creon of the Son became
man. If the Divine Person alone and

^
not the

Divine nature took part in the Incarnation, it is

plain that we cannot speak of the three Persons

having become man in Christ, unless we hold that

several persons could become one person (Dorner,
II. i. p, 442 ff.). Anselm as a Realist insisted that

in the Incarnation the Logos united Himself not

with an individual man, but with impersonal

humanity, in this opposing the Nominalists, who

insisted that the humanity of Christ was individual
ar

1

.

"

: h l.i'iji!-,,; (d. 1142) was essentially Sabellian in
his doctrine of the Trinity, and insisted that, being
unchangeable, God could not have become some-
thing which He was not eternally. He rejected
such expressions as 'God is man/ 'Man became
od.' He affirmed 'God did not become anything

in and through the Incarnation.' He preferred
to say in effect,

* in the man Jesus, God worked '

;

that ' in Jesus the wisdom of God revealed itself,
in order to lead men to salvation by doctrine
and example' (Theologia Christiana, iy. 13). This
thought he is never weary of iterating and en-

forcing, that whatever our Lord did in the flesh
was for our instruction by way of example. This
includes His walk, His death, and His resurrection.
He regarded Incarnation in the proper sense of the
term as unthinkable and impossible, because of his

conception of the omnipresence and tlie unchange-
ableness of God.

15. Peter Lombard (d. 1160), in his Sentences,
which became the text-book of mediaeval schol-
asticism and thus exerted a moulding influence

upon later scholastic thought, asked and sought
to answer nearly every conceivable question re-

specting Christ. His great master was John of
Da i n;i>c:u^

;
but he was well acquainted with Augus-

tinian thought, and no doubt with the works of
Anselm and Abelard. He was also somewhat
familiar with Neo - Platonic modes of thought
without being overmastered by them. He sees
no reason why Father or Holy Spirit might not
have become incarnate, but finds esj-

*

^ ;;;

priateness in the fact that He who .! . i

world should deliver it, that He who proceeded
from another rather than He who is self-existent

should be sent on the mission. of redemption. It

would have been less fitting for Him who is

Father in heaven to become Son in the sphere of

revelation/ The human nature that the Son as-

sumed comprised body and soul, the substance of

humanity. This linuumif \ , A\ hich was impersonal,
was free from any -tain or -in ; yet, because He so

willed, the liability to punishment which clung to

humanity in general remained. Though as re-

gards His flesh He descended from Adam and
Abraham, He did not sin in Adam, there being no
concupiscence in His conception. The question
then arises, whether the Personality or the nature of

the Son assumed humanity. As he felt the neces-

sity of maintaining that the Son, as ^i-iir i^ni -:<<"!

from the Father and the Spirit, became im-j.niMi .

and as nature is what the Persons of the Godhead
have in common, while pi r-'.nnliiy connotes the
distinctions in the Godhe.i'L in- -onl-i only answer
that the Personality and not the nature of the Son
assumed humanity (against Augustine). But he
seems to have held that in and through the Son
the Divine nature as such united itseli with, and

appropriated to itself, humanity. Yet, in agree-
ment with John of Damascus and the Antiochene

theologians of the 4th cent. , he thought it advis-

able to avoid the o\i-r< ion Mho Dmn< njilnnj

became flesh/ In ninlior di-ou hi-r iho -ijrrnli-

cance of the Incarnarion, he nijun- tlio Kiirvliiun
and the Nestorian \iov-- 01" liio urlon of Im :

:,o

and human in the Person of Christ. He denies

that out of the two natures was formed a single

compound nature. The Worcl of God, on the con-

trary, was simply clothed with body and soul as

with a garment, in order that He might appear in

a form accommodated to human vision. Thus he

virtually denied the reality of the union, and re-

duced to a mere theophany the Incarnation of the

Son. The humanity being regarded as a non-

essential, accidental 'feature of the Son of God, its

end and aim was solely that of manifestation, and
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God might for this purpose have used some other
means for helping man than that of Incarnation.
TT M ;.; ''li-il Christ's mediatorial work as accom-

]_"'.., I i -\ II! humanity alone, the Divine nature

remaining apart by itself. We are reconciled
with the Son as with the Father and the Spirit.
The entire Trinity blots out our sins through
the mediation of tiie humanity of Christ. The
work of atonement is accomplished chiefly, if not

exclusively, by Christ in His humanity setting
forth by His sufferings the fact of God's recon-

ciliation, and by thus awakening in men love for

God and a desire to follow Christ's example of

love to God and self-sacrifice for men. In some
passages he seems virtually to deny that God be-
came objectively a man in Christ, and to maintain
that the humanity of God was a purely subjective
*"! -, i 11-. M of the human mind. Moreover, recon-

'ii'iiii-iM ^ as not really effected by Christ, but God
intended that His life and death should be re-

garded as propitiatory. Hi
'"' ".-.,-

-.

to the humanity of Christ . .

'

!

of the growth of Christ in grace and wisdom.
Peter Lombard's denial that God became anything
through the Incarnation which He was not before,
involves the doctrine more fully wrought out by
his successors and known in the history of doc-
trines as Nihilianism. This conclusion had already
been reached by Abelard (see above) ; but the

general orthodoxy of Peter Lombard gave it in-

creased importance.
16. Gerhoh of Reiehersberg (d. 1169) protested

most earnestly against the Nestorianism or Nihil-
ianism involved in the teachings of Abelard and
Peter Lombard, and maintained that ' the man
born of the virgin mother is in truth also to be
called the Most High, not only in the nature of the
Word always most high, but also in His human
nature that has been exalted even to the point of

sitting with God the Father.' He claimed for the
humanity of Christ * the same glory, omnipotence,
onmisapience, omnivirtue, orunimaj esty, which, be-

long to the Most High Father/ and held that ' the
man in Christ is to be adored with worship

'

in the
highest sense. ' Christ who is everywhere, accord-

ing as He wills, cannot be shut up in a place, how-
ever beautiful or desirable.' The body of Christ
* so grew, became so dilated, that it filled the whole
world.' Again he speaks of Christ's body as e a

spiritual body that has overstepped every limita-
tion of time and space.

3 Thus we see in this Ger-
man ^theologian a strong reaction against French
Nominalism towards the Eealism of Eutychianism
iand Neo-Platonism, which was to go to the utmost
extreme in German Mysticism (see above) and to
be perpetuated in Lutheranism.

17. Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274) built upon the
foundations of Ms SchoV **'- r- -rl./rr -.. and was
much influenced in his i r '.-

.,
\ ! i\ . I -.

. works of
John of Damascus and the pseudo - Dionysius.
Like most of the mediaeval theologians, he denied
the necessity of Incarnation apart from human
sin ; yet he guarded carefully against representing
it as a mere accident as regards God, a mere
assumption of flesh by God as a garment. He
insisted upon a personal union of God with hu-
manity ; and yet denied that * the Divine Person
so assumed one human nature that it could not
assume another.' c That which is uncreated cannot
be comprehended by a created thing.' While he
opposed the Nihilianism of Abelard and Peter
Lombard, he yet minimized the part taken by the
Divine essence in the Incarnation. Like most of
his mediaeval predecessors, he denied the person-
ality of the humanity in Christ. Personality it
found in the Logos as a distinction Divinely con-
ferred. Like Peter Lombard also, he maintained
that not the Divine nature (which would involve I

Father and Spirit as well as Son), but only the
Divine Person of the Son, became in any sense

united with humanity in the Incarnation. This
union bestowed upon humanity nothing of the

Divine nature, but only such created graces as

humanity was able to appropriate. 'The soul of

Christ is a creature, having linitc ,

;

"

v This

creaturely grace was bestowed in . , the

moment of incarnation in such :,:: its

increase is inconceivable. Christ's kno\\W^e did
not embrace the Divine knowledge, it lioin^

* im-

possible for any creature to comprehend the Divine
essence.' Whatever has been, is, or will be, was
within the sphere of the comprehension of Christ's

soul in the Word ; but not the knowledge of the

possible, involving a knowledge of the Divine
essence. Thus even the time of the Divine judg-
ment which Christ professed not to know He really
knew, but was ignorant of only in relation to
others. Thomas also denied omnipotence to the
soul of Christ on the same ground. Only as the
instrument of Deity could the human soul exert

superhuman influence. He maintained that in
Christ there were two wills, a Divine, which was
the active cause of all He did, and a human, which
was purely instrumental. In the human will he
distinguished between the sensuous (smsitiva) ^yill
and the rational will, the former sometimes willing
things other than God willed, but not contrary(1

e latter co-oponitin^ and harmonizing
ith the will of the Word. Yet, while

'

i

"

. will was free, Christ did not have the

power to decide for Himself, but was determined
by God. Like Peter Lombard, Thomas ascribed
Christ's mediatorial function to His humanity and
not to His Deity. He agreed with most of his pre-
decessors in denying the necessity of the Incarna-
tion and suffering of the Son for man's salvation,
mi;inlu :

nri;i that without injustice God might
iiMii- fivi'lx pardoned human sin. Yet he recog-
nized the "propriety of the plan of redemption
actually adopted. The very least degree of suffer-

ing on the part of the God-man would have suf-
ficed. He finds -I"*! -,

1

';.
in reconciling Christ's

-..**,
- : M ,. v !'h His uiessed fruition, and reaches

'' "
',:

"" that the higher aspect (the essence)
of His soul continued in perfect fruition while the
lower suffered. It is evident that this great
thinker, while rejecting Eutychianism, Nestorian-
ism, and Adoptianisni, failed to reach a self-con-
sistent view of the relation of the Divine and the
human in the Person of Christ.

18. We must conclude our survey of Scholastic

Christology with some account of the contribution
of John Duns Scotus (d. 1308). Although Scotus
differed in many respects from Thomas, and gave
his name to a party .in(<oiiMi<- to the latter

(Scotists versus Thomists), in Christology he was
content for the most part to follow in the path
that had been so well beaten by Thomas and his

predecessors. Like these, he maintained that
the union of the Divine and the human was only
a relation so far as the Divine was concerned,
and that for the Divine to become anything that
was not eternal is inconceivable. More than
Thomas he laid stress on the relative independ-
ence and separateness of the human in Christ.

Independence lu- n-^uVU-rt ? i* indispensable to per-
sonality. He -ii

|.j
.()-. a i!u; the human nature of

Christ was su--ii ;'ia; i, would have attained to
1
.or-.vij,"!i I y ;i

p,-i
i : from theWord

; yet a personality
dependent on God, and not, like the Divine, incom-
innnicHhlo.

_
.More than Thomas also he kept clear

of Adoptianism, and guarded against representing
ChristV humanity as a selfless husk (Dorner). He
regards Christ's humanity by virtue of Divine pre-
destination and grace as exalted to a dignity not
possessed by nature. Scotus had an exalted idea
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of human nature as such, and attributed to it a
capacity for

the^ Divine that enabled it through
the Word to gain an intuitive view of creation
! ';.

'

-i.! \ '-.o said to be infinite in its scope. In the
i:, ':, :-..ii the infinite ethical ^u-coplibiKty of
the human soul was filled by the inlmiie (rod.
II u did nob regard the humanity ;i^ merely passive
and instrumental. In Joining 'it Milt \\i\\i the will
of the Sou that was .seeking union with humanity,
the human will of JCHUH was riot passive, but being
wrought upon by the Divine it determined itself
to increasing *.:;"":;. to the Divine. He
attributes to t !

:

. -i vis" '\ of Christ growth in

knowledge and volition, and suffering of soul and
body. He regards as miraculous and inexplieable
the fact that the Divine nature did not swallow
up the human so as pniciu-jilly to annihilate it,

but rather caused it iu r<-i;iiii n* true humanity.
The necessity of supposing the lnniiMiiiiy of Christ
active in the Incarnation, doubtless had 'to do with
the stress that Scotus laid on the immaculate con-

eeption of Mary in whom this activity could be
assumed. In s<-t,u- i-.- jui-,

- ^iin- ;;d\anced be-

yond any of the - '!;, -si- r. '.)-
>

;in- i:i his efforts
to solve the myM- -i :.-<'. ; liiiMMi.i.inii.

19. The Christology
" '*

"T-. ;.,"" , ", sects of
the mediaeval time (" '"'', II tfiricians,

Arnoldists, Waldenses, Taborites, Lollards, and
Bohemian Brethren) may be characterized in

general as
naively Biblical, and accordant with

that of the orthodox teachers of the 2nd and 3rd
centuries. Much of the mediaeval Evangelical
Ohristology, as well as much of the Anabaptist
Chrintology that was its outgrowth, savoured

wtrongly of -Adoptian'iMii. This was no doubt due
in part to the M ide.^prcad influence of the Paul-

icians, who werotranspoiied in hirge numbers from
Armenia to Bulgaria l>y i In- l!;Ment I'mpire during
the early Middle Ages. All the F.v tin jol io.il -cots

of that era laid the \itijiM-i -hr-- ii;m:i n :
. i;iom-e to

the precepts of Christ, r-p-vi, !!\ i 'n x
- I-MI-MI on the

Mount, and on follow i'i;
'in' <'\.:inii>N> ; Christ.

While they kept the huin.-mity of Christ constantly
before them, they worshipped Him as God, repudi-
ating utterly all Mariolatry, and all worship of

images, holy places, saints, martyrs, etc. They
seem not to have concerned themselves at all about
the relations of the Divine and the human in the
Person of Christ, but to have been content with
ihr XT M'jiris-riuaUon- .* ,-'" i' 1

;; devout and

^imjilr-miiuK-il w;iy. I. !- i !,. '.! !::,t nearly all

of them would have -. !

" .!'.: hesitation

the HO - called Apost]
<

!,
:: would have

hesitated to accept the so-called Athanasian Creed.

The inquisitors lUM^u-nily charge the Waldenses
and related partic- wiili dVnyirig the true Deity of

Christ, although they had the ~|-wfoim<lr-i rever-

ence for Him ana -Iji-llx v.,in- -iu-ii liu'- lor Him.
The Catlxari&tic H-I-I-, i^l'iiuin^ the Gnostics and
Manich&ans of the (MI-JUT limr, denied the true

Deity of Christ (regarding Him as one of many
angelic beings or emanations), and the reality of

Hin Incarnation and suffering.
Chiliawtie views were widely prevalent among

the heretical offshoots of the Franciscans, Joachim -

ite, Olivists (followers of Peter Olivi), Taborites,

etc.

20. The idolatrous disposition of the Greek
^
and

Koman Catholic Churches in the mediaeval times

created an insatiable demand for holy objects con-

nected with the Person and the life of Christ

(articles of clothing, fragments of the cross, etc.)>

and specially for portraits and statuettes pro-
ducedmm life by <:oii(rmpoi;m(- or miraculously
formed. In the Ba-i. ilio ikon-., n- 1 hey existed at

the beginning of the Middle Ages (close of the

Iconoclastic ( 'ontrovor.vv), which had long before

become conventionalized,, furnished the models for

all Int--^
lyou-H-! !"!i-. and little scope was given to

the iiiiii^iiin'M):! ( >,' the artist or the .

1

n"', "-,-

of fraudulent antiquities. In the We- ..'!

license was given to both. The Abgar picture (see
AJBGAR), whether what pii"|.ni|,.,l in the 4th cent.
to be a contemporary p-'riniu h<",d been preserved
or not, was sure under the circumstances to re-

appear in the mediaeval West, and it could hardly
have been expected that one church would be
allowed to enjoy a monopoly of an object at once
so desirable and so easily made. There is no suffi-

cient foundation for the story that the handker-
chief-portrait remained in Edessa till 944, whence
it was taken to Constantinople by Imperial order,
and thence went to Italy in the 14th cent., pre-
sumably in connexion with the Crusades. It is
not likely that so perishable an article would have
lasted for six centiiries, to say nothing of the
thousand years that have elapsed since its sup-
posed removal from Edessa, and the ecclesiastics
of the mediaeval time were so unscrupulous in pro-
viding themselves with revenue - producing holy
objects that no dependence can be placed on
their accounts of

^
their sources. It may safely be

assumed that neither the Roman, the Genoese,
nor the Parisian handkerchief - portrait is that
which long abode in Edessa, and that all alike are
of mediaeval or later origin, Hiou^h the Genoese
enjoys the honour of luuiiig !" IP-II:- s::r

genuine by Pius IX. Even more !!;! -
!;.

- ir

ous and lacking in antiquity is the so - called
Veronica portrait, said to have been tuu inferred

by Boniface yni., in 1297, from the IJo-piial cj
the Holy Spirit to St. Peter's in Rome. Those who
have been vouchsafed a glimpse of the sacred ob-

ject represent it as almost completely faded out.
The legend is that a pious woman (according to
some tlie woman cured of the issue of blood ) s

moved with compassion for Jesus, as, bleeding and
sweating, He was going to the cross, gave Him her
head-cloth to wipe His face with, and that Jesus

imprinted His features upon it and returned it to
her as a token of love. The name Veronica was
"by some supposed to be the Latin equivalent of

the name of the woman ; but by others it is taken
to mean 'true image,

5

as f^i } ,",,";. "t might.
The Roman Church has ,:/-. purely
mythical woman as St. Veronica. The picture,

according to copies made before it faded out, re-

presents an oval bearded face with thin hair

reaching to the temples, eyes closed, and a some-
what agonized o.\

|
iv-HOM . T! as inartistic picture

became a model i"ur (oiM.-^^in and other artists

of the later Middle Ages. The stories about the
sweat-cloth image, and ;."!, V> pictures pur-

porting to "be the original.
'

. \ ,'. * found place
as early as the 7th or 8th' cent. ; but those exhib-
ited in the mediaeval and later times were prob-

ably of purely mediaeval origin, and were no doubt

freely produced as they were needed. Rome was
not allowed to monopolize the *

original
* Veronica

portrait, Milan and Jaen having put forth rival

claims. Many other pictures, equally lr.--\
:
".: "M

authenticity and with similar claims to jitsi" \:'. \ .

were produced and exhibited during i!ie Mi :.!'

Ages, porrrji it - of the earlier time (4th cent, onward)
being for tin; most part taken as models. The

symbolical representation of Christ as a fish was

perpetuated from the earlier time. Christ as the

Good Shepherd, with the face of a beardless^youth,
was a common form of representation during the

Middle Ages, as earlier. It is the opinion of many
that the artists of the Renaissance, while influenced

to some extent by the older portraits, drew freely
on pagan materials, using especially the earlier

representations of ^Esculapius to aid their imagin-
ations in depicting the ideal Christ. Crucifixes

with agonized face and bleeding wounds were
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freely used during the Middle Ages. It needs
1

"\

"
> -said that i

1
> TVii^.-Vi .-.l and Cathar-

: ;''' utterly i-
;>::

\;\' <: ', use of pic-
tures of Christ and crucifixes as idolatrous. See
CHRIST IN ART.
LITERATURE. Writings of thev u-V..i!! - A! ,-' opirioi'-i.n

presented: works on the Histo:1

.
<-r I 't ,:'.<- i^ Mm :.'*

(German and English), Baur, Seeberg, Thomasius (ed. Seeberg),
and Loofs

; Bach, Dogmengesch. d. M.A., 1873-5 ; Schwane,
DogjYiengescfi. d. mittler&n Z&it, 1882 ; Renter, Gesch. d.

1

'".I-*
' r

.' .. "^5-7; Dorner, Entwickelungsgesch, d.

tr.) ; works on Church
Neander, Schaff, and

' and on theo-
History by K. Muller,

'

Hase ; art. on '

Christologie,'
e

logians and systems concerned ''''", d in Hastings'
r *. '

" "
P. 'igion ami Ethics ; Gottschick, 'Studien

,',} i _'
> d. M.A.' in Zeitschr. /. K'.t-l-nn ^ 7

<.

\ . \v
,

: i \' ; Dollinger, Beitrage zur >'.'':/,"'-'://. /.

IT. .4.'., 1890 ; Denifle, Archiv /, Lit.-v. 77"
"

'.' V A.,
1886, and onward. ALBERT I! \ i

" s
- \\'\ \\.

CHRIST IN REFORMATION THEOLOGY. It
is commonly said that the whole Christian Church
has taken its doctrine of the Person of Christ from
the Eastern Church, and simply adopted the defini-

tions formulated at the Councils of Nicsea, Con-

stantinople, and Chalcedon ; and further, that at
the Reformation the Reformers contented them-
selves with "brushing away the , V-

"

refine-

ments of the Scholastic divines of the Middle
Ages, and accepted without change the conclusions
come to in the Councils of the undivided Church.
Neither of these statements is strictly accurate.

They have this "basis of truth that "both East and
"West accepted the same forms of sound words,
a Mil i>:v.(\ -Oil the Creeds and verbal definitions
-.,!< i !<" -. -v the (Ecumenical Councils down to
that of Chalcedon, but they do not take into
account the fact that verbal statements may cover
a great deal of divergence in intellectual views
a divergence which in the present case was not

merely in intellectual cone-option, but represented
fr.-v.i nii'r.i.My distinct types of Christian piety.
T ut \\V-i." 1

'! Church owed very little to the
Eastern, and had a Christology or its own with
a clearly marked history, from Tertullian to

Augustine ; and its intellectual definitions corre-

sponded to a definite type of Christian piety.
Atlianasius and \u<ru^-mc alike dwell on the

mystery lying in i !io union,uf the Divine and the
human in the Person of Christ the God-man, and
can express their thought in the same language;
but for Athanasius the mystery lies in the union
of two natures, while for Augustine the mystery
lies in the Person. * My Saviour/ says Athanasius,
'must be the great God who made heaven and
earth ; and He must unite the human and Divine
natures which He possesses, in a union which for
me is a mystery to be believed, but which my
intelligence can never explain or penetrate.* The
Greek type of

piety
fed itself on the mysterious

union ofnatures ; the Incarnation was the central
t1mi:li In Christianity, and salvation appeared
ii ili< i Ijitmn Church* as a species of diffusion of
the Incarnation : men were saved when they were
absorbed in the Divine. Augustine felt as strongly
the need for a Saviour who was both God and
man; and, inheriting the theology tradition of
the West, first established- by Tertullian and
confirmed by Ambrose of Milan, he found a clue
to a statement of the Person of Christ in the NT
phrases,

' the form of God,' and ' the form of a
servant,' and held that these two forms coexisted
in the unity of the Person (see above, p. 854a).

There was no mystery in the natures. They did
not coalesce or blend or unite so far as the natures
themselves were concerned. The Person possesses
both, these forms .simultaneously ; the one and the
same Person was at one and the same time in the
form of G-od and in inform of a servant ; and in
this unity of the Person lay the mystery,

' Filius

Dei semper, films hominis ex tempore, tauien unuw
Christus ex unitate personoe. In coilo crnt (juando
in terra loquebatur. Sic erat lilins honuuis in

ccelo, quomodo films Dei erat in terra ; films Dei
in terra in suscepta came, liliuR hominis in ooclo

in imitate personse." All believers feel this unity
so very strongly that they instinctively create this

unity of the Person for themselves The unity
exists in the heart of every Christian. The
common Christian thought is that there is a Man
in whom God dwells, and who is God. Thiw IH

the mystery of the Person. *

Proprium illius

hominis sacramentum est.
5

It is evident that the piety which dwells on the

mystery of the Person as opposed to the mystery
of the union of the natures lias its attention
directed to the personal saving acts rather than to
the passive condition of incarnation, and seew its

salvation worked out for it in the life, death, and
i!-

:
'i.' .ipfivi of the Divine Person, rather than in

.'.' . i i i ,'i i
-

i i >i i of the Incarnation. Thus two types
of Christian '-i-'V

>" -- -

1
'- the two differing

1

intellectual ,'.. i-. .-: '.-.- the mystery lies

in the Person of Christ, and each can accept the
same verbal definitions.

Luther and all the Reformers held the Western
( oncopUoM of the Person of Christ. For Luther
jmd for ("al\ni the most venerated creed was the
Western symbol which is called the Apostles'
Creed, which in its old Roman form can be traced
back to the first half of the 2nd century. Luther
and Calvin both placed it in their catechisms for
children. Calvin declares that the whole of IUB
Institutio is its exposition, and Luther always
understood the Nicene and the Athanasiari Creed H

to be explanations of the Apostles' Creed. For
Luther, as for \ . .

'
: "-

. -T.*sus is a Man in whom
God dwells, an . !

Luther always declared that he accepted the doctrine, and

nothing but the doctrine, of the ancient Church on the Person
of Christ. 'No one can deny/ he says, 'that we hold, believe,

sing, and confess all things
" " ,'] - :

"
; \* -

",

Creed, that we make noth 1

:..'
'

, r !' ,ii

thereto, and in this way we belong- to the old Church, and are
one with it.' The Sehmalkald Articles and the AugHhurjr
Confession begin, with stating over again the doctrines of the
Old Catholic Church, founding

1 on the Nicene Creed, and
quoting- Ambrose and Augustine; and Luther's contention
always was that, if the sophistry of the Schoolmen could bo
cleared away, the old doctrines of the ancient Church would
stand forth in their original purity. When ho spoke of tho
Scholastic The--" _-:-- . : i ... 1 !.. il, :,' i ...'.
to the word. I' . M\ '.: :i

x !!
j i... !

with the outsides of doctrines, and asked > 'id i-olvrd pnini'iir

able trivial questions, but also that the in,i>o-iuur < diruv U.i \

erected was hollow within, and had not ling 10 lo *\\\\\ tin-

God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. TL n :,". 1 that
in the heart of the system there was, instead -

. i

'

i
1

-I -vhoiu
Jesus had revealed, the abstract entity of pagan philosophy, an
unknown deity lor God could never be revealed by uiota-

physics. All this sophistry he swept away, and then declared
that he stood on the ground occupied by the theologians of the
ancient Church, \\hose faith was rooted in tho iriuuc Ond, mid
in belief in Je&u& Christ Uu; Rovi-alcr of God. Tin- old ilu olojrv
had nothing to do \vith Mariolalry or ^ilh sinm -worship ; it

revered the triune God and .Icsns Chrihl, Hit, Son, the Suviour
of mankind. Moreover, Luiher believed and rijrtiLh belicvi-d,
that for the Fathers of the ancient Church, the theological
doctrines in which they expre-s<.d tli< ir *'on<v pilot's .'nio-u dud
and the Person of Christ were no K..vl foin.ului, -.i;i \\t-n tin-

expression of a living Chri&lian cxpciM MOU Iji'hn- look il:.

'M il _" i-. :i-<l i"i : ;" -,i li\p ajfain ih '.n ,-j-r in v.j.
:

r :i,

-. -.'-'J ..-. i".-l l(.-i
'

lliuir vinlij\
rni<l }\tui (h-irfix-uiird

into mere dead doctrines on which the intellect could sharpen
itself, but which were out of all relation to the practical
religious life of men. That is to say, in other words, Luther
gave to theology a religious interest, and this was a recovery of

something which had been lost. Mediaeval theology had little
MMW of religion. "Re^friosii phonoi'icn.'i. likt the appearance
of -*T. Frani'- :ind the tii-u-ict o^' iio liiotnren,' were, not
la C<JTI iMio^cr:o> oony-idonti'vi livil-Milr,.^ an*. The Sumwut of
Thomas Aquinas gives little insight into the deep and genuine
ivluio.i- i-xporicneu of ;hi' \\-riter, and gets no inspiration there.
Thi oT-)r.i or ThoSchoolnu-n were directed solely to tho exposi-
tion of the philosophical implications of traditional doH rin'"- ;

they ignored the relation to actual religions liu in iho Churoli,
apart from which theolo^ become", unreal. Prokililv it re-

quires a succession of religious gemuses to maintain the rijrht
connexion between theology and contemporary religioua ex-
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peneiKV, awl it is the opinion of Ad. Harnack that the Church
had no tfoniiiH between Augustine and Luther. No one
realised that u mipreme utterance of faith like St. Bernard's
hymn

'

JC.HUS, our only joy be Thou,
AH Thou our prize wilt be ;

JesuH, be Thou our glory now,
And through eternity

'

and Huch experience an finds expression there, formed any part
of the material of theology. And so theology missed its oppoi*-
tunit'U'H of nerving

1 the Church. TIvlilu "-^\ .K'ii.'r.n" 1-1 the
tiiisk of understanding and interpn i:-i^ ^i-r<K !' < LIK-I, it

would have cleared the path to new truth, and set pious souls
free. AH it' rv .-. ,"

'

; ;
: :. 1 leology languished,

and simple i i .. .. ,
- !. the wings of faith,

Htill earned : i . .. with them. They
Htiill believed in an exclusive priesthood, in magical sacramental
grace, in prayers to saints, and works of merit and Papal dis-

pensations. Even the * Brethren* who, all through the Middle
AJTVB, :"." ! i

:
"

"..".- - '-,1
"

--I '."v

put t<> .'.
' '

! 1 ! ''! '
( '.p

" .'< ;'
,

4 Who:. : I ':!.;.. ,

' v ,
- ...' .... ; y

Impulse to tttato a theology of their own. For centuries the
breath of pure devotion to Christ never fertilized the learning
of the HohoolH, and no genius arose no great churchman in
whom personal religion was the

" " "

nind at once
critical and constructive. Not - his visit to
Luther's convent, recommended p theology of

Tauler to the youthful seholar-monK, aid me secret of Christian

pbty once more find lodgment in the soul of :. i !"_' .- _
""

:-.

who saw how to make the thoughts of faith supreme uirougu-
out the whole sphere of religion in church life, in ritual and
theology, as wou as in the lonely heart. Through Luther came
the rediscovery that there was theological material in the

living experience of Christian souls. And since in the Christian
oul Christ is always enthroned, this amounted to a rediscovery
<f i lie placr of furisi n

ihi-Mosry. Directing itself thus to

r\pri'.iTi,'v, I|K-O|.I^\ n-.'i'i/i dili:i its important task is not^to
u 1

.

1.* 1 ini 1 mi i.i|iii\*ii('ii! ji--'ir;sp( ios about Christ's Person with
u'l'.iii IMI N'liool'iu-n l.il'oi-.ou-ly occupied themselves, but to

explain the nature of His saving work which makes believers

hail Him as Lord.

But if Luther accepted the old formulas de-

scribing the nature of God and the Person of

Ohrinfc, ho did so in a thoroughly characteristic

way. He desired to state them in plain German,
so that they could appeal to the * common man.'

Neither he nor any ofthe Reformers "believed that

theology, which for them was, or ought to be, the
moHt practical of all disciplines, was a secret

science for export-*, <1escribed in a language which
nuiKt be uiiiniclliil>1<; to the multitude.

^

He con-

fcHsed with some impatience that technical theo-

logical terms were sometimes* necessary, but he
did not like them, and he used them as little as

xxxv; .ii-i'i).
I.i'vr \iliniiatiiib, he proferred ihr V.,MI /;,.. /|.,-- ; >

tsxpro- the U'l.-aion !.i-r.uvn ilie IV INOIII in I hi TI'-IJI. l|.

even d ^lilvd ilic term Tiinily <-r it^ <i"rm;in eqnhnlonli J)rri-

faltt'til.'!*, />/"'/'//.
*

Incir.'ilusfki-h i-l cm ru'ln b<*-e Duit-ch,
dorm in di-r <;<>i ' In u ; -i <lk- hod-Mo Kinigkoii. Etliche nennen
euDri'li-n ; :i rdsii 'a-iiu idl/.n-poui^-h . . . darum lautet es

.iis-1' x.-i!:, lindMOl
"

''-Oil licnn die Dreifaltig-
Ur-n 'iKiIaii'.rrri-, xi". - !

'

: ic tivlnii-nl terms used
in tin' old rrei-dK rot * '. and did not use any of

them in hw Small or Large Catechisms.

In framing MB conception of what was meant

by the Person of Christ, Luther, like all the Ke-

formers, started from the saving work of the Re-

deemer. He approached the Person of Christ from
ottr Lord's mediatorial work, and not from any
metaphysical way of thinking what Godhead
mnnt be, and what manhood must be, and how
Godhead and manhood can be united. He rises

from the office to the Person, and does not descend

from the Person to the office,

* Christ is not called Christ heeausc Tie has two natures.

What does that matter to mo? He bears, this glorious and

comforting Kiani because of His oiNoe and work v.mch lie has

undertaken '

('&. tscii. 244),
It ia a true appreciation of Tlis work thai leads to a real

knowing i of I fin IVrson.
'
Tie u ho, with Peter, has a irue view

of the odice wliicli CJhriHt nmsl/ exercise in the world, and effect

wltih. UN, muHt (jonoludo ^vith Peter that Christ must be God in

like omnipotence' (ib vi, 28tt). 'To remove from us the

burden of Bin, death, hell, and the devil, and to vanquish their

power, and to l>ririaain ritfhteousneHB, life, and salvation, are

the works neither of men nor of aritfcls, but only of the One,

Eternal, Divine Majesty, the Creator of heaven and earth.

Therefore must this seed of Abraham be true, everlasting-, Al-

mighty God, equal to the Father fro-n iCl < \ !:!*''
'

(ib. xix. 18).
He who accomplished an effectual n d- M

j-:
lors icr fallen and

enslaved humanity must needs be l):\ii<. T, < idea of a re-

deemer of man, Himself no more than man, or rather, Himself
less than the one eternal God, was to Luther an absurdity.
Redemption and Godhead were inseparably bound together.

So, like Athanasius, Luther founcl in his salva-

tion the proof of the Divinity of the Saviour.
Beneath all the reasonings of the great Alex-
andrian there lay Ms fundamental Christian

experience that the Saviour who redeemed him
must be the great God who made heaven and
earth. It was the same with Luther.

In the second article on the Creed in his Catechism, he says,
This means that I believe that Jesus Christ, true God ... is

my Lord who has redeemed me,' and again :
* We must have a

Saviour who is more ii.v
"

; r >

"

: for if He were no
better and greater th -

i S
-

helping- us. But
if He be God, then the treasure is so ponderous that it out-

weighs and lifts away sin and death ; and not only so, but also

gives eternal life. This is our Christian faith, and therefore we
rightly confess :

"
I believe in Jesus Christ His only Son, our

Lord, who was born of Mary, suffered and died." By this faith

hold fast, and though heathen and heretic are ever so wise,thou
shalt be blessed' (Erlangen ed. xlvii. 3, 4).

Jesus Christ was for Luther the 'mirror of the

fatherly heart of God, and therefore was God ;

God Himself was the only Comforter who could

bring rest to the human soul burdened by sin and

grief ; and the Holy Spirit was God. The old

creeds confessed One God, Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost, and the confession contented him, what-
ever words were used. Besides, he rejoiced to

place himself side by side with the Christians of

the ancient days, who were free from the sophis-
tries of the Schoolmen, and to feel that he also

belonged to the ancient Church, the communion of

the saints.

But although Luther and the other Beformers

accepted the theology of the ancient Church and
introduced its creeds into the reformed services of

public worship, they put a richer meaning- into the
doctrine of the Person of Christ than had ever

been done before their day ; and the thought of

the Divinity of Christ meant more to them than it

had done to their early predecessors. Jesus, the

Saviour, seemed to be (3-od in a more intimate way
to them than to the earlier divines. The old theo-

logy had stated the doctrine of the Two Natures in

the Person of Christ, in such a way as to suggest
that the only function of the Divine nature was to

give to the human work of the Saviour such an

importance as to make it effective. This is seen

in Augustine, in Anselm, and in the Reformed
Scholastics of the 17th century. Luther and his

fellow-Reformers always refused to take this

limited way of regarding the Divinity of Christ.

They did not refuse the expression
* Two Natures

in One Person,' but Luther makes it plain that

the words suggested an idea which he believed to

be wrong, andwhich had to be guarded against.
He declares frequently that we must beware of

thinking that the Deity and the humanity of Christ

are united in such an external fashion that we

may look at the one aj>art from, the other. When
we see Jesus, we perceive God and man really and

intimately united.

"This is the first principle and most oveellorn article, how
Christ is the Father : that we are not to donhi that, whaisoet IT

the man s-a\s MM! clou- i- iv.'konctl, and nr,i*r be reckoned, as

said and done in hi-.ivon for all impels ; ami in the world for fill

rulers; in hell tor all I<vjl-; in ihe
\\f-s\n

for t-vcri evil con-

science and all .-ooroi Uionghi>. Tor ii v,e are on-lain of CIii-> :

that whori Jt-'is ilurik*-. ^oaks, will*-, the Knlher aNo will*,

Then I d-r\ all thai mn.v fl^ht ajramst me 1-or here in C hnat,

have I ih c* I'm her - heart and -will' (Erlauujen c-d. \li\. INi, Lai).

Luther's sense of the rich and full Divinity of

Christ is not won at the expense or neglect of His

humanity. On the contrary, he believed that the

reason why the Schoolmen had made so many
mistakes was that they had practically omitted
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the humanity of Christ altogether. They had
obscured Hin humanity by a multitude of con-

ceptions and fancies which Luther could not abide.

The legends of i.H-.-min^lo^ miracles and super-
natural claims aturilmted u> the infant Jesus, he
characterizes as '

pnre foolishness.' For it widened
the gulf between Him and us. Where a mediaeval

preacher delighted in recounting marvels taken
from npoorx pKil sources, emphasizing all that
tended to put Christ in a different order of being
from us, Luther dwelt continually on all His

characteristically human traits, on all that made
Him one with us.

' The deeper we can bring Christ into our humanity, the

better it is,' he says in one of his -. - T-" . . ed. vi. 155).

So his frequent pictures of the i t : < ." - .- are full of

touches from the family life of the home at Wittenberg. The
boy Jesus lived jtist like other boys, was protected, like them,
by 1 -.1 :;.<" was suckled at His mother's breast, learned
to :

,
i . ! rank like other children, was subject to His

mrrii*! mi errands for His mother, brought her water from
!IM ,-.L!., '.,' (1 firewood from the heap in the yard, and finally,

when He grew up and became stronger, began to ply the axe to

help His father (passim). And this, Luther asserted against
those who had erected it into an article of faith that Christ
from the first moment of His life was so full of wisdom that
there "..,-: t 1

"

_ '.
fi

,

f
~>

' Him to learn. He will have nothing
to do

"
' ascribe to Christ only a mutilated

humanity.
*

By humanity I mean body and soul. And this I

wish to emphasize because some, like Photirms and Apollinaris,
have taught that Christ was a man without a human soul, and
that the Godhead dwelt in Him in place of the soul '

(Erlangen
ed. x. 131).

As with every other article of his creed, Luther
had a praetir.il I*,,.!":.- interest in holding so

firmly to the I : i /;.. i i v >
i Christ. The human life

of Jesus glorified humanity, and was a pledge of

the final glory of all redeemed humanity.
'
It is,' he says in his exposition of Jn I14

,

' the most precious
" " ' " "

that we Christians have,
t
that the

vi. -of God, became man, having flesh

and blood, like any other man, and became man for our sakea,
that we might come to the great glory : thereby our flesh and
blood, skin and hair, hands and feet, belly and back, sit in

heaven above, equal to God, so that we can boldly bid defiance

to the devil and all else that harasses us. We are thus made
certain, too, that they belong to heaven and are heirs of the

heavenly Kingdom' (Erlangen ed. xlvi. 12 f.). It was no mere
semblance of a man who was now exalted afc the Father's right
hand, but one who was bone of our bone, and fiesh of our flesh,

to whom no human experience, save sin, was foreign, a boy
who enjoyed his play and helped in little household duties, a
man who shared the common lot of toil and weariness and
temptation, a real man living a true human life under con-

ditions not so far removed from our own. Having life a true
human life He understands us fnlly, n,nd we can know Him,
and God through Him. Through TJmi alone can we come to

know God. l Outside of this Christ no other will of God is to be

sought. . . . Those who speculate about God and His will

without Christ;, lose God completely
'

(Walch's ed. vol. v. p. 198).

With the Reformers, therefore, the historical

life of Jesus is of the utmost importance, far

exceeding all metaphysical dissertations upon the
nature of a God-man. We can all have naturally
a human sympathy with that marvellous life ; "but

faith, the gift of God, is needed to see the Divine

meaning in that life and death. The meaning,
put in its briefest form, is that in Jesus we see God
r.j I'Ui'iiiL! in history and adclre**in<r man. Hence
I'M" !' i-n of Christ was something more than a
mere doctrine for them an intellectual something
outside us. It must be part of that blessed ex-

perience which is called Justification by Faith. It

is inseparably connected with the rof-o^niiion that
we are not saved by the good <i<v<U vo :in; really
able to do, but solely by the work of Christ. It is

what makes us cease to trust all work-righteousness,
and to confide ourselves to God alone, as He has
revealed Himself in Jesus Christ. When we know
and feel that it is God who is working on pur
behalf, then we instinctively cease trying to think
that we can work out our own salvation (Erlangen
ed. xii. 244). Hence the Person of Christ must
always be Hnnething more than a mere doctrine
for the true Christian. It is -onioTl)in<r which we
carry about with us, as part or our ii\ e-.

* To know Jesus in the true " ,n IIM :- :o know that lie died

for us, that He piled our sins vp'-ii ll-n -< !, so that we hold all

our own :iffuir- u* nothing, and let them all go and cling
1

only to

the faith thai ( IIIIM. luis given Himself for us, and that His

suffering's and piety and virtues are all mine. When I know
this, I must hold Him dear in return, for 1 cannot help lo\ ing-

such a man.'

Here we reach the kernel of the Reformation
1

: } "..'*"
"

it Jesus, and the !i',:-i il'nn_:M

i

"

its theology from all previous
teaching about God and the Person of Christ.

Luther lets us see, over and over again, that he
believed that the only thing worth considering in

theology was the Divine work of Christ and the

experience we have of it through faith. He did

not believe that there was any real knowledge of

God without these limits. Luther, as Ad. Harnack
says, in his relation to God, only thought of God
at all as he knew Him in Christ.' Beyond them
there is the unknown God of philosophical

paganism, the God whom Jews, Turks, and pagans
ignorantly worship. No one can really know God
save through the Christ of history. Hence, with

Luther, Christ fills the whole sphere of God : 'He
that hath seen me hath seen the Father,' and ^di-

versely,
* He that hath not seen me hath not seen

the Father.' The historical Jesus Christ is for

Luther the revealer, and the only revealer, of the
Father. The revelation is given in the marvellous

experience of faith in which Jesus compels us to

see God in Him the whole of God, who haw kept
back nothing ^liidi He could have given us. This
is the (IKiiiK-the mark of the way in which the
Reformers regarded Christ ; all the'ology is Christ-

ology ; they knew no other God than the God who
had manifested Himself in the historical Christ,
and made us see in the miracle of faith that He is

our salvation.
' There is only one article and rule in theology. Ko wno *ia8

not a full and clear grasp of it is no theologian ; namely, true
faith and trust in Christ. Into this article all tho otberH flow,
and without this they are nothing

1 '

(Erlangen ed. \ ol. Iviii. ;JJ)8).
* In my heart there rules alone, and shall rule, this one article,

namely, faith on my dear Lord Christ, which in, of all my
thoughts on things spiritual and Divine, the only beginning,
middle, and end '

(ib. Iviii. 63).

The early Christians had said of Jesun that Ho
must be conceived of as belonging to the upbore of

God (2 Clement }
i. : aSe\<pol, oCJrws <5e? ^as (frpovew

TTspl 'Iqcrov Xpta-rou, tbs irepi 0ov), The Reformers
added : and that He lills the whole sphere of God,
so that there is room for no other vision of God
than that which Christ given us, Thin master-

thought of Reformation theology simplified Chris-
tian doctrine in a wonderful way. Tt justified
Luther's rejection of the oi'mplii-au'il diwcuHHioim of

the Schoolmen, and his ;imi<*mioii that what he
called their '

sophistry
' was partly pagan ; and it

also showed clearly that Christian worship ought
to he simplified too.

The reader of the second part of the second book of the~
'77 '. . iT, --n- i, ,- . i ..,' _'thuUho

t . i '_' '

<- i .: i-. i
-

-i i re every-
where thwarted and finally slain outright because the theologian- - -

ught that God has been lirat defined as
i Pvimum JM ovens, or the Cavm ejplfiftnti

f a quo omncs 9 es naturalcs ord'inctntw

infln&m conceptions which can never imprison, without de-

stroying, the vision of the Father who has revealed HimHelf to
us in Jesus Christ. What have Christians to <lo, the* Reformers
asked, \\itli u, grtai Eternal Something-, which iw riot the world,
when 1ht\ h;ur ilio Father? It would have been well had their
followers in after generations realized this principle, and the
Church might have been spared the 17th cent. Hcholanticium,
where God was defined as iho JPfirici/ifutn fattpndi t*t Myno*
scendii where His purpose in sahahon l><v;mtc a Divine decree,
taking- the place of the category of substance, and where the-

ology, borrowing as much from Aristotle an from the Scriptures,
became a second-rate metaphysic.
The older theology had never grasped the thought that Jesus

Christ filled the wnole sphere of God. It limited the work of
Christ to the procuring of forgiveness of BWH, and loft room
outside Christ for many operations of Divine grace, which were
supposed to begin when the work of for^'u ( m-ss \\SIH ended. So
there grew up the complex system of c.xpiuuons and satisfac-
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turns, of niajLCK'al snrnimontH and saints' mU'ivesMions, which
made the media 1va I Christian life so full >!' HIJX i-i'iio'i-., rind, 10
all H<M*miii<j;', wo empty of Christ. To the mi-<n.r\;>l i'u< olo^iiiii .'ill

these could h< justiiu'd, because tlioy <:ame trom -. ! >i .':'

the sphere of (Jod which \vas, as it were, beyond \
!< > - "\

influence ot Christ was exhausted, they thought, when bare
toryfivenos.s h:id been \\on; and the jjjniee needed for all holy
living cm lie fioui operations of the jjfraeo of (Jod which did not
neccHsarily ' ". v'lien the Keformers
thought o't t- Christ alone. The
jjmocof U<>

,

:
tt

s f Christ ; the Holy
Spirit was the Spirit of (Hiriwt; tho presence of God was the

presence of ( 'hrwt, and the possession of God wan the possession
of Chrijst. They could not, therefore, regard #race as a mys-
terious something, difTerent from the soul and outside it, and at
the same time different from Christ and outside Him also.

Grace became simply the poHHC'HBion of, arid the \-r -iii'v \<~.

(Hirist, who is the whole (Jod. This simplified !.- <
. r -.;,!

life, and swept away at once the whole complex system which
had bred HO much wiperntition.

This chamet eristic of Reformation thought and
of Reformation piety, that Christ lills the whole

sphorc, of Uod, appears I;\T\ vxhorc in the writings
of the Reformers an<l in ifn; i in,:- and worship of

tho, Unformed Churches, nml may be illustrated,, if

not exhaustively described, in the following in-

stances of its application.
1, Tho Reformers .swept away every contempla-

tion of intercessors who were supposed to share
with our Lord the procuring of pardon and salva-

tion, and they declared against all attempts to

distinguish between various kinds of worship,
which could only lead pious souls astray from the
out*, worship due to God in Christ. The Romish
Church said that saints did not receive actual

worship, and that images were reverenced only in

the same sense as copies of the ^"ip!.;r. -. 0.1 \ i'i

has no diHiculty in showing tlu: lin 1-- li-i in- ii->:i-

were not popularly grasped.
*Huh mihtle, diHlimMons,

1 he says, 'as fat'rta, doulia, hyper-
ttfHtlftt, art? neither known nor present to the minds of those
who proHtrate themselves before images until the world has
bwowe full of idolatry an crude and plain as that of the ancient

Ktfyptlann, which all the prophets <xmtinuously denounced;
tl icy can only miHlead, -i-i .

" "

^ - -ri-l- - T -jy actually

HUgifOHt to wornhippm : .
' -

'
i

'

. Mediator,
and betake thomnolvoH to Home patron who has struck their

fanoy. They bring It about that the Divine offices are distri-

buted among the saints as if they had been appointed colleagues
to our Lord Jesus Christ; and they are mod- io<lr> IT- w>rk.
while Ifo Himself JH kept in the background I 1 i -"ISH- i.rdm;.r\

perncm in a crowd. They are responsible i"r ih- in-i ihai>

nviuns arc Hung in public worship in which the saints are
lauded with every blowing juKt as if they were colleagues of

Uod.' In thin connexion he quotes the 'impious stanza heard
in many rlwrcluw '

:

' A^k the Father, command the Son,'

uddt'tiHNod, of eotirwe, to the Virgin ;
and the invocation of St.

( Hand aH 'the life and reBiirreetion of the dead.'*

lu the atuno way ". '.-'.";
'

.- the doc trine of works of

suprnrouMiion :w : ..
- - u-iili of Chnsi, and aays

ih.it
'

in 'niHkinix up the treasury of the Church, the merits of

(ilniHt awl of the martyrs are thrown tog-ether in the slump,'
4

mixing up tho blood of (Jhrint with the blood of martyrs, and

forming out of them a heterogeneous mass of merits or satis-

factioniH.'t

In conformity with these thoughts, the Con-

fessions of the Information all agree in repudijitino

prayer* to the saints. The Augsburg Confession

says ;

'The Hcripture toacheth not to invoke saints, nor to ask the

hob) of waintn. because it |nopoundeUi to us one Christ: the

Mediator, Propitiatory, High I'ru-M. and Intercessor. This

(JhriHt IH to t>e invocsuted, and ITa
" "

i i He will

hear our im-wrs. and likoth this He be

mvocatwl m nllalu-ti<iMi :

'

If,-nix man in, \\ehu\e uu advocate

nhh fl.id .T. -!i- rhrifctt the nghu-ou-,
" '

(1 ,ln 2'). The Second

II, ; i u:- f i! n i --M. 1 1 in itH llfth chapter lays down the rule that

prayer IH to be through Christ alone, and saints and relics are

not' to be \\or-l iipp-r vid ..11 pr:.u-r-books and liturgies in

ovorvhran-:i iJi'i
1 N-n>nil ' irn Hi. even when taking over,

with* little :ilier.,'i'fi, oll irrn.s t,f prayer, carefully exclude

acldreHflOfl 10 ihi- Viiy'n or in ,ir>\ ot nu saints.

In any case, the theoretic tlistinctions between

reverence and worship never applied to the adora-

tion of the consecrated host. This even in tlieoiy

was nb-oluii' \v<n<hip, nn<l \vns felt to he abhorrent

and prolVuio l>y tlic Kcunm:P. who had experienced
*
CJalvin, Ope.ra Owniu (AinHterdam, 1(507), viii. 38, 39.

t Calvin, Jfecfmsity ttf Rejormitiff the Church.

spiritual communion with the living Christ. Calvin
calls it a ' theatrical exhibition.'

2. The Reformers insist on the necessity of

Christ, and Christ alone, for all believers. Their
confessions abound in expressions which are meant
to magnify the Person and work of Christ, and to

show that lie fills the whole field of believing
thought and worship ; and, as Reformation theology
was based on c:\pi-i iem <; Bather than or V' -*

>',

and aimed ai exi-diisi-iin^ the faith '
i ! ;^-.s

believer rather than at unfolding metaphysical
mysteries, we find a constant reference to the
various names and offices of Christ and to the
manifold aspects of His work.

The brief Netherlands Confession of 1566 has no fewer than
"f-n- -. ,:r,.: . sections: on 'Christ, the only Mediator and
Ifii-)

1

!.' ! i :! 'Christ, the only Teacher,' and on 'Christ, the

only High Priest and Sacrifice.
1 The Heidelberg or Palatine

Catechism, calls Christ ' my faithful Saviour,' and says that we
can call ourselves Christians,

' because by faith we are members
of Jesus Christ and partakers of His anointing

1

, so that we both
confess His Holy Name and present ourselves unto Him a lively

offering
1

of thanksgiving, and in this life may, with free con-

science, %ht against sin and Satan, and aftei-Aards po-sc 1

--,

with Christ, an everlasting kingdom over all < 'u-tunrcss.' The
Scots Confession abounds in 1 1 r..- -> r.it -ided to honour our
Lord Jesus Christ. It calls 1 1 i. M-. i\\ ,'

* Eternal Wisdom,'
'Emmanuel,' 'our Head,' 'our Brother,' 'our P .- i ., .1 .

Bishop of our Souls,' 'Author of Life,' 'Lamb OL v*o<V Advo-
cate and Mediator,'

' the onhe Hie Priest.' The English Prayer-
book, while for the most part reflecting the stereotyped con-
clusion of the breviary per dominum,, in the endings of the
Collects introduces new forms, such as,

' for the honour of our
Advocate and Mediator, Jesus Christ,' and

'

through the merits
of Jesus Christ our Saviour.' All the Confessions and Liturgies
of the Churches of the Reformation abound in the same or

similar expressions.

3. The Reformers declare that Christ is the only
revealer of God.

<
-

1
,

\\ i
-

'

- mirror of the Father's heart.'
' We are not

afftrayed to cal God our Father,' says the Scots Confession,
' not

sa meikle because He has created us, quhilk we have in common
with the reprobate, as for that He has given us His onely Son.'

The instructions issued by the Synod which met at Bern in 1532

are very emphatic upon this thought, as may be seen from the

headings of the various articles: (Art. 2) 'That the whole
doctrine is the unique Christ* (Das die garitze leer der eynig
Christus sye) ; (Art. a)

' That God is revealed to the people in

Christ alone '

; (Art. 5)
' That the gracioxis God is perceived

through Christ alone, without any other mediation '

(Art. C)

'A Christian sermon is entirely about and from Christ.' It is

said under the third article, 'His Son, in whom we see the
Work of God and His Fatherly heart toward us ... which is

not the case where the preacher talks umoli abour Ciod in the

heathen manner, and does not exhibit the sanit l>od in the face

of Christ.'

The means of this revelation are the Spirit,
which all the Confessions unite in declaring to be

the gift of Christ, and the Holy Scriptures. The
claim of the mediaeval Church to be the sole trust-

worthy exponent of the Scriptures had barred the

way to Christ through ^

the "Word, and had driven

men to seek contact with Him in the sacraments,
a region where they were more at the mercy of

ecclesiastical assumption. The Church itself had
used the Bible chiefly as a quarry for proof-texts

of ecclesiastical dogmas. But for the Reformers
the Scriptures are the plain man's guide to Christ.

In them Christ Himself speaks to each soul.

In the T :1 .

> r "

it is said that Christ 'offers Him-
self in th- u i . 1! -i

' T'I Tl'i! 1

i
Tl

* -Vi * of the

Church of England say: 'Both : "T , :
-

i
V I' ever-

lasting life is offered to mankind by Christ.' The Scots Con-

fession says :
' We believe and confess the Scriptures of d-od

mifticieiit to instni'-i and mnke perfect the iium of God. So do

\\e avow, the authority of the -same to be of God, and neither

to depend on man or anfrel*..
1 Tn ihe decrees, of uhe Uern

Synod (1582) Scripture is called
' a witness to. a means 01

access to, and a remembrancer 01 Christ.' And ngajn it is said

that
* the Scripture leads us to Chri<b and teachch (Hun) as the

Saviour.'

AYe thus see clearly that the Reformers' con-

ception of Christ as the revealer of God at once

restored the Scriptures to their rightful place in'

popular religion, and gave to the Bible a new

unity. To the mediaeval Church it had been a
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difficult collection of isolated doctrinal texts ; to

the Reformers it formed a complete book with
one centre, the Person of the Bedeemer.

3, The conception that Christ filled the whole

sphere of God, which was for the Reformers a
fundamental and experimental fact, enabled them
to construct a spiritual doctrine of the sacraments,
which they opposed to that of the mediaeval
Church. It would be unfair to ignore the germ
of an evangelical idea even in the materialistic

Romish doctrine of transubstantiation. While
the way to Christ through the Scripture was
barred by the refusal of the Church to place the
Bible in the hands of the people, here was one way
in which the common man might suppose he got
into direct contact with his Redeemer. We see
this religious use of this doctrine in its crudest
form in the hymn of St. Francis :

*

Oh, how pure and worthy should be the priest
Who touches the living

1

, glorified Jesus.
Let the whole earth tremble,
Leb the heavens thrill with joy,
When Christ the Son of God descends upon the altar.'

What made the sacrament holy to Francis was
the personal |iiv-< -IK-IS of Christ. Nevertheless, the

ordinary iiiiiuiiic L> the sacraments was grossly
superstitious. The doctrine of transubstantiation,

interpreting the presence of Christ in a material

sense, practically annulled the reference to Christ

altogether, and made the sacrament an exhibition
of the magic powers of the priesthood. The sacra-

ments were looked upon as magical channels of

Divine grace. The accepted doctrine was, in the
words of the decrees of the Council of Florence,
that 'while these others (the sacraments of the

OT) do not convey grace but only figure the grace
given by the Passion of Christ, these sacraments
of ours both contain grace and confer it upon the

worthy receiver.
3 Thus in theory, as in practice,

the sacraments usurped the place of Christ. Now,
although it was the various theories about the
sacraments that caused the chief differences among
the Reformers themselves, Luther, with his
mediaeval philosophy, in.-i-ting that, by virtue
of Divine omnipresence, die words, 'This is my
body,' might be literally and physically true ;

Calvin, with his more spiritual doctrine, insisting
that the presence of Jesus is in spiritual power;
Zwingli, casting overboard the whole question of
the real presence and dwelling only on the
memorial aspect of the feast, still, with all their

varying ideas, the Reformers united on 'the

thoughts that the ofTk-jicy of the sacraments de-

pended entirely on the promise* of Christ contained
in His word, and that the virtue in the sacra-
ments consisted in the presence of Christ to the
believing communicant. What was received in
the sacrament was not a vague, mysterious, not to

say m.'i;.'U'?il. jjinco. but Christ Jesus Himself. He
gave 1 1 in i*-elf in die sacraments, in whatever way
His presence might be explained. The efficacy of
the sacrament depends on Christ, not on any
magical powers of priests ; and what is received
in tne sacraments is not any mysterious grace, but
Christ Himself.
All the Reformers taught that the efficacy of

the sacramem -
-Irj M" >! the promise of Christ

contained in l
!.--

: -
in-: ii-n ir. and they insisted

that word and sacrament must always be taken
together.

Thus Luther points out in the JBabyloni :
7, ***.*: .

-
r

Church, that one objection to the Romish ;M ,

-
'

.

'

recipients 'never hear the words of the "promise
1 which are

secretly mumbled by the priest,' and exhorts his readers never
to lose sight of the all-important connexion between the word
of promise and the sacraments ; and in his Large Oateohism
he declares that the sacraments include the word. *

I exhort
you,' he says,

' never to sunder the Word and the water, or to
separate them. For where the Word is withheld we have only

such water as the maid uses to cook with.' The Augsburg
Confession says,

*
'I s

"
.

""
' "

tf the

institution and commandment) or unr "^ i Con-
fessions are equally decided on the necessioy ox cormeeimg the

promise and the words of Christ with the sacraments. The
Second Helvetic Confession says,

' There remains efficacious in

the Church of God, Christ's : .'.! i- -:i '. i-
:.".']

! "i" :
'.-:s

of the sacraments, so that <i - .:> <, !:.,< iri<- .<M. !!!' ,

not otherwise than the Lor-i '>- . . '. \ :. i .-, i* j : :..',

enjoy even now that primal most glorious consecration of all.

And therefore, in the celebration of the sacraments the very
words of Christ are recited.' The Thirty-nine Articles declare

that the sacraments are effectual because of
*
Christ's insti-

tution and promise.' The Heidelberg or Palatine Catechism
of 1563 says that the sacraments 'are holy and visible signs
ordained of God to the end that He might thereby the more
fur ! 'Y.n ,. 'i-l ..

1

unto us the promise of the Holy Gospel.'
1 --MI- r ._.-. i Roman doctrine of sacramental grace

we nave tnese Reiormation statements. In the articles of the

ing th- TT
"

5:
. We hold that in the same the Lord truly

offers I

1

I' i i His Blood, that is, Himself, to His own. 1

The S i

' Confession (1562) declares that
' the Body

of Christ is in heaven at the right hand of the Father,' and
enjoins communicants

* to lift up their hearts and not to direct

them downwards to the bread. For as the sun, though absent
from us in the heaven, is none the less efficaciously present

" " " "

i II 1.

r

and adds,
* Yet we hold that their substance and truth is in

Jesus Christ.' So the Scots Confession of 1560 declares that
'we assuredlie beleeve that be Baptisme we ar ingrafted in

Christ Jesus to be made partakers of His justice, ! t:-:l'r\ , r

sinnes ar covered and remitted. And alswa, that :

'i : S::J);K r

richtlie used, Christ Jesus is so joined with us, i":., HIV
cummis very nurishment and fude of our saules.* In the
Manner

" ' - - - -
.

- ? . Lord's Supper the
Scottish ".'

'
.

' <':, the minister in his

exhortatic : '! end of our coming
to the L( . . ... - : life and perfection in

Jesus Christ, acknowledging ourselves at the same time to be
children of wrath and condemnation. Let us consider then
that this sacrament is a singular medicine for all poor sick

creatures, a comfortable help to weak souls, and that our Lord
requireth no other worthiness on our part, but that we un-

feignedly acknowledge our naughtiness and imperfection.'

The Reformation was a revolt from a system
which removed God far from the common mail's

understanding by means of metaphysical specu-
lations, and brought Him near only in super-
stitious and materialistic ways, through sacraments
and priests. It was seen again that in Christ God
had come close to the ordinary believer, and the

appeal to religious experience proved that alike
in prayer, in worship, and in teaching, Christ filled

the whole sphere of God. Jesus was God appearing
in history and addressing man.
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'i ii"M \- M. LINDSAY.
CHRIST IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.
The 17th cent, is the age of Protestant scholasti-

cism. A strong Catholic reaction had set in,
which weighed on the minds of the defenders of
the Protestant faith, and shackled the freedom of

theological thought. In their treatment of the
r]m-iolu<ri<'jil problem, hoili T.uilieran and Re-
formed ili<-olo;_'iiuisclim^ iV-rvendv i<> die traditions

i die j_a-i. Jind io i lie ('onfc~-'iori.'il theology of
the previous century. The main results were re-

garded as finally attained ; and while the religious
motive was not wanting, the genial spirit that had
guided Luther in his most surprising paradoxes
was now weighed down by the love of system arid
scholastic disputation. Instead of recon.siderui-;
the first principles involved, the orthodox theo-
logians wasted their ingenuity in inventing distinc-
tions to conceal the most obvious doctrinal incon-
sistencies.
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1. The Lutheran Church led the way in this
scholastic "- "!'".< :i.. by its endeavours to set in
clearer lij_,

i

1

; ! i. .rv of the God-manhood of
<

1

hrist. Th< Formula of Concord (1577, published
In the Hook of (ttmcord, 1580) struck a compromise
between the divergent VJOWH of the Brenzian and
the; ( 'henmitzian doctrine. It held that the two
natureH of Christ had direct and real communion
with each other; and it condemned as Nestorian.
(ho view that rested the unity of Christ upon the

unity of the 7V;%sv>w, an if the natures were corn-

bino'd in an external way, like two boards glued
together. There wan a real passing over of the

properties of the Divine nature to the human
nature ; not in the Hense that the human nature
wan essentially altered thereby, or made the Divine

properties itn own by a *

physical communication 5

or ' essential transfusion,' but in the sen.se of a real

and pcrmaiuMii, communication, such that Christ
*

periormed all the works of His omnipotence in,

through, and with His human nature,' It was
admitted that this majesty communicated to the
human nature was bidden or withheld during
Christ's earthly life ; He did not always manifest

it, but only when it pleased Him to do so ; or (as
it. is elsewhere o\pnsM<l) lie * divested Himself of

HIM Divine maj^ly in tin; state of His humilia-

tion,' though retaining it through the personal
union. By the resurrection this occupation of

the Divine mujrMy c;ime to an end, and He was
placed in ilu 1 ph'imy use,, revelation, and mani-
festation 01 M.ll Di\iiu k

powers, so that 'now not

only as (Sod but also as man He knows all things,
is able to do all things, and exercises an omni-

present dominion/
This Formula of Concord proved in reality a

formula of discord to the Lutheran divines ; it was

variously interpreted, and not even universally

accepted. The theologians of Helmatildt, who
followed the more moderate Chemnitzian view,
were all the more opposed to the Formula that it

was inlerpielod by the Swabiari theologians in a

sense that restored the Brenzian tradition. The
S\\ abians presented thedoct riueof tfw.f'fJMutfnumtio

u{ioinatnmuH\\<.'M\o^i uncomproiMi-.ini: form; and,
in the most iiKviniiou^ and ab-olnic terms, they
attributed the Divine attributes

of^ eternity, omni-

presence, omnipotence, and omniscience to the

earthly human' Christ. For a time the Swabian
views prevailed ; but something had still to be

done to harmonize thorn with the historical facts

of Ohmt'H earthly life. A new controversy arose,

in which the differences between Chemnitz and
Bronx reappeared in an acuter form, as to what
was involved in the state of humiliation, or the

extent to -which the human ChriRt had divested

Himself of the "Divine powers. The controversy

raged chiefly between the theologians of Giessen

and Tiibingon. The theologians of Giessen, follow-

ing the line of thought of Chemnitz and the divines

of Helmsttldt, endeavoured to reconcile theory
with fact by distinguishing between the ^possession
of Divine powers and their use. Looking to the

facts of weakness, ignorance, anc ; n".n:/ develop-

ment in the life of the earthly < i i

'

. i !>".>
ma

tainod that, while possessing all Divine properties,
Christ did not make xise of them in the state of

humiliation, but entered on the full exercise of

His power- nl TTi< exaltation. Only occasionally

(miracles, I r:m*!igui nl ion) did rays from the Divine

maiesty shine through ;
in general the Logos re-

mained quH-cont. and the human natxire, though

Divinely endowed, did not advance to the actuality

of exercise (icfrtatns n?y xpi}<rews).
This doctrine was

contested by the theologians of Tubingen, m
who

regarded the distinction as futile and involving a

betrayal of the Lutheran position. They insisted

that 'there would be no real communication ot
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Divine attributes to the humanity unless the
iiuman Christ both possessed and used them. They
would admit only that the earthly Christ hid His
majesty for the time, and usually made a veiled
use of "His Divinely communicated powers (rcptii^is).

This theory was apparently more logical than that
of the Giessen theologians; but neither could be
larmonized with the facts of Christ's earthly life,

and the Tubingen theory brought the inconsistency
into more startling evidence. The Giessen dis-

tinction between use and i-<"-:*o-ion of Divine

m
be applied wnli -ome meaning to

Lhu property of o'lii'.M-ii,"!,.,. ; but it had no con-
ceivable meaninp !.- ;^-| !"!. to omniscience or

omnipresence. But it fared even worse with the

Tiibingen view when brought face to face with the
facts. For how could a Christ who possessed and
used the : !y --f omnipresence in His humanity
be at the i -i and in the same nature circum-
scribed in time and space? How could a g rowing
intelligence be at the same time oudovou \\iih

absolute omniscience? Or how could the weak,
human, suffering Christ be also in the full exercise

of His omnipotence? The Tubingen theologians
did their best to solve these startling contradic-

tions by making* small concessions, and minute
distinctions that concealed these concessions. Thus

they maintained that the earthly human Christ

exercised His omnipresence not actu natures but
actn persons ; or, in other words, that the Person
exercised it while the human nature remained
under limitations a verbal distinction which left

the difficulty where it was. In regard to the

omniscience of Christ, which seemed to clash with
the fact of His gradual growth in knowledge, they
submitted that omniscience was not incompatible
with growth in a perfected human nature ; and

they suspected Mk 1332,
where Christ confesses His

OUM L"ioM'i<v. of being an interpolation. Or,

j!-!ii-:, \\II.MI I'lci-il with the facts of Christ's

-isil'i' 1

'!'!^ iiiiil \\i-ii L'u-- as being inconsistent with
a fixll energizing omnipotence, they admitted that

Christ, for the sake of His redemptive work,
* retracted

' somewhat of His Divine majesty. They
made a distinction between the * reflex* and the
* direct' use of i- '\ !:: -declaring that Christ,

qua Sacerdof, i '"
' - '' reflex use of His

majesty with reference to His own body, while He
still, qua Hew, exercised the direct use of it in

reference to creation.

Those o.\]lnnni ion-of an intelligence IhaT AM'ithod

under its own obvious inc<n-i-tende^ >ervod only
to bring in doubt the reality of Christ's human
life, and more moderate views at length prevailed.
The Saxon Decision of MJ-JI o\pr' i-l a view favour-

able to the Giessen ih'oloj_y: 'We on-uinii\

affirm that He used His royal majesty nsu-i rvrly

when, how, and where He would; but we deny
that Christ as a man, immediately from His in-

carnation, always, fully, and universally exerted

His Divine maiesty of omnipotence and omni-

presence, . . . since Christ could not have been

taken, crucified, and put to death had He willed

to use fully and universally His omnipotence and

omnipresence.' The Tubingen : 1 -h
-.".;

-
; V. < s < -1

to their views till nearly the <; "i ''"
'

!

vV'-Y-

but they became more and more isolated in their

opinion. The common Lutheran view was that

represented by Quenstedt, the Lutheran Aquinas,
who completely systematized the Lutheran doc-

trine. He belt! that, from the first moment of the

Incarnation, Christ was, even in His human nature,

in possession of the Divine majesty, and did exer-

cise it occasionally when His work made it ex-

pedient to do so ;
but He abdicated its plenary use.

The human Christ on earth emptied Himself by
i giving up for the time the glory of the pop<ffi &eov,

I ? e the ' divinse majestatis plenarius, universalis, et
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noii interruptus sive indesinens usus.' He thus

reduced the possession by the human Christ of

onli , ; ., and omniscience to a

JIIQI i .-!". ; .

"

vvas omnipresent while

on :' : Me was everywhere pre-

sent in fact, but not in act. He '

, ,:';..,
but He preferred usually to act .. ". . il.

natural powers. He had the priimim actuin of

omniscience, but not the secnndwtn actum ;
He had

the j-i -ilIiVv of absolutely Divine knowledge,
"but M:-. \\ II' 1 willed not to use it.

On the whole it must be admitted that the

Lutheran thool-.;:i;u:- had little success in their

efforts to uni iv i In- l .od-manliood of Christ. Their

well-meant endeavour to supplement the defects of

the two -natures theory by a doctrine of inter-

communication brought only more prominently
into relief the contradictions involved. The further

development of doctrine in this century shows that

the Lutherans themselves were becoming less sure

of their own principles. The old axiom that the

human v . - ..' IV.,- of the Divine (finitum

capccx
'

'
: "'i'.l maintained in its non-

ethical sense, "but it was surrounded with more
definite cautions and limitations. Thus, in order

to meet the charge made against them by G.

Calixtus, and still more forcibly by the Reformed
and the Roman Catholic Churches, that by their

doctrine of Communicatio idiomatum they over-

threw the distinction between the human and the

Divine, they distinguished more carefully than
hitherto between a personal and an essential com-

munication of properties. It was insisted that the

Divine properties communicated did not become
the essential properties of the human nature, but

were only personally possessed and exercised. Or,

as it was otherwise expressed, the human nature

of Christ possessed the Divine powers, not by
absolute appropriation (/^0e), bu
tion (Kard <rw8ia<r/Ji6v t per unionem et

Meisner, Hollaz, Buddeus). Still further, it was
held that the principle finitum capax infiniti was

applicable in the case of Christ alone. It was
admitted that human nature was naturally and in

general incapable of receiving the Divine powers,
and that the human nature of Christ had been
endowed with this capacity by a special act of the

Divine rjower. When the principle of the Com-
municatio idiomatum is thus narrowed down on
this side and on that, the old dualism reappears,
and the Lutheran doctrine of the thorough union
of the Divine and the human is in a state of col-

lapse. Later attempt* to rescue the Communicatio
idiomatum from obi i \ioii by removing it from its

basis, the doctrine of the two natures (Dorner, and
still more elaborately H. Schultz, Lehre von der

Gotthzit Christi), only repeat the mistake of pour-

ing new wine into old bottles ; for, as Baur says,
when once the duality of natures is abandoned,
there can be no further talk of a Communicatio
idiomatum, Schultz tries to revitalize the doctrine
in its triple form by an infusion of new ideas which
have little historical connexion with it, and which
could be better expressed in less scholastic forms.

The different kinds of Communicatio as given by Quenstedfc
may be here tabulated :

L Genus idiomaticwn, where the qualities ot" either nature
are attributed to the person : (a) when the person is the sub-

ject : Christ is eternal : Christ has died ; (&) when the concrete
human nature is subject : the Son of Man is from heaven ;

(c) when the concrete Divine nature is subject : God has
suffered.

II. Genus apotelesmaticum, marking some aotivih- in the
" " " '

."

"

both natures concur : Gocli-s redeem or

i , .

t
Son of Man is redeemer (i.e. He who is

Son of Man and Son of God) : the blood of Christ cleanses (i.e.

the blood of Him who is both God and man).
III. Genus mayestaticum^ the attribution of Pi.-'ri- \~n>\

"

-

to the human nature : (a) Divina nomina-, ;) f/i,f ' :

(e) Cultiis divinus ; (<l) Essentialia Dei attnouta : e.g. omni-

potence, omnipresence, omniscience. The main controversy
raged around this last genus.

2. The Reformed Church took a different path.
Its !ut'l.ij.'i;m-* held fast to the principle of the

\r
'

\> \ that fmite human nature is not m/w,
: 1. . they applied it, as the Middle A^es

had failed to do, to set in slumber iclief the reality
of Christ's human life. They considered the unity
of Christ to be --i !T.i i- '.il\ -NU<:::u;Mtn:d by the fact

of the persona! mi ! \ ,'i-: the correspondence of

the two natures, and emphasized the distinctness

of the natures to the point of being charged with

Nestorianism by their Lutheran opponents. Instead

of such .a communication between the natures as

the Lutherans maintained, they were content to

think of the human nature of Christ as working
in harmony with the Divine through the anointing
and activity of the Holy Spirit. Through this

Holy Spirit, coming by way of the Logos, the

human nature of Christ received certain Divine

charisms ; but it did not receive the absolute

Divine attributes, or any other powers than such

as a human nature, remaining human, could receive.

Thus they claimed for the human Christ sinless-

ness, infallibility in Hits teaching, and abiding

fellowship with God the Father; but they were
earnest also in maintaining a true growth in Christ

of positive knowledge, holiness, and power. Not
even did the risen and exalted Christ surpass the

limits of the human, or arrive in His humanity at

complete coincidence with the Divine. On the

other hand, they balanced this doctrine of a truly
human development by the position that the per-

sonality of Christ lay in the Logos, who, in assum-

ing this human nature, and appriiiin^ on earth

in lowly guise, at the same tim<; M!-O remained
outside of 'the human Christ, clothed with all the

attributes of heavenly glory. (The Logos waa totus

in came, but also totus extra cttrncM,). Their

theory results practically in the doctrine of a

double life, the eternal life of the Son of God, the

pure Logos ex came, who remains mu-hnn^od in

heavenly dominion and glory ; and the life in time

of the man Christ Jesus, the Logon Incarnate, the

God-man in lowly form. (This is the interpreta-
tion given by Bruce, H'umiliation of (,%m, 1(53 11".,

Schultz, Gottheit Christi, 180, and cithers). It may
be mentioned, as indicating the growing import-
ance attached to the 1

: ; i

j

;

f l
"

'

-

^ J Xl
-

idea of Christ's_pre-ex
r

> ". ... -

during this century as well nmniii: tin* Ucionneu
as the Lutheran divines, h rccommcndo! itself

to the Luthenm ihcologian as exalting the human
nature, and a ll'ui ding bome support to his doctrine

that the whole earthly life of Christ rested on
the voluntary self-humiliation of the God - man ;

while to some of the Reformed side it seemed to

explain the position of Christ as the type and
instrument of creation, and the medium of revela-

tion prior to the Incarnation.

Comparing the views of the Reformed and
Lutheran Churches, we may say that while both

adhered to the ancient formula of Chalcedon, the

Lutheran Church emphasized the Divinity of Christ,
and the Reformed Church the humanity. Tri the
Lutheran field of vision stands The liuro of the

Divine, omnipotent, omniscient, omniprewont Christ,

upon which the humanity hangs like a thin trans-

parent garment ; while, for the Reformed Church,
the human Jesus of Nazareth stands in the fore-

ground, and the Divinity lies in the background of

faith, constituting a union witli the human Jesus
that i- lio\ on<l comprehension. It cannot be said

that riihc'r Church solved the
j
TH! iV 1 n "f Christ's

Person, for indeed no solution i-
!

iiil<- on these
terms. So long as the Divine arid the human are

defined by categories that are absolutely incon-

si-tcnt --oinni|ioicn(c and weakness, omniscience
.UK! inuorjnioo. ilio infinitude of omnipresence and
local bodily linitude the union of these in one
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person Is inconceivable. Tt is only when we read
the glory of (Jod in the face of Christ, and realize
that the central and essential attributes of God
are love, grace, compassion for human frailty and
need, that we can recognize the Divine and the
human as one, and .-icknoulcd^c in Christ the reve-
lation of the Divine, the W ord of God Incarnate.

3. Outside of the orthodox theology a freer de-

velopment, of thought took place, under the influ-

ences derived from the anti- rrinitarianism of the
Kith cent., and the growth of modern :" \"

"

\ .

Sociniariism was a growing power, an-,
'

r ':

enee of its criticisms passed into every land. The
Sociniann made a clean sweep of the old Trinitarian
and rhristological dogmas, and so cut the knot of

the intellectual difficulties involved. In their view
it was irrational and unscriptural to speak of God
aw being three. It wan equally irrational to think
of <Jod generating a Son after the manner of cor-

ruptiblo animals, or to sneak of two natures, each

complete in itself, coming together and forming
one person. The rational and Scriptural doctrine

was l)i.- it riirisi was v&rus hvmo
: Yet, having

once made thin fundamental position clear, the

SocinianH made many concessions in favour of

Christ'B uniqueness in respect of Divine super-
natural endowment. He was born -

1 1
1
n > rn a i HIM 1 1y

of a virgin. He was equipped for His work on
earth by ascending into heaven, and receiving
there all needful supornatnr;il knowledge. He also

exercised snpernatxiral powers on earth ; and after

His ascension He wan exalted to the right hand of

<Jod, and was endowed with new Divine powers for

the guidance of His Church, As thus exalted He
might be (sailed God, and Bocinus himself went so

far an to justify the adoration of Christ. This

Bocinian doctrine rests on the anu- prv-upi-o-ii inn

an the orthodoxy of the day, viz. i Im i i in- -ni-n-mr
and essential characters of Deity are omnipotence,

omniscience, uiichMii^c.Mbl'-Fn : but by api lying
this conception Io-ic:illy to the Person of Christ,

SocinianB emptied 'i he irVliri Biology of M"! !e1i;/i<'ii-

value. For xmion with God i*i the rireu 01 liio

human heart ; and the doctrine of the God-man,

contradictory an it was, held a truth for which

Soeinianinm "found no expression.
4. The AFminian doctrine was a via media be-

tween the Socinian and the orthodox doctrine.

The Arminian theologians adhered to the doctrine

of the Trinity, but maintained that the Son, as

begotten of the Father, \\ n - e-eni i.-illy subordinate,

though Htill a Person wiili'm ilic IV-iiy. They also

maintained the full humanity of Jesus. Though
one with the Son or Logos, He lived a truly human
life ; He had a human body and a human soul,

and, according to Curcellseus, a human fer-imlii
\ .

The union with the Logos appeared
in iln- com-

munication to Jesus of Divine spiritual powers,
but only of such as were possible i<> a creature.

While t'lieyheld His actual sinleasness, they denied

His immrrnlulilv. Had they carried out their con-

ception logically, they could scarcely have halted

short- of Socinianism.
. .

Before the clone of the century the Arminian

Ohristology had multitudes of adherents, not only

in Holland but also in Switzerland and England.
In the latter country Deism had already "begun to

undermine, (.he Trinitarian and Christological doc*

trines, ml Arminian and even Arian views were

widely spread within the Church. The whole ten-

dency of the period was towards a more frankly

humanitarian view of Christ's Person ; and leading

representatives of thought, like Milton,
^
Locke,

and Newton, whose sympathies were with the

Christian faith, were estranged from the orthodox

rendering of the Christian verities. The great

variety of view, prevailing both in the Churches

and beyond them, indicated the approaching dis

solution of the old dogma, while as yet the
rationalism of the age had little to set in its place.

5. In this as in other centuries. Mysticism pur-
sued its own path, and afforded to some minds
relief from the high and dry dogmatism of ortho-

doxy. Starting from the true thought of the

affinity of God and man, the Mystics tended either
to lose sight of the historical Jesus entirely, or to
see in Him but one manifestation of the eternal
Word. Jacob Bohme may be taken as their

noblest representative. Bolmie stood too near to

the Christian faith to sublimate Christ, and see
in TT'ir. 'n-iliis::. more than the type of a universal
iiM.ir'iiic.uii ;

:

'!ii history and dogma are but the
material of his ,-iT

1

;!-'.. "in;, speculation. The

Trinity represents ior JBohme ihe thought that God
has lite and movement, that He is no abstract,

ohfm^ele-^ entity apart from the world, but a
li\mLi God. working in and through all, the source
and goal and spirit of all, the unity in which
all contradictions are resolved. He interprets the

iogrna in a variety of ways. The Father is the

tbyss; the Son is the first fi!.'h;_o>^ of desire in

he form of will ; the Spirit Ls the eternal out-

breathing of that will. Or, the Father is the

ri;-i'i,' I in;: will, the Son is the rjower of love which
he will generates in determining itself, and the

pirit is the will's eternal outgoing. Or again,
clic Father is the source of all powers, Himself the

one all-inclusive power ; the Son is the heart and
<ernel of all powers ; and the Spirit is their living
movement. But Bohme sees the Trinity every-
where : in the soul of man (power, light, and the

spirit of understanding), in plants (power, sap,

peculiar virtue), nay, in all things that conceivably
3xist even in the burning candle with its heat,

light, and ascending air. In similar ways Bohme
descants on the Person of Christ, His double birth,

in time and in eternity; His double body;,
the

heavenly and the mortal. In spite of their^ in-

coherence, one may gather from Bbhme's writings
a suggestion here and there, but so far as definite

ordered thought goes, his vagaries resemble the

play of shadows on a wall. His meaning may be

profoundly spiritual, but his language is a perverse
mi ei \u sn in^ of physics and chemistry with ethics

UI llIM|i>i\.

In no century was the rabies theologica more

pronounced. The scholastic extravagance of the

orthodox doctrine did not fail to work injuriously
and some; i :- -V-j !:"!;. on the religious life,

while the i \
!

I : i ; i : i i ," the more critical circles

did not directly serve the growth of rel"" :
\

'
'

:"

For the evidence of true and sincere
'

Christ in this age we must look rather to the

obscure and humble in the Churches, who found

sustenance for their souls in a faith that surpassed
all formulas, and which no scholasticism or criticism

could rob of its transcendent power.

i.M-uM-.r-.-r-, ''.. . y - '

?
f"

,-. ,-;;.,, i,,,., i. - I:-;- /
- ' " " "

r, i

'

/:/*
'' lt-ii -

tii/ng aev Jbutfiw. u. JLuyviM. Ju^i t4>/ > ,

Dorner, Doctrine of */ J , -.

" r" "

div. ii. vol. ii.; Schiiltz,

Gottheit Christie A. I! .'..? /' of Jesv,^
Wrist ;

G.

Tionci-Muury, D/v? w'fiines au Unrwiw/i
'

'.'*'*';
r.nvc, 'nrtJlnM>'l'a1?i> <>f Christ; artt. . /' *. -"

' h -. - -

CV.innnuiiwiiio Idioniunim,' and on the various wieoiogiazas

referred to. J. DlCK FLEMING.

CHRIST IH MODERN THOUGHT. 1. The

modern spirit. (1) Its genesis. The'modern

spirit manifests its characteristic modes of thought
bv contrnftt with the mediaeval age. It carries to

tlieir ultimate result the tendencies that produced
the Reformation and the Revival of Letters. It has

revealed itself in positive and distinctive form only

in our own day and after a long process. A briet

o-eneral statement of the course that process took

will serve to indicate at once its legitimacy and
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the extent to which it was likely to affect ideas of

Christ.

In essence and at the outset the gospel appeared as a

revolutionary idealism, inverting the old standards of excel-
lence and the old criteria of truth, yet not outwardly revolu-

tionary in its immediate aims. Continuous with this instinct

grew tip the mediaeval mind. It is a mind which sees its ideals
with the vividness of reality and in the same instant confesses
the no less insistent reality of the actual, and the impossibility
of transforming; it as yet by the ideal. It is a mind therefore of

compromises and contrasts. Familiar as a summary of the
mediae a.1 spirit at its maturity are these: (a.) the contrast
between this world and the other world ; (b) the contrast
between faith and reason, philosophy and theology ; (c) the
contrast between the secular and the sacred which three are
all aspects of one fundamental antagonism, that, viz., between
the natural and the supernatural. The practical consequences
o! these

" ' '

1 the common life and
thought. mest consciousness of
their baleful influence. What characterized that age was its

fresh sense of the reality of this life and of nature, and of the
interests of both. Baptized anew in mental and spiritual ex-

perience, its loftier minds were enabled to initiate those de-

partures from the mediaeval system which were destined to
determine the most powerful currents of the modern spirit and
which still rule modern thought. Modern thinkers frankly
abandon the idea of irreconcilable difference between nature
and the supernatural. They acknowledge no revealed thought
J1 '

; -
"

1
"

ir
:

i '. :: ". .v "! V :
-yve in nothing which is

"

-
i - \'- '. , i

'

. They work in a spirit
< < > . I ! I . , that there are not two

-
1

'

-
, .

;
:..'!- ! lat lives in both ; that

not the spiritual and the natural, but the spiritual in the
natural, is the formula alone adequate to represent the truth.
The modern spirit differentiates itself from the mediaeval by
conceiving the distinction between

"

not
of separation but of unity. To '

"

I by
force of in -sigh I into its deeper meaning is tne ruling- motive,
the Sim ling-point being experience the experience in one life

of both realms.

(2) Its characteristic impulses. Only by a slow
and gradual logic has clear self-consciousness of
aim been reached. Among the contributory causes
four are of special importance : the rise of specu-
lativ iMii]o-t:M:.\ ; the scientific movement and
the

i|^lii
ji

1

. i.ni scientific method in historical
and critical research ; the growth of socialistic

theory ; revived interest in the psychological pro-
cesses -that enter into the construction of know-
ledge.

In speculative thought the new point of view formulates
itself in theoretic form under the name of the * absolute ' stand-
point. Absolute here means that the universe is wholly know-
able. The term does not exclude relativity; it only excludes
an unknowable <" . i ; n' rl "i- : .11 the phenomena of

being and actio'*. I

* '' -; \ i-,
' that must never be

lost sight of, viz. ! i ,' , i' I ; : i II- . '.y is not abstract but
the highest concrete, and that it can be reached by conOdence
in the power of Reason. The idealistic systems of Germany, in
spite of their excesses, did '.msmificrn4 -

service by their im-
perishable vindication of !rih ir:(b*. T ','"- spirit
observes patiently that it may define "!-;. [ is the
spirit which takes nothing on trust, and seeks a reason for
everything. It ranges knowledge in diverse spheres according
as the facts it studies fall within the perceptions of sense, or
manifest themselves in history, or are known in personal
emotion and insight. Each science rests on its own proper
principles, obtained from a study of its own facts, without
reference to ideas drawn from other departments. Only thus
is it possible to bring into clear relief the specialities and
differentiae of the vario'us kinds of knowledge, and so establish
the contribution of each to final truth. The scientific spirit
has given birth to modern History and Criticism. Social
theory embraces ..,,-..:. ,;\c-j v- "

--union, all of
which have been !:,- -i

-
'

r; .; r. Mi- _ ;:i . -i io- to the social
situation and its effects on character. Thj ! ."1 i -> -n,-

versyhas enormo
"

1 ~: the feeling : -,.n n - ,1. 1 > ; -. .

Liberty, we are , .! not depend on une aosence 01
social pressure.

-
i is the organ of personal char-

acter. The new
'

!
5 the latest conspicuous intel-

lectual movement It is the peculiar product of
modern philosophy. Kant's achievement was to reassert
UJ'I!M-( TTi; UK'- -cepticism the claims of reason; but also to
lii Ti ih. r r:s:-m- : to show that there are elements in the mind
which underlie the i

}

*" T . f experience, and therefore
cannot be derived iroui lu : winch elements are beyond the
reach of Reason, In i>fl\ r-i Tv".ni .*)so\vc '1 that life is more than
knowledge. That per-'-n-ion rnk- iiu- modem world. The
key to all problems lies in man ; and the key to the nature of
man lies not solely in his thought, but mainly in his will. The
whole man is seen in man active. There is an enhanced idea
of personality. That idea carries with it two others whose
significance for religious reconstruction we cannot over-
estimate. There is (a) the ethical character of man's experi-
ence ; his life is the fulfilment of relations with others ; (b) the

rtwalfnff power of his experience ; to the whole man in action
and passion the inner meaning of things comes nearest.
Under the above mentioned impulses the modern mind has

passed through the realms of nature, history, personal experi-
ence to a more complete mastery of knowledge. The effort has
brought great gain to theology.

(3) Its influence on theological method. Con-
temporary

" 1
..

:
I ," aims 'illustrate the direct

effect of th
"

. forces in at least four direc-
tions : (a) towards a more soii-s'iMY -\ .m of

theology ; (b} towards a better MJ-JINM i, \

:

'<-r. m the
nature of religkr. <\

"

; (c) towards innist-
ence on moral j-

I"
;.

as the determining
I
-"I'M

:

j-l'-
*.'i 11 1 ('! >^-i< ;ii construction; (d) towards

i ro::"ii.i'i:! ot the 'social consciousness 7

as con-

tributory to theological truth.

'

Scientific
'

applied to theology signifies a new method. The
motive here is to vindicate for theology a sphere of knowledge
of its own, precisely as for any other science ; and to assert and
defend the right of theology to emploj71 a method peculiar to
its own facts, appropriate to its own sphere. The vindication
successful, it follows at once that both theology and natural
science may pursue each

" -

..
-

path, limited
only by its own law, yet : larmony. The
antagonism between science and theology vanishes. The
vulgar conception of th< i-, i

i-

. .1 ," indeed, vanishes too;
but simply because the

'

r :<!. taken its place of an
inherent Divine Spirit in nature and in man, both of which are
moments within the Spirit of the Divine Being. The facts
alluded to in the ethical and social constituents of theological
truth reveal the partial character of the sources from which in
the past doctrinal construction has drawn. TK v v u- :

.ir
n
y

two, the intellect of Greece, the polity of Kom<-. (-uvi. pi '<^-

ophy and Roman jurisprudence, working on the Christian
facts, yielded the orthodox formulas. The genius of Northern
Europe had later to enter in and infect the conscience of the
Church with its own deep

" "
. . T nper of the present

age is its fruit. It offers a - - the earlier age. It
is an age less of intellect than of feeling ; it is less objective,
precise, actual, but more inward, refined, wistful. Ultimate
explanations take with us a touch of what is subjective and
personal. Personality is one of the dominant categories of the
hour. It is just what may be looked for that theology should
seek to interpret its problems in terms of personality. The
new method is a radical departure from the old. It begins
with religion as a ." * : i\ -1 '::

]
i
- al life, and from

that reaches, so f .
- ,.-..:< '.'-.. of God and the

nature of Christ ; r ,.-. \\ *. <<: begins with the
thought of God authoritatively given and passes on from that
to religion. The new method can never reach belief in any
attribute of the Divine Nature

*
'" " "

ligious
experience. Merely metaphys truth
in terms of substance ' or '

essence,' as these are commonly
taught, fail to satisfy. A sufficient self-revelation of God can
be given only in a full personal life. Fresh grace is discovered
in the conscience. What the higher nature of man, his Moral
Keason, witnesses to, that is the sure guide to the apprehension
of Divine reality and the true foundation of religious feeling.
For in that nature man is at his best : there relation to God
finds place, His revelation is received and Ills life shared.
With the ethical goes pari passu the social. Society arises
where the mutual intercourse of moral spirits is possible. The
conviction has grown, in a degree unknown to earlier times,
that such intercourse, realized in a true brotherhood of mutual
service, may minister untold blessing to men. The 'social
consciousness *

is simply the growing sense of the power, the
worth, the obligations of our intercourse with one another.
From the intercourse of man with man, the communion of God
with man is known. Growth in religious knowledge follows
the laws <" .' <! < p-

"
i.

r
.": ", t*.~*

";

The wor ."-I.- r <-i : , s : - -
:

r.l '\
'

T ".

that mar I -i- Hi-- 11- -I .'",
\

' ...
and the t- - < H _ ->i,- \-i i; . II'- , epest assurance comes

_...

ence, imperfect though it be, affords real if limited knowledge
of the Infinite. And this knowledge is to be gained, wot by
putting ourselves outside of < \p v"- < ,M

"

. / of contrast
constructing a Being with / : - !.. i:--i . opposed to
the human, but rather by -

i j . l. i--;. >J experience,
and to determine which alo- -. . :,' ,

'* :.:. i purposes it
contains have permanent !< ''_:, i I,. "Che religious
transition of the last four centuries has been a Blow but con-
tinuous passage from the Aristotelian principle, that there IB no
*

proportio' between the finite and tho infinite, to the principle
first adopted by the Lutheran divines, that the finite Is capax
rnfiniti.

2. Modern conceptions of Christ. Modern con-
ceptions of Christ vary according a one or
another of the characteristic forces of the modern
spirit predominates. We may range them in a
threefold order: (1) the Christ of Speculation or
the Ideal Christ, (2) the Christ of Experience or
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the Ethical Christ, (3) the Jesus of History or the
Historical Christ.

(I) The (Ihrittt of Speculation. Each of tlie

tnuiMTiuloiitjil philosophies involved a speculative
Christolo^y. The liist phase appears in Kant
(1724- 1804). The \vork of Kant in religious
theory iw the work of a pioneer. His equipment
was not rich enough in mind or heart for more.
Hume, as he tells us,

* awaked him out of his

dogmatic slumber,' but only in philosophy. In
religion he stood in line with the previous age.
He shared the unhistorical views of the 18th cent,
and its * rational

*

religion. What of personal
religion he knew, he knew intensely, as the class
to which he belonged, the poorer citizen class,
known it; but, like that class also, with narrow-
ness. It wji^ ;i Clui -lijmii y of heart and will,
;i-- |ii;iH ic<I asnou^ ilu> common people, which was
r-nl to him. IK- Mood cjiiiie outside Christianity
in its Gc<ileKi;i-iir:il or my-iu-nl forms. Religious
experience of *:-iy imit in-i-lrsn type, except as a

department of :! >:;'! liir. IK.- was unconscious of.

lie had no consciousness of God distinct from the
dictates of conscience. Hence, when he came to
rationalize his religious experience, the outcome,
as waH natural, was the simple translation into
forms of reflexion of an imperious moral sense.

The Kantian position is usually termed Ethical
Deism. The extreme deistic view is, that creation
itt left to itself save for occasional Divine interfer-

ences, Kant's central doctrine is in harmony
asserting 'the absolute value of the ciliicfil ii'iV."

God having origin, illy created man and endowed
him with rea-on :ui<I free will, nothing further is

necewsary on the Divine side for moral advance or

reilciiipiion. Each man, as a moral personality,
rontB entirely on himself, on his own reason and
freedom, and may make moral progress quite
ii)d-j)cjid<.'iiily. His moral consciousness is con-
crivnl ji^ *!

'

absolutely self-sufficient as to have
no need of outward aid, whether from Nature, or

Society, or God. On thi- -^'Mmd id-ii he con-
structs his con'.'i'jiiion ui i im-iiMMii \ nnd Christ
in his treatise, /,''/'/''" '.' /""* /;": /*/"/''* of mere
Mmson (1793).

Tfc- ,-iarii \\\\\\ im- i>rr'-r|it!<in of con-fioin'o of a radical evil

dutllnii; in liniiiiin n:r. ureas an iii(ln:,!i,iiU- i.in of experience.
Tin ii-tiiin lofrood i>r<'--nU-<I by the moral law can be accom-
|iliiiu'<l <>ni\ i>\ a i: orouirii revolution of the entire mode of

thought which establishes a new character, one ssis-eepiiUi* of

good, on the basis of which, progressive moral improvement is

i <<! |- "1 . T mean* \$ whHi ihis change- in man ii

In-!::: .. . ,
-

,\ the idoii of moral perfection. ior which we.

are destined from the first, is brought LO a new life in his con-
sciousnoBH. But in no way can the id -.1 <? ; 1 -sn.'r

'

"-1 1 -

plouHiiif* to (Joel bo brought home to us n.-rr . *l !:! :."i'l r

tho imago of a man, who not only IriniicMr promotes the jrood by
word and deed, but is also ready for ihe benefit of the world to
cinduro all sorrows, since we measure the greatness of moral

strength by ihe hindrances to be i T the historical

%ure of JOHUH this ideal appears. "^
, > . the idea of a

humanity w 11 plcuiinu to Cod wen- lir-i nne-M-d with power
iindohlicrat i"n liy inc.'ui^ <( an example tunii-hed 'A experience ;

rather hat* ilu iK-;< MS n-ulm in it-t-li, MIHV .1 i- rounded on our
moral roftxon. <nl> ns an hi^t-rfif.l "X'-nnilii- ot this eternally
trw Idea can inHi JiliifiiroM*! timi of Jc-ii be pre-emcd to us.

In Him the.- i<l*'il of the good appeared in bodily torm. When
we hdieu* in Him as the Son of Oocl, the object of our saving
faith is this eternal ideal ol Corl-plea-ing Tumuniiu, i">t the

tnntorical lAtin. ; Ihe ideal of wlrien -.lie historical mini \ bnt fche

hi^hrsk representation. Incaru:ilioii K tlio 'pers-oimliaition of

tho Moral Ideal.
1 .Tpww first defl.-m d ill" moral to bo the- >nly

wiving and afforded in Ifi* lite find leat>i an example of it.

ThH exhausts the hi^nilloaww of Ills IN-r-on.

Opposition to Kant's interpretation of religion
as mere ethics and of Christ as a Moral Example,

impelled more genial minds like Hamann, Herder,

JaooH, anil others to reactionary insistence on the

immediacy of the religious consciousnesR and the

speciality of the Christian revelation ;
but with

neither 'critical nor philosophical depth. The
direct succession from Kant appears in Fichte

(17(52-1814), who was impressed with Kant's

results, started from them as a disciple, and later

carried them to further consistency, and in so

doing advanced decisively beyond them.
With Fichte, Christ was the first to apprehend

the Divine, the first to recognize clearly and em-
""

'"

'; the Divine will, and hence is the first-

:

"

God. The manner of His apprehend-
ing was peculiar to Himself. The immediate unity
of God and man in the spirit in which religion con-

sists, came to Christ not by specnle^""-
*- 1 -" 1

or tradition as it does to us, but
His existence. This knowledge v :

:

primary and absolute thing, immediately identical
with His self-consciousness. In Him, therefore, it

may be said that God became incarnate. Fichte
labours under the delusion of concei \ ing personality
as a limit of the Divine nature. That God in be-

coming man might not annihilate but enhance
personality and raise it to its true infinite capacity,
had to be discerned. The attempt came with

Schelling (1775 - 1854), whose philosophy is a

jiiiili--'lMy of the Incarnation. His problem is

ii-M'i :iii'!o: for him by the conclusions of Fichte.

According to the latter, the relation of the subject
and object, human and Divine, is a unity of simple
identity. But such an identity, it is to be noted,

ignores the characteristic differentia of the human,
i.e. that in the essence of the human which it is

necessary to safeguard in its union with the Divine*
T 1

.

" "
'

! with which Christology is particularly
< -

. cannot be understood if the two members
of the tt'iia^uiii-iii ji re not thought out purely by
themsehi'" a<-ii<iiii^ to their idea. The unity is

not a true unity if the members"of the ,.!',!.
'

"

are not united by that which distinguishes and
opposes them. Those two considerations, the
essential unity of the subject and object, and
their unity in the midst of their differences, form
eh- Hi \\ii\ contribution to this high debate. To-

gether they yield his doctrine of the Absolute.
Whatever is, nature and spirit, is within the Absolute. It

embraces all reality. It is the meeting point, the neutrmn,
the MndifTorom'c point,* of subject and object, preserving- the

ppoii i i nlonjfrido i ho negation for each perse. v-- .

"
;^

- '
'

'

.

living, concrete, being by ceaseless self-birth a .

creative unity, and on that very t- 1 > vrl :: '--..! - ; j-r-jv 'i >r

-. -,-.. 'ir
-leri). In i -.-: I

1

- M- ': i.j./s
i I , me manifest, in itself

;
to manifest itself

- . i .

- The manifestation is not in any one
form of finite limitation, but in the whole field of history. The
finite or the historical is that in .

: *"h
*

\~:-'-:i. 1 i- ;-!"v:
the form in which the Absolut- -

< ..'- *:-i s. 1 J
.

-
! i- -i

merely finite, it contains the Infi 11
. -M, :'

"

. . i
j "

. ..M I'.-^'nt

the Divine. The domain of hist r-
: - in l> r: -.;>'.

'
'

-| i- :

history itself is the inoiiinniiori (>f <Jod. Everything- 1& explain-
able by this idea ;

Cod i-i Ili ^roivth (^ert^^or the Son ot God.

Nature points to Him, and has in Him its final causes ; history
us/, -id-- Mr :-

1
",'{! f TT : - **f< ; religion experiences Him as

I
>. -I-.,Til 'i( <!!" TOT. p- 'MM 1 1 1 evil.

T:\ K'l'ti- >1 ..-;- -- !('" of the Christian religion. Christ,
in TTis In'-roricjil irul'x nlnalit v, is no: i ho Son of God ; the eternal

Ron of Cod i- colic cnvchuninnii v. mid \vhaois true of collective

h-iniiiniTx isnot lobcli'nred'o Hun. T
"

: . s"
"

"T

received'when received as an isolated f . s :i

all eternity, and is not to be interpreted in an empirical way.
Christ, however, is in a sense the beginning of this incarnation

*,

since without Him it could not have come to be or be known.
In Him God first becomes truly objective. As such He is the

archetypal ACan, the universal ideal Man. None before Him
revealed God in such a manner, and from Him all men since

have learned. But He is not the God-man. Of peculiar siffnifl-

'., i i- il -'rti -i riii
:

-
> ". i"'n "'- of the manner in which

('..-- '.( i:
1

!'.
- I- <! il r l>* no principle immanent in

1 imoiv Ai ono period he loaohfi tlmr the Divine can mani-
ft-t i

1 self onlv'- ;r -idli -*-rhi<;f frriv : -i- -. in the totality

>i whioh iis inner <--< net. ib 10 he Jnioun. Here there are two

points vliich reveal how far short of the brurh of Che ancient

Creeds such theories fall. In the first place, the finite forms arc

a mere series of fugitive appearances of the Infinite, into no one

of which the Divine veritably enters to abide : they can only

signify the Divine, And secondly, so long as it is so the finite

forms are essentially equal to each other : they represent a

uniform series. On this line of thought the difficulty of ap-

preciating Christ aright is insuperable. In the last and highest
form of his philosophy, Schelling- set forth a more fruitful

estimate of the finite forms which reveal the Divine. He gives
them more substance and concrete content. He arranges and

organizes them, not in a monotonous series, but in ascending
scale according to the measure in which the Divine spirit rises

victorious in each. He is thus enabled to point Lo the unique-
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ness of Christ, and to place Him at the head of the scries. From
anoilii-i (Kivi'toi 1 t pc'i' , < xperience led him to a richer ap-

pm union oi I'i i -i's I'U-OM. The power of evil, he came to

see, was too vast to be over on j
v 'i\ II.JIM alone ; the redemp-

tion of the personal spirit i- in *-: i . i
1

t work of God, and
can be effected only by the immediate presence of God in human
consciousness and knowledge. The more mightily evil had
come forth in personal form, the more necessary was it that

spirit should appear in human form as mediator for
'

only the

personal can heal the personal.' God must become man. In
Christ He did thus become man. In the Personality of Christ
the Divine --.'is i- .. -'vM1

'. - : _! !l~< !. ii S wi 1

::,
1 *^!. In Him

the single M! i -o -:: i -. i- n ;. r .i'i ,- ip-s-'lr i:.Jng up the

perfect wil 1

'

OM..I, ."" -< u, , -.<i '..-.iii'v <> i.:i IM.J absolute
worth and becoming

1 a tru i
N

"

i

'

! < i" -i
1

1;,' -i' i r

husk of the Divine life. /
"

".

'
'

'
'

I'-
1
'* '

/
is declared.

In Hegel (1770-1831) speculation reaches its

culmination. Possessed of an imperial intellect, he
succeeds in con-Inn tiii^ a system (Absolute Ideal-

ism), with c\lr!ionrm!iry skill and infinite detail,
which co-ordinates and harmonizes into organic

unity the various principles of his predecessors.
His indebtedness to Kant and Schelling is real,
and to the latter special. In tip- >

il\::' it of

the Hegelian schemo. lu^u-.il u 1
. ;

"

are
ilol in. mining. Tho i-n>--i

-* of human knowledge,
wiih i;- jiUovMritc analysis and synthesis, is the

type of the larger process of the universe. All

progress is through distinction, and moves through
the three steps of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis.A simple truth, once discovered, is affirmed as if it

were the whole. Presently a larger experience
forces man to the recognition of its apparent

opposite, only to be succeeded later by the recon-
ciliation of both iri a higher unity. Given this

simple formula, Hegel will build you the universe.

Hegel admits with Schelling the absolute unity of all things
and the identity of the subject and object. But while Schelling,
in order to explain how everything

1

is derived from this unity,
takes his point of departure in the Absolute, Hegel starts from
the Idea (German, Idee), and professes by the force of dialectic

alone to make all thing_a spring from the Idea. The Idea in-

cludes the Absolute (which is the pure idea considered in itself

and in an abstract manner), Nature (which is the idea manifested
and become object), and" Spirit (which is the idea turning back
on itself and beholding itself as soul, as society, as God). The
whole course of history is the coming to consciousness of the
Absolute as Spirit, an august process which culminates in

religion. The world of concrete finite experience is not outside
of God, but is a moment in His consciousness. History is not
tin-Divine, but is the manifestation of God, a process within His
infinite Spirit. Tlir^'o-i i- the function of the human spirit
through which ih-> Vb-o'-Mr comes to full self-consciousness,
and as such is the synthesis of finite and Infinite. Its highest
form is the Christian religion.

In the eternal Idea there is but one Son, who exists in the
first place simply for the '

thinking speculative consciousness/
but who, in order to be universally accessible, must also exist
for the 'sensuous representative consciousness,' must be seen
to sensible intuition as an historical event. The Idea must
realize itself in fact if all men are to be made conscious of it and
fche unity of Divine and human it stands for.

*
It must become

an object in the world. It must appear, and that in the sen-
suous form appropriate to Spirit, which is the human '

(Phil,
of Religion, Eng. tr. p. 336). This is what has happened in

Christianity.
' Christ has appeared ; a Man who is God ; God

who is Man.' Christianity centres in the historic Christ. 'The
n;r-i"-(- -.;i"r ,: God in the flesh took :" .

"

"nate
.vi I p" .-I - particular individual.'

'

^ .- the
Incarnation of God in Christ, man has learned the universal
truth that it is eternally and essentially characteristic of God to
be and to become man, that God's true* existence is in humanity
which is termed His Church, and that man is essentially one
with God.

T! \> :.: .i!:"-l:-!'!>M-' that the broad effect of such

j-
-:;' i v.ji- ;.. i-vaporate the facts of Chris-

tianity, and to substitute a * somewhat else
'

(Srepov
etiayy\ioj>) for the firm truths of a revealed religion.A God personal only in man, such as the Absolute,
<-lr,u-ly nil

|
.1 it - that God is not personal. An ideal

ii-l.'Mio'i uiiiioiii
!>

r-iir<'ilil\ has been likened to a
painted horse ulii'h you cannot ride j and when
the abstraction of t'v ii:-;

J

, : l.\ !", ;n interwoven
in the universe is o.v :<: ;

'

> .
- die object of

Christian belief, one who feels anything of the
burdens and problems of life will turn away like

Jacobi, little caring to know of a God who made
the eye but sees not, the understanding but neither

knows nor wills. An Incarnation which maintain**

a continuous manifestation of God, of which all

men are the bearers, which is never complete,
and

which dismisses Christ's pre-existerxce, simewH birth,

resurrection, Divine . .

"

'. >
'

"

"on,
is not only irreconcilc '- -r -. . -its,

i>iil \\ln >1 1y inadequate to the requirement^ ot the

("ImMi.iM (Consciousness.

But whatever view be taken of the speculative
movement as a whole, certain outstanding services

to Chilli oh IJ.'UM! theory cannot be denied it. It

has revolutionized the study of Christ's Person,
and in so doing reacted on the whole theological
field. By constructing a theory in which the In-

finite and the finite, the Divine and the human, are
not exclusive of each other, it demonstrated the

rationality of the Incarnation. By its discovery
of the spiritual principle in Nature, History, Man,
as the truth which ^ives them all their reality and

unity, and by the identification of this principle
with Incarnation, it showed the naturalness of

Christ's Incarnation. By its insistence on the
truth that the organon of religion is not different

in kind from that of \^i". ;
i.\ . it has, so to speak,

rehabilitated the vn!i-i i\ '.,:' eligious facts^ the

treatment of which with the contemptuous indiffer-

ence characteristic of the previous age becomes
hereafter an nnphilosopliical dogmatism. It has

vastly widened the range and deepened the bases

of belief in the Incarnation, and made possible a
fresh and thor- . ;.! ln\ -:!_, :!::. in the way ,

of

criticism and '.simM'-i-iii-li-.. '!:; the data which

support that belief.

(2) The Christ of Experience. The Christian
facts and the Christian consciousness assert them-
selves in the experiential theology initiated by
Schleiermacher (1768-1834). As "Kant inherited

the sturdy conscience of the Lutheran Reform in
1;

.
:

.,i
' "

I-ii'-irative,' so Schleiermac.hor
'

. r- ! :".! fervour in his 'feeling of

dependence,
5

or experience of God, When Ivaut
describes the essence of religion as the recognition
of all our duties as the commands of God, he says
the same thing in balder language, in language
less mystically attractive, than that of Schleier-

macher when he asserts that the essence of the

religious life is the sense of utter and all-round

dependence on God. From his training among the
devout brethren of Herrnhut, and by a natural tem-

perament of warm MiscoptibiUly, Schleiorinacher
was more akin to iSchelling than to Kant, who
reiterates the essentiality of duty an Kant does, but
of duty inspired by something higher than Kant
dreamed of. What is this something higher?
Schelling had termed it

*

faith,'
*

fidelity to your-
self and God.'

'By religiosity
the inner power and spirit of religion I

-
: i-"i: 1 .: ".:-!! -. : if

11 -

!"-. . iuu.ii !- : IHvine, and not
3 n ,!" .' ! i :' --

;
i .- ', il

(
!!: Joel, must be the

very heart of life, of all thinking
1 and all action, arid not a morti

object of devout passion or of belief. That is no real knowledge
of God where He is merely object ; either God is not known at
all, or TT-.- i- a: - :*; i .

' <':% ; .if "i, owledtfe. Ho muHt
be at '< > .r M -. i

. o,:r ". M" 'i
'

i i

all ofai '". ar -. "In .r - i i, -I i-n
"

i

sense of a trust and confidence in the Divine.
1

Jftmciamentally
this is Schlei^rw !\

rtlk or'a o*v wh^n he bases hia thought on
'experience' i/,

1- ', / /,' '.')
Religion is ihe element oj lye wnose influence in-H-irnu-i Ml

oilier pan-, of lift-. Religion is not a knowing; M<> .u 1

, .u-inm :

i: i-, a/.'iYn*/. li is not as science, the knowledge of finite

things in relation to each other. It is not as philosophy, the
knowled. -' " J '

'! 5 n n r-iM-v. Ti \-^ ,-' -,

morals," 1 :
< *

'

01 i- -. "isj.-:
1

"i :!:,.:.
It contempiaLCb me umverse i\\ i "i Im- <-. io n- -o^.-i i

1

-

relations of its parts; rather 10 .. \\ i n-'-ii-iili n-
ropro^cntaiions :isi'l - ] jira:",- i ! ^ -if s

1

. : i:<l i" l" ii-- !i i-ts

sci/t-d arid iill<d s*i r 1 !<!':. p
1

!--! 1

-i; r,^ piiiiii-li.iv in-

fluences. It is il i'ir> I M:I -.*i ci~: i .- of Dhe universal
being-.

* Thus 10 -< i ,'>'"l lii-'l "> .1'! ; i: .-,
. - m-.l moves, in all

l-p'-oininjr nnd cliiin^o, ui all ucuou arid Huttenng
1

, thus to have
a:'l Uno-v life itsolr' only in immediate feeling aw this bein|if, this
- n liui'-n.' li*. nnt i- in the soul. The central quality of the
soul or selr-consciousuess is a certain emotion engendered by
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a
.
r(>

"*

.
---- -- ........ --1 ^stical sense

.ntmite. Mysticism has always supposed
O<1 <*MI be reached only by means which
world and the ordinary experiences of

4 t , .
WorW of sensible objects and human

naowt t,o bo a barrier between the soul and God
;
the way of

IK'rfirtion oonsiHts in escaping troni all these until the im-
passionod HouUu its upward flight loses itself in the formless
4uul viowloss light of Uod. Schleiermacher, on the contrary,
U'urlx'H that Uie experience of God's real oxi&toiiou is not some-
thing apart from all tho human interests 01 IM<>. U run come
through theHG h;:,-i< -.> ,i- 1\ ',. tl<. pcii'n. iK'u. Tin- roots
that join man to i.i,d ;uv i-u- -,i::u a-. ,ho-c Ji;n jo.n i

-
t loone

another and to Nature, only they go deeper. The religious
<'xn<riomc, again, is ir:tiv,<l !.; ^o.|.,n, M v. Ti '-, in every
inun with the original ini]ii<-<, .'.:i;cl, h,i iMil,t,<lunlii\ gives it.
HH mnjfo and variety ,in nsHi: u. ii nut- U -uiown to us,

.
- - -

, .-_,... may arise ...
the prtwnee of something true or beautiful or good uplifts us
above oiuwelvtis. In abort, everything visible and invisible,
t'very part and event of experience, may become an appearance
of (Jod, and be a means of grace. Every experience may be

i JI-\L- i-:!-. i \pi-i irinv. A strong- current of individuality is
r:i. :,i.-;, DS;.,- <>! iclimmi. Thriv ii jio biii-li thing i^ i\n iilt-oliiLu
i

1
'

.'

;j; "!. Viiililsm K> ao man v. it ho u u:iu>oii. fjciu-t. oo,
the relation of the founder or teacher of any historic religion
tt> ilui u'liKion is intimate and necessary; the study of his

' '
>

'

'

"-! -.;"" to the true understanding- of it and its

( )n the basi of these ideas Schleiermacher con-
HtruetH hiw view of Christ and the Christian religion
(IMc-n , and Dor Ohrivtl. GlattbG). Here the point of

departure in Christian experience and the historic
Jesus, For Sohleiermacher there is not religion,
but simply religions; the historical lelsitum-Jiip-,
of the religions he does not know. Every new
religion restn upon a new intuition of the universe.
JeHUH of Nazareth had such an intuition. What
\vaB it? The idea of rinj>tmiiiiy is stated, in the
fifth Ifode, to be that the ruin oY the finite in its

alienation from God is removed :
* ruin and re-

demption are in this mode of feeling inseparably
bound tip with each other, and form ilie funda-
mental relations by which its form is determined.'
Christ.ianity makes *

religion itself the matter
of ro.li^ioii."

1

Chriwt discerned in all things the
Divine element. He discerned at the same time
an irreligious principle everywhere. And the
clearUOHA with which He Raw the need and the
means of overcoming the unspiritual by the

spiritual constitutes what is specific to Him and
His faith. "What is Divine in Him is not His

purit y or originality of character ; but the
*

splendid
clearness with which the idea He had come to

represent shaped itself in His soul, the idea that

all that ift finite needs the help of something
higher to be connected with the Deity ; and that
for the man who is entangled in the finite and

particular, salvation is tol>e sought only in re-

demption/
* This consciousness of the nmi uciur

of liiH knowledge of God and being in C;<wl, and of

itn powr to communicate itself and stir up re-

ligion, this was the consciousness of His mediator-

ship and Divinity.' To those who come to know
Christ it does communicate itself with salutary

energy, so that they become new mnitm^- : Tie is

the cause of the new life, In ilii* rHarion He
ia the ideal type of humanity, and possessed a

xinique perfection. The proof lies in the existence

of the Church, on the one hand, and the inex-

pliealrility of His religions consciousness by natural

for i-en. fie is perfect in what concerns His re-

ligious consciousness ; here He was what He was

by a primitive communication from God, in virtue

of which also He was sinless. Otherwise He was

truly man and subject in all respects to the laws of

human growth* Divine in a sense, He was not

voritably God; had no pre-temporal being, or

miraculous birth, or bodily resurrection. He is

Divine simply in the unique and perfect satisfaction
**e supplies to^the needs of the believing conscience ;

and in the unique and perfect manner in which He
Himself realized this satisfaction in His Person.
The

_ culminating point of Schleiermaeher's
theory is the affirmation of the supernatural con-
sciousness of Christ and the absolute value of His
Person. In this regard his influence on subsequent
theology has been of rare fruitfulness. From a
multitude who own his inspiration, two may be
selected as having, in an original manner, corrected
anl r:\iij_rJ I-,'- principles : Rothe and Ritschl.
R otho <J 7 '- '!

'
I M 7 ) was probably the most eminent

divine of the middle of last century. He main-
tained throughout his career, amid the strong
intellectual and critical currents of that time, in all
of which he shared, a personal faith of extreme
warmth and tenderness in Christ's Person. * Bear
with you the living certainty of the reality of the
historical fact Christ, and simply live your human
life in the light of that certainty,' was the ruling
motive of his inner life and also of his whole theo-
logical work (TheoL Ethik and Dogmatik).
Rothe takes his start with Schleiermacher in the conscious-

ness, the feeling
1

of God which is found therein. In the pre-
sonality of man, this, the Divine principle, is at war with the
lower or \ iV :!' '< its control \ bpiri:. Not until
the lower .- -,.. p -

i
"- > v free or ir::i\ limber. Its con-

quest is the moral task of mankind. The task can be dis-

charged only in a moral progress of two stages, in \vhich the
whole nature of the material i'ii;i-ip!c- -liu'l niam iit( If fr-11 a* <]

be transformed, and in which the whole nauire 01 uhe spiritual
principle shall display itself. The first stage involves the
passage <

"
i ; . 11 i.-t ^1. sin. In the second, man will reach

complete .1 i
_.

I i ( i. Th t ,

"

V!
" " " "

\"

first stag-e ; Christ crowns it. i _ -
. *

with Him a new power, a miraculous force, which serves as
the point of departure for a new development of the race.
Here the moral evolution is at the same time religious, since the
more subordinate the insistence of sin, the more direct the
emergence of the spirit of holiness of the new power, the more

n"!ect,
*.e., ." ,-"" '

t~ 1 T i .: .-. f f" J
-
J

;

ue to a ..., '
. i . !

>

made by God in an : . ^ -<s, tney are not so made that
He cannot enter in. i

-

( r"- I does thus enter. In Christ
He posits a new commencement of humanity ; and in order to

prepare for it Rothe admits a special revelation in miracle and
inspiration. The new power, the advent of Christ, are by:.." i "< TI

'

"stry of Christ was a con-
. i '. < ', . , .-deification; m actualizing

-
.

- - ". 'it the same time unfolds the
ii- - i < <:. I ng substance of God comes

i

'

". I
1

i . "I" . .,.: _- .'"..'" V
'

*....'"

i .i j . ! i * -I
its course is uninterrupted from Hi
Calvary wbic* -i v"i>

'

"'
' -'

: ! its triumpha
Ti: ,11 iO:n-l. I

II in. in,- No
1

.

a: -I h<>in !hai h .1 - -

1 I

close.
: die ; face to face with

... v." n - His
! i: .

. , .pe;
li- -i led

v. -;h to<l iJ t I ; , ^- I-- ,...: il i i -i in

tni. h( is-u MS-, r'losjn (I T* n i;i-pi>-
:

>" '-i^ii-.i-'i . and invested
with a bodycorrespondingto II - ''(-".-ilr-'fiN . It. ..i.< -riiii-riiil

barrier now restrains His pov. r. II - *-I>.P <- \\ ! loi:i I.I:M-

rance on the world. The ^ >r:'H-d l.oi: inu. 1- Ilii-li :-s

'oc-iirfil iii(l'\Mua] :

i\, '.". :!'( -i reu of cne moreaanig uriuxupu
<>

T iln- -piiii
11
,!.! i>:v :i>'< ir- i-> :i_" to narc. Wh'ii llu lot alii \ of

Hi- <li-',':p'<- rir< piiiurifl, iii< l''i arnaiion will In.- ooinplH-o nnrl

iru >i<aiimioi i'
' t:i :M r-M'\ -i (!. At this stage God will live

_ . _

( Aui dieweui Puukt 1st das MensoiiMem uobies zu

Menschheitsein,' Dogm. ii. 179).

Rothe's is a grandiose conception of Moral In-

carnation exhibited w.i;li :
i.i .-ir]vrr:

vl" vigour of

thought. Christ is no s : ,,-:.r i i . < > i ; '. . e mythical
sort, as in the imagination of India. 2sor is He
as one of the Heroic age, such as most primitive
peoples magnify. He is man truly, yet less in-

dividual man than man generic, while at the same
time God, the potency that rules the whole world-

process. In its cosnncal significance the Christian

interpretation of Christ has never before received

so impressive a statement.
Less original than Schleiermacher or Rothe,

Ritschl (1822-1889), taking impulse from "both,

elaborates a system less speculative, more positive
and Scriptural. His, like theirs, is a doctrine of

redemption, and rests on experience. He construes
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his material, however, by a widely divergent
method. The critical results of T..Y: . 'iad

affrighted him with their divorce i. - of

Christ's life from the idea of His Person. The
.in l.!|>1i\-ii-,il , -nl emotional elements in the idea

!
! in i-i - lV'>"ii current in the schools around

repelled him. Ritschl had a singularly self-con-
scious and self-reliant character, and at the bar of
the rich ethical experience yielded by the inner
secrets of conscience his sense of the insufficiency
of contemporary tendencies deepened. Injustice
was done, he felt, to the historical and social and
practical aspects of Christian truth. From that

standpoint he directs a pungent criticism against
the theological methods in vogue. They sought
to construe Christianity by reference to the con-

ception of God reached by a consideration of His
relations to the finite world and human history
and experience. Ritschl seeks the meaning of
God as it is disclosed in the workings of the soul
of Christ and in the activities of His earthly^ life.

It was in that soul and in His earthly experience
that the work of Christ in the salvation of men was
achieved. Not in the heavens by transactions on
man's behalf within the Trinity, as the orthodox
schools taught ; nor by His immanent operations
in cosmic and human progress, as speculation
dreamed ; but in the moral personality and acts of
the Redeemer. The process of redemption is not
metaphysical or evolutionary, it :

;. '-";
*

.

"

It was not to provide the prior -! .":.
should release the mercy of God, on the one hand ;

or, on the other, to overthrow an enemy encamped
in man. Yet it was more than the announcement
as by a prophet that God had forgiven or was
ready to forgive. Both Anselm and Socinus failed
Ritschl. According to his view, what is meant by
God in Christ reconciling the world to Himself is

that when God took human nature in Christ He
actualized the forgiving presence of God. God in
Him was in human nature, not on a visit, not
arranging the conditions on which it could be
redeemed, but actually redeeming and appro-
priating it. Christ revealed the Father not by
holding Him up to be seen, but by bearing Him in

upon us, leavening us with Him practically and
consciously. The field of Christ's work lay there-
fore in His own spiritual history, and among the
conditions of spiritual human nature (cf. Forsyth,
Religion in Recent Art, Lect. 7). This is Ritschl's
first important deflexion from Schleiermacher's
procedure. The Christian consciousness or ex-

perience to which he appeals is found in the con-
templation of the historic Jesus, as made known
in the Gospel records. It is not to be regarded
in isolated individualism, as was the case with
SHiloioniiMi'lior'-. iip|-<u1 to the inner consciousness.
It lui- I'M ron<ciim

kiirc an objective character alien
from his method and from the subjectivism and
sentimental piety often accompanying it. There
is a second deflexion of notion importance. The
Christian experience to which Ritschl appeals is
realized socially and practically in the Kingdom of
God.

' There must be added [to Schleiermucht
' -,.--". i

nant truth that this religion, like all religi .. ! .

'

-i .

activities, can only be nghtly set forth in i ,!
on the presupposition of the redeeming \v i . -I \> -.

cv-!- ,'.- ilu 1

sriririiii; i;i<l -pr< a-l
:

*ijr of this redeeming
1

activity.
fttdii! |i:

:
!. ;': K.-deemer, and the Redeemed Counnnnily

M.I:K| -r ; -.< ,'o.r -\\ knowledge in an inseparable relation'
(Just, and Mecon. i. p. 495 f.).

Eitschl's doctrine of the Kingdom is specially
worthy of study. The Kingdom of God in his view
is at once (a) a moral ideal, (6) a social organization,
(c) a

religious good. The TC r

i^il..n .rx not the
individual man is the object ; ; :c !)''.::' electing
love. To the Kingdom, the Fellowship of Faith,
belongs redemption, which is appropriated by the I

believer only as a member of it. And he shares
in it in the measure in which he ui-rharu* 1 - his

obligations towards it ; it is as lie loves and serves

his iitMjJilKnir ihat he is justified of God. The
reciprocal <u-iion and reaction of the community of

believers engenders experience of Christ, by which
men learn His worth for them. As the value of

each is determined by his service to the whole, so

is Christ's worth (equivalent in Kitschl's phrase to

His nature in so far as it can be known to us) to be
estimated by His work.
Ons uch principles, what, then, is the worth of

Christ? Christ has the worth of God. He is a

prophet sent from God, yet more than all the pre-
ceding prophets of the OT. He makes Himself
known as, and is, the Son of God.
In the moral world all personal authority is conditioned

upon the nature of one's vocation and upon the connexion
between one's fitness for his special calling and his faithful
exercise of it. Accordingly the permanent significance of Jesus
Christ for His community is based, first, on the fact that He
was the only one qualified for His special calling, the intro-
duction of the Kingdom of God; that He devoted Himself to
the exercise of - '.:* -

< v
1

* i

1

:."

'

"'1 "'i the preaching
of the truth an

'

>: .'.
'

!, i . c or deviation;
and that, in p.!

4 *
: -*.

- a proor or His uuelity, He freely

accepted in '. .: . , the wrongs which the leaders of
the Israelitish nation and the f

" "

ight
upon Him, and which were so Him

T"
""

. Second, His
' '

I

"""

viz., the Kingdom of God,
is the '.

> r" -. Id, and is thus recognized
by Crr I

1 ' -
. The solidaric unity between Christ and

God, which Jesus accordingly claims for Himself, has reference
to the whole extent of His activity in His calling, and consists
i-i ilu n 'ipro.-nl rdatirn between the love of God and the
ct'<I < -I'--.- of .ii-r." in If'-, calling. Now Jesus, being the first to
realize in His own personal life the fiiuil p irjo.-e of ill*- Kingdom
of God, is therefore alone of His kind; i-,r -MO^M any other
fulfil the same task so perfectly as He, yet he would be unlike
Him

" -1 "

upon Him. Therefore, as the original
type united into the Kingdom of God, lie is

the original ".

:
- -i <

"
: f

<> * ."
:, so that the love of Ood

for the mem'i< i
- >

' i"- Kr . i is :'- is mediated only through
Him. When, therefore, this Person, active in HIM peculiar
calling, whose constant motive is recognizable as utiHclfish love
to man, is valued at His whole worth, then wo HOG in Jesus
the whole revelation of God as love, grace, and faithfulness'

(CTnterricht, pt. 1 21-22). There is a third consideration
,<: ! .

'

"*-. \ n-;:rivc:ii.M. 'These
appn-i-a:!" 1

! of JCBUB
and are apparent m me account 01 ill" liif, .m; \\ i rrod to in
the confession of the Godhood of Christ which the Christian

community has made from the beginning
'

( 24).

In sum, Christ's Divinity is conferee! when it is
seen that His will was in perfect identification with
the Divino purjin-o in things or the will of God;
and that Me iii*phiyo<l in the moral sphere the
highest Divine attributes. He is the Son of God
by His perfect knowledge of the Father's will and
by His perfect obedience to it. After this manner
He fully revealed the essence of God ; and that in
the activities of a human life ; and in a sinless
human life. The Divinity of Christ is thus not
based, as is usually done, on the supernatural facts
of pre-existence, virgin birth, miraculous works,
and resurrection. These, however, are not denied ;

only, Ritschl would contend, the right appreciation
of their truth comes after the moral witness, from
reflexion on believing experience.

Ritschlian principles and results have been the
subject of violent polemic. It is with their broad
effect only thatwe are here concerned. What that
is, is obvious. Ritschl has brought back men's
thought to Christ as the centre of C' ..:,.-.: \ ;..

Christ's character as moral power, :.-..: :<> <

'

-." .

as the builder up of spiritual life by enlightening
the conscience and educating the will. Religious
truth can be verified by the moral sense. It is a
question of fact; inner fact, no doubt, and not
scientific, but truer than what is outward. But
when the theological reasoner abandons the ground
of fact and the safe circle of practical reason for
the shifting mirages of .-peculfition, then ho uses
words without meaning. Christian verity rests

primarily on internal experience, and. answers to
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the most urgent necessities of the moral life. It
haw, indeed, other relation- ;n:<1 ;i-|><'<'i- that tran-
scend P\]XM u'lico and, i

uri-<-(nioii:ly, our under-
standing. All that can be mud there is, Exit in
mysttiritt. IlitHchlian modesty is often misunder-
stood. IJut it lias served to clear the ground
within the range of spiritual experience, and floods
this ground with light. There is no true doctrine
that can contradict this light, or shelter itself from
its penetration.

'\ ho influence of lUtsehl is the predominant theo-
logical force of the hour. It is felt wherever the
attraction of religious problems is felt. He is best
intcrpreied, not as the propounder of a 'theology
uithout metaphyi-u--,' <; ;i -'I'digi-m viili.i;i.

mysticism' (for he pi <-.!;' u- !::! l:-r'. t>ni a* -us ex-
ponent of the *

Chri-, i.,-i !- inn-no*'-.
; m ^. isli-'.or.

macher. He closes so far the movement begun by
the latter. That movement is familiar to religious
thinkers in this country in the more sober theology
of Coleridge, of Maurice, and of Erskine of Lin-
lathen, who may justly be termed the guides of
the higher religious thinking in England in the
iirst half of last century. Coleridge (1772-1834),
adopting Kant's forms of thought and imbibing
Hchleiermaeher'y spirit, introduced the fruits of
their teachings into "Tn^ljuul, xxliere thought was
dominated by Locke in philo^oplLv and Paley in
tho<>logy. The * Reas< n

'

o i ("ol er iAge is the 'Prac-
tical Keason' of Knnt. AvhYh jirn'-p- ihe higher
principles. Like >r!il-i--i-i:i lu-r, lie i";sll- back on
experience as thoic-; <-i' -:c mi unili. llv believes
Christian truth because it 'finds' him, Coleridge
shared in all the characteristics of the German
school from whom he borrowed. He was no meta-

physician. Tie was a great interpreter of spiritual
f;ic(s, a student of spiritual life, a subject or spirit-
tial experience. He saw in Christianity the true

explanation of the facts of our spiritual being. He
brought human nature near again 10 Cliri-:i.'mii\.

He changed the conception of C : in-iianln j'rom

being a traditional creed till it became a* living
expression of spiritual consciousness. c After him,
says .Mark Pattison,

* the evidence makers ceased
as beneath the spell of some magician.' The line
of thoxight marked out by the disjointed reflexions
of Coleridge was continued by F. D. Maurice
(1805-1872), who had been influenced also by
Krskine, and still more by his own inner conflicts.

His best energies were absorbed in the hiiorpiviii
tion of religion-, thought from the -Liiiulpoiui of ilie

Incarnation. By it alone, according to Ms view,
could our nature be sufficient for perfect life.

Quite in the style of the later Bitschl, he rests

faith on historic fact, and finds the essential ground
of human life in the Personality of Christ as the
Kevoaler of the Divine will and'character. Akin,
in like manner, is his insight into the social aspects
of Christian truth, the spring of his ^l-nir.ili'!;;

personal phihmthropv, and the inspiratiuii 01 ik<#i

movement which had for its chief tenet the social

utilization of religion, the movement of Christian

Socialism. More apart and less orthodox stood
Thomas Erskine, who recalls his friend Ficlite in

not a few touches of nature and conviction. He
was no student as Coleridge, nor of practical bent
as Maurice. Meditative and introspective, he

sought the truth by patient thoughtfulness and
deduction from his own experience deeper thought,
not larger knowledge. IJe brings out an aspect of

the *

theology of consciousness
' not emphasized

hitherto, viz. that religious experience is a grow-
ing and endlessly growing inner perception.
The experiential movement has a second phase,

which rails for some mention in its bearing on

present-day ideas of Christ. It is a phase outside

the Churches, although not always, or necessarily,
hostile to them. Tt shows itself in the rise of

ethical societies
^

in America, France, Germany,
Holland, and this country. Its aims are familiar
to us in Britain from the writings of MaUlicw
Arnold (1822-1888). Much theological KU':.i:-i..
moves in the same direction.

In the last forty years a succession of writers V* *--
-.'

J

,i'- -1

that while the moral and practical elements of
'

; -i .-

'

i ..:

entirely commendable and necessary, its theolog - * -
:'

<

and must be abandoned. The aspirations of such writers
are not to be confounded with those of writers still more
radical,

'

,

theology, but the ethics as
well, or 1 : ,i ers including- men so widely
parted fi , . the Darwinian and Maeter-
linck th .

. -ties it is relevant to our
purpose to sr. ilvii i,u; cannot be viewed as within the line of
pr-
w~

."

"

.

"

..- lar the school
of

' "

. But without
warrant. These societies, often divergent from one another.

'
'

-

"

.
i ,

aria in the historical Uhrist, that is not purely moral
and spiritual, with the mere swathing-bands which the spirit is
to outgrow. Nurtured on the modern conscience, they have not
drunk its deepest draught, that inner power of Divine mystery
which deepens it as nothing else. The
spiritu: i . ( \ 3onscience, in its sense of sin and
revelation 01 Divine pity and *

rj"\i i . is unfelt. It is here,
too, that so much * Broad '

-i L !H r,.
1 ' v

e!5gious thought fails.

There is a liberalism which is only the rich and complex mani-
festation of the magnificent capacities of the Christian Faith
claiming all life for Christ ; and there is a liberalism which,
when extracted from the haze which its upholders cast around
it, is found to be, in its underlying postulates, totally incon-
sistent with the historic faith. It seeks a purely spiritual
Christ. And when it has found Him, He is neither truly human
nor Divine ; He is at once a non-historical and a non-mysterious
Being. Undogmatic Christianity is simply abstract theism.
.\painct its oisipty abstraction of the Divine Spirit, and its

nniiMiiic ocnoepiion of Christ's Person, the experience-theology
is a passionate protest.

(3) The Christ ofHistory. Concurrently with the

foregoing movements has gone another, simpler
indeed, and, since there are no truths which more
readily gain assent or are more firmly retained
than those of an historical order, more within the

grasp of the popular mind, but also for that very
reason more nearly touching the instincts of the

popular faith the historical and literary criticism
of the Scriptures. It finds its sources and growth
both within and without the ecclesiastical sphere.
Ti \-

|
inr

1

-f the general movement of science, the

ii;i|-li(
in iii of the methods of science, observation,

hypothesis, and induction, to the facts of Hebrew
and Christi; n !ii-'< iv. It was not likely that the
universal -piii: os'

1

investigation and discovery
should feel n -< !f i"i,o t< !n:ii:" <. < (I.-- whole field

of secular history, and I < HMr.'.innl i'<-ni operating
in the departments of sacred. And so the Scrip-
tures have been taken, as scholarship had already
been taking the classical books of the ancient

world, as a literature of many frii^nioni^ and
times, and of varying authority. Their commands
and teaching and records, all alike have been

judged according to the occasion and circumstances
m which they were given forth. In other words,
they have been interpreted, not absolutely, but

relatively. The Bible, as to its text, structure,
the authorbhip of its several parts, and its literary
and didactic form, is read and understood like all

other ancient literature. Then, too, from the

theological fluctuations of the 18th and 19th

centuries, special impulses entered. Keligion, as

Coleridge reminds us, consists of ideas and facts

both ; the Christian religion blends together in-

separably the historical and the spiritual.
The

variations in religious and philosophical theory in

consequence closely affect the character of historical

study, and in an instance such as that of the

Christian history, where the historical substance
is large, with effects of the gravest kind. Further,
the emergence of the hypothesis of evolution in

scientific circles in the middle of last century, and
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its rapid acceptance and application to all kinds of

knowledge, created a temper of naturalism, which
reacted on. Biblical criticism and OhrMoln^uMl
doctrines. Especially in the forma 01 Po-iiiM-iii

(Cpmte) and of Agnosticism (Huxley and Spencer),
this temper rejects every form of theism which
asserts the personality of the Divine Being and the
beneficent character of His relation to the world of

men and things ; and, profo--in^ ii,self ignorant of

anything better, has 1<M HI IK; 1 1 of in any wisdom
or love bat that which springs from the brains and
hearts of men. It is a theory which limits know-
ledge to experience, and experience to the physical
senses the sensations produced in us by the ex-
ternal world. It has its own view of history, and
of Christian history, as a natural evolution. The
new historical sense, combined with the new inter-

pretation of Christianity, in terms of the facts of
man's existence and human experience, incited to
a re-reading of the Biblical records and a resetting
of their material data, which has to an extraordi-

nary degree stimulated the interest of the general
mind, and most powerfully influenced the growth
of a purely humanitarian conception of the Person
of Christ. 'History,' says Mommsen, 'has a
nemesis for every sin.' For seventeen centuries
the facts of Christ's life liad been carelessly or

":i; i'" i '1\ ''ated: they were now to take em-
'\ <, ,-, ."-ii '.

The process begins with B. F. Strauss (1808-1874).
Strauss runs his theo \ \

' '

i : :

* ' Y Gospels like a

ploughshare through ,-.'

'

": -.' ..,i -: . His interest
is of a purely negative character. Ho di-intogi nt o

the narratives and dissolves the faci< in u -orios of

writings, in which, with frankness and lucidity, he
expounds what it has become common to call the
point of view of modern science as to Christ's
Person. His object !liro':-lio;.i M;I- |Mloinirjil. Tr,

was to find a way pUv oi -^nionuiMinilit'ii. \\"h,ii-

ever system furnished him with the means of

attaining his object he eagerly embraced. In his
first book he ! !.;... .-n the basis of the well-
known TT

-

**

".',!! '"-I between the idea and
the fact, , and the historical, his mythi-
cal theory as a means of exit ; in his last, Darwin
and natural science come to his aid.

It is by his '

mythical theory
'
that Strauss is best known.

'Myth,' he says, 'is the creation of fact out of an idea.' The
miraculous is a foreign element in the Gospel narratives of
Christ which defies all historical treatment, and the conception
of the myth is the means which we shall use in order to eliminate
this element from our subject. Th<> putlrirMl principle i- \\oU
'\Vr-M.l "-! W, ;te : 'When any record rHaio- mronouivuhlu'

MC- .'i -' >:l -:i. '. it is to be considered, not as historical, but
as mybhioal. Strauss lays it down as an V. .1 \, pi "M. ii-l^ that
miracles are impossible, so that every :irr. '-., .\lr ii is in
disaccordance with the laws of nature is uro'iounccd to be
mythical. Ti>< "!:rr,vi ^ (!, ! -I with the birrli ot .John the
Baptist are j.> .' >;.-.. Ti.v. prophet having afterwards
played a great part, and is.V- -

:,.^ ; found in relation with
Jesus, the Church judged i: .^>!>ro;,n a . to glorify him in this
way. The two cnc:j.lo;,*ii- or .K<-:-, have nothing historical
about them: ihe\ .in :V wor 1

? of J.vlV/i-i Christians, who
believed that the M( ~i.ii -. -V 'ur^-ur' .I----.J - T!..'.|
The history of the birth, baptism, and -

,' : ;
-

. ,1- . -
: r-'

:
i

- 1 '_
>

i establish His superna i

-

r .-! .1. . i- \\ -

"'

i" <L'j, '."',
t'

**" "

..-$ work at"the outset He
undoubtedly wished

'

but by degrees He came
to believe Himself the Mtissian, ana Hoped to found a political" * "

,s . .
. r i

>. i| .

: M-... =1 : - la- -. ', - -
, I-

...
.,

-. ".' "';: i"
" rm miracles; but could heal

demoniacs, and on that account all sorts of marvellous facts
Kv.v V.-7- fcttrrri'.'l to Him. He did ^ ff

-t
J *T'- .',. ith or

i --.in" . l(. .-:;.; not institute t
-

s- - ...-. The
disciples, convinced that the Messiah . : i <-.- inthe
tomb, had visions and hallucinations which showed Him to
them risen again. Life did not exist in Christ in a perfectmanner ; He is not the ideal of humanity. The traditional faith
is entirely without historical foundation.

The work of Strauss was continued with modi-
fications peculiar to themselves by Bruno Bauer
and others, and suggested the more serious labours
of the Tubingen School, headed by F. C. Baur
(1792-1860). The all-important problem was now

the historical reality of Jesus. Baur, diiicriug in
this from Strauss, seeks a solution through St.

Paul, and. a critical investigation of the sources of

Christianity. His theory shows the intluence of
the Hegelian category of thewia and antithesis.

In four Epistles -in Komans, 1 and 2 Corinthians, and
Galatians we have, according to Baur, authentic Apostolic
documents, genuine Epistles of Paul. They are our bent
authorities on every '\[\- -il'Mi toiu i

*ung the origin, nature, and
principles of prinnth o ( un- i;;i.ny. They reveal antitheses of

thought, a jPetrine and a Pauline party in the Church. The
Petrine was the primitive Christian, made up of men who,
while

*

". '".
'

Jesus as the Messiah, did not cease to bo
Jews, i

'

. was a reformed and Gentile Christianity,
which aimed at universalizing the faith in Jesu*, In fliving it

from the Jewish law and traditions. The uimoib.ilNm of

Christianity, and therefore its historical importance and
achievements, are thus really the work of the Apostle Paul,
His work he accomplished in the face of, and in spite of, the

opposition of the older Apostles. The men who had been with
Jesus did not understand Him ; Paul did by natural ability.
Not the unity hut the differences and antagonisms of the
Apof'""

'

.

'* ^ " *'
. the point on which

the < . . would do his work.
The memorials of the struggle and of

which it was ended lie in the canonical

Christianity. They are best understood
It is not easy to affirm what position Baur assigns to Christ.

He is preoccupied with Paul. In a study on the meaning of
the expression

' Son of Man,' he strives to reconstruct, by means
of the historical data which the Gospels furnish us, the con-
sciousness which Jesus had of Himself and His Messianic
character, but the results at which he arrives are vague and
contradictory. Sometimes he admits that the historian finds
in Jesus certain characteristics which indicate that He possessed
qualities unknown to other men ; sometimes he affirms that it

is less the original Person of Christ than faith in His Person
that has been the basis of the historical development of

Christianity.

Baur's picture of the early Church and of Christ
is now everywheio n>co^ni/(->l ;i- utterly incorrect
in its chief and <!*-i k ii(i;il h\'inn--. Why is this?

Simply because he was under the domination of
a rigid philosophical system which narrowed his

outlook, and prevented him from seeing a multi-
tude of historical facts of a different character
from those upon which he based his reconstruction.
The scholars who have done most to secure
uvo^niiion for those new facts are Ritschl and
Kenan. The essence of the advance made by
Ritschl lies

Dimply in the denial that the evohitiou
of early C :",-:", i i

'

v v , .
j
nirely immaneut

process, ri-i
:
'i . n-or. i-i

11 of certain outside
forces as determinative factors in the development.
The cardinal factor assumed by him was the spirit
of the Grceco-Roman world. According to his

view, theorise of the Catholic Church, which means
the substitution of institutionalism, eccleniasticism,
and sacerdotalism for the spiritual individualism
of the earliest period, was due priiii.-inly to the
influence of the Graeco-Roman -pirii \\li'ili came
into the Church with the conversion of the Gentiles
in the 1st

^cent., and which was thenceforth a

controlling influence in its development. Essenti-
ally is. ":

* "

i\ ,>*o.i|. of younger historians
have MI:;' i >lil' .rhir outside factors, and
greatly enlarged the historian's outlook.

E. Renan * -:s I v.- . .-,... for the Romanist
l'vi'-(-hootl. T* -.:..,., .-, anxl attracted for
a i in 10 liy German Idealism without settling in it,
encountered influences which were to enlighten
the obscurity that his Catholic education and
German initiation had left in his thought. His
special work was done in the Semitic domain.
A visit to P.iUMino in 1 5' offered the occasion for a Life ofmus

: In rciuliiic: iho Gospel in Galilee, he tells us, the per-
sonality of i hi* irroni I'nunrlur had forcibly .n.p-.M

1
. ,1 -> hi-i

;

and the first skou-h 01 ilic book was traced :i:. 'ii>- -v:i. .

of the Gospel history. It is no common book ::n- I

'

.! </
It sketches a life of Christ which has won \v-l- T" .

; !,

acceptance. Jesus of Nazareth wan a simple, ....,*:
innocent, rustic saint, with a villager's ohlldlik- I- - -

kingdoms of the world and the glories of a court
' '

i -

He expresses in His parables about kings, says E- -. <
:

moti Iriclurhtfil njmeu -nul want of oonnawmn- ',

oui wilh u rolisrioui tire 01 i.. . ".i.nrr.' \--. TT :
. ii. u-.:i in,i., .1 1

r^liLMi-ion or God a- If - I ..i:., i. .;!'! ilii.i -irlv .r ;o w'.i
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others to the same lovo of Him which gives force and breadth
to the k'utit experienced wisdom. His whole nature revolted
against the hard and false sanctimony of the Pharisees. With
regard to the Law, lie had ci < n; n vi)i:c-i the teaching, then
widely disseminated among ! e Ji v -, <-i ,he school of Hillel.
But it would not be for even me widest interpreters of the Law,
ways Kenan, that Christ could have felt any great fascination.
Tho rnalniH, Isaiah, and more recent Messianic literature had
formany reasons a greater imaginative charm for His genius.
From the Book of Daniel He drew the Messianic title

* Son of

Man,' which, with a line appreciation of His own exquisitely
human genius, He reserved specially for Himself. Moreover,
the attempt in these books to sketch the future course of

history was the origin of Christ's own millennial dreams, and the
noure.e of much of His imaginative power over His countrymen.
Then there wan the freedom of His life in Galilee. ''That
mountain summit of Naxareth where no man of modern days
can sit without a troubled feeling about his destiny, there
JOHUH sat twenty years without a doubt. Delivered from self-

seeking, the source of our troubles, which makes us seek
.r". f.r -i.- .1 ';}- '

:
i ;:<'

"

tomb, He thought
;

11
'''

,
'.: li -i i, : .

i man race. Those
mountains, that sea, that assure heaven, those high tablelands
on the horizon, wore for Him not the melancholy vision of a
Html which interrogates nature about its lot, but the certain

Hymbol, the transparent shadow, of an invisible world and a
new heaven.' Thus love of His spiritual Father, Hebrew
poetry, the living- spirit of tho Law, the visions of a Messianic

age that should include the whole race of man, His ignorance
of Heience and belief in the plenary force of Divine volition, the

political freedom of His time which scarcely interfered with
individual action, the beauty of nature about Him, and His
wonderful power of inspiring love in the simple men who came
to Him all tended to raise to the lu/iie-

1

inn-n-.!;.. a character
of marvellous "< .n 1 :. -1

"

: -. .losiii did r.oi come 'stainless

out of the str .;;<;'
I was the instinct of genius for

acting upon the world that led Him into the Messianic groove
of thought. It was that that soiled His purity, though without
it He never could have founded a lasting Church. If He had
any or" "!! i , ; s .

"

.-:"! universal Eastern fault

of a W; r :": II ". Tt tion
of His

,

i ...: .1 i M- - :

. ! i- ., v' M
!

the

appetite? for miracle on the part of the people.' Tne demand
for miracle He had to meet, and was not above getting ^up
lli'iiuou- miiacU's as a sort of

"

jiiou-i fuiiid,V; g* the resurrection
oi l/Lx:iru>4. The same neccssnv l<il Mini into fanaticism, which
c\ eniually urged Him to death ;

' the tone which He had taken
could not be abstained; it was time for death to^come and
unloose the knot of a situation of the extremest tension.'

Renan's Life of
m

Jems is penetrated by a pro-
found feeling of Hi- human por-omiliiy. its charm,
it.s poicn<:c, its pixi-cmincnce, il- capability to

create a faith. It IIM- boon ^liown i;o bo inaccurate
in details, and meagre and uncertain in its know-

ledge, especially of the Jewish environment in

winch Jesus grew up. It displays an excess of

precision in the psychology of illusion, a too ready
emotion, and a want of gramtas. Yet withal the

hook did this service, that it introdiiced into the

reading of Christ's life on its human, side a greater
HenHe of reality than modern criticism had hitherto

attained. For the action of ideas, as in Strauss

and Baur, Kenan substitutes the play of individual

msHion and character. The arid logic of the

Germans IB absent, and something of the wonder
and beauty of the NT story is not wholly lost.

It is here that the arrears in the 'scientific' or
* historical' Christ have most to be made up. The

Apostolic mm-q-liim of the Saviour, however
uncritical ami mitnMwuiili in details at the bar

of modern history, embodies |n that very super
naturalism which is the Mte noire of the scientific

mind, a spirit so potent as to seem to those who
gave the record the most striking reality in His

life. To reproduce that <pirit in natural terms

calls for a depth of feeling and width of experience
which the critical movement so far has shown
no signs of po-.-o-inj'. There hangs about its

Christological i-ivaiion-i such a rawness as to tempt
one to the statement that it has not yet found the

equipment adequate to its task. Christ must be

interpreted from within. The interest of His life

la in large measure independent of its historica

framework, as the orthodox construction has

rightly Mien, and as criticism itself acknowledges
wlujn

'

it starts from the teaching of Christ in

preference to the events of His career. Higher
instincts, therefore, than the merely intellectualist

nstincts of c science
'

or (

history,
'

instincts akin
30 the poet's when he grasps the very spirit of

soetry, or the artist's when his unique sensibility
inveils a new revelation of beauty, are requisite" r ' '

.'_ of Christ is not to be profaned.'

\ lie supernatural is an unscientific

['^iii.'ii i-ni. Equally unscientific is the explana-
ioii of it as *

myth
'

or * vision.
' The supernatural

n Christ took such a hold on the minds of those
who gave themselves to Him, as to render them
readier than otherwise to reduce His human
nature in its interests. The supernatural in Christ
s that in Him to which the Church has at all

>imes clung as the sustainer of her intensest faith
and hope. It has enriched and not weakened the
ife of the spirit. What is the secret ? How
explain the tenacity with which the supernatural
n Christ has fastened on the conscience of
Christendom ? Is it not that it has shown at all

>imes power to embody men's highest religious

lopes and aspirations,
and has satisfied them?

And should this not strengthen rather than lessen

relief in its reality ? Science has here a problem
not to be evaded. In reaching a solution, the
r-s-/ Itj'.tj'

-,7 trend science has recently taken
,',,'II:H: i,i ;] to furnish important data. A true
'

philo-ophy of the unconscious' is a desideratum.

Already we have learned many facts having an
intimate bearing on the old ^ " ' ""

,

" "

prob-
lems. What they suggest : * : the

plhs of a Miijih- personality there may coexist

rallul >iaus or -pint-life ; a consideration which,
if vindicated, will make us pause before repeating
the dogmas of negation which were framed with

regard to simpler and narrower facts.

A sense of such necessity is apparent in the

most recent phase of c scientific
' reconstruction of

the Life of Christ. The articles of P. W. Schmiedel
and others in the "'.'/'

' //"."*'" Biblicas the Jesus
of W. Bousset "i i"<: im^en (tr. Williams &
Norgate), and the Jesus of Arno Neumann (tr.

A. & C. Black), based on essentially rationalist

principles, manifest an advance on the old rational-

ism. They seek the secret of Jesus in a psycho-
logical ''''/'. '- They are indeed in line with

previou- : \ ( i . .

'

i adition in rejecth \- III \\ \ \ \ i < ^ ) i
'

y
of the Gospels as a reliable source oi :!i:on:.aiion,

*
; i '-.: to a minimum the available

.-,.; i : at their basis, in regarding the

major portion of the written record as artificial

, . ; -\-
;

'

-v o the nature of pious legend _and
'

;.:/! '
-

,
and in asserting the impossibility

. :. i .- "iie claims Christ made for Himself
an adequate foundation for such a superstructure
as the Church reared in the dogma of His Divinity ;

yet they are confident where earlier effort was
often in doubt; they are also more reverent,

genial, and expectant. A firm historical ^founda-
tion is acknowledger!, and that both in facts

regarding Hi- Person and partimlarly in His

words and teaching. They are iari-. loo, which

point to a (

sovereign self-consciousness,' worth to

men more than kings and prophets had been,

potent over present powers and offering promise
of constant conquest (Bou^-ct, Jems, p. 96). 'He
bound His disciples to Hi- Per-on as never again
one man has bound men.' His uniqueness is not

to be confounded A\Uh smiularii.y, but denotes

He.

overpowers us inwardly by" His spirituality, His

purity, truthfulness, and love. He is the Master
of the inner life.

' We may also speak of Him as

"the Redeemer.'" Not in the sense that His

death was a propitiatory sacrifice without which

the God of love would not have been able to

forgive us our sins. Not in this sense : yet it was
indeed His special work to redeem by guiding us
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from the letter to the spirit, from the feeling of a
slave to the love of a child, from x-U- -<.<..

brotherly love, from the dominion <i U'.'J

to that of the invisible ; and His death showed
that He was ready and determined to oiler in

order to procure these benefits, not His labour

only but also His life (Neumann, Jesus, c. 19).

Not Divine, He is none the less not to be deniec

worship. The interest of the situation here ereatec
is vast. It is not only the new facts and the finer

appreciation of them, but the plane in which they
stand and the wide range of it. Scientific criticism
has tapped a new source. Discussion of the philo-
sophical implications involved in the wider range
of facts discernible will lead thought to a new
Idealism which, analyzing the 'transcendental
element in man more clearly, will the better anc
the more convincingly interpret the Divine in
Christ.
In close association with the larger view o

history and science in Influencing religious ideas
is the great democratic movement of the modern
world. Our sense of growth in knowledge has
reacted upon our anticipations and hopes for the
social state of men. It is only natural that the
relation of Christ to the social problem shoulc
have come to occupy a foremost place, and thai
the traditional Christian ideas should be greatly
affected by it. Almost every variety of socialisl

aspiration has made its appeal to Christ. It is

remembered that He pronounced a special Beati-
tude on the poor, called to Himself the weary anc

heavy laden, offered a personal friendship to the

publican and sinner, commanded His followers to
be helpers of men's material needs ; that He was
Himself of the poor, and denounced in unmistak-
able terms, if not the rich and capitalism, then their
closest neighbour, Mammon. The situation in
itself is of the deepest interest, but its Cl in - rol ,

-
i

import is but slight. Christ's supernatural dignity
is ignored. He is looked upon as nothing more
than man, and even then as nothing more than a
'Social Reformer/ the 'people's man/ 'Jesus the
demagogue,

3 an unmysterious human leader of the
poor, claimed now for this school and now for that,
according to the partial and prejudiced predilec-
tions of His sponsors. To the great majority the
Christ of the Creeds is an object of complete
indifference, if not of dislike, while the Christ of
the Churches, of worship, and of believing experi-
ence, is unknown or scorned. The transcendency
of the Divine Life depicted in the Gospels finds no
echo in their hearts.

It remains merely to remind ourselves that
these three movements of Christological concep-
tion are all needful. They are not to be sepa-
rated or considered antagonistic. They are com-
I'lcmenuiry, helping each other to the new and
riclior belief in Christ. That belief will exhibit
the ideal content of Christ's Person as the sum of
all experience and all existence, seeing Him in all

Nature, in all the forms of Nature, in all human
life, in the whole range of life's experience, as
that in which they all alike find at once their
living energy and tlieir goal, the ground and the
final end of the successively emerging and de-
veloping phenomena that we behold as Nature,
History, Experience. It will not be like the
older faith, a strange hybrid, compounded part
,pf philosophy, part ofhMoiy, part of moral effort j

it will be the apprehension of a Person behind the
facts and processes of all three, reached through
the study of His working in them and the sense of
kinship with and nearness to Him ; who thus
known will not be found to be summed up in them
but rather sums them up in Himself, whose His-
tory no history has yet exhausted, whose Life not

have outgrown.&J1 the lives of men 1

LITERATURE. GENERAL'. T-xV-iv M-?r-V books in German
dealing with the whole subj- ri "ir ,". whole period are
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CHRIST IN JEWISH LITEBATURE. In spite
of the fact that Jewish literature covers the whole
period from the time of Christ to the present day,
and that the relations between Jews and Christians*
during that period have usually been far from
;riendly, the references to Christ in the writingn of
Jews are, comparatively speaking, few and unim-
portant. AVluit there are do not add anything to
our knowledge of the history of the life uf ( liriM.
Such interest as they possess is due to their signifi-
cance as indications of the way in which Jews were
vont to think and speak amongst themselves of the
founder of Christianity. Arid it is safe to assert
}hat in general they did not often occupy their
thoughts with Him. Whatever may have been
ihe reason, they very seldom mentioned Him ; and
}hey seem to have neither received any direct im-
pression, nor inherited any tradition of His spiritual
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The few allusions to Him contained in
the Tahuiul and the contemporary literature are,
for the most ]>art, contemptuous references to one
\vho d<H>eived Israel, and who owed his birth to the
unfaithfulnosH of MM mother. Bnt they are a mere
drop in the ocean of the Talmud, and do not
warrant the ansertion of a general and hitter hatred
on the part of the Rabins towards Him. In the
mediaeval literature the scattered hints of the
Talmud were developed into the book called the
TiiVtltith JVlvA/7, which is a mere lampoon, and in
Home parts a very ili-^uMin^ one. But there is

good ground for "saying that this book was not
countenanced by the best n-|nv<.'ni,'itiu^ of the
Jewish religion, and did not i'\piv^ ih<-ir opinion.
It is cm a level with such im-ivpro-<'MiarioiH of the
Roman Catholic and Protestant religions as find
favour x.i'h i!'-i ::;,nr ,:::! bigoted of Iheoppo.-ite

party, i.ir ..! r."i';.i";.ii-.i i.y t1u!vc*]MMi-il)lo leaders
on mther side. Instances arc 10 bo Amiul in which
leaders of Jewish thought in the Middle Ages
have made reference to Christ in the language of
civil courtesy, or even of appreciation. It is true
that such allusions are mostly r

"

"! i:: .
, 'i. .

addressed to Christians on tl , .:!' xi! i

:
<-

debates, and were, perhaps, influenced by the
thought of the danger incurred by jalain speaking.
But there is evidence to show that in writing,^ in-

tended only for Jews the writers could refer to
Jesus without bitterness, and point out what they
deemed to be 11 is mistakes without blackening His
character. In modern literatiire the chief Jewish
historians write of Jesus as of a great historical

juTsojiag(! ; and though they, naturally, do not see
in Him as much as Christians see, tl,- \ '<.-.';.

try to present historical truth and to :' . :.- i

tional prejudice. It is only in modern literature

that there is to be found a serious and deliberate
Jewish opinion about Jesus, a real contribution to
the study of His life and character. The earlier

n-iViviici!.- illuM nue chiefly the elfect of persecution
and mutual haired upon i he Jewish mind.

hi m-conK-mco \\\\\\ ilie Krief sketch just given,
it

\yill
be convenient to treat the subject chrono-

logically under the three heads of (i.) the Tal-
mudic I'.it ciature, (ii.) theMediseval Literature, (iii.)

Modern Literature,
i. CHRIST IN THE TALMUDIC LITEEATUBE. The

period included under this head extends from the
time of Christ Himself to the closing of the Baby-
lonian Talmud, i.e. about five centuries. The
literature comprises several works besides the Tal-

mud, and falls chronologically into two main
groups. The lirst groiip is that whose chief repre-
sentative i the Mishna, the code of the Tradi-

tional Law completed by It. Judah TT

A.D. 220. To this group r 1 -* 1--1 -.
.

a collection of traaitionB \-\'"'.\

'

.,

the Minima, and the Midrashim known as Sipkre,

Sipjvra, and MecMlta. The second group contains

the Gcvn&rfls, i,e. the commentaries on the Mishna
made in the schools of Palestine and Babylonia
respectively, and forming, together with the Mish-

na, the Jerusalem Talmud and the Babylonian
Talmud The Gemaras contain many traditions

not included in the Mishna but conieinporanoous
with it ; sucli a tradition is called a />'/"////". To
this same group belong the earlier parts of the

Midmsh Kabbah, Penkta, and Tanhuma, though
the date of compilation of these is much later. Tne
Babbitt whoso works form the first group are called

Tanwunii those of the second Amoraim ; and it is

tiBuai to distinguish the two periods before and
after the closing of tho Mishna, as the Tannaite
and the Amoraile periods respectively.
The q motion ha* often been raised whether there

is any mention at all, in the Talmud, of the histori-

cal Jesus of Nazareth, Until recently, Jewish

writers have usually answered this in the negative.
They have

!M>::i1i-,j
out that the person supposed to

be Jesus is <lc-< '-"hod as a contemporary either of
R. Joshua b. Perahiah or of K. Akiba, thus either
a century before or a century after the beginning
of the Christian era. This is true, but it only
shows the anachronism of the tradition. For the
person so indicated is called variously Ben Stada,
Ben Pandira, Jeshu, Jeshu ha-Notzri (i.e. the
Nazarene), Jeshu b. Pandira ; and what is said of
this person makes it impossible to doubt that the
reference is to the historical Jesus. The following
passages decide the question :

Bab. Sanh.^ 1076,
* Jeshu ha-Notzri practised magic, and de-

',

"

<! 1 "i i , , . Israel.'
!

' * '

- '.'' ishu (ha-N6tzri) had five disciples.'
I -. // . .'',',,' There came in Jacob, a man of Ch.eph.ar

Sechanja, to cure him in the name of Jeshu b. Pandira.'
Bab. Samh. 43a,

' On the eve of Passover they hung- Jeshu
ha-Notzri.'

It is not likely that there should have been a second
Jesus the Nazarene, otherwise wholly unknown,
who 'deceived and led astray Israel/ who was
executed for doing so, who had disciples, and in
whose name those disciples sought to heal the sick.
It is now generally admitted by Jewish writers
that the reference is to the historical Jesus. At
the same time it is possible that the name Ben
Stada did m>( OM,_I 'iilly refer to Jesus, although in
the later i -ncii i"i: \'\**\ wo are identified.

"""
' '

"

'
'

s suggested elsewhere (Christianity in
i-' 345 n.) that Ben Stada denotes *that

bigypuan- wno is mentioned in Ac 2138; jos. Ant, Xx. viii. 6,
BJ IL xiii. 5. As to the meaning of the two names, Ben Stada
and Ben Pandira, various explanations have been : ,

" '
;

none has, in either case, been generally accepted
(Bab. Shabb. 1046) explains Stada as equivalent to Statfi do,,
* such a one has been unfaithful,' and refers it to the alleged
illegitimate birth of Jesus. But this is certainly not the original
meaning of the epithet. That Stada is made up of the Latin
words 'sta' 'da,' and *1' *

< - ;. T?i r ,-i - >"-V r. is a mere guess,
with nothing in its i;,\< -r. ./*. '. MI- : 3en explained as

tr&vQ&pos, or TavOyp, or tretpO&vos ; but beyond some likeness of
sound there is nothing to recommend these suggested equiva-
lents. The riddle is as yet unsolved.

The
"" 1

-- i
i

1

.

'

!:.
;.
contains all that the Tal-

mudic i" i '. 1 -."y about Jesus, The pass-

ages referred to will be found in full and translated
in the present writer's work already mentioned.

Jesus, called ha-Notzri, B. Stada3 or B. Pandira,
was born out of wedlock (M. Job. iv. 13, cf. Bab.
Shabb. 104&). His mother was called Miriam, and
was a dresser of women's hair (Bab. Shab. ib.

where * Miriam megaddelah nashaia '

is a play on
'Miriam Magdalaah,' Le. Mary ^ V '

TT*

husband was Pappus b. Judah, ;
:

Pandira. She is said to have been the descendant
of princes and rulers, and to have played the harlot
\x iih ! < .'H'i't-nU r (Bab. Sank. 106a). Jesus had been
in -Efi^rpt, and had brought magic thence. He was a
magician, and deceived and led astray Israel. He
sinned and caused the multitude to sin (Bab. Sank.

1076). He mocked at the words of the wise, and
was excommunicated (ib.). He was tainted with

heresy (6. 103&). [He] called himself God, also the
Son of Man, and said that he would go up to heaven

(Jerus. Taan. 656 ; Jesus is not mentioned by name,
but there is no doubt that He is meant). He made
himself live by the name of God (B&b. Sank. lOQa3

also anonymous). He was tried in T .\i1d.-i fT.iuV j;-

a deceiver and as a teacher of apostsi-,} /!,">-. .>"/'.

x. 11 ; Jerus. Sank. 25c, d). "Witnesses were con-

cealed so as to hear Ms statements, and a lamp was

lighted over him that his face might be seen (ib.).

He was executed in Lydda, on the eve of Passover,
which was also the eve of Sabbath ; he was stoned,

and hung, or crucified (ib. and Tos. Sank. ix. 7).

A herald proclaimed, during forty days, that he
was to be stoned, and invited evidence in his

favour; but none was given (Bab. Sank. 43a).

He (under the name of Balaam) was put to death

by Pinhas the feobber (Pontius Pilatus), and at the
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time was thirty-three years old (Bab. Sanh. 1Q6&).

He was punished in Gehenna by means of boiling
filth (Bab. Gitt. 566, 57). He was 'near to the

kingdom
3

(Bab. Sank. 43a). He had five disciples

(ib.). Under the name of Balaam he was excluded
from the world to come (M. Sank. x.

_2).

The several items of the foregoing tradition

about Jesus are of various date. The Mishna
does not contain the names Jeshu, B. Stada, or B.

Pandira ;
so that it is not absolutely certain that

Jesus is referred to in the Mishna at all. The
Tosefta contains all three names, but not Jeshu
ha-Notzri. Neither Siphre, Sipfira, nor Mechilta
contains any allusion to Jesus. The main author-

ities, therefore, for such allusions in the Tannaite

period, are Tosefta and the Baraithas embedded
in the Gemaras. The Baraithas contain the state-

ments that Jesus brought magic from Egypt, that
lie deceived and led astray Israel, that He was
tried at Lydda and hung on the eve of Passover
which was also the eve of Sabbath, that a herald

proclaimed the
.ijijiro.scliri^

execution and invited

evidence in. his favour, and that he had five dis-

ciples. The statements contained in Tosefta have
been noted above.
The tradition .-.-n-i rni",^ Jesus appears to have

started with R. Eliezer b. Horkenos; at least it

cannot be traced earlier. R. Eliezer was the chief

disciple of K. Johanan b. Zaccai, who died about
A.D. 80, and was living in Jerusalem at the time
when Jesus was crucified. R. Eliezer was an old
man in A.D. 109, and died probably in A.D. 117.

Both he and his brother-in-law R. G-amaliel (grand-
son of the Gamaliel of Acts) had dealings with
Christians. The tradition passed from R. Eliezer
to R. Aljdba and from him to R. Meir, in each case
from teacher to disciple. The tradition represented
by R. Gamaliel passed to his ;:IMIIU*O:I TJ. Judah
the Holy, who _:. h- u ! i-i also iho im-li '-M of R.
Akiba and R. M"ir. !'ii ; - completes the Tannaite

period.
In the Amoraite period the tradition is twofold,

Palestinian and Babylonian. The former contains

very little that is new. K. Johanan was a disciple
of K, Judah before mentioned, and his disciple R.
Abahu uttered the famous dictum. :

'
If a man say

to thee "I am God," he is a liar,' etc. On the

whole, the Palestinian Rabbis took very little

interest in the tradition about Jesus.
Tl: R

'.";.
1 :

; " tradition starts with Rab, who
was - !:' I* Judah; and though Rab him-
self aid not aua anything r-ni r-nn-_: Jesus, Ms
disciple R. IJisda gave the i-\-;-!;ni,i!;o'i of the rela-

tion of Jesus to Stada and Pandira. It was he
also who quoted the saying that ' Jeshu ha-Notzri
burned his food in public,' i.e. was tainted with
heresy. A contemporary of R. IJisda and, like

him, a disciple of Rab, R. Judah. b. Ezekiel handed
on the tradition to R. Joseph, who corrected the

explanation of the name Stada, and mentions
c Miriam Megaddelah,' evidently HiiHM^i'iu that
Mary of Magdala was the mother 01 .1

k - i

i-. R.
Papa, disciple of Abaji, who received the tradition
from R. Joseph, added the remark about * her who
was descended from princes,' etc. A few of the
statements concerning Jesus in the Gemaras are

anonymous, notably the story of His excommunica-
tion by His teacher R. Joshua b. Perahiah, and
His punishment in Gehenna.
TheTnlimulio roforoiioo^io JOMI- jiflbrd no ground

for correcting the narrative of the Gospels. There
is sufficient likeness between the general outlines
of the Jewish and the Christian traditions to show
that the same person is referred to ; but it is very
doubtful if the Jewish tradition rests upon a know-
ledge of the Gospels. It is hardly more than a
careless memory, retained in unfriendly or in-
different minds. There is also no warrant for

arguing, from the Talmudic allusions, that Jesus

actually lived a hundred years before the time

usually accepted as the date of His birth. An
equally good ease might be made out for placing
Him a century after that date. Rabbinical chrono-

logy is to be used only with great caution ;
ami the

statement that Jesus was the disciple of It. Joshua
b. Perahiah (who did live about 100 B.C.), is

made in* the Talmud without the support of any
authority. Moreover, the story, as reiVrring to

Jesus, appears only in the Babylonian (li'mara;
the Palestinian version does not give the name of

the disciple who was excommunicated. There is

nothing to show how Jesus came to be associated,
in the tradition, with the famous Rabbi of a century
before His time.

It is from the Talmudic allusions to Jesus that
the mediaeval caricature of Him was elaborated,
which will be described in the following section.

It is therefore important to note that the chief

points in the Talmudic tradition which furnished
the base for that caricature were His alleged ille-

gitimate birth, and His character as a magician and
a deceiver. The former is a coarse interpretation
of the Christian assertion that Jesus was not the
son of Joseph, while the latter is due to His reputa-
tion as a worker of miracles, and to the undoubted
fact that He had created a serious dissension

amongst the adherents of the Jewish religion.

LITERATURE. Herford, Christianity in Talmud and
1904 ; Laible-Dalman, Jesus Chrixtus im Talw-tul [Eng. tr. by
Streane] ; also, Mead, Did Jesus live 100 years B.C. ?

ii. CHRIST IN MEDIAEVAL JEWISH LITKUATURK.
There are to be -V

"
/

' "a popiilar and a
serious treatment oi s .

v

'

by Jewish writers
in the Middle Ages. On the one hand, there is the
book called the ToVdoth Jeshu., which relates the

story of Jesus as of a vulgar impostor ; on the
other hand, there are references to Jesus by Je\ys
of repute which are dignified and respectful in

tone, and show a real desire to be fair towards tin 1

Founder of that Christian religion whose adher-
ents had inflicted sxs' M "'i

:

i.: :< - on Jews.
(a) The ToVdoth ! . In the printed editions

this is a small book of some 24 pages, in which
is told the story of the birth, public career, and
death of Jesus, and the origin of the Christian
Church. It makes no pretension to be a HeriouH

history, though it certainly docs not deserve the
torrent of abuse which its 'Christian editors have
poured out upon it. It is merely a rather stupid
and silly tale intended to tickle the ears of ignor-
ant Jews, and to -,' Ni\ ; V-is contempt arid hatred
of the Christian n-'uIi'M l-\ Mockery of its Founder.
To Christian readers it is, of course, highly offens-

ive. But it should be remembered that tue book
was not written for Christians, and also that
Christian treatment of Jews made such retaliation

only natural.

What the origin of the book was is not certainly known.
Traces of statements contained in it arc found in the writings
of Tertullian and Eusebius ; but the first evidence of the exint-
ence of a distinct book of this character appears only in tho
9th century. In the work tie Judaicis teuspe-rat itimvtbwtl written
about A.D. 830 by Ag-obard of Lyons, there is an extract from a
written Life of Jesus, which has considerable HkoncHH to the
Tol'doth

;
and a similar writing

1

, perhaps the sarao, ia men-
tioned by Rabanus Maurus in 847. The Puffio Wdet, of Rav

. i.-M.-". .-'"I .' .'

"

whole of the TdVd"ith
1

> ! I

- ....
lrfis |,jie rsi'tffiM haw

never wholly disappeared; but it was, naturally, never pub-
lished by Jews, or evep acknowledged by then). Ohrtathin
writers who succeeded in finding a copy speak of it as boini?

1

" T and to be obtained only by bribfrv.
Jtabbint'&a, p, 14 8) says:'* We pro-

cured a copy from a friend who bought it from Tni--* <,
i-iil.vn

'

for some IT , _ ?i ..... .' ; j>'.
-

'

Tie copies <> i:"n .-.M"*! v en
written in !

:
, --n .-.'. that the original langiiatfo

was Gerni'. 1

! ; i.

1

i- .

rernaeular of the country
where the book fii>L appeared. The translation into Hebrew
was presumably made in order to render the book aeoosHible to
all Jews.

In the case of a work which existed only in manuscript, it is
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inevitable that there Hhould be considerable differences in
different copies. 5S. Kraiiwa, who is the chief authority on the
Kubject, enumerates 22 <-omi.h>u' AISS and 6 fragments of the
Ftif'dutfi, which he .maui^s in iho ^loups, at-iording to their
points of roriemhlunoe. it scorns Iikch that iht-e were not all
derived M-U ;t cr^f\ or.-'ii:, 1 1, ., i:>. -..- that the story, foundedon the M-i-u; -s- ;-, t -, in uu-'l.il:i u,l, was told and circulated
orally, and in course of time written down by several hands in
different oounlriea. With the exception of the fragments, no
cxiHtiWK AIM of th Tdl'dfith appears to be older than the 16th
oonlury. There are fh t- pi intt-d edition*, the best known being
thorn* of Watft'iiHeil {in 7Wf lyiicu rtitanw, 16'Sl) and Huldreich.
1 70F,

A nhort nummary may suffice to indicate the
contents of the Look ; and for this purpose the
WageiiHoil edition will be followed. Johanan, a
piourt youth, in Jerusalem, is "betrothed to Miriam,
the daughter of a widow. Joseph Pandira, of the
tribe of Judah, forms a plan to seduce Miriam, and
eilectH IUH purpose orx a Sabbath eve. Three
months afterwards, Johanan, l<s-mun^ the con-
dition of Miriam, consults R. simoon h. Shetati,
and accuses Joseph Fandira. Having, however,
no proof, Johanan deserted Miriam and went to

Babylonia. In course of time Miriam bears a son,
who ia Jenus. The boy is jjlaced under the tuition
of K. Klhanan, and by his conduct causes the
liabbis to Buspect his birth. B. Simeon b. Shetah
reveals the story, and Jesus is expelled from the

community. He first went to Upper Galilee, and
thence to Jerusalem, where he contrived to learn
the secret of the Ineffable Name (of God). By the

help of thin he worked miracles, and proclaimed
himself the Son of God, born of n \ir-in. The
queen of Jerusalem, Helena, Mi^--u in him, by
reason of the miracles. The leaders of the Jews,
becoming alarmed, set up Judas, one of themselves,
as axx antagonist to Jesus, They allowed him to

learn the Name, and arranged a trial of strength
between him and Jesus, The latter was defeated,
and condemned to death, but made his escape.
JudaB followed him, disguised as one of his dis-

cittleB, and contrived to steal from him the Divine

Name, whicjx Jesus kept written on parchment
and hidden in an incision in Ms flesh. Jesus, in

order to obtain PO--I; ion of it again, went once

more to Jerusalem. There Judas betrayed him
to the rulers. He wa- t-i\\*\ un-n. scourged, stoned,
and lmii#- -upon the -i:ilk HI" M cabbage, because
no tro-o. would consent to bear him. After he was
dead, Judas stole the corpse and flung it in the
ditch of Ms garden. The ui-ciplcs-, not finding the

body, said that Josus had riseri Jrom the ilcad.

The queen believed this, and the Jews were again
alarmed. The corpse, however, was^ discovered,
and dragged before the queen at the tail of a horse.

The Christiana were furious against the Jews.
One of the latter, Simon Kcpha, undertook to

wolve the problem by completely ^cpjiratmp- the

Christians from the Jews. He learned the Xamc,
worked miracles ; and, having thus gained the con-

fidence of the followers of Jesus, proclaimed to

them, in his name, new laws of religion. They
accepted Ins teaching. Tlu-.n upon he withdrew
into a town, built <--i.Ti;l!> fur him, where he

remained, -iuinj- upon a. Btone, until his death.

After MB death anoihor Christian teacher arose in

Borne, who annulled the laws ^iven by Simon

Kepha, and gave new ones, instituting baptism
instead of circumcision, ancl the Sunday in place of

the Sabbath. The new teacher, however, in trying
to perform a miracle, was killed by a stone falling

upon his head, * Bo let all thine enemies perish,

Lord.'
T

.

The other editions follow, more or less closely,

tho lino sketched out above, though in detail there

is considerable variety. All of them describe the

seduction of Miriam by Joseph Pandira, some with

a (lisgnftting relish of ooscenity. The remainder of

the ntory M variously embellished with wonder-

working and low comedy, and that word-play in
which Jewish wit delighted. There is not the
faintest ray of genius, or the least sign of literary
skill in any of the versions, or the slightest
indication that He of whom the story was told
was a great or a good man. If, as Krauss is bold
to affirm, the To?doth was intended seriously as a
history of Jesus, it says little for the intelligence
of its author and its readers. It is rather the
wretched device by which ignorant and persecuted
Jews revenged themselves, and found u piriml
amusement in mocking the Christ of their perse-
cutors. It remains, an unseemly relic of evil days,
but still claiming a place in mediaeval literature ;

and if it bears witness against those who wrote it,
it does so no less against those whose cruelty drove
them to write it (see Krauss, Das Leben Jesn nach
jud. Quellen, 1902, for an exhaustive treatment of
the whole subject).

(b) Polemical references to Christ. "We pass to a

j>leasanter region of literature, one where mention
is made of Jesus in terms which, if not such as
Christians would use, are very different from those
of the ToVdofh,

f
The references to Jesus in the medis&val Jewish

literature, apart from the Tordothy are not numer-
ous. The reasons for this seem to be two : (1) that
in controversy with Christians the Jews were not

disposed to say more than they could help upon a
subject where every word was likely to give offence
ancl draw down persecution upon themselves ; and
(2) that the Jews were well aware of the difference
between the Founder of Christianity and His
followers. Their main quarrel was with the latter ;

and in their theological arguments they defended
the unity of (Jod. and denied the Trinity, upon
Scripture grounds, with hardly any reference to

the actual Jesus. To the Jews He was, of course,

only a man. To the Christians He was God ; and
there was no common ground between them, or

any occasion for debate as to His personal charac-

ter and the events of His life. The controversy
betwe-en Jews and Christians was fought in regard
to principles, not persons, and was further em-
bittered by mutual hatred. The Jews, if left to

themselves, would never have mentioned Jesus at

all, though armed at all points against Christians.

Even in their ov\ n ^ iiUin- intended for Jewish

readers, they say < \m m-l\ 11: : K about Jesus, and
in what they do"-!i y 1 1'.e: e i- HU su/tempt to estimate
His character. For them He is simply

' that man/
or c he who is known.'
The foregoing may be taken to represent the

general attitude of the mediaeval Eabbis towards
Jesus j indeed, it is found in much later times. It

may be described in the phrase
' cold neutrality

'

;

and it remained unaltered until the great Jewish
historians of the last century made a serious study
of Jesus as a figure in their national history. The
attitude of Jews towards Christians began, to

change much earlier
;
but that does not come

within the scope of this article.

The mediaeval Jewish references to Jesus may be

illustrated from the report of a disputation, held

at Paris on June 25., 1240, between K. Jehiel and
a certain Mcolaus Bonin (fragment published by

Wagenseil in his Tela Ignea Satance, 1681). The

Christian, who was a converted Jew, quoted the

passages from the Talmud (described in i. of this

article) as evidence of Jewish blasphemy. The
Jewish champion denied that these referred to the

Jesus whom Christians worshipped :

* In truth, we have not spoken thus against the God of the

G-entiles (i.e. Christ), "but only against another Jesus, -who

mocked at the words of the wise, and did not beheve m then-

words, but only in the written Law, as thou dost. And thou

mavst know that this is true ;
for behold, it is not writtera

"Jesus the Nazarene," but "Jesus Gereda." Moreover, if
ij

had Tbeen he (i.e. Jesus the Hazarene), he not only did this, but
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also deceived and led astray Israel, and made himself God, and
denied the essence (of religion). But, clearly, it was another

man, who did not deny the written Law, but only the oral, and
is called a min (heretic)' (p. 16 in Wagenseil). B. Jehiel also

U\va stress on the fact that the man of whom the Talmud speaks
\vas a contemporary of R. Joshua b. Perahiah, while the Jesus
of the Christians lived a century later (p. "21). He says that it

is quite possible that both were called Jesus,
'

just as there are

many boys in France called Louis, who are not on that account

king's of France.' Being solemnly adjured to declare his real

thought on the matter, he says :
' As I live, and hope to return

home in safety, we have not thought of him (i.e. Christ) that
he should be "condemned to filth" (according; to the Talmudic

assertion), nor have we said these things concerning him'

(p. 24).

A further illustration is found in the book en-

titled Juhasin, by R. Abraham Zacuth (b. 1504).
This is a sort of dictionary of biography for the

period of the Talmnd, but containing also refer-

ences to other periods. On p. 15 (ed. FilippowsM,
London, 1857) is the following notice of Jesus :

51st year of the Hasmomeans, and the year 3675 from the Crea-

tion (B.C. 85). Although the Nazarenes say that he was born in

the time of Herod, the slave of the Hasmonsaans, in the year
8760 (from the Creation), and that he was hung 33 years before
the destruction (of the Temple), being

1 32 years old, to our
shame and to declare to us that at once, speedily, 40 years
in advance, the Temple was destroyed for the guilt of what we
did to him. But this is not so ; for his birth was 89 years
before the birth which, they affirm. And the truth is that he
was born in the year 3675, and in the year 299 (of the Temple)
he was arrested (i.e.B.c. 49), and he was 36 years old in the third

year of Aristobului .

sages of Israel, in i

Nazarenes, have written that in the Talmud there is no mention
of the Nazarene whom they mean. Moreover, in the chronicles
of the Nazarenes there is a dispute amongst them as to the

year in which he was born.' There is a further reference in the
same book, p. 86, where the writer deals with the assertion that
Jesus was the contemporary of R. Akiba, his mother having
been the wife of Pappus b. Jehudah (see above, in 1). The
writer decides against this, and says :

*

According- to the know-
ledge of the Nazarenes, the man who is known was in the time
of It. Eliej-or ; anc

1 " "
"-i

-'
i. of Aboda Zara that

R. Eliezer talked ;

"

Jeshu the Nazarene.'
A few lines farther down

"
'

-
"*i

^ " " "

e words,
* Ben

Stada is the man who is .
,

:

s
-

. but they are
not found in the passage to which he refers, nor are they men
tioned by Rabbinowicz.

It will be observed that the above passages deal

only with the chronology of Jesus, and this is,

with a few exceptions, the sole point on which the
mediaeval Rabbis enlarge in their references to
Him. The reason is, of course, their desire to
ward off the charge made by the Christians, that
the Talmud contains blasphemous allusions to

Jesus. The following references, which all deal
with chronology, may serve to illustrate this side
of the subject :

R. Abraham b. David in the Sepher 7ia-Kabbalah, 1195 (Neu-
bauer, Med. Jew. Chron. ii. 53), R. Jehudah ha-Levi (Cusari,
ed. Buxtorf, p. 240), R. David Gans in Zemafo David, 1592

(edition of 1785, pt. ii. p. 12&). The last comes nearer to
the Christian date. He says :

' Jesus the Nazarene was born in

Bethlehem, a "parsah" and a half from Jerusalem, in the year
3761 from the Creation, i.e. the year 42 of Augustus Caesar.
Abarbanel (Maj. Jeshua, p. 67-, cited by Eisenmenger, Enid,
Judenthum, i. 239) maintains strong^ the Talmudic date, and
ends thus: 'And the wise men of that time bore witness con-

cerning him, his friends and companions
'

[i.e. the friends of R.
Joshua b. P. .', :

--i -j- -i:.; .T - -was said to have been],
'and how- i .1 -, -[' on of [another for] him,
from the mouth of men who did not know him, and were not
there ? . . . And \ve will not depart from the truth and tradi-
tion of our fathers, .'"nil' 1 vi .""! :" <

r
: and who

related the facts as : . iv- .
'

* . ': ,"
-

i or omis-
sion

; and all this ~\ .-. ;i i i'i-
'

: i.': r -:! theory is

untrue.'
The fullest and most elaborate statements of the chronologi-

cal argument, from the Jewish side, are those of R. Salman
Zebi (cited in Eisenmenger, i. 231) and B. Abraham Perizzol
(contained in the same work, pp. 250-263).

There are, however, one or two mediaeval Jewish
works which deal with more than the chrono-
lo/M-il. :i- .

J

:.-m. TV. nseil ,"
T *'T' -~ ~

.

M:!- : i-:'.<u .l:i."
'

'[
'

(wM- s '," ":"'
2V. Vetus), composed by a writer in the 12th cent.,
as he supposes. Buxtorf, misled by the name,

attributed the work to R. Lipmau in the 15th cent.,

the author of another book bearing the same title,

and also published by AVnooiiH'il. The author of

the older work was acquainted with the Gospels,
and he ranged over the whole lield of Jewish ChriH-

tian controversy, refuting the Christians out of

their own Scriptures. His arguments all tend to

show that Jesus was not God ;
1mb ta is worthy^pf

note that he very seldom speaks V : '^"\

of Jesus Himself. His quarrel is witu cue Chris-

tians, not with their Master.
Another work of a similar character is the

Hizzuk Eimmah (Munimen Mdei) of R. Isaac

Troki, a Karaite, written about 1575 (printed by
Wagenseil in the Tela Ignoa Satance}* The author
shows an even wider acquaintance with the NT
than the writer of the Nizzalwn possessed ; and he
mentions the fact that he 'read the NT in the
translation made by Budneeus in 1572. He lays
stress on the fact that Jesus stood much nearer to

Judaism than His followers did ; that He never
claimed the title of God ; that He said,

* I am not
come to destroy the law and the prophets

'

; that
He enjoined the keeping of the Commandments on
one who would obtain eternal life ; that He gave
many precepts which His followers disregarded.
He does not hesitate to admit a saying of Jesus as

true, though he immediately turns it against the
Christians. All through the book his arguments
are <Vu<:oiul n^r.-nn- 1. what Christians asserted about
Jesus, hardly at all against what Jesus said of

Himself. And he may perhaps be claimed as a
forerunner of the later Jewish historians who have

really tried to be fair in writing of Jesus, who
have at least abandoned the attitude of cold neu-

trality, and have scorned the wretched mockery of

the ToVdoth.
It will have been observed that nothing

1 has been said of the

opinion of Maimonidcs about Jesus. In such of his works as
the present writer has been able to consult he has found no
allusion whatever. Dr. M. Friedlander, in his work on The
Jewish Religion, p. 227, quotes from^Maimonides, but without

giving the exact reference. ~'\ '
"

>

' '

:
"

Vi-*> Jesus the

Nazarene, who imagined he- . .'! "*li "...: i I was killed

through the court of Law, "-.", I !..: ! !:>- > of Daniel,
as it is said,

** And the sons of the transgressors among thy
people will rise in order to establish a vision, and will stumble,'*

Dan there be a greater stumbling than this ?
'

This is interesting
as being more than a mere chronological note.

On the whole, the attitude of the mediaeval
Rabbis towards Jesus was one of indifference.

Apart from the necessity of coiuro\or-y or the

exposition of their own tenets, they had" little in-

clination or occasion to mention Him. In Him, as
a man, they had no interest. Their tradition

taught them that He was one who had f deceived
and led astray Israel,' ami iVy i\ould not be at
the pains to show that, :sl; Iiontjh not. God, He was
still a good man. Controversy with Christians
txirned mainly on the question* of Tlis Deity and
His Me^siahship, and the Rabbit fought- the battle
with texts, while they left t:i<- .unnViy alone.
It is probable that the great i-'.sj-'r ii \ 01 MM- medi-
aeval Rabbis were utterly ignorant of what Jesus
had said and done ; they were concerned to defend
themselves against the charge of blasphemy based
on the Talmud, and for that purpose worked out
the chronological argument. But only one or two
seem to have had the coiirage to road the NT ;

and in -nu'vi':;.- ;

: .eir works, the present writer is

inclined 10 i-!:<.\-" that these Jewish controver-
sialists had not iilioj^ilitM- failed to perceive that
Jesus was a great, man. This may be a mintakan
impression ; it is at least a charitable one. We
shall find in the modern historians a welcome
change from the mediaeval attitude towards JesuB ;

and to the consideration of those modem writers
we must now proceed.

Veins,' and
*

Disputatio R. Jehielis,' '^//.al
. Isaac! Hizzuk Emunah *

in Wagenseil, Tsln
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Ziftor Juhatitn, od, F^inp \\Ai London, 1857; also, Eisen-
nu'iitfir, KtittlecktM ./'''/>/,,/-, and incidental references as
giv<-n above, whore they occur.

Hi. CHEIST IN MODERN JEWISH LITERATURE.
So far aw the modern Jewish attitude towards
JOHUH diilers from that of the mediaeval writers,
it is to be found in the works of the great his-
torical scholars of the last century, and in a few
utterances by liberal Jews at Wie present day.
Apart from tfiese, the influence of which, however,
munt tend to

|
inn i HMO ;i truer view of Jesus amongst

Jews, the iix-<li,i \,'il attitude towards Him still

widely prevails. New editions of the ToVdoth are
ntill published, and find readers among the un-
educated, in Bussian Poland. And, as regards
the educated, there is still the same cautious re-
serve which so far as possible avoids mention of
Jesus. The late Professor Theodores of Man-
chester, in a lecture on the Talmud, delivered in

1874, took elaborate pains to show that Jesus was
not referred to at all in that work. And later

still, Dr. M. Friedlander, in Ms book on The
Jewish Religion, makes only the slightest refer-

ence to Jesus, and, so far as the present writer has
observed, does not offer any opinion of his own
upon the subject.
The lirst Jewish writer who fairly broke away

from the traditional attitude towards Jesus was
Gr&tz, in his Gesch. der Juden (vol. iii. 1856).
He boldly declared (p. 224 n.) that in estimating
Christianity the historian must take his stand on
the historical, i.e. the critical, method. He made
no apology for the shock which he must have given
to the majority of Jews by his new departure.
And he was not afraid to express high admira-
tion for the character of Jesus as a man. He
formed his views upon the subject mainly under
the influence of Strauss and Baur, by whose help
he was enabled to put aside as unhistorical most
of the non-Jowibh elements in ih-: k

r;.,-p.-1 repre-
sentations of Jesus, and to i'in|h;i :/< ;!i" strong
affinity between His teaching ; 1 1 1 ! - 1 , i i ; t i

-
1 1 1 . Grata

claims that Jesus was, in the n.Jii-i. ;m r-< MI-, ;i-

the Baptist also had been ; that I i i- v. h..!. psirpu-o
was that of a moral reformer, a^nl i !:! 1 1-

1

li'i<J
:io

intention of attacking Judaism, even the Pharisaic

Judaism, as such, but only the depravity of those
who professed it. The objections to this view are
obvious

;
but the fact that Grratx presented a por-

trait of Jesus in which the Jewish lines were over-
drawn and the rest nearly obliterated, does not
lessen his merit as the first Jew who gave a real

portrait of Jesus at all. Later Jewish writers

have, on the whole, followed the lead of Gratz ;

some of the exaggerations of Ms work have been
toned down, and more recognition has been given
to the originality of Jesus j but the general out-

line of his work is still maintained, ,! -.i-l:'i o

which Jesus was a high-minded and *,\
:

: : ! \ I ? r. I

'

! .

whose fate it was to c>e maligned and persecuted,
and whose enemies were His own professed fol-

lowers quite as much as His Jewish contempo-
raries.

The work of Jost (Gesch. d. Judenthums u. s. Sek-

ten, 1863) shows less of exaggeration than that of

Grata, and perhaps even more of personal venera-

tion towarcfs Jesus. Jost's chief contribution is

his indignation against the *

judicial murder 1

of

Jesus. There was no regular trial, such as Jewish
law required. There was only a high-handed act

of violence on the part of the chief priests.

He aava :

'We hold it to be historical honesty, without regard
to miHinterpretation, to five to the fact its right name, in order

to throw the responsibility upon those fanatics who did such a

deed by their own power. It was not the Jews who crucified

Jesus. Thousands of them revered in Jesus their teacher and
friend. ... It is time at last to Judge without prejudice the

authentic records of the Evangelists, who relate the course of

events in simple words, albeit according to traditions of very

VOL. II. 56

unequal worth. Only the most blinded partisan can wish to
justify the crucifixion of Jesus ": ' ,\- ~<<- < i. -I bo burden
afresh the whole nation, or its ,.:. I . i> >* i i \ . with the
hateful deed of Oaiaphas and his associates.'

"

J. H. Weiss (Gesch. d. jud. Tradition, 1871,
Hebrew) is interesting chiefly as showing how the
radical influence of Gratz and Jost reacted upon
the more conservative Jew. Weiss asserts the
Essenism of Jesus (i. p. 232), and remarks that His
deplorable fate was due not to His teaching, which
was not new, but to the means which He took to

promote it.

* For he claimed to be a prophet, and drew away many in
Israel to believe in his Divine work and his miracles. And he
said, before the multitude and even before his judges, that he
was the Son of God. These three claims were the reason for
all that was done against him.'

Weiss, "beyond ^question, here puts his finger on
the real Jewish grievance against Jesus

* He spake
as one having authority, and not as their scribes/
Gratz and Jost had made it impossible for a Jewish
historian to revert to the mediseval attitude to-

wards Jesus ; but one seems to hear, in Weiss, the
echo of the ancient condemnation,

* He was a

magician, and deceived and led astray Israel.'

The Jewish Encyclopedia may be taken as the
authorized exponent of Jewish opinion, and in its

7th volume it contains a careful and critical article

upon
c Jesus.' It is the work of three writers,

Jacobs, Kohler, and Krauss ; and is written with
a full \

""

"! of recent Christian as well as

Jewish A . It is admitted that, while the

teaching and practice of Jesus were in many re-

spects Jewish and even Essene, He yet departed

widely in other respects from Essenism, particu-

larly in TTi- association with publicans and sinners.

Hi*' HI ii unlit towards the Law, insisting on the

spirit rather than on the Halachic development of

it, is represented as not necessarily or <><> ilirllv

un-Jewish. He was, in fact, the 3vjMp-"!i:Mii\o -n"

the Am-ha-aretz, the *

people that knoweth not
the Law* a rather acute remark. Weiss was
right in pointing to His ii-*;imp;:oii of iu\\ir ;m<l

authority as the reason '' miii-h mo-ioni H-iilpniliy
to Jesus, so far as it exists.' He did not, at least

publicly, claim to be the Messiah; and His trial

and execution were quite irregular. But, after all,

it is freely admitted that * a great historic move-
ment, of the character and importance of Chris-

tianity, cannot have arisen without a great per-
-i; r.'\ i <all it into existence and give it shape
JIM-; <:':' i > i Jesus of Nazareth had a mission

from God; and he must have had the spiritual

power and fitness to be chosen for it.' That is

finely said, and it is with oiu exception the fullest

Jewish recognition of the grout no of Jesus that
is known to us. That exception fa contained in an
article by C. G. Moutefiore (JQK, 1894, p. 381 ft).

He there speaks of Jesus as * the most important
Jew who ever lived, one who exercised a greater
influence upon mankind and civilization than any
other person, whether within the Jewish race or

without it.' . . .
*A Jew whose life and character

have been regarded by almost all the best and
wisest people who have heard or read of his actions

and his words, us the greatest religious exemplar
for every a^e.' . . .

* It may be asked,
" Was Jesus

an original "teacher, and on what grounds does his

originality depend?" Now there is no a priori
reason why Jesus should not have been original.

Jewish authors sometimes write as if there were an
antecedent improbability in his having made any
big religious or moral step in advance.' . -../A.
religious teacher might, I suppose, be called original

who combined and collected together the best ele-

ments of religion existing in his time, emphasized
those most important and fruitful, developed them,
drew out their implications, and rejected or ignored
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other elements which either did not harmonize
with the lirst, or which, though he and his con-

temporaries may have been unaware of it, be-

longed in reality to a lower level and an outgrown
age. I am inclined to believe that herein to a
great extent lay thr <' uOuili' y of Jesus.' Mr.
Montefiore's article -'M-V - \\c\ {. is possible for a
Jew to remain a whole-hearted Jew, while yet he
feels a frank admiration and reverence towards
Jesus. With his full recognition of the spiritual
.

!, "!. i "f Jesus, the fullest that would seem to
ii

1
1. ."!," without crossing the frontier of Juda-

ism, we will close this study of Christ in the Jewish
literature. (See, further, the histories of Griitz,
Jost, and Weiss ; Jeivish Encyc. vol. vii.

, and JQE,
1894). R. TRAVERS HERFOKD.

CHRIST IN MOHAMMEDAN LITERATURE.
i. In the Koran.* The earliest mention ol

Jesus Christ in the Koran is in ch. 19,, the Suratu

Maryam, which was delivered in Mecca. It refers
to His birth

* Make mention in the Book, of Mary, when she went apart
from her family eastward, and took a veil to shroud herself
from them, and we sent our spirit to her, and he took before her
the form of

"'
n. She said :

"
I fly for refuge from

thee to the . ! :
. if thou fearest Him." He said : "I

am only a messenger of thy Lord, that I may bestow on thee a
holy son." She said :

** How shall I have a son, when man hath
never touched me? and I am not unchaste"?" He said : "So
shall it be. Thy Lord hath said, Easy is this with me, and we
will make him a sign to mankind and a mercy from me ; for it
is a thing decreed." And she conceived him and retired with
him to a far-off place. And the throes o.nr.c upoii her by the
trunk of a palm. She said: "Oh, would u>m ! li;i<l died ere
this, and been a thing forg-otten, forgotten quite." And one
cried to her from below her,

" Grieve not thou." Then came
she with the babe to her people, bearing him. They said :

" O
Mary, now hast thou done a strange thing, sister of Aaron ;

Thy father was pot a man of wickedness, nor unchaste thy
mother." -' 1

"

.

"

to them, pointing towards the
babe. The; I

!
'

we speak with him who is in
the cradle, an infant ?

"
It said :

"
Yerily, I am the servant of

God ; He hath given me the Book, and He hath made me a
Prophet

" '

(vv.ie-

The child is represented as miraculously speaking
in defence of His mother. He claimed" to be the
servant of God to whom a revelation the Book
was made. It is said that this refers to the Injil,
or Gospel, revealed to Him whilst yet in His
mothers womb. The iS- -

r --V in the
cradle is taken from the .: of the
Infancy. _

The idea of the palm tree is taken from

Sura, we read

(

* And when the son of Mary was set forth as an instance of
Divine power, lo ! thy people cried out for joy thereat. And
they said :

" Are our gods or is he the better ?
"

. . . Jesus is no
more than a servant whom we favoured and proposed as an
instance of Divine power to the children of Israel. And he
shall be a sign of the last hour '

(vv.67-6i).

The idolaters of Mecca put !":<>m:i *:i..!i r, , ,,,;,.,

in the second of the above v r-- ! M.M.I -!.

when he condemned their gods. The Christians
worship as a God, Jesus whom you praise : do you,
therefore, condemn Him as you do our gods ? We
are quite willing to let our gods be treated as you

* The form in which the name ' Jesus '

appears in the Koran
is

'

Isa OB^tf), which appears to represent
' Esau '

rather than
*
leshua.' A similar variety is said to be found in Mandaic

documents
'r -

.-

" V Wandffische Religion, 1889, p. 141V
but this, lit, 1 for 'John,' may be due to Moslem
r flucncc. 1 1 -oems unlikely, though not wholly impossible,
i:*;u MohnmmtMl may have confused the personalities of Esau
r.,ii<i Chn.si; ir is more probable that the Koranic form is due
either to intentional alteration or to mishearing. Frankel
(WZKM iv. 336) suggested that the initial y instead of the final
iv;i< d-u- (o : I'-li- :.-i- _ < Ap.lr.1 n i<l^ part, whereas the other
!

il
r
i
r l

l?^
'' ll! ' l| '- < : ' '* <! ' -:- "> !

"'lke the word rhyme with
Miisa (Moses; ; and mis accounts lor the facts (cf. Sycz, Bib-
hsche Eiqen-nantcn im Koran, 1903, p. 62). It is, however,
equally likely thai the alteration was due to Mohammed's
informant, who may have been moved by some superstitious
consideration.

treat Him. This seems to bo their lino of argu-
ment, and it led to the emphatic declaration that

whatever the Christians might think of Him, in

the opinion of Mohammed He was * no more than
a servant.'

All the other references to Jesus Christ occur in

Medina Suras. We give the principal ones in
their historical order.

In Suratu'l Baqarah (ch. 2) we read

*And to Jesus, son of Mary, gave we ".: - "us Mis-

sion,
" " " " '

with the IIol;
-

r
:

. <
'

.

'Tc '

Mary, we ga\ : :. i- ~i .'is, and
strengthened him with the Holy Spirit' (v.^4;.

In the Suratu Ali Imran (ch. 3) there are several
references

'Remember when the Angel said: U O Mary, Verily, God
announceth to thee the Word from Him. His name shall be
Messiah, the son of Mary, illustrious in this world and in the
next, and one of those who have near access to God. And ho
shall speak to men alike when in the cradle and when grown
up, and he shall be one of the just," {She said ; "How, O Lord !

shall I have a son. when man hath not touched me?" lie

said :
" Thus will God create what He will. When He decrecth

a thing, IT,
~

-. ". ft . , -id it is." And He will teach him
the Book !,! u .-. -'i .'' the Law and the Evangel, and he
shall be an apostle to the people of Israel

'

(vv.^o-^).

It is said that Mary was thirteen or fifteen years old

when the announcement was made to her. The
commentators say -1 ;

J. ..* \ ,
. . . ," -

apart
to speak in the cracile, ana later on to me t J ews.
The phrase

e son of Mary
' had become HO fixed

in Mohammed's mind that he puts it into the
mouth of the Angel, even when he i- ;nl<irv in- 1

Mary herself. There are several iiiicrjiiciiiiion-
of the words 'teach him the Book.' The most
^ii-i!

1

ly !-~eeived one is that it refers to the
l>i\ir<- l'.<iiX- of previous prophets other than the
Law of Moses. There is a curious saying of Imam
Mohammed bin Ali Baqir

'Jesus was so intelligent that, when nine months old, hin
mother sent him to school. The master said the BiBmillah
"In the name of God, the Merciful, the ( oii'|:i--

;'ri.i;i
'

which the child at once repeated after him. 'Mir M.I ! r : h >i

gave a number of words to be read, of which the lirst was
abjad, Jesus wished to know why he should do thin, upon

"

f 1 ", .7 for Jalul Ullah (' glory of Uod "),Bahjat Ullah (

dfor DinUltal-
.,

Mohammed says that Jesus was sent as an apostle
to the Jews, in order to show that his Mission wan
limited, whilst that of Mohammed was for all

people. In Medina, the idea of a Mission far

beyond the confines of Arabia had now taken hold
of Mohammed's mind, and he thus suggests by the
reference to the limited Mission of JUHUH IUH own
superiority.

In v. 4S of the above ch. 3 a miracle i also re-
ferred to

* " How have I come," he will say,
"

to you with a aijjfn from
your Lord ; out of clay will I make for you, as it were, the
figure of a bird; and I will breathe into it, ana it shall become,
by God's leave, a bird. And I will heal the blind and the Umw,
and, by God's leave, I will quicken the dead.'"

It is said that the bird was a bat which flew

away whilst they looked at it, and, when otit of

sight, fell down dead. Traditions also state that
he cured fifty thousand people in one day, and
raised not only Lazarus, but also 8hem, the mm of
Noah, from the dead. The story of the bird wan
OMiVnllx -u-L'estecl to Mohammed by the account
MI i IK- (iiMiiun of twelve sparrows from mud, re-
corded in the apocryphal Gospel of Thomas the
Israelite.

In the same Sura the death of JesuH is referred
to

' O Jesus ! verily I will cause thee to die. T will take thee up
>o myself and deliver thee from those who believe not* (v.4).

The commentary Ma'alim says that he died for
three hours and then went up to heaven : others

"

By Holy Spirit' Mohammed mean Gabriel
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flay it wan HCvon hours. Jalalain says that God
1,00k him away in a trance. Others interpret it in
th< k sons* 1 of protection from adversaries, or the
destruction of ovil which would hinder the ascent
to the* world of spirits. The difficulty the com-
mentators feel over this verse is that it clearly
contradicts Hum 4jf'5 which distinctly denies that
tJesuH was put to death. In v, 5ij Jesus is compared
to Adam, that in, neither had a human father.
The next reference is in Suratu's Sajf (eh. 61),

and is intended to show that Jesus had foretold
the advent of Mohammed

which was given bof
Hhall oome after me i

"i- -
'

Mary said,
" children of

-
;

- -to you to confirm the Law
; ! :' ,v MI v an apostle that

-.:.- .>:.-:> .\i'i vi'" (v.
7
).

Mohammed here confounds the term f

Parakletos,'
the Comforter promi-cd by Jesus to His disciples,
with the word IN -liklyto*-,' which has somewhat
tho same meaning a "Ahmad, from the root of
\vhih his own name Mohammed ('praised ') also is

derived.
Tho next reference i in Suratu'l Hadid (ch.

57)-
* We gwe him tho Evangel,* and we put Into the hearts of

those who followed him kindness and compassion.'

The next reference is in S>uratu'n Nisa (ch. 4).

Tt is a denial of the crucifixion of Jesus. The
JCWH are reproached for speaking against Mary,
and-
* tor their Haying,

"
Verilyw h;i\-u slain the Messiah, Jesus the

HOU of Mary, an apo.sik
1 ot Uod.'' Yet they slew him not, and

ilir.i
< inridcd him not, but they had only his likeness . . . they

did'not n-all.N *\i\$ him, but Ood took him up to Himself '

(v.i&6).

Mohammed here adopts the view of Basilides, an

early heretic, who affirmed that the
spirit

who
o.onntitutod JOHUH the Son of God left Him before

the crucifixion. He did it t> provo i h; i Jesus was
not really a man, but only ilu- -cMiM;mtr of one ;

and thin i^ opposed to the Koran as well as to the

GoBpel. Mohammed apparently did not see the

inconsiHioncy of .mopiin,: iiu- \iows of Basilides.

Another verse den u 1 - ilu- l)i\in"u\ of Christ.

*The Messiah, Jesus on of Mary, is only an .-!

'*
of fJ.wl,

and His word which He conveyed into Mary, an* I a SKM: i.>"i

Him. Bclii-vr, therefore, in God and His apostles, and say not
"Three" (/.*'. Ihoiv i- ;. T- '-r, X Forbear ! it will be better for

yon. Uod is only < in- <'<! I .. be it from His glory that He
should have a sori

*

(v,')

In a later Snrn, Rumtn'l Mdida (ch. 5), we
road-

'
TnfMl. Is MOW art' (boy who say,

" God is the Messiah, son of

Mar. " '

(\.
7
").

' ^ lu " (Sod shall say, "0 Jesus, son of Mary,
hmi thou said nnt-o mankind -Talce me and my mother as two

gwla lK?mlcH <^>d';

/' he shall say, "Glory be unto thee, it is

not for me to say that which I know to be not the truth " *

(v.rifl).

Mohammed represents Christians as worshippin,
a Trinity conwiftting of the Father, the Son, am
the Virgin Mary. The undue veneration paid to

the Virgin Mary may have misled Mm in Ms ear-

lier days, but he had opportunities of correcting
his error; and yet in tin-* ihe lato-t of the Swast

he makes the charge. By this time his breach

with the Christians was complete, he had no hope
of winning them, nothing to gain from them, arid

BO he either seeks to misrepresent their chief

dogma, or, at least, takes no pains to ascertain

what it really was*
.

Tri the same tfura we have a passage which has

given rino to many traditions

' Remember when thn apostles said, "0 Jesus, son of Mary,
is thy Lord able to send down a furnished table to us out of

heaven ?'" (V."2). 'Jesus, son of Mary, said: "O God our

Lord I send down a table to us out of heaven, that it may be-

ooino a recurring festival to us
" '

(v.^*
J
).

* Hv ' tho Kvangcl
' Mohammed evidently meant the revelation

which he supposed Jesus received in the same mechanical way
as he received tho Koran.

Mohammed may have had some idea of the Lord's

Supper \\hen he recited these words, or of the
lo\e-u k;i-L- which were 'recurring festivals'; but
the commentators do not so interpret it. Some
say it was a parable, and that a table did not
actually come down ; but most consider that a
real table descended. Jesus made the ceremonial
ablutions, recited the names of God, and then said
the prescribed prayers. After this he uncovered
the table and found, .-

-
.

1 "

to one account,
many kinds of food

; to another, a fish

ready cooked, without scales or prickly fins, drop-
ping with fat, well seasoned, surrounded with all

\inds of herbs, and leaves on which were olives,

honey, cheese, and so on. Jesus restored the fish

to life, then caused it to die again, and fed one
thousand three hundred persons with it. Still the
fish remained whole. The table then flew up into
heaven. The miracl- *

i ,!'"! ""
"orty days,

ii. The following ,-.!; --i < to Jesus
Christ are found in the (^isa,aul Anoiya or Tales
of the Prophets.
One day Mary in the house of her husband had

"! urdah behind which she intended to
s Gabriel in the form of a beautiful

young man appeared. Mary feared, and said :
* I

seek protection of God from thee, if thou fearest.'

Gabriel said :
'

I am sent to thee from thy Lord
that a beautiful child may be given to thee.'

Mary said :

4 Whence shall a child come to me,
for no man has toiiched me, I am not an evil-doer.

3

Then Gabriel came near to Mary and breathed on
her. Some say on her sleeve, others on her neck,
some on her womb. Some say that this breath
was a sneeze made by Adam 'and preserved by
Gabriel.

Mary spoke of her conception to her cousin

Joseph, who was to come into the house. He in

sorrow expressed his doubts about her, and, on

being
'

"I i 1,

"

mind freely, said, 'There
is no i . i seed, and no seed without
a tree.' Mary said :

{

If you say God at first made
the trees, then they were produced without seed :

if first He made seed, then seed came without a
tree.' Joseph said : Is a child born without a
father ?

'

Mary said :
*

Yes, without parents,

just as Adam and Eve were.' Joseph assented,
and expressed regret for the doubts he had enter-

tained. Then Mary told him about the good news
Gabriel had brought.
They say that Jesus in the womb spoke with his

mother and said the Tctsbik,: tiubhana' llah f l

extol the holiness of God.' When the days of her

confinement drew near, Mary was told to go to

Bethlehem, lest her people should injure the child.

Mttrv and Joseph went, under the guidance of

Gabriel. The pangs of child-birth coming on, she

got off her riding animal and rested under a date

tree. Then Christ was born. Immediately a

spring appeared and angels bathed the child. It

is said that Jesus said then to his mother,
* Do

not sorrow, God has i>ro\i<ied this fountain.'

Then ripe dates fell at hor foci, mul she said :
' O

Lord, Thou hast granted me sustenance/ The

reply came,
* O Mary, thy heart turned to me,

love for Jesus has come into it; bo fnmquil, MI*-

tenance will be provided, eat and diink inul Imvo

joy in the Messiah.'
'

Then Mary said to Gabriel : 'If people ask how
the child va> born, what shall I reply ?

' He said :

I

'

Say,
"

I have *eeu no man, I am fasting ;
I speak

witli none about it."
'

It is said that when the

Jews found her and the child under the tree, they

began to make a tumult and reproached her, say-

ing,
' Neither thy father nor mother were evil-

doers.' She replied :

*
I am fasting to-day, what-

ever you want to know, ask the child/ They
became very angry, and said :

' How shall we
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speak to the infant ?
'

However, they asked him
the circumstances of his birth. He said :

*
I am

the slave of God, appointed to be a prophet and
a blessing in whatever place I may be, and He has
ordered me to keep the fast and almsgiving as

long as I live. I am not appointed a tyrant, but
the peace of God is upon me from the day of my
birth to the day of my death and resurrection to

life again.' Having said this, he did not speak
again till the natural time for an infant to speak
arrived. Having witnessed the miracle, the Jews

gave up their suspicion and reproach, and said

that this was the prophet of whose birth the

preceding prophets had spoken.
Then Mary went to Jerusalem, where, seeing the

miracles done by the child, people .

destroy him. Then, by the order of < M- -.

took him to Egypt. Some say she went with

Joseph and the child to Damascus, to the house of

a rich man, who protected and provided for them.
He nourished many lame and blind persons. At
this time a very valuable article of his was stolen,
and no trace of the thief could be found. Jesus
said :

* Such a lame and such a blind man stole

the thing.' When accused, the blind man said :

* How could I see to steal ?,' and the lame man,
* How could I walk to do so ?

' Jesus said :
* The

blind man carried the lame man, who then from
a shelf took the goods and divided the booty.'
So the theft was found out.

Then Jesus, having received from God the gift
of prophecy, returned to Jerusalem and invited
the Jews to embrace the strong religion ; but they
were displeased, and only his apostles followed
him.

It is said that the term hawari,* 'apostle,'
conies from a word meaning

*
to whiten,' and that

the apostles were so called because they were
fullers by trade. Jesus said to them :

* Just as

you make clothes clean, so by faith in God cleanse

your hearts from the dust of sin.' Then they
asked for a miracle. Jesus took various clothes
and filled a jar with them. Some time after he
took them out, when they were all of one colour.
These twelve men then believed in him. God told
Jesus to tell people first, that ' God is one without
a partner,' then to tell them of the coming of
Mohammed as a prophet, and say :

* A prophet
will come after me, Ahmad by name. Then
Jesus, wearing a woollen cloth, with staff in hand
went here and there. At night he used a stone
for a pillow and lay on the ground. His food was
barley bread and greens. He cared nothing for

worldly wealth. He never desired the society and
friendship of women. His life was one of great
simplicity. Seeing his fatigue in walking, his

disciples brought him an animal to ride ; but
after using it once he returned it to them, for the
anxiety ofproviding it with fodder was more than
he could bfar. Thev then wished to procure him
a house; lie <lo<-lino<( h on the ground that if he
lived long it would go to ruin; if he soon died,
some one else would get it.

One day he saw an old man sitting by the grave
of his son. Jesus, after two pro-l nil ion- in prayer,
said: *O certain one, rise by iho u'iUr of God.'
The grave opened, and the corpse came forth and
said: <O Lord, why didst thou call me?' The
Jews said : '"We have never seen such a sorcerer.'

It is related that God ordered Jesus to go to the
king of Nasibin. n i-ni;." n;i-i i-ifidel ruler. Jesus
went with his ivr!\" li-

ij.

1

. -. and on arriving
near the place -.\\i\ : U ho of you will go and
announce to the people of this place my arrival?

'

James and Thomas and Simon Peter went. "When
near the place, Simon told the other two to go on and
give the news, and he would wait ; so that if evil

*
Really the Ethiopic for '

messenger,' 'apostle/

should fall on one of them he might make some
plan. Then James and Thomas entered the city,
and cried out, 'Jesus- the Prophet of God and the

Spirit of God has come to the city.' The people
seized Thomas and took him to the king, who
said :

* Who has spoken here of a prophet, and God,
and the Spirit of God? if he doeK not repent, I

will kill him.' Thomas said: '
I will not repent.

Let the king do as lie wills.' Then by the order
of the king the people cut off the hands arid feet

of Thomas, and left him in an unclean place.
Simon then came and sought the audience of the

king, and begged to be allowed to interrogate
Thomas. He then asked him how he supported
the statement he had made. Thomas replied that
Jesus worked miracles, for the blind and lame
and sick were healed. Simon said :

* Doctors
do this ; what other proof have you ?

' * Jesus
knows what people eat, and drink, and say in their

houses.' Simon said :
* This too can be done by in-

telligence and hearing : give another proof.'
{ He

makes birds of mud, and makes them ly.' Simon
said : 'This is simply magic : give another proof.'
Thomas said :

* He raises by the order of God the
dead to life.' Simon then said to the king :

* If

this is so, it is advisable that your honour should
send for Jesus, and see whether what Thomas
says is right *. if he raises the dead he is a true

prophet.' The king approved, and sent for Jesus,
to whom Simon told all that had passed. Jesus
asked what miracles were called for. Simon said

to heal the hands and feet of Thomas ; then to

state what each one in the Assembly had eaten,
and what stores he had ; then to malce mud birds

fly. Jesus did all these things. Salman al-FarM

says that when all the sick in Nasibin were healed,
the people asked Jesus to raise the dead. Jesuw
said he would do so. They came to the grave of

Shem, son of Noah, and said,
* Kevive him.'

Jesus made two prostrations in prayer and prayed
to God. Then by order of God the earth opened,
and a person with white hair and beard came
forth from the grave, and, having saluted Jesus,
said to the people :

'

Certainly, Jesus is a prophet
of God. All of you should believe in him and
obey him. ' Then Jesus said to Shem :

' In your
lifetime no one had white hair ; how is it yours is

white ?
* He replied :

' When I heard your voice,
I thought the day of judgment had come, and my
hair turned white with fear,' Jesus said : How
long have you been dead ?

* He replied ;

' Four
thousand years.' Jesus wished to pray for bin

life, but Shem said :
*

Again I must die, I have no
wish fco live on, if you will ask God to have mercy
on me.'
One day when a crowd was following Jeaus,

they said they were hungry. The Apostles urged
him to relieve them. This relief cnine in the
form of a tray of God from heaven. When JesuB
and the Apostles saw it, they offered thanks to
God. Then Jesus said: 'Let the mont pious one
amongst you lift up the cover of the tray.' The
Apostles requested nim to do it. He did so, and
then they saw on the tray a fish without bones
from which oil was flowing, and round it were all

kinds of vegetables, but there was no garlic or
leeks. Near the head of the fish was sdroe vine-

gar, and near the tail some salt. Round it were
placed five loaves, and on each loaf were a few
olives, five pomegranates, and five dates. Simon,
on seeing this, said :

' This is heavenly food.* Then
Jesus told the people to- eat. The Apostles said :

You eat and then we will.' Jesus said :

*
I do not

eat. Let the people for whom I obtained it eat.'
Then the people ate. The sick, after eating this

food, were restored to health. Multitudes ate, but
the food was not less. It is said that for forty
days this tray came down each morning and re-
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mained till mid-day. Then the word came to
JOKUK :

{

Only the poor, the orphans, and the sick
Hhoukl eat.

3 The rich murmured, and God threat-
ened them with punishment. Some said :

' Make
the flush alive again, and we will believe.* Jesus
<iid HO ; but they believed not, and seventy men
perished.
A man came to Mary one day, and said :

* The
king has said that a ryot each day is to make a
feast for him and his army. To-day it is my turn,
and I have not the means to do it.' Mary turned
for aid to Jewus, who hesitated ;

but Mary said

that aid would be a great favour to the ryot.
JeHUM then went for the master of the house, and
naid : '(Jet ready jars and pots, and fill up with

water,* which Jewus changed into pure wine. In

other pote cooked meat was found, and newly
baked broad on trays appeared. The king wished
to know where the wine came from. The man
replied, From such and such a place. The king,

knowing the wine of tha
1 *

-. . "-1 :
' Why dost

thou lie ? no such wine is : there.' Then
the man confessed that a

rayers provided all. The
and said: 'The heir5:

: ,-. ;r .!,<: . y U1S

:' ,;.;][
for

little while ago, restore hiri : !'i -. '-i said

that his return to life meant many evils to the

country. The king said :
* Let the country be

ruined if I only get one glimpse of him.' Jesus

Haiti :

'
If I raise him, will you let me go in peace ?

'

The king agreed ; HO the prince came to life, and

JOHUH went away. But the prince was a tyrant,
and the people killed both father and son.

One day Jeua met a Jew with two loaves. The
Jew agreed to nhare food ; but when lie saw Jesus

had only on loaf, he hid one of his, and next

morning appeared with one only, and denied that

he had more. Then Jesus, when going on the

way, asked a shepherd to feed him, who said:
* Tell one of my men to slay a sheep that it may
be cooked/ Jesus from the skin and bones revived

the sheep.
* Who art thou?' said the shepherd.

*

Jesua, son of Mary.' Then Jesus asked the Jew
where the two loaves were. He swore he had only
one. Jesus remained quiet. At the next stage he

had a calf killed, and they all ate of it, and again

he restored the calf to life and gave it back to its

owner,, and again asked the Jew where the two

loavoH were. He again denied that he had two.

They then come to a city where the king was sick

and at the point of death. Then the Jew told the

nobles that be could cure all diseases and even

raine the dead. They said :
' Cure the king and

we will give you much money.* He IK^JIII to
IJMII.

the king wiWi Ms staff, and. the king dio.d 1 In;

nobles ordered that he should be hanged. Jesus,

seeing this, said :
* If I raise your king, will you

forgive my Mend ?
* Jesus raised the king and

released the Jew. The Jew was profuse in his

thanks. Jesus said :

* Where is the second loaf ?

The Jew ftaid he had only one.

JCSUB wont one day to an infidel king like

Pharaoh, and called upon him to embrace Islam.

The king, being annoyed, determined to kill mm.
JOHUB hiS in a mountain cave, and after a few days

told MH diwciples that this revelation had come
* Truly I will raise thee up and bring thee back t

invsol r
' The Apostles wept at the idea ot separa

tion 'from him. He said :

< You weep now, wher

tho enemy conies you will forsake me. iney

declared tlmt they would allow no enemy to come

near him, and would protect him. They also said

Will another prophet come after thee ? He said

*
Yes, of the Quraish tribe, an unlettered prophet

Mohammed, superior to me, will come, leu
_

tne

generations to come to follow him.' He> then

added : 'Now I make Simon my Khalifa (sucoes
-^

all of you obey him.' They agreed, tie

aid :
' After my death trays full of light will

ome, and by th'e blessing of that light you will

enow the languages of all tribes.
'

Some say that the Jews, by the advice of that

)ad king, and by means of an old Apostle, seized

'esus and imprisoned him all night, and in the

mornir
""

oss on which to crucify him.

Then - . . fell, and angels released

fesus from prison and carried him up on high, and
;ook the old man prisoner. The Jews, thinking he

was Jesus, quickly killed him, and he was craci-

ied, though he protested that he was not Jesus,

mt the man who had betrayed him. The Jews
did not believe it. All historians say Mary was
then alive. Others say the Jews watched and

guarded the cave where Jesus was, but Jesus at

light was taken up under cover of darkness. In

;he morning the Jews sent a man to find Jesus,

rat he returned and said that no one was there.

Then the Jews said :
* Thou art Jesus/ and crucified

lim.

Others -,i\ :Y-.T--" - :-r ,:- n- -' j
"

i with eighteen
men in a

'

.- ' -':
''

']
'ie of you will

assume my .ipi^-niaiHT. God will reward you in

Paradise.' One a.ju- ;. Jesus ascended on high,
[n the morning the Jews said, 'There were

eighteen men with Jesus ; one is short.
5 The

prisoners said Jesus had gone on high; but the

Jews saw one like Jesus and crucified him. After

a few days Jesus returned to the Apostles ; then

lie died, but God restored him to life and made
liim like an angel. . .

It is said that at the last day, when Bajjal tlie

cursed, with Imam Mahdi, collects the people at

morning prayers, Jesus will appear on the Mosque
at Jerusalem, and will descend to join Imam
Mahdi, and kill Dajjal. He will engage in Jihad,

or wars of religion, and bring people to Islam.

Such will be lii*. jiM ice that the lion and the sheep
will dwell together, and children will play with

serpents. When Jesus dies again, the burial prayers

(
i

ft,a
t

rn(iz-i"Jce>nct,zct>Ji) will be said over him, and he

will be buried in the tomb of Mohammed at

Medina.
LITERATURE. The Christology of the Koran is the subject of

a considerable literature, which is best r. -n -( -i

]

M . : MJ

times by r :. -, . r . n \ .
.

-V ";";;:
'

'

l!

;^ ;
Somewhe ''>". '

''',''"''." J^'
1 * 1 '

-V," ,

v
. '. t~ . J\ i Hamburg and Goiln. '""'j

"
1(| "<

..
, /. (,. !. . r . Koran. T, -i!< x. 1867. See also H.

Preserved Smith, The Bible and 1,',.. v * York 1897 ; and

the missionary tract I&lam and (/mi-nim::; , American Tract

Society, Ib91.

In the posfc-Korani t li; onu -m' <>'" KSIVI ihrf <:." f ^K- or-,

arc- occupied wiili llu
i;i-<

n i < i >' lor -In1
*

i^" l|

-n-
'-j'-j^

Chri&tians/Brc^oom^ V<l'- ft.! i ii- (-^^J '
1

' '"^ ';.

against which they ir_'< <> jci'i"!)-
f '*' '< u" s'' 11 ^ " '

popularized in recent times by Sira-uss. Tne remarkable creacise

hv Ibn Hazm Cd. 1003 A.D.). published in Cairo, 1903-4, repre-

ent8 the exu-eme of negative criticism. The author refuses to

trust the Gospels even for the names of the Apostles : nothing

whatever, he holds, is known about 'Isa beyoncf the statements

of the Koran. For the mode in whi^n r - n-r
- r i

-
.

met we rnav refer to St. Glair Tisdall, < : ' '"''
/'

' '

rOMMmHy, UOt. Ibn pazm's vtowto ""J-f-^S
1^&^''$g^'Z^^^^
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iS^TSK^^t^t^J^

1?^^
Se Koran C^toe QoBpto in oommenUries by autho who

would not consult them; in such cases they arc given after a

chain o" authorities going back to one ol the companions of Hie

2 DtwwA-*-The Moslem sermon ordinarily <

Consists

largely of anecdotes or maxims connected with Persons of

rSs^a^

in the great homiletic.

-
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r, '
. Times (Nov. and Dec. 1903, and Jan. 1904) by D. S.

'

.

'

. i .

;i The story-tellers. The profession of these persons does nob
differ technically from that of the preachers ; but, as their pur-
pose is only to entertain, they may ""!"'

"

". from those
who aim at reforming. The worb 'I / 1036) cited

ahove, called 'Tales ot the Prophets,' emanates from this class,

whom the more serious preachers reproach for their mendacity
(L">tiii'!;-i/'<f- of Abu 'I- Ala of Ma'arrah, ii. 77, Cairo, 1895).
Tin- -torn - told by them are often purely the product of their

fancy, i.

'

-
" " "

-...,..;.,- Gospel,
or som , . i ,

< i i , JL'ne character of Christ,

mystical _. -

Mirvii'.rmlr ; -i-l n n.-resistent character of Christianity by
..-, ,,(. i IM i * j n k P was fatherless. That Christ will return
to judge the world according to the law of Mohammed, is a
text on which his 'Meccan Revelations' contain many a homily.
The Christian doctrine of the * Son of God ' was attributed by
ingenious Moslems to a misreading of Ps 2?

' Thou art my Son,'
in Arabic bunayya, which should have been read nabiyyun,
* a prophet,' two words which, in. the ordinary Arabic writing,
are barely distinguishable (al-Bhaith al-Musajjam) In the

anecdotes told by the preachers, the Apostles are ordinarily
made to address him as <O Spirit of God* or 'O Word of God,'
for both of which there is authority in the Koran. As has been

pointed out above, the third Person of the Trinity was sup-

posed by the Moslems to be the Virgin.

E. SELL and D. S. MARGOLIOUTH.

PAUL. It is fortunate that our subject is

limited for us at the outset. We are not called

upon to consider the life and theology.of St. Paul

per se and in all their
1

- -i-i -. but only in that

!>.;
r,i< nl.ir relation whic' i

!,
to a Dictionary

if ( liri-; and the Gospels.' That aspect alone
is momentous enough. The figure of St. Paul
looms so large and tills so much of the NT that
he may well seem to stand between Jesus Christ

and the history of the Christian Church. ' The

Apostle
' was the name given in the early Church

to the corpus of thirteen (or fourteen) Epistles
called after him. And in the NT at least he does
throw the other Apostles or all but one into

the shade. The Epistle to the Hebrews, if not

actually his, is allied to him in spirit. Even
1 Peter is impregnated with his teaching, how-
ever this has come about. If we are to believe

many modern critics, we should have to number

among his disciples the author of the Fourth

Gospel and the three Johannine Epistles. The
only two really independent books are James
and the \|un il\ p-o.

It is indeed well to remind ourselves that this

state of things is in part appearance. We are

always at the mercy of our evidence, i.e. of such
evidence as survive's. And while St. Paul has

ample justice done to him, the Judsean Apostles
and the Judsean Church have not. Still even this

is a testimony to the energy and widespread
influence of the Apostle of the Gentiles.
The fact remains that the dilated figure of

St. Paul seems to bar the way between the sub-

sequent history of Christianity and its Founder.
And we are compelled to aslc ourselves whether
that history may not have undergone a certain
amount of deflexion. In other words, Christianity
in its first stage appears to have jmssed through
a powerful meuium ; and the question is, whether
that medium left it substantially unchanged,
whether it still is what its Founder intended it

to be. Two things strike us at once. One is,

that the teaching of St. Paul, as compared with
that of his Master, is highly theological. The
-i :

-i
" '"~" J

v
'* the Gospels has given place

! , and statements of doctrine.
We shall consider the -igmficanco of this fact

shortly; but in the uienniiinc il rather forces
itself upon our attention. And the second point
is, that this Apostle whose influence has been so

great was not one of the original Twelve, and was
not himself a, personal companion of Christ.
These con -id or,-it ion.- are enough to make the

question before us one of some urgency. We shall

need to examine with all the closeness in our

power the nature of the relation between St. Paul
and Christ, or what almost amounts to the same

thing between the Epistles (as represented by
their M-i:! 1

,

1

. i ":/ arid the Gospels, as the two
main .!\I-]--M : . '!< Christian half of the Bible.

To do this methodically, we will break up our

inquiry into the following heads :

I. General character of St. Paul's teaching.
II. Data of St. Paul's theology.

III. Genesis of St. Paul's theology.
IV. St. Paul's knowledge of Christ.
V. Outlines of the Pauline theology.

VI. Comparison with t:
-

"

_
"

-T .

VII. Legitimacy of the I

1

-. .
11 -

1
'

I. General character of St. Paul's teaching*
1. /S7. Pa/ul the first Christian theologian on

a larger scale. It is true broadly to say that
St. Paul is the first Christian theologian in the
more technical sense of the word. He is the first

to formulate doctrine on any considerable scale.

The first Christians had their simple formulations :

such as that * Jesus is Lord' (1 Co 123
),

( Jesus is

the Christ' (Ac 542 17s
), 'Jesus is the Son of God'

(Ac 920 ), 'He died for our sins . i

"
-o the

scriptures* (1 Co 15s),
e Christ ro 1

-.'. dead
the third day

5

(1 Co 154
), 'The Lord is at hand'

(Ja 58
,

1 P 47
). Many of these occur in Pauline

contexts, but in such a way as to show that St.

Paul took them over from the common stock of

Christian teaching. He no doubt added to and ex-

panded these simple formulae. In his hands they
became a theology not exactly !i -\ -i< M. in the
sense in which (e.g.) Aristotle's //// ! ( alvin's

Institutes are systems ; for such coherent logical
construction is alien to the Semitic mind, and
St. Paul was thoroughly Semitic but yet, at

least, a body of reasoned and elaborated doctrines,
In other words, the teaching of St. Paul Is a great
constructive effort of thought.

J2. Place of theology in religion. Now it is also

true that at the present day, in certain wide
circles, theology in this technical sense has a bad
name. It is regarded as something hard, cold,
and formal, possessing, peihap-, a certain relative

truth for the age to \\liich il belongs, but hardly
beyond this, and in our own age only a stumbling-
block and hindrance to religion.
But this is just one of those idolct trih'&s that

exaggerate a certain element of truth so far an to

make it untrue. Theology is a m-roHiy of life-
for the few, consciously; for ilic maiiy, uncon-

sciously. It is like philosophy. Every man reallj
has his \*

""

li> ^ pressed or implied. It IB

inevitable ,".-,; ii
,:...

i should play upon subjects
of such supreme interest ; inevitable that it should

try to formulate its beliefs, and to brin^ them
into relation with one another. And if it does
not do this upon right lines, it will do it upon
wrong ones,

It is therefore a mistake to place theology, as

religious ilion^lir. in contrast with religious feel-

ing, and m rjil I ilu k one warm and living and the
other cold and dead. It is the nature of feeling
to be warm, and the nature of an intellectual

process to be by <-oiup*in-i/n rold. But the two
things should not lo iippo-Ml :o each other; thoy
rather supplement aiul <

iiij.lr

<

.i
k each other. They

appeal to different faculties ;
the one supplies

material for the other. Each without the other
is wanting; and it is together that they become
an activity of the whole man.

3, In me teaching of fit. Paid there is no divorce
between theology and religion. In the teaching; of
St. Paul there is certainly no lack of religious
emotion. And it is not fair to concentrate
attention upon one side of his teaching and to

ignore the other. What can be more intense or
more elevated than the feeling of Ro 831

"8a
, or more
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exquisitely delicate than that of 1 Co 13? And
passages like the iirst of these and Ko II 33'36 are

; .
..w*..,^*. argument

ot <_<al. is not the most attractive part of the
Apostle's writings; but how lovely are the
pictures of (ial &*- as 61 - 2

! And yet these picturesare in closest contact with his theology. Indeed,
tlui sustained enthusiasm which is so character-
istic of the Apostle is kindled directly by his
convictions (2 Co 514, Ko 5M1 ).

0. Data of St. Paul's theology. St. Paul's
thoology, then, was an effort of intellectual con-
struction. And the first question that meets us
is, What had he to build with ?

1. Old Testament.-Like Iris Master, St. Paul
had behind him the OT as an authoritative
volume, a sacred book. He was himself to bear
a part in laying the foundation of another sacred
book ; but this, after all, was but a second volume
in continuation of the Iirst, and which in course
of time came to be placed upon the same level
with it. The OT was the religious authority
from which aH Christians alike started. And
yot new conditions had to be met in new w&ys.
The Master boldly laid down a new law :

f Ye have
heard that it was said to them of old time . . .

but I say unto you' (Mt 521f-
etc.). The disciple

could not do this ; but when, at a critical stage
in his career, he found himself in collision with
the letter of the older Scriptures, he showed great
skill in turning the edge of the arguments directed
against him, by the use of current methods of

inf(?rpiv,lation.
2. Cniifi'iiifHirary Judaism, JKabbinical and

Aiwmlyptw. -Generally speaking, the Apostle
wan in regard to the interpretation of the OT
at the common level of his time. But be rose
above this through his superior insight and strong
grasp of religious principle. The OT n-:.l!\ \\M-

a revelation from God and the work ni i'--|.i:-->d

men; and by virtue of bis essential Id 1 :*
'nip

v i
-

ii

those St. Paul was able to elicit from it deeper
truth than his contemporaries. TTi^ methods are
not exactly those which ihe Christian exegete of

to-day cannot help adopting ; but, as he had the
heart of the matter, and the OT writers also had
in their measure the heart of the matter, his

iniVrjucumon^ are really in harmony with all

ili.-i i WM^ he-i. in them. We might take as an
example his treatment of Abraham*s faith. There
are in the OT the two elements of Law and Faith;
ami their ultimate relation to each other in the
wmnsols of God is not really different from that
which St. Paul made it to be.

It was not, however, pureh ,s i:'u i
-:

: "! 1 of inter-

pretation. On the common*.- !-i- <;' : .< OT, the

contemporaries of St. Paul had developed a
number of inferences and ideas which the

Apostle began by sharing with them. We may
distinguish not' sharply, and as though they
\vere mutually exclusive, but rather as at one
tiuio in alliance and at another in opposition
-two main streams, the Kabbinical and the

Apocalyptic. From the second century of our
era onwards the former became more and more
dominant, while the latter dropped into the back-

grcnmd. And, even in the time of St. Paul, the
oificial classes inclined strongly to Kabbinism ;

it was chiefly the freer speculation of the time
that took the shape which is found in the

Apocalypses. On both sides, along with much
that was arid or fantastic, there was also not a
little that was penetrating and beautiful : witness
the Pirk& A bom on the one hand, and 4 Ezra and
Apoc. liarucli on the other. St. Paul had at his

command all this accumulated material, and he

used it as
_it suited him. But he was not in

bondage to it, and he applied it in connexion with
root ideas that were peculiarly his own.

3. The teaching and life of Christ. The touch-
stone that St. Paul applied to the current ideas of
his day and i

'

".. .
, their bearing upon his

own intense , ;::. Those which proved
capable of assimilation to this he retained and
worked into lr- :-.-. >i

'

, <l-:n u ; those which were
not capable of ,\ -!: i ,. ,

". -ri :c -imply let drop.We have spoken of faith in Christ; it is a
further question how far this faith is related to
detailed knowledge of Christ's life and teaching.We shall have to estimate the extent of this

presently. For the moment we need only note
that, whether in greater or less degree, St. Paul
must have had some such knowledge, and that
IviUAvlrd-o must have played some part in the
<MII MI m- i"D of his theology.

4. Palestinian traditions. Nearly all Ms know-
ledge of Christ must have come to St. Paul
mediately, and not immediately. It seems a
natural inference from 2 Co 516 that the Apostle
had at least h.ul -ijiht of Jesus during His lifetime ;

but it can hardly have been more than this, or his
self-accusations would have been even more bitter
than they were. We are coming very soon to the
question of the information about Christ which
St. Paul derived from others. But, besides this,
there must have been in any case those simple
formulae to which we have already referred, in
which the first disciples summed up their funda-
mental beliefs. We shall see later how St. Paul
dealt with these ; but they must at least have
formed the starting-point of his own more
adventurous and developed thinking.

III. Genesis of St. Paul's theology. We have
seen what were the materials that St. Paul had
to work upon. The other leading factor that gave
shape to Iris thoughts was the subjective haMt
and attitude that he brought to bear upon these
materials. On this head, too, there are some
remarks to be made.

1. St. Paul not an immediate disciple of Christ.
Ho doubt it is an important fact, and from one

point of view a defect and loss, that St. Paul had
not been a personal companion of Christ. And
yet, when we look a little further, we can see a
certain appropriateness that he should have come
upon the stage as he did, and at the point where
he did. fl li-iiji'.i

1

y -o;i-
:
sts not only in a

particular IMM!\ [" ic/iviiiM/, but also in the work-
ing of grer.i ~p'.

ii: :,.! I'.in-c- that flow from the
incarnation of Jesus Christ. That is to say, it

includes not oily llio li'.-nlili!^ of Christ, but an
estimate, or .ippivlu n-Iui:. oY His Person and
work.
From this side it was not altogether a. disquali-

fication that the Apostle's outlook should be
directed forwards rather than backwards. The
principle of Tennyson's well-known lines holds

good, that the past does not present itself in a

complete and rounded form to those who are

actually moving in it. So we
inay^

well believe

that the first disciples were for a time immersed
in the details of their own recollections, and that

their grasp on the whole as a whole was weaker
in consequence. T '"! as St. Paul waa
less involved in

'

.' details, his grasp
on the "central idea of his faith seems to have "been

all the stronger. This may seem at first sight

pa ratioxical ; but there are paradoxes in the use

vhich God makes of His instruments. There was
a sense in which the knowledge of Christ after the

flesh hindered rather than helped the apprehension
of Him according to the spirit.

2* His temperament and training. St. Paul was
not one of those who need for their mental sus-
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tenance a great wealth of concrete details. He
had the gift of religious imagination, to lill out
an idea or an impression and convert it into a

powerful motive. So the vision on the road to

Damascus held his fascinated gaze throughout his

career. It worked ceaselessly within, and domi-
nated all his thinking.
And then we have to remember that according

to the standards of his time St. Paul was highly
educated. His "bent was intellectual, and it was
encouraged "by his training. When he sat at the
feet of Gamaliel, he must have heard problems
discussed like the faith of Abraham, to which we
have already referred, or the origin of evil desire
in connexion with the Fall of man. These active
discussions took with him the place that books
do with us. St. Paul was learned as his a_
counted learning, and he could not help treating
the questions that arose after the manner of the
learned.

3. Spiritual experience. But a deeper influence
than learning was his own spiritual experience.
Continually we see this living r\.|'(M-i(- < reflected

in what coraes to us as doctrin-. s*". 1 Vr.i taught
what he had first felt, and he verified his teaching
by experience. We shall naturally illustrate this

when we come to speak of his theology more in

detail.

4. The teaching. of history. At the same time
St. Paul was not a mere student, but an active

missionary, who soon came to be burdened with
'the care of all the churches.' He had -omr'hi
else to do besides following the lo^ru- of In- o* 1 n

thought. The controversy with i ! c .1 ;;< lit !/.<'!- was
one important episode in his life : and this had a

great influence upon the form which his teaching
took while it was going on.

Later on, when the victory was won, when the
free admission of the Gentiles was secured and
Jewish churches and Gentile churches stood over

against each other on an equal footing, the

Apostle is able to see the Divine purpose running
through the alternate acceptance and rejection,
and to map out the periods of history as the
bfihim-o ^u-iiyod now to one side and now to the
other. The

'

letters of St. Paul all bear traces,
more or less distinct, of the occasions which called
them forth. If, as we believe, the Pastoral

Epistles are his, their different tone and style
can onty be accounted for by the special object
with which they were written.
For the sake of clearness we have tried to dis-

tinguish the particular causes that contributed to
make the

theology^ of St. Paul what it is. But
because we ha

*

^- ^ --it these causes, we of
course do not .

"

only one was at work
at a time. Very otten two or more were at work
together, subtly blended and passing into each
other. The abstract distinctions that the mind
creates always have about them something
artificial ; and yet history becomes clearer when
the process of analysis precedes that of synthesis,
IY. St. Paul's knowledge of Christ. We now

come to the direct question, What means had
St. Paul of knowing about Jesus, and what did
he know ? We will take the latter half of this

question first, as being the less speculative, and
as helping us to answer the first.

1. Extent of his Jmowledge. We are speaking
now of the historical Jesus, and not of the glorified
Christ. And here we are met at the outset by
exaggerated statements, that St. Paul had little
or no interest in the historical Jesus, and knew
little or nothing about Him. It is coming to be
seen that these statements are exaggerated, and
in recent years allowance is being made for know-
ledge on a omshli-r.-ilily larger scale than, used
to oe the <t\<u -<<;, for instance, the opinions

mentioned by Knowling, The Testimony of tit.

Paul to Christ, pp. 201-204, 503-518). There are,

however, certain points that we are obliged to

leave undecided.

(i.) The most important of these has reference

to the two well-known passages in which St. Paul

appears to show detailed kno^Wij.M 1 ' -I Co II-3"-3

(the institution of the LorJV suppiv ' and 15:J
"8

(the appearances after the Resurrection). Are
these passages to be treated as just samples of

St. Paul's ordinary knowledge so that he might,
if he had pleased, have described other incidents
in the Lord's life with equal fulness and pre-
cision? Or are we to take these two specimens
of detailed information as something altogether
exceptional and abnormal ? For ourselves, we
believe that the first alternative is far nearer the
truth than the second. The very precision with
which the Apostle writes looks as if he were
1-:.\ '". ""om a well furnished store. On the

'

'

.. the paucity of the reference pro\o-
hardly anyihi'ii:. There is frequently -omcilmi^
that will seem to be ;*", in our t-x;-

:
- ::

of such matters the ;

'

;

'

in whic i: ;, v ".!

quotes what he might have quoted. We have to

remember that, if this one Epistle had chanced
not to survive, we should have had no evidence
that St. Paul possessed detailed knowledge of this

kind at all. This, then, is our own belief
,*
but at

the same time, if it is questioned, we cannot

profess to make it good to demonstration.

(ii.) We note further that there are express
appeals to ' words of the Lord '

in 1 Co 710 and 9 14
.

Besides these, there are coincidences of expression
so striking as almost to amount to quotation in

Ro 1214, 1 Co 412- 13 65 12'2- 3
.

(iii.) Again, St. Paul shows a marked insight
into the character of Jesus as it is described in the

Gospels. He singles out exactly those traits

('the meekness and ^ nil'-Mi 1" of Cmist/ 2 Co 10 1

)

which the Jesus of i!ic (o-|n-l- took as character-
istic of Himself ('Take my yoke upon you, and
learn of me ; for I am meek and lowly in heart,

'

Mt II 29
). Other allusions point in the name

direction (e.g. Ph 2s
"8

).

(iy.) Really this insight into the character of

Christ is part of a phenomenon that striken us on
a larger scale. The hortatory passages of St.

Paul's Epistles show that he understood to a

nicety the new religious ideal introduced by
Christ. The ideal was really a new one. The

1

'';,
"

to it was that of ' the poor
'

in the
,

or in spirit' of the Gospel (Mt 5a
),

But even these were not free from vindictiveneBs ;

they were not prepared to say,
* Love your enemies,

and pray for them that persecute yoxi,
3

or 'If thine

enemy hunger, feed him; if he "thirst, give him
to drink' (Mt 544

, Ro 1220
). It is not merely a

question of verbal pnrnlli;li-m ; the whole con-

ception is roally ihe *-ame. li could not be more
perfectly delineated than it is in 1 Co 13. When
it is contended (as it is, e.g., by Wrede, Paulus,

p. 91) that St. Paul is thinking mainly of those
who are brethren in the faith, that is really not
the case

; his exhortations are in no way confined
to the relations of the brethren to one another.

2. Sources of this knowledge. That there is a

real^ connexion, and a close* connexion, between
the ideal laid down by Christ and that inculcated
by St. Paul cannot be denied : it is really ono and
the same. How did St. Paul acquire the know-
ledge^ of it ? He must have done so in no merely
transient manner ; he must have had the ideal BO

completely set before him that it sank deep into
his soul.

(i ) In spite of the independence which he claims
for himself, we know that St. Paul had long and
familiar intercourse with disciples, like Barnabas
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and Mark, and with others in the church at
Antiock (Ac 131

}, who could not fail to instruct
him an to what was new and distinctive in the
teaching of Christ. In Gal I 18 he speaks of him-
Kclf as ji;\: _.:

,i \14t to Peter at Jerusalem and
.-PITJin- n f-n ; \-\-i\\\ in his company. Both there
niul \i\ U-il 2- a considerable t.n!iMini- of notes
fceema to be implied. There are sufficient in-
clicationH of oral intercourse between St. Paul
and the older disciples to explain the knowledge
which he evidently possessed.

(ii.) Had he, in addition to this, anything in
"writing that he could refer to? He cannot have
had access to our present Gospels ; "but is it not
poMsible that lie may have had in his hands one
or other of the documents out of which our present
Gospels are <-omp,M'.l? The Mark-Gospel is ex-
cluded by its daio; bin not so the second main
document, often called Logia, and :;

"

known by the symbol Q. "There is '>! ..... '.'

HH we can gee, in this document to make it im-
j-

...I1.V f..- St. Paul to have had the opportunity
1

i i .-:.:" it. If we are right in forming our

conception of it from the passages common to
St. Matthew and St. Luke tliat are not found in
Wt. Mark, it would be a work of pivo:-i-iy such a
character as would bring out <linr!\ ilu* new
moral ideal taxight by Christ. We may well
believe that this was

really the object with which
it was composed that it was a manual for
(Christian missionaries to put into the hands of
their converts as supplying them with a rule of
life. /The principal argument against this view
in that, if it was early enough to be used by
St. Paul, it is difficult to see why it should not
have been used by St. Mark. Some scholars think
that it wan used by him, but we should not like
to commit ourselves to that alternative. The
cpieBtion must be left open.
On the other handf, the markedly individual

character of the two chief specimens of the Pauline
tradition, as compared with the Gospels, would
go to show that the sources from which he drew
were distinct from those used by our present"

Y Outlines of the Bauline theology. As we
have already implied, the great and central event
in St. Paul's career was Ms conversion. It is this

that really gives the key_ to his theology. It deter-

mined for him at once his conception of Christ, and
the nature of MH own response to the appeal which
Christ made to him.

1. The glorified Christ. The vision that he saw
was of (Jurist glorified. In other words, Christ

appeared to him as Spirit ; and it is this spiritual
(Jlirist that henceforth controlled his experience.
And yet, not that alone. The glorified Christ was
none the less identical with the crucified Jesus of

Nazareth. It is in this double aspect that the
exalted Form that he saw made such an intense

improHHion upon the Apostle.
2. Christ within. The vision was for him j it

n.)i[Kii1c<l personally and directly to him; and he

rx^poTulwl with all the ardour of ms being, It was
as if he clasped to Ms heart the image of Christ

that he $aw> and it entered into him and possessed
him. Or, conversely, it might be said that the
extended arms of the Christ whom he saw embraced
and enfolded himself. These two ways of speaking
St. Paul always treats as equivalent to say that

he clasped Christ or that Christ clasped him, that

lie wa 'in Christ' or that Christ was 'in him,'
meant the same thing. The same act had a Divine

Hide and a human ; and the one corresponded to the

other. The process of which the Apostle was con-

scious in himself had to be repeated in his converts

(Gal 418). It is all a way of expressing the closest

appropriation, assimilation, and union.

3. Faith. In another connexion St. Paul calls
the act by which he entered into this relation
faith.

5 This act of faith could be expressed intel-

lectually as assent to the proposition that ' Jesus is
the Christ,

5 or that c Jesus is Lord.' But any such
process of the intellect was swallowed up at once
in the warmer emotion of loyalty, gratitude, and
adoring love. We must think 01 it always as love
for One who is in heaven and not on earth, and
therefore as at ^one and the same time love and
adoration. It is this which gives its peculiar
quality and value to 'faith,' as St. Paul conceived
it. The impression that the Apostle received was
so overpowering, that it seemed to make his whole
life a different thing ;

' a new creation,' he called it

himself (Gal 615) ;

* the life which I now live in the
flesh, I live by the faith of the Son of God, who
loved me, and gave himself for me *

(2
20

).

4. The death of Christ. We go back to the
Damascus vision. It was proof that Jesus of
Nazareth, whose followers the Apostle in his
blindness had persecuted, was no mere ambitious
pretender, but all that His disciples believed Him
to be both Lord and Christ. But if that was so,
the apparently shameful death that He died could
not be really shameful : whatever appearance it
wore in the eyes of men, there must really be in it

a Divine virtue a virtue infinite, because Divine.
Already in the infant Church, following, as we

believe, hints of the Lord Himself, there was a
tendency to explain the death of the Crucified by
means of principles inherent in the OT, by the idea
of sacrifice and by the idea of vicarious suffering ;

on the one hand, by the analogy of the Levitical

sacrifices, and, on the other hand, by the descrip-
tion of the Servant of Jahweh in Deutero-Isaiah.
St. Paul took up these ideas, and worked them out
in his own manner ; the sacrificial idea, especially
in Eo 325 59

, 1 Co 57 (cf. He 922) ; the vicarious idea,

esp. in 2 Co 521
. St. Paul also added a new

explanation of his own in Gal 313
. This last might

be described as somewhat Rabbinical ; but the
same cannot be said of the other two. The prin-

ciples of sacrifice and of vicariousness are deeply
impressed upon God's world ; and that they should
culminate in a supreme act of self-devotion has in

it nothinpr incredible.

5. Jtrttijic'ttibti cud reconciliation. The death
of Chri-t

"

established a new relation between God
and man. It established it, as it were, objectively
and ideally. EOT it to take full effect, man had to

do his part ; he had to realize the new relation in a
reformed and regenerate life. But the Christian
was allowed to .

'
" * V """Ms. He had not to wait

for the Divine which was vouchsafed
to him at once as soon as he became a Christian
and was launched upon that career of amendment
and advance to which as a Christian he was
pledged. St. Paul uses a judicial term, and
describes the convert from the first as *

justified,'
i.e.

c declared righteous
' or '

acquitted.' This is the

Divine answer to the faith by which he makes his

profession and has it sealed by baptism. By this

decisive act the Christian enters at once into the

circle of the Divine favour
j
he is received as a

json
reconciled to his Heavenly Father, as a prodigal
returned. Henceforth his course is not one of

weary effort and failure, but the way is smoothed
for him and brightened by the Father's love.

This was one way of describing the process.
Another way turned round St. Paul's characteristic

manner of conceiving the relation of the Christian

to Christ of which we have spoken. We have said

that in St. Paul's own experience the vision of the

exalted Christ was, as it were, clasped to his heart.

The act was so intense and so absorbing that it

amounted to a kind of identification :
' No longer

I, but Christ liveth in me.' And yet this ideal
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Christ still wears the features of the historical

Christ. It is the Christ who died and rose again.
The Christian who ia identified with such a Christ

must himself also die and rise again in such sense

as he can, i.e. in a moral and religious sense; he
must die to sin, and rise again to newness of life

(Ro 61"11
) ; he must emerge from the imprisonment

in which he is held "by sin into the free and spacious
life of the Spirit (see "below).

6. Law and grace. In his earlier experience,

religion for St. Paul, as for the rest of his country-
men, meant primarily obedience to law ; to be

righteous was to keep the Law. But that was

really an impossible task. The Law might com-

mand, but it could not secure performance. Human
nature was too weak to keep up obedience to its

rigorous behests. In the multitude of rules and

precepts there were always some that were

]ic,Lh"-i<.\ <Yncl to In-oak tlic Law in any degree
\ .- i-t l>u-.v> it, and to forfeit the reward of well-

doing.
It was otherwise with the service of Christ.

Here the motive was personal loyalty and de-

votion, carried out under the conditions which
have just been described, with the assurance of

forgiveness, of Divine favour and Divine aid.

Thus, whatever might be its outward conditions,
the life of the Christian was one of inward joy and

peace.
An incidental consequence of this new experience

was that in his controversy with the Judaizers St.

Paul was able to take his stand upon a broad

ground of principle. He was able to contrast

Christianity with Judaism as a higher type of

religion, as a reign of Grace over against a reign of

Law.
7. Developed Christology. -At this point wre may

turn to consider St. Paul's contribution to the
Christian doctrine of God. So far as Christianity
broil;-Y ji < li;pi^r in this doctrine, it all arose from
the V.''-O_M :I io-iof the Divine nature and mission of

Chr'-i. .:m! f-vn the further consequences which
that ..I'""

'

"

!
- i

--ught with it. Jesus Himself
had , ii !j J

- the promi-cd "Mc^iah. though
during His life on earth ilie full -uperiuii ural attri-

butes of the Messiah were veiled and restrained.

The Resurrection was the decisive proof that they

\yere really there ; and from that time onwards the
little band of believers proclaimed openly the
central article of its faith. It did so especially
under the double title of Messiah and Son of God.
St. Paul took over these titles in the full depth of

their meaning*. We have seen that for him the
Messiah was especially 1 1 le glori fi<;tl Messiah. That
was, indeed, since the ISo-urreciion, essentially the
case with all Christians, but St. Paul grasped his

belief with peculiar inieiu-ity and concentration.

Whereas, too, the title
' Son of God/ though

literally and strictly meant, was used by the first

disciples in a way that was naive and unreflective,
St. Paul evidently dwelt upon it, and pressed its

full n-
J

,'.Y. -* ill meaning. He had clearly satis-

lied iii 'i -i,,
1 the manifestations of ChristV

Divine Sonship required nothing short of this.

And then, as we might expect, he went on to make
use of other terms that his speculative training
naturally suggested, to illustrate and carry home
the same fundamental idea.

8. God the Father. There are three ways in
which St. Paul adds to the doctrine of God the
Father : (i.) By discriminating and <-orreluiTig the

spheres of Him whom we call God the l-'athor and
of Him whom we call God the Son. The designa-
tions were already current, and the tendency to
discriminate or detme all grew out of the Incarna-
tion. There is not much set teaching, but there
are manv side allusions which (citify 10 eou<i<l<T-

able activity of thought on the subject. (ii.) By

calling attention to the work of the Sou as reveal-

ing the character of the Father. The whole scheme

(so to speak) of the Incarnation proceeds from the

Father, and therefore itself bears witness, more
direct and more unmistakable than any other,

t

to

the love which underlies the dealings oi (iodwith

man to the love not only of the Son who becomes

incarnate and who suffers for human sin, but also

to that of the Father who sent Him (Ito 58 , 2 ( -o

513.1*.
17. ia

s Col l li)t20
). (i:s/ "tty maik :

.M_ out in a

sort of broad chronology , !:r :--i i<ni - 01 MM- world's

history (Ko 9-11, 1 Co l-i -";. li i-. n- doubt,

possible to press particular expressions (such SM

Bo 917 - 18
)
in such a way as to make them conflict

both with the free will of man and with the justice
of God. That was not at all the Apostle's inten-

tion,, but only to enforce that strong sense of a

providential ordering of successive events which
must be felt by every religious mind.

9. The Holy Spirit. The belief in the Holy
Spirit was just shared by St. Paul with his fellow-

Christians. The remarkable phenomena which

they saw around
' ^

; speaking with

tongues, exorcisms, and tlie like were all in the

language of the time naturally referred to 1 1 is

activity. St. Paul did but adopt this language,
and then perhaps extend it, more than his neigh-
bours were in the habit of doing, to phenomena that

were less extraordinary but more deeply related to

the moral and religious life (we rememlwr that

1 Co 13 comes in the midst of a long pavwi^e deal-

ing with gifts of the Spirit). It is noiicoablo that

henot alone, but in company (e.ff.) with _Lk.
in

Ac 167 (KV -- e\piv-lv associates the Spirit, not

only with Go. I, Inn \\ ii'h Christ (Ro 8).
10. The Church cwd the Sacr&niontv. It was

obvious and natural that the blessings brought by
Christ must hold good in the first instance for those

who rallied to the cause of Christ, and rat i lied their

adhesion to Him by confession and baptism. ^Tho
><< >' y - formed could not but start with a position
of i-ri'v ii.-iM- jmulogou- to that of the Jewish Church
ii'i-lri ill-,

4 ]! <Ii-pcn-{Hion. But neither under the

one dispensation nor under the other was
^t

jxist an instance of f the pur-

pose of God according to selection.* The recipients
of it were to be missionaries who were to carry the

gospel to the end of the world.
This was always the ulterior object with which

Christians were to use and enjoy their privileges
(Ro II28 10liM5). They might enjoy them, but they
were bound to do what in them. lay to -projul 11mm.
Therefore, when St. Paul enlarges upon the fcliciiy
of being a Christian (e.g. in Ko & l ~ll

) 9 it is in no

spirit of narrowness or exclusiveness, but rather the

contrary (a** a ppcavs from ch. 11). The exhortations
to the "Church to organize itself as efficiently as

possible, and to prosecute the Christian life to the

uttermost, must all- be taken with this tacit con-
dition.

The two Sacraments belong to the internal

-,
;/ ! of the Church. They are neither of

them due to the initiation of St. Paul. lie found
them in existence, and he fully ,,- KI

* '

-i. and
from time to time he dwells upon them in such a

way as to show that he was well aware of their
Mur.if r;ui<-'.- and value. St. Paul distinctly rpeog-
Mi/' 1 -

i IIOIM as means of grace essential to the life of

Christians. We cannot at all accept the view that
he was the first to introduce repeated acts of com-
munion; 1 Co IP8 ' 26

implies tuat he found it a

regular practice.
11. The Last Things, The Epp. supply an im-

poriam part of the 'evidence that the element of

c-clmiol'^y in the teaching of Christ, and in His
own conception of Himself, was as large as we find
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it in the Gospels. T-. .-: ;.., ;..-i as we go back in
time to the earliest ;.;-.. .iii- ,-' 5ment is seen at its
greatest. In 1 and i i:. ... i; [s the main topic,and in 1 Cor. it is very prominent. It became less
so as time went on, but even in the latest period it
does not wholly disappear (Ph 4).
The Pauline Epp. are even more important still

from the part that ihi-\ pl.iy in covering the transi-
tion from a form of Christianity in which eschato-
logy is prominent, to one in which it has fallen into
the^arkurouii.I. Tn the later Epp. the basis of
(Christianity has been silently shifted; its founda-
tions have been '

underpinned
'

by doctrines of more
pmnamMit applicability -esp. by the stress that is
laid upon the working of the glorified Christ or the
Spirit of Christ.
YL Comparison with the teaching of Christ

AVe
>

are now in a better
j
KM I ion

jo take a coup
(?Ml of the relation of ^r. Paul"-, mission and
teaching as a whole to that of his Master. It has
been rightly observed by more than one of those
who have treated of the subject (see Knowling,
Testimony of St. Paul to Christ, p. 514), that the
(k>spel of St. Paul begins where the earthly life of
Jesus ends. The dwinui needs son ..

^ ! "
.

:
-

(as we have seen) ; but it is in the , .->. h
means that the elaborate Pauline theology is of the
nature of a development, so that what we have to
consider is how and in what sense it is a develop-
ment.

1. The teaching of Janus / *//.///* ?. That this
was the case, we may sec- .:..i MMIH ihe easy and
natural allusions to the character of Christ and of
the Christian ideal ( iv. 1. (iii.) (iv.) above) ; (ii.)
from the general position in the earlier Epp. on
the subject of cschatology, which directly con-
tinues the attitude described in the Gospels; (iii.)

and, in imi<-ul,ir, from the conception of the
*

Kingdom of God.' This last point is so important
that we must give it a section to itself.

2. The Ivinydom of God in St. PauL There is

no exposition of the idea of the Kingdom ; it is

taken for granted as well known. There are
several examples in Kpp. of all dates in which the

phrase is used in its ordinary future sense : e.g.
Gal 5W ,

1 Co (>
9S Eph 55

. Similar to these is the
TIHO in 1 Th 212. But l>v the side of these are other

psii-^n^es in which the Kingdom is evidently present.
Such would be: 1 Co 420 'the kingdom of God is

not in word, but in power
1

; in Col I 18 - 14 it is the

sphere of prenent forgiveness into which the Chris-
tian is translated ; in Col 4n it has reference to the
work of missions. But most significant of all is

Ko 1417 *the kingdom of God is not eating and
drinking, Imt rigid eou^ness and peace and joy in

the Holy Ghost.' Here the Kingdom is entirely a

present idea, and it see_ms
to cover the whole range

of the gospel. Nothing could better mark the
transition spoken of above.

8* J*it-nlhw (fcrfilv]t/He?itii. So far, the teaching
of St. Paul ha* been iu>t a continuation of the

teaching of Christ. But in the outlines of his

theology which have been sketched above it will

have been seen that there is much which goes

elaborate psychological analysis of the prncc^ of

belief, and generally of the Christian habit of mind.
And lastly, as wo have seen, there is certain

special tea'ching that has grown out of the circum-

stances of the time.
4. Origin of tht developments. Tt would be an

utter mistake to suppose that St. Paul's teaching
an to the Person of Christ was a new invention of

his own. We have seen that it was really nothing
more than a further analysis of the meaning con-

tained in the simple doctrinal formulae of the primi-

tive Church; such as that ' Jesus is Lord/ 'Jesus
is the Christ,'

e Jesus is the Son of God.' It would
be_ equally an utter mistake r> i: : ,,-_i: that the
primitive Church was going ;i^"''-i iln.- will of
Jesus Himself. There are indications enough that
it was in no sense doing this. The only thing that
has given any colour to such an idea is the great
reticence and reserve that our Lord showed in
I

'

. .

: -
f. TV ,-, ; .; His claims. There is cornet Ling of

1 '<'< :
'

! i's iis. But that Jesus knew Himself
to be both Messiah and Son, we may regard as
quite certain.

It is true that St. Paul reflected upon these titles,and true that in all his teaching his o'
-

entered as a shaping force ; but it is
which gives to his teaching such depth of reality.YIL Legitimacy of the Pauline construction.
It may be said, not without truth, by way of dis-

counting these Paulin.- .

Jr- -v,-- .
-

: (i.) that the
methods of arguim-m . v

'

: :
- are supported,

especially tl i u o \ <^o i i c a i methods,
'

are not alwayswhat we should consider valid ; (ii. ) that the per-
sonal experience on which they rest is exceptionaland peculiar ; and (iii. ) that, in like manner, the
conditions of early Christian history by which they
were shaped necessarily had about them something
relative and transient.

But, on the other hand : (i.) few \ nj '.-is !> - ,,-i;

more true than the proverbial one, ! <:i < <-n* hi - :

.i:-s

are often more right than the explicit reasoning
that leads up to them. Methods of proof are often
of the nature of a scaffolding- the real purpose of
which is to set up a construction in presentable
shape, when it verifies itself after the fact by its
own inherent properties in the experimental field
of life.

(ii.) It is not to be denied that the personal
experience of St. Paul has in it much that is excep-
J' :

- : ,

1
r -1 .. . :"";,-. But that is far more because

!
- !<" '< : -':- intensity along lines that are

1 '

' '

. men, than because there is in it

anything eccentric that disqualifies his e\] -or'<:,,'

from representing theirs. In other word -, M . i *-.( \ : I

was a religious genius of the highest order that
human nature has ever produced in the same
category with the writer whom we call Second
Isaiah, with Jeremiah, with many of the Psalmists,
with St. John, and at a later date with that
;,-'.'- 1

"

! i . snius, St. A iigustin e. We believe
:.' : :

'

K- these were -pc(inlly r,:l- d up by
God, and endowed by His >pii it \\ h'li M..U y marvel-
lous gifts, for the express purpose of pointing out
the way in which the crowcf of religi- ;

<
]

1

may
follow, of setting before them an I- -' !!: the

heights and depths of which they may strive. We
have only to think of the consummate beauty of

the chapter on Charity, which, after all, is but the
culmination of othe: p.'i-si^o- that are strewn thick
over the hortatory j^-on

iur ^ of the Epistles ; and to

remember, along with this, that such passages do
but translate the theoretic side of theology into

the activities of daily life.

(iii.) It might be said of each of the foregoing
heads, and it may be said specially of tliat which
turns upon the relativity of the teaching that

emerges from history, that at most the objection
does but amount to this, that the theology of St.

Paul, so far as it rests on the grounds enumerated,
is subject to the conditions of all things human.
All things human are relative, and relative, in

particular, to the age to which they belong. But
in this ela^ at least of things human, while there

is the perishable envelope which is inevitably

stripped off by time, there is no less something
permanent as well, a permanent residuum or deposit

not always definable in words, but very real and

very precious which passes on into all the ages
that follow. This we believe to be true pre-
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eminently of the first age of Christianity,
and true,

in
'

"

.\ . in a very high decree of the teaching
of -

. t

'

\ . The world since his day and not the

Christian world alone has drawn sustenance from
it to an extent of which it is probable that, -with all

its eulogies of the Apostle, it has never been fully
aware. There is a L-- F

. : "!' .' of Pauline

teaching in the very ..<, .',- courses in a
Christian's veins.

LITERATURE. The subject of St. Paul in his relation to Christ
has been much discussed in recent years, and that on critical

and modern lines. The larger works are : Feine, Jesus
Christus und Paulus (1902) ; Goguel, L'Apdtre Paul et Jesus-
Christ (1904) ;

and in English, Knowling, Witness of the

Kpistles (1892), and The Testimony of St. Paul to Christ

(1905). Dr. Knowling's two books are written with exhaus-
tive knowledge, and with his invariable lucidity and accu-

racy of statement and admirable temper ; they cover a wide
extent of surface, and all that can be said on the other side is

that, perhaps owing: to some defect of construction, they may
seem to be more upon the surface than they really are. There
is a crowd of smaller tracts and articles, for the most part

Jiilicher, P

i 't'^". . WerhatdasGhrltitenthunibeffrundet ;

. Of theae, the writer thinks that he has

derived most from the two tracts of Wrede and Jiilicher from
y- :

'

, ,

'
' '

Wrede
. : e cawe of

St. Paul : his writing's are all marked by very great sincerity ;

and his sincerity takes the form of bringing all the objections
that the natural man of the twentieth century might be moved
to bring. Wrede's striking career was cut short somewhat

abruptly on 23rd Nov. 1906. Julicher's pamphlet ^
the writer

believes to be one of the very IK -i pro'lii."ioi- of its author;
when allowance is made for the p.-i- 01 \

!
i \, i is full of sym-

pathy and insight. Kaftan is also very good, but not quite so

good in the second part of his little treatise as in the first.

The anon. work, The fifth Gospel: being the Pauline Inter-

pretation of the Christ (1907), and Du Bose, The Ooftp, aoc, to

St. Paul (1907), may also be recommended.
W. SANDAY.
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Daily, ii. 58% 62a
.

Breakfast, i. 457a ; ii. 150b .

Breast, i. 219%

Breathing, i. 231%

Brethren of the Lord, i. 232%
104a

.

Bride, ii. 137a .

Bride-Chamber, ii. 138a.

Bridegroom, ii. 137a .

Bridegroom's Friend, ii. 137%

Brimstone, i. 237a .

Brook, i. 237%

Brotherhood, i. 238% 353% 587a ;

ii. 644% 649h .

Brotherly Love, i. 238a ; ii. 80%
Buddhism and Christianity, ii.

287a.

Buffeting, i. 239%

Building, i. 239%

Bull, L 63%

Burden, i. 240%

Burial, i. 241a ; ii. 734a.

Burnt-offering, i. 242a.

Bush, i. 242%

Bushel, i. 243a .

Business, i. 243a.

Ccesar, i. 245a.

Worship of, i. 146a.

Caesarea Philippi, i. 246b
.

Caiaphas, i. 251a
.

Cainan, i. 25 1%

Calendar (Christian), i. 251 b
; ii.

323a

Calf, i. 63b .

Call, Calling, i. 264% 284%

Calvary, i. 655a.

Camel, L 266% 63tt
.

Camel's Hair, L 266% 699a.

Cana, i. 267a
.

Canaanite, i, 268a
.

Canaariitish, i. 267%

Cananrean, i. 268% 103%

Candle, i. 268%

Candlestick, i. 268%

Capernaum, i. 269a .

Captain, i. 271% 307a
.

Care, i. 271%

Carob, ii. 44b ; i. 862%

Carpenter, i. 272% 240a
.

Catacombs (Art in), i. 122% 3Q8MF.

Cave, i. 273% 196b ; ii. 111*'.

Celibacy, i. 273b ; ii. 599"'.

Cellar, i. 274%

Census, i. 275% 143b f., 204b
f.,

409b ; ii. 463a .

Centurion, i. 276a .

Cephas, i, 248b
; ii. 678%

Ceremonial Law, ii. lla.

Certainty, i. 276%

Chaff, i. 277a.

Chains, i. 277%

Chamber, i. 338% 695a .

Chance, i. 277%

Character, i. 278%
of Christ, i. 281% 798a ff.

;
ii.

161% 836%

Charger, i. 297a .

Charity, ii. 650a .

Chickens, i. 64a .

Chief Priests, i. 297b
.

Childhood, i. 298% 15% 224% 302'1
.

Gospels of, L 681* ff.

Children, i. 301%

of God, i. 305a ; ii. 488b f .

Chiliarch, i. 307*.

Choice, i. 307%

Chorazin, i. 308a .

Chosen One, i, 308*.

Christ (Title), i. 477b
;

ii. 21 9%

in Art, i. 308% 675* ;
ii. 859%

in Early Church, ii. 849a .

in Jewish Literature, ii. 876%
in Middle Ages, ii. 853%
in Modern Thought, ii. 807%
513%

in Mohammedan Literature,
ii. 882a

.

in Reformation Theology, Li.

860a.

in Seventeenth Century, ii.

864%

ChrLsts (False), i. 574"*,

Christian (Name), i. ,"U6%

Doctrine in Apocrypha, i, 98%

Christianity, i. 318a
.

and Buddhism, ii 287'1
.

and Gr.-liom. Thought, ii, 285K
and Judaism, ii. 288%

Christmas, i. 261% 4 HP.

Christology, i. 4G9% 7f>3% 700a ;

ii. 828% 849* if.
,
853*' ft. , HfK'F' tl\ ,

864"ff; j 867
l

'fr., 8CO*.

Chronology, i. 408a ; ii. I84h
,
3*i3a

Church, L 32^ a
.

Architecture, i. I23b .

Aiiilmriiy. i. 157% 159% 329b .

I>M<lyor(

i

|iii'.{. i. 21Ra ; ii, 5(ir>
l1

.

Members, ii. 283%
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Church

Organization, ii. 283a
.

Primitive, L 58S!l

; ii. 645a
iF.

Unity, i. 327a ; ii. 281% 781b .

Chum, i. ;W.
Circumcision, i. 330'' ; ii. 14a .

Circumstantiality in the Par-

ables, i. 33l b
.

<
1

ity, i. 333.

Claim, i. 334b
.

naimsofHirist, i.335%363%799b
.

(leanness, ii, 12b f., l(>
b
,457

b
,458

b
.

Cleansing of the Temple, i. 243b
f.

,

443b
; ii. 7l2b .

Cleopas, i. 387h
.

Oloophas, i. 338a.

Cloke, i. 338%

ClopaH, i. 338b
,
40%

Closet, i. 338 1

'.

Clothes, i. 498%

Cloud, i. 339b .

Coal, i. 340*.

Coat, i. 340a
, 338*.

Cock, i. 64% 341%

Cock-crowing, i. 340b .

Coins, ii. l<)9
b

.

Colt, i. (>3% 519b .

Comfort, i. 341 b
.

Comforter, i. 342% 341 l>

; ii, 177a .

Coming Again, i. 342b
,
280b ; ii.

&2l b
.

Coming to Christ, i. 343b .

Commandment, New, i. 23Sb
;

ii. 242"-.

Commandments, i. 345b .

Commerce, ii. 303*-, 738b .

ComwriHHion, i. 347% 110b ; ii.

T95% 618% 704% 674b .

Common Life, i. 349%

Communion, i. 351% 400b .

CompaHHion, i. 2Q2b ; ii. 368*.

Complacency, i. 354b ,

Conception, 5L 800>a flT.

Condemnation, i. 357b .

Confession of Christ, i. 358ft

; ii.

424*.

of Sin, i. 360a .

Conscience, i. 437a .

CowHciouRnoHH, i, 36 l
b

, 70
b

,
140ub ,

250% 336b , 471
b

, 530% 755a ; ii,

177*, 307b ff., 744% 760% 780b,

831*.

Consecrate, ConHocration, i. 366*.

(JonBideratencHH,i, 367% 1&\29&.
Conolation, i. 3G7b

.

Convert, Conversion, ii* 498b f.,

771 b
,

Copper, i. 230a
.

Corhan, i. 308*; ii. 13", 711 1
', 748

1
*.

(lorn, i. 3G0 11
.

Corner-Htouo, i. 3G9a ;
ii. 7lOb .

Cosam, i. 3701
'.

Cosniopolitanisui, i. 370b, 642* ;

ii. H)4b , 783b .

Ccnich, i. 37l b
.

Council, Councillor, ii. o66b
.

Counsels of Perfection, ii. 342a .

Countenance, i. 56 la .

Courage, i. 372a ,
142h3 294

a
.

Course, i. 6b
;

ii. 415b .

Court, i. 372b ; ii. 708b ff.

Courtesy, i. 372b .

Covenant, i. 373% 840b ; ii. 547%
7l6b .

New, ii. 548*.

Covetousn ess, i. 380b .

Cowardice, i. 381a
.

Creation, i. 3SP.
Creator (Christ as), i. 382a

.

Creeds, i. 358b
,
481 a

; ii. 851a.

Criticism, i. 383*.

Cross, i. 304b .

Cross-bearing, i. 394b .

Crowd, i. 396*.

Crown of Thorns, i. 397a
.

Crucifix, i. 310b , 313
a
.

Crucifixion, i. 397*.

Darkness, ii. 682a.

Date, i. 4i3b .

Crurifragium, ii. 23b
.

Cruse, i. 399*.

Cry, L 399*.

Cubit, i. 36* ; ii. 819&.

Cummin, i. 400a
.

Cup, i. 400a
.

Cures, i. 402*, 21% 213b
, 427%

463a fl'., 523a
;

ii. 94b
,
188*.

Curse, i. 404b
.

Cushion, i. 405a.

Custom, ii. 474% 759b .

Cyrene, i. 405b .

Cyronius, ii. 463a. [See Quir-

inius].

Daily Bread, ii. 58% 62a
.

Dalmanutha, i. 406a.

Dancing, i. 407a
.

Daniel, i. 407b .

Darkness, i. 407 b
;

ii. 682a
.

Dates, i. 408* ; ii. 184b , 323
a
.

Daughter, i. 417b
.

Daughter-in-law, i. 417b .

David, i. 417b
; ii. 17 lb .

Son of, i. 526b, 636* 5 ii. 176%

221% 653^.

Day, i. 41 8a.

of Atonement, i. 419a.

of Christ, i. 420b

of Judgment, i. 421% 424*.

of the Lord, i. 421b .

That, i. 424b .

Dayspring, i. 425a.

Dead, i. 425 b
, 357b ; ii. 668b f.

Deaf and Dumb, i. 426b .

Death, i. 427b, 278
b

.

(figurative), i. 426b,
428b .

and Sin, i. 428 ft
.

of Clirist, i. 429% 376* ff., 488%

661a
; ii. 153b ff., 257% 398*,

479b
ff., 542% 565h

} 639% 794*.

Debt, Debtor, i. 434% 2<Ba \ ii.

42^.

Deca])olis, i. 435b .

Deceit, Deception, L 436h .

Decree, i. 437a.

Dedication (Feast of), i 437a
.

Defilement, ii. 457b ff., 458b ff.

Deliverance, i. 437b
.

Demon, Demoniacal Possession,
i. 438% 20b f., 149a ; ii. 93b .

Den, i. 443 b
.

Denarius, ii. 199b.

Denial, i. 444%

Dependence, i. 445% 139b, 403%
606b f.; ii. 187b .

Dereliction, i. 447b ;
ii. 616b .

Desert, ii. 822b .

Desire, i. 448b
.

Desolation, i. 453b.

Despise, i. 453b
.

Despondency, i. 454b .

Desposyni, i. 638b
.

Destruction, i. 455% 791a- b
.

Determinism, i. 622a .

Devil, L 439a ff., 16b , 20b , 92b
,

532a ; ii. 59% 62% 569% 630a
.

Devotion, i. 455a.

Didrachm, ii. 200a .

Didymus, i. 457^.

Dinner, i. 457a ; ii. 151a .

Disciple, i. 457% 105a , 265b ; ii.

2S3b .

Disoipleship, i. 459% SSO3-.

Discipline, i. 460a
.

Discourse, i. 461% 884b .

Disease, i. 462% 402a.

Dish, i. 464a .

Dispersion, i. 465a .

Ditch, i. 467a .

Dives, i, 467a.

Divinity of Christ, i. 467b 3 139%
365b

;
ii. 639a .

Divorce, i. 483b
,

30b ft:, 201b
,

546b ; ii. 15b , 610
a

.

Doctor, i. 485a.

Doctrines, i. 485a,

Dog, i. 64a.

Dominion, i. 489a.

Door, i. 490b .

Doubt, i. 491*.

Dove, i. 491 b
, 65

b
.

Doxology, i. 492a.

Drachm, ii. 200a .

Draught of Fishes, i. 493a .

Draw-net, i. 493% 5C8b.

Dream, i. 494a .

Dress, i. 498% 338a, 340
a
.

Drinking, i. 504b.

Dropsy, i. 500a.

Drowning, i. 50 l
a

.

Drunkenness, i. 501 a
.

Dumb, i. 426b , 463
a

.

Dung, i. 39b .

Dust, i. 501b .

Duty, i 502% 154a .
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Eagle, I. 65b .

Ear, i. 503*.

Earthly and Heavenly, i. 503a.

Earthquake, i 504a .

Easter, i. 255b ff.

Eating and Drinking, i. 504b
.

Eber, i. 504b .

Ebionism, i. 504b , 483
a

.

Ecce Homo, i. 507a
;

ii. 758b
.

Education, i. 507b, 222b, 283b
,

299b.

Egg, i. 66b .

Egypt, i. 509% 600b .

Egyptians (Gospel ace. to), i.

677a.

Eighth Day, i. 510a.

Elder, i. 510a.

Eleazar, i. 510b,

Elect, Election, i. 510b , 307b.

Eldad and Modad, i. 91a.

Eli, Eli, lama "azabhtani, i.

447b ; ii. 616b.

Eliakim, i. 514a.

Elias (Apocalypse of), i. 91a.

Eliezer, i. 514a,

Elijah, i. 514a.

Elisabeth, i. 514b.

Elisha, i. 515a.

Eliud, i. 515a .

Elmadam, i. 515*.

Emmanuel, i. 782a.

Emmaus, i. 515a.

Endurance, i. 516b.

Enemies, i. 517b.

Energy, i. 518a.

Enoch, i. 518b.

Book of, i. 80b.

Enos, i. 518b.

Enrolment, i. 143b, 204
b

ff., 275*,

409b ; ii. 463a.

Enthusiasm, i. 518b ; ii. 845b.

Entry into Jerusalem, i. 519b ;

ii. 309a.

Environment, i. 282b ff. ; ii.

293b ff., 847a.

Envy, i. 521b.

Ephphatha, i. 522a.

Ephraim, i. 522b .

Epilepsy, i. 522b
; ii 91b.

Epiphany, i. 26 la.

Equality, i. 523b .

Er, i. 524a.

Error, i. 524a.

Eschatology, i. 525a, 19b, 150a,

421* 424b ; ii. 149%
2 Esdras, i. 84b

, 95b.

Esli, i. 536*.

Essenes, i. 536a ; ii. 291a.

Eternal Fire, i. 536b.

Life, i. 538% 534% 784b ; ii.

30b.

Punishment, i. 540a, 790a
ff.

,-

ii. 441a, 503b , 668b, 785b.

Sin, i. 541b , 788
a
, 790b ; ii. 787b.

Eternity, i. 542b
.

Ethics, i. 543a
, 661

b
.

Eunuch, i. 547b
.

Evangelist, i. 549a
.

Evening, i. 550b a

Evil, i 550b .

Evil One, i. 16b , 20b, 92b, 439%
552a ; ii. 59% 62b

, 63% 569%
630a .

Spirit, i. 438a ff.

Evolution, i. 552a .

Exaltation, i. 554b ; ii. 515b, 614
a

.

Example, i. 555a .

Exclusiveness, i. 558a , 99b , 278b
,

370b f., 642a ; ii. 299a.

Excommunication, i. 559a.

Excuse, i. 560b .

Exorcism, i. 440a.

Experience (Religious), ii. 493b,

522b .

Expiation, i. 137% 433b ; ii. 469%
479a .

Extortion, i. 561a.

Eye, i. 561a.

Eye-witnesses, i. 561b.

Fable, ii. 314a.

Face, i 561a
.

Fact and Theory, i. 562a.

Faith, i. 567b, 187b ff., 403b, 530
b

,

775a ; ii. 555b
, 766

b
.

Unconscious, ii. 776b .

Faithfulness, i. 571b, 293
b

.

Fall, i. 571b
, 28

b
, 99

a
; ii. 633b.

False Christs, i, 574a.

Prophets, i. 575a.

Witness, i. 575b.

Fame, i. 576a
.

Family, i. 576b, 577% 289% 304b ;

ii. 648a

Famine, i. 578b.

Fan, i. 578b .

Farthing, ii. 200b f.

Fasting, i. 579% 130b,253%258b fF.;

ii. 12% 599a.

of Christ, ii. 287b, 599a.

Father, Fatherhood, i. 579b, 279
a
,

305% 362b, 486% 773% 890a ; ii.

265b, 890
a
.

Fathers, i. 582a.

Father's House, i. 582b.

Fathom, ii. 819b.

Fatlings, i. 63b.

Favour, i. 686b.

Fayum Gospel Fragment, i. 678b.

Fear, i. 583b.

Feasts, I 584b, 168% 437a ; ii

324b , 331b, 694a .

Feeding the Multitudes, i. 585b,

894a .

Feet, i. 586b
,
605a .

Fellowship, i 587% 238% 351a.

Fetters, i 277b.

Fever, i. 590b, 463b.

Field, i 591 ft
.

Fierceness, i 59lb.

Fig-tree, i. 592*.

Fire, i. 595a.

Eternal, i. 536b.

Firkin, i. 595b ; ii. 820b .

First and Last, i. 595h
.

Firstborn, i. 596b .

First-fruits, i. 597b .

Fish, Fisher, Fishing, I. 598%
66*.

Symbol of Christ, i. 308b.

Five, ii, 250a.

Flax, ii. 643a.

Flesh, i 599*.

Flesh and Blood, i 214b.

Flight, i. 600b, 509
a
.

Flock, i. 602a.

Flood, i. 602a .

Flowers, i. 602b .

Flute-players, i. 602b.

Fly, i 181 b
.

Foaming, i. 523a.

Fold, i. 68% 602a ; ii. 620a.

Following, i. 603a.

Food, i. 604a ; ii. 150b ff.

Fool, i. 604a.

Foolishness, i. 604b.

Foot, i. 605% 586b.

Footstool, i. 605b.

Force, i. 606a.

Forerunner, i. 861b ; ii. 170b.

Foresight, i. 608a .

Forgiveness, i. 613h, 150b , 279h ,

293% 377a f., 923b i ii 241%

519% 791b.

Forsaken, i. 447b ; ii. 616".

Forsaking All, i. 619a .

Forty, ii. 250% 715b.

Foundation of the World, i. G20a

Four, ii. 251b
.

Fourteen, ii. 249a.

Fowl, i. 620a .

Fox, i. 620b, 65a.

Fragments, i. 620b .

Frankincense, i, 620b.

Freedom, i. 621 a
; ii, 29*.

Free Will, i, 621% 551b ; ii. 239*,

Friendship, i. 622b , 290%

Fringes, i 219b .

Fruit, i, 624b .

Fulfilment, i. 625b ; ii. 239h , 265%
395% 428a.

Fulness, i 629*.

of the Time, i. 630% 33* E,
144a ff., 626a.

Funeral, i. 24P.

Furlong, ii. SSO4.

Furnace of Fire, i, 595%

Future, i. 342b
,
525a ; ii, 321",

Gabbatha, i. 631" j il 329b
.

Gabriel, i. 631%

Gadara, Gadarenes, i. 63 1
b

.

Gain, i. 632a ,

(jalilsean, i 632b .

Galilee, i. 632b : ii. 207a.
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Galilee (Sea of), ii. 587%
(Sail, i. (i34ft

.

GmneH, i. 634% 222a .

Garden, i. (53511
.

Earner, I. 172b .

< late, i. 635a
; Ii. 709!t

.

Gehenna, i. 635% 527%
< Genealogies of Jesus Christ, i.

U3tia ;
ii. 24i)

a
.

Generation, i. 639%
Geimesaret (Lake of), ii. 587h

.

Land of, i. 64Ua
,

GeutileH, i. 641 h
; ii. 194% 296b

.

Court of, ii. 709!l
.

GoutlenoHH, i. 643a.

Gerasenen, Gergewenes, i. 643b
.

Gerizim, i. 644a ,

Gestures, i. 645a.

GetliHomane, i. 646b
; ii. 207a .

Ghont, i. 647a
.

Gift, i. 647 ft - l)
.

Girdle, i. 498% 409b .

Giving, i. 647b
, 42

a
; ii. 599a .

(Had Tiding, i. 659b .

Glory, L 648b
; ii. 621%

GluUonouH, i. 649b .

Gnashing
1 of Teeth, i. 650a.

Gnat, L 07 a
.

Croat, i, 63%

God, i. 650% ii. 277% 761 h
.

Attributes, ii. 277a .

Fatherhood, i. 279% 305% 579b,

660a j
ii. 77b, 265% 353% 761b .

HolineHH, i. 651% 728%

Love to Christ, 1 356* ; ii. 79a .

Love to man, i. 433* ;
ii. 77b .

Nature, ii. 187*, 238a ff.

Omnipotence, ii. 276a.

Omnipresence, ii. 278a.

Oneness, i. 650a ; ii. 201% 761 h
.

Pharisaic doctrine of, ii. 353a.

Righteousness, ii. 529b .

in Apocalyptic Literature, i.

92b .

in Apocrypha, i. 98%

God, i. 651 b
.

Gold, i, 652%

Golden Btile, i. 653*.

Golgotha, i. 655a.

Gomorrah, i. 657b ;
ii 650b .

Good, i, 657b
.

Goodnesa, i. 658% 295% 798%

Goodwill, i 356b .

Gospel, i. 659b .

Gospels, 1. 663b .

Apocryphal, i. 67P ; ii. 705*.

Text of, ii. 717b .

(Government, i. 333a ; ii. 229b ,

377*.

Governor, i. 685b .

Grace, i. 686% 697b.

Graciousnesa, i. 689a.

<;rapcfl, i. 800b ,
824*

Grass, ii. 690*.

Grave, ii. 734a
.

VOL. ii. 57

Grave-clothes, i. 690a.

Greatness, i. 690b
.

Grecians, Greeks, i. 691a.

Greek Language, ii. 3a ff.

Greetings, i. 692b .

Grief, ii. G65b
.

Grinding, ii, 181 b
.

Groaning, i. 62b
; ii. 624a.

Growing, i. 693% 229% 363% 460a .

Guard, i. 694a.

Guest, i. 694b .

Guest-chamber, i. 695a .

Guide, i. 695%

Guile, i. 436%

Guilt, L 696a ; ii. 630b ff.

Gulf, i. 698b .

Hades, i. 21 b
1, 425b f., 527% 713a

;

ii. 669a .

Hair, i. 699a .

Hall, i. 699b .

Hallel, i. 699b .

Hallowed, i. 700b.

Halting, i. 700%

Hand, i. 701a .

Handmaid, i. 701b.

Happiness, i. 702a ; ii. 667b.

Hardening of heart, i. 703b .

Harlot, i. 703%

Harvest, i. 40a .

Hating, Hatred, i. 704a.

Head, i. 706a.

Headship, i, 706b .

Healing, ii. 553a. [See Cures].

Hearing, i. 708a.

Heart, i. 709h .

Heat, i. 711a.

Heathen, i. 71P.

Heaven, i. 71 l
a

; ii. 615a .

Heavenly Things, i. 503a .

Hebrews (Gospel), i. 505% 675%

Hedge, i. 712a.

Heir, i. 712%

Hell, i. 527% 595% 635b .

Descent into, i. 713a.

Hellenists, i. 691a.

Hem of Garment, i. 717% 219a
.

Hen, i. 64a.

Herb, i. 717a .

Hermon, i. 717a ;
ii. 742b .

Herod, i. 717% 408b f. ; ii. 110%

229% 378% 755a.

Herodians, i. 723a.

Herodias, i. 723a.

Hezekiah, i. 723b .

Hezron, i. 723b .

High Priest, i. 723b ; ii. 417a
.

Highway, i. 724%

Hill, Hill-country, i. 725a.

Hindrance, i. 725a.

Hire, i. 725%

Hireling, i. 725b .

Historical, i. 726a.

Holiness, i. 728% 336% 652a ; ii.

561b
.

Holy of Holies, ii. 71Oa.

One, i. 730%

Place, ii. 709%

Spirit, i. 731% 488% 650a
ff.,

729% 890a
; ii. 763% 831%

Authority, i. 157%
in the Soul, ii. 346% 495a

.

Paraclete, ii. 317 h
; i. 775%

Sin against, i. 209% 61 7a
,

650b ; ii. 786%

Ubiquity, ii. 280a.

Thing, i. 744%

Home, i. 745a
,

Honesty, i. 746a
.

Honey, i. 746b.

Honour, i. 747a .

Hook, i. 598%

Hope, i. 747%

Hopefulness, i. 748a.

Horn, i. 749b .

Hosanna, L 749% 764b ; ii.

556b .

Hospitality, i. 751% 694% 827%
837b

.

Host, i. 54% 751% 827a.

Hour, i. 751% 418%

House, i. 752a .

Household, i. 753a,

Householder, i. 753b.

5uleh, i. 898b .

Humanity of Christ, i. 753b .

Humiliation of Christ, i. 755%
395%

Humility, i. 757% 142a ; ii. 83%
183a.

Humour, i. 760b ; ii. 10a.

Hundred, ii. 250b.

Hunger, i. 76 lb.

Husband, i. 762%

Husbandman, i. 762b.

Husks, i. 763b.

Hymn, i. 764a.

Hypocrisy, i. 765a.

Hyssop, i. 767b.

Ideal, i. 767a

Ideas (Leading), i. 769b .

Idumsea, i. 776a.

Ignorance, i. 776% 17% 365a ; ii

703% 830a .

Illustrations, i. 776*>,

Image, i. 778a.

Imagination, i. 778a.

Imitation, i. 779b .

. Immanence, i. 781* ; ii. 411b.

, Immanuel, i 782a -;
ii. 219b .

';
Immortality, i. 784b .

in Apocrypha, i. 1003
-.

Impediment, i, 463a.

Importunity, i. 793a.

Impossibility, i. 793b .

Impotence, i. 793b .

In, i. 794%
In Christ, i. 795a ; ii. 403a f., 411%

565% 748% 780a .
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Incarnation, i. 796% 15b, 553b
,

572*.

Incense, i. 814a .

Independence, ii. 2S5a.

Indignation, i. 60b, 591b .

Individual, i. 814a ;
ii. 649% 6S9a .

Responsibility, ii. 492b
.

Individualism, i. 816b .

Individuality, i. 819a .

Individuality of Christ, i 821a .

Indolence, i. 822b .

Indwelling, i. 280% 446b , 782
a

.

Infancy, i. S22b, 15b
, 298% 681a fF.

Infirmity, i. 794* .

Influence, i. 824b .

Inheritance, i. 827a
.

Inn, i. 827a .

Innocence, i. 828b .

Innocents, i. 828b
, 823

b
.

Inscription, ii. 732a .

Insects, i. 67a.

Insight, i. 829a .

Inspiration, i. 831a
.

Insurrection, i. 835a.

Intercession, i. 835b .

Interest, i. 837a .

Intermediate State, i.426a, 713
a
ff. ;

ii. 669a .

Invitation, i. S37b .

Irony, ii. 10a f.

Isaac, i. 839a.

Isaiah, i. 839a .

Ascension of, i. 90a.

Iscariot, i 907b f.

Israel, Israelites, i. 839b ; ii. 229a,

230a.

Issue of Blood, i. 843a.

Iturasa, i. 843b .

Jacob, i. 844a.

Jacob's Well, i. 845a .

Jairus, i. 845b .

James, i. 846a .

Protevangelimn of, i. 68 la.

Jannai, i. 847b.

Jared, i. 847b
.

Jealousy, i. 847b , 521
b

.

Jechoniah, i. 848b
.

Jehoshaphat, i. 848b.

Jericho, i. 848b.

Jerusalem, i. 849a ; ii. 305a
, 437b.

Jesse, i. 859b .

Jesus (Name), i. 859b ; ii. 219%
566*.

Jews, i. 86 l a.

Joanan, i. 861a
.

Joanna, i. 861%

Joda, i. 861b
.

John, i. 86 l b
.

John the Baptist, i. 86 l
b

.

Baptism, i. 169b .

Death, i. 412b
.

John (Apostle), i. 866a.

(Presbyter), i. 669b
, 873b.

(Gospel), i. 869b, 885b .

Jonah, i. 895* ;
ii. 626a.

Jonam, i. 897*.

Joram, i. 897a.

Jordan, i. 897*.

Jorim, i. 901 b
.

Josech, i 901 b
.

Joseph, i. 90 l
b

.

Joseph the Carpenter (History

of), i. 683h .

Joseph (Prayer of), i. 91a.

Joses, i. 902b .

Josiah, i. 903a.

Jot, i. 903a .

Jotham, i. 903a
.

Journey, ii. 747a.

Joy, i. 903a ; ii. 667b .

Jubilees (Book of), i. 89a.

Judeea, i. 905a .

Judah, i. 906a .

Judah (place), i. 906a.

Judaism, ii. 288b
.

Judas, Jude, i. 906b
,
103b .

Iscariot, i. 907a, 41% 244b, 293
b

;

ii. 239a.

Judge, Christ as, i. 141a
, 337a,

422a
, 914

a
; ii. 396b

, 615b
.

Judging (by men), i 913b, 176b ;

ii. 241a.

Judgment, i. 914a, 93a, 528a
,

540b .

Private, i. 156a.

Judgment Bay, i. 421a.

Just, L 915a.

Justice, i. 915b .

Justification, L 91 7b , 697b ; ii.

515b , 533
b

, 545a
, 889

b
.

Justifying one's self, 1 925a .

Keeping, i. 925a.

Kenosis, i. 9?7% 15a fF.
;

ii. 204%
762b

.

Kerioth, i. 908a
.

Keys, i. 929a , 9b, 249b.

Khan, i. 827a.

Kid, i. 64a.

Kidron, i. 237b .

Kin, Kindred, Kinship, i. 929b .

Kindness, i. 929b .

King, i. 93Ia
.

King of Israel, ii. 221a
.

King of the Jews, i 477b
, 931b ;

ii. 221a

Kingdom of God (of Heaven),
i. 932b, 325% 379b , 486% 525b

,

527% 528 b
, 578% 660% 711 b

,

770% 775a ; ii. 144b
, 149%

267b
f., 388% 436b, 700b .

Kiss, i. 935b.

Kneeling, i. 935b.

Knocking, i. 936b
.

Knowledge, i 140% 141b, 287%
365a ; ii. 699b.

Labour, ii. la .

Lake of Gennesaret, ii. 587b .

Lamb, i. 64a
.

Title of Christ, ii. 526% 62Uh
.

Lame, ii. 2b
;

i. 700b .

Lamech, ii. 2b .

Lamentation, ii. 2h
, 81 1

b
.

Lamp, ii. 3a
;

i. 268b
.

Lane, ii. 680h .

Language of Christ, ii. 3% 268h
,

270a .

Lantern, ii. 5b .

Last, i. 595b .

Day, L 421a .

Supper, ii. 5b ; i. 414% 464%
8S2b ; ii. 63% 71", 326b, 409%

795a.

Latchet, ii. 9a.

Latin, ii. 732b .

Laughter, ii. 9h .

Law, ii. IP; i. 345h
ff., 430",

540a f. ;
ii. 148% 231% 266%

353b f.,531
b

, 733% 741"'.

of God, ii. 15b .

Lawlessness, ii 17% 632a .

Lawyer, ii. I7b
.

Laying on of hands, iL 736h .

Lazarus, ii. 18a ; i. 9% 467a .

of Bethany, ii. 19a ;
i. 894b.

Leading, ii. 20a
.

Learning, ii. 20b.

Leaven, ii 21 h
.

Leaves, ii. 22a.

Lebbanis, ii. 22*.

Legion, ii. 23!i
,

Legs, ii. 23b
.

Leprosy, ii. 24% 457b.

Letters, ii. 20b
.

Levelling, ii 27a.

Levi, ii. 27a.

Levirate Law, ii. 27a.

Leviten, ii 27 b
.

Liberality, ii. 28a

Liberty, ii 29% 261".

Lie, Lying, i 43(J
b

, 575
b

.

Life, ii. 30a ; i 892!l
.

Common, i, 349U.

Eternal, i. 534% 538", 784h ; ii

301
'.

Light, ii. 32b ; i. 214% 89A
Lightning, ii. 35*.

Lily, ii 35h
.

Linen, ii. 35b.

Lip, ii. 35b .

Little Ones, ii 36*.

Living, ii. 39a.

God, ii 39a.

Loaf, ii. 42a ; i 230b.

Loans, ii. 42b .

Locuwt, ii. 43* ; i 67a.

Logia, ii. 45% 87a, 30l)l>
.

Logos, ii. 49b ; i. 183b
, 478

b
, 480%

889a j ii. 158% 223% 768*.

Loneliness, ii $2b .

Long-suffering, ii. 53b .

Look, Chriat'H, ii. 54%

Lord, ii. 55% 224% 565h
.
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Lord\s Day, i 25i b
,

Prayer, ii. f>7% CO 1

', 610a
.

Supper, ii. (>3% 71b . i. 73%
218% 375MK, 400 1

'; ii. 152%
279% 326% 543% 705a

.

Lost, ii. 76% 554% 813l)
.

Lot, ii. 76h
.

Lots, ii. 77 tl

;
i. 278%

Love, ii, 77% i. 355a l, 771b f., 893
a

.

Christ's, L 287b
, 288b, 433b ;

ii. 79% 339b .

(Jod'H to Christ, i, 356a ; ii. 79a .

to man, i. 433a
; ii. 77b.

Man's to God, i. 547b
,-

ii. 79b f.

to man, i. 238% 547a
f. ; ii.

80% 242<4F.,356
b

lf.

Lowliness, ii. 83a ; i."292% 757b ;

ii. 183%

Luke, ii. 83tt
.

Luke (Gospel), ii. 84b ; i. 506a ,

Lunatic, ii. 91b
; i. 522b ; ii.

96%

Lust, ii. 95% 63lb f.

Lywanias, ii. 95%

Maath, ii. 96a.

MaehturuH, ii. 96%

Madness, ii. 96a .

Magadan, ii. 97a
; i. 406a.

MagdaJa, ii. 97a ; i. 406a.

Magdalene, ii. 97% 139b .

Magi, ii. 97b ; i. 131b ; ii. 212%
'675*

Magistrate, ii, 101%

Magnificat, ii. 101a
; i. 75b ; ii.

141*.

Mahalaleel, ii. 103%

Maid, ii. 103%

Maimed, ii. 104%

Majesty, ii. 104\

MalclutH, ii. 105h
.

Malefactor, ii. 106a.

Mammon, ii. 106a.

Man, ii. l()7
b

; i 291b.

Manacn, ii. H0a
.

ManaKHoh, ii, 111%

Manger, ii. lll ft
.

Manifestation, ii. lllb,

MaulinoHB, ii. 113a.

Manna, ii. 114h .

Mansion ,
ii. 115a ; i. 5%

M"siiiu-i-ri|.i-. ii. 115% 721%

Marcion (Gospel of), i. 679b.

Mark, ii. 11 9* ; i. 120a .

Mark (Gospel), ii. 120b j i, 669b f. ;

Conolwuon of, i. 116b ; ii. 131 b
,

509b , 723b ,

Market, Market-place, ii 136a.

Marks of Jegus, ii. 677 ft
.

Marriage, ii. 136b , 138*; i. 29%

130% 274% 484% 548b , 577b ;

ii. 15b
,
27a

.

Martha, ii. 138b.

Mary, ii. 139b
.

Mary
The Virgin, ii. 140b ; i. 681a ff. ;

ii. 835a.

Departure of, i. 683b.

Master, ii. 142% 224a.

Mattatha, ii. 142a.

Mattathias, ii. 142%

Matthan, ii. 142%

Matthat, ii. 142b.

Matthew, ii. 142b .

(Gospel), ii. 143b ; L 505% 669b f.;

ii. 310a.

Maundy Thursday, i. 260a.

Meals, ii. 150b
, 683a.

Measures, ii. 819b.

Mediator, ii. 153a j i. 431 b
; ii.

397b f.

Medicine, i, 402a.

Meekness, ii. 159a
; i. 142a.

Melchi, ii, 161 b
.

Melchizedek, ii. 416b .

Melea, ii. 161 b
.

Menna, ii. 16 l
b

.

Mental Characteristics, ii. 161%
781 a

.

Merchant, ii. 738b
.

Mercy, ii. 166b .

Merit, ii. 167b .

Messenger, ii. 170%

Messiah, ii. 171a ; i. 22% 471%
486% 526% 841b f. ; ii. 143%

231% 354% 396% 659b ff.

in Apocalyptic, L 93a ; ii. 173a ff.

in Apocrypha, i. 94b ft". ; ii.660
b
f.

Metaphors, ii. 179a.

Methuselah, ii. 181b .

Mile, ii. 820a .

Mill, Mill-stone, ii. 181b .

Mina, ii. 199b
.

Mind, ii. 161 l)
.

Minister, Ministration, ii. 182a .

Ministry, ii. 183b ; i. 24^, 411b
;

ii. 369a .

Minstrels, i. 602b .

Mint, ii. 186b ,

Miracles, ii. 186b
; i. 107bs 607b

,

893b ; ii. 382a, 556% 682^, 688a .

in Name of Christ, ii. 218a .

Miraculous Conception, ii. 806a ff.

Mission, ii. 191b
.

Missions, ii 193b,

Mite, ii. 201a.

Mockery, ii. 196b ; i. 757a.

Money, ii. 198a .

Money-changers, i. 168% 244a.

Monogram (Sacred), i. 309b .

Monotheism, ii. 201b ;
i 650%

840a
; ii. 761b .

Month, ii. 73P.

Moon, ii 202b .

Morality, Moral Law, i. 346%

543MF. ; ii. 15%

Morning, ii. 202b.

Moses, ii. 203a.

Moses' Seat, ii. 71 lb .

Mote, i. 176a.

Moth, ii. 205a ; i. 67'
1
.

Mother, ii 205b
.

Mount, Mountain, ii. 206% 61 la.

Mount of Olives, ii. 206b
.

Mourning, ii. 208b
; i 131% 602b ;

ii. 2% 496% 81 1^.

Mouth, ii. 209a .

Multitude, ii. 209a ; i. 396a
, 404a.

Feeding the, L 585% 894a.

Murder, ii. 210b
.

Murmur, Murmuring, ii. 21 la.

Music, ii 21 l
a

.

Mustard, ii 21 lb.

Myrrh, ii. 212a.

Mystery, ii. 213a .

Pagan, ii. 70b .

Mysticism, ii. 412% 867b, 871a
.

Myth, ii. 214a
, 874a.

Naaman, ii. 216a.

Naggai, ii. 21 6a.

Nahor, ii. 216a.

Nahshon, ii. 216a.

Nahum, ii. 216a
.

Nail, i. 398% 587a.

Nain, ii. 216b .

Nakedness, ii. 216b.

Name, ii. 217 a
.

Names, ii. 218b.

and Titles of Christ, ii. 219a
.

Naphtali, ii. 225a.

Napkin, ii. 226b .

Nard, ii. 227% 265a

Nathan, ii. 227b.

Nathanael, ii. 227b
; i. 173a.

Nation, ii. 229a .

Nationality, ii. 23 la.

Nativity, i. 196% 202% 408b .

Naturalness, ii. 232a.

Nature, Natural Phenomena, ii.

233% 361% 577b-

Influence on Christ, ii. 299a ff.

Natures (Two), i. 139% 140% 481b
,

812b f. ; ii 276% 669% 851%
853b ff., 860a

ff., 865a ff.

Nazarene, ii. 235a ; i. 505a .

Nazareth, ii. 236b.

Nazirite, ii. 237b .

Necessity, ii. 238a ; i. 622a.

Neck, ii. 240*.

Needle, ii 240a.

Neighbour, ii. 240b
,
81a.

Neri, ii. 241b.

Nest, ii. 241b .

Nets, ii. 241b ; i. 598b.

Parable of, ii. 698b

New Birth, i. 740b
f. ; ii. 485b lf.

Commandment, ii. 242a ;
i. 238b,

Covenant, i. 374* ff. ; ii. 548a.

Testament, ii. 243a.

Apocrypha in, i. 100b f.

Apocalyptic in, i. 94a .

Nicanor (Gate of), ii. 709b.
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Nicodemus, ii. 244% 776 il
.

Gospel of, i. 684*.

Night, ii. 245*

Nineveh, Ninevites, ii. 246b .

Noah, ii. 247a
.

Nobleman, ii. 247b .

Non-resistance, i. 547a ; ii. 161 !l

,

517b f., 791 h
.

Numbers, ii. 247'b .

Nimc Dimittis, ii. 253a .

Oaths, ii. 254a ; i. 546b .

Obed, ii. 256*.

Obedience, ii. 256a ; i. 2SS% 430 h
.

Obscurity, ii. 258%

Observation, ii. 23$".

Occupation, ii. 259a .

Offence, ii. 259b
; i. 150b .

Offerings, ii. 262b.

Officer, ii. 262b .

Offices of Christ, ii. 263a .

Oil, ii, 264a .

Ointment, ii. 265*.

Old Testament, ii. 265% 268b , 2SS
b

.

Olivet, ii. 206b.

Omnipotence, ii. 276"1

.

Omnipresence, ii. 277a .

Omniscience, ii. 280% 830%

Oneness, ii. 2SOb .

Only-begotten, ii. 281a
; i. 182a ;

ii. 657a.

Opposition, ii. 282b,

Oppression, ii. 282b
.

Oral Law, ii. 741*.

Orchard, i. 635s1-

[Garden].

Ordinances, ii. 2S3<\

Organization, ii. 283a.

Originality, ii. 285a
; i. 800a ; ii.

881 b
.

Oven, ii. 293a ; i. 231a.

Owner, ii. 293b.

Ox, i. 63b.

Oxyrhyncus Gospel Fragment,
i. 679a.

Painting, i. 122b .

Palace, ii. 293a.

Palestine, ii. 293a .

Government, ii. 229b, 377a .

Political Conditions, ii. 378a.

Population, i. 396" ; ii. 383a.

Palm, ii. 308 !)
.

Palm Sunday, i. 26(K
Palms of the hands, ii. 309a .

Palsy, ii. 319b.

Papias, ii. 309a ; i. 669% 873a.

Parable, ii. 312b
; i. 21b

} 109h
,

331 b
; ii. 145% 673b

, 701
b

.

Paraclete, ii. 31 7b ;
i. 34b

, 742
a
f.,

775b .

Paradise, ii. 318b .

Paradox, ii. 319a
, 314*.

Paralysis, ii. 319b .

Parents, ii. 320a
.

Paronomasia, ii. 321a ; i. 191 b
.

Parousia, ii. 321" ;
i. 280", 342" ;

ii. 438a
.

Parties (Political), ii. 380*.

Passion Week, ii. 323*.

Passover, ii. 324", 326b ; i. 413a
If. ;

ii. 5b ff.

Samaritan, ii. 559a
.

Past, ii. 328b
.

Patience, ii. 329a ; i. 142b .

of Christ, i. 294* ; ii. 329a .

Paul, ii. 886a
.

Conversion, ii. 404% 508b
f.

Christology, ii. 155% 400a
,
403a .

Preaching, ii. 400a .

Pavement, ii. 329b ; i. 631a .

Peace, ii. 330b ; i, 145a .

Pearl, ii. 331b
.

Peleg, ii. 331 b
.

Penitence, ii. 498a .

Penny, ii. 199b,
200".

Pentecost, ii. 331 b
; i. 260b .

People, ii. 334% 229a ff.

Persea, ii. 335b
.

Perdition, i. 455a.

Son of, i. 909b ; ii. S13b .

Perez, ii. 337a
.

Perfection of Jesus, ii. 337a,
636a

;

i. 295b.

Human, ii. 34P.

Perplexity, ii. 342a .

Persecution, ii. 342b .

Person of Christ, i. 187", 365* f.,

469 h
ir., 473a

,
475a m, 506b

,

573b , 753
b

,
821a ; ii. 155% 276%

.291
b

,
401a ff., 669* ., 762"-,

849a
ff., 853b ff., 860* ff.,

864b ff., 867b ff.

Personal appearance, i. 180a
,

314b ; ii. 104b .

Personality, ii. 342b ; L 187a
, 279%

281a
j

ii. 187% 765b
.

Perverting, ii. 349a.

Pestilence, ii. 349a .

Peter, ii. 349a
.

Christology, ii. 399b
, 404b,

406b .

Confession, i. 247b ff.

Denial, i. 444b.

Gospel of, i. 668% 677b
.

Preaching, ii. 399b.

Supremacy, i. 248b ; ii. 350*.

Pharisees, ii. 351 b
; i. 525a, 544

b it ;

ii. 834a.

Philanthropy, ii. 356b
.

Philip, ii. 359a.

Gospel of, i. 680b .

Herod, i. 722b ii. 378a
.

Phylacteries, ii. 360a.

Physical, ii. 360b .

Physician, ii. 363a.

Piece of Money, of Silver, ii.

200*- h
.

Pigeon, i. 65b, 49P.

Pilate, ii. 363l>
, 627b , 754a ff.

Pilgrim, ii. 366*.

Pillow, ii. 366b ; i. 405*.

Pinnacle, ii. 367*.

Pipe, ii. 367 ft
.

Pit, ii. 367 b
.

Pitdier, ii. 307 b
.

Pity, ii. 367 b
; 1. 142b.

Place of Toll, ii. 474a.

Plague, ii. 369.

Plan, ii. 369% 408%

Platter, ii. 37 l
u

.

Play, i. 222% G34h
.

Pleasure, ii. 37 l b.

Pleroma, i. 629*.

Plough, ii. 372*.

Poet, ii. 372a .

Police, ii. 377*.

Political Conditions, ii. 37811

; i.

144*ff.,630*ff.

Poor, ii. 385s1

;
i. 129% 506*.

in Spirit, ii. 386b .

Popularity, ii. 380b .

of Jesus, ii. 38 1
a

.

Population, ii. 383* ; i 39(>
h

.

Porter, ii. 383b
;

i. 68 !\

Portion, ii. 383b
.

Portraits of Christ, i. 4% 312M1'. ;

ii. 859b .

Possession, i. 20h
f., 149% 4IW* ;

ii. 93b .

Pot, ii. 384a
.

Potter, ii. 384".

Pound, ii. 3B4b
,
199h.

PouudH (Parable of), ii. 695h
.

Poverty, ii. 385* ;
i. i29h , 506%

of Spirit, ii. 380".

Power, ii. 387"; L 139", 141* f.,

606(i
.

PrjBtorixim, ii. 389* ; I 699U .

Praise, ii. 389".

Prayer, ii. 390" ; i. 835h .

Ohrwt'H, i. IB", 141"; ii. 39 l
h

,

Preaching, ii. 33* ; i. OGO'% 001".

ChriHt, ii. 393b ;
i. 133% 0(JtS>.

PredoHiination, i. 93h , 307
1

', 021 j

ii. 239% 785*.

Prediction, ii. 433", 430% 777".

Pre-eminence of ChriHt, ii* 403%

Pre-existenco of ChriHt, ii. 407* ;

i. 182*' f., 337* ; ii, 174% 057%
of the Soul, ii, 288% 740*.

Premeditation, ii, 408% 300*.

Preparation, ii. 409% 7*.

Presence, ii. 4l0b ; i. 2B7to
.

Presentation, ii. 4ltia ; i. 8C2h
,

597% 823*; ii,
(

287", 7 1C)*.

Press, i, 396",

Wine, ii. 824h .

Price of blood, ii. 413%

Pride, ii, 414*.

Priest, ii. 41 5b ; i, 297b, 723",

PrieHthood of ChriHt, it, 150h
,

415b
,
615".

Prince, ii. 418**,

Print, ii, 419%

Prison, ii. 420*.

Prisoner, ii. 420b .
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Procurator, ii. 421% 229b
, 378b .

Prodigal Son, ii. 42l b
; i. 623a ;

ii. 555b .

Profaning, Profanity, ii. 422b ,

Profession, ii. 424a.

Proiit, ii, 425a .

Progress, ii. 425a .

Promise, ii. 428a .

Property, ii. 429a
.

Prophet, ii. 43 lb
, 266b .

False, i. 575a.

Prophetess, ii. 44 1
1

'.

Propitiation, ii. 441 b
; i. 433b ; ii.

796% 797b .

Proselyte, ii. 444a .

Protevangelium, i. 57l h
.

of James, i 68 la.

Proverb, ii. 445a .

Proverbs (Jesus' use of), ii. 445a
.

Providence, ii. 448a ; i. 68b
f. ; ii.

283b
, 362

b
.

Prudence, ii. 449b .

Psalms, il 450b.

Imprecatory, ii. 266a .

Messianic, ii. 173% 451HF.

of Solomon, ii. 274b .

Psychology, i. 28b .

Publican, ii. 455*.

Publishing, ii. 455b.

Punishment, ii. 456a .

Eternal, i. 536b ; ii. 441% 603",

668*, 785b
.

Future, i. 3r>7b
, 421% 455a.

in Apocalyptic Literature, i.

98b
.

Purification, ii. 457b
.

Purim, ii. 458b .

Purity, ii. 458b ; i. 771*.

Purple, ii. 459b.

Purse, ii. 460*; i. 167b.

Quarantania, Mt., ii. 714b , 823b
.

Quaternion, ii. 460a.

Queen, ii. 460.

Questions and Answers, ii. 46 la .

QuiriniuB, ii. 463a
;

i. 144% 2Q4b
,

409b ; ii. 699*.

Quotations, ii. 464" ; I 100b ; ii.

260% 272% 445a ff.

Kabbi, ii. 467% 224a.

Rabboni, ii, 467%

Raca, ii. 467a.

Rachel, ii. 468%

Kahab, ii. 468b ; i. 637b
.

Railing, ii. 196*, 527b.

Raiment, i. 498R .

Rain, i. 40**

Ram, ii. 468b.

Ramah, ii. 468b.

Ransom, ii. 468b ;
i. 73a ; ii.

479b
f., 543%794b

.

Kavan, i. 66a
.

Reader, ii. 460b .

Readiness, ii. 470a .

Reading, i. 222b
, 507b .

Reality, ii. 47 l
a

.

Reaping, i. 40a
; ii. 622b

.

Rebuke, ii. 473a .

Receipt of Custom, ii. 474% 455a .

Reconciliation, ii. 474% 477h
, 797

a
.

Redemption, ii. 475b
; i. 99b , 554%

573a.

Redness of the Sky, ii. 484b
.

Reed, ii. 484b .

Reflectiveness, ii. 484b .

Reform, ii. 485a .

Reformation Theology, ii. 860a .

Regeneration, ii. 485b
, 772b .

Rehoboam, ii. 489a .

Rejection, ii. 489a
.

Religion, ii. 489b .

Authority in, i. 153a.

and Art, i. 120a.

and Revelation, ii. 489b , 522
b

.

at Christ's Advent,!. 33% 797a ff.

Religious Experience, ii. 493%
522b .

Rending of Garments, ii. 496b .

Renunciation, ii. 496b ; i. 772b
.

Repentance, ii. 498a
; i. 487b, 616

b
.

Repetitions, ii. 499b .

Repose, ii. 500a
,
502b .

Reproach, ii. 500b.

Reserve, ii. 501 b
.

Resistance, i. 547a
; ii. 161% 517b

,

791 b
.

Responsibility (Individual), ii.

492b .

Rest, ii. 502b, 500a .

Restoration, Restorer, ii. 503a ; i.

93 b
; ii, 174a.

Resurrection of Christ, ii. 505b ;

i. 132b , 241 b
f., 488% 554%-

ii. 517a .

Resurrection of the Dead, ii.

514* ; i. 19b , 28b, 93% 217%
527a

; ii. 173b, 513
a

.

in Apocrypha, i. 100a .

Retaliation, ii. 517% 161% 791b .

Reticence, ii. 501b
[Reserve].

Retribution, ii. 518b ; i. 540a .

Reu, ii. 520a .

Revelation, ii. 520% 489b.

by Dreams, i. 495b .

Revelation (Christ in theBook of),

ii. 526% 481 b
.

Revenge, ii. 791 a
.

Reverence, ii. 527a
; i. 160a.

Reviling, ii. 527b , 196b .

Reward, ii. 528a ; i, 93 h
.

Rhesa, ii. 28b .

Riches, i. 129b ,
506a ;

ii. 106b ,

429ft

, 648
a

, 747b , 815b ft"

Right, ii. 528b ;
i. 154a .

Right hand, ii. 614a.

Righteous, Righteousness, ii.

529a.

Ring, ii. 534a .

River, ii. 534a.

Roads, ii. 534a
.

Robber, ii. 535a.

Robe, i. 499b
.

Rock, ii. 535b
, 678

b
.

Roll, ii. 536<l
.

Rome, Romans, ii. 536a
.

and Christ, ii. 297b
.

Roof, i. 752b.

Root, ii. 538a.

Rue, ii. 538b .

Rufus, i. 42a.

Rule, ii. 5S8b .

Ruler, ii. 540a .

Rust, ii. 540b .

Ruth, ii. 540 b
; i. 637b

; ii. 468b
.

Sabbath, ii. 540% 151b
, 712

b
.

Sabbath Day's Journey, ii. 541%
747a.

Sackcloth, ii. 542b.

Sacraments, i. 325b ; ii. 852%
864% 890b . [See Baptism,
Lord's Supper].

Sacrifice, ii. 542b ; i. 554a ; ii.

156b , 184a .

Vicarious, ii. 793a.

Sacrinces, Christ's attitude to, i.

841a
;

ii. 711b
ff.

O.T. in rel. to Christ, ii. 546b .

Sadducees, ii. 548b , 351b
; i. 785b .

Sadoc, ii. 550a .

Saints, ii. 550a.

Saints' Days, i. 262b .

Salim, ii. 550b .

Saliva, ii. 624b .

Salmon, ii. 55 lb.

Salome, ii. 551b .

Salt, ii. 551b
.

Salutation, i. 692b.

Salvation, ii. 552b.

Samaria, Samaritans, ii. 557%
297a.

Samaritan (Good), ii. 560b .

Sanctify, Sanctification, ii. 561b
;

i. 366a.

Sand, ii. 566b .

Sandal, ii. 566b .

Sanhedrin, ii. 566b .

Sarepta, ii. 845b .

Satan, ii. 569a ;
i. 16b

,
20b

,
92b,

439a ff., 552a ; ii 59% 62b ,

630a .

Satire, ii. 10a f.

Saviour, ii. 57 la.

Saying and Doing, ii. 573b.

Sayings (Unwritten), ii. 574a ;

i. 668a.

Scarlet, ii. 575b.

Schism, ii. 781b .

School, i. 222b , 507b ; ii. 691b .

Science, ii. 575b .

Scorn, ii. 579a.

Scorpion, ii. 580a ; i. 66b .

Scourge, Scourging, ii. 581a .

Scribes, ii. 582a
;

i. 544b.
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Scrip, ii 813a
.

Scripture, ii. 584a
.

Sculpture, i. 123\

Sea of (Galilee, ii. 5S7b
.

Sual, ii. 594a .

Seam, i. 340b .

Searching, ii. 594b .

Second Adam, i. 28b , 477
b

.

Second Coming, ii. 595a ; i. 280b
,

342b ; ii. 321 b
,
438'\

Seed, ii. 595a .

Seeing, ii. 595% 624a .

Self-assertion, L 296% 336" ft,

363a ; ii. 498"-.

-consciousness. [See Con-

sciousness],

-control, ii. 536b
;

i. 294b ; ii.

707*.

-defence, L 547a
; ii- 161% 517b ,

791 h
.

-denial, ii. 598h ; i. 129b .

-examination, ii. 599b .

Selfishness, ii. 600h
, 498

a
.

Self-renunciation, i. 772b ; ii.

496b
.

-restraint, i. 294b
; ii. 596h , 707

a
.

-sacrifice, i. 295% 530b, 619a ; ii.

184% 497a
.

-suppression, ii. 60P.

Semein, ii. 602a .

Separation, ii. 602a .

Septuagint, ii. 60S'1

; i. 114a .

Sepulchre, i. 241 a
f., 655b fF.; ii.

734a
.

Sermon on the Mount, ii. 607b
;

i. 106% 147b , 345
b

ff. ; ii. 206a
.

Serpent, ii. 612b j i. 66b .

Serug, ii. 613tt
.

Servant, ii. 613% 641a .

of Jehovah, ii. 432% 476b,479
a

.

Service, ii. 613% 183% 184a .

Session, ii. 614a .

Setli, ii. 616a .

Seven, ii. 248a.

Seven Words, ii. 616a .

Seventy, ii. 61 7
b
, 249

b
.

Seventy Times Seven, ii. 249b .

Shame, ii. 610*; i. 395b .

Shealtiel, ii. 620a.

Shechem, ii. 687a.

Sheep, ii. 620a
;

i. 64% 67b fE

Shekel, ii. 200b, 819
a

.

Shekinah, ii. 621b .

Shelah, ii. 622a
.

Shem, ii. 622a .

Shepherd, ii. 620*.

Showbread, ii. 622a.

Shilling, ii. 199b.

Ship, i. 216h
.

Shoe, ii. 566b
.

Shore, L 176a.

Sibylline Oracles, i. 83a .

Sick, Sickness, i. 462b , 402a

Sickle, ii, 622b .

Sidon, ii. 622b
.

Sifting, ii. 623b
.

Sighing, ii. 624n .

Sight, ii. 624'\

Sign, ii. 625* ; i. 151a ; ii. 188b
3
837b

.

Silence, ii. 626% 754b
.

Siloam, ii. 628a
.

Silver, ii. 199b .

Simeon, ii. 628* ; i. 203a ;
ii. 233*.

Simon, ii. 628b ; i. 268* ; ii. 846a
.

Simple, Simplicity, ii. 628b .

Sin, ii. 630% 821 b
.

Confession of, i. 360a
.

Eternal, i. 541b
, 788a , 790b ; ii.

787b
.

Original, ii. 632b ; i. 28b , 99a,

552% 698a
.

Unpardonable, i. 209a
, 617%

650b , 733
a

;
ii. 786b .

and Death, i. 428a , 698
a

.

and Sickness, i. 403a , 794a .

in Apocalyptic, i. 93a .

in Apocrypha, i. 99a .

Sincerity, ii. 635%

Singing, ii. 21 1
1
'.

Sinlessness, ii. 636a
;

i. 140b , 295
b

,

361a
,
364b

,
472b

, 799
a

; ii. 163b .

337% 635% 761a .

Sinners, ii. 639b, 68S
b

.

Sir, ii. 640a

Sirach, i. 96a ff.

Sisters, ii. 640a .

Sixty, ii. 252b .

Skins, i. 220" [Bottle] ; ii. 824b
.

Skull, Place of, i. 655a.

Sky, ii. 641% 484b
.

Slave, Slavery, ii. 641% 649a .

Sleep, ii. G42a
.

Slothfulness, ii. 642b
.

Slowness of Heart, ii. 643a.

Smoking Flax, ii. 643a.

Snare, ii. 643a.

Snow, i. 40a.

Sociability, i. 143% 2S9Mf.

Socialism, ii. 643b
,
429a

.

Social Life, ii. 646b ; i. 33a ff.

SocinianiBin, i. 483a
;

ii. 867a .

Sodom, ii. 650b
.

Soldiers, ii. 65P.

Solitude, ii 651 b
.

Solomon, ii. 652a .

Solomon's Porch, ii. 709a .

Solomon (Psalter of), i. 87a.

Son, Sonship, ii. 652a ; i. 182a ff.,

305% 735b f., 773b
; ii. 404%

654* ft, 76l b
ff.

Son of David, ii. 653a ; i. 526b
,

636a ; ii. 176% 221a.

Son of God, ii. 65411

;
i. 77% 836b,

476b , 774a ;
ii. 175b ,

221b
.

Son of Man, ii. 659a ; i. 22b
, 336b,

476% 526% 691a
; ii. 174b,

223% 274b .

Son of Perdition, i. 909b ; ii. 813b.

Son of the Law, i. 224% 225b .

Sons of Thunder, i. 216a.

Sop, ii. 665!i
.

Sorrow, Man of Sorrows, i. 142a
;

ii. 665b
.

Soul, ii. 668a
.

Transmigration, ii. 740a
.

Value, i. 771 b
.

South, ii. G7<>
1
.

Sowing, ii. 070 1

; i. 39b .

Span, ii. 819b .

Sparrow, i. 66a
.

Spear, ii. 670b .

Spices, ii. 670b .

Spies, ii. 670b .

Spikenard, ii. 671 a
, 227% 265a.

Spinning, ii. 67 1
b

.

Spirit, ii. 67 l b
,
831".

Holy. [See Holy Spirit].

Unclean, i. 21% 438MI'., 733a
;

ii. 93 l

\

Spirituality, i. 286b
fl'.

Spiritualizing the Parables, ii.

673b
.

Spitting, Spittle, ii. 674a.

Sponge, i. 67a ; ii. 803%

Staff, ii. 674b
.

Stall, ii. llla [Manger].

Star, ii. 674b
; i. 40SH1

; ii. 99a .

State after Death, i. 425 1

'; ii.

6(>8b f .

Stater, ii. 200b
.

Stature, i. 36%

Steward, Stewardship, ii. 676b
.

Stigmata, ii. G77a.

Stoicism, i. 797'
1
.

Stone, ii. 678a .

Stoning, ii, G79b

Storm, ii. 591a
f.

Stranger, ii. 680a.

Stream, ii. 534a .

Street, ii. 680b
.

Struggles of Soul, ii. G8U' 1

,

Stumbling, Stumbling-bkxik, L

725b.

"

Suffering, ii. 681 b
; L 141 b

,
27Hb

,

531% 55 l
ft f . ; ii. 207 ft fl

1

.
, 605

1 '

IV.

Summer, ii. 682%

Sun, ii, 682*.

Supernatural, ii. 682% I86h .

Superscription, ii. 732%

Supper, ii. 683a
.

Supremacy, ii. (>83
b

.

Surprise, ii. 684a
; i. 47h.

Susanna, ii. 685%

Swaddling clothes, ii. 685%

Swearing, ii. 254% 423b ; L 5401
'.

Sweat, ii. 685*; i. 215%

Swine, i. 64b .

Sword, ii. 686*,

Sycamine, ii. 68Gb .

Sychar, ii. 686".

SycoTiiore, ii, G87b , 086
b

.

Syineon, ii, 628h .

Sympathy, ii. 688"- ; i 403*; ii

381b
, 492

a
.

Synagogue, ii. 080b
.
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Synoptics, Synoptists, ii. 692b
.

Synoptic Problem,'!. 670h
; ii.

S4% 125* if., 828%

Syrophumiciaii Woman, ii. 602b .

Tabernacles (Feast of), ii. 694a
.

Table., Tablet, ii. G94a
.

Tabor (Mount), ii. 694b .

Talent, ii. 199% 8l a
.

Talents (Parable of), ii. 695*.

Talitba Cumi, ii. 697a .

Tamar, ii. 697a
.

Tares, ii. 697' 1
.

Tassel, L 21 9b
.

Tatian (Gospel of), i. 685a .

Tax, Taxing, ii. 090*; i. 143h
,

204 b
ll'., 275% 409b ; ii. 230*,

380% 463a
.

Teacher, ii. 699a
.

Teaching of Jesus, ii. 699b ; i.

I8b ii'., I08b fi'., 148% 213%
271% 287% 362% 472% 473h

,

485h
, (>(>0% 661% 799 b

ir.
;

ii.

27 l
h

, 292% 344 b

Teaching of the Twelve Apostles,
ii. 70r>"-.

Tears, ii. 70(>
a

.

Temperance, ii. 707a .

Tempest, ii. 59 l
a
.

Temple, ii. 708% 13% 307*.

Temple (( Jleansmg of), ii. 712h
; i.

243b
f,,443%

T<mplo Visit to, i. 15% 225b ff.,

361%

Temptation, ii. 713a .

in the Wilderness, ii. 7l4b ;

i 10% 141% 362% 410% 530* f.,

732% 701 b
,

818b
; ii. 200%

338b f., 344% 414b
, 638% 651%

714% 823%

Ten, ii. '249%

Ten Thousand, ii. 250%

Tent, ii. 7l6b
.

Tenth, ii. 716%

Testament, ii. 716b ;
i. 374a.

Testaments of Twelve Patriarchs,

L 87%

Tetrarch, ii. 7l7a .

Text of the Gospels, ii. 717b.

ThacldwuH, ii, 725tt

; i. 4a.

Thanksgiving, ii. 726a,

Tiicophiliis, ii. 726%

Thiri, ii. 727%

Thirst, iL 727%

Thirty, ii 252b .

TiuHtloR, ii, 728%

Thomas, ii, 728% 776a .

Gospel of, i. 680% 682b .

Thorns, il 729a
.

Ctown of, i. 397a .

Three, ii. 240% 251*.

Threshing-floor, i. 40% 277a .

Throne, ii. 729%

Thunder, ii. 729b .

Tiberias, ii. 729b
.

Tiberius, ii. 730 l>
.

Tiles, ii. 731 a
; i. 753a.

Tinifeus, i. 173b .

Time, ii, 731a
.

Tithe, ii. 732% 250% 431b .

Title on the Cross, ii. 732a.

Titles of Christ, ii. 219a .

Tittle, ii. 733*.

Titus, ii. 84a .

Tobit (Bk.), i. 95a
.

Tolerance, Toleration, ii. 733b ;

i. 279h
.

Toll, ii. 455", 474a
.

Tomb, ii. 734a ; i. 241a f., 273%
857a .

Tongue, ii. 735a ,

Tongues, i. 737a
; ii- 333b.

Tooth, i. 737a ; ii. 735a.

Torch, ii. 735b .

Torment, ii. 736a
.

Touch, ii. 736a .

Towel, ii. 737b .

Tower, ii. 738a
.

Towns, ii. 302a .

Trachonitis, ii. 738b .

Trade and Commerce, ii. 738%
259a

.

Trades, ii. 740%

Tradition, ii. 741a
.

Traitor, i, 909a.

Transfiguration, ii. 742% 206b.

Transmigration, ii. 746a.

Travel, ii. 746b .

Treasure, ii. 747b
.

Treasury, ii. 748% 709b.

Tree, ii. 749a ;
i. 395a .

Trial of Jesus, ii. 749b
; i. 575%

756b
;

ii. 196b
.

Tribe, ii. 759a .

Tribulation, ii. 759a.

Tribute, ii. 759b ; i. 246% 466a ;

ii. 200a .

Trinity, ii. 759% 411%

Triumphal Entry, i. 519% 749b
;

ii. 309a .

Trumpet, ii. 766a
.

Trust, ii. 766b
; i. 279% 288a.

Truth, ii. 768a ; i. 279% 892b ; ii.

576a ff., 704a .

Tunic, i. 340% 498a.

Turban, i. 498b.

Turning, ii. 771% 498b f.

Turtle-dove, i. 65b .

Twelve, i. 105a- % 457 b
j
il 252a .

Twelve Apostles (Gospel of), i.

505% 680a
.

Two, ii. 250b
.

Tyre, ii. 774b .

Ubiquity, ii. 277a.

Unbelief, ii. 775a .

Uncleanness, ii. 12b f., 16b , 457%
458b

.

Unclean spirit, i. 21% 438a
tf.,

733a ; ii. 93b
.

Unconscious faith, ii. 776b ,

Understanding, ii. 778 a
.

Undressed cloth, ii. 779a .

Union, ii. 779b
.

Uniqueness, ii. 780b.

Unity, ii. 781 b
; i. 327a ; ii. 280b.

Universalism, ii. 783b
; i, 37Ob j

ii. 194b
, 572

b
.

Unjust Steward, i. 605% 623%
746b

; ii. 817a.

Unleavened Bread, ii. 325h
.

Unpardonable Sin, ii. 786b ; i

209% 617% 650b
.

Upper Boom, ii. 788b .

Uriah, ii. 789b .

Usury, i. 837a .

Uzziah, ii. 789b .

Yain, ii. 790a.

Veil, ii. 790% 710a.

Vengeance, ii. 791a .

Verily, ii. 792b ;
i. 49b.

Vicarious Sacrifice, ii. 793a.

Vicarious Suffering, ii. 793a , 469
a

;

i. 433b
.

Victory, ii. 800b .

Vigils, ii. 589a.

Village, ii. 302-1
.

Vine, Vineyard, ii. 800b.

Vine (Allegory of), ii. SOP.

Vinegar, ii. 803a ; i. 634a.

Violence, ii. 803b
.

Viper, 1 66 b
.

Virgin Birth, ii. 804b ; i. 74b ff.,

203a
f., 573% 783a ; ii. 639a

.

Virgins (Ten), i. 605a
.

Virtue, ii. 809b .

Vision, i. 494a if.

Visitation, ii. 809b.

Voice, ii. 810a.

Vows, ii. 810b .

Vulture, ii. 81 lb ; i. 65b .

Wages, ii. 81 la.

Wagging, i. 646b .

Wailing, ii. 81 1% 2b.

Walk, ii. 81 l b .

Wallet, ii. 813a.

War, ii. 813% 303a.

Waste, ii. 813b .

Watch, ii. 813b
; i. 340b.

Water, ii. 814a
; i. 40tt

.

Water and Blood, i. 216a .

Waterpot, ii. 814b.

Way, ii. 815b
.

Wayside, ii. 815b .

Wealth, ii. 815b ; L 129% 506a
,-

ii. 106b , 429% 648% 747b.

Weariness, ii. 818a.

Weaving, ii. 818*.

Wedding Garment, ii. 818a.

Week, ii. 731a
.

Weeks, Feast of, ii. 332a .

Weeping, ii. 706a.

Weights and Measures, ii. 818b.
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Well, ii. 820b .

West, ii. 821*.

Whale, i. 895b ; ii. 247% 625a .

Wheat, ii. 821<\

Wicked, ii. 821b.

Widow, ii. 822*.

Wife, ii. 822b .

Wild Beasts, i. 64b .

Wilderness, ii. 822b.

Will, ii. S23b ; i. 55P, 621a ; ii.

239a , 669
b

.

Wind, ii. 824a .

Wine, ii. 824a ; i. 401b
, 634

a
.

Winter, ii. 824b .
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.
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91a.
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Zerubbabel, ii. 848b.
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